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W. Ifohinson, F.L B., :^iUhor of " jfilpine Flowerc/' eij.

"You see. sweet maid, we marry

A gentle scion to the -wildest stock

And make conceive a "bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race : This is an art

Which does mend nature change it rather.

The art itself is nutixre. "S^A-es^enrr.

VOL. XVIII. -CHRISTMAS, 1880.

LONDON:
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SCPPIEMENT TO " THE GAKHEN," JAN. 1, ISSl.]

HENllY NOEL HUMPHREYS.

WE DEDICATE THIS EIGHTEENTH VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN"

TO AN OLD rRIEXn

WHO TOOK THE WARMEST INTEREST IX IT IN ITS INFANCY,

AND TO WHOM CIARDEN LITERATURE OWES

MAXV A BRIGHT PAGE.IRIGHl
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE G1RDEN,|
JAN. 1, 18S1. THE GARDEN INDEX.

IITIDEIX: TO "\rO L TJ JVCE ZXI^sTIII.

A.

A'jjrJeen, new park for, 5G0
Abroiiii fragraus, 414
Abntiloii ijiiium, 024 ; insigiis, 3SJ, 024
Abutilons from seed, .")74, 840 ; new seed

ling, 6iri

Aniittitij spinisu5, 140
Act Xejimdo variegatuai, 17J, 310
Achillea rupestrij, 303
A'jiiUntli3ra biejlor, 27», 30j
AcDnite3, winter, 502
Aeouitum albu-n, 22J: Lycoctoaum. 13)
Aotiuiopteris ra liata, culture of. 43i
Aliaitun r.ajiei, 70, .j)7 ; Willianui,

227

-Ki.-hyaiuthuiai a? basket plants, 2j0 ;

for baskets, 3.!!

-^ja.nnthus, 4 i2
; hardiness of, 421, 403,

*"!, 374; minor, ISS; white, 3S2
Agave attenuata, 44»
A tiratuni.an Jther dw.irf. 331 ; Jtalvera

Hjaity, 29S; Multuni in Parvo, 22i
Ailanto, the, 02:)

Ailaatusglandulosa, 02;)

Alexandra Palace Rose .sliow, o;) ; Fruit
E.vhibition, 207

Alkanet, Cape, 3S0
Allium pedemontanuni, 4
AInus glutinosa laciniata, 020
Alonsoa Warscewiczi, 140
Alpine plants and their culture. 421

;

house for, 2S5; manure for, 504, 023
Alstroemerias, 327

Altemantheras, propagating, 294
Auarjllis reticulata, 300 ; revoluta, 50 ;

new hybrid, 477
American Newspaper Directory, 330
American Xotes, 203, 317, 431, 54.3

Ampelopsis \'eilchi, 041
AniBctochili, culture of, 112
Aa;c;tochilU3 Dawsonianus, 203
Ananassa bracamorensis. 270
Andrews, the late Mr. W., 103
Anemone japonica Houortne Jobert, 3S7,

401 ; rivularis, 2) ; sylvestris, .iOl
;

white Japan, 219, 213, 203, 323, 421,
434, 501

Anemones, 201 ; late in autumn, 337 ;

transplanting, 70

Angnc::um Seottianum, 153 ; ebumeum,
614

Annual, the Ros3, 020

Annuals, new Californian, 517 ; for

spring, 272 : hardy, as pot plants, 3)3 ;

in flower, 10) ; list of, 23

1

Aasellia africana nilotica, T'i, 304

Anthurium Andreanuni, 103. 130, 10),

187, 193, 20J, 247, 234, 30), 473; in

bloom, 367; B^keri, 0); Warocque-
anum, 137

Antirrhinums as annuals, 143

Aphelandra puiuila, 203

Apple, a huge, 367 ; crops, failure of,

67 ; from Caunton, 493 ; importations,

456 ; Kentish FiUbasket, 372 ; King of

the Pippins, 372 ; orchards, 546 : orna-

mental kinds of, 301; Small's .\(imir

able, 345; Warner's King, 310; \\el-

lington, 372 ; trees, planting, 400

Apples, American, in Sweden, 493

;

cooking, 601 ; drying, 545 ; dwarf,

tender, 503 ; English-grown, 422 ; im-

Dutcll, 603 ;

flowers, 81 :

ports of, 332; in Normandy, 101 ; in

wet cellars, 171 ; keeping winter, 301

;

market, 273, 321 ; preservation of, 533 ;

select, 404; three useful, 20); twin,

2)1 ; m irket prices of, 63'i

.Applied science. 623

Apricot branches dying, 534

Aquile.!,'ia trlnityensis, 4

Aralia at Mariacld, .574 ; large, 537 ; Sie-

b:)ldi, 482 ; spinosa, 52, 304
;
grafting,

211, 370

.\rboretum, a Cdliforniai, 'Mt\ S.^grezi-

anum, 254 ; the Arnold, 032

.Vrctic plants, 627

.\rctium edule, 72

.\Tnieria grandirtora, 73

-irnebia ecliioidjs, 201. 211, 410. 439;

triple floweriug of, 210

Arteinesia pontica, 4

.\rthrota\u3 selaginoides, 251

.Artichokes, Jerusalem 500 ; flowering

of, 402

.\rum Lilies, 52)

.A.sclepias variegita, 203 ; Douglasi, 153 ;

hardy, 543 ; tuberosa, 270 ; various,

177

Ascot Xurseries, 467

-\simina triloba, 233, 316

-Isters, 423

.\strantia minor, 99

-Asparagus blanching, 003 ;

failure of, 43; flowers, 23

forcing, 549 ; forcin; in >'rance, 301
;

in India, 581; plantation, an, :J11 ; beds,

370 ; planting, 616 ; culture of, 033

Asphalte, 7

Aster Datschyi, 643 ; late flowering, 043

.\ucubas, finely berried, 412

Auriculas in autumn, 479, 513; culture

of, 432 ; notes on, 330

-Austria, winter in, 472

Autumn-flowering Jlezereon, 613

Autumn manuring, Ojl

Autumnal ti.its, 317

-Azalea crispiflora, 2^0 ; mollis, 533 ; Rol-

lissoiii, 234 ; hardiness of, 140 ; aniuina,

for bouquets, 643

Azaleas, hardy -American and others, 105 ;

propagating, 532,'

-Azara microphylla, 111

Balsams, double, 138, 153

Bamboo, rate of growth of a, 234

Barkeria cyclotella, 559

B.arometer, a new, 512

Bartholina pactinata, 29

Baskets, dressed, 001 ; hanging, at Lamb-
ton, 6J1

Batatas paniculata, 380

Battersea Park, 617 ; rockwork in, 618

;

lake in, 618 ; trees and shrubs in, 613
;

sub-tropical garden in, 613

Bean, the Princess. 309

Beans, Lima, 000; protecting early, 540

Beddingout in the parks, 233 ; plants,

wintering of, 303 ; system, the, 127,

146, ISO

Beds, geometrical, and old buildings,

226

Beech at Corubury, 548

Beet, Dell'a Black-leaved, 477 ; Brazi-

lian, 64 6

Beetroot bedded out, 2i8

Begonia, a double white, 230; A. Hemslcy,

70; ascotensis, 270 ; Daveiuana, 2.37;

foliosa, 443 : Frtcbeli incompirabilis,

171, 219, 237 ; insignis and ascotensis,

530; Mary Steele, 70 ; Mr. .A. Coppin,

70; Mrs. Sheppird, 10,1; prismato-

carpa, 559 ; Roezli, 443 ; rosea grandi-

rtora, 70 ; tuberous, large, 133 ; \V. E.

Gambleton, 5 ; semperflorens granii-

flora, 615

Begonias at Forest Hill, 202 ; Cliiswiek-

raised, 75 ; French tuberous, 524 ;

tuberous, 421 ; tuberou', in the open

air, ,307 ; white tuberous, .382

Belgium, fruit trees in, 170

Bellrtower, a good white, 190 ; Chinese,

202

Berberidopsis corallina, 106, J 38

B;rry, the Indigo, 477 ; the Rouge, 473

Bertolonias, culture of, 438

Betonica grandirtora, 27

Billbergia splendida, 44S

Bindweed in gardens, 24

Bingham, flowers at, 70 ; notes from, 08,

123

Biota pendula, 462

Birch, cut-leaved, 474, OOO ; Weeping
cut-leaved, 373

Bird tables, 500

Blackberries. American, 2,39 ; cultivated,

372

Blandfordia flava, 00, 139

Bluets persistent bloomers, 557

Blumenbachia coronat.a, 107

Boiler, Cornish, 590 ; trials, 531

Boisduvallia Latania;, 45

Bomarea Jacquesiaua, 279

Bones as manure, 100

Books, botanical, ; hawkers of, 43 ; a

plague of, 143

Borders, beautiful, 2 ; digging, 304

;

hardy plant, 1 ; herbaceous, in au-

tumn, 217 ; mi.ved, 76, 303 ; plant, 123

Borromean Islands, 239

Botanical names, abbreviating, 227

Botanic Garden, Dublin College, 221

Bougainvillea, flowering of the, 410

Bougainvillea out-of-doors in England,

422 ; speciosa, 107, 304 ; spettabilis,

281; in India, 510

Bouquets, unwired, GOO, 643

Bonvardia, 203 ; flava, 00, 642 ; I'ride of

B.'ooklyn, 515; for bedding, 21; in

flower, 337; on the cool system, 415;

new double, 042 ; Alfred Xeuner,

C42

Box edgings, 131

Brachycome iberidifolia, 537

Bramble, double rose coloured, 247, 293;

sweet-scented, 433 ; green and varie-

gated, 305 ; ornamental, 338

Brazilian Beet for indoor decoration, 640

Briers from seeds, 483

Broccoli, Late Queen, 12 ; new Cabbage,

307 ; the Cabbage, 624 ; variegated, 12

Browallia elata, 512, 533, 500 ; in winter,

576

Brugmansia, fine-fiowered, 133; suaveo-

lens, 250, 209 ; out of- doors, 332

Brunsvigin Josephimc, 48, 30.'

Brussels Sprouts, 200 ; early, 291

Bryanthus erectus, 20

Budding, the season for, 197

Bugbane, the tall, 203

Bulbophyllum Beccari, 188, 305

Bulbs, Cape, 163 ; in permanent posi-

tions, .562 ; planting, ;i04 ; treatment

of after blooming, 179, 638 ; culture of,

in glasses, 048

Buny.a-bunya tree, the, 373

Bury Hill, Dorking, 593

C.

Cabbage Broccoli, 470, 531, 530

Cabbage, Early Marrow, 12 ; Little Pixie,

142
; pricking out, 477 ; club in, 216 ;

the Jersey, 643 ; canes, 043

Cactus cuttings, 345 ; not flowering, 010

Caladium argyrites, 001 ; culture of, 436 ;

storing, 450

Calamintha grandiflora, 79

Calandrinia grandiflora, 202

Calatheas, culture of, 17 ; list of, 13

Calceolaria fuchsiicfolia, 550 ; diseased

191 ; from cuttings, 90 ; herbaceous, 10

Calendars, value of, 653

Calla Lilies, 534 ; the yellow, .330, 506

Callicarpa purpurea as a standard, 301,

354

Calochorti, culture of, 301, 374

Calyptronoma Swartzi, 503

Camassia esculenta, 403

Camellia, forcing, 575; out-of-doors, 473

Cama?nsia maxima, 423, 537

Campanula primulreEolia, 152

Campanulas, the, H8, 191 ; Peach-leaved,

595

Candytuft, canninc, 60

Canna floribunda, 307 ; iridiflora, 279 ;

Xoutoni, 330 : wintering, 345

Cardoon, the Town's, 411

Cards, ornamental prize, 423

Carnation cuttings, 241 ; Rose Perfection,

423

Carnations, American tree, 573 ; .and

Picotees, 38, 83, 97, 120, 396 ; at Drum-

lanrig, 177, 106; border, 137, 150 ; eaten

by insects, 318 ; exhibiting, 241 ; seed-

lings, 72 ; yellow, 140 ;
perpetual-

flowering, 641

Carpenteria californica, 432

Carpctmg system, 199

Carpets, natural, 421

Garret, James's .Scarlet, 411

Cassia Sophora, 337

Castilleja indivisa, 5

Castle Ashby, flowers at, 217

Catalpa tree in Gray's Iim, 352

Caterpillars, 315

Cattleya exoniensis, 203 ; superba var.,

252; new hybrid, 504

Cauliflower, a new, 107 ; Autumn Giant,

311 ; Frogmorc, 30 ; Snowball, 159, 186,

205, 294; early, 12; large, 142; late,

550 ; various, 180

Caunton Manor, 508

Cedar at Warwick Castle, .330 ; at Pain's

Hill, 605

Celeriac, 557
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gjod, 130
;

Celery, hollow stalked, 414 ; manure
water for, 24 ; Williams' Matchless

Red, 5S0

Celsia cretica well grown, 251, 330

Cemetery, woodlawn, G

Centaurea moschata, 7(j ;
yellow, 9J

;

the, 123

Ceutropogon Lucyanus, 533

Cerastiura graudiflorura, 4

Cerasus Padus, 175

Cercis japonica, 31

Cereus Macdonaldiae, 23

Ceropogias at Kew, 04

C'estrum aurantiacum, 304

Chauctonbury R-ing, 658

Cherry Bird, 175

Cherry, the winter, 412

Cherries and Plums, S2

Ca'iforuia, 364

Cheshire, climite of, 50i

Cliestnut, th3 Horse, 435

Chicory, blanched, 651

Chionauthus virgiaica, 576

Chirita Mooni, 367

Chorozemaa, propagating, 413

Clirysauthemum Exhibition, Royal

Aquarium, 527 ;
growing, hints on,

602 ; lacuatre, 502 ; Scarlet Gem, 246
;

segetum, 534 ; Society, N.W. Amateur,

526; failing to flower, 633; sports of,

638; Pompone Fanny, 623; Mrs. W.
Shipman, 623 ; aureum multiflorum,

623 ; new, 620

Chrysanthemums, 520 ; at Slough, 5S1

;

atWaverley Abbey, 416; at Regent's

Park, 533 ; in Finsbury Park, 330, 477 ;

new, 559, 536; Pompone, in small pots,

595 ; show, 418 ; tricolor, 106 ; wliite,

436 ; for exhibition, 630 ; two new yel-

low, 647 ; failure in culture of, 642

Christmas Roses, 642

Churi:h festival decoration, 593

Cineraria fl.-pl. Jlrs. Lloyd, 63

Cinerarias, double, 574

Clapton Nursery, the, 344 ; winter flowers

at, 614

Clay, burning heavy, 616

Clematis Jackmani, propagating, 345 ;

lanuginosa and its varieties, 146; la-

nuginosa nivea, 6 ; montana, 7 : new,

228 ;
poles, 533 ; Rubella, 106 ; scarlet,

175 ; sweet-scented autumn, 389 ; at

Battersea, 152; arches, 230

Clerodendron fallax, 448 ; hardy, 337

;

new hardy, 412; speciosura, 533

Clethra alnifolia, 17S ; arborea, 512 ; at

Kew, 189

Climates of Kent and Cheshire, 563, 587

Climbers for stove and greenhouse, 318 ;

hardy, 191

Cloches, French, 444

Clomenocoma montana, 536

Clove, old crimson, 468

Clubbing, 191

Cobpca penduliflora, 559

Cockchafer grubs, 45

Cocksfoot Grass, yellow

Cocoa fibre refuse, 449

borders, 350; effect of on soil, 424

Cocos Weddelliana, 443

Cadogyne barbata, 614

Colchicum, 219

Coleus Pompadour, 106 ; Sowteri, 70

;

well grown, 273

Colour combinations, 424

Columbines, 99

Compass Plant, the, 196

Conifers at Castlewellan, 340
; propagat-

ing, 395 ; top-dressing, 52 ; at Penrhyn
Park, 239; at Worcester, 5S4; hardi-

ness of, 226, 253, 378 ; losses amongst,

532 ; tender, 272 ; variegated, 119 ; at

Syon, 630 ; in pots, 649

Conservatory, pictuiesque, 576 ; in the

natural style, 373

Coping for Peach walls, 610

, 199

in herbaceous

Coping for walls, 444

Copings, glass, 430

Corn Marigold, 195, 534

Cornus Mas elegantissima aurea, 222

Correas and Eriostemons, 499

Corydalis Lelebouriaua, 147

Cjtoneasters, evergreen, 650 ; hima-
laiensis, 643

Covent Garden Market, 353

Craw/orJia in flower, 2)2

Cress in winter, 174

Crinodendron Hookerianum, 542

Crinuoi amibile angustum, 478

Crocuses, 562 ; autumn, 219, 330 ; In-

diau, IS); unsuitable for early forc-

ing, 374

Cro35anlra infuadibuliformis, 135

Crossbill and fruit, 164

Crotou interrupiuin elegans, 63; unlu-

latum, propagating, 241 ; Warrdni,

452 ; flawkeri, 633 ; Croustadti, 6J6

Crowea sali^na, 473

Cuicu-nberj, 294 ; disease, 394 ; abundmt
crop of, 153 ; failing, 93 ; fln3 old, 141 ;

rid^e, 153 ; training, 72

Caphea Zampari, 412

Ciipressuj Lawsoniana, 45 ; microjarpa,
316

Carrant, naw, 493 ; sawfly, 420
;
planting,

394

Cut leaved Alder, 6:!9

Cuttings, striking, 424

Cyanantlun lobatus, 1S3

Cyanophyllum migniflcum, 540

Cyclam m, Persian, culture of, 353 ; for

market, 173 ; hardy, 273, 351 ; iu small

pjt3, oil; largc-flowerei, 53i; year-

lin;-', 44S; ue ? msthod of growing
from seed, 646 ; dark-coloured, 666

;

white-flowered, 66 J; at Eiling Dean,

665

Cymbidium giganteum, 345

Cyp3rm altsrnifolius, 6Jl ; textilis, 105
;

longus, 273

Cyprix)Jdiuai birbitun nigrum, 191 ; ia-

sigae, 413 ; Morganianuai, 70, 73 ; va-

rieties of, 478; when to divide, 531

Cypress, a flne deciduous, 23S ; deci-

duous, 145, 629 ; upright LawsDn, 577

Cyrtanthus lutescens, 559

Cytisus nigricans, 73

Daddy-longlegs, 242

Daffodils, 562

DahUa imperialis, 448; new, 199; Yua-

rezi, 539; bouqust, 492; double and
single, 221 ; single, 242, 293, 337, 432

;

wintering, 370 : Maximiliani, 642

Daisy, Marsh Ox-eye, 592; Paris new,

244; Swan River, 537; bouquut, 74;

Michaelmas, 423,432 ; Paris, In autumn
and winter, 373

Damsons in hedgerows, 406

Daphne Onsoram for forcing, 512 ; var.

major, 411; greenhouse, 355; Mezs-
reum autun\nale, 615

Davallia alpina, Sill

Day Lilies, the, 118

Decabelone Barklyi, 73

Deciduous Cypress, 629

Decoration, dinner table, 331, 404, 436

Delabechea rupestris, 452

Delphinium Belladonna, 75 ; cardinale,

131; Cashmerianum,563; at Tooting,

6 ; for deep culture, 179

Dendrobiumatiueum, 594; chrysauthum
micropthalmum,422 ; formosum gigan-

teum, 59d ; Hilli, 560 ; Wardianum, 23 L

;

bigibbum album. 614 ; hedyosmum,
614 ; heterocarpum, 644

Design for small space, 266

Desmodium, drooping-flowered,251, S33

;

gyrans, 647

Deutzia candidissima fl.-pL, 23

Deutzias, double, 145, 173

Diauella aspera, 251

Dianthuses, 273

Dianthus Seguieri, 152, 139; "Wimmeri,

107

Dicentras, 6

Dictyogramma japonica varlegata, 299

Dietes bicolor, 139

Dinner-table decoration, 421, 447

Dipladenii Boliviana, 234, 449, 559 ;

Brearleyana, 477
;
profusa, 57

Diplopappus linarifolius, 412

Disa grandiflora, 137

Docks, London, 150

Dracjena Goldieaaa, propagating, 192,

294 ; Laiugi, 53 ; at Anerley, 103
;
pro-

pagating, 264

Drawings, exaggerated, 240

Drosophyllum iusitauicum, 541, 587,630

Dublin Natural History Society, 163

Durian, 570

Ealing Dean Nursery. 635

Eccremocarpusscaber, 330

Eiiheveria sjcunda glau^a, 143; propa-

gating, 294

Edelweiss, 418

Edgings, garden, 151, 242, 531, 553

Elder, Golden, 6

Electric storms, 350

Elms, American, 174 ; varieties of, 223

Wych, an ancient, 363

Embankments, railway, 514

Emigration, American, 532

Endive, Fringed Louviers, 616

Eagelmannia pinnatittda, 421

English names, 49

Epidendrum bicornutum, 13j ; Wallisi,

473

Epigsea repens, 174

Epiphyllum truncatum, 646

Epiphyllums in Hjwer markat, 615

Epping Forest, 523

Erantbemums.list of, 230

Erica hyemalis, 451 ; perspicua nana,

433 ; vulgaris Searlei, 623 ; Bsrgiana,

631

Eriostemons and Correas, 499

Eryngium, the kinds of, 79, 140 ; a new,

347 ; amL'thystinum, 152

Escallonia PhilUpiana, 4

Esculent, a newly-discovered, 410

Euca'yptusamygdalina, 73,357;fllicifolia,

52 ; hardy spiijcies, 12t> ; in Devonshire,

569; montani, 633 ; ujccifera, 639

Eucharis araazonica, 59), 540

Eucomis regia, 279

Eucryphia pinnatifolia, 163

Eageuii apiculata, 477 ; l-'gni, 432

Eulalia, the Japanese, 193

Eupatorium giganteum, 317

Eurya latifolia var., propagating, 2 4

Eurybia ramulosa, 423

Evergreens, native, 271

Everlasting flowers, 380 ; Oliver Wendell
Holmes', 176, 330

Exacumzeylanicum, 2r>0

Exhibition, great international, 615

Extension system of training, 254

Farm gardening, 599

Feather Grass, importations of, 537

Fennels, ornamental, 4S1

Fern, a new, 32 ; Elk's-horn, 547 ; golden

Maiden-hair, 227 ; movements of a,

482 ; new hybrid ilaiden-hair, 597

Ferns, artiflcial manures for, 370; at

Edinburgh, 95 ; Californian,128 ; fllmy,

at EtUnburgh, 58; hardy, 294, 604;

hardy evergreen, 555 ; hardy, for win-

ter decoration, 437 ; in pots, manure

water for, 416 ;
Maiden-hair, 484

;

situations for, 272 ; two hardy, 31

Ficus elastica, propagating, 370, 56-'.

;

minima, 107; Parcelli, propagating,

294

Fig and Fig trees, 375

Fig Dauphine de Argenteuil, 164

Fig, pruning the, 236 ; In the open air,

142; outdoor, 472

Fir cones, rooks planting, 619

Fir, golden Scotch, 573 ; Weeping Scotch,

340 ; Silver, 272

Fish on the Plum, 593

Flame-flowers, 376 ; the tuber of, 196

Flaxdeaved Navelwort, 641

Flax, the rose-coloured, 203

Flower bed at Gunnersbuiy, 137

Flower beds, how to All, 590

Flower borders, digging, 200

Flower, hardy, at Christmas, 642

Flower garden, a hardy, 400 ; form in,

4; notes on the, 465; re-issue of Pax-

ton's, 213 ; formal, 53 ;
in the future,

296

Flower gardening, 35, 124 ; cost of, 615 ;

in America, 431 ; in the parks, 329

Flower girl brigade, 615

Flower mixtures, 20O; scents, 606; ar-

ranging cut, 422

Flowers, alpine, at Bickley, 642

Flowers at Dublin, 230 ;
autumn, 412,

455; border and frost, 586

Flowers, cut, crowding a mistake, 404

;

inGorse, 447

Flowers, hardy, 323, 352 ; at Bingham,

76 ; at Byfleet, 51, 3S7 ; at Gunton, 378 ;

at Tooting, 78 ; in autumn, 337, 350 ;

in masses, 251 ; in Scotland, 106 ;
bor-

der, 27 ; in cottage gardens, 242 ; at

Forest Hill. 152 ; in Cheshire, 103 ; in

Loudon parks, 51 ; late-bloi)ming, 226 ;

market, 455; of the Pyrenees, 219; on

terraces, 302; blooming in October,

400 ;
popularity of, 223 ; single, 604

;

transplanting, 130 ; West African, 444 ;

wild, in October, 434 ; cultui-e of hardy,

619

Fogs, London, 414

Forestry, a school of, 616

Fossil forest, Oldham, 111

Foxgloves, 76 ; and Wallflowers, 370

;

grown under tress, 293 ; in winter,

533

French Central Horticultural Society,

279

Fringe tree, white, 576

Fritillaria recurva, 458

Fruit crops, the, 35, 100 ; failure of, 104,

163 ; in Rutlandshire, 203

Fruit, culture, what might be done in

hardy, 543; drier, Dr. Ryder's, 546;

farms, large, 495 ; gathering and ship-

ping, 332 ;
growing, American and

English, 351 ; houses, wrongly planned,

601 ; imported, 635 ; nurseries, Maid-

stone, 592 ;
prospects iu Kent, 557 ;

reports, 131

Fruit tree walls, ornamental, 655

Fruit houses, wrongly p'anned, 655

Fruit trees for shelter, 654

Fruit trees, pyramidal, 544 ; borders,

493 ; extension training of, 431 ; for

back walls, 370 ; hedge row, 544 ; in

Bohemia, 131 ; in Kent, 149 ; Moss on,

318, 572 ; moving, 266

Fruit trees, wall space, 665

Fruit mulching, 263, 316, 363
;
prolific,

106; pruning, 590, 602; root pruning

of, 430 ; slitting bark of, 431 ; training

of, 254 ; training and pruning improved,

236
;
young v. old, 545
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Fruits Ht Dramlauri^, ril ; Boruean, 556.

570; conlon, :rti ; free bearing, "258;

hardy bush, J7S ; imports of, 500

;

large, 412; new, 307; tropical in

Covent Garden, 5Sj

Fuchsia, Rose of C;iUile, 53 ; Thyme-
leaved, 367 ; keepioij in cellars, 370 ; at

Kew, 183 ; market, 57 ; for autumn de-

coration, 415; on r.ifters, 53

Fiuijjrus, 3;i2

FuuKion trees, 319

Funkias. the, 117

Fniikia ovata, 78

Ftn-nituro, jjarden, 1&2

Garden, a hardy rtower, 400 ; annuals,

550; at nightfall, 201; a wild, 503;
conservatory or winter, 375 ; edgings.

242, 531, 556 ; furuiture, 192 ; labels,

144 ; market notes, 67 ; rock, at

Bickley, 25 ; rock, a well-made, 53 ; the
autumn, 352 ; the wild, 536 ; design,

Battei-sea Peirk, 017 ; market, at Christ-

mas, 639

Oanlens, artistic effects in, 302 ; artistic

laying out of, 455 ; birds in, 343 ; chil-

dren's, 120; Dublin College, 155 ; firm-

ing soil in, 141 ; hardy flower, 35; in

valleys, 351 ; in Wiltshire, 235 ; Kentish,

149; kitchen, walks in, 376; last of

London pleasure, 500 ; monastic, 453
;

The, of the Sun, 523 ; size of, 292 ; size

of and their management, 204 ; small,

194 ; statuary in, 375 ; too large, 233,

268, 301, 547 ; town, .insect pests in.

294 ; walled in, 243
; private, in Jersey,

648
" Garden Annual," 615

Gardener's, appointment, public, 456

Ganleners, German, 31 ; longeWty of,

3> ; holidays, 153

Ganleners" Royal Benevolent Institution,

34, 44

Gardening. American, 176, 481 ; art of,

434 ; for the week, 61, 82 ; German mo-
saic, 352 ; hardy flower, 590 ; Miiltum

'• in Parvo, 224 ; of the future, 269 ; sea-

side, 433 ; town, 107

Gardenias, 433 ; culture of, 374

Giij ine, 432

Genista amxantica, 145 ; prostrata, 73

Gentian, fringed, 365 ; Willow, 243

Gentians, 376

Gentiana affiois, 223 ; algida, ;6S ; ascle-

piadea, 135, 203 ; crinita, 304 ; gelida,

73; Kurroo, 423; Pneumonanthe 151

;

pumila, 107 ; vema, 582

Geranium argenteum, 293

Gesneia zebriaa, 300, 512

Geura montanum, 127

Green crops, muter, 159

Gladiolus CoUillei albus, 93, 121

Gladiolus, degeneration of the, 401,

481, 530 ; notes on the, 325 ; Ville de
Versailles, 500

Gladioli, American mode of growing,
347

Gladioli and their culture, 3S0 ; at the
Crystal Palace, 24tJ ; culture of, 429 ;

nsw hybrid, 152, 251 ; dividing, 564
;

in BitterseaPark, 226 ; new, 569; new
mode of wintering, 193 ; select, 348

;

wearing out of, 243, 347, 473

Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, 245

Glass, amount of frost excluded by,

54S

Glass copings, 170; mania, 474; rough
plate, 554

Glasshouses, forms of, 134

Glazing, 005

Gleichenia dicarpa longipinnata, 185

Gloriosa superba grandiflora, 2S

Gloxinia, malformed, 413

Gloxinias at Anerley, 73 ; carly-flower-

iug, 452 ; in winter, OiO

Godetia Flag of Truce, 189

Golden Rod. new, 349

Golder's Hill, 105

Goodwood, 507

Gooseberry caterpillar, 07, 130, 103, 171,

002 ; sawrty. 429 ; cuttings, 200

Gooseberries, planting, 391

Gorse, cut flowers in, 447

Gourds, ornamental, at Kew, 251

Grape, Alnwick Seedling, 164, 171, 201,

278 ; Chatsworth Seedling, 237, 310,

586; Grizzly Frontignan, 430, 464

Grape growing in open air, 062

Grape preserving in China, 656

Grapes, American, 492, 550 ; badly, 294 ;

colour in, 376 ; diseased, 06 ; etfects of

light upon, 163 ; foreign, 474 ; for the

sick poor, 203 ;
grown in plant houses,

152 ; hardy Continental, 463 ; in bot-

tles, 557; in paper bags, 364 ; keeping

late, 170, 371 ; new varieties of, 503

;

prizes for, 79, 138, 503; shanking, 201,

270, 314; new. 371

Grass, flower beds on, 350 ; going brown,

340; moving, 503; substitutes for, 350

Graveyards, ornamentation of, 3

Greenland*, Mr. Parsons* painting of,

557

Grieve, Mr., testimonial to, 192

Griffiaia, a new, 535; hyacinthina maxi-

ma, 423, 452

Grillinias and their culture, 510 ; from

seed, 539 ; propagation of, 575

Groundsel, showy, 412 ; Tyerman's, 202
;

list of, 156

Gum trees, 345

G'.izmanuia tricolor, 646

H

Habenaria ciliaris, 279 ; radiata, 137

Hablitzia taninoides, 79

Habrothamnus cyaneus, 79 ; elegans ar-

gentea, 100; fasciculatus, 559

Hackberry, the, 379

Hicminthus Kalbreyeri, 374

Hail at Clonmel, effects of, 21

Hamamelis virginica, 585

Hamper, something like a, 551

Hardwicke Hall, 572

Hardy flower culture, 619

Heath, scarlet autumn, 336

Heaths, hardy, ISO

HecktieUl Gardens, 230

Hedera maderiensis var., 70

Hedge plant, oval-leaved Privet as a, 533

Hedges, pictoresque, 490

Helcia sanguinolenta, 644

Helianthemums, 311

Helianthus angustifolius, 423

Hemerocallis Thunbergi, 73

Hemlock Spruce, 301, 519; at home, 4S4

Heracleum giganteum, 105

Herbs for forcing, 477

Herpestis reflexa, 533

Hesperaloe yuccicfolia, 183

HesperoChiron pumilus, 2

Hevea braziliensis, 564

Hibbertias, the cultivated, 645

Hibiscus Cooperi, 144; Hugeli, 138;

schizopetalus, 474; hardy, in New
England, 363

Highclere, 271

Hippeastrum Acramauni pulcherrinmm,
305

Hole, the Rev. Canon, 175

Holly, the, 223 ; varieties of, 171

Holly berries, scarcity of, 534 ; new, 367
;

large, 441 ; Sugar-loaf, 340

Hollyhocks, 83

Honeysuckle, Hall's Japan, 224; orange-

flowered, 355 ; three good kinds of.

431

Hops on Apple trees, 149 ; on arches,

230 ; wild, 455

Horticultural butfoonery, 002

Hortioulture, electro, 30

Hothouses, ill-constructed, 653

Hot-water pipes, sulphur, 24

Houses, cool, 301

Houstonia cterulea, 557

Hoya campauulata, 152 ; carnosa, how to

pick blooms'of, 595, 640

Hoya, the kinds of, 351

Hyacinth propagation in Holland, 312;
in rooms, 421 ; Roman, 355

Hyacinthus candicans, 138

Hyacinth growers, good news to, 293

Hyde Park, plants in, 77

Hydrangea paniculata, 74, 140 ; panicu-

lata grandiflora, 140, 202, 521 ; propa-

gating the, 103 ; variegated, 523

Hygrometers, 582

Hymenocallis, 53 ; macrostephana, 533
;

the kinds of, 3i

Hypericum olympicum, 100

Hypolepis Millefolium, 107, 140, 106

I.

Ice plants, 35

Ilex dipyrena, 523

Illecebrum verticillatum, 305

Illustrations, exaggerated, 7

Immortelles, wreaths of, 153

India-rubber plants, 564

Insect pests, 342

Insecticides for Orchids, 613

Insects, etfect of paraffin on, 600 ; and
flower colour, 174; parasitic, 294; and
paraffin, 616

Inflorescence, 199

lonopsis paniculata, 5

Ipomaa coccinea, 533, 562

Ipomiea Horsfallia?, 559

Iris Crimson King, 110; gigantea, 5;

ImperiarWonder, 70 ; Ka;mpferi, 59 ;

K. Carnation, 70 ; K. Jersey Belle,C8 ; K.
Magnificence, 110; Kosoburo San,

70 ; laevigata var. Kicmpferi, OS

;

setosa, 73 ; tenax, 4 ; alata, 015

Irises, Japanese, 59 ; white, 35

Ivy and its uses, 399 ; in rooms, 447 ; on
buildings. 271 ; substitute for, ISO

;

select kinds of, 222; for trellis, 642

Ixiolirions, culture of, 46.i

Ixora amabilis, 500 ; crocata niultiflora,

448; Fraseri, 443

J.

Jasmine, a new, 177 ; the Chinese, 412

Jasminura gracillimum, 036, 662

Java, a garden in, 144

Jottings by the way, 405, 457

Juniperus drupacea, 73

K.

Kensington Gardens, 73; a feller in, 3i)l

Kent, climate of, 563, 587

Kew Gardens, improvement in, 151

Kitchen garden crops of 1880, 650

Kniphofla aloides nobilis, 152 ; grandis,

22S ; triangularis, 152

Knotweed, Giant, 337, 402 ; Japan, 248

Koelreuteria paniculata, 228, 310

Km*am valley, vegetation in,' 155

Laburnums in flower, 412

Lacheualias, gi'oup of, 60

La^lia acuminata, 614 ; anccps ro.5ea, 014
;

Barkeriana, 044 ; elegans prasiata, 251,

410

Lagcrstrccmia indica, 137

Lake in Battcrsea Park, 018

Landowners, education of, 424

Land, principles of property in, 287

Landscape gardeners, 455

Lane, a Devonshire, 495

Langaat, 571

Languages, words from foreign, 520

Lapageria, double-flowered, 153 ; rosea,

107 ; varieties of, 279, 500 ; at South-

gate, 246 ;
propagating, 424

Lapageria house, Mr. Salt's, 367

Larch, aphides on, 74

Larkspurs, 29, 147 ; dwarf, 004 ; remarks

on, 508 ; second flowering of, 202

Lathyrus latifolius, 220

Lavender and Rosemary, 149

Law relating to village greens, 615

Lawn trees, impoverishment of, 583

;

weeds on, 241

Lawns, re arranging, 591 ; improving, 191

Lawn tennis, 520

Leaves, skeleton, 120

Leek Club. Peebles, 450

Leianthus longifolius, 152, 304

Leitzia braziliensis, 08

Leptospemium bxillatum, 412

Lettuce, the crisped Califoruian, 311

Lettuces, three good, 30

Leycesteria formosa, 583

Libocedrus decurrens, 280

Library—

Ablett's English Trees, 224

Arctic Plants, 027

Gardens of the Sun, 540

Manual of Modern Geography, 523

Markham on Peruvian Bark, 507

Movements in Plants, 020

Rambles among the Hills, 656

Rose Annual, the, 026

Siberia in Europe, 565

Ligularia macrophylla, 287

Ligustrum variegatum, 31

Lilac, new double, 643

Lilacs, double, 126

Liliacea?, monograph of, 412

Lily, a new, 306; a small-flowered, 318;

bed, a Cheshire, 121 ; best time to

move old white, 500 ; Blue African,

hardiness of, 482 ; bulbs, how to treat,

195; Cape, 272; culture, 14S, 467;

Giant, growing, 474; growing, experi-

ments in, 419
;
growing in Lancashire,

591 ; Mrs. A. Waterer, 223 ; new hybrid,

202 ; Parkman's, 183 ; St. Bruno's, 201

;

the African, 358 ; wliite, in Somerset,

535

Lily of the Valley, 24, 374, 482,660 ; freez-

ing, 415 ; in winter, 661

Lilies and their culture, 535, 561 ; Arum,

520 ; at Heatherbank, 97 ; at home,

28 ; at Tottenham, 59 ; Califoruian, 6,

77 ; in Cornwall, 2 ; in October, 337 ;

manui'ing, 140 ; tall, 201 ; the season

of, 5; wild garden, 183; aulture of,

622, 640 ; from English seed hart.iest,

010

Lilium auratura, culture of, 438; fine-

flowered, 330 ; fine variety of, 228 ; in

Norfolk, 327
;
price of, 550 ; cruentum,

60 ; virginale, 100 ; canadense splen-

dens, 70; dalmaticum, 63; giganteum,

29, 123; japonicum flavuni, 123; Kra-

meri, 123 ; longiflorum formosanum,
453 ; medeoloides, 123 ; neilgherrense,

68, 279 ; Parryi, 23, 051 ;
polyphyllum, 4

;

speciosum, 137 ; speciosum glorio-

soides, 160; superbum at home, 175;

Wallichianum, 73, 305 ;
giganteum,

640

Limerick Horticultural Show, 47

Linaria multipunctata, 03

Lindley library, the 485

Linum trigynura, 536

Litjuidambar in autumn, 548; styraciflua,

629
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I/sianth:i3glaui;ifolius 331

Lithospermuui proaU'a.uiu, i

Living', English 170

Loasa lateritia, 65S
Ljbelia cirUiiialis, 22G ; Heckfleld

i'avoarite, 2!i(i ; ilicifolU, 2'J8 ; as a
winter plant, 523 ; lutsa, 231 ; syphili-

tica, 175

Lohelias, 197

Locust tree, Basson's, 368
London, east end, 15u

Loosestrife, the twiggy, 193

Luculia grutissima, 62J, 5i8, 631 ; in

small pots, B*2

Lycaste .Skinneri alba, 303, 594

J^ychnis vespertinatl.-pl., 107 ; Japanese,
78

Lygodium palmatura, 113 ; scandcns,

hardy, 31

M.

Waackia aniurunsis, 238

Maiden-hair I'erns, 2UU
-Maize, home grown. 12, 3)
Mallow, shrubby, 260

-\Ialope grandirtora, l.'ij

iManchester markets, 53

Mandevilla suaveoleus, 185

Manettia bioolor, 533
Alango, 570

Mangosteen, 570

Manures, artitlcial, OiS
Manuring alpine plants, C2S
MipLs, group or, 577; crimson-leaved,

307 ; Japanese, 4so ; .Idpaneseat Flush-

ing, 145

Marantas, culture of, 17

MarSclnl Niel Rose, best stock for, 643
Marguerites, 500

Slarica Northiana, 449
Jlangold, Cjrn, 195 ; Meteor, 401
-Mirjoram sipyleum, 181
Jlarket flowers, 455

Market garden notes, 159, 180, 227, 3.9,
430, 470, 499, 593

Jlarket, fruit and vegetable, in Jersey,
647

; nurseries at t'hristmas, 039
Siartynia fragrans, 251

Marvel of Peru, new, 337
iMasdevallias, 2J7 ; in llower, 014
iMaxiUai-ia grandillora, 300, 478

;

644

iWeadow Saffrons on lawn, 208
Meconopsis Wallichi, 28

Megarrhiza califoruica, 122
Melon, Co.v's Golden Ueui, 2)0;

Hybrid, 373

.Melons, new, 677 ; culture of. Si

in cold frames, 032 ; not swellmg
rottuig, 340 ; variability in, 17o

Mertensia maritima, 248

Jfertensias, 563 ; and Pulmonarias,
the tall, 614

Mesospinidium vulcanicum, 014
Meteorological chart, June, 48
Mezereon in fruit, 41

Microstylis metallicu, 119
Mildew in frames, 441

MiUa billora, 70, 123, 251 ; longipes, 4

Mlmulus cardinalis, 59S

Jloneywort, Cornish, variegated, 389
Monkshood, white, 228 ; an 1 blue, 109
Monoch:ctum Lem jinianum, 559, 039
Mousterea d.liciosa, 451, 4si

Jloutbretia, new hybrid, 188

Mormodes Weudlandi, 030
Morris, William, on gardening, COO
Mess mulclung for pots, 432, 439, 475 ; on

fruit trees, 318, 672 ; on gravel, 346
Mosses, club, 200

Jfoth, death's-head, 414

Mount Hope Xui-series, N.Y , 333
Movements in plants, 1,26

Mowing machine. Globe, 24

Mucuna imbricata, 337

picta.

Dells

; do.

24 :

533

Mud Silad Market, 192, 523

Mud terraces, 6

Mulberry, an old, 523

Mulching pjt plants, 024

Mushroom failure, 293, 342, 411 ; from
straw, 410 ; in deep cellars, 310

Musk, Harnson's, 318 ; Mallow, 250

Mussa-nda luteola, 478

Mutisia decurrens, 304

Myrtle, Koseniary-leaved, 380 ; winter-

ing, 394

Myosotis dissitiflora, 518 ; for winter,

339

N.

Names, English, 170, 20S, 239
-Nardoo, the, 373

Nasturtium, the Fiame, 202, 248; dwarf,
401

National Carnation S)ciety, 117

National Rose Society, 40

-Vavet .Marteau, 72

Nectarines and Peache', 14

Negundo, the variegated, 252

Neill prize, 500

Nematus Kibesi, 429

Nepenthes Laurenueaaa, 452 ; Williamsi,

452 ; sanguinea, 042 ; superba, 024

Nerine Fothergilli major, 20J, 477 ; pu-

dica, 4 48

Nerium .\r Udeni grandillora, 227

Nertera depressa, lOJ

Neviusia alabaniensis, 145, 222

Ne* Euglaud, notes from, 174

New Lily, Mre. A. Waterer, 632

-Vcw Rugby, 000

New Zealand, herbaceous nnl alpiue

plants uf, 002

Newry, notes from, 100

-N'icoLiaua lonxiilora, olo

Nierembergia Irutesceuj, 108

.Votes, autumn, fro.n t'lieshire, 325

;

from Coombe Wood, 402; from New
England, 207, 289, 410; market garden,

381 ; from Jersey, 047

Nursery beds, 118

Nurseries, hardy llower, 35

Nympluea alba v^r. io.>ta, 5

Oak, evergreen, at Bound's Park, 332

Golden, of Cyprus, 480
;
jiosts, dura-

bility of, 300 ; vai-ietles of, 279

O.iks, evergreen, 441, 375, 3J5, 434, 462,

500, 523, 577
;
p;>llardiug, 444 ; at Syon,

629

OlJITUARy—
Andrews, William, 144

Buist, Robert, 144

Cooker, J., 472

Dickson, A., 418

Harden, J. W., 9i

Hudson, Dr., 554

Knight of Kerry, lOi

May, H., 500

Veitch, Arthur, 340

Paul, William, 000

Odontoglossum anceps, 55S, 636 ; bronzy-

leaved, 593 ; Halli .\anthjglossum, 422;

Pllalajuopsis, 447 ; Rossi roseum, 59i
;

blaudum, 036 ; bapliecauthum, 644

(Euothera marginata, 24-3

Oleobacbia palustris, 33, 119

Omphalodes liniiolia, 041

Oucidium dasytjle, 60, so, 112 ; pubes
594

Onion, diseased, 142 ; Improved Reading,

411 ; maggot, 19X ; seed, saving, 523

Onions, autumn sowing of, 238 ; thinning,

310 ; autumn-sown, 311

Ophiopogous, variegated, 533

Orange trees for table decoration, 605 ;

small trees in pots, 031 ; culture of at

SawbriOgeworth, 054

Orchard houses, 270, 313; north aspect
for, 534

Orchards, absence of, 619 ; registering,

40J
; in .lersey, 043 ; shelter for, 0.'>4

Orchid, a new Africau, 480; calendars,

135; disease!, 523; flowers, drying,
5il; growing, nudern, 529; house
walls, how to cover, 595 ; manures for,

133 ; seed, 594 ; insecticides, 013
Orchids at Chelsea, 300, 422 ; at Glasne-

vin,20 ; at Hollo nay, 422 ; at home, .546

;

at Kew, 422 ; at York, 32, 5'23

;

autumn flowering, 360, 478 ; bedded
out, 57 ; blistered, 682

;
growing cool,

112; in America, 112; in the United
states, 531 ; in Vorkshii-e, notes on,

505 ; our, 507 ; out-of doors , 531; prices

of, 189 ; seasonable notes on, 530

;

SirT. Lawrence's, 445 ; and cool treat-

ment, 644 ; cut flowers of, at Christmas,

044 ; notes on in flower, 044

Orchis maculata, 29

Origanum sipyleum, 113, 128, 197

Osiers, 433

Osmau Jiu3 myrtifolius, 585

Othonua, the fleshy-leaved, 331

Ouvirandra feuescralis, 274

Oxalis BjA-iei, 32j, 43J; floribunda in

pots, ; odorata, 29

Ox-eye the great, 251

Oxytropis Lainberti, 29

Oyster plant, 248

P.

Pa>ony berries, 330

P.conies, 12r ; at home, "23 ; choice, 201

;

double rtoivered, 4 ; tree, 174

Palm house at Kew, 412

Palm, long Tnatch, 5J3 ; Date, 482

Palms from seed, 5X2 ; in smuU pots,

184

Pampas Grass in Berks, 2 10

Pan.-(ies and V'loleti, 2 ; for exhibition,

592 ; in beds aud pots, 603 ; in Scut-

laud, 140 ; treatment oi, 84 ; propagat-

ing, 424

Paphmia cristata, 133

Papaver nudicaule, 1.53 ; umbrosum, 29

Parartin and insects, 010

Parafliu r. insects, 099

Pans Daisy, new, 21J ; Daisies, 460

Park for .Sunderland, 5 ; public, 435

Passion-flower, large fruited, 402

Paullinia tlialictritoiia, 312

Paulowuia iinperialis, 44, 521

Pavements, 7

Pea, -American Wonder, 402, 470 ; Ever-
lasting, 201, 226

Peas, flavour lll, 159, 180, 204, 310, 343 ;

late, 30, 310 ; Mint with, lu7
;
protect-

ing early, 549; sowing, ia autumn,
410 ; Pelegrapn aud 'ielephoue, 142,

IsO, 233, 204

Peach culture, open wall, 501, 532 ; out-

ol-doors, 42, 130 ; blister, 130 ; Foster,

200; large, 171; trees^ and stocks,

237 :
yellows in, 558

Peach, Vtitch's Diamond, 650

Peaches, a feast of new, 321; and Nec-

tarines, 14 ; at Burghley, 248 ; cULting

leaves olf, 210 ; diseased, 191 ; early,

237 ; e.\ten3ion grown, 279 ; flavour ol,

104 ;
judging, 278 ; large, 278 ; on open

walls, 277 ; select, 171 ; shedding
leaves, 142

Peal' crops, failure of, 67 ; Pitmaston
Duchess, 372; Pitmiiton, flavour of

the, 495 ; the 'lyson, 431 ; the old Sec-

kel, 302 ; Directeiir Alphand, 631

Pears, American, 127 ; at Guuton Park

370 ; bad, 493 ; dwarf, 304 ; in Covent

Garden, 434 ; in pots, remarkable,

558 ; large, 372 ; planting, 544 ; spotted,

blO ; Doyenne Baussoch, 654 ; Winter

Nelis, 653

Pelargonium, history of the, 20 ; lec-

ture on the, 19 ; Maid of Kent, 03, 94 ;

May gueen, 298 ; Mons. Dubus, 484 ;

Society, 22

Pelargoniums, Cape, 19 ; hybrid, 296 ;

florists', 20 ; from roots, propagating,

340 ; market, 67 ; of the present, 21

variegated-leaved, 21

Pellionia Daveauaua, 18S

Pentstemou Murrayanus, 161 ; Palmerr,

202

Pentstemons, young, best, 514 ; .\mtri-

cau, 641

Peperomia resedBeHora, 59

Pepper bush, the Sweet, 224

Perennials, degeneracy of, 108 ; for suc-

cession, 400 ; hardy, 345

Ptristrophe angustifolia aurea varie-

gata, 192

Periwinkles, 538

Peruvian Bark, Matkbam on, 597

Petunias, 79

Phalajnopsis, watering overhead, 592

Philodendron Wallisi, 669

Phlebodium am'eum, 539

Phlo.xes and their culture, 244 ; tall, 190,

221

Phygelius capensis, 367

Phyteuma, the rock, 245

Picea concolor, 173 ;
pectinata, 10 ;

pun-

gens, 31, 74

Picotee Clara Benson, 70 ; Ne Plus

Ultra, 100

Picotees and Carnations, 38, S3, 97, 396

from seed, 329 ; border, 137

Pine-apple, new, 400

Pine, Corsican, 376 ; the tree, 646

Pine sawfly, the, 341

Pines, culture of, 82

Pinetum, the, 368

Pinus Massoniana, 174 ;
parviflora, 583

Pinks, culture of, 84 ; from seed, 3'29

Pescatorea Klabochorum, 587

Pitcaimia aphelandncflora, 534

Pitcher plants, 34 ; at Kew, 269

Plane tree, injurious effects of the, SOS

Planera Richardi, 029

Plant, a noble, 2S ; borders, 1, 125 ; cut-

tings gratis, 280; propagating, 346;

grouping, 177 ;
growing at Sheffield,

444 ; life in .Australia, 439 ; losses, 380 ;

mi.vtures, 474 ; names, 49 ; names,

English, 317 ; notes, 117 ; raisers, Ameri-

can, 175 ; altitudes, 028 ; supports aud

protection, 652

Plants, aquatic, 589 ; at Baden-Baden,74

;

at Roebuck Caslle, 423 ; bedding, and

frost, 417 ; bedding, duration in beauty

of, 189, 280 ; bedding, propagating,

346 ; bedding, wintering of, 398 ; certitt-

cated,112; dryingoff,519; exhibition,32,

72 ; figured, 186, 229, 417 ; for exposed

beds, 1'20 ; for sub tropical gardens,

471 ; for unfavourable situations, 480
;

for wild gardens, 404 ; from New
Jersey, 175 ;

hard-wooded, 35 ; hard-

wooded greenhouse, 54) ; hardy,

128 ; hardy, and slugs, 637 ; hardy

at Edinburgh, 26, 76 ; haldy at

Newry, 180 ;
flowering of hardy,

4 ; hardy in flower, 10, 42, 55, 80, 154,

190, 292, 337 ; hardy rare, 100 ; hardy

variegated, 279 ; hardy v. bedding, 327

;

in autumn, 150, 367 ; herbaceous, 53 ;

herbaceous at Dover, 243 ; herbaceous,

transplanting, 370 ; Himalayan, 518
;

imported from America. 230 ; iuJluence

of electric light on, 361 ; in Rousay,

Orkney, 513 ; ilelastomaceous, 594 ;

mulching pot, 545 ; names for, 98, 130;

Noith .American, 337 ; old-fashioned,

139 ; on cottage walls, 149 ; on walls,

173, 253 ; outdoor at Chiswick, 351 ;

packing, 287 ;
perpetuating herbace-

ous, 233 ; pot, hai-dy annuals as, 300
;

pot, moss mu'chings for, 475; rock.
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58S ; rock, second flowerins of, 623 ; Pynis Ma!u5 fl iriljunda, CJO
seaside, 310, 31:., 4ii ; selections of

hardy, 472 ; staliin^- linniy, .101 ; sub-

tropical, 7"
: suifacins,', 24S, 209 ; ten-

der in open air, 3 ; two good window,
331 ; tjin? up. 274, 207 ; uiuler trees,

.MS ; Willi garden, 123, 474 ; window,
wintering', 370 ; winter flowering, 4S3,

65S, 590 ; movements in, (120 ; arctic,

627 ; for shady i)laces, 041 ; list of

haijy, 042

riatycodon ),'r.inditlornm, ISS
Pleiones. ISO

Plover, the grey. 010

Plum, .Mr. Fish on the, r,m ; Sandalls,
321 ; the t'herry, 2CS ; \Vinesour, 050

Plums and Cherries. S2 ; at Insatestone,
237 ; late, good, 400 ; north wall, ...'.s ;

not ripening, ,S54

Plumbago capensis, 472 ; rosea snpeiba,
5S.1, 020

Podocarpus alpina, 523

Poinsetti.is for market, .iSO

Polyanthuses anil Primroses, 3S, 81

;

border, 421 ; from seed, 591 ; laced,
3 52, 020

Polygonum sachalincnse, 149 ; vaccini-
folium, 532

Polystichum viviparum, 10

Pomegranate, a new. 31

Pomegranates, English grown, 422, 413
Pomona, the Herefordshire, 3S0
Pontederia azurea, 189
Poplars at Syon, 62S
Poppies, dwarf French, 5

Portuguese Sundew, 030
Potato blossoms, removing, 314; crop, the,

107 ; early market, 159, ISO ; exhibition,'

22s
; E.\hibition, International, 293,

343, 369, 392, 409. 435 ; exhibitions^
524 ; Magnum Bonum, 367

; produce,
weights of, 343, 310 ; Society. Interna-
tional, 320 ; Sweet, crop in America
411

Potatoes, .American, 127 ; Government
Committees, 237 ; Australian, 30

;

autumn-planted, 381, 392; early
planted, 12; exhibition, 210, 551, .iS7;

in Norfolk, 30,1; lifting unripe.
551, 5S7; old r. new, 141; prices of.

435, 477 ; prize, 410; scabby, 402

;

Scotch Champion, 142: lifting before
ripe, 010 ; Cliampion, O.'il ; removing
haulms from, o.il ; treatment of seed,
647 ; yield of per acre, 648

Pots, Moss mulching, 432. 439 ; surface
mulching of, 624

Pot Pourri, 241

Primroses .and Poly.inthuses, .38 ; Even-
ing, 241, MIS, 329; double white, 641

Primula oapitata, 151 : luteola, 486 ;

nivalis, 5, 140 ; Parryi, 59 ; rosra, 79
;

sibirica, Gi : new Chinese. 042
Primulas and Polyanthuses. 81

Primulas, double Chinese. .W5 ; hardy in
autumn, 419, 468 ; Oilhert's Double,
621 ; Annie Hillier, 636 ; Swanley Red,
636 ; Purple Gem, 036

Princes Street Gardens, Edinburgh, 273
Prilchardia grandis, 79

Q

Quamash, the, 40j, 518

Quercus IJuergeri, 4 ; ehrysolepis,
'

peduncnlata concordIa,

Quince, Rae's .Mammoth,

R.

3!, 113

Rabbits in gardens, 117

Railway embankments, .'.u

Ramlmtan, 570

Ranunculus aconitifolius, 4 ; the Persian
122

Raspberry arches, 67 ; new, 138

Raspberries, late, 404

Red Currant bushes, liu

Red spider, cure for, 241

Reed, New Zealand, 479

Reflections, the waiter's, 394
Reidia glaucesceiis, ::4

Renanthera Lowi, i;iij

Retinosporas, the, 253
; goldt u, .'.48

Rheum nobile, 514 ; at home, 5i
Rhododendron Duchess of Edinburgh,
423; Princess Royal, .5S6 ; freak of,

4S5; Keysi, 74; stcnopliyllum, 540;
Veitchi, 2S0; gi-acile lirooki, 042; Dal-
housianum, 437

Rhododendrons. 129

Rhodotypos kcrrioides, 107

Rhubarb forcing, 549
; planting, 206

;

the Sikkim, 40O, 534 ; tor forcing, 651
Rhus diversiloba, 111 ; poisonous, 45

;

viridiflora, 2S3

Rhynchospermum jasminoiiies,

Ribes lacustre, 68

Richardia hastata, 046

Ricinus from cuttings, 610
Ridgeway, near Ticehurst, 377
River sand, uses of, 534

Rocket, double white, 51

Rockwork in Battersea Park, 013
Rockets, 6

Room gardening, 601

Rosa polyantha, 542 ; rugosa, 106, 210,
311 ; from seed, 240, 370

Rose Annual. 620

Rose blooms, drooping, 504
; book, new,

603 ; cuttings, 266 ; strikin,;, 96 ; Duke
of Connanght, 119 ; elections, 431

;

garden at Oakwood, 90 ; Oloire de
Dijon, pruning, 414; harvest of 1S80,

96; Madame Fi-ancois Janiin, 17S ;

Uarechal Xiel, 528 ; Mar^chal Xiel best
under glass, 603 ; Mrs. Harry Turner,
"0; Mrs. Jowitt, 119; pjles, 63s;
Pride of Waltham, 70 ; show, a late

summer, 234; shows, all the year
round, 335; shows, a'ltumnal, 302;
Soc , National, 414 ; stocks, 449

;

suckers, 472 ; suckers, new use for, 254
;

the Ramanas, 336 ; trees, removing,
414; yellow Provence, 500 ; Tea, 025;
hardiness of, 025 ; treatment of after

flowering, 625

Privet, oval-leaved, as a hedge plant, 583 Roses and dry weather, 240 ; autumnal

633 ; hardy herba-

399

Professor Beal's Class, 213

Prophet-flower, 449

Propagator, heating, 665

Pruning and training, 8, 39, 63, 104, 109.

236, 274, 314 ; common sense, 424
Pulmonaiias, 553 ; and Mertcnsias, 53s
Pumpkins on walls, 385

Punica granatum, 98

Patty, to make, 142

Pyrenees, flowers of, 219

Pyrethrum uliginosnm, 387

Pyrethnini", culture of, 26, 122 ; how to
show, 30

Pyrola rotundifolia, 171

P>TU3 coronaria, ; domestica, 283

;

japonlca, 90

cuttings of, 413 ; China, in beds, 513
;

climbing, on iron trellise', 339 ; de-

mand tor, 513 ; English, 439 ; French
prize, 48 ; from cuttings, 198 ; hardy
climbing, 136, lOS, 311 ; in pots, 210:
Moss, bouquet of, 84 ; mulching, 90 ; on
dwelling house3,304 ; on own roots, 303

,

on walls, 370 ; own root, 550
; pedigree,

175 ; planting, 565 ; popular, 254
;

pruning of Teas under glas-, 566 ; re-

novating exhausted, 283 ; remarks on
planting, 541 ; scarcity of standard,

003 ; single, 201 ; soil for, 093 ; stan-
[

dard, 35 ; summer pruning, 240 ; Tea,
I

autumnal planting of, 4;J9; the best

autumnal, 513 ; under electric light.

174 ; under glass, 48 ; in winter \\ ith-

out forcing, 624 ; and mild weatliei-,

€43 ; s'lmdard, 058

Rose Campion, 149

Rosemary and Lavender, 149
Root pruning, 430

Root pruning and lifting, 310
Royal Botanic Society's fete, 23

R)yal Horticultural Society, 70, 119, 137,

100, 291, 393, 525 ; Rose Show, 22

Rudbeckia hirta, 387

Rudbeckias, 339

Ruellia Portellre. 633 ; rosea, 307
Rnmex Patientia, 142

liiis ill CrW, 339

S.

Sabbatia cliloroides, 137

Sagittarias, the, 3j()

Salvia farinacca, 63 ; liian^, 4 ; Hoveyi,

531 ; patens, 219, 339 ; culture of do.,

348 ; Pitcheri, 474 ; pseudo-coccinea,

599; splendens, 437; s. Bruanti, 696;

white-flowered, 28 ; leucantha, 042

Salvias at Swauley,

ceon5, 137 ; lifting,

Salvinia natans, 298

'and, river, 534

Savoys, planting, 30

Saxifraga mutata, 140

Saxifrages, 9S, 144 ; broad-leaved, 117

Scabious, dwarf, 301 ; dwarf purple, 517
Scale, cure for, 554

Scarlet Runners not setting, 310, 343
Schlimia triflda, 694

School of Forestry, 616

School gardens, 450 ; horticultural, 610

Schizostylis coccinea, 623

Scilla sibirica, 301

Scutellaria Mocciniana, 203 ; villosa, 559
Seakale, forcing, 549, 610 ; in Southern

Italy, 311

Seaside g.ardening, 433

Seaweed, substitute for jam, 631

Sedum Meehani, 431 ; sempcrvivoides,

60 ; spectabile, 133 ; spect;ibile and
insects, 246

Sedums .and Yuccas, 538 ; hardy, 1S9
Seedsmen's responsibilities, 7

Selaginella Kraussiana aurea, 575 ; the
Swiss, 190

Selaginellas, 370

Sempervivums, the best, 297
' Senecio pulcher, 370, 477, 617, 537 ; in

rich soil, 401 ; spalhnIa^folius, 23 ; spe-

ciosus, 156, 423 ; Ghiesbreghti , 642
Shallot, Jersey, 530

Sheffield smoke, 472

j

Show, Crystal Palace, 215
' Shrub, new Californian, 336, 396 ; new

hardy, 260

,

Shrubs, beautiful autumn, 367 ; book on,

471 ; choice, 175 ; flnedeaved, 340 ;

golden-leaved, 340 ; hardy in flower,

154, 191 ; rare, 145

Shruoberies, state of established, 352

Siberian Crab-roots, grafting on, 203

I

Slipper-wort, two coloured, 412

Slugs, protection from, 637

Smith, ct Co. 's (Messrs ) nurseries,

[

cester, 584

Snowdrops, 662

Snowstorm, the late, 423

Society, Royal Horticultural,

National Rose, meeting of, 638

Soil, clayey, 444 ; renovation of, 394

Solanum betaceum, 63 ; laciniatum,

330 ; venustum, 337

Solanums, wintering, 528 ; for Christmas
decoration, 645

SoldantUa alpina, 346

Sonerilas as flowering plants, .'d2

Soper's, Mr., garden, 167

Sophronitis violacea, 044

South Downs, walk on the, 053

Southwark Park, 150

Speedwell, Japan, 201

Spir.-ca japonica, 31, 135
Spring, (lie, 164

Spruce, the Hemlock, 4 1, 73
St. Alban's Court, 71

St. John's Wort, Creeping, 193
St. Stephen's Green, 107, 151

Starworts, the, 353

Statues, blight of, 45

Stephanotis floribunda, 202

Stevia glutinosa, 478

Stock, propagating Night-scented, 610
Stock, New Virginian, 80

Stocks, autumn flowering, 147 ; propa-
gating, 343 ; double white, 251 ; dwarl
German, 18J

Stokesia cyanca, 436

Stonecrops, hardy, 189

Stone walls, how to cover, 595

Strawberry, Dr. Rodtn, 418 ; Oscar, 237 ;

President, 436 ; runners, 90 ; Sir C.

Napier, 00, 131, 237 ; Sir .1. Paxton,

131 Vicomtesse llericart de Thury,

170; Evcriasting, 014

Strawberries, 21, 82; and ants, 12.1;

and the season*, 278 : early, 12 ; for

market, 436; large, 20; mildew on,

130 ; old aud new, 109 ; soil for, 129

Strelitzia Regin.x, 53

Streptocarpus Rcxi, 09

Streptopus amplexifolius, 78

Striking cuttings, 200

Stnartia virginiea, 023

Sub-tropical garden in Battersea Park,

018

Summer-houses, durable, 482

Sunbury Nurseries, the, 313

Sundew, Portuguese, 484, 630 ; British,

331, 391 ; Caps, 2.S7

Sunflower, narrow-leaved, 402 ; in floral

decorations, 382

Sutton, Messrs., seed grounds, 234

Sweet Williams, 50, 90

Sycamores at Pl.as Newydd, 433

Symphyandra pcndula, 59

Syon, trees and shrubs at, 028

Syringa vulgaris rubella plena, 643

Wor-

630;

Table decoration, 404, 430, 631 ; dinner,

421, 447

Table stands dressing, 0)1

TaxoiUum distichuni, 629

Tea adulter.ition, 610

Tea plant, 6i3

Tea Roses, 025 ; hardiness of, 035 ; treat-

ment of, after flowering, 625
;
pruning

of, C4i

Teas, scarcity of, 135

Tecomas, how to flower, 576

Telegraph plant, 617

Terrace gardens, 123

Testudinaria elephautipes, 113

Thea Bohea, 643

Theropogon pallidus, .59

Thibaudias, propagating, 682

Thoresby, 425

Thorn, the Eastern, 330

Thujopsis dolabrata variegata, 650

Thunbergia fragrans, 535 ;
grandittora,

478

Thyme, the water, 318

Thyrsacanthus bracteolatus, 559 ; ruti-

lans, 680

Tiger flowers from seed, 402

Tigridia grandiflora, 213

Tiled floors, 376

Tillandsia Lindeni Regeliana, £27 ;

nsneoides, 125 ; mosaica, 013

Tipula oleracea, 242

Toadflax, the spotted golden, 197

Todea superba, 107, 185

Tomato culture, 5.'-0
; .\cme, 411
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Tomatoes, 266; Amtrican, 279; how to

grow, 460 ; the best, 204

Tooting Nui-series, the. 143

Torenia asiatica as a bracket plant, 452
;

Fournieri, 412

Town gardening, 167

Toxicophhca speetabilis, 612

Training, extension, 254

Transplant, when to, 10

Tree, big, in the Yosemite, 209

Tree Carnation Lady ilusgrave, 41G

Tree nurseries, Messrs. Lee's, 356

Tree record, 316, 340, 36S, 441, 548, B77, 650

Tree seed harvest, the, 528

Tree stumps, clothing, 350

Ti'ees, Apple, planting, 493

Trees at Bury Hill, 598 ; at Goodwood,
554 ; at Highclere, 521 ; at Hopetoun,

Linlithgow, 390 ; at Linton I'ark, 64S
;

at Pain's Hill, 677 ; autumn tints of,600 ;

coniferous, hardiness of, 373 ; earth-

ing up, 126 ; fine leaved, 340 ; for wet
land, 554; golden-leaved, 310; hardy,

at Worcester, 584 ; hardy, in flower,

154. 191 ; impoverishment of lawn, 583 ;

in tlie Londonparks, 351 ; in town5,548 ;

memorial, 380 ; on Thames Embank-
ment, 301 ; ornamental, 519 ; orna-

mental-leaved in groups, 520 ; pictu-

resque, 247 ; plantsunder, B38
;
purple-

leaved, 485 ; some French, 363 ; two

useful, 363; variegated, 271 ; warrant-

ing, 493; and shiulis in Battersea

Park. CIS

Trenching in manure, 411

Trichinium Manglesi, 106

Trichomanes floribundura, 113

Trichosma suavis, 478

Tritoma glaucescens, 367 ; I'varia, 4C3

Tropwolum polyphyllum, 29 ; speciosuni,

25, 149, 150, 248, 297 ; tricolorum, 300

;

tuberosum, 160, 180, 239, 297

Trop;colums, dwarf, 194 ; winter-flower-

ing, 675

Tulip Tree, variegated, 228

Tunbridge Wells Nursery, 389

Turnip disease, new, 344 ; Early Paris

market, 524 ; early purple-topped

Munich, 680, 616

T\veedia cccnilea, 29

Tyd:ca JIadame Heine, 534

Tydioas, three good, 416

U.

Urceoliua pendula, 448

Urn-flower, drooping, 383

Uro-.Skiunera spectabilis, 585

Utricularia Eudresi, 28, 432

V.

Vaccinium rugosum, 202

Vallotas not flowering. 523

Vanda ca-rulea, 500; lamellata Boxalli,

560 ; Lowi, 131 ; the Blue, 416

Vegetable growers, hint to, 435 ; Marrow
seeds, sowing, 370 ; Marrows, 24 ; Mar-
rows dying off, 191

Vegetables, heat for forced, 587 ; on peat
land, 96; scarcity of, 519 ; varieties of,

461

Vegetarian Society, 435

Vegetation in Kuram Valley, 155

Verbascum vernale, 542

Verbiscums, various, 691

Verbenas at Salisbury, 402 ; wintering,

370

Veronica Hulkeaua, 44, 79 ; longifolia.

138; otticiQalis aurea, 538; Traversi,

hardiness of, 293

Veronicas, shrubby, 484, 585

Vesicaria gricca, 333

Viburnum plicatuni for forcing, 439

;

Sieboldi, 485

Vienna, notes from, 453, 637

Village green, law respecting, 615

Vincas, various, 633

Vine, Andean, 330 ; borders, 216 ; dress-

ing, 41 ; eyes, 120, 142 ; for a gi-een-

house, 318 ; laterals, 136, 169 ; leaves,

warty, 72 ; new African, 352 ; new
evergreen, 542 ; pruning and training,

160 ; wood, green leaves on ripe, 492 ;

culture out of doors, 658

Vines, cutting back, 431 ; diseased, 471,

500 ; leaf-feeding of, 170 ; outdoor,

557, 605 ; unpi'oductive, 48 ; iu open
air, 633 ; varieties to plant, 633

Vinery, furnishing a, 362

Vinery with bearing wood, 405

Viola .\rlwell Gem, 143 ; avgenteiflora,

301

Violas, propagating, 424

Violets, Dog's-tooth, 174, 662 ; and Pan-
s'es, 2; everywhere, 623; SLarie Louise,

623 ; Neapolitan, 646

Virginian Creeper, Veitch's, 394

Vitis striata, 542, 590

W.

Wachusett, the, 316

Walks in pleasure grounds, 388

Wall copings, 170. 444 ; gardening, 129,

243
:
permanent, 305

Wall, under a, 331 ; flued, 474
; garden,

656 ; heated, 403, 601 ; heated, and
glass copmgs, 430 ; how to cover stone,

593 ; impregnated with sea salt, 382,

444; plants on, 173; trellises over,

148

\A'allflowers and Foxgloves, 370 ; double
German, 99 ; iuOotober, 401 ; in Decem-
ber, 622

Warrea Lindleyana, 014

Washingtouia lilifera, 31

Wasp traps, 233

Wasp'a-nests, destroying, 218, 263

Watercress border, culture of, 472

Watercress, Mr. Hibberdon, 524

Watercresses, border, 551 ; in winter,

651

Waterfalls and rockwork, 604 ; British,

439

Water Lily, blue, 474 ; the fragrant, 399
;

tropical, 452

Weather in Ireland, 472

Webb & Son's seed farms, 265

Weigela. white, 340

V/eigelas, culture of, 62, 125

Wellingtonia avenue, s, 393

Wellingtonia variegata anrea, 149 ; ex-

crescence, 177

Wild garden plants, 461

Wild Service Tree, 272

Willow, the Abbot's, 441

\\'illows, 272

Windows, sizes of, 631

Winter Cherry, 420

Winter at York, 24 ; in Austria, 472 ; in

Belgium, 126, 170 ; in Yorkshire, 472 ;

the beginning of, 417; manuring and
cultivating, 651

Winter Sweet, 642

Wire, galvanised, 610

Wiston Park, 656

Witch Hazel, Virginian, 535

Woodland appearances, 62 ; work for

July, 16 ; for August, 111 ; for Sep-
tember, 288 ; for October, 340 ; for No-
vember, 498 ; lor December, 677

Woods. American, 489

Writing, controversial, 632

X.

Xanthoceras sorbifolia, 73

Xerophyllum asphodeloides, 5

Yarrows, the rock, 306

Yellow Riiododendron, 642

Y"ew, an English, 230

Yew tree, a fine, 650

Yew trees, 5il3

Yuccas and Sedums, 638

Z.

Zelkowa tree, the, 629

Zinnias, double, 298, 330

COLOURED PLATES.

ABUTILON IGNEUM
ACHILLEA RUPESTRLS
A>fTHURIUM ANDREANUM
ARNEBIA ECHIOIDES
AZALEA CRISPIFLORA
AZALEA ROLLI.SSONI

CHIOXODOXA LUCILLE
CRINODENDRON HOOKERIANU.M
DELPHINIUM CASHMERIANUM ...

ERANTHEMUM CINNABARINUM ...

FRITILLARIA MOGGRIDGEI
FRITILLARIA RECURVA
HYMENOCALLIS MACROSTEPHANA
IXIOLIRION PALLASI

PAGE

6-24

306

108

20 i

2S0

2.54

12

542

568

2.30

1.32

458

36

382

LACHENALIAS (GROUP OF)

LILIUM PARRYI
MERTENSIA SIBIRICA

MOSS ROSES (BOUQUET OF)

PLEIONES (GROUP OF)

PRIMULA LUTEOLA ...

RHEUM NOBILE

RHODODENDRON VEITCHI

RICHARDIA HASTATA
RUBUS DELICIOSUS ...

SENECIO SPECIOSUS ...

UTRICULARIA ENDRESI

VESICARIA GR.ECA ...

PACE

60

652

514

84

180

486

406

280

596

358

156

432

332
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ENGRAVINGS.

Adiantum Batisei 507

,, Williarasi '^27

Alstrtemeria peregrina . . .

.

327

Ailautus glauJulosa in flower .

.

G29

Anxotochilus Dawsouianus .

.

203

Anacharis Alsiuastrum .. .. :ut>

Anemoue sjlvestris 501

Angrreciim Kotschyi 487

Apple, a Caunton 495

,, tree pyramid 65

,, tree shoots 41

Arulia spinosa 53

Aniucaria excelsa C49

Araucai'ia imbricata C49

Arando coQspicua 479

Asimina triloba 289

Aster, miniature Chiua . . .

.

235

A2^^^ micro phylla .. .. 402-3

Battersea Park
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HENRY NOEL HUMPHREYS.
Henry Noel Humphreys, although oaly an occasional worker on horticultural subjects, was long known in connection

with them. After cansidcrable artistic training in early life, he, at a time when art was not so much a fashionable

profession as at present, deserted it for literature ; but before doing so. he hal already, when a very young min, done

miny beautiful drawings of plants for a publicition, entitled th3 "Floral Cibinet," in which he was associated

with his uncle, Jlr. G. B. Knowles (so many years Professor of Botany, &c , at Queen's College Hospital,

Birmint^ham). Years afterwards, friendly with the Loudoas and c:)nnected with them by marriage, he again

took up botanical drawing for a time, illustrating Mrs. Loudon's well-known works on the " Flower Garden,"

"Hardy Balbs," ifec , books nust successful in their diy ani still on the library shelves of many lovers of plants.

He was very intimate with Mr. Loudon when he lived in Porchester Terrace, Bayswater, and wrote some me-

morials of him in The Garden. Then came a long interval of active literary and other employment, and a total severance

from any horticultural work until the time of the appearance of Jloore and Ayres' " Jlagazine of Botany," which was illus-

trated by some beautiful .sketches from his pencil. At that time, and several years before, he was acknowledged to be one

of the most graceful artists on wood in London, and much sought after by publishers and authors requiring tasteful work

in that way. Again, after a considerable lapse of years, he undertook the drawing of a number of beautiful Alpine flowers,

intended as the first series of a work on the subject. To do this lie remained at York for nearl}' two months and made a

series of studies, which are alraitted by all who have seen them to be very beautiful, and in which he has caught well the

delicate o-race and espiisite beauty of these flowers. In this case, for the first time, s) far as we know, in drawings of

the kind, the plants were drawn not mjrely in detached portions, which is the rule in books, but as they grew on the rocks

with their surroundings of Moss and other minute plants, so that one gets an accurate idea of their size and character as

well as of their individual beauty. No man could have devoted more painstaking and loving attention and

precious time to a work of this kind than did Henry Noel Humphreys. His early love of drawing plants being once

revived he continued that work till a day or two before his death, making studies from plants gathered in the gardens

round London, an;l frequently drawing a plate for The Garden". This slight sketch of his labours in o le direction may

serve to "ive a feeble notion of the great activity of his mind in other directions, some of which have no relation

whatever to our art. He travelled much, miking many landscape and other sketches on his way, and was an

excellent linguist. Those who knew him in early life speak of him as one of remarkably bright parts and ready wit,

qualities which he retained to the end. His abilities and devotion to anything which he took in hand were such, that the

results could only be appreciated by those who knew in how many diverse ways his energies were, devoted. He died in

London in June, 1879, aged seventy-two years. He was born at Birmingham, and educated at King Edward's Grammar

School and in Brussels. After a residence in Rome, he, in ISiO, publi-shel his fiwt work, the descriptions to "Views in

Rome " by W. B. Cooke. He was joint author with Mr. J. 0. Westwood of " British Butterflies and their Transformations,'

published in 1840 ; of " British Moths and their Transformations ;
" and author of " Illuminated Illustrations of Froissart's

Chronicles " in 1843 ; of "The Parables of our Lord" (illuminated), in 1846 ; of " The Illuminated Books of the Middle

A^es " (folio), and "The Art of Illumination," in 1S49; of "Ancient Coins and Medals," illustrated with fac-similes of

Greek and Roman coins, in relief, in 1850; of "The Collector's Manual," in 1853; of "The Coinage of the British

Empire," in 1854; of "Stories by an Archasologist and his Friends," in 1856; of "Ocean Gardens," in 1857; of

" Butterfly Vivarium, or Insect Home," in 1858 ; of " Goethe in Strasburg : a Dramatic Novelette," in 1860 ; of " Origin

and History of the Art of Writing," in 1864 ; of "A History of the Art of Printing," in 1867; of "Holbein and the

Dance of Death," in 1868; of "Masterpieces of the Early Printers and Engravers," published in 1870; of "Rembrandt

and his Ecchinf's," in 1871 ; of several novels, published anonymously, and of tales, magazine articles, and other works,

and numerous contributions to journals.

Professor Westwood, of Oxford, spoke as follows of him in the Ac:ulem;j: "On his return from Italy, where his love

for art and Nature had been fostered, he was induced by his friend, the late J. C. Loudon, to make a series of drawings of

Eno-lish butterflies and moths, with their caterpillars and the plants on which they feci, the text of which was contributed

by "the writer of this notice. The plates of these works were zincographed by Humphreys, whose skill in delineation and

taste in the arrangement of his figures ensured an extraordinary and extensive sale not only of these entomological plates,

but also of the series of quarto volumes on ornamental annuals—bulbous plants, ornamental greenhouse plants, and peren-

nial flowers planned by Mrs. Loudon ; in all of which a number of different species were grouped together in each plate.

Subisequeutly Mr. Humphreys produced a second series of volumes on British butterflies and moths. His task, however,

was not confined to plants and insects. He published two volumes of illustrations of ' Froissart's Chronicles ' from illu-

minated MSS. in the London and Paris libraries. His 'Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages,' produced in conjunction

with the late Owen Jones, forms one of the most sumptuous volumes published on manuscripts from the eighth to the

sixteenth century ; while his works on the origin of writing, with fac-similes, his books on English coins, in which he

in.^eniously reproduced each in relief, printed in gold, silver, or copper, and on other coins and medals, and his work on

early printed books, in which he introduced a large number of plates, representing full pages from many of the rarest early

block and other similar volumes, with his two little works, consisting of the ' Miracles and Parables of our Lord,' with their

original and highly elaborate coloured margins, were proofs of his unwearied industry, as they were also of his excellent

taste. The two last-mentioned works and his ' History of Writing ' were bound in a peculiar plastic embossed material of

his own composition, which rendered them highly attractive, but which has not been brought into general use."

According to a notice in the Thnei, he contributed to lighter literature at all events one dramatic novelette, called

" Goethe in Strasburg," and he was a frequent contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine, and to Once a Week in its palmy

days, on subjects connected with his entomological and antiquarian researches.
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HARDY PLANT BOEDERS.
" Justicia" criticises (p. 5.59) an article in a contemporary by
" Wykl Savage," which certainly pointed out a widely felt

difficulty, viz., how to hove a gay border in the flower garden

entirely made up with hardy plants. I fancy my experience

over the last five years has taught me a good deal ; and as at

length we are fairly successful here, and have found out how
to have gay borders with little trouble, I venture to send you
a few remarks upon the subject. I will commence with the

most difficult part of it, which is how to have a gay flower

garden in place of tlie usual mosaic work made up entirely of

bedding-out plants. We have ended in a compromise by
using Pelargoniums in the summer work, but for the rest of

the year we manage entirely with hardy flowers. By the

help of the annexed diagram I can best explain the plan

adopted. The border is a long one, say 150 ft. long by 12 ft.

wide, with a lawn in front. Along the front line are two rows

of Crocuses and Daisies, red and white, in succession, and

these are trimmed up as they go out of" flower. The main

line of the border is divided into 8-ft. spaces, and in the

centre of each is struck a circular bed 3 ft. in diameter.

These are edged with Saxifrages and Sedums in the early

spring, and when these get seedy they are replaced by !Myoso-

tis azorica, Lamium maculatum aureum, and other hardy fine-

foliaged plants, some of which remain good from year to

year, as, for instance, some of the Saxifrages and Sedum.s.

These circular beds are filled with red and white Daisies in

early summer, and these are now replaced by scarlet Pelar-

goniums, chosen for their fine bold trusses rather than those

of dwarf habit. The serpentine line C is also changed. For

spring it consists of a wide band of white Daisies, which are

removed and replaced by dwarf Calceolarias for the autumn,

and these are practically all the changes required from the

early summer to the autumn bedding, and a couple of days'

work suffices for this alteration. For all the rest of the

border the planting is permanent, needing only trimming and
replacing as the plants become overgrown or die off, and the

a Iditioa from time to time of new flowers. By a little system

we know where every kind of plant is, so that when they

have died down we are sure not to disturb tliem. Upon the

line A B we have at the back groups of Daffodils, then

clumps of Anemone Honorine Jobert, and in front Iris

anglica. These follow and furnish a succession of bold

flowers throughout the season. In the corners E E are double

Pyrethruras, Lilium auratum, and Lychnis Viscariasplendens,

the space being closely filled up with self Pansies and Violas,

including Magpie, liord Brooke, Admiration, Golden Gem, &c.

At this moment these are one mass of flower, which " Wyld
Savage " may see if he comes this way. The triangular spaces

DD on the front line are filled with Aubrietia grseca, and we
find in practice that this and the Daisies can be left through-

out the year. The Aubrietia is always gay, and is just now
very beautiful. The Daisies are also late this year, and we
shall leave them alone through the autumn. In odd corners

also in front we have Campanula carpatica, and on the back

line Campanula grandis and alba. Behind all these on the

line F we have in early spring Narcissus Horsfieldi and sun-

dry Lilies ; and now we have in splendid bloom fine varieties

of Delphiniums, especially D. Belladonna, the light blue

variety. Behind this again come compact plants of the best

Rhododendrons, interspersed with the fine .Tapanese Hydrangea
paniculata pUimosa ; and again behind these are Lupins, blue

and white, and some Hollyhocks. There are hosts of other

plants interspersed, but this general description will suffice,

and it will be seen that there is everywhere a succession from
spring to autumn, so that the border is always full of beauty

and interest. A few hours every week suffices to keep it in

perfect order by replacing failures and checking overgrowths.

This is the only border in which we find it needfid to use

Pelargoniums and Calceolarias, liut I think it would be found

the most practical system for general adoption, as it admits of

the use of bedding-out plants to any extent.

We have another large border around a lawn which is

edged in front with yellow Violas and masses of white Pinks,

behind which edging are masses of blue and purple Violas,

pink Pinks, Pceonies, Phloxes, Aquilegias, Doronicums, Sweet
Williams, and other large-growing plants, .alternating with
dwarf Roses and backed with Rhododendrons and Azaleas,

and in this bed we have in early spring large clumps of

coloured Primroses. The effect of this border, which has no
fixed lines, is always charming and always bright. In
another we group the larger flowers, such as Pseonies, Del-

phiniums, Centaureas, blue and white. Hollyhocks, and
several sorts of Globe-flower in large clumps, and in front

Violas, Primroses, Polyanthuses, Cheiranthu.s, and Alyssum,

&c. This has been a glorious sight during the present early

summer, but its beauty is now waning. In another bed we
have a fine show of Pansies and Helianthemums, to be followed
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by Eoses, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Gladioli, and Antirrhinums ;

and by the side walks which surround this bed we have bold

masses of Papaver orientale and bracteatum now in great

splendour, to be followed by Liliuni candidum and other

Lilies, white and orange. It will be seen from this recital

that there is no lack of bloom if a garden of hardy plants is

properly arranged and stocked ; these are only the " bye "

beauties of such a garden. The real gems are the smaller

flowers, which do not find a place on such beds as these, biit

are kept in quiet nooks and corners, where they may be

sought out and enjoyed. A garden such as this is easily kept

up when once established, and affords far more enjoyment

than one of a more fashionable description.

Broakhurd, Dkhhury. W. BaocKBA.NK.

A BEAUTIFUL BORDER.
To the Editor of The Gakde.v.

SiE,—I send you a photograph of a very beautiful spot

in the garden of the Villa Scoglietto, Genoa, in case you

should like to enc;rave it in your paper. This garden, I believe,

is justly celebrated, is very well laid out, very vast, and though

I forget the exact number mentioned by the head gardener,

I remember thinking the statf of gardeners a small one,

and all was in beautiful order. It is situated on a

steep hillside overlooking the harbour of Genoa. I walked

through a portion of it on the 6 th of May last, and there

had been very heavy storms of rain, so that the flowers were

dashed about, but the beauty of the foliage is seen to greater

advantage after rain than at any other time. I was particu-

larly struck with the scene depicted in the photograph, which

I was fortunate enough to obtain afterwards at a shop in

Genoa. I consider this a good example of the style of

border which you so ably advocate in TuE Garden news-

paper, ami which, to my mind, is by far the most enjoyable

sort of garden because the most perpetual. When I saw this

border there was hardly a flower in it. Near the walk was
low, well-pruned Ivy, not exactly regular, then a carpet of

the common Periwinkle, interspersed with the sharp blade-

like Iris leaves. Woodruff, and occasional bits of pink

Silene, which probably had come of itself. The Periwinkle

was in flower and the Woodruff, but those hardly show.

Then we came to larger-leaved plants—Acanthus, Hart's-

tongue Fern, &c., and then to the Daphnes and other

flowering shrubs, and, higher above our heads, to the

beautiful and endless variety of trees, many of which

we cannot grow here, but still we have enough to answer

the purpose. Of course there was no gorgeous colour-

ing, and probably never would be, though in the pho-

tograph you see some fine spikes of flower which were

not out when I saw it ; still, it was beautiful, and this,

I feel sure, is the perfection of a garden—not one inch of

bare ground, but a tangle of evergreen ; not a carpet, for this

is a word that does not belong to Nature. Still, I do not

intend by tangle to mean anything untidy or uncared for.

The varied .shades of green which may be obtained by this

means is the chief beauty, and then I need not go through

the lists of Lilies, Daffodils, Irises, and other beautiful plants

which may send forth their lovely flowers in succession, and
which, even wlien their flowers are faded and gone, still

remain to add further beauties of form and a new green in

their leaves to this tangle, or, if I might coin a word,
" entwinement." It must look like Nature, but it is the

highest art to be attained in the garden to give this look of

Nature, and yet to keep Nature within bounds by necessary

pruning and thinning, so that one plant does not master and
overrun the other, but each takes its place in order, and thus

forms a beautiful whole. It is only by exercising taste, by
a wider knowledge of the habits of plants, by not despising

a common plant or a hardy wild plant in its proper place,

that we can get our gardeners to forni such gardens as here

described, and I will not conclude without saying that I

feel .sure, sir, that you have done a great deal to aid this

system of gardening, and that the hints given us in The
Garden newspaper have been, and I hope will continue to be,

most helpful. E. E. Aveland.

PANSIES AND VIOLETS.
It has become somewh.-vt difficult to tell where the Pansy ends and
the Violet begins, aud for our present jjurpose it is unnecessary to
attempt the definition. Both hold a high place in spring aud summer
bedding ; indeed, where they are grown in large quantities, as in the
Hale Farm Nurseries and otlier places, the eiieot which tliey produce
is very striking. Tiieir colours, varying from pure wliite through all

the shades of blue, lavender, purple, orange, and yellow to black,
are soft and pleasing, and nothing seems to be wanted to give efl'ect

to bedding arrangements save scarlet, and this colour must be sought
for in some other flower. Among bedding Pansies and Violas I have
seen the following good and effective, viz.—Blue Bell, Blue King,
Bl.inche, Cliveden Blue, Cliveden Purple, Cliveden Yellow, Ducliess
of Sutherland (mauve), Grievei (primrose-yellow), Holyrood (indigo
blue witli soft dark blotch), Magpie (claret-purple striped with
white). .Sovereign (rich golden yellow), aud Waverley (violet, purple
towards the centre, yellow eye). Among the frames full of show
Pansies at Tottenham I noticed the following as being good and dis-

tinct, viz.—Black Sam, Cloth of Gold, Duchess of Edinburgh, Uuke
of Perth, Grand Duchess, King Koffee, King of Crimsons, Miss
Felton, Mrs. Little, Mrs. Caunell, Nina, New Found Out, True Blue,
and Yellow King.
Fancy or Belgian Pansies are very showy, and can be had in almost

every shade of colour, often spotted and blended together in the same
flower. Those named below are a good selection : Buttercuj), Blue
Gown, David Mitchell, F.ivonrite, Fred. Perkins, Fairy Ring, Harry,
Mrs. AUsebrook, Mrs. McNutt, and Robert Parker. Pansies and
Violas are so easily propagated either by division in autumn or spring,

or by means of cuttings all through the spring, summer, and autumn
under handlights in a shady border, that a stock may be quickly got
up. On hot soils with a tendency to dryness tlie bulk of tlie

planting should be done in autumn, in order to enable the plants to

get a good hold of the soil before dry weather sets in. Mulching
should be resorted to in the case of plants moved in the spring. If

manures are used at planting time they should be deeply buried,

as if placed in immediate contact with the roots before the plants had
gathered strength enough to avail themselves of a strong diet their

health would prob.ably suffer ; but by placing the manure deep down
in the earth, from 1 ft. to 15 in. at least, the roots would reach it

about the time when they required additional support in the height

of their blooming season. E. Hobday.

Hesperochiron pumilua.—An absolutely new alpine plant

—new both genus and species—is of rare occurrence in even the

collections of those who are ever on the outlook for novelties. Yet
sueh is the case as regards the plant of which the annexed is an
illustration, prepared from examples of it which flowered on the

rookery in Mr. Ware's nursery at Tottenham. It belongs to the

AVater-leaf (Hydrophyllum) family, aud bears flowers varying from

a delicate blue to pure white. It is a native of the Rocky Moun-
tains of Idaho and Northern Utah, where it grows in springy or

marshy ground. As to its thorough hardiness, we cannot speak, but
it has been on the rockery at Tottenham for some time, and grows
freely and vigorously.

—

W. G.

Lilies in Cornwall.—My Lilies suffered very much from the

wet summer of last year, especially L. Kramei'i and L. Wallichia-

num. I lost sixteen bulbs of the last, and have only two left ; one

I hope to flower. I have cut now Lilium Kramer! in great beauty.

Tliis Lily, to my mind, is by far the most lovely ; and, moreover, the

scent of it is delightful, different from any Lily I know. I have

also cut L. pomponium, the most useful early Lily—much like

the Martagon Lily, but much earlier, and the foliage very different

and better. Of course I have many fine spikes of L. gigantcum

perfuming my wild g.arden delightfully. Lilies succeel in Cornwall

better than in any other county of England I know. The worst part of

it is the soil, which is not nearly so good as Mr. Wilson's, at Wey-
bridge. I lost last year more Narcissi than I ever lost before, and have

come to the conclusion that a dry bank is the best place to grow these

charming spring flowers.—J. T. BoscAWEN-, Lamorran Rerlortj,

Prohus.
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TENDER PLANTS IN THE OPEN All!.

I snorLD think that even the most enthusiastic admirer of those

tender suhjoots wliich it is the custom to employ for beddiug pur-

poses wouhl admit that the pleasure whicli they afford is dearly

bought. When we take into account the hihourand expense which
their keeping .and culture entail, ami how often they are complete

or partial fadures, one cannot but feel surprised that they should

still be so much grown and relied upon as they are for a summer
displaj'. Whilst so much time is occupied during the e.arly months
of the year in propagating and preparing this fragile ti-ibe of plants

for the open ground, there is but little chance of our beautiful hardy
flowers receiving even th.at slight amount of care necessary to

bring them to perfection. It is by no means rare to see a consider-

able"portion of a garden of large dimensions, occupied by miserable

stunted-looking tender plants, which do not even come freely into

growth before a great portion of the summer season is past, and
where net even a cluster of Pansies, A'iolas, or any such clieerful

spring-tloweriug plant is to be seen. Surely that sj'stem which
deprives our gardens of brightness and beauty during a considerable

portion of the most enjoyable months of the year must be radic-

alij' wrong. Now that the days are long, and bringing with them
more or less fine weather, a garden should be a source of pleasure to

the owner ; and it is cert.ain that by a judicious selection of sub-

jects pleasure grounds may be made as attractive, and even more
interesting, at this season than later on wlicn the bedding plants

are at their best

;

bnt, in order to

effect this de-

sired result, the
owner must make
up his mind to
forego a little of

that brilliancy

which has up to
the present led

so many to make
almost exclusive

use of plants dis-

tinguished for
bright and glow-
ing colours. In
places where glass

accommodation is

scarce it would
be better for both
grower and owner
were the culture

of all very tender
subjects never in

any way attempt-
ed. The grower
has to devote
space to them
which he urgently
needs, perhaps,
for forwarding
fruit and vege-
tables or flowers, and the owner often has the mortifncation of

seeing that whicli has cost so much care and labour gradually
dwindle away, or, as is often the case, swept off in a single night.

In the early part of this month we experienced in this district a
frost severe enough to entirely destroy all such tender plants as

Colens, Iresines, &c. A gardener of my acquaintance informed mc
on the following day that his summer displa3' was " quite ruined ;''

and, said he, "I do not know what to do, asthe loss is so great that
I cannot make it good." And this occurred in a place where every
inch of glass is needed, and where the demand for such things as
are required to be forwarded under glsss always exceeds the supply.
Valuable space and time are thus yearly wasted upon a class of
plants which could easily be dispensed with, ily impression is

that, until our public parks and gardens devote some of tlieir re-

sources to the culture of hardy flowering plants, and show the
plant-loving public what may be effected with them, we shall never
see them universally popular. The influence of our public gardens
is, I have reason to know, very gi-eat ; and as long as the culture of
tender plants is so extensively carried out in them, so long will the
owners of fardens, both large and small, be influenced thereby.
Were only one-sixth part of the time, labour, care, and expense
that are now bestowed upon tender plants given to hardy flowers in

such places as Hampton Court Gardens, Victoria Park, Hyde
Park, Regent's Park, and Battersea Park, we should soon, I appre-
hend, see an entire change in the present system of flower
gardening. J. CoB.vmtL.

GEA"\^YARD GARDENS.
A FEW days ago, having a few minutes to spare, I turned into a
churchyard situated in a densely populated district on the southern
sideof theriverThames. Asinmosttownchurchyardsnowadays, some
eft'orts are made to l)eautify the last resting-place of the dead, so
here also sometliing had been done witli trees, shrubs, and flowers
to soften and clotlie with verdure the gloomy surroundings. The
Planes—best uf all trees for smoky cities— were arrayed in the
bright green dress of spring, and through the openings in the boughs
the rays of tiie warm afternoon sun glinted down, shedding a golden
tinted lighten the Grass and gravel paths, imjiarting a cheerful and
pleasant tone to the scene. The Grass too, though lacking in tlie

thickness and elasticity of country turf, was fresli and green, but
the shrubs—the Hollies, Rliododendrons, Yew trees, Arbor-vita;s,
Retinosporas, &c.—were simplj' wretched in the extreme—stifled in
tlie murky atmosphere. This was not the only instance where I

saw this miserable system of planting tilings that cannot succeed ;

and then, as if to bring tlieir gaunt appearance into higher relief,

they were planted on mounds of earth—brown, bare, huge hillocks,

with formal edges. Here was a quiet peaceful spot, in the heart of

a great city, shaded by trees, where the roar of the tlirobbing,

surging multitude in the streets came only in a subdued murmur

—

jiist the place where any person may profitably spend a few minutes
in quiet reflection if the skeleton shrubs were taken away. I look
upon these city and town churchyards, if rightly managed, as finger-

posts by the way ;

oases in the de-

sert of bricks
and mortar, that
ought to be treat-

ed with special

care for tlie sake
of the mouldering
dust which they
contain. To look
upon the pleasant
green of trees,

Grass, and flowers

tends to soothe
the overburdened
lieart and the
overtaxed brain ;

and there is no
man, be he philo-

sopher or poet, or
only made of or-

dinary clay, who
would not be be-

nefited by some
^ ~ such break in his

thoughts, which
a few minutes
passed in such a
spot would give.

Why do not the
jilanters of Lon-
don churchyards

instead of planting those things which
turn their attention

Hesperochirou pumilus.

get out of the old rut, and,

experience must have taught them canuot liv

to the discovery of the numerous plants that would %\ear a decent
and comfortable-looking appearance, even under unfavourable cir-

cumstances ? If I could only spare a week for the purpose of lock-

ing up the smoke-resisting plants that might be found in London
itself, I would undertake to make a list of plants which, if carefully

planted and tended, would alter the character of tiio graveyards
and small open spaces in large towns, for the list of plants that will

grow in a contaminated atmosphere is not a meagre one. Why,
even in the place under consideration there were two classes of

plants that were fresh and bright, and which were apparently quite at
home amid the dead and dying shrubs. A long border beneath the
Plane trees was planted thickly with the common Primrose, which
the man in charge told me flowered well ; and to bring a oouiiti y bank
laden with Primroses into the heart of murky London must be a
pleasant feature, and the same remark applies equally to a large

quantity of common hardy Ferns which were growing in a i.u uLer
of unsightly square-looking heaps of clinkers, all about the same
size, ranged in a row, looking for all the world as if they had bet n
built over a row of tombs, which, perhaps, might be the case. It is

better to be content with Plane trees. Grass, Primroses, ami other
lowly flowers that will thrive than to plant year after year—which
is done in some cases—costly evergreens only to quickly perish.

The best of all trees and shrubs for large towns are such as

are deciduous, a fact that has often been pointed out.—E. HoBDAar.
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NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN-

Aquilegia trinityensis.—This handsome hybrid Columbine
(a cross between A. clirysantha and A. c(erulea), noticed at page
514, was first raised by Mr. Anderson Henry, of Hay Lodge, Trinity,

near Edinburgh. The Messrs. A'citch raised a similar cross, which
was distributed under a different name. Dr. Stewart, Chirnside,
Berwickshire, has this year flowered plants of the same cross with
large and fuller blooms. Some years ago my predecessor raised

plants from crossing the above species in which the flayers had the
corolla lavender coloured and the caly.x yellow—the reverse of A.
.trinityensis.—J. .Sadler, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

Ranunculus aconitifolius fl.-pl.—I was very glad to see
" W. J. M.," Vtonmi'l (p. 479), writing in favour of this good old

plant—tlie douljle form of the species commonly known as Fair

Maids of France. For deep, rich, shady borders it is well worth a

place. It has, however, two drawbacks ; the foliage is very liable

to the attacks of mining larva?, which at this season render it very
unsightly, and the flowers also fade very quickly if cut for decora-
tive purposes. I consider R. amplexicaulis one of the finest of

•border kinds.—B.

Second Flowering of Hardy Plants.—Probably owing
to the mildness of our cli'.iate and occasional heavy sliowers,

several of my flowers liave commenced to bloom a second time

—

notably Polyantlius, Primrose, and Pjeonies. I think I notice a
similar tendency, not yet developed, in a few of the outdoor Alpine
Auriculas. Notliing of the kind has been observed here during the
last few years. Here the constant alternation of sunshine and
showers leaves little room for grumbling either in the case of the
farmer, gardener, or florist, so tliat a year of plenty is likely to suc-

ceed a year of famine.—\V. J. M., Clonmd.

Lithospermum prostratum.—Of all hardy plants for rock-
work this is perhaps the most beautiful, as it is quite unapproach-
able as regards the deep rich blue of its flowers, which in elevated
positions are shown off to the greatest advantage. The habit of the
plant, too, venders it especially adapted for a rocky bank or mound,
as there it trails along and overhangs ledges naturally ; while on
flat ground it rises only a few inches in height, forming a dense
carpet of green. In order to grow this Lithospermum well, it

should have sharp gi'itty soil, in which peat or leaf-mould has been
mi.\ed, and if it has a good deptli of this and an opea sunny situa-

tion, so as to ripen its growtli, it will reward the possessor with a

fine display of blossoms. As a companion plant to stand near it

I would recommend Phlox Nelsoui, tlie habit of which is similar,

and, tlie flowers being pure white, the contrast between the two is

most effective and striking.—S. I).

Form in the Flower Garden.—Because form is spoken of

in this connection, people are apt to imagine that colour must be
sacrificed by such as would follow the canons of good taste. The
truth is, when form is recognised as a necessary element colour
comes with it, and tlie gain is this, that we have abandoned mere
colour and found sources of new delight in plants. Now we are free

to admire the Pyrethrum, and the Plilox, and the Dianthus, and the
Gladiolus, and the thousand plants varying every way in form and
expression, and ever rich with colour, and have abandoned the flat

monotony in which colour was the sole element, and could only
please one as a very superior kind of outdoor chroraatrope. It would
be a great gain to many gardens and the owners thereof if we could
succeed in arousing an interest in plants as more wortliy of attention

than mere colours. But in many instances tlie flat bedding would
have to be abandoned in favour of the plants, because of the space
and the labour and the cost requisite to maintain tbe bedding display
and to keep pace with an extravagant fashion. It must be rather
hard work, we imagine, for the owner of a neat little place to behold
from the breakfast table all the summer long the same unchanging
arrangement of big blotches of red and blue and yellow, where he
might have an ever-changing and an always delightful scene by the
simple expedient of devoting the same or less space to plants that
delight no less by their forms than their colours, and that come and
go in pleasing succession, so as to give surprise often, and never
create weariness. It unfortunately happens that thousands of worthy
people are as yet unaware of the existence of such plants, and it is

nothing less than an act of justice to make known the fact that the
world abounds with them.

—

Oardener's Matjazine.

Liliuni polyphyllum.—At page 490 you speak of this species
of Lily as being "very rare,'' and flowering in Mr. Bull's nurseries
" for the second time in this country." It has flowered yearly in

our garden for the last fourteen years, and we have raised many
Ee3dling3 which, in their turn, have flowered freely in the open
border. Dr. Boswell has flowered it for the last ten years in his

garden at Biilmutto, Fifeshire. We first received the plant under

the name of Fritillaria polyphylla. It is perfectly hardy.— J. Sadler,
lioyal Botanic Gardin, Edinhurgli.

Cerastium granditlorum.—This is not so available as C.
tomentosum for edging and clipping, but finer by far than the latter
as a border plant. It lasts longer in flower, and is neater .and more
compact in growth. Its foliage is long and linear, and the plant
itself has a compact, upright mode of growth.— Thcs. Williams,
Ormskirk.

Iris tenax (see p. 490).—Many years ago. Dr. Richardson, of
Polar Expedition celebrity, kindly gave me a rootof this plant which
he had introduced. Afterwards lie repeated his gift from tlie plant
he had given to Kew. His plants were in the way of Iris sibirica.

I have since obtained an Iris under the same name from a London
nurseryman, which is altogether different.— H. T. Ellacombe, Clmt
St. George.

Artemisia pontica.—This is a very pretty plant, with ele-
gantly-divided foliage of a silvery-grey colour—a fine thing to natu-
ralise in rough, rocky, stony places, or on rockwork.—T. W.

NOTES or THE WEEK-

Milla longipes.—This new Californian bulbous plant improves
under cultivation, for plants of it in Messrs. Barr & Sugdeu's
grounds at Tooting are this season greatly superior to what they
were last year. It is an elegant species, the flowers of which are
about the size of a sixpence, with the outside of the petals of a
claret hue, and they are produced in spreading umbels from 6 in.

to 9 in. across. The flowers are admirable for cutting, as the unex-
panded buds open finely in water, and continue long in perfection.

Salvia hians.—This very beautiful Indian Sage, which has
been lost sight of for some years, has recently been sent to Kew,
where it may now be seen in flower in the open borders in the her-
baceous ground. We think it one of the best of the species in cul-
tivation, but of its hardiness in our climate we have no experience.
The Kew plants are about 18 in. high, with foliage resembling that
of S. Sclarea. The flowers are larger than those of any other Sage
with which we are acquainted, and are of a bright violet-blue tint,
with a broad tip of pure white, two colours which make a beautiful
contrast. It seems to be a free grower and also a free bloomer, and
no doubt under good culture it will attain a much larger size, and
be altogcth. r a first-class border flower. It was well figured by
Lindley in the " Botanical Register."

Escallonia Philippiana.—This is one of the best of the kinds
in cultivation, not only because its flowers are beautiful, but on
account of its being perfectly hardy. At Messrs. Veitch's nursery
at Coombe Wood there are now some fine specimens of it in full

flower in the open border. It has a dense habit of growth, and the
plants attain a height of from ."5 ft. to 5 ft. Its small white
blossoms are produced thickly all along the branches, and with the
small deep green leaves form a fine contrast, rendering it a very con-
spicuous object in shrubberies at a time when there are but few
shrubs in flower.

Allium pedemontanum.—A correspondent complains that
this plant does not come up to the figure published in The Gardex
(p. 557) from specimens supplied by Messrs. Backhouse. We have,
however, the most distinct recollection of the plant from which the
plate was drawn, and are certain that so far from the plate being an
over-coloured one, it fails to do justice to the plant as sent to us.

.Sometimes very young plants, or differences in the conditions under
which the plants are grown, make important differences in their
blooming. We believe the plants figured were grown from imported
bulbs.

Double-flowered Paeonies.—These constitute at the pre-
sent time one of the chief features of the hardy flower garden, and
too much cannot be said in their praise. They possess an exquisite
perfume similar to that of Tea Roses, and their large handsomely-
formed flowers possess a striking variation of colour, varying from
the deepest crimson to the purest white. In Mr. Parker's nursery
at Tooting, which contains the finest collection we know of, there
are upwards of seventy sorts which are more or less distinct, though
necessarily there is a strong resemblance to each other in some of
the kinds. The majority appear to be of Continental origin, a cir-

cumstance owing no doubt to the climate there being more favour-
able for perfecting the seed ; hence the greater number of the sorts

bear foreign names. Without making a long list of the best varie-

ties we append an enumeration of a few of the most distinct.

Among the best white kinds are Alba siilphurea, Candidissima, Mar-
quis de Lory, Nivea plenissima, and Queen Perfection. Of pinks^
Sjuvenir de I'Exjjosition, Oberlin, Madame Lemoiue, Louisa
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(I'Estrees, and Dr. Brettonneau. Of crimsons—Ainbroise Versoliat-

felt, Henry Dismay, Souvenir d'Auguste Miellez, Victoire d'Alma,
and Au;iustin Dhour. Such sorts as the following would till up, as

it were, the incermedi.ate shades in making a representative selec-

tion, viz., Kugine Verdier, Madame Calot, AladanieSerret, Triomphe
de Paris, I'rince de S.alm Dycke, Madame Vilmorin, .and IJloria

I'atria. All the above grow to much the same height, about S ft.,

and thrive well in any ordinary garden soil. All the varieties appear
to have sjirung from the old 1'. officinalis and its varieties, .and more
particularly from the Anemone-flowered kind (anemoncitlora), the

flowers of which have an outer row of large or guard petals enclos-

ing numerous small petals.

The Season of Lilies.—The Xew Plant Company, of Col-

chester, send us a line batch of Lilies, including L. polyphyllum,
which is a graceful and beautiful, if not a sliowy Lily. The others

were— L, nitiduni, L. canadeuse rnbruni (true form), L. cana-

dense Havum, L. pomponium verum, L. Martagon ,alba, L.

Hansoni, L. Coridion, L. Krameri roseum, L. Thunbcrgianum Van
Houttei (the finest of the Thunbergians), L. Thunbergiauum aluta-

ceum grandiflorum, L. Thunbcrgianum bicolor, and L. Thunbcrgia-
num brevifolium. We hear from other sources very good accounts of

Mr. Bateman's Lily, which we figured from specimens supplied

from Colcliester.

Primula nivalis.—What is known generally in gardens under
this name is merely a white-flowered form of P. viscosa, but the

Primula nivaUs.

true species to which the name properly applies is a very distinct

plant, as may be seen by the accompanying woodcut, which is a

correct portrait of the plant now on the rockery in Mr. Ware's
nursery at Tottenham. It differs from all the other cultivated

kinds in the form of the leaves, and in the purplish tinge of

the midrib and lower part of the leaf blade, and it may be at once

recognised by these characters alone. Unfortunately, the plants at

Tottenham wdl not be in flower this season, or at any rate not till

late in the year, though every care has been bestowed upon them in

crder to induce them to blossom. This species appears to l)e a vigor-

C'US grower, and succeeds finely on one of the slopes of the rockery

in question with other species of Primula, including the rare P.

Stuarti and P. Parryi, both of which are too beautiful to be left

out of a collection if they are procurable.

Begonia W. E. Gumbleton.—Of all the single-flowered

varieties of tuberous Begonias we have not seen a better one than

the variety bearing this name in Messrs. Hooper & Co. a nursery, at

Twickenham, both as regards habit and the brilliancy of the colour

of its flowers. In habit it partakes strongly of the Veitchi section,

being stout, compact, and having leaves of thick texture. Its

flowers are more cup-shaped than those of most kinds, and the

petals, which possess good breadth and substance, are of the

brightest scarlet-vermilion in colour. It is so distinct, that it can

be singled out in a large collection at a glance. In this nursery we
also noticed a new double-flowered variety bearing the same name
with blossoms of a pale salmon tint. Other single varieties of high

merit in Messrs. Hooper's collection were Lelia, a sort m ith dazzling
vermilion blossoms, having long, but rather narrow petals. It is a
free flowerer and of good habit. Zulu is a robust grower, with
very large, deep vermilion blossoms. Other line novelties raised in
this nursery are Empress of (Jermany, a kiml with fine purplish-
carmine blossoms

; King Alphonso, also with ricli carmine flowers of
fine form and size ; and a pretty white form of 15. I'earcei, which
ditTers from other white-flowered kinds in retaining the beautifully
marked velvety leaves, which contrast linely withthe white flowers. As
in other nurseries where special attention" is paid to this beautiful
family, a host of other kinds ni.ay be found, but those enumerated
are some of the most noteworthy.

Castilleja indivisa —When this beautiful Colorado jdant
was first introduceil and di.stributed a few years ago by Mr. Thomp-
son, of Ipswich, it was considered to be merely an annual, possessing
the undesirable character of being a ditficult subject to cultivate,
inasmuch as it was thought to be essentially a parasite on the roots
of other plants like most of its allies, which constitute a distinct
section of the large Order of Figworts. That it possesses none of
these alleged bad qualities is, however, proved beyond doubt by
the fine examples of it which we saw lately in Mr. Joad's garden
at Oakfield. They were planted out in a border in an unhcated
span-roofed house, in company with hosts of plants which rccjuire
a little protection. They were 1 ft. or more in height and as much
in diameter, and each stem was terminated by clusters of bril-

liant scarlet leaves or, more strictly speaking, bracts ; the effect
produced by such specimens may therefore be imagined. As
these plants develop stems year after year from the same
stool, of course they must be perennial ; whether, however, they
would possess that character in the open border we have no proof,
but we see no reason why they should not be perfectly hardy in
light dry soils in warm positions. The Castillejas, and especially this
species, are so distinct from most other plants, that they are
extremely desirable to have in a garden ; and even those who would
exclude any but showy plants need not hesitate to give them a
place.

D-warf French Poppies.— Itisremarkablethatthesehardyan-
nuals are so little known, for more exquisite border flowers could
not be. Messrs. Hooper, in whose n\irsery we lately saw some
large beds of them, say, in their catalogue, that they are "ama-
zingly beautiful," and the remark is certainly (juite applicable.

They are said to be forms of the common P. Ehaeas, but all their

flowers are double, and represent a wide variation in colour from
white through every intermediate shade of pink and red to the
deepest crimson. .Some, too, have the petals beautifully edged
with white, which much enhances the peculiar satiny lustre of the
crumpled petals. Like most other Popjiies, the flowers soon shed
their petals, but the jjrofusion with which they are produced amply
compensates for this failing. They possess, moreover, the desirable

quality of expanding in water when cut in the bud state, and a
lovely vasefulnow before us fully expanded consisted of buds plucked
four days ago. The seeds should Ije sown and treated similar to

those of other hardy annuals, and they will continue to produce
abundance of flowers from the middle of June till August.

lonopsis paniculata.—This most lovely and graceful Orchid
is in fine condition in .Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden at Burford
Lodge, Uorking—large sprays of delicate white Bowers with a dot

of lilac in the centre of each. It seems to have more of the grace

and abandon of the Mountain Meadow Pl.ant than of an Orchid, and
will, we hope, prove easy of cultivation.

Nymphsea alba var. rosea.—This beautiful water plant

must be becrming less rare than it has been, for we have lately seen

it in sevei'al gardens. Messrs. Henderson send us from their nur-

sery at Maida Vale some blooms of it from plants grown in an open
shallow tank ; they are of exactly the same colour as that represented

in the plate given in Vol. XV'. of The G.\kdex.

Xerophyllum asphodeloides.—I notice this in bloom in

the borders of the gardens at Burford Lodge, Dorking. It is yery

interesting with its ivoi-y-w liite blos.soms, which seemed to droop in

the heat ; it is not, however, a showy plant, and will probably be

most welcome in the curious and botanical collection.—V.

Iris gigantea.—This plant, to which we alluded in The
Garden on its being first introduced, is, we hear, a mere variety

of the old 1. ochroleuca. It was simply a variety of this Iris,

thoroughly well grown under very favourable conditions, that first

gave rise to this name, which is a false one.

New Park for Sunderland.—The Nev/ Pvoker Park, Sun-

derland, consisting of thirteen acres, the gift of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners, and six acres, the gift of Sir Hedworth Williamson,

of Vv'hitbum Hall, Sunderland, was cpened the other day, by the

Mayor in the presence of 20,000 inhabitants.
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Oxalis floribunda in Pots.—This is very iirett3' now in

Sir Trevor Lawrence's hothouse, grown in pots ami hung up as
baskets are. It is full of flower, very pretty and briglit.

LEAFLETS.

Mr. Robert Parker's house at Tooting is now beautifully

adorned with the great white star-like flowers of Clematis
lanuginosa nivea. This is a noble variety, and one v/hich

seems to grow freer than the old kind. Its appearance at

some distance is very striking.
»

There is also a singularly .striking effect now in l\Ir. Parker's

nursery, owing to the nombination of the Golden Elder and
various beautiful Delphiniums, which are now in their best
bloom. Such arrangements well carried out in our green
pleasure-grounds would be still more beautiful than in a
nursery garden, where they naturally have to be arranged in

ways that suit cultivation and convenience.
»

The beautiful purple Rocket is very showy just now ; it is

rich in colour, and has a peculiarly agreeable fragrance,

somewhat resembling that of a basket of Peaches grown in a
sunny land. They are in size just like the handsome white
Rockets which Mr. Gray sent me from Scotland, and which
he calls Scotch Rockets. These old flowers are well worth
looking after.

*

Mr. Lynch sends me from Cambridge some beautiful speci-

mens of the American Crab Apple (Pyriis coronaria), a fine

flowering tree which is neglected in gardens, a circumstance
probably attributable to the extreme beauty of our numerous
other Apples, the flowers of which ofl'er us a very high
standard indeed as to the beauty of trees of that Order. P.

coionaria, nevertheless, has merits which should give it a place

of honour. It flowers later than many of its allies ; the
flowers are handsome and large, so are the pink buds, and the
flowers have a fragrance like that of Violets.

It is delightful now after the heavy rains to notice their

effect on vegetation—the new life which the abundant rains

have given to outdoor plants and trees. Looking round in

a public garden the other day and enjoying various aspects

of vegetation I saw one wliicli was not so agreeable—three

men on a kind of low scaffold, suspended in the air over a
large beil

; each man had a mason's trowel in iiis hand, and
all were employed in forming a little series of graduated ter-

races out of Qiud. On this were afterwards stuck in closely

a number of small plants. The whole thing looked so odd in

a garden, that I rather regret I have not a sketch of it for

"Leaflets."

There is a difference worth noting in the two plants known
as Dicentra eximia and D. formosa, both now in flower. Fre-
quently these are thought to be synonymous, and one is very
commonly sold for the other. From a garden point of view
there is an essential difference between them, D. eximia being
a dwarfer plant, having the most graceful flowers and the finest

cut leaves. This is more worthy of garden culture than the
other, and is charming as a dwarf border or rock plant. I

have seen it naturalised in sandy woods.

Referring to noble colour in the garden, among its many
sources must not be omitted the Californian Lilies, which
are now about London bursting into bloom. At Ware's
there is a capital plantation of them which, during the coming
week, will be simply splendid as regards colour and form
too, for their habit is most graceftd and stately. I should

like Mr. W. Hinds and other doubters marched along by these
beds, for their way of assuming that such plants are
"interesting," &c., but that "for colour you must go to

bedding plants " is amusingly wrong. These Lilies are grown
in peat beds, and each well-grown plant forms a graceful

pyramid of flowers, some of the plants being 7 ft. high and
more.

Under the heading of " Out of Place " in the liitral

New Yorker, I read that

People who travel on the New Haven Railway have their atten-
tion arrested at Woodlawn Cemetery by a huge anchor laid diagonally
on the slope of a lawn ; not an anchor of iron, but one of " ribbon
liufs." There are doubtless those who admire this, but we do not.
We have no fault to find with its mechanical execution—and it is

purely mechanical. The colours are gay and strilsing, and serve to
arrest the attention, which was, no doubt, the object of those who
made it. We object to it, however, on the score of propriety and good
taste. From this point of view it is wretchedly bad, and altogether
out of place in Woodlawn Cemetery, the natural features and fur-
nishings of which are very beautiful. Wliatever may be thought of
"carpeting" and "ribbon lines" elsewhere, they are altogether
out of place in a cemetery. There, of all places, we should have
Nature in hor pure and simple forms, of wliich flowers constitute a
most attractive feature. We should not be disappointed if the dead
rose out of tlieir graves some night and pitched tliat anchor into the
Bronx River.

*

There are certain great mysteries, such as that of the depths

of the sky, which thrill us when we have time to turn our
attention from our little earthly interests. They do so partly

because they humiliate us by clearly .showing a limitation of

the capacity of our minds. But among the things about one's

feet, and of purely human manufacture, there is nothing that

piizzles me more than the continual flow of botanical lore and
books on botany. In turning over my old books occasionally

I meet swarms of them of every period—heavy, paging some-

times running into four letters, close printed, expensive, pon-

derous. I sometimes wonder how many publishers were
ruined by such volumes ; and also who paid for them, and
what is the good of them all—a certain number of pedants

scribbling long names which the public never take the least

interest in ! It is to be presumed that the object of such

persons is to make people love plants and trees and all

that belongs to them, but that they fail to do so is perfectly

clear. Any one who has thought of the subject must know
that these books are without any real influence, and also

that such influence as they do have is in no sense an aid

to make people know or like plants better.

*

The fact is, they begin at the wrong end, and all this weari-

some book work will have to be abolished some day by placing

those who wish to learn in the midst of the plants themselves.

I have long felt there was something wrong about the

whole business, and am not sorry to find that Mr. Ruskin
has been attending to it lately. He is talking of books

on botany, and he wants some information about the sap.

This is what he finds :

—

1. Dresser's " Rudiments of Botany." Sap not in the index ; only
Samai-a and Sarcocup—about neither of which I feel the slightest

curiosity. 2. Figuier's "Histoire des PLantes. " Seve not in index ;

only .Serpolet and Slierardia arvensis, which also have no help in

them for me. 3. Balfour's "Manual of Botany." Sap—yes, at last.

"Article 2.57. Course of fluids in exogenous stems." I don't

care about the course just now : I want to know where the fluids

come from. "If a plant be plunged into a weak solution of ace-

tate of lead •" I don't in the least want to know what
happens. " Fronr the minuteness of the tissue it is not easy to

determine tlie vessels tlirough whicli the sap moves." Who said

it was? If it had been easy I sliould have done it myself.

"Changes take place in the composition of the sap in its upward
course." I dare s.ay ; but I don't know yet what its composition

is before it begins going up. "The elaborated sap by Mr. Schultz
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has been called latex." I wish Mr. Schultz were iu a hogshead
of it with the top on. "On account of these movements in the

latex, the laticiferons vessels liavc hccn d('noinin;itcd oinenchy-

matoiis." I do not venture to print the expressions which I here

mentally make use of.

It is interesting lo unte just now the great difference there

is between streets paved with wood, tar, &e., like the Strand

and Piccadilly, and those in the City about Lombard Street.

On a hot day it is refreshing to pass to the cool and purer

air of the City where asphaltc is used. If kei)t clean, it is

undoubtedly the best pavement yet discovered for crowded

streets.

Here is Clematis montana, one of the plants often recom-

mended in TuE Gakden, but

which in some parts of the

country scarcely requires that. In

passing through a Wiltshire village last

month I was delighted to see the way
in which the houses large and small

were wreathed with this Clematis—in

most cases not primly ; on the contrary,

the plant was allowed to hang in free,

bold wreaths over porches, and in one

case this Clematis covered tj the top

a three-storey house, from which it

hung in the wildest manner. It is to

be desired that other graceful kinds of

single Clematis would be used in

simi)le ways. Although all of them
do not possess the same conspicuous

flowers that this showy white kind
does, yet many of them are extremely

graceful plants, and would grow- any-

where, particularly on hedge-row trees

or stumjjs.

It is vexatious to see the way in

which i)lants are figured iu some
illustrated periodicals and, I may also venture to add,

catalogues. Of all things that come into the hands of the

illustrator, perhaps plants liave the least need to be exagge-

rated or distorted. If a man has to figure a machine or

piece of furniture, he is proud to get as near to it as his art

will permit ; but in the case of figuring plants a false ideal

has so far taken possession of the minds of those who get

them figured, that they have greatly led the artists who draw
these plants into monstrous and false representations. In Van
Houtte's "Flore des Serres " (1165, tome xxii.) I see one of

those huge and exaggerated figures pretending to represent a

Pelargonium (Capt. Eaikes). The truss as shown is 7 in. in

diameter !—^just think of that—and .5 in. deep ! That is to

say, an object is placed on paper as large as a Naples Cauli-

flower. If anyone comjiares this Pelargonium in life with
the plate in question, he will get an instructive lesson in the

way in which plants are frerjuently figured. I for one intend

to protest against this mode of illustration, and shall lose no
opportunity of exposing flagrant cases. Horticulture and all

concerned are injured by these misrepresentations.

One of the most interesting examples of the great thirst

for variety—in some at all events—is that furnished by the

repeated issue of so-called new varieties of Melons. It is

perfectly beautiful in its audacity, and in the evidence which it

bears as to the exploitation, so to say, of the public. In many
directions, even among vegetables, no doubt new kinds which
are more or less valuable to the public appear from time to

time. But in the case of a Melon, one may see " new " kinds

brought out year after year without the slightest improve-
ment in merit or the slightest difl'orcnce from the old kinds
wJiich we have known for ages in English gardens. Some-
body sends a good fruit to a show, or grows a fine specimen
well flavoured, owing to favourable conditions at the time of

ripening, and immediately assumes that it is a new variety,

giving it a new name. A certain number of seed houses must
try it to know what it is worth, and a certain number of

l>eople order it for trial, and the result is that a small stock

can be got rid of by the secdmen who buy it. Now real pro-

gress is possible and desirable in many ways, but the christen-

ing of a Melon with a new name because it happens to bo a

fine specimen has nothing to do with progress, and if^, in fact,

a dishonourable practice. I should very much like to see

more of the old Melons got hold of again. The best Melon I

ever tasted was grown by Mr. Groom from seed imported

from Egypt by Sir Samuel Baker. It was a long Melon,

in shape somewhat like a Vegetable Marrow, but unfortu-

nately it got mixed with other varieties in following years,

and its descendants were of ordinary quality only. It would
be worth while to grow that Melon only in a garden for the

sake of keeping it true. Justicia.

SEEDSMEN'S EESPONSIBILITIES.
(Before Lord Chief Justice Morris and a special Jury.)

CuAKLES Kavan.igu v. Sir J. W. Mackey.
This was an action brought to recover damages laid at £100 for

alleged breach of warranty in the sale of Onion seed. The plain-

tiff resides in the neighbourhood of Harold's Cross, Dubhn, where
he occupies a farm of some 40 acres, the bulk of which is used for

gi'owing vegetables for market purposes. The defendant is the

eminent seed merchant carrying on business at "23, Upper Sackville

Street, Dublin. The case excited a Large amount of interest, and
tlie court was crowded with market gardeners and their

friends, members of the principal seed firms iu Dublin
being also present. From the opening statement made
by Mr. Hemphill, '"plaintifTs counsel, it appeared, accord-

ing to the Gardeners' Record, that plaintifl' purchased in tl'.e

spring of 1879 a quantity of Onion seed from defendant. The first

purchase of (ilb. of seed was made on the 27tli of February, the

second, of 101b., on the loth of March, and the third and last, of

51b., on the 22nd of the same month. On each occasion the variety

ordered was Strasburg. That ordered in February was all right

and true to name, but the two parcels ordered in March
turned out to be Blood Red, instead of Strasburg. Mr.
Hemphill then proceeded to say tliat the ijlaintiff suffered

loss and damage to the amount sued for, owing to de-

fendant's negligence, in that red Onions are not saleable at all

in the Dublin market ; farther, that a quantity of them run to what
is technically known in the trade as " bull necks," and that in con-

sequence of this he was obliged to dispose of them for less than

half what he would have got had they lieen the variety ordered.

The plaintiff, Mr. Charles Kavanagh, was then sworn and examined
in support of his claim, and, in reply to Mr. Curtis, said that he had
ordered the seeds as detailed by Mr. Hemphill. He further swore
that the crop, along with turning out to be Red Onion—which is

unsaleable in the Dublin|market—instead of Strasburg, was one of the

worst that could possibly be imagined, more than half of them being

"bull neck.s." On this account he was obhged to sell the cro]-,

which occupied somewhat over an acre of ground, for £.3.'), whereas

had the variety he ordered been supplied he would have received

from £80 to £l.iO. On cross-examination, Mr. Kavanagh admitted

that he was aware for some years of the non-warranty clause being

used by the defendant in his invoices ; at the same time he swore

that he had no recollection of ever having read it, notwithstanding

that on one occasion he signed one of those invoices agreeing to be

bound by the clause as it stood. In continuation he stated that

there was about twelve tons of those Red Onions onthe acre of ground,

but would not say for certain, as he did not get them weighed, but

sold them by bulk for the sum of £35 to a Mr. O'Brien, a general

dealer in vegetables and fruit. To the same dealer he also sold some
five or six tons of Strasburg at £4 lOs. per ton.

The next witness examined was Mr. Fairbrother, who manages

a market garden for his fatlier at Cow Parlour. He swore to his

having insijeeted this crop of Onions which was the subject of action,

and in all his experience ho never saw anything so bad, the greater
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portion of them being " thick necks ;
" indeed, he believed them to

be of little or no value at all, for even any of them that did bulb

would not be saleible in the Dublin market on account of the colour.

He further stated that if the variety had been true to name the crop

would not alone have been more valuable on account of the colour,

but the produce would have been very much heavier, the usual

weight of Strasburg per acre being fifteen tons.

On cross-examination by Mr. Heron, the witness admitted that he

had never seen " Red Onions" before, neither could he say for

certain that he ever had fifteen tons of Strasburg Onions to the acre

on his own ground, but he believed it was usual. He further stated

that he was aware for some considerable time of the non-warranty
clause, and tliat Ids father, who was a customer of defendant's,

had placed his signature to one of the invoices on which the

clause was printed, thereby accepting the terms contained in it.

Mr. O'Brien, who purchased the Onions from plaintiff, w.is the

next witness examined. He stated he purchased all the Onions
plaintiff had, both Strasburg and Blood Red ; for the former he
paid him £4 lOs. per ton, and the latter he purchased by Indk for £.35.

He could not say how many tons there were, but he staled tliat if

they were Strasburg he would have been perfectly willing to have
given £S0 for them, and would have considered that he had a good
bargain at the price. He could not say that he liad any particular

difficulty in disposing of them on account of tlieir colour, nor could
he say that he was at any loss at all by liis bargain. Indeed, he
scarcely denied the "soft impeachment" made by Dr. Boyd, that
for him the transaction was altogether a rather profitable one.

For the defence, the defendant, Sir .J. W. Mackey, was examined,
and, in reply to Mr. Heron, candidly admitted that the mistake
occurred—tliroughno fault of his—of supplying to the plaintiff Red
Onion for Strasburg. When complaint was first made to him by
plaintiff he went out and inspected the crop in company with the
plaintiff and some other parties well versed in such matters. In
reply to the (juestiou, "was the crop a good one?" .Sir James
swore that it w.as excellent, and in every respect superior to the crop
of Strasburg growing beside them. Defendant further stated that
he requested plaintiff' not to dispose of the Onions before letting

him know, as he would probably obtain a good market for him.
With regard to the non-warranty clause, the defendant stated that
in common witli tlie rest of the trade he was forced to adopt it to
protect himself. He further stated that he had given special in-

structions to his foreman and shop assistants to make this as
widely known as possible, both to market gardeners and all others
of his customers. On cross-examination by Mr. Curtis, Sir James,
in re[ily to tlie questions as to whether he offered to settle the
case, or at least submit it to arbitration, admitted that he had, and
in explan.ation stated his reasons for doing so, not alone in the
case of the plaintiff, but in that of Mr. I''airbrotlier—who also
threatened proceedings—it was to prevent worry and loss of time at
an extremely busy part of the season, and also to do away with the
chance of falling into the lawj'ers' hands, of whom he had a whole-
some dread. Amongst the numerous otiier customers who received
this Blood Red seed in mistake for Strasburg, Mr. Kavanagh and
Mr. Fairbrother were the only parties who complained as to having
suffered loss and damage tiirough the mistake.

The next witness examined for the defence was Mr. Starr, one of
the senior assistants in defendant's establishment. He testified with
regard to tlie fact of the non-warranty clause, the wording of which
is as follows :

—

"Sir J. W. Mackey gives no warranty expressed or implied as
to description, quality, productiveness, or any other matter of any
seeds he sends out, and he will not be in any way responsible for
the crop. If the purchaser does not accept the goods on these
terms they are at once to be returned unopened."
This was on every invoice sent out since 1874, it being also printed

on slips, and placed in every bag of seed over ten pounds in weight.
He further stated that every one of the market gardeners in the
neighbourhooi of Dublin was perfectly aware of this non-warranty
clause, and not one amongst them knew it better than the plaintiff
Mr. Kavanagh.
Mr. Murtigh, an extensive grower and exporter of vegetables, i-e-

siding at C.lasnevin, was examined with regard to the quality of the
crop, and stated that he had inspected it and considered that it was
particularly good, bearing in mind the very unfavourable season
which 1879 was. Indeed, he considered it was very much better in
every way than the Strasburg which was growing beside it.

Mr. Beggs, another market gardener in a large way of business,
was then examined, and stated that he also had examined the crop
and considered it very superior. He further swore that he .also had
been supplied with a quantity of this Red Onion seed througli mis-
take, but he had no difficulty in disposing of the produce, nor did
he suffer any loss or damage ; indeed tlie only regi-et he had in con-
nection with the matter was not obtaining a greater quantity of the

.seed, as the crop turned out so much better than the Strasburg or
Deptford varieties, of which he sowed some fifty or sixty pounds.
Mr. O'Neill, another extensive market gardener, living at Mil-

town, was examined, and swore that he was supplied by the defen-
dant with some 10 lb. of this Red Onion seed through mistake, but
that he suffered no loss whatever. It was elicited during this witness's

examination that he sold all the Red Onions he had at £7 per ton ;

and further, that the jjurchaser was Mr. O'Brien, who bought the
whole of the plaintitTs crop at £.'?5, or a little under £3 per ton.

In summing up, his lordship said that the case had after all been
brought within very narrow limits, and in consequence his remarks
to the jury would be very brief. With regard to the legality of the
non-warranty clause, that was altogether a question of law, and not

for the jury to decide. The questions which he would .send lo the

jury for their consideration were three in number, namely—was the
plaintiff aware of the existence of this non-warranty clause ; was he
aware of its existence at the time of the purchase of this seed which
was the cause of action ; and lastly, what amount of loss and damage
did he suffer, and if any ? With regard to the latter question his

lordship made some remarks on the fact of the plaintiff having sold

tlie Strasburg Onion he had at the rate of £4 lOs. per ton, whereas
he expected double that amount for those which did not grow at all.

The jury then retired, and after about twenty minutes' absence

returned with the following verdict, viz. :—That the plaintiff was
fully aware of the non-warranty clause, botli on the occasion of the

purchase of the seed in question and previously. And further, that

he suffered no loss or damage whatever owing to the mistake.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
The Apricot.

Wall Culture.—The Apricot .should be trained and
treated at the beginning in the same manner as the Plum,

and the subsequent treatment is also the same, except that

concurrently with the production of spurs—which are pro

duced freely—young wood may be laid in annually in any

part of the tree wliere vacant spaces have to be filled or old

and naked limbs covered. The reason for this is that the

Apricot bears the finest fruit on tlie wood of the previous

year and on the spurs of the younger and more vigorous

branches ; and it is well always to have these in progress in

case of any of the older branches dying, a very common
occurrence in the Apricot. In laying in such young growths,

however, care must be taken not to crowd the branches.

]\Iinute instructions have been laid down on the subject of

training the young wood of Apricots in a systematic way by
eminent authorities, but in actual practice it is found difficult

and often undesirable to encourage much young wood
annually, because if the trees have been trained methodic-

ally from the beginning room cannot be found for it.

To keep up a regular supply of young successional shoots

the tree would have to be trained like the Peach, which the

production of fruiting spurs prevents to a great extent. All

that is necessary is to lay in young shoots their full length

where vacancies occur, and to cover older limbs on which the

.spurs have become weak or project too much, and which may
be consequently cut away as the young branches extend to

take their place. This is usually all that is attempted and

practicable, but in order to keep a tree furnished in this way
the branches must be subjected to a critical examination at

both the disbudding period and the winter pruning. It is of

particular importance to originate young branches at the base

of the tree, as when once this part gets bare of branches it

becomes almost impossible to clothe it again without heading

back. It is a maxim with gardeners that if the bottom of

the tree is kept well furnished, the top will take care of itself,

and the maxim is a good one. Young trees should be encouraged

as much as possible, in order to extend the area of the

branches, and with that object the terminal or leading shoots

should bs laid in tieir whole length, and only those pinched
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th;^t are pushing too luxuriantly aheail of the others. The
advice given in winter pruning to " leave " strong shoots

long and weak ones " short," in order to weaken the former

and strengthen the latter, I never could see the force of.

Were all the branches equally strong I would dissipate their

luxuriance by expanding their growth into as many channels

as possible, but if one .shoot was strong and another weak I

would check the first and encourage the last till it came
abreast of the other. To leave a strong Apricot shoot " 1 ft.

in length or a little longer " because it is strong, and " shorter

if weak," as Mr. Thompson directs us, is not the way to pro-

mote equality. What the strong branch has got it will keep,

and what the weak one loses it will have to make up at a

disadvantage. I never knew the object attained by such

means.

Standards.—The Apricot is seldom grown as a standard
outdoors in this country, but is so cultivated under glass

occasionally. The directions given under the head of

they will ore by far the most fruitful ; it is only when
they have covered the wall and extend any further that

they begin to be unmanageable unless frequent root prun-

ing is resorted to. The Cherry is the most vigorous grower
of all the stone fruits, and will bear horizontal training

better than the others in con.scqucnce, and the system may
be tried on low walls where a fan-trained tree could not extend.

Still, even on low walls the fan system will be found to

answer perfectly. A wall 20 ft. high would be preferable, but

fig. 12 shows a comparatively young Cherry tree in flower,

trained fan-shaped on a wall only 9 ft. high, and which has

borne abundantly since it was first planted— quite a young tree

and trained on the extension plan. The centre branches

reached the top of the wall at an early period, and growth,

being suppressed in that direction, has caused the side branches

to expand pro]iortionately.

Morello Cherry— This variety bears its fruit princi-

pally on the shoots of the previous year's growth, and on natural

Fig. 12.—Extenoion-traiued young Cherry Tree on a wall Oft. high.

" Standard Plums " apply also to the Apricot outdoors and

indoors, only that in the latter case the trees will require

more attention in the matter of disbudding and pruning.

The tree should be trained with a round symmetrical head,

and the branches and spurs should be rather thinly disposed

by thinning and disbudding freely, and only the strong

shoots should be shortened or pinched.

The Cherry.

All the varieties of the Cherry may be trained on walls in

the same manner as the Plum, both as a wall tree and as a

standard. The Cherry produces natural spurs with extra-

ordinary freedom, if the shoots are not cut back too much,

and but little breast-wood, while the branches are allowed

to extend freely at their extremities. Both as a standard

and wall tree, young unpruned shoots produce as perfect

wreaths of blossom as can be imagined, and quantities of

fruit. It is only when we begin to cut back the branches

in order to confine them within the necessary limits that

they begin to produce gross wood and cease to be fertile.

Young trees that are just growing and extending as fast as

spurs on the two-year-old. The tree may be managed much in

the same way as the Peach from the beginning, and the aim

should be to lay in sufficient young wood annually all over the

tree, and plenty of young shoots are always produced for that

purpose. This variety of the Clierry is not nearly so much
disposed to produce gro.ss shoots as the other kinds, but pro-

duces a great profusion of slender shoots, many of which

have annually to be cut clean away at the winter pruning to

prevent crowding if not disbudded at the proper season. The

shoots should never be shortened or pinched.

Standards.—These are very manageable, and are usually

planted and allowed to grow naturally ; the less pruning they

receive, unless it be aa occasional thinning of the branches,

the better. J. S. W.
(To he continued.

)

Magnolia Halleana.—We have before spoken of this. It a

oue of the most beautiful and distinct of Magnolias. The flowers

are 3 in. across, spotless white, and emit an aromatic perfume. It

should be grouped with other plants in the shrubbery, so as to hide

the naked stems at the blooming season.

—

Cntifornian Hortkiilturi.it.
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BEAUTIFUL HAKDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE
PRESENT WEEK.*

English Name.

Prickly Thrift
Monkshood .

Silvery Yarrow 4

Woolly do.
Kock do.

.

Moujiolian do.
Golden-flowered do.

Rose Campion

Purple-flowered Onion

Blue-flowered do.
Piedmont do.
Yellow-flowered do.

Jladwort.
Evergreen Alkanet
Italian do.
Cape do.

Hosy Androsace
Shaggy do.
Yellow do.
"Windflower .

Poppy Anemone .

Cyclamen-leaved do.

DouT)le May Weed .

St. Bruno's Lily

Snaptlragon . :

Mountain Kidney Vetch
Hedgehog-plant
Cape Poudweed
Columbine

Large-flowered Thrift
Great do.
Sea-side do. .

Alpine do. . ,

Sandwort

Yellow Asphodel
White do.
Snb-alpiue do.
Alpine Star-wort

Milk Vetch .

"Blue Arabia''
Blue Daisy

Eetony .

Yellow Os-eye

Kock Purslane
Mariposa Lilies

Leichtlin's Quamash
Quamash.

,, white
Harebell

.

Noble-flowered do.

Peach-leaved do. .

Nettle-leaved do. .

Large-flowered do.
Wall do.
Bearded do, .

Cathcarfs Poppy .

Balm
Mountain Knapweed

iled Valerian .

Alpine Wallflower

.

Ox-eye Daisy .

LATIN Name.

Aci7itholiifioii glumaceum
Aconitwn Napellus Ji vars.

bicolor
japrniiciDti

paniculatum .

AchtUea Clavinnoe.
toincntjsa.
rtipeistrls .

iii-MifoUca

a urea
Ac.tiiiella scciposa .

jUthlonemagrandl^oru
Ajrostemma coronarUi

Flosjovis .

Alliuin acuminatum
M itrrajjanuin .

azureum .

vc'demonlamim
'Moly

.

Ahfssum iViersbecki

Aackusa sempervirens
italica
capensi'i .

Androsace carneci .

villosa

Vitaliana,
Aiiemone

coronirta and vars
palmata .

rioularLi .

Anthcmis iiiodorunijl.-pl,

Diebersteinl
Anthcricuin Liliastram

ratnosum . . [vars.

Anlirrhinuiinfiajus^ vars
AnthjflUs montauT,

erinacea .

Aponogeton distachi/on

AquUegia chrysant/ut.

callfornica
glandulosa
coeralea and hybrids
grata
Biirgeriana
vulgaris .

Armaria grandifijra
cephalotes
via,riiima virs.
alplna vars.

Areiiaria grandt/lora
purparasceiis .

balearica.
norvegica
vsrna

Asphodelus luteus .

albus.
sub-alpintis

Aster alpinuit and vars.

Astilbe japonica
Astrajalwi iiionspessulns.

hypoglottis
vaginatus

Aubrietia deltoidea vars
Bellium ro( undi/oUum

oar. ccerulesceits

Betonica grandijlora
Brodiiea coecinca ,

volubilis .

congesta tt vars.
coccinea .

Buptkalinum salioi/oliu

Caccinla glauca
Calandriiiia umbellata
Calochortus pulchcUus ,

vsnustus .

elegans
cceruleus .

lilacinus .

Camdssia LaichtUni
esculenta .

var. alba .

Campanula glomerata
var. speciosa .

n/bilis
Hohcnhackeri .

peraiei/olia <fe vars
urticifoLia Jj vars.
ui-icrantha.

inuralis .

bxrbata .

rhomboldtia
pulla

Cafkcartia villosa .

CedroiicUa cordata
Cent.aurea montana

stricta

Centranthu^ ruber t& va

Cht'iranthus alpinus
Chrysanthemum specios.

arcticuin .

ilGMAHKS.

rock garden
borders and wild garden

rock garden and borders

(rare species, Oakfield)
warm brdrs. & rock grdns.
bordei's, banks, &c.
borders
warm borders

borders and rock ganlen

borders, fine for cutting
border, wild garden
warm borders

rockery

borders, rockwork

,, wild garden
borders, cutting
(rare species, Oakfield)
borders

„ wild garden

rock garden
,, and borders

running streams, ponds
borders
rock garden, wai'm borders

borders, wild garden
borders, rock garden

rock garden and borders

borders, shrubberies, and
naturalising

rock garden, borders

borders, rockwork

(new), borders
bordei-s, rock garden

borders
warm borders

borders and wild garden
borders, &c.
rock garden and borders
warm borders in light soU

borders

(rare variety)
borders, shrubbery borders

borders and naturalising

English Name.

Siberian Purslane .

Scorpion Senna

Large-leaved Kale .

Mocassin Flower .

Scarlet Larkspur .

Cashmere do.
Tlu-ee-spurred do. .

Grass Rose
Alpine Pink .

Glacier di».

Cheddar do. .

Dark red do. .

Garilen do.

SwLct William
Feathery Pink
Caucasian Fraxinella
Foxglove
Dragon's-head.

do.
Mountain Avens
Red Bugloss .

I'vrenean do. .

Willow Herb .

Large-flowered Fleabane
Royle's do.
Alpine do.

Fairy Borage .

Heron's-bill

Goat's Rue
Gentianella

Scarlet Avens
Sand Cudweed
Mouse-ear Gypsophila
Creeping do. .

Mountain lledysarum
Sneezeweed
Day Lily .

Violet Rocket.
Double do.
Kock Sage
Bluets .

Water Violet .

St. John's-wort
Gibraltar Candytuft
Tenore's do. .

Coris-leaved do.
Violet Cress .

Olbian Iris

German Iris .

Virginian do. .

Tough-leaved do.
Siberian Flag

.

Lavender do. .

Common do. .

Long-flowrd. Dead
Pea Vetchling.
Yellow do.

Everlasting Pea
Lilies

rock gdn. & choice borders
(new species, Kew)
bordei's
rock garden and borders
brdrs., banks, stony places
rock garden, borders

* This list is made from observation in London gardens and nurseries during
the present week^

Toad Flax

Himalayan Lungwort
Flax.
Yellow do.
Clammy do. .

Gromwell

Creeping do. ,

Latin Name.

Chrysobactron HooJcen .

Claytonia sibirica .

Corunilla iberica .

varia
Crambc palmatifida
Cijpripediiim spectabile

.

Delphiiiiuui nudicaule v.

cashmerianuyn
tricorne . . [vars.

fonnosum iD other florists'

Dianthiis neglectus.
alpinus
glacialis . .

cmsius
atro-rabois
plumarius vctrs.

barbatua vars. .

supcrbu^ .

Dictamuiis caucasicus .

Digitalis intrpa fi'u.

Dracoccphalm. austriacm.
liuynchiana

Dryas octopetala .

Echium rubrum
pyrenalcum

Epilobium anqustifolium
Erigcron grandijlorum .

Jioylei
alpinuin .

Erinu.>i aljiinus vars.
hirsutiis ,

hispanicus
Eritrichium na7iu)ii

Erodium Manescavi
cheilanthi/olium
Reichardi
macradenum .

Fanfcia .'.u'jcordata.

Gaillardia aristata
Galega orientaUs .

Qentiana acaulis .

septemjida
Geranium'subcaulesccns.

ci?iereum
sanguineum .

var. lancastriense .

platypetalurn .

armenum.
Geuiii coccincuin Jl.-pl. .

Gnaphalium arenarium
Gypsophila cerastoides .

repent
lledysarum tnontamnii.
Helenium Iloopesi

.

Hemerocallis Dumortieri
Jlava....

Hesperls violacea .

tnatronalis Jl.-pl.

Ilorminum pyrenaicum
Hou^tonia cceridea
Ilottonia palustris.
Hypericum Burseri
Ibcris gibraltarica

Tenoreana
corifolia .

lonopsidium aeaide
Iris olbiensis .

germanica
virginica
tenax
sibirica
pallida
ochroleuca
Pseudacorus

Lamium longijlorum
Lathyrus pisi'form-is

(Orohu^i) aurantius.
rotuiulifoliits .

grandi/lorus
Lilium concolor

Szovitzianum .

pomponium
pidchcllum-
davurlcum
monodelphum .

carniolicum
Martdqon 6: vars. .

umbcllatum
elegans
ctlumbianutn .

Krameri .

auratum .

canadcnse
parvum .

Liiuiria alpina
oriianifolia
pilosa
pallida
bipartita .

Lindclophia spectabilis

.

Linum Jlavwn
perenne .

viscosutn .

Lithospermuin purpurea
cceruleuni

prostratum

Remarks.

rock garden and borders
borders, rough rockwork
rough rockwork, bdrs. , &c.
borders and wild garden
shady peat borders
warm borders, rock garden
warm borders
(new) rock garden
borders
rock garden, exposed parts

borders, rock garden
borders
borders and wild garden
borders

rock garden
rare species (Kew), borders
borders
borders, waterside, &c.
rock garden, borders

rock garden and borders
rock garden

in clefts of rock
rock garden, borders

borders and wild garden
brds. and Ijeds for cutting

rock garden, borders
damp peaty borders
borders and rock garden

,, wild garden

borders, beds for cutting

rock garden and borders
rock garden, borders
borders and wild garden
borders, naturalising

rare species (Kew)
borders
borders, rock garden
rock garden, peaty soil

shallow ponds, streams
borders and shrubberies
warm borders
(pretty biennial)
borders, rocks
rockery, borders
borders

wild garden

waterside, &c.
(rare), bdrs. & naturalising
borders, naturalising

borders, trelliswork, &c.

borders

rock garden

(annual), borders
borders and naturalising
warm borders & rock gdn.

(rare species, Ware's)

borders
rock garden, borders
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English Name.

Bock Gromwell
Double Binl's foot Trefoil

C.>mmoii Lupine .

Rock Lychnis .

Double Rcil Campion .

Virginian Stock .

Ncp.iulese Poppy .

Welsh t'oppy .

B;ist;ir>l li.iUu

Bui'k He;iu
Silieriiin Lun:^\vort

.

Moukey-Uower

Horse Hint .

Forget-me-not

Cat Mint.

Water Lily .

Larc;e Eveuin™ Primrose
Rocky Niivel-woi't .

Golden Dropa .

Spotted Hand Orchis
Marsh Orchis .

Star of Bethlehem.

Scarlet Ourisia
Uralian Milk Vetch
Pieony ....
Tree do. . . .

Poppy ....

Pentstemou

Phlox

Alpine Batterwort

.

Irish do
Vallisneria-leaired do. .

Cilifomian Poppy .

Jacob's-ladder

Alpine Knotweed .

Ciniuefoil

Primrose
Japanese do. .

Sikkim do.
Scotch Bird's-eye do.
Bird's-eye do. .

Dense-headed do. .

Pyrethnim
Pine Barren Beauty
Rosette Mullein
RanuQculU3(dbL Persn.)
Sage ....
Rock Soap'K'ort
Pyramidal Saxifrage

M0357 and Caihion do. .

Cincasian Scabious

Spanish Blue Bell
Californiaa Siiuill

Caucasian SKuUcap
Groundsel
Spoon-leaved do.

Doable Sea Catchfly
Catchfly .

Firo Pink
Alpine Catchfly
Rock do.
Dropwort
Croat's Beard .

Bohemian Comfrey
Rue Anemone
Meadow Rue .

Rock Thyme .

Virginian Spiderwort

LATis Name.

Lith ^spenmim petifpum
Lotus coniicutatusjl.-pl.

Lupinus pitlyphi/Utis cars.

Lychnis L(ij(isi\s .

(iioicajl.-p!.

Malcolmia virjinica
Afaiope milacoides.^
ifeconopsn'i 8iinplic\foUa

CiUnbrica.
Mellttis itellissopht/Uuni
Menyttnthcs tri/oUata .

Meri'-Hsia stbirtca .

Mimulus cuprcu;i vctrs. .

tiiffffifui .

'Tilinji .

Monardit Bradbunjana .

Mi/osotts dinsitijlora

palustrif! .

alpfntris .

azoriea
Sepcta Munfiini

imcrantka
yympk<r,a alba and var.

rosea....
(Enothera marifinata .

Ompkttlodes LucUice
Onjsmi taurica
Orchis yniculata «0 v:jrs.

liti/nlia vai\ ,

Orobits C'Jiiesceiis .

latkyroidea
Ornithojalttm narbonn.

Itti/olium
Ourisia cocciiifa

Ox ftrijpis uralensis
P<jeo7\ia ojicinalis vars.

Moutan
Pajyiccr alpiiium X- vars.

nudicaule
orientale and vars. .

iDnbrosum
Pcntsteiiion mtidus

Ol'^tU-S

glaber
sp''cinsus .

procerus .

ScouUri .

puniceus .

Pkaca australis
Phlox divaricata .

procumbens
ovata
reptans
subulata .

paniculata
(florists vara.).

Phytcuina, CharmelH .

Pinjuiciila alpina .

grandifl,ora
vallistiericpfolia

Platystemon californicus
Polemonium caeruleuni v.

Richardsoni
Polyijoniun alpestris
Potentilla diibia .

hybrlda vars. .

Primula htt^ola .

japonica .

sikkiiiicnsis

scotic'X

farinosa .

capitata .

Stclni
Pyrethrum (double vrs.)

Pyxidanthera barbatula
Ramondiapyrenaica. .

Ranunculu8a8iati,cus vars.
Silvia pratensis

hiam
Qrahami .

Siiponiria ocymoides var.
S:tzi/raja C'jtyledon

var. pyramidalis
Many 0/ the Aiz^on,
cos^pitosxandhyp-
noides section

Scihiosa cattcasica .

columbaria
Schizanthiis pinnatus .

Scilla campanulata vars
(Camxssia) Fraseri

Scutellaria caiicasica .

Senecio Doronieum
lipathuimfolius

Silene maritimafl.-pl. .

pendula var. .

quadrijida
virginica .

alpestris .

Silene sixatilis
Spircex nlipendula

Aruncus .

Sumphytum bohemicum,
Thalictrxun tuberosum .

aquilegi/olium
Thymus rotundifolius .

Tradescantia virginica .

Remarks.

rock gartlen
bordere and rock garden
borders, naturalising
borders, wild garden
rock garden, borders
borders
annual borders, &c,
annual
rookery, well-drainsd bdrs.
borders and rough rockery
(a rare British species)
waterside
peat bordera
damp borders, waterside
borders and wild gardens,

pt)ols, itc.

(rare species, Kew)
bordei-3
moist borders, waterside
rock gdu,, drained borders
warm p;irts of rock garden
bdrs., shrubbery, wild gdu.

pools, (fee.

(new variety, Kew)
beds, borders, garden
rock garden, borders

liorders, rot:k garden
shaded, dan\p Ijorders

borders, useful for cutting

warm borders

rock garden, exposed bors.
rock j;arden
borders, naturalising

borders and rock garden

borders and wild garden
borders
borders, rock garden

margins shrubs,
sheltered borders
rather tender
rock garden, borders
shrul)]>ery (rather tender)
warm borders
rock garden
borders, rock garden

borders and rock garden
waterside, bogs, and moist

places in rock garden.

(annual) borders
borders

useful for cutting
rock garden

moist borders
ruck garden and borders

(rare species, Ware's)
oorders, beds, for cutting
rock gardn. (rare in flower)
rock garden
borders
borders and wild garden
borders (rare, Kew)
(rather tender), warm bdr.
trailingplant forrocks, &c.
rock garden

borders, useful for cutting

(biennial), borders, &c.
borders, wild garden
rare bulbous plant
(rare species, Oakfleld)
borders, banks, &c.
(rare sp.. Kew) rock gar.
rock garden, borders
bordera
rock garden

rock garden and borders
rock garden and borders
borders, as edgings, &c.
borders
borders and wild garden
rock garden and borders
borders
rock garden, borders
borders, banks, &c.

English Namk.

Nasturtium .

Spring Star Flower

Purple Mullein
Comb-leaved Speedwell
Alpine do.
Gentian-leaved do.
Guthrie's do. .

Rock do.
Germander-leaved do,

Prostrate do. .

Austrian do. .

Olympian Violet .

Munhy's d(». .

I'ennsylvanian do. .

Bird's-foot do.
Heartsease

English Iris

Spanish do.

Latin Name.

Tropceolnm mnjua

.

potyphyllunt .

Tritelcia uniflora .

taxa .

Marryana
Vcrbascum phivniceum
Veronica pectinata

alpina
gcntianoides
Gathrieana
saxatilis .

Teucriiim
2trostrata .

austriaca
Viola f/rat^iUh" .

Muiihi/ana
pennitylntnica .

pfidata vars. .

tricolor vars. .

Xcrophyllum asphodloids.
Xiphion vuhjare

lati/olium

Rem All &8.

banks, borders, &c.
borders

rock garden and bordcra

borders and rock garden

rock garden and bordcM
warm borders

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
Shrubby Starwort
Alpine Atragene
Pontic Azalea.
Soft-leaved do.
Swamp Honeysuckle
Piuxter Elower
Uolly-leaved Berberry

Blue Bush
Mexican Orange Flower.
Gum Cistus .

Mountain Virgin's Bower
Clematis....
Scorpion Senna

Hawthorn . . :

Purple-flowered Broom

.

Garland Flower

Broom
Spanish do.
Prostrate do. .

Sun Roses
American Jamesia

.

Jasmine .

Mountain Lanrel .

Sheep do.
Red do. .

Japanese Kerria .

Labrador Tea .

Honeysuckle .

St. Dabeoc's Heath
Prickly Heath
Mock Orange .

filaule's Japanese Quince
Khododendron

False Acacia .

Silky Rose
Ramauas do.

Rose-flowered Bramble
Pnrple-floweriug do.

Elder
Meadowsweet

Himalayan Lilac .

Tamarix....
Plaited-leaved Viburnum
Siebold's do. .

Wayfaring Tree
Snowball Tree

Weigela

Aster albcsc^n:^

Atrageiw alpina
Azalea poitttca

mollis
viscosa
nudijiora

Bcrberifi Aqui/oUuni
JluddU'Mi gtobosa
Ceanothus dentatus
Choisya ternata
Ciatus laurifolius .

Clematis montana .

Jackmanni vars .

patens, distinct species

ovata
integrifolia

CorontUa Emerus .

Cotoneaster buxi/olia
Cratcegas Oxyacanthavai

Pi/racantha
Cijtisus pitrpureus.

nubigcnus
Daphne Cneorum .

Dcutzia crenafa ji -pi.

Jiscallonia macrantha
sanguinca

Fabiana imbricata.
Freviontia cali/ornica
Genista pilosa

hispanica
prostrata

Ilelianthenium, various
Jamt'sia americana
Jasiiiin'Dii multiflorurii

r-'Viilittnia

Kalmia iutifolia

angusti/olia
rubra

Kerria japonica »D vars.

Ledum paluslre
lati/olium

Lonicera Pcnclymcnum
Magnolia cordata .

Menziesia polifolia

Pemetfya anjuUifoUa
PhiladuLpltus coronarius
PteLea trifoliata .

Pyrus Maulci
Rhododendron glaiicvm

fcrririi III' Kill .

blandjordicfjlonim
ponticum

Robinia hispida
Pseudo-Acacia,

Rosa sericea .

rugosa
alba
polyantha
diversij'olia

Rubus spectabilis .

odorattfi .

rostv/oliuA

Sambucus nigra
Spiraea nutans

pruni/olia fl.-pl.

Van Uouttei .

Regclliana
Uevigata .

cana .

corgmbosa <t- vars,

salici/olia & vars.

Syrintja Emodi
JosikoE :

Tamarix gallica
Viburnum plicatutii

Sieboldi .

Lantana .

Opulus
dentatuni
dilatatnm

Wtigela rosea and vars.

wall shrub
twining shrub
shrub, peaty borders
ornamental dwarf shrub
deciduous shrub

evergreen shrub
fine straggling shrub

evergreen shrub, walls, &c.
low shrub
twining shrub, walls, &c.

erect shrubby species

dwarf shrub
low spreading bush.

shrub for walls, &c,
dwarf shrub
low shrub
evergreen dwarf shrub

wall slu'ub

low Heath-like shrub

dwarf trailing shrub

low shrub, rocks, borders
rocks, borders
small shrub (rare)
tender wall shrub

ow evergreen shrub

evergreen shrub
low shrub, damp borders
low shrub

deciduous middle-size tree
dwarf sJirub

dwarf evergreen slirub

large shrub
spreading tree
tine dwarf shrub
evergreen shrub

(rare)

spreading tree

(rather tender) walls, &g.
dwarf shrub

trailiULj species, fine for

trellis, walls, &c.
spreading bush
dwarf thrub
low shrub

low shrub

tall shrub

sheltered shrubberies
rare shrub, walls

large gjowiug shrub

dwarf spreading shrub
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Heartwell Early Marrow Cabbage.—I find this to be a

very excellent Cabbage either for early or main crops. We sowed
seed of it the third week in July, and put out the plants the second
week in September on a well-slieltered piece of ground from which
a crop of Onions had just been cleared. We did not dig the ground,

but deep drills were drawn in which to plant. Nevertheless, the

severity of the winter cut the plants up severely ; but as soon as they
commenced to grow in spring we loosened the soil between the rows
with steel forks, and after a few days earthed them up a little.

Under tliis treatment we cut nice little hearted Cabbages in the

end of April ; and in the case of each of the first cut ones tlie stalks

have now from four to .six little heads on tliem fit for cutting. Those
that promised to make the largest heads were left, and, in spite of

continuous drouglit, they are now very fine Cabbages. I would
advise any one wlio wishes to have good Cabbages for the main crop

next year to procure seed of this variety at once. Select an open
piece of ground, and sow it thinly in drills, 6 in. apart, about the

•JOth of July. Keep the soil moist and free from weeds, so that

the plants may be dwarf and sturdy ; and plant out about the

middle of September, so that tlie plants may get well rooted before

winter sets in. I think premature running to seed is oftener caused
by checks to growth, such as arise from crowding in tne seed bed,

than from any other cause. We grow lilarly York and Atkins" Match-
less, for the earliest cutting Early London and Heartwell Marrow,
and they are all that can be desired. Any loss by cutting the lieads

before they attain full growth is fully made up by the second crop
of Sprouts, which for supplying a daily demand for vegetables are

even more useful than the first crop.

—

James Groom.

Early Cauliflo'wers and Stra'wberries.—Amongst the

bast things recently proved at the experimental garden are Messrs.

E. G. Henderson & Son's new early Cauliflower Wellington, which is

both earlier, whiter, and closer than Early London. As a proof, too,

of its hardiness, plants of it were exposed on a south border to the
whole of the frost of last winter, when the thermometer registered

below zero, with no other protection than that of a slight covering

of Pea haulm, and not more tlian one-third of the plants were killed.

Another good thing is Dr. Koden's new early Strawberry Amy Rob-
sirt, whicli has shown a marked pre-eminence asafirst early variety.

It ripens with Black Prince, and is of larger size and of better

flavour and colour than Vicomtesse de Thury, or of any other early

variet}'. I am informed also that it is an excellent first early

forcer. The plant is of good constitution and a continuous bearer,

the fruit being all of good size. I understand that it is a seedling

from Marguerite fertilised by the Scarlet Pine, and, being earlier than
the former, has its size combined with the flavour, flesh, and colour

of the Scarlet Pine. I have been raising seedlings with the hope of

obtaining a first-rate large-sized Strawberry of good flavour, but at

present have proved nothing for size and earliness equal to Amy
Robsart. My own Pioneer is the largest and a very fine prolific

variety of good flavour, and is I'apidly gaining ground in the estima-
tion of growers, both for forcing and outdoor purjjoses, but it is a
few days later than Amy Robsart. I have had several fruits up-
wards of 1^ oz. in weight and 3 in. in diameter.—T, Laxton, Bed-
ford.

Eirly Autumn-planted Potatoes.—We planted Ash-
leaved Kidneys under a south wall last October (for I like autumn
planting), and I am now digging up a good crop, while spring-

planted ones are not bigger than Hazel nuts. This shows the ad-
vantage of autumn over spring planting for getting new Potatoes
fine and early, ami although we had a long wet winter and severe
frost not one set missed coming up, and yet autumn planting is one
of those things that people read of but are afraid to ]>ractise. It

will be quite the middle of July before spring-planted ones are
ready, and th.at invaluable of sorts, the Beauty of Hebron, will be
ready to dig as soon as the Ash-leaved kind. It can be taken up
and house! as soon as the Ash-leaved.

—

Geo. Bond, Walcot, Lijdbury
Nortlt^ iS/iropi<hirf'.

HorQe-grown Maize.—I very much doubt whether Mr. Laxton
will succeeil in inducing the British public to take to the cultivation
of Maize. Few persons could liave more ui-gently pressed this matter
upon the English nation than did the Cobbetts—father and son—and
all their elibrts ended in nought. The younger Cobbett was for some
time ray immediate neighbour, and not only largely grew his Maize
in the adjoining garden, but gave me some also to gi'ow; and, further,
had a large quantity grown Ijy a neighbouring farmer ; but the Corn
nuver found a m irket. Yet this was, without exception, tlie most
precocious kind that has yet been produced. Sown in April in the
open ground, it would ripen its cobs well in October. Wliat little I

grew was raise 1 in a fj'.ame and transplanted, but that plan would
not be practicable on a large scale. I did my best to urge the general
cultivation of Cobbett's Maize, but without result ; no one would

take to it. The explanation is found in the fact that it won't pay to

grow Maize here. It is imported to us so cheap, that the cost of

production here would doubtless amount to twice the sum at which
it can be purchased. Old Cobbett used eloquently to enforce the em-
ployment of the green cobs, when properly cooked, as a table

delicacy ; but either our cooks do not understand the proper method
of serving them up, or the public taste rebels against them.—A. D.,

Ded/ont,

Late Queen Broccoli.—This is without doubt an excellent

spring Broccoli. It withstood last winter's frost firm and sound
where half-a-dozen other well-known varieties fell victims to its

severity. From 100 plants we have cut eighty large heads of beau-

tiful Broccoli. ^Tiio.s. Oldham, Frierii Watch, A'orth FindiU y.

Variegated Broccoli.—A remarkable instance of variegation

m the leaves of Broccoli has been brought under our notice by Mr.
Cannell, of Swanley. The leaves are pure white, with a narrow and
crumpled margin of green, rendering it a very striking object, which
would be valuable could it be reproduced from seed.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXXXIX.—CHIONODOXA. LUCILI^']
(BOISS.).

Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow) i.s a small genus allied to

Pusclikinia and Scilla, including perhaps two or three species

found in the high mountains of Western Anatolia and Crete,

not easily distinguishable by any well marked characters. ]\Ir.

Baker is disinclined to separate the species which is the sub-

ject of our illustration from Chionodoxa Forbesi, discovered by

the late Professor Edward Forbes on the Lycian Taurus, and

also doubts its specific distinction from the smaller Cretan

species, C. nana and C. cretica. Chionodoxa Lucilue was dis-

covered by Mons. iJoissier in June, 1842, flowering at a height

of 7000 ft among.st the melting snows of the Western Tmolus

or Boz Dagh, near Alashehr (Philadelphia), Asia Minor, but

the plant was not known to cultivation till Mr. G. Maw refound

it in ]\[ay, 1877, at heights of from 3000 ft to 4300 ft in

ascending the Nymph Dagh, east of Smyrna, and also more

sparingly on the summit of Mount Sipylus, or Yamanlah Dagh,

north of Smyrna. Mr. Maw, in a letter to a friend, thus

narrates the circumstances under which he found it :
—" The

specimens were obtained the first week of May, 1877, in ascend-

ing the Xymph Dagh, east of Smyrna, at elevations of from

3000 ft. to 4300 ft At the lower level it was out of flower, but

near the summit of the mountain a great mass was met with

in full splendour, forming one of the most sumptuous displays

of floral beauty I ever beheld ; amass of blue and white, resem-

blingNemophilainsignisin colour, but more iutenseand brilliant.

Close at hand were Tulips of several species, yellow Fritillaries,

Galanthus Elwesi, yellow Gageas of several .species, Croci,

Colchicum bulbocodioides, Scillas, &c., a perfect paradise for

the bulb collector and botanist." Mr. Maw brought home a

a supply of the bulbs in 1877, and again obtained a further

supply in the following year, which have been widely dis-

tributed. Those first imported flowered but sparingly in

1878, but in the .succeeding year fully recovered their strength,

and cultivators are unanimous in commending the species as

perfectly hardy, and one of the most showy of bulbous plants.

It was exhibited at the Koyal Horticultural Society's meeting

on the 8th of April, 1878, and awarded a first-class certificate.

Mr. Elwes described it as one of the best, if not the very best,

hardy bulbous plant of its class, far surpassing any of the

Squills, and apparently as hardy and as easy to increa.se as

Scilla sibirica. It has proved itself perfectly hardy during

the last three seasons, and as it readily produces seed in cul-

tivation we may hope soon to see it widely distributed, and

taking a prominent place amongst the early spring flowering

bulbs of English gardens. A few bulbs of a pure white

variety were obtained by Mr G. Maw on the summit of the

Nymph Dagh.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Trees aiul shrubs of all kinds will now be ni.aking vapid growth,

the Lite heavy rains having greatly invigorated them ; therefore

where well-shaped single speeiniens are an objeet, all double leaders

should now be removed, and any over vigorous side shoots stopped

in order to equalise their growth. Where branches overhang or

encroaeh on walks they should now be cut back to a joint, as at this

season when growtli is active Literal shoots will quiLkly be formed
that will obviate .all appearance of any pruning that m,ay have been
done. Where sp.ace will permit, single specimens or groups of any
kind of trees, either evergreen or deciduous, look best with their

lower branches resting upon the turf, merely cutting the Grass with

a scythe .amongst them occasionally, as the mowing machine is sure

to disfigure the growing points. The common Lime or Linden forms

a beautiful single pyramidal tree or group, and in e,arly spring the

soil under its partial sliade forms the very best position for perma-
nent hardy bulbs. Any recently pl.anted trees or shrubs will now
be feeling the benefit of the moist weather, .and any portions that

may have died back through removal or the severity of

the p.ast winter may be pruned out with advantage, as

the sound portions will be pushing freely into growth.
Keep down weeds in shrubberies before they have jjroduced seeds,

which, being carried by winds to cultiv.ated land, flower beds, or

walks, soon germinate and become troublesome. .Summer-bedding
plants will now be growing freely, and will require some attention in

the way of divesting them of old leaves and flowers, more especially

such as form seed-pods freely, as if allowed to remain they quickly
bring the flowering season to a close. Such plants as Calceolarias

that were put out early will now be getting fully in bloom. As a rich

deep yellow witii adwarf floriferous habit we find nothing equal to

Golden Gem. In masses or lines it is now strikingly efl'ective, not
a plant of it being over I ft. in height, and it does not go off with
the disease that plays such havoc with other varieties. Continue to

peg down trailing plants and tie up all large-leaved tall-growing

subjects before they sustain any injury from the sudden and violent

storms that usually prevail about this date. Where game abounds
use soot freely, as, in addition to its unpalatable nature, it forms an
excellent top-dressing. Look out for slugs, that sometimes eat the
soft bark off the stems of Petunias before their work is observed,
and now after the long drought they will be especially voracious.

We find a mi.xture of lime, soot, and wood ashes to make an ex-

cellent dressing for all sorts of plants, as in showery weather lime

and soot soon lose their power to keep off slugs, but if mixed with
a good proportion of wood ashes, the old dressing as washed off the
foliage may be worked into thesurface soil with a hoe, and will greatly

encourage active rootlets. Bods of herbaceous plants, biennials and
annuals, will now be very gay. The Canterbury Bells are very effec-

tive in borders. They are best treated as biennials, sowing early

one year to flower the ne.xt, like .Sweet Williams. The latter are

now in fine condition in our naturally strong soil. The Canterbury
Bell, if sow n in April and grown into a good strong plant, by winter
becomes a dense mass of bell-shaped flowers. We have some now
with hundreds of blossoms in the form of a closely branched pyra-
mid. Most of this class of biennials continue to flower for several

years if the old root be left undisturbed, but to get them to any-
thing like perfection, young plants and fresh soil are necessary. We
have at present Lilium giganteum in flower in a Rhododendron bed

;

it stood entirely unprotected during the last two severe winters ; its

hardiness is therefore pretty well assured. This is one of the Lilies

about which there can be no question, that it only flowers once from
the same bulb, as after blooming it only leaves small offsets to

carry on the work of reproduction ; these arrive at the flowering
stage rapidly or slowly, according to the kind of culture which they
receive. I can strongly recommend the planting of Lilies and
Gladioli in beds of P^hododendrons or other shrubs growing in light,

peaty soil. Weed and roll walks before they again become hard and
dry, and look well to all drains and water-pipes to see that they are
in working order, as in undulating gioind heavy falls of rain are
often very destructive to roads and footpaths, more especially if the
surface is loose or uneven.

—

J.vmes Groom.

Hardy Plants in Pots.— Azaleas and Pelargoniums are now
going out of flower, and some hardy plants in pots are very useful to

fill their places. One of the most beautiful is Spiriea palmata, a
plant which we have not tried in open borders, but as a pot plant for

flowering during Maj', June, and July it is very beautiful indeed.
It is vigorous, requiring plenty of pot-room, and plants in 12-in. or
15-in. pots produce a dozen or more of its feathery red inflorescence.

I find, too, that smaller plants in 6-in. or 7-iu. pots are very useful

for decorative purposes. A compost consisting of two parts turfy

loam, one of turfy peat, and a little rotten manure answers well.

Spir;ea japonica is too well known to need recommendation ; we have
grown the same plants of it for several years in pots, but they degene-
rate after a time. It is probably not well known that the variegated
form produces a more dense and beautiful spike of flowers than the
usual green-leaved kind. One cannot believe that variegation could
improve either the qu.ality of the flowers or tlie size of the spikes,
but probably it was a good variety that sported. \Vc are also find-

ing the great value of the early flowering Phloxes (Phlox pyramidalis);

they are now in flower, and some of the pure white varieties with
coloured eyes are very beautiful ; one named Mrs. Austin, a kind
which we have grown for many years, is the most useful. Aquilegias
are now passing out of flower, and sliould be phaetd in an airy posi-

tion in the sun to ripen their seeds. Gather the pods as soon as

they change colour, and when they just show a crack where the
segments join ; the pods open rapidly and the seeds are lost if gathering
is not attended to daily. Our seedlings are just forming the first

leaves after the seed-leaves, and they must be at once pricked out.

The following Primul.as are now in flower, viz., P. luteola, P. eapi-

tata, and P. Munroi, being the second time this season, and the
flowers are even more numerous than they were in March. Some
otlier species from seeds have been potted, and plants of P. rosea

from seeds saved this year are ready for pricking out. Hardy Cypri-

pediums. Orchis foliosa, Habenaria fimbriata, and other Orchises
are now maturing tlieir crowns, and it will dejjend much on the
treatment which they receive now whether they will flower strongly

next year or not. Green fly is a most persistent enemy of Orchis
foliosa, the leaves of which must be kept free from it, or they will

become prematurely yellow. Careful attention is also requisite as

regards watering. 1 like to see the roots rather dry before giving

any. Syringe the leaves at least once a day, and the plants must
be shaded from the sun.

Gladioli.— The varieties of G. ramosus are now coming into

flower, and so far it has not been necessary either to water these or

the late-flowering section. We were about to give a good watering
to the whole collection, but rains came, and we have not been with-

out plenty of moisture since. Everytliing was quite wet up to the

25th, and on that night a heavy thunderstorm broke over us, when
we had IJ in. of rain in less than two hours. We had more thunder
and more raiu ou the 2fith, so that all kinds of out-door plants are

right as regards moisture for some weeks. We now want strong sun-

shine and warm nights for the Gladiolus. Tiiere is not much more
to do now th.an to have sticks ready to place to the flower-spikes

when they require it.

Dahlias.—Warm rains and mild nights soon tell upon this class

of plants for the better ; after they do start into growth and under
favourable circumstances they grow rapidly. There is, therefore,

all the more need to see that the side growths are promptly thinned

out, and it is better to attend to this wlien they can be pinched with
the finger than to wait until half the plant has to be cut away.
Leave four growths to be trained at right angles to the main stem,

and it will require one stoutish stick to each side growth. The raiu

does not seem to prevent earwigs from attacking the young leaves,

and slugs delight in it. As to the latter, it is necessary to wait for

them with a lamp, and to trap the earwigs with hollow Bean stalks.

Pinks.—The forcing varieties are valuable in any garden, and
most of all the sorts with pure white flowers, with either fringed or

smooth petals. Of Lady Blanche we grow most, but Lord Lyons and
Derby Day, of the Anne Boleyn tyije, are distinct and good. Mrs.

Moore and Mrs. Pettifer are of another type, and should also be

grown. If they have not yet been planted out in a bed of fine soil,

this ought to be seen to at once, as the object is to get good bushes

to pot up about the end of September. Continue to propagate the

florists' section from pipings ; if the stoutish growths fail to do well,

the small side shoots now forming will strike freely enough. As
soon as the early-struck plants are well rooted they m.ay be planted

in the open ground.

Tulips.—We have now taken up the whole collection, and would
have done so a week or more sooner, but had to wait for a drj' day.

Each variety was put separately into pots, and placed at once in a

dry, airy loft. Placing the bulbs in the sun does not answer.

—

Jas.

DOITGLAS.

indoor Plants.
Orchids.—Amongst the most useful Orchids grown are the dif-

ferent species that flower during the autumn and winter months. an<l

a moderate percentage of them should be cultivated in every estab-

lishment in which a regular supply of choice cut flowers is required.

The best for this purpose are tlie winter-blooming Ladias, Pleiones,

Phalajnopsis, Calanthes, Cattleya Dominiana, C. maxima, and C.

Trian«. These should now be making good progress, and every

encouragement must be given them to form fiue healthy foliage and
well-ripened bulbs. The Lajlias should occupy positions well up to

the light ; they should have pretty liberal suiJplies of w.iter at the
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root, and will now enjoy an atmosphere well charged with moisture,

but avoid over-sliading them at any time. Tlie Pleioues, now that

their foliage is getting fully developed, will take liberal supplies of

water at the root, and a light position should be given them iu

order to get as much substance into the foliage as possiljle, other-

wise it is apt to go bad before the bulbs are well swelled up.

As soon as the foliage is fully formed a light position in the
cool house will suit tliem till the autumn months set in. Phalienop-
sids will now be making new growths, and a very moist atmospliere
should be maintained around them during the next two months.
Where it is convenient to give them a small house to themselves
during the next two or three months it would be a great advantage
to them, as the moisture necessary to produce the finest develop-
ment in these Orchids is somewhat in excess of what is required
for the general stock of East Indian kinds. Give a regular and
liberal supply of water to their roots, as any fluctuations in this

respect, or in the atmospheric conditions of the house, will tell

against them at the end of the growing season. Any plants that
are unhealthy at the root should be re-basketed at once, so as to

get them established before winter. Calanthes should have almnd-
ance of light to keep the foliage good in substance aud colour,
watering them liberally, but with judgment, as it is easy to get the
soil in a soddened state, and when that happens the foliage goes off

quickly, and the plants never flower satisfactorily.

Stove Plants.—Creepers generally grow very luxuriantly this
month, and will require frequent attention to keep them in order.
Plants of Stephanotis that have flowered should receive a thorough
cleansing from insects and dust that may have got on them while
flowering. Young stock of Gardenias should now be growing freely,
and may be gradually inured to cooler treatment >inder lighter
.shadings. This change will induce them to form flower-buds, which
will get well advanced by the autumn, when the plants will be in
proper condition for supplying cut blooms during the early winter
months. Poinsettias now fairly started must be placed in positions
close to the glass in warm frames, in order to keep them dwarf and
stocky. Every gleam of sunshine must be allowed to fall on them,
combined with very free ventilation. See that they do not suff'er

from want of water at the root from this time till their flowering is

over, otherwise they will cast their bottom leaves, and very much
of their beauty will be lost. Epiphyllums will now enjoy a hot
sunny position, but they must not be allowed to suffer from lack
of water to the roots, otherwise the growths shrivel, and it will
take some time to restore them to plumpness. It will still be neces-
sarj' to keep fires going at night iu order to maintain the requisite
temperature among the warmest section of stove plants, but keep
the pipes as cool as possible during bright days.

Ferns.—These should now be at their best, aud the aim should
be to keep them in good condition as long as possible. Wliere the
atmospheric conditions are kept suitable, and the plants are not
allowed to suffer from want of water at the root, they will remain
fresli and healthy for a long period. The danger to them now lies
iu allowing insects to prey upon them, especially scale aud thrips.
Frequent light fumigations will best destroy the thrips, but the
scale will require removing witli a soft brush or sponge, whicli must
be carefully handled to avoid damaging tlie fronds. Attend to pot-
ting on young free-growing kinds, and any others that are required
to form specimens quickly. The tree kinds will require frequent
attention during hot weather to keep them well supplied with
moisture at the roots aud over the stems. Creeping sorts will now
be making rapid progress, and will require regulating frequently to
keep them to the positions allotted to them.
Greenhouse Plants.—Successional batches of tuberous

Begonias, Coleus, Balsams, and similar useful plants should now be
coming forwartl to take the place of tliose that are past their be?t
in tlie conservatory. Hydrangeas as they pass out of flower should
be placed in sunny positions outside, aud should receive treatment
similar to that given to Pelargoniums, except that a more liberal
supply of water at the roots will be necessary. All the cuttings
that cm be got from Hydrangeas should now be inserted singly in
2i-in. pots and placed in a brisk bottom-heat, removing tliom to
cooler quarters the moment they are rooted. These, if grown on in
cool structures close to the glass and kept to one stem, will develop
fine heads of bloom early next season. The placing out-
of-doors of the tenderer kinds of greenhouse plants may now
be proceeded with, but really valuable plants will be better left
under glass for some time. Plants of a wooly character, such as
Aphelexis, Eoellia ciliata, &;c., must not be placed outside, but
should occupy positions in cool airy frames, where moisture is not
allowed to settle on tlie leaves, as that soon turns them rusty. Keep
all newly-exposed plants well syringed and dewed over to assist them
in retaining their foliage. Soft-wooded Ericas will now be growing
freely, and will be benefited by liberal supplies of water and a
gentle dewing over with the syringe ou very bright days. Look

closely over tliem during dull weather, as mildew is very apt to
attack them ; where this occurs the plants must at once be dusted
with sulphur.—J. Koeerts.

Indoor Fruit.

Plums.—Where these and Cherries are brought on together they
do very well under identical treatment until the latter begin to
colour, when the decrease in the supply of moisture is detriaiental

to the Plums, which enjoy good syringing and feeding up to the time
the fruit begins to ripen. To meet this difliculty no time must be
lost in getting the Cherries removed to the open air, as recently
advised, aud to rearrange the Plums, giving them more room and
rene^\ing the top-dressing as the work proceeds. The house can
then be treated as a warm orchard house with liberal ventilation by
day, good syringing with soft water if it can be obtained, and a little

night air after being closed for three or four hours under the influence

of solar heat. In the arrangement of the trees the different sections

should be kept together according to their period of ripening, such
kinds as Early Prolific occupying the coolest, while the Gages and
Golden Droj), the best of all Plums, are placed in the warmest part of

the house. It will be necessary to pay regular attention to the
stojiping of tlie lateral growths, to keep the foliage clean and free

from insects, and to follow up thinning with a firm hand, as few sub-

jects set more freely than Plums when the wood is properly ripened
under glass. Like all stone fruits, the Plum requires a strong cal-

careous loam firmly rammed into the pots and good feeding in

preference to frequent disturbance of the roots ; but when potting
becomes absolutely necessary, it should be performed immediately
after the fruit is gathered, and before the trees are taken out of the

house.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Cleanliness and constant atten-

tion to the syringing and watering of the trees, with all tlie ventila-

tors thrown open, will be tlie principal work in the early house until

the foliage begins to change for rijiening, when, the plan of proce-

dure having been decided upon and materials got ready and near at

hand, lifting and rearranging will be the next important step

;

meantime tlie daily routine laid down for the management of the

early house will also apply to the second, the excejitions being a

discontinuance of fire-heat and possibly an increase in the supply
of water to internal borders. External borders are now safe from
the effects of drought, the only thing needed being a covering or

mulching to ijrevent the too rapid escape of moisture in hot wea-
ther, care being taken that it is not so close and heavy as to prevent

the steady descent of solar heat to the roots. Houses aud cases

from which the late summer and autumn supply is obtained may
have all the ventilators thrown open by night and day until the

fruit is ripe, the syringing being regulated by the weather. If

hot aud dry six o'clock in the morning and four to five o'clock in

the afternoon will answer very well ; but on dull days the last

syringing may be dispensed with, as an excess of moisture some-
times favours the spread of mildew, one of the first kinds affected

being Royal George. The application of dry sulphur dusted over

the leaves when slightly damp soon destroys it. It however
spreads v ith great rapidity, aud extends from the foliage to the

fruit, which it disfigures and spoils. The most frequent cause of

mildew is dryness at the roots of the trees affected, and so long

as tliis continues the use of sulphur is not so efficacious as it

would be were they properly mulched and thoroughly soaked

witli water at the temperature of the house iu which they are

growing.

Vines.—The heavy falls of warm thunder rain that we have had
in this locality have produced a very beneficial effect ou all external

borders that were properly drained, and little danger now remains

of injury from drought sliould we be favoured by a much-to-be-

desired hot dry autumn. At the present time the weatlier is much
disturbed, and, being so changeable, " scalding"—to wdiich I drew
attention the other day—may be expected to affect Muscats and
Lady Downes tliat have not completed the stoning process. As a

means of prevention, it will be well to contiuuc tlie night firing, to

maintain a high night temperature with decreased atmosplierio

moisture, and to give an aliundance of air by day. Another class

of Grape, the thin-skinned Madresfield Court Muscat, when well

advanced towards ripeness, is also liable to be aU'ected by sudden
atmospheric changes, which are quite as likely to cause cracking as

an excess of root moisture. When this is the case, a dry equable tem-
perature with moderate ventilation, as recommended for ripe

Grapes in the autumn, will be found applicable, while a free growth
of laterals will assist in carrying off exuberant food thrown up by
the roots. Houses in which Hamburghs are colouring aud getting
well advanced may have the ventilators left constantly open, with
sufficient moisture to prevent the atmosphere from becoming dry
enough to favour the spread of red spider, an enemy W'hich should
always have our first and most careful attention, its appearance on
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the first leaf being the signal for patient sponging with soapy
water. The application of sulphur to the pipes when hot is the

most efTectual way to check the enemy ; but to annihilate it the

process must be repeated at short intervals, anil setting aside the

annoyance of seeing the sulphur about the pipes. Many of the

delicate white kinds, like the Frontignans, are often completely
spoiled by the fumes. I'yaniine the inside borders in early houses
that have been cleared of fruit, and see that they do not want
water ; keep them mulched to prevent the surface roots from be-

coming dry, but at the same time guard against forcing laterals into

vigorous growths by an excess after the wood is ripe. Look to pot
Vines intended for fruiting next season, and when they have com-
pleted their growth they will require a free circulation of .air with
a little lire-heat when the weather is wot and cold. Remove all

laterals from the buds intended to produce fruit next season, pro-

vided tlie old leaves continue good, but on no account must the

lateral be removed where the main leaf has been lost, neither must
the growths of the extremities be removed for the present. Cut
back, or otlier young stock intended for planting if still in heat will

bo the better for reuiov.al to a temperate house, in which they will

ripen properly by the autumn.

Cucumbers.—Henceforward the principal work in this depart-

ment will be daily attention to detailed management. Tlie plants in

pits and houses having broken into a free growth without the aid of

tire heat, more care will be needed at closing time, otherwise a low
stagnant atmosphere will result in au attack of mildew, which will

prove more exhaustive than a heavy crop of fruit. To prevent its

appearance a sharp bottom-heat, with an abundance of warm stimu-
lating liijuid, will keep the roots right, while the free admission of

air through the early part of the day, draught being avoided, and
early closing with sun heat, will produce conditions unfavourable to

its gaining a serious hold upon the plants. In all cases where it does
appear dry sul[)hur must be applied to the parts afl'ected, sj'ringed

off after the house has been closed for a night, and repeated until it

is destroyed. Red spider, one of the most troublesome insects we
have to contend with, will most likely gain a position on old plants,

from which it will soon spread to others of more value. The best
and surest remedy for its destruction, although apparently tedious,

is careful sponging with weak soapy water, which completely cleanses
and preserves every leaf taken in hand ; but it must be borne in

mind that this mode of procedure only applies to establishments in

which the stitch-in-time principle is followed up. If once allowed
to extend, the usual rough and re.ady system of saturating fruit,

leaves, stems, and walls with the insecticide most in favour is the
only remedy, when it is needless to say the remedy verj' often
finishes that which was commenced by the parasite. The same rule
applies to green fly, which frequently appears in frames which have
been imperfectly cleansed. When the tirst insect is observed, the
structure should forthwith receive a liglit smoking, which may be
repeated after two or three days. Light smokings are best, the
smoke being made to pass through damjj JIoss to prevent scorching,
and the foliage should be well syringed and shaded before the sun
reaches it the following morning. Where the summer supply is

obtained from frames, the plants will require dressing over three
times a week to prevent the growths from interlacing ; and assuming
that six or eight lights are in bearing, one or two should be cut over
and top-dressed every week ; the supply of fruit will then be steady,
and due attention being paid to bottom-heat,_the quality will be all

that can be desired.—W. Coleji.\>'.

Hardy Fruit.

The rains of the past week have been most beneficial to .Sti-aw-

berry and bush fruit crops ; the former were beginning to flag and
the latter to be overrun with blight ; but now all this is changed

—

the fruit is ripening, and the only danger to be apprehended now
is from mischievous birds, against the depredations of which netting
should be applied ; but previously remove a portion of the slioots

from Currant bushes, not only that the fruit may ripen the better,
but that it may keep the longer througli the admission of air keep-
ing the fruit dry. Layer runners of .Str.xw berries both for planting
out and growing in pots for forcing ; keep runners off those that
have been recently planted, and by supplying them witli abundance
of manure water, a full autumnal crop of fruit may be expected.
After another season's experience I reiterate my opinion that,
taking all points into consideration, no other two kinds of .Straw-
berries are equal to Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and Green's
President, certainly not in our light soil, in which most other
sorts, after repeated trials, refuse to grow at all satisfactorily ;

hence we are seriously debating the propriety of excluding all other
sorts ; and certainly if any others are retained it will be only late
sorts, in the hope of lengthening out the Strawberry season, though
even this is hardly necessarj', as we have gathered President grown
on a north border almost as late as Frogmore Late Pine, and, as

regards quality, far superior to that late variety. Thin out the
shoots of Raspberries to four or at most six to each stool ; since the
rain they have grown so rapidly that, to prevent injury, tying in has
become necessary ; and this sboidd be so contrived that the new canes
do not intercept tlic full play of light on the fruiting canes. Keei)
them mulched with stable litter, for they are higli feeding and
moisture-loving pl.ants. Persistently api)ly remedies for the'cxter-
miimtion of aphides and American blight ; the latter is more
trouljlesomc than it has been for years past. The affected parts of
the trees should be pointed over with a strong solution of soft soap
and brine ; a single dose usually settles the blight. In order to
destroy the .aphides, pinch off all the bad shoots and leaves which it

is safe to remove, and afterwards apply water, with force, as often
as convenient, occasionally alternating it by an application of soap-
suds or weak Tobacco water. Continue to remove or pinch back
the redundant growth on fruit trees generally. Any that liave
hitherto been neglected must be done gradually, beginning at the
top of the tree, and removing a portion at intervals of a few days ;

none should have their new growths tied or nailed in till they are
thoroughly free from insects. Peaches and Nectarines are now-
making excellent growth ; any strong shoots that are taking the lead
should be stopped back to a good lateral, allowing that to take the
lead ; it will be less w-atery, consequently easier ripened, and therefore
more fruitful ; aljove all, do not lay in tlie wood too thickly, or allow
the laterals to extend, but pinch out the points of these as soon as

they have made a couple or three leaves. When once commenced
the summer pinching of fruit trees is a matter that cannot be
neglected without injurious consequences, for the fruit spurs having
been formed so closely in to the main branches of the tree, neglected
growth completely overshadows them and hinders their maturity

;

therefore on both wall, bush, and jjyrami dal trained trees keep the
shoots well stopped back, and as closely as possible from midsummer
onwai'ds.

Kitchen Garden.
Those who have plenty of ground and do not need to double-crop

know little of the scheming and contriving that those whose
demands are great and ground limited have to practise, and perhaps
at no time of the year is the pressure greater than now when Broc-
coli and Kale, &c. , are ready for and, indeed, ought to be jilanted,

and no room can be found for them till the ground now occupied
with early Peas, Potatoes, Shallots, Garlic, ifec, can be had ; mean-
while, therefore, the Kales, &c., should be either thinned out in the

seed-bed or else pricked out to prevent a lanky growth, and the

moment the crops just named can be cleared ott' it should be done,

and the ground freed from weeds by hoeing and raking. Digging is

not esseuti.al, provided the ground was well dug in the autumn for

tlie previous crops, as Broccoli and winter Greens generally do best

in firm soils. JIake holes with a crowbar, fill in w'ith fine soil,

and drench with water to settle it about the roots, and they will

give no further trouble till earthing is required to keep them from
being injured through wind-waving. The dry spring has just suited

the early Pot.ato crop ; though there is not bulk, the quality is all

that can be desired, and the sooner all the first early varieties are

housed the more likely are they to escape tlie murrain which gene-

rally appears about this date. This affords a good reason for grow-
ing early, kinds in quantity, and so far as my observation goes, tliis is

the only sure way at present open of escaping the disease. As a

parasite affecting vegetable crops, I look upon mildew as second only

to the Potato disease, particularly as regards its attacks on Peas at

this season ; and as there is virtually no cure for it when once it

has got a footing, prevention is clearly the only way of meeting the

case, and this can generally be done by liberal culture, such as deep
trenching, heavy manuring, mulching, and watering, and any that

are to be sown now should be in trenches, prepared as for Celery,

and at this late period early kinds only should be used, and of

these William the First is one of the best, ilulch and stake succes-

sional crops, a remark which also applies to Scarlet Runners. A
chance crop of dwarf French Beans may be sown on a south border,

and supports consisting of Birch or Hazel twigs should be placed

to those coming into bearing. Other seed sowing required at pre-

sent are Lettuces, Endive, Turnip, Horn Carrot, and small salad-

ings. Complete the thinning out, and, if needs be, the transplant-

ing of seedlings of Beet, Lettuces, Parsley, &c. Train out the

growth of Gherkins and Vegetable JIarrows ; soil up as the roots

appear on the surface, and well supply them with water. Toma-
toes prove most fruitful when confined to single stems, and when
the side shoots are kept pinched back ; tie or nail them to walls or

trellises before they get top-heavy and break off. As ojiportunity

offers hoe amongst all crops likely to be aided by that operation—one
which also conduces to neatness through the prevention of the growth
of weeds. Keep walks well rolled, alleys and paths free from
weeds, and edgings trimmed, for without these accompaniments
even a well-stocked garden fails to give satisfaction.—-W. W.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

WOODLAND WORK FOR JULY.
Wherever timber, cordwood, or faggots remain in the falls, tlie

cartage of these should be the first consideration. But the favour-

able season for felling Oak, stripping and harvesting bark, and clear-

ing the woodlands leaves without excuse those who are now behind-

hand. Sales of timber should take jilace as early as possible, to

enable purchasers to remove it during the dry summer weather with
the smallest amount of injury to the estate roads. Conditions of

sale should compel an early removal, otherwise much of the timber

may be left over to the end of the season. In this neighbourhood
one month is given, and more than tv\o months are seldom exceeded.

Draining, fencmg, and road-making for new plantations should

now be pushed on as rapidly as possible, while the more urgent

work of planting, felling, &c., is still remote. When the season

for these operations arrives, no time can be spared for what should

be considered as the preparatory work. Steam cultivation, trench-

ing, and hole-digging may also be carried forward as opportunities

offer. Upon heavy soils it is important that these operations be

undertaken early.

Pruning should be proceeded with, as the wounds now made heal

rapidly, and few side branches will result from the operation. Heavy
pruning and the removal of large branches should be avoided as

much as possible, except in cases where the timber is soon to be

cut down. Close pruning is strongly recommended, and if this is

con lined to branches of a small size no harm will be done. Switch
and clean Hawthorn hedges, and trim fences of Bay, Laurel, Tur-

key Oak, &c., with the pruning knife. Clean bottom cultivation

will ensure a thick and durable hedge.
In the nursery repeated hoeings will be necessary, and the stronger

deciduous plants sliould receive a careful pruning preparatory to

their removal. Land under green crops as a preparation for seed

beds, or nursery transplants should receive fiequent hoeings to keep
down weeds. Some seed-beds, such as Alder, may require tliinning,

and others should be well watered in dry weather.
Bud Hawthorn, Horse Chestnut, &c., untie grafts, and rub off all

young shoots below the heads. Young plantations of Larch and
Spruce may now be thinned, and whore heavy thinnings are contem-
plated, the sooner tlie work is done the better for the remaining
trees, as the more exposed ones will have time to harden off before

winter. A. J. BrRROW.s.
Pluckle;/, Kent.

to the heat of the sun during removal, tlie probability is that the tree
will die ; hence the necessity for puddling or well protecting the
roots at this time. One copious watering after removal was followed
by a good mulching ; and now that the thunderstorms of the past
week have completely saturated the surrounding soil, the whole of
the trees may be considered safe.—A. J. Burrow.s.

The Silver Fir (Picea pectinata).—Fine groups of this Conifer
form a very ornamental feature in the beautiful grounds at Bagshot
Park, the residence of the Duke of Counaught. They are remark-
ably large specimens, and represent some of the best in the country.
They are mentioned in Loudon's " Arboretum " as being, in 1854,
about 30 ft. high, having been planted at that time about twelve
years. The distinct habit of growth and the silvery appearance of
their foliage harmonise admirably with the huge Oaks, Chestnuts,
and Beeches with which the park and pleasure grounds at this

place abounds.—W. (i.

WTien to Transplant.—The success which has attended the

rcmo\-al of good-sized plants of Norway Spruce, Austrian, and
Scotch Pine during the past month has convinced me that in such a

spring as the last it is much more advisable to wait until really

warm weather sets in than to run the risk of losing a great number
of the transplants by too early a removal. Three-fourths of those

put in during April have perished in consequence of the continued
cold east winds and severe frosts to which they were exposed, while
every tree removed since the first week in .June is growing on as well

as if it had not been disturbed. The past winter has also taught a

wholesome lesson with regard to the planting of deciduous trees.

Among the thousands of Ash, Spanish Chestnut, and Birch which we
pat out in the woodlands early in October, scarcely a score are dead

;

while the losses among those transpl.anted in the winter may be
counted by hundreds in one wood. With regard to the evergreens,

some part of the success is probably due to the plants having been
suspended in the holes while the soil was intimately mixed amongst
the smaller rootlets. The whole of the roots were also distributed

in tiers according to their position upon the stem, instead of having
the soil thrown in and trodden roughly upon the whole masses of

roots. Owing to the favourable season, the earth was finely pulverised,

thus being in the fittest possible state for planting operations. During
their transit the roots were covered up with moist straw ; and as the
soil was dry and warm, those roots which had been puddled before
removal were soaked for a short time before planting to loosen the
coating of clay, which otherwise might have seriously interfered with
the proper functions of the rootlets. It was not considered necessary
to retain any of the soil around tlie roots when taking up the plants,

as this was poor in quality, and the nourishment it once contained
was probably well-nigh exhausted. The evils resulting from trans-

planting witli large balls of poor soil are very plainly to be seen here
after an interval of two or three years. Some trees thus treated have
made but little progress, while others placed at once in contact with
the fresh soil enriched with compost have grown rapidly. With
proper handling at the right season of the year no tree is more tena-

cious of life than the Fir, a property which may be attributed to its

resinous sap. But should this sap become coagulated by exjjosure

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.

The fine groups of these shown the other day at South Kensington
afford proof that Calceolarias have not yet been quite elbowed out
of existence, and that some growers yet know how to grow them.
It is an undoubted fact that large numbers of growers decline to

attempt the culture of the herbaceous Calceolaria on the ground that

it is a difficult plant to deal with, and that they have no time to bestow
on it. The same is too often said with regard to the Cyclamen
which is rarely seen well grown in private gardens ; but it would
perhaps show more determination if cultivators would resolve to

overcome the difficulties incidental to both cases, and show what
could be done with these plants, and done well. It is evident, never-

theless, that the art of gi'owing good Calceolaria plants is not
widely understood ; there is, however, no secret in the matter.

The method of culture needed has been told over and over again,

and so has the proper culture of the Cyclamen ; but both plants are,

nevertheless, very indifferently grown by the many. It must be
admitted that, except in the direction of producing greater variety

of colour in the flowers than formerly existed, there has not been
shown that marked advance in the herbaceous Calceolaria that has
been manifested in many other strains of tender plants. In form
and variety, Mr. James, of Kedlees, shows all that careful selection

has been able to do. In size, Mr. Rapley, of Clapham, has the

advantage, but size is too commonly associated with an ungainly

form. The great feature of the P^edlees strain is the many deep rich

hues and grand self-coloured flowers. Some of these from time to

time show novelty, but in spotted flowers anything new is, indeed,

a rarity. But spotted flowers, however beautiful, almost

look poor and even tawdry beside the magnificent self crimsons

and maroons. How many of the good strains of herbaceous Cal-

ceolarias now in the country owe their origin to Mr. James it

would be difficult to say, but the International strain has had a

worhl-wide reputation, and therefore the seed has become almost

universal property. It was Mr. James who first took in hand the

crossing of the herbaceous kinds with pollen taken from the best

of the shrubby sorts that were so much grown some ten or twelve

years ago. The old Sultan, now so rarely seen, a fine self of the

richest crimson, and The Gem, a rich orange, blotched with maroon,

offered the best material for hybridisation, and the result is seen in

the dwarf stiffness, rich self colours, and noble trusses that cha-

racterise the Redlees plants. Another effort is now being made to

engraft upon the shrubby kinds some of the rich crimson hues of the

herbaceous strain. Pollen taken from these flowers has been em-
ployed to fertilise the organs of a large-flowered rich yellow seedling

shrubby kind, and on the other hand pollen from this plant is being

employed on the herbaceous kinds. If the result in the one case

were to be to produce a strain of free-seeding, high-coloured shrubby

kinds, and in the other to add robustness and vigour to the herba-

ceous ones, a very considerable advance might presently be shown.

The chief value of the Calceolaria is seen in the form of decorative

pot plants. No amount of appreciation for glaring tints in flower

beds will ever bring them into favour for that purpose. Neither is

it desirable, but in the house or for any purposes to which pot plants

may be put, the gorgeous tints and singularly attractive flowers of

the Calceolaria will ever prove welcome. A. D.

Polystichum viviparum.—This is an evergreen West Indian

Fern, with an erect daik-scaled caudex, from which the glossy green

frjnds arch out on all sides, forming, as will be seen by the annexed

woodcut, a handsome specimen. It is a species which is remarkable

for its habit of producing buds at the tips of the fronds, from which

young plants are produced. The fronds are 1 i ft. or more in length,
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with numerous pinnip. This Fern was sent out by Mr. Bull last

year, and has been welcomed by all lovers of the interesting class of

plants to which it belongs.

CULTURE OF CALATHEAS AND ]\rARANTAS.
Thkse inmates of our stoves, when well grown, are moat attractive

on account of the rich and varied markings of their foliage. Of late

years great additions have been made to this class of plants ; there-

fore the cultivator lias no lack of kinds from which to make a selec-

tion according to his taste and accommodation. Some sorts being
dwarf and compact in growth can be grown in a very limited space-
such, for instance, as M. fasciata, Makoyana, Massangeana, albo

lineata, rosea picta, and tubispatha. Where more space is at the

the more tender kinds. Marantas, when grown in a good open soil,

such as that just described, will need an abundant supply of water
;

in fact, when in a healthy state at the roots, they ought not to Ije

allowed to become dry at any time, except in the case of the deci-
duous kinds, such as M. tubispatha ami a few others, which, when
at rest, should be kept somewhat dry at the root, but not placed in

too dry an atmosjiliere. All the varieties when growing vigorously
and becoming potbound nould be benefited liy an occasional supply
of liquid manure. They all succeed best and jiroduce their foliage
in the greatest jiorfectiou when grown in shade during the summer
months, being in that respect unlike tlie Croton.s, which require full

sunlight to perfect their colours. The partial shade produced by
Palms and other plants, with the addition of artificial shading on
the roof, suits them admirably. I have grown and exhibited M.

New Evergreen West Indian Fern (Folystichum viviparum).

grower's disposal other kinds may be chosen, tuch as M.
Veitchi, Warscewiczi, and the old but not to be despised M. ze-

brina, all of which are highly ornamental and eflfeeti ve in a collection

f fine-foliaged plants.
' The soil most suitable for Calatheas and Marantas, and in which I

have found them to succeed best, should consist of good fibrous peat
and turfy loam in about equal proportions, with a good addition of

silver sand and, if obtainable, a little leaf soil. For the finer or
smaller growing kinds, with more delicate roots, I would recommend
the addition of some small pieces of charcoal and broken crocks. In
mixing and also in using the soil avoid all the finer particles, employing
only the fibrous portions. A close, inert soil is very prejudicial

o the growth of this class of plants, for if it becomes sour and sodden
a loss of roots will soon take place, and will bring about an unhealthy
state of things, which will soon impair the vigour of the plant, and
if allowed to occur during the winter months would probably kill all

fasciata over 4 ft. across. This plant for want of space was grown
under the shade of a large Cyathea, the glass over which was also

shaded by means of a blind.

The insects most liable to attack Marantas and Calatheas are white

scale, thrips, and red spider ; any of these, if allowed free action

for a while, will soon disfigure the foliage. The best remedy I have

found is sponging the leaves with weak soft soap and water, using a

soft sponge for tlie purpose, as the leaves if not carefully handled are

easily marked. The stronger kinds of insecticides are not to be

recommended for the tender foliage of most kinds of Calatheas and
Marantas.
As regards propagation, they can easily be increased by division.

M. Warscewiczi, the subject of the coloured plate given in The
Gakden last week, can be increased as follows : The flower-spikes

of this kind are thrown well up above the foliage, and are very orna-

mental during the early spring months, lasting as they do several
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weeks in perfection. When the flowers have faded the spikes of

this kind should be allowed to remain on the plant ; each spike

will, after a little while, throw out a young growth close to the leaf

f.c^ompauyiiig the flower-spathe, whicli can then be cut off and soon

made into a thriving young plant. I am not acquainted with any
other kind which can be propagate! in this manner. This sort ought
to be grown in every collection of stove plants, though at present it

is somewhat rare, not because it is of recent introduction, but

because it has apparently been overlooked by cultivators of orna-

mental-leaved stove plants. J. H.

DESCKIPTIVE LIST OF CALATHEAS (MAEANTAS).*
C. Allodya (LindIey),Phrynium Allouya (Roscoe, Scit., pi. 3S).—

•

A tall growing species ; the dark green plaited leaves are borne on
slender stalks about 1 ft. long, antl the flowers are white in dense

heads on quite short stalks. An elegant graceful plant.

C. ALTissiMA (Horaninow), Phryniiun (Poeppig and Eudlicher).

—Not in cultivation.

C. ALBic'AN.s (Brongniart).—Name only.

C. ANCiU.STiFOLiA (Kornicke).—Cultivated in some gardens under
the name of Maranta discolor, which it is not. It is very near C.

varians, but the leaves are hairy.

C. APrLiCATA (Morren, " Belgique Horticole," 1S75, pi. 18),

Maranta pinnato-picta (Hort., Bull).—A small stemless species,

having the leaves furnished with a row of well-defined dark green
oblong blotches on each side of the midril), and the ground colour

verging almost into wiiite towards the midrib itself. The under sur-

face is tinged with purple.
C. ARRECTA (Linden and Andre, " Illustration Horticole," new

series, plate 77).—A tufted stemless species, growing 3 ft. or

more in height. The ample erect leaves are of a uniform shining

olive-green above and purple beneath.
C. BLANDA (Steudel, Horaninow, Prodr. Mou. Scit).—Not culti-

vated.

C. BREVIPES (Kornicke, Horaninow, Prodr. Mon. Scit).—Not culti-

vated.

C. CAPIT.-VTA (Lindley), Maranta capitata (Ruiz and Pavon, "Flora
Peruviana," i., pi. 5).—Not cultivated.

C. CASUPITO (Roraer and Schultes), Maranta casupito (Jacquin,
" Fragmenta," iv., t. (ii, fig. 3).

0. ciiRY.SANTH.i (Horaninow), Phrynium (Brongniart).
C. CHRY.soLEDCA (Horaninow), Phrynium ( Poeppig and Endlicher).
C. CROC.iTA (Morren, "Belgique Horticole," 1875, pi. 8).—This is

remarkable for the ample orange coloured bracts which conceal the
flowers. The flower-scape rises about in. high, overtopping the
spreading leaves, which are purple beneath and shaded vvitli light

and dark green above.
0. COMO.SA (Lindley), Phrynium comosum (Roscoe, Scit., pi. 35).

—

A robust plant with large, uniformly green leaves, the blade of

which exceeds 1 ft. in width and 2 ft. in length, and is borne erect
on a long stalk. The flowers are yellow, in a loose, globular head,
on a long scape.

C. DICEPHALA (Horaninow), Phrynium dicephalum (Poeppig and
Endliclier, Nov. C4en. et. Sp. PI., pi. 128).

C. DISCOLOR (G. F. W. Meyer), Phrynium casupo (Roscoe, Scit.,

pi. 31).—This grows 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, that is to say, the branched
flower-scape attains tliat heiglit. The leaves spring from the base,
and consist of an ample blade borne on a slender stalk several feet
in length. The flowers are yellow, and are suljtended liy large
brown bracts.

C. DUBiA (Lindley), Phrynium ellipticum (Roscoe, Scit., pi. 44).

—

Not unlike a small C'anna in its loose inflorescence, but it does not
form a leafy &tem.

C. EXIMIA (Kornicke, "Gartenflora," lS71,pl.686).—A very robust
though dwarf plant, having shortly stalked leaves, banded white and
green above and purple beneath. The flowers are of a dirty white
and arranged in short dense spikes.

C. ExscAPA (Kornicke), Phrynium exscapum (Poeppig and Endli-
cher, Nov. Gen. et Sp., pi. 125).

C. F.i.sCL«'A(Regel and Kornicke, " Gartenflora," 1859, pi. 2.55).—
A handsome dwarf species with broad, nearly circular leaves, 4 in. to
6 in. across, traversed by broad bands of white from the midrib to the
margin. The inflorescence is insignificant, scarcely rising above the
ground.

_
C. FLAVESCENS (Lindley, Bot. Reg., pi. 932).—A jjlant of medium

size, with showy, yellow iiowers, and uniformly green leaves. Dr.
Lindley describes it as a very beautiful species.

C. OR VNDIFOLIA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., pi. 1210), Phrynium cylin-
dricum (Roscoe, Scit., pi. 40).—Also a yellow flowered species. It
has the leaves in two rows, the stout sheathing jietioles embracing

* Want o£ space last week comnelled us to leave over this portion of the
matter appertaining to the plate of Maranta publisliea in The Garden (Vol.
XVII., p. 500).

each other at the base and the flower-scape nearly throughout its

length. Altogether, the leaves are about 3 ft. long, the spread-
ing strongly-nerved limb being 9 in. to 12 in. long, and of a uniform
dark green.

C. HiEROGLYPniCA (Linden and Andre, " L'lllustration Horticole,"
V. series, pi. 122-3).—One of the handsomest of the dwarf-tufted
species, with small leaves on quite short, stout stalks, which are of a
deep purple. The blade of the leaf is beautifully variegated green
and white, the variegation consisting of transverse interrupted streaks
of white on a dark green ground, here and there tinged with gold and
amber. The whole upper surface is highly polished and overlaid
with a delicate network or tracing, w'hich suggested the specific

name. The under surface is purple. As represented in the figure,

the leaves rise to a height of about 9 in., but the plant from which
the figure was prepared was probably quite young, and not fully

developed.

C. ILLUSTRIS (Lemaire, " LTllustration Horticole," pi. 515).—

A

miniature species, presenting one of the most beautiful types of

variegation. The leaves are from 4 in. to 6 in. long, auil spread out
on the ground or a little above it. On a very dark green ground are

several broad light green bands running from the midrib to a marbled
girdle of white, purple, and blue, about two-thirds of tlie distance

from the midrib to the margin of the leaf, and the under surface is

purple.

C. Kapplerian'a (Kornicke).—Mentioned by Horaninow as

having yellow flowers.

C. KoRNicKiANA (Regel, " Gartenflora," pi. 784).—This belongs
to the same group as C. grandifolia, but it is of smaller dimensions,
and the flowers are inconspicuous.

C. KuMMEKiANA (Morreu, "Belgique Horticole," 1875, pi. 15,

fig. 1).—An elegant, slender plant, with long hairy leaf-stalks, bear-

ing a long narrow blade, tapering to a sharp tip, and banded with
green and white above.

C. LATERALLs (Lindley, in Bot. Reg., under 1)1. 1210), Maranta
lateralis (Ruiz & Pavon).

C. LiETZi (Morren, " Belgique Horticole," 1875, pi. 15, fig. 8;
" Gartenflora," pi. 935).—Inhabit this is very different from any
other Calathea, and is perhaps not correctly referred to the genus.

It tlirows up numerous one-leaved stems, each bearing a little below
the leaf a spikelet of two small flowers. The leaves are dark green,

irregularly streaked and illumined with yellowish-green.

C. LEOPARDINA (Kornicke, " Gartenflora," pi. 893), Maranta leo-

pardiua and M. concinna (Hort., Bull).—A yellow-flowered species,

with the flower-spikes sessile at the base of the leaves. The leaves

have stout stalks with a horizontal or hanging blade, banded witli

light and dark gi'een.

C. LEUCOSTACHY.s (Hooker, Bot. Mag., pi. 6205).—Closely allied

to C. Warscewiczi, but more highly coloured, and having very

hairy leaf-stalks and flower-scapes.

C. LiNDENiANA (Wallis, " Gartenflora," pi. 601; " L'lUustration

Horticole," n. series, pi. 82).—One of the handsomest of the large-

leaved species of the genus. The leaves are as large, or nearly so,

as those of C. Veitchiana and C. zebrina, almost transparent, longi-

tudinally banded with dark'and light green above, and bronzed or

purple-banded beneath.

C. LiTTORALis (K(irnicke, " Gartenflora," 1858, p. 88).—This was
in cultivation many years ago under the name of Phrynium littoralis.

C. LONGiBRACTE.iTA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., t. 1020).—A plant of

about the same stature as G. Warscewiczi, remarkable for the long

bracts on the flower-spike. It is not particularly ornamental.

0. LONGIFOLIA (Klotzsch), C. lauceolata (Kornicke).

C. LUTEA (Meyer), C. Cachibou (Lindley), Maranta lutca

(Lamarck, 111.. i.,p. 9), M. Cachibou (Jacquin. Fragm., pi. 69, 70).

—

One of the tall growing species, the branclied dower-scape being 4 ft.

or 5 ft. high, and bearing one leaf near the summit. Tlie other

leaves spring from the base, and have long stalks.

C. MACILENTA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., under pi. 1210 ; Loddiges, Bot.

Cab., 1)1. 1781).—A slender growing species, possessing no special

ornamental features.

C. Makovaxa (Morren, " Belgique Horticole," 1872, pi. 24,25;
"Flore des Serres," pi. 2048, 2049).—An exceedingly handsome
plant, belonging to the same group as C. Lindeniana and C. Veitchi-

ana. The ample slenderly-stalked leaves are variegated with dark

green, light green, and yellow above, and with dark purple and

yellow beneath.

C. Mandioc.e (Kornicke).

C. MARANTiNA (Koch, Berlin Allg. Gartenz., 1857, p. 163), Phry-

nium marantinum (Willdenow).—Cultivated on the Continent a few

years ago.

C. Ma.s.sangeana (Floral Mag., pi. 234, under Maranta).—This

seems to be a Calathea, and is one of the handsomest of tlie very

dwarf species, the leaves of which aie spread out on the ground or a

little above it. The shortly-stalked velvety leaves are about 4 in.

long, pale blue down the centre and on the prominent lateral
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nerves, ami dark brown bctveen the nerves, shading into gi-een near

the margin.

C. MEDI0-PICT.\ (Regel, " Gartentlora," pi. !1.'>4).—An ornamental
plant having erect leaves about "2 ft. high, feathered with white

down the centre of the blade. The piirple flowers are collected in a

globose head, borne on a stout scape, which is shorter than the leaf-

stalks.

C. METALUOA (Kiimickc, In 1. Sem. Hort. Petrop. Suppl., 1S60,

p. 13), Phrynium metallicura (Koch).—We have not seen this

species.

C. MiCAN's {K.irnicke, " Oartenflora," 1858, p. 87), Phrynium
micans (Klotzsch).—Cultivated in (iermany in 1S.')4.

C. .Micr.oi KriiALA (Horaninow), Phrynium (Poeppig and Eudliehcr,

Nov. Gen. et Sp., ii., p. 20).—Not in cultivation.

C. MVRosMA (K'iruioke), Phrynium myrosma (Roscoe, Scit.,

pi. .39), Myrosma cann;efolia (Liunreus).—A slender plant witli a

leafy stem and white flowers, very much like C. macilenta.

C. NUiRO-co.STAT.v (Linden and Andre, " L'lllustration Horticole,"

n. series, pi. 144).—A tufted plant, having remarkably long narrow
leaves spread out horizontally or pendulous from the summit of the

petioles, which are about 1 ft. long. They are of a beautiful claret-

purple beneath, and dark green above with a black midrib.

C. yoBiLis (Kdrnicke, Monogr. Marant., p. 144), Phrynium
nobile (Ko;h).

C. OBLOXGA (Lindley), Phrynium oblongum (Mart).

C. ORBicrLATA (Loddiges' Bot. Cab., pi. 1879).—Leaves imiformly
green, nearly orbicular, strongly ribbed, and about 1 ft. across.

Flowers small, yellow, collected in a globose bracteate Iiead, sup-

ported on a stalk shorter than the leaves.

C. ORXATA (Kdrnicke), Maranta omata ("Flore des Serres,"

pi. 413, 414), Maranta regalis (" Flore des Serres," pi. 10G6, 1067 ;

" Floral Magazine," pi. 74).—There are several varieties referred to

this species, but they all have the narrow white or red lines on the

leaves, in the same way as in regalis.

C. OVATA (Lindley), Maranta ovata (Mart).

C. P.\KIFICA (Linden and Andr^, "L'lllustration Horticole," n.

series, pi. 101).—A tufted species, about 2 ft. high, the leaves uni-

formly green above, and copper coloured beneath.

C. PAc'HYSTACHYA (Kdmicke), Phrynium pachystachyum (Poeppig

and Eudlicher, Nov. Gen. et sp., ii., p. 19, pi. 127).

C. PROPixQCA (Horaninow), Phrynium propinquum (Poeppig and
Endltcher, Nov. Gen. et. sp., ii., p. IS).

C. ROSEO-PICTA (Regel, " Garten flora," pi. 610).—A low-growing
plant, with thick marbled leaves, 4 in. to 6 in. in diameter, and
copper-coloured below ; flowers insignificant.

C. Rossi (Kdrnicke, Regel, " Gartentlora," 1S5S, p. 88), Phrynium
Rossi (Loddiges).—Perhaps the same as C. violaeea.

C. p.oTrxDiFOLiA (Kdrnicke, Regel, " Gartentlora," pi. 452).—
Probably the green-leaved state of C. faseiata.

C. SMARAGDIXA (Linden and Andrc5, " L'lllustration Horticole, "n.

sei'ies,. pi. 16).—One of the handsomest of tlie green-leaved species ;

in habit it resembles C. nigro-costata.

C. T.EXiosA ("Belgique Horticle," 1876, pi. 5).—Similar to C.

ornata in habit, the leaves being banded and striped fro:n the mid-
rib to the margin with dark green, light green, and white ; the
white flowers are clustered on the ground at the base of the leaf-

stalks.

C. TUBisPATHA (Hooker, Bot. Mag., pi. 5542).—Singular in

having a tubular spathe, containing two or three yellow flowers at

the summit of a scape a little longer than the leaf-stalks. The blade

of the leaf is irregularly and elegantly blotched with dark brown and
light green on a dark green ground.

C. UNDFLATA (Linden and Andre, " L'lllustration Horticole," n.

series, pi. 98 ;
" Gartenflora," pi. 852).—A miniature species, having

dark green leaves feathered with white down tlie centre.

C. Veitchiana (Hooker, Bot. Mag., t. 5535).—One of the finest

of the medium-sized species. It is difficult to describe the beautiful

marking in light and dark green of the foliage of this plant. The
inflorescence reminds one of Eucomis, some of the upper bracts being
empty, as in that genus.
C. viSTlTA (Baker, "Refugium Botanicum," pi. 311).—A stemless

plant, with long-stalked, narrow, green leaves, the stalks bright

red ; flowers yellow, in a dense head, terminating the hairy scape.

C. viLLOSA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., 1845, pi. 14 ; var. pardina, Bot.

Mag., pi. 4973). —A very ornamental species, the variety having
dark blotches on the leaves, and large handsome yellow flowers.

One of the best on account of its showy flowers.

C. vioLACEA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., pL 961).—Similar to C. zebrina,

but less ornamental.
C. Waescewiozi (Klotzsch, Regel, "Gartenflora," 1866, p. 227,

pi. 515*.—The plant represented in the "Gartenflora" has almost
yellow bracts, but otherwise it doss not differ from the accompany-
ing flonire.

C. ZEBRi.NA (Lindley, Bot. Reg., under pi. 1210), Mai:uita, zebrina
(Sims, But. Mag., pi. 1926, Bot. Reg., pi. 3S5).—Under the latter

name tliis has been in cultivation in tliis country ever since the
beginning of the present century, and although a very ornamental
]>lant, it has been put somewhat in the shade by more recent intro-

ductions. W. B. llK.M.SLliV.

LECTURE ON THE PELARGONIUM.
The following lecture was delivered by Mr. Shirley llil)bcrd in the
Council Chamber of the Royal Horticultural Society on the occasion
of the Pelargonium Society's annual exhibition, June 29.

The Pelargonium affords a subject large enough to occupy as many
hours, d.ays, or even weeks, as the mere moments I shall devote to

it on the present occasion. The plants on the table represent in jiart

the beautiful collection of species and hybrids in possession of the
Royal Horticultural Society, the management of which at Cliiswick

is all that can be desired. It is fortunate I am not bound to mention
Geraniums, fur if they are of less importance than Pelargoniums,
they take us further back in time, and to do justice to them we
should have to rummage amongst the old books and fish up some
very curious memoranda. But the mention of the Geranium renders

it necessary to begin with definitions. A Pelargonium is not a Gera-
nium, although often so called. The true Geraniums are for the most
jiart herbaceous plants inhabiting tlie Northern Hemisphere, and the
Pelargoniums are for the most part shrubby or sub-shrubby jilants

of the Southern Hemisphere. Let us for a moment wander amongst
the pleasant slopes of Darley Dale in Derbyshire, or by the banks of

the Clyde or the Calder. We shall in either case be rewarded by
seeing.vast sheets of the lovely Meadow Crane's-bill, Geranium pra-

tense, a true ti cranium and one of the sweetest flowers in the %\orld.

In the rocky recesses of Ashwood Dale, or on the banks of the

"bonny Doon," we m.ay chance to see in high summer a profusion

of the Herb Robert, Geranium Robertianum, with pink flowers and
purple leaves, a piece of true vegetable jewellery. And once more I

invite you to an imaginary journey, and we will ride by rail from
Furness to Whitehaven in order to behold on the railway bank, more
especially near St. Bees, a wondrous display of the crimson Crane's-

bill, Geranium sanguineum, which from July to September forms
solid sheets, often of a furlong in length, of the most resplendent
colour. No garden colouring can even so much as suggest tlie power
of this plant as it appears at a few places on the Cumberland coast

;

even the sheets of scarlet Poppies we see on badly cultivated corn
lands are as nothing compared with these masses of one of the com-
monest and hardiest of our wild flowers.

Cape Pelargoniums.

Now let us fly to the other side of the globe and alight in the

vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope, say on the vast desert of Kar-
roo,where there is much sand, much sunshine, and little rain. Here, in

the midst of desolation, the worM is rich with flowers, for the heathy
scrub that occurs in patches, glowing with many bright hues, con-

sists in part of wild Pelargoniums, which often take the form of

miniature deciduous trees, although in the valleys nearer the coast,

where more rain falls, they are evergreen bushes. Very ditlerent in

their characters are tliese two tribes of plants, and they are not less

different in their constitution and aspects. We may regard the

Geraniums as herbs of Europe, and the Pelargoniums as miniature

trees of Africa. When we examine the flowers we find the five

petals of a true Geranium of precisely the .same shape and size ; but
the five petals of a Pelargonium are not so, for sometimes the two
topmost are the largest and stand apart from the rest with great

dignity, and in other cases they are the smallest. The florists are

doing "their utmost to obliterate the irregularity of the petals of the

Pelargonium, and in this respect to convert Pelargoniums into

Geraniums, but the conversion will not be complete until much more
wonderful things are accomplished. A Geranium has ten stamens,

and a Pelargonium has only seven. These numbers are not constant,

but the exceptions are of no consequence in a general statement of

the case. Of the Erodiums I shall say nothing, except that in their

more prominent characteristics they agree with the Geraniums. As
to their names, there is really nothing af special interest to be said.

They refer to a certain fancied resemblance of the ripe seed-pod to

the beak of a stork, a crane, or a heron. When all is said that can

be said about the difTerenees and resemblances of the several fami-

lies of Geraniacea?, there remains only one constant and unfailing test

of a true Pelargonium, and that is the nectariferous tube imme-
diately beneath the flower, and running down one side of the flower-

stalk. If you hold the pedicel up to tlie light it may be discerned as

giving an indication of a double flower-stalk, but when dissected

with a pin or the point of a knife it is found to proceed from the

base of the largest of the green sepals, and it often appears to form

a sort of digit or point in the line of the pedicel. When you have
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mastered this part of the story you may cherish the idea that you
know something about Pelargoniums.

History of the Pelargoniurn.

The best short summary of the liistory of the Pelargonium I have
met with is in the Gardener's CJironkle of October 2, 1841. It gave
me a clue that I wanted to the first-known Pelargonium as an in-

mate of an English garden. It speaks of one known to Gerarde,
but there is no mention of it in the Gerarde of 1597. However, at

page 'J-tS of Johnson's tierarde of 10.33 is a record of a plant called

(Jeranium indicum, " as of late brought into this kingdom by the
industry of Mr. Jolm Tradescant ;

" and the author adds, " I did see

it in flower about the end of July, 1()32, being the first time that it

hath flowered with the owner thereof." The plant figured by Sweet
as Pelargonium filipcndulifolium (I., 8.5) is a variety of Pelargonium
triste, which is identical with the Indian Geranium of Johnson's
Gerarde. Thus we determine that tlie first flowering of a Pelargo-
nium in this country occurred nearly S.'iO years ago. Here it may
be proper to remark that there are a few true Pelargoniums that are
not natives of the C'ape of Good Hope. P. canariense is a native of

the Canaries ; P. australe comes from the Australian Continent ; P.

cotyledonis is found wild in St. Helena ; P. Kmllicherianutn is

Asiatic and almost European. There are two or tliree species in

Abyssinia. But P. triste is a Cape plant beyond a doubt, and it is

most agreeable to know that our first Pelargonium was brought into

the country by John Tradescant, of whom Parkinson speaks as that
worthy, curious, and diligent searcher and preserver of all Nature's
rarities and varieties. It was in all probability amongst the trea-

sures acquired in his voyage to Barbary, in the fleet sent out agaiust
the Algerines in 1G20. When, in lG'2i), he became gardener to Hen-
rietta JIaria, Queen of Charles I., this plant was in his famous collec-

tion at Lambeth, and was thence sent forth as the pioneer of the
Pelargoniums and the Pelargonium Society. As the Cape was dis-

covered in 1407, the plant had 123 years to complete the journey
to the Mediterranean, and no doubt had the help of Portuguese
traders in so doing. It is singular tliat John Tradescant, who
was born in Worcestershire, and probably of Frenoli extraction,

was always regarded as a Dutchman. It is singular, because
subsequent to his introduction of the first Cape Pelargonium the
Dutch were certainly the introducers of a dozen or more species that
soon after came into Europe. In Dr. James Sherard's wonderful
garden at Eltham there vfere in 1732 half-a-dozen species. In the
second edition of Miller, published 1733, there are twenty species
of African Geraniums, and these are all Cape Pelargoniums. This
brings us to the publication by Liuna'us of the "Genera Plantarura "

in 1737, and the "Species Plantarum " in 1753, when the twenty-
five species of Pelargoniums known to him were described as Gera-
niums for the last time in any work of high authority. In 1787
L'Heritier distinguished them by the signs I have already mentioned.
In the " Hortus Kcwensis," published in 1812, as many as 102
species and hybrids are described as then in cultivation at Kcw,
and the list includes triste, grossulari;eoides, zonal, inquinans, late-

lipes, peltatum, grandiflorum, quercifolium, and fulgidum.

Florists' Pelargoniums.
The splendid g.irden varieties of Pelargoniums that afford us so

much delight are in a certain sense the creations of human skill.

Nature never needed such things, and did not trouble to produce
them. They are the products of careful systematic hybridising and
crossing, and they represent the talent and perseverance of the
florists during a period of si.xty-five years—a period so brief con-
sidering what has been accomplished, that it shrinks to a moment
when we compare the original wildings with the splendid flowers of

this day. In the year 1S15, or thereabout, the amateurs began to

cross the species, and one of the leaders in this delightful work was
Sir Richard Colt Hoare, who obtained a considerable number of

beautiful hybrids. The work was taken up with more serious
views by Mr. Robert Sweet, the author of a number of valuable
illustrated works, comprising one in five volumes devoted to the
GeraniacejE. This was published from 1820 to 1830 in five volumes,
containing 500 figures of species and hybrids of Geraniums, Pelar-
goniums, and other members of the same Natural Order. The pro-
gress made in the first fifteen years in the improvement of the
flowers is strikingly illustrated in Sweet's fifth volume, wherein we
already see the florists' flower taking shape and suggesting what it

will be and what it should be. Tiie headquarters of the Pelargo-
nium at that time were Colville's nurseries in the King's Road,
Chelsea ; bnt Mr. Davey, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Tait, and others of

Chelsea were conspicuous amongst contributors of novelties to
Sweet's work. Why Chelsea should obtain such a monopoly of

Pelargoniums at that time it might not be easy to say. Mr. Ander-
son, the then director of the Chelsea Botanic Garden, fed the dis-

trict with a taste for those things, and so, as it were, prepared the
local atmosphere for the proper nourishing of the honorary secretary

of the Pelargonium Society, the latest and ablest of the curators of

that famous garden. The florists' Pelargoniums are rejjuted to
be the offspring of P. speciosum. It must be evident to every
cultivator that the blood of a score or so of species is mingled in

them. Speciosum was introduced in 1704, but it has no place under
this name in Sweet or the " Hcrtus Kewensis." It is variously
described as producing purple and white flowers, and can scarcely be
said to have a history. If the question be asked, " What is Pelar-
gonium speciosum? " I must refer to Sweet's description of P. involu-
cratum. No. 33. He thei e refers to speciosum of Andrews as identical

with his own superbum, and he puts the speciosum of Willdenow
out of court altogether. It is likely, I think, that P. spectabile (136),

a hybrid raised from P. cucuUatum and P. ignescens, and P. involu-

cratum (33), raised from P. cucuUatum and P. superbum, were the
founders of the florists' race. Certain it is that these typical kinds
were endowed with the capability of varying indefinitely, and with
a plastic constitution, rendering them possible sources of innumerable
floral surprises. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that amongst
the true hybrids there are at least fifty that might be the parents of

our exhibition race. But to clear up the point is impossible, for in

very few instances did the early raisers keep any record that could be
referred to for settling questions of pedigree.

Different Sections.
The first variety figured as a proper florists' flower was called

fieranium grandissimum, raised by Mr. Widnall, of Grantchester.

The portrait of this variety appeared in the FhricuUural C'ahinet of

September I, 1834. It was a pretty thing, with rich dark top petals

and warm blush-tinted under petals, but the small size and poor form
would exclude it from any collection of Pelargoniums in the present

day. What a marvellous advance on this do we behold in the latest

flowers of Mr. Hoyle or Mr. Foster ! To Mr. Hoyle, no doubt, we
must assign the gold medal as the producer by systematic crossing

of the finest varieties of the present day.

The zonal race acquired importance subsequently to the large-

flowering section. Those we collectively term " Zonals " were
grouped by Sweet under the generic designation Ciconium, and the

most important of this genus are Ciconium zonale, introduced in 1710,

and C. inquinans, introduced in 1714. These are the two parents of

the race no doubt, but their differences do not account for the fact

that in the garden varieties we have every imaginable variation of

leafage and of bloom. It is likely that Ciconium reticulatum, of

Sweet (143), a very distinct hybrid, gave the first touch to the varie-

gation of the leaves, which has in recent years attained to such extra-

ordinary development. In any case, this hybrid marks a distinct

departure and appears well suited to be the founder of a race.

The "Nosegay" section is the oldest of the zonals. The founder

of this section is Ciconium Fothergilli, the figure of which by Sweet
(226) would nearly serve to represent a good nosegay of the present

day, and it may therefore be concluded that the nosegays have been

less modified than the zon.als that represent zonale and inquinans.

Another early section is that with green leaves and pink flowers,

of which we may consider Christine the modern type. This section

is foreshadowed in Ciconium cerinum, wliich is admirably figured by-

Sweet (176). Here we have pubescent leaves and flowers of a soft

rosy-pink colour, the petals of which s.re beautifully rounded and
nearly eijual in size. Cultivators who remember Lucia rosea wil

have no difficulty in connecting the dwarf bedding Pelargoniums of

the Christine class with this beautiful wax-flowered Pelargonium,

which Sweet regarded as a true species.

The most famous of the zonal section is the green-leaved scai-let

bedder known as General Tom Thumb, a descendant of Frogmore
Scarlet, and a competitor of Huutsm.in, Cooper's Scarlet, and many
more that the General quickly vanquished from the field. This

famous variety was raised by Mr. Nillson, gardener to W. Pigott,

Esq., of Dallingham House, Newmarket, about the year 1842. It is

said that as a seedling it was condemned and handed over to some
children to be tormented, and very soon found its way to a dust-bin ;

but by some accident it was dragged from the dust-bin and planted,

and as the summer advanced it manifested its character, and secured

its fame and many more admirers than Barnum's jwotrtir. But many
persons have some kind of claim to the honour of raising Tom
Thumb, for there prevailed during some fifteen years— say, from 1840

to 1855—a mania for raising scarlet Pelargoniums adapted for bed-

ding, for those were the days of tlie horticultural scarlet fever, and

many varieties nearly alike came forth from various quarters. Many
of these passed for genuine Tom Thumbs, and many perhaps were

quite as good. However, the original and true variety difl'ered from

most of the others in this respect, that it rarely ripened a seed unless

it was artificially fertilised, when it was as prolific as any. This

fact separates it far from Christine, which is an inveterate seeder.

The leafage also puts tliom far asunder, for Tour has a smooth papery

leaf of a yellowish-green, and Christine has a thick soft leaf of a bluish-

green—one takes us back to inquinans, the other to cerifera, and
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Nature orilereil the characters ages ago in the solitudes that stretch

away drearily to the west of Cape Town.
The piiik-tlowered Christine was raised by Mr. F. R. Kinghorn, of

Richmond, in the year ISa'i. The parents were Ingram's Princess

Royal and an old I'ink Nosegay, which was formerly much used for

training on walls and pillar.s. The peculiar softness and blue tone

of the leafage of Christine do not appear to be accounted for by the
parentage, there being in it such evident traces of the ccrinum or

monstrosum of .Sweet. Mr. Kinghorn, to whom I am indebted for

its history, tells me that he very soon made note of its strong indi-

viduality, in which it seems to rise to the rank of a species, and
reproduces itself freely and truly from seeds. During some fifteen

years it was the most popular of all bedding plants, for it outran
Tom Thumb at last. The beautiful Rose Queen, sent out in 1855,
was one of the good things obtained by Mr. Kinghorn in the same
batch with Christine. 'J his has higher quality, but never proved
so good a bcdiler, and therefore never attained to great popu-
larity.

Variegated-leaved Varieties.

It would bo unfair to omit .all mention of the variegated-leaved
varieties, because in a good bedding display they contribute features
fully as important as the strong colours. They tone down and
harnioni.se and divide. In the year 1S44 there were very few varie-

gated zon.als known, and only one with bright scarlet Bowers ; this

was called Lee's Variegated, and was very scarce. It was, I think,
raised by Mr. Bailey, then gardener at Nuneham Park. Mr. King-
horn selected this Lee's Variegated to supply pollen for a cross on the
old compactuni, which was the seed parent, and in the first batch
of seedlings from this cross he obtained the celebrated Cerise Unique,
and the much more celebrated Flower of the Day, the most useful
and most famous of all known variegated-leaved zonals. Mr. King-
horn to tliis day considers this was the greatest advance ever accom-
plislied at one bound in work of this kind, and I thoroughly agree
with him. The large seedling plant and two smaller plants of

Flower of the Day were purchased by Messrs. Lee, in August, 1S49,
and in August, 1850, they had a stock of l.")00 plants of various
sizes to oti'er for sale—a M'onderful sight in those days, and one
worth seeing even now. It so happens that the last-named, most
useful of all the silver-leaved varieties, conducts us direct to the
fountain head of the whole race of tricolors. In the year 1850, Mr.
Kinghorn raised from Flower of the Day the beautiful variety known
as Attraction, the leaf of which has a silvery margin and a dark
zone, diffusing subdued rays of red and rich brown outwards upon
the creamy band that girdles it. This Attraction was the lirst silver

tricolor, and one of the iiarents of the first golden tricolor. Mr.
Grieve, in his admirable "History of Variegated Pelargoniums, "tellsus
that he fertilised a dark-zoned variety known as Cottage Maid with
the pollen of Attraction. Amongst the seedlings occurred one that
was the parent of the dark-zoned Emperor of the French, from which
came the whole race of golden tricolors. From Cottage Maid and
Golden Chain (the latter being the pollen parent) Mr. Greive obtained
Golden Tom Thumb, and fiom I'mperor of the French and Golden
Tom Thumb (the latter being the pollen p.arent) he obtained Gold
Pheasant, the first true golden tricolor. This same Emperor of the
French, grandson of Attraction, produced by the pollen of Gold
Pheasant the two most fanious of the tricolors, Mrs. Pollock and
Sunset.

Double-flo'wered Sorts.

The double Pelargoniums have had a career of fifty

years at the least. A handsome double purple, named
Veitchianum, not of the zonal section, but allied to Barring-
toni, was raised by the late Mr. J. Veitoh at Exeter about the
year 1828, and its portrait appears in Sweet's supplementary volume
(81), where nearly next door to it is another double named Impli-
catum (S6), which is as like the double cucullatum which Mr.
Cannell has been gi'owing of late as can be expected of things that
are probably different. Bat the proper history of the doubles
begins with Wilmore's Surprise, a handsome semi-double variety,
which was described and figured in August, 1850. This was found
by Mrs. Wilmore, of Strawberry Vale, Edgbaston, growing in the
midst of a plantation of Hollyhocks, and so unaccustomed were the
eyes of the florists to such a thing, that it was considered to be a
true hybrid between a Pelargonium and a Hollyhock. A remark-
able fact in the history of this variety is that simultaneously with
the finding of it in the garden at E lgba.ston it was obtained by the
late Mr. Beaton as a sport from Diailematum rubescens, and was by
him named Monstrosum. The I]dgbaston plant was shown by
Mess>-s. Lee, of Hammersmith, at Regent's I'ark on the .SOth of

June, 1S.52. and Mr. Beaton suppressed his Monstrosum in favour
of it. The double zonals are of Liter date, one of the earliestbeing the
crimson-scarlet Gloire de Xaucy, which was first shown in this

country in the j-ear ISGG, In the year 1869 there were seventeen

double zonals brought into public notice, and of other sections in
that year the collective name was Legion. At this point of the
story the subject becomes too large to be handled on the present
occasion, and I shall s.ay nothing of the Tricolors and the I'.icolors

and the Ivy-leaves and the Uniques, that during a period of about
ten years over-ran all the gardens, furnislieil a common theme for
conversation at every table, supplied all the business men and a few
peers of the realm with button-hole flowers, persuaded half the
human race th.at Providence had designed gardens for one tribe of
plants alone, .and that possibly the Pelargonium itself was the tree
of knowledge of good and evil that stood in the midst of the garden
of Eden for the delight and perplexity of the very first of gardeners !

It is quite certain that during the few years when (Jeraniums
were everything and all otlier vegetables nothing in human estima-
tion, the world cjuite forgot tliat for the adornment of the garden
there were at least a hundred and fifty tliousaud species of plants to
choose from. And it is equally certain that during the same interest-
ing period of our floral history the heads of gardeners were so
crammed with zones ami m.argins and trusses and pips and beds that
there was no room for anything else, and the phenomena of the
Tulipomania were reduced in a newer fashion, and no one was fully

aware of the fact that the world had gone mad on the subject of

Pelargoniums.

Pelargoniums of the Present Day.

Now that we can again survey the subject calmly it will be ob-
served that two classes of Pelargoniums remain in full favour with
the public. The large-flowered show varieties and the large-flowered
single zonals take the lead, and they are pleasantly foUoweil by a
crowd of Ivy-leaved, double-flowered, and variegated sorts that are
useful and beautiful, but no longer oppress us by their multitude
and similarity. The Pelargonium Society has set up a severe
standard of judging, and a x'ariety must be distinct and good to pass
through the sieve. Moreover, the raising of varieties has been to a
great extent reduced to scientific principles, and we obtain as a
result new characters suggestive of the great extent of the field that
still lies open to the adventurous spirit in cross-breeding. No one
in recent years has contributed more directly towards the scientific

treatment of the subject than Dr. Denny, of Stoke Newington. He
commenced the raising of Pelargoniums in the j'ear lS(i(j, having in

view to ascertain the influence of parentage, and thus to establish a

rule for the selection of varieties for seed-bearing purposes. In
raising varieties with variegated leaves, as also with distinct and
handsome flowers, he found the pollen p.arent exercised the greatest
influence on the oB'spring. The foundation of his strain of circular

flowered zonals was obtained by fertilising the large starry flowers
of Leonidas with pollen taken from the finely-formed flowers of

Lord Derby. From 1871 to the present time Dr. Denny has sent
out sixty varieties, and he has in the same period raised and
flowered and destroyed about 30,000. These figures show that
when the selection is severe, and nothing is allowed to pass that is

not of the highest quality, there must be 500 seedlings gi-own for

the chance of obtaining one worth naming. The late Mr. John
Salter used to say that it was needful to flower two thousand seed-
ling Chrysanthemums for the chance of one worth naming. Therefore
if the comparison is of any value, it shows that raising zonals is a
very profitable business, the chances of success being four times
greater than in the case of Chrysanthemums. But Dr. Denny ob-

tains more good things than he sends out, for he makes every year
a selection of plants for seeding, and these amount to about three
per cent, of the total number. It will be seen therefore that for

every one sent out under name there are about fifteen equally good
or nearly so, but for some reason or other they are not parted with,

but are reserved to supply seed or pollen, and are then destroyed
to make room for a new selection. Amongst m.any interesting

results of our friend's observations is one that strikingly confirms a

suspicion that accompanies a study of Sweet's portraits—it is that

some varieties assume the character and bearing of species, and be
self-fertilisation reproiluce themselves with 4)eculiar exactitude.

No one can doubt th.at many of the so-called species of plants,

whether of Pelargoniums at the Cape or of Willows in England,
are as truly hybrids as any that are raised in gardens. And this

brings us to the question. Wliat is a species ? and the question sug-

gests that if in treating this great subject I scarcely knew where to

begin, I certainly know where to leave o3'. This question I confess

I cannot an.swer—I do not know what is a species—and so, thanking
you for your kind attention, I now return to golden silence as regards
this matter.

To Secretaries and Members of Horticultural So-
cieties.—We sh.all be greatly obliged for announcements of flower

shows n.imes of societies and their secretaries.
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SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY'S KOSE SHOW.
June 29.

The amalgamation of the Pelargonium Society's annual show with

the Rose show of the Royal Horticultural Society made an excellent

display at South Kensington on Tuesday last, added to which was
the competition for the special prizes offered for fruit and vegetables.

The Roses were on the whole somewhat below the average in quality,

owiu", doubtless, to the lateness of the season. The classes, however,

were generally numerously represented, especially by amateurs, who,
as usual, showed the best blooms. The first four classes were for

competition amongst nurserymen, and in each Cranston's Nursery
and Seed Company, Hereford, was singularly successful in obtaining

the highest award, and in the first tliree Messrs. Curtis, Sandford,

& Co., Torquay, obtained the second prize. For the first class, for

forty-eight single trusses, four cxliibitors competed. The Hereford
collection contained excellent blooms of Madame Charles Wood,
Madame ilarie Finger, Star of Waltliam, Mons. K. Y. Teas, Xavier
Olibo, Miss Hassard, Dupuy Jamain, La Rosiure, Hippolyte Jamain,
Comtesse d'Oxford, Horace Vernet, Auguste Neumann, Elie Morel,

Mons. Gabriel Tournier, all fine exhibition Hybrid Perpetuals.

Such Tea-scented kinds as Mad.ame Bravy, Louise de Savoie,

Madame Hippolyte .Jamain, and otliers were also well shown, antl

made the collection more thoroughly representative. In the

stands from Torquay were fine blooms of La France, Madame
Baroness Rothschild, Duke of Edinburgh, Beauty of Waltham,
Mons. Boncenne, Magna Charta, Fisher Holmes, ilarie Baumanu,
Franfois Treyve, all of which seem to attain fine form in the mild
climate of South Devon. Horace Vernet, A. K. Williams, Miss
Hassard, was sliown finely in the next best collection from Mr. F.

Cant, Colchester. The class for triple trusses of twenty-four kinds

was represented by three or four exhibitors, and the Cranston
Company's collection was again the finest. It comprised several of

the kind mentioned, in their stand of forty-eight, besides good
examples of Prince Camille de Rohan, Marquise de Castellane, Ex-
position de Brie, Mons. Noman, and La Havre. The class for single

trasses of twenty-four varieties brought out seven competitors, and
the Hereford collection won the first prize with a fair stand of

blooms. Tlie finest shown by nurserymen were contained in the

collection of single trusses of twelve varieties, anil the Cranston
Company showed excellent Qowers of Etienne Levet, a kind which
appears to succeed admirably at Hereford, .Sir Ciai'net Wolseley,
Marie Baumann, Francois Michelou, iladame Marie Finger, and
others.

The amateurs' classes were well contested by some of our best

Rose growers, and iMr. R. N. G. Baker's blooms, produced near
E.xeter, showed wli.at can be done witli the Rose in the fine climate

of Devonshire. This exhibitor showed the best collection among
six, all of whom showed twenty-four single trusses, and likewise in

the class for triple trusses of twelve kinds. In the former were
excellent lilooms of Captain Cliristy, Mrs. Baker, Mdlle. Marie Rady,
Camille Bernardin, Sultan of Zanzibar, Comte Raimbaud, Clotilde

RoUaud, Duke of Edinburgh, Marie Baumann, and Auguste Rigotard.
Mr. Jowitt, Old Weir.HerefordjWas second with a good collection also,

thoughitexhibited a lack of evenness in the quality of theblooms. The
best comprised Henri Ledichaux, shown excellently in each of this

exliibitor's stands ; Xavier Olibo, Alfred Colomb, Annie Laxton, and
Madame Julie Daran. Mr. Brown, gardener to Mr. Waterlow,
Reigate, showed the third prize collection. The best blooms in the
exhibition were shown by j\Ir. Baker in the triple trusses of twelve
kinds. In addition to the kinds already mentioned as shown by this

exliil)itor, such varieties as Lord Macaulay, Charles Lefebvre, and
Dr. Andry were shown finely in this stand. Tlie best collections of

twelve single trusses came from Mr. Ridout, gardener to Mr. Hay-
wood, Reigate ; Mr. Jowitt and the Rev. E. M. Fellowes, Royston,
were placed in order named. The general excellence of the
blooms in this class induced the judges to award two extra prizes,

one to Mr. Baker, and the other to Mr. Pembcrton, Romford. Four
otiier exhibitors showed in this class. The premier prize in the open
class for twelve Tea or Noisette varieties was taken Ijy Mr. Fellowes,

who showed goodbloomsof Perle des Jardins, Madame Bravy, Souve-
nir de Paul Ni5ron, Adam, Catherine Mermet, Madame Willermoz,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Marie Van Houtte. Mr. Davies, Banbury,
and the Cr.anston Company also sjiowed fair examples for the second
and third prizes. For six blooms of any one sort of Hybrid Per-
petual Mr. Baker showed some splendid examples of Marie Baumann,
and La France was also well shown by Messrs. Curtis, Sandford, &
Co. and the Cranston Company ; tlie latter exhibitors also showed
good blooms of Etienne Levet, and Mons. E. Y. Teas was shown
in excellent condition by Jlr. Balicr. ilr. Davis, Wilton, showed
the best six Ijlooms of any one kind of Tea or Noisette, Marechal

Niel being the sort shown, andSouvenir d'EliaeVarden and MarieVan
Houtte were exhibited by the Cranston Company and Mr. Baker in
the order named. The open class for six distinct new Roses of 1877-
78 was represented by some half-dozen collections. The first prize
was awarded to the Cranston Company for the following sorts,
namely, Souvenir d'Adolphe Thiers, Constantine Fretiakoff,
and Madame Gabriel Luizet, Gaston Leveque, Leon Renault, and
Marchioness of Exeter. Tlie second prize was awarded to Mr.
Piper, LTckfield, for John Fr.ascr, Oxonian, Barthelemy Joubert,
Madame Charles Fretiakoff, JIadame Marie Verdier, and
.Souvenir de Madame Robert. Messrs. Curtis, Sandford, & Co.
showed in a third prize collection Barthelemy Joubert, Penelope
Mayo, Boildieu, JIarie Louise Fernet, Madame Marie Ver-
dier, and Cannes la Coquette. Jlr. Baker exhibited May Quennell,
A. K. Williams, Mrs. Laxton, Penelope Mayo, Marie Verdier, and
Madame Gabriel Luizet. Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, showed Glory of
Cheshunt.

PELAKGONIUM SOCIETY.
This society's exhibition was of the usual showy ch.aracter, the
long lines of brilliant colours, unrelieved by foliage, being very
dazzling. Though the portion of the tent allotted to the exhibits
was devoid of much vacant sjiace, the number of really large and
well-grown plants was comparatively small, the chief exhibitors of

these being Jlr. Turner, Slough, Mr. Little, Uxbridge, and Mr.
Catlin, Finchley. A conspicuous feature of the show was the
absence of novelty, especially in the way of a new race or class other
than has existed for years. As one of the main objects of the society
is not only to improve existing races, but also to endeavour to obtain
new ones by hybridising with species, the public look for something
new at these special exhibitions.

New Kinds not in Oommerce.—The only entry in the class

for hybrid kinds was that of Mons. V. Lemoine, Nancy, France, but
these were by no means of a distinct character, therefore no prize

was awarded them. For three new large-flowered or show kinds.
Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor. Tiie sorts shown were Moun-
tain of Light (Foster), Maid of Perth (Foster), and Hector (Foster).

Mr. Little sliowed the best two, which were Rose Little (Jackson),
Formosa (.Jackson) ; and the Rev. A. Matthews, Gumiey, Market
Harborough, showed the only single plant. Sir W. Scott. The Rev.
T. C. Brehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey, showed also two new
kinds, Rollo and Martial. The only exhibitor of fancy sorts was
Mr. Turner, who showed .Jenny Howlett, Queen of the Hellenes,
and Lady Harvey. The decorative class, including market and
regal varieties, were more numerous. Messrs. Hayes, Edmonton,
were the exhibitors of the best. The kinds were Mrs. John Hayes,
Lady Isabel, and Mr. John Hayes. The best two kinds came from
Mr. Little, the sorts being Bridesmaid and Rosy Jlorn ; and Mr.
Turner was the only exhibitor of one kind, Macbeth. The other exhibi-

tors in thisclass were Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, who sent
Mars, Mrs. H. C. Wells, and Lady .Selwyn Ibbettson ; and JI. Le-
moine showed two kinds, named Afghanistan and Mrs. Potten. Dr.
Denny, Stoke Newington, obtained the first prize in the class for

three new zonal kinds with Prima Donna, and a fine pure white
variety, Cynthia, and Lallah Rooke, all of the exhibitor's raising.

Mr. Turner showed Flambeau (George) and Alarm (George) for the
best two kinds. Messrs. Saltmarsh contributed Rose d'Amour,
Salmon Queen, .and Major Brand. For double-flowered zonals Messrs.
Saltmarsh were awarded the first prize for .Sultan (crimson), Mrs.
Arthur Lattey (pink), and Lord Cecil (scarlet), all of their own
raising. Dr. Denny showed Ench.antress, Faultless, Devotion, of

the exhibitor's raising ; and Jlr. King, gardener to Jlr. Simpson,
Reigate, showed Arthur Johnston, Lizzie King, Fanny Batten ; Jlr.

Balaam, Vine Nursery, Lower Clapton, showed two pretty varie-

gated-leaved sorts in this class named Kensington and Nancy Lee.

Ivy-leaved varieties were poorly represented, the only exhibit

in the single-flowered class being a fine cerise-flowered sort

named Beaute de Lyon (Sisley), shown by Mr. Cannell, Swanley.
JI. Lemoine sent some unnamed double-iJowered varieties, but no
prize was awarded them.

Specimens.—The classes for specimen and semi-specimen plants
were not numerously represented. In the open class for six plants

of the show type, Jlr. Little's gardener (Jlr. Wiggins) obtained the

first prize. The kinds were, JIary Hoyle, .Sultana, Snowflake,
Victory, Illuminator, and Januette. Three otherexhiljitors showed,
but, witli the exception of a fine collection from Mr. Turner, they
were rather poor. Jlr. Turner was first in the class for eighteen

show kinds, gi'own in pots not exceeding in. in diameter. This

collection was represented by the leading sorts, all well grown and
flowered. Jlr. Little and Jlr. Meadmore, Romford Nursery, were
the other exhibitors. In the class for six of the fancy type, Jlr.

Turner, who waslikewise first, showed well-flowered, though not Large
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specimens of E.ist Lymio, Princess TecU, The Shah, Iluchess of

Kdiuburgh, Jewess, aiul Thomas Ring. Mr. Little showed larger,

tliough not so densely flowered plants, consisting of the leading varie-

ties. The decorative class was well sliown liy Mi'- Little, who
had well-srown plants of Triomphe de 8t. Mande, Duchesse de

Moruy. Kiug Beauty, Miss Andre, Duchess of Edinburgh, Duchess

of Bedford, Lord Derhy, Black Prince, Lady Isabel, .and Harlequin.

Collections of these "were well shown by Messrs. Turner and

Hayes. The latter look the first prize for eighteen plants of the

decorative class, among which were Duchess of Bedford, Maid of

Kent, Nellie Hayes, Black Prince, Prince of Wales, Lord Derby,

Lady Isabel, and' others. Zonal kinds were, as usual, shown by Mr.

Catlin, gardener to ilrs. Lermitte, Finchley. They were far in

advance of the other collections shown, and were models of skilful

culture. The sorts w'ere Titania, Lucy Bosworth, Lizzie Brooks,

Mrs. Pearson, Fanny Catlin, Alice Burton,' and Rev. Atkinson.

The s.ame e.'<hibitor also showed the tiuest eigliteen zonals, most of

whicli were of his own raising, the most consi)icuous of which were
Ethel, T. Elliott, Alfred Harry Kansom, Leon Dare, Ulysses, Lizzie

Smith, and Nelly. In the two following classes for nine and eighteen

plants of tin-' double-flowered varieties, Mr. ("atlin, who was also

first, showed very fine collections in each. The nine plants com-

prised Modestie, Progress, JIme. Thibaut, Pioneer, Gorgeous, La
Cygne, and Vaimie. The other exhibits in these classes were much
inferior to those shown by Mr. Catlin.

Cut Blooms were shown by Mr. Turner and Messrs. Salt-

marsh in the class for thirty-six and twenty-four varieties of the

show type, and by Mr. Cannell and Messrs. Saltniarsh in similar

numbers in the class for zonal kinds, all taking first prizes in the

various sub-classes ; and Mr. Cannell also won the highest award in

the class for thirty-six double-flowered zonal kinds. A pretty col-

lection of cut blooms of Ivy-leaved sorts were shown by Mr. George,

Putney Heath, the sorts of which were all of his own raising, and
they exhibited a striking variation of colour.

Certificates were awarded to the following :—Mr. E. R. Foster,

Clewer Manor, Slough, for Constitution and JliNOT.\rR, show
varieties of the exhibitoi-'s raising. Dr. Denny, Stoke Newington,
for Prim.v Donna, a fine white-flowered kind of the zonal type ;

Ulysses, a scarlet-flowered zonal ; Progress, a double-flowered

zonal of a rich scarlet : and Enchantress, a pink zonal, all raised

by the exhibitor. Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place, IJxbridge, for

Bridesmaid (.Jackson) ; H.\yes' Seedling (Hayes) ; and Criterion
{.Jackson), all very fine decorative varieties. Messrs. Saltmarsh &
.Son, Chelmsford, for Lord Cecil, a fine double-flowered zonal with
scarlet flowers, raised by them. Jlr. Brown, Hendon, for Eclip.se,

a decorative variety raised by the exhibitor. Messrs. Hayes, Ed-
monton, for Mr-S. Ashbv, also a fine decorative sort. Rev. T. C.

Brehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey, for Belle Helene, a show
variety in the way of Amethyst. Mr. Turner, .Slough, for Queen
OF THE Hellenes, an attractive variety of the fancy type.

Special Prizes.
The prizes for vegetables offered by Messrs. Sutton, Reading,

were contended for by nine exhibitors. The first prize was awarded
to Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey. This
collection was indeed very fine, and consisted of Nantes Horn Carrot,

Early W hite Naples Onion, Wilmot's White Cos Lettuce, Pine-apple
Beet, Tender and True Cucumber, Lapstone Kidney Potato, Wal-
cheren Cauliflower, Culverwell's Telegraph Pea, A'ictoria Cabbage
Lettuce. In the other collections, and especially in the second and
third, there were some excellent vegetables shown, and a noticeable
feature in all the collections was the fine quality of Culverwell's
Telegraph Pea, which is as fine as any sort grown, and specially de-
sirable for exhibition purposes on account of its large size and hand-
some appearance.

Tlie prizes offered by Messrs. .J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, were
competed for by five exhibitors. The Peas to be shown were fifty

pods of Carter's Telephone, Carter's .Stratagem, and Culverwell's
Telegraph. The first prize was taken by Mr. Muir, gardener to
C. R. M. Talbot, Esq., M.P., Margam Park, Taibach, South Wales,
who showed veiy fine samples, as were also those exhibited by Mr.
Richardson for the second, and by Mr. Miles for the third prize.
The reason that the competitors were not more numerous may be
accounted for by the early date at which the exhiljition was fixed,
which is rather too early for the kinds of Peas specified.

The same reason accounts for the small number of exhibitors in
the class for the prizes given by M;s-3r.-*. Webb & Sons, of Stour-
bridge, as the two kinds of vegetables to hi included in the collection
were of a late character. These were Webb's Triumph Pea and
Webb's Improved Banbury Onion ; consequently there were but two
competitors. These were Mr. Iggulden, Orsett Hall, Romford,
who was placed first with, among others, excellent dishes of
Trophy Tomato, Nantes Horn Carrot, Woodstock Kidney Potato,

and Early London Cauliflower. Mr. Crump, gardener to the Duke
of Marlborough, Blenheim, was the other exhibitor, and his collec-

tion also comprised some well-grown vegetables.

A new feature in the schedule was the prizes ofl'ercd by 'Messrs.

Webber & Co., fruiterers, &c., Covent Garden, for the best packed
boxes of fruit, to be delivereil to the cxhilution from a distance not
less than 20 miles. The exhibits were to comprise one box each of
Strawberries, Peaches, and (Jrapes. The first prize was awarded to
Mr. Crump, Blenheim. The (irapes shown by this exhibitor were
packed in a box, lined with a tliick layer of soft dry Moss at the
bottom, covered by a sheet of tissue paper ; on this the G rapes, which
weighed IS lb., were placed. Covering iilso the sides of the box were
sheets of tissue paper, and between the paper and the box w.as a
Layer of soft dry .Moss, wedged firmly so that the bunches were kept
quite firm without being bruised or rubbed in transit. This mode of
packing the judges considered the best, and its simplicity was another
recommendation. The two and a half dozens of Peaches were packed
in a shallow box. Tlio fruits were first wrapped in paper, and
then packed firmly together witli wadding. The 6 lb. of Sir Joseph
Paxton Strawberries were also in a shallow box, packed in

Mulberry leaves. This mode of jjacking the .Strawberries was
practised l)y all the competitors, but the modes of packing the
Grapes and Peaches v.aried. In the collection shown by Mr. Wallis,
gardener to Rev. Walter .Sneyd, Keele Hall, Stafifordshire, which
gained the second prize, the Grapes were tied to the sides of the
box, while the bunches were placed on tissue paper w-ith a Layer of

wadding beneath, and the Peaches were firmly packed in w'adding
only. Sir. G. S.age, Ashridge Gardens, Great Berkhanipstead, Mr.
G. Phillips, Stoke Farm, Bucks, and Mr. J. Wilson, Colston Bassett,
Notts, were the other competitors. The bunches of Grapes shown by
the first-named exhibitor were not tied, and seemed to be packed
rather loosely, .and the Peaches were packed in wadding. The ex-
hibit from .Stoke Farm Gardens exemplified a careful and efScient

mode of packing. The .Strawberries were wrapped in leaves and
placed in punnets ; the liunches of Grapes tied to the sides of the
box, which was fitted with a tray, and contained 17 lb. in weight.
Mr. Wilson's system was also good, and was similar to the last.

The prizes ofl'ered for tubeious Begonias by Messrs. Laing & Co.,
Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, was responded to by only
one exhibitor, Mr. Tong, gardener to Mr. .1. .S. Law, .Southgate, who
showed a fairly well grown and representative collection for the first

prize.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—These were numerous and added
considerably to the attractiveness of both the Piose and Pelargo-
niums shows. The principal exhibitor was Mr. Cannell, .Swanley,

who was awarded a gold medal for an extensive collection of Bego-
nias and cut flowers, arranged on either side of the entrance
corridor. Messrs. Barr & Sugden were awarded a silver-gilt

medal for a large collection of cut flowers, consisting chiefly of

bulbous plants. A collection of cut blooms of Pansies, Pinks, &c.,

was shown by Mr. Hooper, Bath, which gained a silver Banksiau
medal. Mr. Aldous, South Kensington, showed a group of decora-
tive plants for a bronze Flora medal, and Messrs. J. Carter & Co.,

High Holborn, a silver Flora medal for an extensive and showy
group of annuals in pots, arranged on the lawn in the open air,

a position which showed to advantage tlie glowing colours of this

desirable class of plants. 'Various implements and structures
were also exhibited on the la^yn^.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S EVENING FETE.
JuxE 30.

This, which took place on Wednesday evening last, was one of the
most successful fetes that have yet been heM in the gardens of the
Royal Botanic .Society, and, being favoured with fine weather, was very
numerously attended. The floral decorations, too, were decidedly
superior to any which we have hitherto seen in these gardens. The
table decorations were numerous, and great taste was displayed by
Mrs. W. Scale, the Vine Nursery, .Sevenoaks, in the decorations
of the tables furnished completely, and also those partly fur-

nished, for both of which she took the first prize. The epergnes or
centre table decorations, one with flowers and the other with foliage,

shown by Mr. F. Scale, the son of the above exhibitor, were also

noteworthy on account of their graceful arriingement. These also were
awarded the first prizes in their respective ckasses. The most note-
worthy of the other exhiljits were those from Messrs. Henderson's
nursery, Maida Vale, which were awarded the first prize in each of

the classes in which tliey competed. The arrangement of these by
Mr. O'Brien exemplified much originality, both with regard to the
style and the .subjects employed, \\ hich were well varied.

The arrangements for a balcony garden and a recess or alcove was
particularly noteworthy, and were much more tastefully executed
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than in previous years. An extensive display of cut Roses vpas made

by Messrs. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross. Tliese were arranged on

the slopes in the centre of the large tent, and were highly attractive.

The exhibition of annuals in the corridor by Messrs. (larter & Co.,

High Holborn, and the Rhododendrons of Mr. Anthony Waterer in

the large tent, also added much to tlie attraction of the occasion.

Fruiterers' Company's Prize.—On this occasion this prize

was competed for, though but two collections were exhibited.

The first prize was awarded to Messrs. W. Brooks & Son, 184,

Regent Street, whose collection was as fine as money coiild pro-

cure. The other collection was from Mr. Crump, gardener to

the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim, and was as fine as any

gardener could produce. Tlie former was arranged on

artistic dishes, and interspersed witli flowers ; in fact, a complete

arrangement for a dinner-table. Mr. Crump's collection was un-

adorned by pottery or flowers, but was pure, and simply a collection

of excellent fruit, arranged in a jilain style on flat dishes. It con-

sisted of Pine-apples, Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, black and white

Grapes, Pigs, Cherries, and Strawberries, and an extra prize was

deservedly awarded to the collection.

PROPAGATING.

Burya latifolia variegata.—This fine variejated green-

house shrub, which is useful and ornamental for outdoor decoration

cast-iron barrel. A 14-in. machine can be worked by a man, whilst

a boy could work a 10-in. machine easily. Every part of the machine
is adjustable, aiul it can be fitted with one handle like the American
machines, or with two handles like the Automaton. It can be used
witli or without a collecting box, and altogether it appears to be a

machine likely to be used largely when it becomes known. We may
add that the wheel guards are so constructed that the (irass cannot
clog tlie wlieels, and they can be removed without interfering with
any other pai't of the machine.

The Effects of a Hail Sho-wer at Clonmel.—About ten

days since there was an unprecedentedly heavy shower of hail in

this locality. In some gardens the effects .are very conspicuous ;

notably at Birdhill. Visiting there to-day I observed perfoiated holes

riglit through such strong foliage as that of Lilium lancifolium, aura-

tum, &.C., not to mention Striiwberries, Lettuces, and softer leaves.

But the surprise was all tlie greater on coming to Pears, Apples, and
Figs on walls to find them injured, while Fuchsias sunk in coal ashes

for late blooming seemed Kctually riddled.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Effects of the Winter at York.—The two fine specimens

of Clianuerops Fortunei with which so many people are acquainted,

standing just within the York Nursery, are to all appearance killed,

although a sm.all leaf with a little green on it is visible in the centre,

but whether they will ever be .able to make way again is doubtful.

The new hardy Fern, Microlepia anthriscifolia, in a bed close to the

Palms, is not injured in the least, being as fresh and green as if

there had been an exceptionally mild winter. It is a beautiful

dwarf-growing species with the pinn« finely sub-divided. Picea

concolor violacea evidently turns out to be .as hardy as a common
Yew ; its distinct glaucous-green foli.age was fresh and unaffected by
either the winter's frort (the thermometer fell here to G' below

zero), or the equally trying east winds that lasted so long through

the spring.—A. Z.

Cutting ot Eui-ya latilolia variegata

during summer, is best increased by means of cuttings made as

shown in the annexed cut. The cuttings should be taken off

the plants in the greenhouse in March ; then take well-drained pots,

5-in. ones are best, and fill them with a compost of yellow loam and

a little peat and leiif-soil, with a good admixture of sand, sifted fine

and pressed down rather firmly. In this insert the cuttings with a

small peg or dibber, tightening them well in. A moderately warm
manure bed, in which the pots can be plunged half-way up, is the

best place in which to strike them. If the wood is .about half-ripe

they generally emit roots in about eight weeks, when they may be

potted off', replaced in the bed, .and kept close for a few days ; then

they may be gradually hardened off to stand in a cold frame.—H.

Globe Mewing Machine.—A new mowing machine under

tliis name is now being brought out by Messrs. Ransome and C'o.,

Ipswich. Its speciality is that it will cut long rough Gra s as well

as closely shave the finest turf. We had an opportunity of testing

it lately," and it performs perfectly all that is claimed for it. It cuts

evenly and well without ribbing or tearing the (irass. Where
lawns can only be mown occasion.ally this machine will be found

of great value, whilst it is equal to, if not better than Ransome's

well-known Automaton for use on a well-kept l.awn. The knives

are made of steel and wrought iron of great thickness, and are not

so liable to breakage as in the case of steel knives screwed on to a

ANSWERS TO OOEEESPONDENTS.

strawberries.—£. T. iJ. -Your strawberries seem to be suffering from
ihouBlit, ami if so, the heavy rains which we are now liaving at intervals will

probably improve them. Were they mulched with rough siable manure in the

spring?—C.

Bouvardlas for Bedding—-F.—Bouvardias would not do for bedding,

as they are winterflnwiMiu^ subjicts, but they are of great value for conserva-

t"ry or mom decoration during the dull months of the ye.ar. I'hey may be
grown in the open air either in pots or planted out during the summer months,
iiut should be placed under cover by the middle of September.—J. C.

Lily of the Valley.-Ought large and thick beds of Lily of the V,alley

to be left alone or transplanted? if the l.-itter, when is the best time to do so ?

—H. B. [If the plants flower well we would not disturb them. In autumn
they should have a surfacing of rotten manure.-A.]

Manure Water for Celery and "Vegetable Marrows.— IT. II. D.
—No kind of manure water is better for these than the diuinage from a manure
heap or stable. Tliat fresh from the stable must be diluted before use. A
bag of soot soaked in the liquor would improve it.—C. W.

Sulphuring Hot-water Pipes —i. S.—This should only be done toki
mildew or red spider. Get sulphur, and mix it with water to the consistenc*

of thin paint, and apply it with a brush.—S.

Bind'weed in Gardens.—/".—Pull all up you can, and afterwards kee p
the ground cons antly hoed in order to prevent its reappearance. By persever-

ing in tills course you will in time get rid of it.—D.

Melons not Swelling —it. P.—Pinch out all the growing points of the
plants, and thin out weakly growths ; also keep all flowers picked off, and
give a good soaking witli tepid water.—S.

Names of Plants.—C. B.—Gongora portentosa. ?. H. ^. J/.—Orobus
Lathyroides. C. i.- Dictamnns caueasicus. G. it.— The Lily you sent is a
variety of Lilium auratum, and is named virginale. .U'-5« S. —Dictamnus cau-

casicus. J.—\, Uro.'i.-eacongesta; 2, Triteleia laxa. ir.iJ.— 1, Oxalis Deppei

;

2, Potentilla hybrida fl.-pL ; 3, -Nepeta Mussini ; 4, Spiraja Filipendula. U.W.
—Y'ou should attach numbers to the plants the next time you send. The Dian-

tlius is Highland Lassie ; the Delphinium is maguiflcum ; the Daisy-like flower,

Erigeron speciosum ; the white flower. Campanula persicifolia ; the crimson,

Potentilla hybrida. M.—l, Dendiobium suavissimum ; 2, Utricularia mon-
tana. AnMlenr.—T\\e Pelargonium you send is a distinct species, P. Schotti.

We canuot undertake to name the others, which are only varieties of the zonal

type-
Questions.

Brunsvigia Josephine —Will some of yourreaders kindly inform me how
to treat this plant ? I have two bulbs of it—one oJ them of large size, 27J in. in

circumference, in a 14 in. pot ; the othersmaller, in a 0-in. pot. I have them in a

large conservatcuy. They began to push up their leaves about tlie end of March ;

the large bulb luisbed twelve leaves about 17 in. long and 4 in. wide. The leaves

ot both have now become (juite yellow and withered off, and the plants havenot
bloomed, nor is there any sign of a flower-spike, the bulbs being now quite bare

of foliage. How must I now proceed?—J, A.

Failure of Asparagus.-For the last two yea mv Asparagus beds have
baen a regular f.iiluie. Has the large amount of rain, with the two very severe

winters, been the cause? On December 4 the temperature here was 9" below

zero. Can any of your re.iders inform me what depih of soil ought to be below

the crowns and what above them? 2ud. Whether I should kill the crowns by

transplanting them now? 3rd. Whether the beds ought not to be raised above

the ground ? 4th. Whether coal ashes mixed with soil would not be beneticial

to cover the crowns! Here (in Lincolnshire) there is a regular failure amongst
Asparagus.-J. M.
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" This is an art
^\'^liLh lines mend Nature : clianj^e it rather :

TuE Akt itsklp is ^'ATUllE."—SAaAfspeare.

ROCK GARDEN AT SOUTHWOOD, BICKLEV.

A ricrrRF.syrE rock garden well aJapted for the growtli of aljiine

plants is seldom met with either in private or public gardens. One
of the best we have seen in the neighbourhood of London is at

Southwood, Bickley, the residence of Mr. Jeffrey Whitehead, a

gentleman who devotes much attention to the collecting and culti-

vating hardy llowers, and especially alpine plants. This rock garden

differs from most others, inasmuch as the mcks are placed so as to be

subservient to the requirements of the plants, and not m.ade into an
ugly pile, on wliich none but the most vigorous plants will Iiold tlieir

own, and which has not eventiie redeeming poiutof being liicturesque.

Mr. Whitehead's rock garden is near the house, and consists of a broad
undulated slope, on wliicli are large sandstone rocks p.artially sunk
beneath the ground, leaving from C in. to ISin. exposed—just enough
to diversify the surface and render it picturesipie, and they are

scattered with Nature-like irregnkarity, showing that the builder

possessed a knowledge of the habitats of mountain plants as well as

good taste as regards artificial arrangement. Where rocks of suffi-

cient size are obtainable this matter of arranging them is infinitely

better th.an the "pocket" system too often followed in small

rockeries. Large masses of rock partially sunk beneath the surface

not only keep the soil perfectly drained, but afford a capit.al root

hold for the pl.ants—an indispen^.able condition for the successful

culture of many of tliem ; and the fine masses which we saw of some
kinds clearly proved the truth of this assertion. A sniiill portion of

the slope is reserved for terrestrial Orchids, which are planted in

turf ; the Gr.ass is allowed te grow up witli tliem, and when in flower

they overtop the Grass, and have a very pretty effect. This mode
of growing native and hardy exotic Orchids is by far the most natu-

ral and the best we have yet seen.

Near this " Orchid slope " is the bog garden, in which all kinds

of moisture-loving plants thrive, and when we saw them there

were in flower fine masses of Cypripcdium spectabile, Mertensia
sibirica, various Parnassias, Mimuluses, and Forget-me-nots. Several

of the Sarracenias and allied plants also thrive in tliis peaty bog,

besides a host of other North American and European bog plants.

Amongst the most conspicuous of the alpine plants which struck

us as flourishing remarkably well here was Myosotis rupicola, a

broad mass, nestling by the side of a liugo rock, .as was .also a

similar m.ass of the exquisite Campanula puUa, which some think

will not succeed except in peaty soil ; here, however, it was grow-
ing in what appeared to be stiff loamy material. Omphalodes
LuciliK makes here, as in many other places, a capital rock plant

;

it is perfectly hardy and very pretty when in flower, which it is

during the greater part of the year. Uypsophila cerastioides

is also thriving finely, and a very desirable plant it is, and
(juite distinct from its coarse straggling congeners G. panicu-

lata, &c., as it grows but 1 in. or so in height, and forms
dense tufts which are studded with bright little white flowers. A
rare and very pretty Campanula, viz., C. Waldsteiniana, was coming
into flower. It is growing on an exposed ledge, and near it the

Edelweiss may be seen as fine as on its native mountains. That
difficult little plant to manage, Eritricliium nauum, is planted in a

position in whicli it ought to flourish, and where its roots can pene-

trate into deep clefts of the rocks. Other remarkable plants were
the true Lithospermum Gastoni and its rare congener L. petr^um,
Edraianthus caricinns, Onosma taurica, a fine chimp in full flower,

Androsace lanuginosa, a pretty Himalay.an species, perfectly hardy.
Campanula Warneri, Gentiana bavarica, Delphinium tricorne, a
beautiful new kind of dwarf growth, Houstonia coerulea, the
curious Rubus arcticus, and a host of others which we have em-
bodied in the list which we give weekly of plants in flower.

Among the hundreds of species and varieties of plants grown
here a fine collection of .Saxifrages forms an important part : the
most noteworthy of thern in flower were the curious Arctic .S. flagel-

laris and S. lantnscana, one of the finest of all, and not inferior to

S. pyramidalis (nepalensis), which is now so much gi'own. W. G.

Tropseolura speciosum at Home.—I saw .at Ravensdale
Park the other day this plant in full possession of a wall border, and
most charming it is—here climbing up a series of perpendicular

wires, slender pillars of crimson ; there scrambling on the ground
and through and over the border of Heath, forming a bright patch of

charming flowers ; now taking possession of a clump of Martagon

Lilies, mixing its glowing hue with the more sober colour of the
latter ; then clind)ing resolutely up a foreign support in tlie shape of
a dead Larch, a few of which are stuck in here .and tliere ; now
going boldly up the f.ace of a fine specimen of Eugenia apiculata,
festooning it with cluarming patches of colour ; anon peeping timidly
from tile f.ace of l'".scallonia and <larrya ; now going up amongst yel-
low or white Tea Roses—in fact, apparently trying all sorts of freaks
and combin.ations, and succeeding in the liappiest manner. Many
persons say they have a difliculty in establishing this plant, .and that
it w.auts abundant moisture, &c. ; but here its position is dry enough,
and it gets no attention whatever in the way of food ; but for all

that it appears to get enough.—T. .Smith, Newry.

HARDY PLANTS ABOUT EDINBURGH.
Royal Botanic Gardens.—An account h.as been given in Tme

Garden(Vo1. XVII., p. 534) of tlie singularly beautiful Ulicum nobilo;
also an illustr.ation of the plant in these gardens, wliich has been the
first to blossom in this country : its semi-transparent, str.aw-colourcd
bracts overlap eacli other with the precision of slates on a roof. It
would be interesting to know wliether tlie district in Sikkim in

which tliis plant grows is specially noted for either high winds or
heavy rains, or for what probable reason the flowers of the plant
are so carefully sheltered. It, like other Rheums, appears to be
insect-fertilised, the flowers having been literally covered with
insects ; the seeds are setting well, and there promises to be a large
supply of them. Now that the bracts are beginning to go off in
beauty they .are acquiring a slightly gi'een tint. Mr. .Sadler h.as

added to the rockery lately by making a Fernery at the back,
in which he has carried out the plan adopted in the older parts of
the rockery by the late Mr. McNab, namely, a separate pocket for
each plant ; it is a convenient one, <as it helps to prevent the larger
kinds from over-running the smaller. Between the trees at the
back of this new bank of Ferns are to be seen views of Edinburgh,
Arthur's Seat, &c., making a singularly picturesque background to
this beautiful rock garden. Some of the prettiest flowers in blos-
som on it now are the large feathery Saxifrages of the Coty-
ledon section— S. McNabiana, S. nepalensis (pyramidalis), &c. The
name nepalensis is somewhat misleading, as it is a seedling from
S. Cotyledon. One of the prettiest and most showy .Saxifr.ages in
blossom last montli, both here and in every g.arden in which I noticed
it, was .S. Wallacei. The origin of this Saxifrage (except th.at it was
a seedling raised by Mr. Wallace, who has charge of the herbaceous
plants at the Dean Cemetery, Edinburgh, and that it was sent out by
Messrs. Dickson .and Co., Pilrig P.ark), .appears to be still matter of
dispute. Mr. Lindsay thinks it is probably a hybrid between S.
corsicana and S. Mawi. Another particularly pretty flower in
blossom on the rockery last month was Aubrietia Hendersoni (which
differs from tlie one sent out under tnat name by Messrs. Henderson)

;

it has a large dark purple flower, and is perhaps tlie finest of all

Aubrietias. Arnebia echioides, " the Prophet's Flower," was also
in blossom last month : the young flower which isj'ellow, has bl.ack
spots on it, which disappear as the flower, grows older ; the lei'end is

that Mahomet's finger touched it and caused these spots. This plant,
which is grown here and by Mr. Munro, at Piershill, appears to be
still rare, though Mr. Eraser, of Comely Bank, mentioned having
grown it many years .ago, and that he had since lost sight of it. But
to those who grow Alpine plants, the private p.art of tlie gardens
will probably be more full of interest than even tlie rock garden, as
there, in greenhouses, frames, and the open border, are to be found
some of the choicest and most curious of hardy flowers. The culture
of Alpine plants, to which Mr. MeNab gave so much attention, and
in which he attained such singular success, is carried on with equal
care and success by Mr. Lindsay.

Insectivorous Plants.—These, though crown under glass
here, may perhaps be classed as hardy plants in the south of England
and Ireland, and, as far as botanical interest is concerned, may surely
be placed in the foremost rank. Here Droseras, .Sarracenias, Darling-
tonia, Dion;ea, the large-flowered Irish Butterwort, Cephalotus, and
the Portuguese Drosophyllum grow luxuriantly in pots standing on
wet sphagnum, one of the most beautiful being Drosera dichotoma
large plants of which look as if sprinkled with minute diamonds!
The Drosophyllum is said to be the only plant known whose young
leaves coil outwards instead of inwards, as the true Droseras Ferns
&c., do. In a little heated greenhouse various species of Nepenthes
are grown, and an Indian species of Utricularia (U. montaua)now in
blossom, the flower of which is very like that of an Orchid ; in this
house may also be seen a curious Sensitive Ox.alis (0. sensitiva), the
leaves of which closely resemble the pinnate leaflets of the Sensitive
Mimosa, but the plant is of rosette form, the flowers being in the
centre ; the leaves, when pinched, close up like those of the ordinary
Sensitive Plant, but the degree of sensitiveness varies, probably
according to the weather. There seems to be a curious family like-
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ness iu either leaf or flower running through most of the insectivorous

plants ; this, of course, comes out strongly amongst the various

kinds of Pitcher Plants, and Dionaea, though differing much from

them, has still a certain degree of likeness to Darlingtonia and Sarra-

ceuia purpurea in leaf, whereas iu flower it closely resemljlcs Drosera

dichotonia. The flowers of both this Drosera and the Dioniea are

strikingly like some of the Jlossy Saxifrages, and Cephalotus has

itself heen classed by some as one of the SaxifragaceiL". The Kil-

liruey Fern, Todeas, and one or two kinds of Hymenophyllum
thrive in shaded frames, showing how well some Filmy Ferns

can be grown without heat, merely requiring plentj' of shade and
moisture. Diauthus alpinus, neglectus, glacialis, &e., are well repre-

sented, both the typical forms and various hybrids, including the

pretty D. eximius, a hybrid between deltoides and alpinus, raised

by Mr. Lindsay ; and one about 1 ft. high and very floriferous, a

hybrid between D. alpinus and barbatus, which has pure white, pale

pink, and rose-coloured flowers on the same stem ; it seems to have,

in an exaggerated way, the peculiarity of D. alpinus, the young
flowers of which are sometimes pale pink, changing to rose-pink as

the flowers get older. It would be hopeless to try to enumerate

even the choicer and more beautiful of the alpines iu this part of

the garden, such as Gentians, including the pretty little G. ornata,

Geranium Lowi, whose leaves become brilliant scarlet ; Sedum bre-

vifolium Pottsi ; the rare Primula nivalis tui-kestanica, which is the

true form of P. nivalis (the ordinary kind so called being a white

form of P. villosa) ; this came from Mr. Anderson-Henry's collec-

tion, as did also a most curious Veronica, V. salicornioides, which
looks far more like a Retinospora than a Veronica.

Bryanthus erectus.—Amongst Alpine shrubs this is especially

remarkaljle, as being a hybrid Ijetween two distinct genera. This

plant was raised and sent out by ilr. Cunningham, of the Comely
Bank Xurseries, about thirty-eight years ago, the hybridising ex-

periment liaving been carried out by his nephew, Mr. Fraser, the

present owner of these nurseries. It has been genei-ally supposeil

that this hybrid was between Rhododendron (Rliodothamnus)

Chama-cistus and Menziesia ccerulea, but Mr. Fraser says that

it was not M. ccerulea, but M. Drummondi (then called M.
empetriformis, but differing from the plant now so called) hybridised

with the pollen of Rhododendron Chamtecistus.

Comely Bank.—The collection of hardy flowers here is more like

that of a botanic garden tliau of a nursery, from the number of rare

kinds tliat are to he found in it. For most florists' flowers, such as

the lovely Scotch Pansies, Mr. Fraser seems to have no liking what-
ever, but some fine Delphiniums are admitted into liis collection. A
large bed of D. magnidcum well deserves its name, even D. for-

mosum is quite inferior to it ; and D. Belladonna is a pretty light

blue kind. Near these Delphiniums is the rare Gentiana purpurea
and a beautiful bed of Cypripedium spectabile, amongst which an
American form of Lastrea Thelypteris is growing. Amongst many
other rare plants are Veronica Hulkeana, Saxifragaaretioides, a kind
much resembling S. cajsia. Primula jjubescens, Hypericum humi-
fusum, resembling H. Nummularia, Dalibarda repens (D. viokeoi-

des, the leaves being somewhat like those of the Violet in shape), a

pretty white star-like flower ; Potentilla tridentata, Geranium argen-

teum. Yucca tilamentosa variegata, a beautifully variegated plant

;

Thermopsis barbata, which has a Mack Pea flower not at present in

blossom; a white form of Liuaria Cymbalaria ; and Philesia buxifolia,

a dwarf Alpine shrub, the flower of which, Mr. Fraser says,

is like that of a Lapageria iu miniature. Rliododendron myrtifolium

is like the Alpine Rose Rhododendrons, but much larger both in leaf

and flower.

Mr. Munro's Nursery.—Amongst other rare alpine plants

about Edinbui-gh may be seen liere white forms of Soldanella

moutana and minima, and also of Omphalodes verna; also Primula
longi flora, Saxifraga florulenta and S. Zimeteri ; seedlings from
North India of Primula speciosa and Stuarti, Gentiana Fnulichi,

and G. Karroo ; Campanula Wallacei, a hybrid raised by the same
person who raised Saxifraga Wallacei, Geranium Wallichi, and
Heniipliragma heterophyllum, a small red-berried plant. A Japanese
Holly, Ilex serrata (Fortunei), at Messrs. Methven's nurseries, is

quite unlike a Holly, but closely resembles a dwarf form of Per-
nettya angustifolia, both in manner of growth and in leaf ; and
amongst dwarf alpine shrubs were Ledums, Kalmias, Rhododen-
drons, and Heaths of many sorts ; amongst the latter is a variety

of the common Heath (Calluna \-nlgaris jjigmea), so dwarf as to be
almost like Moss ; and both there and at Pilrig Park there are one
or two variegated sorts, probably of C. vulgaris, which would be
beautiful plants for a rockery.

At Pilrig Park Nurseries there is a form of Authericum
Liliago, the star-shaped flowers of which have broader segments than
those of the ordinary kind, and amongst some well-grown alpines in

pots is a large pot of Pratia (Lobelia) repens, showing this little New
Zealand flower to great advantage.

At Messrs. Methven's, Mr. Fraser has devised a plan for cul-
tivating the somewhat " mirt'y " little Sibthorpia europa^a variegata,
which seems to be quite successful ; it is planted in a well-drained
pan, the top of which is covered with loose pebbly gravel. It is

covered witli glass when grown out-of-doors, and instead of the
leaves of the plant being watered, the pan is placed in water now
and then till t'ae soil is well soaked without wetting the leaves.

This plant is a sport found about ten years ago by a Mr. Butler, in

the west of Scotland, in cultivation, not wild.

The Pansies, both at Messrs. Dowuie & Laird's and at Messrs.
Dicksons, of Pilrig Park, require to be seen to be believed iu. The
degree of excellence to which Pansy culture has attained in .Scotland

was clearly shown by the flowers exhibited at the Scottish Pansy
show this summer. About twenty-six years ago Mr. Downie exhi-
bited in London the first fancy Pansies (five or six varieties of them,
I think he told me), which attracted much attention and admiration,
but no one probably could have then foreseen to what perfection

they would be brought. At tlie Pansy show fancy Pansies completely
eclipsed almost all the show varieties, both in size and beauty of

colouring. At these two nurseries the garden varieties of Mimulus
have been brought to a singular degree of excellence both in size and
colour. Mr. Grieve, at Messrs. Dicksons', is introducing a strain of

Indian Violas, as he hopes, by hybridising them with European
Pansies and Violas, to get plants better able to resist heat and drought
than they usually are.

Ferns, &C.—Both Mr. Anderson-Henry and Mr. Neill Fraser
were kind enough to sliow me their collections. Mv. Henry's is

like a mu3eum of curiosities, from the various jjlants he has intro-

duced from New Zealand, Afghanistan, &o., and the man}' hybrids
he has raised. Exarrhena Lyalli, which he has introduced from
New Zealand, is like a large white Forget-me-not. In one of his

greenhouses there is a singular Passion-flower, at the back of the
leaf of which tliere are glistening glands about the size of those of

the Droseras. When the leaf is dried, pits are visible, which appear
to have held the secretion. Mr. Neill Eraser's garden is about four
acres in extent (nearly one of them being water), but it appears to

be two or three times larger, from t'ne taste with which it is planted
aud laid out. There is nothing formal, no thousands and tens of

thousands of a few kinds of bedding plants of which one so often
hears, but at each turn some pretty home-like bit of garden, shrub-
bery, or fernery, and a piece of water buried between steep banks
of shrubs, Ivy, &c., adding much to the lieauty of the whole.
From the house, this garden is the foreground of a lovely view of

the Pentlands, and of part of Edinburgh in the distance. Mr.
Fraser grows many alpine plants, but they are nothing compared
with his collection of Ferns. Though the Filmy and other green-

house Ferns are the most beautiful and remarkable, they cannot
come under the head of hardy plants, but his collection of Ferns
grown out-of-doors is by far the largest I have seen about Edinburgh.
Here Ferns from New Zealand, Madeira, America, &c., are found
growing as luxuriantly as those belonging to this country, aud the
varieties of Lady Fern (Lastrea Filix-Ftemina), Polystichum, &c., seem
to be endless, many of them being very distinct and beautiful. Mr.
Fraser wishes to make as complete a collection of Saxifrages as pos-

sible, he has already about 220 with different names, but he is

doubtful about there being more than about half that number of dif-

ferent kinds, so he has grouped together those most resembling each
otlier, in hopes of making out which of their names are merely
synonyms. He has made a large lied of 170 sorts, giving to each
a separate pocket. If any authentic list of synonyms, especially of

Saxifrages and Sedums, could be made out, it would save many a

difficulty and disappointment to those who collect alpine plants.

0. M. Owen.

PYEETHRUMS OR FEVERFEWS.
PrRETHEUits are becoming universal favourites. One can hear their

merits dilated upon even in remote country places, where fashion

does not soon penetrate, and well do they deserve their coming
popularity. In a mass, either large or small, they are wonderfully
striking. They are extremely hardy, and are easily propagated by
division of the roots in autumn or spring—preferably the latter.

They are grand subjects for placing in tubes of water let into green-

painted boards at exliibitions ; and, as might have been expected,

the florist has seized upon them for that purpose. Like all open-air

plants of a highly decorative character, they are exceedingly useful for

supplying cut flowers. The colour of their blossoms is continually

becoming more varied and their shape more refined, and though they
are in their fullest beauty in June, yet they are seldom altogether

flowerless throughout the summer ; and, by judicious stopping and
thinning, a succession can easily be kept up, and I have no doubt
the hybridist will, by-and-by, give us late-flowering varieties, which,

for supplying cut flowers, will be eagerly sought after. In country
establishments there is a demand springing up for choice hardy
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flowers for cutting for filling tall vases of lar-^'c size. Hothouse
flowers soon faclo ami dniop. Not so these Pyrethrunis ; tlieir petals

cling persistently, ami their colours are but little allected by sun or

rain. A few years ago double flowers stooil in tlic foremost rank
;

now for decorative pur[i03es plants witli single flowers are coming
into favour, and this reminds me that the other day a lady sent me
a flower of a single form of Pyrethrum with a single row of bright

carmine petals roimd a glowing yellow centre, asking if it was not

a large new Daisy. The single kinds somewhat resemble the Mar-
guerites or Paris Daisies, and associate well with thom in a cut state,

supplying what is wanted amongst them, viz., a crimson variety. I

do not despair of seeing a more lasting or perpetual habit infused

nto these single forms which would .add immensely to their v.ilue.

The following list of names I selected from Jlr. Ware's stock at the

Hale Farm Nurseries the other day, viz., Achillo, soft pink, dwarf
in habit ; Captain Nares, bright crimson ; floi'ibundum fl.-pl., rose,

very fine : liloire de Stalle, purple-carmine ; Haage et Schmidt,
outer petals carmine, centre rose and white ; Madame Munier, blush,

and good in habit : Manpiis of Lome, carmine, tipped with orange ;

JIarijuis of Bute, crimson, large and double ; Jlonsieur Barral, ro.sy

red, dwarf, excellent for cutting, and perpetual in habit ; Mont
Blanc, pure white, fine for cutting ; Panorama, blush, tipped with
yellow ; Progress, dark red ; Solfaterre, sulpliur ; .Spectabile, dark
rosy-lilac ; and Uzziel, rosy-fawn, very pretty. E. Hobday.

BETONICA GRAXDIFLORA.

«

The annexed engraving is a representation of one of the handsomest
of hardy flowers, but it is the only one amongst the numerous kinds

'^^

Betcinic.-i grandiflora.

of Betony in gardens that is really worth a place in a border. It is

now in flower, and has been so for a week or more. It is not at all

fastidious as regards soil, though it attains the greatest vigour and
produces the finest flower-spikes in rich loam which is not too

damp It is not well adapted for cutting, on account of the flowers

dropping soon after being cut, but as a border flower or for planting

along the margins of shrubberies or naturalising it is invaluable,

W. G.

HARDY BORDER FLOWERS.
The hardy herbaceous border is the best feature of the flower garden,
though commonly regarded as the worst. When well made, well
stocked, and well managed, it presents us with flowers in abundance
during ten months out of twelve, and in the remaining two blank
months offers some actual entertainment, and many agreeable hints

of pleasures to come, to make an ample reward for the comparatively
small amount of labour its proper keeping will necessitate. Given a
few trees and shrubs, a plot of grass, and comfortable walks, the
three tirst essentials of a garden, and a collection of hardy herba-
ceous plants is the fourth essential feature, and may be the last

;

for the bedding system may very well be dispensed with in a homely
place, provided the hardy flowers are admitted and cared for ac-

ording to their merits. It may be that many a reader of this will

be disposed to question whether Pelargoniums shoidd be swept away
to make room for Lilies, and Verbenas denied a place because of

the sirpjrior claims of Phloxes, but such a question we do not propose ;

oar business is to point out that the bedding system is an embellish-

ment added to the garden ; the herbaceous border is a necessary
fundamental feature. Therefore we ask for the establishment of a
collection of herbaceous plants before preparations are made for a
display of bedding, and our advice to those who love their gardens

and walk much in them, and iiiul amusement in watching the
growth if plants, and in contrasting their various characters and at-

tractions, is, that they should seek to develop the hcrb.aceous de-
partment, .and so become acquainted with its full c.ap.abilitics. In
this pursuit enthusiasm m.ay be manifested without incurring the
reproach of reason, for it is a truly intellectual pastime, anddem.ands
the practice of patience and tlie exercise of tlioui^lit in no small
measure from those who would know more of it than appears
upon the smface. Let us for a moment consider the claims of
the herbaceous border to better regard than is usually bestowed
upon it.

It is an important characteristic of the herbaceous border that its

proper tenants are hardy plants that need no aid of glass or fuel
for their preservation during tlie winter. In the cultivation of bed-
ding plants wo may fairly reckon on a brilliant display for tliree

montlis, and it may extend to four—say from the 1st of June to
the ."0th of Septemljer, but the herbaceous border will lie eay fronr

the end of April, or long before tliat, to the middle of October, a
period of six months, and will offer us a few flowers in February,
and a few in November and December, and in a mild winter will
not be utterly flowcrless even in January. It \\ould be an exagf-era-

tion to say that the herbaceous border is capalile of a display of

flowers all the year round, but it is very nearly capable of a consum-
mation so devoutly to be wished. To tlie advantages of hardiness
and continuity of bloom must be added a third and grand qualifi-

cation of a distinguishing kind—that of variety. It is scarcely an
exaggeration to say that the varieties of form, colour, and general
character amongst hardy herbaceous plants is without limit ; liut, as

variety can be obtained amongst ugly plants, we are liound to add
tliat tlie proper occup.ants of the garden we are considering are all

beautiful, and a considerable proportion are well-known favourites.

Nevertheless it must be admitted that with all their'good claims to
loving regard, the hardy herb.aeeous plants obtain but scant atten-
tion, and tens of thousands of persons who know that \'erbenas are
somewhat showy when in flower, and would like to grow thousands
of them, are prepared any day to ignore the whole tribe of herba-
ceous plants as weedy things that have had their day, and with the
exception of a Lily or two, and perhaps a Hollyhock, deserving of a
place only in the unsavoury hole where Grass-mowings and the
sweepings of tlie poultry house are deposited with a view to a
"mixen.'' It ought to be needless to .attempt this vindication, but
we feel bound to urge that every rational development of the hardy
garden will prove advantageous to the lover of flowers, as teudinc
both to lessen the expense and labour which the keeping of a
garden necessitates and considerably augment the pleasures that
it is capable of affording as the seasons change and the year goes
round.
As hardy herbaceous plants of some kind or other will grow in

any soil and any aspect, not one single square foot of ground in any
garden need be utterly barren. A tuft of Solomon's .Seal in a dark
spot where the soil is quite unfit for better plants may be better
than nothing. Sunny, shady, hot, cold, dry, moist, or even wet
positions have their sever.al capabilities for hardy jilants, and we
have but to make our selections prudently to ensure a jilentiful

clothing of herbage and flowers for every scene. But an herbaceous
border designed for a good collection of plants should consist of
good deep loamy soil ; the greater part of it should be fully exposed
to sunshine and breezes, but it is well to have some extent of
ground partially or considerably shaded, to provide the greatest pos-
sible variety of conditions for the greatest possible variety of the
forms of vegetation. In preparing a border, in the first instance the
ground should be well dug two spits deep, and at the same time
liberally manured. In the case of an old border requiring improve-
ment, it maybe well to lift all the plants and " lay them in " safely
while the border is trenched and manured ; or it may suffice to leave
the good plants undisturbed and provide sites for additional plant-
ing by opening holes and digging in plenty of manure. In any case
we would earnestly advise that herbaceous plants should be
thorouglily well cultivated, even if, to do full justice to them, the
bedding displ.ay has to be contracted or abolished. The majority of

the best herbaceous plants—the Hollyhocks, Phloxes, Lilies, Trito-
mas. Delphiniums, Pinks, Chrysanthemums, Primulas, Pyrethrums,
Potentillas, Anemones, Ranunculuses, Iiises, Oenotheras, Foxgloves,
Campanulas—require a deep, rich, well-drained loam, liut will grow
well in clay that has been generously prepared, and need not be
despaired of altogether where the soil is shallow .and sandy, provided
there are appliances available in the shape of manure, mulchings,
and waterings, to sustain them through the hottest days of summer.
It must not be forgotten, too, that if the herbaceous border is formed
on a somewhat good soil—say a soil that will grow a Cabbage—and
in a position open to the sun and the health-giving breezes, it may
be enriciied by the addition of Roses, Stocks, Asters, Zinnias, Bal-
sams, Dahlias, and many more good things that " need only to be
seen to Vje appreciated."

—

The Amateurs' Flower Garden.
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BOTES AND OUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Lilies and Paeonies at Home.—How often it is that the

prettie.st and most pleasing effects in garden scenery are obtained

by means of very ordinary materials. A striking in.stance of this is

to be seen at the present time in Mr. Stevens's garden, at Byfieet,

where, in a retired and sheltered nook, Orange Lilies spring naturally

and informally from amongst an evergreen undergrowth. The situa-

tion is slieltered and screened from hot sun by high trees, and the

border in which the Lilies grow is somewhat thinly planted with
Rhododendrons, the surface soil being covered with a natural mulch
of herbage and Moss. Thus situated, the Lilies attain rare luxuriance,

revelling in the shade, shelter, and cool equable temperature, and
displaying such vigour, freshness, and general perfection of growth,

as to form a most charming and enjoyable floral picture. Scattered

here and there in the foreground are clumps of Paeonies, which also

appear to be quite at home, pushing up amongst the lower branches

of the shrubs, the vivid hues of their flowers being shown up to the

best advantage by the fresh, bright green foliage w:th which they are

associated. Wluat pleases most in this happy combination of flowers

und verdure is the utter absence of formality ; there is but little

apjjearance of any attempt Iiaving been made at arrangement, the

Lilies springing up from amongst the evergreens \iith delightful irre-

gularity, the PiBonies peeping out here and there in the most natural

manner possible. It is much to be regretted that the permanent
grouping of hardy jilants should not be more frequently practised.

Rare, costly plants are by no means necessary for this purpose ; in

fact, only such subjects should be used as can be thoroughly relied

on, whose hardiness is beyond all question, and which will yearly

increase in beauty and effectiveness. The Lilies, by reason of their

stately growth and striking ajipearance when in bloom, should be
freely employed in such outdoor combinations, requiring merely to be
provided with a congenial home, and to be left in quiet enjoyment
of the same. Whilst not inferior to any other class of summer
blooming plants, tlie Lilies claim but little of that unceasing care and
toil which so many of our favourite open-air decorative plants

demmd. Place them where they find the conditions favourable to

their well-being, and they may be left to tliemselves. Lilium aura-

tum, for instance, which, in the hands of many, fails to thrive in the

open air, is, in Mr. Stevens's g.arden, throwing up flower-stems some
6 ft. in lieight. The bulbs, which have been some years in their

present position, are growing amongst .a dense thicket of evergreen

shrub?, appearing to really enjoy tliis struggle for existence, rising

boMly above tlie surrounding vegetation and flowering in perfection.
—J. CuRNlIILL.

The Cow Parsnip (Heracleum giganteum).—If those who
have a fancy for sub-tropical gardening would employ this plant

more generally they would have sure and certain effects instead, as

is too often the case, a series of semi-failures by the use of tender

things not half so beautiful and noble in foliage, to say nothing of

its grand heads or umbels of wliite flowers, to be succeeded by-and-

Ijyc liy its almost equally ornamental and useful seeds. Crowning
I'aisedbauks or towering above Foxgloves in rough grounds or large

Ferneries, this plant has few equals and no rival. It is also quite at

home in woods and is worth an open space, not only for its beauty,

but also its usefulness, as its seeds are eaten by pheasants as well

as fowls. It also forms quite a safe cover, as its noble stems form

a dense thicket from G ft. to 15 ft. high, in which either fur or

feathers can hide securely. But it is as an ornamental plant that

we wish specially to recommend it here ; and perhaps it never looks

better than forming the background of a mass, with tall red Fox-

gloves in front, and these again fringed with the common Bracken,

the Royal or other hardy Ferns.

—

D. T. Fi.sH.

Seneoio spathulsefolius.—This is noted (p. 11) as a rare

species. It is both an interesting and pretty plant; it grows well

here and is perfectly hardy, and that being so, there is no reason

why such fine and distinct subjects should be rare. I have no doubt
mine is the true species ; it has just ripened a small gathering of

seed at the height of 12 in. The flowers are a pleasing orange-

yellow, about the size of a shilling, and are borne in terminal

clusters from G in. to 12 in. in height. The leaves on the stems are

toncrue-shaped, somewhat stem-clas|)ing, and much smaller than the

lower ones, which are well thrown out, most distinctly spoon shaped,

•very fleshy and wrinkled, but smooth to the touch on the upper
surface. The lower one is furnished with a dense covering of short,

stiff liairs. The foliage is of a peculiar dark cucumber-green, and the

stem leaves have a somewhat singular appearance, being furnished

witli an irregular covering of knotted down, as if the tightened hand
had been briskly drawn up the plant, leaving the down in a lumpy
state. Private growers wdio care for it may have a little seed on
sending a stamped envelope witli their address on it.

—

.John Wood,
WooddUe, Kirkstall, near Leeds.

Ranunculus Lingua.— I have lately been much struck with
the beauty and habit of this plant in water. It grows about 4 ft.

high, and the flowers are the largest of all its race. It is quite well

worthy of culture in every garden where there is a stream or any
water in which it may grow. It is perfectly at home in a wet ditch.

—V.

NOTES OF THE WEEK-

Lilium Parryi.—To the New Plant and Bulb Company, Col-

chester, we are indebted for the first sight of the flowers of this new
Lily, of which we have heard so long. It is very distinct from any
other kind in cultivation, which is a great point in its favour. Ac-
cording to Mr. Sereno Watson's " Revision of the North American
Liliacea'," it is a near ally of L. Washingtonianum, and he places it

near to L. rubescens, which is synonymous with tlie variety purpu-

reum of the former. The specimens sent from Colchester are about
2 ft. high, with a rather slender erect stem, and narrow lance-shaped

leaves not arranged in whorls, but scattered on the stem. The
flowers are about the size of those of L. superbum, and are produced
singly in an erect manner at the apex of each stem. The colour is a

rich yellow, clear and bright, with a few dark spots scattered on the

lower parts of the spreading pet.als, which recurve at the tips. The
flowers, too, are deliciously scented, similar to Hemerocallis flava.

The bulb is said to be small and with jointed scales. It is a native of

California, where it inhabits the San Gorgonio Pass, San Bernardino
County. This is the first time on record that flowers of this species

have been produced in Europe, and we hope soon to see such a beau-

tiful Lily in general cultivation.

The Blue Himalayan Poppy (Meconopsis Wallichi).—The
finest grown plant of this that we have seen is in Mr. Joad's garden
at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park. It is about 4 ft. high, the habit of

growth being pyramidal. There are hundreds of flower- buds developed

on it, and many of tliem expanded, the latter being about 3 in. across,

of a delicate blue tint—the brightest we have ever seen of it—and
in the centre a tuft of yellow stamens. Several disparaging remarks
have been passed upon the plant from time to time in consequence of

cultivators not understanding its treatment, but when well grown,
like the specimen under notice, it is an interesting and beautiful

plant.

A noble specimen of Meconopsis Walliclii here has attained

the height of ,5 ft. IS in., and is regularly furnished all the way up
with lateral branches, each bearing from two to five buds, and
having a total of close upon 20O buds and blossoms. There is

no plant in the garden so distinct in habit, character, and colour

as this ; it is, I think, quite the finest herbaceous plant I have ever

seen.—T. Smith, Xewry.

"White-flowered Salvia.—In Messrs. Kinmont and Kidd's
nursery, at Canterbury, we saw in flower the other day a pure white-
fiowered variety of what appeared to be S. Grahami, as it much re-

sembled that species in foliage and habit of growth. The flowers

are about the same size as those of Graham's Sage, and, unlike other
white-ilowered kinds, such as .S. pratensis alba and S. patens alba,

they are as white as snow, and are produced in long terminal spikes.

As a winter and spring flowering plant, when white flowers are in

greatest demand, it will prove invaluable.

Gloriosa superba grandiflora.—This docs not appear to

be a common plant, for we seldom meet with it in gardens, except in

name. In Mr. Parker's nursery, at Tooting, there is a fine example
of the true plant in flower, and a very attractive object it is. The
blossoms are considerably larger than those of the type, and the
petals are more twisted. The lower half (nearest the centre) of the
flower is a bright yellow, and the upper a bright red, a contrast
very striking. As a greenhouse climbing plant it has but few rivals,

and it also possesses the advantage of being easy to culivate.

Deutzia candidissima flore-pleno.—V\"e have seen but
few more beautiful hardy shrubs than this, of which Mr. Anthony
Waterer has sent us long flowering sprays as grown in his niirsery at
Knap Hill. It is apparently a variety of D. scabra, but differs

materially from the old double form, inasmuch as the flowers of this
kind are devoid of the purjjlish tinge which that sort possesses.

They are iudeed pure white, very double, and produced in great pro-
fusion. No shrubbery is complete without the older kind, and when
this variety becomes better known, it will, without doubt, become
equally popular.

Utricularia Endressi.—One of the loveliest flowers we have
seen for some time is this new epiphyte, which is now so strikingly
ornamental in Sir Trevor Lawrence's Orchid houses at Burford
Ledge, Uorking, In the form and size of the flower as well as in the
foliage it is similar to the other kind of Bladder-wort grown in hot
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houses (U. montana), but the blossoms are of the most delicate tint

of mauve possible, and they have a bright conspicuous blotch of

orange on the palate of the lower lipdike petal. Its culture is simi-

lar to that usually aceiu'ded to its better-known congener U. mon-
taoa, which is generally grown in baskets or fastened to Vilocks. It

is a native of Costa Rica" and was introduced by Messrs. Veitch &
Sjns, Chelsea, through the late M. Endres, after whom it is named.

The Night Flo-wering Cactus (Cereus M.acdonaldia).—

During the evening of the fete at the Royal Botanic Society's

Gardens, Regent's Park, some flowers of this beautiful Cactaceous

plant expanded, a fortunate coincidence, as it flowers but seldom

daring tlie season. It is needless to add that many visitors availed

themselves of the opportunity of .seeing its beautiful large white

flowers, which were fully expanded aliout ten o'clock, and under

the liglit of the myri.ads of lamps in the conservatory adjoining

and the lawns outside they were seen to the best advantage.

Oxytropis Lamberti.—Messrs. Backhouse, of York, send

us flowering specimens of a new alpine plant of the Pea family

under this name. In habit of growth it much resembles the other

kinds in cultivation, forming a rather dense and stemless tuft,

but the flowers are much superior both in size and colour to those

of any we know of. Tliey ai-e produced in long dense racemes

terminating slender stems from G in. to 9 in. long. The blossoms

are of a deep rosy-pink hue, with a conspicuous white spot at

the base of the upper petal, which gives them a distinct as well

as pretty appearance. It is one of the two species indigenous to

North America, where it grows plentifully on the dry plains of

Minnesota and other localities westward.

Tweedia ccerulea.—This is a plant seldom seen even in large

collections. It was introduced many years ago from South America,
but has now fallen into the list of neglected plants. Yet no culti-

vated plant produces flowers of such a delicate shade of blue, which
is identical with what is known jjopularly as "Cambridge blue,"

and for the sake of the uncommon colour which it possesses it is

well worth growing. Mr. Joad grows it well planted in a bed near
the glass in a cool house, where tlie other day we saw it in flower.

Bartholina pectinata.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson have sent

us fro n the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, a flower and root of this

rare terrestrial Capie Orchid. The flower, which is borne on a slender

stem about S in. or 9 in. high, with a small solitary leaf just above
the bulb, is singularly interesting, the lip being cut into numerous
narrow strips, resembling the teeth of a comb. The colour is white,
very delicately tinged with lilac. This Orchid is said to be very
diflicult to manage.

Large Strawberries.—Mr. Rutland, who took six first

prizes at the Brighton Show the other day for fruit sent from
Goodwood, thus speaks of his Strawberries: "The Strawberries
shown created quite a sensation, being admitted to be the
largest ever seen. Some idea of what they were may be gleaned
from the fact th^t eight weighed 1 lb. 1 oz. One measured SiJ in.

across it and several 3J in. ; they were not only large, but a very
abundant crop, and have been the admiration of all who have seen
them. So much for deep cultivation. We have had very little rain

here this season compared with many parts of the country, and not
one drop of water have they had but what has fallen from the
clouds.

Larkspurs.—Mr. Betteridge sends us from Chipping Norton a
collection of fine blooms of Larkspurs, which, though grown as well
as usual, do not strike one as being so very fine as some grown on
richer and deeper soils than those in that locality. If anything is

worthy of good culture and will repay for it, it is these wonderful
Delphiniums, which put all introduced flowers of the same shades of

colour into the backgrouml. The finest we have ever seen are
grown by Mr. .Stevens, at Byfleet, no doubt on a rich portion of his

free sandy soil. We believe some of the plants from which these
spikes are sent reach as much as 9 ft. or 10 ft. high.

Aneraone rivularis.—Just now when all or nearly all

the Anemones are passed away it is pleasant to notice the
quiet beauty of this ; it grows about 18 in. high, and has white
starry flowers, with a little brush of delicate lavender stamens in

the centre, the backs of the flowers being purplish.—V.
Orchids in Flower at Glasnevin.—The Orchid house at

Glasnevin has been particularly gay with bloom throu^^hout tlie

year. Just now among plants in flower are the beautiful Indian
Moth Plant, Phalaenopsis amabilis, P. Luddemanniana, Aerides sua-
vissimum, A. Lindleyanum, Vanda tricolor (fine var.), V. teres, C.
superba, Anguloa C'lowesi, several Cypripediums, notably C.
caudatum, with its singular floral appendages or tails, each some
30 in. or more long, and the fine C. Stonei, and a very striking and
distinct variety of it, with the sepals or outer divisions of the perianth
nearly pure white, brought out in stronger relief by two broad bands

of dark chocolate running longitudinally slightly within their mar-
gins. Among what are technically known as cool Orchids there is

quite a host of I'isa grandiflora in flower, also examples of the pretty

Odontoglossum Iloezli, a white variety of O. citrosnium and several

species of Masdevallia, among the latter M. Ilarryana, the yellow
flowered M. Davisi, ami what to our mind is about the most beauti-
ful and attractive of the genus, JI. Lindeni, are particularly striking.

Out of doors the beautiful North American Cypripedium spectabile

and the magnificent variety of Orchis latifolia, 0. latifolia Bartoni,

found by the Hon. Mrs. Barton, of Straflan. during a botanical

ramble in Co. Sligo, are also just now in flower—the last

named with its noble, solid spike of flowers, its fine and regularly

spotted foliage, far surpassing the Madeiraii O. foliosa.

—

Irish

Fanners' (•'aiittr.

Oxalis odorata.—One might easily weary the reader by
speaking of the various beautiful species of this genus that are

in existence—there are so many of them, and so seldom are they done
justice to. This one is particularly beautiful and delicate in colour
— a violet-pink—with a delicate scent ; it is in flower in Mr. Joad's

collection.

Orchis maculata as a Border Plant.—Few know the
beauty of this as a border flower. It forms solid tufts, and every
plant blossoms. It is really when established as good as m.any a

tropical Orchid, and it seems to go on increasing in true perennial

fashion. I noticed a neat tuft of it at Dr. Lowe's at Wimbledon.
—V.
Lilium giganteum.—Among the many beautiful Lilies now

in flower may be mentioned the Giant Lily, of which we noticed a
very fine specimen in Dr. Lowe's garden at Wimbledon. It has been
three or four years in the open air, and has stood the test of the

severe winters we have had, which says enough for its hardiness.

Papaver umbrosum.—Poppies are here and there beginning

to attract a little attention, and certainly many of the varieties are

pleasing in colour. This plant, a newish one, is singularly bright and
effective, the black spot on the bright petal being very novel.

Tropaeolum polyphyllum.—This is one of the most valuable

hardy plants ever introduced, not only for its freedom of growth and
flower and the readiness with which it may be grown, but also for

its picturesque way of growth, for, while its foliage may form a dense

carpet over a bank, the wreaths of flowers usually throw themselves

into irregular windings and groupings.—V.

Lselia majalis.—This, one of the finest species in the genus,

we saw in fine flowering condition the other d.ay at St. Alban's Court,

Canterbury. Its dwarf habit of growth and the very large mauve-
tinted blossoms are very striking. It was growing in a warm green-

house, well ventilated and light. In the same house was also a
plant of the pretty Barkeria spectabilis, which is one of the prettiest

of all the cultivated species, and a very desirable Orcliid to have in

even a small collection.

The Peruvian Daffodil (Ismene Amancaes).—Specimens of

this beautiful Amaryllidaceous plant have kindly been sent to us

by the New Plant & Bulb Com[iany, Colchester. It is a bulbous
plant thatseemstobe but imperfectly known by cultivators generally,

though it was introduced in the last century. Its flowers consist of

a large trumpet- shaped corona, of a bright orange-j'ellow colour

marked with longitudinal stripes of green, and resemble a monster
flower of Narcissus Bulbocodium. It appears to be held in high

esteem by the natives of Peru, who regard it with veneration, and
is called by them Amancaes.

Grammanthes gentianoides for Bedding.—In a geo-

metrical garden at St. Alban's Court, near Canterbury, this exquisite

little annual is employed with excellent effect. One or two beds are

entirely filled with it, and in bright sunshine, when the flowers fully

expand, they have a very pretty appearance, and one somewhat un-
usual to the ordinary style of geometric gardening. The flowers vary
from bright yellow when first opened to red, and being produced in

great abundance there is a great diversity of shades, though they are

not gaudy. The eompact dwarf habit of growth, which never exceeds
2 in. or 3 in., renders it specially adapted for defining small designs

in this style of bedding. Other beds are filled with the double-
flowered varieties of Portulaca, and others with various other types

of hardy plants, which lend consideralile more interest, and are at

the same time quite as showy as the ordinary subjects used for

geometrical bedding.

Orchis foliosa.—There is a fine display of this noble and
truly beautiful Orchis in the York Nurseries. The plants are

growing in deep rich bog earth in a sbghtly shaded position. The
stems, which are more than '2J ft. in lieight, bear a dense spike of

showy purple blossoms nearly 9 in. long. Orchis latifolia var.

Traunsteineri is also finely in flower ; it has even a longer spike, and
is much deeper in colour than O. foliosa.—P.
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HOME-GROWN MAIZE.
I QUITE agree with "A. D." that it is not probable Maize will be
grown profitably on a large scale in England, at all events for some
time to come, even though earlier and hardier varieties be obtained,
for the same reasons that the growth of Wheat in this country must
decline ; but if earlier soi-ts can be obtained there is no reason why
Maize should not be grown as an incidental or convenient crop for

rotation. I have tried the reputed Cobbett's variety some years
ago against Qiiarantaiii, but did not find it etpial to that variety.

Buttons' New White Pyrenean certainly appears, however, to be an
advance in tlie required direction ; and if your correspondent has
Mr. Cobbett's variety direct from his son I should like to try it. One
of tlio means to be employed by grower^ of food plants in this

country, in order to keep pace with the increasing and ecjnomic
production by our transatlantic cousins, will be the obtaining by
cross-breeding and selection of hardier and better varieties of the
various cereals and other plants which shall be better adapted to our
climate. Until recently but little attention has been given to the
matter, although thousands of acres of Wheat of unsuitable kinds
have been yearly grown in the Fens, and either destroyed or
greatly injured by frosts, when certain kinds (a few plants, perhaps,
in a field) which have become accidentally mixed with the variety
sown have survived. lam not a believer in acclimatisation, but I

have little doubt that by cross-fertilisation and selection hardier and
more suitable varieties of Wheat, Maize, and other cereals. Potatoes,
Vines, fruits, and even Cucumbers and Tobacco, may be obtained.
I have often seen the latter plant instanced as evidence that a tender
plant will not become hardy, and this is probably qiiite true, but there
is no reason why a hardier race should not be secured. I question,
however, whether with Tobacco it has ever been attempted. I

believe Major Hallett is aiming at this with Wheat, and with Pota-
toes it would not be a diihcnlt matter, as on more than one occasion
I have seen a field of early Potatoes cut oft' by a May frost when
some half-dozen plants of the same variety in the same stage of
growth, and apparently growing under tlie same external conditions,
were quite untouched. Close observation of these conditions and
the employment of the tubers of the uninjured plants would probably
be of advantage, for too little attention has been given to this
subject. T. Laxton.

Bedford.

Three Good Lettuces.—Most of us have generally con-
sidered the Brown Cos in some one or other of its varieties best
adapted for standing tlie winter, but Hick's Hardy Green Cos and
Jeftries's Little Qneen arc worthy rivals, both having last winter
withstood the severity of the weather with equally good results.
The former (Hick's Cos) is larger than the Brown Cos, and grows
much closer than that variety, but of all the Cos Lettuces for general
purposes, either summer or winter, commend me to the Little Queen,
which is dwarf in habit, close and firm in heart, very hardy, requires
no tying up, as it blanches naturally, and witlistauds the cold of
winter and the drought in summer with equal indifference. It may
bo planted from 6 in. to 8 in. apart, and the leaves fold over the
heart so closely that there is no waste. The third Lettuce I was re-
ferring to is tlie Paris Market Cabbage—excellent for sowing early
under glass, and planting out either under glass or in warm corners
in the open air. Its great merit is it forms close, ball-like hearts
quickly ; but I do not think it is quite equal to Tom Thumb for
withstanding drought without bolting. Six inches will give sufficient
space for its full development.

—

H.

Planting Savoys.—The present is a favourable time for plant-
ing a large breadth of Savoys for next winter's supply ; and, with the
experience of last winter before us, a good supply of a green vege-
table able to defy our occasionally severe winters is a matter of im-
portance. We are at present putting out a large quantity of the
large Drumhead Savoy and the small Early Ulm and Tom Thumb
2 ft. apart iu the rows, and by planting alternate rows of the
largest and smallest sorts, the large Drumhead gets space to extend
to its largest dimensions, as the small kinds are tit to out before the
Drumhead has reached its full growth. We find Savoy stumps pro-
duce exoelleut sprouts if the head is cut in mild weather, so that
stumps get started into growth again before frost sets in, but if cut
during very severe frost the majority of stalks perish, more espe-
cially if exceptionally strong and sacculent.—J. Gkoom.
Frogmore Forcing Cauliflo-wer.—We have lately been

cutting heads of this variety from plants that are very dwarf and
compact, and that have heads as wliite as snow. Seed of it was
sown in the early part of September, and the seedlings were
pricked out in a cold frame in the end of October and covered with

litter during the severest weather, as I believe that severe checks
to growth induce buttouing or premature hearting. They were
exposed on all favourable occasions, and early in March they
were planted in deep drills on a piece of ground that had been
trenched and heavily manured last autumn. As soon as they
began to grow freely the drills were levelled in, and the result
was that we had a fine lot of Cauliflowers fit for cutting before
the latest Broccoli were finished early in June. I also sowed the
same variety between rows of early frame Potatoes in January, and
by pricking the young seedlings out under glass they made fine
plants for succession to the autumn-sown ones, by which we hope to
keep up a supply untd the earliest-sown Walcherens are fit for use,
as with us a supply of Broccoli or Cauliflowers for all the year round
is almost a necessity.—J. Gkoom, Linton.

Australian Potatoes.—If.fuU credence is to be given to what
is stated by a recently returned Australian colonist, there is at least
one part of the world where the terrible Peronospora does not exist
to embitter the cuj) of growers. South Australia would seem to be
a sort of Potato paradise, where crops can be planted and left all the
year round, and w here Potatoes are so good and abundant that they
can be bought at a price as low as SOs. per ton. If this be exact, it

is to be deplored that such a glorious colony is so far removed, as
these fine and j'et to the colonists almost worthless crops would, if

imported to this country, obtain four times their home price, and
with such a market greatly benefit the growers. In the colony not
only is the olimate bright and regular, but laud is very cheap in com-
parison with its rental and rateable value in this country. Here our
growers are entirely overweighted with excessive rents, rates, and
taxes. Labour is cheaper than it is in the colonies, and no doubt
manure is more easilj' and cheaplj' obtained ; but the colonies have
at hand a vast extent of rich virgin soil, a magnificent and warm
climate, with rent, rates, and taxes almost nil. With such advan-
tages as these, no wonder that plenty of good Potatoes can be pur-
chased at 30s. per ton. 1 have, thanks to the kindness of my colonial
friend, now growing in my garden two of the most generally grown
of Australian Potatoes. One has large elongated, flatfish, round
tubers, skin purple and flesh white, much resembling the Vicar of

Laleham. This kind is known under the local appellation of Brown's
Itiver, from which locality it seems to have been originally obtained.
The other has similar form, white skin, with purplish-pink eyes, and is

of handsome appearance. This is known as Pink Eye. Both cooked
well, and were superior to the American varieties in flavour.

—

A. D.

Late Peas.—As a means of retarding, in some measure, the last

sowings of late Peas, so as to have them far on in the autumn, the
points of the shoots may be nipped out at the sjjot where they show
the first flower ; this will induce them to throw out growths at the
joints lower down, and it also makes them more bushy, as they will,

thus treated, push two or three shoots in the place of one, and will

delaj' their cropping from a fortnight to three weeks. As to the
quantity produced by Peas so treated, it does not appear to have any
influence either one way or the other. The greatest enemy late Peas
have is mildew, for if this once makes its appearance their cropping
powers are soon over. If, as advised at the time of sowing, the
most open, airy situations were selected for these late crops, and the
rows were placed far apart, the chief measures for avoiding this

troublesome parasite have been taken ; but if they are ever allowed
to want water, mildew is certain to follow. If, therefore, the weather
be dry, give a copious watering once a week, so as thoroughly to soak
their roots, and mulch the ground with half-rotten manure for 2 ft. on
either side of the rows.—J. G.

How should Pyrethrums be Shown?—It has often
occurred to me that the reason why Pyrethrums are so slightly appre-
ciated is to be found in the mode of exhibiting them. I have several

times argued the matter with the late Jlr. John Salter, and he always
proved to me that there was no other way than his way, and there
the matter ended. I took particular notice of Mr. Kelway's fine lot

at the last Royal Botanic Sliow, and I said within mj'self, " That is

the way to prevent people planting Pj-rethrums. " I had that morn-
ing feasted on a splendid lot in a fine old garden, and they were so

glorious in their rich colours and diversity of characters that I felt

our ordinary run of bedders would have no chance against them, if

people could but see them as they should be seen, the flowers rising

out of tufts of their own brilliant green leafage, and in the full day-
light to bring out the colours. These same flowers that are so
delightful as Nature presents them to our notice are really miserable
things when mounted on wliite cards and dotted over green boxes.
That they cannot be shown with their own foliage must, I think, be
admitted, for it would a serious matter to rob the plants at a time
when they are making the growth on which their next year's flower-
ing depends. But we do want a better system than the green board
and the white cards to commend these flowers to public notice ; and
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I would .ijlviso the trying of a few exjicrimeuts with a view to the

discovery of a better method. Would tlie gi-cen leafage of Asparagus

make a suitable bed for them'.' Would not the new growtli of the

Camomde, cut over for the purpose some time in advance, be as near

like that of the I'yrethrum as could be desired '; Tliere must be a

way out of the ditfioulty, and it is worth finding in the interest of

this most useful of hardy garden flowers.

—

tin rile if-r's Matjaziiie.

PROPAGATING.

LigUStrum variegatum.—This tiue mottled leaved Privet is

best increased by cuttings, prepared as shown in the annexed wood-
cut, as in that way the variegation is better preserved tlian if grafted

on the greendeaved sorts. The best time for taking tlie cuttings is

April and May. Take clean pots, large 3-in. ones, fill them about
one-fourth part full with crocks, over which then place a little Mos.s,

and then fill to within .V in. of tlie top with finely sifted soil, composed
of loam, leaf mouKl, and sand in cipial parts. Piess all down rather

firmly, and finish on tlie top with sand ; sprinkle with water through
a fine-rosed pot, and then insert the cuttings, about six or eight, in a

pot. Water to settle them in the soil, and place them in a cutting

Cutting of Ligustnim varieg.atum.

box in the propagating house on a cool bottom. Keep them close

for two or three weeks till they begin to root, when they may be
gradually exposed to the air every morning for an hour or two.
They will be ready for potting off in about three months.—H.

AMEEICAN NOTES.

Picea pungens.—Professor Sargent writes that "the following
extract from a letter from Mr. John F. Baldwin, of Otiey, Iowa, is

interesting, as showing that Picea pungens (Abies Menziesi of the
Colorado botanists) was really introduced into cultivation as early a.s

1S60, or two years earlier than the first seeds of this species were sent
home by Dr. Parry. A specimen from one of Mr. Baldwin's trees,

BOW before me, confirms his determination of the species. Mr.
Baldwin writes :

' I would say, in regard to my plants of Picea Dun-
gens, that I dng them up in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado in
April, 1S60, and brought tliem to Iowa with several other kinds of
trees by wagon, being over a month on the way. The trees were
packed in hay, as I could get nothing better to pack them in at the
time. They were less than 2 ft. in height, and at the time when I

began to dig them it commenced snowing. During the two hours we
were engaged in digging the plants snow to the depth of 2 f c. must
have fallen, so that before the trees were all taken up we had to dig
down into the sno'.v to find where they were. These trees are now
25 ft. high, and are very hardy, liaving witlistood our most severe

winters. They have never been in the least killed back, and I con-
sider them as hardy and beautiful as any tree which can be found
in this country.' "

—

(rardem is' Afo/ithli/.

Two Hardy Ferns.—The Wissahickon is the name of a creek
which, coming from tlie north for some distance, empties into the
Schuylkill river, Philadelphia. For several miles before reaching
the Schuylkill the Wissahickon runs its course between rugged and
high hills. These hills and the occasional stretches of low lands

furnished materials for study to many of Philadelphia's older

botanists, and to-day it is the home of many a rare plant which
botanists delight to find. The beautiful and very interesting Walking
Fern (Camptosorus rliizophyliiis) grows there, as does also the rarer

Asplenium pinn.atifidum. The older botanists and collectors, if

asked for the locality of the Walking Fern, would name but one
or two jjlaces where it could be found. It may have been with
them as with many now, they feared to tell of localities where
few existed, lest their favourites should become exterminated.

The writer of this, within a couple of years, has found no fewer
than five places along the Wissahickon where this Fern exists in

tolerable aljundance. Tiie A. pinnatifidum, however, is not nearly

so abundant. The location on the banks of the Schuylkill where
Nuttall found it still retains the plants, and in some abundance.

Col. Vernon Harcourt.—On May 8 came a brief word of

the death of Col. V. Harcourt, and two days afterwards came to

hand a letter from his own hands—which had come by an overdue

steamer—and which was, perhaps, the last letter he overwrote. In

this letter he was planning for the planting of an arboretum wholly

of American trees and shrubs on the estate of Buxted Park. The
intelligent love for gardening which he and Lady Catherine Harcourt
.always displayed, and the encouragement which they gave to horti-

cultural societies .and horticultural progress, will make their loss felt,

we are sure, in England.
Contrary to Darwin's Conclusions, that Drosera is

carnivorous, Prof. Kegel finds, on comparing a number of plants fed

with meat with a series which were not, that while the average

weight of the seeds was greater in the former case, this was more
than compensated by their much smaller number, tlie gross weight

being considerably less ; and he found also that the leaves were

obviously injured by the flesh food, and that the power of the plants

to resist the winter was diminished. He thinks the epithet carni-

vorous improper.

—

Gardeners' 2foiiflili/.

Washingtonla.—The California Palm is no longer either a

Prichardia or a Brahea, but is now established in a new genus as

Washingtonia filifera (Wendl.). It is to be hoped th.at this name
may be permanent, for no American tree is better fitted to commemo-
rate the father of his country. It grows in dry canons in the

borders of the desert regions of San Bernardino and San Diego

counties, where it attains a height of 50 ft. and a di.ameter of 3 ft.

There are reports of another species of Palm near the Mexican
border, but its existence is considered doubtful.

—

CaHforiiian

Ilortktdturlst.

Lygodium scandens Hardy.—It will interest all pl.ant

growers to learn that the Japanese Climbing Fern (Lygodium scan-

dens) proved to be hardy last winter. The spores from an old plant

came up freely all over the house, and some of the young plants

were, last year, put in a slightly sheltered border, prepared for Lady'a-

slippers (Cypripediums). They are now gi-owing freely. The past

winter, it is true, was a mild one ; but it was very changeable, and
more trying to plants than a greater degree of continuous cold. Our
thermometer, notwithstanding, went 5'-' below zero. We have put
out other plants in various exposures for further trial. Plants for

trial should be put in the ground early, to enable them to become
well established before winter.

Japanese Judas Tree (Cercis japonica).—We are indebted

to Japan for many beautiful things, some of which, though introduced
several years, are still rare, and not half as well known as they
should be. One of the most beautiful is the Cercis japonica, a verit-

able dwarf among dwarf trees, our own sjjecimen about seven years

old being less than .5 ft. high. It blooms in early spring, before the
leaves appear, and all the wood, except last year's growth, is literally

covered with beautiful pea-shaped flowers. Its picturesque form,

whether in flower or leaf, w'ould delight an artist. Its proper jjlace

is as a specimen on the lawn some 5 ft. or 6 ft. from the

edge of a walk. It is one of the few trees entirely free from insects.

Our own specimen is now for the first time abundantly set with fruit

;

but whether it will reproduce itself from seed we do not know. It

is distinct from C. Silitiuastnim and our native species, and is found
in few catalogues, but is worth a great deal of trouble to procure.

—

Rural New Yorker.

A NtW Pomegranate.—Somebody tells us of a double soarUt
Pomegranate with pure white edgings around each petal. It is .as

rich as a Carnation or a double Balsam. Is it in tlie s'.oek of any
C.iliforuian nursery ?
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,
EXHIBITION PLANTS.

Looking over the Richmond Flower Show tlie other day, I was
struckwith the comparativ^e ahsenceof flowering plants compared with
those grown solely tor the beauty of their foliage. Stove and green-

house plants in flower always present, where well grown, most efi'ec-

tive and needful features. AUamandas, Pimeleas, Ericas, Bougain-
villeas, Ixoras, Dipladenias, Anthuriums, &c., light up a show and
present floral beauties of the most pleasing kind ; but, unfortunately,

taste or fashion has made the exhibition outline for these so horribly

rotund, stiff, and formal, that, whilst admiring the beauty of the

flowers, the rigid and unnatural training displease us. Is it this

that has driven ns to prefer the more graceful, if less effective,

foliage of Ferns, Palms, and similar things? or is it because cultiva-

tors And that all these fine-foliaged plants may be grown in suitable

houses as easily as Cabbages and Rhubarb may be grown in tlie open
air ? whilst to produce really presentable flowering plants needs time,

care, and skill. For one good plant in bloom now we see twenty
fine-leaved ones, such as Ferns, Palms, Crotons, Dracj^nas, Coleus,
and Caladiums. Coming lower down in the scale, one notes that
favourable old show plant, the Fuchsia, generally shown in bad form
and few in number. Kot one exhibitor in a score seems to know how to

grow a Fuchsia properly, and yet it only wants to be grown in its

natural pyramidal form, the cultivator giving Nature a little

timely assistance in the way of stopping, to get really handsome
plants. Pelargoniums a -e glorious features, their colours are so

resplendent : and yet tiicre are not lialf-a-dozen decent growers
of them within 20 miles of fjondon. Mr. Wiggins' fine show speci-

mens and Mr. Catlin's wonderful zon.ils are superb ; but, alas, even
here the stiff, formal, fi.vt training interposes and robs the plants of

neatly all their natural beauties. The one great object of the trainer

is to get each bloom into the best possible position to be seen, and,
therefore, Nature is contorted in the most painful way. Nine-tenths
of our market growers of Pelargoniums get a better-grown plant
with twice as much bloom on it in a 4^-in. pot than exhibitors get on
a plant in a pot twice or thrice the size. Are these and similar

flowering plants so very difficult to grow? and are fine-foliaged plants

so very easy, that cultivators tight s!iy of the former and crowd our
houses and our shows with the dtdl monotonous hues of the latter?

There is one ki'id of fine-foliaged plant for the pot cultivation of

which some merit is deserving, and that is the Japanese Acer or Cut-
leaved Maple. Why is it that the Messrs. Veitch appear to be the
only growers of these charming hard-wooiled plants ? Are they so

very difficult to grow ? or are tlieir beauties not yet fully realised ?

How beautiful they look when dressing a collection of Clematis at

South Kensington or m.aking a background for a glorious group of

pot Roses at Richmond we have seen, and one or two large standard
speoiuiens shown at the latter place told what beautiful plants they
are for verandiihs, conservatories, or corridurs. It would be a very
charming arrangement if next year at Richmond the Messrs. Veitch
could be induced to run a line of these elegant Acers right down the
centre of the long plant an<l fruit tables ; tlie larger the plants the
better. This would help to show off the beauty of the foliage to

the best advantage, and at the same time exhibit to plant lovers that
there are some nearly hardy things quite as pretty as the monotonous
Palms and Ferns. A.

ORCHIDS AT YORK.
Amongst the numerous forms of the beautiful Odontoglossum vexil-

larium which have flowered in diti'erent collections throughout the
country there are several sorts imported by Messrs. Backhouse, of

York, that stand out in advance for their distinct colour and the size

of their flowers. Some now in bloom are bearing flowers of such size

and substance that they need to be seen in order to fully realise their

truly grand appearance. We had recently an opportunity of inspect-

ing them, and found that, fine as tliey have been in previous years,

they are this season still larger. On a stage containing some hundred
and fifty unusually strong plants, many of which were in bloom, we
measured one flower and found it to be •5-V in. across. The spike bore
nine blooms ; the variety is a high-coloured one, but not so dark as

some that have appeared at this place. There were several others
only a very little smaller. In the same house a quantity of 0. Phaloi-

nopsis were doing remarkably well, full of he.althy green foliage.

The house is kept at a temperature of about 55*^ through the \\inter.

Messrs. Backhouse are not afraid of giving air to their Orchids ; the
shutters were wide open right opposite the 0. vexillarium, so that
the wind was moving their stout leaves as freely as it they had been
those of Pelargoniums standing on the front shelf of a greenhouse.
Thei'e is a large stock of BoUea coi'estis in a blooming state, and
amongst them were several possessing very distinct colours, in one in

IJarticular the sepals aud petals were of an extraordinarily deep purple

shade, the lip almost like black velvet. Orchids when first imported
are not cut up into such small pieces at this establishment as one
often sees them ; through this, and the treatment they receive in

other respects, they very soon acquire a strength seldom met with.

There are very large numbers of such species as Odontoglossum Londes-
boroughianum, Epidendrum nemorale, L;elia peduncularis, L. autum-
nalis, and L. anceps—many of which are expected to be the white
variety—that have not been more than eighteen months in the
country, and yet, from the growth they have made, they look like

old-established pl.ants. The same applies to long stages full of Cat-
tleya Mendeli, Epidendrum erubescens, and E. vitellinum majus.
So many of this latter were in flower that, looking down the house
which they occupy, they had the appearance of a long bed of orange-

red Pelargoniums.
The established Orchids, except the few species which are known

not to be able to bear too much exposure to light, are all grown in

houses that are so constructed, and also situated, that they admit
a much greater volume of light than tlio structures in which these

plants are usually located ; in addition to this, the stages are so

arranged as to elevate the plants much nearer the glass tliau many
growers have them, and except in the case of the thin-leaved kinds,

such as most of the Odontoglossums, very little shading is used. The
way in which the sun, on a cloudless afternoon in June, was shining

right upon the thousands of Orchids contained in the number of long

span-roofed houses standing north and south, with neither blinds,

whitening, paste or anything else to keep it out or subdue its power,
would have caused a shudder in the many growers who think close

shading necessary, and who, moreover, have for years so used their

plants to shade that their whole texture is so soft that they could no
more endure the sun full upon them in the way in which Messrs.

Backhouse's plants get it than ice could. But when Orchids from the

time when they are first imported are treated like the plants in the

York Nurseries, they acquire a strength and substance in the leaves

whicli enable them to bear sunlight without injury in a way that

would quickly destroy the quantities of plants that have been grown
in the moisture-saturated, air-excluded, over-shaded houses which so

many growers have thought necessary to their well-being, but which
sooner or later induce disease and spot. It must not be supposed

from those remarks, however, that shading is altogether dispensed

witn, or that it is exclusively limited to the Odontoglossums, &c.,

which I have mentioned ; but still blinds or any other medium for

keeping the sun from the plants are used so sparingly, as to make the

management in this respect very different from that of most other

growers. The foliage and pseudo-bulbs of those species that form

these are, as miglit be supposed, shorter and stouter than where more
shading is employed, and the foliage of most things is also of a paler

colour, and in this respect it might not please those who like to see

the leaves of Orchids as dark green as those of a highly manured
Cabbage. But the condition of the plants here collectively, with

the progress they make, and the way in which they flower and continue

to thrive without a trace of disease, aud this after years of careful

observation on the result of little shading, points conclusively to the

treatment being in the right direction for keeping by far the greater

portion of cultivated Orchids in good health. A. Z.

New Fern.—With some Ferns collected in the Chiricahui and
Oro Blanco mountains of South-eastern Arizona by Mr. W. Courtis,

and placed in my hands by Professor (Jray, I find a new species of

Nothochhfna, which I name N. Orayi, in honour of one to whom I am
indebted for many courtesies, and take advantage of the opportu-

nity thus afforded to show my appreciation of them in this manner.

It is a lovely Fern, so different from any kuown species, that, not-

withstanding the small amount of material at hand, there can

scarcely be a doubt as to its distinct character. In structure it is

not unlike N. distans, but in that species the fronds are hairy,

longer, and wholly destitute of powder. Its nearest affinity is with

N. affinis, but it is separated from that species by its more com-
pound fronds and distinct scaly rachises. There is no other

species with which it can be compared. Under the microscop'',

the white powder separates into distinctly stalked gland-like

bodies with enlarged conical, flat or inverted heads like a miniature

host of fungi with their variously shaped caps. With a power of

200 diameters, or even less, the scales of the froud appear to be

composed of elongated, cylindrical, tapering tubes containing a light

brown colouring matter, collected into a mass at the base, or in spots

at intervals throughout the length of the otherwise whitish scales,

which are thus made to appear jointed. The species is one of the

most elegant yet discovered, and I take pleasure in dedicating it to

one pre-eminent in American botanical science.

—

Geo. E. D.wen-
POKT, Midford, Mass.

Various Plants in the York Nurseries.—In a green-

house Darlingtonia californica has made pitchers 2^ ft. high. The
beautiful Mexican evergreen shrub, Rogiera gratissima, was growing
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and flowering beautifully, jilanted out at one end of a greenhouse,
kept at an onlinary temperature. Many people fail to grow this

well ; it evidently does best planted out, in which way its delicate

pink-tinted Bowers are produced for six or eight months in the year ;

they are in form like an exaggerated truss of Boiivavdia. Luculia
gratissima, planted out at the opposite corner of the house, succeeds
equally with the Rogiera, and is a fitting companion to it. A variety
of Adiantum ("apillus-veneris here is quite distinct, the lobes of the
fronds being almost as large as those of a small-sized A. Farleyense,
and deeply toothed like that handsome kind. Ficus repens minima,
a cmaller-leaved form of the well-known F. repens, covering the
inside end wall of a house, is well adapted for the purpose ; it suc-

ceeds here out-of-doors, but better inside. The Todeas in the cold
pit, which they have now occupied for, I understand, some three
years without any warmth at all, are as fresh and healthy as could

it succeeds well in Mr. 15. S. Williams's nursery, Holloway, in a
greenhouse temperature. The leaves are produced upon a simple
stem, and are dark green in colour with a pale green midrib. As a
table plant it is all that could possibly be desired, and one that, for
tliat as well as for other purpo.ses, will become universally popular.
Home-grown Spiraea japonioa.—We have become .so

accustomed to let the supposed superiority of imported proiluetions
pass uni|ue3tioned, that I suppose any one who entens a ]>lea in
favour of home-grown Spirsuas will be looked upon with distrust. But
why a plant that delights in abundant moisture and a moderate
amount of sunlight cannot be grown to perfection without a prelimi-
nary sea voyage passes my comprehension. We are not yet clear of
the effects of the miserable season of 1879—cold, wet, and sunless—yet our Spir.x'as, even on north borders that did not get the little

sunshine with which we were favoured, are flowering excellently.

New Greenhouse riant (Oleobachia palustris).

be desired. Many of the plants are large specimens ; they are in
pots plunged up to the rims, and have a covering of mats in the
winter. The Ferns planted out in the rock Fernery under glass are
looking as well as if they had passed through nothing more than
an ordinary winter, no artificial warmth being now used in any part
of this most interesting structure. The many rare Filmy Ferns seem
as much at home as if located under the shade and amidst the spray
of their native dripping rocks ; and in the houses where the species
which need some artificial warmth are grown the plants possess a
vigour and freshness that indicate how well they like the treatment
which they receive, the indescribable delicacy of texture and elegance
in form of many of the kinds being such as have no equal in any
other family of plants.—A. Z.

Oleobaohia palustris.—This very elegant plant resembles in
general appearance—as will be seen by the annexed woodcut—Aralia
Veitchi ; it has, however, an advantage over that plant, inasmuch as

and large clumps, lifted with balls of earth and set in Vineries for a
few days, have been good throughout the season for decorative pur-
poses. Any one having old forced plants should try them on a good
piece of ground, and after one season's rest compare the result
with imported plants. If they do not hold their ground against the
ordinary run of such plants, I shall be disappointed, as I see no
reason why this Syirrei cinnot attain equal perfection here as on
the Continent.—J. G.

Rhynchospermum jasminoides. —Beautiful as this is when
shown as a specimen plant, it cannot compare with plants of it grown
on pillars in conservatories. We have at present a pair covering
pillars and ornamental girders 20 ft. high, and quite masses of

pure white blossoms that emit a delightful fragrance. They thrive
amazingly in the intermediate temperature of a conservatory, and
the blossoms are invaluable for button-hole and other bouquets.

—

J. G. L.
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Reidia glaucescens.—I noticed small plants of tbia semi-

hothouse shrub recently at Redlees, Isleworth, and was charmed
with its appearance, which resembles that of a miniature Thorn
Acacia, the long lobed leaves being pendulous, and from the midrib
bang a quantity of long rod flowers, giving the plant a most charm-
ing and elegant appearance. It would make in certain stages of

growth a very neat and interesting table plant, and one that would
be sure to attract attention. The tiny flowers are produced in succes-

sion from the midrib, and thus the blooming period is naturally

extended.—A. D.

NOTES FEOM THE PAPERS.
FlO'wers as Flow^ers.—A correspondent has described, in an

amusing but accurate way, and quite unconsciously, it would appear,
the nature and associations of the bedding-out system. Writing on
the flower garden, and speaking of the "notions" entertained by
some of hardy plants "driving tender bedders out of creation"
(what barbarian was it that contemplated the complete extinction of
any plant ?), this correspondent remarks :

" There are a few gardens
even now managed on the system advocated, but they are only of
interest to the owner and those who take pleasure in the flowers as
flowers." "Take pleasure in flowers as flowers !

" Well, this is a
compliment to the " Hardy Brigade." They love flowers as flowers;
and, we presume, the exclusive bedders love flowers in the same
manner as a painter loves his paint-pot, or something in that way ;

and in the same way he will, no doubt, regard those flowers that he
cannot combine and blend to suit his purpose as useless. Oh,
" R. P. B. ," did you foi"ecast the consequences of such an
admission ?

German Gardeners in England.—Such is the title of an
article in one of your contemporaries, in which it is hinted that if

the German element continues to increase in English gardens and
nurseries, it will produce the same consequences as Chinese migra-
tion did upon Irish labour in California. German gardeners, it

appears, do not at present come to England to seek masters' situa-
tions—these are not quite good enough for them at present ; but the
time may come, it is surmised, before lone, when German ability
wiU be more fully recognised, and then English garieners will have
to pack np. We do not think, however, that English gardeners
need fear greatly. We have had rather exceptional opportunities
of coming in contact with German gardeners in this country ; and
it has always been our impression that they came here to learn that
which they had not the opportunity of learning in their own country
—viz., gardening in all its branches. They were always well edu-
cated we admit, and in most cases they excelled in some special de-
partment—propagating Dracienas it may be, or grafting Azaleas,
&c. ; but out of their hobby, they were pitiable workmen, any one
of them—like the German masons that came to London during the
strike. They had science, plenty of it ; but they lacked the tre-
mendous energy of the Englishman or the Scotchman—the secret of
the latter's success is the very thing the German won't learn, and
without which he will never enter the lists, even in competition as
a practical horticulturist with Englishmen. "Germany is an ill-

cultivated field, because it is cultivated by philosophers," is one of
their own sayings, and it no doubt applies to their gardeners as well
as any other class. One of our Teutonic acquaintances was put into
a conservatory to tend it and to keep it (he spoke six languages), and
the almost immediate consequence was a frightful mortality among
the inmates. The foreman—a big Highlander—watc^.^ how he

plied his " attainments" in order to discover the cause, and found
that his time was chiefly occupied near the stokehole furnace, indit-
ing correspondence on the bottom of an old Palm-tub. In savage
wrath his foreman set him to wash pots for a whole week. There
was another poor creature in an Edinburgh nursery who propagated
one or two kinds of plants ; and to prevent any one else seeing what
he did, and how he did it, he locked the propagating-house door in-
side and whitewashed the glass. There was one at Kew who
shared all the privileges of the other young men, but would not do
his share in pushing a barrow (he spoke too many languages), so
Donald M'Leod made him walk behind to learn how it was done.
Another equally talented youth spent his time during the day chiefly
in singing "Schleswig und Holstein " to the tune of the "Marseil-
laise," and strumming a guitar in the evening ; and a fifth, equally
gifted, stuck his knife into his neighbour's sideatthepotting-bench,
and was locked up. He afterwards started a sausage-shop in a
northern town, and did well. No ! English gardeners may in the
future fear Chinese competition, but the German he need never
fear as a worker. His cast of mind is of the wrong kind ; but we
may be occasionally indebted to him for his thinking.

Cool Houses has been a subject of discussion in The Garden
lately. One side thinks such structures would be exceeding useful.

under certain circumstances, for growing hardy and half-hardy
shrubs and plants without artificial heat—Roses, Camellias, Azaleas,
Rhododendrons, &c., and the other side regards the idea as imprac-
ticable—a foible, indeed. One writer, wlio appears to be spending
his declining years in attempting to prove that nothing can be
accomplished in the future that has not been in his experience, lias

pronounced against the scheme. We think, however, that a perfectly
cool house is a feasible thing. It is well known that as soon as the
cultivator of plants or fruits begins to have a "temperature" his

troubles begin—in the case of the average cultivator at least, who
s not also a practical gardener. A "cool house," as we understand
the proposal, is to take its chance— is not to be used for forcing
purposes, but chiefly for protection, and to bring things into flower
a little earlier and in better condition than out-of-doors. No end
of nice flowers would conform to such treatment, as any one can
see. We can have Caulidower in a month earlier by simply putting
a hand-light over the plants in winter ; and why cannot plants be
treated in the same way, and as successfully ? It was pointed out,
not long since, that some of our hardy plants attained a degree of

perfection, when simply protected by glass, tliat is never seen out-
of-doors—and we cannot forget the grand masses of Christmas
Roses we have seen under a cloche on a border in winter when
those plants that had been left exposed were either flowerless or
half destroyed by rains and frosts. Part of the accommodation de-
voted to bedding plants would grow many treasures in this way, and
enrich many a garden almost as much as an Orchid house.

Pitcher Plants.—That paper of Mr. Burbidge's on Nepenthes
is both original and interesting. We are sceptical about some of the
theories respecting the habits and necessities of "carnivorous
plants " just as we have doubts that red Clover was created for

bumble-bees. Plums and Peaches for wasps, and Gooseberry bushes
to feed caterpillars, but we admit Mr. Burbidge has advanced a
practical reason for supposing that the pitchers of the Nepenthes
are employed as traps to catch food. Pitcher-plants are vegetable
cripples, without visible legitimate means of gaining a livelihood ;

they have no roots worth speaking of, and they live by their wits
upon the witless : they are a kind of vegetable scavengers. Mr.
Burbidge has certainly made out as good a case has any one who has
yet written on the subject. In tlie struggle for existence—a real

struggle in their native habitats—the plants need these pitchers to

fetch and carry with ; but \inder cultivation they don't need tliem

—or rather, don't use them, as all their wants are provided for.

Yet, even under cultivation, the pitchers are uncommonly " expec-
tant "-looking and big enough. After all might not the flies falling

into the pitchers be simply one of the accidents of fly-life, and have
nothing to do with the support of the plants—just as human beings
sometimes tumble into canals and rivers, and children into dirty-

water puddles and rain-wattr tubs, which, we all know, are not
created for that particular end. There is much in Mr. Burbidge's
paper of practical import ; and it is to be regretted that we do not
get such papers oftener from those wlio have observed our cultivated

plants in tiieir native countries. Perhaps one reason is tliat col-

lectors of Mr. Burbidge's stamp are not common.— Tlic Gardener.

The Tree Pruner, ^by Samuel Wood (Crosby Lockwood &
Co.), contains, on the two first pages which we opened, paragraphs
on the Coleus, the Petunia, the Calceolaria, &c., which quite pre-

cludes all notice of such a work. "The Tree Planter," by the

same author and publishers, we find contains jiaragraphs on Mint,
Basil, Caraway, Dill, and Coriander, which also precludes further

remark, except that we thought publishers were sliarp people, but
now we begin to doubt it. We may add that these two books
belong to Weale's Rudimentary Series.

Hardy Plants at York.—Amongst a host of hardy plants in

flower on the rockworkhere and elsewhere the followingwere themost
conspicuous, viz., Cypripedium Calceolus, C. spectabile, and C. acaule.

The beautiful Myosotis rupicola was also in flower, and to those
unacquainted with this gem of a Forget-me-not, it may be
described as a shade darker coloured than M. dissitiflora, and it

grows to about half the height of that kind, which it succeeds as

regards time of blooming. Primula japonica here has leaves as long

as those of Horse-radish, and flowers proportionate in size. The
bluish-violet P. capitata was also unusually strong. Associated
with these were also Camp,T.nula turbinata, witli large deep blue bells

borne on stout stalks, that hold them up, so as to show them ofi' to

advantage ; C. muralis, Veronica rupestris (one of the prettiest of

low-growing blue-flowered plants), Papaver alpinum, P. nudicaule,

Ramondia pyrenaica (a sheet of purple-yellow centred flowers), and
Primula purpurea. I also noticed the Iris-like Libertia ixioides,

blooming profusely between the two handsome Ferns, Struthiopteris

japonica and Osmunda interrupta. Numerous Saxifrages, including

S. ceratophylla and S. lantoscana, the last a very fine kind, were
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also in flower, as was aUo Rosa rugosa and tlie single copper-coloured
Austrian Rose.—A. Z.

LEAFLETS.

Notwithstanding the well-known healthfulness of the gar-

dener's life, it is rather singular that we have so few patriarchal

ones. No doubt it is a healthy and a licautiful life under the

best conditions, .say those surrounding a man in his own quiet

garden, not haif-worried to death by cares ; but the gardener

in a large place is an " overweighted" individual. Of all

other human beings classified up to the present time the most
is expected of him in science, art, and all the economies !

When his ambition takes the form of exhibiting at flower

shows, he goes in for an amount of worrj' and excitement

which would wear out the nerves of a full grown gorilla. The
art of the landscape gardener is more conducive to long life.

Fraser in Ireland, Xiven in Ireland, and Mr. Marnock are

cases in point. The quiet open-air life and change conduces
to it. I met Mr. !Marnock the other day, and he told me
he rather missed his work. He is a mere youth, however,

compared with the gentleman mentioned in the following

paragraph :

—

It was stated recently in the Lewiston (New York) Journal that
Mr. A. Gibbs, a lawyer at Rochester, New York, ninety-three
years old, is still in practice. A reader of that journal cut out the
paragraph and sent it in a letter of inquiry directed to Mr. Gibbs,
and received an answer, dated t!ie 15th of May, in which the
writer says:—"I am the person named in the 'printed slip.' I

never sought notoriety, but it seems my longevity is likely to give
me more than my good deeds. My health is as sound as at any
time of my life, for aught I know. I was slender until thirty.

I have been a close student, and kept up with the decisions of

our courts, done a good amount of business, never was rich. My
present patronage is select. From my youth I have ei-tertained a
fondness for the profession."

»

Ugliness sometimes accompanies other undesirable qualities.

Canon Hole tells me that he has lost nearly all his standard

Roses, while the Roses on their own roots, including those

worked very low, and wliich afterwards root from above the

union of stock and graft, are safe. The Roses of the future

are the Roses on their own roots. So grown now, even the

Teas are breaking up from roots apparently killed.

*

Fig Marigolds starved in potsand Ice plants growing on walls

and terraces in the south of France are two very difi"erent

things, and serve well to show that naturally plants beautiful

may in certain conditions appear to have little or no merit.

The poor starved little specimens in greenhouses have dis-

couraged cultivators from taking up this family. I noticed at

Mr. Joad's the other day an intelligent attempt to grow them
somewhat as they are grown in the sunny Riviera gardens by
planting them along the edge of raised earth beds in the
greenhouse, and allowing them to fall over the side.

Among the many flowers of the time perhaps the palm
amongst the white ones would be given to the white Irises, of
which there are at least two good ones at present—the white
English Iris and the white Japanese Iris, both of which
ought to be secured and grown in some quantity by all who
are interested in the very fairest white flowers.

»

I sympathise with Mr. Baines' opinion about hard-wooded
plants, but not as they are usually grown. Cutting them into

round and flat shapes has stolen away some of their charms.
I thought so when I saw Boronia elatior in flower in Sir

Trevor Lawrence's collection the other day, grown into a free,

open bush, graceful in all ways, and alive with buds and

blossoms. It made me wish to see a number of hard-wooded
plants not grown into balloons and pincushions, or with every
little spray fixed tight to a stick, as a paw in a trap.

Some time ago a gentleman wrote to the Gardener, speak-
ing of the hardy plants now in our gardens, though not yet
so popular as they will be a few years hence, as

—

A whole lierd of botanical curiosities, which would be about as
much in character in many [lower gardens as a well-fed ox would be
on a tennis-lawn or croi{uet-ground.

To argue seriously with such a person would be to waste
time, but, believing his state of mind as to the value of the
plants to be a typical one, I called attention to the lists of
beautiful and stately hardy plants that flower every week in

gardens round London, and which are published weekly in

The Garden. In these lists scores of plants may be found
weekly, which in the very quality claimed for bedding plants

(colour) surpass them as the sun surpasses an artificial illumi-

nation. Among the plants mentioned last week, for example,
there are whole families so rich in splendid colour and form,
that a garden—and a very beautiful and brilliant one—could
be made of one of them, as, for example, Irises, Lilies, Delphi-
niums, Campanulas, Pajonies, Phloxes, Pyrethrum.s. Among
families not quite so rich or varied there are many plants

no less valuable, such as Everlasting Peas, Columbines,
Evening Primroses, Day Lilies, Thrifts, Pinks. Afterwards
come dozens of individual species in no sense " botanical

weeds." And this among plants in flower the same week.

The individual thus answered takes no notice of the facts

thus placed before him as to his main proposition about
" botanical weeds," and now says he wants a plan, and not
lists of plants of various heights and colours. Finally, he asks,

as if the whole business were imaginary, where there is a
single garden where hardy flowers may be seen used for the
adornment of a private garden. The very fact of any one
putting such a question points to the state of many of our
gardens, and to how much has yet to be done before the great

qiiestion of the embellishment of oiir gardens is in a position

to be fairly discussed ; for obviously, if any one with oppor-

tunities for observation can take such a one-sided and false

view of it, there is no hope of its being fairly judged of till

people generally have full opportunities of seeing the vast

amount of beauty they are now deiirived of.
»

I pass by this writer as hopeless in reason, andas so devoid
of sense of the usual fitness of things, that, knowing nothing
of the theme he writes upon, he condemns the efibrts of

those who have spent half a life-time in investigating it.

But as it may help many who are considering the question to

come to a conclusion if I give the names of a few places known
to me, I willingly do so. A good many private gardens have col-

lections of hardy plants in somewhat the same sense as botanic

gardens have—that is to say, numerous species are grown,
whereas what we want are beautiful and distinct kinds well

grown.
*

Among private gardens where hardy flowers are largely

grown may be mentioned Mr. Latimer Clarke's, Sydenham
Hill; Mr. G. F. Wilson's, Weybridge Heath; Mr. Mcintosh's,

near Weybridge ; Mr. Whitehead's, Southwood, Bickley (rock

plants) ; Mr. Miles', Bingham, Notts ; INIr. Pilgrim's, Fern
Lawn, Cheltenham ; Mr. Brockbank's, Didsbury, Manchester

;

Mr. Stevens', Byfleet (a very rich collection, but embracing
many kinds of botanical interest) ; Mr. Joad's, Wimbledon

;

Mr. Hammond's, Canterbury ; Sir (jleo. Macleay, Bletchingley;

Mr. James Atkins', Painswick ; Mr. Boulton's, Great Tow. I

hear from a good judge also that Mr. David Thomson, of
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Drumlanrif,', has a fine display of hardy flowers, very well

grown. But it must not be forgotten that the question is still

in its infancy. A very few years have elapsed since it would
have been impossible to find three well grown Lilies in the

gardens around London ; now at the present moment in

the same gardens there would be no difficulty in finding

several dozen kinds of Lilies in handsome bloom. To a

great extent the collections recently formed are still in the

luirseries and large private collections, and they are just begin-

ning gradually to make their way into our gardens generally.

In the larger class of country seats, wholly devoted as they

were to decoration through the use of comparatively few plants

sot out in geometrical fashion, the change will be slowest.

For a good many j'ears past all connected with such have
been brought up in the notion that this geometrical work was
the last and highest perfection of the gardening art, and their

means, knowledge, time, and their gardens are wholly devoted
to it. To change it is not easy, though very desirable in the

interest of all concerned, and also of gardening.

Tlie fullest collections are in the nurseries, and visits to

them are most interesting and instructive, even though in such
places trade exigencies prevent their being arranged otlierwise

than in lines or groups. The Lily collections are now.very
fine. To grow and enjoy these finest of introduced flowers,

even Mr. W. Hinds cannot want a plan, as they do so finely

in Rhododendron beds and beds of small shrubs. In these

the soil suits them, and, without injuring the shrubs in the

least, they vary the outlines of the bed, and furnish a second
and nobler bloom long after the flowering shrubs have passed

out of flower. This bloom is often a prolonged one. In this

case we have not only an excellent way of growing a noble

family of plants, but we al.so improve the effect of Pihododen-

dron beds and the like in a very remarkable degree. So it might
be in many other cases. There can be no real difficulty in

finding suitable positions for beautiful plants. Justicia.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

Electro Horticulture.—lam somewliat surprised at the tone
of the extraLjt from The Gardener ou this subject (p. 4S8). Few
practical men but have severely felt the evil of our lack of light
in winter forcing. Electricity is the only force with whicli we are
aot|Upinted that seems capable of supplying that want. The spec-
trum formed by the electric light is similar to the solar spectrum,
thus proving its semi-identity with the light of the sun. The prac-
tical expei-imeuts that have been made on plants confirm this view.
The light does not draw nor weaken the plants ; on the contrary,
all the elaborating, consolidating, converting processes that serve
to evolve finished products under solar light seem to work to this
end, and with almost equal energy under the electric light. If this
be so, the electric light is not another limekiln, though that, by our
latest intelligence, still heats a goodly range of glasshouses at Gar-
ston. It is easy to laugh at Swift's philosopher trying to extract
sunbeams from Cucumbers ; but not a few gardeners will smile
with supreme satisfaction if the electric light enables them, as it pro-
mises, to put a few moi-e sunbeams into their Cucumbers in dark
November. The oft-told tale of ploughing the land with pigs" snouts
in sexrcli of roasted Chestnuts suggests another reference as potent
on t'le other side. When (ieorge Stephenson was badgered before
the House of Lords with all kinds of objections to his locomotive,
one questioner thought he would annihilate him and his invention
at once by the query, "But what if a cow strays on the line?"
" Sae much the warse for the coo," said George. And I submit that
electric lighting is asprobable now as our railway system was then; and
when this one great desideratum to ourdominion overclim.atal difficul-

ties—a light equal in brilliancy and cliemieal and vital effects to the
sun—is brought within our reach, it will be so much the wo:se
for the writers who go out of their way to make sport of new dis-
coveries in either heating or lighting. All the engineers and prac-
tical mechanics of his day made fun of George Stephenson,
but to-day his locomotives traverse the world. And so it may be
by-and-bye with the electric light, which may ultimatily perhaps
change winter into summer and night into day in our glasshouses.
Should it do so, therf ceems no good reason to doubt that our
produce niiglit be doubV c i,nd its high quality yet further improved.—D. T. Fish.

PLATE CCXI.-HYMENOCALLIS MACROSTEPHANA.
Fifteen years ago I should have undertaken the task of describing
the species belonging to the genus Hymenocallis with perfect con-
fidence, as at that time I thought I knew all the kinds in cultiva-
tion and their distinguishing characteristics. Since then I have had
Hymenocallises continually through my hands from different parts
of the world, and the variable character of the imported plants and
their liability to change under cultivation have considerably shaken
my faith, even as regards many figured and described as species
bein^ so. My own opinion is that the greater part of the Hymeno-
callises now in cultivation are either local or selected varieties of
H. speciosa or H. adnata, for I have received intermediate and vary-
ing forms of all the closer allied varieties. Be that as it may, one
great thing can be said in favour of the genus, viz., that all the
kinds belonging to it are lovely, fragrant, and easily cultivated, and
each supplies showy white flowers, of which there never seems to
be enough. The following are the best varieties now in cultivation.
They are chiefly natives of South America and tlie West Indies :

—

H. MACROSTEPHANA, of which is given a coloured illustration,

is considered by Mr. Baker, of Kew, by whom it was named, to be
a distinct species, and certainly it is one of the most beautiful, and
there was no hesitation among the floral committee at South Ken-
sington in giving it a first-class certificate when it was exhibited l.ast

year by Mr. Woodbridgc, Syon House Gardens, Brentford.

H. REGIN.E.—A very fine garden variety which has been in culti-

vation for years, and whicli, so far as I can judge, is identical
with the above named species.

H. srEciosA.—One of the earliest introduced ; it was formerly
effectively used as an exhibition plant. The true old variety is

deciduous, and should be more sparingly watered when not in leaf,

but should not be subjected to cold, as it is not nearly so hardy as
the evergreen varieties.

H. C'ARiii.EA.—This is alliel to the preceding, and requires
a warm house.
H. AMiENA.—An elegant compact evergreen variety.

H. FRAfJRANs and its immediate allies are the finest of the genus ;

they bear large heads of snow-white flowers of very firm texture,
and last a long time in perfection. This species has thick, broad,
leathery leaves. It is evergreen, and I have found it to be the
hardiest of the speciosa section.

H. OVATA.—A very fine growing form of H. fragrans, with grace-
fully arching leaves, and larger and broader petalled flowers than
those of fragrans. This variety, if obtained true, is a magnificent
plant.

H. ADNATA is a distinct species with narrow, strap-shaped leaves
and upright spikes of flowers, the petals of which droop gracefully.
It is a very desirable plant, being of elegant habit either in or out
of flower.

H. ADNATA ACUTIFOLIA.—This is similar to the preceding, but
has narrower and more pointed leaves.

H. MEXICANA (sometimes called H. littoralis) I have found to be the
best for greenhouse culture ; it is evergreen, has glossy bright green
leaves and elegantly arranged flowers. If grown in a cold house it

should be sparingly watered in winter.

H. ROTATA is a very showy variety from the Southern United
States of America ; in habit it resembles the preceding, and is a
good kind for a cold house.

H. CRASSiFOi.iA.—This is an evergreen variety, with thick leathery
strap-shaped leaves. To grow it well it requires a warm moist house,
and then it is a noble plant. I have ceeu it attain a height of 4 ft.,

and when well grown send up spikes 5 ft. in height.

James O'Brien.

[Concerning the treatment of H. macrostephana, the species which
we figure, Sir. Woodbridge has favoured us with the following
account :

— " I have found it," he says, " to do well in a warm moist
stove in which the temperature ranges from C0° to SC in winter,
and from 70'' to 90° in summer. The soil best suited for its culti-

vation is a rich fibry loam about three parts, and one part of half

decayed leaf-mould and cow manure, with a liberal mixture of coarse
sand. The soil should be rough and free and the pots well drained.
It requires a liberal supply of water during the growing season, and
is much benefited by frequent doses of liquid manure. It is readily

increased by ofl'sets, which may be taken off and grown separately,

but I prefer to gi-ow them in masses, shitting them into larger pofs

as they require it ; for these— like many other bulbous plants—do
best when the roots are not disturljed. Its chief time of flowering is

during the winter months, but under the above treatment I have
had some bulbs in flower almost every month in the year, each truss

consisting of about ten flowers, which are pure white and very s\\eet

scented, and they last two or three days in water."]
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—Some time daring the present month Stanliopeas will

ic luirc top-dressing or re-b.asketing. This must be done as soon as

the plants pass out of fluwcr. It will be ueeessary to drain tlie

baskets very carefully for this genns, leaving the crooks as open as

possible in order that no obstruction may be ollered to the flower-

spikes as they push their w.ay downwards out of the baskets. It is

to be regrettid that the (lowers of this tine genus are so fugacious,

as they stand unrivalled amongst Orchids for substance, finish, and
line delicate colouring. The soil most suitable for them is good
fibrous peat, with the dust thrashed out of it ; this, combined with
some rather line charcoal, will grow them well, covering the whole
over with a thin layer of live Sphagnum Moss. This genus will

stand a liberal shift better than any otlier ; therefore good sized

baskets should be used for any that require repotting.

Keep them well shaded and water carefully after repotting ; at

tlie same time maintain a very damp atmosphere around them
till the plants are re-establislied in their baskets. Uendrobium
moschatum and D. Dalhousianum will now require top-dressing, and
should at once receive liberal treatment, to induce tliem to push into

new growth as early as possible. The fine S.accolabium Dluniei and
Blumei majus will now be pushing up their flower-spikes, and will

require careful watching to save them from the depredations of

insect enemies. Keep these plants and also the fine late-blooming

Aerides quinquevulnerum free from any check while they are de-

veloping their spikes of bloom. Keep the temper.ature up to the
maximum night and day as regards every section of these plants,

and ventilate very freely, but never to such an extent as to over-dry
the atmosphere of the houses, especially while the young growths
are tender and full of sap.

Stove Plants.—All plants intended for blooming early in

autumn should now or very shortly be in their blooming pots. Give
them liberal treatment and as much light as possible, in order to

keep their growths firm and short-jointed. Keep them growing for

another week or two, when a freer ventilation will help to give

them more substance, to enable them to stand a slight rest

during the month of August, which will add greatly to their flowering
capabilities during the autumn months. The stock of planis
intended for early and mid-wiuter work should still be kept potted
on as they require it, using a rough rich compost to induce free

growth, which, if properly ripened during .September, will yield

abundance of choice flowers through the winter. Crotous, I)rac;enas,

and fine-foliaged plants generally will now be in good colour, and
will require extra precaution to keep red spider from spoiling their

beauty. A large batch of Selaginella Kraussiana should now be pricked
into small pots, to be ready for use during winter. A warm frame
kept well shaded will suit them till the end of the summer ; after-

wards place them in the stove or intermediate house. Amaryllises
may now be placed in a cold frame and kept close. Keep them dry
at the root, anil expose them to every gleam of sunshine, with an
occasional dewing over with the syringe to prevent the bulbs from
shrinking. This treatment for the next two months will generally
induce each bulb to form two or three flower-spikes.

Greenhouse Plants.—Continue to cut down show and fancy
Pelargoniums as the plants get ripened. Do not be in a hurry to
induce them to break again into growth, as the more time allowed
for this, the better for the strength of the plants. Kalosanthes as
they go out of flower should be cut over, and kept in a dry frame
till the plants break out afresh. Any prunings from these that are
fit for cuttings should be inserted in a very sandy compost, and be
carefully watered till they are established. Pimeleas and the ventri-
cosa section of Ericas should be cut into shape as they go out of

flower, placing them in a cool position to assist them to break again
freely. Pleromas, Lasiandras, Monoch;etums, and Melastomaceous
plants generally that have been treated up to the present time in

close warm frames g'lould be gradually inured to more airy conditions
to ripen their growths. Large plants of these that have flowered late

must be cut over and liberal treatment must be given them in order
to make them growagain quickly. Cassia corymbosa, Habrothamnnses,
Plumbagos, and other autumn lilooming plants must now receive all

the sunshine possible, keeping them well supplied with water at the
roots. Tea and other Roses in pots intended to produce flowers
during autumn should now be liberally treated with manure water
and stimulants, to get them into fine vigorous growth. Keep all

flowers pinched off tliem for another month or six weeks, when the
plants should be engaged in forming growths intended to produce
flowers. Annuals sown in pots must be carefully watched to prevent
them from getting overcrowded and drawn. Place them outside on
a cool bottom, and keep them supplied with moisture at the roots,

as anything approaching drought is very detrimental to them.

Another sowing of herbaceous Calceolarias should be made, and
those earliest sown must be carefully attended to, to prevent them
from getting injureil by slugs or other insects. A late sowing of
Cinerarias may now be made in a close frame, growing them on
freely. Karlier sowings of these will requij'e sliifting on, as tliey get
pot-bound, keeping them on a cool bottom in shady frames. Keep a
sharp eye on them to detect aphides, and fumigate at once if any of
these are seen on the plants.—J. Robekt.s.

Flower Garden.
Roses will now be making a tine display and should be regularly

divested of old blossoms, and the Ijeds should be kept clean and
free from weeds. Dwarfs, on their own roots, are undoubtedly the
best when the conditions of soil .and climate are favourable to tiieir

growth. Wliere budding is contemplated it is time to commence
that operation, as the sooner it is done after the bark of buds and
stock is sufliciently hardened to hold together the better. Keep the
roots of the stock moist, and a good mulching of manure over
them will help to promote a free flow of sap. The best way to get
good dwarf plants on their own roots is layering, i.e., taking the
shoots of a dwarf plant in autumn and cutting a slight notch in it

just under a bud, and firmly pegging it down in the soil ; reduce the
end of the shoot to three or four buds left out of the ground ; during
the following summer it will become a good, strong-rooted plant
with a good head of shoots, and may be detached from the parent
plant in autumn, or one year from the date of layeririg, when there
will be a goodly number of shoots again ready for layering. In this

way one stock of any kind may be relied on to keep up an
annual supply of young healthy plants, which, if planted in

nursery beds, will yield a fine lot of blooms for cutting from.

Roses are such universal favourites, that no flower garden
can be called complete wiiereiu they are not pretty numer-
ously represented, and they form fit suljjects for isolated beds. The
only way in which I ever saw standard Roses look really well was
planted amongst dwarfs, with tlie longest shoots trained down to

the ground, and forming a regidar umbrella shajied head. Such
beautiful Roses as Charles Lawsun and Coupe de Hebe, that make
strong annual shoots, have really a handsome appearance trained in

this way, as the effect of downward training causes the shoots to

break regularly at every joint, and to be perfect wreaths of flower.

Do not, if you value the Roses, sow strong-rooting annuals, such as

Mignonette, amongst them, as they quickly impoverish the soil and
clioke the lower branches of the Roses. Bulbs are the only plants

that should be mixed with Roses, as they make but little foliage,

and do not exhaust the soil to any great extent. Herbaceous and
mixed beds or borders will now be very gay with the numerous va-

rieties of plants that flower almut this date. Conspicuous amongst
these may be mentioned the noble family of Lilies, especially L.

album, L. tigrinum, L. davuricum, L. umbellatum, and the early-

flowering Gladiolus Colvilli ; also numerous varieties of Irises with
colours equal to those of the rarest Orchids ; Aquilegias, especially

A. cierulea aud A. chrysantha ; double Pyrethi-ums, with flowers as

large as those of a China Aster ; Spiriea Aruncus and the dwarfer
S. Kilipendula and S. p.almata. Amongst hardy plants remarkable
for the beauty of their foliage may be named Ferula glauca, a noble

plant for backgrounds, and variegated dwarf Funkias, such aa

F. lutea varicgata and F. ovata alba marginata, both of which
make good permanent edging plants ; in fact, there is ample mate-
rial amongst hardy flowers t> have the gayest of gardens, provided
tliese old-fashioned flowers were but as well known and easily pro-

cured as the never ending tender plauts that have of late years

excluded them. The ordinary routine work of mowing, sweeping,

and rolling Grass and walks will need constant attention, as the

flower garden or shady pleasure-grounds will now be much frequented,

and e\'ery endeavour should be used to keep them in perfect order.

Turf has been greatly benefited by tlie recent rains, wiiich have
rendered it beautifully green. Continue to surface-stir all flower

beds and regulate the growths frequently
;
propagate spring flower-

ing plants, and .sow seeds of various sorts of Forget-me-nots ;
prick

out seedling Pansies, Violas, &c., and collect seed of any specially

good varieties that it may be desirable to increase. Keep vases and
rusticbaskets copiously supplied with water, for, being usually idanted
thickly, they quickly absorb a large quantity, and light showers
that only wet the surface are very deceptive ; also look well to any
tender specimens plunged in pots, as evaporation on bright days is

now excessive.

—

James Gkoom.

Auriculas.—Our old plants probably never looked better than
they do this season, and we have not shaded them much. Many,
even when their plants are not in flower, are very careful to shade
from bright sunshine, and it might be necessary to do this if they
were in a frame freely exposed to the sun for the greater part of the

day, but when the frames are under the shade of a north wall and
the sun does not touch them until after two p.m., there is no need
for this care in shading ; a little sunlight is, in fact, necessary for
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the perfect development of the plants. Potting should now be
finished, and no time should be lost in seeing to this. There is one
advantage in potting late, and that is the opportunity wliich is given

for more readily removing offsets. They form roots very readily at

this season of the year, but they should be placed under a close

hand-glass. There are numbers of decaying leaves at this season,

and these must be removed as they liecome yellow, for if allowed to

remain they have a tendency to injure the plants. For the last few
weeks we Jiave been much troubled with a pest in the shape of

a maggot very much resembling the Rose maggot. It curls itself

up in the centre of the plants and injures the young leaves very
much ; the only remedy for it is hand-picking. The maggots can
be picked out from the centre of the plants with a pointed stick.

Carnations and Picotees.—These have improved wonder-
fully during the last few weeks. The earliest plants are now fully

in flower, .and the main collection will be at its best in a week or

so. I need not again urge the importance of cleanliness. The pots

should be free from dirt and the soil from weeds. If a surface

di-essing has been applied, it is very likely that a number of sm.all

weeds will now be appearing ; these must be removed in a small

state, as they are injurious to the plants if allowed to remain until

they are of large size. Many are not aware of the injury caused
to plants in pots by pulling large weeds out, an operation by which
the roots are so much disturbed, that in some cases the plants

receive a check from which they do not recover. Arrangements
must now be made to commence layering. Soil must be made ready
for immediate use. Pegs, if not yet prepared, may be made on
wet days, Init I find that Verbena pegs made of galvanised wire
are very useful for this purpose. The ordinary border varieties are

also making very free growth tliis season. See that sticks are

placed to the flower-stems, if not already dons, and that the ground
is made loose by simply stirring the surface after heavy rains.

Hollyhocks.—These apparently delight in the rains which we
have had during the last few weeks. If the ground amongst the

plants had Ijcen mulched with rotten manure, as has been recom-
mended, the heavy rains would not have caused the surface to be-

come hard, but would have washed all the nutritious properties out
of the manure into the soil. If it is thought that the phants require

still further stimulating, another dressing of manure might be
applied, or if this is not convenient, a sprinkling of guano might be
used instead. The rains have kept the leaves free from red spider,

a pest which does not like wet weather.

Pansies.—These are now exciting considerable interest, and
well they may, for few hardy flowers are so useful or so well adapted
to keep up a good display the whole season through. The Pansy
braves the cohl in spring and the wet in autumn better than most
other flowers. The season so far has been favourable for it, and each
plant, although small enough three months ago, is now a good tuft

studded with dozens of fine flowers. Some one writing recently about
the right treatment for Pansies recommends cutting the plants
down, advice with which I do not agree. Tliey soon come up again
and become furnished witli good flowers, but the same end is

attained if the flowering growths are well thinned out, only leaving
about six, and picking oflf at the same time all the open and opening
flowers, leaving the buds only. Surface-dress the ground witli rich

compost, peg the growths down to the fresh compost, and in a week
or more the whole collection will again be in bloom. Put in cuttings
in a sha<ly place out-of-doors or under liandglasses.

Pinks.—The bloom of these is now, as I write, at its best, and
that is quite ten days later than in most seasons. It is quite time
that the pipings were put in, or the plants for next year will not be
strong. Instructions as to liow this should be done has already been
given.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primroses.—Every one likes

Primroses when their flowers first open in spring, but few care to
look after them during what they consider the uninteresting period
of their growth, that is, during the summer months. The plants are

often put out on a sunny border, a position which the Primrose does
not like in summer. If sunny borders have to be furnished with
Primroses they must be removed from there into a shady position as

soon as tlie flowering period is over. The plants should now be fur-

nished with their second growth of fresh green leaves. Ours are
looking well in a shady border of rich soil, but they will all be
removed thence as soon as the borders are ready for them. Soil

ought also to be prepared for potting Polyanthuses ; this may be
done any time after the middle of .July up to the end of August, but
as a rule the last week in July or first week in August answers best.

—J. DOUGLA.S.

Indoor Fruit.

Orchard House.— Future success greatly depends upon the
treatment fruit trees of all kinds receive after the crop of ripe

fruit has been gathered, the main points being the maintenance of
healthy foliage by means of good syringing to keep them clear of
insects, and regular watering with weak liquid manure to feed and
plump up the flower-buds before the leaves fall. If jjlanted out m
the borders, good mulching, watering with the hose, and abundance
of ventilation, will prevent the trees from going wrong ; but when
confined to pots, which should be full of roots, the utmost vigilance
from day to day will be necessary until the time arrives for giving
them a shift into larger pots. The best time to pot bearing trees

is immediately after the crop has been cleared and the foliage has
been cleansed, as they can then be kept under glass, carefully
syringed, and shaded if necessary on very bright days until the roots
begin to work in the new soil. This will t.ake place within ten days
or a fortnight, provided they are not over-watered and a moist grow-
ing atmosphere is maintained in the house ; the latter being prefer-

able to a forcing heat, which might excite the buds. Should it be
thouglit desirable to reduce the Ijalls and replace in the same sized

pot, the trees should be allowed to get a little more advanced, as

the operation of reducing is more severe than that of sliifting into a
larger size. The compost for stone fruits of all kinds should consist

of strong calcareous loam, to which one-fifth of old lime rubble and
a sprinkling of bone-dust may be added. It should be used in a

rough dry state, and be firmly rammed into the pots to prevent the
water from passing through it without entering the old balls. The
amateur should bear in mind that clean dry pots and crocks are of

great importance, that the ball should be thoroughly moistened be-

fore it is turned out, and that all old crocks and sour soil sliould be
carefully removed with a jjointed stick as the work proceeds. In the
general or mixed orchard house the Peaches and Nectarines will be
nearly if not quite through the stoning process and capable of stand-
ing a stronger heat, but to accommodate the Plums and Pears a
medium course of treatment will produce the best general result.

Attlie present time our most healtliy and promising trees are fully

ventilated by night and day, the aspect being due south, and they
are regularly syringed about 0.30 a.m. and -t p.m. A span roof run-
ning north and south is more backward, and on account of the
scarcity of wall Peaches and Pears it « ill be retarded as much t a

possible.

Strawberries.—Strawberry runners being plentiful, strong and
early, layering and potting will now engage tlie attention of all

diligent cultivators, as it is always wise to take time l)y the forelock,

and so anticipate an unfavourable autumn by getting the plants estab-

lished in tlie fruiting pots Ijcfore there is any perceptible decrease in

the length of days. Next to good plants and suitable compost, which
should be dry enough to withstand firm ramming without becoming
adhesive, a good site fully open to sun and light is of the greatest im-
portance; itshouldalso bedry and free from worms by being well coated
with ashes or covered witli boards. For early forcing clean pots
5 in. to 6 in. in diameter are large enough, and for the general crop a
size larger is preferable, as the plants have to withstand the drying
influence of powerful sun and heat through the spring months, when
it is hardly possible to keep the smaller size properly supplied with
water. The best compost for Strawberries is a strong calcareous

turfy loam from an old pasture, good rotten manure and a sprinkling

of soot. The turf should be cut and stacked or ridged in the open
air some months before it is wanted for use, and tlie manure and
soot should be thoroughly incorporaterl with it when the weather is

dry. It should then be placed in a dry, open shed, or where it can
be protected from wet, as success greatly depends upon the state of

the soil when it is wanted for use. Many years ago the late Dr.

Lindley wrote up the system of filling the fruiting pots and pegging
the runners down upon them, and where a plantation of vigorous
maiden plants is made annually specially for the production of

stock, the plan has many points in its favour, as the pots can be pre-

pared and filled under cover when the weather is unfavourable for

outdoor operations. The roots of the young plants are not cramped
or injured by confinement while potting on from small sizes, and time
at a very busy season of the year is economised in getting them
established and jn'operly attended to with water. As every Straw-
berry grower hashis own favourite kinds for forcing it is unnecessary
to enumerate them here ; but of comparatively new early varieties

which promise well I may mention Scarlet Pine, Early Prolific, and
Amy Robsart, raised by Dr. Roden, of Kidderminster, as being

larger, better in quality, and quite as prolific as Vicomtesse Heri-

cart de Thury. This enthusiastic Strawberry raiser sent a few
plants to me for trial, and I have no hesitation in saying he ought
to place them in the hands of the public.

Pines.—When the newly-formed bed in the structure recently

occupied by the early batch of summer Queens has declined to 90' or

95°, the plants intended to take their place should be made firm in

the pots by gentle ramming and top-dressing with pieces of turfy

loam placed tightly round the .»tems preparatory to plunging or plac-

ing in shallow basins on the surface. In wooded districts sound Oak
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leaves harvested in a dry state arc frequently used as a pluiigiiig

medium, an.l jil uits of all kinds requiring Uottoin-heat revel in the

warmth whieh they produce ; but great watchfulness is needed for

some time after the plants are plunged, as, owing to their gradual

absorption of solar heat and moisture from syringing and watering,

they are liable to ferment a second time ; hence the importance of

ilacing tlie plants on the surface until this danger has passed away.

_{ auy'of the succession plants remain in small pots tlie rearrange-

ment of the pits will ofl'er favourable facilities for getting them into

the fruiting sizes without delay. The strong-growing kinds, includ-

ing Smooth Cayenne and Charlotte Rothschild, may be shifted from

8-in. to 14-in. pots, Queens into l"2-in., and Jamaicas into 10-in. pots,

and plunged in a bottom-heat of 90° witli tlie liest possible result,

care being observed in making the soil, rough fibrous loam, very firm

in the pots, and watering sparingly until the roots reach tlie sides.

It will be necessary to sliade newly-potted plants for a few hours on

bright days, to close with plenty of sun-heat, and to keep them
liberally supplied with atmospheric moisture until they get re-esta-

blished, when the usual treatment may bo resumed. Tlie general

stock of established plants will now take more water at tlie roots, as

fruiters and successions are growing very fast, and with a maximum
of heat and light they will require more stimulating food than has

hitherto been given ; but great care and judgment are at all times

necessary, as some soils soon lose their fibre, and where this is the

case excessive watering clogs the surface and destroys the roots.

Under these circumstances a thorough knowledge of the soil and the

way in which tlie water acts upon it will be found the best guide.

In some places Pines thrive under very ordinary treatment, while in

others under the most careful attention their culture is not so suc-

cessful. Where this is the case small pots, firm potting, and pure

rain water will be found important features in their general manage-
ment. If any of the stools from whieh the fruit has been cut con-

tain suckers fit for potting they should be screwed out, trimmed, and
potted at once in clean 6-in. to S-in. pots ; the latter should be care-

fully crocked, and the soil, good friable loam, if dry, can hardly be

made too firm about them. A close pit or frame with a bottom-heat

of 90" from fermenting materials is the best place for suckers to

strike roots in, and if properly watered immediately after potting,

gentle syringing overhead, combined with shading on bright days,

will be all that is needed until they begin to throw out roots.

Melons.—Although I do not advocate the production of late

Melons and .Salway Peaches in Xovember, when from the simple

reason that they are out of season, the thought of eating them causes

one to shudder, I may remind those who wisli to have them late

that seeds may still be sown, and good fruit grown in houses well

adapted to the growth of winter Cucumbers ; but there must be full

command of top and bottom heat from hot-water pipes, in preference

to fermenting material, for swelling and ripening them off—damp
and darkness being the greatest opposing elements so late in the

year. For very early or late use several weeks may often be saved
when time is of importance by making a judicious selection of kinds,

as some of the moderate growers are more prolific, and come in

much quicker than others. The variety called Davenham Bank,
raised by Mr. Jaques, gardtner to Mr. Perrins, Malvern, the good
and never failing Vietory of Bath, Turner's Scarlet Gem, and Read's
Hybrid are well adapted ; while late straggling growers like A. F.

Barron and William TiUery are altogether out of place. I stated the

other day that the soil should not be rich, neither should the roots

be allowed to ramble beyond control, and for these reasons pots

should always be used for autumn culture. It may be true that plants

in pots do not produce the greatest obtainable weight, but two sets

of plants can be fruited and cleared out in time for winter Cucum-
bers, and, under careful and intelligent management, the quality is

always good. The weather throughout the past month although an
improvement upon last year, has not been favourable to Melon cul-

ture in pits and frames, the sudden changes from one extreme to the
other having been more productive of chills and scalds than of steady
growth, and, as a matter of course, mildew, red spider, and canker
soon follow, and work serious injury. Where the heat is derived
from fermenting materials alone the advice given in the spring is

still applicable, as Melons cannot be grown without heat, and heat
to admit of ventilation through all weathers can only be obtained
from a good supply of well worked fermenting material applied as

an external lining to the beds. In course of time the lower parts of

these linings lose their heat as decomposition proceeils ; they should
then be taken out quite down to the bottom, and rebuilt with manure
and leaves from the reserve ground, but care should be observed in

renovating the back and front in alternate weeks, otherwise the
object sought will not be attained.—W. Coleman.

Hardy Fruit.
Train in the new growths of Peaches and Nectarines, keep late-

rals on the same growths closely stopped back, and only retain such

a number of shoots as can be avoided space for every leaf to have

full daylight. Pick oil" all blistered foliage, aijply sulphur for mil-

dew, and syringe freely to keep down red spider. Crecn and black
fly ought not now to be troublesome, but if they are, syringe with
Tobacco water. Keep Apricots that are fruiting well niulclieil with
litter. The surface roots arc of more importance tiian tliose that

are deeper and more woody, and in dry weather they quickly suffer

unless such mulcliings are given together witli plenty of water, par-

ticularly on soils of a porous nature. Keep the shoots well spurred
in, and train in any strong shoots that may be starting from tlie

base of the tree, that they may eventually take the place of brandies
tliat are covered with ugly spurs, or that look weak or afl'octed with
canker. Keep the stocks free from suckers and liand-pick for mag-
gots, the presence of whicli is indicated liy the close curling together

of tlie leaves. Give a final stopping to Pears and Plums on Malls,

and afterwards wash them by means of the hose or garden engine,

in order to rid them of dirt and insects, an operation which will also

water close to the wall, wliore, by reason of the coping, the raia

does not reach ; also stop for the last time espalier and pyramidal-

trained trees. In tlie light soil of this district, grafted on any
stock, such restriction of growth, with occasional root-pruning,

never fails to conduce to fruitfulness, but, on a recent visit to a good
garden in the north, I saw scores of healthy trees that fail to fruit

under the same conditions of culture, and I am inclined to think

that the heavier rainfall, combined with the more murky and
moister atmosphere, has something to do with the failure. How it

comes that in the same garden, by allowing the trees to grow at

random they fruit freely enough. Apples, Pears, and Cherries in par-

ticular, the series of papers now appearing in the pages of TuE
Garden on pruning and training may explain. Such a fact is note-

worthy and instructive, inasmuch as it shows how necessary it is

that all cultivators should not trust implicitly to any definite line

of culture, but should study in connection therewith local conditions

and circumstances. The ligatures from grafts may now all be re-

moved ; rub off stock shoots ami suckers, and, if necessary to form

a brandling growth, pinch out the points of the shoots. Keep Cur-

rants, Cherries, Raspberries, and Strawberries closely netted
;
gather

only when tlioroughly dry. Any of these that are intended to keep

a long time should have as much of the spray as possible removed to

let in light and air to ensure quick drying of the fruit after rain.

Plant out Strawberries that have been forced, layer runners on pieces

of loose turf or in small pots for planting out, and as soon as all

the fruit is gathered denude the plants of all runners and then weed
and remulch with good manure.—W. W.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
The Apple and Pear.

Training of Dwarf Trees.—The Rivers school, if I may
flse the term in a general sense, has done for the Apple and

Pear what tlie restrictive primer has done for the Peach and

Nectarine. It lias taught a system of culture almost wholly

artificial, and which has greatly increased the difficulties o*^

culture without in any way rendering it more SLiccessful, bu

rather the reverse. This system is essentially and severely re

strictive, and may be described briefly as an almost continual

round of pruning, pinching, and root pruning, practices which

have succeeded in some degree where the expense of culture was

no object, but which in average practice has been productive

of trouble and disappointment. In this country there have

been two distinct systems of training going on together—the

natural and the artificial—the first as represented by the

old-fashioned standard " orchard tree," and the second by the

pyramidal and bu.sh forms and their various modifica-

tions. Wall trees occupy a subordinate position as regards

their utility and productiveness, and remain to be mentioned

hereafter. Dwarf trees call for most remark and criticism,

and will therefore be treated first. Formerly dwarf trained

trees of the bash and other forms were grown upon the natural

stock, and many kitchen gardens are yet furnished with such

trees, which are more remarkable for the timber they contain than

anything else, due to the system of training they have been sub-

jected to, but these are now giving way to trees on dwarf stocks,

and how to train these has been the study of modern cultivators,
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whose principal aim seems to have been to steer as far out of

Nature'^ course as possible, and adojit any other awkward
shape that it was possible to compel a tree to conform to. It

is an extraordinary fact that in some of the best and most
recently published horticultural works there is not a single
system of training advocated for dwarf Apples and Pears
that is founded upon the natural habit of the tree, but quite
the opposite. The pyramid and bush forms are the most com-
mon, as well as the least objectionable, and they well serve to
illustrate the errors and shortcomings of the restrictive .system,

which is based upon a principle of enfeeblement produced by
denuding the trees of the greater part of their growth durini'
the season, aided by frequent curtailment of the roots of a stock
which in its nature is also restrictive. Fig. 13 is a section of
a dwarf pyramid tree, produced by much and patient mani-

pulation. The only reason assigned for

the adoption of this shape is that it

possesses "the most elegant appearance,"
though were anyone to train his orna-
mental trees or shrubs in the same man-
ner, avowedly to make them more elegant
in appearance, he would be derided as a
horticultural barbarian. Why that which
is considered a deformity in any other
tree should be considered ornamental in

a fruit tree is one of the puzzles of

horticultural practice. In order to main-
tain the tree in this shape, the young
shoots are pinched closely in during the
summer, and cut still further back at the
winter pruning. The purpose of this prac-
tice is to produce fruit-buds, but the ac-

tual result is the production of "spray " or
small useless shoots and quite an altered
habit of the tree. In good soil and under
favourable circumstances this tendency is

manifested to such a degree, that the tree, if neglected for one
season, would becom3 a perfect thicket of wood, and under the
best of management such exuberance can only be checked by root-
pruning, which, by same noted cultivators, is recommended to
be practised every second or third year. When the trees are
regularly attended to and skilfully managed, fair crops are
secured, but in ordinary practice the results of the system are
disappointing, while in the hands of amateurs, cottagers, and
less skilled practitioners failure is almost certain. Putting
aside those cultivators who make the culture of their trees a
hobby, apart from results, and looking at the dwarf tree
.system as generally understood and practised by the average
cultivator, it is not too much to say that it has been a failure.
The system entails much labour and attention, and

requires an amount of skill and judgment that are seldom
bestowed. As in the case of wall trees, the dwarfs are per-
haps gone over once in the autumn, and the whole of the
summer's growth is at once removed, or perhaps it is not
removed till the winter pruning, by which period it has, of
course, appropriated the vigour that should have been spent
in the production of a fruitful and forward growth of
branches, and the result the following year is another bur.st of
woody growth worse than the first. To mend matters the
gardener resorts to root pruning when he has time, which is

generally late in the season—too late to affect the tree for its
benefit that season, but resulting in the almost certain failure
of the crop, if any, the nest. Thus a season or two is lost, and
when the trees have had a year's rest after the root-pruning
they perhaps bear a crop, and afterwards manifest the same
tendency to grow, necessitating a repetition of the same lac-
tics with the same rssults, and perhaps a crop of fruit worthy

Fig. 13.—Restrictive-
trained Pear tree.

of the name once in four or five years. The system is, in

fact, wrong in conception and in principle. Pinching and
pruning may enable us to shape a tree as we wish, but they
are in themselves little or no aid to fertility. The hypothesis
tliat pinching the summer growths persistently in the way
practised is necessary to the production of fruit is a delusion.

Instead of aiding Nature, as we ought to do, we thwart her,

and in our crotchets we have insisted in acting the
doctor and the surgical operator when nfiither the one nor the

other was needed. There must be something wrong about a
system that entails constant amputative measures in a healthy

subject. The tree that gives us the greatest quantity of good
fruit in the shortest space of time, which can be maintained
in health for the longest period, and which needs the least

training and pruning so that anybody can manage it, must be
the best ; and what form of trees best meets this description

I .shall endeavour to show. To enable us to come to a just

conclusion, however, on the subject of training the Apple and
Pear, we must consider their natural mode of growing
and bearing. In this respect they differ to some extent from
the Peach and Nectarine, but the e fleet of extension upon
both is exactly the same, viz., a fruitful disposition.

The orthodox pinched and pruned Apple or Pear tree stands

in nearly the same relationship to the extension-trained tree

as the extension-trained Peach does to the restrictive-trained

one, and the difference between the two, as has been already

shown, is very great. Naturally, an Apple or Pear shoot

the first year of growth forms leaf-buds laterally, and ter-

minates with a growing point. The second year the

whole or greater portion of the lateral or side buds

are converted into fruit buds, and the terminal bud extends

into a shoot which becomes the leader. The third year these

fruit-buds produce fi'uit, and the fruit-buds multiply, and go

on multiplying year after year until they become numerously

forked " spurs " that produce clusters of fruit, till in the end

the shoot develops into a regular cordon branch that is fruit-

ful from end to end. This is what happens when the shoot

is left to itself and is not pruned in any way, and consequently

an Apple or Pear tree is naturally inclined to be rather thin

in habit in its youth, and it never produces that useless

" spray," so abundant in all artificially-trained trees, and
which the cultivator is so continually engaged in cutting

off and otherwise suppressing by various means. On the

other hand, when a young shoot is operated upon by the

restrictive pruner the results are quite different. At the end

of the first season he cuts the shoot back, and the result is

not one leading shoot, but several. The sap being thrown

back into the side buds, all these, or a portion of them, are

forced into growth, and produce shoots instead of fruit-buds

the second year. One shoot is, perhaps, permitted to grow a

little and to convert the others into fruitful buds or spurs, which

they would have been if the shoot had been let alone ; he

pinches them as fast as they grow, until at the end of the .season

he has a .branch more or less furnished with .spurs consisting of

wood-buds and fruit-buds in about equal proportions, and
which are again considerably reduced at the winter pruning. The
third year the pruned branch pushes one or more leaders

again, and also a host of small woody twigs, many of them push-

ing from adventitious buds or the older wood, all of which are

again subjected to the same round of pinching during the

season, and so on from year to year. The result is a short

scrubby branch that produces but little fruit, and which, on

the extension system, would have been larger and more
fruitful. Figs. 14 and 1.5 will illustrate this fully. They are

both good examples in their way, and the originals from which
the photographs were taken were sent to Toe Garden oflice.

ABC are Apple shoots of kitchen and dessert Ajjples, both
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on the natural and Paradise stocks, and are from trets which
ha%-e been allowed to grow absolutely wild for the sake of ex-

periment. Thej' are studded, it will be observed, with blossom
buds from end to end. None of the trees from which the

branches arc taken have over been pruned, pinched, or root-

pruned ; they are purely natural productions. Only one of

Fig. 14.—Extension-trained Apple-tree shoots.

the three produced a side wood slioot, and one only

;

the whole of the lateral buds have irade fruiting
spurs. A is a four-year-old branch, 3 ft. long, and bears
120 flowers

; B is five years old, .5 ft. lon^, and bears 280
flowers

; and C is about the same age and length and bears 260
flowers. I have frequently seen on young untrained orchard
trees branches quite as long, and longer, covered regularly

their whole length with fruit in good seasons, so that the pro-
verbial "hanging like strings of Onions on the trees" is by no
mrans an inapplicable expression. Such a thing is imi)ossible
on a pyramidal tiained tree. I think the author of the " Orchard
House " has somewhere shown us a portrait of a dwarf pyra-
mid tree, in a pot, of the liardy and free-bearing Louise Bonne
Pear, apparently about eight or ten years of age, with one
dozen and a half of fruit upon it. D E, fig. 1.5, are branches
of Ribstone Pippin and Braddicks's Nonpareil, one nine years
old and the other four, and bearing together l.'iO flowers.

They are good examples of their kind, and from nicely-trained
pyramids that have been pinched and pruned in the usual
way, and root-pruned a good few times. The period of flower-

ing has been chosen for illustration, as I found that the com-
parative degree of fertility could be better exhibited at that
stage than at any other. Fig. 13 exhibits the naturally fertile

disposition of the A\ii)\q and Pear when not interfered with by
the pruner and trainer, and the lesson it conveys is, that by
leaving Nature to itself, except so far as cultural guidance

Fig. 15. — Uv^strictive-trained Apple-tree slloots.

may be necessary to produce a tree of convenient size and
shape, we can have a much larger tree and more fruit in a
much shorter space of time than we can by any artificial method
of training and management, and at less cost and trouble. I

cannot help expressing the conviction also that we have over-

rated the value of the dwarf stock—the Quince and Paradise,

for example. Under the extension .sj'stem of training 1 doubt
if the one be very much more precocious than tlie other under
equal conditions. The chief difl'erence between the two is,

that while the dwarf stock produces a few fruitful shoots, the

natural stock produces many ; when they are both taxed to

their uttermost and permitted to extend, there is not so much
difference between them. J. S. VV.

( To be continued.

)

Vine Dressing.—There i3 no doubt that "A. Z."is right when
he says (Vol. XVII., p. 47.3) that Vine.s are more likely to he killed
when theolil bark has been scraped olT before applying a strong dress-
ing, such as mine had twice put on them with a sponge, viz., 3 lb. soft
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soap, 2 lb. sulphur, 1 lb. tobacco, 2 quarts water. Mine were
well scraped—1 mi.i^^ht say polished—and out of thirteen Vines in

full health three were killed, aud never showed the slightest

appearance of breaking, not even from the roots. Three have made
strong shoots from about 1 ft. from the ground ; the remaining

seven have weak shoots that I am told are of no use, aud ought to

be replaced by young canes.

—

Welshman.
Out-door Peach Culture.—"A. Z." states {p. 531) that.

*' taken collectively, as seen in the majority of gardens throughout

the country, Peaches receive the most indifferent treatment given to

cultivated fruits." With this statement I entirely disagree, as

where skilled gardeners are kept more time and labour are spent in

attending to Peaches and Nectarines than on all the rest of the wall

trees put together. That ripening the wood has much to do in secur-

ing a crop no one will dispute, but in a season like last, without sun
and constantly wet, how could it ripen? As proof of bad manage-
ment, "A. Z." goes on to state that *' in some j)laces at the present

time there is on the trees an excellent crop, whilst in others in the

same localities, where the conditions as to soil, aspect, climate, and
protection to the bloom are the same, the trees are fruitless." Per-

haps *' A. Z." will be good enough to let us know in what part of

England this state of things exists, as though there may be isolated

cases in which there is a crop, I think we shall find when the

returns are made, as they will be shortly, that out-door Peaches are

almost an utter faihire. I know of an exception near here, where
the wall and garden is sheltered by a wide plantation of very tall trees,

which shut out the cold winds, thus raising the temperature con-

siderably, and by this means these trees are exceptionally favoured ;

but to take them as an instance of superior management would be
quite a mistake.—S. D.

BEAUTIFUL HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE
PRESENT WEEK.*

ENGILT3H Name.
Prickly Thrift
MonkshooJ. .

Silvery Yarrow
Woolly dj. .

Golilea-rtoyerad do.
Egyptian do. .

Rose Cduipiou

Purple-flowereLl Onion

Blue-flowered do.
Piedmont do.
Yello'.v-flo.vjreJ d3.

Madwort

.

Evergreea Alkanet
Italian do.
Cape do.

Woody Androsace .

Double May Weed

.

St. Bruao'3 Lily
Snapdragon . :

Capa Pondwded
Columbine

Large-flowered Thrift
Great do.
Sea-side do. .

Alpine do. . .

Sandwort

Yellow Asphodel
Alpine Star-wort

Milk Vetch .

Blue Daisy

Betony .

Yellow Ox-eye

Rock Purslane
Mariposa Lilies

Latin Name.

Acxntholimon glumaceuni
Aconitum Napellus <b vars.

bicolor
japonicuin
pajiicidatum .

Achillea ClavanncB.
tomenlosa.
aurea
(cguptiaci..

^Ethiuniitiiigraiididoruni
Agrosteinma coronaria

.

Ftos jovia .

Alliiini acuinlnatuiii
Murra'januhi .

aziireiiiti .

prdeinontanttni
'Moly.

A.Utrae..iier'ia aurea.
Alifssiim Wiersbecki
Anchusa ssinperoirens .

italica
caperms .

Androsace lanujinosa
Antkenils inodonimjl.-pl.
Antkericum LilMStrimi
Antu'rkitium majas d' vars
Aponojeton distachyon

.

Aquilegia chrysantfia .

californica
caertilca and hybrids
vulgaris .

A rni :n.a grandifijra
c2phalotes
tmritlim vzrs.
alpl:i% V irs,

Arenarla grandifiora
purparasczm .

balcarlca.
Asphodelus lutcus .

Aster alpinus and vars.
Astilbe japonica
Astragalus inonspessulns

.

hypoglottis
vaguiatus

Bellium rotitndi/oliutn .

oxr. coerulescens
Betonica grandijiora
Brodicea coccinea .

volubilis .

congesta tt vars.

oocciiiea .

Buptkalinum salicifolntm
Caccinia glauct
Calandrlula umbellata .

Calochortus pulckellus .

venustus .

elegans
caeruleus .

Ulacuuis .

Kemarks.

roL-k garden
borders and wild garden

rock garden and bordei"3

borders
warm brdrs. <ft rock grdns.
borders, banks, &c.
borders
wai*m borders

borders and ro^k garden

borders
borders, fine for cut ing
border, wild garden
warm borders

rockery
borders,'cutting
borders

running streams, ponds
borders
rockgarJen, warm borders

borders, wild garden
borders, rock garden

rock garden and borders

borders, shrubberies, &c.
rock garden, borders

borders, rockwork

(new), borders

borders
warm borders

borders and wild garden
borders, &c.
rock garden and borders
warm borders in light soil

* This list is made from obieriration in London gardens and nurseries during
the present week

ENGLI3H NAJIE.

Noble-flowered Harebell.

Peach-leaved do. .

Nettledeaved do. .

Large-flowered do.
Wall do.
Bearded do. .

Catlieart's Poppy .

P.abn
Mountain Knapweed

Ked Valerian .

Alpine Wallflower

.

Ox-eye Daisy .

Siberian Purslane
Scorpion Senna

Large-leaved Kale
Moc;issin Flower
Scarlet Larkspui'
Cashmere do.

Grass Rose
Alpine Pink ,

Glacier do.
Cheddar do. .

Garden do.
Sweet William
Feathery Pink

Caucasian Fraxinella
Foxglove
Dragon's-head.

do.
Mountain Avens .

Red Bugloss .

Pyrenean do. .

Willow Herb .

Large-flowered Fleabane
Royle's do.
Alpine do.

Heron's-bili .

Eryngo

Califomian Poppy .

Goaf3 R le

Gentianella .

Crane's-bill

Scarlet Avens
Sand Cudweed
Mouse-ear Gypsophila
Bowman's Root
Creeping do. .

Mountain Hedysarura
Sneezeweed .

Day Liiy .

Djuble Ptocket
Rock Sage
Bluets .

Water Violet .

St. Jolin's-wort
Gibraltar Candytuft
Tenore's do. .

Coris-leaved do.
Violet Cress .

German Iris .

Virginian do. .

Tough-leaved do,

Siberian Flag

.

Common do. .

Long-fl jwrd. Dead Nettle
Pea Vetchling.

Everlasting Pea
Lilies

Latin Name.

Campanula nobilis
Holienhackcri .

persicifolia <fc vars .

urticifoiia tt- v.irs. .

laacrantha
tnuralis .

barbata .

rkoniboidea
pulla
Van Houttei .

Cathcartia vUlosa .

Ccdronclla cordata
Centaurea jnontaiia

tnacrocephala .

Cenfranthits ruber it vars.
Cheirantkus alptmis
Chrifsanthcintim specios.

arcticum .

Chrt/sobactron Hookcri .

Claiftonia sibirica .

Coronilla ibcrica .

varia
Crauibe pahnatifida
Ci/pripi-<lhi,n ^pacta})He ,

Delphlnitiin nndictalc v.

cashin-'rtaiiuni
formosum <[: jlorists' vars.
Dianthtcs 7ieglectus.

alpinus
glacialis .

c(esius

plumariits virs.
barbattt.^ vars. .

superbus .

dentosus .

Dictamnus caucasicus .

Digitalispuipurea.
Drucncephalm. aiistriacni.

Ruijschianiua .

Drgas octopetala .

Echiuin ricbrura
pirenaicum

Epi'.fiYtaiix angustifolium
Erij^ron graiidijlorutn .

Rot/lei

aXpiiuiin ,

Erinus alpinus vars.

Erodlutn Manescavl
inacradenuni .

Enjmnum inaritinum .

alpinum .

Biugati .

amethysti7min .

Es^hfcholtzia califurnlca
Fanlcia i.u'icordata.

GaiUardia aristat-x

Galega oricntatis .

Gentiana acaulis .

scptemfida
Geraniain'plati/peUduin

arinenuin.
Geumcoccineumfl.-pl. .

Gnaplmliuin arenariuut
Gijpsophila cerastoides .

Gillenia tri/oliata .

repens
ITedysaruui montanuui.
Ilelenium Hoopesi

.

Henierocallis fulva
jlava....

Hesperis uicitronalis d.-pl.
Horminuin pyrenaicuta
Houstonia coerulea
Tlottonia palustris.
Uypericum Burseri
Ibcris gibraltarica

Tenoreana
corifolia .

Jonopsidiuin acaule
Iria gennanica

virginica
tenax
sibirica
ochroleuca
Pseudacorus

Kniphojia caulescens
Lamiutn longifiorum
Lathyrus pisi/ormis

rotuJUli/oUus .

grandijlorus .

Lilium concolor
Szovitzianum .

poinponiutti
piilchellum.
davuricum
monodelphum .

carnioUcum
Martagon <C' vars. .

tnnhellatuni
elegans
C'lumbianum .

Kranieri .

auratum .

cani.deiise

parvam .

Parryi

PvEMARKS.

borders and naturalising

rock gdu. it choice borders
(new species, Kew)
borders

brdrs., banks, stony places
rock garden, borders

rock garden and borders
borders, rough rockwork
rough rockwork, bdrs. , &c.
borders and wild garden
shady peat borders
warm border?, rock garden
warm borders
borders
rock garden, exposed parts

borders, rook garden

borders
borders and wild garden
borders

it

rock garden
rare speeies(Kew), borders
borders
borders, waterside, &o.
rock garden, borders

rock garden and borders
rock garden
rock garden, borders

borders

borders and wild garden
brds. and beds for cutting

rock garilen, borders
damp peaty borders
borders and wild garden

borders, beds for cutting

borders
rock garden and borders
rock garden, borders
borders and wild garden
borders, naturalising

borders
borders, rock garden
rock garden, peaty soil

shallow ponds, streams
borders and sln-ubberies
warm borders
(pretty biennial)
borders, rocks
rockery, borders
wild garden
borders

waterside, &c.
borders
(rare), bdrs. & naturaUsing
borders, naturalising
borders, trelliswork, <fec.

borders

(new species
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Enqlisb Name.

Ulies

Toad Flax

HinialayaQ Luugwort
Flax
Yellow do.
Clammy do. .

Oromwell

Creeping do.
RockGnmiwell
Double Bird's foot Trefoil
Common Lupine .

flock Lychnis .

Double Red Campion .

Virginian Stock
Indian I'oppy .

Welsh I'oppy .

B.i3tard Balm
Siberian Lungwort .

Monkey-flLin'er

Horse Xliat
Forget-me-not

Cat Mint

.

Water LUy

Lirge Evening Primrose
Young's Evening do.
lv.ucky Xavel-wcrt .

Golden Drops .

."^potted Uaud Orolus
Marsh Orchis ,

Star of Bethlehem

.

Scarlet Ourisia
UraUan Milk Vetch
Pseony
Tree do. .

Poppy

Pentstemoa

Califomian Poppy .

Cinquefoil

Japanese Primrose

.

.Sikkim do.
Dense-headed do. .

Pyrenean Self Heal
Pyrethrum
Rosette Mullein

Rock Soapwort
Pyramidal Saxifrage

Caucasian Scabious

Caucasian Skullcap
Stonecrop
Groundsel
Double Sea Catchfly
Rock do.
Catchfly .

Fire Pink
Alpine Catchfly

Latin Name.

Liliinn croc^um
Brnirni
fliijanteitm

piirdalinuin
djti/ornicHtn .

Linaria alpina
orijani/olia
pilosa
paUitia
tiparttta .

reticulata.
Luuiclophia spcctabiUs

.

Liiium rliviDti

pt'rentf .

ViSCOSHIIl .

Lithospi'mvun ptirpureo-
c-.vndeum

prostrafinn
Lifho)itj>ermum petr<viuii,

Lotus c-irniculatits jl .'pl

.

Lupiiius poli/phyUuii cars,

Lych nis Lajascce .

dioicaji.-pl.

Haagean-x
/uljens
Bu ngea na

ifalcolmia virijiiiica

Meconopnt'-i, simpUci/olui
cambrica.

ifelittis Mellib'sophiflhtm
^fcrtengicl sihirica .

Milla lonjipes.
MimuUts cupreits vars. .

giittatus .

Tilingi
Monarda Bradburyana

.

Myosotis palustris .

azoricx
Nepetii Musdai

macranthi,
Nuttallia malvcejloncs .

milccefonnU .

Symphm.i alba and var.
roit'i.

(Enothera maryinata
V'tunyi

Omphalodes LnciUce
Onosmi, taurica
Orchis miculata tD vars.

liti/otia var. .

Orobus c^fiescejis .

lathyroiden
Ornitkojalum latlfolium
Ourisia coccinea, .

Ozytropis uralensis
Pceonia officinalis vars.

Moutixn .

Papaver alpinum d- vars.
nttdicaule
uiiibrostiin

Pentitemon mtidus
ovatas
ylaber
sppciosii? .

procerus .

Scouleri .

punicsus .

Cobcea
secundiflorus .

Phaca attstralis

Phloz divaricata .

pmcumbens
ovat^
paniculata
(florists' vars.).

Phyteuina Ckamulli .

orbieulare
Platystemon cali/ornicus
Potentilla

hybrida vars. .

Primula luteola .

japonica .

sikkimcnsis
capitata .

Steini
Prunella pyrenaicz
Pyrethrum (double vrs.)
Rjinoiidia pyrenaicx. .

Salvia pratensis
kiaixs

Grahami .

Saponaria ocyinoides vxr.
Saxifraga Wallacei

Sfawii
Seabiosa cxue^jtica .

columbaria
Schizxiithus pinnatus .

Scutellaria caucasica .

Seium pulckellum

.

Senesio Doronicmn
Silene mxritimaji.-pl. .

sazatilis .

pendula var. .

virginica .

alpcitris .

Elizxbethi.

REHARII3.

borders

rock garden

(annual), borders

borders and naturalisiug
warm borders A rock gdn.

(rare species, Ware's)

borders
rock garden, bordei*3
rock garden
bordei"s atid rock garden
borders, naturalising
borders, wibl garden
rock garden, borders
borders

annual borders, &c.
rockery, well-drained bdrs.
borders and rough rockery
(a rare British species)
peat borders
(new species) warm bordrs
damp borders, waterside
borders and wild gardens,

pools, &c.
(rare species, Kew)
moist borders, waterside
warm parts of rock garden
bdrs., shrubbery, wild gdn.

borders and wild garden
,, and naturalising

pools, &c.
(new variety, Kew)
beds, borders, garden
borders
rock garden, borders

borders, rock garden
shaded, damp borders
borders, useful for cutting

warm borders
rock garden, exposed Dors.
rock garden
borders, naturalising

borders and rock garden

borders, rock garden
,, margins shrubs,

sheltered b.orders
rather tender
rock garden, borders
shrubbery (rather tender)
warm borders

borders
rock garden
borders, rock garden

borders and rock garden

(annual) borders
borders, &c.

moist borders
rock garden and borders

(rare species, Ware's)

oorders, beds, for cutting
rock garden
borders and wild garden
borders (rare, Kew)
(rather tender), warm bdr.
trailing plant for rocks, &c.
rock garden

borders, useful for cutting

(biennial), borders, Ac.
(rare species, Oakflold)
rock garden
borders, banks, &c.
rock garden, borders
borders

rock garden

rock garden

English Name.

Dropwort
Goafs Beard .

RockThym^; .

Virginian Spiderwort
Nasturtium .

Spring Star Flower

Purple Mullein
Comb-leaved SpeeUwell
Alpine do.
Gentian-leaved do.
Guthrie's do. .

Rock do.
Germander-leave 1 do
Prostrate do. .

Austrian do. .

Heartsease

English Iris .

Spanish do.

Latin Namk.

Spinva Filipcndula iL vars.
Aruncus .

Thymus rotundifolins
Tnidescaudyi firginica
Triquriilum iiuijus .

polyphyllum .

Triti'lfia unijlora .

laxa .

Murrayana
VK.'rbascum phirntix'uin
Vcrnjiica pcctinata

aljiestris .

gentianoides .

Gathrieana
sazatilis .

Teucriuni
prostrata .

aastriaca
Viola tricolor vars.
Xerophyllum asphodloids.
Xiphion vulf/are

lati/oliuni

Remarks.

borders, as edgings, &e.
borders
rock garden, borders
borders, banks, &c.

banks, borders, &3
warm borders

rock garden and borders

rock garden and borders
warm borders

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
Shrubby Starwort
Alpine Atragene
Pontic Azalea.
Soft-leaved do.
Swamp Honeysuckle
Pinxter Flower
Holly-leaved Berberry

Blue Bush
Mexican Orange Flower
Gum Cistus .

Virgin's Bower

Scorpion Senna

Hawthorn

Broom

Whin
Spanish do.
Prostrate do. .

Double Dyer's Weed
Sun Roses
St. John's-wort
Jasmine .

.\I ountain Laurel .

Slieep do.
Red do. .

.Tapanese Kerria .

Labrador Tea .

Honeysuckle .

Cucumber Tree
St. Dabeoj's Heath
Prickly Heath
Mock Grange .

Maule's Japanese Quince
Rhododendron

Rose Acacia
False Acacia
Silky Rose
Raraanas do.

Rose-flowered Bramble .

Elder . . . .

Meadow Swejt

Tamarix....
Plaited-leaved Viburnum
Wayfaring Tree
Snowball Tree

Weigela

Aster albescens
Atragene alpina
Azaleaponticx

mollis
viscosa
nudijlora

Berberia Aquifnliuni
Buddleia globosa .

Ceanothus dentatus
Choisya ternata
Cistus lauri/olius .

Clematis montana .

Jackmanni vars.
patens vars.
lanuginosa vars.
omtta
iiUegr\folia

Cornnilla Emerus .

Cotoneaster buxtfolia
Crativgus Oxyacantha vars

Pyracantha
Cytisus purpureus.

nnbigenus
nigricans .

Deutzia crenata Jl -pi.

Escallonia uiacrantha
sanguinea

Fabiana imbricata.
Fremontia cali/ornica
Genista pilosa

hispanica
prostrata
tinctoriaji.-pl.

Tlclianthemum, various
Hypericum empctri/oL
Jusininuui luultijloru

remlntum
Kalmia lati/oUa .

angustifolia
rubra

Kerria japonica li: vars.

Ledum paluslre
lati/olium

Lonicera Periclymenui
scmpervirens .

Magnolia cnrdata .

Mcnziesia poli/olia
Perncttya anyustifolia
Philadelphus coronarius

gra nd Ijiorus .

Ptclea trljoUata .

PyruH Maulei
Rhudodendrun glaucum

ferrugineuub .

pnnticHui
R'ihini-x hispida

Psc ado-Acacia'.
Rosa sericea .

rugosa,
alba
polyantka
dioersi/olia

Rubus roscefolius ,

Sambucus nigra
Spircea nutans

prunifolia Jl.-pl.

Van ilouttei .

Regelliana
laevigata .

cana .

corymhosa & vars.
salicifolia li: vars.
^obleani

Tawariz galUi'a
Viburnum plicatam

Lantana .

Opulus
dentatum
dilatatuvi

Weigela rosea and van

wall shrub
twining shrub
shrub, peaty borders
ornamental dwarf shrub
deciduous shrub

evergreen shrub
fine straggling shrub

evergreen shrub, walls, tfec,

low shrub
twining shrub, walls, &c.

erect shrubby speciog

dwarf shrub
low spreading busli

shrub for walls, &e.
dwarf shrub
low slirub

tall shrub
wall shi'ub

bnv Heath-like shrub
(tender) walls
dwarf trailing shrub

low shrub, rocks, borders
dwarf slU'ub

rocks, borders
dwarf compact shrub
tender wall slirub

ow evergreen shrub

evergreen shrub
low shrub, damp borders
low shrub

(tender) walls
deciduous midile-size tree

dwarf shrub
dwarf evergreen slirub

large shrub

spreading tree

tine dwarf shrub
evergreen shrub

spreading tree

(rather tender) walls, &c.
ilwarf shrub

trailing species, fine for

trellis, walls, &c.
low shrub

low shrub

sheltered shrubberies
large growing shrub

dwarf spreading shrub
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THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The thirty-seventh anniversary festival of this Institution was
held on WednesJxy evening last at the Albion, AUlersgate Street,

under the presidency of H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught. The usual

loyal toasts having been given, the chairman proposed the toast of

the evening, " Continued Success and Prosperity to the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution."' His Royal Highness, who was suf-

fering from a bad cold, said, " Most of you are aware that this

Institution was founded in the year 1838, and that for a few years

it rather languished. After the year '42, the society, under new
management, made steady progress, and since then it has con-

tinned to do most admirable work. Of course its object has been

to help poor gardeners, their widows, and those connected with hor-

ticulture, the men receiving £10, and the women £12. I am happy to

think tliat since its formation 2(;9 persons have received relief, and
that the funds of the Institution amount to £1 2,000. It is satisfactory

ti think that the good work of this Institution continues unabated.

The chief point is that those who subscribe for fifteen years a dona-
tion of a guinea a year have the benefit of claiming admission with-

out candidature, ou the condition that they .are destitute and th.at

they conform to the rules of the Institution. I think this is a very

good plan, lor it encourages people from tlieir earliest days to tliink of

their money, and not to spend it too lavishly. I .am sure that we
Englishmen will all feel that that is a great thing to inculcate,

although it is one that we do not always observe ourselves.

Foreigners always take the lead in that ; and I am sure that we
wish to value what is good among others. We all know wiiat

good these institutions do, and that gardeners no less than
others are entitled to all the good that can be done for them by
their fellow-countrymen. I am sure also that there are few more
noble things than interesting oneself in the culture of flowers. I was
only saying at dinner I did not know of any two more pleasing

relaxations than music and flowers. I know as well as most of you
that tlie culture of flowers is one attended with a deal of trouble and
care ; the gardener has often on a cold night to sit up and watch his

plants as a mother would watch her cliildren. A gardener, too, often

sets out during severe weather to save his flowers, and in many ways
gardeners have to undergo a good deal of hardsliip ; tlierefore we
should all feel tliat this society is one which appe.als to our hearts.

It is one that is admirably managed from all I can hear. Its

managir.g committee consist of twenty-four gentlemen, who take the
deepest interest in an<l who look after it with the greatest care,

and see that no extravagance of any kind is permitted. Six
of these gentlemen are practical gardeners. I am happy to

think tliat in coupling with this toast the name of Mr. Robert
Wrench you will all recognise one who has taken the deepest
interest in this Institution. Without further remark I will

ask you to drink to the success of the ' Gardeners' Royal Benevo-
lent Institution.'

"

Mr. Wrench, in responding to the toast, said that during his

long service as treasurer of the Institution it had been his wish
that a member of the most justly popular of all the sovereigns of

Europe sliould occupy the chair on an occasion like tiie present, and
he was sure that all present were most grateful to find that that

wish had been accomplished. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor next
proposed the healtli of the Duke of Connaught. In reply, his Royal
Highness said, that he had always taken the deepest interest in hor-

ticulture. Indeed, it was only yesterday (Tuesday) that he had the
opportunity of witnessing a most interesting flower show in his own
neighbourhood, and he was sure that they would have all been
pleased to see it. It was a good representation of the skill, the
taste, and the talent displayed by their great gardeners as well as

by the cottagers in the locality. In it one could see the love for

flowers that existed among their fellow-countrymen, and he hoped
that such displays would still further tend to encourage it. 'Tlie

secretary then made a short statement in reference to tlie Institu-

tion. Thirty-seven or thirty-eight years ago, he said, they had a
dinner at which they managed to get tlie sum of £50, and at which
only thirty gentlemen were present, while on tlie present occasion
he was happy to info.-m them that the subscription was the largest

they had ever had, and considerably mire than any of them dared
to hope for He would not weary them by reading the list of

subscriptions, but would only refer to one or two. His Roy.al

Highness the Duke of Connaught gave them the sum of .300 guine.as.

Mr. Veitch had secured 2.59 donors, or £2U'J 2s. Cd. ; 12 life members
—.£126 ; and 149 annual subscriptions—£1.58 18s. Od. ; making a total

ot £5r)4 Os. Gd. ; and through Mr. Tate, of Messrs. Brown &
Tate, Manchester, they had received the sum of £110. The sum total

of the subscriptions amounted to upwards of £1400. The Duke of

Connauglit, in proposing the "Corporation of the City of London
and its Guilds," referred to the fact that the Court of the Fruiterers'

Company had given two prizes, viz., 7 guineas and 10 guineas, at the

Botanical Society's fete. This was the first time, and it would be con-

tinued regularly. Tlie Lord Mayor having responded, the chair-

man next gave the "Royal Horticultural Society, the Royal Bo-
tanic Society, and those of the Provinces," coupling with the former
the health of Sir Trevor Lawrence, and with the latter that of the

Duke of Teck. He dwelt on the great encouragement which these two
societies had given to horticulture. No doubt most of those present
had been to their beautiful shows which were held in London, and he
was sure that there was no country in the world which could boast

of better shows than these. They reflected the greatest credit upon
our gardeners and all connected with them. His Serene Highness,
the Duke of Teck, in a brief reply, Siiid there was no doubt the
Botanic Society had an important task to perforin. Its real object

was a scientific one, and more especially in relation to medical science.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, in responding, traced the history of the

Royal Horticultural Society, ami paid a tribute to the collectors who,
at great personal risk, went to all parts for rare flowers. Other toasts

having been given and responded to, the gathering then broke up.

We think it right to point out that the arrangements for the dinner

as regards space were most inconvenient. There were no passages

between some of the tables, and the waiting had to be done across

the shoulders of the too crowded guests. The room was not more
than half the size it ought to have been for the comfort of the num-
ber of guests that assembled. Points of this kind should be carefully

attended to in an annual meeting of such importance, and we have

no doubt the indefatigable secretary will prevent its occurrence

again. Apart from tlie peculiar discomfort of the arrangement,

crowding so many into a small room detracted much from the

apparent importance of the meeting itself, which was a large and
important one.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

Cupressus La'wsoniana erecta viridis.—Nothing in the

whole range of evergreen trees or shrubs has had the colour of th*"

fohage so little ati'ected by the intense frost of the past winter, added
to the not less trying easterly winds that continued almost without
intermission through the spring, as the erect-growing form of the

Lawsou Cypress (Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis). In the Knap
Hill Nursery are quantities of this handsome tree, many of them
large specimens, close, compact, and beautifully feathered down to

the ground, as fresh and bright looking as they could possibly be at

the end of summer. In fact, this jjlant appears to be able to defy
any kind of weather. Standing, as it does, at intervals amongst
Golden Yews and Biota elegantissima, both of which the cold dry
winds of the present spring seem to have made brigiiter coloured

than usual, the contrast is perfect. Where an erect columnar-habited
evergreen is recpiired of the most distinct and deep, but still lively

green colour, this Cypress is unequalled.—A. Z.

Paulownia imperialis.—Among the curiosities on exhibition

at the meeting of the Indiana State Horticultural Society, held at

Dublin, Wayne County, Indiana, December, 1S79, was a specimen of

Paulownia imperialis whioli liad made the enormous growth of 15 ft.

in height and 5 in. in diameter in one year. The original tree was
planted several years ago by a resident ot Dublin on iiis lawn, but

the winters are too severe for it, and each year it dies to the ground,

but the root remains uninjured, and in spring throws up from two to

four shoots that make similar enormous growth.

Mezereon in Fruit.—I observe some bushes ot this, one of

our earliest flowering slirubs, now quite aglow with brilliant scarlet

berries that glisten as if freshly varnished. The Mezereon is a great

favourite in cottage gardens, as it is of neat dwarf habit, and pro-

duces an unfailing crop of bloom at a season when flowers are, as a

rule, scarce out-ot-doors. Tlie Daphnes, botli deciduous and ever-

green, are especially suited for margins of shrubberies from their

dwarf habit of growth and the grateful perfume which they emit.

—

J. Groom, Linton.

The Hemlock Spruce.—There is, or was, some twenty-nine

years back, a fine specimen of this in one ot the woods at Bowood,
where the soil and situation evidently suited it, as it was in robust

health and feathered down to the ground with branches. When seen

in this condition it is unquestionably one of the most ornamental of

all the Conifer*, its graceful pendulous habit and the great contrast

between the deep green of the upper and the silvery under part of

its foliage rendering it at all times a striking object. Why we so

rarely see the Hemlock Spruce good in England is because the sites

for it are not well chosen ; it is a tree that requires some
amount ot shelter, and a very deep moist root-run wliere the soil is

loose and open. Althougli it forms large forests in Canada, Nova
Scotia, and the older settlements of North America, it attains its
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greatest size at tlie foot of tlie liii^hcr grouiuls. from wliioh it receives

a plentiful sniiply of water, and enjoys a continuously dani]) atmo-

sphere. In the sandy Hats of tlie same country it refuses to thrive,

and both there and in some parts of the Hudson's Bay settlements it

is a mere scrub. The one at Kowood at the period referreil to must
have been at le.ast 70 ft. higli, and if standing now is, no iloulit, one

of the best in the kingdom.—S. D.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

BOISDUVALLIA LATANI^.
Tuts very singular but beautiful little insect is an inmate of our

Orchid houses and stoves, where, if it once gets thoroughly esta-

blished, it is very difficult to keep the various plants whicli it

attacks free from it, for when young these insects are so small as

entirely to escape notice. They by no means confine their attacks to

one kind of plant ; they are very partial to Latanias, and on tliis

account the insect has been given the specific name of Latania'. As
far as my own observations go, various kimls of Orchids seem to l»e

their particular favourites. Plants are sometimes infested by them
in great numbers, and in the case of Orchids they attack not only

the leaves, but also the flower-stems and blossoms of some species

which remain in flower for some time, such as Cypripediums. They
may, however, usually be found on the undersides of the leaves,

grouped together in considerable numbers, or dispersed singly.

With plants, the base of whose leaves are as it were wrapped round

023
Boisiluvallia Latania;.

Fig. 1. Male; 2. Femile; 3. Female, underside; 4, Pupa of Male; 5, Larva;
6, Antenuie of M;ile ; 7, Hiud leg of ilale.

each other, they generally congregate between the leaves. These
insects may be easily destroyed, but not eradicated, by means of

Tobacco smoke, wliioh, however, will not kill the eggs. If smokim,'
is inconvenient or unadvisalile for any reason, the plants may be
cleaned with a softish brush dipped into Toliacco water or other
insecticide. Even exposure to the fresh air will kill them. They
have apparently been introduced into this country from a warmer
one, and our comparatively cool air kills them. They evidently
secrete some kind of sweet matter, as ants may generally be found
with them and running about the plants on which they are, but
they do not appear to have any special organs, as the green
fly has, for discharging this matter. This insect may be
easily recognised when it has attained a certain size, as it

looks like a dark dot surrounded by a white ring. It belongs to the
very interesting and comm-jn but very destructive family the Coc-
cid;e, commonly known as scale insects, of which there are a great
number of different kinds, all more or less hurtful to living plants,

and many particularly so to those under cultivation. The species

now under consideration, like the others, is tolerably active

when it emerges from the egg, and for some time roams about the
plant : when it finds a suitable position it inserts the long proboscis

or beak with which its head is furnished into the leaf or stem,
and sucks the juices of the plant. It then remains in the same
place, gradually increasing in size. The insect is now in the larva

state (fig. 5), which in most orders of insects ia a grub or cater-

pillar. It is impossible to tell which larvx- are males or which are

females ; those which are females continue growing and become
pupB (the chrysalis state) without much change in their general
appearance ; they, however, gradually become darker, more rounded
an I tho divisions between the joints of the body bjcomo less dis-

tinct until they assume the form of the perfect insect (figs. 2 and 3)

Wlicn the male larva; beuome pup;u the change is very apparent
as the pupa; have the rudiments of wings (Hg. 4), and the an-
tenna; are longer and tiucker. but in oth(;r respects they resemble
the larva^. When the jicrfect males emerge from these pupie they
are as much unlike tlie females as it is possible to imagine two in-

sects of tlio same species could be, for tiiey are furiiishetl with two
jiairs of large delicate wings, and liave an elegantly-formed body,
and would be at once recognised by any one as insects. Tliey do not
.appear to make ir.uch use of tlieir wings, but as they usually find

themselves wlien tliey escape from their pupa skin surrounded by
the females, they do not require to use them, and they may be found
with their wings folded sitting quietly among tlieiii. It seems some-
what uncertain how much time is occupied by these insects in under-
going their transformations, lioisdural, in his work on "The Insects

Injurious to Horticulture," mentions that they re(|uire a year for

their full development ; but I think he must be mist.aken, as I have
found fully grown females on the flower-stems and blossoms of

various Orchids in flower ; and in .June larva' of all sizes, pupa;,

males and females, may all be found together on the same plant. The
larv:e (fig. .5) when first hatched are greenisli in colour and very
minute ; after their first change of skin they are surrounded by a
delicate fringe or border of a waxy material, which is not con-

tinuous, but is broken up into segments ; the segments of the body
(not including the head) are twelve in number, and are very distinct.

The head is furnished with a pair of dark eyes and a pair of shortish

seven-jointed antenna? ; these latter, as well as the six legs of

the insect, are hidden by the white fringe. The pup;e are

much the same in appearance as the larva', except that the males
(fig. 4) have rudimentary wings, ond their antenna- are longer. The
females (figs. 2 and 3) are nearly round and hemispherical, about one-

sixth of an inch lonsr, including the fringe, blackish-brown in colour

and shining ; the front half of tiie body is nearly smooth, and is

divided from the hinder portion by a deepish well-marked line ;

behind this line the segments of the body are faintly visible ;

the legs and antenn:e are much the same as in the

larva;, and are hidden by the fringe. The males (fig. 1) are about

i inch long, and measure 3-lOth inch across the expanded
wings. The head, thorax, and body of the insect are darkish brown,
the eyes nearly black, tlie antennte are longish and stout (fig. 6), the

two basal joints are smooth, the remainder, three or five in number
(I cannot be certain which), are surrounded as it were by a number
of thick narrow rings, which renders it very difficult to ascertain the
exact number of joints; the legs are shortish and delicate (fig. 7),

the shanks covered with very fine hairs ; the feet consist only of a

single joint ; the upper pair of wings are very much larger than the

lower ones, and have a thick dark vein near their upper margin.

The insect when at rest foMs the wings over the body. G.S.S.

Destroying Cockchafer Grubs.—At a recent meeting of

the French Horticultural Society M. Duchartre described a method
of trapping the larva; of the May bug, which might be put into prac-

tice in this country where the grub is numerous. M. Duchartre's plan
is very simple. It consists in digging holes here and there, and filling

them with rank manure. The lar\-;e speedily find out these congenial

homes, and are then, of course, easily destroyed.— J. Cornuill.

The Blight of Statties.—How much longer is that bronze
atrocity in Ha;nilton Clardens to offend every one who goes into

Hyde Park ? The face is that of an inane young man, certainly not
liyron ; the unfortunate poet has evi<lently met with an accident

about the junction of his left leg and his body, and he is suS'ering

from baldness which he in vain endeavours to conceal by brusliing

a long wiap of hair over his poor pate. From the expression of

agony about the dog, it looks as though he were recovering from a

fit, or was in the pangs resulting from an unwholesome meal. Lou-
don has been long enough producing a memorial to one of our
greatest poets ; this is the result. We are not famous for our public

statues ; why this additional humiliation ? The Duke and Achilles

are hardly models for the sculptors of the future ; but was it neces-

sary to show how low art in London could sink ?— Vanity Fair.

Book Hawkers are complained of by a correspondent who
has charge of a garden in which many young men are employed.
He finds that, as compared with books sold by booksellers, those

that the hawkers carry are for the most part low in <|uality and
high in price, but are tricked out with pictures and promises to

make them sell. It seem? to be a common weakness of minkina
to buy a book in twenty shilling numbers that might be bought in

the lump, and perhaps in better style, for half the money, and hence
the hawkers have an advantage to begin with, and none would com-
plain if they would do justice to their customers. Our correspondent
speaks of "Anderson's Practical Gardener" as a favourite work for

sale in gardens, but as being neither good enough nor cheap enough
for the young men in his emjiloy. He has, therefore, made it a rule
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to exclude hawkers who carry that book ; antl, as a matter of course,

he takes note of what other books they carry, that liis young men,
though free to gratify their tastes iu book buying, shall in the end have
value for their money. We know nothing of the book referred to,

but we do know that what are c.illed " number books " ai'e, in certain

instances, many degrees below the standard of average merit, though
always above the average price.

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL RO.SE
July 3.

SOCIETY.

The annual exhibition of this society, which was held at the

Crystal Palace on Saturday last, was iu every way an excellent one,

the classes for the most part being numerously represented, and the

duality of the blooms of the usual high standard of excellence.

The amateurs' exhibits were, on the whole, superior to those shown
by nurserymen, and especially those in the contending stands for

the challenge cup, some of which were remarkable examples of high

class culture. The Devonshire Roses were apparently past their

best on this occasion, as Mr. Baker's collections shown at South
Kensington a week previous were superior to Mr. Jowitt's Roses
from Hereford. The large collection of the latter exhibitor was
remarkable for the robustness and evenness of quality, and were all

in about the same stage of expansion ; but those from Heavitree

sliowed more colour in the blooms. The small collections

shown by amateurs were particularly good, and we
were pleased to note that several gentlemen's gardeners took high

Jionours in some of the classes. Nurserymen showed rather nume-
rously in their classes, the Cranston Nursery and Seed Company,
Hereford, again holding their supremacy this season by taking first

honours in the majority of the classes in which they contested, while

the growers about London, such as Messrs. Paul, Turner, Cant,

and others, whose nurseries are iu cold soils, could not show such

tine blooms as they do in some seasons ; and the absence of many
other leading growers in the trade was a conspicuous feature. The
only miscellaneous exhibit was some bright collections of cut blooms
of Pelargoniums, backed by a fine row of Canterbury Bells in various

shades of colour, from Mr. Cannell, Swanlcy, the whole forming au
attractive display, which tended greatly to relieve the monotony of

the long lines of Rose boxes.

Nurserymen's Classes.

For the silver cup and various other prizes offered for

seventy-two single trusses, distinct, there were six competitors.

The Cranston Nursery & Seed Company, King's Acre, Hereford,

sliowed the finest coUectfon, which comprised remarkably good
examples of Hybrid Perpetuals La Rosicre, Etienne Levet, Dr.

Andry, Annie Laxton, Captain Christy, iladame Marie Finger,

Ferdinand de Lesseps, Marie Baumann, Reynolds Hole, Comtesse
d'Oxford, Elie Jlorel, iladame GaViriel Luizet, Horace Vernet, John
Hopper, Constantin Fretiakoff, La Havre, Xavier Olibo, Jean
Cherpin, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Madame Eugene Verdier, Madame
Charles Wood, Duke of Edinburgh, Sir Oarnet Wolseley, Mrs.
Baker, Auguste Newmann ; and of Tea-scented kinds, Niphetos,

Catherine Mermet, and Cheshuut Hybrid. Messrs. Curtis, Sand-
ford, & Co., Torquay, showed the next best collection, among which
were noteworthy blooms of Abel Carriire, Fisher Holmes, Grand
Due Nicholas, Paul Neron, Star of Waltliam, .lean Soupert, Presi-

dent Willermoz, Duke of Edinburgh, Princess Beatrice, and
Madame Joigneaux, &c. The third prize was a^varded to ilessrs.

Paul & Son, Cheshuut, who .showed some fine blooms, especially

of the new R. N. G. Baker, Duke of Teck, Glory of Cheshunt,
also of Charles Darwin, Prince Arthur, Lady Darnley, and others.

Messrs. Keynes, Salisbury, obtained th6 fourth prize.

In the class for forty-eight varieties, treble trusses, the Cranston
Company were again first, showing in tlie collection fine blooms of

J. S. Jlills, Lord Macauhay, Louis Van Houtte, Mons. Neman,
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Sir Garnet Wolseley. Mons. E. Y. Teas,

Maurice Bernardin, Marquise de Castellane, Exposition de Brie,

Devoniensis, Duchess of Edinburgh, Alfred C'olomb, Baron de
Bonstetten, Senateur Vaisse, Jean Liabaud, Hippolyte Jamain,
Fisher Holmes, La Havre, and others enumerated iu the collection

above. In the next best collection were conspicuous Leon Renault,

A. K. Williams, Duke of Teck, Due de Rohan, Claude Bern.ard,

Henri Ledechaux, Mons. Gabriel Tournier, Elie Morel,
Ferdinand de Lesseps, Mons. Boncenne, &c.

The prizes in the next class were for tliirty-six single trusses,

distinct, for nurserymen not exhibiting in the two pre-

ceding classes, and the best collection was shown by Mr.
J. Walters, Mount Radford Nursery, Exeter, which was excellent

in every bloom. In this stand the most noteworthy blooms were of
Annie Laxton, Charles Darwin, A. K. Williams, Reynolds Hole,
Abel Can iere, Alfred Colomb, Penelope Mayo, Mons. E. Y. Teas,
Paul Neron, Etienne Levet, Louis Van Houtte, Marquise de Castel-
lane, Comtesse d'Oxford, Francois Michelon, and Mons. Gabriel
Tournier. Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, was second with
a fair collection, among which were Sultan of Zanzibar, Princess
Beatrice, Marechal Niel, and Mons. E. M. Teas, very fine. The col-

lection of Mr. F. Cant, Mile End Nursery, Colchester, was next i n
merit. Three other exhibitors competed.

Collections of twenty-four treble trasses were shown by five exhibi-
tors. The best came from King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, all the
blooms were good, the most prominent being a fine bloom of Horace
Vernet, also of Miss Hassard, Etienne Levet, Mons. E. Y. Teas,
TiLartmerite de St. Amand, Exposition de Brie, Fisher Holmes,
Mdlle. JLarie Cointet, Madame Furtado, Marie Baumann, Madame
la Baronne de Rothschild, General Jacqueminot, Madame Marie
Finger, Horace Vernet, &c. Mr. J. W. Piper, Uckfield, was awarded
the second prize for a fair collection ; Messrs. Keynes & Co. and
Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, the third and fourth prizes.

The competitors for the prizes for twenty-four single trusses
were ten in number, and Mr. Walters, Exeter, took the first.

The conspicuous blooms were Pr. Scwell, Rej'nolds Hole, Fisher
Holmes, Mons. E. Y. Teas, A. K. Williams, alba mutabilis. Sultan
of Zanzibar, Lord Macaulay, Ferdin.ind de Lesseps, &a. Mr. Turner,
Slough, took the second prize, Mr. Farren, How House, Cam-
bridge, the third, and Mr. Rumsey, Waltham Cross, the fourth.

The next class was for twelve Tea or Noisette varieties, single

trusses, in which Mr. Prince, Oxford, obtained the first prize, his

collection consisting of Rubens, Marechal Niel, .Souvenir

d'Elise Vardon, Catherine Mermet, Marie Van Houtte, Jean Ducher,
Souvenird'un Ami, Ni|ihetos, Anna Ollivier, Souvenir de Paul Neron,
Souvenir de Madame Pernet, and allia rosea. The collection shown
by Messrs. Mitchell and Son, Piltdowu Nurseries, Uckfield, was also

very fine ; and a good collection was shown by Messrs. Paul for the

third place.

The silver cup for six treble trusses, distinct, was won by Messrs.
Mitchell, who showed fine blooms of Souvenir d'un Ami, Catherine
Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Souvenir de Paul Nc'ron, and
Niphetos : the Cranston Co. obtained the second prize with a fine

set, and Jlcssrs. Paul gained the third.

Amateurs' Classes.
The .")0-guinea challenge cup, offered by Messrs. Cranston and Co.,

King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, for forty-eight varieties, single

trusses, was competed for by Mr. R. N. G. Baker, Heavitree, Devon,
and Mr. T. Jowitt, Old Weii-, Hereford, two of the best English
Rose growers. The latter gentleman won the cup with a remarkably
fine collection, the blooms being all about the same stage, and cha-

racterised by great substance of petal, though some lacked the bright-

ness of colour observable on Mr. Baker's stand. The finest blooms in

the winning collection were Annie Laxton, Dr. Andry, Sultan of Zan-
zibar, Madame Freres, A. K. Williams, Captain Christy, Madame
Charles Wood, La Havre, Elie Morel, Princess Beatrice, Alfred
Colomli, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Abel Carriere, Marie Van Houtte,
Fisher Holmes, Exposition de Brie, Hippolyte Jamain, Beauty of

Waltham, Francois Michelon, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Henri Ledechaux,
Mons. Noman, Duke of Wellington, Madame Marie Finger,

Comtesse d'Oxford, Marie Baumann, JIadame Lacharme, Mar-
guerite de St. Amand, Mad. Furtado, Lord jlacaulay, and Souvenir
d'Klise Vardon, the seven last-named being the finest on the stand.

Mr. Baker's collection was also a fine one, though there was not the

same evenness of size and freshness of Mr. Jowitt's. It contained
excellent blooms of A. K. Williams, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Camilla
Bernardin, La France, Xavier Olibo. Alfred Colomb, Baron Bronste,

Magna Charta, Charles Lefebvre, J. S. Mills, Auguste Rigotard,
Mons. E. Y. Teas, JLadame Charles Wood, Duke of Edinburgh, Mar-
guei'ite Brassac, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Catherine Mermet, T. Mills,

Alfred C'olomb, Madame Victor Verdier, Edouard Morren, Jean
Luizet, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Mons. F. Michelon, Comtesse d'Oxford,

Marie Baumann, Pierre Notting, Madame Hippolyte .Jamain, &c.

In the class for thirty-six single trusses, Mr. Brown, gardener to Mr.
J. Waterlow, Great Doods, Reigate, won the first prize with a fine

collection, amongst which the following were particularly note-

worthy : Innocente Pirola, Belle Lyonnaise, Pierre Notting, Xavier
Olibo, Etienne Levet, Prince Arthur, Madame Victor Verdier, Henri
Ledechaux, iLarguerite Brassac, Madame Hippolyte .Jamain. For
the second prize Mr. Baker showed a collection scarcely inferior to

the preceding ; and J-^a France, Captain Christy, Thomas Mills,

Mons. E. y. 'Teas, A. K. Williams, Jlons. Gabriel Tournier, were
marvels of skilful culture. The next iu order of merit was that of

Mr. Jowitt, and Mr. Davis, Salisburj', was fourth.

Mr. Baker was first for twenty-four single trusses among four-

teen competitors. His collection comprised excellent blooms
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many already mentioned, besides the new Penelope Mayo. The
second prize collection, shown by Mr. .'>argeut, Reigate, was a tlio-

roughly repres^entative and otherwise well-gi'own example. In tliis

class Mr. Jowitt was third : Mr. .Shaw, Birchen Kridge, Ilorsliam,

fourth : Mr. Pemberton, Havering-atteBoflcr, fifth.

For the best eighteen single trusses was otlereda 10-guinea silver

cup, which was won by Mr. T. Gravelly, Cowfold, Sussex, in wliose

stand were good blooms of Abel Carriire, Marie Baumann, A. K.
Williams, Louis Van Houtte, Mous. E. Y. Teas, Fisher Holmes,
Charles Lefebvre, Due de Rohan, La France, and otliers, wliicli were
all in about the same stage of expansion and well coloured. Mr.
Warde won tlie second prize, and the Rev. E. M. Fellowes, Wimpole
Rectory, Royston, the third. Tliere were ten other exhibitors. There
were no fewer than sixteen exhibitors of twelve single trusses, and
a romarUably fine collection was shown by Mr. Ridout, gardener to

Mr. Haywood, Woodhatoh, Reigate, for the first prize ; it consisted

of Mons. E. Y. Teas, Comtesse d'Oxford, A. K. Williams, Mar-
guerite Brassao, Etienne Levet, Francois Michelon, Beauty of \\'al-

tham, Victor Vcrdier, Duke of Edinburgh, and Madame Crapelct.

The second prize was awarded to Mr. Baker, the tliird to Mr. Fel-

lowes.

Twelve treble trusses were shown by seven exhibitors. Mr. Baker
won the first prize with Alfred Colomb, Baroness Rothschild, C'amille

Bemardin, Xavier Olibo, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Marie Van Houtte,
Duke of Connauglit, and Madame Hippolyte .Tamain. Mr. Jowitt
was second, Mr. Davis fourth, and Mr. Sharp fifth.

One collection was shown for tlie cup off'ered for six Chcshunt-raised
Roses. This came from Mr. Jowitt, and comprised Princess Mary
of Cambridge, Sultan of Zanzibar, Annie Laxton, Lord Clyde, Duke
of Edinburgh, and Cheshunt Hybrid.

Of nine single trusses there were eighteen collections, and Mr. P^idout

was first with some fine blooms, and the second and third stands,

shown by the Rev. Alan Cheales, Brockham Vicarage, Surrey, and
Mr. Strange, Reading, \i'ere remarkably fine. The best six single

trusses were shown by Mr. E. Home, Reigate, and were also good
examples.
The competition for three trusses of six distinct kinds in various

stages of blooming was neither well represented nor numerously. Mr.
Sargent won the first prize, a silver-gilt medal, with the following :

Fisher Holmes. Alfred Colomb, Captain Christy, Marie Baumann,
Charles Lefebvre, and ilarquise de Castellane ; Mr. Evans was
second, and Mr. Hawtrey, Slough, third.

The class for single trusses of eight kinds of sweet-scented Roses,

of which one-third could be Tea or Noisettes, was well represented.

The silver cup given for the first prize was won by Mr. .Jowitt,

who had Mons. E. Y. Teas, Beauty of Waltham, Sir G. Wolseley,
Catherine Mermet, Marechal Niel, Mad. Charles Wood, Exposition

de Brie, Maurice Bernardin, Souvenir d'un Ami, Jean Liabaud,
Senateur Vaisse, Baron de Bonstetten, La Rosiire, Madame Bravy,
Duke of Wellington, Louis Van Houtte, Mddle. Marie Rady,
and Alfred Colomb ; Mr. Hawtrey sliowed the next in order of merit,

and differed from the foregoing in having Horace Vernet, Victor
Verdier, Edouard Morren, La France, General Jacqueminot, La-
marque, Dr. Andry, Madame Willermoz, Xavier Olibo, Marquise de
Castellane, Mad. Clemence Joigneaux, Therese Levet, and Jean
Ducher.
Suburban-grown Hybrid Perpetuals, consisting of six kinds,

single trusses, were shown best by Mr. Scott, South Wimbledon,
and the second prize was also gained by a collection from South
Wimbledon, shown by Jlr. .Saunders. The first prize consisted of a
pieceof plate, value three guineas. Se%'en collections of Tea or Noisette
varieties were shown in the class for six kinds, single trusses. The
best was shown by Mr. Home, Reigate, who hatl fine examples of

Celine Forestier, Marie Van Houtte, Adrienne Christoj^hle, Souvenir
d'lm Ami, Jlar^ohal Niel ; and in the next best collection, shown by
Mr. Wakeley, were fine blooms of Comtesse de Nadaillac, Madame
Berard, Bouquet d'Or.

Of twelve kinds, single trusses, the finest collection was
shomi by Mr. Ha^vtrey, who had excellent examples of

Rubens, Xiphetos, Adrienne Christophle, Devoniensis, Bouquet
d'Or, Catherine Jlermet, Madame Hippolyte .Jamain, Souvenir
d'un Ami, and Comtesse de Jfadaillao. Mr. Davies obtained the
second prize, Mr. Fellowes the third, and Mr. Hollingworth the
fourth.

Open Classes.

The best twelve single trusses of Marechal Niel were shown
by Mr. F. Cant, Mile End N^urserj', Colchester, %vhich were cut
from the original plant introduced in 18G4, and now growing
as a standard on a Brier stock against a south wall. Mr. Turner
showed good blooms for the second place.

For twelve blooms of JIarquise de Castellane, Mr. Walters, Mount
Radford Nursery, Exeter, obtained the first prize among six otiier

competitors.

The finest twelve single trusses of any dark coloured Hybrid Per-
petual not named in the .schedule were shown by Mr. Walters, who
had Marie Baumann in fine conditicm ; and the Cranston t'o. showed
Horace Vernet for the second ; and Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, Charles
Darwin for the third

; Madame diaries \Vood, MdUe. Mari'e Rady
Dupuy Jamain were also shown well in this class.
Twelve trusses of a light-coloured kind not mentioned in the

schedule were sliown for lirst by Mr. Baker, Heavitrce, who
bad Madame la Baronnc Kotlischild

; Madsnie Lacliarme lly the
Cranston Co. for the second ; and the .s.ime variety by Mr. Jowitt
for the third prize ; La France, Captain Christy, Comte de Serenye
Magna Charta, Mdlle. Marie Cointet were also shown nnely.

'

New Roses.
Only two exhibitors showed in the class for three trusses of any

new seedling Rose not yet in commerco or announced. The first
prize was awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son, Clieshunt, for R, N. G
Baker, a light-coloured Hybrid Perpetual of line form and sub'-
.^tance. The other exhibitor was Mr. W. Farren, who liad Bessie
Farren, a fine dark kind, and Annie Farren, a light kind both
Hybrid Perpetuals.

° '

For twelve single trusses of new varieties not in commerce pre-
vious to 1877, shown in the open class, Mr. Turner, Slouo-b, was
awarded the first prize. His collection consisted of Mrsf Harry
Turner, Honourable George Bancroft, Duchess of Connau"ht,
Penelope Mayo, Mrs. Laxton, Madame Lambard, Harrison \\%ir[
Richard Laxton, Madame Emma All, Charles Darwin, A. K. Wil-
liams, Mad. Alexandre Bernaix. Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt,' were
second with Cliarles DarM-in, Edouard Dnfour, Paul Jamain, iVIadame
Galiriel Luizet, Harrison Weir, Cannes la Coquette, Liion Renault,
Duke of Teck, Egeria, Earl of Beaconsfield, May Quennell, Madame
d'Alphonse Lavall(-e. Cranston's Company showed for the third
prize Constantin FretiakofF, Rosy Morn, Souvenir d'Adolphe
Thiers, Marchioness of Exeter, Souvenir de Madame Robert L6on
Renault, Princesse de la Tremouille, Julius Finger, Madame F.
Bowyer, and Richard Laxton. Besides the above? Messrs. Curtis',
Sandford, & Co. showed May Quennell, Boieldieu, Madame Eugene
Verdier, Madame Marie Verdier, Penelope Mayo, Grand Duo
Nicliolas, Pearl, Barthelemy Jouliert, ]M.adame Morane, Edouard
Pynaert, and Paul Jamain.' Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury,
showed Beauty of Stapleford, Doctor Jcnner, Jules Chrcjtieni
Mad. Pierre Ogier, Claude Bernard, Souvenir de Mad. Robert
Boieldieu, Wilhehn Ko'lle, Mad. Marie Verdier, Honourable G
Bannering, Louis Dor(?. Mr. Piper, Uckfield, had Duchess of
Bedford, Oxonian, Claude Bernard, B.arthelemy .Joubert, Docteur
Baillon, Emily Laxton, May Quennell, Souvenir de Mad'. Robert,
Mad. C. Tratl'aut, Princesse de la Tremouille.

Six new Roses not in commerce previous to 1877, shown by ama-
teurs, were represented by Mr. G. P. Hawtrey and Mr. Bateman,
Dartmouth Park, S.W. The former won the first prize with
Penelope Mayo, Boieldieu, Earl of Beaconsfield, Mad. Marie
Verdier, Richard Laxton, Mad. Anna BesatrakofT. The latter
exhibitor showed Countess of Rosebery, Jules Chretien, Duchess
of Bedford, A. K. Williams, Magna Charta.
The prizes given by Mons. Lenearts, Antwerp, for the two finest

Roses in die exiiibition was won by Mr. .Towitt for a splendid bloom
of Souvenir d'Elise, one of the finest of Tea-scented kinds, and by
Mr. Baker for a very fine example of Hybrid Perpetual A. K. Wil-
liams, one of the finest of the newer varieties.

Limerick Horticultural Show.—The summer exhibition
of this society was held on the 1st inst., and, notwithstanding many
difficulties, was the most successful that has yet been held. The
patron is Lord Dunraven, and among the more prominent supporters
who sent fine contrilnitions were Lord Emly, Lord Clarina, Lord
JIassey, Mrs. Paissel, Captain Croker, Mr. Bannatyne, Mrs. Boyd,
and Lady Massey. Some remarkably fine plants were shown ; de-
serving of special notice and too seldom seen were Russelia juncea,
Rochea coccinea, but particularly Stephanotis floribunda, a mass of
fine flowers all over. This last of Mrs. llussel's was, however, ex-
ceeded by a similar specimen from Mr. Bannatyne. Finer than this
I have never seen, and the judges expressed themselves similarly.
Specimen plants of Coleus, Fuchsias, Caladiums, Gloxinias, Pelar-
goniums, British and exotic Ferns, commanded general admiration.
The collection of cut blooms, not for competition, of Messrs.
Saunders, Cork, of tuberous Begonias, new Pelargoniums, and par-
ticularly Roses were admirable. Frnit and vegetables were in most
cases really good. The whole reflects much credit on the energetic
secretary, Mr. Wiiliam Boyd.

—

W. J. M., Clonmel.

Horticultural "Wirework. — We observe that Messrs.
Thomas & Co., Edgware Road, have opened new show-rooms in
Queen Victoria Street, E.C., where they have placed on view an
extensive assortment of wirework and other garden appliances.
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METEOROLOGICAL CHART FOR JUNE, 1880.
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Explanation.— In the diagram the variations in the height of the barometer are shown by a thick line ; those
of the shaded thermometers (dry and wet bul'os) by faint Hnes. Extreme temperatures ara noted in figui'es.

Weather.—Its general character for each day given in words.

RAINFALL.—The amount collected each day (ending at midnight) is entered in figures.

Wind.—Is shown by arrows. Tlie arrows are flying with tile wind ; tlie force varies with tho number of barbs and
feather.'!, thus : ^ = light ; > — fresh to strong

; ^—^ = a gale ; » > = a violent gale ; signilies
calm.

Remark.? on the Weather during
THE Month of June, 1880.

With the exception of four fine days,
between the 10th and l.'Uh, and another
brief period at the close of that time,
the weather this moutli has been con-
tinuously showery and very unsettled,
and the total amount of rainfall has
been rather in excess of the average.
During the early part of the month the
temperature was rather low for the time
of year, the maxima on two occasions,
viz., the 3rd and 9th, beini; below 60%
but the latter part of the time has been
much milder, and on the 30th the
highest day reading amounted to 1'.)'.

At the commencement of the period the
winds were N. or N.W., and breezes
from these quarters continued until tlie

Gtli, when they tacked more to the
westward. Variable windsprevailed from
the 0th to the loth, and N. E. breezes
from the ICth to the ISth, after which
they were again variable until the
24th. At the close of the mouth
westerly breezes once more prevailed.

The changes in the barometer have been
frequent, but not very sudden.

Barometer was

—

Highest (80-23 in.) on the 28th j
Range

Lowest (29-59 in.) on the 7th (
0-04

Temperature was

—

Highest (79') on the 30th ... ) Range
Lowest (35°) on the 5th ... ( 34'

Rain fell on twenty days. Total
amount (exclusive of the locally heavy
fall in the N.E. on the 25th), 2-43 in.,

or 20 in. more than the mean.

ANSWERS TO OOERESPONHENTS.

Failure of Asparag^is. - in reply to "J. M."(p. 21). allow me to aay that
tlie large iiiiKunit of rain in the autumn and severe winter have no doubt
ilima^'ed many Aspara'^us beds where the drainage was deficient and the surface
only slightly protected. As to the depth of soil, as good Asparagus can be grown on
beds from 16 in. to 18 in. deep as 5 ft. deep, provided they are regularly supplied
with good surface-dressings of rotten manure, and from November to
March given three or four good dressings of salt. A piece of ground may be
prepared at once if the soil is heavy. Wheel on a good depth of sand, lime, or
brick rubbish, or any other sweet open material, dig up the ground the depth
of the soil, mix tbe two well together with an addition of some good rotten
manure. When finished, remove the plants with go»d balls, and leave the crowns
2 in. under tlie surface, give a good watering, and the roots will soon he at work.
Sweet open borders, with good top dressings in the winter, are much better than
deep borders half manured. The crowns being near the surface get well matured
from the natural heat and air of the atmosphere, and keep better through the
winter, producing good sturdy heads through the cutting season. In autumn,
instead of cutting off the tops, lay them flat on the surface with the back of a
wooden rake and cover over with G in. of good manure, finishing off with a good
coating of salt, which the rain will wash amongst the roots as they require it. This
system is much better than making dejprich borders, which soon become sodden
and sour.—James Smith, \Va(cniaU\

Brunsvigia JosepbinEe.—The proper course for " J. A." (p. 24) to take
with respect to his Brunsvigias is to put them at once on a shelf in a cool airy

greenhouse in the full sun, and not give them a drop of water until they either
send up flower-spikes or leaves. If there is a flower-spike in them, he will get it

up in this way, wliereas if he watered them, the leaves would come up and pre-
vent the flower doing so. Of course, if from the former growth of the bulbs no
spikes are there, they cannot come up this year, but treated as just described
the plants will be prepared to flower ne.xt season. If after months of drying the
plants send up leaves, it is useless holding out ; they must be watered. I have be-
fore now succeeded iu blooming tliis plant by keeping it baked in the sun without
water for five months.—James O'Brien.

Unproductive Vines.—"A. C. P.'s" Vine roots (p. 554) have evidently
got into good " keep " with little or nothing to do. Cut all the branches back
to six eyes from the spur, autl any laterals produced after that rub off as they
appear, taking care to preserve the main leaves. This will plump up the bottom
buds without any fear of their pushing, and at the same time well mature the
wood for a crop the following season. If the leading shoot is a distance from
the top, leave two-thirds its length from the bottom eye.—James Smith, Water-
ttaie.

Roses Under Glass —"Wliat is the best time to purchase a stock of Roses
for growth under glass only ? and can I secure a succession of bloom throughout
the year? and what class of K'tses wUl give me this?-A Beginner. [Thesooner
you purchase your Roses for growing under glass the better. A succession of
bloom may be secured throughout tlie year, but not in one and the same house.
The Hybrid Perpetual and Tea scented are the best for all purposes under glass.
-W. P.]

Books.— C. B.— '* Hardy Flowers;" 37, Southampton Street, Strand.

Names of Plants.— W. H. M.—The sprig of Acer you send is apparently a
fona of A. eampLstre, but we cannot be certain without fruits. R. T.- 1, Del-
phinium cashmerianum, a distinct species ; 2, Hemerocallis fulva ; 3, I'entstemon
speciosus. 5.— 3, Adiantura tenerum ; 2, A. assimile; 3. I'teris tricolor ; 4,

Asplenium bulbiferum ; 5, Pteris longifolia ; others next week. Amateur.—
A double-flowered variety of Deutzia scabra. Z.—l, Ptelea trifoliata; 2,

Philadelphus coronarius ; 3, Spir:ca nutans. Bnqxiirer.—l, Passiflora Ker-
mesina ; 2, a species of Clitoria.

—

-D. JH.—We cannot name the kinds of Water
Lily from flowers only. C.—l, Funkia subcordata ; 2, F. Sieboldi ; 3, F. ovata ;

4, F. laujifolia.

Questions.
Substitute for Grass.—what is the best substitute for Grass on a steep,

outside bank thatwill not require cutting, and that will be evergreen?—SuD.

Nettles.—Is there any method of destroying these? They grow on waste
hanks and places where drains have been cut, and though cut down every year
and not allowed to seed, they seem to increase.-J. H. W., Carluw.

French Prize Roses.—The Journal of Hoses, published in

France and devoted oxchisively to Roses, has had the happy idea of

organising a sort of plebiscite to obtain opinions as to the best Roses.
Eighty-five Usts were sent in, and from these was made out tlie

following bst of the fifty having the most votes :

—

La France 79
Baronne Adolphe dc Rothschild . 7tj

Paul Neron 7ti

Gloire de Dijon . . . .72
Siiuvenir de la Malmaison . . 72
Jules Margottin .... 70
Mar^chal Niel 70
Baronne Prevoat .... 57
Gen. Jacciueminot . . . .52
Captain Christy .... 50
Belle Lyonnaise .... 47
Eugene Appert . . .47
Louis Van Houtte . , . .47
Anna de Diesbach , . . . 47
Aimt5e Vibert 44
Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre. 43
Charles Mai'gottin . . . .42
La Reine 42
Victor Verdier 42
Charles Lef^vre . . . .41
Comtesse d'Oxford . . . .39
Madame Boll 39
Gloire de Ducher . . . .36
Madame Falcot . . . .36
John Hopper 35

The figures show tlie number of votes given to each,

Ilorticole,

Madame Lacharnie . . . .34:
Cecile de Chabrillant . . .33
Louise Oiiier 33
Marquise de Castellane . . .33
C(iline Forestier . . . .32
Elisabeth Vigneron . . .32
Boule de Neige . . . .31
Madame Victor Verdier . . .30
Th6r^se Levet 30
Gfeant de Battailles . . . .29
Rose du Roi 29
Triomphe de I'Exposition . . 28
Elise Boelle 27
Lord Raglan 27
Camille Beruardin . . . . 26
Duchesse de Canibac^res . . 20
Laraarqu^ 26
Marie Van Houtte . . . .25
M. Boncenne 25
Ophirie 25
Alfred Colombe . . . .21
Empereur du Maroc . . .23
Jean Pemet ..... 22
Madame Scipion Cochet. . . 22
Chromatella . . . . -22

L^Illustration
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" This is an art
Wliich does mend N.itiire : chaii;^e it r.itiier : but
The Abi ITSELl' 13 Naiuke,"—SAaA-tspccire.

LEAFLETS.

The editor has handed me a proof of the following letter

from Mr. Ji^lwes on English names to which, though I have

not the pleasure of compiling the useful list to which he

alludes, I willingly reply :

—

I observe some remarks signed " Justicia " in last week's Gakhkn
(p. 6) which are no iloubt intended to be very severe on botanists.

I venture to ask if "Justicia "intends to include among the " pedants
scribbling long names which the public never take the least interest

in " the \\Titer of the "Catalogue of Beautiful Hardy Plants in

Flower During the Present Week? " If so, I must say I .agree with
him, for tlie .attempt which is there made to apply Englisli names to

foreign plants, most of which are only known through the researches

of the despised botanists, is a hopeless one, and one in which the

public, or at any rate that part of it who are sufficiently educated to

wish to learn, will never take the least interest. Our author, no doubt,

would say that the Latin names are so long and hard, that no one
but scholars and botanists can remember them, and that if we wish
to make plants popular we must give them an English name. Granted
if it was possible, and if, having given an English name, it was pos-

sible to make others know what was meant by it, or use it when
they did know. It is all very well to have English names for English
plants, and to use English n.ames for well-known American pl.ints,

or for common exotics which liave acquired a place in literature,

but I defy any combination of horticultural writers to bring into

use such English names as Purple-flowered Onion, Rock Purslane,

Mariposa Lilies, Fairy Borage, Rock .Sage, Nepaulese Poppy, Rock
Jvavelwort, Golden Drops, Lavender Flag, Horse Mint, .Shrubby Star-

wort ; and I will go so far as to say that not one of my readers will

know to what plant all these names were applied without referring

to the list in question. It has evidently been a hard struggle for

the writer to put English names to some of the plants, for in many
cases all the species of a genus are lumped under one name, leaving

it to the individual fancy of the reader to give another ; and in

some other cases, such as Actinella scaposa, ^Ethionema grandi-

florum, Chrysobactron Hookeri, Orobus canescens, no English name
at all is attempted, whilst many others have a mere translation of

the Latin name into English. I think that many of these English
names will be found, on examination, to be'either misleading, cum-
brous, or inaccurate ; sometimes all combined. To take examples.
Purple-flowered Onion, which is here given to Allium acuminatum,
is just as applicable to about ten other purple-flowered species of

Allium, one of which, A. senescens, has already been called A. pur-

pureum by Sabsbury. Mariposa Lilies, .as applied to the various species

of Calochorti, is inaccurate, because they are no more Lilies than
Tulips or Fritillaries are, and misleading because they are found all

over the Pacitic States of America, and not specially at Mariposa.
Fairy Borage for Eritriohium nanum is incorrect, because the plant is

not a Borage, and, except to a botanist who, according to " Justici.i,"

is a pedant, has no resemblance to one. Rock Sage may mean any-
thing you like in the way of a labiate plant ; many true Sages grow
on rocks quite as naturally as Homiinum pyrenaicum. Nepaulese
Poppy is trebly incorrect for Meconopsis simplicifolia, which is no
Poppy, does not come from Nepaul, but from .Sikkim, and if used
at all should be applied to M. nep.alensis, a very different species.

Rock Navelwort is not an elegant name for Omphalodes Lixcili;e ;

if you must have an English name call it Taurian Navelwort ; but
I have never heard the vernacular name even of O. verna used by
the most uneducated gardener. Golden Drops is fanciful for Onosma
taurica, but you may ask for it at fifty nurseries before you get it

under that name. Lavender Flag ! Why should the Irises be divided
into two sections, one of which is called Iris and the other Flag ?

And why is I. pallida more Lavender than many others ? Horse
Mint is a good old English name for Mentha sylvestris, an English
plant : I presume we must invent another, since it is here
applied to Monarda Bradburyana, a rare species which I

never heard of. Shrubby Starwort may be a very appro-
priate name for Aster albescens, and equally so for many other
shrubby Composite plants. But why go on giving instances w hen it

must be apparent that unless we are to entirely do away with scien-

tific names for plants, and thereby do away with the first necessity of

horticulture—the necessity of having some means of communication

with others—these f.anciful names can only be used as auxiliary to
the scientific names, .and, iudei)endently of the confusion which they
cause, will oblige us to carry in our lieads double the number of

names we know already. Let u.s imagine a iierson coming to a gar-
den and .isking for plants under tliese names. He would have to
carry aboutadictionary compiled from The G.vkden list with him, .and

even then he would be in a great difficulty. No gardener can aspire

to anything like success in his profession till he has learnt to use the
scientific names of plants. ^Vlly then lead him to suppose that
English names .are also necessary ? Dd we find any difficulty in

making use of such names'as Calceolaria, Geranium, and Pentstemon ?

and does not every child learn to know them under tliese names,
which are strictly scientific ? I'coide may say they find Latin names
hard to learn and remember, wliicli is very true ; but it is a part of

tlie art of horticulture, as necessary and useful as any other.

Botany and liorticiilture are two sciences which can only be suc-

cessfully studied together. A knowledge of each is necessary to the
other, and though, of course, tlie deeper and more advanced branches
of botany require more time and study than most men can spare for

them, yet every horticulturist will gain, even in the most practical

part of his work, from a knowledge of their elements.
Preston House, Cireiiceshi: H. J. Elwes.

»

At various times and occasions Jlr. Elwes has manifested

such a peculiar and, as I think, unreasonable aversion to

English names, that it is well he should give full expression

to his views on the matter. If the Latin names had been
excluded, one could better understand Mr. Elwes' objection,

but in every case they are furnished. There can be no diffi-

culty when the two names are given. The only question is

the appropriateness of the English name, and I heartily wish

Mr. Elwes would a.ssist us to find suitable English names
rather than use his influence against one of the most natural

wishes and inevitable improvements to be wrought out in

connection with plants. On one point Mr. Elwes is against

science, custom, and literature, too, i.e., in saying that we
must not apply an English name when the Latin name is dif-

ferent ; as, for example, Mariposa Lily is not to be called a

Lily, because it is a Calochortus ; that pretty little plant the

FairyBorage must not be so called, because it is an Eritrichium,

and so on. He is against our best botanical authorities on

this point ; for to refer only to books beside me at this

moment I find plenty of such names in Bonn's excellent

catalogue ; I find, too, Lent Lily for Narcissus in Sir Joseph
Hooker's "Flora."

Does Mr. Elwes suppose that the public will ever be

educated into giving up the name Water Lily because the

plant happens not to be a true Lily, but a Nympha^a '( or the

name Christmas Rose because the plant is in no way related

to the true Roses ? In London during the past .spring, when
Mr. Ruskin in the house of a friend was admiring some beau- '

tiful Narcissi, he used the word Lent Lilies, but, suddenly

and humorously correcting himself, said he must not so err

again for fear of the botanist. Only those who know him or

have heard him speak will understand what fun he made of

pretensions which have never surely been urged so recklessly

as by Mr. Elwe.s. In Hooker's " Flora of New Zealand,"
" Water Lily of the Shepherds " is the English name recorded

for a plant which is not a Lily at all, but a Buttercup or Ranun-

culus (R. Lyalli)
;

yet this name is most properly given, and

to me it is full of suggestion as to the habitat and appearance

of the plant in its native place. Therefore I claim that an

English name which may have no relation whatever to the

Latin one, and be very oVjjectionable on Mr. Elwes' principles,

may be right and useful, and even beautiful, as this name
of a New Zealand plant is.

The first page which I happen to open of Gray's
" Manual of Botany of the Northern United States " has
" Deerberry and Squaw Huckleberry " for a Vaccinium,

though neither of these names correspond with the old
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Euglish name of the genus ; nor sliould tliey. I could quote

many instances from the best authorities of the constant use

of this practice which Mr. Ehves denounces. Without any

trouble on the part of horticultural writers, such names as

Maripo-ia Lily and Fairy Bsrage will probably remain in use.

Inappropriate or wrong names I should be the last to defend.

Errors must be removed and improvements take place. What
good work for a botanist it would be to invent and publish

good English names for all the trees and plants grown iu

England and in the many countries in which English is now
tlio common tongue ! But he must be a man to .sympatlu.se

with the wants of others, even though not of the same technical

school as himself, and he ought to have some feeling for the

genius of the language, and disregard of all technical nomen-

clature in this particular case. Mr. Elwes can hardly be

unaware that this desire for English names is not an expres-

sion of the sentiments of any writer in The Gabdex only.

Numbers of people equally well educated as any of our

naturalists, though not in the use of technical terms, desire it

.strongly. Xo words can express how much has been lost to

the art of gardening through the misfortune of speaking of

plants in a dead tongue. The difiioulties of the subject are

great, but are these difficulties a reason why we should not

hope and work for a nomenclature in our own tongue supple-

mentary to the technical one ? Certainly not. When a Latin

name becomes part of the language, so to say, we willingly

accept it as we do Geranium, though in this case the old name
is a good deal better. But in the case of plants with only

long and awkward technical names, and which have any

important place in our gardens or groves, we ought to find

fitting English names without in the least wishing to

interfere with the use of the Latin one.

Granting that " no gardener can aspire to anything like

success in his profession till he has learned to use the scientific

names of plants," are all the world gardeners "! and can we
hope to drill the public into the ready use of a nomenclature

in a strange and dead tongue I The trial has been a long and

weary one, and has failed absolutely. It can be of little conse-

quence to have a botanist, say in every county, familiar with

the nomenclature of plants — a knowledge of plants and

their names should be the common possession of everyone who
has not been most unfortunate in his education. Few things

would tend more to the general good and to the prosperity of

those arts on which the real wealth of a land is based—agri-

culture, horticulture, and forestry. It is not likely, scarcely

conceivable, that the various great nations now speaking the

English tongue will for ever consent to the use of a dead

language for objects familiar in their homes. Whatever
difficulties in the way, or whatever blunders await the begin-

ner, it is clear to me that men will meet and conquer them.

I should strongly advise Mr. Elwes to read Mr. Ruskin's re-

cently published "Proserpina," a work devoted to the more
absurd of the technicalities of botany. In it he will see, if

not names that please him, evidence that to the one who has

thrown much light on many questions of great human interest

and importance the science of naming plants seems in a very

much more deplorable state than ever I dared to hint.

No doubt Mr. Elwes, as a naturalist, is a member of the

Zoological Society. I observe that in announcing the new
arrivals at the Gardens the papers always publish their

English name, which is no doubt furnished by the secretary.

Among those recently published I note among other things

the—
Blood-rumped Parakeet Musky Lorikeet
Greater White-crested Cockatoo Cinereouj \VaxbiIl

Ocellated Monitor Yellow-headed Troupial

Ornamental Lorikeet
Yellow-fronted Amazon (Chryso-

tis ochrooephala)

Collared Fruit Bat
Rhesus Monkey
Two-horned Tragopau
Pig-tailed Monkey

I am quoting from the recent number of Nature, our most
scientific journal. In all these cases the English name is put

first, and the Latin one follows in brackets. Will the dangers

about which Mr. Elwes is fearful not occur from the weekly
publication of such objectionable names in inttueutialjournals

like the Field and Naturo ? Surely our poor little Fairy

Borage or Forget-me-not and Mariposa Lily would be allowed

to pass if some of the above were brought to the bar, unless

the judge was the most cruel of pedants. It is clear to me
that in attending to what be supposed to be "Justicia's"

evil ways he is oblivious of what is going on in the scientific

world about us as regards English names. If we garden-

lovers err in calling a yellow Water Lily a yellow Water Lily,

what is to be said of the man who ventures to call one of

the birds, with the study of which Mr. Elwes is so familiar,

by such a name as a Blood-rumped Parakeet or a Yellow-

fronted Amazon ^

*

One word as to the botanist. It is quite possible to feel

the weight of the useless rubbish which encumbers many
shelves and yet feel the greatest respect for botanists. They
are by no means all pedants ; and some, as I have shown,

have charity or human nature enough left in them not to

refuse a place to an English name, or even two or three.

With the labours of such men as Gray, who makes better

known to us a noble flora ; with Darwin, who goes beyond the

study of technicalities ; with Syme, who has so thoroughly

described British plants ; with all such I have the fullest

sympathy. There is no nobler study known, and none so

interesting or varied, especially in relation to the great

world of living plants. But it must be real study of the

plants—a life among them, so to say, rather than absorption

in words and names only. What is said here is the cry of all

the thoughtful botanists themselves. What do the philoso-

phers say? "Our botany is all names, not powers," replies

Emerson. True study of the plants of this world, pure

botany, and the honest, accurate figuring and naming and

describing of the properties of every plant is one of the most

essential and useful works that a man can face ; but in the

future it must be looked at in quite a different way from that

of those who spent their lives in making books full of names

of little use, and who regarded figures as offering altogether

too easy a means of getting acquainted with plants. One
branch of this school still say that botanic gardens should

not be considered from the festhetio side at all, because their

function is to conserve collections of plants ; as if the richest

collections could not be arranged in the most beautiful way

—

as if only the painter with the few and poor colours could

make the picture.

Now is the time during the hot weather to devote a little

attention to the Tomato as a salad. In that way it is un-

doubtedly the best thing ever used for the purpose. Like

other good vegetables, it is always best cooked in the simplest

way. Next to eating it raw, making a salad of it is perhaps

the simplest. Good ripe fruit, not spotted or over-ripe,

plenty of pure olive oil, and a very slight sprinkling of the

best French vineg.rr, are the essential elements that go to

form it. The Tomatoes should not be skinned, but should

be cut in rather thin slices. When mixed a slight sprinkling

of fresh Chervil and Tarragon is an improvement.
»

I notice a greatly improved effect in. Hyde Park in the

strip of garden near the drive in the Row, owing to the
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turfing up of a number of incoherent be(U, if I may so speak.

These, scattered over the surface without any evident relation

to each other, destroyed all repose. Now the Grass and trees

are infinitely better, and the effect of a few simple beds will

be much more satisfactory. Justicia.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

HARDY FLOWERS AND THE LONDON PARKS.
The reaction in favour of these is undoubtedly a reality, and one

that is likely to sjiread and bear good fruit as regards bringing back
into cultivation many really beautiful classes of plants that have
too long been banished from our gardens. I nave no doubt that

several varieties of once popular bedding plants, notably Verbenas,

are worn out by excessive propagation ; the stock plants, being put
into a high temperature to yield cuttings, produce one or two good
batches, and then quantities of weedy tJrass-like ones from the

first predisposed to disease. I have just been looking at a retired

gardener's flower borders, which are always gay antl pleasant to look

upon, except when severe frost or snow renders out-door flowers an
impossiblity. Bat from the earliest Aconite, Snowdrop, andllepatica,

and throughout at least nine months of the year there is a constant

successionof floral beauty. They .are not arranged in rows, as in botanic

gardens, but, if I may coin a plirase, in regular irregularity, for they
are graduated as to height, and although planted in masses or groups,

apparcntlj- without any relation to each other, yet there is no con-

fusion or jumbling together. There is plentj- of room for taste in

arranging hardy flowers as well as carpet beds.

A correspondent of mine, pretty well acquainted with horticulture

and horticulturists, wrote to me lately saying tliat in the time when
spring flowers should have been plentiful he took a friend to see the
alpine gardeu in Battersea Park, wlien to his dismay he found only
a few Violas, and in the shrub line Berberis stenophylla and Pj'rus

japonica in flower, so to set himself right he had to return to his own
little private garden and there show him his beds of Auriculas, Pan-
sies, Primroses, Wallflowers, single and double, various Daisies,

Forget-me-nots, Tulips, single and double, Polj'anthuses, Arabis,

Ficaria riinuneuloides, Caltlia palustris, Anemones, Aubrietias,

Narcissi, dwarf Phloxes, Primula denticulata, C'orydalis lutea,

and Erica carnea.

In the way of ornamental foliage he had variegated Sage, Funkia,
variegated Ivies, and others—enough to make any garden gay and
beautiful in the most lovely of all seasons, viz., the spring. He
wonders why the parks and gardens of London lavish all their great
expenditure on plants that perish with the first frost, while hosts of

lovely hardy flov,-ers are delighting the dwellers in rural hamlets
with their freshness and sweetness. I have been told that the dis-

play is kept for the London season ; but what about the toiling mil-

lions who never leave London ? Do not they enjoy flowers as much
as those who can afford to go in and out of town at certain seasons to

enjoy country flowers and fresh air ? The parks are really meant
for that broad designation of classes called—the people.

Linton. J. Gkoom.

HARDY FLOWERS AT BYFLEET.
Ix Mr. Stevens's extensive collection of hardy flowers there is at the
present time no more strikingly effective and graceful plant than the
three-leaved Gillenia, G. trifoliata. Th^e flower-stems, which are
erect, slender, and of a reddish-brown tinge, rise to a height of about
2 ft., spreading out in their upper portion into loose panicles of white
flowers. Although this plant cannot be termed showy, it neverthe-
less, owing to its distinctive features and light, airy, graceful appear-
ance, at once commands attention. It is a plant well worthy of a
place in any collection, and, if better known, would undoubtedly be
more extensively grown than it now is. Of Campanulas now bloom-
i ig at Graimere, by far the most effective is C. latifolia, a native
species, of erect and stately growth, with handsome purple flowers.
This is one of the most showy species of the Harebell family, and
would form a grand subject for massing on the borders of woods, in

shrubberies, &c. These who have such situations to embellish
should make free use of this plant ; it makes a brave display even in

poor soils, but if planted in good rich loam and in groups would be
grandly effective. The pretty dwarf species, C. garganica, and its

white variety are flowering freely on the rockwork. This species
requires a well-drained situation, thriving best in a soil composed to

a great extent of decayed vegetable matter. It forms a charming
subject for pot culture, lasting for years in good condition without
needing to be repotted if Uberally fed during the growing season.
By-the-bye, do we make as much use of these dwarf hardy Cam-
panulas as we should do for pot culture ? They are very pretty

when well grown, and if placed when coming into flower in a shady
situation will last a long time in good condition. For window ledges,
balconies, and such like situations they would prove very useful
during the sun\mer months. Nep'eta violacca, one of the Cat
Mints, presents, when seen in a mass, a very attractive appear-
ance. It is literally sniotliered with spikes of violet-coloured
flowers, and exhales, especially towards the close of tlie day, a
powerful, but by no means disagreeable odour. It is well adapted
for naturalising on the borders of woods, shrubbery margins, &o.,
for which purpose Betonica grandiflora, a somewliat coarse, but not
unattractive plant, is also well suited. Achillea aurea, .an old inh.abi-
tant of our gardens, deserves mention on account of tlie beautiful
bright and rather uncommon .shade of yellow which the flowers
exhibit, .and the ability which the plants possess of thriving satis-

factorily even in the poorest and most parching of soils. When
well established in tile form of large masses the Golden Yarrow
forms, when in bloom, a very conspicuous object in the flower
garden. Spiriva Filipendula, with its elegant Fern-like foliage aud
numerous heads of creamy-white flowers, is still one of the
jjrettiest and most desirable of hardy flowers. Its congener
S. Aruncus is, however, equally deserving of special mention,
forming, .as it does, large bushes some 4 ft. in height, and flowering
with gi-eat freedom. Where space can be accorded it, this Spirsea
should be iilanted and allowed to remain undisturbed. It then
assumes tine proportions, and forms a noble ornament to any garden.
Another old plant deserving of mention, and worthy of some cultural
care, is the double red Clammy Lychnis ; its bright rosy-red Bowers
are very atti'active, .and last a long time in a cut state. This plant
is often to be found in cottage gardens, but is rarely seen in large
est.ablishments, where, however, it should find a place, if only in tlie

shrubbery border or some such situation. Conspicuous on tlie rock-
work are Saxifr.aga pulchella and Andrewsi, the latter, a free-growing
kind, presenting .an appearance intermediate between the Encrusted
and London Pride sections. The foliage is of a fresh bright green,
and the plant when in bloom presents a very attractive appearance.
Trop.X'olum polyphyllum is growing and flowering freely inlight sandy
soil oil an exposed portion of the rockwork, as is .also the pretty
little Alpine Catchfly, a plant of small proportions, but producing
such a profusion of pure white cheerful-looking flowers as to render
it very attractive. J. Cor.n-iiill.

BOTES AND [QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN-

Alpine Plants in Yorkshire.—Allow me to name four
beautiful .alpines now in flower here, viz., ,-Ethionema cordifolium,
Aquilegia pyren.aica, Silene Elisabeth:e, and Myosotis rujiicola. The
last, which has now finished blooming, forms a fine strong tuft, and
stood out on the rockwork all last winter ; I Iiad, however, some
wires adajited for holding a sheet of glass over it in a slantiug posi-
tion, and the result has been most satisfactory, not only in this case,

but also in that of many others winch are hard}', but which do not
like our wet winters.—J. Woc^D, KirhataU, near LreiU.
Double White Rocket.—H.aving seen .at di.terent times

remarks in Tue Garden- in reference to this fine plant, I am
pleased to be able to state that it is in its glory on this island,

although exposed to westerly winds. We have a bed of it on a
sheltered border 12 ft. in length and G ft. wide, in which I have
counted over 600 flower-spikes, averaging from 1 ft. to H ft. in

length, besides several brandling spikes. As regards cultivation,
little need be said, as it is of the siiinilest description possible. When
out of bloom the plants are cut down and remain so until their young
growths are strong enough to be divided ; tliey are then taken up
and divided and planted on a border prepared for them, where they
are to flower, or they may be transplanted into beds or borders wher-
ever they may be required. I may also add that the large Lepto-
spermum lanigerum, or Tasmanian Tea Tree, on the lawn is in great
splendour, every spray of it being covered with bloom. This hand-
some tree survived the severity of the past winter without any
protection.—F. W^. E., Penrhox, Hohjlwad.

Having noticed some remarks on what is generally called here
the old Scotch Kocket, I wish to inform your readers that it is not so
scarce as some would seem to believe, and if people would only give
this grand old floM'er the care and study which is often bestowed on
some rare Orchid or Alpine, I feel certain he would again see it, as
formerly, in every garden. So.nie years ago I received a few offsets

from a friend, and have now a good stock of it ; and as it will soon
be time for dividing the old stools, I would like to give the result of
my experience to your readers, and more especially to those who may
•nnsh to cultivate this showy hardy plant. It loves a good stiff ricli

loam and plenty of moisture. I never allow a weak plant to bloom,
as it is so free in character tliat itsoon exliausts itself, and ultimately
dies. We have had spikes lo in. in lengfth in moist seasons. This
spring was exceptionally dry, and we took the precaution to
remove all flower-stems except the very strangest ; but even the
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best sjiikes are not half their usual length. Those that have been
cut over are ready for division by the end of June or early

in July. We generally perform this operation when the young
growths have fairly started from the base of the stem, being careful

to get a portion of root with each division. I expect this season's

division will yield me several hundreds. I am also trying to strike

somefrom portions of the flower-stems—an old metliod of propagation;

shoald it prove successful I will record the result. Any of the

readers of The Garden who may wish to possess this fine old favour-

ite should procure it when it is divided, as at no other time have I

been successful in remoTing it.—J. Gray, EfiUnton Castle., Irvim.

Milla biflora.—I am much obliged to " J. H. A. H." (p. 564) for

the information which he has kindly given about Milla biflora. Mr.
Roberts did not hit the mark. The plant is quite diflferent from
what he took it to be. My experience does not quite accord with
that of "J. H. A. H." with regard to Milla biflora. I must have had it

four or five years on my rockery, and it never failed to make its

appearance above ground until last year, when I think it was
destroyed by the rain. In future, however, I shall remember the
hint of " J. H. A. H.," and I shall think twice before I throw away
such a precious possession, even though it may seem to be done for.

It is just possible that my bulb was only in a trance, as "J. H. A. H."
says, when I condemned it last autumn, but I scarcely think it was
so, as I wanted to give it every chance in my power, and I

quite remember that it was examined with care. I am very glad to

be able to say that my loss is repaired, and that I am again in pos-

session of this most beautiful plant.—H. EwnAXK, St.. John's, R>jde.

Hardy Plants at G-lasnevin.— It is to be regretted that

the whole army of Kidderminster carpet men could not be at the pre-

sent time taken in a bodyto Glasnevin ; such a visit I feelquite certain

would do much to destroy their overweening faitli in Golden Feather
and blue Lobelia. Many of your readers will know the long paral-

lel herbaceous borders at Glasnevin ; these are now in great beauty

;

glorious masses of liardy flowers from end to end—tall Delphiniums
of many charming shades, and double Rockets, Antirrhinums,
stately Foxgloves, Dianthus, Spirajas, Thalictrums, ^'eronicas,

Pyrethrums, Potentillas, Campanulas, and all the wealth of fine old

plants that this well stocked garden contains, the whole presenting

such a picture as no bedding-out arrangement which I have ever seen

could hold a caudle to. These borders have been arranged with a

masterly hand, and certainly are a most conclusive illustratiou of

what these plants are capable. I must, while eulogising the borders,

also bear tribute to the perfect order observable in tlie whole place.

The present curator seems to have picked up the thread just where
his worthy father dropped it. This is as it should be.—T. Smith,
Newry.

tributed over the lawns of the garden, some in clumps, others in
groups, together with various golden-yellow Australian Acacias and
purple-flowering Rosewood of Brazil (.Jaoaranda mimos.i'folia), all

of which bloom at the same time. lu the course of another year or
two, therefore, the gorgeous contrasts of colour wliich will be pro-
duced during our summer season can be better imagined than
described. William R. Guilfoyle, F.L.S.

Director Botanic Oardens, Melbourne.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE SCARLET-FLO\VERED GUM TREE.
(eucalyptus ficifolia.

)

Thi.s was first discovered several years ago by a Mr. Maxwell (a

most enthusiastic plant collector) at Broke 's Islet, Western Austra-

lia ; and also upon the ridges .of Mounts Roe and Mitchell, which
are not far from the Frankland River. It forms a large shrub, or

small tree, 15 ft. to 20 ft. iu height, and often produces flowers before

it has attained a height of 5 ft. It is a rapid grower, will withstand
an enormous amount of drought and exposure to trying hot winds,

and may justly be considered one of the most valuable acquisitions

in the way of ornamental plants which has ever been introduced

into the colony of Victoria. Out of the 150 Australian kinds of

Eucalypti enumerated by Baron Von Mueller, who named this

species when Director of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens, it is ques-

tionable wliether there is any other which blooms so profusely, or

produces its flowers at such an early stage of growth.
Several individuals of this magnificent tree are at present (Feb. IS)

"the pride of the gardens." The numerous massive bunches of

bright orange-scarlet, standing boldly above groups of varied tropi-

cal leafage, are seen from many parts of the grounds. The foliage

of the plant itself is dark green, and somewhat resembles that of

another beautiful species—Eucalyptus calophylla—which bears large

creamy-white blossoms. This also is indigenous to West Australia.

In its native haunts the Eucalyptus ficifolia fairly clothes some of

the hills, and the effects produced, even in the hazy distance, are

grand in the extreme, somewhat resembling huge masses of fire.

The tree remains in bloom for several weeks, fruits abundantly, and
ought to make a valuable conservatory plant in climates where it

would not be sufiiciently hardy for outdoor cultivation. Though I

have on several occasions forwarded seeds of it to England, I have
not yet heard whether any of them have germinated. Upwards of

seventy specimen plants have been recently purchased by me from
Mr. Brunning, of the St. Kilda Nurseries here, which have been dis-

Top-dressing Coniferse.—An excellent article upon this
subject from the pen of Mr. D. T. Fish appears in the last number
of the Journal of Forestry. The writer in plain and forcible

language describes the state of isolated trees upon lawns, sometimes
planted upon raised mounds, and deprived of all natural aids they
might get from the decay of their own leaves and that of weeds and
the droppings of birds, all these being carefully swept up and carried
away, while even the Grass which grows at their feet and deprives
the soil of part of its nourishment is closely and regularly mown and
removed. The regularity of their whorls of branches and the
density of their heads cause them to throw ofT all rain-water beyond
the reach of most of their rootlets, so that the soil becomes dry and
hard and almost impenetrable. As a contrast to the impoverished
state of single trees the writer remarks upon tliose planted in

groups, where the interspersions of branches enable them to convey
water in the direction of each others boles, while at the same time
the fallen leaves, the debris of the smaller branches, and the under-
growths often decay in situ, thus furnishing a continuous supply of
new food to the roots. To meet the cases of single trees, such as
Pinus excelsa, macrocarpa, Pinaster, Douglasi, Pinsapo, and the
Cedars, Mr. Fish recommends in preference to all other top-
dressings a compost of turfy loam which has been two years rotted.
This is to be applied to a thickness of not less than four inches, and
much more if necessary, by removing the turves in November, laying
on the compost, treading it well down, and immediately replacing
the covering. The newly-added compost, even when laid on to a
thickness of 1 ft. or more, is frequently found filled with roots
before the end of the second year. It is very evident that in the
case of isolated and dense-lieaded trees with regular whorls of wide-
spreading branches liberal waterings should be given from time to
time, as when these stand iu sheltered situations no rain can reach
their inner roots.—A. J. B.

Woodland Appearances.—Upon wet soils and in low-lying
districts the Spanish Chestnut lias not even yet fully recovered from
the damaging effects of June frosts. In other respects plantations
generally are remarkably healthy in appearance. The magnificent
growth of the present season is particularly noticeable upon single
park trees, and upon groups containing .Sweet Chestnut, Sycamore,
and Plane trees. The Walnut never showed to greater advantage
than at present, its rounded masses of bright green being in many
situations well defined amongst the more straggling growths of

Beech, Ash, and Oak. In the spring the Oak had a long start of
the Ash, the former being in full leaf for more than a fortnight be-
fore the Ash showed any signs of bursting forth. Tliis was uo doubt
owing to the cold spring which kept back the shallower-rooted Ash,
while the deep-rooted Oak felt less of its influence. Coniferous trees

generally suffered severely from the cold easterly winds of May and
the early part of June.—J. B.

Aralia spmosa.—The annexed illustration shows the habit of

an oldish tree of this Aralia, a fine shrubby hardy type of a genus
which has many herbaceous representatives. In addition to ample
and remarkable foliage, the flowers are also wonderfully profuse
and effective occasionally. Its fine form is best seen when grown as
an isolated plant or on the extreme margin of a shrubbery.—V.
Weigelas and their Culture.—These are very hardy, of quick growth,

and easily managed. We have many plants of the different kinds, some of the
largest being as much as 10 ft. high and 20 yards in circumference. They have
lately been one mass of lovely blossoms, and all who saw them were much
pleased with their beauty. Few flowering shrubs are so well worthy of a place
in pleasure grounds. They are seen to the best advantage when dotted here and
there about the margin of groups of other kinds of bnslies ; and an isol.ated speci-
men here and there on the lawn has a good effect, while none of them are out of
place when i^lanted judiciously about the edges of carriage drives and woods.
They all lose their leaves in the winter ; but then, or when they are in leaf or
bloom, they never appear formal, as the loose, half-drooping habit of the branches
is very graceful. We propagate them readily by means of divisions in winter,
that is, by lifting the side sneker-Uke growths with a piece of root attached to
them, and planting tliem by themselves. Another way is to peg down and layer
the branches. ^Vith us they grow freely in various kinds of soil, from a heavy
clay to a light sandy loam. Some of our plants are growing in the most exposed
situations, and other.? under the shade and shelter of trees, and all succeed well.
We have transplanted large specimens from May to November, and from Novem-
ber to May without their showing any signs of being injured ; but any one intro-
ducing them would probably find small young plants do better than old ones.
The young ones bloom when quite small, and I never knew any of them to miss
a season without flowering. Any plant becoming too large will bear cutting iu
freely, as some of our plants at the ends of hedges are clipped in annually, and
they never show any signs of having been injure! by the operation.—
C'AMBEIAN, in the FiM.
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MANCHESTER FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
MARKETS.

The following extracts from Mr. Page's ailmirable essay * on tliis

subject may not be unintcrestinf; to some of our readers.
Time was, he says, when this market (the Smithfield or Shude

Hill) was dependent ujiou Cheshire and tlie Lancasliire bank of
the Mersey for its supplies of fresh vegetables and fruits, but since
the abolition of duties, improved steam navigation, and the more
complete development of the railway system, no spot upon the
earth's surface appears sufficiently remote to deprive the teeming
population of Manchester of its productions. But whilst these
changes have proved a blessing to the community generally, it will
be said, probably, that they have tended to the injury of the native
grower of many kinds of horticultural produce. \Ve know that
that which is for the public good is oftentimes temporarily prejudicial
to the interests of individuals. It is not the province of the writer
of this paper to

point out any re-

medial measures
that may suggest
themselves, but he
may be permitted
to say that it seems
pretty certain that

the only change
that can bring re-

munerati\e prices

to the English
grower — if they
are not now so

—

lies between him-
self and the owner
of the soil he culti-

vates. Diminished
crops in this coun-
try, from what-
ever cause, no
longer me.in higher
prices from the
consumer. Abund-
ance in any part
of the world wiU
flow into the
scarcity of any
other as surely as

air rushes into a
vacuum. Other
changes have also

taken place. Ere
the revolution in

the sources of sup-

ply had begun, the
growers supply-
ing this market
brought theirgoods
to us and disposed
of them personally

;

now the great
bulk reaches us by
railway. The num-
ber of carts laden
with their owner's
produce which ar-

rived in the mar-
ket on the night of Friday, Sth of August,
o'clock on the morning of Saturday, the 9th,
two hundred and thirty. Their contents would probably be
about one-eighth of the total supply brought for the Saturday's
market. Very few large growers now sell their own goods ; they are
generally consigned to salesmen who have permanent standings in
the market, and who charge a commission of five per cent, upon the
sale of all goods entrusted to them. This system has its advantages,
and perhaps is not entirely free of occasional disadvantages. Doubt-
less the owner would frequently make more by his goods if he per-

sonally attended the sale of them, but then, to set against this, there
is the time and money expended to enable him to do so, and, there-
fore, all things considered, he is induced to save himself much
trouble and employ the salesman.

' "Manchester Fruit and Vegetable Markets: Sources of Supply, &c." A
Prize Essay, by John Page. Printed for the Koyal Manchester, Liverpool, and
North Lancasliire Agricultural Society, by J. Mawdsley and Son, 1 and C, Castle
Street, Liverpoo'.

and
this

before
year

SIX

was

Home Supply.
Miscellaneous Vegetables.—In the first three months of

the ye.ar vast quantities of Broccoli are received from Cornwall ; very
frequently twenty tons per day. The Cornish Broccoli are followed
by extensive supplies from the Jlidlands ; the very best come from
the neighbourhood of Northampton. In March early Radishes are
received extensively from Worcestershire. One salesman has sold
three hundred hampers in one day. They leave Evesham .and neigh-
bouring stations in the evening and reacli Manchester at three o'clock
the following morning in excellent condition. As I shall frequently
have to mention Evesham as a source of supply, I may here cjuote
what a writer said of it fifty years ago. " The vale of Evesham is

celebrated for the extreme richness and fertility of its soil, which,
by the successful mode of cultivation, produces earlier and more
abundant crops than that of any other part of the country. Near the
town, on both sides of the river, large portions of ground have been

converted into gar-

dens, horticulture

constituting the
chief occupation
of the labouring
class. Asparagus
attains an un-
equalled perfec-

tion in this soil,

and is extensively
cultivated, and ve-

getables of every
kind are, by means
of the river Avon,
conveyed hence to

the principal towns
of the surrounding
district." Since
this was written
capital, science, and
industry have en-

abled the garden-
ers of the pro-

ductive vale of

Evesham to im-
measurably in-

crease their out-

put, and the rail-

\vay has come and
superseded the
river Avon in dis-

tributing it. A
gi'eat many spring

Radishes are also

grown at Wallasey,
on the Cheshire
side of the Mersey,
and sent to the
Manchester, Liver-

pool, and York-
shire markets.

^ Water- cress has
"^' become an article

of considerable
commercial import-
ance ; as an early

spring salad it is

a great favourite

these districts, and has a yearly increasing sale.

principally from Oxfordshire, where it is highly
employment for a considerable number of

Aralia spinosa (old plant).

throughout
It comes
cultivated, and finds

peasants. It is cut in the afternoon, put on the train, and reaches the
Manchester market at three o'clock the following morning. Many
tons are sold here in one day. Thirty-five years ago the only
supply of this article to Manchester was brought in a hamper or

two by men, who gathered it from the Cheshire ditches. The first

supply of spring Cabbages come from far-famed Evesham. They are

followed in a few days by those grown around London ; tlien come the

Lincolnshire and Cheshire, and those grown in the neighbourhood of

Warrington. Asparagus is now plentifully supjilied ; the quantity

consumed has probably quadrupled in the last eight years. One
salesman has sold a hundred hampers here in one morning.

Worcestershire (Evesham) and Northamptonshire are the chief

sources of supply. The first green Peas which appear in the market
come from Algeria, Spain, and France in the order named. The first

English from Evesham, the next from Nottinghamshire, and lastly
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from Yorkshire. From these two latter places the sujjply is enormous

;

one salesman has disposed of fifteen hundred sacks in one day. The
quantities gi-own in Cheshire and Lancashire are quiet insigniii-

cant in comparison, and call for no further notice. The rule is to
market Peas the morning after they are gathered ; if they stand in

bulk more than one night fermentation sets in and they are much
depreciated. Six thousand five luindred sacks of Peas have been
pitched in the Manchester market in one day.

Potatoes.—The first new Potatoes seen mthe market come from
France, in small quantities, and are always dear. In May they
come from Cornwall and the Scilly Isks, aud arc followed by large
quantities from Jersey. The .Jersey Potatoes have very greatly im-
proved in quality in the last few years, and the sale of them has con-
sequently much increased. From the small beginning of a few
baskets twice a week the trade has grown to many tons daily. One
salesman has sold forty tons of them in one day. The Jersey are
closely followed by the Ormskirk Pink-eyes ; of all early Potatoes
these are probably the finest flavoured. For many ye.ar3 their pro-
duction was exclusively in the hands of small farmers and cottagers
occupying the district lying between Soutliport and Liverpool, but
of late years their cultivation has extended through South Cheshire,
from the neighbourhood of Warrington away to Dunham-o'-th'-Hill.
Much care is required and bestowed upon their production ; they are
kept in doors till they have sprouted, and then are carefully planted
in " Ijutts, " over which straw mats are laid during the night and on
cold days, to shield them from the frost. These supplies are followed
by those grown ou both liauks of tlie river Mersey, chiefly between
Warrington and Barton. Vast quantities of excellent late Potatoes
are also received from North-west Lancashire ; indeed, it may be said
that the county in wliich tlie tuber was first grown after its intro-
duction into England has never since shown it any neglect. The
•once popular Fluke Potato was raised from seed by .John Turner, a
labourer on the Langley Hall Farm, at Birch, near iliddletou : it has
now fallen quite out of favour, and is but sparsely grown. AH
through the winter large quantities of Potatoes are received from
Yorkshire, from Lincolnshire, and from Scotland : most of these are
those known as the York Regent, than whicli no better late Potato
need be grown. I have no means of ascertaining tlie quantity of
Potatoes Ijrought into Manchester in a year, but as all the populous
towns by which it is surrounded draw their supplies from it, the
total quantity must be immense. Beside the great Fruit aud Vege-
table Market at Shade Hill, there is an extensive Potato market ou
the premises of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company in
Oldham Road. This market is in the hands of the railway company,
who p.ay the corporation fifteen hundred pounds per annum for the
privilege of holding it. Under the agreement Potatoes and Carrots
only are permitted to be sold there, anfl but those which arrive by
the company's line. The largest quantity of new Potatoes brought
into the market at Shude Hill in one week, from 1S70 to IS79 inclu-
sive, has been as follows :

—

Year—
1870. 1871. 1S72. 1S73. 1874. 1375. 1376. 1377. 1873. 1879.

LoAiis or 13 Stone—
21,000 29,500 13,200 19,100 13,750 18,5i0 19,000 14,301 23,000 22,230

That the home grower of this popular and useful article of food has
not a monopoly of its growth, however, I may state that 7,929,226
cwt. come from foreign sources.

Carrots and Turnips first appear in the market in April';
they come from France in launches. About the first week in .June
they begin to arrive from Holland, also in bunches. Then come sup-
plies from Bedfordshire. Towards the end of August large supplies
come loose in trucks from Lincolnshire and Huntingdonshire, increas-
ing in quality as the season advances. Tlie Turnips supplied to the
market for culinary purposes are grown almost exclusively withiu a
few miles of it: they consist of three sorts. First, a very excellent variety
raised by Mr. Kelsall, of Pic ton Gorse Farm, near Chester. During
the winter two yellow kinds are most in favour, the Orange Jelly
aud the Scarisbrick Yellow. The White Stone, generally seen in
the south of England markets, finds no favour here.

Onions.—English Onions are chiefly supplied from Bedford-
shire : from August to May there are frequently from sixty to eighty
tons sent to Manchester from that locality in one week ; the carriage
costs from 18s. 4il. to 20s. per tou. Between July and April large
(piantities come from Holland, Clermany, and Belgium. During May,
June, and July the supplies are from Portugal ; and in the same
months, on a limited scale, from Malta and the Levant.

Cucumbers.—These not inappropriately follow Onions, and for
the additional reason that—like that useful and popular bulb—they
are grown chiefly in Bedfordshire. They are planted in fields of large
extent, and, no artifioial heat being used, they are not ready for the
market until August, when they soon become very plentiful, and
consequently exceedingly cheap, i^'rom one hundred to one hundred
and twenty tons per week are in good seasons poured into the market,

and ou such occasions they are sometimes retailed at four a penny.
The English early Cucumbers always fetch a good price up to about
the end of May, when they have to compete with importations from
Holland.

Foreign Supplies.
There are yet growers bringing their goods to the Manchester

market who can remember the time when they had no foreign fruit
to compete with. Oranges, Lemons, and the dried fruits of the
'

' Sunny South " were merchandise that never excited their jealousy,
but it would be difficult to say in these days what kind of fruit is

not imported and pitched in our markets alongside, and in competi-
tion with the home-grown. If we had to depend solely upon tlie

British gi-ower now, however, I fear fruit would be a luxury out of
the reach of the working class of the community. Up to
August 16, 1838, the duty on imported Ajjples was four
shillings per bushel, aud in that year but 20,502 bushels were
imported. The duty was then reduced to 5 per cent., and the very
next year 120,000 bushels were imported into the port of London
alone, and the average price they were sold at was four shillings and
uinepence per bushel. The importation of Apples went on steadily
increasing up to the year 184(5, when it received a great impetus by
the total abolition of the duty. Yet the price of good Apples is

higher now than wlien the maximum duty was exacted. I learn

from the evidence given before a Select Commitee of the House of

Commons which sat in 1839, "to enquire into the Fresh Fruit Trade,"
that the reduction of the duty had driven the Kentish growers to

despair, and that they talked of grubbing up their orchards. That
did not take place, however, to any great extent, but where Apple
trees were removed, Cob nut trees and Raspberry canes were put in

their place, and both these pay much better than common Apples.
Home-grown fruit has, and must always have, a great advantage
over the imported by being delivered in our markets fresher and in

a generally better condition. It is the better sorts of Apples that
are imported, such as the French Royal Russet and the incomparable
Newtown Pippin from America that the Englisli ,grower has most to

fear from. Five other sorts of Apples, beside the Newtown Pippin
and Ribstone Pippin, are now sent from America, some only fit for

culinary purposes, and all far inferior to the Pippins named. The
cost of bringing them from New York to Liverpool last season was
2s. 3d. per barrel, weighing upon the average 1 cwt. 1 qr. nett, and
lOd. from Liverpool to the Manchester market. In 1877 there were
shipped from the United States to this country 330,.565 bushels of

Apples, and from Canada 44,295 bushels. I cannot give last year's

importation, but I know it was much in excess of 1877. This mar-
ket also receives large quantities of Apples from Belgium in casks,

which contain about 4 cwt., and last year they were brought from
Antwerp to (Joole for 9d. per cask ; conveying them from Goole to

Manchester cost 15s. lOd. per ton. Probably the gi'owers of the
common sorts of culinary Apples in Lancashire and Cheshire would
find their account in superseding them with Raspberries, wliich al-

ways command a good price, and which will never l)e subject to the
competition of foreigners, owing, from their soft nature, to the diffi-

culty of transit. Excellent Pears are imported from France and
Jersey.

French-grown Strawberries now reach our markets before the

English are ready ; they are shipped from Brest in small boxes
;

about 7000 per week came to Manchester for three weeks this year.

They are followed by large quantities from Cornwall, Worcester
shire, Kent, and Cheshire, in the order named, and lastly from
Scotland. Upwards of three thousand packages of this fruit were
disposed of by one salesman one day this year, the cost of carriage

by railway for which was between £00 aud £70.

The first Cherries also come from France. It takes tiiree days from
their starting to their delivery here, consequently considerable loss is

occasionally experienced from their changed condition. Ripe fruit put
ou the railway at mid-day in Cornwall is delivered here early next
morning. Put upon the railway in Kent or Worcestershire at five

o'clock in the evening, it reaches Manchester by three on the follow-

ing morning. This is a splendid service, and leaves nothing to be
desired. When we consider that these fruits are gathered one day
and sold over the retail counter to consumers before the ordinary
dinner time on the ne.xt two hundred aud fifty miles away, it must
be allowed that the acme of accommodation has been reached. It

takes a longer time for carts to reach the market from the distant

parts of the adjoining county of Chester.

Vast quantities of Currants are sent here from Kent ; twenty tons

have been sold in one hand in one day. Gooseberries are received

from Worcestershire, Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, and the north-west
of Lancashire. From the first and last-named places they are not
marketed until ripe ; from the other two they are stript from the

trees in a green and hard state, and come to T'.iarket in sacks like

grain. The neighbourhood of Preston, in this county, is celebrated

for the excellence of its Gooseberries.
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The trade in Geniian Bilberrit-s is an important one ; about 10,000

bivskets of 12 lb. e.-vch per week are received here during the season ;

they are sold at from one shilling to three shillings per basket, and
cost tenpence each for carriage. Many are also sent iu small kegs from
the b.mks of the Rhine, and the cost of conveyance is fourpence

each. The very best Bilberries, however, are gathered on the M'elsh

hills ; they are much superior in flavour, and reach the market fresh

and in a tiuely-bloomed condition.

From Germany come large importations of Plums also, Violets and
AVinesours, the latter in great abundance—they arc a well flavoured

Plum, and their German name is Zwetchen : i-ate of carriage £4 per

ton. From the nortli of France come Violets, Black Orleans, and
Greengages ; rate, f (3 per ton.

The greatest number of baskets of fruit pitched in the Manchester
market in one week from 1S70 to 1S79 inclusive has been as fol-

lows :

—

1870.
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English ^AME.

Indian Piippy .

Welsh I'nppy .

Siberiau Lungwort

.

Monkey-fiower

Horse Mijit

Forget-me-uot
Oat Miut.

White Cup

Water Lily

Large Eveniu^' Primrose
Youtig's Eveuiug do.
Shrubby d i

Rock Navel-wort .

Golden Drops .

Spotted Hand Orchis
Marsh Orcliis ,

Scarlet Ourisia
Pjcony
Poppy

Peutste non

Jerusalem Sa^'e
Phlox .

Califoraian Poppy ,

Cinquefoil

Japanese Primrose

.

Sikkim do.
Dense-headed do. .

Pyrenean Self Heal
Pyrethrum
Rosette Mullein .

Rock Soapwort
Pyramidal Saxifrage

Caucasian Scabious

Alpine Skullcip
Stoneorop
Groundsel
Double ?>ea Catuhliy
Catchfly

. .

Fire Piiik
Alpine Catchfly

Dropworb
Goat's Beard .

Queen of tbe Prairies
Meadow Sweet
Rock Thyme .

Virginian Spiderwort
Nasturtium .

Spring Star Flower

Purple -Mullein
Comb-leaved tjpeeawell
Alpine do.
Guthrie's do. .

Rock do.
Germander-leaved do.
Prostrate do. .

Austrian do. .

Heartsease
English Iris .

Spanish do.

Latin Name.

Meconopsis slmplicifolia
canihrica.

Mertensia sibirica .

Milla longipes.

Mimulus ciipreus vars. .

guttatus .

Tiiingi
Monarda Bradburyana .

didyma .

Myosotis palustrls .

Nepeta Mussini
macrantha

Niercmbergia rivularis

.

Nuttallia iiialvcejiorii .

yympkcea alba and var.
rosea.

(Enothera marginata
Youngi
fruHcosa .

Omphalodes LuciUce
Onosina taurica
Orchis maculata tt vars.

I'ltifolia var. .

Ourisia coccinea .

Pceonia officinalis vars.
Papaver alpinum X- vars.

nudic4iule
umbrosiun

Pentstemon nitidus
oimtus
glaber
spfciosits .

procerus .

Scouleri .

puniceus .

Cobrea
secundijiorus .

3[urrai/anu:. .

Phlomis /ruticosa .

Phlox divaricata .

procumbens
ovata
paniculata
(Jiorists' vars.).

Platystemon cali/oniicus
Potentilla colorata.

hybrida vars. .

Primula luteola .

japonica ,

sikkimeyisis'
capitata .

Prunella pyrenaici
Pyrethruni (double vrs.)
Ramondia pyrenaica. .

Salvia pratensis
Grahami .

syloestris .

Sipo7iari.a ocynioid'^s var.
Saxifraga Wallacei

Mtxwci
Scabiosa caucasica .

columbaria
Schiza nthits pinnat u s .

Scutellaria alpina
Seduia pulchellum

.

Senecio Doronicum
Silene maritimaji.-pl. .

pendula var'. .

virginica .

alpestris .

Elizabethi.
Armcria .

Spir(va Filipendula d: vars.
Aruncus .

palmata .

venusta .

Vlmaria .

Thymus rotundi/oliits .

T'-adescantia virginicx .

Tropceolum majus .

polyphyllum .

spc-ciosum
Triteleia unijiora .

laxa ....
Murrayana

Verbascum phceniceum .

Veronica pectinata
alpestris .

Gtithrieana
S'lxatHis .

Teucrium
prostrata .

awitriaca
Viola tricolor vars.
Xiphion vulqare

latifoUum

Remarks.

rockery, well-drained bdrs-
i)orders and rough rockery
peat borders
(new species) warm bordrs
damp borders, waterside

(rare species, Kew)
borders
moist borders, waterside
bdrs., shrultbery, wild gdn.

rock gardens and borders
borders and wild garden
pools, &c.
^uew variety, Kew)
beds, borders, garden
borders

rock garden, borders

borders, rock garden
shaded, damp borders
rock garden, exposed ijors.

borders, naturalisiua;
borders and rock garden

borders, rock garden
,, margins shrubs,

sheltered borders
rather tender
rin.k yarden. borders
sbrubliy (rather tender)
warm borders

borders

(shrulibery) l)order3, Ac.
borders, rock garden

(annual) borders
borders, &c.

moist boi'ders
rock garden and borders

Dorders, beds, for cutting
rock garden
borders and wild garden
(rather tender), warm bdr.
borders ami naturalising
trailin,' plant forrockSjtfcc.
rock garden

borders, useful for cuttiug

(bienuial), borders, &c.
(rare species, Oaktield)
rock garden
borders, banks, <tc.

rojk garden, borders

rock garden

rock garden
(annual)
borders, as edgings, &c.
borders
borders, &c.
borders and naturalising

rock garden, borders
borders, bauks, &c.

banks, borders, &z
trelli'i-vork. &c.
warm borders

rock garden and borders

warm borders

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
Shrubby Starwort . Aster albescens . . wall shrub
Alpine Atragene . . Atra:ie-ne alpina . . twining shrub
Pontic Azalea. . . Azalea pontica . . shrub, pe.ity borders
Soft-leaved do. . . mollis . . . ornamental dwarf shrub

viscasa . . deciduous shrubSwamp Honeysuckle
Piuxter Flower

English Name.

Blue Bush
Mexican Orange Flower.
Gum Cistus .

Virgin's Bower

Scorpion Senna

Fire Thorn
Broom

Whin
Spanish do.
Prostrate do. .

Double Dyer's Weed
Sun Roses
St. John's-wort
Jasmine .

M ountain Laurel ,

Sheep do.
Red do. .

Japanese Kerria .

Labrador Tea .

Honeysuckle .

Cucumber Tree
St. Dabeoc's Heath
ilock Orange .

Maule's Japanese Quince
Rhododendron

Rose Acacia
False Acacia .

Silky Rose
Ramanas do.

Rose-flowered Bramble .

Meadowswest

Tamarix....
Plaited-leaved Viburnum
Wayfaring Tree
Snowball Tree

Latin Name.

Ceanothus dcntatus
Ckoisya ternata
Cistus laurifolius .

Clematis montana .

Jackmanni vars.
patens vars.
lanugi}iosa vars.
ovata
integrifoUa

Coronilla kmerus .

Cotoneaster buxiftlia .

Crataegus Pyrncantha .

Cytisus purpureui.
nubigenvs
nigricans .

Deutzia crenata Ji -pi. .

Escallonia macrantha .

sanguinca
Fahiana imbricata.
Fremontia californica .

Genista pHosa
kispanica
prostrata
tinctoria fl.-pl.

Hclia nthem u jh, va rious
Uypericum enipctri/oUuni
Jasminum multijlorxim

revolutum
Kalmia lati/olia

angustifolia
rubra

Kerria japonica & vars.
Ledum paluslre

lati/olium
Lonicera Periclymenum

sempervireiis .

Magnolia cordata .

Menziesia poli/oUa
Philadclph us coronarius

grandijiorus .

Plelea trij'oliata .

Pyrus Maulei
Rhododendron glaucnm

ferrujjineum .

(hybrid vars.) .

Robinia hispida
Pseudo-Acacia].

Rosa sericea .

rugosa
alba .

polyantha
diversi/olia

Rubu.ii rosfv/olius ,

Spinra niifans
pruni/ulia fl.-pl.

Van ilouttei .

R'>gelliana
Icevigata .

cana....
corymbnsa tt vars.
salici/olia d: vars. .

Nobleam
arirefvlia .

Tamarix gallica .

Viburnum plicatum
Lantana .

Opulus
dentatuin
dilatatum

Weigela rosea and vars.

Remakes.

evergreen shrub, walls, &c.
low shrub
twining shrub, walls, &c

erect shrubby species

dwarf shrub
low spreading bush
shrub for walls, Ac.
dwarf shrub
low shrub

tall shrub
wall shi'ub

low Heath-like shrub
(tender) walls
dwarf trailing shrub

low shrub, rocks, borders
dwarf shrub
rocks, borders
dwarf compact shrub
tender wall shrub

low evergreen shrub

evergreen shrub
low shrub, damp borders
low shrub

(tender) walls
deciduous midUe-size ee
dwarf shrulj

large shrub

spreading tree
tine dwarf shrub
evergreen shrul)

spreading tree

(rather tender) walls, &c.
dwarf slu'ub

traiUni; species, fine or
trellis, walla, <jtc.

low shrub
low shrub

sheltered shrubberies
large growing shrub

dwarf spreading shrub

nuiijiora .

Buidleia globosa large shrub

Sweet Williams.—I have some plants which show how much
Sweet Williams have become improved as regards large pijJS, line

form, and many and varied colours. Some belong to Hunt's strain, and
are characterised by smooth-edged petals, whilst the Auricula-eyed
kinds show the white eye, and invariably a serrated edge. The
distinguishing feature of Hunt's strain is, however, the ring or

ground of some deep colour, and a distinct margin or edging of white.

These are always the most effective forms for exhibition, as they

come more nearly to the florist's ideal than others do. But whilst

the one strain will retain in some flowers the white eye, and the

other its correct and defined edging, there will come from each

such diverse forms that it is impossible to say to which strain this

or that one may belong; and thus the maintenance of such distinc-

tions becomes not only impossible, but useless. The finest strain to

be found is made up of selections for several years of the above
strains, and where there has been year after year the greatest care

exercised as regards the production of only the finest flowers, largest

trusses, and most varied markings. The only self flowers are those

which are pure white, pink, or crimson ; all others are parti-coloured or

variously marked, some very jjrettily mottled, others more or less

edged with white or pale pink. Large beds of these Sweet
Williams are really grand, and so full of variety and beauty as to

be almost unapproachable in etiect and interest. If some of these

striking forms could be permanently fixed and offered as such, it

would largely tend to popularise the Sweet William as a showy
border lilant.—A, D.
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MARKET FUCHSIAS AND PELARGONIUMS.
Amongst tlie many nurseries in which plants are grown for market
in the vicinity of London few have obtained a better reputation for

tlie production of Fuchsias and Pelargoniums than the establishment

at Kihnonton—conducted for many years past by the Messrs. Hayes
—and which is at all times worthy of a visit, but never more so than

early in the month of June, when tlieir large and in all respects

admirably managed collections of plants are to be seen flowering

in their best form. I visited this nursery about tliat time, and
noted down the names and leading characteristics of the best and
most useful kinds of

both Fuchsias and Pe-
largoniums — sorts in

every way tirst-rate for

all floral furnishing pur-

poses, and therefore

valuable .alike to the

private grower and
nurseryman. Commenc-
ing with the Fuchsias,

the first variety to

claim special notice on
entering the large and
admirably constructed

span -roofed structure

in which the plants are

allowed to bloom and
finish oS' preparatory

to being sent to market
was a very fine and
free double red variety

called Monstrosity.
This sort has a good
habit, does well in the

small pots indispens-

able to market growers,

and the foliage is also

handsome, large, and
of a deep shining green
colour. An unnamed
double white kind of

very excellent habit

was also in grand con-

dition. Another very
remarkable double kind
called Champion of the

World -was particu-

larly striking, the blos-

soms being deep red
and maroon, and of

altogether uncommon
size. Its flowering

habit is free, and the
growth decidedly in-

clined to ramble ; and,

being very vigorous, it

will doubtless make a
very excellent subject

for conservatory deco-
ration. Some of the
plants we saw of it

at Edmonton had been
trained to the iron

braces of the roof,

and although only
in small pots, they
had covered their sup-

ports, and were literally loaded with festoons of graceful and
exceptionally large flowers. I feel sure that all who have to

provide for the ornamentation and covering of bare pillars, walls, &c.,

in conservatories would do well to grow this really fine Fuchsia.

Amongst the single varieties, Clipper is very noticeable, being a dis-

tinct advance in every way on the well-known and excellent red

kind, and in its day one of the best, viz.. Prince of Orange. .Sir

Bartle Frere is also a capital sort. It has a dense dwarf habit, and
larc'e red and violet flowers ; one of the very best. Amongst light-

coloured varieties Mrs. Marshall and Lady Heytesbury still main-

tain their reputation ; but a light sort named Starlight bids fair to

successfully dispute the position which the two first-named kinds

have 30 long held. It somewhat resembles Lady Heytesbury in

h.abit of growth and shape of flowers, but still it is quite distinct and
in every way a really admirable kind.

Adjoining this house of Fuchsiasarenumerous structures devoted to

the culture of Pelargoniums, and from amongst a large number of

kinds in good flower we selected the following varieties as being in

every way first-rate :—Princess of Wales, an extremely free fine

dwarf kind—blooms in perfection even in ;?-in. j)ots. In colour it

is light rosy flesh, with a white ground, and elegantly fringed. Lady
Isabel, a really grand Pelargonium, is bright rosy-lilac in colour,

with <lark spots, truss large, and habit most robust. Nellie Hayes,

light ground colour, with black blotch
;

profuse bloomer, free and
fine. Black Prince, light-edged, black-maroon ; very effective and

free. Delicatum, a charming kind, light peach, coloured with dark
blotch ; very free, and
without doubt a kind
possessing sterling qua-
lities. Lady Blanche,

an improvement on the

well-known white sort

Duchess of Edinburgh.
Mrs. .John Hayes, a

valuable kind ; colour

pinkish-white, with a

crimson and maroon
blotch. Maid of Kent,
a fringed white kind
of first-rate excellence.

And La Grande and
Prince of Wales, fine

bright high-coloured
flowers of the greatest

excellence. The varieties

just enumerated were all

seedlings raised in the

Messrs. Hayes' nursery

;

and we can confidently

recommend them to the

notice of all lovers of the

Pelargonium. They are

one and all genuine sorts

of the market type, and
therefore can be gi'own

to perfection in the re-

gulation 4i-in. pot, and
are thus available for

all decorative puriwses.

H. Bailey.

Bipladenia profusa.

Dipladenia pro-
fusa. — This pretty

Dipladenia is a real ac-

quisition, being very

floriferous and blooming

when very small. The
flowers, many of which
measure 5 in. in diame-

ter, are of fine substance,

rich carmine in colour,

and last from four to

five months in flower.

Mr. B. S. Williams, of

Holloway, in whose
nursery we saw fine

plants of it, finds it very

useful for cutting from

;

its flowers may be taken

from the plant without

cutting the stem, aa

many flowers are pro-

For training along the roof of a stove as aduced on the same spike,

climber it is unsurpassed.
Orchids Bedded Out.—This matter has been discussed a

good deal during the last few weeks, but as to whether it is right or

wrong, I will not at present venture an opinion. I have just read

the reoort in The Gardev (p. 526) of the great show at South

Kensington, and it does seem to me that that report is likely to

give a wrong impression to the public as to the extent to which

Orchids were bedded out. It is there stated that there were few

remarkable examples of culture, and that most of the collections

consisted of plants that were bedded out. One plant in the

amateurs' class is instanced as being an exception to this rule. I

was also an exhibitor in that class, and beg to say that not one of
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my plants were "made up." They were shown in the pots in

which they had been grown. In my large collection of fifteen dis-

tinct Orchids only one plant was made up ; tliree plants of one
variety of Odontoglossum crispum were put into one pot. I have
exhibited Orchids for some years, and at first would not make plants
up, but after protesting for some time against the practice, 1 have
done so to a very limited extent in self-defence. Ours is a very
small collection indeed, and if those with very much larger ones
" make up" their Orchids, I felt I must either do so or keep them
at home. Further, I think that in the other collections not so many
plants were " made up " as would appear from your report.

—

Jas.
Douglas, Loxford Hall.

Filmy Ferns at Edinburgh.—The collection of Filmy
Ferns which has been made by ilr. Neil Fraser, near Edinburgh,
is a very remarkable one. He has collected them from various
parts of the world, and some sent lately from New Zealand are
apparently little or none the worse for their journey. There are
many species and varieties of Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum,
amongst which Mr. Fraser considers the following to be the most
rare : Trichomanes floribundum. Of this a considerable number of
plants have been sent to him from Demerara, but they are not yet well
established. T. alabamense ; T. trichoides, covering a large block,
as imported from Jamaica ; T. lucens, also from Jamaica ; T. Petersi,
from North America ; two large plants of T. renifprme from New
Zealand (this mucli resembles Adiantum reniforme), and several
forms of T. radicans ; Hymenophyllum a^rugiuosum, of which there
are several plants ; a large plant of H. asplenioides, growing on a
block as it was imported ; a very large specimen of H. dilatatum ;

H. hirsutum, and H. scabrum are all highly interesting. The only
artificial heat given to the house in which most of these Fei-ns are
grown is what it gets from hothouses which are joined on to two
sides of it. 38" is the coldest point to which the thermometer is

ever allowed to reach. In this Filmy Fern house some are grown
in closed glass frames, and in the Sphagnum which lines the
walls of the house seedling Todeas, self-sown, are coming up freely.
Mr. Fraser has also succeeded in raising two or three dozen seedlings
of the rare Todea Wilkesiana, which are now nice little plants.
Some of the Ferns are growing in a deep pit, part of the sides of which
are thickly lined with Sphagnum. There is such a likeness between
some of the Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum that, except to a
very experienced eye, the difTerence can only be known by the
fructification. Even amongst these numerous Filmy Ferns Todea
superba holds its own as the most beautiful. In the hothouse
Adiantums of many sorts, as well as tree and other Ferns, grow
luxuriantly. A very large specimen of Adiantum gracillimum and
plants of A. farleyense are amongst the most graceful. A plant of
one of the climbmg Ferns appears to be growing as freely as if it

were a Clematis ; and there is also a plant of the Walking Fern
from North America. In this hothouse but very few of the Filmy
Ferns are grown, so that to those who cannot have well-heated
houses the successful culture of these Ferns is still a possibility.
Most of these would probably thrive well in a closed and shaded
frame in an ordinary greenhouse, even where a whole house could
not be devoted to them.—C. M. 0.

Fuchsia Rose of Castile.—This, though an old kind, is still

a favourite with many growers. It is extremely floriferons, lasts a
long time in bloom, and is equally well adapted for the formation of
large specimens and for growing in small pots for general decor.ative
purposes. Amateurs with small glass accommodation as a rule con-
tent themselves with treating the Fuchsia as a summer-blooming
plant, not being aware that it is possible to prolong the flowerin"
seison far into the winter months. It is, however, no difficult matter
to keep up a display of this favourite flower during the dreary months
of November and December ; and the same plants may be made to
do duty again during the early spring months without needing to
have recourse to artificial heat. Now is the time to make prepara-
tions for the formation of some good healthy specimens. Cuttings
inserted now in sandy soil, and placed under a bell-glass or handlight,
will soon be well rooted, and may be potted off into small pots,
shifting them into larger ones as required.—J. C, Byfleet.

StreUtzia Reglnas.—At page 106 this is called a cool stove
plant. With me it is a cool greenhouse one. Three large specimens
have been kept through the past winter in a house with just the frost
excluded. They are quite unscathed, and are now sending up their
flower-stems. Of course, tliey were kept rather dry at the root.
S. augnsta is a far nobler ijlaut, but I find it more tender.—J. M.,
Charmouth, Dorset.

Dracaena Laingi.—Amongst the many new forms of Drac-eua
that are now to be found in collections, this variety must certainly
stand in the first rank as a table plant. It is just robust enough for
that purpose, and its leaves suffijiently massive without being too
heavy, whilst its colours, wliich are creamy-white, rose, and bronze-

red, are beautifully blended ; and, best of all, it becomes character-
istic in a small state in 4i-in. pots.—G.

Fuchsias on Rafters.—Fuchsias can only be seen to advan-
tage when treated as rafter plants. Of this I was thoroughly
impressed tlie other day when looking round Mr. Druce's garden
at Dulwich, in which the i-oof of one of the large span-roofed
houses is wholly a sheet of Fuchsia bloom hanging beneath a rich
background of foliage.—G.

Rheum nobile at Home.—In answer to an inquiry in last
week's Garden (p. 25), as to the climate in which Rheum nobile
grows, I may say, as one of the very few Europeans who have ever
seen that most noble of alpine plants on its native rocks, that it is a
climate of excessive dampness for six months in the year, rain or
mist usually prevailing for twenty hours out of the twenty-four.
Strong wind, however, in summer is hardly known, whilst in
winter the plants, growing at an elevation of from 13,000 ft. to
14,000 ft., are buried in snow. I recommend Miss Owen and all

others interested in plants to read that best of all books of scientific

travel. Hookers " Him.alayan Journals," where a full account of the
plant and the climate will be found.—H. J. Elwes.

Hymenocallises.—In Mr. O'Brien's list of these (p. 36) he
omits one which, though not very showy, is perhaps the most distinct
and hardy of all—H. Harrisoniana, a very small kind, perfectly
deciduous, thriving in a cold greenhouse, and throwing up its leaves
and flowers in May or June. There is another species which grows
wild in the ditches about Calcutta, Ijut which is an American
species very likely introiluced by Dean Herbert, who constantly
sent bulbs to his friend Carey, of Seranipore. It does well with
me in a greenhouse, and if generously treated in a little more
heat will flower two or three times every ye.ar.—H. J. Elwes.

Propagation of Herbaceous Plants.—The commend.atory
lessons of The Gakdex for months past, and the result and revival
of the growth of fine border plants, will be lost if proper provision
is not made for a succession. JIany of the best border and herbaceous
subjects, such as Pentstemons, Phloxes, Antirrhinums, Carnations,
Pinks and Picotees, Potentillas, double Campanulas, Pansies and
'V^iolas, double Rocket, Geum (Avens), Iris in variety and Lilies

(which may be lifted and divided when the foliage has withered).
Lychnis and Scabious (side shoots may be procured, often rooted).
Delphiniums, Pyrethrums, Mimuluses, Aquilegias, and several
perennial Asters—all these can be propagated now, if not already
done, either by cuttings or side shoots. This is the more desirable
if you have noticed a good strain which should be labelled, or, as
must often be done in a hurry, the name pencilled on the box or pot.
Of the whole, none is more easily struck in sand and loam tlian

Pentstemons, though many complained of losing theirs the last two
years. I have already secured a succession of each of the above.

—

W. J. M., Cloiimel.

Formal Flower Gardens with Hardy Plants.—With
respect to planting formal beds and flower garden patterns with
hardy herbaceous plants, which seem to be considered inadmissible
by some, I would mention that when visiting Drumlanrig on one
occasion I noticed that a very large and quite foiTnal garden right
under the windows of tlic Castle was entirely planted with herba-
ceous plants, many of them, such as Hollj hocks, &c., very tall.

There was a similar formal herbaceous garden in front of the gar-
dener's house, but I thought the plan rather inartistic. Both are
probably still in existence.

—

Traveller.

A 'Well-made Rock Garden.—When one thinks of what is possiljle, and
easy even, in all that coneeras the representation of the beautiful flora of the
northern world, it is disheartening to notice how poorly it is as yet illustrated in
our gardens. We are still living under the influence of bad and weak systems
—the old mixed border with few and poor flowers—coarse weeds in the majority
of cases; the wTetched " rockwork " made like a rough wiiU without soil, the
skimpy border round the plantations of trees, or sltrubbery with all the poor
flowers robbed at the root. I was all the more pleased to see the other day in
Mr. ^Vhiteheads garden at Bickley a beautiful illustration of a rock garden and
the successful cultivation of alpine flowers. This rock garden is made in the way
I have urged for many years. It is of low or raised mounds of good soil, with
the rock cropping out of them rather than a wall or bank of stone. I have not
had such pleasiu"e for a long time as in witnessing the perfect growth and bright
flowers of many things in this charming garden. It is only by looking around
here .and there, and by seeing dhferent subjects well done iu different places,
that one gets an idea of the magnificent scengs we shall behold in g<ardens when
any one has miiul and means to give a fair representation of the different phases
of our hardy flora. Among the many rare alpine flowers I saw growing in this
rock garden were the Himalayan Cyauanthus lobatus, finely in flower ; the rare
Silene Elizabethic, also in bloom ; iind the handsome and distinct Delphinium
cashmerianum. There is also the best bog garden I h.ave seen for a long time in
a hollow near this rock garden. In this the Cardinal flower of America is just iu
the place it ought to be, and so promising and strong are the plants that they
look like what we call " flue foliage plants." Boulders lie about tm the surface
of this bog, so that one can step over it without inconvenience—a very good plant
la another moist bed a North American Pitcher-plant (Sarracenia flava), and not
the hardiest, had made pitchers this season over IS in. long, all in the open
air.—Y.,iu Ik'ld.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Messrs. Veitch's Japanese Irises.—Men whose know-
ledge of tlie tlora of the northeiu and temperate world is hased upon
a few starved plants in a wretched border sometimes speak of that
Hora as a herd of botanical curiosities, but those who have investi-

gated the matter sullloiently are amazed at its wealth in beauty and
in kinds. Sometimes one may even see the forms of one much vary-
ing species enriching the whole garden for weeks at a time. Such
is the case with the new Japanese Irises, of which Messrs. Veitch
have now an interesting series flowering well in their seed farm at
Langley, near .Slougli. The gardens of Europe, or such of them as

give them a little space, are already adorned with many beautiful
Irises, which mostly flower in early summer. This new Japanese
Iris is distinct, very beautiful, and large, and will tend greatly to pro-
long the bloom of such a noble race of plants, giving us at the same
time new forms and exi|uisite colours. In Japan the plant is a marsh
or half-aquatic one, and probably frequent trials with it will fail,

owing to putting it in too poor and dry ground. Most people, not
kuowiugthefacts as regards its moisture-lovinghabits, would probably
suppose that the driest spot tliey could get for it would be best. In
Messrs. Veitch's gi-ound the soil is rich and deep and moist, and it

is also mulched. This, combined with the effect of the recent heavy
rains, gives the plant all it requires as regards moisture.
Whatever the reason, the growth is very fine and flowers superb.
It is quite impossible in words to give au idea of the richness
and strange markings of th >se flowers. They fall into two groups
—one in which the flower maintains its more natural form in
having three of the divisions growing downwards ; in the other,
through the Japanese liaving secured a number of strange devia-
tions from the normal type, they succeeded in perpetuating a
race with nearly regular divisions, which form a large, circular, and
sometimes double flower, quite unlike any Irises but those of this

Ka}mpferi race. Both types are valuable, the first mentioned being
the finest in form. Among tliose with pendent falls there are some
white varieties of extreme beauty, both in form and purity of tone.
There is an important future for these plants in our gardens when
fine varieties are obtainable, and when they get the culture they
require.

Lilies at Tottenham.—A visit just now to the Hale Farm
Nursery is well repaid if only to see the collection of Lilies which
are grown there to perfection, and whicli are just now at their best.

We never remember seeing tlie Xortli American, and especially the
large Californian, kinds so grand as they are there this season. Of
L. pardalinum there are large masses in full flower, ranging from
5 ft. to 7 ft. high, and the gigantic form of it, named Robinsonianum,
is even taller and more robust. L. californicum, too, has attained
remarkable size and vigour, and is unsuqjassed in brightness among
all the forms. A late-flowering variety, named by Mr. Baker Bourgasi,

is a very desirable one, thougli the buds are not yet expanded. The
stately L. giganteum is likewise finely in flower, some specimens
being furnished with fifteen flowers, all bright and perfect on a stem
about 5 ft. high. L. Browni, perhaps the finest of all Lilies, is un-
usually fine this season, the large beds of it now in flower at Totten-
ham being a sight well worth seeing. The old Martagon ami its

numerous forms, including the handsome dalmaticum, album. Cat-
tana?, &c., are still in perfection, as are also the late varieties of L.

davuricum, Thunbergianum, and others of a similar type, together
with the rarer L. philadelphicum and L. canadenseinall its varieties,

including the distinct looking L. parvum. These are all in fine

flower, as is also the singular-coloured L. testaceum, which is sup-

posed to be a natural hybrid betw-een the old L. chalcedonicum and
L. candidum. The beds of L. Krameri have for some time been very
attractive, and presently L. longiflorum and its varieties will be
equally showy. The noble-looking L. Humboldti gi'ows remarkably
fine in the stiff soil here, and is just expanding its large pyramidal
heads of flowers. Tlie numerous early-flowering kinds, such as L.
pomponium, pyrenaicum, callosum, are now past their best, but are
succeeded by others, which carrj' the flowering season of the Lilies

well into autumn.

Iris Ksempferi and its Varieties.—The merits of this

beautiful Japanese section of Irises will in all probability be more
fully made known this season than ever they have before in this

countryon account of the grand collections of varieties which some of

our nurserymen have imported direct from Japan. The best of these
new varieties are in the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch & 8oa, who have
them numerously represented in their seed grounds at .Slough, at
Mr. Ware's, Tottenham, and Mr. Bull's, Chelsea. In all these col-

lections many of the varieties are identical, but unfortunately each
owner gives a name to his own sorts, which are one and the same
in all the collections, and hence the beginning of an amount of
synonomy which cannot fail to be in future a source of much iucou-

venience and annoyance to would-be purcliasers as well aa to the
trade itself. Unlike many other classes of plants whicli have a
sportive tendency, each individual seems to be oliaracterised by cer-
tain points, which may at a glance be recognised, for instance, the
Crimson King shown by Messrs. Veitch at South Kensington last
Tuesday is exactly identical with one at Mr. Ware's named Lconidas,
and at Mr. Bull's nursery the same sort will be found under still

another name. It cannot be disinited tliat each introducer or
raiser has a right to name his own plants, but at the same time it is

to be regretted that some system could not be followed by whicli
varieties possessing the same characteristics should not be known in
every collection by one name.

Amaryllis revoluta.—We have a plant of this brought to ua
from the Soutli-west coast of America. The circumference of the
bulb is 19 in., length of stem from bulb '12 in., producing two flower-
spikes from the stem ; length of flower-spikes, 3 ft. 9 in. ; quantity
of blooms on largest spike fifteen, some fully blown, and some
opering; diameter of blooms when fully expanded, 11 in. ; colour
lilusli white, with gngautic foliage. The diameter of the plant, taking
tlie full width of it or of its foliage, is 5 ft. C in. ; the circumference
of the bulb is 10 in., producing itsoft'sets from the lower part of the
bulb ; its number of leaves in nineteen, each leaf being 5 in. in width.
This bulb loses its foliage every autumn. The temperature we give
it when growing is that of an intermediate house.—F. E. , Penrltos,
llolyheail.

Symphyandra pendula.—The genus to which this pretty
hardy perennial belongs is nearly related to the Campanula, so near,
indeed, that for all practical purposes the two may be classed as one.

There are but two species of Symphyandra in cultivation, viz., S.

pendula and S. Wanneri. The former has white flowers, the latter

blue ones, both being about the same in size ; but in the latter the
habit of growth is dwarfer, and the plant does not appear to be so

robust as S. pendula. Both may be grown well in a light friable

soil in a warm position, and nothing can well be prettier than good
sized plants of either species in the flowering season. They are both
procurable at the hardy plant nurseries about London.

Primula Parryi.—We had tlie first sight of living blossoms of

this fine species the other day at the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham,
wl'.ere a plant of it is now in flower. It is quite as handsome as we
expected it to be, and well deserves the liigh encomiums that have
been bestowed on it in catalogues, &c. The specimens under notice

are rather weakly, so of necessity the flowers are not so fine as would
be borne on a well-de¥eloped and strong plant. The colour of the

flowers is a rich deep magenta ; in size they are smaller than those

of P. japonica, and are loosely arranged on erect steins about 1 ft.

high.

Theropogon pallidus.—This is a very pleasing little Lilia-

ceous plant, the flowers of which so greatly stimulate those of the

Lily of the Valley, that in the absence of leaves they may be easily

mistaken for what is known as the rose-coloured variety. The
foliage, however, is grass-like, resembling that of Ophiopogon, and
with the spikes of flowers arising from it makes a very graceful little

plant. It is a North Indian plant, and does not seem to be so well

known as it might be. We saw some plants of it in flower a few
days ago in Mr. Bull's nursery at C'helsea.

Peperomia resedaeflora.—While the majority of the Pepero-
niias are only valued for their handsome foliage, this species is

remarkable for the elegant spikes of pure white inflorescence which
it produces, and, having a feathery appearance, and being borne on
long stalks, they are admirably adapted for cutting purposes. Mr.
Pvoberts, of Gunnersbury Park, values it highly, and lately he
strongly recommended it in his calendarial directions. At Kew we
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saw several plants of it in full beauty, and it struck us as being a very
graceful subject, and one that would be likely to be very useful in

private gardens, especially where there is a demand for cut flowers.

Blandfordia flava.—A flowering specimen of this new .and

beautiful plant m.iy now be seen in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea.
In general appearance it resembles the other species in cultiv.ation,

and bears its flowers in the same dense umbel-like manner. Tliey are

about the size of those of B. princeps, which are bell-shaped and
about 2 in. in length. In colour they are creamy-orange without
markings of any other tint, a character which makes it distinct from
any other kind in gardens. All tlie species of the genus are very
ornamental, and would be popular if they were better known, all

being very easy to cultivate.

Anthurium Bakeri.—Amongst the hosts of Anthuriums
which bear green spathes, and which are therefore worthless from a
garden standpoint, there is one named in compliment to Mr. Baker,
of Kew, which possesses individuality in a remarkable degree. The
spathe is narrow and green, but the spadix, which is cylindrical, and
measures about 6 in. in height, is at a certain stage studded with
bright red coral-like fruits, whicli render it highly ornamental, a
character which it retains for a long time. The leaves are similar to

those of the better-known A. Scherzerianum.

Lilium auratum cruentum.—Of this grand Lily, which
was figured last year in The Garden-, there are some examples now
finely in flower in Mr. W. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. As many of

our readers are aware, it has crimson stripes in the flowers instead of

yellow, as in the typical form. It is a very rare kind, .and it will

probably be a long time before it becomes to be cultivated gene-
rally if other importations of it are not m.ade. In the same nursery
there are in flower in the rich collection of Lilies a remarkably fiae

variety of L. canadense named splendens. It is the deepest-
tinted flowered form we have seen, and makes a beautiful contrast to
the type and the golden forms of it. A large batch of the beautiful

L. Krameri is also finely in flower, and exhibits a great variety of

tint, from the deep variety (rubrum) to the white form (album).
Such h.andsomo Lilies as L. Browni, L. neilgherrense, L. longiflorum,
and a host of others are likewise admirably represented here.

Streptocarpus Rexi.—This extremely pretty old-fashioned
plant is not half so mucli used for greenhouse decoration as it ought
to be. At St. Alban's Court, Canterbury, the gardener, Mr. Amos,
uses it plentifully, and a very attractive display it makes when judi-

ciously mixed with other subjects. Its delicate mauve-coloured
flowers are produced plentifully on compact, well-grown specimens,
which receive the same treatment as that given to Gloxini.as. When
in flower they are placed in a cool greenhouse, where they thrive well
and continue in beauty for a long time.

Hull Botanic Garden.—The botanic garden, under the
curatorship of Mr. J. C. Niven, is to be opened on Monday next.
It is very much larger than the old garden, whicli was only 5 acres
in extent, while the new one embraces an area of nearly 40 acres.

The principal ranges of glass house, including a fine Palm house or
winter garden, are yet to be erected, but some of the smaller houses
are built. In addition to the utility of the garden for botanical
purposes, it is intended to allow it to be also used as a pleasure
garden.

Ne-W Candytuft.—Carter's new Candytuft Carmine is the
best we have seen of the umbellata type. The colour is soft and
pleasing, being of a delicate purplish-mauve varj'ing in depth of tint
with the expansion of the broad flat flower-heacls. Some beds of it

at Chiswick are just now very attractive.

Yellow-flowered Bouvardia (B. flava). — The unusual
colour of the flowers of this species renders it very distinct and
desirable. Its flowers are much about the same size and form as
those of the ordinary kinds, and the colour is a clear yellowish-
orange. In habit of growth it is also simihar, and appears to be an
e,asy kind to manage. It w.as finely in flower the other day in Mr.
Joad's garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park.

The Scarlet Stonecrop (Sedum sempervivoides).—At the
Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, this handsome succulent plant is

one of the most conspicuous objects on the rockery, large plants of
it being literally covered with bright red flowers with yellow sta-
mens. The leaves are thick and fleshy, and arranged in a rosette,
similar to a Sempervivum, hence the derivation of the specific name.
It has been, and is still, confused with a totally distinct pl.ant.

Cotyledon Pestalozza^, of Boissier, and it is also known by some as
Umbilicus Sempervivum and Sedum Sempervi\Tim, which latter is a
synonym.

Sale of Orchids.—Mr. Philbrick's collection of Orchids was
sold the other day at Stevens's, and realised very good prices.
Among the more remarkable plants were Aerides Schroderi, with 19

leaves, which fetched 24 guineas ; Saccolabium Holfordi, four
"breaks," 19 guineas; Angrsecum sesquipedale, with 24 le.aves, 19
guineas ; La-lia anceps alba, 14 guineas ; Cattleya Trian;e rubra, 15
guineas; Anguloa Ruekeri sanguinea, 14 guineas; L.adia Wolsten-
holm.-e, 14 guineas; Cattleya labiata (true), 17 guineas; Oncidium
macranthum, var. hastiferum (very fine plant), IG guineas. The rest
fetched prices varying from a few shillings to the amounts above
named. The total amount realised was £1076.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CC.XLI.—A GROUP OF LACHENALIAS.
Bdleou.s plants and siicculent plants are more tenacious of life than
most other portable ones, or even seeds. We find accordingly that
a large proportion oi the earlier introductions belong to one of these
categories. Under the name of Muscari orchioides, Philip Miller
cultivated (1752) Lacheu.alia orchioides, and he states in his "Dic-
tionary " that it was an old inhabitant of English gardens, though
its native country was unknown. It appears to have been treated
in those days as a hardy plant. This species, altliough not so orna-

mental as L. tricolor and some others, is a very pretty one, and very
variable in the colour of its flowers. All the species, it should be
mentioned, are endemic in South Africa, and L. orchioides is one of

the commonest in the vicinity of Cape Town. The flowers are

smaller and much more numerous than in L. tricolor and its allies,

and, instead of being pendulous on slender stalks, they are seated

on the main axis of the spike, and project horizontally or a little

upward. Robust wild specimens are nearly IS in. high, and bear
about a hundred flowers in a dense spike. The inner petals or seg-

ments of the perianth are much larger than the outer, and they
are yellow, or blue, or red, whilst the outer are usually green or

only tinged with some other colour. Generally speaking, the
colours are not of a brilliant hue. L. mutabilis and L. pulchella

are v.arieties of L. orchioides. Altogether about thirty distinct

species are known, some of them embracing a number of varieties,

differing from each other mainly in the colour and size of their

flowers. Alton, in the second edition of the " Hortus Kewensis "

(1811), enumerates seventeen, and Sweet, in his "Hortus Britan-
nicus " (1830) thirty-six, species and varieties together, so that
not alone have the finer species been in cultivation, but almost every
one of the genus. How many there are in cultivation, includ-ng in

botanic gardens, at the present time, it would be diflicult to say,

but at all events the most ornamental are left.

The group represented in the acconip.anying plate gives a much
better idea of their beauty than words could, however skilfully put
together. It was during his first travels in South Africa, from 1772
tr 1770, that Francis Masson discovered and introduced L. pendula
and L. tricolor into English g.ardens. All the varieties represented
on the jjlate belong to these two species ; that is to say, L. aurea,

L. luteola, L. Nelsoni, and L. cjuadricolor are varieties of one
species, to which is assigned the oldest name, L. tricolor. It will

be seen that in L. pendula the three outer perianth segments are

nearly or quite as long as the inner ; whereas in the varieties of L.

tricolor they are only about half as long. This plate by no means
exhausts the range of variation exhibited by these very sliowy
species of Lachenalia, and it is not alone the brilliant colours of

their flowers that recommend them. They are easily cultivated,

easier perhaps than Hy,acinths, and it is not necessary to import a
fresh supply of bulbs from Holland every season. Moreover, their

flowers appear in winter and early spring, when the less elegant

Hyacintlis form too prominent a feature in conservatory decora-

tion.

From among the remaining species we select L. glaucina, L. ru-

bida, L. contaminata, L. liliflora, and L. versicolor, as representing
the various types of the genus. None of them, it should be stated,

can vie with L. tricolor and pendula. In point of beauty, L.

rubida approaches nearest to tlie last named species, and belongs to

the same section characterised by drooping flowers. It has a nar-

rower perianth, minutely spotted witli red or white on a lighter

or darker ground. L. gl.aucina belongs to the same group as L.

orchioides, but it has larger flowers. L. contaminata is more like a

Muscari in aspect, and has from six to ten very narrow leaves. L.

liliflora has usually two broad leaves and a short spike of wliite

erect flowers, whose perianth consists of equal, narrow, spreading

segments. Finally, L. versicolor is a variable species as to colour,

each bulb producing two leaves and a somewhat loose spike of

medium-sized flowers with recurved perianth segments.
W. B. Hemsley.

f^Our plate was prepared from specimens growing in Messrs. Barr &.

Sugden's N'lrsery at Tooting.]
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Planting being now generally completed, with the exception of

filling up .iny g.ips that may occur or replacing any isolated beds of

early flowers with autumn ones, more labour will be available for

routine work, and whore spring bedding is largely carried out no
time must be lost in getting up a large supply of the very earliest-

flowering plants that have proved hardy enough to withstand the
last few winters, for unless a plant is really hardy it is of but little

use for the purpose in question, as our springs are even more trying
to plant life than our winters. The white and variegated Arabis,
the purple Aubrietia, Myosotis dissitiflora, Daisies (red, white, and
Aucuba-leavel), Gentians, Auriculas, Primroses, Pansies, and Poly-
anthuses are always satisfactory. These should be divided and
planted in nursery beds to make good plants by October. Wall-
Bowers, Stocks, and Honesty sliould be planted in single rows from
the seed bed before they get drawn up weakly. There are also many
kinds of annuals which if treated so as to make them biennials, viz.,

by sowing them too late to flower during the current year, make ex-

cellent early spring flower beds. Tlie exact date of sowing varies

as regards difl'erent varieties, and also as respects early or late locali-

ties, but as a rule the beginning of September is soon enough to

sow, as if too forward they sutler from severe frosts, and in

mild winters tliey continue to grow all through the winter. I find

Saponaria calabrica, Silene pendula, S. ruberrima, and S. pseudo-
atocion, Xemophilas, Limnanthes Douglasi, and CoUinsias amongst
the most useful, but there are many others that do well treated in

tlie same way. Continue to propagate under hand-glasses or cloches
Pansies and Violas, for under anything like good treatment they are
all-the-year-round flowers, as they only cease blooming when ex-

hausted. The earliest struck cuttings of such kinds as the Cliveden
Blue, Yellow, and Purple will now be rooted sufficiently to be trans-

planted ou to a good rich open piece of gi'ound, when, if kept moist
at the root, they will become good plants, full of bloom-buds in the
autumn, and in mild winters they will continue to open a few blos-

soms and be quite full of bloom with the earliest Snowdrops and
other hardy bulbs. The heavy thunder showers that we have lately
had liave made the soil dry and crusty, and^the sooner it is broken up
and pulverised the better ; where light and dry a good mulching of
tinely-sifted manure will greatly help to retard evaporation. Cocoa
fibre forms a neat and clean top-dressing, but it is not of much value
as regards manurial properties ; this, however, can be supplied in a
liquid form if needed to promote luxuriant growth, as in the case of
fiue-foliaged plants, such as the Castor Oils. I find RieinusGibsoni,
a very dark-lea/ed dwarf variety, not only useful for an outer row
to groups of taller varieties, such as K. africanus, but it

also looks extremely well as a centre group edged with
some silvery-leaved plant, such as Cineraria maritima or the
tall-growing Centaurea Clementei. Regulate the growths of climbing
plants, and support them as required. Clematis Jackmaui is as
usual producing a cloud of blossoms ; it is still one of the best. Among
the largest flowered section C. lanuginosa is also excellent ; it

looks well trained thinly amongst other climbers. We have masses
of its large mauve blossoms peeping out amongst the foliage of Wis-
tarias, the two associating extremely well together. The tallest
varieties of Tropa^olum will now be making a fine display ; they are
valuable as temporary screens for hiding unsightly objects, being of
rapid growth and extremely gay when in flower. The clipping of all

evergreen hedges should be completed as soon as possible, for if left
late in the season they do not get well furnished with green spray-
like grovrth, and consequently have a shorn look during the rest of
the season. All kinds of evergreens, such as Laurels, that make
strong annual growths may now be pruned. Walks will need
weeding and rolling frequently ; where the ground is very much
undulated we find large tanks at all bends of the walks a great
siving by checking and carrying off a large portion of the surface
water. See that the mouth of all drains is free from obstruction,
and clean out the sediment that collects in the tanks, and which
soon reduces their capacity for holding water.^-jAMEs Groom.
Auriculas.—It seems that a number of Auricula fanciers prefer

to repot their old plants at this season ; it may, therefore, not be
amiss to state how it ought to be done. In most cases all the old
potting material should be removed from the roots, and the long tap-
root should be shortened considerably. The plants should then be
repotted at once in pots not larger than 4 in. or 5 in. in diameter

;

see that they are well drained with broken potsherds, and over the
drainage place some fibrous turf to prevent any of the potting
material mixing with the drainage. This is an important point as
regards successful culture. It also sometimes happens that the
plants receive a check either during or after the operation of re-
potting; this should likewise be avoided. Do not have a number of

plants out of their pots at one time, but as one is made ready for
potting see that it is potted at once. Afterwards place the plants in
a frame wliere tliey can be kept somewhat close until roots have
been formed. I may further say that the compost should be mainly
rotten turfy loam, consisting of about four parts loam to one of leaf-
mould and rotten manure, witli some sand and powdered charcoal
added to it. The plants should be pressed into the pots rather
firmly with the fingers.

Hardy Plants in Pots.—Early flowering Phloxes are
now in full Ijeauty, and only require a good supply of water and
shade from sunshine in order to prolong their flowers as long as
possible. Late flowering varieties must be kept out of doors until
tlie first flowers open, when they sliould be removed to tlie green-
house ; by that time others will want to be removed. The Cali-
fornian Lilies (L. californicum, L. Humboldti, and L. puberulum)
and the Golden-rayed Lily from Japan (L. auratum) are now
flowering freely, their stately spikes forming quite a feature in
conservatories and greenhouses at this season. The bulbs of some
of these Lilies sometimes go wrong, but this may be avoided if they
have been properly potted, and some care is exercised in watering
them at the time when they are in flower, and afterwards until the
leaves die oft" naturally, when they should be repotted. JIany of
the more hardy herbaceous plants that are grown to flower in
pots may be planted out in the open ground when they pass out of
flower to be potted again when the season comes round for so
doing. The choicer small plants, such as the Soldanellas, must not
be neglected. The little Lewisia rediviva, which seemed to be dead as
the flowers went oft', is now showing signs of life, and requires to be
kept partially shaded and watered, the latter onlywhen the soil is dry.

Gladioli.—We find all the early flowering varieties very useful
now in the shape of cut flowers ; the variety of G. Colvilli called
" the Bride" should be grown by the hundred where choice cut-

flowers are required. It is a very prolific varietj' ; a few dozens of

it will very soon increase to as many hundreds, and they do not
seem to degenerate like the more tender varieties of G. gandavensis.
This last named section has succeeded very well this year, the
losses being fewer than usual, and those that are in good health
seem to make the most rapid progress. The earliest varieties are
now showing their flower-spikes. A small green caterpillar, of which
we have not previously had experience, has attacked the leaves,

skinning off' the soft part and leaving the tough portion ; it is easily

destroyed with the fingers. See that this year's small seedlings

are kept in a growing state ; the longer the leaves can be kept in a
healthy green condition the better.

Dahlias.—I have little to add to the instructions given (p. 13).

.See that the growths are pinched out where too much crowded, and
that those allowed to remain are tied into their places before they
get injured by the wind. Look well after insects ; earwigs do serious
damage, and must be destroyed. If the weather is dry, water and
syringe with rain water.

Pinks.—It may be as well to urge the importance of planting
out pipings as soon as the young roots are fairly formed ; they plant
out with much less injury at that time than they do when the young
plants are allowed to remain longer in the beds or boxes into which
the pipings were put. The finer varieties of Pinks well deserve all

the attention that can be bestowed ou them. They like a moderately
rich soil well pulverised and open.

Ranunculuses.—Seeds of these will now ba ripe or ripening,

and should be gathered when in a dry state. The tubers should be
taken up when ready. It would be a great mistake to leave them in

the ground until they made a second growth before lifting, as that
would spoil them. It may be necessary to go over the beds two or

three times, in order to dig up those roots that are ready, leaving the
others for a few days longer if the leaves are not decayed. The
tubers should at once be deposited in a dry, airy place.—J. Douglas.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—The greater part of the Odontoglossums will now be

gi'owing freely, and much watchfulness will be required to keep
them under conditions favourable to their full development. The
greatest difticulty will be experienced during hot sunny weather,
when ventilation must be given to keep the temperature down to the
lowest point possible, and at the same time the atmospheric condi-

tion of the house should be kept as near saturation as possible.

These conditions are antagonistic one to the other, and frequent
attention will be required during the day to maintain the requisite

moisture around the plants. By keeping the house constantly
moist, and the plants over a bed of coal-ashes or Sphagnum Moss,
there will be little fear of their sustaining much harm during the
hottest weather. Tlie ventilation at night must be regulated

according to the state of the weather and the temperature of the

previous day. After very hot days the plants should be kept in a

cool, bracing atmosphere during the night, and a slight dewing over
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with the syringe will materially assist iu restoring their freshness, and

will add to their power to withstand the bad effects of a hot, dry

day. The plants will require looking over frequently in order

to keep them well supplied with water at the root, as

dryness at the root is one of the worst evils from which these

plants can suffer at this season of the year. Avoid over-crowding

the plants while they are making their growth, and let every plant

be as near the light as is convenient. Any of the East Indian species

that have flowered very freely will be benefited by having the old

material picked out from amongst their roots and fresh fSpliagnum

Moss worked in amongst them. This will materially assist them in

making new roots, as the air will work through it more freely than

in the case of the old material. Avoid shaking out any of these

species during the present season, as a loss of foliage at the base

of the plants will be the result, unless the house is kept much moister

than the general stock require it to be.

Stove Plants.—Plants of Clerodendron Balfouri should now
be pruned and put under gi-owing conditions at once, in order to get

a strong growth on them as early in tlie autumn as possible. Cut

them down to a few eyes, and select a few of the strongest

breaks and allow them to grow without any check till the

end of the season. Train them close to the glass, and feed the

plants liberally at the roots with manure water. Another plant

that requires similar treatment is Meyenia erecta. This should now
be cut down hard and grown on rapidly till the end of the season,

when a thorough ripening of the growths will be necessary to induce

it to dower freely. These two plants should be gi-own in very rich

compost, with liberal additions of well-rotted cow manure. The
different species of Hoya will now be getting past their best, and
will require to be re-potted and to have their growths regulated.

The smaller kinds are admirable subjects for growing in baskets, but

in whatever way they are used a light rich compost and very free

drainage must be afforded them. Another plant closely allied to

the Hoya is Cyrtoceras reflexum. This will now be dropping its

flowers, and should at ouce be top-dressed or rej)otted. Avoid prun-

ing this plant or cutting off the old flower trusses, as it

produces flowers from the same trusses for several years in

sucoeasiou. It should be potted very similar to a Cattleya, and

the growths should be bent round and pegged on the compost to in-

duce the plant to break from the bottom. Grow it on freely for the

remainder of the season, giving it a high moist temperature and
liberal supplies of water to the roots. Any of the .Echmeas, Til-

landsias, Bilbergias, Nidulariums, and allied plants that flowered

early in the season will now be producing suckers ; these should be

carefully detaclied from the parent plants and inserted singly in

small pots to keep up the stock. One of the finest of the Bilbergias

is the autumn.flowering B. Moi-eliana. This shouhl now be grow-

ing freely in a high moist atmosphere for another month, when a

slight rest will be beneficial to it during the first half of September.

Special attention must now be paid to keeping every plant in the

stove well supplied with moisture at the roots. Drought is fatal to

fine development among these plants.

Greenhouse Plants.—A considerable portion of the perma-
nent occupants of the greenhouse will now be outside, and will

re(iuire as much attention to their wants as when indoors. Keep
them regularly syringed, and as the growths gain firmness gradu-

ally inure them to stand full sunshine. Any plants remaining

in the house sliould have a thorough washing with the syringe at

short intervals, otherwise they are liable to attacks of red

spider when they remain long in the dry atmosphere of

a greenhouse during summer. Permanent creepers must have
heavy waterings at the roots, and a good cleansing with
the syringe occasionally. Admit as much sunlight as possible to

Luculias and similar plants to keep them short-jointed and well

ripened, as on this more than anything else will their free flowering

depend. The latest plants of Azalea indica will now have made
good growth, and should be gradually removed to a lower tempera-
ture preparatory to being turned outside. Where there is a good
stock of Lachenalias, an early batch should now be potted up. Pot
them in a rich, loamy compost in 6-in. pots, and place them under
cover in a cold frame, giving an abundance of air as soon as the
plants commence growth. These are very suitable plants for basket
work, and will give much satisfaction when grown in that way.
The principal thing is to get a good development of foliage on theni

early in the autumn, as it comes much brighter and of better sub-
stance than later on in tlie season, and t)ie plants can be forced with
a certainty of every bulb throwing up blossom-spikes. Any plants
from the stove brought into this house or the conservatory must be
watered carefuUj', and should occupy positions free from cold
draughts.—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.
Vines.—Should the weather continue as changeable and unsettled

as it has been of late, houses in which ripe Grapes are hanging will

require just sufficient gentle fire-heat with, full ventilation to keep
the air in motion and to prevent condensation of moisture on the
berries ; and in the event of tlieir being wanted to keep for any length
of time, some sliglit shade may be thrown over the roof to break the
direct rays of the sun, as black Grapes soon begin to lose their colour
and freshness at this season. It may also be necessary to jirotect

the external roots from drenching rains by placing shutters or old
lights over the borders for a short time. Of the two, glass lights

answer best, but they should not be allowed to I'emain after tlie

Grapes are cut. The general thinning having been brought to a close,

Lady Downes, Alicantes, and other late kinds intended to hang on
the Vines until after Christmas will be improved by having the

scissors passed over them again for the removal of imperfectly fer-

tilised berries, and at the same time the shoulders should be care-

fully raised and tied up to allow a free passage of air when the leaves

are falling in the autumn. To insure the proper ripening of these

fine kinds by the end of September a night temperature of 68" to

70' with a corresponding rise by day should be given, and if this

cannot be obtained from solar heat gentle firing at the present time,

while it increases the size of the berries, will be found more econo-

mical and beneficial to the Vines than sharp forcing, with double the

amount of fuel in the autumn, when they should be sufficiently

matured to require cool treatment. Muscats having their principal

roots in internal borders, and now beginning to take their last swel-

ling, should be well mulched with short stable manure, the ammonia
from which will keep red spider in check, while the stimulating

matter carried down by surface waterings will feed and draw the

roots to the influence of the high temperature so essential to the

perfect colour and finish of this fine Grape. Vines in early and mid-
season houses must be thoroughly cleansed as they are cleared of

fruit, as future success greatly depends upon the maintenance of

clean healthy foliage until the bunch-producing buds for another

year are perfected. ^Vheve heavy crops have been cut, the inside

borders will take good stimulating liquid with advantage, and a

dressing of guano applied to the external roots will induce the growth
of laterals to an extent that will be serviceable in prolonging the

functions of the old leaves. Pits and houses in which pot Vines are

ripening up their wood will take less water and more air, with daily

syringing to keep the foliage clean, and when the latter Ijegins to

change colour the surface roots should be preserved from drought by
a covering of some non-conducting material thrown over the tops of

the pots.

Peaches and Nectarines.—It is by no means improbable
that the sudden changes of temperature we have lately experienced

will result in attacks of mildew in houses favourable to its develop-

ment. In low-lying, damp situations, cold borders, imperfect venti-

lation, and dryness at the roots, separately or combined, frequently

result in virulent attacks which speedily destroy the foliage, check

the trees, and arrest the swelling of the fruit. The best and usual

remedy, as I have before pointed out, is the application of sulphur

to the parts affected when sufficiently damp for it to adhere ; but to

prevent its return the favouring cause should be discovered and
corrected, as the preservation of the foliage in a healthy state so

materially contributes to tlie ripening of the fruit and the perfect

maturation of the wood and buds. If red spider has not been

entirely destroyed in early houses, the garden engine should be

brought to bear upon trees under fixed roofs, while those with mov-
able lights may \k fully exposed to the influence of rain and dew,

which will also benefit the roots where they are confined to internal

borders. The syringing and watering of early foi'ced trees after the

crop is gathered generally induces the formation of breast-wood,

which grows very fast and robs tlie blossom-buds if allowed to remain.

To correct this each shoot should be cut back to a single leaf, and re-

peated if necessary. Houses in which fruit is ripening will require

a liberal supply of air consistent with the prevention of rain from

falling on the Peaches. The routine of management as given for

early houses will apply to these, but atmospheric moisture may
be more abundantly supplied by damping all paths, walls, and

stems twice a day in settled weather. If it is thought desirable to

prolong the season, the lower parts of the trees containing the

most backward fruit may be shaded during the prevalence of bright

suusldne. Mats, canvas, or shutters may be used by day, provided

they are taken off after the sun leaves the house ; but to secure the

greatest benefit from shading the materials used should be elevated

to allow a current of air to pass over the glass. Succession houses

in which the fruit is beginning to swell for ripening should now re-

ceive the final thinning and tying down of the wood, and all jjendent

fruit that can be elevated should be raised as the work proceeds.

Figs.—Maintain a constant circulation of warm air in houses in

which Figs are ripening, and thin away all useless growths when
they shade and interfere with the colouring of the fruit. To keep

Figs for any length of time after they are ripe, the air should be very

dry as well as warm through the last stage, and as this state sometimes
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interferes with tlie syriuging ami swelling of successions, sound

fruit may be kept for several days placed on a hair sieve or basket

turned upside down opposite a window in a dry, airy tirape room.

By this time the first crop will have been gatliered from the trees

in the succession house, and free-bearing kinds will be laden with
more fruit than they can ripen as a second crop ; under tliese condi-

tions no time should be lost in getting them well thinned, leaving

only the finest which are near tlie base of the shoots. Tie down to

the trellis the most promising growths as they advance, and avoid

overcrowding bj' the removal of side shoots and useless wood as the

work proceeds. Syringe copiouslv, keep the roots well supplied

with tepid liipiid, and close early with strong sun-heat on tine after-

noons. The earliest house will be the better for increased venti-

lation by night and day, and when the second crop of fruit has been

gathered, the young shoots may be allowed to find tlieir way up to

the glass, where they will ripen and set next season's croj) of fruit

better than if kept closely tied down to the trellis.

Cucumbers.—Although houses or spau-roofed pits efficiently

heated with liot water are absolutely necessary to the production of

Cucumbers through the winter months, these structures are not
required for their growth in summer, as the largest establishments

can be supplied from ordinary manure pits and frames through the

summer and autumn months, where steady attention is jjaid to the
renovation of the linings and a succession of healthy maiden plants

is kept advancing to a be.aring state. The more e.xpensive houses
by this means being set at liberty for Melons, the planting of the
latter should admit of their removal in time for the introduction of

the first batch of Telegraph, still one of the best all-round

Cucumbers, coming into bearing in December. To work up to this

period a good supply of young plants from seeds or cuttings shouM
be raised and ready for replacing exhausted plants in some of the
best situated pits and frames by the end of this month. It is no
unusual occurrence for spring plants to remain fruitful until the end
of the season ; but they often establish a colony of red spider and
rarely give such fine fruit as j'ounger plants, which may be kept free

from this troublesome pest—moreover, men wlio are always employed
in the forcing department can move about without fear of carrying
their enemies to new pastures. The worst pest wo have to contend
with in changeable seasons like the present, particularly where
attention to the linings becomes lax, is mildew on the leaves, and, as is

well known, sulphur is the most efficacious remedy for the destruc-
tion of all fungoid matter. A preventive is also needed, and as
this tends to a fruitful state, immediate steps should be taken for
increasing the root and surface heat to an extent that will admit of

free ventilation, and the supply of good feeding liquid to the beds
at a temperature of 85* to 90" ; this treatment, combined with
systematic thinning of fruit and foliage and top dressing with good,
turfy loam, little and often, will keep the plants vigorous and healthy,
and less liable to be afi'ected than others that are starved, stifled,

overcropped, and underfed. I have said little about canker from the
simple fact that it never affects our own Cucumbers or Jlelons ; but
in places where it is troublesome, quicklime and sulphur sliould be
applied to the parts affected. Water above rather than under the
temperature of tlie bed should be used, and air should be admitted
below the level of the soil in which the plants are grown.

—

W. Coleman.
Kitchen Garden.

For some time past the conditions as to weather have been such as
usually favour the attack and spread of the Potato disease, but hap-
pily it is not yet very prevalent, and tliou^h we hope it may not be,
precautionary measures should Jje adopted to ward off its virulence,
such as destroying the haulm that shows any symptoms of attack, as
well as any affected tubers ; but above all lifting and storing at once
all kinds that are anything like moderately matured. Even if the
skin is not set and hard, if lifted carefully, tliey will keep just as
well as if they had been left in the ground till thoroughly hard. As
a rule, first early kinds escape the disease, and to grow these kinds
only appears to me the best way of escaping the murrain. The next
best plan is to grow robust-growing varieties, which are better able
to resist the disease than those more weakly ; but though they are
heavy croppers, the quality is at best but second-rate, unless where
grown on light sandy soils. We therefore prefer the first plan, viz.,

early sorts, and these we are now lifting, the crop being the best,
both as to quality and produce, which we have had for j'ears past,
Our best sorts are Jlyatt's Ashleaf, Walnut-leaf, Lapstone, and Early
American Rose. Any ground thus falling vacant should at once be
re-cropped with Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Kales, or Coleworts ; no pre-
paration is necessary except clearing it of weeds, as, without excep-
tion, all the Cabbage tribe do best in firm soils. Should there be any
occasion, through drought, to water these plants, it is most effec-
tively done when they are planted in drills, and this being our in-

variable rule, we are able to recommend the practice, and it also
renders unnecessary high ridging up. The last planting of Celery

should now be got out
; ground that has been cleared of early Peas,

Spinach, &c., is usu.-vlly in good heart for this late planting. Throw
out shallow trenches—single spit only—'2 ft. wide and .S ft. apart,
dig in the trench the best manure that can be had, and plant out
double lines of plants at !) in. from each other ; well water and
mulch with about 3 in. of old Mu.shroom-bed manure; they will then
require no further attention till earthing up is needed. This opera-
tion will now be necessary in the case of the earliest planted, prior
to which thoroughly soak with manure water, or, in lieu, sprinkle
guano between the plants and water it in. (Jarlic, Shallots, and
Potato Onions lift dry and store in a dry dark shed ; lightly fork
over the ground they have occupied, and sow it with French Horn
Carrots, Turnips, and Radishes for autumn and early winter use.

The main plots of Carrots hereabouts are a partial failure, through
canker, grub, and wireworm ; hence, under the circumstances, such
sowings of earlyCarrots arc a necessity; but even if they were not, they
are always far more highly prized at table than old ones, and such
a fact should serve as an incentive to their production, which
is an easy matter if sowings are made monthly from February to

August. Sow Cabbages for autumn planting ; for several years

our main plot has followed Onions. As soon as these are

clearetl off the ground is freed of weeds, drills are drawn as men-
tioned above, and inasmuch as we never have had a bad plantation

it is clear that more elaborate culture is unnecessary. Of course

the ground is always extra well prepared for Onions, and in cases

where this is not done it would be desirable to dig and manur '. before

planting the Cabbage—operations for which there is little time com-
pared with the winter months, and this is another reason for adopt-
ing the practice of extra culture for Onions, and making it serve for

Cabbages also. Make another sowing of Lettuces and Endive ; thin

out those previously sown, and if necessary transplant, though the

better plan is always to sow thinly where they are to mature, and to

thin out to the projjcr distance as soon as large enough to handle.

Stake Peas ; a sowing of first early kinds may yet be made
;
place

twiggy spray to Dwarf French Beans, and well thin out ; nothing is

gained by having the plants crowded in the rows. Ridge Cucumbers,
Vegetable Marrows, and Tomatoes should be gone over at least once
each week for the purpose of regulating, training, and stopping their

growths, and, in the case of Marrows and Cucumbers, surface-soiling

whenever the roots appear on the surface.—W. W.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.

Having explained the mode of bearing and habit of growth

of the Apple and Pear, it remains now to be shown how we
can turn both to the best account in the training and manage-

ment of the trees on the natural or extension system, which

meets all our wants whether we cultivate the trees as dwarfs

or standards, and whether on the natural or dwarf stock

;

and as I go on it will be seen that my scheme amounts

almost to a return to what is commonly called the " orchard

system" of culture, only better done. Dr. Lindley, in

his " Theory and Practice of Horticulture," says, that " the

Apple tree left to its natural growth forms generally a low

stem branching out into a top, which ultimately becomes

hemispherical, towards the outside of which fruit spurs, leaves,

and fruit are most abunlant; to support these the branches

interiorly may be considered a sort of framework, for they are

often destitute of spurs or foliage." This description applies

to the Pear as well, but it should be noted that the cultivated

varieties of the Apple and Psar vary much iu their habit of

growth, hardly any two being exactly alike ; but for all

practical purposes Lindley's description is very near the

mark, and his natural tree I would ask the pruner and

trainer to adopt as his model. I wish to guard against the

supposition, however, that I would allow Nature to follow

her own bent altogether; still, I would advise little more

than intelligent guidance. The above description of a tree

just applies to the naturally grown tree of the orchard—the

" old-fashioned " Apple and Pear trees that produce the

great bulk of the fruit that supplies the markets of

the world with Apples and Pears. It may, indeed, very pro-

bably occur to some readers that if this be all I am aiming at
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I may a? well say so at once, as the orchard tree needs no

description, all of which I admit, l)ut we have never properly

read the lesson so continually before our eyes, or I altogether

misapprehend the object that has actuated fruit growers since

ever I remember. The " hemispherical head " described by
Lindley is just the kind of shape of tree that meets all the

wants of the cultivator best, as well as the one most easily

understood and managed. It is the only shape that permits
of extension training, or enables the cultivator to produce the
largest and most fruitful tree in the shortest space of time,

and the hemispherical shape itself is the best that could be
devised for presenting a large area of branch and leafage

effectively to the light. I have never met with any one who
sought to deny that the well-grown and well-shaped orchard
tree was the most fruitful when grown on the natural stock,

nor have I ever known any one who would hazard the
opinion that dwarf trees could not be grown in the same way
with greater ease and success than by any other artificial method
of training now in vo.gue and practised at such a loss of time
and labour. If this be admitted, it follows necessarily that
the advocates of the various artificial methods of training dwarf
trees—the " natural " pyramid, the pendulous pyramid, tlie

chandelier pyramid, the winged pyramid, the vase pyramid, the
balloon, the vase, and all the other shapes withtheircoraplieated
methods of management, that tas the skilled gardener and
confound the ignorant, have been simply doing their best

—

unintentionally, of course—to frustrate the good and profit-

able culture of some of the most useful fruits of the garden.
There are not wanting signs that these convictions are already
forcing themselves upon the minds of gardeners, and the time,
it is to be hoped, is not far distant when our great nursery-
men who set examples of fruit tree culture will cease to cater
for and encourage an artificial taste by supplying trees that
can be grown and trained by any one, and at the same time
save themselves much needless labour. It has been a source
of wonder to the writer how much it cost those who advertise
their tens of acres of pyramids and other dwarf-trained trees
to keep them in order if they bestowed the same attention
upon them that they professed to do and advised others to
bestow as well. One reason commonly given for the pyramid,
columnar, &c., shapes, is that they occupy less room ; but, as
small trees bear a proportionately small quantity of fruit, and
as the practice is to plant two or three trees in place of one
large one, such a plea has no force. Besides, two small trees
take up more room and entail more attention than one tree
the size of the two put together in the matter of training and
root-pruning, &.c. There is not so much objection to the
" natural " pyramid shape in the culture of either Apples or
Pears if the variety be one that easily accommodates itself to
that shape without much restriction. Fig. 16 is from a
photograph of_ a dwarf Lord Suffield Apple that has never
been trained in any way nor root-pruned, but which was
planted a young maiden tree about five years ago and allowed
to grow. Had it been pinched and pruned in the usual way
it would have been something of the size and shape of a
spurred walking-stick. The branches are much more thickly
studded with fruit-buds than the artist has succeeded in show-
ing from the rather indistinct photograph he had to go by

;

in fact, they are almost facsimiles of B and C in fig. U,
which were taken against a background of a neutral tint,

whereas fig, 16 was taken against a background of foliage—

a

mistake that was not discovered till afterwards. The illustra-

tion serves its object, however, which is to show that fertility

is in no way impaired by the neglect of such cultural atten-
tions as the restrictive cultivator deems absolutely necessary.
The tree is 9 ft. high and has between 70 ft. and SO ft. of
wood upon it, and the fruit-buds run about twelve to

the foot. It is not proposed, however, to allow any Apple
or Pear tree to grow in this neglected fashion. The side

branches should have been stopped about ABODE two or

three years back at the winter pruning, in order to cause them
to branch more and give the tree a less ungainly look ; but
that stopping of the branches would have been all the prun-
ing necessary, and a sufficient contrast to the prunings and
pinchings the restrictive pruner would have resorted to

times without number in the same period. Young trees do
not, however, as a rule, assume the form of fig. 1 6 without
assistance, but grow in various shapes, some of them rather

straggling and ungainly, though some are naturally of a bush-
headed form ; but the erect-growing kinds assume a cylin-

drical shape, and grow straighter and higher than is desirable

if not directed in a lateral direction by judicious and timely

pruning. In fact, sufficient allowance has not been made for

the different habits of the various kinds of the Apple and
Pear considering how much depends upon it. The spreading

kinds are by far the most easy to deal with, being naturally

inclined to grow in an open manner that exposes the limbs to

light, and producing flower-buds more freely in consequence.

As a list of the most popular kinds of Apples and Pears of

a rather open or spreading habit of growth may be useful,

one is appended here, for which I am indebted to the kind-
ness of Messrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray, Handsworth Nurseries,

Sheffield ; and Mr. Geo. Hill (late Mr. J. Scott), Yeovil Nur-
series, Somerset. The names of these firms, and their well-

known and extensive collections of fruit trees, may be accepted

as a guarantee of the correctness of the list.

List of Popular Apples and Pears of open or
spreading habit of growth :

A2}2'lfs.

Beauty of Kent Lincolnshire Holland Pippin
Bedfordshire Foundling Lord Burghley
Blenheim Pippin Lord Grosvenor
Biown'3 Caroline Lord Sutfield

Beauty of Hants Magnum Bonum
Calville .St. Sauveur Maltster
Caldwell Manniugton's Pearmain
Cellini Margil
Charlestowu Pippin Mr. Gladstone
Claygate Pearmain Nelson's Glory
Cockle Pippin Omar Pasha
Court of Wick Peasgood's Nonsuch
Cox's Orange Pippin Pine Golden Pippin
Cox's Pomona Potts' .Seedling

Devonshire Qiiarrenden Prince Albert
Domino Red Astrachan
D. T. Fish Red Hawthornden
Ecklinville Pippin Ribston Pippin
Galloway Pippin St. Alb.an's Pippin
G-ravenstein .Sykehouse Russet
Grenadier Ten Shilling

Hawthornden Tower of Glamis
Irish Peach Warner's King
Kentish Fillbasket White Percock
Kerry Pippin Worcester Pearmain
King of the Pippins Winter Hawthornden
Lady Henniker Yorkshire Greening

Pears.

Aglae Gregoire Bon Chretien Fondaute
Althorp Crassane Brookworth Park
America Brown Beurre
Autumn Nelis Chaumontel
Baronne de Mello Clapp's Favourite
Bergamotte d'Espiiren Colmar d'Ete
Beurr(5 d'Amaulis Comte de Flandre
Beurre Bachelier Comte de Lamy
Beurre Ranee Conseiller de la Cour
Beurre Diel Docteur Benit
Beurri5 Giffard Doyenne Blanc
Beurre Goubault Doyenne Defais

Beurr6 Hardy Doyenne du Cornice

Beurri? Superlin Doyenne Boussoch
Beurr(5 Van Geert Dr. Trousseau
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Eyewood
Flemisli Beauty
Fomlaute irAutonme
Gansel's ISergamot
Glou Mor(,eau
Hacon's Incomparable
Huyshe's Piinoe of Wales
Huyshe's Victoria
Jargonelle

Josejihine de Malines
Knight's Monarch
Mane Louise d'Uccles

Marcchal Vaillant

New Swan Egg
Pitmaston Duehesse d'Augoulcme
Professeur Barral
Souvenir de Congris

]

Swan's Egg
Tliompson'a
Urbauiste
Uvedale's St. Germain
Vicar of \Viiil<tioliI

Wliite Doyeunt'
Zephirin Gregoire

Fig. 16.- Xatural Pyramid Apple tree on the French Paradise stock

As has been stated, all the varieties conform more or less

readily to the hemispherical or natural shape, and I have now

to describe how to prune anil train the young tree in that shape.

Supposing we have a youn;^ maiden Apple or IVar tree on
the dwarf stock to deal with, '2 ft., or 3 ft, or 4 ft. of clean

stem should be left. In the case of siu'oadiug kinds, or such
as are inclined to be rather pendulous in habit, it is better to

leave the stem .several feet high, in order that the branches

may not in time touch the ground, but with erect-habited

sorts there is little fear of that happening, and the stems

need not be tall. The maiden shoot having been cut over

at the desired point, at the end of the season it will push
several shoots from the buds
nearest the top, three or four

of which should be left to grow,

and all Inids or shoots pushing

below should be rubbed off as

fast as they appear. As a rule,

the shoots left will make pretty

equal progress, but if any of

them be taking the lead too

much they may be pinched at

their extremities, as directed

for Plums and Peaches, and at

the end of the season, when
the wood is ripe, all may be cut

back to 9 in. or 1 ft. in lengtL

This will create a foundation

for the future branches. The

following season these three or

four shoots will probably

each produce several shoots,

from near their extremities

principally, and the lower buds

will produce fruit - buds, as

is shown in fig. 14—if the

leader be allowed to grow with-

out interruption till the end

of the season—save such stop-

ping of extra gross shoots as

may be necessary. By fol-

lowing these directions, a tree,

with from ten to fifteen or

more shoots, will be the re-

sult at the end of the second

year from planting the maiden

tree, but much will depend

upon the habit of the va-

riety. Should the shoots be

few and long they will have

to be shortened back again

to 9 in. or 1 ft, in order to

induce a bushy growth, but

if, on the other hand, they

are numerous and short their

extremities only need be cut

off; while should they be

rather too crowded a portion

may be cut out altogether,

and in doing so the shoot

should be cut clean off close

to the stem from which it

originates, unless natural fruit

buds are scarce, which is not

likely to be the case. It will

be observed that nothing be-

sides winter pruning is here

recommended, and only as much of that as may be necessary

to produce a fairly well .shaped and fruitful head of
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brandies, wliile summer pinching, and all the trouble and
anxiety connected with it, is abolished. By the end of the

second year the shape of the tree is formed, and all that is

needed afterwards is thinning out and moderate cutting

back at the winter pruning on the lines laid down. As
the tree gets older less and less pruning will be required,

as the disposition to produce fruit-buds increases with age,

and the ultimate effect of extension is simply the produc-

tion of clusters of buds at the extremities of the branches

and very little growth, a fact exemplified on any orchard

tree of mature age. No root-pruning, or very little, will be

found necessary, as free growth and fertility will have
taxed the roots to their fullest extent ; and it will probably

be found necessary to feed the roots of the Quince and Para-

dise stocks well, in order to promote growth, thus quite re-

versing the order of things practised now in the culture of

dwarf trees. It should, however, be noted that although

most varieties of the Apple antl Pear break their buds freely

oa the young wood, hence ensuring the production of fruit

buds whether the shoots bs shortened or not, still there are

exceptional varieties of both that are disposed to produce
growth, principally near the extremities of the young shoots,

and to preventsuch trees from becoming too thin andstraggling,

they must be cut back more severely at the winter pruning.

How far to cut depends on the disposition of the tree, but one
or two years' growth will show how far such shy varieties

should be pruned. With erect-growing, close-habited kinds

it will be found the best plan to prune them in the same
manner .as upright growing varieties of the Gooseberry,
that is, to leave the outward growing shoots and cut to

an outside bud ; the spreading kinds will take care of

themselves.

This mode of pruning and training dwarf Apples and Pears,

as they may bs called, any one may adopt with success down to

the cottager, for the system leaves but little to be done in the
way of pruning, and that little is easily understood. It is

the mysteries of pruning and training, and the mismanage-
ment resulting from attempts to carry them out on some
imaginary principle, that is supposed to be essential that
dastroj's the prospects of nine out of every ten of those who
attempt fruit culture in a small way. The notion, too, that

trees trained iu some particular shape must necessarily have
larger and better fruit is an utter delusion. The fruit of the

neglected orchard tree is just as good as that from one that is

nursed and trained inside the garden walls, only that as the

former usually bears a much greater cpiantity of fruit pro-

portionately, the individual fruits may not be so large, but
thin the fruit when necessary, and give the trees a little more
attention, and the results will be more than equal in that re-

spect.

Standards on the Natural Stock—The only dif-

ference between the traiaing of these and dwarfs on the
extension principle is that they are grown with taller stems,
generally ranging from i ft. to 6 ft, the heads being trained
iu the manner just described. Indeed, the instructions given
by good authors on the subject of training standards is all

that could be desired. One excellent and recent authority
wisely says that after the first year or two, when the foundation
for a head has been foriaed, " the tree may be left to itself ;"

though how this advice can bs reconciled with other opinions
advanced by the same writer on the importance and necessity

of constantly pinching and pruning dwarf trees I am unable
to understand, the only difference in the two cases being the
choice of stocks. If the advocates of restriction were con-

sistent, they would reverse their practice, and restrict the
growth of trees on the natural stock and permit the dwarfs
to grow.

As my purpose has only been to speak of pruning and train-

ing, I have classed the Apple and Pear together in this chapter,

as both are treated alike in these respects. Before concluding
this part of the subject I would just advert to the present

divided system of cultivating our fruit trees by growing one
portion of them in an " orchard," and which, it is understood,

are to " take their chance " to a certain extent, and another
portion in the kitchen garden, that are to be pruned an 1

trained in a particular way. The presumi^tion is that there is

some difference between the two systems, and that one is con-

sidered better than the other ; if so, why not adhere to the one
which is best and give up the other ? If the trees are worth cul-

tivating at all, why not plant them in tlie fruit garden, and give

them the treatment they require, and all an equal chance I The
kitchen garden harder plan is objectionable in many ways, as

gardeners know well. The trees interfere with the culture of

the vegetables, and occupy more ground than they would do if

planted methodically by themselves, and in the matter of root-

treatment are not so manageable by a good deal. It seems
reasonable at all events that standard fruit trees—tall and
dwarf—should either be all inside or all outside the walls, and
by themselves. The general treatment of the trees might be
such as the cultivator pleased, but it would probably be found
best to keep the ground stirred and open amon^ trees on dwarf
stocks, in order to facilitate their better culture. The natural

Apple and Pear stocks planted in deep, well-prepared ground
soon become independent of surface feeding ; but the

dwarf stocks, being surface rooters, are much benefited by
mulchings and surface dressings, for which reason it would not

do to plant them on Grass land. A well-planted orchard,

placed in some accessible portion of the grounds, would, in

private gardens, be as attractive a spot at certain seasons of

the year as any portion of the shrubbery, and its attractions

would be increased rather than diminished by being dissociated

from the vegetable garden. J. S. W.
(To be continued.

)

ORIGIN OF SIR CHARLES NAPIER STR.A.WBERRY.
It is a well-known fact th.at whilst we have to thank the patience and
skill of the hybridist for many fine additions to our gardens, some
of the choicest varieties of flowers and fruits have originated in a
chance manner. I have often been much concerned to know the
parentage of that handsome variety of Strawberry, Sir Charles
Napier. When fir.st sent out some fifteen years ago the fine appear-
ance of the fruit, so entirely different from any otlier kind, caused
it at once to be placed in the foremost rank for market culture under
glass, a position which it now holds and is likely to keep, for in

spite of the many fine varieties now in cultivation there is not one
which commands so good a price as Sir Cliarles.

Before the advent of this Strawberry, Princess Alice Maude, now
still largely gi-own by the Penzance and some of the Kentisli growers,

was the favourite kind, and the only one which 1 could imagine
might have been employed as the seed parent. The gener.al habit of

the plant, however, puzzled me, for at that time there was no one
variety.known to'me which in any way resembled it, and, as many of

your readers may have remarked, in a plantation of mixed kinds Sir

Charles Napier even now stands out quite distinct from the rest. It

appears, however, that it was not from the seed parent that this fine

Strawberry inherited any of its peculiar characteristics, and the way
in which it originated was as follows : It happened that ilr. Smith,
of Twickenham, an 1 another large Strawberry grower chanced to be
present at one of the leading salesmen's when some fruit of .a lirge

coarse French Strawberry were unpacked. It occurred to each of

them to select one of the largest berries and sow the seed contained

therein. Amongst Mr. Smith's seedlings was one which was con-

sidered worthy of trial, and which developed such high qualities, and
presented such an exceptionally fine appearance, as to create quite a

sensation in the fruit-growing world. The lucky raiser reaped a

golden harvest ; every market and most private growers discarded

the old kinds, and went in for Sir Charles. Orders poured in from
all parts, many thousand plants going to America ; and Mr. Smith
informed me that he only made one mistake—sending it out too soon

;

the demand was so great that tlic stock was very soon exhausted.
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Thj most curious part of the affair was that the grower already

mentioned as having taken a berry from the same parcel of fruit as

Mr. Smith took his not only did not get amongst his seedlings one

of even average merit, but the fruit of nearly all of them were white

in colour and very coarse ; iu fact, ijuite worthless.—J. Corshill.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—Over m.any acres of Cooseberry

bushes the caterpillar is now reigning supreme. Although not an

unknown visitant by any means, this pest is this year more than

usually troublesome! and is clearing off the foliage, not only from

Gooseberry bushes, but also from Currants where these come in the

way. Our metropolitan growers do not seem inclined to cope largely

with the enemy, as in some cases they let the caterpillars alone, and

in others employ dressings of soot ; but this is productive of but

little good, and entirely damages what fruit may be left hanging.

Probably the best of all remedies would be to provide children with

leather gloves and set them to handpick tlie bushes, especially in the

direction in which the enemy is advancing. .Some good would also

bs done if the bushes were well shaken with stout sticks, and the

soil beneath v.-ell scraped with hoes, both earth and insects being

drawn into the spaces between the lines of bushes, and then well

salted and turned iu with a spade. All these things would largely

help to check the invaders, and the greater the check the less the

mischief. Of course, the grower makes the matter one of £ s. d.,

and if he cannot afford all this labour, orpernaps it is not obtainable,

then the bushes must take their chance, and there is abundant evi-

dence that such a course means total dislea6ng. A large portion of

the berries have been gathered in a green state and sol<l in most
cases at good prices. The grower who has allowed Couch and Thistles

to choke his bushes finds his fruit small and his returns poor, but the

good and clean cultivator, who has the finest berries, is well

content.

Currants.—Wherever Red Currants are grown the superior

character of tlia Raby Castle over the old Red kind is very manifest.

As a rule. Red Currants are but a moderate crop, but the fomier has

by far the best crop and the finest fruit. It is rather later iu bloom-

ing than the old kind, and to that fact without doubt does it owe
this year some of its present fruittulness. Gardeners who have

not this fine Currant should make a note of it. Black Currants

are this year getting a comparative rest. Perhaps it is well that the

bushes should do so sometimes, for they bear good crops almost
invariabl}-. What fruit hangs on the bushes will not pay for the

gathering, except the return be an extraordinary one. Next year

without doubt there will be a grand crop, and then it may com-
pensate for some other failures. Neither in fruits nor in vegetables

should a gi-ower be too dependent upon one kind. If one thing

fails another is almost certain to furnish a paying crop.

Raspberries.—This year these are good, perhaps never finer.

Last season the suckers made excellent growth, and now the canes

are stout and abundantly fruited. Next to Strawberries, the Rasp-
berry is the most difficult fruit to market if the weather be bad,

but in a fine season it will always command good prices. Rarely
does the Raspberry miss a crop, and, once established in good deep
soil, the after cultivation is neither troublesome nor expensive.

Fruit Crops.—Having more than one string to one's bow this

season was but the other day well illustrated by a market grower,

who, pointing to a long border of red Moss Roses, said, " These will

give me a better return this year than several acres of fruit ;
" of

which, it must be admitted, the crop is not abundant. A few kinds
of Apples, such as Juliens and the Keswick Codlin, are fairly good ;

but the larger portion of the trees have only a sprinkling. One of

the best crops I have seen is on three ten-j'ear-old trees in my own
ground, consisting of a sort too little known, viz., the Norfolk
Bearer. In this case the Apples hang on the branches like ropes of

Onions, the fruit already colouring, but it is a late keeper and
excellent in flavour. Pears are a poor crop ; the Hessle is almost the
only kind that is bearing fruit and does not show traces of the frost.

The same grower who has the Moss Roses has another bowstring in

a few dozen good standard Marello Cherries literally laden with
fruit. There is no fear that the market will be glutted with
this kind, or perhaps any other Cherry this year, and therefore he is

sure of a good return for them. Why do not growers plant more
Morellos ? They yield more crops on the average than any other
standard fruit tree grown. There will be an abundance of Plums of

all kinds on standard trees presently, the best crops being the Prince
of Wales, Diamond, Victoria, and Green Gage. There should be
plenty of preserve made from this most delicious of all Plums this

year. That most excellent kind, the Farleigh Prolific or Crittenden
Damson, is now being planted more freely. This is amongst Plums
what the Morello is amongst Cherries. A. D.

NOTES AND Q[JESTI0Ni3 ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

The Failure of the Apple and Pear Crops.—I have
been loth to raise the alarm in regard to these our two best and most
valuable of all 'our fruit crops. I'cars—writing broadly—we have
long known to be lost. There was little liloom and less fruit, and
not a little of the less has now disappeared or cracked into worth-
lessness, as last year. But the Apples have now, to a great extent,
followed the Pears. They bloomed fairly well in many districts,

and promised to be the one good hardy fruit crop of the season.

But the Applets have dropped, dropped, dropped until comparatively
few remain ; and the failure seems general. I have noticed a few
exceptions in the counties of Sutiolk, Norfolk, Essex, and Cambridge-
shire ; but these but confirm the rule of almost general failure.

Our diamond cordons are once more Ijy far the best crop, so much
so that on a fence of these running down one side of the garden
there are probably more Apples than on all our other trees. I cannot
explain it, but of the fact there can be no doubt ; and it \vas just

the same last year. The ground cordons are not so fruitful this

year as last. This failure of the Apple crop is the more provoking,

inasmuch as it was unexpected. The flowering season was so late,

that most of us hoped that tlie later varieties were sutiiciently back-

ward to have escaped the spring frosts. The dry time, too, was
hailed as favourable to the ripening and distribution of the pollen.

The bloom, too, was plentiful and looked fairly strong and healthy.

But the result is one more failure as complete as I fear it is general.

—D. T. Fish.

New Melons.—" Justicia's " remarks (p. 6) on this subject are>

doubtless, in the mam correct, but at the same time I may say that

there are strongly-marked types of Melons that are perfectly dis-

tinct from each other ; for instance, the exquisitely-flavoured Melon
that we grew at Henliam fronr seed brought from the interior of

Africa by Sir. S. Baker was as superior in flavour to the ordinary
run of " improved varieties " as an ordinary Melon is to a Vegetable
Marrow. This was the opinion of many good judges of fruits, and
although the committee of the Royal Horticultural Society did not
think it worth any award (being quite unlike an orthodox Melon),

yet it was highly prized by many who grow Jlelons simply to eat.

Only the day before I saw ".Justicia's " note on Melons I received a

splendid fruit from Mr. Watson, of Eagleliurst Castle, who was once
my foreman at Henham, and who has grown the African variety for

these last few years, and by crossing it with moderate-sized varie-

ties, like the Victory of Bath, has produced a fruit about 6 lb., a

weight more serviceable than that of the original. It was a long

Melon, having the smooth yellow look of the African, with a very
thin skin and very thick flesh of a sweet melting character, like that

of a well-ripened Williams' Bon Chretien Pear. I do not think it

possible to improve the original African Melon, simply because we
have nothing better to improve it with, and it is well known to be far

more diflicult to keep any good stock true than it is to get hybrids.

The fruits to which " .Justicia " refers were more like Gourds in

appearance than Melons, and weighed from 14 lb. to IS lb. each, every

particle being eatable except a very thin skin. Their size was cer-

tainly against them as first-class dessert fruits, except for very large

jjarties-—.J. G., Linton.

"Justicia's" criticisms anent new Melons is no doubt true

enough, but now and then new or supposed new kinds appear that

possess undoubted merit, and such a one was the Melon shown at a
recent exhibition at South Kensington by Mr. Crump, of Blenheim,

and which received the first prize in a competition in which twenty-

nine other fruits were entered. This one, named Blenheim Orange,

was raised from seeds of Read's Scarlet Flesh fertilised with another

kind, and was as richly flavoured and luscious as a Melon well could

be. If this flavour and quality were simplj' due to good cultivation,

it is strange that the twenty-nine other exliibitors should so entirely

fail in that respect ; but not one will concede that whilst there are

few who must not admit tliat a really high flavoured delicious Melon
is a comparative rarity ; ninety out of every hundred fruits one tastes

are insipid, although having the highest reputation for flavour and
grown with all possible care and skill. One thing is well worthy the

attention of those who may yet strive to obtain a constant rich

flavoured Melon, and it is that the best flavour is generally allied to

medium- size, or inclining to smallness. No one wants a big Melon,

except those who think a Pumpkin 3 ft. iu diameter is a praiseworthy

production.—A. D.

Raspberry Arches.—We grow a variety of Raspberry called

the Prince of Wales that, in addition to being a good bearer and fur-

nishing fine fruit, produces extremely fine canes. As they were
trained to an ordinary stout wire trellis 4 ft. G in. high, we should, if

pruned down to the trellis, have cut off half the length of well-ripened

canes that were mostly 10 ft. high, so for a trial we tied the tops down
into arches by bringing the first rod down to the fourth, and so on
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throughout the piece ; and, by tying every rod where they crossed
each other, an immovable hedge was formed that has stood the
strongest gales, and at present all the upper portion is a complete mass
of fruit branches, and the young growths coming up from the base
have a far better chance of maturing tlian when the fruiting wood is

cut down low. I can strongly recommend the Prince of Wales as a
vigorous good variety that, under' the same conditions under which
some kinds come so weakly as to be hardly worth growing, will be
found to produce a full crop.—J. Groo.m.

PLANTS FIGURED.
CiNERARi.i FLORiBus PLENus Mrs. Thom.is Lloyd ("Floral

Magazine," pi. 402).—In the text, this handsome double Cineraria is

dedicated to Mr., and on the plate to Mrs. Thomas Lloyd. The
flowers are of a crimson-purple (bright rosy-crimson according to the
text), very full, regular in form, and about U in. in diameter. As a
double-flowered Cineraria this is much better than others we have
seen. It was raised by Mr. R. Greenfield, The Priory Gardens,
Warwick, and the stock is in the hands of Messrs. Veitch & Sons,
of Chelsea. A first-class certificate has been awarded to it by the
floral committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.
Croton interkuptum ele(1ax.s ("Revue Horticole," 1880,

p. 170).—This is C. interruptum, with rather broader and more
brilliantly coloured leaves. It was raised by Messrs. Chantrier
Bros., of Mortefontaine, and is one of the most showy of the group,
having long, narrow, hanging leaves, the blade of which is often
interrupted.

Genti.-ina algida ("Gartenflora," pi. 1006).—A pretty variety of
this Gentian, a figure of which has quite recently appeared in The
Garden. The corolla is longitudinally banded and dotted with
yellow and gi-eeu. It was raised from seed sent from the moun-
tains of Turkestan, where it abounds at elevations of from 6000 ft.

to 8000 ft.

Iris K.^mpferi Jersey Belle ("Floral Magazine," pi. 403).—
A splendid white-flowered variety, having flowers 6 in. to 8 in. across.
It is in the collection of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, and has
been awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal Horticultural
Society.

Iris l.evigata var. K.«mpferi ("Gartenflora," pi. 1003).—Dr.
Kegel represents three varieties of this fine Iris that were raised
from seed received direct from the mountains of Western China,
and which have proved perfectly hardy in the St. Petersburg Botanic
Garden, haying withstood 78' of frost without injury. This fact is

worth putting on record, because all previous attempts to establish
this fine species at St. Petersburg by plants raised in a warmer
climate (Germany, for instance) had failed. Dr. Regel states that
this is only one of many instances of the same kind that have come
under his notice. Only three plants have as yet flowered, each of
which has difierently coloured flowers. One has them white, with
the usual yellow blotches, another very deep violet-purple, and the
third mottled.

Lietzia braziliensis ("Gartenflora," pi. 1005).—A singular Ges-
neraceous plant from Brazil, upon which Dr. Regel has founded the
new genus Lietzia. In habit and the structure of its flowers it comes
very close to the genus Gesnera itself, and might perhaps with pro-
priety be referred to tliat genus. The flowers are in a leafy erect
raceme, green, spotted with dark purple. But the peculiarity of the
plant resides in the form of the corolla, which has a short tube and
a widely gaping mouth. At the base of the tube on the upper side
there are two hollow protuberances, like those of Gesnera bulbosa
(Bot. Mag., t. 3041), in which, however, there are five at equal dis-
tances around the base of the tube instead of only two at the
back. Altogether the plant is more curious than ornamental.
Lilium dalmaticum ("Florist and Pomologist," pi. 513 in part).—One of the finest and most distinct of the numerous varieties of

L. Martagon. The flowers are of a very bright red-brown. Even
the anthers and stigma are red.
Lilium neilgherrexse tubiflorum luteum ("Florist and

Pomologist," pi. 513 in part).—At a distance the flowers of this
Lily with a descriptive name look like those of a Brugmansia both
in shape and colour. It differs from the ordinary L. neilgherrense
in its longer flowers, with a more decided tinge of yellow. They
are 1 ft. long and very fragrant.
LiNARiA multipunctata ( " Monatsschrift, " 1880, pi. 3).—

A

dwarf annual species with very slender stems, forming a dense
bushy plant, which must be very pretty when covered with its small
yellow blossoms. In habit it resembles L. alpina, and it is described
as a charming plant. It is a native of Morocco. Mr. Bentham in his
monograph of the Order to which it belongs regards it as a yellow-
flowered variety of L. amethystea.
Oncidium dasytyle (Bot. Mag., pi. 6404).—An elegant Brazilian

species, nearly allied to O. bifolium, but having very pale yellow

flowers marked with chocolate or purple-brown. Introduced from
the Organ Mountains by Mr. B. S. Williams.

Pblargon'ium Maid of Kent ("Floral Magazine," pi. 404).—
One of the free-flowering "decorative" Pelargoniums with wavy
petals. The flowers are white, each petal having a crimson-purple
blotch. It is described as a very valuable plant for greenhouse
decoration. Messrs. J. & J. Hayes, florists, Edmonton, the raisers,
have exhibited it more than once at South Kensington, and they
have received a first-class certificate of merit for it.

Primula sibirica var. Cashmeriana (Bot. Mag., pi. 6493).

—

One of the numerous and elegant Primroses that inhabit the
mountains of Northern India, where, indeed, the genus seems to
find its greatest concentration of species. Dr. Watt, who is engaged
at Kew elaborating the genus for the " Flora Indioa, " informs us
that there are about a score of undescribed species represented in
the herbarium at Kew, including the specimens recently presented
by himself and Jlr. Clark. The plant figured is in cultivation
under the name of P. elegans, a name which Sir J. Hooker regards
as a synonym of P. rosea. It is not so showy as the latter, nor per-
haps as typical as P. sibirica, but it is very pretty when growing in
patches. Tliis variety is from the southern limit of the species in
Cashmere, whence seeds were sent to the Royal Gardens by Dr.
Aitchison. Flowers rather small, pale lilac-pink.

PuNicA GRAX.iTUM (new varieties; "Revue Horticole," 1880,
p. 130).—The common phrase, "not cultivated so generally as it

deserves to be," applies with especial force to the Pomegranate, espe-
cially to the variety with crimson flowers. A sunny wall, with a
little protection in very severe weather, are the conditions it exacts.
Three varieties are represented on the plate quoted. One is the old
Legrellei, which has salmon-red petals bordered and striped with
white ; and the others are sports from it, the one having double
crimson flowers and the other double white or yellowish-white. The
merits claimed for these varieties, which offer nothing new in colour,
are vigorousness and hardiness.

RiBES LAcusTRE (Bot. Mag., pi. 6492).—This is not an ornamental
species in the sense that R. rubrum and R. speciosum are, but a
flowering branch of it is an elegant object. It has slender, spiny and
bristly, purplish branches, and leaves somewhat intermediate between
those of the Gooseberry and Red Curr.ant, but altogether more deli-

cate and of a beautiful light green. The flowers are small, and borne
in pendent racemes, not unlike those of the Red Currant, but having
yellow petals with a pink or red spot near the base. R. lacustre is

the Swamp Gooseberry of the United States of North America, and
its fruit varies very much in quality in different parts of its wide
range of distribution, which extends across the Continent from east

to west, and from the Arctic Circle southward to Northern California.

Dr. Asa Gray describes it as unpleasant in New England, whilst
Lindley, on the authority of Douglas, states that the fruit of a form
which he describes under the name of R. echinatum is black and
pleasant. In the "Botany of California" Dr. Gray describes the
berries as light red, not larger than Peas, acid, and intermediate (in

flavour) between a Gooseberry and a Currant. Though not well
figured before, this species was introduced as long ago as 1812,

There is a fine bush of it in the collection at Kew that flowers
annually.
Salvia farinacea ("Gartenflora," pi. 1002).—This is a fine

Mexican Salvia for summer decoration. It has blue flowers, the
lower lip blotched with white.

Solanu.m eetaceum ("Revue Horticole," 1880, p. 150).—Long
ago this plant was cultivated in England, and Andrews figured it in

his "Botanist's Repositorj'," pi. 511, remarking that it was by far

the largest species of Solauum then known. Tlie plant figured by
Andrews was in Lambert's celebrated collection. It was 12 ft.

high, and had leaves nearly 2 ft. long. .Since then Solanums have
been discovered with leaves 4 ft. long and 2 ft. to 3 ft. wide. The
figure in the " Revue Hoi-ticole " represents the ripe fruit, which is

eaten in the south of Europe, Egypt, and other countries in the
same way as Tomatoes. The fruit is egg-shaped, orange-red, and
about 2J in. long. In warm seasons it would make an ornamental
appearance in the open air with us.

T:ll.\ndsi.\ M.\lzixei (Bot. Mag., pi. 6495).—One of the set

having broad, recurved leaves and unbranched flower-spikes, with
the flowers in several rows, or all around the spikes, as distinguished

from those in which the flowers are arranged in two rows. Leaves
about 1 ft. long by 3 in. broad, forming a dense rosette, from the
centre of which rises the flower-spike to a height of 1 ft. to 2 ft.

Flowers white, projecting from yellow bracts. A variety with red
bracts was figured in the " Belgique Horticole " in 1874, where it is

referred, under the same specific name, to the genus Vriesia. A
native of Mexico ; discovered and introduced by the Belgian gentle-

man whose name it bears. It is a showy species, especially the

variety with red bracts, the leaves of which are of a rich purple-red

beneath. W. B. Hemsley.
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SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ALEXAXDEA PALACE ROSE SHOW.
July 10.

Ti(i< \ras in every way an excellent sliow, being cxtensh-e ami cha-
racterised by the high c|uality of the exhibits. Falling, as it did, a
week later than the National Rose Society's show, the blooms from
growers about London were much improved, surpassing in many of

the classes those of other exhibitors who had been more successful
at other shows this season. The best Roses in stands of a dozen
blooms were shown by amateurs. In addition to Roses shown
in the competitive classes, Messrs. W. Paul & .Son, Waltham Cross,
contributed several thousands of cut blooms, wliich formed an
important feature, and one that was highly attractive. The show
was held in the central transept, which atVorded ample space for

disposing the numerous exhibits in rvn effective manner, and we may
add that the arrangements for judging, reporting, &c., were greatly
superior to those at the National Rose .Society's show the preceding
week.

Nurserymen's Classes.

There were six exhibitors of sevent3'-two single trusses. Cran-
ston's Nursery and .Seed Co. , King's Acre, Hereford, were awarded
the first prize for .an excellent collection, all the blooms in which
were in fine condition, and among them the most noteworthy were
Madame Cliarles \Vood, ilarie Baumann, Beauty of Waltham, La
Havre, General Jacqueminot, Frani,'ois Michelon, Horace Vernet,
Marquise de ('astellane. Exposition de Brie, Miss Hassard, Mens.
E. Y. Te-as, Mrs. Jowitt, Duke of Edinburgh, Maurice Bernardin,
President Wdlermoz, Etienne Levet, Mons. Gabriel Tournier, Mdlle.
Marie Cointet, Pierre Netting, Mrs. Baker, JIadame Therese Levet,
Paul Neron, Lord Clyde, Jean Liabaud, and a remarkably fine

Duchess of Bedford among otliers. The second best collection, from
Messrs. Paul & .Son, contained several of the beautiful new varie-

ties raised at Cheshunt, such as Duke of Teck, Jolm Bright, Prince
Arthur. Countess of Darnley, Charles Darwin, Empress of India,
and Brightness of Cheshunt, the latter a very brilliant rich scarlet
variety in the way of Duke of Teck, of fine form and excellent iu

every way. The old General Jacqueminot was shown very finely by
ilessrs. Paul. Messrs. Keynes, of Salisbury, showed a fair collec-

tion for the third place, and the other collections were not much
inferior.

In the class for forty-eight treble trusses the premier prize

was taken by the Cheshunt collection, which was thoroughly repre-
sentative and good. Among the varieties shown were excellent ex-

amples of .John Bright, Charles Darwin, Emily Laxton, Prince
Arthur, La Rosiere, A. K. Williams, Duke of Teck, Ferdinand de
Lesseps, La France, Glory of Cheshunt, Henri Ledechaux, Fisher
Holmes, Auguste Rigotard, Pierre Notting. The second award was
gained by the King's Acre collection, which was also fine, though
scarcely so evenly expanded as the preceding. The only varieties

that were not represented in the other collection from the same
place was Edward Pynaert and Niphetos, which both thrive admir-
ably at Hereford, ilr. Turner, of .Slough, showed a creditable col-

lection for the third place, and Messrs. Keynes, of .Salisbury, the
fourth, which included all the exhibits in this class.

Of twenty-four treble trusses there were five exhibitors, and all

showed very fine collections. Mr. Turner showed from the Royal
Nurseries, .Slough, the premier stand, and amongst the noteworthy
varieties shown were SirGametWolseley, .John Stuart Mill, LouisVan
Houtte, .John Hopper. Baron Bonstetten, Eugene Verdier, Vicomte
Vigier, Duke of Edinburgh, .Senateur Vaisse, .Star of Waltham, La
France, Elie Morel, Prince CamiUe de Rohan, Horace Vernet, Madame
Lacharme, Baroness Rothschild, ilaurice Bernardin. Cranston's
Company took the second prize with a fair collection, showing Mrs.
Baker and others very fine. Mr. G. W. Piper, Uckfield, took the
third, and Messrs. Paul the fourth.

The si.x collections of twenty-four single trusses were, like the
preceding, of remarkably high merit, so sood, indeed, and evenly
matched were they, that the judges awarded two second prizes. The
first was taken by Cranston's Company, who exhibited fine Iilooma
of .Jean Liabaud, Dupuy .Jamain, Marie Baumann, Mons. E. Y.Teas,
Madame Lacharme, Madame C. Wood, Elie Morel, iladame Hippo-
Ivte Jamain, La France, Dake of Edinburgh. Mr. Turner and Mr.
Prince, Oxford, were the two exhibitors to whom were awarded
equal second prizes. Both colUetions were good, and contained
some varieties in fine form. The third and fourth collections came
from Mr. Francis, Herts, and Mr. .1. House, Peterborougli.
To ilr. Prince was awanled the first prize for twelve Tea-scented

or Noisette varieties, and they were excellent in every way. The
kinds were Devoniensis, Innocente Pirola, Souvenir d'un Ami, Perle
des Jardins, Narcisse, Alba Rosea, Madame Berard. Madame Caroline
Kuster, Souvenir d'Elise, Madame Margottin, L'nique. Messrs.

Paul, ('hesitant, Cr.an.ston's Company, and Messrs. Keynes gained
the other prizes in the ordernamed ; and in their collections were con-
.spicuous some fine blooms of such excellent varieties as Ri ve d'Or,
Gloire de Dijon, .\Larcchal Niel, Madame Willermoz, i.'arie Van
Houtte, Niphetos, Bouquet d'Or, Catherine Mermet, Isab.-l'a Spruut,
A lam. and others.

.Ajnateurs' Classes.
But three exhibitors showed in the class for forty-eight single

trusses. These were Mr. Jowitt, Old Weir, Hereford ; Mr. J. Hol-
lingworth, Maidstone : and Mr. J. Davies, Salisbury, wlio gained
the prizes in the order named. The first collection was not so fine
as Mr. Jowitt has shown tills season, though it contained excellent
blooms of T. Mills, Marie Baumann, Baron Bonstetten, Beauty of
Waltham, La Havre, Maurice Bernardin, Ferdinand de Lesseps,
Souvenir d'Auguste Riviere, Mdlle. Marie A'erdier, .Jean Liabaud,
Captain Christy, Prince Arthur, Hippolyte .Jamain, &o. The
other collections represented some fine blooms of some excelknt
varieties.

Of thirty-six single trusses there were four exhibitors, and Mr.
Jowitt in this class also took the jiremier position. His collection
was remarkable for the finely-formed and large flowers of Captain
Christy, being the best we liave seen tliis season, likewise of Annie
Laxton, La France, J. Mills, Baroness RothschiUl, Ferdinand de
Lesseps, Dupuy .Jamain, Louis Van Houtte, Comtesse d'Oxford,
and others. The second prize went to Mr. Davies, B.anbury, and
the third to an exhibitor of the same name at Salisbury, while
Mr. Hollingworth showed the other collection.

The class for twenty-four treble trusses was represented by three
exhibitors. Mr. Davies, Banbury, took the first place with a very
good collection of blooms, whicli were remarkable for the even-
ness of size and stage of exp.ansion. The most conspicuous kinds
were Horace Vernet, Beauty of Waltham, La France, Mdlle. Marie
Rady, La Havre, Hippolyte Jamain, Charles Lefebvre, Marie
Baumann, Mdlle. Marie Finger, Jean Liabaud, Duke of Edin-
burgh, Alfred Colomb, Charles Darwin, Baroness Rothschild,
Exposition de Brie. The two other collections were much inferior
in the quality of the blooms both in size and form.
The best collection amongst nine in the class for twenty-four

single trusses shown by exhibitors not competing in the three pre-
vious classes contained some of the finest blooms in the show.
The most noteworthy were Fisher Holmes, General Jacqueminot,
Marguerite de St. Amand, Souvenir de Paul Neron, T. Mills,
.Senateur Vaisse, Dr. Andry. Marie Baumaun, Horace Vernet,
Eugene Verdier, Duke of 'SVellington, Exposition de Brie, La
Rosifere, &c. This collection was shown by Mr. A. G. .Soames,
Bourne. Mr. Hawtrey, Slough, showed the next best collection,
also a good one, and equal third prizes were awarded to Mr.
Wakeley, Rainham, and Mr. .Sharp, Horsham.
The next class for twelve single trusses was the most numerously

represented of all, there being twelve exhibitors, and a very fine
dozen blooms were shown by Mr. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower,
for the first prize. The most noteworthy iu his collection were of
Charles Lefebvre, Comtesse d'Oxford, Dr. Andry, Exposition de
Brie, Francois Michelon, Be.auty of Waltham, Etienne Levet, Mar-
quise de Castellane, Baroness Rothschild, &c. Mr. Mawley, Croy-
don, Mr. Soames, and the Rev. Alan Cheales, Surrey, took the other
prizes in tlie order named, and among their stands win unusually
fine examples of The Shah, Annie Wood, Queen of Bedders, Duchess
of Bedford, &e.

Tea-scented and Noisette varieties of twelve trusses were shown
finest by Mr. Hawtrey, .Slough, who had Rubens, Madame C. Kuster,
ilarie Van Houtte, Madame Willermoz, Madame Lambard, Sou-
venir d'un Ami, Alba Rosea, Amazone, Catherine Mermet, Gloire de
Dijon, Marechal Niel. Jlr. Davies, Banbury, was second ; Mr.
Harrington, Essex, third ; Mr. .J. Hollingworth, fourth.

Open Classes.
There were two exhibitors of twelve trusses of Baroness Roth-

schild. These were Cranston's Company and Messrs. Keynes. The
former showed very fair-sized blooms for the first prize.

La France was shown by four exhibitors, the best twelve trusses
coming from Mr. .1. Wakeley, Rainham.
There were seven exponents of the charms of Marie Baumann,

which was shown best by Mr. Prince, Oxford, and his dozen trusses
were remarkably fine in size and form.
The classes for a similar number of trusses of Marechal Niel and

Etienne Levet were not represented.

Ne'w Roses.
Four exhibitors showed in the class for twelve single trusses of

Roses of 1878-70-80. The collections from Messrs. Paul & Son,
Cheshunt, and Mr. Turner, Slough, were of such equal merit, that
the judges awarded them equal first prizes. Messrs. Paul showed
A. K. Williams, Cliarles Darwin, Madame Alphonse Lavallee, Mar-
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quis of Salisbury, Duke of Teok, Matlame A. Baltet, Comtesse de

Choiseul Dr. Hogg, C'onstantin Fretiakoff, Souvenir d'Auguste

Riviere, and Paul Jamaiu. Mr. Turner's collection consisted of

Eweri* Beauty of Stapleford, Madame Lambard, Gaston Leveque,

Charles Darwin, Mdlle. Marie "S'erdier, A. K. Williams, Duchess

of Bedford, Wilhelm Koelle, Madame Alexandre Bernaix, and

Mrs. Harry Tamer. Messrs. Keynes and Mr. Piper were the

other exhibitors, and among their collections were Barthelemy

Joubert, Nancy Lee, Penelope Mayo, Madame Pierre Ogier, Dr.

Baillon, A. K. AVilliams, Claude Bernard, .Jules Chretien, Louis

Dore Oxonian, Emily Laxton, Souvenir de Madame Robert, Princesse

delaTremouille, Duchess of Bedford, &c.

For six trusses of any variety of 1S7S-70-80, Messrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, took the first prize with A. K. AVilliams, and Mr. Turner

took the second with Charles Darwin. Messrs. Paul also showed in

this class Dake of Teck and Charles Darwin. These were awarded

in the first instance the second and third prizes ; but, owing to the

rule that no exhibitor could take more than one prize in a class, the

prizes were awarded as above.

Of twelve finglish raised Roses in commerce or not yet sent out

thei-e were three exhibitors. Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, took the first

prize with Tlie Shah, Princess Beatrice, Star of Waltham, Reynolds

Hole Beauty of Waltham, Charles Darwin, Duke of Teck, Duke of

Edinburgh, John Hopper, Cheshunt Hybrid, Prince Arthur, and

Mat'na C^harta. Jlr. Piper took the second with Penelope Mayo,

John Hopper, Duke of Edinburgh, Bessie Johnson, Beauty of

Waltham, Miss Hassard, Reynolds Hole, Sir Garnet Wolseley,

Countess 'of Rosebery, Princess Mary of Cambridge, and John Bright.

Mr Turner for the third prize showed Charles Darwin, Bessie John-

son' Rev. F. Flowers, A. McKenzie, Duke of Edinburgh, Star of

Waltham', Princess Beatrice, Lord Macaulay, Duchess of Bedford,

and Harrison Weir. ,.,.,„. ,

Eighteen trusses of English raised Roses in commerce were shown

by three exhibitors. Mr. Turner won the premier prize, and had in

his collection Lord Clyde, Star of Waltham, Magna Charta, Lord

Macaulay, Beauty of Waltham, Duchess of Bedford, Dean of Wind-

sor Princess Beatrice, Prince Arthur, John Hopper, Duke of Edin-

burgh, John Stuart Mills, Royal Standard, Sir Garnet Wolesley,

Charles Darwin, Oxonian, and Cheshunt Hybrid. Jlessrs. Paul, Ches-

hunt who took the second prize, had Harrison Weir, Star of Wal-

tham' Duke of Connaught, 'Magna Charta, Reynolds Hole, Beauty

of Waltham, Duke of Edidbargh, John Hopper, John Bright, The

Shah Marquis of Salisbury, Princess Beatrice, Prince Arthur,

May 'oueuneU, Cheshunt Hybrid, and Duke of Teck. Mr. Piper was

the other exhibitor. His collection di£Fered from the other in

haviuf Red Dragon, Miss Ingi'am, and Mrs. Baker.

Certifloates.—First-class certificates were awarded to Messrs.

Wm Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, for H. P. Pride of Waltham, a

fine variety, with large, full, and finely-formed flowers. It is of

a very clear, delicate, flesh colour, shaded with light rose, and is

a fine addition to the list of English-raised Roses, which are now

be-omin" more plentiful. Lady Sheffield, also a Hybrid Perpetual,

producing splendid blooms of a bright rosy-pink hue. The flowers are

larce, with finely-imbricated petals, and will make a gi-and exhibition

Piose.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July 13.

This was an unusually interesting meeting, the exhibits being

numerous and well varied in character. To the following first-class

certificates were awarded :

—

Messrs. J. A'eitch & Sons, Chelsea, for—

Cypripedium Morganianum.—A very liandsome hybrid

variety, raised by Mr. Seden, between C. Stonei and C. Veitchi.

It partakes in a striking degree of the characters of both parents,

and at once reminds one of the r.are variety of C. Stonei named

pl.atyt.-enium, the sepals being spotted similarly to that variety.

Begonia Rosea grandiflora.—Oneof the handsomest tuber-

ous kinds with pink flowers yet shown. Its habit of growth is

robust, yet compact, and the blossoms, which are of an unusually

large size, are of fine circular form, and appear to be produced freely

in pendulous clusters. B. Countess of Kingston, a variety

with very brilliant scarlet flowers borne in profusion on neat-habited

and finely formed plants. A decided advance on older kinds.

Iris Kgempferi Carnation.—Flowers very large, with six

broad and Hat petals copiously mottled and freckled with violst on a

lixjhter ground. Imperial "Wonder—flowers large and likewise

with six petals, colour similar to that of the preceding, but of a

deeper hue. Kosoburo San—flowers very large, six petals,

colour bright violet-purple speckled and mottled with white, and

with a conspicuous yellow blotch at the base of each petal. Dali-

cata—flowers with irregularly arranged petals, which are white,
edged and mottled witli a deep lavender tint. Striata superba
•—quite a distinct kind, petals broad and white, and heavily pencilled
with purple.

Mr. Bull, Chelsea, for

—

Lilium canadense splendens.—By far the finest variety
of canadeuse yet seen. Its flowers are similar in size to tliose of the
type, but they are of a blood-red hue profusely spotted with black.

Messrs. Osborn & Son, Fulham, for

—

Hedera maderiensis variegata.—A handsomely variegated-
leaved variety of a well-known Ivy, the broad zone of creainj'-white
of the leaves being very distinct and ornamental.

Mr. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for

—

Picotee Clara Penson (Turner).—A beautiful purjde, light-

edged variety, the flowers of whicli are large and full, the petals
broad and smooth, and the white very pure.

Rose Mrs. Harry Turner (Turner).—A very fine Hybrid
Perpetual, the flowers of which are large with closely imbricated
petals, constituting a finely-formed flower. Its colour is deep
crimson-scarlet overlaid with a velvety lustre.

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, for

—

Rose Pride of Waltham (Paul & Son).—A fine Hybrid
Perpetual in tlie way of Mdlle. Eugene Verdier, but a decided ad-
vance upon that variety. The flowers when fully expanded are

vei-y large and of a beautiful globular form in an earlier stage. The
colour is a clear bright rose with the outer recurved petal sliaded with
a lighter hue. The foliage shown witli tlie blooms was vigorous and
ample—desirable qualities.

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Higligate, fcr

—

Hedera maderiensis variegata.—The s.ame variety as

alluded to above.

Mr. J. King, gardener to Mr. G. Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate,
for

—

Begonia Mary Steele.—A neat-habited variety with bright
yellow flowers of moderate size, but produced plentifully on short
pendulous stalks. The foliage is scarcely inferior to that of the
original species (B. Pearcei), from whicli these forms have sprung,
which character, combined with tlie habit of growth, colour of blos-

soms, &c., render it a distinct kind.

Mr. R. Lewis, gardener to Mr. Souter, LTpper Norwood, for

—

Coleus Souteri.—An ornamental variety with leaves coarsely

toothed and bronzy-green in colour, with a broad and distinct crim-

son zone, the tioth being of a golden hue.

Mr. H. Coppin, The Nursery, Shirley, Croydon, for

—

Begonia Mr. A. Cappin.—A tuberous variety, with the
largest yellow flowers we have seen, and the colour is particularly

clear and bright. The foliage, too, is remarkably robust, some of

the leaves being 1 ft. in length and of a satiny lustre, wliich,

with the plentiful crop of flowers, renders the plant highly efl^ective.

Begonia A. Hemsley.—A tuberous kind raised at Cliiswick

and exhibited from the Royal Horticultural Society's collection

there. It is remarkable for the freedom with which it produces
blossoms, which are of fair size and of a pleasing orange scarlet hue.

It leceived a certificate as a decorative kind ; but as all the varieties

are more or less decorative, the term is somewliat abstruse.

One of the principal features of the meeting wjs the collection of

new Japanese varieties of Iris K»mpferi, shown by Messrs. Veitch,

which were the admiration of every one. In addition to those cer-

tificated, the collection comprised otlier beautiful kinds which were
certificated last year, such as Sir Stafford Northcote, Jersey Belle,

Sir Richard Wallace. The other new kinds were Mrs. rominy, a

splendid v.ai-iety, which the committee expressed a desiie to see

again, there being but one flower shown, and Crimson King, the

largest flowered sort shown, the blossom measuring 7 in. across.

This kind also the committee wished to see at some future date. "Violet

Queen, Proserpine, are splendid varieties, as are also Lilacina striata,

a sort in tlie way of tlie certificated Striata superba, and Jlrs. Corn-
wallis West, a white kind similar to Jersey Belle. Messrs. Veitch

also showed a numerous collection of Begonias, wliich, besides those

certificatetl, maybe mentioned as being of exceptional mtrit—Miss
Constance 'Veitch, Mrs. Charles Scorer, Le Geant, Viscountess Done-
raile, Mrs. Arthur Potts, Davisi, and the fine while Reine Blanche.

Large and finely grown plants of the older k'ndy, such as Vesuvius,

Kallista, Emperor, &c., made a very attractive gi'oup, which was
supplemented by two new Gloxinias—Elfrida, with erect violet

spotted flowers, and Fabiola, also an erect kind with spotted throat,

carmine petals edged with pure white ; the rare Cielogyne Mas-
sangeana ; Nepenthes Ratclifliana, a new hybrid between N. phyl-

lamphora and Hookeri ; Lilium medeoloides, one of the scarcest of

Lilies ; Habenaria radiata, a pretty Japanese Orchid with beautiful

fringed white flowers ; and anew Carnation, Mr. Denny, with white

flowers suS'used with a delicate pink.
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irr. Spyers sUonod fvoiu Sir Trevor Liwrcncc's ga,rdcn at Burford
Lodge, Dorkins, .1 remarkably 6ne example of that rare Oreliid,

Grainmatophjlium EUisi, which bore upwards of forty flowers ou a

spike 3 ft. long. To this exhibit a cultural ooiumeiidation was very
appropriately awarded. The same exhibitor also contributed exam-
ples of the beautiful Utricularia Endresi ; also louopsis paniculata,

witli eiglit pauicles of flowers ; and that singular Orchid, Nanodes
Medusa'.
Mr. Bull sent a flowering plant of Lilium auratuni crueutum and

Iris KaMupfori Eclipse and Emblem, botli tine varieties.

Jlr. B. .<. \Villiams, \':ctoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway,
showed tlie wliite-flowered Cattleya virginalis.

Mr. Osborn, gardener to ilr. Buohau, .Southampton, sent a plant

in flower of the tine Onoidium Edwardi, a rare and distinct species

with violet-scented purplish flowers. It obtained a lirst-class certi-

fioate last year.

Mr. Si.lter. gardener to Mr. Southgate, Streatham, exhibited a

fine ba^iketfnl of I'h.ala'uopsis grandillo\^a, and a similar number of

Oucidiums. representing 0. curtum, O. prajtextam, and 0. Forbesi,

and when seen together in such a manner, the similarity of one kind
witli the other was very striking, and which fully justified tlie query
asked by an exhibitor of a card full of cut flowers, if they were
distinct from each other, and where the characters of one species

besjan and the other ended. The new 0. Gardnerianum was also

alluded t) in this question.

Mr. J. King .again exhibited his new Colens Mrs. Baxter, which is

notewortliy on account of its distinct character from most other
kinds. The leaves are rather fine, teeth of a bright green, and the

ground colour is purplish-crimson conspicuously veined with bright

carmine. The habit of growth .also is compact, yet vigorous.

Some ornamental kinds of Coleus were exhibited by Messrs.
Daniels, Xorwich, 'but they are too much in tlie ordinary style, of

which there is a host of sorts. The varieties were Lady Lothian,
J. G. Buxton, J. Coleman, D. T. Fish, Jessie Daniels.

Mr. Coppin exhibited some well-grown plants of Begonias, which
comprised some fine sorts. Of tlie most noteworthy were W. E.

Gladstone, Flame, Venus, Turtle Dove, Neatness, Neme, Reve d'Or,

and Orion. The same exhibitor also sent a collection of cut blooms
of Roses, which represented some fine kinds.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, exhibited, besides their

certificated Rose, other new kinds, viz.. Lady Sheti'eld.a variety in the

way of Marie Bauniann, but of a lighter hue ; Ella Paul, a splendid
dark crimson kind ; and Marchioness of Exeter, much resembling the
latter variet}'. All these varieties were raised by the exhibitors.

From Messrs. Osborn & .Son came Begonia Madame Trique-
neaux and B. Madame Montel, both of the Rex type.

Messrs. Lee & .Son, Hammersmith, sent their very fine bedding
Lobslia Union Jack, with intensely brilliant blue flowers produced in

profusion in dense tufts.

Messrs. Perkins, Leamington, exhibited a large plant of their

new tuberous Begonia Chancellor ; also cut flowers of Lychnis dioica

fl.-pl., and Lobelia White Beauty, a compact free-flowering kind.

Messrs. Heath & .Son, Cheltenham, sent a dozen or so of their

new Croton Heathi elegans, a handsome variety with narrow leaves,

half cream-yellow and crimson and the upper half green. They
also showed Epidendrum elatum, for which they received the
society's vote of thanks.
Captain Patton, Abbey Road, N.W., sent a fine Colens named

Allan Chandler, which has very deep crimson foliage.

A numerous and highly interesting collection of species and varie-

ties of Ivy was exhibited by Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, at
whose nursery the genus is made a speciality.

Mr. Cannell exhibited a numerous collection of Verbenas in fine

variety, and admirably arranged on a groundwork of Fern fronds,
which added considerably to the attractiveness of the exhibit.

A numerous collection of Begonias was sent from Chiswick, which
consisted chiefly of the varieties raised there and alluded to else-

where ; also several of the decorative class of Pelargoniums, in-

cluding some of M. Lemoine's raising, and his new double Ivy-leaved
varieties besides.

Mr. Wilson brought from his garden at Weybridge a few cut
blooms of Lilies, including L. japonicum, L. califomicum, L. parda-
linum, and a new seedling variety with star-shaped spreading
flowers of a colour similar to L. veuustum and L. Batemannioe.

Fruit and Vegetables.—The most noteworthy of the fruit
exhibited was a dish of Strawberri-^s from the .Society's Garden at
Chiswick, which was the produce of a hybrid kind raised by Mr.
C. G. Burnett, Old Aberdeen, by crossing Fragaria lucida, an
old species with small fruits and shining leaves, and the variety
Carolina. The fruits are not large or of bright colour, but the fla-

vour is delicious, possessing an acidity combined with an aroma
quite distinct from any other kind, the nearest approach being that
of the Hautboy.

Messrs. Cutbushshowcd a ncwseedling variety named Sophia Louise,
which was raised l)y Mr. C. Honess, gardener to Mr. S. Boulton,
Totteridge, Herts. The fruits are large and liandaouie, the colour
bright, and tliu flesh firm and of fine flavour.
Another seedling Strawberry was exhibited by the raiser, Mr.

Peirson, Water Lane, Brixton. The fruits were large, but' were
much brnised in transit. Tlie raiser claims for it a superiority over
other kinds, chiefly for its great productiveness, even on poor soils.
The fruits are juicy and of good flavour.

A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Lyon, gardener to Sir E. H.
Scott, Sunridgc Park, Bromley, Kent, for dishes of Elruge Nec-
tarine and some fine fruits of Grosse ^Iignonne Peach.

Messrs. Bunyard, Maidstone, sent fruiting Ijranclies of Raby
Castle, Knight's Early Red, and Baldwin's Black Currant.
A cultural commendation was awarded to Mr. W. Himls, o-.-irdener

to Lord Wimborne, Cauford Manor, Dorset, for a collection of vei'e-
tables, consisting of Peas, Cucumbers, Beans, and Onions.

Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn, exhibiteil a numerous collec-
tion of Lettuces, numlering upwards of 200, representing as many
varieties, which, though many appeared to be synonymous, com-
prised a collection seldom seen together, and was deservedly awarded
a medal.
Scientific Committee.—Mr. W. G. Smith exhibited water-

colour drawings of certain furnaces for smelting iron in Scotland,
the volumes of smoke of which were destroying Conifers in the
neighbour'nood ; a drawing of Lilium giganteum from ilr. Noble's
nursery, Bagshot ; and a fasciated peduncle of tlie Ox-eye Daisy
with three flower-heads combined. Dr. Gilbert exhibited specimens
of bacteria and other organisms which arc supposed to produce nitri-
fication ; certain solutions containing nitrous acid were found to pass
into nitric acid whenever the organisms were present, not otherwise.
Dr. Masters reports that they consist of numerous micrococci, algic
growths, and bacteria. Dr. Masters exhibited a specimen of the
rare Simethis bicolor from Bournemouth. Rev. A. Rawson for-
warded a fasciated branch of Ash from Bromley Common. Mr.
MacLachlan exhibited a specimen Sugar-cane, from Queensland,
attacked by the larv;e (also exhibited) of some unknown moth, pro-
bably of the Pyrelid:e. It resembles the injury done to the canes
in the West Indies, Mauritius, &c. The larvfe appear to bore into
the stem just above the leaf insertion, the eggs having been laid in
the axils ; hence the desirability of stripping oft' the lower leaves.
He also exhibited a Tulip capsule with a supernumei'ary carpel
adherent, but open with exposed seeds. Mr. James, Norwood,
exhibited a series of blossoms of Onoidium Gardneri, showing the
specific difterence between that anil 0. curtum. The Rev. G. Hen-
low (secretary) exhibited several Cabbage leaves with abnormal
foliar appendages and pitchers from a field near Hitchin ; also
Iberis amara and remarkably tall specimens of Rhinanthus Crista-
galli from a Cornfield at the same place.

ST. ALBANS COURT, CANTERBURY.
This, the residence of Mr. W. 0. Hammond, is one of those fine
domains which add so much to the beauty of the Kentish landscape.
The house, recently built, is a noble structure, occupying an elevated
position immediately overlooking the small remaining portion of the
old mansion. The park is extensive and finely wooded, and the view
through it from the mansion towards Canterbui-y and Dover is most
interesting and picturesque. The garden is not a large one, but is

particularly well kept, and contains a large rock garden, one of the
finest we have met with ; it forms, in fact, the principal feature of
the place, and therefore to this our remarks will be chiefly directed.
It is quite a differently constructed rock garden from that of which
we gave a note last week ill Mr. Whitehead's garden at Bickley. It
is not confined to alpine pl.ants alone, but embraces subjects of
larger growth, and in the rougher portions shrubs and trees. It is in
the form of a large dell, the steep sides of which slope down to a
neatly kept plot of lawn, with here and there a large boulder crop-
ping out, thus avoiding a too formal appearance. The surrounding
banks are occupied by huge blocks of stone which are in comjiara-
tively thin layers, and, being placed in a slanting direction, give them
a very natural appearance. Over these hang in graceful profusion
such plants as the trailing alpine Veronicas, Iberis, Coronillas,
Lathyrus, the trailing Campanulas, Geraniums, Alpine Poppies, and
a host of others, together with dwarf trailing shrubs, and even
the straggling variegated Bramble does not appear to be out of
place. The crevices of these large slabs afibrd a capital home for
the more characteristic alpine plants, and we never remember seeing
the beautiful Ramondia pyrenaica in such perfection before. In a
snug nook f.acing the north, where the rooks were placed as steep
as a wall, there are large robust plants of it with rosettes of leaves
well nigh 1 ft. across, and bearing a profusion of flowers, which, by
the way, have been diminished in numbers by the depredations of
field mice, which infest the rockery, and seem particularly fond of
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the Ramondia, and baffling all attempts to effectually eradicate them.

On the open and exposed portions those mountain plants which
delight in plenty of light and air thrive in a remarkable degree, and

the large compact rosettes of the handsome Saxifraga longifolia is

an instance of the way this and similar subjects thrive. The charm-

ing little Campanula pulla, which some have considered to require a

soft peaty soil, may be seen here luxuriating in broad patches on the

hardest portions of the rockery, near the steps and paths which have

become as hard almost as a street pavement. The Stonecrops and
Houseleeks flourish in abundance on the places where few otlier sub-

jects would thrive, and all add to the charm and interest of the place.

At one end of the structure is an artificial bog, which is supplied

with water by a pipe with a fine rose fixed at the end of it, and the

tap is turned on for a time every day, and this is sufficient to

keep the soil in capital bog-like condition. In the bog were
Saxifraga Hirculus, over 1 ft. across and in full flower ; S.

aquatica, also in flower, Pinguiculas, bog Orchids, Primula Munroi,

also a fine clump, and various other subjects all in a very flourishing

condition. A noticeable feature in this alpine garden, and one which
might jirofitably be introduced in others we have seen, is the grand

clumps of Lilies and other bulbous plants which are allowed to grow
up with the Grass on some portions of the slope. The handsome
Lilium monodelphum and its variety Szovitzianum was finely in

flower and formed a fine object, as did also L. elegans, bulbiferum,

croceum, and others, as well as Sp.anish and English Irises, which
seemed to throw up their beauty more fully when surrounded by
Grass. The borders leading to and surrounding this fine rock gar-

den are occupied by the choicest perennials, and the absence of any
of a weedy appearance was conspicuous. Altogether, the rock garden

and the hardy flower borders, form a feature which might well be

imitated in all gardens. W. G.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Exhibition Plants.—Will you kiudly give ma your opinion on the fol-

lowing: 1. Will a large plant of Davallia Mooreana stand higher than a

large plant of Alocasia Lowi in a collection of foliage and flowering plants? 2.

What summer flowering greenhouse plant btands higher than a Heath? Will a
Bracophyllum ^racile do so?—H. H. B. [.Such questions as these cannot be satis-

factorily answered without seeing the plants ; but supposing (1) both the Daval-

lia Mooreana and the Alocasia Lowi to be equal in size and quality and freshness,

the Alocasia will stand higher than the Davallia. I would even prefer the
Alocasia (if fresh) should it be 4 ft. through to the Davallia if ft. (2) Given a
good fresh Heath, there is scarcely any greenhouse plant that will heat it, pro-

vided the Heath is in good bloom. A Dracophyllum gracile must be very good
and fresh to beat a Heath of the best kinds,—J. Hudson.]

Seedling Carnations —.R.J. S.—The.bloom sent is very pretty, in colour
something like Vulcan and Mons. Baldwin. It is sweetly scented, of good form
and quality, but cannot be said to be a great acquisition, as it is not better than
the two named.—J. Douglas.

Arctium, edule.—This has stood without protection, and is now RTowing
very rapidly. Is it a vegetable? and how is it to be eaten or treated?—W. H. M.
[Arctium edule I know nothing of ; I can find no such species. A. Lappa must be
meant. The stalk of this is sometimes eaten as a vegetable, being cut before the
flowei-s open, stripped of the rind and boiled. It is said to be like Asparagus ; I

have never tried it.—J. R. Jackson, Keiv.]

Warty Vine Leaves.—Wliat is the cause of Vine leaves becoming warty ?

also can you inform me of a cure for it? It is only on three Vines ; those in the

other part of the house are very healthy. They are planted in a good dry border
outside ; the berries appear all right, but small.—J. H. [The warts in (luestinn

are the result of a too humid atmosphere. Ventilate more freely, also water the
dry border, and you will be less likely to have such a host of parasites preying
upon the Vines as from the specimen leaf sent you appear to have.—W. W.]

Removing Asparagus Roots.—/> E. Jv.—Old Asparagus roots seldom
succeed well after removal. If you determine to try them do so in early spring

;

but young plants will pay best, and one-year-old plants might be planted now
with success; older plants than these are best removed in spring.—S.

Cuttings of Violas and Pansies. -C. J. TT.-From now till the end
of August is the best time to put in cuttings of these. Plant them in a bed of
sandy soil in a shady situation, making the soil firm. Plant out in September
or in spring.—A.

Training Cucumbers. — J". i5. ^V.— Six feet is too great a distance be-

tween the Cucuml)er bed and the glass roof, but if you train the leading
shoot straight up and tie the side shoots to a wire trellis or some stakes, you
may get fruit much earlier than by cropping that part of the plant only that
reaches the trellis under the roof. When fruit shows leave one leaf beyond it,

pinching out the growing point.~D.

Planting Roses.—-4. TT. S.— Dwarf Roses on their own roots might be
planted now if obtained in pots, but autumn would be the best time. As re-

gards sorts, if you apply to a good nurseryman he will select for you those
which are likely to succeed best in your soil and situation.—P.

Namesof Plants—J. D.—Francoasoncbifolia. IT. D. P.—Rhododendron
fastuosum plenum (not uncommon). C. B., Jersei/.—A species of CKnothera
(Evening Primrose), but too much withered to identify the variety.—

—

\V. B.—\,
Sedum Lydium; ii, Sedum acre.^ Idcni.'^l, Lilium croceum ; 2, Begonia albo-
macnlata ; 3, Begonia Richardson! ; 4, Sedum spathuhfolium ; 5, Sedum deuti-
culatum ; 7, apparently (Enothera fruticosa ; 8, Phalaris arundinacea vadegata.

R. IT,—Pyrus Aria. Amatexr.—l, Lilium pardalinnra ; 2, L. californicum;

3, L. pallidifolium, the last two are varieties of the first named ; 4, L. longiflorum
(early variety) ; 5, L. alutaceum, a variety of L. elegans (Thnnbergianum).
A. C.—1, AUamanda Schotti ; A. neriifolia. C. B.—l, Oncidium cucullatum

;

2, Begonia Ingrami.

Questions.
The Garden of Vaux-Praslin.—The first notable work of Le Notre

(1G61) was "The Garden of Nicolas Fouquet. Marquis de Belle-Isle, at Chateaux
de Vaux, in Brittany." Loudon speaks of this as " the garden of Vanx le Vi-
compte, afterwards of Vaux le Villars, and now (1828) Vaux-Praslin." In recent
maps of Brittany there is no indication of the whereabout of Vaux-Praslin or of
this garden. Is it in Belle-Isle, or on the mainland? Can any of your readers
supply information as to the whereabouts of Vaux-Praslin, and if the garden be
still in existence ?— Devonien.sis.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
EAELY FEENCH TURNIP.

(navet marteau.
)

Amongst the many vegetables grown in France, Navet Marteau
(Early French Turnip, or e.irliest French forcing Turnip) deserves

Early French Turnip (N.-ivet Marteau).

special notice. It is one of the earliest varieties in cultivation ; its

leaves are of medium size, and the root, which is nearly cylindrical,

has a rat-like tail at the bottom ; the skin, which is smooth, thin,

and tender, is pure white up to the top ; flesli very tender, white, of

the finest quality. This Turnip, on account of its carliness, is grown
all the year round in France, and is chieSy used by market gardeners
for forcing during the spring, for second and tliird sowings in the
summer, and for late sowing in tlie autumn. Care must be taken
not to let it suflfer from drought during summer, otherwise it becomes
hard and not so well flavoured. French cultivators use it also for

field sowing on account of its quick growth. In short, it is the most
extensively grown Turnip in France. I am glad to say that I have
been the first to introduce it on a large scale into England, where it

has given satisfaction. D. Guiiiekedf.
Nantes.

Gardening Illustrated is the name of a horticultural weekly
journal of sixteen pages started in London by the founder and editor

of The Garden, which is now well known and justly esteemed in

America. This Gardening Illustrated, though not published,

we learn, much more than a year, has reached a circulation of 50,000
copies per week, which is probably a much greater number than
that of all the other journals of the same class published in England
combined. We congratulate the founder, who, for his never-fal-

tering love of " The art which does mend Nature—" has wrought
great good in the horticultural world.

—

Rural New Yorker, June 19.
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" This is an art
Which does mend Nature : ohanire it rather ;

TuE Art itself is Nature."—SAotespeore.
but

THE OLD TEEES IN KENSINGTON GAKDENS.
It will have been observed that the unhealthy condition of the

trees in Kensington Gardens has latelj' been attracting the

attention of the responsible authorities, and the Chief Com-
missioner of Works has been advised to subject the trees to a

course of careful pruning and thinning. This is, no doubt,

very good and safe advice, but it is greatly to be feared that

the disease is too deeply seated to yield to so gentle a remedy.

Any one visiting the locality will find a large area on the

south-eastern side of the Broad Walk where the trees have

been operated upon during the spring of the present year with

what may be called a top-dressing consisting of a mixture of

strong loam or clay. It would seem as if one purpose of this

top-dressing had been to fill up and level the inequalities of the

uneven ground, and so render the surface smooth and orderly.

Residing, as I have been lately, in the immediate neighbourhood

of the Gardens, I have watched with interest and some surprise

the progress of this novel work ; the eft'ort to reduce the in-

equalities of the ground, and so to secure a fairly smooth
and even surface has naturally led to the unhappy result

of covering the roots of the trees to, in some cases, the

depth of 2 ft. It is quite true that on very dry and steep

banks there are certain kinds of trees capable of surviving

treatment such as this, but instances of the kind are very

exceptional, and no trees, young or old, will long survive

having their roots placed unduly deep in the ground—in

other words, buried. In the same locality, and immediately

joining that referred to above, will be found a portion of

the ground where, on previous occasions to the spring of

this year, the trees have been subjected to this process of

top-dressing ; the effects of this earlier operation have, in not

a few cases, already resulted in the production of leafless

trees ; but the temptation to fill up all the inequalities of

the naturally uneven ground, and to make a smooth and level

surface, had become too strong for the operator in his anxiety
" to make a good job." Even if this levelling and filling up
of the uneven ground had tended to produce no prejudicial

effects on the trees themselves, it would have been a matter of

extreme regret to have lost, not so much, perhaps, the natural

beauty of the undulating ground—though that would be no
light matter in the opinion of most persons—but, to cover the

spreading bases of the stems, with their great root-prongs

half-out half-uhder the surface where th^y meet the ground,

and thus ruthlessly to destroy one of the most characteristic

as well as picturesque features of all old trees, is an irreparable

loss, and one which even the least observant of observers

must feeL Unhappily, this is the pitiable condition of many of

the trees now in question where the deepest fillings have been
made. From the circumstance that many of these trees have
been neglected and allowed to grow up without due regard to

proper thinning, they are naturally in feeble health and all the

more ready to suffer from the effects of any unkindly treat-

ment. It is not necessary to add that in all this no blame
can attach to any of the superintendents, since they can take
no important step in the conduct of the parks without
authority from head-quarters. Egbert Marnock.

The Plum-fruited Juniper (Juniperus drupaoea). — This
fine Conifer is described by Gordon as " a large bush, growing S ft.

or 10 ft. high in the northern parts of .Syria, on Mount Cassio, and
in Asia Minor, perfectly hardy, and the finest of all Junipers." Our

largest tree, now 11 ft. high, is planted on a dry bank sloping to

the west, composed of a tliin layer of poor soil, resting on limestone
brasli. It is perfectly hardy, liaving withstood 'H^ of frost, and so

beautiful and distinct is it that every lover of the coniferous tribe

sliould tind a place for it. Lest Gordon's description of it as a
"large bush" should mislead or deter anyone from planting it

where space is limited, I should state that all our trees are growing
into dense columns, the largest being only .3 ft. through. The
numerous rigid shoots, whicli closely interlace each other, are thickly

set with sharp-pointed leaves,
':l

in. in length and .[ in. in width,

md, being of a bright cheerful green, present a very charming and
distinct appearance.—W. C'ole.max, Eautnor Cadlr, Ledhurt/.

Cytisus nigricans.—Tliis cheerful-looking shrub should be

more frequently seen in gardens tlian it now is. It is certainly the
most showy and attractive plant in Mr. Stevens' collection of liardy

shrubs at the present time. It is a close-growing subject, and is

literally smothered with bloom from the lowermost branches to the

tips of the topmost shoots. The fact of its being pleasantly fragrant

is an additional recommendation in its favour. Wlion planted

amongst slirubs of sombre hue, the bright yellow flowers are sliown

up to great advantage, the liabit of the plant rendering it suitable

for situations where tall coarse-growing subjects would be inadmis-

sible.—J. C, Bjifleet.

Propagation of Xanthoceras sorbifolia.—I have seen

it stated in The Garden' and elsewhere tliat this shrub is very
difficult to propagate. I have only tried cuttings, and without
success ; but an accident has, I think, shown me the right way.
Last autumn I transplanted a good-sized plant. It was done very
carefully, but a small portion of root must have been left behind,

for I see a healthy young plant springing up where the old plant

giew. This clearly points to root-cuttings as the mode of propaga-

tion.

—

Henry N. Ellacojibe, Bitton Vkararje.

The Hemlock Spruce.-In reference to J. C.'s (Byfleet)

remarks on the Hemlock Spruce, allow me to state that in my grounds
at Lehenhof, N. Austria, stands a young plant of this beautiful tree

about 18 ft. high. It is growing in the very stiffest of loams in a

very exposed situation, is dark glossy green, and had not a leaf

browned this bad winter. I remark that Wellingtonias are nearly

dead, and even Cupressus Lawsoniana has suffered.—0. F., Lehen-

hof, near Schclbbx, N. Austria.

The Golden Cup Oak (Quercu.s chrysoleps) is a puzzle to

botanists ; and well it may be, since it occurs as a lofty forest tree and
as a tiny bush. Dr. Kellogg, of San Francisco, pronounces the dwarf
form a distinct species, but Dr. Englemann, of St. Louis, though the
difference in size is so great, believes that one species includes both
extreme forms. A California botanist, Mr. J. G. Lemmon, who has

lately made an extended exploration of the High Sierra back of

Yosemite, sides with Dr. Euglemann, and says thaton the various slopes

about Yosemite and elsewhere in the Sierra he has found specimens
grading all the way from a tiny prostrate bush, loaded with small,

smooth-cuppedAcorns, to the tall, majestic tree, bearing yellow-golden

dust-covered Acorn cups 2 in. across.

—

Srlentific American.

Genista prostrata.—Notwithstanding its small proportions,

this species of Genista is one of the most attractive and showy plants

in Mr. .J. Stevens' garden at the present time. It is really a brilliant

little plant, worthy of a place in any garden, and when studded with

its numerous bright golden-yellow flowers proves extremely efl'ective,

even in the form of small specimens. Wherever planted it should

be accorded a prominent iJOsition.—J. C, Byfleet.

The Biggest Tree.—The Eucalyptus amygdalina, the "Giant
Eucalpyt " or " W,angara," is considered to be the tallest of known
trees. It flourishes chiefly in the humid southern and eastern

districts of Victoria, extending to the Blue Mountains in New
South Wales, and ascending to about 4000 ft. in elevation. It does

not stretch into Western Australia, though frequent in Tasmania.
Its most favourable habitat is where neither subject to severe frosts

nor intense moist heat. It varies according to geological situation.

Thus in the irrigated ravines of the cooler rangesitsendsupits straight

white stem to a towering height. Mueller gives the tree an
approximate height of 400 feet. In one fallen tree measuring 420 ft.

the length of the stem to the first branch was 29.5 ft. ; the diameter

of the stem at the commencement of the ramification was 4 ft. ; at

70 ft. higher the diameter was still 3 ft. Another tree, at 3 ft. from
the ground, was 53 ft. in circumference. The Rev. Thomas Ewing
measured a prostrate tree showing a height of 220 ft. up to the first

branch ; the top was broken oS' at 64 ft. above this ; the basal

diameter was 30 ft. ; the stem diameter at 220 ft. was still 12 ft.,

90 to that distance this single tree would yield more timber than

three of the largest Oaks taken together with their branches. And
within a square mile were at least a hundred trees, none less than

40 ft. in circumference at the base. Mr. G. Robinson noticed in the

back ranges of Berwick the circumference of a stem to be at least
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81 ft. at a distance of 8 ft. from the ground. The same gentleman,

a surveyor, obtained at the foot of Mount Baw-Baw an exceptionally-

large tree 471 ft. high. At the Cape Otway ranges a tree was noted

413 ft. high, with a basal diameter of 1.5 ft., .although the loftiest

trees have not always colossal stems. Tlie timber of this tree does

not twist, and is useful for many kinds of carpenters' work. It has

been introduced into naval construction. It has failed in mining

works, but yields an excellent fuel. A labourer lias in some

instances split 620 palings of 5 ft. length from a stem in a day.

The leaves of tliis Eucalyptus yield a Vcaluable oil—so much as 500 oz.

being obtained from 1000 pounds of leaves. It dissolves gutta-

percha readily, and may be burned aa petroleum is in lamps, though

with a distinctive odour ; it is of great ther.apeutic value, and has been

introduced in the manufacture of varnislies. Tlie wholesale price of

the oil is, in England, 3s. per gallon. Tliis species stands foremost

as the health tree for malarial or fever regions. Prince Pierre

Troubetzkoy has recently confirmed Von Mueller's judgment in

regard to tliis at Lago Maggiore. There the E. amygdalina grew
60° ft. in nine years, and endured a temperature as low as 18?,

proving hardier than E. globulus and E. rostrata.

The Blue Spruce of Colorado.—Picea pungeus, the best

authorities call this Spruce, but we will not enter into the merits of

the different terms. By any name it is one of the most striking of

hardy evergi-eens. On the lawn every one is learning to seek variety.

We want not only bedding plants, Coleus and Centaureas, but we
want hardy flowers and lovely foliage of every distinct shade and
form. As one of these district types, therefore, the Blue Spruce of

Colorado takes very high rank. Of a light greyish-blue, with hardly

a trace of green on the young growth, which is especially lovely, the

appearance of this evergreen fairly startles one by its strangeness at

this time of the year. Its other good qualities are also numerous.

It is quite hardy, and transplants easily ; is vigorous, and yet com-
pact and moderate in growth. In a word, it is both excellent and
enduring in .all good qualities that go to make upa first-class evergreen,

and is, moreover, positively unique in colour. Seedlings of it are

plentiful, but the choicest and richest colour will always be secured

by grafting, whereas among a large quantity of seedlings we may
miss altogether the most excellent tints. I would advise any one in-

terested in tine evergreens to seek out a specimen of this Blue Spruce

of Colorado during June, when its colour is richest. I doubt whether
any evergreen can surpass it for strange and decided effect.

—

Countri/ Oiiit.kman.

Aphides on Larch.—A few weeks ago I told you of a Cedar
tree being attacked by aphides. I have now to report that I have
several Larch Firs, 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, killed by them, and an
Araucaria imbricata of the same size has a great many in it. I

have sent up a man into the Cedar with a small stiff broom,

and after sweeping the under side of all the branches he picked the

insects up in pails and threw them into the poultry yard. This has

been done three times, and I think I shall save the tree. I would
warn gentlemen having choice trees of that class to examine them
in time, otherwise they may find them dead without knowing what
killed them ; for as soon as the tree dies the aphides go elsewhere,

and a few showers of rain on the dead branches will wash away all

traces of the cause.

—

Wig (Bochesfo; Kent), in Field.

Hydrangea paniculata.—There are two varieties of this

Hydrangea. H. paniculata flowers earlier and produces smaller flowers

than H. p. grandiflora. Moreover, the flowers of the first are of a

pure white colour, whereas those of the second are pinkish and fade

into a purple tinge. In all respects the first is more refined than
the second, but which is the species and which the variety we do not

pretend to say, because it is a grave question if in the end these

terms are by any at ijresent fully understood. Let it suflice then

that we have two forms of a fine plant ; both are noble and worthy
of admiration, but the one with two names is to be preferred for pot

culture, and the one with three for planting out.

—

Gardeners' Afarja-

zine.

Rhododendron Keysi.—The singular species of Rhododen-
dron, of which the annexed is an illustration, is so distinct from the

ordinary kinds in cultivation that the casual observer would not sus-

pect it to be a Rhododendron at all, as it so strongly resembles some
of the species of Vaccinium or Thibaudia. Besides being interesting,

it is a showy plant, the tube of the flowers being of a bright orange
and the petals a deep red, and the manner in which they are pro-

duced is well shown in the engraving. For the opportunity of figur-

ing it we are indebted to Mr. W. E. Cumbleton, who sent a flower-

ing spray of it from his garden at Belgrove, near Queenstown, in the

first week of May last. Mr. Ctumbleton assures us that it is perfectly

hardy in that part of Ireland, as it was quite uninjured by either of

the last two severe winters. In many places, also, in the south of

England it would probably prove hardy if pliiuted in sheltered posi-

tions, and certainly such a beautiful shrub well repays any extra

attention it may receive.—W. G.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS AT BADEN-BADEN.

Oreoco.me C.^xdollei is a. very effective plant for the margins of

shrubberies, or planted singly on a lawn. It makes a fine pyramid
5 ft. in height, clothed with large leaves, which are as finely divided
as those of a Todea, spread out horizontally, and recurve gracefully.

Tliey are of a fresh green colour, and the flowers, which rise well
above the foliage, are in umbels and pure white.

Next to this stands Ligularia thyrsoidea, which, though somewhat
coarse, deserves a place in even the choicest border. The leaves,

which in shape resemble those of the Horse-raddish, are glaucous
green, about 2 ft. in length, and from the midst of which rise the

flower-stalks to a height of 4 ft. , bearing at their summits panicles

5 in. through and 18 in. in length, consisting of many hundreds
of bright yellow flowers. A very showy plant indeed.

Two entire beds containing several hundred plants of Delphinium
cardinale are a grand sight just now. The large individual flowers

have yellow standards, which set off the scarlet to increased advan-
tage. The race which I have now cultivated for five years is per-

fectly free growing and quite hardy, and even the two last wet
summers have not had any bad effects on them. The flower-stalks

rise to .5 ft. in height, and are well beset with flowers. It is a far

better plant than D. nudicaule.

Next to this is a square yard of the lovely Erythra^a diffusa, a

hardy jierennial of small dimensions. It covers the soil with bright

green foliage, from wliich rise to a height of 3 in. or 4 in. thousands
of flower-stalks, bearing each a number of bright deep rosy flowers of

the size of a sixpence. It is now, and will be for some weeks to come,
an entire mass of rose ; so profusely indeed does it flower, that neither

foliage nor soil is visible.

Astragalus dasyglottis is a very fine and desirable species well
adapted for the rock garden. Its showy flower-heads, of a clear,

bright purple colour, are very numerous, and are well set off by the
fresh gi-een foliage.

Ruta patavina (now in the hands of Messrs. Rodger, McClelland
6 Co., of Newry) is well deserving general cultivation. It grows
only a few inches in height, and blooms the whole summer through,
the numerous yellow umbels of starry flowers being very showy.

.Solanum Torreyi (figured in the Bot. Mag., t. 6401) is a very
ahowy species, quite hardy, and one which flowers freely throughout
the summer; the very large flowers, wliich are in clusters, are of the
bright lilac colour so peculiar to that family.

Dracocephalum Ruprechti, one of Dr. Regel's introductions, is a

graceful species, the flowers of which are about as large as those of

a medium Antirrhinum, bluish-purple, and produced in numerous
branching spikes.

Phlomis cashmeriana produces whorls of large rosy-purple flowers,

and has graceful woolly foliage, dark green above and white under-
neath. It is a climber, and an elegant one.

Latliyrus biflorus, with its large, deep rose and crimson flowers, is

very striking, and a plant that ought to be in every choice collec-

tion.

Clematis coecinea produces two flowers at every joint, one right

the other left, of a good blood-red and of fair size. The bell-shaped

blooms, which are thick in texture, are 1 in. in length and J in. in

diameter. They appear in succession and last a long time, so that a

branch may have eight flowers in full beauty ; and as the foliage is

rather sparse, their singular form and striking eolour are shown off

to advantage.
The rare Sandersonia aurantiaca, from South Africa, I keep in pots

embedded in a somewhat shady border. It is a very showy and noble

plant, which at once arrests attention. It grows 2 ft. in height,

has the appearance of a Polygonatum, and the stems are clothed

with showy bright orange bells.

Incarvillea Olgie, one of the showiest of Central Asiatic plants,

will shortly be in flower, and I shall report on it hereafter. It looks

at present very jiromising. The flowers are said to be bell-shaped,

bright rose, and rather large.

Lilium Parryi is not, I consider, the showiest of American Lilies,

but it is one of the most elegant. Here it has seven flowers on a stem
5 ft. in height ; their colour is a deep citron-yellow, with a few
crimson spots ; they stand out horizontally, and are tiibiforni and
about 4 in. in length ; the pollen is reddish-brown. Mine is the best

variety. Some of them appear to be much paler and not so large-

flowered. It is a very elegant and graceful Lily.

Max Leichtlin.

Bouquet Daisiea,—The new white Daisy Virginia produces
elegant little double flowers with long stems, that are very acceptable

for bouquets and table decoration. Mr. Wills, a name well known
to your readers, is quite charmed with it. The stems are about 5 in.
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in length, and tho blooms are like tiny white rosettes, t|nite full, and
pure in colour. It is wonderfully free, and blooms early and late.

—

A. D.

DELPHIXIUir BELLADONNA.
In" Mr. Joseph .Stevens' collection of perennial Larkspurs this

variety is very conspicuous. Tlie individual flowers are large .ind of

a lovely azure blue, producing in the case of well-developed speci-

mens a most pleasing eflect, and aflording a charming and liarmonious

contrast to the deep rich shades of colour which distinguish so many
varieties of this noble
sumraer-flowcringperen-
nial. Belladonna may
be termed a dwarf-grow-
ing kind, as it seldom
attains a height of 3 ft.

It also possesses the
merit of flowering con-

tinuously throughout
the summer, thus ren-

dering it a desirable and
useful subject for mass-
ing, forming lines in

borders, &c. It is, I

believe, a sterile hybrid,

and cannot, therefore,

be propagated by means
of seed.

It is much to be re-

gretted that the Del-
phinium is not more
freely used in our gar-

den arrangements. The
beautiful shades of blue
that the flowers exhibit,

and the imposing ap-

pearance of the plant

when in flower, strongly

recommend it to public
favour. It is, however,
a mistake to employ
this plant in the form
of isolated specimens
only. It should be
grouped in large, bold,

irregular masses in such
situations as may be
most suitable for its

successful growth, and
where it would be in

harmonious contrast

with the surroundings.

Were the capacities of

our hardy plants for

massing and grouping
better understood, we
should not hear so much
about their lacking in

brilliancy and effective-

ness. It is not the plants
themselves that are in

fault in this respect, but
rather the manner in

which they are em-
ployed. The most ardent
admirer of the bedding-

out system knows full

well that many varieties

of Pelargonium, &e. , are

by no means efiective

when used in the form of small single specimens. They require to be

massed before they constitute an effective feature in the garden. -A.11

that may be said in this respect of tender plants will apply equally

well to hardy flowers, which in many instances require to be seen in

the foiin of large, well-developed masses before a true perception of

their worth or general decorative value can be obtained.

J. CORNHILL.

Giant Thrift.—But few seem to know the Giant Thrift (Armeria

grandiflora). But, apart from its excellence as a border or rock plant,

it is well worth the attention of growers of cut flowers for market,

and if planted in quantity would yield a very profitable return.

Those who favour the national colours, red, white, .and blue, will

find the first colour well given in tliis Thrift, the second in the
simultaneously blooming white Pinks, and the blue in the Corn-cockle,
which, sown in the autumn, flowers abundantly in June.—D.

Ebododenilron Keysi

CHISWICK RAISED BEGONIAS.
DrRiNT. the last year or so Mr. Barron, of the Royal Horticultural
Society's ( larden at Chiswick, has turned his attention to improving
the tuberous-rooted Begonias by judicious crossing, and tlie progeny
which has resulted therefrom \vill favourably compare with the
varieties raised in other establishments in which these suljjects have

been made a speciality.

In a large liouse en-
tirely devoted to varie-

ties of the tuberous
kinds, about one-half is

occupied by sorts which
have been raised at
Chiswick, many of
which have been named,
but a great number
among tliem — some
beautiful kinds—are yet
unnamed. The varie-

ties which struck us
as being well worthy
of notice were the fol-

lowing :— Nellie May,
the fine pink-flowered
kind which gained a
first-class certificate last

year. Its flowers, which
are large, are of fine

form, and are borne
profusely. Another
beautiful pink-coloured
kind is Lucy Violet,

the flowers of which
are not so large as those
of Nellie May, but the
habit of growth is good,
and it appears to be
very floriferous. John
Garret, Dr. Hogg, Annie
Wilkie are among the
best of the brilliant

red varieties ; the first

named especially pos-
sesses high merit, and
is one of the finest

of its colour. Nellie
Barron is remarkable-
for the perfect cup-
shaped form of its

scarlet flowers, which
are plentifully pro-
duced on neat habited,
yet robust plants ; and
Petrarque, though the
flowers are neither large

nor very symmetrical,
has the desirable qua-
lity of being extremely
productive. Dr. Denny
bears light red flowers
having remarkable sub-
stance, which renders
this kind a distinct
and first-rate sort ; and
similar remarks are
applicable to the variety

Henry Webb, which is likewise conspicuous for its floriferous-
ness.

A. Hemsley was awarded a first-class certificate at the last meet-
ing on account of its free-blooming habit, and Anna Ria may b&
singled out from amongst other seedlings. James Boyd is a sort with
very deep crimson flowers, and Mrs. Barron has blossoms of even a,

darker hue ; Leonard, noteworthy for its fine habit of growth, is.

neat and compact, though verjr vigorous—similar to that of one of
il. Lemoine's varieties. Ceres is well represented here. Chiswick
White, too, is one of the finest pure white sorts yet raised, and one
which will no doubt continue to be so, for it will require a very fine
white indeed to surpass the good qualities which it possesses in point
of habit and productiveness.
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The products of other raisers are by no means meagrely repre-

sented in this collection, for we liave met with few finer plants of

some of the older kinds than Iiere, such as Paul Masurel, Emperor,
Vesuvius, and others. The unnamed seedlings even surpass some of

the named kinds in many ways, but chiefly they exhibit an improve-

ment in depth of colour and form and substance. W. G.

HARDY PLANTS ABOUT EDINBUEGH.
Amongst the large nurseries near Edinburgh Messrs. Lawsou's are

of striking extent, containing, as they do, between two and three

hundred acres, and almost everytliing seems to be on a correspond-

ingly large scale ; miniature forests of seedlings and other young
trees, and large jjlantations of Rliododendrons and other shrubs,

take up much of the ground, and of varieties of Clematis there is a

very large collection. To those wlio care for alpine plants the col-

lection of hardy Orchids will be one of the most interesting, con-

taining, as it does, various rare kinds, both British and foreign, but
none of them equal in luxuriance Orchis foliosa, which is grown
in large quantities, and ajjpears to be quite at home in this climate,

though so much colder than that of Madeira, of which it is a native.

I also noticed a fine bed of Dodecatlieon .Jert'reyanum ; this American
Cowslip lias proved to be a valualile addition to liardy plants now in

cultivation. Pernettya Candida is found to be an excellent plant for

rockwork : it grows but a fewinclies high, and its flowers and leaves

reseinblo those of P. angustifolia. Rliododendron lobatum is another
good dwarf shrub for rockwork, and of this there is a large stock,

now almost out of blossom. Growing near it are some new varieties

of variegated Maple from Japan, which at first sight look like some
small-leaved kinds of Ampelopsis in rich autumn tints ; one variety

is deep crimson, another red and yellow ; the leaves of other kinds

are much cut, and one has a curious likeness to Ivy. Another ertec-

tive variegated plant is Fuukia ovata marginata, of whicli there is a

large bed, and I also noticed variegated forms of .Jasmiiium nudi-

fiorum and J. officinale on walls. Cydonia Maulei is said to be both
brigliter scarlet and more floriferous than C. japonica. Of Primula
rosea there is a large bed, which must be worth seeing wlien in

blossom, and P. cashmeriana is also grown here in equal quantity.

It is curious how rapidly the stock of these two Primulas lias in-

creased throughout the country; they now seem to l)e even more plenti-

ful tlian many older and perhaps equally beautiful and hardy kinds.

There are seven very large beds of Crocus speciosus, and amongst
many other bulbous plants a fine stock of double white Colchicum.
Dianthus barbatus atrosanguineus is also grown here in large quan-
tity ; its deep crimson flowers, large and double, are very showy.
Amongst plants under glass the most beautiful sight of all was a

border nearly SO ft. long, and about three plants deep, of Todeas, a

few being T. pellucida, the rest T. superba ; some of the plants have
been calculated to be about 150 years old. These plants are grown
in a cool greenhouse, of course well shaded.

Of Chanirerops Fortunei I observed a large stock, and also a good
supply of the somewhat rare Clianthus Dampieri. Amongst Begonias

the finest in blossom were B. Admirauda, a large brilliant scarlet, and
a double one called Gloire de Xancy. Another curious double
flower is Tropsolum majus fl.-pl. Amongst the many Ferns grown
in these nurseries, next to the Todeas in beauty is Adiantum gra-

cillimum, which, from the exquisite delicacy of its fronds, seems to

be amongst Ferns what Agrostis nebulosa is amongst Grasses. One
of the finest foliaged plants for out-door cultivation is the variegated

New Zealand Flax, whicli if as hardy as the green form should be
largely grown. C. M. 0.

The Sweet Sultan.—A yellow flower that excited a good deal

of admiration at the pLichmond show the other day proves to be the

old Sweet Sultan (Centaurea moschata or suaveoleus). It is one of

those beautiful plants that the modern taste for tender subjects has
driven almost out of existence. I have obtained seed and promptly
sown it, but I trust to have better luck in blooming it than seems to

have resulted at Chiswick, where I learn from Mr. Barron that
Sweet Sultan proves a fickle bloomer. Perhaps there is some re-

quirement connected with its culture tliat is not well understood,
and if so, those who are familiar with it and who have grown and
flowered it abundantly will do good service by favouring us with
an account of their method of treating it. It is witliout exception
one of the loveliest yellow flowers to be found in gardens.—A. D.

Milla biflora.—I hope Mr. Ewbank will find lie has the true

Milla biflora. He may rest assured the bulbs do lie dormant for a
year, though not regularly. I have many seedlings from one I

bloomed last year, and whicli is dormant now. Milla biflora is rather
a sore subject with me. Being sucli a scarce plant, I sent to the
Horticultural Society's Committee a beautifully bloomed specimen a
year ago (Mr. Max Leichtlin having stated it to be almost lost to

Europe), and hoped to have had some information about it. All
I heard was from my gardener, who took it. He said it was taken
before the Scientific Committee, and though I got the plant back, I
never heard a word about it from that day to this.—A. Rawson,
The Vicarage, Bromley Common.

Transplanting Anemones.—Many lovers of the Anemone
consider it objectionable to transplant it, and, as a convenience,
often sow the seed where it is intended to bloom—too frequently in

a poor, badly-prepared bed or border. I am a great admirer of the
Anemone, especially the varieties of coronaria—specimens of which
I sent to The Garden recently 3 in. in diameter, and of almost
every hue—grow a considerable quantity, and have invariably found
a prepared bed and transplante i plants—alternate rows or lines of

deep blue and velvety-scai'let—to be greatly superior to those of

my neighbours, who sow seed thickly, who never thin, and take
chance for tlie blooms, which are generally so thick as to utterly im-
poverish each other, and produce very stunted flowers and foliage.

It should ever be borne in mind that the Anemone is a voracious
feeder, and in an open situation will bloom for several months. I

have been transplanting several lines of seedlings this way during
the past week.—W. J. M., Cloiimel.

Foxgloves.—Just a word for these, which, at the present time,
are the only plants in flower in the various Dublin squares and
gardens ; they do not seem to have been planted where they are, but
to be promiscuous seedlings that have come up here and there. Now
a single plant—here a colony—clearly showing that if these and
similar plants were only left alone, they would soon do what the men
in charge altogether fail to do. Tlie red form looks very well, but
tlie white is far more telling, and comes out amongst the green shrubs
and trees with striking effect. Why do not they have more of these
hardy and homely plants in such places ? The editor of The Garden,
with his double-headed hammer, has and is doing much to drive
these things to the fore, but I think he would do much more if he
would stuff' his pockets full of seeds of hardy plants, and, hovering
in the dim evening liglit over these and similar places, drop handfuls
here and there ; his faithful friend and ally. Dame Nature, would do
the rest.—T. Smith, Newri/.

LEAFLETS.

The old mixed border had such a bad influence, owing to

the scanty way in which it was furnished and the poor way in

which it was cultivated, that I have often had to denounce it as

impeding progress in good flower gardening. But I have just

seen a very beautiful mixed border made by Mr. Frank Miles

in his father's garden at Bingham, which is so far right and
so instructive that it deserves to be spoken of. I saw it on
July 12, about the warmest time of the year, according to

our weather tables—a time wlien many of the Row liaunting

creatures of fashion go to their country seats. Some scarcely

coherent expressions have been made as to hardy plants not

flowering except at times of the year when people did not

enjoy or see their gardens. So far as one can understand it,

this probably means that they flower in spring, and that by the

time the few persons referred to care to go to tlieir gardens

we must resort to another kind of decoration. Kow this

garden border being in abundant bloom in the middle of

July proves that our garden flora, so rich in March and
onwards through the early montlis, is equally so in the middle
and at the end of July for those who will select and grow the

suitable kinds. The effect of this border was so rich, and
fresh, and varied, that half-a-dozen or more distinct pictures

could be seen, according to the point of view. Here the air

full of noble perennial Lark.spurs 8 ft. high ; there a crowd
of brilliant Poppies ; stately Foxgloves

;
graceful spires and

buds of Lilies ; then snowy bushes of Syringa, leaning into

the border with drooping, cup-laden branches ; everywhere

much grace of form, owing to tall stately plants, beautiful

in leaf and flower, too, springing up above the height of a

man.

It is simply a mixed border thoroughly cultivated, and dif-

fering essentially from borders seen up to the present time in
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certain important points, which all interested in the matter of

flower gardens would do well to take note of, for this border

is really a lovely conservatory, with the sky for a roof and

Clematises and climbing Roses for walls. A border abont

100 yards long on each side of a walk, winding, for conveni-

ence, throngh one side of the kitchen garden, it forms an

avenue of flowers such as no flower garden now possesses.

The most essential thing to note is, the ground is wholly

covered with rich vegetation springing out of carpets of a lower

growth. The old mixed border was rarely completely covered,

and often, like otiier borders, both in public and private places

at present, bare, so that a few sunny days dried it up. But

all bare ground, especially in spring and summer, when Nature

clothes the meadows, is ugly, and one of the first points to

attend to in making a proper mixed border is to cover the

ground completely.

Mr. Miles has elTected this, not only in having his

borders well filled with plants, but in allowing them to

spring in many cases through carpets of the dwarf kinds ;

thus the Hepaticas and Christmas lioses may be noticed

forming a carpet beneath tall summer-flowering herbaceous

plants all the better for the shade afforded by these. Then a

flake of Cjolden Moneywort about 1 in. high covers the ground

;

through it springs up little clouds of the delicate alpine

Harebell. The taller plants are so thickly placed that they

support each other, and where they do not they fall into

wreath like masses of bloom, or lean back against the high

trellis of Clematis and Roses. There is no staking, or none
perceptible—a great blessing ! The borders, as I have said,

are only about 100 yards long, and yet there is as much
beauty in them as in half a dozen flower gardens. The soil

originally being poor, it was dug out to a depth of 3 ft. and
the border re-made ; in some places well drained, in another

cemented so as to contain the water, the soil being varied to

suit different classes of plants. Hardy flowers to be enjoyed

must be cultivated as we cultivate our garden crops, or better.

The Rose and the Lily deserve as much labour and thought

from us as Seakale or Asparagus, and how they repay it here !

Even if there were no flowers, the beauty of the foliage of

Aconite and perennial Larkspurs and Funkias is a reward in

itself.

Here, among this vigorous green life, lie at rest numbers
of bulbs that made the garden bright in spring, many of them
among the Hepaticas, Primroses, and other dwarf ground

plants. Alstrcemerias are among the finest things springing

out of sparkling and fragrant Woodruff. A fine evergreen

and strong ground plant, so to say, is the handsome Iberis

correajfolia, a brave bloomer in spring, and now seen quiet

below the flower-spikes of tall plants that spring from it.

The Hellebores, too, important in spring, are now quiet in

deep green beneath the July flowers. Numbers of Hepaticas

creep among them and fringe the borders, happy in the shade
;

rarely a bit of bare earth is seen. It is the plan of the

mountain turf or meadow, in which the flowers follow each

other month by month.

After the full rich growth and perfect covering of the

border, the most noticeable eft'ect is the abundant beauty of

form which is everywhere seen. Tall spikes of Foxglove,

lighter spikes of white and blue and white Monkshood nearly

8 ft. high, colonies of tall Meadow Sweets coloured or creamy-

white, many Delphiniums, full of blue, well over the height

of a man. Poppies with fine foliage, tall Campanulas,

Day Lilies—everywhere striking beauty of habit as well as

glory of flower. In this respect, perhaps, there is the most
absolute contrast conceivable between this border and the

best examples of bedding out, as seen at present, in which
everything h/fnf. But here the lovely forms grow round one
and please as much as the flowers. Among the charms of the

border arc Roses on their own roots which did not sufl'er in

this unfavourable situation, where the cold was so severe as

to destroy even hardy fruit trees. Cut to the ground only by
frost or knife, these Roses siiring up and are among the most
precious plants for their leaves as well as flowers. Here and there

an enormous arch, formed by a strong iron rod, s|)ans the two
borders of the walk, starting from the trellis, and thus fram-

ing the whole without interru|)ting the view. When these

are well covered with Clematis and other free climbers the

eflect will be better. The site is a most unfavourable one

—

in a valley where intense cold is felt, and where the soil is cold

and heavy. No doubt many situations helj) the gardener by
their variety of position and soil, but where .such good work
may be done without any advantage at all to begin with of

soil or site, no excuse on these grounds should ever be

accepted.

The sub-tropical plants have had a severe trial lately with

these heavy storms of rain and hail, and are looking in a very

much shaken state accordingly. If they cannot withstand

our finest weather, what on earth is the good of them 'I The
fact is, the whole thing is a mistake from beginning to end,

and the very best thing for the Government to do will be to

auction ofT the lot, and begin to deal with plants of our own
world, so to speak, which are more satisfactory in all ways.

In Hyde Park I noticed a very sensible diminution of this

sort of gardening, and there is an instructive feature round

the edge of one of the large beds near the corner—that is, a

line of Funkia Sieboldi, finely developed and happy, as a

thoroughly hardy plant should be. The robust vigour of this

plant compares well with several plants near it. Of course

there will not be in the future the least difficulty of their

getting fine efl'ects from hardy plants which are now sought

from tender ones with fine foliage.

*

I have been down to Ware's to see how the Californian

Lilies looked after the severe storms and rains, and found

them as happy as if they had been in a glass case all the

time— stately and vigorous, showing great beauty of form as

well as splendour of blossom, sometimes held well above a

man's head. This superb Lily growth in our own country

settles at once the question of the culture of these noble

flowers, which come to us from one of the fairest lands in the

world—certainly the happiest for flowers and trees I ever saw.

They are grown in light beds of free and rich vegetable soil

—decayed manure. Cocoa-nut fibre, or leaf-mould, with a little

mulching of half-decayed stable manure over the earth. The

soil is the very opposite to that which we see in a hard-baked

border, and which may be described as an unnatural soil.

The earth in which they do so well in every stage^" scale
"

plants, Lily babies, children, and up to the tallest—is mixed

after all on a natural plan, so to say, because in woody places, in

copses, there are accumulations of vegetable soil for ages.

In it plants find a different medium from what our hard and

fully-exposed garden soil so often is^ The question, then, of

growing these Lilies is for ever settled, and those who have

not got beds of Rhododendrons or other American plants in

which to put them know exactly what to do. A late form of

the Californian Lily is very fine in flower now, coming in after

the usual type begins to fade. .Justicla.

Linaria pallida.—This is an excellent dwarf kind, which,

clothes the rocfis with a dense carpet strewn with many small Snap-

dragon-like flowers.
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KOTES or THE WEEK-

The Fruit Crops.—We this day publish accounts of the state of

the fruit crops collected from all parts of the Kingdom. From these

it will be seen that the English fruit crop this year may, broadly
speaking, be considered to be a failure. Apples, with the exception

of a few kitchen kinds, are a liglit crop, so much so that orchards

in some districts are almost fruitless, a remark that applies as much
to cider fruits as to other varieties. Pears are a little better ; but

these are also a poor crop, not ouly in this country, but also in the

Channel Islands, from which we usually get such fine Chaumontels.
Stone fruits, with the exception of Plums and Cherries, are a failure,

owing to the wood having beenimperfectly rijiened lastyear. Cherries

in some parts are a heavy crop ; in others, as in some of the colder

parts of Yorkshire, for instance, they are scarce. Plums of the

Victoria class are plentiful, but the same can hardly be said of Dam-
sons, which are not generally a heavy crop. Small fruits of all

sorts are abundant, especially Gooseberries, of which, where not at-

tacked by caterpillar, there are enormous crops. The Potato crop

is stated to be geuerally good, but we may add that since tlie reports

came to hand outbreaks of disease in one or two places have been
recorded.

Qentiana gelida.—With one or two exceptions, all the Gen-
tians are characterised by the blue colour of their flowers, more or

less intense, and this is one of the deepest-tinted and otherwise one
of the finest of all the species, with the desirable quality also of

being an easy one to grow. It is now flowering in several collections

we have visited, and notably that of Mr. Latimer Clarke at .Syden-

ham Hill, where it is grown in pots. The flowers are deeply cup-
shaped, and are produced in clusters of from four to six, terminating
the stems, which grow from G in. to 9 in. high. The beautiful blue
colour is relieved by a few spots of white, and also by a few strag-

gling whitish hairs inside the corolla. The leaves are arranged in a
decussate manner—a good distinctive character.

]

Ansellia africana nilotica.—This varietal name has been
applied Ijy Mr. Baker to a very fine form of the handsome African
Ansellia which was for some years in the Kew collection, not dis-

tinguished by name from the type. It is altogether a superior
plant, viewed from a gai'den standpoint, to the original, as the
flowers are larger and borne in longer clusters ; the colours, too, are
brighter and more distinctly defined. The name nilotica is given
because the variety is a native of the Nile districts, whilst the type
is found on the western coast of Africa. It is now in fine blooming
condition in the Orchid house at Kew, and the original form will

soon be in flower, so they may be readily compared.

Iris setosa.—After several years spent in endeavouring to ob-
tain the true species, Mr. Barr has succeeded in securing a quantity
of this handsome North American Iris, several plants of whicli are
in flower in his grounds at Tooting. It is somewhat in the way of
I. virginica, but rather taller in growth, and the flowers possess the
distinguishing character, which may be observed at a glance, of the
standards being reduced to bristle-like processes. The colour of the
flowers is a bright violet-purple, with the claw or lower part of the
petals white and tawny yellow, and the whole beautifully pencilled
with dark lines. It is much later in flowering than other Beardless
Jrises, a point worthy of consideration.

Gloxinias at Anerley.—In the General Horticultural Com-
pany's Melbourne Nursery there is at the present time one of the
finest displays of seedling Gloxinias that we have ever seen. Mr.
Bause has obtained some extremely fine forms by judicious crossing
and skilful culture. The bulk of the collection consists of the erect
flowered kinds, some of which have blooms over 3 in. across. One
new kind named William Ross is very fine, the flowers being remark-
ably large, and the colour a deep carmine with a broad and well-
defined pure white mar-gin, and with a dwarf sturdy habit of
growth. These beautiful stove plants are indispensable to the vast
decorating trade which is carried out by this firm, and without which
many of the fine eft'ects which Mr. Wills obtains with them would
he lost.

Hardy Flowers at Tooting.—Those who are doubtful
al)0ut hardy flowers making an effective display—yes, one equal to
that produced by bedding plants—should visit Mr' Parker's nursery
at the present time. There they will see them in the form of
masses, ribbon borders, and edging plants. In the masses we noticed
Lythrum Salicaria roseum superbum, a glorious crimson-flowered
plant some 2 ft. in height, thriving equally well in water as in open
borders, and much handsomer than the type ; Stenactis speciosa
superba, one mass of pale purplish-blue blossoms, each as large as a
five-shilling piece ; several varieties of CEnotheras, producing masses
of golden flowers ; and Campanulas of various kinds. The ribbon
border, although we dislike such arrangements, was one of the

showiest we have anywhere seen, and consisted wholly of Pansies,

which are unsurijassed as regards duration of bloom, and the edgings
were for the most part Campanula pumila, blue and white, about
6 in. wide, and so full of flowers that a pin's point could hardly be
passed between them without touching them, while in height they
only rose an inch or two above the ground. Then again in borders
we noticed the stately Morina longifolia, a plant with showy blos-

soms and foliage as handsome as that of an Acanthus ; and Carduus
eriophorus, still more stately and striking, and highly useful for iso-

lation on turf or planting among shrubs. Other plants valuable for

similar purposes were also plentiful, notably Telekia speciosa, a stout-

growing Composite with large heart-shaped leaves, the graceful

Helianthus orgyalis, frequently alluded to in these columns, and the
true Rheum officinale. Pretty white Campanulas were also abun-
dant, especially C. Henderson! alba ; likewise two Dielytras, viz., for-

mosaand eximia, kinds sometimes considered identical, but certainly

sufficiently distinct for ail horticultural purposes ; Achillea iegyptiaca,

a silvery-leaved plant, which, after standing out all last winter, is now
producing fine heads of yellow liloom invaluable for cutting. Besides

the plants already mentioned, good examples of nearly all the

best old herbaceous plants were abundant and a good collection of

aquatics, conspicuous amongst those in bloom being the Water
Violet {Hottonia palustris), Aponogeton distachyon, and Ranunculus
Lingua, the last a robust yellow-flowered kind.

Streptopus amplexifolius.—Tliis is by no means showy as

regards flowers, but it is a most elegant plant when in fruit. It is

similar in habit of growth to a .Solomon's Seal, except that the stems,

instead of being snnple, are branched in a flat spreading manner.

From the axil of each leaf a tiny purplish flower is produced, suc-

ceeded by a deep red, oblong, polished berry about the size of a Pea.

These are attached by a slender stalk, which is twisted in such a

manner that the berry appears to spring from the midrib on the

under surface of the leaf, and as a berry is produced with each leaf

a very pretty ett'ect is the result. In Mr. Latimer Clarke's garden at

Sydenham Hill we saw some fine plants of it in pots, which indi-

cated that it was quite amenable to such culture, though it thrives

best when planted out. It is a native both of Central Europe and
the United States ; and though it is an old introduction, it is seldom
seen, even in the best collections.

Cypripedium Morganianum.—This is one of the most
effective and at,the same time one of the handsomest crosses which

Mr. Seden has obtained among the numerous hybrid Lady's Slippers

raised by him in Messrs. Veitch and Son's establishment at Chelsea.

Its parents are C. Stonei, itself a handsome species, andC. Veitchi, or,

as it is known in some collections, C. auperbiens. No member could

partake more of the characters of both parents than this one does, for

the peculiarities of each can be traced in both foliage and flowers.

It resembles C. Stonei in having the same wax-like substance of

flowers ; and though the upper sepal is not so strongly marked, the

lip and the lateral sepals have the form of the species with the

copious spotting of C. Veitchi, and thus it strongly resembles the

rare variety of C. Stonei named platyt;enium. Altogether it forms a

handsome plant, and we know of no other hybrid so fine and so dis-

tinct, except it be, perhaps, the popular C. Sedeni, raised by the same

hybridist some years ago.

Thunberg's Day Lily (Hemerocallis), which is now going

out of flower, is a very profuse blooming kind, and suggests how
much one might do with this fine and vigorous genus, which is so

hardy and so graceful in form. They are among the neglected things

which will one day, no doubt, be more frequently seen in groups of

the finer herbaceous plants in the wild garden and by the water- .

side.—V.

Funkia ovata.—This is one of the handsomest hardy per-

ennials now in flower, and it certainly deserves more extended

cultivation than it now receives, for it is highly ornamental both in

foliage and flowers. The latter are born on tall erect spikes about

3 ft. high, and difler from all the other kinds inasmuch as they are

larger, more inflated, and of a beautiful deep purple colour mottled

with pure white, which renders them scarcely inferior to some of

the finest of the Griffinias, to which the flowers bear some re-

semblance. F. subcordatagrandiflora will soon be in flower, and is,

too, a very fine kind. The pure white flowers and emerald green foliage

characterise it as very distinct, and it is doubtful whether it ought
not to rank as a species.

Decabelone Barklyi.—In this may be seen one of the rax'est

and, at the same time, one of the most beautiful of a small but
peculiar genus of succulent plants inhabiting the hot and wild dis-

tricts of Africa. A specimen in the Cactus house at Kew is bearing

three flowers, which, from their singularity, cannot fail to arrest the
attention of even the least observant. They are in the form of in-

verted bells, about 2^ in. in depth, with a slightly recurved rim
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having five prominent points. The ground colour of the flower is

creamy-white coiiiously spotted with deep i.hocolatc. The inner base

of the bell-like corolla is stained with claret colour for about one-

third of its depth. The flowers spring from the b-ise of the club-like

stem, which are from 6 in. to 'J in. high, with longitudinal ridges of

whitish bristles. Xear to this rare specimen is another highly interest-

ing plant, a species of Huernia from Damaraland. Its flowers, which
are about the size of a shilling, are saucer-shaped and of wax-like
texture. The lower half of the flower is wliite and the upper a rich

deep chocolate, a contrast which makes it a striking plant. Other
kinds of these singular Asclepiadaceous plants are now in flower,

which, altogether, form an interesting collection.

Habrothamnus cyaneus.—Such is the name under which
we s,aw a very handsome gi-eenhouse plant in Mr. Latimer Clarke's

garden the other day, but probably it would correctly belong to tlie

nearly allied genus lochroma. The habit of growth is exactly that

of the common kinds of Habrothamnus, and the long tubular blos-

soms of a deep purple colour are produced in terminal clusters, as iu

H. fasciculatus. Such plants as these are far too uncommon, for

they destroy that monotony which greenhouses too much possess.

Petunias.—Mr. C'annell sends us from Swanley a boxful of his

very fine strain of single and double-flowered Petunias, all of which
are remarkable for their large size and great variety of colour. The
single-flowered sorts are particularly striking, some of the flowers

measuring over 4 in. across, and the colours in some are very gro-

tesquely arranged, while others are beautifully pencilled, especially

in the throat. The double flowers are large and form compact ro-

settes, the petals in some being finely fringed at the edges, while
others have them quite smooth.

The Eryngos (Eryngium).—At the present time the various
kinds of tliese constitute some of the brightest oruaments of the

Eiycginm amethystinum.

hardy flower garden. The species represented in the accompanying
little woodcut is E. amethystinum, one of the handsomest of all, the

heads of flowers being of a beautiful amethystine blue. .Scarcelj'

inferior is one called E. Bourgati, which is more glaucous, the colour

of the flower-heads less deep, and moreover the plant does not, as a
rule, grow so tall. The true E. alpinum is also a beautiful plant,

which may be distinguished at a glance from the others by the bracts
or cup-like row of leaves surrounding the flower-head being soft

and very finely cut into segments. The colour of the bracts is

blue and sometimes white. E. giganteum is a noble plant, with
candelabra-like branches of a silvery appearance ; and tlie Sea Holly
(E. maritimum), with its grey, leathery leaves, would not disgi-ace

any border. There are one or two other species in gardens, but these
are the best. These species, which are natives of Europe and Asia, are
quite distinct from the South American or Pandanoid section of the
genus, none of which are thoroughly hardy, therefore cannot be in-

cluded among hard}- perennials.

Adiantum Bausei.—After seeing a large quantity of Mr.
Bause's new hybrid Maidenhair Fern in the Melbourne Nursery,
Anerley, we are disposed to modify the opinion which we gave of

it some time since, to the effect that it would not prove a decorative
variety, for as we saw it a few days ago we were much struck with its

entirely distinct appearance as compared with other Ferns. The
plants do not appear to possess to the same extent the partially
withered aspect as when we first saw them, which was at the
beginning of last winter. They now are well furnished with
healthy fronds, which have a gracefully arching habit of growth, and
the variety appears to be a free grower, and can be obtained true
from spores, which are produced plentifully. As a decorative

plant Mr. Wills evidently esteems it highly, judging by the large
stock of it M'hich he is growing.

Hablitzia tamnoides.—This plant has been in cultivation at
Kew fur some years, but never till tliis year has it attracted so much
attention, as it has never attained such a Large size, a circumstance
owing to its having been planted two years .ago iu a deep bed of
loam and manure. It is a twining plant belonging to the
Order Amaranthace.-e. The flowers are by no means showy, as
they are green, but being so small and borne in such graceful pro-
fusion, they render the plant a very ornamental as well as an uncom-
mon object. It forms a dense pyramid upwards of 10 ft. high,
formed by stout sticks tied at tlieir tops, and around them the
slender shoots readily twine. It is not a plant for the ordinary bor-
der, but for shrubberies, rough rockwork, or the wild garden it

produces a pretty effect.

Liilium "Wallichianum.—This is one of the handsomest of
the Indian Lilies, but unfortunately it does not appear to be of very
easy culture. It somewhat resembles L. longillorum in general
habit, and also in the form and size of the flowers, which are sweet-
scented, like those of tliat species. Some plants of it recently im-
ported from its native habitat are now in flower in one of the cool
greenhouses .at Kew, where the plants are grown in pots. A faithful
coloured drawing of it was given in The Garhen (Vol. X., p. 420).

Japanese Lychnises.—Where one variety of these existed a
few years ago there are now at least a dozen, all of which represent
a distinct shade of colour in their flowers, rendering them very orna-
mental. One of the best representative collections we know of is at
The Grove Nursery, Lower Tooting, where Mr. Riches grows them
finely in well-drained borders. Among the varieties may be found
every possible intermediate shade of colour, from pure white to the
most brilliant scarlet. Some of the flowers are nearly 2 in. across,

and most of the sorts appear to be very floriferous. The naming of the
species which yield these varieties seems to be mixed up a good deal,

but all fall under one of the following— L. Haageana, L. Bungeana,
L. fulgens, and the orange-scarlet flowered species, L. Senno.

Pritchardia grandis.—Of this noble Palm, which we believe

to be unique in cultiv.ation, there is a fine specimen in the General
Horticultural Company's nursery at Anerley. Like its handsome
congener P. pacifica, the deep green leaves are fan-shaped, about
2 ft. in diameter, and are deeply toothed at the margins. The speci-

men is about 8 ft. high and nearly as much in diameter, and forms
a very h,andsome object in the large house which is devoted to other
large Palms. It is singular that such a beautiful Palm has not been
imported in quantity, but we think this probably arises from its

native habitat being but imperfectly known.

Prizes for Grapes.—We learn that Lord Hill, of Hawkstone,
President of the .Shropshire Horticultural Society, has given the
sum of £10 as a first prize for six bunches of black Grapes in three

varieties, to be competed for at the summer show, which will be
held on August 18 and 19, the society off'ering £.3 as a second prize.

The latter also offers £5 for the best six bunches of white Grapes in

three varieties, and £2 as a second prize. Had the president and
committee thought fit to compliment the Salopian <_4rape growers by
throwing these prizes open to all England, tliey would doubtless

have brought out the finest show of Grapes of the year.

Calamintha grandiflora.—This fine herbaceous plant just

now forms quite an attractive object on the rougher portions of the

rock garden at York. It grows about 18 in. high, and bears a pro-

fusion of large tubular-like flowers of a bright rosy-purple colour,

resembling those of some species of Pentstemon. They are borne on
the upper half of the stem in axillary, opposite clusters. It is

found wild in the lower valleys of the Tyrol and Maritime Alps.

—

R. P.

Hardiness of Veronica Hulkeana.—I think "B." (p.

.500) may be assured that this pretty shrub is quite hardy. I grew
it Sjome years ago when it was first introduced, and then lost it.

Last year I planted a very small jjlant of it under a south wall. It

has gone through last winter without the slightest injury, and is

now in flower. I think, however, it is a short-lived species, and so

has got the credit of being tender.—H. N. Ellacombe, Bition, near

Briilol.

Primula rosea.—We have had a great many clusters of

flowers on this Primula during the last fortnight, but much smaller

than at its usual flowering time in the early spring.—BROCivHrR*;T.

National Carnation and Picotee Society.—There is

every prospect of a good show of Carnations and Picotees on the

27th. If some of the best leading blooms are over of the early varie-

ties, the late sorts will be in, and some very fine seedlings are ex-

pected, both of Carnations and Picotees. The exhibition will be held

this year in the conservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington.
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New Virginian Stock.—Messrs. Daniels Bros., Norwich,
send us a bunch of a fine variety of this popular annual under the

name of Giant Virginian Stock. The flowers are larger than those

of the ordinary kind and the colour considerably deeper ; in fact,

a beautiful deep carmine, and very pretty.

Oncidium dasytyle.—The yellow-flowered kinds of On-
cidium are ho numerous and so much alike, that a novelty distinct in

appearance is a welcome addition, and this we have in the species

under notice. The flowers, which are nearly 1 in. across, are pale

yellow, almost white, and have a conspicuous shiny-black 2>alate

resembling some insects. When tlie blossoms are borne profusely

the plant is very striking. A quantity of it in full flower at Mr.
Bull's nursery is now attractive, and forms a succession to the bulk
of the kinds which flower earlier.

We learn that the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
have awarded the Large Gold Floral medal to Mr. John Dominy in

recognition of the distinguished services which he has rendered to

horticulture generally, and especially for the remarkable results

which he has achieved in hybridisation.

BEAUTIFUL HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE
PRESENT WEEK.*

English Xame.

Prickly Thrift
Monkshood .

Woolly Yarrow
Golden-flowered do.
Bjjyptiaa do. .

Kose Campion

Purple-flowered Ouiou

Blue-flowered do.
Piedmont do.
Yellow-flowered do.

Italian Alkauet
Cape do. . .

,

Woody Audrosace .

Double Jlay Weed .

Snapdragon
Cape Pondweed
Columbine
Great Thrift .

Sea-side do. .

Alpine do.

Betony . . . .

Yellow Ox-eye
flowering Rush
Rock Purslane
Maiiposa Lilies

Noble-floweied Harebell.
Peach-leaved do. .

Nettle-leaved do. .

Large-flowered do.

WaU do. ...
Bearded do. .

Cathcarfs Poppy

Mountain Knapweed
Large-leaved do.

iled Valerian .

Scorpion Senna

Latin Name.

Abronia arenaria .

AcantholimoH ghimaceum
Aconitum Napellus 6: vars.

bicolor
japonicum
paniculatuin .

Achillea toiiientosa.

aurea
fegyptiaca.
Millefolium roseum.

jEtkiojienia gra ndi'lorum
Agrostetnmu coronaria .

Flos jovis .

Allium acuminatum
Murrayanum .

azureum .

pedcmontamtm
Moly

.

Alstroemeria auraiUiaca
Anchvsa italica

capen^tis .

Androsace lanuginosa
Anthemls inodorum Jl.-pl.
Antirrhinum majun'ti: vars
Aponogeton diatachyon .

Aquilegia chrysantha .

Armeria cephalotes
maritima vars.
alpina vars.

Aster Townshendi .

A St ilbe japonica
Betonica grandijlora
Brodicea coccinea ,

volubiUs .

congesta tt varti.

liupthnbnuui- s<t/i"ifolium
IJi/t"ii,us umhfllufi'/s
Caluiidrinia umhcUata .

Calochortus palchellus .

venxtstus .

clegans
eneruleus .

lilacinus .

Cam2)anula nobilis
persici/olia (£r vars .

vrticifolia d: vars. .

Va7i houttei .

iiiacrantha
rhomboidea
'maralia .

pulla.
barbata
coesjntosa .

Raineri .

.sannatica.
Cathcartia villosa .

Calystegia Sepium d- vars.
oculata

Centaurea montana
inacrocephala .

ruthenica .

Centranthus ruber tt- vars.
Chrysanthm. coronarium
Cimicifuga racemosa .

foetida
CoUinsia bicolor
Coronilla iberica .

va ria

Cos)nos bipin7iatiis

.

Remarks.

sandy and sunny borders
rock garden
borders and wild garden

rock garden and borders

borders
borders, rock garden
warm brdrs. & rock grdns.
borders, banks, tfcc.

borders
warm borders

and rock garden
borders and naturalising

warm borders

rock gardens
borders, cutting

running streams, ponds
borders
borders, rock garden

(new species, Kew)
borders
borders
warm borders

borders and wild garden
waterside
rock garden and borders
warm borders iu light soil

borders and naturalising

rock garden
rock garden and borders
borders
rock gdn. & choice borders
(twining plant) shrubbrs.

borders and naturalising

brdrs., banks, stony places
(annual) borders
borders, natmalising

(annual) borders
borders, rough rockwork
rough rockwork, bdrs., &c.
(tall annual) warm borders

English Name.

Scarlet Larkspur .

Cashmere do.

Grass Rose
Alpine Pink
Glacier do.
Cheddar do.
Garden do.
.Sweet William
Feathery Pink

Fraxinella
Foxglove
Dragon's-head.
Mountain Avens
Willow Herb .

Large-flowered Fleabane

Heron's-biU .

Eryngo

Califomian Poppy .

Gentianella .

Crane's-bill .

Scarlet Avens
Mouse-ear Gypsophila
Bowman's Root

Sneezeweed .

Day Lily .

Double Rocket
Bluets
Water Violet .

St-John's-wort
Gibraltar Candytuft
Common do. .

Violet Cress .

Virginian Iris.

Siberian do. .

Japanese do. .

Pea Vetchling.

Everlasting Pea

Lilies

Toad Flax

Himalayan Lungwort
Yellow Flax .

t'ommon do. .

Clammy do. .

Gromwell

Creeping do.
Rock do

.

Double Bird's-foot Trefoil
Common Lupine .

Rock Lychnis .

Double Red Campion
Japanese do. .

Latix Name.

Cupkea splendens .

Delphiniiim nudicaule v.

cashmerianum
Ajacis

formostiiii <£,' florists' vars.
Diantbus neglectus.

alpinus .

glacialis .

ccesius

plimiarius vars.
barbatus oars. .

superbus .

dentosus .

Dicentra fonnosa .

Dictamnus Fraxinella .

Digitalispurpurea.
Dracocephlm. Riiyschiana borders

Remarks.

(dwarf annual) borders
warm borders, rock garden
warm borders
(annual) borders, &c.
borders
rock garden, exposed parts

borders, rock garden

borders
borders
borders and wild garden

Dryas octopetala
Ep(l')biiun anqiDitifiiUnm
Eriyenin gnindiihirum .

Erinu.s alpinus vars.

Erodium Manescavi
Eryngium alpinum

Bourgafi .

ainfthifstinmn .

Eschschi>Uzin califarnica
Gaillardia aristaia
Gentiana acaulis .

septemjida
gelida

Oeraniuni platypetalurn
armenu7n.

Geum coccineum Ji.-pl. .

Gypsophila cerastuides .

GUlcnia trifoliata .

rock garden
borders, waterside, &c.
rock garden, borders
rock garden
borders
borders and naturalising

brds. and beds for cutting
rock garden, borders
damp peaty borders
borders, rock garden
borders and wild garden

borders, beds for cutting

Itorders

Grammanthesgentianoids. (small annua!) borders
Helenixtm Hoopesi . . borders and wild gai'den
Hemerocallis fulva . borders, naturalising
Hesperis viatronalis Ji.-pl. borders
Houstonia coerulea . rock garden, peaty soil

Uottonia palustris. . shallow ponds, streams
Hymenoxys califomica . (dwarf annual) borders
Hypencum Burseri
Iberis gibraltarica

umbellata
lonopsidium acaule
Iris virgi7iica .

sibirica

ochroleuca
Kannpferi (7na7iy
beautiful vars.) .

setosa . :

Kiiiphofia cattlescens
JLathyrus pisifonnis

latifolius vars.
rottindifolius .

yrandifiorus .

Lavatera trimestris
Liatris spicata
Lilium concolor

Szovitzia7ium .

pi>inpo7iium
pulc-hellum
davnricum
1114)1 II>delphu7n .

Martanon tt vars. .

uiiiht'llatum
clegans
oLumbianum .

Krameri .

auratiun .

canade7ise
parrum .

Parryi
giganteum
Ilu7nboldti
japo7ucu7n
croceu7n .

Browni
pardalinu7n
californiciutt .

Li7iaria alpina
pallida
&ipa7-tita .

reticulata.
Lindelophia spectabilis

.

Ldnum Jlavuni
perhme .

viscositm .

tauricu7n ,

Lithospennum purpureo-
cceruleum

prostratxun
petroeu7)i .

Lotus corniculatxts fl.-pl.

borders and shrubberies
warm borders
annual
rockery, borders
borders

damp peaty borders

(rare species) Barr's col.

borders
borders, naturalising
borders and wild garden
borders, trelliswork, Ac.

(tall annual) borders
borders
bord ers

(new species

rock garden

(annual), borders

borders and naturalising
warm borders & rock gdn.

(rare species, Ware's)
borders

borders
rock garden, borders
rock garden
borders and rock garden

Lupimispolyphyllus vars. borders, naturalising

* This list is made from observation in Loudon gardens and nurseries duiing
the present week.

Loosestrife

Harttm-gi .

Lychnis Lagascce .

dioica Jl.-pl.

Haageana
fulgens
Bungeana
Senno
chalcedo7iica .

Lysimachia dahurica
barystachya .

(annual) borders
borders, wild garden
rock garden, borders
borders

borders
wet borders, waterside
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English Namk.

Loi>sestrife

Viiviiiian Stock
MiHb .M:iU.nv

In Han I'oppy .

Welsh I'oppy .

Siberian Lungwort

Monkey-flower

Dorse Mint
Oswego Tea
For:jet-me-uot
Cut Mint.

\Vhite Clip

"Water Lily

Large Evenin:; Primrose
Young's Evening do.

Shrubby do .

Rock Niivel-wort .

<}ohlen Drops .

Spotted Hand Orchis
liiarsh Orchis ,

Scarlet Ourisia
Faeony
Poppy ,

Pentstemou .

Jerusalem Sage
Phlox

Califomian Poppy .

Ciuq,uefuil

Japanese Primrose

.

^ikldm do.
Dense-headed do. .

Pyreuean Self Heal

Pyrethnim
Rosette Mullein
5age

Rock Soapwort
Pyramidal Saxifrage

•€aucaslar. Scabious

Alpine Skullcap
Stonecrop
Scarlet do
•Groundsel
Double Sea Catchfly
Catchfly .

Fire Pink
Alpine Catchfly

Dropwort
'Goat's Beard .

<}ueen of the Prairies
Jleadow Sweet
Rock Thyme .

"Virginian Spiderwort
^t'asturtium

Spring Star Flower

Purple Mullein
Comb-leaved Speedwell
Alpine do.
Guthrie's do. .

Rock do.
Germander-leaved do
Prostrate do. .

Austrian do. .

Heartsease
English Iris .

Spanish do.

Latin Name.

L'/thrum Salicaria «{ vars.

Sfad'obnia virtfimca
^falca imhschata alba
Mecnuopsif, simplici/olia

cambrica.
Mfrtcnsia nthirica .

Milla lon>ji]>t'iii.

Miintdus cupreius vars.
qitttatus .

Monanla Bradburyana
didyina .

^fyoi{ntis paluntrin .

Sepeta Musaini
macranfha

Xicrembcryia rividan's

yuttatlia malvivjiora
Symphfea alba and var.

rosea

.

(Enothera marginata
Yoiingi
fruticosa .

(jla nca
Omphalwles LndUce
Onoiiina taurica
Orchid )na<ndata it vart>

I'lti/nlia i^ar. .

OunVirt occinea
Pivonui ojiicinalis vars
Papaver alpinuin tt- var

nudicaule
itmbro/iuin

somnijerum, dbl.vars.

Pentstemon latidus
ovatit^

glaber
spfciosus .

procerus .

Scouleri ,

puniceiis .

Cobaea
secundijlorus .

Miirrayamin .

Torreyi
Phlomis fniticosa .

Phlox divaricata .

pmciDiibeiis
ovata
paniculata
(jlorists' vars.).

p[aty>ftemo}i cali/ornicita

Potentilla colorata.
hybrida vars. .

Primula luteola .

japonica .

sikkiinoisis
capitata .

Prunella purenaica
grandijiora

Pyrethruui (double vrs.

Ramoadia pyrenaica.
Salvia prateiisis

Grahami .

sylvcstris .

Snpoiiaria ocymoidcs va.

Saxi/raga Wallacei
Mawt'i

Scabiosa caitcasica .

columbaria
Schizanthuii pinnatus
Scolytnus maculatus
Scutellaria alpiua
Seduui pidchelhan

.

sempervivoides
Senecio Doronicuin
Silene maritimaji.-pl.

pendula var, .

virginica .

alpestris .

Elizabetki.
Ariaeria .

Spireea Filipendula d- va
Aritncus .

palmata .

ventista .

Ulmaria .

Thymus rotundi/olius
Trade^cantia virginica
Trupceolum inajus

.

polyphylhtm .

speciosum
Triteleia unifiora .

laxa .

Murrayana
Verhascum phreniceum
Veronica pectiiiata

alpestris .

Guthrieana
saxatilig .

Teucrium
protitrata .

austriaca
Viola tricolor vars.
Xiphio7i vulnare

lati/olium

watei-sitle

(annual) borders, &c.
i)orders
rockery, well-drained bdrs.
liorders and rough rockery
peat borders
{small annual) borders
(new species) warm Imrdrs
damp borders, waterside

(rare species, Kew)
borders
moist borders, waterside
bdi"3., shrubbery, wild gdn.

rock gardens and borders
borders and wild gai'den

pools, &c.
(new variety, Kew)
beds, borders, garden
borders

rock garden, borders

borders, rock garden
shaded, damp borders
rock garden, exposed bors.

borders, naturalising
borders and rock garden

(annual)
borders, rock garden

,, margins shrubs,

sheltered borders
rather tender
rock garden, borders
shrubby (rather tender)
warm borders

borders

(shrubbery) borders, &c.
borders, rock garden

(annual) borders
borders, &c.

moist borders
rock garden and borders

Dorders, beds, for cutting
rock garden
borders and wild garden
(rather tender), warm bdr.

borders and naturalising
trailing plant for rocks, A:c.

rock garden

borders, useful for cutting

(biennial), borders, &c.
borders and wild garden
(rare species, Oaktield)

rock garden
rock garden, dry places
borders, banks, Ac.
rock garden, borders

rock garden

rock garden
(annual)

. borders, as edgings, &c.
borders
borders, &c.
borders and naturalising

rock garden, borders
borders, banks, &c.

banks, borders, &z
trelliswork. &c.
warm borders

rock garden and borders

warm borders

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
English Name.

Shrubby Starwort
Alpine .\tragene

Illue Bush

Mexican Orange Flower.
Gum Cistus .

Vircin's liowcr

Scorpion Senna

Fire Thorn
Jiroom .

Whin
Spanish do.

Prostrate do. .

Double Dyer's Weed
Sun Roses
St. John's-wort
Jasmiue .

Mountain Laurel .

.laiianese Kerria .

Lal^rador Tea .

Honeysuckle .

Cucumber Tree
St. Dabeoc's Heath
Mock Orange .

Maule's Japanese Quince
Rhododendron

Rose Acacia
False Acacia
Silky Rose
Raraanas do.

Rose-flowered Bramble

Meadow Swest

Latin Name.

.Ut'Tfilhrsci'iiS

Ati-a<iini- alpina .

JiuJdliiti yl'ibdsa .

t'eanothus dentatus
mexicanus
papillosus

Choisya ternata
Cistus laurij'olius .

ladanij'eruit

Clematis vwntana .

Jackmanni vars.
patens vars.
lanuginosa vars.
ovata
inteijrifolia

Corondiit Enu-nia .

Cotmien sttr bit xifolia .

Crata'giLs Pyracantha .

Cytisus piirpureus.
nnbigenus
nigricans .

Drutz'ta crenata Jl.-pl. .

Encallonia macrantha .

sanguinea
Fabiana imbricata.
Fremontia californica .

Genista pilosa
hispanica
prostrata
tinctDria A.-pl.

II'lianthiiiiMiii,

Remarks.

wall shrub
twining shrub
large shrub
tender shrub

evergreen shrul), walls, &c.
low shrub

twining shrub, walls, Ac.

erect shrubby species

dwarf shrul)

low spreading bush
shrub for walls, t&c,

dwarf shrub
low shrub

tall shrub
wall shrub

low Heath-like shrub
(tender) walls

dwarf trailing shrub

low shrub, rocks, borders
dwarf shrub
rocks, borders

llnperinna einpftrifidium dwarf compact shrub
tender wall shrul)

Tamarix .

Large-leaved Viburnum
Weigela

Jasininnin multi'ioriun
revolutum
officinale .

Kalmia latifolia .

Kerria japonica tt vars.

Ledum- pnluslre
Lonicera Periclymenum

sempervirrns .

Magnolia cordata .

Mimziesia polijoHa
Philadelphus coronariuB

grandijioru^ .

Ptelca trijoliata .

Pifrtis Maulei
Rhododendron glaucvm

/errugineum .

(hybrid vars.)
Robinia hispida

Pseudo-Acacia

.

Rosa sericea .

rugosa
alba .

polyantha
diversi/olia

Riibus rosie/olitis .

Spartium junceum
Spircea mUans

pruni/olia Jl.-pl.

Van Bouttci . . ,,

Regclliana . . „
laevigata ... .,

cana.... „
corymbosa ct vars. ,,

salici/olia lO vars. . ,,

Xobleana, . . ,,

ario'folia... ,,

Tamarix gallica . . ,,

Vihurnummacrocephahim sheltered shruljberies

Weigela rosea and vars. dwarf spreading slirub

low evergreen shrub
evergreen shrub
low shrub, damp borders

(tender) walls
deciduous niidile-size tree

dwarf shrub
large shrub

spreading tree

fine dwarf shrub
evergreen shrub

spreading tree

(rather tender) walls, &c.
.

dwarf shrub

trailing species, fine

trellis, walls, &c.

low shrub
low shrub

Asparagus FlO'wers.—Thefollowing isanextract troma letter

from Mr.E. S. Carman, of New York :
" I have been observing the

flowersof Asparagus ouourfarm,alloverwhich(inhedges and meadows)

it grows wild. I believe it is well enough known that they (the

flowers) are polygamous, but it seems to me it has not been stated

that plants bear either male or perfect flowers. The males have

large anthers that Ijear pollen freely ; the male flowers also have

ovaries, but not even the rudiments of styles or stigmas. The female

flowers have the styles and stigmas well developed, but the anthers

seem to be quite immature and small. Nevertheless, it is certain

these sickly-looking anthers fertilise the ovaries, and it appears the

male flowers have nothing to do with it at all. We have marked
and watched not less than fifty plants (male and hermaphrodite)

;

the males are all males upon a given plant, and the plants are never

monoecious. Nor can I find a female plant, i.e., one without the

(seemingly) impotent stamens. Three (hermaphrodites) plants (duly

marked) were isolated from all others, tiiat is, they grew in or near

the middle of fields. All fruited fully—nearly every flower. I

say, therefore, that, according to my observations. Asparagus flowers

are either male or hermaphrodite ; that there are no females, and

that the male seems to be merely an ornament, as its pollen is not

needed by the hermaphrodite, though the anthers of the latter seeni

to be quite immature. It seems to me also that the ovaries of the

hermaphrodite are fertilised before the flowers are fairly open.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Fruit.

Strawberries.—So favourable a season for getting an unlimited

number of runners of all kinds rooted in small or fruiting pots has

not been experienced for some years, and where advantage vras taken

of the early growth, thousands of pots will now be filling with roots

and occupying their summer quarters without having received a

single drop of water from the hose during the time they were

attached to the parent plants. In forcing, it is important that the

crowns of the plants should stand well above the surface of the soil,

the advantages gained being full exposure to the atmosphere when
they are ripening iu the autumn, and space for top-dressing after

the plants are taken iu for forcing. To secure this elevation, the

pots intended for the reception of plants out of .3-in. pots, after

being crooked and dusted with a little soot for keeping back worms,
should be half filled with compost iu a dry state, and well rammed
by an assistant before the plants are placed in them. The latter

should then be filled up and made very firm to prevent the water
from passing away without entering the original ball. When the

fruiting pots are filled to the usual height and the runners are pegged

down upon them this danger is avoided, and every part of the com-

post being equally solid, flooding the surface ensures an even distri-

butionof the water on its passage downwards to the drainage. At first

sight this precaution seems trifling, but success is ensured by atten-

tion to trifles, and so important are the details of potting and the

use of soil in a dry state, that neglect of one of them may be found
the stepping-stone to failure.

Cherries and Plums.—Where these are grown in pots for

filling up vacant spaces or back shelves in the permanently planted

house all the Cherries and many of the early Plums will have been
cleared of fruit, and, as a matter of course, well watered and
syringed to clear them of insects that may have gained a lodgment
on the leaves. I have on former occasions stated that these trees

become very prolific under confinement of the roots in medium-sized
pots when well mulched and fed, but there is a limit to restriction,

and when this has been reached the present time will be favourable

for shifting them into larger pots. The compost and mode of treat-

ment in no way differs from tliat recommended for Peaches and Nec-
tarines, the principal points being properly moistened balls, strong

calcareous loam, and very firm ramming. If the trees can be kept
under glass for a fortnight where they can have slight shade and
daily syringing, they will soon recover from the check and be fit for

removal to the open air for the remainder of the season. If a
sheltered situation facing the west is at command it should be
selected, and to save excessive watering in dry weather, dry Fern or
long litter placed round and slightly over the tops of the pots will

keep the soil iu an equable state, and highly favourable to the for-

mation of new roots. The annual forcing of permanently planted
Cherries produces a tendency to autumn flowering, and as this ends
in the loss of a crop, the roof of the Cherry house should be con-

structed with a view to its entire removal after the fruit is

gathered.

Orchard House.—When the earliest trees that were potted
about the beginning of this month show by their crisp growth that
they have taken to the new soil, the usual routine, so far as relates

to syringing and ventilation, may be resumed ; but the supply of

water to the roots must be regulated by their wants, as an excess
would cause serious mischief, while drought would foster red spider,

and lead to the premature ripening of wood and foliage before the
fruit-buds are properly formed. Later kinds now swelling ofl' fruit

should have an abundant supply of weak liquid manure at every
watering, and in the event of the roots showing through the mulching
or the latter having been washed in, a fresh supply may be added
with great advantage to the fruit. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere by syringing freely about G a.m., and again at 4 p.m.,
when, to secure the largest size, tlie house should be closed for a few
hours with solar heat. Open tlie ventilators in accordance with the
state of the weather, and the period at which the ripe fruit is likely

to be wanted for use. Although Figs are not desirable subjects for

the mixed orchard house, a few trees are frequently grown, which,
revelling as they do in heat and light, should always occupy the
warmest end, where they can be well syringed to keep them free

from spider until the fruit begins to ripen, when ' it must be discon-
tinued, but the roots will require a liberal and continuous supply of
water, as a check would cause them to cast their fruit. To avoid
this annoyance, prolific kinds, like Brown Turkey, Negro Largo, or
White Marseilles, should be planted out in good soil and lifted

annually. It any of the late Cherries still occupy the unheated
house they should be removed to a dry sheltered place out-of-doors,

where they can be protected from rain and birds. The same treat-

ment will apply to early Plums ; but later kinds, such as Jefferson,

Kirke's, and Golden Drop, three of the best, will stand more syringing
and increase in size by being kept under glass until the fruit begins
to colour. When this takes place no more water should touch them,
otherwise they will lose their bloom and with it their beauty and
value. If any of the Cherries require potting they should be taken
in hand at once ; but instead of keeping them under glass, they will

do equally well iu a shady situation out-of-doors with daily syringing
and watering until they have taken to the soil, when they may be
plunged in ashes in the open garden.

Pines.—The plants intended for starting next February will now
be thoroughly established in their fruiting pots and making rapid

growth, which should be encouraged by means of gentle stimulants
and good syi'inging until they have filled their pots with roots,

when more ventilation, with all the light that can be secured will

increase the substance of the foliage, whicli should be short, broad,

and firm 'in texture. The general stock of plants now swelling off

fruit in various stages will require frequent supplies of tepid liquid

or guano water to the roots, and daily syringing after the house
is closed about four o'clock or earlier to secure a temperature of

90" from solar lieat. On fine bright evenings the atmosphere should
be charged with ammonia by syringing a little clear diluted liquid

from the manure tank into the axils of the leaves and over the bed
and other available surfaces, care being taken that the spray does
not reach the fruit. When the latter begins to change colour, the

removal of the plants to a dryer and cooler house will be necessary
to the perfect finish of the Pines, which should be bright and clear,

and to a continuance of the supply of moisture so essential to the
swelling of successions. An early Vinery from which the fruit has
been cut answers well, both for ripening off and keeping the fruit

for some time after it is ripe, but when there is likely to be a
falling off in the supply. Pines, including the Queen, may be
ripened up in a dry and properly ventilated Grape-room. Remove
the suckers from old stools as the fruit is cut, and insert them in

G-in. pots. Pot rather firm in good turfy loam, give a little water,

and plunge at once into bottom heat of 90" from fermenting ma-
terials. Keep them rather close and moist for a few days by slightly

syringing overhead on fine afternoons, and shading from bright sun-

shine for a few hours through the hottest part of the day. Where
Black Jamaicas are grown for winter use, small pots well filled with
roots always give tlie best results, as they are more easily brought
into a condition favourable to starting ; and enjoying, as they do, a
strong bottom heat, a minimum of soil and a maximum of ferment-
ing material are conducive to its production and maintenance. If

through want of space or otiier unavoidable causes the potting of

plants intended for fruiting next spring has been delayed, the size

of the pots should be decreased in proportion to the time that

has been lost.

Melons.—Complete the earthing up of plants in pits and frames
on a mild gleamy day, using good turfy loam in a rough and ratlier

dry state, and make it very firm with a rammer as it is placed

round the roots. If the hills are in a moist healthy state, as they
should be from previous waterings, the new soil may be kept
sufficiently moist by daily syringing until the roots begin to work
through it, when pure tepid water in moderation will produce
fruitful growths in abundance witli every chance of a good set on
the first laterals. When this has been secured by means of artificial

fertilisation, and the young Melons have attained the size of pigeon's

eggs, stimulating food will be necessary, and as the fruit gains

size the quantity may be considerably increased. When clear

liquid is used it is not advisable to allow it to touch the foliage and
stems where it can be avoided, as plants in these close structures

after the turn of the year are more likely to be affected by canker
than when grown in houses heated with hot water. An occasional

flooding of the bed in hot weather with water at a temperature of

90", without wetting the leaves, abo'it 4 p.m. with a closing sun heat

equal to that of the water, will produce an atmosphere highly

favourable to the health of the plants and the rapid development
of the fruit, which should be elevated above the level of the bed,

but not entirely out of the foliage, as some kinds are liable to scald

if exposed to the direct action of the sun. Hitherto the weather
has not been all that could be desired for Melon culture, and on this

account regular attention to the linings is absolutely necessary, as

good flavour cannot be depended upon where the heat is allowed to

decline. Young plants intended for jiroducing late fruit in houses

should be grown in 16-in. pots or upon small hills, and if bottom
heat pipes are provided they should be placed within reach of their

influence when extra warmth is required for setting and ripening

the fruit ; but for the present fermenting materials consisting of

leaves and a little short stable manure will px'oduce a moist heat

more congenial to the growth of Melons than that obtained from
hot water. Fruiting plants in these structures will take heavy
supplies of water and good syringing every evening until the fruit

has attained its full size, when an excess might endanger its crack-
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ing. I have on former occasions stated that some kinds of Melons
will not stand morning syringing witliout shading, and as this is by
no means advisable, atmospheric moisture should be produced by
damping the paths and all available surfaces, including the

mulching.—W. Coleman.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The deciduous species of C'alanthes are now so far

advanced in growth, that they will soon commence to form flower-

spikes, and future success in obtaining good spikes of blossom will

depend very much on the nourishment which the plants recei\'e from

this time forward. Keep tliem well up to the light with plenty of

heat and moisture and regular supplies of liquid manure at the root.

The beautiful C. Turneri is somewhat later in blooming than the

vestita section, and should be grown in quantity, as it will give a

supply of these useful flowers far into the spring. The Cypripediums
will now be starting or advancing in growth, and any that require

repotting or top-dressing should be attended to at once. This genus
delights in abundance of moisture at the root at all times, more
especially during the growing season. The Phahenopsids must
receive special care now that the young roots and leaves are

growing rapidly. Keep cockroaches away from their roots, and
see that the foliage does not come in contact with the wires

of the baskets or any other obstruction, as very slight pres-

sure against any hard substance will cause the young leaves to

decay or gi-ow deformed. Wants of these that are in good health and
rooting freely will take abundance of water at the root ; while

plants that are not in sucli robust health must be watered more
sparingly. ErioiJsis rutidobulbon w ill now be in a fit condition for

repotting. It is a free-rooting plant, and delights in a rather strong

compost composed of tibry peat and loam in equal proportions, with
a liberal addition of sand and broken charcoal. Keep it well sup-

plied with water at the root at all seasons, otlierwise the bulbs soon
shrivel and fail to produce tine spikes of flowers.

Stove Plants.—Finish oft' the potting of all winter blooming
stock as soon as possible, and keep the plants under light and
airy conditions in order to get their growths stocky and well

matured, as on this will their flowering depend. Poinsettias and
Euphorbias may still be propagated. Old plants of these that are

well established in their pots should now be exposed to full

sunshine. Water the Poinsettias liberally, and the Euphorbias
more sparingly. Gesneras must be kept under warm and moist con-

ditions close to the glass. Do not, however, allow any moisture to

settle on the foliage, as it is easily disfigured thereby, and see that

mealy bug does not attack them, as it will soon cripple the flower-

spikes. The later Gloxinias will now be growing freely, and must
have ample space allowed them in which to develop their foliage.

Any fine-leaved or flowering plants that have been removed from
this house to the conservatory must be watered cautiously, always
using tepid water for this purpose. Nothing will so soon give these

plants a chill, from which they may not recover, as cold water at the

roots when tliey are in cool structures. Keep the general stock of

stove plants e.xposed to a little more sunshine as the season advances
and the growths attain maturity. Give ample space to every plant,

as nothing is more detrimental to producing well-balanced plants

than overcrowding them.

Greenhouse Plants.—A good stock of scarlet, white, and
pink Pelargoniums should now be potted on for supplying cut bloom
during the autumn and early winter months. Keep them stopped
occasionally, and pick the flowers from them as fast as they appear.
In the scarlet class Vesuvius is one of the best, and Madame \'au-

cher is a good white kind ; while Mrs. Upton and Christine are pink
sorts that bloom satisfactorily in winter. Double-flowered Primulas
should now be growing freelj'. Good varieties of these are so valu-

able for winter use that every encouragement must be given them at
this season. Pot on any that were propagated late in the spring and
early in summer. Drain well and use a light rich sandy compost
when potting them. Continue to sow Rhodanthes of dift'erent sorts,

Centaurea Cyanus minor, and other useful annuals. These will all

prove most useful during the autumn months. A large batch of

Mignonette should also be sown, which will bloom under cover in

the autumn. The different varieties of Abutilons should now be
growing freely. Many of these are valuable for winter blooming,
especially Boule de Neige. An early batch of white Ptoman Hya-
cinths should now be potted up, or the bulljs may be planted thickly
in pans or boxes, and will supply abundance of white flowers during
November. Young stock of any kind should not be allowed to

remain in the cutting pots a day longer than is necessary, otherwise
the plants soon get drawn, and are thereby much retarded.

Ferns.—The principal work among these will be keeping them
well supplied with water to the roots, and maintaining a humid at-

mosphere around them. Any neglect in these respects mil tend to
give a footing to thrips and red spider. Any choice kinds that re-

quire repotting should be seen to at once, so as to get them well
rooted before winter. See to pegging down the rhizomes of creeping
kinds, and any young plants of Oleichenias that are wanted large in

size quickly should now receive a liberal shift to keep them in growth
till late in the autumn.—J. Rohekts.

Flower Garden.
Weeds, now growing fast, should be pulled up by the roots as

soon as large enough to lay hands on ; afterwards lightly stir the
surface, for even if there are no weeds present it will be all the better
for being loosened after the heavy thuuderstorms we have had. All
kinds of flowering plants are benefited by the removal of old flowers

and foliage ; regulate and peg down trailing or edging plants,

and pinch and regulate the growth of plants in formal designs,

as this kind of bedding is ineffectual if the lines or divisions

are not kept distinct. Sub-tropical plants with large foliage will

need constant attention as regards staking and tying. Soft bast

is preferable to string for tying, more especially for soft, succulent

stems that are easily bruised. Tie the matting firmly round the

stake to prevent its slipping, and then loosely round the plant that
needs support. The first flush of beauty will now be nearly over as

regards Rose beds, therefore divest them of all old blossoms, and keep
the beds neat and trim. The most continuous blooming Roses we
have are the old pink and crimson Chinas ; they make most eft'ective

beds with a minimum of labour, and are the nearest approach to a
perpetual flowering Rose that we have, many of the varieties called

Perpetuals being only so in name. It will greatly assist the late

blooming sorts if a good soaking of liquid manure can be given

them, and a little additional mulching to retaid evaporation. Beds
of Cloves and other Carnations will now be in bloom, and will need
carefully staking and tying, and if not already done, layers may be
put in, as in addition to their value for flower beds or borders, their

delightfully fragrant flowers are invaluable for cutting at this season.

Amongst flowering shrubs not usually much grown out-of-doors we
have splendid bushes of Deutzia crenata fl.-pl., bent down with their

load of blossoms. We find the various sorts of Deutzia invaluable

for shrubberies and for single specimens on Grass, and they fur-

nish abundance of pure white flowers for dinner-table decoration.

Trees and shrubs have been much benefited by the rains, and are now
growing vigorously ; they show the effects of the last severe winter by
shedding their old foliage much more abundantly than usual, especi-

ally Hollies, Aucubas, and Bays, that maintain their evergreen

character well thoroughout the year in ordinary seasons, but in many
cases they have this spring been nearly deciduous. Now is a favour-

able time to push on the propagation of shrubs. Half-ripened shoots

of the several varieties of Euonymus will now strike freely inserted

under hand-glasses or cloches on a cool shady border. We find

small plants of these most useful for window boxes, winter vases,

&c., also the variegated Ivies, Aucubas, and Berberis Aquifolium.

The latter is easily raised from seeds now ripening, which must be
gathered when fully ripe, or the birds will soon devour them. Pro-

pagate a good stock of variegated Arabis ; also Santolina incana, or

Lavender Cotton, as they are useful at all seasons of the year, and
form good permanent edgings. Look well to all Primroses and
Polyanthuses that have been transplanted ; keep them shaded and
watered, as hot dry weather is trying to them if fully exposed.

Take up bulbs that have been laid in to ripen, and store them in

boxes of soil until required for planting, i.e., if the arrangement of

beds renders their removal necessary. Hardy Ferns will now be in

good condition, and the cool sequestered spots generally selected for

their culture will be a favourite resort in sultry weather. — J.

Groom.
Carnations and Picotees.—Our plants are now in full

beauty, and are probably as good as they have ever been

;

they are quite a week too early for the National Show, but the

smaller side blooms which are a week later than the leading flower on
each stem will be fresh and good. Clultivators are now busy placing

cards to their flowers. I never do this ; but if time could be spared,

such flowers as Admiral Curzon (Easom), Sportsman (Hedderley),

and many others are much improved by it. Round white cards are

used for this purpose ; the outer petals reflex so much, that unless

they open on the cards they are never so perfect, nor can they be

made so by aU the arts of the dresser. Those who intend to exhibit

cut flowers would do well to place them on cards, as the flowers look

much larger, and in that way the colours are brought out more per-

fectly. Preparations must now be made for layering the Grass, as it is

termed. The compost for this purpose should be prepared. I use

equal parts of sand, loam, and leaf-mould. A small portion of the

soil round the base of the plants is removed and replaced by this

compost ; a notch is then made in the layer after some of the leaves

have been trimmed off; it is then fastened firmly in tlie ground
with a stout peg. Some cut off the tips of the leaves. I never do
this, and cannot understand why it is done.

Hollyhocks.—See that the stems of these are tied to stakes as
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they advance in growth ; and the ties must be examined occasionally

in case they should injure the flower-stems. It requires stout tying
material to hoUl some of the stronger spikes firmly in a gale of wind.
Do not let the side growths become too woody before removing
them, and use all eyes for purposes of propagation.

Pansies.—Where these have not been attended to, as advised in

previous numbers, the flowers liave very much degenerated. We
have a long bed that has been left to itself for some time and the
flowers of most of the varieties are very small, but, looked at in the
mass at a little distance oti', the effect is striking. We had a bed of
seedlings about (iO ft. long two years ago, and visitors here used to
say it was the finest thing in the whole garden. The soil was rich
and deeply trenched to begin with, and that bed produced flowers in
abundance for six months. There were not a dozen good varieties
in the bed, but as a floral display it was superior to masses of named
flowers. The seeds were sown in October.

Pinks.—We have still a few good blooms of the choicest
varieties ; they have over-lapped the Carnation bloom by two
weeks,, a circumstance attributable to the cool, wet weather when
the Pinks came into flower. The forcing varieties are growing very
freely. The plants, liowever, cannot well be too large, as we like
good masses that will produce at least two dozen flowers each after
being forced next season. It has been a good season for taking
pipings of the florists' section. They always form roots best and
quickest when they are taken off in wet weather. I saw a good
plan for striking them adopted by a person of humble means some
time ago. He made a shallow trench or depression in the ground
about 1 ft. wide—something like a Celery trench, but not more
than 3 in. or 4 in. deep ; in this the pipings were planted,
and squares of glass were laid over them. Thus treated they did
well, as it was easy to shade them from hot sunshine. No better
plan could be adopted even by those who have plenty of frames.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primulas.—We are now re-
potting all our plants of these, and propagating those by offsets that
have any with a portion of roots attached to them. I find, even in
the ease of the strongest-growing Primulas, it is best not to over-
pot. This is certainly an evil, as the plants have a tendency to rot
ofl'at the neck when they are over-potted. I use 8-in. [jots for plants
of the P. denticulata section. For most of tlie others pots of 6 in.

diameter are the ultimate size. Seedlings raised from seeds sown
this season are now pricked out and making good growtli. Keep the
leaves clear of green fly and red spider by dipping them in soft soapy
water. As regards laced Polyanthuses, 5-in. pots are large enough
for the strongest crowns. The compost should contain rather more
clayey loam than that used for Auriculas. After potting place the
plants under a north wall, and if they are protected for some time by
a glass frame so much the better, but this is not essential. Hardy
Primroses of the P. acaulis type may he potted at the same time
and in the same way as the Polyanthuses.—J. DouGL.is.

Hardy Fruit.

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines may now have the current year's
shoots laid or tied in to trellises or walls, but previously stop all the
sub-laterals that have formed on them, and also remove any blistered
or half-decayed foliage. Well wash the trees with the garden engine
as often as time can be aflbrded ; this operation keeps spider in
check and waters a portion of the gi'ound that wouhl not otherwise
get water, viz., that under the coping close to tlie wall. Continue
to remove breast-wood and all other unnecessary growths from Pears
and Plums on walls. Keep the branches wide "apart,' that sun and
light may have ready access to every bud. Gather small fruits when
perfectly dry, ami net closely up with hexagon netting any that
have to be kept for dessert purposes. The birds have now become so
daring that without netting or shooting it is hopeless to expect fruit.
They are at this season attacking even Morello Clierries, and that,
too, before they are half ripe—would that they confined their depre-
dations to the gardens of those who so earnestly advocate their
preservation. When Strawberry gathering is over for the season,
plots that are to remain another year should have all their runnei-s
together with a portion of the leaves most injured cut off and all
weeds eradicated

; afterwards " point " over the ground, and when
that is done apply a mulching of good manure. New plantations
may still be made witli forced plants, but rather than plant a
bad stock, such, for instance, as a kind that has not done
well in forcing, layer at once in small pots from plants that have
borne well, and plant out as soon as well rooted. If got in before
the end of August the probabilities are in favour of a full crop next
year. Fruit trees of any kind that are bearing anything like a full
crop should have liberal treatment in the way of rich manurial mulch-
ngs

: and if there be but a suspicion of dryness, plentiful supplies of
water. Also thin out the fruit, particularly the finer varieties, of
Pears. The earliest varieties of Apricots are now taking their final

swelling, and a good manurial watering would tell greatly on their
size. Protect them from birds and squirrels ; if the latter com-
mence an attack on the fruit they cease not till all are gone,—W. W.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLIL—BOUQUET OF MOSS ROSES.
The original Moss Eose is supposed to have been a sport

from the Provence (Rosa centilblia), and is said to have
come to England from Holland towards the close of the six-

teenth centurj'. In " Dodoen's Herbal" (1619), although
there are four pages on Roses, I do not see the jNIoss Rose
among the kinds tliere enumerated and described. The writer

speaks of the Provence as, " saving that they grow up higher
than the red Rose, and not so high as the white Rose," in all

things else save colour they are like the other.s. His red and
white Roses were probably the R damascena and R. alba of

our days. Again, I do not find mention of the Moss Rose
in Parkinson (1629), nor in the " Flora Ceres and Pomona " of •

John Rea (167.5), although both these writers devote several

pages to Roses, and many of the kinds are figured. In the

abridged edition of " Miller's Gardeners' Dictionary" (1735)
it is chronicled as the "Moss Provence Rose."

Moss Roses as a class are less striking than some of their

congeners, but they are not in my opinion less interesting or

less beautiful. They are hardy, very sweet, and well varied in

colour and character. They are rarely met with at our Rose
shows, the flowers not being large enough or regular enough
to come up to the exhibitor's standard of good taste. Never-
theless, on the tree in the garden and in the decoration of the

table the exuberance of the Mossy envelope of bud and stem,,

the delicacy of tint, and delightful balsamic fragrance of leaf

and flower commend them to every lover of the beautiful, and
few would pass them by without a word of praise.

If we proceed to analyse this group we shall find four dis-

tinct types : 1. The old form, illustrated by what is known as.

the common ]\Ioss. 2. The Miniature or Pompon Moss, of

which the De Jleaux is an example. 3. The Hybrid Moss,
which was first obtained by the late M. Laifay by the arti-

ficial fertilisation of the Moss and Hybrid China, and among
which are Lanei and Princesse Adelaide. 4. The Perpetual

Mo.ss; this last producing flowers both in summer and autumn.

With the exception of the Hybrid Moss, the varieties are

generally of moderate or dwarf growth, and thrive best in

a rich light garden soil, but in this respect they are not
very particular ; they require close pruning. The Hybrid
Mosses, as Princesse Adelaide and Lanei, are of vigorous-

growth, and form beautiful pillars in the garden, 6 ft. or

8 ft. high, flowering from summit to base. Many years-

ago I saw a plant of M. Lafi'ay's Princesse Adelaide in his

garden at Bellevue, near Paris, more than 8 ft. high, bearing

at one time at least two hundred expanded flowers.

Many of the varieties of Moss Roses have originated in

what are termed branch sports, and not by variation from
seed, which is the more regular mode of obtaining novelties.

They are more inclined to these freaks of Nature than any
other group, and fi-om this fact the generally received opinion

that the first Moss R-ose was a branch sport would seem to-

be a reasonable inference. The Little Gem, the smallest of

the varieties here figured, is, however, a veritable .seedling,

having been raised by ourselves in our nurseries at Wal-
tham Cross, and is now (May, 1880) first ofi'ered for sale.

In our judgment this far exceeds all Miniature Roses iu

beauty and symmetry of plant and flower.

Of the old form the best kinds of Moss Roses are—Celina,

Crested, Etna, Nuits de Young, Princess Royal, Princesse de

Vandemont, and White Bath ; of the Miniature, De Meaux
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and Little Gem ; of the hybrids, r.aronne de Wassenaev, Cap-

tain Ingram, Comtesse de Murinais, (Jloiro dcs Jfousseuses,

Lauei, Luxembourg, Princesse Adelaide, purpurea rubra,

and Reine Blanche ; of the Perpetual Moss, Deuil de

I'aul Fontaine, Eugenie Guinnoiseau, Madame Edouard Ory,

Madame Moreau, Madame William Paul, Perpetual White,

Salet, and Soupert et Notting.

If auy one should be tempted to plant a boil of these

Roses, either on their own roots or budded on short stems,

]ilacing the vigorous growers in the centre and the dwarf

kinds at the circumference, I believe that when the bloom-

ing season arrives the verdict will be—nothing could be more

interesting, nothing more beautiful. William Paul.

Waltham Cross.

THE FRUIT CROPS.

METROPOLITAN AND SOUTH-EASTERN DIVISION.

G-iinnersbury Park.—It would be difficult to conceive fruit

trees placed under more unfavourable conditions for producing fruit

than they have been during the past two seasons, and yet the result

is not so bad as might have been expected. Strawberries and Clierries

are heavy crops, and fair in quality. Currants (Red and W'liite) are

good, but of Black sorts we liave none. Gooseberries are a moderate
crop, and the berries are fine. Raspberries are partial ; in some
positions the fruiting canes were destroyed by the severity of the
winter, but where the canes were well ripened good crops have been
obtained. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are a failure, but the
trees are now making good growth. Plums are partial in this district

;

in some positions there are heavy crops, and in others none at all.

The Plum crop suffered much from drought in May, and much of the
fruit fell while stoning ; the trees are now badly affected with mildew.
The Pear crop is nearly a failure ; the trees here were very thinly
set with blossom, and the only kinds bearing anything like a crop
are Caleb;isse Bosc, Hessle, and Zephirin Gregoire. There is

a sprinkling of fruit on trees of Mane Louise. Williams' Bon
Chretien, AVinter Nelis, and Glou Morceau. The Apple trees

have undoubtedly suflfered to a greater extent from the effect's

of the bad seasons than any other fruit trees. Many of our trees are

dying, especially those that are gTowing in positions where the land
is cultivated under them, and has been cropped with vegetables.

Other trees of the same kinds growing in orchards with Grass under
them are in perfect health, and many of these trees are producing
good crops, and the fruit promises to be fine. The trees on the cul-

tivated land showed signs of ill-health early in the season last year,

a circumstance attributable, I think, to the constant dripping
weather keeping the surface of the land to a great extent sealed up,
thus preventing air from entering it. Many of the trees are suffering

to a great extent from curl, and red spider is busy on most kinds of
trees in this district. The kinds bearing well are Keswick and
Manks Codlin. Fearn's Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Blenheim Orange,
and Wellington. King of the Pippins, a kind that generally does
well here, is quite a failure this season.—J. Roberts.

Syon House, Brentford.—There has been in this neighbour.
hood a great abundance of very fine Strawberries ; Raspberries, Cur-
rants, and Gooseberries are also very plentiful and good. Pears are
scarce, especially the better kinds. Apples are a fair crop ; the
Codlin kinds will be abundant. Plums and Cherries and Damsons
are also plentiful. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are very thin.

Although the fruit crop generally in this neighbourhood is better
than it has been for three or four years past, yet on the whole it is

below the average.—J. Wooderihge.

West Middlesex.—Generally speaking, fruit crops are light,

the chief exceptions being Plums, Morello Cherries, Raspberries,
and .Strawberries. Apples, of which there is a moderate crop, have
been severely injured by the hoar frosts of the past winter, and in

some gardens Lord Suffield, King of the Pippins, Yellow Ingestre,
Wellington, and Royal Russet have been nearly killed ; the older
wood is now breaking, but it will take some time before the trees
regain their former size. The kinds which have stood well are
.Stone's .Seedling, Keswick and Manks Codlins, Duchess's Favourite,
Julien, Warner's King, a fine market kind, and Norfolk Bearer : the
latter is carrying a heavy crop. Pears are very thin indeed, and the
past few years' growth is terribly cut ; almost the only kind carry-
ing fruit is the Hessle, the growth of which is somewhat pendulous
and wiry. These remarks apply chiefly to trees of considerable di-

mensions in the market orchards. Younger trees in private grounds

seem not to be greatly injured. Plums carry a good crop, iut not so

heavy as the great Plum crop which occurred five years *go, but a

good crop to market and dispose of profitably. No tres of this

fruit have suffered injury, although the crop is widely Jstributed.

The best bearers are Prince of Wales, Diamond, Greer tiage, and
Victoria. Cherries are good in places, but nearly all oldtrees show
signs of rapid decay in the topmost branches ; but wheeler it arises

from soil or weather is something yet to be determined. On Bigar-

reaus and May Dukes there is about half a crop, and on Morellos

a heavy one, as is generally the case. Black Currants aie almost nil,

the severe frosts having destroyed the fnnts whilst yec in the bud
germ. Red Currants are moderate in quantity, and ir some gardens

the wood of last season is dead ; the Raby Castle is ginerally carry-

ing the best crops and finest berries. Gooseberries i.i some gardens

are a splendid crop ; in others poor. The best cultivited bushes are

bearing the heaviest crops ; Lancashire Lad is the greatest favourite,

and next the Crown Bob. Raspberries are a capital iroji, and Straw-

berries most abundant, the frost having done these .10 injury. This

is not a wall fruit district, but what there is is thi«. Apricots are

the best, but these .are moderate.—A. D., £e<//oiif.

Royal Gardens, Windsor.—Apricots are a full crop and

the fruit is swelling well ; tlie trees were protected when in bloom,

and are now looking he.althy ; thfy have not suffered much from

gununing this year. Apples are a thin crop ; the trees on our low,

damp, cold, clayey ground suffered much from the continued rains

last year and absence of sunshine. Peai's on walls are light, and on

standard and trained trees very thin, the trees having suffered last

year from the same cause as the Apple. Plums are a very good crop

both on walls and standards, and the trees are making good growth

and are free from aphides. Cherries are abundant and never finer,

both on wall trees and standards ; the trees have kept very free

from black fly, he ve madefine growth, and look promising for another

year. Peaches and Nectarines are an average crop, but the trees on

the whole look healthier and more promising than they have been

for the last two years ; they have also been very clean during the

early part of the season. Figs are not grown on open wallp.

Of Strawberries we have had good crops here on last year's plan-

tations, but those planted the previous year suffered much from wet,

Gooseberries are abundant ; also Red Currants ; but both have been

very nmch attacked by caterpillars, the former in particular. Black

Currants are a good crop ; Raspberries au average one. Of Walnuts

the crop is good, but of Filberts we have none.

Potatoes up to this period are looking most promising, and I

may say that the haulm is the finest I have seen for years ; to this I

may add that every top is showing fine bloom. Although we have

had heavy thunderstorms and rainfalls of U in. during the last

six days, they are still looking well, and we have not had a single

sign of disease. The following are the principal sorts grown here :

Old Ashleaf, Rivers' ditto, Veitch's Improved ditto, Myatt's ditto,

and Dickson's Short-top ; for late crops. Magnum Bonum, Fortyfold,

Champion, Victoria (Paterson's), Dunbar Regent, and Excelsior ;

these are all looking unusually well.

—

Thomas Jones.

"Welford Park, Newbury.—This year fruit crops generally

are very much below the average. Small fruits are the only excep-

tion ; of these we have an abundant crop of Currants, Gooseberries,

and Raspberries, also Strawberries, but many of the latter have been

spoiled by the rain, of which we have already had 2.57 in. this

month, and 3.84 in. in June. Of Peaches and Nectarines we have

none ; there was literally no bloom ; indeed, the leaves of last year

were hanging green on some of the trees till February. Apricots are

very little better. Chen-ies are partial, there being a full crop of May
Duke and Morellos, and light crops of Elton, Black Tartarian, and

Bigarreau Napoleon ; the fruit all dropped off some other sorts. The

best of the Plums are Mitchelson's, of which we have a full average

crop ; Orleans and Pond's Seedling are nearly an average
;

other

sorts, including Damsons, are very light crops. None of the Pears are

an average crop, nor likely to be of good quality ; the best are

Josephine de Malines, Jargonelle, and Beurre Ranee. The Apple

crop is far below an average one ; dozens of sorts are without fruit,

still there are a few that seldom or never fail to bear in the worst of

se.asons, and on these there is now a full crop, viz., Keswick Codhn,

Northern Greening, Ecklinville Seedling, Cox's Orange Pippin, and

Cornish Aromatic ; and no sorts are more useful, as the Northern

Greening cooks well from October till June, and for dessert the

Cornish Aromatic also keejjs till June.—Charles Ross.

Dropnaore.—Apricots with us are tolerably good. Apples very

inferior. Cherries, Currants, and Gooseberries good. Of Nectarines

and Peaches we have none. Plums are, however, good, and Nuts

are tolerably good. Raspberries and Strawberries very fine, but of

W'alnuts we have none. AU kinds of fruit trees have this year done

well excepting Peaches and Nectarines, which are fruitless and

very much blighted ; many trees, indeed, have actually died from the
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wood beiig imperfectly ripened last year. On many Apple trees the
wood of ast year is killed, but I have seen some in exposed places
producingvery good crops. There is not a general crop iu this part
of the couitry.

—

Philip Fro.st.

Idswoith Park, Horndean.—Apples hereabouts have again
failed withthe exception of Lord .Suffield and a few Codlins ; the
trees have .uffered very much from the severe winter and excessive
rains, the W)od being badly ripened ; indeed, it appeared a question
if some woud grow at all ; and unless we have a fine autumn to
ripen what Ittle wood they have made, next year's prospects will
not be very b-ight. Of Pears, BeurriS d'Aremberg is a good crop ;

Marie Louise md most other kinds are thin ; Knight's Monarch and
Duche-sse d'ArgoulC-rae, which generally do well here, have this sea-

son failed. Clerries have done fairly well, especially May Dukes
and Morellos, aad liave been tolerably free from fly. Plums on walls
are, with one 07 two exceptions, thin ; Green Gage, C'oe's Late Red,
Magnum. Bonun, and Coe's Golden Drop are the best. In orchards
Plums are a very poor crop, and Damsons are also thin. Of
Walnuts we have none. Medlars are a fair crop ; Quinces thin.

The same applie? to Mulberries and Filberts. Of Gooseberries,
Currants, and !-trawberries there are full crops of fine fruit.

Strawberries that do well in this part are Vicomtesse Ht^ricart
de Tluiry, President, Kimberley, Souvenir de Kieff, and Oxonian,
the latter a very fiae late Strawberry. P^aspberries are a good crop
where the canes withstood the severe winter. Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Apricots are very little grown outside in this part, and
what I liave seen are poor crops. Figs promised well, but a great
many dropped; they will be thin.—N. F. Fcller.

The Deepdene, Dorking.—We have very good crops of

Apricots, Plums, Chen-ies, Red and White Currants, Raspberries,
Gooseberries, and tjtrawberries, but Apples, Peaches, and Nectarines
are almost total faihires. We have a few Pears on Beurre d'Amaulis,
Williams' Pitmaston Duchess, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Jargonelle,
and Althorp Grassane ; other varieties are quite bare of fruit. Of
Figs on walls, we have a fair sprinkling. Outdoor Grapes are a
complete failure. We picked the first dish of Apricots to-day, and
of Plums from the open wall we have been picking for some ten
days ; all varieties are well cropped. The Gooseberry caterpillar is

very busy in this neighbourhood.
The Potato crop looks very well, though I am told the disease has

set in on clay soils.

—

John Burnett.

Eaathampstead Park.~We had plenty of Ijlossom, but the
cold east winds withered it up ; and a sharp frost, which occurred
on the morning of the 5th of June, also did much dam,age. Bush
fruits of all sorts are most abundant, but Apples are a thin crop.
The most reliable sorts withus are Alfriston, Cellini, and Keswick Cod-
lin. Court Rendu Plat is also good, and so are Cox's Pomona, Manks
Codlin, and Lord Suffield ; also a variety in this locality called Lan-
cashire Gape, whicli is a sure cropper, and the tree graceful in habit.
It is a sort well worth ])lantin» extensively as an orchard tree. Of
Apricots we have very few. Cherries are an extra crop. Peaches
are a failure out-of-doors, but under glass an immense crop. Pears
are very thin ; the most reliable sorts are Bishop's Thumb, Hessle,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Vicar of Winkfield, and WiUiams's Bon
Chretien. Plums are a good crop.

Potatoes look unusually well iu gardens, and they are also promis-
ing in the fields.

—

Neil Sinclair.

Leonardslee.—Of Apples we have only one-fourth of a crop,
with the exception of Warner's King, KesH ick Codlin, and Haw-
thornden, which, I may say, are producing a good half crop. Apples
are growing and look bright, but want more sun. Pears are a very
poor crop generally, not one-fourth of a yield. Marie Louise, a kind
which does well in this part, is a total failure. Of Plums we have
a very large crop, over an average. Cherries half a crop, except
Morellos, which are better. Figs, in the shape of bushes in the open
garden, are bearing about half a crop. I'eaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots outdoors are a failure, and so are Filberts. Most kinds of
small fruits are good. Raspberries are a very satisfactory crop and
large. Black Currants are under average in this district.—Sidney
Ford.

Eag-lehurst, Pawley.—Fruit crops in this neighbourhood are
by no means as good as was expected from the show of blossom
there was in spring. Apples are very thin on most trees. The
varieties that are bearing Ijest are Blenheim Orange, Cellini, Stone
Pippin, Winter Pearmain, Ecklinville, and Northern Greening, with
a few scattered fruits on some others ; all are pretty clear from
blight. Apricots are aliout half a crop, except the Moorpark and
Hemskirk, both of which are bearing full crops. Dead branches are
not so prevalent tliis year as last among Apricots. Cherries are a
complete failure, and the trees very much blighted. Pears are
almost a failure ; on Beurre d'Amaulis, Jargonelle, Easter Beurn5,
and Winter Nelis there are fair crojis, while Williams' Bon

Chretien, Louise Bonne, Beurre Diel that bore fairly well these last

three or four seasons have scai'cely a fruit on them. Plums are, as a
rule, a heavy crop, but the trees are very much blighted. Of
Peaches we have only four trees left ; they are Ijearing a few fruits ;

the rest got cut up so last season that we thought it advisable to

grub them up and replant. Figs are a fine crop and will apparently
be early ; Brown Turkey and White Marseilles do best here. Bush
fruits are abundant, and the bushes clear from blight. Straw-
berries are a heavy crop. Prince Imperial, Sir Charles Napier,
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury in particular : the late rains have
damaged a great many Strawberries and Raspberries with us.

Damsons have failed here the last four seasons ; there was a fine

show of bloom, but it did not set. Cob Nuts and Filberts are a very
poor crop ; all dropped ofi' after they were set.—W. Watson.

Mount Pleasant, Langley, Kent.—The fruit crop in this

district is not good ; in fact, not half a crop. iSIany kinds, notably
Cherries, Black Currants, and Cob Nuts, are almost a total failure.

Red Currants are about one-third of a crop. Raspberries and Straw-
berries are not largely gi'owu here, a remark which also applies to

Pears, which are short where grown in plantations. Apples, espe-

cially the good old keeping sorts, like the Wellington, are con-

spicuous by their absence ; but some of the earlier ones of the Cod-
lin tribe are bearing fair crops, and I am pleased to state that Lord
Suffield will not lose his good name this year. The trees, also, are

recovering where recovery is not impossible from the effects of the
late bad seasons. Gooseberries may be considered half a crop.

Plums in some grounds are good, but as there are many failures, the
average must not be put very high. Tlie above remarks apply to

plantations where fruit is grown for sale. In many gardens I have
seen fair crops, but Cob Nuts are a complete failure in this district.

^Lewis a. Killick.

Linton Park, Maidstone.—In this neighbourhood fruit

culture for market forms an important branch of local industry, and
the most important crop is Apples, the majority of which are grown
in orchards, cultivated and undercropped with Gooseberries and
Currants, and that most valuable of Kentish crops. Filberts and
Cob-nuts, the latter having the preference. Apples are very
variable, according to situation, the prevalence of keen, drying
winds during the spring months having entirely stripped trees in

exposed positions of their abundant blossom, and left the trees

blighted and to a large extent denuded of foliage ; but in slieltered

positions the crop of certain kinds is good, and promises to swell off

to a fair size. Keswick Codlin is generally a good crojj. Stone's

Apple, or Loddington Seedling, is, as usual, carrying a regular crop \

of very fine Apples, large enough for use already ; this, when grafted

on a strong growing kind, is the best kitchen Apple grown ; it

needs the extra vigour of a strong established stock to grow it to a

lai-ge tree, as its wood all runs to flower spurs. Lord Suffield is

generally bearing well, but is too soft for a market Apple. Amongst
the largest orchard trees, Graham's Pyle Russet is bearing heavy
crops ; this is only a second-rate Apple, but it grows freely and
bears heavily ; it also keeps very late and travels well. Another
abundant bearer is the Orange Goft' Apple, a useful sort for culinary

purposes when better sorts fail, and it makes a first-rate tree for

grafting on ; many orchards here are planted witli this kind on
purpose for healin,' down and gi-afting with Stone's Apple when
well established. Amongst dessert kinds, the best crojis are of Red
Quarrenden and Summer Golden Pippin ; and of late keeping sorts

Golden Knob and Court pendu Plat. Some varieties of first-rate

excellence, such as King of the Pippins, appear to be following

the Ribston in failing not only to carry crops, but in failing in

growth as well. The last few exceptionally trying seasons appear

to make selection of varieties a matter of vital importance. Pears
are a fair crop on the few common market kinds grown as

standards, such as The Chalk or Sweet Water Pear, Green Chisel,

Williams' Bon Chretien and Crassane ; but first-rate dessert kinds

are very thin. Jargonelle and other early kinds being better than
late keepers with us. Plums are the best crop of the year, the ' _"

Victoria or Dauphin being weighed down by the weight of its fruit,
^ i

and in most orchards distinguishable by having its brandies '

supported by props, as it is of slender growth. Any amateur with

a wall had far better plant a tree of this kind than go in for fancy

kinds that only bear a few fruits in good years, and none in bad
ones. Another good kind is the Black Diamond, or Kentish Plum, 4

a very fine fruit for preserving or culinary purposes. Equally
prolific this season is Goliath, a fine Plum for standards or walls ;

other good sorts are Pond's Seedling, Prince Englebert, and Green
fJage. Damsons and BuUaces are a good crop, the most popular

Damson being Farleigh Prolific, or Cluster Damson ; many orchards

are planted entirely with this kind, as it succeeds on land too poor for

Apples and Pears. The Old Round Sweet Damson and Cheshire or

Prune Damson are bearing well this year. Of Bullaces the

white variety, sometimes called the White Damson, is grown
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as a hedge or screen to break the wind from tenderer fruits.

There are also Sheplierd's Bullace, a large yellowisli kind that on
good land comes very line, and which is sold for preserving and mak-
ing tarts : in fact, a common sort of Green (iage wiiich is most prolilio

and remunerative, and if left on the trees till fully ripe, very useful

when lietter sorts are over. Cherries are a very thin crop, tlie only

orch.ard kind bearing anything like a crop being Kentish Red. The
Morello is a rirst-rate crop on cott.age walls of any asjiect, also in

gardens on its usual aspect, the north walls. We also have it bear-

ing abundantly on quite young pyramids grafted on the Mahaleb
stock ; it is one of the few fruits that bear well every year and
forms one of the best of tree.s for covering cottage or outbuilding

walls, as good Morellos always fetch good prices. Peaches and
Nectiirines are a thin crop on open walls, the trees having failed to

ripen their wood last autumn, ami, being severely frozen while their

green leaves were hanging, the blossoms that they produced were not

likely to set. Apricots did better, but they are not largely grown in

this neighbourhood. Figs, where left unprotectod, lost the most of

their bearing-wood fi'oni the severity of the winter frost. Bush
fruits have generally done well this season, with the exception of

Black Currants, that are very largely grown, and in good seasons are

a remunerative crop, there being a great demand for the fruit ; the

Black \aples has lately become very popular, also a newer kind
called Lee's Prolific. Amongst Red Currants the Victoria is a line

sort, and the Scotch Red (a late vjiriety) is very heavily cropped this

year. White kinils arc not mucli grown, the White Dutch and
Transparent being generally grown in small quantities in private

gardens for dessert. Gooseberries are fine, and a good crop. Rasp-
berries have done well ; Prince of Wales, a strong-growing variety,

has fruited abundantly, and Carter's Prolific is a very good kind.

Fill)erts and Cob Nuts are very largelj' grown here, but the crop is

very thin ; fruiting depends very much on the wood of the preced-

ing year being well matured, and they need especial care in pruning
and keeping down coarse, rampant growth, as the fruit is borne
on the weak twigs or spray-like growth that needs considerable
experience to thin out properly. Walnuts are a thin crop. Straw-
berries have been an exceptionally good crop, not only abundant in

quantity, but over the average in size and well coloured. The land
is moderately still" here, and we mulch heavily with stable litter be-

fore the plants make much growth in the spring. This proved a

freat benefit this j-ear during the protracted drought, as well as in

eeping the fruit clean when the heavy storms came just in time to

help the final swelling. We grow President, James Veitcli, Sir

Charles Xapier, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, La
Grosse Sucrce, and Sir J. Paxton, and from plants witli heavy crop
we gathered many dishes in which the fruit averaged over 1 oz.

each. We plant a large bed every year and do away with an equally
large old one, as we fi;' ' on an average a much heavier produce from
beds newly planted on iresh soil than if left several years in one
position, however well treated in other waj's. Taken collectively,

the fruit crop is doubtless under an average, but under the favour-
able influence of a finer and warmer season promises to be of far

better qualitj' than last year, and the outlook for another year is

decidedly favourable.—J. Groom.

Heckfield, Hants.—As might have been expected, consequent
on the cold, sunless, and wet summer of last year, fruit prospects
in this district are not very briglit, for though most of the trees
blossomed freely the buds failed to set, except in the most favour-
able situations. Apples of the following kinds are perhaps bear-
ing half a crop, viz., Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin, Cellini,
Blenheim Orange, Lord Suffield, Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston
Pippin, and Omar Pasha ; most other kinds are bearing scantily
indeed. Apricots may perhaps average a third of a crop. Moor
Park being the most prolific. Sweet Cherries are very poor ;

Morellos moderately good, but they have been terribly subject to
blight, and are scarcely yet clear. Plums are good crops—Orleans,
Victoria, Jefferson's, Golden Drop, Washington, and Green Gage
are exceptionally well fruited. Peaches and Xectarines are a total
failure, and were never before half so troublesome in regard to
blight ; but the trees are now making a healthy growth, and a fine
autumn would ensure a good crop of fruit next year. Pears are par-
tial—two-thirds of the trees, both on walls and in the shape of espa-
liers and standards, are bearing a small crop, but others are nil

;

the freest fi-uiting kinds are Marie Louise, Passe C'olmar, Easter
Beurre, Beurre Diel, Jargonelle, Beurre d'Aremberg, Winter Xelis,
and Xe Plus Meuris. Strawberries have carried immense crops, the
best—at least in our soil—still are President and Vicomtesse Ht.-ri-

cart de Thury. Currants— Red, White, and Black, have been full

crops and very fine.

Potatoes are looking grand, and there is no signs of disease yet.
We are having all the early Potatoes lifted and stored through
dread of the murrain that is bound ere long to be prevalent.

—

W. WlLDS-MITH.

Strathfleldsaye, 'Winohfleld.—I cannot report favourably
of the fruit crops here as the most important of all, viz. :—Apples,
with the exception of Keswick Codlin, London Pippin, King of
the Pippins, and Duchess of Oldenliurgh, never-failing varieties, are
almost destitute of fruit. Nearly all the trees in a lai-ge orchard
bloomed profusely, but the flowers were small, and in most cases
the anthers deficient in pollen—doubtless iu conscijuence of the
last cold, wet, and sunless summer. Pears from the same cause are
very scarce, in f.act more so than I have seen them for very many
years. We often get the blossom destroyed by late frosts, but
we had none sufficient to do any harm this season. Plums are
a full crop on walls, and Cherries, especially Morellos, a heavy one.
Peaches are scarcely half a crop, though the trees are very clean
and healthy. I have found great advantage from keeping the trees
rather thin of wood, so that every leaf may^have full advantage of
whatever sunshine there may be. Apricots are a fair crop, some
trees having to be tliinned freely. Gooseberries, Raspberries,
Currants, and Strawberries have borne fruit in abundance. Goose-
berry caterpillars have stripped the trees in most of the cottage
gardens in the neighbourhood, but we have fortunately escaped.

—

James Bell.

SOUTH MIDLAND DIVISION.
"Wycombe Abbey.—Fruit crops here, taken collectively, are

below tlie average. Apples are a)>out half a crop, and those kinds
bearing the most fruit comprise the old Russet, Mere de Manage,
Round Winter Nonsuch, Yorkshire Greening, Lord Grosvenor,
Kentish Fillbasket, and Ecklinville Seedling. Apricots are very
thin, and Peaches and Nectarines are a complete failure, a circum-
stance which we fully expected would he the result from the nature
of the conditions which almost universally prevailed last year. Pears
are indeed scarce, many of the trees being entirely bare. The most
fruitful here are Beurre de Capiaumont and Williams' Bon Chretien.
Cherries are plentiful, especially early kinds, such as May Duke,
Governor Wood, and Black Circassian ; Bigarreaus are a moderately
fair crop, but much damaged by recent rains. Bigarreau Napoleon,
which is the best late variety of its class, is also seriously injured
where left unprotected. Morellos are plentiful. Strawberries, al-

though a late frost which we had here destroyed a considerable
number of tlie earliest and best blooms have, nevertheless, borne a
fair crop of good-sized fruit ; the largest we noticed scaled 2j oz. , the
variety being James Veitch. Currants are very plentiful and good,
and Raspberries also. Gooseberries are a very heavy crop, but the
trees in some places are greatly injured by caterpillars, scarcely
a whole leaf being left in some cases. Plums are plentiful ; amongst
other varieties Victoria still maintains a prominent place as a regular
cropper ; some standard trees here are literally breaking down with
the weight of fruit, other kinds, such as Coe's Golden Drop, Green
(Jage, Kirke's, and Prince of Wales, are likewise bearing good crops.
In the surrounding district Cherry orchards abound, and for
market purposes the kinds may be enumerated under three heads or
sections, amongst which the May Duke section is the forwardest.
These have been pretty plentiful and well ; on the second or
Bigarreau section fruit has not been quite so abundant, and it has
been materially damaged by the rain. The later sorts, consisting of

Black Buds chiefly and others, are somewhat scarce, owing to their

falling so plentifully during the stoning process. In the case of other
kinds of fruit, Plums are, generally speaking, a fair crop, and so are
Damsons. TheApplecrops are very variable, some trees having a fair

sprinkling of fruit on them, whilst others and the major part of them
are quite destitute of fruit. Walnuts are very scarce ; small fruits

plentiful.—G. T. Miles.

Ramsey Abbey.—Here we are on a rather heavy loam, with
beds of gravel interspersed on Oxford clay. A good deal of the land
in this neighbourhood is reclaimed fen and mere, and very fertile,

but badly ofl' for shelter ; the west wind, meeting with little or no
check, comes with great force. Stone fruits are very thin. Apricots
a few, but Peaches and Nectarines scarcely any, and the trees are
in worse condition than I have seen them for years, owing to the
wood being so badly ripened last year, and the long continuance of

cold east winds in the spring. Plums in sheltered places are a fair

crop, but where exposed the trees have suffered from aphides, and
. the fruit, from the same cause, is much deformed. Cherries in most
places are an average crop, but the fruit is cracking through the con-
stant rains. Morellos are good crops, and the trees healthy and making
plenty of wood. Apples and Pears .are thin, except in places well
sheltered. The former were full of blossoms in the spring ; the trees

were a picture; but, either from imperfectly ripened wood or the cold
east winds so prevalent in spring, tiie crop failed to set. Bush fruits

and Strawberries are most abundant ; I have never seen a better crop
of Gooseberries, Currants, and Strawberries. Raspberries are only
moderate ; and if this weather continues a good deal of the soft

fruit will spoil, Nuts o£ all kinds are thin. So, also, are Grapes.
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Figs, where protected, are good crops. The only redeeming and satis-

fying feature in the fruit crop this year is the enormous crop of bush

fruit and Strawberries, and if the weather would clear up so tliat it

might be gathered, there would be a chance of poor peo[)le's jam

pots being filled.—E. Hobday.

Blenheim, Oxon.—Apricots are barely a medium crop

hereabouts, having failed to show flower. Under Parham's

patent glass copiug 3 ft. wide every flower set. Apples and
Pears are very thin ; they flowered well, but dropped afterwards,

owing doubtless to the sunless season of 1879, and the past winter

killed much of the young wood made late. Stirling Castle, Cellini,

&c., are, however, exceptions, the trees being evidently hardier.

Plums of all kinds are full crops, but the trees are much pestered

with insects. Clierries, too, both sweet and Morellos, are good

crops, the latter especially. Strawberries are immense crops.

President and Sir J. S. Paxton being the best outdoor kinds here.

Raspberries and other bush fruits are very heavy crops, but cater-

pillars have been exceedingly troublesome the whole season.

—

William CBnup.

Panshanger.—I never rememljer such a general failure of the

Apple crop as tliere is this seasou ; although the trees wei'e laden

with bloom, in most instances it fell without setting a single fruit.

Pears are also a very thin crop. Apricots are much under the

average, and the trees in many instances are much disfigured by
losing branches. Peaches and Nectarines on open walls are almost

nil, and the trees are mostly making clean healthy growth. Plums
and Cherries are good average crops. Strawberries most abundant
and fine ; also Gooseberries and Raspberries. Currants are a little

thin, owing to the occurrence of frost when in bloom ; fruit very

fine. Of Walnuts and Filberts we have scarcely any.

Potatoes, botli early and late, are looking well up to the present

time ; most of the early sorts are yielding good crops and excellent

in quality.—R. Ruffett.

Castle Ashby, Northampton.—Fruit crops here are very

indifferent ; indeed they are so very unsatisfactory, that I cannot

report favouraljly on any one particular kind of fruit. Of some few
sorts we have a supply, such as Red Currants and Black, also Straw-

berries and Gooseberries. Raspberries are inferior. We have no
Peaches or Nectarines, very few Apricots indeed, a few Plumsand Pears

on wall trees, and a few Morello Cherries. We have no Apples or Pears

on standard trees in our orchards, and just a sprinkling of Plums ;

our trained trees fail to produce fruit. There are also very few Nuts
or forest seeds of any kind. Our small fruits have seriously suf-

fered through the heavy rains which we have had.

—

Georue Beech.

WEST MIDLAND DIVISION.

Eastnor Castle.—Although we have not had any severe frost

since the earliest blossoms opened, the fruit crops in this locality,

owing to the badly ripened state of the wood of last year, are not so

satisfactory as they were last season. Apples and Pears in orchards
are a general failure. In favourable situations in gardens well-

managed trees are caiTying light crops of fruit. The most promising
here are Irish Peach, Ecklinville, Claygate Pearmain, King of the

Pippins, Kei'ry Pippin, Lord Suffield, and Keswick Codlin. We
have a sprinkling of Pears on south and west walls, the best being

Jargonelle, Pitmaston Duchess, Williams' Bon Chrt5tien, and Alex-

ander Bivort. Apricots are a thin crop ; Moorpark produced a few
fine flowers which set well. Peaches and Nectarines as a rule are a

failure ; Prince of Wales Peach and Barrington, two of the best,

lifted annually, are very healthy, and carry a few fine fruit each.

Although our trees had not lost all their old leaves in .January, they
are making a clean healthy growth. Cherries set abundantly, but
many dropped ; May Duke, Black Circassian, Governor Wood,
Elton, and Bigan-eau Napoleon are carrying good average crops of

very fine fruit. Plums, at one time very promising, have cast their

fruit, and now remain a thin croj) ; (iolden Drop, .TeHerson, and
Kirke's on walls are a fairly good crop, but late. Of hardy kinds as

standards. Rivers' Early Prolific and the Pershore are a good crop.

\^ictorias which carried heavy crops last year were too weak to set

flower-buds for this ; indeed the rule applies to all kinds of trees

which carried, if they did not ripen, heavy crops last season. Goose-
berries and Currants are abundant and fine. Raspberries slightly

injured by the very severe winter did not improve under the parcliing

drought of May, consequently the crop with me, althougli fairly

plentiful, is not so fine as usual. Strawberries are abundant and
very fine. Dr. Hogg and British Queen looking better and producing
finer fruit than they have done for some years past ; President is

touched with mildew ; Paxton is very fine, and stands the heavy
thunderstorms bravely ; moreover, it is a handsome Strawberry, and
travels well. Of new kinds I can strongly recommend Crimson
Pine, Gipsy Queen, Amy Robsart, and Early Prolific.—W. Coleman.

Drayton Manor, Tam'worth—Small fruits of all kinds are
plentiful in this district. The reverse must, however, be said of all

other out-of-door fruit, with the exception of some of the commoner
and hardier varieties of Apples ; m.any of these are bearing excellent

crops. Pears are very light, lighter even than they were last year, and
Apricots may be termed a failure. The trees have also suffered

much from the effects of the wet, sunless summer of 1879, and from
the past long, cold winter. The same remarks apply to tender
varieties of oldjApple trees.—D. Thomas.

Alton Tcwers.—Plums and Damsons are first class here.

Apples are rather thin, and of Pears we have very few indeed. Small
fruits, such as Strawberries, Gooseberries, and Currants, are excel-

lent crops. Of Nuts we have scarcely any. This season Clierries are

a very heavy crop. Apricots thin. Peaches and Nectarines out-of-

doors also thin.

Potatoes most excellent, and late ones looking first-rate, no trace

of disease being visible at present.—J. Raboxe.

Attingham, near Shrewsbury. —All tree fruits are light

crops this year. Ijut small fruits are plentiful. Of Moorpark Apricots

we have about half a crop ; other kinds are very thin. Apples are

nearly a failure. We have a few Keswick Codlins, Hawtliorndens,
Besspool,' and Wheeler's Russet. Cherries are rather under the

average, as they dropped very much at stoning time. Brown Turkey
Figs are an average crop ; other kinds very thin, the young wood
being killed back last winter. Peaches and Nectarines are under
the average. On the Barrington Peach and Violette Hative Necta-
rine there are fair crops. Pears very scarce ; there are, however, a

few Marie Louise, Beurr6 d'Aremberg, and Winter Nelis. Straw-
berries and Raspberries are average crops, but are suffering much
from the continued wet weather. Gooseberries, Currants, and Plums
are average crops. Of Filberts and Walnuts we have very few.

—

Geo. Pearson.

Tortworth, Palfleld.—Apples and Pears in this district are

very far below an average crop. The trees flowered magnificently,

but, owing to late frosts and cold winds, and nearly total absence
of atmospheric moisture at the time of setting, the trees assumed
a withered appearance, and much of the fruit and foliage dropped off,

and many of the more tender and delicate kinds still look very
unsatisfactory for another year. Peaclies and Nectarines are thin,

b\it the trees look promising for the coming season. Apricots are

quite a failure. Cherries, consisting of such kinds as May Duke,
l';iton, Black Ragle, Black Tartarian, \Vhite Heart, Bigarreau

Jaboulay, Bigarreau Re-'erchon, and Morellos are over average

crops, and good Plums are very promising hero, but in more exposed
places the trees are casting mucli of their fruit. Cob Nuts,

Filberts, and Walnuts are very thin indeed. Strawberries abundant
and fine both in quantity and quality. R'y°iV)erries and Currants

are over an average. Gooseberries abundan''^ and very fine. The
caterpillar was very troublesome in the early part of the season,

but by means of constant hand-picking we have thus far saved
both the crop and bushes, but in many places around here there

is not a green leaf left. Red Currant bushes likewise have shared

the same fate. Quinces and Melons are much under the average.

Cider Apples are very scarce.

Potatoes of all kinds are very promising ; I never saw them looking

better. Here we lift and store very early in narrow ridges ; out of

60 bushels lifted this week none were diseased ; the early kinds

which we grow are Veitch's Improved Ashleaf and Stratton's

Seedling. 1 am pleased to see others in this district following the

practice of early lifting—no doubt induced to do so by the very

satisfactory results obtained thereby during the two past years.

1 find that, however slight the disease appears when in tlie ground,

it is sure to continue after the tubers are stored for about three

weeks.

—

Tho.ma.s Shingles.

Ettington Park, Stratford-on-Avon.—In this district

there has not for many years been such a failure, as regards the

Apple crop, as this year, whole orchards not having a single fruit in

them. There are, however, a few instances of trees in sheltered

places bearing thin, moderate, and even heavy crops—the latter very

rare. There was generally a fair show of blossom, but on the whole

unusually weak, doubtless owing to the imperfection of the wood
and bud last year. In the gardens here there is not a single instance

of even a quarter of a crop of Apjiles, excepting upon two trees,

viz., the Baddow Pippin and Lord Sufiield, than which on the latter

there could not well have been a more abundant set and good crop

at the present time. I remarked, however, that the blossom of this

particular tree was very robust, and but little affected with aphides.

Of some other kinds we have only a few fruits, whilst the major

number of the trees in the gardens are entirely bare. Of Pears we
have a few, and only a fair crop upon two or three trees, such as

Easter Beurr6, Beurrt^ Ranee, and Ne Plus Meuris. The cause of

failure was owing to scarcity and absence of fruit-buds. Plums,
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however, are maturing fair and in some instances heavy crops, par-

ticularly that indispensable cooking variety the Victoria. Uamsous,
on the other liaud, are very tliin. Apricots are a perfect failure,

excepting upon two trees, which are lightly cropped, but which
appeared to set every fruit-bud underartitioial protection, such as that

of double nets and frigi domo. Poaches ami Nectarines are almost
nil, liut the young wood has made strong and healthy growth since

we annihilated tiie aphis pest by one or two washings of soft soap,

&c. (Gooseberries are very abundant, but were severely attacked
by the caterpillar, which, however, by the timely application of

dustings and syringings of Hellebore powiler, was quickly dis-

abled. Red and White Currants also, wliich are heavily cropped,
have been partially attacked by the caterpillar. Black Currants
are in the agijregate—only half a crop—but the fruit is good. Rasp-
berries are very good both in crop and size. Of Strawberries we
have heavy crops of fine fruit. Of Walnuts there are scarcely

enough for pickling, consequently after tlie supply of the present
ripe and other fruits, such as early Pears and I'lums, there will be

a dearth of fruit such as has not been experienced for many years.

—W. Gardiner,

Madresfleld Court, Great Malvern.—Fruit crops are

extremely partial tliis year ; the wood not having been properly
matured, the fruit dropped very much after setting. Thisis particu-

larly the case with Apples, which bloomed fairly well, but are now
very thin. The best dessert kinds are Ribston Pippin, King of the
Pippins, Old Nonpareil, and Stunner Pippin. That fine variety.

Cox's Orange Pippin seems unsuitable for strong, cold soils. From
a number of trees we have not had last year or this a dozen fruit.

Of kitchen Apples the best bearing sorts are Lord Sufiield, Lord
Derby, Cox's Pomona, Golden Spire, Hawthomden, Golden Noble,
and Warner's King ; on the late-ripening kinds there is very
little fruit. Pears generally were short of Ijloom, but there is a fair

sprinkling of fruit on walls where the wood was fairly well matured.
Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Beurre Bachelier, B. Diel, and Easter
Beurn5, Olou Mori,eau, Knight's Jlonarch, Inconnue (Van Mons.),
Doyenne du Cornice, and Brockworth Park are bearing the best
crops this season. Apricots, which are extensively grown in this

neighbourhood, are producing a heavy crop, but the trees are in

many cases losing large branches, and in a year or two must be re-

newed. Plums in many places are abundant, and will be an average
crop. Peaches and Nectarines, generally speaking, are a failure, the
trees being either dead or dying here ; they are tolerably healthy,
and some few are bearing a fair crop. Currants are light, but clean
and good. iTOOseberries are a heavy crop, and Raspberries are
abundant and fine. Strawberries generally are a heavy crop, but
where not trussed up the finest fruit is injured by the long continuous
damp weather which we have had. Figs are a heavy crop here.

Nuts very thin.

—

Willi.\m Co.x.

Witley Court, Stourport.—We have again a woeful defi

ciency in our fruit crops, which are generally thin, while the fruit

produced is mostly of inferior quality. This deficiency is the more
lamentable when we take into account that this is the fourth bad
fruit season which we have experienced. The gro\ving of fruit must
of late years have proved anything but a safe speculation, the uncer-
tainty of our climate in securing even average crops making us at all

times largelj- dependent upon foreign supplies. Fruit prospects up
to the time of blooming were promising, and the blossom generally
was plentiful, but the prolonged cold and ungenial weather through-
out May prevented its setting. This was aided in some measure by
the enfeebled maturity of the previous season's growth, which is so
fatal to fruit bearing. Apples are a very scarce and partial crop,
many orcliards being all but fruitless, and I do not think that any
reliance can be placed upon the sorts which are bearing a few fruits
this year, as regards any sure test of their suitability. Ecklinville
Seedling carries about half a croj], and is one of the most reliable
sorts that can be grown. Tower of Glamis is also a good kind, and
is bearing an average crop. Other trustworthy sorts are Kerry
Pippin, Keswick Codlin, King of the Pippins, and Dutch Mignonne.
Pears are a decided failure, comparatively few being produced either
upon standards, pyramids, or walls. There was but little Uoom, and
the present growth is in many instances unsatisfactory, the foliage
turning quite yellow, especially upon pyramid trees. Cherries are
a partial crop, and generally inferior in quality, with the exception
of Morellos and Kentish, which are producing heavy crops. Plums
are an uncertain and light crop; those bearing best in orchards
are Belgium Purple (a reliable kind), Prince of Wales, Goliath,
Victoria, and Pershore. Damsons are very thin, and the trees are
much blighted. Varieties upon walls, such as Coe's Golden Drop,
Coe's Late P»,ed, Purple <iage. Transparent Gage, and .Jefferson's are
bearing average crops. On Apricots this season there was but a
scanty bloom, which has set well, producing about half a crop, which
are swelling well, and the trees are making free growth. Peaches and
Nectarines are very thin. .Strawberries have been plentiful, and of

ir quality ; late sorts are suffering from the continuation of wet
eather which we have had. Tlie heaviest cropping kinds are

fair (

weather which we have had. Tlie heaviest cropping

President, British Queen, Lucas, .Sir Joseph Paxton, Doctor Hogg,
and Vicomtesse Hcricart de Thury. (iooscbcrries are heavily

cropped, but have sufl'ered severely from caterpillar, which in most
places has entirely stripped the bushes of leaves where not kept

under by timely attention, it being not unusual to see whole quarters

of both Gooseberries and Currant bushes entirely denuded of foliage.

I have seldom seen the bushes more seriously attacked. Red Cur-

rants are bearing but light crops. Black Currants are also a poor

crop, the trees being much blighted and the growth unsatisfactory.

Raspberries are an average crop, Ijut the quality of tlie fruit is not

up to the usual standard. \V'aluuts and Filberts almost a total

failure.

Potatoes have made vigorous growth, and are so far free from

disease.—G. Wkstl.\ni).

Keele Hall, Ne'wrcastle, Staffs.—Considering the extraor-

dinary season we had last year, the Apple crop here and in this

locality is a very fair one, especially on small trees on tlie Paradise

stock ; Lord Sutfield and Cellini Pippin are the best croppers. Pears

are very thin indeed, with the exception of Jargonelle, of which we
have a moderate crop. Apricots are very ijoor Ijotli under glass and

outside. Cherries, Gooseberries, Currants, and Strawberries are a

good average crop, and the same may be said of Plums and Damsons.

—J. Wallis.

NORTH MIDLAND DIVISION.

Great Te'W Park, Enstone.—Plums here are a fair crop.

Early Cherries an average one ; Morellos average. Plums on walls

a fair crop. Apricots a complete failure. Pears on walls a partial

crop. Red, White, and Black Currants abundant. Raspberries and
Strawberries good crops. Apples are almost a failure. Gooseberries

are a good crop.

—

John Melville.

Belvoir Castle, Leicestershire.—The failure of some of

the more important fruit crops this year was not owing to the action

of frost during the blooming period, as in this immediate locality no

spring frost of sufficient severity occurred to destroy the blossom. To
the wet and sunless seasonof the preceding year must be attributed the

paucity of fruit of the present season. There was very little blossom on

Apricots, and such as appeared was weak and small. The crop of

this fruit is the worst I have known for many years. Peach trees

suffered both from the wet and cold season of IST'J and the intense

frost which followed, and we have no fruit, but the trees are making

vigorous growth, and are healthy and free from blight. The Plum
as a wall fruit ranks next in importance to the preceding, and the

hardy nature of the tree carried it more successfully through the

trials of an ungenial season. The crops of Jeflerson, Victoria, Golden

Drop, Green Gage, Blue Gage, Coe's Late Red, Wasliington, and
Damsons are abundant and the trees healthy. Pears bloomed well,

but failed to set satisfactorily. The crop is a very small one ; we
have partial crops on Citron des Cannes, Marie Louise, Doyenn6
d'Etii, Williams' Bon Chretien, Bergamotte d'Automne, Beurr^ Clair-

geau, Huyshe's Prince Consort, Bergamotte d'Esperen, and Easter

Beurre. There is a great failure of fruit thoughout our Apple

orchards. The kinds which are bearing moderate crops of fruit are

Frogmore Prolific, Hawthornden, Lord Suttield, Lord Derby, Dutch

Mignonne, Warner's King, Tower of Glamis, StirlingCastle, and an old

sort locally called Ladies' Fingers. We have an abundance of bush

fruit—the largest crop of Gooseberries I have seen for many years.

Black and Red Currants are also bearing large crops ; and Rasp-

berries hang thickly on the canes, but are suffering from the heavy

and constant rain. The Strawberry crop is a very large one, but

deluging rains have injured the fruit ; the sorts which thrive best

with us are Keen's Seedling, La Grosse Sucree, Vicomtesse H(5ricart

de Thury, Beauty (a variety very like Sir Joseph Paxton, but less liable

to mildew), Dr. Hogg, British Queen, and Frogmore Late Pine. We
have been visited by thunderstorms and drenching rains ; altogether

we have measured for this month 3.8Sin.—W. Ingram.

ChilweU.—Fruit prospects in this neighbourhood are far from

brillianu, small fruits excepted. The Apples, which 1 place first,

being of primary importance to us {as we grow about 90 acres of

them), are in a pitiable state. Owing to the severe winter of 1878

and 1879, the trees were, many of them, last summer in very bad

health, and the wet season was, as we thought, their only chance for

recovery. Unfortunately for the Apple trees, and many other things,

the wet summer was foUowed by a wet autumn, and although the

trees made a fair amount of young wood, there was no sun to mature

it. It is, I take it, owing to this lack of ripening sun that the past

winter has made such terrible havoc with the trees. Maltster, Blen-

heim Orange, and Liversay's Imperial are injured past recovery, at

least three-fourths of the wood being killed, and in tlie case of the

remainder there is very little foliage. Many of the other varieties
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which we grow had a good show of bloom this spring, the principal

part of which fell off either before settiur; or wlien the fruit should

have been swelling. Our Pears are nearly all fruitless. Plums and
Bamasceues, which had a wonderful bloom, have dropped most of

the fruit, carrying now about quarter of a crop. The exceptions, or

partial exceptions, to this state of aliiiirs are, amongst Apples, Rus-
sian, Barton's Freebearer, Pike's Pearmain, and Keswick (I'odhn ;

and in Pears, Hessle and Doyenne Boussoch. It is now seven years

since we had a fair crop of fnut in our orchards, which used, as a

rule, to bear well every alternate year, and that with improved man-
agement of the Grass land, of which tliey consist. I think, how-
ever, we iu the valley of the Trent have sutfered as much as most
people from the past unfavourable seasons. The crops of small

fruits are good ; Currants and Gooseberries have full crops, but the

trees are in some cases much injured by the caterpillar of the saw
fly. Raspberries and Strawberries are very full. Cherries are a fair

crop. Peaches and Nectarines on the outside walls nearly all dead.

We trust that those who can do so will put their next Peaches under
glass in the orchard house, and fill the wall with Pears, &o. Apricots
are conspicuous by their absence, except under glass, where we grow
them in open slieds. Nuts and Walnuts are a complete failure in

this locality.

—

Alfred H. Pearson.

Kingston, South Notts.—With the exception of Straw-
berries, (Jooseberries, and Red Currants, none of our hardy fruits are
a heavy crop tliis season. Standard Apples showed a good quantity
of flower, but the cutting east winds at setting time proved too
much for them, and we are left with but few fruits. Pears, both
standard and wall, showed but few flowers, and the same were weak
and badly formed

; here the crop is a failure. Plums are a fair crop ;

Golden Drop, Jefferson's, Kirke's, and Victoria are our best. Dam-
sons showed an immense quantity of blossom, the setting has turned
out bad, and the crop is therefore thin. Strawberries are a good
crop, but wet weather and slugs are doing away with about "half
of them. Gooseberries are a good crop ; Red Currants the same.
Black Currants are light and much infested with bliglit. Rasp-
berries are a fair average. Peaches and Nectarines are a total failure

;

and the same may be said about them as about Pears—they produced
only a few weak blooms which did not set. The trees that have
stood the hard winter best are Royal George and Walburton Admir-
able Peaches, and Victoria and EIruge Nectarines. Apricots stood
all through the winter, and broke their buds well, but soon after
half of the trees died off. Figs outdoors have suffered severely.
Our best Strawberries are Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Charles
Napier, and Black Prince.—J. W. Bayne.

Thoresby Park, Ollerton. —Apricots are a failure, having had
little or no bloom, whicli was weak and did not set. Of Peaches we
have none, and the trees are nearly all killed. Apples bloomed
well, but many never set, and what did dropped off just when
they should have started to grow, leaving us with but a very few
fruit. Pears are much the same, only tlie trees were more partial
in blooming ; those that bore fair crops last year had scarcely a
bloom, while those that had little last year had plenty, but it has
shared the same fate as that of the Apple. Of Plums, which are a
little better, we sliall have a sprinkling. Cherries about half a
crop. Strawberries abundant, but rotting on the ground through
the wet. Currants of all sorts are good and plentiful. Raspberry
canes have suffered a little from not being well ripened ; we shall,
however, have plenty of fruit, but late. Gooseberries are abundant ;

more so than for several years.—A. Henderson.

Welbeck, Worksop.—Apricots here are a'l under glass, and
are an average ci-op. Of Apples we have \ery few, and the trees are
sickly. Morello Cherries on walls are a fair crop ; on pyramid trees
they are almost a failure, as are most other varieties. Of Peaches and
Nectarines we have scarcely any. The trees are mostly healthy

;

under glass they are generally good. Pears are almost a total failure.
Of Plums we have very few, and the trees are much blighted.
Gooseberries, Raspberries, and Currants are fair crops. Strawberries
plentiful.

—

Richard Carr.

Lenton Hall, near Nottingham.-Our fruit crop can hardly
besaid tobeabove mediocrity. Applesareafair crop, Keswick Codlin,
Duchess of Oldenburg, and that class of fruits only cropping well.

Pears are a failure, not complete quite, but nearly so. Jargonelle,
Bon Chretien, and such like are bearing a few fruits here and there.
Plums moderate, the regular bearers being the only ones repre-
sented, such as Early Prolific and Victoria. Jlorello Cherries a good
crop. Of Apricots we have very few. Many trees with none. There
were few blooms. Peaches were all killed back to the old wood, and
only a few are recovering. Raspberries poor, and many of the canes
are dead. Strawberries are a good crop, and stood well. Red and
White Currants good crops. Black honey-dewed and not swelling
off well. Gooseberries are a heavy crop and healthy. Of Walnuts
we have none, and the ends of shoots are killed. Filberts and Cobnuts

none. Elevation same as Nottingham. Subsoil dry. Heavy rain-

falls since .July came in, as well as all through June.—N. H.
POWNALL.
Bloxholm Hall, Sleaford. —Fruit crops in this neighbour-

hood are very poor. Apricots are a failure, but the trees are now
looking well. Apples are almost a failure, but Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suffield, Warner's King, Manks Codlin, Cellini Pippin, are bearing
fair crops ; the trees were very much injured by the wet and sunless
weather of last summer and the severe frost last December. Peaches
and Nectarines are a complete failure, and the trees look wretched,
some being past recovery. Pears are a failure, only an odd fruit

being found on many of the trees. Cherries are more promising ; we
had an excellent show of bloom on all kinds, and it set well, but in

some cases iu the process of stoning some of the fruit turned yellow
and dropped off. llorellos are a good crop, and the trees are looking
fairly well. Of Plums we have a fair crop, and on walls a good
crop ; Green Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Black Diamond, Victoria,

Prince of Wales, and Goliath are all bearing well. Quinces are a
failure, and so are Medlars and Mulberries. Walnuts are also a failure,

and the young wood is cut back. Strawberries are an abundant
crop ; President is very Large and fine, Loxford Seedling bore an
abundant crop of large and fine fruit. Sir Joseph Paxton good,
Garibaldi an extraordinary crop and the most useful of all Straw-
berries either for forcing or out-of-doors. Raspberries are a fair crop.

Gooseberries of all sorts a heavy crop and fine ; Red, White, and
Black Currants fair crops. Altogether bush fruits are very satisfac-

tory. I attribute the failure of our Apricots, Apples, Peaches, and
Pears more to the cold, wet, sunless summer of last year than to the
severity of the winter's frost, although the frost finished the work
three parts done beforehand.—D. LuMSDEN.

SOUTH-WESTERN" DIVISIOX.
Abney HaH, Cheadle.—This is the worst Strawberry year

that I have seen here during seven seasons. Currants, Red and
Black, are as usual a pretty fair crop. Gooseberries good. Pears
very thin indeed ; Louise Bonne and Williams' Bon Chretien, that

have scarcely ever missed, are quite without fruit tliis year. Apples
are more numerous tlian Pears ; and after tliese rains they will swell

up rapidly. Cox's Orange Pippin is carrying a very good crop

—

better than I have seen here before. Plums are very thin. Of May
Duke Cherries we have more than usual ; Morellos thinner than
ordinary.

—

PvOET. Mackillar.

Wilton [House, Salisbury.—Apples are a very thin

crop on standard trees, but fair on espaliers and low-

growing trees. Apricots are a fair crop on trees protected

by j-in. mesh nets, three thick ; none on unprotected trees.

Clierries abundant and fine on walls protected by nets ;

none on trees in the open ganlen. Currants abundant. Of Figs we
have none. Trees half killed by frost, although protected with
straw. Gooseberries are a heavy crop. Of Nectarines and Peaches
we have a goad crop where protected by canvas blinds, and where
the roots were secured from rain during the autumn and winter.

Nuts and Filberts fair crop. Pears poor crop. Plums a fair crop.

Raspberries medium crop ; canes mucli injured by frost. Straw-

berries abundant and very fine.

—

Thomas Challis.

Badminton, "Wilts.—Fruit trees of nearly all kinds in this

neighlraurhood show tlie ill eff'ects of a cold, wet, sunless summer,
followed as it was by a severe winter. Apple trees look very bad
indeed, and the crop will be a poor one. Pears loolc healthier, and
are making good wood and foliage, but producing scarcely any fruit.

Apricots are looking fairly well, and the trees have a better crop

generally than last year. Peaches .and Nectarines are a complete

failure as regards fruit, but the young wood and foliage look

promising. Cherries have done well, and Morello kinds have a good
crop. Plums seem plentiful, but the fruit is of poor quality, and
many are dropping ; the trees also look thin and weak. Nuts will

be scarce, especially Walnuts. Strawberries are abundant and good ;

late crops want more sun and less rain. Currants and Goose-

berries are plentiful, but the caterpillar has in many cases been par-

ticularly troublesome.

—

William Nash.

Bicton, Sidmouth.—In this neighbourhood Peaches and
Nectarines out-of-doors are under the aver.ige ; many branches liave

died away owing to the wood not being ripe througli the cold, wet,

and sunless summer last year, and the trees this year are very much
blighted. Apricots are quite an average crop—indeed, better than

they have been for several years. Plums a very heavy crop on som^
trees—quite an average. Pears are under the average—none on

some sorts. Apples are nearly a failure, with a few exceptions ;

many of the orchard trees lost all their leaves last summer, and
where that occurred there is not a single fruit on the trees, and many
of them have never broken into leaf this year. Gooseberries are a

very heavy crop. Red, White, and Black Currants also heavy.
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quite ail average ; R:ispbeiTies the s:ime, and Strawberries are a very

heavy crop. Cherries 4uite an average crop. Xuts of all descrip-

tions are a failure, there being scarcely one to be seen.

Potatoes never lookeil better. Early sorts are a very heavy crop,

and there are no signs of disease yet ; if the season should be dry

Potatoes will be plentiful.

—

Altkei) George.

Enys, Corn'waU.—Apples are a poor crop ; Hawthornden
stands our climate best. Pears are not half a crop, and tliey will

be small. Plums in places good crops, but generally they are

under the average. Peaches aud Nuetarines much under average,

and the trees were much blistered in spring. Of Cherries we have
average crops of both early and late sorts. Figs (Brown Turkey)

good, other kinds thin. Gooseberries abundant in some places ;

iu other places frost killed the bloom. Strawberries abundant and
fine. Raspberries good, and the same may be said of Currants, both

red and white.

—

Henkv Mills.

Sherborne Castle, Dorset.—Fruitcrops in this district are,

ivithout exception, the warst I ever remember. Apples and Pears

are a complete failure. Apricots about half a crop. Peaches and
Nectarines are a failure, with the exception of Veitch's Diamond
Peach, which has never failed to carry a good crop ; it is one that

should be better known. Plums promised well, liut are now much
defonned, a;id are dropping very fast, owing to being so badly
blighted. Cherries of all kinds are a very fair crop, but much
damaged by tlie hail-storm wliich occurred on the 2Sth of May.
Small fruits are very plentiful with the exception of Black Currants,

which were thin and much blighted. Nuts of all kinds will be

scarce.

Potatoes are looking first rate, and I am pleased to say there is no
disease worth speaking of at present.—W. G. Pkagxell.

Clevelands, Lyme Regis.—Fruit crops in this neighbour-
hood, with the exception of Apples and Pears, are remarkably good.
Last year the Apple trees in the orchards here were sadly injured

from some cause. The trees in July looked as if they had been par-

tially burnt or scalded, little or no youngwood appeared, and the leaves

fell otf prematurely. This spring scarcely a blossom-bud was visible,

and, consequently, I may say with us the Apple crop is a total

failure. Wall fruits are good and plentiful. Peaches and Nectarines
a fair crop. Plums are unusually plentiful. Early Cherries have
been abundant, and late ones are good and plentiful. Strawberries
here, as elsewhere, are unusually good and most abundant. Goose-
berries and other bush fruits plentiful and good. Raspberries are
not so good, the canes being injured in winter by frost ; still, we
have fair crops.

The Potato crops in this locality are most luxuriant, and the tubers
of early varieties good and abundant. Field crops also present an
unusually healthy appearance.

—

Henry Muxro.

Killerton, Exeter.—Peaches and Nectarines here are very
thin, but the trees are healthy. Of Apricots we have a fair crop.

Plums are below the average. Cherries are a very good crop. Of
Pears we have fair crops on walls, but they are thin on pyramids.
Strawberries are a heavy crop ; late sorts much damaged by heavy
storms. Raspberries are abundant and very tine. Red and White
Currants very good. Black Currants scarce and small, being much
blighted. Apples are a fair crop in good soil, scarce in inferior land.
Figs scarce ; NValnuts none ; Filberts a fair crop.

Potatoes very fine and remarkably promising, not having suffered

from the spring frosts in this neighbourhood. The JIagnum Bonum
and Scotch Champion are both much grown this season ; both are
very strong, and no disease has appeared as yet.—JoHX Garlaxd.

Powderham Castle, Exeter.—Of Peaches and Nectarines
we have about half a crop ; the wood ripened very badly last season.
Of Apricots we have abundance, but the trees have died away very
much during the last two seasons. Pears are almost a failure ; the
trees on walls have during the past week lost most of their foliage.

Apples rather scarce, both dessert and kitchen varieties ; also cider
fruit. Plums in some parts are a full crop, iu others a complete
failure, owing to the foliage being entirely destroyed by blight. Of
Cherries we have abundance, both of early and later varieties ;

Morellos on walls and standards are also good. Figs abundant and
and very promising. Of Currants (Black, Red, and White) we have
very full crops. Gooseberries are unusually large crops, and very
fine. Raspberries very good. Strawberries abundant ; early varie-
ties all finished ; Elton Pine now very fine ; all have been of excellent
flavour. Walnuts half a crop.—D. C. Powell.

Moreton, Dorchester.—The fruit crop iu this neighbour-
hood is exceedingly unsatisfactory, in consequence no doubt of the
wet and cold of the last season rather than any climatic influences
of the present on !. Apples are quite a failure, and the same may be
said of Pears. Plums are better, but the trees are dreadfully infested
with fly. Of Apricots there are a few, but not many grown in this

jjart. In one garden near here there is a very fair crop of Peaches
and Nectarines out-of-doors on a portion of the trees, and I am told

that those that are bearing arc all large-flowered varieties in the

case of both Peaches and Nectarines, while on all the small-flowered

sorts there are scarcely any fruit, a singular fact, all having received

the same treatment in every respect. Here we have a good crop of

Peaches and Nectarines iu the orchard house. Figs, where not pro-

tected during the late severe winter, lost much of their young wood.
A friend tells me he has two stanchard trees of the Brown Turkey
variety, growing iu au exjiosed situation aud planted iu a bed of

gravel, whicli were not injured in the winter, aud are bearing an
abundant crop of fruit, a fact I think worth recording. Strawberries

have been an abundant crop ; fruit large aud excellent in flavour.

Raspberries also good, as well as Gooseberries and Currants, but in

many gardens catei-jjdlars are very troublesome. I may also add that

fly has been unusually troublesome on all fruit trees this season.

I am happy to say that we have the promise of the best Potato

crop we have had tor many years, and that at present there is no
appearance of disease.—D. Cphill.

NORTH-WESTERN DIVISION.

Crewe Hall.—Fruit crops in this district are not on the

whole good ; some kinds, such as Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines,

out-of-doors did not form any flower-buds, and owing to the

severity of the past winter much of the wood on Peach and
Nectarine trees was killed, while Plums, Cherries, and all small

fruits, except Black Currants, are bearing good crops. Apples and

Pears are a very light crop, although there was a good sliow of

blossoms, taking into account the past unfavourable season, but the

cold, dry north aud east winds, accompanied by hosts of caterpillars

and aphides, destroyed the greater part of the blossoms and newly

formed fruit. Strawberries are a good crop, but much of the ripe

fruit has been injured by heavy rains. The kinds of Pears which

are bearing best are Jargonelle, Louise Bonne, Autumn Colmar,

Althorp Crassane, Easter Beurre, Winter Nelis, and Ne Plus Meuris.

Of Apples, Irish Peacli, Cellini, Alfriston, Adams's Pearmain,

Worcester Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, and a local kind called the

Cottage are carrying the best crops. Our best Plums are Victoria,

Kirke's, Jefferson, Coe's Golden Drop, and Prince of Wales. And
of Cherries. Empress Eugil-nie, May Duke, Black Eagle, Bigarreau

Napoleon, Kentish, and Morello. The Strawberry I find the best

for general use and forcing is President. The following also do

well, viz.. President Delacour, James Veitch, Sir J. Paxton,

Countess, and Elton Pine.—W. Wuitakee.

Haigh Hall, "Wigan.—Fruit crops (never good in this neigh-

bourhood) are worse this year than they have been for many years.

Owing to the excessive rainfall and want of sunshine during last

sumnfer and autumn, the wood was very imperfectly ripened and the

fruit-buds small and wanting in plumpness ; the blossom was small

and deficient in vigour, and I fancy the fruit failed to set more from

debility than from any unfavourable conditions during the blooming

season. The cultivation of the Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and Fig

has been long abandoned here on open walls. Pears are a miserable

failure : Easter Beurre and Beurre Diel are bearing a few fruit
;
on

other sorts there is none. Apples, too, are almost a complete failure ;

there are, however, a few on Lord Suflield, Cellini, and Yorkshire

Greening. Plums, except Victorias, are a failure. Cherries au

average crop. Gooseberries thin, probably owing to caterpillar,

which last season cleared all leaves ott' tlie bushes about midsummer ;

bushes lifted last autumn and replanted iu fresli quarters are this

year free from this pest. Strawberries suttered very much during the

past winter. Sir C. Napier and Frogmore Late Pine being nearly al|

killed ; Black Prince, Garibaldi, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, and

Malakoff are a fair crop. Raspberries and Currants are a good crop

in sheltered places.

Potatoes look very well, but will soon suffer if the heavy rains we

are now having continue much longer.

—

Andrew Jamie.sos.

"Waterdale, St. Helen's.—Wall fruit taken on the whole may
be considered a failure ; owing to the cold, ]%vet summer, the blossoms

(which were pretty plentiful) were immature, aud therefore were

mostly destroyed by the keen east winds which we experienced late

in April. On standards Morellos are good, but of other stone fruits

we have scarcely any. Pears are a failure. Lord Suflield and Kes-

wick Codlin Apples are very good, other sorts thin. Bush fruit

where well sheltered by walls is pretty good, but where exposed

there is none. Strawberries are a light crop, except President and
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, which are very good.

—

Jas. Smith.

Cole Orton Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.—Apples here are

a failure. Of Pears we have a few Jargonelles ; otlier sorts are

very scarce. Cherries are an average crop. Of Plums we have very

few. Peaches and Nectarines none. Apricots very few. Straw-

berries are a good crop, but much damaged by wet. Gooseberries
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are a good crop,

next to none.—M.
Cvirrants pretty fair.

Henderson.
Raspberries poor. Nuts

EASTERN DIVISION.

Loxford Hall, Ilford.—Apjjles here are a medium crop and

promise to be good in quality. Some varieties, such as Cellini,

which usually bear a good crop, are a failure. Cockle Pippin,

Court Pendu Plat, and a few others are good. Pears are a com-

parative failure ; on no varieties is there a full crop. Plums, with

the exception of Bullace ami Damson, are very thinly placed on tlie

trees. Cherries on standards and on walls are an abundant crop :

but in many cases the trees are mucli injured by the black aphis.

Gooseberries, Black and Red Currants, and Raspberries are abundant

crops, and the fruit good in quality. Strawberries also abundant,

but three parts of the fruit have been injured or destroyed by the

rains which we have had.—J.is. Douulas.

Hardwicke House, Bury St. Edmunds.—The fruit

harvest is on the whole a very scant one. Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, writing in general terms, are nil ; there are a few here and
there, but hardly enough to atfect the truth of the general statement.

Pears are also scarce ; no variety seems to have done well here tliis

year ; in most seasons a few sorts carry more or less of a crop, but

the failure this year was more in the bloom than in any after

accidents to the fruit ; had all the blossom of our Pears set we should

not have had much of a crop, and, of course, it did not all set.

Apples are also a failure, though they are better than Pears ;

diamond cordons are by far the best crop ; generally. Apples are

very thin. Cherries were an enormous crop, but they have gone
on dropping very much, though they have ripened a good crop.

Plums also showed and set well, and such sorts as the Victoria

promise a very fine crop ; we have also a good show of a very ditfe-

rent Plum, the Imm-ratrice. Rispberries are a full crop, but neither

Black, Red, nor White Currants are heavily laden. Gooseberries

are the crop of the season, and simply enormous, many of the bushes

breaking down. Strawberries have also done well, though their

fruit blossoms were destroyed by the frost, and much of the fruit

has been rotted by the excessive rains that prevailed through June
and the first fortnight in .July.

Potatoes never looked better—robust, full of force and tubers, and
also, alas ! of danger—as the weather is just of that character to

invite aud intensify the diseise.—D. T. Fish.

Wroxham Hall, Norfolk.—Small fruits are abundant in this

neighbourhood, and the very damp June tlirough which we have
just passed has caused most things to swell off to a large size on our
light lands. All stone fruits on walls are thin, though we have
good crops under glass. Apples are a better crop than could have
been expected, considering how they suffered during the past winter ;

in some of the low-lying districts both Apples and Pears were
nearly kille<l ; dead wood is more or less visible on all trees. As an
early culinary Apple, Lord Suffield never fails to carry good crops.

Some of our Apricot trees are killed right out, whilst others are de-

nuded of half their branches. Plums are a good crop ; though this

is not considered a dessert fruit, some few kinds are tolerated on
some tables. The wood of Peaches and Nectarines was very imma-
ture last autumn, and consequently tlie leaves were much blistered

this spring. Nuts are a good crop.

—

Thos. Wynne.

Cossey Park, East Norfolk.—Of Apples the following are

the only varieties that are carrying crops here, viz., Blenheim Orange,
Devonshire Beauty, Warner's King, Keswick Codlin, King of the

Pippins, and Norfolk Beefing. Apricots, Plums, and Pears .are

under the average. Peaches a total failure. Bush fruits plentiful,

with the exception of Raspberries. Walnuts and Filberts deficient.

Blenheim Orange Apple, both here and in neighbouring gardens, shows
the effect of the past winter more than any other variety.

Potatoes here are at present free from disease, .although I regret

to say that I have heard within tlie last few days of two or three
cases where it has already made its appearance in the neighbourhood,
and I am afraid it will soon spread, unless the weather changes, as

we are having rain more or less every day.—E. BasBERY.

Woolverstone Park, Ipswich.—Great as the promise was
during the early spring for abundant crops of most kinds of fruit,

there appears to have been a weakness in tlie blossoms and a general
defect in the orgaus, as, although the trees were well furnished with
flowers, few have set, and more particularly is this the ease with
Peaches and Nectarines, which the cold wet summer of last year,

followed by such a severe winter, has affected in some places to a
very serious extent. Here, I am glad to say, that although the trees

are almost bare of fruit, they are making very satisfactory growth ;

and the same is the case with Apricots, which are bearing a fair crop,

the best among them being the Hemskirk and Peach varieties, the

latter showing less canker in the wood than any other kind. Apples

suffered too much in the foliage last year to be well set with bud,
and are, therefore, very thin of fruit, as are also Pears, especially

pyramids, and what these have appear to be injured in the skin from
late frost and are cracking. Plums, both on walls and standards, set

a heavy crop, but the blue aphis has been most troublesome, and
has crippled the leaves and checked growth considerably. Cherries
on walls have been abundant and fine, and Morellos promise to be
efpually good. The best of the dessert sorts are Governor Wood,
Elton, Frogmore Bigarreau, Black Eagle, Tartarian, and Knight's
Early Black. Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries are, or have
been, laden with fruit of fine quality, and I do not remember to
have seen Strawberries so good as they have been this season, which
shows how well the wet of last year agreed with them and helped
in forming plenty of fine crowns. Keen's were our best early, and
these were succeeded by the Vicomtesse Herioart de Thury, then
came British Queen, which is quite unsurpassed for flavour. Elton
is now in, and is a sure cropper and the finest of all for preserving,

as it is briskly sub-acid and remarkably rich in colour throughout.

—

J. Sheppard.

Shrubland Park, Ipswich.—Fruit crops this year are
much like what they were last season at this time. Apples and
Pears are very scarce, Pears especially so. Plums are partial

;

Damsons plentiful. Most of the trees are much infested with black
and green fly. .Strawberries are an abundant crop, and the fruit is

large and fine. Raspberries, Gooseberries, and Currants are plentiful.

Potatoes are a great crop, and I have not seen any disease up to
this time.—T. Blair.

YORKSHIRE.
Hutton Hall, Gisbrough.—Fruit crops in this district, lam

sorry to say, were never worse. Apples, Apricots, Cherries (except

the Morello), Nectarines, Peaches, Pears, aud Plums are more or
less a complete failure. Peacli trees are all but killed, and many of

tlie other sorts severely crippled. What with the long-continued

cold east and north winds and the wet summer the prospect for

next year is anything but cheerful. Here and there a few Victoria

Plums, Cellini, Keswick, and Lord Sutfield Apples, Green Chisel

and Jargonelle Pears may be seen ; the rest are blank. On the other

hand, busli fruit. Raspberries and Strawberries, are an average

crop ; but owing to the sunless, wet weather they are ripening

badly.—J. MacIndoe.

Wortley Hall, South Yorkshire.-A general failure would
best describe the state of the Apple, Pear, and Plum crops here.

There are a few crops of Apples on some trees in the orchard, but
from over 100 trained pyramid Apples and Pears we shall not gather

a hatful of fruit. Pears on walls which have never hitherto failed

altogether are quite barren. Cherries flowered well, but the greater

portion of the fruit f.ailed to set, or it has dropped oft' since. Other
wall fruits are a complete failure. Currants and Raspberries were
much injured by late frosts, aud will only be a partial crop.

Strawberries are a good crop, but late ; the first fruit of the earliest

(Black Prince) was gathered on July 10. This is perhaps one of

the worst climates in Engl.and for outdoor fruit, .and we suffered

exceptionally from the cold season of last year. There are really

no Pears, and the Apples th.at bear any fruit at all are the Codlins,

Lord Siiflield, equally fertile on dwarf and natural stocks. Lamb
Abbey Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, Court of Wick, Boston Russet,

Irish Peach, Braddick's Nonpareil, and Adams' Pearmain. At the

present time crops are almost as late as last year. April and May
were favourable, but June and July up to this date have been cold

and ungenial, and everything is late. No Cherries have yet been

gathered from south-west walls, and early Potatoes are not much
larger than marbles—none got yet. Indoors I cannot notice any
difference. Pot Strawberries, Peaches, Figs, and Grapes are all

fair and promise well.—J. Simp.son.

Q-rimston Park, Tadcaster.—Apricots are a complete

failure here ; the trees are, however, healthy, and there is an
absence of branches dying off which w.as so prevalent last year. I

know one or two trees of Moor Park in this locality that are pro-

ducing fair crops, but they are in exceptionally favourable positions,

one of them receiving great benefit from a flue in the wall on which
it is trained. Personally, I have a great liking for well-constructed

ilued-walls for growing tender fruit trees on, such as Peaches, Nec-

tarines, and Apricots ; these, with a glass coping, would almost

insure regular crops of the above fruits, and would be less expensive

in general repairs than glass cases would be. Apples are very thin ;

Keswick Codlin, Lord Suftield, Mi're de Menage, and a local variety

named Cockpit are the only sorts that have anything approaching a
crop. Cherries are very scarce, with the exception of Morellos,

on which there .are abundant crops. As I have stated before, we
generally get our best fruit from some pyramidal-shaped trees grow-

in" in the open garden ; they are handsome objects, both when in
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blossom and fruit, aiul are easily protected from birds by fixing

about half-a-do/.en Larch poles at equal distances round the outsiile

of the lower branches, tying them together at the top and throwing

a net over them. Peaches are a failure ; the larger trees, growing

on a south wall, on the top of which there is a gooil broad coping,

are making good growths ; young trees on low walls were killed

nearly to the ground by the severe frosts last winter. Plums are

scarce : the only varieties having a thin crop are Victoria, Jefferson,

Green Oage, and Orleans. Small fruits are an abundant ero]), espe-

cially .Strawberries and Gooseberries ; of the former we tind Hericart

de Thury to be the very best and most useful .Strawberry we grow,

all points considered ; a comparatively new variety, called President

Delacour, has a very fine flavour, but the plants do not grow well on
our limestone soil ; Helena Uloede, which I mentioned in my hist

year's notes as a promising late variety, still keeps up that character

;

its only drawback is its pale colour. We have splendid crops of

Keen's .Seedling, whicli for flavour, when well grown, either indoors

or out, IS very hard to beat. My experience tells me that this variety

does better in the north than the soutli, and better anywhere in ilamp,

moist seasons than in dry ones. Black and Red Currants are good
crops, also Raspberries ; we find Fillbasket the best variety to grow

;

damp, moist summers appear to suit Raspberries, too, as we never
had such good crops as during the past two years. There is an
almost total absence of Nuts of any kind this year. We had abund-
ance of bloom on fruit trees generally, especially Apples, but it

was weak looking, and seemed, so to speak, to lack the necessary
stamina to form embryo fruit. Fruit trees generally, on the loamy
soils iu this part which rest on magnesian limestone, are fairly

healthy, and could we but have more sun and less rain we should be
almost sure of abundant crops of fruit next year, which the trees

would be able to bring to perfection, owing to their not being
exhausted with crops for the past two years.—H. J. C'l.wtox.

Ribston Hall, 'Wetherby.—We have never had a better crop
of Strawberries, Currants, and Gooseberries than we have this year.

Nearly all the bushes of the two latter are borne to the ground by
the great weight of fruit upon them ; the bushes, too, are remark-
ably clean and healthy. Our crop of Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries are miserablj' poor, many of the trees being without fruit.

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines are quite naked, and the trees

much damaged. The few Apples we have consist of Bridgewater
Pippin, Keswick and JIanks Codlins, Early .Julien, Lord .Suttield,

Dutch ilignonne, and Gloria Mundi. Pears are so thin, they are not
worth mentioning. Of Plums we have July Gage, Coe's Golden
Drop, Kirke's, Victoria, and Green Gage ; but Mitchelson's and the
Damsons are the only good crops. Of Cherries we have a few Morellos
on the walls ; the other sorts are quite naked ; Medlars are likely

to be a good crop, judging from present appearance. The sorts of

fruit trees that have suffered froui the last ungenial summer and
winter are of Apples, Kerry Pippin, Boston Russet, Red Astrachan,
King and Bridgewater Pippin, Hawthornden, Emperor Alexander,
and Lord Sutfield. Many of the Pears are slightly damaged, and we
have lost several Peach, Nectarine, and Cherry trees on walls.

—

Thos. Jo.ves.

Brantinghain Thorpe, Brough.—Wall fruit in^East York-
shire is very scarce. Peach and Nectarine trees were nearly all killed by
the late severe winter. Apricots suffered iu some localities, and are
bearing no fruit. Pears aud Apples are very scarce, both on walls
and in orchards. Plums generally are plentiful, and we have had
abundant crops of Gooseberries, Currants, Piaspberries, and .Straw-
berries.— RoBT. C. Kingston'.

Stourton, Knaresborough.—Wall fruit is very scarce in
this neighbourhood. Peach trees have suffered very much from the
unfavourable season ; many old trees have been killed and there is

scarcely any fruit. Apricots also are very scarce. There was a fair
show of Apple blossom, but the crop was very thin. Pears, too, are
scarce ; indeed there are very few. Plums promise to be a fair crop,
but the trees have suffered much from frosts and cold winds. Goose-
berries, Raspberries, and Red Currants are in general good crops.
Black Currants are thin. Of Nuts there are none. Strawberries
are fine and a good crop.—M. S.iUL.

Thorpe Perrow, Bedale.—The Apple, Pear, and Peach
crops hereabouts are very bad. As regards Apricots, here and there
in favourable situations I find a tree with a good crop. Some sorts
of Plums, such as_ Victoria, .Jefferson's, Mitchelson's, and Early Pro-
lific, are good. Nuts are a bad crop ; almost a failure. Bush fruits
are plentiful, so are Strawberries, but the latter are much spoiled by
wet, as .3 in. of rain have fallen since the fruit began to ripen. The
sorts of Apples that are bearing good crops are the King, King of
Pippins, Keswick Codlin, and Cockpit. Several sorts suffered from
the severity of the winter so much, that it will take a good season or
two to bring the fruiting spurs into a bearing condition.—Willi.a.m
CULVZRWELL.

NOirniERN DIVISION.
Raby Castle, Darlington.—Of Apples we have very few ;

many kinds are quite a failure, and tlie few worth notice that are
bearing are Manks and Keswick Codlins, Nelson, and a few others
of the Codlin type. Of Apricots we liave plenty on heated walls.

Peaches, Nectarines, ami Figs are not grown here out-of-doors.

Peirs have failed considerably more th.an Apples, the only kinds
bearing being .largonelle and Louise Bonne of Jersey. Plums are
partial, especially Green (!age, .leffcrson, and Reine Claude de Bavay ;

but Victoria is generally good, and partially so Damsons. Of early

kinds of Cherries tlie crujis arc very moderate, and Morellos also,

owing probably to tlie excessive crops which thty bore last year.

ISush fruit, such as (looseherries and Currants, are bearing very few
fruit, but as much as could be expected after the superabundant
crop of last year. Raspberries at pi'csent bid fair to produce a good
crop, and Strawberries are plentiful. ( )f Black Currants, too, we have
abundance, though I am tolil tliey are almost a total failure elsewhere
in this locality. In consequence of the severe wcatlier to which
Pears and Apples at tlicir blooming period were exposed, the check
was so great that I think we have scarcely a tree of either kind that

is not at present showing' second bloom to a greater or less extent ;

and both trees and bushes are making an abundance of young
gi'owth, which I hope will escape the ravaging attack of gi'ubs and
aphides, to which the early growth and bloom were so much
exposed ; and tlien we may hope, with a fine autumn, to have an
abundant and well-matured store for next year.

—

Rk'iiaku We.st-
COTT.

Lambton Castle. Durham.—Fruit crops here are upon the

whole very unsatisfactory, so much so that in the case of many of

the more tender varieties of Apples and Pears the trees are struggling

for life ; Lord Sutfield and other cooking Apples carry the palm in

that class of fruit. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines are mostly
killed ; a few straggling branches live here and there, but not suffi-

cient to prolong the position of the trees after another planting season

returns. Clierries are a fair crop ami tine ; Morellos good upon the

whole, but better on pyramid trees than on walls. Strawberries are

plentiful and unusually large, but owing to the recent rains a great

many have been destroyed by mililew. Gooseberries are a good crop,

clean, large, and fine. Red and White Currants are also good ; Black
Currants are thin, late frosts having caused so many to drop. Thorn
trees that have stood for generations will barely exist another year

—

the results of the frost of the past winter. Shrubs, too, of all sorts

have suffered terribly, to say nothing of the more tender sorts ;

common Yews have had to be carted away wholesale, and many Oak
trees even show signs of the hard pinching to which they have been
subjected.—J. Hunter.

Seaham Hall, Durham.—Apples are scarce, although we had
plenty of blossom ; the trees seem not to have suffered from the two
severe winters which we have had. Pears are scarce, although at

the time when they bloomed the weather appeared to be favourable

for setting the fruit ; the trees are, however, healthy and vigorous.

Plums very scarce ; the Victoria only has a few fruit on it, and that

on trees unjiruned. The trees tliat were pruned have never borne

any fruit, but it must be taken into consideration that tliis locality

on the east coast is far from being a good one for tree fruit. Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines are not gi'own out-of-doors, but the two
latter do well under glass. Cherries on walls bear well, but stan-

dards do not. Gooseberries are always a good crop ; we do not
prune here beyond taking off the lower branches that touch the

ground, and in a few years the bushes do not make any new wood.
Red Currants are always a good crop whether pruned or not, and so

are Black. Strawberries are a very good crop ; most kinds do well

except the British Queen. The two last severe winters do not seem
to have done any injury to fruit trees, but almost all kinds of shrubs

have suffered.—R. Duapek.

Levena Hall, 'Westmoreland.—The gardens here lie low,

being only some few feet above high spring tides ; hence we suffer

considerably from damp and late frosts. Some fine old Mulberry
trees trained on a wall having an east aspect are nearly all destroyed.

Peaches which used to grow well and produce fine crops in the open
air are all dead except Royal George and Noblesse, the result of

the two last severe winters. Apples are a poor crop, except the

Baldwin, Hawthornden, and a few others ; indeed, we have not had
such a bad crop for the last nineteen years. Pears are bad, except

a few good trees of Jargonelle. Of Plums we have a fair sprinkling,

still nothing like a full crop. Cherries (May Duke) are fine, all

others much cut up ; Late Duke also fine. Figs all cut to the ground
in this quarter, but we used to get good crops. Strawberries have
borne grand crops where not killed by frost ; Black Prince has been

nearly destroyed. Raspberries are a wonderful crop ; still some of

the white sorts are in places injured by the frost. Red and
W^hite Currants are above the average, and we only want sun and
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fine weather to gather them. Black Currants are under the average.

A few Vines we had on the walls outside are all cut to the ground ;

still, on the whole, all sorts of fruit trees are making fine short-jointed

wood, on which, if it gets ripened, we may expect better results

another year.

—

Robert Craig.

Shawdon Hall, Alnwick.—The fruit crop in this part of

Northumberland is, in many respects, a greater failure than that of

1879. Peach trees in many places were killed by the frost of last

winter, and where this is not the case they are so severely injured

that the crop is nil. In a few places Pears are seen upon walls, but

they are few and far between. The same is the ease with Apricots.

As for the Apple crop, it is perhaps the worst ever recorded ; and

were it not for the old varieties that we possess, Apples would be a

rarity in some gardens. Like former years, the croj) of bush fruits

varies ; in some places it is good, in otliers many sorts are a failure

—notably Black Currants, wliere the plants were not killed by the

frost of last winter. The Strawberry crop is good. Had it not

been for the few weeks of bright sunsliine last September the fruit

crop in this district would ha\'e required no record ; the trees and

bushes would not have resisted the severity of last winter ; even

Oaks in many places are killed. The description of the fruit crop in

Northumberlandjust given is generally applicable to Yorkshire. About
Wetherby and Tadcaster Plums are plentiful, and several orchards

have a good sprinkling of Apples on the older kinds, such as Cock-

pit and Keswick Codlin, &c.—James Thomson-.

Alnwick Castle.— .\fter such a season .as last we could not

expect heavy crops of fruit this year. Apples here are very thin.

Apricots on some of the trees are an average crop. Pears not so

good as usual. Plums and Cherries middling. Strawberries are a

light crop, and small fruits, such as GoosebeiTies and Currants, a good

crop. The same, too, may be said of Raspberries. Of Peaches and

Nectarines we have none, but the trees are now clean and healthy.

Damsons in the orchard are a fair crop.—A. Ingram.

WALES.
Cardiff Castle.—With a few exceptions Apples and Pears are

a poor crop in this district. Of Apples, the following varieties are

bearing best this .season, viz.. Lord Suffield, Cellini Pippin, Ecklin-

ville, Alfriston, Hawthornden, and old established trees of Blen-

heim Pippin. Of Pears on walls the best are Duehesse d'AngouK-me,

Beurre Clairgeau, Easter Beurre, C41oh Morceau, Beurre Bosc, Marie

Louise, Cieneral Todleben, and Beurre Diel ;
pyramids are a failure

with the exception of the Windsor. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, and Cherries are an average crop, but the trees are more or

less blighted. Small fruits are abundant. Of Strawberries the fol-

lowing varieties succeed best, viz.. President, Sir Harry, .Sir Charles

Napier, Sir Joseph Paxton, and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury.

Gooseberries are a heavy crop, but the trees are very much injured

by caterpillars. Red, White, and Black Currants are plentiful and

good in quality.—A. Pettigrew.

Castle Malgwyn, Pembrokeshire.—Fruit crops here must
be considered as under the average. Apples are very poor, and
Pears are little better. Plums are an average crop, and Peaches

nearly so. Apricots do not succeed liere. Clierries are an average

crop, h'igs are nearly killed. All small fruits are abundant, especi-

ally Strawberries. Of Nuts we have very few. All Peach trees with

a slight protection, such as a narrow slate coping, have stood the past

two winters well, but those on walls without coping are nearly

killed, and the same may be said in regard to other gardens in this

neighbourhood. Figs have been killed to the ground twice here.

Apple trees have all done badly except Hawthornden. The Pears

that are doing best are Jargonelle, Summer Berg.amot, Williams' Bon
Chrt;tien, .Souvenir du Congres, BeurriS Bosc, and Uvedale's St. Ger-

main, other sorts being nearly a failure. The Plums that succeed

best are the Orleans.—P. T. 0.

Dynevor Castle, Carmarthenshire.-Apple trees and
Black Currant bushes were badly bliglited last year, and tliis to some
extent doubtless accounts for the almost total failure of the Apple
crop and for there being only about half a crop of Black Currants.

Pear blossom was abundant and set well, but the greater part of the

Pears have fallen off ; the trees are, however, healthy. Red Cur-
rants and Gooseberries are abundant, .and also Raspberries. Straw-
berries are about half a crop ; all the early blossoms were killed by
frosts in spring. Cheri'ies where grown on walls are good. Plums
are scarce. Peaches about half a crop. All kinds of fruit trees and
Strawberry plants stood the late winter without injury.

Potatoes are so far quite healthy here and are producing good
crops ; but elsewhere, I hear, the disease has broken out and is

spreading fast. From the neighbourhood of Bury St. Edmunds
several cases of outbreak are reported.—J. Ticehurst.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Guernsey.-Of late years the culture of the Grape has so enor-

mously increased, that it dwarfs all otner crops : so only a few
ordinary market sorts are cultivated, and the inferior fruit comes
abundantly from France. In fact, Channel Island fruit is not ad-
vancing in quality. Only the Chaumontel keeps its position, and is

promising well this season. Pears are a very moderate crop, but
Apples are fine and abundant. Plums and Cherries below average.
As a rule, hardy setters of bloom (like the Chaumontel) do best
here, where the ruin of tlie blossom is the furious wind. Small fruit
has been an average crop. Nuts are not grown. Apricots do not
succeed. Peaches of late years fa'l without protection, glass being
preferred here for that purpose.—T. C. Bkehaut.

Jersey.—The fruit crop here is very indifferent this season.
Pears, which form one of the staple crops, are scarce. Apples are
but a partial crop. Plums are indifferent, tliough abundant in some
places. Small fruits are a thin crop. Gooseberries being few and
the bunches and berries of the Currants small. The points of the
flowering laterals on the side-shoots of the Raspberry canes, were
burned black just as they were coming into bloom. The cause of
such a general failure of all fruits. Strawberries alone excepted,
which liave been a fair crop in some places, may be traced to the
cold winds and hot sun, whicli prevailed during the montli of May
and the early part of June when the fruit trees were in blossom.
The soil generally is a good retentive loam, and very productive
under ordinary cultiv.ation, being rendered much more so by the use
of stimulating manures. The great difficulty horticulturists have
to contend with is the .absence of shelter, no plantations of fruit
trees or spots of ground being sufficiently protected from the scorch-
ing rays of the sun, or the burning effect of the east wind at certain
seasons of the year. Grapes are being extensively grown for the
London markets in this as well as the other Channel Islands, under
the protection of glazed roofs and with other artificial assistance

;

and if Jersey is to maintain her pre-eminent character as a fruit-pro-

ducing island, similar means must be adopted for growing other
choice fruits.—C. B. S.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

CEROPEGIAS AT KEW.
The cultivated species of tliis singular genus of climbing plants is

now well represented in the Cactus house at Kew ; amongst them
one of the most attractive (C. elegans, represented in the accompany-
ing illustration) also happens to be the best known. The deep purple-
black mottlings on the flowers, and the long shiny-black hairs with
which they are furnished, render it very striking. C. Sandersoni is

also profusely in flower, but the blossoms are not so attractive. They
are funnel-shaped, measure Ih in. across, and, like those of all the

species, have a singular umbrella-like cover over the orifice of the
tube. The ground colour is white, heavily mottled with apple-green,

and the flowers have a peculiar translucent appearance. The leaves

are thick in texture, deep green, and resemble those of the common
Hoya. C. stapelioides, one of the most singular of the species, much
resembles a Carrion-flower. The petals are long and narrow and reflex

in a turban-like manner. Other species to be seen at Kew are C.

Thwaitesi and C. Gardneri, both natives of Ceylon, the latter bearing

very handsome white flowers copiously blotched and spotted with
purplish-brown, C. elegans, an East Indian species introduced about
fifty years ago, may be seen in several gardens in this country. 0.

Sandersoni is a native of Natal, and, with the other two Cingalese

kinds, is rarely seen outside botanic gardens. The culture of .all is

simple, the East Indian kinds merely requiring a warm stove atmo-
sphere, and they are capital subjects for growing m the driest parts of

the house ; but those from South Africa enjoy a cooler and compara-
tively drier temperature than those from other countries. W. G.

Pelargonium Maid of Kent.—Mr. Bailey is in error in

stating (p. 57) that all the seedling Pelargoniums named by him as

seen at Edmonton were raised by Mr. Hayes. One, the Maid of

Kent, was certainly not, but by me, and a coloured drawing of it

was allowed by you to appear in The Garden in company with
another seedling of mine, the Queen of Stripes. I think it a jnty

the Pelargonium Society does not enforce more strictly one of its

rules—that the raiser's name shall be attached to seedlings. At their

show the other day I saw Maid of Kent with my name attached as

raiser in one collection, and witli Mr. Hayes' name in another. He
had the stock from me, and I hope he has been eminently successful

with it, as I said I believed it to he the best market Pelargonium in

existence, and not one of the great nurserymen would look at it. I
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sent it to about a dozen before it came into Mr. Hayes' liands. It is

a satisfat'tiou to nie to see it described by Mr. Bailey as " a fringed

white kind of tirst-rate excellence," as also to find that the nursery-

men are now selling it at L^s. a plant in spite of its being " worth
notliiug " when offered, and no cfoubt Mr. Hayes has made them pay
well for it.—A. R.^wsox, The Vicarage, Bromleij Common.

and other Ferns which are supposed to bo specimen plants, but
which in reality are a number of plants "bedded out" in a large

pot. Judges should put the proper value on such plants. The
hond-fidi- grower is apt to be disgusted with such shams.

liockvllU', Murrayjidd, Edinbunjh. P. Neill Fkaser.

FILMY FERNS AT EDINBURGH.
Under this heading in last week's Gardex (p. 58), Miss Owen
notices my collection of these. Tlie Trichomaues floribiindum

spoken of was sent me lately by post from Demerara. This mode
of transmission I wish to recommend as an expeditious and econo-

mical way of procuring rare Ferns or other plants from abroad.

There were eight or ten plants in the package I received (costing for

postage about Is. Gl.), and of these the greater number are now
throwing up young fronds. Probably all may yet grow. The jilants

had been lifted from their native habitat, somewhere up the Esse-

quibo Kiver, and simply wrapped in giitta-percha sheeting and
posted. The postman in delivering the package at my house called

it a piece of dead horse, which it certainly much resembled. I have
not heard of this species being hitherto cultivated in Britain. Can
any of your readers say ? The fronds somewhat resemble in shape
those of the
common Poly-
podium vul-

gare, except
that they have
a long apex,
from which
young plants

ai-e produced,
and they are,

of course, of

a totally dif-

ferent tex-
ture.

Although
this mode of

transmissiun
has been in

this,as in other
instances, per-

fectlj' success-

ful, it would
be better to
enclose the
plants in a
light wooden
or other box,
first envelop-
ing the plants
in the gutta
percha to pre-

vent evapo-
ration. To
make doubly
sure, if the
journey be
very long, another covering of the same material might be put
outside the box. The postage is usually about Is. 4d. per lb.

within certain limits, and as the price of Filmy Ferns in this country
is from half-a-guinea to three or even five guineas for small plants,

they are worth importing. I suppose the very limited demand keeps
them high, and this limited demand is probably owing to their not
bein? known, or people having the idea that they are difficult to cul-

tivate. No class of plants is easier, a moist atmosphere, abundant
drainage, and exclusion from the sun's rays being the principal requi-
sites. Many of the species can be grown equally well in a drawing-
room under a bell-glass as in a hole in a damp corner of the garden,
and quite as well by the cottager as the professional gardener.
People imagine, too, that those species that come from the Tropics
require tropical heat. Nothing is more fallacious. Several of my
plants from .Jamaica are grown in a cold house where the frost is

little more than kept out. The habitat of these plants was high
up among the mountains, where the thermometer falls to a point
not very far above freezing. Filmy Ferns deserve to be much
more cultivated than they are. Were prizes offered at flower
shows it would probablj' have a good effect.

Another plant noticed by Miss Owen is Adiantum gracillimum.
This I bought from ilr. Williams when it first came out, about
six years ago, and it is now a very large plant, filling a large pot
with its crown. One often sees at flower shows large pots of this

ROSES,

Ceropegia elegans.

THE ROSE HARVEST OF 1880.

Like that of last year, this is scanty and late. Unlike that of

IST'.I, however, it also threatens to be short. The heavy rains,

varied witli specially bright gleams of sunshine, make short work
with Roses. Hardly are the ))uds fairly in form than tlie flowers

become fully expanded. This is all very well for the hybridist, but
rather trying for the enthusiastic exhibitor. What with tarnished

blooms, and those laking sufficient substance to keep their eyes
closed, it has been no easy matter to fill the larger classes at the

shows. But the scantiness of the Rose harvest has lightened the
labours of judges this year. Never—not even excepting the winter
of 1859-60—has there been such a slaughter of the Roses as during
the last winter and spring. Those that passed, more or less crippled,

through the
crushing seve-

rities of the
winter's frost

succumbed to

the biting
stings of May.
Teas espe-
cially were ut-

terly wrecked.
So much and
so severely
have they suf-

fered, that
good stands of

Teas are quite
exceptional
this year.
Large and
small plants,

standards and
dwarfs, those
on walls and
those in the
open, nearly
all are either

injured or
killed. It is

quite grevious

to notice bare
walls and
empty spaces
that even
went through
the winter of
'78-79 com-

paratively unharmed. The loss of plants by the thousand has of

course reduced the Rose harvest in a similar ratio. But it can
hardly be said that the plants left have come up to their usual ex-

cellence either in quantity or quality. There have been many fine

flowers seen, but Roses on the average have not been up to the mark

—

they have lacked substance as well as size. No doubt this has arisen

partly from the winter, and likewise from an excess of rain. The
latter has rotted a good many, tarnished more, and does not seem to

have given substance or quality to tliose left. On the face of it, one
would think a dripping time would be good for Roses ; but it really

does not seem to be so. Sewage at the roots and gentle dews on
the tops are better. Be that, however, as it may, it will hardly be
disputed that the Rose harvest is scanty in quantity, and somewhat
inferior in quality. It is probable that its brevity in summer may
be partly compensated for by a good and lasting autumnal harvest.

The Rose harvest of this year is also late as well as light. ilany
growers and exhibitors were baulked by the earlier shows. The
Alexandra Palace just hit the Roses at their flood tide of beauty, or

ought to have done. Unless the seasons change, Roses in'.June will

soon become as rare as swallows in winter ; the calendars or the
Roses will have to readjust themselves, the one to the other, if culti-

vators and poets are to continue to talk, write, and sing about .June

and its wreaths of Roses. It may be wise, and well also, to direct

hybridists' attention to the raising of earlier Roses, for late Roses
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,are rather provoking as well as dangerous. Sliould they continue

to flower as late, or even later, the very tantalising name of Hybrid
Perpetual will lose all the little meaning it now lias, and autumnal
Rose gradually revert to the Chinas and the Teas. Nor will the

loss of the autumnal Rose harvest be the only one ; the later the

first flowering of Roses, tliere will be the less chance of the wood
being ripened in the autumn ; and it is this greenness of the wood,
as well as the severity of the weather, that leads to the wholesale

destruction of Rose trees in winter and spring. 1). T. Fish.

if so, whether ornot it has proved hardy? It has leaves some S in. in length
and nearly 4 in. in width. I got some .\corns last year and sowed them on their
arrival, but the severe winter was too much for them. Ou examination, I foimd
that they had all rotted.-J. T. JI.

Mulching Roses.—I lately observed very fine Roses on their

own roots and others grown as standards, at Mr. Riall's of Heywood,
and some other Rose gardens near this town ; and invariably the

largest, finest, and most perfect flowers, were seen where the cus-

tom of mulching was resorted to. Evidently many of the misshapen,
incomplete, or unsatisfactory blooms, so often complained of, is due
to semi-parching of the young surface rootlets at this time of the
year. A mulchin£j of short stable manure I noticed as givmg
satisfactory results in winter, and if the same thing were employed
in summer, an excellent custom to retain its usefulness, prevent
animoniacal evaporation, and to take away the objectionable sight

and scent would lie to empty the short grass from the lawn mower
over it, or any other e|uivalent.—W. .J. M, Clonmeli,

The Rose Garden of Oakwood.—Such is the title of a
catalogue printed by a gentleman of Cincinnati for private circula-

tiou among his friends. It contains a list of Roses grown in this

gentleman's garden, classified with much care, and the list is an ex-

tensive one, embracing select French and Englisli varieties. We
should like to see some of our wealthy amateurs do something of

this sort. Rose gardens being truly delightful.

—

Californian Horli-

cutturist.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Strawberry Runners—H. //.—In order to obtain good plants, peg
Aovm those runners which have plump crowns and plenty of healthy folijige.

They are best pegged into 3-in. pots, filled with good soil. Wlien you have
chosen wliat runners you require, the others may be cut off ; also aU runners
proceeding from those pegged into the pots.—S.

Vegetables on Peat Land.—I have some peat land that I am getting
into cultivation. It has been trenched 2 ft. deep and the surface burnt.
What vegetables may I grow on it ? and what would be the best manure for such
land?—D. ,T. T. [If you manure it heavily with good rotten f-armyard manure
now. well incorporating it with the soil, you might next year be able to^grow
Potatoes. Lettuces, French Beans, and Scailet Runners, Beetroot, and even
Carrots, but you cannot hope to grow well such crops as Broccoli, Cabbage.
«Vc., that require stiff land, until you can give the groimd a good dressing of

clay, marl, or stiff loam.— H.]

Striking Rose Cuttings.—P. T.—August is the best time to take cuttings,
which should consist of shoots of the current year's wood with a heel attached
to them. Plant them firmly in sandy soil in a shady situ<ation.—P.

Sweet "Williams.

—

W. 5.—Seed of these may be sown now in rather rich soil

in a shady part of the garden. When large enough, put out the plants where
they are to bloom. Select Hunt's strain.— D.

Cucumbers Failing'.—.tmrt^cwr.—Cucumbers that have been fruiting in a
frame since April last probably need a little renovating. Give them a top-dress-

ing of good rich soil, pick off all blossoms and fruit, andstopthe shoots. Remove
;dl wtakl,\ growths and peg the strong ones down. If there is any green Hy on
tlieni, fiiniiuate with tobacco for several evenings in succession. Keep a moist
teiiiiieraturc, and doubtless the plants will recover their strength,—H.

Pyrus japonica.—What is the proper management of this on a wall? It

covers a space of about 3 yds. and makes long shoots every year. I cut it in verv
close last autumn, and it has scarcely Howered this year. It is again covered wuh
young wood about lA ft. to 2 ft. in length.-W. D. [Let it remain as it is, only
n<ailing in the leading shoots.—M.]

Diseased Grapes.—£?»?.—They seem scalded, which they are very liable

to be at this season when one day is all cloud, airdthe next all sunshine. .Shade
them slightly with thin canvas, and give air early in the morning.—E. H.

Propagating LaurelsandLaurustinus —C J. F.—Take cuttings of the
current year's growth in September or October, and plant them in firm sandy
soil, or they will strike in spring when growth is about to commence. If taken
olf with a heel, i.e., with a piece of the old wood attached, the cuttings are
more likely to strike.—S.

Calceolarias from Cuttings.—B.—If you allude to the herbaceous
kinds, do not attempt to propagate them from cuttings. Sow some seed now,
placing it in a cold frame. Prick out the seedlings when large enough to
handle, eventually transfer them to small pots, shifting them on as may be ne-
cessary. The bedding kinds are propiigated in October.—B.

Names of Plants.— S. W. C.—Alstrcemeria aurantiaca. B. G. (Hemel
7/e?/(^s(('rtd.).—Alstr(cmeria aurantiaca.. 3/.—The plant sent us Arctium edule
is A. majus. P.—1, Habroth.amnus fasciculatus ; 2, Cestrum aurantiacum ; 3,

Solanum jasminoides. Amateur.—We cannot name varieties of Gloxinias,

and those you send are scarcely worth naming. S. T.—1, Campanula turbi-

niita; 2, C. carpatica; 3, C. sarmatica ; 4, C. gummifera ; 5, C. caespitosa; 6,

white-flowered form of the last. D. C. -Adiantum pedatum (a hardy North
American Maiden-hair Fern). Dcrbif.—Tacsonia exoniensis. A. D,—Pent-
stemon secundiflorns ; others next week.

Questions.
Quercus densiflora.—Can any of your readers tell me whether or not

Quercus densiflora from California has been introduced into this country? and

Evening Fete at South Kensington.—This, which took
place on Wednesday evening last, was in every way a success, being
favoured with fine weather and a large concourse of visitors. The
corridors on either side of the conservatory were filled by effective

groups of plants very tastefully arranged, though there was no
competition. The bulk of the exhibits came from the Society's

garden at Chiswick, and included a fine collection of tuberous
Begonias, also Palms, Ferns, and other fine-foliaged plants,

interspersed with Pelargoniums, (Gloxinias, and many similar
subjects. Captain Patton, Abbey Road, contributed iin exten-
sive collection, which occupied nearly the whole of one corri-

dor. The most noteworthy features in it were some fine Coleuses,
which under artificial light were remarkably ett'ecfcive. One named
Allan Chandler was especially conspicuous on account of its bold
habit and richly coloured foliage. Various kinds of Lilies, Palms,
Ferns, &c., were included in this attractive group. From the gar-

dens at Gunnersbury House, Acton, Mr. Hudson like%vise sent fine

examples of Crotons, Palms, and Ferns, arranged in a most effective

manner. The contributions fromnurserj'men includedachoicegroupof
Orchids, Pitcher Plants, Palms, Ferns, Crotons, Dnaca-nas. &c. , from
Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, and a group
of similar extent came from the General Horticultural Company,
which Mr. Wills arranged in his usual ett'ective style. It consisted

chiefly of Dracjcnas, which are such a speciality at the Anerley
Nurseries, intermixed with Gloxinias, Ferns, and Palms, and other
fine-foliaged and flowering plants. From the Fulham Nurseries
Messrs. Osborn sent a good collection of fine-foliaged plants, and by
the side of them was a similar one from Mr. Aldous',
South Kensington. A pretty arrangement for a balcony garden
was exhibited by Messrs. Dick Radcliff'e and Co., High
Holborn, which was greatly admired. This occasion afforded

an opportunity for displaying elaborate glass and china ware,
which was more remarkable than the floral decoration of the
tables on which it was arranged. An excellent exhibit,

however, in the way of table floral decoration was contributed by
Mrs. Hudson, Gunnersbury House, Acton, which w-as highly effec-

tive. The flowers were appropriately selected, and their arrange-

ment as regards form and colour left nothing to be desired. A
collection of nearly 200 trusses of Verbenas, representing the
leading varieties, was contributed by Mr. Cannell, The Nurseries,

Swanley, which added considerably to the attractions of the floral

display. It may be added that the lighting by thousands of

coloured lamps, as well as that effected by gas and electricity, was
carried out in a highly satisfactory manner. The electric lights

were on Messrs. Siemen's principle, and were remarkably brilliant

and steady.

Resignation of Mr. Peter Grieve, of Culford.—After

a residence of almost thirty years with the Rev. R. Benyon, of Cul-

ford Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, Mr. Peter Grieve has retired, carry-

ing with him the esteem and high regards of all who Know him, from
his employer downwards. We hope that horticulture will not yet

lose his eminent services, but that through his pen he may yet

continue to teach the lessons he has so long and so successfully

practised. His name will l>e for ever associated with the Golden
Tricolors that he did so much to enrich and improve, and his

memory will be cherished as a noble specimen of the true practical

gardener, a race that may be said to have made British horticul-

ture what it is. We hear he is likely to settle in East Anglia,

and that his resignation has been accepted by Mr. Benyon in the

kindest manner, and with many expressions of regret. We can
only wish him much happiness in his semi-retirement and a long

continuance of his green old age.

OBITUARY.

John W. Harden.—We learn by an obituary notice in the

proceedings of the American Philosophical Society that this well

known mining engineer was born at Leicester, in England, and died

in Philadelphia November 8, 1879. He was educated as a gardener,

and the laying out of the gardens of Captain Custat Wormleybury,

and of Sir Ralph Howard, both near London, was the work of his

hands. He settled in America in ISC'), taking charge of the Ply-

mouth Coal Company's works in Luzerne County.

—

Gardcneri"

Monthhj.
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" This is an art
Which iloes meinl Nature : chair^e it rather :

Tub art IISKLt' IS ^JlIVre."—Shakespeare.

LILIES AT HEATHERBANK, WEYBRIDGE.
A COLLECTION of Lilies, such as that in Mr. CI. F. Wilson's garden

is in the tlowering season a sight well worth seeing, for not only is it

thoroughly representative as regards the species and varieties, but
where such quantities are grown of eaeli there is invariably innu-

merable intermediate forms between the recognised kinds which
render a collection so full of interest. During tiie many years" expe-

rience Mr. Wilson has had in the culture of Lilies no doubt nearly

every known kind has been grown in his collection with results more
or less satisfactory, but even now he confesses that tliere are some
species which battle his .attempts to grow to his satisfaction. At the

present time, however, he justly prides himself with regard to the

perfection he has attained in the culture of that loveliest of all the

Lilies (Lilinm Ki-ameri). It has, and perhaps not unjustly, been included

in the category of "miffy' kinds, for with most cultivators it is

seldom to be found in a flourishing condition, and with some it .abso-

lutely refuses to grow. At Heatherbank the successfully grown
pl.ants occup3' the margins of a Rhododendron bed, one side of which
faces the north and the otiier the south ; the latter side, however, is

shaded by high trees, though tlie shade is not by any me.aus dense,

and the modenately high shrubs in the centre of the bed aftbrds suffi-

cient shade and protection from winds on the northern or outer side.

These plants range in height from 3 ft. to ujjwards of 4 ft. in tlie

largest. The stems are stout and erect, and some of the more robust
bear three and four large blossoms having great substance of petal

and depth of colour. The foliage, too, is remarkably broad, being over
•2 in. across and of a polished deep green hue, which indicates robust
^gour. Such specimens as these strikingly contrast with the puny
plants commonly seen, which are seldom more than 2 ft. high, and
rarely bear but one flower. Fine as is this batch, Mr. Wilson ia

inclined to think thjit, judging by the rate of progress they have
made since they were first planted, that he will be able to grow
Kramer's Lily to a much larger size and with a proportionately larger

number of flowers. The soil in which these plants are growing is of

a peaty nature, of good depth, and thoroughly drained. There can
be no doubt but that the position has aided considerably to the fine

development of these plants, as, indeed, it has with regard to allthe

Lilies in this garden, and from these f.acts may be adduced the in-

ference that the condition under which to grow this h.andsome Lily

as it should be, is plenty of light but not direct sunlight, shelter from
cutting draughts, such as would be afforded by a Rhododendron bed,

a deep moist soil of a peaty nature, and above all, for the bulbs to

remain undisturbed so long as they are presumably in a healthy

state. The variety of shades to be found in such a large batch of

L. Krameri is very interesting, for every conceivable intermediate
gradation between pure white and a deep rose is represented. One
of the deepest-tinted flowers that has been produced at Heather-
bank was cut a day or two previous to my visit, but it had been
faithfully reproduced in colour by Mrs. Wilson. This flower had
seven petals developed, which, however, somewhat impaired the
symmetry of the blossom.

With regard to other Lilies, there was none I saw of special note
but which have been alluded to previously in The Garden, but as

Mr. Wilson is continually practising cultural experiments with his
favourite flower, there is .ahv-ays something to engage one's interest.

For instance, he has instituted some experiments with regard to the
influence of manures on the growth of Lilies, and this season the
results are strikingly apparent, especially witli the Giant Lily (L.

giganteum). Large bulbs of equal size were planted near each other ;

to one was applied frequent supplies of manure, while to the other
none was given. The fattened plant grew 1 ft. or 2 ft. higher than
the other, the foliage attained a larger size and of a deeper green, the
flowers were larger, and produced in greater number. Thus it con-
clusively exemplified the beneficial effects of manures, at least to
this Lily. The day I saw these they had shed their blossoms the
previous night, but they must have been a grand sight, as the
largest were 10 ft. or 12 ft. high. The Tiger Lilies (L. tigrinum), too,

are very p.artial to liberal treatment, as some noble clumps of them
planted in round beds flanking the carriage drive admirably shows,
which when in flower in a few weeks hence will be a fine display.

Of course the Golden-banded Lily (L. auratum) is grown largely and
finely too, though this fastidious Lily does not seem to flourish at

Heatherbank as it does in Mr. Mcintosh's garden at Duneevan, a
mile or two distant. A large bed of seedling plants were just in per-

fection, and were remarkable for their bright and distinct markings

on the flowers, dwarf habit, and floriferousness. A finely grown plant,

from 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, of L. Wil-soni, wlieu seen in such perfection is

very distinct from any other Lily, tliough it h.as been ranked as a
mere form of L. elcgans. The flowers are large and open, with
spreading petals, which are orange-red, with a broad band of deep
orange through the centre of each. The flowers are borne in umbels
of four to six. Other Lilies in flower were the numerous forms of

the Californian species, L. pardalinum and varieties, L. californi-

cum, L. Humboldti, also L. carolinianum, L. longiflorum with its

varieties Wilsoni .and eximiuni, L. te3t.aceum, L. Martagon, and the
beautiful L. dalmaticum. Sfime beds of L. superbum growing in a
moist pe.aty soil were nearly 10 ft. high, .and when in flower will make
a fine displ.ay. A noteworthy feature is the absence of sticks to the
Lily stems, which tend to mar their graceful port ; and even the tall

and heavily-laden flowering stems of L. aur,atum are allowed to bend
over the shrubs in a gi'.aceful manner. A large collection is grown in

pots ; and the deep pots which originated in this garden for Lily
culture are a capital help for tluis growing them. Among the pot
plants I was glad to see that the rare L. cordifoliuui was repre-

sented by a few small plants, though I was afraid that it was lost

to English gardens. W. Goldrino.

THE CARNATIOX AND PICOTEE.
Last autumn the collections of these choice flowers were in a more
unsatisfactory state than they had been in for many years previously.
North and south there was the same complaint of unrooted layers,
and of those that were potted having to be placed in hotbeds to cause
roots to form. Those who trade extensively in them were confronted
with the difficulty of not being able to supply their customers with
plants at the usual time—that is, in October. Indeed, it is quite
certain that the large growers could not supply a tithe of the
orders they received ; and many experienced amateurs, when they
cannot obtain the plants in autumn, will not purchase them at all.

October is certainly the best month in which to have any new
or other v,arieties sent home. The plants can be carefully packed
in damp Moss just as they are taken from the parent plant, and
fifty or a hundred pairs can be packed in a very small space,
whereas in spring they must be sent in pots, which adds greatly to
the weight of the piickage. The st.ate of the plants, and the means
to be used under the exceptional circumstances have been commented
upon in the weekly calendar of operations from time to time, and no
more need be added on that point. It is enough to say that tlie gloomy
forebodings have happily not been realised, and by what I can hear and
see, in this district at least, there are strong and good blooms, and these
were in fuUbeauty about the 20th. It is singular that in ordinary seasons
we have the Hyacinth in flower on the 20th of March, the Auricula
20th of April, Tulip 20th May, Pink 20th .June, Carnation and
Picotee 20th July, Gladiolus 20th August, Dahlia 20th September.
These are the dates when the above selection of florists' flowers are
at the height of their bloom ; of course, they will also run into e.ach

other as the bloom of each may be said to last a month, so that
with seven different classes of flowers we have a continuation of
bloom for nearly seven months. Most people are fond of the Carna-
tion and Picotee, but few understand the technical points of the
flowers. The highest type of a Carnation is the scarlet bizarre, and
two of the best flowers. Admiral Curzon (Easom) and Mars
(Hextall), are heavily flaked with scarlet and maroon. I have fre-

quently pointed out these flowers to persons of taste and good judg-
ment, and they invariably chose in preference self-coloured flowers
of a clear rose or purple colour. The fancier cares little for self

flowers, while he admires the bizarrea and flakes. In every larf'e

collection of named sorts of the true florist type there is always a
number which will sport to selfs, or in the bizarre family the
wliite will disappear and leave only tlie two primary colours.
While the Carnations are so sportive in character it is rather singular
that the Picotee is not known to sport, nor do the edges of the
flowers vary at all in width. There are light, medium, and heavy
edges ; and in whichever class the seedling form first flowers, there
it remains. The coloured edges, like the flakes in the Carnation
have been developed to their present form through successive gene-
rations of seedlings, and the one like the other is an .artificial pro-
duction ; but to the uninitiated the Picotee is preferred to the
Carnation. To this there are exceptions ; but let a dozen persons
walk through a collection, at least ten of them will prefer the deli-
cate white glistening petals of such Picotees as Mrs. Payne, Ann
Lord, Teresa, &c., edged with rose or purple, and so sweetly scented,
to the higher coloured Carnations. I advise those who are fond of
sweet-scented flowers, and who live near large towns, to cultivate
the Carnation and Picotee. They can make their choice of flowers
at the exhibitions, or from the names which are given in The
Garden report of the exhibition. If they do not care to purchase
plants, a half-crown packet of seeds purchased from any respectable
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seedsman will produce a host of plants. If the flowers are not so

refined they will be quite aa sweetly scented, and their constitution

will be more robust than the majority of the named sorts. Full

information as to their culture has been given in the weekly calendar.

J. Douglas.

ENGLISH NAMES FOE PLANTS.
On the main point I entirely agree with Mr, Elwes. I have never
liked the plan adopted by The Garden of giving fancy English

names to new (or oUl) plants, and I have always conteuded that

everyone fond of gardening, whether scientific botanist or not, should

try to reduce the number of names to a minimum, and on no account

to add more than is possible to the number of names, already too

large. Sometimes a new name must be coined, and I know of no
point in which the master botanist is so much shown as in the good
naming of new plants ; but wlien the plant has been once named, I

consider that if 1 am asked the name I can do but one of three

things—either give the Latin name, or (if asked for it) the literal

translation of the Latin, or the common recognised English name (if

there is one). Where I think the mistake of The Garden has been
is in taking a fourth course, and inventing a new English name,
which is neither the translation of the Latin, nor the recognised

English name. For examjjle, Mr. Elwes objects to Monarda Urad-

buryana being called Horse Mint, and I think he is right, tliough

Horse Mint is the American name of one of the Jlonardas (M.
punctata), but not of il. Bradl)uryana. Tlie more correct name
would have been Bradbury's Monarda ; or, if a fuller English name
was wanted, Bradbury's Oswego Tea, or Bradbury's Wild Bergamot,
because both of these are the recognised American names of ilonarda,

and have been adopted in P'ngland.

If Mr. Elwes insists (as ".Tusticia" seems to suppose) that no
plant should be called a Lily or Rose unless it is botanically Lilium
or Rosa, I should not agree with him ; but I do not suppose that to

be his meaning. Lily and Rose and Apple, and many such termina-

tions were applied to many plants with wliich such names have now
no scientific connection ; and the names may well stand, but it would
not be well to extend them further than ordinary use has already
sanctioned. "Justicia's" example of Lent Lilies for Narcis.sus is

not to the point, and he must not for that example claim the high
authority of Sir J. Hooker.

[The instance is directly to the point, and it is only one o/ hun-
dreds wliich could he furnished from the best botanical books old or

new. Mr. Ehoes held that such a name as Fairy Borage could
not he correct because the plant is not a Borage, and, except to a
botanist, has no resemblance to one. " Marijwsa Lilies," said Mr.
Elwes (The Garden, p. 49, July 17), " is inaccurate, because they are
no more Lilies than Tulips or Fritillarles .'" To show that such a
doctrine was wholly contradictory to the accepted practice of botanists

themselves, "Justicia" quotes Lent Lilies in Hooker's "Handbook"
under Narcissus and instances from, Asa Gray, Mr. Ellacomhe
turns aside from the question at issue here, ami obscures the matter

by telling us why the name was used, the point being that it is used
precisely on the principle that Mr. Ehres says is inadmissible.—Ed.]
Hewas perfectly right in giving Lent Lilies as the name of Narcissus,

because that is one of its old English names [of course, no one said he

was ivrong] ; and it is a name we would not willingly lose, for it is of

great etymological interest as being, I Ijelieve, the only instance in

which tlie old word Lent survives as meaning Spring; for theLentLily
is the Lily of Spring, not of the Ecclesiastical Season, i.e., it is

L. veris, not L. cxuadragesim*. Mr. Elwes might rather claim Sir

J, Hooker as an authority on his side, for until the last ten years the
English names of plants were given in the Botanical Mafazine, but
then sucli names were only the literal translation of the scientific

Latin name. This English list has now been discontinued, and I

think riglitly in such a scientific work as the Botanical Magazine :

and I think that, though The Garden might not be willing to follow
this example entirely, it might yet learn one lesson from it, and that
is, that these invented names never take root in the language. The
English names in tlie Botanical Magazine may have been useful to
those who do not understand the Latin, but they have not supplanted
the Latin names, and never will.

I could say a good deal more on this subject, but you will probably
think I have said enough. I fully allow that The Garden has
successfully popularised botany and gardening, but I certainly think
there is a danger tliat in this particular direction the success may
be gained by a misleading process. Henry N. Ellacomee.

Baton Vicarage.

[That a plant should not bear an improper or needless name all will

agree with Mr. EUacombe, but when he leaves tliis question of detail,

which no one wishes to dispute with him, for the essential prin-

ciple of English names, his reasoning is not sound. He accepts
those that are given a few centuries or generations ago, but none of

the present time. The christening of plant babies, legitimate in
English in Shakespeare's time, is now intolerable. New hardy
flowers likely to become very popular are coming to the country as
they were in those early days, but now nobody must give them an
English name. An individual first used the words American Cowslip
a few generations ago, and the words remain ; but the settlers in
California living in our own day must not—having seen
a fair flower abundant in a certain interesting district^
call it Mariposa Lily ! They must wait till the beautiful laws
of botanical nomenclature in a dead language are made clear to
miners and squatters. It would be sad if such reasoning were cha-
racteristic of tlie botanical or horticultural mind generally. That it

is not so is proved by the practice of many of our own best books,
including the latest. Professor Sargent in his recently issued pre-
liminary catalogue of American trees specially asks for local English
names in all cases, and frequently gives moi-e than one English name
in what he has so far published. Such names, though they are in no
way like translations of the Latin ones, may often tell us something
about tlie plant which it is important we should know. Such names
are douljly valuable from the fact that up to the present time botani-
cal descriptions of what we may call the more important facts con-
cerning any tree or plant— its effect in the landscape or in groups or
groves, its beauty or varied aspects at different seasons, even its

colour, which from an artistic or horticultural point of view may
be of supreme importance—is often unnoticed in the description.

As regards the principle on which English names should be given,

we cannot agree with Mr. EUacombe. It must be clear to any one
who looks over a number of English names of plants tliat no one
principle can be or is adopted in their nomenclature. The literal

translations of the Latin word which he offers us as the only alter-

native when tliere is not an accepted English name will not, for a
variety of good reasons, meet tlie public wants. They teach us
nothing but what we know from the Latin, but an English name
invented yesterday iiiaj' teach us a good deal. For instance, the
other day we saw a beautiful Stonecrop, which will shortly be
figured in The Garden. It bore a large head of red blossoms.
The first thought that occurred to any one looking at it in the rock
garden was, that it was the Scarlet Stonecrop, a name which we
shall place on the plate, and which, we venture to say, will prove
a name in common use—useful, English, and descriptive.

A system of English nomenclature may be adopted for the classi-

fication of plants, such as Mr. Ruskin is working at now in his
" Proserpina," but not for the individual species or varieties for

which no one plan of naming can bo accepted. Numbers of English
names that already exist will continue to exist, and many of beau-

tiful Latin names, such aa Iris, will also take their place in our
language. All future English names of species or forms must be
merely additions to these, and, like these, adopted for a variety of

reasons.

The curious part of this matter is our backwardness in regard to
English names. Foreign nations, particularly the French, adopt
their own native names in every possible case. Of course the
neglect of scientific men up to the present time in constructing a
good nomenclature in their own tongue often prevents good ver-

nacular names being given even in France in all cases, but the prin-

ciple is fully accepted by other nations, even in botany ; and in

our own country some distinguished naturalists, among others
Mr. Hancock, thoroughly sympathise with the idea, and do
their best to carry it out. As regards the new English names
taking root in the language, we have perhaps better means of judging
than most of our correspondents, and we have proof that names
fittingly given take root in our language. A gentleman came from
Japan the other day, and spoke to us of the fine bushes he had met
with in a wild state of the Pearl Bush (Exochorda grandiflora), a
name first given in The Garden, in consequence of the appearance
presented by the fine bush of it which furnished tlie specimens for

The Garden plate. Similar instances occur in America, as well as

at home.
We, did time permit, would like to say more on this subject. As

Mr. EUacombe has made it an editorial one we will only add now
that one effect of his calling our attention to the matter will be that

we shall give a more important place to English names than we have
yet done. Not one word in either Mr. Elwes' or Mr. EUaoombe's let-

ter tells against the principle of giving English names to plants
;

and inasmuch as The Garden plates are seen by more English-

speaking people in America and other countries, as well as at home,
than all the magazines figuring plants in colour now published, we
may, without presumption, venture to name the plants in our own
tongue when they lack a good English name, and when the Latin
name is a very uncouth one. The task is not easy, but
it is necessary. Those who think that the desire for English

names is one of the ordinary pviblic only are mistaken. Although the

Latin nomenclature has never been accepted by the public, many of
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tiiem believed it was a solid and needful, if sad, necessity. But those
WHO Wi'tnt to see that it is often as ignor.aiitly and as unscieutitically

cjustnicted as it is bavbarous in look or sound may lind much to

interest them in Mr. Ruskiu's " Proserpina," and here and there in

the writings of some of our most distinguished tiiinkers. The day of

doubt lias come, and the day of English names for the plants in our
gardens and groves will come in due time.— El).]

Giant Seakale.—A plant of Crambe cordifolium now in blos-

som in Mr. Gorrie's garden at Kait Lodge, near Kdinlnn-gli, is 7i ft.

in height, the lower branches of the flower-stalk are i) ft. across, and
the heart-sliaped leaves are also of immense size ; one measured '2 ft.

4 in. by 2 ft. 1 in.—C. M. Owex.

COLUMBINES.
The G.vrdex has more than once recorded my troubles and dis-

appointments in the growing of Columbines. The information and
hints I got on those occasions through its columns were not thrown
away upon me, and this season I am able to say that Columbines
have been the pride of my garden. My habit is to fertilise the best
flowers of Acjuilegia vulgaris from one another, and to go on saving
the best seedlings every year. In tliis way the strain of A.
vulgaris goes on improving, but I cannot succeed either in repro-
ducing any variety from seed or in dividing any plant, so that
every choice seedling

is unique in its way.
Of species of A(|uilegia

I know but little, and
I believe that most of

the bestgardenColum-
bines are hybrids. I

find some difficulty in

getting them named.
One of the best and
earliest garden Colum-
bines, which for two
months has been one
of the binghtest orna-

ments of my garden,

having a tall branch-

ing habit at least 3 ft.

high, and spreading its

flowers like hanging
lamps, the colour being
scarlet with a centre of

clear golden-yellow,

was, I believe, raised

from seed bought of

Mr. Thompson, of Ips-

wich, as Aquilegia ca-

lifomica hybrida.

Another very distinct Columbine of good habit was bought in seed

as A. fragrans, but I am at a loss for its true name, as I cannot get

anyone to name it. A. glanculosa, from Messrs. Grigor, of Forres,

was magnificent, but there is some question as to its right to this

name. Messrs. Backhouse, of York, send out as A. glandulosa

another species having dark ^-iolet sepals and a white corolla, and
much smaller flower. The stalks of their variety when magnified

appear covered with spikes, having a gland at tlie base not unlike

the stings of the common Nettle. The name is said to be derived
from this peculiarity, which is absent in Mr. Grigor's glandulosa.

This glandular variety is now commonly called A. Whitmanniana.
A. coerulea, from seed given to me by ilr. Harpur Crewe, has been
splendid this year. I have had plants with tliirty or forty flowers

open at a time, though they vary much, according to the soil of the
border where they are, being finest in a mixture of rich loam and
peat in a s'leltered place. A dwarf variety, raised from seed under
the name of A. truucata, resembles, except in size, A. californica

hybrida, but the scarlet and yellow are brighter. I can discover no
other distinction.

As may be supposed, now, on the last day of June, Columbines
are nearly over, but one species is only just coming in, the first

flower having expanded to-day. This is the true A. Skinneri. I

have raised a good stock from seed bouglit of Mr. W. Thompson,
of Ipswich, and its habit of flowering when all other Columbines are

past makes it more easy to preserve the true species, as Columbines
hybridise so readily. It has the lower half of the flower bright
green, and is comparatively a rare plant, a long-flowered variety of

canadensis being often sold for it. C. W. DoD.
Eilje. Hall, ilalpas.

Colimibines in Grass in pleasure ground (sketched at Great Tew, Oxon, 1S79).

Double German Wallflowers.—About twelve montlis .ago
I sowed patches of double German Wallflower seed liere and there
on a mixed flower bonier with a northern aspect, ami duriug tlie last
two montlis or more the plants have been a sight to behold. They were
not more.tlian 1 ft. in height, and ni.-iny of them pi'oduced densely
packed spikes of bloom, from 12 in. to 24 in. in length. The colours
an(l shades were extremely varied, and the odour from them most
delightful. I never had Wallflowers witli which I was better pleased,
or obtained such good results from any plants of the kind befcre.
Evidently the time of sowing, manner of growing, and situation
were all in their favour, and this is wliy I wish just now to call
attention to them. (!ood seed should be procured to begin with.
Let it be got now, and sown at once. It should be sown on the spot
on which it is intended to 1-emain. About a dozen seeds may be
placed in a patcli about 1 ft. square, covering them over very lightly
witli some light soil. Water may be given if the seed is long in
germinating ; but if the situation where it is sown is a cool one, no
water will be required, and we prefer a cool situation for them, as:

they grow as well in such as any other, and \\ lieu they come into-

bloom they last double the length of time tliey do in a hot sunny"
place. Probably all the seed may not germinate, and in that,
case the plants may not be too thick ; but should a dozen plants grow
on 1 ft. of space they will be too close, and they sliould be thinned
out as soon as they begin to touch one another. Those which are
drawn out may be planted in other places. Some time after beinc
thinned, the tallest of them may want staking to prevent them from
falling on one side or being broken. Care must be taken wlien they

are coming into flower-
that they have some
support, because if the-

spikes becoMie twisted
or fall over it detracts
from their appearance.
Moderately rich soil

suits them best, and
one-year-old seedling
plants are generally the
most robust ; but the
same plants will grow
and bloom for many
years in succession.
Unlike double Stocks,
double Wallflowers
produce plenty of seed,
and this may be saved
when ripe for sowing
again ; but when it is

desired to keep a good
kind, it must be pro-
pagated from cuttings.
These are best made of
the side shoots which
grow out from the
main stem, and they

should be taken as soon as they can be had after tlie plants are
out of flower. They will root in light sandy soil at the bottom
of a cool wall, but where it can be done they should be covered
over with a handglass until they have formed roots, after
which they may be exposed to the weather, and planted in their
blooming quarters towards tlie autumn Camukian.
Astrantia minor.—The better known A. major may give some

idea of the form of A. minor, but a faint one of its beauty. It is,
on the whole, a neater plant, but its great superiority is chiefly to-
be found in its flowers, which are borne in umbels ; they are finely
arranged, perhaps forty or fifty of them within a neat circle of
bracts, all of a pinkish-grey colour, tipped with green, but the fine
stems, distinctly seen through the blossom, are bright purple, and
give a pleasing appearance to the umbel, the whole not being above
1 in. across ; moreover, it is most agreeably scented like Mayflower
or Bitter Almond. Its miniature beauties compels one to ]iluck the
flowers in order to properly see them. The plant is perfectly liardy,
and does well here in leaf-soil on rockwork slightly sliaded.—
John' Wood, KirL-.^lall.

Yellow Oentaurea.—In table decoration no flower attracts
more attention than the yellow Centaurea, of which some fine blooms
were shov/u the other day at Richmond. It was one of those plants
of which no one seemed to know the name ; but at length I succeerled
in gleaning from ilessrs. Sutton's representative that it was Cen-
taurea involucrata—whether exact ornotwillbe verified as soon as the
stock in their seed grounds is in bloom. I would particularly recom-
mend this beautiful plant to all who employ cut flowers ; it is most
charming, and no doubt, if gTown for market, might be sold freely.
It is a much fuller flower than the blue Corn-cockle.—D.
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THE FRUIT CROPS.

SCOTLAND.
Rossie Priory, Inchture, Perthshire.—On account of the

cold wet season we liad last year, it could scarcely be expected that

the unripened wood and buds of fruit trees would produce good crops,

especially those fruits natives of a warmer climate than that of Scot-

land. The result is what most gardeners anticipated—one of the

poorest crcjis of fruit in general that has been for many years. In

some particular and favoured cases there ai-e partial exceptions, but
they are few and far between. The wood of Peaches and Apricots

retained some of their foliage till they were pruned in spring, the

wood being soft and green. Very few flower-buds were formed,and
they were weak and imperfect, so that Peaches and Apricots are an
almost total failure, and in many instances the trees are in a most
unsatisfactory state, many branches being dead or dying. Plums
are more satisfactory, but they are not above half a crop, the Victoria

being most prolific. Cherries, both sweet and Morello, are under
average, and their foliage much destroyed by caterpillar. Pears,

both on wall and standard, are almost clean, the Hessle being the

only one with anything like a crop, but they are poor as regards size.

Of Apples, the Dunmore Pearmain is the only variety that is fruiting

in general, but even this is not half a crop ; trees healthy and promise
better for another year. Gooseberries nearly an average, but sm.T,ll.

Currants, both Black and Red, are under average, both in quantity
and size. Strawberries are very good, both in quality and quantity.

Raspberries are above the average and growing vigorously. Nuts
are a failure. The above applies only to fruit out-of-doors. Inside

crops are satisfactory.—D. DoiG.

Haddo House, Aberdeen.—In this neighbourhood Straw-
berries, Gooseberries, Black, Red and White Currants, and Rasp-
berries are an excellent crop, both in quantity and quality. Apples
on standards are a complete failure ; on walls we have a few fruit on
Golden Noble, Golden Pippin, Nonsuch. Cellini, Ribston Pippin and
Stirling Castle. Pears are very poor ; a very few fruit on .Jargonelle

Williams' Bon Chretien, Autumn Nclis, Louise Bonne of .Jersey,

and Moorfowl's Egg. Nearly all their last year's growth was killed

back to previous year's wood by the severe frosts of December .3rd

and 4tli. Cherries on young trees of May Duke are a good crop,

on old trees poor ; Morellos fair crop. Plums of all sorts a large

crop. Apricots and i'eaches not grown out of doors
;
good crops of

Peaches under glass.

—

John Fokkest.

Dunmore Gardens, Stirling.—Standard Apples, Pears,

Plums and Cherries almost a failure. Wall Pears, Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots likewise c failure ; Cherries and Plums
medium. .Strawberries, ( iooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries are

good. All the large fruits promised fair at first, but iluring May
and June had about six weeks very dry, very high temperature
through day with parching winds sometimes, and several sharp
morning frosts, which may have been cause along with effects of

last wet season. Codlins which usually bear more or less are almost
blank.—W. Fitzgekalh.

Maybole, Ayrshire.—The Pear and Apple crop here and
district around is quite a failure both on wall trees and standards.

The Keswick Codlin and Lord Suffield are the only Apples that

we have got, and these are very scarce. Plums and Cherries about
half a crop. Strawberries, Raspberries, and Gooseberries a medium
crop ; also Red and White Currants ; but Black Currants are quite a

failure, and the bushes have at present a very bad appearance ; in the

early part of the season they suflfercd greatly from greenfly, now
they are almost leafless. All fruit trees had a very sickly look

about them for a long time, but since the late rains they are now
making healthy wood and foliage.

—

David Murray.

Yester House.—We have not a bushel of Apples and Pears

in the whole garden ; one tree of Lord Suffield on a south
wall has a fair crop, and an Oslin Pippin on an espalier. A few
Pears on a Black Achan or Leather Coat on an east aspect wall.

Plums are a fair crop all on walls here. Cherries a fair crop.

Apricots none. Peaches not grown on walls : those in the houses
have not set well, especially the late sorts. Gooseberries are a fair

crop. R,xspberries a fair crop. Red and Black Currants a good
crop, and Strawberries a good crop ; they never fail here. I

attribute all to the want of sunshine last year and the cold and
wet. Our lowest winter temperature was only 3° above zero

;

it has not killed any of our trees, but done great dam.ige to (ilobe

Artichokes. Some of my neighbours, where their gardens are

situated lower down and near a river, have got a number of their

Apples and Pears actu.ally killed by the frost. Gooseberry and
Currant bushes much injured ; many or indeed all of the large

Hollies killed to the gi-ouud.

—

Alexander Shearer.

Bothwell Oastle.—I regret that I cannot give you a favour-

able account of the crops. In the first place. Peaches are a blank,
their wood being so imperfectly rijiened last year that tliey scarcely
produced a flower. Pears are a great failure, and Apples a very
partial crop and far below an average. Plums and Cherries are also

very thin ; and small fruits, with the exception of Raspberries, do
not reach an average crop. Gooseberries, which are extensively
grown round Glasgow, are thought to be only about the third of an
average crop. In this garden we have had a fair crop of .Straw-

berries and a montli earlier than last year, but growers of them for

the market conijilain bitterly of a great deficiency, as rains come too
late to be of much advantage to them,—Andrew Tukneull.

Cawdor Castle.—.Strawberries, Raspberries, Black and Red
Currants an average crop. Gooseberries very unequal, Warring-
ton's good. Pkims unequal on walls. Golden Drop and Jeft'erson a
fair crop, Victoria on standards fait. Apricots and Cherries half

cropped. I'eaches none. Apples and Pears very few ; Lord Suffield

on espaliers a fair crop. On standards Apples and Pears are, as far

as I have seen, a failure, and if the copious rain we liad for the last

fortnight had not come the small fruits would have been very poor.—James Maiti.and.

'Wigtownshire.—The fruit crops in this part of the country
may be described as miseral)le. Pears and Apples—nearly nil

;

Plums—few and small ; Cherries—.about h.alf a crop ; Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Apricots—little grown out-of-doors, and where grown
few fruit have set, and there were few flowers to set. (iooseberriea

—half a crop and the crop not much more than half the usual size ;

Currants, Black, Red, and Wliite—about half a crop ; Strawberries
—abundant and unusually fine. Peaches and Nectarines under glass

are all that can be desired both for quantity and quality. The
Apple trees, owing to the wet, cold summer, did not ripen their

wood ; indeed, it was comparatively green when the foliage was de-

stroyed with frost ; in consequence, the trees liave suffered severely,

and will take years to recover. The effects on other kinds of fruit

trees appear to have been confined to the loss of a croj) of fruit, the

flower-ljuds either not forming or being imperfectly matured, with
few exceptions.

—

Archibald Fowler.

Balcarres, Colinsburgh.—The fruit crops in this district

are again most unsatisfactory, and in some respects inferior to

those of last year. There was a great promise of bloom, but from the
unripeness of the wood, from the eft'ects of last autumn, they came
to nothing. Ajiples quite a failure with the exception of Kerry
I'ippin, Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield, Pi,ibston Pippin, the latter

on walls. Pears, a few Jargonelle and Autumn Bergamot, but
very few. Some Plums in slieltered places, very few. Cherries

half a crop. Morellos a good crop. Apricots none. Peaches a few,

but not general. .Strawberries half a crop, and very small. The
old plants of Keen's Seedling that have been in use for three or four

years are almost dead. Elton Pine looks better, but a lot of the blooms
came blind, which has reduced the crop very much. Gooseberries,

Currants, Black, Red, and White, a splendid crop ; they have not
been so good for some years. Raspberries good, a heavy crop.

Filberts none.
The Potato crop I never saw looking better ; there is every

prospect of an abundant crop both in the garden and field.—
Edward Tate.

Drumlanrig.—Apples, Pears, and Plums are a complete blank.

The trees produced only a very small amount of weakly blossom.

Damsons are an average crop, and so are Morello Cherries. Currants,

Raspberries, and Strawberries are abundant and good. Gooseberries

scarcely an average crop. .Some young fruit trees that were over-

taken with the severe frost in December in an unripened state have
been injured. One variety, Bedfordshire Foundling, killed.—D.
Thom.son.

Blytheswood, Renfrew.—Wall fruit this year in this

neighbourhood is quite a failure ; the same may be said of standard

Pears and Apples, such sorts as Lord Suffield, King of the Pippins,

and Stirling Castle having only a partial crop. Strawberries are a

heavy croj) ; James Veitch, Amazone, and (iaribaldi are very fine.

Gooseberries are a full average crop. Raspberries a plentiful crop
;

fruit large, and promising a continuance of bearing. All sorts of

Currants are abundant and good.

Potatoes seldom looked better than they are now ; tubers not

extra large, but dry, fine crop and no symptoms of disease.

—

.John

Methven.

Blair Adam, Kinross-shire.—Fruit crops in this county and
in the outskirts of the counties adjoining are this year very un-

satisfactory. Apples all but a blank. Pears very scarce. Plums
under average. Cherries under average, but fruit very good. Straw-

berries just about average. Gooseberries under average. Rasp-
berries over average. Currants under average. There can be no
doubt but that last season has entirely to do with this state of mat-
ters, although I believe the spring frosts hurt considerably the Goose-
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berries ; but as for Apples and Pears, the blossom never was there to

hurt : indeed, all flowering trees and shrubs have been conspieuous by
their absence of blossom. I am beginning to think with regard to

Strawberries that those -who have ground at their couiuiand would do
well to grow them more as biennials, as young plants always stand

the winter best. —JoIIX FoRlTXE.

Dupplin Castle, Perth.—Apples, Apricots, Pears, and Plums
are, as a rule, scarce in this neighbourhood. Amongst Plums, Victoria

and .letl'ersou are the only sorts carrying anything like a crop.

Strawberries on light soils sutl'ereil very mucli from drought during

M.ay and .lune. Small fruits here are a good average crop, but

not general in this county.—Jull.v Bkowninc.

Fyvie Castle.—Apricots scarcely any. Apples almost a

failure ; in gooil situations such hardy sorts as Tower of Glamis,

Hill's Seedling, have a few. Pears not so bad, but thin. Peaches
good in houses, but not much grown on walls. Plums and Cherries

are botli good. Gooseberries and Black I'urrants both thin from
the late spring frosts. Red and White Currants are fair crops.

Strawberries, Black Prince I commenced to gather on the '21st ult.,

a month earlier th.an last season. Sir Joseph Pa.xton now getting

ready, wlien Myatt's Seedling (Improved) will follow ; all are

excellent botli in cjuantity and quality.— R. Farqi'iiar.

Ardross Castle.—Pears, Apples, and Plums are a complete
failure here and in the neighbourhood and o\er most of the north

counties. Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, and Strawberries

promise well in the meantime.

—

Robert Massie.

Gordon Castle.—The great want of sunheat during the spring

and summer of 1879 in the north of Scotland has left its mark on
the fruit crop of the present year, and a general scarcity of fruit on
walls and standards, with the exception of Plums, is the result.

The fine autumn afterwards helped to a considerable degree to make
up for the summer deficiency, and a very large show of imperfect

matured blossom-buds were produced on most kinds of fruit trees

this spring, but the foliage in most cases was too far advanced
before the blossoms opened—a sure sign of weakness—and the conse-

quence is that few set properly. Plums, as before mentioned, are the

best, and although the weatlier was all that could be desired at the

time of flowering, numbers of them only grew the size of Plumlets
and dropped off ; the kinds which have set best are Rivers' Prolific,

Victoria, Kirkes, Columbia, Jefferson, and Green Gage. Pears and
Apples are a very thin crop. Apricots are somewhat better ; fruit

swelling fine, and trees making clean and good growth ; Brussels is

the only sort which has a full crop. Peaches on walls scarcely any
fruit, but trees also making fine growth. All bush fruit and Straw-
berries are plentiful.—J. Web.ster,

Inverkeithing.—Bush fruit crops in this neighbourhood
generally are very abundant with the exception of Black Currants,

which are under the average. Strawberries are a heavy crop, large

berries, and well flavoured. Gooseberries are also extra fine, and the

bushes are quite free from the attacks of caterpillars. Plums on
walls are extremely thin, and we have none on standards. Apples
and Pears are also very thin ; they blossomed well and promised to

be abundant, but strong east winds prevailed at the time which
destroyed the blossoms. Of Apples, Lord Suflield, Stirling Castle,

and Ecklinville Seedling we have a fair sprinkling. Cherries are

a failure.

—

George Ram.say.

Tyninghame.—There is very little to report with regard to

the hardy fruit crops of the current season. Apples and I'ears are

very bad. Apricots very scarce. Plums a poor crop. Cherries
fair. Strawberries a third of a crop or less. Gooseberries and
Raspberries and Currants about an average. Very many Apple
trees have either been killed outright or damaged past recovery
by the severity of the past season. The one Fig tree which we
have at present outside on a wall was cut back at the points, and
is now swelling a small crop of what will be very fine fruit.

Strawberries have suffered very much indeed this past winter, even
more so than the one preceding, difference of position having
apparently more effect on the hardiness of the several varieties than
anything inherent in themselves.—R. P. Brotherston.

Eglinton Castle, Irvine.—Pears and Apples are a very
poor crop in general, in fact it might be said a complete failure,

arising from the cold wet summer and autumn of last year, and fol-

lowed by a very severe winter ; any blossom that was very weak
had no chance of setting, as March, April, and May was a cor-

tinuation of cold north-east winds. The trees also are very much
infested with maggots, so much so that plenty of them have not a

healthy leaf left. Plums are also scarce. Cherries thin, but better

than some former years. Black Currants a scarce crop, and bushes
very much hurt with fly. Red and White Currants very plentiful

and good. Gooseberries plentiful. Raspberries good. Strawberries

good crop, although they suffered from the cold winds in spring and

the dry weather during May and early part of June. We find
President do best here ; Duke of Edinburgh did not stand the last

winter well.

—

John (!ray.

IRELAND.
Powerscourt, County 'Wicklow.—Apples very few on

standards, an average crop on espaliers. Apric()ts very scarce.

Peaches a complete failure in the open air. Plums a full .average

crop on walls. I'ears almost a failure. Small fruit of all sorts

abundant. Strawberries very mucli damaged with slugs and rain.

1 find among Apples that Lord Sultield, Ecklinville Seedling, War-
ner's King, and Early Margaret are among our surest croppers, and
have withstood the trying tests of the past severe seasons very well.

Lord Sullield in particular can be relied upon for a crop.

—

W. I'\)RIiES.

Ne'wtown Stewart.— Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots not
grown. i'e.-vrs none. Apples very poor. Plums very good.

Cherries good. Strawberries good, but cannot gather for rain.

(Gooseberries very plentiful. Currants, Black and Red, good.

Things are not better in our neighbourhood. A neighbour gathered
2 tons 16 cwt. of (iooseberries off less than half an acre of ground,

getting £12 per ton for them. I will send a short statement as to

kinds later on.—A. Du'Kson.

Birr Castle, King's Co.—The fruit crops in this district are

anything but satisfactory with the exception of small fruits, which
are very abundant and fine. Strawberries have been a very heavy
crop, the berries attaining a great size. Gooseberries are also a very

heavy crop ; the bushes are literally loaded with fruit. Raspberries

and Currants of all kinds have been equally good. Pears are a com-
plete failure, and Apples iue very thin, and continually dropping off

the trees. The only kinds that are carrying a crop are Lord Suffield

and New Hawthornden. Plums are very scarce. Cherries after

blossoming splendidly set a very light crop. Peaches and Figs on

open walls quite a failure, the trees themselves almost dead.—T. J.

Hart.
Headfort House, Kells, Meath.—The fruit crops this

year with us, excepting small fruits, are very bad. Apples, Pears,

Plums, Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs are nearly a failure.

The Fig trees were nearly all killed by the frosts of the last two
winters ; Nectarines the same. Peaches suffered a great deal ; so

much rain last year that the wood never ripened. Apples and Pears

there was no bloom, nothing worth speaking about. Cherries are a fine

crop ; the trees in the woods are loaded ; I never saw a better crop.

Strawberries are very fine ; the President and the Wizard of the

North have been very fine ; could not possibly be better. Currants,

Gooseberries, and Raspberries are also very good. Nuts very few.

We are having a quantity of rain just now, and that will not be very

beneficial for the prospect for next year, though the trees are making

good wood, which is more than they did last year. I consider it

(|uite useless to attempt to grow Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and
Figs in the open air here ; we have so much rain, and the winters so

severe, we can never get the wood properly ripened.

The Potato crops this year are looking very well at present ; the

weather in May just suited them. I dug some Ashleafs the last of

May ; tliese were planted in February. Early Rose, Climax, and

Beauty of Hebron are very fine, but rather soft at present, owing to

the heavy rains we have had this month. The field Potatoes are

growing away at a great pace. I do not like the Champion, for in

my opinion they are making too much haidm. We are sadly in

want of fine weather now, or I am afraid that the Potatoes will

suffer ; then it will be hard to say what the consequence will be.

—

John Clews.

Dromoland, Clare.—The fruit crop in this locality is not

quite up to the average. Strawberries and Gooseberries excepted.

Apples, Pears, Plums, and Peaches are almost nil; last winter the

Peach trees held their leaves quite green up to the middle of

January, and durmg spring all died back and have not grown so freely

since. Figs look well, and should the autumn be fine will be a fair

crop.

The Potato crop in this part has not looked so well these many
years, and there is every promise of an abundant harvest of the

Champion.

—

Wm. Wilson.

Mount Stewart, Newtonards.—The fruit crops in this

neighbourliood are much under average ; the late unfavourable

seasons have been very much against the ripening of the wood,

hence so many weakly fruit-buds and dead spurs. Apples a poor

crop. Pears a failure. Plums under average. Cherries a fair ave-

rage. Peaches a failure. Figs are doing well here on open walla.

Strawberries a good average. Small fruit a fair crop. A few of the

Apples that have done best here are Irish Peach, King of Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Nonsuch, Ribston Pippin, and Blenheim Pip-

pin. In the kitchen Apples, Lord Sufiield is certainly the best for

an early kitchen Apple, and Warner's King and Dumelow's Seedlmg
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for a late. A few of the Pears that liave done best are Williams
Bon Chri5tien, Louise Bonne of Jersey. Marie Louise, Hacon's Incom-
parable, Beurre iSuperfin, General Todleben, ami Glou Morceau.
These have stood the severe seasons better than many of the newer
varieties. Plums—none can come up to the Victoria as a good hardy
serviceable Plum ; Kirke's and Coe's Golden Drop are our next best

and hardiest Plums. Cherries—May Dake and Elton are the Cherries

that are found best in this locality.—.1.48. Tavlor.

Kilkea Castle, Mageney.—The fruit crops as a whole are

very uneven. Strawberries—an extraordinarily good crop ; Cherries

medium ; Raspberries very good ; Currants and Gooseberries

very fair ; Apples, Pears, Plums and Peaches, with few exceptions,

a failure. For the last few years fruit trees, for the want of sun-heat
did not ripen the wood, neither had the fruit-ljuds the stout, plump
character which is essential to a satisfactory set when the bloom has

fallen ; therefore the crops have been very uneven and in some cases

a failure.—W. A. Emeky.
Q-lenarm, Co. Antrim.—The fruit crops in this garden and

this district are almost a complete faihire. .Small fruits are pretty
fair, but Apples, Pears, and Plums are quite a faihire.—D. T.a.ylor.

Maynooth.—Respecting fruit crops in this part of Kildare,

they are as follows :—Apples none. Apricots few, under average.

Many of the trees both young and old have lost large branches,

which have died back lately. Cherries average crop of early and
late. Currants heavy crops of Red and Black. Figs none grown
outside, but plenty under glass. Gooseberries lieavy crop, and
very fine. Nectarines not grown outside, under glass fair. Peaches
not grown outside, trees under glass been much troubled with
mildew all through the spring. Pears average crop. Plums heavy
crop. Raspberries very plentiful. Strawberries heavy crop. The
season has Ijeen good, and nearly all kitchen garden crojjs and fruit

are a month earlier than last year.—E. Knowldin.
Mount Shannon, Limerick.—The fruit crops here and

neighbourhood are not satisfactory. Peaches out-of-doors are a very
bad crop, and far below the average of other years. Apricots fair

average crop on some trees, but suli'ered very much from the
severe weather last autumn and winter. Cherries (May Duke and
Morellos) are a fair average crop. Plums, average crop of Jefferson ;

the rest very inferior to last year. .Strawberries are very plentiful

and above the average of other years. Bush fruit average. Apples
and Pears very mucii under the average : there are a few orchards
in the neighbourhood tliat have not suffered very much from last

winter. Figs (average crop), I am afraid, will not ripen, as they are
swelling very little.

—

John O'Toolk.

Dunse.—A report of the fruit crops for this year is an easy matter,
owing to badly ripened wood and the severe frost of December, 1879.

Peaches in many instances are dead. Apricots suffered very much,
while Apples and Pears had no bloom. There are a few Plums,
Gooseberries, Strawberries, and Raspberries, and Currants of sorts

are a good crop.

The absence of bloom on the Thorn, Elm, Beech, Horse
Chestnuts, Ash, Larch, and all forest trees is most conspicuous

;

while in localities 200 ft. elevation and under the Oaks have
suffered severely and others are dead. The same must be said

of Laburnums, Mountain Ash, and Hollies, Shrubs are cut to

the snow line, so that really all vegetation suffered severely.

Veg3table crops are doing well, and are healthy and vigorous.

Cereals of all sorts promise to be an abundant crop, and Potatoes
and Turnips, both in field and garden, never looked better at this

period of the season. Grass is abundant. Altogether the year 1880
gives promise of being a good year to gardener and agriculturist,

though the fruiterer will not have much trouble with home produce.
—P. LONEV.

Oastle Upton, Antrim.—In this locality fruit crops are in

two ways decisive—small fruits good, standard and tender kinds
scarcely any. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots none. Pears,
none. Apples none, except a few on walls, notably Ribston Pippin,
King of the Pippins, and Nelson's Glory. The trees appear gene-
rally paralysed, scarcely making any growth ; no such thing as Apple
prunings for stakes here this season. From April ilj until May 8

we had frost each night, ranging from .5' to 12^ (mean 7°), which
crippled fruit-buds very much, and which were at that date just

about opening, and what fruit did set nearly all subseiiuently dropped.
To make the matter worse the trees became blighted from the ravages
of green fly, and which also attacked wall and bush fruits ; but from
the two latter we were able to keep them in check through the regu-

lar use of soap-suds applied with force from the garden engine.
Standard Plums none ; on south walls a fair sprinkling ; other aspects
not so good. The same may be said of Cherries, but what trees did
fruit bore heavier crops ; Morellos flowered and set an abundant
crop, but fully half dropped at the stoning period. Strawberries
most abundant, but, unfortunately, as they were beginning
to colour a period of wet weather set in which caused the fruit to

rot in large quantities, and those saved were deficient in flavour.

Raspberries also very full crop and good. Red, White, and Black
Currants excellent. Gooseberries most abundant and good fruit;
bushes borne down and requiring to be propped. Generally speak-
ing, the latter six, viz., Cherries, Plums, .Strawberries, Raspberries,
Currants, and Gooseberries, are from three weeks to a month earlier

tlian last ye<ar. It would be interesting to know why it is that all

the bush and low-growing fruits are this year good crops, and all

tree or high-growing kinds are almost nil in that respect. Is it

because they are nearer th.e ground, thereby escaping winds, &c.
likewise getting more direct sun, and that again reflected ? or, to put
it in a nutshell, being nearer the ground they receive more heat ?

—

S.iMUEL KeVAN.

SUPPLEMENTARY FRUIT REPORTS.
Osmaston Manor, Derbyshire.—Apples medium crop-

Pears and Apricots very scarce. Plums and Damsons full average
crops. .Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Red, Black, and
White Currants good crops. Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs grown
indoors and Cherries good crops. Filberts gootl crop, and Hazel
Nuts the same. The soil here is almost all gravel, and to grow fruit

well clay should be used to co-operate with it. The following are

the best fruits for this district : Pears—Marie Louise, Louise Bonne
of .Jerse}', Williams' Bon Chr(;'tien, Gansel's Bergamot, Comte de
Lamy, Beurr6 d'Aremberg, Easter Eeurrt?, Winter Nelis, Glou
Morceau, Passe Colmar, and Jargonelle. Apples (best dessert)

—

Court Pendu Pliit. Cox's Orange Pippin, Gravenstein, Ribston
Pippin, Sturmer Pippin, Maigaret, Fearn's Pippin, and others.

Kitchen do.—Blenheim Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Hawthornden, both
old and new, Keswick Codlin, Manks Codlin, Northern (Jreening,

Dumelow's .Seedling, Warner's King, Waltham Abbey, Lord Suf-

field, Minch.am's Crab, and others. Cherries—Elton, May Duke,
Black Tartarian, Black Eagle, Bigarreau Napoleon, and others.

Plums—Blue Gage, Green Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Dove Bank,
Kirke's, JeH'erson, Victoria, Washington. Black Currants—N.aples.

Red Currants—Warner's Grape and Victoria. Gooseberries

—

AVarrington, Crown Bob.

—

John Booth.

Petworth, Sussex.—In this part of Sussex Apples are very

thin in most places, in many orchards none. There are good
crops of cider fruit in many places. Of some sorts there are a fair

croj), such as Lord .Sutfield and other Codlins, Scarlet Nonpareil,

lugestrie Yellow, King of the Pippins, Dumelow's .Seedling, Dutch
Mignonne, Cockle Pippin, and Ribston Pippin. Many Apple trees

have suffered very much from last year's unripened wood ami severe

frost in winter. Pears are nearly a failure ; most trees have suffered,

some nearly killed, owing to unripened wood and severe winter, but

many are making very good growth this season, and appear already to

be forming plenty of fruit-buds for next season, so I look forward to the

next as a better year. Plums—abundant crop of every kind. Damsons
and Bullaces also are plentiful. There has been a deal of blight on
Plums, so that the foliage does not look very healthy. Cherries,

heavy crop ; trees very much affected with black fly, which caused

much of the fruit to be dirty and useless. I have had the finest lot

of Cherries 1 ever grew on the walls, but had some trouble to keep

down the fly. Morellos promise to be a very heavy crop, and good

fruit. The Kentish Cherry is very good. Bigarreau Cherries have

cracked this year ; we had heavy rains when nearly ripe. Goose-

berries abundant and very fine in phces ; some parts there are

scarcely any. I think the late frosts caught many trees in exposed

and damp land ; there were great quantities set, but turned yellow

and dropped. I fancy last year's wet season had much to do

with the crops, as they are much the best on our driest land.

Red Currants very good everywhere. Wliite Currants very good,

large, and clean. Black Currants, fruit small, not nearly so good as

in past seasons ; I have only seen one really good sample ; these were

grown on a wall. Strawberries abundant and heavy crop, excel-

lent fruit and flavour ; I never saw a better Strawberry season than

we have had in this part of Sussex. Peaches nearly a failure ; I

have seen a few where well protected, but very thin, as the wood
is so weak and unripe ; the bloom was thin and poor. I have a

fine lot just under the glass coping for about 4 ft. wide from top

of wall, many more than I could let remain. On the lower parts of

trees there are none, which plainly proves the crops of Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots are entirely lost this year on account of

the wood not ripening last season ; the glass coping protected the

trees only for a certain distance. I removed three Peach trees

out of a house in Nos'ember ; these have a fine crop of fruit, and
were only protected with a few Fir boughs (the wood was ripe).

Nectarines the same as Peaches. Apricots a heavy crop set as

thick as possible about 4 ft. wile under glass coping ; not a fruit

on trees that were not protected with the glass coping ; none on

lower parts of trees. Figs very thin, indeed most of the trees were

killed back very much, both standards and on walls. Nuts none
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of any kind. Mctllars look woU for a good croii. Quinces very
thin. Raspberries plentiful and good. Grapes scarely any ; I

have n)t seen one good show for a crop. Mulberries—cannot tell

about tlie crop at present. Cranberries not so good a show for
fruit as usual. —(Jf.o. Brkkse.

Knowsley, Lancashire.—All kinds of fruit trees, excepting
Peaches and Nectarines, bloomed abundantly here. Apricots set

freely, and are a fair crop, (.'berries and I'lums also .set well, but
the fruit is smaller than usual and the trees have less growth about
theui than they commonly have at tliis time of year. I attribute
this to the extreme dryness of the spring months ; indeed, there can
be no doubt that many wall and other trees suti'ered severely at
that time for want of rain, especially such as were lifted or root-

pruned in the autumn and winter previous. Our trees had large
(loses of liquid manure at intervals, which helped them over their

dithculties to a considerable e.Ktant. Pears are a scanty crop on the
whole ; the best crops are to be found on Jargonelle, Beurre d'Aman-
lis, Beurre Diel, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Ne Plus Meuris.
Apples are more plentiful, but still only a partial crop, Keswick
Codlin, Lord .Suttield, Winter Hawtliornden, Co.x's Orange Pippin,
and one or two local sorts being among the best. Small fruits are
abundant and goo<l, although Strawberries have been a good deal
damaged by storms and floods during the ripening period.—F.
H-iKKISOX.

Cobham Park, Surrey.—Orchard fruit trees and espaliers,

both Apples and Pears, are a complete failure here. I think I

shall not have a bushel of Apples in the whole place. I have only
one Pear tree that is carrying a crop, and that is on the west aspect
wall. Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Marie Louise, and Jargonelle, on
the same aspect about a quarter crop. Plums on west wall, Coe's
Golden Drop, Goliath, Jefferson, Green Gage, Autumn (iage ; these
have all a very good crop. Green Gage on east wall half a crop.

Filberts none. Mulberries none ; all the small bearing wood killed.

Bigarreau Xapoleon Cherries and Morello nearly all dropped at
stoning. Standard Orleans Plum a good crop. Apricots hardly any.
Peaches and Nectarines none. These had not shed their leaves until

the commenoeraent of this year, so I did not expect any fruit. I
have looked over the wall and find three Peaches and one Nectarine.
Quinces a good crop. Walnuts none. Gooseijerries, P^aspberries,

and Currants are an abundant crop. Strawberries British Queen,
La Grosse Suoree, Sir Charles Napier, Sir .Joseph Paxton, Vicomtesae
Hericart de Thury, have all been very fine, but .Sir Charles Napier
has been the best. The fruit crop is a general failure all tbrougli
this district, except a few Keswick Codlin Apples here and there.
—T. H. Bowles.

Morningside, Kidderminster.—I am sorry again to have to
report a great failure in tlie fruit crops here and in this neighljour-
hood. Apples are very thin indeed, the only sorts bearing at all

being Lord .Suffield. Dumelow'a Seedling, Small's Admirable, Eok-
linville Seedling (the two latter never fading bearers), Bedfordshire
Foundling, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Lodgemore Nonpareil : up-
wards of thirty other sorts have scarcely a fruit. Pears may be
said to be almost nil. Easter Beurre carries the best crop, Beurre
d'Aremberg and Louise Bonne of Jersey come next, and manj' other
sorts, some forty in number, are represented by a fruit here and
there, whilst the great majority of the trees are entirely out of
bearing, which I attribute mostly to the wet and sunless autumns
of the two past 3-ears. (,!uinces have been very scarce for several
years past, but, strange to say, there is a sprinkling of fruit this
year. Plums, which bid fair to be the crop of the season, are
mostly very thin and partial, the sorts which threatened a heavy
crop being destroyed by bliglit. Victoria seems to take the lead ;

then, perhaps, comes Early Prolific (but very much blighted), Per-
shore, Belgian Purple (a first rate sort), Autumn Beauty (one of
the best late sorts). Cox's Emperor or Denbigh, and Orleans ; Trans-
parent Gage, which does so well in the north, is a failure here. It
has been tried in every way on walls. There are a few Green Gage,
Reine Claude de Bi-.-ay, aud Goes Golden Drop, but the Plum tribe
as a whole are bearing very small crops. Damsons also are scarce
and much affected by aphides. The cluster Damson carries the
beat crop, and the trees are the cleanest. Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots on walls are a great failure. Under glass these are gener-
ally very fine this season, as also are Grapes of some fifteen varie-
ties ; Madresfield Court, Alicante, Mrs. Pince, anl Bowood are taking
the lead. I am very sorry I ever planted Duke of Buccleuch ; I can
do nothing with it, and it quite spoils the appeanance of one of my
Vineries. Cherriesare apartialandforthemosfc partathin crop, and are
scarcely worth growing, the birds, whatever you do, generally obtaining
the mastery. Of small fruits we have a good croi>. with tlae exception of
Black Currants, which are very scarce indeed. Black Naples and Lee's
Prolific are still the best sorts to grow. Gooseberries are very good,
and not so much infested by the caterpillar as usual ; Companion
and Warrington are our favourites. P^ed Currants and Raspberries

are also a good crop. The latter are trained on arches, so that the
new canes do not interfere with the ripening fruit, whilst the canes
themselves have a better chance of ripening their wood for the
coming year. Filberts are a total failure. I saw tliis would be the
case early in the year, there being very few female blossoms and
scarcely iiny catkins, so that I took the opportunity to well thin
out the bushes of their gross wood. They are now making' a
(|uantity of thin bearing sprays, which look well for the next season.
Tile sorts chiefly grown here, and on a large scale, are the Lambert
Filbert aud the Cosford Nut, planted alternately, and generally get
heavy crops. Strawberries have been an excellent crop, but very
much spoilt by the heavy rains, which have defied all kinds of

protection. The later fruits are, however, much cleaner and higher
flavoured, and the plants are not showing the usual signs of

exhaustion after bearing heavy crops ; so far the rains have done
good. Our twelfth year's British (,|ueen beds are still the pride of

the g.arden, and will not be dug in this time. Early Crimson Pine
and Amy Robsart have borne heavy crops of early fruit, and still

keep bearing, so also have Fair Lady, Empress, Alpha, and
Hundredfold. Of the newer sorts, Loxford Hall Seedling and Marshal
McMahon are excellent sorts. The latter is the best grower, but
both produce abundance of good fruit. Of new Continental
varieties. Crown Prince of Cxermany (Goeschke) is a very handsome
fruit and promises well. I am imformed that this is one of the
best of the Continental sorts. Kcenig Albert von Sachsen, Deutsche
Kaiserin, and Professor Dr. Liebig (all by Goeschke) are here on
trial, but have not yet fruited sufficiently to enable me to form an
opinion of their merits. They .are all three reported to bear
enormous berries (especially Von Sachsen) of high flavour. On the
whole the general fruit crop must be regarded as very scant and
disappointing.

I may mention that Potatoes are showing signs of the disease,

but as we always plant our late sorts first, we are enabled to lift the
crop before the murrain does much damage. Late American Rose is a
favourite for this purpose. Magnum Bonuin is also good, but more
fickle as to soil. Victoria is invariably diseased here, and Red-
skin Flourball we have been obliged to discard. It crops im-
mensely and resists the disease well, but is seldom eatable till

February, and then is not very good. We are trying .Sutton's

Reading Abbey (late), and as yet it is free from disease. Of early

sorts we adhere to Veiteh's Improved Ashleaf, Rivers' Ashleaf,

Myatt's Prolific aud Early Rose, in the order of succession and all

are good sorts and good croppers.—W. Roden.

Bearwood, Wokinghana.—Our best crops of fruits this

season are Plums, Cherries, Strawberries, and bush fruits. Plums
on walls and standard trees are a fine crop, and most promising.

Apples and Pears are very thin. Peaches and Nectarines are thin ;

some sorts of Peaches, such as Bellegarde, Noblesse, and Late Admi-
rable, are carryi.ig moderate crops, and looking very well. Apricots

are poor ; our trees suffered much from last season. Filberts are a
poor crop. On the whole, the fruit crops here and in this neighbour-

hood are anything but satisfactory.

Potatoes, on the otiier hand, are very fine. I never saw them
look better. Our early kinds, Veiteh's Ashleaf and Hammer-
smith Kidney, are splendid. No disease found at present.

—

James
Te.;,i.

Eden Hall, Cumberland.—Apricots a very thin crop. Apples
the same ; the bloom fell owing to cold east winds. Cherries poor,

except Morellos. tlooseberries a heavy crop. Red and White Currants

good. Black very much blighted. R-aspberries a good crop here.

Strawberries poor, owing to wet weather. Filberts scarce. Pears

never-have been so scarce ; hardly any bloom. Peaches none out-

side, heavy crop in houses.

Potatoes looking well, a very fair crop, but soft from the effects

of rain. All other crops in farms and gardens are looking well.

—

F. BLAf'KWOOIl.

Southgate, Middlesex.—Apples in this neighbourhood are

an une(iual crop, the hardiest free-fruiting kinds are carrying enough

fruit, the more tender sorts little. Pears are a failure generally,

but some trees of small or medium size that, tlirough root-pruning

or recent taking up and replanting have made little wood growth,

are bearing a good crop. Plums of the free-fruiting varieties are

bearing sufficient fruit, particularly standards ; the best dessert sorts

are thin. Cherries have fruited moderately ; not so full as usual.

Apricots are thin in some places ; enough fruit set aud grew on for a

time, but many have fallen oS' within the last few weeks. Peaches

and Nectarines are very partial ; in some gardens there is enough

fruit, in others very little. Figs in most cases a comjjlete failure
;

the trees much injured by the severity of the winter. Nuts very

thin. Strawberries have been a full crop in most places, but were

very soon over. Gooseberries a moderate crop, but not hea\-y in

many gardens. Currants of all kinds thinner than usual. Rasp-

berries generally fruiting well.—T. Baixes.
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PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
Apple and Pear Wall Trees.

Pew or no improvements have to be suggested in the

training of these. The instructions usually given on the

subject of wall training are good, except where fantastical

methods of training are recommended. P-oth the Pear and
Apple succeed on the fan and horizontal systems, but the last

is the best, as it gives the most evenly balanced and fruitful

tree, and suits either a high or a low wall. In the fan system

the trees are apt to produce strong unfertile branches in the

centre, and they are at all times disposed to bear fruit chiefly

at the extremities of the branches, leaving the centre of the

tree comparatively fruitless. In ordinary well-managed,

horizontally trained trees, on the other hand, the bottom

branches are usually as strong as the top ones, and they

are fruitful from end to end, and this is due entirely

to the system of training, which is simple and easy. The
tree is trained, whether against espaliers or walls, with a

straight central trunk, and the branches are led off from it

right and left at right angles, and about 9 in. asunder. The
first year the maiden shoot is cut back to within 6 in. of the

ground, and the following year three shoots are permitted to

grow—two side ones and a leader. The two first are allowed

to grow without being nailed in, in order to promote vigour,

and towards the end of the season they are nailed to the wall

in a perfectly horizontal position, and the leader is trained

upwards. At the winter pruning the leader is cut back to

about 6 in. from the bottom bud, but the two side shoots

are not shortened at all. The third year three shoots are

again produced, and are treated in the same way, two extra

horizontals being laid in, while the first two extend consider-

ably at their extremities; and this practice is followed till the

central trunk reaches the top of the wall and the side limbs

have filled the space allotted to them. The plan of leaving

only two horizontals each season is a safe plan, and insures the

production of branches in their right place ; but some practi-

tioners lead off double that number every year, and succeed

very well. In such a case the leader should not, however, be

cut so far back. While the trees are young and extending

fast they do not produce much breast-wood, but fruit-buds

principally ; but when they do the shoots should be shortened

back once or twice during the summer, and cut back to one or

two buds at the winter pruning—in fact, treated as cordons.

It is a good plan to plant riders of Apples and Pears on high

walls or espaliers. They do very well and help to cover the

wall very much sooner. Fan-trained trees are trained in the

same way as Plums as regards the origin and distribution of

the branches, and the breast-wood is managed in the same
way as in horizontally-trained trees.

Cordons.—The cordon Apple or Pear illustrates in the

most instructive and beautiful manner the nature and advan-

tages of the extension principle, and is, in itself, quite a suffi-

cient refutation of the necessity of the restriction system as

applied to dwarf trees. The cordon system was first fully

explained and advocated in this country in the Parks Mid
Gai'dens of Paris, a work illustrating French horticulture, and
since that period the .system has become familiar to English

gardeners, the majority of whom were quite ignorant of it,

though it has been long understood and practised in France.

The advantages of the system in some aspects are manifest at

a glance. A wall 12 ft. or 18 ft. high cannot be covered for

many years by either the horizontal or fan systems ; whereas,

by employing cordons, it may be completely clothed from top

to bottom in four or five years, and even less, with strong-

growing varieties. The trees can also be trained horizontally

to low wires stretched along the edges of walks and borders,

or elsewhere, wherever there is space for them'.

There are several kinds of cordons, viz., the single and the

double. The single cordon consists of only one limb, and the

double cordon of two, and in either case they may be trained

vertically, oblique, or horizontally, and against walls or to low
wires. B, in fig. 14 (p. 41), is a perfect simple cordon, although

a branch from an ordinary Apple tree, the principle involved

being the same exactly in both cases. Young cordons are

usually planted with one maiden shoot. If a simple cordon

be desired the .shoot is laid in its whole length vertically,

obliquely, or horizontally, according to circumstances, and is

never cut back at any period of its growth, but allowed to

extend longitudinally as fast as it will, the side wood-shoots

being pinched closely as they grow. In the double cordon

the maiden shoot is cut back to near the ground, and two
shoots are led away from it instead of one, and are trained

right and left horizontally on borders, and obliquely or vertically

on walls, and about 9 in. apart. It matters little which method
of training is adopted, as in all positions the buds break

regularly. We have seen vertical cordons 1 8 ft. high that were

furnished throughout, though the strong leaders had never been

topped. The impression exists that depression and tying down
of the shoots is necessary to cause the buds to break regu-

larly, hence the suggestions that have been offered from time

to time with that object, one writer not long since proposing

to tie stones to the trees in order to pull them down ; but

the idea is a mistaken one. That depressing the shoots does

facilitate the breaking of the back buds on a shoot it is not

denied, but in practice it is not worth while doing so.

In training cordons permit the leader to grow, and pinch

the side shoots at every two or three joints successively, and

prune back to a good bud in winter. Natural spurs

chiefly will be jtroduced while the leaders are extending, and

few lateral shoots, but when the leaders reach the top of the

wall and get permanently stopped, side shoots necessarily

push, and must be kept within bounds. J. S. W.

(To he continued.)

Failure of Fruit Crops.—The interesting returns of the state

of fruit crops over England will cause the years 70-80 long to be re-

membered, more especially to tliose who grow fruit for market. la
the Clevelaml district of Yorkshire the failure of fruit crops will be
disastrous. Tlie cold, withering spring, after such a severe winter,

has left a blighted, unhealthy appe.arance on all fruit trees and bushes.

On Pear trees the bark may be seen cracked and falling off in patches,

as in old decayed trees, and although the bark of Apple trees do not

show the injury like the Pear, I found that after the severe frost in

December the bark in young Apple trees was quite raised from the

wood. In old Gooseberry and Black Currant bushes the dead and
withered ajjpearance is very remarkable. The Peach trees on walls

about .Stokesley are quite killed, and a large proportion of the Apricot

trees in Cleveland are injured beyond recovery. The Gooseberry is

grown in South Durham and in North Yorkshire in considerable

quantity for market, and over this large district the crop may be

said to be a failure, and to the working population of the villages the

loss will be severely felt. As far as I have observed, there is no
variety of fruit bush that has been sufficiently hardy to withstand

the test of this season. I may make exception of Gooseberry In-

dustry, which I have known for some years without a sign of

failure. This variety was well spoken of in The Gardex two
years ago, and can without hesitation be recommended as a sure

and productive bearer.

—

Charles McDonald, Garden House,

Stokesley.

Stopping Red Currant Bushes.—It is an excellent plan

to treat all Red and White Currants the same as pyramid Pears

and other fruits are treated at their summer pruning, viz., to stop

or shorten all superfluous growth to at least half their length. The
advantages are that the fruit gets the benefit of light and air to

ripen it thoroughly, and the energy of tlie tree, instead of being ex-

pended on elongating the shoots to be cut off in winter, is directed to

the formation of llower-buds for next year's crop. Any one giving

this system a trial will, I feel sure, adopt it in future.—J. G.,

Linton.
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

GOLDEK'S HILL.

Last winter (Dec. 1,3, 1879) we gave some account of a

garden ou the western border of Hampstead Heath, within

live miles of our printing otKce, with an illustration from

a photograph by Yerncn Heath, and we may refer to that

number of Thk Gakdex those of our readers who wish to

study simple and artistic treatment of a suburban garden,

where an open lawn, with groups of fine trees, are harmo-
nised with gradually receding distances, and a distant view

extending some twenty- miles.

more extensive, and we trust that the Metropolitan Board
of Works will not delay much longer the improved paths
and roads the public have been expecting from them ever
since the Act of Parliament confided the Heath to tlieir

care for the benefit of the metropolitan ratepayers and the
population generally. A great opportunity is open to the

Board, and we trust it will not bo neglected.

The Cow Parsnip.—I have nothing to add to the remarks
(p. 'IS) on tlie plant bearing the name Heracleum giganteum
further than to state that H. giganteum is not the Cow Parsnip at
all, which is a strong, bold-looking British plant—H. Sphonilylium.
Of course, neither of the two are Parsnips proper (Pastinaoa sativa).

Cows are voraciously fond of the British plant ; but H. giganteum has

View in the gardens at Golder's HiU.

The present engraving is from a sketch made by Mr.

Alfred Parsons from the terrace on the garden front of the

house, looking a little south by west. To the left of the

Poplars in the middle of the drawing the hill in the distance

is Harrow ; Windsor is still further to the left, concealed

by the Oak on the border of the ornamental water. In the

foreground to the left some of the lower branches are seen

of a fine Spani.sh Chestnut, which sweep down on to the

smooth lawn. To the right the trunks of some fine Elms,

Scotch Firs, and Limes rise boldly from ths grassy slope,

while great variety of tint is afforded by climbing Roses,

Pampas Grass, and some fine old Hollies. A view very

similar to that in our engraving may be seen from various

parts of Hampstead Heath. Some of the views are even

no more to do with the cow than Rosa canina has with the dog. So

inveterately are these trifling errors perpetu.ited, that the attempt

to set the matter right has cost me a friend, who wrote to me for

six strong-growing plants for a wilderness kind of place—one

to be the Cow Parsnip—and my presuming to say which of the two
pjlants was really the right one ended in the above result. So much
for a common error.

—

Thomas Williams, Ormskirk. [Cow Parsnip,

in the " T>-ea3ury of Botany," is said to be "a common name for

any Heracleum."]

Cyperus textilis.—M. Caille, Botanic Garden, Bordeaux, has

lately made known a new plant from Japan, whose culture is simple,

and whose leaves make an excellent ligature. It has been known
in botanic gardens twenty years as Cyperus textilis. It is essenti-

ally aquatic, and so vigorous, that at Boideaux, where it is planted in

ordinary soil, it reaches a height of nearly .5 ft. It is, however,

prudent to protect the plant in winter. It may be increased by seed

sown in fine, slightly damp earth, by cuttings, or by young shoots
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which appear at the base of the leaves in the month of August.

—

L'Illustration Horticok.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

New and Rare Hardy Plants.—The following plants are

spoken highly of by Mr. Thompson, Ipswich, who has them all in

flower at the present time :—Castilleja indivisa, a beautiful Colorado

plant with dense terminal tufts of scarlet bracts ; Delphinium cardi-

nale, with scarlet flowers much larger tlian those of D. nudicaule,

and the plant also gTOWS .3 ft. or more high ; Kucharidium Breweri,

a new species very pretty and distinct from E. concinnum ; Calan-

drinia nitida, a species in the way of, but much larger and superior

to, C. discolor ; Fedia Nuttalli, a very neat-growing species from
10 in. to 12 in. high, and with pure white llowers ; Peutstemou
Bridgesi, one of the prettiest of the C'alifornian species, 1 ft. to 2 ft.

high. Mr. Thompson also lias in flower among his choicer collec-

tions—Campanula divaricata, lEnothera sinuata maxima, Erigeron
multiradiatum. Coreopsis tenuifolia (.3 ft. high), Sidalcea Candida,

Scutellaria macrantlia, Campanula Waldsteiniaua, C. Haylodgensis,

C. sarmatica, Centaurea arenaria (a tall species with yellow flowers),

Eupatorium cordatum (sometimes known as E. conspicuum, quite

hardy and useful for cutting), Adenophora stylosa and denticulata.

LathyruB Dnimmondi, Acantholimon venustum, Coronilla libanotica,

Callirrhoe macrorhiza and involucrata, Astilbe rivularis, Aralia cali-

fornica (9 ft. high), Veronica japonica, and Chlorogalum Pomeridi-
anum, &c.

The "White and Blue Monkshood.—Tliis plant is now
beautiful iu some Kentish cottage gardens whicli we have lately

seen grown in the partial shade of fruit trees to a height of 7 ft.,

its central spike surrounded by numbers of little unopened, bud-
adorued younger spikes. It is a lovely and a stately plant, wholly
neglected in the larger class of gardens. One must say so much, even
in the face ot the various fatal accidents which have resulted from
eating Monksliood roots by mistake fur other plants. In large

gardens tliis danger could be avoided by planting it quite away from
the vegetable department.—H. J.

Prolific Fruit Trees.—Mr. T. Cowburn, Sunbury Park, sends
us a branch of a Nectarine tree so loaded with fruit of fair size and
quality, that we do not remember seeing such fine examples of pro-

ductiveness, and well exemplifies the successful results from Jlr.

Cowbum's system of culture. Accompanying the above was a

branch about 2 ft. loug of Citron des Carmes Pear cut from a pyra-
mid-trained tree. It bore about thirty fruits of an average size

;

but though, as a rule, this variety is an abundant bearer, it is not
often seen so remarkably fertile. Oar corresjjondent does not men-
tion on wliat kind of stock this particular tree is grafted, but we
presume it is the Quince. It is evidently an excellent kind for gi'ow-

ing as a standard. It is an early Pear, and will be ripe in a week or
two.

Olympian St. John's Wort (Hypericum olympicum).

—

With flowers almost as large as those of the common H. calycinum,
and of a brighter yellow, this hardy perennial lias foliage of a deli-

cate glaucous green, which renders the plant highly attractive. It

grows about 1 ft. high and its habit of growth is quite erect. It
thrives admirably in a warm light soil, such as that in Mr. Stevens'
garden, at Byfleet, where, a short time since, we saw some large tufts

of this plant in ureat beauty. It is by no means a common plant,

and it is only within the last year or two that it has been grown to

any extent in nurseries, though it is one of the finest species of the
genus.

Dracaenas at the Melbourne Nursery, Anerley.

—

This nursery, which is one of the principal establishments of the
General Horticultural Company, has for some years been noted
for the fine productions in the way of hybrid DracKuas, which
Mr. Bause has raised by judicious and skilful crossing. At one
time we were afraid that, like the Coleus, the hybrid Dracanas
would become, as it were, overdone, but now there seems to be a
comparative lull in the production of new forms, at least as
regards putting them in commerce. The Anerley collection is

still a very fine oue, and embraces finely grown plants, representing
all the best varieties. Amon^ the most noteworthy are Rossi, a
new kind now being distributed, and one of the finest of all. The
leaves are broad and jof an uniformly bright crimson-carmine hue.
The habit is robust and erect, and the foliage colours well early in

the season. Leopoldi is also a beautiful variety of robust liabit,

with broad bronzy-red leaves, which have a well-defined bright
crimson margin, and the gracefully recurved foliage renders |it

highly ornamental. Such kinds as Gladstonei, Thompsoni,
Bausei, Frederici, Anerleyensis, are still unsurpassed as decorative

plants, and may without hesitation be added to any collection.

Excellent varieties also are Voluta and Venusta, the former with
broad and bright foliage contorted in a peculiar maimer, which
fully justifies its name ; and the latter is a handsome new kind oi

dwarf compact habit, and very desirable for table decoration. Of
the narrow-leaved kinds two of the best are Superba and Aurantiaca.

The long and gracefully arcliing foli.age of Superba and its bright

crimson hue renders it a most attractive plant, and the peculiar

orange-red tint with which the leaves of Aurantiaca are coloured

marks it as distinct from any other. In this way also are Salmoniana,

and Majestica, both desirable varieties. The best of the white
variegated kinds are Mrs. Wills and teriiiinalis alba. The former ia

remarkable for its compact liabit and recurved foliage, and iu the
latter the variegation is remarkably distinct and efl'ective.

Ramanas Rose (Rosa rugosa).—Nothing among shrubs caa
well surpass in beauty and grace large bushes of this Japanese Rose,
such as are now in perfection in Mr. G. F. Wilson's garden at Wey-
bridge. The white variety is especially attractive ; the wide-
spreading blossoms is set otf to advantage by the shining bright

green foliage, and is only equalled by the lovely Macartney Rose.

The dense buslies are from ,3 ft. to -1 ft. liigli, and measure as much
in diameter, and iu autumn they will be also highly ornamental with
its Crab Apjile-like fruits. It is one of the hardiest as well as one
of the showiest Roses to grow as isolated bushes on lawns or other

open places. A faithful coloured portrait of it will be found in The
Garden, Vol. IX., p. 452.

Berberidopsis corallina.—This is one of the handsomest
shrubs we have, and is a greenliouse trailer. The deep red coral-like

flowers hang in graceful clusters from the axils of the dark green foli-

age, to which tliey form a cliarming contrast. It is not a common,
plant, and is rarely met with outside a botanic garden. We saw a.

jjlant finely iu flower in Mr. Latimer Clarke's garden at Sydenham
Hill, where it formed one of the most attractive of the greenhouse
climbing plants.

Clematis Rubella.—This is just now one of the finest ornae

ments of our gardens. Tlie dense clusters of rich velvety purpl-

flowers, as seen on old-establislied specimens, are strikingly eifective.

It is one of the earliest blooming of the Jackmani types, coming
into full flower at a time when the major portion of the varieties in

this section are but beginning to expand their first blooms. Lilie

the rest of tliis family of hardy climbers, it requires to be liberally

fed and copiously watered during the growing season.— J. C. 15.

Tricolor Chrysanthemums.—Messrs. Carter send us among
other very pretty annuals some well grown and very striking flowers,

of these. In days when the Paris Daisies are so much admired,

these handsome annuals should find favour ; so they would, too,

probably, if they were known ; but annuals are among the neglected

plants of our time ; this is so, partly because they are badly grown,

spring sown, rarely tliinned, and frequently on poor soil, m which
they seldom do well.

Trichinium Manglesi.—Mr. Rawson, Bromley Common,
sends us flowers of tliis beautiful New Holland plant, which ar&

finer than we have yet seen them. The dense club-like flower-

heads measure 5 in. iu length .and nearly 2 in. in diameter, and
the wool-like substance is studded with shining magenta-tinted

bracts, which have a charming efl'ect. Mr. Rawson attributes his

success with this reputed diflicultly grown plant to imitating

as near as possible the condition under whicli the plant is said to-

grow naturally, a few details of which would no doubt be very

acceptable to many of our readers.

Nierembergia frutescens.—This is one of the prettiest

plants we have seen for some time. It somewhat resembles N. graci-

lis in the colour of the blossoms, but are much larger and produced

in greater profusion. The habit of growth, moreover, is very

different, as it is erect, and the brandies are of a shrubby character.

It is an excellent plant for the greenhouse, and is quite hardy enough
to be grown in the open air in summer. The other day we .saw it in

fine flowering condition in Mr. G. F. Wilson's garden at Heather-

bank, Weybridge, where it was growing in an open frame and
literally covered with bloom.

Hardy Flow^ers in Scotland.—Messrs. Dickson & Sons, of

Edinburgh, send us a fine collection of hardy plants, which shows
well the increased interest that is taking place in them in Scotland.

There is a future before them such as their most ardent admirers

never dream of. If nurserymen would throw away without mercy
half tlie hardy plants they cultivate, and keep only the good
things, growing them well, they would help progress much. We
never saw a nursery where one-fifth of the first-class plants were
well grown, and never saw one where they did not keep a number of

quite second-rate and third-rate plants-neither distinct nor beautiful

in any clear sense.
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Todea (Leptopteris) superba.—This beautiful Filmy Fern
surviveil both last winter ami the preceding one. During the great
frost of December it was wholly unprotected. For many months
the plants looked as though life was extinct, but it is now pro-
tlucing young fronds again. In ordinary winters this may be
regarded safely as a hardy Kern for an open north border. It does
not seem to object even to a little sunshine.

Lychnis veapertina fl.-pi.—This Lychnis is now very
finely in bloom, and will tlower continuously throughout the summer
The flowers are large, very double, and equal in purity to the
tiardenia itself, thus rendering them serviceable for many kinds of
floral decorations, especially where single blooms, mounteil with
appropriate foliage, are in recjuest. It is certainly a useful as well
as a pretty plant, and would be more grown were its merits better
known.—J. Cuknhill.

Beautiful Hardy Fern (Hypolepis millefolium).—Growing
on the rockery in Mr. G. F. WUson's garden at Heatherbank
13 a large tuft of an extremely elegant hardy Fern, and one
which at tirst sight puzzled us much on account of its being so
distinct from any other we had met with in the open hair. It
eventually proved to be a New Zealand species bearing the above
name, and is on« which is very doubtful if it would be found
enumerated in any trade catalogue. It has a stout and wide-
spreading rhizome from which arise erect fronds from 1 ft. to \!j ft.

high, of triangular outline, and measure in diameter 4 in. to (5 in.

The fronds are very finely cut. and, being of a light green hue, are
very attractive. As to its hardiness there can be no doubt, as it has
grorni for two or three yeais at Heatherbank. though as to its

introduction there Mr. Wilson expresses some doubt.

Rhodotypus kerrioides.—This a highly attractive shrub.
and we had tlie opportunity a few days ago of seeing it in fine
flowering condition in Mr. J. .Stevens" garden at Byfleet, where it

was growing in a mixed collection of shrubs. In general appearance
it at once reminds one of the old Japanese Kerria (the single
flowered variety), but the blossoms are of a delicate whiteness, which
contrasts beautifully with its own pea-green foliage as well as that of
the surrounding shrubs. It is perfectly hardy, though it is not
often seen planted in shrubberies, but against a wall, and in a
light sandy soil no fears need be entertained as to its safety in the
open.

Notes from Newry.—I send you flowers of Escallonia
•coquiinboeensis ; this is flowering for the first time, .and has not yet
been either described or figured. I also send flowering sprays of
Anchusa angustifolia ; I do not know if this is perenLial or not

;

at any rate it is now in full flower from seeds sown in spring. The
flowers of a lighter shade have been grown under glass ; it is a lovely
blue.—T. .Smith. [The former is a desirable shrub with clusters of
white flowers, the latter a beautiful herbaceous plant in the way of
A. capensis, and, like it, has very beautiful blue flowers.]

Opening St. Stephen's Green, Dublin, as a Public
Q-arden.—St. Stephen's Green was opened this week to the public.
ilr. Roberts, Assistant Commissioner of the Board of Works, and Mr.
Dick, Phoenix Park bailiff, received possession of the Green from
Mr. Sheppard, under whose skilful superintendence the works had
been carried out. Lord Ardilaun had intended to have been present
himself at the opening, but was unfortunately prevented attending,
owing to sudden indisposition. The transference of possession was
performed without ceremony of any kind, and immediately after-
wards the gates of the Green were thrown open, the entrance front-
ing Hume .Street being first unlocked. Large crowds of persons visited
the Green during the day, and throughout both forenoon and after-
noon crowds of c)iildren were seen playing about in all directions.
AA e have as yet no means of judging of the character of the garden
from a landscape point of view, and can only hope that it is not de-
faced by designs and objects that destroyed such merit as it had as
a green lawn with trees.

BougainviUea speciosa.—A flowering spray of one of the
finest forms we have yet seen of this lovely greenhouse climbing
shrub has been sent to us by Mr. Bond, gardener to the Earl of
Powis, Walcot Park, Salop. The leaf-like bracts surrounding the
flowers are larger than usual, and of a splendid deep magenta hue.
In reference to it Mr. Bond says :—" It covers a space of 35 ft. by
24 ft. in the conservatory, which has the lights always down night
and day, and this no doubt accounts for tlie splendid colour. The
plant came direct from Malta a few years back."

Ficus minima stood the winter on the rockery in the York
Nurseries, and is now growing freely. It was quite unprotected, and
the thermometer fell to 6h' below zero.

Dianthus 'Wimmeri is a species found on the Eastern Alps.
It has very singular flowers, which are about IJ in. in diameter,

with wedge-shaped, deeply-lacerated petals. Stems 1 ft. high,
erect and slender; radical leaves deep green and (irass-like. It
may now he seen in flower amougst tlic York collection.—R. P.
Double-flowered Lapageria.—From Mr. Anderson, Tho

Gardens, Milner Field, Bmgley, we have received a specimen of a
double-flowered Lapageria rosea. The flowers are about the size of
the single form, and the stamens being all converted into petals, it
forms a perfectly double flower, by no means inelegant in the sense
that some double flowers are, ami we jiresume that they would jios-

sess the advantage of continuing a much longer time in perfection
on the plant. j\lr. Anderson informs us that" the flower sent was
one of three from one joint of a strong shoot that had accidentally
been broken last year.

Qentiana pumila (.Jacq.).—This rare Alpine plant is now
in flower m the York Nurseries. It is a tufted perennial species
from Carinthia and Styria, allied to G. verna, but snualler in all its
parts. The leaves are linear, slightly narrowed at the base, and the
flowers of the most brilliant blue.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE POTATO CKOP.

Never did this look more promising. As yet, too, it may, in general
terms, be pronounced sound. One can but, however, rejoice at the
prospect of a fine crop with tremliling. The crop may be said to
have rushed rather than grown up to its present condition. Seldom
or never has the seed lain so long dormant in the ground as this
year. The earth was not only coUi, but dry, and l>oth states con-
tributed to the keeping of the Potatoes long dormant under ground.
At last, when they did come forth in May, the late frosts cut them
otf level with the ground several times in succession. June brought
a continuance of rain, and in little more than five weeks the Potatoes
have rushed up, not full bloomed, aud pulled the tubers up almost to
full size. It seems impossible that any crop should have done so
much aud so well in the time. But though in semi-tropical plants,
like the Potato, it can hardly be said to be the pace that kills, no
doubt the pace invites and also exaggerates the force of the disease.
The abnormal luxurianceof the Potato cropsatthe present moment re-
mind one of a locomotive at full speed with the driver astride the
safety-valve. Let a hitch or a shower of fungoid spores come, and
crash goes all. Almost our only cliance of harvesting a sound or
any crop lies in the advent of a biting drought, that will compel the
Potato to slacken speed and speedily mature its crop. The moment
this consummation is reached let them be harvested out of the way,
and every bit of haulm be burned up forthwith. In this way the
spores, finding no nucleus, might perish or decamp. Could we only
tide over one season without disease our chances of getting rid of it

would be much heightened. Last year the Potato grounds may b e
said to have been saturated with the spores of the Potato fungus.
In this lies another source of dauger.
The unprecedeutly rapid progress of the crops will enable them to

be harvested earlier than usual. Not a moment should be lost in
lifting all the first earlies the moment the skins are set. Lifted
before the disease. Potatoes keep sound. Afterwards their keeping
or rotting is a mere game of chance, with all the odds in favour of
their rotting. D. T. F.

A New Cauliflower.—I observe that a new Cauliflower, re-

puted as being exceedingly dwarf and early, is being offered by dif-

ferent seedsmen under diverse names. Our fine autumn (iiant Cauli-
flower got some half-dozen different appellations within a year of its

being tirst sent out ; but that did not so much matter after all, as it

is such a good thing, but it is doubtful whether the new early kind
is so. AVhen the trial of Cauliflowers took place at Chiswick a few
years since, it was found that the whitest, dwarfest, and earliest of

all was the new Early Dwarf Erfurt, the English duplicate of which
is the Early .Snowball. It is worth inquiry whether the new one
differs from this kind, which is almost the only sort that can be in-

duced to seed in this country.—A. D.
Mint with Peaa.—Surely this is a mistake. In France the

mixture is unknown. This of itself is presumptive evidence that
it is unphilosojjhical in a gastronomic point of view. Not, however,
that we are to blindly follow the French even in the cooking of

vegetables. Cauliflower, for example, is by no means improved
cooked or served in a bath of butter ; but Parsley and Cauliflower
would hardly be more incongruous thin Peas and Mint. The flavour-

ing of both are supremely sweet. Why mar either with any addi-
tion ? ilarrow Peas, boiled quickly in plenty of pure water, serv ed
and eaten hot, is a dish fit for a king. AVhy mar their delicious

sweetness by a dash of Mint ? In so far and exactly in the ratic

you taste the Mint you lose the Peas.—D. T. Fkh.
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THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLIIL—AXTHURIUM ANDEEANUM.
Our readers will remember the great interest which this

beautiful plant excited when M. Ed. Andre, on his return

from his travel of exploration in New Grenada, Ecuador,

and Peru, made known its discovery both to botanists and hor-

ticulturists. An article published by him in L'Ilhtdration

Horticole at the commencement of 1877 (vol. xxiv., p. 43, t.

271) related in enthusiastic terms how this Aroid presented

itself to his observation in the midst of the untrodden soli-

tudes of South America. He says :
" Of all the Aroids in

cultivation at the present time Anthurium Scherzerianum is

justly considered to be the most brilliant, but I do not hesitate,

however, to affirm that this one is superior to it. It is a native

of the province of Cauca, in the Eastern Cordilleras of the

Andes in Columbia, where I discovered it, and the moment
this admirable species presented itself to my sight I experi-

enced a sensation I have never yet felt during my explorations

n Equinoctial America. The first plant which struck my
attention was placed in epiphyte on an immense Ficus

elliptioa or India-rubber Tree. The scarlet colour of its

spathe was such, that I fancied I saw one of those charm-

ing birds belonging to the genus Loxia, or perhaps

another red bird called in Columbia Titiribi. A little fur-

ther on I again found my plant, but this time it covered

the soil and was within reach of my hand. I seized upon
this as yet unknown marvellous plant, and carried olF the

most beautiful tufts with the keenest delight, cutting the

flowers and the foliage and tearing up the rhizomes. j\Iy

negro and myself returned in a pouring rain to our
encampment loaded with tiiese precious spoils, and a short

time after the cases containing the living specimens were
on their way to the coast, from thence to be despatched
to Europe." The Latin description published by the anchor
in L'lllmtratidu, Iloitkole (vol. xxiv., p. 43), which has

never been translated, gives the following details :
—" Terres-

trial or epiphytal plant, with short erect stems somewhat elon-

gated, and rounded or swollen at the nodes, of a reddish hue,

and furnished with membranous, tawny stipules. Leaf stalks

erect, stem clasping at the base, and terminated by a length-

ened geniculated joint, and supporting an oblong heart-shaped

blade of a leathery texture, with prominent lobes and deep
and narrow sinus rounded at the base. Flower-stalk twice as

long as the leaf-stalk, slender, stifl', and erect. Spathe heart-

shaped, leathery, flat (sometimes concave), marked with large,

deep and irregular depressions and raised veins. The diameter
of the spathe measures 3 in. to .5 in. across, the lobes being
equally divided by a narrow sinus. The colour is a brilliant

cochineal-red or a slightly orange-vermilion, rendered brighter

by the shining surface. Spadix a little shorter than the spathe,

decurved or horizontal, golden-yellow at the top (sometimes),

white in the centre, and yellow again at the base." To these

particulars we are enabled to add the following information on
the introduction and history of this plant.

In the cases sent to Europe, containing forty-three plants
gathered by M. Ed. Andre himself in the Andes of New
Grenada in May, 1876, a small number only lived, and he
feared he would not succeed in finding the two Indians who
had accompanied him in his first journey, and get them to
gather another collection of his Aroid. Success, however,
crowned his efforts, and JI. Andre had the satisfaction of

receiving in Paris in May, 1878, three cases containing a
good number of living plants. By a special arrangement
between M. Andr(5 and M. Linden, the latter was entrusted
to place them in commerce. The propagation began actively,

but it was not till two years later, on April 4 of the

present year, that the plant could be shown in flower. At the

Exhibition of Ghent it gained by acclamation a large gold
medal, and the whole of the horticultural press spoke highly of it.

Some few days afterwards Tlie Garden, Gardener's Chro-
nicle, and other English publications announced that A. Andre-
anum had just been exhibited at a meeting of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society in London, where it had been received with

enthusiasm, and without hesitation was awarded a first-class

certificate. The reputation of the plant had already caused

other collectors to follow in the footsteps of M. Andre, and
M. Lehmann, acting for Mr. Sanders, has been successful in

introducing this year 200 living plants, which were sold by
auction at Stevens' on the .5th of May, and, relatively .speak-

ing, realised considerable prices. We are told, however, that

on examination of dried specimens of these plants, there is

some doubt as to whether they are identical with those col-

lected by M. Andre, but as this cannot be positively deter-

mined until the plants sold by M. Lehmann have flowered,

we must till then reserve our opinion. At any rate

those desirous of seeing the true plant may be certain of

finding it at ^I. Linden's establishment at Ghent. A. Andre-

anum—our coloured illustration of which was prepared from
the plant exhibited at South Kensington in May last by M.
Linden—is a worthy rival of the Flamingo Plant (A. Scher-

zerianum), having many qualities which render it superior

to it—we mean its size and the regularity of its spathes,

so elegantly cut, and its large and beautiful foliage, its elegant

habit, and the contrast of its white and yellow spadix to the

brilliant scarlet hue of the spathe. On the other hand,

however, nothing aut'norises us to believe that A. Andreanum
bears many flowers on the same stem, which constitutes the

great merit of the Flamingo Plant. We must leave the rest

to horticulturists, from whom we shall soon know what the

plant will become in their hands. Dr. Engler, in his recent
" Jlonograph of Aroideas," describes A. Andreanum as a

species distinct from all others of the genus, and one of the

small section Cardiophyllum. Strange coincidence—in this

section are A. leuconeurum, metallicum, and crystallinum
;

whereas A. Scherzerianum, which appears to be so like A.

Andreanum by its colour, is far apart from it, and is included

in the .section Porphyrochitonium. It remains to be seen if

other affinities will present them.selves to cultivators, and prove

amenable to hybridising. The plant grows in a rainy district,

at a height varying from 3000 ft. to 5000 ft. above the

level of the sea. It requires a hot, damp house to develop

itself in all its beauty, and it may become one of the most

beautiful plants for apartments, as the spathes last in perfec-

tion several months. M. Andre tells us that he has seen

the spadices covered with ripe berries, and in this state

the spathes still conserved their beautiful red colour, simply

changing to a deeper tone. There can be no doubt, then,

that Andre's Anthurium is a first-class plant, for which we
predict a brilliant future. W.

Cultivation of Perennials.—One of the points advocates

of herbaceous and border plants should never cease to urge is

that the beds or borders containing these, in order to be satis-

factory should be renewed at intervals, the occupants lifted and
divided, and before returning them dug deeply, and heavily or

lightly manured according to circumstances. Some of the determining

circumstances are, as to whether the plants to be planted are heavy

feeders, such as Asters, Pansies, Violas, Dahlias, &c., for which the

soil can hardly be too rich, or if it is intended to leave the border

a considerable time without again manuring, depending on liquid

manure, which must be sometimes done. A good mixture of loam

will be sufficientfor a top-dressingin some cases, as when growing sur-

face-rooting annuals ; a heavy mulching in others. None are so liable

to degenerate as Daisies and Pansies if not divided and transplanted.

This moist weather is a suitable time for this.—W. J. M.,

C'tomnel.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Routine work, suclias mowing, clipping tiniss verges, weeding anil

rolling walks will now form the principal work of the Hower garden,

for, unless when ground work is compelled to be carried on at this

time on account of alterations, it is generally desirable to have
everything connected with the grounds in as tidy a state ;is possible.

It is now a good time to make notes of any intended alterations to

be made during the coming autunm and winter, for the earlier tliu

transplanting of trees and shrubs is carried out after September the

greater will be the chances of successful results, for if kept moist at

the roots the plants get established quickly. Last winter >vas very
trying to the newly-planted trees and shrubs, and the losses occa-

sioned by transplanting will be a warning to intending planters

either to get the work done quite early in the autumn or to defer it

until all danger of severe frost is past. Proceed with the cutting of

evergreen hedges. If done once early in the season there will not be
much to cut oB', and a thick hedge will be the result. Ivy on buildings

should be closely cut now, after which it will become covered with
fresh green leaves quickly. Rhododendrons should now be divested of

all seed vessels, as it will not only improve the appearance of the shrubs,
but will be beneficial to themas the formation of seeds tends to weaken
them. Rhododendrons are very liable to suffer from drought if

planted in light peaty soil, and when they show signs of flagging,

copious waterings siiould be given them. Where Lilies of the
speciosum or auratum varieties are planted in Rhododendron beds,

they will now be showing flower-buds, and must be supported if

necessary. Gladioli are e.\cellent plants for the margins, and their

varied brilliant colours contrast well with deep green foliage. At
the present time IJucconia cordata is in fine condition in shrubbery
borders ; it is worth growing for its foliage alone, but when furnished
with Spirrea-like plumes, it is really a noble plant, and as it will

take care of itself in any soil or position, it ought to be more
largely grown. Another desirable plant is the old Fuchsia Riecar-
toni, which is now in tine condition with graceful shoots 5 ft. or

G ft. in height, and laden with blossoms. In sunny positions where
tender plants become dried up quickly, Stonecrops and other succu-
lent plants should be planted, as they thrive in heat and drought.
Sedum speetabile is an excellent kind for the purpose, and will

soon be in flower ; it has a fine effect when edged with the dwarf
Sedum Lydium, and both succeed well in dry hot positions on poor
soil.—J. Groom.

Auriculas.—Instructions with regard to repotting the plants
were given two weeks ago ; it ought also to have been stated that
the offsets should be carefully removed at the same time, and they
should be potted in very small pots in sandy soil. There is no
difficulty in establishing such as have formed roots ; even one little

root-pushing will be sufficient. Those that have no roots formed at
the time of taking off require more care. After they are potted place
the pots containing them under a close glass covering ; if there are
but few a close bell-glass or two will answer, but where there is a
quantity, I put all of them in a close hand-glass, and then to keep
the whole still closer a square of glass over all. An ordinary hand-
glass with a movable cover is not close enough for unrooted offsets,

but it will do for those that have formed roots. All young plants
should be potted when they require it. Time and season are not to
be considered in this case. We continue to shift them on from the
very small pots into others a size larger. Too large a shift even for
healthy young plants does not answer. Some of the very strong
growers are not injured by liberal shifts, but tliey are in the
minority, and may be counted on the fingers of both hands. Old
plants out of doors of the more common hardy varieties require a
little attention. We have a few plants that have been fifteen years
in the same place and they are now dense tufts, one of them at
least 2 ft. across. The old stems become bare of soil through
age, and it is desirable to place some fresh rich compost over them,
first removing any decaying leaves and weeds.

Dahlias.—Where there is a large collection of these the plants
require considerable attention now th.at they are making such rapid
growth. Tying and thinning the slioots as well as the flower-buds
must be attended to. The shoots of scarce varieties should be potted
80 as to produce what are termed pot-roots ; when the cuttings
have formed roots they should be potted into 3-in. or
4-in. pots, where they must be kept in a growing state
until the end of the season, and then be dried off during the winter
months. It requires some experience to know the right treatment
for each different variety of the Dahlia. There are some sorts that
cannot be thinned out too much ; others again may be injured by over
thinning. la a few words, it may be said that all the varieties with
flowers below the usual size, and that have close-set small petals,
cannot be over-thinned or disbudded, while those with large flowers

and large open petals may be very moderately thinned. In the
case of those intended for exhibition, the aim ought to bo to get all

the flowers as nearly as possible of one size. Earwigs, slugs, and
such like jjests should now be sought closely after.

Gladiolus.—Tnese also recpiire attention at this season. As soon
as the flower-spikes appear tliey must be fastened to sticks. The
earliest flowering varieties will soon be in flower ; it would be very
desirable to obtain a strain of varieties to flower with Shakespeare, a
splendid variety raised a good many years ago by Mons. Souchet.
If this w.as crossed by earlier-flowering varieties of distinct colours
and good form, varieties miglit be produced to flower some weeks
earlier than the ordinary varieties of the G. gaudavensis type. There
is scarcely any other flower so easily crossed as the Gladiolus, and
few that produce so many good flowers from seeds that have been
carefully saved. It is a good plan to syringe the plants in hot dry
weather before they come into flower, and to water them when they
require it.

Hardy Plants in Pots.—It saves a good deal of labour and
the plants do as well or better if they are planted out after the
flowering period is over—that is, of most of the strong-growing
tilings. The large strong-growing Primulas, such as P. luteola,
denticulata, rosea, japoniea, Munroi, &c., succeed very well and
make exceedingly strong growth in beds of ordinary soil. Many
herbaceous plants, of which we like to grow a few in pots, do well
under the same treatment ; if they are kept in pots, which are pro-
bably quite filled with roots, they recjuire much labour in watering.
Save seeds of any choice things that it is desirable to propagate in
that way. Indeed, many species of beautiful hardy plants, such as
the Meconopsis nepaleusis, are biennial, and must be increased by
sowing seeds annually. Any of the smaller and delicate species
of alpine and herbaceous plants in pots that it is not desirable to
risk out-of-doors should now be repotted, so that they may become
well established bef(jre the winter season. Plants that are potted
late in the year, and have only formed a few tender rootlets, are not
likely to stand so well as those better established.

Pinks. — There are frequent complaints about the choicer
varieties not doing so well as formerly. One reason for this is

that they do not obtain so much attention. Thirty or forty years
ago Pinks were to be found in all classes of gardens, and their

requirements were understood. They must be propagated annually,
and by pipings in preference to layering. The young plants ought
to be shifted twice from the time they form roots ; first, into beds
of fine soil as soon as they are well rooted, and next into the beds
where they are to remain. The constitution also of many varieties

has been weak from the first ; and after half a century, and in most
cases at least twenty-five years, they have still further degenerated.
A change of soil and climate may be very desirable, and I know
that in many cases good results are obtained by such a change. If

seeds can be obtained, it is very desirable to sow some annually,
and select a few of the best varieties for propagation. If the ground
happens to be vacant where the plants have to be put out inOctober,
let it be trenched at once and well manured. The surface may be
forked over two or three times before the plants are ready to go out.—Jas. Douglas.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—One of the most essential points in order to ensure
Orchids to flower freely is a thorough ripening of their growth. Some
kinds, especially the earliest of the Dcndrobiums, now require to be
placed in airy structures. When the last leaf is forming on their

growths the plants should be treated a trifle less liberally, and the
shading also should be gradually reduced ; but the ripening process

must on no account be carried out suddenly, or it will affect the

health of the plants. Later kinds must still receive generous treat-

ment, so as to make as much growth as possible while the days are

long. Sobralias w'ill now recjuire attention in top-dressing the
plants in order to enable them to make stout healthy growths.
Avoid giving them too much heat and shade ; a light airy

position in the Cattleya house will suit them well. Give them
liberal supplies of water, and cheek red spider by sponging
the plants over occasionally. Peristeria elata will now
have finished blooming, and if at all pot - bound a shift

may now be given into a larger sized pot. This is a somewhat shy-

flowering plant unless grown in an airy situation. It requires a good
degree of heat and liberal supplies of water to the roots when the

plant is growing freely. It will often thrive and flower better in an
ordinary stove than in a warm Orchid house. Masdevallias should
be kept in a cool and airy house, and with as much light as can be
safely given during the next two months, so as to give substance to

their foliage. During changeable weather it will be advisable to '

keep the house slightly warmed, so as to avoid sudden changes of

temperature among the warmest section of Orchids.

Stove Plants.—The rapidity with which many insect pests
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increase will necessitate constant attention for their destruction.
Endeavour to keep the plants as clean as possible durinjr the next
three montlis, which will greatly diminish the chances of being over-
run with the pests in spring wlien the plants return to active
growth. Many of the creepers will now require attention, so as to
expose the shoots and thereby ripen them. Tliose that are past
flowering should be well thinned out, in order to give light and air

to the strongest growths, which should be left for cutting back at
the spring pruning. They should )je less liberally supplied with
water at the roots, but not to such an extent as to cause the plants
to flag. Young Palms, Marantas, Dracrenas, and any free-rooting
plant may still be jiotted on if large plants are required ; but when
it is not desirable to have the plants in larger-sized pots, the plants
should be supplied with some knid of stimulant, so as to maintain
their vigour. Young Gardenias intended to supply flowers during
the winter should now be gradually inured to withstand the full

sunshine in warm pits. They should be kept sutticiently cool to
prevent any further growth, but plenty of moisture should he kept
about them. In tins position the plants will form an abundance of

flower-buds, that will exjjand during the winter if the plants are not
too suddenly submitted to a high temperature at that season. The
growths on many stove plants are now in fit condition for propa-
gating, and where a stock of tlie hard-wooded kind.s is required,
tiie present is a good time to establish them before the short daya
set in.

Greenhouse Plants.—During the prevalence of thunder-
storms and unsettled weather the choicer kinds of greenhouse
plants that arc placed outside will require frequent attention to
prevent them from getting soddened at the roots. It is prefer-
able to have some contrivance by which the plants can be protected
from sudden downpours of rain, as it is a difficult matter to ascer-

tain to what extent the soil has been penetrated, thereby rendering
it equally difficult to know when artihcial waterings may be .applied.

Give attention to Ericas during damp weather, anil dust with
sulpliur when signs of mildew appear. There will now be a host of young
soft-wooded and herbaceous plants to attend to in this ilepartment.
Ginerarias and Calceolarias will require const.aut .attention to keep
them growing freely. Salvias, Chrysanthemums, Solanums, and
such like plants must be kept well supplieil with li(|uid manure when
the pots in whicli they are to flower are filled with roots. Fuchsias
intended for flowering late must lie kept shaded and liberally watered.
Bouvardias should now be in the pots in which they are to flower,
and should be growing freely. Keep them exposed to the full influ-

ence of the sun, and on fine dewy nights the lights maybe removed.
Pot on late batches of seedling tuberous Begonias ; these will flower
freely during the autumn. The beautiful B. Frcebeli should also be
grown in quantity for autumn supply, as it is one of the best at that
season for cut flowers or conservatory decoration. It possesses
a fine compact habit combined with great jjroductiveness of
flower. With the abundance of all kinds of flowers outside there
will be less necessity for keeping up a very gay .appearance in
the conservatory and other houses at the present season. Many
of the commoner kinds of foliage plants, such as Goleuses,
and any large-leaved sub-tropieal plants will keep this house fur-
nished for the present. This arrangement «ill give more chance of
keeping up a better supply of autumn and winter-flowering plants,
which are most desirable. Creepers of all kinds that are not in
flower should be occasionally washed to keep them free from red
spider and other insect pests, which are generally troublesome in
greenhouses and conservatories during summer. Keep all plants
that are planted out well supplied with water at the roots. Any
that have been long planted and have a limited root space would be
benefited by a surface-dressing of some good artificial manure.—J.
Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.

Vines.—Where the earliest Grapes .are obtained from Vines in

pots the latter should now be in a fit state for full exposure to the
elements, either by turning them out of the house in which they
have been grown to a favourable situation against a south wall, or
on the outside of the roof of a house where the partial shade from
the foliage will not injure the inmates. In either case each cane
should be well secured with shreds and nails to prevent injury from
wind, and a little Fern or litter placed round and over tlie tops of
the pots will .also be needed to protect the roots from the <lrying in-
fluence of sun and drought. Younger canes and newly-planted
Vines still making growth should have every encouragement by
means of daily syringing and watering, as success gi-p.atly depends
upon getting the lower buds properly ripened. To facilitate this
process the lower laterals may be taken out where the original leaves
remain fresh and in a fit state to feed and fill up the buds, while all

above the pruning point will require moderate stopping and tying
until they show signs of ripening, when more air and less water
will facilitate the ripening of the wood. Newly-inarched Vines soon

unite at this season, and swell away very fast under increased root
action, particularly after the ligatures have been loosened to allow
the free flow of sap and expansion of the wood at tlie point of
union, but it will not be safe to remove the guard ties for some
time, as very slight pressure or force might sever the two, wlieu
much valuable time would be lost. If it is found necessary to retard
ripe Grapes at this season for any length of time, a little shade drawn
over the house for a few hours on bright days will aid in preserving
the colour, but the wood and foliiige should have full exposure to
light when the sun is ofl' the house, iluscats. Lady Downes, .and
other late kinds should have the benefit of a warm temperature to
secure perfect maturation of fruit and wood by the end of September,
as fruit ripened after that time does not always keep plump after
removal to the Grape room. (Observe former directions with regard
to scalding, and maint.ain a night temperature of 70° with a little

air passing through the house, and gi-adually increase it as the day
temperature rises. Early Vines which have not finished in a siitis-

factory way may now have the external or intern.al borders taken
out and replaced with new compost without injuring next year's
crop. The house should be kept moist, warm, and shaded until new
root and lateral growth is secured.

Peaches and Nectarines.—One of the most important
items in the mjinagement of late houses is the liberal use of water
botli to the roots and foliage. Few trees grown under glass with
every leaf exposed to the light and powerful sunshine will take
more water than the Peach, and more failures may be traced to an
insuflicient quantity than to any other cause. To a properly
drained liorder a mere surface watering is of very little value at
any time, and when the great strain of fruit and foliage is in full

force it is next to useless. Water should therefore be allowed to
flow over the surface until it runs through the drainage into the
drains, the quantity being regulated by the weight of the crop and
the vigour of the trees. In every case where a tree is carrying a
good Peach to every square foot of trellis covered with leaves
stimulating liquid will be of great service, and in the event of the
growth of the wood being too strong, a remedy is more likely to be
found in lifting and relaying roots that may have struck into the
subsoil th.an in starving the existing crop. Let all borders external
and internal be well mulched with good rotten manure, ply the
garden engine or syringe twipe a day, using water that is free from
lime until the fruit begins to soften, and accept no excuse for the
appearance of spider where the position and style of training so
completely favour its prevention. Young gardeners sometimes
endeavour to surpass each other in over-cropping, and find their

fruit ripening when it should be laying on the last ounce of pulp
which makes all the difference between first and second (]uality.

The usual remedy is the removal of a number of the smallest and
worst-placed fruit, but in nine cases out of ten relief comes too late

for the current crop ; it will, however, benefit the one that is to

succeed it, and on this .account the lesser of two self-imposed evils

should be accepted. To have Pe.aches and Nect.ariues of the finest

quality for eating they should be gathered before they are quite
ripe, particularly if they have to travel before they are used. The
greatest care is needed in gathering and handling Peaches, as the
slightest pressure causes a bruise and spoils the appearance of the
fruit. For dally use the trees should l)e looked over every morning
by a careful person having a pad of cotton wool in his left hand
and a pair of Grape scissors in his right. An assistant with a flat box
or basket half full of soft moss and squares of soft tissue paper
secures the fruit as it is severed at the stalk by the introduction of

the points of the scissors, folds it in paper and places it in the Moss-
lined basket to remain undisturbed until wanted for use. A cool

dry room is the best place for keeping Peaches in ; and when extra
fine fruit has to be kept for any length of time, an inverted hair-

sieve is more suitable for placing it upon than moss or wool.

Pigs.—Trees from which the first ripe Figs were gathered in May
will now be swelling off second crops, the quality of which, with
free exposure to solar heat and ventilation, must be all that can be
wished for. If the trees are growing in pots, the roots will require

good mulching and plenty of water to prevent the finest fruit from
dropping or ripening prematurely, as nothing in the way of root-

moisture or syringing will prevent these ills or keep the foliage free

from spi<ler where they are allowed to become dry at the roots.

Pot Figs, be they early or late, should always be plunged up to the

rims, and the feeding roots encouraged to find their way to the sur-

face by the use of large sods of strong turf intermixed with rotten

manure and old lime rublile or burnt earth placed over and beyond
the extremities of the pots. This compost soon becomes quite full of

thick fleshy roots, which only require generous feeding to insure the
production of very fine fruit in quantity far beyond the capabilities

of unstimulated trees, but to prevent them from becoming enfeebled

by over-cropping, the fruit should be thinned liberally before it

reaches the flowering stage, leaving the finest and best placed to
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ripen. 1 stated early in the year that my largest Figs, Brown
Turkey, which have not been potted for several seasons, were placed

upon pedestals of dry bricks and surrounded with a wall of new turf.

Tliis is now matted witli roots, and the trees have not been without

ripe fruit since the 10th of April. All the Figs that begin to swell

by the beginning of August sliould be allowed to ripen with all the

roof saslies of the house open : the foliage will tlien be exposed

to rain, or well washed with the garden engine, and the points

of the shoots will be allowed to grow up to the liglit until the foliage

bacomes ripened. If brown scale attacks the trees in the autumn,

its rapid increase soon destroys the old foliage. Various insecticides

are used for its destruction, but if taken in tune, hand-washing with

a solution of Gishurst or soft-soap and Tobacco water is the most

efficient and economical way of keeping it in check until tlie trees

can receive the annual winter dressing. Young trees from eyes that

have finished tlieir growth may have the lights drawn oil' them, or

they may be removed to a warm corner out-of-doors.

Cucumbers.—The sudden changes from cloud to sunsliine

which we have for some time experienced are very trying for Cucum-
ber growing in houses with a full south aspect, and on this account

many successful growers give preference to pits or frames facing the

south or south-west for producing tlie late summer supply ; but

where the house is tlie only source of supply, every means should

be used for keeping the foliage clean, vigorous, and healthy, by
mulching tlie beds with cool, half-rotten manure, which sliould be

kept constantly moist by copious watering, and frequent attention to

stopping and the removal of old leaves. If shading is resorted to

for a few hours, blinds conveniently arranged for running up and
down by means of cords will enable the person in charge to apply it

when absolutely necessary, and to remove it wlien not wante<l, as

nothing can be more injurious to the plants or opposed to good culti-

vation than systematic shading for the purpose of saving trouble, a

practice by which the plants are weakened to such an extent that

the first exposure to bright sunshine proves fatal. Wliere the

autumn and eirly winter demand is heavy, sowings of Telegraph or

some other favourite kind should be made at short intervals for till-

ing up the small compartments now occupied bj' Melons as they be-

come vacant. For yielding a supply of clean Iiandsome fruit, there is

nothing like healthy maiden plants grown from the seed pot with

plenty of fresh air. An abundance of liglit, and bottom-heat from
fermenting materials for the present, but with the roots in close proxi-

mity to bottom-heat pipes ready for service when fermenting mate-

rials fail, are indispensable to the production of good crops. I

have often pointed out the importance of cleanliness, and .is this is

perhaps the best time for thoroughly clearing out, cleausing, and
painting, every compartment should undergo this operation as it be-

comes vacant and before it is again occupied by a winter crop. It

is usual to wash and thoroughly overliaul every forcing house at

least once a year ; but structures in which bottom-heat is obtained
from hot water and fermenting materials combined soon become in-

fested with a horde of troublesome pests, and should be cleared

out to the very bottom, scalded, and limewashed whenever they be-

come vacant.—W. Colemax.

Kitclien Garden.
It is well to reiterate the necessity of digging up all the Potatoes

that are approaching maturity, so as to save tliem from the disease

which is in some districts spreading rapidly. We have not yet ob-

served it, but are keeping a sharp look out for it, that the first taint

may be destroyed. The Potato crop is so fine this season, that every
pains should be taken to get them stored free from disease. After
trying sundry w;iys to check it we have come to the conclusion that

to pull up the haulm entire is about the most efiective, leaving the

tubers in the ground for the skins to set. This remark only applies

to late kinds ; early ones we prefer to dig up at once. Other vege-

table crops could not well be more flourishing, the warm rains having
just suited them, but, unfortunately, weeds grow rapidly also, and
should be kept downasmuch as possible to prevent seeding. Exhausted
crops should not be allowed to remain in tiie ground longer than is

convenient, as they impoverisli the land without yielding .any return,

and it is important that future crops should become established

before the growing season is on the wane. Peas, Broad Beans,
seeding Lettuce, and Turnips are some of the crops to wliich these

remarks of clearing apply. The ground, after due preparation,

either by digging or simply freeing ot weeds, should be recropped.

On the Pea ground, for instance, with Kales and Broccoli, on the
other Onions, Endive, Parsley, and Spinach ; the latter is a most
important crop, and the ground for it should have deep culture and
be in an open or exposed situation. AVe usually sow about the
middle of August, and, except in the most severe weather, have
always, throughout the winter, been able to gather a dish of good
Spinach whenever required. The earliest Celery should be earthed
up, but previous to which pull olf small side leaves or shoots, tie up

so as to prevent the soil lodging in it, and also give a good soaking
of water. If the Celery fly be troublesome, dust with wood ashes

and soot once a week. Tliis is .also a good preventive against the

ravages of the Turnip fly, wliicli, at this season, is apt to be trouble-

some. Scarlet Runners and dwarf French Beans will continue

double the leiigtli of time in bearing if the Beans are gathered as

they become fit for use. .\ good w.av also of obtaining a succession of

liroduce is to denude the plants on h.alf of tlie plot of their flowers,

when they will at once throw out fresh lateral shoots ami flowers,

and be from a fortnight to three weeks later than the other lialf.

Such a plan is worthy of .adoption by those whose ground is limited,

and successional sowings cannot, tliercfore, be made. Another excel-

lent w.ay to obtain late produoo is to entirely strip the plant of both

fruit and blossoms, top the bines, and point over the ground and
apply a ricli inulcliing of manure, and if dry well supply with water

;

they will soon fruit as freely as at first. Train in Tomatoes, confine

them to single stems only, and as soon as a fair crop of fruit has formed
keep all otlier flowers picked o'l. Ridge Cucumbers and V'egetaljle

JIarrows require similar attention as to training aud stopping, and
more liberal supplies of water.—\V. W.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

WOODLAND WORK FOR AUGU,ST.

DcKlXG the present month, when but few special operations demand
the attention of the forester, every ellbrt should be made to push
forward the general work connected with the enclosure, drainage,

aud cultivation of land intended for new plantations. Tliis is

the more necessary upon heavy clayey soils where wiuter work
pro\'es highly injurious to the prospects of a successful growth of

young trees. Pitting for October planting should be done as early

as possible in August.
Wlierever much game is kept in tlie woodlands the work should

be suspended after the middle of the month to allow the game to

settle down quietly when driven in by liarvest operations, and if the

rides .are at once mown and cleared, the woods may remain undisturbed

until October.
Hedgerow trees should be pruned where necessary as soon as the

Corn crops are cut aud the removal of branches becomes possible.

Too much hedgerow timber of low growth is one of the greatest im-

pediments to high and profitable farmhig.

Large evergreens may be successfully transplanted during the pre-

sent month by being carefully raised, quickly removed, and well

shaded from the sun, aud also well watered and mulched after re-

planting.

Park trees will now require some attention where they have been

browsed by cattle, bent down and broken by the weight of foliage,

or injured by storms. Weeds should also be kept down in young
plantations, tree-guards be strengthened and repaired, fencing

jiainted or tarred, and hedges switched. Budded aud grafted trees

must be attended to, and all growths of weeds around young plants

should be out away, scions upon young stocks be removed, and cop.

pice stools thinued. Layering either in the woodland or in the nur-

sery may commence. Prune young trees in the nursery if the work
is not already done, and make^ cuttings of various kinds—Holly,

Yew, Privet, Laurel, &c.

Where it is intended to lay down with Gr.ass any land cleared of

trees, this should now receive a thorough cultivation and cleaning,

and afterwards be dressed with lime. Towards the end of the month
roll down the land and make the surface as firm as possible, sow a

proper mixture of about 40 lb. of seeds per acre, and lightly brush

them in, taking care that none of them are too deeply buried.

Pliickley, Kent. A. J. Bdkkow.5.

Azara microphylla.—This graceful evergreen shrub is one of

those that have stood unscathed through the past winters in the

pleasure ground at Belvoir. It is very distinct in aspect and good

in habit, not forming the dumpling shape dear to those who like

shrubs clipped.—V.

The Oldham Fossil Forest.—Mr. O. F. H. Milne, owner

of the fossil forest recently discovered at Oldham, and prououuced

by eminent geologists to be the only one of the kind in Great

Britain, has otfered to allow the Oldham Corporation to have care

of it, and make a charge to visitors, the money to be applied

towards a public museum.

Rhus diversiloba Poisonous.—This—not, I believe, in our

g'xrdttus—is a dangerous shrub iu its native country, California.

While some persons may handle it without suffering, others barely

touching it are afflicted with severe skin eruptions.
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ORCHI DS.

AX^CTOCHILI AND THEIR CULTURE.
Among the most attractive of the exhibits at one of the London
shows held recently were the small collections of Anicctochili shown
by various nurserymen. There is an evident desire to re-introduce

to cultivation these exquisite gems, and it is a pity that in spite of

the most skilful attention they have always succumbed after a short

time under culture. The secret of success will no doubt be dis-

covered sooner or later, and we shall yet, I hope, be able to meet with

these rare beauties in every collection of choice plants. Our collec-

tion is a rich one, but I do not presume that the treatment to which
our plants have been subjected is the secret ef culture we are all in

search of, but having succeeded in keeping and growing well a repre-

sentative collection of An:ectochili by it, I give it for what it is worth.

I believe they enjoy a high tropical temperature, and I state this in the

face of what has been said by those who have seen tliese plants in a

wild state. Plants are not invariably found naturally in the spots

most conducive to their requirements ; and therefore I think we
ought to act in an intelligent manner when the subjects are under
artificial treatment.

Our plants have been in a summer temperature of 75° to 80", and
winter 65' to 70°, and iu this they have grown freely, some of them
being this year almost unique specimens, and have been quickly pro-

pagated. They are in a span-roofed case which is placed in a tropical

stove, and is kept moderately shaded. I have tried various soils,

and the best I consider is peat (small fibry lumps), two parts ; dead
Oak or Beech leaves (not decomposed soil), one part

;
good yellow

loam and Sphagnum Moss, one part. Instead of sand I use small

pieces of brick, to which the roots delight to cling. In this com-
post the plants are placed, the pots used being generally of the

2| in. size, filled about one-third with broken crooks. They are

potted loosely, and if the stem of the plant is long enough, let it

lay on the surface of the soil, as when buried they are liable to rot.

The pots are tlien plunged in iSph.agnum Moss, beneath which is a

layer of cinders or charcoal. We give them a good watering, in

order to settle the soil, after which, if the Moss is kept saturated the

soil very seldom gets dry. Water is not permitted to remain on the

leaves, and there is always room for a small admission of air in the

case. The only insect I have found to infest An.'ectochili is that

worst of plant pests, red spider, which, if not kept under, would
soon destroy the plants. In order to destroy them I use Tobacco
and soft soap, "2 oz. of the former to one of the latter, and h gallon

of water. In this the plants are dipped and sponged, and immedi-
ately after they are dipped and sponged with clean water. I have
never found this mixture injure the most delicate plants. Spring
is the best time for potting, and from that time till September plenty of

moisture may be given, after which, if the Moss is kept in a grow-
ing state, that will give sufficient moisture to the plants. I do not
know one species or variety which would be unworthy of cultiva-

tion, but some of the most beautiful are

—

A. SETACEUS.—Leaves 2 in. to 8 in. long and IJ in. broad, having
a rich velvet surface regularly lined and covered with a bright golden
network.
A. Lowi.—This is one of the best and easiest to cultivate. It

has leaves 4 in. to 5 in. long and 2 in. to 3 in. broad, with a ground
of a rich deep brown colour, shaded with green, and lined and
netted with deep golden.

A. Petola.—Also a free grower. Leaves the same size as those

of setaceus, of a rich velvety green colour, beautifully marked with
light golden lines.

A. Dawsoniant.'*.—Something like setaceus, with the habit of

Lowi, and not so freely lined as these two species.

A. Veitchi.—A rare and very beautiful species, resembling A. Pe-
tola, but darker and with a broadish bar running from base to

point.

Others equally beautiful are A. concinnus (something like A. Daw-
sonianus, but having rounder leaves), A. Ortgiesi, A. Reinwardti,
A. intermedins, A. argeuteus, &c. Some of the variegated tropical

Goodyeras may be grown with the above, the most beautiful of

which are Rollissoni, Domini, discolor, &c. Another equally beau-
tiful ally is Monochilus regius, which has leaves li in. long and % in.

broad, centre green, and each side covered with a band of velvety
brown. Z. B.

would think possible. In one collection, I am told, Odontoglossum
Alexandra; has doubled the size of its bulbs, the leaves are deep
purple instead of green, as when received from Europe, and the
flowers far surpass in size and brightness of colour any of the figures

by Fitch and other artists in the European publications. After all,

one m.ust expect this from a country so fertile and sunny as is

America. One must not be surprised if these English Orchid growers
in the States should bring over a few plants to our shows at South
Kensington or Regent's Park ere long.—B.

Growing Cool Orchids.—For the good culture of these
plants Mr. J. Anderson, writing to a contemporary, recommends ;

—

1. A water-tight stage filled with pebbles, shell, or gi-avel, and sup-
jjlied by a tap, so as to hold moisture and give it off in a natural
way. 2. A water-way or tank beneath the stage, below the floor

level and out of the way of workmen and visitors. .3. A vacuum
under the grated path. 4. Shading elevated alcove the glass, so as

to allow a cool current of air to flow between them. 5. The want of

success of the summer culture of cool Orchids is attributable to a
climate insufficiently charged with moisture. In addition to this

advice I recommend the use of small pots or pans, and the dipping
of these in a vessel of water as being preferable to the usual method
of using the watering-pot. Overpotting Orchids of any kind is a
great evil. I have now some Odontoglossums in 2^-in. pots larger

than one often sees in 6-in. ones ; they are making luxuriant growth,
and it is impossible to over-water them.—B.

Oncidium. dasytyle or dasystyle ?—In the publishep
description of this plant by Dr. Reichenbach the specific name ia

spelt dasytyle, aud in all subsequent references made to the plant in

garden periodicals it has been spelt in the same way. In the
" Botanical Magazine," however, I see it is spelt dasystyle—a name
one can understand as describing the abnormally thick style or

column. I wonder whether in Dr. Reichenbach's published descrip-

tion there was a misprint. Some one must be wrong. Is it the
"Botanical Magazine," Dr. Reichenbach, or the papers?—ENQtriREK.

Orchids in America.—I am told on the best authority that
the future of Orchid growing in the United States is likely to be
a brilliant one. Their liberal supply of clear weather and bright
sunlight induces a robust vigour in many of the heat-loving species
which we rarely see equalled in our dull and dripping climate, and
even Orchids of the cool section, such as Odontoglossums and Mas-
devallias, have, in the best collections, done far better than some

PLANTS CERTIFICATED AT CHISWICK.
ATameetingottheFloralCommitteeof the Royal Horticultural Society,

in their garden at C'hiswick, on July 20, the following Begonias
and Pelargoniums were considered worthy of certificates of merit.

All the Begonias were raised in the Society's gardens :

—

Begonias.
Dr. Denny.—Strong vigorous habit, very free-flowering. Flowers

of medium size, well borne above the foliage, very pale scarlet, ap-

proaching almost to a salmon.

Dr. Hdoii.—Very strong growth. Stems pale green. Flowers

well displayed, of a very bright scarlet, shaded towards centre with

a pale hue. Very free-flowering and good.

LrcY Violet.—Vigorous habit, very free-flowering. Flowers of

medium size, clear rosy pink, shaded towards the centre of the flower.

Anna Ria.—Strong vigorous growth, very free-flowering. Flowers

of medium size, pale scarlet. A fine variety.

Lizzie Smith.—Free vigorous growth. Flowers dark scarlet, with
distinct magenta shade ; round, medium size.

Henry Webb.—Strong vigorous habit, free-flowering. Flowers

large, of good form, clear scarlet. A very fine variety.

Annie Wilkie.—Strong habit. Steins pale green. Flowers

larae, pale scarlet, well thrown up. A very attractive sort.

Nellie Barron.—Very close compaot habit, very free- flowering.

Flowers erect, of a beautiful dark scarlet. A very fine variety.

Rosea grandiflora.—Tall erect habit. Flowers very large, of

good substance, beautiful rosy-pink.

The certificates which had been previously awarded to the varie-

ties Nellie May and A. Hemsley were on this occasion confirmed.

Pelargoniums.
Gloire d'Orleans (Lemoine).—Of dwarf compact habit, very

free-flowering. A medium, erect-growing truss, of beautiful magenta-

scarlet flowers. The brightest coloured in the Ivy-leaved section.

Lucie Lemoine (Lemoine).—Show-Decorative. Very dwarf close

growth, very free-flowering. Flowers pure white, slightly pencilled

at bottom of petals. The best white.

Mrs. Potten (Lemoine).—Show-Decorative. Free habit, free-

flowering, wliite, slightly-shaded ; distinct purple blotch on upper

petal. Very distinct and showy.
Madame Thibaut (Lemoine).—Show-Decorative. Free vigorous

growth, very free-flowering. Large compact truss, white suflfused

with magenta ; distinct, broad, and irregular rosy margin round

petals. Very fine and showy.
Mont Blanc (Lemoine).—Ivy-leaved, white shaded pink, very

fre»-flowering, large truss. Very fine.
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Similar awards were also made to the two following plants on the

same occasion :^
(iiiMi'iiRKNA i-.i.onosA NAN'A ooMrAOTA (Benary).—A very fine

dwarf and free-floweriug form of the Globe Amaranth, from 'J in. to

10 in. high.

Oleandkr Professor Dpchabtre (Huber).— Flower purplish wine
colour, beautiful shade, free-flowering, and very showy. The darkest-

coloured of any.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

before. Some years ago, when the tropical department at Kew was
under my management, T. Horibuudum was one of my great treasures

;

there were two or three large cases of it in the collection. I have
also seen it in the collection of Messrs. Backhouse & Son, at York ;

and until the unfortunate break-up of the Messrs. RoUisson'a Nur-
sery, I had several uice plants of it there. By the way, there is a
splendid variety of this species to be obtained about Demerara
which has long simple strap-shaped leaves upwards of 1 ft. long.

The specimen iu my possession shows it to be a truly beautiful form

;

it has been named T. Vittaria, &.c.—W. H. Gower, T/ie Nurseries,

Tootiiiij.

EHYXCHOSPERMUM JASMIXOIDES.
The utility of this plant when grown in small pots for room as well
as for conservatory decoration is not fully recognised. It is often met
with in a large specimen size, and also as a creeper iu the greenhouse,
but few have attempted to

grow and flowei it in 4-in.

pots. Those who possess
an old plant should take
cuttings of moderately-
ripened wood, which will

be best where a little of the
old wood can be obtained
at the base of each cutting,

though this is not abso-
lutely necessary, as any
of the short-jointed shoots
will root freely in sandy
soil in a slightly heated
bed. The most expedi-
tious way to obtain useful-

sized plants is to insert

three cuttings in a 3-in.

pot, and allow them to grow
undisturbed. Cuttings in-

serted late in the sea-

son should be grown in a

warm temperature through-
out the winter months, and
in spring should be repot-

ted into 44-in. or 6-in.

pots. The soil for the pots
in which the plants will

flower should consist of the
best fibry loam and peat
in about equal proportions
with a moderate addition

of silver sand and bone
dust. It will also be an
advantage to the plants

if the pots be drained with
J-in. bones, which will

assist in keeping the plants

in vigour for several sea-

sons without repotting.

When the plants are es-

tablished in the pots in

which they are to flower,

a few wire stakes should
be placed around the
inner surface of the pot,

to which the shoots should
be tied as they grow.
After sufficient growth is obtained to cover the supports, the

plants should be gradually inured to greenhouse treatment, and
during the months of August and September they should be exposed
to full sunlight, so as to get the wood thoroughly matured, as on
this condition the production of fine heads of flower depends. When
the plants are well ripened they can be forced successfully all

through the winter season. One great advantage this plant possesses

is that when once it has grown to a useful size, it may be kept for

some years in that state by pruning it freely after it has flowered,

and the older the plants are the more freely do they produce flowers.

Few greenhouse plants possess a hardier constitution than tlie Rhyn-
chospermum, for bad treatment, such as being a long time in rooms
and dark positions, rarely seems to affect its health.—J. Roberts.

The Elephaut'a-foot plant (TestucUnaria elephantipes).

THE ELEPHANT'S-FOOT PLANT.
(testudinaeia elephantipes.)

The accompanying woodcut represents one of the most remarkable

plants to be found at the Cape of Good Hope. It is a member
of the Sweet Potato family,

but differs widely from
others of the Order as re-

gards habit of growth.
The huge root-stock of

the Testudinaria, which
sometimes measures 4 ft.

iu diameter, corresponds
with the large under-
ground tubers of the Sweet
Potato, but is very dis-

tinct in its character. The
surface of the globular

root-stock of the Ele-

phant's-foot is of a woody
or bark-like nature, the
surface being deeply crack-

ed in the form of large

angular protuberances, si-

milar to the shell of the
tortoise, from which re-

semblance its generic name
has been derived, and on
account of its unwieldy
bulk the specific name
elephantipes, or Elephant's-

foot, has been applied.

The inside of the root-

stock is of a fleshy con-

sistence, and is said to

have afforded food for the
natives ; hence the name
of Hottentot's Bread, by
which it is likewise known.
The slender stems which
arise from the summit of

the root-stock climb to a

height of from 30 ft. to

40 ft. ; and the foliage

being of a bright green
shining hue, the jjlant has
a very elegant appearance
trailing under the roof of

a greenhouse, more par-

ticularly when the stems
bear a profusion of its

greenish-yellow flowers in

short, drooping racemes.

Some fine examples may be seen at Kew in the cool portion of the

Cactus House, and in one or two of the London nurseries there are

some fine plants.—W. G.

Trichomanes floribundum.—I am rather surprised that
such a successful cultivator and enthusiastic lover of Ferns as Mr.
P. NeiU Fraser should not have seen this truly beautiful species

Origanum sipyleum.—Those who like sweet-scented flowers

in the greenhouse would find this hardy herbaceous plant of easy
culture, and one that would give satisfaction when in bloom. In
addition to the delicate scent, the flowers are pretty and interesting.

The flowers are not unlike those of the Hop in miniature, and are of

a deep pink colour. In order to obtain flowering plants for tlie

next season, cuttings should be taken during the present month.
Insert the cuttings in a sandy compost, and give them the benefit

of a mild bottom-heat, so as to induce them to root quickly. The
stronger the stool is in the autumn, the greater the number of

healthy-flowering growths will be produced from it in the spring.

After the plants are established in the autumn, they should be kept

in a cool dry frame during the winter, keeping the roots moderately
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dry. When the plants show signs of growth in spring, the soil

should be shaken from the roots and tliey should be repotted in

6-in. pots, a sized pot in which they will produce from six to eight

flower-spikes, which should be neatly tied to supports. The plants

will remain in bloom a considerable time.—J. R.

LIST OF HERBACEOUS AND BULBOUS PLANTS
GROWN IN THE GARDENS OF BITTON VICARAGE IN THE
YEAR 1831, BY THE REV. HENRY THOMAS ELLACOMBE,
THEN CURATE OF BITTON, AND NOW RECTOR OF CLYST ST.

GEORGE, TOPSHAM, DEVON.*

The vicarage gardens at Bitton, well known to many of our
readers as an old home of many rare hardy plants, has been
for a very long time most richly stored. The father of the

present vicar, now as fond of liis plants as ever in his Devon-
shire garden, had, when at Bitton many years ago. the col-

lection enumerated in the following list. We give it phxce,

believing it may be interesting or useful to our readers in

showing what was in cultivation in our gardens fifty years
ago. Mr. Ellacombe, whose notes on plants from Clyst St.

George are now published in the pages of The Garden
from time to time, is indeed an experienced grower of

hardy flowers, for we believe he used to correspond with the
authorities in the Garden of Plants at Paris, and exchange
plants with them previous to the battle of AVaterloo. This
makes us feel a sense of awkwardness in writing of him as
the patriarch of " herbaceous '' men, so to say, but if any one
deserves the appellation of *' green old gardener" it is the
writer of the list we publish to-day.

Acanthus mollis
nigtr
spiuosus
spinosissimus

Aceena latebrosa
Achillea argentta

.'L'gyptiaca

helvetica
odorata
piuuatifida
Ptarniica pleno
pubescens
eambucifolia
Santolina
serrata
speciosa
tonientosa

Aconitum alburu
australe
Antbora
barbatum
Camariuii
Halleri
japonicum
iUinituni
LycottLinum
Napellus
ocbi'oleucnm
paniculatum
rubiciindum
pyramidale
pubescens
septentionale
strictum
taurieiun
tortuusuni
unchuitum
variegatuin
venustum
versicolor
volubile

Actica racemosa
spicata

flore-rubro
Actinomeris sttuarrosa
Adonis vernaHs
Agapauthus umbellatus

minor
Agrostemma Coronaria

pleno
Ajuga alpina

oriental is

pyraniidalis
reptans alba

rubra
variegata

Alchemilla alpina
Allium ambi:j,uum

asperum

Allium canadeiise
Ampeloprasum
uiiiatuin

controversum
desceudens
fragrans
gloljosuni

magicum
Moiy
luteum
neapolitanum
pulchellum
proliferum
sph;croci;phalum
mseum
triquetrum
tataricum
\iolacenm

Althiea cajmabina
olticinalis

Alyssum alpestre
hyperboreum
montanum
saxatilc

variegatimi
Amaryllis Belladonna

Atamasco
lutea

Amsunia latifolia

salicifolia

Anchusa incarnata
ochroleuca
paniculata
violacea

Anemone alba
apennina
baldensis
coronaria

flore-pleno
dichotoma
Halleri
narcissiflora

nemorosa
fiore-plcno

ochotensis
palmata
patens
pensylvanioa
ranunculoitles
sibirica
Stellata
hot tensis

stellatail.-pl.

purpurea
sylvestris
sulpburea
tbalictroides
virginica
vitifolia

Anthericum Liliastrum
ramosum

Anthyllis italica
Ajjius tuijerosa
Aphyllanthes raonspeliea-

sis

Apocynum androsjcmi-
folium

hypericifolium
venetum

Aquilegia alpina
canadensis
major
glaudulosa
hybrida
sibirica

viridiHora
viscosa
vulgaris

flore-pleno
Arabis albida

alpina
bellidifoUa
pro?cox
pumila

Aral ia racemosa
nudicaulis

Arenaria grandiflora
Aremonia agimumoides
Argemune u^ntridiUora
Arnica niMntana
Aristnloihui clemiititis
Arum Dracontitun

Draennculus
tenuifolium
glaucum
tiiphylUun
italicura

Arundo Donax
Asarum cauiideuse

europceuni
grandiflorum
virgiuicum

Asclepias amcena
incarnata
uivea
pnrpurascens
pulchra
syi'iaca

tuberosa
Asphodelus luteus

ramosus
Aster

Novi Eelgii
hyssopif(diu3
conCOlor
lanceolatus
corymbosus
cricoides

* Printed from a MS. catalogue, dated IS31.

Aster patens
versicolor
foUosus
serotinus
tardidorus
Kovie AncrlicB

phlogifolius
duniosus
miser
lateralis

Tradescanti
pendulus
bellidifolins
tenntfolius
linifolius

Radula
spurius
sibiriciis

floribundus
mutabiiis
laxus
ditl'iisus

licvis

cyaneus
longifolius
salicifolius

Xov:c-Angli;e ruber
roseus and other
vars.

Ijevi'^atus

simplex
amygdaloides
umbellatus
discolor
fragilis

lividus
recurvatus
spectabilis
albus
corymbosus
cajspitosa
ennimensis
solidagiueus
junceus
adulterinus
elegans
diversns
Novaj-Scotise
macrophyllus
repen

8

cordifolius
puniceus
granditlorus
rigidus
altissimus
divaricatus
pallciis

multillorns
panicuUitus
alpiuus
albus
altaicus
ramosus
divaricatus
Amellus
carpaticus
dracunculoides
incisus
linifolius

pulcherrimua
sibiricus incisus
salsuginosus
acnminatus

i horizontalis
confertus
subulatus
virgatus
Milleri

Astragalus galegiformis
falcatus
hvpoglottis
leucophfeus
virescens

Astrantia carniolica
major
maxima
minor

Atropa Belladonna
Aubrietia purpurea

deltoidea
Baptisla alba

australis
exaltata

Barbarea vulgaris plena
Bellis perennis vars.

Betunica alopecuros
grandiflora
hh'suta
officinalis fl.-albo

orientalis
Bocconia cordata
Borago laxifiora
Boltonia asteroides
Bupthalmum cordifolium

salicifi)lium

ternatum
Cacalia suaveolens

Cacalia tomentosa
Calaaipclis scabra
Calamintha grandiflora

variegata
Calceolaria plantaginea

paniculata
arachnoidea
floribunda

Caltha licarioides

palustris 11. -pi.

ra.licans

Campanula aggregata
alliaritelolia

alpina
azurea
betonicsefolia
bononiensis
capitata
carjiatica

cephalantha
collina
conspicua
cortinata
gliibricarpa
glumerata

tt.-albo

hederace

a

latifolia

fl.-albo

pallida
lactitlora

lilifulia

linifoli;!

niacrautha
nitida

il.-albo

persiciiolia
tl.-an)o

maxima
coerulco plena
albo pleno

pulla
pumila

alba
punctata
rapunculoides
rhoniboidea
rotundifolia

U-albo
ccerule -plena
rubra

sarmatica
Schenchzer i

speciosa
Tracbelinm

ttore-albo
cneruleo-pleua
albo-plena

trachelioides
Cardamine asarifolia

pralensis plena
trifolia

Cassia marilandica
Catauanchc c(crulea
Centanrea afriuana

atropurpiirea
aurea
dealliata
glastifolia

macruphylla
montana
salmantica
nigra fl-albo

ochroleuca
phrygia
reflexa
salicifolia

Cerastiuni Biebersteini
tomentosum

Chelidonium niajua fl.-pl.

Clielone barbata
glabra
Lyoni
obliqna

alba
Chrysanthemum sinenst

and varieties
Chrysocoma

Lynosyris
Cichorium Intybus
Cineraria sibirica

glabrata
Claytonia sibirica

virginica
Clematis angustifolia

cylindiica
ereeta
iotegrifolia
latifolia

ochroleuca
Cnicus beterophyllns

simplex
Colchicum autumnale

flore-pleno
flore albo

byzantinum
Couvallaria majalis

Convallaria majalis fl.-pl.

rubra
verticillata
multiflora

flore-pleno
racemosa

Convolvulus althjeoides
lineatus

Coreopsis auriculata
feruhefolia
lanceolata
procera
senifolia'
.tripteris

tenuifolia
verticillata

Coronilla iberica
minima
varia

Comus canadensis
suecica

Cortusa Matthiola
Cotyledon lutea
Corydalis bulbosa

capnoides
glauca
lutea
no I 111 is

tuberosa
fli>re-albo

canadensis
Crinuni uapense

bingirtorum
riparium

Crocus majsiacus
susianus
stellaris
sulpliureus striatus

striatellus

Isabellinus
concolor
albidus

lagenajflorus luteus
albicans
penicillatus

biflorus

stigmatoaus
argenteiis
Salisburi

versicolor violaceus
Hawortlii
purpureus
plumosus
elegans
lineatus
Ganieri
vjttatus
pectinatus
Alorleon

versicolor attiiiis

urban us
propluquus

alpiuus
vernus

obovatus
concinnus
grandis
neapolitanus
violaceus
Phaeton
dorsal is

stylosus
lineatus
pal lens
pictus
(iloriana
Tulipaceus
variegatus
obesus
linellus
crassus
striatus
albus minor

officinalis

sativus
; serotinus

nudiflorus
pusillus
versicolor
Impft-rati

longiflorus

Cucubalus bacclferus
stellatus

fimbria tus
Cyclamen Coum

europfeum Clusi
hedercEfolium albidura

pnrpurascens
repaiidum
vernnm

Cynanchum nigrum
vincetoxicura

Cynoglossum omphalodes
nitidum

Dactyiis glomerata varie-
gata

Dahlia superflua
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Dahlia variabilis
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Saxifraga Sternberg!
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Veronica serrata
sibirica

Schinitlti

spicata
Ilore-albo

spuria
taurica
Teiierium
urticxfolia
sat urt'iicfolia

vin;inica
\VaUtsteiniaiia

Vesicaria utriculata
Viuca herbaoea
Viola altaiea

^aiulillora
austriaca
bifloni

blanda
calcarata
canailensis
cauiua
comuta
cucullata
*teiitata

discolor
ereft

a

ericetorum
craiuiitlora

heternphylla
hirsuta
hirta
injrica
lactea
lutea
inontuna
multifloa
oblinua
ochroleuca
odorata

double vars.
ovata
palmata

bicolor
I>alastn.4

papiUouacea
pedata
pensyh'anica
primulJvlolia
pygmxa
rothomagensi3
Ruppi
suavis
sa^ttata

Waldsteinia geoides
Wahlenber^ia crrandiflora

"Wulfenia carinthiaca
Xerophyllum asjjhode-

loidt-s

Yncca acuminata
angustifolfa
aloifolia

filamentosa
variegata

flacciJa
glaucescens
gloriosa
puberula
recurvifolia
stricta

Zv^ophyllura Fabago
AQl'ATIC-E-
Aponogeton distachyon
Limosella aquatica
Eriocaulon septangulare
Myriophyllum verticilla

turn
Sagittaria sinensis
T>'pha minima
Comarum palustrefol.var,
Hydropeltis purpurea
AUsma natans

Sagittaria lanceolata
Saururus ceriums
Sparganium natans
Ranunculus Ungua
HydrocotyU' vulgaris
Zizania anuatira
Typha nngustifolia
Isoetes lacustris

Acorns Calamus
gi-amiueus

Aster Tripolium
Alisma rauunculoides
Butomus umbellatua
Calla paUistris

n>thiopica

Caltha nutans
Hydrncharis Morsus-ranic
Hottiinia pahistris

Menyanthes tiifoliata

Villarsia uyniphoides
>'ynipha>a alba

odorata
minor
pygra.Ta

Nuphar lutea
advena

Orontium aquaticum
Pontederia cordata
Sagittaria latifoUa fl.-pl.

rigida
obtusa
sagittxfolia

Stratiotes aloides
Loltelia Dortmanua
KILICES—
Polj-podium vulgare

cambricum
Dr>-opteria

calcareum
Fhegojtteris

Aspidium Filix-mas
lobatum
aculeatum
dilatatum
alpiuum
Theiipteris
marginale
Lonchitis
spiDUlosura
fragile

dentatum
rha?ticum
rigidurn

Aaplenium Filix-fcemina
bulbiferum
trichomanes
viride
E.uta muraria
Adiantum-nigrum
septentrionale
capense
rhizophyllum
mannum
ebeneum
lanceolatura

Pteris caudata
arguta
crispa

Blechnum boreale
Adiantum pedatum
Scolopendrium vulgare

muUitiduui
angustiiuliura
cri.*puin

undulatuni
Ceteraoh olttcinarum
Struthiopteris gennanica
Osmundii regalis

spectabilis

cinnamomea
Onoclea sensibilis

Polypodium elatum

Dicksonia pilosiuscula
Dnotiin nii>calris

Woodwardia radicaus
Pteris atropurpurea
Cheilauthes vestita

Aspidium acrosticlioides

cristaturn

Halleri
pectinatuni
obtusum
novebnraeense
auriculaturn

Osmunda inten-upta
Blechnum hastatum
ORCIIIDE-l?:-
Orchis eonopsea

latifolia

nuiscula
Jlorio

alba
pyramidal is

Ophrys apifera
arachnites

Habenaria viridis

albida
Orchis bifolia

maculata
spiralis

Epipactis grandiflora
latifolia

palustris
Ophrys muscifera
Serapias lougifnlia

APPENDIX.
Nemnphila phaceloidas
Iris flavissima

squalens
era ssifolia

biflora

biglumis
dalmatica
aurea
Pseudacirui
raoneoides

Campanula rubra
Swertia i)erenuis

Tofieldia palustris
carpatica

Iresine celosinides

Adenophora denticulata
lilifolia

stylo sa
Renealma grandiflora

panieulata
Eriophorum angustifolium

gracile
pubescens
vaginatum
latifoUum

Chrysosplenium
folium

oppositifoliura

Draha incana
pyrenaica

Ononis antiquorum
spinosa

a.lba

rotundi folia

r.ulbocodium vemum
Sparaxis tricolor

granditl'Ta

Antholvza rosea
I via maculata alba
Ferraria uudulata
Oulax aphylla
(torteria rigens
Kermione biscreaata

ochroleuca
auranticorona
rotularis

pat Jla

maticura, one of the many Sikkim Rhododendrons which prove to

be quite hardy in this Edinburgh garden.—C. M. Owen.

altcmi-

and

Plant Notes.—In Mr. Gorrie's garden at Rait Lod.::;*^, Edin-
burgh, there are many curious and rare plants, including a number of
species from New Zealami, on which Mr. Gorrie has written some
interesting notes as to their comparative degrees of hardiness, &c.
Plagianthus betulinus is likely to prove of value to paper makers
from the strength of its fibre : the slender stems can be used fortyinc^
plants. Lavatera arborea. a Britisli plant grown here, is also remark-
able for the strength of its fibres. Mistletoe is grown on the Pear
tree as well as on Maple, Hawthorn, &c. Blitum capitatura has
small red fruits in clusters up the stem, and the Holy (Jrass, men-
tioned in the life of Robert Dick, thrives well ; it is so called because
it is used in Russia for strewing in some of the churches on account
of its sweet scent. Mr. Gorrie thinks that the Indian baskets of
scented Grass from America are made of the Holy Grass. He has
also some plants of Acorus Calamus, still used in some of the
churches in Norfolk on special days for the same purpose as the
Holy Grass in Russia, the leaves of this flag being sweet-scented.
Another sweet-scented plant is the Sikkim Rhododendron, R. aro-

LEAFLETS.

If the gardeners, and, above all, the wild gardeners, could

make their voice heard in the political din now about us, they

would probably be clamouring for a Rabbit Bill for themselves.

At Belvoir the other day Mr, Ingram, who carefully fences

his picturesque gardens from rabbits with wire netting, was
showing me the havoc played by rabbits outside this precious

barrier. Some people do not suppose that these too well

protected but offensive creatures would not eat our common
hardy Ferns, but here was a whole hill-side literally cleared

of them cleaner than a mower could take them away. Any
kind of good gardening, with all the beautiful things that

surround us at this season, is impossible wherever rabbits have

access. The flower garden of the future is to be in every part

round a country house, and not on a geometrical rug only.

But all good work in this way is quite imi^ossible so long

as these pests graze plants down. A good authority also

tells me that one of tbe reasons why the Potato, which always

fails, and which, from a nutritive point of view, is not so good
as many other vegetables that we can grow in our gardens,

is so much grown by cottagers and country people is, that it

is not eaten by rabbits as most other vegetables are. Instead

of seeking to cure the Potato disease, it would be better

to counsel the people to allow this root to be mainly grown
in sunnier countries which do not suiter from this pest, and
encourage our own to grow the more profitable green vege-

tables and other roots which are not liable to disease.
*

Apart from the ugly effect, or rather want of effect, of the

dotting system, few know how much we lose by it in other

ways. A noble plant comes into the country, and, owing to

this dotting, few ever learn its value, or use it in a bold or

picturesque way. The broad-leaved Saxifrages, for example :

who ever sees their fine effect if single plants are exposed on a

bare border? They are plants that enjoy a little shade in

summer, and flower all the better if grown in carpets, or

cushioned among other plants, and slightly sheltered in spring.

Obviously the best thing to do with them is to make carpets

of them under trees in favourable spots, for the good reason

that, in addition to their sho^Ry flowers, which appear in early

spring, their evergreen foliage is extremely ornamental. I

noticed several of these carpets at Belvoir used just as they

should be, and there for the first time many will begin to

enjoy these plants, and know their great value for our gar-

dens. A suitable site should be found, and a colony or group

from 9 ft. to 20 ft. across should be established, letting the

plants come to the edge with their fine leaves, or grow back

into shade as much as they like, sending up their handsome

heads of bloom all over the noble carpet every spring.
»

The Funkias, too, are usually dotted about, so that one sel-

dom sees their beauty or true effect. What kind of place

would our meadows be or our woods if we had to look for one

little dot of each thing among a thousand others ? Each plant

should be so ma.sscd or sufficiently abundant so that we might

feel its presence, as we do the Primroses in the grove and the

Cowslips in the meadow. With Mr. Ingram I also <^ It the

beauty of a fine wide group of Funkia Sieboldi, fine in*^ flower

and leaf too. Such groups want some taste in their disposi-

tion. They should not be solid circles or ovals, and, if massed

in one place, should fringe off gradually at others, and here

and there spread into little groups away from the main
colony.
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Some time ago I wrote as follows concerning the nursery

beds which, every garden should possess where the desire is to

make the place beautiful with plants that enjoy the open air

with us :

As it is almost impossible to establish and keep in order a good
collection witliout tlie aid of a little nursery in wliicli new or scarce

kinds can be increased, it would be desirable to combine such a

nursery with a department for the supply of out flowers. Tiiere ought

to be in all large gardens a piece of ground, rather light in character,

in whicli all kinds in the least scarce, or of whicli it is desirable to

have 4 good stock, might be pulled in pieces and placed in lines. As
these should he kinds always chosen for their beauty, such a nursery

would probably give a stock of flowers for cutting in due time ; and

as plants would be placed there for increase mainly, so they might
be cut freely in the bud, or in any other stage in which they might

be thought beautiful. Witli them might also be associated in 4-ft.

beds the numerous beautiful plants wliicli require annual or biennial

propagation or division, such as tlie old Doulile Rockets, Clove Car-

nations and Pinks, ornamental Grasses of the smaller sort, and other

plants desirable for cutting or preservation. In the same place seed-

lings miglit be raised. .Such a department, well carried out, would
soon enable the gardener to fill up blanks and form bold groups of

beds wherever lie pleased. He could also exchange more freely, and
thereby enricli his collection.

I was pleased the other day to notice a perfect nursery of this

kind in good working order in the gardens at Belvoir, where

Mr. Ingram is making great advances in hardy flowers, apart

from those of the spring which ho has long made the gardens

at Belvoir famous for. An open piece of the large kitchen

garden has been selected for this purpose, and right well it

does its work as a nursery, and also as a rich "cutting ground

"

for furnishing quantities of cut flowers. In the open quarter

away from all trees, in ground enriched by many previous

crops, the fine hardy plants receive excellent culture and in-

crease freely. As in this nursery stage the object is to make
the plants increase at the root, cutting their flowers does them
good, and one is not disturbed by qualms which many have

as to cutting flowers in conservatories, the flower garden, or

planthouses. Thus for two important reasons—a supply ofgood

cut flowers and a good stock of plants—no good garden should

be without its nursery beds for choice hardy flowers. Mr.

Ingram improves on the plan by growing two things together,

but which grow or flower at difi'erent seasons. Thus, for

example, the }iortion of the border given to the great autumn
flowering Colchicum specio.sum is now covered with a pro-

fusely blooming carpet of the pretty little Nieremberj;ia rivu-

laris. There are also many choice and beautiful species in

this garden.
*

A handful of handsome, well-grown ileadow Sweets, both

rosy and cream-coloured, from jNIr. Kingsmill reminds me of

what a valuable family we have in these for garden decora-

tion, though till recently few of them were well grown. The
little Japan Spinea orHoteia is seldom seen well out-ofdoors.

One could make beautiful a corner of a garden with these

alone. One of the most artistic bits of gardening I ever saw

was a group of the precious shrubby Spirreas, with their

wonderful profusion of spray like bloom, and outside the

shrubs, planted irregularly in the Grass, tufts of the finer her

baceous kinds. The effect would have been better still if the

tufts had been groups. Some of them are big plants. The
tall rosy venusta is never happier than when in moist peat

soil. With these came a fine wreath of the Flame Nasturtium

(Tropfeolum speciosum), which some people in the south are

beginning to succeed in establishing.

How beautiful those little islets of pale sky-blue Campa-
nulas are ! I think they are called C. turbinata ccerulea.

The plant appears to be a hybrid ; but it does not matter.

The colour is as delicate as that of the blue Wood Anemone,
and the plant is a most precious one in many p)ositions in

gardens. 1 noticed a very fine free-flowering herbaceous

kind, called Hendersoni, which seems to be a hybrid
between the tall chimney Campanula and carpatica. It

is a very valuable kind. 1 saw Campanula celtidifolia the

other day at Sir George !Macleay's in great beauty, about
6 ft. high, the stems self-supporting and holding eacli a great

and bold-spreading head of flowers. It is a noble her-

baceous plant, and worth growing well.

Speaking of the Day Lilies and their use in gardens

reminds me of their valuable use in the picturesque and wild

garden, and by the sides of streams and lakes, for which the

fine strong habit of the larger kinds well fits them. Here is

a little sketch of one taken in the pleasure grounds at Long-
leat, where a colony of the common yellow Day Lily is

established beside the lake, and making a very successful

struggle with the strong native possessors of the waterside.

Among these its fine flowers tell well.

Growing well must be the aim of every cultivator of hardy

flowers for the future. It is quite astonishing the difl'erence

between badly grown and well grown plants. I have lately

seen many plants G ft. to 8 ft. high which as usually starved

in borders do not attain more than half that height, and have

a poor and short-lived bloom. The poor dried border, robbed

by the roots of trees, must be given up altogether. Let the

trees have it to themselves and the shrubs, for the most part,

and let them hang down their branches and conceal the naked-

ness of the land rather than a.sk the meadow or hill flowers

to thrive under such circumstances. There was one great

advantage in the old mixed border that ran through the

middle of the garden, in that, as a rule, there were no tree

roots near, and there wag also plenty of light. What we
have to do to make this border a perfect open-air conserva-

tory is to treat it somewhat as people used to treat Asparagus
;

if the soil is not naturally good, make it thoroughly so for

the depth of 3 ft. Put a handsome and simple trellis along

the back, cover with hardy climbing or trailing plants, single

Roses, climbing Roses, Sweet Brier, Honeysuckle, hardy

Clematis, and so on. You are really making a conservatory
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in the open-air, less the great expense, trouble, and care of a

more artificial one ; tlierefore do not begrudge the best pre-

paration that spade aud arm and skill can give it.

*

Several correspondents write me to point out that while a

severe attack was maile on the errorsof thecompilers of a Dutch

catalogue iu a respected journal last week, certain equally

interesting mistakes occur in its own pages, and among them

the name /)ohmum Dulcamara, which faces the critical notice

in question. I give utterance to these complaints in no cip-

tious spirit, well knowing the facility witli which such errors

creep in, especially in work that has to be done in a day or in

an hour. The reader who criticises all things at his leisure

ver}' often little considers the haste and dispatch that is some-

times necessary in the production of a journal, often accom-

panied by distracting conditions. I have no doubt the editors

of the pai>er in question would not have passed such an error,

even with their spectacles oft. The introduction of a new
genus, such as Dolanum, is probably, I fancy, owing to the

fact that the office was for a short time in charge of a Young
Lion. The curious trait in this creature is that he i.s dread-

fidly and satirically severe on all the errors of others.

A'aluable, however, as are the many qualities of the Young
Lion, he is not, as a rule, in matters of p's and q's so trust-

worthy as his elders. But, I repeat, from opportimities of

observation in a certain office during visits to town, news-

paper work is done under such conditions of liaste, that all

thoughtful readers will allow for occasional printers' or other

errors. Ju.sticia.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
•July 27.

The usual fortnightly meeting and the annual show of the Carna-
tion and Picotee .Society made a very interesting exhibition at South
Kensington on Tuesday last. The Carnations and Picotees were
arranged in tlie upper arcade, where many interesting subjects were
added, whilst in the Council Room, as usual, tlie various plants,

fruits, and vegetables to be adjudicated upon by the committees
were placed. The floral committee awarded First-class Certificates

to

Messrs. .J. Veitch & .Sons, Chelsea, for

Iris Ksempferi Magnificence, a flower of medium size,

prettily marked «itli lines of violet and red on a pale ground ; and
lor Crimson King, a grand flower, having very broad petals of

purplisli crimson.

Mycrostylis metallica, a dwarf pan plant, having very
dark metallic foliage, and bearing small spikes of tiny dark purple
flowers.

Mr. G. F. Wilson, TVeybridge, for

Lygodiuna palmatum, a pretty North American climbing
Fern, the small fertile fronds of which are delicately cut into seg-
ments, the barren fronds being palmate. It is said by Mr. Wilson
to bo perfectly hardy in the open ground.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for

Oleobachia paluetris.—Supposed to be a Delabechia. In
general form the plant bears a close resemblance to Aralia Veitchi,
but has larger leaves.

The Cranston Xursery Company, Hereford, for

H. P. Rose Mrs. Jowitt, a variety in the way of Marie
Baumann, but of a brilliant reddish-crimson shaded with lake. A
flower of good form and substance.

Mr. Xoble, of Bagshot, for

H. P. Rose Duke of Connaught.—Certificated as .i. deco-
rative variety, whatever that may mean. This kind is remarkably
sweet scented, is of good cupped form and full, and is of a rich crim-
son shaded scarlet colour.

In addition to the subjects above named, Messrs. Veitch & Sons
had some pretty Begonias, and Mr. B. S. Williams showed some new
Coleus. Messrs. Standish & Co., Ascot, had a basket of a grand new
herbaceous Phlox Perfection, almost pure white, and having long

spikes of bloom. From Chiswick was sent some fine spikes of hardy
Pentstemons. Mr. (.). \Veedon sent baskets of new Ijcdding Lobelias
Beauty of Kaling and Gem of the Season and Coleus Sunray, a rich-
coloured kind for bedding. Mr. Chambers, of Westlake Nursery, had
his dwarf wliite Lobelia magnirtca alba. Mr. R. Dean, of Jicdfout,

had fine spikes of Stock Mauve Beauty, deliciously perfumed, and
cut flowers of the double May Weed, JIatricaria inodorum 11. -pi.,

evidently very useful for cutting from. Me.ssrs. .lames Carter & Co.
had well-flowered Balsams in pots, and a curiously coloured dwarf
Nasturtium named Chameleon. Jlessrs. James Laing& Co., Forest
Hill, sent a box of good Hollyhock flowers. In the .iroadc there
was a large collection of decorative plants, ornamentally arranged,
contributed by Captain Patton, .St. John's Wood. Messrs. Charles
Lee & .Sons, of Hammersmith, liad very interesting examples of
their various variegated trees, shrubs, and Conifene, making a very
ornamental group. Messrs. James Carter & Co. had from their
Forest Hill Nursery a large number of good double Balsams in small
pots ; and Mr. Cannell, from Swanley, put up a very pleasing collec-

tion of cut blooms of single Petunias, all very beautifully m.irked.
Messrs. .James Veitch & Sons sent several boxes of cut
Carnations, chiefly sweet-scented kinds of border varieties
—white, yellow, rose, scarlet, purple, and crimson, with other hues,
very hardy and easily cultivated. Mr. Ramsey, of Waltham
Cross, had several boxes of cut Roses of good varieties.

The fruit committee awarded a first-class certificate to Mr. Ford,
gardener to Mr. Hubbard, Leonardslee, Horsham, for Green-
flesh Melon Bellamore Hybrid of very ricli luscious quality, a first-

rate kind, as shown. Mr. Ford .also sent a large collection of forty
dishes of Potatoes, all clean and fine, though not generally of first-

class exhiljition form. American kinds were very prominent. Mr.
R. Dean exhibited two new seedling kinds, the Lord Mayor and the
Alderman, both out of Extra Early Vermont, and of great promise.
Mr. Castle, The Vineyard, King's Lynn, send good samples of seve-
ral kinds of Tomatoes. Messrs. Thos. Rivers & Sons, of Sawbridge-
worth, sent several sorts of Cherries and a collection of Cherry,
Apple, Pear, and Plum trees in pots, all finely fruited. The two
Cherries, Napoleon Bigarreau and Late Black Bigarreau, were
literally loaded with fine rich-coloured fruit. From the .Society's

garden at Chiswick came an interesting collection of Peas ; as also
there was a collection of seedling Peas from Dr. Sankey, of Chelten-
ham, to whom ilr. Eckford is gardener. A basket of very fine Red
Currants, said to be a seedling from the Raby Castle, came from Mr.
J. Wilson, P^nfield Highway ; and there was a sujierb Raspberry
from Mr. Dixon, of Hull. This was said to be a seedling from the
Northumberland Fillbasket, and remarkably productive. From
Messrs. Carter & Co., of High Holborn, came Cucumber Model, a
handsome kind, to which a cultuial commendation was awarded.
Mr. G. Weedon, Ealing, had Cucumber Best of All, a fine sample of

the Telegraph type.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY.
Genek.\llt the blooms shown at this, the annual exhibition of the
southern section of the society, were superior in size, marking, and
freshness to what has been seen for the past two years, and the
numbers shown were satisfactory, although we can but regret to
observe tliat siich beautiful hardy flowers should find so few growers,
some half-dozen persons taking nearly all the prizes. In the class

for twenty-four Carnations of not less than twelve kinds, and in

which only flaked or bizarre flowers are admissible, ilr. E. S. Dod-
well, of Larkhall Rise, Clapham, the hon, sec. to the society,

was placed first with a choice lot of Idooms. His collection

included Ben .Simonite, Robert Lord, Thos. Moore, Rifleman,
Admiral Curzon, J. D. Hextall, Squire Meynell, John Ball,

R. Holliday, G. Rudd, J. Keet, A. Medhurst, and others.

The proper classification of many of these blooms will be found
in the report of the classes for single specimens. Mr. J.

Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford, was second with Isaac Wilkinson,
(very large), Juno, Admiral Curzon, Dr. Masters, J. D. Hextall,
Miss Nightingale, Lord Lewisham, Mayor of Nottingham, Clipper,
and other good kinds. Mr. t'harles Turner, of Slough, whose
flowers were evidently past their best, took third place. For twelve
blooms only Mr. Dodwel) was again first, having, in addition to plants
already named. Master Fred (Hewitt), .S. Payne (a good seedling),

and Jlrs. Tomes. Jlr. Douglas was second with a collection that
included Farl of Stamford (a strong flower throughout), Jas. Taylor,
Sportsman, and Mary Ann. Tire four other lots shown contained
nothing worthy of special notice. For si.x blooms Mr. Medliurst,
Priory Road, S.W., was first with very good flowers of Admiral
Curzon, S. Payne, Mrs. Tomes, .Squire Meynell, .John Batley, and Col.

North. Mr. H. Matthews, Wandsworth R,oad, S.W., was second;
and Mr. J. Abercrombie, of Cheltenham, third. The classes for

single flowers in the various sections into wdiich show Carnations
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are divided brought a large competition. In the scarlet flaked

section Mr. Turner was first with .Jupiter ; Mr. Douglas second,

fourth, and fifth with Jolin Bailey and Sportsman ; and

Mr. Dodwell was third with a good seedling. In the purple flakes

Mr. Douflas was first, stcond, and third witli Earl of Stamford ;

Mr. Turner fourth with Osmond ; and Mr. Dodwell fifth with a

seedling. In the rose flakes Mr. Dodwell was first with a seed-

lin" ; Mr. H. Hooper, of Bath, second with Sybil : Mr. Douglas

third and fifth M'ith John Keet ; and Mr. Dodwell fourth with a

seedling. The crimson bizarre class was a strong one, Mr. Douglas

beinn first, second, and fourth with Rifleman, and fifth with Jenny

Lind ; and Mr. Dodwell third with a seedling. In scarlet bizarres

Mr. Turner was first with Admiral Curzon ; Mr. Dodwell second

and third with Fred, fourth with Admiral 'Curzon, and fifth with

Arthur. In pink and purple bizarres Mr. Turner was first with

Sarah Payne ; second, Mr. J. Hines with ditto ; third, Mr. Douglas

with ditto ; fourtli, Mr. Turner witli same, and fiftli with J. Taylor.

In the Piootee classes Mr. Turner showed well, his flowers

showin" great size and beauty. In the class for twenty-four blooms

he was placed first, Mr. Douglas second, Mr. Dodwell third, and

Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham, fourth. The best blooms staged

were Her Majesty, Baroness Burdett Coutts, Clara Penson, Mrs.

A. Chancellor, Mrs. Payne, Lady Salisbury, Zerlina. Royal Visit,

Princess Mary, Edith Dombrain, Lady Carington, Brunette, and

J. B. Bryant. In the class for twelve kinds Mr. Douglas was first

with some of the above-named kinds and Norfolk Be.auty, Mrs.

Williams, May Nymph, Ethel, Reverend F. D. Horner, and Thos.

Williams. Mr. E. S. Dodwell was second, having in his stand a

bloom of Novelty, a prettily marked flower with flaked edge, Lady
Louisa, and Alliance. Messrs. Matthews, Hines, Buxton, &c., took

other prizes. In the class for six blooms Mr. A. Medhurst was
first with Edith Dombrain, Alliance, Mrs. Dodwell, Zerlina, Thos.

Williams, and Miss Lee. The classes for single blooms showed Mr.

Douglas strong in lieavy-edged reds, as he was first, second, and
fourth with Brunette, third with J. B. Bryant, and Mr. Turner was
fifth with the latter kind. Mr. Douglas was again well in with

light red edges, being first, second, and third with Rose Williams,

Mr. H. Hooper fourth with Grande Duchesse, and Mr. Hines fifth

with Clara. Witli heavy purple-edged flowers Mr. Douglas was first

with Zerlina, and Mr. Turner second, third, and fourth with Mrs.

A. Chancellor. In the light purple edge class Mr. Turner was first

and second with Her Majesty, third with L'lara Penson, and fourth

with Baroness Burdett Coutts, Mr. Dodwell being fifth with

Annie Lord. In heavy rose-edged flowers, Mr. Turner took

all the prizes with Mrs. Payne, Royal Visit, and Fair Helen.

In the light rose-edge class Mr. Turner also took all the

prizes with Mrs. Allcroft, Beauty of Bath, and Lucy. Mr.

Ware iJut up boxes of several named kinds of yellow-ground Pico-

tees, said to be very robust and suitable for border culture.

The premier Carnation of the show was Admiral Curzon in Mr.

Dodwell's stand, and of Picotees, Baroness Burdett Coutts in Mr.

Turner's stand. The miscellaneous section for selfs and fancy flowers

brought, to ourthinking, some of the mostpleasing blooms in the show.

Mr. Turner was first with twenty-four kinds, having good coloured,

white, yellow, pink, crimson, scarlet, purple, rose, and magenta
blooms, with others flaked and curiously marked, all very beautiful.

Mr. Douglas was second, and had in his box some pretty hybrid

Picotees with curiously markel bizarre flowers, and Mr. Hooper, of

Bath, was third. Mr. Dodwell was first with twelve blooms, and Mr.
Medliurst second, both having many very pretty flowers. In the class

for twelve pot Carnations and Picotees, Messrs. Turner and Douglas

took the prizes. Mr. Turner had very fine flowers on his plants, but

were sadly marred by the detestable paper collars. When will

florists show sufficient courage to discard this absurd appendage ?

Lecture.—Mr. Cheshire being subsequently about to lecture on

bees, ihe Rev. G. Henslow took the opportunity to speak principally

on the fertilisation of flowers by them and other insects. A basket

of Trop.-eolums furnished an illustration of strong" proterandry," i.e.,

the stamens, maturing first, rise up in front of the orifice to the

spur, and then retire on shedding the pollen. Subsequently the

stigma matures and takes up the same position ; hence such a

flower is fertilised by pollen brought from a younger one. Fuchsias

illustrated the false generalisation, that whether a flower be pen-

dulous or erect, the stigma will be below the anthers, so that the

pollen may fall upon it. Though such an arrangement is in the

Fuchsia, the flower is proterandrous, and therefore is not adapted

for self-fertilisation. Moreover, when flowers are habitually self-

fertilised the anthers are placed in close contact with the

stigmas, as is the case with the " cleistogamous " buds of Violets.

A group of Pentstemous furnished the case of a flower fertilised by
bees, but which, by means of the fifth (abortive) stamen standing

over the nectary, afforded an obstruction to all insects whose pro-

bo cis could not reach to the bottom of the tube, and it would not

be of any assistance in pollinating the flower. The structure of

Abutilon, Malva sylvestris, and Salvia was described as being espe-
cially adapted to insects in securing cross-fertilisation ; while cleisto-

gamous Violets and Malva rotundifolia, &c., were self-fertilising.

The lecturer observed that all the varied beauty of flowers in Nature
was solely due to their being adapted to insects, whilst self- fertilising

flowers were inconspicuous and unattractive. .Such would have been
the case with all flowers had no insects ever been created. A plant
of Lygodium palmatum, exhibited by Mr. Wilson, illustrated the
peculiarities of climbing stems or "twiners"; and the lecturer sug-

gested that as the property of bowing in a circular manner was not
confined to climbers, for the apex of a Pine does the same, that it

was probably a general plienomenon of plant growth, but specially

utilised by plants with weak stems as a means of support.
Scientific Committee.—Mr. W. G. Smith exhibited a speci-

men of Pyretlirum more or less fasciated, and bearing a floriferous

head—the so-called Heu and Chickens, not unoonnnon in the Daisy.
Mr. Roberts, Penzance, forwarded specimens of the following rare
British plants : Chara fragifera (living). Allium Schivnoprasum var.

sibiricnm, Orobanche rubra, and Erica vagans (dried), from the
Lizard, Cornwall. The Rev. G. Henslow exhibited a foliaceous

and proliferous Trifolium repens, and called attention to the fact that
while the sepal teeth grow out into petiolate leaves, stipular-like

flowers appeared at the top of the calyx tube between the petioles,

seemingly proving that the tube is really recepticular, and not of

calycine origin. Mr. Fletcher, of Ottershaw, forwarded small cones
of Araucaria imbricata.

ANSWEES TO GOEEESPONDENTS.

Skeleton LteeLves.—Amateur.—These are prepared by simple maceration,
i.e,, steeping in water until sufficiently rotted to allow of the skin and soft parts
of the leaf being removed from the woody fabric or skeleton of the leaf. Take
a soup plate or other Hat and deep dish and lay the leaves in it layer upon layer.

Cover them quite over with raiii water, and let them so remain, occasionally
shaking or moving them about, so that all may he equally wetted. Take care
to keep tliera always covered with water ; if kept iu a warm place they will

rot sooner. At the end of three or four months, or perhaps earlier, take a leaf

out, lay it on a sheet of blotting paper, and with a small forceps pick off the
skin aud all soft parts ; if they will not separate easily the leaf must be returned
to the water for further rotting. When nothing but the skeleton remains,
place it to dry between blotting paper ; the process requires delicacy of touch,
and is not pleasant to the smell.—J. H.

Plants for Exposed Seds.—A. B. C—Cotoneasters should do well in
exposed beds, and so sliould tlie green Euonymus, also the yellow-flowered Ma-
honia or Berberis Aquifoliura. The carpet Juniper makes a good mass of green
leafage, and so do the most robust forms of Ivy. Any hardy shrub or creeping
plant that will give a constant leafage is far preferable to flowers of any sort
that only look and are always miserable.

Carnations and Picotees.— .En^wirer.—Six good Carnations are as under

:

^Sybil, rose flake ; Clipper, scarlet flake ; Admiral Curzon, scarlet bizarre ; G. F.
Wilson, purple flake ; Rifleman, crimson bizarre; and Sarah Payne, purple bizarre.

Six good Picotees;—Leah, Constance Heron, Miss Frowd. Mrs. Allcroft, Em-
press Eugenie, and Lerlina. Carnations, whether from pipings or layers, should
be kept in a greenliouse or frame for the winter, especially if good kinds.—A.

Ants and Stra'wberries— iJ. G.—It will be difficult to entice the ants
from the Strawberi-ies now without you can offer them something still more
tempting. They are fond of raw meat, and perhaps that may prove a more
tempting bait in a Strawberry bed than treacle. Gather up the baits often and
kill the ants. Find the nests if possible and destroy them with boiling water.
Dust guano on their runs.- E. U.

Vine Eyes.—I raised some Vine eyes in 4-in. pots; they have grown aboufc
3 in. high, but now they seem to have stopped growing. Can you tell me the
reason? They were just as forward a month ago as they are now. Some of the
eyes did not strike. Was the wood not ripe enough ? or were the eyes too small ?

consequently too weak. Tlie wood of these was about the size of a very small
thin penholder; taken, in fact, from the top of the rod. What size in thickness
should the wood be on which the eyes are to strike well and grow well ? I am
very disappointed at their not growing. They were struck in bottom heat, but
afterwards taken out and kept in the Viuery.- H. S,

Namesof Plants.—X B.-l, Nephrodium Filix mas (male Fern) ; 2, Asple
nium Filix-fuemina (Lady Fern) ; 3, Nephrodium dilatata (spreading Wood Fern)
5, same as 3 ; 6, same as 2 ; 7, same asl; 8, Nephrodium Thelypteiis. J. D.
—1. Campanula Hendersoni alba, near to C. cirpatica, supposed to be a hybrid ;

2, C. puUa ; 3, C. Hendersoni ; 4, C. tuibinata ; 5, C. rotundifolia ; 6, Senecio
Boronicum; 7, Erigeron (Stenactis) speciosum ; S, not in flower ; 9, Campanula
ca?spitosa alba ; 10, Erodium caruifolium. ir. B.—l, Anthyllis Vulneraria ; 2,

Lotus corniculatus ; 3, Epilobium augustifolium ii". i. />.— Spira>a callos
alba. C. M. 0.—We cannot name the Anthurium from such scanty materiaL

3/. C. 2f. ('.S'^ai'/if*-).—Gymnadenia conopsea. G. IV— Abelia rupestri
(tender flowering shrub) //. W. E.—Linusea borealis. ^»o«.—The nameo
the Selaginella is S. Mertensi variegata. Bethivay. —'Pilea, muscosa.

Questions.
Gloxinias.— I recently got a good selection of these. They have been kept

in a stove, but the leaves have withered and turned brown, and several of the
buds have rotted. What is the cause, and what can now be done with the plants ?

—B. M.

Peaches Shedding their Leaves.—Will any one kindly tell me why
the leaves of my Peach trees are falling? The fruit is about half size. The trees

are growiug under glass iu a cool house against the wall.—A Sobscuiber.

Books.—Can any of your readers tell me if there are more than four volumes
of " Die Alpen Fflanzen Deutschlands uudderSchweiz," von J. C. Weber? if so
where can 1 purchase them?—1'LOKA.
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" This is an art
Which does meiui Nature : change it rather : but
The art IISELF is Nature.'—SAofesprart!.

A CHESHIRE LILY BED.

Several readers of The Garden have lately asked rae how
my Lily bed, described about this time last year, is getting

on. The account of the Lilies at Heatherbank in The Gar-
den of July 31 tells us what wed climate and soil, combined
with skill in cultivation, can do for Lilies in England ; but
my attempts show that without much .skill and with great

disadvantages of climate and natural .soil there are at least

twenty species of Lily which may be grown in the open air

with tolerable success, provided that peat and leaf-mould and
sand and loam of decomposed surface-turf can be obtained.

The natural soil of this garden, stiff red clay, is as bad as can
be for all Lilies, and it is necessary to give a deiith of i ft. of

made soil carefully and etiiciently drained. My set of small
Lily beds is composed of ditferent mixtures of the materials
mentioned above, some of them being filled to the surface

level, some of them 2 ft. above it, and supported at the edges
with stones, thus forming small rockeries on the raised sides

of the beds. The site is sheltered and convenient for drainage,'

but not secure against the west wind, which finds its way
through everything in this part of the island. As for shade,
the clouds give too much, though I find occasional bur.sts of

hot sunshine after wet very injurious to some Lilies, especially

L. auratum. The surface of the beds is nearly covered with
Heaths, Menziesias, Andromedas, Skimmias, and such like

low-growing evergreens, and the Lilies do best where these are

thickest provided that they can grow through them without
difficulty.

The Lily which thrives most in the beds of pure peat is L.
pardalinum and all its varieties, including californicuni. They
make strong stalks from G ft. to 8 ft. high, bearing from ten
to fifteen flowers each, and are in flower all July. They suffer

from late spring frosts, some heads having been killed at the
point by the late May frosts of this year, especially after being
watered, but the bulb does not seem to be injured. The
west wind obliges me to place iron rods standing S ft. out of

the ground on all sides of them, and to tie them in many places,

or the head is snapped off". This species increases so fast as
to require taking up and dividing every third year. L. Hum-
boldti comes into flower aa L. pardalinum goes out, and does
nearly as well in my peat beds. One stalk has twenty-five
buds already developed and an appearance of more ; two
others have twenty each. I am rather inclined to think that
when so many are produced the end of the shoot may be
stopped with advantage, as the upper buds show some signs
of becoming abortive. ^Ir. Elwes in his monograph of Lifies
tells us that L. Humboldti will not incrca.se when planted out
in English gardens, and I am afraid this is true. It is, how-
ever, very hardy and seldom goes wrong. I do not think I
have ever lost a bulb of it. Of dozens of L. superbum which
I have planted in the same peat, very few have succeeded,
but when once established they make very fine heads,
and are very showy, and only require to be left quite to
themselves. They begin to flower about the middle of
August, and vary considerably in height and colour. Of L.
auratum and L. speciosum I am sorry to say that my experi-
ence of open-air culture in Cheshire is unfavourable. I have
planted out at lea.st three hundred of them at various times

;

most of them come up, some turn brown and shed their leaves
and buds soon after they are formed ; others flower pretty

well_ the first year, but come up weaker the jiesti^^nd I am"

'

afraid that our summer is too short and col^forfhem; but
two or three better seasons niiglit give me rea^raytti modify
that opinion. L. Szovitzianum does well in vai-i^'Wils, but
best wit'.i me in pure peat. It llowers in June, and iftsmtongst
the most attractive of my Lilies. Of L. chaIce(Wirteuni
I hope to be able to give a better account in a year or two.
There is a very wide diftereuce between two varieties of it,

one of which with large flowers spotted with black grows
very vigorously in equal quantities of peat and loam ; the
ordinary type does not make more than one or two flowers on
a stalk, but will, I hope, do better when fully established. L.
canadense quite disappeared from my peat beds last year, but
this year several have appeared again and have flowered well.

Most of the Martagous seem to do better with a mixture of
loam

; besides the common L. I\[artagon I grow the yellow
and red varieties of L. pyreiiaicum and the true L. pom-
jtonium and L. carniolicum, which seems at home anywhere

;

all of these flower before the middle of June. In the same
soil L. longiflorum does fairly and L. testaceum very well,

both flowering about the end of July, the latter being
one of the least uncertain of Lilies, and succeeding in any
border of good soil. The tigrinum section have hitherto been
rather disappointing, but look better than usual this year. L.

giganteum makes fine healthy leaves, but has not yet flowered
in this garden. L. Kramevi, which is the pride of Mr. Wil-
son's garden at Heatherbank, I have never yet .succeeded in

making even come up.

The most beautiful Lily of all—the old L. candidura—is

here one of the mo.st provoking of Lilie.s. Many of my
friends tell me in a tantalising way that it flowers beauti-
fully in their shrubberies without any care ; and it seems
to flower beautifully in all the cottage gardens about the
valley of the Thames between Heading and London. I
remember well the grand bunches which the washerwomen
near Eton used to bring in to their cu.stomers about the
middle of July. I have hundreds of bulbs in my garden, but
I have never yet found any conditions under which they
can be depended upon to flower well. About one-sixth of
them make a flowering head with from two to five flowers,

but this is not what Mr. Elwe.s' picture of it, or one's
own experience of it in cottage gardens, leads one to expect.
Some gardeners tell me it ought to be planted on the top
of the soil ; some that it ought to be planted against a
hedge ; but no plan I have tried succeeds well. One
curious thing I have noticed about this Lily as well as others,

especially L canadense, that they sometimes pass a whole
year without making any growth above ground. I believe,

however, from observations I have made, that in these years
the bulbs increase in size and strength ; some terrestrial

Orchi.ses are said to have the same habit. Several of the
varieties of L. elegans fl(jwered well this year in beds of pure
peat, though I have generally found this a difficult Lily to

manage. L. columbianum also, very like a miniature L.
Humboldti, was satisfactory. Upon the whole, I see no rea-

son to adopt the gloomy views expressed last year by some
eminent botanists respecting the unfitness of the English cli-

mate for growing Lilies. C. Wolley Dod.
£dffe Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

Gladiolus Colvillei albus.—Everyone who desires large
supplies of cut Howers for bouquets or the drawing-room should
gi-ow this chaste Gladiolus in quantity. At the sresent time we
have this and G. byzantinus, a rich purjJe, in full flower, anl find
them invaluable for dressing small or medium-sized vases. .\Iore-
o/er, they travel well, and the unexpanded blooms open after the
stems are placed in water. They are extremely cheap. Their
culture is simple, and, like all the bulbous tribe, they increase in
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quantity under good management. On the warm sand at Chelten-

ham, last year, I saw a dense row that had stood for three years

without protection ; but on our cold calcareous loam, where we
suffer more from wet tliau frost, I lift and dry the bulbs, and store

them safely away from frost. In Jauuary I place eight or ten bulbs

in 6-in. pots, filled with light, rich soil, and bury them in leaf

mould in a cold pit, -nhere they remain undisturbed until March.

They are then uncovered, watered for the first time, hardened off,

and planted out in April. Although the autumn-flowering varieties

are well known, and such varieties as Colvillei, cardiualis, au'l

insignis (linown as Cornflags) were found in large masses in every

herbaceous garden years ago, tlie modern bedding raid has driven

them out of cultivation, and many of the rising generation of

gardeners are not even aware of their existence ; but the return to

hardy plants will soon bring tliein bade to ou*- gardens, as they are

plentiful enough on the Continent, and every enterprising nursery-

man will henceforward give them a prominent place in his autumn
bulb catalogue.—W. C.

THE PEESIAN EAXUNCULUS.
Mr. Barlow, of Stakeliill House, informs me that he has at present

2000 Ranunculuses in flower, and that tlie eflect produced by them
is grand in the extreme—a fact which one can well believe, as the

richness of colouring in these flowers is very remarkable. Some
were complaining a short time ago that the Ranunculus had been al-

most lost to cultivation, but that is not so, as several florists in the

north possess excellent collections of named varieties, and they can

also be obtained true to name from the principal seedsmen. In one

catalogue before me they are priced at ten shillings per 100 iu fifty

varieties. The semi-double French varieties are very showy and ex-

cellent to save seeds from. In lS33.the Rev. Joseph Tyso, of Wal-
lingford, published a catalogue of 800 varieties. That gentleman had
been collecting varieties and raising seedlings for twenty-five years

previous to that time, and we are toUl that for two varieties, Leonora
and Reform, he refused £'20. Although Mr. Tyso grew Tulips,

Dahlias, Pelargoniums, and Carnations, the Ranunculus seemed
to be his favourite flower, and to him we owe many of

the fine varieties at present in cultivation. The following

will show how easily the Rancunculus can be raised from seeds.

"A Village Schoolmaster," writing to The Oanlcners' Maf/azine

in 1832, says :

—"In October, 1831, a head of seed from a tolerably

thickly petalled, light, semi-double Ranunculus was sown in a

12-in. pan. . . the pan was placed in a Cucumber frame with moist
heat ; in a fortnight after sowing the seeds came up. By the end
of November they were 1 in. high ; they were then removed to a

room facing the south ; there they drew towards the light, ami
began to get of a siclily yellow by the beginning of Feln'uary. On
St. Valentine's Day a Cucumber bed was made, and when tlie heat

was well up, the pan was put into it ; here they grew away vigorously,

and by the end of April threw up strong flower-stems. They were
then placed against a south wall in the open air, where they
bloomed abundantly."
From the above it will be seen that Ranunculuses can be

raised from seeds, even by those who cannot afford more ex-

pensive plants. Mr. Barlow exhibits his blooms at the Manchester
Rose Show, and if they cannot vie with the queen of flowers in

size and perfume, they surpass the Rose in brilliancy and variety

of colouring.

As in the case of most choice hardy flowers improved and cultivated

by the old florists, the compost heap was thought to be of primary
importance. Some growers used the very richest manure that could

be obtained, and trenched it into the beds iu the winter. I prefer

to trench the ground early, and use cow manure for light soil and
stable manure with leaf-mould for clayey loam. During the winter
tlie soil ought freiiuently to be forked over when it is dry, in order

to pulverise it.

About the first week in ilarch is a good time to plant out the

tubers, and they ought not to be planted too deeply ; if the drills

are drawn about l!t in. deep that will be enough. The rows should
be about 4 in. apart. The tubers may be planted I!, in. apart, and
a little sand should be placed under and over them. One grower,
recording his experience in the " Floricultural Cabinet " many years
ago, stated that when tlie crosvns of tlie tubers were covered more than
2 in. deep, or even as much as 2 in., no blooms appeared that season,

and the roots mostly decayed before taking-up time. Tlie Ranun-
culus does not require very much attention, but more than any other
plant known to me does it require that attention at the riglit time,

both as regards planting out and taki_ng up. Between these two periods

there is much interesting work, the details of which have been
given in the weekly calendars, and need not be repeated here. It

may be as well to state, however, for the information of those who
feel inclined to follow the guidance of the old writers on this subject.

that the days and dates of planting may be altered according to the
season ; and Mr. Barlow, who has made this flower a study, informs
me that he obtains two and sometimes three sets of bloom in one
season by growing a few in pots under glass. There are very few-

gardens in which a small bed cannot be set apart for Ranunculuses,
and these flowers have become so uncommon in some districts, that a
bed of them causes quite a .sensation.

Those who are able to obtain a selection of the best sorts would
also do well to select a few of the best to save seeds from, and I

would further recommend crossing the old florists' strain with the
French double or semi-double kinds, which seem to have a more
robust constitution than the old florists' strain. The system of saving
seeds by crossing the same strain year after year has a tendency to
very mucli weaken the constitution of any flower, and the Ranun-
culus at its best is not a robust plant. Jasies Douglas.

CALIFORNIA BIG ROOT.

(MEGAERHIZA CALIFOEXICA.

)

The following accouut of this plant, of which an illustration was given
in The Garden (p. 147, Vol. XVII.), is written by the editor of the
CxUfornia IIorticuUiiriM in reference to a question asked iu The
Garhex :

—"The roots, "he says, "attain an enormous size. We have
found them weighing fifty pounds. In times of flood they are sometimes
washed out by landslips in the hills, come down the creeks and
streams, and are left on sandbanks, where sometimes tliej' take
root again. The flesh of the root is yellowish, fibrous, and intensely

bitter. No animal will eat it. In shape the roots are generally
oval, and four or five times as long as they are thick, but if they
grow in stony sod they assume all manner of shapes. Occasionally
one will be found which is as round as a cannon Ijall. The skin is

corrugated and of a darli brown colour. The crown is several inches,

often H ft., below the surface.

"The Vine is called the Wild Passion Vine, and it begins to grow
from the crown in the earliest spring days, sending out a dozen or
more long ungainly branches of a whitish colour, which, however,
soon have tendrils and leaves, ami become quite conspicuous. It

loves to cover a wall, fence, busli, or bank. By April the small
white, star-like flowers are visible and abundant. Most of the
flowers are sterile. In some seasons not a blossom will perfect

fruit. The latter when it first appears is of a very dark green
colour, but grows lighter as it increases in size. It is round and
covered witli spines, at first soft, afterwards quite stiff'. When full

grown it ranges iu size from 1 in. to 2J. in. in diameter. If torn
open, the inside is found to consist of a curious saponaceous pulp,
extremely bitter and glossy in colour, in which the seeds are

imbedded. The skin breaks rather easily. These prickly balls are,

with the school-boys of the valleys of California, a substitute for

snow-balls. They are gathered with the greatest care, and used to
pelt each other with. They usually break at the first blow, and
well moisten the luckless recipient.

"The stems and leaves die down every winter. We have seen
this Vine attaining a height of 20 ft. in the branches of a tree. It

makes a very close shade when well grown, and prefers rich soil

and sunlight to any other conditions of growth. It is usually found
in our ravines, in conjunction with wild Blackberry bushes and
White Morning Glory Vines."

DOUBLE PYRETHRUMS AND THEIR CULTURE.
These are among the most valuable of hardy plants, as not only do
they render borders gay and beautiful in early spring, but in a cut
state the flowers are most useful, as they pack and travel well, and
last a long time in water. I am glad, therefore, to find that
Messrs. Kelway have taken these plants in hand ; for, if we may
judge from what they have done with Gladioli, we may reasonably
expect to see Pyrethrums considerably improved, although to look at

some of the best of tliem now they appear to be almost perfect, so

large, full, and regular are their blossoms, and so rich and varied
are their colours.

I was particularly struck with a large bed of them which I

saw a week or so back, where they were arranged in rows of dis-

tinct colours, and could therefore be judged fairly and picked out
according to their several merits. It may be remarked, however,
that this way of growing them is not the best or one to be recom-
mended, except for trade purposes, or where quantities are required
for cutting, when it has a double advantage, inasmuch as the plants
being altogether, the flowers can be got ([uickly without robbing the
borders, and the plants can be soaked occasionally with liquid

manure. This is a wonderful help to them, as the enormous quan-
tity of blossoms which they produce is a great tax on the roots,
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wliich ilry ami exhaust the ground near them to such an extent, tliat

tlie foliage soon flags unless assistance in this way is rendered.
It is on this account that they re([uire a good tlcptli of soil, enriclied

and broken up by trenching, which enables them to stand the weather
better than they otherwise would do. In borders where it is intended
to grow them singly, holes sliould be dug out to a fair deptli and
some rotten manure worked in ; and if the soil is vei-y light it will

greatly beuetit*the plants if some mouldering clay is buried among it

towards the bottom, as, used in this way, it is exceedingly retentive
of moisture.

Hesides being so desirable for outdoor cultivation, double Pyre-
thrums make remarkably tine jiot plants, and force well, provided
they are brought on slowly in gentle heat, where they can be
placed near the glass and have plenty of air. Without this they
draw up weakly and the flowers come thin, a state in \s hich they
are not so serviceable for cutting. To attemi^t to raise this class of

I'yrethrums from seed only causes disappointment, as most of them
come ragged and single : it is, therefore, much the best plan to
buy a tew named sorts and increase them, if so desired, by division,

which may be done any time in spring before the plants get far

advanced in growth. is. D.

THE SWEET SULTANS.
Now and then some beautiful flower or other turns up that was a
favourite with our forefathers, and instantly everyone interested in

flowers IS concerned to know what it can be, and its history and
culture are sought after witli eagerness. The single flower of Sweet
Sultan in the stand at the Richmond Show seems to have moved
' A. D.'' and some others to more than a passing regard for it, as

there is evidently a desire in " A. D." to possess it—though I doubt
whether he will succeed in flowering it outside sown so late in the
season, but if he grows it in pots it m.iy repay him for his trouble by
flowering freely under glass during the end of September and Octo-
ber. There are three colours in the Sweet Sultans—Centaurea
moschata (purple), (!'. moscliata alba (white), and C. suaveolens
(yellow). The two first produce the finest flowers, but all tliree are
valuable annuals for supplying out flowers during summer and
autumn, and the wonder is that they are not much more frequently
seen, especially the white variety, as it is one of the the finest flowers
among many useful ones in the genus to which it belongs.

They are somewhat "mifty" ingrowth until well established in

the soil, and they are^lso fastidious to please in the matter of soil.

Aphides are very partial to them wlien the seedlings are young ; and
unless they are quickly cleared oil' them the plants soon dwindle
away. The first essential to healthy growth is a calcareous soil,

and any soil deficient in lime should have some lime rubble worked
into it to make it acceptable to the nature of these Centaureas. The
best time to sow them is about the middle of April ; and the position

should be open aud unshaded to insure them doing well. Sow the
seed where the plants are intended to remain, as they are like most
annuals that do not make a large amount of fibrous roots—very
impatient of being transplanted.

After the seedlings are up they should be thinned out early.

leaving three plants in each patch, giving them a distance of 1 ft.

each. Water them when necessary, an operation which must be
regulated according to the weather. Under this treatment the young
plants will grow well aud yield a quantity of flowers during summer
and autumn. J. Roberts.

^;OTES FROM BINGHAM.
liilium medeoloides has been in bloom here for, I suppose,

almost the first time in Europe. It is a difficult fellow to manage,
the bulb consisting of a number of Oat-like scales, which easily

break oif aud form other bulbs. It requires more complete dryness
at the root than any other Lily I know of, except Krameri, but if

proper drainage is given and boards, to keep off the wet, be put
over the bulbs in winter, both these Lilies are perfectly happy in

the open air. The flowers of medeoloides are very mucli like a small
Tiger Lily. The growth is similar to a Martagon—in whorls not un-
like the C'alifomian section, but more delicate. I expect this will
prove a lovely hardy plant when it has been in the border for two
or three seasons more.

Lilium Krameri is just now opening its lovely blush flowers
in the open border, but so placed that the full midday sun does not
strike on it. This is also the right place for Lilium Browni, now
called japonicum, which is, to my mind, far the hardiest and easiest

to manage of all the longiflorum section. It has been finely in

bloom here ; last year there were thirteen stems and blossoms in
one batch, forming a grand group. The flowers open a sort of creamy
green colour inside, eventually turning to a pure white, which con-
trasts exquisitely with the chocolate of the back of the petals.

Lilium giganteum stood the winter well where it was covered
with soil, but one bulb partly exposed stood last year '24° of frost,
but last winter went into a jiiilp «liL-n the mercury showed oi' below
zero. I have had one splendid spike. I believe a nortli aspect is
the riglit oiio for tliis Lily.

Ijilium japonicum flavum was Lately sent to me, but I do
not think it different from Lilium Browni.

Of the Martagon group four enormous f.asciculated stems of the
white Martagon are in full liloom. The yellow Lilium Hansoni
appears to be one of the grandest hardy Lilies in cultivation. There
is a very large stem here, but tlie flower-buds got unfortunately in-
jured. The growth comes up before any other Lily 1 know of, and
yet does not get injured, so probably it will be the earliest and best
of all the Martagon group. I never cared much till this year for the
black-crimson Lilium dalmaticum, Ijut now I am beginning to think
it one of the most splendid flowers for contrast I have evel- seen. It
grows 6 ft. or 7 ft. high, and against a mass of Delphinium Bella-
donna looks most royal. By-the-by, Delphinium Belladonna is about
G ft. high here. I have never liad it so fine before. I expect it is

a cross between formosum and chincnse album. Fk.\mc Mili;s.

WILD GARDEN PLANTS.
AjioxfisT the thousands of hardy perennials in cultivation at the
present day there are numbers of them which, though they

are plants of noble port, are
not suitalile for a mixed border,
Ijut require either a place to
themselves, or to be planted in
semi-wild situations where they
can attain full development
and produce a striking effect.

Mr. .Joa:l lias in his garden at
Oakfield, Wimbledon Park,
judiciously allotted a portion
of ground for large and coarse-
growing subjects, in which tl:ey

have ample space to develop
themselves without overrun-
ning smaller and weaker kinds.
This portion of the garden is

now very interesting, there be-
ing plenty of flower to enliven
it. The huge Onopordons grow
S ft. to 10 ft. high, and other
large Composites, such as the
various species of Ligularia,

Senecio, Lajjpa, Silphium, Ver-
nonia, Helianthus. Eupatorium,
Mulgedium, and Telekia, &c.,
have a very stately appearance,

of the following genera flourish ^^ell

Altluea and Jlalva are planted here,

as are also the handsome Impaticus, Ferula, Phlomis, Campanula,
Verbascum and Symphytum. Climbing plants, such as Lathyrus,
Calystegia, Tropjeolum, &c., clamber over the shrubs and supports
in wild luxuriance, all of which tend to make this part of the
garden attractive. W, G.

y/'l^if

Telekia speciosa.

The large-growing species

in such a position as this.

Milla biflora.—I hope Mr. Rawson will excuse me for saying
that he has not touched tlie ]joint of my remark. It does not sur-

prise me in the least to be told that bulbs very often lie dormant for

a year. I have known it to be so over and over again. The only
thing that I question is the assertion of " T. H. A. H.," that Mill^
biflora has the peculiar habit of resting in alternate seasons. His
caution about the tendency of this bulb to rest is very valuable, aud
I thank him for it. I shall certainly bear it in mind in the future.

But for all that I doubt if there is anything at all peculiar in its

manner of resting, and I do not think it has any preference for

alternate seasons. My reason is tlie following, and I can now speak
with confidence since my return home : I have been in jjossession of

Milla biflora for five years ; it never failed once to appear above
ground during that time ; it blossomed in the years 1877, 1S7S. I
lost it last year. I find that the impressions of my gardener exactly
coincide with my own. Even about such a matter as this it is true
that two witnesses can hardly be mistaken. Mr. Rawson may rest

assured that I got hold of the right thing. It had every charac-
teristic which it ought to have. If my greatest favourite of all has
been going under false pretences, I shall never be able to put my trust

in anything again.

—

Henry Eweaxk, St. John'^, lljil", Isle of
Wi.jht.
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FLOWER GAEDENINQ.
Is it a creditable tiling—could auy one believe such a thing true

—

that grand gardens should have existed not long since in which

forty or fifty thousanil bedding plants, consisting of about a dozen

species only, were used every year, but where there was not one

plant of a Carnation, a Lily, a Daffodil, or any single good hardy

plant, unless it might be one that could be made a "bedder " of ?

Yet there were such gardens, and I could name them if necessary

—

and they were iu existence but a few years bick if they do not

exist now. The writer has himself seen gardens of hardy plants

—

not very naturally arranged, perhaps, but atiU containing hundreds

of grand things—literally trenclieil down during the bedding mania,

and not one left behind. The men who did these things do not own

it in these days, but they belonged to the s.ime class who are now
shrieliing in grandiloquent but meaningless phrases their opposition

against hardy plants and their more general employment.

The writer himself was " brought up," so to speak, to the bed-

ding system, though he never had any very decided convictions in

its favour ; but he has been driven to tlie conclusion that, as a

system or style, it is not the one to afford either the most interest

or satisfaction. One does not need to wander among the beds of

such a garden, or to go near it to look at it, or note with interest

any one of its few familiar occupants. It has no associations con-

nected with it to give it more than a passing interest, lilfe a fair

picture or a statue, and after it h.as been looked at once or twice,

its attractions are almost lost. Day after day the same character-

less picture is before the eye, until one ceases to notice it altogether,

like any common object one sees frequently everyday. A modest

proportion of this kind of gardening would not be so objectionable,

but up till lately it was the all-in-all of garden ornamentation, and

is yet in many places. It absorbs most of the resources of the

garden, and leaves little time for anything else. I could name
places containing a number of formal gardens of large size, all of

them planted in patterns, with tlie same kind of plants in different

combinations, and barely any flowers anywhere else in the place.

It is hardly credible that tliere should be men of even mediocre

capacity that cannot really conceive of an enjoyable garden apart

from " bedding stuff' ;" but their words leave no doulit on the suli-

ject, and amount to a plain confession that they are really in that

plight.

Tlie meaning and aims of the opponents of the bedding system

are plain enough and easily compreheudeil ; anil if those who have

written on the subject have not always furnished plans and specifi-

cations along with their opinions, it is because they did not think it

necessary. The extremest section of the anti-l)edders—those who
would do awav with formal bedding totally—contemplate no such

extravagances'as the " bedders-out " themselves iiave fallen into over

aud over again. They would only lay out the pleasure-garden in a

less formal style, and would have a greater variety of flowers and

trees distributed artistically over the ground. They object to seeing

the whole of their flower garden every morning when they are shaving

themselves at their dressing-room wimlow, ami they ilo not think it

necessary or desirable, when they plant a red flower, that a blue one

of a certain description should be planted in front of it, and a yellow

one in front of that, or that all three should be of exactly the same

length and habit.

They do not object to either massing or mixing, but they do not

deem it essential that every group should be confined to a square, a

round, or an oval, or other formally-shaped Ijcd. On the contrary,

they want a garden that does not unfold all its beauties in the same

place or at the same time, but would so dispose of their trees and

plants that at every fresh turn of an informally-laid-out garden they

woulil come upon fresh scenes aud objects of interest ; and this they

would like to carry out for as many months in the year as possible,

and as the materials at tlieir disposal would enable them to do. Is

there anything very wild, very unwise, or very extravagant in all

this ? or "is there anything impracticable ? It might not be a very

much cheaper system than bedding-out, but it would afford more

pleasure and satisfaction.

In all gardens there are naturally laid out portions, and those who
want more definite notions of how to plan such a garden should

walk round the outskirts of their grounds and study where striking

groups or borders of plants could be introduced. To accomplish

all this, the opponents of the formal style know that they have got

shrubs and plants without number that \\-ould suit their purpose ;

and if those who have doubts on that point will visit some nursery

containing a collection of hardy pl.ants, they will see them for them-

selves. Of course we shall be told, as we have been before, that in

such collections of plants there will be some that will be fading and

dying down, while others are growing and flowering, aud causing

an untidy appearance, &c., &c. No doubt such things will happen :

early flowers will fade, and will have to be cleareil away ; and those

•who find fault with th» one and object to the other we can only re-

commend to stick to their practice of planting out in midsummer for

a show in August, to be destroyed by the earliest breath of frost in

.September or October, but let them refrain from seeking to dissuade
others from attempting that which they are incapable of doing them-
selves. The two systems may be aptly illustrated by two simple ex-

amples. A long and a straight walk, with a ribbon border on each
side, that tlie s])ectator can take in at a glance from either end, or

from any one point of its extent, represents tlie bedding system ; aud
a long and winding walk, that reveals something new and pretty or

interesting at every turn, represents the informal or the natural

system, such as its advocates seek to create a taste for. A person of

culture and taste could gather but one distinct impression from the
first ; from the second he could gather many, and of course a greater

degree of pleasure and enjoyment. Both the systems admit of

gi-eater diversity, but the above is a fair comparison.

The idea that the principal floral display must necessarily occupy a

position under the windowsofthemansion isamistakenone. .Such a de-

sign may gratify some tastes, but it cannot for one moment be urged
on the plea of necessity to the enjoyment of a garden. It is the ar-

tificialism of the liedding system that has blinded its devotees to any
otlier. They cannot see it in any other light ; and so bound are they
by their ideas, tliat if you give them a mixed collection of hardy
and herbaceous plants of different habits to deal with, they will

combine them in some way to produce uniformity. Without a formal

])lan of some kind they are utterly helpless. " Asked for a plan !
"

I admit, not many gardeners would put such a question as this ; but
still it has been put by one who evidently thinks he is entitled to be
heard on the subject of flower gardening. Notwithstanding all that

he has seen and heard, he cannot conceive of an inforinally-laid-out

garden, or dissociate the idea of a plan from the use of any kind of

plants. He continues :
" If a ' bedding man ' is .asked for a design

for a carpet bed, he can indicate almost the exact spot for every plant,

and he can be equally accurate in arranging his colours over a whole
garden." Could more than this be wanted to show how thoroughly

fettered, hands and feet, so to speak, are such men? He can point

out the " exact spot for every plant " for every bed, and arrange his

colours accurately over awhole g.arden ; and he triumphantly shouts

out that as much caunot be accomplished by the use of a greater

variety of hardy plants. No—indeed it cannot ; and no advocate of

hardy plants was ever crazy enough to contemplate such a thing.

Now, the author of the above passage is one of those whom it is

most dilUcult to deal with, for he does not seem even to comprehend
the first principles of the question ; and no doubt there are others in

the same predicament. They have yet to levn what the informal or

natural style is, and that the "genius of the place must be con-

sulted " in all cases before any scheme of arrangement can be de-

cided upon.

I can assert most emphatically that the richest-looking border of

flowers we have seen this season, and no later than a day or two
before these lines were penned, about the miildle of -July, was a

border leading to a herbaceous gi-ound in a nursery ; and one of the

finest displays of cut flowers was the collection of hardy herbaceous

ones exhibited at York .Show near the end of .Tune, .all from outdoors

in a part of Englaml where as yet bedding out was little more than
finished. The border referred to was occupied chiefly by two or

three varieties of Pinks of various colours, Japan and Spanish Iris,

Violas, Veronicas, D.aisies, Phloxes, Double Lychnis, Sweet Wil-
liams, Spira'as, quite a profusion of Pyrethrnms, P;eonies, and a

number of other midsummer flo%vering species ; but few altogether,

considering the immense variety of hardy subjects at one's disposal.

In writing on the subject of flower gardening, writers—generally

gardeners in or owners of large gardens—seem always to have only
one type of garden in their mind's eye—the kind of garden they
have had most to do with themselves—viz., the garden of the noble-

man or gentleman who spends " the season " in London and the

autumn only at his country seat ; but, now-a-days, these are the

minority of the owners of gardens. There is one horticultural paper

alone which is said to have a circulation of nearly 60,000 a-xveek,

that circulates largely among the middle classes, who st.ay at their

homes all the season, unless it be a few weeks in autumn, when
they go to the seaside ; and there are a number of other horticultural

papers that have a proportion.ate circulation among the same class.

In advocating any system of flower gardening, this large class has to

be taken into consideration ; and, I fancy, not even the most enthu-

si.astio devotee of the bedding system would advocate its adoption

under sucli circumstances.

For want of abetter argument, I suppose it has beenfrequently stated
that if owners of gardens choose to adopt the bedding system, and
stick to it, it is nobody's business ; and any suggestions of a change
in such cases is resented as an unwarrantable interference with
priv.ate t.astes and desires. This is simply pure nonsense. By all

means let each individual adhere to the style he likes best ; but,

notwithstanding, those wl-.o diff'er from him are not prohibited from
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offering him advice, and pointing out what they consider his errors,

through the medium of the gardening press, any more than one gar-

dener need be deterred from ottering his opinions on the subject of

Vine culture or on any other horticultural topic.—Huiixr.s, in the

O'ardentr.

Plant Borders.—The arrangement of plant borders which Mr.
Brockbank has .adopted, and of which lie gives a description in The
(i.iiaiE.s (p. I), is simply an approacli to what I have all along re-

commended when writing on this subject : but it is only an approach,

for he uses Pelargoniums alone to assist the liardy plants to keep up
a display of flowers. But whj' conliue tlie arrangement to the use

of Pehirgoniunis only ? There are numbers of other half-hardy

plants, such .as Lobelias, Verbenas, Petunias, Fuchsias, &c., that are

quite as beautiful in their flowers, and possess forms and colours that

the Pelargoniums do not possess, and are equal in their properties to

anything that exists amongst hardy plants, and superior to the whole

the Weigel.as this year ; single specimens especially, standing in the
most exposed localities, were so full of flower, .as to be mistaken for
some new and striking jilant at a distance. The plants referred to
bad all been exposed witliout slielter to a temperature of about zero.
Instead of injuring them in any way it seems to have done tliem
good. They were pictures of liealth and masses of tiower. I have
frequently seen \\ eigelas on walls, but never any to equal several
standanl bushes in the open that attracted my attention in East
Anglia this season.— I). T. Fi.sii.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE T 11 E E M S S.

(tili..\nd.sia usxeoides.)

In the Southern United .States there is'an element of the picturesque

which one almost envies, and that is, the graceful little Tillandsia
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the opiuiou of many that it would succeed iu the open air in Devon-
shire and in some of the other warmer parts of England, as in Texas
it is often found coated with ice a quarter of an inch in thickness.

LEAFLETS.

Earthing up Trees.—Those having the care of trees would
do well to read Mr. Marnock's letter in The G.vrdex (p. 73), parti-

cularly in reference to earthing np their stems. I ha\-e seen

several serious losses of trees from this practice. In finding a shoot

for earth it should not be on planted ground at least, except for

trifling depths. In the London parks one of the most instructive

instances was on the north side of the Itegent's Park, where a good
many trees perished a few years ago.—H. J.

A Hardy Species of Eucalyptus.—In the "Bulletin de

laSoeiete d'Acclimatation,'" il.Tourasse, of Pau, describes a Eucalyp-

tus which has withstood five successive winters without injurj'. It

came up amongst some seedlings of E. coriacea, but bears a rather

close resemljlance to E. pilu'aris. Of fifty-five species of Eucalyptus
which M. Tourasse has experimented upon this is the only one

which has shown itself to be quite hardy in the climate of Pau,

where the thermometer went down last winter below zero. If this

tree should live and produce seed we miglit after all be able to add,

the Blue Gum to the list of our hardy trees, a result mucli to be

desired, as it is so distinct from anything in that way that we now
possess. The failures which have hitherto attended the attempt to

acclimatise the Eucalyptus in the more northern portions of Europe
should not too much discourage us. There may yet ex'.st species

much hardier than any that we are acquainted with. In the case of

the tree above mentioned growth is much less rapid than is the case

with such kinds as are well known to Eurojiean growers, a circum-

stance th'at may iu a measure account for its greater hardiness.

—

J. C, Byjla-t.

Double Lilacs.—That clever and successful hyliridist, il.

Lemoine. of Xancy, is now occupying himself in a special manner
with the Lilac with a view to tlie iiroduction of a race of double-

flowered varieties. M. Lemoiue will probably succeed iu this

matter, as he has already done with other plants tliat he has
undertaken to improve. Sliould we obtain a race of double-flowered
kinds, the Lilac may then get the attention which it deserves at

the hands of English growers. It may be safely asserted that this

beautiful and sweet-scented flower is suffering from undeserved
neglect in tliis country, the many handsome varieties so popular
with French growers being but rarely seen in our gardens.
Such a hardy, fragrant, free-Howering slirub as this should receive
all the encouragement that it merits at our hands, and should be
freely planted if only for the sake of the enormous wealth of

bloom which it affords for cutting. According to the " Journal of

the French Horticultural Society," il. Lemoine first experimented
with the variety azurea plena, crossing it with the finest single

flowered kinds, making special use' of the Chinese species Syringa
oblata. From this cross, which presented considerable difficulties

on account of the tendency of the mother plant to produce
abortive pistils, there resulted a seedling possessing considerable
merit which was shown at the society's exhibition at the Palace
de rindustrie, but which is surpassed by anotlier shosvn by him
at a recent meeting of the society. M. Lemoine hopes soon to

produce a race of double Lilacs, the flower-heads of whicli will

rival in size those of the finest single kinds whilst possessing

the advantage of lasting much longer in bloom.—J. CorN'hili.,

Buflcet.

Berberidopsis corallina.—This is mentioned in a recent
number of Tiiii G.iKDEX as a greenhouse plant. I have it planted
out in an exposed situation with a south-east aspect, and it has
withstood the severity of the late winter without sufl'ering the
slightest injury. The plant is about o ft. iu height, and has
occupied its present place for the last eight years, ilagnolia
grandiflora planted near it lost half its leaves, and mauy of last
year's shoots were blackened.—W. iNOR.iM, Bdfoir.

The Double-flowered Deutzia. — Among herbaceous
plants last year a few doulde-flowered Ueutzias were planted in the
back of a rich herbaceous border. Noticing the other day a mass of
pink flowers of a unique colour and character, I hastened to the
back of a distant border—behind P^eonies, Irises, Delphiniums, &o.—
to examine tire stranger, and found tlie double Deutzia literally

laden witii its peculiarly beautiful flowers of a soft pink colour.
Many have objected to this useful plant because it was less white
than Deutzia scabra or D. gracilis. As well object to a red Rose
because it was not lemon or cream coloured. The Deutzia is a soft
brownish-pink in tlie open air, and as such is one of tlie most useful
jilants for the shrubbery or herbaceous border.—D. T. Fish.

The beautiful Carnations and Picotees have again appeared

in their lior.-ie collars, uotn-ithstanding which, their colour,

their markings, and their odour are so deliglitful, that one

enjoyed them thoroughly. Tee collars are, however, more
objectionable on the plants grown in pots. AVe, who crave

for other ways of .showing the Carnation, merely say. Let those

who like enjoy this collar business, but give us also flowers

in their natural form with no " dressing," not placed in com-
petition with these florists' kinds, but cut, in vases, a hand-

ful of each. JMy good friend Douglas in writing to me is

funny about what he considers the absurdity of people who
cannot distinguish the Carnation from the Picotee endeav-

ouring to make their voice heard in the matter ; but, assuming
for a moment the existence of such lienighted people, I can-

not see the force of the argument. One may not be able to

distinguish at sight an African Bosjesman from a Californian

Digger Indian, and have at the same time objections to

the Digger putting a pot of pitch on the back of his neck,

which runs down his back (his notion of ornament), or to the

Bo.sjesman putting a piece of wood through his lip. Have your
florists' flowers by all means, but give us some idea of the

beauty of the plants as border flowers cut just as they

grow and arranged in vasss or otherwise. Flowers are for

all who have eyes as well as for specialists. I was glad to see

that S3veral of the nurserymen are beginning to make a speci-

ality of hardy and vigorous border kinds suitable for general

culture. Let them show the blooms of these another year as a

lady would place them in her room, or in any other artis-

tic way. Nothing would be more desirable for our garden

borders than that we should have such varieties among
these precious plants, so fragrant and so welcome to all who
love an open-air garden. No one cares a fartliing for all

the lacings and stripings, accurate measurements, in thinking

of our needs for really strong and healthy varieties, which
could be grown as hardy and vigorous border flowers every-

where. I never see half enough of Pinks, or Carnations,

or Picotees in gardens. It is far too rare to see a good

bed of Cloves, which everybodj' ought to have in a quiet

corner of the garden or pleasure ground.

It is curious the notions that some people have of plant

beauty and of the work of artists with plants. Sometimes
flowers are sent to me, say Pansies, and only the flowers with

very short stems are sent tied in little bundles, so tight that

the string sometimes cuts through the stems. A number of

flowers are frequently sent of a beautiful plant without a

single leaf or bud, the full-blown flower is nijiped out, and
nothing else sent, as in the case of the .Japanese Iris. Thu.s

one can neither jurlge of the leaf, habit, nor bud, and there is

no chance of a bud opening. It is surely hardly necessary

to say that this is the worst possible way of .sending fl^owers

—very unfair to the plants, and still more unfair to the un-

fortunate artist who has to draw from such materials. That

m3n occupied all their lives among plants should be so callous

to their beauty as to think only of the flower is strange. In

the same way flower shows are furnished. It was quite a

i-elief to see a batch of Petunias from Mr. Cannell the cvther

day showing the whole top of a .shoot laden with flowers.

Mr. Bliss, of New York, who is now in England, tells me
that Mr. T. P. Quin, who comes over occasionally to cheer

us with his presence here, has one of the finest Pear orchards

known on his own farm at Newark. He also writes well, and
as what he says of Pears must, in some respects, prove inte-
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resting, even to those who have less sunny skies tlian New
Jersey, I should like to call attention to a few words of his

in the American Garden :

If .1 shrewil f.irmcr desires to make money in growing Potatoes,

he does not extend the list of sorts to a dozen or twenty, but, on the

contrary, he nsually confines liimself to a very few kinds, when once

certain that they grow and yield aljundantly, and that they sell

readily in market. In Pear-growing for profit this rule of growing
only a few sorts will be found more remunerative when applied to

Pe.irs tlian to Potatoes. Kven in raising Pears for home use it is not

best, as a rule, to extend the list of varieties bs^yond eight or ten,

and, with a judicious selection, this number will be ipiite sufficient

to supply the table from .Tuly to February with this delicious fruit.

As a rule, there is a great waste of time and money in the prepara-

tion of the soil before pl.anting the young trees. On stiff, tenacious

clay soils, with clay subsoils, nnderdraining and deep ploughing will

be found essential to rid the soil of stagnant water, in order to get

the conditions which will promote a liealtliy and vigorous root

growth. But on good farming land, such as will produce, with ordi-

nary treatment, loO to 200 bushels of Potatoes to the acre, it would
be a useless waste of money to spend the amount necessary to under-

drain the soil before planting l^ears. The most grave and expensive

mistake that almost every one who has planted Pears has made is

in planting ilivarfs instead of standards. There never was a greater

mistake made, in fact, a greater swindle put upon the American
public, than the assertion that dwarf Pears were superior to stan-

dards for garden or orchard planting. While young and well cared

for the dwarfs do tolerably, making wood and proilnciug some tine

specimens of fruit, but as the trees grow older they become stunted

from early bearing, ill-shapen, many of them breaking off at the

union of the Pear and Quince, leaving the trees unsightly as well

as unprofitable. At the age of fifteen years, when a standard orchard

is in its prime, dwarfs, as a gener.al thing, present a sorry sight. One
good standard will yield more fruit than a score of dwarfs.

»

Mr. Brotherston says in The Gardener that one of the

writers in The Garden' "gets into a state of delight over a

plant like Geum montanum, which most people would look

upon merely as a weed." The probability is that he has never

seen the plant at all. It is in no sense a weed either in flower

or habit, but, on the contrary, is one of the most beautiful of

alpine flowers. Xo one, however, got into any state of delight

about it in The Garden, but simply spoke of its looking .so

much better when grouped in a little colony in a rock garden

than when dotted singly. There are other weedy jjlants which
belong to the same genus, of which no doubt !Mr. Brotherston

has got one. He is one of those happy-mean-men who gene-

rally come in when the battle is over,'and say " Those fighters

are all wrong ; I walk in to tell you what a very wise man I

am, and how very extreme those people are who settled the

question before my appearance.'' These happy-mean-men are

doleful creatures, who never yet threw the slightest lic'ht on any
question of human interest in this world. The Garden' is

working to save gardens from extreme poverty as regards

plants, and thereby to elevate everything belonging to the art

and all connected with it. ^

The writer in question uses the following curious expres-

sion :—

A well-arranged and well-kept flower garden will always command
its own meed of admiration ; so will a choice selection of herbaceous
plants kept in good order and well arranged.

A sentence which well shows the state of mind—I was
going to say depraved state of mind—in which the question
is regarded by many. The flower garden and the place for

hardy plants are two different things according to him.
Lilies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Daffodils, the many beautiful

things which we claim as hardy, do not come into his notion
of the flower garden. In old times this was not so, as the
flower garden was understood to mean a department embracing
all the beautiful tilings that grow in the open air. Such is

the true, beautiful, and lasting notion of the flower garden,
and nothing can ever change it. The idea that a flower

garden is a geometrical i>lacard nmst be rooted up ns base and
dangerous. Even now—laid out as our gardens have been in

a poor stift' way for formal flower gardening—there is not a

phice in which much beautiful variety might not be grown.

-Vll the beautiful hardy things that grow in our

open gardens, not suitalslo for the flower garden

forsooth ! That is what I am fighting for. The flower

garden should be a museum of beautiful life—a real garden,

and not a galvanised piece of business for two or three

montlis only. To secure this end I would not hesitate to use

a tender plant if it gained a point any more than any other

plant ; in short, I have not the slightest desire to " throw

over " any Pelargonium, Lobelia, or Calceolaria if they served

a good end. I remember once coming upon a little group

of Pelargoniums planted on the Grass in a green corner of a

garden at Vienna in such a way that they gave me intense

pleasure. These "bedding men" mistake entirely if they

suppose that I want to barrow out all their few effects. I can

enjoy Punch or Tom Thumb as well as any of them, and

have been all through that j/liase of business before I took up
the wider one. It is the arrangement that is to blame. I

only ask that we might have a series of fine pictures instead

of vigorous daubing, and a variety of beautiful life instead

of nine months' weary waiting for the advent of the daubing

in question, which really satisfies nobody, deadens the plea-

sure which all people who could really help gardening

might feel in it, and does much harm in various ways.

#

" The Squire's Gardener," in the same journal, generally-

sound and clear, says :

—

It is impossible to inspire the multitude with the pleasures

which are alone enjoyed by those who know and appreciate flowers

for their individu.al beauty only. Such tastes belong to the few, or

to those who have acquired them after long study.

Not a bit of it. The people can appreciate beauty

wherever it is really offered them, but it must be natural

beauty. They care as much for Hawthorns and Primroses

and jjluebells as we do, and they care just as little for a dis-

play of labels in a stiff flowerless border in a botanic garden,

or for a starved and staked mixed border. " The Squire's Gar-

dener " speaks of the people being educated into taking a bo-

tanic interest in flowers. It is no part of my plan to do this,

except in a high and broad .sense. But it is to open people's

eyes to the beauty of a multitude of beautiful plants which

they may make home and garden friends, and many of which

surpass in colour common bedding plants as the rainbow does

the papered wall. I in no way agree with " The Squire's

Gardener " that herbaceous plants should be all sent to the

"mixed border." They must be brought from it, increased and

cultivated, and thoroughly and artistically grouped, though a

really good rich mixed border is a precious thing.

At present, says "The Squire's Gardener," who is evidently

on the right track.

The Pieanies are making a grand show, which, however, will soon

be over. These plants require a great deal of room and a rich deep

soil : no other plant could be grown along witli them, to cheer up
the dull space when the bloom is over. A large bed of them looks

about as clieerful as a bed of P„hubarb for ten months of the year.

Yet we could not spare our clumps of P.-eonies, their colours and
forms are so varied and really nobly beautiful.

Exactly. Why spare Pteonies any more than Lilacs or

Hawthorns i Are there not in every country garden spots

with " nothing " in them where a rich group of these superb

and neglected Pojonies might be grown 1 And is it quite true

that nothing else could be grown with them if such were

desired * Supposing a large group or bed of the plants are

widely spaced, and rich masses of soil between them, what is
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to prevent our enjoying a beautiful collection of Dahlias

placed between the Pfeonies and succeedins; them? It is

only one way, and that it is practical is beyond dispute,

because I know of a garden where it has been carried out suc-

cessfully for years. But even if the ingenuity of gool gar-

deners could suggest nothing of the kind, such plants are

worth having if only splendid for a week.

Some of the Lupines, the same writer says, are at present also at

their best. In masses, seen from a distance, they have an attractive

appearance, wliich makes us wish they would last all the .summer.

They, too, will soon be over, and tiieir roots so occupy the space

that nothing else could possibly grow a'ong with them, so that where
they are the ground will be occupied with seed-stalks and ripening

withering foliage—their place could not be the terrace garden.

This shows that each plant must be judged on its merits.

No doubt he refers to the common perennial Lupine, which,

though showy for a time, is not a plant to make a feature of

escept in the mixed border. It nituralises admirably on ricli

soil in islands or shrubberies, and in such positions as would
afford beautiful effects without trouble to the gardener. There

is, however, a grand j-ellow tree Lupine (L. arboreus) which
might be well grown as a shrub or on banks, as it affords a

long continued bloom, beautiful and sweet-scented.

I wliolly agree with " The Squire's Gardener " when he

The old chess-board style of planting alternate plants at regular
distances looked orderly, but unnatural ; it is not even necessary to
plant tlie larger plants at the back and the dwai'fer nearer the path
or Grass, but the dwarfer may be made to carpet around the taller

plants, to the mutual benefit of both, as, for instance, Solomon's
Seal will grow through a carpet of Saxifrage or among a carpeting
of Lily of the Valley, as where first we learnt to know the plant

;

Delphiniums may be carpeted with Lily of tlie Valley ; dwarf
Anemones might grow around clumps of the taller Hellebores

;

Snowdrops or Narcissi would grow around the bare stems or under
the foliage of Yuccas. Tall bare-stemmed plants look better with a
collar of something dwarf growing around them ; for instance. Gla-
dioli or Lilies, with Hepatica or Polyanthus, Aubrietia or Arabis.
While the tall Gladioli are in bloom the dwarf plants are only green,
and they in their turn protect the bulbs of the lUadioli in winter.
Once get o\it of the formal Cabbage-row style of planting, and a real
mixed border, yet tasteful, and to agreat extent evenflowery, wouldbe
easy; but its jilace would not be in the kitchen garden, or in front
of a garden wall, but on mounds and undulations in the plea-
sure grounds and around the curvatures of shrubberies. We do
not advocate the annual digging among shrubberies and herbaceous
borders ; in addition to the inevitable impoverishment of the soil by
the plants, the annual hacking of the roots with the spade helps to
starve and destroy the plants. Much serious loss is sustained by
this annual digging business ; it is much l^etter practice to scrape off
a portion of the surface soil and to top-dress with a rich prtpared
mixture. Even this scraping must be carsfully performed, else the
handy labourer may make short work of such things as Anemones,
which have their crown near the surface. All regulation of the
plants should be performed in summer and autumn ; as, for instance,
the reduction of any clump which may be growing beyond its

bounds, or the destruction of runners from those which have a
tendency to become weeds, such as some of the Campanulas, Tussi-
lagos, and others. ^

" The Squire's Gardener " speaks of the terrace garden so
often, that one thinks it is rooted in his mind as being as
necessary to tlie garden as the door is to the house. We hope
he will modify that opinion. Eeal need for a terrace garden
is extremely rare in gardens, and our noble garden flora need
not be looked at from such a point of view. I aur collecting
artistic evidence— faithful pictorial evidence—that the mo.s^
beautiful gardens in England have no terraces at all, and that
evidence I shall produce in good time. But I am determined
to prove that the ugliest terrace gardens in England can be
embellished with hardy flower.s.

»

Only one word to follow this, that is, to plead against limita-

tion even as to the position of the mixed border. The best I ever

saw in my life, as I pointed out a week or two ago, was in a

kitchen garden in Nottinghamshire. And the position has

many advantages in a small piace ; besides, there may be no

other position for a mixed border but the kitchen garden.

Well made and bordered on each side with a simple high

trellis for Rose.s, Clematises, Honeysuckles, and the like, it

may be made a lovely picture—an open-air conservatory of

fair flowers from the first warm days of spring till far into

the autumn. The position is peculiarly favourable, inasmuch

as the plants are not robbed at the root as they so often are

in front of shrubbery borders. In fact, if one wants to grow
hardy plants thoroughly well—they all deserve to be so grown
— I prefer a well-made border in a kitchen garden. It

is easily done, so that it does not look in the least stiff or

awkward by the use of the trellis I mention, especially if a

light span for a wreath of Clematises or Roses is taken across

the border at intervals from tnjllis to trellis. I have also seen

most delightful old borders in front of walls in all sorts of

aspects ; and when, from the position of the walls, they shade

the border well, sometimes a superb Fern growth may be had
in such borders. A wall may also cut off objectionable roots,

although many get under it. The shelter of a wall is also

desirable for many things. Look at the grand borders in

front of the walls in the College Garden, Dublin, backed up,

as I have often seen them, by a rich growth of graceful and

uncommon evergreen shrubs and climbers, which I hope recent

winters have not scarred. It is the very place to make a

picture of a mixed border.
*

I notice that the Californians very properly apply English

names to many of their beautiful Ferns, some of which are

very interesting, too, on account of their growing in a dry,

sunny land. I remember seeing many fine tufts by the

dusty roads and rocks, and also some I brought home from
the margins of mountain lakes—Ferns that seemed, like our

own, moisture and shade loving.

In the ravines of Southern California we find, says Mr. S. B.

Parish, of San Bernardino, in the (fftrdinfrs Mont/ih/, the com-
mon Brake (Pteris aijuilina var. lanuginosa), but it does not show
the size and luxuri.ance which it reaches in the northern regions.

The Bird Rock Brake (PelLca ornithoijus) is found on drier and
poorer soil, often scorched by the sun to a dull olive hue. Wright's
Rock Brake (P. Wrightiana) much resembles the foregoing, and ia

found higher up in the same ranges. Pelloea andromed;efolia is a
much handsomer member of this genus, and succeeds well in culti-

vation. In similar localities the Californian Polj-pod (P. californi-

cum) is found with its " pinnatitid frond illuminated on the back
with rows of bright golden fruit dots." Loving sunnier spots is the
I lymnogramma triangularis, or Gold Fern, which in some localities

has a white powder upon the backs of the fronds instead of bright

yellow, and hence the name Silver Ferns, though not botanioally

distinct.

The lesson to be learned from these sun-loving Ferns is

that many Ferns are not a bit afraid of t'ne sun, and help us

well to make our gardens of hirdy flowers more beautiful.

*

Mr. Ingram writes me from Belvoir :

—

We want to make more of hardy plants to succeed those of spring,

and again others for late summer, and a special lot for autumn ; all

these with proper management are availalde. Like good generals,

we only have to organise our forces and to keep a good force in

reserve ; the importance of a reserve garden cannot be over-rated.

I have recently alluded to his own excellent reserve and
nursery garden. It is curious that any one should ever hope

to succeed in embellishing a large garden with hardy flowers,

without first forming a nursery in which all acquisitions could

be established and increased. As regards good plants to

succeed those of spring, there are hundreds. I had only a little

doubt as to the autumn forces, as I have often seen sad borders
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nt tliat season. But I find it is from no deficiency of noble

plants. Fuchsias, Aconites, Lilies, Sweet Peas, Evening

Primroses, Stocks, Rose Canipiou, Pliloses, Flame-tlowcrs

(Tritonia), Ferns, Broad-leaved Sea Lavender (Statice lati-

folia), the Amethyst Sea Holly (Eryngiuni amethystinum), and

the Soirlet Bea lUlra (Mouarda) are among the flowers I saw

on one of the first days of the present month of August, so

that splendid gardens of hardy lowers are easily formed in

ail parts of the country. Many of these August plants

—

11 jwering farther north at a later season—are indeed among
the noblest.

That is a pretty little plant called in a recent numbar of

Thk Gardex by its Latin namo Origanum sipyleuni ; it is

common in some parts of tlie countr}- as a window plant,

and in Kent it is called the Hop Plant. This is confusing,

perhaps, but the Little Hop would do as an English name.

It is a valuable plant, only a little too tender for use out-

of-doors in England. I like it in the greenhouse, and also as

a window or room plant.
«

^Ir. F. \y. Moore, of Glasnevin, tells me that the Hima-
layan Pihododendrons have escaped the severities of the past

winter in Ireland, and have fiowered handsomely this season.

He also describes the Lily growth as particularlj* fine in Ire-

land this year, owing, he supposes, as regards a number of

sp3cies, to the heavy rains.

Children's gardens are, I learn, being made at Amsterdam,
and with great success. Probably they are something like

the French square gravelled for children's play. Apparatus

for various kinds of play and exercises are furnished. A
great number of children have visited the gardens and have

been greatlj- benefited. Other towns arc following the

example, which is admir.ibly suited for London and our own
large towns. Amsterdam is a filthy place, surpassing our

own cities in that in many respects, and one is glad of ita

hardships being modified for the children
;
grown persons

who have to pass the canals might also be considered.

There is, however, a remarkably well-formed zoologicil

garden at Amsterdam—in some respects the best I have

seen. Justicia.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

SOIL FOE POT STRAWBEP.RIE3.
The season has now arrived when prepxrations for the next year's

Strawberry crop under gla'ss will hive to be made. There is a wide,
spread idea that the Strawberry needs soil of a somewhit tenacious
Kiture. and many growers, acting upon this idea, pat their planis in

the stitfest loam procurable, even going so far when this ingredient
does not appear to be of a sutB:;iently retentive or adhesive nature, of

ad'ling thereto so;n2 pulverised clay. When compost of this descrip-

tion is employed and tightly rammed into the pots, the result is,

as I have often had occasion to witness, far from satisfactory. In
th; first plaoe, should heavy rains Oi'cur before the plants get fully

into growth, the ball of soil becomes so hard as to render the free

production of tibres almost impossible. On one occasion I received

some plants from a frien 1 who never could get loam stiff enough to

please him. and who made an invariable practice of adding to it the
runnings of a clay pit. The plants in question were newly laid, and
seeing that they did not make much progress I turned them out of

the pots. I then plainly perceived why they had not started freely

into growth ; the soil being of such a tenacious nature, and being
rammed in so tightly, the roots were not able to work freely in it.

Sj hard had the balls of earth become, that they required when dry
a smxrt tap with the hammer to break them up. tt'hen a considerable
portion of this heavy soil was worked away and the plants repotted
into a nice compost, consisting mainly of leaf-mould and sand, the
pots became quickly filled with roots, progress in other respects being
ia every way satisfactory. It is very evident that a good free

root action must precede leaf growth. The .Strawberry, when first

laid, especially if tlie weather should be hot and jjarching, does not
appear to make much progress for some time. If, however, the
soil is suitable to a healthy root development, a large amount of
fibre will be made during that period, with the consequent etl'ect

that when a genial growing time arrives the plants rusli away into
growth at a rapid rate, quickly forming robust crowns and foliage

of the best description. Tlie Strawberry can scarcely be said to
grow freer until the latter end of August, unless the fore part of

that month shouUl be exceptionally moist and genial. From the
last week in August up to about Septemlier 20 the plants make
themselves. A Stravvberi'y plant in a pot will grow more in one
week in the early p.art of September than it will during the wliole
of the months of July and August. Uut in order that it should do so,

it is necessary that the roots shouUl be working with energy in a soil

which, being full of nutritive properties, at the same time possesses
the aliility of remaining sweet and free under the most adverse
circumstances. The grower must bear in mind that he has to
reckon with cold, wet summers, when root action is more or
less sluggish, and when, if the soil is at all unsuitable, or of a
too retentive nature, the roots either fail to develop freely or
perish altogether. During the latter end of Septenaber we often
get several consecutive days of heavy rain, which, coming at a
time when the functions of the plants are still active, are really

of immense benefit to pot Strawberries.

Anyone who has had much experience of Strawberry culture

will have remarked how, in the case of plantations in the open
ground, the foliage seems to acf[uire substance, ami the crowns
swell up after a period of rainy weather in Septeml)er. The
benefits derived from a deluging of rain at this period of the year
will be just as marked in the case of pot plants, providing that the

compost employed for them is sufficiently free to allow of this large

amount of water passing through it without in any way rendering it

sour or close. Directions are often given for sheltering pot Straw-
berries against heavy autumnal rains, many growers considering that

it is better to keep tlie soil somewhat on the side of dryness at this

time of the year. When the plants are potted late and the soil is

of a very holding nature, then I admit that shelter is necessary,

for the excess of moisture will cause the heavy soil to clog and
become sour, especially if much manure is used, the fibres in that

case perishing wholesale. With suitable compost and the drainage

in a good condition, there is, however, no need to place the plants

under cover before the latter end of October ; all tlie rain that they

may get up to that time will not hurt them ; on the contrary, it will

impart such vigour and substance as the best of care in watering

would fail to do. I have enlarged my remarks upon this subject to

a greater extent than I had intended to do, but the question of

soil for pot plants is a matter of great importance, and especially

so in the case of the Strawberry, which has to be subjected to a high

artificial temperature at a time when vegetation generally is in a

state of rest, and which has, under such circumstances, to form and

perfect a crop of fruit. Any deficiency in root action is therefore

more acutely felt by the plant in question than !)>' such as have

merely to produce good flowers or fine foliage. From lengtliened

experience I know full well that the prospects of a good crop of

Strawberries under glass much depends upon the composition and
preparation of the compost, and that to mistaken ideas in this

respect are often due such failures as occur in early forcing.

It is not only in the autumn, but in early spring, when the

plants are starting into growth, that the evil effects of an unsuitable

soil are so observaljle. When the functions of the plant are languid

and root action feeble, it is of vital importance that surplus water

should drain away freely, and that there should be no danger of a

slight overdose of water rendering the soil sour.

Any injury that may occur to the roots at that time will exercise

a most baneful effect upon the quantity and quality of the crop.

Loam is considered indispensable in the culture of pot Strawberries,

and when it can be had of good quality it should form the principal

ingredient in the compost intended for them. At the same time,

rather than employ such loam as I have often seen used, I would pot

in pure leaf-mould or ordinary garden soil. When the loam is of a

very heavy, retentive nature it should be laid out thinly during the

winter months, so that it may become thoroughly sweetened and

pulverised ; add to it an ei[Ual quantity of leaf-mould and thoroughly

decomposed manure in equal proportions, with a dash of silver sand,

and you will have a compost which, with ordinary care, will remain

in a free and sweet condition until the crop is ripened off. Should

the loam be of just the right description, neither too sandy nor too

adhesive, it may form two-thirds of the compost, the remaining third

to consist of leaf-mould and manure in equal proportions. Many
growers recommend river sand for improving the compost. I do not

much like it. the silver sand appearing to me in every w.ay prefer-

able. It will perhaps suriirise some gro .vers to see silver sand reeom-
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mended as an ingredient in compost for Strawberry plants, but experi-

ence has proved to me that its moderate employment tends to stimu-

late root action, and that it helps to retain the soil during the forcing

period in a healthy state. The greatest caution should be exercised

in the employment of manure. This should be at least two years

old and well sweetened by exposure to frost and wind. Where
such decomposed manure does not exist, it is better to use a poorer
compost and rely upon waterings with liquid manure or top-dressings

of soot or some concentrated manure. John Cornhill.
Bijfleat.

OUTDOOR PEACH CULTURE.
" S. D." (p. 42) disagrees with what I have said on this subject,

and adds that "where skilled gardeners are kept more time and
labour are spent in attending to Peaches and Nectarines than on all

the rest of the wall trees put together." I do not dispute that in

many places more attention is given to these fruits than others, for

the simple reason that to grow them at all with anything like a chance
of success they must have more labour bestowed on them than Pears,

Cherries, Plums, and Apricots, which principally constitute tlie

other kinds of wall fruit grown in this country. But, admitting
that Peaches do, as at present treated, receive more attention than
other fruits, it does not follow that they get all they require, which
I still say they do not in very many places, through want of suffi-

cient attention to the matters I named in The Garden (p. 531).

The exceptional cases of good crops this year to which I alluded,

where the trees had been treated in accordance with their wants, are
to be met with in the Midland as well as the Southern Counties.
Everyone acquainted with fruit culture knows that last summer was
a bad one for ripening the wood, wliieh is just what I said in my first

communication, and it was only under the best treatment that it did
ripen sufficiently to produce a crop.

The case which " S. D. " mentions of a garden in his locality, shel-

tered with tall trees which shut out the cold winds, and where the
Peach crop has not failed, goes to support my view, for surely the
plantation of tall trees did not help the Peach wood to ripen last

summer, although it would afford shelter whilst the trees wer;in
bloom. My remarks did not refer to spring protection, but to the
previous treatment in preparing the trees for a crop. No one is

better aware of or more willing to bear witness to the unexceptionable
treatment that Peaches, as well as other fruits, receive in the great
number of well-managed gardens that are to he found throughout
the country than I am ; but this does not in the least detract from
the truth of what I have said in relation to the shortcomings in

Peach culture, taking it collectively. A. Z.

PEACH BLISTER.
Mr. W. Taylor, I see, states in tlie Journal of Horticulture,

that " Peach blister is caused by cold winds, for " says he, "what
could be more likely than that the tissues should be checked and
crippled in their develoimient by a cold north-easter, and that after-

wards, when new matter was supplied for their enlargement, finding
it impossible to elongate, they should thicken, as we believe many
plants do? Last winter I had occasion," he adds, "to remove
some flat trained trees (about 20) from the houses were they had be-
come too much crowded, and as there was no room for them indoors,
they were planted against a south wall where other trees had failed,

as from various causes they could not be replanted at the time,
they were merely laid in by the heels till a favourable time for plant-
ing had arrived. This did not occur till early in February, aud as
I had no idea of having any fruit from them this year,
they had no protection except a coping board ; but, strange
to say, for once in my life I am rewarded for my neglect
with beautiful clean gi-owth and even a few good fruits.

Not a shadow of blister has been on any of those trees brought from
the houses, whilst those which were previously on the wall have a
great deal of it. My conclusion is that blister cannot be produced on
well ripened wood. Another lesson which I have learnt from these
same Peach trees is concerning insects, more especially green and
black fly. Those trees cut hard back as well as those brought
from the houses were perfectly clean, and have remained so almost
up to this time ; whilst those which received the ordinary treat-
ment had many insects on them before the flowers were fairly open,
when it was impossible to clean them, and consequently their growth
is much later and not nearly so good. I am persuaded that the
hiding-place for insects' eggs in winter is rather about the young
growth of tlie trees than in the walls be they ever so old and broken,
and tliat cleanliness in summer and autumn is the best remedy. It
takes a very strong dressing to kill insects' eggs, and it is very diffi-

cult to apply it in tlie exact place where it is most wanted.
viz., tlie invisible cavity between the buds and the wood. Yet

another word about my Peach trees. I v,'onder whether I should
have had as much fruit as I now have if I had covered them with
Frigi-Domo? It is quite possible we make them more tender by over-
nursing."

Apropos of the above extract, I may say that I believe most prac-
tical men will agree with the writer that Peach blister is caused
by cold currents acting upon the weakened tissues of unripened
wood, as it is never seen on trees under glass. A few weeks ago
I visited some large gardens in the Eastern Counties, located in
a bleak situation, where I saw a most convincing proof of the
utility of glass, and the change that is wrought by its use in even
one short spring. Part of a long Peach wall had been covered with
glass last winter, the other part being left exposed, and the result

afforded clear proof of its value. But the glass covering should be
substantially erected, and not too narrow. It should be, in fact, a
house, and not a mere narrow box wliicli cannot contain air enough
to keep up the temperature round the blossoms on a frosty night. I

think where failures occur tlie cause must be assigned to the
narrow proportions and flimsy construction of the covering,

influenced no doubt in some measure by being kept too close in

winter. Apricots, Peaches, and Plums planted in unlieated houses
must be kept as cool as possible in winter to retard their blooming.
Fruit trees in a perfectly cold house should not be much earlier in-

blooming than on a south wall. Of course when the blossoms expand
the glass covering enables us to keep out cold winds, aud the stronger
blossoms conseipient thereon ensures a good crop. As regards tlie

destruction of insects in spring, " a stitch in time saves nine, ' and
I have not yet found anything equal to Tobacco powder jniffed

among the young shoots. It may be used when the aphides are
first observed ; even if the trees are in full blossom no harm will be-

done.
In thinking this matter over there are two ideas that come pro-

minently to the front. The first is, keeping the shoots thin, so

that the leaves have room to perform their proper functions ; and
the second is, keeping them clean and free from insects. If this

were done we should hear less of blister. E. H.

NOTE.S AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GAEDEN.

Mildew on Strawberries.—What is the experience of your
readers with respect to mildew on Strawberry plants in the open
ground ? Up to this season I had never seen any indications of its

presence on tlie outdoor plantations. Lately, however, on visiting

a neighbour's ganlen, I remarked a piece of Charles Napier
badly infested, and I have since seen some Sir Joseph Paxton simi-
larly affected. If large breadths of Strawberries are likely to be
attacked in this manner, a serious loss will be inflicted on growers
of this fruit, who, I much fear, have their worst troubles to come.
It is not only that the mildew spoils the appearance of the berries,

and consequently injures the sale of them, but the foliage becoming
smothered with it the functions of tlie plant are paralysed, and the
crop falls woefully short in quantity as well as quality. Under glass

the pest may be easily kept under by timely applications of sul-

phur, but in the open air its destruction will necessarily Ije more diffi-

cult, owing to the liability to heavy showers of rain, and unless the
sulphur remains on a certain time it does not kill the fungus. It is a

(luestion whether the mildew will generate in plantations in the
open fields. In the instances mentioned above the spores might
have escaped from the glasshouses near by.— .1. Cornhill.

The Gooseberry Caterpillar.—Hand-picking is of but
little avail in the case of this pest, as it increases in numbers with
extraordinary rapidity. But one habit belonging to it gives us at
once an efficient method of outflanking it. When full fed its habit

is to penetrate the ground a short distance, and there spin a cocoon
in which it undergoes its changes from the grub state to that of the

fly, coming up as the perfect insect in about three weeks, the

autumn lar\-,-e remaining unchanged in the cocoons in the earth until

the next spring. Taking advantage of this habit, the best remedy
is to spread old sacks or rags thoroughly saturated with tar all over
the actual ground covered by the tree. The tar does not injure the

trees and catches the grubs as they fall with the intention of pene-

trating the ground to become piip:e, at the same time kills those al-

ready there and prevents their coming up out of the ground as the
perfect insect. It is well to remember that for every two caterpil-

lars allowed to escape a plentiful crop of new larv;e may be depended
upon for the next season. Dusting the trees with sulphur is but
of little avail, and the use of Hellebore, as has been recommended,
is not only useless, as the caterpillars care nought for it, but it is

highly dangerous, as I have known cases of poisoning arise from eat-

ing the fruit of the i)laiits dusted with it. It is of no use destroying

the old trees aud planting new in their place; the new trees will b&
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eaten quite as much unless the surface of the ground be also skim-
med o!f to the depth of about in. and burnt.—C. H. CiKiFi'irn, in

lietul'tntj Mtfcuyij.

Sir Charles Napier Strawberry.—I quite agree with all

Mr. t'ornliill s.iys (p. ti(i) in favour of this useful variety. We
grow it largely botli in pots and in open-air beds, and this season
it has been exceptionally good under both systems. The briglit

weather whicli we have had has favoured its perfect ripening (a

most important point), for when half ripened and of a pale
colour it is acid and scarcely fit for eating, but give it time and
a tolerably dry warm .atmosphere, and there are few Strawberries
that can beat it, even .as regards flavour ; and its cropping, setting,

and strong constitution niarlc it as the ideal variety for a m.aVket
grower. At the end of May we had a good sized span-roofed house
•full of this variety, the fruit of which not being re(iuired for dessert
just at the time were kept as cool and airy as possible, and the
plants had just sufficient moisture at the root to keep tliem from
shrivelling. The result was that they were highly praised for
flavour as dessert fruit instead of being classed as second rate. At
present we have a tine crop of it on a north border netted up ; the
long siiikes or clusters of fruit, being supported ou forked sticks to
keep them from slug's, are excellent in flavour, aud not only
abundant, but extra bne, many fruits averaging over 1 oz. each.
Here we had the drouglit long and severe, but all our Strawberry
beds were mulched with stable litter in March and the soil is

strong, but my impression is that under the dry perioil which
obtained at flowering time out-door Strawberries assured their
perfect setting or fertilisation, ,aiil, being followed by copious
ehowers, have given us the rinest out-door Strawberries that have
been seen for several seasons past.—J. Groom, Linton.

Vine Laterals.—Editors have not, I d.aresay, always the time
to scrutinise every sentence of the articles that come before
them, otherwise they might, and no doubt would, draw their
pen througli much that is written. A notable example came to
hand lately. A correspondent of a contemporary who writes
with a great assumption of wisdom, but who has evidently not got
beyond his horticultui-al " school book,'' tells us that "Vine late-
rals waste the vigour of the Vine," and that they are to the culti-

vated Vine what the waste pipe is to a cistern. If this be true, it

follows that the way to kill a \'ine is simply to promote growth as
much as possible till the vigour of the tree is all " wasted.''
Hitherto gardeners and physiologists have regarded laterals as simply
a prolongation of the Vine's growth, and as contributing to the wel-
fare of root and branch like any other portion of the foliage,
and they are laid in by all good cultivators whenever room can be
found for them, but we must lie all wrong. A good deal has been
written ou the Vine of late years, and not a little in the wrong
direction, but I do not remember to have read before that the pro-
duction of healthj- foliage was a suicidal practice.

—

Observer.

Fruit Trees in Bohemia.—According to recently published
statistics, the number of fruit trees in Bohemia of .all sorts, but chiefly
Apples, appears to be 14,000,000. Of these 10,000,000 are in gardens,
1,600,000 in waste lands, aud about 2,000,000 on the sides of the
public roads. The number of young trees annually planted is about
1,500,000. Between GOOO and 7000 miles of road are planted ^^ith
fruit trees, mostly of the best sorts, and the revenue therefrom is

very large. The fruit is largely exported to the north of Germany
-and Russia.

Strawberry Sir Joseph Paxton.—This variety is now
largely grown for market, for which purpose it is, on account of its

tine appearance and solid flesh, better fitted than the generality of
the kinds now in cultivation. Few varieties of the Strawljerry oft'er

such a tempting appearance as .Sir Josei^h Paxton when well and
fully ripeneil, the rich dark colour of the berries imparting to them
a peculiarly tempting appearance. When this Strawberry made its

d^ibiit in quantity in Covent Garden it caused a veritable sensa-
tion, and it realised a higher price than any other kind. It is, of
course, more plentiful now, and may be bought in the season at the
ordinary rates, although still preferred to most other kinds. This
Strawberry has, I believe, during the last three or four years helped
to lower the price of late-grown fruit under glass. When grown
in some of the very early districts of the south-western counties,
it comes in in the open air almost as soon as fruit ripened without
fire-heat under glass does in less favoured localities. Formerly
growers had to rely on Keen's Seedling and Alice ilaude for the
first open-air crop for market. These neither of them came large
enough or fine enough to seriously interfere with the price of frame
fruit. Since the appearance of Sir .Joseph, however, on the scene all

this is changed, for he comes so early and has such a fine taking
-appearance, as to rival even that famous of market kinds. Sir Charles
Napier. Sir .Joseph forces very well, but is liable to mildew. It is

a robust kind likely to do well in light soils, thriving best when

accorded a free, open position. When grown in rich loam or deep
alluvial soils, it should be allowed ample space lictween the rows as
well as from plant to plant. The fruit then ripens early and comes
to a good colour, acquiring that rich, glossy, purplish tinge which
renders it so attractive.— .J. <_'.

Good Cherries.—I wish somebody would grow good Glierries
for the market. Certainly the years have been liad ; but, takiu" a
number of years, it is astonishing how bad Cherries are in Covent
tiarden. Unless one goes to a very good shop indeed, it is adiliiculty
to get them eatable. I wish they would all grow them as Mr.
River= does—large and handsome and well ripened. No doubt
that is owing to his pot culture.—H. J.

THE FRUIT CROPS.

ADDITIONAL FRUIT REPORTS.
Uxbridge District.—Apples .are below the average, and in

many places almost a failure. Tliose bearing a fair crop consist of

earlj- kinds, such as the Codlins, a circumstance I attribute to there
being plenty of foliage to protect them when the late spring frost

was so severe. Plums in most places are a good crop. Cherries
middling. Pears below average. Peaches and Nectarines quite a
failure ; owing to the Peach trees making so much growth in autumn,
the wood never got ripe, and the trees were covered with foliage up
till Cliristmas. Of Apricots we have a few. Small fruits, such as
Gooseberries, Currants, Rasjjberries, aud Strawberries were excel-

lent crops.

The Potatoes in this district are good and a heavy crop, but dis-

ease is showing itself in many places, and I am afraid it will spread,

owing to our having so much rain. This has been one of the best

seasons we have had for many years in this district for garden vege-

tables of every kind.—G. liuusu.

Stoke Edith Park, Hereford.-Apricots here are a thin

crop, but the fruit is good. Of Peaches we have only a few of

Prince of Wales. Plums are very good except Green Gages, which
are generally scarce hereabouts, standard trees being better than
wall trees. Cherries plentiful, Kentish good, and lots of Morellos ;

also May Duke. Apples—.Manks Codliu, Keswick tbdlin, Lord
SuHield, Potts' SeedHng, Cellini, Warner's King, New Northern
Greening, Tower of Glamis, Stirling Castle, King of the Pippins,

and our local Apple Seek No Furtlier—are fairly good ; these never
really fail. Lord Clyde is very good, and so is Alfriston. As
regards Pears, the 1-iest is Althorp Crassane, aud we have also a few
Beurre d'Amanlis and some other sorts. No wood of fruit trees

was properly ripened last autumn. (Gooseberries and Currants have
been very good, and we have had plenty of Strawberries. Rasp-
berry Carter's Prolific is an acquisition.

Of Potatoes we have been using Myatt's Prolific since .July 1 ;

the tubers are very good, and but few diseased yet. The foliage of

all other sorts is very luxuriant. We are anxiously watching the

Potato crop.

—

Willi.vm W.^r.D.

Bodorgan, Anglesey.—Apples and Pears are scarcer than I

have ever known them to be in tliis island. There was very little

bloom ou the latter, but on Apples there was a fairly good bloom.
Inclement weather at the time when the trees were in flower or just

setting their fruit destroyed all chance of a crop. We have a good
crop on walls of Morellos, a Cherry which rarely fails us. Plums
are very scarce. Small fruits are and have been abundant, but they
have suffered considerably, especially Strawiierries from wet weather.

The tenderer kinds of Apples and Pears do not succeed in this cli-

mate, mild thougli it be. The most uniformly trustworthy Pear
is Marie Louise. Of Apples, Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin,

Ribston Pippin, Cellini, Lord Suttield, Alfriston, Keswick Codlin,

Jlere de Menage, Dutch Mignonne, Damelow's Seedling, and Haw-
thornden do best in a general way. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apri-

cots are useless without a protection of glass. Of Plums, the best

sorts are Victoria, Kirke's, Mitchelson's, Washington, Green Gage,

•Purple Gage, and Coe's Golden Dron, all of which reriuire a wall.

—

J. E.

Floors Castle, Kelso.—A degree of sadness and regret

creeps over me in putting into words the past, present, and future

prospects of the fruit crops, but hope fortunately comes to the

front, which encourages us to look ahead and be thankful that the

damage we have suffered is not unfavourable on the whole. Many
Ajiple trees have been so damaged that we have cut them out

entirely ; these consist chiefly of the tenderer table kinds.

Kitchen sorts, such as Keswick Codlin and Dumelow's Seedling, are

making good growth from two and three-year-old wood. On all

trees all wood of the last two years' growth was killed, or so much
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damaged that it had to be cut away at this year's piuning. We
have not a peck of Apples on the whole of our trees, consequent
on the bad ripeninj,' of the wood last year and the severe frost of

the past winter. There was little blossom, as m.iy be imagined, and
that little was weak and puny. Apricots have fared similarly, and
some varieties, such as the I'each, Koman, and Turkey, were killed

to the ground. The Moorpark withstood the severe ordeal, but
the trees are void of fruit. They are, nevertheless, making good
growth and promise to behave better another year, should the
weather coming be, as we may hope to expect, good. Plum trees

are fruitless as well, but the trees did not suB'er to the same extent
as the Apricots. These also are making promising growth. Cherry
trees have little fruit on them. They promised a fair crop at first,

but failed in the stoning period, which they did last year as well,

no doubt caused by the unripened state of the wood of last and
previous years. The trees did not suffer to the same extent as the
others just named. Pears also are a complete failure, but in all

likelihood they will recoup in another season, as they are healthy and
making good growth, though they made bad unripened wood last

year. Strawberries, which were well protected with snow, have
a fair average crop, and would have been better had tliey not been
so annoyed with cuckoo spit after their flowering period. Last
year they were annoyed with snails, which were, perhaps, worse
than this disease, but from which they are free this year. Black
Currants are plentiful and fine. This is a never-failing fruit, and
sl'.ould be more universally grown for market. Red and White
Currants are also good in quality and quantity. Gooseberries are
plentiful and of average quality, if we may judge of them by size.

All these hardy fruits are not planted in a third the quantity they
should be. There are hundreds of acres of waste land that might
he profitably planted with them. They do best on lieavy laud, and
insects annoy them less grown on such land. The lesson we learn
this year is this— to plant only proved hardy varieties of fruit ; and
as regards Apples, I would plant only these varieties—Dumelow's
Seedling, Keswick Codlin, Ecklinville, Lord Sutheld, chiefly limit-
ing the number for this part to about six or eight varieties." There
is nothing more disajipointing than to see a lot of trees year after
year with nothing but leaves on them, and this is often because the
varieties are not suitable for the locality, so much depending on
soil and surroundings, though the localities may be only a mile apart
or less. It requires great experience and judgment in selecting
and planting varieties of fruit, and such work should not be done
in a hap-hazard manner.—H. K.

Fota Island, Cork.—.Judging from the sunless wet summer of
187!l, we could hardly expect any fruit, and in some cases in this
county wo were not disappointed. Of Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots on open walls we have none, and the trees are much blis-
tered, owing to the cold spring, Pears and Apples were never known
to be such a poor crop. We have a few of Beurre Diel, Glou
Moryeau, Autumn Bergamot, Marie Louise, Chaumontel, and Easter
Beurre Pears on walls, but none on pyramids or standards. Of
Apples, Lord Sufiield, Hawthornden. Cox's Pomona, and Roundway
Magnum Bonum are the only kinds that are bearing full crops.
Codlins have a fair amount of fruit on them, but most other kinds
are fruitless. Of Plums we have better crops than we have had for
many yeaiT ; Victoria, Prince Euglebert, Pond's Seedling, Golden
OuUins, Mitchelson's, Green Gage, and Prince of Wales are bearing
full crops on pyramids ; Washington, Green Gage, .Jefferson, Kirke's,
Golden Drop, Orleans, and Magnum Bonuni (white and red) on
walls are over an average crop, and of other well-known kinds we
have fair crops. Strawberries, Gooseberries, Red Currants, and
Raspberries have been abundant and first-rate in quality. Black
Currants are only half a crop—never known to be so few. Of Kuts
we have none ; there were no male catkins. Cherries are a full crop,
but the fruit is not so large as in some seasons, in consequence of
the weather being so dry in May and June. The rainfall is much
below the average.—W. O.sborne.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

[We regret that, owing to what is euphemistically termed a clerical
error, but wliich was really owing to the absence from the office of
t!ie man wlio attends to the geography, two Scotch fruit reports
were last week placed under the head of Ireland.]

The Fruit Crop in America.— " From our own observa-
tions," says the Cotiiifri/ (_,'• utinnai), " and the reports in the papers
and from correspondents, we judge that the Apple crop through
America this season will be large, particularly in the West ; but
taken as a whole, not so abundant as some other full years, the quan-
tity being somewhat diminished in the Eastern States by the droucjht
and other unfavourable causes. The Pear crop will be moderate in
some places, and small in most. The Peach crop will be fair, not
heavy."

PLATE CCXLIV.—FRITILLARIA MOGGRIDGEI.
On the Maritime Alps four distinct Fritillarias are found. Two
are considered by botanists as species, and the other tsvo as varie-
ties of them. F. delphinensis is a somewhat robust bulbous plant
with stems 1 ft. or more high, and bearing solitary, drooping, bell-
like flowers, from 1 in. to Ih in. long, brownish-purple in colour,
more or less chequered with greenish-yellow. Its native habitat is
on sloping Grassy banks in the valleys at an elevation of from
2000 ft. to 3000 ft. F. Moggridgei and F. Burnati are varieties of
F. delphinensis ; their flowers are even larger than those of the
type, and not unfrequently they exceed 2 in. in length. The
blossoms are borne solitary on stout, fleshy steins, 4 in. to in. high,
leafy on the upper half, the leaves being nearly ^ in. in width, and
of a hlui%h-green colour. Both varieties are very handsome and
showy. The flowers of F. Jloggi-idgei are bright golden-yellow,
chequered with brownish-crimson, while those of the latter, F.
Burnati, are of an almost indescribable Plum-purple with yellowish-
green markings. These are found at a much higher elevation than
F. delphinensis. They may be seen on their native mountains,
growing amongst the short-stunted Grass, accompanied by alpine
plants, at an elevation of from 5000 ft. to "000 ft. F. tenella is
another alpine species which I have not unfrequentiv seen growing
side by side with F. Burnati. It is readily distinguished from
F. Burnati by its less handsome and smaller flowers and the spread-
ing jiierianth, which is at the apex fully h.alf as wide again as at the
base. The flowers are of a dull reddish-purple, borne on slender
stems 3 in. to in. high. Fritillaria Moggridgei and F. Burnati are
by far the finest of the four kinds named above. They have been
cultivated in the York Nurseries for several years past, where they
have proved highly ornamental in the flowering season both
in the borders and rock garden. Coming, as they do, from
such an altitude, they produce their large and beautiful blossoms
almost simultaneously with those of the Snowdrop, and are equally
easy to grow. p. p.

[Our plate was prepared from a plant which Messrs Backhouse
and Son, exhibited at South Kensington last spring, when it

was appropriately awarded a first-class certificate as a beautiful
hardy bulbous plant.]

Fuciisia Rose of Castile.—Permit me to add my testimony
to that of " .J. C, Ilu/eit "

(p. 58), as to the value of this fine old
variety of Fuchsia. It is not only well adapted, as your correspon-
dent points out, for large or small specimens in pots, but likewise
for bedding-out in sheltered beds or borders. Its peculiar combina-
tion of violet and white renders it most attractive and pleasing.
Like many other varieties, it has far more colour in the open air than
under glass ; it is also, if possible, even more floriferous, being almost
all flower. Wlien planted out tlie habit is compact and dwarf, and
it is equally adapted for dwarf masses or lines. This Fuchsia is

seldom seen to more advantage under glass than in 6-in. pots trained
in the form of dwarf pyramids, with the lower branchlets drooping
over the sides of the pots. It also looks magnificent grown in 12-in.
or larger pots in huge pyramids from 6 ft. to ft. high, and 3 ft.

to 5 ft. through at the base, and literally clothed with blossom from
head to foot. There is no Fuchsia in existence that has a better
habit or is more admirably adapted for working up into liuge speci-
mens than the Rose of Castile. We flower most of our finest speci-
mens twice a year, first in May or June. As soon as they begin to
lose their freshness the wliole of the flowering shoots are pinched
back, each seed picked off, and the plants set out-of-doors till the
middle of August. Placed under glass and liberally treated with
manure water, they flower again from Sejjtember to Christmas in
greater beauty than before. This grand old Fuchsia is also admir-
ably adapted for forming standards, throwing up a young single
shoot straight to a height of from 3 ft. to 6 ft. or any intermediate
height. Stop the leader at the desired height, and allow three,
five, seven, or any required number of shoots to break and be trained
as near as may be at right angles with the stem as flatly as possible,

and to 3 ft. or more in length. It is important to keep the crowns
as level as may be. When the top breaks next season the shoots may
be allowed to rise to a height of 1 ft. or more, and then droop grace-
fully over the sides. Treated thus, they form splendid tops
smothered with bloom, and have a very handsome appearance. The
simplest way of keeping the crowns in position is to train them across-

an iron hooi^, which becomes entirely hidden beneath the foliage,

branchlets, and flowers. At tlie risk of being written down as of

antiquated taste, I would still recommend Souvenir de Chiswick as
the best companion Fuchsia for Rose of Castile, and one of the finest

in cultivation. It is not only admirably adapted for all purposes
here suggested for Rose of Castile, but also for the furnishing of
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baskets rnnl rafters, for which purposes these and other FiK'hsias are
so aiiinirably ailapteil. Tlio^e who remembur the baskets of Fuch-
sias suspeuiled fiom the rafters of the Crystal I'alaee in its early
days m\ist often have marvelled that tliey are not more frequently
employed for roof furnishing.— D. X. Fisit.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Fruit.

Orchard House.—Houses in which the early and midseason
kinds ot Peaclies and Xejtarines were started with tire-heat in

January and February will now be clear of fruit and undergoing
treatment calculated to result in the production of evenly-balanced
growths well furnislied with properly developed Hower-buds. If

any of the trees which require more root room remain on hand, no
time should be lost in getting them moved into pots of a larger

size in accordance with instructions given in a former number. It

never happens that all the trees require repotting at one time,
neither would it be a fortunate circumstance if such were the case,

as stone fruit tre^s invariably produce the best crops M'hen thoroughly
established, with plenty of roots working on the surface and tilling

the insides of the pots. Assuming that the roots of each tree have
all they require, daily attention to watering aud syringing until the
foli.age begins to change colour is absolutely necessary, and then it

must not be entirely discontinued, as pot Peaches should never
become dry ; but when the tiower-buds show by their bright plump
silvery appearance that they are perfect in formation, tlie trees

should be moved to a warur sheltered place in tlie open air. It is

of importance that coal ashes or bricks be placed under the pots
for keeping back worms and allowing the water to p.ass aw.ay freely,

and in the event of the heads being large they should be secured
ag.ainst injury from wind by maans of stakes driven into the gi-ound
and a little Fern or litter thrown loosely in amongst them. If any
of the shoots have bacome too numerous, the le.ast promising should
be cut out bodily aud the strongest shortened back to trijile buds,
which consist of two flower-buds and one leaf-bud. ilediura shoots
must be left lull length, as the}' only have wood-bud at the base
and the extreme points, and on this account the removal of the
point would cause the shoot to die back to the wood-buds near the
base. Amateurs and others who wish to secure young trees from
the nursery for potting in the autumn should no longer delay their
orders, md if possible select and mark the trees for themselves.
Lists of the best kinds having been so often given in these pagps. it

is not necessary to rejjeat them. In point of earliness many of tne
newer kinds have shortened the forcing period by several weeks,
but for size and superior flavour we have nothing in the early section
equal to the well-known standard varieties. The new Nectarines
are a more decided advince than the Peaches. Lord Napier is

large, early, and good in quality, but wanting in colour when grown
under glass. Stanwick Elruge and Albert Victor are large, colour
well, and take the front rank in the general list of Nectarines,
which will never be complete without our old friends Elruge,
Violette Hative, and Pitmaston Orange.

Stra'wbsrries.—Should we have a change to bright, dry weather,
favourable to the ripening of the foliage ami crowns, there is every
probability of forcing Strawberries being unusually plentiful and
good this season. Young plants that have been recently potted and
placed in a shady situation for a few days should be removed to a
high and dry situation open to light and air, free from worms, and
within easy distance of water, of which they will take liberal sup-
plies until the time arrives for ripening them o^'. The very early
kinds, which are generallly grown and fruited in u-in. pots, succeed
best and suffer least from drought when partially plunged or pressed
into a thick bed of coal ashes througli which worms do not care to
travel, much as they delight in the cool, heavy compost so essential
to the production of good fruit, but plants in G-in. and 7-in. pots do
equally well on a hanl bjttom. with full exposure to light aud air,

while in low damp situations, dwarf walls or low stages formed by
placing shutters on large flower-pots some IS in. from the ground
oSFdr great advantages, as the roots of the plants get more air and the
croivus ripen better, a very important item often lost siglit of in
Strawberry forcing. In dry weather pot Strawberries require a
great quantity of water, anil tlie bast tim? to apply it is after thi
sun is off in the evening, when they may be well waslied with the
hose ; but when morning watering becomes necessary, it should be
performed without wetting the foliage. When the requisite number
of the different kinds has been potted up for forcing it will be neces-
sary to look twelve months ahead, and to make provision for another
year by planting out the strongest of the surplus plants before they
suffer from confinement in the small pots in which they have been

layered. As I have before stated, they should occupy an open situa-
tion in wliicli the foliage will not become drawn ; they sliould be
placed HI proximity to water, and the ground ou which they are
grown should be well prepared by the application of manure and
deep cultivation. Upon our soil, a deep calcareous loam approaching
marl, we trench tliree spits deep, mix ihanure witli the bottom spit,
allow it to remain there, and place the middle draw on the surface!
This is made level and very firm ; we then mark out the lines and
give each plant new loam in quantity equal to a cube whose side is
9 in. The plauts are well watered before they are turned out of the
pots, and in due course they are mulclicd with short stable manure
to protect the roots from frost. The following spring they give an
abundance of runners much stronger ami earlier than we have ever
succeeded in oljtaining from forced plants.

Melons.—Lose no time in getting out the latest planting of
Melons as soon as they are strong enough for removal to the fruiting
pots, and help them forward by means of a sliarp bottom-heat from
fermenting material, and all the solar heat that can be obtained. The
house, as a matter of course, will be well supplied with pipes for top
and bottom-heat when the nights become cold ; but, as I have before
stated, they should not Ije used through the early stages of growth if

it can be avoided. In the selection of varieties for the first and last
crops where small compartments are used the earliest kinds sliould
be planted in preference to mixing early and late together, as strong
growers like William Tillery, Treutham Hybrid, Kliiva, A. F. Bar-
ron, and others of rampant growth, which are not well adapted for
close stopping and fruiting on the first laterals, require a great deal
more time than moderate growers and free setters. Give an abun-
dant supply of tepid liijuid to plants now swelling off crops, as the
growth at tliis season is very rapid. Syringe freely when the house
is closed in the afternoon ; but, as before advised, avoid wetting tlie
fruit or foliage of delicate kinds liable to scalding at any other
time. Gra,dually reduce the supply of water to plants ripening off
fruit and increase the circulation of air, but guard against sudden
checks, as many fine crops of Melons are prematurely ripened by
the rapid transition from a genial growing atmosphere to one of
parching starvation. The weather is not the best that can be
desired for plants in pits and frames, and on this account they will
require a little extra care if success is to be secured. Keep tlie pits
well filled with leaves by stopping .and thinning all laterals, or allow-
ing them to extend until every part of the surface is covered, and
endeavour to keep them clean by means of syringing and watering
overhead wlien the weather is settled and fine, and by surface
flooding without wetting the stems or foliage when dull and cloudy,
otherwise canker, the worst enemy to Melons in pits and frames, may
become troublesome. Tlie usual remedy—quicklime—is well known,
but prevention beiug better than cure, it may lie well to observe
a few simple matters, which include the choice of sound healthy soil

free from manure, elevated planting, a free hardy growth and tex-
ture of foliage by means of liberal ventilation and a circulation of
air on a level with the surface of the bed, the avoidance of all manure
in a solid form, and last, but not least, the maintenance of a
steady top and bottom-heat ranging from 70" by night to So" or
90° by day.

Pines.—The modern system of allowing one or two suckers on
each stool to attain considerable size before they are detached
shortens what is termed tlie succession period, and many of the
strongest become fit for shifting into the fruiting-pots within a few
months after they are taken oft'. The kinds generally useil for this

early fruiting are Queens, which do not require pots exceeding 10-in.

to l"2-in. in diameter, and these should be clean, dry, and well
crocked before they are used. To get these suckers rooted quickly
I have always found a McPhail pit or fixed frame, built with hollow
sides and heated with fermenting material, more suitable than large
and, as a consequence, more airy structures heated with liot water.
By this time, where a sharp bottom-heat of !)0'" has been kept up,
tlie strongest and most forward will bo in a fit state for potting into

the above sizes, while the weaker pLants may be shifted from .5-in. to

S-iu. pots for passing through the winter. Up to the first shift all

the suckers receive uniform treatment ; but this division results in

the formation of two sections, which will succeed each other in the
order of fruiting. The first will require a stronger top and bottom-
heat through the growing season, and a more decided rest in winter
than the weaker plants, which may be kept growing later in the
autumn, provided they are placed near tlie glass and can have plenty
of light and a steady bottom-heat—a matter of great im[3ortance in

the management of Pines in general, and Queens in particular.

Plants in all stages are now growing very fast, and will continue to

do so for the next two montlis. The pots being full of roots, more
freedom may be exercised in the application of water as often as they
require it, but on no account should a dribbling system he indulged
in. lue weather up to the present time has been very trying for
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Pines, the sudden and violent storms giving way to burning sunshine.
Sliading has been a great trial for those who commence it in the
spring and are obliged to continue it throughout the season ; but
where it has been sparingly applied, firm stocky plants will now take
more air and exposure, more water, and, as a matter of course, more
solar heat after closing on fine afternoons, when the temperature may
range about 90". Keep a good stock of potting material under cover,
and take ailvantage of fine weather, when the ground is not affected

by drought, for getting in a supply of turf for the winter and spring.
An idea prevails that turf cannot be got in too dry, but this is a
mistake ; it should be mellow and well covered with healthy herbage
when out, and a sod that soon loses its fibre should not lie cut too
early iu the season.—W. Colemax.

Hardy Fruit.

The general wail ancnt the condition of fruit crops that has
appeared in these pages the last two weeks shows how largely de-
peadent %ve are on the weather, as, notwithstanding—doubtless in
most instances—the application of every cultural aid, many crops
are quite a failure, a circumstance attributable solely to tlie lack of
sunsliiue last year, by which alone consolidation or maturation of
growth can take place. Thus far during the present season the condi-
tions are more favourable, and, by keeping the wood thin, in order
that all the shoots may have a share of light, air, and sunshine, we
may hope for better results next year. To this end at once lay in to
the wall the new shoots of Peaches and Nectarines that are to be
retained as fruit bearers next year, in order that the warmth of the
wall may assist their maturation. Persistently pinch out the points
of all sub-lateral growths, and keep the foliage clean l)y washing it

with clear water once a week, and the surface roots from a check from
drought by applying a light mulching of manure. The same treatment
is applicable to Apricots, the fruit of wliich is now ripening, and
requires protection from birds and wasps. These latter are pre-
sent in shoals this season, and their nests must be sought out
and destroyed ; but in the meantime net up with hexagon
netting not only the Apricots, Init also Jlorello Cherries
and Currants, both of which will be highly prized a few
weeks hence, and therefore worth the bestowal of a little
care in the matter of protection. .Some few kinds of late Pears
are fruiting rather freely ; among these are Ne Plus Meuris,
Easter Beurre, and Passe Colmar ; from these the smallest and
deformed fruits should be remoxed to assist the finer development
of the remainder, to which end also give tliem an occasional dose of
manure water or a dressing of artificial manure to be waslied down
by the rain. No further pruning or stopping of shoots will now lie

necessary, but all should be closely tied or nailed in to the wall.
Aphides have been and still are so troulilesome on both Pears and
Plums, that washings with clear water will for some time longer be
necessary, for unless the foliage be preserved intact to tlie last the
wood cannot perform its functions of plumping up its fruit and wood
buds. Currants and Gooseberry bushes having made extraordinarily
free growth, sliould, as soon as tlie fruit is gathered, have a portion of
the shoots removed by way of admitting air to the centre of the
trees, and also to keep tlicm in bounds, both as to size and the situa-
tion tliey occupy ; by such treatment less winter pruning will be
necessary, and meanwliile the trees will be benefited by a freer
admission of sunshine. Similar remarks are applicable to Rasp-
berries, new canes of which have been produced in such abundance
that thinning out of some is indispensable. Keep them thickly
mulched, as the roots cannot well be too cool or moist. Strawberries
may still be planted with fair prospects of oljtaining a good crop next
year ; they require rich deep soil, firm planting, and abundant space.
Denude old plantations of runners, weed and point over the ground,
and afterwards give a fresh mulching. Fruit rooms shouUrnow be
kept entirely open, in order to get them dry and well aired. The
walls should be limewasiied, an"cl shelves and drawers repaired.—
** . V\^,

Flower Garden.
Owing to the heavy tliunder showers which we have had. Sower

beds will need looking over frequently in order to remove any dam-
aged flowers and leaves, and beds of tall-growing fine-foliaged plants
rudely shaken by gusts of wind will need stout ties and stakes to
keep them from injury. This class of plants should liave the most
sheltered positions possible, for, if fully exposed, tlie foliage is sure
to suffer. Plants in carpet beds will now be growing freely, and the
designs nnist be kept true l)y pinching or clipping such plants as are
encroaching on their weaker neighbours. Preparations must now be
made for next year's supply by getting the propagating departmentm readiness for active operations ; as soon as spring-flowering plants,
such as Alyssums, Pansies, &c., are got in under hand-lights on a
cool shaded border, look over all the best kinds of Gold and .Silver
Tricolor, Bicolor, and Bronze Pelargoniums, and take off any cuttings
that can be spared without disfiguring the beds. Insert them fa

small pots filled with light sandy soil and place them in cold frames,
the lights of which can be kept over them during heavy rains. This
class of Pelargoniums must not be treated like the ordinary plain-
leaved scarlets, for while the latter are about the easiest of all
plants to increase, their near allies, the handsome-leaved section,
require both time and care in their propagation. Centaureas and
Cmerana maritima sliould be propagated early in the season, and in
the same way as tricolor Pelargoniums ; owing to the roots beino-
very brittle they do best in single pots. Take the cuttings off with'
a heel of old wood attached to them, and then insert them in pots ;

tie up the foliage to a small stick, shade from bright sunshine, and'
draw the lights off" at night. If tlie weather be fine sow seeds of
Silenes, Saponarias, Nemophilas, Colliusias, Candytufts, &c., at once

,

and keep the beds moist : they will be useful plants with which to
fill the beds in October or November. Continue to prick out all seed-
lings of ilyosotis dissitiflora and sylvatica, or pull old plants to
pieces and treat them as cuttings. Pansies that have been headed
down for cuttings will now be in good condition for dividing, every
piece with a root making a good plant by the end of the season. Keep
runners cut close off' Violets if required to flower early ; the Czar and
other single kinds if replanted in spring and confined to single
crowns will make fine early-flowering plants : but when allowed to
produce runners the plants get exhausted before the flowering sea-
son begins. Weed and roll walks and mow Grass frequently.

"
Clip

edgings and everywhere maintain neatness and order. Sweeping
leaves will now require constant attention, as they are already falling
in considerable ([uaiitity from some of the forest trees, the Lime
being especially early in shedding its leaves. Finish the clipping of
evergreen hedges and Ivy on buildings as soon as possible, in order
that they may Ijecome furnislied before growtli stops for the season.—James Groo-M.

Carnations and Picotees.—No time should now be lost
in getting these layered, as previously recommended. All the prin-
cipal growers place their plants under glass or under a canvas shad-
ing to protect the flowers, and this has a tendency to draw out the
Grass very much. In order to check this the plants are placed out-of-
doors, and the cutting of a notch before pegging down the layer still

further impedes progress. There are often growths formed on the
flowering stems which cannot be pegged down, but if the variety is

scarce and good these should be taken oft' and put into small pots
filled with light soil, as one would cuttings. Close bell-glasses must
be placed over them, or they will not be likely to form roots. Those
layered must be supplied with water througli a fine-rosed watering
pot. The heavy thunderstorms which we are now receiving does
them much liarm. Last j'ear I tried a number of pots under glass,
and they succeeded much better than those )3laced out-of-doors. If
they are under glass plenty of air must be admitted, and fumigation
must be resorted to iu order to destroy green fly.

Hollyhocks.—After such rains as we have had, it is not likely
tliat any water need be applied to the roots, but the benefit arising
from mulchings of rotten manure will now be apparent, as their fer-

tilising properties will not only be washed down to the roots, but
without mulching the soil would be rendered quite hard by the
rain, and it is not desirable at all times to use the hoe. Those who
intend to exhibit cut spikes would do well to pinch the top of the
spike oft'. A spike can only be shown in first-rate condition when it

is cut before the first opened flowers die off. It is also necessary to
shade from the sun to prevent the lower flowers from dying oft' until

a large proportion of tlie others are open. Pinching the top with a
portion of tlie flower-buds oil' throws more vigour into the flowers
that remain. The Hollyhock disease seems most prevalent in dry
seasons ; let us, therefore, hope that it may not be widely spread
this season. Washing the leaves with strong soapy water and sul-

phur is probably as good an antidote for it as anything else. Con-
tinue to put in eyes, as previously recommended.

Pansies.—These are probably more widely grown now than
they ever were. I alluded the other day (p. 8i) to the growth of

seedlings ; it maj' be as well now to urge the importance of getting
cuttings iu as early as possiljle in order to get them planted out
and well established before winter. If there are no glass lights

under which to place the cuttings, they will strike roots even better
than Pinks in a shallow trench, as recommended in The Garden
(p. Si). The very small growths are by far the best. If there are
any green fly on the leaves see that it is destroyed by dipping them
in soft-soapy water. If the ground is vacant where the plants are
to be put out, let it be deeply trenched and well enriched with
cow maLure, and if the soil is heavy a little leaf-mould may be
added to it. I fancy cow manure is best for the Pansy.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primroses.—It is well to

urge tlie potting up of all the jilants intended to flower in pots at

as early a jieriod as possible ; full instructions have been given
quite recently as to how sucli work ought to be done. I have
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always urged the importance of planting out for the summer growth

in a shaily place : behind a wall or hcilgc is as good as any ; but

the finest and healthiest plants which I have ever seen were in

Messrs. Paul's Nurseries at Cheshuut under the shade of trees ;

they were not overshadowed, but there was enough shade to

bre.ak the force of the sun's rays. Open spaces in woods rather

sliaded is the natural liaunt of the Primrose, and it does not alter

much under cultivation. It also naturally prefers yellow clayey

loam, and is seldom found in light soils with a gravelly subsoil.

Pentstemons and Phloxes.—These are now in full beauty,

and add greatly to the attractions of any garden. This season tliey

have made exceedingly strong growth, and both are iloweiing pro-

fusely. They require no other attention beyond tliat of having tlio

etenij made secure to stoutish sticks. Water has not been required

even on our very dry soil. Those in pots make a very good display

in the greenhouse, but for this purpose only the Phloxes are grown.

As they go out of floAver, it saves a good deal of work if they can

be planted out at once, if not required to produce early cuttings for

next year. Ail the seed-pods must be removed from the Pentste-

mons if not wanted to produce seeds.

Pyrethrums. —A few autumn blooms may be produced yet,

but not enough to make a show. If tlie stock is to be increased it is

a good plan to dig up the plants at once and divide them, planting

again on good soil. Younw plants should now be purchased if it is

intended to add to the stock ; if healthy, they will soon increase in

size and make good flowering plants for next year.—J. Docglas.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The growths on many of the intermediate species of

Orchids in the Mexican house will uow be far advanced, and if all be
going on well the rooting power of the plants will be daily increas-

mg. Care will be necessary in order to guard these young roots from
injury, as they are easily liurt when young and sappy by over-dosing
the plants with water, and also through cockroaches and other insect

pests. All the autumn-blooming species in this house, such as La?lia

anceps, L. anceps Dawsoui, Cattleya labiata, C. Domini, &c., should
be kept well up to the glass when they are finishing up their growths.
Avoid an excessive amount of shading on this house, and use it

during the next six weeks only when there is absolute necessity for

it. Ca-logynes will now be forward in leaf development, and their

roots will require abundant supplies of water, and the plants a damp
atmosphere around them to induce them to form fine bulbs capable
of producing good spikes of flower. Cymbidiums will nowbe gi-owing,

and if their pots are well drained they should be liberally watered,
as drought soon causes the old foliage to turn yellow when the
plants are in active growth. As soon as the late blooming species
in the East Indian house are over the plants should be re-surfaced
with .Sphagnum, but avoid disturbing the roots of Saccolabiums at
this season of the year, as they quickly lose their bottom leaves
when disturbed during the warm season. These should always be
grown in baskets, as it is impossible to keep their large fleshy roots
in health for anj- length of time in ordinary flower-pots. Anrecto-
chili should now have formed a good leaf development, and a more
airy atmosphere should be aftorded them from this time forward,
especially at night. This will give substance to the foliage, and will
ea.ible the plants to pass through the winter with more safety than
when the leaves are so tender that when the first spell of bad
weather comes the plants are eaten up with mildew and other
parasites.

Stove Plants.—A portion of the stock of Eucharis should now
undergo a slight rest, and therefore should be kept rather dry at the
roots. This will cause the plants to form flower-spikes, which will
produce plenty of flowers during October and Xovember. Avoid
submitting these plants to too much cold when at rest, as this would
cause the leaves to turn yellow, and the plants would be weakened
in consequence. Most of the spring-blooming, soft-wooded stove
plants may still be propagated. Two of the most useful are Cen-
tradenia rosea and Peperomia reseda?flora. The first should be pro-
pagated from cuttings, and the latter by division. A good stock of
Pentas carnea and P. kermesina should also be worked up ; both
are valuable for producing cut flowers at any season of the year.
Epiphyllums should now have finished their growth and be under-
going a thorough ripening in a sunny house. Keep them sufficiently
well supplied with water at the roots to maintain their growth with-
out shrivelling. Any Caladiums or Gloxinias that have been used
for indoor decoration, and that have thereby received a check, must
be very carefuUy dried off in a warm temperature, otherwise there
is danger of losing the bulbs during winter. Keep all stove plants
well ventilated during the present month to give substance to their
growth. Give plants that are backward in growth the most favour-
able positions in the house to assist them in making the most of the
short season left to them to form and mature their growth.

Q-reenhouse Plants.—There is hardly a plant that will stand
greeuhouse temperature that would not be much benefited by full

exposure to the outside atmosphere during the present montli. The
night dews .are so invigorating to plants of this class, that the whole
stock should now be placed under their influence. The foliage on
all the Xew Holland plants will st.and safelj' tluongh the winter if

the pl.ants arc fully exposed at the present season. All woolly-

leaved plants, such as Aphelexis and Roella ciliata, should be in

positions where heavy rains can be warded oft' them, but during fine

Aveathcr they should bo kept fully exposed. The choicer kinds of

Heaths should occupy similar positions to tlie Aphelexis. Epacrises

should now have full exposure to the sun to thoroughly ripen up
their growths, as on this will their flowering freely depend.

Sedum spectabile will now be beginning to open its flowers ;

tlie plants should therefore be taken from outside and placed in a

cold frame, where the blossoms will open brighter in colour than
when exposed to the weather. .*>trong plants of Vallota purpurea
should now be lilierally fed in order to induce them to throw a good
crop of flowers. Pinks intended for forcing should now be in their

blooming pots, to give them time to get established before winter.

The earliest Carnations should now be throwing up their flower-

spikes, and must be kept free from aphides. Late-flowering Lilies

are often crippled at this season if green fly gains a footing amongst
the flowers. Wiiere this is the case the points of the shoots should
be dipped in a weak solution of Tobacco water. The whole stock of

Pelargonuims, both show and faucy kinds, may now be cut down if

the shoots have been well ripened. Encourage late ones to break
freely and quickly, so as to get part of their growth made before

the short days set in. Plants that were cut down earlier and
that have broken should be shaken out and repotted at once.

—

J. Roberts.

ROSES.

SCARCITY OF TEAS.

Tnis has been one of the chief characteristics of the Rose season

of ISSO. The past winter and spring were so exception.ally severe

that many of the more delicate Hybrid Perpetual and other Roses
were much injured or wholly destroyed. Thousands and tens of

thousands of Roses were killed alike in France, Germany, and
England ; but the more tender Roses suff'ered most ; hence the

terrible mortality among the Teas. In many gardens, and even
nurseries, hardly any escaped, except such as were carefully pro-

tected in the open air or sheltered by glass. AVe have, until the last

two winters, become so much accustomed to seasons of such mildness,

that many of us have become too venturesome with our Tea Roses.

They have been left to shift for themselves until they have perished.

Only a few years since nearly all cultivators gave their Tea Roses
some protection. A handful of dried Fern or other litter was thrust

into the crowns of standard Tea Roses ; dwarfs had similar protec-

tion—a covering of litter or boughs. A coating of dry leaves 'was

often thrust over beds or borders of Tea Ptoses, and these were kept
in position by a second covering of branches. Teas on walls had a

mat, or a screen of boughs, or a thatch of straw placed over them.
These mostly proved effectual in warding oft" the severities of the

winter and spring frosts. We shall have to return to some such

expedients if Tea Roses are to be carried through our severe

winters.

All Tea Roses should be grown on their own roots, and for

several reasons. The point of union of the bud and the stock

is mostly the weakest, that is, the most tender part of the entire

plant. It is just there that most of them perish. Plants on their

own roots have no such weakness, and of course are so far more
likely to escape destruction ; besides, such plants are much more
easily protected. It is somewhat difficult to protect standards of

any height, but dwarfs are readily sheltered, nor is it needful to

protect the whole plant. If from (5 in. to 12 in. above tlie collar are

preserved intact, there will always be a sufficiency of breaks below
tliat point to furnish a good supply of wood and bloom, or if not

the safety of the plants will at least be insured. This would prove
exceedingly comforting to many this year who are sorely discouraged

by the number of blanks on their Rose beds, borders, or walls.

There is also another obvious means of protecting Tea Roses, and
that is by wintering them under glass. It is astonishing how many
Tea or other Roses may be kept in a small area of glass in small

pots, and how well and how freely such plants grow and flower if

planted out in good soil, after the severities of the weather are

over. Of course this plan of treating Tea Roses assumes that many
of the old plants may be lost. But this need not be so. The spring

pl.anting of Tea Roses may proceed abreast with their protection

in winter. Should both plans succeed, the result would only be
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the highly gratifying one of a double supply of Tea Roses ; shoukl
either plan fail, our gardens would still Ije fairly furnished with
Teas.

^

There is also but little difficulty in keeping up a supply of Tea
Roses, as no Roses strike more readilyjust after the first flush of flower-
ing than Teas. Jlodeiately strong shoots taken ofl" with heels and
inserted in a bottom-heat of 60'^ or so, kept close aud shaded from
bright sunshine, will soon root in sandy soil. As soon as rooted pot
off singly in 4-in. pots, drain with A in. crushed bones, and the
soil can hardly be too rich. One half of rotten manure to a half
of good loam, and freely mixed with sharp sand, is a good compost.
Keep them pretty close until rooted in their new pots, then give all
light and air possible. See that the plants never flag for lack of
water. Remove all flowers as they appear, and if any shoots run up
weakly let them be stopped, so as to force the production of from
three to five shoots, if possible, of uniform strength. Gradually inure
them to the open air, and ripen the growth made as far as possible
before the end of the season. Winter them in cold frames or houses
in order that the plants may be kept from frost. They must also
be kept very cool in spring, so that tlie buds do not break till after
the plants are put out and the roots are at work in the new soil.
Tea Roses treated thus mostly grow and flower with a luxuriance and
a beauty unknown to many of those that have had to battle with the
severities of the winter.

Tliere is j-et another simple mode of getting up a good stock of
Tea Roses this winter. Buy in some plants in pots at once : place
them in a greenhouse or otiier glass house to make and mature as
much wood as possible. As winter approaches buy in some JIanetti,
seedling Brier, common Chinese Rose, Gloire de Dijon, or Gloire de
Bordeaux stocks. Graft the Teas on these 1 in. below the
ground line. Plant and grow on the plants in a temperature of .30'

to 55°, and plant them out at the end'of next May, as recommended
for Tea Rose cuttings. In planting, bury the base of the scion 1 in.
or 2 in. The roots of the stock will strengthen the Rose for one
or for many seasons. But ultimately iilants so propagated and
planted will have all the advantages of Roses on their own roots,
with the single drawback of a few foreign suckers, and these may
easily be kept down with vigilance and care. D. T. Fi.sH.

Hardy Climbing Roses.-Will anybody furnish me with
a list of the really hardy kinds of climbing Roses such as would have
out-lived the past winter? I see many a trellis bare, and many a
bower. 1 want to embellish some bold trellises with climbing Roses
and also with single Roses if I can get any good ones, but I want
sucli as will not perish during hard winters.—V.

ORCHIDS.
MANURES FOK ORCHIDS.

That is a very interesting translation from " Les Orchidi5es " in theJuly number of the Fhrht on "Manures for Orchids." All of

nt^t"?'' 'c*u
''"'y '',",''' compost is necessary for most epiphytal

,\, .Sphagnum Moss and crocks or charcoal are most generallyused on the Continent but it has often occurred to me that son.e
artihcial and practically indestructible substance of a fibrous andabsorbent character «-ill yet be found to answer best for many epi-
phytes, t oarse Cocoa-nut fibre pulled fresli from the husk (not therefuse as sold forho.'ticultural purposes) atlbrdsagood rooting materiallOr many kinds. Cypripediums especially luxuriate in this materialWhen watered with a weak solution of cow manure. I have often usedOocoa-nut fibre forwrapping around the roots ofmany epipliytes, haul-
ing tliem up close under tlie glass, moisture and aliment being sup-
plied by dipping ,n peat water, !.,'., water in which a few lumps
ot peat had been washed and allowed to settle I)efore usinc. I amtold of a cultivator who sprinkled the aerial roots of his Orchidswith water, and then dusted them over with peat powdered ashnely as snuft and I know from experience tliat loam water / ,-

?-,l^nt"fi
' "

1

'"' '"'"" ^°"" *''^ '^"^'"''^ of '"='"y '^'elicate aquatic
plants than clean water alone. .Seeing that all plants can onlyabsorb nutriment in a liquified or gaseous form, the wonder is thatwe have not yet hit on any practical way of supplying aqueous orgaseous food to Orelnds, or rather that such ways which have beendevised and found to succeed have not become generally employedAs it IS at present, the atmosphere ot the house is of far more im-
portance to the welf.are of Orchids of the epipliytal class than any
particular kind of compost. I have lately seen a collection
pottect entirely in crocks and Sphagnum, and for growth, vi-rourand bloom they would compare favourably with any general collec-
tion grow^n in either peaty or loamy composts. The house isaamped down every morning with very weak guano water and

abundance of air is given. If it be true that plants do absorb nutri-
ment by their leaves as well as by their roots, surely this must be
especially true of orchidaceous plants.

Orchid Calendars.
These, like any other calendar, are difficult to write well ; the

writer is so apt to imagine that other people's plants or their cul-
tural conditions are similar to his own, but as both are freciuently
very different, liis advice, good as it may be, falls short of the mark,
and not unfrequently causes even actual damage. In nothing is tliis
so common as in advice about potting. Many amateurs whose plants
are weakly, sickly, or otherwise unhealthy, catch at repottim' them
just as a drowning man is said to catch at a straw, and in many
cases repotting is just as useless in their particular case as the straw
would be to the man. An amateur asked me to go and see his
Orchids the other day, and I was just in time to prevent him, or
rather his gardener, from potting the ^vhole lot, about 150 plants in
all. He had read in a calendar that this was the proper time to re-
))0t Orchids, he said, and so had prepared to go through his entire
collection. I knew another case in wliich an amateur followed a
calendar writer's advice as to fumigating for green fly, and now I
would not like to light a cigar within a hundred yards of that ama-
teur's plants, so enlightened was he aud his plants likewise Ijy his
insecticidal efforts. He mentions tlie name of that calendar writer
in a very inhospitable way, and I am afraid cool Orchids would not
thrive well in the climate which he recommends as most suitable for
him I am particularly anxious to impress upon the writers of
Orchid calendars tlie necessity of being more than ordinarily care-
ful when speaking of repotting or fumigation. If the comic papers
are not handy, and you want a laugh, y^ou may generally obtain the
fattening luxury by comparing the calendars "of the three or four
gardening papers you take together. F. W. B.

Vanda Lowi (Liudley), Renanthera Lowi (Reichenbach).
—Tins fine Orchid is now in bloom in the East India house at Baron
de Rothschild's place at Ferrieres. It bears two flower-spikes each
94 ft. long, and each spike bears thirty-five flowers. The plant is a
fine strong healthy one, 4 ft. U in. high from the top of the basket.
The long spikes and flower-stems are hairy as well as the back of
the petals and sepals. One spike bears near its base three yellow
flowers, the other spike two. These flowers are golden-yellow with
brown blotches and a small pink labellum

; petals and sepals short
and broad. The other flowers are of a fine dark red, furnished with
creamy broad lines, and the petals and sepals are narrower and
longer tlian those of the yellow flowers. The blossoms last a long
time in perfection.—B.

Epidendrum bicornutum.—This has already been noticedm The (iAKDEN'asbeingoneof the most beautiful of the genus to
whicli it belongs. About tliis no one who has seen the flower can
have any doubt, but, owing perhaps to the requirements of the
plant not being sufficiently understood, it seems to be still a rarity
in Orchid collections. The species is a native of Trinidad, and per-
haps one or two of the adjacent islands, where it gi-ows in the
crevices of rocks and on fallen tree trunks in very moist places,
yet where the heat and rays of the sun are not prevented from
reaching it. In such places it grows and thrives amazingly, its
spikes of beautiful flowers resembling in their purity those of
PhaL-enopsis amabilis. The.se are produced in great abundance,
especially in places where spray from the rivers can reach the plant]
or near running streams. The above information I received from a
friend who has seen and collected the plant, and acting on this I have
managed to flower this Epidendrum freely. Jly plants are "rowu
in the hottest and moistest part of the stove in baskets huTi" up
near the glass. They are in a compost of peat fibre and Sphagnum
Moss, and wdien growing are watered two or three times a day. I
have also several plants on blocks ; these, however, though they
flower, do not make sucli large growths as those in baskets." Heat,
sunshine, and moisture seem to be what this plant delights in, and
where these can be had I have no doubt that with ordinary care it
may be well grown and flowered.—Z. B.

Orchids in America.—The interesting note (p. 11'2) on the
vigorous growth of Orchids in the United States is corroborated by
an Orchid grower who frequently corresponds with The Gardex.
Previous to his residence in America he had considerable expe-
rience in the culture of Orchids in England, and the robust
vigour which the plants acquire in America compared with that in
this country much surprises him. The strong growth, moreover,
results in an astonishing productiveness of flowers of a size and
brilliaucy rarely met with in this country. With regard likewise
to the number of species and varieties grown in some collections, he
says tliat such a one as that in Mr. Coming's garden near Albany
would compare favourably with any in England.—G.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The Coral Barberry (Berberidopsis corallina).—Mr. Green

brings us from .Sir (ieorge Mieleay's ganlon at I'eiidull Court,

BlettUingley, some beautiful sprays of this Chilian shrub gathered

from a plant against a wall liaving a northern aspect. The liovvers,

which are very numerous, hang in loose clusters, and are of an

intensely deep coral-red colour. The foliage is of an unusually

deep green, indioatiug robust vigour. Mr. Green considers it to be

perfectly hardy against a wall, though generally it is thought to be

a greenhouse jilant. Such a desirable shrub certainly ought to liave

been more widely known considering that it has been introduced for

80 m.any years.

Cardinal Larkspur (Delphinium cardinale).—This is one of

the most beautiful of hardy plants, and distinct from any other

Larkspur except it be the little L>. nudicaule and its variety elatius.

It diBers, however, from tliis species in being more robust and taller

in growth as well as in the llosvers being larger, and the petals

longer and more spreading. The shade of colour, too, is different,

that of D. cardmale being a deep scarlet witli a bright yellow

centre. Some plants of it now form a very attractive feature in

Mr. Joad's garden at Oaktield, Wimbledon I'ark, wliere one plant

has attaineil li ft. in height, and forms a pyramid of its brilliant

blossoms. Sucli a beautiful plant certainly ought to become
popular, and no doubt it will do so in course of time. It is a native

of the mountains of .Southern California, to which districts it appears

to be restricteil. It forms one of the numerous introductions of

Mr. William Lobb, who discovered it when collecting for Messrs.

Veitch and Sons, Chelsea. After being grown for a time in large

quantities in their nursery at Exeter, it appears to have become lost

till reintroduced by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich. It is said to be

rather a peculiar subject to deal with in cultivation, but, judging by
Mr. Joad's plants, it seems to be a free and robust grower, requiring

but little attention. His plants were growing in an ordinary border

with otlier hardy perennials and shared the same treatment.

Hardy Herbaceous Salvias.—The really hardy and at

the same time showy species of .Salvia are few compared with the

large number of half-hardy kinds which we possess. One of the hand-

somest of the hardy sorts is S. pratensis, an indigenous species

which sports into several varie-

ties, ditJering from each other in

the colour cf the flowers, there

being alba, rubra, and bicolor,

of which the subjoined woodcut
is a representation. Handsomer
even than the preceding is S.

sylvestris, now finely in blossom,

the long flower-spikes of which
are deep purple and very showy.
The well-known S. Sclarea anil

the variety bracteata make
noble plants in a mixed bor-

der, and so does S. Forskohlei,

a species similar in habit and
colour of flowers to the jireced-

ing. The finest of all is the

S. hians, to which we alluded
recently as being very finely in

flower at Kew. .Some of the
forms of the commou garden ,
Sage (S. officinalis) are also very pretty, especially the variegated-

leaved kind. The Xorth American S. Pitcheri, a species with
intensely' blue flowers, is extremely ornamental, and so is its white-
flowered variety. There are several other handsome species, but
they are not sufficiently hardy to be recommended for general
cultivation. We must not, however, omit to mention the pretty
Purple and Red-topped Clary (8. Horminum), a South European
annual of easy culture. The tufts of coloured bracts terminating
each stem render it very useful for cutting as well as a valuable
decorative border plant.

Border Carnations and Picotees.—We are pleased to

see that these are gaining the popularity which they deserve.

Though they do not possess the size, symmetry, and refined appear-
ance of the flowers in the so-called florists' section, their extreme
floriferousness and adaptability for culture in borders render them
infinitely superior to them for ordinary cultivation. Jlessrs. Veitch
have lately turned their attention to their culture ; and the fine beds
in the Chelsea Nursery now in perfection afford material for a good
selection as regards sorts. The best of all in our opinion is Coroner,
which has large and finely-formed flowers of a bright scarlet colour,

and the robust habit which this variety possesses renders it very
distinct. Crimson Pet represents the deepest crimson sort ; the

flowers are of good size, and are jn-oduced in abundance. A bed of it

in full flower is remarkably striking. The best whites are Susan

Askey, Princess Alice, and IJriile, all in large and full flowers and
strong habits of growth. Imperial Purple has large flowers of a very

rich purple. Magnum Hoiimii, a crimson kind, is remarkable for its

strong growth and floriferousness ; and Fire-eater represents an

equally free grower, with large rosy-scarlet blossoms. The finest

yellows are Sulphur King, Chromatella, and Miss Wheeler, the yellow

in the latter being of a suljihur shade. Lord Kosebery, a new kind,

has large and full flowers of a deep rose ; and Elysian Beauty has

smaller flowers of a similar hue, but produceil very freely. Other

notable sorts are Mrs. Wheeler, Mis. Teiguer, Mrs. Pvaynor, and

Cremorne. This list is by no means exhaustive, for there are scores

of other sorts ; but it includes tlie best in the Chelsea collection, and

all are well-tried kinds and highly desirable for border cultivation.

Veronica longifolia subsessilis.—One of the finest hardy

flowers at tlie Hale Farm Nurseries at the present time is tliis

beautifulJapanese Speedwell. It is so much superior as a garden

jilaut to any other cultivated kind tliat no one possessing it could

desire any of the other blue-flowered varieties. It differs from the

typical V. longifolia in being nuich more robust in growth, larger

spikes of flowers, and in the leaves being almost stalkless. The
colour is a rich deep amethystine blue, which is highly attractive.

Some plants of it at tlie above nursery are .'5 ft. in height and

nearly as mueli across, and furnisheil witli a profusion of fine spikes

of bloom. The plant received its authentic name at Kew about two

years ago, but we think it was hitherto and is still in some gardens

known as V. Hendersoni.

Disa grandiflora.—A remarkable feature in a fine importation

of this beautiful Cape Orchid now in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery at

Chelsea is the striking variation there is in the colour of the blossoms.

The majority represe'nt the ilazzling brillaucy of the typical form, in

others the intense scarlet hue is suffused with an orange tint, which

renders the colour very distinct from that of tlie ordinary form, and

aptly suggests the varietal name of aurantiaca. The most noticeable

peciiliarrty, however, witli regard to tliese varieties is the conspicuous

gi-een blotch at the tip of each petal, which, if it does not add to the

beauty of the flowers, makes a very interesting variation as regards

colour. The lips of the petals in this batch also exhibit degrees of

variation, for whilst some are heavily pencilled with crimson on a

pale ground, others are of a deep tint and but faintly marked. The

plants in the nursery are gi-own in a cool and well-ventilated house

kept moderately shaded. "They are afforded abundance of moisture

at the roots, and this is effected by plunging the jiots in saturated

Sphagnum Moss.

Fruit Prizes at Alexandra Palace.—On September the

.3rd, 4th, 6th, and 7th the lessee offers for five varieties of Grapes,

one bunch o each, for three bunches of Black Hamburghs and

Muscats, and for an ornamental basket of Grapes, not less than

eight kinds, £5, £.3, and £2. For any otlier white and any other

black, three bunches each, and the heaviest bunches of black and

white, the prizes are £.3, £2, and £1. In addition to the above,

inducements are held out to growers of Pines, Melons, Peaches,

Nectarines, Pears, Apples, B'igs, and bush fruits. Exhibitors of

collections may indulge in twenty varieties for £15, or ten varieties

for £6 ; but these prizes being open to growers or fruiterers with-

out restraint as to the number of varieties of any one kind, we fear

these classes will neither be well contested nor satisfactory to exhi-

bitors or judges. If not too late, in order to place hondjiili' gi-owers

on a fair basis, a notice should be issued to the effect that fruiterers

cannot compete, and that not more than four varieties of Grapes,

three each of Peaches and Nectarines, two Pines, two Melons, two

Plums, and one each of other kinds be admissible, iloreover, a five

days' show of fruit is too long. It would have been better to have

allowed the fruit to be removed at the end of the second day, as a

mass of putrifying fruit, at one time representing a large sum of

money, cannot be of much interest to the public on the last two

days.

Hyacinthus candicans.—Quantities of this are now in full

bloom in the Langport Nurseries, Somerset. The spikes measure

from i ft. to3ft.in length, and are each furnished with from fifteen to

twenty-five pure white blooms 2 in. in diameter, hung very grace-

fully on separate foot-stalks about 2 in. in length, the ett'ect of which

is charming ; the blooms are of great substance and well calculated

for bouquet making. This Hyacinth is adapted either for out-door

or conservatory decoration.

Hibiscus Hugeli.—This pretty New Holland species is very

seldom met with in gardens, though it is one of the finest of the

greenhouse kinds. The flowers measure from 3 in. to 4 in. across,

and the petals are of a beautiful delicate mauve tint. The leaves

are finely divided, a character which alone renders it distinct from

the generality of the other cultivated species. The finest examples
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we have seen of it are in Mr. G. F. Wilson's garden at Weybridge,
where it is grown as a greenlionse or frame phant. When well
grown it attains from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in height, and forms a compact
symmetrical specimen.

Double Balsams.—Such a fine group of Balsams as that
exhibited at South Kensington by Messrs. J. farter & Co. is not
often seen at shows. It comprised about two hundred plants of a
remarkably tine Camellia-flowered strain, representing a great
variety of tints. The firm distinguishes this strain by the name
"Challenge Prize.'' The collection was appropriately awarded a
silver Banl;sian modal. It is evident tliat Balsams are not "rown
either so extensively or so well as they were a few years back ; but
for what reason it is hard to say, for few greenhouse plants have a
more ornamental appearance when grown as they should be.

A Flower Bed at Gunnersbury.—I noticed a beautiful
and light group at ( Jtinnersbury formed in the centre of the old box
garden by the aid ofHumea elegans, the Cardinal- flower, and Ganra,
all pl.ants feathery or pointed in their inflorescence. The brilliant
spikes of tlie Cardinal-flower suit very well in this combination
among the light spray of the Gaura, a not very showy, but tall and
graceful plant. In the same g.arden the "etl'oct of fClematises
trained in various ways, either naturally or on trees and "shrubs, or
growing up the supports attached to valuable Conifers, is very beau-
tiful just now.—V.

Anthurium Warocqueanum.—In the description Messrs.
Veitch give of tliis grand Aroid in their new plant catalogue, it
is stated that tlie leaves attain from 24 in. to 30 in. in length, but
this measurement is far exceeded, as regards the leaves, of a lar^e
specimen now in tlie Royal Exotic Nursery at Chelsea. These
measure upwards of 3 ft., and are about 1 ft. broad. Tlius it forms
a very haadsome plant of striking aspect, and is doubtless tlie finest of
the species in cultivation. The deep green ground colour of the leaves,
shining with a velvety lustre, relieved ' by the conspicuous light
colour of tlie proniinent \-eins, combiued with their elongated,
heart-shaped form, renders the plant highly effective. It is a native
of New Granada, and therefore requires a moist and high stove tem-
perature in order to develop the true character of tlie foliage.
A. Veitchi is also an extremely handsome tine-foliaged plant froni
Colombia, somewhat resembling the preceding in form of leaf and
habit of growth. The glossy surface of tlie leaves shines with a
metallic lustre, especially when in a young state. The peculiar cha-
racter of this species lies in the principal veins of the leaf being
arched and deeply sunk, thus giving the surface a singular w-avy
appearance.

Large-flowered Tuberous Begonia.—We have received
from :Mr. .Short, of .Stokesley, blooms of a seedling tuberous Ben-onia
which measured nearly 6 in. across. The flowers, which were'of a
very hue scarlet, were borne on stout stalks 8 in. long in clusters of
four, \vith rarely more than one fertile flower amongst them.
Lagerstroemia indica.—By far the most attractive subjectm the Palm house at Kew just now is a large specimen of this shrub

furnished with a profusion of its lovely flowers. It is only when
seen m such perfection that an adequate idea can be formed of its
beauty. The deep rosy blossoms with their peculiar deeply-cleft petals
are borne in loose clusters at tlie ends of the branches, which, bein"
slender, are quite bent down with their weight. The plant is' grow^
ing in a comparatively small pot, and the restriction to which it has
been subjected has no doubt induced it to flower so freely.

Sabbatia chloroides.—This, one of the showiest of a pretty
genus of North American Gentianaceous plants allied to Erythra;a,
IS now in flower in the open borders at Kew. The blossoms are
borne numerously in a dichotomous or forked manner, and are
about the size of a florin, and of a clear and delicate pink colour.
They expand m succession, the bud in the cleft of the forked stem
opening some days in advance of the others. Though not an abso-
utely new plant, it is to be found only in very few gardens It

IS a free grower, and can be raised plentifully from seeds.

New Raspberry.—Mr. E. P. Dixou, of Hull, sends to us
fi-om his nurseiy at Pontefract a sample of a remarkably fine
Kaspberry. of unusually large size and of fine flavour. In a note
accompanying the fruit in question, he thus speaks of this variety •

"It originated from the Northumberland FiUbasket, Imt is ten
days earlier than that kind, of more robust growth, and frequently
bears fruit in the autumn from the current season's canes. The
fruits, you will observe, are larger, being broader, the seed pips of
greater size, and the fruit altogether of a deeper rich colour and
better quality than that of its parent. This sea.son it is considerably
below its average size."

Habenaria radiata.—This, though not a showy, is an
extremely interesting Japanese terrestrial Orchid. It grows from

6 m. to in. high, and has narrow foliage, nrettily variegated
with creamy white. The flowers are about Tin. icross ; the lip, the
most conspicuous part of the flower, is broadiv heart-shaped,
beautifully fringed at the margins, and pure wliite. "Each stem bears
about half-a-dozen flowers, which nearly all expand about the same
time. This Orchid has been successfully introduced by Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, through their collector, Mr. Maries.

Prizes for Grapes.—It may be interesting to exhibitors of
Grapes to learn that in addition to prizes of £8 and £i for
collections of twelve and eight dishes of fruit, the Crystal Palace
Company at their annual exhibition, to be held on tlie 2.jth, ieth, and
27th inst., offer prizes of £S, £6, and £i for ten varieties of Grapes.
For five kinds, £4, £3, and £2. For three bunches each of Hamburgh,
Muscat, Gros Colmar, iladresfield Court, Alicante, any other black'
any other white, and the heaviest bunch, black or wliite, they offer
first and second prizes of £2 and £1. For Pines, Peaches,
Nectarines, Melons, Figs, and Plums liberal prizes are also
offered.

Paphinia cristata.—In the Orchid house at Kew there is a
specimen in flower of this pretty and somewhat rare Orchid. The
flowers which measure about 3 in. across, have pointed sepals, ele-
gantly barred and pencilled with ricli deep chocolate on a paler
ground : tlie lip, which is white, is delicately striped with purple,
and surmounted by a pure white crest, from which latter character
it derives its specific name. The plant is very dwarf, and the flowers
are borne from the base of the shining round pseudo-
bulbs. It is grown as a basket plant, a mode of culture which suits
it admirably, as the flowers are slightly pendulous. It is a native of
Trinidad and Demerara, and succeeds well in an intermediate house.

Lilium speciosum Melpomene.—We saw this variety,
which is. said to be of American origin, finely in flower in Mr. Bull's
nursery a few days ago. The colour of the blossoms is very much
deeper than in the ordinary form, being of a deep rosy carmine, and
the spots are extremely dark and well defined. Another variety in
this collection, nameil rubruin superbnm, is nuite as deeply coloured
as Melpomene, and is to all appearance identical with it. These
v,arieties of L. speciosum, as well as several otiier forms, together
with a large collection of L. auratum, make a very fine display m this
nursery, as they are arranged on eitlier side of the path in a cool and
airy span-roofed house.

Finely - flowered Brugmansia. — At Eastbury Manor,
near (iuildford, there is a white Brugmansia planted out in the
conservatory which has attained a height of 13 ft. by !) ft. in
diameter, and which has now 400 fully expanded blooms cin it, '.he
latter measuring loin, long and S in. in diameter. Indeed, the
plant is so heavily loaded, that the branches have to be supported
with props.—J. F.

Crossandra infundibuliformis.—This species is one of the
finest of a very small genus very uncommon in gardens. It is an
Acanthad, somewhat resembling an Aphelandra. It is of dwarf
habit with ovate leaves arranged in whorls of four. The flowers
are borne in dense clusters, terminating slender stalks, produced
from the axils of tlie leaves, and the weight of the flowers causes
the stalks to be slightly pendulous, a circumstance which gives the
plant a graceful bearing. The blossoms consist of broad lip-like
petals, whicli overlie each other in an imbricated manner. The
colour is bright orange-scarlet, whicli contrasts finely with the deep
green foliage. The flowers continue in beauty for a long time, and
expand in succession from tjie base of the spike upwards. Mr.
Bull has recently introduced it from the East Indies, and plants of
it are now in flower in his nursery at Chelsea. It is quite distinct
from tlie yellow-flowered West African species (C. flava), which Mr.
Bull distributed a few years ago.

The West of Scotland Pansy Society's Exhibition,
held on the 2Sth ult., in the City Hall, (;41asgow, iiroved very
successful notwithstanding unfavourable weatiier. There were
upwards of four hundred entries, and about two hundred varieties
of Pansies being represented in very fine condition. Tlie best
bloom of a show Pansy, white ground, was .Jessie Foote, the best
yellow gTound was Mrs. Dobbie, and the best dark self was Crossbill
Gem.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The total number of
visitors to the Gardens on Bank Holiday, August 2, on payment
of 2d. each, was 11,370.

We understand that Mr. Richard Kippist, after half a century of
devoted service as Librarian to the Linneau Society, has retired from
tliat office. The appointment to the vacancy thus caused will be
made by the Council in October next ; written applications should
be addressed to Mr. B. Daydon Jackson, at Burlington House, Picca-
dilly.
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Anthurium Androanum.—L'histoii-e de cette glorieuse

plante a etc faite de tant ile t'aoons ililiVrentea qu'il convient, je

j>ense, tie h\ riStablir ct tie la preseutor, dans son exactitude, aux
lectenra du Gakdkn : Kn IS73, pendant I'oxposition internationalc de
Gaud, Moiisicnv Kd. Andii' me proposa de faire ensemble nn voyage
d'exploration dans lAmeiuiue tqiiinoxiale. Un deuil qui vint le

frapper a cette cjioque retanUi notre lU-part, et plus tard, ipiaud le

projet t'lit ivpns, j'ctais directeur ile Tctalilisseuient iriiorticulturciic

niou [lere et dans rimoossiViilite absuluo de m'abscnter. il. Andiv
partit en ISTo accompaguc d'un de ses chefs d'atelier, M. .lean Noejli

qui venait de passer iiuelques mois ;! Hand dans le but de se mettre
au courant de* plantes et des emballages. La pavtie horticolc de ce

voyage, dont I'itineraire avait cte trace par mou pere, ctait aux frais

de ce dernier ; en contre, toutes les decouvertcs de plantes et de
graines devenaient, par coutrat, sa propriete exclusive. Le rcsultat

horticole de ce voyage ne fut pas lieureux : I'Anthurium Andreauuni,
la seule il'/eoum-lc ndabk, n'ctait pas introduite. A son retour,

M. Andre projiosa d'ecrire ii rindigene ipii I'avait accompagne et de
faire venir la plante par son intermedial re. Ainsi fut fait. En mai
1S7S, deux caisses arrivereut a Paris au domicile de M. Andre ; j'al-

lai en prendre livraison ; nous entr'ouvrimes les caisses dont le con-

tenu nous sembla en bonne condition, ilalheureusement, le lende-

main, a leur arrivee a Hand, nion pere s'apereut qu'il n'cn etait pas
ainsi. Sous uu epiderme vert les rhizomes etaient pourris. Au bout
de tvois jours, malgiv toute I'experieuce de mon pere dans I'etablis-

sement des plautes introduites et, des soins inouis, il ne restait

vivants que trois bouts de rhizomes dans un etat tel que nous deses-

pi5rious de les sauver. lis vecurent oependant. Ce sont ces trois

troncons malades qu'il s'agissait de multiplier et d'en faire un xtonk

qui nous permit de le mettre au commerce ; il allait etre pret au
ler octobre, quaud uue importation fut faite en Angleterre et vendue
aux encheres publiques. Ou a fait dire au Gakdex et au (Von/.'/iecs'

ChronicI'; par erreur, que la plante avait ete placee par M. Andre
entre les mains de M. Linden pour etre distribuee. L'Authurium
Andreanum est par contrat la proijrktu c.i:rliisiiv de mon pere. Ce
nest que par amitie et par geuerosite que mon pere avait accords ;i

M. Andre un tiers dans le benefice de la vente. L'n mot avant ile

linir. II u'est pas vrai, nou plus, que la maison allemande, etablie a

Londres, qui en a fait I'introduction par les soins de iL Lehmann, nous
ait otfert d'en acquerir tout le storl:. Xous n'avons pas ete prevenu
de cette introduction ; nous ne I'avons apprise que par le catalogue
nienie de la vente faite par llr. Stevens. L'introducteur se serait

certes mieux trouve de s'arranger avec notre tirme.—LrciEX Lindes.

EXGLISH NAMES FOR PLAXT3.
Now that the editor of The Garden' has a\-o\ved that he adopts the
opinion of ".Justicia '' on tliis subject, I feel sure he will allow me to

otfer a few remarks on his criticism of my letter, because I think the
subject of nomenclature is of the greatest importance, and one that
cannot bi; settled otF-hand. First, I must thank Mr. Ellacombe for

showing that my ideas on the subjectare not generally misinterpreted,
as they were by " Justicia " in his answer to my first letter (see page
49). I could not help thinking that the real cause was that he
found it easier to argue against what I did not say than against
what I did say.

No one who knows me would suppose that I was in favour of
abolishing such well-known and generally adopted names as
Water Lily, Foxglove, Christmas K-ose, or any others which
have become part of our language. I specially excepted them.
Lent Ldy may also be very good English, thougli I never hear it

used by gardeners. Daffodil is the common name liere. What I
do condemn is the attempt to invent English names for plants
which are not known in England to anyone but gardeners and
botanists, and for which the scientific names are sufficient.

However desirable the thing may be, which I deny on the ground
that we cannot do without the Latin names, and do not want to leara
two, it is clearly impossible, unless wemean to cut ourselves ofi' from all

•communication with foreign nations. The editor quotes the practice
of France, but I venture to ask how he would feel if some of his
correspondents, such as Max Leichtlin or Or. Kegel, were to adopt
his theory and send him a letter about plants with (ierraan or
Russian names (1). The case of Professor Sargent's catalogue of
American trees is totally different. These, like our forest trees
and shrubs, are objects of daily interest to millions of unedu-
cated (2] men and women, and it would be just as ridiculous to refuse
them English names as it would be to refuse to use such
names as Ash, Hazel, or Willow in our daily life. I ap-
peal, however, with perfect confidence to Professor Sargent,
Max Leichtlin, or any other practical- foreign gardener or botanist to
support me in my contention, that a knowledge of the Latin names
of the plants which they cultivate is absolutely indispensable (.3). The
object which botanists have in giving Latin names is that plants may

be known with certainty by others, and for thi.s reason a scientific

description is necessary. Without tliis clescription the names,
whether Latin or English, are not recognised, as the plants cannot
be identified.

A.s to Mr. Ruskin's opinions, which I will take an early opportu-
nity of studying, I can ort'er no remarks. I do not for a moment
supjiose I shall agree witii him. Probal)ly his \\ays arc not .as our
ways, neither are his thoughts our thouglits. but whenever lie takes

up the pursuit of liorticulture, he will be obliged to do as others do,

and use names \iliich are understood by others, liowever objection-

able they may be to himself.

Mr. Ellacombe is perfectly right in supposing that I did not
insist that a plant .should not be called a Lily or a Piose, unless it

was a Lilium or a Kosa. Where such names are generally known
or fairly applicable I do not object to them, but I do object to go
out of my w.ay to invent a misleading and inaccurate name, like

Mariposa Lily (4), for a numerous genus of plants, many species of

which have no doul)t received other vernacular names from those

who know them in their native country. Turning to King's

Botany of the 40th jiarallel, I find that Calochortus Nuttalli is

called " Sego " both by n.atives and settlers in its native country.

Will The G.viuiex adopt the name? (.5) It is more correct than
Mariposa Lily, shorter, and means something definite, which the

other does not. 1 have ten or twelve species of the genus in my
garden, and I cannot call them all Mariposa Lilies, but I can call

C. Gunnisoni " Sego " if I thought anyone would know what I

meant.
As to what he saj's about English names for foreign birds, I

will not attempt to answer him, not being responsiljle for the names
at the Zoological (iardens. I rather fancy they are a relic of old

times—like the English names in the "Botanical Magazine " which
have been dropped, or like the English names which I invented as

a concession to supposed popular feeling in my work ou Lilies. No
one ever uses them, though I made them as short, as easy, and as

appropriate as I could, and such I imagine will be the fate of the

majority of the new English names which The Garden invents,

many of which are neither short nor appropriate.

In conclusion, I appeal to the editor of The Garden not to

undo so much of the good work he has done to try and make it

more easy for us to talk to each other about plants, whether at

home or abroad, instead of making it more difficult, and finally to

consider the superhuman task he is setting before himself if he will

have an English name for every plant mentioned iu the The
Garden. Ten thousand new names at least to invent, and
three or four words each to many of them, for all the species of

one genus cannot be called by the same name. I may say, in

the words of Mark Twain, " No, sir ; you can't do it."

H. T. Elwes.

[We are pleased to note that Mr. Elwes' ideas as to English

names of plants are not at all so extreme as his first letter would
lead one to suppose.

1. AVe think it right and natural that each impoi tant language

should have its own names for important and popular trees and
plants. In the present state of scientific nomenclature no one

would dispute the necessity of using the Latin name also in all

printed writings.

2. It is a great mistake to suppose that mostly uneducated people

desire English names. My own action in the matter has been

largely influenced '03^ ladies belonging to the best-educated circles,

though not specially connected with botanical people. Here
is an extract from the letter of a curator of a botanic garden in a

a large city. He is, owing to the position of the garden, iu daily

contact with the most learned and cultivated circles in it. " I find

a large proportion of our visitors observe, when I tell them the

Latin name of a plant, 'Oh i/i'n, hiil wlint /.s U.^ EmjUfli iKimi' ." "

Tliis garilen is never open to the general publie at all, but only to

a very select class, and it well illustrates the subject from a general

point of view.

3. No one has contended that the Latin names are not necessary

in all printed matter and in communications between people who
know plants.

4. Mariposa Lily is a name that comes to us from the land where
these flowers grow wild : it is in no way objectionable considered in

reLation to other English names, and it must hold good.

.5. .Sego is an Indian name with which we are not concerned, and
we prefer to adopt the English one. Lastly, in always giving the
Latin name every want is met.

—

Ed.]

Old-fashioned. Plants.—1 am pleased with your publication

of my old garden catalogue. All the plants there enumerated were
in cultivation at Bittou at that time. When I was transplanted to

this place I removed portions of each, leaving other portions behind
for my successor, but finding a soil most ungenial, and other work
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of a more serious nature connected with the parish, and the death
of many old gardening friends, attention to the hardy plants fell

into abeyance for at least ten years, but many of the old Bitton
wortliies are now doing well here. I sent you a catalogue of

trees and shrubs, including Roses, which I hope you will print,

particularly the Rose list. Besides that catalogue I have another
numerical one, in which are rated—besides the number—the sys-

tematic and English names, colours and time of flowering, and
habitats. All are marked with cast-iron tallies with raised num-
bers.—H. T. Ell.\combe, C'lijst St. (Jeor'je.

Pansies in Scotland.—The following Pansies were amongst
some of the finest to be seen in Edinburgh this season, but there
were many others jjerhaps erjually beautiful : Mrs. Scott Plumber,
Mrs. Crawley, Mrs. E. H. Wood, .Sir P. K. Murray, J. B. Downie,
.Tames Grieve, Lady Hay, Thalia, Mrs. Berkmeyer, Mrs. Jamieson,
Miss M. Methven, F. W. Leland, Mrs. James Watt, Miss McMeek-
ing, Lady Falmouth, Lord Falmouth. .Jessie Marr, Angus McLeod,
Countess of Home, Adonis, Olibo, Wm. Postlethwaite, Mrs. Com-
fort, Lucy Ashton, Mrs. Taylor, (Jrand Duke, Purity, Miss Ward-
rope, Pink Perfection Viola. These si.\ are .amongst the best seed-
lings which Mr. Munro has raised : George Stedman, George Budd,
Archie Duncan, Michael Scott, Mrs. Fleming. Vesta, Robert
Walker, Robert Cowan, True Blue, Miss McNutt, Mrs. Taylor, Miss
Bell, (Jretchen, Mrs. .Spears, Golden Arch, Mrs. Wolf Murray,
Auntie Cuckoo, John Murray, Christine, Golden Queen, Silver
Light, Reine d'Or, Miss H. H. Hannay, Captain 15. Alexander,
Thomas Hammerdie, Mrs. W. Browu, Mrs. Black, L. (t. Heathcote,
Mrs. Dewliurst, Blue Stone, Lady G. Montgomery, Ringleader,
Wm. Blackwood, Thomas Grainger, .James Douglas, Thomas Mac-
Combe, Comet, Robert Danlop, Wm. Moucure, General Grant,
George Wood, Janey Anderson, and Mr. L. S. Fleming. Some of the
seedlings, not yet sent out, from Messrs. Dickson's, of Pilrig Park,
and Messrs. Downie & Laird's, are remarkably good. The Pansy
show last month was said to be the most successful that has yet been
held by the Scottish I'ansy Society.—C. M. 0.

Primula nivalis.—Surely your correspondent is wrong in the
description and figure which he gives (p. Ti) of this I'rimula. P.
nivalis is described in B.ickhouse's catalogue as having a dense
cluster ; and there is a beautiful co'ioured drawing of it in Wooster's
"Alpine Plants, " second series, plate xl., taken from a specimen
flowered by Messrs. B,ickhouse, and exhibited at South Kensington
in April, 1874. I have a good deal of P. nivalis here, and it agrees
exactly with this description and figure. I think your correspondent
has got hold of P. Munroi, which closely resembles his sketch, and
which is now coming into flower with me.

—

Brockhurst. [Since
receiving the above we have examined tlie s|iecimens of Primula
nivalis in the herbarium at Kew, and find that the woodcut in
question correctly represents the true species, as do also the plants
in the Hale Farm Nursery.]

Alonsoa "Warscewiczi.—A plant th.at will Sower freely from
early spring until late autumn without intermission is a valuable one,
provided the Howers are showy and produced plentifully. Such a
plant is the one under notice, which is a valuable and highly decora-
tive subject if the roots are kept well nourished. It is rather dwarf
and shrubby in growth, and can be propagated at any time from
February to September. The treatment given to the general stock
of bedding plants during the winter season will suit this plant. In
early spring it should be placed in a warm frame or greenhouse,
where it will soon commence to grow and flower freely. A light rich soil

should lie used in potting, and if l.-irge plants are desired, they may
be shifted on every month or six weeks during the growing season,
keeping the plants regularly stopped until about a month before they
are required in fioa-er, when they will produce fine heads of flower-
spikes covered with scarlet blossoms. This kind will flower freely
in-3 in. pots, and is tlien very useful for the front stages in the con-
servatory, ami also for room decoration.—J. R.

Too Mucll YellO'W.—Those who write so strongly against
bedding-out, or the scarlet-aud-yellow style of summer flower garden
decoration, never fail to point out the "vulgar" way in which Golden
Feather, yellow Calceolarias, and other plants and flowers of this
colour are employed ; but I had no conception until a few days ago
of the very little reg.ard that is paid to the teaching of the " floral

reformers." Of all the colours used in the London parks and gardens
none predominate so much as yellow. To such an extent is this
colour employed, that in looking sideways at a series of carpet beds
in Battersea Park scarcely anything but yellow can be seen, and to
see a bed in any of the parks without yellow in it is quite the excep-
tion. At the Crystal Palace largj circles of yellow Calceolaria take
tlie eye from everything else ; and altogether I should say country
gardeners going to London for new ideas must return with the deter-
mination to employ yellow with more caution than ever. This colour
in proper proportion may be adopted with the best results in many

combirations, but in my opinion it is one of the most dangerous
colours to work with, and should never be employed to a very great
extent.—J. "iAcni, Journal of Hoiii'-u'Jiire. [If Mr. Muir goes into
the gardens on the Thames Embankment, he may find variety in
scarlet lines formed of Pelargoniums sweeping "the grouud-line
throughout.—En.]

Manuring Lilies.—Mr. Goldring, in his article on our Lilies

(p. 97), speaks of our manure experiments. A neighbour coming
into a property in Norfolk found L. giganteum flourishing on a rich,
heavily manured Vine border, and very sensibly brought me up a
bulb. This was planted with its accustomed manure near a bulb at
least as large, and treated as usual. The manured one beat hollow

;

but I do not believe in manure for Lilies in general. L. gigan-
teum in foli.age and growth is, of course, unlike other Lilies.

—

George Wilmox, Ifmt/icrliank, Wei/hridije.

Saxifraga mutata.—After growing this for several seasons
it has at last produceil a line panicle of flowers, which are most
distinct, being orange-yellow and vermilion. For a long time the
plant, which had a foot-stalk somewhat stouter than a penholder,
was bare for.'? in. and had a leggy appearance ; it also carried nearly
for the length of another 3 in. a quantity of well I'eflexed, persistent
foliage of a fine brown colour, and very tough ; above that a
rosette about 2^ in. across, composed of very few dark green, tongue-
shaped leaves, loosely arranged. Slowly (since April) from this
rosette the flower-spike has been growing, and at the height of
18 in. it h.as formed a beautiful panicle of singular blossoms, and
what has long been an unshapely but interesting plant is now a
handsome subject.'—J. Wood, Klrhstnll.

Hydrangea paniculata and H. p. grandiflora.—The
attempt to describe these plants (p. 74) seems to me to fail in some
essential particulars, and is not by any means sufliciently specific

to enable any outsider to distinguish the one from the other. As
grown here they are quite distinct. H. paniculata is much the
stronger grower, making annual shoots 3 ft. to 4 ft. long in the season ;

it grows quite erect and has large terminal panicles of blossoms,
which are, however, composed to a large extent of fertile flowers

;

in fact, these quite predominate ; the sterile flowers being few in

number and irregularly disposed over the trusses give tliem rather
a ragged outline, and, further, it is quite the last to bloom. H. p.
grandiflora, on the other hand, is not erect in growth ; the trusses
being slightly pendulous and the outline of these longer on one side

than the other, and being composed almost entirely of sterile

flowers, makes them look much larger than those of the above ;

consequently, the plant is a much more conspicuous object ; still,

on account of their distinct features and the difference in the time
of blooming, both sliould have a place in the garden ; but tlie latter

in the proportion of six to one of the other. I find them almost in-

different as to soil, but if there is any difference, they perhaps do a
little better where there is a slight admixture of peat ; at any rate

the ground must be rich in order to grow them well.—T. Smith,
Newrji.

Beautiful Hardy Fern (Hypolepis millefolium).—I am much
obliged to Mr. Goldring for naming our Fern (p. 107) ; his giving its

country tells me where I got it. It was sent over some years ago,

with some others, from my cousin, .Sir John Cracroft Wilson's place

near Canterbury, New Zealand, and given me on the understanding
that, our greenhouse being full, it could only have an outside berth.

It was planted in a sheltered part of our rock-work. Not being a
Fern man, I only grow a few Ferns : the Holly Fern in a deep dark
rocky nook made like that I took it from in its highland hill, and
some beautiful varieties of Ferns given me by Captain .Jones from
his fine collection at Clifton. Among them I planted the New Zea-

land Ferns, but without great hopes of survival ; the first winter
seemed to kill tliem. When the beautiful Hypolepis came up and
grew vigorously I took it for granted that it was one of the Ferns
from Captain Jones, instead of being, as it now is proved to be, one
of my cousin's. It must be perfectly hardy, as much so as Adiantuni
pedatum, which flourishes in a nook near it.

—

George Wilson,
Heath'i-liank, Wfi/hriih/c.

The Eryngiums.—In your note about these (p. 79) you are,

I think, in error in stating that the Pandanoid section are not hardy.

There is an exception to this statement in the case of E. yucc:c-

folium. This has stood here during the last two winters, and is now
in perfect health ; it is more upright in haljit and not quite so

noble in port as some of the other similar species, but it is a distinct

plant. It likes a moist spot to grow in ; in fact, it is sub-aquatio.

—

T. Smith. [In our note we stated that the South American
kinds were not hardy ; E. yufc:efolium—or E. aquaticum, as it is

more commonly called— is a native of the North American United
States, therefore is perfectly hardy, which we ought to have men-
tioned, as it is included in the Pandanoid group.]
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

OLD 1'. NEW POTATOES.
There c.iii be no question as to the goueial excellence of tlie Pot.ito

crop, as the i-eports on this head aie as unanimous as those on the

fruit crop are in ])ronouncing it once more below the average ; but

in weather highly favouralile to its ilevchipnient the dreail tlisease

h.a3 again ni.ade its appearance, anil with .all the experience of former

yeare before us, and the reports of commissions as to how we are

best to meet it, we are really little nearer a solution of the difficulty

th.an in 1SI5. One of the theories advanceil is, that varieties soon

wckr out, and neeil constantly replacing with new ones. If this is

correct it is singular that the old Ashleaf Kidney, that was the best

early Potato when I was a boy, is still the best, and, with its allies,

Vcitch's Improved and Myatt's, is even more largely grown in pri-

vate gardens than ever it was. Many grow Myatt's Kidney as their

maincrop after tryingjill the " latest improvements," simply because

there is nothing to eipial it as regards general excellence and freedom
from disease ; and although these Kidney Potatoes are the best for

early use. they will keep in good cooking condition as late .as any
variety we ha\e. Only a fortnight ago 1 saw excellent examples of

last year's produce and this year's crop brought to our Cottage (Jar-

den Society's meeting by a cottager who hail grown the same stock

for at least a dozen years without change of seed or more change of soil

than could be got in a small cottage garden. In this case there were no
symptoms of wearing out. On the contrary, more beautiful examples
of first-class Potatoes I never saw. We grow the old Aslileaf and
Veitch's Improveil for early crops under glass and for tlie earliest crops

out-of-doors, and Myatt's for succession, and I never remember them
being finer or cleaner than they are this year.

The American Early Rose is an enormous crop, and tubers weigh-
ing over 1 lb. are abumlant. Thus far they are free from disease,

and the sooner they are lifted the better. Our main winter-keeping

crop consists of Scotch Champion and Magnum Bonum, planted on
ground freshly broken up last year from very old pasture, and the

tubere are just as badly blighted as on land that had been constantly

under Potato crops ; therefore new soil affords us no help, and new
sorts, as far as I have tried them, deteriorate much more rapidly than
old well-known kinds. With so valuable a crop as the Potato it

behoves us to take every precaution against the disease that it is

possible to adopt, but I question if discarding our old early sorts

will help us much, for wliere the new ones are to come from to fill

their place worthily I am at a loss to guess.

The suggestion of estalilishing trial grounds supported by the
State might be put into force, but I question if any better results

would be obtained than by our large seed growers who make the
Potato a specialty. If we could but stop the continued downpour,
the Potato crops of ISSO from sets both old and new would, I

believe, equal any in the annals of Potato culture in this country, but
at present their fate hangs in the balance, dependent on that variable

element—the weather. J. Groom.
Linton.

PETER HENDERSi^X OX FIRMING SOIL IN
G.\EDEX.S.

" I c.iXDiDLY admit that .although I have been extensively engaged in

gardening operations for over a quarter of a century, I did not fully

realise until a few years ago the full importance of how imiispens-

able it was to use the feet in the operations of sowing and planting.

Particularly in the sowing of seeds, I consider the matter of such
vast importance that it cannot be too often or too strongly told, for

the loss to the agricultural and horticultur.al community by the
neglect of the simple operation of firming the soil around seed must
amount to many millions annualh'. From the middle of April to
nearly the end of May this year, in many sections of the country
there was little or no rain. Such was particularly the case in the
vicinity of Tsew York, where we have hundreds of market gardeners
who cultivate thousands of acres of Cabbage. Cauliflower, and
Celery, but the ' dry spring ' has played sad havoc with their seed
beds. Celery is not one fourth a crop, and Cabbage ami Cauliflower
hardly half, and this failure is due to no other cause than that they
persist in sowing their seeds without taking the precaution to firm
the soil by rolling.

" We sow annually about four acres of Celery, Cabbage, and Cauli-
flower plants, which produce probably .5,000,000 in number, and
which we never fail to sell mostly in our immediate neighbourhood
to the market gardeners, who have many of tliem even better facili-

ties than we have for raising these plants if they would only do as we
do, firm the seed after sowing, which is done thus : After [doughing,
harrowing, and levelling the land smoothly, lines are drawn by the
'marker,' which makes a furrow about 2 in. deep and 1 ft. apart;

after the man who sows the seed follows another, who with the ball
of the right foot presses down his full weight on every inch of soil

in the drill where the seeil h.as been sown. The rows are then
lightly levelled longitudinally with the rake, a light roller is then
passed over the ground, and the oper.ation is done. By this method
our crop has never once failed, and what is true of Celery and Cab-
bage seed is nearly true of all seeds requiring to bo sown during the
late spring or summer months.
"On July '2, I.S74, .as an experiment, I sowed twelve rows of

sweet Corn and twelve rows of Beets, treading in after sowing every
alternate row of e.ach. In both eases, those trod in came up in four
days, while those unfirmcd remained twelve days before startini',

and would not then have germinated had rain not fallen, for the
soil was .as dry as ilust when sown. The result was that tlie seeils

that had been trodden in grew freely from the start, and matured
their crops to a ni.arketable condition by the autumn, while the
rows unfirmed did not mature, as they were not only eight days
later in germinating, but the plants were also to some extent en-
feebled by being partially dried in the loose, dry soil.

"The same season in August I treated seeds of Turnips and
Spinach in the same way. Those trod in germinated at once and
made an excellent crop, while those uutinued germinated feebly,
and were eventually nearly all burned out by a continuance of dry,
hot air penetrating through the loose soil to the tender rootlets. Of
course this rule of treading in or firming seeds after sowing must
not be blindly followed. Now, if firming the soil around seed to
protect it from the influence of a dry and hot atmosphere is a neces-
sity, it is obvious that it is even more so in the case of plants whose
rootlets are even more sensitive to such influence than the dormant
seed. Experienced horticulturists, however, are less likely to neg-
lect this than in the case of seeds, for the damage from such neglect
is easier to be seen and hence better understood ; but witli the in-

experienced amateur the case is different; vhen he receives his
p.aokage of trees or pl.ants from the nursery he handles them as if

they were glass, every broken twig or root calls forth a complaint,
and he proceeds to plant them carefully, straightening out
each root and sifting the soil around them, but lie would no more
stamp down that soil than he would stamp on the soil of
his mother's grave. So the plant in nine cases out of ten is left

loose and waggling, the dry air penetrates through the soil to its

roots, the winds shake it, and it shrivels up .and fails to grow ; then
come the anathemas on the head of the unfortunate nurseryman, who
is charged with selling him dead trees or plants.

"About a month ago I sent a dozen Roses by mail to a lady in Sa-
vannah. She wroteme a woeful story last week sayingthat, though the
Roses had arrived seemingly all right, they had all died but one, and,
what was very singular, she said, the one that lived was the one that
Mr. .lones had stepped on, and which she had thought sure was
crushed to death, for .Jones weighs '200 pounds. Xow, though we do
not advise any gentleman of '200 pounds putting his foot on the top
of a tender Rose plant as a practice conducive to its health, yet if

Mrs. Jones could have allowed her weight to press the soil against
the root of each of her dozen Roses, I much doubt if she ^\ourd now
havehadto mourn theirloss. Theseiinprovementsloomupfrom various
causes, but mainly from suggestions thrown out by our employes in
charge of special departments."

—

Gardeners' Mont/ili/.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Fine Old Oacumbers.—You do not often see Cucumbers
reported on in the papers. Do you know why ? Because when a
man has raised a good new variety, or has hail uncommon good luck
with an old one, ami would like to tell the worM how the thing
was done, he takes the utmost p.ains to d,amage his own fair fame
in the eyes of his friends tlie editors. Yes ; the Cucumber grower
in print would be a sorry spectacle, and because of that the " gentle-
men writers " do not often make mention of him. The story may
be put into a nutshell, and here it is—A or B has done something
in the Cucumber way, and wishes to make it known. Thereupon he
looks through his house and notes the handsomest of his Cucumbers.
These he allows to attain the largest possible size, and when a
slight yellowing at the handle gives him warning of approaching
age, he cuts the Cucumbers and sends them oft' and asks for an
opinion. Now these overgrown fruit are sure to be tough, and are
likely to be bitter. The editors who taste them know all about it,

and instead of saying to A or B, " Your Cucumbers are tr.ash," they
generously say nothing. If the things were bad ;)')• -le, they would
of course s.ay so, but they know their badness is the result of a
foolish anxiety on the part of the sender, who h.as allowed his
mind to be drawn aside in the worship of size when he should have
regarded quality as pre-eminent. The same thing happens in

gardens where there is no desire for any exhibition test or technical
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opinion, tlie gardener and the employer being equally i" love with
tough and bitter Cucumbers that are large, when, if they would
but be prudent, they might have live times as many if they would
be content to cut them while they are yet small and tender, and
eatable and wholesome.

—

Gardener's Marjazine.

The Telegraph and Telephone Peas.—These two Peas-

though a good deal alike in external appearances, are really and
truly very distinct. They differ little, if at all, in size, form, or

colour of pod, but on opening them the one will be found to be
white and the other green, and the white one or Telephone is con-
siderably sAveeter than the green one or Telegraph. Both are won-
derfully showy, fine Peas, and are carrying off between them most
of the Pea prizes at the provincial shows. The pods are large and
remarkably well and regularly filled, the Peas being also of good
size intermediate between Veitch's Perfection and Ne Plus Ultra.

Both of these fine Peas will have to look to their laurels, lest thej'

get superseded by the more modern Telegraph and Telephone. The
cook or connoisseur will only be able to say which is the best of

these two Peas ; both seem remarkaljly good. Has any one noted
that white Peas are mostly a trifie sweeter, sometimes a good deal
more so, than green ? Can it be that the extra chlorophyl so much
desiderated in Peas may be manufactured at tlie expense of the sac-

charine matter ? Can any correspondent throw any light on this

subject?^!). T. Fkii.

Little Pisie Cabbage.—I find this to be .in excellent variety

for furnishing early supplies. This year, as our autumn-sown planta-

tions were much cut up by the severity of the winter, we sowed under
glass early in January Little Pixie, and pricked out the seedlings

under temporary shelter as soon as they were large enough to handle,
finally planting them out in Jlarch in deep drills to shelter them
from parchiug winds. Beyond keeping them frequently hoed in dry-

weather, tliey have had no attention, ami they are now as fine and
even a lot of medium-sized Cabbages as need be seen, and they were
fit for cutting before the latest autumn-sown plants or the Early
London Colewort, sown on the same day as Little Pixie, and for the
majority of cultivators these moderate-sized Cabbages that turn in

quickly are preferable to larger varieties tliat require double the

space. We plant lift, apart eacli way, and cut them before they
get hard and fully grown, as they are much more appreciated than
those that are older, the fibre of the leaves in whicli become hard
and stringy, rendering them altogether inferior to the same plants

cut as soon as they have acquired a good usable size.—J. (!.

Scotch Champion Potatoes.—Visiting the gardens at

Rathronan ilanor recently, I was particularly struck at the
enormous size of a square of these Potatoes. They were planted
alternately between Imes of Gooseberries, which were planted S ft.

asunder, and, strange as it may seem, they had completely joined

over the tops of the (Jooseberry trees. They were therefore 8 ft.

from drill to drill, and were not unusually heavily manured. They
seemed healthy and a promising crop ; they are almost equally-

luxuriant with us, but of course no tubers are yet formed. Flounders
are unusually prolific, and so far quite free from blight. Eight of

the Flounder tubers have from under one stalk weighed 6 lb. ; so far

there is every prospect of a season of plenty.—W. J. M., Clonmd,

The Spinach Sorrel (Rumex Patientia).—This Vegetable
comV)ines in a happy manner the flavour of the two esculents from
which it derives its name. "Unfortunately," says M. de Smet in

the Bulletin d'Arhoririillure, "as soon as summer arrives it takes on
a bitter and disagreeable taste," this being the reason that it is so

little grown. It is, however, a delicious spring vegetable, furnish-

ing an abundance of juicy leaves from the commencement of March
onwards. By the usual system of culture observed in tlie case of

tills vegetable the best results are not obtained, but if the follow-ing

details are carried out, M. de Smet assures his readers that its merits

will be thorotighly appreciated. The seed should be sown in June,
and the plants should be set in a piece of riclily manured grounil

about 1 ft. apart. By the winter tliey will have become strong and
full of foliage, and will need no other care than attention to clean-

liness throughout the winter. Their season will be over by the
middle of Jlay, when they should be pulled up to make room for

something else.—J. C. B.

Mistaken Reasoning.—Observant cultivators ha\-e found
that embanking Potato plants or "hilling" them, as well as some
other hoed crojjs, decreases the produce ; and in cultural discussions

in periodicals we frequently see the loss ascribed to the falling rains

lieing turned away from the roots of the plants, on the supposition

that the roots never extend more than a few inches from the base of

the stems. This mistaken notion i.s easily disproved by examining
the soil between the rows with a trowel, when the small brandling
fibres will be found to meet between the rows and extend over the
whole surface, even before the tubers have set or grown to any size.

The plants grow best and give tlie largest tubers bv leaving the soil
even and level, and not by denuding the roots between the hills and
piling tlie sod to an unnatural depth against the plants.—CoiWi^rv
Gentleman.

Large Cauliflowers. —The following are the weiglits of four
heads of our Covent (iarden Mammoth Cauliflower, viz.° 7f lb., lOi
U)., 12 lb., 9i lb., the result of ordinary good culture.—Hooper &
Co.. Covent Garden.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Figs m the Open Air.-" H. H." (p. 257) is rislit in pinching ort yomar
frmts on wooil made up to midsummer ; it sliould. Imwever, be impressed upon
H. II. and others th.it next year's crop of Figs in England will lie borne upon

this year s mulsummer shoots-tllat is to say, upon the wood which the Fi" tree
malies troni aud after midsummer ; or, in other words, only towards the extre-
mities of the entire rods grown in ISSO. Judge then how suicidal it would be to
shorten their points. "—G. G,

Vine Hyes.—" H. S." (p. 120) does not .-ippsar to be aware of the fact that
Vine eyes always malce a stand after they have exhausted the stnred-up sap in
the fonuation of young growths varying from 1 in. to 3 in. in length, and that
for seveiMl weeks they do not make any apparent progress, bnt although imper-
ceptiljle this is not really the case, as they are working beneath the surface andwhen young roots have been formed they will break away into free growth.' He
h.os, however, made a mistake in removing the small pots fiiim l.ottum-heat, and
most likely a close, moist pit to an airy Vinery, at a most ciitu al time and 'it is
by no means improbable tliat the check thev have sustained will res dt in failure
lo insure success in the propagation of young Vines, moderately strong and tho-
rong.ily ripened wood should be selected. The eyes should be potted Very firm
and placed in a gentle bottom-heat, where, with due attention to shade and
nioisture. a large percentage will form roots and make good canes by the end
of the season. W hen fairly on the move, more air, light, and water will be
needed, and in due course they will reipiire shifting into larger pots Gin. or 7 in
in ilmmcter. These should be clean .and well crocked, and the compost, light
sandy loam, should be moderately dry and warm when it is used.—C.

To Make Good Putty.—"Rnqnirer" should use raw linseed oil, not
boiled oil. Get one quart of raw linseed oil and about 12 lb. of Spanish
whitening. Crush all the lumps ont of the latter, and if you have got a line riddle,
riddle it

;
then put it into an old tin, and put it into the oven all night to dry, for

damp whitening does not make good putty, and is much worse to work up than if it
were dry. Place your whitening on a board or talde ; when quite cold make a
hole in the centre and pour in the oil ; then mix all together with a piece of thin
wood or an old knife : then work it well with your hands as if making bread. Do
not be afraid of working it too much, for the more jou work it the better the
putty will be. This mil prove to be a much better putty than can be
bought for any outside work, as I alw,ays find it to stand the weather much
better than machine-made putty, and more especially for hothouse aud garden
frame lights.— .4 Glazikr.

Peaches Shedding their Leaves (p. i:^.—Itis impossible tor a per-
son who has not seen the I'eacli trees in question to state positively' the cause of
the check they have received. It brought on bv a dellcient supply of w-ater the
fruit, now about half-size, will most likely f,-ill oft as well as the leaves. A very
heavy smoking with Tobacco or bad Tobacco paper when the trees are heavily
cropped and inclining to dryness at the roots m.ay have injured them. It fre-
quently happens that a large portion of a single tree may show these symptoms
and ultini.ately die from gumming or paralysis ; when attacked with this disease
the leaves assume a dull blue metallic appearance, but in the present instance
it is scarcely probable that the whole of the trees would be affected in this man-
ner, and I am therefore inclined to believe that the shedding of the leaves may
bs attributed to some local cause, such as dryness at the roots or severe smokin"
as above mentioned.—AV. C.

Butter and Eggs.— II'. M. .S —The bulbous plant popularly called by this
name is the double-tlowered Narcissus incomparabilis.—G.
Diseased Onion.-G. H. ff.—The Onion sent has been attacked hy the

Onion fly (.4nthomia ceparuni). In some cases a dressing of soot on the bed
has proved an effectual remedy, but destroying the first brood of flies in April
or Jlay is by far the most satisfactory plan. The diseased Lettuce you speak of
did not reach us.

Lapigerias. —G. 7».—These will succeed quite as well under clear glass and
under that whirh is coloured.—M.
Names of Plants.—C«rfer ,t Co.—Cichorium Intybus (Chicory),

.l/(.s.s .v.—Funkialancifolia. J. M.—l, Gymnadenia conopsea ; 2 and :i, species
of Epipactis, but cannot name them from such scanty material. K. ,1/. .S'.—

1

Caladium Belleymei ; 2, Eucodonia na^gelioides ; 3, .ichimenes longiHora ;
4,'

Adi.antum concinnuni ; 5 and 6, cannot name without mature fronds. S.' S.
(Romsey) —Apparently but the common Berberry (Berberis vulgaris); Liliuni
pomponium. H. P. C—Cattleya crispa ; Seduni Sieboldi var. n. P.—l,
.-vlstnemeria anrantiaca ; 2. A. psittacina ; 3, Agrostemma coronaria. T. J. D —
ilnscns hypophyllus. Mrs. IK.-Aspidium falcatum caryotideuni. C. /;.— 1,
.\diantum tetraphyllum

; 2, apparently Trichomanes radicans ; 3, Pellseahastata
';

4, a (.'yathea. cannot name species without more material ; 6, Doryopteiis nobilis -

Ci. Begonia Eichardsi. If. O.—Campanula Trachelium. Sciiex.—The flower
you send is Campanula fragilis. -Inon.-1, Alyssnm, cannot name species with
out seed pods ; 2. Viscaria oculata ; 3, Silene, camiot name species 4
Erysimum Perofskianum.

'

Questions.
CanielUas Out-of-doors.-We have some Camellias out-of-doors which

have stood the winter well with only a slight protection. They have broken
satisfactorily, set their bloom-buds, and altogether promise well, but what I can-
not nnderst.and is this: at the base of their stems the outer bark or rind is split-
ting—in fact, looks like peeling off. ton any one kindly inform me if it is an
unusual occurrence ? and if likely to be any detriment to the future well-doin" ot
the plants? and if so, point out a remedy?—K. C.

Soil for Filmy Ferns. -What is the best soil in which to grow Tricho-
manes radicans and I'ml,, is? and do they require dewing daily overhead with
water ? or are they best without it? I have a bell-glass over them.—.\. B. F.

Hardy Flo-wers in Scotland.—Insteail of " Messrs. Dickson & Sons

"

m the notice of these last week (p. loe) read " llessrs. Dicksons & Co."
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A PLAGUE OF BOOKS.
To the Editor of The Gakdex.

SiK,—Ours is a i)rinting age, and has, thei-efoi'e, two drawbacks :

First, we sufl'er from a plague of books ou every conceivable subject, to

the great distraction of mind and purse ; and next, it seems liarder

thin ever among the crowd to find the riglit book. And this, I

venture to suggest, applies even to tlie noble craft which your
paper is founded to promote—a craft so noble, so useful, so health-

giving, so encyclop.-edic, that the imperfect attempts to supply
manuals for guidance to the young or tlie old beginner stand out in

unhappy contrast, on aojount of the very worthiness and loftiness of

the thing to be set forth. From the many who understand garden-
ing well, yet who express themselves in writing ill—who handle the

spade i\ith ease and the pen witli dilKculty—we have one class of

books : from tliose who handle the pen ably, but the spade clumsily

—

who can write, but who cannot nian.age a garden, even though
they think so—we have another class. Indeed, if your own collec-

tion 0! tliese books were sifted of all belonging to these two classes,

what would be left ?

Mr. A., a retired tradesman, not in the best of health, and
no longer possessing the aptness of youth to le.arn a new
craft, finds himself in possession of Cottage, with several

acres of garden ground. He likes the notion, and means to work his

garden himself. He wants health, and knows it is to be found in

the garden life. He likes tlie fruit of the garden and wants to culti-

vate it for himself. He asks me for the best book to read. What
am I to .advise him ?

Mr. B. "goes to town" daily, but fancies a cottage in

the country. He finds one, and is soon accepted as ten.ant.

He means to give a share of his mornings and nights to his garden.
He loves it with an etliereal sentimental love which he needs to con-
vert iuto a working and practical one. Ptoses are sweet and Peaches
delicious ; but he requires to know rather more than this. Where
is he to find his complete manual of instructions, which will help
without confusing him—which will prove a guide, and not a distrac-

tion and a disaijpointmeut ?

Mr. C. is a young man, not quite without means. He sets
his mind on cultivating a garden, and he means it to be a
garden of his own. Be it an acre or a ten-acre plot, it shall
at any rate be his. He will marry when he has it, with a house of
his own upon it to put his wife into, and not before. He looks out,
perhaps for years, and at last finds what he wants. Where is the
guide book I am to commend to him, that he may make the utmost
of every yard and of every w.all, of ever}- corner, and stream, and
tree of which he finds himself in possession?
Xow these are actual oases. Many such are within the knowledge

of all of us. They occur by the thousand. I do not know the book
to put into the hands of each, and I know that each will not or
cannot wade through the numerous lists of books, serials, &c., to
examine for himself ; nor would he, in case he did so, be at all likely
to succeed in finding just what he needed. Now it seems to me
that our beginner does need to acquaint himself with at least a
general knowledge of the whole field of gardening. He may not, of

course, need to work at the whole field of gardening, but none the
less should he possess and acquire his bird's-eye view of it. It is

proverbial that he who knows only his own department of any work
"knows little of that." At any rate, the book I should like to
see should contain clear and simply stated rules, based on clearly
stated principles, for dealing with each department of the gardener's
art. For instance, there should be chapters or sections devoted to—

•

1. The Kitrhen G-inh:/!, and the more useful things whicli pertain
to it ; even the growth of Wheat as a vegetable (not as a field pro-
duct, for that is the farmer's province) should be descrilied.
Nothing useful should be left out, nothing merely fanciful need be
included.

2. P- as, iJ.'i.'H, a.iil Lentili.—These, the very important class of
foods known as legumes, even though belonging to kitchen gardening,
are worthy on all accounts of a separate chapter. Each nseful sort
should benamed, dated, described, and its method of culture indi-
cated. Xo class of garden produce is likely to rank of greater
future importance.

.3. TVc- Frail Garden and its treatment as a food-producing area
may come next.

4. y/ff Orchard.—How dififering from the fruit garden proper, and
how treated.

5. Xd'.s, again, a department of t'l- Mchard, but an oft ignored
one, which needs the advantage of clear statement of its value,
fruitfulness, and conditions of 3ucck.s, information not always pos-
sessed by even old gardeners.

6. The Wall GardfH, and how it should be treated, so that every
house or garden wall, every nook, elevation, or sciuare foot of wall

surface shall be miide the most of for fruit purposes in the first in-
stance, and then for Rose or .Sweet Brier, Clematis or Honeysuckle,
Ivy or Creeper.

7. Thi; Wiifloii- OardfH, almost a part of the latter, but deserving
of the most explicit treatment, and possible in many instances where
no other garden is possible.

S. The Hon/ danlin, again possible in only exceptional cases,
but in these cases of the greatest possible interest and usefulness,
and a. feature which could be freely and efleotively introduced when
architects and builders begin to exercise their craft for the Ijetter
advantag,: of the community.

!). The Utrh Onydeii, worthy in every way of explicit treatment,
a feature of great use and interest in good gardens and good kitchens,
and where the "angel of the house " possesses the rctjuisite accom-
plishment, a feature of tlie utmost possible service. The fragrant
the medicinal, and the savoury properties of herbs are worthy the
attention of every young lady who has an ambition of becoming
well-bred or accomplished, a good housekeeper, or a good nurse.

_
10. Tlie Flower Garden comes naturally under tbe lady's protec-

tion, and very properly sliares her care and culture. Her depart-
ment should have a chapter to itself in so far as to point out the
best old English plants, and how to treat them. "Tlie newest
fashions," here as elsewhere, are better avoided.

11. Hedrje.^ should form an important chapter. Here show the
different kinds of trees of which hedges can be maile, and the re-
spective usefulness, growth, and conditions of each. Tlie Thorn,
the Holly, the Privet, the Box, and the dwarf Beech are not the only
trees which can be used, and where a prickly plant be wanted, the
respective merits of the Gooseberry and the Thorn should be pointed
out. The use of trees in hedges which produce something for food
as against those which do not should be pointed out. So with the
ditches, brooks, and ponds. ^Vhat grows best in and near them should
be clearly shown.

12. Glas.<.—Much as may be done in the open air, with, of course,
all the advantage of shelter which wall and shrulj and forest tree
afford, the use of glass as an auxiliary should be specially indicated.
Scarcely a house which has not some friendly wall where a lean-to
could be readily and cheaply constructed ; some passage which could
be easily covered over, some court or corner which could, by the aid
of clieap canvas or framework, be turned to useful account. Even
by shelter only astonishing results can be secured. Such methods
need to be known widely. The large capitalist can still purchase
from the builder any number of costly and complicated contrivances.
It is not for these, but for the many—even cottagers—for whom this
simple knowledge is needed.
With such a Ijook, worthily written or compiled, any plain man

could tackle any kind of garden—from a cottage, with its few yards
of ground .and wall, to one of three, five, or seven acres. He could
find health in it ; he could find employment in it ; he could find jnofit
in it ; he could find food in it ; he could find instruction in it. His
wife and children would have in it a course of never-failing use and
amusement, and who knows what besides'? Some hasty critic, I
anticipate, will at once reply that to do this would require a cyclo-
p.-edia, and that it would be impossible in a handy volume ; to which
I reply that the concise and necessary information on all these points
can be conveyed in such a series of chapters as I have indicated.
Rivers in his own field, Cobbett in his, Loudon in his, will remain as
original authorities, whom students and specialists may consult for
the exhaustive treatment they require on particular branches ; the
many who have no time for special studies and experiments will be
greatly your debtor if the needed manual be forthcoming for them.

The Grove, Didsburi/. R. Bailey Walker, F.S.S.

Gardening Illustrated.—Public opinion on this side the
Atlantic fully endorses the views put forward by the Iliirnl Kew
Yorker respecting this publication, and quoted iu a late number
of The Gardex. Facts which have recently come to my knowledge
prove that this marvel of cheapness is widely circulated among
amateur gardeners in England, and is highly appreciated by them.
It is one of those weekly publications which have, during the
last few years, helped to elevate and refine the masses by jjlacin"
within their reach science in an attractive form. Many a "arden
situated in a quiet nook of this country is indebted in no small
degree for its improved appearance and more flourishing condition
to hints obtained from this welcome weekly visitor.—A. J, Bukrows
Pluckleii.

The Tooting Nurseries.—The last act in the drama in
connection with tliese once famous nurseries took place ou ^Monday
evening, July 12, at the Castle Inn, Tooting, when Messrs.
Protheroe and Morris (to whom sales of building plots appear to be
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quite as great a speciality as sales of plants) disposed of the freehold

in 124 lots. The sale must have been most gratifying to the vendor,

the proceeds amounting to £S'2o4, exclusive of one lot that was

withdrawn at £'2'J<J0. This is one more illustration of the great

advantages derived by those nurserymen who in bygone days had

the foresight to secure the freehold of their nurseries when land

was not so valuable. Only a few weeks ago Messrs. I'rotheroe and

Morris dealt in a similar manner with Mr. Mann's nursery at

Brentwood, which sold at the rate of about £1800 per acre ; and we
hear that it is probable Mr. Parker's Exotic Nursery at Tooting

will gradually be developed for building before long in the same

way.

—

G(tnh:mT's Uaqadw:.

Saxifra.^es.—At this season of the year it is well to go over

one's stock of Saxifrages. Those wliich have made many oflfsets

should have some of these removed, and jjricUed out either in the

store warden or in permanent situations. Masses on the rockery

should be left as they are, so as to illustrate the natural habits of

the plants, but if fine flowers are desired they will not be obtained

in this way. A friend of mine said the other day that he could

never cet a good stock of such fine sorts as pyramidalis, nepalensis,

lantoscana, aud longifolia. Those he got from the florist flowered

and died, and so he was always buying and never getting a stock.

Doubtless this florist sent out fine crowns well established in pots,

and the very treatment whicli the plant received thus in preparing

it for sale led it to flower, and then it died, as the flowering crowns

generally do. But it is well worth while to prepare large numbers

of crowns of the above sorts for decorative purposes. If a quantity

of small crowns are planted out a few inches apart, it will be found

that some produce oHsets and others grow on and become strong

flowering crowns, and these may either be planted out in the flower

garden in April next, or grouped three or four in a pot for cool

greenhouse purposes before winter sets in. When flowered in a

cool frame or greenhouse they grow very tall and singularly

beautiful, and they remain in flower many weeks. I had a pot of

S. pyramidalis thus in flower for thirteen weeks, and the plants

were at least 4 ft. high. The mossy Saxifrages should also now be

divided into tufts as "the old clumps Ijecome worn out, and should

1)6 renewed almost annually. The most useful Saxifrage with me
has been S. Wallacei, which cannot be too largely grown. In the

early spring it is almost as beautiful as when it is in flower. The

young stalks become quite red, and these contrasting with the green

whorFs and rosettes of leaves are exceedingly pretty. This Saxifrage

remained finely in flower for eleven weeks, and some pans of it

were used in the cool greenhouse with excellent effect. On the

rockery also it was very beautiful. Saxifraga peltata has not

flowered well here this season. The tall flower-stalk comes before

the leaf, and the cold spring cut down every flower-truss before it

opened. The wet weather lias, however, brought out the character

of the plant, and its large peltate leaves are veritable shields over

1 ft. in diameter, tlie plant covering more than a square yard of

ground. This Saxifrage grows well either on dry land or in shallow

water. It should be in everyone's collection.—VV. Bkockb.\nk,

Broeklim-fl, Dltldmr;/.

A Glimpse at a Garden in Java.—Alter a tedious voyage of seventy

hours from Singniiure. L. ami I gladly landeU at Batavia, a low-lying, straggling

town in which the distances from place to place are immense ; the common
reply' to the ([Uestion of how far any place is ott is, " Oh, quite close, only two

miles'" Each shop heing built in its own compound, the streets are an enor-

mous length, anil the town is intersected with canals. Not wisliing to stay

lon''er than possiljle in scorching Batavi,a, we breakfasted at the Hotel des Iniles,

anifleft by the 4.17 train for Buitenzorg. The scenery on the way there is de-

lightful. The line runs through a jungle of various sorts of Palms, Jack Fruit

tr'ees, Bananas, and Bamboo clumps, with occasional paddy clearings. Behind

these rise cloud-capped hills, wooded to their very summits. Rain, however,

overtook us shortly before v e reached Buitenzorg, and we drove to the hotel liter-

ally through sheets of water. The hotel is situated at the foot of Jlount Salak (some

SOLIO ft h^'h), and the view from the b.alcony passes des"ription. Below one's

ftet wmdslhe Tjiliwong, clothed with Palms and tropical plants to its very edge,

except where httle lawns intervene ; Bamboo huts nestle among the trees, and

bri-'ht-clothed, dusky children gambol in its waters and play upon its banks the

livelong day. Far as the eye can reach the country stretches away in gradual

ascent "with an alternating succession of jungle and paddy clearings to lofty

Salak risin" in the background with its perfect volcanic-shaped summit ; this

and the circle of smaller hills form the limits to a view which it would be hard

to equal. At Buitenzorg is the palace of the Governor-General, standing in the

Botanical Gardens, which are said to be the finest in the world. Here one can

wander for hours through avenues of every kind of tropical Palm, obtaining anon

"limpses of Salak through fairy-like vistas, and refreshed by the murnmring of

many rippling streams of water. The Orchids are a splendid collection, con-

taining specimens of nearly every known kind of Lrclia, Dendrobium, Eria,

Bolbophyllum, C'ypripedium, and a host of others. A little further on one comes

to huge i>ed5 of Ferns ; here are the lovely Ceratozamia longitlora with its Maize-

like seeds, LepidozamiiB. Macrozamia spiralis, Ac. bordering the path which

leads on through plantations of gigantic Yucca and Pandanus, interspersed with

Draca?na> and Eucharis, to a regular forest of Tree Ferns, many of them upwards

of 30 f t. hiah. Beyond this again lies a circular pool covered with Water Lilies ;

most conspicuous from its size is the Victoria reuia. with leaves like soup plates

and 2 ft. in diameter ; others are brilliant with red, salmon, white, aud blue

flowers, quite dwarfing our poor little yellow English Lily which grows next

them— set there perhaps for the sake of comparison. Above this pool is the

grave of Sir Stamford Kafiles' first wife, who died here on Nov. 26, ISlt, a square

pedestal supporting an urn, and covered by a white-washed dome. One next
enters the Bamboo avenues, which afford the densest shade, and then come the
Palms ; one passes on one's way the Kigelia pinnata with its huge brown Cucum-
ber-like fruit, and beds of Crotons, Itoses, &c. Nearly every Palm is here—
Cocoa-nut, Oreodoxa oleracea, witli leaves 20 ft. long, growing straight from the
ground, and Metroxylon elatura with its hairy leaves ; among them grow enor-
mous creepers, one of which winds in circles about the groimd, and then goes
over a Palm free and down again, upwards of 300 ft. long I 70 yds. alone are
on the ground. This garden is one which would afford interest and constant novelty
for weeks to a botanist or even to any one fond of scenery.—i'VeZd.

PROPAGATING.

Hibiscus Oooperi.—This elegant warm greenhouse tricolor-

leaved plant is best increased by means of cuttings, made as shown
in the annexed illustration. Take 2i-in. pots and fill them
with sifted soil composed of peat, leaf-mould, and loam made very
sandy

;
put a Layer of sand on the top ; insert the cutting in the

centre and fasten it well in ; water with a fine-rosed pot and place it

m the cutting box on a good brisk bottom heat. Cuttings of this

Cutting of Hibiscus Cooperi.

Hibiscus require careful attention in the way of opening the box
early in the morning to dry up excessive moisture, or the cream-
coloured portions of the leaves are liable to damp. The cuttings

may be taken oil' at almost any time of the year, but March and
April are the best months for the purpose. It taken ott' then they
will emit roots in three or four weeks, and can be gradually
hardened off ready to pot on to form specimens.—H.

OBITUARY
The death on July 13 of Mr. Robert Buist, the well-known
Philadelphia florist, at the age of "Jo, is recorded in the Countri/
Oi'iitUmiin. Tlie deceased was born near Edinhurgli, and came to
Philadelphia on reaching maturity. Two years Later he went into

the business of horticulture, and during forty years of active life

established one of the largest seed houses in America. He retired

about fifteen years ago, since which time the business has been car-

ried on by his son.

Mp.. William Andp.ews, of Dublin, died on the 1 1th of last month,
at the age of seventy-eight, having been born at Chichester in 1802.

Although his labours, especially of late years, were mainly devoted
to marine zoology, he published several papers upon Irish plants ;

and his name is commemorated in the variety Andrewsi of Tricho-
manes radicans (of which he was the discoverer), as well as inthesome-
what obscure Saxifraga Andrewsi of Harvey. He was one of the
original founders of the N.atural History Society of Dublin, of which
he was for six years j^residenc.

—

Journal of Botairi/,

Garden Labels.—Mr. Doudney, Croydon, directs attention to
a simijle and, we consider, an efficient plan of labelling plants. It

consists of a stout piece of galvanised \vire, about 20 in. in length,

lient in a staple-like manner ; the free ends are intended to be placed
in the soil, while to the other end or bend is attached, by means of a
piece of wire passed through a hole, an ordinary deal tally. A slight

depression is made in the rounded portion of the wire in order to

keep the tally in position. Such a contrivance keeps the label well

above the soil and thus considerably reduces the chances of the
writing becoming obliterated.
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" This is an art
Which does meml Nature : change it rather : but
TuK Akt itself is Sailrk."—SAa*fsptar(\

JAPANESE MAPLES AT FLUSIIIXG, LONG
ISLAND, NEW YORK.

In The Garuexo! July 10 I notice that one of its correspon-

flents mentions the Japanese Maples, and enquires "Why is

it that tiie Messrs. Veitch appear to be the only growers of

these charming hard-wooded plants ? are they .so difficult to

grow or are their beauties not yet fully realised V AVe should

like to show the writer of this paragraph our stock of 10,000

in twenty-five varieties, many of which we think are unknown
in Europe. A large number of these are planted out in nur-

sery rows and cultivated with the plough. This plough cul-

ture produces much finer plants than the spade cultivation

preferred in Europe. Planted thus in masses, the richness of

their varied colours has a refinement unknown in any other

class of plants. Acer sanguineum and atro-purpureum, espe-

cially with our bright sun shining through their leaves, have

the clear hue of a glass of claret held against the sun, and
sometimes the brilliant transparence of a garnet or ruby. I

stood the other day under an A. atro-purpureum 10 ft. high,

and, looking through it up to the light, thought I had never seen

any plant so striking. Its head showed among the other foli-

age from a long distance like a flame of fire. A. sanguineum
and atro-purpureum belong, as you will remember, to the

species A. polymorphum, and a beautiful companion to them
is the A. japonicum aureum, with its rich golden tint, as fine

as that of the Golden Yew. I have just planted a group of

five of the former, surrounded by a circle of A. japonicum
aureum, and the effect will please an appreciative eye. There

are no i>lants finer than these Maples when grown in pots for

decorative purposes, but their true beauty is to be seen only

when grown in the open ground, where they will endure a cold

of 20" below zero. An avenue bordered by these miniature

trees 1.5 ft. high would be a thing to be remembered.

It is our aim to gather in our grounds all the hardy trees

and shrubs known, and we find that many appreciate the

richness of our collection. We sent last autumn to Gover-

nor Stanford, of California, for an arboretum, 4000 orna-

mental trees and shrubs in 9.59 varieties, and have many
more to send him the coming autumn. His enterprise in

planting everything which will grow in that climate is worthy
of notice, and his losses in transplanting have been very

small. When completed, his arboretum will be the most in-

teresting known, because his climate favours many classes of

plants which cannot be grown in the open air either in

England or in this country. Sam. B. Parsons.

Neviusia alabamensis.—On the third plate of the second
volume of the second series of that interesting and well-illustrated
work, entitled "Native Flowers and Ferns of the United
States of America, ' by Mr. Meehan, is a figure of this rare hardy
shrub, which, as far as I know, has as yet only been introduced to
European gardens by my friend M. Alphonse Lavallee, who has it

in his rich arboretum at Segrez, in France. This plant is extremely
rare even in its native country, having been only found at one place

—

the banks of the North River, a short distance above Tuscaloosa, in

the .State of Alabama—bj' the Rev. Dr. Nevius, a missionary, who
sent specimens of it in the year ISoT to Dr. Asa Gray, who found that
it was not only new, bat represented an unknown genus, which he
named Neviusia, in compliment to the discoverer, and alabamensis
after the State in which it is even yet only found. Its flowers
may be described as bunches of pure white stamens with yellow
anthers, and without anj' petals, resembling those of a Myrtle Bower
with the petals removed. It is allied in habit of growth to the

Spir.-cas, and is easily propagated by suckers, which are thrown up
freely from the root. The length of its flower sprays is necessarily
much curtailed in the plate, as they sometimes reach 2 ft. in length,
and when in full bloom give tlie plant on wliioh they arc produced
the appearance of a snow wreath. In its own country this rare
shrub blooms towards tlie end of February, and in fair weather is

said to vie witli the best of tlie .Spir,-eas till rain spoils its beauty by
gumming the stamens to the caly.x. It is pcrfectlr hardy at Segrez.— \V. K. (;.

Double Deutzias.—Mr. Fish (p. 12G), in his well deserved
eulogium upon these beautiful shrubs, seems to be unaware of the
existence of a form with pure white flowers. D. candidissima
fl.-pl. has the same robust habit as D. crenata fl.-pl., and its flowers
are equally double and of <as pure a white as those of D. gr.acilis.

A large bush I noticed hitely planted on the top of some rockwork

—

owing probably to the previous culd summer and consequent unri-
pened condition of the wood—was but poorly (lowered in the upper
portion, but a large lower branch was profusely flowered, and the
weight of the blossoms had borne it down upon a large stone just
in front, and which it wreathed with a coronet of fresh green leaves
and double snowy blossoms. This is a most lieautiful shrub for any
purpose—for forcing, for a wall, for the shrubbery, or for single
specimens on the Grass, and one which should be added to every
collection of good plants.—T. Smith, Ni icri/.

Italian Broom (Genista amxantica). — This beautiful
and rather rare Broom has, for the first time during the
many years I have had it, ripened seed this year, and I

skall be happy to send half-a-dozen grains of it to any
reader of The Garden who thinks it worth his while to send
me a stamped envelope addressed to himself, and would like to add
this variety to his collection of hardy shrubs. Tliis Broom is well
figured in the third volume of the second series of .Sweet's " British
Flower Garden," tab. 220, and is a native of the province of Am-
santo, in the kingdom of Naples. Its habit of growth is a dense,
close, compact bush, which makes it well suited for growing on large
rockeries, as in its native country it is usually found on stony hill-

sides. I may add that should anyone sending for this seed wish also

for a few seeds of the early spring blooming Genista pr;ucox, they can
have them for the asking in the same envelope.—W. E. Gumbleton,
Behjrovc, QiieenMoiim, Co. Cork, Iriditnd.

The Deciduous Cypress.—The present appearance of a
very fine specimen of this tree standing upon the lawn at Surrenden
Dering suggests its appropriateness for the prominent position it

once occupied in landscape gardening. This tree is about .50 ft. in
height and 3 ft. in circumference. Upon the north side, where it

is partially shaded and somewhat overtopped by a row of Elms, its

foliage is rather scanty ; but its branches hang gi-acefully, and
nearly trail upon the lawn on the other sides. It is a beautiful
object at all seasons of the year, and, as it occupies a moist and
sheltered spot, it grows freely, and retains its foliage until late in

the autumn. During the winter season, when the dark masses of

evergreens behind it are thickly covered with snow, the bare twigs
and branches of this Cypress appear to be all aglow in the sun-
shine. Considering the little trouble necessary for its propagation
and its hardiness, it is surprising that this Conifer is not more
common than it is. The seed m.iy be sown in spring upon warm
sandy soil, and lightly covered. Frerjuent waterings and careful

shading for the first two years are needed, after which the plants
may be placed in nursery lines, 18 in. apart in the rows, and
about 9 in. in the lines. These may either be transplanted at the
end of a year, or alternate trees may be taken out to make room
for the lemaining ones. The deciduous Cypress may also be pro-

pagated from cuttings taken in the spring. It flourishes best upon
rather wet soils.—A. .J. BniRows.
Rare and Beautiful Shrubs.—In Mr. Stevens' garden at

Byfleet the following shrubs are now very attractive, viz., Spira-a

pachystachya, a species in the way of S. Douglasi, having long erect
panicles of pretty pink flowers ; a distinctive character of this kind
is the white downy under surfaces of the leaves ; S. callosa superba
is an improved form of the typical kind, having larger flowers and
also larger clusters ; Rhodotypos kerrioides, a Japanese shrub, much
resembling in habit and foliage the common Kerria, but its flowers

are pure white ; Buddlea curviflora, a variety in the way of B. Lind-
leyana, has pendulous spikes about 6 in. long of pretty tubular
purple flowers ; Clethra alnifolia, a highly ornamental shrub, has
long erect spikes of white blossoms, which emit a pleasant perfume ;

Rubus odoratus, one of the showiest of the Brambles, has flowers
which measure over 1 in. across, and of a beautiful deep rose colour;

its leaves, too, are large and ornamental ; R. fruticosus fl.-pl., a
double-flowered variety of the common hedge Bramble, has
extremely double flowers of a deep pink colour ; the white-
flowered variety, also double, is almost as desiraljle as the pink
kind ; Ononis rotundifolia is by far the most ornamental of the
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Rest- Harrows ; it is of shrubby growth, about 3 ft. high, and is

furnished with roundish leaves and short clusters of large pink Pea-

like blossoms.—W. G.

The Hardiness of Azalea Mrs. Carmichael is well at-

tested. Jlr. Carmichael states that last autumn he planted out two

plants of it, and these have withstood the severe winter, and look

as fresli as possible. The plants were in au exposed situation, and

had no protection. He says :
" I am fully coutideut tliat hybrids

between ISIrs. Carmichael Azalea and the large-flowered greenhou'se

varieties will be hardy."

—

Fior'ist.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA AND ITS VARIETIES.

The Clematis is now acknowledged to be one of our most valual:ile

and be.autiful garden plants. The rich shades of blue and purple

whicli so many of the varieties of tlie .Fackmani section possess

are extremely effective, especially in the case of highly developed

specimens. Whether trained to poles, over rustic ai'cliways, or al-

loweil to scramble irregularly amongst the surrounding vegetation,

or made to cover the surface soil with a dense mass of flowers and

foliage, they are eriually beautiful and effective, and deserve all tlie

pains' whicli may be necessary to ensure their well-being. Not less

beautiful, although not quite so showy, are the varieties of tlie

lanuginosa type. Tliese are mostly distinguished by the large di-

mensions of the individual blooms and the delicacy of colouring

which they display. The colours run mostly into shades of white,

blue, and lavender, some of the white kinds, which are either suf-

fused or striped with lavender, raau\'e, or violet, being very attrac-

tive. It is, however, when seen in combination with the dark-

flowered varieties that their peculiar charms receive due recogni-

tion. I do not know of anything more strikingly effective than the

contrast which such kinds as .Jackmani, rubro-violacea, lanuginosa

nivea, and 1. Candida afford wlien planted in close proximity

C. lanuginosa itself, although a beautiful species, never attained

jiniversa! popularity in English gardens, a fact which may be attri-

buted to a lack of vigour of constitution. In some places where the

soil is warm and well drained it grows with freedom and flowers

profusely, but it is only in such situations that it should be planted.

Where the natural staple is cold and damp it is apt to succumb to

the rigour of a severe winter. This defect is not so strongly

marked in its hybrid varieties, whicli, when planted with care m
suitable soil and otherwise liberally treated, increase with each suc-

ceeding year in luxuriance and beauty. In any case, however, they

cannot lie said to be quite so strong and robust as the varieties of the

Jackmani, Viticella, and patens groups, and are therefore not so

well adapted for planting iu the near vicinity of shrubs, trees, or

amongst strong vegetation. Nordothey rush away into growth at such

a rapid rate when newly planted, but reiiuire one or two seasons' care-

ful culture until they get established, when they reward such

care by a lavish display of bloom, lasting in unimpaired beauty

generally until cold weather sets in.

The rougli and ready mode of pruning found to answer in the case

of the .Jackmani and Viticella types will not do for the lanuginosa

varieties. The knife in their case must be used with discretion ;

only tlie weakly shoots should be cut away, and tlie strong growths

must be shortened back merely, as it is from shoots made from the

well-ripened wood of the preceding season th.at flowers are produced.

An injudicious method of planting comljined witli a bad system, or

more frequently perhaps no system at all, of pruning has caused many

to fail, or at any rate has hindered tliem froui obtaining a just con-

ception of the merits of tliis particular section of tlie Clematis family.

Even where the most unfavourable conditions in the matter of soil

exist it lies in the power of the grower to counteract them, and to

ensure a free tolerably strong development even the first year of

planting. A very sandv parching soil offers no particular difficulties.

It has merely to be deeply stirred, richly manured, and well mulched

and watered during the growing season, and all will go well. In

such soil the root fibres will be in no danger of suffering from excess

of moisture in the winter. If at the same time a little sound loam

can be added there will remain notliing more to be desired.

Where the natural staple is of a cold, retentive character the case

is very different, and a very careful preparation must be made, or,

especially in tlie case of stiff", undrained clays, but poor results will

be obtained. There are, however, alway.s ways and means of ren-

derinf the most tenacious and impermeable of soils mellow and free.

These'means are sufficiently well known to practical growers, but for

the benefit of the uninitiated 1 may mention wood ashes, leaf-mould,

river sand, mortar, and brick rulibish, each and all of them capable

of imparting to a stiff', retentive soil the desired amount of porosity.

Tlirow tlie natural soil out before winter arrives, or, better still, do so

in the summer, so that sun and air—both of which do their work

better than frost and wind—may thoroughly sweeten and bring it

into a mellow, workable state. Incorporate witli it such materials as

may be procurable aud plant about tlie middle of October. In ilarch

mulch them with 3 in. or 4 in. of manure ; water when necessary,

and there will be but little fear of them not making good growth.
Clematises are grown for sale in small pots, and it often happens that

the ball of soil is somewhat hard. !Many do not trouble to loosen

this body of earth, but plant it entire, with the consequent effect that

it becomes dry, and, remaining so, the roots cannot get away from it

into the new soil. The plant, therefore, starves in the midst of

plenty. Plants then set in the earth are generally years before they
make a free start. Every particle of the old soil should be worked
gently away and the roots spread out upon the prepared compost,

when, finding themselves at home, they immediately form fresh feeders,

and are in the best of condition for breaking anew into life when the

season arrives for them to do so.

A short time since allusion was made in the columns of The Gak-
DEx to the merits of lanuginosa nivea, a white flowered kind, the

blooms of which at times when first expanded exhibit a faint tinge

of lavender, but which quickly bleach to a snowy whiteness, thus

justifying its varietal designation. When seen in the form of well-

developed masses, this variety is very effective, especially so when
trained to poles or over a short trellis, and backed up by ever-

greens. The most elTective white flowered kind is, however, found

in 1. candiila, the individual flowers of which are large, though not

so purely white us those of nivea. This is a grand variety, and the

best of the light flowered kinds for bedding purposes, being of robust

growth and a free flowerer. Amongst other light coloured varieties

may be mentioned Otto Frcebel, having immense grayish-white

flowers ; Laily Caroline Neville, French-white with mauve bands ;

ami Mrs. Moore, white, sutt'used with mauve. Of the blues there

are Aureliana, very attractive ; Beauty of Surrey, light grayish-

blue ; Gem, lavender-blue ; and Robert Hanbury. Other kinds, in-

cluding shades of mauve, lavender, and violet, consist of Law-
souiana, La Mauve, Mrs. Hope, Symesiana, and Ornata.

J. CORNHILL.

THE BEDDING SYSTEM.
G.^RDENERS are generally considered to be the upholders of this

system, but as a rule they are not ; on the contrary, they are tor

the most part as much in favour of reducing the overgrown limits to

which it has extended as the most enthusiastic advocate of hardy
plants. The universal remark is that they could do every branch of

gardening much better if this insatiable department did not absorb

all the labour at command and more than all the available space, for

in comparison with the few weeks during which the plants are to be

seen in the open air they are nearly double the time crowded in

pits, fruit houses, &c., to the detriment of everything with which
they are associated. It is not from any lack of variety in bedding

plants in which the evil lies, but, like some noxious weed, in

the fact that the bedding system overgrows every place in which

it trets established. Now, gardeners as a rule are middle-course

men, who like to retain all that is worth retaining, and, therefore,

they do not wish to see Pelargoniums and Calceolarias wholly dis-

carded because they have been over much grown, but simply to

grow them in quantities suitable to the capabilities of the place in

which they are accommodated. If that were so then fruit and
vegetable culture might ouce more be well cared for.

I am often sorry to see the kitchen garden and hardy fruits sorely

in need of attention in those golden months of the year—May and
•Tune—while all the available labour is bestowed on the pleasure

grounds in such operations as digging up spring flowers and laying

them in by the heels, until the press of work occasioned by bedding

out has subsided, and planting others that must be continuously

attended to throughout the season ; for, being placed in a conspicuous

position while the kitchen and fruit gardens are, as a rule, secluded,

the former comes in for by far the lion's share of attention, while the

necessaries of life—good fruits and vegetables—get only what time

there may be left devoted to them. Depend upon it if gardeners of

the last generation led the way in establishing a system of flower

garden decoration that has overgrown all the calculations of its

founders, there are plenty belonging to this generation who would
cladly prune off the overgrown branches. If the restrictive system

had been applied to flower as well as to fruit culture we should have

bad results far more satisfactory to both owners and gardeners

than they now are. As a rule, before bedding out[reached its present

heio-ht flower borders iu the kitchen garden and round shrubberies

were filled with Roses, Lilies, Tritomas, and a host of other plants

that bloom in succession throughout the year. These, however,

gi-adually found their way to the rubbish heap, and their places were

filled with bedding plants. I feel certain that if a ballot were taken

amoncst gardeners the majority would vote that we " hold back '' a

little on the plea of economy of space and labour. James Groom.
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LEDEBOUR'S FU.MITORY.
((.ORYDALIS LEDEIiOUKIAXA.)

This is the newest ailiiition to the few species of Corydalis iu cul-

tivation, and it is, moreover, one of the handsomest. Its general

Corydalis Ledeboariana.

appearance may be seen in the annexed woodcut, which was pre-

pared from a plant that flowereil in Mr. Ware's nursery at Totten-

ham in March last. It is quite unlike any other kind, en .account
of the jieculiar glaucous leaves. These are arranf;ed in a whorl
about half-way up the stem, which grows from 'J in. to 12 in. high.
The Howcr.s are a deep vinous-puriilc with pinUisli .s[iurs, rendering
it very distinct. It was introduced from the soutli-castern distrieta
of Altai, through Dr. Kegel, of St. reter.sburgli. The other showy
kinds of Corydalis worth cultivating are C. tuberosa, V. solida and its

variety br.acteata, C. cava, C. eapuoides, and the extremely hand-
some C. nobilis. \V. G.

AUTUMNAL-FLOAVERINC; STOCKS.
This is a race of stocks of a very useful character, and it is doubt-
ful if their qualities are so well known as they deserve to be. They
are termed autumnal Stocks because they Hower later in the summer
than the ordinary Ten-week, though like it they are annuals. When
looking over Messrs. .Sutton's seed grounds at Heading a few days
ago I saw there autunmal Stocks growing under several names,
such as the Cape, Emperor, Imperial, and East Lothian, besides
others. They are particularly valuable, inasmuch as they prolong
the lilooming season of .Stocks, and if the Intermediates are grown
iu pots for sjjriug flowering they commence the floral season, which,
taken up by the l,>ueen3 and Bromptons, is carried on by the Uerman
Ten-week, and flnished by the autumn-flowering varieties. By a
little judicious management a garden may possess Stocks in bloom
from April till November, or, it might be said, nine months iu the
year.

The autumn Stocks are remarkable for their free branching
growth. The plants throw out a large number of side branches,
each of which produces a spike of flowers, and one plant will fur-

nish a large number of spikes. The bloom is put forth succession-
ally, and an individual plant will bear many more flowers tlian one
of the large-flowered Ten-week kinds. Advantage was taken of

the several t_\ pes of Stocks growing together to compare them, and
it was very diliicult to say wherein the Cape Stocks differed from the
autumnal and the others named above. They appeared to be all of

one type, but with differences as regards precocity or backwardness,
or of quality and size in the flowers. But that the type under what-
ever name it may be known is a very useful one there can be no
doubt. In Scotland the East Lothian Intermediate Stocks are now
extensively grown. Our English InterniediateStocks are sown in July
and August, and wintered in cold frames to bloom in spring. In
Scotland the East Lothian Stocks, which are exactly of the cha-
racter of the autumn-flowering tj'pe, are sown about tlie end of

March in a frame or under hand-glasses, and when large enough are
transplanted to the liorder or beds where they are to bloom. This is

done about the middle of May, when the plants are 2 in. or 3 iu.

high, and transplant well. Throughout August, September, and
October they flower freelj' and very finelj' if tlie strain is good, and
when the autumn is fine and dry they will continue in flower till

November.
The culture of these Stocks can be strongly recommended for cut-

ting purposes. They iJroduce side shoots in such abundance that
cuttiug can be carried on unsparingly. Of the types at Reading
preference is given to the East Lothi.m, and their superiority in the
matter of size, brilliancy, and distinctness, as regards colours and
the fullness of the flowers, can no doubt Ije accounted for from the
fact that Scotch growers have well selected their stra'us, and greatly
improved them iu doing so. Seed of a good Scotch strain is dear,

but the grower will be certain to have fine doulile flowers, and the
free branching habit of the plants makes it necessary that they should
be planted farther apart than the ordinary Ten-week. One best

realises tlie beauty of Stocks when they are grown in masses. This
is what our Scotch friends do to perfection

;
grouping Stocks is with

them an essential part of flower gardening, and they are enabled
to work out charming pictures that command admiration from all

who see them. R. D.

Larkspurs.—These with us are now over ; they made a grand
display for a few weeks, but their stems and decaying leaves are

not ornamental. Mr. Downie, writing in a contemporar_y, suggests a

very practical remedy for this. He says :
" Wlien the flower-

stems have started, say from 12 in. to 18 in., cut the one-half

baek to within a few inches of the ground ; they will soon start

into growth again, and will flower some six weeks later than those

that were allowed to remain." The old stems should of course be
cut back as soon as the flowering period is over. When grown in

rich soil and well watered in dry weather, many of the varieties

throw up a second lot of spikes. D. formosum does this, and I

find that D. eashmeriauum is also showing a second crop of bloom
almost as good as the first. When I), formo.-ium was first introduced

one of its best properties was stated to be its adaptability for

"bedding out," .and it was purchased eagerly for that purpose.

I have seen good masses of it in the flower garden twenty years
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ago. A succession of spikes is sure to be thrown up from seedlings

of the second year. The blue and purple flowers of various shades
of Lirkspurs cannot be dispensed with in the flower garden, and
a succession of flowers may be depended on if the soil be deep and
rich and the surface mulched with rotten manure, or if this be
objected to. Cocoa-nut fibre refuse will answer the .same purpose.

—

J. Douglas.

SOME NOTES OX LILY CULTURE.
0.\E need not bo very old to recollect the time when the old White
Lily, the Tiger Lily, and the ilartagou or "Turk's Cap," were all

the Lilies to be seen in ordinary gardens. Now the species and
varieties are so numerous that it would require a large bed to con-

tain but a single specimen or two of each. While in purity of white-

ness, in fragrance, and in the grace of its typical Lily form, the old

White Lily lias not been, to our minds, surpassed. Entirely new
types have been introduced, and we now have a great variety in

form and a wonderful range of colour, including some of the most
brilliant and some of the most delicate tints known among flowers.

The great improvement in Lily culture during the hast thirty years or

so is due to several causes, prominent among which is the opening of

Japan to commerce. Not only «'ere the native species of .Japan in-

troduced into our gardens, but it was found that Lilies had long been
favourites with .Japanese cultivators, who, by careful hybridising

and crossing, had produced garden forms of great beauty. In look-

ing for the causes for the advance of Lily culture, the efforts of our
own cultivators in crossing and hybridising must not be omitted

;

the splendid results obtained by Hovey, Wilder, Parkmann, Hanson,
and others, as well as those by Kuropean growers, show what a pro-

mising field is still open to the patient florist. The introduction into

cultivation of our native species from both sides of the continent

has added new forms and colour ; indeed, those who have not made
the experiment have no idea of the great variety in form and, within
a certain range, of colour the common species of our swamps can
present when transferred, as they well deserve to be, to the more
favourable conditions of the garden.

As with other plants, new introductions aniong Lilies are for a

while costly, but the majority, including the most beautiful, are sold

so low as to place them within the reach of all who can buy flowers

at all. Their moderate cost is due to the fact that most of the species

can be reailily multiplied from the bulb-scales. Each of the scales

of whiuli the bulb is composed, will, under favourable conditions,

form a bulb, and sometimes two or more. This method, now no
longer a florist's secret, will allow any one to multiply these beauti-

ful plants, as it requires not so much skill as patience. One has
only to carcrully pull off the scales, and a few of the outer ones can
be taken without injury to the bulb; set them out, just covering
them in boxes of light s.andy earth, and keep them at a uniform
temperature of about 50^ or 60'^. The earth should be kept barely

moist, nut wet, and in about six or eight weeks minute bulljs will be

formed at the base of each scale.

All tlie Lilies, except perhaps a few from the mountains of India,

are hardy, and many that were formerly considered tender are now
known to have suffcreil, not from cold, but from a long continued
high temperature. Some of our cultivators, following the English
method, planted the tall-growing kinds, such as L. auratum, in their

beds of Rhododendrons. This was done for effect, merely, as it gave
the Lily flowers the rich dark green of the Rhododendrons as a back-
ground the better to show off their colours, and it added to the
attractiveness of the Rhododendron plantations by clothing them a

second time with flowers, as the Lilies do not bloom until long after

the shrubs have finished their display. Some of our friends who
planted tlieir Lily bulbs in this manner found a marked improve-
ment, tlie flowers showing an increase in size and numliers. One
who had never been aljle to get but one bloom from L, auratum
when in an ordinary border, the bulbs either breaking up into nume-
rous small ones, or dying out altogether, a trouble ascribed to the
severity of the winter, accidentally left out the bulbs that were
among the slirubs, and instead of losing them, as he expected, found
the second summer's bloom much finer than the first. These expe-

riences in different localities led to the discovery th.at our failure to

secure results with Lilies at all apjiroaching those of English culti-

vators wlio mike nothing of fifty or more flowers on the stem of a
L. aur.itum, was not due to our more severe winters, but to the long
continued boat of summer. The shade of the Rhododendrons kept
the soil cml and moist, and gave the bulbs just the most favourable
conditions for their growtli. Planting the tall Lilies among decidu-
ous shrubs cin be practised by those who have no Rhododendron
beds. Where the Lilies are grown in open beds, wc have no doubt
a light mulch, preferably of leaves, would be of great benefit to all

the species.

Among th? Lilies that flowered very satisfactorily with us this

season is one kuo\vn as Kramer's Lily (Lilium Krameri). This is of

special interest, as it is supposed to be one of the hybrids of the
.Japanese, and it is thought that L. longiflorum and L. auratum are
its parents. This has the general habit of L. longiflorum, but is of

a delicate rose colour within, and has a fragrance similar to, but less

oppressive, than that of L. auratum, and is one of the best of its

class.

—

Anwriraii Ajrkulturlst.

[This singular testimony to a modification in the culture of Lilies

and otlier fine hardy flowers, first urged in The G-ikden, and per-
sistently recommended in it, is gratifying to us. Not only are the
Lilies better, but the whole garden landscape is improved. So in

like manner the many ways of growing the nobler hardy plants re-

commended in our pages, in addition to and instead of the bare bor-
der, will be found not merely better for the plants themselves but
for the beauty of the garden, allowing, as they do, for infinite

beauty of arrangement and combination.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GARDEN.

Antirrhinums as Annuals.—Many who treat the Antirr-
hinum as a biennial have had to deplore the loss, through the seve-
rity of last winter, of many a promising plantation, hopelessly
killed root and branch. This calamity has occurred two years in

succession ; hard frosts following a wet autumn appear to bo most
destructive to Antirrhinums. I saw at Messrs. .Sutton's a few days
ago some large beds in full bloom of very fine Antirrhinums, all of

which had been raised from seed sown in heat in .January and February
last ; the young plants had been grown on into size as fast as possible
and then planted out in the open grounl. This is not a new, though
it is an uncommon, practice, and the great advantage derived from
it is, that it makes one independent of the severity of the winter.
The plants in bloom were of large size, and were producing large

spikes of very fine flowers, some of the striped varieties Ijeing of
great beauty. The Tom Thumb varieties, also sown at the .same
time, are very attractive, and well suited for small gardens.—R. D.

Trellises Over "Walls.—The use of walls is so frequent in

oar gardens, that any means of softening their appearance or adding
to their advantage is desirable. In many cases a light trellising

above the wall would have great charms ; if the wall is low, for
example, it may be desirable to raise the surface for climbing
plants, as many walls are made too low for the full development
of climbers. A light trellis strained above the wall, to any desireil

height allows the climbers to pass up from the wall and to form
light wreaths and masses of flowers above it. The hardness and
the stitt'ness of the wall is thus got rid of. The effect of foliage and
flowers is much more light and graceful than on a wall. The
plants or flowers can be seen on both sides, which in many cases
might be an advantage, and the addition of height is obtained with
much less expanse than in the case of wall building. The beauty
of many suburban gardens would be greatly enhanced if elegantly-
clothed trellises were more common. The low walls that arc usual
necessitate mutilation of the climbers. A greater degree of light

for the plants should be added to the advantages mentioned above.
We have lately seen a wall in Mr. J. B. Brown's g,;rden at Bromley,
crested by a wire and netting trellis, and wreathed with large-

flowered and sweet-scented Clematises and Roses in a way that
produced a bsautiful and very natural effect.

—

Crxnleiiiny Illu-i-

tratcd.

Eohevaria secunda glauoa.—This pretty little succulent,
so highly valued on account of its neat, compact habit and the glau-
cous hue of its foliage for bedding-out purposes, is equally valuable
as a flowering plant. Those who carefully pick off each flower-stem
as it appears are probably little aware that by so doing they are
depriving themselves of half the pleasure that this plant is capable
of affording. A well-developed plant will throw up half-a-dozen
flower-stems, which being of a bright coral-red, and bearing a pro-
fusion of orange-red wax-like flowers, offer a pleasing contrast to
the glaucous tint of the foliage. The blooming period is a long one,
lasting from the middle of May to the end of August, the flowers,

owing to their great substance, possessing the ability of withstanding
any amount of wet weather.—J. C. B,

"Viola Ardwell Gem.—Amongst the numerous varieties of

yellow Violas now in cultivation, Ardwell (Jem stands out pre-emi-
nent. It has all the qualities of a first-class bedding variety—

a

strong constitution and a compact habit— is a free, continuous
bloomer, and produces flowers of a fine substance and of a rich

primrose colour. It is extensively grown, and much admired in this

part of the country. It was raised a few years ago at Ardwell, in

Wigtownshire, and was sent out by one of the London nurserymen.
Wherever Violas succeed it should find a place.

—

Archibald
Fowler, in Florist.
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LEAFLETS.

In a Kentish walk I was charmed to see the delicate tapes-

try of the Canary Creeper on the walls of cottages. Some
of my friends are making great exertions to grow the Flame
TropKolum (T. speciosum) and other rare and diificult plants,

but it would be interesting to meet with one who takes

advantage of the many beautiful things that are easily grown.

Some of our loveliest old plants are chiefly to be found in cot-

tage gardens ; I do not now speak of herbaceous plants,

but of such as Honeysuckle, Lavender, and Rosemary.

In a delightful walk I had once, north of Salisbury

Plain, and coming from Somerset towards Newbury, the cot-

tage gardens were a succession of little pictures, with Honey-
suckle and bright spots of the single yellow Rose—good things

not always in gardens.
»

At Gunnersbury, however, they have lately planted some
bold groups of Lavender and Rosemary about the grounds,

and also some beds of the old-fashioned monthly Roses,

which are never seen so well as in cottage gardens. In some
of the small cottage gardens in Kent Ferns do beautifully in

sunny positions, and, placed out among the flowers, sometimes

furnish a very rich and quiet efl'ect. The hint should be taken

by those wlio have to form good mixed borders of flowers,

the bare look of which is their greatest defect.

»

I was very much struck with the foliage of the great-leaved

Knotweed (Polygonum sachalinense) in Mr. Samuel Morley's

garden at Hall Place. It grew among shrubs, and the habit

and foliage were very large and remarkable. Many of the

leaves were marked with large red nerves. It is a most valu-

able aid in the picturesque garden, and one of the plants that

will render needless the placing out-of-doors tender plants for

the sake of their foliage. The plant may now be noticed in

many London gardens, but somehow the blight of smoke or

other evil influences alwaj's affects these, and a good plant is

not fairly grown till it gets a place in some country garden
with pure air and good soil

I was forced in Kent, as I am everywhere, to think of the

scarcity of beds and flowers in many of the gardens. A des-

perate ettort is made, as usual, on the floral hearthrug before

the house, and then all the quiet green corners about where
one might enjoy favourites are left bare. You may mention
endless groups of beautiful things, from Moss Roses to orna-

mental Grasses, without perhaps finding one of them repre-

sented in gardens with some pretensions—I am now speak-

ing only of plants of the highest merit, and having no rela-

tion whatever to the much dreaded " botanical curiosity "—

-

Everlasting Peas, monthly Roses, the bolder Evening Prim-
roses, the Cardinal-flower, and free and bold Carnations in

various colours. The present mark of gardens is Poverty,

beginning to be modified a little here and there.

*

Whenever I walk in a country where fruit trees are planted
I am forced to think tenderly ot " 3. S. W." and his extension

system. I know he does not mean by it. Let things wholly
alone ; and I know, moreover, he is right, but if any one system
has been thoroughly tested in our orchards it is the extension

system taken in its fullest sense, and the result is most deplor-

able. A good orchard attached to a country seat is a rare

thing. They are far too rare throughout the country every-

where, and it is no credit to us that we have to import from
America Apples which we ought to grow in Kent and all our

southern districts. It is also sad to see that in the great

majority of instances the orchards one does see are in nine

cases out of ten unpruned and unproductive. By pruning I

mean the .simple thinning which is the essential and inevitable

necessity of growing good fruit as long as Grass grows and
water runs. Any one who knows or thinks of the nature of

the Rosaceous trees which bear most of our fruits nmst come
to this conclusion : Extend as uiuch as you like ; let alone,

never without peril.
*

Another pleasure of my Kentish walk, and one I had never

before enjoyed, was a long bed in the kitchen garden at Pens-

hurst Place filled with a pure canary-yellow border Carna-
tion—a fountain in a dry place compared with what one gene-

rally sees now-a-days. Even cottage gardens so freciuently

bedeck themselves in scarlet and Golden Feather, that this bed
was a new pleasure to the pedestrian who looks over every cot-

tage garden railing. This Carnation was raised by Mr. Bridger,

and he proposes to call it Pride of Penshurst. I hope it may in

time adorn many another garden as well as that of its birth.
»

The finest plant I saw was one of the common Acan-

thus, the old kind (spinosus), in full bloom, about 6 ft. high,

one of the most stately of living objects possible in a garden,

and yet so hardy and so free in any good soil. About London on

the clay or poor sands the Acanthuses are seldom seen well

grown, but, like all other hardy plants, they have been neg-

lected and thrown into margins of shrubberies and other

places where they could not grow well. The plant is so in-

teresting from its association, as well as so graceful and
stately, that no one should begrudge it 2 ft. or 3 ft. of good

free earth. It is a good subject for those who want plants

in the autumn garden.

In the garden at Penshurst are delicate wreaths of Hops
garlanding the Apple trees on each side of Gra.ss walks,

flanked also with hardy flowers in shade. The efl'ect of the Hops
was very good indeed, quite as graceful as that of the Clematis

that grew up a Pear tree. In this old garden it was delight-

ful to see the pretty little roseate tufts of Thyme on the walls,

sometimes growing into quite a large plant. Among the many
flowers that are yet to be fairly grown are the Thymes. Occa-

sionally one sees one of them well placed and well grown, but

they deserve to be made more of, their fragrance and tufty

character making them welcome. Our common wild Thyme
and its varieties are capable, apart from the foreign ones alto-

gether, of being of much use in gardens either as close carpets

in unshaded spots on walls, or in the rock garden.

The brightest flower of the time was the deep crimson Rose

Campion, forming intense and lovely bushes at Redleaf—an

old-fashioned plant, and yet the queen of the garden in point

of colour, and so easily grown. In the same garden a strong

plant of the hardy Cape Lily (Crinum capense) has stood in

one spot for nearly half a century, and is now very vigorous.

The men who " invent " variegated Conifers must some-

times have sad thoughts if they travel much. One of the

ugliest things in a garden is a variegated Conifer when it is

sufiiciently established to get out of its young and pretty state,

and shows great flakes of variegated death here and there. The

ugliest thing I saw in half a dozen gardens was a plant of the

variegated Big Tree (Wellingtonia variegata aurea). Not less

objectionable, and more shocking because more visible, are

the too numerous trees of the variegated Negundo which

some people put about. One well placed suffices for a whole

parish ; six are enough to spoil a garden.
*

Mr. Kingsmill has sent me one of the handsomest plants I

have ever seen—an old neglected subject that few have ever
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seen well flowered in our gardens—the Tuber Nasturtium
(TropiEolum tuberosum). Thi.s for many years has been con-

sidered a mere botanical curiosity. At one time the Lawsons,
of Edinburgh, used to have it in their catalogue ; then even
they gave it up, and it was found with difficulty. I regret

that I have no means of conveying an idea of the extreme
beauty of the blossoms brought me, and the bold and grace-

ful growth of the shoots. The flower-stems, over 9 in. long,

are for half their upper part of a fine red-orange, as good in

colour as the flower itself This gives a refulgent colour to

the plant which is quite peculiar. A shoot of the Flame
Nasturtium (Tropasoium speciosum) sent at the same time,

though bright, was nothing compared with this in vigour,

grace, or even colour. I showed the Tuber Nasturtium to

Mrs. Duftield, who said immediately, " What a precious plant

that would be for schools of art !
" So Messrs. Parker, Bur-

bidge, Miles, Wilson, Dod, Ellacombe, Elwes, Moore, and
readers of The G.\eden generally, do not suppose j-ou have all

the beauties if you have not the Tuber Nasturtium well grown.
I remember it was hardy in certain soils, but Mr. Kiagsmill
planted it out this spring, having a large stock which increased

with him from one bulb.

I hope everybody who cares for a pretty garden flower will

have the white Musk Mallow. The odour is more delicate

than that of Musk, but it is the singularly fair transparent

white flowers that make this hardy plant so valuable. The
rose-coloured Musk Mallow is of course worth growing, too, as

indeed are many of these hardy Jlalvads, which abound in

flowers in the autumn time ; many of them, however, are

rather vigorous and coarse, except for wild and rough places,

whereas the white ]\Iusk Mallow is a flower that may adorn
the choicest little border.

*

I have been making a voyage into London—a country in

which one may live for a generation and yet know very little

of it—this time down IJermondsey and Rotherhithe way,
through miles of mean little houses (in part, the result of our
beautiful leasehold system) ; by old and large graveyards,

with their flowers fresher than in central London, and .Jas-

mine and Everlasting Peas healthy on the cottages around
Southwark Park, which is almost under the yards of the
great ships in the docks. A fine bold expanse of park, with
many promising young trees, and vast spacss of the earth of

the shrubberies bare, which might well be covered with groups
of hardy flowers of many kinds. I trust that this park will

not, like so many others, be made dependent for its beauty
on a set of glasshouses. Would it not be wise to let some
intelligent man see what he could do with it without any
glasshouses 1 I have no shade of doubt that he could make
it as beautiful as any that exist ; and that what some might
call his disadvimtage would really be a source of strength

;

because to be relieved of this pot-and-kettle business, if I may
apply such an expression to indoor propagation, (fee, would
enable a thoughtful man to turn his attention to the rich

stores that are to be culled from the flora of northern regions
for such a climate as ours. At Southwark Park I noticed the
Irises making a rich growth rouud one or two of the shrub-
beries, and was told that they flowered grandly. The shrub-
beries, belted by the leaves of the Iris, were superior in eft'ect

to those in which bare earth could be seen, as if the hens of
one of the vast poultry establishments we read of had been
doing their work. Extend the Irises back from the edge and
lot them creep up the low banks, and show partially through
the bushes, and we get a better effect still. Eemember that
the Iris is only one oat of scurei of handsome plants that
may bj used in this way, and that, good as it is, it should

not be round every shrubbery and clump, but each clump
should have a character and a plant of its own.

*-

No great nation in the world would leave those noble docks
to be forgotten where they are but our own. Perhaps some
day we shall get ashamed of all this, and make London acces-

sible to the natives. Everybody who is anybody is run-
ning away just now, and yet I question if any of them have
had a greater pleasure than myself in seeinj; these great ship
basins where the Red Jacket, the Marco Polo, and many a
once famous ship now lies, in fulfilment of the duty of their
old days, bringing us timber for the wants of London from
various parts of the world. Forests of great ships, the
bravest and handsomest things man ever made, and forests of
piles of wood, occupying many acres in the open air, and also

in great sheds, where the stems of huge Pines and other trees

are stored. An interesting field for the botanist who cares for

anything bigger than a .stipule, and yet this is one of the
least interestmg sights in the docks, which I think the finest

sight that one can see, and one which really might justify

a considerable amount of pride on the part of Englishmen.
We are far too much under the influence of the people for

whom the holiday number of the Gmphii; is compiled.
One of the wisest things a man with a long holiday can
do would be to stay in London and explore it.

*

In a plea for border Carnations that I noticed and agreed
with in The Garden lately it was stated that the florists'

flowers were more " refined," a concession with which I by
no means agree. The really refined and beautiful flowers in form
and colour are the bold border flowers. Cloves and Carnations,

fringed or otherwise, standing gracefully over their handsome
leaves and with their buds around them. The most vital

objection to much of this " dressing " business is, that the

product is much uglier than when the flower is let alone.

Give any artist some of the flowers to draw that are broken
up into little masses of light and shade, or those that are all

flattened out, trussed, ]iut in horse collars, and you will find

it is very probable that he will refuse to draw the trussed

flowers if he sees the others. Some have told us that it is

as easy to teach children drawing to a certain extent as it is

to teach them writing. Should this happy teaching ever be
carried out, we may be sure that this palling about of flowers

into what are called good .shapes will cease entirely, because

men and children will all know in what beauty of form con-

sists.

]\rr. Baines has been saying that a tender plant is as good
as a hardy one, that it is to a great extent a matter of arrange-

ment, and he mentions the Fuchsia and a number of our
well-known popular tender plants as cases in point. Apart
from the Fuchsia, which is really a hardy plant, even where
cut down yearly by the frost, and also surviving as a bush in

many districts, even in Ssotland—apart, I say, from the

Fuchsia, he is not quite right here, judging, at all events, by
the actual effects of the past few years. One class may cer-

tainly possess as much beauty as another, and many of these

tender plants have the advantage of escaping neglect from ex-

hausted soil because they are put out every year and frequently

into fresh ground. But no one who narrowly watches them
can come to any conclusion but that in contending with such

seasons as ours it is of vital importance whether a plant is

from a northern region or a warm or tropical one. I have
watched garden veg3tation this year a good deal and in by no

means unfavourable districts. The difl"erence in growth and
flower between hardy plants and tender ones is quite remark-
aide. This year throughout .June and July in the London
district the tender plants looked paralysed, flowerless, and
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vigourless by the side of Lilies, and Campanulas, and Lark-

spurs, and Irises, and numbers of others, which were all the

more vigorous for the cold rains. I enjoy a well-grown Ver-

bena or Pelargonium as well as any other plant of about the

same degree of beauty, but there is an essential and a very

important difference between the plants that come to us from

the slopes of the Jura and those from the sunny plains of

Africa or ilexico when it comes to outdoor gardening in

Britain. That very practical difference must be reckoned with

by all who wish to excel iu our gardening of the future.

I saw three fine plants at Kew—Murray's Pentsteraou (P.

Murrayanus) (5 ft. high, handsome, and conspicuous as a

young life-guardsman before being ruined by Loudon cooks

and London beer. It is really astonishiuLj that this glorious

Pentstemou, generally so delicate, should have grown 6 ft.

high, and equally fine in flower. It stood out all the winter,

but unhappily it does uot seem to be a true perennial.

This splendid plant is not, I fear, certain to be a plant

for general cultivation. The light soil at Kew keeps it

safe in winter, and the spot where it grows was, we be-

lieve, very highly enriched with good soil. Xot less sur-

prismg to me was a hand-

some plant of the moor or

wind(Tentian(Gentiana Pneu-

monanthe), superbly grown,

more than a foot high, and
with the flowers as handsome
as those of any alpine Gentian,

and of a richer purple out-

side. This plant as generally

seen on our moors is a weak
little thing, the little cut here

given showing what would be

called a large plant. The
-~ff~, -^ _. .'.^.^S^ large and handsome plant in

''~'^'"'''*"^ -= the rock gardenat Kew proves

that this species woiild well

repay us for good cultivation, and form, when seen in

healthy tufts or colonies, one of the finest autumn ornaments

of the choice garden. The Gunnera is also magnificent

at Kew—greater than all Rhubarbs and other big-leaved

things.
*

I have not seen a recently introduced hardy plant that gave

me more pleasure than the new purple Indian Primrose

(Primula capitata). It has been in strong and handsome bloom
throughout the summer, and still flowers on ; the colour is a

fine blue-purple, and the late flowering and continuous bloom
are very precious qualities to us, who see our other Primroses

going off .so early. It is also finely distinct from all the others.

There was a good figure of this kind in The Gabdex some
time ago.

Among the many innovations one sees, the replacing of

Box edging by tiles or boards is by no means a charming one.

It is about as wise as changing candles for gas. Xo doubt
the Box edging had certain faults, but when neatly kept they
were not serious. One of the most beautiful features of a well

kept garden in old times was the Box edging. They required

a certain amount of care to keep them in good condition, and
their being so was generally a sign of a good and careful gar-

dener. The effect was very good in the College Garden at

Dublin, in which Mr. Bain used to take great interest in his

edgings, and where they were beautiful. I noticed the other

day an old garden at Gunnersbury in which a happy effect

was secured owing to a high Bos edging. Also at Penshurst

Place, on the terrace garden, now devoted to hardy flowers,

the effect of this Box edging, 1 ft. high, was very good. It

is partly so because the Box conceals the ugly bareness of

the ground, which all gardeners up to the present day have
been too content to tolerate.

*

The most curious spectacle in the way of Box now to be
seen is that in front of the Palm house at Kew, where the

greater part is dead, and the dead black stems quietly left

there. Perhaps it is a concession to the recently arisen spirit

of the picturesque ; in any case pieces from one to five yards

long of dead ragged Box edging may be seen there. There is

to me a strange charm in the od(Jur of a Box bush, a delight

I fancied I enjoyed alune until I road a passage somewhere in

Oliver Wendell Holmes. I enjo}', therefore, healthy Box
edgings, even when they are as big as those in George

Washington's old garden on the Potomac—about 4 ft. high

when I saw them—but I do not like them dead.

*

At Kew along the main walk there is a considerable im-

provement observable, owing to the taking away of a number
of beds ; there is more turf visible, and the effect of the

flowers is much better than when the beds were more numer-

ous. The garden in front of the Palm house still, however,

calls for a radical change. Why should there not be beds

of Lilies or other fine hardy things arranged in various taste-

ful ways up the main walk i They would break the monotony

and the colour and form, and the Rhododendron clumps would

make a good background for them. At Kew and in various

gardens elsewhere I have noticed a tendency to put fine-leaved

plants, hardy or tender, in little poky circles by themselves,

and at Southwark Park a giant Fennel (Ferula) in the middle

of a lawn by itself. These things remind me of children who

have lost their mothers and are whining accordingly. They

are altogether better with otlier children accompanied by a

nurse—I mean they are happier and better looking in all ways

if held together, so to say, with some kind of unity or meaning.

A fine old Oak may stand by itself on a large expanse of

lawn, but not so Arundo Donax variegata.

*

The last time I saw St. Stephen's Green it was a quiet green

expanse, with not a little tree beauty, and offering a fine

situation for good and effective jilanting—only calling for a

little good taste and simplicity iu its disposition, so as to.

preserve its brsadtli and dignity while affording a home for-

every tree or shrub worth having.

The following extract from a Dublin print leads one to say

that "Happy is he w-ho expects little in the wa}' of pure-

design in our public gardens, for he will not be disap-

pointed" :

—

Opening out, round a bold rocky island wooded to the summit,

tlie water winds, the banks covered with verdure to the edge.

Again uairowing, it is spanned by a rough stone bridge, looking

from which the end of the lake is lost to view among the trees in the

north-east corner. South of the bridge is the old familiar statue,

round wliich a terrace has been raised, reached by four flights of

stone steps, and enclosed by a low stone balustrade with light iron

railing. Here we overlook the proposed flower beds which surround

us, and wliich we trust in years to come will vie in brilliancy with

those in the People's Park, Phunix Park. East and west are two
fountains, and beyond them two large octagonal shelters, very neces-

sary in our changeable climate. Inside the railings, and around the

whole Green, a broad horse ride extends, railed in, and with footpath

alongside, as in the London parks. The gates are very handsome,
and, with their four massive cut stone pillars, witli ornamental capi-

tals, look costly and imposing, and are in keeping with the other

improvements. A small airmy of labourers, under an experienced

landscape gardener, set to work to dig out the bed of a lake along

the west and north sides. The material taken out was formed into

irregular mounds. The quarry at Rathgar was drawn upon for rocks,

which are efiectively arranged in strata, and as none of this stone is

found in the neighbourhood, it will probably serve as a puzzle to.
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the geologist of future ages. Choice shrubs, evergreens, have been
planted upon the mounds, while foreign Grasses and creepers have

been inserted in the niches in the rocks. All that art could do has

been accomplished ; when Nature has done her work, and the shrubs

and trees have become fully furnished, only then will be seen the

value of this princely gift to the citizens. The water enters the lake

in a little dell on the west side, where, bounding from a height over

fantastically placed rocks, it forms a cascade of great beauty.

*

The loose way in which certain words are used in gardening

journals should be pointed out ; I read in a contemporar}' as

follows :

New French Decokative Pel.\kgoniums.—At Chiswick there

are two or three new decorath'C Pelargoniums that challenge atten-

tion.

Mrs. Potten, Charles Kcenig, and Lucy Lemoine are then

mentioned, and the writer concludes :

We are indeljted to Mons. Victor Lemoine, who has sent us some
most useful things, for these desirable additions to our group of

decorative Pelargoniums.

He is, no doubt, not responsible for such a wi ak, ill-chosen,

and in all ways unsuitable name, one no one should use who
dislikes impurities of speech. If there is no more fitting or

true name than this for the group, the names of the plants

should suffice. Ju.sticia.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Bell Wax-flO'wer (Hoya campanulata).—In the stove com-
partment of the T range at Kew this pretty climbing jjlant is now
very attractive. It is a distinct species, quite dirt'erent from other
cultivated kinds on account of the shape of the flowers. These are
in the form of a shallow bell, about | in. in diameter, of wax-like
texture, the surface Ijeing slightly corrugated. Their colour is milk-
white, with a faint blush tinge on the outside. The peculiar star-
like organ of a purfjlish hue at the inner base of the bell-like corolla
lias a singular appearance. As in most other species, the flowers are
borne in umbels produced from the axils of the fleshy ovate leaves.

This plant is a native of Java, whence it was introduced some years
ago, though it is seldom met with, especially in a flowering condi-
tion.

Clematises in Battersea Park.—One of the most charm-
ing floral sights imaginable may be seen at the present time in the
sub-tropical garden at Battersea Park. It consists of a nook between
artificial rockwork in which there is a row of Clematises—varieties
of C. .Jackmani— clambering over some dead branches about S ft.

high, and flowering so profusely that they have the appearance of
being a solid mass of rich purple. Rambling among them are several
other climbers, such as Kccremocarpus scaber, Canary Creeper (Tro-
pa'olum adunoum), Everla.sting Pea (Lathyrus latifolius), &c., like-

wise profusely in flower, ard all combine to produce a fine eflect,

and one that is greatly admired.

Lemoine's Hybrid Gladioli.—These new h.ardy bulbs are
now finely in flower in several places round Lomlon, and notably in
Messrs. Veitch & Sons' trial grounds at Chiswick and Messrs. Laing
& Co. 's nursery at Forest Hill. At these two places both G.
Lemoinei and Marie Lemoine succeed admirably and flower profusely.
The soft pinkish tinge with which the flowers of the latter variety
are suffused is particularly striking, and the flowers, moreover,
expand more widely, thus showing the colour ofl' to increased advan-
tage. The coloured illustration given in The G.\RriEN (p. 306, Vol.
XVII.) faithfully represents both varieties.

Primula-leaved Bell-flower (Campanula primub-efolia).—
One of the handsomest of the many Campanulas at Kew is this little

known, though old species. It is a tall-growing kind with erect
branches thickly furnished with shallow bell-shaped flowers of a
pale purple, with a conspicuous ring of deep purple at the inner
base. It is a highly attractive kiud, and one which may be singled
out from all others by its distinct appearance. Ou account of its

being so little known it was figured a year or two ago in the " Bota-
nical Magazine." It is a strong and free grower, and flowers freely
the second year from seeds.

ly

Grape-growing in Plant Houses.—The remarkably fine
examples of Grapes shown at South Kensington on Tuesday last by
Mr. Harrison Weir, and alluded to in our report of the meeting,
conclusively prove that Grapes may be grown in small houses along
with other plants, and that with highly successful results. In the

house in which the CJrapes which Mr. Weir showed were grown
there are Gloxinias, Cacti, and numerous other plants which are con-
sidered by some to re(iuire to be grown in separate houses. Mr.
Weir's success is all the more remarkable on account of the Madres-
field Court liking fire-heat to a greater extent than the other two
varieties, Muscat Cliampion and Venn's Muscat, likewise shown
from the same house.

New Flame Flower (Kniphofia triangularis).—At Kew there
is now- in flower in tlie hardy plant collection a new Kniphofia
bearing this name, which, if we mistake not, was introduced to culti-

vation by Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden. At first sight it

reminds one of the charming K. Macowani, especially as regards the
flower-spike, being about the same size pad of a similar tint. The
foliage, however, is broader and longer and strongly keeled, and in

this respect it resembles K. Uvaria. It is a desirable kind on
account of its being earlier in flower than the other varieties, and
also because it is a free grower and flowerer.

The Amethyst Sea Holly (Eryngium amethystinum).

—

We have receivetl a very fine specimen of this plant from Messrs.

Carter, and can only recommend it once more as being of stately and
peculiar beauty. About half-a-dozen kinds are usually grown in

our gardens of the hardy northern Eryngiums, among which this,

perhaps, is the most remarkable for the fine purple-blue colour of

the stems. There is some confusion among the species ; but inas-

much as they are all worth growing that is of little consequence.
It is important, however, to secure the kind we mention where the

form that possesses the greatest beauty of colour is desired.

Leianthus longifolius.—This remarkably attractive warm
greenhouse plant is now in flower in one of the houses at Kew. It

is Gentianaceous and allied to Lisianthus. The plant under notice is

about 2 ft. high, erect in growth, and has lance-shaped leaves. The
flowers are produced singly from the axils of the leaves, and are about
2 in. long with a long and slender tube and sjireading segments. The
colour is a clear yellow, which contrasts finely with the deep green

foliage. It is apparently very free both in growth and flower, and
we consider it would make a desirable subject for growing in private

gardens, as it flowers so continuously throughout the spring and sum-
mer months.

Aloe-like Flame-flo^ver (Kniphofia aloeoides nobilis).

—

This is now finely in blo.ssom here, and is certainly most appropriately

named, being really a noble plant ; the leaves are narrow, channelled,

and from 5 ft. to 7 ft. long. The llower-stem has grown to the height of

.5 ft. .3 in., surmounted by a flowerdiead just 13 in. long; the lower

half is bright yellow, deepening through orange to red at the top.

It is the most conspicuous plant in bloom here just now, and will

prove a welcome addition to this class of plants, not alone on
account of its fine appearance, but because of its early blooming
habit. K. Saundersi is just thi'owing up its flower-spikes, and
seems as though it will fill in the interval between nobilis and
graudis, the flower-spikes of the latter not being visible at all as yet.

—T. Smith, Ni-wri/.

Dianthus Seguieri.—This is now very attractively in flower

in the York Nurseries. Its colour is a deep rose, and the flowers are

about 1 in. across, produced two and three in a cluster of erect stems

about 1 ft. high. The same species is infloweratlvew, but there appears

to be various forms of the plant, as the Kew plants are not nearly so

efl'ective, on account of the sulfusion of purple in the flowers, as those

at York. Mr. T. Williams, Ormskirk, speaks highly of it as a

border flower, and from him we received sijecimens a few days
since.

Hardy Florists' Flowers at Forest Hill.—In Messrs.

Laing & Co.'s nurseries at Stanstead Park considerable attention is

paid to the cultivation and raising of new varieties of most of the

hardy class of florists' flowers, such as the Phlox, Pentstemon,

Hollyhock, Dahlia, Pansy, Viola, Gladiolus, and others, and just

now most of them are in flower, and make a most attractive dis-

play. Phloxes are grown extensively both in beds and in pots ; the

latter are remarkably fine, and just now in perfection. The most
conspicuous of the kinds in flower are the following, which represent

some of the finest varieties, viz. : Coccinea, rich vermilion ;
Queen of

Whites, pure white, truss large ; Lucien Tesserand, mauve, with

crimson centre ; Mons. Guldensehuroh, rose-violet, with a scarlet

centre ; A. Crousse, lirilliant carmine ; Earl of Mar, rosy-scarlet

;

Dr. Masters, rosy-pink with a crimson centre ; George Grieve, rosy-

salmon with a crimson eye. These are but a few of the best, selected

from amongst upwards of 150 sorts grown here, though it must be

added that some kinds are very near each other. This selection

would form a representative collection of the best sorts. The
Pentstemon, too, is grown in large quantities, and some beds

are wholly devoted to last year's seedlings, among which
are some highly meritorious sorts, and most of them are
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as yet unnamed. A selection of the best named varieties should

ineladc Comcdie, deep crimson, very rine both in ilower and spike ;

Montague Oorry, rosy-crimson, with a pure white tliroat ; Mr. (!lad-

stone in the way of one called Mark Twain, botli good rose-tinteil

sorts ; Black Knight, one of the darkest flowers of all ; Robert
Lowe, bright blue with white tliroat ; Editli Bo.\, delicate rose, with
a white throat : Alexandra, ro.sy-purple ; Mrs. Yule, rosy-scarlet

;

IV. Turner, crimson. As with the I'hlox, the varieties of these are

very numerous, there being more than half-a-hundred sorts, but
those named are only some of the best of the newer kinds. Tiie

bedding Violas are very gay still, but, of course, at this season their

respective merits cannot be commented on so well as in the early

part of summer ; one called Tory, a deep purple, appeared to us to

be the best dark kind, and another named Vestal the finest li^ht

kiml—in fact, almost white. The Dahlias are scarcely in flowering

condition, except the single-flowered kinds, of which there is a good
collection. The Hollyhocks are looking well and flowering finely

this season, and scarcely any trace of the leaf fungus is observable

in the whole collection.

Double-flowered Lapageria.—The accompanying woodcut
represents a double flower of Lapageria, sent to us a week or two ago
by Mr. Anderson, gardener to Mr. Titus Salt, at Milner Field,

Bingley, Yorks. Although the duplication may be considered by
some to be no improvement, we think that probably blossoms of tliis

Double-flowered Lapageria.

description, like those of other double flowers, may be more lasting
than single kinds. We have frequently had proof of the high cul-
ture which this beautiful Chilian climber receives at Milner Field,
grand flowering sprays of it ha\'ing been often sent from that place
to our office, and now we have further evidence in that direction in the
K-onderfully fine examples, both of the red and white varieties,

which Mr. Titus Salt showed last Tuesday at Kensington. These
branches measured several yards in length, and were literally

loaded with flowers, as many as half-a-dozen being in a cluster. The
specimens were certainly the finest that have yet been exhibited at
Kensington, and the committee were unanimous in awarding them
a cultural commendation. They also recommended the council to
present a further mark of distinction in the form of a medal for
SKilful culture.

Papaver nudicaule.—One of the mo.st attractive beds at the
Hoyal Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick is a bed of the
yellow-flowered form of this Poppy, which, by the way, is named
there P. alpinum, a smaller growing and otherwise distinct kind.
The plants are of a uniform height (about 1 ft.), and the deep
golden hue of the blossoms produces a very fine effect. Such a de-
sirable showy flower ought o be in every garden, and it i-: per-
fectly hardy, and may be raised freely from seeds, which are pro-
duced abundantly. The white-flowered form, of which there are
a few plants in flower in the same bed as the yellow sort, is also a

very pretty flower, the delicate whiteness of the blossoms harmon-
ising finely with the yellow. P. umbrosum, with its brilliant crim-
son satiny flowers marked by shining black spots, is likewise very
attractive in the same garden, where it has for the past few years
been a favourite plant with Mr. Barron.

Angrsecum Scottianum.—This extremely rare Orchid is

now finely in flower in tlie Royal Kxotic Nursery, Chelsea, wliere

Messrs. Veitch have some plants of it in a flourishing condition.

It is one of the most singular of a genus, remarkable for peculiarly

shaped flowers. The plants under notice are about G in.

high, with roundish quill-like leaves arranged in two rows. The
flowers are borne singly from the axils of the leaves on short stalks.

The lip, which is sliell-like, is milk white and of a wax-like tex-

ture, and nearly an inch in iliameter. Tlie spur is remarkable on
account of its great length in proportion to tlie size of the other
parts, being from 3 in. to 4 in. long. Like most other species of

the genus, it has its origin in Africa or adjacent islands.

Douglas' Silk'weed (Asclepias Douglasi).—A very showy hardy
flower is Ijrouglit to us by Mr. Stevens, from his garden at Byfleet,

under tiie above name. Though not so showy as the Butterfly

Weed (A. tuberosa), the pretty carmine-tinted flowers, borne in clus-

tered umbels, are very attractive, and they also yield a perfume
similar to that of Violet blossoms. It is one of the tall kinds,

and should be grown in the back rows of borders.

Abundant Crop of Cucumbers.—One of the finest crops

of Cucumbers we ever remember seeing is in Messrs. Veitch & Sons'

trial grounds at Chiswick (the nursery of the late Mr. Gleudinning).

The house is about IS ft. by 10 ft., with a low span-roof, and runs

north and south. There are ten plants in each bed on either side of

the central path. On these there are hanging in various stages of

ripening 390 fruits, the majority of which are 18 in. long and pro-

portionate in girth. The variety is the true Telegraph, one of the

best sorts in cultivation, and remarkable for its straight and hand-

some appearance in addition to its large size. To see such a crop

as this, with most of the fruits of a pale lemon colour beneath the

deep green foliage, is an unusual and tine sight,

DoublelBalsams.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, send ua

blooms of a very fine strain of Camellia-flowered Balsams. The
flowers, which measure from 2 in. to 3 in. across, are perfectly double,

and have broad imbricating petals. The colours vary from the

purest white to the deejiest crimson, and there are also amongst
them various shades of purple. One variety is of a delicate creamy
yellow, a tint we have not hitherto seen in Balsams.

"Wreaths of Immortelles.—We learn from the Cape Times

tliat the beautiful wreath of immortelles made by Mr. C. Ayres, of

the Nursery Gardens, Cape Town, and sent by the ladies of that

toAVn to the Empress for placing in the chapel at Chiselhurst, has

been so appreciated by the Kmpress, that on her arrival at Cape

Town she ordered four similar wreaths to be ready for her, so that

she should be able to take them home with her. These consisted of

a wreath of Violet Everlastings, with the letter " N " and the date
" 1S73 " in White Everlastings, for the tomb of Napoleon the III. ;

a wreath of White Everlastings, with the letter " N " and the date
" 1879 " in Violet Everlastings, for the tomb of the Prince Imperial

;

a wreath of White Everlastings with similar flowers, making an in-

side and outside margin, and with the letter " A " and " 1861 " in

Red Everlastings, for the tomb of the Prince Consort ; a wreath of

Everlastings, with a centre of crimson velvet, on which is worked

the letter "A " and "Dec., 1878," for the tomb of the Princess

Alice. To each of the wreaths is a very beautiful ray of silver

Everlastings.

Gardeners' Holidays.—At this season of the year proprie-

tors of gardens could do nothing better in their own interest than

sent their tried men to see what is going on in the world of garden-

ing. To a gardener who cares for his work a holiday is not, as with most

people, merely pleasure or distraction, but a time to store up ideas

and plans for future work, and to bring himself up to the level of

other men working in the same field. Men work in the same place

for years, frequently without the slightest idea of the progress that

has been made in matters with whicli they may have to occupy them-

selves at any moment. This is not only the case in country gardens, or

those distant from our great centres, but we see every day evidence

near our large cities of how very little gardeners see of the progress

that is going on about them ; they are frequently so busy at home

that it seems diflicult to spare them. Y'et there is no more short-

sighted policy than not allowing the active gardener to see what is

doing in the world about him, not in one branch only, but in many,

and, if poijsiblc, at various seasons of the year.

—

Field.
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THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLV.—SENECIO SPECIOSUS.
The genus Senecio is so va.st and so varied, that it is diffi-

cult to make a selection that would include all that would be
deemed worthy of cultivation. It numbers from 900 to 1000
species, and is represented in nearly every part of the world,

but the species are especially numerous in South Africa,

Mexico, and the Andes of South America, southward into

Chili. In hiibit aad foliage the species of Senecio offer al-

most as much variety as the whole family of Compositse, and
their flower-heads also exhibit great diversity, though only a
small proportion are really showy plants. That the lowly
Grounsel and the beautiful, many-coloured Cinerarias of our
conservatories should be referred to the same genus may seem
somewhat anomalous, but there is very little difference in

structure to separate them. As we have unconsciously men-
tioned the most showy of the cultivated species in this com-
parison, let a brief sketch of its biography follow at once.

It may be mentioned here that there is a genus of plants

called Cineraria, a genus comprising about twenty-live species,

inhabiting Tropical and South Africa. The Cinerarias of our
gardens are, however, regarded as belonging to the genus
Senecio, and it seems very probable that they have descended,

like the China Asters, from one wild species, n.amely, Senecio
cruentus. Some writers, it is true, have expressed the opinion
that S. tussilaginis (B )t. lleg

,
pi. 1550 ; Bot. ]\Iag., pi. 3215)

was also concerned in their parentage. An examination of the
original s|iecies and a comparison of the figures of the

earliest presumed hybrids lead us to the conclusion that

they were rather the issue of S. cruentus alone. This
species is a native of the Canary Isles, whence it was
introduced into this country in 1777. The original, as

figured in the Bot. Mag., pi. 406 (1798), has uniformly
violet-purple fiower-heads, and is described as a showy plant
having few equals. So far as our researches go, it was not
until about 18-35, or perhaps a year or two later, that florists'

seedling varieties began to appear, and Messrs. Henderson,
of Pine-apple Place, wore amongst the first raisers or dealers

in them. Paxton specially mentions (Mag. Bot. (1838), iv.,

p. 221) Henderson's collection, and gives a figure of a variety,

S. c. Waterhousianu.s, believed to be a hybrid between S. cru-

entus and S. tussilaginis, but which looks more like a superior

variety of the latter species. S. c. Webberianus (Paxton's Mag.
Bot., ix., p. 126, with a coloured figure) has the facies of the
florists' varieties with which we are now familiar, though
immeasurably inferior in some respects. The ray is an indigo

blue and the centre or disk black.

Senecio Cineraria, otherwise Cineraria maritima, is a species from
the Mediteri-aiieaii region, ami one which was formerly commonly
cuUi.'.ited in this country, and which deserves more attention now
than it receives on account of its ornamental silvery foliage and
hardy constitution.

Another old favourite which has become much scarcer in gardens
during tlie last twenty years is S. elegans, a South African plant,
better known to gardeners as Jacoby or American (iroundsel. A
single-flowered variety was in cultivation in this country as long ago
as 1709, but the double purple had superseded it towards the end
of the last century. There is a figure of it in the Bot. Mag.,
pi. 238.

Senecio K.-empferi, introrluced by Fortune from China about a
quarter of a century ago, and published by Liudley under the name
of Farfugium grande, is falling nito oblivion, though for the sake of
its ample gold-ljlotched foliage it deserves a better fate. Its hardi-
ness also recommends it.

In addition to the foregoing familiar species there are some less
known South African ones of an ornamental character.

S. speciosus, the subject of the accompanying plate, must be
included amongst these. Like elegans, tliis is an old occupant of
European gardens, and one which has alternately borne several dif-
ferent names, including concolor and pseudo-china.

One of the most striking of these South African species in cultiva-
tion is S. macroglossus, (IJot. Mag., pi. 6149). It is a very handsome
plant of trailing or twining habit, with Ivy-like leaves and pale
yellow fiower-heads S in. .across. This species may be seen in the
succulent house at Kew, and certainly deserves the attention
of amateurs in search of a really good novelty in greenhouse climbers.

S. chordifolius (Bot. Mag., pi. 6216) is one of the section named
Kleinia, characterised by having fleshy leaves and rayless fiower-
heads. Tlie present species is a diminutive plant of arboreus habit,
with slender terete leaves and small yellow flower-heads.

S. Auteuphorbium (Bot. Mag., pi. 6099) resembles some of the
fleshy Euphorbias, and was cultivated by Gerard in l.")96. It is

believed to be South African, though no botanist has collected it

there. Possibly, as I have before suggested, it may prove to be a.

native of the country bordering the Red Sea.
S. sub3candens(Bot. Mag., pi. 6363) is a stove climber having leaves

in shape like those of a Sow Thistle and ample panicles of small
orange-yellow and piuk flower-heads. A native of Tropical Africa,
formerly (and still) cultivated in the Palm house at Kew.

S. pulcher is a very robust and showy (annual?) species from South
Brazil, a coloured plate o; which has already appeared in The
G-lROEN. It has been called Tyerman's Groundsel, Mr. .1. Tyer-
man, Penlee, Tregony, Cornwall, having been the first to raise and
flower it in this country. The flower-heads are 3 in. across, and
have a small yellow disk and an ample, close, bright purple-red ray,

A very singular and beautiful Senecio is figured in tlie Hot. Mag.,
pi. '3S27, under tthe name of S. Heritieri var. cyanophthalmus. It
is remarkable in having an intense blue di.sk and a wliite ray. It is

a shrubby plant from South Africa, probably no longer in cultivation.

W. B. Hr.MsLEY.
[The plant from which our plate was prepared was grown in a cool

greenhouse in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. It will, however, suc-

ceed in the open air in summer, though this year the heavy rainfalls

which we have had have somewhat impaired its beauty.]

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Where the bedding system is largely carried out the beds will

now and for the next few weeks be in full beauty, both of leaf and
flower, and therefore their surroundings must be kept neat and trim.

The Grass, still verdant as in spring, must be kept mown and fre-

quently rolled, edgings mustbeclipped, and walks weeded and rolled;

all seed-pods and decaying blossoms, too, must be picked off ; the
former quickly exhaust the plants, and the latter give an unsightly

look to such flowers as are still fresh. Many of the best bedding
Pelargoniums produce such large trusses of bloom, that unless the
earliest blossoms are picked oft" as they fade, they are sure to hasten

the decay of the later blooms if wet weather sets in. Regulate the
growth of all trailing plants, and pinch or clip any that are planted,

so as to form designs. Amongst the best of plants for carpet work
are the Sedums and Echeverias, for they are, neat in habit and re-

quire but little attention. They are also mostly hardy, and will

grow in the poorest soil and driest positions. The advantage of

using this class of plants for the main design or ground work of

beds is, that when the tender Alterantheras, Coleus, etc., are re-

moved they are easily filled in with hardy suhjects, and thus made
attractive during the winter season. Proceed with the propagation

of .all tlie tenderest subjects first, as while there is plenty of solar

heat the work is accomplished quickly, and well-rooted early-struck

cuttings always winter well. Compared with those propagated
later, soft-wooded plants, like Coleus, Petunias, and Verbenas, will

strike root in a few days if kept quite close and well shaded. Pe-

largonium cuttings may be inserted thickly in shallow boxes filled

with light soil, and set out in open, sunny positions. We find the
most useful sized box to be 2 ft. by 1 ft. 3 in. and 3J; in. deep.

Boxes of this kind hold from fifty to seventy plants, and are easily

moved about by one person, whereas larger ones necessitate much
more labour in removal, and the weight of soil soon breaks them.
Leave apertures in the bottoms for drainage, over which put a little

rough soil, and then fill up with fine soil, finishing ofl" with a layer

of sand. When shaken out of this material for potting in spring,

the roots will all come out without breakage. After insertion give a
good soaking of water to settle the soil firmly round the cuttings,

after which they are best moderately dry until they begin to root

freely. One of the best scarlets is the well-known Vesuvius, which
is dwarf in habit and extremely floriferous. A good crimson is

General Outram, a variety with large trusses. Amongst pinks we
find Master Christine and Mrs. Turner very useful ; amongst
white variegated-leaved sorts, Shottisham Pet and May
Queen ; for dwarf carpet beds. Little Trot. The best
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golden tricolors are Sir Robert Napier, Mrs. Pollock,

and Lady CuUum. Silver tricolors— Lass o" Ciowrie, Mr.
J. Clutton, and Ch.arming Bride : and gold and bronze—Beauty
of Caulderdale, Crystal I'alace (iem, Marshal McMahon, and Robert
Burns. Amongst the Ivy-leaved section, so useful for vases and
baskets, we find Bridal Wreath, Duke of Edinburgh, Ku-nig Albert
(a beautiful double mauve) to be all excellent : peltatum clegaus is

also a beautifully variegated variety. We always grow the Ivy-

leaved section in pots, putting about five cuttings in a S-in. pot for

the winter and potting otf singly in spring. In the case of plants

in flower in beds, the abundant rainfall will render tlie artificial appli-

cation of water generally unnecessary : but in that of vases, rustic

baskets, and of plants in other elevated positions, plentiful supplies

will be needed, as the abundant leafage will throw olT most of tlie

rainfall, and the limited space for root-growth makes daily watering
almost necessary. Finish sowing biennials for flowering ne.xt spring,

and transplant any such things as require more room. Cut evergreens
that are generally making vigorous growth, and in doing this the

knife is better than shears, e.\cept for hedges, where a flat, uniform
surface is desirable. Privet makes a good evergreen hedge if cut
two or three times during the growing season, but if left late and
only cut once it gets l)are of foliage and does not beconie furnished
again until the following spring. Collect seeds of anything especially

worth increasing, and store while quite dry. Gather Lavender, also

leaves of the scented Verbena and those of other fragrant plants for

winter use, as after this time they begin to deteriorate.—J. CJruom.

Auriculas.—The season has again come round when we may
expect Auriculas to throw up autumn blooms ; many of ours are

doing so, and Mr. Simonite informs me that his plants are blooming
to a considerable extent. The northern growers in their cold
districts have the advantage of us in the south, inasmuch as not
nearly so many of their plants produce autumn blooms. The Rev.
F. D. Horner, who potted his plants before the middle of May, tells

me that his are not doing so, and that is a sufficient answer to

those who say that early potting has a tendency to cause the plants

to throw up autumn blooms. A large number of our specimen
plants potted late in July are showing bloom. If any one can
say how autumn blooming can be prevented it would be a great
boon to Auricula growers. No time should now be lost in getting
all the potting tinished. This is also the best time to sow seeds of

Auriculas; ours were late in ripening and have just been sown.
It is not a good plan to use manure with the compost for seeds. I

prefer good loam in which there is a little leaf mould or peat-soil

and some sand. Sow the seeds thinly, and only Just cover them
over with fine soil. Place the pots or pans in frames with the
other Auriculas, and lay a square of glass over them to prevent
rapid evaporation. Green fly spreads rapidly in warm weather,
and therefore must be destroyed.

Dahlias.—We have now a considerable number of blooms fully

exp.anded and many others far advanced, therefore a good array of

flowers might be had by the end of the present month for exhibition.

Many lose sight of the fact that if an early bloom be required, the
old tubers must be started early in the spring, and the plants also

be potted on and grown under glass until they are of large size.

The grower for e.xhibition must shade the flowers from the weather.
I fancy there is no better plan of doing this than having a stout stick

and a movable board. The sticks should be square, and a hole should
be made in the board proportionate to the size of the stick ; the hole
should be a little larger than will admit the stick, as a wedge must
also be used to keep it in its place. Next a slit must be made to
admit the stem of the flower. The Dahlia should be placed in the
centre of the board, which should be 9 in. by 12 in. Dark flowers
can be covered with some light material, and the light coloured
flowers with a flower-pot. Precautions must be taken to prevent
earwigs from getting in ; one of these would destroy a Dahlia bloom
in a night.

GHadioli.—The fiue varieties of G. gandavensis are now very
beautiful. Besides .Shakespeare, the following are the very finest now
in bloom, viz., Amalthea, Adolphe Brogniart, Horace Vernet, Ros-
sini, and -Merveille : these seem to bloom early, as numbers of spikes
of each of them are in flower. Gladiolus spikes may be much im-
proved by plentiful supplies of manure water, but I do not recom-
mend this unless they are intended for exhibition, as the bulbs for

another season are injured by it. Some of the best varieties should
be selected to save seeds from, and for this purpose those with
decided or clean colours should be chosen. I generally cross two
light varieties together, and the same with the dark colours. For
instance, Adolphe Brogniart is being crossed with Amalthea, Horace
Vernet with Rossini, and Merveille with Horace Vernet. No Sower
is easier hybridised than the Gladiolus. Each blossjm has three
stamens, which must be removed before the pollen cases burst ; this

can be done with the fingers before the flower is quite open. In two
days afterwards the stigmatic portion of that flower will be ready

to receive the pollen from another v.ariety. I generally repeat the
operation three to four times. Look for caterpillars on the leaves,
and place sticks to the spikes .as they advance in growth.

Hardy Plants.— Nearly all the more robust species have been
pl.anted out now on beds of fine soil. Aquilegias that we do not
plant out have started into growth, have been repotted, and placed
out-of-doors. These seem to like a little peat mixed with good yel-

low loam and rotten manure ; leaf-mould will answer in place of the
peat. The smaller-growing subjects, such as the Soldauellas, must
also be repotted now if tliey were not sliifted after the flowering

period. We saved seeds of any choice plants when they were ripe,

and find that, as a rule, it is best to sow them in pots and place them
in cold frames not exposed to the sun. The success of this methoil
depends on keeping the soil uniform as regards moisture ; and much
patience is necessary, as some seeds do not vegetate for many months
after they are sown.—J.\s. Doi'clas.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—Growers of Orchids must make the best use they can

of the next two months in the way of maturing their plants, as there

is hardly a greater mistake made in Orchid growing than having to

face a long and perhaps severe winter with [ilants only half matured.
These remarks apply more especially to the East Indian species,

which are always the most dillicnlt to winter safely. Do not induce
the plants to make late growth, but rather be satisfied with a mode-
rate rate of development, which, when well matured, will last for

years. Let no favourable opportunity be lost during this and the

next montli to ventilate warm houses freely ; indeed, they should

not be entirely closed at any time, either at night or during the

day. The beautiful Vanda coerulea will now be beginning to produce
flower-spikes, and the plants should be placed up to the glass to

give colour to the blossoms. Where there is a stock of this plant

a few examples may be placed in a cooler temperature in

order to lengthen the season of blossoming. Oncidium Lance-

anura will also be showing flower. This is a valuable late summer
blooming Orchid, and one of the best of the genus to which it belongs.

Another free-flowering plant when well established is Oncidium
Papilio majus, but it should not be allowed to go on flowering for an
indefinite period, otherwise ill-healtli may be the result. Where
this is carrying a few spikes it is well to remove the flowers occa-

sionally as soon as they can be laid liold of, an operation which will

materially strengthen the plants and give them a chance to make
new growths. Most of the cool Oiontoglo.ssums, such as 0. Auder-
sonianum, O. triumphans, 0. Halli, 0. Pcscatorei, 0. blandum, and
many others, will now, or soon, be making good progress as regards

growth. Keep them all thoroughly moist at the root, as it is almost

impossible to overdo them with water at this season of the year,

provided the drainage in the pots is perfect. Let a gentle current of

air play about them at all times, but not sufficient to cause dryness

in the atmosphere of the house, as this is as prejudicial to these

plants as drought at the root.

Stove Plants.—Autumn-blooming plants will now be fast

filling their pots with roots, and will soon need a little stimulating

with liquid manure to keep tliem in the highest state of vigour.

Keep them well syringed to keep red spider and other pests from

gaining a footing upon them in hot weather. Where grown in pits,

as they should be at this season of the year, the lights may be en-

tirely removed from the following kinds during fine weather, viz.,

Poinsettias, Gardenias, Liniim trigynum, Eranthemum Andersoni,

E. purpureum, various Begonias, Aphelandra aurantiaca Roezli, and
Scutellaria Mocciniana. The fine-leaved Anthuriums and Alocasias

shoulil now be watered somewhat less liberally than hitherto, as it

is not desirable to allow these to make growth late in autumn, which

would be unfavourable to their starting strongly anil vigorously in

spring. Any suckers on Ananassa sativa variegata should be at

once removed and inserted singly in 5-in. pots, in which they will

get established before winter, and will make useful plants for vases

during the spring. Any old old plants of this that are too large for

indoor work should .low be cut up. Insert the crown in a suitable

sized pot, and the lower and more woody part of the stem should be

cut into pieces, each with an eye, and these should be inserted in

sand in a brisk bottom-heat, watering them carefully until established.

Bertolonias, Sonerilas, and Eriocnemas that have been grown in cases

or under bell-glasses should now have more air in order to give sub-

stance to the foliage, otherwise there is danger in having them too

tender to stand the winter.

Greenhouse Plants.—Pot a good batch of Dutch bulbs as soon

as they can be obtained. The best soil for these is a light, fibrous,

sandy loam enriched with old cow manure. Place the pots in a dry,

sheltered position, and cover them over to the depth of three or four

inches with old tan or Cocoa-nut fibre. Attend to the staking and tying

out of Chrysanthemums, Salvias, and any other soft-wooded plants that

are liable to get damaged by wind. Any autumn-blooming her-
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baceous plants in pots, suoli as Schizostylis coccinea, Stokesia cyanea
and the dwarf varieties of Michaelmas Daisies, must not be allowed
to suffer from drought now that their flowering season is so near at

hand. Attend to pricking out and potting on Humeas, Calceolarias,

and all seedling plants. I'ut in a good batch of cuttings of the best

free-growing Fuchsias. Clioose yo\ing-growing points of these that

are free from flower-buds, as they always make most growth during
winter, and will rapidly develop into fine plants wnen spring comes
to their assistance. Nerines that have received a thorough ripening
in the full sun should now be shaken out and repotted in rather
poor sandy loam. Keep Crinums and Amaryllises dry at the roots

and fully exposed to the sun. Attend to thinning out all kinds of

annuals in pots before they get crowded, and make sowings of In-

termediate iStocks and a large batch of Mignonette for spring flower-

ing.—J. ROEEKT.S.

Indoor Fruit.

Cherries.— If the movable roof lights still remain over the
trees, no time should be lose in getting them removed in order to

admit of free exposure to showers and cool refresliing dew. Tlie
permanent trees established in inside or outside borders will rerpiire

just sufficient water to prevent premature ripening of the foliage,

the most common cause of the buds bursting into growth in the
autumn. When tliis state of moisture has been secured, the borders
should be well mulched -with some loose, dry, non-conducting mate-
rial, and covered with shutters with a circulation of air beneatii
them. Where late dessert Cherries are in request, the Bigarreaus
may be kept for a considerable time on trees in pots in a cool house
where they can lie shaded from bright sun and protected from wasps,
which, under the most inviting circumstances, do not care to attack
a Bigarreau until they have finished tlie more luscious May Dukes.
The Cherry, like the Peach, wlien properly prepared, may be lifted

and moved to the forcing house very early in the autumn, and time
being an important point in planting, arrangements should be made
for carrying out all alterations of tliis kind in the briefest manner
possible. To grow Cherries well and keep the trees free from gum
the borders should be well drained, and the soil, a sound sustaining
loam, should be made free and open by means of burnt earth or old
lime rubble, manure being used as a mulching only.

Plums.—Houses in which Plums are now ripe or approaching
that stage cannot have too much air l)y night and day. If in pots,
moderate watering to prevent tlie trees from sutfcring from drought
and spider will be necessary, and a little fresh mulching spread
loosely over the surface will protect the surface roots from getting
too dry, while the water applied to the stems and other parts will
be absorbed by it and given off gradually as the heat of the day
increases. It is hardly likely that insects will be troublesome, as all

lateral growths may be taken off, and with them any green or black
fly will be removed. As the fruit is gathered the trees should be
taken out-of-doors or to a part of the house in which they can be
well syringed and watered preparatory to potting, if such ie consi-
dered necessary. The latest .section, including some of the Gages,
Washington, .Jefferson, and the good old Golden Drop, if kept
together may be lightly syringed with pure soft water without injury
to the bloom for some little time after they show signs of chan<'inc
for ripening, and the supply of water to the roots may be more libe-

ral and of a stimulating nature, as trees of this character should be
kept in a healthy, growing state at the roots until the fruit and
foliage is quite ripe. Blackbirds h.ave a great liking for good, ripe
Plums, and soon do serious mischief unless prevented from getting
into tlie house by means of fishing-nets drawn over the ventilators.

Vines.—Where Grapes are grown upon the semi-extension prin-
ciple, laterals and sub-laterals being laid in until every part of the
trellis is covered with foliage, a general shortening back to within
five or six eyes of the spur should be performed immediately after
the house is cleared of fruit. Some very good Grape growers do tliis

as they cut their Grapes, assigning as tiieir reason for doing so the
theory that the Vines do not feel the check when it is performed
piecemeal. It is hardly necessary for me to say that the object to
be gained is the full development of the lower buds, and free admis-
sion of light and air to ripen up the wood. We assume that tlie old
leaves are clean and healtliy, and that they will be carefully pre-
served as feeders to the buds, aho that root action will be main-
tained by means of lateral growth from the extremities of the
shortened .shoots until the Vines go to rest, when the houses may be
kept dry and cool until tlie time arrives for pruning. Muscats now
colouring fast may be kept somewhat drier, with a free circulation
of air and sufficient fire-heat to keep up the proper temperature,
and in the event of later.al growth having become somewhat wild—

a

condition under which Grapes always swell well—a gradual shorten-
ing back will be advisable ; but care must be oliserved in the preser-
vation of a good canopy of foliage for the protection of the fruit
from the direct influence of the sun. For special purposes the colour-

ing may be hastened by full exposure, but in modern houses glazed
with large squares of 21 oz. glass, the clear amber colour, so much
desired, but not always attained, may be gained by allowing fruit,
wood, and foliage to ripen up together. The latest Hamburghs in-
tended for use tlirough Novemlier and December are now colouring
with me exceptioually fast, and, with the excejition of two hours'
close treatment from 4 p.m. to (J p.m., the ventilators are kept con-
stantly open. In this house the shortening back principle, as recom-
mended lor early aud midsoason houses after the fruit is cut, is put
into practice as soon as the Grapes are ripe, every shoot being cut
back to within one or two buds of the bunch ; and as there is no fear of
any of the buds breaking into growth, all the laterals which would
hold moisture and impede circulation are cut away by decrees to-
wards the end of September. The house in which these Grapes are
grown IS very lofty, and being used for large plants through the
winter, we cut and preserve the Grapes in bottles of water
placed iu the Lady Dowues house, where they keep better than in
the Grape room or upon the N'mes. Sharp, dry fire-heat is then
continued for some time longer with advantage to Mnes aud plants.
Late Grapes now safe from scalding and in most places colouring
fast, must be encouraged with gentle fire-heat and free ventilation,
in Older to get them ripe by the end of September. Gradually re-
duce lateral gi-owths, leaving a good spread of foliage all over the
house. Examine inside borders, and continue the feeding with
warm liquid manure or guano water until the colouring process is

well on the move, when the supply of stimulating food "may be re-
duced or discontinued altogether.

Peaches and. Nectarines.—The fruit in late houses will

now be sufficiently advanced for full exposure to the influence of

sun and light by being elevated on short jiieces of lath placed
across the wires of the trellis. Nothing is gained by getting them
up too soon, as I have found that Peaches, like other things under
artificial treatment, always .swell best under a free and unrestricted
gi-owth from the stoning period up to the time they begin to swell
for ripening. As the fruit is placed apex upwards, all strong gi-owths
should be tied down and stopped for the twofold purpose of in-

creasing the size of the fruit and maintaining the balance of sap in

the lower and weaker parts of the trees. If well syringed, the
trees in late houses having their roots in external borders should
not be at all infested with insects, tke terrific thunderstorms we
have had having drenched them through ami through ; and the trees

evidently enjoy it, a good jiroof that fruit trees under glass in

properly drained and well constructed borders cannot easily be
overwatered during the season of growth. The scarcity of choice
wall fruit in all parts of the country will increase the demand and
enhance the value of good late Peaches, .and on this account timely
attention, as I have before advised, should be paid to the retarding
of some of the midseason and late kinds, so as to avoid having a
glut at any one time, particularly where there is a steady family
demand. Midseason houses now clear of fruit and having the
roots inside will require very careful attention for some time to

come, as next year's success greatly depends upon the proper
development and ripening of the buds. To insure this, it is hardly
necessary to say all surplus wood should be removed prior to

cleansing with the hose or garden engine, and that the foliage

should afterwards be kept in health by means of evening syringing,

libenal ventilation, and copious watering. I would again direct

attention to the importance of keeping a good stock of thriving
young trees on hand, ready for filling up vacancies as they occur,

instead of having to go to the nursery for them at the eleventh hour
;

and lovers of the most profitable of all indoor fruit should look
round their estaljlishments for space for a few extra trees either by
building new houses or converting old ones to Peach culture.

—

W. Coleman.
Kitchen Garden.

The destruction and prevention of the growth of weeds by hoeing
has this season, owing to the heavy and frequent rains which we
have had, been almost impossible, but the weather seems more
settled, and if this should be so, hoeing should be industriously

practised, for the growth of weeds has been something enormous,
and if permitted to seed their eradication will be equally bad next
year, not to mention the impoverishment which their growth inflicts

on the land. I may also appropriately in connection with this

matter allude to the evil 'of leaving crops long on the ground after

they are exhausted. Even if the latter are not required, such crops

should be cleared off forthwith. Peas, Broad Beans, French Beans,
and stems of Cauliflower are among the most likely subjects at

present that require to be cleared away, together with the harvesting

of early and second early kinds of Potatoes. The ground thus set

at liberty should be cropped as follows : The best and driest plot

should be sown with Winter Spinach in drills 2 ft. apart, the next
best plot with Winter Onions in rows from l.j in. to 18 in. apart,

another breadth with Turnips in drills 1 ft. apart. Chirk Castle
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Blackstone is a, j^anil variety for sowing at tliis season, and smaller

plots sliouUl be set apart for successional sowings and plantings of

Endive, Lettnees, Radislios, and Onions for salads ; a warm border

should also be reserved for a sowing of Cabbage and (_'aidi flower, in

wliieli position they may winter if altbrded some slight protcetion

in severe weather. Numerous other operations, too, must have

early attention, such as staking late I'eas, earthing and placing

twiggy sticks to French Beans, earthing up Celery, thinning out

receutly-sown Turnips and Carrots, tying up and stopping

Tomatoes and taking off part of the foliage in order to expose

the fruit, training out ridge Cucumbers and ^"egctable Mar-
rows and soiling them up, cutting and hanging up to dry

all kinils of herbs, removing seed stems from Seakale and the fruit

from (ilobe Artichokes as soon as fit for use ; from those stools that

have done bearing, too, the old steins should be cut quite oflf at

once. If, after all the staple winter crops are got in, there is still

ground to spare, it may advantageously be utilised for a chance crop

of Cauliflowers, for Celery to be useil for soups, to save the main
supply, or for Coleworts, which at all seasons are acceptable. To
continue the supply of French Beans, provision will now have to be
made to sow them in pits or frames ; let the soil be open, moderately
rich, IS in. in depth, .and the drainage open. Sow in rows 15 in.

apart, and for Canadian Wonder IS in. apart. This forces equally

well as the most renowned forcing kinds ; grow them on in full expo-

sure till the nights become so cold that they begin to show a yellow
tiuge. A free use of the sj^ringe and abundance of water will keep
them free from insects. Peas may also be had very late by adopting
the same line of culture ; but dwarf varieties only are suitable, of

which Sutton's Bijou is tlie best I know of, and one alike suitable

for culture in pots and for frames or orchard-house borders.—W. W.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

MARKET GARDEN XOTES.
Ridge Cucumbers.—Where there is no natural shelter and

the fields or gardens much swept by the wind, it is needful to pro-
vide for Ridge Cucumbers some artificial shelter, and also to utilise

to the utmost the sun's heat. One large grower makes use of his

long rows of seed Onions for this purpose. He plants the bulbs
closely in rows 6 ft. apart, and these get well up before the Cucum-
ber plants come through the ground and give a useful amount of
protection. Every one does not, however, grow Onions largely for
seed, and therefore some other shelter becomes needful. Looking at
the erect habit shown by the Magnum Bonum Potato, its long re-

tentiveness of foliage and good disease-resisting properties, I would
recommend growing this in from 6-ft. to 8-ft. rows as a shelter for
ridge Cucumbers. In good soil the haulm will grow to a height of

3 ft. and it is stiff and erect. The rows should run nortli and south
to enable the Cucumbers to get a maximum amount of sunshine.
The Potatoes may be planted about the middle of March, and, being
a late kind, the tops will not be through tho soil until the begin-
ning of May. With the intervening space well broken up and
manured. Cucumber seeds may be sown at that time, and these will
makeplants just as danger fromlate frost is passed. Inotice thatthcre
are few vacancies amongst the rows of Cucumbers this season, and
as last year's crop of seeds was a failure, the present good plants
speak well for the quality of the seed of the preceding season. The
chief want now is warmth and plenty of it. Cucumbers need this to
enable them to grow and the fruit to sell.

"Winter Qreen Crops.—Large quantities of the Autumn
Giant Cauliflower have been planted out this year, and an abundance
of this useful vegetable may be looked for in the market next Octo-
ber. Last year this Cauliflower largely failed, as the seed, owing to
the excessive wet, came up badly, and what did was late : thus the
plants were got out late, and were so late in turning in that the
early frosts killed them wholesale. The recollection of that failure
has induced the growers to get their Cauliflower plants out early
this year, and as the seedlings came up well a very large quantity,
as I have just said, is planted. .Summer Cauliflowers are grown to
but a limited extent, but those who would try the Early Snowball,
which has been turning in for the jjast month, will find it a most
profitable kind for a warm spot and rich soil. Where Brussels
.Sprouts are put out between Runner Beans at some 5 ft. apart, they
look remarkably well, as do also the Beans. In some grounds botii
crops are a fine sight, where on the other hand, the plauts Iiave been
put out between Potatoes they are brown, and are being smothered.
Where put out between Peas there is the inevitable damage resulting
from careless pickers. .Savoys must have ground to themselves if

fine compact heads are to looked for ; the Drumhead kind, so much
liked by growers, makes huge heads in rich soil, and breadths of this
variety look remarkably well. Coleworts are now being put out as

frvst as early Potatoes and Peas are cleared oil'. This is a singularly
useful and profitalile autumn (Jrceu, as it can be ])lanted out long
after all other winter (ireens should be well established, .and yet will

turn in and be cleared off' again before many other (Jrecns are ready.
Spring Cabbages soon become worthless for market when Peas come
in, but .as there h.as been so far a moist summer, it is hoped that they
will hold on .and become market.able when I'eas are over.

Sno-wball Cauliflower. —I learn that the classification of

this dwarf early (Jaulillower with the early dw'arf iM'furt is incorrect,

and that it was not with this latter kind at Chiswick the .Snowball

was found to be identical, but rather with another newly-introduced
sort from (iermany, and to whicli it came nearest in general cha-

racter as the earliest and dwarfest of all the sorts grown. As a

garden Cauliflower for .summer use it is literally unrivalled. The
top of each head when fully grown is not more than !) in. from the

soil, and all are as firm and jjure in colour as can be. From a sowing
made under glass in January I have had from three dilferent plant-

ings a succession of heads to cut for these last six weeks. Sowings
in May and again in .June will keep Cauliflowers from this one kind
going up to the end of November. I have, indeed, found it from a

summer sowins to be tit for use in twelve weeks. The
Snowball may be told by one unfailing test, viz., when the
heads begin to burst into flower they become suft'used with a pretty

purple tint. As 100 plants of this dwarf Cauliflower may be grown
upon a rod of ground, it is well worthy the attention of market
growers, and would be much more profitable than huge Cabbages or

those giant Cauliflowers that want enormous pots to cook them in,

or must be cut when half grown, in which case the powers of the

Giant plants are simply wasted, and dwarf precocious kinds would
do the work much better.

A Good Early Market Potato "Wanted.—Year after

year the great need for some earlier and larger cropping kind of

Potato for market growth than ilyatt's Ashleaf becomes manifest.

Only a bushel to the rod of ground is but a poor return, and yet that

IS about the average crop obtained from early-lifted roots of this

kind. The Early Rose, perhaps, produces the largest sujiply of early

Potatoes, but both its colour and quality are against its sale. A
grower said but last week that whilst Myatt's were fetching about

4s. Od. per bushel, the Rose could not command more than Is. 6d.,

and even sold slowly at that price. Myatt's Ashleaf has a good
reputation in the market ; its flavour is excellent, and it is appre-

ciated in places in which there is large consumption. A white
Potato in the style of the early Rose is much needed, but it must
combine size with abimdance and good quality, and I think pre-

sently such a one will be forthcoming. We have now, thanks to free

trade, reached such a stage in the supply of market garden pro-

ducts, that whatsoever our growers are deficient of will be supplied

from foreign sources. As a rule, however, home-grown produce,

if good, has tlie first choice, because in that case we get superior

flavour and freshness, but in the matter of early Potatoes, the

foreigner, thanks to a more favoured climate, can quite take the wind
out of our home-growers' sails with large second early kinds, such

as Snow-flake and Dawes' Matcliless, that are almost full grown
ere our Myatt's are ready ; therefore, the chance of making a good

return out of an early piece of Ashleaf Kidney seems now out of the

question. An early white Kidney that would give double the bulk

that the Ashleaf does would therefore be a valuable Potato for the

market grower, and would enable him to compete with the foreigner

on more ecjual terms. A. D.

Flavotir in Peas.—In our anxiety to produce large podded
Peas, such as shall gratify the eye on our show tables, we have, I

fear, almost ignored flavour, and that delicious soft sugary element

that makes Peas so much relished by manj-. I had but the other

day an excellent opportunity of tasting fresh from the plants whilst

young and growing three of the new large-podded Peas, and each

was hard, dry, and flavourless. Literally everything had been

sacrificed to secure big pods. It is Peas of this character that are

driving out of cultivation the grand old British Queen, Ne Plus Ultra,

Veitch's Perfection, Premier, and quantities of other really good
sugaiy Marrows that need no Mint and scarcely cooking to make
them delicious. The fast is, the Laxton breed of Peas, with the

exception, perhaps, of Omega, is now rarely grown, whilst Telegraphs

and Telephones, ilarvels and Macleans, Standards and Stratagems

are driving all before them in the race for the biggest. If raisers

want to obtam good Peas, why do they not work uiiou good sugary

Marrows, of which there are plenty that might be improved upon.

Dr. Maclean is a grand dwarf Marrow, but it wants flavour ; the

pod is large enough for anything. \Vill some successful cross-

breeder fertilise that with the Old British Queen or Ne Plus

Ultra ? In my locality a tall Man-ow is grown such as should

please Mr. Culverwell, who delights in tall Peas. It is an old kind,
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and the stock was preserved for years by a Mr. Thorpe until it is

now known as Thorpe's Pea. It is, perhaps, a fine stock of Britisli

Queen or Knight's Tall Green Marrow, but whatever it is it excels

in richness and the true sugary quality of the Marrow all new
Peas. If some one would but grow a quantity of this and give it a

new name, a service would be done to those who like a good Pea.

It has one peculiar good quality and one peculiar fault. The first

is its exceeding softness even when the pods have begun to wrinkle ;

the second the size of the Peas (not the pods), which are, perhaps,

too large for very dainty people. To get this Pea at its best, it

wants to be planted in a single row 3 in. apart, and in good soil it

will reach a height of 8 ft. if not stopped, but if this be done, say
at 6 ft., then plenty of luxuriant growth and a long succession of

pods is obtained.—A. D.

Bones for the Garden.—In Ganleninrj lUnalratid of .July

21 Mr. .John Hughes asks, " How it is that special chemical
manures are not more largely employed in our gardens. "' As the
owner of a town garden, I reply that it is entirely owing to the ex-

orbitant prices demanded for them. Matters are not quite so bad
as they were a few years back, when Is. tins were generally charged
at a rate equal to about £100 sterling per ton for constituents of

actual manurial value ; still, matters are bad enough for the town
gardener even now when he is asked to pay at the rate of about
£.56 per ton for a special manure if he buy \ cwt., but even iu this

case if he requires merely one pound, then at the rate of £11'2 per
ton, or Is. per pound. What is needed by town gardeners is a good
general manure fit for plant food immediately at a reasonable
price. A town garden has a very short season, ranging from May
until October, and, as a rule, manures are needed which will give
their full value iu that time. Residual values are of little interest
to the general run of owners of town gardens who garden for amuse-
ment, and who like to reap some reward iu a moderate time. Again,
they cannot weary themselves with separate manures for separate
plants or crops, and it is imperative for them to have a general
plant food witli the nitrogen combined in a scientific manner. Tins
are cheap enough, unskilled labour is not exorbitantly dear, neither
are the constituents (magnesia, potash, and phosphate of lime),
and the requisite nitrogen can be obtained at a reasonable, althoueh
of course a higher, rate ; it i.s therefore a subject of wonder as well
as of disappointment to the town gardener that he cannot obtain small
quantities of plant food at a reasonaljle commercial rate. If Mr.
Hughes can guide them to obtain their needs at a fair market price,
he will confer a benefit on all owners of town gardens.—CoLVlLE
Browne.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
Anthurium Andreanum.—The story told in French by M.

Lucien Linden la the last number of The Garden (p. 139), in refer-
ence to the introduction of this Anthurium, is inaccurate in almost
all points. I will try to re-establish the facts, and hope that your
readers will have as much confidence in the discoverer and introducer
of theplantasinoneonlyentrustedtopropagateandsend itout. In the
year 1875 I was appointed by the Minister of Public Instruction of
France to explore, scientifically, certain parts of New Granada,
Ecuador, and Peru. This voyage was accomplished at my own, and
notatM. L. Linden's expense. But that gentleman havingdesiredme
to send him seeds and living plants of what I could collect during my
journey, I accepted the ofler, and received from him the sum of
8000 fr. (£320) for that purpose. Notwithstanding all assertion to
the contrary by M. Lucien Linden or others, horticulturists and
botanists know that I have had the good fortune to introduce alive,
to Europe, a considerable number of plants, a complete list of which
I will shortly make known. Among those was the Anthurium
Andreanum, which, a.i I have already stated, arrived unfortunately
in poor condition in .June, 1876. Two years afterwards my accounts
withM. L. Linden beingclosed, and being free from all engagement with
him, I again succeeded in introducing the plant without the slightest
co-operation with M. Linden, and wholly at my own cost. By special
contract, signed in May, 1878, I entrusted M. Linden to pkce it in
commerce under the following conditions (not through generosity,
which I did not want, but after full and lengthened consideration),
viz., that up to the amount of 10,000 fr. (£400) I should receive one-
third of the "raw" sale, and above that sum 50 per cent, of the
said " raw " sale. Such is the exact truth. I must add that I had
no reason whatever to take M. Lucien Linden with me to America.
He was not able to help me in any way in my explorations, and I had
no business with him, the transactions in question having taken
place wholly between his father and myself. I would not have
wearied your readers with these particulars, but for the
fact that the history of a plant that bears my name needed
setting fully and truthfully before the public. It is enough

to me, I daresay, to have found and imported successfully a plant
favourably received by the gardening world, and I trust you
will allow me to heartily thank my coiifri'res of the horticultural
jjress for their cordial congratulations in my behalf. The description
of Anthurium Andreanum published in The G.4RDEX (p. 108), along
with the coloured plate, is perfectly accurate, and I protest against
any other version of the matter. Between this declaration and that
of M. Lucien Linden public opinion must decide.—E. Anure, 49,

Rue Blanrhe, FarU.

Habrothamnus elegans argentea.—This is one of the
most beautifully variegated of greenhouse plants, and one that may
be grown for covering a wall or pillar. In the latter situation it is

especially ornamental ; the leaves, as will be seen by the annexed
illustration, representing a plant which flowered in Mr. Williams'
nurseries, HoUoway, are alternate and oblong-lanceolate in shape,
about in. in length by 1 in. in Ijreadth ; nearly the whole of the
surface is soft creamy-white, beautifully tinged with rose, and re-

lieved by irregular blotches of pale green ; the flowers are produced
iu dense racemes, tubular, about 1 in. in length, and deep reddish-

purple in colour, aflbrding a striking contrast to the delicate white
of the foliage. It has been exhibited under the name of H. Hawk-
shawiana, and awarded a first-class certificate.

The Fruiting Duckweed (Nertera depressa).—As regards the
raising of this plant, the difiiculty I experienced for some time
was to get the seeds to germinate. I used to plant the berries en-

tire, but a neighbour advised me to break their skin, and in

each one I found two seeds. The next process is as simple : fill your
flower -pots of any size that is convenient with peat and silver sand,

and place the seeds on the surface, say 1 in. apart, and keep them
well watered. I think it is a mistake to give them too much heat ;

some of my plants were in a cold box frame the entire winter, and
look just as well as those that were in my greenhouse. I should
say that every seed must have germinated. The seeds were sown
on the 31st of August, 1878, and are now beautifully in fruit.

—

J. E. D,, Ejjgom, in Gardening Illustrated.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
The Vine.

The Vine used to be trained in two or three ways at one time,

but tlie spur system is now almost universally adopted, and aa

it is more easily understood than any other, and affords facili-

ties for ,c;reatly rearing the Vines to a large size and admits of

modifications in various ways, according to circumstances, it is

hardly necessary, considering the object of these papers, to

mention any other. Assuming the spur system to be the one

adopted, the first question which arises is Iiow far apart the

Vine rods should be trained in order to .secure the heaviest

crops of fruit of the best quality. On this point authorities

difter considerably, some maintaining that from 3 ft. to 4 ft.

asunder is no more than sufficient for lateral development,

while others would not allow much more than half that space.

The distance apart which the Vines are planted does not affect

the question, as few or many rods may be trained from one

root. There can be no doubt that the way to get up the

most robust Vine is to afford ample room to the branches, but

it is doubtful if the above space be required to produce either

the strongest Vines or the finest bunches. The annals of sensa-

tional bunch-growing do not show the advocates of wide

training to have the best of it, either in general weight

of crop or permanent fertility, and it is certain that they

have been almost invariably beaten in the matter of quality.

One and a half pounds of good Grapes to the foot-run of the

Vine rod is considered a fair crop by good judges, and that

weight has been often attained on Vines grown 2 ft. asunder,

or at the rate of 3 lb. to the foot for two rods occupying a

4-ft. light, and it is doubtful if that weight has been exceeded

on an average, or always attained in any Vinery where the rods

had double the space allowed them, all other things being equal.

Mr. iMeredith, of Garston, grew his Vines about 2 ft. apart

—

indeed, they looked crowded; and the author of "A Practical
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Treatise on the Grape Vine " does the same in his large mar-

ket establishment. The practice of close training is indeed

universal among market growers, and none know better than

thoy that neither light crops nor inferior quality of fruit will

pay. In discussing the matter sufficient allowance has never

been made for the constitutional vigour of varieties. Inexpe-

rienced cultivators, who follow the indiscriminate advice some-

times given, would plant all their varieties 3 ft. or 4 ft.

asunder, when it is well

known that to give so

much room to such kinds

as the Grizzly Fronti-

gnan,J[uscadine,Duchess

of Buccleuch, some of the

Chasselas and Sweet-

waters, &c., would be

an extravagant waste of

space. If the Syrian or

Barbarossa kinds can do

with 3 ft. or 4 ft. of space,

there are certainly others

that can do with much
less. The French culti-

vators about Fontaine-

bleau and Thomery have

doubtless studied this

question as accurately as

any, having to make the

most of the little space

at their disposal, and
they train their Vines

only 16 in. asunder, and
take one bunch from
every spur-braucb, and
very often two—not large

ones to be sure ; but in

the aggregate their crops

are excessive. These

cultivators show in the

most convincing manner
that it is not so much
the quantity of leaves

upon the Vine, on which

a good crop of fruit

depends as upon the

care taken of the few

leaves that are permitted

to grow. It is surprising

how very few leaves are

sufficient to mature a

crop of fruit annually

and sustain the plant

in permanent health.

From my own practice

and from what I have
seen elsewhere, I am
perfectly convinced that

a Vine shoot pinched
one joint beyond the

bunch, and kept stopped at that point, is perfectly capable of

maturing the bunch perfectly, provided the foliage is taken
care of ; it is the old or first leaves on the shoot that do the

most of the work, and if they be lost mere extension beyond
the bunch will be of little advantage. I daresay many gar-

deners have discovered this in the course of practice. Look-
ing at the question in its broadest sense, it may safely be
decided that 2 ft. of lateral space is quite enough for most

^^f.

Habrothamnus elegans argentea (see p

varieties of the Vine, and for the strongest growers 21 ft. will

be sufficient.

Training and Pruning-.—The Vine bears its fruit upon
the young one-year-old wood as a rule, a fact which must be
kept in view in the pruning and training of the branches.

When pruned on the spur .system the Vines form single rods,

from which the lateral bearing branches are produced, and
these are generally left from 12 in. to 15 in. asunder, according

to fancy or circum-

stances. The rods may
be trained in any direc-

tion— upright, horizon-

tal, or oblique. The
upright and horizontal

methods are usually

adopted, the first having
the preference as a rule,

although the horizontal

is the most commendable
of the two, if not the

most convenient, as it

induces the buds to break
more certainly and regu-

lar!}'. In the upright

method the rods are sim-

ply trained straight up
the rafters or walls of the

Vinery, as the case may
be, and in the horizontal

they are trained in the

contrary direction, that

is, across the rafters.

Various ways of carrying

out the horizontal .system

will suggest itself to cul-

tivators. Some start the

Vines from one end of

the Vinery, and lead the

shoots along the wires

to the other end ; but

l)erhaps the most con-

venient way is to train

the plants in the same
way as a horizontally-

trained Pear tree—that

is, with a straight central

trunk, from which the

bearing limbs diverge at

riglit angles.

CuttingBackYoung
Canes. — "Whether the

vortical or horizontal sys-

tem lie adopted, the gene-

ral management in other

respects is the .same ; and,

assuming that the rods

have been started about

2 ft. asunder, it remains to

explain how the Vinery

can be soonest furnished with bearing wood. It does not matter

whether each rod be upon its own root or all the rods be

originated from one Vine ; the treatment of the laterals and
leaders is the same. In giving directions on this subject, I

may state that I am not going to recommend a more restrictive

method of pruning than can be helped, and perhaps my instruc-

tions will be found to conflict with others to some extent on the

subject of pruning. Most cultivators who have written on the
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Yine recommend the leading shoots of young A^nes to be

cut back rather severely—the first year to the bottom Yine or

below it, and every season afterwards to within 2 ft., or

at the mo.st 3 ft, from the base of the young growth.

The reason given for this is that it causes the bottom buds of

the cane to break more regularly, and also induces a more
vigorous growth in the leader. Neither of these reasons are,

however, altogether valid. No doubt the Vine is less disposed

to burst its buds regularly than most other kinds of fruit trees,

owing to the entirely different nature of its growth, and it is

equally true that the shorter the young cane is pruned the

more readily will the buds left grow. Still, I am confident it

is not necessary to cut almost the whole of a strong young
Yine's growth away the first year, or to shorten the leading

shoots at any time more than is absolutely necessary to secure

a good "break." Neither do I believe that the mere cutting

back of a Vine induces a permanently stronger growth, or

adds in anyway to the vigDur of the Yine. How can it ?

The rebound that a cut-back Vine rod makes when it begins

to grow again is more apparsnt than real, but it is certain

that the Vine which is allowed to make the mo.st growth and
jiruned the least lays on timber fastest and thickest. For
example, a Yine that makes 30 ft. of cane tlie first year, if

left that length at pruning time, will, provided it breaks all

its buds regularly, make just as good a Vine in the end as

one which is cut back annually, provided it has been cropped

proportionately. There is, however, a want of testimony on

this point, for few of those who have written on Yine culture

seem to have tested the matter [iractically and fairly. 'Sly own
convictions are based entirely upon experiments carried out by
myself during the past twelve or thirteen years, and which
may be here briefly adverted to. In 1867 I planted a house
of Muscat Vines from eyes the same year. They all grew
strongly, making canes as thick as one's thumb, and all were
cut back to about 2 ft. above the bottom wire in winter save

one, which was left 19 ft. long and allowed to carry fourteen

good bunches in 1868, all of which finished welL In 1869
the Yine showed no fruit at all, no doubt owing to the ordeal
it had been subjected to so early in its career, nor did it cease

to exhibit its effects for several years afterwards, but, with the

exception of the year it missed, it has been cropped fairly

every year since. It ought to be the weakest Vine in the
house, but good Grape growers have failed to distinguish it

from the others after a critical examination, though the latter

were cut back every season in the usual way and cropped
moderately at the same time. No difficulty was experienced
in getting all the buds on this Vine to break down to the
lowermost, and it is one of the most regularly furnished in

the house. Again, in 1870, I planted a late Vinery of Lady
Downes, Alicantes, Barbarossa, and ^ladresfield Court
Grapes from eyes that year ; shortened them back to from
8 ft. to 10 ft., including the stem from the border to the
wires, at the winter [iruning, and took from six to eight

bunches from each Vine the second year, the Vines extending
their growth in the meantime. By the third year the roof of

the Vinery was entirely covered with wood, and the Vines
were cropped the full length of the rafters all over the house.
These Vines have been cropped every year since tliat time, and
are at the present time in excellent condition, and quite equal
to about an equal number of Vines of the same kinds in the
same house that were pruned short back every season in the
ordinary way, till they reached the top of the rafter. To
sum up the advantages gf the extension .system here exanipled,

one-half of the Vinery was furnished with bearing wood in

two years, and the other half, pruned on the restrictive system,
in six years, though more than 3 ft. of wood was left each
season. In the case of the ilusoat Vine before mentioned

the rafter was of course furnished in one year. Indeed, so

far as my own experience is concerned, I am unable to see

any objections whatever to leaving young Vine rods as long

as may be desired, provided they are tolerably strong and the

buds can be broken regularly. The first is only a question of

culture, but the second, I admit, presents some, but not serious

difficulties. The 19 ft. long JIuscat rod referred to was only

unslung and iilaced in a horizontal position to induce it to

break all its buds, but the late Vines were not meddjed with
at all. Last winter I left young canes of Alnwick Seedling

12 ft in length, and, withoutdisturbingthemfrom their upright

position, or meddling with them in any way, succeeded in

breaking every bud with the exception of three or four. Some
of the bottom laterals are stronger than the top ones. I find

that by pinching the top shoots first and shorte.st, and permit-

ting the lateral ones to grow, that it is possible to equalise their

vigour just the same as in the Peach and other fruit trees.

In the same house two Barbarossa Yine rods of last year's

growth, and each several feet longer than those of the Alnwick
Seedling, have broken quite as well, and last summer and this

season up till the present time this Vine has made 60 ft. of

wood, all of which I expect to ripen and retain. As is well

known to gardeners, however. Vines break most freely when
.started about their natural season, but to test the matter still

further, I last winter left the leading canes of a number of

half-grown young Vines from 5 ft. to 6 ft. in length, and
succeeded in breaking them all this season in the most
regular and satisfactory manner, hardly a bud missing in

the lot. The varieties consist of Golden Champion, Venn's

Muscat, Pearson's Golden Queen, West's St. Peter, ISIusca-

dine, The Duke, and Black Hamburgh, and all have done
equally well. To assist the breaking of the lowermost buds
2 ft. of the points of the canes were depressed at the start,

but the lower ties were not unfastened. Had I to prune

any number of V^ines now after such experience, I should

not hesitate to leave from 6 ft. to 8 ft. of young wood every

year, provided it was moderately strong, nor would I recom-

mend any one to prune more severely. In starting such long

rods, however, it is best to afford the Vines jjlenty of light

and to force gently. High temperatures encourage the dispo-

sition to run away at the top, and after the top buds have

once faiily broken, the chances of the lower ones breaking

thoroughly are much reduced. It should be stated here that,

although I was perhaps the first to suggest this qnick system

of getting up young Vines, I am not the only one who has

practised it. In drawing attention to the subject in The
Garden last year another correspondent stated, in answer

to my incjuiries, that "several houses had been planted on

the same plan about Bishop Stortford, and with such good

results, that more houses had been planted and filled and
managed on the same plan."

Management of Lateral Branches.—In a young Yine
shoot-buds are produced at the axils of the leaves. These

are termed the " permanent buds " to distinguish them from

the laterals, that also originate from the same source, and
which are permitted to grow a little, but are cut away at the

winter pruning entirely, leaving only the permanent buds.

The succeeding season the latter produce side or lateral

branches, which bear the fruit, and it is with these we have

now to deal. Naturally lateral shoots are produced more
thickly than is desirable under artificial culture, and they have

consequently to be thinned out at an early stage by disbud-

ding. How much apart to leave the shoots depends upon the

variety, as in the ca.se of training the rods ; 18 in. is about

the usual distance recommended, but that is sufficient for the

strongest kinds and too much for weak ones, which do not

require more than 1 ft. of space for each shoot, but out-of-
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doors 9 in. will b9 enough, a.s the gener.al growth i.s less luxu-

riant under such circumst.incos. Tho best and most fruitful

shoots should be left, as far as jiracticable, and they should

be tied in to the Vines in an oblique upward direction.

When they have made from six to eight leaves, or let us

.say jciints, they should have their tops pinched, and from

this time forward t > the end of tho sea.sou all sub-laterals

must be stopped at one or two joints until the space

at the dispiisal of each shoot is filled up. If thinuing bo

necessary after that period, it must be efiected by judiciously

shortening the laterals to " back joints." Other culture

consists in preserving the shoots and leaves in good health

by keeping down insects and administering a proper tem-

perature, Ac. When the le.aves have fallen off the Vines in

winter the first side pruning will become necessary, but it

does not differ in principle from that of succeeding

years when the A'ines are older. There are two systems

of spur jirmiing—the close and the long spur. In the first

the shoot is usually cut close back to the last bud, and in the

second two or three buds are left. The greater number of

varieties submit to close pruning, which is also pro-

ductive of the most compact, well-finished bunches, but there

are some varieties that are apt to miss fruiting partially if

they are pruned too hard, and among these may be named
Golden Champion, Black Alicante, Syrian, Barbarossa, and
some others of the strong-growing late varieties. Vines

vary in this respect, however, in dift'erent situations, and it

will be found the best plan with slu' fruiters generally to leave

two or three eyes at pruning time. In pruning a sharp knife

or secateur should be used, and the shoot .should be cut back
to within about an eighth of an inch of the bud left. When the

Vines are started the second year all the buds should be

thinned out to one of the best on each spur, to bo trained and
pinched as in the previous season. There has at times been
much discussion among Grape growers concerning the neces-

sity of leaving one or more joints beyond the bunch in pinching

the fruiting shoots, growth beyond that point being considered

necessary for some as yet undefined (physiological reason. As
others liesides the writer have proved, however, and stated in

the. horticultural papers, it is of little or no consequence

whether the growth extends beyond the bunch or not,

provided there is good foliage upon the shoot and near to

the fruit. It is generally more convenient to pinch several

joints beyond the bunch, as, for example, when the latter

is produced near the base of the shoot, and too little wood
would be left by close pinching ; but when the bunch is

produced perhaps 1 ft. from the main stem, it may be
stopped at the bunch without fear, in order to keep the

subsequent growths within bounds. In the outdoor culture

of the Vine lateral restriction is absolutely necessar}-, in

order to promote the ripening of the wood, upon which so

much depends. The earliest pinched shoot is the one that

gets brown and ripe first, and hence early pinching means
early maturity and a better crop of fruit. J. S. W.

(To be continued.)

from the se.ison of 1S78, the Grapes of last yearouglit to have been
ei^ual, if not superior, to existing crops.—W. C.

Effect of Light upon Grapes.—Many have an idea that
Grapes do best ia shade, and so they do under the shade of their
own green foliage in bright hot weather, with au abundance of heat
and light creeping through every chink and opening in the roof .and

sides of the structure in which they are grown. The season of 1879
was cold, wet, and dark enough, but Grapes did not colour well ;

indeed, we met with red, green, marbled, and mottled Hamburghs,
which seemed to convey an idea that some sudden check or shock
had arrested the progress of the colouring matter ; and although we
had a wet blanket drawn between the eartli and the sun, no arti-

ficial means could be brought to bear upon them, and so they re-

mained to the end of the chapter ; but had we been favoured by a
warm bright summer, the state of the Vines being so much better

THE FRUIT CROP FAILURE.
T.\KiN'f! the country collectively, there can bo no question that the
liardy fruit crop this year is very delicieut. The failure will now,
as at other times when similar failures have occurred, have a dillorent

effect upon what m.ay be turmeiLthe two classes of fruit growers,
that is, those who grow for market, and those who grow for home or
family use. To those wlio luvve extensive orchards and grow largely
for market it will cause a serious pecuniary loss, and will lie felt the
more on account of its being the second year in succession during
which there has been little produce. I allude more especially to the
most important kinds, such as Apples and I'ears, of whicli tlie defi-

ciency is the greatest and most general. The community who are
fruit buyers will also suiVer by the loss of the crop in having, as a

natural consequence, to pay more for their fruit. High prices are

always au inconvenience, aiul to many when fruit is in question they
amount to greater or less deprivation. The other class of growers
to whom I have alluded who have private establishments to provide
for will, in many cases, be mucli inconvenienced through the absence
of the best kinds of Pears and Apples, both of which play so import-

ant a part in the dessert department during autumn and winter. In
fact, it may be said that the loss of a crop of fruit for private use is

more felt by the inconvenience it causes than the pecuniary loss

involved, and which latter even is worth taking into account, for

good Icinds of foreign Pears and Apples are anything but cheap,

jjarticularly the keeping sorts.

This fruit question, 1 venture to say, needs to be looked at from
two different points of view. .So far as regards orchard cultivation

on an extensive scale, and on whicli the main supply must ever lie

dependent, little can be done to help the trees to bear in .seasons fol-

lowing such summers as the last, for the practice in orch.ard cultiva-

tion generally looked upon as the best, viz., letting the trees go on
without check, siinjjly thinning the branches a little or often not at

all, leaves them coiiipletely under the influence of the seasons, let

these be favourable or not to the lipening of the wood and the set-

ting and plumping up of the fruit-buds, on which the succeeding

year's crop so much depends. Those wlio have given a little atten-

tion to hardy fruit culture can scarcely fail to have noticed that even
after such summers as tlie last in many gardens some trees will be
found bearing good crops, whilst others of the same varieties are

fruitless, the cause being obviously traceable to the different condi-

tion of the trees, owing to the way in which they have been treated.

In no season within my recollection has this been so apparent as in

the present one, ecjually with Pears as with Apples. I am not

alluding to the commoner hardy sorts, l^ut to tlie best varieties.

Wherever these are Ijearing a full crop it is almost invariably where
the trees have been subjected to some check that has caused them to

make little wood, such as where they have been recently taken up
and replanted, root-pruned, or are growing on stocks that favour the

production of fruit rather than the formation of wood—mostly

medium-sized bushes or pyramids, which, with wall or espalier-

trained trees, may be said to be the only forms suitable for growing
in the generality of kitchen gardens. There are some who urge

that fruit trees, even when these are confined to a medium size, are

better absent from kitchen gardens altogether, and advise their beirg

grown by themselves, and tlie vegetables also alone ; but medium-
sized trees along the sides of the walks in the way in wliich they are

usually met with add much to the good appearance of a garden, and
when kept in bounds as to size do little injury to other crops, either

through the influence of their roots or shade of their heads, and
there is no question that in the seasons following such summers as

the last fruit can be had from trees so treated wheu others fail.

I am no advocate for Pears on Quince stocks, for I never yet saw
the fruit grown on them equal in quality to the produce of the

same kinds on free stocks, being always more or less gritty. .So

far as Pears go, it then becomes a question of root-pruning ; this,

again, is approved of by some growers, and condemned by others.

In this operation, like most things connected with fruit culture,

all de^jends on how and wlien the work is done. I have no doubt
that root-pruning is very often disapproved of through an impression

formed upon imperfectly done work—often through the trees being

injured through the roots being too severely cut in at a single opera-

tion, or the work left until it was too late in the season, mistakes

either of which will so far hurt the trees as to cause the lapse of

several years before they recover, instead of at once throwing them
into a bearing condition. I recently saw a large garden in

which there were several hundreds of Apples and Pears, the

roots of which had been subjected to such severe cutting

two years ago, that it will take another two years to get

them right. A similar result follows root-pruning too late after the
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buds have begun to swell in the spring. After following the practice

for many years and trying the effects of performing the operation at

different periods, from the end of August to the middle of March,
I feel sure that aljout the earliest time above named is the best, and
that no ill effects need be feared when the work is done in the
autumn, and the root-cutting is not carried too far. T. B.ilNES.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PRUIT GARDEN.

The Flavour of Peaches.—The Peach, on the whole our
most delicious fniit, has one drawback—an uncertainty of flavour.
We all know that this, to some extent, depends on atmospheric con-
ditions, but we desire, as far as possible, to ascertain how far flavour
may be secured by the selection of varieties. The subject never
seems to have received the attention it deserves, and our Peach-
growers will greatly oblige us by giving their experience on this sub-
ject. Mr. Rivers, in writing to us, says : The flavour of Peaches is

certainly liable to great alteration, but, judging from experience, it is

not due to any inferiority in tlie sorts commonly grown in English
fardens, most of which, if not always true to name, are good, high-
avoured varieties, and when well grown, very delicious. Indifferent

flavour is often due toovercropping, botlion wallsandunderglass. Few
owners of Peach trees can harden themselves to consent to the severe
thinning out of fruit necessary both for flavour and size. Overcropped
trees fail to produce fruit possessing either quality or size. When
grown under glass, insufficient ventilation will at once deteriorate
flavour ; this is well known amongst gardeners. Another fertile
source of deterioration of flavour is that, in order to gain size, the
plants are subjected to excessive watering. Fruit tlius produced
gains size, but at the expense of flavour. In my orchard house the
diversity of flavour is very remarkable ; for some years I have al-
ways noted that the quality of the fruit is affected by the weather.
The treatment of the trees being understood, it is not a little strange
that the seasons in which Peaches are vei-y fine. Nectarines are
deficient in flavour, and when they are at their best the Peaches do
not acquire their usual excellence. In cool seasons Nectarines are
better than Peaches, but in very hot and dry summers Peaches are
better than Nectarines. For many years this result has been con-
stant. It is also certain that without the perfect elaboration of the
seed^ there is no flavour in the] fruit, and as the kernel of the
Peach is enclosed in a very solid envelope, the tree must be supplied
with every material and facility for perfecting this very important
organ. On the whole, I think the deficiency of flavour, which un-
doubtedly sometimes exists, must be sought for in the treatment,
soil, and situation of the tree, and not in the selection of varieties.
AVith tlie exception of the Clingstone Pavies, there are few varie-
ties in general use which are not good Peaches when well grown.

Alnwick Seedling Grapa.—I had a small plant of this
Grape in 1S7S, and inarched it on a strong-gTOwing Black Abcante.
In, 1S79 I left two bunches on it, which set and swelled well,
though two long rods were led away beyond the bunches at the
same time ; but this season several finely shaped and large bunches
were left, not one of which has set well—hardly a berry, in fact, ex-
cept in the case of three bunches. When I say the berries did not
set, I mean they were small and stoneless. The Vine is in excel-
lent health, and the Alicante part of it is bearing a fine crop, not a
berry of whicli is imperfect. I write this in consequence of what I
have read this week in a contemporary, to the effect that the variety
sent out as Alnwick Seedling by Mr. Bell himself and that from
another source are different, one being true and the other spurious,
and I think it is exceedingly desirable the matter should be cleared
up for the sake of Grape growers. I was much taken with the de-
scription of the Alnwick Seedling when it came out, and ordered a
plant from a nurseryman's traveller from the south, and also took
the precaution to order Bell's variety, and was assured that I should
have it.—J. SiMPSo.v, WortUy Hall, Sheffield.

The Ribston Pippin Apple in Normandy.—It may
interest some to know that there is a large tree of this excellent
Apple growing in a garden at Mount St. Michael, in the bay of St.
Michael's, on the north-western side of Normandy. Being at
Avranches, in the department of the Manche, in the autumn of fsTT,
I visited this celebrated Mount, about which sad, extraordinary tales
are told, and on mounting the steps which lead to the monastery
and cluiroh, which are situated at the top, I noticed an Apple tree,
which I thought I recognised from the peculiar downiness of the
points of the young shoots, as the true Ribston Pippin. Wishing
to confirm my opinion, I asked a woman who happened to be in
the garden to throw me one of the fruits, which lay in numbers
under the tree, and she did so. It proved to be the true variety of
Ribston Pippin. This tree was a standard of considerable size,
and I should judge it to be about fifty years old. I made further
inquiries respecting the origin of the tree ; but the Mount, although

having been occupied by priests, soldiers, and convicts for many
centuries, is now tenanted by a body of people who know little of
its history or contents. This fortification and monastery, which it

has been the work of centuries to construct, is considered one of
wonders of Western Europe, and should be visited by all tourists
visiting that part of Normandy.

—

C. B. S., in Gardeners'
Chronicle.

The Crossbill and Fruit.—Not long sithance, there came
a flocke of birds into Cornwall, about Haruest season, in bignesse
not much exceeding a sparrow, which made a foule spoyle of the
Apples. Their hils were thwarted crossewise at the end, and with
these they would cut an Apple in two at one snap, eating onely the
kernels. It was taken at first for a boden token, and much admired ;

but, soone after, notice grew that Glocester Shire and other
Apple countries haiie them an ouer-familiar harme. The cross-

bill (Loxia curvirostra) could not be better described than
in this short paragraph, and to the present day its occasional
appearance produces the same terror and perplexity among the
country folk. It is a common bird in no part of England ; but in

the west, where it appears in flocks perhaps once in each genera-
tion, its brilliant plumage, varying from rose-red to orange-russet,
its extraordinary beak, with its dislocated look and its odd exotic
habit, are especially startling to the farmers. The crossbills arrive

chattering and fluttering in an orchard, wring off the Apples, hold
them in one foot like a parrot, and hack them to pieces with their

bills till the long hard tongue can slip into the centre and drag out
the pips. The fruit is then dropped in fragments on the ground.
A Fir cone gives the crossbill more to do, but seems to contain an
even more delightful food, and nothing is more amusing than to
see the seed extracted from between the hard shields that protect it.—Saturday Review,

Dauphine de Argenteuil Fig.—More than a year ago I

think I directed attention to this Fig, which I saw exhibited, both
on the tree and gathered, at the Paris Exhibition in 1878. Last

) ear I procured a cutting of it which was late in beginning to grow,
but this year it has fruited, though the plant is very small. I

gathered a fruit to-day which measured 7i in. round, and weighed
within a fraction of a quarter of a pound. The plant was sliifted

into another pot when the fruit was half swelled, which arrested its

progress considerably, or it would probably have been much larger ;

those which I saw in France were as large again as mine. The fruit

is very handsome in shape and excellent in flavour, being superior to
the Negro Largo grown in the same house. The heaviest weight of

Figs I have known was that of three Castle Kennedys that weighed
lib.—J. S. W.

THE SPFJNG.
One of the most beautiful and happy provisions of Nature that can
adorn a garden or country seat is a pure spring of water. In our
country, happily, they frequently occur ; but among the many natu-

ral features that people take prompt advantage of the spring is one
which has, apparently, least attracted their attention. Ugly, artifi-

cial things in the sliape of formal duck ponds are met with every-
where; but it is a rare thing to see a spring and its streamlet treated

as they might be. The subject seems to us interesting in two ways :

first, for the sake of the spring itself and ready access to it ; and
secondly, for the sake of the gardening wliich might be carried out
in connection with the streamlet that flows from many springs. We
saw a very fine spring the other day in a Kentish garden carefully

covered over in a dark, unpleasant shed, the water being on a level

with its floor. \\']iile the water supply in the place was peculiarly

disagreeable and from an unclean source, we did not notice that any-
body took advantage of this delicious natural supply from the unpol-

luted rock and sand. Now, it seems to us that a spring should not
be covered over, and that it is worthy of some simple yet very strong

and convenient arrangement which would keep its water free from
pollution at its source, and also convenient to get at. If anything
in these days of polluted streams and rivers is of special value, it is

surely a spring ot pure water ; and instead of being permitted to

ooze out of the ground and mingle with whatever animal or vege.

table matter may happen to be on the spot, it ought to flow into a
marble or stone basin or other contrivance such as that here repre-

sented.

Having settled the question of the flow and made all about it as

agreeable and convenient as need be, perhaps the best and simplest

of all gardens could be made by the side of our spring streamlet

;

few of the hardy flowersof thenorthern world would fail to grow beside

it. Many moisture-loving plants, such as the Siberian and other beard-

less Irises, would be at home ; and so would many other hardy plants,

apart from those that adorn the water-side with which we are fami-

liar, such as the flowering Rush, tlie Bog Bean, and the water Prim-

rose. As many native and other water plants are very apt to become
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over-crowded, we should depend most on plants which grow in ordi-

nary soil, and yet are benefited by the more certain degree of moisture

which they would find by the side of a streamlet. Of course, in such

a place, and especially near the sirring, everybody would like to grow
Watercresses, for it is only in such places that these would be really

free from any of the unpleasant deposits which we fear flow over

them in situations in which they are often grown.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
August 10.

At this meeting exhibits were somewhat numerous, and included

several of a highly interesting character. First-class certificates were

awarded to the following :—

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Liilium speciosum var. gloriosoides, a strikingly dis-

tinct variety introduced from .lapau through Mr. ilaries. It re-

sembles the type in habit of growth, but the leaves are longer and
much narrower. The flowers are of the ordinary size, but the petals

reflex considerably more than usual, so mucli so, indeed, as to re-

semble those of a Gloriosa. The colour is a brownish-crimson on the

lower half of the petals, with spots of a darker hue, but pure white

on the upper half.

L. auratum var. platyphyllum.—The flowers of this new
form surpass all we have hitherto seen both in size and form. The
blossom, which is about 9 in. in diameter, has petals of a remarkably

thick texture fully 'ih in. in breadth, ami spread in a broad open

manner. The golden band is very bright anil of great width, and

the spocs, thougli not profuse, are very conspicuous. Tlie foliage,

too, is much shorter and broader than an ordinary variety, and more
resembles that of L. speciosum.

L. auratum var. virginale.—Though not a new variety,

this is one of the handsomest Lilies known, the bright golden band
which runs through each pure white and unspotted petal rendering

it not only distinct, but very effective. The plants shown bore several

flowers in an umbelled cluster.

Eucryphiapinnatifolia (Brush Bush). —An exceedingly hand-

some dwarf hardy shrub from Southern Chili. The foliage resembles

that of Rosa rugosa, and the flowers those of the common .St. John's

Wort (Hypericum calycinum) both in size and form, though pure
white in colour, with lirown-tippcd brush-like tufts of stamens. A
faithful coloured illustration of this plant was given in The G.-iRDEX,

Vol. XII., p. 54).

Begonia Mis. Sheppard.—A variety with a dwarf, compact,
though rohust growth, and deep green foliage. The flowers, which
are large and white, have the outside of the petals siiffused with a
blush tint.

To ilr. F. King, Wr.-iy Park, Reigate, for

—

Coleus Pompadour.—A remarkably distinct sort. The leaves

are coarsely toothed arid spotted and freckled with j'cllow and green

on a crimson ground in a manner which renders it very attractive.

Mr. ('. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for

—

Picotee Ne Plus Ultra.—A yellow ground variety, finely

edged with crimson. The flowers, which arc large, of fine form,

possess great substance and smoothness of petal. Picotee Alice,
also a yellow ground sort, the yellow in this case being bright and
beautifully tinged with scarlet. The bloom is large and full, ami tlie

petals broad and remarkably smooth. Both this and the preceding

are excellent in every way.

A second-class certificate was awarded to Mr. G. F. Wilson,
Heatherbank, Weybridge, for

—

Hypolepis millefolium.—Anextremely elegant New Ze.il.and

Fern, which has proved to be perfectly hardy in this climate. De-
scriptive notes and other information respecting this plant may be
found at pp. 107 and 140.

lu addition to the foregoing there was a small group of plants from
^lessrs. Veitcli, comprising, besides the Lilies certificated, L.

Leichtlini, a kind with turban-shaped flowers of a pale lemon-yellow,
and profusely spotted ; the double Tiger Lily (L. tigrinum fl. -pi. ), L.

speciosum, and a beautiful form of it shown under the name of Mel-
pomene, but which was considered by some to be the true form of the
species (verum). L. longiflorum albo-marginatum, one of the few
Lilies with variegated leaves, was shown finely in ilovver, as wa'^. also

the rare L. elegans Wilsoui, though not so large as it sometimes
grows. Gladiolus Lemoinei, one of the beautiful hybrids raised by
M. Lemoine, of Nancy, was shown with two fine spikes of flower and
a handsome aud distinct Begonia named rosteflora splendens, which
was a selected form of the species introduced some years ago. A few

Orchids were likewise exhibited by this firm, consisting of the fine

new hybrid Cypripedium Morgauianum, the result of a cross be-
tween C. Stonei and C. Veitchi ; C. porphyrospilum, also a hybrid
obtained by crossing C. Hooker;e with C. Lowi. The progeny par-
takes strongly of the latter parent, though traces of C. Hookerai are
very apparent in the flowers and leaves. The rare Angrtecum Scot-
tianum in flower was included in this group. This is referred to in
another column.

Mr. Bull contributed some new and rare plants, the most con-
spicuous of which were the handsome Dieffenljachia Leopoldi, En-
cephalartos brachyphyllus, Astrocaryum Malybo, a very orna-
mental new Palm with broadly pinnate leaves covered with a sil-

very down beneath ; Agapanthus umbellatus albus, a beautiful white-
flowered variety of the well-known African Lily ; Geonomaprinceps,
an elegant pinnate-leaved Palm, very useful for table decoration ;

Croton insigne, a long-leaved variety, with variegation consisting of

crimson, green, and golden-yellow hues, with the margins of the
leaves slightly wa\'y ; Anthurium insigne, a trilohed-Ieaved species,

one of the noblest of the genus, the young leaves being of a bronzy
tint ; Davallia cha-rophylla, a deciduous species, more generally
known under the generic name of Leucostegia ; Odontoglossum
vexillarium rubrum, a very fine variety, the flowers being of the
deepest rose tint we have seen ; 0. crispum punctatum, with remark-
ably large and copiously spotted blossoms ; Fuchsia Caspar, with
large and finely formed flowers with scarlet sep.als and spreading
corolla, variegated with crimson aud purjile ; a large specimen of

Brunsvigia .Josephime was also exhibited in this group bearing a
large umbel of about a score of blossoms.

Mr. Cannell, Swanley Nurseries, sent large groups of Coleus,
Cockscombs, and Balsams. The Cockscombs were remarkable for

their dwarf growth, breadth of flower-head, and great variety of

shade of colour, every conceivable shade of crimson being repre-

sented in addition to the yellow-coloured sorts. Among the Coleus
such sorts as Level}', Smart, Nonpareil, Nobilia, Meteor, .Sala-

mander, were the most distinct and beautiful. The Balsams
represented a dwarf strain, with large Camellia-like flowers of varied

hues.

ilr. .1. King, gardener to Mr. G. Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate,

sent three new Coleus named Pompadour (certificated), .Sky-rocket,

aud Kathleen Mordan, the latter with very coarsely-toothed leaves

of a brilliant carmine and green. The same exhibitor also showed
an oranu'e-flowereil tuberous Begonia named Edith Sentance.

Mr. Eckford, gardener to Dr. Sankey, S.andyweU Park, Chelten-
ham, exhibited Begonias, Phloxes, Fuchsias, Coleus, which were
considered by the exhibitor as new varieties, but which did not
appear to be very distinct from kinds already in cultivation.

Messrs. Daniels, Norwich, sent half-a-do/en bunches of a beautiful

white Godetia named Flag of Truce, also of the brilliantly coloured
Lady AU^emarle, both excellent annuals.

Mr. R. Gray, gardener to Earl .Stanhope, CUevening Park. Kent,
exhibited a tray of blooms of several varieties of tuberous Begonia
which had been grown in the open air. These were remarkable, not
so much for their large size as for tlie brilliancy of the colours and
the Large number of flowers on each truss. A vote of thanks was
accorded to this exhibit.

Several long sprays of Lapageria rosea and alba, furnished thickly

with flowers, were sent from Mr. Titus Salt's garden at Milner Field,

Bingley. These were certainly the finest examples that has yet been
exhibited of this lovely greenhouse climber. In addition to the

ordinary vote of thanks and cidtural commendation, a sijecial mark
of distinction was recommended by the committee to be presented
to the exhibitor.

A new hybrid Cypripedium named Warneri, the result of a cross

between C. Schlimi and C. .Sedeni, was shown by Mr. IX. Warner,
Broomfield, Chelmsford. It much resembles C. .Sedeni, but the
colour is deeper, the pouch larger, and the lateral sepals shorter.

A collection of Zinnias was exhibited by the General Horticul-

tural Company (.John Wills, Limited), which was remarkable for

the large size and perfect form of the flowers, as well as the great

variety of colour, and a vote of thanks was appropriately accorded
to the exhibit. Tliese Zinnias representeil the very fine strain of

Herr V. Doepplet, of Erfurt, Germany.
A numerous collection of Balsams was exhibited by Messrs. F. &

A. .Smith, Dulwich. The jjlants were of dwarf, comp.act growth,
and well furnished with large and double flowers of various colours.

Some specimens in flower of the beautiful Clethra arborea were also

sliown l)y this firm, as well as a small plant of the handsome yellow-

flowered Celsia cretica.

Mr. Turner, Slough, exhibited a collection of yellow-ground
Picotees, together with a tr.ay of white-ground sorts. A new
C'love Carnation, named Lady Rosebery, was also shown. The
flowers are large and full, and of a pleasing sulphur-yellow hue.

Mr. Walker, Thauie, showed a small collection of show and
fancy Dahlias, both representing very fine collections.
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From the Society's Garden at Chiswick was shown a large

group of tuberous jiegouias, several of wliich have received cer-

tificates, and have been alluded to in our columns previously.

Also several plants of the pretty 15. ascotcnsis, one of the most

satisfactory kinds for bedding out, and some bundles of cut

blooms of tlie irorgeous Papaver umbrosum and 1'. nudicaule shown

under tlie name of ?. alpinum.

Fruit and Vegetables.—A .silver medal was deservedly

awarded to some excellent examples of (J rapes shown by Mr. Harri-

son Weir, ^Veirleigll, Brcnchley. Tlie varieties were two Ijunclies

of Venn's Muscat, large botli in buncli and berry, and linely finished,

two of M.adrcstield Court also in excellent condition, the bunches

being long and tapering, and witli wide slioulders, and the berries

Lirge and hi^rhly coloured. The other two bunches represented

the JIuscat Champion, witli its remarkably large roundisli berries

of the characteristic grizzly hue.

For .an excellent collection of fifteen v.arieties of Tomato, Messrs.

Carter & Co., High Holborn, were .-iw.arded a bronze medal. This

collection was highly interesting, as it represented .all tlie leading

varieties, incluiling the singular little Currant and (J rape fruited

sorts.

A seedling Melon named Marcellus, a large Iiandsome fruit and

fine netted, was sliown by Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall, Guis-

borough, but the committee considered it deficient in flavour.

Mr. Crossling, St. Fagan's Castle, Cardiff, also sent a seedling

Melon called .St. Fagan's. Tlie fruits were green-Heshed, but small,

and the same opinion was passed upon as on tlie preceding.

Mr. C. Lee brought from liis garden at Hounslow a basket of

fruits of Vicomtesse Hcricart de Thury Strawberry from plants

which had been forced in May and afterwards planted out in a

north border.

Mr. Gray, gardener to Mr. C. .Seely, Brooke, Isle of Wight,
sent a dish of his seed'ing Apple Gray's Seedling, a handsome sort,

of medium size, of roumlish sliape, soniewdiat flattened.

A seedling Apple was also sent by Mr. J. .Syme, Emmeth, which
resembles the sort Lord Suffield, but the exhibitor claims for his

seedling even greater productiveness.

A Pea named Walker's Perpetual Bearer was exhibited by Mr.
Walker, Thaine, Oxon. It is said to be a selection from Veitcli's

Peafection, being dwarfer and more prolific. A specimen plant of it

growing in a pot and trained to a trellis was said to be the product

of one Pea, and was bearing HUG pods in various stages of growth
besides many blossoms ; the pods are of medium size and well

filled. Recommended to be sent to Chiswick for trial against

other kinds.

ilr. Turner sent s.amples of a handsome Kidney Potato named
Early Bird. It was recommended by the committee to be sent to

Chiswick for trial against others.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, sent plants of the new Lily-white Seakale,

together with Chiswick White and the ordinary kind. The Lily

White variety is smaller than the ordinary kind, and the leaves are

without any tinge of purple, so conspicuous in tlie Chiswick White
and the common kind.

Scientific Committee.—The P^ev. G. Henslow commenced
his lecture by referring to a tine group of Lilies introduced by Mr. C.

Maries, collector in .Japan for ilessrs. Veitch. It included a

L. auratum var. platypliyllum with a very large blossom, but witli

the foliage of L. speciosum, from which L. auratum is usually very
distinct in having narrow leaves. .Several fine plants of L. auratum
var. virginale (considered the same as var. Wittei by Mr. Elwes) and
a new var. of speciosum, named gloriosoides by Mr. Baker, having
strongly recurved petals, were also noticed. The lecturer referred to

Mr. Tillery's experience {Gdrdoiers' Chronicle, 1875) in tlie difficulty

of raising intermediate hybrids, the seedlings of L. speciosum crossed

by L. auratum, and f/ce ivrsd, in either case being almost the same
as the female parent. The great development of the tubercular epi-

dermal processes on some species afforded an illustration of a method
of excluding crawling insects from extracting honey, which would
not be of service to the plant in not pollinating it. Eucryphia pinnati-

folia, of which some fine blossoms were exhiliited by Jlessrs. Veitch,

is one ot the four species, two being natives of Chili and two of Tas-
mania. This diversity of .liabitat, like Fuchsias of New Zealand and
South America, appears to indictta a former union between .Soutli

America and those islands, long since severed, but still retaining

certain species which inilicate th; ( former continuity. A fine

series of Ooleus, sent by Mr. Canuell, r.nd a variegated Croton from
Mr. Bull furnished materials for a few remarks on variegation ; and
the lecturer suggested that possibly variegation may be refen'ed to

two distinct conditions. In the case of white or yellowish foliage it

was found to be, by Professor Church, an arrested state, resembling
almost colourless seedlings, and was a similar state to colourless

parasites, so that every uncoloured cell might be almost regarded as

parasitically attached to its neighbouring green cell. Brightly-

coloured foliage, however, was a different state, for the colouring

matter was (not like the green clilorophyl) in the eijidermis, as in the

jietals ; so that the Coleus hail, as it were, a transposition of colour

trom its proper locality into the leaves. Moreover, green ehloro-

jihyl w.as often present, but concealed below the purple. A group
of Celosia cristata, or Cockscombs, called for the remark that it was
often impossible to distinguish between a "monstrosity" and a

"variety." This plant was in a "fasciated" condition, usually

i'e<».ai-ded as a fusion of several stems into one, .as may be often seen

in Asparagus and in the boughs of the Ash tree. A certain group of

jilants of South America, the Podostemace;c, had species with the

stem seen to be normally fasciated. Extremely fine .shoots of

Lap.ageria rosea, of both red and white kinds, were especially noticed

for tiieir magnificent culture. They were sent by Mr. Titus Salt.

TOWN GAKDENING.
One of the most interesting town gardens we have ever seen is that

of Mr. W. Soper's, 283, Clanham Hoad, one of the busiest thorough-

fares in London. The garden is .at the rear of the house and, like

most town gardens, is long and narrow and hemmed in on each side

by walls. Though small this garden is full of interest, inasmuch ,as

advaut.age has been taken to beautify it in every possible way, and
the great variety of its contents renders it a veritable iiitillum in

parro. In the centre is a miniature lake with margiu.s enriched with

appropriate plants, such as Loosestrife (Lythrum), Monkey Flower
(Mimulus), Arrow Leaf (Sagittaria), double and single Marsh Mari-

golds (Caltha) and a host of other sub-aquatic and aquatic plants.

In the |)Ool are large breadths of Villarsia nymphajoides, red and
white Water Lilies (Nymphicas and Nuphars), Cape Pond Weed
(Aponogeton distachyon), and others all flourishing in native vigour.

At the head of the lake is a fountain surrounded by Sweet Flag

(Acorns Calamus). This fountain keeps the water in a fresh state,

and the waste is conducted to supply another boggy place farther on
likewise planted with water-loving subjects. A bower overlooking

a stream at the end of the garden is charmingly overhung with Vir-

ginian Creeper, Clematises, Ivy, and Dutchman's Pipe (Aristolochia

Siplio). The walls flanking the garden are well covered with Roses

and fruit trees, such as Peaches and Nectarines, which, by the way,

are, as in other places, but scantily set with fruit this season. Mr. Soper

endeavours to practise ditt'erent styles of gardening as space will admit

;

he has carpet bedding as well as ordinary bedding with tender

plants, rockwork, and mixed borders. A little strip of carpet bed-

ding brightens up one side of the garden, the design being admir-

ably adapted to show the plants ofi' to the best advantage. This bed

is edgeil with a deep row of Sempervivum calcareum, a variety of

the common Houseleek and Echeveria secunda glauca, now in full

flower and strikingly effective. The brightness of this bed is toned

down as it were by the mixed border near it, which contains a

great variety of plants.

We would recommend all who possess small town gardens, and

who wish to make them interesting, to pay more attention to showy
hardy perennials than is usually done, as they are not only inexpen-

sive to maintain in good condition, but they last a long time in beauty,

and give no troul)le in winter, while tender plants require to be

iioused and protected.

About half-a-dozen sm.all houses are filled to overflowing with a

variety of subjects, all suitable to their respective quarters. In a

house devoted chiefly to fine-foliaged plants, a vigorous plant of

Lapageria rosea covers the roof and flowers profusely ; Begonias of

the Rex type grow to a large size, and their handsome leaves con-

trast finely with the cut fronds of the Ferns, Palms, and Bromeliads.

Such, for instance, .as the Nidulariums thrive capitally planted out

in this house, and various Selaginellas and low-growing Ferns form

an excellent carpet beneath them. Polypodium Billardieri is one of

the best Ferns here ; its deep green fronds have a fresh and

healthy appearance, and it is a rapid grower, and soon spreads

widelv. Banks in this house are constructed of cork, an excellent

material if of good quality, so that it would not soon rot. A
rustic tank in one of the lianks, with the water constantly trickling

into it, would make an excellent place for Filmy Ferns, which, by

the way, Mr. Soper grows finely in cases in one of his dwelling-

rooms, where he can attend to them more closely in the way of

supplying them with the necessary spray, little and often.

A house near to that described is devoted chiefly to florists'

flowers. Pelargoniums, tuberous Begonias, &c. A small stove is

filled with a great variety of subjects, such as Orchids, Ferns,

Palms, Acanth.ads, Aralias, Coleuses ; and even healthy youngSmooth
Cayenne Pine-apple jdants, which will shortly produce fine fruits,

are growing in this house, the roof of which is covered with Clero-

dendron Balfouri (which Mr. Soper values highly for supplying cut

flowers), .Jasminum Sambac, and others. Such uncommon plants as

Dalechampia Roezliana, Anthurium Scherzerianum, are thriving
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admirably, and so are the Orchids, which include some rare species.

The variety of plants in this kouse is very remariiable ; at every

turn one sees a different plant, and in many cases there are plants

growing side by side which ordinarily seem to require difJ'erent tem-

peratures.

Near the stove is a house chiefly devoted to Ferns, conspicuous

among which we noticed the beautiful crested variety of Pteris ser-

rulata named Soperiana ; of this we gave an illustration in The
Garden last year under the name of P. pellucida. A small but

select collection of Ferns thrives capitally in this house under the

shade of a Muscat Grape Vine. The houses as well as the outside

garden are well managed by Mr. J. Dains, Mr. Soper's gardener,

and every advantage is taken to render the garden, even though
under the adverse circumstances of a London atmosphere, enjoyable.

W. G.

PROPAGATING.

Hydrangeas.—All the Hydrangeas are beautiful, both foliage

and fiowers, and they are all easily increased by means of cuttings

made of the strong side shoots. After the beauty of the plant is

o''er cut off the old flower- heads, and they will throw out a quan-

tity of cuttings. These taken oft' and inserted in sandy soil in pots

or boxes, and placed in a half-spent manure bed in May, will emit

roots in two or three weeks, and may then be potted off for ne.xt

year's flowering. All the variegated forms, such as that here repre-

sented, do best kept in an intermediate house, in which the varie-

gation comes out much cleaner and whiter than on plants fully ex-

posed. The beautiful variety, H. paniculata grandiflora, is best in-

Hydrangea japoniea argentea variegata.

creased by taking a few plants into a temperature of from 55° to

00° in March, and as soon as the cuttings have made three pairs of

leaves they should be taken oS'and inserted in cutting pots prepared

with good sandy soil, | in. of sand being laid on the surface.

Place the cutting-box in the propagatmg house, and the cuttings

will emit roots in about fourteen days, when they can be potted off

and set on a gentle hotbed.—H.

entered holy orders, left Dublin, and resigned my secretaryship, to
which, if 1 remember rightly, Mr. Andrews succeeded ; at any rate

lie became and continued a very active member ; but it will be seen
from this that he was not one of the original founders of the society.

—H. H. DoiiBEAiN, IVcstirdl Vkarcuje, Axli/ord, Kent.

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—The following plan for destroy-
ing these lias been used successfully here for thirty years, and never
failed till 1879, when the daily rain washed the salt off the leaves

before it had time to dry or act on the young caterpillars. Mix 1 lb.

of common salt with 8 gallons of cold water, but be careful not to
exceed that quantity. Aliout the second week in May, or as soon
as perforated leaves are observed, choose a dry day and syringe the
bushes with this mixture. Repeat tlie syringing in a week or ten
days should more perforated leaves appear. Tliis mixture, though
destructive to young caterpillars, will not kill old ones ; these must
be handpicked.—A Subscriber, Co. Down,

Dublin Natural History Society.—In the obituary

notice of my former associate, Mr. W. Amlrews, it is stated that he

was one of the original founders of this society. This is incorrect

;

he was not even a member of it until after it had existed two years.

I have now (what I suppose no one else has) the two first annual

reports : in the first liis name does not appear at all, in the second

only as a subscriber, not even as a member of the council. He
joined the society early, and gave it his hearty and generous sup-

port. Its history is simply this : Two university students were, in the

year 18;iS, out entomologising in tlie neighbourhood of Dublin, and

while discoursing on various matters the idea was started of a

society for the investigation of the natural history of Ireland,

where less advanced naturalists might obtain information, and be-

come better acquainted with one another. Of these two students I

was one, and my late friend, the Rev. B. S. Clarke, the other. The
idea was taken up with a good deal of spirit. We commenced in a

very ([uiet way. Our apartments were at first at a rope and twine shop

on U'Olier Quay, although our first gatherings, when thesociety could

liardly be s.aid to be formed, were at Glenan's, the bird stuffer in

Suffolk Street. Our first year's income was £37 lOs. In tlie follow-

ing year our borders were greatly enlarged ; we migrated to com-

modious rooms in Great Brunswick Street. Some of the most emi-

nent men of science in Ireland joined us. Archbishop Whately
took us by the hand, Mr. (afterwards Sir William Wilde), Profes-

sor Allman, Robert Ball, David Moore, of Glasnevin, the Lord
Lieutenant, the Provost of Trinity College, became members, and we
left off at the end of the second year with a balance of £S0. In 1841 I

OBITUARY
The announcement of the death of the Knight of Kerry, wliich
occurred on his island of Valentia, on the west coast of Ireland, on
the 6th. inst., will be received with regret by all readers of The
(Jakde.v, to which he was a frequent contributor. He was the fifth

son of the Right Hon. Maurice FitzGerald, eighteentli Knight of

Kerry, and was born in 1808. He succeeded his father in 1849, and
has ever since resided almost constantly on his island of Valentia,

devoting himself indefatigably to the improvement of his estates and
the welfare of an attached tenantry, more particularly in carrying-

out what has been but too rare in Ireland—the building of substantial

liomesteads in place of the wretclieil cabins with which the pernicious
middleman system had covered the west of Ireland. His lively sense
of what man owes to man, his fervent hatred of abuses, and, above
all, his fascinating manners, commanded the admiration of all who
knew him, and have left an indelible impression, especially on those
(and they were many and of all ranks) who had the good fortune to
be his guests in his unique island home. Quite recently he was
created by the Crown a baronet. His eldest son. Captain Maurice
FitzGerald, succeeds his father in tlie baronetcy and in his more
highly-prized feudal title, the Knight of Kerry, which dates back
to the thirteenth century.

ANSWEES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Hardy Clitobing Roses.—By way of answer to " V." (p. 136>, I subjoin a
list of hardy climbin;; Roses, i.e., sorts which stood the past winter here without
injury ; the lowest temperature reiiistered during the wiiiter was 28° frost ; Ayr-
sliire—ruga and splendens; Sempervirens— Felicity Perpetu6 and Leopoldin&
dOrleans ; Hybrid Oliriibiuji -Russelliana ; Noisette—pulchella; Hybrid China—
3I.i:^'iia rosa and Maduint- I'lanticr; Hybrid Noisette— Cotiuette dea Blanches;
Hybrid Tea— ('he.sbuiit. Hyl)rid ; iiybriil Perpetual-CIinibiny:G^ant des Batailles,

Jules Mari^ottin, and Mad. Clemence Joigaeaux.—WILLIAM RuMSEY, Walthatn
Cross.

Cape Bulb3.—Allow me to thank Mr. Jas. O'Brien for the practical informa-
tion he gave (p. 48) as to the treatment of Erunsvigia Josephinie. I at once
acted un his advice with my two bulbs, and am now delighted to say that the-

large Imlb is sending up au enormous flower-spike at the rate of 2 in. a day. The
smaller bulb is still dormant, but 1 have hopes that it will follow the example of
the larger one.—J. A.

Substitute for Ivy.-A correspondent some little time ago asked what
evergceea would do for a bank instead »if Ivy. I have several London Pride
lianks now four years old which always look well. Last spring we planted another
bank thickly with London Pride, and already it has a fine appearance.

—

K. J. F.

Decaying" Mulberry Tree. -A Mulberry tree on our lawn this spring ap-
peared to brf quite dead. Since we have had warm rain a few leaves have come
out on the trunk and several parts. Should I at once cut off any branches? or
leave it quite unrut until next summer ?—K. J. F. [Prune otf ail branches really
dead next spring.]

Fun^i — '^.
-ff. C.—Ynur funji belong to the egg condition of the " Stinking^

Polecat "(Phallus impudicus.) When the eggs burst they throw out a highly
ftetid stem some in. or S in. high. Pha'lus is somewhat local, but it is always
lo iked upon as an iutolerable nuisance, from its poteut aud sickening odour of

carrion.

Names of Plants.-B. H".—Galega officinalis alba. F. M. J.—I, Solidago
(species); 2, Lycium barbarum ; 3, Bocconia nordata. B. M.—Lysimachia
punctata. T. W.—Dianthus Seguieri. h. W. £".-Solanum laciniatum.

li. T —\, Spiraia callosa ; 2, S. nobleana ; 3, S.cana; 4, S. tomentosa ; 5, S.

Douglasi ; the other kind was too much withereil to recognise. S. /*.—Seed-
ling varieties of tuberous Begonias cannot be namsd by us.

Questions.
Beech. Oil-—Will anyone kindly tell me the U5e to which the oil extracted"

from the Beech (Fagus sylvatica) in France and Germany is put?— W. B.

Christmas Roses.—When is the best time to take up and pot some for in-

door use V-K. J. F.

Orang'e Trees.-Only two of my trees blossomed this year. The fruit set-

well, but already all the iruit has dropped off one trei. What is the reason?—
K. J. F.
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" This is an art
Which does mend X.iture : ch-aniie it rather :

lUE AKt ITSELF IS Xatuke."—SAaifspeurs.
but

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

STEAWBEREIES—OLD AND NE^V.

In" 1820 London enumerates some sixteen or seventeen varieties of

Strawberries as being then in cultivation. In the edition of Bonn's
" Hortus," published in lS4.">,the names of twenty-one varieties are re-

corded. Loudon inchuies Keen's Seedling in his list, so that old and
still esteemed variety must have been one of the first hybrids raised

in this country. I am afraid to hazard even a guess as to the number
of varieties there are in cultivation now, but they must amount to

hundreds, and in a country like ours, possessing, as it does, so much
variation as regards soil and climate, there is a good deal of

scope for selection to meet the wants of each place ; and though
half-a-dozen suitable kinds would be better than more, yet the

same sorts would not suit all situations alike. If I were called

upon to pick out one kind of Strawberry that would be good
in all respects for general purposes, and especially where the soil

was hot and light, and not well adapted for Strawberry culture

generally, I should lay my hand upon the \'icomtesse Hcricart de
Thury, yet the Vicomtesse will never take a prize at an exhi-

bition where the competition is only moderately keen, as neither its

size nor flavour places it in the front rank for that purpose when
grown in the open air. But for early work it is first-rate ; it will

bear more heat and set its fruit with less trouble as regards artificial

fertilising in the short days of February than any other sort ; its

flavour, too, is less affected by strong heat, and it lays on more
colour under such circumstances than any variety with which
I am acf|U.ainted ; and even in the open air, though it is not
first-class in flavour or size, yet its wonderful fertility and
earliness combined make it valuable, and it will grow anywhere
and bear fruit at almost any season of the year. As an early

forcing Strawberrj', so far as my experience goes, it is unequalled.
After March more size is looked for, and then Sir Joseph I'axton,

President, and Sir C. Napier come in. The latter Strawberry
for late use both in pots and in the open air is invaluable, but
it re juires stronger, better soil, and will not thrive so well under
difliculties as the Vicomtesse.

Whatever the character of the soil may be, whether light or

heavy, it must be broken up deeply in order to obtain the best

results, and especially is this necessary on land where Straw-
berries grow with difficulty. Though they are surface-rooting

plants, yet where they are not too much crowded, where there

is scope for the development of ample foliage, the roots descend into

the earth the full depth of the prepared soil in one season, and when
a plant gets a good grasp of the soil and has strong, vigorous
foliage, it is prepared for every eventuality in the shape of

weather. If it be cold and wet, its ample foliage protects the
crowns and keeps the roots in a state of activity ; whilst they on
their part, by the numerous tunnels they make through the soil, tend
to keep it in a sweet and wholesome condition. The same perfect

condition that causes land to part quickly with its surplus moisture
in a wet season aids the moisture in its ascent by capillary attraction

during a dry time—in short, a deep well-tilled soil is not subject to
extremes of either temperature or moisture, but is maintained in a
steady, regular, healthy condition. In planting out Strawberries I

think we generalise too much, sufficient consideration not being
given to the different habits of growth of the various varieties. It
should be obvious that a plant commonly making large crowns of

bold, broad foliage can profitably occupy more space than should be
given to a kind less dense and vigorous inhabit. Then, again, more
space should be allowed where the land is strong than where it is

light, but in all cases, whatever may be the texture and character of

the soil, depth is most important, inasmuch as plants will thrive
better in a deep, well-broken-up bed of even the poorest
material than if it be rich, but imperfectly cultivated. 'Though
land should be deeply worked, yet consolidation is necessary too ;

hence it will be better to have the ground prepared some weeks before
the Strawberries are planted in order to give it time to settle. But
where deep culture is systematically carried out for all crops, and
the Strawberry plantations come into some regular system of rota-

tation, and only occupj- the land for a limited time, "then of course
less stress need he laid on its preparation for any particular crop, as
such highl}' cultivated ground is alwaj-s in good condition.

As bearing unon, or rather as indicating that there is sometimes

a difficulty in selecting the right kinds to suit each particular soil

and situation, perhaps by way of illustration I may be permitted to

direct attention to a controversy that has lately arisen in a contem-
porary respecting a new variety of Strawberry called P.auline, of

\vhich a figure was recently given in tlie journal in question. One
eminent grower thus alUules to its character :

" It combines high
ciuality with earliness, size, and lirmness, " to which an equally emi-

nent and practical grower replies, " We grew it three seasons, and
as it did not improve wo discarded it. It is early, and that is all we
can say in its favour. It is ugly as regards shape, and as to flavour,

few would care to taste it a second time." I know that

in the case of most of our cultivated fruits, soil,

aspect, climate, and even the small matters — details of

culture—which are in the cultivator's own hand to give

or withhold, do influence largely the size and flavour of

fruit. Yet with all this I should not recommend anyone to plant

new varieties of Strawberries largely till tliey have been well tested

on a small scale for several ye.ars by themselves. There is always
a danger where there is a large number of varieties of Strawberries

grown of getting the sorts mixed and confused ; therefore I repeat

half-a-dozen good kinds or even less will be sutEcient if they
suit the soil, or if the soil can by any means be made to

suit them. It is possible in many places by better cultiva-

tion or by adding such substances as clay, marl, &c., to

give the soil greater body and strength to carry the crop to ma-
turity. Strawberries take a good deal out of the land in a compara-
tively short time. The larger proportion of the requirements of the

plants is, of course, water ; yet the taking up and utilisation of that

fluid requires a perfect and elaborately working machinery in the

shape of leaves and wide-spreading roots, and the fruit is either fine

and good or small and indifferent in proportion as the machinery of

the plant is competent to perform its worl". If the food which the

plant requires to liuild up its growth is not within its reach, the fruit

must be small and badly flavoured.

August is the best month to plant .Strawberries if young plants

are used, and if some pains have been taken to secure the best and
earliest runnei-s, the plants should be strong enough to bear a good
crop the first season after planting. Some layer the runners in pots

filled with soil, but the best plan is to peg them onto squares of turf

or sod, and when well rooted remove the sod and the young plant

with no more disturbance of the roots than may be necessary. In
planting, apply the needful pressure to firm the plant in its position

either with the hands or feet. The Frogmore Late Pine is an excel-

lent kind for late use, and the season may be prolonged by making a

bed on the north side of a wall. Planting is best done when the

surface of the land is dry, giving a good watering to settle the plants

in their position. E. Hodd.w.

STOPPING LATEEALS ON VINES.

Mr. Earley, in writing against the system of close and early pinch-

ing, says :
" The enquiry is based upon two primary considerations,

viz.— 1. Reciprocal root formation. 2. Texture of foliage apart from
mere size. Before every consideration of size as regards the leaf I

place its texture or quality. If you can insure a large leaf of leathery

texture, its size is but a too evident gain. Young gross leaves, thin

in texture, never did or will assist in producing first-class fruit. In
practice, therefore, the question is : shall we attain this end better by
stopping each lateral immediately it is seen where the flower-

spikes are, or by permitting each to grow till the two leaves be-

yond each flower-spike have also grown into form and moderate

size? What I maintain is that the former practice is a mistake,

but by following the latter plan we assist at once the formation

of uniformly fine leaves and reciprocal root action. By pinching the

points of tlie laterals out as soon as possible after the flowers are

seen we necessarily check the flow of sap in that direction, and
the leaves which remain have to enlarge and develop themselves

under these conditions. Such early pinching back proves equally

detrimental to quickened root action." I rather think Mr. Earley is

buihling too much upon the fact that pinching a shoot checks the

flow of sap. That it does so is certain, Ijut does it not also throw
strength into the back leaves and buds, and this I take it is one of

the main objects of pinching. If we dam up a stream we stop the

flow of water in that direction only for a limited time. A current

that has worn for itself a channel, even when obstructed, does not

leave its old course all at once, but makes a vigorous effort to find an
outlet. It penetrates the smallest cracks or crevices, which, when
gliding smoothly along it had neglected to take advantage of, and
permeates the bank in every direction as the pressure increases until

finally it bursts its bounds. In some such way, I think, may be
regarded the motion of the sap in connection with stopping.

Another writer says, "No one will deny that root and branch

growth progresses in a relative degree the one to the other, but leaf

growth tikes place prior to root growth. As the action is rcoipro-
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cal, so must the condition of the root partake of that of the branch

which called it into existence. We start a Vine eye in the spring

and grow it two or more yards long ; we then stop it in order to con-

centrate the whole vigour of the roots into a certain length of cane,

and when tiie Vine is stopped the cane thickens rapidly, and with

this development the fruiting eyes grow prominent also. On the

otlier hand, if the Vine is very vigorous and it is stopped at the

point to which it is intended to be pruned back in winter, the proba-

bility is that with the force of the sudden influx of sap from the

roots, some of the best fruiting eyes would not only break

away into growth, but the cane might also develop into

a size which in our dull climate might not ripen properly,

and tlie result would be a bulk of fruit of inferior appear-

ance and quality. As a practical example of what I mean,

take a house of Vines that are over-orowded, thin out the Vines to a

reasonable distance, and also thin the spurs to within IS in. apart on

the sbem, aiid see if concentration does not yield creditable results.

I object to lateral growth ; it drains the Vine of its resources without

doing any corresponding amount of good, because the unripened roots

of unripe wood do not survive the winter, and are therefore value-

less as factors in searching for food."

Both these writers speak in direct antagonism to each other, and

both may be in a sense right, for, according to the condition of the

Vines, eitlier system may be practised with advantage. Good Grapes

have been gi^nvn where the sub-latei'al growth was never allowed to

extend beyond an inch or two ; and on the other hand, I

have seen cases in which a little more freedom of growth has

proved exceedingly beneficial. It may be roughly said, the

more leaves the more roots, but tliis is only a benefit so far

as there is space for the foliage to grow to its full size. A
host of small leaves will Ije more likely to weaken than add

to the strength of the Vines. It is wise in all cases to permit as

much leaf growth as can have full exiiosure to light, but no moi-e
;

and in tlie sununer management of Vmes either indoors or in tlie

open air, leaving sub-laterals to extend beyond a few inches would

be calculated to do harm.
An experienced cultivator who h.as studied the constitution of his

Vines can tell exactly what amount of extension to allow, but it is

difficult for the inexperienced to tell this ; they want something defi-

nite to guide them ; aud'when they are told to,pinch out the pointwhen
two leaves are visible beyond the cluster of flowers, and permit

no sub-laterals to extend beyond one leaf, it is all plain sailing,

and they cannot make a mistake ; but there are cases in which

this rigid, unalterable system of pinching should be departed from.

In fact, a good deal must be left to the judgment of individual

cultivators, for gardening is not and never will be an exact

science. Gleaxer.

VAKI-4BILITY IN MELONS.
No doubt we have too many Melons ; but it they are all good it

matters little. One of the greatest difficulties is to keep Melons

true. Some new sorts take some time to estaljlish themselves, and

some of them fail to do so. I had a curious examiile of this some

years since. .4 White-fleshed Melon displayed extraordinarily high

(Xuality, but each fruit on the plant was more or less different in

quality, and in the following season the strain altered and also dete-

riorated so much, tliat I did away with it. This case was unique in

my experience. But another singular change has occurred to a

well-known favourite variety. For years I rather prided myself on

the purity and excellence of our strain of Queen^Emma Melon. I

considered it, and do so still, one of the finest Green-fleshed Melons

in cultivation. For the last two years the whole of our Queen Emma
Melons have been Scarlet-fleshed. No, not quite all. Last year

every Melon was scarlet and this season also, excepting one out of a

houseful. A few days since a ilelon of exactly the same character

and appearance, and from the same plant as the others, turned out

on cutting it open to be green. I have saved the seed and hojie thus

to get Queen Emma back to a Greeu-flcsh. I may add that I have

not recognised any difference in flavour between the scarlet and the

green.

Wider experience, too, also dispels the notion once so prevalent,

that the Green-fleshed Melons were always the better flavoured.

Such varieties as the Scarlet Queen Emma, Victory of Bath, Scarlet

Gem, and many others can hardly be excelled by tlie most luscious

Green-fleshed Melon, of ^^•hich there are whole hosts—Indian,

African, and Eiirooean garden hybrids. In fact, I doubt if the best

judge in the world'could tell a Scarlet from a Green-fleshed Melon

with his eyes shut. It will, however, hardly be denied that the

Scarlet-fleshed Melons are of a somewhat hardier constitution than

the Green-fleshed sorts, and they are rather more easily grown. It

is therefore a matter of practical importance to remove the prejudice

(shall I call it '!) that prevails against Scarlet and in favour of Green-

fleshed Melons. Fortunately, too, the chief factor in heightening

quality is culture. By all means let us secure the finest varieties,

whether old or new ; the more of both perhaps the better. But it is

important to bear in mind that there are few varieties so bad tliat

the good cultivator ^vill not make good, while the best Melons are
not seldom ruined by lack of skill, especially towards the finish.

I). T. Fish.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE TEUIT GAEDEN.

Keeping Late Grapes.—Many people are deterred from
adopting tlie very useful plan of keeping late Grapes in bottles of
water from the idea that some elaborately fitted up or air-tieht

compartment is necessary ; but this is by no means the case, as,

with a little contrivance, a good Grape room may be extemporised
in nuy compartment inclosed with four brick walls. Tlie principal

point is to get a steady temperature, that would not be liable to

sudden fluctuations ; and for this reason a room with a northern
asjiect is desirable, or, what is better still, an apartment that does
not communicate directly with the outside air. The ailvantageolhaviug
the Grapes thus securely bottled, when severe frosts and sunshine
render it impossible to miintain the houses in which they were
grown at anything like an equable temperature after the beginning
of the year, can only be fully realised by those who have had to

keep them on the Vines until late in spring, besides the benefit

which the Vines dex'ive by being released of their crop and pruned,
cleaned, itc, at the most favourable period. Tlie keeping of Grapes
successfully in bottles of water is now well known ; but any doubt-
ful of its advantage should try it first on a small scale, and I feel

sure they will soon adopt it fully and without reserve, as I am con-

fident Grapes keep better when cut than when on the Vines after

the commencement of the year.—J. G. L.

Leaf Feeding in the Case of Vines.—It may not be
generally known that if it is desired to obtain a crop of Grapes from
a Vinery the first season, if " long Vines " can be obtained and are

carefully planted, they can be induced to supply a good crop the
first year. As the roots could not furnish sufficient sap and nutri-

ment, artificial means must be resorted to ; and this can be effected

by placing large flat pans of liquid manure in the house. The vapour
given off by these pans will feed the Vines through their leaves and
stems, and an abundant crop will lie the result from Vines which
otherwise could not be depended upon for yielding any crop the first

year. I yesterday finished cutting a house of White Muscat Grapes
which had attained a large size in the berry, a result which I attri-

buted to the evaporation of manure water, because I found the Vines
were in a weakly state in Ma}-.

—

Thos. Chri.sty, Malvern House,
Sydenham.

Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury Straw^berry.—As
many will now be thinking of making new plantations of Straw-
berries, a note on the good or bad qualities of certain kinds would
doubtless be useful at the present time. Few Strawberries have
been more favourably spoken of than the one just named ; we
planted a couple of rows of it three years ago and have grown this

quantity siuce, but no more, nor do we intend increasing our stock.

^Vhere a free fruiting kind is wanted it is worth growing, but as to

flavour I consider it only fourth or fifth-rate. I never yet have
tasted a really delicious melting fruit of it, such as Keen's Seedling,

British Queen, President, and others produce. In pots it will fruit

at nearly any time of the year, but here again there is a harshness

about the fruit and a deficiency in flavour which makes it anything
but first-rate. Many Strawberries are grown for their large size,

and others for their free-bearing properties, but none of these can
compensate for want of quality.

—

Cambbias.

Glass Wall Copings.— It has often occurred to me that
these, as at present arranged, have their drawbacks as well as their

advantages. For instance, wliile they ward olf spring frosts, they
also ward off all the rain that falls. Now, it will, I think, be admitted
that there are times and seasons when abundant rain washings
would be most beneficial to the trees. This is not so much a neces-

sity where abundant supplies of water are laid on to gardens with
hose pipes and plenty of pressure, but in those where none of these

things exist—and there are many such—it would be most important

;

the question arises. How is this drawback to be overcome ? I sup-

pose it would not be difficult to hinge the copings in lengths in some
way, but are they to fold up or down ? If the latter, they will, of

course, shut in the tops of the trees ; and if the former, they stand

a fair chance of being blown down. I am about to fix a quantity of

glass coping, and would be glad of any suggestions on the subject of

making it movable from any of your practical correspondents.

—

T. Smith, Newry.

Effects of the past Winter on Fruit Trees iu
Belgium.—It is sad to read of the destruction of fruit trees on
the Continent. The losses sustained by Belgian growers have been
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very great, ami must necessarily have the eft'eot of diminishing our

importations of fruit from tliat country for some years to come.
According to the " Bulletin d'Arboriculturo," Apricots are mostly

killed ; Almonds were frozen to the i,T0und ; Quinces, even old trees,.

so injured, as to necessitate their being cut down to the soil ; and
Figs even where well protected have sulfered enormously. Amongst
Pears the casualties have been very great, many large trees being

killed outright, others partially so, and a great number, although

they started into growth and (lowered, are so deficient in vigour,

that they will probalily die off in tlio course of this year or next.

Apples, which were supposed to liave escaped, are now found to be

iu a very bad state imleed. Many orchards in which the trees

were very old are completely destroyed, and the young trees in the

nurseries have sutlered iu a like manner. Peaches are mostly dead.

Vines were frozen to the earth. Sweet Chestnuts are very much cut

up, but the ^Valnut, strange to say, is not fatally injured, only the

bearing wood in most cases being injured. Neitlier the Plum nor

the GoosebeiTy have sustained any damage, and these two are the

only fruit trees wliich can be said to be truly hardy in the climate

of Belgium.—.T. C.

A "Wet Cellar for Apple Keeping.—As an experiment,

during Apple-pieking last autumn, selections were made of the

Northern Spy and Vellow Bellflower, carefully handled ; each
specimen of the latter was wrapped separately in paper and placed

in ventilated paelciges, and stored immediately in my cellar, where,
owing to the springy nature of the location, notwithstanding
thorough drainage, during the spring months water would be found
on portions of the earth bottom. The result has been that we are

now (July 2) supplied with samples of the Spy in a good state of

preservation ; the Bellflower held out well till June 1. Taking into

consideration that neither variety is classed among long-keepers,

the latter being what dealers term "holiday fruit," I am fully con-

vinced that by careful and judicious handling, and practising all

the other best known conditions favourable for keeping fruit, damp-
ness, or in other words a wet cellar bottom, is not detrimental to

the long keeping of winter fruit.

—

Irvixo D. Cook, in JVew York
Trilmne.

A Large Peach. — A fruit of Lord Palmerston Peach,
grown in Colonel .Jones's garden at Templeogue this season, was
quite a wonder iu its way. It weighed 17 oz., and girthed some-
where about 11 in. The tree, which is about four years planted,

besides this mammoth fruit, bore a goodly crop of choice Peaches,
each averaging from 1 oz. to 1 1 oz. Have any of our readers met
with a Peach whose weight is in excess of the above?

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—I find that the best plan for

getting rid of these is to allow young ducklings to go underneath
the bushes. They do not seem to molest the truit, but they collect

the whole of the caterpillars, and they jump up and pick off all

within H in. or 1.5 in. from the ground. The following ye.ar hardly
a caterpillar will be found upon the trees, as they seem to scratch
out all the insects under the surface of the ground.—T. Chkisty,
Si/de>i)iam.

Alnwick Seedling Grape.—Since sending you my note
about this Grape (p. 1(54) I have made more particular inquiries

about it, and fii>d that the nurseryman who supplied me procured his

stock from a source other than Mr. Bell ; I think it right to state
this.—J. SiMP.sox, WoHleij.

The Best Peaches.—What are the best flavoured Peaches?
Mr. Bond, of Walcot, one of the best gi'owers in England, considers
the Malta, the Princess of Wales, and Albatross as among the best
for flavour.—V. H.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

Round-leaved Winter Green (Pyrola rotundifolia).—
This rarely met with pretty white-flowering alpine is now in good
bloom in a pan standing in a cold frame with other alpine plants. I

found it growing in a wood in the Fexthal, close to Sils-Maria, in
the Engadine. It has thriven well and increased considerably since
I got it, and now is producing its remarkable spikes of bloom,
resembling somewhat Lily of the Valley.—J. T. PoE.

Begonia Frcebeli incomparabills.—Last spring Mens.
Frcebel, of Zuricli, sent out a Begonia, a cross between Begonia
Frcebeli and another species not yet in commerce, Begonia poly-
petala (Alph. de CandoUe), of which a woodcut was given in The
G.uiDEX, Vol. XII., p. 376. This great acquisition to lovers of
Begonias is now in bloom with me. The growth, though larger,
resembles much that of B. Frcebeli, but it is covered with more
conspicuous down, while the vivid intense scarlet of the blossoms
is exactly similar to the colour of its very remarkable parent,
B. polypetala. which I had recently the pleasure of seeing in bloom
in Mons. Frcebel's garden at Zurich.—J. T. PoE.

THE HOLLY AND ITS VARIETIES.
Holly is a comparatively modern name of the Holm or Hulver,
commonly regarded as the " holy " tree, because of its employment
at the season of Chrittmas in the decoration of churches. The
common Holly of Great Britain and the woods of Western and
Southern Europe is the Ile.x AqnifoHum of Linn:i'us, a quite dis-

tinct tree from the Hex of the Latin writers, whicli is an evergreen
Oak (Qucrcus Ilex). It is ,an erect, much-branched, bushy tree,

attaining a height of 40 ft. to 50 ft. in favourable situations in

Engl.and and Scotland, but rarely exceeding '20 ft. to MO ft. in the
woodlands in which it is indigenous. The British Islands mark
the northern limits of this handsome tree, and the finest growth is

found in the fertile western districts, wliere the constant humidity
of the atmosphere is favourable to tliis and many otlier evergreen
trees and shrubs. The largest Holly of which we have definite

record is at Ravenscliff, near Ashbourne ; the girth of this tree

immediately below the branching hcxd is 11 ft. and a few inches.

Holly timber is fine in grain and much in request for high-class

turnery, and is used in place of Box in the construction of mathe-
matical instruments. The leaves and bark possess decided febrifugal

properties, but the berries, though eaten by many kinds of birds,

and especially those of the Merulid:e, are said to be poisonous to

man, or at all events violently purgative and emetic. From the
bark is prepared birdlime, a glutinous substance used in snaring
small birds. Sheep, deer, and rabbits browse on the leaves in

winter.

The Holly is a variable tree, and vei-y much of the interest it has
for the horticulturist is founded on the permanency of its variations.

In its commoner or wild forms tlie loaves are shortly stalked,

ovate, hard in texture, much waved, the undulations terminating
iu formidable teeth, the colour a deep rich glossy green. Tlie most
conspicuous variations occur in tlie forms and colours of the leaves,

and it is by selecting striking departures from the type that over
150 named varieties have been secured for the embellishment of the
garden. These variations, however, have much interest for the
scientific observer, and they illustrate in a forcible manner some of

the proWeras of vegetable biology. As regards the leaves, the most
common variation is the suppression of the waves and teeth, the
result being a smooth-leaved form of the common Holly. It is not
unusual to find examples in which the normal prickly growth and
the smooth growth occur alternately in scattered patches, and
occasionally both forms of leaves in gradations of difference appear
upon the same branchlet.

Another but less common variation is the deepening of the natu-
ral colour to a purple or bronzy tone, more especially in early sum-
mer, when the purple-leaved Hollies are consijicuous for their high
polish and rich deep colour. The garden varieties present us with
leaves larger and smaller than the type ; some fiat with somewhat
subdued teeth, as in the variety known as Shepherd's ; others quite
smooth, as in laurifolia ; and again, others variegated with rich yel-

low or delicate creamy margins, as in Golden Queen, Silver Queen,
and marginata ; or with a patch of variegation in the centre of the
leaf, as in Milkmaid. One of the most distinct, though not the most
handsome, is the Hedgehog, which has smallish leaves entirely

covered on the upper side with small spines, rendering its name
appropriate.

Of much more importance, however, to the scientific observer is

the system of reproduction, which hitherto has obtained but little

attention, so that the standard works on botany arc for tlie most
part silent even in respect of its more salient features. The Holly
is diiX'cious, but in respect of this character its variations are many
and curious. The typical flower may be described as four-parted, but
it will be an easy matter to find in a good collection at the time of

flowering examples ranging from three to eight petals. The perfect

stamens average three to four, but supplementary abortive stamens
are common, as are also petaloid stamens of various forms. The
female flower contains nominally four ovaries surmounted by four
sessile stigmas, but these are occasionally accompanied by stamens
apparently fertile and others obviously barren.

Thus we have three classes of flowering Hollies—males, females,

and hermaphrodites, the last, however, being more so in appearance
than reality, for it has not yet been demonstrated that auy flower of

a Holly is ever fertilised by its own pollen. There is jxt another
doubtful class of Hollies comprising such as do not flower at all,

respecting which all that can be said is that they have never been
known to flower, and therefore we cannot determine the place they
should have in a classification based on sexu.al differences. But there

is another kind of variation to which the plant is subject, and in

which probably it does not stand alone. The individual tree will not

only produce flowers that depart in some degree from that which
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may be called its normal character (i.e., male plants producing

female flowers, and I'ice verm), but the predominant sex of the tree

is in some degree determined by its age. At from ten to fifteen

years from the seed Hollies begin to flower, and in the first flowering,

and for several subsequent years, male flowers predominate, so that

in a young plantation male plants will be plentiful. But if the same
plantation is examined thirty or [forty years later it will be found

that female plants predominate. The explanation is that in the pro-

gress of years the plants have clianged their sex. The most fruitful

trees consequently (except in certain special cases) are those that

have attained considerable age. In a plantation of great age, and
of whioli the history is known, ^ve found the males to average about

one in ten, but in all probability when tliose trees first began to

flower the proportions of tlie sexes were the reverse—the females

being then about one in ten, or a considerable proirartiou being

pseudo-hermaphrodite.
The fruit of tlie Holly varies quite as much as its flowers. It is

normally a round or elliptic berry or drupe containing four stones or

nuts, each containing a single seed. But as a very large proportion

of the flowers have but three stamens or three stigmas, so a very

large proportion of the drupes contain only three nuts. If a

hundred Holly berries be carefully dissected scarcely a dozen of the

whole number will be found to contain tlie proper complement of

nuts. In respect of form, too, the variations are considerable, one of

the commonest being an enlarged berry of an obtuse pear-shape,

deeply sutured or clavate ; other sutured forms may be described

as apple-shaped, with the sutures limited to the region around the

crown. As regards the colour, normally it is a fine deep red, but

the variations mclude three or several shades of yellow and white,

and also of black. Amongst tlie varieties tliere are two that

deserve the special attention of the biologist, the one known as

Uurifolia, a male plant, wiiich produces a perfect foam of fragrant

flowers, and another known as Fcemina, which is a female, and the

most constant and fruitful of all the recorded varieties.

The Holly will thrive in any ordinarily good soil that is free from

stagnant water. W e have found it make a surprisingly strong

growth on clay land that had been improved by cultivation ; but

the finest Hollies usually occur on deep, fertile, sandy soils, and in

districts where the yearly rainfall exceeds 25 in. It is accounted a

slow-growing tree, and as compared with many trees that are less

beautiful it is so, but its reputed slowness should never be allowed

to stand in the way of its adoption where a substantial fence or

noble under-growth is wanted, and a reasonable time can be

allowed for the trees to become established. From observations

continued through a period of nearly thirty years we have arrived

at the conclusion that the average growth may be reckoned at 6 in.

per annum. In a cool showery summer a hedge that has not lieen

cut or interfered with will increase in height as much as 18 in.,

but in a dry hot season the increase will be scarcely appreciable,

the growth of the most vigorous shoots amounting to only 2 or 3 in.

It is certainly the finest tree we possess for a protective fence,

whether to give a fine finish to the boundaries of a property or to

screen off' keen winds or exclude trespassers. As a specimen tree,

even in its common green-leaved form, it is altogether superb, but

in the long list of varieties there are so many charming characters

that it must rank as the very first in importance amongst the orna-

mental evergreen trees adapted for general use in Great Britain.

Tlie common Holly is raised from seeds ; the garden varieties are

increased by budding, grafting, and cuttings. The first method re-

(juires that the berries be laid up in a heap for twelve months to rot

the pulp. The customary way is to "stratify" them. Layers of

berries and of sand are arranged in a heap in the open air, and in

the course of the winter are tur ;ed two or three times to promote

decomposition of tlie pulp. In the month of March following they

are sown thinly in beds, and covered with about h in. of soil. The
seedling plants soon appear, and usually attain to sufficient size to be

transplanted in September of the same season, but if they do not

they must be left alone another year. When planted out they should

be 6 in. apart, with a space of 1.5 in. from row to row, in rich well-

prepared soil. Weeds must be scrupulously kept down from tlie

first, or the young plants will be killed by tlie rank herbage that

will overtop them. When 6 in. to 9 in. high they must be again

transplanted, or tliey may be put into the places they are to perma-

nently occupy, whether to form a hedge or an underwood.

Holly hedges are not only the most compact, impenetrable, and

the handsomest of all live hedges, but they may be safely employed
under the sliade of large trees, where Thorn and other hedge trees

might not thrive. The best time to plant is about the middle of

August a-nd thence to the end of September. The montlis of April

and May are also snitalde. To ensure a rapid formation of a good

hedge plant a double row of strong nursery trees ," ft. to 4 ft. high,

cutting back any side branches that interfere with close planting.

When the planting is finished spread a mulch of half-rotten manure
2 in. or 3 in. thick over the roots. They should not be touched with

knife or shears for at least three years, for every leaf removed will

check the growth. The subsequent management will consist chiefly

in cutting to line in the month of April, and the less severely this ia

done tlie better, unless severe primness is required, in which case

the shears must be put into thj hands of a man who maybe trusted.

It is far better, however, to rough prune with tlie knife. It is right

to add, because it might not occur to the owner of a property, that

noble Holly hedges may be secured by leaving the trees to grow
entirely unchecked and without any pruning whatever. An instance

of this has become familiar to tlie inhabitants of Hornsey, in the

property known as " Quaker's Folly." In this case Holly hedges had
been planted to prepare the laud for building on, and being for

many years entirely neglected they grew into gigantic and magnifi-

cent walls of the richest deep green verdure, solid to the ground
line, very regular in general both as to height and breadtli, but de-

lightfully varied with undulations and bosses, chequering the surface

with alternations of light and shade.

In tlie garden culture of the Holly the perpetuation of choice

varieties is the matter of chief importance. Tlie stock employed is

the common seedling Holly. On this the varieties are placed by
grafting in March or by budding in July, the last-named process

being preferable. Propagation by cuttings is not often resorted to,

but it may be accomplished with ease and certainty. Young shoots

of the season are selected in the month of August and planted close

in sandy soil in frames or under hand-glasses ; they should be kept
moderately moist and somewhat shaded, and have but little ventila-

tion until the month of May following, when the protection may be
removed to enable them to make their first growth fully exposed to

the light and air. Variegated Hollies raised in this way grow slowly

for the first few years, but when established grow as fast as grafted

trees and branch densely from the ground line. Hollies may be trans-

planteil when of large size more safely than most trees, if the work
is done with care. The best times for the work are the months of

August and May. The last-named month would be the best without
doubt were we sure of an average rainfall in the month of June.

But the mid-summer month is somewhat droughty at times, and
large Hollies moved in spring need a cool rainy summer to help

them in taking firm hold of tlieir new stations.

In the selection of Hollies it will be well to bear in mind that the

variety known as Scotica answers best of any plant near the sea.

The variety known as Hodgins's is the most free in growth in a town
garden, being less affected by smoke than most others. The most
fruitful varieties are catalogued as Ftemina, glabra, madeirensis,

balearica, lutea, and flava. The most distinct and beauti-

ful of the variegated kinds are (iolden Queen, Silver

Queen, Painted Lady, Broad-leaved Silver, Gold Milkmaid,

Watereriana, and Argentea marginata. The following classification of

Hollies in relation to their several characters will be useful:

—

Male-flo'wering Hollies.

(/, Green leaves ; ?'. variegated leaves ; /;, producing occasionally

female or hermaphrodite flowers.

Ciliata, fi

Heterophylla, rj

Latispina, ;/

Laurifolia, ;/

Tortuosa, g
Gobi Tortuosa, v

Beeti, ;/

Cooki, ;/

Gold Cooki, V

Cornnta, ;/

Doningtouensis, g
Ferox, ;/

Ferox tol. arg., v

Female-flo'wering Hollies.
rj Denotes green leaves ; v denotes variegated leaves ; x denotes

Ferox aurea, v

Foxi, ;/

I'urcata, ly

Ovata, ;/

Picta marginata, v

Golden Queen, v

Longifolia aurea, v

Longifolia argentea, v

Watereriana, v h

Gold Few-sjiiued, v
Silver Queen, ^•

Shepherdi, ;y/t

Angustifolia, ff

Angustifolia aurea pendula, v

Angustifolia, mediopictapendula,?'!

Balearica, g x
Broad Leaf, v

Dark Shoot, v

Fishori, ;/

Flava frue to aurea, g x
Fcemina. ;/ .f

(iolden Milkmaid, v

(Jlabra, g
Handsworthiana, g
Silver Handsworthiana, v

Heterophylla,
;/

Hodginsi, g
Latifolia argentea, v x

plentiful production of berries.

I Latifolia aurea, v

Lutea, g X
Madame Briot, g
Madeirensis, g
Madeirensis nigrescens, g
Madeirensis variegata, v

Myrtifolia, ;/

Milkmaid red berry, v

Milkmaid yellow berry, v

Moonlight, V

Perry's Weeping, v x
Picta aurea, v
Platyphylla, g
Scotica, ;/

\Vatereriana, v

Weeping, g
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Hermaphrodite-flow^ering Hollies

Shepheiili
^

Smithiana
Silver Queen '

Heteropliylla I

Hoilginsi
j

Laurifolia

Handsworthiana
Lutea
Flava
Scotiea

Male flowers predominating
berries rarely or never

• produced.

Female flowers predominating,

berries plentifully produced.

Balearica
Rotundifolia

''

This list of Hollies has been spoken of in certain quarters as "an
admirable compilation," an expression intended no doubt as compli-

mentary. The trutli may as well be told therefore about tliat list.

It is in every sense of the word original, and it is the only list of

the kind ever yet publislied. The truth is the list was made up
by a careful and laborious comparison of notes made from time to

time during the past thirty years, and some few of the items repre-

sent ol)servations extending over the whole of that period. A cor-

respondent, who makes inquiries on the subject, desires to know
how it is that the variety known as Vi'atereriana appears first as a

male and next as a female ; and again he wants to know wliy Shep-
herdi .appears .as a male and also h.as a hermaphrodite ? I cannot
answer these questions. We are all of us altogether ignorant of the

precise purpose of Nature in bestowing upon these varieties such
curious and perplexing characters. My own records of observations

of Hollies, both when in flower and in fruit, show that the two sorts

referred to liave been sometimes entered as males, sometimes as

females, and sometimes as hermaphrodites. In tlie moutli of May,
1S79, I made a careful study of Hollies in tlie nurseries of Messrs.
Veitch at Coombe Wood, Kingston-on-Thames, as in many years gone
by I have done with mucli deliglit. Then it happened that I had
the good fortune to clear up two doubtful points. I found flowers

on Shepherd! containing prominent stigm.as and stamens perfect with
pollen, and thus established the v.ariety as a genuine hermaphrodite.
Within a few moments of this gratifying discovery I found on
Wateriana a few perfect male flowers, and also a few ripe berries of

the preceding year. I took from one tree four male flowers with full

stamens and two red berries, but I could not find a hermaphrodite
flower. Mr. Dartnell, the manager at Coombe Wood, shared in the
delight I experienced in these interesting observations, and laboured
hard to assist me in searching for flowers through the great collec-

tion of Hollies at Coombe Wood. It would not have occurred to me
to make these remarks, but I cannot aftbrd, after devoting many
years to systematic observation, and having at last framed of

Hollies classed in respect of sexes the only existing list, to have it

spoken of as " an admirable compilation." There is much work yet
to be done to enable me to classify, after the same fashion, the
whole of the 150 varieties of Hollies in cultivation ; but having
settled matters witli about seventy of the great total, and having
acoumulateil notes of most of the remainder, I hope in the course of

ten years at the least to make the list complete and a document of

some value both to the botanist and the gardener.

Shirlev Hibberd, in Gardeners' Magazine.

Double Deutzia.—Jlr. Fish (p. 1-26) speaks in favourable
terms of this useful shrub, and I quite agree with him. Our
largest bush of it here is about 10 ft. high and as much through,
and when this is clothed with purplish-white flowers in April and
May, it is really a most ornamental and attractive oljject. It blooms,
too, in quite a small state, and should find a place in all beds or
lx)rders of trees and shrubs.

—

Cumbrian.

Plants on Walls.—At Capel House, Enfield, there are several
plants of the English Yew, varying in size from 9 in. to .30 in.,

growing near the top on the north side of a high Ijrick wall, aiul in
the same situation the common Honeysuckle is thriving vigorously,
and lately the Scotch Fir has made its appearance on tlie same
wall, a seedling of some two or three years' growth looking quite
thrifty. Are such things common occupants of walls ?—
W. P„CM.SEY, WaHham CVo*.<.

The Variegated Negundo.—It is rather difficult to under-
stand the drift of ".Justicias" remarks (p. 149) respecting this tree.
Why one should be enough for a parish and six enough to spoil a
garden I entirely fail to see. In front of a plantation of dark trees I
consider the variegated Xegundo to be one of tlie most telling varie-
gated trees we have, serving, as it does, to lighten up the lamlscape
in a very pleasing manner. The Golden Elder is most useful for the
same purpose, and there are many situations in which both might
be planted with advantage,—H.M.Mathesox, Addlmjioii, mnslow.

IRllEGULAK-LEAVED SILVEK Fill.

(PICEA CONCOLOE.)

Tins fine Conifer is easily distinguished by the irregular arrange-
ment of the leaves (a circumstance well shown in the accompanying
illustration) ; they do not form a row on cither side of the stem, as in
most of the I'iceas, but grow from the top and even the bottom of
the branches ; they are about '_' in. long, of a whitish hue changing
to pale green as they grow old, the upper and lower surfaces being
of the same colour. The cones are borne in an upright manner
singly on the branches, and .are from 3 in. to 4 in. long. As a tree
its colour is very pleasing, and it deserves to be more extensively

Irregular-leaved .Silver Fir.

planted than it is, being very symmetrical and free as regards
gi'owth. It should be planted in elevated positions in preference to
low-lying lauds, for .although it grows very freely in the latter it is

somewhat liable to be cut liy spring frosts. P. Lowiana and Par-
sonsiana are often confounded with P. concolor, but they differ in

the leaves being somewhat lomrer and arranged in a regular row on
each side of the stem ; they then curve gracefully upward, and form,

as it were, an inverted arch. P. concolor is freely distributed
throughout California, where it attains the dimensions of a large-

sized tree. Alpha.

Important Notice.—Continental, American, Colonial, and all

other nurserymen are requested to send their catalogues as they
come out and their correct addresses to the editor of the " Nursery,
.Seed Tr.ade, and Horticultui-.il Directory," 37, Southampton Street,

Covent Garden, Loudon, W.C.
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NOTES FEOM NEW ENGLAND.
Bouvarclias.—I notice that Mr. Sluir remarks that he shall

lienoeforth grovy only two sorts of Eouvardias—one B. Vreelaudi, the

other B. Hogarthi. Let me advise him to try B. elegaus. I think

he will find it a groat improvement on Hogarthi ; the individual

florets have a longer tube, and the colour is brighter. It does, in

fact, not only resemble an Ixora, but is really almost as beautiful.

I must say, however, that to have eitlier of them in their greatest

perfection they must, as ilr. Baiues has truly stated, be grown m a

temperature at least not lower than 60'. Our cut flower growers,

who raise them extensively, treat them in this way, and you would
be astonished at the quantity of trusses they cut fi'om a small bed
of this plant during the winter.

American Dog's-tooth Violet.—I had but just returned
from a walk through uiy Rhododendron grounds where the surface was
completely carpeted with the pretty spotted foliage of the Dog's-tooth

Violet (Erythronium amerioanum), dotted all over with the drooping
golden blooms, ^vllen I took up The Garden and read with great

pleasure my friend JVIr. Williams' panegyric on our native plant, in

which he says there can be *' no two opinions as to its great beauty."
For years I did not think much about it, and dug up thousands of

roots as a weed. Now, however, I leave tlie patches undisturbed,
and the foliage is so dense that not a spot of soil is to be seen. It

is one of our earliest and prettiest of spring flowers.

Roses under the Electric Light.—What a great boon to

gardeners is the electric light ! Panch has not stated half its

wonders. Why, ilrs. Fit.^simmons was to give a party the other

day, and v/anted something entirely new that her neighbour
Mrs. Brown did not have at her party the previous week. Lilacs

were altogether too common ; and as for Roses, why everybody could
get General Jacqueminot and the big Baroness at Is. each. So she
suggested a whole basket of Moss Rose buds. "Certainly," said

the florist ; "they will be e.vpeusive, but you can be supplied. When
will they be required?"—" Next week, Thursday."— " Vei-y well,

they will be ready." Tlie florist had read of the wonders of the
electric light, and, sallying forth next day with pickaxe aud spade,
he proceeded to take out of tlie frosty soil two or three dozen iloss

Rose bushes. Tliese were potted at once, aud placed iu the hot-

house. No time was to be lost. The next day they were subjected
to the influence of the electric light, the action of whicli was mar-
vellous. The shoots advanced so rapidly, that it was feared the
Roses would open and fade before the promised day. However, by
skilful treatment they were ready just iu time, the florist satisfied,

and Mrs. Fitzsimmons delighted at her rare display. Some exhibi-

tors of flowering plants must deem it a great aid ; for if the Azaleas
or Pelargoniums are not likely to be out iu time for an exhibition,

the electric light will soon set all right—no more disqualifying for

want of bloom.

Cress in "Winter.—This reminds me of a true story related by
an old Scotch gardener lately deceased. He was at the time foreman
at a large private jjlaoe in Scotland. His employer came to him one
day in the winter and inquired if he had any Cress ; he said lie had
not. Tlie former heard this with regret, as he stated he was to have
some friends to breakfast with him in a few days. "All very well,"
the gardener rejilied ;

" if it is three daj'S hence you can have Cress."
He was greatly pleased and went his way. Some Cress seed was
immediately put to soak in warm water and at once sown in boxes,
which were placed immediately on the flues uuder th'e stage. Before
twelve hours the seeds were up, warm water was applied, the flues

kept warm, and at the end of three days he 'sent to his employer's
table a good dish of Cress. If so much could be done in the dark,
W3 may expect that Cress of the:best quality, 1 ft. to 2 ft. high,
can be produced in half the time by the electric light. Certainly
wc live in a progressive age.

American Elms.—Did you notice our Elms in your flying
visit to America ? If not, you should have done so. The Elm is

one of the most variable of all forest trees. While Scarlet Sugar
or Norway Maples in a nursery row have one uniform shape, the
Elms have certainly tliree, if not more. We have what are known
and distinguished as the weeping, tlie vass style, aud what I term
the serpentine. The first forms a fine broad spreading weeping
head ; the second grows upright for a time and then spreads out
vase like ; and last, the serpentine, in which the branches assume a
contorted form, crossing each other in a zigzag way, and iu old trees
with liuge Anaconda-like branches. Two rows of fifty or more trees
on the border of our grounds planted fifty or more years ago have
scarcely two just alike, and all three forms are nearly duplicated.
An old English resident of Cambridge planted an avenue of Elms
long before the war of 1773, and many of these trees are still

magnificent specimens of this most generally planted aud best of all

street trees where there is a good width. Next to this comes the

Rock or Sugar Maple and the Silver-leaf Maple, so called (A.
dasycai-pum), a quick growing and fine tree, but often injured in

gales, which twist aud break its long branches. The American Plane
trees, which were so generally planted fifty years ago, have about all

disappeared, some disease attacking them simultaneously over the
whole country. I know of but very few specimens of the Oriental
species. I had some fine trees, but as I wanted the room they
were cut down several years ago. Its principal merit must be, as I

have already said, its ability to flourish amid smoke and dirt.

Our Charming Mayflower (Epigaja repens) is now (May 1)

all the rage. The florists' windows display it in quantities, and it is

sold in the streets as Violets are in Paris ; every lady you meet carries

a liberal bunch. So plentiful are they as almost to fill the air with
their delightful perfume : and what can be more beautiful than its

lovely blush-tinted, waxy-looking blossoms ? Surely the Violet, but
for its associations, could not vie with it. Well is it named the May-
flower. These blossoms are gathered in the woods all along the
coast of Massachusetts and Maine—first coming from Plymouth, the
landing-place of tlie Pilgrim Fathers, where it was the first flower

tliat greeted them at the close of that dreary winter, and lastly from
Maine much later, so that Mayflowers are to be had in bloom from
all the localities nearly a month. No attempt has been made to cul-

tivate them, therefore they are rarely found in our gardens, for the
native stock is at present abundant enough, and likely to be so for

many years. It is ouly a short time since they found their way to

market, but now the demand increases every year, and it gives em-
ployment to hundreds of boys and girls in the country, who make
quite a profitable business of gathering, bunching them up, and
sending tliem to market. It is one of the little industries of

speedy railroad communication, the flowers being gathered miles

away in the afternoon, and even at daylight in the morning,
and offered for sale fresh and still bathed with the morning
dew. If the Mayflower had had among her great and noble
band of patriots a Keats or a Barry Cornwall, this early

harbinger of our boreal clime might have had its praises sung as

widely as the Violet.

Pinus Massoniana in my collection, which I did not notice

until a few days ago, produced cones the past year. How Gordon
could call it a synonym of P. Pinaster I do not see. The cones are

solitary, very small, only 1 in. long (not 4 in., as he describes P.

Pinaster). Hooper in his " Book of Evergreens" gives a more correct

account of it, copied mostly from Murray, who gathered his informa-
tion from Siel)old. My tree is 12 ft. high and about ten years old ;

the seeds came from Japan. It is a very handsome Pine, and has
never been injured by our coldest winters.

Propagation of Tree Paeoniea.—Reading JM. Baumann'a
account of this (p. 33li), I was rather surprised to see him state that

he "had grafted the tree Pasony on the roots of the herbaceous
species for fifteen years with most satisfactory results." I had sup-
posed that this was the only mode they liad been propagated for a

great many more years. In 1S44, while walking through the propa-

gating houses of the Chevalier Bodin, of Fremont, near Paris,

then under the charge of M. Keteleer, a pit was filled with
grafted Pajouies all under cloches, and from that day to this I have
never propagated one in any other way, and it is quite immaterial
what roots are used, except P. officinalis or paradoxa, these having
ratlier small weak rhizomes compared with the others. I take
roots of any of the one hundred varieties of P. sinensis. Speaking
of Pieouies, why are tlie most magnificent varieties raised by M.
Gcethals so little known ? There is nothing like Gloria Belgii,

truly a wonder, which the raiser justly prized so highly, that he kept
it under lock and key for twenty-five years, and nothing; but death
separated him from his favourite flower. I do not think he over-

estimated its worth.

Flo'wer Colour and Insects.—Speaking of insect fertilisa-

tion, and tlie theory that ilo^^'ers were made of brilliant colours to

attract insects, it struck me that after all this ingenious notion might
possibly be true ; as I was sitting the other evening and penning a few-

scraps for The Garden, with the temperature at SU", the windows
all wide open, and a bright gas-light burning, the moths or millers,

as they are commonly called, flew in and jiersistently made their

revolutions around the gas-jet, singeing their wings slightly

each time, until they fell upon the table no longer able

to raise themselves. It occurred to me that they undoubtedly took
the bright flame to be a Poppy, or Sunflower, or some other

gay-coloured blossom, made especially for them to fertilise, as my
sheet of white paper had no attraction, nor any other coloured

object but the brilliant light. Hence I conclude that the theory

must be true. Then as to self-fertilisation being almost an impos-

sibility, for a week I have watched two fine Pines to see

how far insects fertilised them, aud to ascertain, if possible, the

particular kind created for the special purpose, but I have not been
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able to detect one of any kind by daylight, and hence infer that

there is one tree, unless it is done in the dark, in which fertilisation

does take place without the aid of insects.

Pedigree Koses.—I am pleased to sec that you have

come to the rest-ue of the Kose from degradation. We have

pedigree Wheat and plenty of other pedigi-ee subjects which are

bad enough, but wlieu we tack on " pedigree " to the Rose 1 thinly

the matter has reached its clima.^c. Surely hybrid Tea Roses suffi-

ciently tell the whole story ; and I hope Mr. Bennett will accept

your suggestion, for if they are as beautiful as the plate represents

them to be, he need not think that the word pedigree will add any-

thing to their value, or deprive him of any claim as the originator

of these Roses. The French nurserymen, who raised such grand

Roses as M.art'chal Xiel and Gloire do Dijon, know something about

raising seedlings, and do not " go at it blind."

Choice Shrubs. — This is with us what may be termed
the shrub season, and I had thought of making memoranda
of the most beautiful amongst them as they came into flower,

but want of leisure has prevented this. With a week of the

warmest weather for many years, the temperature varying from !)()?

to 101" in the shade, according as the position is sheltered or ex-

posed, many shrubs that do not usually bloom till June arc now
(May "29) in full flower. Many of the early Azaleas have already

dropped their blossoms, and the Kalmias and Rhododendrons are

beginning to flower. Among the most noticeable of shrubs I would
single out the Exochorda, which has been a marvel of beauty, one

mass, indeed, of the snowiest white flowers in such profusion, that I

counted 100 on the tip of one shoot, besides the pearly buds which
terminate and add so much grace to the little spilcelets of blossoms.

It is also one of the hardiest of shrabs, for, while some of the

Weigelas, Spiraea Thunbergi, and S. Reevesiana fi. -pi. are often

injured by the winter, the Exocliorda has never been harmed in the

least. Its habit of growth is neat, erect, and symmetrical. Unfor-

tunately, it is slow as regards increase, and will not for some time be
a very common shrub. What a pretty little evergreen shrub is the

Sand Myrtle of New Jersey (Leioxjhyllumbuxifolium), very compact
and dwarf, and thickly set with small evergi-een foliage, not unlike

that of a Ledum, as it was called by Wildenow. I have somehow
overlooked it, but a fine specimen in the Cambridge Botanic Gai'den

showed me what a very desirable plant it is. Its numerous erect

stems, densely clotlied with little leaves, are terminated with umbels
of white flowers, highly ornamental, and it makes a fine companion
to the smaller Andromedas. It inhabits the sandy Pine barrens of

New Jersey, and appears to be as hardy as our Kalmias.

Lobelia syphilitica.—I am pleased to answer Mr. Dod's
enquiry, so far as I am able, respecting this Lobelia. It is rarely

seen in cultivation here. I have not grown it for more than a

dozen years. It flourishes in our low grounds and flowers in August.
I do not know, or r.'.ther have never seen, any varieties of it. I culti-

vated it, as I did L. cardinaUs, but it evidently requires a raoister

soil to do well ; and I think Mr. Dod is right when he says it " suQers

more from east wind and drought than cold," for it is perfectly

hardy. A damp, peaty soil would undoubtedly invigorate esta-

blished plants of it.

The Bird Cherry.—The encomiums of your correspondents
upon your native Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padus) are timely and well

• merited, and ought to induce our American lovers of fine flowering
trees to introduce it into their gardens. It is extremely rare here ;

yet, as you say, "just now it is the finest thing in the garden,"
with one exception, Exochorda, which it somewhat resembles at a
distance, though the flowers are much smaller and the racemes
longer and more pendulous. It ought, as you state, to be a common
garden tree. It flowers abundantly when only 6 ft. or S ft. high.

It is one of the trees which spring up in our gi'ounds in company
with Strawberries, Cherries, the American Bird Cherry, Blackberries,
Raspberries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grapes, and other beiTy-bearing
trees and shrubs planted by the American robin, one of the most
voracious of fruit-eating birds. In the autumn their especial

favourite is Solanum Dulcamara, which springs up everywhere, and
runs up and twines around the trees, producing a profusion of scarlet
berries—rather ornamental, but a little too much of a good thing,
for it requires a good deal of care to keep it from choking up many
beautiful specimens. C. M. Hovey.

Boston, Mass.

being of a pure lemon, others of a bright scarlet, all spotted with dark
purple or brown, as well as the ordinary intermediate shades. AVehave
never been successful with tliis beautiful Lily in tlie garden. After a
season or so of diminishing vigour it has failed entirely.

—

liiiral New
Yorker.

The American Turk's-cap Lily (Lilium. superbum)
at Home.—Hundreds of this Lily in the lowlands of tlic Rural
Farm now add greatly to the beauty of the thickets and woods. It
is thought by many botanists to be scarcely distinct from L. caro-
Hnianum and L. canadense. We have found them within a few days
past of a wider range of colours than in seasons heretofore, some

LEAFLETS.

I went on Sunday with H. B. Elwanger and W. C. Barry,

of the pleasant city of Ilochester, in the State of 'Sbw York,

to hear Canon Hole preach in Westminster Abbey—this time

no word of flowers or even Koses, but of the flesh and

tlie devil, and far greater evils than " bedding out," bad as

they are. We were proud to see the author of the Six of

Spades nobly doing his duty in a most eloquent sermon,

worthy of this glorious church, the resting-place alike of

George Pcabody and of Charles Dickens. Our garden asso-

ciations are far-reaching enough, little noise as they make in

the n-orkl, to make my Kochester friends, whose pleasant home
is thousands of miles away, as well acquainted with the

work of Canon Hole as -we are here. These Americans

have, of course, one grave fault, judged from our point

of view—their Rose gardens and orchards are extremely

difficult to get at. I am quite anxious to see the ti&x

early Peaches, seven or eight kinds of which are no^w

fruiting at Eochester, but ten days aboard an Atlantic

steamer, with an occasional iceberg knocking about and two

or three days' and nights' fog at a time, modify one's desire

to go and see. Perhaps ]Mr. Edison may one day help us

to evade the icebergs.

Jilessrs. Woolson, of Passaic, New Jersey, send me a

drawing of the scarlet Clematis, a graceful and singular little

flower, bright in colour and peculiar in form, which will in

due time find a place in our collections. The plant was first

grown in European gardens under a wrong name. It seems

likely to be hardy enough to thrive in our gardens on warm
borders, or sunny banks, or against low walls—perhaps hai dy

enouiih indeed to do without any of these comforts. They

also send me a good drawing of the pretty little Iris verna,

very dwarf and delicate in colour. With us this name is

sometimes applied to a plant to which it does not belong. It

is seldom one meets with these American Irises well grown.

The old crested Iris (I. ci'istata) is a beautiful little plant

when well grown on rich sandy soil, which it seldom is. I

have also to thank ]Messrs. Woolson for a pretty drawing of

the mountain LaJy's-slipper, a white-lipped kind delicately

marked with pink. ^Messrs. Woolson are helping all lovers

of hardy flowers by their attention to the rare and interesting

species of America.

It is not only from its own rich native flora that America

can assist us greatly in all future time with our gardens, but

the plant raisers of that country are likely in the future to

play a great part. The climate helps as regards bloom and

seed, and the avocations of the people being so very largely

connected with gardening and farming, the probability is that

new plants from that country will soon become familiar to

us. I have lately seen Mr. Hovey's Cereus, and very hand-

some it is. His gains in other ways are of much importance

and beauty, so far as we can judge them. It is to be hoped

that American raisers, unlike ourselves, will not worry them-

.selves and others by sending out many things, such as the

Tomato and Melon, in which no real improvement and little

real change is visible. There is a good deal of pure humbug
about new Tomatoes as well as " seedling" Melons. In that

lar<;e collection of Tomatoes .shown by Messrs. Carter the other

day the most interesting kinds, and in a sense the most valu-
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able, were the Cherry, Currant, and some of the smaller
Tomatoes. Those who have acquired a taste for that esculent
would enjoy these kinds as fruit, and they might also be
usefully employed in salads or in certain dishes in the summer-
time without cooliing. They are, I know, considered curiosi-

ties, but it seems to me that there is a real and important use
for them, whereas sorts more or less coarse, large, and having
no advantage in flavour or appearance over the original To-
mato are of doubtful utility.

*

We may all look for much good gardening in America as
soon as the people have got " through " a little more of the
early and giant work of turning a wild, rough, and cold world
into farm and orchard. The rough and early farm life is

against gardening, and very much in favour of the ground
round the little and often not too picturesque wooden house
being embellished with old preserve tins. But the people
have many advantages, including in country places at least

the possession of their own houses and gardens, and this alone
gives a man a notion tliat he ought to plant a tree or flower
for himself. The heat over a great part of the year makes
people favour a more natural dietary than is common with us,

and this taste is backed by the richest variety of good garden
I^roduce to be seen in any country.

When I was going to America in the Rusiia, a New Eng-
land sea captain on his way home from Liverpool to get a
new ship confided to me that he liked the Britishers well,
notwithstanding all their faults. It was very soon after the time
Charles Dickens died, and he had been, lie told me, to place
a flower on his grave in Westminster Abbey. " But," says he,
as he served out a dish of hominy, "you are the poorest livers

in the world ; nothing for breakfast but a beefsteak, a mutton
chop, some rashers of bacon, and a few eggs ! " I did not
quite know what he meant till I got to the New York Hotel, in
Broadway, about the first morning in August, and found
at least a dozen good things from the garden on the breakfast
table, not to speak of many more from the sea, the wilder-
ness, and the farm, including Blackberries nearly as large as
Walnuts.

*

Will any American friend of The Garden tell me to what
plant Oliver Wendell Holmes alludes in the following passage
from the " Autocrat of the Breakfast Table :" "Perhaps the
herb Eoeiiasting, the fragrant Immortelle of our autumn fields,

has the most suggestive odour to me of all those that set me
dreaming. I can hardly describe the strange thoughts and
emotions that come to me as I inhale the aroma of its pale
dry, rustling flowers. A something it has of sepulchral
spicing, as if it had been brought "from the core of some
great pyramid, wliere it had lain on the breast of a mummied
Pharaoh. Something, too, of immortality in the sad faint
sweetness lingering so long in its lifeless petals; yet this
does not tell why it fills my eyes with tears and carries
me in blissful thought to the banks of Asphodel that border
the River of Life."

*

_

For those who object to English names I fear there is no
kind of comfort, for every book on classification that I have
looked into since contained them in abundance. A distin-
guished amateur familiar with technical names, and not very
considerate for the many who are not professionally connected
with botany or horticulture, avowed that he objected to the
use of English names the other day when I met him, and
immediately afterwards said, " When are you coming down
to see my Blue Poppy 1" This name is, I believe, wrong in
three ways, but nevertheless will remain as a good English
name; Mrs. Duffield tells me the colour is really blue,

though of a delicate and peculiar shade. I noticed the other

day a garden at Kew, for the names in which I believe Pro-
fessor Oliver is responsible, or about which, at all events, he
took much interest, and on every label the English name
is given first. The plants are all herbaceous or annual.

»

My ideas as to English names have been singularly justi-

fied by the appearance of a most interesting book, printed at

the Clarendon Press, Oxford, on English plant names from
the 10th to the 15th century, by the Rev. John Earle, Pro-
fessor of Anglo-Sason in the University of Oxford. What
he says on the matter I will here quote, as it is interesting

and important for all who think of the garden and its plants

in relation to the great mass of people who never approach the
subject from the professional or technical point of view—the

people who in numbers must always be as ten to one of those

who take technical interest in the subject, and who get so

familiar with .speaking of plants in a strange tongue, that its

use presents no difiiculties or hards'.iips to them.

The native names have a charm which it is easier to feel than to
describe or account for. It is liUe the charm which wild flowers
have as against the flowers of horticulture. It is their wildness,
their homeliness, their artless simplicity. But this, in the case of

the names, is not all. It is, further, that they are associated, as
only vernacular words can be associated, with some of our simplest
and earliest pleasures. These vernacular names recall inestimable
memories ; the Latin name may recall the plant, but not its dearest
associations. But, on the otlier hanil, the sphere of these homely
native names is very narrowly limited ; the number of names that
can be used with a certainty of being understood, is astonishingly
few. Is it not a thing to be desired, that the use of them could be
extended and with them (perhaps) the taste of pure and natural
pleasures ?

In the state of nature, constancy of usage is secured to words
only through the vigilance of a continuous exercise. The names of

plants if lelt to chance are not so constantly used as to fulfil this

condition. This explains why the vocabulary of plant-names, in

its native condition, contains little that is quite definite and stable.

That list which is definite did not grow by nature, but has been
formed by human industry. A precise and exact list was wanted
for the advancement of knowledge, and it has been formed by a

huge combination of laborious thought which has taken long ages
to reach its result. The organised vocabulary is a work of art in

aid of science, as truly as a telescope or a microscope is. It extends
the reach of man's powers beyond their natural compass. No such
labour has been devoted to the vernacular names ; nay, the very
attention given to a central list has drawn off from their share and
tended to depress them. The central list has been nourished at

their expense. As the immemorial Oak attains its gigantic size not
without sacrifice of the humbler undergrowth, so the universal
plant-list has taken tribute and toll from native lists, and thereby
suppressed their vigour.

And besides these there is yet a third manner in which the native
plant-lists have been deteriorated by the growth of a central nomen-
clature. The above causes were in the nature, of things inevitable,

and therelore the more to be acquiesced in ; this one seems less so,

and therefore is the more tantalising. I speak of the gratuitous
rejection of good native names in favour of some Latin name
through mere contempt for homely things and affectation of novelty.
Our ancestors carelessly lost many good native names by preferring

Latin ones in their places. It is not to be supposed that all the
Latin which is found in the Saxon plant list was introduced into

places previously vacant. As well might we reason that all the
Latin and Greek words that have been adopted into English within
the last three hundred years were so adopted because the language
had previously no equivalents for them. We know well that in a
very great number of instances there was as good a word in full

currency before, often even a better word ; and that no inference

at all can be drawn from the avidity of receiving foreign words
as to the previous needs of the language which has displayed such
avidity.

The adoption of classical words was in deference to the prestige of

the classical languages at first ; then it became a piece of scholastic

pedantry, which, spreading ever wider and wider, became at length a
fashion because it was a flag of social pretension. And now that

the movement has reached the outskirts of the community and we
can observe it as something apart from ourselves, we see that they
who have just learnt to read and write prefer to say " commence "
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rather than the homely native wonl "begin:" while such as

aspire to pen a paragraph enjoy tlio savour of "eliminate," and

scorn to speak as their fathers spoke, who said, to cast out or got

rid of.

In conclusion, I would observe that there is an interesting

practical question arising out of tliis study of vernacular plant-

names. It is this : Are not these names deserving of a systematic

arrangement ? Do they not olVer the materials for an English

liotauy, a system iu which the names should be English instead of

Latin and Greek ? And would not a book of English botany with

English names do much to promote the general study of this

delightful science, and afford to many who could not otherwise find

it an entrance and introduction to scientitio ideas ? For botany

has this great practical advantage over all other sciences as a means
of universal culture, that the materials of it are the most generally

accessible of any scientific materials in the world. Within the

ordinary walking circuit of every habitation, unless it be in the

heart of a great city, are to be found data for the whole study

of botany.

Of what other science can this be said? Of geology indeed the

material may seem equally common, but in fact it demands so

large a range of country, tliat a student can hardly get round his

subject without travel. Botany alone is adequately supplied by tlie

gilts of Nature within walking distance. What is needed is that

its terminology should be popularised. Tliis has been attempted
with great energy by Grassmaun for Germany in his " Deutsche
Pdanzennamen," Stettin, 1S70 ; and when Professor Max Miiller put
that book into my hands he added a new zest to the present study.

The condition of the German language in respect to habits of com-
pound-making is indeed peculiarly favourable to the formation of a

popular nomenclature, yet we share this advantage with German ;

in a diminished measure it is true, but the faculty is capable of

enlargement. I do not, however, assume that an English nomen-
clature ought to be founded upon compounds, as Grassmann has
founded his, and as the German language so readily favours

;

I think it probable that the flat substantival sj-ntax, which is

almost as prominent a feature of English as compounding is of

German, would prove to be our natural and not less serviceable

instrument.

Historically almost the first of sciences, botany is naturally and
educationally first in order to the enquiring mind. Its objects are

near our homes, awakening to our minds, and inviting to our touch.

Botany is adapted to be the universal preparatory science, the
science to infuse the scientific sense. Why should we allow a pile

of heterogeneous names, however admirably drilled, and however
necessary for world-intercourse of botanists, to stand as a barrier

between our people and the fairest gate of knowledge? These
strange names are all but barren of interest in themselves ; what
interest they possess springs wholly out of the objects they repre-

sent. The objects and their mutual relations might be learnt quite
as effectually through congenial names, if only one-thousandth
part of the labour that has been expended on those were bestowed
on these.

#

Speaking of Carnations, ilr. James Anderson was telling

me the other day that the most extraordinary growth of these

he had ever seen was at Drumlanrig in James Mackintosh's

time. The ground on which they grew was paved with stones.

The hint is probably worth consideration in days when we
begin to take a renewed interest in such subjects. The loose

masses of earth in which these ])lants are often put maj- to

some extent account for their occasional failures and weak-
ness. Anything which enables us to grow well and enjoy
more and more these noble flowers is a gain.

*

The chance association of different plants often leads to very
happy effects. This is especially the case with some hardy
plants which naturally spread, and, uniting with others, form
delightfully effective groups. In the spring we have often

Snowdrops, Scilla sibirica, and Erica carnea clustered

together and forming a growing bouquet. Fumaria solida

purpurea growing through thick clumps of Saxifraga hypnoides
is often pretty ; the association of the Mossy Saxifrages and
bulbs often leads to the increased effect of each. But such
combinations are even more commonly found in gardens
devoted to herbaceous plants, particularly when a little liberty

of growth is allowed. I have a large cluster of Epilobium

angustifolium album which has spread and mixed itself up

with some tall-growing Delphiniums, and even introduced

itself amongst some Geranium sanguineum ; the red, white,

and blue thus accidentally mixed form a most effective group.

Again, Anemone japonica alba has happily associated itself

with Campanula soldauelhvflora, not single plants, but

masses of each ; the delicate blue bells and broad white

flowers of the two plants contrast both in colour and character

very prettilj-.

Can anyone say why a Iiorrid lump like this should cnme

on the roots of a friend's Big Tree?— I mean Sequoia, usually

called Wellingtonia gigantea. I am not sorry, for over the

greater part of England this tree is a delusion. I have seen

it in its native countr}', and there a young plant in a garden

is a very different thing from what it is here. Old trees, of

course, are grander still. We are plunged, so to sa)', in bota-

nical lore, and yet great costly mistakes are being perpe-

trated every day in nearly every place. A lowland countr)-,

like very much of England and Ireland, is no more fitted for

the healthy growth of a large number of Coniferous trees

tlian it is for epiphytal Orchids. Who, that has ever seen

a Pine tree in its glory, cares for those little extinguisher-

nr-"^?^"^-

shaped nursery trees that never get much above the height of

a man, or rooted out of the little bed of good soil given them

before they were transplanted^ There are a few well-tried

Pines that really become picturesque and healthy trees with

us, but the.se scarcely modify the languishing ugliness that

results from dotting Conifers over the garden landscape, that

perish the first really severe winter. Many gardens are spoiled

by these—always weak and young—often dying off.

»

Mr. Stevens sends me one of these handsome American

Milkweeds (Asolepias), which in that country often border

water, and put in no small claim to figure among the vigorous

weeds of the country. The large and coarse old Milkweed

we have grown the longest (A. Cornuti) is seen everywhere in

fields, but I like best the more Willowy-looking kinds that

grow by the water ; and then there is the bright and showy

Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tubero.sa), which is splendid in

sandy mounds and fields in Xew Jersey. We do not always

succeed with this, as it requires a warm good soil, but some of

the hardy kinds, like the Swamp Milkweed (A. incarnata), enjoy

a wet soil, and yield their handsome and singular flowers

freely.

Mr. Stevens sends me from Byfleet a branch of a beautiful

American shrub which ought to be made common in our

gardens, as it has not only a delicate fragrance, but much
modest beauty. It is the Sweet Pepper Bush (I ought to

apologise to some of my acquaintances every time I come to

an English name, but this one is not my own evil invention ;
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it is a good American name that comes to us across the sea.

I find plenty of English names in " Asa Gray," and begin to

suspect that he has got a human heart within his phytologioal

integuments (to speak a word after the fashion of the long-

worded ones). This beautiful shrub has been neglected with

many other good things for years past owing to the rush after

gaudy ephemerfe. However people may neglect flowers or

plants, they should not forgot the beautiful hardy shrubs and

trees whioli take care of themselves, and which are not pinched

or flattened out or squeezed into any fanciful patterns. This

plant grows in America from 3 ft. to 10 ft. high in wet copses

in New England, as well as further south; and, as it is in all

ways suited to our climate, particularly welcome in flowering

so late—in August. It would do in a peat bed, or indeed

anywhere where there is a little moisture. It is, I suspect,

one of the things that have been often over-run in our shrub-

beries, owing to the promiscuous planting of vigorous common
things everywhere. I had nearly forgotten to say that the

Sweet Pepper Bush is Clethra alnifolia. Justicla.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

CYCLAMENS FOR MARKET.
Some twenty years ago Mr. Bi'uce, of Kingston-on-Thames, was
about the largest grower of Cyclamens for market in the neighbour-
hood of Louilon, having generally in stock some twenty or thirtj'

thousand bulbs of various sizes. The Cyclamen culture of that day
differed materially from that pursued at the present time, buUis of a

season's growth being potted up for blooming in ih-'m. pots, so that

anyone visiting Mr. Bruce's establishment about this time of the year
might have seen a large number of corms stacked up in the pots in

which they had grown in such a manner that they were fully exposed
to the sun, aud so that not a drop of water could gain access to the

soil. Tliis was considered to be the proper treatment, and it was
supposed that unless the corms were subjected to a period of com-
plete exposure to the dessicating influence of sun and air, they could
not be relied on to flower with freedom. Even by this nowadays
termed " barbarous treatment " very good results were obtained, and
the number of plants annually disposed of by sucli growers as Jlr.

Eruce and ilr. L)ew, of Ham, testified to the hold that tlie Cyclamen,
even tliough immensely inferior to the worst strains of the present
time, had obtained upon public favour. The word " strain " had not
then indeed come to be applied to this useful flowering plant. As
far as I can remember, these growers knew but two colours—the
white with dark eye, the flowers of which were small with pointed
petals, and varied but little in size and shape, and tlie red,
which was considered as something choice and which commanded a
much higher price than the Avjiite. So great was the diflerence, that
in a large retail establishment a small plant of the red kind was
never sold for less than 3s. (jd. It was then considered that there
was no sure method of obtaining the red variety, for I well I'emem-
ber that Mr. Bruce's Cyclamen gi-ower informed me that the greater
portion of tiie seedlings reverted to the white kind ; hence the ditfi-

cultyot obtaining a sufficient quantity of red-flowered plants. It
was, I believe, Sir. Wiggins who changed all that, who succeeded
in breaking up this uniformity, fixed the red colour, and caused
it to break away into tints and shades hitherto unknown in this
flower. Since then truly marvellous changes have been made by sub-
sequent workers in this branch of floriculture, such changes as only
those who knew the Cyclamen of that period, with its meagre foli-

age, insignificant flowers, and general want of vigour, can realise
and appreciate. It is, however, within the last four or five years
that really striking colours have been obtained, and for these we
have, as regards market kinds, to thank ilr. Smith of Ealing, who
has devoted great attention to tlie improvement of the high
coloured sorts, and who has, I think, succeeded beyond all other
growers in combining size of flower with brilliancy of colour. At
the same time I should not in common justice omit to mention the
seedlings of Mr. Clark, of Twickenham, which are remarkably
brilliant.

The great fault of tlie bright-coloured varieties has been a strong
tendency to burn and discolor, as well as the comparatively small
size of the individual blooms. Tlie former defect has not yet been
entii-ely eradicated; the latter still exists,to a certain extent, although
I possess at the present tiiiie some remarkably highly coloured
flowers which in this respect leave but little to be desired. A

market Cyclamen must be very floriferous, the habit must be good
and compact, the foliage broad and of good substance, and the flowers

of large size, provided that all other requisites are fulfilled, for it

is a fact that some of the largest flowered kinds will not through
failing in tliese respects do for market work. Mr. Little's strain, so
well known at the great metropolitan exhibitions, is a very fine one,

the flowers individually being of perfect shape, models of what the
Cyclamen should be, and yet this kind of flower does not " take " in

the market, neither does the "fringed" strain, buyers generally
preferring a showy if somewhat more ragged flower. In tlie way of

whites there are none more useful than Smith's grandiflorum, which
with respect to size of bloom is as near like the now well-known
giganteum as can well be, but which exceeds it in floriferousness.

The foliage is leathery and handsomely marked, and the flowers are
produced in profusion. Those who grow Cyclamens for market
have to make a study of their requirements, and have to get
the bulk of their plants into flower at a time when they are

likely to realise the best prices. The Cyclamen is naturally
most in demand during the dull winter months, the sale

for plants being generally briskest j ust after the turn of the year,

that is to say, from about the latter end of January to the middle
of March. After that time it declines in importance ; other flowering
plants come in abundantly, which, if not more pleasing to the refined

taste, are more showy, and the demand for this gem of winter
flowers decreases. It has played its part, fulfilled an important role ;

so important, indeed, that few plants could be less well spared in

Covent Garden. Large growers, however, continue to sell until the
middle of May, but after the middle of April the sale is apt to flag

very much. Most growers manage to make, as it were, a double
profit from their plants. When well set with bloom the generality
of tliem will furnish a dozen or so of flowers for cutting, and then
leave plenty for furnishing the plant for sale. These blooms are
done up in dozens, and realise from 4d. to 6d. per bunch during
December, January, and February, during which time it is almost
impossible to glut the market with them. The demand is, how-
ever, principally for tlie white colour, especially the pure white, and
if they be fragrant, so much the better. After the latter end of
February the price rapidly declines, until by the end of March buyers
will hardly look at them.

Cyclamens for market are mostly grown in 4i-in. pots, although one
occasionally sees some good examples in G-in. and 8-in. pots

;

the demand for these is, however, limited, they being bought for
special occasions only. Mr. Smitli has some very fine pure white
varieties, and he makes a practice of saving a great jjortion of them
for Easter, when white flowers are so much in demand. The strongest
growers and the most free to seed are the rose-coloured varieties ;

next to them in freedom of growth come the whites, the most diffi-

cult to grow, and the most miffy being the bright-coloured ones.
It is also remarkable that the reds do not exhibit that diversity and
pleasing variegation of foliage displayed by the light-flowered
kinds. This defect will, however, in all probability be removed
in due time. Growers vary somewhat in their methods of culture,
but only in details, as all keep in view the necessity for early sow-
ing, the general practice being to sow in August, so that the young
plants are in readiness to pot oft' at the turn of the year, pushing
them along quickly in a moist, brisk temperature near the glass up
to the summer months, when they are accorded a light position,

mostly in frames, where abundance of air can be given,
and where they can be freely exposed in early autumn. If

the cultural details have been managed as they should be,
tlie most forward plants will be throwing up several blooms by the
latter end of October. These are generally marketed, as if they
do not realise a higli price, they have not cost much tor growing ;

and where a large quantity is grown, the season must necessarily be
a long one to get rid of them. Ten years ago there were but two
large Cyclamen growers ; now there are many, some of them dispos-
ing of as many as 30,000 plants annually. Jlr. Ladds, of Bexley
Heath, is, I believe, making preparations for growing about .">0,000.

The Cyclamen has probably paid about as well as any plant could do ;

and this many are finding out, and the general culture of the plant
being better understood are going into it. The effect of this will be
to bring the price down considerably ; in fact, I have been informed
that good plants were hawked this year early in the season at lOd.

each. This has, however, been in a time of exceptional dulness ; and
if a Cyclamen can be grown in about fifteen months to realise a
shilling, it must be said to pay well, taking also into consideration
the amount of cut blooms Which such plants furnish.

Bi/Jiect. J. COKNUILL.

Rose Madame Francois Jamin.—A short time ago, when
showna small liouse fuUof this Rose planted out, I exclaimed, " What
glorious Madame Falcots ! '' "No," said my companion, "not
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Madame Falcot, but Madame Francois Jamin, a great improvement

upon that grand old Tea Rose, and one which is grown expressly

for Initton-holes." The llowers are bright aaflVou in colour, and

the foliage rich and glossy. I do not think tliis Tea Rose is so well

known as it deserves to be, for it is the best in the bud state I have

ever seen.—S.vxmiNEA.

BULBOUS PLANTS AFTER BLOOMING.
It is generally agreed that bulbous plants, as they are termed, are

among the most useful and beautiful plants grown, and it is not sur-

prising to find Snowdrops, Crocuses, Hyacinths, Crown Imperials,

Lilies, Gladioli, &c., liguring prominently in borders. But many wlio

gi'ow them, and especially amateur gardeners—whose main idea of a

garden is that everything should be subordinate to a clean and tidy

appearance, with no quarter given to decaying leaves—haye no
patience with decaying foliage, though that is necessary to the ripen-

ing of the bulb for next year's flowering. Thus, as the leaves of the

common hardy kinds of bulbs give a somewhat untidy appearance to

gardens, it is a general practice to cut them off soon after the time
of flowering is over; and if this practice is pursued with bulbs which
have not been planted more than one or two years, it will weaken
them so much as to prevent their flowering vigorously, and probably do
much towards wholly destroying the plant. When the ordinary kinds
of Xarcissus, Crocus, and Snowdrop have continued long in the ground,
and are in large patches, their leaves may be cut off when half-decayed
without art'ecting mateiially the quality of the bloom of the ensuing
year. But it is good policy not to run unnecessary risks, and there-

fore the leaves of the more delicate kinds of bulbs must be tied to

thin sticks, and the want of neatness occasioned by their withered
appear,ance borne mth, as it is found by experience that hastily cut-

tmg off the leaves of Jonquils, Dog's-tooth Violets, Hyacinths, &c.,

15 almost certain destruction to the roots; and if the leaf-stem of the
Crown Imperial is not allowed to decay gradu.ally back to the bulb
from whence it springs, that bulb will rarely produce a suecessional

one strong enough to bear a flower.

At whatever season the leavesof bulbonsplants are entirely decayed,
at that period the bulb for next year will be perfectly formed, and
furnished with all the parts which are to be developecl in the spring
or autumn following ; and if at that season a bull) of mature age be
carefully cut open, it will display an embryo flower possessing in

miniature the various parts of fructification. If the bulb remain in

the ground, it will continue to rest several weeks after these parts

are perfected, and will then liegin to vegetate ; first it pushes forth
root-fibres and green leaves, which generally appear in the form of a
bulb, and the whole will proceed slowly, until in spring both leaves

and flowers come forth in full perfection. But if, from any untoward
circumstance, the flower should have been injured in its growth, so

as to prevent its appearance at the usual period, no lengthened time,

nor the most assiduous care, will bring it to perfection. The flower

will perish, and the formation of a new bulb must take place by the
absorption of the juices of the bulb of the preceding year before a
flower can be produced : to this process green leaves seem essential,

but whether from the juices contributing to the increase of the new
bulb, or from their action being necessary to the well-being of the
parent bulb, I cannot presume to determine. Be that as it may, the
i;ecessity of nurturing the old bulb with its leaves intact seems to be
a fact pretty well established.

It being sometimes e?:pedient to remove bulbous plants while their

leaves are green—such, for instance, as turning out of glasses Hya-
cinths that have flowered in water or have been bloomed in pots, and
even during the time they are in flower—this may be safely effected
if done with proper precaution, and also the root may be preserved
in a healthy state, although it will certainly be weakened. All bulbs,

if transplanted while their leaves are in vigour, should be removed
with as much soil as will adhere to their roots, and great care must
be taken not to cut or bruise the root or the root fibres. In the case
of Hyacinths taken from glasses, a deep trench should be dug, and
some light, rich soil placed at the bottom ; then the long roots should
be slightly coiled, and some of the soil placed among them till the
trench is fuU. In this m.anner we have, in the course of a year or
two, had fine spikes of Hyacinths from such roots. It is when they
ai'e wholly neglected after flowering, and the water in the glasses

dries up, that the roots are rendered useless for future service. When
transplanted, their leaves should be carefully tied to a stick, and
allowed to remain until they naturally f.all from the plant. If bulbous
plants, during their state of vigorous foliage, are sent to a distance,

they should have the same attention given them, and the soil should
be Dlosely pressed round the bulbs, some damp Moss covering the
soil, and then wi'apped in paper, the leaves being carefully tied

together. By thus keeping the roots from the air, there is no evapo-

ration of their juices, and they will be nearly as well preserved for

a week or ten days as if they were placed in soil for that period.

Beds and clumps of bulbous plants, and especially such as flower

in spring and early summer, are too often greatly neglected duringthe
hot, dry, sununer mouths. Instead thereof they should have due
attention, which they will certainly well repay. A lesson should be
drawn from those who grow Lilies of the Valley in tlie open air.

During the summer the beds arc lieavily mulched with manure, whieli

not only screens tlie roots from the drying influences of sun and wind,
and keeps the soil cool and moist, but tlie summer rain carries the

particles down to the roots of the plants, and greatly invigor.ates

them. Tliis in'inciple of mulching should be aijplied to all patches

of bulbs so far as it can be done ; and the cultivator will be duly
rewarded at blooming time.

Those who grow the Tulip, Anemone, and Ranunculus lift their

bulbs every summer when the foliage has decayed, and store them
away in suitable places till planting time again comes round ; and they
top-dress their beds well previous to blooming time, in order to give

strength and vigour to the plants, and grace and beauty to the flowers.

The beds in which tliey are grown are also well and richly made, and
every encouragement is given to the bulbs to flower in their most
perfect character. The amateur gardener can learn a lesson of value

from this practice, and apply it with good results to the patches of

bulbs of a less pretentious character which he tends with, so much
care. R. D.

DEEP CULTURE NECESSARY EOR DELPHINIUMS.
The unusual vigour of growth which has characterised the peren-

nial Larkspurs in Mr. Stevens' garden at Byfleet has more than once

been the subject of comment in the columns of TnK G.\rden. Per-

haps some of your readers interested in these noble hardy flowers

would therefore like to know something of tlie conditions under which

they have been found to thrive so satisfactorily. Well, the whole

secret lies in deep cultivation. The natural staple of Mr. Stevens'

narden is light and porous, a kind of soil held in especial dislike by
tlie agriculturist in this neighlraurhood, who describes it as "poor
and hungry." In this soil, when not thoroughly stirred, everything

parches up in a dry time. Wheats and Baileys present a miserable

starved appearance, and root crops come to nothing. I am therefore

convinced that had not Mr. Stevens broken up his garden as he did,

his Delphiniums would have been just as inferior as they have been

super-excellent.

I believe that the whole of the garden devoted to hardy plants at

Grasmere was trenched '2 ft. in deptli ; the roots therefore enjoy an

extensive root-run in a good depth of soil, which is naturally of a

free and fibre-producing description. There is, however, one por-

tion of the garden where I think the finest spikes of bloom were

o-rown which has enjoyed advantages in the way of deep cultivation

of which Mr. Stevens himself is probably not aware. Some years

ago tlie person to whom the ground then belonged resolved to devote

it to fruit culture. It happened that the task of preparing it was

entrusted to my father, who, coming from one of the market gar-

dening districts ne.ar London, and belonging to a family of market

growers, naturally set about the work in the thorough manner which

characterises the operations of this class of men. The whole of the

ground was thoroughly and deeply trenched, and to ensure perfect

drainage a quantity of brick rubble was placed in the bottom of

each trench. Fruit trees, and, indeed, everything that \vas planted

there, throve amazingly, the Quickset which formed the Ijoundary

running up into a thick and perfect hedge by tlie third season.

Although many years have elapsed since the work was done, the

effects of it are still to be seen, a standing example of the benefits

to be derived from deeply stirring and well draining the soil, and

affording the best of evidence that naturally inferior soils may be

so improved thereby as to be capable of giving the best of results,

whether devoted to fruit, vegetable, or flower culture.

The great mistake that is made with respect to light soils is that

of cultivating, or rather stirring, the top spit only. The more porous

and open the natural staple the greater necessity is there for break-

ing through that pan of hard earth which is often found in such

sofls at a short distance from the surface. Once the way is opened

for the roots to travel downwards they will not fail to put themselves

out of reach of a parching sun. Light soils possess certain advan-

tages which are not to be too lightly estimated. In the first place

they are easily worked, a fine day or two bringing them into good

order for seed-sowing or planting ; and then again, being warm and

free, many plants survive the winter in them which would succumb in

a heavy retentive soil. This is a great advantage to the lover of hardy

flowers, who is thus enabled to grow many beautiful plants which

could hardly be preserved in health in clayey or stiff' loams generally.

I would therefore recommend those who may have such soil to deal

with to thoroughly trench to a depth of at least IS in., and good

results will assuredly follow. J- C.

Bjifleet.
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JJOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN-

The Bedding System.—I quite agree with Mr. Groom
(p. 14G) that gardeners generally would prefer having the bedding
system modilied ; indeed, I hope that soon it may become a thing
of the past, and that a more natural system of flower gardening will

take its place. This The Garden from its commencement, and
especially at the present time, is pushing forward with remarkable
energy. Its readers cannot but be influenced by the facts so promi-
nently brought before them. I am pleased also to add my testi-

mony to the better effects which the grouping and massing of plants
has over the dotting system ; and the plan should be adopted not
only in large gardens, but also in those of moderate size.

—

J. S. Trevor.
The Lobed Oyananth (Cyananthus lob.atus).—I can highly

recommend this to lovers of choice alpines ; it has a creeping habit,
but is very neat, something in the style of Saponaria splendeus.
Its fleshy foliage is finely cut and borne on red wiry-looking stems.
Its flowers are a pleasing light blue, ami about the size and shape of
those of a Periwinkle. It is quite hardy, and thrives well with me
planted in leaf soil close to and on the north side of a high stone.
It is said to re'iuire a dry position, and it may do well in such for
anything tliat I know to the contrary, but my plant has a very
damp one, where it receives surface water from the walks. I should
state, however, that the drainage is good.—JoHX Wood, Woodcilk,
Kirkslall.

The Wolfs-bane (Aconitum Lycoctonum).—This yellow-
flowered variety of Monkshood, whicli I found growing in the Val
Bregaglia, close to the Engadine, has flowered profusely with me
this year, and I have saved seed of it, which I shall be happy to
share witli any one who sends an addressed and stamped envelope.
The bloom is of a primrose-yellow shade of colour, and attracted
much notice while iu perfection.—J. T. Poe, Bloerston, Nenarjh,
Ireland.

Hardy Plants in Flower at Newry.—Three distinct
plantswererecentlyinflowerhere simultaneously, viz.,8eneciospatha-
lii3folius, a Groundsel which grows about 2 in. high and bears small
tufts of rather insignificant rag-weed looking flowers ; S. artemi-
sioBfoIius, a kind which grows about 1 ft. higli, the stem rising from
a tuft, and clothed all the way up with pretty foliage
nearly resembling that of Southern-wood, and surmounted with
pretty yellow flower-heads that appear a considerable time before the
rather large petals are developed ; these coming at intervals give the
plant a curious and interesting appearance ; and lastly, S. K;empferi,
a noble, yellow-flowered plant, the leaves of which form a tuft about
2^ ft. high and 5 ft. across, the leaf blades being IS in. by IS in.,

and from which spring the flower-stems 9 ft. high, the flowerim^
portion of which is about 3 ft. long. This is a grand plant where
there is room and the soil rich and damp.— T. ISmitii.

The Tuber Nasturtium (Tropajolum tuberosum).—The chief
reason, I believe, why this is rarely seen is that, unless pl.anted in a hot,
sunny situation, it fails to bloom satisfactorily, either not flowerintr
at all, or so late in the season as to be of little service. A handful
of tubers given me early last spring was thickly planted in a 9-in.
pot, and stood in a Peacli house, tlie object being to turn them out
as soon as they were well up. They were forgotten, liowever, and
to my surprise, when about 1 ft. high, nearly every joint showeil a
bud. The pot was kept well watered and set in a sunny place out-of
doors ; the result has been plenty of flowers for the last six weeks,
although the thicket of "bine" is not more than 3 ft. high. It
appears from this that, like some of its congeners, T. Lobbianutn
varieties and others, restriction at tiie root induces floriferousness.
It is a convenient way of growing it, and one which may be utilised
in various ways.—-J. M., C'harmoid/i, Dorset.

The Willow-leaved Gentian (Gentiana asclepiailea).—
Tliis, one of the large-growing Gentians for tlie herbaceous border,
which I brought from the Canton de Grisons, Switzerland, has
flowered profusely this summer, and I have saved a quantity of seed
fi-om it, some of wliich I shall be happy to send to anyone who
wishes to possess a tine blue flowering border plant. It has been for
some weeks in great beauty, and is worth a place in any herbaceous
garden.—J. T. Poe, RUvrston, Neiia^jh, Ireland.

Transplanting Hardy Flowers.—This process has been
going on tlie whole of the summer at Ware's nursery, so that there
is scarcely a thing in the place that has not been pulled to pieces and
replanted—aud, owing to the wet weather, successfully replanted.
It is a gain to know that the greater number of hardy plants may be
safely transplanted at any time. When, for example, some large old
plant ceases flowering in the summer and becomes unsightly, it may
be pulled to pieces and immediately replanted in fresh grountl, in
which it will send roots out quickly, and have the advantage of being

thoroughly rooted before winter, and be strong enough to give a
much finer bloom the following season. When this transplantation
is done in hot weather, a few branches stuck over the ground will
partly protect the plants, which ,of course, if very dry when taken
up, should be thrown into a pail of water, and also watered after-
wards. The knowledge that this replanting may take place at any
time will very much facilitate the formation of the nursery beds
we have so often advocated. From a nurseryman's point of view it

is, of course, an admirable plan, as strong and free-growing plants
can be obtained for the winter and spring sale.—V.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLVL—INDIAN CROCUSES OR
PLEIONES.

These constitute a small family of dwarf-growing epiphytal Orchid*
found upon Moss-covered branches of trees and rocky prominences
at considerable elevations in Northern India. They form in reality a.

section of the genus Ccelogyne, but their habit of growth and general
appearance are so strikingly distinct, that it has been thoughtproper
to keep them as a separate genus. The whole of the species in cul-

tivation are perfect gems, and in their native habitats they are re-

ported to be very brilliant and floriferous, clothing the rocks .md
forests with floral beauty of a most striking description. Plei-

ones lose both leaves and roots annually, and the best time to re-

pot them is immediately after the flowers fade. The soil best suited
for tliem is a mixture of peat, Sphagnum, turfy loam, and a little

sand. Curing growth they should be bountifully supplied with
water and kept in the warm end of the stove, but as soon as growth
has been completed, gradually withhold the water supply until the
leaves fall off, when it may be entirely withheld until the flowers
begin to show ; then a liberal supply will again be necessary. After
growth is finished, and when water is given but sparingly, the plants
should be removed to a cooler temperature, fully exposed to the
light, and so placed that an abundance of air can circulate freely
about them. Thus treated, their exquisitely beautiful flowers will

be produced in profusion.

The fact tliat I'leiones are deciduous, and that just when their
flowers expand they are destitute of leaves, detracts in some mea-
sure from their beauty. Therefore to obviate this, a Fern or some
other graceful foliaged plant should be associated with them. To
effect this a somewhat larger pot than ordinary is necessary, in order
to allow space for a small empty pot to be placed in the centre, its

rim being level with the soil. In potting the Pleiones, the pseudo-
bulbs should be placed midway between the small pot and the riin

of the larger one, the treatment being precisely as previously des-
cribed. By this system, when the flowers begin to push upfronitlie base
of the pseudo-bulbs, a small plant can be dropped into the centra
pot, and the foliage thus introduced forms a beautiful crown and
background for the Pleiones. The following are brief descriptions,

of the kinds in cultivation, all of which are distinct and beautiful,

and well deserving a place in every plant stove :

—

P. humilis.— Pseudo-bulbs flask-shaped, and, like the solitary

narrow-plaited leaves, dark purplish-green. Flowers large, nearly
3 in. in diameter, white, more or less suffused with rose in dill'erent

varieties. Lip white, streaked and spotted with crimson and brown,
and ornamented with six fringed parallel veins. In bloom during
the winter months. Native of Nepaul, Bhotan, and Sikkim, a;
7000 ft. to 8000 ft. elevation.

P. humilis var. tricolor.—This variety, which with the type
forms the suljjeot of the annexed coloured plate, was introduced
from Upper Assam, and, as will be seen, is a beautiful addition to
this family. Our drawings were made from specimens in Mr. W.
Bull's collection at Chelsea.

P. lagenaria.—Pseudo-bulbs somewhat flask or bottle-shaped,
flattened below the conical neck, and there lapping over like the
lid of a box ; colour bright dark green, clouded, and mottled with
brown, and much wrinkled, bearing a solitary bright green plaited

leaf ; flowers usually solitary ; more rarely, however, the scape is two-
flowered, sepals aud petals rosy-lilac ; lip pure white, banded and
striped with crimson and yellow ; disc ornamented with five parallel

crested ridges. In bloom during October and November. Native of

the Himalayas.

P. maculata.—Another strikingly beautiful species from
Khasia and various parts of Northern India, but said to grow 2000 ft.

lower down than P. humilis. Pseudo-bulbs much depressed ami
narrowed at tlie base, and thus very distinct, even when not
in flower. Blooms pure snow white, witli the exception of the
lip, which is decorated with yellow and streaked at the margin
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with vivid crimson ; disc traversed by seven crested ridges. In

lilooni usually in Xovember.

P. prSBCOX.— Psciulo-biilbs, top-shiiped, elevated in the centre,

rich bright green, profusely spotted with crimson. Flowers lari,'e, of

a uniform ncli bright rose colour, lip Ijearing tine crests which ex-

tend to the very point, where it is much lacerated. Tliis species is

described by Indian travellers as giving the branches of tlie Oalc

trees on which they grow the appearance of being in a perfect

blaze, so profuse are the blossoms during the rainy season. In bloom

witli us during winter and early spring. Native of Kh.asia, at from

400l) ft. to TlKIO ft. elevation.

P. praecox Wallichiana.—A handsome vari.ation from the

type from which it differs in having the lip streaked inside with

yellow and white. The apex is prettily toothed or fringed, and the

crests do not extend beyond the disc, (iround-colour bright rose,

flowers slightly fragrant, and prmlueed about the same time as those

of the species. Native of the Himahayas.

P. Reicheabaclaiana.—Tliis is a Larger growing pl.ant th.an

any of the prccediug, and .although the flowers are not so brilliant,

they have a beauty peculiarly their own. Pseudo-bulbs fl.ask-sliaped,

rich deep green, "beautifully netted with brown. Flowers usually in

lairs from "2 in. to 3 in. across, rose, or rosy-lil.ac, the lip in addition

leing shaded witli rich purple and fringed with crimson. In some
varieties the colour of the sepals and petals fades to white at the

edges. In bloom during November and December. Native of Ilan-

goon.

P. Schilleriana.—Although this species was introduced as

long ago .as 1S.')S, it is very rarely found in collections. It is a sum-
mer-flowering plant, and reipiires more heat than any other member
of the section to which it belongs. Pseudo-bulbs small, liask-shaped.

Leaves in pairs ; produced at the same time as the flowers, and, like

the pseudo-bulbs, dull green in colour. Flowers solitary, dull orange-

yellow. Lip large, irregularly toothed at tlie edge, the surface being

curiously mapped and spotted with deep orange-brown. In bloom
during June and July. Native of Moulmein.

P. Hookeriana.—All the plants bearing this name which hav»
come under my notice h.ave proved to be P. humilis ; in .all prob.ability,

therefore, the true species is not alive in this country, but if so I

should be thankful to any one who would favour me with a flower at

the proper season. It is distinguished by the lip being quite free

from the column, and it retains its foliage during the flowering sea-

son. Sepals and petals rich rose colour. Lip white suffused with
rosy-pink, and ornamented with seven crested veins. Native of the

Alps of India at SOOO it. to 10,000 ft. elevation. W. H. G.

bi

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Truit.

Orchard House.—The principal work in the early section

will be attention to the roots of the trees with w.ater and syringing

with clean cold water at night after the sun leaves the roof of tlie

house. If any of the late kinds remain unpotted, no time should
be lost in getting them into a larger size, or in the event of the

same size being used again, it will be necessary to cut off tlie roots

above the crocks, to trim them in round the sides with a sharp knife,

and to pick out some of the old soil. The old balls should then be
soaked in water preparatory to potting into new compost, which
should be firmly rammed as the work proceeds. It may be neces-
sary to shade from very bright sun for a few days, but with good
and constant syringing they will soon make new roots, when more
air may be given. JIauy of the earliest trees which were potted
some weeks ago will now do quite well out-of-doors, where they can
have the benefit of refreshing rains and dew, and their removal
will admit of closer treatment than would be good for them being
given to the late batch until they are re-established. Mid-season
Peaches .and Nectarines in houses which have not been fired are now
npening, this fine weather being all that can be desired for colouring
the fruit and ripening the wood. The very e.arly section, including
Early Louise, Beatrice, and Rivers", has been given up, as we find

them inditlerent in flavour, and the latter frequently produces split

stones. The next to these m point of earlinesa is Hale's Early, a
good-sized highly-coloured Peach, but a very good judge of fru't

assures me that out of sever.al very fine samples of this year's
growth he has not tasted a good one. Then come Abec and Early
Grosse Mignonne, two of the best early Peaches grown and greatly
in advance of any of the above-mentioned varieties in point of quality.
I may repeat that new Nectarines are better than new Peaches,
but the pot system of culture does not quite do them justice, such
fine kinds as Lord Napier, .Stanwick, Elruge, and Albert Victor,

which grow to a large size, requiring full exposure to the sun to per-

fect the colour. At the present time we have trees in tubs trained

on a trellis in the onlinary way, and the fruit is so much sujierior

to the produce of bush and pyramid trees, that I can strongly re-

commend the system, and 1 am of opinion that pot trees trained

fan shape in light houses would prove very profitable. A corre-

spondent in .a contem])orary thinks I discourage the purchase of new
fruits, but such is not the case. I .advise caution until the varie-

ties are well tested and prove worthy of extensive cultivation. I

will give one illustr.ation. .Some years ago a wealthy gentleman
residing near me planted a medium-sized Vinery with all the new
varieties of Grapes, at that time in f.ashion, at a cost of £41). Many
of them were wretched things, but they werenew ; sever.al died and h.ad

to be replaced. He bought experience, but I am doubtful if his

adviser ever got another order.

Pines.—The ch.ange to settled summer weather with a rising

baromet-r is .all that can be desired for Pines in general and early

spring fruiters in particular, as tlic latter will now require more
light .and air to mature the growth before the short days set in. It

is usu.al to make a selection of the most promising plants, and to

keep tiiein together in a bottom-heat of 85°, which will allow the

roots to receive a moderate supply of tepid liquid when they re-

quire water, while the favourable solar influence will permit free

ventilation through the early part of the day without liaving to

resort to fire-heat. A steady bottom-heat through the autumn and
resting period is of very great importance, p.articularly to Queens,

which often throw up ileformed or imperfect fruit when allowed to

r.ange too low through the winter, and to avoid this the figures given

above should be a guide for this tender variety, while Cayennes and
Rothschilds will retain their roots and throw up fairly well with
5^ to 10" less, but nothing is gained by a low bottom-he.at for either

kind. Artificial he.at with liberal ventilation in every department
should be secured without having to use much fire, and shading to

all jilants, rootless suckers excepted, should be dispensed with.

Where Pines are ripening off, and it is thought desir.able to keep the

house moist for the benefit of fruit that will ripen through the

winter, the former should be lifted out .and phaced in a dry Melon
house or Vinery until the fruit is properly coloured, when a dry, airy

Grape room will answer best for long keeping. To keep up a steady

family supply of fruit from a moderate quantity of plants, a few of

the strongest and best suckers should be taken off at short intervals,

])otted, and placed in a strong bottom-heat of 90°, and shifted into

fruiting pots in a simiLar way. The .adoption of this plan may give

a little more trouble, but it is more than counterbalanced by an at-

tempt at least to avoid having a glut at one time followed by a scar-

city at .another. When Pine growing was profitable, a large supply

at one time was of little consequence, but all this is changed : and
notwithstanding the fact that imported Pines are now perfect,

there are many places in which the home-grown Queens, Cayennes,

and Jamaicas are ijroperly appreciated and preferred by good

judges.

Melons —The brilliant weather we are now enjoying is most
beneficial to Melons in every st.age of growth, but hot days must
not lead to the neglect of bottom heat, as good flavour cannot be

obtained without it. If a mean temperature of 85° to 90'^ can be

maintained beneath the roots, due attention being paid to the

supply of waterand atmospheric moisture, the fruit will swell kindly

and growth of vine and foliage will be firm and healthy. Plants

in houses will now require plenty of air through the day, and
atmospheric moisture must be secured by the usual pr.actice of

damping w.alls, paths, .and, most important of all, the mulching on
the surface of the beds until the time arrives for shui-ting up the

house, when a thorough syringing under and over the foliage will

be necessary to keep them free from spider. Plants in pits and
frames will require more care and attention as daylight decreases

and nights become colder. The fruit should be kept well up to

the sun, and all surplus growths should be removed down to the

first bud on the laterals. Many people cut them quite away, but

by leaving a single eye, as in the close stopping of a Vine, the

young growth does away with d.anger from rot or canker, while by
facilitating the flow of sap the size of the fruit is increased.

Where dependent upon fermenting material and solar influence for

heat, a little night air may be necessary to allow moisture to escape.

Linings may require renovating, and m.ats may be used for covering

when the he.at is likely to fall below 70" at night. The v.arieties

of Melons having become so numerous .and confusing, it is gratify-

ing to find the Pioyal Horticultural .Society recognising a good
variety like Bellamore Hybriil. It was strongly recommended to

me by the late Mr. .James Veitch some fifteen years ago, and it

rarely happened that he made a mistake in his choice of the cream

of fruit, flowors, or vegetables. Unfortunately, many people,

actuated bj' the best intentions, save seeds from a very fine Melon
.

ivhich may have been grown with other kinds, and the consequence

is complete confusion of size, colour, and substance. To keep
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Melons true one kind only should be grown, and then every break
from the true type should be discarded.

Cucumbers.—For giving a steady family sui)ply well-managed
plants in pits and frames may be depended upon for some time to
come. These should be cut over at short intervals, a few liglits at a
time, top-dressed with rich turf and old lime rubljle, of which two-
thirds of the first and one-third of tlie latter may be used with advan-
tage at this season, as tlie old mortar absorbs and gives off moisture
to the newly-formed roots, which soon take hold of it. For house
culture there is, perhaps, nothing to beat a good strain of Telegraph,
but for pits and frames the prickly kinds seem best adapted, as they
carry a better bloom, aud do not produce such obese fruit under this
kind of treatment. For many years I have seen a Cucumber exhi-
bited by the Cheltenham growers. They do not give it a name,
neither do tliey part with the seed, Ijut I believe it to be identical
with Smith's Frame, an excellent kind sent out by Mr. Smith, of
Worcester. For quality I can strongly recommend this fine variety
to growers for summer use, with the advice that they impregnate in
dull, cold weather. The time is now at hand for getting in the first

batch of early winter plants. These will, as a rule, succeed crops of
Melons, and the sowing of the seeds and potting on will have
been regulated by the period at which the houses can be made
ready for their reception, the gi-eat point being steady growth near
the glass without a check from want of water or pot room. In our
own case the plants have received two small shifts, as we have a wish
to retard the Melons they are intended to succeed. When the iNIelons
are removed a favourable opportunity for thoroughly cleansing the
pits presents itself, and in the event of the lights requiring paint, an
ettbrt should be made to get them put in thorough order, as the house
may not be again vacant for twelve months. After scalding and
lime-washing the pits and walls a moderate quantity of fermenting
Oak leaves and stable manure previously well worked will form a
suitable material for giving bottom heat until the weather becomes
cold and fires are needed ; but so long as a good maximum of 80' to
8.5° can be obtained from solar heat, and frame Cucumbers keep on
bearine, fire heat should be sparingly applied. Many Cucumber
growers now use pots, but much depends upon the internal arrange-
ment of the pits, narrow and efficiently heated pits being best adapted
for planting out on hills or ridges, while others which are large, deep,
and capable of liolding a good body of fermenting material ofier
greater facilities for pot culture. In either case the compost should
be light, rich, turfy loam, lime rubble, and a little peat if at hand.
^Manure should not be mixed with the soil, as it encourages worms,
but it may be used later on as a mulching.—W. Colemax.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—There is, perhap3,'no season of the'year during which
routine work connected with Orchids is heavier than at present, and
however pressing work may be in other departments, do not allow
it to interefei-e with the well-being of these plants. Now is a good
time to connnence giving the whole collection a thorough cleaning.
Take one house at a time, and give every plant and pot in it a careful
washing ; but this, like all other operations in'connection with these
plants, requires to be done skilfully, otherwise much mischief may
befall both growths and roots. Taking eaeli house in succession in
this way will give a brightness and freshness to the plants. There
will be little potting to do at this season, and no plant should now
be disturbed unless its roots are in bad condition. Amateurs espe-
cially should avoid disturbing their Orchids during the sum-
mer season, unless they thoroughly understand the nature
of tlie plants upon which they operate. It is uufortunate
for them that books on cool Orchids are principally descriptive,
and that they contain but little cultural detail of any value. I
would strongly recommend them not to use either rough or
fine Cocoa-fibre in contact with the roots of their plants.
Its proper place is under the stages, where it proves more
welcome to Orchids growing above it than .any other mate-
rial I have been able to obtain. Growers of Orchids whose
memory extends over twenty years will remember how highly
rough Cocoa-fibre was reeommended at that time for their culture

;

many used it, and those who did so soon had occasion to regret the
loss of some valuable plants, as, except in the case of plants that
required to be kept constantly moist, it was found impossible to
prevent a very rapid growth of fungus in the fibre. I would there-
fore advise amateurs, for the present at least, to stick to peat and
Sphagnum Moss as the best material in which to place the roots of
most Orchids.

Stove Plants.—It is generally admitted that the Ixora is one
of the best, if not the very best, stove shrub we possess. With good
culture and a little man.agement, a constant supply of flowers can be
had from it from early in summer till late in autumn. To do it full
justice it requires to be planted out in a good bed of soil, when the
amount of flowers it will produce during one season will be found to

be enormous. Young plants now set and swelling their trusses
should b» liberally treated at the root. Older plants that have
yielded well during the season and that are now somewliat ex-
hausted, must not be again stimulated into active growth at present.
These sliould be kept somewhat drier at the root, and should occupy
airy and elevated positions in order to get them early matured, so
that by the new year they may be pruned and started into active
growth again with every prospect of their producing a quan-
tity of flowers by the following April or May. Medinillas and
all spring flowering plants that have completed their growth should
now be placed in positions favourable to getting them well ripened.
Keep all small plants used for furnishing, such as Lycopodiums,
Panicums, and any others likely to be useful during winter, in

a free growing state. These may still be propagated where the
stock is not equal to the demand likely to be made upon it. Attend
to drying ofl' Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c. , that are past their best.

Keep all winter flowering creepers well regulated, and avoid over-
crowding the growths. Any that are over for this season should
be well thinned out to induce well-ripened wood, which when
pruned in spring will break away short-jointed aud vigorous.

Greenhouse Plants.—Our finest winter blooming creepers

in this house are unquestionably the Lapagerias, and where these

are infested with scale or aphis, measures should at once be taken
to rid them of these pests before the plants get into full flower.

Keep them thoroughly moist at the root during the time when
they are producing tlieir flowers, and allow them to hang in a
free and graceful manner from the rafters or other supports.

Plants of Habrothamnus, Plumbago, and similar creepers must be
kept clean at the ijresent season if a long display of blossom is

expected from them. Plants of Cassia curymbosa coming into

flower must not be allowed to become dry at the root, otherwise
the flowers are very apt to drop oft' prematurely. Elevate Wit-
senias that are showing flower ; this is one of the finest of autumn
flowering greenhouse plants, its beautiful rich blue colour being very
effective. It is a plant that requires good drainage and careful

watering at all times. The season is at hand for propagating a
stock of zonal and other Pelargoniums that are required for an
early display next season. Avoid over-crowding them in the cutting

pots, as tliey soon get sappy and weak. The best plan with these

or any others intended for pot culture is to insert the cuttings

singly in small pots ; this gives them ample room, and they soon
form dwarf stocky plants, furnished with foliage to the rims of the

pots.

Ferns.—Many of these will now begin to show signs of having
made their full growth for the present season. Do not therefore

attempt to force them again into activity, as few plants are more
benefited than Ferns by having a long season of rest. Keep the

whole stock moist at the root, and allow no insect pests to gain a

footing upon them. Filmy Ferns must still receive daily atttention

in the way of keeping them dewed over and constantly shaded when
the sun is bright. Some of the choice hardy deciduous kinds that

are grown in pots will soon begin to show signs of going to rest ; do
not, however, suddenly withhold water from them, as that would
operate against their forming good crowns for another season. It is

a mistake to treat these hardy Ferns like bulbs during the winter

season. The soil about their roots sliould always be moderately
moist when they are at rest.—J. Robert.'^.

Flo'wer Garden.
Where walks are getting green or Moss-covered a good dressing of

salt should be applied at once, as, in addition to rendering the sur-

face bright and clean, it is one of the best materials I know of for

assisting the binding of the gravel. It is most eilective when applied

in dry weather, so as to gradually melt away and expend its force on
the crown and roots of the weeds. PtoU the walks several times, as

the firmer the surface the less opportunity there is for seeds or seed-

lings to get established. All coarse-growing weeds should now be
pulled up by the root in lawns and Grass plots, so as to get the

holes filled up with good Grasses before winter comes on. It will

now be a good time to put in cuttings of Roses ; select strong partly

ripened shoots and insert them firmly in the soil in a shaded border

of fine soil. Give them a good soaking of water and put evergreen

branches over them for the first few weeks ; under ordinary circum-

stances a large percentage of them will make good plants fit for pot-

ting or trans)3lanting into beds in twelve months from the date of

insertion. Cuttings of Aucubas, Euonymuses, Bays, and Lau-
rustinuses may now be put in, as a large supply of young stock is

always useful. Even wlien quite small they come in for filling

winter beds, vases, &c., and when too large for that purpose they

come in for filling up gaps in old or making up new shrubberries or

evergreen beds. Seeds of the various sorts of Berberry, such as

B. Aquifolium, Darwini, &c., should be gathered as soon as ripe, or

the birds quickly clear them ofi'. If sown in nursery beds the young
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plants prove excellent for decorative purposes. When the supply

of young seedlings of that invaluable plant Myosotis dissitiflora is

likely to lie short, no time should bo lost in getting tlio old plants

puUe'd into pieces and treated as cuttings, dibble thcni in about

a in. apart on a cool-shaded border, and keep them moist until

they have become well rooted. All kinds of spring flowering bulbs

n^ill soon be forming roots, and if intended for removal, that should

be done at once, as tliey are not good subjects to move when
in full growth, the roots being brittle and easily broken.

It is therefore better to either ' keep them out of the soil

until they can be tin.ally planted in positions in which they are

to flower, or to put tlicm in pots or shallow boxes from
wliich they can be transferred at any time without mucli damage if

started in liglit soil or Cocoa fibre. Now is a good time to select

bulbs for spring flower beds in which they will flower well during

the early months of the year ; in all cases purcliase early, as the first

comers get tlie pick of the bulbs, and the finest bulbs yield the

strongest flower-spikes. In shrubbery borders and in the form of

single groups Bocconia eordata has lately been most eflective.

I would strongly urge any lover of stately hardy plants to get this

without del.ay. Tlie Larkspurs and Monkshoods have been very

showy; if a portion of the flowering shoots of these are cut oft' as

soon as they get about 1 ft. high in' .^pring a succession of flower-

spikes will be produced after the first llush of bloom is over, which
will be doubly welcome where cut flowers are in demand. From
Sweet Peas remove all seed-pods, and well supply them with water
and liquid manure if late blooms are desired. It is also a good plan
to drop a few seeds of Convolvulus major in the rows when the Peas
are sown, as they will entirely overrun the old Pea stalks after they
begin to fade, and will continue to flower in aliundance quite late in

autumn : and although the flowers are only short-lived, tlieir abund-
ance and brilliant colours make such a glorious display.

—

James
Gkoom.

Carnations and Picotees.—Let the layering of these be
completed as speedily as possible, as I find that when cold, wet
weather sets in the layers do not form roots freely. Last year was
a case in point ; all our layering was comjjleted by the third week
in August, but owing to the unfavourable weather nearly two-thirds
failed to produce roots until placed in heat. Pipings or cuttings may
still be put in, using very sandy soil and placing tlie pots containing
them in a very shady place. The hardier varieties for flower borders
should also be layered, even if tliey have not yet finished blooming.
Beds of self-coloured Carnations are striking objects even in geo-

metrically-arranged flower gardens. I well remember two large beds
of the old dark crimson Clove in the flower garden at Raith, near
Kirkcaldy, and how much they were admired. It is more than
twenty years since I layered those beds, and yet they remain quite
fresh in my memory, although I could not say how any other bed in
that garden at that time was filled. They will grow and thrive, too,

in smoky towns where many other flowers barely exist. In Messrs.
Veitch's nursery at Chelsea several beds are filled with different

varieties of Carnations, which thrive as well as they do in the
country. Yellow, purple, scarlet, and crimson Carnations are the
best for beds. The scarlet variety Coroner is one of the most sliowy
in masses. In laj'ering, about 1 in. of soil should be removed from
the surface under the plants, to be replaced with very sandy loam,
into which the layers should be notched and pegged down.

HollyllocllS.—Continue to remove side-growths, propagating
all the eyes that can be obtained, as previously recommended, and
save all the seeds that can be got from the best double sorts. At
present the weather is very favourable for setting the flowers, and
as soon as the petals decay let the blooms be removed. The decay-
ing petals are in immediate contact with the seeds, and in wet
weather they speedily cause them to rot. Seedlings of small size
planted out now would soon make sufficient growth to establish
themselves before winter, and they would also flower strongly next
year. Hollyhock seeds in the husk are frequently damaged and
destroyed by a maggot, wliich must be watched for and destroyed.

Pansies.—Bedsof these continue in great beauty, and the flowers,
considering their abundance, are of good quality. Still continue to
put in cuttings as previously directed, and prepare compost in which
to pot those plants that are intended to flower in pots. Good yellow
turfy loam with a fourth part of rotten cow manure, as much leaf-
mould, and some sharp silver sand forms a good compost for them.
Look the loam over carefully for wireworms or any other Iavv;e which
it may contain. There is also a white maggot or grub in the cow
manure which injures the plants, and which should also be searched
for. Seeds sown now on a piece of well worked soil will vegetate
freel.v, and produce plants that will flower early next season. I need
not say that the seeds should be selected from the best flowers only—those that combine size, form, and substance with rich decided
colours.

Pinks.—If it IS possible to do so, beds should also be prcparcil for
these. If necessary the ground should be trenched 2 ft. deep, and
be well enriched witli rotten manure ; and every fortnight, if the
woatlier IS dry, let tlio surface be forked over to the deptli of about
()in.

;
this wil cause it to be in tlio best order for receiving the

pliints in October. If young plants h.ave not been ]danted out into
store lieds, see that that is done at once. Select a piece of good soil
place on the surface 2 in. or 3 in. of maiden loam, and plant theyoung rooted pipings in this aliout 4 in. apart. iCarly flowering
1 inks winch liave now formed plants of large size may be planted
out in similar compost to that used for the others if tlie plants have
become too niucli crowded. It is not, however, usual to do this •

ours were planted out on a portion of a bed prepared for (Jladioli'
Ihe plants -have made very strong growth, and thev will be taken
up and potted some time in October. Keep them free from weeds
and insect pests.

Polyanthuses and Primroses.—We have just potted our
own plants, and find tliat altliough they were planted out in a very
shady position, red spider has made its mark upon tlie leaves. It
IS very dilHcult to get rid of this pest on plants so near the ground
All that were potted had tlieir leaves dipped in a rather strong solu-
tion of soapy water. It is best to divide the plants to sin"le crowns
and pot them m 4-in. or 5-iu. pots according to tlie size of the
plants.

Ranimculuses.—Tlie whole collection of these ought to be
out of the ground, otherwise tlie hot weather will be sure to start
tlie tubers into growth again. I do not know if there is any betterway of storing than just to place each variety in a clean flower-pot
and place tliem m a dark room not too freely exposed to the air after
they are dry. Jir. Barlow says they need not to be in the ground
more than three months.— .J. Dougl.\s.

Hardy Fruit.
Early Pears, and, indeed, other kinds also, being scarce, it will be

desirable to lengthen out their ripening season by gathering the fruit
at intervals. I have known fruit of Williams' Bon Chretien gathered
from the same tree keep a month longer than the fruit first gathered
though the interval between the gatherings was not more than froin
ten to twelve days. The same rule applies to tlie early varieties-
Citron des Carmes, Belle de Bruxelles, and Jargonelle. These are
all now quite ready to gather, an operation which should be done
carefully, for no matter how hard the fruits are, the least bruise is
lialde to engender decay. No kinds of Pears, and particularly the
early varieties, are good when allowed to fully ripen on the trees ;
all should be gathered the moment they part readily from the branches -

afterwards their highest qualities are developed by slow ripening in
a cool, airy room. Late varieties that are bearing anything like a
lull crop should be thinned out, removing, of course, the smallest
deformed, and worst placed fruits. All kinds are likely to be small
this season, and the only possible way of obtaining presentable fruit
will be to at once thin freely and mulch with good manure, and
shouhl dry weather continue watering will be necessary, at all events
on light soils. Hereabouts both Pears and Ajiples are badly affected
with black aphis—a most unusual occurrence. The cutting away of
the young wood has enaljled us to get rid of much of it, but where
practicable it is desirable to wash the trees with clear water, applied
with force by a hose or garden engine, and where this cannot be done
syringe the worst trees with soap-suds. Plums of nearly all kinds
are bearing a full crop ; the watery shoots and other useless spray
should now be cut away, and in some instances, such as that of
the finer dessert Plums, the fruit should be thinned. Net
up sueh as must be left for dessert purposes, for wasps
are becoming a perfect plague. During the past week over a hun-
dred nests have been destroyed in this immediate neighbourhood,
and yet they appear to be as thick as ever. Gather all Morello
Cherries, lay the new growths in thinly, and well wash the foliage
once a week as a preventive against the attacks of red spider and
aphis. Apricots are making unusually fine clean growth ; the moist
season has suited these, and if pains lie now taken to expose every
shoot to full sunliglit, we may hope for a good Apricot season next
year. Keep the soil about them mulched to prevent cracking, and any
ti-ees that are extra vigorous may be partially root pruned at once.
The check will assist earlier maturation of both wood and buds, and
the roots will get re-established before winter. Perhaps, if we except
the Fig, no other kind of fruit tree requires such restricted root
space, or else_ frequent cutting back of the principal roots, as the
Apricot. Where, however, the former plan—restricted .borders

—

can be carried out by wallinw in a given space, it is every way pre-
ferable to root pruning, insuring, as it does, at one and the same time
both quality and quantity of fruit. Another requisite as regards suc-
cessful culture is firm borders ; the harder the soil is compressed,
the more resistance have the roots to encounter, and consequently
lateral roots are produced in greater profusion. Finish tying or nailing
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in the shoots of Peaches, and only in sufficient quantity for next year's

fruiting. At the beginning of the season the trees were seriously

crippled through parasites, but the late genial weather and occa-

sional washings with clear water liave conduced to a healthy, fruitful

growth. The main concern now is to get this ripened, and as the
heat of the wall must materially aid this process, it should be laid

in as quickly as possible. It will not be possible for open air Grape
Vines to ripen their fruit this season, therefore the Vines should be
relieved of it at once, the laterals cutoff, and the wood well thinned
out for the better admission of air. Dust with sulphur to destroy
mildew and spider, and if need be water well. As a rule, such Vines
are planted in dry sunny spots where drought prevails at tlie root

before it is expected, and mildew is frequently the result.—W. W.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

FORMS OF GLASSHOUSES.
The forms and construction of glasshouses for fruit and plant
culture are extremely varied now-a-days, and might possibly be
simplified considerably. For fruit and plant culture generally,
apart from architectural design and ornament, there are only two
kinds of structure that are really useful, and these are the lean-
to and the span-roof. Hip-roofs or half or quarter spans may be
useful under certain circumstances, but all the necessities of cul-
ture can be provided for iu the first two wlien these are other-
wise adapted to the end in view. A hip-roof is just about as
expensive as a full span, and has less room ; hence, in deciding
between the two the latter should be preferred, as a rule. Another
subject about which there has at times been some dispute is the
superiority of curvilinear roofs over straight ones. As far as it

affects plant culture, the difference between the two is hardly appre-
ciable, except in the case of early forcing houses, when the straight
roof has tlie advantage, presenting, as it does, a far more duect
surface to the sun during the winter months—a thing, as all cul-
tivators know, of no little importance. Indeed, during the short
winter days I should desire nothing better tlian a perfectly up-
right sash-bar placed pretty near to the wall, something like tlie

houses at Trentham designed by the late Mr. Fleming. These
are not above 3 ft. wide, have a narrow ridge-and-furrow roof, and
are very light. We have about 200 ft. of sucj houses here, but a
little wider than those at Trentham, and they suit Vines admir-
ably, and are just the thing for .Strawberries set on shelves, placed
against the back walls, or on the opposite side close to the glass.
Many shelves can be placed in them, and they are certainly as
good as any Strawberry houses I have yet seen. In our case they
are devoted to late Peaches, and i>ermit of a curvilinear trellis

about lU ft. in height, the trees being trained from the front; con-
sequently the back wall can be devoted to Strawberries up till the
month of June, the plants being brought on then in the earlier
stages, as well as accommodated when the fruit is ripe upon them,
the cool house and shade of the Peach trees in May and June just
suiting them at that periad. I am not acquainted with any other
form of Peach house in which such good use can be made of the
back wall for other purposes. Growing Peaches on back walls, and
cutting the proper trellis in front short to admit the light to the
back is one of those things in Peach culture which one cannot
understand. When we have a good uninterrupted roof area close
to the glass for training purposes, why not utilise the whole of
it, and devote the back wall to other and more suitable purposes ?

The front trees are always the best, or should be.
Reverting to curvilinear houses, although they are not the best

for very early work, still they are better than an ordinary flat
roofed lean-to at other seasons, because they afford more roof room
or training surface for Vines and Peaches in proportion to their
width, and in this respect they are equal to hip-roofs, and better
looking. Now that we can have curvilinear roofs of wood instead
of iron, they are certainly preferable. A dome-shaped house is a
useful kind of structure in its way for some purposes. It is high
in proportion to its width, but it is just such a house as an amateur
who wished to grow late Grapes, Camellias, and a few other plants
together should have. The roof presents a great deal of room for
Vme training without infringing on the sides, which afford light to
the plants underneath. An advantage belonging to such a struc-
ture is that it has no gutters nor spouts, the water running right
down to the ground at once and into the drains.
Of all horticultural structures conservatories have, perhaps, fur-

nished most scope for external architectural display. The most or-
namental architecturally are seldom best suited for the subjects
meant to be cultivated in them. When such structures are fur-
nished with plants in flower from other houses, provided as feeders
for the purpose, the shape of the house is not of much consequence ;

but as often as otherwise conservatories are permanently planted
with Camellias, Oranges, Ferns, PaUus, and many greenhouse and in-
termediate house plants, and these do not long thrive in lofty-roofed
houses, as they are too far from the light. This is observable by
any one in any large conservatory so furnished. The best conserva-
tories I have ever seen for the combined purpose of showing and
growing the plants were flat ridge-and-furrow-roofed, and about
15 ft. high with upright sides, the ridges being almost concealed by
a kind of ornamental balustradiug running round the roof. In
such houses all tall bushes are quite near to the glass, and the light
being diffused equally throughout the house, the smallest plants re-

ceive their share and do well. The large conservatory at Kew is a
pretty good example of the adaptation of the lofty curvilinear roof,

under which the inmates are all brought as near the light as possible,
the roof rising, as it were, from the ground, and the dwarfeat sub-
jects being placed round the sides, and the tall Palms, &e., in the
centre. J. S. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN-

Palms in Sraall Pots.—Wliilst visiting the plant houses at

Gunnersbury House recently I was much struck with the unusual
vigour, size, and colour of the Palms and Draca-nas grown there iu

very small pots for the purposes of table decoration. On inquiring
of ilr. Hudson, the gardener there, the cause of the fine growth and
leaf colouring—this latter being very noticeable in Draciena Cooperi
and D. terminalis (still two of the best varieties for all furnishing pur-

poses)— I was informed that he attributed his success mainly, in

addition to good general treatment, to the judicious and liberal

application of Standen's manure to the roots of the plants under
notice. The manner of using this manure is as follows : A very
small quantity—about a teaspoonful—of the powder composing the

manure is placed on the surface of the soil in the pots, and upon
this is poured water sufficient to soak the entire ball of earth. These
applications of the manure are made two or three times a week
when the plants are in active growth, and with excellent results.

The Palms so treated consisted of well-known kinds, and amongst
them finely grown plants of Gocos Weddelliana in 3-in. pots, about
2 ft. iu height, and in the highest state of healtli ; Areea rubra, in

3-in. pots, and unusually fine ; and Euterpe edulis, a really wonderful
specimen for the sized pot (a 6-in. one) in which it was growing.

It measured fully o ft. in height, and was in every way well

developed. Seafortliia elegans was also in wonderful form in tiny

pots, the growth being out of all proportion to the root space. A
noble specimen of this Palm, shifted on from a 6-in. pot three years

ago, is now growing in a pot 15 in. in diameter. It is fully 10 ft.

in height, and of a proportionate width or spread of foliage, and is

in every way a notable instance of good culture. The Dracaenas,

like the majority of the Palms, are in 3-in. and 4-in. pots, from
2 ft. to 3 ft. in height, furnished with excellent highly coloured

leaves to the rim of the pot. The merits of Standen's manure are

pretty generally known and appreciated, but I ne\'er remember to

have seen its good effects so well exemplified as here ; and, judging
from the results obtained, I should say that for such things as

Palms and Dracaenas, that require to be kept growing in very small

pots and in first-rate health to be of any use for table decoration,

&c., it is the best of all stimulants. I say this without any pre-

judice for or against any of the numerous kinds of plant-fertilisers

now before the public, and which no doubt are all more or less

good in their way, but simply to call attention to striking facta

jjroving beyond a doubt, to my mind, that amongst artificial

manures for plant culture in pots Standen's richly deserves a very

high place in public favour.—H. B.

The Little Hop Plant or Mount Sipylos Marjoram.
—I have often wondered why this plant has not been more generally

grown than it is, for it is admirably adapted for hanging baskets or

suspended pots in windows. Though it is also very effective in 4-in.

or 6-in. pots, it should always be rather under than over-potted, so

as to allow its pretty foliage and branchlets to furnish and, as it

were, overflow the pots, the crowded series of tiny Hops of all

colours, according to age, from green to bright or reddish-brown,

giving it a striking as well as chaste appearance. It thrives well in a

light rich sandy soil properly drained, but it is by no means particular

as to soil, as one often sees the finest plants of it in cottage windows
with the soil so hard, old time-dried and water-marked, that no

one could by any possibility tell what it was growing in. One of the

the finest plants of this Hop Majoram I have ever seen was in a wide-

mouthed 4-in. pot ; the plant completely covered the pot, the tiny

Hops overflowing its sides, and, as it were, climbing up the sides of

and crowning the top, which formed the half of a somewhat flat

sphere. In this or any form few plants could equal this for brackets

or hanging baskets suspended in about a line with the eye and near
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to it, for this is emphatically a plant of which nearness, not dis-

tance, lends enchantment.— I'. T. Kisn.

Gleichenia dicarpa longipiunata.—Tiiis line form of

Gleichenia has been recently imported from Australia Ijy Mr. B. S.

Williams, of HoUoway. In general aspect it resembles G. dicarpa,

that is to say, the numerous segments are small, roundish,
and pouch-shaped, as in that species. It is remarkable for its free

habit of growth, forming, as it does, specimen plants much more
rapidly than the allied forms already in general cultivation. Its

stem is of a rusty-brown colour, clothed with scales, as is also the
under side of the rachis. The colour of the young fresh fronds is

dark green, with a kind of metallic or bluish tint, and the under
side is glaucous. In some fully-grown examples the pinna' are fully

5 in. long, so that the branch when spread out is over 10 in. broad.

plant and deliglits in shade and moisture. Last season, therefore,
just suited it. I was rather surprised to see it shown at .South Ken-
sington some ten years ago as a new plant under the name of
Hoteia japonica, seeing that I have known it for tweuty-thrce years
and more.—JoHX Ci.KWs.

Mandevilla auaveolens in the Isle of Wight.—This
used to be called the Chili .Jessamine, and w.as originally lirought to
this country from Buenos Ayres. Its comp.arative hardiness has
been lately discovered in the south of France, and it is now largely
grown there, and will soon become quite naturalised in that part of
the world. My object in writing is to say that I am quite sure the
like to this might take place in the Isle of Wight. I can speak
with the greatest confidence about it, as one of my specimens has
been flourishing agaiust the south side of mj' house for about five

New Greenhouse Fern (Gleichenia dicarpa longipinnata).

Altogether it is a very beautiful variety of a graceful Fern, one
which, in any form, has always been a favourite with cultivators.

Spiraea japonica.—Some of your correspondents would lead
U3 to believe that it was a new idea to force home-grown plants of

this Spira?a ; but such is not the fact. Nor have I ever seen the
preference given to imported roots. I have known this plant for

these last twenty-three years ; and I practise now what I did then,
that is, after forcing, I cut up the plants and plant them out on a
border, and lift them again in the autumn. In most places wliere I
have seen this plant grown it is treated in this way. Mr. O'Brien
used to force it in hundreds in the Pine-apple Nursery, and I do the
same. When I came here there was not a plant of this .Spiriea in

the place ; now I have a row that I did not force last year bO yds.
long, and this, with the several hundreds which I forced, are all the
produce ofone plant. Under the shade of a north wall is the best
place possible in which to grow this .Si)ira;a, for it is a damp-loving

years (and the last two winters have been severe enough to try any-

thing), and the other has been planted against the south side of

St. .John's Church for two years. The former of these two shrubs has

bloomed, and was a picture of floral beauty which could not easily be

surpassed. Why, then, should not this glorious climber be seen com-

monly at Ventnor and all along the Underclitf ? Indued, any corner

in the island which turns towards the south would do for it. It

should be as often met with as the Passion-flower or the Myrtle,

and it is more than able to vie with them. I doubt if a greater

ornament than Mandevilla suaveolens could be found for our houses

during the months of July and August. It is only to be regretted

if the advantages which our climate affords are not properly re-

cognised. There are numerous plants and shrubs that might be

grown here which one meets with at Mentone or Cannes, but which
would die outright, or at best have only a miserable existence, in many
counties of England.

—

Hexky Eweaxk, in Isk of W'njht Observer.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

MAKKET GARDEN XOTES.
Cauliflowers.—"A. D." (p. Ii59) writes well, but his strong

leanings to some kinds, such as Dean's Snowball Cauliflower, to the

exclusion of other well-known and excellent sorts are not always
acceptable to us. For instance, Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower

is spoken of as being largely grown by market gardeners, and it is

well known that this kind produces magnificent heads both as

regards size and quality ; but in his next note "A. D." speaks dis-

paragingly of the giant Cauliflowers " that want enormous pots to

cook them in," and holds up the Snowball as being perfection in

every way. No cultivator who has ever grown the Giant will

credit what " A. D." says in this respect, as of all Cauliflowers ever

introduced this Autumn Giant is the true kitchen gardener's friend

;

and I venture to assert that all cultivators would prefer one good
head of the Giant to a dozen of the Snowball. One head of the Giant
would cut up into at least this number of the Snowball, and surely
" A. D." cannot object to cutting up one of these great snowy-white
mounds of Cauliflower into any number of little heads for convenience
in tlie pot and on the table too. Snowball is a variety worth growing
to cut during the latter part of April and through May, but after

that it is nowhere compared witii others ; and, according to my
experience, as an early Cauliflower Snowball only stands third in

merit amongst our new early varieties. Last spring we planted a

patch of three new kinds side by side ; these were Carter's Extra
Early Defiance, Veitch's Extra Early, and Dean's Early Snowball,
and in all jjoiuts of merit they stand as I have placed them here.

Carter's variety came in first, and its heads •were the most compact
of the lot, as well as the largest. Dickson, Brown, and Tait's new
Eclipse Cauliflower was introduced as being equal to Veitch's, but
it is as far behind it as Snowball. A well-known gardener wrote me
a sharp letter after I had sent you some notes on fjroccoli some
months ago for giving Walcheren and Snow's Broccoli a bad name ;

and to prove I was wrong he sent me seed of both " true," the pro-

duce of which was to astonish me, and the first named has done so,

as I sowed it on May 5, in the hope that it would come in by Octo-

ber or November, but it is heailing fast now, and fully bears out
what I previously stated about it, viz., that it was next to worthless
to depend on for coming in at a given time, and not worth growing
as compared with Veitch's.

Peas and their Flavour.—Probably many of your readers
have grown Veitch's new Pea The Barron this season, and it would
be interesting to know how tliey can distinguish it from Laxton's
Superlative. With us tiiey have been identical in every particular.

Botli are prolific enough, but they are too long in filling to compete
with others. As regards the flavour in Peas, this depends a good
deal on how they are growm. Good cultivation will produce higli

flavour in Peas as well as in other things, and I cannot help thinking
many of those condemned by "A. I)." (p. 156) must have been
badly grown. No one could possibly desire better flavoured Peas
than Telegraph, Teleplione, and JIarvel, and especially Stratagem,
which is altogether the finest Pea introduced for many years.

Fenn's Early Market Potato.—This is a good early

Potato ; it is a round white of the best shape and finest flavour. It

grows dwarf and bears heavily, comes very early to maturity, and
far surpasses such as Snowflake in flavour. Cambrian.

NOTES AND OUESTIOUS ON THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Telegraph and Telephone Peas.—Mr. D. T. Fish (p. 142)
writes in very glowing terms of these Peas, and to a certain extent
they deserve much that he has said respecting them, but after all his
is but a very negative approval, and the probability is that he has
never grown either, as if thoroughly acquainted with them lie would
not pi-edict a possibility of their superseding either Veitch's Perfec-
tion or Ne Plus Ultra. Both Telegraph and Telephone are essenti-
ally second early varieties, and for this work are unsurpassed, but
for main and late crops Veitch's Perfection and Ne Plus Ultra are
both very superior on account of being much less liable to mildew,
and I very much question if either of these fine old varieties will
ever be superseded. That Telegraph and Telephone may be had good
late in the season I well know, but unless wanted for exhibition pur-
poses they are not wortli the extra trouble which their successful
cultivation entails.—A Kextisii Max.

Autumn Giant Cauliflower.—Last year we took but one
or t«o heads from this useful Cauliflower. Although sown in good
time and planted as soon as ready, tlie maximum of rain and mimi-
mum of sunshine caused the plants to make but poor growth. I

find, however, mine was not an isolated case, as "A. D."

says they " largely failed." I may add that my Autunm Giants
appear this year as if they intended to be "giants" indeed. In
fact, vegetables of all kinds are doing well this season.

—

Robert
Long, Thome House, Wakejiekl.

Peas.—Referring to " A. D.'s " remarks (p. 159), I quite believe

that I possess the tall green wrinkled Marrow to which he refers.

The seeil was given to me more than twelve years ago as Knight's
Albert Edward, and came from Suffolk. I have saved the seed
from year to year ever since. This year the Peas have been unusu-
ally fine ; they grow from 6 ft. to 7 ft. high, and are wonderful crop-
pers. The Peas are large individually and the pods well filled, each
containing from five to six or seven Peas of the best flavour I ever
tasted—a real Pea flavour, not a Bean flavour, which some Peas
possess. Of all the Peas I have grown, the Ne Plus Ultra is the
nearest to it in quality and flavour. I would send "A. D." a few
pods of seed if he would send me his address.—H. L. Bkewster,
]Vri'iitham, E.vrtrr.

Mint with Peas.—In The Garden of .July 31 Mr. D. T. Fish
notes this peculiarity of English cookery. Fifteen years ago an old
English cook—a man of great intelligence—told me the reason Jlint

was used for flavouring Peas was that the Peas sold in market often
were old and so musty that the cook had to do something to take offthat
flavour. Peas are very frequently eaten with roast lamb, and as Mint-
sauce is almost universally used with that joint, the flavour of Mint
in the Peas is scarcely noticed. Peas to be used with any other joint

should not be cooked with Mint. Vegetable dealers say that Mint
preserves the green colour of the Peas. That idea is erroneous.

—

Cook.

PLANTS FIGURED.
^EcHMEA Melinoni {" Revue Horticole," p. 230, with a

coloured plate).—An old species, dating in this country as far

back as 1X57, and figured in the Bot. Mag., pi. 52.35. It belongs to

the same group as the more familiar ftnd more brilliantly coloured
.E. discolor, having more decidedly prickly leaves and a larger,

denser inflorescence.

Begonia, Seedling Tcjeerous (" Flore des Serres," pi. 2390-1).

—

Within the last few years so many fine seedlings of this class have
been raised, that some special knowledge is required to pronounce
upon the merits of them as they appear in rapid succession. Here
are representations of flowers of six varieties, namely : 1, Hermine,
white ; 2, P. E. de Puydt, rosy-pink ; 3, Eldorado, lemon-yellow ;

i, Souvenir de Victor Emmanuel, magenta ; 5, Comte de Flandre,
orange-buff ; 6, James Backhouse, vermilion-scarlet.

Bereeris buxifolia (Bot. Mag., pi. 6505).—This is the species

or variety of Berberis usually cultivated under the name of B. dul-

cis, a name given by Sweet (Brit. Fl. Gard., ser. 2, pi. 100) long
after the species had been first described. Among the deciduous
species this is one of the prettiest. It has solitary, drooping, yellow
flowers at the ends of the short lateral shoots all along the
branches. A native of the extreme south of America.

BertoloniaHrubyana ("Flore des Serres," pi. 23S1).—A hybrid, the
leaves variegated with white and green in elegant patterns. They
are represented as being longitudinally seven-ribbed, with divergent
Lateral veins at regular intervals, from the midrid to the margin.
The ribs and veins themselves are green with a bordering of white,

so that the surface is divided into numerous squares and parallelo-

grams, which are dark green dotted with white. Raised by Van
Houtte.

Bertolonia RoDECKiANA ("Florc des Serres," pi. 23S2).—Also a
hybrid, and similar in the pattern of its variegation to B. Hrubyana,
but the green portions are bronzed as well as the under surface of the
leaves, and the margins are more strongly ciliated. They are both
very attractive plants in their v/ay, but not superior to some of the
older ones.

BiGNOXIA C.iPREOLATA VAR. ATRO-SANGDINEA (Bot. Mag., pi. 6501).

—An excellent variety of the Cross-vine of the United States of

North America, differing from the typical plant in its longer, nar-

rower leaves and longer, narrower, dark purple-red flowers. It has
long been cultivated in the conservatory at Ivew, and is a very
ornamental climber. The dispersion of the species is from Virginia

and Illinois southward, and it is hardy in the milder parts of this

country.

Campanula eragilis (Bot. Mag., pi. 6504).—Bell-flowers are so
numerous and varied that it is difficult to make a choice, but this is-

said to be one of the loveliest objects imaginable in its native haunts
in Italy. The flowers are of a soft blue and are not really Ijell-shaped,

even in the widest sense of the word, but almost rotate, and about
2 in. in diameter. It is a decumbent herb, with slender branches
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G in. to 10 in. long, and small scattered stalked leaves. This spe-

cies was in cultivation many years a!,'o, and Dr. Lindley expatiated

on its beauty when iiguring in the " Botanical Register." Possibly

it is not a tractable plaut under odtivation, for it is rare in gardens.

The specimen figured in the " liotanical Magazine" is of a Large.

flowered form which Sir .Joseph UuoUer found in the garden of JMiss

AVedgwood at Down, in Kent.

C.vuNATiox Espoiii ("Revue Horticole," p. 190, with a coloured

plate).—.ludging from the pl.ate, this must be of very compact habit

and a free bloomer ; and it is stated to belong to the perpetual class.

The flowers are white, irregularly streaked with red. It was raised

by Messrs. Blanchot, of Villeurljaune-Lyon, and is regarded by
M. Carri^re as a valuable acquisition.

Crassfla nAJinLiFLORA (" Gartenflora," pi. 101.3).—A trailing

species with long slender branches and axillary clusters of white
flowers. Suspended in a basket or pot, the branches hang down all

around, and attain several feet in length ; and the flowers are pro-

duced in great profusion from September to December. Native of

South Afr.ca.

Fritili-akia Moggridgei (Floral Mag., pi. 405).—This is a fine

hardy yellow-flowered Fritillaria, the same as exhibited at Kensing-
ton last August by Meisrs. Backhouse, of York, under the name of

F. delphinensis. It was awarded a first-class certificate of merit.

Gestiana septemfid.a. var. coedifolia (Bot. Mag., pi. 6497).

—

This is the Gentian commonly cultivated under the name of G.
gelida, under which name it was figured in Paxton's " Magazine of

Bot.any " just forty years ago. It is a native of the mountains of

Asia Minor and Centi-al Asia, ascending to 9000 ft. in the Caucasus.
Paxton states that it was originally raised in this country from
Siberian seeds at the beginning of the present century. In general
character it is allied to our native G. Pneumonanthc, but the stems
are very thickly clothed with spre,ading, heart-shaped leaves, and
the flowers are larger, witli a more spreading limb, and having a
small tuft of fringe between the lobes of the corolla.

HoYA GLOBULO.SA (" Floral Mag., pi. 406).—Exhibited by the Cran-
ston Seed & Nursery Company at Kensington in April last. This
new Hoya was awarded a first-class certificate of merit. It is a
native of India, where it was originally discovered Ijy Sir Joseph
Hooker in 1S49. It is recommended as a most useful and vakuable
plant, blooming profusely, and thriving well under the same treat-

ment as other Hoyas. The j'ellowisli-white flowers are of medium
size, and arranged in dense, almost globular trusses. Mr. Dean des-

cribes the flowers as of a bright straw colour, the coronal protube-
rances white, the interstices of a shining brownish-pink, forming a
verj- pleasing contrast. With the exception of the pink, this is not
the idea conveyed by the plate.

I.VDIGOFEEA Anil (Bot. Mag., pi. G306).—Of great interest as an
economic plaut, being one of the species most extensively cultivated
for indigo dj-e, but possessing nothing to recommend it for orna-
mental purposes.

If.is en'.sata v.\e. chinensi.s (" Gartenflora," pi. 1011).—This old
plant is recommended by Dr. Regel on account of its extreme
hardiness. It is the same as I. oxypetala, and belongs to a group iu

which the narrow leaves overtop the flower-scapes.

Lythrcm Grj;ffep.i (Bot. Mag., pi. C499).—A small-flowered
species, allied to L. hyssopifolium, inhabiting the countries border-
ing the ilediterrauean Sea. Judging from the plate alone, one
would not take it to be an ornamental plant, but growing iu masses
it is effective. Sir .Joseph Hooker states that it afl'ects wet places,
and when grown in a pot standing in a tank or pan of water, it

forms a strikingly ornamental plant from the profusion of the
bright pink blossoms which stud the numerous slender branches,
and which appear in succession for several weeks. With regard to
the colour of the flowers, I should prefer calling it a rosy-purple.

M-ASDEVALLiA INFRACTA ("Florc des Serres," yA. 2389).—

A

Brazilian species of modest pretensions, but interesting on account
of its geographical position. It was discovered many years ago in
the Oregon Mountains and described by Lindley, and it has sub-
sequently been described under the name of M. longicaudata.

Masdevallia POLy.STicTA (" Revue Horticole," p. 2.50, with a
coloured plate).—The variety figured has rather deeper purple spots
than commonly seen, otherwise it does not appear to differ from the
tj'pical plant. We mention this because the name purpurea
appears on the wrapper of the number containing the plate iu ques-
tion, whereas both on the plate and in the text the name is poly-
sticta. Perhaps we shall learn something more about it in the next
number.

MiMULrs PEiMULOiDES ("Gartenflora," pi. 1009, fig. 1).—This
is an exceedingly neat little perennial species, with small tufted

leaves, from which rise the slender one-flowered scapes about 3 in.

high. The small flowers are yellow, dotted with rod inside, and in-

distinctly two-lipped, each of the five lobes being notched at the
tip. Dr. Regel states that it is the prettiest and hardiest of the
perennial species, forming a carpeting over entire beds. North
America.

MdRMOiiES Ocan.k (Bot. Mag., pi. 6496).—As an ornamental
plant this is second to none of the genus, in the colouration of tlie

tlov/ers it is similar to the typical M. pardina, but the ground
colour as well as the si)ots is of a deeper hue. The flowers, how-
ever, are less numerous and much larger, being aljout 2 in. across,

though the petals do not spread very widely. All the ])arts of the
flower are similarly coloured, except the narrow basal portion of

the singular lip, the ground being a deep orange closely speckled
with red-brown or chocolate. The narrow portion of the lip has a
rosy ground ou the outside. M. Ocana; is a native of Ocana, iu

New lirauada, where it was originally discovered by M. L. .Schlim

at elevations of 4000 ft. to 5000 ft. Subsequently it was introduced
by JI. Kalbreyer for Messrs. Veitch, in wliose establishment it

flowered well last year. It is a very robust species, having large,

oblong, compressed pseudo-bulbs, broad leaves, and stout flower-

scapes, that figured bearing eight flowers. As in the other species

of the genus, the structure of the flowers is very curious. The
slender beak of the column, to which the anther-case is hinged, rests

on the side of tlie middle lobe of the lip, and when touched, the
whole anther with its broad strap and gland is released from the
column with a jerk, and is, according to Dr. Reichenbach, frequently
tossed into the concivity of the lip itself. Each of the three lobes
of the lip is rolled up, forming a b.ag, and Dr. Reichenbach states that
he always found one pollen apparatus in one of the three bags of

each lip.

O.vciDiuM Gardneri ("Floral Magazine," pi. 401).—Certainly
one of the finest Onoidiums in cultivation. It is allied to 0. crispum
and 0. Forbesi, and was named after the discoverer, and described
by Dr. Lindley, in 1843, iu Hooker's "London Journal of Botany."
Besides the coloration, it diffei"s, according to Lindley, from the
species named by the peculiar form and tubercuhatiou of the lij5,

and by the very small wings of the column. The ground colour is

a deep yellow figured with bright red-brown.

Oncidiu.m PiUssELLiANfM v.iR. PALLIDA ("Gartenflora," pi. 1012).

—This was scarcely deserving of a distinctive varietal name, though
interesting on account of the malformation of the calyx.

W. B. Hemsley.

ANTHUKIUM ANDEEANUM.
Ix reply to M. Andre's statement (p. 160) in reference to this plant,

I maintain the accuracy of my article which appeared in The Gar-
den (p. 139), and regret but one thing, and that is, that it was not

written in English. In spite of M. Andre's affirmation to the

contrary, I positively declare that the Anthurium was not introduced
alive in 1S76. In the cases sent by M. Andr6 we h.ave never seen a
single plant that bore any resemblance to A. Andreauum ; con-

sequently it came neithcD living nor dead. Of this M. Andr(3

is perfectly aware; for in his letter of .January 19, 1S7S, he
says that he thinks that the case containing the A. Andre-
auum was lost. I can prove that the plants introduced by
M. Andre were not worth cultivating ; all the good ones he appears

to have left behind. Is it therefore admissible that M. Andre, on
his return to Europe, can, under pretence that his eng.agements with
my father had terminated with the journey, lay claim to Anthurium
Andreanum? And yet it is on this ground that il. Andre considers

himself the sole proprietor of it, and a few mouths ago sent a cer-

tain M. Puvilland to the same locality to gather the plants he had
expressly left behind.

M. Andr6 had no offer made him by my father ; it was, on the

contrary, he who begged my father to bear part of tlie expenses.

For more ample information on the subject as to how M. Audrd
announces his departure, see " Illustration Horticole "

(p. 71), 1875.

M. Audre pretends that he was appointed by the Minister of Public

Instruction of France to explore scientifically certain parts of

South America ; whereas he solicited the favour of travelling under
the auspices of the French Government for the sake of securing the

protection of French consuls in case of need. This favour was
granted him only a few days previous to his departure without
any pecuniary assistance whatever. Such passports can be
obtained easily enough, as they cost the country nothing ; iu

proof of which, my father applied for and got them at once for

his collectors in New Caledonia. A still stronger proof that the

French appointment was a myth lies in the fact that had M. Andre
been sent out by the French (Jovernment, he would not have been

allowed to enter into an engagement with my father to send him all
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the plants and seeds that he discovered. It is eriually inconsistent

with trutli that M. Andre has introduced into Europe a consider-

able numljer of plants. With the exception of Antluirium Dechardi,

Philodendron gloriosum, and a few others of smaller value, -which were
really not worth the carriage, we have had nothing from him but lists.

As to Orchids, M. Andrei has sent us only a few wretchuil bulbs, and
yet he was in the very country of Odontoglossums and JIasdevallias.

Again, M. Andre states that my father defrayed no part of the ex-

penses for forwarding the Anthurium Andreauum in 1878, and th.at

it was done entirely at his own cost. This also is untrue, as he took
good care to charge us with these expenses, as can be proved by the

account in his own handwriting, which, together with tlie written

agreement and other documents, are in my possession, and at the
service of any persons wishing to make themselves acquainted with
the facts of the sase. Lccien Linden.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Wild. Garden Lilies.—Mr. G. F. Wilson brings us from his

wild or wood garden at \\'isley some of the finest examples of Lilies

thatwe have everseenorprobiibly that have ever been produced in this

country. The largest, a splendid variety of Lilium superbum, witli

remarkably long and deep-coloured petals, measured just upon
12 ft. in height, the stem being at the b.ise as thick as a man's finger.

The foliage of this specimen is necessarily very broad and healthy,
and affords evident proof that the deep rich leaf-soil in Mr. Wilson's
wood garden is just the place suitable for this beautiful t'alifornian

Lily. Of L. canadense, one of those tine yellow-tinted forms, there are
stems G ft. higli. Tliere are also two varieties of the Tiger Lily
(L. tigrinum), neither of which is common. One is the kind called
jucundum, or what is sometimes termed Lishmanni ; the flowers of

this are the smallest of those of all the forms, but of a high tone
of colour and very profusely covered with small black spots. Con-
trasting with this in the matter of size is the variety splendens, by
far the finest of all the Tiger Lilies. Several of the outspread
blooms measure from tip to tip as much as in., a remarkable size

for this kind, and the colour is so bright and the spots so large and
conspicuous as to render it a very distinct kind. A fine specimen
of the double-flowered variety, though much paler in colour, is

nevertheless a grand Lily, and ought to be more grown tlian it is.

A stem of L. speciosum album, 5 ft. high, and bearing a dozen large
pure white blossoms, affords additional proof that the Californian
and Tiger Lilies are not the only ones grown finely at Wisley, and
they contrast beautifully with the bright-coloured kinds, especially
with the various forms of L. superbum. Altogether, tliese speci-
mens serve to maintain Mr. Wilson's reputation as one of our fore-
most Lily growers.

Bulbophyllum Beccari.—The flowering of this extraordinary
Bornean Orchid has been looked for by many for a year or two,
seeing that it has been imported in such large quantities. In Messr.s.

E. G. Henderson & Son's nursery, Maida Vale, there is a fine impor-
tation of large specimens, and .among them is one now in flower.
This plant has three or four fully ileveloped leaves of enormous size

for an Orchid, being about IS in. long by 12 in. wide, and remark-
ably thick and leatlier-like. The leaves proceed from a thick creep-
ing rhizome, and just below the lower leaf the dense raceme of
flowers springs. Tliis is pendulous, attached by a thick stalk. It is

about 6 in. long .and 2 in. in diameter, and consists of numerous
bracts, having a greenish-white ground striped and pencilled with
dull purple, each overlapping in an imbricated manner. Beneath
each bract is a small flower of about the same colour. Altogether it

is a singular and most distinct plant, and if not remarkalile for its

showiness is well worthy of cultivation on account of its peculiar
aspect.

New Hybrid Montbretia.—Mons. V. Lemoine, of Nancy,
sends us a new bulbous plant, which he has obtained by fertilising

Montbretia Pottsi (figured in The Garden' last year, p. 84) with
Tritonia (Crocosma) aurea. The progeny Mons. Lemoine proposes
to name Montbretia erooosm.'eflora. The flowers, he says, are four
or five times the size of M. Pottsi ; and this successful cross he con-
siders to be the starting point for the production of a race of beau-
tiful hardy varieties. The flowers sent are borne in the same manner
on the sjiike as those of M. Pottsi, but they are much larger and of
a deeper colour. The cross seems to be precisely intermediate
between tlie two parents.

Parkman's Lily.—Mr. Anthony Waterer has brought to our
office one of the handsomest flowers that has ever opened in England—the noble Parkm.an's Lily (L. Parkmani), a flower which has all

the glory of colour of the finest L. speciosum, and the size and
form of the auratum section. The flower sent Avag, in fact, well over
a foot across the extended petals. Each great petal is suffused with

crimson on a white ground, and dotted and warted with a deeper
crimson, these various markings showing faintly through the whitish
back of the flower. The efl'ect of such a noble flower properly placed
in the outdoor garden is splendid, and it is to be hoped that Mr.
Waterer will speedily get up a stock of this remarkable plant.

Todea superba.—To see on a hot day such a houseful of large
thriving specimens of this exquisite Filmy Fern as there is just now
in Messrs. Henderson's Nursery, Maida Vale, is indeed refreshing,
the delicate pellucid fronds being laden with a dew-like moisture,
and the atmospliere cool, shady, and moist. In but few places does
such a fine collection exist, and a noteworthy fact in connection with
it is that the plants have for the last two winters been subjected to
several degrees of frost, which places them on a level, as regards
hardiness, with many hardy Ferns.

The Small African Lily (Agap.anthus minor).—The true
plant bearing this name may now be seen in flower in the Temperate
House at Kew. It is very handsome and quite distinct from the
plant that ordinarily passes under the n.ame of A. minor, which is

merely a sm.all-flowered form of the common A. umbellatus. The
habit of growth of A. minor much resembles that of A. umbellatus,
though the leaves are perceptibly shorter and narrower, and all the
other parts are also sm.aller. The flower-stem is about li ft. high,
and is terminated by a dense umbel of flowers of a rich deep purple-
blue colour. The tube is very short, and the divisions spread flat

and wide. Like its congeners, it is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

The 'Western Aloe (Hesperaloe yuccrefolia).—We have re^

ceived from Mr. John Saul, nurseryman, Washington City, D.C., a
flowering specimen of this plant, and accompanying it was the fol-

lowing note :
" Herewith I send you a very scarce and beautiful

plant from tlie Nueces River, Texas, which has been described as a
Yucca witli red flowers. The discoverer describes it as 'A large [lant
with flower-stems from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in height, covered entirely with
beautiful bell-shaped flowers, and we thought at first sight that it

was a Yucca. ' Plants of it in my nursery bloom with great freedom
and even small plants planted out in spring are now in full bloom.
In England it will no doubt prove (juite hardy, or at least survive
with slight protection, though it is well worth the trouble of lifting

in autumn and planting out again in spring. It should be phanted
in a dry, w.arm ]iosition. It is a plant which will doubtless be much
admired in England, its tall liandsome flower-stems and blossoms of

a beautiful orange-pink being highly ornamental. The leaves are
long and beautifully recurved, like those of a Yucca or Aloe."

Pellionia Daveauana.—This is the name recently given at
Kew to a little creeping plant that h.as been distributed as a species

of Begonia. Its foliage is extremely pretty, .and on this account it

is r. worthy addition to tender plants. The stems are creeping, and
the leaves are about Ih in. long and ovate in outline. In colour they
are a bronzy-green, with a broad silvery stripe running through the
centre. The young leaves assume an almost red colour, and form a
fine contrast to the others. The flowers are very inconspicuous,
being minute and green, and produced in small clusters. As the
plant belongs to the Nettle family (Urticaceie), this is readily

accounted for. It is a native of Cochin China, whence it has been
introduced lately to some of the Continental nurseries. It is in very
fine condition .at Kew and in flower. Its exquisite colour and mark-
ings are capable of being compared with those of the An;ectochili.

A coloured illustration of it is given in the current number of the
" Eevue Horticole.

"

Chinese Bell-flo'wer (Platycodon graudiflorum). — Mr.
.Stevens, Byfleet, brings us specimens of this beautiful hardy flower,

which shows how finely it may be grown. One of tlie stems bore
upwards of twenty flowers ; though not all expanded, the buds and
open flowers made together an attractive plant. Fine specimens of

the Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa), also from the same
garden, indicated that the light friable soil of Grasmere is very con-

ducive to its full development, the large dense clusters of bright

orange-scarlet flowers making it highly attractive.

Pyramid Fuchsias at Ke"W.—One of the princip.al fea-

tures in the temperate house at Kew at the present time are the
Fuchsi.as trained to upright supports at short intervals all round the

house. Some of these plants are as much as 1.5 ft. high, with thick

woody stems, and are furnished from top to bottom with flowering

br.anches. As .these specimens have been some years attaining

such a large size, they necess.arily represent the older varieties, but
the majority of them are very fine, and remain unsurpassed by sorts

of recent date. Some of the best of these are Turban, a very fine

variety, with a beautiful blue, crinoline-like corolla and scarlet

sepals : Souvenir de Chiswick, similar to the preceding, also very
fine ; M.arquis of Bristol ; P.auline ; Princess of Prussia, with fine

white corolla in the way of Madame Cornellissen, but better ; Lizzie
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Ile.xliam, ami others, incUuliiig the olil Venus i!e Medici, rem.ii-kable

for its pretty purple and pink tlowers and great productiveness. The
species, too, are well represented, and are scarcely less attractive

and to many .are far more interesting. Among these are F. corallina,

with large crimson tlowers, F. virgata, F. gracilis, and the prettily

v.ariegated variety F. coccinea, ami the ex(iuisite little K. thymifolia

and F. microphylla, which everyhody admires.

Hardy Heaths.—A collection of about thirty kinds of hardy
Heath brought to our oliicc by Mr. .Stevens, r.ylleet, shows what a

wonderful variety there is among this class of dwarf hardy slirnbs.

Most of the specimens are varieties of Erica vulgaris, diU'ering

from each other in the habit of growth and colour of the (lowers,

which vary from pure white to deep rosy-imrple. Other species are

K. vagans, ciliaris, cinerea, Watsoni, mediterranea, and others.

These have been grown in a light, loamy soil, where they thrive

admirably, forming tufts 2 ft. across.

Hardy Stonecrops in Flower.—The really showy kinds
of Sedum, out of about half a hundred now in cultivation, are com-
paratively few, aud most ot these are now in flower. S. stoloni-

ferum, or, .as some call it, S. spurium, is a very useful species, and
one of the best of its kind. The bright rich rose-tinted clusters of

flowers protluced plentifully on trailing stems make it admiralily

adapted for rockwork, edgings, etc. A deeper coloured form called

coceineum in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting, ami used there with
excellent ctl'ect in long broad lines, is the best we know off. This is

represented in the annexed woodcut. .S. oppositifolium, S. hybridum,

(7^--'>"

S. ibericum. S. denticulatum, and S. dentatum arc all very similar

to S. stoloniferum, varying slightly in habit and depth of colour of

their flowers. S. Ewersi is a very distinct and pretty kind, which
bears dense clusters of pink flowers. It is rather tender in some
districts, but, like the common S. Sieboldi, it is well worth pot cul-

ture. Few are prettier th.an .S. pulchellum, a Xorth American species,

with rosy-purple flowers borne on claw-like stems. The white and
yellow flowered species are very numerous, but few of them are

showy enough for ordinary gardening purposes. The Telephium
group comprises some handsome plants, of which the best kno^vn
and most showy is S. spectabile, which will shortly be in flower.

Other forms of S. Telephium are worthy of culture on account of

their bold, handsome foliage. We must not omit the beautiful soar-

let Stonecrop (.S. sempervivoides) alluded to a week or two ago, and
the pretty annual blue-flowered .S. eceruleum, which makes a showy
plant for dry rockwork.

The "White Alders (Clethra).—These handsome and far too
uncommon flowering shrubs are now very attractive in the arboretum
at Kew, especially large specimens in what is known as the old
American garden, where they seem to thrive admiraldy, forming
spreading bushes 6 ft. high. All the species have white flowers
borne more or less profusely. There are about half-a-dozen kinds
in the collection, but some of them do not appear to be very diS'erent

from each other. They are all, however, desirable shrubs that gTow
freely with Rhododendrons in peaty soil, or iu any light and moist
ground. The species in cultivation at Kew are C. alnifolia, one of

the commonest kinds, C. acuminata, C paniculata, C. tomentosa, and
C. Michauxi, the latter a remarkably abundant bloomer, and rather
more compact in growth than the others. All the hardy deciduous
species are natives of Xorth America. The most beautiful of the
tender kinds is C. arborea, a native of Madeira. A fine specimen of

this in the temperate house at Kew, bearing abundance of Lily of

the Valley-like blossoms, is a great attraction.

Blandfordia flava.—This, one of the rarest as well as the
most distinct of the few sjiecies of this genus in cultivation, we saw
afew ilays ago tintly in flower in the rine-ajiplc Nursery, Maida
Vale, wliere there is also a tine collection of other kinds. 15. flava
differs chiefly from its congeners in the flowers being wholly of a
beautiful or.ange, a colour wliich renders them highly ornamental.
In other respects, such as habit, foliage, &c., it much resembles
other better-known kinds, such as B. C'unningliami, 1>. princeps, B.
flammea, &c., but even these are far too seldoni met witli in general
collections.

Dietes bicolor.—A more showy plant than this is rarely
met with wlieu seen in large clumps, such as are in the Temperate
House at Kew. On one plant we counted the other day upwards of
two dozen blossoms expanded at one time, and the cITcct was
remarkably fine. Tlie flowers, which measure from .3 in. to 4 in.
across, have the three outer petals pure white, save a faint tinge of
brown at the base ; the inner row of sepals liave one-half white, and
the other of a beautiful bluish-purple, and the petal-like stigmas are
of a soft purple hue. It continues to produce flowers for a long
time, and thougli each flower lasts but a day, several are produced
from each sheath in succession. This specimen is planted out on the
margin of the large central bed, surrounded by shrubs.

Sale of Orchids.—The valuable and extensive collection ot
Orchids^ belongiug to Lord Londesborough were disposed of at
Stevens' this week. For some of the rarer kinds high prices were
realised, among which the following are the most noteworthy :

Cattleya labiata (fine autumn-flowering variety, true, with twenty-
five bulbs) fetched £.52 10s. ; four plants of Cattleya exoniensis
fetched respectively £6.3, £54 I'is., £44 2s., aud £24 3s. ; Ladia
anceps Dawsoni (with thirty bulbs), £35 14s. ; Cattleya Jonghi,
£23 2s. ; L:elia purpurata (2i ft. across, fine variety), £27 5s. ;

Cattleya Warneri, £28 9s. ; Dendrochilum filiforme (fine plant), £21 ;

Anguloa eburnea, £21; Cattleya gigas, £11 lis.; L;elia elegans
Turneri, £10 10s.; Ccclogyne cristata Lemouiana, £11; Vanda
ccerulea, £10 IDs. ; Cattleya amethystoglossa, £S 8s. ; Anguloa
Clowesi, £9 93. ; La3lia elegans alba, £9 Os. ; Cattleya speciosis-
sima, £7 7s.

; Lailia elegans Blunti, £8 83. ; Dendro'bium Schr.i-
deri, £7 lOs. ; Saccolabium retusum, £7 ; Laelia autumnalis, £7 ;

Oncidium Lanceanum, £7 10s. ; .Saccolabium Russellianum, £6 63.
;'

Cypripedium caudatum, £6 ; Cadogyne Cummingi, £10 ; Odonto-
glossum Denisoni, £9 10s. ; Cattleya TrianK Russelliana, £8 Ss.

;

C. labiata, £8 83. ; C. Trianas Hardiana, £9 9s. : Vanda Denisoni,'
£7 7s. ; Laslia purpurata, £10 IDs. ; Masdevallia Harryaua (BuU's-
blood variety), £15 His. Several lots of two and three plants fetched
from £5 to £15. The total amount of the sale realised
£2000.

nearly

Pontederia (Eichornea) azurea.—"We are pleased to see
that this beautiful stove aipiatic, which we figured in The G.vrden"
at p. 220 has found its way mto nurseries, and soon we hope to see it
widely distributed in private gardens. At the Pine-apple Nursery,
Maida Vale, tliere are some fine spikes of bloom on plants growin'^
in the stove aijuatic house. The delicate soft purple tint of the
flowers, and the conspicuous yellow blotch on the fringed-ed<»ed
petals, render it a highly attractive plant, and being such a free
flowerer and of such free growth adds much to its beauty.

^

Dwarf German Stocks.—Messrs. "Webb & Sons, Wordsley,
Stourbridge, send us from their seed farms at Kinner Hill a bunch
of dwarf German Ten-week Stocks, which represent a remarkably
fine strain ; in fact, the best we have yet seen. The flowers are very
double, and possess a striking variety of colour—pure white, rich
crimson, and deep purple, with all intermediate shades of tint'.

The Duration in Beauty of Bedding Plants.—Cor-
respondents would greatly oblige the editor by giving their expe-
riences of the duration of the bloom of bedding plants iu the midland
and northern counties during the present and the past year. In
the London district during the present year there were few flowers
on the beds till August had well set in.

Dianthus Seguieri.—Messrs. .las. Backhouse, of York, send
us specimens of this rather large aud bright flowered Pink, one of
the many that adorn the northern hills, and perfectly suited for our
rock gardens.

^
Godetia Flag of Truce.—A lovely pure white variety of

Godetia bearing this name has been sent us by Messrs. Daniels Bros.
Norwich. It is a new seedling exhibited by them for the first time
this season. It is a fine addition to our already large list of liardy
annuals.

National Rose Society.—At a meeting of the General
Committee, held at the Horticultural Club on Tuesday last, it was
decided that the invitation of the Shetiield Botanical Society to
hold the provincial show in that town in ISSl be accepted.
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BEAUTIFUL HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE PRESENT WEEK.
English name.

Rand Abronia

.

IMoakshood
Two-coloured do. .

Japanese „
Noble Yarrow
Rosy Milfoil .

Double .Sna^7/3\vnrt

Broad-leaved Adenophora
Rose Campion
Orange Alstrreincria

Italian Alkaueb
Cape ,,

Woolly Androsacs .

Japanese Wiudllowcr
Double May Weed .

Snapdragon .

Cape Pondweed
Great Thrift .

Spotted Golden Borate
Townshend's Starwort
Pvrenean ,,

Hoary ,,

False Goatsbeard .

Japanese ,,

Red
Plume Bocconia .

Flowering Rush .

Rock Purslane
Mariposa Lily

Large-flowered B3IIH0W1

Noble ., .

Peach-leaved ,,

Nettle-leaved „
Van Hontte's „
Thompson's ,,

Gummy
Sarraatian ,;

Wall Halrbell
Purple „
Bearded ,,

Tufted
Rainer'a „
Snveadiag „
Host's ,,

Common Bracted Bindwd,
Double
Catanance
Great Golden KnapweeO
Red Valerian .

Black Snake R-)ot .

Bugbane

.

Riviera Bindweed .

Whorled Tickseed .

Slender
,

,

Lance leaved ,,

Iberian Scoi'pion Seun
Rosy „
Lobe Cyananth
Hoary-lvd. .,

Scarlet Dahlia
Graceful ,, .

Common ,. -

Scarlet Larkspur .

Cashmere ,,

Cardinal ,.

Latin Xasie.

A. arewiri^t
Aconitii'ii Napellu'i d: vars.

bicolor
japoiiicuni

Achillea jilipendida
MUlcfoUuni rosea,

Ptarini'ca ji.-pt.

A. laUfoUa,
Agrostemma coronxrin
A. aurantiaca
Anchusa, italicx

ctpcwiis
A. ?T/F"7)'/?')?T

An.'-iii ni jii p mica,
Aii.'h''tiil< //•iiloritni Jt.'pl.

AtiU,-,-hi.iiii,ii iiixjiiaA vars
Aponojeton dtstdchijoii

Annfirla eephcilotes

Arnebia echlMdes
Aster Town^hetidb

cxnescens
Astilbs rimdaris

jcvpnmca,
rabra

B. cordata
Butonhus umbellatu^
CrUan'lrlaia umbellcitct.

Calojhortm v^niistu^

Caniixtntila uixcrantki
nabitis

parncifoUa & vxra.

icrtlccefoUa tb vxrs.

Van lloiUtct
Thoiiiosoiii,

ganini'fera
saniidic^
inuralis

J) alia,

barbata
cTSSpitosct

Jtaliieri

divarCf^ata

Host I

Ccchjstetla S&pium & virs.

oculata
Cataaanche co&ntXea ib vrs.

Centaitrefi niicrocephi-la
C'lntranthwi ruber <D vxrs.

Ciinicifitia, "acemosa,
fceUd't

Cfniv^lDitUa al'Iireoides

Coreopus verticUlata
tenuifolia

Coreopsis lanceolata,

CoroiUlla iberica,

varla,

Cyananthus loba,tus

Dahlia cnccinea.

gracilis
variabilis

DelphiiUuiii nxtdicaitle v.

ca'ihiti'iriaiiani

cardlnxle

Purple Abronia
Common Blue Ageratum
Mask Flower .

Love-lies-bleeding .

Prince's Feather .

Showy Amaranth .

Yellow Sweet Sultan
Purple „
Italian Pimpernel .

Prickly Poppy
Mexican ,, .

Golden Bartonia .

Red Hawkweed
Purple Swan River Dais
Tall Browallia
Blue
Scarlet Cacalia
Common Loasa
Common Calandrinia
Celandine Blipper-wort
Common Marigold .

Dyer's Calliopsis .

Atkinson's ,,

Garland „
Drummond's „
China Aster .

Lorey's Bellftower .

Blue Gorn Flower .

Long-spurred Valerian .

Garland Chrysanthemum
Crown Marigold
Three-cidoured ,,

Elegant Clarkia
I'riMged ,,

i'.ile Blue Clintonia
Dark Blue ,,

ENQLiyH Name.
Garden Pink
Feathery ,,

Amoor ,,

Deptford „
Oariiat-inn

Sweet William
Bteedin:,' Heart
Dragon's-liead
Hoary „
Purple Cone Flower
Huiii^arlan Thistle

.

Globe
Russian „
Tall
Willow Herb .

Rosemary Willow Herb
Many-rayed Flealiane
Large
Australian Daisy .

Alpine Sea Holly .

Blae-stmd. ,,

Amethyst ,, .

White Saake-root .

Joe-Pye Weed
This tie-leaved Francoa
Siebold's Blue Day Lily
Ovate-leaved ,,

Laoce-leaved ,,

Fortune's ,,

Cuban Lily
Bristled Gaillardia
Texan Gaura .

Lancaster Crane's-bill
Meadow .,

Dwarf Helen-flower
Prairie Sunflower .

Cape Hyacinth
Aloe Flame-flower

.

Golden-banded Lily
Swamp ,,

Tiger
Showy ,,

Leichtlin's „
Long-flowered ,,

Canadian „
Humboldt's „
Brown's ,,

Late Orange „
Kramer's ,,

Washington's ,,

Cirdinal Flower .

Great Lobelia
Scarlet Lychnis

Double Evening Lychnis
White Tyiose'jtrife .

Purple Lo isestrife

Musk Mallow .

Spotted Monkey-flower
Sdrlet ,,

Wild Bergamot
Oswe,'o Tea .

Potts' Montbretia .

White Cup
Water Lily

Latin Name.
Dianthits pluiii'xn.us v:i,rs.

sitperbus
de/itosus
Arineria
C-ir'/nph'/lltts in var.
barbatus oars.

Dlcmtra forynosa, [ant
Dracocepkalum Rayschl-

canzsczrfi
Eihintcea purpurea
E:*iln'ipi bannaticai

Ritro
rathcaiciis
exaltatas

Epilobiatfi amasUfoliitm
rosm'.irincefrjlmni

Erigaroii )nidtiradiatxim
spscinsiini

inacrotiafiim
Eryniiuin alpiiiam

Boargat i

amethystlnum
Eapatorium ageratoides

parpureani
F. ftonokifolia

Fankla Slcboldlana
o')ata and vars.
l'inci.foUa and vars.
Fortan^i
subcordati

Gaillardia arlstata
Gaura Llndh-iimerl
Geranium lanc^striense

pratcn'i'i fl..7)l.

Hf-deniuin pmniluui
Jlcliinthus rifidus
Hi/a-Muf/i ((> r iiidicans
Kii'phofri ahf:i>!d2>i nobllis

Liliu<n anrafuin d; vars.
superbum
tijrinutn d* vctrs.

speciosuin tt v.irs,

Leichtlini tt var.
longijloruin X" vxrs.

cinadense
Iluinboldti
Brotvni
I'^-^nuatam

Krameri
Washingtonianuni

Lobcli% car'dina,lCs

sifphiUtica

L. chalczdonica (double
red and white)

Jj. ve:ip?rtina fl.-pl.

Ljfsiniachia cletkroldes
L'/thrarn Sallcarla it vars.

Malva moschata alba
Miinalu-i guftatus

cardinalis
Monarda Jistulosa lO vars.

did-una
Montbretia Pottsl
Nierembcrgi<t rivularis
Nyniph'ea alba and var.

ESGLiSH Name.
Large Evening Primrose
Youug's Evening „
Suudrops „
Glaucous leaved „
Showy ,,

Mtssourian „
Swamp „
Rock Navel-wort .

Alpine Poppy
Naked-stemmed Poppy
Grass of Parnassus.
S'jouler's Pentsteinon
Scarlet „
Large Purple ,,

Secund-flowd. ,,

Murray's ,,

Torrey's ,,

Hartweg's ,,

Uentian ,,

Valerian-leaved „
Phlox

Chinese Bell-flower
Double Potentilla .

Japanese Primrose.
Dense-headed ,,

Pyreuean Self Heal
Lavi;e-fiowered „
Double Pyrethrum
Rosette Mullein .

Newman's Cone-flower
Double Arrow-head
^Meadow Sage
Rock Soapworfc
Caucasia!'. Scabious
Spanish Oyster Plant
Alpine Skullcap
Stonecrop
Crimson Stonecrop
Tverman's Groundsel
Double Sea Catchfly
Autumn „
Golden Rod .

Dropwort
Scarlet Woundwort
Great Sea Lavender
Common ,,

lartarian ,,

Purple Stobrca
Virginian Spiderwort
Indian Cress .

T iberous Indian Cress
Fliine N:istn-tium
EMff-lsaved Valerian
Purple Mullein
Conibdeaved Speedwe
Alpine ,,

Rock ,,

Germander-leaved ,,

Prostrate „
Austrian ,,

Japanese „
OhHtered ,,

Heartsease
Califoruian Fuchsia

HARDY AND HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
A. umbellata
Agcratum mexlcanuni
Alon.^oa incisl/olia

Amaranthus caudatus
hgpochondriacus
speciosus

Amberboa odorata,
moschata

Anagallis MonelU
Argcmone grandifiora

•mixicana
Bartonia aurea
Bocrkhausia rubra
Brachgcome ibcridifolla
B. data

demissa
Cacalia coccinea
L. lateritia

Ca'-du-lrinia discolor
Calcc-tlana chelidnnioides
Calendula oficimdis
Calliopsis tinctoria

Atkinsoniana
coronata
Drummondi

Callistephus hortensis
Campanula Loreyii
Ccntaurca cganus
C'intranthus macrosipkon
C. carinatum

coronarium
tricolor

Clarkia clegans
pidcheila

C. elegans
pulchella

Two-coloured CoUinsia
Large-flowered ,,

Vurious-leaved „
!Many-coloured ,,

Dyer's Tickseed
Feathery Cosmos .

Catchfly Cuphea .

Rocket LarkspiU' ,

Branching „
Indian Pink .

Blue Didiscus.
Cape Mai'igold
Hedge Mustard
Californian Poppy .

Neat Eucharidium
Large-flowered „ .

Spreading Eutoca .

Clammy „
Slender Starwork .

iliUoilGilia .

Clustered ,,

Slender-fld. ,,

Three-colrd. ,,

Lindley's Godetia .

Ruddy ,,

Slender ,,

Gentian Grammanthes
Bracted Everlasting
Large-flowered ,, .

Fumitory Hunnemannia
Common Candytuft
Indian Balsam
Starry Kaulfussia .

Califijrnian Lastheuia
Smooth
Sweet Pea

CoUinsia bicolor
grandiftora
heterophylla
multicolor

Coreopsis tinctoria
Cosmos bipinnatus
Cuphea silenoides
Delphinium Ajacis

Consolida
Dianthits sine7isis

Didiscus cceruleits

Dimorphotheca pluvialis
Erysimum Pcrofskianum
KschschoUzia californica
E. coiiciiininn

grandljiorum
Eutoca divaricata

viscida
Felicia tenella
Gilin achillccefolia

capitafa
tenuiflora
tricolor

Godetia Lindleyana
rubicunda
tenella,

G. gentianoides
Ilelichryium bracteatitm

rnacranthum
II. fumaricefuUa
Iberis umbellata
Impatiens glanduligera
K. amelloides
Lasthenia californica

qlabrata
Lathgrus odoratus

Three-monthly Lavatera
Audrosace Leptosiplion
Golden
Clustered „
Yellow ,,

Toadflax .

Perez's ,,

Three-leaved „
Large-flowered Flax
Slender Lobelia
Brandling „
Garland Lopezia .

Hartweg's Lupine .

Changeable fid. „ .

Virginian Stock
Large-flowered Malope
Annual Fig Marigold
Common Nemophila
Love-in-a-mist
Spanish Fennel Flower
Spinach-leaved Nolana
Diubtful
Trailing ,,

Flax-leaved Navel-wort
jMusk Palavia .

Opium Poppy

.

Common Petunia .

Tansy-leaved Phacelia
Crowded-flowered ,,

Drummond's Phlox
Mignonette
Swan Ptiver Rhodanthe,
Scolloped Tube-tongue
Trailing Sanvitalia.
Calabrian Soapwort
Cow Herb „

LATIN Name.
CEnothera maryinata

Youngi
fruticosa
glauca
speciosa
onissouriensis
riparia

Omphalodes LuciUoi
Papavcr alpinum lO vars.

nudicaule
Paraassia palustris
P. Scouleri

punieeus
Cobma
secundijlorm
Murrai/anwj
Torreyi
Ilartwegi
gentianoides
c^iit ranthi/olius

P. paniculata
(florists' vars.)

Plati/codon grandijlorum
P. hybrida vars.

Primula japonica
capitata

Prunella wirenaica
grindijlora

Pifrefhram (double'vrs.)
Riinoii lirt pi/renaica
Radbeckia Newmani
Sagittavia scfjittifoUajl.pl
Salvia prate7i-?is

Sipniu-i I <>.\!nii'->i.dcs var.
Scabio':! , tn rv/V't

Scoli/iii.i'^ hi-^ixmicwi
Scutellaria alpiaa
Sedum palchellam

spurium
Senc'iio pulcher
Silene mtritimijl.'pl.

Schafta
Solidigo multiradiata.
Spirret Filipendula fi..pl.

Stachys coccin'a
Statice lat{foUa

Limonium
tataricum

Stobivt purpurea
Tradescantia virgimca
Tropre'jlam majus

tuberosum
speciosum

Valeriana sambic^i/olia,

Verbascam phceniceum
Veronica pectinata

alp3stris
saxatilis
Teucrium
prostrafa
au^triaca
lonjifolia subsessilis

spicafa corymbo^a
Viola tricolor vars.

Zauschmria californi:a

Lavatera trimcstris
L. androsaceus

aureu&
den^ijlorwi
lute us

Linaria bipirtita .

Perczii
triphy'la

Linuin grandijlorum
L. gracUis

ram'isa
Lopezia coronata
Lu'jinu^i Hartwzgi

vi'i.'nbilis

M t'c niiia mirifima
Ma'ope grandijlora
Mcsembruanthemuiih triclr

jV. in^ignis

Nigellcl damascena
hispaiiica

Nolani atripUci/olia
paradoxa
prostrata

Omphalodes linifolia

PaLavia moschata
Papaver somniferum
Petunia nyctagin {flora

Phacelia tanacetijolia
cowje&ta

Phlox Drummondi
Reseda odorata
R. Mangiest
Salpi dossis sinuata
S. procxtmbens
Saponaria calabrica

Vaccaria
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Orabnm's Kriuso yiower
IMimato ,.

Notched
Jacoln ....
Loliels Catchlly .

Drooping „

Schisanthus Grahami
jjinnatiis

Scnccio elegang
SiU»e Armcria

pendtUa

Knclish Name.

Venus' Lookinji-iilass

African Marigold .

KreiK-h ,,

Canary Crevper
Com lion Indian Cress
SnialltT ,,

Latin Name.

Specularia Speculum
Tagetes erecta

patula
Troptpolum aduncum

ma jus
minus

Knglisu Name.

^Mavisold Vtiuidium
Dark-eyed Visoariii
I.ari^e-tlowerud Wliitlavia
Everlastini: .

Common Zinnia
Slender ,,

Latin Name.
v. caleiidulactutin
Viscaria ociiiafu
Whitlavia gramlijlnra
Xcranthcuium- annum
Zinnia ekgans

tenuifolia

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
Rock Abelia .

Californiiin lUickeyo
Shruohy StiU'wort .

Coral Barberry
GoUlen I'arlicrry .

IHirple Had ilt'ia .

Tree Thorough Vt'ax

Golden Bush .

Carolina Allspice
White Dogwood .

Blue liush
New Jeraoy Tea
Azurean Red Root.

Gum Cistns .

Viniin's Bower
Jackraan's ,, .

Open-tlowered ,. .

Woolly-leaved ,, .

*)valleaved „ .

Kntire-leaved ,, .

Tube-flowered Clematis.
David's .,

Bell-flowered
Ahler-leavcd Clethra
Woolly AVhite Alder .

Pointed-leaved ,,

Alichaux's ,,

Panicled „
Bladder Senna
Broom . . . .

Canadian Tick Trefoil .

Dillen's ,,

Japanese '

,,

A. ittvei>tris

^nucit^tta cali/ornii:ii

Aster albescens
Ilcrbi'ridop.-tis corallini
lierberi^ stenophifiln

B. cnrvifi'tra

Buplcu rttin fnitico^um
Cassinia/ulgida
Califcanthus Jloridus
Cornus alba
Ceanothus dcntatus

am€ricanu:s
azure iin

Gloire de Versailles
Leon Sittifyn

Cist us ladaniferus
Clematis montana

Jackmani vars.

patens vars.

laniujinosa vars.

ocata
integrifolia
ttibutom
Davidia na
campanulata

Clethra atnifolia
tomcntosa
acHininata
Michauxi
paniculata

Cohitea arhnres^cen^

C'/tisus nigricaw
besmodium canadense

Dilleni
japonicutn

Common Ueath ,,

H'iiry „
Scotch „ ,

Cornish ,,

Mediterranean ,, .

Tree „ .

Brush Bush .

False Heath .

Hairy Whin .

Spanish ,, . . .

Double Dyer!s Weed
Sun Rnses
M''ilU)w.leaved Heimia .

Tree Mallow .

St. John's-wort
Pyramid St. John's-wort
Kalm's
Honeysuckle! vd. ,,

Wiuj^ed
Purple Indig:©

Many- flowered Jasmine.
Common ,,

Japanese Kerria .

Chinese Privet
Japanese ,,

Honeysuckle .

Trumpet ,, .

Lenne's Ma^-nolia .

Yulan
St. Dabeon's Heath
German 'I'am.arisk .

Daisy Bush
Round-lvd. Rest Harrow
Sorrel Tree .

Jerusalem Sage

Erica vulgaris
ciliaris

cincrea
vagans
mediterranca
arborca

Eiicriiphia pinnntifnlia,
Fa!>iaita iiitbricata

Genista 2)il''"^(t

liispanica
tinctoriajl.rpl.

UcUantkemum, various
H. salici/olia

Ilibibcus ^i/riaca

JIypericum oblongi/oUum
pyramidatum
Kalmiannm
caprij'uliuui

elatum
Indigofcra jlnribunda
Jasminum inulti'iorum

officinale

K.japonica <t vars.
Ligustrum chinense

japonicuni
Lonicera Pcriclt/menum

sempervirens
Magnolia Lennei

conspicua
Menziesia 2)olifolia

M'jricaria germanica
Olearici Haastl
Ononis rotundifolia
Oxifdcndrum arboreitm
Pfilomis frutieosa

Cape Figwort
Tree Clmiuefoil
White Kerria
stairliorn Sumach .

Smooth ,,

Venetian ,,

Silky Rose
Ramanus Rose

Provence Rose
Dwarf Wild „
Shining ,,

Swamp ,,

Rose Acacia .

Nepalese Bramble .

Rose-flowered Bi-amble .

Double-flowered „
Purple Raspberry .

Rush Broom .

Meadow Sweet
Plumy ,,

Peach-leavod ,, .

Van Houtte's ,, .

Hoary ,, ,

Smooth „ .

Flat-clustered ,, .

Willow-leaved ,, ,

Noble's ,, .

Aria-leaved ,, .

Steeple Bush .

Wolfberry
Snowberry
Coralberry
Bush Honeysuckle
American Wistaria

Phygelius cripen»is
Potent illa frutcscens
Iihod'it>ip>,!ikcrnoides
lUiiis ti/phina

;r!n!'ra,

CofinvH
Rosa nericea

rugom
alba

provincialis
lacida
liitida

caniliniaiia
liohinia hlspida
iiubus nspalensis

roacvfolius

fruticosus Ji.-pl.
odoratvs

Spartiuvi junccum
Spinea 7iutans

jyachystachga
i>runifolia rl.-pl.

Van Bouttei
cdna
loicigata
cori/mbosa tC vars.
salici/oUa tL* vars.
I/obleana,

aricpfolia
tomentosa

Siimphoricarpusoccidentls
raccmosus
iiulgaris

Weigela rosea and vars.
Wista rla frutescens

AUSWEES TO COEEESPONDENTS.

Diseased Peaches.—-l'io?i.—The fruit sent is in a sad state, but except
one was >>:i the spot it is difficult to say from what cause. The leaves have no
fungi upi>n them ; the holes in them seem to us to be similar to holes caused by
the sun when it shines on leaves spotted with moisture ; a few fimgus threads
ob5er\'able are possibly an after consequence of ill-health. The stems covered
\vith some carbon.iceous material show a few sporidia of Capnodium, a destruc-
tive genus of fungi first pointed out as British by Mr.'Berkeley about twenty years
ago. Is yuor garden suburban ? or within the influence of smoke or soot ?—F.

Clubbing".—Having lost a quantity of Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers, Ac, by
clubbing. I shall be obhged if you can inform me of any cure or preventive of

this disease. I am using a mixture of lime, soot, salt, and guano dissolved in

water to the roots, but cannot say anything as to the results
; yet I may say this

is my first season here, and not having been trouljled with it before, it had done
considerable damage before any notice was taken of it. I am thinking of dress-

ing the ground with gas-lime as it becomes vacant ; if you can recommend any
better treatment you will trreatly oblige me. T find the plants fail equally on
light soil on gravel as on strong loam.—E. W. [Clubbing is the work of an insect,

and pro'*tably the means you are adopting may clear your ground of it. Wood
ashes put into the holes iu which the plants are set have a good elfect.—M.]

Climbers.-S/am/orrf;fln.—The front of a house might be furnished quickly
and prettily with the gold and silver-leaved Ivies and Clematis Jackmani,
or lanuginosa hybrids intermixed. The Ivies would cling to the wall, and the
Clematis should be trained thinly over them The Virginian Creepers are very
hardy; Veitchi is very pretty, and clings to the wall like our own Ivy, but they
are all leafless in winter. The following are also very hardy evergreen wall
plants: Crataegus PjTacantha, Pyrus japonica, Cotoueastcr niicrophylla, and
Lonicera grata.—H.

Cypripedium barbatum nigrum.—P.—If the plant in question is

healthy and vigorous it will probably now need to be fresh potted. Shift it

into the next sized pot or pan as the case maybe, filling the same half full of
drainage and using a compost of the best fibrous peat, with which may be
mixed a little chopped Sphagnum and crushed charcoal or small pieces of crocks.
Keep close and moist, svringing once or twice a day in hot weather, and shade
from bright sunshine.—C. B.

Onion Maggot.—r.—I do not think there is any certain cure for the Onion
maggot, but there are many palliatives, among which are salt and soda if used in
time. But it is of little use to wait till the Onions are going off rapidly before
we apply them. I have had the greatest success with soot and salt— ^- in.

in thickness of the former, and 1 lb. per square yard of the latter—spread
over the surface and lightly forked in about the beginning of February. A further
dressing of soot may be given in April in localities much infested with
maggot.—Q.

Vegetable Marrows Dying OST.—Lynn.—The absence of sunshine has
made the large leaves of the Vegetable Slarrow soft, flaccid, and especially
liable to mildew and blight, and the blossoms partake of the same weakly
character. Keep the growths thin and pegged out, stopping the leaders if

running away too fast. In a small degree the male blossoms weaken the plant,

but their presence is necessary to set the fruit if you should require seed.—E.

Calceolarias Diseased.—C—The disease that kills the Calceolaria in the
way described is of a fungoid character, the seat of which is mainly in the bark,

at or about the collar. The only remedy is change of soil, with cool treatment
in winter in order to secure strong healthy plants to turn out in spring.— E. H.

Improving Lawns.--G.—A very frequent use of the heavy roller and
mowing machine will improve the lawn. Newly laid turf often grows very rank
the rtrst year or two. but as the land settles down the Grass will get finer; per-
severe with the roller.—H.

Edelweiss.—C. L. H.—This alpine plant is by no means difficult to manage.
He.iltiiy seedlings raised in spring in a gentle hotbed, and planted out in a well-
draineil border of light rich soil, will soon make fine plants, and flower the
following or even the same season.

Green Fly.—We have of late experienced a good deal of trouble regarding
a kind of green fly which settles on our Pelargoniums and Vegetable Slarrow
plants. How can we get rid of it? It eventually causes the death of the plant.
—J. W. H. [Try a dressing of dry soot applied in the evening.—W. R.]

Plunging Material.—2>. L.—Sawdust, sand, or Cocoa-nut fibre—the last
perhaps the Ijest.

Names of Plants.-'?. 2>.—The name of the red-topped fungus is Cyno-
phalluscaninus. It is a close ally of the Stinking Polecat, sent here a few days
ago, but the Cynophallus is scentless. Mrs. F.—l, Noisette -Jaune Desprez;
2, Tea—Souvenir d'Elise ; 3, Tea—Marie Guillot. T^'. P.—l, Chrysanthemum
leucanthemum var. ; 2, Helianthus angustifolius ; 3, H. microcephalus ; 4,
Silphium perfoliatum ; 5, S. perfoliatum var. Mrs. B., Liverpool.—Yennol
flower (Xigella damascena). J. L.—Vitis rhoml)oidea. S. C.— Viburnum
Opulus (Snowball Tree). C. S. J".—Chrysanthemum coronarium. A. B.—
Eccremocarpus scaber.—vl/ion.—Catasetum tridentatum. J. 2'.— 1, Clethra
ainifolia ; 2, Justicia speciosa ; 3, Bouvardia triphylla ; 4, Thunbergia alata.
^.—1, Campanula puHa ; 2, C. aarmatica ; 3, C. cajspitosa ; 4, C. muralis.

Questions.

Conifers.-Is the middle of Septeml)er a good time for transplanting Pines
and other evergreens? and if so, will some of your readers furnish me with the
names of a few of the best hardy quick-growing Pines? I have a large number of
Austrian Pines, which I find the best in all respects, liut require some variety. I
have in the past two winters lost so many Cedrus Deodara, Welliugtonias, and
Abies Pinsapo, that I do not intend planting more of these. Abies nobilis thrives
well with me. Does A. Nordmanniana grow as quickly ?

—

G. O.

Pot Pourrl.—T shall be glad if any of your readers who have been successful
in making this from Rose leaves will give me directions. 1 have abundance of
Roses. Are the Hybrid Perpetuals good for the purpose?—A. T.

Cam panulas.—Different sorts should be grown for different pur
poses ; if for bouquets none can compare with Campanula persicifolia
fl.-pl. alba ; it is as double as a white Camellia and as chaste looking.
From this time forward as the flowering will be completed young
rooted offshoots can readily be procured, and put into the nursery-
bed for future use. If for lines or clumps in borders I have found
none equal to C. Medium calycanthema of|various colour-s. The better
way of propagating this is to sow the seed of the colours liked best
and transplant. C. carpatica, turbiuata, and nobilis—these are about
the best of the remainder, and can be propagated in the same way Avith
a cei-tainty of being desen^ng of any care bestowed on them, I have
a few other varieties of which I believe the proper name
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is Sympliyandra, but which comparatively I will not recom-
mend, except to complete a collection. I ought to include the old

deep blue Canterbury Bell, which if you once have it will not be
readily lost.—W. J. M., Cloiimel.

PROPAGATING.

Dracssna Goldieana.—This interesting plant, handsome
though it is, is not likely ever to become as plentiful as the progeny
of the old D. Cooperi, D. terminalis, &c., have, owing to the slow-
ness with which it is propagated, cuttings or eyes remaining a long
time dormant before they commence to grow, and, as far as my ex-

perience goes, old plants do not produce those thick so-called roots

from which young plants may be raised, which tlie other better,

known sorts do. It may, however, here be observed tliat tliis plant,

though called along witli the others a DraciBna, belongs to a widely
different section, of which the little-known D. surculosa and D.
phrynioides are members and true Dracaenas, the others being Cordj'-

lines, which differ considerably, both in structure and habit, from
the two species above mentionetl, to which !>. Goldieana must, I

think, ultimately prove a valuable addition. The quickest and in-

deed only safe method known to me for the proiiagation of D. (4ol-

dieana is taking the top oft' the plant and striking it, and waiting
for the lateral eyes to push before removing them. Of course a

better method may be known to some of your readers, knowledge
of which would be highly appreciated by many would-be propaga-
tors and growers of this fine Drac;cna.—Z. B.

Peristrophe angustifolia aurea variegata. — This
prettily-variegated, soft-wooded plant is easily increased by means
of cuttings made from the tops of the shoots, as represented in the

Cutting of Peristrophe angustifolia aurea variegata.

accompanying illustration, and inserted at any time of the year
when the wood is soft. Tlie cuttings must be drawn cut, so to

speak, by placing the plants in a temperature of 75'^ for two or

three weeks. Peat, loam, and silver sand in about equal parts, ^^ell

mixed and sifted fine, form a suitable compost for them. Well drain

the pots with crocks, over which place a little Moss, and then fill

up with the prepared soil to within J in. of the toj^, surfacing

with sand ; then give a sprinkling of water and put in the cutting?,

placing them on a brisk bottom-heat in the cutting box in the pro-

pagating house. Keep them close for a few days, and shade them
with paper from the sun, as they must never be allowed to Hag.

They will strike root in three or four weeks, when they may be

gradually inured to air and potted off and placed in an intermediate
house.—H.

MUD-SALAD MAEKET.
Mud-Salad Market belongs to his Grace the Duke of Mudford. It

was once a tranquil Convent Garden, belonging first to the Abbot of

Westminster, and finally to the Dukes of Mudford. The property
having been let on building leases, it became a small square in the
centre of London, bounded on one side by Inigo Jones's church,

—

"The handsomest barn in England,"—on another side by a theatre,

and warmly supported on other sides by numerous minor taverns.

The hot-houses of the old Garden have become the pot-houses of the

modern Market. Mud-Salad Market, like its own vegetables, has
now sprouted out in all directions. You may start froni Cabbage-

leaf Corner, near the site of Temple Bar, on a market morning, and
may go as far as Turnip-top Square in Bloomsbury, or Caulitiower
Place at Charing Cross, and it is all Mud-Salad Market. Houses are
barricaded with mountainous carts of green stuff, cabs lose themselves
in vain attempts to drive through the maze of vegetal)Ies, the coster-

monger makes temporary gardens on tlie pathwaj', while the roads
are blocked with waggons, carts, donkey-trucks, and porters stag-

gering under the weight of huge baskets. Carrots, Turnips, Vege-
table Marrows, Potatoes, Lettuces, and Onions are masters of the
situation. Vegetable refuse carpets the pathway in every direction,

mixed with mud and rain-water, and trampled into a pulpy, slimy
muck by thousands of hob-nailed boots. Leases drop in, old houses
are pulled down, great spaces are cleared, new houses of an improved
stucco type are built, and no attempt is made to increase the legitimate

limits of Mud-.Salad Market. Is any rent paid for the occupation of the
public highways ? Are any rates exacted by an obsequious Board of

Guardiansforthepracticalannexationof property belonging to the rate-

paj'ers ? Is it not a fact that in dealing with the rateable value of ilud-
Salad Market proper, and the Duke of Mudford 's own theatres (for he
owns two, including a concert-hall). Bumbledom shows every disposi-

tion to make things pleasant for the Dook ? Why don't the parochial
• iuardians make things pleasant for his less distinguished neighbours ?

It is not too much to say that Mud-Salad Market is a disgrace to

London, a special disgrace to his Grace of Mudford, and about the
greatest nuisance ever permitted in a great City of Nuisances. Rather
different this account of Mud-Salad Market from Leigh Hunt's de-

scription of a certain Covent Garden Market in his day, when "it
^^as the most agreealjle in the metropolis," and when it had been
"raised "into "a convenientand elegant state by the noble proprietor."
Let his Grace of JIudford take a leaf from that Duke's^tree, and if

he can't "raise" Mud-Salad Market, let him "raze" it, and give us
a new one. (irant. your Grace, a new broom to some one, let a clean
sweep be made of Mud-Salad Market, and your petitioners will never
again pray anything any more.

—

Punch.

Jlr. Augustus Sala has also been attacking Covent Garden,
which is really in a sad state, particularly in hot weather. The real

horrors of the market are, however, over before literary gentlemen
get about ; yet during the warm weather the smell in tlie air of the
decomposed vegetables is a fearful and peculiar scourge to all forced

to go near or live near the market. " Punrh's short article is

not only waggish, but wise. It deals with and denounces that stand-

ing nuisance and scandal to metropolitan civilisation, Covent Garden
Market. Ah ! if Parliament would only re-enfranchise Gatton or

Old S^rum, or Grampound or Sudbury, and the resuscitated ' pot-

walloppers ' thereof would only send me to the Commons for a

montli or six weeks ! How deeply would I bury the rhetorical knife

in the reeking bosom of Covent Garden Market ! Attack it with
your pen, you may say. My dear madam, I have been so attacking

it these five-and-twenty years without avail ; and if you deem that

it does not deserve to be attacked, the next time you favour the
market with your presence, when you have finished your shopping
in the Central Avenue, instead of at once re-entering your brougham
and driving home to South Kensington, just try to pick your way
through the hillocks of putrescent vegetable matter which from
morning until late in the afternoon litter the purlieus of the market
and the immediately contiguous thoroughfares."

Testimonial to Mr. Grieve.—It is the intention of a few
Bury St. Edmunds folks to present their friend and neighbour,

Mr. Peter Grieve, on his leaving Culford, where he has been thirty-

one years, with a proof of their esteem and regard for him, and we
are requested to state that should any one wish to join them in thus
honouring the father of the tricolors, subscriptions or dona-
tions may be sent to Mr. .loseph Harrison, Wordwell, Bury
St. Edmunds.

Garden Furniture.—Not the least important among the
adjuncts to a garden is a judicious selection of appropriate furni-

ture, such as rustic summer-houses, arbours, seats, bridges, &c.

These are, however, often so ill chosen, as to spoil to a great extent

the surroundings by their unsuitability. Frequently the makers
are the cause of this ; we are therefore pleased to see that some
improvement in this matter is taking place. The other day we
had an opportunity of verifying this fact at Mr. Parrott's factory.

Forest Hill, where all kinds of such work is carried on. Great care is

taken in the selection of suitable wood ; and the more contorted the
branches are, the better they seem to be for the purpose. The
principal woods used are Oak, Hazel, Birch ; and these are con-

structed into all kinds of designs. The (t7e-»-^?<p chairs are a special

feature in this factory ; and tliey are certainly very elegant as well

as substantial. Summer-houses and arbours also represent a con-

siderable amount of design combined witli suitability.
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" This is an art
^\^lich does menil Nature : chaii;;e it ratlior ; but
TUK AKT IliKLP li >i .\tvit.s."—SlMki;s^tare.

NEW .MODE OF WINTERINCx GLADIOLI.

Eeferkino to the various notes on Gladioli that have appeared

in The Gauden during the past twelve nionth.s, but especially

to a short communication on the subject (p. 464, 1879), in

which a few hint.s are given as to the taking up of the bulbs in

autumn, and their safe keeping over winter, I wish to say

that for the past three years I have paid special attention

to this important subject, having had under cultivation a

great number of these Cupe bulbs, as well as a large ccillec-

tion of the many hybrids now so extensively cultivated. As
my close observations and their results have dictated to me a

mode of treatment of those bulbs ditferent from that usually

pursued preparatory to their storing away and keeping over

winter, a few suggestions on the subject may not be wholly

unwelcome. For many years I have always cultivated a few

hybrid Gladioli, without, however, piying any special atten-

tion to them. When autumn came they were taken up and
cared for in exactly the manner recommended in The Garden
(p. 464). On examining these bulbs in spring before

planting, I observed that with many the roots had pushed
out more or less, and in quite a number there were also

indications of top growth. The roots had grown about ;V in.,

and in most cases their tips or ends were decaying ; espe-

cially was that the case amongst those kept for late planting.

When the plants came uj) and bloomed, they did in no way
exhibit qualities to attract special attention. Three years ago,

however, it so happened that, through the generosity of a

friend, I became the possessor of a very superior picked collec-

tion of Gladiolus bulbs, mostly named, with the exception of

one dozen labelled " choice new seedlings." The bulbs were
remarkable for their size and soundness. One measured

4i in. across, and several 4 in. or a little over. They were
all planted in a bed made for that special purpose in three

rows 8 in. apart ; they all grew well and gave what I then

considered very superior fiower-spikes.

In consequence of our very hard winters here, the ther-

mometer falling usually during one or two weeks from 20° to

2.5° below zero Fahr., and now and then even as low as 30°,

the plan of leaving the bulbs over winter in the ground
with protection, as suggested by several of your correspondents,

is entirely impracticable with us ; they have to be taken up
and stored away. To do this I proceed in the following

manner : With one hand I take hold of the top of the plant

to be lifted, while with the other I lift it out of the ground,
shake off the adhering soil gently, lay the plant carefully

down, and label it Great care has to be taken not to seri-

ously injure or break off the stalks above the bulb, which very
frequently will happen if not properly guarded against. The
plants so taken up are then spread out in a cool shed, protected

alike from rain and sun, and left there as long as the weather
will permit, or until the tops are sufficiently dry. They are

then taken, fifty or sixty of them, still taking good care not to

break tha dried tops, and loose bundles made of them by tying

a string around the upper portion of the dried leaves, after

which they may be hung up on the ceiling in an ordinary
cellar free from frost. Here they are left undisturbed until,

say, one week before planting in spring. The bundles are then
taken down, the tops are cut away, the bulbs cleared of dried

corms and roots, and separated. A fe .v days of rest in a cool

airy place will prove sufficient to heal the fresh breaks, and

the bulbs are ready for planting. In doing this the bulbs
should be surrounded with a little clean sand.

I have followed this plan now for the past two seasons with
collections of from 100 to I'JO different varieties of Gladioli,

at the same time, as a matter of experiment and ccmtrast,

keeping a few good bulbs in the old way. Now, on examining
these bulbs before planting, I lind that every one stored away
in the manner just described turned out in splendid condition,

sound and healthy looking, with hardly any sign of root or

top growth ; whereas those bulbs whose tops had been re-

moved in the autumn, but otherwise kept under the same
conditions and in the same cellar, showed distinctly the old

troubles. This past spring the bulbs were jilanted out on
the 13tii of April for very early flowering. The first-named

grew to enormous proportions, and the difference between the

two difterently treated bulbs was sinqily remarkable, the for-

mer kind growing to a height of from 5 ft. to 6 ft. 2 in., and
making grand foliage, with flower-spikes from 16 in. to 18 in.

in length, to say nothing about the really fine and large per-

fect .shapes of each individual flower, the latter bulbs keeping
strictly to the conventional limitations of from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

in height.

A few days ago I had the pleasure of a visit from a friend,

]\Ir. John Temple, an old and experienced cultivator, and a

subscriber to The Garden, " a really sensible and practical

man." The sight of the brilliant array of this army of gigan-

tic Gladioli—now in their full glory—filled him with amaze-

ment, and finally brought from him the confession that he
had never beheld such a sight in all the many years of his

experience. I earnestly hope that some one in England will

make a fair trial of the plan just recorded, taking two quan-
tities of bulbs and submitting them each to one of the two
methods of storing them away over winter, and I have no
doubt the result will be striking and convincing.

M. Otto-Gkonen, C.E.

ItocJc Island Arsenal, Illinois, U.S.A.

HARDY FLOWERS IN CHESHIRE.
Afteb twice forty days of daily downpour the sudden change

to a dry north-east wind seems to have taken flowers by
surprise, and is doing more harm to many plants than if

the transition had been gradual. I send notes of a few
flowers which are now conspicuous here, and which, though
all mentioned in the weekly list of The Garden, are not as

generally cultivated in this neighbourhood as they deserve

to be. Liatris spicata seems to thrive best in soil which

is rather retentive and in an open situation, and does not

like being frequently moved or divided. A large bunch of

its Orchis-like spikes looks well anywhere, and the plant is

never untidy. Lysimachia clethroides is flowering widl this

summer, as it likes wet. At first sight the flower resembles

that of a white Veronica spicata, but the plant is of stiffer

habit, and it is more ornamental. It spreads rapidly, but

does not flower well if transplanted in spring. Early autumn
is the best time to divide and move nearly all herbaceous

plants. Mimulus cardinalis and its variety roseus make
bushes 4 ft. high in this garden, and flower all through

summer and autumn, but they suffer more from drought

in summer than from frost in winter, being perfectly hardy

here. They are amongst my most ornamental flowers.

Helianthus (Harpalium) rigidus is perhaps the best yellow

Composite now out. It grows 1 yd. high, with flower-stalks

branching in every direction down to the ground, bearing a

profusion of large yellow flowers, which continue in succes-

sion for many weeks. Buphthalnium salicifolium is of

moderate height, and flowers most profusely. The flowers
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are nearly as bright in colour, and about the same size, as

those of the Corn Marigold, and continue through July and
August. The plant seems to thrive in any soil.

Of the Veronicas now in flower generally known as V.

spicata, the smallest is the native species which grows

wild near Newmarket. Next to it comes Y. spicata hybrida,

abundant about Llandudno ; then some varieties called at

Kew V. spicata major, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, and varying

in colour from blue and bright rose to white ; V. longifolia

is of the same class, and a variety subsessilis, bought last

year from Ware, is one of the finest. The tallest I have,

more than 4 ft. high, was bought under the name of V.

ambigua, but the garden varieties of herbaceous A^eronicas

seem endless and hopelessly intermixed. Scabiosa caucasica

Tar. connata is the finest Scabious I have grown, resembling

in form and colour the common Field Scabious, but bearing

flowers fully 4 in. across. Monarda didyma, the old scarlet

Bergamot, is the best 1 have grown of the genus. It grows

hero fully 4 ft. high, flowering, if judiciously tied, nearly to

the ground, and making a mass of scarlet of any size you
please. The humble bees appreciate its fragrance, though

many gardeners call it a weed, but I wish tliere were many
such weed.". Stobasa purpurea is a tall Thistle, .3 ft. high,

with a bunch of large, single, lavender-coloured llowers. If

truly perennial, it will be a decided acquisition to the mixed
border, but it looks suspiciously like a biennial, and the per-

petual raising from seed of some biennials is so troublesome,

that many of the best, like ilichauxia campanuloides, are

seldom seen in gardens. A division of this labour amongst

the gardeners of a limited district, each undertaking to raise

certain species of biennials for distribution amongst the rest,

might be arranged with advantage to all Echinacea (Rud-

beckia) purpurea is a very fine plant, which is certainly hardy,

having survived very hard winter.?. It is growing here in

peat, but seems to increase slowly. Primula capitata, bought

of Ware as a small plant in spring, has grown wonderfully on

a limestone rockery with an exposed south aspect. It has

thrown up in succession seven umbels more than 1 ft. high

and 3 in. across of beautiful violet-coloured flowers. Three

of these umbels are now at their best. Hyacinthus candicans

surpasses all that has been written about it. Those who think

they should not care for Hyacinths late in summer should be

told that it grows 5 ft. high and bears a fine pyramid of from

thirty to forty pendulous flowers, like those of a Snowflake,

but much larger and whiter. It is growing here in pure

peat. C. WoLLEY DoD.
Bdge Hall, Malpag.

Dwarf Tropseolums.—These are so exceedingly useful for

the production of a display of colour in the mixed border tliat

attention may with advantage be directed to a few of the best

varieties. At the present moment we have in the second row of a

broad mixed border large clumps of about half-a-dozen kinds, and
the effect produced is so exceedingly rich that it would be difficult

to overrate it. Of the varieties grown the best are King of the Tom
Thumbs, which has flowers of good form and of the most brilliant

scarlet ; Golden King, rich yellow ; Spotted King, yellow with
maroon spots on each petal, and Ruby King, rich ruby-red. The
whole of the varieties have a remarkably compact habit, and produce
their flowers well above the foliage, which, by the way, is of a deep
bluish-green, and brings out the rich colouring of the flowers to the
best advantage. At the present moment my ]>lauts are quite solid

with bloom, the leaves being hardly perceptible, and, judging from
past experiences, they will continue to flower freely until tlie end of

the season. These Trop;eolums are particularly valuable to the
amateur, as the seed may be sown where the plants are to bloom
with the most satisfactory results ; but as plants so raised are rati ler

later in coming into bloom than those raised in pots under glass the
latter are preferable. My practice for some years past lias been to

sow the seed in 5-in. pots, five in each, and if tliey all germinate to

semove one of the plants when about 2 in. in height, and at the

proper season to turn out each clump into tlie border without
dividing the plants. By this means all unnecessary labour is

avoided, and large masses capable of producing a really striking
efi'ect are obtained. The seed pots are placed' in a structure in
which the temperature is sufficient to ensure the germination of the
seed at once ; but from the time the seedlings make their
appearance al)0ve the surface until they are placed out of doors
they have a place near the glass in a well-ventilated pit.

—

Gardener's
Magazine.

SMALL GARDENS.
Those people who have more rooms in their houses than they can
occupy, or gardens so large that they cannot familiarise themselves
with their contents, do not derive so much pleasure from their pos-
sessions as do those whose homes just meet their wants, and ^v\\o are
acquainted with, and can call by name, and perhaps tell the history
of, every plant growing in their garden. I am acquainted with a
goodly numberof the greatgardensin the country. I have been in and
out amongst them all my life. I have also had the privilege of

knowing many amateur gardeners from those in the very humblest
rank of farm labourers to the more ambitious citizen of the towns,
whose meaus are not limited, and I have generally found that the
pleasure derived from gardening is in proportion to the know-
ledge, the care, and the love brought to bear upou it,

ami the latter item is sure to give a good return. Love lavished upon
a human being may bring disappointment, for human ingratitude

is proverbial, but loving care bestowed upon the living things which
adorn our gardens is sure to bring a blessing with it in the shape of

health and peace. Not far from where I am writing lives a friend

whose home and garden is always bright and cheerful, and as the
garden illustrates what may be done at a small cost in hundreds of

cases. I will endeavour to give a short description of it.

The garden I am alluding to is shut in by walls and buildings, but,

being situated in a small town, the air is purer and less contaminated
than if the habitations had been more dense and offered more obstruc-

tion to its circulation. The space is not large, not more than 20 ft.

square, but there are as many families of plants represented as are

commonly met with in more ambitious gardens. There is nothing
formal in its arrangement ; there is simply an irregular shaped border
round the outside agaiust the wall, with mounds of rockwork
covered with creeping plants in the corners. The central pca'tion is

covered with gravel, on which are arranged various specimen plants

in pots, tubs, and boxes. Of course any one can plant Fuchsias,

Myrtles, Geraniums, &c., in such makeshift receptacles, but the
mere fact of having such plants of our own will not give us pleasure

unless they are thrifty and bloom freely, and it is here that the
loving care comes in and makes its presence felt in the long pendent
wreaths of Fuchsias, in the dark glossy leaves and pearly white buds
of the Myrtle, the glowing crimson, pink, salmon, and other colours

of the Pelargonium, and in the dense drooping masses of the Giant
Musk.

Then, again, there is the originality of the treatment of the walls.

I have never before seen the Dahlia used as a wall plant
; yet in such

a position it grows and blooms famously. When planted close to the

wall and a tie placed here and there, it soon adapts itself to cir-

cumstances, and makes a really handsome wall plant. There are

also Nasturtiums of various colours clinging to strings stretched up
the wall, up which they travel with amazing rapidity. The sweet
white .Jessamine covers the back of the house, thrusting its fragrant

white flowers in at the open windows ; and from the verandah is

suspended a basket literally enveloped with a blue drooping Campa-
nula now finely in flower. But perhaps the most striking features

are the hardy Ferns ; immense specimens of Lastrea Filix-mas (the

male Fern) and the Shield Fern (Polystichum angulare) are there,

and uuder and among these same Ferns are the finest spikes of

flowers and the broadest greenest tufts of leaves of the Loudon
Fride I ever remember to have seen. What a pretty combination it

makes, too ! the tall spikes supporting myriads of little white

stars on slender thread-like stems springing up amid the unfolding

Fern fronds is soprettj, one never tires of looking at sujh little

tastily arranged patches. But my friends this year have had more
enemies than usual in their garden ; the snails and slugs have been
very numerous, and have created a dark cloud where all besides was
bright and cheerful. But they have not had matters altogether their

own way, as many of them have paid for their temerity with their

lives. Snails are a great nuisance in small gardens surrounded by
walls ; where they come from no one seems to know, but on damp
evenings they creep out in shoals, and if not stopped and destroyed

devour every green thing. The best plan to get rid of them is

to lay little heaps of grains near where they congregate in the

evening, and visit tlie spots about nine or ten o'clock and destroy

them. A good many may be captured by keeping a sharp look-out

early in the morning before they have returned to their hiding-
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places. In town gardening, as in gardening elsewhere, the chief

requisite is good soil, and it is better to invest a little money in the

purchase of a load or two of good soil of a turfy nature than to

struggle on with what is unsuitable. When a good start has been

made, the planting and the daily attention that it may be necessary

to give will be light and interesting employment that any one

can do. K. Hobday.

CORN MARIGOLD
This is the pretty little Marigold of our cornfields, abundant in many
parts of the country, and often verj' showy. Up till recently in the

fields it has been looked upon as a weed, and called the Buddie or

l^orn Marigold, but now such is the taste for yellow and otlier

flowers of the Daisy form that our old friend is very properly much
esteemed. It is a plant which might be grown with advantage in

Bndule, or Com JIarigold (Chrysanthemum segetum).

many gardens. It does best sown in the autumn, as during the
wiuter the plants acquire a strength which makes them flower much
more vigorously. H.

Ho'W to Treat Damaged Lily Bulbs.—Late last autumn,
from 100 bulbs of Lilium auratum I selected 30 as unfit for pot
culture, being cankered, mouldy, and othei wise damaged. I placed
them on the surface of an inside Peach-house border, and covered
them with tine charcoal ; in about a fortnight I took them out, when
I found them looking much healthier and quite plump; still, I had
little faith in them, especially as I had no accommodation for them
under glass. Just then, however, a newly formed piece of rockwork
was near completion, and there was some good vegetable soil at

hand. I therefore had these inferior bulbs placed on a small slope

facing the south, and each one covered with half a spadeful of fine

charcoal, then all covered to the depth of 9 in. with the above
named soil ; i5 of them sent up vigorous shoots, and being very
rank some were then removed. All but two have from two to

seven flower-buds, and the stems vary in height from 2 ft. to 4 ft.

The late rains checked them, but the more recent fine yreather has

brought them forward again, and now some are finely in flower.
They are protected by a wall fi-om the west winds, otherwise they
are fully exposed. Whatever the behaviour of this batch may be
anotlier season, I consider myself already repaid for my pains witL
such faulty bulbs.— J. Wood, Kirkstall.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES AT MANCHESTER.
We often hear growers in the soutli and the miilland counties com-
plain about the difficulty of getting their flowers in by a certain

day ; tlie show is cither two days too early or four days too late.

The same remarks have Ijcen made in reference to the northern
show. -Apropos of this a friend told me tliat a good exhibition of

Carnations was expected at Kewcastle-upon-Tyne on the 1,5th of

.Seytembcr, a statement at which I expressed my astonishment,
knowing that there is not more than three weeks' difference ia time
between that district and ours. Jly informant was not a grower,
and did not know how cultivators managed to keep tlieni back

;

but it is ijuite certain that tliey exhibit very fine Carnations and
Picotees annually in .September, and the flowers are even larger than
any that have been yet produced farther south. The northern
sliow has just been held, and some very fine new flowers were
exhibited. Jlr. B. Simonite still continues to be a raiser and
exhibitor, notwithstanding the difficulties to be overcome within the
limits of Sheffield smoke. He had an unnamed scarlet bizarre which
good judges thought ought to have had the premium as the best
Carnation in the exhibition ; another flower, .Joseph Crossland, in the
same class had a tiue petal and very rich colouring. Mr. Gorton, of

Eccles, was alio very successful with his seedlings ; he has a very
good rose flake unnamed, and a crimson bizarre called William
Skirving, a flower of a high order of merit. Mr. Hewitt, of

Chesterfield, exhibited two good seedlings ; Master Fred, a ci'imsoii

bizarre, gained the highest award in its class, and also the prize

for the best Carnation in the exhibition. There were numerous
other seedlings exhibited, but not under name. Mr. Gorton showed
no fewer than seven seedlings distinct in his first prize stand of

Carnations. The raisers of seedling Carnations and Picotees are now
very numerous, and they are also making considerable progress iit

the quality of the flowers, but this must not be gained at the

expense of constitution. I cannot think there is anything in the

stones that were placed on the ground under the Carnation Ijeds at

Drumlanrig. ilost likely the Carnations were vigorous growing
varieties. I have noticed, though, that Mr. Dodwell, one of our moSL
successful exhibitors, places oyster shells on the surface of the soif:

in his pots, the outside of the shell being upwards. The object as
doubt is to prevent rapid evaporation, and also to keep the compost
from being washed out by the waterings. J. DocoL.ts.

HARDY AMERICAN HERBACEOUS AND OTHER
AEALIAS.

AR.4LIAS grow wild in Europe, Xorth America, .Japan, Eastern ani
Southern Asia, and the Soutli Sea Islands. They consist of trees,

shrubs, and herbaceous plants, and are valuable, some on account of

their ornamental character, and others because of their economic
use. Our native Aralias, such as the Ginseng, dwarf Ginseng, com-
mon wild Sarsaparilla, and Spikenard, are common in ricli wood-
lands ; the bristly Sarsaparilla prefers rocky places, and the Angelica

tree or Hercules' Club is found along our southern river Ijanks. The
Angelica tree is grown in gardens for its sub-tropical appearance an^
its immense compoundly-panicled umbels of white flowers. A. chi-

nensis, from Northern China, and A. cordata, from Japan, closely

resemble the Angelica tree, and are cultivated for the same end. In

European sub-tropical gardens they are extensively used, the Angelica

tree the most so. The Spikenard, on account of its oruamental

appearance wlien laden with fruit, sometimes gets a footing in our

gardens, but it is not worth a place there. A. papyrifera, the Rice-

paper plant, indigenous to the swampy forests of Formosa, is also

highly favoured for sub-tropical work, and although not hardy in the

north, it winters well in a frame, pit, or cellar. The stems may be

all winter-killed, but so long as the fleshy roots keep plump and
fresh so long can a numerous stock be raised. Little pieces of the

roots, as in the case of Bouvardias, produce good-sized plants in one

season. A. ja:)onica, which has large, deep green, glossy leaves, ia

a common plant in cool greenhouses, a pretty ornament in the sum-
mer garden, and a second-rate window plant. It is not hardy here.

It is hardly choice enough for a small plant collection. The most
beautiful kinds come from afar—India and the South Sea Islands.

Many of these Aralias, asVeitchi, Guilfoylei, elegantissima, macu-
lata, armata, and the like, are valuable greenhouse plants seldom

met with outside of our choicest collections of tropical exotics.

They are mostly shrubby and always prettiest in a young state, s%v
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when from two to five years old. But what are we to do with such

costly plants after they grow up leggy anrl bare, and in a measure

lose their comeliness ? Cut them back and use the brauchlets as cut-

tings and scions for grafting. Those who propagate the finer hard-

wooded Aralias sometimes experience difficulty and delay in attain-

ing this object, hence the finer sorts will always be expensive. In

habit and leaf form these exotic Aralias vary more tlian do tlie

wildlings of our own woods. A. filicifolia. for instance, has ample.

Fern-like leaves ; reticulata, strap-shaped; elegantissima, digitate

with slender, thread-like leaflets, and so on. The colour of the

leaves also diSers materially in the difi'erent sjiecies. Some are deep

green ; others olive-green, bronze, spotted ami blotched, or maybe
margined with white or whitish-yellow.—W. Falconer, in Moore s

Rural.

THE TUBER FLAME-FLOWER.
(trop.eolum tuberosum.)

This has succeeded so remarkably well with me, that my experience

as to its culture may be of use to others, especially as it is a plant that

certainly well repays one for the very small amount of attention wliicli

it requires. In early spring the tubers should be potted singly in

(j-in. pots in ordinary soil, and the pots should be plunged in a cold

frame, from which the lights are withdrawn, in mild weather. They
can be planted out about the middle of iSIay, as a few degrees of frost

will do them no harm ; in fact, the first growth of my plants was

much damaged by the frost, and yet they have gi-own fully 10 ft.

and are a mass of bloom. Last year I tried in rich soil some tubers,

the produce of whicli made most rapid and luxuriant growth ; but

the flowers were late and few and far between, and the tubers had

hardly increased in number ; whereas in the poorer soil the result

was quite the reverse. Whether this plant is quite hardy or not is

to my mind liut of little moment, as the tubers should surely be

dug up and separated in the autumn, or they will become over-

crowded. I mean, however, to make the experiment, and will

report the result. If "J. M." (p. ISO) wUl give the pHnt another

chance, acting on the directions just given, he will not have much
to complain of. A dozen tubers would be quite enough to stock a

moderate-sized garden, and the most etiective way of growing tliem

is to plant them in groups of threes, at say o ft. apart each way,

giving them as supports some stout Bean sticks. If these are so

placed as to slope from a common centre, the growth will rapidly

cover the whole, and then fall in gi-aceful festoons freely on all sides.

It is also admirably suited for use in tlie wild garden, where it now
covers the young trees with its golden garlamls. Tlie first flowers

opened in .July, and nothing but sharp frost will now stop its bloom-

ing.—A. KiNGSJiiLL, Eastcote Cottarje, near Pinner.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Diailtliuses.—Two of the most useful of these at this season

of the yea: are the single and double forms of the Indian Pink and

the larger and more conspicuous forms of Dianthus chinensis, D.

Heddewigi, and I), laciniatus. We arc indebted to China for the

Indian Pink, but since it has been in cultivation in tliis country it

has become largely improved, and, by crossing it with the Carnation

and Garden Pink, some interesting hybrids have been obtained,

known in our gardens as Mule Pinks. D. Heddewigi was a later

introduction from Japan, and is remarkable for its large and hand-

some flowers and tlieir showy colours. This too has been improved,

and the varieties extended, and the laciniated flowers liave ceased to

be a distinct type. If anyone would see the Chinese and Japan

Dianthuses in all their beauty and variety, they cannot do better

than pay a visit to Chiswick just now, and see there a south border

wonderfully! gay with their flowers. The seeds were sown about

July and August, IST'J, and the plants were placed out on a south

border, and withstood the winter well, while many apparently

hardier things succumbed, and bushels of flowers almost could now
be cut from the plants. Both types soon bloom from seed, and two

or three sowings made during the summer would keep up a large

supply. There are several Mule Pinks, known generally as Dianthus

hybridus multiflorus. In the case of these the foliage is large and

bold, like that of the Carnation, but to a great extent minus the

glaucous coating which covers it. The varieties are mainly of Con-

tinental origin, and the flowers, which are freely produced in succes-

sion, are small, but double, very sweet, and numerous enough to be

effective. These hybrid varieties appear to be well adapted for

planting out in borders, liaving a vigorous sturdy habit, forming a

dense compact tuft of dark green herbage, and attaining some (i in.

or S in. in height from the ground. When cultivated with care and

in good soil, these hybrid Pinks put fortli a vigorous growth of

Grass, from which r. good supply of cuttings can be had at the end

of the summer. Such types as Dianthus imperialis, D. superbus, &o.,

are pretty and useful in their way ; but they are decidedly in-

ferior to the Japan forms represented by D. Heddewigi, and so mucli
have these improved of late, that named varieties are being sent out,

some of gi'eat beauty. The grower of these interesting plants can
soon obtain a unique strain for himself by selecting a few of the

finest and most distinctly marked varieties and seeding from them.
We have known some cultivators obtain very fine strains in this waj'.

These Dianthuses should be grown in good soil, of a moderately
holding character, but rich and free. He who cultivates intelligently

and liberally will reap the richest harvest of flowers, and enjoy, to

tne fullest extent, some of the most lovely things in the way of hardy
flowers with whicli floriculture has lately made us familiar.—R. D.

Antirrhinums.—I have some very brilliant striped and flaked

kinds, of which, for fear of accident to the seed wiiicli I intend sowing,

or that it should not come true, which is very probable, as it may
have been impregnated from tliose adjoining. I have put down side

shoots, whicli, when projierly selected, root in ten days. Self-

colours, as deep yellow or deep red, are also welcome as additions to

bouquets.—W. J. M.

The Compass Plant (Silphium laciniatum) has this year gi-own

altogether beyond its ordinary dimensions. A large mass of it

more than 9 ft. higli has now hundreds of flowers open together, and
is a most conspicuous object, and, seen as it is from a long distance,

gives one the notion of a bank of .Sunflowers—in fact, many take it

to be a .Sunflower.—T. .Smith, Neirri/.

Carnations at Drumlanrig.—Mr. James, Anderson has

drawn a wrong conclusion from wliat he saw of Carnation culture at

Drumlanrfg. For several years it «'as part of my duties when in the

gardens there, under Mr. James Mackintosh, to layer and attend to

the Carnations, which were always particularly fine and grown exten-

sively : but the stones whicli Jlr. Anderson saw were only placed
over the compost during the layering season to keep the blackbirds
and thrushes from scraping it away from the roots in dry weather,
and also to keep it moist. Deep, light, rich soil was used for all the

plants where they were grown ami flowered. I do not doubt a hard
firm soil will suit the Carnation, but Mr. JIackintosh did not believe

in it.—J. S. W.
The Japanese Eulalia (E. japonica) has proved to be quite

hardy here, and the largest specimen is now over ft. high by about
4 ft. through, a distinct and handsome plant. I hope it will flower liy

and by. E. zebriua, out two years, has grown about 3 ft. high, and
is a healthy well variegated clump, and seems to be very much
hardier than the silver-striped form, which has almost dwindled
away.—T. Smith, Xeicry.

The Swiss Selaginella (S. helvetica).—This interesting little

plant forms a dense mossy carpet, from which rise its eieet little

spore-bearing branches. It is quite hardy in half-shady spots on
the rock garden or rocky fernery.

—

V.

A Good White Bellflo-wer (C. isophylla alba).—This is a
beautiful rock or wall plant, tlie flowers of which are Large and of

a very clear white. It is more precious than the blue form of this

good plant, because more distinct.—V.

The Twiggy Loosestrife (Lythrum virgatum).—A very
pretty plant iudeed is this when well established in the open
border—a fountain of elegant rose flowers, quite hardy, and autumn
blooming.

Tall Phloxes.—'Mr. Eetteridge, of Cliippins Norton, sends us a very fine

collection of liis Plllo-Kes, which are now, ami have lately, lieen in super!) hloi'iii.

It is deli^litful to us to see evidence that these bri'^ht llowers are so well grown
somewhere, because, for some reason or other, mainly neglect, the tall autumnal
blooming Phloxes are rarely seen to advantage in a London garden

; perhaps
they do so poorly in dry seasons in ordinary soils that people gradually give np
their culture. In some hilly districts, and in moist soils, tall Phloxes do so
beautifully that the cultivator has little trouble ; in fact, they do too well in
some such places, because we have noticed tliem spreading out into wide, neg-
lected, and starved tufts, whereas disturb,anee, so to s.ay, is alw.ays better occa-
sionally for the plant. We lose much in these noble Phlo.ves, so tall and good in

habit, and so splendid and delicate in colour ; how handsome and howstately ai-e

they in the antumu garden compared with much that is grown therein. Talk about
colour, how intense the colour of some of the kinds is—crimson, scarlet varyi»ig

to delicate sorts, with pink or crimson eyes, and then to pure fair whites. Tin
thoughtful cultiv.ator who wants to adorn his garden ^vith the most beautif.il

types of life that do not fear the open air or onr cold seasons cannot dispen-u
with these plants, and may turn his attention to the best way in which to u.-u

them. The first thing for him to do is to grow them well. Chance culture in any
mixed border that happens to be near will never do ; that has been their fate to

a great extent. They should receive the most careful culture, insofar as tha:
means rich light soil, not partaken of at the same time by hungry tree and othrr
roots; lint they should also be protected from drought. On the warm dry soil

about Paris, the most successful grower of Phloxes we have ever known— ii

.

Lierval—had his garden. There the splendour of his bloom was a wonder to see.

(Jf coiu'se. the garden was well cultivated ; tluat is to say, it was really an o;il

market garden composed of half-decayed manure, which was kept moist euon.;li

in hot weather, and p.artly so l)y the use of thick mulching of loose manure ovhi-

the soil. To do so much for Pliloxes in u private garden is not didicnlt, because
tUeyare grown on a smaller scale, bat so much is ueces3ary. As to urrangemeijt,
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that i^ n very iiiipi^rtaiit pdint ; siu-'t llnwors nrt* -^ood enituj;li liy thenisclvt's. or

witli soiiiu pliuit iiiiuiuj; tlicm which precedes them ill hlnoiii. so as to ^'ive a
fu'lt-r hlooiu frnni tile same Sill-face, but they are also most precioui for associa-

tion with dwarf shrubs here and tliere, and for ^'roups of autumn-HovTering iilants

suclias tile Olud.oli, tlie Klame-rtower, and the Stv.ek. They are iiivalualde.— S_

Origanum sipyleum.—This pretty plant is perfectly hardy
here. It has stood the last tw severe wiuters without an atom of

protection. It flowered jirofusely the end of last siiinmer, and has

a still greater promise of bloom now.—H. H.^ufuu Ckewb, Drajton-
ISeatichLimp Heclorij, Triifj.

BLU.MEN'BACHIA CORONATA.
This is one of those hardy annuals that have not come into general

cultivation, though for what re.ason it is hard to say. It has much
to recommend it, the Howers being showy, the foliage elegant, and
the habit of growth dwarf and compact. Like all tlie Loasa family,

the structure of the Howers is somewhat singular. The boat-shaped

petals and the peculiar small scales between them, together witli the

brush-lilce bundles of stamens, render the blossoms very attractive.

Its culture is simple enough : it merely requires to be treated as a

hardy annual, but, like others from Chili, it is better to sow the

Eluraenbachia coronata.

seeds of it in sprint than in autumn. It continues in Qower from
July to September if grown in warm light soils. W, G.

SeedlingLobeliaa.—Largenumbersof Lobeliasyphilitica raised

from seed this si>ring are now blooming, and show a considerable

variety, varying from nearly white to deep purple : some of them are

densely branched pyramids, very leafy and iloriferous—in this

respect very ditferent from old plants that were in the ground all

winter. These have thrown up single flower-spikes, unbranched, or

nearly so, and look much less healtliy. Amongst the number are

many with rounder and deeper green leaves, which a^ yet have not
thrown up any flower-spikes at all. I am curious to see what tliese

will come to. We have all the older forms of this species now in

flower— tlie white one, the rose-coloured one, the form called p.al-

lida, and the normal or purplish one. In addition to old plants of tlie

scarlet Lobelias, we have many plants from seed of fulgens. Queen
Victoria, and the true cardinalis, coming into bloom ; L. sessiliflora is

also now in flower ; L. lutea is creeping over the ground ond bearing
freely its pretty yellow blossoms ; patches of the pretty wliite-blos-

sonied ilicifolia are now also coming into bloom. I siiould mention
in connection with L. syphilitica that I w-atched with much interest

what I suppose to be the process of fertilisation. It appears
that when the flower is first fully expanded the point of the stigma
projects only just beyond the circling anthers, and appears to be
tubular, with the orifice near its aentre. A brown.looking, rather
long-legged fly stood upon the flower, and most assiduously thrust
its proboscis in and out of this tube ; this went on for several seconds,
when it was withdrawn and, as it were, cleaned. It appeared to

consist of three parts ; these were r'.ibbed together and against the
outside of the anthers, constantly setting free some of the pollen.

The proboscis was again inserted in the stigma, and the process again
and again repeated. I watched for nearly ten minutes, and left the
insect still at his work. On examining the older flowers I found
that even the one just below had the stigma projected about 3-16ths
of an inch beyond the circling anthers, and so would be quite beyond
the insect's power to fertilise by the process detailed above for two
reasons—one, its proboscis was perceptibly shorter than the projected
part of the stigma, and the stigma was projected too far for the fly

to reach from the platform upon which it had to stand.—T. Smith.

The Spotted Golden Toadflax.—Tlie purple and gold
variety of Liiiaria reticulata is considered by all who liavc seen it

in the open liorder this season to be extremely beautiful. It is cer-
tainly one of tlie most striking border annuals we have seen for
some time. The terribly long name Linaria reticulata aurea pur-
purea is its least attractive feature. Long names such as this stand
sadly in the way of progress.

—

In.-ih. Farnvr'--i Ga-itfi;

ROSES.

THE SEASOX FOR BUDDING.
This has come, .and well nigh gone, and on tlie whole it has been a
gooil time, alike for the buds and tlie stocks. In writing this I am
aware that some prefer a dry time for the operation, and I confess

that there is a considerable amount of sound theory to explain antl

vindicate their success under a blazing sun. They run little risk of

having their buds flooded oil' by an excess of sap, or hindered from
uniting with the stock by the intervention of foreign matter in the
form of rains or heavy dews bet« cen the uniting parts of the scion

and the bud. Provided the operation is skilfully and quickly per-

formed, the state of the weather is of less moment than is generally
supposed. Despatch is also the chief factor as regards success in

budding Roses. Those w'ho stop to hesitate as a rule destroy the
bud. Everything should be in perfect readiness before either the
bud or stocks are touched. The moment the operation begins it

should be finished, were that possible, and the nearer this is ap-

proached the greater will be the success in Rose-budding. In bnd-
iling almost any blunders may be condoned by the bud but delay.

Let the exposed surfaces of the inner bark or cambium be once air-

dried, and no alter-skill in insertion or tying can undo the mis-

chief. It is in this respect that the usefulness of dripping skies and
a damp atmosphere become apparent ; not that Avater or air should
ever touch the cut or bared tissues of the wood or bark of the
scion or bud. There can be no practice more likely to defeat the
budder's object than that so often practised of keeping or dipping
the buds in water before insertion. Water is not sap, and forms a

real barrier to the union of the vital fluids of the bud and the stock,

the only power that unites them into one. But the moist atmosphere
prevents the sap of the buds or the stock from being dissipated, and
the fresh-made wounds from losing tlieir extreme sensitiveness (the

secret of their cohesiveness) until the operation of budding is com-
pleted ; hence, on the whole, such weather is the most favourable.

Those Briers that survived the winter and that had fair treatment
have well made average growth, and have risen before the knife.

The copious rains of June and July have filled them to repletion

with sap. For this reason the practice of stopping the growing
shoots of the stocks two days or so before budding, or about the

same period afterwards, had better be disiiensed with. The object

of the budder should be to unite bud and stock onlj'. The haste

to break the newly inserted buil into a Rose branch is mostly a mis-

take. All our best growers and exhibitors know something of the

value of dormant buds. By allowing the young shoots to run on
unstopped the union becomes more complete, and the bud itself is

far safer. It has ample time to be thoroughly ripened before the

end of the year, and it is only ripe buds and wood that can with-

stand such winters as those we have lately had. Writing of winter

as well as our own buddings forcibly reminds us that fewer Rosea

will be budded this year than usual. Out of five hundred Briers

planted we had not two hundred fit for the budding knife ; and
others are in a similar state of destitution in regard to stocks.

Perhaps these heavy losses may not prove altogether and wholly

evil. Those w-ho dislike standards may welcome the past winter as

their most powerful ally. Standards perished by thousands and
tens of thousands alike in England, France, and (Germany. Even
the hardy Briers died in battalions or brakes.

Being unable to bud, not a few will husband and try to root every

cutting. This will perforce bring the Roses nearer to the ground.

No doubt, too, the necessities of the trade and the private desire

for more Roses will cause many to be grafted near or about the

given time on Manetti, seedling Briers, cuttings, &c., during the

coming winter. One point I have particularly noted this year, and
that is that all the finest flowers have been the produce of dwarfs

on their roots, or of maiden buds pretty close to the ground. In a

word, dwarfs are the best for cutting and exhibiting, and standard

Roses probably the most enjoyable on the plants. It was probably

the desire to raise P>.oses up to our own level that first popularised

standards ; while the plenitude of Briers, and the facility witli

which they are converted into Roses, has perpetuated and multiplied

them to their present extent. They also either fill, or may be

made to fill, a niche in landscape when marshalled by the hand of
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taste, which probably no other form of plant could furnish with an

«qual amount of brilliancy aad fragrance. D. T. Fish.

EOSES FROM CUTTINGS.
NBr\'ER, perhaps, has the value of dwarf Roses been more apparent

than during tlie present season. In the southern counties and in

favourable localities standards have passed the winter with compara-

tively little injury, but over a vast extent of country, and in the

north especially, most of them are dead, and the survivors present a

miserable appearance. lu a majority of gardens only the dwarfs are

healthy, and these in not a few instances are growing luxuriantly.

These plants may have been worked on the Manetti, seedling Brier,

or Brier cutting stocks, but most of them are practically on their

own roots, and probably would have been equally healthy had they

been grown from cuttings instead of liaving beeu budded or grafted.

It is certain that nearly all Roses on their own roots grow freely and
produce tine blooms. A few may not do so, but they are few indeed,

and can either be dispensed with or given the peculiar treatment

they require. It is a little strange that ov.m-root Roses are not raised

in any large numljers iu nurseries. Manetti cuttings are struck by
the million, and Brier cuttings by thousands, while seedling Briers

are raised in very large quantities ; but Rose growth is left on the

trees until the spring, and the shoots that, if taken at the right time,

would have made cuttings innumerable are consigned to the flames.

Nothing better can be done with them at tliat time, for not one in a

tliousand will strike if inserted at pruning time, while, on the con-

trary, few will fail if properly chosen and carefully inserted from
now until November. The best wood for cuttings is that which is

short-jointed and rather tirm. Sappy, luxuriant shoots will not do,

and weak, stubby growths are not desirable. The latter may emit
roots very well, but they are long in making good plants.

Seven years ago I inserted in three short rows a dozen cuttings

each of the Manetti, the Brier, and John Hopper Rose. All the
Manettis grew, all the .John Hoppers, and nine of the Briers. In
due time tlie stocks were budded, but the John tloppers took the lead

and kept it, and are the best bushes now. This is the only fair way
to test own-root Roses against worked plants. I have seen so-called

trials of the different types conducted in this manner—cuttings of

Roses have been planted at the same time tliat buds of the same
Roses have l>een inserted in other stocks. Under these conditions
those budded have made strong jjlants the soonest, and their superi-

ority has been pointed out over the others, but it was forgotten that
the budded plants had a clear year's start. Let the plan above men-
tioned—namely, cuttings of stocks for budding, and of Roses for grow-
ing and blooming, be inserted at the same time, and it will be found
that the plan of working the Roses on other stocks does not possess
such striking advantages as is popularly supposed.

Rose cuttings, I have said, may be inserted from now until

November. The present time is preferaVile, especially when onlv a
few scores or hundreds are required ; but if thousands are needed
it is more profitable to insert them iu the autumn, or when the
Manetti or Brier cuttings are planted. It may very naturally be
remarked, that if August is the best time for inserting ten Rose
cuttings, it is also the best tor inserting ten thousand. That is the
logical view of the case, but gardening practice cannot always be
successfully conducted by rules of logic. An important element of
success iu striking Rose cuttings in summer is keeping them per-
fectly fresh

—

i.i'., they must be just as fresh when placed in the
soil as when cut from the trees ; in fact, the work cannot be done
too quickly. If once the cuttings shrivel—and they shrivel rapidly—^few will grow ; but it quite fresh, well selected, and rightly
inserted, few will fail. This essential of perfect freshness can be
maintained when the number of cuttings is limited, but cannot at
any rate without some trouble and difficulty when they amount to
thousands, and those wlio have to be entrusted with the work cannot
be depended on for exercising the care that is really requisite when
they cannot sea the necessity for it. Rather firm short-jointed
wood is the best for cuttings. Wood containing much pith on the
one hand, or very hard and wiry in appearance on the other, should
be eschewed. Those shoots that have produced blooms make
excellent cuttings, aud the lower portions of moderately strong
shoots strike treel}'. It is not necessary to take them oil' with a
"heel," though such "slips" will grow. The cuttings may be
about (5 in. in length, a little more or less not being material.
They should be cut smoothly across close under a joint with a very
sharp knife, all the leaves being removeil, but not the buds, except
the top leaf, or if very short-jointed the top pair. The cuttings
should be inserted quite up to these top leaves, or in other words
5 in. of their length being in tlie soil aud 1 in. above it. The soil

is preferably rather light in texture, made fine by careful digging,
but trodden rather firmly before planting the cuttings. They may
either be placed in trenches, prepared as if for planting Box edging,

or be inserted with the dibber, the worker standing on a board and
planting by its edge, as if pricking o9' Cabbage plants. I like this

lilan the l:>est. If the Rose cuttings are placeil in trenches some
sand should be put round them before levelling in the soil and firm-

ing it. If they are dibl>ed in, the surface should be covered h in.

thick with rough sand or gritty road sw'eepiugs. A blunt dibber
should be used, which forces the sand downwards, on which each
cutting must rest firmly, and the soil must be made firm, especially

at the base of the cuttings. Thousands of cuttings of all kinds are
spoiled annually by simply hanging them, the soil at the base being
loose, while near the surface it is patted round the cuttings with
some care. Tlie very reverse of this should occur both when
inserting cuttings and young plants of all kinds.

Rose cuttings inserted now are the least trouble if a partially

shaded border can be afforded for them. They should be placed
about 4 in. apart in rows 1 ft. asunder, there to remain until the
plants are large enough for removal, as many of thera will be the
following autumn, the others being then replanted at wide intervals

to make further growth. If not in a shaded border and the sun is

bright, they should be shaded with mats and syringed frequently to

keep the foliage fresh, as the longer this is retained the sooner will

roots be emitted. Any shading that is employed must be removed
at night, so that the cuttings can have the benefit of the night
dews. I have struck many hundreds of Rose cuttings according to

the plan indicated, and if others attempt the same practice and fail

it will be because of some error in choosing the cuttings or fault in

management. Those having frames at their disposal can strike the
cuttings more quickly, but the lights should be drawn off during
fine nights.

Autumn propagation is more simple, and when large quantities are

required more convenient, but, as a rule, I have found it less certain.

As soon as the leaves change and can he shaken off, the cuttings

may be made and inserted in trenches as above described. Some-
times, however, the leaves cannot be shaken off before December.
In that case they may be cut off" about the end of October or early in

November, tor by that time the foliage has done all that is needed
for the wood ; and if the evaporating surfaces—the leaves—are re-

moved, the cuttings may be prepared in bundles of hundreils, and
with very little care no shrivelling will occur. They do not need to

be inserted in a shaded border, but any open position will be more
suitable. Cuttings divested of foliage and inserted in the autumn
may with advantage be 1 in. or 2 in. longer than those planted in

summer, but only 1 in. of each cutting should be above ground
in both cases.

Manetti and Brier cuttings for stocks are made and inserted

much in the same manner as soon as possible after the leaves have
fallen. Yet a most important difl'erence must be observed. In
making Rose cuttings none of the buds require to be removed, as

these push from below the surface and make fine growths. No
winter in England can kill Roses thus prepared. But cuttings for

stocks must have all the buds removed from the portion inserted

in the soil with scrupulous care, or "suckers" will spring up con-

tinually, to the great annoyance of the cultivator and ruin of the

plants. Stock cuttings are made 1 ft. long, inserted to a depth of

.5 in. or G in., the soil being drawn or banked up, the remainder
within 1 in. of the top. They are thus in riilges, which before

budding are levelled down ; the bark then runs freely, the buds are

inserted near the root, and the plants properly planted become in

due time own-root Roses. This, however, is nurserymen's work,
and no one can do it so well as they can. It is the most con-

venient for raising plants by the million, and millions of splendid

plants are so raised annually. I write not for these skilled pro-

fessionals who " know their book " better than I do, and who may
be depended on for supplying .satisfactory plants ; but my remarks
are intended for those amateurs who have, the editors inform me,
desired some plain instructions that will aid them in indulging in

the pleasure of striking a few Roses, not ^.th the oljjecc of g. owing
exhibition blooms, but for producing flow«Jj, tlie work of their own
hands, for rendering their gardens gay iu summer .and their rooms
sweet. Although work presses on all sides I cheerfully comply in

the furtherance of an object so laudable and desirable.—A Northerk
Gardener, in Journal of Horticulture.

Creeping St. John's-'wort (Hypericum reptans).—This real

gem, possessing the freest creeping habit, is now blooming profusely

in the shape of planted-out specimens. Its slioots form quite a

thick carpet, and have extended fully IS in. from the centre. Its

proper position will be to hang over a projecting stone. The flowers

will thus be seen to advantage, which is not the case on the ground.

In pots I find that it does not seem to gain sufficient strength to

produce flowers—rather a curious trait in a St. .John's-wort, as gene-

rally quite the contrary is the case.—T. Smith, Newry.
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LEAFLETS.

People often say, " mine is only a small garden," but that

is no excuse for a poor one. Manj- gardens are too big ; bare

borders and seedy effects are a poor return for mere size. Few
have depth of purse enough lor them. Better a little garden

well done than many acres slurred over. Even the walls of a

house may be made a fair garden, and so I thought the other

day on seeing Mr. Leopold 1\athsohild's garden-house at Ascot.

1 say garden-house because it blooms with light and peace like

a bush in May, and its sweet and modest effect outside is

greatly heightened by the living tapestry and bright blossoms

woven over its walls. Only in making walls into gardens do

not trim the creepers like fighting cocks. Nail up the stiff

working stems as firmly as need be, but let all the child

branchlets play in the air, as they do in the free woods of the

Deathless Gardener. Over a little porch in a village outside

of Leighton Buzzard I saw the plant that always reminds me
of ingratitude—the Canary Creeper, one of the most precious

lace plants that ever graced our poor stiff gardens, and usually

left to the shelter of the cottager. Over this door it was the

image of wliat a creeper on a house should be—dense and
firm as the hill Grass in the close parts and near the wall, but

hanging over the porch, and lightly playing round it, free as

the blown foam.

Mr. Ware sent me the other day a wonderful Dahlia,

splendid in colour, but so broken in form that it reminds one
of an infuriated game-cock or a very wild Indian on the war-

path. Mr. Marnock, who came in to see me soon afterwards,

seeing this extraordinary bloom, which looks somewhat like

what the double Poinsettias should be, said, " That will

never satisfy our judges 1" I replied, we dare now-a-days
to judge the judges, and I do not see why one should not
have a Dahlia like an infuriated game-cock (with his comb
untrimmed) or a wild Indian on the war-path. This is a

seedling splendid in colour and not yet determined as to

name, but we may hear more about him if he is fine, distinct

in race, and otherwise respectable. Has any one ever con-

sidered how much finer the colour is, owing to broken form
and light and shale, in such a scarlet flower as this ? How
very much better it is and more striking than when the flower

forms a " solid ball ]

"

I can never forgive the man who invented the Golden
Feather, good a man as he may have been ; but Mr. William
Elliot, to whose keen eyes we are indebted for so many
strange and variegated forms of our British plants, is a real

benefactor to gardens. I have before me as I write a beau-
tiful yellow variety of the common Cock'sfoot Grass, the
leaves of which, cut off the upper portion of a plant, are over

2 it long, with a good pale yellow variegation. Such a

vigorous and graceful plant—hardy everywhere, moreover—
may be used in many positions by the tasteful gardener, but
it should never be clipped or distorted into a dwarf line.

I read that

—

Plants supposed to be Anthurimu Antlreannm, collected by Mr.
Lehmann, probably represent a distinct species. This at least is the
opinion at which Mr. N. Brown, of the Kew Herbarium, has arrived
after an examination of the specimens, but the publication of his
observations is reserved until the living plants develop their
inflorescence.

Develop their ivAorescence is fine and long for the one single

and pure word " bloom." Some are rather apt to fill their

mouths with long and ugly words of this kind. This is one
of the secondary evils arising from the use of a strange tongue
for familiar objects, which is pointed out by the Anglo-Saxon

Professor at Oxford. But then would not our great botanical

reputations sutter in the estimation of the crowd if we spoke
in a simple natural manner ] Would it not be admitting

too frankly that " science " was common sense? Xo, no; let

us stick by all means to the " i/crcJopment of ike injlorescence,"

and all the other fine hybrids of that race !

V

The editor hands nie a letter from !Mr. D. T. Fish, in

which he objects to what is called the carpeting system for

hardy plants. Mi-. Fish is in no sense an obstructionist, and has

sympathy with all progress, but these things do not jirevent him
fromgoingbackfor once. The name "carpeting" is unfortunate,

because it has been used to describe a geometiical arrange-

ment of clipped and very dwarf plants, and not the natural

and in all ways deliijlitful mixtures which we see every

day in Xature, and may easil}' have in many gardens. .

A clearer name, pcrha])s, for the practice, so much to be

desired, is ground or surface jtlants. I had seen a good many
examples of such surfacing successfully carried out, and

know therefore it is as right in practice as it is in art. But

we will hear ilr. Fish.

I think ".lusticia" has followed the " Squire's Gardener " on a

wrong tack in regard to sucli mixtures as are commended in Tnn
Oarden (p. 1'2S)—Solomon's Seal or Valley Lilies, for example.
Why, you will hardly iind two more gross-rooting plants in the

garden, and tlie two mixed would spoil both. Carpetings of the

Lily of the Valley, again, would dwarf to pigmy stature the loftiest

Delphiniums in the garden, and the taller Hellebores, with their

enormous carpets of roots and huge spread of leaves, would blanch

into yet greater dwarfness tiie poor Anemones that any one was
cruel enough to place within drawing distance of their direful

shade ; and though the stems of Yuccas may be bare, their roots

are far otherwise ; the number and wire-like strength of the latter

would speedily prove too much for Snowdrops and Xarcissi. th«

latter of which especially need a bit of good ground all to them-
selves to do them justice. The other mixtures are little or no
better, and " Justicia " had better stick to his List—that is, theiintrQ-

duction of a greater and richer variety of plants to our gardens

—

and leave the mixing to those who have mixed with a too scanty

supply of form and colour, and so, recording to Justicia—and there

is much truth in his verdict—have mixed to mar. I have objected

to these mixtures on cultural grounds ; they are, however, eijually

objectionable artistically considered. By mixing Valley Lilies and
Solomon's Seal you lower the beauty of both. A mass of Xarcissi

is perfect and complete in itself. The same may be said of the form,

flower, and noble foliage of the Yucca. A patch of Xarcissi at the

foot of a noble Yucca is also highly artistic ; but a carpet—pooh,

pooh ! Why, the painter who would put it on his canvas

ought to be suspended instead of his works. Xo, our indiscriminate

indiscreet carpetings have done much towards bringing our bedding

system into disrepute. We cannot, therefore, be too careful not to

repeat ourselves among hardy flowers, most of which are very well

able to stand alone either in masses, groups, or singly. At all

events, I protest against these samples of carpets as dangerous in

principle, and not to be imitated in practice.

In the face of the whole beautiful v,-orld of plant life,

arranged precisely on the jjlan thus abused, it is diflicult to

express in terms strong enough one's sense of the depth of

our friend's mistake. Ko doubt it is the two meanings of

the word " carpet," as used in gardens, which has prevented

his taking the right view and seeing to the heart of the matter.

The covering of the surface with smaller plants judiciously

adapted to their associates is so far right, that no great im-

provement is possible without it. This must be the remedy

for our naked, stiff borders to a great extent. It is only a

few weeks since I described Mr. Frank Miles's borders, which

partly owed their charms to the whole of the ground

under the taller plants being covered with dwarf ones, such

as the creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes), Hepaticas, ever-

green Candytuft, and the like. The plants that may be used

in this way with good effect are veiy numerous. No doubt

injudicious choice might be made; no doubt the surface plaut
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might sometimes injure the taller one, but that is no reason

why wc should give up the system if the preparation is as

good as Mr. Miles's was, who boldly dug out his borders and
prepared them as one would a conservatory bed. And why
not? Surely the open-air conservatory is worth as much
attention in our country as a closed-in one 1 In Russia it

is otherwise. Mr. Miles's, I say, were so well prepared that

there was food enough for all. Even if a surface plant should

be found to feed a little too vigorously it would be easy to

give it more on the surface.

The bane of the mixed border has always been naked earth

and stiff plants in it. The future mixed border must be made
by covering the whole of the surface of the ground with

beautiful life ; instead of bareness we must have surface

plants more or less innocent as regards robbing others of food.

So, again, the naked earth in one-effect beds, so to say, is

precious space wasted between subjects which could easily

spare a little for other plants. >So far as we can see clearly,

this placing of a ground or surface plant beneath a taller one

of a dill'erent character is entirely in the way of good culture.

No one plant can absorb to itself the varied elements in the

soil. Plants are so different in their natures, that we may
even improve matters by happy unions of this kind. There

are many quite surface-rooting which, placed over deep, strong-

rooting plants, would have no injurious effect whatever on
them, but would, on the contrary', be a precious aid in

heightening their beauty. The use of a surface plant might
in various cases enable us to make the ground more welcome
to another and more delicate kind. Are we, for example,

dealing with a subject afraid of excessive wet ? Then .some-

thing which would partly absorb the moisture of the soil

might help.

Then we have the terrible question of digging. So long as

we leave bare .spaces between the plants, and recognise the

principle that in spring and summer in this beautiful garden
land (the envy of those who come from the cold north and the

parcheil south alike) borders must be dug, so long

shall we tempt foolish men to put in th^ir spade where
there is no need, but danger. We prepare our wretched
borders and beds, and they ought to remain for years

without disturbance, but the old practice of digging,

digging, digging is so invcterately rooted in up, that

it is hard for many people to preserve their precious flowers

owing to this detestable practice. Once cover the surface,

and let it be known that all the life there is precious, and we
may perhaps stem this evil. After a thorough preparation of

the soil, subsequent labour should concern itself with weeding
and "surfacing." The only digging should be when the bor-

der wants complete change ; then everything should be care-

fully lifted up and the whole border refreshed, as one prepares

a Vine border.

I could fill this journal with the merits of this system and
the happy combinations whi(,h can be realised by it. By its

means we may also guard against the bad effect which people
object to when certain flowers go out of bloom. The happy
union of Khododeudrons and Lilies, now beginning to be
accepted everywhere as the right thing, even in distant regions,

is simply an extension of the same idea. When the Lily
blooms among the llhododendrons it passes away, and is in

no sense objectionable, as it might be unrelieved and tied up
stiffly in a border. The mutual support which plants give

each other is also most helpful. For instance, in a border we
have oftan seen Lilies staked, but in these beds it is not
always necessary to do so, and in such the swaying about of

the jjlait into natural and easy positions is more possible. If

Mr. Fi,sh objects to the vigour of the ground plants some-

times, let him not hesitate to dig up and replenish with

more delicate and suitable ones.
*

The other day I saw growing in the open air in a half-

shady spot a dwarf and green tuft of the pretty little Swiss
Selaginella, quite hardy if projierly placed. Supposing one
were growing, in a select bed, a number of those dwarf-flower-

ing shrubs which most people like in gardens— I mean the

choice Androraedas, the dwarf early-flowering llhododendrons

or Azaleas, or any of the choice and often lieautiful dwarf.

Heath-like shrubs—see how welcome this little Club Moss
would be to cover the ground, to weave it over with delicate

tapestry, so to say, without in the least injuring the plants above.

As to Yuccas injuring or weakening the ground plant, well,

such plants ought to be so plentiful that it did not matter

much about them. The most picturesque group of Yuccas I

ever .saw crested a mound of green Ivy and Periwinkle

—

two most hungry plants, as everybody knows. There may
be positions where we want to develop very fine specimens,

and where it would be essential to select a ground plant

that would not do harm. Sometimes the habit of the

plants themselves, as, indeed, in the case of Yuccas when
thriving, does not necessitate the use of surface plants in

the same sense that other tall plants do. As a mere matter

of economy the plan is worth carrying out. Where there is

hesitation as to the labour or expense for the introduction

of a special department supposed to be necessary for hardy

flowers, it would be possible in beds and borders devoted

to other things to add a great deal of welcome life. I never

see a place where there is not border surface enough in the

flower garden or ])lea.sure ground to grow the nobler hardy

flowers sufficiently to supply every want of every season,

provided this surface were properly cultivated.

Would a bed of Moss Ptoses be any the worse for

having double Primroses clustered on its surface, or a

group of the Cardinal flower rising through above a

ground-work of sweet Alyssum? Mr. Fi.sh says a mass of

Narcissi is " perfect and complete in itself." But what is he

to do with it when it is out of flower t 1 can place my Nar-

cissi in many places where they are delightful when they bloom,

and not in the way when they fade. Mr. Fish's mass of Nar-

cissi must not, if he does it justice, be pulled about every year

to make room for something else. Neither must he allow it

to be dug. He cannot properly deal with it unless he calls to

his aid this excellent ground-work system. He cannot have

precious well-enrichsd ground naked all the summer ; he must

put something over his Narcissi, and perhaps he will prefer to

occupy the ground with the various light and welcome orna-

mental Grasses which so good a gardener knows well how to

use. He may do other things equally wise, but it would be

bad gardening to leave his mass alone. I fancy that on giving

it sufficient thought he is too wise a man to fight against the

plan adopteil since the beginning of this world in Nature.

Anemones under the trees in spring in our woods; delicate little

lonely colonies of Hepaticas clustering under the wind-beaten

shrubs, high on many an alpine copse ; Daffodils under Apple

blossom—these and many such are all familiar examples of

what we asked for and what we must have if our gardens are

ever to satisfy us.
*

Mr. H. B. Ellwanger recommends very highly to me the

Foster Peach. I forget the description of it, but as I know
no one better able to give an opinion on the subject, I would

advise Peach-growing readers to give the Foster a place.

The importance of fruit culture is so well understood, even
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in some of tlio wilder mul luore distant regions of America,

llat Mr. W. C. r>arry tells me that in certain i>arts of New
Mexico the fruit trees procured in the Eastern States have to

be cartel hundreds of miles from the last raihvaj- station

to their destination across the mountains, and to be packed so

that they may safely get over the icy hill-tops in that wa}-.

That the public are beginning to take a real interest in the

question of the nobler hardy garden flora is pretty evident to

ihose who can judge the signs of the times. Among them
I noticed the other day at Ware's a stock of over 20,000

plants of the great St Bruno's Lily, a beautiful flower, figured

in The Garden some years ago. Some years hence it will

be ditiicult for people to understand how much the beautiful

jilants of our own world, so to say, were neglected and ignored

in favour of anything that could be put in a pat in a house.

One thing that may perhaps assist them to understand the

situation is, that same of the greatest nurseries in England

in which there are special men for a great variety of depart-

ments have none an 1 no ground devoted to the vast and
beautiful series of subjects which we group together under

the general name of hardy flowers. But this will not last

long for the best of reasons.

I have been nearly driven out of my room by the rich

odour of Lilies—white, crimson-spotted on a white ground,

black spotted on an orange ground, double, dwarf, and tall,

the most extraordinary being one brought by Jlr. G. F. Wil-

son, which is taller than a lamp-post, ily room is lOi ft.

high ; this Lily stands in the corner, and 1 ft. of its graceful

neck has to be bent down that the rest may be placed erect.

I really am afraid there is no chance at all for some of our

old flower garden friends as soon as people see what Lilies

really mean. It is perfectly useless to write about Lilies to

those who merely know them as represented in our gardens

twelve or fifteen years ago. I saw a bed, in company with
llr. Burbidge and llr. Perry, at Ware's yesterday of L. longi-

floruni Wilsoni. We were astonished at its beauty and vigour,

and at the hundreds of beautiful silver trumpets that crowded
•each other in the bed, and said that we should probaljly have
heard a good deal about this plant if it had required a stove.

I should like to hear of a stove plant so fair, and anybody
who doubts me should go to Ware's and ask to see a bed of

Lilium longiflorum Wilsoni. For many weeks past various

forms of these long-flowered Trumpet Lilies have followed

each other in marvellous beauty of bloom.
»

Mr. W. C. Barry teUs me that he h'ls not seen in his very
extensive travels in Europe anything like what he considers to

be suflicient attention paid to the Pasonies, which is also my
•ewn opinion. He says that they have acres of them at

Rochester, and the ground being thoroughly well cultivated,

their bloom is the most splendid thing known in the gardens
there. He has tried all obtainable kinds, and mentions the
tfollowing as being the best for a limited selection : Modeste,
Delachi (the best dark variety), Ambroise Verschaffelt, Papil-

lionacea, Humei, Whitleyi, Charles Verdier, Monsieur Bou-
•charlat. Dr. Bretonneau, Fulgida, Delicatissima, Festiva. He
justly points out that their hardiness in the severest climates,

their vigour, freedom from disease and insects are great
jjoints in their favour.

\^liat a delight the Everlasting Peas are at this season
<where properly grown 1 It will never do to leave these har-

diest of flowers to the cottage gardens only. Then we have
handsome new kinds not in cottage gardens—the deep
orimson and the delicate rose, a cross, no doubt, between the
erimson and the white, and possessing the delicacy of colour of

a choice Orchid. The old white is licautiful ; not seeding

freely, it flowers on and on in hedgerow or cottage porch,

round one's feet on the edge of a ditch, or climbing 10 ft.

into a low tree. These flowers are beautiful everywhere, most
useful for cutting, and precious to the tasteful cultivator who
does not tie them into a wad or up to a stake. I like them
well trailing over the ground, planted on a bank, and allowed
to go about as they like, sometimes creeping a bit into a bush.

All the kinds of the common Everlasting Pea do perfectly

well in low hedges. Sometimes a plant or -so looks well in

a bed of low shrubs, wandering about with its flowers and
tendrils.

The other day at a large hotel in the City I saw a young
man dining, who reminded me of a Carnation in a horse-

collar. There were many foreigners at the table, and with

few exceptions they refrained from that picturesque custom
of tucking their napkins under their chins, but this innocent

young northerner not only tucked his under his chin, but all

round his neck—back, front, and sides. He really formed a

very striking object ; and I wish I had a little sketch of him
here to show how much he resembled a Carnation in a

paper collar.

How beautiful that white Eamanas Rose is at this season,

covered with large and quaint fruit, rich with beautiful soft

green leaves, and fair with those glorious single Roses. I was
charmed to see some beds of seedlings of it at Ware's ; but

then in every stage it is excellent, and old broken bushes

of it in good soil are superb. In raising seedlings from the

white kind, which is the most popular, Mr. Perry tells me
they generally get the rose-coloured one.

It is not only the Japan Anemones that bloom in the

autumn, although they are .so stately and beautiful that

they almost give us enough flower from one family at that

season. It is pleasant, however, to me to see my favourite

Snowdrop Anemone (A. sylvestris) again full of its fair

white flowers as I write.
*

At one time raisers of our seedling Dahlias threw away all

their single ones. The other day I detected Mr. Amos Perry

in the act of throwing away all the double ones. Think of

that, horrified florists ! And a good change, too. I admire

double flowers as well as anybody, but they were never so fair

or so fine in form as the single ones, and we shall no doubt

soon have a noble and well .selected race of single Dahlias. It

is sad to think of the splendid forms of single Dahlia that

must have been thrown away in the many years' patient

labour spent in raising our many handsome double kinds in

their various races—pompones, fancy, or .show. What
colours 1 what oddities ! Many of the thrown-away would be

precious to us now if we could get them, but we must raise

and raise again, and select single Dahlias as varied in colour

as and more delightful in form than ever the double ones were.
*

The appearance of the new and very fine Japan Speed-

well will enable us to solve the main problem about the other

hardy kinds. The dilficulty was to know about their names.

We shall now be able to settle the question by throwing

three-fourths of them away altogether. It is probable that

the so-called species that bother us in gardens are very often

only hybrids and seedling forms that have risen in cultivation.

Mr. Perry tells me that he raised a number of seedlings from

Veronica prostrata, one of the best of the dwarf kinds.

Among those seedlings were many different forms. The .Japan

Speedwell is Veronica longiflora sub-sessilis, which is perhaps

long and ugly enough for one pretty plant

!
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Ne'W Hybrid Lily.—Another new hybrid Lily has made its

appearance—as handsome as any preceding it. It is named Mrs. A.

Waterer, and was raised by Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill,

Woking. It is a cross between L. auratum and L. speciosnm ; the

flowers are about the size of those of the beautiful L. Parkmani,

lately figured in The G.\rden. In colour it is pure white, sparsely

spotted witli crimson-purple. It was shown on Tuesday last at

South Kensington, toijether with L. Parkmani, but the new kind

was scarcely in the best condition to judge of its true character.

These two Lilies are, we apprehend, only the beginning of a new
rice of fiue hybrids.

The Flame Nasturtium (Trop.-eolum speciosum).—There is

now in flower in Sir Henry Watson Parker's garden, Stavill House,

Richmond, Surrey, a beautiful specimen of this hardy flower. It is

planted against an east wall, shaded by trees on the opposite side,

and is thoroughly established, throwing its lovely festoons of flowers

in all directions. Any person who may he desirous of seeing the plant

may do so on application to Mr. Bowels, gardener to Sir H. W.
Parker.

Stephianotis floribuuda (Elvaston var.)—The specimen of

this shown on Tuesday last at South Kensington was remarkable
for the abundance of (lowers whicli it showed on such a small plant,

and it will doubtless prove an acquisition, being highly spoken of by
competent cultivators. It is so distinct that it deserves a permanent
distinguishing name, so that when it becomes to be generally distri-

buted it may not be confused with the ordinary kind. It was
shown by Mr. Goodacre,'Elvaston Castle, Derby, and is said to have
originated as a seedling in the garden there. The committee com-
mended tlie " strain," whatever that may mean, but we certainly

think that such a distinction considerably strains the definition of

the term as usually applied to annuals and biennials. To apply the
term "strain" to a plant which seldom perfects seed in this

country is only introducing a clumsy technical phraseology, which
will in time become troublesome. Already we have an instance of

this in the case of the term " decorative " as applied to a section of

popular fiowers, which are all in every way decorative and ornamen-
tal.

Orawfurdia in Flower.—In the temperate house at Kew
may be seen a highly interesting Gentianaceous plant having a
twining habit of growth, and bearing a profusion of white tubular
blossoms, stained on the outside with a dull purplish hue. The
climbing or twining habit of growth in this family is of such a dis-

tinct character, and the plant such a rarity, as to render it especially
noteworthy, though probably it will never be strong enough to be-
come what may be termed a garden plant. All the Crawfurdias are
natives of Northern India, and one or two species which have for

some time been in cultivation are really showy plants, and well worth
re-introduction.

Tyerman's Groundsel (Senecio pulcher).—The finest speci-
men we have met with this year of this handsome hardy plant is

in the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick. It is

growing with other hardy perennials in a long mixed border, and
does not appear to have received any special treatment. It is about
2 ft. high, with a stout erect flower-stem bearing about a dozen
large showy yellow-centred purple blossoms. Such a beautiful plant
well repays any extra trouble that may be bestowed on it in the way
of cultivation ; and now that its management is better understood
than it has been, we may look for more successful results. In some
gardens, for some reason or other, it absolutely refuses to grow

;

whilst in others the foliage appears to be attacked by a kind of fun-
goid growth which soon weakens the plant so much that it finally
succumbs.

Calandrinia grandiflora.—In ilessrs. Sutton & Sons' trial
grounds at Reading there are beds of tliis hardy flower. It appears
to be a variety of C. nitida, altogether larger than the type, and
bearing finer flowers of a much deeper shade of rose. It grows
about IS in. high and is an abundant bloomer, producing a succes-
sion of flowers for two or three months. When seen on a sunny
day a bed of it in flower is a very fine sight, the satiny lustre of the
rosy blossoms with their central tufts ofbright golden stamens, com-
bined with the fine effect of the large glaucous white foliage, being
very attractive. At Reading it is treated as a liardy annual, and
sown in April in the open ground. It is, however, in most places a
first-rate perennial, especially where the soil is light and friable.
Whether treated as an annual or perennial, however, it is certainly
a very fine plant, and one which well deserves extensive culture.
Like other species of Calandrinia and allied plants, it is especially
suitable for sunny situations which would be too hot and dry for
many plants.

PentStemon Palmeri.—Among the numerous Pentstemons
at Kew this rare and beautiful species is now finely in flower. It is

not, however, the typical form, but one with white flowers instead
of a delicate purple. It is a highly desirable kind, but perhaps a,

little too tender for general cultivation, and requires to be propa-
gated continually by seedlings. Another new and elegant species ia

P. Bridgesi, which is somewhat in the way of P. ceutranthifolius,

and equally showy. The flowers are scarlet and produced on tall,

erect racemes, rising above tufts of narrow deep green foliage.

Vaccinium rugosum.—Among the many interesting and
beautiful plants in Mr. .Toad's collection at Oakfield none are so
exquisite in the marlvings of the flowers as this Ericaceous plant,

which now, we believe, more correctly belongs to the gcnti.s possessing
the ill-sounding name of Pentapterygium. Of this strikingly inte-

resting shrub a woodcut will be found in The G.^rden (p. -t.59). Its

blossoms are about j in. long, bell-shaped, of wax-like texture, white,
and transversely marked with wavy lines of dull red. They are
produced in clusters both on the young and old wood, and when,
springing from the latter they have a very singular appearance.
Similar to its near ally, the Thibaudia, it is a kind of epiphyte in

elevated regions of Northern India, wliere it attains a large size.

Chinese Bell-flower (Platycodon grandiflorum).—On seeing
the beds of this beautiful hardy flower in Messrs. Veitch's nursery
at Coombe Wood, we are convinced that the v.iriety introduced by
Mr. Maries is quite distinct from the ordinary kind in cultivation,

being much dwarfer in growth, more floriferous, and also in tlie flowers
being much larger. The plants exhibited at South Kensington some-
time ago quite answered to these characteristics, and no less so the
beds in the Coombe Wood Nursery ; which, by the way, are still gay
with flowers, thus showing what a desirable border flower it is. In
the rich, friable soil of this nursery it thrives admirably, forming
robust, dwarf-growing plants, so desirable a quality in hardy flowers.

It remains to be seen whether the variety brought home by ilr. Maries
is any hardier than the ordinary kind. If it is, it will, indeed, be a.

valuable introduction.

Second Flowering of Larkspurs.—What renders these
showy liardy flowers more valuable than the majority of other
classes is the desirable property of producing a second crop of

flowers late in summer, and continuing in beauty till far into the-

autumn. A good instance of this is brought under our notice by
Mr. Stevens, of Byfleet, who grows Larkspurs finer than ever we
have elsewhere seen them. In his garden there is now a fine crop'

of second blooms almost as fine as the first. In order to obtain
this late crop the plants are cut over as soon as they liecome shabby
after the first flowering ; they then soon throw up strong flowering
shoots, particularly if the season like the present has been rainy,

and then warm and bright. Other points in connection with the-

details of culture of the Larkspurs in Mr. Stevens' garden were so-

well described by "J. C." (p. 179), that we need not here revert
to them.

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.—One of the finest

sights which we have seen for some time is a large breadth of this

beautiful hardy shrub in full bloom in Messrs. James Veitch
& Sons' nursery, Kingston Hill. The jjlants range from ,3 ft.

to i ft. higli, and nearly every branch bears a huge panicle of wliite-

bloom. Such a display as this could be seen from a long distance
off. The beds, which are fully exposed, consist of soil of a light

loamy character, conditions evidently highly conducive to the well-

being of this fine shrub.

Begonias at Forest Hill.—The list of new varieties in Messrs.
Laing & C'o.'s nursery at Forest Hill appears this season to be quite-

as long as usual, though it must be confessed that the novelties in

many cases do not surpass the older kinds. Tuberous Begonias,

indeed, as a class, seem to be worked out, like several other races of

plants to which particular attention has been directed. There seems
to be an advance, however, with the double-flowered kinds, both as

regards the habit of the plants, their freedom of blooming, and the
size and symmetry of the flowers. One of the finest we noted was
Madame Renaud, a kind with remarkably large Camellia-like blooms
of a delicate salmon tint. Althe;eflora, one of this season's novelties,

has enormous flowers of a reddish-orange hue, with the symmetrical
form of a Hollyhock flower. This sort is more especially adapted
for growing in suspended baskets, on account of its pendulous
shoots, and there are some fine .examples grown in this manner in

the nursery. Marie Limbert, a kind with bright salmon-vermilion,
is very vigorous and free ; and other excellent double sorts are Gaston
Malet, Duchesse de Cambaceres, Clovis, Marie Bouchet, Clemence
Delahaye, Comtesse H. de Choiseul, Comte de Flandres, Pjeoniajflorr-,

and Jlons. Malet. These are but a few of nearly fifty varieties, of more
or less merit, grown here. Single-flowered kinds included some very
fine sorts. Tliose that struck us most were Stanstead Rival, a-

variety with the largest and most symmetrical flowers of all ;.
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they measure 4 in. aeross, ami are of a bright saliuon-retl. Lady
Hume Caii![ibcll, delieate pink, and Countess of Kosslyu, also with
piuk flowers, are likewise very large and tine. Ann Laing, a kind
not yet sent out, has large pink flowers, with distinct silvery-

veined foliage. Empress of India is one of the best yellow sorts

which we have seen, the flowers being very large for a j-ellow sort,

and of a tine circular form. Stanstead Bride is an excellent new
white kind, dwarf in growth, and one which produces its stout erect

flower-stems abundantly. Amon'.'st other newer kinds of merit in

flower at tlie time of our \isit may be named Lady Trevor Lawrence,
(orange-yellow), Esther (liluish-carmine), Jlrs. Albert Brassey (glowing
crimson), and Admiration (briglit deep scarlet), especially suitable

for growing in baskets. Rosea superba has very large rose flowers
;

Mrs. Carter, Empress Eugenie, pure double white : Prince of Den-
mark and J. H. Laing. These are but a few of the newest out of

about 150 varieties represented in this collection, besides a large

number of seedling kinds not yet named, including some of the

Davisi type.

Gentiana asclepiadea. ^Apropos of Mr. Poe's note (p. ISO)

about this Centiana, I may mention that it blooms here beautifully,

and 1 can strongly endorse what he says about it. I send a few
.blooms, but unfortunately they are past their best. However, you

ORCHI DS,

AVillow Gentian (Gentiana asclepiaJea).

<:an judge how well it flourishes, even in Kent.—A. R.\wsoy, The
ykarnt)f, Bromldj Common. [On each of tlie slioots sent, which
were vigorous and healthy, tliere were from twelve to sixteen

teautifnl blue flowers.]

Nerine Fothergilli.—This brilliant-flowered bulbous plant is

one of the briglitest ornaments in one of the houses in Mr. Joad's
garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park, where it is grown ratlier exten-
sively. We know of no other bulbous plant possessing flowers of

such a distinct and striking scarlet hue, softened by the suffusion of

a purplish tint, and the umbel-clustered flower-stems are produced
very plentifully even from small-sized plants. The variety named
major is much the showiest, having larger umbels and also larger

flowers. It, moreover, seems to be a stronger growing plant, having
broader leaves and larger bulbs. Though an old favourite in gardens,
it is not half so much grown as it ought to be, being easily managed
in an ordinary cool greenhouse in the same way as similar bulbous
plants are treated.

Aphelandra pumila.—This is a very small stove plant and
one that is well worthy of culture on account of its distinctness from
other kinds. Plants of it in flower in one of the stoves at Kew are
not more than 6 in. high, and bear a short erect spike of orange-
scarlet flowers above a tuft of downy foliage.

Anthurium Andreanum.—With reference to the corre-

spondence which has recently appeared in our columns on this

subject between M. E. Andre and M. L. Linden, M. Andre sends us
official documents showing clearly that he was charged with a
"scientific commission" by the Minister of Public Instruction.
He declines to say more in the matter, except "judicially." We
can publish no further correspondence on the subject.

The Rose-coloured Flax (Linum viseosum).—This is a
very beautiful plant, and one which has large rose-coloured flowers,

larger than those of any other herbaceous species in cultivation, and
it has also an elegant habit.

The_ Tall Bugbane (Cimicifuga elata).—This is a stately
plant, finer than the species previously in cultivation ; the odour of

the flowers is particularly offensive. It is as yet rare. Other desir-

able kinds are C. racemosa and C. fcetida, which are both earlier

flowering species, and make stately border plants.

Value of Cattleya exoniensis.—I observe that among the
Orcliids sohl last week belonging to Lord Loudcsboruugli, four phmts
of tliis Cattleya realised the extraordinary price of 177 guineas ! I
happened to see these plants a few days before tliey were sold, and
I must confess tliey sold well, possibly bringing higher prices than
would have been asked Ijj', or given to, the trade in the ordinary
way of buying and selling, showing the advantage of competition at
auction sales. Looking back, I well remember the late Mr. James
\'eitcli, when he saw some twelve years ago the big plant (by com-
parison) we had at Meadowbank, exclaiming that he had compara-
tively thrown this wonderful liybrid of Mr. Dominy's away by letting

it out too soon. It is a capital grower, and I took a special interest

in it, because I looked upon it then, and I have in no way modified
my opinion now, as the most beautiful thing we had in the way of

Cattleyas in September and October. Ours, from a 15-guinea piece,

grew to l)e a large-sized plant, and the last year we had it it produced
seventy-two flowers. I was so anxious to prolong its season of

flower, tliat I kept it in a cool house—too cool as the sequel showed,
liecause it took distemper, got discoloured in the bulbs, and its con-

stitution completely broke down. It was sold at Stevens" at about
one-fourth of what it would have brought liad it been perfectly

healthy. These facts will show what a valuable plant this might
have been to the Messrs. Veitch had they retained the stoclc for ten

years longer. According to tlie prices realised last week, such a
plant as the one at Meadowbank, which had over twenty breaks and
I forget how many break-buds, had it been broken up and kept in

health, would have been most valuable. Such competition also

shows the growing taste for good Orchids, and the certainty of any
one realising good prices for them if they keep rare and beautiful

species, or varieties of species, in good growing order.

—

James
Andekson, Meadowbank.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
BOUVARDIAS.

It would be difficult to point to any plant either large or small that

affords such a continuous supply of liloom as Bouvardias when
managed in the best way to induce the production of the full amount
of flowers of which they are capable. The little room they require

especially commends them to those who want cut flowers, particu-

larly in winter, andwho haveasmallhouseor pitthat canbekept warm
to accommodate them during the autumn and winter season. I am
glad to see Mr. Hovey's statement (p. 174) as to how American
growers treat them, especially as to the liberal heat in which they

are kept, for in the States they are grown to an extent that puts us

in England in the shade, cxcej)t the comparatively few who grow them
largely for the London market. The remarks he makes as to the tem-

perature fully bear out what I have found myself to be right, for

after failing to get more than a limited quantity of flowers, and
tliese inferior in quality, under cool treatment, as soon as I gave

them plenty of heat the crop from a like number of plants was
douljle, in addition to having a size and brightness that the cool

management failed to bring out.

Of course I am now speaking of their treatment for flowering

through the autumn and winter. Like many other plants, they will

bloom to a certain extent almost anyw here in summer. Plenty of

old plants, or the very early propagated stock, now in the open air

or in cold frames may be seen flowering at the present time, Imt that

is a very different thing from the treatment best suited to them
later on.

I am not aware if Mr. Hovey, when in this country, sa%v Messrs.

Beckwith's (of Tottenham) immense stock of these plants. In this

gigantic flower-forcing establishment there are yearly some 40,000

grown, and the heat given tliem, and the results in the profusion

of bloom, would surprise those who advocate growing them on the

slow cool system. Mr. Hovey speaks of B. elegans being an improve-

ment on Hogarthi, which it undoubtedly is. Messrs. Beckwith

have a sport from elegans which is as great an improvement in

colour over elegans as the latter is over Hogarthi.
T. Baixes.

Scutellaria Mocciniana.—Few plants are more showy than

this, and yet it is but seldom met with. Some may think it difficult

to grow, but I find it to be quite the contrary, young plants grown

from cuttings in six or seven months being capable of bearing from

six to ten trusses of bloom each. We have made a speciality of this

plant this spring, and have grown it for the embellishment of the

conservatory and for house decoration. Cuttings of it are struck either

in the stove or in a Cucumber pit in February. When rooted they
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are potted off into 3-in. pots ; then they are put into a Cucumber pit.

When established they are stopped ; and when they have filled the

pots they are in with roots, they are potted into 4i-in. and 6-in. pots.

When established they are put into a house, the night temperature
of which ranges from 50° to iw\ When long enough they are stopped
a second time. About the end of May they are put into a cold pit,

which is shut up sufficiently early in the afternoon to enclose a large

amount of sun-heat. They remain there till they bloom, when they
are removed to the warmest end of a greenhouse till fit for the con-

servatory, which is about the middle of July. At the present time
we have two dozen of them in bloom, a condition in which they have
been for three weeks. They are more useful in 4i-in. and 6-in. pots

than in larger ones.

—

John Crook.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLVIL—ARXEBIA ECHIOIDES.

The plant here figured is one of the mo.'5t curious and interest-

ing of all the hardy plants which have recently been intro-

duced. Though not a new plant, for it was figured in the

Bot. Mag. (t. 4409) thirty years ago, it has always been
very scarce, and it is to Hcrr Leichtlin that we are indebted,

as in so many similar cases, for its re-introduction. The story

goes that he having searched all Europe in vain for it, .found

at last a single plant in an Edinburgh nursery, and offered

£3 for it in vain. He succeeded, however, in getting it from

Vienna, and in propagating a certain number, which, with his

usual liberality, were distributed among his friends. One which
I was lucky enough to receive from him has now lived for three

years on my rockery, and has thriven exceedingly, notwith-

standing two very wet summers and two very cold winters.

It now forms a plant 18 in. in diameter and as much high,

and fiowers regularly three times between May and Sejjtem-

ber, the spring and summer blooms being very abundant, but

the autumn fiowers not so fine. It never produced any side

shoots from which divisions or cuttings might be made, and
produces but very few seeds on the top of the spring fiower-

stem, which take three or four months to ripen, and are more
like Hemp-seed in appearance than any other seed I know.
The groat peculiarity of the plant, however, is the colour of

the fiowers, which is not exactly shown in the plate. When
first opened they are golden-yellow with five conspicuous black

spots, but on the second day these spots fade away to a faint

tinge, and finally disappear altogether, so that only the two or

three uppermost flowers show their original colour, the lower

ones becoming pale, more like the colour of a yellow Auricula.

This is the only plant I know of which has this habit, or which
fiowers three times a year. It is found in various parts of Asia

Minor and the Caucasus, at an elevation of 4-500 ft. to 7500 ft,

the most westerly locality I know of being the Bithynian
Olympus. H. J. Elwes.

Size of Gardens and their Management.—Whenever
a garden is so large that it cannot be kept in good order by the
means allowed in the shape of men and money, that garden is too
large ; and the same may be said of kitchen gardens that cannot be
cropped thoroughly well and to their fullest extent. Fruit trees also
are too numerous, either indoors or outdoors, when they cannot be
preserved in a continually fertile state, as far as climate will allow ;

and plant collections are too extensive when they cannot be cultivated
successfully and kept clean and healthy. What gems some gardens
might be if tliey were only curtailed in extent and thoroughly well
managed in every department. Instead of extensive and ill-kept
lawns, full of weeds and coarse Grasses, there would be lawns as
even as a carpet and green as emerald ; shrubberies, instead of be-
ing of interminable extent and overgrown, would be select, well fur-
nished, and well cared for. Herbaceous beds and borders, now large
and r.xmbliug and meagrely furnished, would be crammed as they
ought to be—for there should be little or no vacant ground in such
places, and their different occupants could receive all the attention
they need, whish they now lack, often getting lost or neglected in
consequence. lu kitchen gardens which I have seen I have no hesi-

tation in saying that the produce could have been more than,
doubled if the ground had been well cropped. Last September I

saw Broccoli and Brussels Sprouts, &c., being put out from the seed-
bed with stems so long that the planter could not apparently find a
dibble long enough to make the holes ; perhaps he could not have-
got the roots down if he had, as they must have reached the subsoil.
The kitchen garden was several acres in extent, .and the pleasure
grounds many acres, the greater portion of them rougher than the
park outside, because the cattle and deer did keep the latter in some
kind of order, whereas in the pleasure grounds the lawn was as rougli.

and unkempt as could be, no scythe having touched it for years, lu
the glass houses, which were extensive, and many of them new,,
things w-ere just the same, plants standing in pots in which they
had been for years and only half cared for, and fruit trees similarl)'
neglected. The reason of all this was, that not half enough of strengtlj
was allowed. The proprietor insisted on keeping so much ground
railed or walled in, altliough he could not afford to keep it in proper
condition. And this is no uncommon picture, but the actual state of
affairs in at least nine gardens out of ten in England ; and one thing
that has contributed to this state of things more than anything else-

is the modern bedding-out system.—J. S. W.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

THE BEST TOMATOES.
After growing nearly every variety of Tomato tliat has ever
been advertised as new or distinct, or supposed to be so, I have
come to the same conclusions as " Justicia " has done (p. 176).
Large fruiting kinds are neither tlie best to eat nor the most
profitable to grow, and more than one-half of the varieties are
simply one and the same kind both as regards appearance, fruit-

producing properties, and Havour. It would simplify matters a
great deal were some respectable seed firm to take Tomatoes in
hand and classify them as regards distinctness and merit, carefully
pointing out all synonyms and offering seed of a few good
varieties only. Messrs. Carter's exhibition at .South Kensington was
a step in this direction, and it is to be hoped that that firm will keep
on in the same track and weed out worthless sorts. Large-fruiting
Tomatoes are the most unsatisfactory to cultivate. It is very rarely
that the crop is all of one size, and tlie largest fruit of most kinds
seem to have a peculiar habit of becoming uneven in shape. This
in itself detracts much from the appearance of these big fruit, and
we decidedly prefer the smaller sized ones—kinds just about the size -

'

of and as smooth as a lien's egg. This is nearly the
which Vick's Criterion assumes ; and in my opinion, takii

points into consideration, it is the best variety of Tomato i

tion, flowering and fruiting as it does in quite a small state. The
fruit sets freely and swells up well in either summer or winter, and.
all of it is of a fine useable size. Last year we cultivated it

extensively ; this year we had others recommended to us as being,
better, but it will be our leading kind again next season.

Nisbet's Victoria is a profuse fiuiting, neat looking Tomato, and
very suitable to grow where Tomatoes are used for dessert, but it is

too small for kitchen use. A good selection of Trophy is well worth,
growing for all cooking purposes. Stamfordian is much shyer in
fruiting and many of the fruits come deformed. According to my
experience, no two better Tomatoes could be named tlian Vick's
Criterion and Trophy. We have selected them out of over two
dozen varieties, and can recommend them to all in want of free

fruiting, easily managed, high-class Tomatoes.
Tomatoes are doing much better in the open ground this season,

than last one. Last year we did not gather a dozen ripe fruit out
of doors altogether from .July until October, but at the present time
they are ripening freely along the bottom of a south wall. Those-
who have them planted in such places, and are afraid of their not
ripening, should lose no time in cutting away all superfluous shoots,

leaving only tliose bearing fruit, and exposing the crop as much to-

the sun as possible. Cambri.^x.

about the size 1

1

le appearance 11
taking all its: ij

ato in cultiva-
|

Flavour of Peas.—I quite agree with the remarks of " A. D."
(p. 15!)) as to the flavour of Peas. It would appear that in raising

new varieties little else is thought of but the production of large

pods ; certainly a good row of Peas with fine large pods is a wel-
come sight in a kitchen garden, but the pleasure of growing such
varieties ends there, for tliey are not appreciated on the table. jMany
of the large-podded sorts, such as .Superlative, have to hang so long

before there is anything in them, that the little flavour which they
once possessed is gone ; hence the necessity of raisers turning their-

attention to the production of good-flavoured sorts.—U. Taylor,.
Liclijiehl.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.

The late brilliant weather siiceeiling a season that liad for some
time been moist ."vnd showery has favoured a gr.anil display of both

leaf and blossom in the flower garden, and abundant supplies of

\v.ater will now be needed to sustain the present heavy drain on the

plants, evaporation now being rapid. The advantages of mulching
or top-dressing beds of tine foliaged plants will now be manifest, as

they soon lose their lower leaves if allowed to get dry at the root,

ami need a rich diet to maintain their foliage in health throughout
the se.ason. See that the stakes are strong enougli to support them
against strong winds, and loosen any ties that are cutting tlie bark.

Daily look over vases and plants plunged in pots, anil see that they
get plenty of water, with which, if tlie drain.age is good, tliey can
hirdly be overdone ; but if any indications of stagnant water at the

root are observed, take them out at once, and replace the drain.ige

with fresh cle.in potsherds. Carpet beds and edgings will need fre-

quent pinching or clipping and plenty of water, as if Alternantlieras

cet .seedv they quickly lose their brilliant colouring. Ic will now
be quite time to propagate such tender plants as are kept from cut-

tings propagated annually. Coleus \'erscliatfelti and Iresines should
be got in, a few pots or pans of them being enough to stock a large

garden in spring. Alternantheras we lift as soon as tlie beauty of

the beds fail, .ami plant thickly in boxes, when, if pulled to pieces in

spring, they yield abundance of rooted plants. The main stock of

Pelargoniums may now be put in : many still prefer the plan of

striking them on open borders and lifting and potting them about
the end of September, but we find putting them moderately thick in

shallow bo.xes to be the most expeditious way : and when well
rooted, they always winter well if rather dry and well ventilated on
all favour.able occasions. If drought continues the cutting of lawn
Gr-ass must be done witli care, or it will scorch and become dis-

coloured. We finil the old-fashioned scythe still most useful in dry
periods to go lightly over the lawns, and regulate all tlie overgrowth
to one height without paring it off so close as the mowing machine
does. The leaves are beginning to drop from Limes and other trees,

and sweepingand clipping edgings'and maintaining neatness will now
require attention. In the reserve garden transplanting spring
flowering plants and pricking otf seedlings will be the principal occu-
pations. Keep all the Primrose tribe moist, as tliey are now
m.aking a fresh start, and are very impatient of drought in any stage
of growth. Pansies tliat have done flowering may be cut back, in

order that they may become furnished with young growth before
winter sets in.

—

.I.\mfs Geoo.m.

A.uriculas.—Xow is a good time to plant out Auriculas in the
open ground. For this purpose the most robust constitutioned sorts

should be chosen, but I find some that are not so very vigorous when
grown in pots do well out-of-doors. The rock garden is perhaps
the most suitable place for Auriculas ; there one can admire their
beautiful flowers and neat handsome foliage sheltered from the
fierce rays of the sun by portions of the rockwork. I noticed the dif-

ferent forms of the wild Auricula in Messrs. Backhouse's rook garden
at York doing exceeding well. The most distinct were the varieties

Primula Auricula Balbisiana and P. A. marginata. The most common
form has foliage well powdered with farina, and the other, not uncom-
mon, has green foliage. During the operation of repotting the plants
it is well to look out for insect pests. Green fly can readily be destroyed
by dipping the whole plant in soapy water, and I have alre.ady
stated that the best way to destroy the woolly aphis is washing the
roots quite free from soil, and using soapy water to wash the pest
from the roots. I had some species of Primula sent here, including
the variety of Auricula Balbisiana, with this pest on their roots, and
was tempted to use a weak solution of paraffin on the roots to
kill it, but the parattin has killed most of the plants.

Dahlias.—Continue to tie young growths to the sticks as they
advance. There are always too many flowers on the plants for all

to grow to their full size. All mis-shapen and cross-eyed ones should
therefore be removed in an early stage ; one can tell from the appear-
ance of the buds whether .the flowers are likely to be perfect
or not, and only well-shapen flov/ers should be placed under the
shades ; nor should they be shaded until near the time at which they
are likely to be w.anted. A flower should be at its best about five

or six days after it is placed under the shade. As I have before said

(p. 1.57), the light coloured blooms should be shaded with a flower-
pot, but I omitted to state that it ought to be remov.e<l for an hour or
so night and morning in calm weather. Small side growths may
still be put in as cuttings.

Gladioli.—The weather has been such during the last two or
three weeks as to bring out the rich and varied colours of these fine
flowers to the very best advantage. We have been careful not to
give them any manure water, or even more clean water than is abso-

lutely necessary, as it is prob.able that copious supplies of li(|uid

manure causes the bullis to decay. Tliere is no helj) for it but to
water freely if tlic strongest spikes .are wautjd for exliiliition. 1
fancy that our system of man.agement has something to do with the
destruction and detericration of the bulbs. It ought not to be difli-

cult in many cases to manage them on the same system that the late
Mons. Souchet did. He manured his ground well, but left the por-
tion to be planted next season freely exposed to sun and air for
twelve months previously. Tiiis is the >vell-known system of fal-

lowing the i.'round, a practice better known to our forefathers than
to us. As soon as the flowers on any spikes decay let them be cut
of! down to the leaves.

Phloxes.—Like Gladioli, Phloxes enjoy a deep rich soil, and in
favourable seasons they make a grand display. Ours are now in full

beauty, and very fine they .are ; this season has just suited them ;

it is very seldom indeed that they get too much rain. If it is in-

tended to make any new beds, plants grown in pots are well .adapted
for the purpose, provided they were struck from cuttings iu the
spring, or, failing pot plants, those merely rooted in the open ground
M'lU answer the same purpose. The beds should be trenched up at
least 2 ft. deep, placing a layer of manure in the bottom of the
trench, and another good layer about 9 in. below the surface. The
Phlox is so perfectly hardy that I never knew of a plant being
injured by frost, but independent of this it is much better to get
the plants established early, as they flower so much stronger on that
account the following season. Mr. Ware told me the other day
that the new French varieties of Phlox decussata are much
dwarter than the older varieties. This is a step in the right direc-
tion, as some of the old varieties have a rather tall, straggling
habit.

Hardy Plants.—Continue to save seeds of any species that can
be propagated in that way, and where this has been neglected most
probably many seedlings will be found growing near the base of the
parent plants. Tliese should be lifted and planted out in borders of
prepared soil. The more robust growing plants that we pot for de-
corative purposes indoors have mostly been planted out in the open
borders. During the recent dry weather we have had to water them
and run the hoe through the ground to kill small weeds. See that
thesm.aller, delicate species of alpines in pots do not suffer from the
att.acksof red spider, thrips, or green fly. One wonders what is the
matter with certain plants, and on examination it is found they are
nearly destroyed by one or other of these pests. The pretty Myosotis
alpestris is often nearly destroyed by green fly before the insect is

oljserved. Destroy this pest, therefore, by dipping the plants in soft
soapy water.—J. Douglas.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—M.any of these will now be completing their growths

for this season, and will require to have proper positions assigned
them, iu order to ensure thorough ripeness in the bulbs. Any in

this stage that have been growing in damp and shady parts of the
houses should be gradually brought more fully to the light, and there
should be a gradu.al reduction of moisture around them, and also in

the caseof their roots ; attention in this way will assist them to m.ature
their growths. The different s])ecies of Thunias will now reijuire a
gradual reduction of water at the root and a light position in order
to ripen the old bulbs. These sluuld be dried off very gradually,
as .anything like too much hurry in doing so will be at the expense of

the plants breaking strongly next sjiring. As the foli.age on Pleiones

shows signs of dying off, a less amount of water must be given to
the roots, but at no time between now and their flowering season
should these be subjected to too much dryness at the root. As soon
as the foliage has dropped tlie bulbs will be benefited by full exposure
to sunshine. .Stanhopeas will now be getting into free growth, and
must receive encouragement in a warm, moist atmosphere, with
abundant supplies of water to their roots. The fine Aerides quin-
quevulnerum and A. suavissimum will now be going out of flower, and
the pl.ants should be carefully sponged over to remove any exudations
left on tlie foliage by the gumniiness of the flowers. It will be neces-

sary to keep a little heat on the warm and intermediate houses during
the prev.alence of cast or north-e.ast winds, as a sudden chill is very
detrimental to the young growths of most Orchids. During dull

weather .after this date it will be advantageous to these plants to
keep the atmospheric conditions of the houses somewhat drier than
hitherto.

Stove Plants.—It is the practice of some growers to subject
the gener.al stock of stove plants to very cool treatment during the
autumn months, but I would recommend that all permanent plants
be not so treated, otherwise they are very apt to stiart into fresh

growth just at the commencement of winter, a circumst.ance which
lenders the plants very uncertain as regards the production of bloom
the following season. It is the proper thing to do with all autumn-
blooming plants, as these should now have completed their growths,
and a reduction of temperature will give them a slight rest, by means.
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of wliich ^vllen they are again placed in gentle warmth a fine

crop of flowers will be iiroduced. A good stock of freshly

grown and healthy young Palms should now be in hand ready
for indoor M'ork during autumn and early winter. In making
a selection of these moderate growers should be chosen, and
kinds that will bear warm greenhouse treatment will keep longest
in serviceable condition. The Gesueras will now be showing their

spikes of bloom, and any infested with mealy bug should be freed
from this pest at once. Keep them under warm and moist con-

ditions at the root, but avoid syringiu| the plants or damping their

foliage. Some of the finest BiUbergias are autumn bloomers, notably
B. lloreliana, and where there is a stock of this a few may be put
in a little cooler temperature, when they will produce a succession of

flowers. These are plants that do not, as a rule, require much
moisture at the roots, but just previous to flowering, and when the
spikes are jjushing from the centres of the plants, liberal treatment
and a little liquid manure will bo beneficial to them. Amaryllises,
Crinums, and similar plants that should now be getting thoroughly
matured may be stored away in any dark position where the
temperature does not fall below 50'-' during the winter. (.Gradually

reduce the sliailing over stove plants and ventilate freely on all

favourable occasions.

G-reenhOUse Plants.—The earlier batches of tuberous Be-
gonias will now begin to lose vigour, and must be gradually put to
rest by withholding water and placing them in a dry warm frame or
other position fully exposed to the sun. Bomareas also should he
gradually brought to a state of rest. The fine old Erythrina Crista-
galli will now be fast approaching the flowering stage, and if the
plants have been well and liberally treated during the growing sea-

son, a fine display of blossom will be the result. The stock of early
flowering soft-woodeil Heaths will now be setting and swelling their
flower-buds, and while in this stage must not be allowed to sufler

from any lack of water at the root, otherwise many of the flowers
will dry up on the plants when they are about half grown. These
and Epacrises should now occupy positions fully exposed to the sun.
Roses in pots intended to produce flowers during autumn must now
be kept perfectly clean and free from aphides and other pests. All
autumn-flowering plants, such as Chrysanthemums, .Salvias, &c., will

now be getting pot-bound, and must be liberally fed with liquid
manure in order to keep their foliage fresh and healthy. Cuttings
of Kalosanthes, Hydrangeas, and of any other plants that are rooted
should be potted without delay in order to get them established be-
fore winter. Plants of Roohea falcata destitute of flowers and that
are getting large should now be cut over, and tlie points of the
growths inserted singly in verj' sandy soil. Place them in a sunny
position and water carefully till rooted. Any of tlie leaves of this

plant laid on pans of sandy soil will yield a quantity of young
plants in the spring. All Aloes and succulents in this house should
be treated a little less liberally at the roots than hitherto, in order
to assist tliem in forming tissue. Among bulbous plants that are now
in beauty, tlie Tritonia aurea and several varieties of Tigridia are
the best : the latter especially are very striking and effective when
grown in j)ots.—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.
Figs.—Should we have a continuance of this fine weather, the

early forced pot trees will derive great benefit from full exposure to
the elements by the entire removal of the roof-lights for a period
extending over a month or six weeks, but in the event of the roof
being fixed the ventilators may be thrown and left constantly open,
when the garden engine must be brought in as a substitute for
refreshing dew and cleansing rain. This treatment applies to trees
that have become too large for removal to the open air, but those of
smaller size will do equally well in a warm, sheltered corner fully
exposed to the sun. In either case all the half-grown fruit should
be rubbed off, the foliage should be properly cleansed, and to save
watering and premature lipening of the wood and roots, some non-
conducting material sliould be placed loosely round the pots. If

painting, repairs, or alterations are required, the removal of the
trees offers facilities for getting the work done in a satisfactory
manner, and the paint properly hardened before forcing is com-
menced. Succession houses in wliich the last crop is now ripening
will require more air and drier treatment as nights increase in length.
The greatest enemy to the fruit of the Fig when grown under glass
is a damp, stagnant atmosphere. To guard against injury from' this
as it approaclies maturity, the house must be fully and freely venti-
lated by night and day, with sufticieut fire-heat to keep the air in
constant motion ; but to prevent a check to the flow of sap it will be
necessary to supply the roots with warm liquid manure in liberal

quantities. Tlie best time to apply it is early on fine mornings, when
superfluous moisture can pass away under the influence of heat and
ventilation. Trees in late houses and glass-covered walls should be
thinly trained, and when shoots that have reached the extremity
of the trellis have yielded their crop of fruit they may be cut

out to make room for the succeeding growths, from which the finest
fruit will be gathered next season. These must not be stopped
or pinched, as it is now too late for them to form new wood
buds ; neither need they be closelj' tied to tlie wires, an upright
growth towards the glass being more favourable to the ripening of
the wood and the formation of embrj'o Figs. Amateurs who have
not hitherto indulged in Fig culture, but having a wish to do so,

cannot choose a more favourable time than the autumn for making
a selection. For pot culture, where the space is limited. Brown
Turkey, White Marseilles, Negro Largo, Osborn's Prolific, and Black
and Brown Ischia will be found prolific and good.

Vines.—Proceed with the lifting and relaying of the roots of

early and midseason Vines before the leaves fall and lateral growth
ceases. Use new turfy loam with a liberal admixture of lime rubble,
charred refuse, and crushed bones. Ascertain that the drainage is

satisfactory, and follow with large sods of turf, grass side down-
wards and closely packed together. Upon this lay the roughest of

the previously prepared compost, make it moderately firm to pre-
vent much settling, and see that the roots are kept well up to the
surface, always bearing in mind that a narrow border well filled

with roots is preferable to a large mass of soil, as the roots can be
more easily excited, fed and protected, and the (irapes invariably
set and colour better. Cover up outside borders when finished with
good stable litter, and keep the interior of the house close and moist
until the foliage shows that fresh root action has set in. Where
Vine roots have the range of internal as well as external borders,
the close moist system is hardly necessary or advisable, as one or
other of them may be taken out at any time after the fruit is ripe.

Houses in which late (Jrapes are intended for keeping through the
winter, either on the Vines or in the Grape room, will require liberal

ventilation with gentle fire heat for the maintenance of a circulation

of air. Reduce the laterals as days decrease in length, and keep
the foliage clean and healthy by means of a moderate supply of
moisture applied to the walls and paths in fine weather, and suffi-

ciently early in the day to prevent condensation at nightfall. The
principal crop of Unseats now colouring will require more light and
air ; and when quite ripe, they will keep a long time if protected from
the direct influence of heavy autumnal rains. A covering of dry Fern,
shutters, or best of all, glass lights placed in a sloping position,

answers well for throwing oft' water, while they attract sun heat
to the surface of the border. If spider, so prevalent this season,

has injured the old foliage to any extent, and the latter is not suffi-

cient for the protection of the tender skins of the berries, it will be
necessary to lay in a few of the laterals and to stop them at the
third or fourth joint to secure an even spread of healthy foliage, or

modern houses glazed with large squares of 21-oz. glass may have
some light shading thrown over the exterior. Haythorn's hexagon
netting answers well, as it does not exclude light ; neither does it

interfere with the free passage of air ; moreover, it may be made to

do double service this season, by being drawn over the opening lights

and ventilators for keeping out the myriads of wasps, which are

unusually troublesome. Vines from which the fruit has been cleared

will require unremitting attention for some time to come. If trained

on the semi-extension principle, all the fruit-bearing shoots may be
reduced to five or six eyes, and, assuming that the old leaves are

clean and healthy, the removal of the laterals from the lower half of

the buds left will be of great service, as next year's succe.ss depends
upon getting them thoroughly ripened and the embryo bunches per-

fectly formed.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The trees in the earliest house
intended for starting in November will now be in a fit state for

root pruning or lifting and relaying in fresh soil. The kind of soil-^

calcareous loam—most suitable for the growth of Peaches cannot

always be obtained on the sjjot or perhaps within some miles of the

place ; but fortunately where this is the case, light sandy soils can

be corrected and made to produce excellent stone fruit by the

addition of lime rubble, burnt clay, and finely pulverised marl.

This part of the dilfioulty having been removed, good drainage, the

first and most important item in the construction of fruit tree

borders, must be secured, the depth left for the reception of soil

after the drainage is complete being regulated by the quality and
texture of the materials used. If heavy and retentive, 20 in. to

24 in. in depth will be ample, while light comjiosts may be increased

to 30 in., and anything beyond this where feeding and mulching
receive attention will be superfluous, if not injurious. When making
borders for Peaches the compost should be dry enough to stand

firm ramming without becoming adhesive, as few trees more
thoroughly enjoy a firm resisting loam through which myriads of

feeders force their way, as may often be witnessed in firmly trodden

borders forming the paths in front of garden walls. After the

necessary work is finished it may be requisite to shade from bright

sun for a few days, but the maintenance of a moist atmosphere will

very soon start new roots into the fresh soil, which is warm at this
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season, anJ in the best coiulition for incUioing tlioir formation.

Houses in which old-established trees are (juite satisfactorj if roofed

with movable lights may be stripped for a month or live weeks

with advantage, but vii,'orous young trees which rcnuiro more heat

to ripen up the wood will not benefit by full exposure provided

they are kept clear of insects, well ventilated and properly supplied

witli water at the roots. Follow up the remov.al of all superfluous

growths in succession houses as the fruit is gathered, and give the

growths of the current year the full benefit of light and air. Late

houses now ripening off crops of fruit must have a free circulation

of air by night and day to prevent damp. Keep the strongest

growths pinched fur the benefit of the weaker ones, .and thin out

every bit of spray tliat would otherwise interfere with the ripening

of the buds. If unheated houses still exist it will be necessary to

pay close attention to the ripening of the wood, .is next year's

success depends upon it. The absence of fruit on open walls may
tempt to the retarding process, but every step that is taken to

delay the ripening of the fruit also delays the ripening of the wood,

and to make a late house useful and economical it sliould be pro-

vided with a flow and return hot-water pipe.

Stra'wberries.—Before this date the potting of the latest plants

will have been brought to a close, and tlie most important object to

be held in view will be plump ripe crowns, with plenty of roots

under them, for forcing up the flower-stems next spring. In the

management of pot Strawberries it is a mistake to attempt too much
in the formation of large plants, which do not always mature the

crowns, and when this is the case they freijuently throw up several

flower-stems, which do not set so freely, neither do they produce

such tine fruit as well-ripened plants of medium size in medium-sized

pots. Viewed from this point, the Strawberry grower's attention will

be directed to the satisfactory completion of the first stage of culture

prepartory to storiflg away for tlie winter. Good strong soil firmly

rammed, perfect drainage, and plenty of water are necessary to good
growth, but these without an abundance of light and air are robbed

of half their value : hence the importance of giving each plant ample
space for development without becoming drawn, of keeping them free

from weeds and ruuuers, and of keeping them clear of worms Ijy

elevating on dwarf walls, temporary stiiges, or banks of coal ashes.

Liquid manure need not be used tlie first season unless the plants are

very weak and require stimulating, but a mulching of old Mushroom
manure will be of great service to the early potted plants, which
generally occupy a small size, and these being very full of roots by
the end of July, mulching and feeding becotne absolutely necessary

to the preservation of the roots and foliage. If not already done,

surplus plants intended for giving next year's supply of runners
sho\ilil be planted out. The Strawberry is a gross feeder, and to do
it well, good soil, plenty of water, and deep cultivation form essen-

tial elements.—W. COLEMAX.

Kitchen Garden.
Vegetable crops generally were never better than they are at

present ; and now that fine weather has admitted of the destruc-

tion of weeds by hoeing, this department of the garden must be kept
scrupulously clean. Continue, therefore, the use of the hoe so long
as there are weeds to be destroyed or crops that will be benefited

by its use. Amongst the latter just now are plots of recently sown
winter Spinach, Onions, Turnips, Carrots, Lettuces, Broccoli, and
Kales. Sow again if necessary, and thin out as soon as the plants

can be handled.—Winter Spinach, Turnips, Radishes, .and Lettuces ;

timely thinning out of these is of the utmost import.ance, in order
that the plants may grow up sturdily and be the better able to

withstand the w"inter. As Potatoes, Onions, and Peas are harvested
or cleared away, fill up the vacant ground with Cabbages, Coleworts,
&c. ; even if it be not immediately required for cropping, or have to be
left fallow for trenching, weeds and exhausted crop should at once
be cleared off to prevent unnecessary impoverishment of the land.

Peas require mulching ; the ground had become so hardened by the
wet season, that the drier weather which we are now having causes
it to crack. We are now obliged to net up the rows against the
depredations of birds, which are so troublesome, that we some-
times are compelled to have recourse to shooting. Both Runner
and Dwarf Beans bear so wonderfully this year, that where succes-
sional crops have not been sown it will be desirable—even thougli
they may not be required—to keep all Beans closely picked off as

they become fit for use ; the plants will then bear for a considerable
time longer without exhaustion. If Runners are cut back 2 ft.

or 3 ft., all the old pods being removed, and are given a good water-
ing and mulching, they soon break into fresh lateral growth, and
fruit as freely as at first. Give abundance of water to Celery prior

to earthing up, and occasionally dust over the rows with soot and
wood-ashes as a preventive against the attacks of fly. Harvest
herbs ; they dry and retain their colour best when hung up in a
draughty sunless shed. Parsley to stand the winter should be given
plenty of space and the driest position in the garden. Keep Toma-

toes to single stems .and the foli.age thin ; these do well .against walls

in the open air this season, the finest fruiting kind being Vick's

Criterion. Both ridge Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows mildew
badly, and to check it we find it necessary to break off the worst
leaves and to give abundant supplies of w.ater. Examine them daily

to cut all fruit as ready. Preparations will now have to be made
anent the forcing of French Beans and the supply of salads by get-

ting the pits or frames into working order. Beans ought to lie at

once sown, and allowed to grow on naturally till there is danger from
frost.— \V. W.

NOTES FKOM NEW ENGLAND.
Akebia quinata.—This is s.aid (p. 213) to be adorning the

roof of the conservatory at Kew, and it is asserted that it is so hardy

that it may be grown in the open air with a little protection during

severe cold, though it seldom flowers s.atisfactorily in such a position.

Why, we had a piece 30 ft. long entirely covered witli tliis pretty

plant, growing so rampant as to kill off any thing near it, the long,

slender, almost evergreen shoots loaded with its black-purple blos-

soms perfuming the air with their odour, and as hardy as the

hardiest plant we grow. We give it no protection whatever, apd
we find the plants covered with green leaves late into winter. I should

hardly give it a position in the conserv.atory, as we have other plant*

more desir.able, but as a liardy climber, associated with Honey-
suckles, Clematises, Periploca, &c., it should find a place in every

garden.

Heading Back after Planting.—It is very pleas.aut to Imve
one's notions about pruning confirmed by experienced men. Years
ago in an article on transplanting and pruning in the Mngaziiie q/
Hortkiiltiire, quite contrary to the generally received opinion, I de-

nounced the common practice of heading in the case of newly trims-

planted trees. InowseeinTHE Gakuen that M. Ottenlander, the

well-known nurseryman of Boskoop, ijuite confirms all I said. The
shock of removal is quite sufficient, without supplementing it with

the still greater one of taking away the little food that must supjily

the loss of the roots. The second year they may be safely cut and
slashed, as they too often are, to the entire satisfaction of the planter.

This reminds me of the many thousands of trees that are planted in

this country. Kims and Maples are pulled out of the woods where
they grow in abundance, and taken to our cities and villages where
tliey are w.anted for street planting. The limbs are sawn off to al-

most a bare pole ; they are then planted, and a huge barricade—cost-

ing twice as much as the trees—is placed around them. The first ye.ar

a few little sprigs come out on the tips of the shortened branches,

the next a few more, and in the course of half-a-dozen years the tree

is a tolerably good pollard, at least such as grow, for quite 40 per

cent, or .50 per cent, die at the end of the second year. These are

then pulled up and replaced by others. The result is that you

rarely see a graceful and naturally grown tree, as the severe lopping

is not outgrown for many years, and the easy natural curve of the

branches is for ever gone. Our intelligent planters begin to recognise

this, but the mania for huge and cheap trees, which can only be ob-

t.ained from our forests, is so general, that one finds whole rows
of these bare poles still planted, even in and around the city of

Boston. A fine, thrifty, nursery-grown tree of fair size commands
about a dollar or two. One of these poles with few roots and n(>

top costs 7o cents—quite a saving to those who like a stick iustead of

a tree.

Origin of Fruits.—Very interesting must have been the

lectures of Professor Karl Koch on the origin of our varieties of

fruits, esjiecially as regards the Pear. The rem.ark concerning

Pyrus sinensis, that itis pLanted in Germany for ornament.al purposes,.

" but that it has not yet borne either flowers or fruit," surprised

me. It fruited here years ago, and it has recently attracted, as I

have already stated, some attention. I was not aware, however,

that Siebold introduced eight varieties into the Botanic Garden at

Leyden. We find very old Pear trees scattered over the country,

but they are all supposed to have been introduced. P. salicifolia

is a pretty tree, and tears the smallest and hardest fruits I ever

saw, and I scarcely think has ever produced any eatable varie-

ties. It scarcely seems possiliie th.at the small, hard, tasteless fruit

of the old trees I have mentioned could ever be the parent of our

present race of fine Pears.

Virgilia lutea.—Your notice of this, which is one of the most
beautiful of our native ornamental trees, will, I hope, make it more
familiar to your planters. I have one beautiful specimen of it fully

30 ft. high, and when in flower it may be fitly compared to the

Laburnum with this difierence, that the flowers of the Virgilia are

nearly white, and the racemes not quite so long, but they hang so

gnacefuUy on the tips of every branchlet, that the tree looks as if

draped with blossoms. I know of few flowering trees so. attractive
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and beautiful. It has a clean, smooth bark, the foliage is light and

does not hiile the flowers, and it has all the requisites of an elegant

tree. Added to these, the golden-yellow of its autumnal foliage is

as conspicuous as the brilliancy of the Scarlet Maple, or the glowing

amber of the Rook. Fortunately, a true Purple Beech was accident-

ally planted close to tiie Virgilia, and the sombre shaile of the former

heightens the rich yellow of the latter. It is readily increased by
seeds, which the tree produces in abundance ; it grows slowly at first,

but when well established soon attains a flowering state. Though
a native tree, Michaux states that it is chiefly confined to the limits

of Tennessee, where it is called Yellow Wood, from the detp yellow

colour of its heart wood, which soon turns water yellow, in which it

is immersed ; and it may be curious to inquire if this bright colour

of the wood can have anything to do with the golden and often

orange tints of its autumnal foliage. Hence it is a scarce tree in

plantations, and I know of but few large and handsome specimens

around Boston. Mr. Emerson, who has so well described most of

our New England trees in his " Trees and Shrubs of Massachusetts,''

and incidently alludes to many foreign trees, as well as the Tulip

tree and other western trees, does not even name the Virgilia,

which certainly ranks with almost any of our flowering ornamental

trees. The name of Cladrastis tinctoria has been given to it by
Torrey and Gray, but I like the old one of Lamarck, a fitting tribute

to the poet Virgil.

A ne'W Pear is attracting some attention, and has elicited a very

great variety as well as discrepancy of opinions regarding its merits.

It is called the Kielfers Hybrid, and is stated to be a cross between
our best Pears and the Japan and Chinese .Sand Pears. On the grounds
of Mr. Parry, of N..J., "it was the most valuable Pear yet intro-

duced." Mr. (^uinn, liowever, did not say much about it. He has

grown the Oliinese and .Japan Pears for years. They were curious

and interesting, but their fruit was only tit to cook. Mr. Dominy,
however, comes to the rescue of the new Pear, and says, " He is in-

clined to think it will prove an acquisition for the market as well as

for home use. It is toosoou," he says, "to give a decided opinion

as to the full merits and value of tliis Pear ; it re(|uires eight or ten

years' trial and experience of new Pears and Apples before they can
be recommended for general cultivation." With this last statement
I quite agree, but cannot understand why we should experiment
with a poor Pear. Certainly a Pear will give us a taste of its quality

under three years ; if promising, then we may goon for ten years be-

fore we shall fully ascertain its qualities of growth, productiveness,

beauty, long keeping, liability to rot, exemption from disease, &c.

Tliat the coarse, gritty, hard Sand Pear can ever be made tit to eat

we do not deny, but it must, I think, go tlirough as many generations

as Van ilous found necessary for liis Pears before they liecame ame-
.iorated. Mr. Parry's premises were that Pear culture was a miser-

able failure, but that the Sand Pears were to bring the millenium.
I think the Seckel and Bartlett are good for another fifty years at

least.

The Haricot Chevriere, or Chevriere Bean, which you
noticed in The (Jai; ues last year, I have found to be a most valuable
introduction. In April, 1S70, when at M. Lebceuf's he recommended
it to me so highly, that I secured a small quantity, which I planted
last summer. It is not only an early and productive kind of what
the French term the " flageolets,'' but its colour when quite dry and
ripe is of a soft pale green, looking as if it had just been gathered in

the middle of summer. For the table, but more especially for

canning, this is a very decided gain, as the Beans retain their fresh

green appearance. As M. Lebceuf says, "it is likely to super-sede

all others for this purpose." C. M. Hovev.
Boston, Mass.

Once the name of the genus is settled, giving a name to the species

is a simpler matter, as Moor Gentian for Gentiana Pneumonanthe.
The Latin name should also be given, unless in the case of very
familar plants, such as the Foxglove. From the end of the present
year our plates will in every case, where a fitting English name can
be found or formed, bear one.

English Names.—We shall be greatly obliged to our corres-

pondents if tliey will kindly use English names in speaking of all

hardy plants, trees, and shrubs likely to be freijuently seen in onr
gardens. If there be not a well-established English name it is

better to use a new or a local one. Tlie principle on which English
names of species have been and can Ije given are as varied as the
plants themselves. To one kind an old name would belong ; to

another a good translation of the nama might well serve, and iu

many other cases the habit of growth, scent, colour, or some strik-

ing feature belonging to the plant may give what is wanted. Among
names lately used in The Garden, tlie Coral Barberry, the Cardi-
nal Larkspur, and the Scarlet .Stonecrop may be cited as good
English names, useful in aiding the memory, and just as "scientific

"

as names in any other tongue can be. Occasionally a Latin name,
when beautiful or not uncouth, becomes an English name, so

to say, as, for example, Iris, which is typical of a group of names
which are as beautiful as names could be. Also, there are of less

familiar genera such names as Vauda, which are unobjectionable.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Fruit Crops in Rutlandshire.—From inquiries made in and
round Uppingham I gather that the past season produced in this dis-

trict an abundance of all kinds of small fruit, not excepting Black
Currants, which are said to have failed in some localities. Very
different are our orchard prospects. Such a scarcity of Apples has
not been experienced in this neighbourhood for many years. The
supply of Pears is slender, and the Cherry trees have scarcely

yielded half their usual produce. Some sorts of Plums have suffered

much from blight, and where that has happened, the fruit that still

hangs on the trees is small and cracked, but those sorts that have es-

caped are in general carrying an average crop. My own orchard and
garden tell much the same tale. Many of my Apple trees are almost
entirely without fruit. The sorts th;it do best are the Irish Peach
Apple. Waltham Abbey Seedling, Rutland Foundling, and Langham
Ci'ab. The two last were raised in this county about half a century
ago. Of Pears, Doyenne Bonssoch alone has borne its usual allot-

ment of Pears, but I fear they will be under the mark as to size.

Louise Bonne and other famous bearers are just "nowhere" this

year. Of my Plum trees those that have suffered most from bliglit

are Rivers' two early Plums and the common Muscle Plum. i\lost

of the others have escaped and are doing well. Chapman's Prince of

Wales is very heavily laden, and Washington, Orleans, Diamond,
and the Gages generally are carrying quite an average crop, but
the fruit will probably be somewhat under the usual size. Coe's
Golden Drop as well as Victoria show a fair yield, though they have
suffered a little from the blight.—B. S.

Grafting on Siberian Crab Roots.—A Vermont inquirer

asks if Apples grafted on the root of the Siberian Crai) will produce
as the result of such union a tree in any respect hardier or better

calculated to withstand the extremes of a severe climate than when
grown on its own roots. He also inquires :

" What is the effect of the

Crab stock on the size, length of life, and productiveness of the tree,

or upon tlie quality of its fruit '/ '' In the northern sections of the
Prairie .States Apple trees of the hardiest known varieties are often

lost through injury, during severe winters, to the tender seedling

roots upon which they are grafted. To obviate this difficulty long

scions have been used on very short sections of seedling roots. Such
root grafts, deeply planted, strike roots from the scion, and little

if any damage results from the deeply planted seedling section of

the root system. The use of Siberian Crab roots has also become
quite common. But in this case it is found best to use the long

scions with a view to rooting the variety used, as it has been found
that the Siberian Crab stocks, as the trees worked on them attain

bearing age, are dwarfed in size and modified in size and quality of

fruit. Where seedlings of our native Crab (Pyrus coronaria) are

used for stocks the same result ensues. For the past three years

we have tasted sjiecimens of the Walbridge grown on grafts put on
wild Crab stocks fifteen years ago. The fruit is much diminished in

size, and has grown so astringent as .scarcely to be eatable. It may
be well to say that some of the Crabs grown in Vermont are not
true Siberian Crabs (Pyrus pruuifolia). Their larger, wrinkled,

pubescent leaves show them to be directly derived from the Russian
form of the Crab (Pyrus astracanica). Seedlings of these and of

the Tetofsky— wliich Dr. Arnold says is a true Russian Crab

—

make excellent stocks for northern use, and their use should be

encouraged. Seedlings of the Oldenburg we have also found hardier

than those grown from seeds washed from cider pomace.

—

Prof.
BuDD, in A^eiv York Tribune.

The Cherry Plum.—This Plum blooms at the end of February
or beginning of March in favourable seasons, and we greatly value it

on account of its abundant flowering. It was grown for tliis reason

by my father in his grounds forty or fifty years ago, but it was a

rare thing for it to fruit, though occasionally it produced a few
Plums juicy and pleasant to the taste. This summer a large tree,

above "20 ft. in height and very branching (planted in 1851 or 1S.52),

has yielded a prodigious crop of fruits, the amount of whioli it is

impossible to estimate, so many of them having been blown down in

an unripe condition in a great gale which we experienced on the Ttli

of this month.—.J. JI. B. [This Plum is often grown in shrulilieriea

and elsewhere as an ornamental tree, which it is botli when in liower

and in fruit.]
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THK r.ia TREES AND THE YOREMITE.
\Vt: liad knocked about in San Francisco three or four tlays ; hail

breakfasteil at tlio ClilV House, wliich is. af all thing.s. the thing to

do ; had seen the sea lions and the Golden Gate, and the Chinese

and the or.icks left b}' the great earthquake, and had been tuld all

about " the financial crisis'' which they were just then having a

spell of, and were about ready for the next biggest tilings, which
were the big trees of Mariposa and the Yoseniite Valley. There
were two routes to the valley : one by Calaveras, the le.ast expensive,

frowned upon by the guides as the " steerage route," and the other

by Miriposa, bringing you into the valley by Inspiration Point,

where your lirst view is the grandest and at the highest price. In

California they always advise you to do the most
expensive thing, other things being equal ; but in

this case there did seem to be a prospective com-
pensation, in greater comfort by the way and
more things to see on the route. .So we deter-

mined to go by Maripo.sa, and the gentlemanly
agent of that route made all our arrangements in

advance for horses and guide for the party. We
left San Francisco in the afternoon, steamed up
the Bay and into the .San Joaquin, the crookedest
river that ever started to go anywhere and con-;^
stantly repented, and at a very early hour—an <

hour that reads well enough in books, Viut is a re-
:j

markably dismal one to get out of bed at—were
at Stockton. Here we were to take stage for Mariposv, ninety miles in dis
tance, and a day and a half in time. There weie seven in our party
originally ; two gentlemen from Milwaukee—fellow passengers with us
from Salt Lake City—and an English army officer whom we fell in with on
the stage, made it up to ten, who were making the Yosemite trip. Then
there were passengers for Mariposa and other stations, enough to crowd
the stage inside and out, top, bottcm, and siiles. We were in light march-
ing order, however, with barely a tooth-brush, pocket-comb, and pipe
apiece. It isn't a good trip for trunks ; I think even an elephant of onli-
nary sagacity would leave his trunk at Stockton, and proceed witli the
merest carpet-bag. The road, to draw it very mild, was dusty.
"We had been told it would be. But dust was no name for it. The
heavy teams of the ranche-men had cut it up and ground and pul-
verised it to a condition of volatility fearful to contemplate, and our
stage sunk into it to the hubs, while it rose up and envudoped us.

The wind followed us, and there was no such thing as getting ahead
of the clouds ; nothing to do but chew it and sneeze, and try to get
used to it, and accept the consolation of the driver that coming back
it would be ever so comfortable, because the wind would be in our
faces and the dust be blown behind. The amount of real estate we
took up was almost incredible. But we managed to worry along
through it, and to find something interesting in the country through
which we were passing whenever there was a hole in the dust large

enough to look through. For occasionally we caught glimpses of
broad wheat-lichls on either side of us, with immense quantities of
grain in sacks piled up in the open fields—great fruit ranclics and
Vineyards, immense droves of cattle and horses and Hocks of sheep,
and hero and there dotting tlie plains and throwing their white anna
abroad to the constant wiml, while they sucked from deep wells the
moisture for the warm brown fields, where the wind-mills, that to
all that coast st.and in lieu of clouds and showers. We stopped for
dinner at a lurid brick liotel near a ferry, which glowed under the
hot sun like a two-story oven. He was a shrewd landlord who kept
it. He tempted passengers with raw Onions. There's always one
man in a crowd like that who will eat raw Onions from choice

—

usually an inside p.assenger. It's

easy enough to see that when one
man begins it the rest must follow in

-'-^•^
.'^ self-defence, whether they .are hungry

or not. So we all ate Onions together,
and the driver rinsed his mouth with
a mixture from behind the bar and
we started on. It was a pleasant ride

in the cool of the morning through
the hills to Hornitos, a melancholy
little place, where tlie principal busi-

ness is waiting for the stage ; we
reached it about nine o'clock, had a

comfortable supper, and went to bed.

Next morning at four we were on our
way again. We were now pretty
well out of the dust, riding over the

mountains ; the crowd of passengers

had thinned out somewhat, our road
was through the woods, and we began
to enter into the enjoyment of the
clear air and mountain scenery. We
breakfasted at eight at Bear Valley,

then drove on by the abandoned
mines of Mount Ophir, and the de-

serted little mining town of Prince-

ton, where a few jjatient and laborious

Chinamen were working over the sand
in the gulch in their rough cradles,

and in the early afternoon reached
Mariposa. Mariposa is a nice little

town nestling among the moun-
tains, famous as Vieing the location of

the not very profitable gold mine to

which it gives its name. It has

thriven in its day, but its day has

passed. The Yosemite tourists take
s.addle-horses and guides here for the

mountains, and that is about all that

keeps the place alive. I judge from
the handbills which I saw posted all

al>out that most of the citizens are

candidates for road master, whatever
that may be. We went down into

the mine which they were just then
trying to start up, and the governor

got so profoundly interested in a

search for "specimens," that we could

hardly persuade him to come out for

dinner. As a hole in the ground, the

Mariposa mine is quite interesting ;

as a gold mine, the Hoosac Tunnel
can give it odds.

Those of the jiarty who indulged

the insane delusion that horseback

riding would be a pastime, and a

relief from the tediousness of the

stage ride, took saddle at Mariposa.

Others of us jrat far off as possible

the hour of mounting, and kept to

the stage twelve miles farther, where, at the end of the carriage

road, at White & Hatch's charming little hotel, we were to spend

the night. There were one or two oases in that long mountain ride

of 1.50 miles to the Yosemite, and White & Hatch's was one of the

greenest and most delightful of them. We got off next morning
about seven a.m. Our guide was Peter Gordon—and lest I may for-

get it. let me say here, a good fellow. .Seven miles from White &
Hatch's we branched oft' from the regular trail which led to Clark^a

ranche, Peter having decided to strike out and break our own trail

to the Big Tree Grove, and go from there to Clark's to spend tlie

night. Ordinarily parties went first to Clark's, and from there to

, If t\
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the trees, returning to Clark's to sleep. At the turning-off place

was a ranche owned by a man named Hogan. With another guide

whom Peter had picked up to take us to the Big Trees direct, we
started from Hogau's almost straight up in the air. Up and up we
clambered, over the rocks an<l tluough the thick underbrush, some-

times riding and sometimes leading our horses, squeezing between

stumps or makinct long detours around the trunks of great prostrate

Pines, picking our way along by a new trail to tlie ilariposa grove.

It was a perfect day, bright and cheerful, and, in the sun, hot ; but

Augur-holcs through the original Big Tree (showing how it w-is felleO),

our way lay for the most part through the woods and in the shade,

and the heat did not disturb us. And so we rode along in a by no
means melancholy ]3rocession, through the fragrant Piny woods, the

patter of our horses' lioofs and the clatter of our tongues breaking

a stillness disturbed liefore only by the soughing of the wind througii

the branches, or the prattle and gush of the mountain brooks, whose
pure cool breath came up to us from amnng the bushes. Occasionally

there was a little spurt of excitement as the guide found fresh

grizzly tracks in front, and once we came upon a couple of deer

feeding a few rods ofi' from us. They were too large game for any
weapons we carried, and we suffered them to depart without moles-

tation. I do not doubt we should have treated a grizzly if we had
met one with the same tender consideration. Breaking our own trail

made a long journey of it—longer, I suspect, than if we had gone
first to Clark's and thence to the trees ; but Peter would not admit
it—and it was two or three o'clock in the afternoon wlien we reached
the grove. I suppose we never come into such a place without hav-

ing had frequent rehearsals of our anticipated sensations, and we
never come away without having been disappointed. I was in a sort

prepared for the big trees ; I had gone round them already in my
mind, and had worked up pretty carefully what I should probably
think about them. I was dismally disappointed. For when, all

at once, the procession stopped, and Peter Gordon remarked, as we
came up together round a tree, "This is one of 'em—this is the
' Grizzly Giant,' 9.'i ft. in circumference, 31 ft. in diameter, .and 200
and ever so many feet high." I didn't have an emotion. I sup-

posed the spectacle would inspire me, .and that I should think of a

great many things to put down in a note-book and preserve ; that I

should soar on the wings of fancy, and all that kind of thing. I

confess I was not inspired at .all ; that I did not tliink of anything
that I wanted to put down, except the lunch—and as for soaring,

nothing in the world could make me soar except my unfortunate

horse, and he had done it already, so that I could hardly turn in the

saddle. I looked at the tree, .and at Peter, and at the distinguished

persons gathered round, who evidently believed the story. I didn't

;

and I only said : "This is a very inferior entertainment ; let lis eat

up wh.at provisions we have, and go."

But as we got rested a little and began to look about us and to go
round some of the trees, the bigness of them grew iipon us. The
largest were jjointed out to us by their names, for everybody who
has visited the grove has named one or more trees in honour of them-

selves or some ambitious friend. A Chicago party that preceded us
to the grove and the valley had named everything they could reach
and attached cards accordingly. Most of the names given the trees

last wliile the cliristening party is in the grove, and ate never heard
of afterward, though the guides promise every one tliat the name
shall be registered, and recorded, and perpetuated. A few names,
like ' Lincoln," "Grant," and " Sherman," stick to the giants, .and

are remembered. But, after all, how exquisitely ridiculous it is to
be tacking to these hoary old survivors of the storms and tempests
of twenty centuries—these grand old kings of the woods who
counted their years by centuries wlien Columbus set sale from Spain
—how gr.andly absurd it is to be tacking to these silent witnesses of

the passage of two thousand years the names of men who have seen

little more than h.alf a century, .and whose greatest achievements are

all embraced within the scant span of a score of years. And if we
might im.agine them endowed with sense and memory, with what
jntinite contempt they must look down upon these Jiuny efforts to

press them into the service of some liei-o of tlie hour, to help to
celebrate the greatness, or transmit the name, of some statesman or

warrior, whose transient fame and generation may, perhaps, more
than measure '. what petty trifling must it all seem to these Methu-
selahs of the forest, who, standing there in their loneliness, for

1000 years have watched tlie coming and the going of the sun ; have
seen moons wax .and wane ; have witnessed the silent solemn marches
of the stars ; beheld new stars come out and old ones flash and die ;

seen seasons come and go ; now listening with leaves astir and rust-

ling to the whispered confidences of -Eolus, .and now bending their

gnarled and tangled tops to the sharp rebuking bl.asts of the north
wind, and yet triumphant over Time and Tempest, looking down
upon the long and dim procession of the ages as they pass.

None of us were so jirofoundly impressed at first with the Erreat

size of the trees as we had expected to be, and tliat I presume was
partly because of our fatigue from the long ride, and partly from
the fact that we had come upon the Big Trees by sucli easy stages,

through forests of Pine trees of immense height and girth. It was
not until we had ridden round several of the largest, and sitting

upright on our horses had ridden throuyh the hollow burnt-out trunk
of one, a section of whicli Lay lengthwise on the trail, and had come
down by the side of the " F.allen Monarch,'' wliich lay on the
ground where it fell, that their full meaning dawned upon us and we
realised their tremendous size. By the side of the Fallen Monarch
we took our lunch and baited the horses. Sitting there by the side

of this prone monarch, and measuring its diameter in my eye, or

climbing up 25 ft. or 30 ft. upon its side—comparing it in my mind
witli the largest trees I had ever seen elsewhere—imagining it

stretched out in some city street, filling all the carriase w.ay, and
reaching up to the second storey windows—the idea of its vastness

took full possession of me, and for the first time I grasped its great-

ness : and even then I do not think the idea of size aud measure-

ment so overwhelmed me as did the tliought of its vast age and the

The fallen Monarch.

centuries it had looked down upon. The great space it had fiUedl

was nothing to the .ages it had bridged over. Xo inanimate monu-

ment of man's work was here—no unwrapping of dead Pharaohs front

the mummy cloths of the emb.almers ; Ijut here had been life and

growth and increase, and running out of roots ami spreading forth

of branches, and budding leaves and flowing sap, and all tlie pro-

cesses of Nature with poise and swing from winter's sleep to summer's

waking, and the noiseless registering of the years and centuries in

fit'ures°that could not lie mistaken from the heart of the s.aphng out

to the last rind of bark that hugged its age. And though one looks

with profoundest wonder at the vast size of these monsters, it is

after all the suggestion they give of their far reach backward into-

time that most impresses the beholder.
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The rings in the trunks indicate ages v.arying from a few years to

upwavils of 2001). Those of about 10 ft. in tlianieter are in the
neighbourhooil of GOO years oUt. Jlost oi the larger trees liave been
damaged more or less by tire. One of them, of which a view is

given herewith, has been entirely hollowed out, so that our whole
jjarty of twelve rode in upon our horses and stood together in the
cavity. The tree grows on, and i.s as green at the top as any of

tliem, notwithstanding the hollowness of iis trunk. We spent three

or four hours in tlie two groves, upper and lower, and tlien took up
our journey towards the valley. That night we st.»yed at " Clark's."

W'e were up early next morning
and Oil for IS miles more on horse-

back to Inspiration Point, whieli

overlooks the valley. There was
little of adventure between Clark's

and the Yosemite Valley. The
way was pretty much up-liill.

'We left the trail once or twice

to climb little peaks and sightly

places, which we invariably found
had recently been cliristened with
the names of the Chicago part}',

tokens of which were found in the omnipresent " eards ;
" we took

•our lunch at Westfall's. under a tree ; saw no grizzlies, and met on
the way but one Congressman. It was about three o'clock in the
afternoon when we hitched our horses in the wood, and jjicking our
path a little way through the bushes, came of a sudden vpon the
dizzy edge, and looked over it into the valley. There are places as

well as times and occasions in this world when speech seems wholly
out of place and all talk merest galjble. There was no place for

words here in the awful hush that fell upon as as all at once we
stood upon the edge of this fearful revelation. At first sight it

was a great horror—a profound abyss, on whose friglitful edge we
hung. Three-ijuarters of a mile stretclicd oil' upon a level is easily
enough compreliended

; you may measure it off in your mind's eye
and set the stakes for it; but three-quarters of a mile 'straight
down, and you loaning over the edge of it, is more dillicult to grasp ;

I may give you figures and distances, but no one can realise it with-
out the actual sight. We were at the lower end of the valley, and
the great ghastly gash in the mountains lay extended before us.

. Over across from us, white in the sunlight, and terrible in the gran-
deur and gloom of its solitude, was El Capitan, witli its 3800 ft. per-
pendicular of granite, the wall of that side of the valley and the
most conspicuous feature of tlie view. Farther on, upon the same
side, wliere tiie three peaks, rising one abo\'e the other, to which
the Inilians gave the name of I'omponpasus, or Leaping Frogs,
changed by some prosaic guide or map-maker to the " Three
Brothers." Directly in front, as we stDod looking up the valley,

were the Cathedral Rocks, of which this was a rear view. A sil-

very trickle of water, which we could just see shivering its way
down the rock, dropped over the edge of the mountain wall and
into the valley below. It was the Bridal Veil Fall, by which the
stream of the same name from the Sierras finds its way, by a leap of

630 ft., to a rocky basin, whence, in a series of cascades, it tumbles
300 ft. further down to the level of the plain, where it joins the
main stream of the Merced. Over the heads of the Cathedral
Rocks we could see the peak of the Sentinel, and away beyond, at

the extreme upper end of the valley, we could see tlie grand old

Domes of the Yosemite standing opposite each other, distinct and
clear in outline, and cleanly cut against the background of the sky.

At the right, a little way beyond, Jlount Broderick, or Liberty Cap,
reared its head above the surrounding peaks ; and all arouml the
edges of the valley, towards the horizon, were the rough and ragged
outlines of a desolation of mountains. At our feet, as we stood
there and looked downward, for a few yards there were stunted
shrubs and bushes, and then the vision, glancing off, found no rest-

ing place for t!ie eye for all the distance down, until, dizzy and
catching our breath, the green plain at the bottom arrested the

sight. And there were groves of trees, and green fields and mea-
dows, and the sparkle of a river flowing through it all, and every-

thing in marked and cheerful contrast with the barren and desolate

outlook over the edges towards the horizon. It was a dream of

beauty deep set in the frame of a nightmare.

After remaining here two hours or more, accustoming our eyes to

the sight and to the great distances, and takiaig in as fully as we
were able all the features of the wonderful view, we resumed our
saddles for the descent of the mountain and the seven miles' ride

to Liedig's. We went down by tedious zigzags and abrupt, almost
precipitous, descents, over some of which we led and sometimes
were led by our horses—for, with all their gauntness and uncer-

tainty of gait, they were sure-tooted, and could pick their way
better than we—and just about dusk struck the level of the plain.

Here we were in a valley six miles long and from half a mile to a

mile in width, almost a dead level, 4000 ft. above the sea, and sunk
almost a mile in perpenilicrlar depth below the general level of the

mountains, over which we had been all day climbing. The sensa-

tion at first is of being walled in in a tremendous grave. You do
not comprehend at once the immense height of the \y.all3 that sur-

round you. The valley itself seems pinched and narrow, and t'ne

trees, which vary in height from 150 ft. to 200 ft., and are of dia-

meters to correspond, seem small and short and scrubljy. Anywhere
else they would be remarkable for their size and Ijeauty ; here they

are dwarfed by amazing heights and distances, and made insigni-

ficant by comparison with the grandeur of the surroundings.

With busy eyes intent on all the wonders round us, but turning

oftenest to range along the jagged rim and fringe of trees so far

above us, vainly trying to comprehend tliat the walls were actually

from half to three-quarters of a mile high, and that the straggling

trees growing in the crevices of the cliU', or overhanging its edge,

were actually trees 1.50 ft. in height, aud not the scrubby bushes

they looked to be—we walked our horses ilowly along through the

openings aud among the trees, across the dry bed where in spring

the mountain torrent had torn its way along, leaving in its wake
the great boulders and rocky masses it had wrenched from their

foundations, and fording the small stream that issued from the

Bridal Veil, came up into a full view of tlie fall. The trees that

intervened hid from siglit the slope of rocks and Jthrh down which

the stream bounds its last 300 ft., so that to our eyes it seemed a

single fall of the whole 000 ft. What had appeared from Inspira-

tion Point to be the merest ribbon fluttering down the rock we
found was a considerable volume of water, and we forded it as we
wound our way along and passed througli the narrow gap between

El Capitan and the Cathedral Rocks. The great weather-stained,

scarred face of El Capitan was on our left, and though its base was

almost half a mile away, it towered so high above aud seemed so to
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hing over us, that we should almost have said we could throw a

stone against it from the path. No picture liy pen or brush can
ever convey an idea of the vastness of this view ; its magnitude
b.vlH 33 description ; nor can the spectator begin to realise it except
a'fer seeing it from all poiut-5, and studying' for days at a tini3 its

colossal features in detail. I know of no fitter way to convey even
an inadequate idea of it than by taking some familiar object, as a

church spire, for instancj, for comparison. Let the reader then take
as the unit of measurement a church spire, say 233 ft. in height.

Put yourself upon the kerbstone opposite and run your eye along
it to tlie top. Fix that measure in your mind. Now go back a
little way and double church and spire—fancy yourself looking up-
ward to the top of two sucli spires, 400 ft. Have you fixed your
distance? Then go back still farther ami double the height of your
two spires—imagine yourself looking up to the top of the fourth

spire, piled one above another. Tliere's a distance of S03 ft.

straight up. Take a little time to think it over. Then back still

farther, to save something of the etfe-t, and double up again

—

count them up from the bottom—eight spires high— 1033 ft. Rest
a little, and, if you can, familiarise yourself with the thought and
with the distance, for I have not yet done with the eye of your
fancy. Now for tlie last leap in this perpendicular geometrical pro-

gression—double the whole eight—and at the top of your sixteenth
spire— if I haven't lost you on the way in some of tliese tremendous
upward leaps—reach just 100 ft. beyond— the height of half a spire

then draw a long breadth—put your knife into a cloud—you are at

the to|i of El Capitan, 3.300 ft. in air. Kee|ilng that point in mind,
drop ilown from it and spread out under it, for half a mile, a gra-

nite curtain, seamed and scarred, and discoloured liy the storms and
tempests of uncounted ages—at its base pile up a scraggy slope of

rocks and mountain dijhrk—plant along the dizzy far-off edge a row
of giant Pines, that from its foot shall look like bushes—turn a river

along its front, and set a grove beside it, and over it all throw the
halo and witchery of a golden sunset deepening all its shadows,
bringing into relief its outlines, and bathing in a tender liglit its

hoary summit—and you have Kl L'apitan as I saw it on that August
afternoon, and seeing it wondered and worshipped. So in a half

dream—a sort of awe of delight, wondering not more at the great-

ness of the things about us than at how we ourselves had dwindled
by the side of tliem, we sauntered slowly on. A lit„Ie w.ay beyond
we turned in our saddles and saw behind us the towers and spires

of the Cathedral Rocks. The Cathedral Rock Itself is 2200 ft. high
;

the spires are isolated columns of granite by its side, looming up
500 ft. above. The resemblance is complete, and the appropriate-
ness of the name apparent. By this time the sun had slid down
behind EI Capitan and left the valley dim and dusky in the shadow,
and so, with a couple of miles and the luxury of a level road before
us, we struck into whatever gait our horses happened to hit upon
above a w.alk and went on to Liedig's. At the back of his hotel the
Sentinel Summit towered 3000 ft. above us, the topmost 1000 ft

an obelisk, from wliich the rock takes its name ; at our left as we sat
on the porch the view began with tlie white cliU', El Capitan ; then
came the Three Brothers or Leaping Frogs ; directly in front was
the great Yosemite Fall, with its magnificent leap of 2G00 ft. from
the lip to the level of the valley ; and away yonder at our right
were the Domes, with the mountain walls connecting them all. The
best distant view of the Yosemite Fall is from Liedig's porch. It is

a double fall ; the upper one of loOO ft., the lower of 400 ft., with
a descent of over GOO ft. between the two. The shelf on whicli it

first drops has the appearance from the porch of being about broad
enough to step round on comfortably without danger of falling over
the lower edge. It is, in fact, a third of a mile wide, and not less

than lo acres in extent. It seems, too, to be but a few minutes'
walk from the hotel to the fall. It will take you a good hour to
reach the pile of boulders that stretches out from its foot, and half

an hour more to clamber over the rocks up to the pool at the base
of the lower fall. We sjjent one of our five days here among the
rocks, and at the base of tlie lower fall of 403 ft. almost forgot that
there was another nearly four times as high behind it. I did have
a notion that such surroundings were not calculated to enlarge a
man's conceit of himself ; but I observe that a distingulslied female
lecturer, who has been there and has lectured about it, was not so
impre.ssed. She says she looked upon the marvellous scene, and
something within her cried: "I am greater than these; before
them my essence was ; alwve them and beyond tliem I can soar."
I would not pretend to dispute her, but 2000 perpendicular ft. of
granite seems a large background for such a tableau.
We had so timed our trip as to be in the valley at the full of the

moon ; so while our days were occupied with rambling about and
visiting the various points of interest on horseback or on foot, at
night we could lie upon our backs around the camp fires kindled by
the guides, and watch the coming of the moon «'ith it wondrous
play of lights and shadows among the summits and along the edges,
as she sailed slowly up the sky and poured her radiance over the

mountain walls into the valley. One night Joe and I sat later than
the rest under the Pine trees in front of the houie, waiting for
the moon to climb above the .Sentinel. It was a perfect night, glit-

tering with stars and witliout a fleck of cloud ; it seemed, indeed,
as tliough there were never so many stars anywhere else as we saw
looking u|:i from the bottom of that great rift, and through that
clear transparent atmosphere, into the blue of the spangled depths.
The walls on the other side of the valley were bathed in a mellow
radiance, the face of El Capitan laughed in tlie moonlight, and the
waters of Yosemite sparkled with silver up and down its whole
2000 ft. Gloomy and dark, with only its summit h.alf crowned with
light, the Sentinel towered far np above us, and threw its shadow
half across the valley.- Slowly the shadow shortened, the light
crept np toward us, the fringe of forest away up yonder came out
distinct and clear against the sky. Just over a barren strip along
the edge there came a luminous ripple—a glow—a rim of fire, and
then the fill round moon came into view and swung along the
ragged line. Watching it closely, we were shortly startled by the
appearance of something like a line of black that seemeil to be trac-

ing itself across the disk. Then there came another, and another,
then a heavy uprlglit line, and in a moment a giant Pine stood out
within the perfect circle, each branch and twig and leaf distinct and

El Cipitaii ; 3300 ft. liigli.

clear, and for an instant tlie moon, to our rapt eyes, hung a glow-
ing picture on the sky. It was only a moment—but a moment to

be always remembered—the swift passing of a be.autiful vision.

Our second day in the valley we took for a visit to the Vernal and
Nevada Falls. About two miles up beyond the Yosemite Fall the
main portion of the valley branches out in three narrow canons,

each one distinct, and each having its own special attractions. We
took the luiddle one of these, and followed up tlie main stream
of the Merced to the tAVO falls named. Behind us, as we turned

into^the canon, was the massive North Dome with its PoOyal Arches ;

on our left, the South or Half Dome, its crest 4S00 ft. above the

valley and inaccessible ; on our right Glacier Point, a b.are, smooth
rock," with an inclination of about 70°, reaching from the plain

almost to the top of the mountain wall ; and in front a narrowing
gorge beset with trees and bushes and masses of rock, with a tor-

tuous trail along by the bed of the noisy river. Tlie immense
boulders which block the way seem to have been dropped with very

little regard for regularity or symmetry, and none whatever for the

comfort of the traveller.

There were two miles of this rough and uncomfort.able horseback

riding, with a gradu.al narrowing in upon us of the mountain walls,

before we came to the point where we were to leave our horses and
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proceed tlie other mile ami a h.ilf of the journey on foot. Tlio

M-imling of the e.ifton shortly shut us in, with mountain w.ills :\U

aroumi us. Our horses went picking their way along slowly ami
carefully through the tangle of trees ami rocks, the trail leading us

at some times close down by the river, and at others over dizzy and
Jonbtfid eilges far above it. Growing in cracks and crevices and on
Marrow shelves, wherever there was room to root themseh'es, were
great fine trees from 100 ft. to l.')0 ft. high, that straggled along up
the precipices or fringed the heights, and were dwarfed l>y their

stupcnilous surroundings; down below us the river went lea] in ^'

with a great noise through the gorge : while to our upward vision

;iO00 ft. of craggy wall, with m.assive boulders scattered along its top

at such perilous poise that it seemed the finger of a child might loose

them, overhung and threatened us. From the point wliere we left

our horses we saw a mile lieyond and well up above us the \'erual

Fall, a tumble of water ,".">0 ft. high, and larger in volume than any
we h.ad seen, it being the main stream of the Merced. It was a tire-

some mile to travel to the foot of the Vernal, ami (|uite essential, a

great part of the way, to be very sure of one's footing. The
threatening elili's still overhung us, the canon having narrowed now
so close, it seemed .as though we might touch each wall with either

hand—the stream flashed down the gorge belawus—we were shut in

from everytliing but the strip of bUie directly overhead. The situa-

liere makes one unaccustomed to it catch his breatli.with a sensation

of constriction—a sort of feeling that, compared with the great con-
vulsion by which these rocks were rent apart, it wovdd be no very
strange thing if the rift should suddenly close and shut us in. At

Nevada Falls, 700 ft

length, after long and laborious
clambering over the rocks and
along slipper)- slopes, stopping often
to turn back and gather in the
kaleidoscopic changes in the view
of river, rock, and waterfall, we
stand witiiin the envelope of mis
at the right of the fall, looking u
to where the stream curls over the
top 300 ft. above, or downwi d
50 ft., to where it strikes with tremendous ro.ar upon a bed of
rocks and breaks into great clouds of spray, over which the sun
has set the seal of the rainbow.

Before this, in the breadth of the valley, wliere the falls were so far
off and S.5 thin m volume that they did not constitute the most promi-
nent feature in the view, we had wondered at and uiK'iudgingly
admired the unique and startling co.iibinatiou of plain and'momita-n,

rock and tree and river, and thought no element of grandeur was
lacking. But it needed, after all, the near, wild, leaping and
ilashing, the glitter and foam ami rattle ami gush and roar of the
tumbling, turbulent ti>rreiit to fill it out completely, and round into
fulness all its sights and sounds. We climlithe face ot the precipice
by long Ladders, the insecurity of which lends the adventure some-
wliat of tlie spice of personal peril, and at tlie top find ourselves in

Pine tree— result of wi; odpeckers' jmlustrj'.

the upper canon, which emls abruptly half a mile above in another
ji«rpendieular wall, over which tlie Nevada Fall takes its single leap
of TOO ft. A singularly formed natural parapet of stone runs along
the edge of the clitf from tlie top of the ladders to the V^ernal Fall,

over which we could lean with safety and look down into the wild
tangle and maze of the lower canon tlirough which we had come.
Up here there was more breadth and room to swing one's arms,

and there were quiet pools and shaded basins, and just above the
fall a beautiful slope, where the stream spread out and slid with a
glassy surface over a smootli rock some 200 ft. in length at an angle
of about 30'-\ Beyond this we followed up the cafiou througli the
underbrush and over the rooks half a mile, till we stooil at tlie foot
of the Nevada, directly under the fall. Looking straight upward, we
saw a great feathery gush of fleeciness, a snowy white outpouring,
as th»ugh the snow of the High Sierras, whose molting feeds the
stream, had, in the poise before that fearful leap, turned back again
to the whiteness and purity of its cloud life before ever it fell. There
does not seem to be a line or streak of water in it, but just a gre.at

white putf, like smoke from a cannon's mouth. It retains this
appearance for the first 40 ft. or HO ft. of the fall, when, striking a
jutting overhanging, it breaks and pours rlown the face of the cliff. At
our left, Mount Broderick or Liberty Cap, an isolated mass of rock
nearly perpendicular on all sides, reared its crest 2030 ft. ab ove us,

and looken down in lonely grandeur upon the woudi'ous panorama at
its base. The scene was one of wild enchantment, and there was
such amazing variety and infinite detail in it all, that we found it to
be a study as well as a spectacle.

—

Scribncr's Jlonthly.

Professor Beal's Class.—The energy and assiduity with
which the practical work of the horticultural teaching department in

the Michigan Agricultural College is conducted may be learned from
the following statement of the routine pursued by the students :

'"The juniors are taught eleven weeks by daily lecture, each an
hour in length. There are many things which it is impossible to
teach by lectures in such a manner that students shall fully under-
stand them. As the course is now arranged each student is taught
in the gardens or orchards far more hours than he spends in attend-
ing lectures in the class-room. The outdoor instruction is

fully as important as that given in the class-room. To
pass on the subject of horticulture, each student must
do enough of the outdoor work to merit seventy per
cent, of the marks for such work. The topics for this

outdoor instruction ,are as follows; if well drno, each counts ten:
budding, grafting, layering, and cuttings, trimming hedgei aud ever-
greens, trimming drives, cutting and laying .=ods, trimming Apple
trees and (h-apes, fighting the Curculin and other orchard insects;
trimming and staking Raspberries and Blnckbrrries : picking, assort-

ing, and packing berries ; picking ami barrelling Apples; mirking
out and plotting an orchard ; taking up and .-ettingtrees and .Stian--

berries ; manvging hotbeds and cold frames ; managing Celery and
seeil drills, iVc. ; testing seeds ; crossing flowers ; use of hoes and
wce.lers ; fighting insects in the vegetable gardtn

;
p'.autiug, cultivat-
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ing, and preparing the gi-ouud ; wasliing and bundling vegetables ;

harvesting, storing, and barrelling Onions, roots, &c. ;
planning

flower beds. To give this outdoor instruction the juniors are taken

out in companies of about seven at a time. They take the tools in

hand. They are shown how to work. They are criticised, and have

a chance to make suggestions and ask questions. Tliis teaching

comes in the afternoon, in the season of the year most suitable for

the work to be accomplished."

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 21.

TnE principal attractions of this meeting were some fine collections

of such seasonable flowers as Gladioli and Dahlias, and these, supple-

mented by groups of Orchids, Begonias, Egg-plants, Capsicums, &c.,

made an attractive display. First-class certificates were awarded

to—
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, for

—

LsBlia elegans prasiata.—A tine and distinct variety, which

dirt'ers from t!ie type in the flowers being somewhat larger, the sepals

of a purplish-violet hue, and in the broad lip being of a rich

ametliyst tint.

Mr. Anthouy "VVaterer, Knap Hill, Woking, for

—

Lilium Parkmani.—A charming Lily, to which frequent

allusion has been made in The G.\rdex.

Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for

—

Dahlia (Sho-w) Goldflnder (Fellowes).—A large and finely

formed tloivcr, yellow, tipped witli purple. Queen of Spain
(Fellowes), buff, tipped with a purplisli liue, large and fine in form.

Revival (Fellowes), deep crimson, a full-sized, well-formed flower.

Dahlia (Bouquet) Dr. Rauch, chestnut-orange. Frau
Professor Klug, a jirettily shaped flower of a deep rosy hue.

Messrs. Keynes and Co., Salisbury, for

—

Dahlia (Slio'W) Lady Wimborne.—Bright rose, large and
handsome. Mr. Conipton, deep crimson, fine in form, and large

in size, and James Vick, deep purple.

Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport, for

—

Gladiolus Pilumnus, a pleasing p.ale mauve, both flowers and

spike extremely fine. Phormis, carmine flaked with a deeper

hue. Calliphon, pink flaked with carmine, sulphur lower petal.

Aquinus, magenta flaked with crimson ; fine both in flower and
spike. Opiter, pink flaked with crimson. Anthony Waterer,
deep carmine finely striiied with wliite, lower petals also white ; a

very fine variety.

A small group of Orchids in flower was contributed from the

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, in which were finely flowered

examples of Cattleya devoniensis, bearing a dozen of its lovely

blossoms ; C. amethystina, C. Brabanti;e, a beautiful hybrid with

spotted flowers ; C. Manglesi, also a hybrid ; Laslia elegans, Cypri-

pedium Ashburtoni.Te, a handsome hybrid between C. barbatum and

C. insigne ; C. cenanthum, across between C. Harrisonianuin and C. in-

sicne Maulei ; Dendrobium bigibbum superbum, a larger and brighter

coloured variety than the type ; Zygopetalum Wendlandi, Oncidium
ornithorhynchum album, O. longipes, a dwarf-growing species ; Mas-

devallia triaristella, a singular little species from Costa Rica ; Sigma-

tostalix radicaus, an exquisite little Orchid with tiny flowers with

pure white lips ; and Catasetum (species) with sweet-scented blos-

soms curiously shaped. The singular Aristolochia ringens wais also

shown, and likewise a fine mass of bloom of Hydrangea paniculata

grandiflora.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, also exhibited a few Orchids and

other plants, including Laelia elegans prasiata, Zygopetalum (lauteri

(similar to Z. maxillare), Mormodes pardiua, and Odontoglossum

vexitivum, a kind in the way of 0. maculatum, but rather lighter

in colour. Also Coleus Caricature, Dr. Tanner, and Mrs. Harry
Williams, tlie latter a very distinct variety with brightly coloured

foliage.

Half-a-dozen large plants of Empress Cockscomb, grown by Mr.
Bridgman, gardener to Mr. Somers Cocks, and shown by Messrs.

Carter & Co., High Holborn, showed well what an extremely fine

sort it is, the combs being remarkably broad and thick, and the habit

of growth very dwarf and compact.

Messrs. Henderson & Son, Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, ex-

hibited for the first time in this country a plant in flower of the new
Bulbophyllum Beccari, a species with huge leathery leaves and
flowers arranged in al ense drooping cluster about Ci in. long, the

bloom being comparatively small for the size of the plant, and of a

dull purplish hue. Tlie highly offensive odour, which is even more

intense than that of the vilest Carrion-flower (Stapelia), belonging
to this otlierwise noble Orchid, will be a gi'eat drawback to its

culture. It was awarded a botanical commendation.
A magnificent display of Gladioli from Messrs. Ivehvay & Son,

Langport, .Somerset, indicated that the season of these lovely hardy
flowers is at its height. About threescore spikes were shown in

extremely fine condition, representing some of the finest varieties

that have been produced. Several of them were deservedly awarded
first-class certificates. Every year Messrs. Kelway appear to improve
their favourite flower in some point. This season their new sorts

seem to possess larger flowers and greater substance, as well as finer

spikes than heretofore. The same firm also exhibited an extensive
assortment of Quilled Asters, and one or two new Dahlias and
Phloxes.

From Mr. Goodacre, gardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston
Castle, Derby, came a finely flowered example of a Stephanotis
floribunda, supposed to be distinct from the ordinary form on
account of its remarkable productiveness, and tlie example shown
certainly well merited a distinctive name. It was deservedly com-
mended by tlie committee.
Cut blooms of Zinnia, Petunia, Tigridia, Sunflower, and Pyrethrum

(the produce of a second crop) were shown Ijy Mr. C;innell, Swanley,
also a bloom of the singular Cactus-flowered Dahlia (Juaiezii) shown
by him last year.

In addition to the beautiful Lilium Parkmani, Mr. Anthony
Waterer showed another fine hybrid variety named Mrs. A.
Waterer, the result of a cross between L. auratum and L.
speciosum. Its flowers are about the size of an ordinary auratum,
pure white, and distinctly, though not profusely, spotted with a
beautiful purple tint. It is one of the finest Lilies we have seen,

its delicate _purity being its great charm.

A couple of new Coleus were exhiljited by ilr. .J. King, Wray
Park, Reigate. One, named Kathleen Mordan, is a very effective

sort ; and the other, Ethel Baxter, is distinct in its w.ay. It is

somewhat similar to the sort Pompadour, certificated at the last

meeting.
Croton Cloth of Gold, a variety with foliage of a golden hue

mottled with green, was shown by its raiser, Mr. F. Lee, Lynford
Hall, Grandon. It is an effective sort, but not better than many in

a similar way now in cultivation.

Dahlias were numerously shown by v.arious exhibitors. A col-

lection of .about fifty blooms of the sliow type was contributed by
Mr. Turner, Slough. Most of these were new seedling varieties of

wdiich several were certificated. A trayful of bouipiet kinds, also

from the s.ame exhibitor, was very attractive. ^Messrs. Keynes,
Salisbury, and Messrs. llawlings, Romford, likewise exhibited some
very fine v.arieties of the show and fancy class. A collestion of

single-flowered sorts exhibited by ilr. Cullingford, South Ken-
sington, was much admired. The blooms were very fine and repre-

sented as complete a collection as we have yet seen, including the
beautiful Paragon, with its beautifully margined ray florets. A fine

representative collection of single and Ijouquet varieties was also

shown from Chiswick.
Messrs. .Sutton & .Sons, Reading, exhibited about fifty plants of

their new tuberous Begonia, Reading Beauty. It is of free-growing

and compact habit with foli.age as richly marked as that of the original

B. Pearcei, and it bears large creamy-white blooms in great profusion.

AVhen seen in a mass it is a highly effective variety, and quite dis-

tinct from any yet sent out. The same firm also showed a new
fibrous-rooted Begonia named Pleading Snowflake, said to be a seed-

ling from B. semperfloreus, to which it bears some resemblance, but
tlie flowers are pure wliite, larger, and produced more plentifully.

Fruit and Vegetables.—From the society's g.arden at Chis-

wicli was shown an extensive, and we should think complete, col-

lection of the various sorts of Egg-pLants and Capsicums. The latter

were particularly attractive, comprising as they did upwards of a
hundred plants. One variety, named Yellow of Nocera, with large

yellow erect fruits, received a first-class certificate. A similar award
was also accorded to an early Pear grown at Chiswick named
Bergamotte Auguste Jarie. It has medium-sized, green-skinned, h.and-

sonie fruit. It is said to be very productive, and, being so early,

ripening before AVilliams" Bon Chretien, or almost as soon as the
Jargonelle, it is a highl3' desirable kind. Cherries—Coe's Late Car-

nation, Late Duke, and Planchoury—were likewise sent from Chis-

wick, the latter variety being remarkable for hanging as long on the

trees as the Morello. Mr. Woodbridge, Syon House Gardens, exhi-

bited a well-finished bunch of Alnwick .Seedling Grape to show that

it is a fair setting kind, notwithstanding what h.as been lately

written to the contrary. Examples of Black Hamburgh Grapes,

layered in small pots so as to be suitable for table decoration, were
shown by Mr. Williams, Peasmarsh Place, Sussex. In each pot was
a branch bearing a large and well-finished bunch with foliage

above it. Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, sent a dish
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of Nectarine Dryden, and Mr. Turner, Slough, a dish of Plum
John Powell. Three bunches of Golden Queen Grape, weighing
12 lb., were exhibited by Mr. KIphinstoiie, .Shipley Hall, Derby :

Mr. Hinds, Canford Manor, Dorset, sent a dish of Tomatoes, named
Hind's Improved Trophy—certainly fine fruits, but (juestionalile as

to their being an improvement on tlie original when well grown.

Special Prizes.—On this occasion the prizes oft'ered by Messrs.
Freenuin, seedsmen, Norwich, were eompet 'A for. These wevn for a

brace of his Yard Long or Champion Cucumber and Jlelon Luscious
and Melting. Mr. Howe, Benham I'arU, showed the best amongst
four brace, his fruits being f.ar superior to those of others. Tiiey
were evenly matched and covered with a fine bloom. It was stated

tliat the plants had been manured with Clay's Fertiliser. The Cham-
pion is a long handsome fruit, and is said to be very productive.

The prize for tlie Melon was awarded to Mr. T. Coomber, Hendre
Park, Monmouth, for a moderate-sizeil, but handsome and finely-

aetted fruit of superior flavour. A larger fruit and witli no netting

on the skin was shown by Mr. Elphinstone, Shipley Hall, but it

was comparatively flavourless—as, indeeil, were all the other iruits

shown. Luscious and Melting appears to be a fine Melon if eaten at

a certain stage, and grown under conditions to insure fine flavour.

CRYSTAL PALACE FEUIT AND FLOWEE SHOW.
August 2.5, 26, 27.

A DECIDED falling-olT in point of numbers of exhibits was again
noticeable in this, the annual fruit show held at the Crystal F.alace :

but on the whole it was a fair exhibition, and, speaking generally,

the quality of the fruit was good, particularly Grapes and Peaches,
both of which were shown numerously. In other classes there
were some examples of high merit, whilst others were decidedly
inferior. A noteworthy feature of the show was the prominent posi-

tion taken by one or two young fruit growers, whose productions
were of high class qualitj-. Tlie comparatively small number of
exhibits was probably attributable to third prizes being struck out
of the schedule, with the exception of the first four classes.

Fruit.

For a collection of twelve dishes, ilr. Coleman, gardener to Earl
Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, was first with fine examples of

Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, Golden Gem, Eastnor Castle
Melon, and Bellegarde Peach, Lord Napier Nectarine, Brown
Turkey Figs, Jefferson Plums, Morello Cherries, Queen aud Black
Jamaica Pines, and Peach Apricots. Mr. .Sage, Ashridge Gardens,
Berkhamsted, contributed good dishes of Royal George Peacli,

Elruge Nectarine, and The Squire Melon ; be also showed Black
Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling Grapes, Brown Turkey Figs,
Morello Cherries, Independent Gooseberries, McLaughlin Gage
Plum, and Smooth Cayenne Pine. These were the only two exhi-
bitors in this class. The best eight dishes came from Mr. Allan,
gardener to Lord Suffield, Gunton Park, Norwich. They consisted
of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Benham Park Melon, Dymond
Peach, Pitmaston Nectarine, Brown Turkey Figs, Moor Park Nec-
tarine, Kirke's Plum, and Morello Cherries. The next best came
from Mr. C. Haycock, gardener to Mr. R. Leigh, M.P., Barham
Court, Maidstone. This collection was remarkably fine, consisting
of Barrington Peach, six fine fruits : Golden Gem Melon, .Jargonel e
Pears, excellent Black Hamburgh Grapes, Green Gage Plums, Belle
de Choisy Cherry, iloor Park Apricot, and Pine-apple Nectarine.
Six collections were shown in this class. Lord Calthorpe's gardener,
Mr. T. Jones, took the third prize with excellent Princess of Wales
Peach and others ; Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury Strawberry, Due
de Tilliers Nectarine, Walburton Admirable Peach, were shown
well in the other collections.

Grapes.—For ten kinds, two bunches of each, there were two
exhibitors, ilr W. Elphinstone, gardener to ilr. C. il. Mundy,
Shipley Hall, Derby, was first with excellent examples of Gros
Colraar, Duke of Buccleuch, Alicante, and Lady Downes. The col-

lection also contained Golden Queen, Muscat Hamburgh, Muscat of
Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, and Foster's White, ilr. H. Apted, Broad-
water. Worthing, showed the other collection, the best of which were
Gros Colmar, Mrs. Pince, and Black Alicante. The other varieties

were Foster's Seedling, Early (Jolden Frontiguan, Madresfield
Court, Early Black Bordeaux, Pearson's Golden Queen, Duke of
Buccleuch, and Lady Downes. Fiv exhibitors showed in the class

for five kinds, two bunches of each. Mr. Allan, Gunton P.ark, was
first with Alicante, Muscat of Alev-nndria, Raisin de Calabria,
Madresfield Court, and Chatsworth Sfedling, a new variety in the
way of Madresfield Court. Mr. Tucker, gardener to Mr. .J. L.
Lovibond, Farnborough, Kent, was second with fine bunches of
Alicante, Madresfield Court, and Buckland .Sweetwater. In the
other collection Muscat Hamburgh and Black Alicante were shown

well. The class for three bunches of Black Hamburghs was repre-
sented by four exhibitors. Mr. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, showed
some remarkably fine liuuohes for the first prize, ami equal in ijuality
tliough somewhat smaller, were those from Mr. Roberts, gardener to
Baroness de Rothschild, (lunuersbury Park, Acton, who was awarded
the second prize. The other exhibitors were Mr. F. Jordan, gar-
dener to Mr. Birkett Foster, Tlie Hall, Witley, Surrey, who showed
excellent bunches, and Mr. Howe, Streatham Common.
MusCats of Alexandria were shown by five exiiibitors.
Mr. Coleman was placed first, with excellent bunches, lar^e both
in bunch and berry. The second prize was taken Ijy Mr.
Allan with bunches a trifle brighter in colour than .Mr. Coleman's
the other exhibition bunches were .also fine, but scarcely ripe. Gros
Colmar was shown in splendid condition by Mr. Elphinstone, whose
bunches were large, the berries full sized, and remarkably well
coloured. One other exhibitor showed in this class. Madresfield
Court was represented by a fine collection. Three bunches from
Mr. Roberts, Guunersbury Park, were the finest we have seen of
this Grape ; they were not remarkably large, but the berries indi-
vidually were as large as Walnuts and finely ripened. Mr. Elphin-
stone showed the next best bunches, which were also good. Black
Alicante was shown by six exhibitors. Three very fine bunches
were furnished by Mr. (ioldsmid, gardener to Mrs. Lambert,
Bletchingly ; they were long, well-shouldered, and the berries as
black as Sloes. The next best bunches shown came from Mr. E.
Crump, Steventon Manor, Micheldever ; these were fine, but not well
coloured. In the class for black Grapes of any kind Jlr. Birkett
Foster's gardener took the first prize with excellent bunches of
Muscat Hamburgh. Mr. Coleman was second with Fenn's Seed-
ling, also good. Mr. E. Crump showed excellent Lady Downes,
.and Mr. J. Bolton, Coonihe Bank, Sevenoaks, contributed very fine
Black Prince. White (irapes of any kind were shown by five
exhibitors. The first prize was awarded to Jlr. H. Folkes, '"ardener
to Mr. F. Halsey, Hemel Hempstead, for Buckland Sweetwater ;

these were unusually fine both in bunch and berry, and were of
3 bright amber hue. In the class for the heaviest buncli Mr. Folkes,
gardener to Mr. F. Halsey, M.P., Hemel Hempstead, was first

with Trebbiano, weighing 5 lb. 7 oz. ilr. Coleman was the other
exhibitor ; his Black H.amburgh weighed 5 lb. Goz.

Pine-apples.—The best Queen came from Mr. J. Fry, gardener
to Mr. L. J. Baker, Haydon Hall, Eastcote, Pinner ; it was a hand-
some fruit, andweighedjMb. Mr. iluir, gardener to Mr. C.R. M. Tal-
bot, M.P., Taibach, South Wales, also exhibited this variety. Smooth
Cayennes were shown by four exhibitor.-*. Mr. D. Wilson, gardener
to Earl Fortescue, Castle Hill. South Molton, was first with a fine
fruit weighing" lb., Jlr. Muir being second. In the class for any
variety, _Mr. D. Wilson showed an excellent Charlotte Rothschild
for the first prize, and Mr. Coleman the same variety for the second.
An extra prize was awarded to Mr. D. Wilson for a collection of ei^ht
fruits of Smooth Cayenne, the largest of which weighed 61 lb.

Melons.—Eleven fruits of a green-fleshed kind were shown.
Mr. Roberts was first with a large fruit of William Tillery, an egg-
shaped kind of h,andsome appearance. The second prize was taken
by Sir. Bolton, Coombe Bank, with Victory of Bath. The Squire,
Benham Park .Seedling, Bellemore Hybrid, Golden Perfection, Earl
Beaconsfield, and Eastnor Castle were the other kinds shown. The
best scarlet-fleshed variety was shown by i\Ir. 0. Goldsmid, gardener
to Sir W. Farquhar, Bart., Dorking. The sort was Bloxholm Hall
Seedling. Jlr. T. Bailey, Shardeloes, Aniersham, was second with
Royal Ascot. The other six fruits included Read's Scarlet Flesh
and Hero of Bath and unnamed kinds.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Of Peaches the best collection of
threedishes came from Mr. Iioberts,,Gunnersbury Park, whohadexcel-
lent examples of Barrington, Large and well coloured ; Dymond and
Violette Hative. Jlr. Coleman was second with Grosse Jlignonne,
Bellegarde, both fine, and Alex<andra Noblesse. Tliere were five

other exhibitors. Early Albert, Crimson Galande, Princess of Wales,
Acton Scott, Walburton Admirable, were .also shown well in the
other collections. For single dishes Jlr. Coleman was first with
Bellegarde, and Jlr. Sage second with Royal George, amon" five

other competitors. For three dishes of Nectarines, Jlr. Coleman
was first with excellent fruits of Violette Hative, St.anwick, and
Elruge ; and Jlr. Wallis, Keele Hall, had for tlie next best
Victoria, Downton, aud Elruge. One other exhibitor showed
in this class. The best single dish among ten came from
Jlr. Coleman, who had Lord Napier. Jlr. Allan was second
with Pitmaston Orange. The Old White, Jlurrey, and Victoria
were also in excellent condition.

Figs.—These were poorly represented, only one collection of
three dishes being shown ; these were from Jlr. Allan. Five single
dishes were shown, the best of which came from Jlr. Sage, and
the next best from Jlr. Coleman ; both w-ere of the Brown Turkey
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variety. Negro Largo was shown well by one of the other
exhibitors.

Plums.—These were better represented, nine collections of

three dishes being shown. Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, was awarded
the first prize for fine fruits of Washington, Prince of Wales, and
Victoria. Mr. Fry had for the second prize .Jefferson, Belgian
Purple, and Emperor. Other kinds shown well were Magnum
Bonum, Russian, Kirke's, McLaughlin's Gage, Goliath, and Trans-
parent Gage. There were eight dishes of Green Gages. Guthrie's

Gage took the first prize, and the old Green Gage the second.

Miscellaneous Fruits.—Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield
Nurseries, Crawley, showed a numerous collection of Cucumbers,
including their new Prolific variety and one called Crawley Rival,

both handsome sorts, and said to be very productive. They also

had Tender and True (37 in. in length). Shepherd's Rival, Empress
of India, and White Duke of Edinburgh, a singular variety, quite
white even in a young state ; it is said to be of good flavour. Two
or three sorts of Gherkins were likewise shown. Mr. Douglas,
Loxford Hall, Ilford, showed a fine dish of Souvenir du Congrfes

Pear grown in an orchard house. Messrs. Lane & Sons, Berk-
hamstead, exhibited some half-dozen Vines in pots, including

Foster's Seedling, bearing twenty bunches. Black Hamburgh twenty-
three bunches, and others bearing fewer bunches. All the canes
were two and a half years' old from eyes. Mr. Allan, Gunton Park,
showed a small oval-shaped Green-fleshed Melon, the seeds of which
had originally been brought from abroad by the Duke of Edinburgh.
The same exhibitor also showed a new seedling Grape named Chats-
worth Seedling. It is the same variety that was shown in October
last at South Kensington to the fruit committee. It was raised by
Mr. Speed, of Cliatsworth. The bunches are long and tapering, the
berries large and oval-shaped, somewhat in the way of Madresfield
Court. It has the flavour of West's St. Peter and JIuscat of Alex-
andria combined. It is of handsome appearance, and will no doubt
be heard more about shortly. The bunches shown in Mr. Allan's

collection of ten kinds were grown in a Muscat house, but he iutendi

to show it later on cut from another house.

Flowers.
Cat flowers only were shown on this occasion, and these not

very numerous. Two collections of forty-eight varieties of show
Dahlias were exhibited. Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, were
first with excellent blooms, including many of their new varieties.

Mr. Caunell was second with a good collection also. These exhibi-

tors were the only competitors in the class for twenty-four fancy
varieties. Mr. Cannell showed a collection of single-flowered sorts,

and tlie singular Cactus-flowered and green Dahlia. The amateurs'
classes were well sustained. There were six exhibitors of twelve
show kinds, and seven of the fancy class. These collections included
some very fine blooms, and, upon the whole, the exhibition showed
the present season to be a favourable one for Dahlias.

Gladioli were represented by only two collections. Messrs.
Kelway showed a fine group of twenty-four spikes, and the Rev.
H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Kent, had a dozen spikes. These
latter were remarkably fine, the spikes being large and the flowers

good.

Phloxes.—Of these Mr. Cannell was the only exhibitor in

the open class for twelve spikes. These were in fine condition, as

was the first large collection shown by amateurs, in whose class

there were two competitors.

Pentstemons.—Two collections of these came from Messrs.

Laing & Co., Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, and Mr. Can-
nell, each collection being placed in the order named.

Verbenas.—Of these a very fine collection was shown from
the Swanley Nurseries, and, being neatly staged, they were very
attractive.

Antirrhinums.—Of these three collections were shown, but
none of them were very remarkable for quality.

Table Decoration and Bouquets.—Four tables were fur-

nished with floral decoration. Messrs. Dick Radclyfl'e & Co., High
Holborn, were awarded a first prize for a tastefully arranged design

in which Gladioli, Vallota, Gypsophila, Grasses, and twining plants

were freely used. Bouquets, both Bridal and Ball, were numerous,
liut re[5resented no striking variation from the ordinary style. The
same remark is applicable to the button-hole bouijuets, some of

which were decidedly clumsy in appearance. The best and most
novel arrangement was a bud of Marechal Niel Rose, a young sprig

of Rose of a brownish-red hue, and Maiden-hair Fern.

Miscellaneous Flowers.—Among these the most attractive

wr.s a collection of .aljout 150 spikes of Gladioli, from Messrs. Kel-
way & Son, Langport. The same firm also showed some excellent

Quilled China Asters, Phloxes, and Dahlias. Messrs. Carter & Co.,

High Holborn, exhibited an extensive collection of Lilies, Holly-
hocks, and Dahlias, together with their new Empress Cockscomb
Messrs. Laing had cut blooms of their fine tuberous Begonias, and a
collection of Marigolds, Asters, and Dahlias.

First-class Certificates were awarded to

—

Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, for

—

Dahlia Lady 'Wimborne.—Bright rose, fine in form, and
large in size. Mrs. Dodds, a pale purple with a light centre.

Messrs. Rawlings Brothers, Romford, for

—

Dahlia Mr. Harris.—A handsome flower of a rich deep crim-
son hue.

Rev. H. Dombrain, for—
Gladiolus Archiduchesse Marie Christina.—A splen-

did variety witli fine spikes of unusually large flovvers of a bright
magenta flaked with a deep hue and striped with white.

Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, for

—

Melon Crawley Paragon.-A handsome scarlet-fleshed
variety, round shaped, and finely netted. It was considered by
Mr. Cox, Ptedleaf, and Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, to be of flue flavour,
and well worthy of the distinction accorded it.

[A list of awards will be found in our advertising columns.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Potatoes for Exhibition—Would you be k'nd enough to tell me in what
ye;ir tlie following Potatoes were sent out—viz. : Internation.al, Trophy, Gram-
piou, Schoolmaster, Prince Arthur, and Blanchard ? Kindly also name two or three
of the best not seat out before the year ls79. I think of exhibiting in class Fat the
luternational Potato Exhibition.—R. W. [International Kidney was sent out in
187", Trophy in 1S78, Grampian in 1877, .Schoolmaster in 1S76, Prince Arthur in
l87ti, and Blanchard in 1874 or thereabouts. Not one of the kinds mentioned by
you are eligible to be shown in class F at the International Potato Show, but
Vicar of Lalcham, Avalanche, Early Purple, Triumph, Beauty of Kent, Wood-
stock Kidney, Ice Cream, Heather Bell, Early Ohio, and Matchless, amongst
others are eligible. It must be clearly understood that only kinds not put iiito

commerce prior to the winter of 1S7S-79 are eligible to compete, as the class is

strictly limited to kinds that have been seutout only two years.—-V. D.]

Roses in Pots —I have some Hybrid Perpetual and Tea Roses some of
which were bought last autumn, and some last spring. They were in a green,
house and bloomed well. Then they were put out, .and now are plunged—still

in their pots—and well mulched with good manure. They have not been
potted or pruned since I got them, and have all made good growtli. I intend
layering some of them. Can I layer into pots plunged alongside ? and when
should they be repotted and pruned? They will be indoors next winter in a
cool greenhouse.—Hesper. [Yes, you can plunge pots by the side of them, and
layer them, or make a bed of sandy soil on each side of the plants. They
should have been potted after flowering. We would advise you to take off

some of the surface soil, aud top-dress them with fresh rich material. Prune
slightly when you take them indoors.— S.]

Vine Borders.—What compost would you recommend for a Vine bor-
der? Last spring two Vines were killed, app u'ently by a yellow slug, which I
collected in hundreds, and all my Vines more or less suffered. I want to make
an entirely new border; will you therefore tell me what compost to use?

—

T. F. [Use good turfy loam from an old pasture mixed with a little well rotteil
manure and crushed bones.— H.]

Club in Cabbagras-- 1 have a large plantation of Cauliflowers, Savoys,
Brussels Sprouts. Arc, the leaves of a large number of which are turning yel-
low, and on pulling them up I find the roots to be what is locally teimed
clubbed ; some roots are as large as a full-sized Turnip. What is likely to be
the cause ?—R. B. D. [It is the work of an insect. Use plenty of wood ashes
on the land and in the holes in which the plants are set.]

Cutting Leaves off Peaches —iV.—It is not very good practice to cut
leaves utf Peach trees to any great extent, even to expose the fruit, but it is some-
times necessary to cut some of them in half in order to fully expose the fruit to
the sun, aud it does little or no harm if done discriminately.

Hardy Plants.—.4. //. ^/.—The plants about which you enquire, and which
canno; he found in catalogues, are almost all of botanical interest only, but you
can no doubt obtain them at soma of the London hardy plant nurseries.

Names of Plants.— .Vfs'.s 0.- l.PlantagoCynops : 2, apparently Verbascura
phicniceiim, but too much withered to determine correctly ; 3 is an Allium, but
cannot name species from flower only ; .as to the blight, try the effect of sulphur.

.4/i''».— 1, Begonia weltonensis ; the others are too much withered to recog-
nise. i>.—Bougainvillea speciosa. Coleus.—We cannot name the varieties
of Coleus you send ; the Selaginella you send is S. inaM|ualifolia. H. U.—
Montbretia Pottsi. MUa T.—Alonsoa Warscewiczi. T.—\, Passiflora kerme-
sina ; 2, Tac onia insignis. .4(/ia^cur.—1, Hvpericum patulum ; 2, Monarda
Jistulosa; 3, Pentstemon Torreyi. R. Z.—\, Oncidinin ornithorhynchum ; 2, 0.
incurvura, P.-Alonsoa incisa. .5. T., Z>.'c.»/i.—Gladiolus purpureo auratus.

Mr». P . L. B.—The name of the fungus from under Oaks is Agaricus panthe-
rinus. It is said to be not poisonous, but it is a very nasty, if not dangerous,
fungus. We have heard of bad symptoms following its consumption.

Questions.

Unseasonable Camellia BIootis.-Is it usual for Camellias to flower at
this seastju, as our plants, which had scarcely anv lilossoms on them in the winter,

are uow loaded with liuds iu iil stages up to full-ldown flowers ? Will it prevent
their blossoming iu the winter? They are standing iu a shady and somewhat
damp place in the open garden, where they have been since turned out in May,
to ripen their wood as usual. Should the buds have been picked off in May in

order to allow fresh ones to form iu the autumn ? The Camellias in question are
oldkinds—pink, crimson, and scarlet. I am anxious to know what can be done so
as to secure a good bloom from December to -ipiil.as in previous years, if possible

—M. C.
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BEAUTIFUL HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE PRESENT WEEK.
English Name.

Sand Abroiiia

.

Monkshood
Two-coloured do. .

Japnnf'se ,,

Xoble V;irrr>\v

Kosy Milfoil .

Double Snoezewort
Bro:ui-le;ived Adeuophtu-
Kost; Canipinii

Omnse AlstnL'incrirt

Itiiliuu Alk:uiet
Cape .,

Woolly An^irosace .

Japanese Wimltlower
Double May Weed .

Snapdragon
Cape Pondweed
Great Thrift .

Feather\' Sauthvort
Spotted Golden Borage
Butterfly Weed
To^vDshend's Starwort
Pyreueau
Hoary
False Goatsbeard .

Japanese „
Red
Pl'ime BocconiJi
Floweriu'^ Rush
R<5ck Purslane
Mariposa Lily
Lanje-flowered Balltlower
Noble
Peach-leaved ,,

Nettle leaved ,.

Van Uoutte's ,,

Thorapsoa's ,,

Gummy „
Sarmatian ,.

White Pu)ck r.ellflower

Wall Hairbell
Purple „
Bearded ,,

Tufted
Rainer's ,,

Spreadius „
Host's ,,

C^jmmoa Bracted Bindw
Double

,

Catanance
Great Golden Knapireed
ReJ Valerian .

Lyon's Bsard Tongue
Tall
*Vhite
RiWeni Bindweed .

VHi^irled Tickseed .

Slenier ,,

Laace-Ieaved .,

Lobe Cyanantli
Hoar\--lvd. .

,

Scarlet Dahlia
Graceful ,, .

Common .. .

Scarlet Larkspur .

Cashmere
,,

Cardinal ,.

Garden Puik
Feathery „

Purple Ahronia
Common Blue Ageratum
Mask Flower .

Love-lies-bleeding

.

Prince's Feather .

Showy Amaranth .

Yellow Sweet Sultan
Purple ,,

Italian Pimpernel .

Prickly Poppy
Mexican ., .

Golden Bartonia .

Red Hawkweed
Purple Swan River Daisy
TaU Browallia
Blue
Scarlet Cacalia
Common Loasa
Common Calandrinia
Celandine Slipper-wort

,

Common Marigold

.

Dyer's Calliopsis .

Atkinson's „
Garland ,,

Drummond's „
China Aster .

Lorey's Bellflower .

Blue Com Flowrr .

Long-spurred Valerian
Garland Chrysanthemum
Crown MariiTold ..

Three-coloured ,,

Latin Name.

A. areiuiria
Aconituin SapelUis ii' vara.

bicolor

japonicum
Achillea filifH'nditla

MiUt'/olitnii rogea
Ptarmica Ji.-pt.

A. lati/olia

Agrostfinina cnroiviria

A. aurantittca
Anchusa italica

capeJUiiii

A. lantt'jiiiiisi

A nemotti^ jaiirmtea
Anthemis inodnnim fl.-pl.

Antirrhinum uxajiixik vars
Aponoijeton distachnon
Arun^ria ct^phaltite.i

A reiiaria gi/panphiloidcs
Artubia cchioides
Asclepias tutterosii

Aster ToiDiishendi
pyreiuvHii
caiiescetin

Astilbe rivnlarii
japonica
rubra

B. cordata
Biitoinujt umbeUatHH
Calatuii'inia rtmbellata
Calochorttt^ vchuMuk
Camvznuffi m:iCTantha

iwbili.'i

persici/olia <fc vars.

urticit/olia «fc vars.

Van Uouttei
Thompjtoni
gttmniifera
sarmatica
i.-iophi/llaalba

muralis
pulla
barbafa
cae^pitona

Raifieri

divaricata
Uosii

Califiitetfia Sepiutn tt vars.

oculata
Catanatiche (^rulea tt vrs.

Centaurea macrocepha'.a
Ct^jitranthitJt ruber d: vars.
Chelonfi- Lijoni

obi'qua
alba

Convolvulus alfh'vnides
Coreopsix v'-rticiUata

tenuifolia
lanceolata

Cyananthus lobatus
incanu-t

Dahlia coccinca
gracilia
variabilis

Delphinium midicaule v.

cash}neriaJiuni
cardinile

Diantkuji plumanus vars.

superbu^

Enqush Name.

Amoor Pink .

Deptford „
Carnation
Sweet William
Bleedin-.; Heart
Dragou'adiead
Hoary ,.

Purple Cone Flower
Hungarian Thistle .

Globe
Russian „
TaU
Willow Herb .

Rosemary Willow Herb
Many-rayed Fleabaue
Large ,,

Australian Driisy .

Alpine Sea Holly .

Blue-stmd. ,,

Amethyst ,,

White Snake-root .

Joe-Pye Weed
Thistle-leaved Francoa
Siebold's Blue Day Lily
Ovate-leaved „
Lance-leaved „
Fortune's „
Cuban Lily
Bristled Gaillardia
Texan Gaura .

Lancaster Crane's bill

Meadow
Ghent Gladiolus .

Brenchley „
Saunder's
Purple and Gold ,.

Branching ,,

Dwarf Helen-flower
Prairie Sunflower .

Cape Hyacinth
Aloe Flame-flower

.

Golden-baaded Lily
Swamp ,,

Tiger
Showy ,,

Leichtlin's „
Long-rtowered ,,

Canadian „
Humboldt's „
Late Orange „
Kramer's ,,

Washington's .,

Cardinal Flower .

Great Lobelia
Scarlet Lychnis

Double Evening Lychnis
White Looscbtrife .

Purple Loosestrife
Musk iLallow .

Spotted ilonkey-flower
Scarlet
Many-fld. Mrvl.of Peru
Wild Beri^amot
Oswego Tea
Potts' Montbrelia .

Azorean Forget-me-not
\yhite Cup
Water Lily

Latin N'ame.

Dianthun dcntosits
Armeria
C irtjoph'jllivs in var.
barbatuji vars.

Dii't'ntra ft>nn<is% [ana
Druocephaluin Jluybchi-

cancscc>i>!

Echintcea purpurea
Eckinops bxnti'Xticus

Jiitro

rnfhfnicus
exaltat us

Epihtbium aiviiu^tifolium
roguiarinw/ulium

Eriijeron uiuUiradiaiuui
tipcciosum
niucronatum

Eri/nfiiuni alpinuin
Bourqati
ainetnifstinum

Eu})atnnuni aijcratoidcs
purpureuni

F. sonchifolia
Funkia Sicboldiana

ouata and vars.
lancifolia and vars.
Fortunei
suhcordata

Gaillardia aristata
Gaura Lindkeiineri
Geranium lancastricnse

pratense fi...pi.

G. gamlavensis d: vars.
brenchleyensis
Snutulersi
purpureo-auratvs
ra mosus

Helcnium pumilum
Helianthus rigidus
Ht/actnthjis candicans
Kn-pkofia aloeoides nobiUs
Liliiun auratuniib oars.

superbuin
tijrimim X- vars.

speclosum d- vars.
Leichtlini tfc var.
lowjijlorum d: oars.
canadense
Humboldti
venustum
Krameri
Wash injtonianum

Lobelia cardinalis
syphi!itic%

L. chalcedonica (double
red and white)

L. vespertina jl.-pl.

Lusiinachi^ clcthroides
Lythrum Salicar^a <D oars.
Malva moschata albx
MinuUus guttatus

cirdinalis
MirabHis multtjlora
Monarda fistuXosa di vars

dldyma
Montbretia Pottsi
Myosotis azorica
2fierembergin rivularis
Nymphcea, alba aiul var.

English Name.

Large Evening Primrose
Young's Evening ,,

Sutuirops „
Glaucous leaved „
Showy „
Missourian ,,

Swamp
,,

Rock Xavel-wort ,

Alpine Poppy
Naked-stemmed Poppy
Grass of Parnassus.
Scouler's Peutsteinon
Scarlet „
Large Purple ,,

Set-unil-rtowd. „
Murray's „
Torrey's ,,

Hartweg's „
Gentian

,,

Valerian-leaved
,,

Phlox

Chinese Bell-flower
Double Potentilla .

Japanese Primrose.
Dense-headed ,,

Pyrenean Self Heal
Lari^e-rtowered „
Doulde Pyrethrum
Rosette Mullein .

Double Arrow-head
Meadow Sage
Rock Soapwort
Caucasian Scabious
Spanish Oyster Plant
Alpine Skullcap
Stonecrop
Critnson Stonecrop
Ewer's „
Spurious ,,

Tyerraan's Groundsel
Double Sea Catchfly
Autumn „
Golden Rod .

Dropwort
Scarlet Woundwort
Great Sea Lavender
Common „
Tartarian ,,

Purple Stobrea
Blue Stokesia .

Virginian Spitlerwort
Golden Tritouia
Indian Cress .

Flame Xiisturtium

.

Elder liaved Valerian
Purple Mullein
Comb-leaved Speeawell
Alpine

,,

Rock „
Germander-leaved ,,

Prostrate
,,

Austrian ,,

Japanese „
Clustered

,,

Heartsease
Flaccid-leaved Yucca
Threaddeaved .,

Califoruian Fuchsia

HARDY AND HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
A. umbellata
Aqeratum mexiranuni
Alonsoa incisi/olia

AinarantuH caudatus
hypochnmiriacus
speciosus

Amberboa odorata
uionchafa

AnagaUis Monelli
Argemone grandijlora

m^-xicana
Bartonia aurea
lioerkhauina rubra
Brachycome iberidi/olia
B. elaia

demissa
Cacniia coccinea
L. laterllia

Calandrinia discolor
Calceolaria chelid'inioidcs
Calendula officinalis

Calliopai-g tinctoria
Atkinsoniana
corona ta
Drummondi

Callistephm hortensis
Campanula Loreyi
C'ntaurea C<ianns
Cen*rnnthui macrosiphon
C. carinatum

coronarium
tricolor

Elegant Clarkia
Fringed
Pale Blue Clintonia
Dark Blue
Two-coloured CoUinsia
Large-flowered ,,

Various-leaved „
Many-coloured „
Dyer's Tickseed
Feathery Cosmos ,

Catchfly Cuphea .

Rocket Larkspur .

i Branching
Indian Pink .

Blue Didiscus.
Cape Marigold

I Hedge Mustard
Califoruian Poppy .

Xeat Eucharidium
' Large-flowered „ .

1 Soreading Eutoca .

Clammy ;.

Slender Starwork .

Milfoil GiUa .

Clustered ,,

Slender-fld. „
Three-colrd. ,.

Lindley's Godetia .

Ruddy
Slender
Gentian Grammanthes
Bracted Everlasting

Clarkia eleoans
pulchclla

C. elegant
pulchella

CoUinsia bic-^ilor

fjrandiftora

heteroph'flla
multicolor

Coreov><>s tinctoria
Cosmos bipinnatus
Cuvhea yilenoides
Delphinium Ajacis

Consolida
Dinnthui sinenxis
Didiscus caeruleus
Dimorphotbeca pluviaXis
Erysimum PerofHkiannm
Eschacholtzia californica
E. coiu'luiium,

gran-tiiiorum
Eutoca dlvaricata

viscida
Fe'icia, truella
Gilia achillefefolia

rn niti*n

tenuijiora
trie n'-r

Godetia Lind'eyana
rubicunda
tenrlla

G. gentianoidci
Uclichrgsuni bractcatum

Large-flowered ,, .

Fumitory Hunnemannia
Common Candytuft
Indian Balsam
Starry Kaulfussia .

Californian Lasthenia
Smooth ,,

Sweet Pea
Three-monthly Lavatera
Androsace Leptosiphon
Golden ,,

Clustered „
Yellow ,,

Toadflax....
Perez's

,

,

Three-leaved ,,

Large-flowered Flax
Slender Lobelia
Branching „
Garland Lopezia .

Hartweir's Lupine .

Chau'^'eahle fld. „ .

Virginian Stock
Large flowered Malope
Annua IF g Marigold
Common Xemophila
Love-in-a-mist
Spanish Fennel Flower
Spinach-leaved Noiana
D:mbtful
Trailing
Flax-leaved Navel-wort

Latin Name.
(Enothera maryinata

Yiiunyi
/ruticosa
ylauca
spcciona
viigKouriefisiS
ripa ria

Omphalodrs Lucillm
Papavrr aljiinum d: vars.

niulicoute
Parnasxia ualustri
P. Scoulnri

punicrwi
Cobcea
Hecundijlorus
Murrayanuii
Torreyi
Ilartwegi
gentinnm'des
cent ranthi/olius

P. paniculata
(jlorists' vars.)

Platycodon yrandijtorum
P. hybrida vars.

Primula japonica
capitata

Prunella vurenaica
grnmlillitra

Pyrethruin (double vrs.)
Ramondia j'lirenaiea
Sagittaria saoitti/oliajl.pl
Salvia pratensis
Saponaria oeymoidcs var,
Scabiosa caucasica
Scolymus hiapanicus
Scutellaria alpina
Sedum pulchellum

spuriuhi
Ewersi

spurium
Scnecio pulcher
Sllenr maritima Jl.-pl.

Schafta
Snlidago multiradiata
Spinva FiUpendula fi.,pl.
Sfachys coccitu;a

Statice latifolia
Liinonium
tatarica

Stobcea purpurea
S. cyanei
Tradescantia virginica
T. aurea
Tropoiolum majus

speciosiim
Valeriana sambucifolia
Verbascum phmniceuiiv
Veronica pectinata

alpestris

saxatilis
Teucrium
prostrata
austriaca
lomi/olia subsessilis
spicafa corymbosa

Viola tricolor vars.
Y.jlnccida

Jilamentosa
Zaiischneria californica

Ilelichrysum mricranthum
H. fiimarifE/olia
Ib^rin umbellata
Impaticns ylanduUgera
K. amslloides
Lasthenia californica

fflafirata

Lathyrus odnratus
Lavatera trimentris
L. androsaceus

aureus
dennijiorus
lute us

Linaria '^partita
Perezii

triphy'la
Linuui grandijlorum
L. gracilis

ramoaa
Lopezia coronata
Lupinus Ilartwegi

uiutfibilis

Ma^comia mnritima
Muhine grandijlora^
Mesemhriia ntheinuui
N. inxigulA
Siji'tln damoscena

hisi^aniea
Kolana nlriplieifolia

paradoxa
prostrata

Omphalodcs Unifolia
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English I<"ame.

Musk Palavia . . ,

Opium Poppy .

Common Petunia .

Tansy-leaved Pliacelia .

Crowded-Howered ,,

Drummomrs Phlox
Mignonette .

Swan River PJiodanthe.
Scolloped Tube-tongue .

Trailing Sanvitalia.

Rock Abelia .

Californiau Buckeye
Shruobv Starwort .

Coral Barlierry

Golden Barberry .

Trumpet Flower .

Purple Buddleia .

Ti-ee Thorough Wax
Golden Bush .

Carolina Allspice
White Dogwood .

Blue Bush
New .Jersey Tea
Azureau Red Root.

Gum Cistus .

Virgin's Bower
Jackman's Clematis
Open-rtowered .. .

Woolly-leaved ,, .

Oval-leaved „ .

Entire-leaved ,, .

Tube-flowered ,, .

David's .,

Bell-flowered
Alder-leaved Clethra
Woolly White Alder
Pointed-leaved ,,

^Michaux's ,,

Panicled „
Bladder Senna
Broom
Canadian Tick Trefoil
Dillen's „
Japanese ,,

Brush Bush

Latin Name.

Palavia moschata
Papaver sonini/cruw
Petunia nridnijiniflora
Pkacelia tanaccti/olia

coiitjesta

Phlox Dninimondi
Reseda odorata
R. Manglemi
Salpi'flossis ninuata
S. procxiiabens

English Name.

Calabrian Soapwort
Cow Herb ,,

Graham's Fringe Flower
Pinnate „
Notched „
Jacoby . . ; ,

Lobel's Catchfiy .

Drooping „
Veuus' Looking-glass .

African Marigold .

Latin Name.

Saponaria calabrtcci
Vaccaria

Schizanthus Grakami
pimiatun
retusuit

Senecio elegans
Silenc Arineria

pendxda,
Specularia Speculum
Tagetes erecta

English Name.

French ilarigold .

Canary Creeper
Com Tiou Indian Cress .

Smaller
Marigold Venidiiim
Dark-eyed Viscaria
Large-flowered Whitlavia
Everlasting .

Common Zinnia
Slender

Latin Name.

Tagctetf spatula
Tropceohim aduncum

majus
uihius

V. calendulareiim
Viscaria ncidata
Whitlavia gra)idiflora
Xcrantlion inn aiiaum
Zinnia dcgans

temu/olia

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
A. rxipestris

^JCuculus californica
Aster albescens
Berheridopsis corallina
Berberis atenophylla
Bignonia radicans
B. curvijlora
Bupleurum fruticosuni
Cansiniafidgida
Calycanthus Jloridus
Cnrmis alba.

Ceannthus dentatus
amcricanus
azure It f<

Gloire de Versailles

Leon Simon
CiMus tadan\ferus
Clematis montana

Jackmanl vars.
patent vars.

lanuginoaa vars.
ooata
integriJ'oUa
tttbulnsa

J)avidiana
campannlata

Clethra alni/oUa
toinentusa
acuDiinata
MichauxL
paniculata

Colutca arbore$cens
Ci/tisus nigricans
Desmodluui canadense

Dilleni
japonicum

Eucrgphia pinnati/olia

Common Heath
Hairy

,,

Scotch ,, ,

Cornish ,.

Mediterranean ,, .

Tree ,, .

False Heath .

Hairy Whin
Double Dyer's Weed
Sun Roses
Willow-leaved Heirnia .

Tree ilallow .

Panicled Hydrangea

St. John's-wort
Pyi-amid St. Johns-wort
Kalm's ,,

Honevsuckle-lvd.,,
Winged
Purple Indigo
Many-flowered Jasmine.
Common ,,

Japanese Kerna .

Himalayan Honeysuckle
Chinese Privet
Japanese ,,

Honeysuckle .

Trumpet ...
Tea Plant
Leune's SrngTinli.i .

St. Dabeoc'^ H-nth
German 'I'ltn.uiak .

Daisy Bush
Ronnd-lvd. Rest Harrow
Sorrel Tree
Jerusalem Sage
Cape Figwort

Erica vulyaris
ciliaris

cincrea
vagans
niediterranea
a rborea

Fabiana imbricata
Genista pilosa

tinctoriajl.- pi.
nelianthemiun, various
H. salicifolia
Hibiscus syriaca
H. paniculata

var. grandiflora
Hypericum nbl'ongi/olium

piii'amiihitum
K>jliniii/)i(in

citprifolium.
elatani

Indigofera fioribunda
Jasihinuni multi'lorum

o{ficinale

K.japonica <t- vars.
Leycesteria fonnosa
Ligustrum chincnse

japonicum
Lonicera Periclymenum

sempervircns
Lycium barbarum
Magnolia Lennei
Menziesia poli/olia
Myricaria ger'manica
Olearia Haasti
Ononis rotundifolia
Oxydendrum arboreum
Phlomis fruticosa
Phygelius capensis

Tree Cinquefoil
White Kerria
Staghorn Sumach .

Smooth ,,

Venetian ,,

Silky Rose
Ramauas Rose

Provence Rose
Dwarf Wild ,,

Shining
Swamp ,,

Rose Acacia .

Nepalese Bramble .

Rose-flowered Bramble .

Double-flowered ,,

Purple Raspberry .

Rush Broom .

Meadow Swe^t
Plumv ,,

Van Houtte's ,, .

Hoary „ .

Smooth ,, t

Peach-leaved ,, .

Flat-clustered ,, .

Willow-leaved ,, ,

Noble's ,, .

Aria-leaved ,, .

Steeple Bush .

Wolfberry
Snowberry
Coralberry
Large Trumpet Flower

.

Large Snowball Tree
Bush Honeysuckle
American Wistaria

Pnfenfilln /rutescena
Jthoilutiipos kerrioides
Rhus fyphina

glabra
Cotinus

Rosa sericea
rugosa

alba
2irovinciaU8
I ltdda
nitida
caroUniana

Rohinia hispida
Jlubi's wpalensis

rosfV/olius

/i-uticosiis Jl.'pl.

odorattts
Spa rtium junceum
Spircea nutans

pachustachya
Van Houttei
cana
Icevigata

prunifolia Jl.-pl.

corgmbosa dr vars.
salicifolia & vars.
JHobleani
aria'.folia

tomentosa
Symphoricarpits occidentli

racemosus
vulguris

Tecoma grandiflora
Viburnum macrocephhn.
Weigcla rosea and vars.
Wistaria frutescens

DESTRUCTION OF WASPS' NESTS.
At this season of the year numerous inquiries are made respecting
the best method of destroying wasps' uests in various localities'!

The cheapest and most convenient mode that I ever practised, and
one whicli is perfectly effectual and can be readily applied in most
cases, is as follows : Procure from the oilshop or grocer about 1 lb.

of roll brimstone, also an eartliern pipkin
;
provide yourself with

some strips of coarse old calico or thin canvas about '2 in. wide by
any length ; obtain also a small pair of ordinary bellows, a box of
lucifers, and an assistant provided with a spade and a short piece of
pointed stick. You have now the munitions of war calculated for
the destruction of a hundred vespiau garrisons. In the d.aytime
mark the exact spot of the opening to each nest to be destroyed. A
card or piece of white paper in a split stick, as used by gardeners
for extempore labels, is perhaps the most ready mode. In the even-
ing, after dusk, when the wasps have retired in fancied security for
the night, go forth, and, having arrived at nest number one, take a
piece of the brimstoned rag, let the assistant light one end, and
with the pointed stick place it in the mouth of the hole, taking
great care not to thrust it in so far as to close the opening. Imme°
diately when the burning brimstone rag is placed opposite the hole,
a gentle stream of air is urged down it with the bellows ; it must
be gentle so as not to blow out the flame, but so carefully directed
as to carry down into the nest the current of deadly sulphurous acid
gas produced by the combustion. Tlie first breath awakes every
sleeping insect, but they cannot face the deadly fumes. For a few-
moments a dismal dreary humming is heard, .ind then all is silent as
the grave. Now dig your nest. Queens, workers, and males are all
dead, but the paper comes out full of grubs or larva;. You may
take them home to catch clnib or feed your fowls with, or, having
no use for them, you may crush tliem into the earth ; but you must
destroy the grubs, as they are not killed in their cells by the sul-
phur, and would hatch out in a few days. The whole proceeding
does not occupy as long a time to execute as to read the description,
and you m,ay readily destroy dozens of nests in one evening.
Another method is to put a lighted bluelight or squib in the hole,
stopping the exit of the fumes with wet clay, but I have never
found it so convenient as the former plan. Anotlier plan is to
take a common wine bottle, and after putting in two or three pieces
of rag or brown paper, to pour in an ounce of spirits of turpen-
tine

; shake the whole up so as to distribute the liquid over the sur-

faces. Then, after dark, place the neck of the bottle in the hole

leading to tlie neat, and lute it round with wet earth or clay. I

have never tried this pl.an, but do not doubt its being effectual,

though I should imagine common benzine would act equally well.

In certain situations, such as below the eaves of houses, wliere

neither of these plans could be conveniently employed, I would
recommend the employment of a little crude carbolic acid, as I am
quite certain that a very small quantity put in the mouth of a nest

would cause its desertion or the death of the inmates.

—

W. H. TEoET^iF.iEn, in the Field. [A sure destroyer also is pouring
boiling water into the nests.]

EE-ISSUE OF PAXTON'S "FLOWER GARDEN."*
We were doubtful as to the wisdom of re-issuing this work before

we saw it, and our doubts are now confirmed. In tlie face of the

great amount of good work which remains to be done, and may
be done by even those who only look at matters from a business

point of view, it is not desirable that descriptions of plants like

tlie blue hardy Plumbago, and woodcuts and plates of old plants,

should be re-issued in a form almost as expensive as it need be for a

wholly original work. The first number begins with two new plates,

both hard, and poor, and crude in execution arid colour as pl.ates can
be. The plate of Spira?a palmata is a dirty dull purple, the plant

being of a fine bright crimson-red. No doubt succeeding numljers
will contain old plants re-issued, and we hope with a better result

than the present one. The editing is done by Jlr. Baines, who, of

course, does his part well, though it must to a large extent consist

of the republishing of old matter.

OBITUARY.
Mf.. Abr.vham Stansfield, Todmorden, senior partner of the firm

of A. Stansfield &. Son, died somewhat suddenly on Sunday morn-
ing last. He was president of the Todmorden Botanical Society,

a post which he had occupied for a great number of years, and he
was also a staunch friend of the Todmorden Scientific Association.

He was seventy-seven years of age, and was much respected by
all who knew him during his long and useful life.

^ Re-issue of Paxtons " Flower Garden." Loudon : CasseH, Tetter, & Galpin.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Triple Flo'wering of Arnebia echioides.—Mr. Elwes
teUs us (p. "204) that this is the only plant he knows which flowers

regularly three times a year. It is most interesting to know that

there is even one such plant, for I have been enquiring for at least

twenty years whether there was one in Greece or Asia Minor, and
hail begun to think it was like a search for the philosopher's stone,

as I was assured both by botanists and travellers tliat there T\'as no
such thing. The fact is, that Aratus, a Greek philosopher and poet
who lived in the third century before Christ, and was a native of

the eastern part of Asia Minor, speaks in a poem wliicli has come
down to us of a plant which he calls Schinus which flowered at

regular seasons three times a year. Cicero translated this poem, and
calls the plant Lentiscus. He has introduced the lines which
refer to it in his first book on " Divination," and makes one of his

speakers mention the triple flowering of the plant as an instance of

the unexplained and inexplicable phenomena of Nature. Commen-
titors inform us that the plant referred to is the Pistacia Lentiscus,

or Mastic tree, which certainly has no such habit, and it is not
probable that Cicero himself knew anything about the plant described

by Aratus. The names of plants and trees are certainly used vaguely
enough by Greek, and still more by Latin poets, and however tnie
it may be that the Mastic was called Schinus in Greek, and
Lentiscus in Latin, it may have been as indefinite a term as " Gum-
plant " would be in Knglish, or Schinus may have been the nearest
Greek word to represent the native name of a plant which Aratus
knew amongst the mountains of Cilicia where he passed his youth,
and where, as the country is imperfectly known to botanists, Arnebia
echioides may have been and may still be common. At any rate

until we hear of some other plant which produces three regular

crops of flowers in the year, we may be allowed to suppose that the
Schinus of Aratus may have been Arnebia echioides.

—

Wolley Dod,
E'll/e Hall, MaJpas.

Colchicuma and Autumn Crocuses.—The appearance
of these reminds us that the year is on the wane. These beautiful
fijwers need some special care in planting in order to show their

flowers oft' to the best advantage, for, although strong growing bulbs
with large bold foliage early in the year, they are as bare of leaves
when their flowering period arrives as early flowering s]jring bulbs.

We find them to do well in borders carpeted with Ivy or any
spring flowering plants that form a green carpet in autumn. If

planted in Ivy tliat is kept closely cut, the foliage comes through it

in spring, and when it dies away in summer and is succeeded by a
mass of blossoms peeping out from the fresh young Ivy leaves, the
etfect is very pretty. Many combinations may be tried with equally
happy effects, the main point being to add plenty of foliage as a
cirpet to a plant that is destitute of leaves when in flower.

—

J. Groom.

White Japanese Anemone.—For blooming profusely at

the present time this is one of the most lovely and useful white-
flowering plants any one could possess. Like many other good
things, it is thoroughly hardy, living throughout the most severe
winters in the open borders, and throwing up its pure white flowers
in the autumn. We find it to succeed in any kiml of soil in either
mixed flower border or shrubbery bed. It grows freely, and is not
easily killed by rough usage. In fact, it might be compared to the
roots of Horse-radish in this respect, as, when once it is planted, it

is a difficult matter to get it thoroughly cleared out, ami small
plants of it spread quickly into massive groups. The rose-coloured
and red varieties are also worth planting, but their flowers are not
thought so much of by some in a cut state as those of the white
kind.—C.4MERIAX.

Begonia Froebeli incomparabilis.—With regard to this
j'lant noticed in your last issue but one (p. 171) by my friend
Mr. Poe, and said to be a cross or hybrid between the type
B. Frcebeli and the brilliant new species B. polypetala (as yet only
i.i the possession of its introducer, Herr Otto Frcebel, of Zurich),
I am convinced that Herr Frcebel is mistaken, ami that though he
may have done everything in his power to procure it, no cross lias

Iwen actually effected between these two brilliant, but totally
•listinct and different plants. I believe the so-called hybrid to be
merely a fine seedling form of E. Frcebeli, which, as everyone who

has grown it from seed is aware, varies much in size of flower, colour
of leaf, and number of flowers on a stem when increased in this
manner. The first flower that ojiened on his plant was kindly sent
to me by Mr. Poc, and reached me in good condition, and on com-
paring it with that of a chance ordinary seedling of B. Fnebeli
recently purchased at a Cork nursery, where I Mas struck by its

abnormally large leaf, measuring 13 in. by 10^ in., I found the
flowers to be identical in every way.—W. E. G.

Salvia patens as a Bedding or Border Plant.—At
hast I have propagated sufficient of this fine old pl.int to have lines

and masses of it in beds .and bonlers, and it is the ailmiratiou of

everybody, as well it may, for what blue have we to compare with
it? The colour is unique, as f.ir as I am aware; the habit, too, is

entirely unlike th.at of any other plant, or Salvia even. It is impos-
sible to make it stiff or form,al. Tlic length and elegance of its spikes
and its mode of flowering, first at the base and then all up the spikes,
are all jioints in its favour ; successiou flowering shoots also rise

from the base of the exhausted ones and from all parts
of the plant, so that there is a long continuation of bloom. We
have it in various combin,ations .and positions, in all of Mhich it

looks well ; but in none does it look so thoroughly at home, and .so

entirely eflective, as in a broad line Ijetween rows of liahlias con-
si.5ting of the white bedding floribunda n.ana and the single variabilis,

the latter, as usual with me, throwing up a few yellow flowers among
the scarlets. The white I'ahlia is in the front, the scarlet behind,
.and a broad row of the S.alvia patens between. But th.at gives no
true idea of the arrangement ; for the Salvia is not staked, and
flowering branches of it overlap and intermix with the Dalilias on
either side of it. The effect is so fine and graceful as to rebeve a
ribbon border twelve ranks deep of colour from the charge of an
excess of glare or form.ality.—D. T. Fish.

FLOWEPuS OF THE PYRENEES.
M.iY and June spent amongst the Pyrenean Mountains, or in their
neighbourhood, are delightful months, each day being crowned with
a succession of be.autiful flowers, many of them seen for the first time,
or in new situations. lLver_y fresh place at which we halted had its

special flowers, besides familiar ones. Our eyes never got tired of
them ; our tables and balconies at hotels were full of them. There
were three of us, .and on one point, at least, we were all .-'greed, and
that was, that the flowers with which we met afl'orded" us more
pleasure than anything else during our journey.

One of the party, a great walker and climber, brought from
heights inaccessible to the others treasures which made our hearts re-
joice. Even the rocks were gardens of Saxifrage, Androsace, or
Dog's-tooth Violet. Fatigue during a long day's walk seemed forgotten
when a new flower happened to turn up in our path ; on dull
days we could always see our favourites and enjoy them, thougli
the mountains were hidden ; on wet ones we sketcheil them,
talked about them, and sent selections by post to fiower-lo\in"
friends.

°

We began our flower collecting at Biarritz. There is nothing left
to be desired as regards the beauty of the actual coast, but a few
yards inland the country is very flat, and would be uninteresting but for
its abundant and brightly coloured flowers. The brightest of all is
that very local plant, the " Fleur des Frontieres " rLithospermum
prostratum), called in French, Gremil Couohe. Some, I regret to
s.ay, seeing its blue flowers, called it a Gentian, regardless°of its
position, peeping out in clusters over Gorse and Juniper bushes.
The stem is woody, leaves dark green, buds red or purple, flowers
lapis-lazuli blue, and tinged more or less outside with red* It "rows
in bogs, on barren wastes, on heaths, and near road-side hed"e3
in the district round Biarritz ; we never met with it again in the
Pyrenees. Another road-side flower is a large white Cistus with a
yellow centre, looking at a little distance off like a wild white Rose.
There is a rock at Biarritz, .an i.sland .at high tide, covered with louf
Grass which is full of this Cistus, pale pink Thrift, and yellow
Everlasting, the waves washing up all round them. In earlier
spring the Hoop-petticoat Narcissus blossomed there. In the crevices
of the flint walls under tlie Atalaye and Vieux-Port we found
single white Stocks.

On the sands were fringed Pinks, like the Cheddar Pink, Convolvu-
lus Soldanella with round fleshy leaves and Large wind-tossed
blossoms, growing besides a land stream that came rushing down
between the stones into the sea. A little yellow flower with
glaucous leaves grows just beyond the reach of the waves, also the
Horned Poppy. The waves as they fall back show the steep sand
slope of this dangerous coast. In the f.ar distance a pale blue outline
with grey shadows fades into the horizon—the last hills of tlie Pyre-
nean range ; but tho.»e hillsides are co\XTed with flowers. La Rhune
glows with pink Daphne Cueorum, and our climbing comijanion
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brought hack a great nosegay of it ; also some extra examples of

the Piiiguicula grandiflora, the blossoms of which ai-e paler and
more divided than those which we found later ; also Menziesia poli-

folia. Here we first saw the great Asphodels (Asphodelus albus and
ramosus), of which we never lost sight until we left the south of

France. It grows in waste places and roadsides at Biarritz and in

the woods at Argeles. There are beds of it high up the Entecade in

the heart of the Pyrenees. The stems, which are about 3 ft. high,

bear pinkish blossoms ornamented with brown lines outside. A.
ramosus is nearly identical, but has smaller spi lies. The English name
seems to be King hipear. Its roots acquire a great size, and I saw
how masses of them rilled the ground wliere the bank had given way.
Some oxen, says the " Botanical Cabinet, " turned up a root weigh-
ing 50 lb. The villagers cut its leaves to strew before proces-

sions.

A drive from Biarritz across the frontier into Spain is very beau-
tiful on a clear spring morning. At Biarritz one of the prettiest

sights that met our vieiv was a profusion of Cephalanthera, some-
thing like C. rubra, growing in the long Grass near the Villa

Eugenie, or in the neglected gi'ouuds. It varied from pale pink to

the deepest red. We saw it sometimes in low-lying fields and heaths,
but never growing very thickly. Another plant common in the
woods here I never saw afterwards, viz., Simethis bicolor. It is a
lovely thing, with star-like white flowers in a loose panicle, borne
upright on a strong stem about li ft. high. It has a Lily-like look, and
used to be called an Anthericum. Tlie outside of both blossom and
bud is jjurple. Fresh stars open every day, and the last day flowers

close up. On our road from Biarritz to ArgeU-s tall Acacia trees

covered with blossom grew beside the railway. We found the val-

ley of Argeliis a paradise of flowers. The meadows are nearly all

flowers with comparatively little Grass. They lie amongst the Pop-
lars and low stone walls, the latter also full of Ferns and flowers.

Orchards and Cliestnut woods slope up towards tlie mountain top?,

wherein May the snow was still lying thickly. The brilliant colours
and profusion of the flowers were more remarkable than their
rarity. The meadows were yellow with Rattle, mixed with every
shade of purple Orchis, from pure white, through mauve, to the
deepest tints of purple ; they mostly consisted of 0. maculata and
pyramidalis, also the little brown-tipped Orchis ustulata. Tall
dark Orobanches stood up here and tliere. When young these singu-
lar parasities wear gay coats as yellow as canaries ; I had one which
was quite beautiful. In the shady corners Geranium pheum grew
large and velvety, of a rich red-brown. The blue Geraniums, blue
Columbines, and Daisies filled the fields. The Columbines were after

all the prettiest of any, and show far better on these Grassy slopes
than in our home gardens. I had no idea how transparent and
beautiful they could be. Beside the streams we found Thalictrum
aquilegifolium, the flowers of which have a soft but faded look, like

old silk fringe of a pale lilac colour. They are nearly all stamens,
the petals scarcely sliowing themselves at all. Thalictrum minus
we also found. On the walls and rocks were Hepaticas, white and
blue, and a variety of Sedums, which decorated the stones in a won-
derful manner, not only with their blossoms, but with their little

fleshy leaves which were of a bright coral colour, and of grey and
glaucous green. In climbing up to the old monastery of Poey La
Houn we found the dark rocks made quite bright by means of
them. On the hillsides opposite Argelus were beds of Primula fari-

nosa, delicate pink and lilac set in bright green Moss, and Gentiana
acaulis and verna. Higher still was the snow, and where it had
melted in patches we found the beautiful little Ranunculus pyrenanis,
white as if formed of the snow itself. We saw much finer speci-
mens afterwards on the higher mountain near Luchon, but this was
the first time we had met with it. The Ranunculus family is one
of the most numerous in the Pyrenees. The smiling valley of
Argeliis leads into two deep gorges—one to Cauterets, the other to
Luz and the famous Cirque de Gavarnie ; each has steep rocky sides
with torrents and a rushing river at the bottom. The Cauterets
gorge is char.-icterised by bushes of white Heath growing amongst
the rocks ; the ledges in both are trimmed with Pinguicula of
brightest purple. This flower we found in all parts of
the mountains that were in any way damp. The iuhalji-

tants told us they were Violets. The purple Erinus and the
white grew nearly everywhere on the rocks. Linaria alpiua
and Antirrhinums, especially a white one, seemed delighted to climb
on bridges over the rivers, tempting one to stretch over in an inju-
dicious manner to obtain them. In these gorges grows the beautiful
Ramondia pyrenaica, which all guides and drivers know, and every
party to Gavarnie returns with some of it. It is therefore greatly
to be hoped it will not l)e exterminated, but we saw a good deal of
it well out of reach, and there was alnmdance of it on higher moun-
tains just emerging from the snow. Its thick tufts of curly, brownish
leaves, rough and somewhat hairy, and lilac flowers, have a
pretty effect, even at a distance. Our climbing companion brought
us a quantity of Primula viscosa, P. integrifolia. Grass of Parnassus,

Iberis or Candytuft, a round, pincushion-like plant of Saxifraga
aretioides, which bearsjjretty heads of yellow flowers on red stems.
This I have growing in a pot and doing well. Ramondia bears trans-
planting very well ; a friend of ours has a healthy tuft of it down
by his wild pond ; our own in pots blossom in the spring indoors.
From the hills above Argelts came our first bouquet of the alpine
Rose (Rhododendron ferrugineum) ; we hail a large bowl full of it on
our balcony. Our hostess and her family had never seen it in blos-
som, though it grew within an hour's walk from their residence on
the hills, yet they were fond of flowers, and had a large garden with
bushes of the scarlet single Austrian Rose, the outside of the petals
of whicli is orange ; also plenty of wild .Strawberries. In this neigh-
bourhood we found Fritillaria pyrenaica ; it is smaller than F. Me-
leagris (which grows in our Middlesex meadows), and not so strongly
chequered ; it is lined with yellow, and the petals turn up slightly.
We likewise found it again near Bagneres.

In a dripping hollow of the rook in the old Cauterets road, just
where Paclce in his " Guide " says one will find it, is wild Maiden-
hair Fern, of which I have a root growing well. One morning we
started early for the Cirque, and that day we had a feast of flowers
—flelds full of Daffodils, which we rather despised, as we have them
at home. A small striped blue Hyacinth in the fields near Luz is very
pretty. Passing through that wonderful "chaos" on the road to
Gavarnie, we saw no plants except a few small Ferns, which man-
aged to cling here and there to tlie strange-looking rocks, but the
Cirque itself as far as the snow is a perfect garden ; all the flowers of

Argeles, and more besides, are here. Soldanella, th.at lovely and
delicate little plant (a root of it which had to travel with me nearly
two months is getting on well, and pushing up new leaves) was here ;

here, too, we first found Dryas octopetala iu blossom. Afterwards
I noticed the top of the Entecade nearly covered with its dark .and

sliiny little leaves and grey linings, though the plant was not in

flower. I worked hard with my trowel to dig up some of the Iris

bulbs with which the Grass was filled. They consist of a blue kind
which does very well in England ; also the great scaly bulb of the
large Squill, a very handsome example of which was found at

the very foot of the Cirque precipices, and almost touching the
snow. We saw plenty of Saxifraga longifolia growing in crevices of

high rocks, and singularly beautiful it was swaying in the wind.
The Poplar avenues of Luz are magnificent, especially in spring.

At the foot of the Poplars, and in some other situations near water,
we found a parasite which has a blossom like that of the labiate

family ; it is lilac or deep purple in colour, and grows low iu the
Moss in clusters without any foliage. It has a white scaly root very
like that of the Tooth-wort or Lathraja, and is always damp. It

is not a pleasant looking plant, but I was fond of it, because of the
beauty of its form and internal structure—the long curved pistil

coming out of the hood, and the four large orange stamens hiilden

in the blossom. It, however, proved my greatest enemy ; I had a
fairly complete dried collection of the plants we met with, and on
our last morning in the Pyrenees I placed a piece of this parasite at

the top of my press full of paper and plants ; when I reached home
and opened the jjress, the scaly parasite had never dried at all, but
had moulded and spoilt nearly all my collection. In the woods at

Argelis we found Star of Bethlehem ; this was in a tangled coijpice.

As a rule there are not many flowers in the woods ; those formed of

Chestnut are carpeted with the finest turf, soft and dry—green
alleys, in fact, delightful to wander in on a hot morning.
The variety of foregrounds and of trees give a special charm to

the Pyrenees. The Vineyards are very unlike those dull fields

between Paris and Bordeaux. Cherries and Maples are planted for

the support of the vines, the twisted stems of which cling round
the Cherry trees and conceal them with their foliage stretching

out graceful arms from tree to tree, as if the whole orchard had
joined in a rustic dance. The thick Beech woods are beautiful in

.June ; the Oaks are just coming out into red leaf ; above them come
the Fir forests, composed principally of Silver Fir and Spruce ; some
of the former are fine old giants, from which depend long grey beards
of Lichen.
The pleasant town of Bagnferes-de-Bigorre lies amongst easily

accessible hills with laretK cut in their steep slopes. Their tops

consist literally of limestone, but the higher and barer the rocks

the more thickly do brightly coloured flowers grow out of all

their holes and crevices. On Mont Nii were the finest beds of

Gentiana acaulis we had yet seen ; not on the rock itself, but set in

red or bright green Moss between large stones. From here we went
on to Luchon, and found a fresh variety of flowers, the road being

bordered with the small red Saponaria ; the first Grass fields we
passed in the valley were thickly furnished with Astrantia major.

Having hitherto only seen a solitary specimen here and there, we
bad no idea how beautiful its silvery umbels could be growing
luxuriantly in the shape of branched specimens more than 2 ft. high.

Two years before we had searched in Stokesaye Wood, in Shrop-

shire, in hopes of finding it, but without success, though it can be
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found there. Tlie finest plants I saw were some very graceful ones
hanginj,' over the river Pifjue, at Luchon. In passing; a sliop at

Rouen in the summer I saw j;reat buuclics of tliis Astrantia tied up
for sale. It lasts a long time in water. We found the two
dark blue I'hyteumas (spicatum and orbioulare) about Luclion,

and the smaller Butterfly Orchis on the slopes below the Tour
de Castel-vieil. A little further up the road towards the Valh'e
du Lys the meadows were full of Narcissus poeticus, grow-
ing as thickly as our English Daffodils. The Vallce du Lys,
like many in the Pyrenees, ends in a sort of " cinpic " or
amphitheatre of rocks and cliffs, impassable except by a steep wind-
ing path. The way along the valley lies through open meadows
beside a stream, which ends in a series of splendid falls from a chasm
high in the mountains. The rocks and precipices are not barren,
but clothed with Beeches and Firs, underneatli whicli are natural
rockeries, well stocked with Ferns, Saxifrages, and Sedums ; the
beds of Oak and Beech Fern were greener and more luxuriant tlian

any I have ever seen, lying as they do in the spray of tiie torrent,

or spreading out over Mosses. This valley, with its Fern gardens,
was one of the pleasant places in the Pyrenees, and hei'e we tirst

saw the Lily wliose name it bears. It is Antliericum Liliastrum,
called in England St. Bruno's Lily. Those who have only seen it in
the herbaceous border cannot tliink how beautiful it is growing in
groups in the long Grass. The buds are tinged with pale green,
and the open (lowers are almost transparent pure white with yellow
stamens. To wander in these lovely fields amongst such Lilies was
truly delightful. They grew also on ledges of the rock beside tlie

torrent. There is another Anthericum which we saw on the rocks
between Argelts and Lourdes, and also near Luchon, viz., A.
raraosum, or .Spiderwort, smaller, but very white and delicate
looking. The Lily family is well represented in the Pyrenees. Near
the Pont du Roi, in a pass leading into Spain, we saw, high above
our heads, plants of the orange Pompone Lily in blossom. We
made several interesting discoveries on that day, for we found a
crimson-clustered Pink, like a little wild Sweet William, growing
in the Grass in quantities which we had not seen before ; the fields

near Luchon were full of a little gay single Pink that is wonderfully
pretty. Another flower which looks well in the meadows and on
the roadsides is' the pink-coloured Anthyllis ; it is much prettier
than the common yellow one. Hereabout we found Arnica, quan-
tities of which are offered for sale in the avenue at Luchon.
One beautiful afternoon I ascended the Entecade. I searched for

a blossom of a Cabbage-leaved plant, which never would advance
any further during our stay in the mountains. It is one of the large
Gentians (Gentiana lutea), but we never saw its blos&oms quite out ;

it grew everywhere on the higher hills in this neighbourhood, but
the guide professed to have forgotten what colour it was. At the top
I found Daffodils again, though we were well into July, quantities
of Dog's-tooth ^'iolet, beds of Sempervivums, but the prettiest thing
was Androsace carnea, with its Moss-like leaves and charming pink
blossoms. Coming down, Ifound plenty of Ranunculus amplexicaulis,
which has a pale pink tint and large bluish leaves ; also a brilliant
Forget-me-not, which only grows on high ground, and Daphne
Cneorum. Viola eornuta grows here and there in the mountains,
and sometimes a Grass field is quite coloured with its beautiful pale
purple flowers.

One of the most desolate spots which I visited is the Lac d'oo ; but
the steep and stony path leading up to it is enlivened by bushes of
Rhododendron ferrugineum, or Rose des Alpes, in full blossom,
stretching down between the gi-ey rocks into the barren valley.
One of our party having come over . Super-Bagneres and the
inters-ening mountains carried the most beautiful white bouquet we
had ever beheld, picked on the mountains ; it was made of Lilies
of the ^ alley, the lovely cream-coloured Anemone narcissiflora,
A. Pulsatilla, silky and -rey outside, a large white Anemone with
pale blue outside. Ranunculus amplexicaulis, R. aconitifolius, R.
pyrenseus, and the Vallee du Lys Anthericum, which grew also in
these higher regions. These white flowers mixed with the green
leaves of the Lilies of the Valley delighted and refreshed us with
their beauty, and filled a large bowl in our balcony, where, under
the shade of the Limes of the AUee d'Etignv and their great
bunches of ilistletoe growing close to our windows, the blossoms
kept fresh for a long time. JIaky A. Tooke.

Tall Phloxes.—The following varieties have been cliosen from
among a hundred by Mr. W. C. Barry, viz. : Coccinea, deep fiery
scarlet with a dark centre ; Emperor of the Russians, bright rosy
lilac ; Gambetta, rose with a vivid red eye ; Gloire de Puteaux, rose
with a distinct white centre ; Lothair, rich salmon with a crimson
eye

; Madame Audry, crimson-purple with a crimson centre ; Norma,
lilac with a distinct scarlet eye ; Oberon, copperj'-red ; President
Payen, vermilion shaded with lilac ; Phoceon, lilac-rose with a car-

mine eye ; Princess Louise, white, sud'used -with crimson, eye car-
mine

; Queen, pure white ; Richard Wallace, white with a violet
centre

; Rcndatler, white with a distinct purple centre ; Revo d'Or,
brilliant corisc-salmon with a cerise eye ; Selliere, dark purplish-
rose : and Vicrge Marie, pure white and of waxy texture. Tlic fol-
lowing are the cream of the novelties of IST'J, viz. : Andre Leroy,
Francis Coppec, Frederick Lemaitre, La Fille de Rolland, Queen of
Whites. York and Lancaster.
Dahlias, Double and Single.—Dahlias were rather nume-

rously exhibited at the late Crystal Palace show, and, notwithstand-
ing the high state of perfection to which this flower has attained, the
new flovyers showed a still furtlicr advance. Messrs. Keynes & Co.
still maintain tlic reputation of the veteran founder of their firm.
Lady Wimborue is quite a novelty ; it is best described as a rosy-
pink flower, and is of good shape. We have another new colour in
Mrs. Dodds, viz., lilac-purple, shading olf to a very liglit, almost
white, centre. James Vick, a jjlnm-purple flower, is probably an
advance in this class, although it is too near James Cocker to be
sliown in a stand of twelve or even twenty-four. Messrs. Rawlings,
of Romford, had also an advance in a crimson named W. Harris. It
is gi-atifying to know that tlirough good and bad report alike Dahlia
raisers still continue to devote time and talent to this showy flower.
People are not likely to again revert to single varieties. I can quite
understand tlirowing away douUe flowers that sported from the pro-
duce of single flo%\-ers ; they would be worthless. A few single va-
rieties of the Paragon type would be useful, and anybody can raise
them for themselves by saving seeds of that variety.—J. Douglas.

COLLEGE BOTANIC GARDEN, DUBLIN.
Those who judge of hardy flowers as they are represented by
some of the least attractive kinds that can be found, arranged
without any attempt at taste as a foreground to Peas and Cab-
bages in kitchen garden borders, have some ground for unbelief iu
their beauty and eS'ectiveness when compared with half-hardy bed-
ding plants, beautiful as the latter certainly are when used in mode-
ration, and not allowed to monopolise all the best positions in the
flower garden. But borders of hardy plants, as they are to be seen
at the College Botanic Garden in Duijin, form a striking contrast to
this by no means imaginary case, and they show that it is not only
in spring and early summer that a garden may be made gay by
means of hardy flowers of almost every hue, but also in autumn,
varying the plants' height from Hollyhocks, more than 11 ft., to
Ac;cna microphylla, whose height is but 1 in. or 2 in. Amongst
the most brilliant flowers in these borders are Phloxes, Sunflowers,
including besides the common single and double kinds, Helianthus
rigidus and H. californicus, the latter a deep gold-coloured double
flower about 3 ft. high ; but the intense gold colour, ahnost orange,
of Venidium calendulaceum, about 1 ft. high, makes even the
brightest Sunflower pale before it. I also noticed the pretty
Eutoca visoida, the flowers of which are a deep Gentian
Iilue, and Browallia elata, an equally beautiful light blue annual.
Mr. Burbidge intends to use the latter for greenhouse
decoration later in the season, for wliich purpose some plants are be-
ing kept in pots and not as yet allowed to blossom. The brown and
yellow annual Linaria reticulata aurea purpurea is both uncommon
in colour and pretty, notwithstanding its long name, and would
probably make a very effective bed if grown in a mass. Tritoma
ilacowani is an early and beautiful Flame-flower, and Buckwheat
has a graceful and pretty effect amongst more brightly tinted
blossoms. A white Meconopsis, of whicli no one who has yet seen it

knows the species, is one of the prettiest flowers in the garden.
The height to which plants grow in this garden is qstouishing,

and at the same time they blossom freely. The annual pale
pink hardy Balsam forms a good sized bush about 8 ft. high

;

the common ilonkshood is over 7 ft. high, and Pi,udbeekia pinnata
is almost as tall. The Canary-flower and Trop;eolum tuberosum
are about 1-t ft. high ; they are used to cover a large dead wall plant.
Instead of tlie empty space on the wall which the removal of the
latter would have caused, these climbing plants find in the dead
twigs the support they require to show their beauty to perfection.
The quantity of wall plants is one of the special beauties in this
garden. Magnolias, Edwardsia grandiflora, Colletia horrida, 14 ft.

high, Crat.tgus crenulata, a fine mass of foliage (this plant will not
fruit if it is pruned), and, most beautiful of all, a large Wistaria
covering a long space on the wall and framing a door
with green of innumerable shades ; these, with Clematises and many
other wall plants, make a fine background to the many-coloured
herbaceous borders, and, indeed, a walk between the wall and the
tall plants at the back of the border proves that the beauty of the
latter need be by no means limited to a front view. This green
alley has a very picturesque ert'ect. An Indian Dodder (Cuscuta
reflexa), which forms a large taugled mass of reddish, cord-like stems
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very brittle, looks very curious. A small piece was planted last

May ; it is now about 10 ft. high, and almost covers a plant of For-

sythia viridissima ; it, however, spreads but little ou to the adjoin-

ing plant of F. suspensa.

The brown and white-spotted Aristoloohia-like flowers of

Ceropegia elegans, a stove climber which was lately figured

in The Gakuem, are equally singular in shape and colour,

and are produced abundantly. Another stove climber of botani-

cal interest is Vitis gougylodes, which forms a tuber at the end of

every branch when ceasing growth for the season analogous to the

underground tubers of the Potato and other plants, but these tubers

are produced in the air, and fall to the ground and grow. The stem,

when onward growth is arrested, swells backwards one or two nodes.

Tubers of two swollen internodes are common, but they never

form quite up to the gi-owing point at the end of the stem. This is

one of the very few plants whose tendrils form adhesive disks, and

in this case they are already formed without contact with any sub-

stance, only two other such plants being recorded in Mr. Darwin's
" Climbing Plants." Another pecuharity of this plant is its long

aerial roots springing from cacli node, apparently for the purpose of

j^'rowiug down to tlie water. They grew over 11 ft. long on a plant

at Kew. An interesting paper on this plant has been written by
Mr. Lynch, of Cambridge. He found that tubers were unin-

jured after being kept nearly a year in a dry place, which seems as

if this mode of propagation were especially fitted for a long season

of drouglit ; but as yet the plant is only recorded from a perpetually

wet country.

Mr. Burbidge carries out the plan (which has been recommended
in The Gakdex) of supplying his Orchids liberally with both air

and light, and they appear to be as healthy as possilde under this

treatment. Ho considers that the climate of this part of Ireland is

naturally suitable for cool Orchids. As regards Filmy Ferns in close

cases, both Trichomanes radicans and Hymenophyllum tunbridgense

are found to throw out new fronds more quickly from rhizomes above

ground. The plants are grown on the surface of the peat, and kept

in their place by stones laid on the rhizomes here and there ; in two
pans of H. tunbridgense growing within less than 1 ft. of eacli

other the Fern has grown into one mass, and thrives far better

between the pans, where it is actually in mid-air, than in

either of the pans of earth. Dioniea grows best here when
planted in Sphagnum without any earth at all. Tiie Killarney

Fern was discovered in Ireland in 1805 by Dr. Mackay, the first

curator of this botanic g.arden. Spiranthes Romanzoviana, that

rarest of Irish plants, is now in bloom ; it is the only British plant

whicli is not to be found elsewhere in Europe. It grows in but one

bog in the County Cork, and has been found in the Rocky
Mountains and in other parts of North America from New York to

the Pacific. This little Orchid has three rows of white flowers, each

row quite distinct from the otiiers, like three " Lady's-tresses

"

growing in the one flower-head ; it is very fragrant. Mr. Burbidge

has raised a Calceolaria from C. fuchsi^x^folia hyijridised by the

pollen of C. Pavonia ; it is now showing flower. It somewhat
resembles C. Pavonia in growth, but the leaf is smaller and not

connate. The old Clove Carnation is reverting here to a striped

kind, of which it may possibly have originally been a sport.

Lychnis Haageana grows well and blossoms freely, judgmg from the

quantity of seed pods. Mr. Burbidge finds that it succeeds best in

strong rieli loam and in partial shade, ^'eronica Hulkeana grows
well out of doors against the wall of one of the greenhouses, and
Amaryllis Acramanm pulchella at the foot of another stone wall

is just coming into flower, and proves to be quite hardy in this

position, as do many other plants seldom trusted to outdoor culture.

In a shady corner against one of the houses is Rhodotypos
kerrioides, with pure white flowers, resembling a small white Phila-

delphus, and very like Corchorus japonicus in habit of growth, and a

young plant of Fremontia californica is growing raj)idly in a similar

position. A large plant of Muhleubeckia complexa on the rockery

was almost killed tlie winter before last and quite killed last winter,

as were also all the plants of it out-of-doors at Glasnevin. It was
fairly hardy in the County Wexford, and I think also in Edinburgh.

It is one amongst many proofs that tlie death of a plant here and
there during severe winters by no means proves that the species

grown in a somewhat different position may not be hardy. A plant

of Veronica pinguifolia succumbed to tlie winter of '78-79 in tiie

County Wexford, tliongli this Veronica proved to be one of the

hardiest kinds in the colder climate of Edinburgh.
The old water tanks about the garden, wliicli since the introduc-

tion of Vartry water are not required, are all made use of for

growing aquatic plants ; a red-berried Elder, about 10 ft. high,

looks as if it were hung with bunches of coral. The quiet country-

like effect of the shaded walks and turf amongst trees and shrubs

makes it difficult to believe that tlie old garden is not miles away
from any town, instead of being, as it is, quite close to Dublin.

C. M. Owen.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

iN'EW HARDY SHRUB.
(neviusi.v alabamensis.)

We are indebted to Mr. John Saul, Washington City, D.C.,
for directing attention to this new shrulj, which is likely

to prove hardy in this country. The annexed woodcut was pre-

pared from specimens which Mr. Saul sent us cut from plants in his

nursery during the past spring. We cannot do better than (juote

Mr. Saul's note respecting this plant, and also a letter which we
received from its discoverer, the Rev. R. D. Nevius, in compliment
to whom the genus has been named by Prof. Gray. Mr. J. Saul
says :

" I have a large stock of it, as it propagates rapidly, will grow
in any soil or situation, and has withstood 10° below zero without
injury. During May it is a perfect sheet of white bloom, and one
of the loveliest shrubs imaginable. It will grow, as I have said, in

any soil, but I recommend cultivators in England to grow it in a
dry, warm position, where it will make and ripen its growth early ;

it will then stand the winter well and bloom profusely. This remark
applies, indeed, to all North American shrubs. The flower has do
more petals than what are shown in the specimens sent."

Mr. Nevius writes as follows: "Neviusia was found by me in

1857 near Tuscaloosa (Ala.). It occurred in thickets under a long
escarpment of rock, and when in full bloom looked like a snow
wreath. Dr. Gray has written to me during the past year saying
that it has not been reported by any other collector, and is not
known to him as occurring in any other i:)lace. I found roots of it

on the south side of the river, with a northern exposure and in the
shade, where it hardly bloomed at all. In its native place it had a
southern exposure at the base of a high cliff', and at an elevation

above the tops of the trees below. At that place I have seen

virgate wreaths of it .3 ft. long covered with bloom." If it should
prove hardy and bloom equally freely in this country, as we have
every reason to expect, it will prove a valuable addition to our lists

of flowering shrubs.

IVIES.

The following selection comprises the most distinct and beautiful in

the several sections :

—

Gkeen Ivie.s kor Wall.s.—The fast-growing green-leaved kinds
are the best for all ordinary purposes, and a select list should comprise
Helix major, lobata major, lucida, digitata, grandifolia, viridis,

coriacea, and Hibberd's Emerald or priecox.

Green' Ivies fok Trellises, Rockeries, &c.—The small-leaved

varieties best adapted for a display of distinctive characters in posi-

tions where tlie elegant forms of their leaves will be seen to advantage
are Helix minor, gracilis, deltoidea, cinerea (rather tender), Hibberd's
Emerald, pedata, minima, cuspidata minor.

Variegated Ivies for Walls, Trellises, and Rockeries.—The
most robust and handsome of the variegated kinds are Manilata
pallida, canescens. For dwarf walls and select sheltered nooks in

rockeries the following are eminently desirable : discolor, sulphurea,

marginata grandis, marginata major, marginata aurea, sub-marginata,

succinata, chrysophylla.
Gkeen Ivies for Boundary Lines.—Hibberd's Emerald, Helix

major, heterophylla, crenata, lobata major, grandifolia, viridis.

VARIEG.4TED IviES FOR Edgi.xg Flower Beds.—Marginata grandis,

marginata major, succinata, canescens.

Green Climeinc; Ivies for Furnlshing Winter Beds.—Helix
major, heterophylla, tortuosa, lobata major, sagittajfolia, rugosa,

crenata, lucida, deltoidea, minima, grandifolia, viridis coriacea. These
and the following should be in pots.

Green Tree Ivies for Furnishi.ng Winter Beds.—Melanocarpa,
chrysocarpa, leucocarpa, arborescens, cuspidata major, dendroides.

VariegatedTree Ivies for Furnishing WinterBeds.—Argentea
major, argentea minor, luteola, sub-lutea, aurea, flava, striata.

Variegated Climbing Ivies for the Conserv.atory.—Marginata
grandis, marginata major, marginata media, marginata minor, margi-
nata rubra, sub-marginata, succinata.

Vakiegaeed Tree Ivies for the Conservatoky.—Argentea
major, argentea minor, luteola, sub-lutea.

S. H., in Gardener's Marjazine.

Cornus Mas elegantissima aurea.—This is one of the

prettiest variegated shrulw in cultivation when grown, as I saw it the
other day, with a single stem in the form of a pyramid, the slightly

pendulous branches being covered witli leaves deeply margined with
yellow and flushed with deep rose. It is a plant, too, that is easily

grown, and, baing a variety of the common Dogwood, is quite hardy.—Alpha.
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THE ELM TREES.
(VLMUS.)

The Elms maj- lie classed amon<; the most useful aiul ornamental of

OHr timber trees. They range iu height from the chvarf species of

Siberi.a, which sehloni exceeds 4 ft., to the towering tree of our
Knglish plains, which sometimes rises above 100 ft. in iiciglit. Tlie

toughness of Elm wood renders it of great value iu tiie arts, and its

ilurability under water or iu situations where it can be kept perfectly

dry is another strong re-

commeudation. Most of

the kinds can be freely

propagated from layers,

and some of them from
suckers. The more un-
common sorts may also

be grafted upon common
species.

The English Elm
(U. campestris) flou-

rishes in a deep loamy
soil, moist, but not wet.

It is very common in

this country as a hedge-
row tree. The wood
is generally of a rich

brow n colour, hard,

tough, .and crooked in

the grain, being conse-

quently difiicult to sjilit

or to work up. Its

medullary rays are

either altogether want-
ing, or else very difficult

to distinguish. This tree

may easily be known by
its alternate habit of

growth, each succeed-

ing year's shoots spring-

ing in alternate order
from the sides of those

of the previous year.

The leaves are also

similarly placed. These
are unequal at their

bases, rough, and doubly
serrated. The English
Elm is common to the
central and southern
parts of Europe, and
particularly to France
and .Spain, and it is also

found in the western
parts of Asia. When the
timber has to be kept
unused for any length
of time after felling it

is better immersed in

water. The strength
of its lateral fibre causes
it to be much sought
after for making blocks
for ships' rigging. It
was formerly used for
keels of ships and as
gunwales for men of

war. Now it furnishes
naves for wheels, fur-

niture, coffin boards,

pumps, and piles, and
is used by carpenters
and wheelwrights gene-
rally. The timber is but little liable to shakes of any kind,
and its sapwood proves to be nearly as durable as the heart-
wood. Without great care. Elm jdank warps very considerably
after sawing. The pnining of Elm trees is generally followed by
rapid decay of the stumps, and when these are of large size the
timber soon becomes injured. In some of the midland counties the
trees are kept closely pruned up from the time they are young, and
though they are thus rendered very unsightly, the practice is sup-
posed to be favourable to the growth of tough and gnarled nave
timber. This tree but seldom thoroughly ripens its seed in p]ngLand,
and conseouently nurserjTnen obtain a great part of their supply
from the Continent. The appearance of the blossom in early sprmg

A new Xorth American flowering Shrub (Xeviusia alabamensis).

before the leaves unfold gives to the tree a cheerful appearance in

the park, the hedgerows, and the woodlands. It Droves very
effective as a decorative tree on account of the great m.-isses of lit'ht

which the conformation of its branches and its dcn.se folia"e enable
it to reflect. It is supjioscd to be a native of Britain, as nearly
forty names of jilaces given in Poomsday Book include tlie word
Elm. The timber should be winter felled, and is best cut down
between Novcndicr and February. It was formerly extensively used
as weather boarding in the construction of houses in Kent and Essex,

and wherever fuel for
burning bricks was
scaree. The narrow-
leaved Elm is only a
variety of camiiestria.

The Scotch or
"Wych Elm (U. mon-
tana), also called the
broad-leaved l^jhn, grows
abundantly in tlie north
of England and in Scot-
land. It is generally
shorter in the trunk,
but often equal in

diameter to the Englisli

Elm. The bark is

thinner and smoother
and the wood lighter

in colour ; the leaves

are also larger and
longer towards their

points, and the shoots
stronger. It produces
no suckers. This treo

is common in Ireland.

On account of the
striking character of

its drooping br.anches

when the tree is full

grown and in full leaf,

it is better adapted to

the park and lawn than
even the English f^lm.

It flourishes in a deep
and fairly heavy soil

upon rocks, and also

upon the banks of

streams, but not near
stagnant water. The
wood is much used in

Scotland for carts and
wheelbarrows. It may
be reared from seed
obt.'iined from the tree

at the end of May,
or at the latest by
the middle of .June. It

blooms in April. The
seed is generally sown
in rows about )5 in.

apart and upon a light

soil. This tree is some-
times called the Witch
Hazel.
The Dutch Elm

(U. suberosa) is some-
times known as the

Sand Elm. It docs

not generally grow so

free from starshake as

the other species. It

is also called the Cork-
barked Elm. It will

flourish upon moist and heavy, or even upon wet land. It was
introduced from Holland iu tlie reign of William III. Its wood is

of little use.

The Smooth-leaved "Wych Elm (U. m. glabra) is a

valuable timber tree, and very fast growing. It may be propagated
by layering or by grafting upon the Scotch Elm. Evelyn calls this

the French Elm.
The Canada Rock Elm (U. amerioana) gi-ows abundantly

in North America, and particularly in New England and the Caro-

linas. Its trunk is clean and straight, with wood of a w hitish-brown,

tough, and flexible. It is extensively used in boat-building and in

turnery and coach-making. The timber is very subject to star-
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shake. It is slow of growth, adding generally about 1 in. to the
diameter of its trunk in fourteen years. It may be grafted upon
either the English, Scotch, or Dutch Elm stocks. Its leaves are

ovate and much wrinkled. Froni the colour of its ))ranohes this tree

is sometimes called the lied Elm, as distinguished from the White
Elm.

The Weeping Elm (U. pendula) grows very freely, has large

leaves, and may be grafted upon any of tlie common Elms. It is

very effective as a lawn or park tree.

The D'warf Elm (U. pumila) is a tree of low growth and a

native of llussia, producing wood very liard and tough, becoming
yellow in colour on exposure. A. J. Burrows.

The Sweet Pepper Bush.—Upon the supposition that if the
memory is well made use of, it will all the better bear a strain of

additional worlc, it is probably taken for gi'anted that a national

name may be substituted for the simple botanical synonym of any
plant. I say simple, because there is unity in the universality or

method in the meaning of the Latin names used in horticulture.

However, as an instance of how puzzled we may easily be, if, say
an American, or it might be a Kussian, or German name is given for

any special plant, I will instance a paragraph of " Justicia's " in The
Garden of August 21 (p. 177) regarding the Sweet Pepper Bush.
Taking great pleasure as an amateur gardener in my new American
garden, wliere the P^hododendrons, Azaleas, Andromedas, A'erbenas,

&c., are making a flourisliing start, I am constantly on the loolc-out

for any new addition in the sliape of a peat-loving shrub. Here,
thinks I to myself upon reading tlie greater part of tlie paragraph
in question, is a novelty for me, answering my desires in all parti-

culars, and also more especially as flowering in August when I am
on the spot to admire it. So the interest culminates, until the Last

line is reached—when, behold the sequel. Is not the Clethra alni-

folia an old acquaintance tliat I have nurtured in fair weather and
foul to be rewarded by its fresh, green, flourishing j'oung shoots and
delioiously scented flo%vers, which, forsooth, although a faithful old

friend, I have yet to be introduced to under its American title ?

Hence I scarcely know whether to be angry with or grateful to
" Justicia" for "nearly forgetting to give its botanical name." At
any rate it has supplied me witli a laugh at my own expense, and I
shall not quickly ralinquish the Sweet Pepper Bush.—M. L. W.
[Unhappily, the plant is not so common as it ouglit to be. We find
that it is not even in some botanic gardens.]

Hall's Japan Honeysuckle.—This variety, though not
new, is comparatively rare. It is called an evergreen shrub,
because its leaves are green the entire year. We all know how
delightful it is to get a glimpse of green foliage in the midst of

winter. A plant of this variety trained to our front verandah will
enable us to indulge in tliis luxury at little trouble or expense.
Then its wliite and yellow fragrant flowers are produced in great
abundance from .June to Novemlier. It is the best Honeysuckle we
have, and, in my opinion, one of tlie most valuable climbers in the
entire collection.—D. C. Barry.

5IULTUM IN PAEVO GARDENING.
1 HAVE just been reading Mr. Samuel Wood's book " Multum in
Parvo Gardening, or how to make an annual profit of £620 from an
acre of ground." I think it would be impossible for his scheme to b
carried out except in very favoured spots. As, for example, in tlie

first place not many people can atford an outlay of £623 in one
year for the construction of the garden, besides £12!) for a year's
wages, seeds, &c. , these being the amounts one is required to spend
according to Mr. Wood. Secondly, it is impossible in the north of
England to grow Peaches, Nectarines, and Tomatoes in the open air

with any degree of certainty as regards fruiting. Thirdly, it is

impossible to get Potatoes ofSf the ground by the end of May in my
neighljourhood (ilacclesfield) ; one would therefore not be able to
grow Kidney Beans on the same ground, as they would have to be
set before the Potatoes were got up, and that would have the effect

of making the profits somewhat loss. Fourthly, ilr. Wood reckons
on having an average crop of 200 Strawberries per root, which, with
all respect to Mr. Wood, I think is slightly over the mark, as,
speaking from my own experience of Strawberry growing, I should
say that 100 was almost above the average ; at any rate it is in my
neighbourhood. I also think that £1 per 1000 (the ijrice of Straw-
berry runners) is rather under the mark ; moreover, I don't agree
with him in saying that Auricula seed will be a more certain and
profitable crop than Strawljerries, because in a wet season like last

year there was a fair crop of fruit, but hardly auy seeds were

ripened. Lastly, as regards the planting of Potatoes and Radishes
at the end of December, supposing at that time, as it has been
during the last two years, the ground is frost-bound and covered
with snow, I should think it would rather upset any prospects of

making profits from eitlier of them, for it would be impossible to

plant them until the frost and snow had entirely gone. In con-
clusion, I would say, however, that tliere are some very valuable
hints on growing fruit and vegetables to be got from Air. Wood's
book, and that the time spent in reading it is not wasted.

F. R. H. S.

THE LIBRARY.

ENGLISH TREES AND TREE PLANTING.*

EvEE since Evelyn wrote his delightful treatise, full of skill,

full of gossip, full of love and practical knowledge of his

subject, and fairly exhaustive according to the scientific

measure of the age in which he wrote, there rests upon every

writer on woodcraft the responsibility of being, if not equally

gifted, at all events able to contribute some new practical

instruction, some further experience, or, at all events, to

clothe well-known precepts in well-chosen words, and to

supply fresh subject for thought. Such treatises on a study

so attractive will always be welcome, and it is a good thing

that woodcraft is so fascinating, and that the pens of so many
ready writers have filled our shelves in recent years with

books on the subject

What we do not want are the crude and ill-arranged notes

of those who, while they may have a general and even a spe-

cial knowledge of their business, are neither able to impartany

new information, nor to write decent English. It is with

real regret that we are obliged to regard Mr. Ablett's book
as one of this undesirable class, because our sympathy is

readily extended to those who from a love for woods, and
skill in their management, are moved to talk about them; all

the more, if, as seems probably to be our author's case, he

discourses in the lei.sure hours of a laborious life. It was

therefore with a strong prepossession in its favour that we
took up the book named " English Trees and Tree Planting,"

undeterred by the fact that neither in paper, type, nor binding

is there any of that nicety of taste displayed with which

authors now-a-days are wont to allure the fastidious reader.

No preface or introduction prepares us for the mode in which

the author proposes 'to approach his readers or handle his

subject, but we are flurried in the first pages—not into English

woodlands, Ijut through American forests to the Roman Cani-

pagna, and in the first chapter are treated to three and a half

pages of description of the buildings in the Farnesina Gardens at

Rome. Exhilaratedbythisexcursion, our author mightbe reason-

ablyexpected to settle down tosomethinglikeamethodical treat-

' ment of his subject, and this expectation is fostered by the

first heading of chapter ii., " The First Principles of Plant-

ing," but after a few remarks on this head the mere mention

of the Goat Willow, which " does duty for the Palm in this

country," is enough to make him dart off to Italy again and

indulge in a description of Palm Sunday in that country
;

whence he proceeds to Mount Lebanon, and discusses, with

copious c|uotations from writers sacred and profane, the past

and present state of the Cedars there, the rest of the chapter

being taken up with furtlier quotations from authorities on

husbandry from Virgil downwards. In chapter iii. we at

least expected to be allowed to return to first principles, which

were so abruptly abandoned in the previous chapter—but no,

the first heading there is elegantly named " The Modern Rage

for Planting." Now, we should have supposed that an author

* " English Trees and Tree Planting." By William H. Ablett. London : Smith
Elder, & Co. ISiO.
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;v.lvooatiii? the cause of English trees and tree planting would

have used some milder term, say, " The Modern Love or

Taste for Planting," but before time is given to consider that

we are smitchedoiY to "Tree Planting at the Antipodes."

And this is the way the reader is treated throughout the

book, until he becomes painfully aware that the entire woik

seems to be but a heap of newspaper cuttings, and that it is

probably a richitnffe of short articles contributed to gardening

and other periodicals. Still, they may be good reading enough,

and, with a silent protest against the title of the book, he

proceeds, hoping for grains of gold among the sand. P>ut

what sand it is 1 What is to be made of a sentence like

this !

Ash trees are most successfully grown wlien they are allowed to

rise in masses by themselves, but they are often grown for the sake

of variety in coiijunctiou with other trees. In the case of Scotch

Pine tliey shade the tree too much, while the Oak gets clothed with

a substantial framework of spray and leaves, and does the same ; the

Ash being a loose-headed, open tree when planted in groups by

themselves not doing this, for if the branches slightly interfere with

one another no great harm follows (p. 191).

AVe begin to suspect our author of being, like the Ashi

rather "loose-headed." Again :

—

Without doubt there are many localities that suffer from too larte

an amount of hedgerow timber wliere they (the localities ?) exclude

the daylight and liarbour vermin (p. .385).

We feel inclined to avoid these localities. Here, again, is

a sentence selected at random, the perusal of which has left

us in a state of breathless bewilderment :

—

It has been pointed out before that in many parts of Great Britain,

such as are to be found in the north, in the counties of Sutherland

and Caithness, the Orkney and Shetland Islands as well as regions

yet further north still, as Iceland, that the remains of large trees arc

found in the Mosses and bogs of such districts, which give a conclu-

sive proof that both soil and climate were adapted for the production

of timber, and as the latitude has not altered since the time when
these relics were at one time green and flourishing, where now hardly

a shrub is to be found, and where if trees be planted they will not

grow, the winds appearing to master the young plants by their dele-

terious induenee, there remains the probability that if grown timber

of the more hardy sorts were planted, they would be able to with-

stand tliem, and through their influence the soil again recover tlie

degree of fertility it was once possessed of,, as is evidenced (.^ir) by
vegetable remains, as both soil and climate become attected after a

lone interval of exposure to those damp and bleaching winds

(P.2S9).

Hard work for the commas this, and we gratefully acknow-

ledge the consideration for his readers which here induced

the author to provide a much-needed full-stop. So far as we
can make out the meaning of this marvellous passage, it advo-

cates planting exposed districts in Orkney, Shetland, and

Iceland with full-grown trees, a proposition which will scarcely

be considered within the range of practical science. But we
have been anxious to look leniently upon this book from a

literary point of view, in the hope that it might contain use-

ful description or instruction about English trees. It contains

a scattered treatise of some species, many of which are not

English, with directions for their cultivation, which might be

useful were it not for the difficulty of reference caused by
the absence of an index, and the fact that species are not

arranged alphabetically, or scientifically classified. There is,

indeed, an attempt at classification, but of the oddest descrip-

tion, as, for instance, where at p. 116, under the head of Abies

nigra, there is very little about the Black Spruce,

but a good deal about the Banyan Tree (Ficus indica),

the whole family of Abies being dismissed with a notice

of the Norway Spruce, the Black Spruce, and that

which is not a Spruce at all, but the Silver Fir, which he

is pleased to call Abies picea. We have been told lately that

we should classify Spruces in future as Picea, and Silver Firs

as Abies, and if we could all agree to do so tliere might be

some advantage gaiudi which at present is not very apparent

;

but any tyro can distinguish between a Spruce and a Silver

Fir, so when Jlr. Ablett talLs of the Silver Fir as Abies picea

at p. 118, and at p. 123 of the Balm of Gilead Fir as Picea

balsamea, wc come to the conclusion that he had better leave

Latin names alone. Having placed the Silver Fir in the

genus Abies, the solitary species which he describes in the

genus Picea is the most unworthy of all, viz., P. balsamea—

a

sorry compliment to a family which contains such noble

individuals as P. magnifica, concolor, nobilis, lasiocarpa,

Pindrow, &c.

Scientific names are throughout the book a sad stumbling-

block to our author. Of course, their only use is that of

accurate classification, but Mr. Ablett seems to think that they

are interesting in themselves, for sometimes he omits the

specific name altogether, as, for instance, at p. 165, where the

Oak is designated scientifically {T) as Quercus, no notice

being taken of the interesting difi'erence between Q. sessili-

flora and pedunculata; and this is a book on English

trees I

Xor is this writer happier when shunning the dry paths

of scientific description ; and, giving a loose rein to his

imagination, he is carried into the wide field of metaphor

and sentiment. Discoursing of the Horse Chestnut, which

he has with doubtful sagacity resomraended his readers to

plant " in a somewhat moist meadow," he says,

Many comparisons have been instituted as being suitable to the

Horse Chestnut, some of a favourable nature, as the "giant's

nosegay,"' the "giganticHyacinth," while another of an unfavourable

description fixes it {•ik) as an emblem of ostentation, in reference to

the gay appearance of its blossoms, and the profusion with which

they are scattered on the Grass, with the comparative uselessness of

its timber, and the wortlilessness of its fruit (p. 21."!).

Worthless as the fruit is, however, he says that

—

The Turks are accredited with tlie practice of grinding the nuts

to mix them with the food of their Iiorses, from which, according to

some, is tlie derivation of the name.

We should have had a word to say in favour of this book

had its author quoted this wretched piece of etymology in

order to refute it, and had given the true meaning of the

prefix " horse," which denotes here, as in horse-play, horse-

laughter, horse-leech, coarseness or want of refinement.

Chapters xiv. and xv. are devoted to what ilr. Ablett chooses

to call " Ornamental Planting ;" but it seems that he limits

the use of that term to shrubberies, and does not enter upon

the art in its higher and more difficult branch of laying out

parks and landscape gardening, though he admits' briefly that

such things may be done. Chapter xvi. contains some good

practical instruction on the management of Osier beds, and

the succeeding chapters on hedge-row timber, coppice-wood, and

the management of hedges form, in our opinion, the part of

the book that deserves most attention. Chapter xix._ on sea-

side planting also contains some good practical advice, and

we agree in recommending the common Elder as an excellent

nurse in plantations exposed to the sea blast. The book is

brought to a close as abruptly as it began by a short account

of the ascent of the sap.

Although we feel pain in pronouncing a book to be badly

written and through the greater part of it worthless, we fear

that no other verdict can be given in this case ; for whether

;Mr. Ablett's work is examined as a scientific manual, a tech-

nical treatise, or merely as a discourse on a pleasant suliject,

such as :Mr. Francis Heath gave us two years ago in his charm-

ing gossip about " Our Woodland Trees," it falls very far

short" of what ordinary knowledge of the subject and of the

English language should enable a careful writer to produce.

We'^lay ilr. Ablett's work down with an uncomfortable feeling

that it contains more commas and less sense than most books,

which it has been our misfortune to peruse. Salhoxiceps.
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LEAFLETS.

The most brilliant flowers that have ever graced my room
are spikes of the Cardinal-tlower, grown in Mr. Leopold Roths-

child's garden at Ascott. The flowering portion alone of the

shoots is IS in. long. The most gorgeous blooms of the new
large Tiger-flower (Tigridia grandiflora) look quite sordid

beside them, and yet people say we cannot get " colour " at

this season from hardy flowers. In this noble Cardinal-flower

we have the finest form as well as colour compared with which
that of the finest Pelargonium is inconspicuous. Then the

individual flower is also beautiful. Put this flower in a long

heavy line or too heavy masses and its beauty is half lost, or

neutralised by other flowers, but place a group—three or four

spikes—in a quiet place in a bed of choice shrubs or Rhodo-
dendrons, and then the colour of it is more splendid than words
can give any idea of.

I am indebted to Mr. Robert Parker, of Tooting, for a hand-
ful of flowers of the various forms of that fine old plant the

common Everlasting Pea (Lathyrus latiiolius). These varie-

ties are of the highest value for gardens. Their names are

L. latifolias Turiieri (a delicately striped form), roseus,

splendens, albus, and the old typs. We will make no com-
parisons where all are beautiful and so vigorous and hardy,

that they may be grown in any hedgerow, or ditch bank, or

copse, or grassy bank if no room can be spared for them in

the garden. In all the above positions they do without
staking, and are much better aud more graceful without it.

Staking ought to be abolished.

How very .handsome the double Tiger Lily is! not a
lumpy or solid double flower, but rather double row.s of petals.

One superb candelabrum-like siioot sent me by Mr. Stevens
has nine blossoms in various stages, each on stout firm foot-

stalks from G in. to 8 in. long. It is a noble plant, quite
as good as the finest single forms of the same species.

#

".Justicia" (p. 177) is verysevere on Conifers, and seems to think tliat
it would be no loss to English gardens if the majority of them were
swept away entirely. I ieel sure that if he would favour us with a
visit (the gardens are open to the public on Wednesdays and Satur-
days) he would say that we would lose a most important feature if

our Conifers were removed. We have nearly all the varieties that
are worth growing, from the hardiest Pine and .Juniper to Crypto-
meri.a Cuuninghami : and although the latter can scarcely be said to
flourish in the open air, almost all other kinds grow witli a luxuriance
etjual to that of the hardy Scotch Fir, and as regards rapidity of
growth I think many of the most beautiful Conifers well worthy of
culture as timber producers. Last winter we cut out specimens of
the Hemlock Spruce, Abies Uouglasi, and Cupressus niacrocarpa
that had been planted from fifteen to eighteen years, and they
averaged over 1 in. in diameter for each year's growth. We have
also many Wellingtonias that have stems which, for quantity of
timber produced under twenty years, would far exceed any of our
native trees—perfect pyramids—dense masses of verdure from base
to summit. The only misfortune is they form such strong annual
growths that they are liable to lose their leaders by gales of wind,
that snap them off when in a soft, unripened state. I agree with
"Justioia''that the Conifers which one sees near to wnsareby°no means
ornamental, nor even in small gardens in the country unless judicious
selection is exercised as to kinds suited to the positions which they
occupy. But to condemn the whole tribe of Conifers as useless for
ornamental purposes is really too bad on the part of a writer who
professes to wish to see a more natural style of gardening adopted.
[Mr. Groom does not seem to remember the. parar/raph. "A lowland
country, like very much ofEmjland and Ireland," are the words used
Lmton is on a pleasant hill. Would all Conifers so fjood there esc ipem the weald beyond?] ISSow we are gay with flowers, and probably
at present those portions of the pleasure grounds where the flower-
beds are located would carry off the palm with most observers ; but
through the long winter and still longer spring we owe so much to
the Conifers for the warm, furnished look wliich the grounds possess,
that I feel sure " Justicia" would raise his voice in their favour if he

could see them. Thuja Lobbi in a dozen years has run up to the
tops of our ordinary Oaks of a hundred years' growth, and the lower
branches rest on the turf. Abies grandis and Abies Kasiocarpa or
Lowi planted here in lSO(i are already over 30 ft. high, and I could
enumerate scores of others that are doing equally well, and that
promise to attain the full height which they do in their native haunts.
In short, I look upon Conifers as the noblest and most enduring orna-
ments of English gardens.— J. Groom.

»

I should be obliged to Mr. Groom for information as to the

whereabouts of all the many fine Araucarias one used to see

about London about twenty years ago. I remember there

were some very fine ones in a well-known garden at Isleworth

and others in the neighbourhood, but the last time I was there

I only saw a few stumps of their remains. Mr. Groom no
doubt can call to mind many promising plants of the Mon-
terey Cypress (Cupressus niacrocarpa) which have disappeared

in many gartlens during recent winters, even in favourably

situated gardens ; and the Monterey Piue(Pinus insignis)—in

how many hundred gardens has that died or rusted 1 It

would be eas3' to make a very long list of failures of this sort.

The meaning of my note was this : Let those whose grounds

thoroughly suit them plant Conifers as much as they like, but

do not spoil half the small gardens in England by dotting

them over with Conifers not proved to be really hardy, and
which never get beyond the " green extinguisher " stage. I also

wanted to call attention to the ugliness of these little pert

specimens generally stuck over lawns on pretty much the

same principle of " dotting " design as that carried out in the

planting of Cabbages.
*

There are some brilliant and well-grown Gladioli in Bat-

tersea Park, and their association with Cannas is a good one
;

but when the whole arrangement forms a solid and level mass,

then the full value and stately grace of the Gladiolus are

not seen. The close serried or level-topped mass is a great

enemy to really good efleots in gardens. We want relief

and a variety of combinations, but care should be taken

that each fine plant can show its form and beauty. Lilium

auratum is one of the fine plants that suffer in this way.

We must break up beds as well as shrubberies. The old

way of putting the tallest in the middle, and gradually

working downwards, so as to form a compact mass, is all

wrong.

I read in a building journal as follows : Ai the Jiouse

ii four centuries old, r/eometricid beds woidil he appropriate.

That is generally the idea of the building mind when it has

to deal with gardens. But I trust all who care for real beauty

in a garden will fight against builders having anything to do
with gardens. There is, of course, no reason why the earth

and flowers and Gra.ss should be converted into a carpet pat-

tern before a house four centuries old than any other. There

are many old English houses fairer with the soft turf rolled

out before them than they could be made by any " geome-
trical gardening." Where a true old garden exists, or even

the site of one, as at Haddon, I should be the first to save it.

Such old gardens were far from being the poor hard and flat

things which their modern revivers would seem to think.

There are some fine old houses the efl^ect of which is marred
by new Dutch aud other very artificial and very barbarous

gardens.

A writer in a contemporary makes a mistake that is worth
pointing out in these columns, where it has been pointed out

before. She is praising hardy flowers, and adds—
But gain without loss cannot be obtained in this world, and the

great disadvantage of the old-fashioned flowers lies in their short
duration—they are over when our modern gardens are at their
gayest ; and as our present habits necessitate autumn gardens, we
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canuot give up our beiUliug-out plants for any amount of interesting

out-of-ilate flowera sueli as our ancestors delighteil in.

The stiitouiont is as wronij and inisleadiiig as a statement

ran be. Numbers of the nobler llowers bloom in autumn and
late summer. Among the fairer flowers yet .'oen bj" man are

the Cardinal-flowev (well grown), tlie White Japan Anemone,
the Flame-llower (Tritoma), and a bright tall Phlox. No one

who pays a little attention to the subject need fail to find

many plants worthy of association with these, and all hardy.

There are a score of noble Lilies alone that flower in the

iiutumn in tlie open garden !

TH E INDOOR GARDEN,

New Golden Maiden-hair Fern (Ailiantum WiUlamai).—
Of tills beautiful Fern, named in compliment to Mr. B. S. Williams,
and imported by him, thriving young plants may now be seen in hii,

nursery at Holloway. It succeeds best in a greenhouse temperature,
in which it ci'ows as freely as A. ciiueatum. As will be seen by the
annexed illustration, it somewhat resembles A. chilense, but dill'ers

from it in its Larger size and freer growth and in the peculiar form of

the pinnules, which resemble those of A. Veitchianum. There is also

a peculiar undulation of the surface of the fronds. The cauilex is

creeping, ami makes its way to the sides of the pot in which it is

Xew GoUen MuiJcn-hair Peru (AJIantiiai Williamsi).

The editor of the Journal of Botany is glad to see that the

Athenojiim of August 14 directs attention to a new "depar-
ture " in the way of printing scientific names in the last

number (205) of the " Proceedings of the Royal Society."

The following sentence from p. 562 is a sample :
" If we

compare the plants from the Mackenzie River with the Ter-

tiary Floraof the United States, whichhas been very thoroughly

worked up by Professor L. Lesquereux, we find eight species

in common, viz., Tax. did., Seqa. Lawjid., Glijpt. Uivj., Cor.

JiTQnar., Pop. Richards, Popidus Arctica, BetuJa, macro-
phijlla, and Plataniis aceroides (1)." We trust that this most
objectionable method of abbreviation will find no followers,

although it has the sanction of our leading scientific society.

Who would have thought it possible that a new terror could

be added to botanical nomenclature ] Justicia.

grown. It is a native of Peru, where it is found on mountains
growing at an elevation of 12,000 ft. As a Fern for cutting purposes
or for exhibition it wdl be invaluable.

Large White-flowered Oleander (Xerium Maddeni grandi-
florum).—This is a beautiful pure white variety, the flowers of which
are quite 2 in. iu diameter, and it is very free flowering. Treated
like a Camellia, but with a little more water when gi-owing, it will

produce blossoms in abundance.

—

Alpha.
Masdevallias.—Representations in theFloral Jlfagn-ine of three

flowers purport to be ^1. Lindeni. M. coccinea, and ^I. Harrj'ana,

but the one named Lindeni appears to be Harryana with a white,

instead of a yellow, tube and throat. At any rate, it is more like

this than the original Lindeni. Curiously enough, the Bot. Mag.
figure (pi. .591)0), which is called Lindeni, is, ontlie authority of Dr.
Reichenbach, Harryana.—H.
Tillandsia Lindeni var. Regeliana—This is the slender,

free-Howering variety originally described under the name of Wallisia

Lindeni.—W. B. H.
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NOTES or THE WEEK-

A Beautiful Greenhouse Plant.—Mr. Niven, Botanic

Gardens, Hull, writes us as follows : "I enclose herewith a branch

o£ Lisianthus called Russeliauus, but which I believe to be L. glauco-

folius, a much more vigorous grower." The specimen sent was cer-

tainly very beautiful, bearing, as it did, half-a-dozen rich, shining,

violet-purple blossoms about 2 in. across. It is distinct from the or-

dinary form of L. Kusselianus in the leaves being broader and more
glaucous, the flowersmore plentiful, larger, and of a deeperhue,and, as

Mr. Niven says, apparently a more vigorous grower. It is a matter

of regret that this and the beautiful L. Russelianus, which formerly

was a favourite object of culture with a few growers, should not be

oftener seen and heard of. True, their management is said to be difh-

cult, but they well repay any extra care which they may receive.

Curcuma Roscoeana.—This is one of those plants that have

of late years fallen into comparative neglect, though few more desir-

able stove plants are in cultivation. It grows from IJ ft. to 2 ft.

high, and the sliowy part of the plant is the peculiar lip-like bracts

with whicli the erect flower-spike is thickly furnished. These bracts

are of a bright reddish-orange liue, and each encloses two or three

small flowers of a clear yellow colour. Of this species we saw a

large number in flower a few days ago in Mr. Parker's nursery at

Tooting, where they made a fine display, and contrasted well with

another species, C. petiolata, which is strikingly similar in all respects,

except in the colour of the bracts and flowers, which are of a fine

bluish-purple. Both are natives of tropical India, and hence require a

stove temperature for their cultivation, which is of the simplest kind.

It is remarkable that such handsome plants, which now are so un-

commonly met v.'ith, should have been supplanted by others much
inferior as regards beauty and showiness.

Lily Mrs. A. Waterer.—Of this beautiful new hybrid Lily

Mr. Anthony Waterer sends us a very fine specimen from his nursery
at Knap Hill. The flower-stem bears six fully-expanded blooms,
each measuring about 9 in. across from tip to tip of the petals. The
colour, as we remarked in our note last week, is pure white spotted
with conspicuous dots of bright reddish-purple ; the exterior of the
petals is stained also witli a reddish tint. The habit of growth
appears to be very similar to that of L. speciosum, but the leaves

are broader and of a shining deep green. Mr. Waterer informs us
that it was raised by Mr. Thomson, formerly superintendent of the

Crystal Palace Gardens. Its parentage is between L. auratum and
L. speciosum.
Kolreuteria paniculata.—Of this handsome Chinese tree

Mr Stevens, of Bylieet, brings us a flowering branch, a condition in

which it is not often seen, although it is by no means an uncommon
plant. Even when not in flower the tree has a remarkably fine

appearance on account of its spreading deep green leaves, consisting

of about a dozen pairs of coarsely-toothed leaflets. The flowers which
are yellow, though insignificant in this case, are showy iu better

climates than that of England. They are borne in large loose clus-

ters terminating the branches, and each flower is succeeded in autumn
by large bladdery capsules, which too are not unornameutal. Before
the leaves fall off in autumn, for the tree is deciduous, theyassume'a
deep golden-yellow hue, which likewise adds to its beanty. Judging by
the healthy appearance of the specimen before us, the tree evidently
thrives well in the deep light soil at Grasmere, but in cold soils and
situations it does not appear to flourish. It is a tree which ought
to be in every garden where there is a light warm soil.

Ageratum Multum in Parvo.—The various forms of the
common Mexican Ageratum (A. mexicauum) have now become
important subjects in bedding arrangements, especially the dwarf
kinds, and this has led people to direct attention to them, in order
to obtain sorts of dwarf, compact habit and profuse flowerers. The
other day we saw a new variety bearing the above name in the Grove
Nursery, Lower Tooting, which Mr. Riches is now distributing. All
the older kinds are grown in the same quarter, but Multum in Parvo
greatly surpasses them in dwarf, compact growth and in the freedom
with which it flowers. Some of the kinds have a tendency to throw
their flower-stems much above the foliage, especially towards the end
of summer, but in Jlultum in Parvo the flowers do not overtop the
foliage, but form a dense, rounded tuft, a habit of growth particu-

larly desirable in bedding designs.

A Pine Golden-rayed Lily (L. auratum van).—Lately we
have had occasion to allude several times to some unusually fine

Lilies that have come under our notice. The present one, sent us
by Mr. Stevens, is one of the finest forms of L. auratum we have ever
seen, not even omitting the fine introduction of Mr. Maries, the
variety platyphyllum shown by Messrs. Veitch a week or two ago.

Mr. Stevens' specimen bore two expanded flowers and a couple of

buds on one stem. The flowers measured fully 1 ft. across, and the
petals 3J in. across. The central bands of the petals were stained

with a blood-red hue, similar to that in the variety pictura, of which
in fact it is probably a major form. L. auratum appears to delight in

Mr. Stevens' garden, where it is allowed to remain undisturbed in

light, deep, peaty soil among the Rhododendrons and other shrubs.

White Monkshood (Aconitum album). -There are two or three
kinds of Monkshood with white, or at least whitish, flowers, but this

is the best. Specimens of it in flower have been sent to us by Mr.
Stevens, who grows all the varieties, and he considers this one to be
much superior to either A. Napellus album, A. Anthora, or A. Lycoo-
tonum. It is by no means a common plant, and we have only met
with it in one of the London nurseries. It may be distinguished at

a glance from the others by the remarkable high hood of the flower,

higher, in fact, than in either of the other species, and also by being
of a pure white, and not a dirty white, colour. It is apparently a
very free bloomer ; it grows about 4 ft. high, and has widely-spread-
ing flowering branches. It is a little later iu coming into flower than
the white form of A. Napellus.

Kniphofia grandis.—This superb variety of the Flame-
flower is one of the most conspicuous in the fine display now in per-

fection at Mr. Parker's nursery. It is used with excellent efl'eet in

lines with Phloxes, Larkspurs, variegated Grasses, and other plants
which Mr. Parker knows so well how to arrange so that the colours,

h.armonise. This Flame-flower, which is upwards of 4 ft. in height,

has long spikes of brilliant scarlet flowers, and is in our opinion by
far the handsomest form we have seen, its stately appearance even
when not lin flower being also highly ornamental. Another kind,

called nobilis, a variety of K. aloeoides, is likewise a desirable plant.

It is earlier than the preceding, which is a distinct character.

New Clematis.—Mr. T. Boston, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries,

sends us a new hybrid Clematis of the Viticella venosa type, the
flowers of which are large and of a delicate pale mauve. It is a
remarkably free flowering variety, as the branch, about 3 ft. in

length, had a flower produced opposite every leaf. It will, no doubt,
prove to be a valuable free-flowering summer kind. Another new
Clematis was also sent, named Othello, the flowers of which are of

a rich deep purple colour, about 4 in. across, though earlier in the
season they are said to be fully double this size.

Gentiana affinis.—We notice that this new species is again
flowering in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting, where it has proved to
be quite hardy. Tliough not so showy as some of the other species,

the Willow Gentian (G. asclepiadea), for instance, it is a desirable

hardy flower, and one which will, no doubt, be more attractive when
it acquires greater vigour than it even now is. The flowers, which
are deep indigo-blue, belong to the section in which they are arranged
in a racemose manner on tall slender stems. Last year we gave a
woodcut of it in The Garde.x (p. 36.3). This is one of the few
Rocky Mountain species we have as yet in gardens out of about
half-a-dozen to be found in that region.

Variegated Tulip Tree.—An example of vax-iegation in the
Tulip tree has been sent us in the form of a variety bearing the name
of Liriodendron tulipifera aureo-marginata. The leaves are large,

and the deep glaucous green so characteristic of the ordinary Tulip
tree is margined with a band of yellow-green, which is very distinct

and conspicuous.

International Potato Exhibition.—We would remind
our readers, and especially intending competitors, that the 14th iust.

is the last day for making entries for Jlessrs. Suttons' prizes at the
Crystal Palace exhibition for eighteen varieties of Potatoes (distinct),

nine tubers of each. All entries should be made to Mr. J. Ai
McKenzie, Tower Chambers, Moorgate, London, E.C.

Popularity of Hardy Flo'wers.—We have no surer sign

of the growing taste for hardy flowers than is afforded in nurseries at

the present time, and particularly in the smaller ones, which have
hitherto been devoted chiefly to the production of tender bedding
plants. The other day we were in such a nursery at Tooting, in

which a year or so ago one could scarcely find a hardy plant, the

houses and ground being exclusively occupied with bedding plants,

&c. Now the Grove Nursery, for such is its name, bids fair to-

become in a great measure a hardy plant nursery, and, judging by
the healthy stock Mr. Riches already possesses, the soil is admirably
suited to the purpose. A few beds were especially attractive ; one
of these was filled with the beautiful yellow-flowered Missourian
Evening Pi-imrose (<Enothera missouriensis), robust young plants

raised early in the season from seeds, and now well-nigh 1 ft. across

and covered with flowers. Another showy bed consisted of the

double scarlet Geum (G. eoccineum fl.-pl.), so useful for cutting pur-

poses, and quite as good or even superior to a double scarlet Pelar-

gonium. The double Mayweed (Matricaria inodora fl.-pl.), also-

excellent for cutting, is grown largely, as well as a host of other
fine har'dy perennials. The so-called florists' flowers, suehas Phloxes,

Violas, Pansies, and Pentstemons, make a fine display. The culti-

vation of hardy plants is evidently fast gaining ground.
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PLANTS riGUKEl).

Ac.AVK noRKiHA (Bot. Mag., pi. C.311).—Though well known to

most ailmirers of this class of plants, this species does not appear
to have been tigured before. Mr. liaker states that it is now to be
found in all the more complete collections, but usually under the

name either of A. Kegeliana or Desmetiana , botli of which
rightfully belong to species of another section. The drawing was
made from a plant belonging to Mr. Peacock, which, with a number
of others, has been on exhibition for a considerable time in the

south wing of tlie temperate house at Kew, where it flowered in

the spring of this year. Ag.xve horrida is one of tlie most attractive

of the smaller species, the leaves being about 1 ft. long, and the

flower-scape about ti ft. high.

Beoonia (?) D.vvK u-.\N.\ (" Revue Horticole," p 290, with a

coloured figure).—Reference to this plant has already been made in

The Gakdf.n'. After Hgui'ing it, M. ('arriere saw dowers, and dis-

covered that it was an Urticaceous plant or Nettle, and Mr. N. E.
Brown, of Kew herbarium, has since determined it to belong to the

genus Pellionia. It is a trailing plant, with sm.all, oblique, prettily

variegated leaves, in which olive green, bronze, and dark green are

associated.

BrtKLANDiA poPULNEA (Bot. Mag., pi. 6507).—This is stated to

be one of the most beautiful trees of the forests of the Sikkim
Himalaya, at elevations of 4000 ft. to 0000 ft. ; also not unfrecjuont

in the Khasia Mountains and the mountains of Sumatra. Although
a large tree, attaining 100 ft. in height, it is very ornamental when
quite young. The figure was prepared from a young plant a few
feet high in the temperate house at Kew. Bucklandia belongs to

the same family as Hamamelis and Parrotia, and has, like these

genera, inconspicuous flowers, but the foliage is very striking. The
leaves of Parrotia persica assume the most lovely tints in autumn,
whilst those of Bucklandia are highly coloured when they first un-

fold, afterwards changing to green. They are ample (4 in. to in.

across), somewhat heart-shaped, and borne on long stalks. In colour

they are of a glossy green, with red midrib and nerves, the young
ones more or less deep blood-red throughout beneath, but above
shot with green.

Camellia Baroxse de Bleichp.odep. (IUus. Hort., pi. 378).

—

This is described as a free-flowering variety, and it has large, com-
pact, white flowers, suffused with pink and irregularly banded and
feathered with bright Rose.

CaR.\GUATA LINGUL.iTA VAR. C.\RDIXALIS { lUus. Hort., pi.

374).—M. Andre relates that he found this striking plant in July

1S76 on the Western Cordilleras of New Granada, and subsequently

in Ecuador, inhabitating warm temperate regions at various alti-

tudes. That it is really no more than a very fine variety of the

old Caraguata lingulata there is little doubt, though tlie author states

that he has not yet had an o;->portunity of examining the flowers.

Tne rosulate bracts of the infloresence spread some 6 in. to S in., and
are of a deep crimson, tipped with green. .Some of the shorter

inner ones are bordered with yellow, and the innermost of all are

tipped with white. A plant of a less brilliantly coloured variety

•was lately presented to Kew Gardens.

Chioxographi.'* jafonica (Bot. Mag., pi. G510).—This is a rare

and curious member of the Melanthaceai of more botanical interest

than ornamental value. It was raised and flowered in the establish-

ment of Messrs. Veitch from seeds sent home by Mr. Maries. It is

a glabrous perennial herb, in. to 12 in. high, with rosulate root-

leaves, and an unbranched leafy scape bearing a spike of white
flowers, having long narrow perianth segments. Tire perianth is

remarkable in leaving usually too, sometimes three, of the six

segments suppressed or reduced to short stumps, looking as though
they had been cut off.

CypRiPEDir.M .Stoxei PLATyT.ENiuM (Floral Mag., pi. 414).—
An exceedingly showy variety. The figure represents a scape bear-

ing four enormous strangely-coloured flowers. The broad sepals are

white, banded with brownish-black; the exactly slipper-shaped (that

is, of the toe-part of a slipper) laljellum is dull red, aud strongly

veined with a darker tint ; and the lateral petals, wliich are about
5 in. long, are yellowish-white, blotched and tipped with choco-

late-brown.

Db.^c^xa (Cokdyline) ekecta ALBA (Illus. Hort., 1)1. .372).—

A robust plant in the way of D. Regina;, with white margins to the

leaves. Evidently a variety that will stand a good amount of wear
and tear.

Odostoglossum odoeatum (Bot. Mag., pi. G.502).—This belongs

to the group having numerous relatively small flowers, which in

this species are sweet-scented. They are of a dull dark yellow,

regularly spotted with red. A native of the humid aud gloomy
forests of the .Sierra Nevada of Merida at an elevation of 7000 ft.

to SOOO ft. It is not new to cultivation, though not previously figured.

OiHiNTOGi.o.ssuM TunTDiANs (Ploral Mag., pi. 407).—This very
striking Odontoglot was introduced by \Varscewiuz from Now
Gr.anaila some years .ago, but it is still comparatively rare. It has
purple-brown sepals aud petals tipped with green, and the petals

have some green markings near the base ; the lal)elhim is white,
figured with mauve. The plate was prepared from a specimen fur-

nij.lied l)y Mr. B. 8. Williams.
Phscatokea KiMiiRiATA ( " ( iartenflor.a," pi. 1008.)—Alhed to P.

Payaiia and P. coronaria, but ditl'ering in the fimljriate lip. Dr.

Regel thinks it may possibly have to be united with P. P>ai',khousiana.

The sejjals and petals are ivory-white iu their lower half, shading
upwarils into a rosy-purple. Supposed to be a native of t!\o

mountains of New Granada.
PoLYiioNiiM amplexicaule (Bot. Mag., pi. 6500).—One of the

handsomest of the Bistorts, and not unknown in our gardens, though
not commonly cultivated. It is a native of the llim.alaya Moun-
tains, and has haen introduced on various occasions. Being a vari-

able species, it has received several names, among others speciosum
and petiolatum. There are two varieties represented on the plate

quoted, the one having deep red .and the other white flowers. They
were raised from seeds sent to Kew from the extreme north-west

Him.al.aya by Dr. Aitchison, and flowered in Septemljer and October
of last year. Like P. bistortum, this species grows in tiift.s from a
strong underground root-stock, but it is a slender, graceful plant,

with relatively loose flower-spikes, especially in the white-flowered

variety.

PoLYcioNUM cn.sPiDATUM (Bot. Mag., pi. 050.3).—Under the

above name and that of P. Sieboldi, this vigorous and handsome
herbaceous plant is well known to many who can appreciate masses

of elegant foliage unassociated with brilliant flowers. But the

flowers, if not showy, are pretty, and render the plant very

attractive late in the autumn, when the leaves of many things are

already beginning to fall. It grows G ft. or more in height, and
with its congener, P. saohaliense, deserves a place in every garden

where there is suflicient space for masses or clumps of the larger

herbaceous plants. They are natives of North-Eastern Asia, and
perfectly hardy in this country.

RiioDODEXDROS CoMTE MiciiEL CoRixALDi ( " Flore des Serres,

"

pi. 2387-8).—A fine variety with large pyramidal trusses of dark

flowers of good form, and of a beautiful deep lilac suffused with

violet, aud the centre of the divisions of a bright carmine, the four

lower divisions being speckled with carmine, aud the upper one with

black. Raised in tlie establishment of Van Houtte.

Ruellia Portell.^ (Bot. Mag., pi. G49S).—An elegant, though

not particularly showy, Acanthad, native of Brazil, introduced into

the Royal Gardens, Kew, by Senor Francisco Portelhi. It is a slender,

erect, branching herb or half-shrub, about 1 ft. liigh, covered with a

fine velvety pubescence, and having small leaves traversed by a

lighter green midrib and lateral nerves. The rosy-pink flowers are

solitary in the axils of the leaves, appearing in succession as the

branches elongate. They are li in. to IJ in. long, the tubuhar por-

tion being very narrow", and the spreading limb about 1 in. across.

It is described as a very free-growing species well adapted for winter

decoration as a stove plant.

SiLENE Elisaiseth.e (" Gartenflora," pi. 1009, fig. 2).—One of the

finest alpine species of the genus inhabiting the Alps of the Southern

Tyrol anil Northern Italy. It grows only a few inclies high, and the

carmine flowers are nearly 2 in. across ; the petals are deeply notched

and finely toothed.

STEPHA.NOPnY.saii LONGiFOLiUM ("Belgique Horticole," 18S0,

pi. 4).—A half-shrubby Acanthad with showy vermilion and yellow

flowers, having a very short tube which suddenly exp.ands into a

broad throat.
°
In shape the corollas resemble those of tlie Foxglove,

but they are inferior in size, being about 1 in. long. Professor

Morreu describes this plant as an elegant under-shrub (under culti-

vation), 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, with slender glabrous branches and

narrow leaves. The flowers are few in number, in slender spikes. A
native of Brazil, flourishing in a temperate house.

Vriesh gutt.vta ("Belgique Horticole," ISSO, pi. 1-2).—The

foliage of this fine Bromeliad has been known for some two or tliree

years, and was first figured in the ill. Hort., pi. 200. Professor

Morren now publishes a life-size portrait of a flowering plant. The

leaves, it will be remembered by those who have seen the species,

are short, broad, and irregularly Idotched with purple. The inflores-

cence proceeds from the centre of the tufts of leaves, and after rising

a little aljove them hangs over, the flowering portion of the scape

being entirely pendulous and much longer than the leaves. The

flowers are in two rows, and almost enclosed by the large bracts,

but they are not closely packed together, as iu most species of the

genus ; in fact, the bracts scarcely overlap eacli other at all. The

bracts are white, sufl'nsed with flesh colour, and the flowers yellow.

W. B. Hem.sley.
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PLATE CCXLVIIL—THE ERANTHEMUM3.
(with a coloured figure of E. CIJfNABARINUM.)

Of the many beautiful and interesting plants which the mania
for new and rare introductions has driven into oblivion, none
have more right to complain of unmerited neglect than the

members of the Order to which the plant here figured belongs.

If we except the old Erantliemum pulchellum, one or two
Jiisticias, and Aphelandras, it may safely be said that of

the many beautiful and useful plants belonging to the Order

Acanthaceaj, very few are known to horticulturists of the

present Jay. A few years ago one of the most attractive

classes of plants in the Palm House at Kew during the winter

months was the Acanthads, the beautiful and graceful butter-

fly like flowers of many of which gave the house quite a gay
aupearance during that dreary season. It was from a phint

in that collection our figure was prepared, and a ghxnce at it

will be sufficient to convince any one of the value of snch

plants for ornamental purposes.

Eranthemums are widely distributed over the Tropics, being

found in South America, plentifully in India and the islands

of the Pacific Ocean, several in Africa, and one or two in

Australia. They will therefore all require a stove tempera-

ture, though most of them may be grown in a frame in sum-
mer, and one or two are sufficiently hardy to be wintered in

a warm greenhouse. A rich loamy soil, well drained, with a
moist atmosphere and plenty of water at the roots when
growing freely, with judicious pinching, are all that is re-

quired for their successful growth. They may be made to

flower at almost any time of the year, though winter is the

proper flowering season for most of them, and it is then they

are of most value. Cuttings of them may be struck at any
time of the year; the best time to put them in in order to

produce good winter flowering; plants is early in sjiring, and
they should be grown on through the summer up to the end
of August, when the young wood should be ri|)ened by a little

exposure and less water at the roots than hitherto. Treated

thus, they cannot fail to produce flowers in abundance, and at a

time when blossoms are most welcome. Amongst the

diffirent species the following are some of the most use-

ful, viz. :—

-

E. cinnabarinum.—This is a tail-growing shrub, reaching
sometimes a heiglit of G ft., with deep green smooth leaves from
4 in. to 6 in. long ; flowers U iu. in length and the same in width,
vivid red, as will be seen Ijy the annexed plate, with a darker blotch
on the lower lobe. This species is one of the most valual>le in a
cut state. It is a native of Martatian. There is a variety of this

species called oculatiim, in which the leaves are marked with large
blotches of creamy white, and the flowers have a pure white eye.

E. laxiflorum is one of the best for pot culture. It is dwarf
and graceful iu habit, has shining, deep green. Privet-shaped leaves,
and produces rich purple flowers in profusion, the latter often
measuring li in. to 2 in. across. It is a native of the New Heb-
rides and Fiji, where the settlers are said to frequently cultivate it

for the sake of its beautiful flowers.

E. hypocrateriforme.—This is one of the few species of
Erantliemum known to exist in Africa ; it is found in Sierra Leone,
and is one of the best of its class. It is easily distinguished from
other species liy its thick, ovate, leathery leaves and spotted flower-
stalks. Its blossoms are produced in terminal spikes; tube U in.

long, and of a bright straw colour ; corolla lobes from II in. to 2 in.

across, and of a vivid red colour.

E. pulchellum is so well known, that no description of it need
be given. Its beautiful sky-blue flowers, so freely produced in win-
ter, render it one of the most valuable plants for stove decoration
at that season. It is a native of .South India.

E. strictum is another blue-flowered species, and though its

flowers are not so freely produced, they are larger, and the whole
pLiut eipLxUy beautiful as pulchellum. It comes from Nepaul.

E. aspersum.—This is the prettiest species yet introduced,
its very straight tube being pure white, spreading limb white,
thickly spotted with purple, lower lobe almost wholly purple, the
whole having the appearance of a very pretty Orchid flower. The
stem and branches are square ; leaves from 2 in. to 3 iu. long, ovate,
with a wavy margin. Altogether, it is a slender, erect-growing
plant, and very floriferons. It comes from the Solomon Islands.

E. Anderson! resembles very closely the last mentioned species,

but may be distinguished by its stronger habit and the markings
on the flowers being much lighter coloured. It comes from the East
Indies.

E. montanum, E. Cooperi, E. grandiflorum, E. elegans, E. palati-

ferum, E. tuberculatum, E. albiliorum, &c., are other beautiful stove
flowering species, all of which are deserving of a place where flowers

are in request.

Besides the above, all of which are remarkable for the beauty of
tiieir flowers, there are several whose richly variegated leaves en-

title them to a front rank amongst ornamental foliaged plants. The
best of these are

—

E. igneum, a species -with the habit of a Fittonia, and having
oval-shaped leaves of a deep velvety green colour, sometimes choco-
late-brown, and banded along the midrib and principal veins with
broad orange-yellow. The flowers are small and pale yellow. An
excellent plant for gi-owing in pans. It is a native of Peru.

E. sangulnolentum is a well-known stove plant ; its deep
green leaves thickly reticulated with bright scarlet lines remind one
of some of the best of the Anajctochili. This species, though an erect
grower, makes excellent specimens when several are planted together
in a pan, and kept dwarf by pinching. It is a native of Madagascar.

E. aureo-reticulatum (syn., E. Schomburgki) has light green
leaves thickly reticulated with bright golden lines. It is a native
of India.

Other pretty variegated species are E. tricolor, E. variabile, E.
Beyriehi, E. lactum, E. maculatum, &c., all of which are interesting,

and should occupy a prominent place wherever beautiful leaved plants

are appreciated. Z. B.

English Names.—The writer of "Leaflets" in The Garden
has l)een making an honest attempt to find popular English equiva-

lents for the " lang nebbit " Latin names of popular cultivated plants,

and has been taken angrily to task by a " bitanist" for pretending to

render the jargon of hard names into plain English. It is intolerable,

no doubt, to the botanical Dominie .Sampsons that the Daisy should
be called anything else than the Bellis perennis ; that our old friend

the Honeysuckle should be known by any other name than Lonicera
Periclymenum serotinum ; that Mock Orange should be applied wil-

fully every day when anybody might say Fhiladelphus coronarius

grandiflorus. One thing is certain, owners of gardens do not carry

the botanical names of their plants in their heads at present. To
them their plants are almost nameless, for " those who love flowers

as flowers " do not trouble themselves about their Latin appellations.

We thought everybody knew that. A nobleman once sent his

gardener a packet of seed labelled " Speciosum," with the intimation

that he believed there was " more of it
"— the name— but hoping his

gardener would Hud out the English name of it ! The young man who
showed an imiuisitive party of rustics round the garden, and told

them that the CEnothera taraxacifolia was the " llorum-snorum
grandiflorum," had a fine ap[ireciation of the situation. "Tarn,"
said a neighbour, "what for did ye tell them sic a lee ?

"— " Man,"
was the reply, "they'll mind it lauger than the richt ane. "

—

Reader,
in T/ie (.htrdencr.

Heckfleld Place Gardens.—During the ensuing week,
datinu' from the (ith inst., these charming gardens will, as usual,

be thrown open to the public. Visitors tiiis year may observe

that the borders that line the garden walk at the entrance are now
full of hardy plants, amongst which the yellow, red, and double
white Achilleas and many other things are in full bloom, whilst in

the dressed borders beyond are long lines of the fine hardy .Sedum
spectabile. Any one residing at a distance may obtain tickets of

admisssion on application to Mr. Wildsmith. The nearest railway

stations are Wiuchfield and Mortimer.

Plants Imported from America.—It may perhaps interest

some readers of The Oakden who wish to get plants from America
to know that plants sent this month from New Brunswick arrived as

fresh as possible. They consisted of Lycopods, Sarracenia purpurea,

Linn.'ca borealis. Ferns, and several others. They were packed in

Sphagnum in a tin box with a wooden cover, in which were tw'o

holes about the size of a crown piece ; they were kept watered during

the voyage ; a handle across the top efiectually prevented railway

porters from placing the box head downwards when coining by rail

from Cork.—C. M. Owex, KnockmaUen, Oorey.
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Flower G-arden.

Roses, especially Perpetual sorts, will now be flowering freely

;

it is not, hoivever, always safe to trust wholly to these, for tlie

autumn display as kiiuls not classed as I'erpctuals are often really

more entitled to that distinction than those that are catalogued as

such. Some of the Bourbons and Noisettes are far more Horiferous,

aud open in better form and colour in the autumn than in June,

more especially such kinds as Souvenir de la Mabnaison, Trioinphe

de Renues, Celine Korestier, &;c. ; these are always exijuisite at this

time of the year. Where these are planted in (juantity it is a gooil

plan to plant a few bulbs of Scarlet Gladioli amongst them, as they

succeed well together, and the brilliant spikes of the Gladioli con-

trast well with the light coloured Roses. If planted as dwarfs on

their own roots, peg down the strongest annual shoots for next years

display, cut out any decayed wood and keep the beds clean and
trim ; any shoots that are not required for next year's flowering may
be cut ort' and made into cuttings, which, if inserted in a shady

border and kept moist, should make good plants for potting in twelve

months' time. Continue to push forward the propagation of all kinds

of bedding plants for next year's display. All kinds of nearly

hardy plants that merely require the protection of a cold pit should

be got in early, so as to lie well rooted before winter. Santolina inoana,

a beautiful silver-grey foliaged plant, is exquisite for lines or divisions.

Calceolarias of the yellow and dark bedding kinds we generally leave

until about the last, as, unlike many other plants that are wintered

in cold frames, they are liable to get overgrown if put in too soon.

We tind the first week in October a good time for putting in our

main supply of these. Flower beds will now require frequently

looking over, as in addition to taking off cuttings, tlecaying blooms
shjuld be regularly removed, and superabundant growths kept within

bounds ; the ties, too, of fine foliaged plants will need attention, as

the plants are now getting very heavy, and sudden gusts of wind try

the ties very much. Gladioli will need careful staking and tying,

as they are especially liable to be broken down if not supported.

Amongst hardy plants Sedum spectabile is now making a grand
display ; it grows freely in any soil or situation, but comes brightest

coloured in a hot dry position where little else will grow. It is a good
plant for rockeries or rootwork, and it makes a fine centre for small

succulent beds. Now is a good time to increase all kinds of succu-

lent plants ; many make good plants from single leaves if taken otf

with the bud at the base. Echeveria metallica may by readily

increased by cutting the flowering shoots into lengths as

cuttings and inserting them in boxes like Pelargoniums
;

they iiuickly develop roots, and during the following sea-

son form several crowns on each stem, which, if taken otf and
potted, make good plants for edgings. Climbing plants, such as

Trop;eolum3, used for screens will now be very gay, but all such
rapid-growing plants need constant attention in the wsy of regulating

their growths, or they become matted together and break down witli

the first storm. Training of all kinds should bo done early or as

the plants progress in growth, when they quickly outgrow all appear-

ances of formality. Clematises have lately been very gay ; we find

them to look best in the shape of masses of colour peeping out from
the abundant foliage of Wistarias, Magnolias, &c., and by mixing
deciduous and evergreen climbers together one gets a succession of

bloom, and the bare look of walls, &c., so objectionable in winter,

where only deciduous subjects are employed, is thus avoided. Tie
in the long shoots of Banksian and other wall Roses, and cut away
all weakl}', exhausted flowering wood of last year's growth. Most
of this class of Roses are not only more floriferous, but the flowers

are much finer when trained on the extension system, merely cut-

ting oat all old wood as soon as flowering is over to make room for

the young wood of the current year's growth beins.' laid in.

—

J. Groom.

Carnations and Plcotees.—As a result of the very fine

weather which we have had for these last few weeks' layers

of these have made most remarkably stout healthy growth, ancl no
doubt there is a corresponding amount of root action. The only
attention which they require at present is seeing that weeds
are removed from the pots, and that the layers are well

supplied with water. The small green caterpillar that feeds

on the leaves must also be searched for and destroyed. Now is the

time to see that the perpetual-flowering section is kept in healthy
condition and not stinted for want of pot room. We usually flower

the smaller plants in (3-in. pots, and those of a larger size in S-in.

ones. I have seen huge specimens potted on into very large pot^.

They will form great bushes in 12-in. pots, but such good results are

not obtained from these as from smaller examples. Young plants

always produce the best flowers. A stout stick should be placed to

each plant, and the side growths must be tied in to this, but not too

closely. Ifa large stock of plants of any particular variety is required,

let the small growths be taken otf and put in as pipings, 'rhe following

are a few of the most useful aud distinct for vvintur-Bowering, viz.,

MissJolifl'e, La Belle, Proserpine, King of the Belgians, Empress of

Germany, A. Alegatiere, and Rose Perfection. These consist of

distinct and decided colours.

Gladioli.—This has been a very good season for the flowering of

GLadioli. Evidently they like plenty of heat and a good supply of

water at the roots to induce full development of the spikes ; this has
been possible this year, although I doubt the utility of water in

reference to maturing the corms. A considerable amount of experi-

ence leads me to the belief that over-rich soil and too much moisture
have much to do with the degeneration of this fine flower in English

gardens. As to routine work, it is much the same as that recom-
mended to be done in previous numbers. The crossing of flowers

from which seeds are to be saved should be continued ; every bloom
seems to set this year, and the seed-pods are swelling out rapidly ;

as fast as these ripen they must be gathered, to prevent the seeds

from being shed.

Hollyhocks.—These are now in full beauty, and well they
repay all the trouble that has been taken with them to obtain the

best results. Continue to propagate all the stock possible, and save

seeds as they ripen. If there is no crop on the ground in which the

best plants are to be put next year, it would be well to have it

manured and trenched. I have found that all plants of this descrip-

tion succeed best, and, what is also important, are freest from
insect pests, where the ground on which they grow has been well

worked in the previous autumn ; the action of the sun and air has

the efl'ect of bringing the soil, especially clay soil, into a state better

adapted for the growth of the plants than even the frosts of winter

can efl'ect. The same remarks hold good in reference to every other

class of plants. Where saving seeds is in view, it is always desir-

able to artificially fertilise the flowers and cross suitable colours to-

gether, the same as I have recommended in the case of the Gladiolus.

Attention must also be paid to gathering the seed-pods when ripe, as

they are very easily destroyed by wet.

Pansies.—The hot weather does not suit recently inserted cut-

tings of these ; they require to be rather closely shaded by day, but

where they are under glass lights I like to pull these quite ofl" and
allow the cuttings to be fully exposed to the dew and refreshing in-

fluences of the night air. Place the lights over them by day, but
admit air at the back. Sprinkle them over tv;o or three times a day
with water through a fine-rosed watering-pot or a syringe.

Pinks.—Continue to keep these in a healthy, growing condition.

If the plants have not been put out on a piece of well worked ground
from the beds or bo.xes from which the pipings were put in, see that

that is done ; they may be allowed to stand 3 in. or 4 in. apart.

Small side growths may yet be put in ; they will now be found to

succeed best in a gentle hotbed.

Hardy Plants.—Amongst these the Antirrhinum is a most
valuable subject for flowering at this season. The easiest way and
the best of getting up a stock of pbants is to sow seeds early in the

spring ; ours, sown as late as April, are now in full beauty. Any
particularly fine varieties amongst the seedlings may be propagated

from cuttings any time this month. Pentstemonsare also very orna-

mental at present ; their flowers soon fade this hot weather and
seed-pods form, but if the latter are removed a succession of flowers

will be produced up to the time when frost sets in. Delphiniums, I

find, are still beautiful where a second lot of spikes have been pro-

duced. Although second growths are not nearly so strong as the

first, they are still very valuable.

Tulips.—The whole stock of these should now be overhauled,

and any dead or decaying bulbs removed. An early opportunity

should be taken to get the ground ready for them, and let it

be turned over frequently in order to expose the whole of it to the

air.—J. Douglas.
Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The brilliant weather we are now having is all that

could be desired for ripening up growths in the case of the warmer
section of Orchids. Keep the Eas,t Indian plants freely ventilated

throughout the present month, with a slightly less degree of

moisture around them. Any of the Ph.alfenopsids that have not yet

completed their growth must still be assisted with favourable con-

ditions as regards heat .and moisture in order to enable them to

develop fine growths. Any of these that have made a fair amount
of growth should not be again excited at present, as this would lead

to the formation of late growths, which never get properly ripened,

and are often the cause of tlirovving these plants into b.ad health

the following season. If a slight rest can be given during the next

six weeks, it will have the best effect on these plants, and will be

of much advantage to them as regards the formation of their flower-

spikes. A gradual increase of light and air must be given to the
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Deuilrobiums that are undergoing the ripening process. Those
th.at are still growing should be kept under favourable condi-
tions for getting their growths fully formed as soon as possible
after this date. Whore autumn-blooming Calanthes have been grown
thickly togetlier they should now be thinned out, giving every plant
ample room and light ; otherwise the spikes of flowers will not
come away so freely, nor be so compact as when the plants enjoy
plenty of room. Still keep them well supplied with moisture at the
root, and assist them with liquid manure occasionally. Where the
East Indian and cool houses have been heavily shaded during the
summer, it will be of much advantage to the plants to have the
shading removed and a lighter one substituted from now till the end
of the sunny season. It will not be advisable to interfere with the
roots of any of the cool species while the weather continues so hot
and dry.

Stove Plants.—It requires a littleskill and judgment to put
a mixed collection of stove plants into a state of rest, and
nothing but practice and careful attention as to how the
plants behave during several seasons will furnish the requi-
site information. It will be safe to gradually reduce the
water given to their roots, and any that have been in strong
bottom-heat may be partially lifted out of the plunging ma-
terial, which will have a tendency to ripen the roots as well as the
tops of tlie plants. All the Alocasias, Authuriums, and most of the
Marautas may now with advantage be placed in an intermediate
temperature, as an early rest will get them in proper condition for
starting into growth again witli the turn of the year. These species
generally make their finest growth during the early months, and
should now be put forest. They will bear to be dried at the root
niore quickly than woody subjects, and should be treated accord-
ingly. When these are removed from the stove there will be more
room for the remaining occupants, which should be thinned out, in
order to give them all the light possible during the next
six weeks. The choicer kinds of Coleus will now begin to get
shabby in foliage, and should be thrown away, reserving a few
plants of each kind for supplying cuttings in sprmg. These should
be placed on a dry shelf near the glass and kept somewhat dry at
the root, when they will pass the winter in safety. The shading
should now be gradually reduced over all stove plants, and the night
temperatures must also be kept down to a point at which there
would be no danger of the plants starting into new growth.

Greenhouse Plants.—An early lot of Tritonias, Ixias, and
Sparaxis should now be potted up. to be succeeded Ijy another batch,
which should lie potted in six weeks' time ; use a good sandy fibrous
loam, enriched with old cow manure, for these bulbs, and put about
ten or twelve bulbs in a well-drained (j-in. pot; after potting, set
them in a cold frame and water carefully till they begin to grow.
As soon as a stock of Belladonna and Guernsey Lilies can be obtained,
they should at once be potted and lightly watered, placing them in
an intermediate temperature, in order to bring up the tiower-spikes
es quickly as possible. The earliest batch of Azalea amcena, A.
Cauldwelli, A. Borsig, A. Pauline JIarduer, A. narcissiflora, and A.
indica .alba, that have set their buds .and are fast swelling them,
should be housed to prevent them from receiving any check during
sudden changes of weather. It will now be advisable to get all the
hard-wooded plants cleaned and put in order ready for removal into
the houses should a sudden change of weather occur. If this be
done the plants will be ready for removal as soon as the autumn
rains commence. Any tying of specimen plants may now be done,
as there is now no danger of the plants breaking out anew from the
bendmg of the shoots into the required positions. A few of the
earliest Bouvardias that are set with bloom should be introduced
into an intermediate temperature and a genial atmosphere. Feed
them liberally with licjuid manure at the root to keep them in flower-
ing condition as long as possible. The various structures intended
for tlie forcing ami storage of plants during winter should now
receive a thorough cleansing to clear the glass and free the woodwork
from filtli of all kinds.

.
Pei'llS.—There are a few deciduous species, such as Leucostegia

immersa and Adiantum lunulatum, that will now show sigus of going
to rest, and must be treated less liberally .at the roots. But there is
danger m carrying out the drying-off process too rapidly in regard
to these. They should not at any time, not even in the dead of
wmter, be quite dry at the root, otherwise they will lose much of
then- vitality. Tlie general stock of Ferns should now be kept
scrupulously ole.au, otherwise a quantity of insects' eggs will now be
deposited that will come to life iu spring and give the grower no end
ot trouljle at that season. The Gvmnogranunas and the choicer
kinds of Nothochlajnas and Cheilanthes should be treated to a little
fire-heat iu damp weather, otherwise the fronds soou get spoiled
during the autumn months if moisture is allowed to remain long upon
them. A good stock of well-grown plants of the kinds most useful

for cutting during winter should now be kept in good condition.
Keep them as cool and airy as is consistent with the health of the
plants, and see that they do not sutler from any lack of moisture to
their roots.—J. Roherts.

Indoor Fruit.
Orchard Houses.—At last we have fine summer weather, .and

the best kinds of Peaches and Nectarines are ripening faster than
we could wish, especially as fruit upon walls is extremely scarce.

To prolong the season as much as possible we have moved several
heavily cropped trees to sheltered sunny places out-of-doors, where
the heat that is reflected from the roofs of the glasshouses is quite
sufficient to swell the fruit to a large size, and the flavour is always
good. When we see the fine examples of the p.ale Princess of \Vales
Peach, which is only a third-rate variety, shown in quantity, we
always feel that much valuable space and skill might be more pro-
fitably devoted to Walburton Late Admirable, Barrington, and the
excellent highly-coloured Prince of Wales. By some these Peaches
are condemned because tliey are shy bearers ; but this failing is the
result of gross, imperfectly ripened wood, which never matures its

ilower-buds, and, as a matter of course, they fall off when excited in

the spring. Another excellent variety for coming in late is the Nec-
tariue Peach, raised by the late Mr. Rivers, and although the smooth
skin detracts from its appearance, the quality when properly grown
is very fine. To grow these kinds well, they should be treated as

Grape growers now treated Gros C'olmar Grape. Tliey should be
started early in a light house and there remain until the wood is

thoroughly ripe, when they may be removed to the open air for the
winter ; but with sjjace at command, a dry, airy house in which
the roots never become dry suits them best. Opinions differ as to

the best time to gather Peaches to secure the rich jjiquant flavour so

mach desired, but rarely obtained. My experience goes in favour
of gathering the fruit before it is dead ripe, and ready to fall from
the trees, that is, assuming th,at the fruit has been well gi-own, and
the houses properly and abundantly ventilated. When this stage

has been reached, an attempt to wrcncli many of the kinds from the

wood with the fingers is sure to result in niiany bruises, which more
than disfigure the fruit, as the injured parts soon taint the whole
body of the fruit. To detach fine fruit from the trees, I always
grasp it with a pad of wadding in the left hand, and severe the
stiilk with a pair of finely-pointed Grape scissors. The Peach is

then laid upon a square of silver paper, and jilaced in a flat bot-

tomed basket or shallow box, well padded with soft Moss ; they are

tlien conveyed to a cool, airy room, where they remain untouched
until wanted for use. If any one doubts this treatment, let him try

the flavour ot a Peach when on the point of ripening, and retard the
remainder (as I have often done to meet some particular occasion),

and try the flavour again, and I think ho will agree with me in

.saying the Peach is p,ast its best for eating as soon as it becomes
dead ripe. For market purposes it is usual to gather as soon as the

fruit shows signs of softening, and to allow the fruiterer to ripen it

up in his own vaults. I do not for a moment maintain that this me-
thod secures to the purchaser the finest flavour, but it brings to the

grower and the fruiterer the Ijest price as the first can gatlier, pack
and convey his produce without loss or injury, and the latter can
keep it for a considerable time until it is wanted for use.

Plums and Cherries.—Although the work in the Cherry
house may he nearly over for the season, one very import.ant item

requires attention, and that is the preservation of the buds in a

dormant state. After so much dull weather it is by no means im-

probable that we may have a very fine autumn, a much desired

boon that will favour trees that have not had their leaves affected

and destroyed by red spider ; but where they were prematurely in-

jured, it may be advisalile to take off all movable saslies and to let

the branches down from the trellis, as the bursting of the buds at

this season means the loss of the crop. If any of the pot trees re-

main to be repotted, no time should be lost in getting it finished,

when all may be collected together and placed on a dry, sunny
b.ank in the open air. In the i'lum house direct syringing may be

discontinued, as many of the choicer kinds will now be ripe, and
water would be fatal to their bloom if it did not entirely destroy

them. Watering will also require more care, as they cannot

be kept entirely without, neither can the fruit be kept

for any length of time if they are over-watered. Perhaps the best

way to steer clear of the two evils is to surround tlie pots with some
dry, light, non-conducting material that will reduce the necessity

for frequent watering. I have used dry Bracken, and like it very

well. Remove all trees to the open air as they are cleared of fruit,

and set Golden Drop a'ld other late hanging kinds still further

apart to facilitate the colouring of the fruit.

Pines.—The time is now approaching for collecting together

the plants most likely to start into fruit early in the spring. These
will consist chiefly of Queens that were placed in the fruiting-pot
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Rntl started into growth about the eud of March, and have been

kept steadily growing througli tlie summer. If a separate com-

partment is "at command, they shoukl be phiced near the glass and
e.\posed to .all the liglit that can be secured, with liberal ventil.ation,

to insure a period of rest which may extend over six weeks or two
months. Meantime the pit in which they are to fruit should bo

cleared out to the bottom, scalded and dusted with (luicklime to

destroy all woodlice and worms that may have accumulated in the

decaying plunging materi.al, and refilled with good sound Oak leaves

or tan previously well worked to get rid of excessive moisture and
dangerous g.ases. Another section should also be prepared for the

gathering together of all plants that have started into fruit, and
are now in various stages of growth. Here a good bottom and top

heat will be necessary w-ith full command of light and moisture

to assist them in swelling and tinisliing the fruit properly, and to

make the most of the declining sokar heat, the fruit should be kept

as near the glass as possible, and jjrotected from sudden clianges by
havini: the blinds drawn down tlirough the night. Syringing at clos-

ing time on bright afternoons will be favourable to the swelling, .and

atmosplieric moisture produced by frequent sprinkling of the paths
and surface of the bed will also be beneficial. Watering will be less

frequent, but wlien it is necessary each plant should have a liberal

supply of tepid liquid given to the roots in the soil, also to the stem
roots formed in the axils of the lower leaves. The general stock as

days decreiise in length will require more care and .attention to damp-
ing, syringing, and airing to prevent the young growth, at this sea-

son very rapid, from becoming soft and weakly. If this cannot
be secured without it fire heat must be applied to produce a drier

state of the atmosphere, and to secure a temperature that will admit
of free ventilation. Stools from which late fruit is cut may be

shaken out and potted into small pots or placed in a spent bed with
the suckers upon them where they may remain until the spring ;

while sliy and, as a natural consequence, scarce kinds may be

stripped of all their leaves, buried in leaf-mould in shallow boxes
and pLaced in the bed where they will throw up young suckers from
many of, the eyes in the spring.

Pigs.—Advantage may now be taken of the fine weather for fully

exposing the early forced trees by the entire removal of the roof

lights, and allowing the ripening foliage to have the full benefit of

the elements. Indeed, a continuance of this favourable state of the at-

mosphere offers great inducements for throwingopen succession houses
too, particularly where that terrible pest brown scale or, worse still,

mealy bug has taken possession of the trees : but it must l)e borne in

mind that exposure to the elements alone will not kill them. The
best and safest remedy at this season is a wineglassful of paraffin in

a gallon of warm soft water for washing the wood, leaf-stalks, and
trellises, care being taken that the roots are not affected by it ; but
for cleansing the foliage there is nothing better than strong soapy
water or a solution of Gishurst Compound, 4 oz. to the gallon of

water. The early pot trees will now derive as much nourishment as

they are likely to require from the old decaying, mulching, and
plunging material in which the roots will be thoroughly established,

and it is just possible that they may require starving to induce rest

;

if so, shelter from rain, or partial root pruning by running a paring
iron round each pot within 12 in. or IS in. of the rim will

produce the desired effect. Late houses in which the fruit is now
ripe will require very liberal ventilation, and possibly a little warmth
in the pipes where the structure is naturally damp to prevent the
fruit from spotting and splitting, two sure signs that moisture in

some form is present in excess. Wasps, unusually numerous and
troublesome this season, must be kept out, as they have a great
weakness for ripe Figs. We are told that the liking for this fruit is

an acquired taste ; if so, these voracious depredators accommodate
themselves to it at a very early age. The best material for keeping
tliem out is Haythora's Hexagon Netting, drawn over the whole
length of the top and bottom ventilators, as it is light and open, and
does not interfere with the free circulation of air, a matter of great
importance in keeping ripe fruit.

Cucumbers.—The time has now arrived for hastening the
work of clearing out exhausted Cucumber and Melon plants from
which the fruit has been cut, and making the necessary preparations
for turning out the winter fruiters. The great essentials to success-

ful culture are heat, light, and cleanliness, and so important is the
latter, that no pains should be spared in cleansing, lime-washing, and
painting the lights and rafters before the house is again occupied.
Meanwhile, see that the young plants do not suffer from want of pot-

room, as anything approaching a check would cause them to lose

their stem leaves at a time when their preservation is of gi'eat

importance. If not already prepared, the fermenting material,

whether Oak leaves and horse droppings or tanner's bark, must be
attended to and well worked ready for use. Of the two, I give
preference to the former, as it gives off ammonia and moisture so

congenial to plants of all kinds when making rapid growth, and it

forms a suitable and invigorating medium for the roots of fruiting
pl.anls when they find their w,ay through the drainage and over the
sides of the pots. In narrow and shallow jiits having pipes for
keeping up the necessary degree of heat—85° to 90'^—the pots will
stand firm without support, but in deep pits in whicli the fer-

menting material is always settling, each pot should be placed on a
solid pedestal of some kind to prevent them from sinking and strang-
ling the plants on the trellis. Large glazed drain pipes placed on
end answer well, but pedestals of dry bricks are better, as the open
joints through which the liquid manure percolates offer an acceptable
home for the roots as they travel downwards ; while the pots being
permanently and substantially placed, the necessary additions and
turnings of the leaves can be made at all times, as the he,at declines,

witliout tlirowing them out of position. Two sowings of Telegraph
or some other favourite winter kind should be made tliis niontli

—

tlie first before the 10th and the second about the '20th— for coming
into bearing after the e.arly batch of winter pLants is exhausted.
Each seed should be sown singly in a small pot, and kept near the
glass on a clean shelf or lied with a good bottom heat beneath it,

and the latest plants shouhl not be despised, as they often come into

bearing at a very acceptable time when Cucumbers are scarce. En-
courage plants now in bearing to make a strong short-jointed growth
by feeding witli tepid liquid, light cropping, and the removal of

all male l:)lossoms as they appear, dispense with shading and
reduce the syringing overhead as nights increase in length ;

ventilate at "ii'/, and close about 8 p.m. or earlier, with a light

syringing on fine afternoons.—W. Colemax.

Hardy Fruit.

The extraordinary plague of wasps with which we are visited

this season tasks all our ingenuity to contrive ways and means for

their destruction in order to save what little fruit there is. The
taking of their nests is of course the most effective means of

riddance, but some of tliem are very difficult to take, or at least to

get at, and others to find, and traps must therefore be brought into

play. A very excellent trap, by which we catch thousands in a

day, is made by placing two liandlights together, the one resting on
the other, at the apex of the bottom light ; smash a bit of the glass ;

through this opening the wasps make their way, and have no
idea of getting back but by going still higher, and of this

the upper lid of the second handlight does not allow, being

in good repair, and so they perish. Elevate the trap by
a brick at each corner of the handlight, and bait with any
kind of refuse fruit or sugar. Net up choice fruits with fine

hexagon netting ; the wasps are so ravenous, that they face all other

kinds of netting, tliough put on three or four ply thick. For
destroying their nests, an effective and expeditious plan is to pour
coal-tar into them and stop up the holes. Gather early kinds

of Apples and Pears as soon as the first signs of maturity are visible,

and directly the fruit is off, any trees whicli are growing too

robustly, and wliieh need a check to consolidate growth, may
be subjected to partial root-pruning ; this we do by digging

out a trench a reasonable distance from the bole, according to the

size of tree, and severing with a sharp knife a few of the thickest

roots, especially the perpendicular ones. If necessary, as is some-

times the case, the other portion of the tree can be done another

year. As a rule, we find that when root-i^runing is done effectively

the second or tliird year after the trees are first planted, the fruitful

state thereby superinduced is sufficient to keejj growth in check,

thus rendering any further root disturbance unnecessary.

Early autumn, as soon as the fruit has been gathered, is the best

season for the operation to be put in pr.actice in the case of all kinds

of hardy fruits. The planting season is at hand, and note should

therefore be made of all renewals required ; lists should be con-

sulted and varieties decided on, and the trees should be selected

from the nurseries whilst the foliage is still on them that one may
the better judge as to their healthiness. The recent dry warm
weather has rendered watering of wall trees imperative. Apricots

and Peaches suffer more from autumn droughts than from any other

cause, for to this, in a large measure, is attributable the falling of

the buds when they should be unfolding. Imperfect ripening of

buds, as was the ease last year, owing to the sunless weather, will,

of coui-se, cause this evil, Ijut in the majority of instances it arises

from drought, and now is the time to prevent this by applying the

hose or garden engine, both to wash the trees and water them.

Keep any late grow ths that tlie trees may now make persistently

stopped back, and let all the shoots that are to be ret.ained be laid in

to the wall at once. Keep runners off Strawberries, and the plots

weeded and mulched ; the latter is necessary to prevent the ground

from cracking, to which it is liable through the firming tliat is re-

quired when the plants are put out. New plantations m ly still be

made, though we would now prefer, if allowed our own Nvay, to put

the plants in nursery beds, and plant them out finally in February

or March.—W. W.
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MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS' SEED GROUNDS.
Nothing affords such aatrikinp; proof of the widespread growth of hor-

ticultural pursuits as our great seed establislunents, such as that of

Messrs. Sutton & Sons at Reading. The seed farms, always connected

with large establishments, are here represented on a small scale in the

shape of trial grounds, an advantage to the visitor, as every subject

largely cultivated elsewhere maybeseenin a comparatively small area.

Messrs. Suttons' seed farms are not centred in any p.articular locality,

but are distributed over various parts of the country, as well as on
the Continent. By glowing the various classes of plants wide apait,

the chances of the numerous selections and strains becoming impure
are thereby much lessened.

Trial Grounds.—These occupy an area of about 40 acres,

situated in a triangle formed on the one side by the Great Western
Railway, on the other by the South-Eastern and South- Western,
and travellers on these lines are familiar with the brilliant display

which the annuals and other flowers create in summer and autumn.
The grounds are on a broad level, fully exposed, and possess a good
soil of a loamy character. These trial grounds are useful in several

ways. Samples of every kind of seeds sold by the firm are grown
in them, thus affording a ready means of ascertaining the amount of

their germinating power, and the merits of the productions which
emanate annually so freely from the various raisers both in this

country and on tlie Continent can be tested in them. Here the
varieties are grown side by side, subjected to the same cultural

treatment, and thus the merits of each production can be fairly

ascertained. Where there is such a numerous variety of subjects

grown it would be ditfioult to visit the grounds at any one time
during the flowering season without finding some past their best and
others coming into flower. However, we happened to pitch upon
the best time to see the majority in flower, and on these we made
the following notes :

—

Annuals.—One of the finest displays of these was an extensive
breadth of the lovely Sweet Pea Butterfly, a variety which had its

origin in these grounds a few years ago, and which was the subject
of a coloured illustration in The G.vrdkn (Vol. XIII., p. 44). It has
not yet become very widely distributed owing to its being such a
shy seed bearer ; this year, however, an abundant yield is antici-

pated. The profusion of its delicate white floweis prettily edced
with clear blue renders it highly atti\active, and it forms also a line

contrast to other kinds, of which there is also a goodly number grown
here. Amongst these may be mentioned as being particularly
striking Princess of Prussia (rosy lilac), lilack Invincilile (velvety
black), Fairy Queen (rosy white). Scarlet Invincible, Painted
Lady, Pure White, Purple and Scarlet Striped. Of especial
note are the various kinds of Sv/eet Sultan, about which
we iiave heard so much of late. These pretty flowers were
at one time great favourites, but now are seldom met with. There
are the Yellow (Centaurea suaveolens) or, as some call it, Amberboa
odorata, and the Purple and White, which are forms of Centaurea
(.'i.mberboa) moschata. The feathery flower-heads of these, particu-
larly the yellow kind, are deliciously scented, and ailmirably
adapted for bouquets, &c. Than the Godetias there are few more
showy annuals, and the brilliant beds of these which we saw were very
striking. The older kinds, such as Whitneyi, rubieunda, &c., were
supplemented by the beautiful Lady Albemarle, The Bride, and
Brilliant, the latter remarkable for its striking carmine and rose
flowers. It is a lighter tinted sort than Lady Albemarle, and a very
profuse flowerer. One called Princess of Wales did not appear to
differ materially from Lady Albemarle either in colour, habit, or pro-
ductiveness. A very uncommonly-grown annual is Arctotis brevis-
capa, a Composite belonging to the half-hardy class. Its flower-
heads are about the size of those of the common Gazania
—bright orange, with a conspicuous central ring of white. It
grows aljout 1 ft. high, and forms compact, rounded, dense
tufts, and is admirably suited for front rows of borders, &o.
The new Pot iMarigold named Meteor is a very pretty annual. Its
flowers are pale yellow edged with bright orange. One or two
varieties of Eschscholtzia were very striking ; one called Mandarin,
with the exterior of the petals of a crimson hue, and the double
variety (E. crocea fl.-pl.) are both highly ornamental kinds. A new
form of Silene pendula bearing tlie name of ruberrima variegata
promises to be a very desirable plant for winter and spring bedding,
the foliage retaining, as it does, its well marked variegateil character
throughout the winter. In Campanula macrostyla we have a distinct
and beautiful plant. The flowers are large and cup-shaped, curiously
netted on a bluish-purple ground. The peculiarity of the flower is the
abnorin.ally large club-like style which protrudes considerably beyond
the corolla. It was well figured in The G.^kden (Vol. XV., p. 356).
One of the finest beds of Salpiglossis we have ever seen was here. It
consisted of the variabilis type with unusually large flowers of all

shades of colour, including a very brilliant scarlet netted with

orange. No carden should be without a bed of these showy annuals.
Viscaria cardiualis and other varieties of oculata were very brilliant,

though a little past tlieir best, as were also the many sorts of Del-
phinium Ajacis, of which the Ranunculus-flowered kinds are very
handsome. Cornflowers in other colours besides the conventional
blue were gay, and formed quite a contrast to the Persicaria grow-
ing near it ; the graceful port of the latter, and its elegant
strings of red flowers are sufficient to recommend it to every one.
The Lemon and Orange African Marigolds were in excellent
condition, and the extensive breadths of them had a striking efifect.

Constant attention is paid to these in order to keep the strain good,
the essential characteristics being dwarfness and compactness, free-

ness as regards flowering, and large symmetrical globular flowers
without any tendency to revert to the original type. These points
have in a great measure been secured in Messrs. Suttons' strain, and
special care is taken to weed out those plants which do not conform
to the above standard. These as well as tlie French Marigolds are
certainly the finest we have seen ; the sort named Queen of Dwarfs,
among the latter, is quite a gem. The beds of annual Chrysanthe-
mums were very showy, but no remarkable novelty was
apparent among them. Two or three, however, bore
different names, such as the Sultan, Lord Beaconsfield, Zulu ;

but all could be found in a good .assortment of the old
Burridgeanum, Dunnetti, &c. The Clarkias were very fine,

especially those of the entire petalled kind (C. elegans), the
petals of which are margined with white, such as limbata and alba
marginata. Passing by gay beds of Calliopsis, Leptosiphon, Linaria,
Tagetes, and Nolana, we come to an uncommon blue Woodruff
(.\sperula azurea setosa), an elegant little flower, of a clear azurean
blue tint, compact in growth, profuse as regards flower, and espe-

cially suitable for cutting, for which purpose it ought to be grown in

every garden. Near to this was a fine bed of Calaudrinia grandiflora,

alluded to in our columns last week. Coming to the collection of

Nasturtiums, more gorgeous than all, we made notes of a few which
were mostly forms ol TrojiLBolum minus, the dwarf-growing species;

one appropriately named King Theodore was the darkest we have
seen ; King of Tom Thumbs (a brilliant scarlet), Crystal Palace Gem
(scarlet), Tom Thumb, and Ruby King were .all highly desirable

kinds. Varieties of Phlox Druminondi made a brilliant display ;

being one of the specialities of the firm, no pains have been
spired in selecting the finest and most distinct strains of it,

amongst which. Brilliant Rose, one of the Hortensiflora type, is re-

markable. Victoria, too, has flowers of dazzling scarlet, and Black
Warrior is one of the darkest we have seen. The various kinds of

Stocks represent excellent strains, especially the dwarf (merman
kinds, which were in full flower. They are very double and large,

the blossoms being j^roduced thickly on short, stout stems. The
Indian and Japan Pinks (Dianthus chinensis and Heddewigi) have
been brought to a state of high perfection in this establishment. The
large fringed flowers stand in striking contrast to the symmetrical
blossoms of other kinds. It has been the aim of Messrs. Sutton to

obtain a strain of dwarf growth, and they have in a great measure
succeeded. A new kind of Everlasting named Xeranthemum superbis-

siinum is grown hce in large quantities. Its flowers are very double
and globular, and of a deep purple colour. Of this there is also a"

white-flowered variety which differs from the older kind Imperiale,

which has a distinct outer row of florets, similar to guard petals.

The German and French kinds of the China Aster were infinite as

regards variety, and all more or less attractive. The sorts we
admirei most were the Miniature Asters, which are very profuse

flowerers, and do not grow more than 6 in. or 9 in. high. The
annexed woodcut well illustrates this fine strain, and another
woodcut a highly ornamental Sunflower with double globose orange-

coloured flowers.

Hardy Perennials.—Judging by the quantities grown of some
of the showiest hardy perennials, Messrs. Sutton are alive to the

rapidly increasing taste which now prevails for this desirable class

of plants. Delphiniums of the fonnosum type are grown in large

quantities, and were still in flower at the time of our visit. The
lovely Belladonna, too, was in full beauty, looking best, however, in

the long border mixed with pereunial Phloxes and similar sub-

jects. AVe never remember seeing in a nursery such a fine bed of

the old Tuber Nasturtium (Tropjeolum tuberosum) as here ; its

trailing shoots, several feet in length, were covered with its bright

orange-scarlet flowers. The bed was fully exposed, and had not
received any special treatment save good soil for planting the plump
tubers in in spring. A pretty white-flowered form of Physostegia
imbricata struck us as being very distinct and pretty, and quite as

robust in growth as the type. A good space is devoted to the pretty

little Erysimum pulchellum, which was still in flower, though its

principal crop is produced in spring. Its clear yellow flowers, eom-
jiact evergreen tufts, and extreme hardlue3s render it a highly

desirable plant both for the rock garden and the ordinary border.
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The double Mayweed (Anthemis iuodorum fl.-pl.) is a plant which is

deservfdly vising in pulilic favour, for few hardy tlowers are so

accommodating. It never fails in any soil or sitn.ition to bear a

continuous and abundant crop of ilouble pvire white tlowers, whicli

are specially desirable for l)0U4uets, &c. 'I'lie featliery foliage, devoid

of the usual punseut odour, is another good point in its favour.

Sweet Williams, of course, are grown here in large quantities, and
we were attracted by a peculiar colour of one sort, altogether di lie-

rent from what we have seen ; it is a sort of cinnaliar-rcil inclined

to salmon. Though there are some broad patches of it, the small

((uantity of seeds whicli it produces consider.ably detracts from its

value as a commercial plant. Of the beautiful Dandeliondeaved
Kvening Primrose ((Enothera taraxacifolia) there was a large bed
in full flower, a tine sight, i)articularly when in coutr-ast

with flowers of a hrigliter hue. Near this bed was a
breadth of a new form of the Kock Madwort (Alyssum saxatile),

with lemon-tinted flowers, a very distinct variety from the ordinary
kind. Forget-me-nots (Myosotis) are grown largely here, and
amongst them w.as a new one, but not in character to judge of its

merits. The r.ank growtli of the beautiful Italian Alkanet (Anchusa
italica) indicated that the soil in this locality, though still' in cliarac-

ter. is not too cold for pl.ants which readily succumb in a cold soil,

and furtlier proof of this was show n by a bed of the little Anoma-
theca cruenta, which was in flower and looking healthy. Gladioli,

of which there is here a fine collection, were scai-cely in perfection,

but finer grown plants we have seldom seen ; on some of the spikes
we counted a ilozen and a half expanded flowers. Hyacinthus can-
dicans, another beautiful bulbous plant, was likewise finely in flower.

A bed of the white Zephyr-flower (Zephyranthes Candida) in full

beauty was a tine sight, as were also the Alstrremerias which by the
way are raised annually here from seeds, an uncommon method of

propagating those flowers.

Florist Flowers.—This department is a short distance from
the town, and is devoted chiefly to the cultivation of tender plants for
seeds. An extensive range of houses is occupied by such subjects
as Cyclamens, Begonias, Gloxinias, and Primulas. The houses of

Gloxinias were gay with flowers, representing a very fine strain of
the erect flowered type, with a robust habit of growth, and foliage
so vigorous as to almost hide the pots. At one time these lovely
flowers were treated .as perennials, l)ut now they are r.aised annually
from seeds similarly to Calceolarias, Cincrari.as, &c., and the most
perfect strains can be ensured by this method. Tlic batcli in
flower at the time pf our visit was sown in .January
last, but older plants were ripening their seeds. Tuberous
Begonias, of which there are also several housefuls, are

Miniatiu'e Chioa Aster.

treated similarly to the Gloxinias. Judicious hybridising
has led to the production of a very fine strain, so
uniformly good, that no attention is paid to naming except in the
case of a few exceptionally fine kinds, such as the new Reading
Beauty shown last week at Kensington. We saw a houseful of this
in full flower ; the delicate creamy-white of the large blossoms,
together with the beautiful foliage, which is equal to that of 15.

Pearcei, had a very fine etfect ; the'compact and free habit of growth
and extreme productiveness of flower add much to the value of this
kind. Our attention was directed to a distinct form of B. Fra-beli,

still one of the best in its way, and one remarkable for dwarf,
compact growth, sliort and stout flower-stems and flowers, which
had the woolly substance of the seed-vessel instead of green, as in
the ordinary kind, of a soft crimson tint. .Sucli varieties as
Monte Kosa, with large flowers of a delicate rose, Magnifica, De-
fiance, Ne Plus Ultra, are some of the best of a very "tine strain,
characterised by tlie large size of the flowers, robust "and compact
growth, and infinite variety and richness of colour. In .additiim to
the tuberous kinds we saw the pretty free-flowering B. Sclimidti, so
useful for winter supply, 15. semperflorens, and the new pure white va-
riety named Iveadiug .Snowllake " '"''•^"' •• "• * — ''- ^decided improvcuK'nton tlie type,

Double Globe .Sunllowjr (Uellanthus globo5U3 flstalosU3).

and one which will prove a very valuable winter flowering plant. Of
course Cyclamens were not in flower, but judging by tlie ijuantities
grown they create a fine display in tlie flowering season. Primul.as,
Calceolarias, Cinerarias, and similar subjects are all subjected to a
careful system of culture and hybridising and selection in order to
secure the finest possible strains.

The outdoor grounds in this department are several acres in extent,
and is devoted chiefly to choice subjects. Balsams planted out
were in full flower ; under liberal treatment they had formed large
compact specimens thickly furnislied with Caniellia-like blossoms of
various hues. The new Carnation-striped strain is very showy and
distinct, and the improved miniature B.alsam was specially attrac-
tive on account of its dwarf growth, plants of it not being more than
9 in. high with large flowers plentifully produced, and therefore
%vell adapted either for bedding purposes or for borders. Among
tlie Petunias the striped varieties were very attractive, the new dwarf
kind especially, a bright cheiry red, marked with a pure white star,

being very attractive. Antirrhinums were largely represented in all

shades of colour ; those which most engaged our attention were the
Tom Thumb varieties. This is an exquisite class, forming dense
tufts not more than G in. or 9 in. high, profusely covered with
flovvera, and excellent for bedding purposes. Tlie new varieties in-

clude Crescia, with deep scarlet flowers ; Galatea, crimson, white
throats ; and Aurora. Carnations and Picotees, which are generally
treated as hardy perennials, are raised here from seed, and are
scarcely inferior to the choicest named varieties, and far more suit-

able for ordinary purposes, as tliey are more vigorous and free
flowering. Verbenas constitute another class of plants that
are raised annually from seed sown in January or February.
Every conceivable colour may be observed in a mixed selec-

tion of them, and the trusses are quite equ.al in size to any of
the named varieties. Some of the best kinds, however, have been
considered worthy of a n.ame, such as Candidissima, a sort with
lirge trusses of pure white flowers, Scarlet Defiance, &o. Amoncst
the blue Lobelias was an unusually dwarf, compact-growing variety
of L. ramosa, which formed an erect tuft of bright colour. The
Hollyhocks formed a sort of hedge, as it were, round the other col-

lections, and seemed to be in line condition this season, no trace of
the leaf fungus having as yet been observed. Dahlias, Pansies,
Violas, Polyanthuses, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Coleuses, Lilies,

Irids, Anemones, Ranunculuses, and a host of other subjects all

receive special attention in this department. \V. G.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PEUNING AND TRAINING IMPEOVED.
Tne Fig.

In the culture of the Fig out-doors and in cool houses in this

country an extension system of training has always been
adopted, because good crops of fruit cannot be obtained by
any other method. Where the climate is such that only one
crop of fruit can be produced in the season—as is the case

in structures like orchard houses and on the open wall—the

fruit of the Fig is produced towards the extremities of the

last year's shoots, which is indeed the natural mode of bear-

ing, hence to have always a regular supply of " succession
"

or young shoots every year, and to have them well matured
to their points, should be the aim of the cultivator. There are

various ways of training the branches depending upon the
sliape of the trees, whether they are trained to walls or as

standards, but in all cases the pruning is the same in prin-

ciple. In the case of standards a clean straight stem should be
first originated, and the head may afterwards be allowed to

assume the natural bush shape like the Apple tree.
' Pruning

should be performed in the autumn, or as soon as the leaves

have fallen, and nothing more than thinning the shoots should
be attempted. The aim should be to preserve the shape of

the head and prevent a too lanky growth, but none of the
shoots should be pinched or stopped during the summer, other-

wise the second growth, which will be produced, may not be
perfectly matured. Allow all young shoots to grow, and should
it be necessary to cut any out, remove them entirely, cutting
them close back to a junction. The foliage of the Fig is

very large, particularly under liberal culture, and "the

shoots require a proportionate amount of room, but
the extent to which they should be thinned out
depends upon the variety and circumstances, and must
be left to the judgment of the cultivator. As in the
case of the Vine and Peach, unless the foliage is well exposed
to the light and air, the wood will not be matured, and the
fruit will be poor and scarce. If the trees are in a healthy
and fruitful condition the young Figs that will form the next
year's crop will be seen protruding from the axils of the leaves
in autumn. Sometimes the lowermost or first formed of these
grow as large as marbles the same season, and under favour-
able circumstances they would ripen, but in this country out-
doors or in cool houses they never do, nor do they come to
anything the next year. They are too late to ripen and too
far developed to survive the winter; hence the cultivator,
once he has secured well-matured .shoots, should not encourage
a late growth, but use the means to keep his trees at rest
till the following spring. A fruitful shoot will produce a
dozen or a score of fine fruit if it has been well ripened, but
under careless culture it is seldom that more than two orthree
fruits are produced, and these usually at the extreme point of
the shoot, because that is the latest formed portion, and per-
haps the only part of the branch that has been freely exposed
to light and air. When any young shoot is so placed that
these elements can play around them their entire length, the
foliage survives longer and is of better substance, and fruit
wdl probably show at every leaf. Success in Fig culture
under the conditions here described depends very much, how-
ever, on the management of the roots, which require almost
as much attention as the branches, but that part of the sub-
ject will be treated under the head of root-pruning in its

proper place.

Pruning- and Training in Forcing Houses.—In the
forcing house the Fig is usually treated so as to produce two
or three crops in the season, and the pruning and training is

of course somewhat difi"erent from that described above. When
the Fig has a sufliciently long season of growth the first crop
is produced on the previous year's shoots, and the second
and third crops on the current year's shoots. To secure
regular crops in this way, however, some manipulation is

necessary. As a rule, forced plants are grown in large pots or

tubs, for the better control of the lOots ; indeed, this practice

is almost essential to success. In preparing trees for forcing

they are grown to a tolerable size in the bush form in the
usual way, care only being taken to train the bushes in a
shapely form. A year or two suffices to get up plants of
sufficient size for a .start, and forcing begins in January
or February, and ends towards November. The first crop
is produced about May, the second about midsummer, and the

third, when it is permitted to grow, in September or October.

Previous to starting the trees in heat they should receive

what winter pruning they require. This consists in simply
thinning out the shoots, removing the worst placed and
least fruitful-looking, and afterwards the branches may be
tied out, so as to give them ample room. If forcing is con-

ducted gently, fruit will be produced freely near the [loints of

the branches on the previous year's wood, and young shoots

will push beyond the fruit. These should be stopped by
pinching their points with the fingers and thumb be^'ond the

fourth or fifth joint, which will cause them to show fruit in

their turn, and which constitutes the second crop. Young
shoots will also be again produced from the buds nearest the

point pinched, and these should be pinched again in the same
manner, to cause them to produce the third crop, and after

this all pinching should cease, as by that time the season will

be pretty well advanced, and further pinching may result in

blind .shoots, a misfortune that must be guarded against par-

ticularly, otherwise the fruit crop the following season will

be a failure. However late in the season pinching may be

continued, time must be left for the shoots to form and ma-

ture their terminal growths and buds, upon which the earliest

crops depend. The cultivator will, of course, find in forcing

that the growths will not all push, or be ready for pinching,

&c., at the same time even on the same plant. It is not de-

sirable that it should be so, otherwise there would be a dis-

tinct blank between the difi"erent crops, whereas, by pinching

the shoots just as they come on, a regular successional supply

is secured. The common practice is to go over the bu.shes

about once a week and pinch all shoots that are ready. There

are several artificial methods of pruning and training bush

trees with the object of securing, as it is supposed, better

crops, but in this country the natural bush form of training

is usually adopted in forcing ; and while the plan is exceeding'

y

simple and easily carried out in any kind of structure where

the plants have room to grow, it has not yet been beaten in the

production of crops of fruit.

Wall Culture—Eoth in cool houses and outdoors the

treatment of wall trees is the same. The trees are usually

trained on either the fan or horizontal system, the first being

most commonly adopted ; and in both cases pruning and

training is in principle the same as that given for standards and
bushes. The fan system is the simplest. It is easy to originate

as many branches as may be needed ; and while extending

the circumference of the tree care should be taken to lay in

plenty of young wood all over its surface. The Fig will bear

cutting back with impunity, and it besides produces suckers

freely and .young shoots from the base of the old branches, so

that it is only a matter of a little attention to secure as many
shoots in any part as may be desired. As in standards, thin

training must be the rule, and the young shoots must not be

tied in too loosely or too tightly, but left with their extremities

projecting from the wall a little. The winter pruning consists
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only of thiuniui,', and none of the young shoots should bo cut

back. In the horizontal system the branches are led oil' from a

central trunk, about 1 ft. asunder, and upon these short branches

are originated about the same distance apart and fruited every

year. In spring, when growth pushes, these fruiting shoots

are stopped beyond the fruit, and a successional one led away

from near the base of each to replace the fruiting one which

is cut away in winter. Thus at every spur a young shoot is

l^roduced every year, and one—the old one—is cut away.

These spur shoots may be trained from one side of the branch

or from both, and laid in accordingly to the right or left, as

may be found most convcuient. The French adopt this [ilau

both in their trained wall and bush trees, and secure enormous

crops of fine fruit by it, as we can testify ; but the trees

require considerable attention, and those who have not the

leisure to carry out the system methodically and well had

better adhere to the simpler bush and fan shapes. J. S. W.

(To he continiu'il.)

SIR CHARLES ifAPIER STRAWBERRY.
I AM pleased to know tluit at least one of your fniit-g.rowiug readers

recognises the true value o: Sir C. Xapier Strawberry from the

flavour point of view. ilr. Groom's remarks (p. 131) upon this subject

are interesting, and may induce some to modify theopiuion whichtliey

may have entertained with respect to this fruit. It may be in the re-

membrance of some of your readers that a correspondent told us that

only Strawberries of inferior quality were grown for market, Sir C.

Napier being a favourite merely on account of its productiveness.

At the time I endeavoured to convince your correspondent of his

error, but I fear with but poor success. Mr. (iroom's experience of

this Strawberry plainly shows that when flavour is deficient it is

the fault of the culture rather than of the variety, and if. your
readers will follow Mr. Groom's system I will answer tor it that

they will not have to complain of a deficiency of saccharine matter. Sir

C. Napier is a peculiar Strawberry, requiring rather exceptional

treatment, that is to say, it must not be gathered in the usual manner,
but requires a considerable period of slow ripening, demanding in

dull weather nearly or quite a week after commencing to colour ;

in fact, the finest flavoured fruit of Sir Charles that I ever tasted had
been hanging over ten days in a hot sun. They were really bags of

sugar. This Strawberry is no more ripe when first changed to red
than is a Grape when just coloured. It should remain on the plant

until the seeds become quite black, and the flesh takes on a purplish

tinge. Then, and not till then, is .Sir Charles at his best. During
this period the supplies of water should be somewhat diminished,
and it is imperative that an abundance of air should be given. The
result of such treatment will be that almost every particle of acidity

will be eliminated.

These facts are well known to many market growers, who are

thereby enabled to better regulate their gatlierings, as, when not
wanted, the fruit will hang for some days without losing its beauty.
The assertion that market gi'owers gather their fruit before it is ripe

is a hasty one, and is quite contrary to the facts of the case. Pri-

vate growers, as a rule, know but little of the ins and outs of market
work, and are apt to entertain very erroneous and rather amusing
ide.as upon the subject. It will perhaps stagger some who imagine
that there is nothing more to be thought of in Strawberry culture
for market under glass than to gather the fruit as quickly as possible

when I mention that I have seen at one time, and in the same esta-

blishment, over two tons of ripe fruit which had been hanging in

that state for upwards of a week.
The trade was dull and the grower was biding his time, which did

not fail to come, and the fruit was disposed of at a good price, when
it would in a measure have been sacrificed by being Imrried into

market. These are the tricks of trade, which it requires a length-
ened experience to learn. There is as much art in sellmg as in

growing the article, whether it be flowers, vegetables, or fruit.

J. Corn HILL.

Early Peaches.—Hale's Early and Early York are two good
useful trustworthy so''ts. The Rev. Thomas C. Brehaut, writing
from Guernsey in a contemporary, says of early Peaches :

" As to

Early Louise, there is no doubt whatever in my mind that it is the
best Early Peach we have. Early Rivers, but for the defect of the
stone cracking, would certainly be best ; it much resembles a fine

Noblesse. Pearly Beatrice I find too small, though otherwise excel-

lent. The Alexander is a new and valuable American introduction,

something like Early York, and as good." It should not be forgotten,

though, that tlie climate of Guernsey is superior to that of a large

portion of England, but even there Peach growing is to be given up
in the open air, as blistered leaves ruins the ripening of the wood.
Unless our climate changes for the better, all who really care for a

regular supply of fine Peaches must use glass protection in some
form or other. The Peaches from our orcliard house have this year
been magnificent both in size and flavour, whilst crops on walls are

small iu size and very limited in number.—(iLE.VNEK.

Oscar Stra'Wberry.—For light soil I find no Strawberry to

surpass this. During tlie last three summers we have grown it side

by side with some six or seven otiier sorts, but none prove so satis-

factory for general use as this kind. It is very hardy. During the

past two severe winters, while Sir Charles Napier has been iujured

to a great extent, Oscar has stood unhurt. (Jrown on a north border
for a late supply, I find nothing to surpass the Elton Pine, and next

to that comes Eleanor.—J. C F.

Chatsworth Seedling Grape.—This Grape is stated (p.

216) to be a seedling raised liy Mr. Speed. Is this correct? As far

as I can judge, it is anything but a first-class Grape, aud no one need
be anxious to claim the honour of having raised it. It seems to me
to l)e the same as a Grape exliibited by the late Mr. Pearson, of

Chihvell, some years ago along with a number of others. I am not

sure whether it was named Abram Bass or not. Mr. Pearson did
not think it good enough to take its place as a first-rate black Grape.
—.J. DorcL.is.

Plums, &c., at Ingatestone. Essex.—We have the

heaviest crop of Plums of all kinds, including Green Gages, and of

Apricots and Peaches that have been known for several years on
the walls, and a fair supply of Grapes in the houses ; also Figs in the

open air.—M. Conyeeai;e, St. LconanVf Gramje.

Peach Trees and Stocks.—Will any one tell me why my
Peach trees are distorted and dying ? they are not old ; the stock is

small compared with the top, and the trees seem dying in conse-

quence of a want of sympathy between the two. They appear to

be worked on the Plum. What were the old Peach trees worked on
which we see here aud there in old gardens, grand races which
seemed in health after eighty years' growth ?—J. H.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

POTATOES AND GOVERNMENT COJIMITTEES.

The report of the Irish Potato Disease Committee, recently issued,

has evoked considerable comment from the daily press, and it has

been at once interesting and amusing to read what writers who have
no practical knowledge of the subject have to say on the matter.

Nothing could be more absurd than the dictum of a leader writer,

who says, that if the di."iease is not met by some countervailing

measures, the Potato will presently be annihilated. This same thing

has been said time after time, but the Potato still exists, and is

this year yielding a grand crop, and there is really but a minimum
amount of disease. Of course thei-e will be the usual cry about

failure where the Potato is grown upon rich, moist land, especially in

heavily manured market gardens, or where the moisture is held iu

close contact with the tuber ; but where the soil is dry and porous,

as it is in tliis neighbourhood, the crops are splendid, and it is al-

most impossible to find for them a paying market. It is a common
expression to say that the disease has killed out many old kinds, or else

tliat tliese deteriorate naturally. It would Ije much more exact

were it said that these old kinds die out from neglect, because other

new and more prolific sorts take their places. But there is the old

Ashleaf Kidney fifty years old, the best early Kidney yet, and as ro-

bust and healthy as ever. There is also the true old Cobbler's Lap-

stone, still the best of that numerous family, and the same may be
said of others where careful growers have cared to keep these old

kinds in existence.

As evidence of the power shown by the Potato to resist disease

this year simply because we have had a good season for it, I may
mention the White Regent, Dawes' Matchless, Rector of Woodstock,
I-ted Emperor, and others, all of which are very healthy and free

from disease. Indeed, here on soil where Potatoes have been grown
for six successive years without change we are lifting the finest and
healthiest crops ever seen. It is in this way that facts now and then

rise up to confound the "scientific" men, who in evidence before the

committee or elsewhere lay down certain things as inevitable, but

which in common practice are found to be altogether incorrect.

Thus we are told that to grow Potatoes on the same ground in suc-

cessive years is to ensure the entire destruction of the crop. But
that is all nonsense ; in fact, my experience shows that the more
Potatoes are gi-own in the same ground, if that ground be well and
properly cultivated, the better the Potato crops come.
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The committee in their report lay much stress upon the desir-

ability of government undertaking the work of raising and introduc-

ing newkinds of Potatoesintothecountry, especially Ireland. Thereis

too much reason to fear that one of the evils that afflict the Irish

people is their anxiety to get otiiers to do for them what they

ought t3 do for themselves, but however that may be in Ireland, we
want no such government help here. Already we have raised large

quantities of new kinds, some of great merit, without government
aid, and the Irish growers if they like may do the same. If an en-

terprising and intelligent raiser will but produce a good kind, there

are plenty of seeilsmen ready to put it into commerce, and that

speedily. A government department could do no more, and owing
to the comparative slowness tliat characterises all government depart-

ments, it would soon be left beliind in the race. Our greatest

assistance in the production of first-rate new kinds has been

America, as the sorts that have been sent us from there, crossed

with our best home kinds, are turning out a grand race of seedlings

that have all the cropping qualities of the Americans, and are more
robust and have excellent flavour. Magnum Bonum, in spite of all

that has been written about the Champion, the only disease-resist-

ing kind yet, is a descendant of the Karly Rose ; so also is School-

master. Mr. Fenn is just now turning out a lot of splendid kinds,

the produce of VVillard and Late Rose crossed with good English

kinds, and here I have some good seedlings from Kxtra Early Ver-

mont crossed with Early Market, and Success crossed with Wood-
stock Kidney. Last year I made a cross between Woodstock Kid-
ney and the large purple Vicar of Laleham. A row of fifty seed-

ling plants in the open ground has yielded quite a bushel of tubers,

many roots having from twenty to thirty good sized tubers attached

to them. If seed plants will produce this, what may not be looked
for from plants raised from tubers ? This shows that private raisers

are quite equal to the t.askof raising seedling Potatoes, and that the

next ten years will probably see a revolution in our present Potato
stocks.

In the meantime there could be no objection to the government
offering premiums for the best new kinds that may for a series of

several years prove entirely free from disease. That would encour-

age growers to work in the desired direction ; but whether govern-

ment aid be given or not, I have no doubt that we shall, by means
of new kinds, checkmate the disease in time. A. Dean.

SOWING AUTUMN ONIONS.
Sow in August and September is the usual recommendation ; but
AuETiist might safely be omitted, as we have repeatedly sown Onions
at different times, and in different parts of tlie country, and have
invariably found that those sown from the beginning to the middle
of September were the ones which yielded the best results. Indeed,
the August-sown ones have always been next to useless as far as
forming good bulljs in spring and early summer was concerned, as
the greater part of them run to seed before they had any root worth
looking at. For several years we have sown our autumn Onions in
two lots, one during the first days of September, the other
about the beginning of the third week in tiiat month. As
regards the crop, it is a very important one, as large
fresh Onions are largely used in the kitchen early in
spring, and for several culinary purposes they are preferred
to all other Onions as long as they can be got large and good

;

besides, for exhibition purposes they make a splendid dish, and no
gardener or amateur who grows autumn Onions ever appears tired
of trying how large they can have them or how often they can show
them to everybody. In fact, a well grown bed of autumn Onions
is really a thing to be proud of ; but this is alone the result of good
cultivation. Poor loose ground should not be selected for the bed ;

on the contrary, the best spot in the garden is net too good for it.

Stiffish soil which has been well cultivated and well manured for
several years is what they delight in. Very rich ground need not
have much more manure applied to it ; otherwise give it plenty.
Fowl-house material makes excellent manure for Onions ; so does
that from the pig-styes ; and cow manure is the next best. After
spreading on any of these, about 1 lb. of salt to the square yard
should be spread over the manure, and a few barrow-loads of ashes
if the ground should be too retentive. Salt and ashes clean the
ground well of all kinds of grubs, and this is very desirable, as mag-
gots, &c., often destroy the finest beds of Onions through neglecting
to take precautions of this kind.
When the ground to be prepared for the Onions is very old, it will

pay well to trench it up to the depth of 2 ft. before adding any
manure : then fork the latter in on the surface. When not trenched
the ground sliould be deeply dug. A dry day should be chosen for
the operation, and the sod should be fine and dry and in thorough
good working order before any attempt is made to sow the seed.
This should only be sown in rows from 10 in. to Id in. apart. IJ in.

is deep enough to place the seed, and if a little fine rather sandy soil

can be had to cover it over, so much the better. Close or thick
sowing unist be avoided, and the better all the operations are done
so will the crop turn out. Beat the soil well over the top of the seed
rows with a rake. Then tread the bed all over firmly witli the feet.

Rake it level after this, and finally run the roller tM'o or three times
over it, and a grand crop of fine Onions will be the result. When
the young plants are far enough up to see them in the rows run the
Dutch hoe between them, and after this little or no more attention
will be necessary until spring, when the hoe must be frequently run
amongst them. Weeds should never be allowed to grow amongst
the young plants. Some think they give protection in winter, but
they only draw up the plants and make them tender, and this

should be avoided. In mild autumns some of tlic young plants may
grow up to the height of several inches, and be ready for drawing
for salad, &c., from November onwards, and this may be done with-
out injury to the crop ; but they should be left just as close again
as they will be finally wanted, and do not thin them to the per-

manent crop distance untd the month of March. Then they may be
drawn out to a distance of from in. to 12 in. apart. This distance
will allow them to swell up to a large size, and when it is desired to
save the largest until the end of the season, those with the thickest
necks should be drawn out as they are wanted, as these never make
such fine handsome bulbs as the ones with the small necks.
The mode of culture just recommended niay be said to be the best

and most easy to adopt in a general way ; but where only a small
bed can be afforded to sow seed in autumn, and a large piece is

desired in spring, all the pl.ants in the seed bed should be left

unthinned until the month of March, when they may be thinned
out, and all the surplus plants dilibled into fresh ground. The land
for them ahould be got ready in much the same way as the seed bed.

Making the ground firm must also be observed, and attention nmst
also be paid to doing everything in dry suitable weather. In naming
the best kinds for present sowing I will confine myself to a few of

the best: 1, Giant Rocca ; 2, Early White Naples; 3, Red and
White Italian ; 4, Tripoli. M.

Telegraph and Telephone Peas.—As one who has grown
these Peas since their first introduction and throughout the whole
of the Pea sea.son, I must say that I cannot agree with " A Kentish
Man" (p. 186) when he speaks of them not being worth the extra
trouble which their successful cultivation entails in order to have
them as late and good as Veitch's Perfection, Ne Plus Ultra, and
others. The most careless and common way of growing Peas is evi-

dently what " A Kentish Man" had in his mind's eye when he
made that statement, and I am not acquainted with any Pea which
will do well under such treatment at any season of the year. All
Peas will repay extra troulde in their cultivation, and some more
than others, and amongst the latter, or indeed at the very top of the
list of the latter, stands Telegraph and Telephone. In saying this

I do not imply that they require a great deal more attention than
any other varieties in order to have them in perfection late in

autumn, as that they do not need ; but I mean to say, and have
proved, that these two Peas will far excel any of the others named
if the whole lot be grown together and treated all alike. " Kentish
Man" thinks that probably Mr. D. T. Fish may never have grown
either of these Peas, but it is only those who have grown them side

by side with others throughout the whole season that can compare
and speak of tlieir merits, and your correspondent has omitted par-

ticulars as regards this.

—

Cambi;i.\n.

Bedding-out in the Parks.—The fact that half-a-dozen

carpet beds or so in the London parks afford full employment for

two or three men during tlie summer season amazes country
gardeners, who at home are supposed to keep an ordinary-sized
establishment in order with a similar number of assistants, and to

produce fruits and vegetables besides. One of the greatest mistakes
in regard to modern fiower gardening is attempting too much, and
it should be remembered that country gardeners who are kept busy
all the year round are very differently situated from the superin-

tendents of public parks, who make bedding-out the chief feature of

the season. Some of the metropolitan parks, it must be admitted,
are rich as regards the variety of subjects to be seen growing in

them ; but bedding-out practised in the costly way in which it is

done there is of little use to country cultivators who annually come
to London to see it. They cannot get the continu.al change of

materials in the shape of new and costly plants that are used in the
parks in unlimited quantity, neither have they the London water
supply laid on with a hose at the corners of their flower beds ; and
it would astonish many owners of country gardens who see these
London carpet beds so pretty in the daytime to be told that they
are covered at night with a tent made to fit the bed as soon as
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the weather gets cold, thus giving the gardens the appearauce of a

camp.—J. Gkoom.

NOTES FROM THE BORROMEA.X ISLANDS.
These islands in the Lago Ma'jgiore are to tlie horticulturist one of

the most interesting places to lie found in North Italy. The bettor

known one, called Isola Delia, originally a rugged rock, which was
transformed into a garden L>y t'ount Borronieo in the last century,

and now consists of many terraces rising one above tlie other,

decorated with numerous stone statues and vases, is more in

accordance with the Italian style of gardening than the other, called

Isola Mudre, resembling more an English garden, with specimen
trees on open green sward, and winding w.alks througli the wooded
portion ot the island, while the scream of peafowl and the crowing
of pheasants add still more to the Kuglisli aspect of it. But when
one examines the contents of these islands, it is then that one
realises the fact ot being in a favoured southern country.

Perh.aps the most notable thing to be seen at tlie Isola Bella is a

noble specimen of the Camphora, or Camphor-wood tree ; the trunk
is of v.ist iiroportions, and its large limbs extend and overhang to a

considerable distance. The gardener .assured me that if there had
been 2' mrce of frost last winter, this tree, the glory of the island,

would have succumbed to the unusual severity. There were many
of the large branches injured, and I saw workmen cutting o;i' a

(piantity of the fragrant camphor-scented timber. Many vacvnt

places were caused by last winter's frost, which, however, ou the

surrounding mainland was 7° more severe, and amongst the victims

were all tlie varieties of Eucalyptus, except E. glauca. Of E.

globulus, I saw one or two stumps shooting up again weakly. There
is also to be seen a splendid specimen of Salisljuria adiantifolia. It

is over 03 ft. in height, and at 4 ft. from the ground measures 4 ft.

10 in. in circumference. The size of the leaves is such as I have
never seen elsewhere, and indicates the vigour and health of this tine

tree. Though branching well, its great height in proportion to the

circumference of the branches may be partly explained by its being

planteil on the lowest terrace, not far distant from the wall, and now
it out-tops the higliest of the six terraces. A grove of Magnolia
gi-anditiora in the same corner of the garden is also worthy of notice.

The size of the huge Oleander bushes, and the profusion of bloom
are quite remarkable, some of them having a thick tree-like

stem.

The rapidity of growth of Cedrus Deodara, Cedar of Lebanon, and
other Conifers and trees is astonishing, but owing to the want of

sufficient depth of soil, after about 20 j-ears' growth the specimens

fade awa}-. During winter the Lemon trees growing against the

walls of the terraces are closely covered with mats and boards, as

are also numbers of Orange trees growing as standards. The most
curious specimen was one labelled Finns (Allies) monocaulis. which
the gardener informed me was a liastard Pine brought from Norway,
where it was found growing in a forest, and is supposed to be unique.

Botanists and travellers have sought in vain for any other example
of it. The only thing with which I could compare it was a single

stem of a Cactus, some 12 ft. high, with Pine leaves in place of

spines, and thicker growth towards the top. I counted the growth
of each year, and, allowing for the seedling stage, it must have
been r|uite five years old. Tne Camellia trees, which are large enough
for a boy to climb up into, were oovei'ed with hundreds of blooms,

and the ground beneath w.as cirpeted with those already past. The
beauty of both Ghent and Indian Azaleas was wonderful. It is

amazing the size to which some of the Rhododendrons have already

attained, but nothing to what they arrive at on the Himalayas, as I

was told by Indian friends with whom I visited these gardens. A
huge pendent waving mass of Ivy hanging from a lofty arch on one
of the terraces excited much admiration. The soft cooing of

numberless doves, which build in the Pine trees, adds to the charm
of both these delightful islands, on each of which is a residence, but
seldom occupied by the noble owner. J. T. Poe.

The Tabsr Nasturtium {Tropsjlum tuberosum).—Perhaps
little more need be said about the culture of this late-flowering plant

after what has been stated during the last few weeks, but I may be
allowed to add that it blooms most freely wlien grown on dry rock-

work. I have four plants of it in different positions ; two of the.ii

in damp soil have but few flowers ; another in loose rubble is a
beautiful object, having laid liold of several small shrubs. But more
effective still is another grown along with Clematis Jackmani ; they
both came into flower togeth.er ; besides, the bine of the Troiireolum
has so well secured the Clefviatis to a piece of coarse lattice, that we
have no trouble with the latter this season.—JoKS Wood, Wood-
ville, Kirkstall

CONIFEILE IN PENRHVN PARK.
The following are the msasuremcnts of several trees growing inside
the park here, and wliich I consider worthy of notice, as some of
tlio specimens, though growing at a high elevation and exposed to
tlie rough winds Idowing in from the Irish Sea, arc perhaps the best
of their kind in England :

—

T.woDiu.Al SE.-MI'ERVIREXS.—Height, o.'? ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft.

from the ground !t ft., and at .5 ft. up 8 ft. ; diaineter of siircail of

liranches, 2S ft. Tliis tree is growing on the sloping ground lietween
tlic carriage drive and river Ogwen, and about half-way between
I'cnrhyn Castle and the moilel village of Ll.andegai. It is a beautiful
specimen, richly clotlied with foliage of a Ijrownish-green colour, but
unfortunately, during a severe storm its leader was broken over,

which is, however, being rapidly replaced by another side-shoot.
Trues of this species succeed admirably here, several others beiu'
little inferior to the one described.

Weli,ixi:to.n"i.\ oiuantea, growing close to the carriage ilrive, and
nearer Llandegai than the former, measures as follows :— Height 50
ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 7 ft. !) in. ; diameter of

spread of branches, 19 ft. All the trees of thi.s kind are in a very
healthy and thriving condition, and seem well adapted for their high
and breezy situation.

i'u'EA PiN'DROW, gi-owing a few yards from the latter, h.s attained
tlic following dimensions :— Height 50 ft. ; girth of stem at .'? ft.

from the grouml, 4 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of spread of liranches, 22 ft.

This is a magiiitioent tree, about which there has been a great
diversity of opinion, some eminent nurserymen declaring it to be
P. Nordmanniana, while others afSrm it to be P. Pindrow ; indeed,
it requires a very careful inspection, as the ditference is scarcely
perceptible.

Abies Douglasi, growing on the opposite side of the carriage
drive from the trees alreaily described, is 76 ft. high ; girth of stem
at 3 ft. from the ground, 11 ft., and at 5 ft. !) ft. 4 in., with a dia-

meter of spread of branches of 51 ft. Adjoining this tree are two
others of the same kind and of nearly similar dimensions ; all three
have, however, suffered severely from the effects of their exposed
situation, their leaders having been repeatedly broken over by the
wind ; and it is a striking fact that nearly all the Douglas Firs here
on overtopping the surrounding trees become table-headed from the
repeated loss of leaders.

PiCEA Webbiaxa.—Height, 53 ft. ;
girth of stem at 3 ft. from the

ground, 4 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of spread of branches, 20 ft. This tree
is not in a very thriving condition, and but thinly clad with foliage,

which may partly be accounted for by its growing in a damp situa-

tion close to the Ogwen River.

I'iCEA GRAXDis.—Heiglit, 03 ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from the
ground, 5 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of spread of brancliei, 27 ft. Tiiis is a
handsome specimen growing a short distance from the last men-
tioned tree, but in drier soil, and is worthy of a better position, l)e-

ing entirely hid from the carriage drive.

PiCEA .voBiLis.—Tlie Largest tree here of this kind is 51 ft. in

height, witli a girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground of 4 ft. G in.,

and diameter of spread of branches of 24 ft.

Cryptomeria japoxica.—Height, 4S ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft.

from the ground, 4 ft. 2 in. ; diameter of spread of branches, IS ft.

This and the following tree are growing close to the entrance from
Port Penrhyn.
Cedrus Deodara.—Height, 52 ft.

;
girth of stem at 3 ft. from the

ground, 4 ft. S in. ; diameter of spread of branches, 23 ft.

Thcj.a Mexziesi.—Trees of this kind grow very rapidly here,

several, though of no great age, having already attained the liiight

of 40 ft.

Abie.s morixda.—Height, 40 ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from the
ground, 3 ft. 10 in. ; iliameter of spread of branche?, 21 ft. This
species of .Spruce attains great perfection here, and as au ornamental
tree it-s drooping foliage forms a striking contrast when mixed with
Conifers of a more still' and rigid appearance.

On the lawn tennis ground, between the castle and flower garden,
are the following trees, the sizes of which fully illustrate the growths
made by different trees on the same soil in a given space of time,
the height of each when planted being about G ft. :

—
Wellin'gto.ma gigan'tea, planted on tlie 17th of October, 1S59,

by her Majesty the Queen. Height, 35 ft. 2 in. ; girth of .stem at

3 ft. from the ground, 4 ft. 11 in. ; diameter oi spread of branches,
15 ft.

A Turkey Oak, planted by her Majesty on the sam; date, is now
28 ft. 10 in. in heirfit, witli a diameter of spread of branches of IS ft.

ExGLisH Oak, planted liy H.ll.H. the Duke of Counauglit on the
17tli October, 1S59. Height, 21 ft. 6 in. ; diameter of spread of

branches, 10 ft.

PrcEA Nordmaxxiaxa, jilanted in 1S57 by .Sir .James McGare
Hogg. Height 43 ft. G in. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground,
3 ft. 5 in. ; diameter of spread of branches, 15 ft.
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WELLlxaTONiA GIGAXTEA, planted in 1Sj7 by the Lady Hogg.

Height, 53 ft. : girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, C ft. 10 in.
;

diameter of spread of branches, 15 ft.

Taxodidm semperviren's, planted in 1S57 by the Lady Penrhyn.

Height, 4'2 ft. 6 in. ;
girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 5 ft. 5

in. ; diameter of spread of branches, 15 ft.

Two very fine Cedars of Lebanon adorn tlie flower garden, the

heiglit of each being upwards of 50 ft. with a diameter of spread of

branches of 60 ft. One of these noble trees has from time to

time, by severe gales, been denuded of many of its largest branches,

leaving one side almost bare, and giving tlie tree an old and
hoary appearance.

An Araucaeia Cunninohami growing here, and which is con-

sidered the largest specimen in England, is 38 ft. in height, with

a girth of 3 ft. 7 in. at 3 ft. from the ground, and a diameter of

spread of branches of IS ft.

Abies Mexziesi.—Height, 53 ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from tlie

ground, 3 ft. 6 in. ; diameter of spread of branches, 21 ft. This

tree occupies a sheltered position on the north-west side of the

castle, being well protected by taller trees.

Grownig almost side by side are two trees of the Hemlock
Spruce (Abies canadensis), the larger measuring 42 ft. 6 in. in

height, with a girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground of 3 ft.

6 in., and diameter of sijread of branches of 21 ft. These ' trees

are elegant in appearance and valuable a? growing under the shade

and drip of other trees.

Fitzkoya p.\taoonica.—Conspicuous amongst the plants in the

nursery is a good specimen of this graceful drooping evergreen

tree, measuring in height 17 ft., and with a diameter of spread

of branches of 9 ft. ; also a Photinia glabra, affirmed by many to

be one of the finest shrubs of the kind in Britain.

In conclusion, I may state that the general class of the soil on

which these trees are growing is sandy loam resting on slate rock.
— ' Journal of Forestry."

ROSES
SUMMEK PKUNING.

It may seem somewhat late to write of this, but when the practice

was general, summer pruning extended from .June to August, for it

followed sharp on the heels of summer flowering. As soon as the

flush of tlie first bloom was over, the knife was applied to within a

few buds of the base of the current year's wood. The result was

strong breaks from the bases of these and, if tlie weather proved

favourable and the season proved long enougli, autumnal Roses

galore that not seldom flushed winter witli their beauty. The later

the pruning tlie later the second or autumnal flowering ; and it was,

and indeed is, no uncommon thing to have Perpetual and Tea Roses

in flower in November, chiefly through the expedient of summer
pruning. It is very pleasing, as well as useful, to have Roses, ligiit-

ing up the grey gloom of November mists and fogs. But what
brought pleasure and profit to the florist or the decorator not seldom

brought disease or death to the Roses, and hence summer prun-

ing is practised to a lesser extent than formerly.

Tlie danger of pushing it too far consists in our seasons not proving

long or warm enough to ripen two crops of wood. Two crops of

flowers may be gathered, but if the winter finds the wood green, tlie

Roses will bloom never more. This has been made painfully obvious

during the last two winters. The Rose seasons of both the previous

summers had been late. Roses in June were nowhere in 1S70. The
winter of 1879 and 'SO came upon them unprepared, that is, the

wood was green and full of crude sap, ana they were killed by
wholesale. In looking through beds, borders—fields of slaughter

—

every late-growingRose was found dead, while those that escaped were

those with the brownest, firmest shoots. The lesson is obvious,

and it has a most important bearing on the summer pruning of the

Rose. Better to concentrate our efforts on one good blooming time

and the after ripening of the wood than grasp at two crops of

flowers and lose our plants in consequence. The latter is often the

direct result of the summer pruning of Ptoses.

Roses were again late this year, and we have thought it safest to

summer prune none of them ; the dead flowers have merely been cut

off, the weakly shoots cut clean out, and the shoots left to break or

not as they chose. It need hardly be added that the majority of

them have not broken at all. We shall have but a scant crop of

autumnal Roses, but the prospects are better for keeping most of

our plants through the winter. A few Roses, too, such as Boule de

Neige, Duke of Eilinburgh, La France, Jules Margottin, &c., will

break into fresh shoots and produce a second crop of Roses whether
cut back much or no ; and such Teas as Gloire de Dijon, Homer,
Safrano, Rubens, Devoniensis, &c., flower freely in the autumn
pruned or unpruned. JIany of the Hybrid Perpetuals on their

roots choose a still better mode of autumnal flowering. They throw
up strong root suckers that continue to bloom in succession all

through the autumnal months. Such plants may be summer pruned
to very great advantage thus : As soon as one or more of these
suckers is seen pushing its way through the soil, the whole or all the
weaker part of the plant that has already flowered may be cut right
to the ground line. This severe summer pruning will throw the
whole of the strength of the roots into the shoots left, which will

grow and bloom with surprising strength and beauty in consecpience.

Neither need the shoots cut off be wasted. Each shoot with a heel
may be converted into one of the very best of Rose cuttings, these,

as we shall sliow in a future note, rooting best and most rapidly
when about half-ripened. From the base, too, of these old shoots
there will be almost sure to arise next spring several of the strongest
suckers or young shoots that will flower in succession to those
eyes left at the winter pruning on the bottoms of the autumnal
flowering shoots of the previous year. Hence, while counselling

little or no summer pruning of Hybrid Perpetual-worked Roses,
whether dwarfs or standards, those on their own roots may often be
severely summer pruned to the obtaining of a splendid autumnal
bloom and the strengtliening of the plants. D. T. Fish.

Effect of Dry "Weather on Roses.—On dry soils Roses
are rather suffering from the drought. The fact is, Roses got so
long used to a dripping time through June and .July, tliat they can
hardly understand the intense heat and di ought that have now come
upon them. A good watering of manure water at tlie roots will now
enable the plants to withstand the drought and to produce a finer

crop of flowers. The heat, especially when associated witli dryness
at the roots, is apt to cause a sudden flush of bloom with great thin-

ness of petal, (iuano water at the rate of 1 oz. to 1 gallon is a
capital stimulant for Roses at this season. A barrow-load of cow
manure placed in a fifty-barrel tank also makes capital food
for Roses, in the case of applying this, it should be well
washed in with clean water, so as to render it as inoffensive

as possible. Soot water is also good for Roses. It ought,

first of all, to be converted into a paste, which is not very easily

done. The best way to do so is to use but very little water
and to stir the soot rapidly round till it becomes wet, when it readily

mixes with the water. Then add it at tlie rate of about 1 peck to

20 gallons of water. These liquid dressings are by far the best at

this season of the year, inasmuch as they take effect at once, and
thus enable the trees to stand the tremendous drought with less

injury to their health and the flowers. One of our most useful Roses
this autumn has been Boule de Neige. It has gone on flowering from
.lune till now with hardly a day's intermission. The form and fra-

grance as well as its pure white colour render it one of the most
valuable of Roses for cutting for bouquets, &o. Homer is also

coming out nicely this autumn. It is a singular quality of this Rose
that though it so often comes out of form and colour in the spring,

its autumnal flowers are almost always clear and well formed. The
same peculiarities are also exhibited yet more strongly in Souvenir
de la Malmaison. As a summer Rose it is hardly worth growing,
with its half-formed flowers and their green centres ; but now it is

exquisite in bud, and not badly formed in its full-blown state. It

likewise flowers more freely in the autumn than almost any other

Rose, with the single exception of Safrano and Gloire de Dijon.

—

D. T.

Rosa rugosa from Seed.—With reference to your "Leaflet"

in last issue on this subject (p. 201), it may be of service to your
readers who are interested in seedling variations in plants to hear

that when last at Segrez (where I was greatly struck by the hand-
some Tomato-like fruit of this Rose), I was informed by my friend

Mons. Lavallee that it was useless trying to raise it from seed, as he
had often tried it and had never obtained anything but the common
Dog Brier from the seedlings. I have never seen any of these

brilliant seed hips form in this country, where they invariably wither

up and drop off without filling soon after the falling of the bloom,

which unfortunately only lasts a single day in beauty.—W. E. G.

ExaggeratedDrawings.—The editor gives some pointed and
deserved criticisms on " Pictured Exaggeration. " These criticisms

will receive additional point when it is known that some of the par-

ties who indulged in these exaggerations ridicule without stint (and

justly) the miserable French frauds who visit us almost every winter

witli crude drawings, representing Gooseberries as big as goose eggs.

Pears of the size of Marrow Squashes, Apples that emulate the di-

mensions of field Pumpkins, bloated Strawberries that grow on
trees, and so on through a long list, with flowers to match or even

excel them ; and the trutli compels me to say that hundreds are de-

ceived by them. If so, how much more likely are they to be de-

ceived by drawings executed in the most artistic manner 1 We want
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not only the size of the pictures rciUiceil, but also tlie length .inil

inimlier of the .iiljectivcs iu tlie ilescriptions that .icconipany tlicni. I

am convincetl that both buyer and seller would be l-enetited by the

change.—Moore's liiiral.

PROPAGATING.

Croton undulatum.—This very beautiful variety, in which

the mid-rib and blotching are almost blood-red, may be readily in-

creased, either by means of eyes or tops. The Litter, as shown iu

the annexed illustration, is much the best and quickest may of ob-

taining good shapeable pl.-iuts. The cuttings way be either inserted

singly in small pots, or several put into a larger one. The compost

should consist of peat, loam, and silver sand m equal parts : drain

well, fill the pots up, and press the soil well dowu, putting some

sand on tlie top. Insert the cuttings and tighten tliem well in.

(iive a good watering and place them in the cutting box on a brisk

bottom-heat. A little air should be given every morning to allow

Cutting of Croton undulatum.

the excess moisture to escape. Keep them shaded from the sun,

and do not let them flag. They will root at any time, but the best

months for putting them in are May and June.—H.

GRAFTING ARALIAS.

For purposes of table decoration some of the Aralias deservedly

stand in the foremost rank, but, owing to the difficulty generally

experienced in their propagation, they are still comparatively

rare plants. When that most beautiful species A. Veitchi was first

introduced, it remained a long time in the hands of the nurseryman,
who was so fortunate as to first possess it, owing to its refusing to

be increased by cuttings ; but when recourse was had to grafting, it

was soon found to be comparatively easy to multiply it, and a large

stock of it was rapidly worked up. And here I may perhaps be per-

mitted to direct attention to the freedom with which many such sub-

jects unite to allied species or even their own roots, as, for instance.

Daphnes, Combretums, Correas, &c. I have more than once succeeded
with what at one time seemed impossible to propagate through trying

one of the above methods, very few plants refusing to unite with a

closely allied and similarly constitutioned species. The species on
which Aralia Veitchi was first grafted was, I believe, A. Guilfoylei

;

but owing to the rather succulent nature of its stem when young, it

was found liable to rot otf, and so another woodier species was tried,

namely, A. reticulata, on which all the choicer stove species and
varieties may be freely worked. To propagate this, in itself a

graceful species, the stems of about a year's growth may be cut iu

lengths possessing two ej-es or joints, one to form the base of the

cuttings, which if inserted in small pots in sandy peat, and placed iu

a propagating frame or hotbed, should socn strike root, when they
may be shifted into 2i-iu. pots, and a str( nger soil given them. In
about three months they ought to form plants fit for grafting, but if

cuttings are put iu late iu the autumn, and the young plants grown
on through the winter, they then have plenty of time to form by
the early spring good sturdy shoots, at which time grafting may be

suocessfuUy performed.

When about to gi-aft, cut down the plant which is to form the
stock to within about lA in. of the soil. The species to be worked
may be cut in lengths similar to those for cuttings ; or if a quantity
of ])lants be i-equired, one eye with tlic internoile below it will be
sufficient. If properly and neatly done it matters little which of
the many methods of grafting is followed, thougli, owing to the
necessity of keeping the stock always a little above the soil, those
methods least likely to cause a gouty appearance at the point of
union should be followed, and the best .ind easiest of these is side-
grafting, usually practised in the case of tlie Rose. Bind the scion
and stock together with grafting cotton, and do not use grafting
wax, the utility of wliicli for gi-afting purposes I am very much
inclined to doubt. Place tliem in a propagating frame, and keep
them close and moist, and if the work Ije well done, the grafts will
soon begin to grow, when they may be removed from the frame,
and subjected to treatment similar to that usually given to Crotons
and Dracienas.

The sorts which should be p;rafted are A. Veitchi and its variety
gracillima, A. elegantissima, A. leptophylla, and A. Osyana. A. re-
ticulata and its variety gracillima and A. Guilfoylei may be propa-
gated from cuttings. The section to which A. lilicifolia belongs,
and which includes Panax laciniatum, P. fruticosum, and P. plumo-
sum, are also easily propagated from cuttings. The whole of the
above-mentioned plants are tropical subjects, and delight iu a
stove temperature with plenty of atmospheric moisture. Z. B.

ANSWEES TO OOERESPONDENTS.

Bed Spider.— Is it possible to do anything to stop red spider in a Vinery
with Grapes about ripe? How could it best have been stopped when first
noticed? Is there any mode of cleansing a Vinery iu winter to prevent its
ravages? (Red spider may be checked by sulphuiinft the hot-water j)ipes when
they are highly heated, and the temperature of the house has lieeu raised to so*.
5Iix the sulphur to the consistency of paint, close all the ventilators, aud apjily
it at night with a whitewasher's Ijrlish, Wash it oft the pipes the follmviii'g
morning, .and ventilate before the sun strikes the roof. Repeat the sulphuring
once or twice at intervals of two or three d,ays. Kxamine the liorders aud see
that they have not been kept too dry. One of the most fertile causes of red
spider is dryaess at the roots, and the best preventive is giving them abundance
of liquid manure throughout the growing 8t.age. It should, however, be borne
iu mind that a heavy drenching may do serious mischief to the Grapes now
about ripe. Syringe thoroughly as the Grapes are cut, and properly cleanse the
house and Vines at pruning time by carefully scrubbing the rods, trellis, and
woodwork with stroug soap and water. Wasli the walls with quicklime, and
remove every particle ofloose mulching and inert soil from the surface of the inter-
nal borders. This done, make a solution of Gishurst compountl, 8 oz. to a gallon
of soft water, and apply it to the rods and spurs with a painter's brush. 'VVatcli
the Vines closely in the spring, and should spider reappear sponge the young
leaves with soapy water before it has time to spread.—W. C.

Exhibiting Carnations.-FZos.—The cut flowers are exhibited on stands :

thosefor twelve blooms are 16^ in. long by 12 in. ^vide and 4^ iu. deep, painted
a dark green colour ; there are three rows of blooms on each stand ; the tlowers
are inserted in tubes full of water ; each bloom is e.\liibited on a circular white
card. If twenty-four blooms are exhibited two boxes of twelves are used. It
is also the custom of growers of Carnations to bloom many of thn varieties on
cards, and when they are exhiljited in pots, the blooms are also placed on
cards. This system of exhibiting plants in pots is open to objection, but if it is
not done the flowers must be fixed in position by pins with an eye, so as to clasp
the calyx. Tree Carnations may be trained to single stems like Roses, but it

would be most objectionable to do so.—J. Douglas.

Lawn Weeds.— Can I be told what should be done to a lawn where the
weeds, Plantain and Diindclion chielly, have got very plentiful ? We have taken
most of them out, liut the lioles left are very unsightly. Should they be filled up
.and sown down with Grass seeds? and if so, what sorts?—Yokk. [Fill up the
holes with fine soil, and sow with a mixture of fine lawn Grass seed, costing
about Is. per lb. I find that diluted sulphuric acid, dropped into the centre of
strong-growing weeds, destroys them eJfectually, saves a large amount of
labour; and does not disfigure the lawn as is the case by digging out. Dilute
with water four parts to one of sulphuric acid, use it in dry weather, aud be care-
ful not to allow the mixture to spread beyond the plant intended to be de-
stroyed. —il.]

Carnation Cuttings.—.\bout a fortnight ago I inserted about U in. from
each other a large quantity of Carnation cuttings in good compost in a box, and
covered them with a hand-light. They were not cut (juite close under a joint,
nor were they slit upwards. Will they succeed if left alone ?—Flos. [Carnation
cuttings take some time to strike, but they will do so if the glass is kept close
over them. .Small cuttings strike l)est ; those of the tree or perpetual flowering
section form roots readily iu a gentle hotbei. If yours are large cuttings of the
florists' section they may take six weeks or more to form roots, but leave them
in the close hand-lights until roots are formed.—J. D.]

Pot Pourri(p. 191).-The following are two old receipts, from one or other
of which the Ijest pot pourri I have ever smelt has been made :—No. 1. To a
bowl of Rose leaves add 2 oz. Cinnamon, 1 oz. Allspice, a large Nutmeg, a small
quantity of Mace and Cloves, the same of Orris root, all beaten small ; six bunches
of Lavender, a handful of common salt, and 2 oz. of saltpetre bruised ; to be
strewn in layers with well dried leaves. No. '2. 1 oz. Sweet Benjamin, 1 oz.
Sweet Oxotorax, 1 oz. Orris-root shrerl, 1 oz. Orris-root powdered, 1 oz. saltpetre,

i oz. raw sugar, 1 oz. baysalt, 1 oz. Cloves ; Mace and Cinnamon together, halt
of them to be powdered, and the other half to be put into the jar whole. All
sorts of sweet flowers may be used ; they must be dried first, but not in the sun.—W. L. B.

Names of Plants.- H'. B.—l, Anagallis arvensis ; 2, Centaurea nigra.
C. ii.—We cannot name the Fern without seeing it in fruit ; send frond with
spores on the back of it. The Orchid is Zygopetalum Mackayi. E. S. T.—
Oncidium flexuosum. C.M.O.—l, Eucon'ua midulatifolia ; 2, Sedum maxi-
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mum. 7). r.—l, Hypericum oblongifolius; 2. Leycesteriafnrmosa; 3, L'giis-

tnim eliinense ; 4, L. japonkum (quite distinct species) ; 6. Ceaniithus azuieus.

H.—Gypsophila repeiis. Ji. E. (Exeter).— Vie cannot name the Fern from
such a poor specimen. R. E.—l, Sedum maximum; 2, s. acre variegatum ;

3, .S. reflexum ; i, S. Ij-dium ; 5, S. Ewersi.

Questions.

The American Squash.—Will some of the readers of The Garden be

kind enough to give me through its pages some recipes for the cooking of this

Squash ?-C. L. H.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
LEATHER JACKETS, OR DADDY LONG-LEG

GRUBS.
(tIPULA. OLEEACE.i.)

In The Garden of the 10th August, 1S7S, I g.ive an article on this

insect, with a figure of the well-known fly only ; since then, and
particularly this year, I have h.ad many of the grubs sent to me
by diH'ereut persons asking for tlieir names and some information

about them. I now give a figure of the grub and chrysalis, and
some further remarks on the best way of destroying these trouble-

some and destructive pests. The fem.ale daddy long-legs lays liereggs,

three liundred or more in number, in September or October in the

ground at the roots of Grass and other plants by means of a short ovi-

positor. The grubsas soon as theyare hatched cominencefeedingon the

roots, and as they appear to be almost omnivorous, and in some
seasons are very abundant, they sometime^ do an immense amount
of mischief in gardens and fields. Lawn" and pasture fields at times

are very considerably injured by them, for they eat through the

roots of the Grass, which withers and dies as if it had been cut by a

>
4

Fig. 1. Leather .Jacket (natural size): 2. Leather Jacket (contracted—back);
3 Chrysalis ; 4. Termiual joint (side) ; 5. Terminal joint (end).

turfing spade. They also destroy the roots of Corn and Mangold
much in tlie same manner. In kitchen gardens. Potatoes, Beetroot,

Turnips, Lettuces, Cabbages, Scarlet Runners, Beans, Strawberries,

Raspberries ; and in flower gardens, Carnations, China, Asters,

Balsams, Dahlias, and Zinnias suffer most from them. They are,

however, connnonest in Grass, and in many places it has been found
very difficult to grow good crops upon land which has been under
Grass without well paring and burning the surface first, or fallowing

it and keeping the weeds well under, so that there may be nothing for

them to feed on. Now, as t-> the best means of destroying these

insects, or of preventing them damaging our crojis. Of course, the

destruction of the perfect insects before they have had time to lay

their eggs is the most effectual, but it is by no means easy to

accomplish. As soon as they begin to appear on lawns, the Grass
should be well rolled with a heavy roller or mowing machine.

la this way great numbers may be killed, or they may be caught in

butterfly nets.

Tlie grubs are difficult to kill, as during the day they are usually

ab'jut 1 in. below the surface of the ground, and their skms are so

thick, that any fluid found on the ground which would be strong

enough to kill tliem would most certainlj destroy any plant at whose
roots they w-ere. Tliey, however, frequently come to the surface of

the ground at night, when they may easily be killed by rolling

the ground, or captured by cutting long trenches in the ground
6 in. wide and 6 in. deep, taking care that the sides are upriglit.

When ramlJing about at night the grubs fall into them and are

unable to escape. This is a most effectual method of trapping them,
anil has been tried with great success. The grubs can easily be
collected in the trenches the next morning, and destroyed by crush-

ing or by putting them into boiling water. If any plant begins to wither
without any apparent reason, the ground should be carefully removed
from round the roots, when these or some other grubs will probably
be found at work. Small pieces of Potatoes or Turnips, with a

skewer stuck through each, buried 1 in. or so below the surface,

are very good baits for these grubs as well as for wireworms ; they
should be placed near any plant likely to be attacked, and examined
every morning. Patches of ground may be kept free by laying down
lines of fresh gas-lime, as the grubs will not cross the gas-lime.

Dressing ground with nitrate of soda, or soot, or soot and guano,
has lieen found very useful in keeping these grubs away. Many
birds are e.\ceedingly fond of the grubs, pheasants, partridges,

fowls, ducks, rooks, and starlings in particular devour enormous
quantities of them. As they mostly abound in moist gi'ound, all

gardens should be well drained, and any damp weedy corners should
be cleared out and kept as free from weeds as possible ; if tliis l)e done
it is not likely that these insects will cause much annoyance to the
gardener.

The chrysalides may often be found when garden ground is being
dug, and they should be at once destroyed. The jierfect insect is

so well known, and having been described and figured in tlie article

already alluded to, it is unnecessary to give any description of it now.
The full grown grubs (fig. I), when stretched out to their entire length,

are about 1 h in. long, and are nearly ^in. in diameter in their thickest
part ; they taper very gradually towards thehead and more abruptlyto
the tail : when touched they immediately contract themselves (fig. 2) ;

their colour is a dirty yellowish-brown, with a lead-coloured stripe

down the middle of the back, bordered on either side by a paler
thick yellow line ; the head is black and furnished with a strong
p.air of jaws and a pair of feelers, or antenn;e ; the skin is soft and
very tough, from which peculiarity these grubs have received the
name of Leather Jackets. They .are composed of thirteen joints,

including the head, and are entirely destitute of legs ; the last joint

of the body is provided beneath with two tubercles (figs. 4 and 5)
which are of assistance to the grub when in motion ; the last joint

of the body is also furnished with a somewliat star-shaped organ
(fig. 4 and 5), in the middle of which are two black spots, each
surrounded by a black ring ; this appendage is connected with the
breathing organs, and the black dots are the spiracles or apertures

through wdiich the grub breathes. The grubs become chrysalides
about the middle of August, or somewhat later. The chrysalis

(fig. 3) is about i in. long, and is brownish in colour ; each
segment of the body is furnished with a row of spines pointing

towards the tail ; these are of great assistance to the chrysalis when
it w.ants to reach the surface in order that the perfecf insect may
make its escape, as (supposing it were in a vertical position) any
movement on its part would bring it nearer the surface. The
daddy long-legs are generally very common in September and
October. G. S. S.

Single Dahlias.— ".Tusticia" is on the right tack in writing

up single Dahlias. I believe they have a great future before them.
I trust that raisers m.ay succeed in dwarfing the plants. The flowers

wouhl .also be improved for some purposes were tliey still smaller ;

a good single white is also still a desideratum. Bouquet Dahli.as,

the next most useful class, also sadly need dwarfing; the tiny flowers

on stems 4 ft. or more high seem out of place as well as out of

reach ; they are, however, exceedingly useful for decorative purposes,

and would prove still more so were tliey yet smaller. I am aware
that some of the so-called bouquet Dahlias are shorter, but several of

these are more like bedding Dahlias of the Zelinda and alba flori-

bunda type than bouquet Dalilias pure and simple. Our Dahlia
coccinea and a yellow variety of the same are remarkably fine this

year.— D. T. Fisn.

Hardy Flo-wers in Cottage Gardens. — "Justioia"
alludes to the beauty of the cottcage gardens in the neighbour-
hood of Salisbury. This reminded me of a cottage garden near
Batli which I noticed when staying there this summer. I passed it

one evening towards the end of .June, and a g.ayer or brighter garden
I never saw anywhere : and yet. a? far as I could see, there were
only three plants (two Echeverias and one yellow Calceohiri.i) which
were not hardy. The garden was a slip by the roadside, some
23 yds. long by 7 yds. wide. As it was getting late and I was some
way from home, I was unable to examine it as I shonld have wished
to have done. It was laiil out with very n.arrow paths between
the beds, which contained chieflv Pinks, London Pride, Sweet
Williams, Campanulas, Stocks, Wallflowers, Potentillas, Pansies ;

and I only wished that those who assert that hardy flowers alone
will not nip.ke a garden look bright eould have seen this one.

—

G. S. S.

Garden Edgings.— I observed the other day when at The Wil-
derness, near Reailing, that the borderings to the kitchen garden w.alks-

were composed solely of Sedum glaucum, the edgings being slightly

raised. 'J'he lines were perfect throughout, not a weed in them, and
far more pleasing tlian either close trimmed Box or monotonous bricks.

Alittle trimming with a spade once a year sufficed to keep all in good
order.—A. D.
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" This is an srt
Which does memt N'nture ; chani:e it rather ;

TUE .4KT IISELK 13 NaTCKE. "—SAa'.Yspeare.
but

WIXTERIXG GLADIOLI.
1 HAVE carefully read the notes of your American correspondent on this

subject (p. 10.'!), and as a very olJ and not unsuccessful grower of these
beautiful autumn flowers deem it iu the interest of growers that an
answer should be given as far as practicable to his remarks. I say
as far as practicable, for in the first place I do not quite understand
his meaning. He writes of taking up tlie bulbs and shaking off the
adhering sod gently. If this means shaking all off, then the system
is by no means new, as I knew it to be practised by the late Mr.
Standish twenty years ago with varieties that he did not care much
about; and then, secondly, he speaks of the "normal limitations
of plants of from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in height." Assuredly w-e in England
know nothing of such limitations. In looking through my beds
now, except in the case of dwarf-growing varieties, there are no
stems less than i ft., many of them .5 ft., and I have had Duchess of
Edinburgh (Kelway's) 6 ft. high. It is evident, then, that if the
height he gives is the normal condition of bulbs treated in the ordi-
nary way, then the Gladiolus does not grow in America as it does in
Europe.

I am ipiite willing to admit that the starting of the roots is undesir-
able, although I have not found it to seriously interfere with the
health and vigour of the plants : but I think this may be obvi.ated,
indeed I am sure it m.ay to a great extent, by the use of an open case
with lattice drawers, in which the bulbs are placed separately, and
so not brought into contact with one another. It is for this reason
(viz., their pushing out roots prematurely) that I have always dis-

countenanced the hanging of them up in paper bags ; the bulbs
then get in contact with one another, encourage moisture,
and so root a;tion begins. I adopted with some of mine
last year a difl'erent plan, viz., that of placing the roots
on dry sand, either on shelves in some frost-proof house, or under-
neath the stage of the greenhouse. I did so this year with a con-
siderable proportion of my small collection, and at the time of plant-
ing found that several of them had rooted in the s.and. I took them
up carefully and planted them without disturbing the roots, and
the plants pushed along very vigorous!)- without apparently any
check. To whatever cause it may be attributed I do not say, but
I have certainly never had such tine blooms or been more successful
than this year ; but I can discover no difl'erence between those that
were placed in sand and those that were treated in the old method.
Then there is to my mind one very gi-eat objection to the method of
banging them up, unless there is a very large space to do it in ; the
tops gradually die oft", and then in many instances the bulbs drop,
thus leading to much confusion in their n<ames ; and as I see no ad-
vantage in the plan, I cannot recommend its adoption where choice
varieties are grown, and care is required to keep them distinct and
true to name. That Mr. Kelway, our great grower, is no believer in
this plan for maturing Gladioli, recommended by your American
correspondent, may be gathered from the fact that he is now build-
ing a large store to accommodate his enormous collection ; the lofts
will be fitted up with shelves, and on these the bulbs will be placed.
I know also that M. .Souchet adopted, and his successor still adopts,
the old plan of taking away all the old decaying matter, whether
of the old corm or leaves, and the clean and beautiful looking bulbs
that they send out evidence how well the plan succeeds. I have no
doubt that your correspondent is plagued, as all cultivators have
been and are, by the mysterious manner in which the jdants go oti',

growing on apparently vigorously for a while, throwing up their
flower-spikes, and just when one is expecting a fine spike turning
yellow and dying. On lifting the bulb, it is found affected by a spot,
which gradually spreads over and utterly destroys it, and perhaps he
has the idea that this plan of wintering themmay prevent this. I cannot
see how it is to do so ; if there is anything wrong it must have come
from the old corm, and the sooner the young one is detached from
this the better. If there is nothing wrong, then I think the ex-
perience of such growers as M. Souchet and Mr. Kelway is sufficient
to prove that nothing is lost by the removal of all the old material,
while to those who have but a small space at their disposal the plan
must recommend itself.

Having mentioned Mr. Kelway, I may say that I have had
lately an opportunity of visiting his nursery grounds at Langport,
in Somerset, to which I have before now made reference in The
G.A.RDE.V, and a truly remarkable sight it is, such as no other
nursery in the world can present—twenty acres of Gladioli ! This
seems at first sight almost incredible, but it is a plain sober

fact ; and, more than this, it must be remembered that the bulbs are
planted much more closely together than we are in the habit of

growing tliem, so that I can quite understand Mr. Kelway "s state-

ment tliat if his bulbs were planted at the usual widtli, tlieie is

a sutlicient iui"iber to plant one hundred acres. He has upwards of

JOUO named varieties in his catalogue, and it may be imagined that
the labour .and trouble of this iumiense collection is very great

;

wliile of the older sorts acres are grown both for the home trade and
for exportation. It was very interesting to see in all sorts of posi-

tions, on hillsides, in valleys, on level ground, and even on the
paths between the beds, how they swarmed everywhere, and how
well on the whole this vast collection looked ; there were gaps and
misses in some jjlaces. Land that had been under water for months
is not the most favourable place for gi-owmg Gladioli, for though
they like moisture, yet they do not thrive where there is excess of

it ; in some cases where large numbers of the older sorts were grown
they had been ploughed in, the furrows drawn, the bulbs planted
in them, ami then covered over with the plough, a wholesale method
of growing (iladioli which lam confident is nowhere else attempted.
All who have visited our metropolitan shows, and those who know the
west of England, are fully aware not only of the prominent position

he holds as a grower and exhibitor, but of the remark.able character
of his seedlings ; each year seems to show advance botli in size and
substance, and as the selection of new varieties is made from nearly
200,000 roots, it may be safely argued that the dozen or eighteen
which he sends out are of the very highest strain of excellence.

Unfortunately at the period of my visit there were very few of this

enormous collection in bloom, but I have had an opportunity since

of seeing several remarkably fine ones, not only in my own garden,
but in his exhibition stands at South Kensington and the Crystal
Palace, and the following may be relied on as really standard sorts :

Act.-Bon, flesh colour, with a large rose spot on the lower petals, a
very good flower ; at an exhibition held in Glasgow this was without
doubt the finest flower shown ; Agrius, salmon-pink, with flakes of

vermilion at the edges and a yellow eye, a very fine and stout
flower ; Claribel, a beautifully pure white flower with a violet stripe

on the lower pet.als ; Cymbeline, mauve, flaked with purple, inside

of petals white (I saw this very finely exhibited by Mr. Dobree at

Taunton) ; Duke of C'onnaught, salmon-pink, mottled and flaked

with dark crimson, a very fine flower ; Doctor Woodford, salmon,
flaked with carmine, with a yellow spot on the lower petal ; Doctor
Woodman, s.almon, flaked with pink, and a large blotch of carmine
on the lower petal ; Duchess of Edinburgh, a very grand flower, but
generally blooming too late for exhibition purposes, purplish-rose

with a carmine stripe, a most vigorous variety ; Earl Russell,

violet, flamed with rose, a very striking flower ; Egyptian
King, maroon, deeply shaded, with violet stripe on the
lower petal, a very novel flower ; Jessica, white, tinted

with lilac, yellow centre, a violet blotch on the lower divisions ;

James Kelway, crimson, edged with maroon, white line on each petal,

a very bright flower, and of great substance ; Lady Bridport, an old,

but very valuable flower, deep blush flaked with carmine ; Mr. Derry,
amaranth flaked with purple, white line on each petal ; Mrs.
Dombrain, white tinted with lilac-rose, a very beautiful flower

;

Orange Boven, buff flaked with sulphur, and yellow centre, a very
grand flower ; Pithys, light red, with a pure white throat ; Mar-
eianus, a remarkably coloured flower, brilliant red, with a blue

tinge, and carmine stripes on the lower petals ; Scopas, white,

with a large purple blotch on the lower divisions ; Rev. H. H. Dom-
brain, a remarkably fine flower, a clear cerise colour, with white
throat, a flower of great substance, and the spike very close and com-
pact.

In naming these varieties I do not for a moment mean to intimate

that these are the only good ones, but they are those which I know to

be good, and can therefore recommend. Mr. Kelway's catalogue bears

evidences of the large number of certificates that he has obtained in

many places, besides the PvOyal Horticultural Society, for his

flowers, and growers who have not the opportunity of seeing and
judging for themselves may safely leave themselves in his hands.
The French varieties, too, are so very much reduced in price, that

great facilities are offered to the lovers of this grand autumnal
flower which Mr. Kelway has done so much to improve and
popularise. Delt.-i.

Tigridia grandifiora.—In The Garde.v of the 4th instant
" Justicia " speaks of the Cardinal-flower. Is that another name for

Lobelia cardinalis ? [Yes.] It must, indeed, be a grand flower if

it is superior to Tigridia grandiflora. I got this season some bulbs
of the latter for the first time, and the flowers have made almost a
sensation in this neighbourhood, everybody who sees them asking
what they are, as nobody about here appears to have ever seen them
before. They are flowering in a mixed border, but next season, if

all is well, I intend to fill a bed with them, as I think they will

show oU' to better advantage in a mass. [There is no surer way to
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neutralise or destroy the effect of a fine thing than by growing it

in large masses. A good group of from five to nine plants will

give you a full expression of tlie beauty of this flower, whereas a

Ion? line or a heavy mass will defeat the object which you have in

view.] Can any of your readers tell me if the olil bulbs bloom well

the second year, or is it necessary, as with Gladioli, to get new bulbs

each year if one wants fine blooms ?—C. L. H., Macclesfield.

PHLOXES AND THEIR CULTURE.
I FIXD these to be the most useful of all hardy plants. They succeed

in either shade or sunshine in town or country. Their massive spikes

of various and riclily-ooloured blooms are interesting when looked at

closely, highly effective at a distance, and very valuable in a cut

state. The delicacy of colour in many of the newer varieties is so

good and pleasing, that they may be used in the choicest combina-

tions—in the house, bed, border, or shrubbery. Jli.xed kinds may
be planted in groups by themselves, in rows of dififerent colours,

amongst other herbaceous plants in mixed borders and, in short,

wherever outdoor flowers are wanted ; from the end of Jlay to the end

of October Phloxes may be used with the utmost success. Severe

winters, bad springs, dull summers, and wet autumns do not de-

teriorate them in the least. They grow and bloom satisfactorily under
all conditions.

In introducing new Pliloxes the best way is to buy small plants

from the nursery. These may be had in pots any time during the

winter, and that is the best season to get them, as they can be

planted out during the first favourable weather in spring. When
these have grown into good-sized plants they may be lifted at the

same season, divided into a number of pieces, and planted in the

same and in otlier places. This is a quicker and surer way of pro-

pagating them than by cuttings, and by this means fine plants are

secured at once. They will grow and do well in any kind of soil,

but when it can be enriched with manure all tlie better. Tliey

never get out of character either by being grown in very rich soil or

in the poorest. All the difference rich soil makes is in the size of

spike. For exhibition purposes the spikes require to be well deve-

loped, but for general cutting purposes they are just as useful

smaller. At the present time many of them are now in full bloom,

while the earlier ones are over. All old stems should be left undis-

turbed until they have decayed, when they may either be allowed to

remain uncut all winter, or be cut over about 2 in. from the

ground. In either case the roots want no protection in winter

unless the plants are very weak, when they may be covered with a

coating of manure. Tliis will improve them as much as taking them
up and planting them in fresli soil. In spring they sprout into

growtli, and tlirow up their stems without any attention, and it is

only when the shoots get so long that they want stakes to sujiport

them that they must be looked to. Some kinds grow much taller

than others and should be staked accordingly ; the very dwarf
kinds will do without any. In the Pilrig Nurseries, Edinburgh, a

large collection is new in Woom, and well worth going a long way to

see. Their colours are so varied and rich that description could not

do them justice ; therefore I will content myself with classifying a

iey{ under their leading eolours :

Early Flowering Varieties.—White—Beauty of Edinburgh,
Annie Lockhart, Duchess of Atliol, Bridesmaid, Edina, Lady
Clerk, Samuel Wylie, Highland Mary, Miss Robertson, Pearl.

Red—President, Peter Stewart, Indian Cliief, Dr. Robert Black.

Rose, purple, and crimson—Malcolm Jlclntyre, Allan Maclean,
George Eyles, Mrs. Millar, Mrs. Ritchie.

Late Varieties.—White—Captain Randle Jackson, Pilrig

Park, .Tames Cocker, Jenny Grieve, Miss Wallace, Mrs. Keynes.
Red—Tom Welsh, Coecinea, David Thomson, J. Muir. Rose, purple,

and crimson—Angus SIcLeod, Alexander Eallantine, Countess of

Eglinton, George Grieve, John Forbes, George Ramsay, Professor

Blaekie, William Blackwood.
The above three dozen are far from exhausting the stock of good

sorts, but these I have proved to be in every way excellent.

C.\MBKIAN.

EVENING PRIMROSES.
Lovers of hardy flowers should endeavour to find a place for some
of the many fine species of the Evening Primrose family. They
are showy and flower profusely, some of the species lasting a long

time in bloom. In the free warm soil of Mr. Stevens' garden at By-
fjeet they gi-ow with exceptional vigour, and have tliis summer pre-

sented a very attractive appearance. In low, damp, cold situations

and in heavy retentive soils they are apt to dwindle, or at any rate

fail to develop their true beauty ; but if accorded an open, sunny situa-

tion in free, well-drained soil, they will not fail to give great

sstisfaction.

CEnothera Fraseri is a handsome species, throwing up a number of

stems some 2 ft. in lieight, branching in their upper portion and
clothed to the base with fresh, bright green foliage. The flowers

are of a bright yellow, and are produced freely and continuously for

several months. (15. riparia is another excellent kind, not so

vigorous as Fraser's, but very showy, and flowering with equal

freedom. (E. macroearpa has numerous prostrate stems,

producing very large showy flowers throughout the sunnner.

This is a very effective plant, but is not thoroughly liardy

in cold, heavy soils, and should, therefore, when thus cir-

cumstanced receive some slight protection, or be lifted and
wintered in a cold frame. Its good qualities render it worthy
of tliis small amount of care, which is, however, by no means neces-

sary wliere good drainage exists and the soil is light and free.

Where a bright yellow flower in quantity is required this plant will

be found very useful, as it is easily increased by means of cuttings,

which may be dibbled in about July in a fine piece of soil in an
open sunny situation, merely shading from very hot sun, but afford-

ing free exposure as soon as roots are formed, so that they get hard
and sturdy before winter sets in. A little protection during the

winter is beneficial, and about the beginning of March they may be
lilaced in their permanent positions. The soil intended for their

reception should be well stirred, and if poor sliould receive a slight

dressing of spent manure, which will have the effect of jiromoting

free growth and insuring continuity of bloom.
Those who may have very unfavourable soils to contend witli may

insert a few cuttings in O-in. pots, wintering them in a cold frame,

and if planted out as suggested, they will often pi'ove more satisfac-

tory than the old stools. Other good showy knids are to be found
in Youngi, serotina, glauca, marginata, and fruticosa. Wliere any
of these kinds are found not to pass the winter satisfactorily

in the open ground they liiay be treated as biennials. Most of them
seed freely, and if the first pods are gathered as soon as ripe, and
the seed sown in pans of light soil and placed in a shady frame,

nice young plants will be obtained by the autumn. These should lie

})Ianted out in good soil the following March, when they will make
fine specimens by the end of the season. The best way, however,
is to sow in gentle heat in March, when by growing the 3'oung

seedlings along quickly, good flowering plants will be formed in a

single season. J. Cornhill.

THE NEW PARIS DAISY, ^TOILE DOE.
In' speaking of this plant in The Gardex some time during the
spring, a correspondent, if I recollect rightly, said it M"Ould Ije of no
use for bedding, not making flower enough, or through being un-
suitable in its habit of growth. If anyone who ever entertained

such an opinion was to see the hundreds of plants turned out in the

open ground in Mr. Howard's nursery, at Southgate, now, as they
have been all the summer, literally covered with bloom, they would
undoubtedly have reason to change their opinion ; for, of all the
plants with which I am acquainted, I do not recollect one that pro-

duces a greater sheet of colour proportionate to its size than this.

Certainly it is not a plant that \i'ould be likely to conform to the low
pegging down course of treatment to which many bedding plants are

subjected ; but it grows so close and compactly in the open air wiien

its roots are not confined, and naturally is so disposed to branch out,

and, moreover, is of such a stout habit, that it requires no support.

It is quite possible that this variety, so much larger in the flowers and
different in colour and habit from any other, has been taken for some
one of the yellow kinds that ha^'e preceded it, and to which it is as

much superior as anything in its way well could lie.

In a mixed bed, associated with Salvia patens, purple Petunias,
Verbena venosa, or anything of a like character, it would have a

really good effect. The form may not please those who have been
in the habit of looking upon double flowers as the highest point to

be aimed at in everything, but which do not possess, or rather are
robbed of their simjile elegance through the fact of their being
double. Its ability to flower freely and continuously in summer
only constitutes part of its merits ; it is exactly the shade of yellow
so fashionable now in cut flowers, and to a certainty there has never
been a yellow flower that has been anything near so much prized in

the London market. A single instance will suffice to shov/ this. Near
upon £20 worth of the plants in bloom were used on a single occa-

sion this spring to decorate a W^est-end mansion. Added to its other
good quaUties, it is one of the most lasting of flowers in a cut state.

I have had blooms of it that have been forced in the spring fresh in

water for over a fortnight.

This plant when properly prepared is one of the best for forcing
;

it bears a fair amount of heat without becoming drawn, and keeps
on flowering in regular succession—not as some things, producing a

glut for a time, followed by a period of barrenness. The way in

which Mr. Howard prepares his plants is by giving them moderate-
sized pots in the summer, setting them out in an open position., and
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keeping every flower-bud picked oS. So treated, he has now many
bundles of close compact bushes, as broad as tliey are high, needing

no support. Examples so prepared will keep on blooming from the

time they are reuuircd in the winter right through the spring.

A. Z.

THE ROCK PHYTEU.AIA.

(p. C0M0SU5I.)

One of the most remarkable alpines we know of is the quaint little

plant of whicli the annexed is an illustration. It is also a very

rare species, for seldom is it seen even in the largest collections.

Unfortunately, too, iu common with other alpine gems, it is a some-
what difficult subject to manage, at least in tliis country, so fickle

are its requirements and so susceptible is it to injury from ill-suited

situations or unlit soil. Tolerable success, however, may be attained

by placing robust healthy plants in fully exposed vertical fissures

of limestone rock, or material of a similar character, with soil com-
posed of good loam and grit thorouglily well drained. As may be
seen by the woodcut, tlie leaves are relatively small compared with
the flowers : they are thick and fleshy and toothed like those of the

Sea Holly (Kryngium maritimum). They are shaded witli purple and

The Kock Phyteuma (P. comosimi).

bine, and form a sort of globose tuft when a good mass of the plant
is in flower. Our woodcut, prepareil from a plant in M. Fra'bel's
nursery at Zurich, where all kinds of alpine plants are grown exten-
sively, well shows the natural size of this Phyteuma, and the kind
of situation in which it delights to grow. At first sight one would
hardly think it belonged to the Bell-flower family (Campanulacese),
though on closer examination a similarity may be observed in the
structure of the flowers. It is, like most of its congeners, a native
of the mountainous regions of Europe, but we believe rather rare iu
its native habitat. W. G.

White Japan Anemone.—I see it stated that the variety of
this fine herbaceous plant named Honorine Jobert is not a distinct
variety at all, but only the old Anemone japonica alba. I believe
this to be quite correct. We have plenty of the latter, procured a
long time ago, and I cannot see that it difi'ers in any way from the so-
called Honorine .Jobert. A nurseryman who had the latter for sale said
to me the other day, " Oh ! I see you have plenty of Honorine Jobert."
There is no doubt either about the white variety being a stronger
grower than the rose-coloured one, as the same writer states, but all
the three (for there is an exactly intermediate and fine variety that
is a stronger grower and freer and earlier flowerer than the other two,
though less known) are amongst the surest growers and flov.-erers of
hardy plants. It is stated that they succeed best in a fine sandy soil

;

but our soil is a hard strong loam, and I doubt if better plants could
be found, and they never fail to flower splendidly till the flowers are
destroyed by frost. The great point is never to disturb the roots,

except for propagating purposes ; and our jilau is to dig up the oflscts,

for the plant spreads f.ast .about this season, and plant tliem where
they are to grow. Our stock of tlie red-flowered kind was propagated
from a patch growing near the Iiall of the mansion Iiere, w here it has
been growing and spreading and flowering regularly every year for
over a score of years without deteriorating in any way, though
receiving no particular attention. Had any of the three been only
a stove plant or an Orchid, our plant growers would liave gone into
eestacies over it, but being onlj' liardy plants tliey disappeared for a
time in the general " disestablishment" of these some years since.

—

J. S. W.

BOTANIC GARDEN, GLASNEVIN.
I.vsEC'TivORors plants (so called) are largely grown in the Glasnevin
Botanic Gardens ; there are twenty-one species and varieties of

Nepenthes, the pitcliers of some of them being of very large size.

On a plant of N. sanguinea there are seven pitchers, some about 'Jin.

long and 5 in. round. N. Idiasyana has thirty pitchers, some al-

most as large as those of N. sanguinea, and a fine variety of N. dis-

tillatoria h.as pitchers about 12 in. long, richly striped, and flaked
with red ; it diflers considerably from the typical form, which is also

very large. The rare N. albo-marginata and N. 'Witchi are grown
here. There are thirteen species and well-marked varieties of

Sarracenia. Tsvohybrids have been raised in these gardens—S. Moorei,
between flava and Drummondi, and S. Popei, between flava and
rubra. Some of the pitchers of 8. flava are about 3^- ft. high. A
plant of Darlingtonia is said to be the largest in Europe. Tliis plant
is, of course, grown under glass, but a small plant of Darlingtonia
in the bog bed has proved to be hardy in this climate.

Mr. Moore succeeded in saving spores of Salvinia nataus last year,
from which numerous examples of tliis little water plant have been
distributed through the country ; it appears to grow almost as
quickly as the still prettier AzoUa pinnata, whicli is also grown here
both in a stove and out-of-doors, but whether it will live out through
the winter has still to be proved. Tliis water plant is somewhat like

a very minute Solaginella floating on the water ; it increases by divid-

ing itself, which it does with singular rapidity. Limnocharis Hum-
boldti suits itself to various temperatures here. It grows in the Vic-
toria regia house, and also in an ojien-air tank outside it, where it

lives through most winters. This water plant is well worth grow-
ing, the three-petalled light yellow flowers with a dark purple centre
being beautiful. It would, perhaps, be safest to grow it indoors in
winter.

The borders by the greenhouses and stoves are taken advantage
of here for growing some of the more tender kinds of hardy
l^lants. Crinum latifolium and C. ornatum evidently enjoy this

position, as the plants are about ^h ft. in height, and the heads of
seed show how well they have flowered. It seems strange that
where these and so many other flowers from warm countries live

out of doors, and Schizostylis, Tritoma pumila, and many South
African plants are quite hardy, Disa grandiflora, though a mountain
plant, should not be so. Every plant of it that ilr. Moore tried
out of doors rotted away ; indoors it blossoms profusely.

In a shady corner at the back of one of the glass houses Philesia
buxifolia grows and flowers well ; its Lapageria-like flowers are
beautiful, and it is well worthy of the choicest nook that can be
found for it. Indigofera Dosua is a pretty wall plant with purple
Vetch-like flowers. Mr. Moore takes great interest iu the culture
of Alpine plants. Amongst many rare kinds of Primulas which of

course are now out of blossom are P. grandis and a quantity of

seedlings of P. Stuarti. A fine blue Veronica, V. Hendersoni, is now
in blossom; it would be an excellent plant for rockwork. Most of

the choicer kinds of Alpines are grown in an enclosure for

frames, &c., at the back of the Victoria regia house and
in a walled garden ; iu the latter is a bed of Lilium
chalcedonicum, which is a mass of brilliant scarlet, and shows
what eff'ects rnay be produced by Lilies grown in quantity ; L. aura-
tum is also flowering well, and one variety of it striped with deep
red is very distinct. But perhaps the moat beautiful plant in the
whole botanic garden at present is a large shrub, about 10 ft. in dia-

meter and 12 ft. high, of Rhus Cotinus. It would be hopeless to

attempt to describe the beauty of this plant ; down or Marabou
feathers might give some idea of the softness of the plumes with
which it is covered, but their reddish colour has a very peculiar effect,

more like the red reflexion from a strong flame than any distinct

shade of colour.

The borders of herbaceous plants here have been mentioned lately

in The G.\rdex. Amongst the many varieties of hardy flowers
grown in them, Salvia candelabra and Michauxia oampanuloides are
very effective.
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The Filmy Ferns are remarkably tiue ; a house is devoted almost

entirely to them, the wall on one side of which is covered with

Hymeuophyllum tuubridgense, with Killarney Ferns, Todeas, &c.,

growing through it here and there. This green wall is 45 ft. or 50 ft.

long. A plant of Todea superba growing in this house is about 5 ft.

iu diameter, and the fronds about 3 ft. in length. There is also a

splendid specimen of Todea Fraseri, and T. pelluoida grows equally

well. C. M. Owen.

GLADIOLI AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
It was rather discouraging to see only two collections of Gladioli

staged at the Crystal Palace for two sets of prizes. I quite expected

to read the usual paragraph " that florists' flowers were hopelessly

at a discount," but in truth one must not measure the popularity of

a flower by its appearance at a fjower show. One could not find any
fault witli those who did exhibit, albeit the collection shown in the

amateur's class by the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was a very good one,

and comprised some exceedingly fine varieties. To one raised by
M. Souchot a first-class certificate was awarded. It is some years

since prizes were oft'ered for the Gladiolus near London, and one

cannot expect exhibitors to come forward unless the prizes are suffi-

cient to recoup tliem for their trouble. Mr. Kelway showed a very

large collection, but his flowers were not quite so fresh as usual ; no

doubt they had been cut too long, and the weather lately has been very

trying. Probably, too, some of them had been previously exhibited at

South Kensington, which accounted for the fact that that reno%vned

grower did not receive any first-class certificates. It is not diflicult to

raise good varieties of tlie Gladiolus from seeds. I have been very

fortunate in getting good kinds, and in the course of three or four

years have obtained over a dozen first-class certificates from the

Royal Horticultural Society and Crystal Palace Company ; nor was
it very difficult to get up a good stock of .some varieties, only I found

that by the time I had a stock the constitution of the plants had be-

come so enfeebled that I was obliged to destroy the whole of them.

I well rememljer the late Mr. .John Standish throwing cold water

on my enthusiasm. He said :
" You are growing the Gladiolus well

now, but in a few years your stock will wear out," and that is so

with many growers. Sir. Kelway seems to have hit the right

method of maintaining the constitution of this flower ; probably his

climate is in his favour. J. Dougl.\s.

Loxford Hall.

UOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Rosa rugosa.— " W. E. G." (p. 240) says that he " has never
seen auy of the large Tomato-like seed hips form in this country,

where they invariably wither up and drop off' without filling soon

after the falling of the bloom." Rosa rugosa grows very vigorously

here on a s.audstone rockery, and bears fruit plentifully. There are

nine largo globular hips upon one plant to-day, and they seem likely

enough to bear ripe seeds, as they are already a bright scarlet. The
tree has several flowers out, and it is scarcely ever without bloom on
sunny days. It was the earliest in leaf this year, and the frosts did

not harm the tender shoots in the least, and it was the first to

flower of any P^ose we have. It likes a rocky situation, and if

properly placed is quite at home in England.—W. Beockb.^nk,
Brork-liui.st, Di(hhurtj.

Arnebia echioides, or the Prophet Flower.—Re-
ferring to the beautiful coloured plate of Arnebia echioides in The
Garden (p. -04), and the interesting account of the plant by Mr.
Elwes, it will interest your readers to know that it is called the

Prophet Flower. The Mohammedans believe the fine conspicuous
black spots on the flower to be the marks of Mohammed's fingers,

and, in consequence, worship the plant. Some years ago I procured
a plant of it from the late Mr. McNab, of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh, which has flowered every year since I got it, and I have
succeeded in propagating it from seed and from side shoots on two
occasions.

—

Alexander P.\terson, M.D.

Chrysanthemum Scarlet Gem.—This variety has been
very ett'ectii'e in Mr. Stevens' garden for some time past. Its habit

is dvvaif and compact, and the flowers are produced in great abund-
ance. It is one of the brightest and most attractive of the summer
flowering section, and is worthy of a foremost place in any garden.
The summer-flowering Chrj'sauthemums should be more largely

grown than they now are, especially in cold districts where the
autumn-flowered kinds can scarcely be relied upon for the open air.

—J. C. B.

Herbaceous Plants Shown at Dover.—Let me adduce
as another instance of the increasing favour bestowed on hardy
plants that at the Dover flower show, where prizes were off'ered

for a collection of cut blooms of twelve varieties, there were seven
competitors, whose exhibits were very creditable, but marred,
except in two instances, by having no names attached to them,
notwithstanding a rule to the effect that all exhibits were to be
named. Buphthalmum salicifolium, Senecio pulcher, Verbascum
Blattaria, and one or two other good things were shown.

—

Delta.

CEnothera marg-inata.—This was recommended by Mr.
Robertson Munro as the best of the Evening Primroses, and it seems
to deserve that distinction. Its large flower, which opens in the
evening and closes in the morning, is white, changing to pale pink as

the blossom dies away ; the pistil resembles the frame of an umbrella
in shape, and sometimes projects over the petals when they are
folded up during the daytime. The plant is like G2. taraxacifolia in

growth.—C. M. 0.

The Pampas Grass and Arundo conspicuain Berks.—kt Tlie Wilderness, near Reading, as at many other places, the late

winter has played sad havoc with the Pampas Grass and Arundo
conspicua stools, killing them almost entirely, but just a small crown
or two being left in spite of the thick covering of dried leaves which

.

surrounds the stems.—A. D.

Sedum spectabile and Insects.-What a wonderful
favourite this is with insects ! Some fine heads I have of it are on
a sunny day swarming with honey and humble bees. Red Admirals,
Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Painted Lady butterflies, moths, &c.

—

Delta.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
LAPAGERIAS AT SOUTHGATE.

N(» greenhouse can be looked upon as completely furnished without
the white and the red varieties of Lapageria. 'The cause which has
prevented them being possessed by all who have a cool glass house no
doubt is the compjaratively high price which the slow increase they
admit of has kept them at, more particularly the white kind, whicli
was introduced later than the red one, and which has always been
much scarcer. Few plants have so many desirable properties that
commend them to all classes of growers. A strong specimen will
continue in flower more or less for four or five months, often longer.

Each flower lasts for several weeks, and will keep longer wlien cut
than most things. The white variety especi.ally is one of the most
lovely when properly placed of all flowers that can be used in a bou-
quet, and when artistically hung from the edge of a vase or March
stand they have no equal ; their elegant forms, combined with purity
of colour and texture, are alike beautiful, added to which the plant
thrives in a shady situation, such as few things do well in.

I should think Mr. Howard's stock of the white kind at .Southgate
is much the largest of any in the kingdom ; the old plants are
principally in very large, somewhat shallow tubs, plunged with their
rims overhead in the beds on which the shoots are layered. The
beds in one range are 100 ft. in length by 4^ ft. wide ; in another
range they are 100 ft. long by 4 ft. wide, with others smaller, all

layered thickly last autumn with the white variety, of which there
is an immense quantity of young plants. Most of the old jilants have
been layered two seasons, and this year's crop, being mostly from the
stout sucker shoots pushed up from below the surface last summer,
is very strong and even in size ; many hundreds of them are now in

flower, or bearing buds coming forward. One house in which the
young stock has not been taken off is literally festooned from end
to end with thousands of the drooping bells. I counted fifty coming
on upon 3 ft. of one shoot, another with twenty-seven on 19 in. of its

length. ^Vhen the endurance of these elegant, drooping, snowy
flowers is better known, they will doubtless be much more iu demand
than at present, especially as from their waxy stout texture they will

keep fresh without water or moisture of any kind longer tlian any-
thing with which I am acquainted. For funeral wreaths, now so
much used, nothing can surpass them, or for arranging in ladies'

hair, dresses, or wreaths for the head, as with this Lapageria there
need be no misgivings about flagging or falling iu pieces, as so
often happens when Roses, Camellias, and the like are used.

In another house are some sixty strong plants in large pots, laj-ers

of last summer's growth, taken off' a year this autumn, that have
mostly a couple or three shoots, each from 4 yds. to 6 yds. long

—

as quick and successful examples of the propagation and growth of

this fine plant as are probably to be met with in any part of the
country. In another house there are about 140 plants of the red
kind in from 9-in. to 12-in. pots, standing on both sides, and covering
the whole roof with their brilliant blooms. There is a large quan-
tity, amounting to several hundreds, occupying small pots, of both
the red and white sorts, in addition to those I have mentioned,
that go to make up the stock which Mr. Howard possesses of these
charming climbers, that, in addition to adaptability for greenhouse
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cultivation, will thrive anil bloom well on an open wall in many
parts of tlie kingdom, especially it" they receive the protection of a

mat in frosty weather, an attention which they well deserve, and

which few plants will so well repay. A. Z.

LEAFLETS.

ANTHURIU>[ AXDREANU.M AXD ITS DISCOVERY.
CoLLEc'TOR-S have swarmed for years round the spot in which An-
thurium Andreanum grows. Mr. Roezl told his nephews long ago

to search the mountain range for it, but somehow tliey did not do so.

Mr. Chesterton showed me a few years ago a drawing and a small

map on which the spot where it grows was marked, but he also was
prevented from fetching it. As early as ISoo l>r. Tri.iua discovered

this glorious plant, and to him, and him alone, belongs tlie honour of

having found it ; the discovery is his, and not M. Andre's, .and M.
Andr? was aware of this fact when he started for his Columbian
travels. Taking in The Gardex as I do, half-yearly bound, I was
struck, not dumb, but very "hard," when my attention was called

on Monday last to the correspondence which had appeared in its

pages about this Anthurium. I never thought that there could pos-

sibly be any doubt about M. Lehmanu's plants bt-ing true. His

honour is spotless, and his knowledge botanically and practically (if

I may say so) is well known. Xot so very long after the plant was
published he sent home to me no fewer than SDO, all dead but a few

;

liter on he brought plants personally and in good condition. Well,

those who purchased at Mr. Stevens' rooms may rest assured that

M. Lehmaun's plants are true. Who does not know how Anthurium
Scherzerianum differs in its leaf and flower ? So may, and will,

Anthurium Andreanum diti'er. I felt naturally roused when I read

the articles in The Garden", and at once communicated with Mr.
N. E. Brown, who sent by return of post the following letter, and,

as it contains a full e.xplanation of the whole atlair, he will forgive

me when I publish it. Mr. N. E. Brown, says ;
" The statements

published in The Garden and elsewhere to which you refer were
not sent to those papers by me, although emanating from me in the

first pkace, as I will proceed to explain.

" Prior to the sale of Lehm.ann's plants, the Kew herbarmm received

from Prof. Reiclienbach a specimen of an Anthurium collected by
Lehmann, which I found to be a new species closely allied to Andre-
anum, and was about to puljlish it when I was told by tlie professor

that Lehmanu's plants were the same as Andre's, as theycamefrom the

same locality. I then heard of the sale of the living plants, and
determined to defer publication until I had seen the plants living.

Shortly after the sale M. Andre sent to the Kew herbarium his type
specimens, one of which he presented to the establishment. I then
applied to I>r. Tri.ana for the loan of his specimens, which he very
kindly sent me for inspection ; for be it known that Dr. Triana was
the first to discover this glorious Aroid so long ago as 1853, and I

have it from Dr. Triana himself that he sh )wed his specimens
to M. Andre before he went out to Columbia, and told him in a general
way where to tind the plant, though M. Andre makes no mention of

this, so far as I know. Dr. Triaua's specimen is the same as those
of M. Andre, and, h.aving compared the latter with Lehmanu's speci-

men, I found considerable dilFerence in the leaf of Lehmann's plant,

bat none in the inflorescence ; and as M. Andre in his letter lamented
the fact of Lehmann having sent a stock of the plant, I informed
him in my letter sent when returning his specimen that I thought
he had no cause for alarm, for if the plants from Lehmann
recently sold were the same as his dried specimen, they belonged to
a different, though erjually beatitiful species. Those were my words,
as nearly as I can recollect, an 1 it is to M. Andre, I believe, that
the statements to which you refer have got puVjlished. I have now
seen (on Saturday last) a living plant of Andreanum and some of those
sent by Lehmann growing side by side in Mr. Ball's establishment at
Chelsea ; unfortunately, they were in too young a state to come to
any decision about them, but certainly in their present condition I
am unable to see any difference in them, though they may develop
differently hereafter, or it may be that the leaf of Lehmann's speci-

men is an accidental variation, and not constant. However this may
be, for horticultural purposes one plant is as good as the other, as
the spathe and spadix of Lehmann's plant is as brilliantly coloured
and as large as that of Andre's ; the difference resides in the form
and venation of the leaf, which may not be constant.''

The simple facts, therefore, are that the honour of discovering
Anthurium Andreanum belongs to Dr. Triana, that of introducing
ing it to M. Andre, that of first flowering and showing it to M.
Linden, that of sending plants to England to M. Lehmann, .and

that of being the first to sell the plants to Mr. .Stevens, who will

doubtless be pleased to be enabled to sell another lot soon. Mr. Brown
states that he could not see the slightest difference in the flower of the
specimen sent him by M. Andre and M. Lehmann, G. S.^nder.

at. Albntis.

I was surprised to see the sweet-scented Clemati.s, between

40 ft. and -"lO ft. bigli, growing on that grand old bouse, Castle

A^hby. We are all accustomed to it on walls, but few know
that this plant will carry its fragrant wreaths to so great a

height. Castle Ashliy, by the wa}', is garlanded with creepers

in a most delightful way. At Caslle Ashby, too, I saw some

iuteresti"ug t)ak-leaved and .sweet-scented Geraniums ; in iact,

a large collection of them was growing in the open air. No-

thing can be more welcome than their beautiful leaves and

varied odours. A raised bed of these Geraniums, with one cr

two taller plants towards the centre to give variety and good

form, would be charming in a garden in the summer and

autumn.
*

At Castle Ashby the good old way of liaving a number of

narrow beds in which to grow a variety of flo.vers for their

own sakes, apart from making them fit any elaborate scheme

of colour, is carried out to a large' extent. It is pleasant

to see the beds of Carnations, Zinnias, Stocks, and of many
other old varieties treated in this wa}'. Among them were

beds of a perpetual Clove Carnation which grew -i ft. high,

and had many buds coming on when the old Clove was over.

*

The most sensible remark I have heard about trees was

by Sir Charles Isham, who replied to one who was regretting

that the snow had broken off some of the branches of his

Cedar of Lebanon :
" A good thing too." We want more

light and shade in our trees, and we should never be ashamed

of them when they get old. We have the finest trees in the

world, the only drawback being that when one gets a little

broken or in any way decrepid from old age we are in too

great a hurry to get rid of it. But our woodland pleasures

would be increased by leaving here an>l there a fallen tree, or

an old tree stricken in years, even if it does lean before the

blast. I never felt the beauty of a Larch wood until I saw

one near the snow line in the Alps—some of the trees dashed

over a precipice, but still holding by the roots—others,

blanched and dead, standing among the living trees with

beautiful green buds.
*

Great as are the merits of the beautiful and sweet White Day
Lily (Funkia grandiHora), it is surprising how few know it or

bloom it. I feared the climate or our bad seasons had done

for it, so far as flower was conceriied, and that our only

hope was to do what they do at Arundel—grow it in pots in

cool houses. I was pleased, therefore, to see some tufts of

it recently flowering in the garden at ilunstead, Godalming.

One plant bore eight siiikes, and the scent is like that of the

White Lily. It is as good in leaf as in blossom, but probably

will not flower well out-of-doors north of London except in

kindly soils.

If the Compass-plant (Silphiura laciniatum) had not a good

name already, I should be inclined to invent one for it, because

I was very much surprised to see at Mr. Robert Parker's the

other day one of its large Daisy-like flowers thrown against

the sky by a stem 12 ft. high ! In those days of the use of

Daisies of all kinds in art and in vases it would have been a

very suggestive object to many. It is a gigantic American

Composite plant, with large and fine foliage, and large, Sun-

flower-like blossoms seldom freely produced. It is best fitted

for association with hardy plants of vigorous habit and remark-

able foliage.

Some of us know well the double rose-coloured Bramble,

but I had no idea of its beauty until I saw it running over
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large Holly and other trees at Lamport Hall. Some of the

branches bore panicles of flowers nearly a yard long. It is

not only beautiful at hand, but effective at a distance, seen

through trees and underwood. The flowers resemble those of

a small lilac-rose Chrysanthemum with very narrow rays.

One of the plants rarest to see in gardens and of peculiar

beauty is a native one—the Oyster plant (Mertensia mari-

tima). It is often transferred to gardens, but very seldom

grown therein. I liear Lady Dorothy Neville is one of tlie

few who have succeeded with it, and was lately well pleased

to see quite a colon}' of it in ilrs. Jekyll's garden near

Godalming. The seedling plants (self-sown in the warm
sandy soil) were like miniatures of Siebold's Day Lily (Funkia
Sieboldi), only the foliage was bluer in hue.

*

On a wall in the same garden the Flame Nasturtium
(Tropaaoluui speciosum) was growing freely without a particle

of green near it. Hitherto I had generally seen it growing
among Ivy or other evergreens, the shoots ascending like

bright flames. It is scarcely less beautiful on a stone wall.

I was surprised to see here also the Nardoo plant (JIarsilea)

and the creeping ^Myrtle (ilyrsiphyllum), both growing very

well in the open air. The creeping Myrtle is the plant which
the Americans use so well with tlieir ilowers and floral deco-

rations. Here also were fine tufts of the pretty American
Bluets (Houstonia) growing freely in a bog—a very elegant

plant when well grown.
*

The Japan Knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum), which is

now a favourite and always a good plant if properly placed, is

treated by Sir Charles Isham in a peculiar and happy
manner. He thins the plants out to one or two stems, and,

pinching away the side shoots, makes a free standard of each
tall plant. When covered at this season with small white
tassels of flowers the effect is singularly good. Mr. Nethercott

does the same thing at Moulton Grange, and with a like

jresult.

My old border friend theWillow Gentian (G. asclepiadea) I

.-saw in Mr. Eawson's garden at Bromley Common the other

day forming a round specimen nearly 4 ft. in diameter, with
many blossom-laden shoots that any " exhibition grower

"

would be proud to own. It grew in a peat border. It was
even finer than in the gardens and nurseries about Edin-
•burgh, where I remember it grew very well in past years.

It is always a good plant whether it has one blooming
shoot or a dozen. It will do in the shade of a wood or in

the open ; on a border or on a rock garden.

I have always been an enthusiastic advocate of Peach cul-

ture in the open air, but the last few years have considerably

damped my hopes. Seeing bare walls and dying trees almost
everywhere, and seeing that a whole wall of Peaches had been
destroyed in the middle of summer at Goodwood, I made up
my mind that the tree was too tender for our climate. I was
therefore agreeably suprised to find good crops in the gardens
at Burghley this week. Iron brackets were on the top of the
wall here and there, and on these brackets during the season
when frost is dangerous glass lights are placed. We must by
no means give up the culture of the Peach in the open air.

If a hard winter does kill the trees, we should plant again,

using such forms of tree as quickly cover the walls, and
protecting them thoroughly during the period of bloom and
early fruition ; bad results are arrived at through leaving the

temporary copings on the walls throughout the year. They
induce the trees to start too early and prevent the foliage

from being cleansed by the summer rains.

Seeing some superb Rose trees tossing freely from the Rev.

Mr. Eawson's house at Bromley the other day, I was thinking

how well it would be worth our while to leave masses of the

best soil nearour walls to encourage such fine wall gardens. AVhen
the Roses or other fair climbers get very tired and very old,

and do not bloom well, instead of grumbling we should take

them up, thoroughly renew the ground, and replace them
with other kinds, so as to ensure the healthy life we desire so

near our windows. People like to cover walls, but do not

always see that the roots can get all they want. But we
should be encouraged to do so, for a house and the adjacent

walls may, except in smoky towns, be all the garden that a

modest man could desire.
*

I hear of a curious fact about bedding out. A gardener

in the midland counties, finding that his people were not

very particular as to the kind of colour which was pre-

sented to them in the flower garden, jslanted a large crop

of Beetroot, the foliage of which was very much admired,

and the roots of which were afterwards sold in the market
for £15!

I said that Mr. Fish was not an obstructive, but I am in-

clined to group him with those who pay no regard to the

evidence of their own and others' senses, and who think that

a torrent of words does duty for argument. But eloquence is

of the poorest sort when it is not based on truth and respect

for facts which any one can verify. It will be remembered
that one of my ways out of darkness is the improvement of

the mixed border by the use of dwarf plants to cover i^s

nakedness from which surface plants the taller ones are to

spring in groups or as may be wished.

The subject raised anew by " Justicia " is so important alike in

regard to culture and taste, that I do not doubt that I may be per-

mitted to return to it. On tliis matter I yield to no one in my
desire to see our Uower gardens made more rich and more
beautiful ; yes, and more natural also. But I object to " Justicia's

"

principle and jiractice of grouping hardy plants, because it

cannot well be done; and, if done, the plants so grouped could

not be improved by it. Both of these objections apply to

the further examples now given as they did to the last. The
creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes) is a great favourite of mine,
but if you wish to have its lovely azure flowers in quantity, it must
grow in an open place, not overhung by the shade or robbed by
the roots of any other herbaceous plant whatever. As for

Hepaticas, why they lose most of their leaves long before this,

and show little but bald crowns to indicate their whereabouts.
The evergreen ('andytuft retains its foliage, but if you wisli to have
it evergreen ahvaj-s instead of a mass of flower next spring, then
use it as a ground covering beneath the shadow of other plants.

" It cannot be done," says Mr. Fish, as if I were talking of

some immature idea—airing impo.^ibilities in the face of the

fact that I have only recently stated, that it is done, and most
successfully done, illustrating the very case in point by Mr.

Frank Miles, in the Rectory garden at Bingham, and that it

is done on a smaller scale in many other places. The
Creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes) I have seen many
times and in many positions, but never so happy

or free as in a hill garden in Ireland, creeping be-

neath American shrubs in peat soil, and it was (juite free

in the same place in woods. Granting (which I deny) that it

does better in the open,Mr. Fish is begging the question, because

our object is not the growth of specimens, but to make known
another good and easy way of arranging hardy plants. Be-

sides, we can have the plant thus in two states, and prolong

its season. For instance, Mr. Ellam put out a colony of the

Japan ^Meadow-sweet (Hoteia japonica) to form a " carpet " in

a wood, where he was very glad to gather its flowers for ten

days after they had disappeared on the exposed border.

The evergreen Candytuft is a plant I should not have used
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myself, knowing so many less woody ; but ilr. Jliles, wlio has

maJe the best mixed border I hiive ever seen, uses it, and has

no doubt good reason to do so.

Instead of the plants that may be used in tins way being "very
numerous," I contend there is hartlly one plant that can be so used
witliout injury to itself or to those the roots of which it covers.

I know it to be thus with all tliose named by " .histicia ;
" and I

challenge him to give another list, which will no doubt be an easy

matter for him, who has nearly all the hanly jilants of the world on
his pen's end. I ajjree witli "Justieia" about buUis with shrubs

—

such as Lilies, Tigridias, Gladioli—among llhododeudrous, Aza-
leas, or Roses. Such plants as Club ilosijes could do no injury to

these. However, if the shrubs throrO, the Mosses would be hidden.

[H hat 0/ that l'—J.] Neither would Yuccas be mucli injured, and
the artistic etlect might be greatly heightened by masses of Ivy or

Periwinkle running over or among their roots. But that is not what
I condemuett, but a surface-covermg of Narcissus under Yuccas : and
I condemn it still, as virtually impracticable and artistically unde-
sirable.

I have now been hammering away at this subject for nearly

eighteen yeai-s in every " organ " open to me, and with a much
longer faithful use of my eyes, and I will ask the reader to

take for ,t;ranted that I never make a suggestion here that is

not based on observation of the actual facts of plant life in

garden or in wild. If ^Ir. Fish looks at p. 432 of "Alpine
Flowers," second edition, he will liud there a list of over

150 plants suitable for surfacing, but which it would be too

long to print here. If he condemns only a detail of the

sj'stem, as the Daffodils under Adam's Needle (Yucca),

praised by " The Squire's CJardener," there is nothing more
to be said ; but he proceeds :—

•

But rising from particulars to general principles, " Justicia

'

accuses me of abusing (whicli I did not) the plan on which the
whole beautifid world of plant life is arranged. May I ask
" Justicia ' where and when in the whole wide world I am
to find a natural example of one of these mixtures? I will

cheerfully travel a hundred miles to see it. I do claim to

know something of the plan on which the plant life of this

beautiful world is arranged ; and I can assure " Justicia " that that
life is arranged on the grouping system. [So I na;/.—J.] A niche,

an island, a continent, is set apart for a particular plant ; there it

survives and spreads in virtue of being the fittest. The more it

prospers the more it encroaches upon and stamps out all mixtures.
Its tendency is to reign and stand alone. The result is a mountain
side clothed with one species of Heather, Broom, Whin, Berry,
shrub, or tree. Even the lofty .Scotch Fir destroys everything
under it, till not a blade of Grass can cover the bare ground at its

feet. The same holds good with plants. Plant a mass of

Solomon's Seal anywhere in a field or wood ; it will destroy every-
thing under it. Tlie same is true of Lily of the Yalley, as I have
found always where it grows wild ; it usurps and covers the
whole ground, stamping out every rival and reigning alone
in its quiet, meek, graceful glory. It is just the same with Narcissus
and Snowdrops in meadows ; I have known them destroyed even
because they hindered the Grass from growing. And they do. They
covet no covering carpet for their feet, and they will not have it.

Nature groups her plants so thickly, concentrates them in such dense
masses, that there is no room for " Justicia's" fanciful mixtures ; at
least, she does not mix as he does.

*

!Mr. Fish, who surely wants to argue for argument's sake,

seems to have the power of shutting his eyes to all the facts

that tell clearly against his idea. He asks me where he will

find a natural example of one of my mixtures. In every
meadow and in nearly every copse or Heath ; St. Bruno's Lilies

in the Grass in many pastures above the Italian lakes ; the
orange Lily dotted singly through the Grass in the valleys of
Piedraont ; the large Alpine Violets standing clear above a
very dwarf turf of silvery Cudweeds high on the passes ; the
Bavarian Gentian like precious stones in the Grass and Moss
beside the streamlets ; the Willow Gentian (G. asclepiadea)

among the wood Sedges in the woods of the eastern and
other Alps—these are a few of the many scenes I can call to

mind, and concerning which no one who knows anything of

plant life will need to bo reminded. For one mountain-side
wholly clothed with any one plant many will be found
bright with graceful mixtures, or groups at every step or
every rill.

Jlr. Fish writes as if the grouping system he praises

was incompatible with putting a surfacing plant beneath
his group, which is clearly wrong, and can bo proved
to be so by many examples both from garden, grove,

and meadow. At Castle Ashby the beautiful and quite

natural-looking groups of Martagon Lily in the wild garden
do not exterminate the Grass beneath them, and both
arc shaded by the trees. The brilliant Californian Lily I

dug out myself from under bushes, themselves .shaded by
trees. In many cases group follows group in flower, both
occupying the same ground, or fringing each other. Some
plants even ask the shade of others or of bushes to be per-

fectly at home, as the Trillium and other beautiful plants (

f

the American woods. An instructive letter on this subject

was published by ]\Ir. W. Falconer, curator of the Botanic

Garden at Harvard University some time ago. The Lily of

the 'Valley and the Solomon's Seal if left alone form close

masses ; but I have often seen the Lily of the Valley forming

carpets or groups in a copse beneath flowering bushes. So of

the Solomon's Seal, both cultivated and w"ild. It is good and
easily grown in two or more ways—better these than Mr.

Fish's one way.

As Nature descends among the Grasses, Mosses, and Lichens,
she mixes bountifully enough. But I think I might almost
affirm that the higher we ascend in the scale of vegetable
life the less mixings or surface coverings we find. But
"Justicia" says we must either mix, or dig, or have naked
earth. Well, I would rather have both than mix as "Jus-
ticia " advises. Why, indeed, should we not dig amongst our
plants ? If done at the riglit time and in a skilful manner it may do
them a world of good. Because ignorance wielded the spade
to the destruction of so many of our favourite plants oucc, why
sliould not skill handle it now ? The spade lets in the air, the warmth,
the enriching gases, may bring fresh food in closer proximity to the

roots of our favourites, and, in a word, does them no end of good
;

therefore, if for no other reason, I should up with lots of the
carpets—I beg pardon, surface plants—to get in my careful small
bright spade, which should glide about and near to the
roots as a friend to bo welcomed, and not a foe to be
feared and banished away. True, all the life of a covered
border might be precious, but without the spade-cjuickening

cliange-bringing power, the major part, and that almost of necessity

the most valuable portion of it, would quickly perish from sheer

stagnation.

If beds or borders are properly prepared at first, as they

ought to be, the use of the spade is perfectly needless, and is,

moreover, sheer waste of labour ;
yes, all the digging in the

vast extent of ground occupied by the borders and shrub-

beries in this country, both in public parks and in all private

gardens, is sheer waste, and worse ; it not only misuses time

and means, it injures the plants and shrubs to an extent that

is too clear to any one who looks at them after digging has

gone on long enough. See, for example, most shrubberies in

winter, with the bare earth full of the broken feeding roots

of the shrubs and plants. The use of the spade is to tho-

roughly prepare, or plant, or change such beds or borders. Of
course, the digging is the orthodox way ; no one asks how all

the noble woods of this world get along without digging;

only an odd one here and there enquires—what is the return

for all this labour 1 But the shrewdest gardener in England

—Richard Gilbert, of Burghley—remarked to me yesterday,

that turning up the soil frequently was based on a mistaken

notion, and he was speaking of the kitchen garden, where all is

supposed to depend on this practice. Of course it is pre-

supposed that the ground is thoroughly and fittingly prepared
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at first. The labour lost on six borders or shrubberies would
suffice to replant and really refresh one every year. The fork

or the hand, or surface dressings when needed, should do the

rest

But thea the bare ground—what will you do with it? Why
keep it liiare ?—that is all. A garden with every inch of ground
covered is something like a picture of the heavens—all blue, or of the

earth—wholly green. No one wouhl care to look at eitlier a second
time. Even Nature affords us infinite varieties of light and shade
by growing and flowering her great groups at different seasons.

Light and shade is the glory of our pictures, the chief beauty of our
landscapes. The bare earth is often nearly all the shade we can
havein our gardens, and in many we have not half enoughof it for effect.

It rests the coloured-tired eye l:ietter at times than the everlasting

greens. These bare spaces, too, are not empty ; they are tlie gi'aves

of our sleeping beauties, and the sight of them well cared for, or the
sleeping crowns of bulbs or Alpine plants ripening or resting—and
thus being fitted for a perfect resurrection in due time—fills the
lover of horticulture with redolent memories of the past and the
most cheering hopes for the future. (_'overed over with the bravest
greenery, they are apt to be forgotten. And, oh ! how the foes of

our favourites would revel on their roots and crowns beneath our
green carpets ! Fat slugs would thrive in those convenient hiding-
places ; sly rats and mice burrow safely under them ; and even wlien
the carpets were lifted our favourites would be found, or rather they
would often not be found, but enough and more than enough to show
most impartial readers that there is assuredly two sides to the cpies-

tion of ground covering under rhoice herbaceous plants.

How easy it is to be voluble and wrong ! No light and
shade without bare earth ! Th( n, of course, there is no
light or shade in our green England on a summer's day !

Often the only bare earth to be seen in a countrj' seat in spring,

summer, or autumn is in the garden. I am sorry to say s[)aces

of bare earth seem more loved than the plants that might cover

them. They are needless as well as ugly, and the good gar-

denerwill not have much trouble to coverthera. In the bestrock

gardens, or borders, or beds I have everseen there is nobareearth.

There are two sides to every question, and when I praised

what had been done in this direction I did not say it was to

replace every other plan. Have a border for growing speci-

mens only by all means, but when we want the highest eifect

it must be by so grouping the plants that the earth is covered
as fully as it is in Nature's gardens.

May I also hope that sufficient has been advanced to make " .Jus'

ticia " doubt whether, after all. Nature, art, and experience—a trinity
of force tliat no one can venture to set aside—are not somewhat
opposed to him in this matter. Perhaps I may also be permitted to
add that, while differing widely from " Justicia " on this subject, I
always read his vigorous criticisms with pleasure, and often also
with profit ; I also heartily agree with him as to the imi)ortance of
thoroughly preparing our beds and borders for our hardy flowers.
But even then the occasional digging, surface scarifying, and exposure
of the soil to sun and air would be essential to its preservation in a
sweet, I'ich, mellow condition, suitable to their continuous and suc-
«essful cultivation. True, Nature neither digs nor scarifies, but
then she recoups her soils by ways and means incompatible with
high keeping ; and besides, the highest art of the cultivator consists
in exhibiting each plant or group of plants at its best, while Nature
is chiefly careful to preserve the species and extend its area.

D. T. Fish.
*

Nature recoups her soil in a way we may easily imitate by
the addition of a coating of decaying leaves every autumn,
while we have the privilege of making the soil what it ought
to be at first. The " art and experience " that end by digging

up the roots of shrubs and plants annually, giving us bare
or half-bare borders, with a few starved plants and perhaps
shrubs mutilated above as well as at the root, I take no heed
of, looking forward to better things. Justicia.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Dr. George "THtTREER is on his way to England with Dr. Miles, of
the Michigan Agricultural College. Dr. Thm-ber is the editor of the
A mcrican Agriculturist, and a leading spirit among the horticulturists
of America.

New Hardy Shrub (Clerodendron trichotomum).—Though
this is, we believe, a new and rare shrub, it is not one that will be
much sought after by novelty seekers if they look only for showy
plants, for its flowers are by no means attractive. Its foliage, how-
ever, is rather handsome, being ample and covered with a soft down
on the under-surface, and the stalks are tinged with purple. The
flowers, which are borne in loose clusters terminating the branches,
have white corollas and calyxes stained with a purplish hue. The
foliage possesses the characteristic fcetid odour of the Clerodendrons,
particularly when bruised. It forms a very neat, compact-growing
bush, about 5 ft. high with a roundish head. A good sized speci-

men of it is now in flower in the mixed collection of shrubs m the
arboretum at Kew, where it has been growing in the open air for

the last two or tliree years.

Brugmansia suaveolens.—The finest example we ever
remember to have seen of this grand old greenhouse shrub is now in

Sir George Macleay's garden at Pendell Court. It is growing in a

cool house planted out in a rich border, and is about 9 ft. high, and
literally loaded with snowy blossoms, each some in. in length.
Every twig is borne down with flowers, so numerous are they ; such a
well flowered specimen is. as m:y be imagined, a sight worth seeing,

and the perfume, too, emitted by the blossoms, especially towards
evening, is very powerful. Mr. Green attributes his success in

flowering this fine old plant so fully to planting it out in a well-
drained border of good soil.

Shrubby Mallow (Hibiscus syriacus).—Than this shrub,
known also in some gardens as Althaja frutex, there are few more
beautiful, especially in autumn, when most other shrubs have done
flowering. Yet, for all that, how neglected it is, particularly in

modern gardens. Now and then one may see a good specimen of the
original variety, but seldom do we find attention paid to the many
beautiful kinds th.at have sprung from it. Passing by, the other day,
the collection of the various forms in the part of the pleasure grounds
at Kew known as the "Dell," we made a few notes of the best

kinds then in flower. They consisted of the double form of the
ordinary kind (H. syriacus fl.-pl. ), other double forms, such as cosru-

leus, with flowers of a bluish tint
;
p.x^oniflorus, a very fine kind, with

flowers more than ordinarily douljle and of a rich plum colour ; and
coccineus, the brightest coloured of all, though, of course, not
scarlet, as its name would lead one to infer. Blanc YouUe we con-

sider the most effective ; its flowers are double, pure white, with the
bases of petals heavily pencilled with rich carmine. One bush,

named new double purple, as well as others called moustrosus plenus
and fastuosus, do not appear to differ from tlie old double kind, at

least as seen at Kew. These, together with the white semi-double
kind named totus albus, and the new Continental variety Celeste,

serve to vary the colour of the flowers of this shrub, though the
foliage is apparently of the same character as that of the type, except
in the variegated-leaved kinds, which are strikingly effective. As a

foreground to shrubberies, or as isolated bushes, these shrubs are

admirably adapted for any garden, be it ever so small.

Exacum zeylanicum.—This is one of those beautiful Gen-
tianaceous plants in the w<ay of Lisianthus and others so seldom
seen or cultivated. In the Pendell Court collection we saw .several

plants of it in flower, and very attractive they were. The flowers

are about the size of a shilling, and are produced in loose clusters,

terminating the forked branches, which are from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high.

The colour is a rich violet-purple, and the singularly hooked stamens
of a bright orange colour. It is considered by Mr. Green to be only
of biennial duration, but on this point he cannot speak with cer-

tainty, as this is the first season the plants have flowered with him.

Pitcher Plants at Kew.—We never remember having seen

at Kew such a numerous and finely-grown collection of Nepenthes
as may now be found in the Orchid house ; indeed, we have never
seen elsewhere such large and handsomely-coloured pitchers of N.
Hooker*, which must not, by the way, be confused with N.
Hookeriana, which is so much like N. Rafflesiana, and of which it

is considered only to be a variety. Of N. Hooker,!; there is a robust

and healthy plant, grown in a suspended pot, bearing a dozen fully-

developed pitchers, which somewhat resemble those of N. hybrida

maculata, but the pitchers are longer, and the chocolate markings
more copious. N. Courti, a very compact growing kind with highly-

coloured pitchers, is represented by a vigorous plant bearing nearly a

dozen large pitchers, as is also N. Domini, and the old N. Rafflesiana

Of less conspicuous pitchered kinds, such as N. distillatoria, N.
phyllamphora, N. gracilis, N. Irevis, and others, there are specimens

which indicate by their appearance that their requirements are well

met. Then, again, in the case of the group of Pitcher Plants that

enjoy a coder temperature, such as Sarracenias, Darlingtonias, and
Cephalotes, there is a well-grown and thoroughly representative col-
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lection in the porch of the Orchid house. One or two of the Sarra-
CPuias are p.irticularly fiue, having an abumlanoe of strons large-

pitcherod leaves; f>. L'helsoni, a handsome hybrid between S. pur-
purea and .S. Ilava, is grown well, having iiitehers 1 ft. or more long,

and the same rem.ark is applicable to .S. variolaris and the exiiuisite

little Parrot's-bill kind (S. psittacina), a highly interesting and e.\-

tremely rare species, though it does not grow nearly so large as tlie

two preceding. The singular curved head of the pitcher be.ars a
strong resemblance to the head and breast of a parrot in miniature,
and is finely veined with red and mottled with white. Of Darling-
touia californica there is a good specimen with pitchers, some of
wliieh me.asure 2 ft. inlength, and the little New Holland I'itcher Plant
(Cephalotes foUioularis) also thrives admirably, as do likewise the
various kinds of Sundews, notably Droserabinata, 1). tiliformis, ]).

capensis, D. spathulata and the British species, 1). rotuadifolia, D.
ongifolia, and others.

The Great Ox-eye (Pyrethrum uliginosuni).—This is just
coming into bloom, and is one of the showiest autumn plants which
we possess. It grows from 4 ft. to

C ft. high, and forms a conspicuous
object in tlie back rows of borders,

the margins of shrubberies, or in the

form of isolated specimens on lawns.

As it delights in a moist situation,

it may be planted with excellent

effect on the edges of lakes, pools,

itc, where it attains a much greater
height than in an ordinary dry
border. If no other position can be
assigned to it than an ordinary
border, it reijuires to be taken up
every two or three years, and the soil

thoroughly trenched and enriched
by means of manure, as it is a gross
feeder. If this be not done, the
plants degenerate into puny, half-

starved specimens, and do not show
the naturally stately habit of the
species. Like all similar coarse-grow-
ing Composites, it may be readily
propagated by division ; every scrap
of root will in time make a good
plant. This Pyrethrum, or one very
similar to it, is known in some
gardens under the name of P. sero-

tinum, said to be a native of Xorth
America, P. uliginosum being a
native of Hungary.

Hardy Flowers in Masses.
—We have seen many fine eti'ects

produced by the massing of hardy
flowers, but never have we belielil

euch a gorgeous display as that
which we saw a few days ago in
Sir George Macleay's garden, at
Pendell Court. It consisted of a
bed some IS ft. square of Rudbeckia
hjrta, one of the showiest of the
Xorth American Cone-flowers, which
was a complete mass of colour,
the briglit yellow of the iJorets
being toned down as it were by
the prominent black central cone
in each flower head. In the centre
of the bed was a thriving young
Deodar, the gracefully drooping
branches of which being of a bluish-
grey tint set off the Rudbeckia to
advantage. This style of arranging
hardy flowers in masses is much
practised by Mr. Green, and
thereby he obtains some excellent
effects. It has taken him three
years to "work up" a sufficient
stock of this Rudbeckia to form the fine mass
/ nother season he intends to have another mass of
ae with the present results.

Ornamental Gourds at Kew.—The numerous plants of
these growing in the Palm house are now a source of attraction to
visitors, the grotesque forms and colours of tlie fruits now that they
are ripening presenting a striking effect. .Some of the most con-
spicuous are the Bottle Gourd (Lagenaria giganteal, tlie huge flask-
shaped fruits of which are of a pale green colour ; the Snake Gourd

in question, but
it, so pleased is

(Trichosanthes Auguina) with twisted fruits 2 ft. or ,3 ft. in length of
an orange-scarlet colour, and the various kinds of Cucumi.s, and
uotalily the singular .Sikkim Cucumber (C. sikkimensif-) with its
reddish-brown skin, and so finely netted th.at at one time it was
thought to be a cross lietween a Melon and a Cucumber. Then there
are the species of Momordioa with short prickly orange-coloured
fruits and many others, all making an attractive and uncommon
display.

New Hybrid Gladiolus.—M. Fncbui, of Zurich, .sends us
flowers of a new hybrid Gladiolus obtained by crossing G. puriuireo-
auratus and G. gandavensis. These two kinds are also the parents
of the fine hybrids raised by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, but III. Frce-
bel's plant partakes more of the character of G. purpureo-auratus
than of the other p.arent as regards the size of the flowers. Respect-
ing their colour we cannot express an opinion, as they were much
withered when they reached us.

Drooping-flowered Desmodium {D. pemluliflorum).—
This is one of the prettiest shrubs imaginable, and we saw it in fine

condition in a mixed border of hardy flowers at Pendell Court a few
days since. The rich violet-purple Pea-like flowers, borne in profu-
sion on long slender stem.s, are highly ornamental, and associate
admirably with plants of elect growth. It is perfectly hardy, but
not half so well known as it should be. A coloured ilhistratiou of
this shrub will be found in The Garden (Vol. X., p. 21G).

Dianella aspera.—This is now one of the most attractive
plants in tlie temperate house at Kew, conspicuous not so much for
its flowers as for the long dense clusters of indigo-blue berries about
the size of Peas, with which it is ornamented. It is a much hand-
somer plant than the Tasmanian species (D. cierulea), ami more pro-
ductive in the way of berries. The foliage resembles that of an Iris,

with the handsome wreaths of berries nestling among it. Its origin
is said to be unknown. It is planted out in the foreground of
one of the large beds amongst shrubs, with which it as,-ociates

admirably.

The Fragrant Martynia (M. fr.agrans).—This is one of the
sweetest of greenliouse annuals, and a most desirable .subject if

grown to such perfection as that attained in the gardens at (iuuuers-
bury Park, where Mr. Roberts grows it rather extensively fur green-
house aud room decoration. The delicious fragrance of the rosy-
crimson flowers admirably adapts them for such a purpose, and its

easy culture is another recommendation. Formerly it was a some-
what common object of culture, but now it has been to a great
extent thrust aside to make room for newer but, in many eases, far

less desirable plants. Mr. Roberts treats it similarly to other green-
house animals, details concerning the culture of which were given a
short time ago in The Garden'.

Celsia cretica "Well Grown.—This plant, grown by Mr.
Rawson, who raises it annually from seed, is really a very handsome
thing, more like a bold and well-coloured Mullein than anything else.

\^'e are accustomed to see it gro%vn in frames and treated as a peren-
Hial, but, raised and jjlanted out in the open garden as Mr. Rawson
treats it, it is really a striking plant, handsome in flower and foliage.

Milla biflora.—We observed in Mr. Barr's trial srrounds at

Tooting the other day a fine stock of this extremely rare bulbous
plant, of which several were in full bloom. Our readers will re-

member tliat some time ago doubts were expressed as to this plant
being found true in nurseries, but now that we have seen it in flower
at Mr. Barr's we can vouch for its being true to name in this in-

stance. Its large Maxy white flowers, borne on long slender stalks,

are extremely handsome.

Laelia elegana prasiata.—We have received through Mr.
E. S. Williams, HoUoway, flowers of this extremely handsome
Orchid from Mr. Edwardes' collection at Dawlish. It is the same as

was certificated at the last meeting at South Kensington. It differs

from the type in tlie flowers having the sepals suffused with a plum-
coloured tint and in the lower part of the lip being of a richer ame-
thyst hue, thus forming a striking contrast to the creamy-white of

the upper half.

Double White Stocks.—The bed of these in Mr. Rawson's
garden at Bromley is very handsome and very sweet ; it reminds one
in the autumn of well-grown Double White Rockets—those welcome
hardy plants of the early summer garden.

New Park at Bradford.—Another public park, the fourth,

was opened at Bradford the other day. It consists of seventy-two
acres, aud is situated in the township of Bowling. Its cost is esti-

mated at £.'50,000. It was stated that the aggregate expenditure of

the corporation on three of the parks they possessed—namely, Lister

Park, Horton Park, and Bowling Park—amounted to £I50,0IW.

Lobelia lutea.—We noticed this very quaint little plant on
Mr. Wiiitehead's rock garden at Bickley. The colour is good, the
plant very small and curious.
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Royal Horticultural Society.—The Great Summer Show in

18S1 of this society will take place ou Friday, June 3, Saturday,

June 4, Whit Monday, June 6, Tuesday, June 7 ; the Rose

and Pelargonium Society's Show on Tuesday and Wednesday, June

28 and 29 : the exhibition of British Bee-keepers' Association ou

Tuesday, July 26 to August I ; the Artisans' and Cottagers' Show,

on Monday, Aug. 1 ; and the Evening Fete on Tuesday, June 28.

Cattleya superba yar.—In the collection of Orchids at

the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, is a remarkably tiue form

of Cattleya superba, the colour of which is unusually bright and

effective.

We are glad to learn that Mr. James Taplin, once gardener at

ChatswortlT, and for a long time manager for Mr. Such at South Am-
boy, has for sora^ time p.<i3t been established in a florist's business for

himself, and is succeeding very satisfactorily. His address is May-
wood, New Jersey, U.S.

THE GARDEN AT NIGHTFALL.
It is eight o'clock, and the gardeners have left off work at least two
hours ago. However, I have a key of my own, and will see for

myself wliat is going on in the walled garden when night is falling.

As I turn the key, and, entering, lock myself in, I have a strange

feeling of loneliness, which is almost eerie. The solitude is absolute:

high walls ou three sides and a thick hedge on the fourtli shut me
out from sight or sound of the outer world ; and inside tlie garden

there is not a sound to be heard. The birds have ceased to sing,

and the bees to work. " Bee, bird, and bower " (as in Scott's

old ballad of "County Guy") "proclaim the hour" by the

stillness and the perfume of the air—fortlieair, though still, is laden

with perfume, and the scent is quite ditlerent from the scent of

flowers in the daytime. Then it was the hedge of Sweet Peas and
the Mignonette beds that were the sweetest, and there was a sort of

briskness and freshness in the odour as it came and went. But these

and other flowers are now giving out but little scent, and it is some-
thing very different that hangs heavily and with a certain luscious-

ness all over this corner of the garden. It seems to come from some
patches of light lilac, which I can just see on the herbaceous border.

They are evidently the Night-scented Stock (Mathiola bioornis),

which, as I had seen it in the sunlight, had seemed a poor, colour-

less, weedy thing without a shade of beauty or a particle of scent.

Now it has opened out its petals, which are nearly the colour of the

Cuckoo-flower, and which you can now see far more plainly than
many more conspicuous flowers ; and now it sheds its perfume pro-

fusely, and at a time when none of us are likely to take advantage
of it.

Another night-scented flower is the curious Schizopetalum Walkeri,
with petals deeply cut and jagged, and with a scent that always
I'eminds me of vanilla. I had plenty of it earlier in the season, but
it is now quite over. Meanwhile the darkness has been increasing,

and I can scarcely see blue or pink or crimson flowers. As for

flowers of bright scarlet, like tlie Pelargoniums, they seem to have
no colour at all, and are nearly black. Yellow and white flowers

are still visible, and, of course, none so visible as the ffinotheras or

evening Primroses. I have two varieties of these, and they are in

their full glory to-uight. One is the large-flowering yellow (Eno-
thera, which grows from 5 ft. to 6 ft. high, and which opens its yel-

low blossoms night after night from early summer to late autumn.
It is a curious siglit to see the blossoms begin to open. I iiad l)een

in the garden shortly after six, and the yellow buds were still folded

within the calyx. Watching closely
,

you saw the petals give a
sudden start—they half release Iheuiselves—and by degrees open
out fully into tlie blossom, wli'ich will last till morning, but begms
to fade after the suu has dried up the dews of night. Keats, whose
accurate observation of flowers is often very remarkable, speaks of

A tuft of evening Primroses
O'er whicli the mind may iiover till it dozes

;

O'er wliicli it well might take a pleasant sleep
But that 'tis ever startled bij the leap
Of buds into ripe powers.

But more beautiful still than the yellow (Enothera is the white
Oenothera taraxacifolia, the Evening Primrose of the Dandelion leaf.

I have a lied of standard Roses whicli I liave carpeted entirely with
this CEnothera. It grows low to the ground, and its leaves, whicli
are deeply serrated, cover the bed. In the daytime there are the
relics of the last night's harvest of blossom, but the flowers look
fading, aud soon get a pink flush over the white—after which they
soon wither away. But to-night the fresh blooms are out, and I

count from sixty to seventy of them, like stars, some in clusters and
some gleaming singly from the mass of deep foliage. There is, it

almost seems to me, a positive light about them which no other white
flower has, not even the Euoharis or the (Christmas Rose. And then
the blossoms are so large when fully open— at least 3 in.

across the petals. Sir John Lubbock says that the Even-
ing Primrose is probably fertilised by moths, and it would
seem at first sight most likely that this should be the
case. To-night—for the air, as I have said, is quite still and
warm—is just the night that I should expect the moths to be at
work ; but after long waiting near a large yellow (Enothera (the one
plant had forty blooms), I did not see one single moth. I returued
to the bed of lEnothera taraxacifolia, and again I could see no moth
of any kind. Meanwhile, a little further oft', among a bed of white
Mediterranean Heath, which is just as niucli in flower by day as it

is now, there were several of tliese wanderers of the night—little

brown moths of (I think) two different varieties. There and there
alone, aud not among the large open blossoms of the Oenotheras, nor
among the delicious tufts of Night-scented Stock, were the moths
busily engaged. Why, then, do tliese night flowers— if it be not to
attract night insects, and so get fertilised—expand their petals as

• evening falls ? We have, I suspect, a good deal yet to learn on these
matters. Even the two (Enotheras are very unlike in several respects.

The seed vessel of the Ginothera taraxicifolia is at the end of a long
tube, some 7 in. long, down which runs tlie stalk or style of the
pistil, aud within this tube I have constantly found little blaclc

flies aud grains of pollen. Jloreover, the pistil and the stamens of
this CEnothera are as nearly as possible the same length ; so that,

even before the flower lias opened, the stiguia or head of the pistil

has got well dusted over with the pollen of the stamens.
Among the most beautiful of the flowers of night is the Yucca,

but I have none in blooui just now. Poor Margaret Fuller, "the
Boston Corinne," as she was fondly called, once pointed out its-

charms as seen by moonlight— " made for the moon as the Heliotrope
is for the sun." But most beautiful of all, only it is a flower of the
hothouse and not the garden, is the Night- blowing Cereus, with its

rich perfume and its creamy blossom. Lord Houghton has written,

of it as
The bloom

'\Ali'>se long petals once aud only
Look from their pink-leaved tumb
In the midnight lonely.

But it is already quite dark. I can hardly see the CEnotheras ; and
the garden, for all I can make out, might be a mere tangle of low-
growiug shrubs without a bud or blossom. Only, the air is still

sweet with tlio scent of the Night-scented Stock.

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE VAEIEGATED NEGUNDO, OE SILVER MAPLE.
Permit me to join Mr. Matheson (p. 173) in his protest against
" Justicia's " condemnation of tliis useful aud higlily ornamental
plant. We have not so many silver-leaved plants as to be able to
afford to lose this, the most beautiful and useful of the whole.
Nothing can afford a more striking and pleasing contrast to the some-
what sombre hues of the ordinary shrubbery and jilantations than
the beautifully variegated Elder-leaved Maple. Groups or plants of

it near the Purple Beecli, Purple Filbert, or any of the many forma
of scarlet or golden Maples, are simply the very perfection of con-

trast, alike in colour and in form. The Acer Negundo variegatum.
is equally useful in the common shrubbery, lighting up masses of

Laurel, Yew, Lilacs, Hollies witli a delicacy of tone and touch that
can be given by no other plant. And standard plants of the Silver

Maple, rising clear above beds or borders of Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, Kalmias, Heaths, have also a capital effect. The Silver
Maple is also a capital plant for centres or back groups in large

flower-beds or borders. \Ve have some now surrounded with Iarg»
Tobacco plants, Perillas, &c., that certainly seem to be in the right
place. As centres to groups of Fuchsias, scarlet Salvias, Dahlia
coccinea, or other high-coloured varieties. Prince's Featlier, this
Maple takes high rank as a bedding plant, and forms a most valu-
able link between flowering plants and shrubs. It may also surprise
" Justicia " to be told that the Silver ilaple may be moulded into a.

valuable wall plant ; and there are very few plants that will illurai-

uate, as it were, tlie dingy gloom of dank, damp walls to better
purpose in summer than the one he so severely condemns. Even the
Ivy green itself, becomes more verdant, aud great breadths of it

become far more enjoyable to live with with a few sprays of the
Silver Maple laid over it here and there in summer, or with a few
bush or standard plants intervening between the eye and the Ivy.

There is even a good place for the Acer Negundo variegatum under
glass. Camellias and Rhododendrons in pots look far more interest-

ing in their evergreen state when seen in company with the enliven-

ing leaves of the Silver Acer. Generally these leaves are amongst
the most useful of all for decorative purposes. A few sprays of tlie

Silver ilaple in blue, golden, or other coloured baskets or vases

half furnish them, and form a capital base on which to fill in or
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biiilil up other foliage or flowers. Ferns themselves seem to borrow-

new gr.ice, a liisjher eleg.iuce from close contact with the bi-.inchlets

of the .Silver Maple ; and the same may be saiil of flowers ami
fruits. The leaves have hardly sufficient stamina for the dressing

of dessert ; but if used at the last moment, and leaves of age

and firmness are selected, they form one of the most chaste fringes

for fruit within r.ange of the decorator. Therefore, .as "for one

being enough for a parish, and six enough to spoil a garden," there

are few parishes that would not be much improved by an additional

thousand, nor gardens where a hundred more would not add much to

their chasteness and beauty. Of course " Justicia " knows the pl.ant

he condemns. I knew a gentleman who had once the same bail

opinion of the Silver Maple, but at th.at time he had not a plant on
his estate. I presented lum with one ; he has now two hundred, and
is still asking for more. U. T. Fish.

THE KETIXOSPORAS.
Ix small gardens one is often struc'.c with the want of variety among
the shrubs employed, for with few exceptions only the commonest
are used, whereas there are endless treasures in the way of habit,

form, colour, and, in fact, in every particular as regards variety,

from which to choose. Amongst the smaller growing C'ouifer;v, for

instance, wliat diversified forms and habits may be found ; even in

tlie genus Retinospora alone we possess a group of plants admirably

adapted for such purposes. What can be handsomer, for example,

than a well grown plant of R. obtus.a, from say 8 ft. to 10 ft. high,

standing singly upon a lawn, its beautiful Fern-like branchlets

drooping slightly but very gracefully, and the whole plant faultless

as regards habit ? aud its pigmy variety, which at most is seldom
more than 1 ft. high, is scarcely less interesting. Then we have the

pendulous R. filifera, and in direct contrast to it the form.al R.

leptoclada. In the way of colour, too, there is great variety amongst
Retinosporas, ranging as it does from the dark green of R. lycopo-

dioides and filicoides to the very gl.aucous, almost white hue of R.
squarrosa, while between these extremes there is also every shade of

green and other colours, in the golden forms of R. obtusa and
plumosa, and in R. plumosa alba variegata. The principal species

are

—

R. ericoides, a small dense growing bush, from .S ft. to 4 ft.

high, which assumes a purplish-ljrown tint in winter. After it has

attained a height of about 3 ft. it grows very slowly, and is for that

reason a favourite with the Japanese for tlieir miniature gardens.

R. filicoides is a fine dark green, free-growing kind, but
probably only a variety of R. obtusa, diflfering from that species

in the branches being longer aud more pendulous ; the branchlets,

however, are very short.

R. filifera forms a handsome plant either singly or mixed with
others, its colour being a pleasing light green ; its young growth,
too, being strictly pendulous, gives it a very graceful appearance.

R. leptoclada, wnich has a dense, pyramidal habit, is dark
gi-een in some cases, while in others it has a silvery glaucous hue.
It is a pretty slow-growing plant, and therefore much prized by the

Japanese.

R. lycopodioides is probably but a monstrous form of R.
•obtusa, which it much resemljles, ditl'ering from it only in the fewer
and more irregular arrangement of the branches, which, as well as

the branchlets, often end in a flattened sort of monstrosity.

R. obtusa is perhaps the most beautiful of the whole genus,
and very variable when raised from seed ; in fact, a bed of seedlings
w-ill yield plants ditfering greatly from each other in every par-
ticular, in which respect it resembles Cupressus Lawsoniaua. In
Japan it attains the dimensions of a large tree, but even
in a small state few Conifers are handsomer. A short
avenue of R. obtusa at Kew running from the Pagoda in a
westerly direction well shows the beauty of this plant, and also its

variableness of char.acter, but all forms of it are alike interesting.

Amongst these may be named corapacta, a neat growing variety
-which differs from the type in its more compact habit and smaller
growth ; pygmaja, a veritable pigmy, never attaining more than
1 ft. in height, but spreading horizontally 2 ft. or 3 ft. This is very
suitable for planting on rockwork, or wherever a neat little ever-
.green is wanted that will not outgi'ow the space allotted to it. In
aurea the young growth is golden-coloured, but gradually gets
greener. At all seasons, however, it is more golden in colour than
the type. There is also a variegated variety, but it is so liable to

become green, that one seldom sees it in true character.

R. pisifera is a much more slender species than R. obtusa, and
very subject to lose the small branchlets, a circumstance which
gives it a rather naked appearance. Occasionally, however, one
meets with a plant that does not exhibit that peculiarity, and in that
case it is very handsome.

R. plumosa is dense and erect in growth, and lias foliage of a
fine gl.aucous green. After it has attaineil the hoiglit of 3 ft. or 4 ft.,

it grows very slowly ; it is, therefore, a long time before it outgrows
its position. Varieties of this species are numerous, the principal

being R. plumosa aurca, a kind possingafiuo golden colour, which
it retains the whole year ; R. plumosa argentea, similar totlic last,

but with foliage of a whitish-green ; and R. plumosa alba vaiicgata,

already mentioned.

R. squarrosa has very gl.aucous foliage and horizontally

spreading branches, a habit quite distinct from that of any of the

others.

R. tetragona aurea.—This, the last I shall name, is quite a

little gem, but whether a distinct species or not is open to

question.

An important point in favour of the whole genus is their thorough

hardiness, none of the species having been in the least injurcil by
the last two winters, in which mauy so-called hardy plants

l)erished. They may also be readily propagated by cuttings ; in

fact, R. ericoides, leptoclada, plumosa, and squarrosa are tlie easiest

of all Conifer;c to increase in that way, and all of the species strike

root readily. The best way is to make the cuttings of the half

ripened wood tow.ards the end of August, and insert them in 5-in.

pots, well drained aud firmly filled with a compost consisting of

e(|ual parts of loam, peat, and sand, with a layer of sand on the top,

care being taken to insert the cuttings firmly, and not leave a

vacuum around the bottom, as is apt to be done if care be not taken

to avoid it. AVheu the pots are filled they sliould be placed in a cold

frame, where the cuttings will soon callus, and as soon as that takes

place if they can have a little heat so much the better ; for although

they strike readily without it, they often stand till spring before

emitting roots ; whereas, if assisted slightly, they will be well rooted

and fit to pot oS' by that time, so as to form bushy little plants

the same season. Ali'IIA.

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TREES, SHRUBS, & WOODLANDS

Plants on Walls.—In reply to Mr. Rumsey (p. 173), allow

rae to state that plants on walls are not uncommon. Hollies, (Joose-

berries. Yews, Honeysuckles, Roses, Box, are not at all uncommon.

Here we have also a Scotch Fir ou the summit of .an S-ft. brick wall ;

it springs forth between two coping-stones, and the bricks seem

hard and sound. No roots are visible on the outside, and the wall

is fully exposed on both sides. In cases where a thick shrubbery or

wood comes up to one side of a wall the plants on the top have, of

coarse, a better chance. This Scotch Pine is healthy, though it does

not make much growth. Such facts powerfully illustrate the mar-

vellous adaptation of plant life and function to varied conditions.

—

D. T. Fish.

Hardiness of Conifers.—" Justicia " (p. -220 asks, "What
has become of the Araucarias one used to see about London some

twenty years ago when good examples were to be seen at

Isleworth ? " The answer is simple enough ; the westward

growth of the metropolis, gas-works, chemical works, &c., have

been too much for them. Dwellers so near London must be content

with deciduous trees, but even they dislike the gas-poisoned

ground. No ; in the metropolitan parks and elsewhere near London

carpet beds may succeed, but not Conifera^ Pinus insignis and

Cupressus macrocarpa may be killed in localities where the ther-

mometer falls below zero, but what of that? there are plenty

equally beautiful that will endure any cold we are ever likely to

experience in England ; and as to Ar.aucaria, it succeeds well enough

in most places. It is only by selection th.at one can hope to avoid

disappointment anywhere—even on this "pleasant hillside." " Jus-

ticia'"' says it would be easy to multiply a long list of f.ailure3,

and hope's that small gardens may not in future be spoilt by dot-

ting half-hardy Conifenc over them, and with this I cordially agree,

but' as a rule, "dotting" is done by the landscape garderier. If

the planting was left to men who know the dimensions which any

given tree would be likely to attain, we should not, as is too

often the case, find an otherwise beautiful small garden spoilt by
having a gigantic Pinus overshadowing it, and cramping everything

else for space. Oh, no ; we must still h.ave Conifers in our gardens,

and plenty of them, to keep us snug and w.arm-looking in winter,

but they must be wisely selected and properly planted.

—

James

Groom.

The Holly.—Referring to the article on the Holly in The Gar-

hen- (p. 171), I .see that Mr. Hibberd gives the size of the largest

Holly on record as 1 1 ft. in girth, and states that such large trees

are to be found only in rich fertile districts, where there is constant

humidity in the atmosphere. In an indigenous Holly wood belong-

ing to Earl Annesley at Castlewellan there are some very large
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Hollies, the girth of the largest of whio'.i is lOi ft. at .'? ft. from the

ground, and a good many of the trees are from 9 ft. to 10 ft., and
they are over 40 ft. in height. Some ot them have clean stems 20 ft.

in height before they begin to branch, and as str.aight as young
Larches. Ivy is grown up some of the stems of these trees, and with

good efi'ect. This wood is on the face of a mountain, anything but

favourable ground as rfgards soil and moisture ; yet the trets of

which it consists seem to be at home there.—T. R.

Arthrotaxus seltiginoides.—Now, when the planting season

is at hand, it may be of service to state that this interesting Conifer

should find a place in every choice collection. It i.s perfectly hardy
here, several small plants of it put out for trial in the home nursery

three years ago having come through the last two severe winters

without being in the least injured, and they are now from 4 ft. to

5 ft. high. It seems to be a fast grower.—T. R., Co. Down.

Rate of Growth in a Bamboo.

—

I send you the rate of

growth of a shoot of Phyllostachys bambusseoides during seven days
;

it may possibly interest and perhaps surprise some of your readers.

On the night of August 19 to 20 the growth was 3t in. ; 20 to 21,

4} in. ; 21 to 22, ,3 in. ; 22 to 2.'?, ?,h in. : 23 to 24, fa in. ; 24 to 25,

2 j in. ;
2-') to 26, 2 V in. ; total growth in seven nights, 1 ft. 9J in. ; pre-

sent length of this shoot, 1 1 ft. Of this same plant another shoot,

less favourably placed for exact measurement, has reached a height

of nearly 15 ft., and has not yet left off growing. This tuft of

Phyllostachys was planted (being then about 6 in. high) in the

autumn of 1874 in stiff clay, somewh.at moist. Another specimen of

the same, planted in May last, has thrown up a shoot nearly 8 ft.

high, which I mention to show how quickly tliis kind of Bamboo
becomes showy when grown in suitable soil and })Osition. This and
nearly all the kinds which I have tried of the Bamboo tribe (I have
seventeen or eighteen varieties) appear to be quite hardy, having
borne the frosts of the last two winters without injury, and mostly
without even losing their leaves.—E. W. W., Secern Or(Uhj(', Wor-
ccsict\

THE LIBRARY.

The Arboretum Segrezianum.—We have received of

Mons. Alplionse Lavallee his " Icones select;e Arborum et Fruticum
in Hortis Segrezianis Collectorum," wliich is published by Messrs.
J. B. Bailliere et fils, of Paris and London. This is a noble book,
devoted to beautifully engraved, but unooloured, illustrations of the
new or rare trees grown in Mons. LavallOe's Arboretum at Segrez.
As our readers know, from previous notices in The Garden', Mons.
Lavallee, the president of the Central Horticultural Society of

France, has a rich tree garden on his estate at Segrez, where he grows
almost every known, and many unknown, species of hardy tree.

Our readers will also remember that a recent volume of The G.arden'
was dedicated to him in honour and recognition of his services to our
gardens in this respect. It was a wise thing to resolve to figure in

this way the rarer plants in his collection, and thereby make it

accessible, so to say, to many who could not visit it personally. The
plants figured in the present number are .Tuglans Sieboldiana, Ostry-
opsis Davidiana, Eh-eagnus bngipes, Crat.'egus cuneata, and Jamesia
americana.

The Extension System. —This is a term which has by com-
mon consent been adopted. As its derivation does not seem to have
suggested itself to "T. B.," who writes in a contemporary on the
subject, I may e.xplain that when a shoot is cut back it is said to be
" restricted," and when it is treated in the opposite way—left its

entire length, or nearly so—the opposite term is used, following a
well-known rule, and it is said to be " extended," hence the title
'• extension system ; "and, considering the system is not new, it is a
little singular that " T. B." cannot find any reference to it in books,
or discover an extension trained tree more than " five years old." I
am probably near the mark also in surmising that " T. B.'s " prac-
tical acquaintance with the system is about as old as this five-year-
old tree at the outset. I am pleased to make a note of the good
example at Lambton Castle which he mentions. The adoption of
the system by such men as Mr. Hunter is the best guarantee of its

utility, and I for one am not likely to question any one's success in
that way. A tree 36 ft. by 14 ft. in five years is a good one, but a
friend told me Lately that he had both "Plums and Peaches nearly
20 ft. in diameter that were planted maidens in 1878. It is a good
while now since I stated that a tree ought ti cover 400 ft. or
500 ft. in four or five years. Up till lately I have not myself been
able to devote quite so much space to one tree, but the fact that the
ieat has been accomplished shows that I had guaged the capabilities
(f tlie system pretty accurately. I may just mention here that an
eminent London nurseryman who called here lately told me that if

gardeners choose to adopt the pl.an of growing their trees from
maidens, in the way directed lately in TheG.4KDEN', it would he the

mo.«t satisfactory way for both parties, as at present the nurseryman
had to keep his trees for three or four years, and dispose of them as

"trained tree*," costing more money to raise, and not always
giviug satisfaction to their customers.— J. S. W.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCXLIX.—AZALEA ROLLISSOXL
We figure this plant in order to show what an exquisite little shrub
it is, and also to indicate how distinct it is from any other Azalea in

cultivation. Its rosette-like flowers and elegant little buds, so much
resembling those of a Tea Rose, together with the profusion witli

which they are borne even on planrs in a small state, will at once

attract universal attention. The peculiar salmony-pink colour, how-
ever, so soft and pleasing in the living plant, is very dillicult to re-

produce by colour printing ; hence the annexed figure somewhat fails

to show the beautiful colour which the flowers naturally possess-

We have no hesitation in predicting that this little shrub will be.

come extremely popular, for it is one of the easiest of all

Azaleas to manage. Most probably it will prove quite as

hardy as the pretty A. amiena, seeing that it is a native

of the mountainous parts of .Tapan. It was introduced about

three years ago bj- Messrs. Rollisson, who exhibited it under
the name of A. Rollissoni at one of the exhibitions in Regent's
Park, where it was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr. Gower, of

Tooting, however, from whose stock our plate was prepared, informs

us that it was originally introduced under the name of A. ros.-eflora ;

he therefore considers that it ought to retain that name—one under
which he is now distributing it. He grows his plants of it in an un-

heated frame, and treats them similar to those of other kinds of

Azaleas. Soprofuse a tiowereris it, thatin Mr. Gower's nursery last

spring whole framefuls of tiny plants in '2h-'m. pota were well fur-

nished with flowers.

Dipladenia boliviensis.— In October, 1879, a lady sent me
a beautiful white flower with a yellow centre which was given her in

a wedding bouquet. She kept it some daj's in a glass of water in

her room, and then sent it to me in a letter by post. I put it in heat

under a glass, but with little expectation of striking it, as it was a

flower sprig only witli no crown. After some time a shoot appeared

at the base of the sprig ; in .June of this year it produced a flower,

from which I ascertained the name to be Dipladenia boliviensis.

It has continued to produce flowers ever since, and now, though only

10 in. high, has twenty-five flower-buds on it. It does not grow in

height ; every side-shoot has a crown of flowers. I have often heard

that flower shoots will never form plants to grow up tall. What a
valuable discovery it would be if by this manner small flowering

plants of our climbers in dwarf size could be propagated and grown
in a small 4-in. pot.—W. O. St.inley, Peiirhos, Ilohjhead.

A New Use for Rose Suckers.—I have often noticed

that the weaker the worked Rose, especially if a tall standard, the

stronger and more numerous are the tuckers which it produces. Pon-

Jeriug the matter over, I have taken the hint which Nature obviously

meant us to take. The Rose was too old, too stunted, weak, and
bark-bound to accept or use the good things gathered up by the

vital force of the roots. Hence, these were concentrated in the

strength and numbers of the suckers. Instead, therefore, of waging
war with these, select the strongest, and bud that either at or under
the ground if for a dwarf, or any desired height if for a standard.

Remove the st.arved Rose at the same time; the effects in many
cases here have been marvellously successful. The whole root power
of the Brier may thus be turned to instant account in the growth of

Roses. Neither are plants thus formed more liable to sucker than

others. Hardly has the Rose taken and started into vigorous growth
th.an the roots, finding legitimate work to do in feeding the flowers,

leave off' their useless labours of growing useless suckers only. In

fact, Rosarians may generally accept it as an axiom almost, that

where suckers abound there is some lack of vigour or stoppage in

the top of the Rose trees that thus prove themselves unable to appro-

priate the food collected by the roots. The best cure for suckers is

a healthy top, and the plan now set forth is one of the simplest and

easiest means of eff'ecting that in the case of weakly and exhausted

Roses.—H.
Popular Roses.—The New York Horticultural Society offers

premiums for the following kinds of Hybrid Perpetual Roses. We
may therefore regard them as among the most popular kinds in that

section : Paul Neron. liaroness Rothschild, John Hopper, Baronne
deMaynard, Captain Christy, Madame Lacharme, Paul Rieaut, Jules

Margottin, Annie Wood, La France, and Madame Victor Verdier.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.

The brilliant weather whieh we are now having will render con-

tinual care necessary as regards the timely application of water to

flower beds, vase plants, and to specimens plunged iu pots. Where
it is impossible to get soft pond or rain water means should always

be provided for tlVoronghly aerating cold pump water for several

days before it is used, and for this purpose large basins, such as

those iu connection with fountains, are most useful, as the water,

from being generally shallow, and a large surface exposed to the

sun's rays, soon becomes heated up to the temperature of the sur-

rounding atuio.<phere. Carpet beds will likewise now need a good

supply ol water to keep the plants well culouied and otherwise in

good condition. As all kinds of plants are now growing freely,

no ditiiculty will be experienced in getting the necessary quan-

tity of cuttings for purposes of propagation without dis-

tignring the beds. Pelargoniums of all kinds should be got in

as quickly as possible ; the past season has been most favourable

to their growth, and .any especi.ally noteworthy kinds may now lie

increased to any extent. Any plants now cut down will have

ample time to make good growth before it is necessary to lift them
for storing. Ilwarf^Dahlias are now exceedingly efiective, and are

excellent subjects for glowers who have but a limited supply of glass,

as their roots may be wintered in any dry building secure from frost.

In .addition to the dwarf Pompone and bouquet Dahlias the single

varieties are also now becoming popular for beds and borders. Being

striking in colour, tliey make gooil back rows or groups. If cuttings

of them are put in ,at once in small pots they will form small tubers

tliat will make good plants in spring. Large kinds of Dahlias need

attention in the way of staking and trapping earwigs. As they are

now dowering freely they will need abundance of water at the root

and top-dressing with good stable manure. Zinni.as, Asters, and

Stocks will now be at their best ; these line autumnal Howers should

be Largely grown, as they come into bloom after many of the showiest

border plants have done flowering, and by their aid one may keep up
a continuous display in any kind of mixed system of flower gardening

very late in the season. Continue to plant out into nursery beds any
kinds of spring flowering plants that need more space, such as

rooted cuttings of Pansies, Aubrietias, &c., and seedlings of .Silene.

Saponaria, and Myosotis. Keep them moist and free from weeds, so as

to encourage them to make dwarf bushy plants by the time the beds

are cleared for their reception in November. Pruning of evergreens

must now be pushed on ; Laurel hedges or banks clothed with them
should have all the strong shoots cut out with a knife, an operation

which will let the sun and air in to ripen the medium growths that

are retained. Sweet Bays, Laurustinus, and similar shrubs are all

benefited by summer pruning, for if left to run up unchecked the

strongest leading shoots take more than their share of nourishment,

and the lower shoots get weak and exhausted. Various sorts of

Yucca will now be pushing up flower-spikes. Yuccas in.ake fine beds

alone, but they are ecjually effective in large mixed borders, where
Tritoinas, Dahlias, and ilichaelmas Daisies form large masses of

colour. The strongest varieties, such as gloriosa, make fine back-

ground jjlants, and the dwarfer filamentosa and similar sorts should

form groups near the margin. They are strong-rooted subjects, and
require but a minimum amount of attention. Beds of Violets should
be kept free from runners and well watered if the weather con-

tinues dry. The Czar and similar sorts, if well grown, flower almost
continuously in mild winters, i.e., if generously treated ami grown
as young plants annually, but if left to grow" into a tangled mass of

runners they produce but few flowers until the spring is far ad-
vanced. A good washing with the garden engine will greatly assist

iu keeping down red spider, the greatest en^my which the Violet

has. Keep Primroses and Polyanthuses moist, .as the bright sun-
shine, if accompanied by drought, is very trying to these moisture
and partial shade-loving plants ; if fully exposed keep light Ever-
green branches over the beds until moister weather sets in.—J.4MES
Geoom.
Auriculas.—We had some hope that autumn trusses would be

fewer than usual this year, but the last two or three weeks of very
hot, dry weather have caused a large number to start that we did
not expect to flower ; and if the weather lasts much longer as it is

numbers of others will throw up their trusses before the end of the
month. Routine work now consists simply in keeping them free

from gTeen fly by the means previously recommended and in

removing decaying or dead leaves, which cause the plants to rot

off sometimes. The plants do not require very much water at this

season, and none of them ought to have any until they really want
it. As there ha? been no appearance of rain we have left the lights

off the frames night and day, and the heavy dews seem to have
refreshed the plants. The seedlings, from seeds sown about twelve
months ago, have this week been potted into their flowering pots.

the small plants in .'J-in. pots and the Larger ones in Sizes larger.

They have made very good growth, but they are certainly not so

strong as those of last season. A large proportion of the offsets put
in early in August have rooted well and are now ready for potting

off. This will be done as soon as we can find time to do it.

Dahlias.—One of our principal amateur growers informs me that

his bloom is at present very fine indeed. This, I fancy, is general

where the plants have been kept free of insect jiests. Syringing or

well w.atering overhead keeps thri[is and red spider in clieck. Ear-

wigs and the green spittle-forming fly are dlflicult to deal with when
they come in force ; they can only be destroyed by trapping and hand-

picking. Continue to water freely, to cut out over-abundant growths,

and also to remove the flowers that have begun to decay. The stems

must lie fastened to the sticks also, as high winds soon cause much
damage.

Phloxes.—Ground may still be prepared for planting out these.

It is needless to expect good results unless the soil is both deep and
rich. They may be ]ilantcd any time during the autumn, but if

planted early the roots take firm hold of the soil, and are better able

to withstand the winter. I have noticed this season that plants with

a single stem only furnish the best spikes. Cuttings put into small

pots may be struck in a hotbed early in the season, and when well

established planted out. Under this treatment the plants are not

only very much dwarfer, but more freely branched and better fur-

nished with spikes.

Polyanthuses.— If these have not yet been lifted and potted

see that that work is done at once. In ordinary seasons perhaps it

is better to get it done a month earlier, but I f.ancy they are better

in the ground than in pots when we get such exceptionally hot

weather as we have had liuring the past few weeks. Our plants have

been placed under a north wall, where they suffer but little from the

heat. Now is a good time to obtain a supply of plants to be potted

for flowering next season. It was difficult a few years ago to pro-

cure good v.arieties, but now sach fine sorts as Lancer, George IV.,

Cheshire Favourite, Exile, President, William IV., &c., can be had.

Seedlings from seeds sown as soon as they were ripe should now be

pricked out into boxes or beds of fine soil. In each case they must
be shaded from too much sunshine. Let the potting material be

rather heavy loam mixed with a fourth part of manure and an equal

amount of leaf-mould.

Primulas.—These want considerable attention if they are grown
in pots. Some of them are liable to be attacked by red spider and
green fly—pests which sometimes do much mischief before they are

observed. It is necess.ary to be watchful ; the cool position the plants

must occupy suits slugs admirably, and one must be continually on
the watch for them. The leather-coated grub has also been very

troublesome, both in the case of these .and Polyanthuses. It can be

most readily discerned feeding with the slugs .at night. Our plants

were re-potted some weeks ago, but where this has not yet been done

it should now be seen to. Although we grow a considerable number
of these plants in pots, I fancy that they do better in a suitable posi-

tion on rockwork ; like the allied Auricula, the shady side suits

them best. It was (piite a treat to see in April large masses of

Primula speetabilis, P. rosea, &c., on the rockwork at York. The
varieties of Primula amtena have just been re-potted. They made
exceedingly good growth this year, and, although most of the large

leaves have been injured or destroyed with red spider, the crowns

seem to be very prominent, and promise to do well next season.

—

J. Douglas.
Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—At this season a few plants will .always be found to

be behind the general stock in making up their growths, and will

require to be treated accordingly. \Vith the gi-adual reductions of

temperature in the different houses it may be necessary to remove

plants that are in active growth from the intermediate into the

warmest house, selecting cool positions for them close to the glass,

to assist them in making up their growths. Others that have com-

pleted their growth in the warmest house may require removal to

the intermedLate one with the view of inducing sound rest. The
autumn-blooming Pleiones will now be fast ripening, and should

receive just sufficient water .at the root to prevent the bulbs from

shrivelling. The spring-bloomers of this genus may still be treated

somewhat more liberally than the others. The Ctelogynes will now
be swelling their bulbs, .and must still be treated liberally with

water ; indeed, they should not be allowed to suffer from want o£

moisture at the root until their bulbs are fully swelled up.

Most of the winter and early spring-flowering Dendrobiums, such

as D. Pierardi, D. macrophyllum, D. Wardianum, &c., should now
be undergoing the ripening process. Gradually reduce the moisture

given to their roots and in the atmosphere surrounding them, and

expose the plants to full sunshine as soon as the bulbs are suffi-

cientlvflrrned ti withstand it. Keep autumn-blooming L:elias now
tnrowing up their spikes close to the glass, to prevent them from
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getting drawn up imuecessarily long. The heating apparatus con-

nected with each house should now be put in thorough order before

winter sets in, and any decaying stages or other parts of the houses
that are getting in bad condition sliould receive attention at once.

Keep a sharp out-look for cocliroaches during the autumn, and re-

duce their numbers by poisoning or trapping them, as it is during
the winter that these pests are the most destructive to the roots of

Orchids.

Stove Plants.—The Sonerilas, Bertolonias, and similar deli-

cate growing jjlants generally will now require to be watered with
care, and a less degree of moisture around them will tend to

strengthen them, and enable tliem to pass through the winter safely.

Keep them in positions close to the glass, with the view of main-
taining tlie colour in their foliage as long as possible. The j^rincipal

lot of Caladiums should now be dried ott', as the foliage on tliese

seldom remains in good condition after the end of the present month.
Wlien these are stored away there will be room for introilucing the
winter blooming stock from warm frames and other structures.

These should now be in positions where warmth is at command to
prevent the temperature from falling during sudden changes to a
point that might art'ect the health of the plants. Sudden checks
must be carefully guarded against at present, otherwise the plants
will shed much of their foliage, and the root action will receive a
check from whicli the plants will be some time in recovering, and
the bloom will be scanty in consequence. The Hoyas, Cyrtoceras,
and a few other plants will still be making growth, and must
be placed in favourable positions in the house to help them along.

Any straggling points on Crotons may be taken off and inserted in

the propagating bed. These will gradually form roots during the
winter, and will prove useful for furnishing an early supply of

young plants in spring. Any old l)rac;enas not in bad condition
from house work should be treated in a similar manner to the
Crotons, Cut them into lengths consisting of two or three eyes,

insert them in sharp sand, and place them in the propagating pit,

when they will form an early batch of well-coloured plants in the
spring. Gradually reduce shadings, and all watering should now
be done in the early part of the day.

Greenhouse Plants.—Now is the best time for potting
the main batch of single and double Hyacinths, Narcissi, &c. ;

but where a long se.asou of bloom is desired, a stock of bulbs of
each kind should be saved for potting up next month. In
potting Hyacinths and Narcissi, preference should be given to
deep 6-in. pots. The soil most suitable is sound turfy loam, enriched
with old cow manure, adding a liberal supply of sand. The soil

should be rammed firmly in the liottoms of tlie pots, to prevent the
roots from taking hold of it too soon, otherwise the strength of the
soil will be exhausted before tlie flowering period arrives, ilost of

the Cape bulbs will now be in the right state for potting and starting
into growth. These rank among the most dilKcult plants to manage
and flower successfully. JIany of them are very beautiful, and well
worth cultivating in pots. Tropa'olum tricolorum and T. Jarratti
should now be at rest, and may be potted at any time if they show
signs of renewed growth. The soil for these should be light and
full of fibre, otherwise tliey soon get sickly from being waterdogged.
Keep them close to the light as soon as tliey begin to grow, and get
trellises fixed for them to extend over. Any choice plants that are
not in the best state of health will be better housed, otherwise
sudden changes of temperature may affect them seriously.

—

J. Roberts.
Indoor Fruit.

Stra"wberries.—It is to be feared the Strawberry grower is

likely to be beset by an insidious enemy in tlie form of a fine white
mould or mildew, not altogether a stranger wliere President is

forced in dark, imperfectly ventilated houses. This year, in addi-
tion to our beds being affected, we have heard of whole ijuarters of
President, F>ritish Queeu, and Frogmore Late Pine in other gardens
being much injured, and in some cases quite destroyed by it. When
it attacks pot plants in a fruiting state, the usual remedy is syring-
ing with clear sulphur water ; but this season I have just discovered
that it is spreading rapidly amongst my newly potted plants of tlie

above named kinds. The Presidents wore obtained from a distance,
as I have great faith in the system of introducing fresh vigour by
exchange from one well managed garden to another. Clean, and to
a large extent, new pots have been used ; the soil is new loam from
the hillside, and the situation tlie plants occujiy is light and airy.
Now, one thing is quite certain : the enemy must be stamped out
if forcing is to be a success, and the plan I am about to adopts
having only made the discovery of the disease this morning—is com-
plete immersion of pots and iilants in a large vessel filled witli sul-
phur water. The dipping will be performed after the sun goes down,
and I will report the result. Jleantime, if any readers have battled
with and overcome it, their experience might benefit their less for-

tunate neighbours. Early in the season I advised the partial plung-

ing of Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and other forward kinds
occupying .5-in. pots as a protection from drought, as it is hardly
possible that such small pots well filled with roots can be properly
supplied with water when they are fully exposed. In addition to
this, my own plants were roughly top-dressed with old Mushroom
manure, and the result is very satisfactory. Sir Josepli Paxton, a
very handsome Strawljerry and a good traveller, forms an excellent
successor to the early batch when started with the Presidents, but
to have it good, the crowns must be thoroughly rijiened before the
plants are taken in for the winter. If not already done, the plants
intended for producing next year's runners should be well pl.anted

in new loam. Tlie balls should be thoroughly wet when they are
turned out, and they will require regular watering until wc have a
change to cooler weather.

Peaches and Nectarines.—If the fruit in late houses is

coming on too fast the roof may be shaded through the day until we
have a change to dull weather. The great drawback to large Poach
houses is the difficulty experienced in keeping the fruit for private
use when the weather is very hot. Of course much can be done by
making a judicious selection of kinds that will succeed each other in

the order of ripening, and perhaps this plan repeated in small houses
is the best that can lie adopted, as it is well known that the shading
of ripe Peaches, or the attempt to keep them in a very cold place for

any length of time after they are ripe, leaves them Peaches only in

name, as the flavour is gone, and a flavourless Peach is very insipid.

But the best and most economical way is to do all the retarding in

the spring and through the early stages of growth, and then to allow
tliem to ripen up under the free influence of sun, light, and air.

The general arrangement of trees in the different houses should now
be decided upon, and if any fresh ones are wanted no time should be
lost in getting them selected and marked, but it is not a good prac-

tice to move young trees direct from the nursery to the Peach house.
Every garden should have its reserve wall, from which young
trees of two to five years' training can be selected for rc-planting

or filling up vacancies, the advantages gained being the ability to

lift and transplant before the leaves fall, a full crop of fruit the

following season, and a uniform and pleasing appearance in having
every part of the trellis covered with liealthy foliage. As larger

trees are drawn from the reserve wall the ordinary nursery stock
should be planted in their places, to be trained and proved, if

possible, before they are taken in to occupy a more valuable
position under glass. A continuance of hot, dry weather may
render it necessary to apply a little more mulching to the borders,

and to give them a tliorough drenching through tlie hose. Some
years have passed since we found it necessary to water outside

borders, but fortunately this is an exceptional autumn, and a
liberal supply will benefit the present and the succeeding crops of

fruit. A good stock of sod should now be got in for the winter
and spring. All stone fruits like lime, and if a good calcareous

loam from an old pasture can be got the first and greatest dilficulty

in Peach culture will be overcome.

Vines.—Red spider having been unusually troublesome this

season. Muscats are not colouring so freely as we could wish ; but
the splendid summer weather we have been for some time enjoying
has greatly improved them, and the general crop is now suffi-

ciently advanced to require more light and air with a lower
temperature by night. If tlie laterals have Ijecii allowed to ramble
to compensate for injuiy to the main leaves, their gradual removal
to one or two buds will soon make a marked change in the fruit,

and one of the great evils that follow the condensation of moisture

—

damping at the footstalk—will be overcome Lady Downes,
Alicantes, and the finest of all winter Grapes, Black Morocco, will also

require more air, and if they have been helped forward by judicious

firing tlirough tlie spring the night temperature may be reduced ;

but gentle fires to keep tlie pipes warm tlirough the day will be of

great service to the ripening wood. These may also be divested of

some of the strongest laterals to plump up the back buds from which
next year's breaks are to be obtained, but anything approaching
exposure of tiie bunches to the direct action of the sun should be
guarded against, as black Grapes always colour best, and lay on the

finest bloom under a good canopy of healthy foliage. Gros Colmar
requires a longer growing period than any other Grape with which I

am acquainted, and on this account it should always have the run
of internal borders either by itself or in a mid-season house where it

can hang for some time after the other kinds are cut. When this

fine Grape \va3 first exhibited by the late Mr. Standish, its unsatis-

factory colour and flavour did not captivate Grape growers, and
some years elapsed before Mr. Waril, of Bisliop .Stortford, brought
it out at Oxford in splendid condition. To have it in tlie best

possible condition for eating, it should be kept rather warm on the
Vines some six weeks after the leaves fall to get rid of the earthy
flavour, when its removal to a warm Grape room will still further

improve it ; and although it is never a rich Grape, it will be found a.
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most valual>le acquisition to the dessert in tlic month of March.
Late Hamlmrghs iatemleil for use through Xovenilier ami December
shoulil be quite ripe by the eml of this montli. The greatest enemy
to thin-skinneil Grapes when the leaves are falling is atmospheric

moisture, to guanl against which all tlio largest shows should be
removed in the spring, and tiie medium sized bunches sliould be
well tliiuned to prevent them from binding wlien ripe. ^Vhen this

stage has been reached. I ahvaj-s make a point of cutting out every
lateral and shortening back all the spur shoots to witliin five or six

eyes from the rods, the buucli-bearing shoots excepted, which are

left full length, ami when the foliage is ripe the Grapes are cut,

bottled, and placed in the driest part of tlie Lady Downea house,

where they keep better than they would do on the Vines.

Melons.—As days decrease in length and nights become cold

and dark, the Melons in pits and frames will require greater care

than the past fine weather has rendered necessary. Tlie first thing
that must be looked after is bottom lieat, and as this is dependent
upon fermenting materials alone, the external linings must be re-

gularly turned and renovated with good stable manure. As a mat-
ter of course, the fruit in these structures will bo well advanced in

size, if not nearly full grown, as it is of no use trying to set and
succeed with Melons in mauure frames after September comes in, and
in order to make the most of solar heat, the fruit should be ele-

vated on inverted pots as near the glass as may be convenient, and
at the same time well out of the way of moisture that may rise

from the bed. The most troublesome enemy to late Melons in

frames is a damp, close atmosphere, and to guide against its efl'ect

on the fruit and Vines, the necessarj' watering should be performed
very early in the day, and unless the heat is very strong and the
weather line, the overhead syringing must be sparingly performed
or discontinued altogether. As a great assistance to the linings,

good dry mats should be used for covering at night, a very small
opening being left under the back of each light for the escape of

steam and moisture. Melons in houses that are M'ell heated and
ventilated, are managed with less difficulty, as toiJ and bottom
heat can be applied at any time, and where the pot system of cul-

ture is adopted, as it should be for late crops, the roots are always
under command. The weather through August having been so fine.

Melons are extremely good this autumn, and it is very fortunate
that it is so, as other fruit is scarce, and the numerous wasps are
destroying the little we have before it is half ripe.—W. Colejlvx.

Kitciien Garden.
The lifting of the Potato crop is now by far the most pressing

operation, and, except in very late districts, even the latest varieties

may now be stored. It is satisfactory to find that the warm dry
weather of the past month has cheeked tlie murrain, and ripened
off the tubers so well that but little damage need be feared after the
crop is stored. At the same time, precautionary measures should
be taken to guard against the disease by having the Potatoes
thoroughly dry before storing, and by laying them as thin as
circumstances admit of in sheds, cellars, or pits. They should be
looked over a week or ten days after storing, and if no disease is by
that time apparent their immunity from it may then be safely pre-
dicted ; but if, on the other hand, the disease be present, then
examination of the stores, in order to remove affected tubers, will be
necessary every few days, or the whole stock will quickly succumb

;

a sprinkling of quicklime amongst them sometimes tends to arrest
the disease. Onions should now be pulled up and left for a few
days on the ground to dry, and then tied in bunches and hung in
airy sheds, or else be laid thinly on floors in similar positions.
Those recently sown, together with Lettuces, Eadive, Carrots,
Turnips, and Spinach will need thinning out, and the soil kept well
stirred to promote growth and destroy weeds. Seeing the glorious
weather there has recently been for the destruction of the latter,

general neatness ought to be the prevailing cliaracteristic of kitchen
gardens generally ; but even when this has been attained there will
still be plenty of other work needing attention, such as earthing ud
(^elerj', which ought to be done in dry weather, ridging up Broccoli,
Kales, and other winter greens ; also tlie removal of exhausted crops
to the refuse heap, and the preparation of the ground for a
last sowing of Spinach and Turnips, and the planting out of
Cabbage, Lettuces, and Endive ; the two latter should now have the
most favourable positions, and where, if needs be, they can be shel-
tered in the winter. Prick out Cauliflowers in favourable situations.
As a rule, they winter well at the foot of south walls, and the plants
so wintered are never so liable to " button " as those that have been
coddled in frames and handlights ; at the same time it is advisable
to have "two strings to one's bow;" hence provision should be made
against a severe winter by having a reserve stock of plants in frames.
These we usually sow about this time thinly in the frames where
they are to winter, and place the lights over till the seeds have ger-
minated, after which the plants continue fully exposed till there is

danger from frost. Thinning out to i in. apart is done as soon as

the seedlings are fit to handle. Keep the growth of Tomatoes well
thinned out, even to the cutting away of a portion of the foliage if

it overlaps the fruit. The late bunches of fruit will Ijc materially
hastened towards maturity by removing the other bunches as soon
as they have coloured ; moreover, the fruit keeps longer for being
cut at so early a stage. French Beans in frames should have abuii-

ilant supplies of water, and the lights sliould remain oil' till the night
temperature recedes to 45''. Sow successioiial batches, and also Ra-
dishes, Mustard, Cress, and salad Onions, according to requirement.
—W. W.

MARKET GAEDEX NOTES.
Potatoes.—During the past week I have been taking note in

the market fields of the crops of Potatoes that arc now being lifted

and run into the market as speedily as possible, not so much Ijecause

the growers are fearful of disease, but rather to give the green
crops planted between the rows every possible chance to make growth
while the weather is open. The early Ashleaf kinds have long since
been done with, so also have the early Sliaws and Fox's Seedling,
both round kinds, not, however, now largely grown. In spite of
the disastrous nature of the crops last year, Regents have been
largely planted, and are giving a good sound crop ; but the favourite

Potato is the Magnum Bonum, which is turning out a splendid crop,

quite ten tons to the acre, and not a diseased tuber to be seen.

Remembering the sad appearance of the Potato crop last year, the
growers are indeed light-hearted at seeing such a wonderful yield

of the Magnum Bonum. Selling now at £(j per ton, this means £(iO

per acre, a splendid return as prices go. This sort is not so good in

the tuber as either the Regent or the Victoria, but then it is far more
prolific, and seems to defy the disease. Victorias are very good this

season, but the produce is not heavy. No doubt if stored Victorias

would fetch £8 per ton after Christmas, when they would pay well.

After the results of this season's growth, however, I expect Magnura
Bonum will be grown in great quantities in this district next year.

The chief complaints of disease have come from growers of the Early
Rose, but market gardeners fight shy of this kind now, and prefer

to stick to white kinds, which invariably realise the best i^rices.

Onions.—Sowings of White Lisbon Onions are now being made,
and with some soft rains, the ground now being in excellent condi-

tion for sowing, there is certain to be a good plant to stand the
winter. As a rule, autumn-sown Onions is one of the best paying
of crops, as they may be taken off leisurely and sent into market
just as required. In the spring, when other green crops are scarce,

and the average Londoner has been for a long time without other
cheap vegetables except Potatoes, green Onions are in considerable re-

quest, and though not pleasant no doubt serve a useful hygienic pur-

pose. Spring-sown Onions now being pulled are on good soil yet

full of growth, but if heavy rains follow a second rooting will ensue,

and with this many split bulbs ; the crops are therefore being pulled

and laid to ripen. As a rule, the crop is a good one, although market
growers do not thin so largely as private cultivators, and therefore the
bulbs are not so large, but a good average sainijle, clean and sound,

is the most profitable in the end. Seven or eight tons of good sound
Onions per acre, at £10 per ton, is not a bad return, but it requires

very good ground and high cultivation to produce this. I'icklers are

few this year, owing to the fact that the seed, though sown as abun-
dantly as usual, came thin. To get picklers the plant must be very
thick, the little bulbs literally riding each other in clumps, starving

each other into smalluess. There is much labour needed to produce
a good clean crop of picklers, and the work of hoeing and cleauing

can only be well done by those who have been trained to it. An
immense amount of patience is needed to perform the iiork well.

Onions, it is gratifying to note, are promising to seed freely, so that

good seed and plenty may be looked for for next season's sowing.

"Winter Green Crops.—The rain that is falling as I write

co:r.es most welcome to the later planted green crops as these have
largely suffered from a month of not merely dry weather, Init at

times unusually hot. This has largely induced club, complaints of

which have been considerable this season. Probably the exceeding dry-

ness of the soil leads to this materially, as with moist soil the growth
is rapid and robust. Generally, the earlier planted green crops are

very good. Some breadths of Brussels Sprouts remarkably so, and
these will be most profitable during the winter. There is no better

plan than the planting these early in 4-ft. rows, and sowing Runner
Beans between them ; both crops are then good. Late planted Brus-

sels put out between Peas or Potatoes are of little use to produce
really good Sprouts. Drumhead and curled Savoys are very good
generally, and are a good paying crop in the winter. The latest plant-

ings of white and sprouting Broccoli have a blue appearance, but as

the soil is so warm these will after rain make good growth. One of

the most serviceable early winter Greens, Rosette Colewort, is later

than usual, the dry weather having much hindered the planting, but
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where now planted will come in usefully towards the end of the
year. The Autumn Giant Cauliflower is this season a grand crop
and turning in well; this is quite two months earlier than it was last

year, when the November frosts killed thousands of plants ere they
had formed heads. This Cauliflower is so robust that it pushes its

way well amongst early Potatoes if planted 30 in. apart. Owing to

the first plantings turning in so soon, the season of this Cauliflower
will be much prolonged, and the crop so much the more protitable.

One thing, however, is worthy of note—.all the growers sowed seed
earlier than nsual this year.

Fruit Crops.—Plums, the best crop of the year, are now nearly
all marketed, and have given a very fair return, the price ranging
from 5s. to 8s. per bushel, according to quality. The lieaviest crops
have been gathered from the Black Damask and Victoria, but other
kinds, such as the Diamond, Golden Drop, Green Gage, and Magnum
Bonum, have been very fair. Many trees, however, have been thinly
cropped, and these, it is hoped, will produce fruit next year,
although it is an undoubted fact tliat Plums crop well on standards
only ouce in several years. With the present grand ripening wea-
ther, however, and the good growth the summer rains induced, there
is good reason to hope that same fair crops may be obt.aiued next
season. Damsons have been a good crop, and have shown that ])er-

haps on the whole both the old Damson and the less known Farleigh
Prolific rank amongst the most profitable of standard orchard trees.

Both Apples and Pears, though only very moderate crops, are tine ;

this partly arises from the thinness of the crop, but most largely
from the condition of the season, which has been unusually favour-
able to what hardy fruits there are. There is not only size but good
colour on most fruits. All Kesivicks, Manks, and Eirly .Julians

are gathered. No doubt one reason for the general prolificaey of
these kinds is to be found in this practice of early gathering, as
the trees are thus early relieved of the duty of maturing a crop.
The heaviest crop5 of Pears are H;ssle and Beurre de Cjpiaumont,
b^th Pears of mjdium quality, l)ut favoure 1 by the growers liecause
most generally productive. On all kinds of hardy stand.ard trees, but
especially on tli:; Apple and Pear, the wood is finely ripening, the
fruit-buds strong and plump, and the promise for ue.xt year one of
the best ever seen. A. D.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FREE-BEARING VARIETIES OF FRUIT.

The importation of foreign-grown fruits has for some years been
gradually on the increase. And there are those who tell us that we
had better depend for a supply of these productions upon the
countries that have a more genial climite than our own, and culti-
vate something else ourselves. The advice is no doubt well meant,
but those who tender it do not appear to see the result of the course
they recommend. We may keep on reducing the number of the
productions we cultivate, continually sending more capital out of
the kingdom in the purchase of what may seem small items, but
which in the aggregate amount to a serious drain upon what ought
to be expended at home, and this at a time when all who have a know-
ledge of rural pursuits, and take the trouble to think upon the facts
patent to everyone, are at their wits' end to see what there is th.at can
be profitably grown. Such a state of matters becomes a subject for
reflection with those who feel an interest in the fruit cultivation of
the country, so far as growing a supply for the mass of tlie people
is concerned.

Beginning with Apples—the most important of all fruits as an
article of foixl—anyone sufficiently conversant with the many
varieties in cultivation to know their merits an I demerits—that is,

the quality and keeping property of the fruit, with the hardy consti-
tution or otherwise of the trees, and their ability to bear in adverse
seasons—cannot fail to see that which has ofteu and forcibly been
urged, the huge mistake committed in growing such a number of
kinds. I am now speaking of cooking sorts. Of what use is it to
have a dozen or a score of varieties all in season for use at the same
time, as may almost invariably be found in the produce of any
orchard, even where the ol)ject is growing for sale, and not one of
the number with any distinctive merit to make it superior to the
others ? Amongst them may generally be found .some half-dozen
that for bearing properties in adverse seasons are worth all the rest,
and half a hundred other kinih extensively grown as well. This
has long enough been apparent, but never more so th.an during the
last and present season, of which the fruit reports from every part
of the kingdom .afford unmistakable proof. I liave had an opportunity
of seeing a good many orchards in half the counties of England, and,
although there is considerable ditfereuce in bulk of produce in
different localities, it may with truth l)e said tliat there are not more
than a dozen cooking varieties of Apples that are bearing anything
worth naming ; and, moreover, the greater part of these are bearing

almost everywhere a sufficient crop—if not numerically so great as

sometimes seen, individually larger than when so very full. The
.sorts that 1 have seen bearing almost everywhere are Keswick Cod-
lin, Manks Codlin, Lord .Suttield, Stirling Castle, Ecklinville
Seedling ; Stone's Apple (Loddington Seedling), a sort not generally
known, but freely bearing everywhere that I have met with it

;

Cockpit, a North of England variety, an excellent cooker, keeping
up to the end of the year, tree very hardy, and an immense cropper ;

Norfolk Bearer, Northern Greening, Cellini, and Tower of Glamis.
If these kinds had been planted in the quantities they deserve to be,

there would not have been any scarcity of cooking AjJi^les until the
winter was somewhat advanced.
The American fruit growers have set us an example that it would

have been well if we had long since followed—that is, to look at the
matter from a business point of view, in place of planting Apples, as

well as most other fruits, as if the object was only to gratify a fancy
for novelty. I do not mean to say that the limited number of varie-

ties named above have individually every property which it is desir-

able to possess, and that there is no need of attempting further im-
provement in raising of new sorts ; but the raisers of new kinds of

hardy fruits seem almost invariably to follow the wrong track in

breeding from varieties that produce the best-looking or best-

flavoured fruit, no matter how little the crop is, except in the

most favourable seasons and situ.ations. If there is any real

improvement to be made, it is from a directly opposite course

to this—bv crossing the hardiest free-bearing sorts with others

that are a little less hardy, but later keepers, leaving any that are

tender completely out of the question, no matter how good the
quality of their fruit may be. In raising new varieties of fruit for

outdoor cultiv.ation it is well not to forget the climate, both as

regards the cold wet summers we from time to time get, and also the
spring frosts that visit us. Nothing in the shape of new cooking
Ap[)lesthat will not Itear, independent of adverse seasons, are of any
use ; we have fifty times too many of them already. Those who are

despondent when they meet with difficulty or opposition may very
likely say that a chmate such as tlie Apple-growing districts of

America, where there is so much less in the way to contend with,

has an advantage that it is no use attempting to cope with. Grant
the more favourable seasons, and less cost of land to boot ; but Before

their produce can reach this country there are several profits to be

made by merchants and carriers that home growers have not to fight

against. And Apples that come such distances are so much bruiseil,

and ever likely to be with the kind of packing the price cooking
sorts sell at will permit of, that there is much loss, and an impossi-

bility of their keeping long.

Another objection we often hear is that when a favourable season

comes the prices to be had will scarcely pa)' expenses of gathering

and marketing. This to a certain extent may be correct so far as

regards the kinds that will not keep in years when there happens
to be a glut, and it is likely to continue until our gi-owers exhibit

something of the fertility of resource which the American cultivators

very soon hit upon with their Apples and other fruits which they
could not market as they gather them off the trees, as evidenced

by the thousands of tons of tinned fruit that find their way here

anuually. What is there to prevent growers in this country growing
enough to make it worth their while to preserve them in the same
way '! The owners and occupiers of land in this country have, up to

a recent date, found the growing of Corn, beef, and mutton sutti-

ciently remunerative without troubling themselves about fruit cul-

ture, or, at all events, the growing of suc'i kinds, and the disposal

of them when growing in such a way as would give a profitable

return ; but tliere is much reason to fear that the time has come
when those who cultivate the soil here will have to look narrowly
to everything that can be made to give a fair return for capital and
labour.

In preserving fruit much more may be done than has ever yet

been attempted on any considerable scale. Plums, as anyone at

all conversant with fruit cultivation knows, are a crop that vary
more in the extent of produce than most things. At intervals a

season comes when the trees break down with the weight they bear,

in the way taking place in some districts this summer, and wdien

the ripening period arrives the commoner kinds are too cheap to

pay much, and the trees in aildition are so exhausted as not to be
in condition to bear again without a year's rest. If, instead of

letting the whole crop ripen, the trees were eased by removing one-

half just before they began to ripen, they would suffer comparatively,

little, and the fruit makes a better preserve when it has reached
this stage than when ripe, or in the partially ripe state in which it

is usually gathered. If properly done, every Plum will hold firmly

together, instead of all going to jam in the manner that takes

place when ripe, and the flavour is much superior. Were this

generally known in plentiful I'lum years, there would be a demand
for unripe fruit, which would relieve the trees and help to diminish
the glut that now takes place. T. B.\INE3,
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AMERICAX BLACKDERRIES.
The small-fruit branch of the Kose family is assuredly entitled to

respect when it is remembered that the IJlackberry is the blackest

sheep in it. Unlike the Raspberry, the drupes cling to the receptacle,

which falls oil' with them when mature, and forms the liard, dis-

agreeable core when the berry is black, but often only half-ripe. The
bush is, in truth, what the ancients called it—a Bramble, and one of

our highland wild cats could scarcely scratch more viciously than it

if treated too familiarly ; but with judicious respect and good man-
agement it will yield berries as large and beautiful as those on the

Kittatinny spray here portrayed. It would seem that Xature h.ad

given her mind more to Blackberries than to .Strawberries, for,

instead of merely live, she has scattered about l.JO species up and
down the globe. To describe all these w ould be a thorny experience

indeed, robbing
the reader of

his patience as

completely as

he would be
bereft of his

clothing should
he liter.ally at-

tempt to go
through thenx

all. Therefore,

I shall merely
name the two
species which
have furnisheil

our few really

good varieties.

They are Rubus
villosus, or
high Black-
berry, to be
found every-

where in thick-

ets, fence rows,

&c., and R.
canadensis, or

low Blackberry
or Dewberry,
an inhabitant

of rocky and
sandy soil.

In America
there are in-

numerable va-

rieties, since

Js'ature pro-
duces wild
seedlings on
every hillside,

and not a few
seeds have been
planted by hor-

ticulturists in

the hope of

originating a
prize berry. Na-
ture appears to
have had the
better fortune
thusfar, at least

as far as we can
judge, for our
l)est kinds are

chance seedlings found growing wild. It is not so many years

since the Blackberry was regarded as merely a Bramble in this

country, and people were content with such fruit as the woods and
fields furnished. Even yet, in some localities, this supply is so

abundant as to make the culture of the Blackberry unprofitable.

But a number of years since Mr. Lewis A. .Seacor led to better

things by observing on the roadside, in the town of New Rochelle,

Westchester County, New York, a bush flourishing where Nature
had planted it. This variety took kindly to civilisation, and has

done more to introduce this fruit to the garden than all kinds to-

gether. Mr. Donald G. Mitchell, in his breezy out-of-door book,

'•My Farm at Edgewood," gives its characteristics so admirably,

that I am tempted to quote him: "The New Rochelle or Lawton
Blackberry has been despitefuUy spoken of by many ; first, because
the market fruit is generally bad, being plucked before it is fully

ripened ; and next, because in rich, clayey grounds, the Briers, unless

Kittatinny iilackberr>-

severely cut back, grow into a tangled, unapproachable forest, with
all the juices exhausted in wood. But upon a soil moderately rich,

a little gravelly and warm, protected from winds, served with occa-
sional top-ilressings and good hoeings, the Lauton bears magnificent
burdens. Even then, if you wish to enjoy the richness of tlie fruit,

you must not be hasty to pluck it. When the chililren say, with a

shout, ' The Blackberries are ripe !

' I know they are black only, and
I can wait. When the children report, ' The birds are eating the
berries !

' I know I can wait. But when they say, ' The bees are on
the berries,' I know tliey are at their ripest. Tlien with baskets we
sally out ; I taking the middle rank, and the children the outer spray
of boughs. Even now we gather those only which drop at the touch

;

these in a brimming saucer, with golden Alderney cream and a

soup';o)i of powdered sugar, are Olympian nectar ; they melt before

the tongue can
measure their

full roundness,
and seem to be
mere bloated

bubbles of fo-

rest honey."
Notwith-

standing this

eloquent plea

and truthful

statement, the

Lawton is de-

cidedly on the

wane. It is so

liable to be
winter -killed,

even with the

best of care,

and its fruit is

so unpalatable

in its half-ripe

condition, that

it has given

place to a more
successful rival,

the Kittatinny,

discovered in

the forest, near

the mountains
in Warren
County, N.J.,

whose Indian
name has be-

come a house-

hold word from
association with

this most deli-

cious fruit. In
finding it Mr.
Wolverton has

done more for

the world than
if he had
opened a gold

mine. Under
good culture
the fruit is

very large, as

will be seen by
a glance at
the accompany-
ing engraving,

sweet, rich, and melting when fully ripe, but rather sour and
hard when immature. It reaches its best condition if allowed

to ripen fully on the vines, but the majority of pickers use

their hands only, and no more think of making nice discriminations

than of questioning Nature according to the Baconian method ; thsy

gather all that are black or nearly so ; still, if this half-ripe fruit is

allowed to stand in some cool, dry place for about twelve hours,

Kittatinny berries may be had possessing nearly all their luscious

qualities. The plant is an upright and very vigorous grower, and

exceedingly productive if soil and culture are suitable. Its leaves are

long-pointed, "finely and unevenly serrate. " The season of fruiting

is medium, continuing from four to six weeks if moisture is main-

tained. Both of these varieties are derived from Rubus villosus.

In contrast is the next best known sort—Wilson's Early, having

many of the characteristics of the Dewberry, or Running Blackberry,

and therefore representing the second species named R. canadensis.
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Whether it is merely a sport from this, or a hybrid Ijetween it and
the first-named or High Blackberry, cannot l)e accurately known, I
imagine, for it also was found growing wild by Mr. John ^Vilson, of
Burlington, N.J. Under high culture and with increasing age the
plants become quite erect and stocky growers, but the ends of
the canes are drooping. Frequently, however, they will trail along
the ground and root at the tips like the common Dewberry. The
fruit is earlier than that of the Kittatiuuy, and tends to ripen alto-
gether in about ten days. These advantages, with its large size and
firmness, make it a valuable market berry in New Jersey, where
hundreds of acres of it have been planted, and where it is still very
popular. Throughout the North and West it has been found too
tender for cultivation unless protected. lu flavour it is inferior to
the Kittatinny or Snyder.
For many years the great desideratum has been a perfectly hardy

Blackberry, and tiiis want has at last been met in fiart by the .Snyder,
a Western variety that seems able to endure wicliout the slightest
injury tlieextremesoftemperature commonintheNortli-vvestern States.
I have followed its history from Nebraska eastward, and I liave
never heard of its being injured by frost. It originated on Mr. Sny-
der's farm, near La Porte, lud., about 1S51, and is an upright, ex.-
ceedmgly vigorous and stocky grower, a true child of the K. villosus.
It has, however, one fault—it is not quite large enough to compete
with those already described. On moist land, with judicious pruning,
itcould, however, be made toapproach them very nearly, while its carli-
ness, hardiness, tine flavour, and ability to grow and yield abundantly
almost anywhere will lead to an increasing popularity. For home
use, size is not so important as flavour and certainty or crop. It is
also more nearly ripe when first black than otlier kind that I have
seen

; its thorns are straight and tlierefore less vicious. I find that
It IS growing steadily in favour, and where tlie Kittatinny is winter-
killed this hardy new variety leaves little cause for repining.
As regards culture, in most instances I think more difficulty would

be found in making a Blackberry die than live. It does best on li»ht
soils and in sunny exposures, the partial shade and moist, heavy
land, in which the Raspberry luxuriates, would produce a rank
grovvth of canes that winter would generally find unripened and
unable to endure tlie frost. Warm, well-drained, but not dry land,
therefore, is the best. On hard, dry ground the fruit often never
matures, but becomes mere collections of seeds ; hence the need in
the preparation of the soil of the deep ploughing and the tliorough
loosening, if possible, of the subsoil. Any one wlio has traced
Blackberry roots iu light soils will seek to give them foracrino- room.
Neither does this fruit require the fertility needed in most" instances
by the Raspberry. It inclines to grow too rankly at best, and de-
mands mellowness rather than richness of soil.
More room also should be given to the Blacklierry than to the

Raspberry. The rows should be G ft. apart iu tlie garden and the plants
3 ft. .apart in the rows. As generally grown, they require support, and
may be staked as Raspberries. Veryoften cheap posts and wire trellises
are employed, and answer excellently. Under this system they can
be grown m a continuous and bushy row, with care against over-
crowding. The ideal treatment of the Blackberry is raaua<:'emeut
rather than culture. More can be done witli the thumb and finger
at the right time tlian with the most savage pruning shears after a
year of neglect. In Jlay and June the perennial roots send up
vigorous shoots that grow with amazing rapidity until from .5 ft. to
10 ft. nigh. Very often this summer growth is so brittle and heavy
with foliage, that thunder-storms break them off from the parent
stem just beneath the ground, and the bearing cane of the coming
year is lost. These and the following considerations show the need
of summer pruning. Tall, overgrown canes are much more liable to
be injured by frost ; they need high and expensive supports. Such
branchless canes are bynomeansso productive as those which are made
tothrow out low and lateral slioots. Tliey can always be made to do
tins by a timely pinch that takes off the terminal bud of the cane.
This stops its upwards growth, and the buds beneath it, which other-
wise might remain dormant, are immediately forced to become side
branches near the ground. It thus is seen that by early summer
pinching the Blackberry may be compelled to become as low and
bushy a shrub as we desire, and is made stocky and self-supportinc
at the same time.—Scfibner\s Monthly.

°

American Apples are already coming into our markets. We
heard of fifteen hundred barrels being sold in Glasgow yesterday.
It will thus be .seen that it is not only our late supplies that come
from America, but also early ones. Yet we feel assured that in
Southern England and Ireland we could supply our markets with the
fruit required for home consumption, notwithstanding bad seasons.

Grapes for the Sick Poor.—I notice a paragraph in a
contemporary reflecting not unmeritedly upon the conduct of noble-
men and gentlemen whose gardens are lightly taxed entering into

competition with market gardeners, who, as a rule, are very heavily
rated and rented, and I do so for the purpose of making known a
case of an exactly opposite character that has come before me in this
neighbourhood. A lady and gentleman with their establishment of
servants were leaving their summer for their winter residence sooner
than usual this season, and a good deal of fruit, especially CJrapes,
was left unconsumed, but, instead of entering into competition with
the market gardeners, the lady told her gardener to make it known
to the clergy of the parish, which is a populous one. that in all cases
of sickness among the poor Gr.apes were to be distributed.—E. H.

THREE USEFUL APPLES.
Norfolk Bearer.—I esjieoially allude to this Apple, because on

visiting Hcekfield tlie other day I found in the orchard a large tree of
it bearing the heaviest crop of fruit of all tlie many kinds planted
there. .Some ten years ago Mr. Wildsmith gave me grafts from his
tree which were worked on the Crab stock with numerous other good
sorts, amlthe three young trees I now have are carrying heavy crops
also. I infer from this that some kinds have tlieir seasons of bearing,
and that the present one is the season for the Norfolk Bearer. The
fruit, which is borne like ropes of Onions, is about the size aiid shape
of that of the King of the Pippins, and when ripe, about Cliristmas,
is most delicious eating.

Frogmore Seedling.—I saw this very fine and handsome
kitchen xVpple fruiting on a young tree at Maiden Erleigh, near
Reading, last week. It is a prolific and good keeping kind, and is

well worthy the attention of all fruitists.

Warner's King.—This grand kitchen Apple is very fine this
year, being quite one-third larger than last year. It is, like Lord
Suffield, an almost certain bearer, and as a fine kitchen kind one of
the very best to succeed that popular variety. Market growers
troubled with useless sorts will do well to behead their unprofitable
kinds, and work the stems with strong grafts of Warner's King next
April. It does well as a standard, and it has stood the past winter
so well that its entire hardiness may be ensured, whilst the Welling-
ton and King of the Pippins have been killed wholesale. A. D.

COX'S GOLDEN GEM JIELON.
Although this is not a new Melon, it is nevertheless one of those
kinds which if grown once is sure to recommend itself sufficiently to
be grown again. We have lately been cutting a fine crop that
averaged 4 fruits to a plant of 4 lb. each, a size quite large enough
for any purpose ; Golden tiem is a handsome fruit, nearly round,
and of a rich golden colour, slightly, l)ut regularly netted ; it is thick

as regards flesh, and has a very thin rind ; therefore almost every
particle is eatable, and the flesh is nearly white, very melting, and
luscious. We find small low span or half span-roofed houses pre-

ferable to frames for Melons, the vines being trained on wire trellises,

and the fruit supported by pieces of boards suspended by strings to
prevent their weight from cramping the bearing shoot, and thereby
arresting the swelling.

As regards culture, the seed is sown singly in 3-in. pots, and as
soon as the young plants are large enough they are shifted into

4i-in. pots. The pits or trenches on each side of our Melon
houses are furnished with a flow and return pipe for liottom heat,

but in addition to this we pack in a quantity of fresh stable manure,
in order to produce brisk bottom heat; on this turf cut from an old
pasture is placed with the grassy side downw.ards, and on this is

placed under each light one good mound of tnrf chopped up roughly
a little old mortar rulibish .and dry cow or sheep manure. As soon
as the soil is warm, the plants are put out and trained up to the
trellis. As soon as they reach the desired height the point of the
main shoot is pinched, to encourage the growth of side shoots on
which the fruits are produced, and it is always advisable to set

rather more than enough of the female blooms for a crop about the
same date, for if one or two fruits take the lead in swelling, they
monopolise all the vigour of the plant, and the later portion of
the crop fails to swell, and eventually dries up and turns yellow ; and
altliough a successional crop may be produced on plants that are not
heavily cropped at the first, we find it best to have one good crop
from one set of plants, and then discard them.
Rather a dry atmosphere must be maintained while fertilisation

is going on, also as soon as ripening commences, but at all other

stages of growth the Melon delights in abundant heat and moisture ;

after the fruit is set we syringe and sliut up, and allow the sun heat

to runup to 90^ or 95° in the afternoon, and the rapid growth made
under such circumstances is astonishing. We generally top-dress

with some good rich loam and sheep manure during tlie main period

of swelling, and the way in which the roots work on the surface and
convert the dressing into a mass of white fibry roots shows thatthe

plants appreciate rich food when applied at the right time ; in
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fact, top-dressing with rich food, and keeping the active rootlets on

the surface where they are under the quickening inUuence of atmo-

spheric heat, is one of the safest ways of increasing any kind of fruit

crop, and any one who has nut yet tried this variety of Melon, ami

who will give it a fair trial by growing it rapidly and ripening it oil'

slowly, will have no cause to complain of lack of llavour.

James Groom.

SHAXKIXG OF GRAPES.

This disease is only troublesome under glass, Vines in the open air

being gener.illy free irom it ; and even in glass houses some kinds of

Grapes do notsuffer from it much. Madresfield Court Muscat, Mrs.

Pince's iluscat, and Foster's Seedling may be mentioned as generally

escaping even in houses where other kinds sh.ink. The immunity of

open-air Grapes ought to lead us to discover the cause if we study

carefully the condition under wliich the latter are produced. Speak-

ing in general terms, we may say shanking occurs either because

something essential is absent from the soil, or else something is

present that is detrimental to the Vines. Thus, shanking happens
from the roots being in a badly-drained border ; or the border, trom
over-manuring and the decay of the fibre in the turf which originally

composed it, may have become pasty, sour, and unfit for healthy

root action. I believe there is often too much manure placed in Vine
borders. The practice of planting in rich borders may lead to the

production of a few monster bunches ; but for regular, steady, per-

manent work a plainer diet is preferable. Shanking may be pro-

duced by a variety of causes. Over-cropping will do it, though it is

not easy to say what will be too great a load for a Vine to carry
;

but when overloaded the Vine itself will get rid of a part of its

load. Apples, Pears, and stone fruits often do the same if over-

cropped when the supreme effort is required ; therefore, we need
not be surprised if the plant, unable any longer to support its load,

should let a part go. But when shanking occurs, if, as I believe, it

arises from deficiency of nutriment, one would think the berries not

shanked would be small and puny. This, however, is not always so.

Often a Vine may cast off a considerable portion of its crop, and the

remaining berries be above average size and of good flavour. The
time when the greatest demand is made upon the energies of all

plants is during the formation of the seeds, aud if the Vine has any
liability to shank that is the time it always manifests itself

—

I.e.,

during the stoning period, or just about the time when the colouring

begins. The (Irapes may swell rapidly during the early stages of

their growth ; the foliage may be seemingly healthy and the wood
strong ; and yet when the time of pressure comes the berries become
soft and watery, the foot-stalks limp and flaccid, speedily turning

black, and all circulation through the diseased parts ceases as com-
pletely as if the stalk had been severed. .Sometimes it is the bottom
p»rt of the bunch which fades ; at others the shoulders go. Some
bunches may not contain a shanked berry, others may in severe

cases be half of them bad. It is difficult to draw conclusions that

are reliable in tlie case of shanking. It is very nmch like branch-

dying in the case of the Apricot. Sometimes the bottom branch
flags and dies ; the next tree may lose a branch from the top of the

wall or in tlie centre, as if suddenly smitten with paralysis.

I have said shanking may arise from various causes, and I will cite

a few cases that have come under my notice, and the means taken
to care them. The first case was a large late Vinery in a noble-
man's garden, planted chiefly with Black Hamburghs. The borders
had been properly made, the house was wide and lofty, and the rods
were thinly trained, only one being allowed to each light, or about
4 ft. apart. The interior of the house was well attended to as
regards moisture and ventilation, and yet the (irapes shanked in a
most annoying manner. Well, the gardener knew the roots were
right ; he believed also the atmosphere of the house was suital)Ie,

and he thought he had not overcropped ; but he had been an advo-
cate for very close pinching, and he bethought himself he would try
the effect of a greater breadtli of foliage ; and from that time a
manifest improvement took place, until ultimately the shanking,
beyond an old berry or so, disappeared. Another case that came
under my notice about the same time arose from a different—though
essentially, in its main features, a somewhat parallel—cause. Indeed,
as shanking arises either from a lack of nutriment in the soil or from
the inability of the organs of the plant to take up and convey the
nutriment which the soil contains, from some inherent weakness in
themselves, virtually therefore, though this disease may arise from
various causes, yet they are all similar in action and effect. W ell,

in the second case to which I shall refer, the range of Vineries were
on a very elevated spot, and the natural soil was of a gravelly nature,
and consequently very porous. The Vines made excellent wood,
which always ripened well, and there was every year an aljundant
show of large bunches, often leading to too many being left on ; bul
every year shanking was rife, many pounds in weight of bad berries
being cut out annually. As but few men will submit to constant

failure, and as there is a remedy for most of our ills, so in this case

a remedy was foun<l in mulching the liorder heavily with manure,
ami giving abundant supplies of liquid manui'e. The borders were
naturally so porous tliat tlie A'ines were really starved, and, as soon
as this fact was understood and proper measures taken, the shanking
disa]>peared. The greater part of the shanking happens in late

Vineries, where the (J rapes nmst hang some time after they arc ripe

;

and, though it is thought by some that ripe Grapes hanging on the
Vmes do not weaken them, yet I could never see my way to adopt-
ing their views. This is one advantage the open-air Vines possess

over their kindred under glass—tlie season being only just long

enough to ripen them, or hardly that, they are never permitted to

hang after they are ripe.

Another case of shanking, to which I will briefly advert, occurred
under my own management a good many years ago. The Vineries,

two in number, were planted with Black Hamburghs, and the ( irapea

were required to hang as long as possible. Shanking, more or less,

had been going on for years before I took cliarge, aud I was very
anxious and very careful in the management of the interior. Well,
I was at that time a young man of an anxious temperament, and
when, the first season I was there, the (irapes began to colour, and
I could see berry after berry turn foxy and the stalks turn black,

my rest at night was broken, for I often dreamt of shanked Grapes,
and arose early in the morning and entered the Vineries with anxious
feelings. To go on in that way was impossible—something must be
done ; and I determined to try a more liberal diet. So, early in the

season, I obtained two or three bags of guano : and I had previously

got a good heap of Oak and other leaves together. I sprinkled the

borders heavily with guano early in March, forking it in lightly, and
covered the borders "2 feet thick with the warm leaves. The effect

was magical. I had not to wait till the colouring commenced to see

that a great change had taken place, aud when the Grapes were ripe,

and my employer arrived with his family from anotlier seat in a

distant part of the country, I shall never forget the pleasure I felt

that I could show him through the Vineries without a feeling of

shame gnawing at my heart, nor yet the words he uttered, " We
may hold our heads up now," as he left the houses. He was a good
and a just man, but never profuse in bestowing praise ; therefore it

was all the more valued when it came. I have had cases of shank-
ing to deal with since then, but none that cost me so much anxiety.

One I cured in one season by lifting the roots out of a rich pasty

border and planting again in chopped turf without a particle of

manure. September is a good month for lifting operations ; the

roots will have a chance of laying hold of the new soil before the

leaves fall ; and as the crop of Grapes may be cut and placed in

bottles of water, there is but little excuse for those who go on year
after year with the Vines in a bad condition.— "Field."

ALNWICK SEEDLIXG GllAPE.

Once more the British Grape grower is drifting on a troubled sea

the element of discord again hailing from the north. On this oc-

casion the knotty point to be settled is the identity of the Grape
sent out by Mr. Williams, of Holloway, with the variety so well

grown and shown by Mr. Bell, of Olive House, Alnwick. Already
much valuable ink lias been shed over this fine Grape, more than
one good grower stating tliat it is a bad setter, while anotlier asserts

that he is growing Vines from the Alnwick and the Olive House
stock side by side, and feels quite satisfied that they are one and
the same (Jrape ; aud my experience of it inclines me to tlie belief

that he is riglit. The Vine I obtained from Jlr. Williams bore fruit

last year, which set and coloured as freely as a Hamburgh, and it is

equally satisfactory this year. The Grapes for which Mr. Bell was
placed first at the Crystal Palace in 1S7S, and again at Xewcastle-

upou-Tyne last year,, were well set and beautifully finished ; but
the latter, which I had the opportunity of tasting, were not ripe

enough for eating in September, a fairj^roof that it will prove a good
keeping Grape. From Newcastle I proceeded to Alnwick Castle

Gardens, by invitation from Mr. Ingram, fully expecting to find one
of his numerous houses filled with the seedling, but to my surprise

I had pointed out to me a single Vine, apparently about two years

old, growing on a back wall, and carrying a few well finished bunches
exactly like my own. Now in justice to himself, his Grape, and the

public, I must say I think Jlr. Ingram ought to have planted one
house at least, where ho could have given it the same skilful treat-

ment that his other ^'ines receive, and I have no doubt he might
have prevented this approaching storm in a teapot by showing it as

well finished as Mr. Bell has done, but Mr. Ingram has allowed the

opportunity to slip, and skilful growers who care not for the

origin or parentage of a good Grape will soon settle the point for

him.
At first sight the statements that it has not set well at Chiswick

and Wortley might lead to the inference that it will prove a
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failure, but I do not take this view, as vigorous young Vines do not
always ripen their wood well, and last year being such an exceptional

season, this may have been the ease at tlies.e places ; moreover,
every experienced Grape grower knows that the half-ripened wood
of any variety is always unsatisfactory, but, assuming tliat the wood
in question was well ripened and failed, we have the every-day ex-

perience tliat a particular kind succeeds well under ordinary treat-

ment in one place, and positively refuses to fn-oduce a fair avsrage
bunch in another. In proof of this I may state that I have never
succeeded in growing a good bunch of Buckland Sweetwater at

this place, while Muscats and Froutignans always set and finish

well.

A general admirer of good fruit might take the handsome bunches
hitherto shown by Mr. Bell as a superior form of Meredith's AH-
cant, or Black I)amascus minus the irregular shonlilers. AVith me
it resembles a handsome, conical shaped bunch of Black Hamburgh,
but it is quite distinct from tlie Alicante, as any one may prove to

his own satisfaction in the following way, even in the dark : If ke
takes hold of a berry of Alicante and gently draws it from the
bunch, the stones will follow the footstalk ; but Alnwick Seedling
will not do this ; the footstalk parts and leaves the stones in the
berry. W. C.

AMERICAN XOTES.

As the result of a good deal of observation and some talk with culti-

vators, I am led to the conclusion that the highest state of farming
will only be reached tlirough the garden. I have yet to see a farm
in a high state of culture where the beginning was not made in the
garden. I remarked to an old farmer back in tlie country, whom I

had not seen lor several years, and whose farm, in the meantime, had
improved wonderfully, that his place was so changed I hardly knew
it. " Yes," said he, " I've been fixing up a little. The old woman
pestered me to death about the garden, and so I slicked it up a little,

and fixed about the house, and it looked so nice I went at the farm
fences and the brush, and saved more manure, and kept killing the
weeds, and the crops got better, and so I kept going on, and thines
do look pretty good now. Wife takes a paper, and I take one, and
I get time to read it too, and I used to think I hadn't tune for

anything."

Pictured Exaggeration. —Nurserymen, seedsmen, and
florists are now at work upon their spring catalogues. We venture
to otfer the advice that they will, in their illustrations of Straw-
berries, Raspberries, flowers and vegetables, jiicture representative
specimens and abandon the exaggeration which both deceives the
public and wholly misrepresents the originals. We have raised
Wheat, the largest spike of which measured 7\ in. There were
hundreds measurint; over 6 in. Would it be fair, were we to
offer this kind of Wheat for sale, to present an engraving of this one
head as a type of this variety of Wheat ? " Well, it is true to life,"

says the seedsman ;
" you are entitled to show the plant you intend

to introduce at its best. It would be suicidal to picture the smallest
head." But the truth lies between. The largest head is true to life

certainly, but to individual life. And so of the smallest. The
average size is that alone which conveys an impression which does
not mislead.

Improved Hollyhocks.—The showiest, almost the prettiest
sight we have ever looked upon is a double row of Chater's Holly-
hocks extending nearly across the garden. We do not wonder that
the old-fashioned Hollyhock fell into disuse years ago. But the
comparatively dwarf improved kinds are wreathed with large double
flowers that cover from 2 ft. to 3 ft. of the stems. Every flower is a
perfect rosette of petals that are frilled, crimped, and crowded
together as closely as possiViIe. Tlie colours are pure white, lemon,
pearl, lilac, salmon, and all shades of pink and red until a vivid
crimson is reached. Imagine, then, the brilliancy of this display and be
not surprised if, when seen and known, the despised Hollyhock, in
its new belongings, will again find a welcome place in every
garden.

—

Rural New Yorker.

Teosinte for Warm Climates.—The director of the
BotauicUardenand Government Plantations at Adelaide, S.Australia,
reports favourably of this strong-growing Corn-like forage plant,
theEuchhtna luxurians, that the prevailing dryness did not injure the
plants, which preserved their healthy green, while the blades of the
other Grasses suffered materially. The habit of throwing out
young shoots is remarkable, sixty or eighty rising to a height of

5 ft. or ft. Farther north, at Palmerston, in the course of five

or six months, the plants reached the height of 12 ft. to 14 ft., and
the stems on one plant numbered fifty-six. The plants, after mow-
ing down, grew again several feet in a few days. The cattle delight
in it in a fresh state ; also when dry. Undoubtedly there is not a

more prolific forage pl.ant known ; but, as it is essentially tropical
in its habits, tliis luxuriant growth is found only in tropical and
sub-tropical climates.

Gasoline, Naphtha, Benzine, are names for very similar
products oljtained in refining petroleum. When crude Petroleum is

put into a still, and the heat gradually raised, that liquid which distils

off at the temperature of 170'^ is called G.asoline ; that which distils at
280" is Naphtha. The liquid which distils at 300^ is Benzine, while
properly prepared Kerosene distils only .at 400°. Gasoline, Naphtha,
and Benzine are very similar liquids, differing in their specific gravity
and boiling points. There is a still more volatile liquid than Gaso-
line, obLamed in small quantities, viz. : Rhigoline, which boils. at
100'' or less. As there is but a limited demand for these products
in the arts they accumulate on the refiners' hands, and are sold at

very low prices. There is a great tempt.ation to unscrupulous
retailers to buy these cheap products and mix them with kerosene ;

though the law has largely checked this adultenatiou, it is still more
or less done in defiance of the law, and kerosene bought of unknown
persons should always be tested before risking its use. These
products. Gasoline, Naphtha, and Benzine, have liigh illuminating

and heating powers, and being also very cheap, it is natural that

many attempts should be made to utilise them for lighting andasfuel

—

and various lamps and gas generators, as well as stoves, have heen
invented for the purpose. We have examined a great many of

these, but have not only not seen one that we could commend, but
we have refused to advertise them, .as we regard all that we have
examined as unsafe .and their use .attended with ilanger.

Coal Tar for Insects.—"T. D. P.," Madison, Wis., initials

th,at many «ill recognise as those of a well known pomologist, writes

that he finds water impregnated with gas-tar a simple and sure

remedy for the destruction of bugs and worms on all kinds of plants.

He says " it should not be n'ed too strong," and this leads us to ask

him how we are to fix upon the proper strength.

News from Cloudland.—Not a spiritualistic revelation

through a " mejium," but a very matter of fact communication from

a scientific gentleman who is in the mountains of North Carolina on

a tour of observation. CloudLand is on Roan Mountain and 0307 ft.

above the sea level. On a day in the middle of July, with the ther-

mometer in the nineties in the city, it is ple.as.ant to read : "It is

simply glorious. In ten days our extremes of heat have been 50"

and (iy. air bracing, water crystal, views m.agnificent, for we can

see land in seven different States. The show of Rhododendron
catawbiense, when the whole mountain was one great dome of

flowers, was indescrihaldy be,autiful, while Azalea calendulacea, with

its masses of flame, is worth coming here to see."

—

Amerkaii Agri-

culturist.

A California Shrub and other New Plants.—At the

first August meeting of the Academy of Sciences, of San Francisco,

Dr. Kellogg exhibited flowering specimens of a most remarkable

Barberry tree from Big Canyon—the Berberis Fremonti—which
grows 20 feet high, and its trunk is 3 inches in diameter. It

WAS hden with golden blossoms, and may be cultivated and made
one of the most desirable ornamental shrubs of California. It thrives

well on poor, dry, rocky soils, and is celebrated for its medicinal

virtues. Its sap furnishes material for making a most powerful

yellow dye. He presented a fibrous jjlant, as yet unnamed, from

Lower California, which pushes up a flowering stem from 5 ft. to

Gft. high, and bears an ample mass of small wliite blossoms. He
also exhibited a plant of the Comandra umbellata, belonging to the

family of Sandal wood trees, which has been found in the Sierra

Neviida foot-hills.

Gentiana Dunni.—At the last meeting of the California

Academy of Sciences Dr. Kellogg read a description of a beautiful

violet-blue Gentian found by Mr. G. W. Dunn on the mountains east

of San Diego, in California, last .June. The flower, a specimen of

which was exhibited, is 1 1 in. across. It has a very dark purple eye

or centre, with, as it were, a lirush-dashed border, fading into blue.

The plant grows to a height of about 3 ft. Being new to science and

unnamed in the catalogues of California botany, he took occasion

to name it Genti.ana Duuni.

Packing Peaches for Distant Markets.—Pick Peaches

carefully. Let them be well coloured, but firm, not soft. Wrap
each Peach in stiff brown paper, not in tissue paper. The former is

more elastic, and prevents bruising. In packing Lay them in with

the greatest care. Fill the box full so that the Peaches cannot shake

.about. Put a layer of clean fine Oat straw at the bottom of the box,

and paper between the other layers and over the top one.

The yosemite Strawberry.—This fine Strawberry is a
seedling orii;inated in the Yosemite Valley by tne first real settler,

Lemon, who planted a bed of Wilson's some fifteen years ago.

The berry is round, high-coloured, necked, fruit in large loose
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clusters, appears to bo proliac in shaJe. .iiul gives promise of pei--

inanently ivt.aining its cliaraotm' of contimicms anil late liearing.

Further e.xperimciits will more fully detcrniiuu its value as aniarkut

frtlit.

—

Cali/oniia Hortkiilturii't.

PROPAGATING.

AN-ECTOCHILUS DAWSONIANUS.
This and other Orchids belonging to the same class are aomewliafc

slow iu growth, and if uot in the best of health are difficult to increase.

Thebestplan is to keep them iu the stove iu a temperature from
75" to SO'^. The shady side of the house will suit them best ; if kept

in a case with a class top and plunged in pots or pans up to the rim
in Sphagnum Moss to keep tlie;u uioist they will be the more likely

to grow freely. The best compost for them is fibrous peat, .Sphagnum
Moss chopped up, and silver saud iu about e4ual pait3, mi\ed witii

a few pieces of ch ircoal about the size of small nuts. Take off the

cuttings as shown in the annexed illustration ; till 3 in. pots with

the compost, and insert one cutting in each pot. Give a good water-

ing, and place them iu a close box or under bell-glasses, just giving

Cutting of Aurectochilus Dawsonianus.

a little air now and then to keep them from damping. They suc-

ceed best in a moist, shady place, and in an even temperature free

from draught. H.

PERPETUATIXG IIAKDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

I HAVE already ilrawn attention to the necessity of this (p. 58), and
now merely desire, as this is the most suitable time for propagating
very many plants, to supplement the excellent notes of Mr. Douglas
with the following few plain observations on increasing the com-
moner and more deserving hardy herbaceous plants :

—

Pentstemons.—Xo herbaceous collection large or small should -

be without these. Like Campanulas, Antirrhinums, Phloxes, Del-
phiniums, and many others that often do not bloom well from seed-

lings the first year, the most rapid waj' of propagating these is by
cuttings. I have already transplanted cuttings struck the beginning
of last month, well rooted, and that are now established. A rich

porous soil in a partially-shaded place with some sharp sand—this

sand, if procured from a cutting near a granite formation, carried

down by the rains—answers every purpose. Two important points
towards success, and that apply generally, is that the cuttings are

to be left some time—the more succulent or liable to bleed the longer
—without insertion, and when they are inserted, this dry white saud
should be put down first. Both these points are very material to-

wards the formation of a callus. For cutting purposes Pentstemons
are invaluable, and though tliey cannot be said to last a very
long time in bloom, yet they are produced in such continuous pro-

fusion, as to last for several months. I had them in flower in the

end of May. and. judging from present appearances, they are likely

to continue into October. This year was particularly favourable, and
in a rich, well-manured bed, thoroughly exposed, the blooms were
brilliant and very large. In tact, more than one gardeninc visitor

comparctl them to tJloxinias, which they much reseiv.lile, with just
this impurtant dilVerence, that tliey are perfectly hardy— at least,

with me, when well established l>efure winter— and re(|uire hardly a
passing thought, I would .strongly recomnieml thinning the stems
early in the year, say iu May, and using the tops for cuttitgs. Such
cuttings, well-rooted, I have already transplanted again, and they
are now so well estaldished, th.at no weather in winter can all'ect tliem.

1'. speciosus is liluLsh with white throat streakeil ; but a much finer

].urple shaded to white is P. C'ob;ea, not unlike t'oba'a scandeiis, from
which the variety gets its appellatii'U. From tliis forward 1 shall

be looking but for hybrids. I crossed the best witli the crimson P. cor-

difolius, and afterwards witli the smallest dwarf kind, P. glalier,

tliat I have. From hybridisation the number of varieties is almost
endless, but those named are established kinds. If cuttings are
tenclerly nurtured in frames or greenhouses or taken oH late, they
will likely succumb iu winter, and tliis may be the explanation of

wliy several correspomlents lost their plants last year, as mentioned
ficiiu time to time in The G.\rden.

Primtlla japonica.—This is an extremely hand -ome Ijorder cr
bediling plant, and continues to bloom a long time as . .. after tier of

flowers expand. 1 have counted on strong plants seven of these
rounds, tlie wdiule forming a perfect cone from hase to apex. Propa-
pation by division is slow .and nnnecessaiy— " unnecessary'' because
they peed so profusely, and because their seed, if allowed to fall

naturally, will gi-ow at the base of the )dauts (even if they are not
jiroperly removed and sown in a prepared bed) so readily, and
"slow,'' because offsets are not easily procured, and when had are
by no means ijuick in forming established blooming sjiecimens.

Seedlinrrs of this ye.ar make handsome small blooming plants in the
next. I may here observe nothing is so common as to find iu

guides and catalogues recommendations to purchasers of this Pri-

mula to patiently watch for months, often for a whole year, for

seedlinss before you throw out the pan or box. The explanation,

no doubt, is that the seed is allowed to get hard, dry, and old. I

sowed some of the white varietj- from a most respectable firm, and
cannot readily forget with what solicitude I daily visited it for six

months without one appealing. My chagrin was not diminished
after that time in visiting Kathronan Manor one day to find

thousands of plants self sown in a border that had not the least care

except what Nature bestowed.

Pansies.—These, 1 find, have a peculiar habit of degenerating

if not constantly prop,agated, divided, cut in, and at least once a

year lifted ami the destined bed or border richly manured. I know
of few id.ants or flowers such voracious feeders or persistent

bloomers if properly cared for. There are, however, differences,

both in size, beauty, and habit of growth, between the best show,
fancy, and Belgian kinds that have an immense interest for their

lovers. My plan is to resort to seedlings as much as possible. There
is great interest in gathering pods of seed at this time w herever a

good variety is observed, and growing them for oneself, besides

getting an occasional packet, if possible, from a notable grower.

Besides the certainty of getting many new things from seed, they
produce much larger flowers and are more vigorous growers. If you
require blooms rather than seed, and can afford time or have a

supernumerary helper—children delight iu such work—pick off all the

seed-pods of your Pansies or Violas as soon as formed. Another
great assistant to continuous bloom and larger flowers is a weekly
drink of liquid manure, which must not, however, touch the blooms.

Indeed, for show or particular purposes, the least touch or stain on
the velvety petals spoils the fiuest flower. Extra moisture will do
the same, or even strong sunshine.

Auriculas.—I once tried the experiment of growing edged show
varieties outside under favourable circumstances, but if nothing else

intervened to mar success the constant rains spoiled the colours and
washed away the meal or farina of the foliage, and I reluctantly ad-

mitteil the truth of Mr. Horner's prediction that my only reward
would be failure. I, however, enjoyed the fine blooms of the
alpines and sharled varieties outside, some of the finest having merely
the shade of a .Jasmine and a raised stage by a north wall all the year

round.

Phloxes of the perennial kinds for convenience may be divided

into sutfruticose or early-flowering, and decussate or late-blooming.

Afterthe former have bloomed in spring, young growths from theroots

will strike readily ; and so of the latter from this time forward. Any
one who has varieties requires no commendation ; and those who have
not may like to hear, before procuring a stock, that they are perfectly

hardy and require little attention, though I generally break off the
flower-heads when done blooming, if I require no seed, and, as a

rule, lift, divide, or mulch in winter and spring. I have never seen

them finer than at present
;
probably the moist season which started

them well is the explanation. They are highly fragrant, and can
also be OTOwn insiile for room or conservatory decoration, low-gi'owing

kinds, as Carolina, divaricata, &c., not exceeding 1 ft. ; m hile for
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alternating on shelves, or as an edging with Lobelia, Arabis, &c., I

know of few things of the hardy, procumbent liind to compare with

P. procumbens and P. setacea. I am indebted to the Hon. Mrs.

Bagwell, who has a large collection, for a portion of a handsome, pale

red and white, softly tinted, low-growing kind brought from the

Geneva Botanic Gardens. P. ovata purpurea and P. o. alba are

types of the tall-growing kinds that are here now 5 ft. high, produc-

ing corymbs eacli a boucjuet in itself.

Wallflowers and Alyssum saxatile.—I mention these

together because they are both perennials, both yellow, and because

they can be propagated together from side shoots. I have already

transplanted rooted side shoots, but softish ones can yet be procured

and put into damp sandy soil and shaded, and may fairly be ex-

pecteel to be rooted in a fortnight. Tliey are very showy in early

spring.

Dianthuses.—Under this head are included the whole Pink,

Carnation, Sweet William, and Heddewigi sections. Along with the

latter we shall place the lieautiful single forms of Eastern Queen
and Crimson Belle, introduced from .Japan a few years since, and
blooming beautifully just now. With me blooms are now 2 in. in

diameter, and of the most intense shades of colour, fantastically

waved, and darting, as it were, into each other. I prefer seeds for

perpetuating this variety if readily procured, but ofl'shoots can at all

times be secured from this during tlie next two months if not. Ex-
cept well rooted they cannot be depended on to out-live such winters

as we have recently experienced. These observations apply to the

whole Ilianthus family. I had some Carnation pipings brought from

a private garden during a visit last September that calhised, but
never rooted until the following spring, and then over a hot-bed.

This shows the necessity of early rooting, as a season is lost, as these

Carnations will not flower this year. I remember Jlr. Douglas hav-

ing to complain of something of the same kind. Projiagation can,

generally speaking, be hardly commenced too early. One of my
greatest favourite hardy flowers is D. Heddewigi fl.-pl. I have an
immense number of kinds from one package of seed, but a semi-

double one, with serrated edges, dark crimson body colour, and with
the petals tipped with white is probably the most brilliant. I find

the Auricula-eyed Sweet William much admired for cutting purposes,

but D. barbatus ruber, an intense red, will contrast with almost
any other colour, and is neither liable to degenerate nor die out.

Some of my neighl^ours appreciate the double form magniSous
more than I do. Most of these observations apply generally to Pinks,

Picotees, &c. It is getting rather late for putting in pipings, whiclr

are in many instances as rapid and more convenient than layering,

which, however, has the merit of being more certain.

Gladioli.—Either the ramosus or gandavensis sections require

somewh.it similar treatment ; and as my method bears on their

perpetuation, I may briefly refer to it. While the flowers in many
instances eitlier degenerate or die out, I find mine rapidly inci-easing

and improving in size' and brilliancy. At present tiie majority
of the varieties of crimson or scarlet in bloom bear twenty flowers on
each spike, which most visitors consider good. There were many
complaints for the last few years of losses. I have always at least

two finely shaped Iralbs under each old plant. Whatever success

I achieve I attribute to three things—earlj' sowing, careful feed-

ing, and proper maturation. If you don't sow early, there will be
insufficient sun to ripen the leaves and stalks ; and if you don't

manure heavily, so that the bulbs or corras will have sufficient

feeding material during the whole period of growtli and flowering

—

and occasionally before blooming weekly doses of liquid manure
— red spider, and yellow decayed foliage, and no bulbs worth pre-

serving will bo the result. And lastly, maturation—generally they
remain green into November and are frequently taken up so ; let

them be put into a fully exjjosed place, say a sunny window, where
rain or frost cannot reach, and with the bulbs plunged in dry sand
until they are quite dry. Maturation is thus secured, and if kept
in ury sand the whole winter so much the better. I do not at all

like leaving tliem outside ; not that frost if fully ripened does them
any injury, but there is a black hard slug that frequently makes
its winter quarters in them, and they freciuently start so early into

growth, as to have their young growths seriously nipped or checked.
Clonmd. W. J. M.

Propagating Dracaenas.—In his note (p. 192) upon Dracaena
Goldieana "Z. B. "mentions that to him no other mode of propagating
it is known than taking off the heads and striking them. Looking
througli the i^lant-houses at Englefield, near Reading, recently, Mr.
Coomljes drew my attention to his method of propagating Draciena
Cooperi, of which large uumbei's, about 2 ft. in height, were in one
house. All these had, from frequent employment in the dwelling-
house, lost their bottom leaves, aud to once more make them dwarf
a slight incision had been made in the stems just beneath the leaves,

and .around this was tied Moss and fine sandy soil. Into this the
plants presently root freelj', and when ready the heads, with the
Moss and roots attached, are taken off and potted into 4?i-in. pots, in

which they are soon established without flagging or suffering in the
least from the decapitation. Tlie old stems again break, and make
fine heads of leafage. Perhaps the scarce Dracrena Goldieana might
be propagated more readily by this method, and no doubt most kinds
might be worked in a similar manner.—A. D.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PEAS.

I WAS wrong, perhaps, in insinuating (p. 186) that Mr. D. T. Fish
may not have grown either of these Peas, and will qualify my
remarks by giving it as my opinion that he cannot have had a long
experience with eitlier of them, or he would not hint at the possi-

bility of their superseding such good old varieties as Veitch's Per-

fection and Ne Plus Ultra. Now for the particulars, tlie omission
of which, according to "Cambrian's" ideas, has nullified my previous
remarks. I, too, claim a long acquaintance with both Telegraph and
Telephone Peas ; the former Ijefore it was generally distributed, and
the latter before it was selected from the former, and have grown
both ever since, simply because they are unsurpassed as second
earlies. Two good sowings only are made—one at the same time as the
second sowings of the earliest kinds are made, and the other when
these are fairly up, aud both of these crops are very remunerative.

Any later sowings are glorious uncertainties, as, should the
weather be dry, they invariably succumb to mildew earlier

than many other good varieties, and we have no space for chance
crops. I will now briefly detail the very "careless and common
way of growing Peas," by which, strange as it may appear
to "Cambrian," we contrive to Iceep up a supply till late in the
season. The earliest and second earlies are usually sown on a
deeply dug and well manured south border ; the rest, including

Telegraph and Telephone, either follow the lines of Celery, or are

sown on trenched and well manured ground, choosing the coolest

spots for the very latest sowings. The water supply is bad and
labourers are rather scarce, and as a consequence the Peas get but
little water when they most require it, the frequent result being the
rapid spread of mildew. As before stated, Veitch's Perfection and
Ne Plus Ultra are two of the best to grow under such conditions,

and Telegraph and Telephone two of the worse. Deep wide
trenches well filled with chopped turf and manure, with abundance
of water and liquid manure at hand when required, would doubtless

grow the two latter to perfection late in the autumn, but the ques-

tion is. Do they repay the trouble, or give better returns than other

varieties grown under similar and, I must say, very extraordinary
conditions ? Doubtless " Cambrian " will answer in the affirmative.

Both the varieties in question are undoubtedly grand exhibition

Peas, but which would the cook at the town house prefer to have
sent, a bushel of either of tliem, or of Veitch's Perfection ? or, in

other words, which gives the best returns when shelled ? "Cambrian"
would oblige me, aud doubtless many more, by kindly giving

particulars of his practice. A Kentish Man.

It is not my intention to over-praise my new Peas. They
left me with a good character, and I feel sure they will make their

way into cultivation. No doubt too much is expected of both Tele-

graph and Telephone ; both are used for exhibition nearly all the

summer by amateurs in particular at local shows. Telegraph is an
extremely hardy Pea, and will well bear sowing in November if

wanted for an early crop. Its place is really a second and third crop
Pea, and it should then give place to the Marrows. Both Telegraph
and Telephone are imbued with Marrow blood, so to speak, as the
parents were Veitch's Perfectionand L.axton's Prolific. "A.D."(p. 159)

has given us a little advice in the choice of Peas to breed from, but
that advice comes late, as I have several fine seedlings in my own
hands with a large pea and a very large pod quite of the Marrow
class, and I think in time they will make themselves a place. In
all my crosses my object has been to get quality iuto the big pod.

My Prolific Marrow Pea was a cross between Veitch's Perfection and
Champion of England. I am not so conservative as to think with
"A. JD." that we ought to make a standing-point with such Peas as he
named. Some of them ought, and no doubt will, go out of cultiva-

tion. The last time I grew the British Queen Pea it was on a piece

of new-made gi'ound, and that is more than twenty years since. It

grew nearly IG ft. higli, i.e., if it had been possible to have kept
it straight up. Its quality is always good, but if my memory serves

me rightly, the crop was a long way from the ground, except where
the tops had fallen over from the sticks, and light. This variety

was discarded in consequence. Ne Plus Ultra has a tendency to run
away in the same manner. The crop is more satisfactory, but not
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heavy for the lenstli of haulm, and compared with some of the newer
sorts, both that and Veitch's Perfection are not likely to go out of

cultivation yet ; the ci«antity rdiuired will prevent this, but iu no
very lonj; time others now iu existence will rejilace them.
Veitehs Perfection is very ticivle in this (north) part of tlie country,

especially in wot weather. I know a market gardener who is a great'

loser by it this season. Occasionally I have liad it good, Ijut 1 have
not grown it for .some years now. A good Pea should be a lieavy

cropper, having a large pod full of good-sized Pe.as, so as to till the

dish quickly when shelled. Tlie flavour, too, shouhl be good. These
are points fixed on in choosing the parents of all my eros-ses. My
Giant Marrow is the olfspring of two good large Marrows, and this,

I think, is the heaviest cropper and the largest of all known Peas.

It i 1 in good hands, and tlic public will doubtless soon have a
chance of judging of its value themselves. W. Culvekwell.

Thorpe Pii-rou; llialah:

Flavour in Peas.— " Cambrian's " statement th.at high flavour
may be obtained in Peas by good cultivation will doubtless strike

others besides myself as strange doctrine. I never yet found tlie

cultivation that could put flavour into a Pea that naturally had
none. It is not of the cultivation I complain, because that in the
case of t!ie new Peas to wliieh I objected was of the very best des-

cription ; the polls were large and the growth first-rate. The best
way to test the flavour of a Pea is to oat it raw wlien the Peas are
nearly fully developed. If it has no flavour then, but eats dry .and

hard, no cooking can make it a good Pea. Is there any new Pea
that can compare in softness and flavour with the old Marrow I

mentioned previously ? or with British Queen or Ne Plus Ultra ?

—

A. D.

SnO'Wball Cauliflower.—" Cambrian " must be very unfor-
tunate in tlie stock of the dwarf early Cauliflower which he has
grown if, a? he says, it takes a dozen to make one of the Autumu
Giant heads. But then, when he t.alks about cutting up one of these
latter into a dozen pieces to boil it I am naturally lei I to conclude
that his Autumn Giants are monsters indeed. With me this
summer Snowball has yielded literally hundreds of massive white
heads from 6 in. to S in. across, large enough for any purpose, and,
be it understood, sown and fit for use within about half tlie time
needed to bring the Giants to maturity. The eutting-up of Cauli-
flowers before cooking is preposterous, unless it were proposed to
make Cauliflower soup. .Small heads a few inches iu diameter are
the best of all for table, and are preferred by all cooks, if not by all

gardeners.—A. D.

MESSRS. WEBB & SONS' SEED FARMS.
A>l0Xi:;sT farms for seed-growing purposes, those conducted by
Messrs. Webb at Wordsley and Kinver are certainly not the least
remarkable, although only an offshoot of the veritable hive of
industry which the Jlessrs. Webb have established in one of the
most picturesque parts of the county of Staffordshire. The present
firm have a seed business second to none in the kingdom, and, in
addition, they are also largely engaged as Hop merchants and in
the manufacture of artificial manures. To the offices and ware-
houses at Wordsley extensive additions have lately been made
the total lengtli of the block of floors forming the seed stores, &c.,
being 176 ft. by 40 ft. Of such floors there are five storeys, replete
with every modern appliance adapted for the requirements of a first-

rate garden and farm seed trade. There is also a spacious reading-
room and library for the use of the employes, which is approached
from the entrance-hall by a staircase of polished Pitch Pine. Steam
lifts are provided, together with ottices for warehousemen, lavatory,
&c. The communications between the new and old warehouses are
to be closed by fireproof doors. Speaking-tubes are provided to all
the oflioes, and the telephone is to connect them with the seed ware-
houses, which are on the opposite side of the courtj-ard.

The Trial Grounds, which are some six miles off, lie near the
village of Kinver, and the scenery surrounding them embraces views
of the fine domains of .Stourton Castle, Prestwood, Hagley, and also
of Enville. Twelve hundred acres are here devoted to seed growing
on a tract of land composed of reddish-coloured loamy soil of
naturally good quality. Its productiveness is, however, further
enhanced by good culture and management, and here I may say once
for all that method, order, and the skilful use of a large money capital
are nowhere seen to greater advantage than in Messrs. Webb's garden
and farm seed culture. Having such a large acreage at disposaC they,
in addition to the garden seeds grown for trial, have here some of the
finest selections of the most important farm cereals and roots. Of
Turnips (White and Swedish) and Mangolds there are large breadths,
and amongst garden Turnips, Ctiirk Castle, Webb's Early Six Weeks|

and American lied are held in most esteem. The best Mangolds
are Col. North, Yellow Globe, Champion, .and Yellow Fleshed
Tankards ; Beetroots, the Improxed iJark lied, a very line sort
indeed ; and of Carrots, the best sorts appeared "to be the
Selected Scarlet Short-horn, a fine early sort for general purposes,
James's Intermediate, and Webb's Selected Altriiigham for general
crops. Parsnips and similar roots are, one and all, in good condi-
tion and in great variety. Potatoes arc likewise grown extensively,
r)00 sorts having been tested ; and, indeed, every sort, .as it is intro-
duced, is jirocured, planted, and fairly grown, tiie result being that
iiuany of the so-called new sorts arc simply worthless. Ainoni'st
l^otatoes grown this season, by far the best in appearance, quality, and
weight of produce is W'ebb's Sclioolmaster Improved. 0{ tl'iis a
lu-eadth of about fifty acres is grown here, a portion of which 1 sa«-
lifted and weigiied. The extent dug was one ))ole of land, a fair and
just s.amplc of the whole piece, and the roots sealed 204 llj. to the pole,
which gives an average weight to the acre of upwards of 1S.'> tons—
certainly a good yield. These Schoolmiister Potatoes were also very
free from disease

; and Webb's Early Ashlcaf, Magnum Bonuiii,
Surprise, and some few other sorts were also yielding excellent
crops. I noticed that many of the new American and other kinds,
although bold looking and geiier.ally good croppers, seemed too deep-
eyed and coarse to be either profitable to the salesman or appreciated
liy the cook. Peas at the time of my visit were, of course, somewhat
past their best, but amongst them 1 saw some heavy and good crop-
pers. An unnamed seedling of the Messrs. ^Vebb's raising, a
dwarfish late Marrow kind not yet in commerce, appeared very "ood
indeed, as did also tlie Kinver Marrow, Triumph, and Perfection
kinds.

A very large number of sorts of Onions were on trial, but
Webb's Banbury Improved appears after all for general use to be as
useful and good a sort as most jieople require ; and amongst silver-
skinned kinds, a well saved White Lisbon is about as good as
any. Leeks are well grown ; Ayton Castle Giant and London Flag
are the best. Seorzonera New Kussian is highly spoken of.

Cabbages, which are, as they deserve to be, well represented by a
very numerous selection of sorts, were all thoroughly well grown.
Amongst kinds adapted specially for farm use, Webb's Early1:)rum-
head is a really capital variety, quick in growth, and large as
regards weight of produce. Enfield ilarket when true, as it is "here,
is still an excellent variety, but a great improvement thereon is
Emperor, in every way a good type of what a market Cabbase should
be. Webb's Imperial, Early Nonpareil, and Little Pixie are also excel-
lent sorts. Other members of the Cabbage tribe are well represented,
and of well-tried sorts Extra Fine Curled Scotch Kale is a superior
variety of this good old hardy green. Buckman's Hardy Winter Kale
is also most productive, and has proved itself to be extremely hardy

;

there are, too, good breadths of one of tlie very best of alUireens, the
well-known Cottager's Kale. Brussels Sprouts are also largely repre-
sented

; a variety named Webb's ilatchless looked as if it belonged
to a particularly good stock. A large piece of variegated Kales pre-
sented a striking appearance, their variety and brightness of colours
rendering them higlily ornamental. Broccoli of many sorts are
largely and well grown, Walcheren and Snow's Winter, when true,
being still amongst the best kinds, and a fine new main crop sort
called Webb's Perfection is higlily spoken of. Savoys are, as
a matter of course, numerously represented, and a dwarf kind
called Little Wonder appears to be worthy of its name, as it is
distinct, handsome looking, and compact, and reported to be very
hardy. The Earliest Vienna is, as its name implies, a very early and
at the same time good sort, and for general purposes the well-known
Early Ulm still maintains its reputation. Amongst Cauliflowers
Walcheren, if true, is still one of the most trustworthy sorts ;

1-^arly Mammoth is stated to be very good indeed ; anil Autumn
(iiant is quite a first-rate Cauliflower. Celery is represented
by many good kinds, of which the best appear to be Mammoth
Red, a very large, good-flavoured, and hardy variety, and Webb's
Solid White, also an excellent kiml. Near here are growing
large and very healthy looking breadths of such things as Prickly
Comfrey, for which there is now a large demand. Asparagus, Sea-
kale, dwarf French, runner, and Broad Beans in great" variety.
Amongst the best sorts of the French kinds Canadian Wonder fully
justifies its title, for it is in every way a first-rate kind, and Fulmer's
Early Forcing is, perhaps, still the best for forcing purposes
and early out-door crops, and another very prolific dwarf sort
called Miniature Haricot is in every way excellent. Scarlet
Runners of Webb's selected kind were particularly good, verv
heavy croppers and extra large in the pod. Giant White and White
Lady are both excellent kinds worthy of notice. Here we also
noticed in good condition the Waxpod, or Butter Beans, a novel and
delicate class of Bean worthy of extended culture. The Early
German Wax is a dwarf free-bearing kind ; the pods are of a delicate
straw-yellow colour, and very tender when cooked. Mont d'Or is
a running variety of great excellence; it is of French origin. Of
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Broad Beans fine crops of all the best varieties were being harvested,
amongst the most reliable sorts being the Improved Windsor, Giant
Seville Long Pod, and Hardy's Pedigree Green Windsor, a fine

market sort.

Endive and Lettuces are grown in great variety, and the recent
fine weather will enable the seed to be liarvested in good condition.

The best sorts of Endive appear to be Webb's Fine Green Curled,
a very hardy variety, and one also that blanches well, and very
useful for a general crop. The White Curled and Round Leaved
Batavian are also of excellent stocks. Of Lettuces, Monstrous
White is a large, good, and lasting kind. The Victoria Cos is

also a fine-looking sort, and the old and first-rate Black-seeded
Bath Cos is here good and true. The Summerhill and Early Paris

Market appear to be the best of the Cabbage varieties. A very finely

selected stock of curled Parsley, called Giant Curled, and indeed
almost every vegetable occujiant of the farm and garden here find

a home.
Annual garden flowers in endless variety receive here a fair and

open trial alongside the vegetables and corn crops, and seem to

enjoy the treatment to which they are subjected. Amongst these

flower seed beds we remarked an exceptionally good variety of the
common Mignonette, which is here largely grown.
The most striking batches of annuals at present in flower, in ad-

dition to tlie fine Mignonette just named, are very excellent French
Marigolds of bright and striking colours, and particularly good varie-

ties of Helichrysums, and also Asters of many sorts, but the time
of my visit Ijeing rather late in the season, the majority of the an-

nuals were past their best, and therefore not in a favourable or just

condition to report upon, but still, like all the other things grown
here, they bore evidence of being good of tlieir kinds.

The following are a few of the flowering ]ilants and annuals that

have done best this season in these grounds, in addition to those

specially mentioned, viz., Tropajolums, the best of which are King
Theodore, King of Tom Thumbs, and tlie Crystal Palace Gem ; the

new Silene pendula carnea fl.-pl. ; Godetia Lady Albemarle and
The Bride ; various kinds of Portulacas : Rhodantlie maculata and
its varieties ; Martynia fragrans ; fine double mixed varieties of

Zinnias ; Sphenogyne speciosa ; Whitlavia giandiflora ; Candytufts
of various kinds ; White Lobelia ; Asperula azurea setosa ; Linum
grandiflorum rubrum ; Nemesia compacta elegans ; and Stocks, of

which the strain is dwarf and good. We may here ROte that the
enormous quantity of natural Grasses for permanent pastures, lawns,

&c., disposed of by the Messrs. Webb yearly are grown and saved
for them in Germany. The following mixture is recommended for

Lawns in various situations and on various soils : Sweet-scented
Vernal Grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum). Yellow Oat Grass (Avena
flavescens). Crested Dog's-tail (Cynosurus cristatus). Hard Fescue
(Festuca duriuscula). Sheep's Fescue (Festuca ovina), Fine-leaved

Fescue (Festuca tenuifolia). Perennial Rye Grass (Lolium perenne
tenue). Wood Meadow Grass (Poa nemoralis). Dwarf Evergreen Rye
Grass (Lolium perenne Webbi), Evergreen Meadow Grass (Poa sem-
pervirens). Rough-stalked Meadow Grass (Poa trivialis), Bird's-foot

Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus). Trefoil (Medicago lupulina). Perennial
AVhite Clover (Trifolium repens perenne). Yellow Suckling Clover
(Trifolium minus). The Italian Rye Grass, of which this firm make
a speciality, is grown and saved for ]them in the north of France.

The number of varieties of farm and vegetable and flower seeds

grown on this trial ground amounted to l.">00—a fact from which some
idea may be gleaned of the compreliensive plan upon which seed

saving is carried on. But in addition to the 1200 acres just

noticed, the Messrs. Webb hire between 6000 and 7000
additional acres in various parts of the country, all devoted to the

growth of seed, and these acres are all regularly inspected at inter-

vals during the growing season by cjualified assistants for the pur-

pose of " rogueing out," as it is termed, any spurious varieties that

may inadvertently have crept into the various stocks. This constant

supervision is of course a matter of much labour and expense, but
the satisfactory results attending it fully compensate for all the

trouble incurred in so doing.

This notice would, I think, be incomplete without calling atten-

tion to the many interesting and beautiful mechanical and chemical
processes to be seen in various stages in the manufacture of orna-

mental glass carried on in Messrs. Webb's adjoining factory.

Over .300 hands are here employed, and the factory is remarkable
from the fact that here the making of flint glass was carried on for

the first time in this country. To describe the various processes

through which glass from its crude form until finally fashioned into

the many useful and ornamental purposes to which glass vessels are

put would reipiire much more space than can liere be afforded ; but
one remarkably interesting method of ornamenting glass I will

briefly endeavour to describe. Any description of glass article

proposed to be so treated after manufacture is coated with a

rather thick covering of melted bees'-wax, and then all sorts of intri-

cate and beautiful patterns are traced on the wax coating by means

of needles attached to beautifully constructed revolving machinery ;

after the tracing is complete, the glasses, &c., so operated thereon
are placed in a powerful acid bath, and the pattern traced
on tlie wax is eaten into the glass itself, and there it remains fixed
indelibly. The wax is then washed off the glass, and the ornamenta-
tion is complete. Another interesting room in this factory is one
which contains some newly-invented machines (the only ones of their
kind at present at work in this country) for dispensing with hand
labour m glass cutting. These machines handle the glasses, &c., in
a manner which almost seems like what an intelligent workman would
do, cutting the glass and polishing it at one and the same time with
such expedition and skill that a saving of a very large amount of
cost is the result compared with the ordinary old-fashioned hand
work. The show rooms here form quite an exhibition in themselves
of beautiful works of art in the shape of flower stands and numerous
other devices, and all lovers of gardens will, I think, agree that,
beautiful as flowers are in themselves, they are, if possible, enhanced
in effect by being placed in artistically-shaped holders, vases, &c.,
when used in a cut state. Henry Bailey.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Brussels Sprouts-—what is the earliest time that Brussels Sprouts can
be pickea ? an<i when ought they to be sown and planted?— K. 11 , Norwoud.
[By sowing thinly in September, leaving the plants in the seed beds till February
or March, and then planting in qood land, Sprouts may be had in October. Kow
atrain in February, March, and April for succession, planting out when large
tuoush.— S ]

Planting Rhubarb.— I sowed some "Rhubarb seed this summer, and the
plants iire now from 3 in. to b in. Inn^. Will you inform me when is the proper
lime to plant thi'm. and the best irinund, as I have some low and moist and
some dry'.' As they will not be Jit to pull next year, can I plant anytliing that
would make a crop between the row?? I propose planting the seedlinjrs 3 ft.

apart each way.— F. A. [It would be best to leave the planting till spring, as
the seedlings are but small, flant in the mo^st land, and well manure it pre-
viously. You may grow Spinach, Lettuce, French Beans, or auy other low-growing
crop between the rows the first season.— W.]

Tomatoes.—-Eu^Hfrcr.—If you have no glass accommodation you can only
fret plants next year by raisin;^ them from seed or purchasing, the latter being
the best method, as you may then get plants to put out at the end of May.
whereas if you raise them yourself they will not be ready till the end of June or
later, and the crop will be late in proportion.— S.

Moving" Fruit Trees.—'^^lien is the earliest time at which fruit trees may
be moved with safety?— I". [Vou may move them ne.Kt month. Carefully remove
the soil 3 ft. or more round the trees with a steel fork, so as not to break the
roots. Have holes large enough to receive the roots \\ithout cramping in readi-
ness ; do not plant too deeply ; G iu. below the surface will be plenty. After
planting mulch with rotten manure, and s^ake the trees to prevent wind waving.
If the ground is very dry, give a good ^oakiug ivith water.—W. C]

Moving Gooseberry Trees.—Enquirer.—These maybe moved at any
time from October till February. Cuttings are usually put in in February or
March when pruning is being performed^ but you might remove some of the
shoots, which are not needed when you lift the plants, and insert them iu firm
soil. The 5hoot= should be from U iu. to 12 in. long.— 8.

Striking Cuttings.- 1 have a large bed of Heliotropes and two of Verbenas
of ditterent sorts, and 1 should like to save them by means of cuttings.—G. B.
[Cuttings of Itoth Verbenas and Heliotropes will strike freely at this seasi.m if

placed firmly in well-drained pots of sandy soil placed under a hand-light, or in
a frame shaded from the sun. They must be taken indoors during winter.
Young growing shoots only should be chosen for cuttings. If you cut back a few
plants they will soon give you plenty of cuttings, and you might also dig such
plants up and pot them.—B.]

Design for Small Spac?.— .V/-.^. r.—We think the space much too small
for many little beds, and you can hardly get out of a " set pattern " if you have
a number. The Ijest way to avoid that in such a small space is to make one large
simple bed, the shape to be settle<l by the size and contour of the spot. We can-
not undertake to revise or make plans.

Rose Cuttings.—In selecting these should the ripe shoots be cut off or
torn olf with a heel? Should they be placed in the open air or in frames? and
what soil and aspect are most suitable for them ?—Wye. [Rose cuttings should
be made from well-ripened shoots ; cut them into lengths of about 1 ft., seveiing'

them below a joint with a sharp knife. They should be placed in an open bed
of not too stiff soil in any aspect, but a warm and sheltered one is best.— W.]

Alth£ea frutex.—iJ. F. C.~It may be m:)ved with safety next month.

Names of Plants.— TF. IT.—Pteris treraula F. C. .B.—We cannot name
the varieties of Coleu'i ; 1, Begonia weltonensis ; 3, B. Rex; the flowers had
dropped from the other specimen. 0. 1, Sedum album; 2, S. reflexnm.

J. P.—1, Ceterach ofticinarum ; 2, Polystichum aculeatum ; 3, not sufficient

material ; 4, Pteris serrulata. D. F.—l, Anemone japonica ; 2. A. vitifolia

(quite distinct species); 3. Aster Amellus; 4, A. patens. Devon.— 'Da.hMA

glabrata. S. 7*.— I, Pafsiflora kermesina; 2, P. Hahni ; 3, apparently P. prin-

ceps ; 4, Pentas carnea. Z. B.~\, Funkia Hncifolia; 2, F. subcordata.
ylmafeur.— Anagallis tenella. J. Frtrrou.—Fankia lancifolia ; cannot name
the other without flowers. Mrs. i.—Tropieoluui speciosuni.

Names of Fruits.—.1/ajVir J^^,—Plum : Pond's Seedling. D. F.—Pears ;

1, S uiveuir du Connies; '2, BeuiT^ d'Et6. Enquirer.— X-p^\Q: Early
Strawberry.

Questions.

Insect Pests in Town Gardens.—I have a small garden about 50 yds.

long liy s yds. broad, two miles soutli of Manchester Exchange, surrounded by
dwelling house?. Since I planted m/ Dahlias (twelve in number) and bedding-

out plants iu May I have caught about 3000 earwigs and a very large number of

caterpillars. Is "not this a large number for so small a space? Last October I
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Imd thei:roiiiii!.leoptreniheri. nn.U large (ninntity of fresh soil O'ni-'l and manure
liut in. and this vear the Dahhus, lieddinn-iut plnntp. indeed everjthinK Inisdone

well and tloweied abundantly. 1 have only oicupied the parden aliout eighteen

months, and do not know whether the former tenant neglected it. Krom whence
do tli.se'earwisre come ? and how are they propagated ? 1 he lurce ilark cater-

Iiillai-s. more than 1 iu. long, I tinJ imbedded in my Dahlia (lowers each morning ?

-.1. \V.

Badly Coloured Grapes.—This year my Grapes (HIack Hamhrr^Mi) do
not colour well; fnr five successive seasons I have had very heavy ci ops, say

twenty-eight to tllirty Ininches on a single rod, some weighing :i lb. Is it possible

their fa'ling to colour tlrs season is the result of over-cropidng! I have some
wireworms in the border ; will that effect the colouring? My Vines have been

planted eight years. I grow plants iu the houses, but have treated the Vines iu

every way this season as I did when the Grapes were excellent.—GillHEXER.

Hedgerow on a Clay Soil.— I wish to protect a dwelling-house from the

niid-dny r.iys of the summer sun with as little delay as possilde. What trees

sli-ll I plant iu a heavy clay? Is there anything that will give me shade more
iiuicklv than the Balsam Poplar? If not, at what distances should they be

idanted? and may I pollard every other one ? I fancy this »ould give shade be-

low as well as above.—\V. T.

Hardv-flowering Shrubs —Can any one favour me with a list of shrubs

th.a uiiri.lobSL.mou a cl.iy so.lv—W.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ALEXANDRA PAL.^CE FRUIT EXHIBITIOX.
Sept. 3, 4, 6, and 7.

The valuable prizes offereil on this occasion resulted in a keen com-
)>etition in most of the classes, but probably their numbers would
have been considerably augmented had the diir.ition of the exhibition

been somewhat curtailed. A four daj's' show, and virtually five

daj-3, for Sunday intervened, is too long for fruit to keep in a pie-

sentable condition in a crowded building. Hence many of the most
prominent of habitual exhibitors were conspicuous by their absence.

Xotwithstanding this, the show was on the whole a good one, and
comprised a large number of exhibits. We expected to find the

class for twenty varieties of fruit more numerously represented,

having regard to the prizes offered. On the other hand, however,
twentj- distinct sorts of fruits is a large number to get together, and
there must necessarily be several forms of one kind. Hardy fruits

were shown far more numerously than at the Crystal Palace, and
the exhibits of the Jersey growers added considerably to this result.

Collections.—The class for twenty varieties of fruits was repre-

sented by four collections, all of which were highly creditable, having
regard to the unusually large number of kinds reiiuired. The two best

collections were thoroughl}' representative, and comprised some
excellent examples of good culture. The first prize was awarded to

Mr. J. H. (ioodacre, gardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston
Castle, Derby. His collection contained six varieties of Grapes,
among which were fine bunches of Black Hamburgh, Gros Colniar,

Canon Hall, Foster's Seedling, Muscat of Alexandria, and Venn's
Black Muscat, the last particularly fine ; three kinds of Peach,
Late Admirable, Princess of Wales, Bellegarde, all good ; two weighty
Pine-apples, Pemambuco and Queen ; two Melons, Moor Park
Apricot, Black Ischia Figs, McLaughlin's Gage Plum, Jargonelle
Pear, and Victoria Nectarine. The next best co'dection from Mr.
G. Sage, gardener to Earl Browulow, Ashridge Park, Berkham-
stead, was also a very fine one, and comprised amongst it a magni-
ficent bunch of Banana (Musa Cavendishi) always shown so finely by
this exhibitor, Foster's Seedling, and Black Hamburgh Grapes, both
excellent bunches ; three Melons, the Squiru, Scarlet Gem, and
Eastnor Castle ; a good smooth Cayenne Pine, Royal George
Peach, Elruge Nectarine, and a dish of Passifiora edulis fruits, a
somewhat uncommon dessert fruit. The third coUeetion contained
good fruits of Pines, Grapes, Duchess of Oldenburgh Apples, East-
nor Castle Melon, and Exquisite Peach, the latter a remarkably
fine specimen of this handsome yellow or Apricot-fleshed variety.

The other exhibit was inferior in many points, but contained fair

examples of Melons, Aoples, Plums, c&c. Three collections of ten
varieties were shown. The best came from Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener
to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey. It contained admirable fruits

of Harrington Peach. Black Jamaica and Charlotte Kothschild Pines,
Kirke's Plum, Morello, and fair-sized bunches of Black Hamburgli and
Muscatof Alexandria Grapes. Inthesecond collection, Black Alicante
Grapes, Royal George Peach, Read's Scarlet Flesli Melon, and Wil-
liams' Bon Chretien Pear were shown finely. In the third. Conqueror
of Europe and Read's Hybrid Melon, Venn's Black- Muscat Grapes,
and Guthrie's Late Green Plum.

Grapes.—Collections of five bunches were shoM'n by seven ex-
hibitors. The finest came from ilr. McMaster, Eastham, Cheshire,
and were all the highest examples of skilful culture. The varieties

were : Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria, Bucklaud Sweet-
water (rather over-ripe), Madresfield Court, large in bunch and berry,
and Mrs. Pince's B'ack Muscat, a long tapering buji.;h with wide

shoulders and finely finislied. By no means inferior in pointof quality,
but somewhat less in size, were the Imnchcs shown for the second
prize by Mr. Roberts, Gunnersbury Park, Acton. His varieties

comprised Foster's Seedling, Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alex-
andria, Madresfield Court, and Muscat Hamburgh, all very fine.

Mr. Miles was third. His collection and the others contained tine

bunches of Lady Downes and Black Prince, Canon Hall, IHike of Buc-
deuch. Sea CliU'e Black, Gros Colmar, Venn's Black Muscat, andTreb-
biano. Black HamburghGrapeswereshownreniarkably fine, especially

by the winning exhibitors. Mr. Miles showed for the first prize three
fine bunches with wide shoulders and the berries well coloured,
though not so black and otherwise well finished as those from Mr.
Roberts, who was second. These bunches were not so large as Mr.
Miles', but were more symmetrical and tapering, and taken altogether
tliere was but little difference between either collections. Nine
other exhibitors showed in this class, and while most of the Grapes
were of excellent quality, there were some which ought not to have
been admitted to an exhibition table. Muscat of Alexandria Grapes
were represented by nine collections of three bunches eich. The
best came from Mr. C. Roberts, Highfield Hall, Leek, whose
exhibit was not very remarkable either for size or finish. Three
bunches finely finished were shown by Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury
House, for the second prize ; and Mr. Feest, Bishopsgate House,
Staines, some finely coloured bunches for the third, but which,
however, were badly disfigured by conspicuous spots at the
tips of every berry. On the whole, the exhibits in this class

were creditable, though the absence of the fine characteristic

amber tint was very conspicuous in almost every exhibit

\Vhite Grapes of any other variety were shown by nine exhi-

bitors. Mr. pLoberts, Gunnersbury Park, was first with fine

bunches of Foster's Seedling, and Sir. Sage was second with the

same variety ; Buckland Sweetwaterand Pearson'sGolden Queen were
also shown well. Black Cirapes of any other variety were shown by
eight exhibitors. Mr. Roberts, Gunnersbury Park, was first with
three remarkable examples of Madresfield Court with very large

berries, and perfect in colour and finish. The second prize was
gained by Mr. McMaster with some splendid bunches of Black Ali-

cante, of a size and in such perfect condition as regards colour and
finish as is rarely seen. In appearance these were by far the best

looking exhibits in the class, though, of course, the Madresfield

Court variety was deservedly awarded the premier position. Mr.
D. P. Bell, Clive House, Alnwick, sent three excellent bunches of

Alnvt-ick Seedling, large and perfect in every way, and showed well

the character of this fine (Jrape, and tended to refute the disparag-

ing accounts that have lately been published about it. Mr. Bell

evidently knows exactly what suits his seedling, judging by these

fine examples. In this class were shown Gros Maroc, Sea Clifle

Black, Black Alicante, and Black Prince. For the prizes offered for

the heaviest bunch of white Grapes there were three competitors.

The largest and heaviest bunch of the Trebbiano variety was in such a

wretched condition, that the .judges wisely withheld the first prize,

and awarded the second to a bunch of Trebbiano from Mr. Edmond's,
Bestwood Lodge, Notts, weighing 4 lb. 10 oz. The heaviest bunch
of black Grapes shown was also a very poor specimen of Black Ali-

cante, and was accordingly only awarded a second prize. Four
bunches were shown in this class.

Pine-apples.—The class for three fruits of the Queen variety

was represented by only one collection ; this was from Mr.

R,oberts, Gunnersbury Park. The three fruits were all of handsome
shape and well coloured, and weighed respectively, 6 lb. 2 oz., 5 lb.

7 oz., 5 lb. 1 oz. Mr. D. Wilson showed the best Smooth Cayenne

of the three fruits shown, and Mr. Muir the other. The variety

Charlotte Rothschild was shown by Mr. Wilson in the class for any

other variety, and the same exhibitor also showed in the miscella-

neous class eight fine Smooth Cayennes.

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots.—The best dish of twelve

fruits came from Mr. Haycock, Barham Court, Maidstone, who had

excellent examples of Violette Hative, and Pi-eine des Vergers, a

handsome highly-coloured variety, and Salway were second and third

respectively. The fruits of the latter variety were the finest

we have seen for a long time, lieing unusually large and
highly coloured. Other kinds shown were Lord Palmer-

ston, Barrington, Royal George, and Late Admirable. Mr.

Abbott, Randall, ShetBeld, took the first prize with a tiue

dish of Victoria Nectarines. Pine-apple and Elruge, both in

fine condition, won the second and third prizes. There were six

dishes shown. Three dishes of Apricots were exhibited. Mr.

Mundell, gardener to Lord Ebury, ^ioor Park, showed a good dish

of the >Ioor Park variety for the" first place, and the same variety

was shown by the other competitors.

Melons.—These were numerous, there being twenty-two green-

fleshed fruits, and the same number of scarlet-fleshed kinds. The
first prize for a green-fleshed variety was awarded to Mr. Gadd
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for a handsome and finely netted fruit of Golden Perfection ;

Bromham Hall Hybrid and an unnamed seedling won tlie two other

prizes. Jlr. iluir was first in the class for scarlet-fleshed kinds,

showing a fine fruit, but not very large, of Read's Scarlet Gem.
Most of the fruits shown were unnamed, but the niajoi-ity of them

appeared to be P^ead's Searlet-flesli or sorts very like it.

Plums and Figs.—Ten dishes of Plums were shown. Mr.

Miles was first with a good dish of Magnum Bonum. Jefferson

was shown for the second prize, and Washington, Kirke's, Guthrie's

Late Green, and Victoria were also sliown finely. Figs were

poorly represented, there being only three dishes shown, and the

first prize was properly witliheld.

Pears.—These were numerously shown and in very fine condition,

especially liy two exhibitors from .Jersey, M. G. de Fayc and il. F.

Le Sueur. The judges, however, with regard to the collections, appar-

ently, took into consideration the numlier of varieties shown rather

than the quality of the fruits. Mr. Goldsmith was awarded the

first prize for a collection of varieties, six fruits of each. Forty

dishes were shown, but, with the exception of Williams' Bon Chre-

tien, Forelle or Trout Pear, Windsor, Souvenir du Congres,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, and a few others, the collection was in no

way remarkable either for size or for ripeness. M. G. de Faye,

.Jersey, was second with a less numerous, but much finer collection,

as was also that of M. P. F. Le Sueur, also of .Jersey. These exhibi-

tors showed the following varieties remarkably fine—Beurre Bache-

lier, Marie Louise, General Todleben, Catillac, Beurre d'Amanlis,

Beurri5 d'Ete, Chaumontel, Beurru Superfin, Beurr(5 Did, Duchesse

d'AngoulOme, and Souvenir du Congres. There were but three

exhibitors in the above class. The best dish of .Jargonelles came
from Mr. Goldsmith. Five other dishes were shown. Pears of any

other variety were sliown by six exhibitors. Williams' Bon Chretien

won both tlie prizes, though Doyenne Boussoch, Windsor, Fondante

de Charneu were shown finely.

Apples.—The best collection of baking Apples, six- fruits of

each, came from Mr. Haycock, which was a very fine one indeed.

Tlie most noteworthy kinds were Stone's, LordSuHield, Lord Derby,

Washington, Nelson Codlin, Golden Noble, Emperor Alexander,

Hawthornden. Fourteen dishes were included in this collection. M.
de Faye showed six dishes for the second prize, consisting of Alfris-

ton. Emperor Alexander, Hawthornden, Beauty of Kent, Reinette

de Canada. The best disli of twelve baking Apples w.as shown by
M. Le Sueur, who had fine fruits of Incomparable, a sort in the way
of Lord Derby. Lord Sutheld, shown by Mr. Austin, was second.

For a collection of eighteen varieties of dessert Apples Mr. Haycock
was awarded the first prize, the most conspicuous sorts being Mother
Apple, Quarrenden, Worcester Pearmain, .Jefferson, Oslin, Scarlet

Pearmain, Downtou Pippin. Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, had six

dishes, including Strawberry Pippin, Kerry Pippin, Early Harvest

Gravenstein, AVorcester Pearmain. The other collection from M. de

Faye did not appear to be sorts fit for dessert. The best single dish

of a dessert kind was shown by Mr. Roberts, Gunnersbury Park
;

the variety was Qnarrenden. The same sort was shown for the

second prize by ilr. Jliles. Strawberry Pippin was the other kind

shown.

Gooseberries and Currants.—These comprised nothing

remarkable. For a dish of Warringtons, Mr. Sage was first in the

class for Gooseberries, and Mr. Goldsmith was first for Red Cur-

rants, and il. de Faye for White Currants.

Tomatoes.—Thirteen collections of two dozen fruits were
shown in this class. ilf. S. Castle, Iving's Lynn, was first with

fine fruits of Stamfordian, twenty-four of which weighed 21 lb.

Improved Red and Trophy were also shown well by the same exhi-

bitor ; twelve fruits of each of these two sorts weighed 14 lb.

Miscellaneous Class.—The most noteworthy in this class

was a very fine collection of Apples from Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea. The number of sorts sliown was 1'20, and many of which,

such as Lord Derby, D. T. Fish, Lord SuHield, Dutch Codlin,

Emperor Alexander, Nelson's Glory were particularly fine, consider-

ing that they were all gathered from comparatively small stock trees

in the Fulliam Nursery. A collection of Apple trees in pots was
also shown, and though many fruits dropped in transit, they showed
in a striking degree that even under this mode of culture they

were very productive. Fruits of the new Fig Negro Largo like-

wise accompanied this collection, and the whole was very highly com-
mended. A high commendation was voted to Jlessrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, for fifty dishes of Apples, which represented a fine col-

lection of kinds. Messrs. Paul also exhibited half-a-dozen boxes of

Roses, which were highly attractive. Mr. Cannell, Swanley Nursery,

contributed a numerous collection of show and bouquet Dahlias, to-

getherwith several single varieties, and the singular and sliowy Cactus

Dahlia. From the same exhibitor also came Asters, Marigolds, &c.,

and all received a high commendation. Dahlias were also shown

by Messrs. Rawliugs, Romford, and Mr. Smith, and Quilled
Asters by Mr. Gilkes, which all aided considerably to the
attractiveness of the show. Cucumbers were shown by ilr. Salter,

and also a numerous collection of the same, including some new kinds
by Messrs Cheal & Son, Crawley, who likewise sent some handsome .

new hybrid Melons, Apples, &c.

The Destruction of "Wasps' Nests.—There are very few
more simple methods than that of tarring them in. Pour a fair

quantity of gas-tar into each hole, smearing the sides as much with
it as can be done. The wasjSs will get all fixed in the tar or killed

with the fumes in a very short time. Boiling water in the nests is

all very well where the nests go down into a straight hole, but with
tortuous, horizontal passages it is useless. The sulphur remedy of Mr.
Tegetmeierisalso'good. A simplefusee made of sulphur and gunpoiider
placed in the hole as soon as lighted and a turt placed over all is

certain death to the wasps. A full charge of powder fired into the
nest is equally effective when they are near the surface and the pas-

sage is straight. In all these ways of temporary stupefaction it is

needful to dig out the nests at once ; and if the grubs are not wanted
a potful of water to convert the dead and stupefied wasps and young
grubs into a paste with a portion of soil makes an end of that colony.
In Scotland and some parts of England, where the wasps' nests are
suspended on trees, the simplest way of crippling their power is to

dislodge the nest by shooting it doivn. These wasps, which are a
diflerent species or variety from the ground wasps, are so discour-

aged by the prostrate state of their nests, that they seldom do any
more mischief afterwards. But, notwithstanding all means of de-

struction, the wasps threaten to prove our masters this year, our
front garden being a complete hive of wasps, which we are almost
afraid to enter.—D. T. Fisii.

Mulching Fruit Trees.—The few weeks of hot dry weather
we have lately had may probably have induced some to mulch their

fruit tree roots, and if so, I cannot help thinking they have done
wrong. Last year we mulched several of our wall Peach trees,

standard Apjiles, and Pears, and this caused them to make so many
roots and so much strong top growth, that the wood and leaves

were quite green at Christmas, never coming to proper maturity,
and the whole failed to either flower or fruit this season. "Why
don't you mulch your trees ?" said a well-known cultivator the other

day. " No, thank you," said I. " Why?" and my reasons were that

the trees having made a fair amount of wood now with every pros-

pect of ripening well, are, and will be, in a more satisfactory state

than if they had been mulched now, thus causing the production
of fresh, green w^ood that would never ripen or be of any use.

Strong growth at the beginning of the season may liecome useful

wood by the end of the year, but all soft wood or green slioots made
after mid-season are useless, and should not be encouraged. Mulch-
ing does this to a great extent, and those who have left their trees

without any covering this season will, I feel certain, rejoice at the

result next year.

—

Cameuian.

Too Large Gardens.—Over and ever again, as we travel

through the country, are w'c impressed with the fault of over-large

places. Many gardens become sources of great annoyance in the
great expenses of maintenance. Even the richest seem to undertake
too much. We should lay it down as a rule that in all suggestions

for the improvement of grounds, the subsequent cost of keeping in

order should be studied well. 'This is the rock whereon so many
strike. Walks and roads are particularly expensive to maintain,

and should never be made without there is an evident necessity for

them.

Variegated Milkweed.—Many varieties of theAsclepiadacere

or Milkweed family, natives of Virginia, are now brigiitening the

woods and fields by their showy flowers. Among others, the varie-

gated ililkweed or A. variegata, with its compact rose-like heads of

nearly white flowers, with just a ring of purple belting each blossom
as if to give it a right to its name, .attracted my attention by its sin-

gul.ar lieauty, as its white ball of flowers showed through the woods.—Gardeners' Montlihj.

OBITUARY.
We record with regi-et the death, at an early age, of ilr. James
M.ACEETII .Smith, which took place at Hessle on the 1st. inst.

Mr. Smith had been since 1S73 connected with the P^oyal Gardens-,

Kew, during which time he w-as employed in the principal depart-

ments. For the last five years he was entrusted with the manage-
ment of the Palm house, as well as the Aroid and Fern collec-

tions. His knowledge of plants was varied and extensive, and for

some years he had made a special study of Ferns.
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" TWs is an srt
Which does nien«l Nature : change it rather : but
TUE AKI ITSELK IS Xaiukk."—SAaivsptare.

LEAFLETS.

I have some thoughts about the gentlemen who hold up

their hands in horror at the idea of hardy flowers being placed

on what they call (often without reason) the terrace garden,

and intend shortly to address them ; but I have just had two

letters on a subject recently discussed—that of the better culture

and thorough furnishing of the mixed border. The first is from

Mr. Elwes, who has not tried the system, and is against it.

The other is from !Mr. Frank Miles, who has tried the plan and

has succeeded brilliantly, and he is on the side of progress.

Mr. Elwes thinks the case of a neglected garden full of Gout-

weed and Couch Grass has some relation to the point in

dispute, but few who even understand the question will agree

with him in this. One of the essential points of the perfected

border system—culture and care—in a sense, was never

understood in the case of the old borders, and vile weeds must
not be within reach of them.

In last weeks Gardes I see " Justicia " is very hard on Mr. Fish
because he questions the possibility of having niixed borders so

covered with low growing plants, that the bare earth shall be in-

visible. I have no wish to enter into a controversy on the

subject, because I think it is one which will best be proved by a
personal trial. I do not know whether " Justicia " has ever
tried it or not. [Yes, for years.—J.] I always thought it a
very pretty idea, and tried it several times with the result that in

almost all cases the carpet plants killed the t.ill-gi'owing ones, or

the tall-growing ones killed the carpet plants. Mr. Miles' soil may
be peculiar ; but if he is able to keep his border in the condition it

is represented to be in for three years, I shall say that he is most remark-
ably to be envied in possessing such a fertile and inexhaustible

border.

I have seen two notable instances this season of the way in which
plants kill each other if not kept separate and clear from weeds,
which is impossible without judicious .and constant use of the hoe or

fork. One is in the well known and justly celebrated garden of an
amateur friend of mine, certainly second to none in his knowledge
of hardy plants and of their culture. After going through it with
him, and remarking the way in which the plants had overgrown
each other, and weeds had multiplied owing to the wet seasons
and no digging, we agreed that, although impracticable, a complete
year of bare cultivation — or summer fallow, as a farmer
would say— was the only thing to restore its condition.
The other was my own old garden at Miserdine, which has been a
thoroughly wild garden now for three or four years. I visited it the
other day, and found that in the beds, which I left well stocked with
many good plants, the struggle for existence had been so severe
that vei-y few remained, and those were completely buried in carpet
plants, consisting principally of Couch Grass and Gout-weed. On
the rockeries, which during my time were as free from weeds as care
could make them, not a vestige of any plant, except one Mossy Saxi-
frage, remained amongst the weeds. Tlie beds, which I left full of
bulbs, and which had not been dug over or robbed by any one since,

were only marked by the Grass and weeds being up to the waist,
instead of up to the knees, as on the turf around. A more melan-
choly sight one could not imagine ; but this or something like it will
be the state of any wild garden or mixed border which is not con-
stantly and carefullj- cleaned and cultivated, and this seems to me
impossible if no bare earth is to be ever seen. "Justicia' forgets
how different are the conditions of the plants M-hich he justly admires
when growing in a state of Nature. Each has its own locality for

which it is fitted, but when we bring together from all climates and
soils many different plants, we must not expect them to grow amicably
together without cultivation.

Over and over again I have transplanted tufts of Orchids from the
woods and fields, thinking that they would succeed better in their
native soil and herbage than if shaken out and planted in bare earth

;

the result has always been, that the Grasses or weeds which came
with them have soon become so luxuriant that they not only choked
the Orchids, but, if not at once got rid of, would soon choke every-

thing round them. In fact, as far as my observation goes, I be-
lieve that, in practice, Mr. Fish is right and "Justicia" wrong,
though I allow that the idea is a,a excellent one if it was generally
practicable. In very hot and parching climates many bulbs .and

other plants grow no doubt better under the shade of trees and
shrubs than in the open ; and in the rich virgin soil of American
woods a host of lovely dwarf plants are able to hold their own ; liut

try the same things in an English garden, and they will very soon
die if they are not protected from the encroachments of stronger-
growing and more hardy plants. The sun we get is little enough at
all times to ripen bulbs in the open ground, but if they .are over-

grown with other pl.ants they will, in nine cases out of ten, soon
give up the ghost, though, of course, there are to this, as in all other
generalities, many exceptions.—H. J. Elwes.

»

It is well there are " many exceptions," as it saves one the

trouble of naming them. The fact is, all is possible in this

way—neglect or care, skill and taste, and blunders from not

knowing the materials one is dealing with. This last state is

unfortunately the frequent one, and the real remedy is a fuller

knowledge of plants. I will not refer further to Mr. Elwes'

letter, as the subject is so fully handled in Mr. Frank Miles's

letter which follows.

As regards the wild garden, however, which, in the true

sense of the word, is apart from this question, I may point out

that all judicious work in that way is not liable to spoil in the

way Jlr. Elwes mentions. Summer Snowflakes a yard high

in a Thames islet near Henley ; various Daffodils freely

naturalised in many parts of the country ; the winter Aconite

in many places ; the Apennine Anemone, both white and
blue, naturalised in the Grass and in shrubberies ; the purple

Martagon Lily at home and spreading in many an English

shrubbery ; the Creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodos) in the

Grass on the brow overlooking the lake at Blenheim, and in

various copses and woods ; the tall and handsome Comfreys
in a dyke in the same place—these and many other actual

instances that could be given prove that the wild garden,

understood and carried out with fitting plants, is not in the

slightest danger from the cause Mr. Elwes points out. In

fact, by a careful selection of vigorous hardy plants, it would
be possible to " wild-garden " in such a fashion as would even

get the better of and destroy Mr. Elwes Gout-weed and
Couch. So much as an introduction to Mr. Miles' article on

the wholly separate ciuestion of choice borders of cultivated

plants.

THE GARDENING OF THE FUTURE.
If we are to have mixed borders of herbaceous plants, one

thing isquite certain—wecannevergoback to the borders of our

ancestors, in which every plant had a bare space of ground

round it, and in which when once a plant had bloomed there

was an end for the rest of the year of any flowers in that

particular yard of ground. A yard of ground should have

Ijloom on it at least eight months in the year, and that applies

to nearly every yard of ground in the mixed border. I do

not say there is any example of this on a large scale, but I do

consider it perfectly possible. I feel the more sorry to differ

with such a good gardener as ilr. D. T. Fish, because I am
sure he is just the man to lead, not repress, a great movement.
Mr. Fish says you must dig between the plants .some time

or other, and digging between the plants is just what we say

is the ruin of the ordinary mixed border. Now I am certain

when once a border is well made it need not be dug up at all.

But the great question is, AVhat is a well-made border?

I think a border is not thoroughly well made and suitable for

growing the mo.st beautiful plants to the greatest perfection

unless it is as well made as a Vine border in a Vinery.

And why we should not take as much trouble with the garden

border as the border of a conservatory I cannot imagine, see-

ing that Lilies will grow 1 1 ft. high in the open air, not less
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than lO.V in. across the flower, and Irises little less than that.

The more I garden, the deeper I get my drainage and the

fuller of sand and fibre my soil. I consider first, that a

border must have a bed of broken bricks or other drainage,

with ashes over that, to prevent the drainage from filling up ;

that that bed of drainage must have at least 2 ft. of light soil

over it ; thirdly, that that soil must have equal parts of sand,

soil, and vegetable matter. Cocoa-nut fibre seemingly being

the best. A soil of these constituents and depth is never

wet in winter and never dry in summer. During the dry

weather I found soil like this, in which quantities of auratum

Lilies were growing, to be quite moist 1 in. below the surface,

and I know in winter it always appears dry by contrast

with the natural garden soil. The time may come when a

border thus made and cropped as I propose theoretically to

crop it will be exhausted, but then is the time to add nourish-

ment on the .surface in ways Mr. Fish would know how to do

better than I should. But for all practical intents and pur-

poses every 6 in. of ground could contain its plant, so that

no 6 in. of bare ground need obtrude on the eye. But

Mr. Fish seems to like that most unnatural eyesore—a .sur-

face of bare ground, and justifies his liking by going entirely

away from the point into a disquisition on light and shade, as

if there was not as much or more light and shade on a vary-

ing many-coloured surface of greys, and greens, and browns,

and golds, and blacks, and pale yellows, and lilacs, and blues,

and whites, as there is on bare ground. Almost any kind of

bare rock has a certain beauty, but I cannot say bare ground

is ever beautiful, seeming so unnatural. A bare rock you do

not expect to see verdured over, and the eye allows for that, and

takes a delight in its very bareness, but a bit of bare ground

seems as though it ought to have flowers and seedling plants

growing upon it. We like the aroma of newly ploughed land,

but not its bareness, except that some soils are occasionally of a

"beautiful colour and become an element in an October land-

scape. Nature covers her bulbs with greenery and we can do

it in our gardens, only much better, and to do better than

Tvhat Nature does is one of the first elements of gardening.

Well, supposing the back of the border filled with Del-

phiniums, Phloxes, and Roses pegged down and other summer

and autumn blooming plants, and supposing the border to be

made as I have described it, loose and good enough to eat if

one ever had that feeling, I should carpet the ground at

the back with winter-blooming flowers, so that when the Roses

are bare and the Delphiniums and Phloxes have not pushed

above ground the border should even then be a blaze of

beauty. Crocuses, Snowdrops, Aconites, and Primroses are

quite enough for that purpose. The whole space under the

Roses I should cover with the common Wood Anemone, and the

golden Wood Anemone, and early Cyclamens, and the earliest

dwarf Daffodils. And among the Roses and Pa>onies and other

medium tall shrubs I would put all the taller Lilies, such as

require continual shade on their roots ; and such are parda-

linum and the Californian section generally, all the forms of

auratum (though the scarlet form does not grow quite so high

and wants to be more in front of the border) ; Lilies, like

excelsum, tigrinum splendens, monadelphum, Martagoa

album, longiflorum Wilsoni, dalmaticum, Hansoni, and

"ifanteum. Now we come more to the front of the border,

and here I would have combinations, such as the Great St.

Bruno's Lily (Anthericum Liliastrum majus) and the delicate

hybrid Columbines, Primroses planted over hardy autumn

Gladioli, so that when the Primroses are at rest the Gladioli

should catch the eye ; Carnations and Dafi'odils, planted so

that the Carnations form a maze of blue green for the delicate

creams and oranges of the Dafi'odils. AVhen the Daffodils are

"one there are the Carnations in the autumn. A bed of

Iberis corretefolia happens to have been the very best thing pos-

sible for some Lilium Browni to grow through, for the Iberis

flowered early and then made a protection for the. young
growth of the Browni, and then a lovely dark green setting

for the infinite beauty of the Lily flowers. As for saying

this cannot be done, I say that is nonsense ; for the

Iberis flowered beautifully under such circumstances, and I

do not think Mr. Fish would think the Lilies exactly a failure.

If he will prepare his border and plant the auratum as I sug-

gest, he won't have to complain of his soil not suiting this or any
other plant. But if once you get it into your head that no
bit of ground ought ever to be seen without flowers or imme-
diate prospect of flowers, heaps of combinations will instantly

occur to those conversant with plants and the deep-rooting

habits of most bulbs and the surface rooting of most her-

baceous plants—for instance, Colchicums and Daflbdils, with

a surface of Campanula pusilla alba. The big leaves of the

Colchicuui grow in sjjring, and there would be nothing but

leaves were it not for the masses of Daifodils. By-and-bye
the leaves of the Colchicums and Daftodils are dry enough to

pull away, and then the Campanula, be it pusilla, pusilla alba,

or turbinata alba, comes into a sheet of bloom. Before the

bloom has passed away the Colchicum blooms begin to push
up, and as some of my Colchicums are 5 in. across of the

richest rose colour, I do not exactly feel that this is a colourless

kind of gardening, and as I have a hundred difierent kinds of

Dafi'odils, this little arrangement will not be without interest

in spring.

The Daffodils and Colchicums root deep and grow mostly

in winter, requiring water then and not in summer, when the

Campanula carpet is taking it all. I think I could show M)-.

Fish that carpeting bulbs is much better for them than ni>t.

There are some, however, which one must be careful about—the

common White Lily, for instance, which wants exposing to

the sun in the autumn. I do not mind the exquisite French
Poppies among these candidum Lilies, because the Poppies die

about August, and then the Lilies get their baking and refuse

to show the bare earth, soon covering it all with their leaves. For
the extreme front of the border, hundreds of combinations

will occur—Pansies over DaSbdUs, Portulacas over

Central Asiatic bulbs, Christmas Roses and Helle-

bores over the taller Dafi'odils, with Gladioli, Tri-

tomas, and Giant Daffodils, Hepaticas, and autumn-blooming

and spring-blooming Cyclamens, with Scillas and Snowdrops.

Mr. Fish says Hepaticas will not do for surface plants,

because they lose their leaves. All I can say is, that mine
u.sed to lose their leaves be-fore I knew how to grow them,

but I determined to grow them as they ought to be grown,

and never a leaf now do they lose in the hottest summer, and
beautiful their leaves are, of infinite value. Aubrietias are

not very good for carpeting for Croci, as the Crocus leaves

obscure the Aubrietia flowers, but I have no doubt Silene

Schaftce would be a very good surface plant. The Golden
Nettle (Lamium maculatum aureum) is good with the blue

Camassias and the more delicate Hyacinths peering through it,

and I think no one will quarrel with my golden Crocus coming
through a deep crimson-purple Ajuga (reptans atro-purpurea),

with a good bunch of the glorious blue autumn Crocus (spe-

ciosus) making another combination later in the year. When
Anemone japonica is low, up come the taller Tulips, sylves-

tris for instance, and higher still out of the dark green leaves

come the bejewelled Crown Imperials. Veronica rupestris is not

a bad surfacer for some bulbs, but Mr. Fish is far more capable

than I of suggesting plants suitable. As for the cultural advan-

tages, I canimagine this system in the hands of a skilful gardener

to be thebestof all. In the first place, the plants sufler much less

from droughts, because there is so much less surface ex-
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posed to sun and wind. I daresay tliis is not what might
bo imaLjiued, but such is certainly the case ; examine, not
ri^ht under the root, but under the spreading part of a
Mignonette, and see if on a broiling hot day the ground is

not much cooler and moister than on the bare ground.
Irises are almost the only plants I know of that do
require the soil bare about their rootstocks, but then Irises

are a carpet of green always, and a few clumps of Tiger
Lilies or Tiger Irises will not seriously injure their flowering

prospects. And what cannot bo done with a herbaceous
border edge when that edge is the green Grass. Crocuses
and Crocuses all the autumn and winter and spring in the
Grass. The tiniest Scillas, and Hyacinths, and DaftoJils,

and Snowdrops are leading into the border without any
break. So I believe, and I think Mr. Fish will believe
by-and-bye, that every bulbous plant ought to be grown in

combination with something else, as Amaryllis Belladonna,
for instance, which I plant with Arum italicum pictum. In
spring the ^\.rum comes up extremely early, and its leaves
protect the far more delicate leaves of the Amaryllis till they
are growing freely, and the Arum dies down. The ground
is surfaced with Violets, so that the Belladonnas are now
coming into bloom, not with the bare ground, but with a
setting of Violet leaves in beautiful contrast with their pink
blossoms. Christmas Roses of all kinds would probably be
a more beautiful setting still, but the Belladonnas want a good
deal of summer drying up, which the Hellebores could not
stand so well.

TVe can never go back to the mixed border of our ancestors
;

we have been spoilt for such blank, fiowerless spaces as they
had by the gorgeousness of bedJing-out. But we have now
a wealth of hardy plants, especially bulb.s, which they never
had, and this combination of bulbous plants and herbaceous
plants will certainly lead to a preparation of the borders
which has been hardly dreauit of by people who do not care
what they spend on tropical flowers, for it seems to be for-

gotten that we have Irises as big as plates and Lilies as tall

as a tree, all hardy and requiring little attention when once
they have been properly planted. The time that used to be
spent year after year in digging acres of borders might now
be spent in properly making or re-making a few yards of
border, till the whole outdoor borders are as exactly suited
for growing plants to the uttermost perfection, and as many
as possible in the given space, as the borders of a large
conservatory. It is in such a border as this that we attain the
utmost variety, unceasingly beautiful, every yard different,
every week varying, holding on its surface \at least three
times the value of plant life and succe.ssional plant beauty of
any ordinary garden. The chief enemy to tlie system is

the slug ; but while the Belladonna Delphinium, which is

usually half-eaten by slugs in mo.st gardens, grows 6 ft.

high with me, I am not going to give up my system.
And if any one who has read this will send me a hamper of
common Wood Anemone roots, or of Lent Lilies (Narcissus
PseudoXarcissus), I will send them a hamper of Phloxes,
and show another year how ihe back of the border should be
as gay in spring as it is in autumn. Frank Miles.

Bingham, Ji'otti.

I wrote a note of caution about having too many variecrated
trees, and particularly too many of the variegated Acer.
"With peculiar but characteristic logic, Jlr. Fish a-ssumes that I
condemn the tree, and hence a torrent of eloquent praise in
reference to it. Mr. Fish has a friend, he says, who has two
Jmndred variegated Maples and is loudly calling for more.
Such people are hopeless and blind enough to mistake the
mustard for the beef. The late Dr. Lindley detested as much

as I do an excess of variegated trees, and particidarly this Acer,
which he conipared to a tree covered with white rags. My
own dislike of variegated trees arises partly in this way : I

go occasionally on Sunday mornings to see one of the most
delightful gardens in a green corner not far from the great City.
Hero all is free and fair, and one can enjoy the flowers and
trees without being reminded by men's barbarous tendencies
to make gardens after the fashion of Birmingham ])ocket-

handkerchiel'.s. But there is no Rose, they say, without a
thorn (though jMessrs. Ellwanger and Barry have lately

discovered a Blackberry without one). Next to this

fair garden one of our most " distinguished landscape gar-

deners " has arranged a place for a large brewer, rich with
terraces on flat ground, and laid out precisely in the splendid
pocket-handkerchief style. One of the "features," as they are
called, of this garden is a line of the variegated Acer, which
has now grown up, and forms a wall along one side of my
friend's garden, and is the only ugly thing seen from it. How-
ever, I wish Jlr. Fish and his friend joy with tiieir two
hundred variegated Acers. He is, perhaps, not quite so bad
as a gentleman who proposed to me to make a ribbon border
of Purple Beech and Laburnum a mile long.

Referring to the picturesque old Ivy which adorns so well
the house and courtyard at Rockingham Castle, Sir Charles
Isham says :

" In a general way nothing injures roofs so
much as Ivy, which is the cause of its being so rare. But
Rockingham is roofed with, I believe, Colly-Weston slates,

obtained from the quarries of that name near Stamford. They
are seldom used now on account of their weight, and as they
were always embedded in cement the Ivy has not penetrated
the roof." This Ivy is a very beautiful object on one of

the most beautiful bits of Old England I have yet seen.

We are apt to assume that our own native flora has not helped
us to find evergreens for our gardens or woods. This occurred
to me the other day in a valley in Surrey where the common
Juniper was very large, and almost a tree in size. Not far across
the hills are those groves of Bos, so balmy in odour, and so
hardy that our hardest winters leave them untouched. In
the same region there is that grand group of Yew trees on the
high ground between Guildford and Dorking, while the Holly,
the Ivy, and the Fir are at home in the same place. We do
not think enough of our own evergreens, which are the har-
diest and healthiest we can get. These trees are, in their old
types, as beautiful as any that are brought to our shores ;

every one has produced, as varieties, kinds which are in them-
selves as valuable as the old ones. We have, for examide,
the many beautiful Hollies, large and small, variegated with
gold or silver, or green like the old kind. The varieties of

Ivy, too, are very numerous and very valuable ; the varie-

gated kinds the least so. The common, the Irish, and the
Golden Yew are among the most precious trees known to us,

and there are other forms. It would be easy to make a very
large and beautiful garden without a single evergreen in it

that was not of native origin. In days when our gardens
are so tried in severe winters, this fact might be worth bearing
in mind by those who wish our gardens to be lasting in their

beauty.

It is a pleasure to visit some place new to one where there
are wide lawns, and where somebody in past times has had
the good sense to plant a variety of hardy trees. Such plea-

sure I enjoyed recently at Highclere, in Hampshire, a place
well up out of the cold, damp valleys, and where accordingly
the trees, and especially the Pines, attain stately size and
beauty. The specimens of Oriental Planes are much larger

than one commonly sees, and I am curious to know if there
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are any larger in England. No doubt the height—600 ft. above

the S3a—enabk-s the Tree Pajonies to escape the spring

frosts, and they are very fine. Out of flower even there is no

more distinct-looking plant than the Tree Pasony as seen here

—single specimens or grouped round shrubs. There is also a

fine tree of the Californian Buckeye (Pavia californica), which

must be handsome when in flower.

The Silver Firs are enormous, and, without any such careful

attention as the Douglas Fir gets at Uropmore in the shape

of good soil and plenty of clear space in which to extend

its roots as well as its branches, they attain dimensions that

remind one of the glorious woods of the Pacific ranges of

North America. The Silver Fir is really a proved friend, and
it were well for many if they had planted it instead of the

numerous Pines planted to die during the last generation

or so.

I see Mr. Groom still hammers away at his idea as if I had
never got beyond the smoke of London. He thinks that ac-

counts for the death of the trees at Isleworth, while it really was

the hard winter of 18G0 that killed thom. His lot is cast in

pleasant places, and he cannot understand people who have to

deal with the country generally pointing out the error of

planting tender Conifers all over the land. He should know,

however, that in many districts of this country it is just as

wise to plant the Douglas Fir, the Araucaria, Monterey
Cypress, or Pinns insignis as it would be to put them in the

sea. His travels have not been wide enough to enable him
to see how many gardens in England are disfigured by miser-

able, half-dead, or stunted Conifers and scarecrow Araucaria.s.

It is an unpleasant fact to which I called attention, and not a

matter of dispute, as the facts are easily ascertained.

AVhat a handsome tree the Wild Service (Pyrus torminalis)

is, with glistening foliage somewhat resembling at a distance

that of an Oak, and with little brown fruits ; it attains the

dimensions of a forest tree at Highclere, and very ornamental

!

I see by the books (Hooker's " Student's Flora ") that it is

describeil as a small tree, whereas here it is a large one. I

noticed its fruit offered in large quantities in the market at

Vienna, but not in this country, though I hear that it is also

offered in our own country markets. The true Service is also

here in the form of an old specimen, but the seasons or other

causes have weakened it.

The Cape Lily (Crinum capenso) is one of my favourite

plants to which few give much attention, though no plant

repays better for good cultivation and a warm corner. I was

pleased at Highclere to see numerous plants of it clustered

about the walls in the flower garden : the bloom of the

pink and white varieties must have been very fine in

summer. This Crinum is an old hardy plant that flowers

a considerable time, and is also handsome in foliage.

Some of the leaves I measured at Highclere (in the middle

of the present month) were nearly 7 ft. long, and between

3 in. and 4 in. broad towards the base ! This is one of the

hardy plants which could be used in an artistic and fine way
in gartlens. I should like to know how far north in our

country it flowers well.
*

People who grow hardy Ferns generally carr}' them into

some obscure, musty corner, which is supposed to be most
conducive to their health. The late Mr. McNab was not of

that opinion, because he brought his Ferns out in the open

lawn, where they grow very well. It has long been a favourite

way of mine to use the finer hardy Ferns, exotic and native,

among bushes or low shrubs, or with flowers, or grouped by

themselves on the Grass in masses. By doing so we enhance
the beauty of the Ferns and other things besides. At High-
clere there is an immense and varied mass of hardy Ferns not

shaded by a leaf or branch of any tree, and growing freely.

Some planters generally neglect many important trees, and
therefore one may wander about a good deal in our wet and
river-seamed land without noticing the beauty of the finer

Willows, placed and grown as they should be. At Highclere

by a dark pool it was strange to see one of the gieat sil-

very Willows dark in bole and in shadow, but above a cloud

of tossing silver, swept by the September winds, the tree

distinct and beautiful when seen among many others. This
tree was exquisite in hue, not shockingly crude and hard in

tone like the variegated Maple, which Mr. Fish loves, and by
the hundred. I allowed him one in a garden, but that one
wants to be very carefully placed indeed. The tone of the

variegation is anything but beautiful at certain seasons of

the year. Justicia.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
ANNUALS FOR SPRING.

A QUARTER of a Century's experience in growing annuals emblea
nie to say positively that tliose sown in autumn and rightly managed
are as certain to succeed and more likely to give satisfaction tlian

the same varieties sown in spring. Tiue, tliey are not alike good
ever}' year, but they are iuvarial)ly good enough to be greatly
admired, and I sow the seed aunually with at least as much con-
fidence of securing a satisfactory return as I do of securing a crop of

Cabbages from seed sown a month previously. The present is pre-

cisely the time for sowing seed of some of the most useful hardy
annuals. Many include Forget-me-nots, because they are raised

from seed and flower with the annuals in early spring. They are

charming flowers, but it is useless sowing them at present. June
is the time for sowing Forget-me-nots, then strong plants are pro-

vided before the winter. Such plants are tine in spring, but plants

from seed sown in the autumn are weedy and very disappointmg.
Among the best of annuals for spring decoration are Silene

pendula and its variety compacta, the latter charming for pots.

August is the best time for sowing, but tliey succeed fairly well

sown now. For a glowing mass of pink in May, June, and early in

.July nothing can surpass and few plants equal .Saponaria calabrica.

This is preferably sown towards the end of August, but succeeds
well sown now. The white variety makes a pre;,ty edging, but is

not so robust and hardy as the pink. Nemophilas cannot be sown
at a better time than now. Those who have not sten a bed or mass
of the blue and white varieties of N. insignis in mixture in May
have a treat in store. X. maculata is pretty, but scarcely equals
those named, and all of them are extremely attractive in pots in the
conservatory in April. Veuus's Looking-glass sown now will pro-

duce rich masses next May that cannot be equalled by any other
plant of its colour, and the flowering sprays are most beautiful

when cut and associated with other flowers in vases. The winter
seldom injures this plant, and the slugs have to be hungry before

they eat it. Of Clarkia pulchella the red. white, and parti-coloured

varieties are amongst the most efl'ective of plants for large beds and
mixed borders in May and June, and the present is the exact

time for sowing. The Tom Thumb forms are the most etfective,

especially those with broad petals and semi-double flowers. Foi-

masses or lines of yellow, or rather yellow and white, Limnanthes
Douglasi is suitable, and it is about as hardy as any weed that

grows. About the end of August is the time for sowing, but it

will do very well sown now. Visoarias are among the most attrac-

tive of annuals, and sown at the same time flower with the

Clarkias. V. oculata is the most constant, but V. cardinalis is

richer. Viscarias are seldom destroyed by frost, but excessive wet
is sometimes injurious to them. Collinsias are extremely fine in

May and onwards. They cannot be sown at a better time than tlie

present ; if sown earlier they make too much growth before winter,

and are then apt to be injured by severe frosts. The same remark
applies to Larkspurs and Candytufts. As a dwarf bright blue
flower for early spring Veronica syriaca is pretty, and the pink and
white Virginian .Stocks are dwarf and cheerful. Other annuals
might be named for solving at the present time, but those men-
tioned will suffice for rendering a garden attractive in spring and
early summer.
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As to sowing—select an open position, and the further it is from
oUl walls, heilgos, ami sucli green crops as Broccoli, Seakale, and
Khub.irl> the lietter, for it is there that slugs liidc, and they will

travel sonic distance for some of the delicate Icinds of annuals. The
soil should not be too rich, and if rather firm so mucli the better,

as the object must be to induce a hardy and sturdy, not a free .and

succulent growth. Immediately the plants can be handled thin

them out so that each plant st.auds singly, and at the least 1 in.

from its neighbour. The plants then become hardy, and branch
out and become vastly superior to those left to crowd and choke
each other in the seed beds and patches. If slugs commence their

attacks dust with fresh lime an hour after dark when they are

feeding, and more execution will be done than by twenty dustings

in the daytime .Tfter they hive enjoyed their repast and retired to

their haunts.

—

Gardener's Record.

CYPERUS LONGUS.
The annexed sketch of this was made in the Botanical Gardens,
Regent's Park, where it grows very beautifully, making a fringe

along the edge of the lake, with little islets, as of mini.ature Palm
trees, standing out in the shallow water. It is found wild, I

bjlieve, at Boyton, in Wiltshire, and nowhere else in Engl.and. In

Cj-perus longus.

a garden at Ecckington a small piece was planted in a damp
comer, and in a short time made a handsome and very graceful
plant, with shoots over 3 ft. high. A. P.

.
Princes Street Gardens, Edinburgh.—These occupy

the valley which extends east and west between the old and new
towns. They contain several fine monuments, stitues, fountains,
&e. The grounds are tastefully laid out, and being kept in first-

rate order, appear to be highly appreciated by the inhabitants of the
town, as well as by the thousands of visitors who, at the time I
write, throng its spacious streets. The trees, shrubs, and other
plants with which the gardens are furnished appear to succeed
remarkably well considering the situation they occupy—the castle and
other terribly lofty structures of the old town frowning upon thera
on the south, on the north the less lofty buildings of Princes Street,
and, worse than all, the Edinburgh and Glasgow Piailway inter-
secting them longitudinally, smoky trains passing through them
every hour of the day. The beds or clumps, all of which are artisti-

cally formed and judiciously placed, are planted with various
kinds of shrubs, such as green and variegated Hollies, Yews,
Alatemuses, Laurustinuses, Cotoneasters, &c., intermixed with
tall-growing herbaceous plants, such as Sunflowers, Golden
Rods, tall Evening Primroses, Phloxes, Pentstemons, blue and
other coloured Pansies, and various other plants. ^yhile
one or other of the two varieties of Golden Pyrethrum are

mostly used as a margin, and these from their peculiar shade of
colour give a well defined and exceedingly pretty ap]iearance to the
various beds, more p.articularly as seen from the high ground on
either side of the gardens, from .Scott's Monument and the bridges,
&c. Some very pretty examples of carpet bedding may also be
seen in the eastern division of Princes Street Gardens, and in this
also the Golden Feather is used with good ell'ect. Most of the other
plants used for this purpose are succulents ; such tender sjiecies as
the Alteruanthera and Irosine would probably fail to succeed so
far north as Edinburgh. But an excellent substitute is found in

small seedling plants of a very dark coloured garden Beet. 'J'he

Waverley Garden also contains some unicjne and exceedingly pretty
examples of carpet bedding, while the numerous vases and beds are
remarkably well furnished, and directly under the garden is the
Waverley Market, where the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society
is now (.Sept. S and 9) holding its autumn flower and fruit

show. Altogether, these gardens may be said to be unique on
account of their romantic situation, their singularly undulating
surfaces, steep grassy banks, and fine broad walks, cooiposed of

very fine shingle or river gravel, which does not bind or set, but
is nevertheless by no means uncomfortable to walk upon. The
Grass, notwithstanding the long continued dry weather, has, thanks
to the hose and an abundant supply of water, retained its verdure

;

and the gardens taken altogether reflect very great credit upon
whoever may have the management of them.—P. Grieve.

Hardy Cyclamens.—Some of the many species of this

charming and interesting family should be in every garden. Their
culture is not attended with any great difficulty, for they merely
require to be planted in suitable soil in a partially shaded and sheltered

situation, and to be left alone. Loam, leaf-mould, and peat in equal
proportions suit them very well, although such a strong-growing
kind as C. hedersfolium and its varieties make a more robust growth
when indulged with richer food, such as turfy loam and a little well-

decomposed manure. Tliis species starts into growth about the

beginning of September, and its large, beautifully.marked foliage

retains its freshness of variegation and verdure throughout the winter.

This plant possesses a quaint and picturesque beauty all the year
round not shared by any other hardy evergreen plant, and the great

wonder is that it should be so seldom seen, for it certainly imparts
during the winter months a distinct and attractive appearance to

any portion of the garden in which it may be placed. During
September it produces a profusion of jjretty pink and white flowers,

which as regards beauty of form and delicacy of colouring surpass

even its near relative the Persian Cyclamen. Then there is the
pretty little C. vernum which flowers in spring, throwing up immense
straight pink blooms at a very early jjeriod of the year ; the deliciously

fragrant C. europ.neum, a single plant of which perfumes the air

around ; the bright red blossomed C. Coum, and the purple flowered

C. ibericum. Free soil, a cool situation, and perfect drainage,

planting somewhat above the level, are the main points to be kept
in view in the culture of this beautiful family of hardy flowers.

—

J. C. B.

Well-gro'WTi Coleuses.—The garden world is full of Coleuses

now-a-days, almost everyone with a glass house possessing many
varieties. A French gentleman wrote to us the other day from near
Paris, stating that to such an extent was what he called the

Coleomania developed, that twenty-seven different florists in a town
of the west of France each showed a batch at a local flower show.

Indeed, with us they are distressingly numerous, and where a great

number are grown the differences are so slight that a large number
have not a very decided or agreeable appearance. Half-a-dozen,

however, very good and distinct kinds are well worth a place ; but

to get the best of these, they ought to well and vigorously grown.
The other day, at Castle Ashby, we saw the finest plants of these

that we have yet seen, each nearly 4 ft. high, pyramidal in outline,

but when the growth is completed rather free. They were growing
in a cool house at this season, and later on will be transferred to a

warm one to preserve them from any sudden cold, because they are

very tender. Thus grown, they are very striking objects.

—

Field.

Dianthuses.—Beautiful as these are their names are most be-

wildering. Messrs. Carter did well to give two charming kinds of

their own collection such simple names as Crimson Queen and
Eastern Belle; these at least can be understood, but when we come
to Dianthus chinensis nanus roseus fl.-pl., who can help being

startled at such an appellation. Yet this is a very charming large-

flo .vered double Dianthus, bloomingabundantlyatsomelOin. in height,

and a really handsome border flower. Crimson Queen is grand in

sunny weather. Mr. Senary strongly recommends his scarlet Carna-

tion Grenadier as valuable for cutting, and for producing a mass of

colour. A packet of seed gave but one plant of the true kind, but
some others of finer form and great beauty, making most useful

border flowers.—A. D.
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TYING UP PLANTS.
The remarks in TiiE Gakden some time ago on this subject I con-

sider important, especially to those wlio are of opinion tliat the

beauty of harily herbaceous plants consists in their being allowed

to grow and develop themselves in a great measure in their own
way. Independent of the mere flowering of plants of this kind, a

well managed and well arranged collection will afford pleasure, even
beyond that of a well managed shrubbery, simply from its ever

varying and changing character. To my mind, herljaceous plants in

spring, as they successively rise from the earth with their infinity

of form and colour, the linear and the orbicular, the lanceolate

and the cordate, the smooth and the spiny, the shining and the

tomentose, is a sight beautiful in itself. What a cheery, vigorous-

looking object a well established -clump of Columbine is just

emerged from the soil ; but when the plants throw up their flower-

stems and staking commences, transforming the border into a minia-

ture forest of sticks, all beauty disappears, simply froMi the injudi-

cious manner in which the tying up and staking are too often per-

formed. Those who advocate and practice excessive primness with
their plants might think the way in which I manage mine careless,

and even slovenly. Nevertheless, there is a degree of natural wild-

ness in my borders that (to me at least) is infinitely more satisfac-

tory than permitting every plant to be tied like a martyr to a stake.

I am acrjuainted with a garden in this county as well managed and
supported as any in England, and
one in which hardy herbaceous
plants are cherished and cared for ;

in fact, they are spoiled by Ijeing

too well caied for ; every plant, no
matter of what character or liow-

ever graceful naturally, must be
transformed into a besom.

Sucli plants as Hollyhocks, some
Lilies, and tall Larkspurs must be
staked. The supports for these

should be stout-pointed iron rods
(like the round iron rods used in

making hurdles). These will last

for years, and can, without detri-

ment, be thrust into the mass of a
plant, or so near it, as to be almost
invisible. The tying material
:3hould be tarred twine, which
.should be worked in under the
leaves, so that the latter may hide

±he tie. How are plants generally
.tied ? Let us take a liorder plant, say a strong established Carnation
with, perhaps, from thirty to forty stems ; we generally see this plant
with a multitude of stakes (green, perhaps, and from four to six stems
tied to each), presenting, when in bloom, h.andfuls of flowers, or we
see plants tied round the middle, a plan by which all individual
beauty is destroyed.

To do away with such an unsightly method, I have used for the
purpose wliat I have called girdles, made of different sizes aud
strength of wire ; these are half circles of wire, witli the ends turned
down to form prongs ; two of these are placed round a plant just of

sufficient diameter to allow it to stand and spread out in a natural
manner, aud not as a bundle, the strength and height of such girdles
being determined by the plant. A clump of Pinks would merely
require a low and slender one, while the double Pa^ony (the most
top-heavy plant I know of) would need one IS in. high (clear of the
ground), aud made of very strong wire. When neatly placed round
a plant, with the foliage brought over them, tliese girdles are almost
invisible. Cleaned aud put by when done with, they will last for

years.

I may add that one half of the plants which we see staked never
require it at all, and stakes in general are too long by half. It is the
bottom part of the stem that should be made secure, whereas we too
often See a plant (no matter how tall) with the stake taller than the
plant. Thomas William.s.

Ormskirli.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Plant Girdle , prongs of upper half
not shown.

Ouvlrandra fenestralis.—This is a great curiosity. Call-
ing at the College Botanic Gardens, Dublin, the other day, I was
shown this growing in a large pan of water plunged underneath the
surface, and looking exceedingly healthy. Unlike the system pur-
sued iu the .Jardiu des Plantes, Paris, Mr. Burbidge allows neither
soil, peat, or otherwise into the vessel in which his Lattice-plants
are growing, and, judging from appearances, he is right. The plant
had pure fibrous peat, in the small p .t iu which it was growing,
alone to subsist on, and the water above and below was not even
discoloured. The leaves afford a beautiful illustration of venation.—

•

W.J.U., Ctomnel.

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
Root Pruning.

Root pruning consists principally in reducing the number of

roots of a tree with the object of checking over-luxuria,nce

and producing fertility. In the cultivation of fruit trees it is

a necessity occasioned by unfavourable climatic influences and
certain cultural iwactice.s. Under a good climate—bright

skies and a constant and high summer temperature—there is

little need for root pruning, because however luxuriant the

growth may be it is rendered mature and fertile. The cultural

practices that occasion root pruning are the cultivation of fruit

trees in situations or under circumstances where the branch
development is restricted and root action unrestrained, as, for

example, in fruit culture on walls, where a great proportion of

the top growth is every year removed, while the roots have
unlimited scope ; and the same may be said of standard trees,

which are closely pruned in their branches, while the roots

are permitted to run riot in a strong or rich soil. As has been
before pointed out, the extension system obviates root pruning

to a large extent, for the latter must be considered a neces-

sary evil, and this is one of the strongest reasons for extension

training. The Peach is perhaps as often root pruned as any
tree, but when the tree is permitted to grow root pruning is

hardl}' needed. It is only when we begin to check the exten-

sion of the branches while the tree is yet in the hey-day of

its youth and vigour that root pruning becomes necessary,

because by encouraging growth that has only to be cut

away periodically we produce an excess of vigour

in the tree that can only be restrained in that way.

When the necessity for root pruning does arise the opera-

tion is a simple one, and varies but little in different subjects.

An idea prevails that root pruning is necessary only to pre-

vent the formation of strong bare roots, and their penetrating

too deeply into the groixnd, and encourage in their place

small fibrous roots, which, it is supposed, are productive of

fruit. This is quite a mistaken notion, however. No doubt

a tree that is furnished with plenty of fibrous roots produces

the evenest and most regular growth, the shoots being all of

nearly the same size and strength, like the roots, while trees

that produce strong deep roots generally show it in growth of

a corresponding character, but the difference between the two

is only one of degree. Over-luxuriance and consequent

barrenness is caused by over-feeding, and a tree can be as

readily over-fed by fibrous roots as by those of another de-

scription. This is proved in every-day practice. ^Ir. Rivers

aad others of the same school found it advisable to lift their

dwarf trees every second year, and recommended the practice

in order to restrict the quantity of mop-like roots the

trees made, for they did not get time to form strong ones. A
good deal, however, does depend upon the character of the roots

in conducting root-pruning operations. Trees that have been

frequently o[)erated upon and which have plenty of roots ai'e

ea.sDy managed, while those that have been undisturbed for

years may as easily be injured, if not killed outright, by in-

cautious management. One may dig round an over-luxuriant

pyramid Apple, or Pear, or stone fruit that has been pre-

viously lifted perhaps several times at intervals of years, and

cut off the whole fringe of roots extending beyond a few feet

from the stem without giving the top growth more than a

wholesome check, but an old wall or standard tree on the

natural stock will not endure such treatment without serious

enfeebloment. All that is necessary in the case of bush or

pyramid trees under 10 ft. in height is to cut a trench round

the tree 3 ft. or more from the trunk, and sever all the roots

pushing beyond, finishing up by working carefully under the
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ball of roots 1 S in. or 2 ft. from the surface, or more or les^i

according to circumstances, until the spade can be pushed
right under the ball all round, .so as to sever all connection

with the subsoil ; afterwards the soil may bo filled in again,

care being taken to spread the loose roots evenly and horizon-

tally in the soil at their proi)er depths. In tlje case of old

trees where the roots are suspected to have travelled " far from
home " or deeply into the soil, the roots must be approached

more cautiously. In operating upon old, but vigorous Pear
trees on walls in a tolerably deep and strong soil, we have

seen it necessary to open the trench 12 ft. from the bole, and
dig down 3 ft. or 4 ft. before coming to the roots, which had
to be followed up singly to as near their source as was safe.

In cases of this sort the trees always sustain a severe check, and
seldom produce more than a growth of leaves and fruit-buds

tlie year following, but the result is a lasting state of fertility,

often excessive. The roots should be sough: carefully for

from near their furthest extremities, and followed up to

near the stem, and if fewer strong roots are formed than the

age and vigour of the tree would learl one to exjject, there is

every reason to suppose that a number of the strongest have

penetrated the subsoil at an early period near the trunk, and
they should be reached and severed if they cannot be lifted.

In dealing with trees in this condition it is not so much a case

of root pruning as root lifting. The object should be to save

as many of the roots as possible, and bring them up to near the

surface. When all the roots have been traced as far as may be

necessary, they should be laid down in the same direction in

which they grew before, but only 9 in. or 1 ft. from the sur-

face, and covered in, taking care that the points of the roots

are combed evenly out. With trees that have not been root

pruned before, and which are growing in a deep soil, it is a

safe plan to prune onlj' one-half of the tree one season, and
the other half the next. lioot pruning may be performed

at almost any season of the year by experienced hands, but

the best time is early in autumn before tlie leaves fall.

When the work is performed thus the mutilated roots have

time to heal partially, and in the case of trees that have been
root pruned frequently before tlie operation is not so likelj' to

affect the crop the next year as if it had been deferred till

the winter season.

These remarks apply generally to fruit trees of all kinds,

and more particularly to Apples and Pears, but some sub-

jects call for a few special remarks. Stone fruits, for instance,

when confined to walls are more apt to go wrong through

over luxuriant root action than the Apple or Pear, and their

mismanagement is apt to produce gumming, which is much to

be feared, especially in the case of the Peach, as when the

disease gets establi-shed there is little chance for the tree. In
shallow or hard soils neither root nor topgrowth is likely to be
over-luxuriant, while the tree has room and is allowed to extend
freely, but in rich and deep loams and under a restrictive

.system of training the cultivator has often much difficulty in

keeping his trees in a fruitful condition. When a specially

prepared border, so constructed as to prevent the roots from
penetrating too deeply, cannot be made, the wise.st plan

is to root prune periodically at intervals of two or three years,

or whenever signs of over-luxuriance are observed. If, when
the trees are planted, a good broad flag is placed immediately
under the stem it will render the work easier, because the

roots will be forced to take a lateral direction at the beginning
;

and in root pruning it will be comparatively easy to find the

main roots without going too close to the stem and checking
growth more than is desirable. ^Vhen root pruning is neces-

sary the rule should be to prune often, but not severely. The
Plum stock wherever it is used is apt to produce suckers
from its roots, which do not do much harm while thev are

not allowed to get beyond the sucker stage, but they
encourage root action in the wrong place, and should be
removed when they appear by cutting them closo off at their

source with a sharp knifo.

The Poach, when cultivated out-doors, needs niucli the same
treatment as the Plum, and root-pruning is sometimes neces-

sary both in young and old trees, but under glass, and in a

suitablj' prepared border, root pruning is hardly necessary at

all under the extension system of training. This is my ex-

perience, at least, even in our strong and deep soil. The
trees make moderately strong wood, and bear as freely as old

trees, while their ro;)ts are left quite unrestricted in a good
border of unlimited extent ; but, at the same time, I should

not hesitate to root prune if I saw the necessity of it, for a

healthy Peach tree with its head under glass experiences but

little check from root pruning or transplanting ; if it was so,

young trees sent from nurseries with all their roots chopped

off within 6 in. of the stem would not grow as they do the

same year they are planted.

With regard to the Vine, root pruning in the sense of reduc-

ing the quantity of roots is never needed, though it is some-

times advocated. So long as the roots did not get down into

the deep, cold subsoil, thereliy preventing the wood from

ripening, I never knew of Vine roots requiring to be dis-

turbed. So long as they can be kept in the border prepared

for them, and within the influence of the .sun's heat,

a superabundance of roots or over - feeding is never

complained of by cultivators. And even when the roots do

penetrate into an unsuitable medium, and produce a strong

immature branch growth, the roots are never lifted, so far as

I am aware, to be cut off or pruned, but are usually taken

the greatest care of and preserved entire. Indeed, the Vine

appears to be an exception to other fruits. So long as it has

room to grow at the top the borders may be both rich and

deep, and, in addition, the roots may be fed liberally without

in any way impairing its fertility, but rather the reverse. For

these reasons the roots should never be meddled with with

the object of restricting growth without good reason. When
the growth is not satisfactory the roots may be lifted and

planted in a suitable soil, but it will rarely be found necessary

to reduce them. Vine roots when they are long and fibreless

from any cause, and they are always of this character when

they get into either a very poor soil or a deep moist suksoil,

may be converted into good feeding roots by being placed in

a rich compost, and if they are "lipped" on the under side

1 ft. or 9 in. they will furnish fibres all the sooner. This lip-

ping consists in simply inserting the knife into the root in an

upward direction for 1 in. or so, and placing a little earth or

small stone in the cut to keep it partially open. Koots soon

push from the lips so formed, the .same as in a layered Carna-

tion, and if the root is examined a few years after^vards it

will be found to be furnished with healthy fibres its whole

length.

The Fig will stand severe root pruning with impunity so

far as growth is concerned, but it is exceedingly apt to cause

the crop to droj) the year after ; hence it is better to place the

roots in a position in which they cannot extend too freely, and

therefore render root pruning unnecessary. The Fig is an

extraordinary rooter in rich soils ; if a single root escapes into

good pasturage it will develop so rapidly and to such an ex-

tent as to spoil the tree's fertility in a short time, in this

climate at least. When root pruning is necessary it should

be done as soon as the crop is gathered in autumn, or sooner

if there be no fruit on the trc es. Lifting strong-growing old

trees altogether sometimes causes too great a check, but it

will be advantageous if done regularly every two or three

years. In other cases the roots should simply bo reduced,
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and those left should be prevented from rambling by pressing

the soil, mixed with plenty of brickbats and old lime scraps,

firmly about the roots. J. S. W.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
The value of these during such seasons as the present, as well as the
one which preceded it, will be readily admitted. It will also be
admitted by all who may have had a lengthened experience in such
matters that, on account of some cause not easily explained, such
fruit trees as the Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and in some localities

even the Plum and the Pear, have not succeeded so well in the gar-

dens of this country as they did some thirty or more years ago ; and
this circumstance, whatever the cause may be, suggests the desir-

ability, if not the necessity, of giving such trees the advantage of an
improved or ameliorated climate, which can best be secured by pro-

viding them with a light and well-ventilated glass structure, while
anything in the way of artificial heating may l)e eschewed ; and on
this account I would exclude from it such fruit trees as the Orange,
unless it may be for a few months during the latter part of the
summer, when some of its legitimate occupants might with advan-
tage be placed for a time in the open air. Anything in the way of

forcing by pipes or flues would necessarily convert this structure into

a forcing house or pit, which would be foreign to tlie original and
proper idea of an orchard house. After the middle of .July some of

the ti'ees growing in pots or tubs, such as Pears, Plums, and Cher-
ries, as soon as the fruit has been gathered, should be placed in the
open air, together with a portion of the Peaches and Nectarines,
with a view of somewhat retarding the ripening process of such
trees and thereby jirolonging the season of such fruit ; while, by the
somewhat early closing of the structure, a portion of solar heat may
be retained in order to accelerate the ripening of the fruit of such
trees as are retained in the house. To prevent the increase of red
spider and other insect pests, it is always advisable to syringe the
trees freely just before the structure is closed, but this must neces-
sarily be discontinued when the ripening process has fairly com-
menced. As soon, however, as the fruit has been gathered, syringing
should again be practised in order to thoroughly cleanse the foliage

and keep it in a healthy condition until the young wood is thoroughly
matured. A portion of ground should be in some way enclosed as a
necessary adjunct to every orchard house, where trees in pots and
tubs could be placed for a time as might be found necessary, and
where the pots or tubs, as the ease might be, should, during the
exposure of the trees, be plunged in cinder ashes, old tan, or some
similar material.

One of the prmcipal advantages of growing fruit trees in pots is that
of being able to remove them to and from the structure as may be
found desirable. This exposure to the open air of sucli trees will of

course be regulated by existing circumstances, such as the condition
of the trees, the state of the weather, &c. Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and sometimes Plums may with advantage be returned
(after what may be considered a necessary amount of exposure) to
the house to complete the ripening process, as the atmosphere of
the structure can be made to suit their condition, and protection
from insects and birds can also be readily given if found neces-
sary. But the high flavour of most of our best kinds of Pears is

most likely to be secured by allowing them to ripen in the open air.

Fruit trees in pots or boxes in which the roots are entirely confined,
and where the pots are small compared with the size of the trees,

are necessarily in a highly artificial condition, and are entirely
dependent upon what is presented to them in the form of food ;

therefore it is absolutely necessary that they should be liberally
treated, more particularly at the period when the fruit is swelling,
and this can generally be effected by the frequent application of
diluted manure and the removal of effete surface soil and its replace-
ment by rich fresh surface dressingp.
An almost fatal error is not unfrequently made in regard to fruit

trees in pots, viz., that of .allowing them to carry too heavy crops.
It is not, of course, possible to say what number of fruits a Peach
or a Nectarine tree in a pot should be allowed to bear, as much will
necessarily depend upon the size of the pot or tub, as well as on the
condition of the tree as to health, &c. But, as a rule, the fewer
fruits such trees carry the finer the individual fruit will
generally be, so that the cultivator must exercise discretion in thin-
ning in good time, as, generally speaking, trees in pots set their
fruit very freely.

Possibly the best form for an orchard house is that of a span-roofed
structure, while the dimensions may, of course, vary in accordance
with existing circumstances. What might be considered as a me-
dium-sized structure would be one some 20 ft. wide, 12 ft. or 14 ft.

high, and any desired length—say from US ft. to 80 ft. It is desir-
able that such a house should run north and south, that is, one end

should face the south and the other the north, but at the same time
it may he admitted that these conditions are by no means absolutely
necessary, as in many instances lean-to erections are found to answer
the purpose admirably—take, for instance, the large unheated curvili-

near iron structure at Scone Palace, near Perth, which is some 170 ft.

long. A cross section of this house forms an "elliptical quadrant,"
14 ft. by 8 ft., resting upon au IS-in. parapet wall, through whieli front

ventilation is obtained the whole length simultaneously by means of a
connecting rod and lever, while the top ventilation is regulated by a
13-in. fender jjlate fixed to an iron rod and moved by a screw. When
the ventilator is fully open a clear space of 7 in. extends the entire

length of the house. This seemed scarcely sufficient, but
Mr. Halliday, who has long been gardener here, and designed
the structure, assured me that he found it to Vje amply so,

and the healthy condition of the trees abundantly showed that every
requirement necessary to their well-being had been duly complied
with. To the back, which is 14 ft. high, are trained Pe.ach and
Nectarine trees, and Brown Turkey and \Vhite Genoa Figs,

the last named being an especial favourite here. The front of the

house is chiefly occupied with Peach and Nectarine trees in pots, all

bearing an exceedingly heavy crop ; the individual fruits were not
large compared with similar sorts planted out, and trained to the

back wall of the house, but the heavy crop which the potted trees

carried accounted for this ; the fruit, however, was well ripened and
remarkably well flavoured, and the trees, l)eing in comparatively
small pots for their size, had a very pretty appearance. At the time
of my visit (August 27) Mr. Halliday liad just returned from the rail-

way stationat Perth, where, with a portion of these trees heavily laden
with ripe fruit, he had that morning decorated Her Majesty's break-
fast room, as she passed through on her way to Balmoral. As it

would have been difficult to have conveyed Peach trees, &c., bearing
ripe fruit for fully two miles on an ordinary road without some of

the best fruits being shaken off, it may be worth mentioning that Mr.
Halliday very wisely took the precaution of carefully binding each
fruit to the spur or shoot which produced it with a neat elastic

band, and this had in all respects the desired effect. Most of the

trees alluded tohave been potted more thantwenty years, and Mr. Halli-

day, considering them to be nearly worn out, had this season, as their

last contribution, allowed them to carry a heavier crop than he
otherwise would have done. P. Grieve.

SHANKING OF GRAPES.
Mr. Harrisox Weir states in a contemporary that "shanking is

caused by a fungus," and he recommends sulpiiur as a remedy. No
doubt, if a fungus is the cause of the mischief, sulphur would be the
best application ; but has not Mr. Weir mistaken effect for cause ?

That fungus attacks the shanked footstalks is certain, as it does
dead tissue or matter everywhere, but it never spreads to the living

matter. If a berry on any bunch cracks, unless it be immetliately
cut out, a fungus settles upon it, and it becomes a mass of mould,
which spreads to neighbouring berries ; but I suppose even ilr. W«ir
would not say the cracking was caused by the fungus, and yet in

the case of Pears and some other fruits fungus does cause cracking.

It is never wise to be over-confident, for our knowledge is not
always sufficiently exact. Men of a scientific turn of mind must
have some visiljle, tangible cause for every effect, and what so useful

or convenient as fungus ? Have not almost all families of plants
their one speci.al fungus ? Then why may not the shanking of

Grapes be caused by its ravtiges ? Well, there are several reasons
why practical men cannot at present accept that theory. If shank-
ing is due to fungoid growth, how is it that it is never found on open-
air Grapes, and that it never attacks indoor Grapes till the stoning
period? Again, how is it that the shanking, if it be due to fungus,
all takes place within a few days and never spreads ? and, lastly, how
is it that when the remedies which long practice has taught us to apply
are successful, the fungus—if it be, as Mr. Weirasserts, a fungus at all

—

disappears? Sulphur, the acknowledged remedy for fungus, has no
eft'ect upon it ; at least, I never could discover that it had.
A writer in The Ganleiier says, shaking is caused by unripe wood,

and no doubt the same cause that produces shanking produces unripe
wood ; therefore, there is some affinity between the two, but I have
seen bad cases of shanking where there was no room for douljt as to

the condition of the wood, and I have seen badly-ripened wood pro-

duce Grapes without a shanked berry. I grant tlie two are often
found together. In fact, shanking is produced by many causes of a
very variable character, but at present we must not class fungus
among them. Gleaner.

New Species of Pine-apple (An.anassa bracamorensis).

—

A fruit of this, said to be the first oljtained in Kurope, was exhibited
by M. Bergmaun at a recent meeting of tlie French Central Horti-
cultural Society. It was introduced by Warscewioz, who first saw
it exposed for sale in the small town of Juan de Bracamoras. It
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might, therefore, be calle 1 the 15r.ic:imora5 Pine. The fiuit attains

in its native country extraordinarily large dimensions, and the davour

is very good, although somewhat wanting in the delicacy which
distinguishes that of the kinds generally grown.—J. C

PEACHES OX OPEN WALLS.
In a season like the pres.nit when fruit of many kinds on walls is

Bcarce it is gratifying to hear of such instances as that of Mr. Gilbert,
mentioned by
" Justicia "

(p.

24S), and it is by
no means a soli-

tary instance, for

in several places

this year the tn es

set and carried so

much fruit as to

require a good
deal of thinning.

I may mention
Mr. Walker's gar-

«len at Arno's
Grove, Southgatc,
where on a con-
siderable extent
of wall there has
been a beautiful

crop that has at-

tamed a size and
condition which
one may go a
long way to see

equalled, even in

seasons that have
been generally fa-

vourable. A plen-

tiful crop here m
adverse seasons is

nothing new, as

an opportunity of

seemg the place
freque.ntly Jor a
number of years
enables me to

state. The situa-

tion is mode-
rately high, con-

sequently it does
not suder so much
from spring frosts

as damp localities

do, but in this il

is not more fa-

vourably circum-
stanced than
many others,
where on seasons
such as this and
the last there have
been little or no
fruit. Xor are the
walls of a charac-
ter to give a fa-

vourable impres-
sion of their influ-

ence in helping to
produce a crop
in unfavourable

y ears, being lower
than is desirable ;

one of them has a
narrowpermanent
coping, the other
none at all, and
no protection of
any kind is given
to the trees whilst in bloom. It is rather to the treatment they
receive in other respects that such favourable results may be at-

tributed.

Mr. Graver's practice is to keep his trees considerably thinner of

wood than most growers. The thinning; of the shoots begins as soon
iis growth has fairly commenced, not a shoot being allowed to grow

The Pale Yellow-flowered Sikkim Rhododendron canipylocarpuni. (See page 2i0).

to any size that is not required to be laid in forbearing during the
ensuing year ; none are lelt for cutting out at what is termed the

usual pruning time, and when nailing is linished in spring the trees

are one-third thinner of bearing wood than many growers would
look upon as needful. In summers like the last, when the in-

sufficiently ripened state of the wood caused a loss of crop this season,

such treatment as the above is of especial value in its results, for

by it all the strength of the trees is directed to the formation of

only such wood as is required, and, by the shoots being so much
thinner, admit-
ting sun and air

more freely to
them. Thus the
ripening process

is accelerated and
completed earlier

than is possible

where there is

more young wood
tlian is wanted.
There is another

matter of equal
importance in Mr.
Graver's practice,

and that is, in-

sects are never
allowed to es-

tablish them-
selves on the
trees ; whenever
aphides or other
unwanted com-
pany make their

appearance from
the time the trees

come into leaf

until autumn they
are inmiediately

destroyed. This
is of special im-
portance in the
spring, for there

is then no loss

of time through
a check in the
first growth,
which is inevit-

able where quan-
tities of the
early leaves are

destroyed by
aphides being al-

lowed to have
their way if even
for only a week
or two.

In those parts

of the kingdom
that in ordinary
summers are fairly

favourable for the

cultivation of
Peaches on open
walls, treatment
like the above
is not absolutely

necessary to se-

cure a crop ; but
in the matter of

weather we never
know what is

coining, and when
the trees are

managed in this

way a crop is

frequently to be
had which other-

wise would be wanting. In localities where the climate and

soil are less favourable, it is of still greater importance to treat

the trees so as to get the wood fully ripened up at the earliest period

possible. I am aware that in the case of over-vigorous trees, such as

are often found, whilst they are young, in strong deep soils, to restrict

the quantity of shoots to the extent here described would cause them
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to make still grosser wood ; but exceptional cases do not affect the

matter from a general point of view. There can be little doubt that

Mr. Graver's practice is right and in accordance with the views of

those who still maintain that Peaches can yet be successfully grown
on open walls over a great portion of England with enough certainty

to make their cultivation in this way worth continuing, although
there are tliose who frequently express themselves to the contrary.

The permanent glass coping, which was to have gone far to secure

a sufficiency of fruit, is evidently a failure, unless where all neces-

sary means are taken to keep the trees clear from insects by a plen-

tiful application of water overhead, as well as to the roots, and
even when they are so attended to the glass overhead is a doubtful

gain, except just whilst they are in flower. If copings of this

kind are used they should be made so that the glass can be taken
out as soon as danger from frost is over ; but even so they are

costly, and an ordinary coping of 1-in. board, movable, I believe to be
quite as good as, if not better than, glass, which, by the heat it

draws, does something to hasten the blooming in spring, which is

better kept back ; and, apart from the question of fruit, I fre-

quently see places wliere one portion of the Peach wall is coped
with glass and another portion not so covered, and the trees look
much better on the latter than on the former. T. Baines,

NOTES AND QUESTIONS OH THE FEDIT GAEDEN.

Alnwick Seedling Grape.—"W. C.'s" supposition that this

Grape did not set well, here at least, because the wood was not ripe,

is a wrong one. It was quite ripe, and the best proof of the fact is,

that the three bunches that have set well are at the very
extremity of a young rod ; those further down on the oldest part of

the cane, and of course the best ripened, did not set at all. Furtlier,

the berries of the three bunches are large and even and coloured to
perfection. Had immature wood been the cause, a Barbarossa
growing beside it would have failed also, for it is still a later Grape

;

but a young cane of it carries 1 1 perfect and large bunches as black
as Sloes. I have a very high opinion of the seedling when it sets

well, and mean to extend our stock of it in hopes that it will in the
end succeed with us. The mere fact, however, that both Bell's and
Williams' variety set alike well in some places does not prove their
identity. If it turns out in general culture that the one sets well
in all cases aud the other does not, as has been the case in at least
three instances ujj till now, that, in my opinion, will constitute a
difference, and an important one, for a Grape could not have a worse
fault than that of bein ; a shy setter. There has not yet been time
to prove either of the varieties fully, but another year should settle

the matter. I cannot lay my hands on'the correspondence now ; but,
if I remember correctly, Mr. Bell did claim that there was a difference
between his and the Alnwick Castle variety, and a good many gar-
deners remarked it as singular at the time that not a word had ever
been said about the Alnwick Castle kind before Mr. Bell brought it

out as " Clive House Seedling," although I think it was stated that
the Vine had been at Alnwick Castle for I do not know how many
years before. I presume a first-class late Grape would be as
acceptable at Alnwick Castle as anywhere else, and we know that
there are always parties ready to bring such into the market ; but
wh.at do we find—only " a single Vine apparently about two years
old " at Ahiwick Castle in 1879 ! Where did the Alnwick Castle
stock come from in 1S7S? I may add that to-day I have tried
" W. C.'s " test of pulling the berries off the footstalk many times,
but do not find it to answer in a single instance, nor do I know a
Grape of any kind in which the stones will follow the footstalk as a
rule ; indeed, I never saw it happen.—J. Simpson, Woi-tky.

" W. C," writing of this Grape (p. 261), says the bunches that
gained the first prize at the Crystal Palace iu 1878 were well set and
beautifully finished. Tlie fact is, three bunches were shown there iu
1S7S by Mr. Bell, but the fruit was positively sour, and did not obtain
a prize at all. How the judges came to give them a prize at New-
castle when they were "not ripe enough for eating "is a matter
requiring explanation.—J. D.

Forcing- Strawberries and the Seasons.—I ventured
the remark once in The Garden that our seasons—even the worst
of them—would mature pot Strawberry plants sufficiently to produce
good crops if well cultivated ; and I think it will be admitted, as
much has been confirmed by the character of the forced crops during
the past spring and early summer considering the season we had
last year. So far as I have learned, crops indoors have been excellent,
and I do not think we ever had a more plentiful or better crop of
fruits, the last of which were finished the first week of July, for
the earliest crops were not then ready out-of-doors. Provided
runners are secured and potted by August or even the middle of
that month, the pots not being too large and the culture right,
there need be no fear of a crop.—J. S. W.

Market Apples,—I have been taking stock of those kinds of
Apples that seem this season to be yielding the best crops. Gooil
and well favoured for years as have been Lord Suffield, Wellingtou,
King of the Pippins, and several others, yet when we find a severe
winter killing the branches and in many cases the trees also whole-
sale, one's faith in them gets shaken. Such results upon orchards
where hundreds of these sorts were planted as have been seen here
in the case of lesser quantities would suffice almost to ruin an occupier.

'Tis true we may not have to endure the rigours of such a winter again
for many years, but there is always too much uncertainty about tlie

weather to make it desirable that we should entrust our crops any
further than necessary to its tender mercies. The sorts,, tliereforc,

that I would plant in a large way are Keswick C'odlin, Early .Tiilien,

both of which were cleared off early in September ; Cellini Pippin,
always a good cropper ; Cox's Orange Pippin, a fruit of the
finest fl.avour for dessert ; Norfolk Bearer, later, but also

delicious ; Stone's Pippin, a capital grower and a first-

class kind, whicli fruits very freely ; Warner's King, a gr.ind

kitchen Apple, which fruits finely on standards, and is of large size ;

Court of Wick, hardier and more pleasant eating than the King of

Pippins, aud a regular bearer ; Fearn's Pippin, bright in colour, and
a most abundant bearer; aud Stirling Castle, a first-rate kitchen
kind. This is a list of nine sorts, enough for any market growe.' ;

but if any one has faith in the three otliers named above, and they
are added, certainlj' the dozen will be found to be good market
kinds.—A. D.

Hardy Bush Fruits.—Owing to the great scarcity of tree

fruits this year, we naturally turn our attention to and think more
of our hardy prolific bush fruits—Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp-
berries, and .Strawberries. In most years these are never failing

crops, and, moreover, they are easily propagated, raised, and culti-

vated. The soil that is not suitable for Strawberries may be so

for Currants, and so on with the others. Black Currants, for

instance, will tlirive well in very heavy soil on north aud east

aspects, and I have seen excellent crops of Gooseberries on poor
gravelly soils, especially of the Yellow Sulphur, which is a
variety not half enough grown, and which in many gardens
is never seen. The fact is, no variety will beat it for use-

fulness, as it bears gi'eat crops of yellow luscious fruit ; and if

renewed every ten or a dozen years, which all bush fruits should
be, especially Gooseberries and Currants, it amply repays the
cultivator. Where any extent of bush-fruit cultivation exists, there
you will always see, or should see, a renewal of more or fewer bushes
every year, old and worn-out beds being burnt up, and the soil

trenched and cropped with vegetables. I think it was Mr. Forsyth
who, some years ago, advocated making hedges with Gooseberry-

bushes, aud no doubt in many places this may be put into practice

very advantageously. Possibly, hov/ever, seedling plants would be

the best for this purpose, as tliey may be raised easily, for they
come up iu thousands uuiler the bushes, after a prolific year, fi'om

the fruit that has been half-eaten and spoiled by birds. So with
Black Currants. Certain it is tliat too mucli attention cannot be
given to those homely come-at-able fruits in this northern climate,

where tree fruits, with few exceptions, give such poor returns and
in face of our great American imports—Apples more especially.

The only Apples thai have fruited this year round about here are
Lord Suffield and old Keswick Codlin, apparently one of its parents.

I think Warrington and Sulphur Gooseberries, Raby Castle Red
Currant, and Lee's Prolific Black Currant, also the Northumberland
Fillliasket Raspberry, might be planted in much greater quantities

than they are to be seen at present.—K., in Florist.

Judging Peaches.—It was remarked at an exhibition the
other day to the writer by a good cultivator that in judging
Peaches and Nectarines the fruit should be tasted, and I could not
help falling in with the remark, though the precedent if estaljlished

is one that might be abused. Still, tasting is necessary in the case

of Melons, the quality of which it is well known cannot be deter-

mined by their size or appearance, hence quite as often as other-

wise the smallest and worst looking fruit wins the prize. Peaches
and Nectarines do not vary so much in quality as Melons, for the
reason that there are not so many varieties, yet it is well known
that some kinds are very much superior to others, and also that

culture affects the quality considerably. It would be no great
detriment to an exhibit or loss to the exhibitor if one fruit in a
dish were cut and tasted in cases at least where the fruit was nearly

equal in size and appearance.—.1. S. AV.

Large Peaches.—Mr. Lees exhibited the other day at Reading
a fine dish of Late Admirable Peaches, the largest of which weighed

1.5J oz. A few days later I saw on the tree in one of the houses at

The Wilderness many other fruits quite as large ; in fact, more rcseni-

bling large Apples than Peaches. It is a remarkable fact that one
side of this tree is quite paralysed, whilst the other side is healthy.

—A. D.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK-

Yellow PrinEred Orchis (Habenariaciliaris).— Or. Asa (iray.

in his '• Manual v( North American liotany," considers this Orchid
to be the handsomest of all the North American species, ;nul a3 we
saw it .1 few days ago in tlie Hale Farm Nnrseriea in Hower, we
thought that it was the handsomest hardy Orcliid we had seen, and
certainly the most distinct in .appearance. The colour, a bright

orange-YcUow, is seldom met with even among tender Orchids, and
still less .among hardy kinds. Tlie (lowers are borne in dense
clustered spikes terminating stems about 1 ft. high, and the lips of

the blossoms are furnished with a long and linely cut fringe,

rendering them very elegant. It is growing in a peat bed in com-
p.any with other species, such .as II. blepharoglottis psychodes,

nmhri.ata, crist.at.a, &c., in partial shade. No doubt when tlie plants

become rirmly established the flowers will hi much finer, and the

plants will attain a larger size.

A Rare Bulbous Plant.—Mr. W. E. Gumbleton sends us

from his g.arden at Queenstown a llowcr of Acidaiithcra bicolor.

It belongs to the Iris family, and inhabits dry parts of Abj'ssinia.

The flowers resemble those of Gladiolus purpureo-auratus in colour,

which is a creamy-white marked with a heavy blotch of claret-rod at

the inner b,ases of the petals. The peculiarity of the flower is the
remarkably long and slender tube, which measures about 6 in. The
flowers possess a delicate perfume, which adds to its value.

Butterfly weed (Asclepias tuberosa).—One of the showiest
hardy jierennials now in flower is this beautiful North American
plant, witli its large, dense heads of orange-scarlet blossoms
borne on stems about 1 ft. high. Unfortunately, it seems to

l>e a somewliat fickle plant to manage in some gardens, especially

where the soil is poor and light. In stiff and moderately rich soil,

however, it makes a fine display for several weeks together, and
we were mucli struck with a large bed of it, which we saw a few
<lays since in tlie Tottenham Nursery, where the soil is of a stift'

adhesive cliaracter, and apparently just suited to the plant.

Hardy Variegated Plants.—I send you examples of iPetasites

vulgaris aurea variegata, found by me the other day at .Stocksbridge,

which will, I ttiink, prove a valuable plant. Also Dactylis gigantea
argentea, a plant of much larger growth than D. elegantissima.

Likewise, Uactylis aurea, a lovely Grass found by me at Deepcar a
month ago ; it is an upright, growing variety, and one which will

make a charming companion to D. eleg.antissima. I enclose also a
flowering Dactylis, which I shall call versicolor ; all the blooms are

silvery, and in the earlier part of the season the foliage also. This
is likewise a Deepcar Grass, and along with it I send .Juncus effusus

from Brummet Common. It is lovely in colour, and will look well
anywhere.

—

Wm. Elliott.

Varieties of Lapag-eria.—We have received from the Tun-
bridge Wills Nursery four varieties of Lapageria. One, a delicate

clear pink, apparently a cross between L. rosea and alba, is cjuite new
in colour, .and will associate charmingly with the other kinds. A
large and deeply coloured variety of L. rosea called superba also

appeared to be an improvement on the ordinary kind. The white
form sent was likewise very beautiful.

Neilgherry Lily (Lilium neilgherrense).—Some plants of this
rare Lily are now flowering at the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,
where they are grown in an unheated house. In general appear.ance
they resemble L. longiflorum, the habit of gi-owth being the same
and the flowers the same size, but, instead of being pure white, they
are creamy-white. This Lily is, we believe, not perfectly hardy, a
fact to be regretted, as it is such a late-flowering kind, and one which
would form a good succession to L. longiflorum. It is, however, a
desirable plant for greenhouse culture.

Varieties of Oak.—The collection of Oaks and other trees
exhibited the other day by Messrs. Lee & Son, Royal Vineyard Nur-
sery. Hammersmith, was a most interesting one, as it comjirised
nearly all the varietes known in cultivation. The forms of the
common Oak (Quercus Robur) were numerous, and the variegated
kinds were particularly striking. The most noteworthy of these
were argentea nana, which had leaves linely mottled with pure white

;

argentea picta, in which the variegation was even more striking

;

and alba marginata, the leaves of which are deep green, with a broad
border of creamy-yellow. Concordia, which has leaves wholly of a
bright golden hue, contrasted finely with the preceding, as well as with
atro-purpurea, the leaves of which are of a deep coppery-purple,
overlaid with a glaucous hue

; purpuraseens is a form in which the
foliage is of a less conspicuous purplish tint than that of atro-pur-
purea. Of the cut-leaved kinds there were three—filieifoha, with
Fern-like foliage, the most finely cut of all ; pectinata, with the
leaves cut in a comb-like manner ; and asplenifolia, intermediate as
regards the cutting of the leaves between the last two. Other forms

of Robur were cucuUata, with hooded leaves ; heterojihylla, with
leaves of various forms and si/.es

;
pendula, the drooiiing variety;

and the Cypress Oak (fastigiata) with its greener form (viridis).

Other species were represented by the White Oak (Q. alba). Chest-
nut Oak (Q. Prinus), and the Rock Chestnut Oak ((j. 1'. nionti-

cola). Black Jack Oak (Q. nigra). Scarlet Oak {Q.. eoccinea), Laurel
or Shingle Oak (Q. imbricaria), Swamp Post Oak (C). lyrata),

Swamp White Oak (Q. tomentosa), lied Oak (Q. rubra), Bartram's
Oak (Q. lieterophylla), all North American species, with large hand-
some foliage, and excellent subjects for planting in order to produce
a v.aried ett'eet. Sm.aller-lcavcd kinds were I'epresented by tlie Wil-
low Oak (Q. rhellos), Lucombe Oak {(},. Lucombeana), Turkey Oak
(Q. Cerris), Fulham 0.ak (Q. fulhamensis), Holly Oak ((^l. Hex),
and varieties latifolia, laurifolia, and pendula, with long, slender-

drooping branches. Amongst others were the rare Saw-leaveil Oak
(Q. serrata), False Oak ((,>. paeudo-Suber), Q. Daimyo, C,). Louetti,
and (^. Tauzin.

Bomarea Jacquesiana.—At Pendell Court this fine green-
house plant is now highly attractive, though its huge droojiing

umbels of flowers are not so large as they were last year. They
then measured 3 ft. across. At present there are three clusters,

consisting of about a dozen secondary branches, each bearing three
flowers. The flowers of this variety are larger and of a brighter

colour than those of its near neighbour, B. Carderi, and the leaves,

moreover, are much broader and of a deeper green. B. multiflora, a
species with dense clusters of rather small orange-yellow flowers, is

likewise a very attractive object in the same house. Both are planted
out in a border and trained to pillars, and they evidently thrive well
under such treatment.

American Tomatoes.—We have just seen an importation of

fresh American Tomatoes from New .lersey. They have arrived in

fair condition considering the distance, but although unbroken and
very carefully packed, some of them were in that half-decomposed
state so easily detected by the experienced eye. It is a mistake to

send Tomatoes here, for even if they could come in good condition they
would have to contend with alarge supply of English grown sorts, and
most peoplewould be inclined to purchase the article that could be had
fresh, even if dearer. They were packed in paper, and the interior

of the box was lined with oiled paper.

Iris-flowered Canna (C. iridiflora).—Of this, the most beau-
tiful of all cultivated Cannas, there is a fine specimen in flower in

Sir George Maole.ay's garden at Pendell Court, its drooping clusters

of deep crimson flowers overtopping the broad handsome foliage to

which they form an etfeetive contrast. Mr. Green grows it on the

edge of an aquatic tank in a stove temperature, where it thrives

admirably, though, of course, it may be grown in a lower tempera-

ture. C. limbata, also a kind with very fine foliage, is grown in the

same manner, and forms an effective object associated with floating

aquatic plants.

Ascot Begonia (B. ascotensis).—This fine old variety is largely

used by Mr. Roberts at Guunersbury Park for bedding, and a very
fine effect the plants produce when loaded with their small coral-like

flowers, arranged on stems rising 2 ft. in height. It is a capital

variety for the purpose, as it associates well with most other plants,

and, growing vigorously and keeping up a show of lilossoms through-

out the summer and well into the autumn, it may then be lifted and
used for greenhouse decoration.

Euoomis regia.—Mr. Stevens brings us a fine specimen of this

Liliaceous plant from his garden at Byfleet, where, in the deep light

soil, it is, together with E. punctata, I'j. nana, and E. undulatifolia,

quite hardy. The plant brought us has a dense spike of flowers about
lA ft. high ; the blossoms are greenish-white with a purplish centre,

and the spike is terminated by a tuft of purplish-edged leaves. The
tuft of foliage at the base is about 1 ft. long, and copiously spotted

and streaked with deep brown. The.se plants possess such a distinct

appearance, that they are well worth growing on that account alone.

Extension Grown Peaches.—We have seen some very

fine fruit produced by Pe.ach.and Nectarine trees grown by "J. S. W."
on the system advocated by him in our columns. Three trees have
this year produced respectively 9, 1'2, and 1.3 dozen fruit each. In
two years these three trees have borne close upon .50 dozen fruit, and
tliey have not yet been three years planted, and were little larger

than maidens when planted. Of course, young trees growing fast do
not swell the fruit so large as older ones.

French Central Horticultural Society.—It is announced
that for the future this society will be known under the name of the

National and Central Society of Horticulture of France. It is hoped
that this change of title will bring the society into more close rela-

tionship with the government, and will help to prevent the confusion

which oftentimes arises, many other societies in France having

adopted the word central.
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Flowers at Dublin.—We have the Cardinal-floM-ers, Lobelia
igiica, splendens, syphilitica, and purpurea, very lovely just
now ; also Howard's Marguerite, big bushes 3 ft. through, covered
with sulphur-coloured Daisies. Too much cannot be said for the
plant. Liliura auratum and L. speciosum are now also good.

—

F. VV. B.

A Double "White Begonia.—Mr. AV. E. Gumbleton sends
us blooms of the double Begonia \V. Robinson, which is one of M.
Lemoine's seedlings, creamy-white with guard petals surrounding a
large jjale sulphur centre like a double Primrose.

Mr. Marnock has recently had a very severe attack of illness,

which confined him to his bed for ten days—for the first time, we
believe, in his life. His friends wdl be pleased to know that he is

now r,ipi<Uy recovering. He has recently been occupied in the
formation of the new park at Hastings.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCL. — RTIODODENDROX VEITCHI AND
AZALEA CRISPIFLORA.

The numerous species of RliodoJeuJrons furnish us with
sonip, of our showiest garden flowers, and being in a wild state

so widely distributed and found growing under such dissimi-

lar circumstance^, they admit of being cultivated under such
various conditions that no department of the garden need be
without them. For instance, those wliich inhabit alpine

regions, such as R. lapponicum, may be grown in the r(jclc

garden ; the hardier kinds of taller growth, such as K. pon-
ticum, Pi. catawbiense and their hybrids, adorn shrubberies

in endless variety. Under the shelter of a greenliouse may be
grown the many lovely kinds which have their home
in the Himalayas, while those from tropical regions, as,

for example, R. javanicum, thrive in the hot, moist tem-
perature of the stove. One of the most beautiful of the
stove kinds is the subject of our present plate, a native of

Moulmein, introduced iibuut thirty years ago, and now be-

come rather generally distributed in gardens. The illustra-

tion is a faithful one, and shows well the delicate beauty of

the flowers, the beautiful crisped margins of which form quite
a distinctive character, and distinguish it at once from any
other kind. In this respect it bears the same relation to

Rhododendrons as the Azalea crispiflora accompanying it

bears to other kinds of Azalea, for there is no other in which
the petals are so beautifully crisped ; but, unlike the Rhodo-
dendron, being a native of China, it thrives in a greenhouse
temperature.

Among the Rhododendrons there is a wide contrast between
the various groups of species affecting ditferent regions. For
example, the majority of the species inhabiting the Himalayas
are epiphytic, that is, they grow upon trees, a peculiarity
which is strikingly illustrated in R. Dalhousife, which
is one of the most beautiful of the group. The type
of flowers peculiar to this section of the genus is shown
well in the engraving of R. carapylocarpum, a species with
pale sulphur-yeilow, sweet-scented flowers, inhabiting the
rocky valleys and open spurs of Sikkim Himalaya, at an ele-

vation of from 10,000 ft. to 14,000 ft. Some of these Rhodo-
dendrons are quite hardy in our climate, though they do not
flower so freely out-of-doors as in a greenhouse. Another
distinct type of the genus inhabits Java, Malaya, and
adjoining islands. Examples of this section are the orange-
flowered R. javanicum and the lovely white-flowered A. jas-

miniflorum. These have been in cultivation for many years,
and by skilfully crossing them with other kinds, such varieties

as R. Taylori and Princess Royal, here figured, and many other
beautiful varieties have been obtained.

certain to be appreciated. It is often met with under the name of
Thuja gigantea, but in reality it is quite different from that Conifer,
the true T. gigantea being synonymous with T. Lobbi, a Conifer
which is now being much planted. A peculiarity connected with
the propagation of Libocedrus decurrens is that after the cuttings
have been in some time they callus, as other Conifers do, but instead
of emitting roots the callus increases in size until it becomes as large
as the top of one's thumb, aud stdl declines to push out roots. Then
if the cutting be taken up, and a few of the most prominent parts
of the callus cut off, the difficulty is overcome, as from the freshly-
cut parts roots are soon emitted.

—

Alpha.

An English Yew growing on the front lawn at O.^ton Hall,
Tadcaster, is a somewhat singular, but beautiful object. It is not
more than 20 ft. high, but 151 ft. in circumference. Its most ex-
tended branches are borne to the ground, and altogether it well deserves
the prominent position which it occupies. There is also here a very
vigorous Cryptomeria, now 2S ft. high, and most beautifully fur-
nished.

—

John Wood. Kirhitall.

Plant Cuttings Gratis.—Having a much larger supply
than I require of tlie three following plants, I shall be happy to
supply your readers with cuttings of them gratis shouhl they apply,
viz.. Salvia leucantiia, a winter blooming kind, with brilliant mauve
coloured caly.x ; Pine-apple .Salvia, also winter blooming ; and Fra-
gariaiudica, a yellow blossomed Strawberry, excellent for basket work,
and bearing .Strawberries nearly the whole year round. It would be
well to apply before the frost sets in, as the surplus stock is in
great part iu the open border.—B. Fiffakd, HiU House, Hemet
Hempstead.

Hops and Clematises on Arches.—Nothing can be more
lovely as a creeper for covering arches over garden walks than
common Hops. We have them with pendent branchlets loaded
with Hops now fit for gathering, with masses of Clem,atis Jackmani
peeping out at intervals from amongst them. I hear that they look
well on tree trunks, more especially those of Apples, Pears, and
other fruit trees in cases in which their owners have got over the
idea that a fruit-bearing tree cannot be equally as ornamental in

pleasure grounds as a Conifer or any other lawn tree.—J. G.

Libocedrus decurrens.-This succeeds in almost any posi-
tion, and its hardiness, rapid growth, aud fine dark green colour are

DURATION IN REAUTY OF BEDDING PLANTS.
In answer to a request made some time ago for information on this

point, I write to say th.at the se.ason lasts from four and a half to five

months here, the plants being in full beauty for about three month.s
of the time, during which, if not the entire period, the much-abused
bedding system shows to great advantage, and that to an extent
which no other arrangement could possibly equal. All depends upon
how it is done, for I certainly think that flaming devices and hues
of colour in scarlet and yellow and blue are most objectionable aud
even painful to look upon, but it is very ditferent when a judicious

use is made of these materials, and they are properly blended with
fine-foliaged and other plants. A short description may be interest-

ing, so to begin, all the beds here are bordered with a suitalile propor-
tion of Crass between tliem. The summer planting is all over by
the middle of May, and any check the plants receive from late frosts

is more than compensated for by the root action which takes place,

by which they are getting established, aud ready to take advantage
of the first genial period of growth. The following are a few of the
arraugements : Standard Fuchsias above a carpet of variegated
Mesembryanthemums ; Maize carpeted with dwarf Geraniums,
variegated Alyssums, and blue Lobelia ; entire beds of the large scar-

let Geraniums with Mangle's silver bedding ; beds of Ageratums and
pink Geraniums ; scarlet variegated Ger.aniums and Perilla nankin-
ensis every second plant, with Vandyke edge of blue Violas ;

Acacia lophantha carpeted with Ivy-leaf Geraniums ; standard
variegated Veronicas, Geraniums, and Cupheas underneath ;

large masses of Calceolaria aurea fioribunda by themselves

;

Gladioli with carpet of Saxifrage ; beds of zonal Pelargoniums,
tuberous Begonias, and so on with Agaves, Eucalyptus, Irish Yews,
Sumach (the latter cut down every year), Eugenia Ugni, Yuccas,
variegated Abutilon, Phormium tenax. Dahlias, Aruudo Donax,
variegated Maple, Palms, Dracsnas, &c., in the Grass. Thus it

will be seen that the glare of colour is subdued, and as the eiiloiirrqie

of the garden is extremely pretty, the whole forms quite an uncom-
mon sight. There is a walk with Irish Yews and variegated

Maples alternately (why abuse this last-named tree ? ) : also large

Fuchsias with flower beds at the back—an arrangement which is

greatly adurired, albeit that it gives one the idea somewhat of a

cemetery ; but even so. some think it good to be reminded now aud
then of the future. There are no " carpet beds," strictly speaking,

as I think the Mosaic devices are simply contemptible when doue
in plants. W. W. S.

t'jrh.
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Indoor Fruit.

Orchard House.—The first b.itcli of c.irly forced trees that

were potted immediately alter the fruit w.is f;athered will still be

out of doors resting, and if they have not already lost their leaves

they will shortly do so, when any little pruning or thinning that

was over-looked when the leaves were upon them may be performed

preparatory to placing them closer together until they are wanted

for starting. The site selected far these trees should be high and

dry, but well sheltered, and the pots should be placed upon, or,

better still, plunged in coal ashes, as a sure means of protection from

injury from extreme drought, frost, and worms. Midseason ami

late trees still bearing fruit or only recently cleared should be potted

and taken back to the orchard house at once for the tsvofold purpose

of hastening the ripeuing of the wood and the formation of new
roots before the leaves fall. The season being now well advanced
watering will be Ies5 freipient : but the supply, whenever it is

given, should be sufficiently heavy for every part of the ball to

receive benefit, as Peaches at all times should have their roots in a

moist {.TOwing compost thoroughly drainevl and a^-rated. If, as is

sometimes the case, we have a very bright month of October, an
occasional dash with the syringe will keep the leives fresh until the

roots begin to work in the new soil, and when this takes place the

dry enjoyable atmosphere of a well ventilated orchard house will

be found the best medium for hardening the wood and ripening up
the blossom buds. \Vliere large established trees have been placed

out-of-doors for the purpose of retarding the fruit they should be

taken in ag:iiu as soon a3 it is gathered. In line autumns this

removal to the open air produces a marvellous effect in the colour

and flavour of the fruit, and the change being so rapid it becomes
like highly tinished w.ill fruit under good management. At the

present time we have a large old tree of Rivers' Pine-apple

Xectarine standing out on a Viue border, and so dense and deep is

the colour of the fruit that it might be taken for a distinct variety

as comp.ared with the best e.xamijle; from ordinary orchard houses.

Lord Xapier is another Xectarine that is greatly improved by full

exposure tJ light and air, and, being naturally of a pale colour, the
trees should be kept thin of wood and occupy the lightest as well as

the most airy part of the house. Mixed liouses snuuld be cleared

of Pears and Plums as the fruit is gathered to make more room for

Golden Drops and the finest kinds of dessert Pears. Preparations
should no\v be made for lifting and potting up the young trees that

have been marked for succession. Nine-in. pots are large enough
for ordinary maiden trees. These should be clean and well crocked
with bones and charcoal, and the compost so often described should
be ready before they are taken out of the ground.

Pines.—As the present month draws to a close the management
of the plants for the winter should be complete. All the late

summer trailers should be placed in a light, well heated and properly
ventilated pit or house to finish off, and if not already done, late

starters and others now throwing up should receive similar treat-

ment. As many of this section will have to remain until after

Christmas, they should not be placed too close together, neither
should they be kept so cool as the more advanced plants. A bottom-
heat of about 80"^ will keep the fruit swelling, and as this can be
obtained from fermenting materials, we always make a point of clear-

ing out the fruiting pit early in September, scalding and cleansing
the walls and floor, and refilling with sound dry Oak leaves of last

season's harvesting. Into these ail the late starters are plunged,
lightly at first until we ascertain that the bed is not likely to get too
hot. The plants are kept well up to the glass ; they are lightly

syringed on all favourable occasions, heat and moisture being regu-
lated by the state of the weather. This management gives another
compartment for the first batch of Queens, and the next is tilled with
the spring-potted suckers now filling the fruiting pots with roots,

but as these will mike a spring growth before they start we keep
them steadily progressing for some weeks longer. All shading on
the hottest days may now be dispensed with, and if artificial heat
can be obtained from the fires or the beds, the rapid growth of the
present month should be kept firm and stocky by means of liberal

ventilation. These plants should be carefully, but well watered with
tepid liquid manure or guano water as often as may be considered
necessary, anl if any of them throw up young suckers they should
be taken out before they have time to check the growth.

Pigs.—We have removed the lights from the south side of our
early pot Fig house, and the wood is now thoroughly ripe. They
ivill remain undisturbed until after the leaves fall, when the old
mulching and plungiug material will be taken away preparatory to
the annual washing with soap and water. All the old stakes will be
replaced with new ones ; the trees will then be washed with Gishurst
Compound, tied in, and left standing on the raised pedestals, as they

are now too large for removal from the house. All the roots that
have extended beyond the rims of the pots will be cut off, and they
will remain without water until the time arrives for st^irtiug them in

Xovember. Meantime the liglits and woodwork will be painted
ready for placing over them should we have cold rain, or, as some-
times happens, severe autumn frosts. In succession liouses the crop
may be considered over, and the wood and foliage will soon be ripe.

If the trees have grown too strong and a check is considered neces-

sary, no time should be lost in getting thera lifted and all the strong

roots shortened back, when they may be rei)lanted in strong cal-

careous loam, to which oue-lifth of old lime rubble has been added.
This should be used in a dry state, thoroughly rammed and mulched,
and left without water for the present. Where these trees have
filled the allotted space the young growths should be well thinned
out, so as to have room for extension next season without crowding
the foliage. Trees in late houses and cases are now bearing abun-
dantly, and the quality of the fruit is very good, but the wasps are

devouring them as they change for ripening. Free ventilation being

absolutely necessary, Heythoru's netting should be placed over all

the openings and doorways.

Cucumbers.—Make another sowing of Telegraph for plants to

succeed the Latest Melons, and strike cuttings of shy seeding or

favourite kinds. If inserted in small pots and plunged in bottom
heat under bell-glasses they soon form roots, and being more wiry
than seedlings, they come into bearing quicker, and very often go
through a severe winter better. As days are now rapidly decreasing

ill Icngf.h and the nights are much colder, the syringe must be more
cautiously useil, and then sufficiently early for the leaves to get

moderately dry before nightfall. Where plants in pits and frames

are still producing sufficient for the demand, maiden plants intended

far giving fruit at Christmas may be divested of young fruit and
male blossoms, as a means of increasing their strength and getting

the trellis well covered before the winter sets in, care being taken
that they do not become too vigorous—quite as great an evil as having

them too weak. Winter Cucumbers should have a light sound soil,

rich enough to produce good growth without the aid of manure, as

the latter encourages worms, and when they commence bearing,

light cropping and good feeding will produce satisfactorily results.

Where fermenting material is used for bottom-heat, fire heat may
still be dispensed with if a temperature of OS" by night with a rise

of 10" by day can be secured, but it must be borne in mind that

day ventilation is essential to the production of firm, short-jointed

growths, and if this cannot be obtained in any other way, the pipes

must be warmed through the early part of the day. Good, dry soil

for top-dressing and potting pl.ays a very important part in winter

culture, and in order to have this always ready, a supply shouhl be

got under cover before it gets chilled by autumn rains. For general

use, long narrow stacks in the open air well elevated on a dry
bottom, and protected with a little rough thatch, should now have
attention, as the turf is in excellent order for cutting and carting.

It is also necessary to look well ahead where tan is used for bottom-

heat ; and in the event of a further supply being wanted for the late

plants, it should be well worked under cover before it is taken into

the pits ; but if thoroughly sweetened Oak leaves are at hand, these,

with a small proportion of horse manure for throwing off ammonia,
will form the best material for planting upon or plunging the pots

in.—W. COLEM.IN-.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—There is perhaps no season in the year more favour-

able than the next two or three weeks for interfering with the roots

of cool Orchids, and any that need attention in this respect should

be seen to at once, as there is nothing to fear after this date from hot

weather. In dealing with Masdevallias, it is best to wash them
clean out of the old material, and the plants may be split up into

pieces with four or five leaves attached to each with perfect safety.

These should then bs replanted at equal distances over the surface

of the pot or pan intended to receive them. In this way they
(|uickl}' make large specimens, as when once they get root-hold,

which they are not long in doing, they break away in all direc-

tions in the spring, and soon fill up the vacant places over the

surface of the pot. The soil best suited for these is about equal

parts of very fibry peat and Sphagnum Moss well blended together.

The autumn-blooming M. Daviesi and the winter-blooming M.
tovarensis must not be disturbed at present. In dealing with the

Odontoglossums much more discrimination will be required. These
should not be disturbed unless the condition of the plants and the

state of the material about their roots show that a change of pot is

necessary. As these are generally to be found in all stages of growth
in the same house, it will be advisable not to interfere with any that

are making up their growths and that are fast approaching the

flowering stage, as the cheek given by repotting and the drain of the

flowering shortly after may weaken the plants for several seasons.

The soil which I prefer for these is two parts fibry peat and one of
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Sphagnum iloss. A tew of tlie war.ner species of OJontoglossmns,
such as 0. Phalajnopsis, 0. citrosmum, 0. vexillariiim, and 0. granule,

should non' or shortly be removed to the intermediate house for the

winter. Place them in the coolest end of tlie house, ami in a posi-

tion where the plants will be exposed to all the light possible. During
dull weatlier maintain a buoj'ant atmosphere among the warm species

by means of careful firing and ventilation.

Stove Plants.—Preparation should now be made for getting

the winter blooming stock out of cold frames and other structures

into positions suitable for floral development. Unless well set with
buds, and tire wood well matured, it will not be wise to submit such
plants at once to a high temperature, as this might induce tliem to

start iuto growth afresh. None of these winter blooming plants

—

the Begonias included—require more than an intermediate tempe-
rature to flower them perfectly, .and it is best, if possible, to amange
tliem in a compartment of the stove devoted entirely to them, as

under these conditions they will remain in perfection a mueli longer

period than when submitted to a higli temperature, and the quality

of the llo^ver3 will also be better. Wliere there is a good stock of

this class of plants, a few of the liealtliiest of each sort may be
placed in the warmest part of the greenhouse in positions free from
cold draughts, when they will prove useful by-and-by as a succession
to the earlier started ones. Attend to the drying otFof a few pots of

Eucharis amazonica at intervals, so as to keep up a supply of these
during the dull months. As soon as Pancratiums have finished

flowering tliey should be shaken out and repotted in a mixture of

fibry loam and peat in equal proportions, with the addition of a little

dried cow manure and sand. Place them in positions close to the
glass to give breadtli and substance to the foliage. There will be
little need for shading any stove plants after this date, with the ex-
cejjtion of soft-foliaged and newly-potted stock.

Greenhouse Plants.—The housing of these should now be
brought to a close as speedily as possible. The unfavourable state of
the weather .at present renders tliis absolutely necessary, otherwise
choice hard-wooded plants may receive irreparable injury. In plac-
ing these under glass the choicest kmds should occupy the best posi-
tions, and should always be set close to the glass. Avoid a dry
atmosphere when the plants are first brought in, and keep tlie doors
and ventiLators wide open for a week or two after housing.
It will also be necessary to prevent dryness at the
root, as the drier atmosphere of the house is apt to make the
plants require more w>ater than when tliey occupied positions out-
side. The tenderer kinds of soft-wooded pl.ants, such as Salvias,
that have been plunged outside should now he got into cold frames
or other vacant structures, to prevent them from getting damaged
by rough winds and heavy rains. The stock of zonal Pelargoniums
intended for winter flowering should now be placed in a house where
a little fire heat can be used during dull weather in order to <lispel

damp. The whole of the stock of the show and fancy kinds should
now be starting freely into growth, .and will require to be kept close
to the glass in frames, or on shelves in the greenhouse, to keep the
growth sturdy. These must be watered with care from this date
onwards through the winter. The stock of Cyclamens sliould now
be starting or growing freely. Keep them on a damp bottom for
another week or two. Attend to the potting of herbaceous Calceo-
larias and Primulas, and thin out Mignonette and other annuals
early, as if these are allowed to be crowded when in a young state
they are seldom of much value for flowering.

—

J. Robert.?,

Flo^wer Garden.
Flower beds, vase plants, &c., will now be getting coarse and

rampant in growth unless checked by timely stopping and regulating,
and the iloral display will be less briUi,aut ; therefore, endeavour to
make up for the reduction in quantity of bloom by increased attention
to tidiness and all the minor details of finish on which success or
failure in flower gardening so much depends. The Grass must be
frequently mowed and rolled, edgings clipped and weeded, and wallis
kept clean, bright, and hard. Bring up .any arrears in tlie way of
propagating by at once getting in all cuttings required. AViiere
old plants are kept for providing a stock of cuttings in spring, cut
all the flowering shoots in tolerably close, so that tliey may make
young-growing shoots previous to being lifted. Lobelias we find
much more satisfactory grown from cuttings than from seed, and in
order to get good stock pkants they should be cut in pretty closely
about a month before they are lifted for potting. Any good Petu-
nias that it may be desirable to retain should be treated in the
same way, for ,at tliis time of the year tliere are seldom any good
soft cuttings for propagating to be had, unless the plants have iieen
cut back for that purpose. Now is a good time to decide on any
alterations that may be required in pleasure grounds, as the best
time for the removal of shrubs, relaying turf, &c., is close at hand,
and if there is such a thing as a slack season in gardening, it is in
autumn and the early winter months ; therefore, all such additional

"work should be pushed on as early as possible, for if left until spring
there is a possibility either of its being ab.andoued, or the regular
work thrown behindhand. A most important subject to determine
is what trees or shrubs arc either to be cut down altogether or
reduced to reasonable limits if overgrown. This can be carried out in
tile winter, but a definite plan of operations should be decided on
while the trees are in full leaf. It will .also tend greatly to enhance
the beauty of pleasure grounds if needless beds were turfed over, and
walks for which no necessity exists were done away with, as in
proportion to the extent of tlie gardens, there should be some broad
unbroken sw-eeps of turf, which, if kept in good condition, is a
never-failing source of what may be termed quiet beauty. \Vhere
the removal of shrubs is contemplated, no time should be lost in
making all necessary arrangements for such work, as September .and

October are favourable months for transplanting, the earth being
then still warm and the atmosphere usually mild and moist, con-
ditions altogether favourable for establishing the subjects trans-

planted before active growth ceases for the year. It is not a good
plan to give freshly planted trees or shrubs an unlimited supply
of water, as that rather checks than promotes root action by reduc-
ing the temperature of the soil. After one good soaking it will

generally be found more eflicaoious to syringe the foliage in the
evening, as by keeping the leaves healthy as long as possible root
action is induced sufficient to carry the tree through the winter,
and to start it with vigour in spring.

—

J.^mes Gkoom.

Carnations and Picotees.—The weather has been such as

to forward the layers of these more than I have ever known them to

be. They will, therefore, be remarkably strong, and if necessary
may be potted up earlier than usual. We will begin to pot about
the last week in .September ; .and for this purpose it is now necessary
to prepare soil and liave pots in readiness. Dirty pots must be
washed clean and l.aid up in a dry place till wanted. New pots
should be soaked in clean water for a few hours before using them,
but they must of course be allowed to become dry after soaking.

We mix good moderately clayey loam out of which wireworm has
been picked several times with a fourth p.art of le.af-mould and a
very little rotten stable manure. I do not care to use much manure,
for I fancy the plants keep better through the winter without it.

The layer should be separated carefully from the parent plant.

First the peg holding it in the ground must be removed, then gently

lift it with a stout label, and if it is well rooted sever it from the
parent with a sharp knife. If roots .are not formed or are only
commencing to do so, peg the layer back again in its place. When
potted, two plants in a 3-in. pot or one in a pot of smaller size will

be sufficient ; they should be placed in a cold frame watered with
a fine rosed watering-pot, and t!ie lights should be kept rather

close until the phants have become f.airly established.

Gladioli.—The flowering period in the case of these is now
over, except in that of a few of the very latest varieties. Shake-
speare is invariably the first to open its blossoms, and Pha?bus I may
say always the last. Plant roots of them together, and you may be
sure of a lapse of at least six weeks between the flowering of the

two. We are now saving seeds from all that have been hybridised,

and in rehatiou to this I noticed a curious circumstance. Adolphe
Brogniart had its own pollen removed, and w.as crossed with a
var'cty that had plenty of it, but not a pod formed, while one spike

left to itself w.as loaded with seed-pods. Nearly all the other

hybridised varieties have plenty of good seeds now ripening well.

I gather the pods as soon .as they show signs of sijlitting open.

The young seedlings from seeds sown in the spring die down at this

time, and those that have lost their leaves must be shaken out of the

pots, otherwise they immediately start into growth. Put the small

corms into paper bags, with about tneir bulk of dry sand or loam
mixed with them ; they must be kept in a dry room secure from
frost. Stir the ground between the rows of the general collection

with a hoe, or lightly fork it over.

Hollyhocks.—P.ayatteution to young pl.ants struck from eyes or

cuttings during the last month or two ; as roots are formed .and they
become established place them in a cool position out-of-doors. If

there is any red spider on the leaves, dip tliem in a solution of soft

soap and flour of sulphur. Thrips may be destroyed in the same
way. We have had very dry weather recently, and it has been
necessary to apply water to the roots of all plants coming into flower,

and also to syringe the undersides of the leaves. It seems that the

stamping-out process is the only eft'ectual w.ay of getting rid of the

leaf fungus (Puocinia malvacearum), but sulphur and soft soap

applied freely may arrest its progress if aided by moist cool weather.

It is not perhaps so well known .as it ought to be that seeds saved

from some of the best named sorts will produce 50 per cent, of

plants differing but little from the parents in quality and colour.

Pansies.—The recent hot weather has affected beds of these

and also young plants just reared from cuttings. Mildew has ap-
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peared very freely, and whoro this is the case it must be destroyed

by dusting flour of sulpliur on the leaves in a dry state, or the

plants may be dipped in a soft-soap solution containing sulphur.

Jlildew spreads most freely on the young plants when under glass,

and tiierefore I reeomuiend the removal of the lights, and when the

plants are well rooted they may planted out in prepared beds, to be-

come established before winter sets in ; cuttings may still be put in of

Pansics and \'iolas, as previously advised. One of the prettiest

combinations whicli I recently saw in the flower garden at Hampton
Court was a bed planted alternately of Viola The Tory and a silver

variegated Pelargonium, and other blue Violas loolc very pretty in

similar combinations. Now is a good time to put iu tlic cuttings of

both.

Hardy Plants.—Amongst these we must class Antirrhinums,

Phlo.xes, Peutstemous, Pyrethrums, Delphiniums, &c. - All these

may be divided now and planted out before winter. If not done
at this time, so that the wounds may heal, it will not do to diviiie

them at all until the spring. Those that are propagated by cuttings

may be done now if a large supply is wanted, but it is time enougli

to put in Pentstemons in October. They do well under hand-glasses,

Phlo.xes may be propagated from cuttings as they can be obtained.

—

J. Douc.L.\s.

Hardy Fruit.

From a careful survey of fruit trees generally I venture to predict

that in tlie spring of next ye,--r there will be such a show of fruit

blossoms as there has not been for these ten years past. I never

saw a greater prolusion of fruit-buds, and the glorious weather of

the past few weeks has rounded them off' grandly. The buds of

Apples, Pears, and Apricots seem already well matured, but Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums, and Morello Cherries want another three weeks'
sunny weather to fully plump them up. Keep them closely tied or

laid in to the walls, and all disposition to produce lateral growth
should be checked by jjersistently pinching out the points of the
shoots. With such a prospect of fruitfulness it will be desirable—
in the case of some trees at least—to give a good dressing of fresh

soil or mulchings of manure this autumn. Our usual way of apply-

ing such dressings is to remove all inert surface soil by forking

lightly and then raking it off". This we replace with the best com-
post at command, which for the most part consists of maiden loam,

a small proportion of burnt earth, mortar rubble, wood ashes or

charcoal, and a sj^rinkling of bone manure. This is well ffrmed
over the roots and then a mulching of stable litter is spread over it.

Such dressings are needed to ensure tine fruit by all fruit trees

that bear freely, particularly the best kinds of dessert Pears, than
which none more quickly show how beneScial such autumnal or

early winter dressings are. Preparation will also now have to be
made anent any new plantings or removals that have to be done
this autumn, Figs and Grape Vines excepted. October is the liest

month in which to plant all kinds of hardy fruit trees. In lireak-

ing up new ground for the purpose, the first condition should be
thorough drainage, next deep tilth, and if the soil be of a retentive

character, work in jjlenty of burnt soil or cinder ashes, and
if light and porous the addition of chalk is desirable and
no artificial drainage whatever. For obvious reasons, in the
former case the planting should be done in hillock fashion,

but in the latter the ground-level plan of planting should be adhered
to. To render strong growing trees of Peaches and Nectarines more
fruitful, lift and replant as soon as there are signs of maturity of the
wood—not before, or the wood will shrink, and the buds drop as

soon as the sap becomes active in the spring. A well-firmed cal-

careous loam is the best of soils for these and all otiier stone fruits,

and unless the soil be very poor indeed, no kind of manure should
be mixed directly with it, but should be given when requisite in the
form of manurial mulchings. The harvesting of Apples and Pears
will not be a formidable affair this season, but daily examination will

be necessary all the same iu order to gather the various kinds of

fruits at the right moment. To the inexperienced a good rule to
know when that stage has been reached is to gently lift up the fruits,

and if they part readily from the tree then they may be safely

gathererl. Tomtits, sparrows, robins, and wasps are all of them this

season in league to injure the fruit, which where practicable should
be netted up. Complete the clearing of runners from old plots of

Strawberries, lightly fork between the rows, and at once re-mulch

;

also keep runners off newly-planted plots, and protect with frames
or handlights any that are fruiting, at least in such places where
autumnal .Strawberries are valued, and if they are not, then remove
the flower-stems, and let the plants conserve their strength for

fruiting at the proper Strawberry season.—W. Vv*.

ROSES

A. Hardy Exotic.—Hedychium spicant may be added to the
plants that have proved hardy in our climate, some plants of it

having stood out at Highclere during the past winter.

REXOVATIXG EXHAUSTED HOSES.

TilKHE are two general methods of renewing the strength of ex-

hausted Koses : tlie one consists iu limiting the size of tlie plant to

be fed, the other in enlarging the amount of available food. The
first object is obtained by pruning, tlie second by manuring. We
have already adverted to the importance of the first, so far as the

removal of all weakly and superfluous shoots are concerned. With
these taken away, not only will the stronger shoots left be better

fed, but they will enjoy nure light to help them to convert their

food into vital force in less time. This last is a matter of great

moment to the free and perfect flowering of the Roses next year.

Any excess of weakly branches not only wastes food, but hinders

the stronger shoots from being benefited by what they get. Hence
the great importance of early autumnal thinning out of all use-

less shoots. In fact, it is a mistake to allow any such to be formed.

As soon as such buds break they should be rubbed olf ; or, better

still, Roses, could time be found for it, should be dislnidded. The
disbudding of flower-buds is generally practised, but the disbudding

or thinning of the wood-buds of Roses is comparatively rare. Yet
in the end the last would pay best, for the greatest evil with the

majority of Rose trees may be truly defined as arising from the

over-diffusion of force. There are far too many weakly shoots

left that yield few or no flowers, or only flowers of very inferior

(quality, and these have all to be fed.

Late as it is, it is not yet too late to remove all these at once.

Tlie sap that would have been wasted in completing the growth of

these may yet be, partially at least, diverted into tlie stronger shoots

left. In not a few cases, too, there may be an excess of fairly strong

shoots. An over supply of these produces weakness, and where this

is the case the shoots should be freely thinned out to six, twelve, and
so on according to the size and the strength of the tree. Rose shoots

may also sometimes be too long as well as too numerous. Where
this is the case, this is a good time to shorten them, otherwise the

strength of the plants may be wasted in the finishing of the buds at

the extremities of the shoots, while those near the base will be starved.

In such cases the best buds are cut off' at the winter or spring prun-

ing, while the thinnest and most useless ones are left to refurnish

the Rose with new wood or grow into worthless flowers. The thin-

ning out of weakly and exhausted branches, and stopping of shoots

of excessive lengths, tend to renovate Roses. Such treatment concen-

trates their growing force into more limited areas and so resuscitates

their vigour and renews their strength as well as their youth. But
the practice of shoot thinning or stopping really adds nothing to the

resources of the plant ; it simply converts them to liigher uses,

employs them to better purpose. But exhausted Roses need more
food as well as less work. Manuring in all its phases provides the

former just as pruning limits the amount of the latter.

Occasionally the root-runs of Roses are so utterly poor and worth-

less that the best mode of furnishing the plants with more and better

food consists in an entire change of soil. The plants should be taken

right up, and provided with new root-runs of a cubic yard area

if large, and 2 ft. deep and broad if smaller. There is nothing

better for Roses than a sound, rather stiff loam, enriched with a

third part of good farmyard manure. It is, however, rather too

early for this radical means of resuscitating exhausted Rose trees, and
I shall return to the transplantation of old R,oses about the middle

of next month. Other and very effectual means of renovating

exhausted Roses consist in the removal of all exhausted soil and
suckers right down to the main roots, and its replacement with a rich

compost, consisting of half loam and half manure, a few of the

more fibrous roots being disturbed and turned up among the fresh

soil during the process of placing it. These roots will lay hold of

the soil at once, and will be found to have penetrated it in all

directions, and to have almost filled it with roots before winter. This

is a great point in favour of the September top-dressing of Roses

—

the formation of new and vigorous shoots before winter that will

continue more or less throughout the so-called dormant season in

filling the tops with new sap and fresh vigour. Tlie top-dressing

should be compressed as firmly as possible to render it the more
efficient and the more immediately available. The roots of Rosea

have been trained by Nature to a hard root-run, and they do not

readily lay hold of or cling to a loose one.

A good deal may be done to renovate and restore exhausted Rose
trees by mere surface-dressings of soot, guano, prepared night soil,

malt dust. Clay's Fertiliser, Amies' Artifisial Manure, Floraline, or

other natural or artificial manures. In all such cases the surface-

dressings should be deeply raked or flatly pointed in. This pre-

serves their strength, and brings their stimulating properties sooner

within range of the absorbing powers of the roots. Licpiid manu-
rial dressings are still more speedily available. Any solid excre-
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ments or artificial manure may be used for making liquid manure
—guano, soot, pigeons' or deer's manure being among the best and
most powerful stimulants for Roses. House slops, soapsuds, sew-

age, are also capital manures for Roses. Should the soil be hard or

dry, several soakings in succession may be given, to enable the

manure to reacii the furthest extremities of tlie roots. After the

surface is well moistened, it should be forked up slightly, so as

to allow of subsequent dressings to permeate through the whole
mass of soil. It is well to adopt both these plans of renovating

old and exhausted Roses. By pruning, thinning, and stopping

the shoots the roots will have the fewer to feed, while, by pro-

viding the roots with more food, each shoot and bud left will be

the better filled. The better the Roses are fed now, the stronger

the breaks and the finer the flowers next season, provided always,

however, that the autumnal culture of the plants tends to the

finishing or maturation of the growth already made rather than the

production of new wood. D. T. Flsh.

are wonderfully beneficial. Where enough water and manurial feed
ing are given in this way to the roots, the plants will be but little

afl'ected with mildew, and will be able to accumulate vigour for time
to come.

It will be found that Roses on their own roots give a better return
where liberally treated in this manner than those fliat are budded
as standards or dwarfs, and they are ine very way healthier. If some
of the metropolitan societies were t^ hold a Rose show about the time
I have mentioned, and make their schedule of prizes thoroughly
comprehensive, at the same time adapting it to the advanced season,

so as to show the continuous and late flowering kinds, and also the
condition in which they could be produced, they would do more real

service to Roses and the majority of those who grow them than all

the exhibitions held at the usual time put together ; the latter are

quite right from an exhibitor's point of view, and also as a spectacle

to look upon, but beyond that they are as much misleading as

otherwise. T. Baines.

A LATE SUMMER ROSE SHOW.
There can be no question that .June is the month to see Roses in

perfection, earlier or later according to the season. It is then that

the elements of strengtii which the previous summer has enabled
the plants to store up are most conspicuously apparent in the flnely

developed flijwers that the spring growths produce, and which no
amount of attention bestowed on the trees will enable the after

growth to equal. It is at the great exhibitions of Roses (which
yearly keep on increasing in number) held in June that hundreds
of people, who never think of growing a Rose for exhibition, may
be seen notebook in hand taking down the names of those flowers

that have the finest appearance with a view to obtaining plants of

the varieties ; and it is no exaggeration to say, that upon'suchinsuiE-
cient evidence the greater number of those who cultivate Roses
make their selection, and to this may be attributed the ever recur-

ring disappointment which results. The splendid individual blooms
of the less frequently met with kinds in the competing stands
would ha very desirable sorts to grow if there was any possibility of

the ordinary cultivator producing them in anything like their exhi-
bition form and insuflScient numbers. But this, unhappily, is not
the case, as, after fair treatment, many of the new selections are
found so far wanting, apart from occasionally being coaxed into the
production of an odd flower or two fit to exhibit, as to make them
useless. This is so well known to everyone who has had anything
beyond tlie most limited experience in Rose growing, as not to need
repeating, were it not that the same dear-bought experience is

annually gained by many who buy Roses, and to whom trees with
the ability to give a good succession of flowers of ordinary merit
would be much more desirable th.an a few blooms equal to the
exhibition standard. I have, therefore, often thought that an
exhibition held say about the middle of August, on a scale such as
would make it fully representative, would be of more real use to

the general growers of Roses than a .June show. It may be said
that Roses are shown at the various country exhibitions that take
place about the time name!, which is correct ; but they are seldom
represented by more than one or two classes of limited numbers that
do very little to show the superiority of the many desirable
varieties which bloom satisfactorily a second time over the still

greater number that are all but flowerless after the first blooming in

the season is past. I am speaking of the so-called Perpetuals, a
suSlcient number of which keep on making growth and flowers in
succession to satisfy any reasonable desire for variety, but
which are not half so numerous as those that do so little to merit
the name of being perpetual flowerers.

Much more may be done to increase both the quantity and quality
of the bloom borne by the successional growtlis than those imagine
who have never taken means to get the maximum number of flowers
from their plants which they are capable of being made to bear.
Few plants will stand or require such an amount of manure as Roses.
It is given tliem almost invariably in a solid form in winter, and
that is no doubt best, as the gradual slow progress which they make
through the spring, coupled with a sutiiciency of moisture in the
soil at that season, gives the advancing roots all they require. But
later on, just at the time when the second growth is commencing,
manure in a liquid state, which goes directly to the feeding roots,
is much quicker in its action, and consequently so much more eflectual
in helping the formation of fresh shoots in addition to affording the
equally indispensable moisture which the then drier condition of
the soil nfecessitates. Liquid stimulants, such as are obtainable by
the use of guano and soot, or horse droppings, or some of the best
concentrated manures, such as Clay's Fertiliser, which for Roses
surpasses anything I have ever used, scattered on the soil and
washed in by a plentiful application of water, just hoeing the surface
slightly before putting it on, so that the water may soak in evenly.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

ANTHURIUM ANDREANUM.
To the Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—In reply to Messrs. Sander's and Brown's letters

published in your last issue I beg to deelare that I have

never received from M. Triana or anybody else the slightest

information about the existence of Anthurium Audreanum,
nor seen (naturally) any dried specimen of that plant before

my departure from Europe for South America. It is only by
mere chance that I discovered that fine plant under the very

circumstances I have related in the Illudratioii Horticote

(March, 1877) when I described and figured the species named
after me by M. L. Linden. It may be that M. Triana, or

otlier travellers like E. Karsten, for instance, have found the

plant before, and I would not be at all astonished to liear that

other herbaria in Europe contain specimens of it, but I have

the right to claim to have been the first who not only intro-

duced the plant, but made it known to the public by name
and description made partly on the spot and partly on the S))eci-

meus in my herbarium bearing the number 3293. Abiut
the identity of my plants with those brought by M. Lehniann,

I have but to say that I had received some time ago from

Sir Joseph Hooker, and not from Mr. Brown, a letter I have

not published through respect for the lionourable director of

Kew, and in which I was informed that M. Lehmann's plants

might possibly constitute another species. I saw some of

these last plants, and they appeared to me identical with the

plant I introduced, the only difference being in the leaves,

the form and size of which I found very variable in Columbia;

on the other hand, I found no difference in the numerous

flowers I gathered in outline, size, and colour, with the sole

exception of the spadix, which was erect or deflexed, and more

or less white or yellow according to the age of the flower.

I may add that all the specimens I saw of the recent impor-

tation were very hard and slow to develop new roots and

leaves, while the plants of ray introduction are all growing

rapidly in M. Linden's houses or elsewhere. Ed. Andr^.

BOUGAINVILLEA SPECTABILIS.

Were I asked, " What is the most useful plant anyone can possibly

grow in a warm greenhouse?" my answer would be Bougainvillea

spectabilis. It is undoubtedly the most useful plant we have here,

and, considering the ease witli which it may be cultivated, the length

of time during which it continues in bloom, and the value of the

flowers in a cut state, its worth cannot be over-estimated. About
two years ago we struck a number of cuttings of it. They were all

grown on in pots for some time, and about the middle of last summer
oue of them was planted out at the end of a Melon pit in the bed
used for Melons. Since tlien it has grown rapidly, and it now covers

the whole of the end, which is a brick wall. Since May last we
have cut handfuls of its beautiful mauve-coloured inflorescence

weekly, and it is still covered with bloom. As the flowers are cut

fresh shoots are emitted, and these also soon bloom ; indeed, we
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micht cut daily from it for at least six months. The corner of the

bed which its roots occupy is only about S ft. scjuare, and not 1 ft.

in depth, and there has been no lire heat in the liouse for upwards of

four months. Last winter tlie temperature was frequently down to

the freezim.' point, a fact which proves that it is neither difficult to

accommodate with root room nor atmospheric influences. In fact, it

grows .as freely as any Fuchsia, and is far more ornamental and use-

ful. It is not deciduous, but many of the leaves f.all from it iu

winter, and tlien

water is withheld
to a great extent

from the roots.

As this plant

makes young
shoots tliroush-

out the whole
summer, cuttings

may be talien

from it at any
time. The little

shoots about S in.

long, broken away
from some of the
main stems, are

the best to select

for propagating.

They root freely

at any season
amongst any
sandy mi.vture if

they are plunged
in a slight bottom
heat. A number
of cuttings may
be rooted in a

3-in. or 4-in.

pot. When rooted
they should be
potted singly into

small pots. Peat,

although often re-

commended for

this plant, is not
wanted in its cul-

ture. We ne\er
use it, as we find

loam to answer
just as well, or

better. A good
mi.xture of loam,
silver sand, and
leaf soil or de-

cayed manure
should be used
in potting on all

occasions. Good
drainage, too,
cannot be dis-

pensed with, and
the more careful

the whole opera-
tion of potting is

done, the better

will the results

be. When young
plants have been
raised some of

them should be
planted out about
the ends of pits,

or against walls

and pillars in

warm conserva-

tories, and others

may be grown on in pots for decorative purposes where plants

are wanted in this way. They may be trained when in pots

into any shape desired. They flower very freely at certain seasons
under this moile of culture, but for nothing like such a length of

time as when planted out. The balloon style of training so often
seen at shows shouM be strictly avoided. In thi? shape the plant
loses all its natural beauty, and for cutting from is next to useless.

Green fly is the only insect we have seen infesting it or doing it any
harm, but this may be kept off or cleared off at any time by a good
syringing. In instances of great luxuriance the shoots may become

a perfect mass, and then it is well to thin out all the smaller growths.
This may be done now and then throughout the whole year.

C.\.MURIAN.

riiik and White Flowered Greenhouse Rhododendron Princess Rojal. (See p

AN ALPINE HOUSE.
Much has been written lately about what are termed cool houses,

i.e., mere glass structures w'lhout and not needing any kinil of

heating appara-

tus. Such struc-

tures are intended
for the accommo-
d.ation of beauti-

ful early-floucr-

ing pkantS'-plants

naturally hardy,

but flowering so

early iu our un-
certain climate,

and assuming un-

der tlie protection

of a cool house
a devcloijment
jiever to be hoped
for out-of-doors,

that it is advis-

able to build a
house especially

for them. Here
many precious
carly-liowering
plants, which in

ordinary seasons

cause £0 much
an.xiety, may find

a home, and
masses of such
plants as Uielytra

spectabilis would
give an effect and
assume propor-

tions almost start-

ling compared
with such plants

as are generally

seen growing iu

open borders. I

belifeve the day is

not far distant

when every zeal-

ous cultivator of

hardy plants will

liave such a strac-

ture, and even
from large esta-

blishments corre-

spondents will be

recording the ex-

treme pleasure

which such struc-

tures aflbrd. It is

astonishing what
a wealth of beauty
might be deve-

loped under such
circumstances,
and that without
cost and com-
paratively little

attention.

The better and
rarer kinds of

alpine plants do
not associate well

with ordinary border plants. They need nooks and comers to them-

selves, and, like all good things, require to be sought after, and the

surprise and pleasure of coming across a mass of some beautiful

alpine in some nook or corner, or on a stump, or under the lee side

of a big stone, can be better imagined than descriljed. .Still, the

extreme delicacy of these alpine treasures, blooming, as many of

them do, at the most inclement season of the year, always excites a

kind of pity that such things should apparently remain uncared for,

truly hardy though very many of them are, or supposed to be so.

It is, indeed, their hardiness that often causes the difficulty. Mon-
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tana, alpina, glacialis, and pyi'euaioa do not, as regards a plant,

convey an idea of hardiness, but as regards culture, such terms indi-

cate elements with which few can grapple, and, looking at the vexa-
tious incidents attending the culture of these floral jewels, like

jewels of another kind, I have often thought they should have a
casket to themselves—I mean an alpine house in which they could
be brought together and seen and admired at a season of the

year when perhaps under ordinary circumstances they would not
be seen at all.

This alpine house may be of any length required, say 24 ft. long
by 9 ft. wide, and 6 ft. (J in. high to apex of roof, just sufficient for

a tall man to walk upright. Such a house would hold about 400
jjlants ; the outside walls should be 4 ft. above the ground level, the
roof only being glazed. To some the dimensions just given for such
a house or pit may seen puny, but a liigh, roomy, showy-looking
house would not show off alpines to advantage. A pathway 2 ft. Gin.

wide should run down the centre, just wide enough to allow a person
to view tlie floral treasures, which sliouhl occupy a pit built on
arches rouml the two sides and one end. The front of the pit should
be about .3 ft. from the floor, giving a rise of about 9 in. to the back,
so that each plant howevar minute might be distinctly seen.' These
pits set on the crown of the arches may be tilled in with any material
suitable for the growth of alpiues, and the whole miglit be surfaced
over with medium-sized stones, forming as it were a series of hollows
or pockets in whioli the plants are to grow. These stone.s should be
brought flush with the arclied wall, forming as it were a coping, so
as to allow a trailing plant here and there to hang over. The bed
at the end facing the doorway may be elevated in a bolder manner
than the sides, and on it for effect may be planted plants not exactly
alpine, such as Dielytras and Hellebores, &c.—indeed, any delicate
early flowering, heat-loving, herbaceous subject, such aa Mertensia
virginica and others.

The arches above alluded to should each contain a small mass of

rockwork, and would form delightful places for cave plants, filmy
and other small hardy Ferns. Tlie brickwork between the arches
might be covered with the delicatesilver tricolor and green miniature
Ivies. A movable ventilating shutter should run round the whole
house, so that a current of pure air may at will pass over tVie plants.

It will be seen at a glance the multitude of plants that may be grown
in such an ine.'cpensive house, where fire-heat and flues would never
be needed. Tiios. Williams.

^SCHYNANTHUSES AS BASKET PLANTS.
A TEW plants of pendent graceful habit grown in baskets suspended
from the roof of stoves or greenhouses considerably improve theii"

appearance, and destroy the formal, inelegant arrangement so fre-

quently to be seen in our smaller plant houses wliere limited space
will not permit of the growth of large specimens. • For such purposes
I know of no better plauts than the ^-Eschynanthuses, the
flowers of which will bear comparison with those of any class of
plants with which they may bo associated. I do not remember to
have seen a more beautiful plant jiicture than one which I saw a
few days ago in a small stove, every inmate of Avhich seemed to
have beeu specially chosen for the position which it occupied and
thorouglily at home. The two small stages were filled with such
plants as Ixoras, a few of the best of the Dracienas, Crotons, Gesneras,
Alocasias, Aralias, and Palms, wliile hanging gracefully over the
edges and reaching almost to tlie floor were Cyrtodeiras, Panicums,
and others, and some beautiful specimens of the old favourite
Gymnostacliyums. From the roof were suspended here and there
at irregular intervals two or three Torenias, eacli of them a mass of
beautiful flowers, the seldom seen Erythrotis Beddomei, and about
half-a-dozen beautiful specimens of -Escliynauthuses. the rich colour-
ing of the flowers of wliich was almost dazzling. Why these reall}'

magnificent stove plants should have been permitted to fall com-
paratively out of cultivation is one of tlie mauy inexplicable things
which the fickle taste of Flora's admirers is ever bringing about.
Fort.y years ago, and indeed up to within the last ten years,
jEschynantliuses stood in the first rank with cultivators, and I
am thoroughly persuaded that the merits of tliese plants if again
brought to tlie light would win for them a similar position at the
present day.
Most of the species are found in the humid tropical forests of

Java, where they are found along with Orchids and Ferns on the
trunks of trees. They therefore require a tropical stove tempera-
ture, plenty of atmospheric moisture, and a little shade. The whole
of the species may be grown in baskets, those used for Orchids
being most suitable. At the bottom should be placed a few large
crocks, and the in.side should be lined with thin slices of fibry peat,
leaving the remaining space for a richer compost, which .should con-
sist of peat and dead leaves in equal p.arts, with some marble-sized
bits of brick or crook and a little s.and. The collar of the plant
should be kept well up, and the soil should be pressed in firmly.

over the top of which should be placed a layer of thin slices of
peat, which will prevent the finer soil from being washed out when
dipping. Suspend the baskets about 1 ft. from the glass in a shady
part of the house, and where they may enjoy plenty of atmospheric
moisture. When growing, they may be dipped at least every day,
and be aided now and then with a little liquid manure. Early spring
is the best time for basketing, which if well done will not re-
quire rearranging for two or three years. At about the end of
August or beginning of September, the plants may be hung where
they will get a little more light and a little less water ; if the
growth be strong they ought to soon show flower. Under the treat-
ment just described I have flowered these plants well. I do not
think it a wise practice to place the plants in autumn in a cool, dry
house, as recommended by some : such treatment may result in the
leaves turning yellow and falling off.

lE. OR.iNDiFLORCS has large umbels of long Foxglove-like flowers,
and colours by the side of which the finest Foxglove would pale,
being brilliant orange-scarlet, with a deeper scarlet line running
down the middle of each corolla lobe. Its leaves are from 4 in. to
5 in. long, and from li in. to 2 in. broad, slightly serrated, smooth,
and pale green. Its branches grow to a length of 2 ft., and when
growing may be pinched back several times. This and the two
following succeed well in pots.

vE. MACUL.iTUS resembles very closely grandiflorus, but does not
grow quite as large as that species, from which it difl'ers botanic-
ally.

^E. rnLOENS is also something similar to^E. grandiflorus, but differs

from it in having a deeper calyx and a longer coralla tube, which is

also narrower at the base than grandiflorus, and much deeper
coloured, and the leaves are smooth edged.

JE. sPEMosus, a magnificent Java plant, has flowers from 3 in. to

4 in. long, freely produced in terminal fascicles, and of a rich deep
orange colour, scarlet at the mouth of the corolla tube, each lobe
of which bears a black line separating the orange from the red ;

leaves ovate, lanceolate, very fleshy, and slightly serrated.

yE. LoEBiANCs.—This, which is one of the best yet introduced,
will grow and flower freely in any ordinary warm house. It has a
gracefully pendent habit, rich green leaves, and terminal corymbs
of bright .scarlet flowers, the calyx tube of which is about 1 in. long
and of a purplish-black colour, and this, together with the corolla,

is covered with a dense purplish tomentum. It is an excellent plant
for baskets, and one which should be in even the smallest collection

of stove plants.

-•E. Bo.scHi.iNU.s, also a Javanese species, is something
like Lobbianus, but may be distinguished by its longer corolla

tube, and by the flowers being produced in terminal clusters.

JE. L0NGIFL0KU.S.—This when first exhibited created quite a
sensation. It produces its flowers in panicles of about eight or ten to-

gether, the corolla tubes being from 4 m. to 5 in. in length, slender,

of a deep purple or puce, shaded with blue ; inside the lobes are
yellow, with a band of black running round the mouth.

JE. ruLCHEK.—This has a habit similar to that of Lobbianus, but
is easily distinguished from that species by its greenish-yellow calyx
and bright scarlet corolla, with one or two whitish markings on the
inside of the corolla lobes.

..E. MiNiATUS is a very free-flowering species, the flowers of

which are produced in terminal umbels, bright vermilion in colour,

with a dish-shaped greenish calyx.

JE. TRICOLOR is a free-flowering Bornean kind, and one of the

very best. It has long slender branches and leaves about 1 in.

long, and exactly ovate in shape. The flowers are produced in

terminal and axillary umbels, corolla bright scarlet streaked with
yellow and black, calyx dish-shaped and of a dull red colour.

Besides the above there are several equally worthy kinds, viz.,

iE. javanicus, like pulcher, but green-calyxed ; JE. zebrinus, leaves

yellowish-green witli conspicuous veinings and rich scarlet flowers ;

j3i. ramosissimus, ^-E. Paxtoni, &c.

There is a species not yet introduced to gardens of which a beau-

tiful figure is given in Hooker's "Himalayan Plants," and which,

if the figure in question is correct, is a finer plant than even any
of the species now in cultivation. The flowers are produced in

clusters at the ends of the branches, and are in pairs on long pedun-
cles, each pair of flowers having at their base a pair of lai-ge bracts,

which, together with the flowers and their pedicels, are of the

richest orange-scarlet. This splendid plant is named ^-E. Peeli,

and was found by Sir Joseph Hooker on the Himalayas. Z. B.

Messrs. Hurst & Son.—In consequence of 0, Leadenhall

Street being required by the Corporation of London for city improve-

ments, this firm have, after an occupation of neaily fifty years,

removed their offices to their extensive warehouses, 152 &, 153,

Houndsditch, and Gun Square,
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CAPE SUNDEWS.
In 3 miscellaneous collection of plants exhibitcil by M. Oodefroy-
Lelieuf at a meeting of tlio French Central Horticultural Society

were some specimens of Drosera dichotonia, capcnsis, ami spatluilata.

Kespccting these cr.rious and interesting plants, M. Lebcuf writes:

"They are easy of cultivation if tliey are kept (hiring tlic summer
under a bell-glass in a north aspect and in winter in a cool house,

but they should be watered with rain-water, and especial care sliould

be taken never to use water impregnated \vitli lime, such being
extremely hurtful." I think proper to draw attention to the fact,

that these pretty little plants are by no moans of ditlicnlt culture,

and do not need tlie aceommodation of a warm house in the

winter. I should much like to see tliese and many other curious,

beautiful, and easily-grown plants taken in hand by the owners of

small gardens generally. Amateurs, as a rule, are apt to content
themselves with tlie usual run of soft and hard-wooded plants, but
I am sure they would cot do so were they better aware how easily

grown are many of these curious and interesting forms of plant life.

There are, for instance, the Sarracenias, many of which are perfectly

hardy ; Oarlingtonia calilornica, Dioniea museipula, Cephalotus fol-

licularis, the little Titcher-plant, and tlie beautiful tribe of Filmy
Ferns. All these are really of easy and inexpensive culture, and
should not be left for the special enjoyment of those possessed of

extensive glass accommodation. With an ordinary greenhouse and
a cold frame in tlie summer these plants may be grown to perfection.

Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, has fully proved the hardiness of many
of the Sarracenias. tiiey liaving stood tlie past winter in the open
without injury. Those, theix'fore, wisliing to grow them may rest

assured that they do not need artificial warmth during the winter,
their perfect safety being insured by placing them in a cool green-

house. J. CORNUILL.
Bitfleet.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOK GAilDEN.

Begonia Prcebeli incomparabilis.—With reference to
the remarks on this plant which appeared in The (tARDe.v (pp. 171
and 219), I think it onlj- justice to Messrs. Fra-bel to say that after

seeing their stock of the above and .also of the older B. Fncbeli
growing side by side there can be no doubt as to the two plants
being quite distinct. The B. F. incomparabilis is, I .am quite con-
vinced, from its h.Tbit and style of growth, a seedling between
B. polypetala (of which ilessrs. Friebel have the entire stock) and
B. Frtebeli, and in my opinion it is a very decided advance on the
latter. I should not have troubled you with these remarks, but
that I think it most unfair to Messrs. Frcebel that their plant should
be judged and condemned on the slight opinion which can be
formed from seeing a single bloom only, and that after it has
travelled through the post.—H.\RUV .1. Veitcii, Zurich.

In reply to the notice (p. "219), I must declare that a cross
between Begonia Fra-beli and B. polypetala has really been effected.

This fact will be made clear to any one who will come and see now
the two types and the new variety in full bloom. Though we have
always improved our strain of B. Friebeli by selection, we never
have obtained before flowers possessing the size and brilliant colour
of our new variety. The growth of B. Frcebeli incomparabilis is

much stronger than that of the type, while the leaves, the petioles, and
the flower-stalks are of the same large size as those of B. polypetala,
and are covered with the same silky white tomentum, so charac-
teristic of B. polypetala. We invite " W. E. d." and all who take
any interest in this matter to come to our nursery in order to see
and compare and judge for themselves. We feel convinced that the
result will prove the correctness of Mr. Poe's remarks and also our
own.

—

Otto Fk<ebel, Neumunstpr, Zurich.

Begonia Daveauana and Ligularia macrophylla.

—

These were exhibited by M. Godefroy Lebojuf at a recent meeting
of the Frencli Horticultural Society. The former is a plant of small
dimensions with beautifully coloured foliage. It grows well in the
shade, not becoming drawn when thus circumstanced. It is a native
of the mountains of Badong. in the Gulf of Siam. Ligularia macro-
phylla belongs to the Compositie, and attains large proportions, the
flower-stems rising from a tuft of large oval, oblong leaves to a
height of over 6 ft. The flowers are yellow. It is a native of Central
Asia.—J. C. B.

lastly, tightly covered with tliick oiled canvas waterproof. The
fault was the want of ventilation, which appears to have been
foreseen and provided for in Jliss Owen's case. It will be of service
if those who have had experience of this sort will make it public
for the guidance of others.—BKOCKHniST, Didshurij.

THE LIBRARY,

Packing Plants.—In contrast to Miss Owen's successful
package of plants from America (p. 2.30), it may be useful to st.ate

that a friend sent me a valuable lot of alpine plants from Xorway,
and they arrived in such a mouldy condition that not more than
two will survive. They had been carefully packed in Sphagnum
Moss, then wrapped round with three folds of brown paper, and,

PRINCIPLES OF PROPERTY IX LAND.*
TiiEKE is perhaps not much that is new in this work, and yet it rises

far above being a mere compilation. The L.and Question in its

present aspect is plainly and clearly stated ; a book of so modest a

size cannot be expected to deal comprehensively with a subject so

complicated and many-sided, but for most lan<lowners, for most
tenant farmers, and for the gi-eater part of those interested in the

subject, there is no work of moderate compass which will place

before them the practical side of the question as it now stands in

more intelligible light.

The author starts with the proposition th.at " land is the b.asis of

all wealth." It m.ay be said that he then goes on to prove that

labour is the basis of all wealth ; each is so dependent on the other

and of so little value without the other, that either proposition may
serve as the foundation for his subsequent arguments. His general

conclusions of the rights of a state over its o.vn soil, irrespective of

the private owners of the soil, are those which we heartily endorse ;

they are led up to by consecutive steps which are irrefutable and
indicate a mastery of the first principles of government and the

bonds that unite communities. Speaking of any rules of property

established by a state, it is laid down generally " that their primary
object must be to promote the true advantage, moral as well aa

material, of the whole community."
Mr. Kinnear is on very debateable ground when he tells us that

" excessive wealth is noxious to the owner and perilous to the

public," that " law ought to discourage its excessive aggregation in

the hands of individuals." Many of us think it will be cpiite enough
if we can effect such changes in the law, as that law will not en-

courage its excessive aggregation in the hands of iudividu.als ; the

question of what constitutes " excessive wealth " is one that most
people who possess even a minute quantity of that article would
rather not see discussed by those who have none. It may be doubted

whether the proposition is at all true. We are told that it tempts

the owner into the indulging of whims, if not of immoral cravings,

and it is apt to be spent by him in works which are not reproductive.

The same may be said of excessive health, .and the confirmed invalid

may lament over the superabundant energy Avhich an .aged statesmen

expends in felling trees.

As befits a progressive treatment of the subject the later chapters

become more .and more practical ; and the fifth chapter, which deals

with "the nation.al interest in cultivation," is worthy of the special

study of tenant farmers. The eleventh chapter deals with the "laws
relating to the letting of land," and is full of hope and encourage-

ment to those farmers who can realise and rise equal to the new
relations of landlord and tenant which are undoubtedly taking the

place of the old feudal subservience. Jlr. Kinnear asserts that

"there is no ground for despair of British agi-iculture. If it were

freed from unnatural restrictions it has all the advantage on its side

against competitors. A fertile soil, a medium climate, supplies of

manure, which are unapproachable by other countries because they

arise from a density of population, and are the waste products of a

v.ariety of arts which nowhere else exist, and proximity to the

best markets in the world, are circumstances which cannot

fail to give to British farmers and landlords success over all

oompetitors. The one thing still needful is that they should open

their eyes to see the things on which their success depends. There
is no uniform rule which they can follow. Every district, every farm,

has in its situation and capabilities some special superiority, and it

is in seizing this advantage that profit is to be secured. With one

it may be millc, with another butter, with a third straw, with a

fourth vegetables, with a fifth fruit, with a sixth (jrass and hay,

with a seventh Wheat, with an eighth Barley, with a ninth roots,

with a tenth wool, with others mutton or lamb, or beef, or veal, or

pork, or it may be with a sound and foreseeing combination of a

number of these various resources. Nor is every year the same.

The sensible and truly practical farmer will alter his supply \vith the

alteration of demand, and with the opening up either of new
markets, or of new competing districts. But still one point in his

favour is invariable, and that is, th .t it must always cost him less to

put his produce in the market than it must cost his more distant

competitors, and that, on the whole, his supplies can never be in

* " Principles of Property in Lanil." By John Boyd Kinnear. (Smith, Eldtr
&Co.)
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excess of the demands of a rapidly augmenting population. Amid
the vicissitudes of seasons and change of prices which make farming

in some respects the most gambling of pursuits, this is the one

chance in his favour which gives to the home agriculturist an advan-

tage that must secure him ultimate superiority in the contest."

The seventh chapter, which deals with "the results of restricted

powers of ownership," shows " the consequences of the twin rules of

law which sanction settlement of estates and mortgages," and how it

is owing thereto that "land in England produces, as those who best

know its capabilities assure us. only half the crops it might grow."

It is strange how little this subject appeals to tenant farmers, and

probably no class in the country suti'ers more from the effects of the

law of settlement ; some say that it is no business of theirs, others

are afraid of offending their landlords, others again will not take

the trouble of looking into the question at .all ; but if the farmers

were united on this point, if their political power were directed

to a reform of the Land Laws, no government could afford to

neglect it.

Four suggested modifications of the Land Laws are quoted :

1, abolition of the rule of primogeniture ; 2, restriction of

powers of settling estates to lives in being ; 3, powers of sale for

settlers' debts ; 4, simplification of conveyancing. Of these it is

remarked that "though every one of these reforms were carried,

nothing would be done either towards favouring the diminution of

excessive estates, or towards fostering the application to their im-

provement." We think Mr. Kinnear greatly underrates the indirect

effects of the four modifications quoted, which would form a

very fair chapter of Land Law Reform, and produce indirectly

great results.

The (4ame Laws are boldly de.alt with in the tenth chapter ; it is

said that the changes urged would not lead to the total extirpation

of game; that " enough would then remain for fair sport to the

owner of the land who could all'urd time for unremunerative amuse-

ment." It will be seen that the subject is regarded from a Spartan

point of view, and we very much doubt wliether enough game
would be left to satisfy most people's idea of "fair sport;" still,

the clianges suggested may be just and necessary even though they

lead to the extirpation of game.
The twelfth and concluding chapter deals with the chief amend-

ments in the Land Laws recommended by the author. They are three

in number : 1, abolition of the rule of primogeniture ; '2, abolition

of the powers to grant estates in land for life only ; 3, abolition of

the power to assign land as a security for a special debt. And the

same changes are stated in a positive instead of a negative form

thus : 1, in case of intestacy all the children would share alike;

2, every owner of land would be entitled to sell or to leave it abso-

lutely to such individuals as he chooses ; 3, all creditors of an owner
of land would be entitled to take the land as part of his general

assets for payment of his debts. The first and third of these pro-

positions will commend themselves to every Land Laws reformer, and
there is nothing revolutionary aljout them to frighten the most timid.

The second amendment proposed, however desirable in itself, is

beset with difficulties, and we can at best only hope for its very

gradual acceptance.

To all who are in earnest in this cause, Mr. Kinnear 's book will be
grateful, encouraging, stimulating ; and while we cannot entirely

commit ourselves to all the views he advocates, we heartily commend
liis work, and wish it a wide circulation.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

AVOODLAND WORK FOR SEPTEMBER
To insure the early transplanting of evergreens it will be necessary

that pitting or holing for these be at once taken in hand. The larger

plants may .at once be removed, and if tlie ground intended for the

smaller ones is not ready by the end of the month, these should be
raised and laid in by tlie heels until required. This is more especially

necessary where game is strictly preserved, and where too much dis-

turbance of the woodlands now- would interfere with future sport.

The larger deciduous plants may be treated in the same way by the

beginning of October, but no large tree of the latter kind which has

not been previously prepared by opening out should be transplanted

late in the season.

Layering from Oak, Elm, Ash, Sweet Chestnut, Plane, Birch,

Hazel, and a variety of other hard-wooded trees may now be com-
menced. If the ground has been properly prepared by loosening

around the stools, and by an addition of compost in the case of the

rarer kinds, the chances of success will be greatly increased. The
rapidity with which a thin and straggling coppice may be filled up
by the system of layering from stools would astonish those who have
never tried the system. The vigour imparted to the new shoots by
the widely-spreading roots of the old stool causes these to grow

away much faster than the transplants by which they may be sur-

rounded. Where Elms are intended for layering it is customary to

plant these out in the nursery, or some piece of prepared ground, at

distances of 5 ft. or 6 ft. apart, and to cut them over like Osiers at

the end of the third or fourth year. The shoots from these are

layered as soo \ as they ripen in the following autumn. By pegging
down the layers securely, and well covering the lower ends with firm

soil, all the dangers of wind-waving are prevented. Where layering

is practised in coppices upon ordinary soil it will be necessary to

allow the selected shoots to attain tlieir second year's growth before

they are operated on. Look over last year's plantations, removing
all dead trees, and cutting oft' at the ground such as show signs

of languishing. Trim and repair wood hedges, and paint or tar

all wood and iron fences which have been thus far neglected. Road
materials, fencing posts, and all composts required in planting, should
be carted while the land is sound.

In the nursery the smaller Hollies and evergreen Oaks may now
be tr.ansplanted, and composts turned and prepared for use. Beds
should also be jjrepared for Acorns, Sweet Chestnuts, and such other

tree seeds as are usually put into the ground before the beginning of

winter. After taking a careful survey of the plantations, and
looking well into the nursery stock on hand, a calculation may be
made of the quantity necessary to be purchased. Scour out all open
ditches in the woodlands, repair pinnocks, and endeavour to get

the general work so well in hand that during the next month every

attention may be given to planting. A. J. Burrows.

A Fine Deciduous Cypress.—I saw in one of your recent

numbers the measurement of a Cypress tree (the Deciduous Cypress).

There is a tree of the same kind in the gardens here So ft. in height

and 14 ft. in circumference at between 4 ft. and 5 ft. from the ground.

The tree belongs to my landlord, the Earl of Essex. I thought you
might like to have this particular, for I believe it is the finest tree of

the kind in the United Kingdom, if not in Europe.

—

Wm. Copeland,
Wnl/ord, Herts. [We should be greatly obliged to readers who will

inform us as to fine specimens of trees like the above.

—

Ed.]

Maackia amurensis.—This, amongst other things, was ex-

hibited by M. Lavallee at a recent meeting of the French Central

Horticultural Society, and is said, although introduced some fifteen

years ago, to be still rare in European gardens. It is perfectly

hardy, having stood the past winter uninjured, a fact which en-

titles it to the consideration of planters generally. With M. La-

vallee it flowers freely, and there is this year every prospect of an

abundant crop of seed. It may also be propagated by means of

layers.—I. Cornhill.

Old Service Tree.—Will any reader of The Garden oblige

me by mentioning the whereabouts of good old specimens of the

true Service tree (Pyrus domestica) ; also of the Oriental Plane, and

really fine old specimens, not pollarded, of the Willow ?—V.

Rhus viridiflora.—This summer-flowering species is strongly

recommended by M. Lavallee. It somewhat resembles R. Coriaria,

but does not attain such large proportions, whilst the panicle is

much larger.—J. C, Jii/Jieet.

PAWPAW, OR CUSTARD APPLE.
(asimina triloba.)

Who has not heard of the Pawpaw ? It is one of the most familiar

names for fruit, especially among the people living throughout the

entire Ohio and Mississippi Valleys ; but, common as it is, we venture

the assertion that only a small portion of our readers ever saw a

fruit, much less a flower. The name Pawpaw, however, is very

indefinite, for there are two entirely distinct kinds of fruit known
by this name ; the South American Pawpaw (Carica Papaya), a

most delicious fruit, nominally from Peru, and the North American

Pawpaw (Asimina triloba), the subject of this article. The best

exyilanation for its name is given by Prof. Gray : The popular name
of Pawpaw, he says, wasdoubtless given to the fruit of Asimina triloba

from a fancied resemblance to the appearance or taste of the fruit to

the true Pawpaw of tropical America (the fruit of Carica Papaya).

Asiminier, from which Asimina was formed, is the name Viy which

the fruit w.as known among the old French colonists. Perhaps it

would not be amiss to try and make a point here by calling the

attention of those plant lovers who are always complaining of hard

names to the necessity of scientific names to distinguish these fruits ;

for they are known the world over by their local native names, and

still have no relationship in qualities in common with each other

in the natur.al order of the vegetable kingdom. Some of the most

interesting fruits of the Tropics are produced by the botanical family

Anonacea', and are known by the popular names of Alligator Pear,

Custard Apple, Sour Sop, Sweet Sop, &c., many of which are among the
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most delicious fruits in the world, while a few, although not palatable,

present some of the most exquisite forms in the vegetable kingdom.

The A)ionace:v are exclusively a tropical or subtropical family, with

the single exception of the Asimiua, which, per contra, is a peculiarly

temperate zone genus, three species of which are found in the

Southern States (North America), reaching from about '2ii' to 35'

north latitude, while one species, A. triloba, the subject of this

paper, reaches to a little above 4"2' :?0' north latitude in the central

portion of tlie continent. The three southern species grow only

Irom about li in. (A. pygnuca) to ,'5 ft. (A. grandiliora) high

and produce a small worthless fruit, wliile A. triloba grows
from 1.1 ft. to 25 ft. high, and its fruit by many is considered a

very desirable one, but to us it alwaj's tasted like a tropical fruit

grown in an unfriendly climate, and destitute of the rich, luscious

flavour we expect to find in them, but of whicli they are voiil.

They seem to prefer a cool, rather moist, shady situation, especially

in the tliicl;cts near the banks of streams.

The annexed is an illustration of the fruit, flower, and leaves of

A. triloba, which, disregarding the quality uf its fruit, is certainly

worthy a notice among our native fruits. The portion of the bush
we have selected

for illustration is

from near the end
of the branch, ami
shows two leaves

and two flowers

in their natural

form and positior,

but reduced iu

size. The leaves,

as represented,

are oblong, obo-

vate, thin, from
S in. to 1-2 in.

lon^, pointed, and
covered with a

rusty down when
young, which,
however, soon
disappears. The
flowers are of a

dingy or copper-

brown, about ih

in. wide, nodding,
produced from
the axils of last

year's leaves, and
appearing Mith
the leaves in

April or May.
The stamens are

numerous, short,

covering the torus

with a solid, glo-

bular, or pyrami-
dal mass. The
fruit is ovate-

oblong in form,

smooth, pale
greenish - yellow,

about 3 in.or 4 in. long, and ripening in October. The representation

shows a bunch of fruit back of the leaves with one fruit cut hori-

zontally from end to end, to give a horizontal section, showing also

the seed in .s/7». The seeds are flat, arranged in two horizontal rows,

and are enclosed in a fleshy aril. As we have said before, the flesh

to us is a sweet, insipid, pulpy mass, but, like many other native

products, a taste is very readily acquired, so that perhaps we
should say, " fruit edible, desirable (?

)."

As an ornamental tree or shrub tlie Pawpaw adds a charm to a

large lawn from its peculiar aspect, being of dense and pyramid
growth, with the leaves always gracefully dropping. Its hardiness

to at least 42' north latitude will also add to its desirability for

lawn planting ; and, although the fruit is not relished by all, it is

esteemed by such a large portion of the people, that it is certainly

worth cultivating, especially as it seldom fails to produce a good
crop every season. The southern species, A. grandiflora, produces

a large, white, cap-shaped bloom, stained pink near the stem, with

a sweet, insipid fruit, 2 in. or 3 in. in length and 1 in. in diameter,

edible to some when ripe. A. pygmasa, a very common bush in

Florida, grows in clumps, and has leaves drooping to the ground ;

it flowers in April and May in two rows along the underside of

the limb of a variegated white, red, and purple colour, and is very
ornamental.

—

Ca^ie'a Botanical Index.

NOTES FROM NEW ENGLAND.
Carnivorous Plants.—When shall we find out all these?

To the increasing number I now see added in your columns the
l>romeli.ads. Vou know I am sceptical on this carnivorous business.
One day last summer, I found a pitcher on Sarracenia Drummoudi
which w.as full to the brim with what api)eared dried-up flies. I

thought thi.s was about to settle all my doubts, and I commenced to

turn them out to see the quantity and their appearance. I founil,

however, that they would not come out without assistance, and,
procuring a wire, for tlie pitcher was 8 in. long, I worked them
out, and judge of my surprise when I found the pitcher full of small
white maggots, living upon the dead flies, and not the plants.

Truly 1 thought what a fine structure one can build in imagination
;

l)ut which disappears .as quickly as it was constructed. I believe

my old friend Mr. Henderson, of New .Jersey, has made some
experiments with these carnivorous creatures, but so far has found
nothing to show that a Pitcher plant is any more voracious than a
Rose. Mr. Falconer, of the Cumbridgo Botanic Garden, tells mc
that his Pitcher plants (Nepeuthes), which are very full of pitchers,

are infested with
a large kind cf

cockroach, which
gets into the
pitchers ami
causes them to de-

cay immeiliately.

He recently
showed me some
pitchers with two
or three of these

insects in them,
and remarked
that unless he
went over them
every day and
tuiueil them out,

thepitchers would
all be spoiled.

Autumn
Tints.— I was
much surpriseil

not to find among
the trees remark-
able for the beauty
of their decaying
leaves in autumn
— enumerated
some time ago by
Mr. Paul—one of

the most, if not
the most, beau-
tiful of all, viz.,

the Tupelo Tree
so called (Nyssa
villosa). Certainly
we have notliing

that will com-
pare with it. The
scarlet Oak, the

scarlet and rock Maples, the Tulip Tree, the Liquidambar,
all of which he names, and wliich are so abundant in our great
valleys or tablelands, are assuredly very remarkable for their
autumn tints if they come out with you as they do herein favour-
able autumns. I think Mr. Paul should c^me here if for noother pur-
pose than to witness the glow and brilliancy of these trees, parti-

cularly the Maples. A trip up the Su3quehanT;a Valley, where the
mountain slopes are as varied in colour as the tints of the k.aleidcs-

cope, would showhim what "pictorial trees'' .are. Green, yellow, fawn,
red. aud scarlet often are blended in one tree—the top of one tree
scarlet, the lower half green, the entire half of another tree verti-

cally scarlet the other half yellow, and again old trees of the
clearest aurora. But there are the Maples aud the Liquidambar.
which is well named if it refers to the leaves, for they are often of
the clearest amber tint, though generally purplish-red or scarlet,

heightened by their starry shape. But the Tupelo, which
might be called the Fire Tree from its mass of scarlet foliage,

towers up alone, as it generally does, and sets aglow the foresr.

Xor is it less conspicuous in summer, for its leaves are then scarcely
less beautiful than the C'.unellia. which it closely resembles
in its tliick, smooth, coriaceous deep green, glossy hue,
quite unlike any other tree of our northern woods, and
more than this, for it is as erratic in its form as it is

Fruit, flowers, and leaves of the Pawpaw vv Custard Apple (.Vsimina triloba)
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brilliant in its colouring, always more or less irregular in its habit.

It often assumes a blunt, convex, or weeping form at the top, so

that it has been called the Umbrella Tree. The branches are

nearly horizontal or slightly inclined downwavils, and are very

thickly covered with small spray, which gives to old trees a shaggy

and often grotesque appearance. This is its general character.

Under cultivation it grows more regular, for we li.ave one tree raised

from seed now twenty yearsold which is quite symmetrical, entirely

unlike anything I ever saw in the forests. To sum up, I think it a
remarkable and most beautiful tree, but, unfortunately, difficult to

propag?-tc and impatient of removal which, I presume, accounts for

its scarcity, for I never yet observed one tree which had been trans-

planted except our own, nor do I know of any artificial landscape

in our vicinity Avhere it has been introduced. Sly acquaintance with

it for forty years has been with the scattered specimens growing

wild around Cambridge and the dazzling trees which have arrested

my attention at various times throughout New England. The birds

are r'reat lovers of the seeds, .which are enclosed in a blue berry, but

as our trees have borne an abundance the last two years, I have been

fortunate enough to save a fine lot of young seedlings. Looking
over Loudon's " Arboretum," he says it was introduced in IS'Jl, and
is occa^iotially to be met in collections, and tliat the only plant

whicli he had seen of this kind was in the arboretum of Messrs.

Loddiges, where in 183.5 it was 10 ft. high, but it died in IS.'iO.

From tills I infer it is a very rare tree in English collections, and
that few or no specimens are to be found which show the typical

character as familiar to us here, thougli I must admit it is but

slightly known only to real lovers of beautiful trees, when Dr.

Emerson tolls us in his volume on the trees of Massachusetts, that

be rode twenty-live miles expressly to see a fine sjiecimen, and
that it was richly worth a much longer journey. You can rest satis-

fied that it is no ordinary object.

Marketing Rhubarb.—The custom in England of bringing

such immense loads of Rhubarb leaves to m.arket with the stems
surprised me. I will not say how many of these huge loads I counted

one Saturday morning around Covent Garden, for I should be set down
by my American friends who might read it as a veritable Munchau-
sen. But you know, as the great teams fil! up the avenues near The
Garden office. Here it is all brought in in Ijundles with the leaves

cut off near the base, and occupying less than half if not still less

room. I think I am safe in saying tliat some of the loads which I

noticed, like a huge load of hay piled 8 ft. or 10 ft. high, might
have been carried in one quarter the space with a corresponding

benefit to the purchaser. In your cool .and moist climate it may
make no material ditterence, but with us if the entire leaves were

on, in two or three hours they would take up all tlie juiciness of

the stalks, whicli become so flabby and dry that nothing but woody
fibre would be left. It may be a good custom, but it seems to me
that the leaves might be better disposed of at home than in London,

and the heads of the poor women around the market would be

relieved from the burden of carrying an immense m.ass of usele.ss

vegetation. The forced Pthubarb which I saw so almndant was
I'emarkably fine (this had no leaves), and if our market could be

siipolied with the same qu.ality it would be in large demand.
What we now have is spindly material hardly worthy of the

name.

Curvilinear Training as BxemplifledbyAmpelopsis.
—Did you ever read " Hayward on Horticulture?" an interesting

volume published many years ago, in which the author described a new
au<l improved plan of training trees. I was so pleased with it and the

drawin':{S that I copied the latter, for there was only one copy to be

h.ad, and that was in the possession of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society. He denounced the horizontal system, and advocated the

more natural one of curved branches, which he denominated the

wavy or curvilinear. I imagine, however, that his plans were never

much carried into practice, as I never saw any specimens of his style.

It struck me at the time as being much better, as well as more
beautiful, than the horizontal, though no doubt it needs rather

more skill tlian the latter. Now, if you will look at any Ampelopsis
Veitchi growing naturally upon a wall, you will see it is a perfect

representationof the curvilinear lines of Mr. Hayward's trees, showing
that hissystem was founded on natural growtli. A careful study of the

growth of this Ampelopsis as it appears in winter when denuded of

its foliage is very interesting ; tlie curvilinear lines of its branches

are so regular and beautiful, that they appear as if especially trained

to form such graceful curves—the exact curve of the trained trees,

as pictured by Hayward, and a copy of which, on a reduced scale,

appears in Loudon's "Enoyclopaadia," p. 671. However, it maybe
said that both of these systems of training are things of the past, for

the single or double cordon of the French enables us to cover a wall

or trellis so quickly, we sliall never go back to the slow process of

the horizontal system. But I must ask all lovers of natural lines of

beauty to notice the Ampelopsis in its winter aspect.

Roses from Cuttings.—Our American style of growing
Roses from young cuttings lias not yet been practised on the Con-
tinent ; while our nurserymen send out fine young plants four months
old, the grafted jilants require two years to prepare them for sale.

The newest Roses of 1880 bought at '20 francs each -were in our
market early in the year by the hundred for 50 cents each, or much
less if a quantity were taken. As I have stated before, the Americans
can't wait. These young potted Ptoses planted out in May, in
good soil, make fine bushes, which bloom in August and September,
and the second year have four or five shoots covered with large and
fine Roses. We also propagate by grafting on young Manetti stocks.
The stocks, single shoots just rooted, are potted in November and
grafted in December. In spring a beautiful plant of Jlrs. Laxton
was exhibited with one strong shoot 1.) in. high, terminated with
only such a flower as Mrs. Laxton is—trulv superb in her mantle of
crimson-scarlet, as the recent plate in The Garden of this grand
variety shows. These young potted Roses are sent safely all over
the United States by mail at very little cost, while with the budded
Roses, which are bulky and dry up so quickly, the carriage would
be heavy and tlie deatli rate large.

Violets and Primroses.

—

*

Vinlets dim.
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes
Or Cytherea's breath.

So sang Shakespeare, and so I thought as I jiassed through tlie

Parisian fields of this humble, but odorous flower. There are some
things we have in profusion which are among the rarities of your
gardens, and there are others which bespangle your meadows and
fields which we can only possess with much labour and skill. Among
the latter are Violets and Primroses, the poet's flowers. Sur-
prising to me were the masses of these that filled every foot of space
early on the morning in the month of March around the entrance to

the flower mart of Covent Garden, and still more surprising the
barrow-loads that I .saw at the corner of nearly every avenue in Paris.

How so many could be disposed of also appeared astonishing, but
when I reflected that a sou or a penny would buy a pretty little

bunch, my wonder ceased. Here with us the price is about sixpence,

and the same with the Primroses, which are never seen here, and
this leads me to a notice of two fine varieties of Violets—the

Princess Louise and the still newer one which I found at M. Le-
moine's, called Marie de Savoie. We have it now in bloom, a very
bright blue, very large, and altogether a very promising Violet. Of
course the plants are yet young and very few of them, but enough
has been seen to make us expectant of a fine acquisition. Princess

Louise is also large, and very dark blue, and a fine Violet. Its only

fault is its habit of throwing its flowers out horizont.ally, by which
they get spattered with dirt. In our severe climate both the Violet

and Primrose must be grown in frames, where they can be protected

from hard frosts, and also aired frequently to prevent damp, all of

which can be ilone with tlie proper appliances of mats and shutters.

But with our heavy snows it is laborious and expensive, and will ever

prevent them from becoming' abundant and cheap, as I wishtheycould
be, that everybody might enjoy them, delightfully fragrant as they are.

It seems curious to me to read in an old gardening volume that our
native North American Violets succeed best in loam and bog earth,

and should be housed in winter. Here a little spot of a lawn iu

front of our conservatory is literally white in May, as with patches

of snow, with our pretty V. lanceolata, and yet the soil is stiff

clayey loam, and the Grass is often thrown out of the ground as

well as the Violets by the upheaving of the soil during severe frosts

when the gi'ouud is frozen 2 ft. deep. The same with \". podata, the

most showy and beautiful of our native Violets, completely carpet-

ing the surface of our dry hillsides in June with blossoms of

coerulean hue ; and here, too, growing among Lichens and little tufta

of short stunted Grass, on a gravelly surface, exposed to the cold

bleak wind, as well as severe frosts of winter, they flourish in even
greater abundance than your Daisies or Primroses, and flower with
a profusion that surpasses your native Violet.

Gladioli.—Once more we are indebted to M. Lemoine for the

very pretty addition to our gardens of the hybnd Gladioli, lately

figured in The Garden. They appear to be just wliat we want,
divested of the coarser habit of the natalensis, and freer in growth
than the old Colvillei, a refinement which all lovers of this valu-

able class of summer flowering bulbs will appreciate. We may now
look with this break in the type to many fine varieties of tlie same
habit, but with varying and undoubtedly deep aud brilliant, as

well as the delicate and novel, tints of G. Leinoinei and Marie
Lemome.
Henderson's Amaryllids are conspicuous for their size as

well as distinct colouring. I was pleased to have these additions

to my collection, as I will have an opportunity of improving them.

I have a variety of seedlings quite as fragrant as Lilium candidum
;

in fact, two or three flowers perfume the house. They were raised
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from A. ardens, fertilised with a striped variety in the way of vit-

tata whieli an ainuteur u'ave me, wlio received it with others

from the Cape two or tlirec years ago. Aside from their showy
llowers, their doliglitfiil perfume renders them doubly vahiahle.

Gastronema sangfUineiini.—I do not sueeeed very well with

this splendid liulli, and perhaps Mr. Baines can give me a hint respect-

ing its treatment. A bulb of it which I received full six years ago

is very little larger now than it was at that time, and it has only

flowered about every other year. It makes no oll'sets and very few
leaves, and I cannot incre.ase it. Mr. Miles records his failures, and
I now, almost for the first time, acknowledge mine witli this bulb.

I have put it in the stove and in the greenh(mse, have ke]it it dry
and kept it wet, but with no good results. Perliaps it will do as a

bulb did wliich an old friend and amateur gave me some years ago.

He said he hatl liad it twenty years, and as it had never produced a
(lower, he gave it to me to experiment upon. As he was a most
painstaking cultivator I did not give it much attention, but sot it

outdoors witli several other bulbs, where it stood all summer. Wliat
was my sur]>risc to find it, stuck away as many plants are in large col-

lections in Septembei', in flower. It was tlie old and pretty Amaryllis
reticulata, witli its foliage dee]ily stri[)ed with white and delicate

pinkish flowers, similar to A. Belladonna. It had been coddled in

the house all these years, but as soon as it received the pure air it

revived witli the freshness of youth. Perhaps my Oastronema has
been petted too much. I think I paid 10s. or los. for it, and conse-

(jueutly did not let it alone. C. M. HovEY.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September 14.

First-class Certificates were awarded on this occasion to

—

MM. Chantrier Freres, a Mortefontaine, France, for

—

Croton B. Franck Selliere, one of the handsomest and
most distinct varieties yet exhibited. The plant in question was
about :l ft. high, and had a single, erect stem. The leaves were
about 1 ft. long and 4 in. wide, deep green, heavily mottled with
creamy-yellow.

Mr. J. King, ^Vray Park, Reigate, for

—

Coleus Mrs. 'W. M. Shlirreff, a variety with leaves of a rich

crimson, bordered with a liroad band of maroon, and teeth of a bright
green. The habit of growth is robust and compact.

Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, for

—

Dalilia (Show) W. N. Williams, a large, somewhat coarse

flower of a l]riniant scarlet colour, aud Joseph Green, a smaller

flower of much the same colour as the preceding.

Messrs. Eawlings Bros., P^omford, for

—

Dahlia (Show) Frank Ra'wlirigs, a fine flower, both in size

and form, and of a ricli velvety plum colour, and Mr. Harris,
deep crimson, also a finely-shaped bloom.

A cultural commendation was awarded to Mr. Roberts, gardener to

Baroness Rothschild, (iunnersbury Park, for an extensive and well-

grown collection in pots of the dwarf form of Scabiosa atro-purpurea.

5lr. Pooberts considers such plants invaluable for purposes of deco-
ration throughout the summer and autumn months. They were
about 1 ft. in height, well furnished with flowers of various hues,

pink, reil, rose, and deep velvety purple being the prevailing tints.

A numerous and representative collection of Dahlias was shown
by Mr. Cinnell, .Swanley, comprising the single varieties Paragon,
coccinea, lutea, and other forms of D. variabilis, the singular Cactus
Dahlia (D. Yurezi), of a brilliant scarlet hue ; about forty varieties

of the Pompone or bouiiuet kinds, so pleasing in size and colour, .and

about the same number of the show and fancy sorts, which included
most of the leading varieties. Mr. Cannell also showed Iresine
AVallisi, a kind in the way of I. Herbsti, but with much darker
coloured foliage.

Collections of Dahlia.s in numerous variety were also shown by
^lessrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, and Messrs. Rawlings Brothers,
Romford. Tliese comprised most of the new varieties raised by
these firms, as well as many of the older kinds.

Mr. Eckford, gardener to Dr. Sankey, Sandsrwell Park, Chelten-
ham, sent a collection of seedling Coleus, some of which were par-

ticularly striking, notalily those named Hermance, Versoix, Mon
Repos, Lavigny, and Mont Fleury. Mr. Iggulden, Orsett Hall,
Romford, showed plants of Begonia semperflorens grandiflora, a fine

variety with larger flowers than the ordinary kind ; it differs also in

beingastronirergrowerand more continuous flowerer. AColeus named
Canon Hall Beauty w.as exhibited by Messrs. Yeitch, Chelsea, a sort

with rather large foliage, with bright crimson in the centre of the

leaves, edged with a broad border of maroon, and the coarse teeth
bright green. Four sorts of seedling Coleus were also shown by
Messrs. t^arter, all of which were scarcely in character to judge of
their merits.

Two kinds of Zygopet.alum, Z. maxillare .and Z. Gauteri, were
shown in flower by Mr. Kbl)age, gardener to Mr. Beckett, Stamford
Hill. Both ]>hiut3 were grown on a block, but were shown as one
plant, and seemed in excellent condition. A flowering spr.ay of
Bougainvillca glabra was scut by the Honourable aiul Rev. .1. T.
Boscaweu, Proluis, which had been cut from a jihmt in the open air.

It allbrils a striking proof of the mildness of the Cornish climate.
A cluster of ten llowers of Lapageria rosea was showed by iVfr.

Bowell, gardener to Sir H. W. Parker, which indicated skilful cul-
ture. Cut flowers of Rose Queen of Bedders, a dwarf bedding kind,
was shown by Mr. Noble, who states that it is very floriferous, and
produces flowers for five months in succession. From the Society's
garden, Chiswick. came cut llowers of Canua iridifiora hybrida, one
of the finest of .all the v.arieties. About fifty kinds of Cacti and
other succulent plants were shown by Mr. Boiler, Kensal Ni^w
Town, all interesting in a way, but included nothing remarkable.
In the corridor Messrs. C. Lee & Son, Royal Vineyard A'ursery,
Hammersmith, exhibited an extremely rich collection of Oaks, Coni-
fers, and other trees ; a note on tliese is given in another column.

Fruit and Vegetables.—These were more numerous th.au
usual, the most noteworthy being four fine fruits of Melon Blenheim
Orange, a handsome netted fruit of oval shape and scarlet flesh of
fine flavour. It is said to be a hybrid between Read's Scarlet Flesh
and Hero of Bath. These were sho%vn by the raiser, Mr. Crump,
gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, and were said to
have been grown from seeds taken from the fruit which won the first

prize among thirty .at the great show at South Kensington, June S.

Mr. Crump remarks th.at it is very productive and sets well, has a
good constitution, aud ripens in a short space of time. A fii'st-class

certificate was awarded to this fruit. A large French Cantaloupe
Melon was shown by Mr. Roberts, Ounnersbury Park, which had
been grown in an unheated frame, where it thrives admirably and
sets freely. Mr. Roberts considers it the hardiest of all the Melons he
knows of. Kight liandsome fruits of Cucumber, Selborne Rival,
said to be a cross between Marquis of Lome and Tender and True,
were exhibited by the raiser, Mr. C. J. S.alter, Selborne, Stre.atham,
but the committee considered it somewhat deficient in flavour,

occasioned probably by the lateness of the season. Mr. Harrison
Weir showed fruits of Plums from grafted trees, which
plainly illustrated the influence of the stock. The kinds were
Black Diamond from a tree eleven years old worked on the Sloe
stock, and the same variety on the Mussel stock. The fiaiits of

the former were much more glaucous than usual, and somewhat
smaller, but no appreciable ditierence in flavour could be detected.
From the society's garden at Cliiswiek were exhibited fruits of
Malakoona Apple, a Russian variety of medium size and handsome
appearance, with a brisk, sugary fl.avonr. It is said to be a prolific

bearer, and will prove a valu.able variety. Some fine examples of

Red Flat Egyptian Turnip Beet .and Yilmorin's (Juernsey Half-long
Parsnip, of Turnip-like appearance, were ahso sent from Chiswick.
Branches well furnished with fruit of the Crittenden Damson were
shown by Messrs. Bunyard, Maidstone, which well exemplified its

extreme productiveness. A new Pear of handsome appearance,
similar to Williams' Bon Chretien, was sent by Dr. Jules Guyot, and
a few seedling Apples were shown also. Potato Victoria Kidney
was sent by Mr. Edwards, Shrewsbury, which was recommended to

be sent to Chiswick for trial. Messrs. Stuart, Mein & Co., Kelso,
exhibited an extensive collection of vegetables of excellent qu.ality,

consisting of twenty dishes of Potatoes, in excellent variety and fine

tubers, ten kinds of Onions, also good, yellow-fleshed Turnips, tliree

sorts, various Cabbages, Savoys, Broccoli, Vegetable Marrow,
Leeks, Beetroot, including their Imperial Sliort-top v.ariety, which
they claim to be an advance on older kinds. Though some of the
exhibits had a somewhat stale appearance, they formed an interesting

feature in the meeting, and a cultural commendation and vote of

thanks were appropriately accorded them.

Peter Henderson has been reading an essay on " Humbugs in

Horticulture." The United States seem full of tree pedlars and
other rogues who visit farmers and fruit gi-owers throughout the
country, and sell very ordinary refuse of the nurseries with big
names and big descriptions. For a long time we have not seeii

anything of the kind in London. The last we know of were
Frenchmen, who had a shop in Regent Street, and professed to

sell colossal Pears, blue Roses, and all the rest of the Bogus family.
This is now nearly twenty years ago. They only remained a few
months. We are not sure, however, that they have not in the mean-
time been at work in the provinces.
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BEAUTIFUL HAKDY PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING THE PRESENT WEEK.*
English Name.

Sand Abronia

.

Monkshood
Two-coloured do. .

Japanese „
Noble Yarrow
Ilosy Milfoil .

Double Sneezewort
Starwort....
Spreading „
Smooth ,,

NewEngland,,
Japanese Windflower .

Double May Weed .

Snapdragon .

Cape Pondweed
Great Thrift .

Butterfly Weed
Flowering Rush .

Rock Purslane
Wall Hairbell
Purple „
Bearded ,,

Tufted ., . .

Commou Bracted Bindwd.
Double , , .

Catanance
Red Valerian .

Lyon's Beard Tongue .

Tall
Whorled Tickseed .

Mender ,,

Lancedeaved „
Scarlet Dahlia
Graceful ,, .

Common „ . .

Larkspur

Carnation
Sweet William
Bleeding Ileart

Purple Cone Flower
Australian Daisy .

Latin Name.
A. arenaria
Aconltuiii Napellus & van.

bicolor

jtiponicum
Achillea fillpendula

Millefolium rosea
Ptarmica Jl.-pl.

Aster Ainelhts
liar- bess.xrablcus

patciu
turbineUus
Nooai-Aayllce

Anemone japonica & vart.

Anthemis inodorum Jl.-pl.

Antirrhinumtnajus ii: vars
Aponoji'ton dtstachyon
Armeria cephalotes
Asclepias tuberosa
BatOiiius umbellatus
Calandrinia umbellata
Campanula muralis

pulla
barbata
cnespitosa

Cahjstegia Sepiutn X- vars.
ocidata

Catananche cocntlea tt vrs.

Centrnnthus ruber X" v^irs

Chelow; Li/oni
obi'qua

Coreopsis verticiUata
tenuifolia
lancenlata

Dahlia cncetnea
gracilis
variabilis

DelphiIliumformosum and
other vars.

DianthiL'i C irijnphyllus
barbatus vam.

Dicent ra formosa
Echinacea purpurea
Erigcron. umcroiicttum

English Name.
Hungarian Globe Thistle
Russian „
Tall „ .

Alpine Sea Holly .

Blue-stmd. ,,

Amethyst ,,

White Snake-root .

.

Thistle-leaved Francoa .

Cuban Lily

Bristled Gaillardia
Texan Gaura .

Lancaster Crane's-bill .

Meadow
Ghent Gladiolus .

Brenchley ,,

Saunder's ,,

Purple ami Gold ,,

Branching „
Dwarf Helen-dower
Prairie SunHower .

Cape Hyacinth
Aloe Flame-flower

.

Golden-banded Lily
Swamp ,,

Tiger ,,

Showy „
Long-flowered ,,

L ice Orange „
Cirdinal Flower
Great Lobelia
Sjarlet Lychnis

Double Evening Lychnis
Purple Loosestrife
Spotted Monkey-flower

.

hearlet ,.

Xfany-fld. Mrvl.ufPeru.
Wild Bergainot
Gswego Tea .

Potts' Montbretia .

Azorean Forget-me-not .

White Cup

Latin Name.
Echinops Ritro

Titthenicus
ezaltatus

Eryngtum alpinum
Bourgati
amethystinum

Eapatorium ageratoides
F. sonchi/olia
Funkia subcordata var.

i}randiflora
Gaillardia aristata
Gaura Lindheimeri
Geranium lancastrieJise

pratensejl..pL
G. gandavensis tfc vars.

brenchleyensis
Saundersi
purpureo-auratus
ramosus

Ilelcmnm pumilum
Helianthus ri'iidus

Hyacinthuji caiulicanfi

Kniphojia ahteuides nobilis

Lilium auratum cL- vars.
superbtim
tijrinum tt vars.

speciosiim tt vars.
longijlorum d: vars.

venusUnn
Lobelia cardinalis

syphilitica

L. chalcedonica (double
red and white)

L. vespertina Jl.'pl.

Lythrum Saliearia ii-v.Trs.

Mimulus guttatiis
cardinalis

Mirabiiis multijlora
Monarda Jistulosa iS: vars

didynia
Montbretia Pottsi
Myosotis azorica
Sierembergia rivularis

English Name.
Water Lily
Large Evening Primrose
Young's Evening ,,

Sundrops „
Glaucous-leaved „
Missourian

,,

Swamp
,,

Rock Navel-wort .

Large Purple Pentstemon
Murray's „
Torrey's

,,

Hartweg's ,,

Gentian
,,

Valerian-leaved ,,

Phlox ....
Chinese Bell-flower
Double Potentilla .

Dense-headed Primrose .

Double Pyrethrum
Rock Soapwort
Caucasian Scabious
Spanish Oyster Plant
Large Purple Groundsel
Golden Rod .

British ,,

Canadian „
Scarlet Woundwort
Great Sea Lavender
Common ,,

Tartarian ,,

Purple Stobrea
Blue Stokesia .

Virginian Spiderwort
Golden Tritouia
Tuber Nasturtium .

Flame Nasturtium

.

Japanese Speedwell
Clustered „
Heartsease
Flaccid-leaved Yucca
Thread-leaved ,,

Californiau Fuclisia

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS IN FLOWER.
Rock Abelia .

Coral Barberry
Trumpet Flower .

Golden Bush .

Blue Busli

New Jersey Tea
Azurean Red Root.

Virgin's Bnwer
Jackm-in's Clematis
Open-flowered ,, .

SVooUy-leaved „ .

Oval-leaved ,, .

Eutire-leaved ,, .

Tube-flowered ,, .

David's ., .

Bell-flowered „ .

Bladder Senna

A. rjtpestris

Berberidupsis coralUna
Bignonia radicn,ns
Caiisinia /itl'iida

Cean>'fhti-i tli-ntatus

ainerCcaniis
azure us

Gloire de Versailles
Leon SimoJi
Clematis Flammitla

Jackmani vars.

patens vars,
lanuginosa vars.
ovata
integri/nlia
tubiUnsa
Jhividiana
crmpanulata

Colatea arborescent
* This List is made

Broom ....
Common Heath
Hairy ,,

Scotch ,, ,

Cornish ,,

Mediterranean ,, .

Tree . .

Willow-leaved Heimia .

Tree Mallow .

Panicled Hydrangea

St. John's-wort
Purple Indigo
Jasmine ....
Himalayan Honeysuckle
Chinese Privet
Japanese ,,

Honeysuckle .

Trumpet

Cytisus nigricans
Erica vulgaris

ciliarii

cinerea
vagans
jw-diterranea
arborca

J{ stlicifnlia

Hibiscus syriaca
U. paniculata

oar. grandijlora
Hypericum oblongifolium
Indigofera fioribunda
./asminum ojficinale

Lei/cesteria formosa
Liguatrum chincnse

japonicum
Lonicera Periclymenum

sempervirens

Tea Plant
St. Dabeoc's Heath
Daisy Bush
Round-lvd. Rest HaiTOw
Sorrel Tree .

Jerusalem Sago
Cape Figwort
Tree Cinquefoil
White Kerria
Staghorn Sumach .

Smooth ,,

Venetian „
Silky Rose
Ramanas Rose
Rose Acacia .

Rush Broom .

Meadow Swei-t
Large Trumpet Flower

.

Bush Honeysuckle
from observation in London gardens and nurseries during the past week.

Latin Name.
yiimphcva alba and var.
iJCnothera marginata

Young

i

fruticosa
glauca
inissourie7isis

riparia
Omphalodes Lucilice

P. Cobcea
Murrayanua
Torreyi
Hartwegi
gentiawiides
centranthifolius

P. paniculata'
(jlorists' vars.)

Platycodnn grandijlorum
P. hybrida vars
Primula capitata
Pgrethrum (double vrs.)
Saponaria ocymoides oar.
Scabiosa caucasica
Sciilyui-iis hispanicus
S>'ii,-ri,> i>u!r/i,.'r

Solida-'ii' miiltiradlata
Virgaurea
canadensis

Stachys cnccinea
Statice latifolia

Lunonium
tatarica

Stobiea purpurea '

S. cijanea
Tradpscantia virginica
T. aurca
Tropoiolum tuberosum

specinsum [Nilis

Veronicn hrngifolia subses-
spicnta enrymbosa

Viola tricolor vars.
Y . Jlaccida

filamen*osa
Zauschneria californica

Lyclum barbarum
Menziesia. polifoUa
Olearia Ilaasii
Ononis rotundifoUa
Oxydcndrum arboreum
Phlinnis fruticosa
I'll '/'ii'lii's rripensis

J'"ft;nti!lii fiutescens
Ji'iodiifypu.-i kerrioidcs
lihus typhina

glabra
Cotinus

Rosa sericea
rugosa

Robinia hispida
Spnrtiuiii imiceum-
Spirivacall'i.<a

Tecoma grandiflora
Weigela rosea and vara.

SIZE OF GARDENS.
I WISH "Justicia" would devote some of his "Leaflets" to this
subject and keep at it. None of his ideas on the suliject of good
gardening will ever be carried out while gardens are under-manned
or too large, as ninety-nine out of every hundred are at tlie present
time. Before all otliers this question of extent of ground and glass
must be settled. It is the crying evil of horticulture of these days,
and has ruined many a private garden, and destroyed the prospects
of many a good gardener. Had I the opportunity I would under-
take with a quarter of an acre to grow more and better crops of
fruit, indoors and out, flowers, including Orchids, and vegetables,
than are at present found in scores of gardens, maybe ten or
twelve acres in extent, with a proportionate amount of glass, &c.
It is simply marvellous what can be accomplished when everything
can be done that should be done, and how much labour and expense
is saved thereby. The wonder, as things are at present, is not that gar-
deners accomplisli so little, but that they accomplish so much. Were
gardens only manned as they should be, the cost of management would
be reduced, and every production of the garden would be like the
prize examples of our exhibitions where fair skill, which is not scarce,
was brought to bear. All the fine examples of flowers, fruits, and

,
vegetables that one sees at shows are only the result of the necessary
careandattention—nothing more, and the general stock in every garden
might be like them if six times more was not attempted than could
be accomplished. There are scores of .3 and 4-acre kitchen gardens
that would be more productive if they were reduced to 1 acre, and
plenty of 15 and 20-acre pleasure gardens that would present a far

more creditable appearance, and be a fund of wealth and interest to
proprietors, if they were reduced to a quarter of their size. C.

" J. 8. W." (p. 204) has done good service in directing atten-

tion to the great evil of having gardens too large in proportion to the
labour employed to keep them. Whether his conclusion be just or

otherwise—that the much-blamed bedding-out system has contributed
more than anything else to this state of things—is of less moment.
Of course, in so far as that system increases the labour of the garden,
it would tend to intensify all the evils so apparent in under-manned
gardens. It is hardly possible too severely to condemn those innu-
merable instances one meets with of taste, culture, and keeping being
sacrificed to size. This is one of the worst and also one of the most
common errors of the day. I am glad to see " Justicia " also takes
this vein (p. 199). There is no merit whatever in mere breadth of

area. It goes for something in a chain of mountains, in a wide
sweep of plain or prairie, or in a broad expanse of ocean, but in a
garden mere size is nothing. The smaller the garden often the more
taste, the higher beauty the greater the pleasure. Loudon, I

believe, used to say the smaller the garden the better and more clever

the gardener should also be. Be that as it may, as a rule small
gardens are, perhaps, the best done by. There is less to distract the
attention, and the talent displayed is often the greatest. This is easily

accounted for. The tendency in large places is to convert the head
gardener into a machine—controlling, guiding all, but attending to

a hundred things besides culture. In smaller places the gardener's
own personal t.alent or taste is stamped on everything.

But the greatest evil is that the labour or motive power is so often

deficient. It matters not how good the engine may be, if the coa
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fails there can be no work got out of it. Thousands of gardens with

able men appointed to manage them are rendered as useless as the

steam engine without coal for the lack of sullioient labour. I once

knew a very noted instance of this : a kitchen garden w.is removed,

a new one made, .and the old one converted into just one .vcre of

flower-beds. Not a sintjle extra man was allowed in consequence of

the change. When I first saw the place a year or two afterwards,

I was amazed to find huge flower-beds capable of holding 500 bed-

ding plants e.ach thus filled—one with Dahlias, another witli Mig-

nonette, a third with Clarkias, a fourtli with sweet Alyssum, a fifth

with a mixture of Verbenas and Pelargoniums, and so on. On
enquiry I found the gardener a man of ability, and the want
of labour the only explanation of the queer state of this enormous
flower garden, centred with a massive fountain, and embellished

with vases containing twenty Humeas each. The whole place was, as

"J. S. W." points out, rougher than the park. The open kitchen

garden had no edgings to its walks, whicli were made of the roughest

stones laid on undrained soil, with flints and boulders here and
there. On pointing this out to the proprietor the answer was that

the large stones were extremely useful in wet weather, as they couhl

leap from one to the other on the dry without getting into a slough

of despond between them.

And yet there were ten men employed in that garden. But it

would have taken nearly double that number to do it justice. The
proprietor had an extension mania, and nothing was ever finished

or kept in order afterwards. I have seldom met with any other

place so bad as this. But there are comparatively few gardens that

are not sufl'ering from over-size or its converse under - labour.

There is nothing that pays so well in a garden as labour ; the more
skilled the better. Labour lays the foundation of taste, fashions

fairy scenes of beauty out of mediocrity, and brings forth plenty from
the iron grasp of Eterility itself. Starve a garden of labour and you
rob it of all its interest and value, \\eeds, coarseness, neglect in a

g.arden—the first fruitsof a scarcity of labour—are worse thancobwebs,
half hiding the beauty of a Raphael or a foul rag veiling the

face of beautj'. They give pain wliere pleasure was promised.

Better far have six square yards well cultured and cared for than
six acres with dirt and disorder staring us out of countenance at

every step. In such under-laboured places gardeners gradually sink

lower and yet lower, until they become little better than a
superior kind of scavenger, whose chief mission it is to g.ather and
sweep or clean up for evermore. Gifted with taste and a love of

cleanliness and order, with cultural powers, many of them of a very
high order, their fat« is little better than that of Tantalus, who, stand-

ing in water to the chin, died of thirst. And so manygardeners thirst-

ing to excel in their profession, to have their gardens Edens of

beauty and veritable Goshens of plenty, are doomed for life to

wage war with weeds, to accept failure, to battle with impossi-

bilities, and to be blamed, perhaps dismissed in the end, for not sur-

mounting them. If ladies and gentlemen only knew the cost and
the sacrifice that these life-long hopeless struggles involve, methinks
many of them out of sheer benevolence would forthwith set about
re-adjusting the size of their gardens to the labour they employ.
There are two simple modes of doing this—either bring up the
labour power to the size of the garden, or reduce the area of the
latter to the level of the labour employed. Gardening is so different

in different places, that no hard and fast line can be laid down. A
man to an acre is a rough sort of guess that is often employed. It

may be sufficient or not, according to what is done with, or made out
of, the acre. For pleasure ground or kitchen gardes it might suffice ;

for carpet bedding it would prove miserably insufficient. Glass and
walls also require much labour if the best is to be made of them.
Probably some of the correspondents of The Garden" will favour us
with their views upon the labour power needed for dift'erent sized
gardens, giving a rough estimate of the size and character of the
flower and kitchen garden, length and height of walls, area of short
grass, extent of glass houses, whether devoted to fruit or flowers,

&c. At present I am chiefly anxious to direct attention to the
great and growing evil of the over-sized an! under-laboured condition
of gardens in the hope that this may be all that is needed to bring
the two into a more reasonable relation the one to the other.

D. T. Flsh.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Geranium argenteum.—I have grown only one plant of this
Geranium for three years, and would have liked duplicates, but have
been somewhat puzzled as to how to obtain them, as it has yet but
one solid crown, and its seed is very sparingly produced. The
ripening seed I have most carefully watched ; one day it has been
intact in fleshy pods and quite green, and the next day the seeds had
gone. I have watched this many weeks during the present summer.
I blame the birds, and at last as there are but few pods left, I have
cut them—it would appear^unripe. I scarcely need add that this
is one of the most beautiful of alpines.—J. Wood, Kirkiiall.

FAILURES IN MUSHROOM GROWING.
How is it that I have obtained satisfactory results as regards
Mushroom growing in another part of the country while here under
the very s.ime conditions I have not one good bed out of every four
or five made up ? Some will doubtless ask, " Is your spawn good ?"

Well, of this I have some doul)ts, but the vendors say it never fails

in other places, and testimoni.-vls in its praise are plentiful ; but I
say, let the article supplied bear its own testimonials ; if good it re-
quires none. First, as to the house, which is similar to most struc-
tures of the kind ; it is about 2S ft. long and 12 ft. wide. Two
rows of beds, the one above the other, run the whole length of the
house at the b.ack ; these are 4 ft. wide, with a low !)-in. brick wall
in front of the bed on the floor, leaving tluis a little more than 7 ft.

for a pathway. In this pathway three rows of 4-in. hot-water
pipes are placed close to the front wall of the house. The roof is

slated and plastered with lime inside ; if it had a cistern I think it

would be an improvement, as it would be easier to maintain a close,
fixed, moist temperature, conditions most conducive to success in
Mushroom gi'owing.

Thejmaterials which we use are fresh horse droppings collected from
the stables, where the horses are fed with dry food, .and these are
mixed with about one-fourth or one-sixth of the best loam we can
get. The manure as it is collected is laid in an open shed in small
riilges to dry and turned over every day ; the roughest of tlie straw
is picked out at the time of collecting and drying. When it is con-
sidered we have enough to make up a bed and the manure suffi-

ciently dry, the loam is then added and thoroughly mixed with the
manure, and the whole is thrown up into a conical heap to induce
fermentation. A " watch stick " is then introduced in order to as-

certain if the materials are heating too violently ; if this happens,
the heat is spread out to allow the whole to cool, and get rid of some of
the moisture. After a few days the materials are again put together
as before, and a "watch stick " is again put in; if it is thought
by carefully trying this stick with the hand that the materials this
time will not overheat, they are taken to the jMushroom house and
made up into a bed.

The bed is made up in thin layers and beaten firmly down till we
have a depth of about 12 in. A bottom-heat thermometer is then
introduced to ascertain the temperature, which generally ranges
from 100' to 120°, and is allowed to fall to between 70° and 75' be-
fore spawning. The latter is done in the usual way, by placing the
pieces of " brick " containing the spawn about 6 in. apart, covering up
at once with about 2 in. of the best loam at our command, and beat-
ing all smoothly and firmly down. The thermometer is again placed
in the bed, and if it shows a tendency to fall too low for the proper
" running " of the spawn, the bed is covered lightly with dry hay,
but if it keeps sufficiently high no covering is used. Water is given
only when absolutely required, and in small quantities at a time,
using it a few degrees warmer than the bed, and giving it till tlie

soil has been moistened through. The pathway of the house is kept
damp, and the walls syringed two or three times a day. The tem-
perature of the house is maintained as near as possible at from GO'
to li.'i°, but it is sometimes by mischance as low as 55°.

When the heating apparatus is brought into use, small movable
troughs are set on the pipes and kept full of water in order to help
to keep up a steady moisture, but the evaporation from these is not
much at any time, as the heat in the pipes is never so great as to
cause much evaporation from the troughs. I may add that the beds
are sometimes made up without mixing any loam with the manure,
but the change is attended with no better results.

This is the way in which we proceed, but little else than failure is

the result, though the same kind of treatment has succeeded in other
parts of the country ; therefore I will be exceedingly grateful for any
information your readers may be able to give me on the subject.

HaUton. J. F.

International Potato Show.—The exhibition of Potatoes,
which takes place at the Crystal Palace on Wednesday and Thurs-
day next, is an event in which all who cultivate tlie Potato as a spe-
ciality take more than a passing interest. The show in question
will doubtless be a large one, for we have just had one of the finest

seasons for the Potato known for many years. Not only has the
growth been more robust and the crops larger, but the disease has
been far less active, and Init in very exceptional places has it proved
destructive. As a rule, the worst features of its operations have
been found in rich garden soil, where not only is plant growth gene-
rated at the expense of tubers, but that growth is far less capable
of offering obstacles to the progress of the disease than haulm pro-
duced under more natural and liealthier conditions. Size predomi-
nates largely in the tubers this year, .ami although it will be difficult

for exhibitors to excel the superb (quality shown last year, yet we
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may look for greater average size in the exliibits. To some extent

this will be a misfortune, because size and quality are seldom allied ;

the greater the tuljer development, the less the proportion of nutri-

tive properties. Size also rarely is associated witli beauty, and if

this latter feature is ignored quality will also largely go with it.

None the less, tlie average growth of an unusually favourable season

will have to be taken into account in determining the awards.—A. D.

Snowball Cauliflower.—Probably I may have been nnfor-

tunate in my stock of this Cauliflower, for although the name of

Dean was on the packet, I fancy the seed must have been deficient

in some way ; at least none of my heads of it measured S in. across

or 2 ft. round, or probably I might have thought I had got a '

'
Giant

"

in place, of a " Snowball." As under good cultivation it .attains

only about half the size with us that it does with "A. D.," I must
conclude that it is very variable in its character.—CAiiERl.iX.

PROPAGATiNG.

Ficus Parcelli.—This elegant varieg.ated stove plant is best

increased by means of cuttings taken oti' when the wood is just

beginning to get lirm. Prepare them as shown in the accompanying

illustration. They succeed best singly in 3-in. pots, which should

be well drained. Then fill them up'to within J in. of tlie rim with

sifted soil consisting of yellow loam, peat, .and silver sand in about

equal parts. Fill the rest up with saud and press all down gently,

giving a good watering with a fine rosed pot ; then insert the cut-

tinw, tightening it well in, and place it in the cutting box or under

Cutting of Ficus Parcelli.

a hand-glass on a brisk bottom-heat. Attention must be paid to

open the glasses every morning to dry the moisture off tlie leaves,

for if that be not done, their white and thinnest part will begin to

decay ; they will then soon fall off" and a poor plant will be the

result. The cuttings will begin to callus in the second week, when
the glasses may Ijc gradually left open a little longer from day to

day till they are rooted ; after that they may be gradually inured to

withstand exposure in the open part of the house.—H.

Draceena Goldieana.—There is, I think, no more difficulty

in propagating this Drac:ena than any other. Very soon after its

introduction I had a plant of it, and as soon as I found it to be

establislied in its new home, I had the crown taken off it, and at the

same time some joints, each with a leaf. Tiie crown and joints, each

in a separate pot, were placed under a bell-glass and every one

rooted.—L.

To prevent the disappointment which would, I feel certain,

follow any attempt to propagate Drac.-Bua Goldieana by the method
suggested by " A. D." (see p. 264), perhaps I may be permitted to

merition that I have tried, in reference to this Dracaena, all the

methods of propagation usually practised for the increase of Dra-

c.-eaas of the Cooperi section, and the onlj- one by which I have

proved successful is that already mentioned Ijy me. Last autumn I

had a good plant of D. Goldieana, the top of which I wished to

strike without the loss of a leaf, and so tried the incision and Moss
plan ; Init after a trial of two months there was not a trace of any
appearance of roots. I at once tools; the top off, which became
well rooted in about six weeks time. D. Cooperi, which is perhaps

only a variety of P. terminalis, and the whole of that section to

which so much attention has been paid by ilr. Bause and others,

may be propagated by the hundred by splitting the old stems down,
cutting them in lengths of 3 in. or 4 in. and laying them on Moss,
Cocoa-nut fibre, or any moisture-retaining material in a propagating
frame. I have seen a bit, 2 in. long, of the stem of D. Cooperi
with seven young pl.auts growing out of it ; and when " A. D." can
produce seven or half that number of young plants on a similar bit

of the split stem of Draceena Goldieana we shall be glad to hear from
him.—Z. B.

ANSWEES TO OOEEESPONCEITTS.

Early Brussels Sprouts.—Xoticius '* R. H.'s " question (p. 266) as to Iiow
early these can be gathered, allow me to say that I am at present gathering
good, clean, firm sprouts from plants Ko^vn under glass on Feb. 23. When large
enough to handle they were pricked out for slight protection under a south wall,
where they remained till we got rid of tlie Winter Spinach or some siniilar crop
which they follow without waste of ground or time. The plants (Carter's Cham-
pion) are now from 3 ft. to -i ft. higu, and well furnished from the bottom with
sprouts. -T. COWIiUKN.

Insect Pests in ToTrn Gardens.—i/. TT.-Earwigs seem unusually com-
mon in your garden. Tlie females lay their eggs in sheltei-ed places, such as
under dead leaves, stones, or the bark of trees, in the spring and early summer

;

they hatch in about a month, and attain their full size about September ; they
feed at night, remaining hidden during the day. Tlieir presence is not neces-
sarily due to your or the late tenant's neglect. The caterpillars which attack
your Dahlia blossoms are very probably those of the Pot Uerb Moth (tladena
oleracea), which is a very common insect, and its caterpillars are very partial to
the flowers of Dahlias, on which they feed at night-time, hiding themsetves
among the petals during the day. Search the Mowers carefully and kill all you
can find.—U.S. S.

Parasitic Insects.—The white cottony mass on the Nettle leaf is formed by
the grubs of unc of the Ichneumonida;. They are parasitic on various cater-
pillars, and having devoured the softer parts of the caterpillar leave the empty
skin to become chrysalides. Each spins a cocoon rouiitl itself and close to its

neighbours, so that when finished they form a soft downy mass, which, when
opened, will be found full of little oval cocoons pushed close together. These
should never be destroyed, as the insects which come from them are the most
active agents known in destroying caterpillars and grubs. The female ichneu-
mon pierces the skin of the caterpillar, and deposits her eggs in its flesh. The
grabs which are hatched from these eggs feed on the caterpillar ^nd are certain
to kill it.- -G. S. S.

Hardy Fems.— fiose.—If taken up with a fair amount of roots and soil,

hardy Ferns may be successfully transplanted at this season, which is even better
than delaying the operation till spring. The spores of Ferns if ripe may be col-

lected and sown now on the surface of peat in x^ans, and placed in a cold
frame.— Ct.

Cucumbers.—When is the time to cut down a Cucumber plant which h^^
nearly tlnished fruiting '/ and how far down should it be cut so as to make it thro
out fresh shoots, in order to produce a second crop of Cucumbers?—K. L. M.
[Remove all weak shoots and brown leaves, and also all blossoms and buds. If the
growth is very thick, cut a few of the main stems clean out, and pinch out the
growing points of all the remaining shoots. Give the roots a top-dresh;iug of good
soil and manure, give a good soaking with water, and keep the frame or house
close and moist till new growth commences, then give more air.—S.]

Propagating Alternantheras and Echeverias.- 1 should be glad if

you wuulil tell me how to propagate AUeruuuther.is and Kcheverias ; also if

they can be raised from seed.—G. B. [The former will strike readily at this time
of the year from cuttings placed in sandy soil in a close frame or pit, and in spring

they will yield plenty of cuttings, which strike freely iu a brisk bottom-heat.
Echeverias are propagated from offsets which are formed round the bases of the
stems of old plants ; also from leaves. Seed will give you more trouble than
the plants are worth.]

Badly Coloured Grape3.--5.—There can be no doubt that had colouring
in your case is wholly due to over-cropping. Wireworra would not affect the
fruit. For years we Iiave lieen compelled to use for Grape growing soil in which
wirewcrm abounds, and, ns yet, have perceived no ill etfects either directly or
indirectly from it.— W. W. H.

Twin Apples.— IT. -S". S.—They are not so common as twin Cucumbers, but
the e.xpianatiou in both cases is the same, viz., the liability of surfaces when
young and soft to unite.

Books.—C. L. 11.—" Notes on Lilies," by Dr. Wallace, Colchester.

Corn Marigolds.— IF //. T. and E. iJ.—Any large seedsman.

Names of Plants.—J. i>.—Common Feverfew (Pyrethrum Parthenium).—
— If. 7?.— Stenactis speciosa. E. S.—Coltsfoot (Tussilago Farfara). Ama-
icur.—l, Eucomis punctata ; 2, E. uudulatifolia ; 3, E. nana (all distinct species).

Deyi/i..—Ceanothus azureus. A. B.—l, Gahlia glabrata ; 2, Cosmos bipin-

natus ; 3, Tagetes hicida; 4, Coreopsis rosea. //.—The specimens arrived too
withered to identify their names. Orchidist.—l, Zygopetaluiu maxillare ; 2,

Z. ^lackayi. R. U. F".—Apparently a species of Rhus, but cannot name cor-

rectly from such a scrap. D. M. 5 —Black-fruited branch is Bird Cherry
(Cerasus Padus), the other is a species of Vaccinium.

Names of FruitS.-T.^iVcC—Apples; l, a kind of Rnsset(not in charac-

ter to name correctly) ; 2, Ribston Pippin; 3, Keswick Codlin; 4, Potts' Seed-

ling ; 5, Hawthornden; (i, Pearmain of some sort; 7, Potts' Seedling.

iVor/oZ/c—Red Hawthornden. /;. A\—Plums : 1, Black Diamond ; 2, Washing-
ton ; 3, Pond's Seedling.

Questions.

Arnebia echloldes.—I should be obliged if Dr. Paterson would inform me
in what part of Asia ^Minor this plant is worshipped by the people and called
*' Prophet-flower?" and what is the Turkish name for it?—H. J. Elwes,

We are requested to state that Mr. G. N. Tucker has been

appointed general manager of the Amies' Manuie Company, &c., of

79, Mark Lane, E.C.
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Which does nieiirt Niitiire : change it rather : but
TBB .-Vki ITSELf IS Naiuke."—SAattspta/B.

GARDENS IN WILTSHIRE.

I WAS much struck, during a short excursion with the British

Arch.-clogical Association last August, with tJie beauty of the

Wiltshire gardens. Not to mention the statelj' pleasaunces of

Lacock Abbey and Bowood, I would write of the ancient

manor houses and picturesque villages, with their quaint

timbered houses and pretty gardens. Wiltshire is a beautiful

county. Remote from manufactures and centres of trade, its

inhabitants are primitive, and it has changed but little with

the changing time. To begin with the country-house. On
Wednesday, the 16th, after having inspected the circles at

Avebury, and the gigantic stones which are scattered far and
wide in the village, and taking luncheon in a fine old barn of

vast dimensions, we adjourned to the manor house, where tea

on the lawn awaited us. The house itself had been a monas-

tery, but the building was of several different dates ; one part

added since the Dissolution bore an inscription of the

early part of the seventeenth century. This was the

most modern portion of the mansion. The garden, shaded

by ancient trees which bordered a broad stretch of

Grass, might have been of any age. Some of the trees

had probably been planted by the monks, and the

old-fashioned flowers which filled the borders may be the

lineal descendants of those which flourished in that far-off

time. Mixed with these were some of our modern favourites.

The flaunting red Geraniums, toned down by the soft grey

of beds of dwarf Ageratum, instead of looking out of place

served to brighten the cold, stone walls of the old house.

These, however, were not bare and unadorned, for they were

tapestried with variegated Ivies, the purple and white Clema-

tises, and the pale blossoms of the Gloire de Dijon. This was

a spot where one would gladly have lingered, but the archc-eo-

logists became impatient, and the carriages were waiting to

take us to Silbury Hill.

Not far from the curious old village of Potteme, with its

Porch house and its Church house, are the mansion and gar-

dens of Eastwell. The building was pronounced to be a
" Queen Anne." Far be it from me to presume to differ

from the learned on this point, but I ventured to doubt
whether it was not some fifty years earlier. The garden

slopes upwards from the house, and is enclosed by a high

wall. On the south side of this wall Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots were ripening in the August sun. As these trees

were planted far apart there was ample room between each

for the scented Verbena (which grew luxuriantly), fine Fuch-

sias, and Clematises. The broad border was gay with Pelar-

goniums, Coleuses, masses of Heliotropes of all shades of

lilac, Asters, Stocks, and Mignonette, which, though not

planted in any formal manner, were in perfect order. The space

between this border and the house was a Grassy slope un-

broken by beds. Not far off stood an ancient sun-dial,

whUe at the other end of the garden there was a small piece of

water enclosed in a stone basin, with a fountain in the

middle. Various aquatic plants almost covered the surface

of the water. A thickly planted shrubbery led out into the

road. This was a garden in which to dream away a summer
afternoon. The soft coo of the wood pigeon, the drip of the

fountain, the scent-laden air, the otherwise unbroken silence

of the place (for the occupants, if any, of the house gave no

sign) made one forget the passing time.

The cottage gardens were prettier than any I ever saw in

England before. There were no signs of poverty, with its

frequent accompaniments—disorder and neglect. Almost every

timbered and thatched village home (and most of them were

of this antiipie pattern) had its garden. True, the Roses

were for the most part over, though hero and there the

front of a cottage was covered with the blossoms of some
late varieties ; but I never saw such Sweet Williams, such

Pelargoniums, or such many-coloured Phloxes. Tall Sun-

flowers and bright Marigolds glowed in the golden summer
day ; nothing was neglected. The plants, though luxuriant

in their growth, were carefully staked and tied, and nearly

every garden was a model of neatness.

Devizes Castle, entirely rebuilt with some of the materials

of the old Norman fortress which once occupied the site,

stands on a gigantic earthwork, which was formed pro-

bably long before the Norman invader set foot in England. In

Wiltshire you find your.self carried back to very early times

—

those of our British ancestors, who have left their traces in

many a ponderous earthwork, constructed perhaps as a pro-

tection and defence against the warring tribes who once

peopled England. But to return to the gardens. What shall

I say of the carefully laid out pleasure grounds which sur-

round the present castle 1 Great pains and some skill have

certainly been bestowed on them, yet the general effect is not

pleasing. The reasons for this are not far to seek. The gar-

den is too formal, and there is a fatal preponderance of red

Pelargoniums and yellow Calceolarias ; in fact, leaving out the

green of the Grass and of different Ivies which grow luxuri-

antly, I saw nothing else; it was like the Frenchman's

toiijoiirs pcrdrix. These flaming colours very sparingly

employed would no doubt have looked well in contrast with

the cold grey stone ; but why so much ? I could not help

thinking how lovely a garden looks in which no one colour

predominates, but where the glorious hues of many tinted

flowers are blended into one harmonious whole. N.

MIXED BEDS IN FLOWER GARDENS.
The season fast drawing to a close has been highly favourable for the

flower garden, as we have had what is the very life of flowers, a more
than ordinary amount of sunsliine and warm summer weather, accom-

panied at intervals liy copious rains ; consequently the growth of even

the tenderest plants has been satisfactory, and, taken collectively,

outdoor flower gardening in 1880 has been a decided success. As far

as I have seen, in gardens of any extent there is a decided change in

favour of hardy flowers, not only where their cultivation is taken up
as a hobby, but where the bedding system has long been exclusively

carried on by means of tender plants ; for it is pretty generally

acknowledged that equally good and far more lasting effects may be

produced with plants that stand entirely unprotected the year

through, as with those that require to be rather more than lialf the

year under glass. I may also mention that mixed beds, in which

tender plants of stately growth form the main feature, are now edged

with hardy plants, and carpeted with annuals or some favourite dwarf

plant that hitherto has been entirely excluded from the flower gar-

den. By this means a compromise is made which, without giving

up the good points of the bedding system, removes at once its ex-

clusiveness, and opens the door for further improvement—as the

more each garden breaks away from the stereotyped system that has

so long been followed, and inaugurates distinct features of its own,

the more chance will there be of finding originality both of design

and material.

With us the flower garden proper has been a complete mass of

colour, consisting of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and Lobelias ; the

carpet beds too have been rich in colour, but the gardens here are

surrounded with such towering masses of f^reen, furnished by
Conifer.x- and stately forest trees, that what would otherwise be

an offensive glare of colour gets toned down, and by comparison

becomes as it were a series of mere specks ; for situated as we are

on a considerable elevation, we look as if surrounded by a primeval

forest miles in extent. .Single isolated beds are introduced in re-

cesses of the shrubberies or by the sides of walks, and it is here that

mixed beds come in so well, and where innumerable combinations

may be tried with the happiest effect. We might have large oval beds
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edged with Santolina incana, and in the centre Ricinus Gibsoni,
a yard apart, and scarlet Gladioli planted thinly and growing through
a carpet of white Candytuft. We find the Acers or Maples extremely
useful for this kind of bedding, as they may be cut down to any
desired height, and edged with Golden Honeysuckle. Cannas make
lovely masses of foliage ; the very dark-leaved ones look well edged
with Centaurea Cleraenti. Gladioli look well all round the margin.
Beds of White Lilies, now so popular, may have their season greatly
prolonged by having Gladioli mixed with them, to come on and take
their place as they fail.

It would require an entire catalogue of names to enumerate the
various subjects that are well adapted for mixed beds, neither would
it be found advisable to follow any strict rules in reference thereto,
as the object is to give variety to a system that has hitherto been too
contracted in the range of subjects employed. We might have, for in-

stance, distinct features in each garden by concentrating the flowering
plants in one portion, the dwarf-foliaged plants or carpet plants in

another, and tall, sub-tropical plants in a third ; while for isolated

beds a convenient position might be found for those whose beauty
entitles them to special favour, but whose short period of flowering
or particular habit of growth has thus far excluded them from the
flower garden. Indeed, by means of mixed beds, almost any kind of
plant can be turned to good account : for tliose that have beautiful
flowers, but which are deficient in foliage, can be so blended tliat

when they fade they can be removed without causing a blank. In
carpet beds many useful hardy plants are now extensively used, not
the least important of which are the Sedums or Stonecrops,
that form a dense living carpet in several shades of colour, and that
need but very little attention to keep them in good condition

Flower gardening is at the present time undergoing great changes,
and every plant, whether new or old, has a fair chance of receiving
public recognition according to its merits. The bedding system will

be, like most other systems, modified to suit the tastes and conditions
of society as the ever-varying rage for change may arise. J. G.

FLOWER GAEDENS OF THE FUTURE.
Permit me to thank Mr. Elwes and Mr. F. Miles for their admirable
letters on this subject in last week's Gauden (pp. 2G9 and 271).

"Justicia " will be pleased that I couple the two together, though
Mr. Elwes supports aud Mr. Frank Miles opposes my views. That,
however, is but accidental. What is vital .is that both writers con-
tribute to the advancement of hardy floriculture. "Justicia" and
myself have also the same object in view, though we pursue it by
somewhat ditfereut paths. In very much that Mr. Miles has written
I am heartily at one with him. Where flower beds and borders for

herbaceous plants are made as well, as richly, as deeply as Vine
borders, a great deal may be grown on them ; but hitherto they have
not been so made. I quite agree with ilr. Miles that nothing—no
soil, no compost—can be too good, no skill or taste too great for

the successful cultivation of our more choice hardy plants. Their
past neglect has been the greatest disgrace to modern horticulture.

My love of hardy plants and of their improved cultivation caused me to
utter my note of warning. Mr. Miles's letter is one of the strongest
proofs that has yet apppeared of how much that warning was
needed. He frankly tells us what he has attempted and what
done, and also how he has been enabled to do it. Give me
a dry bottom, a genial site, a trinity of growing force composed
of equal parts good soil, gritty sand, and vegetable matter, 2 ft.

deep, that can never be wet in winter or dry in summer, and I
should not shrink from trying a good many of Mr. Miles's mixtures
on it. But surely Mr. Miles must know that such borders are yet
in the air—I beg pardon, at Bingham. Possibly he also knows
that the majority of flower gardens are starved for lack of

good soil or manure as well as labour, and that on not a few estates
even maiden loam for Vine or Peach or fmit tree borders is

begrudged or forbidden. I do hope that Mr. Miles's letter may be
the means of arousing the attention of proprietors to the importance
of good borders for hardy flowering plants. I also strongly con-
demn such digging as "Justicia" denounces, "that of digging
up the roots of shrubs and plants annually ; '' that, in fact, is

the spade wielded by ignorance with a vengeance that I referred to
as most mischievous, and is altogether different from the spade
guided by skill, which I still hold to be one of the best aids to the
skilful cultivation of herbaceous plants in beds or borders in the
flower garden. In the wild garden or rockwork the spade may gene-
rally be dispensed with ; aud as for shrubberies, no one could have
more strongly condemned the use of the spade alike by precept and
example than myself. "Justicia" has been to Hardwicke, I be-
lieve, and if so, he may remember the long lines of shrubberies and
huge masses of Rhododendrons, all running or resting on the turf,

with not an inch of bare ground or vacant space to be seen in which
to thrust a spade. But shrubberies and woods, wild gardens and

rockeries, are wholly outside this controversy. " Justicia's " advice
was to undercrop herbaceous plants with others (in beds and borders)
in such a manner, as to cover the ground with a second crop of lower
stature. I stand to my guns in opposing this as a prodigal waste of

plants as well as of labour, as a compound injury to both classes of

plants—the carpeted and the carpets—as a sure means of exhausting
and lowering the quality of the soil by compelling it to feed two sets

of roots instead of one, depriving it of tlie quickening influences of

sun and air, and rendering the usuaV means of its replenishment

—

a dressing of compost, manure, or loam difficult if not impossible,

and finally as opposed to the highest taste, as illustrated by the best
examples of art, and seen in the richest scenes of Nature. I con-
tend that each plant should be allowed to become a mass sufficiently

broad, as well as dense, to reveal its true character. The place for
more dwarf plants, such as "Justicia" recommends, is not over the
feet or under the shade of the taller ones, but well in front of

them, so that each may be seen at its best and in its due order
of succession, as well as its place in regard to stature. With
beds and borders so furnished, tlie small interstices of bare earth
tiiat may be visible will assuredly not detract from, but rather
heighten their beauty. There is, however, ample scope for the prac-
tice in the rockwork, the wild garden, and the home woods and
plantations where for years I have practised double cropping to the
utmost extent of my laljour force and material. D. T. Fisii.

[In the face of the facts published last weelv and the results which
anj-oue can secure for himself by judiciously carrying out the sur-

facing and grouping system, we decline to continue this subject
further. Mr. Fish goes on to point out that the growth of annuals
in the old borders was the same system, it being wholly different

and a slovenly practice as commonly carried out. He adds that this

plan—planting or sowing annuals " all over herbaceous borders "

—

was the cause of the ruin of the plants. The loss of such good plants

as the border contained was, if anything, owing to the presence of

coarse weeds, such as Golden Rods (Solidago) and poor Asters. The
fact that annuals were "sown all over the borders " proves too clearly

that there was little else in them. Such borders have nothing at all

in common with the open air " conservatory " which a choice border
may be made.—Kii.]

Last week's " Leaflets " should be carefully studied by every-

one who takes delight in or possesses a garden. The reformation of

our bedding-out system must, I am sure, be the speedy result

of " Justicia's " teaching, and with regard to the " gardening of the
future," the key-note has been struck with no uncertain sound. The
contribution of ilr. Miles is most valuable ; his arguments and
opinions are well stated ; they are founded upon what is practicable

and consonant with true artistic treatment. On the other side of

the question we liave Mr. Fish, whose writing claims our respect, he
having done good service as a worker and writer on gardening
matters for a longer time than I can remember, but he advocates old

practices and tries to vindicate them, so that his advice should in

some cases be taken with the proverbial grain of salt. Tlie tide of

reaction in open-air gardening has certainly set in, and those who
wish to keep up with the times should take it at the flow. The
question is, how to make our gardens and pleasure grounds most
attractive every day and week of the year. This can undoubtedly
be done by making use of hardy bulbs, herbaceous plants, and
flowering shrubs, of which we have such wealth. With these almost
endless arrangements can be made, and in a small garden more real

pleasure afforded by them than can be derived from acres of Pelargo-

niums, Calceolarias, and Golden Feather. One thing which should
commend the gardening of the future to the public is its economical
aspect. Herbaceous plants, most of them perfectly hardy, do not
require costly heated glass structures for their protection in winter,

so that pits and frames used for propagating and storing bedding
plants might be utilised for the growth of salads, early vegetables,

Strawberries, and so forth.—W. H. F.

Cape Hybrid Pelargoniums.—These succeed well when
planted out-of-doors and treated as ordinary scarlet varieties ; they
flower profusely the whole of tlie summer, and continue in bloom till

frost sets in. From a few plants one may pick a great quantity of

lilossoms during the season, all of which will be found useful for

bouquets and button-holes. The varieties echinatum and the three

sent out by Messrs. Pearson, viz., Ariel, Beauty, and Pixie, are the

best.—C.

Heckfleld Favourite Lobelia.—This is a dark blue, dwarf,
compact variety, now tlie only one employed in tlie summer bedding
at Heckfield. It is marvellously free, and blooms continuously all

through the season. It is also a capital market variety, as the plants

having room form the most perfectly round heads of bloom that
can be desired. For all bedding purposes it is one of the very best.

—A. D.
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HEKBACEOUS BORDEKS IN AUTUMK
Mv he'-baceoHs bonier contains so many pretty things that I feel

sure many of your readers will feel interested in knowing wliat

jjerennials will flourish in the so-called bleak Eastern Counties. My
single Dahlias have been much admired ; eight varieties are in bloom,
including the curious green Dahlia and the lieautiful showy crimson
Cactus Dahlia Yuarezi. Harpalium rigidum is 5 ft. high and covered
with its yellow blossoms, and Monardas (red anil crimson), lilue

Cornflowers, I'entstemons, Cyclamens, Oaillardias, (iladioli, tall

Phlo.xes in all their variety of shades, combine to make my border
very attractive. Some Tritonia.s, wliich have lived through the

winter, are flowering well, and the blue and red Salvias add much
to the general effect, and will last till the first severe frost.

The tall, dark-leaved scarlet Lobelia is not blooming so well

as last year, when it was one of tlie few things which
enjoyed the emiless rainy daj'S. The ^larvel of Peru is very gay, and
Sedum spectabile, witii its large flat pinky heads, as seductive as

ever to bees and butterflies. I have counteil as many as eight Red
Admii'als b;iskiug on it in the sunsliine. My Bocconias and Coro-
niila varia have rather sufl'ered during tlie last rainy days, but
Acanthus and Aloysias are as fresh as ever, and the Siphocampylos
full of flower. Among showy annuals, the .Sunflowers raise their

rayed faces proudly 9 ft. and 10 ft. high, and the Ricinuses, with
their gleaming red stems, are still shooting up strongly by the side of

variegated Maize, tall African Marigolds, .aid Ageratum. I \vould

recommend everybody to grow the single l';cony for the sake of its

seed-pods, which are beginning to show their red and black seeds,

and which last so long if cut and put in ^vater. The tall Pyrethrum
uliginosum has run up very high, exceeding by 3 ft. its height of last

autumn, and will soon be covered with its large Daisy-like flowers.

Anemones, the tall wliite Honorine Jobert, and the pale pink with
its darker vaiiety, are blooming very freely, and the quaint-looking

Eucomis punctata promises a good stalk of its tiny painted flowers.

A. P. H.

THE BEST SEMPEEVIVUMS.
The Sempervivums grown here are at present very interesting, the
young and matured being still side by side. No group of plants which
I grow reijuires more careful observation in order to identify the
various species, as during the whole year they are changing in

shape and colour, and the young plants difl'er from the older ones.

Another point should not be overlooked where distinctions require
to be noted, and that is—if gi'own in some soils they will often pro-

duce growths as varied as if they were diflercnt species ; lience a
piece of each sort is grown here in a 4-in. pot, and .all have the
same kind of soil and treatment, all surplus being transferred to any
odd spot about the place, and then it lias been that I have found
them to depart from what I ma\' term their true character. I know
that this h.ippens in the ease of many plants put out of doors, but I

know of no hardy plants so much aSected by such a change as the
Houseleeks in either form, colour, or size.

In the gi-ow ing season tl'.ese plants will succeed either in moist
borders or on dry ledges of rockwork ; for a dry projection or an
interstice at a sharp angle I know of nothing more suitable, and, as

before stated, they may be grown in pots, and when so grown, they
may be potted in equal parts of loam, leaf-soil, and grit. I find it a
good plan to surface tiie soil with small shingle, which prevents
splashing, and to plunge the pots up to their rims in sand in a fully

exposed situation, and with little more trouble they form a pleasing
study the year round ; tlie oft'-shoots root in the sand, and may be
removed at any time.

Of the 37 species grown here, the following are the best : .Sem-
pervivum ponticum is a kind nearly related to the finely formed and
well known S. montanum, but the rosettes are smaller and of a paler
green ; its flower-stalks too are much shorter. S. firabriatum is in the
same waj% but has rosettes more flatly formed, stouter points, and
the oatsides of the leaves have a ruddy tint. S. pilifernm is similar
in shape to the last named, but smaller in every way and more
rigid; the points are more drawn out and tufted. S. californicum
is well known, and S. canainense di9i.'rs from it only in having a
more glaucous hue, the colour of the tips being chocolate. S. glaucum
is in the same way ; its leaves are more widened at
the ends, but distinct, inasmuch as they are colourless. S. ar-

vemense has a beautiful rosette ; its leaves are much narrower
than those of S. californicum, and more erect and fleshy with a
M'eli-defined chocolate marking. S. Comi di Canzo, a new species,

has flatter leaves tlian the last named ; the rosette too is fuller, of
a pale green colour, and it has a singular somewhat flabby appear-
ance. S. Camolle is much like it, with the exception of being
glaucous, and the heart of the rosette more depressed. .S. Verloti
is still in the same way, but less so, and its points are very much
stouter. S. Fuucki is a miniature. S. teotornm (common Houseleek)
is too well known to need description. S. Boutignynum has a

large rosette consisting of narrow leaves, almond-shaped, very full

and even and slightly tipped ; it is very distinct, but has the repu-
tation of not being quite hardy, but mine, however, proved hardy
last winter ; it should be kept dry. S. assimile has the neat habit
of the last n.imed, but is more globose. S. spinosum is most distinct,

rosette very compact, and formed of smooth bright glaucous leaves,
sharply drawn into long white spines ; it is hardy, but should bo
kept dry in winter, and too nmch wet even in tlie growing
season will rot it. S. tri.?te is a very distinct kind ; it has a
rather loosely arranged rosette of bronzy-piuk colour, changing
to purple. .S. Wulfeni is another fine species, the rosettes of wliich
are at present rather reflexed, anil the outer leaves so widened as to
appear lobed ; the inner ones are long pointed, and nearly as glaucous
as those of Eclieveria glauca ; the tinting of violet is at the base of

the leaves, as in S. triste ; it assumes an erect or cup-shaped habit
during winter. S. Heufl'eli is a large species dari-ly tipped, and
tliroughout suffused with a hazel-lirown colour. The new 8. Regime
AnialiiB is all but black in winter ; at present it has greenish depressed
centres ; the rosettes are produced in a conglomerate fashion, unusual
to any other I know excepting .S. Heufl'eli. S. sp. Athens (new) is in

the way of S. ruthenieum, but handsomer ; it tlirows out long pink-
stemmed oSshoots in a pleasing manner. Other hairy species are
very attractive, such as 8. atlanticum, which has globose rosettes

surrounded with numerous young ones like red marbles. S. Pittoni
has soft glandular leaves like those of Umbilicus ehrysantha, but
dotted with brown ; the rosettes are as flat as if they had been out
over. 8. hirtum is not so flat ; on the contrary, it is small and
distinct. S. arenarium differs from tlie last only in being much less

hairy. S. Brauni is the smallest I grow, being mostly about the size

of large Peas, green and pink-tinted. On 8. arachnoideuiu, the well-

known cobwebbed species, 8. Webbianum is an improvement. The
latter nearly approaches th; finest of the cobwebbed species, viz.

S. Laggeri, which is most densely covered and larger in the rosette ;

when fully grown it reflexes, thus showing ott' the web to advantage.
It will not stand much wet. John Wood.

Kirkstall,

TYING UP PLANTS.
Mk. Thos. WiLLi.-iMs' suggestion (p. 274) is an excellent one, which

I shall certainly adopt. We have a very simple plan in

use here which may usefully supplement it. I daresay
most gardeners have lots of old fencing wire in odd cor-

ners, which fetches nothing if sold, and is awkward to

stow away. Take this wire, straighten it, and cut it up
into lengths of from H ft. to 'Ah ft. ; then take a strong
pair of pliers, or use an anvil swage to bend over one end
into a ring, as here shown. We tiieu dip them into black
varnish, kept in an old "i-in. gas tube, stoi)ped at one
end, and they are tlius quickly and permanently painted.

Where a group of flower-stalks is to be tied up, such as a

Phlox or Carnation, we take three of the wires and ijass

a tarred cord or shred of twisted matting through the

three eyes around the group. It is not .safe to use the

wires without bending over the end, as it is apt to lead to

accidents, because they are nearly invisible, and your
face may unwittingly come in contact with the sliarp

point when you are looking at or smelling a flower. W&
have many liundreds of these supports in use, and they
appear, as far as one can judge, to be everlasting.

Didsbunj. Bkockucrst.

Tropseolum speciosum and tuberosum.-Many readers-

of The G.-iRDEN are probably like me in doubt, from various notices that

have appeared in that paper, whether Trop.L-olum speciosum and T.

tuberosum are or are not the same plant. Certainly the bloom of

T. speciosum is not orange, as one writer describes tliat of T. tu-

berosum to be ; but then again things are said of T. tuberosum
which certainly seem to point to T. speciosum. I think all

will agree that no more valuable plant has ever appeared tiian T.

speciosum. It is strange how little is known of its origin. I have
met with no one who can tell rae about it, and every one seeins

curious and interested on the subject. I have only had it this season,

and it has filled me with delight ; but every one who has grown it

for some time gives me a dilfereut account of its habits and require-

ments. Some tell me it requires a south wall and blazing sun ;

others a north wall and shade. Some say it dies down in the win-

ter ; others that it does not Some that it should be protected

during winter ; others that tiiat is nonsense ; and that it is more
frequently killed by over-kindness than by anything else. Some say

it comes freely from seeds ; others say that the beautiful lapi.s

lazuli blue seeds are always sterile. If T. tuberosum be a different
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plant from T. speoiosum, we should gladly hear something about

it.—D. D. D.

NOTES AUD QUESTIONS 01^ THE FLOWER GAEDEIT.

Evening Primroses.—I was glad to see Mr. .J. Cornhill

direct attention to the merits of this beautiful and fragrant family of

l^lants at p. il-i. They give forth odours at once unique and rich

at dewy eve, as if all the Violets, Primroses, and Valley Lilies of the

springtide and early summer had combined to form a perfect bouquet

of fragrance. A few of them are so hardy as to seed themselves

freely in any situation they take to, and all may be easily propagated

and grown, as Mr. Cornhill described, in almost any common garden

soil. I am glad to see special mention made of an old favourite of

mine that I have lost sight of for several years—the (Enothera macro-

carpa. This used to be generally grown in herbaceous beds and

borders some thirty years ago ; I never knew it, however, to stand

the winter in the open air. It useil to be propagated as described by

Mr. Cornhill, wintered in cool houses or cold frames, and planted out

about the middle or end of May ; and few plants could be more

worthy of so much care than this beautiful dwarf Evening Primrose.

Another variety hardly so easy to manage, or so readily propa-

gated, owing to its forming single crowns rather than several shoots,

was the *E. taraxacifolia. The flowers were, if I remember rightly,

almost white and very large, and the whole plant very effective.

I do not know marginata, which is probably a seedling from taraxa-

cifolia. Several of the Evening Primroses are well worth growing

in pots, as they add new beauty as well as sweetness to the conser-

vatory or sitting-room.—D. T. Fish.

Double Zinnias.—How good and distinct these are for large

masses, and so lasting too ! No Pelargoniums can equal tliem for

effectiveness. The late heavy rains (nearly .5 in. in a week) have

washed away every bit of colour from the Pelargonium beds ; hardly

a solitary petal remains ; but the Zinnias are as bright as ever. I

usually obtain a collection of German Zinnia seeds every spring, sow

them in March, and as soon as the plants are up and large enough to

handle, pot them off singly in small pots, keep them in a frame where

there is a little warmth till they are established in the pots, then

harden them off, and plant them out finally aljout tlie 20th of May.
They are not so hardy as Stocks or Asters, and should not be planted

out too early. In the beds they must have plenty of space, or tliey

draw up weakly and fall about when the autumn gales set in instead

of standing erect. I find potting them in single pots is an advan-

tage, as it tends to make them dwarf and sturdy early in life, which

habit remains with them all through their term of existence. Fifteen

inches is not too much space to allow each plant in the beds.—E. H.

Good News for Hyacinth Growers.—In a recent

number of the Pifi-iie HoHkole, M. Miquet, of Compeigne, gives

a recipe for a chemical top-dressing of a simple and inexpensive

character, which he saj'S he has used with the most complete and

unvarying success for the last twelve years, and which he says com-

pletely prevents the bulbs from deteriorating, as they usually do,

after the first or at most the second year in ordinary garden soil.

His prescription is as follows : U oz. of superphosphate of lime,

\ oz. nitrate of potash (salts of nitre), h oz. crystalised carbonate of

soda, all well pulverised in a mortar, mixed together, and used at

time of planting the Ijulbs. By the use of this top-dressing during

twelve years, he says lie had very fine blooms every year, and was
never obliged to get any fresh bulbs. The extreme cold of last

winter, however, unfortunately destroyed all his bulbs, whieh he

had not sufficiently protected. The above quantities are sufficient

for a square yard of ground, and the cost is threepence.

—

W. E. G.

Salvinia natans and other Aquatics.-1 threw a quan-

tity of this, Azolla and Trian.-ea, into a shady ditch, which is rarely

dry, and through which, at least during the autumn, winter, and

spring months a stream of spring water generally flows, but when
the weather became dry the water disappeared, leaving all the

plants in the mud. This they did not seem to mind in the least,

but immediately rooted themselves firmly in it, and remained so

for three weeks, and now the rain has come the ditch is full of

water again, and these plants, now submerged for near a fortnight,

seem quite hajjpy at the bottom. A few small bits of S.alvinia

have broken loose and float upon the surface. The water iu this

ditch rarely freezes, even iu the hardest weather, and I am quite

sanguine that some of them will reappear in tlie spring, but we shall

see. I should add that Herpestis reflexa, that most beautiful of

all aquatic plants, is now growing like a weed in the open air.

—

T. Smith, Newrij.

Meadow Saffrons on Lawns.—Just now one may see here

and there on lawns the Meadow Saffron (Colchicum)—autumn Crocus,

as it uaed to be called ; but now we have a variety of true autumn

Crocuses. The Meadow Saffrons are generally seen in some obscure

border, or protesting against neglect in a decayed rockwork. They
are always beautiful, but their proper place is on our green lawns,

where, dotted about among the Grass in natural gi'oups, they form
one of the fairest sights that could be seen in the year—as good, in

its way, as any aspect of the spring garden. Under groups of deci-

duous trees they would ripen their leaves in spring before the foliage

came on, and thus we should get beauty added to the garden without
any special preparation for it, such as is involved in the usual garden-

ing seuse.—V.

Foxgloves Grown Under Trees.—Flowering plants that

will thrive under trees, so as to make enough progress to look well,

have a value beyond their own merits, for it is a great advantage to

get something capable of being grown beneath trees where the space

would otherwise be occupied by weeds, the bare earth, or Grass
that is weak and thin and requires labour to keep it in passable

condition. In places of this description. Foxgloves will thrive in a

way that few other plants can. In the Birmingham Botanic Gardens
they are grown l)y thousands, even under Pinuses, where not many
things could live at all. From their regularity in distance apart

they seem as if planted, and the display they make for a consider-

able time when in flower is not surpassed by that of any other hardy
plant, and during the rest of the year the foliage looks a good deal

better than the bare earth or indifferent Grass would.—A. Z.

White Japanese Anemone.—I am rather surprised that
" J. S. W." thinks this and HonorineJobert identical. They are most
assuredly distinct. At all events, there are two whites, the one
generally grown under the latter name being so far superior, that I

have not propagated the commoner white. Probably "J. S. W."
has only Honorine .Jobert, and hence his mistake. The common
variety sports agooddeal, and alsopays well for good culture. I should

say there are at least half-a-dozen varieties of this fine herbaceous

plant, but I have found none equal to the Honorine Jobert, which is

constant, distinct, and by far the best. It is much jirized here for

cutting, and for a mass of white in the autumn it has no rival iu the

herbaceous bed or border.— D. T. Fisii.

The Double Rose-coloured Bramble.—I was glad to see
" .Justicia " direct attention to the merits of this plant at page '2-47.

It is astonishing how little the Brambles are used to enliven and
enrich wild scenery or clothe rooks in woods, etc. There is a good
collection of them in the Camljridge Botanic Gardens, which were a

sight well worth seeing a month or six weeks since. Some of the

American species have very large and highly ornamental flowers, and
the foliage is also rich and varied. There is also a variegated-leaved

Bramble of considerable beauty.—D. T. Fish.

Ageratum Malvern Beauty.—This is without doubt the

dwarfest of the Ageratums. I was very much struck with it the

other day when I saw it in Lady WiUnot's gardens at Malvern.
Mr. Mason, the raiser of it, considers it to be the dwarfest and most
floriferous of any that he has seen, and I am quite of the same
opinion. It never attains a greater height than (i in. or 7 in., and
besides being very floriferous, it also bears good-sized trusses.

—

.L S. T.

Holly-leaved Lobelia (L. ilieifolia).—Much has lately been
said in praise of Lobelia lutea, a plant, perhai^s, only remarkable
for its colour, which is yellow, a rare colour among Lobelias, but
decidedly inferior to the plant under notice. L. ilieifolia. a minia-

ture gem about 4 in. high, has a pure white blossom (stated by
Paxton to be pink) ; the segments or petals of the flower are

very narrow, lying on the miniature deep green Holly-like leaves

like silver stars.

—

Thomas Willi.\ms, Ormslcirk.

Hardiness of Veronica Traversi.—When many plants

hitherto supposed to be hardy have succumbed to the severity of the

last two winters, any that have escaped unhurt deserve at least to

be mentioned ; among them I have seen Veronica Traversi in various

positions, and in no case had it sustained the least injury—

a

thorough proof of its hardiness. Its neat habit and fresh look should

cause it to hi better known than it is, as it is a plant that even
thrives well in town gardens.—C.

Single-flowered Dahlias.—These are excellent plants for

large beds. Several which I saw recently in the Birmingham Botanic

Garden were very efteotive ; in oue, the variety coccinea—as its

name implies, a scarlet kind—was mixed with the blue Salvia

patens, and was most effective. The bed was edged with the pale

yellow variegated Dactylis elegantissima aurea.—A. Z.

Pelargonium May Queen.—I saw some beds of this

variegated Pelargonium a few days ago which looked remarkably
well and distinct. Even early in the season the brightness of the zone

gives it a fine appearance. I find it to be dwarf, and the flowers to be

of a pleasing soft scarlet. Those interested in this class of bedding

plants should make a note of this one for next season.—J. S. T.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,
BRUGMAXSIA SUAVEOLEXS.

Permit me to endorse all the pr.iise you bestowed on this plant in

list week's Garden (p. "250). We have a tiue plant of it here at the

back of an Orangery with a clear stem about 10 ft. high. It covers

a considerable portion of the roof, and flowers three times every

summer. It is now bent down beneath the weight of its second

crop of blossoms. Its fragrance at midniglit is overpowering. A
few years ago we gave it more room, and at one time we counted
two thousand of its large pure white trumpet flowers (angels'

trumpets we call them) expanded at one time. It is spurred close

in in winter like a

Gr.ape Vine to keep

it within bounds and
thoroughly clean it ;

the house is also too

cold to keep it grow-

ing during winter.

This is decidedly the

best of all the I5rug-

mansias. We used to

grow the semi-double

B. Knighti, which is

neither so white, so

sweet, nor floriferous

as the suaveolens. B.

lutea is mildlj' fra-

grant, but does not

flower so freely. The
finest plant I have

ever seen of it was, I

presume still is, in the

conservatory of the

Marquisof Salisbury,

at Hatfield House.
We have also a fine

plant of Brugmansia
atro-sanguinea. This

has no scent. The
flowers do not open
into trumpet form,

though they are quite

as long as suaveolens,

and it flowers best

and most freely in

winter and early

spring. They are

both in the same
house, but we treat

them so that the red

one flowers from .Ja-

nuary to June, the
white from June to

Christmas. The atro-

sanguinea is the most
useful, as its flowers

keep well in water
after they are cut,

while the suaveolens
wiU hardly last for an
hourwhen in vigorous
growth, though when
the tide of life be-

gins to ebb in the
late autumn the
flowers, with an inch or two of their lower ends placed in water,

will last without fading from three to six hours. The flowers are also

at times slightly luminous at night when the plant is in its prime.

Its fragrance is almost nil at noonday, and reaches its maximum,
which is almost overpowering, at midnight. We read of a darkness
that may be felt. The same may almost be said of the perfume of

the Brugmansia suaveolens. It may almost he felt as well as possibly

seen, for the slight phosphorescence only appears when the odour of

the plant reaches its meridian force and potency. D. T. Fish.

is an illustration is a prettily variegated variety ; its distinctive

character consists in the fronds being marked on both sides of the
mid-rib by a series of pale green blotches, which form a striking

contrast with the deep green ground colour. On young plants the
fronds are from 12 in. to 18 in. high, furnished with one or two pairs

of linear, lanceolate pinna', and a longer terminal one, as in Pteris

cretica, with which, however, this has no affinity. It is decidedly
one of the most ett'ective of Ferns, and it is one which is by no means
difficult to cultivate.—G.

MAIDEX-HAIR FEEXS.

Variegated Japanese Netted Fern (Dictyogramma
japonica variegata).—This, one of the handsomest of all warm green-

house Ferns, has been introduced to our gardens from .Japan by Mr.
B. S. Williams, of Holloway. With Dictyogi-amma, or, as it is

more frequently called, Gymnogramma jajjonica, we have been
acquainted for some years, but the plant of which the accompanying

I srrro.-;E there is more demand for the fronds of Adiantum
cnneatum for bou-
i|uet making, and
for mixing with
flowers in various

ways in room deco-

ration, than for the

foliage of all other

plants put together.

If we enter a gar-

den where a great

demand exists for

flowers and foliage

in winter, we shall

find dozens of this

Maiden-hair for one
}'lant of any other

description. There
are, nevertheless,

many other plants

with graceful fo-

liage, but none that

stands so high in

public estimation.

One reason may be,

perhaps, that it has

obtained a sort of

vested interest in

all bridal festivities.

Can I grow a plant

of Maiden-hair Fern
in my room ? is a

question oftcnasked.

Many have been the

trials and dilHculties

encountered in en-

deavours to keep
Maiden-hairs in

health, and often

have I had to re-

store weakly, dila-

pidated-looking
plants to health by
a course of hothouse
treatment.
Adiantum cnnea-

tum is, properly

speaking, a green-

house Fern, though
it will grow well in

a higher temperature
than is usually found
in greenhouses.
Whenever anyone
buys a Maiden-hair,

orforthat matter any other kind of Fern, for a room it should if jio-ssible

be ascertained if the plant has been taken from a warm
^
damp liouse.

If it has it will certainly fail, but if it has been grow n in a light,

airy greenhouse, then it may be bought with safety, for the fronds

will have ac(|uired that firmness and substance which will enable

them to withstand the dry atmosphere of an ordinary living room.

Of course where gas is burned tlie plants should be removed as soon

as the gas is lighted, for there is something about the combustion of

gas in a room that makes the atmosphere contained therein unhealthy

for plants.

In gi-owing Maiden-hair Ferns for supplying cut fronds I never

shade. I have now a number of plants that have been growing all

summer on a back shelf near the ventilators, where they have

had the benefit of the fullest ventilation with all tlie sunshine

available, and the pots are hid with fronds, having hard wiry

stems that will not become flaccid the moment they are cut, but

Variegated Japanese Netted F.m Dictyograninia japonica variegata).
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will last either in hand or button-hole bouquets a considerable time.

Maiden-hair Ferns are properly speaking evergreen, and should not

be dried off so as to cause thera to lose all their foliage. They will

stand a good deal of ill-usage, but to dry them off is unwise. A
little rest is good for all plants, and that may be secured at the time
when the principal growth is ripening off by partially withholding

water.
The best time to propagate by division is when the new growth

starts away, and tliat is also the best time to repot, shaking away as

much of tiie exhausted soil as can Ije done without injury to the

plants, and repotting in tlie same sized, but clean, pots. Where
numbers of plants are grown the spores scattered come np all over

the house wherever a suitable medium for their germination and
growth is near. I have seen thousands of young plants clinging to

a damp wall that were the produce of spores wafted there by a breeze

through an open ventilator. In Orchid baskets or pots they are

frequently found ; in short, they will grow anywhere on a moist, un-

disturbed surface. The best soil for this species is rough peat and
sand. E. Hobdat.

into growth sooner tluan our forefathers did. It is best to get the
plants into active growth by the end of March, and then en-
couraged to grow on in a warm house, and finally stationed in a
greenliouse that is light and airy. It is a pity that such a beau-
tiful plant has become somewhat neglected, and it richly deserves to
be rescued from this ill-deserved oblivion. R, D.

TKOP.EOLUM TRICOLORUM.
It is an indisputable fact that many wlio attempt the culture of this

beautiful and interesting plant fail to grow it with anything like

satisfaction. Some few succeed well, and when it is skilfully grown
it is indeed an object which commands admiration. Looking through
an old garden book a few days^ago, I came across some notes on tlie

culture of this plant written bj' one who had apparently well studied
its nature ami requirements. The writer stated, among other things,

that if tlie bulb l)e planted so near the surface of the soil in the pots
as to leave tlie upper part half bare, it will swell, and the size will

be very greatly increased. This mode of treatment only benefits the
bulb the season it is given, for thougli it contributes to enlarge the
bulb the shoots are rendered so weakly by it as to cause thein to
bloom very sparingly. The bulb, however, being so much increased
in size, is capable of producing shoots and flowers tlie following sea-

son proportionately larger as well as more abundant, when planted
and treated the succeeding season, as will be presently directed.

The soil recommended for T. tricolorum is one made up of good
rotten leaves (leaf-mould), peat, loam, and sand, say one part of

each, or one-half leaves, one-fourth loam, and one-fourth sand. In
potting, the bulb should "be placed in the centre of the pot, leaving
the crown all exposed on the surface of the pot, and placing the
lower extremities in a layer of white sand, wliieh protects it from
rotting if overwatered, and, to guard more efi'eetually against this,

the pots should be well drained and very little water given. Until
. such time as the bulb is in a growing state the pot should be placed
in some airy part of the greenhouse and a bell-glass put over it. If

the weather is hot and much sunshine, a little shade should be put
over it during the heat of the day, and the glass must be daily
wiped to clear it of the condensing vapours and left off for a time."
It was in this manner our forefathers treated this charming subject,
and the floricultural records of the day bear witness to the success
they achieved.

The delicate roots of T. tricolorum are not numerous, and con-
sequently do not require a large pot, but when the :-oots extend to
the sides of the pot, the operation of dry heat injures the roots,
and causes the folia.t;e to Ijeconie yellow and sickly. To obviate this,

recourse lias been had to plant the bulb in a large pot ; as the roots do
not extend far from the bulb, they would not be then li.able to injury
as in small pots ; but, as might be expected, the water necessary to
give the plants saturates the soil, so as to sour it, and renders it in-

jurious to the plant, in which case the foliage turns yellow and the
plant is ruined. It is much better to plant in a small pot, and
plunge this in a larger one, filling up the intervening space with
Jiloss, kept a little moist. The roots are then keptjcool and moist,
and it is found in practice that plants so treated flourish amazingly,
^nd amply repay the attention paid them.

The Tropaiolum tricolorum, like many other bulbous plants, re-
quires a season of rest. As soon as the plants appear to have done
growing water should be gradually withheld, and a month or so later
cease to give water at all. The bulb can be retained in the dried
soil, and kept on a shelf in the greenliouse. As early as January
the bulb will begin to put forth fresh growth, and should then be
shaken from the soil aud re-potted in a 5-in. or 6 in, pot, using the
compost above described.

It was formerly a custom, and it is followed still in not a few
instances, to place the pots in a gentle heat, such as a hotbed, in
a frame for at lea^t a fortnight, until a shoot is pushed, and then
the plants were removed to the greenhouse and trained to a wire
frame, or m any way required. There are records of plants hav-
ing put forth shoots (3 ft. or more in length, and these shoots
produced hundreds upon hundreds of deliglitful blossoms.

Probably modem cultivators, as a rulej start this fine species

HARDY ANNUALS AS POT PLANTS.
If it were better known how well hardy annuals lend themselves to
pot culture, they would certainly be much more extensively grown
than they now are. For the spring decoration of a cool or cold green-
house, or for window decoration, they are most useful, forming glow-
ing masses of colour at a time when the garden generally retains its

bare and wintry appearance. How bright and cheering at that early
season is the blue Nemophila, the crimson Godetia, the lovely pink
Saponaria, and many other effective annuals, the culture of which is

so easy as to place it iu the power of any one possessing the conve-
nience of a cold frame to render their dwellings bright and pleasant
some time before it is possible to enjoy a floral display in the open
air. Let those who may never have grown hardy annuals in this

manner but once make a trial of them, and I will answer for it that
they will never regret having done so, for they will find that, at the
expense of an infinitesimal amount of labour and time, thej' will

render their greenhouse aud dwelling gay and pleasant almost before

winter has passed away. Those who contend that the unheated
glass structure must necessarily be an unsatisfactory item in garden
arrangements can have but a faint idea of the beauty of those hardy
plants which only ask of us that they should be sheltered against the
extremes of cold and wet, which so often characterise our English
winter and spring, in order to reward us with a lavish display of

bloom when most needed. Were a cold greenhouse employed merely
for sheltering anil forwarding into bloom our many beautiful spring
flowers, the expense involved by its erection would be more than
repaid. The choicer kinds of Primroses and Polyanthuses, Scillas,

Hyacinths, Narcissi, aud a host of other lovely flowers, would not
only have their hloomiug season much accelerated by the protection
thus afforded, but would also be insured against the vicissitudes of

an English spring.

But to return to the subject of hardy annuals. No time should be
lost in sowing the seed, so that the plants may get strong before

winter sets in. Having prepared a heap of sweet mellow compost,
consisting of equal portions of leaf-mould and loam, drain some 6-in.

pots by placing a good piece of crook at the bottom ; cover the same
with a little Cocoa-nut fibre or rough material of some sort, finishing

off with a pinch of soot to keep the worms out. Make the surface

quite firm and level, and sow the seeds thinly thereon, covering
lightly with fine soil. Place the pots thus operated on in a frame,

shading until germination takes place, when the lights should be at

once removed and allowed to remain off till November, after which
time it will be necessary to ward off heavy rains aud cover in frosty

weather. Each pot of seedlings should be thinned out to two or

three plants, which, if strong and healthy, will be quite enough for

the formation of a good specimen. In fact, in the case of such vigor-

ous subjects as Nemophila, (jodetia, CoUinsia, &r;., one plant will

suffice, and will be more effective than when several are left to crowd
each other, often to the suppression of the true habit of the plant

itself.

Care must be taken tliat on the return of the growing season each
specimen lias ample space for development, aud occasional waterings
w^ith weak liquid manure or a top-dressing of Clay's Fertiliser will

be necessary. Be careful, also, never to let them suffer from want of

water, or, instead of a bush or carpet, as the ease may be, of luxu-

riant foliage, studded with bright bloom, you will get a poor stunted
growth, with crippled malformed flowers. In travelling about the

country I have remarked a number of little unheated glass structures,

which in early spring present an extremely forlorn and miserable
appearance. Let me recommend those who have such to take the
hint here given, and have flowers and verdure instead of bare and
empty stages. J. Cornuill.

ANTHURIUM ANDREANUM.
With reference to the statements and ill-natured insinuations, some of

which emanated from Kew, that M. Andre did not discover this

plant, v/e have pleasure in jiublishing the following letter from Dr.
Triana, who was said to be the real discoverer of the plant iu

question :

—

"ToM. Ed. Andn5.—My dear friend,—I have just received your let-

ter of yesterday. Though I have not j'et received Thk ( Jarden which
you say you have sent me, I may, however, say at once that it is abso-

utely incorrect that I indicated to you the existence of Anthurium
Andreanum previous to your departure for Columbia ; and it is

also equally incorrect that I showed you some specimens of that jilant,
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and iiulicatcd tlie spot where it grew. I may adil that I have not
authorised anybody to use my name in reference to this matter, or

to speak as has been done—quite the reverse is true. Having hitely

been invited to give my consent to publication in a scientilio work
that I had lirst met with the plant in question, I refused to do so,

not wishing it to appear that I questioned the priority of the dis-

covery which is wholly due to you, inasmuch as it is you who have made
it known. I regret not being in I'aris in order to copy the exact

terms of my answer to the monograph of the Aroid family. But I

will forward it to you with pleasure when I come back to Paris.

"JosK Tkiana."

grand display, and form an admirable contrast to any other flower-

ing plants with which they may be associated. Those wlio have not
this pretty little Squill would do well to procure it, potting at once,

and treating it in the same manner as other flowering bulbs.—J. C.

,

Biijlctt.

LEAFLETS.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Cool Houses.—Mr. Parsons, of Flushing, Long Island, writes

to us advocating the use of cool houses for nearly hardy or hardy
plants. He properly points out that in America a great many of the
Rhododendrons, hardy with us, or nearly hardy, are not so there,

and that the ailoption of a cool house, which he has long aJ.vocatcd,

just gives them the necessary amount of protection to enable them
to flower freely. He makes his cool houses so that they can be easily

taken to pieces, and the plants exposed to the open air in summer,
if necessary. In the same way he proposes to protect evergreens,

which are not hardy in North America. His observations agree with
our own as to the need of well-constructed houses witliout any heat-

ing apparatus. In these batches of beautiful hardy flowers and
shrubs could be brought forward a little before the time when we
enjoy them in the open air, and in which they could flower with-
out sullering from the changes or hardships of the winter or spring.

Callicarpa purpurea as a Standard.—Mr. Latham,
curator of the Botanic ilarden, Birmingham, grows considerable
numbers of tliis purple berried plant in the form of standards. It

is one of the handsomest berry-bearing subjects suitable for pot
culture which we have, and one which does best standard fashion,

as its branches being of a drooping habit are thus seen to the best

advantage. The flowers are produced in tufts at the axils of the
leaves and are of a dark lilac colour ; the berries succeed them,
clothing the pendent shoots for 2 ft. or more in length. The plant

is a native of India, and therefore requires warmth. Tlie most
usual method of increasing it is bj' cuttings, which strike freely if

taken off in a soft state, but I have no doubt it would do equally
well from seed, although not having grown it in this way I cannot
speak positively. It is one of the few berry-bearing plants that are

really worth gi'owing in a select collection.—A. Z.

Culture of Calochorti.—Can any of your readers give me
any information as to the best mode of growing and flowering this

very prettj- class of bulbs. Some four years ago I procured a few of

the different species (imported bulbs), and they grew and flowered
very well, but since then I have been utterly unsuccessful in getting
them to flower. They start well, grow on for a time, and then when
they ought to bloom begin to turn yellow and die ofi'; the bulbs are

sound when I repot them, although they do not increase in size. I

raised a number of seedlings, but these in the same way are

disappointing. If any of the numerous lovers of bulbs who read The
Garden', and who have been successful with them, would kindly in-

form us of their mode of culture, it would be esteemed a favour by
more than myself.

—

Delta.

Dwarf Hare's-foot Fern (D.avallia alpina).—This is a minute
species ot Fern. Its fronds, which are thickly set upon the slender
creeping rhizomes, seldom exceed 1 in. in length, and form a some-
what compact mass of leafage. It delights in a cool moist atmo-
sphere, succeeding well in a greenhouse where theproperatmospherical
conditions can be maintained. Like its congeners, it must have per-

fect drainage, succeeding best when grown in a shallow pan, which
should be filled half full of crocks, and some small pieces of sandstone
should be mixed with the peat. It is a charming little plant, well
suited for a case, and it may also be grown in a cool apartment,
covering with a bell-glass, but allowing a small space between the
glass and the soil for ventilation.—.J. C. B.

Viola argentiflora.—This is said to be the best of the white-
flowered kinds, the flowers being large, deliciously fragrant, and well
thrown up above the foUage, which is quite devoid of that coarseness
which characterises many of the blue-flowered varieties. Lasting
some sis months in bloom, it should prove useful for pot and frame
culture.—J. C.

Scilla sibirica.—This lovely little flowering Squdl should be
more frequently seen in gardens than it now is. It is scarcely
possible to imagine a more beautiful shade of blue than its flowers
display, the intense hue of which is so well shown up by the fresh,

bright green foliage. Half-a-dozen good bulbs in a 6-in. pot make a

I shall be very greatly obliged to any reader who will

tell me of the lluest Hemlock Spruces that are in England or

Scotland. I hear of a very line one at Strathfieldsayo, but

do not know its size. This tree, though hardy enough, is

one of the Conifers that never .seem to do really well with us
;

it forms a low bush, and never ajipears to have any of the

grandeur we hear of its presenting in America. Will any

American reader who knows tell me what size the Hemlock
Spruce attains in New England and Canada 1 I am sure Mr.

Hovey, whose spirited notes from New England I read with

great pleasure, nmst be able to tell us something about it. I

want also to know the shape which the finest trees assume

when old, so that we may know if the tree after many years'

trial will ever attain here its true character. I want to

have drawings and engravings made ol the noblest trees that

are really hardy in Great liritain and Ireland, and to ascer-

tain if possible the whereabouts of the finest specimens of

each.

Kefening to Itlr. Fish's and " J. S. 'W.'s " notes on gar-

dens being too large, I have only to say that I wholly agree

with them, that the change they advocate is in all ways a

healthy and needful one, and that I will do all I can to help

it, only it is such a many-sided evil that it must be attacked

from several points at once. It is bound up with bad and

shabby culture of plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables alike,

and it dooms gardeners to an eternal routine of monotonous

work in the shaving of Grass, cleaning of walks, and much
other ignoble and profitless work. A good comment on

the way we have regarded mere size up to the present time is

the vanity which tells one of the number of miles of walks

in a place, as if that were a possession to be anything but sor-

rowful about.

London parks, and no doubt most other gardens, have re-

cently had a severe scourging. I went round the other day

rather late in the afternoon and saw some plants tied up in

canvas cloths. This is not picturesque ; I am sorry it is even

"gardenesque." What is the good of cultivating plants that

require to be tied up in clouts in the middle of September ?

There is really no need to do it at all, because the plants that

do not want this attention are numerous. Grand is the only

word that fairly expresses the character of Siebold's Day

Lily (Funkia Sieboldi) round a mass in Hyde Park near the

Corner. It has been beautiful throughout the summer—was

so before the tender plants were put out, and is so still.

Among other plants, both hardy and tender, which do not

require to be tied up in gowns are the following : The Allan-

tus, young cut-down plants ; Cannas ; Dracrenas, the hardier

kinds ; Gunnera scabra ; Aralias, both hardy and tender

;

Rheum in van. Hemp, the hardier Bamboos, Ferdinanda,

]\Iontagnea, Abutilon braziliense. Yucca, besides many hardy

herbaceous plants with fine foliage, like the Day Lily above

named.
*

ilr. J. B. Browne calls my attention to the state of the

trees on the Embankment, and to the following note refer-

ring to them, which has been published in the Standard.

I quite sympathise with the remarks, which are just and

right. The trees ought to have been thinned before now,

but it is not yet too late. They are doing so well that

.
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they only waat bold and judicious tliiuniug to soon have

the finest Plane trees in any city. The holes occupied

by the trees which should be taken away ought to be

filled with good soil and devoted to the nourishment of

the roots of the trees left. There is, no doubt—and if not

there should be made—free access from tree to tree for the

roots. As Mr. Browne remarks, the superfluous trees would

be found useful elsewhere, where there is much need of them,

and if carefully removed they would succeed well. The
following is the note referred to :

—

Without being unduly alarmed, one cannot help fearing that tree^

planted at such short distances apart ought to h.ave been thinned
sooner. It may liave been to provide against possible failures that
such close planting was resorted to ; but as the trees have succeeded
so well, and mostly all have grown in great luxuriance, there is some
danger that the excessive demand for root food will soon exhaust the
supply stored up in such a restricted area. It is against tlie rules of

good woodcraft to allow young trees to remain together until their

lateral branches reach each other and intermingle, as many of the
trees on the Thames Embankment have done, and the condition of

their roots will probably show that they are now beginning to suffer

distress in their struggle for existence. Every second tree, at least,

should Ije speedily removed, and when this is done the appearance of

the roots will give useful suggestions for the proper treatment of

those which remain. At present tlie luxuriant youthful beauty of

such a long line of healthy young trees is attracting tlie admiration
of the rapidly increasing number of pedestrians, who gladly leave
the neighbouring thoroughfares to enjoy a refreshing walk on tnis

magnificent river terrace, and great will be the public indignation if

the lovely Plane trees fall a sacrifice to carelessness.—W. B. S.

I am glad to see Mr. Baines is so well occupied in advising

autumnal shows of Roses. To have perpetual Koses well

accompanying our glorious Lilies and other hardy flowers

as thciy pass on from month to month to the autumn is a pre-

cious gain, and I hope the suggestion will be carried out. I

like all Mr. Baines' notions except when he throws his

" forty years' " experience into the balance against some
new and good idea suggested by somebody else. Speaking of

Eoses, I noticed at Highclere the other day a very fair bloom
from healthy and vigorous young plants struck last November.
Mr. Ross roots cuttings of Eoses very easily under hand-
lights in the autumn. These lights he takes up early iu the

year, before the Eoses begin to grow under the glass. It

seemed as simple as propagating bedding plants ; and surely

no one need be without Roses ou their own. roots where the

way is so clear. Yet how is it that in writing to nurseries for

strong plants of Roses on their own roots one can so seldom
get them good '?

*

Now the time will soon be here, if it has not already
arrived, for digging, delving, and preparation for the harvest

of another year's beauty. AVith our fair spring we who enjoy
hardy flowers i-hall soon have had nearly eight months of

beauty out of the twelve, even without counting the Christ-

mas Roses and sundry venturesome creatures that bloom
in mid-winter. But even if the four worst months were
blank, who is afraid of it with the prospect of so much
beauty 1 It js only giving us time for pleasant work in pre-

paration, and as this is the season of planting and ordering,

I want to speak to those who hold that the flower garden,

or terrace garden, or parterre, or whatever they like to call

it, is not a proper place for hardy flowers. They hold up
their hands in consternation at the idea of hardy flowers being
placed on the " terrace garden," as they call it. They say that

however valuable the more beautiful inmates of the flower

garden, their place is not the terrace, or not the parterre,

but they must be placed in some out-of-the-way spot,

where they starve and die. Not only may a terrace garden, no
matter of what character, be embellished with hardy flowers,

but it is one of the best places for them. Thinking over the

odd notion that our fairest flowers must not show themselves

in the flower garden, one might suppose that our flower gar-

dens were things of yesterday, and that there was nothing on

the terrace garden before geometrical bedding was invented.

But, whatever were the materials they had in old times, we
have much more to adorn a true flower garden now. The
ugliest and most needless tei race garden in England may be

adorned in the most beautiful way with hardy plants alone.

People are beginning to see the folly of the bedding-out busi-

ness, and a little pressure is put in the direction of change.

"When places have been arranged for the expensive " show,"

now common, it is not always pleasant or convenient to turn

to a difi"erent system ; and we frequently hear the remark

that hardy flowers are "all very well in their place," and so

on. According to this crude notion one may have a Verbena

in the flower garden, but must not bring such superb scarlet

or other Lilies as are now in flower near it

!

*

About the time that some such remarks as I quote above

appeared in The Gardex from a variety of sources, I was in

Kent, and, happening to look into the garden at Penshurst

Place, met Lord de I'lsle on the terrace, where he explained

to me that, having waited many years, many weary mouths,

for the annual glory of a large terrace garden of bedding plants,

he thought it was not worth waiting for, abolished plants and

system, and planted hardy flowers in his garden—a true old

terrace garden, one really called for in old times by site and

circumstance. There was the whole terrace adorned with

many hardy flowers, and a pretty comment on the observa-

tions of the children of routine. It has long been clear to

me how this might be done, and nobly done, but to see the

experiment tried without some changes that are essential

showed me how much more may be done in the future. I

will now try to show one or two important ways in which the

fairest flowers may be enjoyed in the parterre or terrace

garden, or whatever it may be called, and in any position.
«

The first question I would like to ask is. Are we not all

wrong in adopting one. degree, so to say, of plant life

as the only fitting one to lay before the house 1 The
tasteful landscape gardener often leaves a lawn before

the house, and I believe he is right in nearly every case.

This does not mean fewer flower beds, but more of them better

placed. I now, however, accept the situation as regards the

position of the beds ; but I ask again. Is it well to devote them

to one type of vegetation only—low herbaceous vegetation—be

that hardy or tender 1 What should we .say of the gardener who
filled his winter garden with low soft-wooded plants only and

omitted from his collection Camellia, and Palm, and Heath, and

Azalea 1 This is what we have long been doing in the flower

garden, andbychangingthis we canefiect great goodatonce. We
have so long been accustomed to leave flower beds raw, and

to put a number of plants out every year forming flat sur-

faces of colour, that no one ever thinks of the higher and

better way of filling them. But surely it would be de.sirable

to consider whether it would not be aclvisable in most cases

to fill the beds permanently rather than leave them in this

naked or flat condition throughout the whole of the year. In

Nature, vegetation in its most beautiful aspects is rarely a

thing of one efl'ect, but a union or mixing of different types

of life, and a succession of different seasons of blooming. So

it is in the garden ; the most beautiful eftects must be ob-

tained by a variety of ditierent forms so combined that they

help each other, and give us a succession of pictures and of

varied interest, instead of monotony or bareness.
*

If any place asks for permanent planting it is the .spot of

ground immediately near the house, for no one can wish to
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see large grave-like luasses of soil frequently dug and dis-

turbed near the windows, and few care for the result of all

this, even when the ground is well covered during a good sea-

son. But everybody could form beds that wouhl look fairly

well at all seasons by the use of our choicer shrubs of

many kinds—Spin^a, Rhododendron, Azalea, Dwarf Cypress,

Retinospora, Japan Quince, Tree Heath, Comptonia, Coron-

illa (in mild districts), Viburnum, Clematis, Aralia, Iloney-

snokle, Weigela, Sweet lirier. Vine, Hydrangea, Arbutus

(Croomi), Azara, Skimmia, Eock IJose, Taraarix, Daphne,
Yucca, Tree Pa>ony, Escallonia, new lariro-flowered Hyperi-

cums, choice Hollies, Osnianthus. Why should we not

use a beautiful Andromeda, or a Kalmia, or a rare ever-

green Barberry in the tlower garden in the same way as we
Uo a Camellia, an Acacia, or a Tree Fern in the winter garden !

*

"We could do so with infinite happy effects, and one of tlie

secondary results would be improved culture for and much
more beauty from our many choice hardy shrubs now so often

neglected in the shrubbery. The shrubs should be arranged

in an open way, the opposite of the crowding now
common in our beds of American shrubs. In these all indi-

vidual character and form are crushed away in the crowd

;

yet there is scarcely a shrub that has not a peculiarity of

form which it will show if allowed room, and the plan

must be to allow no possibility of crowding, and to place

the finest hard}' flowers in groups and colonies between the

free, untortured shrubs. Thoroughly prepare the beds, put
in choice shrubs, which, never growing into low trees or tall

shrubs to obscure the view, nevertheless adorn the earth all

the winter as well as the summer, and give us a broken as

well as a beautiful surface. Between them in open spaces and
round their feet, so to say, allow for the planting of a variety

of the choicer hardy plants, which would come up and flower

and pass away, and vary the scene and give us pictures follow-

ing the seasons. So far from this leading to any kind of

monotony, the changes, and combinations, and successions,

and beautiful things which it would lead to are infinite.

We should not have any definite pattern to weary the eye;

but we should have quiet grace, and verdure, and little pic-

tures month by month, the beds, filled with shrubs, and
garlanded with Ivy and other evergreens and creepers, would
afford everywhere nooks and spaces, where among the shrubs
some of the many fine, hardy Lilies could be grown, and the

Tritomas, Gladioli, Phlox, Pentstemon, Iris, tall Anemone,
P.Bony, and Delphinium. The choice shrubs recommended for

such beds are not gross feeders like trees, and seem to encou-

rage the finer hardy bulbs and flowers. The shrubs also re-

lieve the plants by their bloom or foliage, and when a Lily or

Cardinal flower fades after blooming it is not noticed as it

might be in a stiff border. An important secondary advan-
tage would also be that by this system we should not need
the wretched plan of growing a number of low evergreens in

jiots or otherwise to adorn the flower garden in winter.

To get artistic effects in a flower garden we must not by any
means adopt the close pattern beds usual, because no system
•ever invented by man can get a good effect from beds crowded
one on another, like cakes in a pastrycook's tray. A certain

repose and some verdure are needed. Before making the change
from the dwarf plants only, be they hardy or tender, it would
be well to see that there is ample repose—room for the full

expression of the beauty of each group or bed—no complica-
tion or crowding, no merely fanciful or angular beds. The
contents of the beds, and not the beds, are what we should
•see

; and in this permanent way of planting with beautiful

flowering SMmmer-leafing, or evergreen shrubs with abundant

space to grow, we could have a permanent beauty in our
terrace-garden beds the hardest day in winter. Between the

beautiful bu.shes or evergreens we could have a variety of

dwarf evergreen carpets of alpine plants and tiay hill shrubs
and trailers. Through these the autumn, winter, and spring-

flowering bulbs could peep to bloom untarnished by the soil-

splashing of the ordinary border. Shelter as well as the best

culture could be thus secured for many a fair favourite, which
would there, once well planted, come up year after year.

*

Among our flowering shrubs we have the per[)etual flower-

ing Hose on its own roots to help us with our plans. This

in many forms is perhaps the greatest treasure of all, and
its eft'ect so disposed will be better than in any special

arrangement. We must get rid of the old collection of ugly

sticks formally arranged as a Rose garden. It should, apart

from its use in borders and mixed groups, bo planted in a

natural manner, without formality, in simple, large, well-

prepared beds, the plants trained as bushes or pegged down,
so as to let their foliage and shoots spring from the ground.

No one can refuse a place to the Rose in our formal garden,

however near the house. No Rose beds can be made in

this way without offering positions for beautiful hardy
plants. We maj' have many flowers beneath the Roses, or

to stand among them or above them like fair Lilies.

The plan sketched above is only one pi ase of the culture of

the open-air flora which may be possible in tfie choicest garden,

formal or otherwise. What could be more delightful in a

formal garden, even right against the house, than a good
mixed border? not a stitF collection of staked plants, but a

well-stored and well-formed border, filled with Carnations

and Picotees in autumn, as well as Stocks, White Lilies, and

Christmas Roses, and in spring Daffodils and all the rest of

the families that used to adorn these gardens in olden times,

as well as those we have now. In the garden at Penshurst

Place, for example, there is a raised walk on a terrace above

the main garden—a walk alongside of and sheltered by a

high wall. Here is the very place for a mixed border, and
accordingly one has been made there. A noble border of the

finer shrubs, with flowers between them, would grace the

fairest house or garden yet made.

One of the prettiest garden borders I know of is against

a small house. At the back or garden side, instead of the

walk coming near the windows, a bed of various choice

shrubs, varying from 9 ft. to 15 ft. in width is against the

house and out offices. Nothing in this border grows high

enough to intercept the view, but just high enough to hide

the walk. Looking out of the windows on the ground

floor of the house, one sees the foliage and bloom of the

border, but not the walk, the eye reaching a green lawn

beyond. Among the shrubs are planted tad evening

Primroses, and Lilies, and Meadow Sweets, and tall blue

Larkspurs ; and these, after the early shrubs have flowered,

peer above their leaves. This is an example of the mixed

border of choice shrubs which we talked of in connection

with beds before. The ground is always furnished, and

the efl'ect is good, even in winter. Let no one imagine

that this system can be carried out without thought, and

taste, and labour. Mr. David Thomson wrote to me the

other day, pointing out that good gardening with hardy

flowers is as expensive or more so than good gardening with

tender ones. Granting for a moment that it is so, we mu.st

not be stopped by this. If the expense were much greater

the results are greater in proportion. But we have one

certainty—that the work done is for psrmiuent good. Any-

one can change the direction of much of the profitless
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labour spent over a large area for a temporary aim into

work that will last for years. But there is no economy
possible with tender plants that is not even more practicable

with hardy ones, for in their case we can dispense with the

whole of the pot -and-kettle business, glass, coal, &c.—even

smoke !

«

Digging in this system is to be abolished entirely. The
beds or borders should be thoroughly prepared at first, and

the things we want in it carefully planted. We have simply

to keep the soil free from weeds, and anything done in the

way of cultivation must be in the form of surface dressing in

autumn or spring. Only at such times as the ground gets worn

out again, or some portion of it, owing to the excessive growth

of a vigorous plant, wants to be replanted and re-enriched

should we take up the whole again, and, thoroughly trench-

ing and replenishing, replant in the desired way. The surface

should be all covered to prevent the eflfect of bare earth. The
cover is afforded by what we call ground plants, delicate things

like kStonecrops or Saxifrages, and many others from the hills

or rocks, which are allowed to spread all over the surface, and
frequently give us a bloom in spring. From these rise the

taller plants in such groups as we have mentioned.
*

Part of the common system in mixed arrangements is to

repeat a favourite flower at intervals everywhere. The true

way is to group enough of any one plant in one or two places,

so as to fully enjoy its character, and then be done with it.

Thus, for example, we should prefer a colony of fifteen or

twenty Clove Carnations spreading over the border in one or

two places to dotting the same kinds at intervals along the

border, which used to be done. This would give us dif-

ferent aspects of vegetation as we passed along the border

apart from various other important advantages. Primroses,

Cowslips, Bluebells come in tangible, visible masses, which we
can enjoy and see. Occasionally they are mixed, as our group

in the border might be mixed, but not in the common way
of dotting fifty different things into a few yards' space. For
instance, from our groundwork of Carnations or Hepaticas

some tall plant might rise, like the Gladiolus, and among their

leaves in early spring some delicate bulb, like the spring Snow-
flake, might peer forth. We may have artistic and succeeding

mixtures of this kind in some "ground" plants without

adopting the middle mixture which spoils the whole border.

Treating things in groups in this way, we can see better what
each subject is doing. There is less fear of workmen unac-

quainted with plants destroying them than when a great

number of kinds are dotted promiscuously, with or with-

out labels stuck to each.
*

This artistic system need not prevent us growing single

specimens if we desire it in a special border, or growing a

collection for increase in nursery beds. I might pass on from
this to the various beautiful plants which are so full of cha-

racter, like Yucca and Acanthus, that they might stand by
themselves without any aid or arrangement whatever ; but

enough has been said to show how hollow is the notion that

all our fair garden flowers must be grown in obscure borders,

where they may be robbed by tree roots, ill-treated, and for-

gotten, and to show how that in at least one way we may
fully enjoy them in positions said by many to be unsuitable.

JUSTICIA.

NOTES OF THE WEEK-

Sempervivum heterotrichum.—This has been one of the
most attractive plants on the rock work in Mr. Stevens' garden
this summer. It is a small growing species producing a profusion
of briglit rosy-red flowers. When fully in bloom it presents an
extremely clicerful appearance, and is certainly worthy of a place
in any coUeutiou of hardy plants.— J. C. B.

Fringed Gentian ((Jentiana crinita).—One of the handsomest
Gentians we have seen is this North American species now flowering
in the herbaceous ground at Kew. It is a dwarf plant, about 6 in,

liigh, with erect stems, sparsely iurnished with foliage, and termi-
nated by large flowers of an indigo-blue tint. The peculiarity of this-

species, and one that distinguishes it from all the others in cultivation,
is the distinct comb-like fringe with which each petal is furnished,
giving it an elegant appearance. It is found on low grounds in New
England and Kentucky. Another uncommon species is G. adscendens,
a native of .Siberia, which is also in flower. It much resembles the
Wind Gentian of our moors (G. Pneumonanthe), and is not nearly
so showy as the preceding.

Mutisia decurrens.—This rare climbing Composite is repre-
sented at Kew by a fair-sized specimen, which is now in flower in
one of the octagons of the temperate house, and very beautiful it is,

its handsome bright orange Ijlossoms, combined with the bluish-grey
foliage, rendering it a charming plant. It seems to succeed well at
Kew, though a reputedly difficult plant to keep in a thriving condi-
tion. It is growing in a large pot and trained to a few wires, run-
ning up the wall between the windows in a light and airy position.

The supposed difficulty in propagating this plant has been surmountecJ
very successfully by Mr. O'Brien, of the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida.
Vale, wliere we saw a short time since dozens of young healthy
plants of it just taken from the propagating house. \Ve hope, there-
fore, soon to see such a desirable and hithertoscarceplant within the
reach of would-be cultivators.

Angelica Tree (Aralia spinosa).—This North American
shrub, now conspicuous in shrubberies, bears beautiful clusters of
white flowers well uj5 above the handsome wide-spreading
foliage. No shrubbery need be without it howe\"er small, though
in places where it thrives well it attains a height of from 10 ft. to
15 ft. It seems to like a somewhat sheltered situation where its.

fine leaves which are its distinctive feature throughout the summer,
will not be lacerated by wind and weather. It grows freely in a
light rich soil, and is rather partial to a damp situation. This shrub-

is better suited for shrubberies than in the form of isolated specimens.
On account of its straggling habit of growth, though from IS in.

high up to 3 ft. or 4 ft., its foliage hides the naked stems, and in

this state it may be efi'ectively used in sub-tropical arrangements.
Some fine examples of it may Lie seen in flower in the dell in tlie

arboretum at Kew.

Dwarf Scabious. ^—The value of this showy annual for cutting-

purposes anil for general decoration is fully appreciated by Mr.
Koberts at Gunnersbury Park, who grows large quantities of it ;

indeed, we have never hitherto seen it grown either so extensively

or so well. A long narrow border in front of a Peach tree range is

occupied exclusively by this flower, and Mr. Roberts informs
us that he can rely en this bed for a continuous supply of cut bloom
throughout the autumn and far into winter, owing to the slight pro-

tection which tlie plants receive from the jjrojecting roof of the
house. Not being so straggling in growth as the ordinary form of

S. atro-i3urpurea, the bed has a fine appearance, and the variety of
colours which exists in it takes off any appearance of monotony.
Mr. Roberts also grows this variety largely in pots for conserva-

tory and indoor decoration, and an excellent subject it is for such
a purpose.

Orange Cestrum (C. aurantiacum).—One of the most conspi-

cuous of the plants trained to supports in the conservatory (No. i}

at Kew is this Brazilian plant, introduced from there many yeara
ago, though now it does not appear to be much known—certainly not
so much as it ought to be. Many, doubtless, know it well ; but for

the benefit of those who do not, it may be well to mention that it

resembles a Habrothamnus, but instead of the prevailing tint of rose

in Habrothamnus the flowers are bright orange-yellow, and produced
in long, loose, drooping clusters, just suitable for cutting purposes,

and they last in good condition a long time when cut and placed irt

water. It is one of those plants we should recommend for a small

greenhouse where only a limited number could be grown. It is easily

managed, not subject to insect pests, and never fails to produce a
good crop of flowers throughout the latter part of the summer till the

end of autumn. It flourishes best in a bed of rich soil, a position in

which it formed a noble bush in the great conservatory at Chiswick
before that structure was converted into a Vinery.

Leianthus longifolius.—Some time since we drew attention

to this fine stove plant, but then it was small and furnished with but
few floA'crs. Now it has attained a good size, and is covered with
large showy blossoms of a clear primrose-yellow. When better

known it will prove a useful plant on account of its showy blossoms,

which are produced fr;;ely and in continuous succession in late
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summer ami autuma— seasons when there is a compai'ntive scarcity

ot ilowers in stoves. It seems to be a free grower, and is compact
aixl bushy.

A Strange Orchid (BulbophyUum Beccari).—We had occa-

sion .some ten- weeks ago to allude to this remarkable Orchid
when it flowered in Messrs. Henderson & Son's nursery .at Maida
Vile, from «hose plant the accompanying woodcut has been pre-

pa vd. Tile distinctive feature in this species is its extraordinarily

lar,'e leaves, which measure upwards of '2 ft. in length and 1 ft. 6 in.

in wiilth, and whicli are of thick leathery texture. The flowers,

which most Orchidists supposed would be alike remarkable, are un-

fortunately of the meanest description, being small and of a dullish

hue, and rendered even more undesirable by the very oll'ensive odour
which th-jy emit. The dense clustei-s in which the flowers ai-e JMO-

Eulbophi'llum Beccari.

dueed are well shown in the illustration. This giant among Orchids
couies from Borneo, whence it has been introduced lately in large

quantities.

Wallich'3 Lily (Lilium 'Wallichianum).—This, like the Indian
Lily (L. neilgherrense) alluded to last week, is a handsome species

inhabiting the sub-temperate regions of the central Himalayas. It

may be readily distinguished from its southern congener by its taller

growth, more numerous and narrower leaves, and by the tube of the

flowers being more slender, and suddenly expanding into a wide
corolla. Its colour, like that in L. neilgherrense, is not pure white,

tut inclined to yellow, the base of the tube being greenish. A plant

of it in flower sent direct from its native habitat may be seen in the

"T range at Kew. Like the other Indian Lilies, it is not hardy
enough to thrive in the open air in this country, but under green-

house treatment it makes a useful and highly ornamental plant.

A Pretty British Plant.—To recommend a British weed for

cultivation is somewhat unusual, but that now under notice would

well repay culture, and afford more satisfaction than many exotics.

It is the whorled lUecebrum (I. vcrticillatum), one of the Rupture-
worts, not uncommon in light and peaty soils in the south of Eng-
land. A correspondent sends us a plant of it in flower, and very
pretty it is. Its trailing stems .ai'e long and slender, and are furnished
with opposite pairs of small leaves, on the axils of which i.s a dense
cluster of tiny peiirly-white (lowers borne the whole length of tlie stems
a))i)ut i) in. A most charming plant for growing in suspended pots
or li.iskets for room or conservatory decoration.

A Hardy Amaryllis.—Mr. Burbidge writes ua that Hip-
peastrum Acramanui piilclierrimum, a beautiful variety of an old
favourite, is now flnely in flower in an open border against a south-
west wall in the College Botanic G.arden, Dublin. Wliere tliis plant
succeeds well nothing can be finer than the brilliant colour of the
long tubular flowers, which are borne in an umbel-like manner on
stout erect flowei -stalks.

Brunsvigia Josephinaa.—Those who possess this Cape bul-

bous plant olten make eui|uirics as to how it should be treated in

order to induce it to produce flowers. Jlr. tireen, .Sir (jeorge

Macleay's gardener at Pendell Court, Bletchingley, an experienced
bulbous plant cultivator, subjects the bulbs which are large enough
to bear flowers to drought at the roots and a warm dry .atmosphere,

and this plan is successfully practised by him. The other day we
saw a plant of it at Pemlell Court bearing a Imge cluster of flowers

nearly 3 ft. across from a bulb about 4 in. in diameter. It was
jilanted out in a well-drained border in a small house devoted to

bulb culture, and its reddish-scarlet flowers made a fine disjjlay.

Acidanthera bicolor.—The New Plant and Bulb Company
sends us flowers of this pretty bulbous plant, which we alluded to

last week. The firm intends to distribute it this autumn.

Permanent "Wall Copings.—There is doubtless a great

variety of opinions as regards the value of wall copings, but for my
own p.art I would rather be without copings altogether tlian liave

them in the form of permanent fixtures, for, as Mr. Baines remarks

(l). 27S), the trees lose more in health than they gain by protection

to the blossoms in spring. In this neiglibourhood most ol the cot-

tages are built with overhanging roofs, and as fruit trees of some kind

or other are trained on nearly all of them, one has a good chance of

observing the efi'ect of a permanent covering, which is that the upper

liortions of such trees that ought to be the best are invariably much
more infested with insect.s than the lower portions, and the best

trees and best crops are decidedly on the exposed ends where the

rain gets full access to the foliage. I have no idea of condemning
glass or any other coping if put on at the critical time when the

blossoms are expanding, for if intelligently used it is a very great

help, and sometimes in'autumn would be very serviceable in keeping

late crops of fruit dry, as, for instance, Tomatoes, late Plums, and
Pears, but to keep even a glass coping permanently over the trees is

in my opinion worse than no covering at all. Last spring I saw a

quaiitits? of coping put up by a lady who was enthusiastic in its

praise, as a thermometer under it was never lower than 3'>', and she

felt sure of having a crop. But if a thermometer had been hung on

a wall with an ordinary coping board and a double fish net suspended

from it, I believe it would have shown quite as great a dili'erence

compared with the external atmosphere as the one under the wide

glass coping, and if the glass is put on too soon, or if permanently

fixed, it adv.ances the flowering considerably, whereas the aim should

be to retard the opening of the blossoms as much .as possible, for it

is seldom that they are actually killed by frost it the trees are

closely trained to a dry wall and some light covering is used to

break cold winds and ward off rains ; therefore to any one contem-

plating the addition of copings I would say by all means have them,

but let them be of such a description that they can be put iip_ or

taken down at pleasure : as a permanent fixture I am of opinion

that they do more harm than good.

—

Jaiies Grooji.

"While Mud-Salad Market glories and thrives in its filt^i

about five or six acres of land have been cleared in its immediate

neighbourhood, and not a whisper is heard that one yard of this

ground is to be devoted to the improvement of this metropolitan

nuisance. The east side of Mudfordbury and other property has

been pulled down, about 150 houses have been cleared away on the

east side of Dreary Lane, and the papers inform us that these

' extensive areas are now being built upon. How built upon?

Warehouses, residential ch.ambers,' the usual number of pot-houses

of course, and everything instead of supplementary markets are

doubtless in course of formation, but not a sign of even an extra

dustliole for the Ducal refuse. Three and thirty millions a year are

collected and spent by our local rulers—to say nothing of our eighty

millions of Imperial taxation—and yet the centre of London is still

a wilderness of rotten vegetable matter."

—

Punch.
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THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLL—THE KOCK YAKROW.
(ACHILLEA ETJPESTEIS.

)

The genus Achillea may, as regards the number of its species,

be looked upon as one of multitude. This fact, I think,

few will dispute when I s.ay that there are some seventy or

eighty species at least included under the generic title, and as the

present rare and interesting repre.sentative of the genus deser-

vedly claims a place in the " Garden Flora," a few remarks on

the moreshowyspecies,and those best adaptedforthe decoration

of our herbaceous borders, will not be out of place. Were I

to go back to the ancient lore, as chronicled in our early

herbals, I might give you some wondrous tales as to the

latent power of the Herb Yarrow, whose very name (derived

from Achilles) appears to associate itself with everything

chivalric and powerful in the old heathen mythology. This,

however, is not the case ; I believe the derivation of the name
originates from a Greek doctor, whose tombstone (if he has

one) will mark a date far subsequent to that of the Trcjjan

hero. Be this, however, as it may, our own wild Yarrow or

Milfoil is a plant, although common, none the less to be de-

spised ; its flowers vary from white to almost a rosy colour,

and its foliage, in dry weather, not unfrequently retains its

rich dark green colour long after the surrounding Grass has

become parched and withered up.

The old Linnean genus Achillea divides itself into two
distinct sections, so distinct that they have become the basis

of two genera, namely, Achillea proper, including all those

with much-divided leaves, typically represented by our common
native Milfoil, and Ptarmica, popularly known as Sneeze-

worts, from the irritable action the dried leaves have on the

mucous membrane of the nose. This genus is distinguished

by its entire leaves, and also by the larger development of

the florets of the ray, and to this section it will be at once

inferred that the plant now illustrated belongs. I will there-

fore begin with it and follow up with a brief description of

a selection of such species as my experience enables me
to specialise as worthy of cultivation. Possibly it will be
as well to retain the whole of the species under the old

Linnean title Achillea, and divide the genus into its two
sections, and as our typical plant belongs to the section

Ptarmica we will deal with that first.

A. ageratoides.—Originally introduced into the country under
the much more appropriate name of Anthemis Aizoon, but referred
by the " Botauioiil Magazine" authorities to the genus Achillea
under the above specific title. It is a dwarf, compact-growing,
silvery plant, with narrow leaves arranged in dense rosettes, the mar-
gins exquisitely crimped. The flowers are produced singly on stalks
about 6 in. or S in. high, pure white, and of large size. Tit is a some-
what shy plant to grow, and also to strike from cuttings, so I appre-
hend it will always be a rare plant in cultivation. In many respects
I consider it the gem of the genus. It is a native of Greece.
A. Clavennae.—A fine old plant M-ith hoary leaves, of an

obovate-cuneate shape, deeply and irregularly jagged as to the
margins, of dwarf tufty habit of growth. Flowers white, pro-
duced in corymbs about 9 in. to 12 in. high. It is a native of
Cariuthia and the Austrian Alps, where it grows at a great eleva-
tion. Under cultivation it is essentially a lover of dry sandy soil.

With us in our strong loam bedded on clay it rarely ever survives
a winter without protection.
A. umbellata, or, as it is sometimes called, sub-umbellata, is a

dwarf compact grower of a tufty habit, scarcely exceeding 8 in. in
height.

^
Its leaves are short as compared with their breadth, and

divided into some half-dozen linear segments, the whole surface of
leaf and stem being clothed with a dense covering of short adpressed
hairs of silvery whiteness. This peculiarity h.as given it .an intro-
duction into the flower giirden, bnt it is scarcely sufficiently depen-
dable for the reijtiirements of pincushion bedders ; it is, never-
theless, a remarkably neat and attractive border or rock plant. Tlie
flowers are white, but, owing to the silvery character of the plant,
they are incousiicuoua ; moreover, it is by no means an abundant
bloomer.

A. serrata.—A very distinct species of comparatively dwarf
habit, its decumbent stems rising to a height of 15 in. ; leaves white,

with adpressed hairs ; the regularity of the serratures along the
margins constituting a very distinct feature. Flowers produced ir

corymbs, a good clear white. There is a rigid kind of cliaracter aboi t
the plant that renders it readily distinguishable from all the other
species. Its native country is the Alpine region in Central
Europe.
A. Ptarmica, or Sneezewort, is fairly distributed through

Britain as one of our upland woodland plants, somewhat meagre and
scattered in its native habitat, bnt when introduced into garden cul-

ture becoming a very showy and attractive plant, of some 2 ft. in

height, w-ith dark green linear leaves and pure white flowers, pro-

duced in somewhat broadly-expanded corymbs. Its habit of growth.
is erratic or rambling, but it may readily be kept within bounds.
The so-called double variety, in which all the florets are ligulate or

strap-shaped, is without exception one of the loveliest pure white
flowers that we possess, even purer than the wliite Fair JIaids of
France (Ranunculus aconitifolius), and as a border plant of free

growth and perfect hardiness has few rivals. Jloreover, neither its

appearance nor its perfume when introduced into the most rtchercli^

bouquet would give a clue to its plebeian origin.

A. mongolica is a more dense liabited grower than the previous
species, less rambling at the root, and more erect and rigid in its

growth ; its flowers are larger, ami the corymbs more compact.
Slightly difi'ering from it, and almost of equal valu<! are A. grandi-
flora and A. impatiens, the former having tlie florets of the ray
largely developed, the latter having the divisions of the leaves so

acutely pointed, as to give it a very distinct and well marked
peculiarity.

A. rosea.—This is a lovely plant with rose-coloured flowers, of

so deep a tint as almost to .approximate to crimson. It is a strong and
vigorous grower, attaining a height of 2 ft., and blooming freely.

It deserves a place in every herbaceous border. There are a number
of species so closely related to the Milfoil, that it is needless to

specify them. Tliat they have a distinctive specific character there is

no question, but for cultural purposes they may be taken as one,

and we will finish oft' the section with white and pink flowers by
introducing a good sturdy herbaceous plant under the title of

A. macrophylla.—This is a plant with broad handsome foli.age,

attaining a hciglit of 3 ft., and producing large corymbs of white
flowers in the early part of July—perhaps better adajjted for the
shrubbery than the herbaceous border.
Amongst those with yellow flowers, the dwarf-growing

—

A. tomentosa stands first on the list. Of creeping hjibit, its

flower-stems scarcely exceed a height of 9 in., and its flowers are a
bright yellow, produced in quantities in the month of June. Its

foliage is much divided, and forms a dense carpet of briglit green. A
native of Britain, but rare.

A. aurea, a native of the Levant, is frequently confused with the
foregoing species, but is quite distinct. Its habit of growth is cajs-

pitose, not creeping. Its leaves are larger, more laxly divided,

and its flower-stems attain a height of at least 15 in. The flowers

are a bright golden yellow, and are produced in the autumn as well

as early summer. It is a somewhat tender plant, and is now rarely

met with. It is lost to our collection, and I should only be too glad
to possess it again.

A. sulphurea, as the specific title indicates, has sulphur-yellow
flowers, in which respect it ditfers from the preceding, but besides

this floral distinction its leaves are much less finely divided, and
more or less hoary. In this respect it appears to be very variable.

It is also a native of the Levant, but somewhat hardier in constitu-

tion.

A. SBgyptiaca may possibly be, as the name would indicate,

an Egyptian plant, but we think it is more probably a native of

the island of Crete. It has beautifully-cut white silvery leaves, and is

of compact growth ; the flowers are bright yellow in colour, raised

on stems about 15 in. high, and would be a desirable plant were
it only for its foliage. It is perfectly hardy, having withstood
unscathed the severity of the last two winters.

A. Ageratum, or Sweet M,audlin, as it is called, is a very
distinct species ; the leaves are almost entire ; the flowers, produced
abundantly in small corymbs, are of a lemon-yellow colour, the
plant not being more than IS in. in height. It continues a long
time in bloom, and is a valuable adjunct to the herbaceous border.

A. Eupatorium (sometimes called A. filicifolia) is a tall-

growing, vigorous, herljaceous plant, somewhat woody in the
character of its lo\\'er growth. Its flowering corymbs are Sat.

bright yellow in colour, and elevated on stout stems at a height of

3 ft. to 4 ft. ; they retain their beauty and fresliness for at least

two months. This is admirably adapted for a shrubbery Ijorder,

where its brilliant yellow flowers and its erect habit of growth show
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to wonderful nilvantafre amongst the evergreen foliage. It is a

native of the shores of the Caspian Sea. J. C. Niven.
ISolaiiir danli it, UitU.

[The sulijeot of our present plate is a charming little species we
met with in Mr. Joad's garden at Wimliledon last spring nnder the

name of A. rupestris. The Howers, which are ]inre white, arc pro-

duced al)undautly in neat tufts, and are very effective in an alpine

garden.]

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
The nights will shortly be too cold for tender plants to he allowed

to remain out of doors ; therefore, such subjects as Palms, Tree
Ferns, or Mus.as should be lifted carefully and put in safe quarters,

such as Vineries, that are open all day, but shut up at night, as the

parti.al shade will be rather beneficial than otherwise to them at

tirst. If they have rooted thrcugli or over the pots in which they
were plunged, keep them well syringed overhead and w.atercd at

the root until they recover the check. .Sulhcient for next year's

stock should also be lifted of any tender plants that are not readily

increased by cuttings, for even if only slightly injured by frost they
seldom make much progress afterwards. Anj' beds tliat are thus
j)artially cleared will look better if at once prepared for spring

flowering plants and bulbs, as the sooner these can be got into position

the better will they be established before winter sets in. Wliere the
double shift of spring and summer bedding is followed, a good deal

may be done Ijy the liberal use of hardy edging plants, such as

Sedunis, Santohnas, t'erastiums, &c., to forw.ard the second planting.

After the tender plants are lilted, fork over the beds lightly, and
fill them pretty thickly with such early flowers as may be desired,

using dwarf shrubs for centres of small beds and vases, or for

filling large beds and edging witli two or three rows of early

flowering plants. Single Wallflowers should now be thrifty

little plants, and early-struck Pansies will be ready to flower.

These, with Aubrietias, Arabis, and Forget-me-nots, are invariably
satisfactory, being hardy and most floriferous. All kinds of biennials

will now be growing freely, but if these are too far advanced they
are liable to injury from frost. B3'a little care in planting, so as to

have rows of late-flowering kinds close to the earliest ones, and cic.

vera'}, a lengthened display will be the result, and beds that are not
very precocious as regards flower may still be made gay by dropjiing

in a good sprinkling of early bulbs. It is now time to be prepared
with bulbs, as October is a good time to get them planted. The
heavy rains and violent gales whicli we have had lately have been
very trying to tall plants unless verj' securely staked and tied. Look
to Chrysanthemums at once, if not already done, and well secure
them, as they are liable to break otf at the base, and if tied now they
will outgrow any signs of training before they come into flower.

Keep everj'thing neat and trim now that the leaves are assuming
their lovely autumn tints ; also keep Grass mown, rolled, and
swept, so that all signs of approaching winter may be as much as

possible removed. Xow is a good time to put in Viola cuttings for

ne.\t summer's bedding, as where Verbenas fail these form the best
substitute for them ; they are dwarf, extremely floriferous, and
only require generous culture to prove continuous flowerers. In mild
localities thej- stand well out-of-doors, but if the protection of hand-
lights or a cold frame be at hand they will strike all the more
readily.—J. Groom.
Auriculas.—A considerable number of ofTsets were taken off in

Jul}- and placed in handlights behind a wall, a situation in which
they have made more growth than I expected them to do, so much,
indeed, that all of them will require to be repotted singly in small
pots. It is still necessary to insist on the import.ance of using small
pots. In some pl.aces in the north they continue to cling to the old
custom of putting a small plant in the centre of a G-in. or 7-in. pot.
Some of the very strong-growing varieties may struggle against such
adverse circumstances, bat the weaker will go to the wall. We be-
gin with very small pots^thumbs they are termetl—and gradually
increase the size, taking care that the plants have made sufficient

growth to fill the pots with roots before they are repotted. Con-
tinue to pot off seedlings as they require it. Offsets may still be
taken off if a small portion of root be attached to them ; if not, it

will be better to leave them until spring, i fancy they start better
at that season than they do at any other.

Dahlias.—Reference was made (p. 2oo\ to the fine Dahlia bloom
this season in the south ; the northern growers seem to be even more
successful. The flowers are very large and of good quality. It is

pleasing to see that the culture of small bouquet Dahlias is

being extended ; they are more u.7eful as cut flowers than the large
ones. The plants grow very fast at this season, and reejuire niueii

attention to keep them in good order ; they make too many growths,

which must be thinned out as they are formed, and the rest tied
in tlieir places to prevent their being sn.appcd off by wind. They
will prol)aldy not require water anywiiero after this, and, indeed,
wlien frost conies the soil is best dry. In some districts in the
north there has been a touch of white frost, so we must be
prepared for it.

Phloxes.—I have seen, in cases where the stems have been
thinned out, numeious young growths coming from the base. If

a large stuck of plants is required these will soon form roots in hand-
liglits or cold frames. Pl.ants may still be put out in l)cds or bor-
ders, as if it is not intended to flower them in pots there is no need
to winter them out of the ground. Save seeds of the best sorts to
sow at once or in the s)u-ing.

Polyanthuses.—If not already done, still continue to pot these.
Growers for exhibition in the north have potted theirs quite six

weeks ago, Ijut they will do well if potted now. 1 see that red spider
has been very troublesome in many cases, even in the north
cjuite destroying the leaves. This so exhausts the plants, th.at they
seldom flower strongly the next season. Dipping tlie whole plant,

except the roots, in soapy water, to which a liberal addition of

flowers of sulphur has been made, is prob.ably as good a remedy as
any. The requisites for successful summer culture are rich moist
clayey loam and a shady position for tlie plants behind a wall or
fence, where they get no sun from 7 or S o'clock in the morning
until the afternoon. I see that some of the smaller growers in the
north still continue to overpot these as they do Auriculas. It is a
mistake in the one case as much as in the other.

Primulas.—In very few instances do these interesting plants
give satisfactory results in pots. Some of the most delicate and
small growing species may be grown in that way as well as planted
out, but I find that the Auricula aphis, as it is called, has taken
strong hold u])on them everywhere. One would fancy that this pest

must live upon the juices of tlie plants, but good growers of Auriculas
say that it does no injury to them whatever. It certainly does not
like wet, but thrives best when the plants are kept dry in the win-
ter. Where tliey are out of doors in suitable positions in the rock
garden they are under more favourable circumstances to make good
growth. In cases where it is necessary to grow them in pots, see

that the latter are placed wliere worms cannot get into them, as this

is very much against the plants doing well. They require small pots
and the same potting material as the Polyanthus. Green fly, red spider,

and other pests must be destroyed.—J. Dougl.^s.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—Xow that the days are rapiilly shortening, a gradual

reduction of temperature should take place in all the houses, and the
watering-pot should be used more cautiously than hitherto, especially

in the case of the East Indian species. Any of these that are in an
unsatisfactory state should have the old material entirely removed
from their roots, and broken crocks, charcoal, and fresli Sphagnum
Moss as a surfacing substituted. There is nothing more fatal to this

class of Orchids, or more likely to assist in bringing on disease dur-

ing the winter montlis, than a mass of rotten .Sphagnum or other

material thit holds moisture for too long a period. With the cold

nights at hand it will be necessary to be on the out-look for drip,

which is so fatal when it gets into the heart of a plant. The blinds

should be run down during cold nights, to prevent as much as pos-

sible condensation of moisture on the glass. The best way to guard
against drip is to cut a few strips of zinc about 2 in. wide, and the

same length as the sash bars. Press them into the shape of the

letter V, and hang them under the sash bars. These will carry the

moisture to the front of the house, where another zinc trough

made in a similar way should be fixed to carry the water out of the

house.

Stove Plants.—As the season when flowers are scarce will soon

be here, the most must be made of all plants now showing bloom. A
good batch ef Ixoras should be in hand bristling with flower-buds in

all stages of development, which will keep up a supply far into the

winten The double flowered Tabern;emontana will be found equally

useful, and should be grown in quantity where button-hole

and other bouquets are in demand. Any of the Allaman-
das, Dipladenias, or other climbers that are still flower-

ing may be encouraged to do so to as late a period

as possible. One of the most useful climbers in the stove at this

or any other seaivon is Passiflora Kermesina, as it is a moder.ate

grower and a continuous flowerer. The Gesneras now becoming useful

should have favourable positions assigned to them in order to bring

out their rich colours. Plectopomas, Niegelias, Achimenes, and
similar plants should now l)e gradually dried off preparatory to being

stored away in warm positions. A gradual reduction of moisture at

the roots of all plants going to rest must now take place, and the

grower must act in unison with the season by allowing a gradual

reduction of temperature. It will be necessary to keep the fires

going sufficiently brisk to allow the houses to be ventilated a little
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during the dullest weather, as it is impossible to keep plants of any

kind long in health with houses hermetically sealed. Attend to the

destruction of all insect pests, and keep the glass during the winter

season clear and bright, so as to have the full benefit of every raj' of

light.

Greenhouse Plants.—Xewly hou.sed plants should be fre-

quently looked over ; all dead and decaying foliage should be removed
from tliem, and the house freely ventilated night and day to keep the
atmosphere pure and sweet. Where the roof is overrun with
creepers, these should now receive a liberal thinning in order to admit
all the liglit possible to the plants underneath, and the glass should
be kejjt [jerfectly clear to assist the plants to finish up the ripening

process. Heliotropes and other soft-wooded plants intended for

w-inter flowering should be kept in a healthy growing state by giving

them a little closer treatment than hitlierto at this season of the
year. A good batch of annuals, such as Centaurea Cyanus minor,
Scabiosa, Ehodanthe, Nigella damascena, &c., should now be in

fit condition for conservatory or indoor decoration, for which they
will last in good condition for a longer period than most plants.

Schizostylis coocinea, Stokesia cyanea, and similar autumn-flowerini"'

herbaceous plants that have been grown in pot.i, should now be
lifted into cold frames or other vacant positions in cool structures, to
protect them from high winds and heavy rains. A stock of the diffe-

rent kinds of plants useful for forcing should now be potted up.
These inchule Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, Andromedas,
Deutzias, Lilacs, Roses, .Spirteas, Dicentras, Guelder Roses, &c.

;

indeed, almost every kind of hardy spring blooming shrub may now
be potted up and forced successfully by-and-bye. After being potted
they should be placed or plunged in ashes or fibre in a shady position
outside, and must be kept well supplied with moisture at the root
till the time comes for introducing them into heat. Continue to pot
up successional batches of spring-flowering bulbs, also Myosotis
«lissitiflora, and other early flowering herbaceous plants. Attend
closely to the young stock of autumn-struck plants, in order to get
them well rooted before winter sets in.—J. RoKKRf'.s.

Indoor Fruit.

Cherries.—If any of the trees in this department require lifting

and replanting or replacing, no time should be lost in getting the
work done before the leaves fall. Tlie Clierry being one of our
earliest trees to start into growth and ripen its fruit and wood,
properly-prepared trees may be taken from the reserve walls as soon
as the blossom-buds are perfected, and if tiie work is carefully per-
formed they will give good crops of fruit next season. To succeed
well with Cherries the borders should always be inside the house,
well drained, and if the right kind of soil can be obtained—strong
calcareous loam—they need not be made very wide, but the root-bed
should be well rammed, provided the compost is dry, and if it is not
it will be well to delay planting for a short time, as adhesive soils

are often much injured for fruit culture by being used when in a wet
state. Where trees are forced in pots a number of kinds may in-

terest the amateur, but for giving a steady succession of good dessert
fruit we generally find experienced grow-ers confining themselves to
a few of the leading varieties, such as May Duke, Belle d'Orleans,
Black Circassian, Elton, Governor \Vood, and Bigarreau Napoleon.
It often happens that the good early kinds are ripe in succession
bouses before the Eigarreaus in the early section reach their best for

eating, but their immense size and noble appearance when they do
become ready give them great value at a time when fresh forced fruits

are not numerous. After six weeks' fine dry weatlier, the heavy
rains we have recently had will incline the buds on the early forced
trees to burst into premature gi'owth. Should this disajjpointment
threaten, a waterproof sheet may be spread over the border to keep
it cool and throw off rain, and as it will not be safe to put on the
lights, the shoots may be loosened from the trellis and assume a pen-
dent position in the house.

Stra'Wberries.—To succeed in the early forcing of Straw-
berries, the crowns should be firm, plump, and well ripened by the
middle of October, when protection from heavy rain through the
resting period may be an advantage, but anything approaching
dryness at the roots, confinement or coddling must be carefully
avoided. If the earliest potted plants that were partly plunged in
ashes still show an incHnation to make growth, they must be
cheeked by a gradual reduction in the supply of water, care being
taken that the balls do not become dry and shrink from the sides
of the pots. The mid-season and late batches of plants if well
potted and carefully tended through September always make very
rapid growth, and unless closely watched soon overgrow and crowd
each other at a time when warmth, liglit, and a pure current of air are
of the greatest importance. In low damp gardens where the crowns
only just ripen, even in good seasons, it is a very good plan to turn
the general stock over every week to keep the pots free from weeds
and worms ana to elevate them on shelves, dwarf walls, or banks of

coal ashes as days decrease in length and nights become damp and
cold. Opinions differ as to the best mode of wintering pot Straw-
bei'ries ; some growers expose the plants to the elements and allow
the frost to penetrate the balls to an extent tliat is often fatal to

the pots if it does not injure the roots ; while others, ourselves
amongst them, prefer placing them in cold pits with a few dry Oak
leaves pressed in between the pots to prevent the balls from
becoming too dry. The lights are thrown off niglit and day in

favourable weather and i-eplaced in case of snow, heavy rain, and
severe frost when the winter has fairly set in. I stated the other

day that fungus had taken hold of some of my plants, .and that I

intended to try immersion in sulphur water. Upon further
examination we found that red spider was also present—two trouble-

some enemies to contend with ; but, fortunately, the same remedy
applies to the two, and the first application followed by an occa-
sional syringing has produced the expected result, most of the plants

showing a marked improvement in less than twenty-four hours.

Vinos.—Mid-season Vines, from which the Grapes have been
cut, .also young ones that have not hitherto borue crops of fruit,

should now be cleared of laterals quite down to the mains buds that

are to be ret.ained for giving the next year's supply. It will be
necessary to avoid injuring the old leaves, as plump buds containing

the embryo bunches cannot be dependeil upon where they are

destroyed before they have completed their functions, and fall from
the Vines without force or violence being applied to them. The out-

side borders will now be in a fit state for tlie removal of the remains
of the old mulching ^preparatory to the application of the annual top-

dressing of new turf and crushed bones, and a breadtli of 2 ft. may
at the same time be added to the front where the space allotted to

the roots has not been filled up. Choose a dry day for tlie perform-

ance of the work, and wdien all is finished cover up with 3 in. or 4 in.

of fresh horse litter. Allow the roots to have the benefit of all the

rain that falls in October, and then cover the litter with a good layer

of Ferns or loaves for keeping out frost .and snow. Vines intended

for starting in November should be sutiiciently matured for pruning
by the end of this month, so as to allow time for the wounds to

heal before tliey are excited. For very early work old Vines should

not be pruned too close, as the second bud very often gives the beat

bunch, when the weakest can be rubbed off or stopped at the fourth

or fifth eye to furnish shade to the main rods. When, after a few
j'cars' pruning, the spurs have become elongated, hard, and un-

sightly, a few of the oldest rods may be cut out annually, or they
may be entirely divested of the spurs as a means of inducing them
to throw young growths from latent buds, with which healthy Vines
are always plentifully furnished. After pruning Vines that

have had red spider upon them should have tlie loose bark
removed with the hand ; but the barbarous practice of

scraping should be discountenanced, and where they are perfectly

clean the loose flaky covering of bark may be retained, as it is alike

the most natural and beautiful protection from heat in summer and
cold in winter that the Vine can have. In all cases the rods should

he well washed with warm soapsuds or Gishurst Compound, 6 oz.

to S oz. to the gallon dissolved in hot water. The worst enemy
to the Grape grower is mealy bug, and when it gets tlioroughly

established on old Vines he m.ay apply all the known insecticides,

and he may ruin his Vines for ever, but he will rarely annihilate

his foe. As a matter of course, extra care may be given to the

diessing and cleansing of the rods and every part of the house ;

but the most eff'eetual mode of destruction is weekly or daily

looking over through the spring, when, .armed with a camel's-hair

brush and a bottle of methylated spirits, every insect should be
destroyed before it has time to become a parent. After a thorough
winter dressing and general raid upon the bug the eggs left may
not be numerous, but every insect produced by them soon multi-

plies into thousands, .and to prevent this the cheapest and most
effectual remedy is close attention in the spring.

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the trees in l.ate houses

have become clear of fruit; remove every lateral and shoot that will

not be wanted next season, as they only impede the free circulation

of air, so essential to the proper ripening of the wood, and keep the

sap in motion when the trees should be filling up the fruit-buds and
going to rest. Keep the foliage clean and healthy by giving them an
occasional washing with the hose pipe or garden engine, and see that

the roots in internal borders do not want for water. If properly

drained and well made, inside borders should never be allowed to

become dry, or anything approaching it, an arid condition through

the resting period being the most common cause of the buds drop-

ping when they should be bursting into flower in the spring. The
past season having been so favourable to the ripening of the wood,

the necessary provision should now be made for carrying out all

border operations without deLay. Early and mid-season houses if

not .already done should be taken in hand first, the principal point

being good drainage through which the water can jjass freely.
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AlUr working with steel forks from the extremities inwanls, all

strong roots will re<iuire shortening back with a sharp knife before

they are relaid on the new compost, which should l)0 firmly

rammed to induce the formation of an abundance of feeding

roots. Dry friable loam, lime rubble, and burnt refuse

properly mixed together will suit all kinds of stone fruit trees,

but no nLinure should be used, as the trees will grow quite strong

enough without it, and the application of mulching and stimul.ating

liquid when the fruit is swelling otl' will produce the best results with-

outoverfeedingtheyoungwood. When young trees h-ave to be selected

from tlie nursery for rilling up vacancies on the reserve walls, clean

healthy stocks carrying evenly-balanced, but not over-strong shoots

should be chosen in preference to others that have made gross imper-

fectly ripened wood. These should be carefully lifted with all the

delicate libres, and kept moist until they can be replanted. Opinions
ditler as to tlie best kind of stock for Peaches. A few years ago
a hard hide-bound stock found its way into nuiny nurseries, the flow

of sap was impeded, aud tlie trees were short-lived and unproduc-
tive ; but the free, hcilthy Brompton Stock keeps pace with the head,

aud gardeners have only to follow up tliis satisfactory step on the

part of the nurseryman by keeping their knives in the sheath and
allowing the heads to extend free from scathe or wound until the

allotted space is filled.—\V. Colemax.

Kitchen Garden.
Since my hist remarks un.ler this heading were written we have

registered .> in. of rain, aud many crops have been immensely
benefited by it, and certainly labour saved as regards watering,

for it will not be necessary to again use the watering-jiots this

season ; yet of the two the labour would have been preferable to the

heavy rainfall, which has produced one very undesirable result,

and that is the development of a rapid succulent growth in Broccoli

and other winter greens, a growth t'.:at is far more susceptible of

injury from frost than the hard, less robust growth that the late

period of fine weather was giving us ; to some extent, however, any
evil consequence may be obviated by at once removing all

unnecessary leafage—particularly that which is half decayed

—

to let in light aud air, and in very rich ground a gentle

upheaving of the plants witli a fork would not be too severe

a cheek. From Brussels Sprouts we always remove about this

time a large proportion of the stem leaves, an operation which
assists the swelling of the sprouts. From old plantations of Cabbage,
the sprouts from which are so valuable throughout the winter, fre-

quently clear away all old leaves, and occasionally run the hoe through
the plots to keep them in healthy growth. The vegetable matter thus
removed, together with prunings of trees, clippings of hedges, &c.,

after beiug burned, makes, when mixed together with soot, or lime,

or both, .and allowed to lie for a short time, one of the very best of

manures for any kind of vegetable crop. Continue to plant

Cabbages as ground becomes vacant ; it is time that the main
crop for sjiring cutting was planted. We plant in lines 2 ft. apart, and
but 1 ft. from plant to plant, and as soon as fit for use in spring

every alternate one is pulled out, a process, whilst it ensures an early

supply, also admits of the others growing into large Cabbages. Cauli-

flowers under haudlights, Lettuces, and Endive may still be planted

out ; tie up when dry for blanching the two latter, and take the

precautious to guard against the first frost. Endive, in particular,

quickly begins to decay when once frozen. Cauliflowers in liand-

Ijghts must still have full exposure, and a chance lot should be
pricked out on a south border. Any that are ready for use should
have the foliage bent over the heads to iireserve them from frost and
from expansion. If lifted and heeled in under a north wall the

supply may be continued for a long period. This way of continuing

the supply is only necessary in cases where the succession plots do
not quickly follow. All but the very latest-planted Celery may now
be moulded up ; the soaking of rain which we have received has just

come right for this crop, and the sooner it is earthed the better.

Previous to earthing, we tie up with matting each plant separately ;

and though the plan is somewhat tedious, it is the only safe way of

preventing the soil from gaining a lodgment between the

stems. Of course, as soon as the soiling up is done, the ties

are cut off. Late-planted Celery should be kept free from
side suckers and weeds, and the ground should be kept open
by surface hoeing. The same remarks that have been made
concerning the earthing up of Celery are equally applicable to

Cardoons. The stools of Globe Artichokes should be given every
chance of hardening their growth, with the view of helping them to

withstand the winter ; and therefore, as soon as the heads are cut, at

once remove the old stems, together with all the useless and half-

decayed leaves that keep light and air from acting on the crowns.
The ground mulching may now be removed, and the surface soil be
kept loose and open. Seakale ma)' also be treated in a similar way,
and for a very early batch for forcing, select the most mature plants

and at once lop off the leaves ; all the rest should be allowed to decay

naturally, which they generally do after the first frost. Amongst
other operations requiring attention are the drying and storing of
Onions and herbs, the thinning out of Turnips, Winter Spinach,
Carrots, Onions, and Lettuces, and last, but not least, tlie maintain-
ing of neatness, without wluch the enjoyment of a garden, however
well managed in other respects, is incomplete.—W. \V.

IMAKKET GARDEN NOTES.
Imported Melons.— It would be rash to predict tlie future of

fruit culture under glass in this country, and it is to be hoped that
the English grower will be able to hold his ovvn against the foreigner.

At the same time it is certain that foreign competition has now
assumed a serious aspect, and tlie home grower may well be pardoned
if he at times should indulge in somewhat gloomy anticipations.

Every year, thanks to increased facilities in the way of quick and
cheap transit, and to a better knowledge on the part of Continental
growers of the requirements of our markets, the importations of

fruit increase not only in quantity, which the English grower would
not so much mind, but also in quality—a very different ati'air. I can
remember when Cherry forcing was profitable work m this country ;

now, a man would be considered a fit candidate for a lunatic asylum
who would undertake to force the Cherry for market. Then came
the panic amongst Pine growers, occasioned by the sudden and
unexpected influx of St. Michael Pines of the best quality ; and
now Melon growers, it would appear, are in their turn to sutler, for

a large salesman in Covent Garden informed me this season that
there is an increasing appreciation of the Water Melon, which now
comes to us in excellent condition so early in the year, as to cut
down the price of our own forced fruit to such an extent that home
grown Jlelons which should have realised 5s. each were sold for half

that sum.

Late Grapes.—It is at the same time cheering to know that in

spite of the enormous quantity of Grapes annually imported into

this couutry, English grown fruit of good quality still commands
remunerative prices. This branch of market culture does not appear
to be much affected by foreign competition, but the grower must
know when to market his fruit, and it must be of good qualitj'.

A salesman in Covent Garden recently remarked that first-class goods
always did, and always will, command good prices, but that at times
considerable difficulty was experienced in getting rid of second and
third rate samples. There are two things, said a leading fruiterer

in Covent Garden, that every one can grow—bad Grapes and Cucum-
bers in summer, the conseciuence being that the market is often so
glutted with them, that we can scarcely force a sale at any price.

November is about the worst month in the year for price, by reason
of the large importations of Dutch fruit, the Dutch growers having
to clear ofi' their crops on the approach of bad weather. Many, too,

in this country who grow Grapes in plant houses are often obliged
to cut them hurriedly in order to save them from damping, thus
bringing a large amount of fruit into the market at a time when trade
as a rule is liy no means brisk, with the consequent effect that prices

range extremely low. The grower of late Grapes must therefore, if

he desires to make the best of his fruit, hold off until December. I

read in a contemporary that Mr. Ladds, of Bexley Heath, is erecting

ten houses 100 ft. by '2j ft. for late Grapes, a fact which sufficiently

proves that there is no falling off in the demand for good Euglish
grown fruit.

"Winter Cucumbers.—Speaking of Cucumbers, it is amusing
to hear some people, not acquainted with market requirements, talk

of the high prices to be obtained for winter-grown fruit. A private

grower once said to me, " I suppose that Cucumbers at Christmas are

worth any money ;" and lie was much astonished when I told him
that, as a rule, they did not realise so much by a great deal at that
time as two months later. It would not so much matter were such
notions confined to those who grow for their own consumption, but
it unfortunately happens that many engaged in or embarking in fruit

culture for market are led astray in this manner, much to their ulti-

mate chagrin and oftentimes serious loss. As an illustration of this

I may mention the case of an individual who had been sending in

Cucumbers during the dead of the winter to a noted salesman ia

Covent Garden. On receiving his sale account he was horrified to

find that the topmost price was Ss. per doz. "Why," said he,

they were Telegraph, 20 in. long, and as straight as a
gun-barrel ; I fully expected twice as much money for them."
Yes, said I ; and you would get that price at the proper sea-

son. Why did you push them in just at the dull time?
" Because," he replied, " I thought the earlier I got them the better

chance I should have of making a good price, and I have heard that
Cucumbers in the middle of the winter realise good prices." There is

just a time when winter-grown Cucumbers are in good demand,
which may be said to be from the middle of February to the end of

March. During that time very fair prices are to be made for good
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samples, but with April comes a comparative glut, aud by the

beginning of May I have seen the best of Cucumbers sold retail for

Os. per dozen. Rollisson's Telegraph still holds its own for market
work, more of this being probably forced tlian of all the other kinds

put together. The great point is to plant early in the autumn, get-

ting good strong plants by the winter, wliich, not being hard driven

during the dull winter months, will freely respond to the pressure

put upon them when the time arrives for so doing. Many commit
the error of maintaining too high a temperature during tlie early

winter montlis, which has the etiect of bringing the foliage into a

weak, tender state, so that with the return of brighter days the plants

are scarcely capable of carrying off a lieavy crop, failing just at the

time when most work is expected of them.

Eoheveria retusa.—I observe in a contemporary that one of

our largest plant growers for market is going in largely for this

pretty little flowering succulent. It is a charming little plant, and
should be looked after by those engaged in the winter flower trade.

When its exceptional merits are better known it will become an
immense favourite, for it will thrive all the year round in any ordi-

nary light apartment and comes into bloom at the beginning of

the winter, lasting in flower in a cool greenhouse quite six months.
The flowers are produced in quantity, and are bright and cheerful-

looking, the whole appearance of the plant being quite distinct from
all other winter-flowering subjects. Like the rest of the family, it

is of exceedingly easy culture, enjoying full exposure to the open
air during the late summer aud early autumn months.

The Scarborough Lily (Vallota purpurea).—This is grown
in considerable quantity for market, both for cut flowers and in the

form of pot plants. Its culture is simplicity itself, for, like the gene-

rality of flowering bulbs, it prefers to be left alone, that is to say, it

flowers most freely when the pot gets thoroughly packed with roots,

occasional doses of weak manure sufficing to promote the desired

amount of luxuriance. The Vallota is a noble plant, worthy of exten-

sive culture, and should be found in every garden. Market growers
do not commit the error whicli so many private growers are apt to

do : they neither dry off tlie foliage, nor do they winter their plants

in semi-obscuritj', as tliey are fully aware that the quality of the

blooms depends upon the foliage being preserved in a healtliy ever-

green state throughout the winter. The Vallota is a plant that may
be made to pay well, as it may be wintered in a cold frame, and
commands a ready sale when well grown,

Biifleet. J. C.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Weights of Potato Produce.—Having regard to my own
experience, I must say that I was somewliat staggered when I read

(p. 265) the statement made by " H. B." that in the Messrs. Webb's
seed grounds the Schoolmaster Potato jjroduced '2(j4 lb. to the pole
(rod) of ground. This means rather over 4^ Inishels, an enormous
crop, and when it further is seen that it means over the .50 acres
of this one sort, some 'JOO tons, it will be seen that it is an immense
crop imleed. Schoobnaster is a heavy cropper, but with me gives
less bulk than several others, such as International, Vicar of Lale-
ham, Advance, Beauty of Hebron, Magnum Bonum, and Trophy

;

but in no case, with special cultivation, could I reach such a tremen-
dous crop as that alluded to, nor liave I ever seen any such lifted.

The heaviest produce I obtained tliis year was from Advance, a liat

white kind, that seems to be a considerable improvement on King of
Potatoes, from which it is a seedling, and that was 170 11). per rod,
or, in round figures, just 3 Ijusliels. I thouglit the crop of that, as
it laid on the ground, something marvellous, as also did many others,
and I turned out many rows of otlier Ivinds where tlie produce lying
on the ground quite resembled the pictures of crops we are some-
times favoured with. I am calculating my produce on 3-ft. rows, a
single row 30 yards long giving exactly a rod or pole of ground. It
would have added to the interest to Potato growers attached to
" H. B. 's ' notes if he had given some information as to width of
rows, general cultivation, manure, and other matters, all of which
are of the first moment in the production of a large and clean crop.
I saw a wonderful crop of Magnum Bonum lifted the other day by a
railway signalman, 15 bushels from 4 bushel of very small seed
tubers, but I did not note the extent of ground.—A. D.

Flavour in Peas.—"A. D." (p. 2G5) seems surprised at my
statement that " high flavour may be obtained in Peas by good culti-
vation." But I am prepared to prove that good and bad cultivation
do influence flavour, and that materially. We all know that a Pea
cultivated in rich ground, with plenty of moisture at the root, is

much more juicy, sweet, and tender than the same Pea grown on a
poor, sandy, dry soil. Innumerable instances of this kind'have come
under my own personal experience, and that of "A. D.'s " must be

limited indeed if he has not also observed the same thing. Were
" A. D.'s " remarks consistent with practice, Pea culture would be-

come a cheap and easy matter, as no one would ever think of putting

manure into the ground wliere Peas were to be grown : and as for

watering or any extra attention in this way it would all be labour
in vain. Had " A. D." ever grown Peas in a poor .soil he would have
known that they bloom even more freely than in rich soil, make no
extra strong growths, and jiod most abundantly, but they are hard
and dry, and lack flavour, and without that a Pea is sim|dy worth-
less. My advice to all cultivators is to treat all kinds of I'e.as well,

aud the result will be as a rule satisfactory. I am astonished to find

that "A. D.'' praises the flavour of Veitch's Perfection and other

Marrows so liighly, and that he speaks so disparagingly of Telephone
aud Telegraph, when, as has been stated before, and is stated again

by Mr. Culvorwell (p. 2lj4), these grand Peas are the direct progeny
of Veitch's Perfection and Laxton's Prolific. One would almost be
led to believe it to be an impossibility that an inferior flavoured Pea
could be breil from such parents.

—

Cajibrun'.

British Queen and Veitch's Perfection are unequalled for

flavour, and though they may not bear so ainmdantly as some other

Peas, yet I think the former would have the preference, both with
the cook and the consumer. Mr. Culverwell has stated that

British Queen grew 10 ft. high ; well, that seems enormous. I should
say it is not advisable to plant such strong growers in newly made
ground, which was no doubt the cause of its growing so luxuriantly

with him.—J. S. T
Late Peas.—Seeing " A. D.'s" remarks (p. 265) in reference to

Pe.as, allow me to say that I consider there are not two better late

Peas grown than Veitch's Perfection and Ne Plus Ultra, though I

prefer the latter at this season, as on our light soil it seems to keep
freer from mildew and maggot than other sorts. British t,>ueen, al-

though condemned and discarded by Mr. Culverwell, is still, in my
opinion, the best ami most productive second-crop Pea we have. In
wet seasons I have certainly seen it grow to the height of 7 ft., but
never 10 ft., as he states ; surely that must be a mistake.—T. Cow-
EtJF.X.

I do not remember writing that either Ne Plus Ultra or

Veitch's Perfection Peas were ever likely to go out of cultiva-

tion, only that they must look to their laurels. For many years I

have grown Ne Plus Ultra as my main crop of JIarrow Peas.

Veitch's Perfection equals it in quality, but not in (piantity here, and
is far more delicate. Both are Peas of the highest quality, but that

is no reason why we should not welcome others, and I still adhere to

my high estimate o! the Telephone Pea ; and from the samples I have

seen and tasted, I should say that its good shelling properties would
be quite a match for Ne Plus Ultra, which is one of the very best

grown to fill quickly a quart or jjeck measure with fine Peas.

—

D. T. Fish.

Scarlet Runners not Setting.—I have noticed this year a

curious fact in regard to Scarlet Runner Beans. Many of my plants,

though covered with blossom, have failed to produce any pods, and,

on examining the flowers, I found a little hole cut at the upper
part of the base of the flower leading into the nectary, and, on watch-

ing the bees at work, I observed that most of them, instead of get-

ting the honey from the front of the flower and fertilising the flower

by doing so, used the short cut, and got the honey through the hole,

and thus the stigma failed to be pollinated. Though I have watched
frequently, I never could detect an insect cuttmg the hole, and I

never observed a honey or humble bee endeavour to do so. Perliaps

some of your readers may have been more fortunate, and have dis-

covered wliat insect it is that thus shirks its work and steals the

honey without earning it fairlj'.— F. C. W.
Mushrooms in Deep Cellars.—Mr. Hudson, at Ciunners-

Viury House, near Acton, grows Mushrooms so successfully in cellars

that during the hot n-eather of last mouth, when the general run of

Mushroom houses were empty or cleared of their contents, he has

liad an abundant supply. The Muslirooms are grown in old wine
cellars well underground, but not under the house, and the flavour

of the Mushrooms was all that could be desired. The whole thing

suggests that our ordinary plans for making Mushroom houses, like

our ordinary plans for making fruit rooms, are not exactly what
they ought to be.

—

Fh-hl.

Thinning Onions.—It is well known to vegetable growers

that medium sized roots of all kinds are the soundest and best for

storing ; very large overgrown roots are all very well for the

exhibition table, but not for daily use. Having a very large

demand for vegetables at .all times, we left our Onions, which are

sown in spring, much thicker than usual, and although we have

almost daily pulled out a quantity of the least promising ones, as

regards forming good bulbs they have swelled up so fast that they

quite crowd each other out of the rows, and are, I believe, fully as

large as when thinned out to stand in. apart.—J. G., Linton.
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An Asparagus Plantation.—There is now growing in Sir

Henry Thonipsou's garden at West Moulsey a plantation of Aspara-

gus plants, put in in last April ; many of the plants are now 4 ft.

high, aii.l still growing rapidly. Thoy were seedlings of one year.

The soil is a sandy one, deep, and moderately enriched before

planting. The plants are .about 4 ft. apart, both in the trench

and in the row. If such a good, clean growth is seen in a planta-

tion not iiuite live months planted it is fair to expect very good re-

sults indeed wlien the plantation attains the age at which cutting

usually commences.

Autumn Sown Onions.—Allow me to direct .attention to

one most important crop to the market grower, viz.. White Ijisbon

Onions sown in .'September. Xine cultivators in every ten sow Let-

tuces with them broadcast to stand the winter, and «lien sown

among the Onions each plant stands liy itself, and grows stubby and

hardy and makes a tine bushy plant, and the all important thing

agaiii tells—they are all good alike, so you may clear your ground

as you go on.—K. Ou.bekt, liunjlihii.

Seakale in South Italy.—In The Garden- M,ay S there was

an interesting letter from ilr. James Groom about Seakale, which

has already been of use to me. Can he not be iniluceil to give

some further hints as to the best mode of cultivation and covering

for this country ? There being no frost until far on in December,

the old leaves remain on very late, and I never m.anage to get any

Seakale to cut until the middle of March.—S. I.

Autumn Giant Cauliflo'wer.—I have been cutting for some

time capital heads of Autumn Giant Cauliflower, the produce of

seed sown on February 23. These I find most useful now, when the

Pea crop is failing. Xor does it follow, as " Cambrian " infers, that

it should be allowed to attain such a great size as to require dividing

into twelve parts for cooking purposes. .Surely it can be better

utilised in a smaller state.—T. Cowdukn.

The Crisped Californian Lettuce. — This is highly

recommended in the journal of the French Horticultural Society.

It presents a very attractive appearance, is tender, and does not

"bolt" in dry weather.— J. C.

Celery was first introduced to the English table l)y Count Tallard

during his captivity in England after the battle of Malplanuet, 170!).

So I read in a weekly paper, and wish to know if it be true. Has
this vegetable been so short a time in use ?—H.

ROSES,
HARDY CLIMBING KINDS.

" V." A.*KS (p. 136) if he can get any good climbing Roses that wil

not perish during hard winters. I fear we have really made but little

progress, if any, in this class of Roses. It seems more probable that

we may have adv.anced backwards. The experience of last winter

would lead not a few to suppose that there were no really hardy
Roses but the common Brier or Dog Rose and the Sweet Brier ; and
the former was killed by the thousand last j'ear. That, however,

probably happened as much from their semi-rootl'^ss condition as

from any special tenderness in the Rose itself. A Dog Rose is in a

much more favourable, i.e., warm, state in a hedgerow, with its

roots thoroughly protected by weeds and long (irass, tlian in the

budding gi-ounds, with its stem fully exposed from base to crown,
and its injured and consequently weaker roots exposed within a few
inches of the frozen surface. In the former position hardly any
frost could touch them ; in the latter the roots are quickly and
severely frozen. Similar unfavourable conditions are generally felt

to the full by Roses on arches. The arches, when of iron, become so

exceedingly cold, as to rob the stems and branches of every molecule
of heat. The difference to Roses and other plants of wooden arches

or trellises as against iron are very marked in favour of the former.

I have noticed again and again the same plants killed on iron that
have escaped on wood—not, of course, that there is any perceptible

difference in temperature, but the wood parts with its warmth slowly,

the metal rapidly ; hence the Roses aie warmer on the wood.
Again, the roots of Roses are far colder in winter on smoothly-raked,
mown, or dug gi'ound than on rougher surfaces. A second layer of

vegetation, sucli as a crop of flowers, rough Grasses, or weeds, over
the roots likewise tends to protect the Roses. Roses on iron trellises

also pass through the winters better if loosened from the trellises

and tied loosely and roughly together to a stake, and where sorts at

all tender are used, a few rough ha\- Ijands or a piece of matting
twisted round the Rose heads would often sutEce to save them
fi-om destruction.

But "V." asked for hardy Roses that would jiass through the
severest wintei", and not to be told how to protect those that cannot
take care of themselves. The two subjects are, however, so closely

linked together, th.at all this maybe held to be answering " V.,"

for possibly he will be surprised to learn how wonderfully limited

tliis list of really hardy Roses is. " V." inquired about single Roses
even. Perhaps there are no better than some of the liner varieties

of Sweet Brier (Rosa rubiginosa). Everybody loves the fragrance

of its leaves. When pearled over with dew on a May morning the

garden's fragrant breath ascends with a perfume uucxeelled by any-

thing I know of. True, its flowers do not last long ; but what can

eiiual their opening grace and marvellous beauty in that half-way

state to Roseliood that marks the perfect state of Sweet Brier-

hood? And then what numbers of sweet pink flowers there are !

Moreover, there used to be two or more semi-double Sweet Briers—

a

blush-coloured semi-double, named Celeste, and a deep rose double,

called the Double Scarlet. These, however, seem to have dropped
almost out of cultivation. But tho leaves of .all the varieties are

equ.ally fragrant, and contiime almost equally sweet and green to the

cud of the season.

Of other single Roses, that generally used for buddingisRosacanina-

Amongst these there is considerable variety, Ijoth as regards colour

of flowers and foliage ; and in very exposed and bleak localities these,

when well established, form some of the most striking and effective

clothing for arches that can be found amongst Roses. We have had
a few trees this spring clothed with hundreds of blooms, and there

has been nothing more efl'ective or more lieautiful in these gardens.

There is also a reddish and a greenish-leaved variety of the Dog
Rose, which are more rare ; but Ijy noting pl.ants in the hedgerows

in the summer and marking them, a considerable variety of distinct

.and superior Briers may be selected for clothing arches in specially

cold and exposed positions. The Manetti stock is also well worthy
of its freedom at times for this purpose. It is a very free grower,

i\ith fine foliage, and we have never known established plants killed

down by the frost.

Turning to garden varieties, we naturally find the hardy climbing

Roses among the Ayrshires, which are the descendants of the hardy

native Rosa arvensis. It seems a pity this useful class of hardy

Roses has not been more improved. The hardiest, as well as the

oldest, of these are : splendens, large semi-double, with white and
red edge ; Ruga, large double, pale flesh coloured ; Dundee
Rambler, small double white ; (^ueen of the Belgians, creamy-

white ; and Thoresbyana or Bennett's seedling, sm.all double

white. Of the hardy so-called evergreen climbing Roses, the

following have stood the best here : Felicite Perpetm?, pure white;

Rampante, pure white ; spectabilis, rosy-lilac ; and Williams' Ever-

green. The crimson Boursault has also lived on our tall iron arches

for thirty years, as have plants of the old Noisette Aimee Vibert,

a beautiful white Rose, and the hybrid Chinas, Chenedole and
Blairi No. 2, the former a brilliant crimson flower, and the latter a

well-kno%v rosy-blush sort. We have had many more R,oses on our

arches, and tried at one time Inidding many superior sorts of Teas

and Hybrid Perpetuals on tlieir crowns and sides ; but the severe

weather killed them again and again, till we have gladly returned to

tlie above varieties. I shall ha glad, however, to liear of others

equally hardy to stand on and clothe iron arches in the open about

9 ft. high. Baronne Prevost, Mrs. Elliot, Coupe d'Hebe, Charles

Lawson, Paul Ricaut, Madame Plantier, Gloire des Rosameue, and
many others have been useful at dill'ereut times for clothing the

sides, but these, General Jacqueminot, and many more modern
strong-growing Perijetuals have all succumbed to some of the many
])ast winters that have tried their strength on these iron arches. The
Cheshunt Hybrid, which seems far more of a Hybrid Perpetual than

a Tea, has stood well on walls without protection, and also as a

fully-exposed standard, during the past winter, and may therefore

possibly live on iron arches ; but as yet I cannot write with the

authority of experience on the staying or enduring properties of this

and many other highly promising varieties. D. T. Fish.

Harihi.icbi House, Biirij St. Edmumh.

The Ramanag Rose (Rosa rugosa).—I was surprised to see a

recent remark of " W. E. G.'s " about this plant not coming true from

seed in the garden of the President of the Horticultural Society of

France. Of course that means merely an accident or a mixture of

some other seed, as this Rose comes perfectly true from seed, and I

could show " W. E. G." good plots of seedling plants in flower and
true from seed, and no one could possibly mistake it for any other

Plose.—V.

Sun Roses (Helianthemums).—These have this summer formed

an interesting feature in Mr. Stevens' garden at Byfleet, some of the

plants being ue.arly 6 ft. across and studded with blooms. These
dwarf, hardy, evergreen, flowering suijjects should be looked up by
those having dry banks or sandy, stony, parching soils to cover.

They thrive well in such situations, are never unsightly, and are gay

and pleasant to look upon in the flowering season. On a dry bank
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they might form a carpet for patches of Wallflowers and Snap-
dragons.—J. C. B.

PROPAGATING.

HYACINTH PKOPAGATIUN" IN HOLLAND.
Years ago, when Hyacinths were still so high in price that they
were only to be had by the rich, there were just a few gardens around
Haarlem where these bulbs were grown, and the stock was small at

that time. Since the railways and steamers go direct to nearly every
part of the world, the nurserj'men of Haarlem are producing more
stock, and have arranged new nurseries for this valuable plant, so

that at present in spring the country around Haarlem for many miles

to the nortli and south is in reality a flower garden. The nurseries

generally lie along the dunes (low sand hills), and the soil is almost

pure sand, varying in colour from white and yellow to brown and
grayish-black, which great difference enables tlie nurserymen to give

the Hyacinth every year a different .and at the same time a quite

fresh soil. During the winter, those places where Hyacinths are to

be pLanted next .autumn are trenched 3 ft. .and sometimes even 5 ft.

deep, in order to bring the soil in which the Hyacinths have grown
one year down deep in the ground, and also to get a fresh soil on the
surface. In March and April the soil is enriched with cow manure,
after which green crops or Potatoes are planted, and it is dug again

in autumn about 1.5 in. deep before it is ready for the Hyacinth. In
the end of August growers begin planting the bulbs in oblong, rect-

angular beds about '^h ft. in width—the depth v.arying according to

the different .ages of tlie Hyacinths and to the nature of the gi'ound,

also to the height the soil lies above the level of the w.ater. By the
end of November all the Hyacinths are covered with reed mulching
.about 1 in. thick, which is t.aken away in February or March wlien

the frost is over ; and if the leaves which are now just coming out of

the ground look yellow, they are lightly covered again till they are

quite green, when the reed is taken away. About April 15 generally
the Hyacinths are in bloom. It is at that time the environs of Haar-
lem present that splendid sight for which they are renowned. Flowers
everywhere, and when there is no wind the air is tilled witli their

rich perfume. When they begin to witlier, they are all carefully cut

off in order to prevent the bulb from becoming too much exhausted,
and are strewed over the land where Potatoes are planted to prevent
the sand from being blown away by the winds. This bed of flowers

is also of great benefit to the land, as there is some manure in it.

Directly after the flowers are cut off the bulbs begin to grow ; the
leaves erect themselves and get taller. The weather during May and
June decides whether there will be a good crop or not. For the last

two years the Hyacinths have been badly injured during these months
by honej'dews and storms, so tliat it will require at least one good

" Crossing" sysLtm.

season to bring the stock up right again. About the last of June
the growers begin to take the bulbs out of the ground, and this is

the time to multiply tliem, which is done in two different ways :

Coming fresh out of the ground, the bottoms of the oldest and largest
bulbs are cut into six or eight equal parts, about the thickness of the
height of the bulb; this mode of cultivating is called "crossing."
Next year the old bulb is gone (decayed), and on the separ.ated parts
of the bottom of the bulb, between the shells, about twenty young
ones are grown. The small bulbs got in this way require four years
before they are large enough to be sold or to be crossed again.
The other w.ay of cultivating is called in Dutch " hollowing," in

English "scooping out," which means to make a hole. Probably
every one knows that a Hyacinth consists of several shells arranged

like an Onion, coming together at the bottom, and in the centre of
wliich is tlie flower. By the end of July, when tlie weather is fine

and dry, this bottom is carefully cut out, so that nothing is left but
the shells. The bulbs being severally wounded, are put in the drauglit
or sunshine to dry. After two or three weeks, when the wound is

quite dry and h.ard, a great many small white nobs may be seen near
the dry part of the shells ; and being planted in tlie autumn of next
year, all these nobs will become very small young Hyacinths, that do
not bloom for two or three years, and take six, and sometime seven
eight, years to grow to the ordinary size. By this way of cultivat-

"Ilollowiug" sjatera.

ing, one bulb produces from GO to 150 young ones. Next year the
young ones arc separated, when crossed, or picked off the old dry
shells in the other way of cultivating

;
planted qwite free in autu!nn,

and lifted again in .June, and so on for sever.al yeai's, which
depends on the sort growing fast or slow, until the bulb is old
enough for the market, or to be used for cultivation. By applying
these methods of cultivation every year, different stocks are obtained,

which are treated according to their age. The Hyacinths, after

being all lifted, are buried again in the earth in order to let the roots

die off, and to enable the bulb to close itself (ripen). After a fort-

night they are taken out again, and dried for an hour or so in the
sunshine ; then sifted to get the sand away, and brought into the
bulb house, where they are laid out on M'ooden tables in the draught
—for the windows of a bulb house are only sliut when the weather
is damp. By the end of July or beginning of August, the bulbs are

sent out ; so everybody may comprehend that it is necessary to send
in their orders for flower roots by the beginning of July. New sorts

of Hyacintlis are got from seed, wliich takes a very long time, as the
grain of seed wants eight, sometimes even ten, years to grow, until

the bulb is large enough to produce a good flower ; and then the
grower possesses only a single bulb. So it may be imagined what a
long time it requires, as well as the great cost it incurs, to secure a
stock of such novelties.

—

Case's Botanical Index.

Paullinia thalictrifolia.—This and its variety argentea are

two of the most useful stove plants we have, their rich green
Miiiden-hair Fern-like foliage and climbing h.abit rendering them
capable of being used in various ways for ornamental purposes. On
trellises they soon form excellent specimens, and trained on strings

they are of great value for twisting round lipergnes, for which pur-

pose they are to be preferred to climbing Ferns, the gas having little

or none of the injurious effect on them which unfortunately it has on
Ferns. In propagating PauUinias a little extra care is necessary, as

they are by no means easily increased by cuttings, wdiich is the only
convenient method known to me. Cuttings may be put in now,
those being selected that are ripe and short jointed, the short bits

generally to be found about the base of an old plant being the best.

Use a compost consisting of two-thirds sand and one of peat, and
the smallest-sized pots, which should be half filled with bits of char-

coal. Place them in the propagating box, or in a warm part

of the stove, under a bell-glass, bottom heat not being necessary for

striking these plants. Keep them moist, and if the leaves all fall off',

as they generally do, continue to watch the cuttings carefully, as

they will strike even after all their leaves have fallen if tlie wood
w.as ripe wlien put in. They should form roots in about six weeks,

when they may be potted on, using a sandy, peaty soil, with a little

good loam and leaf-mould. PauUinias delight in plenty of heat and
moisture, and autumn-struck plants may be made to form shoots
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G ft. long by the following autumn if liber.illy tre.nted as regards both

requirements. They dislike bright sunshine.—Z. B.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

ORCHARD HOUSES.

Good cultivators have said, and with good rea.son, that glass

structure.? for the productioa of such fruits as Pears, Apples,

Plums, and ChtTries, &c., are entirely unnecessary in gar-

dens in the south or in any ordinary favourable situation in

England unle.s.s the object is to force sueli fruits early as we
force early Peaches and Grapes, &c. The necessity of orchard

houses ha.s not arisen so much from an unfavourable climate

as from the bad management of trees outdoors. With the

aid of walls and very little protection there should be no

scarcity of the fruits named in their season, provided the trees

get the attention they require, or as much care as is usually

spent on orchard-house trees, because the latter happen to be

grown in a structure specially designed for them. lu the

north, and in cold situations cener.ally, orchard houses are,

however, often necessary and desirable, but it may be doubted

if the mode of cul-

ture generally in

vogue is the best

that could be de-

vised. I am speaking

of houses devoted to

-select Apples, Pears,

Plums, Cherries,
Peaches, Apricots,

Pigs, itc, and I ex-

clude such subjects

as Oranges and
Pomegranates, that

do no good in a

glasshouse that is

really needed to grow
our hardy fruits to

perfection. The mo-
dern orchard house

is an expensive struc-

ture, and it is pre-

sumed that those

who build tliera desire a fair return for their money, just as in

the case of Vines, Peaches, Pines, &c. Orchard houses, we
are told by those who advocate their use, may be any length,

lean-to, or span-roofed, but the latter are favoured, and they

are recommended to be about 1 1 ft. high and 24 ft. wide, and
otherwise as well constructed and appointed as any other fruit

or plant structure which are not more costly. The trees are

trained either in the pyramid or bush form, as a rule, and are

grown in pots or planted out, the pot system being favoured

for several fanciful reasons. In good hands, and particularly

in the hands of nur3er3-men fruit tree growers in some of the

most favoured parts of England, this plan succeeds well

enough, but in ordinary cases, in the hands of those for whom
the system was designed generally', it is not too much to say

that the pot tree system has been a miserab'e failure. There
are seveial leasons for this : First, the pot system of culture

renders the cropping of the tree.s, and particularly stone fruits,

an exceedingly precarious affair, failure often occurring either

at the setting or stoning period ; secondly, being often managed
by half-experienced people, the trees areneglected both in water-

ing and potting ; and thirdly, they are frequently mismanaged
in the pruning and training. It is an exceedingly rare thing to

see a crop in the orchard house of a private garden that would
repay the labour of watering the plants alone, but the majority

are to be seen without any crops at all. Planted-out trees of

the bush form succeed better, but they want skilful manage-

ment also. If we wish to grow Apples and Pears and hardy

stone fruits successfully under glass, and make it something

more than a more hobby, the " fancy " orchard house must bo

abolished and something better substituted. No practical

man who liad to provide a supply of fruit for his master's

taliio regularly would think for a moment of cultivating the

wliole or any groat part of his Grapes and Peaches in pots if

ho had a chance of forming borders and planting his trees

out, and he will find no other plan than the latter really

serviceable in the case of what are called orchard house fruits.

In some instances the systematic planting out system has been

tried and been eminently successful. For years ]\Ir. Miles, of

Wycombe Abbey, has produced famous crops of Cherries,

wliich we have seen, early in the season from fan-shaped trees

planted against a wall and simply covered in ; and Mr. Thom-

son, of Drumlaurig Castle, in a climate where an orchard

house is a real necessity, has in the space of three years or

less produced Pear, Plum, and Peach trees, and crops of fruit

such as completely drive the best productions of the pigmy

tree system completely into the shade. Mr. Thom.son had to

rebuild an old garden

wall, but he erected

a glass structure in

its place, and filled

it with young or old

trees as came to hand
for this purpose most
conveniently, and
liad crops off them
the same year they

were planted, and

each year since. At
]!)alkeith also, walls

devoted to Apricots

and Peaches, ifec,

were covered in in

the same way years

ago. Pot plants

were also tried in

the same house, but,

compared with the

wall trees, tliey were

more ornamental than useful, and were not depended upon

for a supply.

One of the most absurd practices of recent years lias

been the building in gardens of large and expensive orchard

houses, and furnishing them at great cost with small trees in

pots when the same money would have covered in already

existing walls furnished throughout with the very fruits de-

sired. Build orchard houses by all means where they are

needed, but furnish them with trees in place of scraggy

bushes that require to be nursed like exotics from January

till December. To any one miderstanding the habits and

culture of our hardy fruits it is perfectly astonishing to read,

in an orchard house calendar, that it is necessary in the

neighbourhood of London, and in September, to place the

trees on bricks in order " to let the air pass underneath the

pots," and that bottoni-h-jat is needful to encourage root action

when the trees are potted, but it is only a sample of the

crotchets generated by the unnecessary artificialism of orchard

house management of the present time. It is of little con-

sequence whether the structure be a lean-to or a span-roof, as

the trees can be trained either on a trellis under the roof, like

Peaches or Vines, or against a wall. The span-roof house

running north and south is, however, the most serviceable,

and the trees may be planted out along each side. Apples

Youns Bulbs, tlie result ot " crossing " (see p. S12),
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and Pears will succeed as cordons, whicli is perhaps the

readiest method of furnishing the space, or trained on the

horizontal system, and all the stone fruits extend fastest and
bear soonest when trained fan-shaped, like Peaches on the ex-

tension plan. Plums extend even faster than Peaches under
glass, and bear in even greater abundance at an early age. A
house furnished in this way afi'ords more space for training

than it doss when furnished with trees in pots or planted out,

because of the methodical system of training permitted
;

while the trees themselves bear more certainly in consequence
of being planted out, and not subjected to the vicissitudes

incidental to pot culture. Orchard houses of the past type
cannot be trusted to provide a supply of fruit for an esta-

blishment of any size, but structures like that at Drumlanrig
and other places can. As this form of orchard house culture

extends it will probably be found advantageous to grow
Apples and Pears, and even the different varieties of stone

fruits in separate divisions. In mixed orchard houses that

we have seen the various sorts of Apples, Pears, and Peaches
do not succeed as well as could be desired together, for what
will mature the fruit and growth of the one will not mature
that of the other successfully. Peaches, Plums, and Apricots
succeed together, and so will Cherries with the two last, but
they are more sensitive at the setting and stoning periods

under glass than the others, and the same may be said of

Apples and Pears. Where a variety of fruits have to be
grown, it is just as easy to grow them separately as not, as

the trees will occupy no more room, and the crops will be
more certain.

Ventilation is one of the most important matters in orchard
house culture. During the setting period of the fruit it is

found difficult during spells of warm weather to keep the
temperature low enough to be .safe, and during the ripening

period of Pears and Apples it is well known that free venti-

lation is necessary to secure good flavour. For these reasons
the ventilation should be of the most ample description, more
ample than that usually provided in fruit and plant struc-

tures. This, however, is quite practicable enough. We are

acquainted with covered walls in which nearly two-thirds of
the glass surface can be thrown wide open by the usual rod and
lever system, worked by a wheel and screw. The roof is

not a straight slope, but forms a section of an octagon, the
top shutter projecting from the wall top considerably, the
front ones standing upright, and both being a yard deep. This
is a better form of wall screen than the usual straight lean-to,

as it affords more room at both top and bottom. In a narrow
house some 5 ft. wide there is room for a row of bushes
along the front, and a narrow path along the bottom of the
wall. The worst draughts are produced by small opening.s,

but in a house of this kind when the front and back shutters

are wide open, there is practically no draught likely to injure
the most tender blossom. Peach trees do well in it, and are
as well coloured as out-of-doors, and highly flavoured.

J. S. W.

so doing tliere will be but little signs of shanking, the wood will
become short-jointed, and lipen well with a sure prospect of a crop
the following season. I have seen and had instances of shanking
from all of the foregoing causes, and I am convinced that the fungoid
theory is very wide of the mark.—John Gadd, Thontdon Hall,
Essex.

Shanking' of G-rapes.—After over thirty years' experience,
consisting of many failures and successes in Grape growing, and after
haying gained more sound knowledge as to the proper treatment
which Vines should receive from the former than from the latter,
my opinion as regards the cause of Grapes shanking is as follows :—
1, deep undrained borders and weak root action; 2, growing the
Vines in a high moist temperature until colouring commences, and
then keeping the air dry and ventilating more freely ; 3, injudicious
stopping after the Grapes begin to colour. The remedies I would
suggest for the prevention of shanking are a higher and drier
temperature during daylight, allowing it to fall at night at least 20°,

avoiding syringing if possible, and never allowing air roots to grow,
which they will not if the house be moderately dry and the roots
healthy. Apply plenty of moisture to the roots arid let the surface
of the border be moist so as to keep the roots near the top ; by

PRUNING AND TRAINING IMPROVED.
Ripening of the "Wood of Fruit Trees.

The extension system of training in its fullest development
depends so much on the proper maturation of the annual
growth of the trees, that I have deemed it advisable to supple-

ment my chapters on pruning and training with some remarks
on the subject. Little more will, however, be attempted than

to point out the general conditions likely to promote the end
in view. The ripening of the wood of fruit trees is hastened

or retarded by various causes connected with soil, tempera-

ture, and training, and these may be briefly referred to in the

order named.

Soil—The fact is familiar to cultivators that the tex-

ture and quality of a soil greatly afi'ects the maturation of

both wood and fruit. It is mainly a question of temperature ;

and it is found that sandy, light, and shallow soils are always

the warmest or the soonest heated, and consequently more pro-

ductive of early crops than heavy soils of a strong, deep, loamy
nature. The French Grape growers about Thomery find that

in those Vineyards where the soil is .shallowest the fruit ripens

about ten days earlier, all the other conditions being exactly

the same, and the experience of both farmers and gardeners

in this country is the same. The fact is worth noting. If in

late districts crops can be secured a week or two earlier simply

by a choice of soil, it is certainly one of the readiest ways of

accomplishing that end, and is often practicable in garden cul-

ture where the question resolves itself into one of border

making. As a rule, it may be stated that the heavier the

soil the shallower and better drained the border should be, and

the more ameliorated by the addition of such materials as

sand, charcoal, brickbats, or even stones. Hard soils are also

sooner heated by the sun than loose soils, and there can be no

doubt that all kinds of .stone fruit thrive at least as well,

if not better, in firm borders as in those that are loose or open
;

nor does the Apple, Pear, or Vine decline to thrive and
fruit freely for long periods in borders of the hardest

texture. As good and constant crops of Peaches outdoors

in a very late district as I ever saw were procured

from trees that grew in a border nowhere deeper than

1 ft. or 18 in., but the soil was tolerably heavy as

well as hard and well drained. Under any circum-

stances, a depth of 3 ft. is sufficient for fruit trees of all kinds

in this country, and ample for Vines, Peaches, and Figs,

whether grown in or out-of-doors, and in the majority of cases

3 ft. is too much, particularly in heavy soils, which need not

exceed 2 ft. or 18 in. The colder and wetter the climate the

lighter and shallower should the border be, and the more
carefully should both soil and subsoil be drained. Under these

conditions the roots of the trees will be of a more healthy

character, earlier produced, more fibrous, better ripened, and

hardier, and the growth of the tree will correspond ; the

shoots will be less gross, shorter-jointed, the fruit-buds ma-

tured, and the trees will make faster progress.

Temperature.—In order to complete fruitful growth,

trees must of necessity enjoy a certain degree of heat. Out-

of-doors the cultivator can do little or nothing in this direc-

tion, except in the matter of border making alread}' alluded

to, and the choice of a situation, selecting the warmest and

best exposures where the most can be made of the sun's heat,

but under gla^s a very great deal can be accomplished,

whether the soil be good or bad or the climate unfavourable.
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The time t;ikeu to raise a Vine or Peach under glass will do-

pend entirely upon the length of shoot that can be thoroughly

ripened every season, and in glassliouses there are very

few seasons in which the wood of Apples end Pears and all

kinds of stone fruits, except Peache?, cannot be ripened per-

fectly to the extremities of their branches by carefully hus-

banding the sun's heat, while with a very slight aid from lire-

heat th e cultivator should never fail to do so in houses of

modern construction. Last year (1879) was one of the most

unfavourable seasons ever experienced for ripening the wood
of the more tender fruit trees, like the Peach and Nectarine,

but those who took precautions in time hud no difficulty in

the matter, even in their latest houses. In our late Peach

case here, in which a single row of 4-in. pipes are available,

we judged by midsummer or earlier that the wood would not

ripen well if no assistance was given, and took precautions ac-

cordingly, economising sun-heat to the utnrost every day, fixing

a maxinuira and mi-

nimum day tempera-

ture, which was kept

up l\v the hot-water

pipes when the sun-

heat failed. By Oc-

tober ever}- shoot was
perfectly ripe to its

point, and all bore

fruit freely this year,

some of the best fruit

in many instances

being at the very

extremities of the

shoots, and these

shoots several feet in

length. Had we ne-

glected these pre-

cautions the shoots

would have had to

be cut back to a ripe

bud, and we should

have lost probably a

third of our crop of

fruit—a fact which

needs no comment.

In cold unheated

glass cases or orchard

houses. Plums, Cher-

ries, and Apricots

are safe enough, but

Peaches will not ripen their growth properly without a

little occasional assistance from fire-heat in cold seasons, and

even with that I am of opinion that little can be done after

the end of October. If any portion of the wood be green, then

fire-heat will not ripen it, and the attempt may be given up

as soon as the leaves are fairly shed. Vines, of course, require

more attention than Peaches, but it is only a question of a

higher temperature.

Training'.—But after we have done everything in the way
just described to secure a well-ripened growth, our eti'orts may
be frustrated by bad or careless training. Trees that are per-

mitted to become too crowded in their growth will not pro-

duce a fruitful growth. Every shoot must have as much light

and air as it requires, which means a methodical distribution

of the branches. In a crowded growth the leaves over-Ian

each other, and these agents cannot act freely, and the result

is a feeble growth and poor crops. Thus thick training is

particularly injurious in the culture of tender fruit trees

out-of-doors. Much depends ia this case on the amount of

Young Bulbs—the result of " hollowing" (see p. 312).

heat and light the shoots receive, and no pains should be
spared in disbudding, thinning, or pinching whenever need-

ful. Standard trees should be kept thin and open in

their branches, and on walls every shoot should have
a clear space of wall surface to itself, in order that

it may be benefited by the heat reflected from the

bricks. Nailing and tying in should be attended to

at the earliest opportunity, as those shoots which lie close to

the walls always ripen soonest, and the more they are brought
under its intluencc the better. Heated walls liave almost
gone out of fashion, but they are no doubt excellent struc-

tures, and much of our failures in P(;ach culture in recent

times may be traced to the discontinuance of thuir use.

Where facilities exist for warming a wall the plan should not
be despised, and all warm wall surfaces should be utilised for

fruit-growing purposes. In the outdoor culture of the Vine
and Peach the ripening process can be accelerated to a great

extent by the timely

and judicious pinch-

ing of the lateral

and terminal growths.

Grape growers are

familiar with this

fact ; hence the pinch-

ing of the laterals

forms a considerable

portion of the culti-

vator's duties. A
Vine cane or lateral

that has its point

pinched, and is kept
pinched, will ripen

sooner than one that

is allowed to grow
unrestricted till the

end of the season,

and the foliage and
fruit- buds will also

be larger and finer

considerably. Out-
of-doors the Peach is

benefited by the same
treatment. All strong

shoots that are not
likely to get ripe to

their extremities
should be pinched

after they have at-

tained a certain length, and hardy fruit trees may be treated

in the .same way under similar circumstances. But with these

exceptions, training with a view to assisting the ripening of the

wood may be said to be chiefly a question of thin training,

and cultivators should adapt their practice according to the

circumstances of the case.

On the same principle free ventilation in fruit houses is an
important factor in the production of a healthy growth. The
idea entertained by some cultivators that Vines or Peaches,

ifcc, can be "ripened oft'" by simply throwing the houses open
for a short period towards the end of the season is a mistaken
one. The process of building up a solid and fruitful tissue

begins long before that period—at the very outset, indeed.

As well think of rearing a human being in an unhealthy
atmosphere and giving him bone and muscle by some special

treatment when he attains to manhood as think of producing
good, well-matured growth in a hothouse plant by growing it

in a close, moist atmosphere all the summer and permitting it

to enjoy the free air for a few weeks in the autumn. Cousis-
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tent witlithe necessary temperatures and other conditions, our

fruit trees under glass can never receive too mucli fresh air.

J. S. W.

even if this thornless sort sliould prove to have some defect, it may
become the parent of another smooth kind of higher value. Hybri-
disers should try their skill upon it.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FEUIT GAEDEN.

Lifting and Root Pruning.—Root pruning is always best

done wlien plants or trees are in a state of activity, as

in winter, if roots or branches are severed, the wounds take longer

to heal than at any other period of the year. Probably, under or-

dinary circumstances the best time to do root pruning is in Septem-

ber, early in tlie niontli in cold districts, and during the middle or

latter end in the soutlieru parts of the kingdom. But with careful

management root pruning may bo done at any time, and in some

casesa positive gain in time, and also in condition of the tree, is

secured by pruning in spring or early in summer. Suppose, for

instance, we have a Pear or Apple tree exceedingly vigorous, but

bearing no fruit. The time is the month of June ; the tree has

deceived us again and again, and we determine to clieek tlio growth

by pruning the roots. If we wait till September, we lose a season ;

but if we prune at once in June, tlie tree receives little or no check

if the work be carefully done, and the next spring we may rely upon
covering its wliole surface with strong, healthy, fertile );lossoms.

The work is best done in a showery time, or, if that cannot be waited

for, use the garden engine freely over tlie toli.age if there are any
symptoms of flagging. There are several ways of ijruning the roots

of a tree. One man simply opens a trench on one or two of its sides,

3 ft. or so from the trunk, digs down 3 ft., or as deep as the roots

penetrate, cutting everything short off with the spade. Another and

more careful man begins further from the tree, gets below the roots,

traces them back to within 2 ft. or 3 ft. of the trunk, cuts out all

the strong ones and turns the others back till all is fmished ; tlien,

makinf the soil firm, he adds fresh material if necessary, and lays

the rescued roots at a medium distance from the surface, cover-

ing them carefully. Some pains should be t.aken to make the soil

beneath the roots firm, or in the settling which follows the roots may
be ruptured, or at least will be carried in a downward direction. It

is better, in pruning the roots, not to do too much at one time. Spread

the work over several years, and doit in time before the trees have

become gross. A tree that is gorged with water, making nothing but

soft spray, must have time to recover its tone, and if pruned too

severely will perhaps be crippled for several years.—E. HoEOAy.

Mulching Fruit Trees.—I cannot let the statement made by
"Cambrian "

(p. 2CS) pass without recording my oijinion, that it was
not mulching his trees tliat was the cause of the leaves remaining

on them until Christmas, but the wet and sunless season. Though
I would not encourage indiscriminate mulching, it is advisable in

some instances, tor I have seen unhealthy trees wonderfully im-

proved by a good mulching of manure. It would, however, be

folly to mulch a tree that does not require it. I may add that I

never saw the leaves of trees fall in such quantities as now, and the

wood is becoming sufficiently matured to withstand such severe cold

as has been experienced these two yeai-s past. The success of our

fruit crops I need not say greatly depends on the thorough

riiJening of the wood.—J. S. T.

Chatsworth Seedling Grape.—This when shown at the

Crystal Palace was stated to be tlie property of Mr. Speed. Mr.
Douglas' censure is somewliat hasty, seeing that Mr. Allan has

promised to exhibit it again about January, for it is at that time and
later on when its good quality will speak for itself. I was glad

to read that Mr. Douglas was not sure whether at one time it was
not named Abram Bass, as that variety and the one in question are

by no means identical. I have known the Chatsworth Seedling for

years, and hope that ilr. Allan will be able to sliow it thoroughly

finished early in the couiing year ; then I think if Mr. Douglas will

taste it with others he will say, as many have done before, that it is

the best flavoured late-keepiug black Grape he has met with.

—

Wm. ELPniNSTONE, Sliipleij Hall, Derby.

Warner's King Apple.—I agree with all "A. D." says in

praise of this fine Apple except this :
" that, like Lord Saflicld, it is

an almost certain bearer." I do not find it anything like so good a

bearer here. Next to Lord Suffield I should place Colniar, Duchess
of Edinburgh, Manks Codlin, and Keswick Codlin ; only the last

should be jjlaced first, for the old Codlin is the surest bearer of them
all. By the way, is not Lord Suffield a seedling from tlie Keswick
Codlin V—D. T.F.

A Thornless Blackberry, called the Wachusett, is described

by EUwanger & Barry as being less acid than other Blackberries, a

good bearer where others have failed, and in both heavy and light

soils a good berry of medium size, ships and keeps well, cane hardy,

and free from thorns. This last quality is so very desirable that

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

KcBlreuteria paniculata.—I am pleased to see that attention
is directed to the merits of this handsome flowering tree, which ap-
pears to be but little grown in this country, a circumstance which may
be accounted for by the fact of its not thriving satisfactorily in damp,
cold, or retentive soils. In Mr. Stevens' garden tliis tree appears
likely to grow freely, the free, light, Avarm soil at CJrasmere being
just v.'hatit requires. Those having soils of a similar nature sliould

plant the Kujlreuteria, its manner of growth and handsome yellow
flowers rendering it a conspicuous ornament to the pleasure ground,
where it should be so planted that it towers above the surrounding
vegetation. The French, who plant flowering shrubs and trees much
more freely than we do, employ the Kfelreuteria extensively, and
with very good effect. When in Normandy I had some fine speci-

mens in the shrubberies, and very beautiful they were in the flower-
ing season, as well as in the autumn, when crowned with their

bladder-like capsules. I can recommend this tree for pl.inting where
the subsoil is pure chalk. The finest specimens I e\'er saw were
growing where there was only some 18 in. of light loam lying on the
chalk, and where many trees and shrubs refused to grow at all.—J.

CoiixniLL.

Monterey Cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa) at Powers-
court.—Looking over the last few numbers of TuE (Iardkn after

returning from Connemara I noticed a reference of " .Justicia's

"

(p. 226) to this Cypress— " Many promising plants of the Monterey
Cypress have disappeared during recent severe winters, even in

favourably situated gardens." One of the healthiest looking and
most gracefully shaped I have noticed, and probably the largest for

its age, was observed a few days since at Lord Powersoourt's beauti-

ful residence, Co. W'icklow. It was growing on a gentle sloping
bank, fully exposed to the south, but .iiieltered by the mansion and
g.arden walls from the north. Accompanied by the head gardener,
Mr. Forbes, we measured it, and found it to be 50 ft. high and 60 ft.

throug'n, and clothed to the base with healthy foliage. It is said to
have been planted to commemorate the coming of age of the present
owner, twenty-three years ago.—W. J. M., Clomncl.

The Silver Maple (Acer Negundo variegatum).—As in most
cases possibly, the truth lies between the two extremes—between
the wholesale condemnation of it by Lindley and " .Justicia " and
the equally wholesale use of it by many persons. To lighten up a
dark shrubbery, and to give contrast to the many evergreen shrubs
we have, it is very desirable, but to m.ake rows of it or to use it

largely is a mistake. Probably the very worst use I have seen it

put to was the other day, close by one of the most exquisite piece.?

of Tudor architecture that can be imagined. There is a piece of

sunken lawn near the houSe ; on the middle of this was a large

Rhododendron, and around it were planted, at of course regular
distances apart, six or eiglit of the Maple—bad enough now, and
equally bad when in the winter they will present nothing but bare
poles.

—

Delta.

North American Papaw or Custard Apple (Asimina
triloba).—I liave been much interested in reading the account of

this tree in your last issue, and, as there is a fine specimen in the
Cambridge Botanic Garden, would wish to draw attention to it.

From what I have seen and heard, I suppose it to be the finest in

Britain. It measures 10 ft. in diameter and 8 ft. in height. From
the severity of the past winter it has sustained no injury whatever,
and it flowered as usual in the spring. It is situated between the
margin of a pond and small rivulet which runs near, so that pro-

bably it is never dry at the root. I learn from Messrs. Osboru that

they have a tree in their nursery, but not so fine as this. I am
anxious still as ever to obtain the other species.—L.

Tree Record.—The largest and finest specimen of Oriental Plane
that has couie under my notice is growing on the lawn in front of Lord
Bradford's mansion at Weston Park; it measures IS ft. in circum-
ference of stem at 5 ft. above the ground, and its massive spreading
head is full 30 yds. in diameter.—G. B.

Let us not forget the splendid Plane which stands by the
entrance to the South Kensington Museum—one of the finest of all

London trees. It affords one of the coolest and sliadiest of seats to

be had in town on a broiling day.—F. W. B.

Seaside Hedge Plants.—I shall be very much obliged to

any one who can recommend me a phiut wliich would answer the
following conditions : Evergreen, good for making a slight hedge or

shelter 6 ft. high, will stand sea spray, and never bjcome woody or
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send out long roots. It is required for slieltcring terraces of

Lemons from wind .ind sea spray. A liigli autliority in England re-

conimendod Atriplex Halimus, but it has ended by sending out such
tremendous roots, tliat it has nearly destroyed tlie Lemons.

—

South
It.ai-y.

Golden Oak.—Why is this tree (Quercus pedunculata Con-
cordia) not oftener seen than it is ? I'liis sununer in the neighbour-
hood of Edinburgh it has been most ert'eotive. not white, like the
variegated Acer, but a tine rich golden colour about which no com-
plaint can be made. Lovers of hardy pictorial trees should make
a note of this, also of tlie Golden Elder, a really good thing, having
the merit of being highly ornamental, very easily propagated, and
therefore inexpensive, and with a constitution permitting of its being
planted almost anywhere.—F.

Autumnal Tints.—These in the case of our deciduous trees

and shrubs are now beginning to appear, and it would be interesting

to have notes of the most striking amongst them this season. Last
autumn I observed in the Lawson Nurseries, Eiliuburgh, a very
vividly coloured Pyrus named P. heterophylla, the foliage of which
died away gorgeously coloured. It was quite distinct in this respect
from anything I had seen before. I also noticed a variety of purple
Beech called here "wine coloured," than which anything more
beautiful in autumn I have seldom observed. This is a Beech which
deserves to be better known than it is.—W. H. F.

AMERICAN XOTES.

The Yellow Sacred Bean in North America.—

A

correspondent ^\Tites of Nelumbium luteum growing in Roanoke
River, near Plymouth, North Carolina :

" Looking across the river,

I saw a strip of green over a mile and a half long, and jierhaps 100 ft.

wide, which looked not unlike a Potato held in bloom. Getting a
canoe and going to this strip, I found the Bonnet Acorn plant, or, as
I think, the Lotus. Growing on the surf.^.ce of the water were the
round leaves 2 ft. in diameter, while others not so large and of dif-

ferent shape were out of the water 1 ft. or more, and all among them
were flowers, buds, and a few seed-pods. The flowers are about the
size of a Cocoa-nut, pure white, except a few outside petals, or sepals,

which were splashed with an iron-rust colour. They only partially
open, and have a strong and pleasant scent, filling the air a good
distance. After much hard work I managed to get four of the many
thousand blooms, and one seed-pod. The leaves were easy to get,
and had a stem in the centre nearly 7 ft. long, and as limber as a
string. The stalks to tlie flowers were about 6 ft. long, and as stiff

as walking canes. They grow in about 5 ft. of the muddy waters of
the river, and are in the sunshine the whole day. It is said that
they are only known in this river for a few miles, and in the River
Nile. Why cannot they be grown artificially, as well as other water
Lilies and aquatic plants ?" It is a mistake to think that the Ne-
lumbium grows only in the Roanoke River in this country. Although
comparatively scarce, it is yet found in many parts of the country,
east, west, and south. Twenty miles from this city, in Sodus Bay,
off Lake Ontario, it grows very abundantly. It is always a very
interesting plant. [The sooner we have a quantity of it over here
the better ; it is a noble plant, flowering out-of-doors in the
neighbourhood of Paris.

—

Ed. G.^edkn'.]

Tree Roses.—Tree or standard Roses were never adapted either
to a warm or a cold country, and never beautiful anywhere. We were
rather surprised to find them so common, and apparently sopopular, in
Europe eight or ten years ago. The last severe winter in England is,

however, teaching a lesson that good taste failed to do. A corre-
spondent of TheGasden" says that " ugliness sometimes accompanies
other undesirable qualities ;

" tenderness in this case is united with
ugliness, for while standard Roses were killed the last winter, those
on their own roots or worked very low were saved. "The Roses of
the future are the Roses on their own roots. 8o grown, even the
Teas are breaking up from roots apparently killed."

Propagating Fuchsias.—The following method of raising
young plants of Fuchsias is said to be practised by cottagers in the west
of England. "In the autumn, after the frost has destroyed the
foliage, the wood of the present season is cut off close to the ground,
and laid like a sheaf of Corn in a trench 1 ft. deep. The bundle is

covered with a few inches of soil, and here it remains until spring,
when a multitude of young shoots m?.y 1 e seen pushing their way
through. The soil is then carefully moved, and with a sharp knife a
cut is made each side of a joint, and the result is rooted plants
enough for the parish. The old stool throws up more vigorously
than before, to be ser\-ed in the same way the following autumn."

New Seeds.—We have never found any seeds too new and fresh
for our own use, but we have often heard the opinion expressed that

old seeds of some plants were preferable. This is often remarked of
Melon and Cuc\iniber seed, but we do not know whether this view
can be positively substantiated. For the production of double flowers
some people prefer old seeds, claiming they get a larger proportion
of double flowers from them than they do from new seeds. One who
has made a practical test of this matter with seeds of the Balsam
publishes a statement of his experiments in the licrid- Hortkolf, with
a conclusion in favour of the newest seeds.

Destroying May Bug Grubs.—The cockchafer or May bug
grub.^ do a good deal of miscliief to .Strawiicrry beds by feeding on
the tender roots of the plants. M. iJuchartre described to^the
French Horticultural Society a method of trapping tliem, by digging
holes and fiUin,' them with rank m.anuro. Tlie larvoe speedily Ifind
out these congenial homes and are easily destroyed.

English Maiden-hair Fern.-Adiantum Capillus-Veneris has
recently been found growing in great profusion in Kentucky, near
Burnside's Point, in Pulaski County, on the Cumberland River, where
there is a cascade.— ]'ick's Miu/arJiie.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES.
The following list of names by which plants are commonly known in
America may assist you in your endeavour to popularise the names
of plants. I trust ere long to liear all our people speaking of flowers
by their English names, and with as mucli pride as you do when
drawing attention to our native Cardinal-flower and our native
Virginian Creeper, so well known and prized all over tlie world. It
well deserves a popular name, as it seems in reality the creeuin"
" London Pride." ^ °

Cold Dust Jliismm saxatite
Climbing Bitter Sweet . . . Celaslnis xarmieni
Madeira Vine £:iiisfinniuililn Imsdloides
Spice shrub Cidiainlhus ilnrlilux
Bleeding Heart DMijIra sprctubilia
Jii^'bt-bloomiug Jessamine (yellow & Centrum auraiitiacmn and laurifoliinn

wliite vara.)
Crape Myrtle (red) .... Loegerstromma indica

,, (white) .... „ „ alba
German Ivy Mikanla ecandens

„ „ (yellow) . . . Senecii) „
Parlour ,,

,,

*^'ape
,, viacroglnssjis

Kenilworth
, Linaria Ctimbalaria

Vir-niiiui Creeper .... Ampelotmsquiiuiitefolia
TruMiiiet Vine or Creeper . . . Bitjuonia mdicnns
.renisalcm Cherry .... Sulanum capsicaslrttm
Slolucca Balm Molucella Icevis
Shell-Hower

,, ,,

Snow in Summer Cemstium imnentosum
Tassel-tlower Cacalia mccinea
Tall Morning Glory .... Comoloulus major
Bivarf , ,. minor
Cood Night or Evening Glory . . Iponueabonanox
Star (Ipomrea) Glory .... „ coccima
Cypress Vine „ QuamocUt
Standing Cypress Tpamopsis elegans
Glory Pea Clianlhuspuniceus
Cucumber Vine Cuminis Dudnim
Hyacinth Bean DulichtK Li(blal)
Silver-le.af SuuBower . . . . Ucliuntkus tir)opIn/llns
Satin-flower Luna ria biennis
Four o'clock Mirabilis vars.
Castor Beau Ricinus vars.
Dusty Miller Cineraria maritima
Firecracker Cuphea ptati/centra
Cigar-tlower

,, eminens
Smilax Vine ifyrsiphiiUum asparagoides
Spider-flower (from very singular ap- Cteome grandijlura

pearance of stamens) ,

Grove Love Ncmnphlla
Morning Pride Scabious rars.
Alleghany Vine Adlvinia cirrhosa
Summer Heliotrope .... Tourn,-f„rtia licliutropoidcs
Dutchman's Pipe Aridnludiin Siplui
Fountain plant Ainarantus uudanrliolicusri'ber
Joseph's Coat

,, bicolur
Coral plant Eri/thrina vars.
Lady's-ear Drop Fuchsia
Prickly Poppy Argemonc vars.
Diadem Pink Dianllius diadematus

J. M.
[U e regret you did not furnish us with your name and address.]

A Tall Plant. —Eupatorium giganteum is perhaps the most
stately herbaceous plant with which Iam acquainted, a veritable "iraffe
among ordinary border plants, and one certain to attract attention.
It is so tall, indeed, that I would rather dwarf it than increase its
stature ; and when I read of Delphinium Belladonna and other such
plants from 5 ft. to 6 ft. high, all I can say is, I should consider them
handsomer if they were only 2 ft. or 3 ft.—Thom.vs Williams,
Ormskirk.
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THE SUNBUEY NURSERIES.

Few feel the effects of the outspreading growth of the metropolis

more than nurserymen, whose grounds become so hemmed in by

buildings, that the profitable cultivation of plants in them is rendered

almost an impossibility. This has happened in the case of Messrs.

Osborn & Son, of Fulham, who have been compelled to augment

their nursery at Sunbury, hitherto devoted to tree culture, in pro-

portion as that at rulh.-im has been curtailed by buildings and rail-

roads. This nursery lies within a short distance of the raiUvay, and

the soil, a good firm loam, is of good depth, an important considera-

tion in a tree nursery. An extensive range of glass structures has

recently been erected by Messrs. Boulton & Paul, of Norwich, the

houses being CO ft. by 12 ft., strongly built, and well adapted for

plant growth, both as regards light and heat. These are all heated

by one of the builders' patent boilers, and they are furnished with

an admirable system of ventilation. These are becoming filled with

the usual kind of nursery stock, the most noteworthy being the new
double-flowered Chinese Primulas, raised by Mr. Gilbert, now being

distributed by Messrs. Osborn. These are propagated and grown in

lart'c quantities, scarcely equal, however, tothedem<-vnd, which is in

itself a plain proof of the popularity they have gained, even in such

a short time.

Another class of plants largely grown here are the endless varieties

of Coleuses. Scores of varieties are grown, good, bad, and indif-

ferent, and all well grown. Conspicuous amongst these was the old

C. VerscLaffelti, and, as Mr. Mum'- grows it, it is second to neither

of the newer varieties as regards richness of colour in the foliage, not

even to the variety Mr. G. .Simpson, grown by the side of it, which

has been certificated two or three times this season. It is needless

to add that a striking similarity jjrevails among the plants bearing

different names : but, whilst the Coleo-mania lasts, the nurserymen

must be prepared to be asked for any of the hundred and one varie-

ties "sent out." With the exception of some fine batches of seed-

ling Palms, not.ably Cocos WedJelliana, there is nothing remarkable

at present in tiiese new houses, but an .adjoining old one was filled

with some remarkably fine Tuberoses (Poliauthes tuberosa), so useful

for cutting and general decorative purposes.

The low walls of the houses afford protection to hardy shrubs

trained to them, such as Berberidopsis, Swammerdamia, Olearia,

Escallonia, Azara, Ceanothus, and others, which thrive uncommonly

well, as they are protected by the parallel walls, which exclude the

draughts and cold winds, so injurious to them. The flanked walls

of the adjoining sheds afford a capital place for a collection of Ivies,

which is here a numerous one. Amongst these the variegated

kinds were most conspicuous, especially the white and green-leaved

Madeiran Ivy (Hedera maderensis variegata), the two colours forming

such a striking contrast. Other desirable variegated kinds we saw

in good condition were chrysophylla (large marbled leaves), latimacu-

lata (marbled white), marmorata, argenteis marginata, j.-iponica

variegata, marginata major, and the f;olden-edged form of the Tree

Ivy (H. arborea). The green-leaved kinds, too, were numerous and

handsome, from the long-fingered leaves of digitata to tlie broad

hand-like foliage of Re'gneriana, with every intermediate con-

ceivable size and form.

The open ground, between twenty and thirty acres in extent,

is devoted to all kinds of ornamental and useful trees, Roses and

fruit trees of all sorts in particular. A central path running the

whole length of tlie nursery, flanked on either side by a

wide border, is set apart as a kind of show ground,

where representatives of most of the stock grown in the

nursery may be seen by the visitor. These borders, filled to

overflowing with all kinds of shrubs and trees, are effectively

arranced as reg.ards form and colour. The collection, though

alreacty numerous, will become more richly stocked when the

choicer kinds from Fulham are transferred. Thriving specimens

of the variegated Kerria japonica, and the beautiful North American

Ribes speciosum, the tenderer kinds of Magnolia, and other shrubs

indicate that it is a favourable spot for such subjects ; otherwise

they would have been injured the last two winters. Hollies form

a feature in one part of the grounds, and a fine, and we sliould con-

sider a complete, collection is represented. The soil apparently is

exactly suited to them, and they form compact bushy plants. Among
the variegated kinds. Golden and Silver Queen, Handsworth

Silver-striped, aureo-picta, and Watereriana were noteworthy on

account of the fine tone of colour of the symmetrical, bushy cones.

Passing by purple Beeches, red Chestnuts, Poplars, and a host of

the commoner deci<luous trees, we came to some thriving young

Conifers, a class of trees which appear to flourish well on this soil,

particularly in the part where a high embankment shelters them

from the winds. In the exposed p.arts of the nursery the effects of

the past severe winter are seen in the large breadths of standard

Briers for budding Roses killed outright ; but others which escaped

are doing well and have made strong healthy growths, well ripened.

Fruit trees of all kinds occupy a large area, and all have made strong
growth, which was well ripened during the spell of dry weather a
few weeks back. This is especially noticeable among the Peach
and Nectarine trees, which are treated as a speciality. Forest
trees are represented in large numbers and in great v.ariety,

especially among the Oaks, which are as complete as any we know of.

In various parts of the grounds a showy display was made by large

quantities of Lilium auratum in full bloom, including some highly
coloured and well marked forms, and also by the gorgeous Flame-
flower (Kniphofia). The showiest shrub in flower was Hypericum
oblongifolium, the finest of all the cultivated species ; the bright
golden cups, 2 in. across borne in profusion on handsome buslies, are

sufficient to recommend it to the notice of everyone. W. G.

ANSWERS TO OOEEESPONDENTS.

Climbers for a Stove and Greenhouse.—I have a larjie span-roofed
house divicled iuto two cunipartinents, in all some 70 ft. Can you give me a
list of clean, free-floweiin;; tliiiibers for tlie roof inside ? at present I have none.
I say clean as I only have one gardener, and he has plenty to do.—W. il. H.
[In the greenhouse plant Acacia Riceana, Kennedya monophylla, Lapageria alba
and rosea, Passiflora Comte Nesselrode, Rhynchospermum jasminoides, and Tac-
sonia exoniensis. In the stuve use AUamanda grandiHora and Hendersoni,
Bignonia venusta, Bousainviilea glabra, Clerodendron Balfuuri, Passifloraprin-
ceps, and Stephanotis Horibuuda. —\V. C]
Vine for a Greenhouse.—My gardener and myself wisli to start a "S'lne to

he grouii in a pot in a stove house. Can you let me know where I ou^lit to get
one, and what kind do you recommend? also soil and size of potreijuired. —
W. M. H. [A properly prepared pot Vine may be obtained from any respectable
nurseryman ready for starting, and no time should now be lost in procuring it.

The most suitable black varieties are Hamburgh and Madresfleld Court, while
liuckland Sweetwater and Foster's Seedling will answer well should white kinds
be preferred, Neither pots nor soil will have to be provided, as fruiting Vines are
thoroughly estabUshed when they leave the niu'sery, and any disturbance would
very likely ruin the crop.—\V. C]

Carnations Eaten by Insects.—F^is.—Such eating as you describe is

usually done by the leather-coated grul). You will find it feeding at night. It
burrows underground by day, and may be found by scratching under the surface
with the lingers. The disease you allude to is no doubt caused by an insect
similar to the Celery ily. We have hid a few leaves injured as you describe, but
not to a great extent. If you find any maggots feeding inside the leaves, destroy
them by pressing them with the finj;er3. Carnations, like most other flowers,

will pmduoe a few odd blooms out of season, a circumstance about which there
is nothing unusual.—J. D.

Harrison's Musk.—G. U. P. J".-This can only be propagated by means of
cuttings, which root quickly in light, sandy soil ; equal parts loam and leaf-mould,
or decomposed manure with a little sand is a good compost in which tj grow it.

Plenty of water and good drainage are necessary.

Moss on Fruit Trees.-</. G. G.—This usually shows that the trees are
gettiug old and worn out, or that the ground is badly drained. The Moss does
little harm except harltouring insects. It may be scraped off with a piece of
hoop iron, an<l the trees may be rubbed over with a little lime and water of the
consistency of paint. Thorough drainage is the only effectual cure.—W.
Names of Plants.—./. J".-Clerodendron fietidum. T. It. S.—l. Da-

vallia (species); 2, Adiantum tetraphyllura ; 3, Adiantum setulosum ; 4, Adian-
tum hispidum ; 5, Selaginella ina;qualifolia; 6, S. Wildenovi. />., Ri/de.—
Aster Amellus, the best of the dwarf kinds ; Cestrum aurantiacnm {the yellow
flower): Abelia irupestri? (the other 'shrub). Ladij ff.—Lobelia inflata.

B. M. //.—Apparently Hypericum Kalmianum ; IJerberidopsis corallina, the red
flowers ; Rubus nutkanus (the purple flower) ; the other shrub is a species of
Cotoneaster ; not sufficient material sent to name correctly. J. C. />.~Illece-
brum verticillatum. D. S.—Sibthorpia eiiropea. J. 3/.—Eupatorium piu'-

pureum. G. //.—The Elder you send is a pretty, but not uncommon variety.
.'1 >("/!.- Red-flowered shrub, Phygeliu3 capensis.

Liverpool Chrysanthemum Show.—It is announced to take place on
November 23.

Questions.
Variegated Ivies.—In The Garden lately was given a list of Ivies for vari-

ous purposes. I am trying to obtain the kind called Clouded Gold, but I cannot
recognise it in the list in question. If any of your readers can assist me either
with its botanic name or where I can obtain it, I shall be really obliired. My
employer, when ^siting Oxford early in the summer, was struck with an Ivy which
he saw growing on some of the colleges, mostly green with the young shoots
beautifully yellow. He has since been told that it is called Clouded
Gold. I have obtained some plants from a local nursery under that name, but he
is doubtful as to their being tlie same variety, as it has small leaves and mostly
spotted with yellow, instead of being entirely yellow or green, as he is anxious
to have the same variety that he saw at Oxford.— E. W.

Walls Impregnated with Sea Salt.—Having built a house in a gardea
close to the sea, from some of the materials used the walls, which are raised to
the height of the secondfloor. are impregnated with sea salt. Being unwilling to
throw down the building, which can be used for various gard.^n puiposes, I shall
be grateful to any of the readers of The Garden' if they can tell me of any
means of isolating these walls, i.e., covering them with some material which
would prevent the sea salt penetrating to new walls to be raised for the second
floor?—South Italy.

Saxifraga marginata.—On ;Monte St. Angelo and other places near
Amalii grovv in masses the beautiful Saxifrage. Can any one tell me how it can
be grown with success? At the Botanic Gardens in Naples they say it is impos-
sible. I have transplanted it in all seasons, brought away the earth in which it

grows, put it 'into pots with part of the side cut out, into rockeries,' tfec, in
vain.—South Italy.

Fuchsia Disease.—For the last two years my Fuchsias have suff'ered much
fro;u a disease which siems to be the same as that which infests the Laurnstiuus

—

the leaves, marked witli white and bl.T,ck stain j, fall off. Is there any cure for it?

—South Italy.
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FUXGI OX TREES.
At this time of the ye.ir nothing is more common than to see fungi

protnuliuf; from tree trunks. Some tree funj;i .attain an immense
size, ahnost as large as taMos : others are quite small, ami require a

lens for the proper observation of their speciric characters. Some
are as hard as the hardest wood, others are as soft as butter. A few-

are obnoxious to the taste and smell, whilst a small number are

looked upon as good for food. Wherever and whenever fungi occur
upon trees they are a certain sign of the bad condition of the tiee.

Some tree fungi are not particular to the tree upon which they grow,
whilst others are extremely particular, and always coutine themselves
to one special host.

Our illustnition (fig. 1) represents Polyporus igniarius ; it is particu-

larly fond of the Plum tree, and is common in all old orchards

v5;\

.

Fig. 1.—Tioider Fungus (Polyporus igniarius).

where Plums are grown. It, however, sometimes appears on the
Willow, tlie Poplar, and other trees. It is named igniarius because
its inner substance can be, was, and is used as tinder when properly
prepared with saltpetre anil other materials. This fungus and
P. lucidus have been found in a semi-fossil state, both in the fens of

this country and amongst the relics of the pile-dwellings by the
lake sides of Switzerland.

One of the commonest tree fungi about London is Polyporus
squamosus ; this fungus is of a leathery consistence, has a scaly top,

and is generally full of maggots. It afflicts the London Elms in a
terrible manner, and rapidly accelerates their decay. Some enthu-
siasts consider this fungus to be edible, but it requires the jaws of a
crocodile to chew it, and the stomach of a hy.tna to digest it. A
rare fungus, viz., Agaricus ulmarius, sometimes also assails the Elm,
and it often works in company with the last ; it is not uncommon
about London. It is a sort of tough, gristly, rank-smelling Agaricus
or Mushroom. This plant has also been put down as edible by some
fungus-eaters, but we advise our readers not to try it, for tliere is a
second plant hardly to be distinguished from it named Agaricus
euosmus (from its delicious smell), and this latter plant once poi-

soned a schoolmaster, a class of person almost incapable of making a
mistake. It is cle.ar that extra caution should be observed in the
determination of the true Agaricus ulmarius.
The Conifer.-e are very liable to attacks from tree fungi, and there

are at least nine of the Polyporei—exclusive of the terrilile dry rot
(Merulius lacrymans)—common upon their trunks. The most de-
structive of these is perhaps Polyporus annosus, and .after these P.
destructor and Trametes pini : there is sometimes an immense
growth of the latter in Scottish Pine woods. One of the handsomest
of the sub-genera of Agaricus, viz., Fammula, is very common on
the Conifer.-e ; these latter Agarics are so named from their bright and
fire-like appeai-ance and colour. Fallen Fir cones and Fir leaves are
attacked by many fungi, and one of the prettiest of all known fungi,
viz., Hydnum auriscalpium, is verj' common on old cones. An allied

parasite, H. gelatinosum, sometimes grows on fallen Fir ihiirh : it

is rare and remarkable for its transparency. It is considered Vjy some
to be edible and delicious. A non-edible trufHe named Melanogaster
ambiguus grows under the Fir.

The Oak is sadly afflicted, for after Fistulina we have Polyporus
drj-adeus, a most destructive ene.ny of the Oak ; this abominable
fungus distils the juice of the tree in drops, which gi-.adually drain
the tree. P. qnercinus is another fungus enemy, but considerably
rarer. Daedalia, a fourth parasite, is common and helps the before

mentioned pests to bring down tlie tree. The Oak is also afllicted
with a peculiar dry rot in Merulius rufus. Many other fungi Large
and small prey upon the Oak, but one of the most beautiful and
curious is Hydnum erinaceus, the Hedgehog Hydnum ; this is edible
and grows rarely in popping Forest.

A terrible pest of the Beech is Polyporus cuticuLaris ; this, in com-
pany with Fistulina hepatica, destroys the Beeches of Epping Forest.
Hydnum coralloides grows on the Beech at Kjipiug ; this is one of
tlie handsomest and most curious of .all fungi. It is said to be
edible. A most curious and beautiful Agaricus is peculiar to the
Beech, viz., A. mucidus ; at times this plant is most abundant ; it

grows in large clusters, is ivory-white in colour, and is always
covered .and dripping with thick ten.acious gluten. A trulHe named
I»Ielanogaster varieg.atus grows under the Beech.
The Ash is aHlicted with Polyporus hispidus, P. fraxineus, and the

P. sipiamosus of the Elm. Two most beautiful members of the Agari-
ciui grow on the Ash, viz., Lcntinus tigrinus and L. Dunalii. Tlie
edible Hydnum coralloides also grows upon the same tree witli many
other fungi.

The chief enemies of the Elm are Polyporus squamosus and Agari-
cus ulmarius, and at times the poisonous A. euosmus before men-
tioned. The curious fungi known as Jew's Ears (Hirneola auri-
cula-.Jud.X') are more common upon the Elm than any other tree

;

sometimes, however, they appear in abundance upon the I'Uder.

The destruction of \VilIows is hastened Ijy Polyporus salignus
.and igniarius, by Agaricus salignus, .and by two members of the
Polyporei named Trametes suaveolens and T. odora ; both these
latter plants are very sweet s. lliug. All the above-mentioned fungi
are common by the river Lea,' near Loudon.
The Birch is atllicted with large fungoid growths named Birch-

balls. The fungus is Polyporus betulinus, and rustics commonly
make excellent razor strops of strips of its white tough flesh. The
magnificent scarlet and poisonous Agaricus muscarius grows under
the Birch more commonly than any other tree.

The Lime is more free from fungi than most trees, though it is

sometimes badly attacked by Polyporus vegetus.

The Hazel is attacked by Polyporus radiatus, our Currant and
Gooseberry bushes by a pretty little Polyporus named P. ribes, the
Apple tree by P. connatus, the Poplar by P. igniarius, Furze bushes
Iiy P. lentus, the Yew by P. sulfureus, the .luuiper by Podisoma
Juniperi-communis and Gymnosporangium Juniperi.
One of the handsomest of tree fungi is Fistulina hepatica (Liver

fungus, or Vegetable Beefsteak) (tig. 2). This commonly gi'ows
upon ancient Oaks, but it has a habit of straying on to other trees of
.all sorts. It is very common on the old Oaks of Sherwood Forest

;

but it also grows in Epping Forest on Oaks, Beeches, and other trees.

It is looked upon as edible, and has been greatly praised when well
prepared by a skilful cook. If gathei'ed when too young it is uncom-

Fig. 2.—Beefsteak Fungus (Fistulina hepatica).

monly tough ; so specimens should be looked for in which a sort of

incipient decay has set in. It is better (like some Pears) for being
a little over-ripe. For cooking it should be cut into thin slices and
broiled or stewed with the genuine "animal beefsteak."

The dead and fallen branches and twigs, the decayed leaves, and the
Gotten bark of all these trees and bushes are attacked by inuumer-
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able species of fungi. Many of these fungi are peculiar to the leaves and

twifs belonging to certain trees, others are more cosmopolitan iu

habit. Most o°f the fungi that are found on tree trunks grow also

on the fallen brandies ; the fungi are, in fact, vegetaMe scavengers.

The fungus mj'celium traverses and breaks up the fallen material in

every direction, rendering it so soft and friable that with the aid of

frost, rain, sun, and insects the fallen vegetable matter is at length

assimilated with the soil. ^-

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

INTERNATIONAL POTATO SOCIETY.
Sept. 22 and 23.

The sixth annual exhibition of this society, established to en-

courage better modes of Potato culture, and tlie introduction and

diffusion of improved varieties, was held at the Crystal Palace on

Wednesday and Thursday last. The exhiljits were far more exten-

sive than any preceding it, and some idea of its extent may be

formed when it is stated that no fewer than 2.500 dishes of nine

tubers each were shown by about one hundred exhibitors, who made
4.50 entries, besides large quantities not shown for competition.

The quality of the Potatoes shown was excellent, and we observed

BO trace of disea.se.

Sixteen collections were shown in the principal class, which con-

sisted of twenty-four varieties, open to all comers. The first prize,

given by the Lord Mayor, was won by Mr. Pi,. Dean, of Ealing, who
had a collection remarkable for evenness of size and quality. The
varieties were : Red P>,ound3—Triumph, Vicarof Laleham, Grampian,

Blanchard, Radstock Kidney, Early Ohio ; White Rounds—Early
Market, Climax, Schoolmaster, Lonl Mayor (new seedling). White
Emperor, Bedfont Prolific ; Red Kidm/y.-i—lvaiity of Hebron,

American Purple, Heather Belle, ill-. Brctoee, Garibaldi ; White

Kidneys—Magnum Bonum, Intel-national, Snowflake, Cosmopolitan,

Advance, Covent Garden Perfection. The second and tliird prizes,

given by Jilessrs. Carter & Co., were awarded to Mr. Ellington,

Middenhall, who had a fine and even collection, and Mr. Reid,

Ayrshire. The other prizes were offered by Messrs. Tui'uer & Ben-

gough.
The prizes iu the next class for eighteen varieties, open to private

gardeners only, -were offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Twenty-
eic'ht competitors contended in tliis class. The first jirize was w-on by

m". Crump, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, Oxou.

This collection was fine iu every point, and included amongst Red
Rounds, Triumph, Vicar of Laleham, Grampian, P^adstoek Beauty,

Blanchard ; White Rounds—Schoolmaster, Porter's Excelsior,

Bedfont Prolific, Rector of Woodstock : Red Kidneys—Extra
Eai'ly Vermont, Beauty of Hebron ; White Kidneys— St. Pat-

rick, Mona's Pride, Webb's Surprise, International, Snowflake, King

of Potatoes, and Woodstock Kiilney. The second collection, shown

by Mr. Miller, Newbury, w-as scarcely inferior to the first, aiul con-

tained some very tine tubers, consisting of ten Kidney varieties and

eight Round.

In the open class for twelve dishes, Mr Kerr, Dumfries, won the

first prize, which was given by Mr. Alderman Hadley. This

collection was remarkably even in quality and size, and contained of

White Rounds—Schoolmaster, Mammoth, Pearl,and Poi'ter'sExcclsior;

Red Rounds—Grampian, Triumph, Oneida, and Manhattan ; Red Kid-

neys Trophy, Salmon Kidney, and'Beauty of Heljron
; White Kid-

neys Magnum Bonum and Pride of America. Twenty-five other

competitors showed in this class, and were uniformly good.

Thirty-nine collections of six dishes were exhibited for the prizes

offered by Messrs. Sharp, and Barr & Sugden, and Mr. Holloway.

The best shown by Mr. W. Kerr included—Pride of America,

Trophy, Porter's Excelsior, Schoolmaster, Grampian, Vicarof Lale-

ham ; the second—Schoolmaster, Brownell's Superior, Beauty of

Kent, MagnumBonum, Early Rose, International Kidney ; the third

—

Magnum Bonum, Schoolmaster, Triumph, International, Advance,

American Purple ; the fourth—Edgecote Seedling, Vicarof Laleham,

White Emperor, Red Emperor, Gloucester Kidney, Wonderful Red
Kidney ; the fifth—Trophy, International, Schoolmaster, Radstock

Beauty, Pride of Ontario, and Grampian.

The class for four dishes, two coloured and two white kinds, were

represented by twenty-eight collections. Mr. Jliller was first with

Vicar of Laleliam, Blanchard, Yorkshire Hero, and Jackson's Im-

proved. The second was won by Mr. Miller, Newljury, with Inter-

national, Magnum Bonum, Late Rose, and Red Flulie. Mr. Kerr

tliird with Triumph, Trophy, Schoolmaster, and Pride of America.

Messrs. McKinlay & Crute gave the prizes for these.

The prizes offered by Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, for

four dishes of distinct new varieties sent out since 1879 were com-

peted for by a dozen exhibitors. Mr. JMiller, Margate, w-on the first

with Beauty of Kent, Pride of America, Vicar of Laleham, and
Woodstock Kidney. Mr. R. Dean w-as second witli Avalanche,
Beauty of Kent, Vicar of Laleham ; and Woodstock Kidney. Mr.
Matthews showed for the tliird Radstock Beauty, Beauty of Kent,
Pride of America, and Woodstoelc Kidney. Mr. McKinlay was
next with the same as the preceding except IMatchless. Mammoth
Pearl, Seven Sister Seedling, and St. Patrick were also shown finely.

The class for two dishes of one round and one Kidney variety was
represented by thirty-four collections. The best, shown by Mr. W.
Kerr, contained Schoolmaster and Pride of America ; the second,

Sutton's Magnum Bonum and Blanchard. The prizes in this class

were given by Amies' Chemical Manure Company.

The prizes offered by Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Norwich, for a

dish of any White Round variety there were twenty-four exhibitors.

Mr. Kerr, Dumfries, was first witli Sclioolmastcr, iNIr. West, Salis-

bury, second with the same variety, and Mr. Hall, Kent, third with
Early Goodrich.

Twenty-nine dishes of any Red Round sort were shown for the

prizes given by Messrs. Harrison, Leicester. Mr. Dean took the first

with Vicar of Laleham ; Red Emperor and Grampian won the other

prizes. Thirty-eight dishes of any White Kidney sort were shown for

Messrs. Gibbs' prizes. International, shown by Mr. Cauiice, won
the first, Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf and International the others.

Single dishes of Ptcd Kidney of any variety were shown by
twenty-four exhibitors. Mr. Dean won the first prize with Mr.
Breesee, Fenn's Bountiful the second, and the same variety the third.

Trophy, Superior, Beauty of Hebron, and Garibaldi were sliown

well; and twenty dishes of Sclioolmaster, a AVhite Round sort,

were shown for the prizes offered by ilessrs. Webb & Sons, Stour-

bridge.

The prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons for their Magnum
Bonum were contested by fifty-three competitors, there beingbut very
few dishes of inferior quality. The prizes in the class for Suttons'

W'oodstock Kidney were also given by Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Thir-

teen dishes were sliown, and considerable variation in size was
noticeable amont; the tubers.

Ne-w Varieties.—It is difficult to judge of the merits of

new or seedling Potatoes by the appearance which tliey present upon
tlie show table, and it often requires several years of patient culti-

vation to induce them to develop their true features. In judging
the class devoted to the best single dish of any seedling kind, the

judged were able to decide only upon appearance of the

tubers, although what information could be given as to the parentage

of each variety was also afforded. The first prize was awarded
to a long Round Kidney, very like Magnum Bonum, but having a

dwarfor top, raised from the Belgian Kidney crossed with Early Rose,

and which was shown by Mr. P. McKinlay. With a fine flatfish

round white kind named Lord Mayor, shown by INIr. Dean, the
secoud prize was taken. This is a seedling from tlie Earlj' Rose,
crossed with Fenn's Early Market, and is said to be a very heavy
cropper. Mr. Ross was third with Dux, a round white kind, much
resembling Schoolmaster, and described as a seedling from Pater-

son's Victoria. Mr. Ironside had a fine flat white kind named
Cromwell, but which too closely resembled King of Potatoes. Mr.
B. Feun had his new coloured kinds, Berkshire Rose and Sulhanip-

stead Kidney, both the product of Anglo-American crosses, and
Mr. Miller exhibited a long handsome pale purple variety named
Defiance, that is said to be of Irish extraction, and a very heavy
cropper.

Miscellaneous Class.—This was an unusually large class, the
principal exhibitors in which were Messrs. Sutton & Sons, who
showed upwards of a liundred dishes, representing as many varieties

of excellent tubers, besides large heaps of their Magnum Bonum sort,

and eighteen new varieties not yet sent out. Messrs. Carter & Co.,

High Holborn, exhibited a large sample of their Scotch Chamiiion,

one of the so-called disease-resisting varieties. The same firm

also showed a sample of Improved Magnum Bonum. iUessrs.

D.aniels Brothers, Norwich, exhibited nearly a hundred dishes,

including the principal varieties ; and similar contributions were sent

by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, Messrs. Charles Lee & Son,

Ilammersmith, Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, ilessrs. AVebb
& Son, Stourbridge.

A collection of German-gi-own Potatoes, sent from Prussia by
jSIr. O. Mooyer, of Angermiinde, and which included German,
English, and American kinds ; the samples throughout were ratlier

poor, rough, and, with the exception of the Vicar of Laleham, small.

Mr. Mooyer had sent with each the proportion of starch found in

them, and whilst they averaged 13 and 14 jier cent, generally, the

Scotch Champion was credited with 22 per cent. These kinds are

grown iu Germany chiefly for the purposes of distillation,

[A list of awards is given iu our advertising columns.]
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" This Is an art
TThich iloes meml Nature : otianeo it rather :

TuE Am ITSELF 15 Xaiure."—iAoA-fspeare.
but

A FEAST OF NEW PEACHES.
We have a fine orchard of Peaches in bearing, and have
already tested some fifty varieties ; late sorts are yet to come.

Under the hot suns with which we are blessed, sometimes
oppressed, Peaches obtain a high llavour which cannot be
had in those grown in England whether out-of-doors or

under glass ; and as we therefore have better opportunities

of determining the quality, ic, of the difl'erent varieties, I

trust these hasty notes may be of some use to the reader who
desires to make trial of growing his own Peaches, and is

anxious to obtain the best sorts.

The earliest varieties which have been thoroughly tested are

Alexander and Amsden, varieties so nearly alike as to make
the cultivation of both unadvisable. They ripen at the same
time, fully a week before Early Beatrice ; the Alexander
averages the largest, but the Amsden is a trifle superior in

quality. They are, like the parent Hale's Early, semi-clings,

very juicy, of large size, and high flavour. Waterloo, having
the same characteristics as the two sorts just named, has

averaged larger and ripened a few days earlier, but as ,there

have been no fruits as yet, save from the original tree, there

can be no accurate comparison made. Another year, if

nothing happens, we will have the three varieties in fruit side

by side, and can then decide between them. The same remark
will apply to the other new early sorts of the Hale's Early
type, which are now so numerous. Early Beatrice and Early
Louise, which succeed Alexander, are of poor quality and
valueless. Early Rivers ripens within two or three days of

Early Louise and is a superb sort, the best in flavour of any
Mr. Rivers has raised. As it is liable to crack at the stone

it may never make a good market sort, but no amateur should

be without it. Other good varieties raised by Mr. Rivers are

Early Silver, Goshawk, Lord Palmerston, Princess of Wales,

and Nectarine. These are the only ones of Mr. Rivers which
we have found acquisitions, but all these are excellent.

Atlanta is a new variety which originated in this State ; it

ripens after Hale's Early, and seems superior in quality ; it is

also less of a cling. Cooledge's Favourite is one of the

most desirable varieties for any puqiose that we have ; scarcely

any other sort combines in equal measure the qualities of

hardiness, productiveness, and high flavour. Crawford's Early
and Cra-niford's Late are our most popular yellow-fleshed

market varieties, and are useful to the amateur as well as to

the grower for market, being very showy and of excellent

quality.

Foster and Surpasse Melocoton bear great resemblance to

Crawford's Early ; the main differences between them as

observed by us this season are superiority for Early Crawford
in productiveness, for Foster in flavour, for Surpasse ^Melocoton

in size. Conkling is another variety similar to these three
;

like the Waterloo, there has only been fruit from the original

tree, and we cannot therefore accurately compare it with the

others, but we consider it equal, if not superior, to any yellow
Peach known.

Haine's Early is a variety not widely cultivated in this

country and scarcely known in England, but there are few
sorts among the early Peaches that will compare favourably
with it ; ripe shortly after Hale's Early. Hale's Early is now
l>retty well known in England ; it is still a desirable sort.

Jlountain Rose, another new American variety, bids fair to

make a valuable fruit for market and general use. Old Mixon
Freestone is our leading market variety after Crawford's Early.
Snow Peach is one of the most desirable sorts for preserving

;

the flesh is clear creamy-white.

George the Fourth, Rsyal George, and Royal Kensington
are also Peaches of excellent quality, but are not so reliable

as others named. Tlie list given contains the creme da la
creme, and a feast of Peaches from these sorts is an
attainable thing which many of your readers may have if

they will. H. B. Ellwangek.
Roclteder,N.Y., Sept. 1.5, 1880.

.AL4RKET APPLES.
"A. D." condemns (p. 278) Wellington, or Dumelow's Seedling, nnd
King of the Pippins as bearers. This ye.ar such condemnation may
apply to the neighbourhood to which he refers, but these two Apples
are among the very best sorts we have here. From a tree of the
Wellington, planted twenty years ago, we gathered yesterday 12
bushels of Apples, and a finer sample I never saw. The tree is one
of the healthiest in this neighbourhood, and not a dead shoot is to
be seen on it. In fact, in four orchards, consisting in all of about
sixteen acres, no cuhnary sort has equalled it in quantity and
quality. I send you a branch with fruit on it cut from the top of
the tree. The pendent branches are more heavily weighted, but the
fruit is not so large and has not such a beautiful colour. It will be
seen by the growth how healthy the tree is. King of the Pippins is

also heavily laden—so much so, that the fruit is of medium size oidy.
I enclose a few loose Apples from another tree not bearing so abun-
dantly, and also a fruit-bearing branch.

I also send a branch of one of our best local cider sorts, called Trem-
lett's Bitter. No one who has not seen this or similar sorts can
form any idea of what a beautiful object a tree of this is.

I have seen trees of it literally covered with fruit of the most beau-
tiful colour imaginable. I have some very fine specimens of War-
ner's King, but many of the shoots of last year's gro\rths are dead,
either from canker or from the efTect of frost on the unripened wood.
Ribston Pippin and other sorts also suflfered a good deal. Among
our finer sorts is the Autumn Pearmain, an Apple which rarely ever
fails, and this year's crop is an excellent one. It is chiefly used here
baked for dessert, for which purpose I think it is unequalled.

Kilkrton, Exekr. John Garl.asd.

[The Apples which accompanied this communication were in every
way most beautiful samples, especially the Wellington or Dumelow's
Seedling. We never before remember having seen this sort so

highly coloured. A few remarks as to soil, position of orchard, &c.,

in which such fine fruit is grown would be most interesting. The
Cider Apple (Tremlett's Bitter) is a medium-sized variety, very
juicy, and of a very bright colour—deep red with carnation stripes.]

Sandall's Plum.—This is a very useful market gardener's Plum,
though it is but seldom found in private establishments. Any one who
visits Mr. Dancer's gardens at Little Sutton, Turnham Green, during
Decemberwillfindquitelarge trees of this variety bearing heavy crops,

and it is looked upon as the latest Plum of all, because the fruit will

hang for a long time on the trees, and will not crack with wet at

many other Plums will. The fact that it will hang so well makes is

aremunerative variety, as it can be sent into market when there are but
few Plums, and when they will fetch a good price. It is around dark
violet-purple Plum, resembling the Orleans in appearance, and with
a pleasant brisk flavour, reminding one of the Damson. We appear
to be without information as to the origin of this variety, which is

much grown by the Fulham and Chiswiok market gardeners for

market purposes. It is quite a speciality with Mr. Dancer.—E. D.

Prince of "Wales Plum.—In Mr. Dancer's orchards at Chis-

wick there are several instances of death of the trees of this useful

Plum during the past winter. Here is a tree in the full vigour of

growth, as healthy, apparently, as any one could well desire to see

it, and by its side a younger tree has died, the result of some myste-
rious operation peculiar to this variety. Perhaps wet or cold, or

both combined, have something to do with it ; this is sure, that it is

not a local occurrence merely, but is characteristic of the variety

wherever it is found. The tendency to die in this sudden manner
is operating to restrict the growth of this particular variety, but Mr.
Dancer makes a speciality of it, and grows it largely, and will con-

tinue to do so, for though classed as a dessert Plum of second-rate

quality, it is yet a valuable culinary fruit, especially for pre-

serving, and, being a great and constant bearer, it is a valuable

fruit for market purposes, and highly remunerative,—D.
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GATHEEING AND SHIPPING FEUIT.
The demand for fresh fruit has increased to such an extent that fruit

growing is now recognised as one of the most remunerative industries
of America. It is not every one, however, who succeeds as a fruit
grower ; at least, this is the inference arrived at if we are to judge
from the comparatively small number of successful growers ; but, on
the conti-ary, the successful one seems to be the exception, while the

Fig. 3.

unsuccessful one, or only indifferently successful one, is the rule. A
great variety of causes must be assigned as the reason, some of which
are beyond human agency to control ; while othei'S are usually the

immediate effect of inexperience or neglect. Again, all portions of

the country are not equally well adapted to fruit culture. We have,

north of the 37° 30' north latitude in America three distinct locali-

ties especially adapted to Peach culture, viz., the States of New
Jersey and Delaware in the east ; the western shore of Michigan,

from near the 42^ to the 43° north latitude, in the north-west ; and
the southern portion of the State of Illinois, in the great Mississippi

Valley Basin. The eastern Peach belt is only about 100 miles long
by 30 miles wide,
and yet it furnishes

the great majority
of Peaches for the
Ke'w Yorix, Boston,
Philadelphia, and
Baltimore markets,
as well as a large

proportion of this

fruit in all the
smaller cities and
towns of the north
and west, nearly to

the Rocky Moun-
tains. In regard to

the amount of land
employed as orchards, ^ye learn that Cobden has in its vicinity 4900
acres, viz., 1200 in Strawberries, 1400 in Peaches, 1.500 in Apples,
and 8G0 in miscelhaneous fruit. But it is the efforts of the single in-

dividuals that maiies up this wonderful sum total. The Amerirnn
Arjrkultui-iat says :

" Mr. Carey, of Wyoming Station, Del., has 400
acres in orchards, including 15 in Pears, 75 in Peaches, 30 in Black-

Fig. 4.

berries, 12 in Pvaspberries, and 10 in Strawberries. Mr. .J. G. Brown
same place, has 400 acres in orchards, including 20O in Peaches and
50 in Raspberries. Mr. A. Ross, Bridgeport, Del., has 1200 acres in
orchards, including 40 in Pears, 350 in Peaches, 75 in Raspberries,
25 in Strawberries.
From another source
we learn ihat ilr.

Robert McKinstry,
of Hudson, N.Y.,
has on his fruit farm
24,000 Apple trees,

1700 Pears, 200
Plums, 500 Peach
trees, 4000 Cherry
trees, 200 Crab Ap-
ples, 1500 Vines,

6000 Currants." We
might continue these
lists to an indefinite

length, but enough
has been gi\-en to convey an idea of the enormity of the business,
even in America.
Good wholesome fruit is one of the greatest luxuries within reach

of any people ; in fact, it is almost an indispensable necessity to
good health, because the human system naturally craves for it, while
stale fruit is exactly the reverse, and really is more injurious to the
.system than all tlie benefits arising from the use of good fresh fruit,

but if people cannot get it fresh and healthy they wdl obtain stale

fruit as a substitute. What we usually call ripe fruit is, in reality,

only the first step in decomposition, and when fruit is shipped in

Fig. 5.

Fig. 8.

bulk without due regard to ventilation it heats and ferments or sours,

and is then almost a deadly poison to the liuman system. Now the
price of fruit, as well as every other product, is governed very mate-
rially by its quality, and fruit growers who uniformly deliver large,

clean, and sound fruit, strictly adhering to a fixed determination to

maintain a high standard of excellence for it, will, as a matter of

course, secure the best class of custom. It is a well-known fa-t that

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

too many of our fruit growers cannot resist the temptation of putting
in just a few inferior or unsound berries, or a few knotty, wormy, or
wind-fallen Apples, Pears, Peaches, &c., to fill up a certain desired
quantity, which might otherwise have been quite choice ; but dealers
soon learn that a very few defective specimens in an otherwise choice
basket will lower tlie grade of the whole lot, and in his second pur-
chase the merchant will seek a new grower for his supply. This is a

very important question to

fruitgrowers, which they can-
not afford to shut their eyes
to in these days of strong
competition.

The purpose of this article,

however, was not to tell peo-
ple "how to grow fruit," but
'

' how to gather it and place
it before the public ready for

table," and in a good market-
able condition. Fig. 1 is a fruit gatherer, which presents many
advantages of gi'cat value for gatliering lai'ge fruit, particularly as it

gathers the fruit without bruising or injuring it in the least. Its

length enables a person to select a good position, and without changing
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it to gather from a large portion of the tree, thereby saving a vast

amount of time by not having to continually change positions, as

well as by retaining the fruit in the adjoining sack until a quantity

is gathered. Fig. 2 is a berry picker ; it consists of a neat little

india-rubber cup, .artistically fitting the hiind, holding about i pint,

and obviating the liability of squeezing or in an_v way injuring the

fruit while picking. Fig. 3 is a pecnli^nK- ,(,n><trii..-ted lirape cutter,

and is the most com-
plete article, not only p
for cutting olf buuclies

of Grapes without in-

juring the fruit, but

also for cutting flowers,

especially Roses, &c.

These illustrations are

all so plain that the eye
at a glance comprehends
their working.

So much for inventions to assist in gathering fruit, but here the

care and anxiety about fniit growing only just begins, for no matter
how choice and fine the fruit may be when freshly gathered, it must
be taken to our large cities and towns to find buyers, and how to get

it there is the most important question. The old mode of shipping
was in boxes, more or less

systematically made, but all

objectionable from lack of a
known standard of size for

large fruit, while small
fruit usually fermented be-

fore the dealer could possi-

blj' dispose of it. The stan-

dard boxes, however, two-
third bushel (fig. 4) and the
bushel box (fig. 5) were soon
adopted, and still continue

the favourites for shipping all kinds of such coarse and heavy fruit

and vegetables as Apples, Pears, Tomatoes, Sweet Potatoes, &c., but
are usually abandoned for Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Grapes, &c.,

which are now more extensively shipped in baskets that liold about
one peck. Several pat-

terns are in use in diffe-

rent parts of the coun-
try, each fruit centre

adopting its own fa-

vourite form or make of

baskets. Thej' are ex-

pected to hold a peck of

fruit, but it requires the
fruit to be rounded up
to make a peck, which
is seldom done, conse-

quently they usually
hold only one-fifth of a
bushel. Fig. 6 shows
the Michigan fruit bas-

ket. Avhich for many
years was the form
adopted by the Michi-
gan fruit growers. The
baskets, when filled

with fruit, were always
covered with a piece of

tarleton, millinet, or
mosquito bar, of various colours, principally green or some of the
shades of red ; the brightest scarlet, however, gives the fruit a much
richer appearance than any other colour. Fig. 7 shows an improve-

ment on the old form of open baskets. It is the so-called rail-road
cover, made of the same material as the basket and fitting it nicely,

and which, when securely fastened by wire or strong cord, f.acilitates

the handling and storing. To meet the further demand for a conve-
nient basket, a wire handle, IG in. long, hooked .at each end through
the rim of the basket (fig. 8) has been added. This enables the pur-
chaser to carry it with ease, which is always an inducement to take

Fig. to.

something home as a pleasant surprise. The dealer usually refunds
a small sum of money for the return of the basket, which he returns

to the fruit grower in nests similar to figs. 17 and 19. For small
fruit the bushel drawer is very extensively used, especially around
Cincinnati, for each locality has its own particular pattern. The
drawers are 2 in. deep, and carry Plums, Cherries, c&c, very satis-

factorily, and, as they can be packed in a frame together, they are

well ventilated, are easily handled, and occupy only a small space, a

very important item to shippers. We must say, however, that these
drawers are very unsa-
tisfactory to retail deal-

ers and "buyers of choice,

soft fruit, sueli as Rasp-
berries, Strawberries,
Blackberries, &c. , as the
berries usually present
a bruised appearance
when prepared for the
table, caused in a great
measure by the extra
handling or difficulty of

getting them from the
drawers. The mo.it sa-

tisfactory mode of ship-

ping small fruit is in small baskets and boxes, usually holding one
quart ; however, some only hold a pint. Several patterns are now
in use—all good—and it would be almost impossible to praise one
more than anothei-. Figs. 10 and 11 represent two patterns of quart
boxes ; these boxes are made of l-.5th in. lumber, and are prepared
for folding together and fastening by the fruit grower, and while in

the unfinished condition, shown at fig. 9, they occupy so small a
space that it costs only a trifle to ship them by express to all parts of

the country. Berries carry with perfect safety in these boxes, and
are presented to the consignee in

excellent condition. Another new
and very practical berry box and
fruit basket (fig. 12) is made of

water-proof straw-board. They are

cut and scored at the manufactory,
ready to be tacked together at tlie

fruit grower's home. Many advan-
tages are claimed for these over the

wooden boxes, but as they are com-
paratively new to shippers the

points of superiority are not yet fully attested. For shipping to
market some fruit growers use a verj- ordinary box as aerate, similar

to fig. 1.3. If it is advisable to give the berries more air, such a box
as fig. 14 is often made. These are very cheaply constructed, and
serve their purpose for a short journey very well. Fig. 1.5 represents
a basket which is a favourite with many shippers. Probably, the
most satisfactory mode of shipping is in some of the patent frames or

Fig. 22.
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the ordinary-handleil Grape box, fig.

crates similar to fig. 20, wliioh is made to fasten with a lock and key.

The commission men and dealers usually refund a nominal sum tor

the boxes and baskets, which they return in the crate to the gro\i er

to retill. For the Grape trade a series of boxes and baskets are ]n'e-

pared especially

adapted to their

requirements, for,

as Grapes are en-

closed in a tougli,

dry .skin, ventila-

tion to prevent
heating while in

transit, that most
smallfruit requires

in a measure, is un-

necessary, hence
the urgency does

not exist for the

great care and pre-

caution so neces-

sary for other

fruit. Fig. '21 is

an illustration of

presents the G-lb. Grape box. and fig. 23 the 24-lb. Grape shipping

crate. Our space will not allow of a satisfactory description of any
of the new inventions, but we have had so much pleasure in usiug

Bunker's Strawberry huller (fig. 24), that we must notice it. We
have tried it to our own satisfaction, and have no hesitation in saying

it must he a success, but cannot so well descrilie its value and work-

ing as by quoting from the American AijrkuUurid, which says :

"Where Strawberries
grow With a distinct

neck the operation of

hulling is compara-
tively easy, and no aid

is reijuired to the fin-

gers of the operator

;

but many varieties, es-

pecially those that pro-

duce very large berries,

have the hull (or, more
properly speaking, the
calyx) so closely at-

tached to the fruit, that it is troublesome to remove it by the use

of the finger and thumb, and when, as is often the case with the barge

berries, they grow in the 'cockscomb' shape, the calyx is so mal-
formed and partly covered by the shoulders of the fruit, that it is

impossible to remove it neatly without using a knife. It consists of

a pair of forceps or tweezers, apparently of brass and silver phated.

Like most useful atl'airs it is veiy simple, and its peculiar form

allows it not only to save the fingers where the hulls present no
especial difficulty, but with troublesome and cocksconibed berries it

allows the calyx to be cut out neatly and quickly and leaves the
berries in a presentable condition." Fig. 24 shows the huller, while
fig. 25 represents the article in use.—Cases Index.

Girdling Fruit Trees.—A good deal of interest has been
recently excited by the successful experiments of Messrs. .Spaulding

& Co., nurserymen, Illinois, in girdling Apple trees to induce bearing.

The trial was maile in the first place on every alternate tree in

thickly-set orchards, the removal of the.se alternate trees being
intended when they became large. A small circle of bark. 4 in. or

i in. wide, was removed from tlie trunk of each tree, and the result

was greatly increased productiveness. The newly forming wood

covers the denuded portion, and the chief harm done to the trte

is by exhaustion from excessive bearing. This treatment to induce
bearing is by no means new. It seems best adapted to vigorous trees

growing on the rich western soils. Orchards do not often grow too
luxuriantly in the eastern portion of the Union. We have seen
orchards in the neighbourhood of Rochester in former years which
had all the bark stripped from the trees between the limbs and the
ground ; a new bark was formed and the trees grew freely. The
work was done early in June, when the growth was at its greatest

vigour. The trees were 7 in. or 8 in. in diameter, and grew on rich

ground. With feeble growth, or in a very dry time, tlie experiment
would not probably succeed. As a general rule, we would recom-
mend girdling only for barren trees of great vigour growing in

rich soil. A small ring of bark may be taken out, or the knife may
make a single cut through the barli around the stem or branch,
without the removal of any bark. This may be the safest mode
but at the same time it is less efficient. In all the experiments we
have made on difi'erent fruits, with ringing or with wire ligatures,

fruitfulness has been more or less increased, the fruit made larger,

jjoorer in quality, and slightly earlier. The trees or vines were
more or less injured by tlie operation. At the west it may render
Apple orchards more jiiroductive without harm to the trees for

years. Wherever tried, the trees should be well top-dressed with
manure as soon as decrease in their vigour is perceptible. Experi-
ments on trees of secondary value are well worthy of trial. Prof.

Turner states in a late number of the Prairie Farmer that he had
visited the Spaulding orchards, containg 14,000 trees, and that 30CO
had been girdled last year ; these were loaded with fine fruit, while
many others not girdled were barren. This fact suggests also the
experiment of girdling young orchards to alter the bearing year
instead of shearing oti the blossoms, as being a much easier expe-
dient. Prof. Turner adopts an easy way for girdling his large
trees, by using a wide-set, sharp saw, which at a single cut takes
out a po.tion of the bark around the tree.

—

The Country Oentleman.

MULCHING AND XOX-RIPENED WOOD.
C.\MEP.l.O' (p. 2GS)apparently makes out a good case against mulchirg
the roots of fruit trees by saying that where mulching was practisea
the wood failed to ripen last year, owing to its being kept in a
growing condition late in the season. I have no wish to question the
correctness of " Cambrian's " statement, but I may state that I did
not see nor yet hear of any wood being well ripened last year, either

on mulched or non-mulched trees. Moreover, the non-ripening of the
wood and consequent injury by tlie severe frost that followed were
not confined to fruit trees, but were equally noticeable in the case
of ornamental trees and shrubs, vegetables, and other inmates of

gardens that are not as a rule mulched, and I hoiie that no one will

be deterred by one failure from adopting a plan which, as a rule, is

productive of good results. My own experience is decidedly in

favour of mulching, Ijoth as a means of retaining moisture in the soil

and for giving the roots a rich feeding ground near the surface ; and
if "Cambrian'' or any one sceptical of the benefits of mulching will

try the surface soil for roots round a tree that has been mulched,
and consequently kept moist, and one that has been fully exposed
to alternate droughts and dreuchings, or, what is commoner with
wall trees, dug and cro,.ped with vegetables, they will soon have
ocoular proof as to which tree is most likely to ripen its wood. It is

a common idea that vigorous trees keep on growing much later in

theseason th»n weakly, half-starved ones ;but that is not my experience,
as I find that trees that push out a bold vigorous growth early able to

defy the attacks of vermin are far more likely to ripen their wood
than those that are in a languishing condition. I am sure, indeed,
that more trees are in ordinarj' seasons induced to make late growth,
and consequently green, unripe wood, through attacks of vermin
checking the first gTowth than ever there are from over-abundant
vigour brought on Ijy mulching. Here we have a strong soil and
the trees grow vigorously, but it would astonish "Cambrian " to see
the amount of top-dressing which the trees receive ; and if one may
judge from the van-loads of Apples, Pears, Plums, and, in fact, all

kinds of fruit that one daily sees on the road to Maidstone Station,

from the earliest green Gooseberries until the latest Apples, one
would come to the conclusion that fruit culture well lepays generous
treatment. We have shoots of this year's growth on most of our
young orchard trees, trained garden and wall trees over a yard in

length, yet we never root-prune or follow what is jjerhaps worse,
viz., restrictive pruning for trees that do not conform to that mode of

training. We practise the extension system, as lately explained by
"J. 8. W." in the columns of The G.iRDEX, simply modifying it

for bush fruits, Ilamsons, Filberts, A''ines, and such as require res-

triction. But mulcliina; we find so invariably successful, tli.at even
in this comparatively fruitless season I would be pleased to compare
results with any one who believes ia keeping the surface roots en-
tirely bare. J.\mes Groom.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

AUTUMX FLOWER NOTES FKOJI CHESHIRE.

Xow the herbaceous Phloxes are over, and the gossamer webs

and heavy dews have mildewed the flowers of the scarlet

Geraniums, some gardens begin to look shabby ; but even in

this wet climate and cold soil we still have a gay show of

colour, and whatever may be done here in gardening may
certaiuly be improved upon where conditions are more favour-

able. The most remarkable characteristic of this season is

the luxuriant forwardness of many spring flowers, and many
other plants which ought to be dormant have been forced into a

second growth by the rains of September falling on a warm
soil, and are in such a state as to make us dread the efiects

of an earlv severe frost like that of last November. Such

plants as Primula scotica and P. japonica are opening flowers
;

Lithospermum prostratuni is nearly as blue as it was in

spring ; Silene niaritima is covered with large white bells on

my rockery ; and a plant of Anemone narcissiflora has four

flower-stalks, each bearing four or five expanded flowers.

Another class of flowers which the season has favoured are

the early-sown perennials, which bloom late and out of season

the first year. Such are some of the ^klulleins, especially

Verbascura phoeniceum, and Lychnis Haageana, and Delphi-

nium nudicaule, and others, which help an autumn display of

flowers. But I was intendin:; to speak of autumn flowers

proper, to which none of those I have mentioned belong. The

first place of honour amongst them is generally given to the Ja-

panese Anemones, of which most of us know three forms ; but a

good botanist lately showed me a fourth, a true species, called

A. vitifolia, with white flowers, on which the Honorine Jobert

is only a slight improvement, as A. japonica hybrida is only

a stellate flower of the old A. japonica. Dahlia cocoinea is

a yard high and as much across, and makes up by the profu-

sion of its flowers for their very short duration. Spider .s"orts

of many shades. Salvias, both blue and red, Phygelius capen-

sis, Helenium autumnale, the double Saponaria officinalis, and

Coreopsis linifolia, a very good free-flowering sort, and the

splendid Gaillardia grandiflora superba are still at their best.

Helianthus multiflorus (double) is one of the best of Sun-

flowers ; H. Isetiflorus is very tall and conspicuous, its jet

black stalks settins; oft' the light yellow flowers ; H. orgyalis

is already 9 ft. high, showing a long row of tiny buds,

which, if spared by the frost, may flower about Christmas,

but, as I said, this is a late climate. Of the Rudbeckias by
far the best here is R. Newmani, which continues a blaze of

gold from August to November, and is of moderate height

and good habit. In warm spots Rudbeckia (Echinacea) pur-

purea continues to display its quaint and almost everlast-

ing flowers. Senecio pulcher seems to like this strong soil,

and flowers in succession from the beginning of September

till the hard frost, but it wants a cold frani3 in winter,

for though the roots are hardy, the crown is not.

Three old-fa.shioned root-hardy Fuchsias, generally called

corallina, globosa, and Riccartoni, are very useful in their

right place, but grow large and strong. The best bed I have

is formed of a dense cone of Fuchsias with white corollas,

which never fail to flower well till November. A bed of them
which I used to admire annually at a lodge near the

chapel in Windsor Great Park used to be left out all

winter, but I find it best here to takethem up and shelter them.

Few plants are more useful in autumn than Pentstemons.

The florists' varieties of these have lately been so much
improved that a packet of mixed seed now produces

flowers nearly equal to the best named sorts. If sown in

June and protected in store boxes through winter, they flower

well to the end of the next autumn. The perennial Asters,

generally called Michaelmas Daisies, are a difficult class to

make a selection from. Of the tall kinds, A. versicolor grows

8 ft. high, and is a mass of flowers in the upper half ; of

moderate-sized Asters, A. longifolius formosus is very gay and

bright ; and of dwarf sorts, A. dumosus makes a compact

half-ball of flowers, growing about 9 in. high. Pyrethrura

uligiiiosum and Leucanthemum lacustre, both tall, with

flowi-rs like Ox-eye Daisies, flower well through Octolier.

This deep retentive soil suits most of the Colchicums better

than the autumn Crocuses. Except, perhaps, C. speciosus, none

are so pretty and showy as the double purple Colchicum au-

tumnale, which thrives wonderfully here. The single form, both

puri)le and white, grows wild in the meadows : and though

the single white does very well in the garden, I can do nothing

with the double white, which I have bought several times.

The Solidagos are most of them too coarse and untidy to

be pleasing in a garden, but I have a dwarf, free-flowering

kind, bought as S. muUiradiata, which I recommend. Chry-

socoma Linosyris is worthy of a place in any garden, and

though growing in its wild state on limestone rocks, seems

happy in gardens in nearly any soil or situation ; its bright

gold trusses and neat habit are efiective in a mixed border.

I am glad to hear from Llandudno that it is now flowering

abundantly on some of the upper ledges of the rocks. Her-

baceous Lobelias are not as much cultivated as they deserve

to be, and are now in full beauty. Lobelia syphilitica and

L. s. alba are hardy, except against drought and east winds.

Besides these there are many varieties of hj'brids between

L. syiihilitica and L. cardinalis or L. fulgens, with flowers

varying from dark violet to nearly white. They are tolerably

hardy, and flower the first year from seed if sown early. I

choose the wettest part of my garden and the richest soil for

a bed of the purple-leaved L. cardinalis, which resists many

degrees of frost, but never lives through the winter without

protection. The form with green leaves is more easy to keep,

and the flowers are brighter scarlet. Some of the hybrids

have variegated leaves. Of Sedums, S. spectabile, Maximo-

wiczi (yellow), spurium, and pulchellum are in full flower, and

this reminds me to speak of two or three rockery plants.

Veronica parviflora (? salicifoliu) from cuttings struck in

spring now forms neat little bushes smottiered with elegant

spikes of flowers, which will continue to be produced till

November. Hypericum patulum (or uralum), also struck in

spring, claims the former of the two names by its spreading

liabitT It now forms an umbrella 1 ft. high, covered with

most beautiful large yellow flowers ; it is not hardy here, but

no one who has it would allow his greenhouse to be without

it in winter, where it will flower till Christmas. Linum

luteum continues to be showy—I mean the hardy herbaceous

kind ; I have a less hardy, more shrubby species called, I

think, L. flavum, which flowers earlier. Origanum pulchellum,

6 in. high, with heads like Hops, and pink flowers everlast-

ingly growing from the scales, is very neat and pretty. Cya-

nanthus lobatus, a most elegant trailing plant, has_ still many

of its blue flowers to open, but it begins to look sickly, as if

it would not survive the winter, and I fear will not do for this

climate. But I have already far exceeded the allowance of

space I can expect, and so mu.st conclude abruptly.

Edge Hall, Maljxis, Cheshire. C. AVolley Dod.

Oxalis Bo'wieana.—In passing through the herbaceous ground

at Kew the other day, the plant that stootl out most prominently

from its fellows, so a's to attract the attention of almost every passer-

by, was this Oxalis, a species with deep rose-coloured flowers, each

about the size of a shilling, and freely produced ; even the best of

the bedding,' plants seemed dull and faded compared with this

O.xalis.

—

Alpha.
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NOTES ON THE GLADIOLUS.
Having in my former paper in The Garden of Sept. 11, p. 24.3, given

some notes on English Gladioli, I would supplement them by a few
remarks ou the French varieties of il. Souchet. Before doing so,

however, I am tempted to refer to the short note of Mr. Douglas in

your lastissue (p. 246), in which he states that varieties degenerate and
wear out, referring to the late Mr. Standish as an authority. Now
Mr. Standish was an ardent horticulturist, and carried out with
vigour anything he undertook, but all who knew him well acknow-
ledge that his judgment was always on a par with his zeal, and that

jumping at conclusions was a mental gymnastic at which he was
aa fait. It was he who recommended that Gladioli should be grown
on as poor a soil as possible, and if it were not poor enough it was to

be burned, and that all manure was to be cautiously avoided. As to

wearing out of varieties, I utterly deny the fact, and I should like

to have some data as to their doing so. Not only do I deny this,

but I can bring strong proof to the contrary. That there is a diffe-

rence in the constitution of the varieties, as there is in

any highly hybridised flower, cannot be doubted. We find

some Pelargoniums sturdy and vigorous, others weak and puny ;

some Auriculas are strong and hardy, freely producing offsets, while
others are weakly, and rarely even favour their owners with an offset.

Booth's Freedom and General Neill may be taken as types of these
two classes—so it is with the Gladiolus. There are varieties whose
constitution is so weak that it seems well-nigh impossible to keep
them, while others, equally highly bred, are vigorous and healthy

—

one hardly ever producing a hulb, the other crowded with them.
Thus, Madame Desportes, although a long time in commerce, still is

one of .the higliest priced ones; it is both very difficult to keep,
and rarely produces any brood ; «hde Horace Vernet, a very grand
flower, is also of very vigorous habit, and I have taken as many as

fifty bulbules, large and small, from one corm. I have often thought
that the presence more or less of tlie blood of oppositiflorus may have
something to say to this ; certainly some of the most weakly consti-

tutioned varieties are amongst the light flowers—Madame Desportes,
Oudine, iUarie, Talisman, &c. ; but where a variety lias a good con-
stitution to begin with, I maintain that there is no such thing as

wearing out. My friend Mr. Banks, of Sheldon, near Deal, is the
largest amateur grower of Gladioli in England ; until the last tico

years he was in the habit of getting over all the new varieties from
France in some quantity, and as all his orders passed through me, I

know that he never after the first year added to his stock of the older
varieties, and that consequently all the French varieties that he pos-
sesses are his own growtli, from the bulbs he imported. Let me take
one example from his stock. Meyerbeer was sent out, I should think,
although I cannot be certain, al)out seventeen years ago. Mr. Banks
obtained it then, ami all the Meyerbeers he possesses are descendants
of those Inilbs, yet liave I seen it as fine with him within the last

year or two as ever lie liad it. I have mentioned tliis case as a clear

instance that they do not degenerate, and have not alhuied to those
grown in France, as it would be at once said, " Oh ! that is no proper
way to judge ; their climate is so different." I have, therefore, taken
a case about which there can be no manner of uncertainty ; I may,
however, say that any of the French growers will supply those that
-have been longest in cu^vation (juite as vigorous as ever they were ;

the manner, too, in wbic!) they die off' does not fa\-our the idea of

degenerating
;
you may plant live or six of a sort, and 2>erliaps half

of them will die off. I have cut a bulb in two, and planted both
halves ; one has gone wrong and died, the other has continued sound

;

nay, I liave seen two shoots on one corm—one shoot has died away,
the other has continued vigorous and liealthy. I have my own very
decided opinions, which I have more than once expressed, but I am
quite sure that the supposed wearing out of varieties will not account
for the losses which all Gladiolus growers have to record.

French G-ladioli.—I have sometimes thought that the French
idea of a fine spike of Gladiolus is not the same as our own.
Semiramis, for instance, one of tlie most admired varieties, brilliant
as it is in its colourings, does not suit English notions ; the blooms are
too far apart, and do not make that solid appearance that a spike of
Norma or Meyerbeer presents, nor are they so particular as the ricid
rules of old florists have taught us to be, and with form must ever
be associated substance. A somewhat notable example of this is

presented in one of the flowers of the present season, multiflora,
which is described as composed of numerous flowers encircling the
whole spike and forming a verit.ible bouquet at the top. I need not
say that no colouring would condone such a monstrosity in the eyes
of an English florist. Three or four years ago the varieties sent out
by M. Souchet were singularly disappointing. We the last two
years have seen some remarkably fine novelties added to the list,

and, as in other flowers, a gradual process of improvement has been
.going on, especially as regards size. Some years ago I had some
.boxesmade for placing over the blooms to preserve themfrom the wind

and rain ; on trying to use them this year I found that they were much
too small for most of the flowers.

In giving a list of the best flowers to be grown, either for ornamen-
tation or for exhibition, I shall endeavour to avoid such as I am
sure will give disappointment owing to their delicacy of constitu-

tion. Thus, JIadame Desportes is far and away the best white, but
it is sure to worry the grower, for it will not last. I remember once
lifting four liulbs of this variety which weighed nearly a pounil, but not
one of them survived a second season, and it is somewhat curious

that amongst the flowers of the last few years no good white
appeared amongst them. For greater convenience, I will divide

them according to colour.

WHITE, OR WHITE GROCSDS.
Etendard.—An enormous spike, the blooms rather too far apart, but very

large and striking, pure white, with shsiht violet markings.
DELiCATissiMA.—French white, witli lilac marking. I should hardly have included

this, but that I have had tliis year a most magnitlcent bloom.
NoaitA.—Taking it .altogether, I think this, especially when shaded, the best

white grown : the flowers are so very closely set together, and the colour so pure,
that it is always a reliable exhibition flower.

Leda.— A good spike of well-opened flowers, white striped, with rose and
lilac.

Carnation.—Flesh wliite, with the edges strongly flaked with rich carmine,
and carmine purple spots on the lower petals.

.Shakespeare.—Wiute, with rosy carmine stripes ; a very early variety and not
quite long enough in tlie spike.
ARCniDUCIlESSE.—White ground, sliglitly tinted with rose.

Marie Chkistine.— Witli rosy lilac markings, darker ou the lower petals;

a large and fine flower, for which I obtained a flrst-clasi certificate at the
Crystal Palace.
Atlas.—Rose-coloured and rose-lilac grounds.
Mad. Furtado.—An old, and at times, a tine variety, the petals somewhat

pointed, hut still one not to lie tlu'ownaway ; French white, tinted with lilac, and
richly flaked with clear violet.

Hesperide.—Long spike of large flowers, white ground flaked with salmon rose.

Eui?^NE .SCRIBE.—Very light rose, striped with red, and with yellowish tinge

in the centre of the flower.

Adolphe Erongniart.—Although this is an old flower, it must still take its

place amongst the very best, the colour is so fresh and bright—a light

salmon orange, and the flowers large and of great substance.
De Mabel.—A flue spike with large flowers, briglit rose, lightly tinted with

lilac or violet, striped with deep carmine.
Orphke,—Rose flamed with carmine with very fine purplish spots, a flne spike,

and spores very freely.

Leandre.— .\ grand flower of great substance. I have had some splendid

spikes of it tliis season, light lilac tinted with carmine, pure white spots, white
band distinctly marked on each petal.

MIRELLA —A grand flower of great substance, deep rose, with pure white
lines and large white spots in the centre of petals.

Psyche.—Very delicate satiny rose, lower petals somewhat deep in colour and
flamed with lovely carmine.
(liNEosA.—Clear cerise rose, flamed with red, with pure white lines, small

carmine-purple spot on yellow-coloured throat.

Baroness liURDETT CouTrs.—Magnificent spike of delicate lilac rose, flaked

with carmine on the lower divisions, carmine spot on bright clear ground, very
large flowers baantifully arranged.
Pygmalion.—X long spike of grandflowers, well opened, of a reddish carmine,

largely flamed with deeper red.

yiEYERBKKR.—Red of various shades. .Mthough this variety may now be had
for about 4d. each, it is still one of the very best ; its long spike of lirilliant

flowers beautifully arr.anged on tile spike can never fail toattract ; there are otlier

flowers larger, but it is still a most reliable variety for exhibition

Le Titien.—Another old variety, but very bright and good ; very brilliant

reddish-scarlet.
BENVENUTo.—Very clear orange-red with white spot, a very effective colour.

Christophe Colombe.— Carmine-rose, flamed with red, a little pointed in the
petal, with violet-carmine spot : a good spike.

LEGOUVE.—A flne flower, lively red with pure white lines, centre violet, very
bright.
CONQUfexE.—Large, rosy, cerise flower, with pure wliite spots ; a good spike

and very effective.

Hercule.—Very brilliant bright red, flamed and striped with orange-red, a

violet spot ou lilac-white ground, a grand flower, but perhaps not quite long
enough in the spike.

HORACE Vernet.—Verj' brilliant purplisli-red, large white spot with red stripe

in it.

Jupiter.—Clear bright red, flamed with crimson-red ; a beautiful flower.

LeVesuve.—Brilliant lieautiful red, a grand flower.

Pasquin.—Gr.and flower, scarlet, shaded with bright red, a most beautiful

flower, lint somewliat few.

Flamingo.—Very brilliant fiery red, purple spot on the lower divisions, floweis
beautifully arranged on the spike.

AFRIC.VINE.

—

A very distinct variety, brownish-crimson flower, with white lines ;

verv remarkable.
Matador.—Long spike of grand flowers, lirilliant scarlet-red, with white

lines.

OVIDE.—Fine spike of reddish-carmine, flaked on the edges of the petals with
cardinal red, with distinct white lines ou eacli petal.

YELLOW AXD YELLOWIflH GROUNDS.
.\s in some other florists' flowers, yellows are a scarce and difficult class ; they

are few in number, and some of them delicate in coustitutiou. I can only recom-
mend

—

Schiller.—Saffron-yellow, with carmine-red spots ; flowers somewhat small.

Parlote.—Fine yellow, largely edged witli rose, deep in the centre, flaked
with carmine.
Rayon d'Or.—Beautiful straw-yellow, flaked with deep carmine on the edges,

carmine spot.

I believe that this list constitutes the creine dc la t:ri:nvi of the

French varieties ; there are others very beautiful and showy, but,

whether for general excellence or for exhibition purposes, I have
selected what I believe to be the best. There are some, too, which,
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as I have saiil, from their uncertainty and delicacy of constitution

are not to be trusted ; there are otliers in the dillerent classes, it

may be, very slightly inferior to those named, but still inferior ; there

are others which blossom so that they are not lit for exhibition, and
are exposed to the routrli weather at a season of the year -when

storms of wind and rain may be expected, and such varieties as

Phcebus may well bo dispensed with. Dklta.

ing 24 flowers. The beds are mulched in winter with old manure.
—Edward Sendall.

ALSTECEMERIAS.
The value of these South American herbaceous plants for decora-

tive purposes is well known to cultivators of collections of hardy
dowers, but seldom are they met with in ordinary gardens ( yet
they well merit universal attention. Though tlie genus contains

about fifty species, only about a do^en kinds are in cultivation. The
best known, and
that which happens
to be the showiest

and the most vigor-

ous, is A. aurantiaca,

one of the hand-
somest hardy flowers

we possess, and one
which should be in

every selection. Next
in order of beauty
and popularity is A.
Pelegrina, the sub-

ject of the accom-
panying woodcut.
The flowers of this

species vary consi-

derably in colour,

from a deep flesh tint

to pure white. A.
psittacina (the Par-
rot Flower) also a
showy species, has
crimson blossoms
dashed here and
there with green.

This is also grown in

some gardens as A.
braziliensis. Then
there are others but
little known at the
present time, thougli

they may still be
found in some gar-

dens. Among these

the best are A.
Ligtu, A. ha;man-
tha, A. pulchella,

and A. Flos-Martini
(the St. Martin's
Flower of Chili), all

by no means difficult

to cultivate, though
they sometimes have
the reputation of

being so. A loose,

sandy soil is the most
suitable for them, as,

being of a somewhat
tender nature, it is

essential that they
have a free root-run
with plenty of drain-

age and an open, sunny spot. To make them perfectly safe from
frost, they should be planted G in. deep, and about tliis time it

is always advisable to give the surface of the ground a mulching
of rotten leaves or any decomposed vegetable matter of that kind,
as, being so thoroughly non-conducting, the crowns are then out of

harm's way.

Lily of the Incas (Alstrccmeria relcgrina).

liilium auratum at Bamlngham Hall, Norfolk.—
In the spring of 1S7S I planted half-a-dozen bulbs of this Lily in an
Azalea bed, in a rather bleak situation. The soil had been trenched
and fresh peat add ;d for the Azaleas, and therefore it was in pretty
good condition ; the situation was also dry. Four out of the six

dried in the winter of IST'J, but the two survivors have made a
wonderful development, the largest having six flower-stems v, ith a
total of 9-t flowers. The tallest stem is 6 It. 9 in. high and is bear.

HARDY V. BEDDING PLANTS IN AUTUMN.
Those who favour tlie bedding-out system have expressed their

opinion in The Garden once or twice that hardy plants would not

afford a display in the autumn. We have had an excejitional op-

portunity of testing the enduring powers of the two kinds here

withiuthepastweek. In the space of eight days we have hail over G in,

of rain, which has simply fallen in torrents, and the effect upon our

flower beds has been most disastrous. About a week ago there was
such a blaze of colour as we have not had for years, owing to the

late fine weather ; to-day it is completely washed out ; and v.'e know
from j-iast experience that when that happens at the end of .Septem-

ber the plants will

not recover ; they
will run to growth
till frost checks
them. On the her-

baceous border, on
the other hand, we
should, if the plants

had been thick
enough planted, have
had as really fine a

disj)lay as we have
had in the beds at

any time during the

summer, and the
border is at its worst
at present. I have
just been round to-

day, the i-^rd of

September, which is

fair, and find the fol-

lowing flowers more
or less in good con-

dition, and some of

them ((uiteunharmed
by the rain, viz.,

liianthus Heddewigi
of various shades,

very little the worse

;

Anemone japonica,

red, white, and pale

rose, in perfection

;

white, purple, red,

and lilac Phloxes,

bright and not much
injured, many buds
to open, and some
varieties not yet
showing flower;
!Menziesia bright and
clean ; autumn Cro-

cus fine ; Carnations

in fresh condition ;

double and single

common ;Marigold,

self-sown, in pievfec-

tion ; Poppies about

over ; latest sown
annual Candytufts
still fresh ; Tritomas
grand and unharmed;
Everlastings the
same ; Asters, Stocks,

Nasturtiums, yellow Daisies, and 'Valerian, all in fair condition, and
not damaged to anything like the same extent as our bedding plants.

In addition to these there are Roses on the border which are still

flowering well, of course, and at the back there are some tangled

masses of Clematis Jackmani that I have just been thinking would

make fine border subjects at this season if planted and allowed to

grow over some stout Pea sticks. The Cai nations have lasted well

out. The scarlet and crimson Clovers are very striking in a border

as well as delightfully scented and the Phloxes have been splendid

for a long time. We have frequently had the later kinds in flower

in November. For a rich yellow the double yellow pot Jlarigold

far surpasses the paler Calceolaria, and the flowers are simply inde-

structible, except by sharj) frosts ; it is dwarf, too, and sows itself

—

has to be kept withiu proper bounds indeed. As regards annuals,

their time of flowering depends altogether upon the time of sowing.

I sowed a little of the purple kind amongst some light Pelargoniums.
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in one of the beds late in June, and it is now about its best, and
very little hurt by the rain, but the Pelargoniums are destroyed.

At this season of the year the Stocks and Asters are, of course, a

host in themselves, and so far as colour goes they afford nearly all

the shades of the rainbow. To-day we could also gather any quan-

tities of perfect flowers of the Dianthus Heddewigi of all shades,

from the most intense crimson to white. It is a famous " carpeter."

As for the Anemones, the more rain they get the cleaner they appear,

but I notice that the intermediate variety is Iiy far the stroujrest

and best flowerer. It is very fine just now, onlj- just coming freely

into bloom. So far as an autumn display is concerned, I think the

opponents of hardy gardening have really no case. There are doiibt-

less many things in flower now on hardy borders that we have not in

flower here, or perhaps not got, for we began with nothing a few
years ago and have much ground to fill. The secret is to plant

thickly and judiciously, according to climate and circumstauces.

Last winter destroyed all our white Lilies (L. candidum) and a

great portion of our Tritomas. Curiously enough, in the long

borders here, one facing to the north and tlie other to the south,

nearly all the Tritomas have died out in the first, and only a portion

in the other. I presume the roots in the south border were better

ripened. The borders are only separated by a walk, and are equally

exposed.
In addition to the plants named above, I notice in another garden

near here the following in good condition : Aster grandiflorus, A.
dumosus, A. Nova;-Belgia3, A. formosus, Helianthus multiflorus fl.-pl.,

Trollius, Delphiniums of various sorts (seedlings). Echinops ruthe-

nicus, Day Lily, double Sunflower, Pyrethrum uliginosum. Sweet
Williams, and Achillea Millefolium rosea. J. S. W.

VARIETIES OF THE WHITE JAPAN ANEMONE.
At Brantingham, Thorpe, when awarding the prizes to the cottage
gardens in that village the other day, I saw a mass of the loveiy

white Anemone Honorine .Jobert, covering about twelve square
yards or more of ground, and fully 5 ft., if not (3 ft., in height. It was
growing on a border outside the west wall of the kitchen garden,
where, with the old A. japonica as a near relation and neighbour,
it appeared to be perfectly at home. Anything more luxuriant
or lovely could hardly be imagined ; the blossoms were numbered by
thousands, and the position between the lofty garden wall on one
hand, and a somewhat distant plantation of trees on the other, with
the sheltered and quiescent condition of the atmosphere, appeared to

favour its full and perfect development. Moreover, the whole mass
is the produce of a single plant, planted some ten years ago, and
its value as an adjunct to the cut-flower department becomes only
more and more appreciated with its extended growth. A good deal
has recentlj' been written about this plant and its so-called varieties,

as also its origin, and, from what I have recently read, I think I may
possibly be able to throw a somewhat clearer light on the matter.

In the first place, it is said that there are several varieties of this

white Anemone, some dwarf, some medium, and some tall, also

varying in the size of the flower. My experience is tliat they have
all originated from one source, and the variation as above stated is

produced alone bj' the more or less favourable conditions, cultural as

well as climatal, under which it is grown. I may state that my ex-
perience in this respect dates from the first plant that was introduced
from the Continent, now a good many years gone by. As to its

origin, I think I am pretty clear up to a certain point at least.

The Anemone vitifolia, with its profusion of large palmately lobed
leaves, white flowers, and dwarf habit (its lieight even under the most
favourable circumstances scarcely exceeding 15 in. or 18 in.), was in-

troduced from the Himalayas some 35 years ago, and has been, and
is now, a somewhat rare species in cultivation ; in favourable seasons
it matures its seed, and is most readily innreased in that way, as it

does not possess the abundant underground growth and bud de-
veloping roots that we find in the Anemone japonica. When resident
at Kew I had the two gi'owing side by side, viz., the Himalayan A.
vitifolia, and the then newly introduced A. japonica, which had just
been brought over from China by Mr. Fortune, where he
found it doing duty as a sort of Immortelle, almost invariably
associated with Chinese graves ; the latter has never produced perfect
seed in this country to my knowledge. Tlie flowers are semi-double,
and the very fact of its increasing so rapidly by the abnormal root
buds appears to indicate a sort of set-off in its favour made by
Nature to counterbalance its lack of floral fertility, not by any
means an unusual occurrence. As I said before, these two species
were growing together, and seeds were saved from the Anemone
vitifolia and sown the following spring. Amongst the progeny was
one with soft rose-coloured flowers ; the petals, or more correctly,
botanically speaking, I ought to call them sepals, were similar in
number, but larger as compared with A. vitifolia. To this variation
I gave the name of A. japonica var. hybrida, which it unquestionably

was. Possibly it woukl have been more correct had it been called

vitifolia hybrida, that spcoies being really the seed parent, and under
that title it was distributed and is still in cultivation, as a variety by
no means to be despised. In foliage it combined a modified form of its

double parentage. Sometimes the foliage was partially divided, some-
times entirely divided, asin the true A. japonica. It is said that the pre-
sent A. Honorine Jobert is only a white-flowered sport from this

hybrid, but I have a strong suspicion that it is really a seedling from
it. Harking back to its seed origin, I have had seeds from the hybrid
form i;hat have vegetated, but they appeared to lack stamina, and
never attained anything like full development. Let me note before

winding up these few remarks on the now deservedly popular white
Anemone, that however valuable it may be, and undoubtedly is, the
old Japanese Anemone has still a claim, and a deservedly popular
one, on all cultivators of hardy plants, being invaluable as a hardy
autumnal flowering border plant. J. C. Niven.

Botanic Garilen, Hull.

THE FINER HARDY FLOWERS,
GROW THEM.

AND HOW TO

The many beginners in the culture of hardy flowers who are at

present, and will be during the autumn, considering their operations,

will do well to bear in mind the following points :

—

Select only good plants, and throw away weed3' and worthless kinds

;

there is no scarcity of the very best. See good collections, and
consult good judges in making your selection.

Put, at first, the good kinds selected in lines across 4-ft. nursery
beds, so that a stock of young and strong plants may be at hand, and
that you may be able to exchange with others as well as form arrange-

ments or groups in any way desired.

The mixed border is only one of many ways in which hardy flowers

may be grown. But, as a mixed border will be formed by many, it

is essential that it should be well and carefully done. Place it where
it cannot be robl)ed by the roots of trees ; see that the ground is

thoroughly prepared, and rich, and deep enough—ne\'er less than

ih ft. of the best friable soil. The soil should be so deep that in a

dry season the roots could seek their supplies far below the surface.

On the making of the border depends, in fact, whether the vegeta-

tion will be noble and graceful or stunted. If limited to one border

only, some varietj- in the soil will be necessary to meet the wants
of peat and moisture-loving plants.

In planting, plant in groups, and not in the old dotting way.
Never repeat the same plant along the border at intervals, as used to

be done with favourites. Plant a bold, natural group of it, or two
or three groups if you must have so many, and then be done with it.

Do not be particular to graduate the plant from the back to the front,

as is generally done, but occasionally let a bold and sturdy plant

come towards the edge ; and, on the other hand, let a little carpet of

a dwarf plant pass in here and there to the back, so as to give a

broken and beautiful instead of a monotonous surface.

Have no patience with bare ground. Cover the border entirely with
dwarf plants : do not put them along the front of the border only, as

used to be done. Let Hepaticas and double and other Primroses, and
Saxifrages, and Golden Moneywort, and Stonecrops, and Forget-me-

nots, and dwarf Phloxes, and many similar plants cover the ground
everywhere—the back as well as the front of the border—among the

tall plants. Let these little ground plants form broad patches and
colonies here and there by themselves occasionally, and then let them
pass into and under the other plants. A white Lily will be none the

worse, but all the better, for having a colony of creeping Forget-

me-nots about it in the winter or spring. The charming variety that

may be thus obtained is infinite.

The border should remain for years without any digging in the usual

sense. All digging operations should be confined to changes and to the

filling up of blanks with good plants, and to the rearrangement of

ground plants.

If the border is in the kitchen garden, or any other position in

which it is desired to cut it off from its surroundings, erect a trellis

at the back of it from 6 ft. to 10 ft. high, and cover this with climbing

plants—Clematises, Roses, Sn'eet Briers, Honeysuckles, or any beau-

tiful and thoroughly hardy climbing plants, not twined too stiffly,

but allowed to grow into free wreaths. Roses of the very hardiest

kind only should be employed, so as to guard against gaps in severe

winters ; the old single Clematis, the mountain and the sweet autumn
Clematis (C. Flaminula), as well as other single kinds, should have a

place here as much as tiie larger forms. The trellis may be made in

the usual way, of wood or iron, or in a simpler and certainly hand-

somer way, of rough tree posts and branches.

In case the soil is not very deep or not very well prepared, and the

surface not covered with green life in the way laid down, it will be

well in many cases to mulch the ground by placing a couple of inches

of some light sweet dressing on it in summer. With all plants of
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doubtful merit whieli grow coarsely ami are apt to overrun other
things, and, after all, furni^h but poor and short-lived bloom, such
as some of the Michaelmas Daisies and the Golden Rods, and a host of

other plants that have been grown in gardens, the best way is to take

them out to the shrubberies and ditches and lot them take their

ohancc.
When the plants are old and have got rather too thick, never

hesitate to move them on a wet day in the middle of August or

July as well as in the middle of winter. Take them up and put
;* fresh bold gi'oup in fresh ground ; tliey will have plenty of roots

by the winter and will flower much stronger the following spring

than if they had been transplanted in spring or in winter.

Douotpaynmch attention tolahelling: if a plant isnot worth knowing
it is not worth growing ; let each good thing be so boldly and so well

grown and placed that it impresses its individuality upon us.

—

Field.

riXKS AND PICOTEES FKOM SEED.
The Pink is one of our most delightful hardy flowers : it is, indeed,
almost indispensable in gardens, large or small, not only on account
of its hardiness and neat, compact manner of growtli, but also on
.iccount of the delicious fragrance that the flowers exhale, a few
large tufts when in full bloom tilling a garden of moderate dimen-
sions with sweet perfume. Where cut flowers are much in rerjuest

Pinks will be found of great service, for they are not only fragrant,

but the colours, being chaste and refined rather than brilliant, not
oven the most fastidious taste could object to their employment in

floral decorations generally. The more vigorous-growing kinds
tlirive in almost any soil, succeeding well even where the natural
-taple is inclined to parch and burn in the summer. To see Pinks at

their best, they should be so placed that their development is unre-
stricted, when, in the course of a season or two, a single plant will

cover a considerable space of ground, presenting w-hen in bloom an
extremely gay appearance, and furnishing an enormous quantity of

flowers for cutting.

The Picotee can scarcely be considered so manageable as tlie Pink.
It demands a free, warm, well-drained soil, and is apt to perish whole-
sale when these conditions are not to be found. Cold it does not
fear, but excess of humidity combined with cold kills it. A
nice warm border is just the place for it, taking care that the soil is

brought into a nice mellow condition before planting. Thus ac-

commodated, the Picotee may be relied on to give good satisfaction.

Those who especially love this plant, and there are, I think, not a few
who hold it in especial esteem, would do well to afford their specimens
the shelter of a cold frame during the winter months, where,
sheltered from the extremes of wet and cold, they will attain a lusty
vigour, and reward the grower bj- a brave display of their beauti-
fully marked flowers. There is, however, another method which
those who may not be possessed of glass accommodation may adopt,
and which involves but little trouble and scarcely any ex-
pense. The plants should be set out in a bed not
more than 4 ft. in width, raising it somewhat above the
ordinary level of the soil some 3 in. or 4 in. This latter

precaution is indispensable where a ready outlet for the free dis-

charge of superfluous moisture has not been provided, and the ob-
servance of it would often suffice to preserve plants against the
disastrous effects of long-continued drenching rains, which when
succeeded by severe frosts prove very destructive. On the approach
of bad weather the Iieds should be hooped over with stout Hazel
rods, so that a mat thrown on in bad weather would shoot off' the
heaviest of the rain, and would afibrd just the protection which is

often found needful.

Seedlings.—^\ere it more generally known that beautiful va-
rieties of both the Pink and Picotee can be raised from seed,
their culture would, I think, be more often attempted than it now
is. There are generally places to be found in the pleasure grounds
which it does not lay in the power of the grower to embellish with
tender plants, and it is just in such situations, such as the front lines
of shrubberies, &c., where the Pink thrives. A packet of seed of a
good strain will give a considerable number of plants, averaging
generally from 60 per cent, to SO per cent, doubles, which if planted
where they can remain undisturbed will afl'ord much gratification,
for the seedlings will be sure to exhibit considerable diversity of
colour. Those who have the convenience of a warm house will do
well to sow early in March, as if the young plants are grown along
freely they will give a good show of bloom the following spring.

Sow in shallow pans in a nice light free compost of two-thirds leaf-

mould to one-third loam, ensuring porosity by a free admixture of
silver sand. Cover with a pane of glass and water very carefully
until the )-oung plants are well above gi-ound, when they should at
once be removed to a cool house or frame. When large enough to

handle, transfer them at once to the open ground, thoroughly break-
ing the soil intended for their reception with a steel fork, taking

care that it has been well mellotved by exposure to sun and air,

the best way to efl'ect whicli is to throw it up roughly some ten
days in'evious to planting. Keep the soil free from weeds, water
when necessary, and transplant them aliout the beginning of Sep-
tember to their permanent quarters. Those who prefer to do so may
BOW in a cold frame in April, J. C. B.

EVENING PRIMROSES.
I .\M surprised that so good a gardener as Mr. Fish should not both
know and gr-ow so tine a plant as (I'^uothera marginata, or rather

eximia, for the true marginata is a totally diBerent and distinct

plant. <E. eximia is by far the tinest of the whole genus, and per-

fectly distinct from every other species. It is as different from
<-E. taraxacifolia as clialk is from cheese. Its flowers are the purest
white, as large as the top of a tumbler, and deliciously sweet-scented.

It is very impatient of removal. I grew for several years a large

bed of it, and when some tifty to a hundred blooms were expanded
at night a glorious sight it was. The long trailing shoots at last got
very untidy, so I lifteil the plants and replanted them ; I lost all but
one. When once established it should be left alone, the soil occa-

sionally top-dressed and slightly forked, and the longest of the
trailing shoots cut off'.

Oenothera marginata vera is a plant with much smaller flowers,

only about half the size and totally different leaves. In habit it much
resembles (E. cajspitosa. It was introduced a few years since by
Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, from whom I procured it, but lost it

the following year. It comes, like CE. eximia, I believe, from the

Rocky Mountains.
iE. acaulis is another pretty perennial species with white flowers,

about the same size as CE. marginata and caispitosa.

CE. taraxacifolia is too well known to need comment, but there is

another closely allied but totally distinct species which ought to be
oftener grown and better known than it is—I mean (E. anisoloba.

It has long been in cultivation, but is very rare, probably because it

is apt to perish in winter, and cuttings in a greenhouse unless well

rooted often damp off'. I have several times grown it, but lost my
last plant two years ago.

(E. speciosa is a splendid weed where it likes its position, but in

some soils absolutely refuses to grow. I have never yet been able to

establish it here. H. Hakpcr Ckewe.
Drayton-Bmurhamp Rectory, Trinrj.

Adverting to Mr. Fish's remarks (p. 29S), I write to say that

CEnothera macrocarpa has proved quite hardy in my little garden here

during the past two severe winters. (Enothera taraxacifolia has

also done well with me this season. I raised some plants of it in

the spring from seed, and they bloomed from July up to a week ago.

It is curious to see the blooms opening in the evening quite rapidly

while one watches them. I raised < Enothera macrocarpa also from
seed originally. Both are desirable plants, and seem to be very

suitable for London gardens. W. J. T.

Brb:ton.

FLOWER GARDENING IN THE PARKS.

The growth made by sub-tropical plants this year is something extra-

ordinary ; the foliage' of Cannas protected in winter by thick cover-

ings of dry materials is really splendid, many being quite as effec-

tive as flowering plants. Beds of fine-leaved plants are generally

margined with one or two'rows of flowering subjects, or with plants

having foliage diff'erent from that of the plants in the centre. Castor-

oils are very fine, also Wigandias, Tobacco plants, and the large-

leaved Solanums. The Brugmansias or Daturas are likewise very

effective, as are also the feathery Acacia lophantha. The silvery-

leaved Eucalyptus as a central object in very large beds is in fine

condition ; by the lake at Battersea there is likewise a very fine

clump of Arundinaria falcata looking quite at home. Many fine

specimens of Palms, Tree Ferns, Agaves, and similar plants are also

plunged in pots, and have a very good efl'ect in sheltered nooks and
corners, from which rough winds are shut out by high banks clothed

with evergreens.

Of mixed beds tliat seem very popular many good examples and

combinations may be seen ; in fact, no one could complain of lack of

variety, and the ground was so completely covered or carpeted

beneath the tall-growing plants that one could not say that the bare

earth was in any way obtrusive. In single beds and in shrubbery

borders Dahlias, double, single, and bouquet or miniature-flowered

varieties, were very effective, the single ones being especially notice-

able on account of their brilliant colours. These are becoming very

popular, both for decoration and for cut flowers, the blooms being

lighter and altogether better suited for that purpose than those of

the heavy double show sorts.
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In carpet beds that are extremely well managed Battersea and
Victoria Parks take the lead ; while ordinary flowering plants were
drenched and destroyed for the season, these in the middle of Sep-
tember looked as bright and fresh as possible. The simplest in

design looked the best, and a very good change from carpet beds,
properly so called, is the introduction into them of central plants or

groups, such as Palms, Agaves, Pandanuses, etc. These take oflf the
flatness of the ordinary carpet bed, the design of which is in no way
interfered with.

Many plants of very doubtful utility for outdoor .vork may be seen
in the open air in Battersea Park, and amongst them may be named
Pandanus Veitchi, Anthuriums, and Marantas, but if these will keep
alive in our cliaageable climate that is all that can be expected. Be
that as it may, however, one cannot but congratulate the metropolis
on the improved aspect of its public parks generally within the last

few years. J. G.
Linlon.

NATURAL MIXTUEES.
" Jdsticia " asks the reader "to take for granted that he never
made a suggestion that was not based on observation of the actual
facts of plant life in garden or in wild." I wish to endorse that
statement as concerns myself. I don"t think I ever wrote a line

which was not the outcome of my own practical experience, or which
was not the result of observation. I see a critic pooh-poohing
Solomon's Seal growing among and overshadowing Lily of the Valley

;

did he ever try it ? I have a number of old plants of Adam's Needle
carpeted underneath witli various plants. I once saw a little field

of Solomon's Seal growing naturally in a wood, and must say it did
bravely ; but, very far from destroying everything under it, we have
it cultivated so thick that nothing can be seen under it. I have also
seen Lily of the Valley growing wild in woods. My experience of
Lily of the Valley in a cultivated state is that it must be taken care
of, else something titter will soon take its place. We have a bed of
it here associated with Lycopodium, and we heartily wish it would
assert its fitness. Surely Mr. Fish is theorising when he speaks of
Narcissi and Snowdrops hindering the Grass from growing in a
meadow ! He, however, is just proving what he wants to disprove,
that even Narcissi will hold their own along with Grass in a meadow.
Why not then round the stem of a Yucca ? It appears that it

requires to be settled what the carpeting of a heibaceous border
means. Surely Mr. Fish does not think that it is meant that two
plants could grow in exactly the same spot, or that any one
undertaking the culture of herbaceous plants in a rational sort of
way would allow any one plant to choke its neighbour ! The
Narcissi Mr. Fish speaks of as growing in the meadow did not suffer
from the Grass ; but of course if Grass is wanted instead of Narcissi,
by all means dig out the Narcissi ; still, there would be room for both
if the cultivator wished it ; the growth of e.ach could be controlled
by the cultivator. Our coming herbaceous gardens are not, I hope,
to be altogether left to a state of Nature.

I do not think it safe to assume that the whole of plant life is

arranged by Nature on the grouping system, and that where the
group prospers it stamps out everything else. It is, however, quite
true that plant life is grouped in a general way, taking the
world as our field of view. We have succulents on the parched,
arid plains of South America, Heaths in northern Europe, and,
according to Humboldt, we have regions of Palms, Pines, and
Casuarinai, and even Nepenthes, Mr. Burbidge tells us, group them-
selves. But it is the situation which groups the plants, and not the
plants which seize on the situation to the exclusion of everything else

;

the fittest no doubt survive, but there is often very many equally fit

where plants are found in individu.T,l groups. This I hold to be the
e.xception and not the rule, mixtures beingtherule. Take any situation
favourabletolife, and both theanimal and vegetable is found in infinite
variety. We knowmanyacres on the Braes of Mar whereScotch Firs
reignalone, butitissimply because theygrowinsuchplacesin little else
than t\\e iUbris of rock. Within half a mile we find equally closely
grouped Scotch Firs with a wealth of vegetation underneath, just
because the soil is diff'ereut. In a more particular and limited way
we see herbaceous plants arranged by Nature in groups. I know of
a dense half-acre of the Willow herb on a sandy wet island, the situa-
tion selecting it, a remark which also applies to Petasites vulgaris.
I know where a large group of Adoxa Moschatellina is to be found, the
situation selecting it ; also dense acres of Rubus Cham.-emorus grow-
ing under the same conditions, groups of Pyrola secunda, and indeed
dozens of other things, but every one of them in mixtures when found
under other and favourable circumstances. I could name a dry high-
land valley, four miles in extent, with probably as rich a mixture'of
herbaceous plants and Ferns as it would be possible to find in Europe—
I mean herbaceous native plants—or a river valley in the south of
England with a marvellous mixture of herbaceous plants very dif-

ferent from the last, and I suppose herbaceous plants are mixed in
the same way all the world over. I would at any rate venture to
say, from what I have seen of herbaceous plants in situ, that Nature
mixes things rather considerably, that they all thrive in mixture, and
that many will not thrive atall unless they aremixed, carpeted, infact.
The finest mass of Omphalodes I know of is carpeting a bank undei
deciduous shrubs ; Anemone nemorosa fl.-pl. or Snowdrops will do in

the same position ; of course, evergreen shrubs with their foliage rest-

ing on the ground do not require carpeting. Could any one object
to clumps of tall Delphiniums growing from amongst a carpeting of

Pulmonaria, or the autumn Crocuses now blooming in patches
with a cravat of Mossy Saxifrage about them, but not among them ?

My idea of an herbaceous garden is an association of shrubs and
trees with a place for everything, and yet everything in its place

—

wildness, but not neglect, not by any means forgetting the artificial

to the very fullest e.xtent. The Squire's Gardexee.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ILOWER GAEDEN.

Double Zinnias amongst Mignonette.—The remarks
(p. '2!IS) respectiug these beautiful flowers recall to mind a charming
combination, in which double Zinnias were prominent, which I

saw tile other day. It was simply a surface mass of Mignonette
studded all over with plants of tnese in rich and glorious bloom.
Curiously enough, this was not the result of deliberate design, but
an entire accident, as the gardener said, that having more Zinnias

than usual, and being unwilling to throw away any, he bethought
him to dibble out a few dozens amidst this bed of Mignonette,
which then was but small. The result was far beyond his expec-

tations, as the Zinnias were of moderate height, very stout, and
erect. I observed that at the Crystal Palace Zinnias had also been
largely employed in the midst of beds of double Indian Pinks.

Here the efl'ect was less pleasing, because the contrast between
carpet and flowers was wanting. Mignonette is not highly favoured
as a carpet plaut, because it is so devoid of colouring, but its per-

fume outweighs that consideration. It supplies, moreover, an abund-
ance of cut bloom, which is always acceptable, and, not least, it

keeps floriferous and fresh right up to the middle of November.

—

A. D.

Oliver 'Wendell Holmes' Everlasting.—The plant about
which " Justicia " inquires in The Garden of August "21, and
which is mentioned by Oliver Wendell Holmes as " the herb ever-

lasting, the fragrant immortelle of our autumn fields," is probably
Gnaphaliuni polycephalum (Michx. ), which has a fragrance resem-
bling that of a Melilot or Fenugreek seed combined, with a trace

of the odour possessed by the English Fleabane (Pulicaria dysen-
terica—Gaertn). Guaphalium polycephalum is a native of Canada
and various parts of the United States, growing in old fields and on
dry, barren land, bearing whitish-yellow flowers in July and
August. It possesses astringent properties, and the juice of the
chewed leaves and blossoms is said to be useful in ulcerations of the
throat and mouth. The plant is also known under the names of

Indian Posy, Sweet-scented Life Everlasting, Old Field Balsam,
and White Balsam. " Justicia " will find further particulars con-

cerning it in the "American Dispensatory," 8th ed., p. 399.—

•

E. M. Holmes, 17, Bhomahurii Square.

Solanum laciniatum.—This has few rivals as a tropical

bedding plant, possessing not only beauty as regards its deeply
divided foliage, but a still greater beauty in its deep purplish-blue

flowers, which are produced in such abundance as to give a distinct

and marked efl'ect to the whole plant ; in exceptional!}' warm seasons
it AviU supplement its lovely blossoms with fruit varying in colour
between orange and scarlet. Our present plant was planted out in

early summer, then about 12 in. high ; it is now about 5 ft. high
and as much in diameter, and deservedly claims a position amongst
those tropical occupants of the flower garden which do not require
blanket culture in the early autumn ; of course it is not hardy, but
for vigorous development and floral beauty it has few rivals, .ind if

more generally known would be more frequently cultivated.

—

J. C. Niven, Botanic Garden, Hull.

Autumn Crocuses.—Crocus speciosus is beyond doubt the finest of the
ailtumual-flowering Crocuses, and it is hard that any sweet soul who loves a g.ar

den shouM miss the beauty of this floral gem. It has Imt to be planted rather
wide apart in clumps and then to be left alone for at least seven years. In the
sofb sliinins antunin days its flowers will come forth ; they are like larjre fcoblets

of ametliyst with a little of the azure of the clear heaven added to intensify the
ametliyst tone. In the centre of each goblet are certain little cressets of red fire,

wliich the botanists call stamens ; these light up the amethyst bowls, and, by their
exquisite beauty and cheerfulness, compel one to be happy. There is a story of
one Crassus, who never smiled but once, and that was when he saw an ass eat
Thistles. Uut, as a matter of fact, I once placed a gloomy man, on whose face
a smile had never been seen, even by the oUlest inhabitant, into front of a nice
clump of Crocus speciosus, and he melted into a mellow Melampus, and waa
completely cured of liis mela.acholy.—Gardsncr's Magazine.
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Another Dwarf Ageratum (see p. 208).—At Aldenham

Abliev last siinimer was a round bed of a ilwarf Ageratuin, edged

with the dark Oxalis, if I remember rightly, and very etlective it

was. I carefully measured the plants, and fovmd none to exceed

."? in. iu height. I had often heard and read of dwarf Ageratums,

but this exceeded anything I ever expected to see. The trusses

were larse, of a light blue colour, and the plants neat and com-

pact in liabit. Mr. Henderson, who is an enthusiast in hybri-

dising, told me that it was a selection from a batch of seed-

lings" which he had raised. I have grown a few plants of it

this season ; they were thinly planted, and carpeted with

Sedum "laucum, and they only grew about l)j in. above the Sedum.

—A. W.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

A GRACEFUL BASKET PLAXT.
(OTHONXA CR.VSSIFOLIA.)

This is one of the most graceful and at the same time one of the

most easily cultivated of plants : in seems, indeed, to make itself at

home anywhere and umler almost

any circumstances. Gardeners are

at their wit's-end at times for

basket and bracket plants and
plants likely to live in impossible

places, and yet, singularly enough,

this Othonna is neglected. It will

also be found useful for hanging

over rockeries, as a trailer over

the fronts of window boxes and bal-

conies, and for mixing with Isolepis

gracilis and Tradescantia, to hang
over the edges of conservatory

stages to break the objectionable

table-like look of the stands. To
the cottager it will l)e especially

useful, forming as it does a worthy
companion to Saxifraga sarmentosa

and Creeping Jenny (Lysiraachia

Nummularia). Othonna crassifolia

has fleshy leaves, and bears br'ght

Daisy-like golden flowers in great

profusion. It has, as will be seen,

very slender stems, which, droop-

ing over at a rather sharp curve,

give the plant a peculiar grace

wherever it is used. It is a native

of the Cape, and consequently

not perhaps quite hardy, but it

succeeds well with but slight pro-

tection, or equally well iu a con-

servatory or stove. For banging

over the edges of epergnes, &c., it

is one of the best plants possible.

Othonna crassifolia may be rea-

dily propagated by di\nding the

plants or by inserting cuttings in sandy soil in spring or summer ;

the cuttings should be taken from the base of the plant or from some
other part where they can be obtained without the running stem,

or the stems may be pegged over the surface of a pot and the young
plants taken off when rooted. They will do either with or without

the protection of a bell-glass. J.\5iE.s O'Bp.iex.

A graceful Basket Kant.

New Mode ofTreating Lapagerias.—I have before recom-
mended this plant to be layered annually, and fresh shoots trained up
every year with the object of getting more wood and flowers. I have
tried the experiment this year myself. About eleven months ago I

layered a two-year-old and four young plants iu a bed made in a small

house. The shootswere mostly weak, but all were layered their whole
length, being for convenience laid down iu parallel lines and pegged
about every 6 in. A number of the buds soon broke, and we have
now over seventy shoots of all sizes trained up the roof like pot
Vines. Fourteen of the shoots range from about 10 ft. to 14 ft. in

length, and the remainder run from under that figure to 2 ft. or

thereabouts. Most of the strong ones have developed two or more
shoots, so that altogether I reckon we have got a very good growth,
andavery great deal more thanwould have been producedbyany other

mode of culture, however liberal. The fourteen shoots will give

us little if anything under 200 ft. alone, and they would have been

larger had they not been stopped, and the remainder make up a very
considerable total. A nundicr of shoots push from all parts of the

plant soon after layering, l)ut all the joints do not break .at the

same time. The half-buried leaves live, however, and push the

following year or sooner. A second break has just begun to push
now from our plants, and the growths are stronger than the first.

When the plants have done flowering, the shoots will be laid down
again in the autumn beside the old ones, and thus in about two year.s

quite a tliicket of shoots m.ay be produced. Propagated in this

way, any of the Lapagerias, usually scant growers as generally man-
aged, may be grown like weeds, and with exceedingly little at-

tention.^!. S. W.
-ffischynanthuses" for Baskets and Brackets.— Per-

mit me to thank " Z. B. " for directing attention to these beautiful

plants, which seem almost to have dropped out of cultivation. About
five and twenty years .ago they were common. M. grandiflorus

was often met with as an exhibition plant at provincial shows, and
when well done it was really a fine thing. It was not, however,

very easy to get it up to sliow condition ; but the more moderate

growing varieties, such as ^E. pulcher, Lobbianus, and javanicus,

were quite common. There were few stove or Orchid house brackets

or roofs in those days without their half-dozen or so nicely grown
graceful plants of yEschynanthus, and we have no modern plants

that fill their vacant places better, if so well. I therefore hope tliat

"Z. B.'s " interesting remarks on these showy plants will be the

means of bringing them back to general cultivation.—D. T. Fisil.

Lisianthus glaucifolius.—My friend Mr. Niven, of the

Botanic Gardens, Hull, has hardly done justice to the spray of this

Lisianthus which I put into his hands just before I left for tlie Con-

tinent. It is not L. Russelianus, but L. glaucifolius, a native of

.Jamaica, and quite distinct from the older plant. Its

glaucous, elliptic-lanceolate, obtuse leaves give it a marked
specific character. The noble truss of rich purple flowers agaiu

severs it from Russelianus. It has been grown now, I believe, for

several years by Mr. Anderson, gardener to Mr. Grc-eme Lloyd, of

Sewerby Hall. I first saw it in a flower show at Bridlington (Juay

on the ISth of August of the present year, and was charmed with its

healthy vigorous appearance, flower and foliage harmonising so hap-

pily. It belongs, I believe, to the Apocynaceffi, but has several points of

artinity with the Gentianacere, especially with Chloraperfoliata, both in

the .-estivation of the petals and in its glaucous fohage. The plant,

as in the Gentianworts, is intensely bitter.

—

Peter Incheald, The

Lodge, Hocinijham.

British Sundews.—Referring to the remarks on this subject

(p. 287), I may say that in addition to the Cape Sundews I have

for a considerable time grown in a greenhouse with great success

the British Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia). I shall therefore be

pleased to give any information that may be desired as to their

gi-owth, and would be glad to receive particulars from any persons

who have grown the other British Sundews (Drosera anglica and D.

intermedia), or to know the districts in which they are found. I

find they grow best in Sphagnum kept very moist under a bell-glass.

Samuel Learoyd, Sherwooil House, Huddernfield.

Two Good "Windo'w Plants.—In a small room in which

there is gas I find the following to succeed remarkably well with me,

viz., Thamnocalamus spathiflorus, a Himalayan Bamboo, remarkable

for its light and graceful growth, anil Chlorophytum orchiilastrum,

a plant with long trailing runners, wliich, if suspended, would reach

the length of from 4 ft. to 6 ft. It flowers very freely, and succeeds

well in rough peat and loam with plenty of sand in it, and it must

have good drainage. The Bamboo likes fibry loam with a little

sand in it.

" Under a "Wall " or " at the Foot of a "Wall " are

terras often used in floriculture, and most people who have anything

to dci with flowers are aware of the eligibility of such a situation

for many plants considered tender. " Under a wall," in fact, may
be taken to be an intermediate locality for plants, between the green-

house and the open border, and it may be considered certain that

many tender plants will not only live, but attain a developinent at

the foot of a wall rarely or ever attainable under glass. This is the

case especially with bulbs considered somewhat tender, and one will

rarely lose a Eucomis, or an Amaryllis regina, or a clump of Zephy-

ranthes Candida if planted at the foot of a wall. Phygelius capeii-

sis grown under a wall becomes almost arborescent. It is a splendid

autumn flower, but seldom satisfactory in the northern parts of the

kingdom in the open border. I have a plant, however, on which

there were at one time about forty spikes ; the blossoms Viend inward

in a singular manner, and have a beautiful waxy, coral-like appear-

ance. Many of the spikes were IS in. long. I may add that, owing

to tha brick-red colour of the blooms, a stone wall would show the
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plant off to more advantage than a brick one.

—

Thomas Williams,
Ormskirk.

FUNGUS—A CAUSE OE A CONSEQUENCE.
Potato Fungus.—This is a subject about which people differ

a good deal. I dare say in the case of the Potato disease, for

example, both cultivators and fungologists are pretty well agreed
that the fungus (Pei-onospora) is the cause of the rot, but there are
still thinking people who, to say the least, do not think that
that much has yet been satisfactorily proved ; and they urge, in

support of these views, that the fungus, altliough it may be present
and active, hag no power to make headway in a dry season
when the tissue of the Potato is in a healthy condition.
The Potato is there, in its usual sappy state, and so is the
fungus, to the extent even of affecting the stem aud the roots
visibly, but it is unable to make progress. The conditions alter

;

wet and uncongenial weather sets in ; and after these conditions have
had time to affect the Potato the fungus makes proportionate pro-
gress. Is any fungologist prepared to assert conscientiously that the
fungus is the true and only cause of the Potato disease 1

Peach Blister.—There has at times been some discussion
regarding a disease in Peaches called " blister " which fungologists
have declared was also caused by a fungus, because they found the
fungus present in the injured leaves ; but no cultivator believes it,

because they know that under conditions which they could provide at
pleasure they could defy the fungologist to produce " blister," even
if he were to dust the leaves of the trees with the spores of the
fungus twenty times a day. Practical men call that a cause which
by preventing they can cure or arrest the disease, and this, it seems
to me, is the point so called " scientific men " should concern them-
selves about instead of dealing with secondary causes, which is,

perhaps, all that they are able to see or have any knowledge of.

If it were proved that fungi always preceded disease in animal
and vegetable bodies, it would settle the matter, but that is

just where the difficulty lies, for it is perfectly well known
tliat many kinds of fungi follow decomposition or decay.
I could point to a noteworthy example of this here every year about
this season. Nearly twenty yearsago a clearingwas made inthegrounds
here to admit a view, and many old and large trees were stubbed
up on tlie spot, a good number of the roots and parts of the stools
being left in the ground, the surface of which was dressed and sown
with Grass. Some years afterwards the roots left in tlie ground be-
gan to decay, and masses of Toadstools of a certain description
appeared at the same time, generally about October, and always at
the places where the trees had been stubbed, and which are easily
distinguished owing to their subsidence and the remains of old roots
that are found. Holes and hollows are every year being levelled up
where old roots have decayed. On both sides of the glade are living
trees of the same species as tliose which were removed, )>ut tliere are
no Toadstools near them, aud their roots are unaffected, though ex-
tending into the fungus-affected spots on the lawn. In this case I
have no doubt the fungus accelerated the decay of the roots ; but will
any one venture to assert that the former was the cause of the decay
in tlie first instance ?

Vine Mildew.—It is mucli the same with the Vine mildew.
You may produce it almost with certainty on Vines if you lower the
tempei-ature of the Vinery when growth is active, so as to produce
a cold, stagnant atmosphere, and it will of course destroy the crop
and the foliage, but tlie very conditions that produce the mildew
would do the same if prolonged sufficiently. Cultivators and their
suggestions have, until lately, been rather ignored by scientific in-

vestigators, but the latter, having exhausted their specifics, are now
appealing to the former for assistance.

Potato Disease and "Wet.—When many years ago the
farmer said the Potato disease was caused by the wet, and could
only be prevented or alleviated by contending with that evil by
means of drainage, choice of soils, or protective measures for that
end, he said all that could be said, and suggested the only preventive
measures that have yet been found in any degree efficacious, and the
same may be said of Peach blister and other things of a similar
character. J. S. W.

Brugmansias Out-of-doors.—Let me advise Mr. Fish to
grow Brugmansias as summer-bedding plants. I have done so more
or less for several ye.ars, aud usually with success. In April of tli*

present year I planted out a specimen of B. Knighti fl.-pl., and rt

has been full of bloom ever since. B. lutea and sanguinea are quite
hardy here in any ordinary winter simply cut down like a Michael-
mas Daisy in October and covered with leaves or Cocoa-fibre. I kept a
large plant of B. sanguinea for four winters in succession in this
way, and have seen fifty blooms expanded at the same time in Sep-
tember. In a fine warm summer it begins to bloom in July. I

am now trying B. Wallisi, which Messrs. E. G. Henderson were
kind enough to send me, but the summer has not been warm enough
for it to perfect a bloom. B. lutea and sanguinea both bloomed
well till the heavy rains stopped them a fortnight since.—H. Harpctr
Crewe.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLIL—VESICAEIA GKiECA.

The Vesicarias, though thej' number abouttwenty species, distribute'*

over North and South America and South Europe, are of but little

use from a garden point of view, for out of the number just named
about half a dozen species only are showy enough for cultivation, the
others being straggling and weedy in appearance. The subject of

our present plate is the handsomest of the genus, and a really showy
plant for several weeks when in flower in the early part of the sum-
mer. It bears a strong resemblance to the better known V. utricu-

lata, long cultivated in gardens, but differs from it in essential

characters botanically ; for our purpose, however, it is enough to
know that it is more showy, and begins to flower about a fortnight

earlier. We saw it in Mr. Joad's garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon
Park, in fine flowering condition this summer, and from plants grow-
ing there our artist prepared the annexed plate. It grows in the
rock garden at Oakfield, wliere both it and V. utriculata make a
showy display. It flowers profusely, the blossoms opening in con-

tinuous succession for some inches on each stem, as seen in the plate.

It is a hardy evergreen perennial, inliabiting some rocky districts in

Dalmatia and other places in South EuroiJe. It may be propagated,
like V. utriculata, by means of cuttings placed in soil under a hand-
glass, but the best mode is by seeds, which in favourable seasons are
produced plentifully.

The other species suitable for cultivation are V. utriculata,

mentioned above, a kind similar to V. gneca, also a Dalmatian species.

Of the species not introduced, but which are well worthy of

culture, are, V. didymocarpa, a native of the Rocky Mountains, an
alpine, forming dense tufts of woody branches about 3 in. high, eacli

being covered with showy yellow flowers ; V. alpina, found in

mountainous districts of New Mexico and Oregon, is also a showy
dwarf alpine pl.ant : and V. gnaphalodes, with its small dense tufts,

covered with a woolly substance. W. G.

Laced Polyanthuses.—The autumn show of the northern

section of the National Auricula Society was chiefly notable this year

for its fine display of seedling Polyantliuses, many of which were ot

very high merit. The two which obtained the prizes were therefore

of no ordinary quality, and it is generally considered that each will

take its place as a show sort in the future. As botli of these flowers

have now been christened it may be well to note the fact. The black

and gold which won the first prise was shown by Mr. W. Whittaker.
of Salford. It was not of his own raising, but was found in a cotta-

ger's garden some years ago, and has since been carefully grown by
Mr. Whittaker, so that there is now a considerable stock of it. In
every respect this is a first-rate Polyanthus. It trusses well, has a
tall habit, dark colour, and perfect gold lacing. It is to be known
as Lancashire Hero. The red and gold laced variety which won the

first prize in that section was raised and shown by Mr. Thos. Mellor,

of Ashton-under-Lyne, a well known grower of Auriculas and every
other florist flower. Mr. Mellor is not sure of its parentage, but it

is probably derived from Lord Lincoln and George IV, The
plant shown w.as the only one in existence, and it has been
named Prince Rupert ; it is almost equal to Mr. Whittaker's, having a

vigorous habit, rich red flowers, perfectly laced, tall stalk, with a

good full truss, and, as red Polyanthuses are scarce, it will certainly

rank high as an exhibition flower. I tliink the premier Polyanthus
this year has been Buck's George IV., which has been in grand form
at the Lancashire shows. There are two very distinct variety of

George IV. now being grown, one a good deal lighter in colour

than the other. It is also worthy of note that Maud's Beauty of

England and Cox's Prince Regent have once more been recorded in

the prize list after long absence. The latter was shown in fine form

at Manchester, and was acknowledged on all hands to be the true

flower of that name ; but of the Beauty of England, some doubts, I

believe, were expressed ; however, it can now be proved that this

flower also was the true one. The late Mr. Read had a bloom sent

to him, and he believed it to be true, and it has, moreover, been

further confirmed by Mr. Mellor, of Ashton, who has investigated

the matter. Polyanthuses vary greatly from year to year in their

flowering, and it was probably the case that the Beauty of England
as shown at Manchester had been kept back in blooming for the show,

and was thus not up to its true quality.

—

Wm. Brockeank, Brock-

hurst, Dids'jurij.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Push forw.ird any alterations or improvements wanted in

pleasure grounds while the weather is favourable, and whde trees

and shrubs can be moved with safety. In neglected shrubberies

head down tall, straggling shrubs ; they will break strongly from
the base ne.\t season ; afterwards fill up any gaps that may occur

with young, vigorous shrubs. Shrubberies are oftener ruined froui

lack of timely pruning than from any other cause ; while they keep
growing strongly they present a fair surface on the outside, even
when all the undergrowth is killed by overcrowdiug, as the living

shoots all gi'ow towards tlie light, but as soon as any begin to fail or

have to be removed, the full extent of tlie mischief done througli

neglect in the way of pruning V)ecomes apparent ; whereas in shrub-

berries that are annually pruned with judgment every tree and
shrub forms a single specimen, just touching, but not disfiguring its

neighbour. There are no bare spaces, as the ground in all well-man-
aged shrubbery beds or borders should be covered with foliage, the
front row resting on the turf. We never dig amongst shrubs, the sur-

face roots being often greatly damaged tiicreby, but a top-dressing of

good vegetable mould is occasionally applied where, to keep all ueatand
trim, fallen leaves have to be removed. Relaying edgings and making
walks may now be pushed forward, and in doing this it is well to

remember that while all needless walks should be studiously avoided,
those really necessary can hardly be too well made, for if well
drained and prepared at first they will be a source of comfort and
convenience for years, while if half made at first they will prove a
constant source of annoyance. Where the extent of walks is large,

the best plan is to take a certain quantity in hand each season, and
put them in thoroughly good order. A walk made with a good thick-
ness of brick rubbish at the bottom, then coarse gravel or bi"oken

stone, and, lastly, fine gravel firmly rolled down, covering with shell

gravel or Derbyshire spar, is always fiim, yet soft to the tread, and
does not allow weeds to grow or become green with Moss and
Lichens in anything like the time in which walks hastily con-
structed do. While mild weather lasts lawns will need constant at-

tention, for if the Grass is not kept short, they cannot be so easily

cleared of leaves. Hahlias still form striking masses of colour ;

the Dwarf Bouquet or Pompone varieties are very useful for bedding
or for eilging the taller varieties, and the brilliantly coloured single

sorts are becoming favourites. The Pampas (Jrass is now producing
fine feathery spikes, and by the side of water is very ornamental.
Continue to replace tender plants by others of a hardier character,
for if done by degrees the change from one season to another is more
gradual than where all the tender kinds are left for the frost to clear

o!f. Bulbs may now be planted and all kinds of spring flowering
plants as soon as positions are ready for them. If winter effects are

desired, hardy shrubs must not be forgotten. Yuccas will form a

good substitute for Palms as they are removed indoors, Y. gloriosa

and Y. recurva being quite hardy and tlioroughly adapted for the
purpose. In sheltered positions close under windows some beds of

single blue Violets are always welcome ; they produce a few
blooms all through the winter if mild, and scent the air with their

fragrance in spring. Yellow Crocuses may be planted with them, and
if beds of the double blue Violet are alternated with the single ones
a lengthened season of these delicate little treasures may be looked
for.—J. Groom.
Carnations and Picotees.—Xine months ago nearly all

growers of these were in a state bordering on despair, owing to the
debilitated condition of their plants. It was thought by some that
ihey would take years to get into their normal condition. In this

we have all been happily mistaken, as there certainly has not been
a finer growth of Carnations within my recollection. It is now quite
time to pot up the layers ; indeed, we have begun that work, and
will have all potted by the middle of tlie month. Old growers used
to reckon on finishing by the 20th, and I may say tliat layers potted
as late as that does quite as well as those potted earlier. There may
be a difference of opinion, too, about the manner in which potting is

done ; most growers put a pair of plants in a 3-in. pot. The objec-
tion to this is that they are injured if potting is delayed rather later
than usual in the spring, the injury being caused by separating the
two plants. If each plant is potted separately this does not happen.
Dip the plants in soft soapy water if they have fly on them, and care-

fully examine the soil for wireworms.

Gladioli.—Continue to gather the seed-pods of these as they be-
come ready, place them in an airy room, and when they split open
the seeds can be reailily removed. Stir the ground between the rows
of plants with a Dutch hoe ; this keeps down weeds, and causes the
corms to ripen better. If ground has not been prepared for them
it ought to be done at once. If we have to deal with ordinary garden
soil, it ought to be trenched about 2 ft. deep ; a good layer of manure

should be placed in the bottom of the trench, then throw a spit of

soil over it, and also tlie loose earth ; now comes another

layer of manure, another spit of soil, and lastly the

loose earth from the bottom, and the trencli is complete.

The manure being 'placed so deep as this cannot come in con-

tact with the corm, and yet it is not beyond the rea/li of the fibrous

roots. The ground sliould be prepared in this way as early as con-

venient, and if it is forked over several times in winter during fine

weather, it will be in good condition for planting in the spring

months.

Hollyhocks.—Plants of these in the open border should be cut

over to within about U in. or so of the surface of the ground, i.e., if

they have done flowering and seeds are not wanted. The seeds

required should be saved as they ripen ; for if left on they are easily

injured by wet, and also by a maggot which burrows into them.

This peat must be watched for, and destroyed by hand-picking. The
Hollyhock starts into growth as soon as it is cut over. The best

varieties should tlierefore be potted up before the growths are too

far advanced. All the plants, in fact, should be potted, but there

is not usually room for thuni. Those left may be planted out in any
spare piece of ground, and be sheltered from wet with frame-lights.

They are not affected by frost.

Pansies.— Our earliest cuttings have struck root badly; no

doubt the hot dry weather which we had after they were put in

caused mildew to appear amongst tliem, and when tliat happens they

seldom do well. We will put in a second lot at once, as there are

now plenty of small growths coming from the base of the plants.

The cuttings should be dipped in a soft soap and sulphur solution,

which will at once destroy any mildew and aphis that may be upon
them ; those propagated earliest should^now be planted out iu beds of

deep rich soil. The Pansy likes cow manure, -vvhich should be

liberally and deeply worked into the soil, and heavy soils are much
improved by the addition of leaf-mould.

Pinks.—These should be planted out now in the beds in which

they are to flower. They require about the same soil as the Pansy,

but rotten stable manure suits them better than any other. Large

plants may be put out 1 ft. apart, smaller ones about 9 in.

It is a good plan to pot a plant or two of each variety in small pot?,

to be prepared for losses during the winter, and if none of them
should be wanted for that purpose, they will still be welcome to fill

up a small bed in spring. The forcing section must also be seen to ;

the plants should be lifted and potted, placing them under a close

frame to become established ; after that give plenty of air.

Tulips.—The time for planting these will soon be here, therefore

beds should be prepared for their reception. Many plant Asters or

some other flowers on tlieir Tulip beds during the summer months.

If this is done they should be cleared off' a mouth or six weeks pre-

vious to planting the Tulips. The soil should be well aerated by be-

ing turned over several times previous to planting. A few inches of

the surface in which the bulbs are planted should be composed of

rotten turfy loam.—.J. Dougl.^s.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The earliest batch of Dendrobiums intended for

forcing to produce cut flowers early in the new year should now
be getting well ripened, and must be exposed to all the sun and

light possible at the present season. Elevated positions in mode-

rately warm houses will suit them best through the autumn months,

and it will be necessary to water them very sparingl}, otherwise

they are easily excited into new growth. Kinds tliat are naturally

late in starting into growth, such as D. moschatura and other early

summer flowerers, will still be growing, and will need the warmth
of the East Indian house in which to develop their growths to the

fullest extent. Tliey should occupy moderately airy positions close

to the glass, to prevent their leaves from getting spotted, and pretty

liberal supplies of water must be given to their roots. Cattleyas

tliat have made up their gi-owths should be placed in the coolest

part of the house in which they have grown, and will now require

to be watered with care, giving just sufficient to keep the bulbs

and leaves in plump condition. Those that are growing must have

light positions, with a moderate degree of atmo.spherio humidity

around them, but avoid a stagnant atmosphere in the Cattleya house

at all seasons of the year, more especially during the autumn and
winter months. Lycastes that are finishing up their growths should

have moderate supplies of water while at rest, and should not be

allowed to get dust-dry, otherwise much of their strength will be

lost. Cypripediums generally will still be making growth, and

should be treated liberally in order to get finely-developed foliage

upon them. These should be kept well or moderately moistened at

the root, according to the development of the foliage, but at no sea-

son should they be kept long dry at the root, except it be shy bloom-

ing kinds. The Stanhopeas, now fast expanding their foliage, must

not be allowed to suffer from too low a temperature, and liberal sup-
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plies of water will be necessary in order to get the growths fully

developed. A light position in the coolest part of the East Indian

house will suit them for the next month or six weeks.

Stove Plants.—As the Caladiums, Coleuses, and similar sum-
mer decorative plants are now fast losing their beauty, there should

be a good stock of young well-grown Crotons, Palms, and Dracaanas

to fall back upon to carry out arrangements through the autumn
and early winter months. Where a warm pit was set apart and
planted with Dracaenas these will now be in fine condition for lift-

ing, and will last indoors as long as pot-grown plants, with the ad-

vantage over the latter in being much finer developed and more
highly coloured. It will now be necessary to look ahead to keep up
a regular supply of flowers during the winter, and to prevent having
a glut at one time and none at another. Many stove plants will bear

retarding or forwarding at will, and advantage must now be taken to

select the plants accordingly. A few of tlie earliest and best set

plants of Epiphyllums should be placed in heat to get them into

flower before the general stock. A few plants of the
beautiful Eranthemum Andersoni, kept in a cool house and care-

fully watered, will prolong the season of bloom, and this

is one of the most valuable plants during winter for supplying
small flowers for button-hole bouiiuets. A few plants of Aphelandra
aurantiaca Roezli should be treated in a similar way, while others

should be kept in heat to induce them to yield an early supply of

flowers. By treating the plants in tliis way a greater variety of

flowers is secured at all seasons, a consideration during the winter
months. Autumn-blooming climbers, such as Clerodendron splen-

dens, should receive supplies of liquid manure while pushing their

flowers. Plants of Bougainvillea glabra planted in cool houses will

now be a mass of bloom, and should be kept close during cold
nights, in order to maintain their vigour. Plants of this grown in

pots and required for early work next season sliould now be gradu-
ally dried off at the root, but not so severely as to shrivel up the
wood and foliage. Bougainvillea spectabilis will now withstand
with advantage a considerable amount of growth at the root, a con-

dition which must be steadily maintained till the plants show signs

of flowering, when more liberal treatment will rapidly bring them
into full beauty early in spring.

Greenhouse Plants.—Pot-grown Lilies of the lancifolium

type will now show signs of going to rest, aud a gradual reduction
of water will assist in maturing the bulbs. Agapanthuses, Iman-
tophyllums, and similar plants should now be kept somewhat drier

than hitherto to assist them in forming flower-spikes. Succulents
will now require but little water at the roots to keep them in health
during the winter months. Lapagerias, Habrothamnuses, aud
similar tree-growing autumn-flowering climbers should receive liberal

treatment while flowering. The Habrothamnus, if not allowed to

exhaust itself, will continue to flower the winter through. Young
plants of Rhyuchosjjermum should now be well ripened in readiness

for introducing into heat in a month's time. The stock of Cinerarias,

Primulas, Calceolarias, and similar plants should now be in

different stages of development. The earliest batch of the
two former should be coming into flower, aud if treated care-

fully will last in beauty tor a long time. Double-flowered
Primulas—than which nothing is more valuable for supplying
cut flowers during winter—should now be placed in gentle heat,

close to the glass, when they will soon throw up a quantity of trusses

of bloom. Abutilons intended for winter flowering should now
have a little closer treatment than an ordinary greenhouse, and the
plants must at all times be kept close to the glass, in order to keep
them short-jointed and stocky, when they will yield a quantity
of useful flowers during winter. The fine autumn-floweriug Fuch-
sia serratifolia and Dominiana are now showing for bloom, and
should be grown in quantity for conservatory decoration at tliis

season. Where these are grown strongly and well flowered, few
plants are more effective during the autumn months. Where early
white flowers are in demand, the earliest-potted batch of Roman
Hyacintlis may now be introduced into gentle heat, in which they
will soon throw up flower-spikes, and these will be succeeded by
later-potted bulbs, which will keep up the supply through the winter.
—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.

Orchard Houses.—With the exception of the Salwey, all the
late kinds of Peaches will now ]>e clear of fruit and ready for pot-
ting, an operation that should be brought to a close without delay.
The trees should then be arranged as thinly as possible in the heated
house where they can have the benefit of a circulation of warm air

by warming the pipes every morning until the buds are well
developed and the wood of the current year is ripe. The early and
midseason kinds that show signs of losing their leaves, together with
Pears and Plums from which the fruit has been gathered, may now
be removed to a dry, sheltered spot in tjie open air where root

action under the genial influence of autumnal rains will be quite aa
satisfactory as it would be under glass. In this position they may
stand with the pots fully exposed to the atmosphere until the
weather becomes colder, when the spaces between the pots may be
filled up with dry Fern or litter to protect the roots from frost.

If the summer pinching has received proper attention, pruning will

be reduced to the simple process of thinning out inferior shoots
where they are too thickly placed, the shortening back of any over
strong shoots being left until danger from a very severe winter has
passed away, or, as is generally the case, the trees are again taken into

the house preparatory to forcing. Years ago it was the practice to
keep all the trees under glass and to allow them to become dust-dry,
the most common cause of bud-dropping in the spring. In the
roughly constructed and hedge-walled orchard houses in cold dis-

tricts it was necessary to keep them under cover all the year,

particularly in unfavourable seasons, but the modern house is as

well built, ventilated, and heated as a first-class Peach house, and,
being capable of resisting very severe frost, many people wisely make
it gay with Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias, and Primulas while their

fruit trees are much safer in the open air. Many amateurs will now
be making selections for potting, and, notwithstanding the fact that
lists of the best kinds of Peaches and Nectarines have been re-

peatedly given in these columns, we still find numbers of people in

search of information regarding them. One great cause of this doubt
as to the best to grow or avoid has been brought about by the
prodigious lists of novelties now published. In many instances the
amateur would like to add a dozen trees to his stock ; but, unfortu-
nately, the many good things placed \vithin his reach are so bewilder-

ing that he very often delays giving his orders until the proper
season has gone by, and he decides upon doing without them. The
following list includes the best of the proved

Peaches.—A Bee, Alexandra Noblesse, Bellegarde, Belle

Beauce, Barrington, Doctor Hogg, Dymond, Early Grosse Mignonne,
Hale's Early, Royal George, Stirling Castle, Violette Hative, Wal-
burtou Late Admirable.

Nectarines.—Albert Victor, Elruge, Humboldt, Lord Napier,
JIurrey, Pine-apple, Pitmaston Orange, Rivers' Early Orange,
Stanwiok, Elruge, Victoria, Violette Hative, Hardwicke Seedling.

Pines.—Before this time the arrangement of the plants for the

winter will be complete, and, favoured by a fine autumn, tlie recent

elevation of the plants to within a few inches of the glass will have
been the means of maturing a very satisfactory growth. As winter
approaches and the weather becomes darker and colder, the mean
temperature must be reduced, otherwise the benefit gained will

be more than counterbalanced by excitement when the plants should

be at rest ; but so long as the weather continues fine aud mild the

extra warmth from the newly renovated beds will favour a very
gradual reduction in the heat without having to increase the fires.

In all cases where covering can be used for pits, mats or blindsj are

of the greatest service, as in the first place they maintain a steady
temperature througli the night when external conditions are un-
favourable, and in tlie second they economise fire-heat. Light being

such au important element, it will be necessary to keep the glass

clean by frequent washing, and to do away with the shading, as

Pines cannot have too much through the winter. Young growing
stock will require looking over, with water at regular intervals, and
when they do receive it the supply should be liberal ; the walls and
other surfaces may also receive moisture on fine days, but overhead
syringing will be no longer needed. The most forward Queens now
resting must not be allowed to get too cold at the roots ; the with-

holding of water with a bottom heat of 80' to 85" and liberal venti-

lation, while preserving the roots of this tender variety from injury,

will favour the formation of perfect fruit, which will be tine in

proportion to the number of healthy roots that survive the winter.

Take advantage of the few remaining weeks of fine weather for

pushing on the autumn aud winter fruiters. Give them a good
bottom heat of S.")"^ to 90'', and water when necessary with some
warm stimulating liquid ; fill the evaporating pans, and syringe into

the axils of the leaves and over the surface of the bed with the same
when the house is closed for the day. Aim at a night temperature

of 70°, give a little air \\-hen the heat exceeds SO'', if only for half-

an-hour, and shut up about 1 p.m. If all the fruiting plauts have

not been arranged, Rothschilds and Cayennes should occupy the

coolest. Queens and Jamaicas the warmest part of tlie house. For
private use in winter and spring there is nothing to surpass the

Black Jamaica, as, independently of its handsome appearance, the

rich quality of its fruit will always secure it a place in the front rank

of winter Pines.

Melons.—When hardy fruits are plentiful we do not set much
value on October and November Melons, but this season the great

scarcity of Peaches and Pears has been an incentive to their extended
cultivation, and the beautiful weather which has for some time
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prevailed having been all that could be desired for.their growth, the

latest crops are now swelling fast, and the plants seem more vigorous

and liealtliy than they were during tlie intensely hot weather. From
this time forward the supply of water must be more sparingly given

to plants in all stages, particularly to those which are carrying crops

of fully developed fruit, but the latest plants will require a, thorough
soaking with warm liquid manure wlien watering is absolutely

necessary. Karly mornmg is the best time to apply it without wet-

ting the stems, and if at hand some dry mulching m.iy bo spread over

the surface of the bed to prevent evaporation. Regulate the foliage,

.and keep it thin and evenly placed to admit of a free circulation of

dry warm air wlien solar intluences or tire-heat are favourable to

ventilation, and guard against canker by admitting air near or below
the level of the bed, and the timely application of quicklime to

suspicious-looking spots on the stems. 1 have before st.ated that

succMs greatly tlepends upon the selection of a free quick-growing
Melon for autumn use, .and as days decrease in length the superiority

of fruit from plants in pots placed over the bottom-he.at pipes will

more than compensate for tlie trouble saved by growing them in

large hills in which the roots are not so completely under control.

Another important element that leads to success is cleanliness in

every part of the house, .and the free admission of light. Plants in

manure pits and frames must be kept as dry and warm as possible

by frequent renovation of the linings by judicious thinning of the
foliage and by good covering with mats at night. The flavour of the
fruit will be improved, and there will be less d.angcr of injury from
moisture if it is well raised to tlie ghass, which should be kept quite
clean bv frenuent external and internal washinp with warm water.

Cucumbers.—.\ very important point in the growth of
winter Cucumbers is a short, sturdy growth from the seed leaf

up to the bearing state, and the fine autumnal weather we are
now enjoying is all that can be desired for securing that end, as
it admits of a free circulation of air with a minimum of tire-

heat. The earliest sowing of plants intended to give fruit through
the early p.art of the winter will now be in a tit state for bear-

ing if the fruit is wanted, but if it is not, the removal of all

male and femaleblossoms will give them increased strength, and better
fit them for carrying heavier crops when the plants in pits and
frames fail or have to be destroyed to make room for other occu-
pants. Where bottom-heat is obtained from fermenting materials
and fire heat combined, the manure and leaves should be tho-
roughly turned to get rid of noxious steam before it is taken into

the pit. and assuming that the plants are to be fruited in pots, the
latt«r should be pl.aced on solid pedestals of brick or turf imme-
diately above the bottom-heat pipes and surrounded by the fer-

menting nnterials in sufficient quantity to maintain a bottom-
heat of 80* to 8.5*. Where pits are chambered or abundantly
heated many growers prefer planting out, but in all cases
where there is not full command of tire-heat, and fermenting
matter has to be brought into use, the pot system answers best,

as the material used can be turned and renovated at will without
disturbing the roots. For winter fruiters good drainage, fresh
light turf from an old pasture, charcoal or old lime rubble should
be used, and the plants should be kept up to the level of the
rims of the pots when they are turned out. After planting the
pit may be kept close and moist for a few days, when more air

and full exposure to light will be necessary. As days decrease in
length and brightness syringing will be less frequent, but a
moist growing atmosphere so essential to health and cleanliness
must be maintained by damping the paths, walls, and surface of
the bed as often as may be considered necessary. Young plants
may still be raised from seeds or cuttings for coming into bearing
in February and March, a time when old hard-worked plants
often show signs of distress. To keep them in steady growth tliey

should have the benefit of a light pit, in which they can be
placed near the glass and over bottom-heat from a good bed of
fermenting Oak leaves or tan, and great care sliould be taken
that paths, walls, and other surfaces are kept quite clean and
free from decaying matter. If not already done, take advantage
of this line weather for getting under covrr a supply of turf for
winter and spring use.—W. Colemax.

Hardy Fruit.
The late heavy rains have so thoroughly soaked the ground, that

transplanting of fruit trees and bushes may at once be commenced.
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, if moved with care now. will
fruit abundantly next season ; a suitable mixture of soil in which
to plant them was mentioned in a former calendar. Apricots in

most gardens grow so rampantly that a biennial disturbance of tlieir

roots is a necessity ; our plan of doing this is to dig out with forks
a trench from 4 ft. toGft.—accoi-ding to the size of the trees—from
their stems. All the large woody roots are severed at this distance,
the smaller rootlets being sacredly preserved and carefully re-

placed as the trench is tilled in with fresh soil, or in any case with

a goodly addition of fresh maiden loam intermixed with the old
material ; this is well consolidated, and the entire border mulched
with a small Layer of stable litter. As a rule, Apricots thus treated
every second or third year seldom canker or fail to fruit profusely,
except when, as last year, the foliage rem.ained ou the trees till

Christmas, and there was no sunshine to aid the ripening of flower-
buds ; strong-growing trees of Peaches and Nectarines may be served
in exactly tlie same way with advant.age, and the present is the
most suitable time for performing the operation, and also for plant-

ing nearly all kinds of hardy fruits, which, when spring planted,
are liable to injury from drought, but oven if they escape this

their fruiting (lowers are of a very problematical character in com-
parison with that of autunui-plauted trees. Where new orchards are
being formed, first let the ground be well drained, and then trench
it .as deeply as the n.ature of the subsoil will allow ; no manure will

lie necessary except in soils of the very poorest description, and
even then it ig preferable to apply it as a surface dressing. In plant-

ing, the trees should be in lines, and be given room in proportion
to the form they are to be made to assume. For instance, trees

that are to be trained in bush or pyramidal form, commencing
fiom the ground line, and tli.at are to be kept in that form by re-

stricted growth, may be jilauted from 9 ft. to 12 ft. apart only ; but
if they are to be left to take care of themselves, then plant standards
at from 30 ft. to ,36 ft. apart, and the intervening space, till the
trees overshadow them, may lie planted with Currants and Cioose-

berries, both of which do well with p.artial shade, as is proved by
the general adoption of the system by market growers. New
plantations, or the rearrangement of existing plots of bush fruits,

ought also receive attention this month, but pruning may be deferred

till the new year. Continue to gather Apples and Pears as tiiey be-

come fit, and any that are to be kept for a long time will keep all

the better if they are wrapped up in paper and placed on shelves

or drawers that are comparatively air-tight. The room will require

plenty of ventilation till the first "sweating" of the fruit is over,

but after that preservative conditions are best assured by opening
the ventilators about a couple of hours in the middle of tlie day
whenever the weather is favourable.—W. W.

ROSES.

ALL THE YEAR ROUND ROSE SHOWS.
I WAS glad to see Mr. Baines (p. 284) recommending the holding of

Rose shows in August. Owing to the extreme lateness of the Rose
harvest last year, I believe I made a similar suggestion. But that

was done to catch, if possible, the summer Roses at their best, the

season in the case of some flowers, notably Roses, being six weeks
or so out of season. Mr. Baines, of course, means his August Rose
shows to supplement those held in summer. This is one thing in

which the jirovinces are decidedly ahead of the metropolis. It may
surprise not a few Londoners to know that Roses are generally

shown at most of the provincial autumnal shows held not only in

August, but all through September. At the September show of the

Bury Horticultural Society, we, for ex.ample, took the first prize with
the following dozen, not at all in bad form : Edouard Morren, .Sir

(iamet Wolseley, Marguerite de St. Amand, Dr. Andry, Madame
Victor Verdier, Sultan of Zanzibar, Baroness Rothschild, Marquis
de Castellane, Captain Christy, La France, Dupuy .Jamain, and
Countess de Serenye. At other shows at which I have been judging

the following have also been shown in fine condition : Duke of Edin-
burgh, Due de Montpensier, Baronne Prevost, .Jules Margottin, Duke
of Counaught, Victor Verdier, Boule de Neige, Marcehal Vaillant,

Duchesse de V.allombrosa, (ieneralJ.acqueminot, A. K. Williams, and
Alfred Colonili. Of course most of the Teas were also in full force,

not a few of them being better, in fact, than they were during the

summer. Homer, for example, was exquisite in form and colour.

What a splendid autumn Rose it is ! and as to Oloire de Dijon,

though it is beautiful at all seasons here, its colour deepens as the

nights lengtlien and the days become more cool.

But my object now is not to write of Roses that have been good
tliis autumn, but to advocate later as well as earlier Rose shows.

However, perhaps nothing could forward the purpose better than
lists of Roses flowering atdill'erent seasons. It has become too much
the fashion to pass our autumnal Ro^e shows in silence or merely
with a line, whereas lists of the sorts siiown out of the Rose season

would lead others to choose and cultivate them, as well as note the
Roses that were in flower through different months in diflerent

localities. This would reveal, especially in good seasons, the wealth
of material that might be had for autumnal Rose shows. These
might be held as late as the end of .September, as well as any time in

August. July, almost more than .June, has become the month of sum-
mer Roses. Afterour shows in June and July, we should have others in

August and .September. Roses are now so generally and so well grown
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in pots, that the spring and early summer months might very well

have their shows of cut flowers as well as of Roses in pots. In fact,

there is no practical difficulty in having Rose shows from March to

October, or even earlier or later if desired. Rose shows in February
and December is one of those dreams of the future which capital

linked to skill will probably bring to pass. We already have the

Roses, and doubtless a good deal will yet be done to increase our list

of the best early and late blooming sorts. Under glass, however,
the season of blooming becomes to a very great extent a matter of

forethought and skill. A great deal might also be done to foster and
e3tablish Rose shows at particular seasons and places were the
National Rose Society to place itself iu communication with the many
local societies throughout the country. The central could give
advice, perhaps prizes, or at least certificates of merit or honour. It

might also give valuable aid in the proper timing of Rose shows to
suit localities, and obtaining for shows out of season more prominent
notice. The present practice of so many provincial societies following
the lead of the metropolitan ones in the dates of their Rose shows
causes not a few to be held quite out of season, locality being, of course,
a very powerful factor in the time of flowering. Under the control
or guidance of a central authority, it is probable that the last show
of summer Roses would hardly be over in the north when the first

of the series of autumnal shows would be held in the sunny south.
The interest of the public as well as of exhibitors would thus be sus-
tained and concentrated on the Rose throughout the season. Roses
in plenty will be forthcoming at any season as the demand for them
increases. And in prospect of the better as well as the brighter time
coming when the year will be girdled round with Roses, and each
month liglited up with its Rose show, it would be wise as well as
profitaljle for the raisers of new varieties to turn their attention to
the raising of earlier and later sorts, as well as giving ua more of
such invaluable all the year round Roses as the, in this respect,
inimitable Gloire de Dijon. D. T. Fish.

The Ramanas Rose.—"W. E. G.," in a recent number o
The Gakden', referring to Rosa rugosa, says, " I have never seen
any of the brilli-.nt red hips form in this country, where they inva-
riably wither and drop otf witliout filling soon after the falling of
the bloom." Lest this remark should prevent any one from growing
this beautiful Rose, I may inform your readers that my father, the
late Mr. W. VV. Saunders, had this plant in his garden at Worthing,
where it fruited abundantly, and the clusters of hips coloured well.
I have seen them on the bush in November in fine condition. This
plant was about i ft. high, and was grown in a border under a wall
with a north aspect, and was much admired in the autumn by all
who saw it. In reference to a remark of Mons. Lavallee, quoted by
" }V. E. G." in the same paragraph, " that it was useless trying to
raise it from seed, as he had often tried it, and never obtained any-
thing but Dog Brier from the seedlings," I may mention that Mr.
Chas. Green (gardener to Sir George Macleay) informs me that he
has raised plants from the seed of this Rose which resemble in every
way the parent plant. If R. rugosa be a true species, as it is generally
supposed to be, and not a variety, it is difficult to understand how
its seedlings can be Dog Briers.—G. S. S.

THE LIBRARY.

ANECDOTAL HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
PARLIAMENT.*

This is a very interestingbook to the general reader, as well as to those
intereste* m our political history. No parliamentary incident worthy
of record has been omitted from its pages, which extend to over 500.
The first portion of the book contains numerous anecdotes, which
must have cost the author a good deal of patient research, illus-
trating in a concise way the rise and progress of our parliamentary
institutions. Probably the most interesting part of the book is the
second, occupying about 300 pages, which abounds in personal anec-
dotes connected with our parliament. In it will be found numerous
examples of the best oratory. The third part is devoted to the sub-
jects of elections, privileges, parliamentary usages, &c. All
these with an appendix, giving the parliaments of Eng-
land and the United Kingdom, speakers of the House of
Commons, the Prime Ministers, Chancellors and Secretaries of
State from the earliest period down to the present time, go to form
a permanent work of reference. There is also a capital index, and
the matter is brought down to the latest date. There is not a page
of this closely-packed volume which does not contain an amusing or
instructive incident. It indeed deserves notice wliich our theme

* " Anecdotal History of the Briti'h Parliament. " By GeorgeHenry .Jenaings.
London ; Horace Cox, Law Times Olfice, 10, Welliugtou Street, Strand.

and space forbid. We will, however, quote a few words from
John Evelyn, who was writing nearly two hundred years ago, as men
are writiug now, of corruption at elections. John Evelyn thus
writes in 1696 to Lord Godolphin, First Commissioner of the
Treasury: " Truly, mj' lord, I cannot but wonder and even stand
amaz'd the Parliaments should have sate from time to time, so
many yeares, and value their constitution to that degree as the most
sovraine remedy for the redresse of publiq grievances, wliilst the
greateststill remaine unreform'd and untaken away. Witnessethecon-
fus'd, debauch'd, and riotous manner of electing members qualified to
become the representatives of the nation, with legislative power to dis-

pose of the fate of kingdomes ; which should and would be compos'd o£

worthy persons, of known integritie and ability in their respective
countries, and still would serve them generously, and as their an-
cestors have done, but are not able to fling away a son or
daughter's portion to bribe the votes of a drunken multitude, more
resembling a pagan bacchanalia than an assembly of Christians and
sober men, met upon the most solemn occasion that can concerne a
people, and stand in competition with some rich scrivener, brewer,
banker, or one in some gainfuU office, whose face or name, perhaps,
they never saw or knew before. How, my lord, must this sound
abroad I With what dishonour and shame at home !

"

Rowell's American Ne'wspaper Directory.—We have
received from tJeorge Rowell & Co., of New York, the " American
Newspaper Directory," which seems to us a model of clear arrange-

ment and accurate detail. When we look through this with the
view of finding out anything about any particular class of journal we
can find it with the greatest ease. Tested by our own knowledge of

any particular group of journals, the book is trustworthy. News-
paper directories in this country are, in comparison, done in a loose

and shabby way. We remember some years ago meeting with the

name of Mr. Marnock's old gardening paper arrayed in our best

known newspaper directory many years after it had been dead !

This book of Messrs. Rowell speaks eloquently of the enormous de-

velopment of the press in the United States, and not only of the

general press, but of the agricultural press, which is doing such good
work in America in the improvement of all the rural arts and the

condition of all connected therewith.

NOTES OF THE WEEK-

New Oalifornian Shrub.—Mr. John Saul, Washington City,

D.C., United States, sends us flowering specimens of a new shrub

from California under the name of Eriodictyon glutinosum. Its

general aspect reminds one of Buddleia Lindleyana, as the leaves are

long and narrow aud thickly set on the branches, which are ter-

minated by long, loose clusters of purplish-violet flowers about A in.

long and tubular. The edges of the leaves are sharply toothed, and
the under surfaces netted with a whitish woolliness, while the bark

of the branches exudes a balsamic resinous substance. In its native

habitat—dry hills in the western and southern portions of the State

—

it grows into a bush from 3 ft. to 5 ft. high, and probably it would
prove hardy in our southern counties. It belongs to the Water
Leaf family (Hydrophyllaoea;), and is known as the " Wax Plant."

Scarlet Autumn Heath (Erica cerinthoides).—It may seem
needless to direct attention to a plant which has been an object of

culture for upwards of a century, Ijut so seldom do we observe it in

private gardens that we think its merits ought to be better known.
Of the hundreds of Heaths in cultivation none are so brilliant in

colour or more showy than this, and owing to its flowering in the

autumn its value is much enhanced. In most of the nurseries about
London plants of it may now be found loaded with brilliant ver-

milion-scarlet blossoms, borne in terminal dense clusters, and well

adapted for cutting purposes. There are two or three varieties of it

more or less distinct. One called coronata is apparently tlie best,

having larger flowers than those of the type, and of brighter colour.

Major is also a desirable variety, being larger in all its parts ; nana,

on the contrary, is a dwarfer variety, and has smaller flowers.

Finely Flowered Lilium auratum.-Mr. Henry White,
of Harbour 'S'iew, Waterford, has recently had this Lily in great per-

fection. The stalk was 8^ ft. in height, and crowned with twenty-

six blossoms, the rich perfume of which was quite overpowering.

This plant was grown out-of-doors, and stood three severe winters

without being moved. Another plant grown by Mr. White in the

same way presented earlier in the j'ear a spike of thirty flowers.

Oanna Noutoni.—This new Canna, described as a hybrid

between C. iridiliora and C. Biborelli, is very highly spoken of as a

good flowering kind where it was raised in the Fleunste at Paris,

and where it is now in flower.
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Oassia Sophora.—At present this is one of the showiest of

roof-traineii plants in the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew. It^ Isranolios

are terminated by a cluster of brisht yellow flowers each about the

size of a shilling. It is well adapted for cutting purposes, in con-

se(|uenee of the flowers being borne on slender branches, and also on
.account of the tiowers Listing some time in perfection in a cut state.

Hardy Plants in Flower.—Among the many hardy flowers

which Mr. .Stevens sent us from Byfleet on the '27th September
were very handsome doulile Tiger Lilies, perennial Larkspurs, Star-

worts (Aster), several Meadow Saffrons, double .and single shrubby
Mallow in variety, Day Lilies, Fuuki.as (handsome in bloom), shrubby
Meadow .Sweets, Helenium, Scarlet Bergamot, .Japan Privet, ever-

green Barberries, and the Gold Bush ((.'assinia fulvida)—an interest-

ing .and handsome series.

New Marvel of Peru (.Mirabilismultiflora).—This is a strik-

ingly beautiful hardy flower of M'hich the accompanying woodcut
represents a small dowering spray. Its value lies in the fact that

it is a hardy perennial which flowers abumlantly late in summer,
and continues in beauty till cut down by frosts. It is appropriately
named multiflora (many flowered), for every small branch is termi-

nated by a cluster of bloom buds which open in quiet succession.

Xew Marvel of Peru (Jliialiilis multinora).

The large plant (some 3 ft. across) of it at Kew, from which our
engraving was prepared, is now in great beauty, especially when the
sun shines brightly upon it, for then every nearly expanded bud
opens out fully and the plant is aglow with colour, which is a bright
purple. It is a native of California and Xew Mexico, whence it was
introduced a few years ago by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, who has
been instrumental in obtaining so many tine plants for our garden
from the Far West. In the liorder at Kew where this is growing are
the several forms of the .Jalap Plant (M. Jalapa), and alsoM. longi-
ilora, all extremely handsome plants. A well-drained border of
light soil, not too rich, is all they need to induce them to fully deve-
lop themselves. M. multiflora may now be seen in the principal
hardy plant nurseries.

Solanum venustum.—One of the prettiest stove climbers
just now in flower at Kew is this South American plant. It is

similar to its hardier congener, S. jasmmoides, which is also finely
in flower in greenhouses and likewise on open walls. The flowers of
S. venustum are borne in long, drooping, loose clusters, of a delicate
lavender tint, with a small cone of yellow stamens in the centre of
each flower. It is a capital plant for a small house, in which it

flowers profusely in a small state throughout the autumn and far
into the winter.

Hardy Olerodendron.—We observe that the handsome hardy
C. fcetidum succeeds well m Batteraea Park, where it is now finely

in flower and a very attractive object, its largo broad leaves and
dense clusters of blossoms rising from between each pair rendering
it very distinct from other shrulis. It might bo profitably planted
on a larger scale, and so obviate, along with other shrubs, the many
bare and meagre-looking spaces so glaringly apparent in the park,
and more particularly the shrublierios on the outskirts.

Mucuna imbricata.—This is a very singular stove climber,
the flowers of which are purplish-bl.ack. and produced iu dense
clusters not unlike bunches of black Hamburgh Grapes, bein^; of
about the size and form. A large plant of it is now iu flower in the
Palm house at Kew, where it seems to attract the attention of visi-

tors. Unfortunately it is one of those plants which can only be
grown in large houses and where a higli temperature is maintained,
as it is an inhabitant of the hot jungles of India.

Hardy Flowers in Autumn.—Mr. Burbidge, College Bo-
tanic Gardens. Llublin, states, that hardy flowers are still in great
beauty with him, notably the graml Pyrethrum uliginosum, one of
the finest of all autumn flowers, and Tritoma (Kuiphofia) iMacowaui
and another dwarf kind called T. pumila, Ijoth extremely handsome
kinds, and perfectly hardy in light soils. He speaks highly of Li-

naria pallida as being a tirst-rate Alpine plant, a continuous and free

flowerer ; also Androsace lactea, a little gem in its way, and not so
fastidious under cultivation as many of its congeners. The Asters
or Michaelmas Daisies are in full beauty, and notably one named
A. albus, with snowy-white flowers as large as a .shilling, produced
in great clusters 18 in. by 15 in. on stems (J ft. high.

Lilies in October.—Mr. G. F. Wilson brings us remarkably
fine flowering stems of Lilium speciosum .and album from his wild
garden at Wisley. Seldom have we seen better examjilos, though
produced without any special care, and a noteworthy fact is that they
have been grown quite in the shade of large forest trees. The stems
are from 3 ft. to 5 ft. high, each bearing from six to nine flowers.

The leaves are unusually large, measuring just upon 8 in. in length,
by 3 in. in width. Such fine Lilies as these at this late season are

certainly worthy of record, as they well show what a wealth of beauty
there is among the family of Lilies, whicli may be obtained in full

beauty in the open air for at least six months in tlie year.

North American Plants.—I cordially endorse 'all that
is said in praise of Habenaria ciliaris. It is now in full bloom here,

and when really established promiees to be one of our finest hardy
terrestrial Orchids. Amianthium musca'toxicum with pretty spikes
of white Narthecium-like flowers has done well. I have failed

with other North American species.—H. H.\RPrR Crewe, Drayton-
BeoHfliamp Jtccforif,

Cactus Dahlias.—Mr. Cannell has sent us one of those
splendid Dahlias which he calls the Cactus Dahlia (D. Yuarezi).
This is really a fine flower—double and withal free and tossed about
with plenty of light and shade, intensifying the colour, and making
one flower of it a most brilliant object in a room.

Giant K.notweeds.—These (Polygonum sachalinense and
Sieboldi) are among the most useful plants we have for producing a

bold aspect in garden vegetation ; and the latter, though it has been in

flower for the past month or six weeks, is still an attractive object.

In Battersea Park there are some fine bold masses of both kinds in

various parts, and they produce a fine etJ'ect, especially where they
are mixed with other subjects. The dwarf kind (compactum)
is desirable for margins of shrubberies, or even borders, for its

growth is very dwarf and compact, and it never spreads like the

others.

Single Dahlias.—Messrs. Hoope-& Co., Covent Garden, have
sent us a tine collection of single Dahlias grown in their nursery at

Twickenham. The sort Paragon is particularly fine, tlie colours

well marked and distinct. .Several forms of eoccinea, too, are

rem.arkable for the brilliancy of their colour and elegantly-shaped

flowers. We are pleased to see that these beautiful border flowers

are fast advancing in public favour.

Bouvardias in Flower.—We learn that there are about
50,000 plants of these now in beautiful bloom at Messrs. Beck-
with's of Edmonton.

Mr. N. E. Brown' writes to us from the Herbarium, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew, explaining the part he took in originating the dis-

pute concerning the discovery of Anthurium Andreanum, and
apologises to M. Andre for "any harm his (Mr. Brown's) words
may have caused." We had resolved to close this correspondence
with Dr. Triana's letter, and only open it now to allow Mr. Brown
to make this reparation, regretting that our space will not allow of

the publication of his long letter in full.

Certain statements concerning The Garden which appeared in

the Journal oj Jlorlirtdture of the '23rd September are at present
the subject of consideration by our legal advisers.
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GAEDENS TOO LARGE.

AVe are glad to see the question of the excessive size of

gardens raised. There is no doubt whatever that <;reat size is

an enemy to progress and good gardening ; and this is especi-

ally true now when the reduction of expenses is common.
Our gardens to a great extent are laid out in an old-

fashioned and bad way ; the kitchen garden especially. There

are so many needless walks and Eox editings and other impedi-

menta in it that nobody can get to work in any

simple way ; half the time is lost in " niggling about,"

cleaning the feet, seeing that edgings are not injured, or in

repairing them when they are ; in fact, a lot of nonsensical

labour is wasted which ought to be bestowed on the growth

of good crops. Hitherto we have had so much cheap labour

to employ in such cases that this did not matter much ; but

now things are taking a different turn, and we shall probably

soon be in the position of our cousins across the sea, who
long ago have had to take means to cultivate their gardens

more economically.

That does not mean less efficiently. Many good men in

America, and those who direct the most practical and excel-

lent journals there, strongly advocate the disposition of the

kitchen garden in such a fashion as to permit of light cultivating

implements, either worked by liand, horse, or donkey, being

used for all the crops when needed, so as to keep them per-

fectly clean and properly cultivated. This of course means
the abolition not only of needless walks, but of all walks
in the kitchen garden ; it means the suppression of

a host of alleys, and edgings, and scrapers, and miserable

little dots of crops here, there, and everywhere, leading to

needless labour and complication. There is not a crop in the

kitchen garden that may not be effectively arranged in

lines spaced regularly throughout demanded by this simple
system ; there is not a crop which would not be better for the
simple regular culture and cleanliness which are made thereby
possible. There are many large places in tlie United King-
dom where as much space is devoted to the walks in the kitchen
garden as would, thoroughly cultivated, be quite suificient to

aft'ord vegetables enough for a family that is ill supplied from
the great complicated gardens requiring endless but needless
grooming in every part. Our gardens being for the most
part permanently and expensively laid out, the adoption of the
true .and simple way for a kitchen garden may often be diffi-

cult, but in all cases excessive size may be prunetl in ; where
the kitchen garden is a maze of complication, clearings may be
made, and greater simplicity of plotting secured for the gar-

dener, now often short-handed.

Grass.—Then there is the endless shaving of lawns. No
one admires more than we do the soft turf, which is the glory
of our gardens, and forms the most delightful playground ; but
who can say that it is needful or wise to mow, as people have
boasted of before now, 40 acres of kept lawn "i Carpets we
want near our houses, and cannot take too much care of them,
but the wide stretches of acres that are mown in many large
country seats would be better cut at the proper season.
Growing Grass, flowering Grass, is one of the most beautiful
things in Nature, and our trees and shrubs, and park or
garden lawns would in many positions be quite as lovely with
the Grass allowed to grow as when shaven oif—we think
much lovelier. There are new ideas coming in which this
lawn Grass helps us to carry out. Some think that the
Grass itself should be a beautiful garden ; that we should see
in it, as we often see on an Alpine meadow, fair bulbous
flowers and other plants, which will grow in English as well as
in alpine turf. By allowing the Grass to grow in spring and
till maturity this phase of the wild garden will be enjoyed, and
plants will come up year after year to reward us. A pro-

prietor in Oxfordshire, who carried out the idea of the wild
garden in his Grass, was pleased to find a great deal saved in

mowing, having left much of his Grass to grow so that he
might see the flowers that he had sown and planted bloom in

it. Then he cut it down in the usual way and made hay of

it. Of course he left some smooth near the house, but we
remember seeing a flowering meadow on one side of the house
which used before to be shaved once a fortnight.

Walks—xYfter the Grass comes the needless walks in

such places. Our own landscape gardeners are a little more
economical in these hideous things than are the French ; but

we very often have four times too many walks, which torment
the poor gardener by needless and painful and stuiiid labour,

always hoeing and weeding and salting walks—a contempt-

ible and profitless business. The planning of these walks in

various elaborate ways has been supposed hitherto to have
some relation to good landscape gardening, but the presence

of one needless walk often spoils all possibilities of good
landscape gardening in its vicinity. Walks are essential, but

they should be boldly and carefully designed to go with one

sweep wherever it was necessary they should go ; they should

be concealed as much as possible, and, as before remarked,

reduced to the most modest dimensions. Generally all flower

beds are be.st set in Grass, and those who care to see them
will approach them in that way quite as soon as if hard walks

are brought near them. For the three or four months of our

dullest season there is little need of any frecpient resort to

flower beds, but for the rest of the year the turf is better than

any walk. We do not mean that a walk should not lead

to the flower garden or any other interesting spot, but that

every one not necessary for frequent use should be suppressed

with courage. Few have any idea how much they would

gain, not merely in saving labour, but in the beauty of their

gardens by abolishing walks where possible, and substituting

turf instead.

Flower Gardens—We have, alas ! only touched on one or

two evils of the size of gardens. The great wide half-cultivated

kitchen garden, not green and full of life as a kitchen garden

ought to be, but often spotted and starved, has its counterpart

in the poor flower garden. In most places there is no real

flower gardening at all ; a few wretched plants are stuck out

every year in the parterre, or whatever answers for it, and a few
wretched hardy flowers are perhaps scratched in round poor

shrubberie.s—there is so little love or labour bestowed on the

growth of flowers. In many places, which we need not

name, miles of walks may be seen, bordered in many cases

by long naked stretches of earth as cheerful as the Woking
Cemetery in its early years. Mere size is all such places have
to boast of. The gardener, with his dozen or twenty men,
is impotent to turn such a vast waste into a paradise ; his

time and his thoughts are eaten up by trivialities—barber's

work of shaving Grass eternally. As for the poor flower

garden, it is a farce. We wont into one the other day in one
of the finest places in England as regards site and associa-

tions, and saw six masses of the lugubrious Perilla, as many
of yellow Calceolaria, five other well-known plants in

equally liberal masses—saw all this at one saddened glance,

and then instantly turned aside to find relief in the trees

around. This vulgar daubing is not gardening at all, and its

continuance is partly owing to the error in the size of

gardens. The gardeners say that in the face of the annual
trouble of this system, and of their other work, they have
not time or help to devote to truer gardening.

To form a garden of Roses or groups of choice shrubs, or

beds of Lilies or other noble hardy plants properly, and in

sttch a fashion as regards the soil and its depth that the bed
might fairly nourish its tenants for a dozen years, is real
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gardening, and to such ends all good gardeners' labour should

be directed. Instead of the never-ending scratching of large

surfaces in autumn and in spring, we ought to have a

thoroughly careful and thoughtful preparation of one portion

of the garden each year, so as to dispose that in such a way
that it would yield us quiet beauty for many years to come

without much other labour than surface cleaning.

Digging Established Shrubberies.—The question of

the absurd digging every year of .shrubberies is an appalling

one to any one who looks at any large place treated in this

way. The orthodox notion is to dig the .shrubbery every

winter, and this is often carried out without giving a particle

of food to the soil in the shape of manure, and harm is

actually done to an enormous e.xtent by mutilating the roots

of the shrubs which come up to the bit of good soil there is

to feed on. Any one can see the ri'sult of this in large

places every year, and also in the London p»arks. The labour

and time wasted in that way, if devoted to the real enrich-

ment and proper culture of a portion of the ground each

year, would make our gardens infinitely more delightful. All

our fair flowers require culture as well as the inhabitants of

the market garden, but they very .seldom get it. Few need

be told that hundreds of lovely shrubs, as fair ns any flower

requiring the shelter of glass, have been introduced into our

country ; but for the most part they have been destroyed by

the promiscuous muddle and bad cultivation of the shrubbery.

Our system is too wild, too scratchy, and too thoughtless to

admit of many taking some beautiful group of hardy shrubs

—say the various evergreen Barberries—and growing them
so that they would be a delight for years, and giving them
as much care as is given to plants in pot.'. Even the white

Lih' starves on the fringe of some impoverished shrubbery.

In the majority of country seats and gardens a revolution

must be carried out as regards size if we are to enjoy our

gardens to the full. Doubtful departments must be sup-

pressed and turned to the growth of meadow Grass or some
other useful end. Sometimes fair limitation of gardens

might lead to improvement as regards the orchard, which it

is the rarest thing to find in a country seat. We never saw
a really good orchard in a country seat but once, although

the cry for more fruit is universal, and orchard trees with

Grass growing under them form one of the fairest sights in

the gardens of England.

We hope to return to the subject from time to time, and,

feeling that we have only opened it, ask our readers. Are not

the best laid out and the best cultivated gardens you have

ever seen amoncr the most modest as re^rards size ^

—

Field.

Mount Hopa Nurseries, Rochester, N.Y.—Messrs.
Ellwanger & Barry, the proprietors of tliese nurseries, are
constantly making collections of all the new fruits whicli
can be procured, both in this country and in Europe, and
proving them. One of the finest displays of the kind which
we have had an opportunity of witnessing is their new speci-

men grounds set with Peach trees, now four years planted. They
are worked on the wild Plum, which gives them a slightly dwarf
character and promotesearly bearing, and, owing to the annual shoots
being cut back in spring and branching nearly to the ground, they
have a handsome pyramidal form. This orchard contains over 100
varieties, and includes all the new early sorts which could be pro-
cured in both continents. Mr. Barry informed us that after testing
many which have been advertised as ripening much before the
Amsden, they find none finer or earlier than the Waterloo. To jjre-

vent the loss of a single season in testing new Peaches, and to be
secure against the destruction of the crop by an exceptionally severe
winter, they place these new varieties in tubs, which are kept under
glass in winter, but are removed to the open ground in spring, where
the fruit ripens at the same time as in the orchard, and is not affected
in quality. Another and older orchard of Peaches is placed on a
high ridge of land, where they are rarely or never winter-killed.

An extensive and new specimen orchard of dwarf Pears, just coming
into bearing, ha.s been )ilanted for proving tlie character of the newer
varieties. All the valuclcsa old sorts in tlieir former .specimen

orcliards being no limger needed have been thrown out. A beautiful

young Pl:im orchard, consisting of handsome pyramidal trees, some
of them in full bearing, is employed for testing the newer sorts.

The proprietors have ])lanted and trained on their grounds a large

number of screens and hedges of many different species of shrubs
and trees, both deciduous and evergreen, and visitors can at a glance

judge of tlie appearance of these various sorts under good manage-
ment. Taken as a whole, these grounds form a horticultural

museum of vast extent and unlimited interest.

—

Gountry Oentleman.

RUS IN URBE.
(A Meditation in Mud-Salad Market.)

The fat mud churned by many a heavy wain
Into putrescent hotch-potch slab and slimy.

The pavements fouled by rotting leaves and rain,

Tlie gutters choked, all greasy, grubby, grimy ;

Here frowsy liulks Potato-stored, a-dust.

There tumble-down strange structures shored and lioardec^

A sodden slime doth all things, here inerust

;

A sad and sooty scene, unsavoury, sordid.

The clamorous carman yells upon his cart,

The foul-mouthed coster curses by the kerb, he
Uncurbed ; for this is London's loveliest mart.

Its Bus in Urhe !

Hence radiate muck-choked roadways far around.

Which stiike the strange wayfarer with wild wonder
What midden hiige, what central garbage-mound.
From fairer tliorouglifares these sludge-ways sunder.

No cottage dust-heap, cumbered with stale waste
Of a year's joskin-fodder, smells more rankly ;

No reeking swamp, whence nose-nipt travellers haste,

.Seethes 'neath the sun more dirtily and dankly.

All sluggisli veliicles that are, upchoke
Tliese foul and fetid roadways, dusk and narrow.

Waggon, cart, truck, and, with sonorous "moke,"
The coster's barrow.

How foot unfouled, how thread unshouldered, clean.

These dolorous ways ? Here tumbles the toiit hamper.

There flies stale garden-stuff that once was green,

Mudgi'ubbers grope, and shoeless urchins scamper.

The hobnailed churl with elephantine hoof

Slops sullenly along, uncouth, uncaring.

And brazen girls slaek-garmented, shame-proof.

Hustle and holloa, draggletailed and daring.

Piled Cabbages and basket-barriers block

The devious ways, and sacks, and crates, and cases ;

And frowzy crones with grey and touzled shocks.

And wrinkled faces.

Whence happily issuing—if luck so will

—

Come we upon a low, uncomely cluster

Of roofs and avenues ; nor taste nor .skill

Decks these arcades, whereunder closely muster
Vendors of—rags and refuse? mud ? manure?
Not so ; of Nature's choicest, cheeriest benisong ;

Of luscious fruits, and flowers fair as pure,

Worthy of song from lyres as sweet as Tennyson's.

And nought, save care in storage and display.

Needs there to make this rookery, Coveut Garden,

As a Duke's pleasaunce trim, and green and gay
As any Arden.

Did Dux mean leader still, and not a slow
Reluctant follower of all improvement,

We might have all this altered at a blow
With some alert " His Grace " to lead the movement.

Shall dull patricians and parocliial dolts

Perpetuate the nuisance ? Punch protesteth.

While the Duke's Dusthole every sense revolts.

And in the midst of Babylon muckdom nesteth.

He means to peg away, since, for his part.

Whatever vested interest it disturb, he
Holds Covent Garden mi'jhl, in London's heart,

Be litis in Urhe.
' Fundi.

We learn with great pleasure that the clipped Yews in the park at

Versailles have been severely hurt by the past winter, and that their

death may soon be expected.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

WOODLAXD WORK FOR OCTOBER.
Planting should be the principal work of the month, and every

pTssible effort should he made to get this well forward before frosty

weather sets iu. By commencing with the larger evergreens, taking
care to mulch and even water these in very dry weather, next re-

moving those of smaller growth, and then turning to deciduous trees

as the leaves fall oflf, all the drier portions of the woodlands may be
filled up while the weather is open. The very wettest parts may be
reserved for spring, but in making new plantations upon ordinary
land it may be well to plant up the wetter portions at once, as the
more elevated sites will go in at any time after rain has fallen with-
out much injury to the land.

Pilling up Plantations.—Upon exposed sites much loss is

occasioned and unnecessary expense incurred by using trees too large
in size. The wind-waving to which these are exposed prevents the
formation of new roots. Plants from .3 ft. to 5 ft. in height have her;
a mucli better chance of success than larger ones. Firs under 2^ ft.,

seedling Larch which liave been two or three years transplanted,
two years' seedling Scotch, Spruce, and Silver Fir which have had
ample room in the nursery, Asli, Birch, Sycamore, and Elm, two
years" seedlings, two years transplanted, and Oak, Horse and Spanish
Chestnut, and Beech of tlie same age are to be preferred to larger
growths. All tap-rooted trees should be continually transplanted or
undercut in the nursery until tlie time of their final removal. Such
trees as are intended either for the park or avenue, and are to
be placed in well-prepared ground, and to receive all the care in
staking, fencing, mulching, and watering which larger plants require,
may be removed of any size, provided the operation be performed
with due care.

Cuttings of various kinds may be made and planted ont at once
—Poplars. Dogwood, Elder, Alder,' Lime, Plane, and the Portugal and
common Laurel. Seed-beds should also be prejjared for Acorns,
Walnuts, Chestnuts, and Hazel nuts upon a good loam. Where the
land is at all wet it is a good plan to place the seeds upon the surface
of the ground, and cover them to a depth of 2 iu. or .S in. with the
soil from the intermediate alleys. In this way they lie high and dry,
and a much larger proportion of them may be expected to germinate]
"Wood-rides should now be brushed up preparatory to the

shooting, young trees washed to save them from the winter attacks
of hares and rabbits, underwood allotted ready for sale, and hedges
should receive their final brushing, such as are becoming too thiclTor
spreading being well riblied in on one or both sides. Young hedges
of Hawthorn may also be planted out, and the gaps in old ones may
be filled up either with fresh plants .or by plashing from tlie more
vigorous stubs. Where the smaller tree seeds, such as Haws, Yew,
and Holly berries, and such like, are collected they should at once
be consigned to the rot heap. A. J. BuEROws.

COXIFER^ AT CASTLEWELLAN.
The following .are the sizes of Conifers growing here—all beautiful
specimens, feathered to the ground, and in perfect health—viz. :

—

CnpRESsus Law,^on-ia>-.4.—Height, 3-t ft. 6 in. ; circumference of
branches, 51 ft. This fine tree has such a close, compact habit as to
lead a casual observer to believe that it had been kept regularly cut
iu.

CupRES.su.s MACROCARPA.—Height, 44 ft. 6 in. ; circumference of
branches, 61 ft. A beautiful tree, pyramidal in form, its dark green
colour contrasting well with that of other Couiferje.

Wellin-gtonia gioan-tea.-There are some very fine trees of this
here ; the largest is 50 ft. 9 in. in height, with a circumference of
branches of 83 ft. ; girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 9 ft. 8 in.

Cedrus Deodara.—This does very well here ; young plants of it
grow into specimens in a few years. ' Our largest tree is 41 ft. 6 in.m height, and has a circumference of branches of 98 ft. ; girth of
stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 4 ft. 6 in.

Cryptomeria .iapdnica.- Height, 34 ft.; circumference of
bra,nches, 85 ft.

;
girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 6 ft. 4 in.

This has not grown in height, according to its spread of branches ;
nevertheless it is a very fine tree.

Cryptomeria elegans.—A pair of this handsome Conifer planted
about SIX years ago are now beautiful trees. Although only 11 ft.

6 m. in height, one is 34 ft. and the other is 39 ft. in circumference.
They are feathered to the ground, and so compact as to leave nothing
to be seen but the tops of the shoots. There are some scores of this
Conifer in the grounds here much taller, but these are the finest
specimens.

Aeaucaria imericata.—This does very well here. The largest is

39 ft. 4 in. in height, and has a circumference of branches of (59 ft.

8 in. An Araucaria cut down some time ago, on account of losing

its lower branches, was 54 ft. in height, with a diameter of stem,
where cut at the ground, of 2 ft. 8 in.

Thujop-sis dolabrata is 14 ft. 6 in. in height, and has a circum"
ference of branches of 2l3 ft. This is a very ornamental Conifer.

JuNiPERUs RECTRVA.—This is considered by competent judges to

be the largest tree of its kind in the United Kingdom. Its height is

26 ft. 6 in., and circumference of branches 71 ft. It is grown on a
moist bottom, and consequently it is never troubled with its great
enemy, red spider.

Rhododendrox poxticfm.—Of this we have a specimen 85 yds.

in circumference, and 22 ft. in height, and when in flower it is a sight

worth seeing.

ConiferiB do well here, and many plants of other kinds looked
upon as not hardy stand our winters without being injured. The
following are a few that were out during the last two severe winters
without any protection, and doing very well, viz.. Azaras, Billardieras,

Bamboos, Camellias, Dracaena australis. Eucalypti (four varieties),

Leptospermums, Rhyuchospermum jasmiuoides (against a wall),

and variegated New Zealand Flax, while some large bushes of Othera
japonica were badly cut up. T. Ryan.

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TREES, SHEUBS. & WOODLANDS-

Tree Record.—In answer to enquirers about large Hemlock
Spruces, allow me to say that by far the largest I have ever seen or

heard of are in the woods at Foxley, near Hereford, the se.it of the

Rev. George Davenport. This place originally belonged to Mr. Prior,

a well-known lover of trees, and these .Spruces were, I should
imagine, planted on their first introduction into this country. I can-

not give dimensions, but I fancy the trees are well known. They
are not the least like the Hemlock in its native country, as it is to be
seen along the banks of the St. .John River, in New Brunswick,
towering above everytliing else in the front, straight as the mast of

a ship, and without a branch for 60 ft., but are decidedly shrubby in

character.—R. Palmer, Wanlip Hall, Leicester.

Fine-leaved Trees and Shrubs.—In the nurseries of

Messrs. Martin & .Son, Cottingham, near Hull, the main walk (500

yards long) is bordered on each side witli the following subjects :

—

Back row. Purple Beecli ; tlien Silver JIaple ; third row, Cupressus
erecta viridis ; fourtli. Aucuba japonica : fifth. Purple Nuts : and
sixth or front row, Euonymus radicans variegatus. Between the
Purple Beech were iilso planted Gladioli, ami between the Silver

Maples perennials, sucli as the best forms of the blue Aster—alto-

gether, I must admit, a charming arrangement.—E. W.

Sugarloaf Hollies.—I noticed with much regret, on passing

along the high road near Sunningdale just recently, that a large

number of what should liave been fine Hollies were from the ground
to the top sheared as closely as sheep, every one being cut up to re-

semble a sugarloaf. This was all the more prominent because the
Hollies lined both sides of a carriage way. One could not but marvel
at the singular taste, or rather lack of taste, thus shown in so totally

destroying all the natural beauty of one of our finest evergreen
trees.—A. D.

A "Weeping Scotch Fir.—Just beyond Virginia Water on
the Ascot road there stands a curious Scotch Fir which to the or-

dinary passer-by would perhaps be regarded as exhibiting nothing
remarkable, but all foml of trees will remark the singular weeping
or pendent character of the branches, which hang down for a length
of some 12 ft. to 15 ft. It is the only weeping Fir of this kind I

have ever noticed, and merits the attention of some nurseryman, who
could doubtless find means to perpetuate it.—A. D.

Golden-leaved Shrubs and Trees.—These are much
written about. But. as a matter of fact, tliere are few worthy of

the name. We have the Golden Oak, Golden Spinea, Golden
Catalpa. In early spring their leaves are of a beautiful yellow, but
this changes to green as soon as the leaves attain their mature size.

We know of but one hardy plant that can fairly be called "golden,"
and that is the (iiolden Elder. Its leaves are golden throughout
the entire season.

—

Rural New Yorker.

"White "Weigela (W. Candida).—This variety, which is of
Continental origin, is a decided acquisition, the flowers being pure
white, and produced as freely as in tlie case of Weigela amabilis.

At present it is somewhat scarce, but its free growth and easy pro-
pagation will doubtless soon cause it to become more common.

—

Alpha.
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GARDEN DESTROYERS.
THE PIXE SAWFLY.

(lofhykus tin I.)

Asioxii all the insects wliioh are injuriou's to vegetatiou, the saw-
flies must be included with those which commit the greatest amount
of ihimage : some attack our Turnips, others our Roses, (looseberry

and LiuTant bushes, Tear trees. Quickset hedges, Piue trees, &c. As
is generally the case, the perfect insects are haruiless, but their

caterpillars or grubs are very destructive. The grubs of the Pine
sawtiy are no exception to tins rule, as they are very voracious, anil

soon strip any tree of its leaves which they may attack, and at times
they even gnaw the

joung shoots. Kol-

lar states that a full-

grown grub will de-

vour twelve healthy
leaves in a day ; and
as a sattdy lays about
lOJ egi'9, it is easy to

see that when this

insect is abundant,
our Fir trees may
suffer very much
from their jirescnce,

which wdl be all the
more aunoying if

they attack specimen
plants on lawns and
in pleasure grounds.
This insect is for-

tunately not very
abuciiant in this

country, but on the
Continent it does an
immense amount of

miscliiel at times in

the Pine forests. In
the case of forests

or lar^-e trees, it is

almost impossible to

do anytliiug effectual

in reiiucing their

numbers. When
smaller trees are at-

tacked many of the
grubs may be des-

troyed by shakingthe
trees or their bougiis,

and crushing on the
ground all that fail :

or i: the tree be not
too larje, they may
be picked off by
liaad. The cocoons
oi chrysalis cases

should be gathered
from the branches
whenever they can
be found. Any or

the sawdies which
can be caught should
be killed. They
are not usually at
all rapid in their

movements com-
pared with other winged insects, and it would be well worth while
if .any trees have been attacked to look them well over next spring,
in Apiul or May, and catch anj' that can be found in a small butter-
fly net. If the trees be shaken some may fly out which were not
visi'ule before. This insect may be recognised by its generally dark
appearance and its wide, fiattish body.

Fortunately, the natural enerai-'S of this insect serve in a great
measure to keep its numbers in check. Several insectivorous birds
feed on the grubs, squirrels eat a great number of the chrysalides,
and various kinds of ichneuunn* destroy the eggs, grubs, and chry-
salides. Many of the chrysalides which are formed near the foot of
the trees fall a prey to field mice. Bad weather has a most unfavour-
able effect on these iusects when the caterpillars are young or chang-
ing their skins. Wet or cold weather will kill thousands of them, and
must also have a very detrimental effect on the ilies if it happens to
come on just as they are leaving the cocoons. The female sawfly is

The Pine Sawfly (Lophyrus Piui).

furnished at the extremity of its body with a saw-like organ, with
which it is able to make slits in the leaves. This organ in bees,
wasps, and their near allies takes the form of a sting, and in other
families more nearly allied to the sawtiy of an instrument capable
of boring holes in timber, or of a long tulie composed of three longi-
tudinal pieces through which the eggs are laid. The saw of the sawfly
is composed of two flat toothed plates, which the insect works with an
alternate motion ; when an incision down the leaf is made the eggs are
placed between the saws into the slit prepared for them. In about a
fortnight or three weeks the eggs are hatched, and the grubs, whichare
then very small, increase rapidly in size andsoon destroy the leaves they
are on, leaving nothing but the midribs remaining. They are nearly
always found in large numbers together ; wlicn food fails they at

once move to another
part of the tree.

\Vhen a grub is dis-

turbed it imme-
diately raises its

head and ejects a
drop of resinous fluid

from its mouth ; and
it is stated by Messrs.
Kirby & Speuce in
tlieir well-known
work on etymology
that if one grub acts
in this manner all

the others which are
near it do the same,
thus, as it were, firing

a volley, the scent
from which would
probably disconcert
any of its insect
enemies. In about
two months, having
changed their skin
several times, they
attain their full size ;

they then form co-
coons round them-
selves, within which
they assume the chry-
salis state. These
cocoons are formed
among the foliage on
the stems, or some-
times among Moss,
&c., at the foot of
the trees. The in-

sects remain in this

condition until the
following spring,
when in April or
May, acoordingtothe
weather, the perfect

insects maketheirap-
pearance. The male
and female Pine saw-
flies differ somewhat
in general appear-
ance; the male (shown
in the lower riglit-

hand corner of the
figure with its wings
outspread) is conti-

der.-.bly smaller than
the female; it is about 3-lOths of an inch long, and measures 6- lOtbs of

an inch across the wings when they are fully extended. The female
is 4-10th3 of an inch long, and measures S-lOths across the wings.
The antenni-B of the male are doubly pectinated (deeply toothed like
a comb on both sides), while those of the female are merely serrated
(toothed like a saw). The male is black, with tlie exception of the
lower part of the legs and feet, which are yellowish. The head of the
female is nearly black, and the antennce, except the three basal
joints, which are yellowish, are brown ; the thorax is brownish-black,
with the front angles brownish-yellow ; the body is very broad, of a
dull yellow colour, with a dark brown patch in the middle covering
nearly the whole of the 3rd, 4th, and .5th joints, and part of the
Gth and 7th ; the legs are yellowish. The wings in both sexes are
large, irridescent, .and much veined ; on the front margin of the
upper pair is a dark spot. The full-grown caterpillar is about 1 in.

long, and of a greenish-yellow -olour, with a block spot on either
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side of each joint over each foot. Each joint bears a pair of feet

except the 4th. The cocoon ia oval, nearly J in. long, of a bard

papery substance, and a brownish colour. 6. S. S.

"LITTLE BIEDS" IN GAKDENS.

The Rev. J. G. Wood who, if I am not mistaken, is rather a

fertile writer on natural history, has lately sent a communication to

Good Words on t\\& subject of "Little Birds," and the barbarous

practices of farmers and gardeners in reference to them, and which,

had it been sent to any of the horticultural or agricultural papers'

would in allprobability have earned the reverend author a "wigging,"

such as would have made him more careful for tlie future to verify

his statements before rushing into print in a publication like Gooii

Words. Nurserymen, for example, will be surprised to learn that

they are the most terrible enemies of blackbirds and thrushes—all

the more inexcusable on tlieir part, as they rarely grow anything in

the way of fruit that the birds do injury to. The Rev. J. G. Wood's

story smacks a little of "the three black crows." A nursery-

man told a person, who told " a country parson," who told it to the

Standard newspaper, where Mr. Wood learned it, and told it in turn

to Good ICort^s that he, the nurseryman, had "destroyed 12,000

thrushes' and blackbirds' eggs in one season." Mr. Wood has no

doubt, apparently, of tlie truth of this far-fetched tale, for he

italicises the passage, and lays much stress upon it. Either this

nest-robbing nurseryman must have a nursery of unusual extent, and

furnished with trees in which the birds can and will nest, or the

blackbirds and thrushes must prevail to an extent unheard of in

their history. It is exceedingly desirable that this "country

parson " should be discovered, in order that the tale might be

traced back to its source.
, , ., ,• i- u

According to Mr. W ood, farmers and fruit growers distinguish

only two classes of birds, the "predacious and the non-predacious,"

and the first they believe " eat their fowls," and the second "their

grain and fruit ; " hence, says this veracious naturalist, " they indis-

criminately kill every bird that comes within their reach." In

proof of this Mr. Wood produces another second-hand tale of a

farmer who set his men to kill " finches !
" The reverend gentleman

is clearly fitted by Nature to write "history." We are further

informed that starUngs "are ruthlessly destroyed by farmers and

crardeners," a statement which is simply untrue. Starlings do

usually swarm about gardens, but we never heard of them being

accused of doing damage to crops, or of being persecuted by

gardeners for that or any other reason, and we are at least as well

posted up in the matter of garden pests as Mr. Wood. The chaffinch

is another bird which excites the gardener's wrath, according to the

same authority, who savs "that it eats the buds of fruit trees there can

be no doubt,"" but he excuses it for its otlier good deeds.
^
Ap-

parently Mr. Wood is confounding the chaffinch with the bullfinch.

The cliallinch does no harm to fruit tree buds, but it will soon

clear any of the Brassica crops ofi' the ground, if permitted, at the

germinating stage ; it is harmless otherwise
^ , u

No doubt, in publications like Good iVordu, the statements of such

writers as Mr. Wood receive full credence by the genera! reader, and

they go uncontroverted, aud are reproduced just as Mr. Wood repro-

duces the tales he has read or heard elsewhere in Good Words, but

which may be true or false for anything they know themselves. Just

take the statement, for example, of Mr. Wood that cultivators " gener-

ally whether on a large or small scale, kill mdiscrimmately every bird

that comes within their rc.ich." They do nothing of the kind, and

one is surprised to find such a statement emanating from Mr. \\ ood,

or in such a periodical as Good Words. A naturalist is, as a rule,

not the man to iiin one's faith to, and his foibles and vagaries (and tliey

are many) should be mercilessly exposed wherever they are found.

J. o. \V.

Insect Pests.—Allow me to thank "G. S. S." for his notice

of my former letter in reference to the number of earwigs and cater-

pillars found in my garden. Since May last I must have caught

12 000 living creatures, say earwigs, caterpillars, and snails. I can

only account for it by supposing that my small garden contains

more flowers than tliose of my neighbours. Every morning for

nearly four months I have caught from twenty to eighty earwigs in

inverted flower-pots containing Moss, which I have placed on the

Dahlia sticks, and also on the sticks supporting Sweet Williams,

Larkspurs, &c. About ten o'clock at night I have gone out with my
bull's-eye lantern and searched the plants, and have caught fre-

(luently fifty or sixty caterpillars from 1 in. to 2 in. long feeding on

the plants, and, lifting up the Lobelia and other creeping plants, I

have caught scores of snails. To-night I am going to dust my plants

with lime, as recommended in The Garden. I hope it will not kill

my tender Daisy and other seedlings, but really I must do something.

as they have almost entirely eaten away the leaves from the Daisies.

It takes me one and a half hours each morning and each night to go
carefully over the suspended pots and beds. I tliink if I had not
done this but allowed the 12,000 pests to live, I should not have had
a green leaf in my garden. Can no one suggest any other remedy
than that of picking them off, which takes up so much time ?—N,,
3Ianc!iester,

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FAILURES IN MUSHROOM GROWING.
It was a saying of my late brother Robert Fish that our most bril-

liant and permanent successes were generally reached through our
failures. It is often so in Mushroom culture, in which, however,
the most successful sometimes fail; so "J. F." must not be dis-

couraged ; neither must he be over-anxious. It is probably in this

direction we shall find the causes of his failure. The house seems
all riglit, and so is his material, at least, it seems so ; but does the
horse food he designates as dry consist of hay chiefly or Corn almost
wholly ? The whole question of success or failure may turn on such
a seemingly irrelevant point as that of quantity of food. Even more
subtle influences may determine the question of crop or no crop, such
as tlie health and breed of the horses. The purer and the higher
the breed, the more robust the health ; the richer and fuller the diet,

the better for Mushrooms. Such manures have a stamina and grow-
ing force almost or altogether wanting in those of poor, ill-fed,

over-worked horses.

Material for the Beds.—Now, although the materials of the

beds are neither Mushroom spores nor the mycelium of Mushrooms
in embryo, tliey form the growing medium or matrix from which
they come forth ; hence the absolute necessity of strength and
freshness in the materials of which the beds are formed. I wish
"J. F." particularly to note the term "freshness," for it strikes me
he overworks his material before setting it to work in the forcing

forth of Mushrooms. Most of the turnings and exposure may
probably exhaust the force of his materials, assuming that they were
good at starting. Not a little of the manure used for making
Mushroom beds is exhausted of most of its growing or running force

before it is employed for that purpose. ".J. F." will excuse me if

I am wrong, but it is in this direction I believe his failures are to be
sought and found. If so, nothing is simpler than the remedy. Abolish
most of the turnings, air dryings, and heat-moderating contrivances.

Use the droppings almost fresh from the stables ; let these be picked
up by hand or trowel, being careful that they are neither wetted
nor mixed with straw. If carefully managed, and the horses are in

good health and fine condition, such droppings are as much and as

surely JIusliroom force as sovereigns are current capital. The power
is in them, and the cultivator's first business is to keep it there

;

therefore store them carefully away from the air in a dark, close

place, if it can be commanded, such as a cellar, never laying the
droppings more than 6 in. thick. So treated, they may be kept a
week or so without overheating or being air-dried.

Making the Beds and Spawning.—As soon as conve-
nient take the fresli droppings either alone or with one-fourth good
loam added ; break this up well, and proceed to make this fresh

material up into beds about 10 in. deep. My remedy for excessive
heat is the hand mallet and not wasteful turnings and weakening
decomposition. Should the bed heat over much ram it harder ; this

will arrest all excess of heat by shutting out the air. Leave the
bed for a few days, and when it reaches a temperature of 65^ spawn
and soil it. The spawn may be either inserted in the usual
way, as pointed out by "J. F.," or broken much finer and sown
thinly all over the bed. Either way be careful to reject every inch
of the bricks without spawn—often a very large percentage of them.
If the spawn is sown broadcast over the bed, case it with 2 in. more
of manure, or the manure and loam if that is preferred ; then case

with 2 in. of mellow but rather stiff loam, ramming down as if the
intention was to send the wliole mass through the shelves of the beds
or the floor of the house, and leaving the bed as smooth and hard,
if this can be done, as the surface of a Yorkshire paving-stone.

This firmness checks undue and excessive fermentation, aud compels
the perishable elements of the manure to decompose slowly. In such
fresh materials there is sure to be sufficient heat developed to cause
the spawn to run. The heat, too often lost in sheds, is given out
slowly and surely in the production of Mushrooms. Such beds are

full of force, continue long in bearing, and generally produce Mush-
rooms of far greater substance and sweetness tlian those gathered
from beds formed of half or three-quarter worn-out materials.

Temperature and "Watering.—"J. F." does not give the
temperature of the air of his house, aud I think tliat of his beds at

sp.iwning (70° and 75°) 5° or 10° too high. 100'^ or 120° when first
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thrown into bed shnpe is almost too hot by half. It is also a mis-

take to water the bods before tlie mycelinni runs over the surf.ace.

Even iu that stage it is better to withhold water till tlic Jlushrooiiis

appear. I would go further tliaii that and add, never water Mush-
rooms at all if it can be avoided, aud iu a close house it mostly can,

and even in the open air or shed by covering the surface with a few
inches of clean straw. Xothing is surer to stop all the preliminaiy
movements of the spawn and arrest or destroy all Jlushmonis iu

embryo than the surface driliblings often given to the easing of the
bed. It simply extinguishes what little growiug stamina or force

there might be in the bed, washes out the expu'ing modicum of

warmth, and kills the young Mushrooms, or rots away the mycelium
at the most critical st.age of their existence. Possibly, too, the

Mushroom house has beeu kept too moist. Evaporating i)ans seldom
answer well in Mushroom houses. Everything should be used in a

fresh, moderately moist conditiou, and if so, and the place is tolerably

close, and but little tire-heat is used—aud the less the better—Mush-
room beds may come, bear six weeks or more, and go without having
a drop of water. More Mushrooms are drowned out under cultiva-

tion than are destroyed by all other causes put together. I say
nothing about the sp.awu, as tliat is assumed to be good. " .1. P.'s"

success in other places and failure now of course make the case

more ditiicult aud mysterious. But even soils have a good deal to

do with the fostering or checking of Mushrooms, aud if "J. F.'s'' soil

has much oxide of iron or excess of lime in it, I would counsel him
to case his beds with 1 \ in. of cow manure in its place. It will do no
harm if laid on pretty fresh. Keep a little soil handy to till up the
cracks, and beat it down and treat it exactly like soil casings as soon
as it becomes sufficiently dry to bear such ramming. Mushrooms
mostly come rather fatter through the cow manure than the common
soil, and their davour is not impared by the rich casing of the beds.

b. T. Fish.

THE EECENT POTATO SHOW.
If the abundant samples of Potatoes shown at the Crystal Palace
last week are to be regarded as representatives of the general crop
of the country it is evident that we have this year a very line one
indeed. Both the increasing number of exhibitors and the wider
area over which they are spread show that not only is special
interest in the culture of the Potato growing, but that healthy crops
have been very general!}- lifted. Fiom some badly placed localities,

where water becomes a bad master as soon as it lias ceased to be a
friend, reports of great loss come, but these localities are few, aud
when it is stated that the disease this year is almost unknown in
Scotland, it is evident that from that source as well as from our
home districts abundant stores of sound tubers may be looked for.

There is, therefore, no fear this season of a Potato famine.
The show tables demonstrated that the most popular sorts are

limited in number, and that whilst we now aud tlien hear of
collections of from 100 to 500 sorts, yet some .30 kinds or there-
abouts include all that are most widely cultivated. The tables in
question clearly showed that certain kinds were constantly repeated,
and of these the samples were alwaj-s clean and good. Of recog-
nised kinds America has sent us about .50, and their abundance is

shown in the fact that one exhibitor who had certainly a
very fine lot of tubers had in his 24 dishes not less than
17 American varieties. It was, therefore, not to be wondered
at if the judges refused to regard this lot as a properly
representative collection. One of the most favoured of American
sorts of recent introduction is the red round Triumph. Tliis was
universally shown, and is, perhaps, the earliest of all the family

;

were it a white round it would be regarded as a valuable market
Potato, as it crops heavily, and seems to keep remarkably free from
disease. American Purple, a long flat Kidney of deep purple
colour, is perhaps the best for table of all the American sorts. It
is handsome, an enormous cropper, and does not sutler much from
disease. It is not known so largely as it deserves. Early Ohio is

another very early kind of the Rose section, but rounder, and of
such excellent quality that when cooked it might be mistaken for
a Regent. It is admirably suited for small gardens, ilr. Breesee is

a singularly handsome, flat, red Kidney, a wonderful cropper, and
of very good table quality. This kind will be presently univer-
sally grown for exhibition, and will make a fine breeder. Pride of
America and Pride of Ontario are both of the Snowflake type.
Mammoth Pearl, very much like Pee: less and JIatchless, a hand-
some reddish tuber and a great cropper, !• oks as if it were interme-
diate between Early Rose and Breesee'.- I rolific.

In the w.ay of Euglish coloured kinds, Fenn's Berkshire Rose,
a very handsome flat round, and .Sulham pstead Kidnej', a fine red
kind, both bred from American and English varieties intercrossed,
will make valuable additions to the show table ; so also, doubtless,
will Mr. ililler's long purple Kidney Defiance, a very fine kind and
a splendid cropper. Dean's Lord Mayor, a large Victoria-shaped

white round, and Cosmopolitan, a very handsome flat white Kid-
ney, are both also the product of Anglo-American crosses. The
handsome Wormleightou .Sceilliug, shown by Mr. McKinlay,
Fenn's New Snowflake, and Lady Truscott, both very promising
tubers, and Mr. Lye's Wiltshire Snowflake. will all prove valuable
additions to our white varieties. Raisers find in the American sorts
excellent breeders, and they are employing them in that way to
sucli good purpose that we shall in a few years have many new
kinds quite equal to the American sorts in productiveness, and ex-
celling them in good table quality. A. D.

NOTES SAND 0UESTI0NS:;ON THE KITOHEN GAKDEx^r.

Weights of Potato Produce.—In reply to " A. D.'s "

note in reference to this subject in last week's issue of The G.^uden
(p. 310), I wish to say that the crop of Schoolmaster Potatoes
alluded to by me in the recent notice of Messrs. Webb's seed grounds
w.as planted very much closer together than that of "A. D.,"
the interval between the rows being barely 2 ft., while "A. D.'s"
was 3 ft. ; it will thus be seen that, allowing for the increased
number of rows per pole, the yield mentioned by me is very little if
in any way more remarkable than that given by "A. D." The
cultivation of the land on the Kinver seed farms where the School-
master Potatoes in question weregrowing wasquite first-rate, thorou"li
cleaidiness being strictly maintained. The manures used were farm-
yard and Webb's special manure for Potatoes.—H. B.

"A. D. " seems somewhat staggered at the statement made
by " H. B." (p. 265) that in the Messrs. Webb's seed grounds School-
master Potato produced 2f;4 lb. to the pole of ground, or over the
fifty acres of that one sort some 900 tons. Itapjjears that "A. D.,"
even with " special cultivation," has not been able to " produce such
a very heavy crop as that alluded to, nor lias ever seen any such
lifted," and he goes on to state that the heaviest crop he has obtained
this ye.ar was from Advance, viz., 170 lb. per pole. This is no doubt
a very good crop, and I fancy " A.D." has been thinking to him-
self that it could not be beaten ; hence he is "somewhat staggered "

at finding himself outdone by the Messrs. Webb with 2(54 lb? to tlie
pole. But how will " A. D." feel when I tell him that I have done
much better than either this year ? and yet I may be beaten. I have
lifted a crop of Magnum Bonum a mere fraction short of beinc at
the rate of 454 lb. to the pole ; this is calculated at the rate of
30i sq. yds. to the pole, as 30 yds. long by 1 yd. in width does not
give " exactly" a pole as "A. D." states. I have said 454 lb. is a
fraction more to the pole than I have attained, the true weight
being 105 lb. from a line of 11 sq. yds., or 72,600 lb. per acre of
4840 sq. yds. These pounds multiplied by the 50 acres referred to
by "A. D." will give a total of 3,630,000 lb., or in round figures I
would have not 900 tons, but 1620 tons from the 50 acres, representincr
a commercial v.alue of £8100 at the rate of £5 per ton. "A. D."
would have 612 tons from the 50 acres. But let us come down to
the weight from one acre. In round figures "A. D." has got 12tons.
Farmers in Scotland come very close on him without any " speoi.al

"

cultivation. Messrs. Webb would have 19 tons, which "A. D."
thinks enormous, while I would have 32 tons—not far from three
times as much as "A. D.," and my tubers are beautifully clean,
and entirely free from disease.—Jas. Fairwe.ithek, llahtoii.

Scarlet Runners not Setting.—I am of opinion that the
cause of "F. C. W.'s" Scarlet Runners not setting (p. 310) is not
want of insect fertilisation, but insufficiency of moisture at the
roots. They are gi-oss feeders, and should receive a good mulching
of

,
rotten manure and copious supplies of water in dry weather al;

least twice a week. In stormy weather they shoulil be examined
frequently, as the top prevents the rain from falling near the base,
and therefore many of the roots must perish unless supplied arti-
ficially. "The sparrows are pocking of! most of the Runner Beans,"
said a gentleman to me many years ago; "hadn't they Ijetter be
netted? " On examination I found the ground literally strewed witli
the small pods (just set), but this was not the work of sparrows, as a
good soaking or two of water and mulching soon made them bear
abundantly.

—

Robt. D. Loxc.

Flavour in Peas.—I cannot agree with "Cambrian" that
because Telegraph aud Telephone are bred from Veitch's Perfection
and Laxton's Prolific they must be of good flavour. Prolific is
very deficient in flavour, and has proved in this case the most
potent parent. Had the cross Ijeen between Veitch's Perfection
and Xe Plus Ultra, a race of high-flavoured Peas would doubtless
have resulted. If some breeder will now cross Xe Plus Ultra with
Laxton's Standard, one of the best, if not the best, of all Mr. Lax-
ton's seedlings, a fine strain would doubtless be the consequence.
Mr. Fish is careful to refer only to Telephone's "good shelling"
properties, but the question of cropping is not in dispute. If he
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had said that in flavour Telephone was a match for Xe Plus Ultra

I should have been surprised.—A. !>.

Effect of Removing Potato Blossoms.—As the Pota-

to plant IS propagated by its tuber after the manner of a bud or

cutting, the ettbrt made by the plant to produce its flowers and seeds

must be a waste of power, which detracts from the desired crop—tlie

tubers. We (Mark Lane &press) know an instance in which a six-

acre field of Potatoes was tested to show the truth of this postulate ;

three rows had the b.ossoms cut ofif and three rows were left intact,

alternately all over the field, and the produce of the rows which had

been deprived of the flowers showed a very marked increase over that

of the rows which had not been so treated.

New (so-called) Turnip Disease.—A week ago the

Turnip mildew was described as "a new form of disease in

Turnips." But the mistake had been discovered in time, apparently,

and this week we find the " new disease " gently let down to a mildew

that is "very common on Turnips." Just so. The mildew in question

was possibly new to some of our fungologists, but is not new to

farmers or gardeners. Was it likely that a fungus which, it is

admitted, is com.mon to certain Strawberries was not likely to find

its way on to the Turnip if it found a suitable home there?—C.

THE CLAPTOX NURSERY.

At no season of the year is the vastness of such an establishment

as this so apparent as at the present time, when every department

is filled to overflowing previous to the commencement of the au-

tumnal clearance sales and the housing of plants for the winter.

Some idea of the extent of this nursery may be formed from tlie

fact that it contains nearly a hundred large houses, beside'5 a host

of frames and several acres of open spaces set apart for hard-

wooded plants in summer, when they are benefited by ex-

posure. A noteworthy feature of this nursery is the large quanti-

ties of particular kinds of plants that are grown, the stock being

made up of selections rather than collections. This is noticeable

in the case of Orchids, Ferns, and the commoner kinds of hard

and soft-wooded plants, though of course each class is fully repre-

sented as regards kinds.
Orchids.

These form one of the principal departments in this establishment,

and one to which special attention is directed by the firm. The col-

lection is very extensive, not only as regards the number of species

and varieties represented, but also the large numbers grown of the

more select kinds, no fewer than sixteen spacious houses being filled

to overflowing with them. It may be needless to mention that

Orchid culture is a subject thoroughly understood and practised

in this nursery, a fact which the health and vigour of the entire

stock well indicate. Exposing the plants to the fullest amount of

lii'ht available is one and not the least important condition carried

out, thereby infusing sturdy and well-ripened growtlis. In order to

eft'ect this the roofs of the houses are light and glazed with large

panes of good, clear glass, and the stages are elevated as near to

the glass as convenient, and arranged J)arallel to the pitch of the

roofs. The major portion of the collection is gTOwn in pots, the

other on blocks and in the small sliallow suspended pans, which are

so conducive to the production of healthy roots in the more epiphytic

kinds, such as Phah-enopsids, the dwarf-growing Lajlias, Deudrobes,

Odontoglossums, &c. Another important feature in these houses is

that no more heat and moisture are applied than is needful for the de-

velopment of the plants in the various sections ; hence none of the

drawn, weakly growths so often apparent in Orchid collections

where excess of heat and moisture is given in order to obtain large

plants in a short space of time. Probably in no other establishment can

such large quantities of imported Orchids be seen as in this nursery ;

at all seasons of the year the collection is being augmented by large

consignments from the collectors, and, as every one acquainted with

Orchid culture knows, skill in managing and close attention are neces-

sary in order to thoroughly establish an imported batch of any kind

of Orchid. Just now some of Messrs. Low's houses are filled with

recent importations of various Odontoglossums, consisting chiefly of

such superb species as 0. Alexandra and 0. cirrhosum, of which it

seems almost impossible to have too large a stock, so great is the de-

mand. The houses in which these are are smaller tha.n the rest,

and care is taken so as to maintain in tliem a cool an:l moist, or what

gardeners term a growing atmosphere. The comparatively short time

in which a withered and half-dead importation will recover in such

.a temperature is remarkable, for in a few weeks tlie bulbs become

plump and send out healthy and strong new growths.

In passing through the Orchid houses we noted a few of the most

remarkable kinds, which were represented in quantity. These were

lar^'e importations of Phalicnopsis Schilleriana, amabilis, and grandi-

flora of various sizes, from the plants with large thick leaves 1 ft. in

length to tiny offshoots with leaves not more than 1 in. in size. A
finer batch is rarely met with ; they were growing in baskets and
shallow pans placed near the glass, and the strong healthy roots

which they had emitted showed well that the treatment was suitable.

Vandas are grown largely ; an importation of V. Batemanni, one of the

noblest of the genus, consisted of large healthy plants, each having
about a dozen leaves ; of V. Denisoni, a species with beautiful white
flowers, we had never seen so large and fine a lot, all flowering well,

and near them was V. lamellata Boxalli, a new variety, said to bear

handsome flowers, and distinct from a cultivator's standpoint from
the original, which is the least showy of any. The rare V. Hookera;,

in growth similar to V. teres, but more slender, is said to bo
a fine species. When the quantity of plants of it here becomes dis-

tributed it will soon lose its character of rarity. The C'alanthes are

remarkable examples of skilful culture, the bulbs being unvisually

large and the foliage long and broad, the result of growing them in

a rich loamy compost. An equally healthy batch of the rare Lima-
todes rosea, one of the parents of the beautiful hybrid Calanthe
Veitchi was conspicuous.

Orchids in Flower.—The present time being, so to speak,

between the Orchid fiower'.ng seasons, we did not expect to see many
in flower. Still, a few were in bloom, and these were worthy of

note. A houseful of the true Cattleya speciosissima, one of the

loveliest of all Cattleyas, contained several plants in flower. The
flowers, resembling C. labiata, have circular, beautifully crisped lips of

a rich deep amethyst hue, shading off into the yellow and white
markings of the lower part. This exquisite Orchid is doubly valu-

able on account of its flowering in autumn, a season when but few
others are in bloom. The earliest of the Indian Crocuses (Pleione

Wallichiana) was in flo^ver ; the delicate rosy-lilac flowers render it

a very desirable plant. Of the Butterfly Oncid, 0. Papilio, and
its larger and more highly-coloured congener, 0. Krameri, there

were several plants in flower, both indispensable in an Orchid col-

lection, for in no other flower do we find a resemblance to

insects so well portrayed as in these Oueids, which look like some
of the tropical moths and butterflies. Among the numerous kinds

of Dendrobiums I noticed only one in flower, D. formosum gigan-

teum, one of the nigro-hirsute section, witli large ivory-white

flowers and golden-crested lip. A distinct and pretty species of

Oncidium is O. cheirophorum, an autumn-flowering kind, bearing

rather congested racemes of pale yellow flowers of wax-like tex-

ture. A desirable character in this species is the profusion of

flowers it bears in a small state, which contrast well with the deep

green foliage which they scarcely overtop. It does not appear to

he generally known, though it is one of the most pleasing of the

Oncidiums. Another fine species is 0. varicosum, with its broad

clear yellow lip, though that is not so fine as in the variety

O. Rogersi. Two or three Miltonias, Saccolabiums, and the charm-

ing little Lielia Dayi, which seems always in bloom, comprised the

chief of the other Orchids in flower.

Hard-wooded Plants.

New Holland Plants.—These receive greater attention here

than they get in most nurseries, and the collection is unusually large.

Though the bulk of the stock consists of the showiest kinds of

Acacias, several varieties are giown on a large scale, and foremost

amongst these may be named A. Pviceana, a slender weeping branched

kind, a favourite with everyone ; the well-known A. armat'>, A. pul-

chella, A. hybrida, A. lineata, and A. dealbata, all excellent sorts,

and A. lophantha, the most elegant-foliaged kind of all. Of Correas,

about a dozen varieties are grown extensively, chiefly forms of car-

dinalis, ventricosa. Boronia elatior and megastigma, both now becom-

ing popular, are grown by the thousand ; and of the older kinds, such

as pinnata and serrulata, smaller numbers are grown. Eriostemons do
not appear to be in great demand, though they are propagated

largely, and all the varieties seem to be equally sought after.

One of the largest stocks of hard-wooded plants consisted of Gre-

villea robusta, which filled several houses. This is an established

favourite, and needs no description. G. Preissi, or, to quote the

longer name under which it is generally known, Thelemaniana, is

another kind grown largely, not for its foliage, which, however, is

very elegant, being feather-like, but for its showy clusters of crim-

son flowers, which are borne profusely for several months in the

year. A plant which everybody admires, and, judging by the large

quantity grown, everyone appreciates, is the pretty Tremandra ver-

ticillata, with its elegant narrow foliage and violet-purple flowers,

each about the size of a sixpence, produced freely on the slender

twigs. The other kinds, T. ericoides, hirsuta, and Hugelli, are like-

wise grown in quantity, though not so numerously. These are but

a few of the hosts of New Holland plants grown, for, not to men-
tion such well-known genera as Genetyllis, Pimelea, Dracophyllum,

Leschenaultia, Aphelexis, Diosma, Dillwynia, &o., there may be

found numbers of plants seldom met with in ordinary places.
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Heaths.—These are a speciality in this luirsery, and we never

remember seeini; such a tiuely grown collection as was in the open
in what is called the Heath ground. The fields of Heaths, benefited

by the summer, are unusually healthy ami vigorous this year, the

majority of which are compact, bushy specimens, grown in (!-in.

and 4i-in. pots. About half-a-dozen kinds predominated, a

strikingly good proof of their popularity. Of the favourite winter

Heath, Krica hyem.alis, there were some 50,000 saleable plants, includ-

ing the variety superba, a showier kind than the type ; other

kinds represented in similarly large quantities were E. Wilmoreana,
E. gr.icilis, a pretty small-flowered species, and its variety alba

E. melanthera, similar to the last, but of dwarfer growth, E. per-

soluta alba, and E. colorans. The showy E. cerinthoidea coro-

nata was in good bloom, and a brilliant display it made with
its vermilion-scarlet blossoms, and a more desirable autumn and
summer flowering plant could not be found. The kinds above men-
tioned are few indeed compared with the whole collection of varieties

which number upwards of 150. The sulistantially built frames
flanking the Heatli ground teem with plants of various sizes of all

these kinds of Erica, from tlie tiny plants from the propagating
houses to tliose of half specimen size.

On the Heath ground is also the collection of Epacris, equally

noteworthy as regards healthy appearance and numbers grown.
Cytisus, principally fragrans, are also grown largely, and likewise

Hydrangeas, chiefly the white-flowered variety Thomas Hogg and
the small stellata, both tine kinds and very popular.

The collection of Camellias is large, both as regards the varieties,

which number upw.ardsof a hundred, and also the quantities grown,
the whole being in excellent condition, and well set with flower-

))uds. House after house is filled with Bouvardias, a fact which
speaks for itself as regards the estimation in which they are held bj-

the public, and the many thousands grown here find a ready sale

on acconnt of their large size and free, healthy growth. About
twenty sorts are grown, some such as Humboldti and its varieties

being more largely in demand than others.

The experiment of producing home-grown Azaleas has been highly
successful, the plants being quite equal if not superior to those
imported from the Continent, and which are now arriving in large

quantities. The home-grown plants possess sturdy and well-ripened
growth well set with flower-buds. The young grafted plants are for

the first year or so planted out in peaty soil in spacious frames, and
then they are potted in the ordinary manner.
The popularity of the red-berried Solanum capsicastrum is at once

seen by the thousands of plants grown here of it occupying several

large bouses. The plants are profusely furnished with berries just

at the colouring stage. Several sizes of pots are used in growing
them, but the chief of the stock are in 4t-in. ones. Two varieties are

grown, the round and the oval berried ; the latter bears its fruits in

a more erect manner, and, taking aU points into consideration, is not
so desirable as the better-known kind.

Ferns.

A comprehensive collection of these is kept here, but compara-
tively few are grown in quantities. Of Maiden-hairs, the favourite
kinds appear to be Adiantum cuneatum, so well known and appre-
ciated by everybody ; A. amabile, one of the best for growing in baskets
or suspended pots, &c. ; A. scutum, A. tenerum, A. decorum, A. far-

leyense, A. conciunum and the variety Istum, A. Sanctae Catherina;,

all extremely elegant subjects for pot culture. A fine variety of the
British species A. Capillus-Veneris named magnificum was note-
worthy on account of its bold and graceful appearance : a contrast
to the other form of the same species, named daphnites, a monstrosity
more curious than elegant. A kind called A. excisum nanum seems
to be a favourite, judging by the quantity gi-own, its peculiarity
being its dense and compact growth, particularly suitable for some
styles of decoration. It is not often that Lygodium scandens is

ssen in such quantity as here. This is owing to its being in great
demand as a pillar or rafter Fern, and because it may be propagated
freely from spores. An extremely graceful basket Fern is Gonioph-
lebiam snb-auriculatum, which bears fronds 6 ft. or S ft. long when
fully developed, and it is not long in reaching that state. Dicksonia
antarctica in a young state is grown by the hundred, as is also
Lomaria gibba, one of the best of the smaller growing tree Ferns.
It may not be generallj' known that there are various forms of this
Fern differing in freedom of growth and graceful habit. The plants
here represent the best form we have seen of it ; the fronds are
freely produced, have a pendulous habit, and are of the brightes.
shining green. Pterises are a popular class. P. tremula, P. cretica
and its crested and variegated varieties, P. serrulata, P. scaberula
(an extremely elegant Xew Zealand Fern), P. umbrosa, are all ex-
cellent kinds for room decoration where dust and gas fumes hurt
more tender kinds. The deciduous Hare's-foot Ferns (Leucoste-
gias) are represented in quantity by two of the best, L. immersa
and L. chserophylla, and very elegant and useful Ferns they are

Selaginellas, especially .'^. apoda and S. Kraussianaaurea, the golden
form of the common kind usually called denticulata, .ire grown in
large numbers. Those enumerateil above are among the most con-
spicuous of those cultivated on a large scale, and may be all con-
sidered first-rate kinds very suitable for general purposes. Two or
three houses are devoted to the raising of B'erns from spores, a
mode of propagation by which the stock is kept continually re-
plenished.

Miscellaneous Plants.—p'oremost among these are Gloxi-
nias, of which several thousands are grown, representing some fine
strains, both of the erect and horizontal-flowered sections. The
Scarborough Lily (Vallota purpurea) is here, as everywhere, a
favourite plant, and is cultivated largely, a house being entirely de-
voted to its growth. About 50,000 of the best varieties of Pelar-
goniums are grown, butwedid not notice anythingspecialamongthem.
Carnations, both Clove and Tree kinds, occupy a large space ; at
present they are out-of-doors, but later on a house will be devoted
to them. Palms are not so largely represented as one would sup-
pose, though several housefuls of them are grown. Crotons are a
speciality, and we should consider that every variety was included
in the collection, judging by the quantity which we saw. Other
stove plants comprise ordinary stock, Dractenas and Ixoras being
amongst those which most attracted our attention on account of
their variety and healthy appearance. ^V. G.

ANSWERS TO OORRESPONDENTS.

Gum Trees.— Late in June I received some seed of the Blue Gum
Eiicalyptas, also Red Gum Eucalyptus, which I sowed in two pots
in a greenhouse. The Blue Gums were soon up ; I pricked about
6ij seedlings out in an open border, and they have grown 6 in. or
7 in. The red came up very siowly. and I was obliged to leave them in their
original pot. in which they now look healthy, but are only al)out H in- high.
Should I transplant into a box and bring into the house the Blue Gum plants
from the open border for the winter? or could I protect them sutticiently where
they are? and had 1 better leave the red in their seed pot and prickoutiii spring
or how?—J. B. yi,— Lancaster. [Leave the Red Gum uiidi&turbed till spring,
then plant out

; you might lift and pot a few of the Blue Gum in case the winter
should prove severe ; if mild, those left will probably survive out of doors with
some slight protection .—-M.)

CsTubidium giganteum.—I have a plant of this with two fine spikes of
buds, but they turn yellow and drop off. How am I to treat it ?—C. E. B.
[The dropping otf of the bads usually takes place when and after they are half
grown, a stage at which they seem to reiiuire a drier atmosphere and a cooler
temperature than that in which the spikes have started. I attribute the loss of
the buds of Phalienopsis. ttc, in winter during fogs more to the atmosphere in
the house being rendered unfit to keep the buds healthy by its being impossible
to ventilate at such times, and by its being still further lowered in character by
the state of things outside, than by actual contact with the fog. The drop-
idng otf of buds of Orchids may often be prevented by lessening the supply of
water, elevating the plants on inverted pots, and letting them remain in the
same house.—James O'Brien.]

Hardy Perennials.—Kindly favour me with a short list of hardy peren-
nials. 1 want the names of about twenty or thirty of the very best ; any coarse-
growing kinds, suitable for the wild garden may be left out.—J. T. (Try Ane-
mone Houorine Jobert, Geura coccineum fi.-pl.,Spira:a Aruncus, S.palmata, Aqui-
legias (any variety). Aster Amellus bestarabicus, Lythrum Salicaria superbum,
(Enothera fruticosa, (E. speciosa, Lathyrus grandiflorus. Campanula persicifoUa
and vars., C. carpatica, Van Houttei, C. grandiflora, Helleborus niger major,
Aster longifolins fomiosus, Monarda didyma, Amieria cephalotes, Aconitum
autumuale, Delphinium Belladonna, D. formosum. Anthericum Liliastrum majus,
Coreopsis lanceolata. Dianthus superl)us, Dodecatheon integrifolium, Eryngium
amethystinum. Geniiana asclepiadea, Helianthus multiflorus, Lupinus polyphyl-
lus, Phlo.x (any variety), Primula denticulata, Scabiosa caucasica, and Veronica
subsessilis.—W. G.]

Seaside Hedge Plants.—In answer to "South Italy's" query (p. 316),

periDit me to direct his attention to Kscallonia macrantha, which I feel sure will

meet his requirements. It makes an e.vcellent hedge, and will stand sea spray
and blasts with impunity ; and, moreover. I have no'hesitation in saying that for
planting in very exposed places near the sea it has no equal.—J. Jeffret,
I)ernj.

Wintering Cannas—L. <?.—These may be wintered out-of-doors in well-

drained soils if 4 in. or 5 in. deep of ashes be placed ou their roots. The safest

plan, however, is to lift thera in October, cut otf some of the top^, and store the
roots in soil in any place from which frost is excluded. In spring they may be
potted and started in a warm frame or greenhouse. The soil through the winter
should just be kept from getting dust dry.—H.

Propagating Double Stocks.—^VilI you kindly say how double stocks

are propagated ? I bought some in pots a muuth ago, and they are flowering

beautifully, but they do not seem to lie making seed-pods at all like the single

Stocks.—CITIZEM. [Thoroughly double Stocks never seed. If you have any
single flowers svith five petals save them for seed, and they will probably produce
double flowers next year.-S.]

Small's Admirable Apple. —ff. .ff.—Scott describes this Apple asfollowa :

" First size ; first quaUty; November to February ; roundish, ovate, and flattened ;

olitusely angular ou the sides ; akin of an uniform lemon-yellow ; stalk long and
slender ; eye small and closed, set in rather a deep basin ; flesh yellowish, firm,

crisp, sweet, and agreeably acid, with a delicate perfume ; an excellent kitchen
and dessert Apple. The tree is an abundant bearer, is of dwarf habit, and well
suited for a miniature orchard."

Caterpillars.—H. 3/.—The large green caterpillar you have forwarded isth©
caterpillar of the Poplar Hawk iloth (Smorinthus Populi), one of the commonest
of our English Sphingidte. It feeds on the leaves of the Poplar, Aspen, Sallow,

and Birch.—G. S. S.
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Cactus Cuttings.—B.—Do not ilisturb the cuttings now, l)ut wait until

next April before potting them oil. They may be kept in a cool greenliouse, from

whence froEt is excluded, or they may be wintered in a room. Sandy loam mixed

with a little brick rubbish is the best compost for them. Pot Hrmly, and dram

the pots well. Water moderately, ami expose them to the full influence of the

sun during' the summer, giving plenty of air. Cacti require a good roasting to

mature the wood for flowering.—C.

Propagating Clematis Jackmani.—ilf.—The Clematis Jackraani and

similar kinds are generally propagated either by means of layers—that is, pieces

of the growth pegged down at the joints into the soil, and thus induced to root,

or worked as grafts upon the roots nf some common kind. The plants, when
strong, may also be propagated by lifting and dividing the roots. Little growth

is made after the blooming season.—A.

Moss on Gravel.-Q. /{.—Sprinkle salt all over the surface of the carriage

drive, using from 2* 11). to 3 lb. per square yard. It is best done in dry weather.

The following is an effective dressing for destroying Moss or weeds : 14 lb. of salt

and 14 II). of "sulphate of copper ; dissolve in 30 gallons of boiling water and apply

it hot.—E. H.

Grass Going Brown.—^ . P.— If this arises from poverty in the soU. top-

clressin"3 ot manure will be serviceable ; soot and guano applied in showerv wea-

ther will do good. Are there any iniects present at the roots of the Grass ? You

had better examine it.—E. li.

Melons Rotting.-B.—They are probably kept too close. Ventilate as soon

as the sun .strikes full upon the frame in the morning ; perhaps, as tlie days have

been often dull, the plants have not had mucli air.—H. E.

Soldanella alpina.— /f. B.—This alpine ought not to lose its leaves;

probably it has received some check, either through ilrought or excessive mois-

ture.

Chrysantbenium.— tr. 0.—The flowers j'ou send are not Etoile d'Or, but

forms of C. coronariuni, a common garden annual.

Apple Blight.—£.^. 0.—Try paratttn or Gishm-st Compound well worked

into all holes and crevices.

Names of Plants.-J. E. II.— 1, Fuch:-ia prncumbfds ; 2, Cestrum aurar.-

tiacura ;; Unaria I'jmbalaria. C. /. , i>fi(ciM.' -S.i,.,.i)aiia offlciualis S.-pl.

)('.//. j/.-.Eichynanthusgrandirtorus. 11. >'.- Centrum aurantiacum.

H B —Impatieus glaudulifera. ^ ?ion.—Quercus ^gilops R. T.—\, Spiraea

tomentosa ; 2, S. nutans. BecoM.—Clerodendron foetidum. .?.—Paulownia

imperiahs.
Questions.

Strawberry Merveille.—1 should be glad if any of your readers who may
happen to have'giown this variety would state their exnerience concerning It.

It attracted much attention .at the Strawberry exhibition in Belgium last June,

and is highly spoken of in the " Bulletin d'Arboriculture."—J. Cornuill.

Substitute for Cocoa-nut Fibre.—Mr. Miles, in " Gardening of the

Future," recouimeiids making the soil for herbaceous bonlers as fibrous as pos-

sible and says that Cocoa-nut tibie is the best for that purpose. Will .Mr.

Miles be good 'enough to sUL'gest what will prove useful to many of your readers

beside myself, viz., what material would be the best to,use if it was not possible

to obtain Cocoa-nut fibre, which, unless you live near London or some seapoit

town, is rather difficult and expensive to procure?-*'. R. H. S.

OBITUARY
ARTHUK VEITCH.

With real sorrow we were startled to learn of the death of

Arthur Veitch, which took place on Saturday evening, the

25th of September. It is not many j^ears since, on the deatli

of his father, he joined in the work of the house at Chelsea,

where he must have made himself pleasant to many, as he

did to ourselves, by liis gentleness and kindness. He seemed

to fill well an important place in the house, to which he will

be a great loss. Many will sympathise with the family with

regard to this sad occurrence.

Arthur Yeitch was born at the Exeter IS'ursery, Feb. 24,

1844. At the date of his death on the 25th ult. he was

consequently in his thirty-seventh year. He was educated in

London, subsequently proceeding to Germany and France for

the purpose of increasing his knowledge of the French and

German languages. AVlien .about eighteen years of age he

entered the house of Fiothschild, whcie he quickly gained the

confidence of the firm and rose to a good position, which he

relinquished to enter the Chelsea house on the death of his

father in 18G9. Apart from his business he devoted a good

deal of his time to efforts for the moral and spiritual benefit

of the people in the Chelsea district, and was greatly esteemed

among tliem for his eflorts in this direction. He was in good

health shortly before his death, which was from typhoid fever.

He was buried in Brompton Cemetery, where his father lies,

on Thursday last, his funeral being attended by a large number

of friends and acquaintances. He leaves a widow and live

children.

PROPAGATING.

Bedding' Plants.—The whole of these are, as a rule, very

easily increased. A good proijagator always expects every cutting

he inserts to emit roots, but to ensure this the plauts intended for

stock must be prepared prior to the cuttings being taken oflf, by
placing them in a house, the temperature of which should be about
65'. This applies to all soft-wooded plauts, such as Verbenas,

Coleuses, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Ageratums, Lobelias, Iresines, AI-

ternaiitheras, &c., cuttings of which are best made as shown in

fig. 1, and not in the old-fashioned way shown in tig. '2, as the cut-

ting often rots away at the joint from injury caused by removing the

leaves. The handiest pot in tlie case of bedding plauts is the 5-in.

one ; place one good crock over the hole, then fill a ouarter full with

small pieces of potsherds or small coal ashes from wliicli the dust has

been sifted. The soil should consist of one part maiden loam, one

part well-decayed leaf-mould, and one part sharp silver sand, all

well incoiijorated together and sifted through a sieve of J-iu. mesh.

A little of the rough soil that does not pass through the sieve should

be placed over the crocks, then fill up with fine soil and press all

gently down, leaving -i in. at the top for a covering of sand.

Level oli' with a flat piece of wood, but do not pat down, as if that

is done the sand becomes caked and turns green. Pots so prepared

should be watered with a fine-rosed watering-pot before tlie cuttings

are inserted. Of cutting pans the most useful are round ones, C in.

Best Way

across and 3 in. deep inside ; if larger ones are used the cuttings in

the centre are liable to damp off. Pans do not require so many
small crocks or ashes as pots, a layer just over the bottom being suffi-

cient. When the cuttings are inserted settle the material about them,
and give a good sprinkling overhead; then plunge the pots half-way
up in the bed and cover with glasses, which must be taken off early
every morning to allow all superfluous moisture to escape. The
time for putting on the glasses again must te regulated by tlie

weather ; if liright they must be put on sooner than if dull. In
March and April freshly put in cuttings should be shaded with
sheets of paper during the middle of the day, thin whitish paper
being the best for the purpose. Nearly all bedding plants will emit
roots at this season in from five to eiglit days, when they should be
gradually inured to air. The handiest w-ay is to leave the glasses a
little way apart according to the strength of the cuttings and
the time during which they have been inserted. When they can be
left o9' altogetlier, the pots should be uuplunged and set out on the
platform ready for potting off.—H.

Pelarg'oniui'ns from Roots.—I would recommend all who
are sliort of Pelargoniums to save the trimmings of the roots, and to

put eight or ten of them into o-in. pots, in a compost consisting of

sand, loam, and leaf-mould. Then place them in a gentle heat, w.ater

them lightly, and shade effectually. Under tliis treatment new
shoots will appear, generally in clusters. When that takes place,

reduce the shade in order to give colour to the leaves and strength to
the shoots, and .the result will be all that can be desired.—W. P.

Plant Cuttings.—You will oblige me by allowing me now to

n'ithdraw the offer which I m.ade (p. 280) to supply these, my stock
being exhausted. I would also take this opportunity of thankin.g
the applicants for their liberal offers in return.—B. Pifpaud, Hill
I'louse, Ilemel Hempstead.

Me. a. Hamsheke, late gardener to Jlrs. Ellis, of Tlie Br.and,

Lougliborough, has been appointed head gardener to Sir W. Salt,

Bart., at the adjoining estate, llapplewell, Loughborough.
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" This is an art

Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The art itself is Naturk"—SAaJ-fiipfore.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

GROWING GLADIOLI.

OxE of your correspondents says, in mentioning the Gladioli,

that a considerable amount of experience leads him to the

belief that over rich soil and too much moisture have much
to do with the degeneration of this fine flower in English

gardens. In my opinion he is quite right in his belief. For

fifteen years or more I have been a wholesale grower of the

Gladiolus, and at the present time—the middle of September

—I have many hundreds of thousands of these bulbs nearly

ready to be dug up ; and, for a certainty, of all these bulbs

hardly one in a thousand will show the slightest trace of

disease. This being so, it will doubtless interest your readers

to know the circumstances under which such healthy growth

is made.

Jly soil is extremely sandy, so much so that it has the appear-

ance of being really nothing but sand. For the Gladiolus I

use no strong manure whatever ; in fact, if a pretty well-

manured crop of Indian Com, or some other rank grower has

occupied the land during the previous season, I have the

ground merely ploughed up in the spring, and have the bulbs

planted without additional preparation. Planting begins

about April 1, and is usually ended by May 1. From early in

June till the end of August we have a tropical heat, the ther-

mometer ranging from 70° to 85° and 90°. This, however,

does not disagree with the Gladiolus, unless the weather hap-

pens to be very dry as well as hot ; in that case the plant

suffers, especially if the flower-stalk is showing, at which time

a soaking rain is of great benefit. Towards the end of Sep-

tember, or indeed sooner with some varieties, the leaves begin

to change from a lively green colour to a yellowish-brown,

showing that the season's growth is at an end. Then digging

up begins, each digger being followed by a boy, who cuts off

the stalks as soon as the plants are taken from the ground
The bulbs are dried, not in the sun, as is sometimes done else-

where, but on airy shelves, and the roots are cleaned off during
rainy days, or any time during the winter, whenever that is

convenient.

In spite of what your correspondent says (p. 193), I am by
no means in favour of keeping the stalks attached to the

bulbs after they have been dug up. If the stalk is quite

dry, it has no relation whatever to the bulb, and cannot, I

think, do any good ; and if the stalk is not yet dry, it would
be likely to exhaust the bulb by sucking the juices from it

too rapidly. However, as a matter of course, your readers

can readily make trial of this and form therefrom their own
conclusions.

Gladiolus bulbs, to come out in good order in the spring,

should be kept cool and dry during winter. If the bulbs are

in a damp place, or are heaped together before they are fully

dried, the roots will start in a short time, and a top-growth
will be likely to show itself as well. But no matter how
cool and dry they may be kept, some varieties are almost
sure to throw out a shoot in early spring—of which fact I

may mention that the kind named Shakespeare is a notable

example. George Such.
SotifJi Amloy, New Jersey, U.S.A.

DEGENERATION OF GLADIOLI
I .NOTICE " Delt.a's" notes (p. .32G) on this subject, and doubtless he
is writing from his own experience just as I wrote from mine. Tlie
late Mr. Standisli found that Gladioli degenerated in his grounds. 1

also find to my cost tliat they degenerate at Loxford. 1 would not
have thrown away luindreds of tirst-class seedlings if tlieir constitu-
tion had been unimpaired. I would like to know whether the
experience of other growers correspond with mine, or is in accord
with that of '' Delta" and Mr. Banks. Tlie dillerence as regards
constitution in some varieties is another matter. 1 spent a few
liays in tlie north of England about the middle of last month, and
I found that (Uadioli are much more grown in the north than in the
south ; for instance, there was no competition at all at the Crystal
Palace show, while at the great autumn show at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne there were no fewer than thirty-eight entries in

three classes. The spikes, too, in the winning stands were very
tine. I counted eleven fully expanded blooms on many of

them. The varieties most conspicuous were Horace A'ernet, Orph^e,
Madame I'esportes, Le Vesuve, Legouve, Didon, and other French
raised varieties. How is it that KngUsh raised flowers are not seen at a
great exhibition like this, except such as have been raised liy the
exhibitors ? Facts are stubborn things, and they go to prove what I

have stated about the Gladiolus to be correct. This, being one of

our most beautiful autumn flowers, should be grown plentifully

wherever it succeeds. There are several formidable dithculties, how-
ever, in the way of an amateur of limited means obtaining a collec-

tion of the best sorts. I find in Mr. Kelway's list that single

bulbs are priced as high as three guineas ; but let us suppose that
the financial difficulty has been got over, and that a small collection

has been obtained at an expenditur'; of say £'20. For this sum 100
bulbs could be obtained, including the newest of the French
raisers. About 10 or 20 per cent, of them will die olf the first

year in one way or another, but those that do succeed should be
selected to save seeds from by careful crossing of the best varieties.

In a previous number I stated how this ought to be done. In
ordinary seasons it is not difficult to save seeds. In our garden they
began to ripen early in September this year, and we had saved nearly
the whole of them by the end of the mouth. As the pods crack at

the top they are gathered, and each sort is placed separately in a
punnet to dry ; this they will do in about three weeks, when they
are separated from the husks and wrapped up in papers, the parent-
age being written on the outside of each. About the middle of
March I prepare a hotbed, the heat of which has declined suffi-

ciently by the first week in April for my purpose, and I then sow
the seeds thinly in prepared soil in 7-in. pots. In a fort-

night the young plants appear, when air is gradually admitted to

the frame, and more copiously as the plants advance in growth. By
the end of May the lights may be entirely removed, and about the
enil of September the plants have matured their growth. About
the end of the following February or early in March the bulbs, which
will average in size that of a Marrow Pea, should be planted out in

their blooming quarters, and in the month of August the largest

proportion of these will be in flower, many of them producing exhi-
bition spikes. Nearly all the certificates (indeed I may say all) that
I received were given to flowers the produce of seeds saved only two
years previously. It is a mistake to certificate such flowers ; it ought
to be stipulated that three spikes of each variety be shown. I say
three because one can very often cut two good spikes from a two-
year-old bulb, but it would probably require a dozen bulbs before
three could be cut.

In the case of nearly all other florist subjects, whether in the form
of cut flowers or plants, certificates are not gi'anted to seedlings,

and it is very desirable that the same rule should apply to the
Gladiolus. Some varieties can be propagated very rapidly ; in some
cases one hundred and even two hundred bulbs can he obtained in

four or five years. Of course it may happen that a variety may be
shy in producing small bulbs from the base of the large one, and it

might take twenty years to obtain two hundred bulbs, but that
would be a rare exception. I have also observed that by breeding
" in and in," as it is called, from the same strain degeneration fol-

lows, and it is necessary to occasionally import fresh blood into the
collection for seed saving. My experience may differ from that of

other growers, but for many years I have grown thousands of named
varieties and seedlings annually, and I simply give the results of

my practice. J. Douglas.

New Sea Holly (Eryngium Carrierei).—This, amongst other
things, was exhibited by M. Godefroy-Lebeuf at a recent meeting of

tile French National Horticultural Society. It was obtained by
M. Chate, and is said to be far superior to all other varieties of this

family, liaving a more compact manner of growth and larger foliage.

—J. C

.
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SELECT GLADIOLI.
The folio iving list, amended from p. 3'26, is arranged according to

colour :

WHITE, OR WHITE GROUNDS.
l^TENDARi).—An enormous spike, the blooms rather too far apart, but very

larf^e and striking, piu'e white, with slight violet markin;;s.

DELICATI3SI5IA.—French white,with lilac marking. I should hardly have included
this, but that I have had this year a most magnificent bloom.
Norma.—Taking it altogether, I think this, especially wlien shaded, the best

white growu ; the flowers are so very closely set together, and the colour so pure,

that it is always a reliable exhibition tlower.

I,EDA.—A good spike of well-opened flowers, white striped, with rose and
lilac.

Carnation.—Flesh wliite, with the edges strongly flaked with rich carmine,
and carmine puri>le spots on the lower petals.

Shakespeare.—White, with rosy carmine stripes ; a very early variety and not

quite long enough in the spike.
ARcniDUciiEsSE ilAKiE CHRISTINE.—White ground, slightly tinted with rose,

white rosy-lilac markings, darker on the lower petals ; a large and fine flower,

for which I obtained a first-class certificate at the Crystal Palace.

ROSE-COLOURED AND ROSE-LILAC GROUNDS.
Atlas.—Fi'ench wliite, tinted with lilac, and richly flaked with clear violet.

Mad. Furtado.—An old and, at times, a fine variety, the petals somewhat
pointed, but still one not to be thrown away.
Hesperide.—Long spike of large flowers, white ground flaked with salmon rose.

Eugene Scribe.—Very light rose, striped with red, and with yellowish tinge

in the centre of the flower.

Ai>OLPHE Brononiart.—Although this is an old flower, it must still take its

])lace amongst the very best, the colour is so fresh and bright—a light

salmon orange, and the flowers large and of great substance.
De Mirbel.—a fine spike with large flowers, bright rose, lightly tinted with

lilac or violet, striped with deep carmine.
Orphee,—Hose flamed with carmine with very fine purplish spots, a fine spike,

nd spores very freely.

Leandre.—A grand flower of great substance. I have had some splendid
spikes of it this season, light lilac tinted with carmine, pure white spots, white
band distinctly marked on each petal.

MURILLO —A grand flower of great substance, deep rose, with pure white
lines and large white spots in tlie centre of petals.

Psyche.—Very delicate satiny rose, lower petals somewhat deep in colour and
flamed with lively carmine.
GINEVRA.—Clear cerise rose, flamed with red, with pure white lines, small

carmine-purple spot on yellow-coloured throat.

Baroness Burdett Coutts.—Magnificent spike of delicate lilac rose, flaked

with carmine on the lower divisions, carmine spot on bright clear ground, very
large flowers beautifully arranged.
Pygmalion.—A long spike of grand flowers, well opened, of a reddish carmine,

largely flamed with deeper red.

REDS OF VARIOUS SHADES.
JIeyerbEER.—Although tills variety may now be had for about 4d. each, it is

still one of the very best ; its long spike of brilliant flowers beautifully arranged
on the spike can never fail to attract ; there are otlier flowers larger, but it is still

a most reliable variety for exhibition,

Le Titien.—Another old variety, but very bright and good ; very brilliant

reddish-scarlet.
Benvenuto.—Very clear orange-red with white spot, a very effective colour.

Christophe Colombe.—Carmine-rose, flamed with red, a little pointed in the
etal, with violet-carmine spot ; a good spike.

Legouve.—A flne flower, lively red with pure wliite lines, centre violet, very
bright.
ConQUfiTE.—Large, rosy, cerise flower, with pure white spots ; a good spike

and very etfective.

Hercule.—Very brilliant bright red, flamed and striped with orange-red, a
violet spot on light ground, a grand flower, but perhaps not quite long enough
in the spike.
Horace Vernet.—Very brilliant purplish-red, large white spot mth red stripe

in it.

Jupiter.—Clear bright red, flamed with crimson-red ; a beautiful flower.

Le Vesuve.—Brilliant beautiful red, a grand flower.

Pasquin.—Grand flower, scarlet, shaded with bright red, a most beautiful
flower, but somewhat delicate.

Flamingo.—Very brilliant fiery red, purple spot on the lower divisions, flowers
beautifully arranged on the spike.

Africaise.—A very distinct variety, brownish-crimson flower, with white lines ;

very remarkable.
Matador.—Long spike of grand flowers, brilliant scarlet-red, %vith white

lines.

Ovide.—Fine spike of reddish-carmine, flaked on the edges of the petals with
cardinal red, with distinct white lines on each petal.

YELLOW AND YELLOWISH GROUNDS.
As in some other florists' flowers, yellows ai-e a scarce and difficult

class ; they are few in number, and some of them delicate in consti-

tution. I can only recommend

—

Schiller.—Saflron-yellow, with carmine-red spots ; flowers somewhat small.

Pactole.—Fine yellow, largely edged with rose, deeper in the centre, flaked
mth carmine.
Kayon I)'Or.—Beautiful straw-yellow, flaked with deep carmine on the edges,

carmine spot.

Delta.

appear of a difi'erent texture from the other leaves. The name will
translate into *' Callused Lily," which, though not a very pleasing
name, is sufficiently descriptive. The flower, usually firm in texture,
is of a bright scarlet colour, of a very lively tint, and the whole
aspect of the plant is most pleasing. We have only tried it in out-

door culture, but have no doubt that it would be a capital species to

force in pots. The native country of this species is Japan, which
has so largely enriched our gardens with Lilies,

—

Avierkan A'jri'

culturist.

SALVIA PATENS AND ITS CULTURE.
I xniNTv I have already directed attention to the extreme beauty of

this fine plant. Piich and satisfactory, however, as is tlie first or

earlier flower-stems of this Salvia, the succession flowers, as they break
into beauty all over and down the plants, are yet more eft'ective. The
lateral shoots are now in full beauty, and there is hardly a plant in

the flower garden to equal it. The individual flowers are rather
fugitive, but then there is such a rich and profuse succession that
they are never missed. This speedy falling of the flowers, however,
is a serious dra%vback to the usefulness of this splendid blue flower

for cutting ; but for masses or lines in the flower garden, or as single

specimens among the most choice herbaceous plants, the old Salvia

patens is simply magnificent. Few plants are finer for forming
single specimens than this. In a rich border it will reach a height of

5 ft. or ft. The best mode of training is to place a single stout

stake in the centre of the plant, and allow all the sub-branches to

ramble as they list. With a stout tie at the bottom few of them
will break off, though this, like most of the other Salvias, is some-
what crisp and brittle.

The plant is ripening a good crop of seeds this season, and these,

if sown in heat next February, and pushed on under glass till May,
will flower pretty well the first season, though not so freely as older

plants or cuttings. It is not yet too late to root cuttings in a close

frame. The lower lateral-growing shoots make the best cuttings.

If taken off with a heel from the main stem they will root and form
tubers all the quicker. The latter i.s important, as unless tubers are

formed the young Salvia plants will perish in the winter. As soon
as tubers are formed the cuttings may be partially dried of}'. They
should, however, be wintered in the cutting pots, and started in a

little warmth next February or Marcli. As soon as they break, pot

off the roots singly, and grow the plants on under glass till the

middle of iSIay. If the stock is short each of these autumn-struck
cuttings may be converted into several plants before planting-out

time arrives. Those who have a good stock of old plants do not
need to sow seeds or strike cuttings in the autumn. All that is

needful is to lift the old roots before they are bit by the frosts of

autumn or winter, store them in a little leaf-mould or loam in frost-

proof quarters, and place them in a temperature of 60° or so in

the spring. The crown will break into a crop of shoots that will

come up thick and strong as closely-sown Peas. Each two or three

joints of these young shoots may be converted into a plant in a week
or ten days in the spring ; the beheaded shootlets spring forth afresh

with more vigour and in greater numbers, so that any number may
be propagated from a few dozen of the old roots. The latter may
also be cut into pieces, and each root thus converted into a dozen
or a score, according to its size. In fact, there is no plant more
easily propagated than this fine old Salvia.

A few should always be grown in iiots for flowering in the
conservator3' in the autumn. Few plants are more effective for

association with the scaidet Salvias, yellow Cassias, early Chrysan-
themums, and other autumnal occupants of the conservatory than
the rich deep blue of this beautiful Salvia. D. T. Fl.SH.

A Small-flowered Lily.—Lilium callosum belongs to a set of

Lilies that are very small compared with Kramer's Lily, and that

even is dwarfed bythe sideof L.auratum. Indeed, the present species

seems so far removed from its giant relatives that we look upon it as

something to be nursed and petted, while in fact it is quite as hardy asany;
it is even smaller than the small-flowered Lily (Lilium parviflorum).

The botanical name, callosum, refers to the fact that the bracts, or

upper leaves just below the flowers, are callused, or hardened, and

The Water Thyme (Anacharis Alsinastrum).—When or how
tlie Watern-eed, of which the annexed is an illustration, was intro-

duced into this country appears to be uncertain. Prof. Oliver says

it was first remarked in 1S17, and Sir J. D. Hooker says it was intro-

duced into the County Down about 1836, and into England about 1841.

In 1847 it was observed by Miss Kirby in Leicestershire, and was
first described as a British plant by the late Dr. G. Johnstone, of

Ber-wick-upon-Tweed, in his "Botany of the Eastern Borders,"
published iu 185,3. It is now very abundant and troublesome in many of

our canals and rivers, and is a great pest to salmon fishers, as large

masses of the plant are constantly getting entangled in their nets.

It is very brittle, and the smallest piece, it it has a whorl of leaves,

is capable of sending down roots to the soft mud wherever it happens
to rest ; and as it sends out horizontal shoots that rise and spread
every 5 in. or 6 in. along the bottoms of lakes and streams, it multi-

plies with extraordinary rapidity, which is rather increased tlian dimi-

nishedby the ordinary method of trying to destroy the plantby breaking
up its masses. It is, however, greedily eaten byswans and other water-
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fowl, which serve to keep it in check in ornamental waters.

one of the best plants for indoor aquaria that we possess.

It is

this

my-

TIIICK PLANTING IN HERBACEOUS BORDERS.
One of the iirst things to be considered by every one before planting
collections of hardy flowers is the extent of ground he can furnish well
and keep in good order. I am not speaking of the wild or neglected
garden, but of beds or borders containing many choice things that one
wants to preserve and cultivate well. I have never yet seen a hardy
border that was half as tliickly planted as it might and should have
been, and it is this thin planting and consequent scarcity of flower
that has done so much to bring hardy plants into disrepute. Has
any one ever tried to realise what a magnificent show could be
produced by herbaceous plants if they were only planted and tended
in the same way as we tend a bed of Geraniums, Lobelias, or
Calceolarias ? A bed a few yards wide will require some 500 or more
Geraniums to plant it elTectively ; and just fancy the care and
nursing spent upon these annually bestowed upon as many
hardy plants as

would till the
same space, and
what the re-

sults would be.

I have tried

to bring
home to
self a
many times
within the last

year or two,
and I am pre-
pared to say
that at any
time of the
year, from the
time plants
come into
flower gene-
rally till Oc-
tober or No-
vember, it

would be per-
fectly practic-

able to pro-
duce an eflfect

with hardy
plants such as
the bedding
system could
not at least

beat during its

brief season.

This is putting
the matter in

the bedding
man's point of

view, assuming
for the time
being that the
massing system was adopted. Those who assert that the display of

hardy plants is over, or nearly so, about the season the bedding
plants begin to show speak in ignorance of the subject. A friend

in London sent me as a favour the other day a list of "good
things" for the herbaceous border that flowered near London
during August, September, and October, and the list enumerates
exactly 114 species and varieties. All were noted down in one
well-kjio\vn nursery. From another garden, containing only a

limited collection, I received at the beginning of the present month
(October) twelve species of fine cut flowers that we had not got our-

selves, and which were described as being about their best. These
were grown about 200 miles north of London, and the species con-

tain, many of them, a number of varieties presenting all shades of

colour.

As regards planting, there may be a difi'erence of opinion on the

subject of carpeting, but I do not think it worth while fighting over

matters of secondary importance when the main object is to create an
interest in hardy plants themselves and their culture. Mr. ililes's

ideas are good, but is it adWsable to attempt more than we can
manage well ? As to carpeting, you cannot grow more than one
kind of plant successfully on the same piece of ground. As garden
management goes, would not carpeting with plants of an evergreen

nature be likely to injure the plants below them ? The worst pests

The Water Thyme (Anacharis Alsinastrum).

of the hardy border are the slugs ; the destruction they do is incal-
culable, and the more shelter there is for them the worse thty are.
They have done more injury to numerous subjects on our herbaceous
border during these last two years than anything else. 1 have gathered
a whole handful from under a patch of Araljis or Candytuft not above
(> iu. square, and as wc have not time to attend to them continually,
they have itjpretty much their own way. A carpet of evergreen foliage
over the rootsof some bulbs retards growth. I once planted (ihuliolus
and some other bulbs under a carpet of Cerastium and Viola, and I
thought they were never coming up. I think tlie whole case may be
met by simply planting tliickly and giving each subject its own
place; and of course there is no objection whatever to planting dwarf
subjects among tall ones instead of relegating all tall subjects to the
back and the dwarf ones to the front rows. This is a feature of the
old herbaceous bolder that has to be worked oil'. Numbers of bulbs
and other dwarf subjects will succeed capitally between Delphiniums
and Phloxes and such like, and flower while these are as yet but a
little way above the surface of the ground, Init there is no need for

one plant usurping another's place. There are the weeds to contend
with, and we all know how the Grass and other weeds will establish

themselves
iunong other
low-growing
plants ; and
unless they can
be pulled out
as fast as they
appear, as they
should be, but
never are, the
task will be-
come an ardu-
ous one. Then
if l)orders are
not to be dug,
and it is bet-

ter tliat they
should not be,

some sort of

surface feeding

will be neces-

sary once a
year about this

season or later.

There are num-
bers of her-

baceous plants

that rob the
soil as much
as Peas and
Beans, and
soon acfiuire a
starved-look-
ing appearance
if not fed, not-

withstanding a

dec]) and rich

soil, which ex-

erts but little

benefit upon
surface rooters

more especially ; hence the benefit. of top-dressings. As for preparing
hardy borders like Vine borders, and draining and bottoming them
in the way suggested by Mr. Miles, it is simply impracticable in a
general way, and unnecessary as well. It is occasionally advisable
to prepare sites for special suljjects, but with ordinary attention
good garden ground will grow most herbaceous plants well enough.
Flowering plants are, however, just like Caljbages and Potatoes,
which require so much room. Thick planting should be the rule,
but a sight of the bare soil is not objectionable here and there, and
I am in favour of leaving a margin round eacli plant, which would
barely be visible during the season of growth. 'When plants are
w'edged together in the ground the conse(|uences are familiar to every
one—they are starvation and death, the weakest going to the
wall. It is better, therefore, to leave room for a mulching of some
nourishing material round the collar of each plant, as well as to
enable one to know where the plant is. It will be found as col-

lections increase that the cultural attention required by diH'erent
species will form no small part of the gardener's work if he wishes
to preserve his collection. J. S. \V.

Lathyrus biflorus.—It may be worth while to put on record
that this plant alluded to in Tue Gakdex some time since is simply
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our old acnuaintanoe L. gramliflorus of Linna?us. Its large twin
flowers are liaiidsoine enough, but it is apt to become troublesome
from its rapidly creeping loots.—W. T., Ipswich.

HARDY FLO^YEKS IN OCTOBER.
The weather for the past few weeks, at least in the neighbourhood of

London, has not been very favourable either for hardy or tender
plants used in bedding, but in appearance the odds are strongly in
favour of the former, as may be seen Ijy any one visiting the princi-

pal hardy plant nurseries or those private gardens in which they are
grown in a creditable manner. We append the following list of hardy
flowers now in full beauty in order to assist those who desire to make
a selection for autumn flowering, and, on the other hand, it may per-
haps convince those, who, because tliey are not brought iu contact
with hardy jjlants in flower in autumn, appear to be ignorant of the
fact that flowers remain on them long after plants used in bedding
are removed to warm quarters for the winter. Autumn flowering
plants proper, that is, those which profluce tlieir blossoms naturally
from September to November, are doubly valuable, especiallj' for cut-
ting purposes, as atthat season greenhouses supply but few flowers, and
tender plants out-of-doors are past their best. We have carefully
avoided enumerating in the list subjoined any that would be con-
sidered by most persons to be of a weedy character, or those which
are similar to eacli other, such, for example, as the many kinds of
perennial Asters ; therefore, the list is reduced to few compared
with the large numbers that m.ay be seen iu nurseries or in the
largest public and private collections.

Abrouia areniiia 'Jtili.irdia aristata & vars. Tropaeoluni speciosuni
Acotiituni autumnale Heleniuni puniilum Yucca Uacclda
Aater Amelias autumnale ainl vara fllameiitosa

var. bessarabicus Heliauthus riijidua Za'ischiieria californica
patens multirtorus fl.-pl. Polygonum cuspuiatum
turbinellu'i orgyalia compactum
Kovie-An^lia; Kiiiphofl.ialoenidesnobilis vaccinifolium
Chapniani Lilium aur.itum and vars. Cyclamen hedeiu'foliura
grandillorua ti?rinum .ind vars. Uolchioum .autumnale and
hevis speciosuni and vars. vars.
ericoides Lobelia cardinalis A vars. byzautinum and vars.
pulcherrinius Miraliilis miiltiflora speciosum
versicolor Monarda fistulosa it vars. Krodmm .Manescavi
laxu3 didyma Chrysanthenuini Leucan-
loiiLiifolius f ^rmnsus (Enothera ntarglnata thenium and vars.
and many others Youiigi Liatris tenuifolia

Anemon i japonica * vars. fruticosa Silphiura laciniatum
Antliemis inodorumtl.-pl. glanca Vernonia uovenoraceasis
Antirrhinum majus Avars Peutsteiuon gentianoides Boltonia decurrens
Aponogetou distachvon (u'arden vars.) Convolvulus .Scam monia
Ceutranthus ruller i- vars. Phlox panicnlata Phygelius capensis
Chelone Lyoni (Horists' vars.l I.upinus polypliyllus
Coreopsis verticillata Platycodou graiidiflorum Crocus speciosus

tenuifolia var. autumnale odorus
lanceolata Pyrethrnm (double vars.) byzantinus

Dahlia cocciuea serotiuum pulchellus
glabrata Scabiosa caucasica medins
variabilis & vars. suaveolens Imperati and many

Delphinium fomiosum and .Senecio pulcher others
other vars. .Solidago in great variety lludbeckia Newmani

Diceatra formosa Stachys coccinea sub-tomentosa
Echinacea purpurea Statice latifolia liirta

Eupatorium ageratoides Limonium Diplopappns rigidus
Francoa sonchifolia .Stobjea purpurea Arnebiaechioides
Funkia lancifoUa & vars. Stokesia cyanea Plumbago Larpent.-r;

grandiflora Tropieolum tuberosum Ophiopo'gon .Jaburan

SUBSTITUTES FOR GRASS.
Wheke a great extent of lawn has to be kept in order, if it be fur-

nished with trees and shrubs, as most lawns are, either in the
shape of groups or isolated single specimens, the Grass around
them often gives a good deal of trouble, and if neglected looks
rough and untidy. The mowing machine has been tlie means of
saving a large amount of labour, but it must not be drawn too
near choice trees or shrubs, the branches of which sweep the ground,
or their symmetry will be injured. I have, therefore, often thought
that in such cases some substitute for Grass should have been em-
ployed long ago that would not require trimming. The tendency now
is to economise labour, and this is one way in which a good deal of
it may be saved. Whatever is employed must keep its colour and
look thrifty ; Grass very often fails to do this. Kveu bare earth
looks better than dried-up herbage, but that cannot for a moment be
thought of, nor need it be, for there are plenty of low-growing
plants that will thrive under bushes. A host may Ije found in
Sedums and Saxifrages alone. Of the latter one of the best
is the common mossy Saxifrage. I did not think this humble plant
(Eve's rincushion it is sometimes called) was half so beau-
tiful until I saw it iu a good-sized patch 4 ft. or 5 ft. over sur-
rounding a shrub. It is of a far brighter and more beautiful
green than Grass, and the little tufty irregularities of growtli seem
to add to its beauty, and in spring it is covered with myriads of

pretty little white flowers mounted on slender wire-like stems about
6 in. high. Sedum glaucum and Lydium will also do well for such
work, as they are very close growing, require no trimming, and will
thrive anywhere. Nothing beats the common Ivy for forming a
green covering under large trees if watched and its tendency to climb
up the trees counteracted by prompt cutting back. In some soils the
Spergula pilifera will do to take the place of Grass beneath shrulis,

and Creeping Jenny grows naturally in the shade. Then, again, how
charming it would be to introduce on these carpets of enduring ver-

dure a few Snowdrops, or Primroses, or any other little plant one
has a fancy for ! E. Hobday.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ELOWES, GAKDEN-

Flo'wer-beda on Grass.—For many years it was taken for

granted that a certain style of architecture likewise demanded a
certain style of floral decoration. If this be correct, it is to be
regretted that the style of architecture was not made to liarmonise
in some measure with our English landscapes, for although we
may alter the gardening close to the windows of a mansion, we
cannot alter the landscape views that surround it to any appreci-
alile extent ; neither can we provide blue Italian skies above a
building in that style, nor bright sunshine to light up the necessary
accompaniments of formal geometric gardens, in the shape of foun-
tain basins, statues, terra cotta edgings and vases, scroll work, and
coloured gravels. No ; we want flower-beds of sim|ile form on
Grass—one here and there, such as will suit every kind of building,

tirass of emerald green is by far the loveliest setting for beds of

flowers ; costly adjuncts in the way of stonework rob dressed
grounds of half their beauty. One could mention scores of gardens
spoilt by incongruous additions in this way. More variety in plant
life and more original ideas as regards its combinations are wanted,
but no stonework, and above all let us have a widespread carpet of

soft velvety turf, the keystone on which all the other charms of an
English flower garden rest.—J. Groom, Linton.

Clothing Tree Stumps.—I cut off' the head of a big Apple
tree last winter, intending to graft it in the spring, but omitted,
for various reasons, to do so. Tlien I was urged to cut it quite
down because it looked so unsightly, but thought it best to place
around the base some Canary Creeper and scarlet Tropieolums. Now
the stump is invisible, except that a few young shoots project here
and there ; all the rest is clothed with the beautiful creepers. We
can endure the sight of the stump for the winter, because all the
big trees are then leafless, and in the spring it will be grafted, and I

shall yet have my Apple tree.—A. D.

Cocoa Fibre in Herbaceous Borders.—Mr. Miles
passes a high eulogium on Cocoa fibre for mixing with the soil in

herbaceous borders, but I fear if the success of hardy flower garden-
ing, so ably advocated by Mr. Miles on m.any occasions, is to depend
on the aid of Cocoa fibre, it will get on equally well without it, the
manurial value of Cocoa fibre being very low. I know, in fact, many
cultivators who would not use it for manure if they got it for noth-
ing. It is excellent for plunging pot plants in, protecting, as it does,

the roots from alternate changes of temperature or moisture, but few
would go to the expense of procuring it for making up borders, as

suggested by Mr. Miles (p. 270). That any kind of plant would
grow well in such a border as that of Mr. Miles I do not question,
but I do not think the presence or absence of the Cocoa fibre would
make much difference either way ; at all events, before investing
largely in an article of such questionable value, I would recommend
any one who contemplates constructing the flower gardens of the
future on the plan laid down (p. 270) to give Cocoa fibre a fair trial

by the side of a small plot dressed with good leaf-mould or even
farmyard manure.—J. G., Linton.

Electric Storms.—The valley of the Missouri and other dis-

tricts which suffered so much from tornadoes have been examined by
Professor Tioe, who has come to the opinion that the storms were of

an electric nature. He arrived at this conclusion by the fact that
the buildings which saR'ered most were those were covered
with zinc or other metallic roofing, while houses roofed with skates

or tiles almost invariably escaped. The iron chimney of a f.actory

was torn off and twisted about in a remarkaule manner, while the
rest of the building showed no trace of damage ; and the same
happened to the bell cupola of a large school, which, being made of

sheet tin, was completely destroyed. The professor also noticeil

that those trees which suffered from the storm were not injured,

particularly from the windward side, or bent in any direction by the
storm, but th.at tlie whole of them were stripped of their leaves

instantaneously like broomsticks, and that the bark presented an
appearance as of scorching.
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LEAFLETS.

Dr. Geo. Thurber, the editor of the American AgrkiiUuruf,

a paper which has done and is doing very good work in the

United States, is now in Europe. Li course of conversntion

he remarked to nio that he travelled from Liveipool to

Chester, and from Chester to Oxford, and from Oxford to

London without seeing a dozen fruit trees from the railwaj'.

This seemed to him very extraordinary. I had no little

ditticulty in accounting for it. It is a remarkable fact that

while the demand for wholesome fruit, such as the best

cooking Apples or small fruits, in our small towns is never

satisfied, very few efforts are being made to supply it. It

may be .said there is no demand
;
possibly there is no demand

at a paying price for the poor fruit that grows in many par-

dens and orchards gathered from old and worthless kinds.

Bat with 10,000 barrels of American Ajiples in our markets

in one day, it cannot be believed there is not a market

for good fruit. The fact that Dr. Thurber calls our atten-

tion to must be clear to any one who has thought on the

matter. A year ago I walked from Portsmouth to London
with a friend, taking the highest and most pleasant line of

country, and that which often commanded the most favour-

able sites for fruit growing, and we did not see in the whole

of that distance one promising healthy orchard. One can

understand farmers not planting trees which come slowly

into bearing at first, and of the return from which they are

not certain. In any case the fact is deplorable.

At the Chiswick Garden of the Royal Horticultural Society,

in which Mr. Barron has very projierly developed some in-

teresting types of hardy flower life, I notice some bright

little tufts of the hardy autumn-flowering Cyclamens, plants

which have never been done justice to hitherto in our gar-

dens, handsome as their tine bold little leaf-forms are as they

come up to face the winter. Occasionally a dot or a tuft of

these plants may have been seen in neglected corners. To
fairly judge of them one should .^^ee them in little colonies

or groups well grown and well placed, and always so sur-

rounded that their leaves might not be bruised or otherwise in-

jured. A Cyclamen in the open air seems to most people a

thing requiring some peculiar attention, but they really are

as hardy as wild ducks, and will thrive among dwarf shrubs

and rocky banks, even among broken stone or on the mo.ssy

floor of an open wood in a free or gravelly soil. In gardens

or pleasure grounds the essential thing is to place them so

that their beauty may be seen ; also to stop the dotting sys-

tem in their case, so as to let us see enough of them to enjoy

their colour and feel their individuality.

I was glad to notice the old Chiswick garden full of life

and health, and really rich and beautiful from a large

number of Cannas planted out, and from a goodly number
of varied plants suitable for flower gardens, among which
one called the Ascot Begonia was very bright and elegant,

and even more showy than Pelargoniums. This plant has a

graceful Fuchsia-like habit, and, placed thinly in flower beds
with a low undergrowth, would be charming. The same
thing may be said of the bright variegated Abntilon vexil-

larium, which was trained as little standards. The beds of

the different races of hybrid Abutilon at Chiswick, grown
well in the open air, were very promising arid healthy. Placed
thinly and trained to single stems or as small standards, these

would form a good feature, and especially some of the new
kinds, which are distinct in colour.

Mr. Barron has given the little cordon Apple trees a fair trial

;

there are excellent .specimens now to be seen at Chiswick

and although I was late to see the crops, except in one or two
cases, in which the lines were loaded with good fruit, Mr.

llarron tellsme that the crop throughoutwas remarkable. 1 have

not seen Mr. Roger Leigh's trees since shortly aftertheir jilant-

ing, but am told the fruit is exceptionally fine. The Chiswick

line of single erect Pear cordons is nicely trained and very

promising', sucli fruit as are borne this j'ear being larger than

usual. There is no doubt that this kind has great merits

forthesmallgardcn, nearly everything, however, depending upon

the choice of kinds and in securing those that do well on the

Quince in each particular soil. With any seasons less disas-

trous than the last two or three the cordons of different kinds

at Chiswick will be extremely interesting.

Most of our gardens, from necessity or from choice, have

hitherto been made in the valleys and plains, where, however,

they are much more liable to suffer from the cold and damp
of winter than on the hills or slopes. In our country the higli

grounds have never been used for garden purposes to anything

like the extent they deserve. The fact that a few hundred feet

elevation often saves one from the destroying eti'ect of pjiring

frosts is one of enormous importance in much relating to

gardening and fruit growing. This fact is not only of im-

portance to us—more liable, as we fancy, than other (leopies

to the injurious effects of spring frosts—but also in almost

every northern country we know of. In North Aniericu, for

example, in some of the best fruit-growing regions the planters

are becoming thoroughly awake to the necessity of taking ad-

vantage of the ground, so to say. They are watching, like

careful generals, for good positions, so as to withstand the

common enemy, frost. The observant growers have noted and

experienced in their own practice the great advantage from a

few hundred feet elevation. Peach and other trees surviving in

such positions when they perish in the valleys or in the low-

lands. The glowing sun which ripens the shoots so well does

not absolve the cultivator from counting with this important

difference as to the growth of fruit ; so too mu.st we if our

country is to be as fertile in useful fruit as it should be.

Let us make our orchards on the slopes, and grow Wheat and

other crops in the valleys.

The superintendents of the parks must have a poor time of

it if they read the papers much. One set of correspondents

write and call attention to the fact that the trees are dying,

and that something ought to be done. They are quite right,

of course, because when a tree is dead or dying something

certainly ought to be done. But the moment a tree is cut

down, if not done before these critics get out after breakfast,

be these trees never so decayed or so ill-placed, another

set write to the Tivies, enraged that old trees should be cut

down at all. No one would regret more than myself that

the forest aspect of Kensington Gardens should be interfered

with, but trees, like other things, come and go, and the true

remedy is to plant well a goodly number of young ones every

year, not in the shade of the others, but on thoroughly cleared

ground. As everybody knows, there has been a scientific

commission about these trees lately, composed of Messrs.

Glutton, Thoma,s, and Sir Joseph Hooker, .so what is

being done now must be well considered. By the way,

the composition of this commission throws a curious light

on the way the Government select men. Though more

or less distinguished in various ways, I am not aware

that any of these gentlemen, except Mr. Cluttnn, ever had

any pretention to special knowledge of the art of tree planting,

which, no more than other arts, is not to be obtained

without long devotion and practice. On the other hand, it

would have been quite possible to have found other men of
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great experience in tree planting and forestry, had it been

necessary, to settle the points in dispute. These, however, are

so clear and simple as not to require any heads beyond that

of the superintendent's, if he were allowed to act in the matter

independent of the Times and other forces around.

*

The new French Minister of Foreign Affairs, ^l. Barthdlemy

Saint-Hilaire, was found busy gardening when 11. Ferry went

for him to fill this important post. He was rather discon-

certed to hear the news, saying, " I liave still iive volumes

of Aristotle to translate ; I have taken to natural history

;

and my garden ! my poor garden ! what is to become of it ^
"

*

A French traveller in Africa writes home to his government

of what seems "too good to be true" : a Vine of high quality,

herbaceous in its character ; a Vine fertile and beautiful, with

delicious fruit, which may be cultivated like a Dahlia, and

which has true herbaceous roots. It is probably an exaggera-

tion or some error of description, but the description, said to

be that of a botanist, is sufficient to excite curiosity.

*

In visiting a good many gardens of late I have been much
concerned with the state of the e.stablished .shrubberies. There

may, perhaps, be some feasible excuse for the overcrowding at

first, although it is unnecessary. Nobody ever thins and opens

a shrubbery patiently and regularly as it ought to be done.

For a few years the shrubs are happy enough ; afterwards we
have some years of a struggle for life, which finally ends by
the suppression of many of the choice species. And then we
arrive at the stage of overgrowth and dryness of the soil.

Many shrubberries are sad to look at—a solid mass, with all

])eautiful intermediate or underground growth impossible.

The result is that the shrubbery, wliich might be a beautiful

garden, is deprived of almost all value beyond that of a shelter

belt, and is even poor as that. The whole business of the

shrubbery must be changed in the direction of allowing each

plant or group room for fair development, and of open spaces

here and there so that a little light and shade may be pos-

sible, and a chance for fair flowers and climbers and ground

plants to grow between the taller things and veil the surface

of the ground.
*

The oldest Catalpa tree in the country is said to be that in

Gray's Inn Gardens, and a very beautiful object it is, and
curiously picturesque. The stems divide into two great

branches, which lie nearly on the ground. The tree seems

well cared for by the Benchers, and looks fairly well, even at

its present age, but the fact that a second-rate tree of no
importance whatever is left near it to overshadow and other-

wise injure it is a good illustration of the way people generally

act, even when they think they are doing all that is needful

as regards trees. There is a very remarkable Plane in the

same garden, said to be the largest and most perfect specimen

in London. It certainly gives a huge and wonderful shade,

but it also is being injured by trees coming too near one side

and checking its development in that direction.

Among tho various kind^ of garden decoration which one

sees in other countries, perhaps one of the least desirable is

the German one of mixing up hard and " flourishy " art

with plant life. I have seen some very good gardens in Ger-
many, but their floral decorations, especially as illustrated in

some of their books, are simply terrible. Ultra delight in

poor mosaic gardening, brazen women and brazen bulls with
wings or wreaths mixed up with groups of fair flowers, showy
pedestals, contorted trellises, rustic work in impossible and
paralytic positions, a delight in anything but the plants—-poor

sticky rubbish ; little Palms stuck in pots and vases, deco-

rated like a hideous coffin.
*

The day will probably come when the beauty of the spring

garden will have a reflex in the almost similar beauty of the

autumn garden. I do not speak now of a comparison of

the two very different sets of plants which usually adorn the

spring and autumn garden at present, but rather of the com-

ing of many plants autumn-blooming similar in character to

those which are the glory of the spring. Thus, for example,

the autumn-flowering species of the Crocus are probably more

numerous than the spring-flowering kinds. I speak of species

and natural races rather than hybrids. Taken individually,

the autumn flowers are also the boldest and strongest,

as, for example, Crocus nudiflorus and Crocus speciosus,

now in blossom. Up to the present time these have been

very little cultivated, and have not as yet broken into garden

varieties. Their beauty in the golden days that often come to

us in England in October is quite as delightful in its way as

any charm of the spring garden or the rock garden. At pre-

sent nearly all the autumn Crocuses are scarce, with the excep-

tion perhaps of two or three kinds. Even the kinds that are

common are only seen cultivated in the ordinary way as bor-

der or nursery plants, and a very proper way, too. To
secure, however, little pictures from such plants we must have

them happy in the Grass or Moss, or other dwarf plants

which will keep their flowers from being splashed, and in car-

pets where they may be seen on sunny knolls, or banks, or Grassy

corners of the lawn or pleasure garden. So placed in natural

groups they would not be in the way of other flowers, and

their coming in blossom would be worth waiting for.

Not less important are the wholly distinct Colchicums,

sometimes called Autumn Crocuses, and which are in flower

at the same time, or earlier, than some of the Crocuses. Here

the double kinds, white as well as rose, play a distinct part,

and perhaps handsomest of all is the new and large Meadow
SaflVon (Colchicum speciosum), figured some years ago in The
Gakdex. This is a noble plant, a tuft of which, welcoming

the sun on a bright October morning, is a brilliant sight—its

large open cups glowing with a peculiar rosy light, and its

bold unopened buds paler beside them. As regards arrangement,

the same remarks nearly apply to those that apply to the

Croci. A.S the meadows of much of Central Europe are bright

with the flowers of the common Colchicum in autumn, so

should onr garden turf be with the various precious garden

kinds. Thus from these two races alone we could add new
and distinct charms to our gardens, and that without much
expense or troublesome culture, by first securing some stock

of the plants either by purchase or by increase in nursery

lines, 'and then by putting them out, considering the posi-

tions well, so that their growth and bloom might go on for

years without much trouble on our part.

I see some one has been proclaiming in one of the papers

that there is really nothing in the way of hardy flowers after

August ! On the 4th day of October, after the heavy cold

rains of the previous Saturday and the frost of the previous

Sunday, I was surprised with the beauty—I may say splendour

—of Mr. Parker's collection on that day. And that without

descending to the exquisite races of bulbous plants I have

just mentioned.
*

Omitting stray and premature blooms and jjlants of slight

importance, as ornaments I saw the following in flower in the

open air round London in one day in the first week in October :

Autumn Crocuses, Tritomas, Sedum spectabile, Lupinus poly-

phyllus. Phloxes (spring-struck plants freshest). Snapdragons,
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Lilies (threegroups—auratum, tigrimmi, aiulsiieciosum), Asters

(China), Starworts, Chrysanthemum lacustre, Pyrethrum uli-

ginosum, Kiulbeckia Xewmaui, E. snb-tomentosa, Pentstc-

inons, Acouitum autiminale, A. japonicuin, Sunflowers (H.

multiflorus 11. -pi. and single), Anemone (Japan in var.),

Scammon}-, Hclianthus org\-alis, Coreop.sis tenuifolia, C. lan-

ceolata. Cyclamen (hardy), Winter Cherry, Gaillardia grandi-

flora,Phygeliuscapensis, Liatris tenuifolia, Silphiumlaciniatuni,

Princes Feather, Evening Primrose, Marigolds (various), Tube-

rose (in Uower in open air), Geum coccincum il.-pl., Vernonia

noveboracensis, Boltonia decurrens, Desmodium canadense,

Scabiosa suaveolens, Yucca, Agapanthus umbellatus, Arnobia

ecliioides, Senecio pulcher, Diplopappus rigidus, early Chry-

santhemums.

I see the Golden Rods are all in flower. Of all tlie impo-

sitions among hardy flowers perhaps these are the chief. There

used to be manj' kinds of them, or at least there were many
names, and they used to spread through the borders and
exterminate other things. No Solidago is worth a place in a

garden. Any one who wants them should grow them outside

of it When such coarse and weedy plants used to be grown,

that never compensated by a minute's graceful bloom for the

large space and good food that they required, the world was
full of fair flowers scarcely ever seen in a garden.

»

People who say there are no hardy flowers in autumn might

perhaps think of the Tritomas, which are so very handsome
at that season of the year, and of which there is now a con-

siderable variety, both as regards form and time of flowering.

I noticed a very interesting and, to me, new species at Kew
the other day ; the flowers were of greenish-yellow, with a tinge

of red ; it seemed a very novel and valuable plant, and had
no name, except that of " Max Leichtlin."

»

There is a quiet and peculiar beauty about the more
select Starwort, or Michaelmas Daisy, which is charming

in the autumn days. The variety of colour, of form, of

height, and of bud and blossom is charming, and most
of them are, quite regardless of the autumn cold or

rains. They are most valuable for cutting and for vases,

but although they flower so late, and are only fit for

groups or autumn beds where these are specially desired,

they are almost essential to all who desire to realise the

full beauty of our gardens or garden flora. Less showy
than the Chrysanthemum, they are more refined in colour and
form, and when examined individually will be found full of

exquisite grace. Where not introduced into the garden
proper they should always be grown for cutting, and would
thrive admirably in a copse or hedgerow. The essential

point is to get the distinct kinds, of which the following

are among the best that flower in early October : Aster

Amellus, bessarabicus, ca.ssubicus, turbinsllus, Chapmani,
versicolor, pulchellus, cordifolius, Reevesi, discolor, discolor

major, purpuratus, laxus, horizontalis, ericoides, Shorti, multi-

florus, dumosus, Curtisi, Ijevis, longifolius coccineus, longi-

folius var. Madame Soynuce, sericeus, fragilis. The above

were all noted in one nursery, where it is only fair to say the

collection of these valuable [ilants is far better and more cor-

rectly named than the collection in any public garden near

London.

Punch is attacking the Duke of Bedford fiercely about

Covent Garden. This week the assault is so terrible, that it

will not bear reprinting. The fact is, Covent Garden is a great

nuisance, but whether to blame the Duke so much for all this is

the question. The evil has grown up with the growth of the

city, and the remedy for all such things ought to be found in

a proper governing body for London. That the chief market
for the flowers and vegetables in London is in private hands
is perhaps as eloquent a comment upon our way of managing
the city as could well be. In the hands of a corporation,

aided by Parliament, it might be made a large and orderly

market, but with the present size of Loudon similar markets

are called for in all the great divisions of " outer " London.

These might be smaller, with advantage to the grower ami
purchaser. The mere wasted labour, the " friction " of get-

ting the carts and the produce in and out of Covent

Garden in the morning, or rather in and out of the crush

of carts which choke all its streets as well as the market

proper, is enormous. What Punch would say if he were

about at four o'clock in the morning in the rain of shouts and
curses that accompanies the struggle it is ditiicult to imagine.

The plan of the little markets in and about Paris is ten times

better and prettier in every way, and they are supplemented

by a central and well-organised market, too.

JU.STICIA.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

CYCLAMEN CULTURE IN FRAMES.
Specimexs of the Persian Cyclamen carrying a huudrcil blooms may
be produced in fifteen months from seed ; indeed, many of our market

growers only allow themselves twelve montlis, and some have been

known to market their plants in ton months f roai the time of sowine

the seed. Fifteen months is, however, ample time for the production

of a good well-flowered plant, and will allow for the strongest seed-

lings to be got along into and well established in 6-in. pots, forming

specimens large enough for exhibition purposes. The Cyclamen is

one of those plants of which it may be said that it should be in

every garden. There is no flowering plant with which I am acquainted

that will last so long in perfection, for a well-budded specimen will

produce its charming flowers in succession from November till May,

just the very time when flowers are scarce, and colour more or less

absent from our glass structures. Unlike the Pelargonium, Bou-

vardia, and other winter-flowering subjects, the Cyclamen

by no means needs the application of constant artificial warmth
during the dull months of the year, but, on the contrary, will expand

its blooms perfectly in ordinary greenhouse temperature, although I

should mention that it is necessary to maintain a dry atmosphere, as

stagnant moisture will spot and spoil the blooms. Therefore air

must be given on all favourable occasions, and when the weather is

exceptionally moist and cold, a little fire just to dispel the damp
will prove of service. The Cyclamen will succeed in the dwelling,

but it must not be kept in a close constantly heated room. A cool,

light apartment is the place for it, and there it will flourish admirably.

With respect to general treatment, there is more than one method of

growing this plant. Market growers sow in August in order that

the young plants may be well on their way by the turn of the year,

at which'time they are potted off into small pots in a compost of

leaf-mould, loam, and silver sand. They are placed in a light structure,

watered moderately, shaded from hot sun, and a moist brisk tem-

perature is mamtained therein. Care is taken that suliicient air is

admitted to prevent drawing, and by the beginning of .June they will

have attained sufficiently large proportions to admit of shifting into

4i-in. pots, and some of the largest maybe at once placed in 6-in.

pots. The best place during the summer months is a light frame,

keeping the plants near the glass, ventilating freely, and exposing

them to the invigorating influence of the night air when the weather

is sufliciently warm to admit of so doing. By the middle of Sep-

tember the first flowers will al'-eady be beginning to expand, and the

plants generally will have attained consideraljle luxuriance. From
this time no more shade will be needed, and on fine days the lights

may be left off.

This treatment, in combination with abundant si^pplies of water,

will impart strength to the flowers and substauce to the foliage, ao

that by the latter end of October many of the plants will l)e carry-

inc over a hundred flower-buds, some of the forwardest of them

hav-ing a dozen of expanded flowers. Such plants are invaluable for

conservatory decoration, and amply repay all the care and expense

which may be involved in their culture. The system of growing

here described, as will be seen, necessitates the convenience of a

well-heated structure early in the year. This, however, many do

not possess. I therefore propose to describe a method of culture

which may be practised by any one possessing the convenience of a
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cold frame only, and if the details here given are adhered to I will

answer for it that good results will follow.

Supposing the grower to be in the possession of good healthy seed-

lings by the beginning of March, a bed of soil some 6 in. in depth,

and consisting of equal proportions of loam, leaf-mould, and well-

decomposed manure, adding thereto a dash of silver sand, should be

made up in a frame. If the seedlings have been wintered in a cool

house they may at once be planted therein, setting them some 9 in.

apart. Should they have been brought along in heat, planting must
be deferred until the beginning of May. During the spring and
summer the soil must be maintained in a moist condition, but heavy
waterings should be avoided. The treatment in other respects will

be identical with that recommended for pot culture. By the

middle of October the plants will have completed their growth,

when they should be carefully lifted and potted, using pots just

large enough to contain the roots, and employing a very light, sandy
soil. Keep them close for a few days ; they will speedily strike root,

and may then be transferred to the greenhouse. There is, however,

yet another method, which is calculated to give even better results,

to which I would direct attention. If a mild hotbed can be made
up in March the plants may be either potted and plunged in Cocoa
fibre up to the rims, or they may be planted out iu prepared soil.

The early start thus given them
will promote the formation of

bloom buds at an early period,

with tlie consequent effect that the

plants will come well into flower

by Christmas without needing to

be forwarded by artificial warmth.
When tlie Cyclamen lias to be
forced along in a close, warm
house the flowers are apt to come
deformed ; whereas, when allowed
to expand in a cool structure they
acquire a perfect development, and
last much longer in a cut state.

And now, in conclusion, a few
words as to the management of old

bulbs. When a plant has ceased
blooming, do not commit tlie

common error of turning it out
suddenly into the open air. Tlie

severe check which plants thus
receive so paralyses their energies,

that when growing time arrives

the corms start in a feeble and
imperfect manner. Keep them
under glass, watering when dry,

and al)Out the latter end of August
turn them out of their pots, shake
away all the old soil, wash the

roots quite clean, and plant them
in a bed of light sandy soil in a

frame. Keep them close for a
time till growth fairly commences,
when air must be freely given. Pot
them in October, and you will have fine specimens carrying between
100 and 200 blooms. J. Coen'hill.

Bijjlect.

wise plan to keep them always in pots, as they do not require much
root room, and when in pots tlieir flowering is much more certain

than when planted out. Some of the species grow freely enough
without any aid from liquid manure, but H. campanulata and H.
imperialis make better growth and also flower better when assisted

a little by means of manure. When flowers are wanted water should

be withheld for about a month or so, the effect of which is to check

and ripen them, so that when started afresh young flowering shoots

are produced. Hoya bella and its close relative H. Paxtoni succeed

best when treated in the way advised recently for ^Eaohynanthuses.

These two species are often given a strong soil and plenty of water,

the consequence of such treatment invariably being weak sickly

growth and a paucity of flowers.

As regards kinds, the old H. oarnosa needs no description, its

popularity being quite as great as that of Stephanotis. It is a valu-

able plant for placing in corners where nothing else will grow, or for

covering bare walls, rafters, &c.

H. bella and H. Paxtoni are, as I have said, very like each

other both in habit and flowers, the latter being easily distinguished

by its more acuminate and slightly undulate leaves ; botanically,

however, they are probably varieties of the one species. Their

flowers are very sweet-scented, waxy- white, with a deep purple crown.

THE HOYAS OR HONEY PLANTS.
Of Honey Plants or Wax Flowers, as they are sometimes called,

examples may be found in almost e\'ery stove—^at least, Hoya car-

nosa, and not unfrequeutly the charming little H. bella. The genus
is a large one, about fifty species being known, of which number,
perhaps, not more than a dozen would be considered worthy of cul-

tivation, though that number includes some of the most beautiful
stove climbers which we possess, a statement which no one acquainted
with the species just mentioned, the grand H. imperialis, and the
delicate H. campanulata would question. The accompanying illus-

tration was prepared from a specimen in a stove at Kew, which
when in Bower was universally admired, its large, pendent umbels
of rich, delicate, waxy flowers, so thin in texture as to be almost
transparent, looking as if a breath of warm air would melt them.
This is one of the best of plants for training on a rafter in the stove.
Hoyas are all natives of the tropics of the Old World, many being
found in Java, whence, indeed, come some of our richest stove
treasures, a great number being sent home by that prince of col-

lectors, Thomas Lobb, to Messrs. Veitch, and amongst them the
subject here represented.

Hoyas are by no means difficult to grow, but some of them are
shy flowerers. If planted in a rich peaty soil, well drained, and
placed in a moist stove, they aoou cover a large space. I think it a

The Bell Wax -flower (Hoya campanulata) ; natural size.

H. campanulata is quite distinct from any species in cultiva-

tion ; it has thin leaves and branches, and the corolla, in.stead of

being reflexed, as in most species, is quite bell-shaped (whence the
name), the whole flower being a delicate cream colour, and produced
in umbels, each composed of from ten to fourteen flowers.

H. imperialis is a magnificent species, with leaves from 6 in.

to 9 in. in length, and large purplish flowers, each about .3 in. in

diameter, produced iu umbels of about from nine to fourteen flowers.

These are very fragrant at night, and will last a long time in water.

Besides these there are H. fraterna, the leaves of which are nearly

1 ft. in length, the flowers being p.ale brown and red, and the corona
yellow ; H. Corona Ariadnes, H. purpureo-fusca, with purple
flowers ; H. cinnamomifoli.;, H. coriacea, H. coronaria, H. Pottsi,

H. australis, &c., all good plants, and so easily managed that where
space can be found for them in a stove they are sure to give satisfac-

tion. Z. B.

Callicarpa purpurea as Standards.—I was glad to

notice that Mr. Latliam, who does most things so well, has suc-

ceeded in growing this best of all berried plants iu standard form.

We used to grow a good deal of it years ago, but its habit was
against it. The best plant we ever had of it was trained up a

pillar in a stove. It was allowed to grow loose, inl^o a .slender bush
in fact, and produced many slender branches thickly studded with
its delicate mauve-coloured berries. The.se are small individually,

but being produced in little tufts or bunches, like the flowers, they
are very effective. We used to employ them rather extensively for

bouquets and other small decorative arrangements. Bunches of the
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berries of the Callicarpa in close proximity to those of Stephanotia

and the small Begonia parviflora have a very chaste and striking

etlVot. The plants are also very effective among other foliage and
flowering stove plants. Standards rising slightly abovf bulbous and
other Begonias, the more dwarf Marantas and Ferns, would be very
striking. We used to raise the plants from seed, but it takes two
years before the plants berry much raised from seed. Cuttings

fruit sooner, and we used to tliiuk our plants were more dwarf thus
raised. Will Mr. Lath.im kindly oblige us with a few seeds for a

fresh stock with which to go in for standards ?—D. T. Fish.

Greenhouse Daphnes.—The beautiful and highly-scented

Daphue imlica alb.i and D. indica rubra are generally considered to

be "mitVy " subjects when cultivated in pots, a character which has

operated against their extended culture—a circumstance much to be
regretted, as few flowers are more acceptaiile for button-hole work
or for giving fragrance to a bouquet than those of these Daphnes.
Opinions differ as to which form the best plants—those on their

own roots, or

those that are

grafted ; but this

matters little, as

I have grown
good jilantsunder

both conditions,

but it is neces-

sary that the
grafted plants

should be on
youii,; Iiealthy

stocks. They are

very impatieni
of too much
water at the
root, except dur-

ing the period
when they are

forming young
growth ; and
when in this

stage they should
receive a liberal

amount of heat
and moisture,
otherwise tliey

soon get into a

starved and un-
healthy state. If

young they may
be stopped seve-
ral times during
the growing sea-

son, which will

soon induce them
to form bushy
specimens, but in

no case must the
stopping be con-
tinued after the
end of .June, when
the plants should
be removed from
a stove tempera-
ture and gradu-
ally inured to
stand under airy
conditions and in the full sunlight during the month of August ; this

will ripen up the growths, and a truss of flowers will be formed at

every point which may be forced or retarded at the will of the grower.
The soil most suitable for these plants is charred fibry loam two
parts, one of the Ijest fibrj' peat, and a liberal addition of silver sand
and bones. To prevent the soil from becoming too compact the dust
should be removed from the peat previous to mixing it with the
loam, and the drainage must be very perfect, as anything like stagna-
tion at the roots will cause the foliage to turn yellow and ultimately
drop off. A slightly increased temperature should be given them
when coming into flower, taking care at the same time to water witli

tepid water only. After flowering, the plants should be lightly cut
back and placed in a moist growing temperature of from .55' to
60-^, when they will soon form fresh and healthy growth.—J.

ROBERT.S.

Roman Hyacinths.—These are undoubtedly the best and
most useful of all Hyacinths for flowering during December and
January. Fortunately, they are very cheap, and a large quantity of

The Imperial Wa.\-f.ower (Iloya imperialis) ; reduced.

them is within the reach of all, as hundreds of tliem can be bought for

a few poumls. The bulbs, although not half so large as those of other
Hyacinths, produce spikes very freely. In fact, none of them ever
fail to flower, and many of them bear two and three spikes each.
They are of the purest white imaginable, highly and sweetly fra-

grant, and well suited in a cut state for glasses or for any cut-flower
arrangement. To have them in bloom by the middle of December
no time should now be lost in getting the bulbs potted. Our time of

potting is from the beginning of the last week in September until the
end of the first week in October, and we have always plenty of bloom
from t)ie middle of December onwards. The pots intended for them
must be all quite clean and dry inside. Good and eliicient drainage
must also be provided, no matter what size tl\e pots may be. Single

bulbs may be potted in 3-in. pots. Three bulbs may be put into a
4-in. or 5-in. pot, and five bulbs may be placed in a G-in. pot
—four round about, and one in the centre. The latter

number have a pretty eSect when they come into bloom. The best

soil we have tried

for them is a mix-
ture consisting of

loam, decayed
manure, and sand
—two parts of

loam to one of the
manure and sand.
When potted the
tops of the bulbs
should just be
seen above the

soil, and no more.
After this they
should be buried
in ashes to the
depth of G in.

We pot all our
bulbs, tlien set

them close toge-

ther in a cold

frame, and put the
ashes on the top

of them after-

wards ; no water
is given before

the ashes are put
on, as over-damp-
ness is very liable

rK'Jr^l^i^ to make the bulbs

"OLiiilO '"°''- -^'^ ^ week or

so after being

covered with the

ashes the roots

begin to runin the

soil, but they are

left undisturbed
until about three

weeks before they
are wanted in

bloom ; then they
are taken out of

the ashes and
transferred to a

house where the
temperature
ranges from io°
toGO". Here, with

plenty of water at tlie root, they soon push up flower-spikes.

Wheii in flower they will do in any ordinary greenhouse or conserva-

tory, and a dry atmosphere is most favourable for the bloom lasting

long. Supposing some hundreds to be potted now, and only fifty or

so wanted to start at first, the whole may be taken out of the ashes

together, and those not wanted just then may be set in a cold frame

excluded from frost and too much moisture. By introducing a few

from these occasionally, a long succession of them may be had, but

it is as early Hyacinths they are most valued, and they certainly

deserve to be largely grown as such.

—

Cambrian.

The Trumpet Honeysuckle (Lonicerasempervirens minor).

—This is destined to become a very popular greenhouse climber,

as it is a moderate, but free grower and a constant bloomer,

and it is equally suitable for a large or small house. In growth it

very much resemljles the common Honeysuckle of the hedgerows,

but the flowers are much brighter in colour than those of any of

the hardy Loniceras. It is very suitable for growing up the rafters

of a greenhouse, a position in which the depending flowers show
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themselves off to much advantage. The colour of the flowers is

bright orange ; they are rery useful for cutting, and last a long time

in water in a cut state. Very little training is necessary to

keep it in bounds, the stopping of an extra strong shoot at times

being all that is required. These, if allowed to make a few
joints of growth before being stopped, will generally break from
every eye, and a truss of flowers is the result. It may be grown
very successfully in a good-sized pot, but where it is intended to

remain permanent it will be better to plant it out, as then the

yield of flowers will be finer and more continuous. To keep it in

full vigour, it requires a strong soil, which should consist of three

parts fibry loam and one part well-rotted manure, witli the addition

of coarse sand to keep it open. Liberal supplies of water must be
given during the summer season with an occasional syringing to

keep down red spider, but the plant is little subject to insects of

any kind. During winter a drier state should be maintained at

the root, to assist in getting the wood well ripened, when every

shoot will flower in the spring, and these will be succeeded by others

all through the summer season.—J. PvOBERTS.

MESSES. LEE'S TREE NURSERIES.
In consequence of the r.apid growth of London westwards, Messrs.
Lee's well-known nursery at Hammersmith lias from time to time
been greatly curtailed, and the business connected with it having
at the same time increased, it has Ijeen compelled to ramify widely.

No fewer than six nurseries, each out of the smoke of London and
of considerable extent, are now filled with the various classes of

plants to which we here wish to direct attention. Each nursery is

exclusively devoted to certain sections. Deciduous trees and shrubs
are grown at Isleworth ; evergreen trees and shrubs at Feltham ;

fruit trees, Roses, &c., at Ealing : forest trees chiefly at Honuslow
Heath; stove and gi-eenhouse plants at Word Lane and Hammer-
smith, at which the ofiices and a portion of the glass department
are still retained. As the speciality of tlie firm is hardy trees and
shrubs, our present remarks will apply chiefly to these.

Beginning with the Islewortli nurserj', where all the plants are d e

ciduous, the first thing which strikes a visitor on entex'ing is the

picturesque effect of the shrubberies flanking the central walk, whicli

runs the whole length of the nursery. These contain only the

choicest trees and shrubs, so arranged that the tint or halsit of growth
of one either contrasts or harmonises with that near it. These shrub-
beries are well worth seeing, as they show well what may be eff'ected

with deciduous trees and shrubs alone. From amongst about a
dozen kinds of Planes, that which most engaged our attention was
the new

Oalifornian Plane (Platanus californica), which far exceeds
any other in the enormous size of the leaves, which measure about
1 ft. square, and it is a most distinct kind too, and one which may
easily be distinguished from all others by tliis character alone. It

is also said to be the hardiest of all, having been the le.ist injured of

any during the past two winters. Even a young plant of it is a
noble object, and too much cannot be said in its favour as an
ornamental tree. The plants are of course all young, but, judging
by the rapid growths which they have made even this season, they
will soon make fine trees, especially well adapted for avennes,
streets, &c. One would think tlrat sucli large leaves would be mjured
by wind and wet, but such is not the case ; indeed, on an exposed
slope in tlie Islewortli Nursery they looked the best of all, and still

show no signs of shedding their leaves.

The Silver Lime (Tilia argentea) stands out conspicuous from
all the rest on account of its noble gi'owth and silvery under-sur-
faces of the leaves, features whicli render it so distinct from all

other kinds. Its greatest merit, however, is that of the foliage re-

maining in perfection long after that of the common Lime has fallen
;

it is, tlierefore, highly valuable on this account alone. It is some-
what remarkable that sucli a fine tree as this has been overlooked
for such a long time, for it is a very old introduction. We have
no instance of it, but we see no reason why it should not make a
serviceable tree tor streets and avenues, where its silvery foliage and
bold habit of growtli would be shown off to advantage. Among
the other varieties, which number about a dozen, T. macrophylla is

the most remarkable, on account of its extremely large leaves,

which measure 9 in. iu average length and nearly as much in dia-
meter ; and another fine kind is T. leptophylla.

Grolden-leaved Trees and Shrubs.
Of late years trees and shrubs with leaves of a golden tint have

become somewhat plentiful, and they certainly deserve to be more
appreciated than they are, for they relieve the monotonous tone of

shrubberies and plantations, and render tliem mueli more picturesque
without being so glaringly conspicuous as white variegated foliage.

A writer in The Garden a short time ago remarked that with him
in America the only golden-leaved shrub which maintained its cha-
racter was the Golden Elder, but we think if he saw tlie many sorts

in this nursery his opinion would at least be modified, and the cli-

mate of the United States must surely be more conducive to perfect-

ing all kinds of variegation than that of moist and often sunless

Britain. The Golden Elder is certainly a very striking subject, and
we have rarely seen it brighter than this year, but others have an
even more refined appearance, and are quite as ornamental.

A few of the best would include the Golden Oak (Quercus Robur
Concordia), a bright golden-leaved form of the common Britisli Oak.
When seen in open situations, fully exposed to sun and wind, and
against a background of green foliage, it is extremely efl'ective, as

are also small plants of it in mixed shrubberies. The Golden Ca-
talpa (C. syringa;folia aurea), a better-known subject, has a bright
and constant golden hue and a robust constitution, and it is as hardy
as the original. It attains greatest perfection iu slightly sheltered,

but sunny situations. A somewhat recent addition to golden trees,

and one as yet little known, is the Golden Alder (Aluus glutinosa

aurea), the tiut of foliage in which is particularly bright. In tliis

case, unfortunately, the sufl'usiou of yellow tints in the leaves

appears to impair the vigour of its growth ; hence it requires more
select places in shrubberies than if it were more robust. In
Rosseels" Golden Elm we have one of the most useful and robust
varieties characterised by the golden-bronzy tint of tlie leaves,

which in addition have crisped margins. This is a tree which may
be planted in any place where its type (Ulmus eampestris) thrives,

for it seems equally robust. It requires an open position where
its foliage will become fully coloured, and where the somewhat
drooping branches will be seen to advantage. A desirable shrub
of bushy growth, which keeps its colour well throughout the sea-

son, is the golden form of Spiraea opulifolia, a plant that will

flourish in any soil or situation, and is a capital subject where a fast-

growing shrub is desired.

Variegated Trees and Shrubs.

Omitting the commoner kinds, we shall confine our remarks to

the most noteworthy of the little known newer varieties. Among
these the variegated Oaks are conspicuous. Alba niarginata and
elegantissima variegata, both forms of our indigenous species (Quer-

cus Robur), are highly ornamental ; the former has a narrow mar-
gin of white on the leaves, the other has the band of white broader

and more conspicuous. One called argentea picta is also very efl'ec-

tive ; the leaves, being suffused with more white than the others, con-

trast well with thegreen-leavedkinds. TheTurkey Oak(Q,. Cerris)hasa

pretty variegated form, quite as free in growtli as the type, and far more
ornamental. The variegated Negundo (Acer) is well known every-

where, but a pretty, though perhaps not such a showy JIaple is A.
campestre variegata, the variegation of which is not in large

patches, but sufi'used as it were throughout the whole leaf, thus

giving it a marbled appearance similar to tliat of the variegated

Judas Tree (Cercis Siliquastrum variegatum), of which there is here

some noteworthy examples. Beside the ordinary variegated Ash,
we noticed a new one called Fraxinus concavifolia variegata, in

which the leaves were copiously speckled with white and green, a

character which all the growths after the first in early spring retain

throughout the season. The variegateil Almond shows a pretty
variegation, not very marked, but persistent and desirable for the sake
of variety. We may incidentally mention here the purple-leaved

Peach, whicli is one of the finest ornamental shrubs with which we
are acquainted, and one -whicli produces an uucommon effect mixed
with other shrubs. It is hardy enougli to be grown here as stan-

dards worked on stems 3 ft. or 4 ft. high.

Variegated Dogwoods.—One of the varieties of C'ornus

Mas called aurea elegantissima is a strikingly ornamental slirnb, and
one specially adapted for prominent positions in choice shrubberies.

In habit of growth it is more slender, and consequently more pendu-
lous, than the ordinary kind, thereby adding to its graceful appear-

ance. The leaves are green, encircled by a broad band of golden

hue, and the whole surface from midsummer to winter is suffused

with a deep, but delicate rosy tint, in,whicli resides its chief charm.

It is perfectly hardy and robust in constitution for a variegated

plant. It originated in Messrs. Lee's nurseries a few years ago, and
since then has been awarded various first-class certificates. Several

hundred specimens of it of various sizes growing in this nursery

constituted one of the finest sights in the way of fine-foliaged shrubs-

imaginable. The other variegated Dogwoods are very ornamental,

too, such, for examjole, as argentea variegata, also a form of C.

Mas, the leaves of which have a clear white margin. The red-

branched Dogwood (C. sanguinea) has a variety likewise with silver-

edged leaves named elegantissima ; the contrast between the cheer-

ful red bark and the leaves in this ease is remarkably striking.

The Purple Oak (Quercus Robur atro-purpurea).—This is so
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distinct from all tlio other varieties of Oaks that it ileserves special

mention. Tlie foliage is entirely of a deep vinous-purple tint,

which renders it strikingly ctl'ective. It well merits a place in every
garden, for it is highly oniamontal even in a small state, and what
a grand tree it will make when it grows to maturity ! \V'itli tliis

and the (rolilen Oak (conconlia), together with tlie out-leaved and
variegated kind previously mentioned, and other forms, a most
eflfective plantation could be made of varieties of the British Oak
alone.

Euonymuses.—Of these, the most useful of all dwarf shrubs
for growing in towns, large iiuantities are grown ; indeed, they are

made ciuite a speciality by the tirm. The stock is larger this season
than usual, in consequence of tlie large demand for them, owing to

the losses sustained last winter by frost. The varieties have now
become somewhat numerous, and in order to distinguish them a
string of cumbersome names from three to four or even six must bo
appended to some of the kinds. In the ordinxrj' course of business,

however, an abbreviated nomenclature is used ; for example, it a
customer retjuires K. japonicus latifolius aureus marginatus he has
merely to ask for the '"Best Gold" Euonymus, and so on with
the Silver and other varieties. The " Best Gold "is certainly the best,

as the habit of the plant is neat and compact, and the golden variega-

tion well marked. Tlie kinds number about a dozen, all of which are

more or less distinct from each other. The Box-like E. microphyllus
is useful for edgings, and tlie trailing E. radicans variegatus is a

capital plant for planting against a wall, or as a margin to borders
and shrubberies, as its variegation is persistent, and the plant is a
robust grower, and is not fastidious as to soil or position. The
various forms of the common .Spindle Tree (E. europ^eus), which
number about half-a-dozen, are likewise desirable, for they are very
ornamental when in fruit.

Cut-leaved Trees and Shrubs.
The common Oak (Quc-cus Robur) affords some of the most ele-

gant varieties there are of cnt-leaved trees. Four varieties we
noticed in this nursery, all of which are distinct and very desirable •

for planting in shrubberies and plantations, or for isolated specimens
of lawns. The finest divided leaves are those of asplenifolia, each
leaf being cut into narrow strips, giving the tree a feathery appear-
ance. Filicifolia and pectinata are less divided, the former being
intermediate between the comb-leaved and the Spleenwort-leaved
forms. In heterophylla the leaves are cut in a curious manner, and
are, moreover, of various sizes, a circumstance which marks it dis-

tinct from the preceding or any other Oak.

Cut-leaved S'weet Chestnut (Castanea vesca heterophylla
dissecta). Of the numerous varieties of this tree this is by far the
most elegant ; indeed, it is one of the handsomest of all hardy trees.

The long narrow leaves of the upper parts of the branches droop in

a graceful manner, which has been aptly described as fountain-like.

The leaves at the base do not differ much from those of the common
kind, and therefore form a striking contrast with the upper ones. In
order to see this tree to advantage it should be planted in a con-

spicuous position away from other subjects, and then its fine habit

will become fully developed.

Cut-leaved Alders.—Of these there are two—imperialis and
laciniata, both varieties of Alnus glutinosa. The leaves of im-
perialis are finely divided, rich green in colour, and, taking into con-

sideration its fine habit, which is somewhat drooping, it is a great
improvement on the older kind laciniata, which is so much appre-
ciated for planting singly on lawns.

Cut-leaved Paper Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera dis-

secta).—This somewhat resembles the Cut-leaved .Sweet Chestnut,
though the fission of the foliage is not so uniform as in that kind,
but is narrowed and widened interruptedly. However, it is an
interesting as well as elegant shrub, and perfectly hardy. Small
plants of it are suitable for growing in prominent positions in shrub-
beries.

Weeping Trees and Shrubs.
Of these, so valuable for embellishing ornamental grounds, there

is a long list. Years ago they were but few in number, but now
for every one which then existed there are at least ten. Besides the
weeping Ashes, Hollies, Beeches, Elms, Willows, and Birches, we
noticed in this nursery a

Weeping Walnut (.Tuglans regia pendula), which forms an
extremely handsome tree of vigorous growth, the slender branches
growing about ft. in length in a season. It is quite as fertile as

the ordinary kind, and so combines usefulness with ornament. A
similar remark is applicable to the

Weeping Filbert (Corylus Avellana pendnla), whose long,

slender, and drooping branches form a fine ornament for lawns and
shrubberies, or even for the kitchen garden, for its habit of growth
in no degree detracts from its productiveness.

The Weeping False Acacia {Robinia Pseudac.acia pen-
dula) possesses great merit .as an ornamental tree, as it is of rapid
gi-owth ; the branches soon droop to the ground, and the character-
istic graceful foliage of the Acacias adds greatly to its effective-

ness. A golden-leaved form of this also promises to become a useful
plant.

The Weeping Bigarreau Cherry (Cerasus Avium pendula)
and the Weeping Willow-leaved Pear (Tyrus salicifolia

pendula) arc two trees possessing consider.able merit, being both tho-
roughly weeping, and both will thrive in almost any position.

Conifers.
The collection of these which is a remarkably rich one, is grown

chietly in tlie Feltham Nursery, where they thrive well, the soil being

a good deep loam on an open subsoil. Some wide borders on either

side of the princip.al walk are stocked with the choicer kinds ; among
these we noticed the

Golden Spruce (.^bies excelsa aurea), a highly ornamental
variety, the branches of which are suffused with a bright golden
tint, which in the distance is most effective. In the adjoining
nursery at Hounslow Heath a large breadth of it, consisting of some
iiundreds of plants fully exposed to the sun, was a sight worth going
miles to see. This variety is quite as vigorous as the common Spruce,
of which it is a variety. The different kinds of Lawsou's Cypress
(('upressus Lawsoniana), one of the most elegant of all Conifers, are

numerous. Besides the better known sorts we observed a new one
called

Cupressus Lawsoniana Leeana, which has the neat erect

habit of growth of the variety erccta viridis, with the branches
handsomely variegated with white and green. In habit it is dense
and comjiact.

Thuja Lobbi Leeana is another highly ornamental kind of

vigorous growth, and, with a rich golden tint which is constant and
conspicuous, contrasts well with the green-tinted kinds. When this

grows to the height the typical kind attains, it will be one of the finest

ornamental Conifers we have.

The Golden Dwarf Retinospora (R. obtusa nana) is quite

a gem in its way, and, on account of its dwarf compact growth,

it is very useful for furnishing window-boxes and flower-beds in

winter; and for similar purposes large quantities are grown by
Messrs. Lee of the other Retiuosporas, especially R. plumosa, of

which there is a white variegated variety as well as one of a golden

tint.

The variegated and golden varieties of the Japanese and Chinese
Junipers are desirable for planting in shrubberies of low growth, as

they stand out boldly and enliven the sombre tint of the gi-een kinds.

The best of these are J. sinensis aurea, which is similar in growth
to the original kind and Leeana. Two kinds of the Japanese .Juni-

per are extremely effective, viz., argentea.variegata, with distinct

Avhite and gi'een variegation, and aurea, which is suffused with a

conspicuous golden tint. The variegated form of the Red Cedar
(Juniperus virginiana), which originated in this nursery, has an ele-

gant and somewhat drooping habit.

Amongthe rai'er kinds of other ConiferswereothertruePicea(Abies)

amabilis, raised from seed sent home by Douglas in 1838 ; P. con-

color and Parsonsi, two of the finest of the Piceas, and beautiful

even in a small state. W. G.

Eucalyptus amygdalina. — Prince Pierre Troubetzkoi,

writing to the Journal il'Acdiinatation respecting this species of Blue
Gum, states that it only, out of twenty-five distinct kinds that he
has cultivated, has proved quite hardy during the past winter,

such species as resiuifera, coriacea, and viminalis being quite killed.

The largest specimen has attained a height of over 00 ft. in ten years

from planting, is as straight as an arrow, and measures nearly 6 ft.

round at 3 ft. from the ground. There are, it appears, several varie-

ties of amygdalina, varying in hardiness and manner of growth, but

Prince Troubetzkoi claims to possess the best and hardiest kind,

which has seeded freely with him, and of which he has now some
.5000 seedlings in pots. It would be well, therefore, if those intending

to give the Blue Gum a trial in the open air could procure seed from

trees whose hardiness has been put to such a severe trial. As Prince

Troubetzkoi's trees appear to seed freely, there should be no difficulty

in obtaining an almost unlimited supply of young plants of what
must be considered the hanliest and most valuable generally of the

Eucalypti, for the Prince states that as a sanitary tree it is far supe-

rior to globulus, and is of quicker growth than that well-known
species. As a timber tree it is also valuable, the specimen already

mentioned being valued by builders at 70 francs exclusive of the

branches.—J. Coknhill.
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PLATE CCLIIL—ORNAMENTAL BEAMELES.
(with a coloured figure of rubus deliciosus.)

Brambles occur in nearly all climates, from the Polar regions

to the Equator, and though they may be absent from large

areas, yet they are present in all countries of considerable

extent, and also in many remote islands. They offer a

great variety of foliage, which is often exceedingly elegant,

but the flowers differ more in size and colour than in any other

particular. Most of the species of the genus will be recog-

nised as Brambles, even in the absence of flowers, though, on
the other hand, some of those with undivided leaves have a

very different aspect to those species with which we are

familiar. With regard to the number of species, botanists

dilf r in their estimates from 100 to 500 or more ; but, let the

number of species be what it may, the variations are indefi-

nite. Indeed, the species of Rubus are much less clearly

defined than those of many other large genera, so that even

our native Brambles are ranged under five species by one

botanist, and under fifty by another. In the latter case the

species may be said to offer difi'erences of about the same
kind and degree as the cultivated Roses, which nearly all

persons agree in calling varieties. If we go into the Tropics

we find the same phenomenon. There Rubus molucoanus
exhibits an equal diversity of forms, many of which have
been described as species. R. australis, a New Zealand species,

is equally variable. It should be mentioned that the genus
Rubus includes all the Blackberries, Dewberries, and Rasp-
berries, as well as the Cloudberry and some other lowly her-

baceous plants. The stems are annual, as in R. arcticus, bien-

nial, as in the Raspberry, or perennial, as in the majority of

the species, and range from 2 in. or 3 in. to several yards in

length. The leaves belong to three principal types, namely,
simple (not divided into separate leatiets)—ex., R. deliciosus

;

palmately compound (three to five leaflets proceeding from
the apex of a common stalk)—ex., common Blackberry; pin-

nately compound (several leaflets along a common stalk with
an odd terminal one)—ex., Raspberrj'. The flowers are white,

pale yellow, or some shade of red or purple, and the fruit is

white, yellow, red, purple, or black. The following is a selec-

tion of ornamental species :—

-

R. DELICIOSUS.—Oue of the best of the hardy species, whose
portrait opposite renders description unnecessary. Its history may
be given in a few words. It is a native of the Rocky Mountains of

North America, where it was first discovered by Dr. James in 1822,
and it was originally described by Torrey as having purple flowers

—

possibly there may be a purple-flowered variety, although all the
specimens we have seen had white flowers. Mr. Anderson-Henry, of
Hay Lodge, Ildinburgh, cultivated it as long ago as 1S70, but it

is still rare. The leaves remind one of a Ribes rather than a Rubus.
In habit it is a dwarf branching shrub. The annexed plate was pre-
pared from specimens on one of the walls at Kew, where it grows
freely and flowers annually in profusion. It flourishes in any good
garden soil and is perfectly hardy, forming large spreading bushes in
a short time.

R. ODOR.\TUS.—Also a North American species, inhabiting the
eastern side and centre of the continent from Canada to the moun-
tains of Georgia. It is, however, altogether ditferent in habit from
R. deliciosus. The stems, although not armed with prickles, are
densely beset with glandular bristles, and the ample leaves are
palmately three or five-lobtd, like those of a Maple. After the
manner of our Blackberries, the flowers are borne in loose clusters
at the ends of the branches. They are about 2 in. in diameter, and
of a pleasing, though somewhat dull, purple-red, a shade that is

uncommon. I remember it only in some of the Gum Cistuses. The
name odorata was given in allusion to the fragrance of the foliage.
R. odoratus beirs the name of Flowering Raspberry in the United
.States, on account its flowers rather than its fruit being its prin-
cipal attractioa. It was in cultivation in this country some 150
y.ara agj, and is a very beautiful object, though its individual
fl.wers a -e ephemeral. Now it is met with in tew gardens. It is

oue of those perfectly hardy ornamental shrubs that deserve more
attention than they have lately received.

R. NuTKANTS.—Similar to R. odoratus, but having leaves thicker
in texture and white flowers in smaller clusters. It is also very
much less glandular. A native of North-west America and perfectly
hardy, and suitable for associating with the foregoing.

R. SPECT.VBILIS.^.^ very elegant shrub, 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, with
trifoliolate leaves and scattered, dark red, drooping, somewhat bell-

shaped flowers. Not a showy or striking plant, but one whose quiet
beauty charms the mind. Native of North-west America.

R. NrT.\xs.—I have not seen living specimens of this species, but
it is figured in the Botankal Magazine {pi. 502,3), where it is described
as a pretty trailing plant covering the ground like Ivy with its glossy.

Strawberry-like leaves, and bearing pure white flowers, among the
largest of the genus, and these white flowers are well relieved by the
blood-coloured under-side of the calyx. A native of the Himalaya
Mountains, at elevations of from 8000 ft. to 1 1 ,000 ft. It was cultivated

by Mr. Borrer, who received it from Messrs. Rowe, of Clapton, in

1857.

R. MOLUCCANUS.—Under the name R. reflexus {Bot. Hep., pi. 401),

one of the numerous forms of this species has been cultiv,ated, but
it requires a warm house to bring it to perfection ; and as it is not

I articularly ornamental, it hardly deserves the space it requires. It

has simple, variously lobed leaves, and rather small white flowers in

sm,all axillary clusters.

R. EIFLORCS.—Better known in gardens under the erroneous name
of K. leucodermis, which properly belongs to a very difl'erent

species. It is a singular and striking shrubby species.

In habit like our Blackberries, its prickly stems of a pure white, look-

ing as if they had been whitewashed. The flowers are white, or very
pale yellow, succeeded by butf-yellow fruits. A native of the
Himalaya Mountains at 7000 ft. to 9000 ft., and perfectly hardy in this

country. It requires considerable space to develop its full propor-

tions.

R. ROS.EFOLirs.—A native of temperate regions in the mountains
of India and other parts of Asia, now cultivated and naturalised in

most warm countries. It is a handsome greenhouse or conservatory

plant where there is plenty of space, and also does well treated a'l a

small pot plant. As its name implies, it has pinnate leaves, similar

to these of a Rose, and the flowers of the double variety remind one
of a small Rose about 2 in. across. Both the single and double-

flowered varieties are white.

R. PHCENicoLASius.—A Japanese Bramble lately figured in the

£ota))(ca/ J/a7'(;;,'(" from a vigorous plant growing in the temperate
house at Kew. Its stems are clothed with long red glandular hairs,

and the leaves consist of three leaflets. The flowers are inconspicuous on
account of the smallness of the petals, but they are succeeded by a

profusion of scarle', fruit.

R. FRUTicosrs.—Taking this native species in a wide sense, it in-

cludes some very ornamental varieties, such as R. laciniatus, in

which the leaves are elegantly cut up into narrow segments, and a

double flowered variety with very full pale rose-coloured flowers.

Both of these varieties are well worth cultivating.

R. ARCTICUS.—The smallest of the herbaceous species, rarely ex-

ceeding 6 in. in heiglit ; sometimes seen in collections of alpines. In
the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions it affords a most valuable fruit. The
flowers are pale rose. R. Chamjemorus and R. saxatilis, species in-

habiting the mountains of North Britain, are allied to R. arcticus.

There are some very fine North Indian species not yet introduced

into our gardens, such, for example, as R. insignis and R. panicu-

latus, which are rambling climbers. \V. B. Hi;M.sLKi'.

The African Lily (A^apanthus) in the Flower Garden—The
African Lily has for so long a time occupied a place in the greenhouse that it

is most dilticulc to persuide people that it is perfectly hardy ami may be grown
liwst successfully in open borders. I have some large masses in my herbaceous
border which for many weeks past have been fJowering superbly, and have presen-
ted a most attractive appearance. M iny visitors, including a few practical men,
iiave seen theui, ami a very considerable proportion have jumped at the con-
clusion that the plants were in pots and plunged in the border. To convince
them that they were planted out and had occupied the same position for some
years has not been p irticularly easy, so strong is the belief that the African Lily

is too tender to bear the cold of such severe winters as the two last. I have
nothin:? to say against this Lily being grown in pots for the decoration of con-
servatories, balconies, front halls, and terraces, but I would strongly urge its

m5re extended culture out of doors, for it blooms at a season when the numlier
of really first-class hardy herbaceous plants in flower is not particularly large ;

and strong clumps prodil ;e an etfect so striking that tt would be hardly po3sil)le

to overrate it. A moderately rich and friable soil is the most conducive to a

vigorous growth, and if well drained it will be an advantage ; for although au
abundance of water is of great assistance during the growing season, stagnant
moisture about the roots is anything but good for such plants. Wlien once plan-

ted out they are well able to take care of themselves, although the laliour in-

volved in giving them a few thorough soakiags of water during periods of dry
weather in the sunnier will be amply repaid —Girdiner's Majazin-. (We have
noticed this Lily growing freely as a b:irder plant in the southern counties
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(its tine tilue flowers being i-hiof in li^iiutviu the boriiersX but lu-ver in tlie nei^h-

hourhood of Loudoucr in the niiiUaiuls. It nii^ht be useful in many eases tn knuw
over what are* of the couutrj' a noble plant Use this can be grown satisfactorily

ia Oic open air.— Ei).]

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Fruit.

Strawberries.—The se.ison havinj; been so highly f.avourabIe

\o the growth and ripening of pot plants, forcing prospects are

>ery promising. The earliest b.atch of pl.ants, until we have a

(ban ,e to colder weather, will reijiiire careful watering, as, owing to

tie unusual mildness, an excess might cause the crowns to com-
mence swelling, while its entire discontinuance might do mischief

in an opposite direction ; but where these early and easily excited

kiids, wliich usually occupy 5-in. pots, can be plunged in ashes,

as I suggested some time ago, labour throughout the summer is

ecajomised, and the danger lo which I have alluded is avoided by
leaiing them undisturbed until they are wanted for forcing. The
gemral stock of plants potted later into larger pots, and now stand-
ing (ut in open spaces, will reijuire an aliundance of room to insure

a free circulation of air and the admission of more light, with just

sutfident water to prevent the roots from suffering or the balls from
leaviig the sides of the pots. At this place we are so completely
darkeied by the surrounding trees and hills, that we find it neces-

sary t( elevate the plants on platforms or low walls, positions in

whichelongation of the leaf-stalks is prevented. The soil is kept
free fnm worms, and tlie crowns ripen well, or better than they
otherwse would do in unfavourable seasons. When the autumn
gives \iay to winter the plants are removed from their summer
quarten to cold pits, where, lightly plunged in dry leaves or ashes,

the root remain fresh and healthy, and the pots are preserved from
damage m the breaking up of frost.

Peacies and Nectarines.—Early houses from which ripe

Peaches .re usually gathered about the end of May should now be
ready forthe final pruning which will be very alight where former
directions have received attention. After cleansing the glass, wood-
work, andtrellis, the trees should be well washed with strong soap
and water and when quite dry the composition most in favour with
the cultintor nmy be laid on with a painter's brush. When dressing
ray own tnes, if they have been infested with scale or spider, I pay
particular ittention to the washing, and dress with Gishurst Com-
pound, S 04 to the gallon of water, to which a little strong loam and
soot is add«i to give it the consistency of thin paint ; but in all

cases where the summer growth has been kept clean and healthy I

dispense wih the dressing altogether. No time should be lost in

getting all not pruning and top-dressing finished, and in the event
of large treet having to be taken in from the reserve walls, the ripen-

ing of the w>od may be hastened in wet weather by taking out and
leaving opena semi-circular trench near the extremities of the roots.

Trees that W3re properly prepared by lifting and relaying the roots
last autumn may be taken up at once, and if carefully moistened
with the.syriige on bright days until the leaves are ripe, they will

be in good orler for starting with the others when the time arrives
for closing th< house. The general failure of Peaches and Nectarines
having again proved the uncertainty of the crop in the open air, the
increasing denand for this valuable fruit can only be met by pro-
viding some knd of glass shelter for the trees. Where a good crop
is the first cotBideration, houses of the plainest kind well glazed and
ventilated will answer the purpose, and if a flow and return pipe can
be introduced, fruit of the finest quality may always be depended
upon. Many people succeed in growing good crops without tire

heat, but it is vise economy to have it at command for keeping out
severe frost when the trees are in flower, and for ripening tlie wood
in wet, oald autumns. Hot-water pipes are now very cheap, and
easily fixed by iny handy man, and the various uses to which a heated
house can be tarned in winter will soon pay for the first outlay

;

moreover, the finer late kinds may be introduced for giving fruit quite
as late as it can be obtained good from open walls with every chance
of their ripening their wood and bearing annually. List week I gave
an alphabetical list of the best kinds for orchard house culture, and
although it is hardly necessarj', I may here repeat that they are
equally well adapted to trellis training in the permanent Peach house.
To keep up a succession of fruit a few medium-sized houses answer
best, and each section should contain varieties that will succeed each
other in their order of ripening.

Vines.—Where late Grapes intended for bottling were encouraged
with tire-heat through the spring months they will now be finishing
off well, and the foliage, one of the best tests of ripe wood, will be
taking on the beautiful tints of colour so peculiar to this valuable
section. When this stage has been reached and light is counter-
balanced by darkness, every lateral may be taken out down to the

main bud, and ventilation must receive more careful attention. When
the Grapes aie well advanced, the best way is to ventilate freely

with tire-heat through the day, and to allow the tires to decline
wlien the front s.ashes are closed for the night. Houses in which the
Grapes are still unripe will now reciuire the tire-heat that was with-
held in the spring, .and the chances .are they will never colour up to

the footstalks, neither will they keep fresh and ))lump for spring

use. In cases of this kind it often happens that the inside borders

become dry before the (Jrapes are properly finished, and when this

occurs a nice watering with warm liquid or guano water on a fine

morning often produces the desired elfect in a very short time. One
of the great dangers coincident with what may be termed after-

noon (Jrape growing is condensation of moisture on the berries after

an October watering, and the best way to counteract its effect is a

good covering of dry Fern, which may be spread some 12 in. to

IS in. thick all oyer the floor and a steady circulation of dry air

when the pipes are warm. Ripe Hamburghs and other thin-skinned

kinds will now require careful m.anagement to keep them from damp-
ing, tlie months ot October and November being the worst in the

whole ye.ar. Look them over twice a week for decaying berries,

keep the houses warm and well ventilated by day, and close the
openings near the ground before the damp begins to rise at night.

Proceed witli the pruning and cleansing of early houses, and have
everything clean, sweet, and in the best possible condition for start-

ing in November. If pot Vines are still out-of-doors they should
now be taken in and got into position ; tlie laterals having been pre-

viously taken out, the shortening of the rods must be regulated by
the position they are to occupy. If they can be started with a gentle

bottom-heat from fermenting Oak leaves and horse manure placed

about the pedestals and bottoms of the pots, much time will be saved

in forcing dead against Nature for the production of the most un-

satisfactory and unprofitable crop the gardener is called upon to

grow. The mild autumn is against early-forced Vines that lost

their main foliage prematurely, as they will show a strong inclina-

tion to break into growth. Should this be the case they may be
allowed to rest in a horizontal position, as far from the glass as

may be convenient, and they may be shaded, but unless very per-

sistent, pruning generally sends them to rest.

Pigs.—To have good Figs ripe by the middle of April, a time at

which fresh forced fruits are not over plentiful, the trees established

in pots should now he ripe and resting in a cool house where they
can have full exposure in fine weather and protection from heavy
rain or severe autumn frosts. If the trees have to be bought in

from the nursery no time should be lost in making a selection of

clean single-stemmed plants, well furnished with side shoots regu-

larly placed, and studded with short spurs. But where Fig forcing is

regularly carried on, well managed trees may be kept in bearing for

a great number of years, and, unlike many other kinds of fruit, they
improve with age. The varieties best adapted to early forcing are

Brown Turkey, White Marseilles, Negro Largo, and Osborn's Pro-

lific, a most delicious Fig that produces an abundance of fruit at a

very early age. Where large trees of Early Violette are established

they come in a little earlier than the above-named kinds, but the

fruit being small they do not make such a noble dish. To force them
well the pots should be plunged or rather placed on firm pedestals

and surrounded by plunging material in a fermenting state. Oak
leaves, to which a little fresh stable manure has been added, answer
better than tan, as they afford rich food for the roots when decay
sets in—about the time the fruit is swelling off, and when anything
approaching a check might seriously injure the earliest, and of

coarse the most vaUuble fruit. Large established trees intended for

starting in November, having been divested of all unripe fruit about
the end of last month, will now be ready for cleansing and tying in

;

and if potting is considered necessary they may be turned out and
divested of all straggling roots and crocks and replaced in pots of

the same size or a size larger. These should be quite clean, dry, and
well crocked to admit of the free p.assage of the large quantities of

stimulating liquid given to them through the growing season. Our
earliest trees have not been potted for several years, and being too

large for removal from the house, we at the beginning of this month
clear out all the old plunging material, cut back all the roots that

have found their way into it, and leave them standing on the pedes-

tals during the time the process of cleansing, painting, and white-

washing is going on. When this is done walls of calcareous turf

and old lime rubble about 9 in. thick are built up from the bottom
drainage to the tops of the pots, and they are then ready for the in-

troduction of the fermenting mate/ial when the time for applying
heat arrives. Fig trees being so subject to spider, scale, and mealy
bug, too much care cannot be devoted to the cleansing and dressing

of the wood, and all old ties and stakes should be removed and re-

placed with new ones. The past two months having been so favour-

able to successions which are usually planted in internal borders, the

lights may be drawn off on fine days and closed at night to harden
and ripen up the points of the young wood.^W. CoLEM.\x.
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Flower G-arden.

As we may now expect frost sufficient to injure tender plants still

left out in beds, a sufficient stock should at once be got under cover.

.Such plants as'Echeveria glauca, Mentha gibraltarica, Centaurea can-

didissima, Cineraria maritima, and many others may be safely

wintered under any temporary protection where they can be kept
rather dry. If glass lights are not available, a good supply of dry
bracken forms a light and efficient protection. The roots also of

many useful plants, S'lch as Cannas, Dahlias, and Gladioli, may be
safely M-intered in dry soils by means of external coverings, but as

they do not require light during the winter, it is safest to lift and
store them in any dry cellar or building from which frost is excluded.

I tiud them to keep best packed in soil neither wet nor
dry, but just moist enough to keep the roots from shrivelling.

Under a good covering of coal ashes. Fuchsias and similar plants may
be safely wintered in the open ground. Now is the best time for

putting in Calceolaria cuttings, they succeed best in cold frames ; set

them on a hard coal ash foundation to ensure good drainage, then
.spread over that some in. of finely sifted soil, such as that in which
Cucumbers and Melons have been grown, and then a layer of sand ;

insert the cuttings about 3 in. apart, watering well to settle the soil,

and keep the lights close until they will bear exposure without flag-

ging. After that keep them fully exposed except during frost,

when the lights must be closed, and a good external covering of litter

put on. We also pack litter firmly round the sides on the first signs

of severe frost, and do not remove it until the plants are taken out
in sjjring, merely taking otf the top covering to admit light and air

in mild weather, but during severe frost they may be covered con-
tinuously for a fortnight without sustaining any harm, anil if the
frost reaches them, keep them covered until gradually thawed and
milder weather has returned. As soon as they begin to grow pinch
out the growing points, and almost every cutting n-.ay be
relied on to make a good plant ; the hardier they are kept
in winter the less liability will tliere be of their going off with disease
the following summer. As the beds are cleared cut the edgings and
dig them up neatly if not required for the winter bedding. Where
the double system of bedding is practised more manure and a higher
system of cultivation are necessary than where tlie flower beds get
the benefit of lying dormant during winter, but the bareness of
flower beds in spring when Kature is putting on her brightest looks,
is so much in favour of winter and spring bedding tliat it is better
to reduce the area of flower beds, and have what are left filled to
over-flowing at all seasons than to have merely bare earth. The
slight frosts which we have already experienced are bringing down
leaves in abundance ; they should therefore be collected and stored
either for protecting tender plants or for making manure for dressing
flower beds, more especially where the soil is of a stiff retentive
character.

—

James Groom.

Auriculas.—All the potting off of offsets and repotting of old
plants should now be completed without further delay. In cold late
districts the plants should now be placed under glass. The frames
should be made thoroughly clean, and on the place on which they
have to stand I strew quicklime thickly, and then water it ; this
kills slugs and other pests. In winter I set the plants on trellis-work
inside the frame, by which means air is enabled to circulate under-
neath them ; thus they are prevented from being injured by damp,
which they otherwise would be placed on ashes or any other material
of that kind. Before housing thoroughly clean them, carefully re-
moving all decayed leaves. Northern growers remove no decaying
leaves until they have arrived at that stage when they could be
removed without injury to the stem. Brush off green fly if any, and
also fumigate. I found the woolly aphis not at all uncommon on
collections in the north, but it seemed to do no harm to the plants.
I, however, did see plants that had been killed by using paraffin and
other mixtures other than soft soap.

Dahlias.—Single forms of these seem to be becoming favourites ;

they are very useful as cut flowers—far more so indeed thanthe double
varieties. Many are alarmed in case the latter will be supplanted,
but there is no danger of that, as, notwithstanding the increasing
favour accorded to the single forms, the sale for the double varieties
last spring was as large as ever. All the shading material required
to get the flowers ready for exiiibition has in our case been re-
moved, and the plants continue to produce flowers aljundautly ; see
that the flowering stems are secured to the supports.

Phloxes, Pyrethrums, and flowers of this class that are propa-
gated by division of the roots may yet receive that attention. We
have just divided our Pyretlirums, planted out what we require,
and distributed tlie rest amongst friends. Such plants as these and
Phloxes should be grown by amateurs and others who have not
glasshouses or frames ; they only require to be purchased once, while
bedding plants require a yearly outlay. The ground for them should
be well prepared at first. Deep cultivation and rich manure are,

however, of more importance in the south than in the north, the
climate being drier and warmer.

Pentstemong and Antirrhinums.—These may be classed
together as far as their propagation by cuttings is concerned. The
small side growths may now be taken oil' and inserted in s.xndy soil,

either under hand-glasses or in pots. I usually grow them in pots,
as they can be moved to any part of the garden where there are glass
lights for the winter. They do well under the same treatment as

that usually given to bedding.

Calceolarias.—These I prefer to raise annually from seeds, as

they give more satisfaction in that way, but any choice varieties to

be kept true must be propagated by means of cuttings.

Primulas.—These whether planted out or in pots are all getting

into the resting period—"putting on their winter dress." Then-
fore, those not accustomed to their culture need not be alarmed if

they find tlie old leaves decay and nothing left ijut a crown of vey
small dimensions. When this stage is reached apply water vffy
sparingly. It is not 3'et too late to divide and repot the plarts.

^Vhere they are planted out on rockwork much attention is required

to see that no injury befalls them. Many varieties are very attao-
tive to slugs, and are easily destroyed before the injury is apparint,

particularly such species as P. minima and P. glutinosa. Le; no
grosser-growing plants overhang them, or rob the roots of theii fair

share of nourishment. In planting out such plants as thesi and
kindred species on rockwork a space should be taken out anddlled
in with suitable soil. For Primulas I like turfy loam and peat n the
proportion of two of the former to one of the latter, and as a gmeral
rule the shady side of the rockwork suits them best.—J. DoaJL-iS.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—The most useful genus among these for deiorative

work and for supplying cut flowers during tlie autumn mmths is

undoubtedly the deciduous varieties of Calauthe, which slould be
grown by the hundred where cut flowers are much in lemand.
Their foliage will now begin to get rusty, but it must not be
suddenly removed, as this would give a clieck to the roos, whicli

must be carefully avoided while flower-spikes are developing.

Many err in keejiing Calanthes too dry when the foliage begins to

go off, and the consequence is that the sjjikes die before lalf their

flowers have opened. The point to be kept in view in regard to

these now is to keep their roots healthy as long as possibh, and this

will be best attained by keeping the soil about them constantly

moist, but not saturated. A few of the earliest should le placed in

the strongest heat at command to bring them forward <arlj', when
they will be succeeded by the main stock. Plalamopsids
will now be showing their flower-spikes, which muit be care-

fully guarded from tlie depredations of cockroaches and other
pests. Where the foliage is well ripened and tie drainage
perfect, liberal supplies of water may be given them with safety

throughout the flowering period. Any plants of tliee tliat are

weakly or inclined to be diseased will be much benefitel by having
their flower-spikes removed entirely. Vandas, Aerides, and Sacco-

labiums must now be watered during dull weather witk great cai-e,

avoiding extremes of wetness and dryness at the root, as the first

will bring on disease, and the last will cause a loss of foliage which
will disfigure the plants. Small plants of A'anda ccenlea required

to grow into size quickly should be kept in a light position in the

East Indian house during the winter, where with cire they will

slowly develop a leaf or two during the winter seasor. There will

now be little need of shading, but it will be safest to rjn the blinds

down during the hottest part of the day in the case of tlie East
Indian and cool houses when the sun is powerful.

Stove Plants.—The length of time during which the winter-

blooming stock of these will remain in flower, .and a so the quality

of the flowers produced, will very much depend upon the nourish-

ment the plants receive just before and during the flcwering period-

A mixture of rich soil should therefore now be got ready for top.

dressing the whole stock. This should consist of thoroughly fibry

loam and peat in equal proportions, with a liberal addition of dry
cow manure (rubbed through a ^--in. riddle) and soot. Carefully

remove a little of the old soil from the surface of the pots and fill

up with the compost just ii.amed, pressing all moderately firm. Into

this open material the roots will quickly find their way ; the manu-
rial matter in the surfacing will be gradually watered into the old

ball, and the plants will receive great benefit from it during tlie

flowering period. Let all soft-wooded and shrnbliy sulijects—treated

as recommended above—be placed in positions close to the glass to

prevent tliem from " drawing," and also to give brightness to

the flowers. This is the proper season for repotting Anthu-
rium .Scherzerianum and its wliite variety. These are always
in active root action during the winter season, and should now be

moved into larger pans if the plants .are at all pot-bound. A good
compost for these consists of equal parts turfy loam and peat, from
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which the finer particles have been sifted, and a little fresh Sphag-
num Moss, dry cow nianuro, .\-in. bones, and sand. Ciive them
abundance of draiuairo, surfacinj^ it over witli cluircoal, and adtl a

little of this matei'iai to the soil as the potting proceeds. Keep the

pl.ants moderately moist after potting, and allow them a temperature
of from m^ to (iO'' nutil the new year, wlieu a slight advance will be

an advantage to them. Under tins treatment they will grsidually

get established at the root during winter, anil will rapidly develop a

tine he.ad of foliage .and Uowors as sprini; advances. Atti'n<l regu-

larly to cleaning all plants tliat rcijuire it, and any liable to drop
tlicir foliage should receive all the light jiossible .at tliis season.

Greenhouse Plants.—The re-staking and tying of all spring-

blooming plants sliould now be pushed forward as ojjportunity offers

anil wlien otiier work is not very pressing. Kvery old stake should

be removed .at this season from choice liard-wooded pl.ants and new
ones substituted, otherwise there is danger of fungus attacking them
dur.ng tlie winter season, when they are kept somewhat dry at the

root and the ball of earth is full of the decaying ends of old stakes.

AVhtre the Latter are found diliicult to remove, a pair of pincers will

geneially draw them out intact. Tlie new stakes should be sliglitly

chari^d before being used, and shouUl, as far as practicable, be

inserted in the holes formed by the old stakes ; by doing so many
roots vill be saved from damage. Avoid stiff training and twisting

the shoots more than is necessary to get tliem into position, especi-

ally in young plants, which would bear cutting back after flowering in

spring, md would during tlie following summer grow into better speci-

mens if properly attended to in the way of stojiping them when neces-

sary. The winter-blooming stock of zonal Pelargoniums will now
reipiire special attention to keep them in good flowering condition.

During doll weather a liitle tire-heat must be constantly applied to

keep the atmosphere buoyant and lie.althy, and a circulation of air

must be regularly kept up more or less, according to the state of the

weather. Avoid over-watering ; a moderate amount of moisture at

the root is ill that is necessary to maintain a good flowering condi-

tion, always using tepid licpiid manure for this purpose. Any mov-
able vases in the flower gardens that were planted with zonals at

bedding-out time may now be moved under glass, when their con-

tents will generally yield a ijuantity of flowers for a month or six

weeks after being housed. Keep a w.atchful eye during dull weather
on Heaths ard all plants subject to mildew, and dust them with
sulphur the moment it is perceived.—J. Roberts.

KitcJien Garden.
We have now arrived at a period of the year when for future

guidance an estimate of the varieties of the various vegetable crops
can and should be made, a kind of stock-taking, in fact, or an
apportioning of the value of each crop, quality and quantity com-
bined, together with the leugtli of time taken in attaining
maturity and the space of ground occupied, all of which items
must be taken into account before a final decision can he come to as

to the merits or demerits of any given variety. Of course, as tastes

differ, there will, of necessity be varying estimates of particular
kinds, but if each for oneself decides which is best, as a rule success
will be assured. My own estimate of sundry vegetable crops shall

form the subject of a separate paper in an early number of The
G.\RrjEy, and may, I hope, evoke a discussion that sh.all have
practical results, viz., our determining on what are really the best
of the innumerable varieties of vegetables now in cultivation.

General routine work will now consist in clearing away all vege-
table refuse as soon as each crop is exhausted ; also all half-decayed
foliage from Brussels .Sprouts, Cabbages, and Kales, Pea and Bean
haulm, sticks, &c. All such refuse as will not readilj- decay should
be burned, and the whole thrown together, adding a " smattering " of

lime or soot throughout the heap, which will destroy insects and add
to its manurial properties. Witli us the formation of such a heap,
beginning now, extends over several weeks, giving comfortable yet
profitable employment to the men on cold frosty mornings. Ridge
Cucumber and Vegetable Marrow heaps, potting shed clearings,
hedge clippings, road-side scrapings, and old Mushroom bed manure
—aU these are collected together, the final result being a manure of
first-rate quality for any vegetable crop.
As sharp frost may be expected daily, root storing is another

important matter requiring attention ; usually we have wintered
Carrots tolerably well by placing them in layers of sand in a shed
from which frost is kept out. Last year we did not use sand, but
dried them thoroughly before storing, and they kept perfectly—cer-

tainly far better than in sand. Beetroot done the same way also kept
sound and well, but the roots that were kept in the ground and pro-
tected with bracken were more juicy and palatable. Salsafy, Scor-
zonera, and Dandelion all require to be stored in dry soil or sand,
or the roots soon become flaccid and tough. To keep in good con-
dition for the longest period Garlic, .Shallots, and Onions, they must
be kept very dry and as cool as p33sible, short of actual frost. Par-

snips and Jerusalem Artichokes should always be left to winter in the
ground ; both are thorouglily hardy, and are never good except when
dug from tlie ground as required for use. Potatoes are most con-
veniently stored in cellars or outhouses, for they can then be examined
in b.ad weather, and are capable of being got at in all weathers, but
wherever stored, if not thorouglily dried previously they will fail to

keep well. Seed tubers should be laid in single Layers only, but
those for use, if dry, may be of any bulk according to circum-
stances.

Finish tlio planting out of Caljbages, and prick out on a warm bor-

der a quantity for spring planting. Cauliflowers to be grown under
the protection of hand-lights should also be got out forthwitli, and
those sown in frames be thinned out lo about 4 in. ap.art. In most
gardens, some usuallj' turn in about this time, and if there is likely

to be a break in tlie supply, it may be advisable to strive to prevent
it by lifting them, and heeling them in under a north wall ; in any
case, they should be examined occasionally, in order to liend the
foliage over the flowers to preserve them from frost. Thin out
Spinach, 1 ft. between tlie plants is not too much ; canker and dy-

ing olf rarely occurs except when overcrowded. A hoaltliy vigorous

growth that best witlistands the winter can only be had by keejiing

the soil open ; therefore hoe or point over between the rows with forks

frequently. Tie uj) Kudive when dry to blanch, and have protectors

at hand, both for this and Lettuces, to be applied when frost seems
imminent. Fruit of Tpmatoes growing in tlie open air should be cut
and hung up in warmtli to ripen, and any plants growing in jiots in

the open air must be moved indoors. French Beans in pits will now
need to be kept rather close ; syringe them well when closing up
early in the afternoon, for if red spider gets on them at this early

season there is no freedom from it tlie wiiole winter. Pot up roots

of any herbs that are likely to be required during the winter, and
keep up a constant succession of Mustard and Cress by sowing a box-
ful every week.—W. W,

INFLUENCE OF ELECTRIC LIGHT ON PLANTS.
Dr. SiEiiENs has conducted at his residence at Sherwood, near
Tunbridge Wells, an interesting series of experiments with regard

to the influence of electric light on vegetation. Unfortunately at

the time of our visit a few days ago these experiments had termi-

nated, and we could see no results of the investigation, though we
were informed they had been highly satisfactory, and conclusively

proved that by means of electric light plants acquired much greater

vigour than they otherwise would have done, grew at a more rapid

rate, and conse(|uently attained maturity in a shorter time than
those not subjected to its influence. We s.ay we saw no results,

but that remark applies to Jlelon plants which had been cleared

away, for we did see some examples of the Banana (Musa Caven-
dishi), which were growing in a house into which the electric light

Iiad been introduced, and, judging by the enormous leaves which
they had developed from comparatively small suckers, we should
consider that the light had materially .assisted in producing sucli re-

sults. .Just now no experiments are being carried out on account
of a powerful stationary engine and otiier apparatus for generating

the electricity being in course of erection, the whole on a larger and
more permanent scale than hitherto. New glass houses are also

being erected for the purpose of experimenting on the various types

of vegetation, and soon, no doubt, we shall hear of startling facts

resulting thereform.

The practicability of applying the electric light for purposes of

forcing will no doubt receive due attention from Dr. Siemens, and
already he has obviated the one great drawback wliich has induced
cultivators to look unfavourably on this system, viz., the expense
which it must necessarily entail according to the present mode of

working it. This reduction of working expenses, if we may so express

it, is brought .about indirectly in this manner : The engine shed being

in proximity to the ranges of houses in which the experiments are

carried on, the steam which passes through the engine for

working the electric machines is conducted by iron pipes to an
iron vessel, about the size and shape of a moderate-sized upriglit

tubular boiler, in which the steam pipes are coiled. The tem-

perature of the steam is high enough to heat the water in

the vessel, and this by circulating through the range of houses

is suSieient to maintain as high a temperature as could be
obtained by the older method of heating by a boiler. An
ordinary boiler is, however, fixed in connection with this heating

apparatus, so as to be in readiness in case the temperature of the

houses should be required to be raised when the engine is not in

work. .Such a system of utilising the steam of the engine, whicli

otlierwise would have been wasted, obviously minimises tlie cost of

working the engine, and no doubt in course of time further .attention

will be directed to the question of minimising the expense of pro-

ducing the electric light for all purposes. It seems quite possible
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that at no distant date electricity will thu3 be brought into

requisition generally for forcing purposes, thereby securing fruits and
flowers in perfection throughout the year. Where fruits and flowers

are grown ou an extensive scale for commercial purposes it will no
doubt be a source of great value, for in such cases the outlay would
be amply recouped by the advantages derived from its use.

Before concluding these observations we might add a few remarks
on the garden at Sherwood. It is situated about a mile from Tun-
bridge Wells, one of the most picturesque neighbourhoods within an
hour's ride by rail from London. The house, which is of modern
construction, is placed on the crest of a rising knoll over-

looking a beautiful valley, well-wooded and studded here
and there with residences. The dressed grounds at Sherwood
are extensive and extremely well kept, the chief feature being thriv-

ing young specimens of choice Conifers. A fine avenue of Welling-
tonias, each perfect from base to top and evenly matched as re-

gards height and size, is planted on either side of the approach, with
a good breadth of well-kept lawn in front and aronnd them.
Many of the Conifers, even those of large size, have been transplanted
only about two or three mouths, and yet they do not appear to have
suS'ered in the least tlirough removal. The system of transplanting
trees at midsummer is strongly advocated by Dr. Siemen's gardener,
Mr. Buchanan, an experienced practitioner, and, judging by the
specimens experimented upon, the plan seems a good one. .Several

trees that had been transplanted during the summer in previous
years are now in a flourishing condition. W. G.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
HOW CAN A VINERY BE SOONEST FURNISHED

WITH BEARING WOOD?
In the Vineries at Wortlej- this question is answered satisfactorily,

and yet in such a heterodox way, that I freely confess unless I had
beheld I could not have believed, for, like many others, I have
imbibed a set form of notions regarding Vine pruning and training :

yet the proof was before me that it was possible tofuUy furnish a
Vinery with bearing wool the first season of planting. Yes, many
will say, there is no ditticulty about filling a house with wood growth
the first season, but no one would think of leaving such growth to
fruit the following season ; this is, however, really what Mr. Simp-
son has done, and I must add with great success.

The ordinary treatment that young, first-season planted Vines
receive at pruning time is to cut them right down, or at least to
within 2 ft. or so of the bottom, the ostensible reason being that
they will break more kindly and evenly than if left longer. That
there is a pretty general concurrence in this notion none will ques-
tion ; but Mr. Simpson so disregards all sucli preconceived ideas, that
he has dared to leave 30 ft. of young wood on a Vine— /.<>., a double-
caned Vine, 15 ft. each. The first thought of every practical man
who either hears of or sees this would naturally be that a number of
the buds would fail to break

; yet such is not the case, for after a
close scrutiny I could not discover more than three dormant eyes
throughout the entire length ; and as to the fruit, the Vine, which
was a Barbarossa, was allowed to bear fourteen large bunches ; and
taking into account all the circumstances (this was at tlie end of
June), I expressed myself sceptical as to the fruit finishing off satis-

factorily. It appears that Mr. Simpson took note of this, for, to
my surprise, I last week received a couple of bunches, weighing
together 5h lb., having large and grandly coloured berries—indeed,
about as fine a sample of Barbarossa as I have ever beheld, and this,

be it observed, from a one-year-old cane. In the same liouse were
two young canes of Alnwick Seedling that had been left 12 ft. long
each, and yet scarcely a bud had missed Ijreaking, and in another
house were Hamburghs that had been left at 6 ft. and not a bud
had failed to break or to show fruit ; moreover, the Vines at start-
ing were not, as is usual, slung in a horizontal position—never, in
fact, untied from the trellis except a few inches at the extreme
point.

The above is a simple recital of facts, confirmatory of the sound-
ness in practice of the views lately advanced by ".J. S. W." in The
Garden-, but whether or not they are worthy or safe to be generally
adopted is quite another matter. Speaking for myself, I should say
that under certain circumstances they may be ; as, for instance, if

I were desired to make a good show of fruit in a given time
without taking into consideration permanent results, I would
adopt, or at least strive to accomplish, this mode of
quick furnishing ; but for permanent results, with my present
ideas regarding gradual development of strength, I would
still adhere to the old plan of short pruning and sure breaking
of every bud. I say sure breaking—this implies a doubt about
Mr. Simpson's plan, which doubt I "fear in many cases would be a
reality, at all events till the system was well understood. To carry

out this plan successfully, I take it the first requisite is thorough
ripeness of the wood, and the next would be allowing the Vines to
break naturally, that is, without or with but little artificial heat.
The whole subject is one so important, that I hope many others
will have something to say regarding it.

It may be of interest to those who have read " J. S. W.'s " papers
on fruit culture to know that he is not a theorist only, but
eminently practical, as Apples, Pears, Plums, Chen'ies, Peaches, &c.,
are all being treated in the gardens at Wortley, aud with excellent
results, on the plan he advocates in the pages of The Garden.

Heckfield. W. Wildsmith.

THE OLD SECKEL PEAE.
(by .tafet.)

I HAD heard from a friend, of the old, original accidental seedling,

the parent stock of all of that ilk extant, and the story gradually
infected my imagination. It began to haunt me. I saw the old
tree

—

In my mind'3 eye, Horatio,—

standing like a sentinel down there in " The Neck " among the Jykes
and ditches ; living through slow and patient history ; watching
through its " two hundred years," so the story goes, and listening

to the hum and stir of distant life in the Quaker metropolis, and tlie

growing traffic of the two rivers that washed the meadow's foot more
than one hundred and fifty years from this 31st day of July,
ISSO.
" More than one hundred and fifty years ago "—say the "Neckers"

—the first dyke was thrown up to reclaim the meadows on which
they and their fathers' fathers have lived aud moved and hail their

being ; fighting the waves at spring tides, and the rheumatiz' more
at their leisure ; but never much troubled with a dry time, even
though there be but a fraction of an inch of rainfall in a inouth, or a

whole dry summer never so long.

But this is wandering from the old Pear tree which I had some
trouble to find. Who munched the Pear, and thoughtlessly dropped
the core over the side of what vessel, as slie passed the " Back
Channel ? " And when? It must have been between 1682 and 1720 ;

for that core floated to fast land, seeded and inaugurxted its cele-

brated distinct variety far inside the old dike that more than 150
j'ears ago first barred back the waters from their accustomed flats.

May it not as likely have been in the first-named year as at any
time in the interval between that aud the latter? For what is

thirty-eight years more or less in the life of a Pe*r tree, whose
" more than 150 years " have to-day been resolved out of its indefi-

nite past ? And who shall say it was not Penn himself, as likely as

any of his fellow-voyagers—or as those in tlie few following years

—who cast overboard the unconscious seed of the land-mark of the

two centuries then to come ?

Uptothe daynotedin the first paragraph I hadnever seen the object

of my lately awakened enthusiasm. Nothing would do until I

could set eyes on it, if yet standing ; and if not, alas what had I

thoughtlessly neglected for a lifetime ! My friend had described it

as " still standing fifteen years ago, but witli one-half decayed oS'

the trunk, the balance a mere shell, supported by props, and
piously guarded with posts and rails," ready to fall and pass away
for ever. He gave me a verbal notion of the direction and distance,

but I had no particular reference to exact locality. I had, however,
a loose notion of the general locality, comprising perhaps a couple

of square miles, anywhere within which it might be, and over which
I might have to roam vaguely aud guessingly. In that area there

were possibly many descendants of the old patriarch Pear, them-
selves aged ; and one might risk being sentimental over some de-

cayed sample of several generations later than the real, simon-pure-

great-great-grandfather of them all. My friend's verbaldirections were
months old, and, refracted by my own unsafe keeping, were, as a

guide, about as reliable as young Launcelot's directions to Old Gobbo.
Old (?o&6o—Master youn^ gentleman. I pray you which is the way to Master

Jew's ?

Launcdnt—Txixn up on your right hand, at the next turning, hut at the ne.\t

turning of all, on ytiur left -.—marry, at the very next turning turn of no hand,
but turn down indirectly to the .lew's house.

Thus prepared (?) for the search, I started for it overland on the

hottest day of this hottest of Julys, but was driven back by the

heat, fatigue, and uncertainty of location, reinforced by growing
lateness of the hour. So on the last day of July I tried my second

parallel, and attempted to flank the position by water, taking the

little steamer at foot of Chestnut Street, Schuylkill. Making a

demoralised landing at a rotten, half-burnt, plankless oil wharf, I

reached land by perilous gymnastics over the tops of bare wharf
piles, and formed again in good order. But a Necker's " half mile

"

is a full mile and a half, t walked to and fro four miles, prospect-

ing around, aud brought up at a country hotel on the " Old Piope

Ferry Road," corner of a lane. Reader, don't try my route, but
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take the one I found out since. It is very simple. A stage from

:)07, Walnut Street goes all the way twice a day, passing this

point : fare 75 cts. round trip. And so cut your eye teeth on my
experience. It is easier.

A busy ostler was sponging a critter at a trough. Vk'e had a talk.

Jafet.—How long have you lived in these parts ?

Ostler.—Boy an' man, all my life,—some forty year.

Jafet.—Then perhaps you know of a very old Pear tree some-

where in this region.

Ostler.—The old Seckel d'ye mean! Know it? I sh'd think I

orter ; many s the Pear I've had oil "n it too. D'ye see that lane

right wher' yer standin'? That big yaller house down ther's John
Bastian's, and he has the old .Seckel, if't has'nt blowed over. But
stop, mister, tha' don't ripen jist yit, if that's wot yer goin' fer.

To think I should reach Mecca in this unsentimental way, and not

on a cloud or the back of a camel I I found Mr. Bastian sitting on

haps some one reading this article can furnish data of an earlier

experience, going backward from the year 1760, which this gives
us,—and so verify the tradition of "more than one hundred and
fifty years, and perhaps two hundred."

—

Gardenn-'.^ ilontlibj.

NOTES KED QUESTIONS ON THE PKUIT GARDEN.

Mulching Fruit Trees.—I agree with all "J. (i." says (p.
.'?'24) upon this subject, as it exactly applies in my case, and will meet
the circumstances of nearly all localities in which tlie rainfall does
not exceed 25 in. in twelve months. But probably "Cambrian"
is living in a rainy district, and therefore heavy mulchings of manure
are not so much required ; besides, too, something depends upon the
nature of the soil as to whether mulching will be beneticial or not.

Ou strong heavy soils mulching may do harm by closing up the pores

The OKTGiNiL .Seckle Peaf. tree

his porch. He received me very kindly, and directed me to the
identical spot. .Sure enough, there stood the ancient of days and its

surroundings, "the old stone house, the sloping meadow, and the
ditch." Eureka.
The half trunk was a mere shell when Mr. Bastian first knew it

forty years ago, and he says it was " much the same as now." At
least half the circumference is gone. At 3 ft. 6 in. from the ground
it measures 5 ft. -tl in. around the half trunk and across the exposed
diameter. The diameter from bark to bark is 2.3^ in. I estimate the
full circumference when whole and sound as having been at least

6 ft. 6 in. 3| ft. from the ground. The fraction of all that remains
of the old storm-beaten, ancestral .Seckel Pear is 26 ft. in height. It

had about one peck of Pears on it when I saw it.

Mr. Bastian has owned the old Seckel fan forty years. At the
time he moved there the late Mr. Thomas P. Cope told him that
the .Seckel family had known the old tree for eighty years. Eighty
plus forty makes one hundred and twenty years to begin on. Per-

of the soil, and lowering its temperature by keeping out solar warmth
In all such cases frequently stirring the surface will be better than

mulching, or I have found in some instances wheeling on a light

covering of the decayed clearings of the rubbish heap (which con-

tains some charred matter, and is consequently loose and open) to be

better than rich manure. The value of mulching cannot be over

estimated, but, like all good things, mulching may be overdone. One
system of culture is not alike suitable for all situations. If this were
not so, the cultivation of the soil would be a simple and easy matter.

—E. Hobday.
My remarks (p. 26S) contain no objection whatever to

the general practice of mulching fruit trees ; they were only meant
to be a word of warning against mulching them late in autumn, a

practice likely to cause them to make fresh young growths that would
never have any chance of being ripened, and th,at such results ilo

follow the practice if carried out at the time at which I speak, viz.,

in September, I have had confirmation more than either once
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or twice. Many with their trees planted in a heavy rich soil never

think of mulching them until the ground begins to crack during dry

weather, and in seasons like the pre.sent this did not happen until

August and September. If mulching is to effect any good at all it

certainly ought to be done when the trees are starting into growth

in the spring ; it would then benefit both tlie young roots and wood,

and not mduce the production of young wood at a time when the

trees should be ripening off what they have made and going to

rest.—C.\MEEIAX.

Ornamental Kinds of Apple.—Specimens of the follow-

ing varieties, all remarkable for their beautiful and variously-

coloured fruit, which is produced in great abundance, were exhi-

bited by M. Pissot at a recent meeting of tlie French Horticultural

Society : Malus Ringo and Kingo lucida, cerasiformis, expansa,

magnifica, pulchella, striata, ruljicunda, spectabilis, translucens,

Coringo, coccinea, ornata, and siilphurea. It is a question if we
make so much use as we should do of these hardy trees, which are

not only capable of rendering our gardens gay at an early period of

the year, but which are bright and clieerful far into the dull winter

months. How seldom, for instance, does one see a collection of

the many fine kinds of Thorn, some of wdiich bear large and hand-

some fruit, and are strikingly ornamental when well berried. One
of the most interesting features in a large garden in Normandy was
a group of Thorns, comprising many varieties, some of which had
large, glossy, much-divided foliage.—J. Cornhill.

D'warf Pear3.—Mr. J. J. Thomas, horticultural editor of the

C'oiintri/ Gfitlli'inan, has been visiting some of tlie fruit farms about
Batavia, N.Y. We commend his remarks to the consideration of

yir. Quinu, tliat unrelenting enemy of dwarf Pear trees. In the

town of Oakfield he found several well managed and profitable

orchards of dwarf Pears. Mr. Rathbuu has a ten-acre Pear orchard,

chiefly of the Duchesse, the trees being sixteen years old. They are

planted 12 ft. apart, and the outer branches nearly touch each other,

A few years since this orchard bore 120.5 barrels of fine Pears, or

ovev a barrel on an avei'age for each tree. They were sold at £1 a

barrel. This was liis most profitable return, although in other years

the tree has done well.

Mr. Taylor, of the town of Elba, occupies 420 acres of good
farm land, and he has an admirable dwarf Pear orchard of 2:£ acres.

The net profits of the Pear trees have, on an average of years, been
eipial to the net profits of all the farm besides, and in some years

have exceeded those of the farm. There are over 1000 trees, 15

years old, planted 10 ft. apart, and their average produce has for

several years averaged about .$1000 a year. Mr. Taylor now plants

his trees 12/j ft. apart. He manures them moderately every year,

and cultivates the ground. The trees are about 10 ft. high, are all

Duchesse, and were bending under their heavy crops. He furnished
the following statement of his receipts for the past nine years, which
shows the continuous profits : Tlie trees were planted in 1S65, and
in the year 1871 they bore

21 barrels, which sold at §10 per barrel, or for §210
In 1S72, 175 barrels sold at 5.50 962

187.3,230 ,, ,, 5.50 1265
1874,210 ,, ,, 6.00 1260
1875,330 ,, „ 5.50 1815
1876 (no crop).

1877, 460 barrels ,, 4.00 1840
1878 (no crop).

1879, 160 barrels ,, 4.50 720

.SS072
1880, crop not yet gathered, but Mr. Taylor expects

400 barrels.

—

Biiral New Yorker.

Cherries in California.—The Napa Rer/h/cr describes a very
successful Cherry orchard near that place—about 50 miles north of

San Francisco. Tlie orchard covers three acres, the trees are 20 ft.

apart, and many of them fifteen years old. They consist of Black
Tartarian and other Heait varieties. Seven persons were required
wlien the fruit was ri])e to pick and pack it. It is neatly placed in
5-pouud drawers, twelve of which fill a chest. Black Tartarians have
been sold from ."^l to SI. 50 per drawer. Experiments there prove
that the Mazzard makes the best stocks, and the ilahaleb fails.

Keeping Winter Apples.—As cellars are nearly always
warmer in autumn than cool buildings above ground. Apples usually
keep much better if stored in the latter till freezing weather occurs.
The best place in autumn is an out-house facing the north, shut on
warm days and open on cool niglits. They keep best in barrels, if

these are opened before any decay commences, the barrels excluding
air currents and preserving a uniform temperature. Much, however,
depends on oanditions and circumstances, and the owner must use
his julgment and experience.

Grapes in Paper Bags.—We have mentioned on former
occasions some of the successful results of ripening Grapes in this way.
Mr. Miller states in the American Jiiiral World tliat he has been quite

successful witli them this year in saving his Grapes from rot. He
had just examined bunches in bags, which were all sound, while ad-

joining ones, unprotected, were all rotten. The protection also against
birds, insects, and raljbits is regarded as important.

Rae's Mammoth Quince.—On the grounds of EUwanger &
Barry at Rocliester isarow of Rae's ^laiumoth Quince ; the trees are many
years old and 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, profusely loaded with fruit. They
receive good cultivation, and the ground has a moderate annual top-

dressing of m.anure. The trees have been freely cut back for buds,
this variety being extensively propagated.

—

Oouniry Ucnllcman,

ROSES.

EOSES OX DWELLING HOUSES.
RosK V^illa, Rose Lodge, P^ose Cottage, Rose Lane are common
enough names, but how seldom do we see the realities ? Mansions,
villas, common dwelling-houses euwreathed with the foliage,

enlivened with the beauty, and filled with the fragrance c f the queen
of flowers, are still as rare as they are beautiful. And as for Rose
lanes or walks half-filled or arched over with bowers of Sweet Brier

or flaunting sprays of the wild Rose, they abound in the imagina-

tions of poets and in works of fiction, but are hardly to lie found in i-eal

life. Fern paradises may yet abound in Devon and other counties,

but a wild Rose paradise cannot now be found anywhere ; the

annual raids of the stock hunter have destroyed them all. It has
often seemed to us a pity that so many of the lusty children of the

hedgerow and the coppice should be translated too often to pine and
die in the garden. The havoc made in Rose lanes and thickets by
the stock hunter is beyond all belief to those who know nothing of

his reckless character and have never seen his ravages. It is hardly

too much to say, writing in picturesque language, that he finds a

wild Rose paradise, and leaves it a mere desert of dead and dying
stumps. But as tlie loss of the lanes and hedges ought to prove the

gaiu of the garden, horticulturists must even forgive the stock

grubber for denuding the country of so many of its wild Roses.

Fortunately, however, for the preservation of sometliing of the

poetry, sentiment, and beauty of our lanes, roads, and footpaths, the

object we have now in view, the covering of our dwelling-houses

with the best and sweetest of our Roses, may be best accomplished

without the aid of the stock hunter or the mounting of our Roses on
stilts, for I would lay it down as one of the surest conditions

of permanent success that all Ptoses employed for this purpose

should be on their own roots. It is something to have root, stem,

and top all of one blood—it gets rid at once of all the risks of imper-

fect unions, differing ratios of growth between the scion and the stock,

alike in regard to time and speed, disparity of movement between
the tops and the roots, and tlie pest and danger of suckers. The advan-

tages of all this will be obvious to every Rose grower. In regard

to suckers, for example, they perhaps kill indirectly more worked
Roses than all other evils put togetlier. They are a proot of a disturbed

balance between top and bottom, the equilibrium between the two
constituting perfect health. They are also a protest of the roots

against the cramped and narrow cliaunels provided by tlie stock for

tire conveyance of the food collected by tliem. Hence, suckers are

the roots setting up afresh, as it were, on their own account, .and set-

ting aside the natural outlets provided for them in the stems and
branches of the Rose. And with worked plants it is almost impos-

sible to accept the lessons which Nature gives in the production of

suckers, or to profit by them. But with plants on their own roots the

case is widely difi'ereut. Each strong sucker may be gr.atefully wel-

comed as a revealer of two truths—that some part of tiie top has

probably become exhausted and would be better removed, and that

the sucker is provided to fill u]) the vacancy that may thus lie created

with stronger, more youthful, and consequently better material.

Thus, instead of suckei-s exhausting and finally killing Roses <as they

mostly do worked plants, they renew the youth and re-establish the

vigour of those on their own roots. Roses on their own roots are,

as a rule, more lasting than worked plants. Doubtless, this assertion

may be controverted, but my observation and experience are wholly

in favour of its truthfulness. Roses are also more easily protected

when on their own roots. If tlie root-stocks, and, say a yard or so

above ground, be made safe by a covering of straw, boughs, or mats

in exceptionally severe weather, there is sure to be enough strong

breaks below the line to furnish almost any length or breadth of wall

during the succeeding summer. In cases of exceptional tenderness

of variety, severity of season, or coldness of locality, wall Roses

might be protected for ft. above the ground line wliich includes the

extreme of cold, and the tops would mostly take care of themselves
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Soil and Choice of Plants.

H.-vvinc; provideil gooil soiiiul material, tliat is, Roses on their

own roots, the next step to success is a good root run. Tlic soil

around and close to dwelling-houses is mostly villainous. Con-

tractors and builders generally begin operations by skinning tlie

surface of all its good eartli ; this is removed bodily and sold. Tlio

foundations are tlieu thrown out, the walls built, and tlie barren,

worthless subsoil rammed uj) against them to the surface level, or

within a few inches of it. During the building of the house this

sterile subsoil is soaked .and trodden till it becomes as hard and
almost as incaijable of sustaining plant life as the bricks cr stone

of which tlie house is built. Just before the winter season a few
loads of good soil are scattered over tlio surface, turf is laid, a few
shrubs planted in the grounds, perhaps a Rose or two on tlie liouse,

the walks and roads are laid out, anil all looks fair to the eye ; but

the plants find no food in the soil, and dwindle and die of sheer

starvation. Now all who intend to grow Roses on the house should

expect to find this state of things. The earth should be examined,
and, if needful, removed bodily to a depth of .'? ft. or 4 ft, and as

much broad. If stagnant water or sour soil is found a drain should

be sunk down to the foundation to remove it. Tlien fill in with

the best turfy loam that can tie fomnl, to which one part of well-

rotted farmyard manure and a liberal percentage (say ten) of i-in.

bones should be added. Bones of that size will decompose slowly,

and feed the Roses for many years to come. Well mix the soil

before or as it is used, .and place the rougher part towards the

bottom of the border. The sooner all this is done the better ; per-

haps October is the best month in the whole year for the making of

open-air Rose beds and borders. Made now, the border may lie,

subside, mellow, and sweeten a mouth or so before the Roses are

planted. Plant towards the end of October or early in Xovember.
Choose, if possible, Roses from'the open ground in preference to those

in pots. If the latter must be chosen let them be young plants,

the roots of which have hardly reached the sides of the pots, in

preference to older ones with tlie roots matted and crushed into a

semi-etfete condition. Also select plants with one or more strong

shoots in preference to those with more and weaker branches. In
planting disturb the roots as little as possible, and see that they
do not become air-dried by exposure. It is only necessary to see

that they are not huddled together in a mass, but the horizontal

direction so essential with fruit trees is of little or no moment
in regard to Roses. Young Roses in pots may be turned out with
their balls intact. The roots will soon find the best way for good
growing results in such a compost as we have recommended for

them. The plants may be planted 1 in. or so deeper than they
were before.

Protection, Pruning, and Varieties.
Leave the tops entire at planting, merely tacking them to a stake

on the wall, so that they may not be suspended as the border
subsides. Before winter mulch 'over the roots with a coating of

rough litter, manure, or Cocoa-fibre refuse 10 in. thick, and in the

case of Tea or other rather delicate Roses, protect the tops with a
Fir, Spruce, or Yew bough placed over them. Leave them so till

February, which is a good time to uncover and, if need be, prune
the Roses. All the weaker branches and shoots should be cut
out, and the stronger ones beheaded if more wood is wanted,
otherwise if strong and healthy to the end they may be left intact.

Slight protection may prove useful till April, wiien the Ptoses may
be left to shift for themselves. As to distance, 4 ft. apart is a useful
one to start with, two out of the three being looked upon as super-
numeraries to be removed, as the permanent Roses, say 12 ft. apart,

fill all the space. But this of course is a mere matter of detail,

depending on the taste of the occupier, the progress of the Roses, the
sorts groNvn, and character of the climate. Some might prefer a Rose
to 1 ft., confining it to a single cordon, while others would elect to

have specimens filling 100 square ft. or yards. The Rose is most
aecoramodating in the matter of area, though it must be admitted
that large specimens are the most imposing on dwelling houses. As
to the sorts to be grown, every one may choose for himself out of

the enormous number of good Roses now described in our cata-

logues and grown in our gardens. For the s.ake of those who
know least about Roses, I will merely name a few varieties that
cannot disappoint them. And first on the list must stand (Uoire de
Dijon, one of the hardiest, most floriferous, and useful of all Roses ;

its proper place is on a high wall, and it will cover one of any
height. The Marechal Xiel, where it does well, is also universally
grown, but it is by no means such a sure doer nor long liver as the
" Glory."' Triomphe de Rennes is another delicate coloured golden
Rose, well adapted for the purpose ; as is Celine Forestier, which
is exquisite in bud, though its fully expanded flowers lack form and
finish. .Solfaterre is one of the softest coloured yellow Roses, though
rather delicate for the open air, unless in mild situations, while for

cutting or admiring in bad there are few moie useful Roses than

Safrano and Isabella Sprunt. Leaving buCf or yellow Roses, the
good varieties of which are very numerous, our next Rose must be
J'evoniensis, the dwarf and climbing variety. In a rich border the
dwarf can climb. The climbing variety, however, is a tremendous
grower, though it has never flowered so freely in proportion with me.
The llowers .are as neiir as possible identical in their soft beauty
and unique fr.agrance. Next to these fine Roses I would place I lomer,

a pink-mottled Rose of exquisite beauty ; it is a vigorous grower
and a most profuse bloomer. It has one fault in common and even
to a geater extent than Souvenir de la Malmaison— its first llowers

are apt to be deformed with hard green hearts, and the mottling, one
of the greatest ch.irms of this beautiful Rose, is somewhcat irregul.ar ;

but in tlie autumn every flower is ]ierfcct in form .and colour, and it

is one of the most floriferous and valualde of all our autumnal Roses.

The foliage is also perfect, a point of much moment in regard to

Roses for the covering of mansions and dwelling-houses. Lamarque
is less hardy, but its pale lemon, almost wliite Rowers, especially in

half-opened buds, are simply exquisite. It flowers in bunches like

most of the hybrid Noisettes, 'fhis reminds me of the exquisitely

pure .and beautiful Noisette Aimce Vihert, which is alike admirable

for the clothing of walls on account of the beauty of its semi-ever-

green foli.age and the profusion of its clusters of sweet pure white

llowers. In striking contrast to this Rose is Niphetos, which
needs a warm, sheltered spot to do it justice. It is also rather a

slow grower, as a rule ; but where it thrives, no Rose is better for

clothing the lower parts of dwelling-houses. The flowers are spot-

less in their whiteness, and of such substance, that their waxy petals

have been compared to (iardenias. Souvenir d'un Ami continues to

hold its own as one of tlie sweetest and the best of the rather large

class of salmon-rose coloured kinds. Adam, President, aud
Rubens may also be selected as capital Ptoses, of a somewhat
similar character. Madame Bravy, or rosea alba, so much alike

that they may be said to be one and the same, is a splendid white

Rose, with a delicate rose centre that is admirable for walls.

Madame Willermoz is another splendid Rose of a similar type.

To give colour to these the Cheshunt Hybrid has proved in-

valuable. This is a real climbing Rose, though it does well in

other forms, aud its deep cherry-coloured flowers render it particu-

larly valuable for the clothing of white bricks or stone houses.

Another rose-coloured Tea, David Pradel, is also useful for the same

purpose. The pink Gloire de Dijon grows even more vigorously,

though it hardly flowers so profusely as its splendid buft', salmon-

coloured namesake. We have not yet tried the deep crimson Tea,

Duchess of Edinburgh, for walls ; but if it will grow and bloom as

freely as the Duke, it will prove most useful for that purpose. I

have found the two fine old pink Roses, Charles Lawson and Coupe
d'Hebe, among the most useful for speedily clothing dwelling-

houses. Neither must Blairi, No. 2, a fine blush pink, nor Souvenir

de Pierre Dupuy, a rich red, be forgotten. Neither must the deep

crimson Bourbon Rose Queen of Bedders be left out. It is a free

flowerer and a good grower, and much resembles the old Bourbon
Queen in the good quality of crowning each shoot made with a

cluster of buds and flowers. The old fawn-coloured China Mrs.

Bosanquet might well be associated with these in clothing the lower

portions of the walls of dwelling-houses ; while Souvenir de la Mal-

maison will climb to almost any height desired. Neither must
the best of all the evergreen Roses, Felicite Perpetue, with its

enormous trusses of creamy-white flowers ; the best Macartuey Rose,

Marie Leonidas, with its unique foliage and equally unique creamy-

blush flowers, and the three graceful and beautiful Banksians, the

white and yellow, and Fortune's evergreen large white be left out.

These, alike in leaf, flower, and habit, are among the most valuable

Roses for the clothing of dwelling-houses. The small flowers of the

white Banksian are about the size of Daisies and sweet as a Violet.

Climbing Hybrid Perpetuals.

Neither must it must be inferred from my silence about Hybrid

Perpetuals that these are not suitable for the covering of dweUing-

houses. On the contrary, they form the best material for this purpose.

Of late years, too, climbing varieties of some of the finest Perpetuals

have been produeeil, and we are now provided witli climbing Bessie

.Johnson, Charles Lefebvre, Countess of Oxford, Edouard Morren,

Geant des Batailles, Jules Margottin, Madame Eugene Verdier,

Victor Verdier, &c. These alone—assuming that they are equal

in quality to their non-climbing namesakes, which, however, several

of them are not—would suffice to lighten up and clothe the

barest mansion. The majority of the Hybrid Perpetu.als are .strong

enough to climb or grow up to the height of the walls of ordinary

dwelling-houses, provided they have good borders to start in and
are well fed afterwards. The following may be specified as among
those best adapted for the covering of dwelling-houses, stables, out-

buildings, &;c., viz., Alfred Colorab, Antoine Ducher, Abel Grand,

Beauty of Waltham, Baronne Prevost, Boule de Neige, Centifolia

rosea, Charles Lefebvre, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Docteur Andre,
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Duke of Wellington, Duke of Edinburgh, Duchess of Norfolk,

Edouard Morren, Elie Morel, Etienne Levet, Ferdinand de Lesseps,

Franfois Michelon, General Jacqueminot, Glory of Waltliam, Jules

Margottin, La France, Madame Eugene Verdier, Madame Ferdinand

Jamin, Madame Noman, Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Vidot,

Mariichal Vaillant, Marie Baumann, Marie Rady, Monbieur Noman,
Mrs. Laxton, Paul Ni^^ron, Si5nateur Vaisse, Sir Garnet Wolseley,

Sultan of Zanzibar, Victor Verdier, Xavier Olibo, &c. From this

list, which might readily be doubled or trebled, it is obvious that

if our dwelling-houses are not covered with Roses it is at least for

no ack of suitable material. D. T. Fish.

ORCHI DS.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER AT CHELSEA.
Though October is generally considered to be a dull month for

Orchid flowers, yet in the extensive collections in Messrs. Veiteh &
Sons' nursery several showy kinds of the commoner type, besides

various new and rare species, are now in great beauty. The most
noteworthy of the rarities are :

—

Pachystoma Thomsonianum.—An African terrestrial

kind, with the habit of a Brassavola. The flowers are large, and
the long, slender sepals being pure white form a fine contiast

with the singular amethyst-tinted lip.

CattleyaMastersoaise.—A beautiful hybrid beween C. Lod-
digesi and C. labiata, the characters of each of the parents being

blended very apparently in the jjrogeny. The flowers are smaller

than those of C. labiata, but much larger than those of the other

parent ; they form a compact, symmetrical flower with broad sepals

and a circular crisp-edged lip. The colour is much the same as in

C. labiata and equally attractive.

Masdevallia Chelsoni, another interesting Orchid, is now
in flower. It is likewise a hybrid, the result of crossing M. Veitchi

and M. amabilis. It is exactly intermediate in character between the
two parents, both as regards the size of the flowers and the colour.

Cypripedium Spicerianum.—One of the most distinct of

the many kinds of Lady's .Slippers we know of ; it is a new species

lately introduced from South America. Its distinctive character lies

in the pure white upper sepal, which is of wax-like texture and
stands erect, the outline of it forming a beautiful curve. The other
part of the flower is a bronzy green, with a purple boss in the
centre.

Jjselia Dormaniana represents a very remarkable species,

quite distinct from any other. Its sepals are long ami of a peculiar

bronzy-green colour, and they reflex in a singular manner. The
lip is long, of a rich, deep, amethyst hue, and projects in an almost
horizontal line. The colour of the lip and that of the sepals form a
contrast rarely seen even in Orchids.

Phalseaopsis Lowi.—This pretty little species bears flowers
having the column curiously prolonged, so as to represent the beak
of a bird ; hence it is called the Beaked Moth Orchid. The blossoms
are about 1 in. in diameter, and delicate rosy-lilac in colour.—W. G.

Autumn-flowering Orchids.—Orchids, or any other class

of plants which flower in the autumn and winter months when
comparatively few flowers are obtainable, are, as a matter of course,
far more useful than those which flower at a season when blossoms
are plentiful. We therefore mention thj most noteworthy amongst
those which we have seen in flower this week in Mr. Bull's nursery
at Chelsea. In the foremost rank stands Odontoglossum vexiUarium,
a fine variety, which has continued to produce flowers since Marcii
last ; and 0. bictonense, a pleasing kind with rosy-pink flowers, well
adapted for cutting, is also well in flower. Of 0. Alexandr;e, which
seems to be always in flower, there are some splendid varieties. 0.
gi-ande, though one of the oldest introductions, certainly ought to
be in every garden, being one of the most useful of Orchids ; 0.
Rossi majus, an exquisite Orchid, is quite a gem in its way, and
specially adapted for growing in blocks. The large-flowered
variety is much superior to the type both in size and in the
distinct colour of the flowers. A large quantity of Oncidium omi-
thorhynchum quite filled the house with a delicious perfume. It
is one of the best of the Oncidiums, and one particularly suitable for
cutting purposes, as the wide branching sprays of flowers are ex-
tj-emely elegant, and are produced in such profusion for several weeks
in autumn. Another kind somewhat similar to the last is 0. incur-
vum, but as its flower-spikes are more erect, it is not so suitable as
the last for furnishing vases in a cut state, Now, the beautiful 0.

varicosnm, one of the showiest of the yellow kinds, is at its best.

There are various varieties of it, amongst which one called Rogersi
is well known to be the best ; but Jlr. Bull has other fine forms of it,

and one in particular is remarkable for the brightness of the choco-

late centre of the flower, which contrasts so finely with the large

clear yellow lip.—W. G.

Lycaste Skinneri alba.—This is now flowering here, and
from the purity of the blossom it may be considered one of the best

of cool Orchids, and one deserving of a foremost place in any collec-

tion. The value of the flowers of this Lycaste is enhanced by their

long stalks, which enable them to be used as button-hole flowers or

in larger bouquets.—J. Croucher.

Maxillaria grandiflora—This, which is also now in flower

here, may be placed at the top of the genus, its flowers being large

and beautiful, white, toned off' to chocolate in the centre, the two
colours making a good contrast ; the plant grows very freely in an
intermediate house.—J. Croucher, liudhuri/ Hoii/se, Hammersmllh.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

A New Lily (Lilium longiflorum verum).—In Messrs. Veiteh &
Sons' nursery, Chelsea, there are now in flower several plants of what
Mr. Baker, of Kew, considers to be the true L. longiflorum of Japan,
which has not been hitherto introduced to cultivation. It is so

distinct from what is now so generally known in gardens as L. lonei-

florum, that it is a matter of regret that another name could not have
been applied to it, as much confusion will inevitably arise from its

being named the same as others already in gardens. Compared with
the plant generally known as L. longiflorum, it is a taller growing
plant, with stout stems more thickly furnished with leaves which
are considerably longer and narrower, giving the plant a more grace-

ful appearance. The flowers are not so long as those of the ordinary
longiflorum ; on the largest plants three are produced, the number
which the native species bears. The colour is pure white, stained on
the outside with a purplish hue similar to L. Browni. In some of the

forms this outside marking is very conspicuous, in others it is but
faint. It is the latest of all the Lilies to flower, a circumstance which
renders it doubly valuable ; for a white Lily to expand its blossoms

in the open border in October is, indeed, a desirable acquisition. As
to its hardiness, there can be no doubt, for large beds of it have been
fully exposed ever since the plants were sent home by Mr. Maries

from Japan three or four years ago.

Gesnera zebrina.—We make this beautiful old plant the

subject of a note on account of the unusually fine plants of it which
we saw lately in flower in Dr. Siemen's garden at Sherwood,
Tunbridge Wells. No newer introduction has yet eclipsed its beauty,

and yet, singular to say, it is by no means plentiful. Plants which
are much more diffisult to grow and far less attractive when in

flower often receive attention, while here is a plant beautiful both
in foliage and flower and easy to cultivate neglected. Where can a

plant be found with more graceful panicles of scarlet flowers rising

from masses of purple plush-like foliage? and yet it is seldom grown
well. Mr. Buchanan grows this and the equally attractive G.
fulgens in a low span-roofed pit, in which they get an abundance
of light which keeps them dwarf and bushy.

Amaryllis reticulata.—Though an old plant, and by no
means uncommon in cultivation, this species is seldom met with in

flower, a circumstance probably attributable to its successful cultiva-

tion being imperfectly understood. When grown and flowered as it

should be there are few flowers, indeed, that surpass it in loveliness,

excelling, as it does in this respect, even the beautiful Belladonna
Lily both in size and colour. We saw some plants of it the other

day in Messrs. Veiteh & .Sons' nursery at Chelsea which were finely

in flower, the bulbs having been rested early in the season, and
therefore they had become well ripened. The flowers are about the

size of those of the Belladonna Lil}', of a delicate rosy-pink hue,

borne in umbel-like clusters on stout stems about 1 ft. in height.

The deep green leaves, with a pure white stripe running through the

centre of each, much enhances its beauty.

Fringed Gentian (Gentiana crinita).—On the rookwork at

York there are one or two examples of this Gentian now in flower.

When fully developed it attains a height of from 9 in. to 15 in., and
bears at the summit of the stem several large clear blue flowers with
white centres. The limbs of the corolla are deeply fringed, remind-
ing one of the lovely European Gentiana ciliata, which is so abundant
on the Italian and I'yrolese Alps. I have frequently brought home
plants of this, but have found it very difficult to grow. Has any
one succeeded in growing this Gentian three j'ears in succession ?

Unfortunately the plant is only annual, or at the most biennial. Near
the above on a shady ledge may be seen a fair example of G. Kurroo,

J
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which is doubly welcome on account of its flowering so late in the
season when Mowers of this description are Init few.—P.

Ruellia rosea.—Tins is one of tlio prettiest stove plants we
have met with for some time, anil it is ijuite distinct from any other

species. Its flowers are of a beautiful deep rosy hue, very similar

to that of Phunbago rosta, to wliioh the tlower-sprivys bear some
resemblance. The blossoms, which are borne in dense one-sided

clnsters on slender stalks, are produced freely from the axils of the
leives. It is an excellent plant for cutting purposes, but its chief

value is as an ornamental stove plant, as it continues to Ijcar flowers

for several months in succession. There are now some line examples
of it in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea, from whence it was
first distributed a year or two ago.

Tritoma glaucescens.—During the severity of the fro<!t

experienced last winter many plants of this perished, especially in

the northern counties. Notwithstanding this, however, there is a

good displ.ay of it at present in the York Nurseries, where spikes nf

brilliant scarlet and yellow flowers are exceedingly etlective. No
girden in which .autumn flowers are grown should lie without this

Flime-tlower, which, when planted in masses, is far more striking
th^n when merely dotted about singly.

Mr. Salt's Lapageria House.—Mr. Titus .S.alt has sent us a
very large pliotograpli, showing the interior of his Lapageria house.
It shows, perhaps, the most wonderful example of the cultivation of

this noble plant that is to be seen in England. We have before
figured flowers and spr.ays from it, but these give no idea of the
luxuriance and vigour of the growth. The photograph may be seen
at our office.

Chirita Maoni.—The better known species of Chirita, a genus
of (resneraceous plants, are herbaceous. but this is a semi-shrubby
kind, which grows several feet in height. The flowers are highly
attractive, being upwards of 1 in. in diameter, of tubular form, and
of a delicate lavender hue, with a conspicuous dash of yellow at the
entrance to the throat of the corolla. In one of Mr. Bull's plant
houses at Chelsea it forms a very striking object, the flowers being
produced plentifully on short stalks from the axils of the leaves.

Tuberous Begonias in the Open Air.—Some beds of
tliese iu Messrs. Lee & .Son's nursery at Wood Lane, Isleworth, are
now very attractive, as indeed they have been for some time jiast,

quite eclipsing masses of .Scarlet Pelargoniums, now looking shabby.
The Begonias, which represent some of the finest varieties in cultiva-
tion, have large and well-formed flowers of brilliant colours, and in

cjnse ]uence of full exposure they have become dwarf, com|iact tufts,

profusely furnished with flowers. Begonias planted out this season
have been highly satisfactory, and ilessrs. Lee intend to devote more
attention than hitherto to the sorts which thrive best in open borders.
The collection grown under glass is also a Hue one, and represents
S3me excellent sorts, noteworthy among which are two named Col-
toni and Rodwelli, undoubtedly the finest vermilion coloured kinds
which we have seen.

Phygelius capensis. — Mr. Kingsmill brings us from his
garden at Eastcote, near Pinner, some of the finest flower-stems of
this Cape shrub that we have seen, and these had been cut from
plants growing in the open border and totally unprotected for the
past two or three years. This fact conclusively proves the hardiness
of the plaut in the south at least, and we recommend hardy plant
cultivators to add it to their collections if they do not already possess
it. For those who do not know it we might add that it is shrubby
grows as a rule about a yard high, and has bright red tubular flowers

Beautiful Autumn Shrubs.—Two of the finest shrubs now
in flower are undoubtedly Hypericum patulum and oblongifoliuni

;

of these we saw quantities the other day in a large bed in Messrs.
Cripps and Sons' nursery, at Tunbridge Wells. H. patulum is a
dwarf growing kind with spreading branches, which for some time
past have been profusely furnished with cup like golden flowers about
1 in. across. The other has freijuently been a subject of remark lately,

and is even more desirable than patulum, on account of its more ro-
bust and taller growth. Both are quite hardy, and will flourish in
any good garden soil in a sheltered, but not shady situation.

Canna floribunda.—I send a young flower-head of this fine

plant, and an older one showing 'he manner of inflorescence ; its

peculiarity is that it only grows 1 om U ft. to •2\ ft. high, and that
as soon as a shoot comes up it bl) soms ; a second head comes from
the side of this, a third from thi- and so on until by the time all is

over another shoot has come on only to repeat the process. It was
a chance seedling raised here, and on account of its brilliant colour
aud free flowering habit is a most useful decorative subject.—T.
Smith, Xeicn/.

Ne'W Holly.
—

'V\'e have received from Messrs. Rodger, McClel-
land £. Co., Newry, specimens of a handsome shrub named Ile.x in-

signis. The loaves are deep green, about 8 in. in length, leathery
in texture, and the edges beset with a double row of spiny lobes. It
is a native of Sikkim Himalaya, where it is founil at liigh elevations.
It has proved quite hardy in Ireland, where it forms a low-growing
tree.

New Cabbage Broccoli.—Mr. (illhert, of Burghloy, intends
exhiliiting this at South Kensington next Tuesilay. It has already
olitained a first-chass certificate, and it is exhibited again merely in
order that the committee may have an opportunity of confirming
their previous opinion. It will be shown in a cooked and also in a
raw state.

Crimaon-Ieaved Maple.—Mr. Smith sends us from Newry
some leaves of Acer Ginnala Orilliantly red in colour. As no other
.Maple is so resplendent in autumn, it ought to be planted in every
ornamental plantation or shrubljery for its colour alone. The leaves
are triangular in outline, after the manner of the Liquidambar, to
which it bears some resemblance.

The Twiggy Fuchsia (F. virgata).—The Hon. Owen Stanley
sends us from Peuhros this pretty little Fuchsia, which is

such a graceful ornament of the autumn. It has been growing in
the garden there for fifty years, growing a little bush about 9 iu.
high, .and dying down in winter.

A Huge Apple.—The largest Apple that we have yet seen
was brouglit to our ottice on the 6th inst. by Dr. Magenis. It
weighs lib. .Soz., is 'j.V in. in diameter, and 4^ in. high. It was
grown in Cavan, in the north of Irehand, in the garden of Mr.
H. P. Kennedy. We should be pleased to learn something from
those on the spot of the conditions under which it was grown.

New Fruits.—Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, has sent us a
new Pear named Fertility, a handsomely-formed fruit, rather above
the average size, and of excellent flavour. Its skin is of a pale
yellow tint, copiously suffu.sed with russet. Aloui; with it also
came a deep mulberry-coloured seedling Plum, which promises to
be a useful late sort.

Magnum Bonum Potato. — We have received from
Messrs. Sutton and Sous, Reading, a sample of this Potato in every
way excellent. We may add that this variety, although at its best
at Easter, is about equally good now.

Anthurium Andreanum in Bloom.—On the 14th inst.
there will be a plant of Anthurium Andreanum iu flower to be seen
at Messrs. .Stevens', King Street, Covent Garden.

Dr. Denny's New Pelargoniums, as will be seen by an
advertisement in another column, are to be distributed by Mr. Geo.
Smith, ToUingtou Nursery, Hornsey.

Mr. McGibbox, the Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens, Cape
Town, South Africa, a position which he has filled for thirty years,
retires on a pension of £150 a year. A movement is on foot to
remove the gardens from their present contracted site in Cape Town
itself, and to create in the neighbourhood of the city a botanical
establishment more worthy of the seat of South African Govern-
ment. As a first step the appointment of Director has been ott'ered

to the well-known Cape botanist. Prof. MacOwan, of Gill College,
Somerset East. It is, however, doubtful whether the state of ins
health will allow of his undertaking it.

—

-Nature.

The removal of the British Museum Herbarium to the new
Natural History Museum at South Kensington has been completed,
and the collections are now available for reference.

HARDY V. BEDDING PLANTS IN AUTUMN.
Ix the excellent article on this subject by ".J. S. W. " in your last

issue (p. 327) but one class of bedding plants is alluded to, viz.,

flowering, from which I take it he means Pelargoniums, Calceolarias,
Lobelias, Petuni.as, aud the like. Taking these as representative of the
whole class of bedding plants—unjustly, as I think—the comparison
after G in. of rain in eight days, he says, is much in favour of hardv
herbaceous plants ; to this I reply, it would Ije marvellous were it

otherwise. There are, however, bedding plants and bedding plants,
and if ".J. S. W." would at the present time favour me with a
visit, I could show him another side to the picture ; not that I
have a single disparaging word to write about hardy herbaceous
plants ; on the contrary, I grow them, and will continue to <lo so,

but only in positions best suited for them. We too had a very heavv
rainfall, 5^ in., simultaneously with that which ".T. .S. W.'
mentions. We also have two borders jilanted with a nioderatelv
large assortment of hardy herbaceous plants, and many beds planted
witn hardy and tine foliaged beilders, aud the comparison of tue twn
is a long way in favour of the latter, a fact to which dozens of
jiersons have recently voluntarily testified. The truth is, hardy
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herbaceous plants, like the first named class of beddera, at the

present time cut a very sorry figure. Anemone japonica,

Michaelmas Daisies, and Tritomas strive bravely for the mastery ;

but then they are only flowers, and the rain will continue to wash

out their beauty as it does the flowers of bedding plants ; I there-

fore say, that " so far as autumn display is concerned," those who
use for bedding purposes hardy and fine-foliaged plants, so far from

having " no case," have the best of it, as "J. S. \V." would readily

admit if he saw some of the arrangements we have here composed

principally of Sedums, Saxifrages, Ceraatiums, Heruiaria glabra,

Veronica repens and incana. These, for the most part, form the

ed^infs, divisional lines, and groundworks, and for use as dot plants

we have the larger succulents, of which Echeveria glauca, E. metal-

lica, and Sempervivuni canariense may be named as types, together

with Grevillea robusta, Draciena lineata, Cham.-epeuce diacautha,

Veronica Hendersoni variegata, and others. Tlie entire absence of

flower in such an arrangement is amply compensated for by their

uninterrupted brilliancy in all weathers, for even to-day (October 5),

though we are having a regular deluge, they are as bright as they

have ever been at any time during the summer.

Hedfidd. W. Wildsmith.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE PINETUM.

If there be any portion of a garden that yields a maximum of plea-

sure in exchange for a mini'ium of labour, it is the Pinetum, or

woodland garden, in which trees and shrubs are allowed to grow to

their full dimensions without curtailment, each forming a single

specimen of its kind, not crowded or overshadowed by its neigh-

bours, but still each sheltering the other from the rude blasts that

80 ruthlessly shake more exposed trees. In such a position, close

shavin" with the scythe or mowing machine is out of character ; and

although the name Pinetum conveys an idea that only the Pine or

Fir tribe is to be found there, I see no reason why any such hard and

fast line should be observed, for amongst Conifers may be found the

most favourable spots possible for trees, shrubs, and plants of ques-

tionable hardiness. I may mention that Magnolia gr.andiflora in such

a situation makes a fine shrub-like tree, and tliat the deciduous

Mao-nolia conspicua, that produces a cloud of white blossoms while

spring frosts are yet prevalent, is not only benefited by the shelter

of the Conifers, but its blossoms look all the more lovely contrasted

with them. Many tender kinds of Conifers flourish well in the

shelter of large specimens of the hardier kinds such as would not

exist in exposed portions of the park a hundred yards off.

CoUetia cruciata and horrida, with their sharp spines and abund-

ance of white blossoms, make large spreading bushes in such places

that nothing cares to molest ; Leycesteria formosa, at present loaded

with its Grape-like clusters of bloom, thrives well in what I may
call the woodland garden. The hardier kinds of Palms and Bam-
boos, Aralia Sieboldi, and a host of other plants hardy enough

to stand our winters in sheltered positions, but not sufficiently so if

exposed to every wind that blows, are all suitable for such a situa-

tion. In such a spot there sliould be only Grass walks, mown for

convenience of examining the occupants in all weathers. Beds of

flowerinc shrubs, such as Camellias and Azaleas, mixed with Lilies

and margined with spring-flowering plants, would find a home here.

Many plants, in fact, show to greater advantage in such a position

than in any other, and by letting the most extended portions of the

pleasure grounds gradually merge from the close-shaven lawn to the

Pinetum or semi-wild garden, and thence onward to the open park,

a far Ijetter and more satisfactory result will be obtained than by
letting all go imperfectly kept by attempting to keep as a dressed

garden a position that looks best more naturally treated. Let no

si"ns of pruning or training be apparent, but let the lower branches

of every tree or shrub rest upon the turf, for, as usually seen in

parks when pruned up to avoid cattle browsing on their lower

branches, they lose a most important element of beauty.

JjiMES Gkoom.

Two Useful Trees (Cerasus comuta and Sorbus americana).

—

Specimens in fruit of these two hardy trees were shown by M. La-

vall6e at a recent meeting of the French Horticultural Society. The
former is a native of the Himalayas, where it is found at a great alti-

tude, and is equally beautiful when in flower and in fruit. In Cen-

tral Asia the fruit of this sj^ecies is employed for the manufacture of

a kind of brandy, in flavour much like that made in America from the

Cerasus capuli. Sorbus americana is a tree of less dimensions than

its congener aucuparia, but which bears a much larger quantity of

fruit, and which drops its foliage at a later season. The flowers of

this species ara also finer than those of the common kind.—J. CoKN-
HILL.

An Ancient Stafifordshire Wych Elm.—In a work on
trees by Dr. Westmacott, of Newcastle-under-Lyne, published in

1694, is the following curious statement : "Scarce any county ere
produced such monsters as Staflbrdshire, as was the prodigious
Witch Elm that grew and was felled at Field (within memory) by Sir

Harvey Bagot, the greatness and products of which tree I shall (for

the diversion of my reader) take out of Dr. Plot's Natural History
of Staffordshire :

' It was so great and tall that two able workmen
were five days in stocking or felling it down. That it fell 1"20 ft. or
40 yards in length, that the stool was 5 yards 2 ft. diameter. That
the tree at the but-end was 1" yards in circumference. That it was
8 yards and 8 in., that is, '2')l ft. about by girth—measure in the
middle. That fourteen loads of firewood, each as much as six oxen
could draw to the house at Field, being not above 300 yards distant,

broke off" in the fall. That there was forty-seven loads more of fire-

wood, as large as the former, cut from the top. That they were
forced to piece two saws together, and put three men to each end,
to cut the body of it in sunder. That there was cut of it eighty
pair of nathes for wheels, and 8000 ft. of sawn timber in boards
and planks, after six score per cent, which at 3s. per cent, came to
£12. All which is attested (in a p.aper), foreseeing it would not be
believed in after times, imder the hands of Sir Harvey Bagot ; Will
Cowper, steward ; Roger Shaw, bayliff ; and Will Dixon, surveyor ;

Lawrence Grews and Humphry Chettom, cutters ; Francis JLarshall
and Thomas March, stockers. They computed it to contain 96 tuns
of timber, a vast quantity for one tree, requiring good testimonies
for its belief.'

"

Tree Record.—I see that "Justicia" is anxious to know
where the finest Hemlock Spruces are to be found. I would there-

fore again point to the one at Bowood, which when I was there some
thirty years ago had attained a height of 70 ft., and mea.sured 9 ft.

round the trunk. The tree alluded to was growing in the woods
near the gardens, and if alive and flourishing now, as no doubt it

is, must be a very large specimen. In suitable situations the Hem-
lock Spruce is one of the handsomest and most graceful of Coniferie,

and deserving of more attention than it has met with yet. It is a
plant that requires a certain amount of shelter and a moist root-run,

and when so favoured it grows freely, and with its pendulous
branches forms a strikingly ornamental object at all seasons.

—

J. SiiEPPAKD, Woohvrdone Park.

The Hardy Hibiscuses in New England.—There is

not one among our gaudy exotic plants more showy and imposing
late in August and September tlian our wild Hibiscus or Rose Mal-
low. H. militaris grows 4 ft. to 6 ft. high, has flesh-coloured blos-

soms, and is the first to bloom ; then comes the swamp Rose Mal-
low (H. raoschentos) with its large, pale rose or white flowers, and
about the same time H. californicus with white blossoms. All these

are hardy here, and grow splendiiUy in the garden. H. coccineus,

from the Southern States, is the largest and gaudiest ; I have mea-
sured its flowers 11 in. across ; they are bright red. It is not hardy
here out-of-doors, but it winters well in a cold frame.

—

Tlie Country
Oentleman,

Injurious Effects of the Plane Tree.—A French medical
journal has recently called attention to the injurious effects that are

apt to follow a residence near the common Plane tree. The fact has
long been known, even from the time of Pliny, that a stay near
these trees is often attended by an irritation of the air-passages,

followed by a disagreeable and sometimes persistent cough. This is

due to the fact (familiar to botanists, though perhaps not to the
general public) that the young shoots, leaves, and stipules are
covered with a fine thick down, composed of minute branched rigid

hairs, which fall off' as these parts become older, and often floats in

the air in large quantities. It is the inhalation of this that causes

the tliroat diUiculties. It often causes serious annoyance to

employes in nurseries where the tree is raised, and who fail to take
precaution against it.

Some French Trees,—At the Chateau of Vrigny there is a
Cedar of Lebanon .55 metres (ISO ft.) in length, and 2 metres 60
(nearly 9 ft.) in diameter. It is without doubt the finest tree of its

kind known in France, and its seed alone brings annually to its owner
2000 francs, say £80. It was planted by Duhamel, and is brother

to that in the Museum of Natural History, sent by Sherard to

Bernard de Jussieu in 1736. There is also to be seen in the same
place a Quercus rubra (scarlet Oak) 20 metres (62 ft.) high, and
1 metre (39 in.) in diameter. Close by, in the park of Monceau,
there is a Western Plane tree, probably the most ancient in France,
and of a prodigious height, which was also planted by Duchamel.

Besson's Locust Tree.—Mr. Barron has planted a line of

one of the forms of the common Acacia (Robinia Pseudacacia Bes-

soniana), in a road bordering the Royal Horticultural Gardens at Chis-

wick, and so far the result at present goes they are very promising.

They are rapid in growth, fine in colour, and roundish in shape, a
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form which it will be interesting to compara with that of other

street trees. For park scenery we believe nothing can be better

than the common Acacia in its maturity.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

AUTmrX-PLANTED POTATOES.
The value of tlie Potato crop of the United Kingdom may safely

be estimated at thirty millions sterling a year. Any suggestion,

therefore, affecting the welfare of so important a crop deserves the

most considerate attention. In the Times of August .30, 1S79, a

letter appeared, signed "A Country Parson," in which the planting

of Potatoes in October or early in Xovember was advocated. The
reasons assigned for the practice seemed to possess such force, that

I determined to give the plan a trial. The writer, moreover, stated

that he had successfully practised the method for thirty years, and
that the results had been such as to induce his neighbours to follow

the example. Before proceeding to give the result of my own expe-

rience, I will recapitulate the arguments of " A Country Parson."
" Potatoes," he wrote, " if stored in a cellar until spring, shoot

forth long roots or filaments, called by different names in different

counties, and thus expend their vegetative power before they are

planted, and are thus far more liable to disease. They are, in fact,

sickly Potatoes, and matters are not much mended by storing seed

Potatoes in a garret, for there they shrivel, and thus lose much of

their strength of growth ; whereas, if planted in the autumn, they
are kejjt ilike from the outward air and from growth, and thus come
out of the ground in the spring much stronger and better plants than
those that aie put in in the early spring."

In the first week of Xovember last, upon a piece of strong land

—

" boulder clay "—I planted Rivers' P^oyal Ashleaf K'.dney Potatoes,

dibbling in the seed S in. or 9 in. deep. In the third week of March
I planted two adjoining plots in the ordinary way with the same
variety. The plants on these plots showed above ground about the

time expected, but the Xovember-planted portion showed no signs

of life, and I began to fear that the unusually intense frosts of the

winter had had the fatal effect predicted by my gardener. However,
within three weeks the plants gave unmistakable signs of life, show-
ing very boldly above ground. They grew most vigorously, quickly

passing the spring-planted portion. The tops were far more luxuriant,

and the roots were ripe, and were gathered three weeks before any
sign of disease appeared. The spring portions were attacked with
disease just before they were ripe, as was a small portion of the

November planted, which had been left in the ground in order to see

whether the disease would attack themor not. I would here remark
that the disease did not extend to adjoining portions planted with
Champions, which were raised last week, nineteen-twentieths being
sonnd.

The Xovember-planted crop was raised while I was in London,
attending to my parliamentary duties, and, unfortunately, was not
weighed, as Ihad intended, my gardener remarking, "There was no need
to weigh them : anybody could see that the yield was nearly double.

"

Upon a small part of the plot, however, this was not the case. Stable
manure has been liberally applied to this portion just before planting

(originally intended for spring planting), and the result was that
grubs attacked the seed and destroyed at least one-third. Notwith-
standing this check, the crop was greater than the spring-planted
portions. The objection on the part of the best Potato growers to

the application of farmyard or stable manure immediately before
planting is doubtless the result of experience ; on the other hand, a
little soot put in with the seed has a most beneficial effect.

Last week I was commending the plan of autumn planting to the
holder of some allotment ground in an adjoining parish, who, to my
surprise, informed me that the letter of " A Country Parson " came
under his notice, and that he was thereby induced to plant some
Magnum Bonums in November. His experience, I found, exactly
coincided with my own. My garden experiment having proved so
satisfactory, I intend to adopt the practice upon the wider area

of the farm. A field is now being steam-ploughed, which, if all goes
well, I propose to plant about the end of October or early in No-
vember.

In the evidence given before the Select Committee of the House
of Commons upon the Potato crojj by Dr. Carruthers, I find, in

answer to a question upon the policy oi deep planting in November,
he expressed a fear as to the result, remarking that " the Potato is

extremely liable to frost, and its too early germination may be detri-

mental from the injury done to the crop by spring frosts." Exactly
so. But as November-planted roots remain under ground two or

three weeks after those planted in the spring, their liability to be cut
down by frost is considerably diminished.—-J. Howard, in Times.

Like Mr. Howard, I was induced by the letter from
" A Country Parson " to try his jilan of planting Potatoes in
October, but with a different re.^ult from that recorded by Jlr.
Howard. On October 10 last year I planted a plot in my garden
with Myatt's Prolific, the sets being put in G in. deep ; an adjoining
plot of tlie same size was planted with the same sort of I'otatoes in
ilarch, the sets being put in 4 in. deep. The spring planted plot
showed first, but the winter ones were not far behind, comin.' up
very regularly, scarcely a set missing, showing that although planted
only G in. deep, the frost had not injured them. The spring
Potatoes were dug up first, and produced 20 busliels of excellent
sound Potatoes, there being only one or two diseased ones in the lot
and they have kept well. The winter ones were harvested three
days afterwards, and the produce was only 12 bushels of a))parently
sound Potatoes, but more than half of them have since gone bad.
The leaves of the winter planted plot were spotted, but the sprinc
oues were quite clean.—.JoHX L. Strattox, 'Turvedoa House,
Brackleij.

—— On reading Mr. Howard's letter of September 27 last, I
decided to try the effect of planting Potatoes "late in October or
early in November." On speaking to my bailiff I was surprised to
find he had practised this plan some thirty years since when livinf
near Pershore. A Mr. Wdliam Hunt introduced the plan there, and
always had first-rate crops. (1) He planted in the autumn': (2)
covered the patch over with long manure ; (3) raked off in the spring
all the manure that was left ; (i) when the Potato shoots appeared
be " forked " lightly in between them, and the rows were afterwards
"hoed" in the customary manner. I intend to follow these
directions, taking care to have the Potatoes planted at least !) in.
deep, because my bailiff tells me " the frost took them one winter."
He does not recollect how many inches deep they had been planted
when this happened.

—

Edward Archer, Bei-e-i/ord Homp, Malvern.
My friend the late Mr. George Darling, of Fowberry Tower,

in the county of Northumberland, practised autumn Potato plantino-
with gi-eat success upwards of thirty years ago in his garden, and to
a small extent in his fields. He told me tliat three important con-
ditions must in practice be strictly observed, viz. : (1) You must use
whole small Potatoes for your sets or seed ; (2) you must plant your
sets not less than 9 in. or 10 in. deep, and put a liberal allowance of
stable manure over and in contact with the sets ; and (.3) you must
plant in ground that has a shght slope, so that water cannot lodt'e.
He was induced to try this plan from observing how early and
vigorous the Potato plants always were that grew from any piece of
Potato accidentally left in the ground.

—

Godfrey Sinclair, Udim
Castle, N.B.

"

Potatoes in Norfolk.—For the following letter, from the
Kev. Canon Beecher, Hilgay P^ectory, Downham, on this subject we
are indebted to ilessrs. Carter : I now write to tell you that we are
getting up our crop. The first half rood are Improved ilagnum
Bonums. There is not a diseased Potato among them, and the
yield has been wonderful (about seventeen sacks for nine rows)

;

they are very clean. The second now raising are Red-skin Flour-
balls. They too are clean, fine, free from disease, but not so plenti-
ful. The Scotch Champions are still unripe, the stems large and yet
green, but from the roots we have tried they are truly wonderful

;

very fine, very prolific, and perfectly free from disease. How much
may be due to the fine season I cannot say, but no seed could yield
finer, better, or more plentiful crops.

The Late International Potato Exhibition.—A careful
audit of the International Potato Exhibition, recently held at the
Crystal Palace, shows that in the competitive classes 1963 dishes
were staged, and that ITS varieties were represented. In addition
about 500 dishes were contributed to the miscellaneous class.
American Potatoes were represented by tliirty-five varieties and G12
dishes, and, generally speaking, they were in exceptionally fine con-
dition. The favourable weather which prevailed during Autnist and
the early part of September proved highly favourable to them.
Magnum Bonum we find was shown largely in excess of any of the
other kinds, the number of dishes being 143. Schoolmaster was
next in point of numbers with lOS dishes, or nearly double the
number shown last year ; whilst of International and Grampian there
were ninety-four and eighty-five dishes respectively. The remaining
varieties, of which upwards of fifty dishes were shown, were. Beauty
of Hebron, Porter's Excelsior, Snowflake, Triumph, Trophy, Vicar
of Laleham, and Woodstock Kidney.

—

Gardrmfr'sMaijazine.

The Princess Bean.—Mr. P. Ban- sends me some Beans
which are called tlie Princess, and which are described as " dwarf,
small, round, white, stemless French Beans." They seem to us both
distinct and excellent eaten, when fully grown and not quite ripe,
somewhat after the fashion of the Butter Bean. These Butter
Beans, or Beans which are tender when fully giowu and boiled
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whole, are deserving of some attention in our gardens in which they
are very little known.

PROPAGATING.

Ficus elastica.—The best way of increasing this if fine large

plants be required at once is to cut the stem half way through about
1 in. below the leaf, cutting upwards. Take a 3-in pot, break it in

half, and place the stem in the centre as shown in the annexed illus-

tration. A stake must be fixed to hold the pot in position ; place a
piece of Moss over the hole in the bottom, and fill the pot up to

within 4 in. of the rim with soil, consisting of peat, loam, and sand.
In order to keep the two halves of the pot together, they miy be either

tied round with matting or copper wire. To strike this Ficus satis-

factorily, it must be in a warm, moist temperature, say about TS''.

and it should be syringed over-liead morning and evening and
shaded from the sun. The best time for commencing the operation
is April, as then plants will be rooted ready to cut ofi' in six or eight
weeks ; they may then be potted into larger pots, and placed in a

Moile of propagating Ficus elastica,

close part of the stove. They may also be increased by means of

cuttings, either made of tops or single eyes ; the tops should be tied
to a small stick to keep them firm in the soil. Eyes succeed best
in a pot turned down, and the leaves resting on it ; they must be
kept close and moist in the cutting bo.x on a good bottom heat, or in

a hotbed if the lights of the frame fit close.—H.

Grafting Aralias.— " Z. B." (p. 241) in his remarks upon this

subject does not mention A. trifoliata, undoubtedly one of the most
valuable members of the family, and which also requires to be grafted.
It succeeds well worked upon reticulata, but I have always preferred
to leave the stock entire, grafting in the ordinary manner as prac-
tised in the case of the Camellia, in which case, should a graft fail

the season need not be lost, but another may be worked on to the
opposite side of the stem. The best time I reckon to be about Feb-
ruary, keeping the grafts in a close case in a warm house until taken.
I should like to know if any of your readers have had any success in
striking this species. The wood as well as the foliage is extremely
hard, so that the cuttings form a large callus, and lie a long time
without making roots, much in the way of Corabretum purpureum.
It is, however, very strange that a good supply of seed should not
come to hand, for I know that when the plant attains a height of

20 ft. it seeds freely. This is truly one of the neglected plants of

the present time, for it is quite as useful as Grevillea robusta, either
for a cool greenhouse or for room decoration.—J. Corn'Hill.

Rosa rugosa from Seed.—I can corroborate the testimony
of " G. S. y." that this interesting species comes true from seed,
having last year raised a batch of seedlings, the whole of which bear
the well-known rugose foliage peculiar to this plant. In fact, it would
be a matter for universal astonishment were it otherwise when the
well marked characters of the species are considered.—W. T.,
Ipswich.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Transplanting Herbaceous Plants.—When is the best time to lift an^
re-arrangt: the plauts in a large mixed herbaceous border? Last spring I
moved some Pa'ouies, and they have all died during the summer.— A. C. T.
[The best time to transplant hardy perennials is about the em\ of October. Great
care should be taken in lifting those with few roots, or those with thick fleshy
roots, sQch as Piconies, as they are very susceptible of injury. Trench and ma-
nure the ground, and well firm it after replanting, but do not water.—G.]

Saving Vegetable Marrow Seeds —--1 Lear?ier.—When the Marrows
are ripe and dry, cut them open and put the seeds into a vessel of water to
free them from pulp. Tlien strain the water off, and spread the whole on a piece
of canvas in the sun to dry

;
pick oat the seeds separately, and put them into a

paper bag till wanted for use.—S.

Wintering Window Plants.— I have in pots in outside window boxes
Ivy-leaved Felar^'t'uiuni, Kuchsia procumbeus, HaiTison's Musk, Mesembryanthe-
mum. Can these remain where they are thmugh the winter? if not, will a cold
frame do for them? or must they be taken into the house?—Subscribek. [Take
them indoors. [The Musk and Fuchsias might live in the frame, but not the
IVIargoniums.]

Selaginellas.—^\^^at is the best time of the year for cutting do^^Ti S. crcsia

-autumn or spring? Does this Selaginella require to be kept iu the stove all winter?
or will a warm greenhuuse be sulticient heat to start it into growth ?— Blechncm.
[Spring is the best time to cut down the plant. A temperature of 50° will do for
it in winter. In early spring a temperature of Go' or 70° will be necessary to start
it into vigorous growth.— D.]

Artificial Manures for Ferns.-Will these manures be of any benefit to
Ferns ? If they are, what kind is best, and in what way used? Amies' Manure
is recommended by some for Adiantums, and a friend of mine says that Clay's
Fertiliser will benefit all Ferns.—Blechnum. [They are beneficial when mixed
with the soil when the plants are potted, or as a top-dressing when in active growth.
Care must, however, be exercised in their use, as they are sometimes rather power-
ful.—A. D.]

Wallflowers and Foxgloves.—I have a lot of Wallflowers and Foxgloves
in the seed-bed which were sown rather late, and consequently are yet only
buiall plants. Wnuldyou recununend them to be wintered as they are or pricked
out '! and in either case would they require any protection during severe weather ?

—C. G. [Prick them out now. and plant out finally in early spring. A slight
protection during severe frost would be an advantage.—A. D.]

Wintering Verbenas.— I have lately struck some Verbenas and kept them
in a frame close to the glass. They are beainning to run. Is it best to pinch
the tops out? Could I keep them through the winter provided the frost is kept
out?—J. G. Foster. [Give them plenty of air at every opportunity, and dust
with sulphur should mildew make its appearance. Cut back in spring, and you
will get plenty of cuttings.—E.]

Fruit Trees for Back Walls.—What sort of fruits can I grow in a lean-
to house against tlie back wall, wliich is always warmed oy the kitchen fire? The
house is 10 ft. hi^h and 10 ft. wide, and has a south aspect. It is heated by hot-
water pipes.—Planter. [Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, or Figs would do well.
Plant now in good turfy loam.—H.]

Asparagus Beds.—when is the proper time for clearing Asparagus beds ?

and what treatment should I give them when cleared? I have eight beds seven
or eight years old.— E. D. [Wlien the tops have turned jellow cut thc-m down.
Remove all weeds from the beds, and put a good coat of half-rotten stable
manure on them ; also a little light soil from the aUeys. They will ueed no
further attention till spring.—W.l

Wintering Dahlias.—How can I keep Dahlias during the winter? I have
had some planes for several years, but I have always nearly lost them in winter.
This summer I have taken a number of cuttings in small pots, and I have them
growing well iu a cold frame. Any information as regards keeping the cuttings

and also the tubers would be gladly received —J. P. \V. [As soon as the frost

injures the leaves, cut off the stems to within 1 ft. of the ground, lift the tubers,
and store them in di7 soil or sand in a shed or similar place from which frost is

excluded. Plunge the pots of ;hose you have in the frame several Inches deep
in ashes where tliey are.-E.]

Keeping Fuchsias in Cellars.- r//ro.—If in pots, lay them on their sides

in the sun uutil frost is likely to occur, then shake off the leaves and store the
plants in the cellar. They may be watered a few hours before being stored away,
and they will then require no more water till the spring, when they begin to grow.
—C.

Names of Plants -J". //. L.—Bomarea Carderi. Ped.~l, Lophanthus
rugosus ; 2, Jlelissa officinalis ; 3, Monarda ftatulosa ; 4, Antennaria margaritacea.

J. ir.— Calceolaria piuuata (an annual species); the other is a species of

Artemisia, but we cannot name without flowers. J^jion.—Fuchsia virgata.

J. .S'— Monarda didyma ; the blue flower is Tradescantia virginica. St.J.—
2, .-Vster Novaj-Anglife pulchellus ; 3, A. la?vis ; 6, A. multillorus ; 8, A. hyssopi-

folius; 10, A. ericoides ; 11, A. Novaj-Auglite rose us ; 12, Chrysanthemum
Leucanthemum ; the other specimens sent were insufficient to name correctly.

Question.

Bougainvilleas. —We are constantly reading in The Garden accounts of
the extreme Ijeauty of Bougaiuvillea speciosa and spectabilis. We have one of
each variety, and during the last few years have subjected them to the various
kinds of treatment recommended in The GarL'EN, but have utterly failed to

make either flower, though the plants are quite healthy, and we succeed exceed-
ingly well with B. glabra. Would grafting sc;o:u from floriferous plants on our
stocks be of any service?—X. 11.
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" This is an art
WTiich does metul Niitiire : flian-_'e it r.itlier ; but
Thb Akx itself is -N.VTCKE."—.S/lu/.lS/Jtlirt:.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

rRESERVIX(; GRAPES TIIROUOH THE WINTER.
Many people succeed in <;roAvinfj g^ood late Grapes, hut, judsjiii!;

fro:u the numerous questions we are frequently ealli'd upon to

answer, the mode nf keepinif tlieiu after they are fit for removal

from the ^'ines seems to he hut imperfectly understood. Some liave

an idea that an expensividy fitted room is necessai'v, wliile otiiers

tiiink that some imexplained process in the nninipulation or

management forms the keystone of success. ]5ut sucli is not tlie

case ; all that is recjuired is a dry, well ^•entilated room, free from
stagnant moisture, and not easily affected liy sudden climatic or

atmospheric changes. .V dry, airy cidlar, from which frost and
ilamp can he excluded witliout the aid of much fire heat, titteil with
racks for hidding wine Ijnttles filled with soft water, may he de-

pended upon fur Iceeping Lady Downes fresh and plump for fmir

months after they are cut, pro\ided tlie temperature can be kept a

few degrees ahove or below 4')". The main point, and in reality

the only secret of success, is the thorougli ripening of the Grapes
before the end of October, for unless this is s"cured tlie thin,

aqueous matter cuutaiufd in the berries disappears when the leaves

fall ; they shrink if left on the "Vines, and, as a matter of eoiu'se,

they do the same if removed to the best Grape room in England.
When properly ripened tliey should be allowed to hang im the

Vines until all the leaves have fallen and the wood is in a fit state

for pruning, when cutting may be commenced; but for the benefit

of the amateur who wishes to try his hand at bottling, we will

turn to the room intended for their reception. This sliould be fitted

with a ventilator at the top for the escape of moisture : it should

be thoroughly cleansed, limewoshed, and fitted with slielves made
uf flnor-boards, resting on iron brackets, pointing upwards at an
angle of 40-' to 4")'', and well secured to the wall, as these brackets

will have to sustain the weight of a wliole row of liottles, watei-,

and Grapes. To prevent the bottles from moving, or the bunches
from toucliing each other, another board with holes in. from
centre to centre, cut out of the lower side and large enougli for thf

bottoms (if the bottles to fit into, is placed edgeways on the shelf,

and with the top side resting against the wall to which it is

secured by means of .screws driven into plugs or wood brides.

Having calculated tlie number of bunches that have to be accom-
modated, these shelves may he repeateil one above another if

neces.sary until sufficient space is secured. Clean bottles having
been filled m'arly up to the necks with soft water and placed in tlie

racks, care being talcen that there is room for expansion of thi'

water without its running over when the wood is introduced, all

ilamp should be removed by wiping the shelves and floors and
leaving the ventilators open for a day or two, when the room will

be ready for the fruit.

Cutting the Grapes.—When Grapes are quite ripe and
nicely covered with bloom, they require very carefid handling to

prevent disturbance of the berries or loss of the bloom in transit

t') the Grape room. To avoid this all the ties should be careftdly

removed from the shoulders with a pair of sharp so-issurs, every
faultv' berry being removed at the same time. To avoid shaking,

although I do not approve of the use of pruning scissors, I always
use them for cutting the bunch-hearing shouts just above the

pruning hud. An a.ssistant then conveys them carefully to the

person appointed to trim ofE the buds and fit them into the
iMttles. As the cutting is proceeded with, bunches that do not
promise to be good keepers are placed together in the lower tier

for early use, and every bit of xvood beyond or above the bunch is

left on, as shortening hack opens the pores and shrivelling of the

berries follows. For some years after I commenced buttling I

iLsed a spare beilroom with thick, dry walls covered with Ivy, and
only a door and window for ventilation ; the room below had a

fire in it daily, and the chimney passing up one siile kept it free

from damp and at the proper temperature, but fresh arrangements
enabled me to fit np a properly ventilated room in the garden over

the men's mi'ss mom. in wliicli I have a slow conilinsf ion lioilri',

with pipi's placed along line side of the Grape room, liut the fir.)

is never used, and I can Jvcep Giapes fresh and plump from the

first week in .lanuary until the end of Mn\. The Ijiittlcs .some-

times require filling up, hut we rarely change the water, neither
do we lo.se many berries out of bunches tliat are sound when they
are removed from the ^'ines.

The Best Kinds for Bottling.—Where .several kinds are

bottled. .Muscats, Trebhianii. and I !lack Alicante keep good through

.lanuaiT ; then folluw lilack .Morocco, Gros Colniar, and Mis.

I'ince. while l^ady Downes, witli me the latest of all, keeps well,

as I have just .stated, until the end of May. W. Colem.vx.

NEW GRAPES OF THE LAST TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS.

It is interesting at this date to recapitulate the history in a brief

way of tlie < Jrapes that liave lieen sent out as new or partly new to

cultivators during the last "2,5 years or thereabout. During that

period, speaking from memory, some '21 " new " kinds h.ave been

introduced, not to speak of the int.-oduction of kinds that were but

imperfectly known, like tlie Alicante, (Jros Colniar, and others.

The list of reputed new kinds includes Lady Downes, Muscat
Hamhur^h, ]5owood Muscat, Trentham Black, Buckland Sweet-

water, Foster's Seedling, Koval Vineyard, Golden Hamburgh,
Madresfield t'ourt, Mrs. "Pince, Champion Hamburgh. Royal Ascot

or Perpetual Bearer, Venn's JIuscat, Duchess of Bucoleuch, Duke of

Buccleuch, (iolden Champion, Golden Queen, Dr. Hogg, Mrs.

Pearson. Ferdinand de Lesseps, Waltham Cross, White Lady
Downes. There may he a few more that we have forgotten, but these

are the most noteworthy. All named were sent out each with a great

reputation, hut if we estimate their general good qualities by the

extent to wliich any of them are cultivated now after fair trial, it is

speaking within the mark to say that not one of them are first-rate,

and very few of them second or thinl-rate. The Lady Downes is the

only one of the lot that lias established itself as a general cropper

along witli tlie Hamburgh and Muscat, and it is only on account of

its keeping qualities that it lias taken such a position ; a variety

with the llavour of the Muscat or the Black Hamburgh would
supersede it to-morrow. Where and when Lady Downes originated

are matters the writer cannot speak with confidence aliout, but it

w.as brought into notice by Mr. \V. Thomson, who planted the first

Vinery oMt about 1857, and after that it had a good run, and it is

now generally crown as a late kind along with the Alicante.

About thesanie time appeared Busby's Golden Hamburgh, whicli

came out witli flattering testimonials, which it to a great extent

belied, for it was rooted out in many places soon after it was planted,

bein" a poor watery sort with a tender constitution, and a bad

keeper. It is seldom seen now. The Muscat Hamburgh appeared

about contemporaneously with the last, and with even a more Hat-

terint' character. It was figured in the F/orlxt about 1S.57, and the

portrait was a good one of the Grape at its liest, and a particular

account of its origin and parentage was furnished. It was said to

be a cross between the Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh,
and was named Muscat Hamburgh by the Pomological Society.

The raiser was congratulated on "originating so noble a Grape."

which was said to ripen perfectly in an ordinary Peach house. It

turned out, however, to be a most uncertain variety, owing to its

liad settinj; properties and general bad colour, and considerable bit-

terness was aroused by the discovery soon afterwards that it was
identical with the old Black iluscat. When the berries set and colour

well it is a noble Grape, but it is rarely seen in good condition, and

its synonym Ked Muscat of Alexandria describes it as correctly as

any other n.ame.

Venn's .Muscat, of later origin, is, in the estimation of good judge.?,

just the same as the Muscat Hamburgh. All the difference we can

distinguish between tlie two is an almost inappreciable difference in

the conformation of the leaf : otherwise the t%vo are exactly alike,

particularly in their bad qualities. Foster's Seedling, which was
introduced with less ostentation, has been planted more exten-

sively during recent years, and is one that li.as maintained its place

fairly, but it was not, we believe, put forward as a first-class Grape.

It is" not unlike the Royal Muscadine, but it shoulders better and is a

much bigger huncher. It is about the only English Grape we sa\i

at Thomery, in France, where it is beginning to be esteemed for

wall culture on account of its cropping qualities. It is frequently

exhibited at home as an early white kind, and good examples are

frequently produced. It has taken the place of the Muscadine to some

extent, but it is hardly so early.

The Bowood Muscat, described as a cross between the Cannon

Hall Muscat and the Muscat of Alexandria, hag rather a singular
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history. The fruit of the fii-st Vine—a plant <lirect fro.Ti the raiser

—

that 1 saw was assuredly distinct. Tht; ljunche3 were broader aud
stiffir and the berries magnifioent. Tlie habit of the Vine, too, was
distinct ; young plants could be picked out by the eye easily among
the coainiou kind. As ytars went on, however, plants propagated
from the original stock seemed to lose their character, and approach
more nearly to the common Muscat. It was said to be the same as
the Tyningliame Muscat, and tlie two are now described as synonyms
in citalogues, but we do not regard tlio Tyninghame Muscat as a dis-

tinct sort from the common one. We have seen the former at
Tyninghame more than once, and while it looked just like the common
Muscat, it certainly did not look like the Eowood in its original cha-
racter. Besides, we saw the whole three—Bowood, Tyninghame, and
common Muscat—all grown under equal conditions in the same
house, and no ditl'erenoe could be detected in any of the three,
except tli.it tlie foliage of the Bowood differed a little from that
of the other two.
The Champion Hamburgh, not the "Mill Hill'' variety, some-

times known by that name, was, I believe, raised by Mr. Melville,
but never liad a great run. It was once e.Kliibited, if I remember
rightly, by Mr. Carinichael, then of Sandringham, and the samples
were line, only the berries were not coloured well ; they were
grizzly, in fact, which was perliaps the character of the Grape.
Bttckluid Sweetwater had a great character at one time, but it,

too, iias disappointed cultivators, and it now only occupies a sub-
ordinate place. In the last edition of the Gardeners Assistant it is

described as producing " very large bunches," but we never saw any
very large ones, nor heard of them. The same work says it is

'' the
best White Grape other than Muscat," which is simply a mistake.
It is not always a good setter, nor a free fruiter, and in flavour and
keepini; qualities it is only second or third-rate. It cannot com-
pare for dessert purposes with the Duchess or Duke of Buccleuch,
Golden Champion, Foster's Seedling, Muscadine, or Cliasselas.

Mrs. Pince, of later date, was to surpass Lady Downes as a keeper
and a cropper, and it also possessed a jluscat flavour, but it has not
sustained its character. ^Vhole houses were to be planted of it, so
some market growers said, but the growers, we believe, changed their
minds. It is, however, not a bad Grape, aud has a better flavour
than eitVer Lady Downes or Alicante, and it is a heavier cropper. It
shrivels sooner, however, and seldom colours satisfactorily. Our
Viue.3 of it here have borne well ever since they were planted, but
although grafted on kinds that colour their fruit well on the other
limbs ot' tlie same Vines, it never colours black.

Duchess of Buccleuch has a superior flavour and is a free fruiter,

but the berries are too small ever to render it a popular Grape.
Madresfleld Court is a flne variety when it does well, and certainly
worth a house to itself ; but its liability to crack when ripe, causing
the fruit to rot prematurely, is its great fault, and hinders Grape
growers from making more of it than they do.

Trentham Black, another old kind with a new name, is one of
the poorest sorts we ever saw, the berries being small and bunches
too ; it is not worth growing. Royal Vineyard, raised, I believe,
at Enlield, is a second rate kind that has disappointed those
who expected great things from it. Royal Ascot, which was to
bear fruit all the year round, did not fulfil the great expectations
entertained of it, but good samples of it are occasionally seen. We
saw a nice bunch of it at York during the past summer. Duke of
Buccleuch and Golden Champion are still, one might say, on their
trial, for much difference of opinion still exists regarding both ; but
the worst that can be said about them is that they ' do not keep
well, and are rather difficult to ripen perfectly. About the size

•of bunches and berries, qualities of the fruit, and the vigorous
habit of the Vine there can be no doubt. Of Mr. Pearson's varie-
ties we cannot say much as yet, except that Golden Queen is a
famous cropper, and poor m flavour and appearance ; and as for the
Alnwick Seedling, it is on its trial. So much for the "new " Grapes
that have been sent out within the last twenty-five years or there-
about. Their history is not a very satisfactory one upon the whole.
Hardly one of them have borne out the character they started with,
and not a few liave fallen far below it. There is not one in the
whole list that can approach the old Black Hamburgli and Muscat
of Alexandria, botli of which are still held in the highest estimation
by all fiultivators of the Grape.

Considering the desire manifested for new Grapes, it seems strange
that no enterprising cultivator or speculator has ever set himself to
explore the 'V'ineyards of the Continent, where, according to the
catalogues, an almost endless variety are cultivated for some purpose
or other. We believe most of our really good Grapes did come from
there originally, and it is quite probable other good sorts would yet
reward the explorer. When we find popular Figs of first-rate
quality cultivated so near to ug as Paris, and yet all but unknown to
English gardens, it is not unreasonable to suppose that a search
would bring some good Grapes to light. Mr. Barron, of Chiswick,

has lately been describing a few of the lesser known kinds in the
Florist, but what is needed is practical enquiry on the subject by
those possessing a familiar knowledge of our best English grown
Grapes. Gros Colinar, we believe, was an introduction from the Con-
tinent, aud a grand acquisition it has been for the market gardener,
who likes a Grape with a good appearance. Works on fruit culture
describe numbers of varieties grown on the Continent that are not
even known with us, but which have a good reputation in their own
country, and quite probably tliere are many more. The Lombardy
is described as a variety with very large bunches and berries, a good
bearer, and of fair quality. The Madeira Muscat is another variety
said to be excellent, and so is the Purple Constantia, which I have
seen once or twice ; it is said to be a delicious Grape with large
berries aud good bunches. There are plenty of others that have
been favourably described at times, but in Vinery culture in this
country they of course want a trial. Some would no doubt turn
out to bo inferior, but others might be found valuable. J. S. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FEUIT GASDEN.

"Wellington and King of the Pippin Apples—Tliese
well-known sorts, representing the best of dessert and late kitclien

Apples, have borne equally as small a crop here as with "A. D."
(p. "278). But I was glad to see Mr. Garland (p. 321) speaking in

their praise ; and, indeed, there can be no question as to tlieir

merits. In this neighbourhood where Apples are so largely grown,
the merits and demerits of any particular kind are held to be accord-
ing to their popularity witli market growers ; the failure of

the King of the Pippins to fruit this year is simply owing to the
trees having lost their foliage so very early last sor.son, aud to

their having died back so much at tlie points of the slioots, the
result of t>\o severe winters and unfavourable summers. They
are, however, generally well furnished with healthy wood this

season and promise well for another year. Wellingtou, or Dumelow's
Seedling, is a very great favourite, owing to its good keeping quali-

ties, but this year tlie crop is thin. The trees have, however,
carried their foliage this season well into the autumn, and conse-
quently the fruit-buds look plump and plentiful for another year.

In this neighbourhood many orchards were almost defoliated last

year very early in the season by blight, especially where good culti-

vation was neglected ; but those who have carefully pruned aud top-

dressed their trees have no reason to complain of either the quantity
or quality of the Apple crop this year. Some orchards sold by auc-
tion realised over £20 per acre for the crop as it stood, the buyer
taking all chances and expense of gathering and marketing ; and in

those days, when few crops pay well, the Apple crop is worth look-
ing after.—J. G.

Kentish Pillbasket Apple.—This is an excellent Apple for
culinary purposes, and one which keeps well until February. The
tree is of a free healthy growth, rather slender and drooping, and the
fruit being large and heavy increases this tendency. We have just
cleared some young trees, and find the crop to amount to three
and four bushels per tree, and there is not a small fruit amongst them.
It is a sort that makes a very handsome pyramid, and one which re-

quires very little attention when once planted ; where culinary Apples
are in request for the winter months, Kentish Fillbasket should not
be neglected.—J. Gkoom.

Cultivated Blackberries.—These are not grown in gardens
so much as they deserve to be ; they will succeed in corners wdiere
many other plants would not thrive, and as the larger fruiting kinds
are suitable for dessert, it would be well if people would pay more
attention to them. I have been led to make these remarks from see-

ing a few days ago at Parkfield, Malvern, plants of them growing
over some poles put across two or three stakt; driven into the ground,
and hanging down the sides of some stonework by the eide ol a
walk. I'hoy looked remarkably healthy, and were covered with
fruit of good size.—J. S. T.

Pitmaston Duchess Pear.—Although this is a compara-
tively new Pear, it is alreadj', in spite of adverse seasons, one ot the

most popular. It succeeds well on a wall or as an espalier or bush
tree. The fruit is extremely large, and not liable to crack or canker,

and the growth of the tree is very robust. Of all fruits Pears need
careful selection, but in a collection of even half-a-dozen varieties,

I should decidedly include Pitmaston Duchess, which I believe will

supersede many now largely grown, as it has so many good points to

recommend it.—J. G., Linton.

Large Pears.—Ten Pears of extra large size have been gathered
here, particulars of which may be interesting to some readers of The
Garden. They are from small trees in 9-in. pots, and grown in the

orchard house. The three largest weighed 28i oz., 26J oz., 2ih oz.,
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and tlie smallest 14i oz., or an average of 20 oz. The kiml is Pit-

maston Duchess.— \V. B., ii'aiii/iU, Wiiulcimm'.

Dell's Hybrid Melon.—This is a good trustwovtliy sort, free

in growth, and strong in constitution. It also seta very freely, and
there is no dilliculty in getting a good crop set near about one and
the same time. It has a long foot-stalk, the fruit is oval in shape,

and of a very dark green colour, changing to yellow as it ripens.

The flesh is green, very melting, and luscious. Altogether it is one

of the best of the green-llesh Melons in cultivation.—J. G. L.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

THE NARDOO.
(jlAR-SILEA MACROrUS.)

This very singular plant is a native of marshy places in many
parts of Australia, and is hip-hly interostiDg on account of its

fniits Ijcing' the only food which could be obtained by the traveller

and explorer, Burke, and his comrade?^, and which prolong-ed their

lives. As mav be .seen by the accompanying \\'oodeut. the leaves

terminating the slender stallxs are arranged in across-liite manner,
and both the leaf and stalli ai-e covered with a short silky down.
The Pea-like fruits are produced at the base of the leaves

The ^'ardoo (llai'silea macropus).

rather plentifully towards the end of summer. It is in cultivation

in several wardens, and may be seen in one of the stove aquatic

nouses at Kew, where it is grown in pots submerged in tepid

water. W. G.

PARIS DAISIES IX AUTU.MX AND WINTER.
The various forms of the Paris Daisy are likely to become quite

as popular in English gardens as on the Continent, and when it is

more generally known how usefully they may be employed for

conservatory decoration during the didl months of the year, they
will, I am sure, be considered indispensable by the generality of

plant growers. Few flowering plants are so easy to grow as the
Paris Daisy, and few plants give so great a return for time and
labour expended. The same plant may, if so desired, be kept
flowering from early spring until far into the winter months, a

fact which recommends the Marguerite to the notice of those

ha\'ing but small glass accommodation, for the list of plants

which can be maintained in a free flowering condition for so long
a period is really a limited one. 'When I mention that the Paris
Daisies are all of a hardy, endm-ing nature, withstanding without
apparent injury some few degrees of frost, are but little liable to

the attacks of insects, do not damp off in the winter, and are with-
aU of extremely easy culture, I shall, I hope, have said enough to

induce any of youi- readers who may not hitherto have grown
them to undertake their cidtin-e.

ily object at present, howe\er, is to more p.Trticularly direct

attention to the desirability of growing this plant in a special

manner for late autumn and winter decoration. Many do not
take kindly to the Marguerite on account of the flowers bearing a
close resemblance to those of the common 0.\-eye Daisy. This
fact should not, howevei', deter them from employing it as a
winter flowerer, for, as all flower lovers Icnow, the coarsest and
most insigniiicant weed has its charms enhanced and becomes an
oljject of interest if brought into bloom when the days are short
and dark. It is also generally known that (lowers which open
during the winter season are. as a ride, more chaste and refined

than when expanded under the full influence of sun and uir. This
is particularly remarkable in the case of the I'aris Daisies, the
flowers of which, when expanding in gentle warmth in a light

house near the glass, appear to gain immensely in refinement and
purity. The large white star-like blooms are then very con-
spicuous, aud ai'e really invaluable for floral decorations generally,
as they never appear misplaced, even when associattd with the
choicest and rarest of flowers. The small-flowered kind is per-

haps the most free to flower, and the foliage being finely cut and
glaucous, it makes an elegant pot plant. Neat little bushes in

4A-in. and (3-in. pots are very serviceable for conservatory decora-

tion, and those having the necessary glass accommodation may keep
up a supijly of well-bloomed httle specimens throughout the
winter and spring montlis.

There is but one defect attached to the Marguerite : it is apt to

grow too vigorously, a faidt sometimes scarcely to be renuMlied in

our moist climate when planted out in the open ground, but which
is easily corrected when grown in pots. The great point is to get

the plants intended for winter flowering into a root-bound state

by the beginning of the autumn months, placing them well apart
in the sunniest and airiest place at command. Growth then
receives the necessary check, and flower-buds in quantity form.
Then give occasional doses of weak liquid manure, and the residt

win be specimens with as much bloom asfohage, and withal dwaif
and compact in habit. As the Paris Daisy is of quick growth theie

is no necessity for very early pi-opagation ; April is soon enoup]
,

growing the young' plants along quickly during thesumme',
shifting for the last time in Jidy, and pinching oft" all ilower-budN
until September, when a few may be allowed to bloom, pickins-

out the buds of the remainder until October. John Con.xHiLi,.

CONSERVATORIES IN THE NATURAL STYIE.
In a large conservatory liere' we have adopted the following plai »

which, while getting rid of the sight of formal rows of red flower
pots, yet allows of a continual change of .subjects being introduced,
which, when arranged, look as if springing from a lovely green
carpet of that best of all indoor sidjstitutes for tjrass, Lycopodium
denticulatnm. Up to the commencement of this year the large

central beds were filled with a collection of Orange and Lemon
trees, in many varieties, that were always furnished with fnut, aud
when in flower filled the house with perfume. But the aspect of

the house was always the same, and the trees completelj- obstructed
the cross view, and also that from end to end, considerably re-

ducing the apparent size of tlie building, and rendering it heavy
and dull, instead of light and cheerful, as it ought to be. It was
consequently decided to hft the Orange trees and put them in tubs,

and to arrange the large beds which they occupied in such a man-
ner that large Tree Ferns should form the principal objects, and
that they should spring from a caipet that at all times would be
green as a meadow formed of Lycopods. Having determined
what the highest points of tlie elevations shoidd be, a quantity of

large soft rockstone, conmion in tliis neighbourhood, was Ijuilt up
in the form of square tubs filled witli peat-soil, and when this

had reached the desired height, the Ti'ee Ferns with masses of

soil attached to their roots were set in them.
Having thus settled the highest points, we proceeded to mark

out where the beds for plunging the pot -[ilants should be. These
were arranged along each side of the large beds ; they were
irregular-shaped oblong beds constructed thus : having a
([uantity of rough barked pieces of wood about 1 ft. in length
fastened to two .strips of hoop iron, so that they formed a pliable

dwarf fence easily kept in place by .short stout stakes to any
shape, as the soil was dug out these were let in about half tlu ir

depth, and the soil that was dug out was placed behind them, so

that when complete a sunken flower bed aud mounds of rough
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stones for Tree Ferns formed the groundwork of niii- indoor

garden. We then proceeded to cover the -svhole of the space

except the sunlven )jeds from the kerljs right up to the stems of tlie

Tree Ferns with peat, leaf-mould, and sand, forming an undulat-

ing bed such as one might imagine was a natural ffpruuition,

seeing that tlie country round is all more or les- uhvuptly

undulated. In this l)ed of line soil Lycopod was planted all over

the entire surface in little patches about i in. apart, many thou-

sands of pieces being used to cover the surface. It was kept

syringed several times a day and the house kept rather close. It

grew away with extraonlinary vigour and soon formed one of the

Idveliest green carpets that could possibly be imagined. The Tree

Ferns unfolded tlieir large leaves, and even without flowers the

house already had an interesting appearance. The beds for flowers

were filled with Cocoa fibre, and the plants plungeil up to the

rims of the pots, and after tliey were arranged any portions of the

fibre observable were cohered with green Mos.s, so that no pots or

anything but a green ground is visible.

i omitted to mention that between each pair of

oblong beds a very large flower-pot is sunk up to the rim

for the i-eception of specimen flowering or fine-foliaged plants,

accoriling to the season. In early spring forced Azaleas, Roses, or

Lilacs are placi'd in them, and in the beds are dwarf plants, bulbs

of variiHis Jiinds, Lily of the ^'alley, Cyclamens, I'riuudiis, &c.

As the summer ad-\'ances, large Fuchsias, Palms, itc, arc placed in

tlie pots, and in the beds, I'elargoniums, Achimenes, Caladiums,

&c. In autumn or winter we use Chrysantliemmns, fine-foliaged

plants, berry-bearing plants, and hosts of other things gi-owu for

conservatory decoration.

The stages for flowering plants round the sides liave all been

fitted with boxes 1 ft. wide, '2 in. high in front, and (i in. at the

back. These are filled with Lycopod that, in the form of a living

screen, droops over the front, and effectually hides the flower-pots

behind. As the 'Lycopod grows best if transplanted once a

year, it is an easy'matter to entirely change the arrangement of the

beds for tlie flowering plants, nothing being fixtures liiil the Tree

Ferns. Conservatiu'ies oftentimes do not yield half tlie pleasure

they might do from lack of variety, occasioned not so much from

waiit of variety in the form of material as in an-angemmt, and

in houses managed as that just described ample scope is afforded

for new or original ideas as regards arrangemiuit, a subject worth

attention in cold countries where the indoor garden is at some

periods of the year much frequented. .1. (inooM.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.
Oi' all the plants wliich bloom, forced and otherwise, indoors in

winter, and in our pleasure grounds and woodlands in spring and

summer, none are greater favourites than tlie quaint sweet-scented

Lily of the Valley^ and those who are fond of choice buttondiole

flowers will give almost any money for its delicate sprays at Christ-

mas. For mixing with other flowers then, or at any time, in bou-

quets it is always highly valued, and I liave never seen a lady yet

I'oino- to cut flowers wlio did not make her way first and foremost

to either the pots or bed of this Lily if there was the least bit of it

in flower. In large gardens much frequented one often licars dislike

expressed for one flower and love for another, but I have never once

heard a single word said against Lily of ths VivUey. It is a universal

favourite, but for all that it is not universally grown—far from it,

and yet no good reason can possibly be offered for its not being in

every "arden. It grows well, whether continually kept in pots or

eft in the open ground. iSliade does not harm it, nor yet exijosure ;

in short, it is one of those subjects which is easy to cultivate and

hard to kill, and one wliich should be planted more or less by all.

From the present time on until March is the time to lay in a stock

of roots. They can be had at a cheap rate and in any quantity from

any nurseryman or seedsman. Three classes of roots may be selected.

Those termed "single crowns" are the very strongest and best, and

should always be grown where bloom is wanted at Christmas : after-

wards and tor general cultivation in pots what are called " clumps
"

are the best, and for planting in large quantity about the %\-oods or

in rustic places smaller sized clumps are suitable. Single crowns are

generally about as thick in the point as the end of one's little finger,

and in potting them six, eight, or ten may be put into a ti-in. pot.

Clumps are little bundles of interwoven roots with about a dozen or

more crowns to them, and these are potted into a 5-in. or (j-in. pots

without breaking them up in any way. The small or weakest clumps

are not woitli potting to force, as a few leaves and no flowers are

I'enerally all that they produce. All should be potted in a light

compost, consisting of loam, leaf-soil, and sand in about equal parts.

Good drainage must also be afforded. The roots should be potted
firmly, and when finished the crowns should just be peeping above
the soil.

No time should now be lost in potting the early flowering roots.

We have tried treating them in various ways after potting, such as

setting them in a dark place in .an ordinary frame in a Slushioom
house, .and various other places, and have f'o',;ud that they do best

plunged with other bulbs under 6 in. of ashes. After being plunged
three or four weeks they may be brought out and set in any place in

which there is a temperature of m" or 00''. After being there a week
or so they may be placed in 10° or 1.")'' of more heat, aLid this with
plenty of moisture at the root and in the atmosphere will generally
induce them to bloom. Until .January is well over the flower-stems

are generally thi-own up without many leaves, but as spring advances
both leaves and flowers come togetlier, and from April onwards
they grow and bloom freely enough without any extra attention.

Supposing any one to have no Lily of the Valley now, they ought
to buy some at once. Use it for flowering in pots this winter and
spring, and then either grow it on in pots, or plant it out anywhere
afterwards. If this were done for a number of years, a capital stock
might soon be got up, and it would amply pay its %vay the first

season. Those who grow Valley Lilies in pots, and then tlirow them
away like other bulbs after they have been forced, commit a great
mistake. The finest Lilies of the Valley we have ever seen were
potfuls which had been grown on in the same pots year after year,

until the stronj; stubby crowns were actually h.angini,' over the sides

of the pots. After forcing, the pots should be placed in a close frame
and carefully watered, and they should he gradually hardened ott'

until they can bear full exposure without injury. About bedding-
out time they may be set out-of-doors altogether in a sheltered, but
snnny spot, in which water in abundance must be given them, and
by the end of .September they will be as useful plants as any which
can be bought. For very early flowering they will not of course
equal foreign grown roots or single crowns, but for spring use no
better need be desired.

The best time to plant old pot plants out-of-doors is the end of

May. Very poor soil does not suit them, but any moderately rich

material is all they require in this way. Should the weather be dry
at the time of ])lanting, they must be watered several times until

they have begun to ^row, and old plantations are much benefited by
a surface dressing of manure every winter. C.\meki,\n.

Culture of Calochorti.—" Delta" (p. .301) asks for infor-

mation as to the successful cultivation of Calochorti. He has
hitherto utterly failed to grow them with any success. He is not
singular ; in fact, almost every one is in the same boat with him.
I never saw them grown as I should say successfully till I paid, a
short time since, a visit to the New Plant and Bulb Company's
Nursery, at Colchester, where the difficulties attending the culture
of this interesting and beautiful genus appear to li,ave been com-
pletely mastered, for nothing could exceed the perfectly healthy
condition of the bulbs, some of which had gone to rest, and others
wei'e ripening a plentiful crop of seed. They are planted out in

rows in October in frames containing, perhaps, some 2 ft. of light

sandy soil. It has one good soaking of rain or water. The lights

are then put on, and, with the exception of being slightly propped
up with a brick on fine warm days, are not removed till Marcli, when
they are taken ort' altogether. After the lights are put on they
have no water, but are kept perfectly dry till April. The frames are
sheltered from north and east winds, have a sunny aspect, and are
carefully matted in frosty weather.—H. HAnrui: Ckewe, Drayton-
Bt nt(i:li(niip.

Crocuses Unsuitable for Early Forcing.—About this

time last year we potted some hundreds of Crocus roots .and sub-

jected them to the burying process, &c., similar to Hyacinths and
other bulbs, until about the middle of November, when they were
brought out and gradually introduced to heat, but all to no purpose,
as, although they looked remarkably like bursting into bloom, they
remained provokingly in the same state, and did not move in the
slightest degree until March had well set in, and, after co.axingthem
in every conceiv.able way, we came to the conclusion that they were
useless for early forcing ; we will not, therefore, try them again for

that purpose, and we would advise those about to try them to be pre-

pared for disappointment.

—

Cambrian.
Gardenia Culture.—Atone time our Gardenias used to grow

very slowdy indeed, but recently great improvements have been
made in their culture. At Gunton Park plants may now be seen
nearly a yard high, though only struck in February ! They are very
vigorous aud now forming buds.—V.

Hgemanthus Kalbreyeri.—This new Amaryllid was shown
by M. Lebeuf at a recent meeting of the French National Horticul-
tural Society. It is said to last more than a month in flower.

—

J. C.
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LEAFLETS.

I fiiul the following in one of the recent novels of ^'ictol•

Cherbuliez concerning :i type of garden not uncomnion in

France ;asan o|)inion coming from oncontof the " speciaiity,'

so to say, it is interesting, and takes a just view :
" He passed

before the open gate of a spacious garden which for-

merly presented, to the admiration of visitors, beautifully

straight alleys, bordered with nicely trimmed Boxwood and

globe and cone-shaped Yew trees, shrubs arranged in angles,

or in the form of a chessboard, or ilevised to imitate a wall
;

close-clipped Elm trees and statues everywhere. In the

centre, surrounded with Hower borders, a large basin in

which the water, thrown up by doli)liins, fell back in trans-

parent veils. It was one of those classical gardens, the

])lanners of which prided themselves upon being able to give

Nature lessons of good behaviour, to teach her geometry and

tlie fine art of irreproachable lines ; but Nature abhors lines
;

she is for geometers a reluctant pu[)il, and if she submits to

their tyranny slie does it with bad grace, and with the firm

resolve to take eventually her revenge. Man cannot conquer

the wildness of her disposition, and so soon as he is no

longer at hand to impose his will, so soon as he relaxes his

cares, she destroys his work. The garden in which Lionel

had just entered had been very badlj' keiit after Baron Adhe-
niard's death, who cared more for his fields than for his gar-

den. After him decay had degenerated into ruin. The Box-

wood was seldom trimmed, the Grass invaded the alleys, the

Yew trees stooped through sheer old age. The large basin

had no longer any water, and the dolphins which, in days

gone by, supplied it from their throats, looked as if they

asked each other to what purpose they were in this world.

On their faces you could read that melancholy that haunts

all beings who ignore or have forgotten the secret of their

destiny. But the statues had suli'ered most ; JIoss and a

green dampness had invaded them—their whiteness had dis-

appeared for ever. Some kind of plague or leprosy, which
.stone is heir to, had covered them with stains and sores. Piti-

less Time had indicted on them mutilations and insults. One
had lost an arm, another a leg ; almost all were deprived of

the top of their noses. There was in the basin a Neptune
whose face was sadly damaged. He had not much more left

than his beard and half his trident. Further on could be

seen a .Jupiter deprived of his head ; the rain water sojourned

in his hollow neck, and the sparrows came thither to drink,

lor sparrows hive not much respect for anght, and they ex-

perience no scruple in turning the neck of a .Jupiter into a

drinking fountain. In the midst of a thicket stood a little

Pan, who, leaning his back against a rock, had blown in his

pipes for well nigh two centuries ; he had no longer any pipes

or hands, or the least breath, and the rock, ignoring the reason

of his silence, wondered very much why he no longer heard
his song. Elsewhere, a A'ertumnus rested his crossed legs

and his horn of plenty on a stand which was fast losing its

equilibrium ; he had a care-worn appearance—he foresaw an
accident. Close by, as a contrast, was a pedestal, whose
statue had disappeared, and which seemed to say, ' Where is

my god gone to ? '"

How pleasant it is in a wind swept land with the crisp

waves of the ( lerraan sea rolling in near, to see how nobly

the Evergreen Oak withstands the tempests, and comforts the

land with welcome shelter to man and beast. The Holm or

Evergreen Oak is surely as well known as any of our trees,

and yet it is odd that it is seldom one sees it set to work,

so to say, except in great places, such .as Goodwood or liolk-

ham. Where the other trees are stripped by winter and

his winds, this, like the little green aliiinc mossy Saxifrage,

faces him with refreshed verdure, and is so regardless of

the storm that it does not even bow before it. as the hardiest

native trees will when hard-pressed in a similar country.

Surely this tree would be as useful to the farmer, or

those who wanted close shelter for any purpose—for pro-

tecting a hamlet or an orchard on an exposed coast, as in

a park. 1 was ph-ased to see the tine colony of the tree

near the obelisk at Holkham, where they grow so well. They
look even healthier than the Goodv.-ood clumps, though they

are smaller. Perhaps the soil keeps them of a darker and

more healthy hue than the light spit of soil over the chalk at

Goodwood.
It

I notiiv the Corsican Pine (P. Laricio) doing nobly at

Holkham —another proof of its fitness for our country, and

for districts swept b\' sea winds such as this. Has any one

paid attention to the ditferencc between the true Corsican

Pine and its Cal.abrian variety] As tried in Central France

at JI. Vilmorin's estate, it was proved to be a more r.apid and

vigorous grower than the better-known iovm. No doubt MM.
Vilmorin &, Andrieux, of Paris, can supply seed if plants be

not obtainable.

The conservatory, or winter garden, or big greenhouse, or

whatever it may be called, should, if brought near the house

at all, be treated architecturally; that is to say, its face ought

"to be of stone with plenty of light. This, with full light

from the top, is amply sufficient for Palms, Tree Ferns, and

most of the noble-leaved plants essential to a graceful winter

garden. The ordinary flowering plants which are brought in

from time to time are none the wor.se ; in fact, all the better

for a slightly subdued liglit. At Holkham is one of the most

satisfactory structures of the kind that I have seen. Exter-

nally, it might be a part of the hou.se or a library ; internally,

it is full of most graceful life, much of it jilanted out, as in

all large houses it should be. The vigour and health of the

plants were refreshing to see, it being a true little semi-tropical

landscape. Huge tufts of Hedychium planted out are re-

markable for their extraordinary bloom.
*

I have ^ecn some unusually large and hand.sorae Figs of

the White Marseilles variety grown in the gardens at Eagle-

hurst, near Fawley, in Hamjishire. There is a peculiar plea-

sure in seeing a healthy Fig tree in the open air in our

country, perhaps because the tree is essentially eastern, and

it is only on the shores of the Mediterranean that one expects

to meet it regularly as a standard tree, where it is .sometimes

a very handsome one. The feeling I allude to is experienced

even in the presence of such hopelessly-placed trees as those

in Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn, in the heart of London.

How much more pleasant is it to see the Fig bearing well as

a standard in England as it may be seen at Goodwood and at

Worthing ! I have not seen the Eaglehurst trees, bat, judg-

ing by the fruit, they are remarkable. The fact that the Fig

may not be grown so well in all parts of our country as on the

shores of Southampton Water is all the greater reason for paying

attention to it in the by no means limited district in which it

may be grown to advantage. Mr. Watson says: "The trees

are of the same size and shape, about 30 ft. high and 3G ft.

in spread of branches, several of which droop to the ground.

The naked stems are 9 ft. high and 4 ft. in circumference at

i ft. from the ground. The trees are of a round, Mushroom

shape, growing near a wall 12 ft. high, over which they

spread on both sides. We have gathered over 1000 Figs from

them this season, and birds and wasps have destroyed as many

more."
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Af;er praising the fair white .sweot-smellinii; Day Lily

(Fuulvia grandiHora) for many years, and seeing it so seldom

in a garden, and still rarer in bloom, I thought I must have

over-estimated its liardiness or otherwise misjudged it, and

had begun to look for it south rather than north of London.

I was surprised, therefore, to see it in quantity in Norfolk at

Gunton Park, with the last of numerous flowers still on the

jjlants in the middle of October. Mr. xlllan had a bold belt

of it forming part of a very handsome group of hardy

autumnal flowering plants, the centre of which was a brilliant

group of the tall scarlet Lobelia. In the sandy loam of

Gunton Gardens evi^ry divided bit flower.^ freel}^ So it is

clearly a good plant for similar soils over a large area.

I was surprised to see plenty of the Jersey Gratioli Pear at

Gunton. This Pear, the fruit of which we see brought from

the Channel Islands to Covent Garden, and associate it

usually with a climate better than our own, oddly enough
has fruited freely at Gunton during the past few seasons, so

disastrous for kinds supposed to be our hardiest and best.

A thorough reform is nseded in the direction of cultivating

kinds that really have some chance of enduring our severe

seasons, and the fruit of which is marketable or eatable when
good crops are gathered.

Do we not make too much of mere colour in Grapes 1 You
ask if such and such a Grape is a good one, and they say at

once that it is, but it does not " colour well." But what is a

virtue in a black Grape should not form a standard for a

brownish or a reddish one ! Wh}' should delicious Grapes,

such as the white and the grizzly Frontignan, be thrown aside

for varieties that too often have only one virtue, and that is

colour 1 A green Marseilles Fig is just as acceptable as a black

Bordeaux. The true way to look at Grapes should be entirely

from the point of view of flavour. Some of the black Grapes
are really of coarse and inferior flavour compared with certain

. delicate and distinct kinds which are getting more scarce

from the predominance given to the B!ack Hamburgh and
;. a few other kinds.

»

It is pleasant when one talks of reform to know reforms

are being carried out. In the fine old kitchen garden at Gun-
ton there is good evidence of the abolition of useless and need-

less walks. Where gravel and Box once were in places not

frequented for the work or traffic of the place avenues of

useful vegetables are now growing ; at the same time neces.sary

walks are preserved. The best of all edgings in a kitchen

garden is in use here, and that is a common well-burnt brick

placed cornerways and lengthwise in the ground. This

is much less expensive than black or other formal tiles ; is

quite as good an edging ; is easily and instantly set by any
ordinarj' man ; is as enduring .as any edging can be, quite in-

offensive in colour, and is even beautiful in colour when the

Moss is settled on it ; it has, in fact, every good quality an
edging in such a position should have. The more preten-

tious and ugly tiles require something like regular lining or

setting, whereas the bricks may be set at once and
easily.

*

Among the doubtful garden movements of the time is the
floor of various coloured tiles for the conservatory or green-

house. This is not the best plan for the winter garden, be-

cause it is so hard and clinky when walked on, and one does
not care to see these coloured tile designs in juxtaposition
with the beautiful flowers and various greens of the plants.

The best and simplest floor for a winter garden is an ordinary
gravel one ; the gravel to be abundant, and .have scattered

.over it little crushed shells, such as are used on the walks of

public gardens about London. The edging is best of irregu-

lar pieces of worn stone, with the Lycopodium or other dwarf
plants grouped in and out. If tiles are used they should be
very quiet in tone, and with no coloured or other pattern

beyond that of the shape of the tile itself.

*^

Some parts of the house at Gunton are beautifully garlanded,

as a country house ought to be, with climbers and Koses.

Among these was a Banksian, on which a bud of Marechal
Niel Hose was inserted. The bud grew so well, that it soon

absorbed all the energy of the Banksian and became a noble

Rose—a picture on the house, and alibrding dozens of flowers

at a time. The Banksian as a stock seems to suit the Mare-
chal admirably, swelling equally with it.

I see Mr. Wildsmith uses his enemies' forces to establish

his point, as I do not know where elsewhere the use of the

finer classes of hardy and half-hardy fine-leaved plants has

been so much advocated as in The Gardex. As to Mr. Wild-

smith's opinion on the matter, I fear he is too much devoted to

his own pets to be quite impartial as to the rest. Mr. Allan,

of Gunton Park, working in a less favourable climate than

Heckfield, says that since the first week of August the main-
stay and gloiy of his garden has been groups and beds of

hardy flower.s, and he is only beginning, most successfull}', the

use of some of the best plants of that season, and rightly

,
hopes for better results with a richer collection.

The effect of one bold hardy autunm plant at Gunton was
very remarkable; I alhide to strong tufts of the giant Ox-eye

Daisy (Pyrethrura serotinum). Tliese were placed in the

centre of certain groups of fine-folinged plants. During the

summer, Mr. Allan describes them as growing up boldly with

the other plants and presenting an agreeable aspect throughout

the season—in autumn breaking into great tall bushes of

starry white flowers. From the park outside the terrace I

thought at first they were immense bushes of the Paris Daisy
;

their effect by moonlight was quite singular.

Among the late-flowering Flame-flowers (Tritomas) T. Bur-

chelli is one of the most striking I have seen. It was in

flower on October 11 in the Rev. Mr. Nelson's garden at Aid-

borough. The head of the flower is globular or club shaped

in outline, instead of tapering, as usual, in the case of these

plants. It was a very fine object, the foliage grass-green, and
of great length—4 ft.

*

In the same garden I was surprised at seeing the common
Wind Gentian, forgetting entirely its one, two, or three

flowered state, as seen on our heaths, and assuming the form
of a shrub-like tuft 20 in. high, each shoot many twigged and
bearing nuraerons flowers. The main shoots were 20 in.

high, and the plant quite as stately looking as a tuft of the

tall border Gentian. This suggests what we may expect

when many of our so-called " niitt'y " Gentians are grown into

strong plants. The soil here is what those who never lived on

a pare clay called " claj'," but it is really a stilf loam, with

plenty of sand in it when closely examined. A true clay is,

I find, only known to those who have tried to grow plants

upon it.

In the same garden the large purple Senecio (3. pul-

cher) was in handsome bloom on the same day, proving its

suitability for a large area of the country. I had an idea

that it required a warm soil in a southern district to do well,

but here it was in better condition than it is usually seen. It

is certainly a very beautiful autumnal plant. Justicia.
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IIIDGEWAY, NEAR TICEHUllST.
Ox one of the ridt'os of the downs whicli so wonderfully diversify

the scenery of both Kent anil Sussex, and redeem them from that

flatness wliieli some other comities as remarUahle for their rich

pastoral scenery have to own as their defect, is situated the residence

of a very able ami sciontitie horticulturist, Dr. S. Ncwiugtou, wliose

uaine has been widely known in times past as a winner of prizes in

Grape culture at the London exhibitions, but who has done far more
than that—iias brought science and a mind well stored with rich

and varied experience to hear upon a pursuit wliioh he loves, and
which makes a visit to his garden and grounds a source not merely of

pleasure, but of profit. His is no stereotyped garden formed on the

most ap|iroved models, but one where at every turn you are sure to

meet with something novel, something tliat arrests your attention

and makes you say, " I must bear this in mind when I return home."'

Having recently, then, paid my excellent friend a visit, I hope a few
notes gathered up there may not be uninteresting to the readers of

The G.\r[)en.

The estate comprises some 300 acres or more, containing three

residences, one of wliich, a villa, has been but recently built, and
which has been the occasion of making what will, iu course of time,

be a very attractive feature of the place, I'lie sandstone of which
the house is b'.-.ilt was quarried within a few yards of it, and Dr.

Kewington determined not only that the rpiarry should be no dis-

sight, but that it should be an ornament to the place. He had first a

professional " rociiist " (I use this for want of a better name), but
he was so dissatisfied with Ids "goings on," that he determined to

go on with his own plans, assisted by some of his men, and he has
consequently eli'ected a much bolder design. In the middle there

stauils up one grand mass of rock, with smaller masses a little re-

moved from it, and between tliese at t!ie bottom of the cjuarry a

piece of boggy ground has been made in which suitable plants have
been and will be placed, and over the rocks Ivy and other creeping
plants are making their growth. Paths with rustic bridges lead
down into the (piarry, but are carefully concealed, so as to

present no glaring character, and altogether the attempt lias been
made, and I think successfully on the whole, to take away any
artificial aspect. In different places all round the sides and centre
have been placed a large collection of herbaceous plants ; and as ex-

perience is gained, I have no doubt that some of those now used
will be displaced for others. In the paths which are in situ, and com-
posed of the sandstone of the <listriet, may be seen those corrugations

on the sandstone which apjiarently point to a time when the sea
washed over this portion of our island, bearing as they do a close

resemblance to the sands which at various watering places on our
coast are the delight of children. As yet Dr. Xewington has been
contented with the common types of herbaceous plants, but I have
little doubt that we shall by-and-bye lind this rock garden a
notable one for choice and well-grown species. The boldness of the
rock in its natural position is a feature which one can rarely see in

rock gardens ; stones have generally to be brought from a distance,

and it is not everywhere that such grand masses can be brought
some twenty miles or more, as at ilessrs. Backhouse's, at York,
where they have all the appearance of being iu their natural
position.

The unlimited supply of water which Dr. Newington has at his

command (obtained from a pond supplied by natural springs on one
of the highest points of the estate) enables him to carry out all

manner of ingenious effects. Thus, in the lower part of his

grounds one comes on a pretty piece of water, with its little islets

and bridges ; iu tiie midst of the foliage jets of water spring up,
and little streams meander tlirough the moist herbage, while numbers
of well-grown Conifers and shrubs tend to increase its beauty.
One is at once reminded of those pretty little pieces of landscape
gardening which are so numerous on the Continent, and, although
not quite consonaut with our ideas of landscape gardening, is by no
means out of place when the size admits of a diversity of styles
being used.

Fruit growing is carried on here in a manner which one very rarely
sees, but which has been adopted by several persons who have seen
the success which has attended Dr. Newingtou's culture. His me-
thod of growing Peaches is certainly an innovation, giving the pro-
tection required in our unstable climate at the very lowest expendi-
ture. Take, for example, his Peach house, which is 130 ft. long, 9 ft.

high, and S ft. wide at the bottom, narrowing to .3 ft. at the top.
This house has been built for ten years. It was never painted, the
wood being steeped in creosote, and the glazing is without putty, and
the grooves are so arranged that the rain runs off with the greatest
ease. The trees are planted on either side, and are in vigorous
health. The crop which is obtained from this house of fine flavoured
and highly coloured fruit is very large, and this is the first year since
it was planted that the crop has failed, owing, as Dr. Xewington be-
lieves, to the sunless season of last year and its necessary conse-

quence, even under glass, of unripened wood, for where the chief

success of the culture depends on sun heat, its almost entire absence

IS a most serious hindrance. When this house is in full bliom it

must be a beautiful sight. In talking the matter over with hii:i he
said his advice would be that the size should be somewhat altered ;

he would make it 9 ft. in width instead of S ft., and 10 ft. high

instead of S ft., increasing the w'idth at the top to 4 ft. To those

who are interested in fruit culture this is a very instructive lesson ;

nor is this the only novelty; for instance, here is an hexagonal flum-
house looking like a largo glass case, in which Coe's Cloldcn Drop is

well set with fruit ; here is another small house of the same character

where Cherries are grown ; here is another where Grapes, and good
(irapes too, are grown without fire-heat, while here is the large

Vinery from whence so many prize-wiuniug bunches of Grapes used
to be exhibited in former years. Like all Dr. Newingtou's houses,

it is economically built, the greatest possible use is made of it, and
the system of culture has novelty to recommend it. He grows on

the rod system, but then his rods are not like other people s. In-

stead of cutting the shoots back close to the rod, and so as in ordi-

nary oases depending on the shoots which come fortli from the eye

close to it, he leaves the rods of the present year i ft. long, and then vn

these selects his bunch, cuts tliem away again, and has others to

take their place. I am not a (Jrape grower, and therefore do not pre-

tend to say whether this is an improvement or not : .ill t can testify

to is that it is a most successful plan, and that very tine

crops of good Grapes are obtained from it. In tliis

house, too, I saw a curious instance of the effect of the

stock on the shape of the berries. A iladresfield Court had been

inarched with Black Ha"iburgh, and the sliape of the berries bad

been changed from oblong to round, and it had been again inarched

with Glendinuing's Seedling, and the shape of the berries again

changed to oblong. In one of his houses was an ingenious and
scientific method of propagating. He had a small tank in which

was placed a piece of iron and underneath a parathu .lam]i, and

over the tank a shallow tray with sand. The lamp kept the iron

hot, and this heated tlie water—the end to bo gained being that

of heating the largest amount possible with a lamp wliicli only

cost a halfpenny in twenty-four hours. Before leaving the houses

let me y.otice ove which unquestionalily struck me as a novelty—

a

greenhouse on the brow of a hill, not only on one side, but actually

covering the brow on both sides, so that you walked up several steps

and terraces on to the summit, and then down in tiie same v/ay to

the other side. On these terraces greenhouse plants are placed ;

Roses climb up the pillars and on to the roof. Peaches produce their

fruit, and Vinos their bunches of (irapes. It is slightly heated, so as

to exclude frost, and the effect of novelty is compatible at the same

time with much freshness of appearance and floral beauty. As
there are few places where such a greenhouse could bo built^

so are there few who would care to copy my friend's bold experi-

ment.

The rich deep loam of Pi,idgeway seems to suit the various species

of Conifers admirably, and some remarkable instances of growth

were pointed out to ine, and show that it is not only on jieaty soils

that these trees flourish, but tiaat loam equally wtU suits them.

More intei-esting, perliaps, than even the growth of the trees was

Dr. Newiugton's method of transplanting them. Here, again, he has.

travelled out of the usual track. He has a large shovel made of

compressed steel ; this is driven into the ground underneath the tree.

A young tree is used as the handle. He has also heavy three-

pronged forks, which are driven into the ground. These are fitted

with handles ; a strong leverage is thus obtained, and the whole tree

is lifted bodily out of the ground, placed on a low trolley, and wheeled

off' to any part of the grounds. I saw a large number which had been

so served, the smallest roots even being kept uninjured ;
and not only

had they shown no svuiptoms of flagging, but had made vigorous

gi-owth. Where transplanting is much wanted, such an appliance

a3 this must be invaluable when one recollects the miserable failures

th.at too often follow transplanting in the ordinary way.

Let it not be supposed that I have exhausted the wonders of this

very unique place, for on all sides there are to be found proofs of the

originality and scientific mind of its owner. In one part of the

ground, where the situation is suitable for it, bedding out is carried

on, and, like everything else, is done well. But, as a general rule,

everything here is out of the usual "rut" of garden cultivation,

while the well-stored mind and varied experience of its owner make

a ramble through the grounds still more enjoyable. Everywhere

there is something to tell, some illustration to be given, some new
fact to be brought forward, ami I think I may safely say that any

one who really loves a garden will be welcomed by Dr. Newington

and cheerfully shown all the treasures of his garden, and I feel satis-

fied that no one who does so but will come away with information

tliat is new to him, and valuable facts whicli will be useful in the.

management of his own rarocn. Dki.ta.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

HAEDINESS OF CUXIFEROUS TREES.
When' the fashion had fairly sat in for plantino; (.'oniferous

trees, there were few wlio possjsjeil a garden hn-o-.' or small
\vh(i failed to catch the infection. Every species or ^ariety that

made its appearance in the conntry of which any likelihood was
held out that it wonld be able to bear tlie climate, and a good
many that were not, found ready purchasers at higli pi-iees. Xo
matter liow nnflt they mig-lit be for the place tliey vv'ere 1o occupy,
planted they were often when it was ob\ious that any tree (ir

shrub which would grow to a considerable height would be
too big for the position, and quite out of character with the sur-

roundings. Frequently also in places where tlie gi-dunds were
extensive little judgment was displayed; tln' so-called

Pinetunis were formed not unusually in situations where
soil and climate were alike unfit for the growtli (pf the trees,

and where little consideration was given as to the effect

which they would have if even they did succeed. In place

of ntroducing them in moderate nund)3rs and grouping
them judiciously in association with deciiluous species, where
the presence of each section would enluuice the appearance of tlie

other, they were often crowded together bv themsdves, and, to

make matters worse, so far as general effect went, they were
frequently planted wliere trees of any description were not
wanted at all. It was not unusual to see lines of thesj trees

placed on the side of a carriage drive, where it might have been
supposed that any one possessing the least knowledge of tree
g-rowth must have known that before they liad ivashcd a tentli of
their natural size they would .so far encroach upon the roadway as

to necessitate tlieir removal or mutilation to an extent that would
make them more an eyesore than an ornament. Wliere the posi-
tion was well chosen, and the selection made with a clear concep-
tion of what the ultimate effect would Ije when the trees had
grown, there was yet another important question \\-hich had not
lieen altogether overlooked by those who liad taken tlii> troulde to

give a tliought to the climate of tlie countries from whence the
trees came, with the elevations and other matters couuected with
the localities in which they were fouml, ami wliicli in the case of

.some species that were extensively usimI made their abihty to

stand the winters we sometimes get a matter of doubt.
By the frost that visited this country about twenty years ago,

those who had thought little, if anything, about this initter, or
liad built up their hopes on all they planted being hardy, had their
illusions dispelled by finding the aTowfli that in nianv cases had
taken a score of years to make destroyed in a sing-le' night. In
company with a friend I went during the ensuing suinm;'r to a
g-ood many places celebrated for their new Conifers, and loml were
the lamentations about the losses sustained, although in numbers
of places there was the clearest evidence that the frost which bad
eitlier killed the trees, or injured them so far as to neces.iitate their
removal, in doing so had done something to improve a]ipearances
by making a riddance where nothing but biii-r (irass was
wanted.

In many places the last winter was .still more m.iiked in its

destructive effects than that of December. IStiO, for iu not a few
instances trees that escaped then succnmlied to the last frost. As
in other severe winters, the la.st exhibited a marki-d difl'erence in
the effect which it had upon trees in different kinds of soil, even
within the same locality. A stony or gravelly subsoil through
which the water passes freely necessarily keeps the upper surface
in a drier conditimi than under other circumstances, the result of
which is slower growth, with more solidity in the wood and cold-
resisting ability in the leaves. In some places may Ije seen such
species as Araucaria imbricata, Pinus insignis, and Crvptomeria
japonica kilbd, or so far injured as to be useless, whilst' within a
few miles the same kinds are little, if anything, tin- worse, the
influence of different characters of soil ijein'g clearl\- the cause of
their escaping. A^'ellingtonias, Cedrns Deodara. and Pinus
macrocarpa, although killed or much disfigured in some places,
evidently are hardier than the first named species

; yet they exhibit
the same difference in their cold-resisting powers in places at short
distances apart. The same is apparent in the case of many
kinds of slirubs, for in.stance, Berberis Darwini, Sweet
Bays, several of the Euonynms, Escallmia, and others; even the
common T^aurel shows the influence which soil and .-i dauiu low-
laying position exerts against the ability to bear a \,i\v teiupera-

ture. The destruction of slirubs in positions where they are

required is not so serious a matter as that of trees whieli have
made many years' growth, but still the obvious common-sense
course to follow even ^^'ith shrubs is to conKne the planting in a

great measure to the kinds that show their ability to bear

winters like the last. Fortunately, there are plenty to choose

from.

These exceptionally severe winters that visit us usually at long
intervals teach a lesson ^^dlicll tree-planters would do well to bear
in mind. If there was a scarcity of handsome trees well proved
in their ability to .stand the hardest winters the country is ever
subject to, there miglit be some excuse for planting those that are

doubtful in this respect; but as it is, those who have their grounds
disfigured by the losses that are sure to follow the planting of

tender trees have themselves to thank. As opposed to this there

will no doubt be those to whom any warning would be useless

either as to planting unsuitable trees for the positions chosen, or

the mistake of using tender kinds in tlie place of those able tn

withstand any winter in this country however rigorous.

The season for planting is now on, and it is to be hoped that

henceforth the merits of the many grand deciduous trees that

exist, in addition to the commoner well-known kinds, will not be
so much overlooked as they have been by those engaged in

planting ornamental trees. T. B.iiXEs.

THE CUT-LEAVED WEEPING BIRCH.
(BETULA ALB.V L.VCI.VIATA PENDULA.)

WiiEX travelling in England I was much surprised to see so few
line specimens of the Cut-leaved Weeping Birch. With us it is

one of the most popular of deciduous ornamental trees, and it has
been used extensively for the embellishment of both public and
private grounds. Previous to the late depression in business so

great was the demand for this tree that more than one nursery
firm planted in a single year 20,000 stocks for budding it on. In
our S(.iil this variety makes a rapid and luxuriant growth, but the
drooping habit which is one of the most remarkable and desirable

characteristics of this Birch does not manifest itst'lf till the

trees are ten or twelve years old. In tlie nursery yearling
buds usually attain the height of ;! ft. to 4 ft. and grow
so stronglj- as not to require any staking. \\'e never prune
the tree except to remove some of the lower branches
on the stem, believing that any use of the knife would
interfere with the naturally graceful habit for which this Birch is

so justly noted. In nurseries in Holland I noticed tliat all fif the
young cut-leaved Birches were severely pruned and staked. On in-

quiry, I learned that the trees were treateil in this manner to get
fine young specimens. Tliere may be good reasons for this severe
pruning in Holland ; nevertheless, it seems to uie to be an error in
management, and I am certain that subjects subjected to similar
treatment cannot be compared with American grown trees. Per-
haps the difficulty of rai.sing fine young trees accounts in some
degree for the lack of handsome specimens in England and on the
Continent. It would be a satisfaction to learn the reason why a
tree possessing so many valuable qualities slioidd be so rarely em-
ployed. 1 enclose a photograph of a tree on our grounds, planted
in 18o0, and which is greatly admired by all visitors.—W. C.
Barhy, Muunt Hope Nurseries, liuchesfer, A". Y.

[This photograph is (for a photograph) a picture, and shows a

very beautiful and a very large specimen. It forms part of the
rapidly aceumuhiting I'vidence of the great value to the planter,
artist, or hrn'ticulturist of what in botany might be termed mere
varieties. I slioidd like to have the measurement of this

tree.]

THE BUNYA BUNYA TREE.
(ARAUCARIA BIDWILLI.)

This is one of the handsomest Austrahan trees we have in cultivation

.

The finest specimen we know of is in the temperate house at

Kew, where it forms a tree a))out •MOft.in height, and the liranches

cover a space of nearly the same dimensions. It is planted out in
one of the central borders, where it thrives admirably, and bears
several cones every year. The seeds enclosed in these cones are
edible, and form an important article of food to the natives of

Moreton Bay, now called Queensland. In its native country it

becomes a lofty tree some loO ft. high, and has a girth of stem of
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upwniils of :?0 ft. Tlie plnnt at Kow was introduced about forty

veurs IV20, and was then, as Mr. Smith, the ex-curator, remarks,
about l."^ in. liiirli, and luis occupied its position in tlie temperate
liouse since ISO:?, wlien it w.is about li ft. high. As to the

beauty of the foliafre, tliere can bo no dispute, for it is oven more
ornamental tliaii that of its {graceful conarener, A. e.\cel.sa, tlie

Norfolk Island Pine, of which tliere is a specimen in the same
house which has nearly outg-rown its present quarters. Our illus-

tration shows trees frrowiufr in their native habitat, though neither
of the specimens have attained their fuU dimensions. W. U.

The Nettle Tree or Hackberry.—There is no native tree

of which so many specimens are sent to us for a name as of the HacU-

them are staminate only, while others are perfect. The fruit, which
when fully ripe is of a blackish-purple, has a very thin sweetish
pulp, and is souglit after by birds and also by children. Although
this tree is but little known, it is remarkably well provided witli
names. Besides those alroaily given, it is also known in dillercnt
parts of the country as Beaver-wood, Hoop-ash, Many-berry, False
Kim ; and in the .Southern .States it is called the Sugar-berry and
Sweet-gum, this last being a name also applied to other trees. The
name of the I'reucli Canadians, Bois inconnu (Unknown Wood), would
imply that it was little known to them. The tree varies so much in

shape and thickness of its leaves in different localities, that four
species have been describeil from its dillercnt forms, but they are
all local modifications and are now properly so regarded. One pecu-
liarity about this tree is, that one seldom liuiis it in groves or

J:rac:

The Bunya Eiuiya Tree (Araucaria BiJwilli).

berry (Celtis occidentalis). Although it is found in most of the
States and territories, it seems to be nowhere abundant, and is
but very little known even to those who are familiar with trees. In
general appearance the tree is like the Elm, and belongs to the
same family, but it differs from the Elm in producing a small berry
about the size of a Pea. As found in the Eastern States, is a
tree of moderate size, but further west specimens are sometimes
found 80 ft. or more in height. As a tree for ornamental planting
it is desirable, but it is not very valuable as a timber tree, as the
wood is not durable when exposed to the weather. The flowers
are small and appear m early spring in small clusters ; some of

clumps ; indeed, it is rare to find two within a radius of many
miles. Emerson says : "The tree might be described to one who
wished to be able to recognise it as an Elm bearing purple, sweet
Cherries, which continued on the stem through the winter." Accord-
ing to Arthur Bryant, the most important use for the wood of this

tree is to make the flat hoops of flour and fruit barrels. He says
that it is sometimes sawn into lumber to use for inside work, but
that its tendency to shrink and swell with the moisture of the atmo-
sphere makes it of little value. The European Celtis, on the con-

trary, is much valued for tlie character of its wood, and is culti-

vated in some parts of France. Its long suckers are used for
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handles to hay forks, to make whip stocks, ramrods for muskets,
walking-sticks, and carriage shafts, and the wood is a favourite with
the wood carvers.

—

Aiwirican Agrirullurist. [Wo should like to

know as to any fine trees of this in Britain or Ireland. There is, or

was a year or two ago, a eood-sized tree of it in Osljorn's nursery at

Fulhani. Better results ought to be obtained out of London.]

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

The Eastern Thora (Crattegus orientalis).—Of the ornamental
fruited trees we iiave as yet seen this season, we consider that none are

so handsome as this Thorn, trees of which now adorn the lawns in the

Royal Horticultural Society's garden at South Kensington. It forms a
low-spreading tree, somewhat pendulous, and the long, straggling

branches are profusely furnished with clusters of haws, each as

large as a marble, and of a yellowish-red or coral colour. The
fruits are quite ripe now, and will remain on the trees until destroyed
by frosts. They are very agreeable to the taste, like those of the

Aronia Thorn. It is a native of South-east Kuroj)e and Western
Asia.

PaBony Berries.—We have received from Mr. Lakin, of

Chijjpmg Norton, seed vessels of the common single Pieony split open
in nineh the same manner as happens in the case of the Gladwin
(Iris fojtidissima). Those of the Pa>ony measure some 4 in. across. The
perfect sesds .are black and shining, and about the size of a Pea, while
those wliich are abortive are bright scarlet, and these, together with
the brownish velvety skin of the capsules, have a singularly hand-
some though a somewhat grotesque appearance.

Drooping Urn-flower (Urceolina pendula).—Of the few
Peruvian bulbous plants which we have in this country, tliis is one
of the most handsome, and is so different from any other flower that

it is a subject well wortliy of cultivation. The plants under culture
grow about 1 ft. high, producing a stout, erect flower-stem ter-

minated by an umbel consisting of from six to a dozen flowers, which
are urn-shaped, about l.j in. long, and suspended by thread-like
stalks, so that they hang in a graceful manner from the apex of the
stem. The colour of the flowers is a bright canary yellow and dull

glaucous green .at either end. The plants which we saw of it in flower

a few days ago at ilessrs. Veitch's were growing in a warm green-
house, though it is capable of withstanding a lower temperature.

Andean Vina {Boussingaultia baselloides).—One of the pret-

tiest ornaments of the Palm house at Ivew is this elegant climbing
plant, which bears clusters 1 ft. or more in length of fr.agrant small
white flowers. It is a capital plant for trailing over trellis-work or
training to a pilLar, rafter, &c., in a greenhouse, for, though it

flourishes well in stove heat, it will also succeed in the greenhouse,
or even in the open air unprotected, but under the latter treatment
it does not grow so robustly as indoors ; neither does it flower so

freely, if at all. It is an e:isy pLant to grow under auy circumstances
—under glass, in pots, or in the outside border.

Oelsia cretica "Well Grown.—This plant is usually seen
in botanic gardens as a lialf-hardy frama or greenhouse plant. A
self-sown tuft of it growing on a heap of soil iu the Rev. Mr. Nel-
son's garden at Aldborough was, on the 11th October, one of t!ie

handsomest plants conceivable. The spikes of bloom, then open-
ing, were quite fresh. Over the large and handsoine open flowers
tijere were golden-yellow buds in various stages fading off to green.
Treated as an annual, and planted out in rich soil, it is really a
distinct and good plant, the flowers of which have a delicate scent
like that of a fragrant Cytisus ; the leaves, on the contrary, have an
objectionable odijur wheu handled.

"The Herefordshire Pomona."—We have received Part .3

of this usehd work, containing beautifully-coloured figures with
woodcut outlines and descriptions of forty different varieties of fruits.

It also contains papers on ''The Crab, it-' Characteristics and Asso-
ciations," by Mr. Edwin Lees; and a practical treatise on "The
Orchard and its Products, Cider and Perry," by the Rev. C. H.
Buhner. The Apples figured .are Golden Plarvey, Cox's Orange
Pippin, EuklinviUe Seedling, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Bedfordshire
Foundling, White Spanish Reinette, Hanwell Souring, Jlargaret,
Early Strawberry, Summier Strawberry, Irish Peach, Yorkshire
Beauty, Loddington or Stone's Apple, Syke House Russet, Sam
Young, Caraway Russet, Golden Knob, Old Nonpareil, White Non-
pai-eil, Braddick's Nonpareil, Lodgemore Nonpareil, Ross Nonpareil,
Warner's King, Golden Noble, and Dr. Harvey. Of Pears, there
are the Catillac, Uvedale's St. Germain, Bellissime d'Hiver, Beurre
Bachelier, Beurre Duhaume, Beurre Superfln, General Todlebon,
Soldat Laboureur, Triomphe de Jodoigue, and some Perry Pears.

Rosemai-y-leaved Myrtle (Myrtus mucronata).—Though
this is considered to be but a variety of the common Myrtle (M.

communis), it is so distinct from it that there need be no hesitatiora

iu growing both, for they are not only dissimilar in appearance, but
they flower at two different seasons, the one in spring or early

summer, the other in antumn ; and just now the Rosemary-leaved
sort is very attractively in flower at Kew and other places. Beinj
more compact in growth and a good evergreen, it is a desira'ole sub-

ject for groH'ing in sheltered situations against walls. The floweis-

are white, and in feathery-like clusters, and excellent for cutting

purposes.

Plant Losses.—The Royal Horticultural Society being de-

sirous of obtaining trnstworthy information as to the effects of

the late exceptionally wet summer and severe winter on trees, shrubs,

&c., would be glad to receive reports from gardeners, florists, and
others. Schedides for recording such injuries as may have occurred
will be forwarded to any one who may be willing to assist the society.

A sm:dl number of returns have alre.idy been received, but as it is-

desirable to render the report as complete as possible, it is hoped
that every county in the British Isles may be represented by at least

one return. Reports have been received from the following coun-

ties, &c. : Arran, Bucks, Cornwall, Derbyshire, Dorset, Dumfries-
shire, Essex, Gloucestershire, Herts, Ptoxburghshire, Kent, Kil-

kenny, Leicestershire, Middlesex, Mid-Lothian, Somersetshire,

Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, Sutherlandshire, Warwickshire, Wicklow,
Isle of Wight, Yorkshire. Communications should be addressed to-

Rev. (.;. I'bjnslow, C, Tichfield Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W., secre-

tary to tire Scientific Committee.

Batatas paniculata.— Few stove or warm greenhouse:

climbers are more showy than this plant, which has large circular

flowers '2 in. across of a fine purple colour. Plants of it whicii

flower annually in one of the stove aquatic houses at Kew are a
source of great attraction to visitors. It is a plant which every
one should get wlio requires a roof of a stove cpiickly furnished

with foliage. It grows freely in a pot of ordinary soil, but should
have an abundance of water during summer. The plants at Kevr
are cut back to the root-stock every year.

Chrysanthemums in Finsbury Park.—The Metropoli-

tan Board of Works have made arrangements for having a display

of Chrysanthemums iu a temporary glasshouse in this park to bo
opened on Saturday, 2.3rd iust. 'The public will tlierefore have an.

opportunity of seeing the Chrysanthemum in somewhat better con-

dition than it could be seen in the open garden.

Cape Alkanet (Anchusa capensis).—Mr. Lakin sends us from
Chipping Norton flowering sprays of this hardy flower, which he
considers to be one of the best autumn-flowering hardy perennials

he possesses, both for border decoration and for cutting pur-

poses ; for after all the downpours of rain which we have lately had
it does not appear to be affected in the least, but continues to pro-

duce its beautiful Forget-me-not-like flowers in profusion.

Eccreniocarpus scaber.—Most conspicuous amongst the
jjlants against tlic outside walks at Kew is a fine example of this

old-fashioned flower, which was at one time wholly confined to the
greenliouse. Here, however, against a south wall it is loaded witli

flowers, its long shoots hanging from the w.all in graceful profusion.

It likes a snug coruer away from the cold winds of early spring

when it is pushing up its new growth.

Everlasting Flowers.—A fine selection of Helichrysums.
has been sent to us by Mr. Simpson from Wortlcy Hall, Sheffield,

where they have been iu flower for five weeks, and are now at

their best, while tender plants have been nipped by the frosts.

A Californian Arboretum.—Ex-Governor Stanford, of

California, is about to build an elegant residence at Menlo Park,

about thirty miles from San Francisco, and is preparing to surround
it with an arboretum of -1.30 acres, intended to include every tree

that will grow in that climate and soil.

Memorial Trees.—On Monday last H.R.H. the Duke of

Edinburgli planted two Oak trees in the new botanic garden at

Hull as a memento of his visit to that town.

Climbing Roses on Iron Trellises.—I would recom-
mend "V."to try, if hehasnotalreadydoneso,theclimbingDevoniensis,
Lamarque, Gloire ile Dijon, Ayrshire Ruga, Dundee Rambler, and
Banksian for iron trellises. Much, in my opinion, depends upon well-

ripened wood to resist frost, and still more to keep the wood of the

leading shoots from touching the trellis as a guard against light-

ning. Late last November I planted a climbing Devoniensis, protect-

ing the roots with litter ; this year it has made one shoot from the

ground over 1'2 ft. long, strong and vigorous. I cut two grooves in

a cork, placed it between the iron wire and the Rose wood, and tied

them together. In using iron stakes for standard Ptoses I use asmali
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fclook of wood in the s.-vmo way ; before doing this I lost several

good lloses—I fully lielieve from the effects of lightning ; I have lost

none since.—H. L. B., Wnnlhum, Exeter.

:\rARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Prices of Potatoes.— Sales of breadths of Potatoes show

that good prices are now being realised, and it is evident that

growers anticipate an increase in value during the winter. Prices

range according to crop from £'2.') to £o5, but tlie latter amount is

•jiven only where the crop is good and sound. This is a large sum
to give having regard to the expenses incidental to lifting and
marketing. Jireadtlis late planted show an indifferent crop, whilst

there is mnch disease. The earliest planted crops, wliether of

"Victoria, Champion, or M isnum Bonum, are by far the best, and
afford the best possible prii.ii of the value of early planting. I have

seen some Mat;num Bonuuia planted quite late where the haulm was
as much affected witli tlie fatal spot as might be seen on earlier

planted ones at any time in .Inly. This fact shows that whilst

there io Potato leafage for the disease to prey upon it knows no rest

-after it lias once manifested itself in tlie summer. All through tliis

district tlie market growers have pretty well cleared out their own
stocks, and are buying up field Potatoes where worth the invest-

ment. These, however, will be in accordance with the conditions of

sale usually lifted by the end of October, when most of the crops

have been marketecl. Then the metropolitan consimiers will have
to go farther-a-fielil, and without doubt the north and Scotland
will be able to furnish an abundant supply for some montlis. The
price obtained will largely affect the Continental growers, and if

these find it goes up we shall soon see Potato imports largely

increasing. One thing is certain : we shall liave from one source or

another an abundant supply of Potatoes, and the price to con-

.sumers will not at any time during the winter be excessive.

Green Crops.—The recent sharp white frost has doubtless

pretty well settled the future of the Runner Beans, and but few
more of these must now be looked for. Marrows also are now
fairly over, and the liitherto excellent vegetable supply is contract-

ing to members of the Brassiea family, of whom there will be abun-

dant representatives. Brussels Sprouts are remarkably good ; rarely,

indeed, have they been finer, and when strong are ahvaj's a paying
crop. Savoys are excellent ; the green curled kind is over large

breadths as even and pretty as can be desired. Coleworts have
been very largely got out ; extensive plots of land just recently

producing heavy crops of Peas and Potatoes are now covered with
Coleworts, and all these will be pulled and bunched during the

winter, so that the land will be read}' for cropping again in the

spring. The excellent Pea season we have had, combined with the

prospect of a good seed crop, will certainly tend to the increase of

land under market Peas next year. As a rule it is the safest and
most profitable crop to be largely grown. Autumn Giant Cauli-

flowers turn in with the most considerable deliberation, and whilst

the grower finds some to cut ever}' market day, there is no glut,

.and a price varying from Is. 6d. to 23. per dozen is obtainable. This
is a most satisfactory return. This grand Cauliflower has greatly

enhanced its previous reputation this season as a market vegetable,

and will be very largely grown in future years. Autumn-sown
Onions now present an appearance like to a field of new sown
Grass. These will be abundant enough in the spring. Spinach has
also been largely sown, but as a rule not early enough ; too seldom
"is the plant as strong as it ou^ht to be to give large pickings in the
winter months. Altogether, the market vegetable grower is now
more reassured in his position, and looks hopefully to future good
seasons.

Market Apples.—Mr. Garland must be under a misapprehen-
sion in stating that I have condemned the Wellington and King of

"the Pippin Apples as bad bearers. I do not think I have done that.

In the London market districts these two kinds have been for years
amongst the most widely planted, and the greatest favourites up to

last winter, when the severe hoar frost killed them wholesale, fine

trees of from ten to twenty years' growth suffering terribly.

In the face of such a disastrous result and the bare possibility of its

being repeated again at some future time, growers may well hesitate

to plant kinds that have shown themselves so amenable to weather.
That this arose from inherent tenderness of constitution is apparent,
ecause these two kinds with Lord .Suffield were the only ones that
suffered severely, whilst Warner's King, Duchess, Favourite, Stone's

Seedling, ilanks Codlin, and other good market sorts were quite
uninjured. Xo doubt .so far west as Exeter the climate is milder,

and the hoar frost and fog less baneful than it was around London.
I have gathered a fine sample from Holland Pippin, a sort not too
weU known and a good keeper ; Winter Peach, a very handsome
Apple covered with white bloom, the tree of erect growth ; Court of

Wick, a very pretty and delicious dessert Apple ; the American
Mother Apple, large and good and of the finest llavour ; and very fine

Blenheim I'ippins. The promise of a fruit crop for next year, not
only of Ajiples but of Pears, is wonderful. I do not see wh.at can
prevent our having one of the finest crops that has been gathereii for

many years. Late frosts may affect the bloom to some extent, but
ouly moderately when the wood is well ripened and the bloom buds
healthy.

Begonia ascotensis.—John Standish has left behind him in

the world of flowers a valuable reminiscence of his skill as a bybriilist

in this beautiful Begonia. Flori.sts who believe only in large llowcrs,

and few of them ill the Begonia, will perhaps turn their backs on
Ascoten.sis, Init of all the kinds now becoming favoured for bedding

or for border decoration this is the best. It is <|uite as much in pl.ace

in the hardy border during the summer as anywhere, for it gives a

(piiet but very pleasing bright red hue that is very acceptable amongst
border plants. I saw it the other day in big masses at ( ! unnerabury,

very bright and beautiful indeed in the heavy rain. It attains a

height of 20 in. from strong roots, and once in bloom never fails un-

til lifted late in the autumn. If it is desired to obtain a race of

genuine bedding Begonias in diverse hues, Ascotensis should make
one of the most desirable of parents, if not already so employed.

Grapes at Chiswick.—Just now to those who have not seen

the great Vinery at Chiswick a peep inside the bouse will be found to

present an unwonted sight. If tens of thousands of Londoners marvel
when they sec the Hampton Court Vine, what would they say if they

saw the 2 tons of Grapes hanging in this grand Chiswick Vinery?

It is a sight not to be equalled in its way in the kingdom. To gar-

deners a more interesting sight in the way of Grape culture is seen

in thelonghouse, once devoted to cordon Peaches, andnowplauted two
years with Vines, BlackAlicanteandGrosColmar alternating through-

out. Cutbacklastyear about 5 ft., theyare to that extent fruiting

grandly—bunches fine andtheberries richly coloured, those of the Ali-

cante having the preference. A peculiarfeature in these Gr.apes is that

whilst the Alicante is the deepest and most evenly coloured, the

foliage is of the greenest, whilst the Gros Colmar, not yet fully

coloured, has its foliage already in a state of decay. A. D.

DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
JldW very little idea people in general, and gardeners m par-

ticular, have of arranging cut flowers with any taste ! The usual

plan is to crowd up a number of blossoms into a vase or glass without

any harmony of colour, and without dreaming of giving them, as

a backgrouncl, foliage of their own. I have often tliought that the

flowers on a dinner table were, as a rule, miserable failures. In-

stead of being " things of beauty," overcrowding nnd inatti'ution

to harmony are the principal defects. With regard to the latter,

1 am ofteii reminded of Sheridan's parody of the passage in

" Lycidas," where in " nate confusion " are mingled

The strinecl Carnation and the guanlpcl Rose,

The vulgar Wallflower .iiid smart GiUillower,

The Polyanthus mean, the dapper Dais..v,

Sweet William and .Sweet il.irjorani. and all

The tribe of single and of double Pinks.

Now the proper way to arrange flowers is to give them room,

and to support them with their own foliage, adding buds, if this

is practicable. A lovely arrangement of .louquils struck me
much one day, while I was dining with a friend who

•is an enthusiastic gardener. A carved brax^ket suppoi-ted

a dark green vase of classical shape, which had as a

background a wall painted a didl shade of olive green. This

vase contained .Jonquils, put in irregularly, and, intermixed with

their own gracefid buds and leaves, tliey loolced as if they were

growing. What can be more beautiful than an old china bowl of

iioses of many colours, from dark ruljy to palest pink and snowy-

white, with every .shade of yellow, unmixed with aught but their

own leaves and biids ? 1 cannot bear to see the Rose arranfred in any

other way, for this queen of the garden can tolerate no lival near

her throrie. The rich leaves of the Coleus are splendid contrasted

with any white flowers. A lovely beaupot (as our grandmothers

u.5ed to c'aU it) may be made if you have a china vase wider attho

top than at the bottom, which allows of rather a spreading

arrangement of foliage. Begin with a piece of copp'-'r-colonred

Coleus with green-edged leaves and a few bits of Maiden-hair or

other Ferns ; spread these out and add a leaf or two of llegonia, a

spray of Steplianotis, one or two of Heliotrope and Mignonette,

let a few Fuchsia blos.soms droop over the front of your vase,

and a lover of flowers will be more than satisfied with the effect.

Violets look best alone or with the addition of a little Moss, not
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forgetting their own dark green leaves ; so do Lilies of tlie Valley'

Sweet Peas an<l Jlignonette are well matched, while any red

tlowers mix with llehotrope, Wliite Jessamine, and Clematis, but,

above all, we should cai'i'lully escliew masses of red and piuli.

Things which are lovely in tliemselves can be made to looli vulgar

and glaring when carelessly put together. Our working classes,

having little culture or natural taste, cannot be made to understand
this, and hence the tasteless arrangement of flowers which disgrace

our dinner-tables. I'ar different is it with the peasants of

Southern France ijnd Italy. They, indeed, "wear their Hue with a

difference ;

" the fliiwers which a girl from the Alpes JMaritimes

places in her hair are perfect, and so, indeed, are the little bouquets

which sweeten the frugal meal served to the traveller at some
wayside inn on the Cornice road. The most costly tloral decorations

may be spoiled by want of taste ; it is not expensive flowers we
want, but real ideas of beauty. I Iiave seen a dinner-table made
lovely with simple wild blossoms—Wood Anemones, Violets, and
Primroses, " Apiil's hrst-born flowers." Perhaps, like the poet,

Flora's artist must be " born, and not made ;" but nuich might be
done by trying to cultivate atnie taste for flowers, and by watching
them and attentivelj' considering " the Lilies of tlie field how
they grow." N.

Sunflowers in Floral Decorations.—As outdoor garden
flowers are now becoiuing scarce, I am always glad to receive

any hints at this seiisou towards makeshifts in the way of lloral de-
corations, and doubtless many readers of The (i.^uriEX are in a
similar situation. Now, when I say nothing looks more effective

as a specimen than a .Sunflower, many will smile and think. Oh !

this is written by someone who knowsnothing about floral decoration.
But if they liave any .Sunflowers in their gardens, just let them cut
a couple of good specin'ens ; put them standing well up amongst
their leaves in a pair of old oriental or china vases and see the
etiect ; I do not think they will be disappointed. They harmonise
exactly with the old style of furniture now so fashionable. I have
at present two blooms in a pair of dark Nankin blue vases on the
mantlepiece in my dining-room, and the effect ag.ainst the d.ark

Oak-mounttd glass is very good. I never thoujiht of employing
Sunflowers for this purpose, until a few days .ago I had some cut
down and thought it a pity that the blooms shoukl bo thrown away,
so, for want of anythiuf,' better, put them in the vases just described,
and I am so pleased with the result, that while I can obtain any
blooms I shall keep them replenished.

—

Anxik Tvurell, The Cot-
tage, South Norwood Park.

built might be kept dry by building a brick lining inside, and leaving
an air space between the lining and outside wall. The lining
could be secured to the other wall by galvanised ties or hold fasts.

A few small ventilators communicating with the outside air should
be placed at intervals round the top and bottom of the air space, so
as to permit of a current of air between the two walls.—D. M.

YE SCAVENGERS OF ENGLAND.
Ye .Scavengers of England !

Whose cart one seldom sees
Without unpleasant consciousness
There's something in the breeze !

Leave otlier garbage to its fate.

And here your prowess show !

And sweep througli the heap
From King Street up to Bow

;

Where the struggle rages all day long.

From King Street up to Bow !

We boast we need no bulwarks
Onr social rights to keep ;

Yet, if we wish to purchase Plums,
We do it—ankle deep I

And though we often, through the Times,
Our indignation show.

The while we roar, the loads still pour
From King Street and from Bow

;

And the struggle lasts the whole day long.

From King Street down to Bow !

Punch.

Walls Impregnated with Sea Salt.—In reply to "South
Italy's " question (p. .318) on this subject, allow me to s.ay tliat I
believe a course of close-grained paving or flagstone, something
similar to the Caithness flagstones, is the best method of preventing
damp rising in walls after getting above the ground level. The
course of flagstone should be the same width as the thickness of
the wall, well bedded in cement, and cemented at the joints. A com-
position of pitch is often used for the same purpose, but should only
be used'below the ground level, or on the north side of a building, as if

the walls become hot with the sun, the layer of pitch gets soft, and
allows a settling of the wall by the s:|ueeV.ing out of the softened
pitch. If the expense would not be too great, the rooms already
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PLATE CCLIV.—THE LXIA LILIES.

(with a coloured figure of ixiolieion pallasi.)

The Ixiolirions comprise a small genus of AVestern Asiatic
bulbous plants very little known to culti\ators of hardy plants ;

even those whose knowledge of them is wide and varied. Yet
they are all well worthy of attention, being easy to cidtivate, and
when in flower showy and attractive, as may be seen by the
annexed plate of 1. Pallasi. The genus, as just stated, is a small
one, numbering only about four kinds, and these are considered by
Mr. Baker, of Kew, tij be but geographical forms of one species,

viz., 1. montanum, introduced and cultivated many years ago. Be
this as it may, it is enough to know that from a garden point of

view they differ from each other sufficiently either in the colour
of their Ihiwers, and the number they bear, or in their constitution

to merit distinction. The names of the kinds known are

—

I. montanum, which was introduced from Syria about half a
century .ago, and was a favourite plant with the late De.an Herbert,
who grew it to great perfection in the open air in liis garden at Spof-
forth. The flowers are gathered more in a cluster at the points of

the slender steins than in the other kinds, and they are, moreover,
of a mucii lighter hue. The foliage is long, narrow, and slender, as

in all the others. It flowers in the early sjiring, and remains in

bloom for several weeks. A form of this species is known as

I. Pallasi, the subject of our plate, and is the finest of all, its

flowers Ijcing larger, produced more plentifully, and of a richer
purple hue than that of the others. It is a native of Southern
Kussia and .Syria, and especially abundant at high elevations on
Mount Lelianon. It is quite hardy, and thrives admirably in the
open air at Messrs. Barr & Siigden's trial grounds at Tooting, where
plants were oljtaincd last spring from which our plate was prepared.
It grows from 1 ft. to H ft. in height, and bears a plentiful crop of

flowers.

I. tataricum is another old introduction from Northern Persia,

the most conspicuous distinguishing characters of which
are the (lowers being produced in a more racemose manner, that is,

arranged on the stem more widely apartonlongstalks, and not so much
clustered at the points of the stem as in I. Pallasi. It also differs

from it botanically in other points, to which it is unnecessary here
to allude. A variety, or as some consider a synonym, of this is

I. Ledebouri, probably identical with the variety scythicum,
which has pale blue flowers, rather smaller than those of the other
kinds. Of this variety we have no experience, as we believe it is

not in cultivation. I. Ledebouri is a native of regions in the
vicinity of the Caspian Sea, and scythica affects districts in the
neighbourhood of the river Irtysch.

Culture.—No better advice can be offere<l with regard to the

culture of these choice bulbous plants th.an th.at they should be

treated in a similar manner to the rarer kinds of bulbs, such as

Calochorti, llabranthi, Zephyranthes, and similar families, for

though thev mav be quite hardy, it is not advisable to plant out

such rare bulbs in ordinary borders. The positions in which to

grow these plants should be an open and dry one—a sunny border,

for example, and all the better if it has a wall at the back, so as

to catch all the available sun heat possible in early spring, when
the bulbs are pushing up their young leaves and flowers. The
border should be well drained, and a bed of light, rich, loamy soil,

sav about 1 ft. in depth, should be placed upon tlie drainage.

M'hen the young growth appears, place a common handlight over

the plants, or even two panes of glass will be beneficial, and if

similar protection is again afforded at the latter part of summer, it

will tend considerably to keep the soil dry and warm, and so ripen

the bulbs. In the case of all .such bidbs as these the plan of lifting

them every autumn, and keeping them in saucers of dry sand in a

cool, but not too dry place all the winter, is the right one, re-plant-

ing in March at a time when the soil is not charged with too much
moisture, so as to cake the soil round the bulbs. A handful of dry,

sharp sand placed in a layer beneath the bulbs and around them
isagood plan, as it is conducive to the formation of roots.—W. G.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.

The hi\ivy r.alnf.-ill wliioli we li.ive lately had will have remU'i-oil

the plaiitiiiL; of beils witli winter shrubs or spring-llowcriiv^ plants

impr.ictiealile. more espeei-iUy in atilf, retentive soils. In the nioan-

tiine, all work eonnectcil with the storinf; of plants under cover

for anotl\er season should he pushed on, so that when drier weather
prevails all hands may lie at liberty to take full advantage of it. as

the sooner replantini; is done before the soil gets too nuieli ehilled

the better will the jdants be rooted before winter sets in. (ietall

winter ijuarters for plants cleaned and repaired, and see tluit the

heating apparatus is in working order ; it will probably be re(iuired

more to expel damp than to keep out frost for some little time yet,

but in our variable climate one should always be piepared lor

sudden changes. After the plants are housed, a little lire-heat, with
plenty of veatdation on line days, will do much to dry up super-

iluous moisture ; otherwise keep all such plants as cool ami airy as

possible. Maintain the most perfect cleanliness in every )iart by re-

moving decaying f'jliage ; stir the surface soil, and wash the pots if

at all greeu. All soft-wooded cuttings that are well rooted sliould

have their jioiuts pinchel out to induce : dw.arf bushy habit. Look
over the stock, and if any are doubtful take up some old plants

and house them before a general clearance is m.ade.

Pelargonium, plants of one or two years' growth are prefer-

able to young fresh-struck cuttings, especi.ally of the strong-

growing kinds, as they are much more lioriferous, and
do not run so much to leaf-growth, and for vases

they are absolutely indispensable ; after lifting them divest them of

all large coarse foliage, and pot tliem in quite small pots, or plant

them in boxes if space is limited. After one good watering, keep
them dry, merely preventing shrivelling until the days begin to

lengthen in spring. The delicate gold and silver tricolors and bi-

colors should be lifted before tlie least frost affects them, as they
are eomparativelv tender; and as they are of slowgrowthit isdilticult

to get up a sufficient stock from cuttings alone. Some of the bronze
and tricolor varieties are robust in habit, but such sorts as the Lass
o'Gowrie, Charming Bride, .SirR. Napier, &c., are but slow in making
good plants. After potting, a warm pit or frame will be good
quarters for them near the glass until they are well established,

when they may be kept uool and dry. Where Dahlias are injured by
frost, cut them down to within 1 ft. of the ground, and lift the
roots for drying preparatory to storing in cellars for the winter. See
that all climbers are securely tied or nailed up. Ivy on buildings

should be cut back clear of water-j)ipes or windows, also from eu-

croaching on the space devoted to any weakly growing climbers, as

it will soon smother almost any other plant if not kept within
reasonable limits by attention in the way of pruning and training.

Leave all the current 5'ear's gi'owth on such plants as .las-

minum nudillorum. Garrya elliptica, and C'himonanthus fragrans,

as in mild winters they begin to dower very early, and even a few
blossoms on tlie walls out-of-donrs are welcome at that
comparatively flowerless period. Chrysanthemums, Michaelmas
Daisies, and Tritomas will now need careful support, if

robust in growth, aa they generally are this year,

and in order to keep the borders presentable as long as possible, all

plants that are done flowering should be cut down or removed as

soon as possible. Gather seeds of Sweet Peas, Tropa-olums, Con-
volvuli, &c., on dry days, and make note of those pLauts that have
yielded the best results this year for guidance in pireparing for

another season's display. Amongst annuals raised fiom seed there
are few that keep up a more lengthened display or that are in every
way more deserving of e.vtended culture than Phlox Drummondi

;

it has been so much impros-ed of late years, and its varieties are so
numerous, that a garden may be made gay for the entire season
with this plant alone. Beds of it in gardens where there is not 1 ft.

of glass under which to raise a bedding plant have been made beau-
tiful, both early and late, by means of a few packets of seed of this

useful plant sown in the beds and carefully tended through the
se.ason. As this class of plants gets unsightly remove thern and till

their places on the first favourable opportunity with double and
single Primroses, Arabises, Aubrietias, and Forget-me-nots—jilants
that never fail to make a satisfactory display in spring, and that may
be easily kept during summer under the shade of fruit trees or on
borders shailed by buildings where not much else will grow. l>ulbs

must now receive attention, as they are so early in flower, and produce
such brilliant colours, that merely a few light up a garden in early

spring with an elFect unobtainable by any other class of plants. If

any one wishes to try the best of all ways of growing that lovely

flower the Snowdrop in masses under trees and on the turf, now is

the proper time to dibble in the bulbs. Simply leave them after-

wards uudisturljed, and they will quickly spread into large masses,
when they are truly effective.—J. Gkoom.

Carnations and Piootees.—No dcl.ay should now take
place iu finishing oil the potting of young plants of these, for un-
less this is done by the eml of October they do not become established

liefore cold weather sets in. It will pioliably be found that some of

the shy rooting sorts have made very few roots ; in the case of some,
iuilecd, the roots are just starting. There are two ways of treating

these : one is to jilace them after potting under bell-glasses or very
close handlights and keep the glass close over tliem until roots are

formed. This is an oUl established method, ancl answers very well,

but I much prefer to make up a hot-bed, and a few barrow-lo.ads of

stable manure will be enough to produce a very gentle heat. Place

over it some Cocoa-nut Hbre refuse, leaf-mould, or some similar

m.atcrial, and plunge the plants in it. When the heat is about 8,5'' the

lights must be kept rather cl<»se, and roots will soon be formed.

Very few growers in the south would care to trust their choice Car-

nations in beds out-of-doors during winter, and yet old growers ne.ar

Neweastle-on-Tyne do so. They plant in deep, rich soil, making
tlie plants secure to a neat stick, and they do well, even the best

growers acknowledging that tliey seldom see such large and fine

flowers as the Newcastle growers exhibit. I fancy we coddle many
pl.ants too mucli ; the Carnation is quite hardy, and will certainly

withstand any amount of frost.

Gladioli.—The wet weather which we are having acts injuriously

in regard to these. What we want in October for (Jladioli is dry
weather to ripen the bulbs. As soon as the weather is dry we will

take them up. I .see several writers urging the importance of lift-

ing the Jilants liodily and planting them iu some glass structure to

ripen. I tried this once, but it did not an.swcr ; the leaves were
dead in a few days, and during the process of decay they seemed
to draw the very life and substance out of the bulbs ; at all events,

tliose thus treated were much more shrunk than those lifted and
treated iu the usual way ; that is, digging the plants up and cutting

tlie stems over close to tlie top of the bulbs. Place each sort in

separate flower-pots, and remove them to a airy house to dry for a

week or so : then clean the' bulbs, separating the spawn. I believe

that used to be the late M. Souchet's plan, and fancy it is the best.

If any one can obtain spare glass lights to phace over the beds that

would be the right thing to do during this month.

Hollyhocks.—If young plants of these r.aised from eyes or

ofl'sets have been out-of-doors up till this time remove them under
cover at once. They do not like to be soaked by the rains. Some
plant them in boxes ; if this h.as been done they should now be care-

fully potted in light soil, using small pots, in which they not only

winter ijetter, but make more satisfactory growth. Place them iu

cold frames, and do not expose them to cold rains after this time of

the year. If the choice varieties have not yet been potted up from
the open border, see tliat this is done. No time should be lost in

preparing the ground for next season's planting. The Hollyhock is

a gross feeder, and seems to thrive on rich manure placed within

convenient reach of the roots. I trench the ground for them 2 ft. or

2j ft. deep. Place a good layer of manure at the bottom of the

trench, and another about 9 in. or 1 ft. deep. The roots will have

searched every particle of this manure before the flowers open, and
the plants will thus be furnished with sutKcient stamina to bring

them to a higli state of perfection. The earlier the trenching is

done the better.

Pinks.—If beds of these have not yet been planted out it should

be done as .soon as the weather is dry, or if some boards can be

placed over the beds to tlirow off the rain, the work may be pro-

ceeded with earlier. See page ,3:13 for further instructious.

Pansies.—The same remarks as to planting out-of-doors apply

to these. If such work is not done soon the plants will suffer should

cold weather set in early. Plants to grow in pots should also be

potted up, using good, sweet, sandy loam, rotten cow manure, leat-

mould, and sand for this purpose. Small plants must be potted in

Iiroportionately small pots, or two plants may be placed in a larger

one" Lifting for sjiring blooming in pots should have been done

some time ago, but it is not too late to do it now.

Pentstemons.— .\ printer's error occurred under this heading

last week (p. 3IJ0). I stated that these and Antirrhinums wer.^

wintered in the same way as bedding Calceoharias, that is, iu cold

frames or any similar glass arrangement. We now put in the cut-

tings in pots or boxes, and find that they slowly form roots under

close glass lights. It is more convenient and better to raise the

Antirrhinums annually from seeds. But if any special or fine va-

riety is to be propagated the above is the best plan. I never raised

bedding Calceolarias from seeds.—.1. DoriiLAS.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The potting and top-dressing of any of the plants in

the cool house that require it should be tinished without delay, in

order to enable them to get well established before the winter sets iu.
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It will be necessary to w.ater carefully any that have been repotted,

to prevent the compost from getting sour before the roots have got

a good hold of it. During the next three months is the worst season

in the year for obtaining a regular succession of flower-sjuUes in the

cool house, as, where the temperatiue is only kept at from 50*" to

55°, which is perfectly safe as regards the health of the plants, it is

scarcely sufficient to bring up the flower-spikes satisfactorily ; conse-

quently any of the Odontoglossums that are now or will be finishing

up their growths during this period should be submitted to an inter-

mediate temperature as soon as the bulbs are completed. This treat-

ment will insure them throwing up their flower-spikes at once, w hich

the}' would not do till early spring if liept constantly in the cool

house. tJee to keeping all these plants perfectly clean during the

winter season, and also as near the light as possible, especially

any plants that are commencing to grow. Now that suilden changes
of temperature frequently occur, it will be safest to tack a piece of

tiffany or other light material over tlie ventilators in each house to

remain on through tlie winter months. This will prevent the escape

of moisture, and also sudden drauglits of cold air from rushing on
the jjlants, and it will at all times enable tlie grower to give a more
liberal amount of air during bad weather than when the ventilators

are entirely unprotected.

Stove Plants.—Any of the root climbers that were shortened
back after flowering may now receive further reduction to admit more
light to the permanent ])lanta beneath tiiem. This will assist in

preparing them for the annual pruning by-and-bye ; and as there is now
110 fear of them starting into active growth if they are not treated

too freely at the root, the present pruning may with safety be some-
what severe. These remarks apjjly principally to climbers that flower

on the young growtlis made next season. .Stephanotises and otlicrs

that produce their finest flowersonone-year-oldwood should only have
the weakest growths removed at present, and the plants should be
kept dry at the roots, and the remaining growths must be kept close

to the light to get them thorouglily matured. Any plants from this

house that have been used in the mansion or conservatory, and that
liave got into a debilitated state, will be better kejjt apart from the
healthy stock till such times that tlicy commence togi'ow again healthily,

as good plants soon get sickly when surrounded with others that are
already so. Endeavours should be made to keep up a regular supply
of Eucharis flowers by drying the plants at intervals in succession,

treating those that are flowering, or are about to do so, very libe-

rally. The summer ripened Gardenias should now be fast making
lip their flower-buds, and should be gradually lirought under warmer
treatment. Any renewed growths must be removed with the finger
and thumb, otherwise they will draw the strength of the plants from
forming their flowers, and the latter will drop in consequence.

Greenhouse Plants.—One of the most annoying things in a
greenhouse during winter is the dropping of Camellia buds ; to
fjrevent this it will be necessary to sec that these plants are kept
regularly supplied with moisture at the roots, and that they are
not submitted for any lengthened period to a dry atmosphere. A
little clear soot water should be given thom at every altern.ate

watering, and care should be taken at this season of the year tliat

these and all other plants indoors are watered with tepid water only.
It often happens unless this house is well aired that plants that
have stood outside during the summer commence to make fresh
growth after being a short time under glass. Where this occur.s,

they should be placed in a good position in the house, but growth
should be checked as much as possibl;. It will now be necessary
to use more than ordinary caution in giving water to the roots of
choice hard-wooded plants, as nothing is easier than injuring
roots with excessive moisture at this season. Avoid the too
common practice of surface-dressing valuable plants at the commence-
ment of winter, as the surfacing material generally remains moist
when the ball of earth beneath is dry. The pots should be kept
perfectly free from conferva, as this, when allowed to remain long on
the pots, renders the atmosphere of the house unhealthy, and tends
to sour the soil round the roots of the plants. The latest batches of
bulbs should now be potted, including Ixias, Sparaxis, and the
spring- flowering Tritonias. These latter should now be plunged in
ashes or Cocoa-nut fibre close to the glass in a cold frame, tliere to
remain through the winter, watering them carefully until the
plants are in active growth, and ventilating very freely whenever
the thermometer stands above the freezing point.

Perns.—These will now be gradually getting into a quiet state
of growth, and should be assisted in doing so by treating them a
little less liberally at the roots than hitherto, but on no account are
they to be kept very dry. The Gymnograminas and the hirsute-
leaved kinds of Cheilanthes and Nothoehlamas must not now be kept
in too moist an atmosphere, as it will quickly turn them rusty.
Deciduous kinds, both stove, intermediate, and hardy, must not be
allowed to suffer from being kept dust-dry when at rest ; a moderate
degree of moisture at the roots is what they require. They will be

found to start .iway much stronger in spring when kept moderately
moist during the winter. Tree Ferns growing in damp cool houses
will not require to have their stems syringed oftener than once a week
or so, but where they occupy light, airy houses it may be necessary
to apply the syringe over the stems every other day. Gleichenias
that have been growing in cool houses must now be moved into an
intermediate temperature to keep them in health during the winter
season.—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.

Cherries and Plums.—If any of the trained trees in this
structure have shown signs of weakness or a falling off in the quality
of the fruit, the borders should be examined, as it is more than
probable that the soil has become sour, or the root.s may have found
their way through the drainage. Should this be the case lifting

and replanting in new compost similar to that recommended for

Peaches will be found the most effectual remedy, but no time should
be lost in getting the work done if it still remains in arrear. To
have these excitable trees entirely under command the roots should
be inside the house, and although they do not require very large
borders, the drainage should be ample, and the compost, consisting
of good virgin loam of a calcaieous nature, burnt earth, or road
scrapings thoroughly incorporated, should be used in a dry state, as

it is necessary to make it very firm about them, and the ramming of

an adhesive soil when wet is almost sure to frustrate the end held
in view. Where houses require replanting healthy trees of four or

five years training may be selected from the open walls, and it

l^roj^erly prepared and carefully lifted with all the fibrous roots,

they will be in a fit state for giving good crops of fruit next season.

Notwitlistanding the f.act that Cherries and Plums are often grown
together, the practice is not quite satisfactory, as the Plums require
frequent sjringing and atmospheric moisture after the Cherries are

ripe, when an excess of this element in any form will caiise the finest

fruit to era ;k, but where the two must be grown together one of the
kinds should be grown in pots, and when the time arrives for chang-
ing the treatment the pot trees should be removed to another
structure. If the roof lights are still in the painter's shoji they may
be replaced on the early house, as there is no longer any danger of the
buds breaking into premature growth, when in the event of the house
being wanted for stowing away salading or late pot Strawberries, the
full side ventilation will answer all jiurposes admirably. For cul-

ture under glass, Mayduke, Elton, Black Circassian, and Bigarreau
Napoleon Cherries are unsurpassed, and the choicest kinds of Plums
only, including the Gages, Jefferson, Huling's Superb, and Washing-
ton for its fine appearance, should be selected. I have not included

Coe's Golden Drop for mixed culture, as this king of Plums requires

and deserves a large house to itself.

Orchard House.—If advantage has been taken of the fine

weather we have liad this autumn, and gentle warmth has been pro-

duced in the pipes by lighting the fires the first thing every morning,
nine-tenths of the trees will now bo fit for removal to the open air,

where they may be plunged in ashes or well buried over the tops of

the pots in Fern or litter. The surface of the ground on v/hieh

they are placed should be made firm and impervious to the passage

of worms, which will if possible find their way into the pots and
fatten upon the rich compost. The above lines are written upon
the assumption that the house, having been supplied with heating

apparatus, is a fit and suitable place for the reception of winter

flowering plants, but where it is not wanted for this purpose the
trees may remain another month or more, care being taken tiiat they
do not become dry at the root. The time has now arrived for lift-

ing and potting fresh trees for succession. If ho.ne grown and
partially formed in the open garden, the side shoots will have been
stopped at the proper time, and good mulching will have induced
the formation of surface feeders in abundance, two items that will

give the trees greater value than they would possess if bought in

direct from the nursery. For the first year 10 in. to 12-in. pots are

suitable sizes, and those made with three holes in the sides near the

bottom answer best for placing on solid borders in orchard houses
as there is no fear of the crooks getting water-logged ; moreover, the

roots can get out more freely if escape is thought advisable, ilany
good cultivators, however, object to the formation of roots outside

the pots, asserting as their reason that trees so grown never fill their

pots with useful feeding roots. When the roots get away from the

pot, fruit and foliage, as a rule, take the lead of their pot-bound
neighbours, but instead of allowing them to travel downwards, I

prefer coaxing them upwards into rich top-dressing at the tempera-

ture of the house, encircled by bands of lead or zinc which stand
some 3 in. above the rims of the pots. When the crop is cleared

the top-dressing full of roots is cleared away with the bands, and
the latter are preserved for use another season. When real good
loam can be obtained for potting, an admixture of burnt earth or

road scrapings and a little bone dust will suit all stone fruit trees,

and they will make more fruitful wood and last longer in a healthy
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state than when animal raannro is mixed with it. The pots should

be well crooked and tlie compost firmly raiunied witii a short hand
rammer, plenty of sp.ice being left when all is tiuislied for giving

copious supplies of water. Jn the selection of kinds for bush culture

I shouhl give preference to I'eaches and Nectarines that colour well.

Tlie tiuo Nectarines r.T,i3ed by the late Mr. Rivers through the
introduction of St-anwick blood have a tendency to run pale in

colour, and on tliis .account the trees should be kept thin of wood,
or, better still, they should be trained on a tlat trellis.

Pines.—By tliis time all the plants will have been divided into

diti'oreut sections for the winter, and in the event of any of the beds
having been made entirely new, great care will be necessary when
extra lire heat is applied for keeping up the reciuisitc temperature of

the pits or houses m which the ))lants are located, as additional

firing often produces a sudden rise in the bottom heat at a time when
it is likely to injure the active roots now working round the insides

of the pots and over the crocks. Many people give preference to

tan, but where sound Oak leaves can be harvested and kept dry the

heat is not so likely to tluctuate to an injurious extent as it is when
fresh tan is used ; but in either case the watch sticks should be fre-

quently examined, and the plants should be gently rocked without
lifting them out when the heat is likely to become too strong. If

only for the sake of keeping down insects, a complete change of

plunging material is necessary onee a year, and the autumn is the
best time lor making it, as tan can be worked and dried in the open
air, and old leaves have lost their violence by being kept for nine
months iu the leaf house. Late and winter-fruiting plants, so long
as the weather continues mild and open, may be kept about TO'^ at

night, with a rise of 10*-' to lo' by day, atmospheric moisture being
secured by syringing over the surface of the tied, and keeping the
evaporating pans tilled with diluted lifiuid or guano water. If it is

desirable to keep the fruit for any length of time after it is ripe, the
plants should be removed to a dry house as soon as the pips begin
to change colour, and when quite ripe the Pines may be cut and
hung up in a dry room until wanted for use. If young stock is to
be kept growing through the winter, light pits in which a moist
atmosphere can lie maintained will answer better than large, airy

houses. They should be | laced near the glass, v,'hich sliould be kept
quite clean and iree from accumulations of all kinds, and some kind
of covering should be at hand for placing over the lights at night,

when the weather would othervvise necessitate hard firing. Growers
of winter Vines who have not already added to their stock the fine

variety named Lord Carington should lose no time in doing so. It

is an erect, vigorous grower, taking up no more room than a Black
Jamaica, and produces very haudsume tiat-j^ipped fruit of exquisite
flavour, weighing, when well grown, from 4 lb. to 7 lb. each. Mr.
Miles, one of our most accomplished Pine growers, holds a good
stock of fine succession plants, much superior to anything we have
hitherto seen sent out as new, and we learn that Messrs. Veitch are
taking and executing orders for it.

Cucambors.—If any of the compartments intended for winter
Cucumbers have not been cleared of late ilelons, no time should be
lost in getting them removed to maice room for the strongest and
most promising 2Jlants now ready for turning out. As I have before
stated, a very important point in winter culture i3 cleanliness, and
where this is neglected a sweet healthy atmosphere cannot be secured.
Having thoroughly cleansed the pit ami painted the woodwork, per-
haps the most expeditious way ot destroying troulilesome insects, let

the plants, whether they are grown in pots or on hills, have the full

benetit ot light by being placed as near the glass as may be con-
venient, and iu the event of the earliest plants being capable of
giving a supply up to the end of December, a firm, short-jointed
growth should be .secured by giving plenty of air on all favourable
occasions, and jjicking off the male and female blossoms as they
appear. As days de;rease in length houses in wh'ch plants are iu

full bearing will require more care. Discontinue the daily overhead
syringings, except on tine afternoons, as sufficient atmospheric
moisture can now be secured by damping the paths, walls, anil sur-
face of the bed with tepid liquid manure, and the frequent intro-
duction of a little fresh, but well worked horse manure. Water with
weak liquid manure, and top-dress with rough turf and old lime
rubble as the roots appear on the surface, but avoid packing it too
close abaut the stems, particularly where they show a disposition to
canker. Watch for mildew on the old foliage, and let the first spot
be the signal for the application of sulphur, which may remain for
tweoty-four hours before it is washed olf with the syringe. If the
first dressing is ineti'ectual, it may be repeated at short intervals, and
a powerful aid will be found in the liberal use of stimulating liquid,

sharp heat, and perfect ventilation. If green fly puts in an appear-
ance a series of light sniokings with Tooaceo paper will be necessary,
while the more troultlesome black and brown fly may be destroyed
by the use of Pooley's Tobacco Powder. Never throw away weak
plants if a suitable place can be found for them, as they frequently

prove invaluable in March when the supply of good Cucumbers never
exceeds the demand.—W. Coleman.

Hardy Fruit.

With the exception of a few of the very latest kinds. Apples and
Pears will now be harvested ; therefore the fruit room should now bo
put in order. Lay out the fruit as thinly as space will allow ; it w ill

then be easily examined with the view of removing decayed fruit,

and any that are ripening will be seen at a glance. All should be
neatly labelled, and the room be kept scrupulously clean ami airy ;

this latter rc(iuisite is speeiaily necessary till the fruit has undergone
the " sweating " which always occurs during the first two or three
weeks after housing. Any extra fine specimens that it is desired to
keep for a long period sliould, when dry, be wrapped up separately

in tissue paper, and be placed in air-tight drawers or boxes. It is jilea-

sant to have to note that, so far as regards quality, both Apples au<l

Pears are satisfactory, at least such as have ripened thus far. I

never knew Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurn'' Superfin, Beurre de
I'Assomption, and Beurre d'Amaulis better tlian this season. As
soon as the weather is suitable and the ground works well, t!ie plant-

ing of fruit trees should be commenced in earnest. Autumn planting

is preferable to spring, for if planted now new roots are emitted
at once, and the trees get established and able to witlistand

drought in early summer without watering, whilst those that are

spring-planted are in danger of injury from droight, simply because
as a rule they have not had time to mal;e new roots before dry, warm
weather sets in. Perhaps on very cold tenacious soils, spring plant-

ing may sometimes be desirable, as, for instance, in such a wet
season as the present, wlien the heavy rainfall has rendered it impos-
sible to work on sueli soils at all ; moreover, the roots of fruit trees

of every kind that must be planted on such land, should, for obvious
reasons, have the soil raised a few inches above the ground line. I

have at various times named a number of varieties of different kinds
of fruits that have proved to be good here, but fruits vary some-
what according to clim.ate and soil, and tlierefore a good standard

to go by iu tile selection of varieties is to find out what kinds do
best in any given district. Pears vary more th.au any other fruit ;

we have here three or four kinds that are all but worthless except
for culinary use, whilst in the north of England the same kinds are,

I know, of the very best quality for dessert ; hence the importance
of gaining local knowledge on this point before finally deciiling what
kinds to plant. Wall trees that require root-pruning ought now to
have that done, .and those that do not need such will need feeding

matter, which should be afforded by clearing away the loose surface

mulching and soil and applying new material. The trees of Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots tliat suffered by the severity of the past
two winters, and have not by this time fully recovered, should
be made to give place to young healthy trees. As regards Apricots,

we have annually to replace some of the trees, for it is by thui

plan alone we are able to keep the walls furnished ; indeed, so
mysterious are the causes that make t)ie branches collapse so sud-

denly that we have given up the solution as hopeless, and adopted
the constant renewal of trees as, under the circumstances, the best

remedy.—W. W.

WHY PLANT PUMPKINS ON THE TOP OF A
WALL ?

Tm.s queer question was projiosed by a merry horticultural critic

when desired by a friend to condole with him on the deatli of some
trees that had cost a lot of money. The friend who wanted
sympathy did not or would not see the appositeness of the re-

joinder, but doubtless it might often be put as an answer to the

question. Why has this or that come to naught ?

The trees tliat were tlie subject of lament when the question was
put were of that troublesome species Cryptomeria japonica, wliieh

has disappointed many enthusiasts. They had been planted to form
an avenue on a very dry, starving soil, and the first reiiuirenients of

this tree being a most fertile soil, they had perished right off without
making so much as a stand for the position. Such eventn are com-
mon enough to pass without special remark, but our business is to

prevent tliem, and therefore we take up the parable of our eccentric

frioml, anil with him ask the question, Why plant Pumpkins on the
top of a wall ?

The first duty of the sower and the planter is to consider the
capabilities of the land he is to operate upon. The wise ones do it

;

the foolish ones do not. We see Coniferous trees planted where the

soil beneath and the air above are alike de.adly to such things. It

is like planting Pumpkins on the top of a wall. Every pl.ace h.as its

capabilities, and the very first bu.siness of the planter is to develop
those to the utmost. The instant we begin to tight against Nature
we incur heavy costs in money, labour, time, and skill, with the

strong probability that we shall be beaten at last. It may be diiS-
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c ult to determine what are the capabilities of a place, but a rough

estimate thereof must certainly be made in the first instance if tlie

planting and the cropping are to bo carried out with a viesv to profit

or pleasure. Our special liking's and fancies should be made sub-

ordinate to the possibilities and tlie facts that are plainly before us.

The philosopliy of the case has been illustrated within our purview

in a very striking manner witliin t!ie past few years. Two friends

who became located on a heavy clay soil indulged freely their

several tastes in gardening. One planted Pyruses, Hoses, and

other strong-soil kinds of vegetation plentifullv. The other planted

Rhododendrons, Kalmiaa, and other peat and sandy-sod kinds of

vegetation, preparing the sites for his plantations by removing the

clay and putting peat, sand, &c., in its place. At the end of

sjven years it was acknowledged by all, the lover of Rhododendrons

included, that the man who made the best of his advantages with-

out any conflict with Nature had the most beautiful and the most

enjoyable garden, and the cost was about a fourth that incurred by

the one who moved the clay and carted in peat and engaged in a

conflict with Nature at every step he took.

—

Uanhnci-'s Miujuziiu:

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

AUTUMX K0TE3 OX AURICULAS.
Ok the whole this has been a good year for Auricula growers.

The linedry autumn has hardened oil' the old plants, making them very

fit for the coming winter, and the offsets liave been numerous

and easily removed and rooted. The fine warm weather has also

stimulated the plants into late blooming beyond what is usual, which

will doubtless cause a good deal of disappointment to some growers,

who fear their special pets may thus be spoiled for next year's

.show. Our collection here has been a good deal reduced in varie-

ties liy having had the commoner sorts weeded out, but we have

about the same number of plants under precisely the same condi-

tions as last year. I find from a careful record tliat we had only

eleven varieties th.at showed bloom last autumn, whereas this year

we have had thirty-live. The majority of these blooms came in

August, and we had the pips carefully removed when properly de-

veloped, so that most of the plants have had time to make fresh

hearts, from which we can expect bloom next spring. If bloom

shows in September this can hardly be accomplished, except with

the selfs.

In green edges, with forty-seven plants in nineteen varieties, we
liave had nineteen plants in eleven varieties with late flowers.

Amongst these are, unfortunately, some of the very best, viz., Col.

Taylor, Prince of (ireens. Freedom, and Prince of Wales. The last

three flowered in August, and have hearted again. Freedom, Ne
Plus Ultra, Lady llichardson, and Gen. Neil seem to be addicted to

autumn flowering ; they all served us the same last year. In the

grey edges we have ninety plants in twenty-four varieties, of which
fifteen plants in eleven sorts flowered in autumn, and here again it

is mostly with the very best sorts. L.ast year we had not one grey

edge that flowered late. This year we have had one Geo. Lightbody,

one A. Mieklejohn, one Lancashire Hero, two C. E. Browns, one
.rolin Waterstou, and one Ringleader. Luckily, most of these have

hearted again. In the white edges, out of forty-seven plants in

twenty varieties, we have had twelve plants in seven scjrts, late

flowered. Every plant we have of Hepwortli's True Briton lias

flowered ; indeed, it seems to be a habit witli this vigorous sort to

bloom twice yearly, as all our plants have got strong, full hearts again,

looking flt enough for next year's showing. Smiling Beauty has

also been busy, but I fear her constitution is not so stroug, and tliat

we must not look lor spring flowers from her.

Last year we potted all our Auriculas during the first half of .June.

This year we were a little later. I believe this is about the best

time for potting, and that if we had done the work earlier we should
have had more double blooming than we have had. Our Auriculas

stood out on a hard gravel surface in an airy situation until they were
repotted. They were then placed under a glass covering, with open
ends and sides, behind a north wall, where they have remained up
to last week. They are now housed for the winter in a lean-to

glasshouse. This appears to lie the best mode of treatment where
valuable show Auriculas are grown. If placed in frames upon the

ground they are liable to damp off, as they cannot be properly
attended to in wet weather. Alijines we leave out in frames all the

winter. They are now standing out in a shady corner until frosts

set in, when we shall put them in frames. I fiml alpines do not
do well in a house, besides which they flower too early if thus
" coddled." They require hardier treatment than show Auriculas.

It may interest some of your reader.s to see the actual list of the
late flowering Auricula" :

—

Green Edges.—Two Napoleons, four Ne Plus Ultras, two Free-

doms, one Prince of Greens, two General Neils, one Lady Ptichardson,

one Colonel Taylor, one Prince of Wales, one Confidence, two Vio-

lets, two Venus'.

Gri'i/ EdcicK.—One Ringleader, one R. Headly, two G. Lightbodys,

two C. E. JBrowns, one Conqueror of Europe, one .1. ^^'aterston, two

Lancashire Heros, one Competitor, one A. Mieklejohn, one Sophia,

two .Seedlings.

Wlilte Eihjen.—Four True Britons, one Countess Wilton, one

Delight, one' White Rival, three Smiling Beauties, one Acme, one

Earl Grosvenor.

Sdj's.—One Blackbird, one Florence, one Meteor Flag, one C. J.

Perry, five Topsys, one Vulcan. Wii. Brol-kbank.

Brockharat, Didshurij.

THE ARROW-HEADS, OR SAGITTARIAS.
Ix the great economy of Nature the Sagittarias have contributed

their full share to the support of the human family in all parts of the

worlil. The Chinese cultivate S. sinensis very extensively for food,

and the tubers of the wild plants are also collected for food in Cali-

fornia. In shallow ponds and muddy margins of lakes and rivers

throughout the North-west, this plant, so variable in foliage and

so abundant in distribution, furnishes an important article of

native food in the tubers which beset its fibrous roots. These tubers

¥viif/#

Fig. 1.—Ordinary leaves and phyllodia of Sagittaria.

(from the Ixct of their affording nourishment to the larger aquatic

fowls, which congregate in such abundance about the North-western
lakes) are called by the natives Swan Potatoes. The tubers fre-

riuently attain the size of a small hen's egg, and arc eaten by the

Indians, with whom they are a great favourite. In a raw state they

contain a certain bitter, milky juice, but in boiling become sweet

and palatable. Perhaps our limited knowledge of this particular

plant would not .add anything of general interest to the fund already

accumulated ; but as some doul>ts exist in regard to their always pro-

ducing a tuber, we will say : We suppose, as many others apparently

do, tliat those found in the central and eastern portion of the United
States produce no tubers, but now find it is a mistake. We have

collected them from a great many localities in Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois, and find in early spring a solid, brittle tuberous corm
(fig. 2) down deep in the earth, being the jerm from which the

plant starts in spring. From the corm (fig. 2 a), at the first ap-

proach of warm weather, starts a large, porous rootstock, reaching

up to near tlie surface of the earth and there throws out innumerable

fibrous roots (fig. 2 l>), wliich is the true crown from which spring

the leaves, flowers, and stolons, and is also the plant centre during

summer. By tlie first of .Tune the milky juice (starch, or saccharine,

&c.) has usually been absorlied by the new growth of the plant, and
the conn is then a soft and flexible, or spongy mass, reminding one

of a .iprouted and growing Potato, while by the middle of .July or

first of August we could not find any corm, but found decayed
masses, which we were reasonably certain were the remains of the

former corms. In our correspondence we find very few people who
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have any deliiiite knowledge of corms being found on the eastern oi-

uorth-wcstoru plants, and all seem to regard the Sagittaria in tliese

localities as not inodueing any tiihers, for it is said that no her-

baniiiii in tiie eountry sliows a specimen Avith a

tuber attaeheil tliat was culleited in tile eastern

portion of Nortli Amerien. This may be very

easily e.xplained by tlie fact that the erown of

roots appears so perfect, that collectors evidently

concluded tliis to he all of the plant, or perhaps

they were collected when the corm was absorbed
by the growing plant. Xow the above observa-

tion, we believe, will be found to be true in all

parts of the country if collectors will collect

early and dig deeper.

In addition to tuberous and fibrous roots, the

.Sat:ittaria presents the feature of protluciiig

stiitiins or long, creeping roots just beneath the

surface of the earth. They start from the stem,

anil Usually from just above the libroiis roots, or

from the upper portion uf the stock covered w ith

the fibrous roots, and creep out horizontally from
the plant in all directions. We do not now
recall a single genus of plants that jiresent so

many ditf'erent forms of development in each
plant as the Sagittaria. First, the roots are of

three entirely distinct forms (often on the same
JiJant), the tuberous, librous, and stolouiferous.

Next, the leaves are sometimeus phyllodia (sub-

merged and riband-like) ; others are an ellipii^'al,

erect blade ujioiia tall, round or slightly angular
stem ; and, lastly, the leaf developed into its

true form—arrow-shaped. Again, let us look at

the tlower ; the lower ones are usually fertde,

liroduciug seed to perpetuate its kind, while the
upper ones are sterile ami barren ; or each flower

st lek producing flowers

with the sexes separate,

and still on the same stock.

The flowers are l)oriie on
long, Icatless, liranched

steins (tig. 2) well above tlie

foliage, with ]mre white
petals and a yellow centre
(stamens), usually simjle,

but occasionally S. sagitti-

folia and S, variabilis var.

latifolia have been founil

growing wild with double
flowers. For gro\\'ingin an
aquarium we tiiid few])lant3

better suited, and for a
small lake or pond it has few
ecpials. In their natural

BHV ^ i^ "\ condition they are foiiml

llMH I 4 ' V^"^
—

"Vl-^
growing in soft, muddy, or

f
™ A ' Wl } N sandj- ground ; consenuently

the conditions for a success-

ful cultivation must be con-

tinued, viz., grown in soft,

loamy soil, while if for pot
or tub culture, a layer of

coarse sand or small pebbles
in the bottom of the tub is

always desirable for all

kinds of arpiatic plants ; at

the same time, a layer of

clean, tine saufi, sprcid over
the top of the soil, not only
looks bright and cheerful,

but very materially assists

in purifying the water.
Unlike man}' other species

of plants, they survive

the ill-treatment and
encroachment of civilisa-

tion, and seem to flourish

under its (to them) baneful
influence. They were the
last representatives of the
vegetable kingdom to

linger on the banks of the Thames in the heart of London when
that great metropolis banished dame Xature from her presence.

—

Case's Index;

TIIIIEK VALUABLE HARDY TLANTS.
Hudbeckia hirta.— For planting in front of .shrubs or making

large masses in the grounds, this is one of the liiiest plants that can
be grown. The llowers are single, orange-yellow, with a black
centre, and, like all single llowers, are greatly in favour with ladies

when cut for the drawing-room. When grown in rich heavy soil

the plant remains in beauty from the end of August until the
llowers are destroyed by frost. Another point in its favour is that
it is easily and rapiilly increased by ilivision of the roots, and when
fairly cttablisheil annual toii-dressing is all that it reipiires, but, like

all tlie herbaceous tribe, it enjoys gooa fresh .suil, and when the beds
become crowded the plants should be broken up and replanted.

Pyrethrum uliginosum.—To see this lovely plant in its

proper character, it should be allowed to establish itself in a (piiet

nook in a sheltered part of the pleasure groumls with dark shrubs
as a backgrouml. \Vhen walking the other day through the beauti-

ful gardens of .Sir Henry Allsopp, lliiuUip Hall, NVorcester, we were
much struck with the beautiful ellect of large masses of tliis plant

some ]'2 ft. in length, tastefully arranged behind a group of Hybrid
I'erpetual Roses, and backed by evergreens. The tine white llowers

were present in thousands, and although two degrees of frost had
been registered in the neighbourhood, they did not appear to have suf-

fered. Like the Rudbeckia, it increases rapidly, and all that is neces-

sary to grow it successfully is to plant it in suitable places and leave

it to aceoinniodate itself to its quarters.

Anemone japonica Honorine Jobert.—Some years ago
we excavated four circular beds in the limestone brash for standard

Hollies, the beds were G ft. in diameter, and the Hollies were planted

in new soil. Having at hand a few roots of this beautiful plant,

they were inserted thinly into the soil where tliey extended in every

ilirection, throwing U)i flower-stems 5 ft. high. At the present time

they are one mass of bloom, and form the most striking and stately

feature in the garden. For a few seasons we tried the intro-

duction of bedding jilants, but the Anemone soon pushed them out,

and, with the exception of an occasional top-dressing, they now have

the situation entirely to themselves. W. CoLEM.\X.

i'ig. 2.—Tuber, leaves, and flou'ers

.Sa^rittaria.

HARDY FLOWERS AT BYFLEET.
What a beautiful hardy flower is Platycodon grandiflorum when
seen at its best '. It is a gem amongst hardy perennials, and no collec-

tion, even where selection is of the most rigid description, should be

without it. I never remember to have seen this charming flower

grow so vigorously and flower so profusely as it did during the past

summer in Mr. Stevens' garden at Byfleet, where every condition

of successful growth appears to be fullilled. As seen growing at

Gr.asmere, the Chinese Bellllower exhibits such luxuriance of growth,

and flowers so profusely, as at lirst sight to induce the belief that it

might be a distinct species. This exceptional luxuriance is, how-

ever, due to the fact that the roots and crowns never suffer from

stagnant moisture, but remain in a healthy, sound conditioH, the

free, warm, sandy soil ensuring thein against excess of humidity,

llany suppose the Chinese llelliiower to be tender. This is, how-

ever, a mistaken supposition based on the fact that in cold, heavy,

retentive, and ill-drained soils it either dies out or lingers on in a

miserable way, never acquiring suthcient strengtli to show its true

worth. The fact of its remaining in an open situation throughout

the past winter in Mr. Stevens' garden without any artificial pro-

tection is suHieient proof of its hardiness. Those who have a

heavy soil to deal with would do well to take out a square foot or

so of soil, and till up with prepared compost. A hand-light or

cloche, or even a large flower-pot. placed over the crown during the

winter would make all safe. This jilant is so beautiful and dis-

tinct that one need not grudge some little pains to ensure its vigorous

development.
Amont'st Bell-flowers generally may be mentioned the Peach-

leaved Campanulas, with beautiful double lilne or white flowers, the

white variety rivalling in purity tlie Camellia itself ; the clustered

Bell-flower with numerous heads of double purplish-blue flowers, an

etl'ective species, delighting in a warm situation and free rich soil ;

the Betony-leaved Bell-flower ((_'. sarin.atica'), a distinct and beautiful

kind with pale blue llowers and lance-shaped, downy leaves growing

some 2 ft. in height, an excellent subject for the mixed border ; and

the diminutive Harebell (C. pusilla), a species of very small propor-

tions, forming a dense carpet of fresh green, heart-shaped, toothed

leaves, bearing numerous racemes of blue or white flowers. This

Campanula may be used with good effect for carpeting the soil

amongst taller growing subjects, as it always presents a neat and
attractive appearance. For the same purpose I would recommend
Dryas integrifolia, the stems of which cieep along on the surface of

the soil, clothing it with dark green, shining foliage, dotted here
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and there with creamy-white flowers, with which the mass of yellow
stamens contrast very prettily. In a general way this plant thrives
best on a rockwork, but where tlie soil is free and well drained it

may be planted on the level, and may be used iu the manner recom-
mended, for it appears to enjoy a little shade.
An excellent plant for the mixed border, and one whose flowering

season is prolonged far into the autumn months, is Coreopsis lauceo-
lata, a free growing subject, attaining a height of '2 ft. in good soils,

and forming a compact bush of foliage, studded with golden-yellow
flowers witli a dark disc, and which, unlike so many yellow hardy
flowers, are quite devoid of coarseness. Those who have not this

plant should procure it, as it is bright and effective. Another free
growing and sliowy yellow-flowered subject is to be found in the
Willow-leaved Ox-eye (Bnphthalmum salicifolium). The flowers of

this are large, and are produced for a considerable period. Its con-
gener cordifolium is an extremely vigorous, coarse-leaved plant,
only fitted for seuii-wild situations, where distant effects are sought.
It is one of those jilants which once established might be relied on to
hold its own, for I much doubt whether even the coarsest Grass
would exterminate it.

Two little plants wliich have presented a very pleasing appearance.
In the rockwcji'k at Grasmere are Thymus raontanus albus and T.
Serpyllum albus. They form carpets of fragrant foliage, and in
their season are smothered with bloom. They will thrive where most
things would starve, and might be made the means of clothing many
a barren .spot with verdure.
How seldom it is that one sees a successful attempt made to grow

the many beautiful kinds of Gentian. An exijuisite species which
has flowered freely in Mr. Stevens' garden is G. septemtida, the
crested Gentian. The flowers are large .-vud beautifully spotted, much
resembling in that respect the so-called "spotted " Gloxinias. The
Marsh Gentian, G. Pneumouauthe, a native kind with lance-shaped
leaves and long blue flowers, is also well wortliy of attention. It is

commonly supposed that the Gentians are of ilifiicult culture, an
error which deters many from attempting to grow tliem. It is true
that tlioy are somewhat peculiar in tlicir recjuirements, but at the
same time it is equally certain that these same are easy of fullilment.
Thetwo sjiecies here mentioned deliglit in an abundance of moisture
at the root in combination with perfect drainage, and unless they
enjoy tliese conditions, but little success can be expected, for al-

though they may live for years, and even Sower a little, they do not
render themselves justice A'hen thus situated. An easy way of
growing them is to take out tlie natural soil some IS in. m depth,
place at the bottom some 4 in. of drainage, filling up to within about
2 in. of the level with good peat and loam in ci]ual proportions.
Round the edge set some largisli stones, and plant in the enclosure
thus formed. During the summer keep the soil saturated, and the
result will well repay all the labour incurred.
The Olympic St. John's Wort (Hypericum olympicum) must not

be passed by without notice ; it is very distinct and handsome. The
Oswego Tea (Monarda didyma) has been one of tiie most effective
plants this summer at Grasmere, its scarlet flowers rendering it

very conspicuous. Another useful plant is the double Sneezewort
(Achillea Ftarmica fl.-pl. ). This should find a place in every garden,
the (lowers, which are pure white and very double, being so useful
for cutting, lasting a long time in water. A pleasing member of the
Goat's Puue family is the Persian kind (Galegapersica). Though not
showy it is pleasing, the flowers, which are flesh colour, being pro-
duced for a long period. The foliage is elegantly divided and of
a pleasing shade of green. It is only fit for the mixed border.
Anothei- suitable occupant for the mixed border is the Columbine-
leaved Meadow P^ue (Thalictrum ariuilegifolium), v/hich grows to a
height of 3 ft. to 4 ft., is clothed with foliage to the ground, and
furnishes a large amount of creamy-white flowers useful for cutting
on account of their pleasant fragrance. This plant is a favourite in
France, wliere it is in some parts called the Colombine plumeuse, and
like its congener rugosum, owes whatever beauty it may possess to
the stamens, which are unusually developed, and in the case of rugo-
sum are of a pale sulphur-yellow. This species attains a height of
6 ft. or 8 ft., and is worthy of a place where room can be found for
iton account of its perfume, which on a balmy summer's evening loads
the air around. Gaillardia bicolor is a showy species of this line
family of hardy flowers. It does best on rockwork, and, like its con-
geners, may ho treated as a half-hardy annual. Sown iu March in
heat, good (ilants will be formed by the summer.
A showy and in every way excellent plant is Echinops strictns,

one of the Globe Thistles. During the past mouth it has been one
of the most attractive plants in the Byfleet garden ; the Thistle-like
flower-heads, whiclidisplay such a peculiar tinge of blue, have not been
in the slightest affected by continued and heavy rains. Its congener
ruthenicus, the Russian Globe Thistle, is of equal v.alue, and is of
the two the most effective. These two species arc suitable for the
mixed border or for planting amongst low-growing shrubs, as they
are vigorous and enduring. To see them at their best they require

to be established two years, when they will form bushes -1 ft. through
and 5 ft. high. A plant worth growing, if only for the sake of its
beautifully marked foliage, is Spira'a Ulmaria picta, as is also the
variegated form of the Great Willow Heib, the leaves of which are
distinctly marked witli white. During the late summer and early
autumn montiis Mr. Stevens' garden has heen gay with fine varie-
ties of herbaceous Phlox ; Delphiniums have thrown up a second
time into flower ; double Tiger Lilies and Tigridia Pavonia grandi-
flora have made a grand show ; and Liliuni auratum has bloomed
amongst the shrubs with exceeding beauty, filling the air around
with its powerful perfume. J. C. B.

WALKS IN PLEASUEE GROUNDS.
L.iNDsc.vrE gardeners lay it down as a maxim that walks, being made
to walk upon, should never be found where they are not needed,
and tiiat, as far as practicable, they should lead tlie pedestrian
straight to the place he wants to get to, except when it is necessary,
for the sake of appearances, to make a detour, and then an excuse
should be made for it by planting a tree, or placing some obstacle in
the way. I have often wondered how far designers of flower garden
plans were guided by this wholesome rule, or if it had any weight
with them at all. " Dead " walks have never, so far as I am aware,
been urged as necessary to enhance beauty or effect in a flower
garden, and that being so, it is ditticult to find any reason at all for
their existence except when needed. One of the earliest gardens
that I remember—and I have seen many like it since—was an her-
baceous garden in front of a wing of the mansion. The ground was
nearly an acre in extent, and had been made square and flat, and the
plan consisted of a series of circles within circles, the walks and beds
being .about the same width. In the centre was a circular bed, which
was usually planted with Hollyhocks or Dahlias, and the other rings
were filled witli a miscellaneous collection of hardy plants. Of
course there was access to the centre bed by means of tlie walks,
but these were so contrived that one had to walk about twelve times
fartiier than was necessary to reach that point. I had not given
much tliought to such matters at that time, but it did occur to me
frequently that there was something wrong about an arrangement
that caused one to travl so far to an object that was within sight

and only a few paces distant ; and when we were sent to cut flowers
or do any work among the beds, we used to cut it short by jumping
across them to t'nc sjiot we wanted to reach. The proprietor or his
friends seldom or never attempted to thread this maze, ft would have
bean a convenience and a pleasure to have been able to go through
this garden to get to the grounds beyond, but the quips and doubles
were too tiresome ; so everyone preferred going round the outside al-

together. The walks were, therefore, never made use of, except by
the men who hoed and raked and rolled them periodically, ami those
who clipped the Box edgings, which took some trouble. It will be
seen that by this style of gardening it is not ditiicult to make up
"miles of walks." The garden mentioned and two or three others
iu the same place and of the same description, that could be hupped
across iu a few seconds, made up the most of the mileage.

As the proprietor did not care for the walks being hoed too fre-

quently, they had to be weeded by hand—a small Sedum being par-

ticularly troublesome—and one of the most interesting spectacles of

this garden at times was a row of women and boys, dressed not
exactly in the latest fashion, moving abre.ast along the walks. If a.

more natural style of gardening accomplishes no more than the abo-

lition of the miles of utterly useless walks in our gardens, we shalS

have much to be th.ankful for. When it is desired to lay out a for-

mal garden, it should be laid out on Grass, and it should never be
so intricate as to prevent a lawn-mower cutting every inch of the
Grass. When the machine has to be followed by the scythe, the
work is just doubled. The n.atural style of laying out pleasure gar-

dens in the form of spacious lawns near the mansions, and undulat-
ing lines of shrubbery backing up hardy plants, and isolating beds
of good size containing groups, will necessarily reduce the extent of

walks, and make everything easier for the workman, and pleasanter,

as well as cheaper, for the proprietor. In the garden before men-
tioned the gardener found the labour of keeping the walks clean by
hand-weeding such a task, even with his numerous staff', that he re-

solved to salt the walks, which he did ; but a torrent of rain fell

soon after, which washed the salt into the trim Grass edgings and
killed them, making the cure much worse than the disease ; so that
the year following the turf was cut and rolled back oft' the walks till

danger was passed, and laid down again ; but the labour was prodi-

gious.—J. S. W., in Field.

Drooping' Flowered Desmodium (D. penduliflorum).—
This is one of the showiest of hardy plants at this season of the year.

I say hardy, as although an impression seems to prevail that it ia
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somewhat tender, yet it lias stood out-ofdoors near London the last

two winters without protection. It3 racemes of pnrple flowers are

very freely produced, and, added to a graceful habit, render it a very

striking plant at the present time.

—

Alpha.

GLADIOLI AND THEIR CULTURE.
Mr. Srcil's remarks (p. .S47) ahout the leaves of Gladioli sucking the

juices from the bulbs after they are dug up quite agree v.itli my
own experience. .Some have an idea that it is a gooil plan to dig up
Oladioli and remove them to a house, in which the bulbs may lis

planted out with the leaves attached. One writer in a contem-

porary goes so far as to say that this treatment will prevent the de-

i;eneration of the bulbs. I never tried the plan, recommended in

The Gaudex some time ago, of lifting the plants and tying the

stalks together with the roots att.ached, .and hanging them up iu that

condition to dry. To me that does not seem good practice, and
there is a difference between that and lifting the plants to be planted
immediately in a glasshouse. If the glass house coiihl be taken to

the plants it would aid tlie maturation of the bulljs, but the check
sustained in lifting causes the leaves to die otf too rapidly.

It is e.asy to say, lift them with a good ball of earth, bat it is not
so easy to do that. It is necessary in our soil to place some sand
under ami over the bulbs, and sand will not stick to them when they
are lifted. I tried to remove them as carefully as possible, lifting

each plant with as much soil attached to the roots as wouhl hang to

them ; they were then planted in Cocoa-nut fibre in a glasshouse,

but the check caused the leaves to decay very rapidly, and the

result was failnre. It would make all the dill'erence if fle could

plant our Gladioli after a crop of Indian Corn. The climate that

would ripen that grain would also answer admirably for Cape bulbs.

A tropical sun causes great vigour if copious supplies of water be
also afforded. ISut our English climate will not ripen Indian Corn
well, nor will it in ordinary seasons ripen the (iladiolus.

The leaves on our plants are still quite green, and they will

remain in that state until it is time to take them up. There does
not seem to be much chance of us having any more ripening weather
this se.ason, but we must make the best of it. My .advice to Gladiolus
growers is, purchase a few good varieties from a warmer climate
annually, and save seeds from good sorts carefully crossed. In this

way the best results attainable will be secured. J. DoruLAS.

JIOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Sweet-scented Autumn Clematis (C. Flammula).

—

This oM fragrant hardy climber comes into bloom at a time when the
glory of the IJower garden is on the wane. In the case of a hardy
plant so sweetly scented as this we can well atford to dispense with
gay colouring. There is, however, a quiet beauty in this small
dowered kind by no means to be despised ; one might indeed assert
that it is effective, especially in the case of old specimens which ha"e
been allowed to ramble at their own sweet will, where the shoots
hanging loosely and informally are covered with dense masses of

bloom. This is one of those plants whose hardy vigorous nature tits

them for associating with the stronger forms of vegetation. Thus,
planted at the foot of some tree where the leafage is not dense, it will
clothe the naked trunk, and in due time will when well established
till the .air around with sweet pel fume. All that it needs is a fair

start, which is easily atforded by taking out the soil where pi-actic-

able 1 ft. or so in depth, and tilling up with good compost. Instead
of cutting down a naked worn-out tree it would be better to utilise
it as a support to some of the free growing hardy climbers.—J.
CORXIITLL.

SalVxa patens.— I am glad to see this very old fivourite re-
ceiving attention in tlie columns of Tut: Gardes'. If it n.ad been a
neiv introduction in these da>s, when some very questionable sub-
jects receive certificates, what a sensation it would have created.
It is true that its Qowers are rather fugitive, but then there are
plenty of them, and as for a blue, we have nothing like it except
the old .Sir Charles Napier Cineraria, which I am sorry to say I have
lost not long since, and "don't know where to find it." The
blue of the Salvia is a real deep unadulterated blue—the blue of
the blue-bag. There is not a shade of purple or led in it ; the
colour is a deep intense blue. I have not tried it out-doors here
till this year, but I find it does well enough, and I am preparing
stock of it for next year. In pots it grows like a weed ; we had
plants in flower in spring and early summer, and which, when about
done flowering, were cat over and potted, and they have now
nearly finished a second crop of fine spikes.—.J. .S. W.
Variegrated Cornish Moneywort (Sibthorpia europaja

variegata).—Various w.ays have been from time to time suggested

as likely to induce this somewhat mitfy plant to succeed. I think I
have discovered one that may fairly claim to be a success. It occurred
to 1110 that the close surface of the Fruiting Duckweed (Nertera de-
pvessa) would be a good one on which to grow this plant. I ]mt the
plan at once in operation, and every one who sees the little orange
berries of tlio Duckweed peeping through the Jloneywort exclaims,
" How cliarmiiig !

"—T. Smith, JWotv/.

Rudbeckias.—These have now been for some time v( ly showy.
Most of tlu-'iii, however, are too tall for ordinary small gardens.

K. bicolor has not this defect, as it only grows from 1^ ft. to 2 ft.

high, and boars profusely and for a long succession large-sized

deep yellow flowers with black centres.—T. Smith, Newry.

TUNBIITDGE WELLS NURSERY
On'e of the most extensive and well managed of provincial nur-
series is that of Messrs. Cripps & Sons, which occujiies an area of

some 150 acres of land, situated on one of the slopes overlooking
the picturesque neighbourhood of Tunbridge Wells. The nursery
contains many interesting features, not the least im]>(jrtant of which
are the fine specimens of Conifers and other ornamental trees, some
of which have attained a large size. On both sides of the principal

road througli the nursery are wide shrubberies, containing speci-

mens, the choicest of the stock. Tliey consist of Conifers .ami orna-

mental varieties of deciduous trees. Among the former we observed
some noteworthy examples of Araucaria iinbricata, the J.apanese

Cryptomeria, and other Conifers, all indicating that the soil .and

situation are admirably adapted to thei'- requirements Borders
with Conifers arranged in an eli'ective manner along with the liner

trees and shrubs, as they are here, are full of interest at all seasons,

some being in flower at one time and others coming in or dying off

at another. Just now the autumnal tints of the deciduous kinds
heighten the etl'ect of the sombre evergreens, the contrast between
the two being at once striking and attractive. The nursery is de-

voted princijially to trees and shrubs, fruit trees. Hoses, &c., iu the
outdoor department, wiiile Clematises, Lap.agerias, Ferns, and a
general collection of stove and greenhouse plants occupy a place

under glass.

Clematises.—For some years past these beautiful plants have
been objects of special attention in this nursery, particularly with
regard to raising new varieties. The stock, therefore, is very exten-
sive, and occupies the major portion of the glass department. One
of the most noteworthy of the new varieties is a hybrid, obtained by
crossing the common sweet white C. Flammula and C. Viticella rubra.

This is quite a distinct break from the ordinary forms, as the flowers

are borne numerously in long slender wreaths, and suti'used with the

reddish-purple hue of the last named parent. The new varieties

sent out this year comprise Othello, which has flowers of medium
size of a deep velvety-purple. Being one of the Viticella type, it

is a free flowerer, and continues to bear till late in autumn. Lilaoina

floribuuda, also one of the Viticella type, is likewise one of this year's

new kind. The colour is a p.ale grey-lilac, conspicuously veined in

the petals ; is an abundant bloomer. Earl Beaoonslield, another new
kind, ,ve did not see in flower, but it is described as a splendid variety

of a ricli purple hue.

Lapagerias.—The house entirely devoted to these forms one ot

the most noteworthy features in this nursery, and the success with
which they are grown is no less remarkable. The orthodox plan of

growing the plants in partial shade is in almost every instance de-

parted from ; they appear, indeed, to flourish uniformly well in

any position. All the permanent specimens are planted out in well

drained deep borders of peaty soil, some being beneath the side stages

at the northern siile of a span-roofed house, others exposed to full

light, with tile exception of a thin shading material on tlie roof. The
white variety in its true character we saw here in very fine condition,

the .stems being large and of great length. On one of these shoots

we counted tvventy-seven flowers and buds in the space of about 2 ft,

in length. The smaller plants in pots, of which there is a large

stock, were erjually vigorous, and had made strong growths this sea-

son ; one liouse was filled witii a fine variety of L, rosea named rubra
superba, the flowers of which are larger and of a deeper hue than the

ordinary form, and the foliage is also broader. One of the other
varieties represents a beautiful new pink v.ariety, a cross between
the red and the white kinds. This form will, no doubt, become as

popular as the other varieties on account of its distinct and delicate

colour. In one of the Lapageria houses we noticed a remarkably
fine specimen of the beautiful New Zealand Clematis indivisa, so

seldom seen in gardens, though it is one of tlie most beautiful of the
family. In another house was a large number of the variegated

Coboja (C. scansdens variegata), the leaves of which are mottled
with pale green and golden-yellow, rendering it a very effective

greenhouse plant.
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Ferns —A comprehensive collection of these is grown, inchiiling

some extremely rare anil tlifticult kinds to grow. A circumstance
wortliy of remark is that the chief part of tlie collection is grown in

low frames and pits, an,! the i)lant3 being thus brouglit near the

glass the stock is unusually robust. Such kinds as Cheilanthes,

NothochL-ena, and others requiring a somewhat dry place are erown
on shelves near the roof, so that they might not become watered
overhead, which is a capital plan, and about the only effectual way
to treat tliis reputedly difficult class of Kerna. That pretty little

filmy fronded Fern, the Tunbridge Fern (Hymenophyllum tun-

bridgense), is, of course, largely grown to meet the great dem.and for

it. Some framefuls of it were in excellent condition—unlike the
black masses of it which we often meet with where its treatment is

imperfectly understood. These plants are grown entirely in frames
in a partially shaded position, and to all appearance some attention

is paid with regard to admitting air. and to watering overliead as

well as at the roots. The Killarney Fern (Trichomanes radicans) is

also grown extensively, and it seems to thrive even in apparently
out-of-the-way quarters under stages.

Thujopsis dolobrata robusta. — In this variety the

branclilets are varjcgaterl with green and creamy-white much in the

same manner as tliose of tlie ordinary variegated form. The dis-

tinguishing point connected with it is, "as its name implies, tliat it is

more robust than ordinary, the branchlets being about twice the
size of those of the common fjrm, and forming a conipact, conical

specimen, which wlien large and well ornamented with silvery

variegation is one of the handsomest of Conifers.

Ornamental Spruces.—One of the finest of tliese is Abies
Alco(pieana, a native of .Japan. It is a symmetrical, regularly-

branching krud of handsome pyramidal habit. The shining deep
green leaves, with silvery under-snrfacej arranged thickly on pale

brown branches, are cliaracters by which it may at a glance be dis-

tinguished from its congeners. Another fine Spruce is A. F.ngelmanni,

a rare species often confounded with one or two others, but possess-

ing well-marked characters different from the rest. Well-grown
specimens of this Conifer are remarkaldy handsome, and though it

does not thrive in all places it is well worth a trial, for wliere it

flourishes it soon makes good specimens. A. polita, anotlier Japa-
nese species, is one of the best of its kind, and one which cannot be
too highly praised as an ornamental tree, a remark which also

applies to A. numidica, which grows finely here. Forms of the
common Spruce (A. excelsa) are numerous, all more or less distinct

from each other. Two of the best here are named pnmila glauca
and Hemonti, the latter new and very distinct both in I'.abit of

growth and general aspect. The (iolden Larch (.-V. K.-cmpferi,

sometimes called Pseudo larix), is a kind too seldom met with,

notwithstanding its being one of tlie most distinct of all

Conifers.

Praxlnus zanthoxyloides.—This is a shrub possessing
more than ordinary interest on account of its peculiar habit of

growth. It is one of the species which have small pinnate leaves,

not more than "2 in. in length. The branches are long, rigid, and do
not branch laterally, as in the case of other kinds, and these grow
in all directions—some drooping, some erect, some sideways ; in

fact, at every angle, and all mixed—a confused and rather dense
mass, which is its peculiar characteristic. The specimens we saw of

these were chiefly grafted on tall stocks, so as to show the peculiar
style of growth more clearly.

Agnostus-leaved Oak (Quercns agnostifolius).—Amongst
about a score of species and varieties of ornamental Oaks, this and
two others most attracted our attention. Q. agnostifolius is one of

the most distinct and handsome green-leaved Oaks with which we
are acquainted. We have not met with it before, hence we consider
it to be rare in cultivation. It is a free-growing tree ; in this nur-
sery the largest, which is about 20 ft. high, forms a compact head,
similar to that of the Holm Oak. The leaves, which are thickly
arranged on slender branches, average in length about 3 in. ; they
are almost stalkless are very irregular in outline. In some
there is a deep lobe on each margin ; in other trees the leaves are
lance-shaped. Their bright green and polished surfaces and the
prominent white midribs are m.arked characters in this tree, and
render it highly ornamental. Another fine Oak is Q. Fordi varie-

gata, than which not even the best variegated forms of the British
Oak are so beautifully marked. It dilfers in no other character from
the type than in the leaves being half green and half creamy-white.
One would suppose that so much of the leaf being white would
impair its vigour, but such is not the case. What we saw of it

were apparently .as robust as other variegated plants. The fine

spreading habit of the type is so desirable, tliat we are pleased to find
that there is such a handsome variegated form of it.

Variegated Virginian Creeper.—The first variegated plant
of Veitch's Ampelopsis (A. Veitchi) we noticed here, and an elegant

variety it is. The leaves are conspicuously mottled with creamy and
creen colours, much in the same manner as the variegated Sycamore.
It will be a good plant for planting against a wall in company with
the green leaved form. Its variegation does not seem to impair its

vigour in the least.

Variegated Tulip Trees.—'if these we noticed some fine

specimens, and though we have frequently met with variegated
forms of the Tulip tree, yet we never remember having seen them
in such condition as tiiey are here. Usually they are furnished
with more green leaves than variegated ones, but on the trees here
green leaves are the exception. Two kinds are represented ; the
oldest and best known has a greenish-orange, broad, irreiiular blotch
confined to the middle of the leaves. This is called Liriodendron
Tulipifera medio-pictum. The other and newer kind is called

aureo-marginatum, and is a much more effective tree, on account of

the variegation being of a paler hue, and confined to the margins of

the leaves ; the tree, moreover, seems to possess a more robust con-

stitution, a circumstance probably due to the Larger amount of gi-een

matter which its foliage contains. Both varieties form highly
ornamental trees, excellent for planting as isolated specimens on
lawns, &c., or in any place where they would be in a prominent
position and fully exposed to the sun so that the variegation might
be fully developed. The effect produced by large trees of these
varieties in this nursery is very striking, heightened, as it is, by
moie sombre surroundings.

Variegated Bamboos.—We observed two or three kinds of

these here, viz., the now well-known Bambusa Fortune! variegata,

Ragamouski variegata, Simoni aurea, plicata variegata, and viridis

striata. It is to the latter we would more particularly allude, as it

is a new and very distinct form. The varieg.ation consists of longi-

tudinal lines of i,'reen and yellow, the latter the most conspicuous.

It grows about 2 ft. high, and it is a good kind for planting here and
there in masses in borders of hardy flowers in open places.

Hop-leaved Vine (Vitis heterophylla humulifolia).—The
varieg ited-le.aved form of V. heterophylla is not an uncommon phant,

but the Hopdeaved variety is but too seldom met with. As its name
implies, the foliage resembles that of the Hop in size and shape. It

is, however, very different from the Hop in colour, being of a deep,

shining green hue, a char.icter by which it may he recognised from

all other Vines. The most striking feature, however, belonging to

this variety is the clusters of bright sky-blue berries which it bears

plentifully in autumn, and these, contrasted with the fine green of the

foliage, produce a pretty effect. A large specimen of it against one of

the walls had a very attractive appearance. It had made vigorous

growth, the long stragglirg branches spreading confusedly in a pic-

turesque manner. Another ornamental Vine we noted was the

purple-leaved variety (V. purpurea), the leaves of which assume a

tlull. reddish-purple hue like that of a purple Beech. This also is a

capital plant for trailing over shrubs, clothing a dead tree stem, or for

similar purposes, but it should in any case be freely exposed. Of
this Hoji-leaved Vine we gave an illustration in The G.^rdev
(Vol. .X., p. 451).

The Striped Oak (Quercus striata).—This is a new .Japanese

kind, the leaves of which are some 4 in. long, attenuated, and
furnished with coarse bristly teeth. The variegation consists of

numerous yellowish stripes running parallel to each other and at

a sharp angle with the mid-rib, which is likewise of a pale hue. On
holdin" the leaves to the light, the pale stripes are transparent, and
the green matter appears to be piled up on either side of them.

Judging from appearances, we should consider this to be a rather

delicate tree, and not exactly suited to our English climate generally,

though in some of the more sheltered places it might succeed fairly

well, ami where it does it will form a strikingly handsome tree and
distinct from all other Oaks.

Golden Elaeagnus.—This new variety, with the foliage hand-

somely margined with a deep golden variegation, is a desirable

shrub, the niarkings being apparently very constant, and it makes a

goodcontrast to the silver-edged-leaved form (argentea). These shrubs

are .admirably adapted for planting here and there on the margins of

shrubberies, as their growth is dwarf and spreading, and even droop-

ing. Like most other variegated shrubs, these Eheagnuses require

an open and exposed place in order that their variegation may become
fully developed.

Red-veined Alder (Alnus rubro-nervia).—Xone of the other

Alders has such distinctly marked foli.age as this, with the excep-

tion of the handsome golden form of A. glutinosa, which we observed

in fine condition here. The red-veined variety has roundish leaves

of a deep green colour, and the veins, stalks, and branches are of a

conspicuous reddish-purple line. Such a distinct and handsome tree

as this would look well either in ornamental plantations or as single

specimens. W. G.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FORCING ASPARAGUS IN FRENCH MARK]':T
GARDENS.

The French forced Aspara»iK«, .so much .supi-riur to th;it ^.Mieralh-

proihicfd in tliis country, has so often formed a suliject of com-
ment in TiiK Uahdux, that many of its readers may like to know
s imi'tliing; of the metluid of culture pursued by those market
ifrowers in the neighbourhood of I'aris wlio make a speciality of

tills much-prized esculent. Many Fnuflish growers liave asserted

that tlie French owe their success mainly to more favouralde cli-

matal conditions, forgetting that forcing in Franci-, as in this

country, is, as it were, a struggle against Nature, and that the
French grower has equally with his Knglisli colleague to contend
with inclement and oftentimes almost sunless .springs. It is use-

less to disguise the fact that the marvellously lini" samples of

French .Vsparagus that one sees in Coveut Garden Market during
the spring montlis are the outcome of a superior system of culture,

and that if tlie Knglish grower would attain equally good results

lie must take a leaf out of the French grower's book. Thei'e can
be no reason why the -iery finest of Asparagus should not be
grown in this country, and if the English grciwer will bring that

intelligence and painstaking industry, f(jr which he is deservedly
famous, to bear iipou this subject, he will meet with success, and
will find his reward in the increa.sed value of liis proiluce. It is

well known by those concerned in market culture that French
Asparagus commands a much higher price than that of home
growth : so great, indeed, is the difference, that I have known the
foreign produce to realise .'JOs. per bundle at a time when tlie best

English samples were sold for 10s. per bundle. It is strange that
the English grower, with these facts constantly before his eyes,

should for so long a period have allowed the foreigner to enjoy
the monopoly of these high prices. It is to be hoped, however,
that this state of affairs will not last long, but that home-grown
Asparagus wdl rival—for it is almost impossil)le to excel—in

excellence and beauty the fine samples which come to us from
abroad. A large plant grower and successful exhiljitor once
remarlced that to make certain of f(n'ming a good specimen f)ne

should beo-in with the cutting or seedling. Now this is just what
the Frenc-h Asparagus grower does, and forms with him the key-
stone of success. The French grower recognises the fact that

super-e.xcellent Asparagus can only be obtained from highly
developed crowns, and that the requisite strength and vigour can
only be obtained by a course of painstaking culture—that from the
time the youngplantsappearabove ground until growth is completed
they must not experience the sliglitest check ; in fact, the whole
process of growing the plant is conducted with a loving care and
such strict attention to minute details, as growers in this country
have no conception of.

One has only to compare the difference in the system of cidture

pursued in this country with that which oljtains amongst
French market growers in order to account for the greater

.success obtained by the latter. In the first place, seed is only
saved from the best and strongest plants, and is sown in February
on a gentle hotbed, the seedlings being carefully transplanted
with a ball of earth when large enough to handle to other frames
provided with bottom heat, setting them out several inches apart
in free but rich soil, consisting generally of what the Parisian
gardener terms " terreau," that is to say, rotted hotljeil manure some
three years old which has been many times turned and become
sweet and mellow. In August the young plants are again re-

moved, this time to be placed in their permanent quarters. The
beds are generally formed on ground which has been occupied by
Melons and is thus prepared. The paths are dug out and
thrown upon the beds, then all is levelled, trenched two spits

deep, well mixing the manure wit'i the soil. The beds are struck
out some 43 ft. in width, leaving a path between them 1 A ft. to 2
ft. wide. The Asparagus is planted in four rows, so that about
sixteen to twenty plants come to a frame. The f(dlowing sea.son

the beds are well midched with strong manure, and a crop of .Salad

or young Carrots is taken from them. Between each bed, too, a

row of Cabbage is generally planted, or this sp.ace mav be occupied

from October to .lanuarv by Lettuce plants. The second year the
ground is entirely given up to the Asparagais. The following
winter, that is to say, two years after planting, the plants are

forced. About the beginning of November, after having placed

the framr.s, the patlis are taken out some 1 A ft. to 2 ft. in depth,
ami are hlled witii rank manure ; the lights are then put on, and
.ire covered in frosty weather with thick straw mats. The lin-
ings are renewed some three or four times according to the weathei

.

so that in about twenty-live days from covering up the fir.st gathei-
ing will l)e ready. The stalks are never cut with the knife ; the
linger is thrust into the soil, and t!ie shoot is broken off close to
the collar of the plant. Ivich frame lasts about fix weeks in heal-
ing

; at the expiration of wliieh time the frames are removed to
be employed for other purposes, generally for the first crop cf
Melons, tile paths being re-tilled with the mould which had in tlic

hrst place been thrown out of them. The beds are then sown with
Radishes, wliicli, cciming in early, are found to pay well.

There is one point in cnnni'i'tioii with Asparagus forcino- which
appears somewhat strange. The Parisian market gardeners avir
that the same beils should be forced every year, as if allowed a
season's rest the produce deteriorates in quality. Each bed is there-
fore forced annually, and lasts about seven years, although the pn -

duce diminishes in quantity each year, the stools next the paths bi -

ing the ilrst to weav out. The price varies according to the season,
the supply, and the excellence of the article itself, the hrst fjafhii-
ings realising in a general way from 40 francs to oO frai:cs,

grailually dropping to 10 francs or 12 francs. At :20 francs a ready
sale is experienced, and it is when it reaches that figure that .si)

much is e.xported to this countrv.
The above is a faithful account of the method followed bv the

Parisian market growers, their success testifying to the exce'-
lence of the system. It will be seen that the young plants experi-
ence the first year a long .sea.son of the most careful culture, the
transplanting inducing the formation of a large amount
of fibre, .so that by the time they are placed where they are
to remain, they are furuLshed with a largo amount of root.

"
'i'he

fact of their being planted out in August enables them to lay well
hold of the soil and get thoroughly established before winter
arrives, so that they do not experience any material check, but are
ready to start into strong growth the ftdlowing spring. These
plants at one year from sowing are really better than the gene-
rality of two-year-ol<l stools employed for forcing in this country.
It is therefore easy to uixlerstand that at the expiration of tlie

second season's growth they must contain a vast amount of vigour,
which can only result in the production of large, highly developed
shoots. Although the Frencli growers have up to the present tin'e

relied entirely upon manure heat to forward tlieir crops, it would
appear that an impression prevails among.st some of them that
greater advantages would be olitained by means of hot water.
The fact is that the Parisian market grower is beginning seiiouslv
to feel the effects of those large importations of vegetable produce
which now come to hand at an early date from the south of France
and Northern Africa. Hence the anxiety to substitute for manu; e

heat, if not a more efficient, at least a more expeditious method of
pushing vegetables along early in tlie year. M. Cure, a noted
Parisian grower, has lately been making experiments with hot
water, the results of which are publislicd in a recent number of the
French National Society's ./o»)v;o/. j\I. Cure has applied hot water
to the forwarding of such things as Carrots and Turnips with good
results, he having found that the temperature could by its means
be better regidated, with the consequent advantage of bringing
these esculents in to market at an earlier date. It is, however,
with the Asparagus that we have to do ; I will therefoie confine
myself to giving the details of the method pursued by M. Cni^
as given in the journal referred to. In the fir.st place the details

of planting in this case are the same as those generally followed,
but the plants are set in two rows, leaving space enough for the
passage of the hot-water pipes, a path some 12 in. wide only
dividing the frames. A\'hen the time comes for covering tlie

plants the pipes are placed between the two rows of stools,

rhey are placed close to the .soil, the whole bed. including the pipe.
s,

being covered with "terreau." In three beds the experiment was'
made of separating the pipes from the soil, but it was found that
progress was more satisfactoi-y when the heating medium came in

direct contact with the earth. Forcing commenced Pecember I",

and the first gatherings were ready by the 28th, that is to say, in

fifteen days from putting on the lights, which it will be seen is an
advance of ten days on the old method. After the crop is

gathered the boiler and pipes are i-emoved, to be employedfor other
pui-poses.

The result of the experiment is considered to be highly satisfac-
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tory by M. Cure, as he considers the cost of forcing to be some-

what less, and there is the great advantage of being enabled to

regulate the heat, drive out damp, which often prevails to excess

where manure is used, and ensures to the grower an entire absence

from rust—his greatest enemy. Another advantage which M. Cure

hopes to reap from the employment of hot -water is that the stools

will last longer, for it will be remembered that by the usual

system the roots of the .stools near the paths are cut in taking out

tiie trenches for the reception of the linings. Nothing of this

kind is required in the case of hot water, the path being left in-

tact, .so that not a single fibre is injured or displaced. The heat-

ing apparatus employed for this purpose must of course be port-

able. There is, however, no mention made in the article of how
M. Cur6 fixes his apparatus, which is, 1 suppose, of copper, tlie

pipes being soldered together. In this country there would be

but little difficidty in employing hot-vyater pipes in this manner,

as by using rings and a boiler requiring no brickwork, 500 ft. or

(jOO ft. of piping may be set up or taken down by ordinary work-

men in a few hours. J- Cornhill.

Biifleet.

AUTUMN-PLAXTED POTATOES.

Potato growers who have had no experience of autumn planting

will do well not to be in a hurry to adopt the plan. A near neigh-

bour of mine planted last November—he said deep, and certainly

in soil that was comparatively dry—some 5Iagnu?n Bonums. When
in the spring I enquired after the progress of his Potatoes, he gravely

shook hi.s head and said the frost had killed the lot. I can say for

myself that for the past t%vo years I have not had half-a-dozen self-

planted tubers to grow over several acres of ground, and yet it is

obvious that some tubers must be left in the soil, let ever so much
care be taken to gather them all up. It is not those near the sur-

face that escape notice, but these that are deeply buried. I have

no doubt that the " Country Parson " alluded to by Mr. J. Howard

in the Times was the late Rev. Mr. Radolytfe, of BlandforJ,

Dorset, who was ratlier an enthusiast as regards aatumn-pUanting,

but I never could gather from liim, by private correspondence or in

any other way, that his crops were better than other people's, com-

paring produce by the rod or acre. If the plan is carried out at all

it should be only in light, porous, well-drained soils, and the dejith

should be not less than 9 in. to secure anything like security from

frost for the tubers.

It must not be overlooked that this plan is by no means new, but

has been advocated and tried here and there for years, but always

with the sa\ne result, viz., that nothing was gained. If there had

been some tangible benefit resulting, it is certain the system would

loncsincehave metwith almostuniversal adoption. The chief argument

in its favour is that the seed gets considerably injured and deterio-

rated wheu lying in pits or coulined heaps ; but if seed Potatoes be

worth anythiugliurely tliey are worth caring for, and it would not

be difficult nor expensive for large growers to erect a moderate

extent of low, dry, concrete shedding, in which on dry floors the

tubers might be stored, get plenty of air, and be overhauled and

turned from time to time during" the winter. The thinner the

tubers are laid the less overhauhng would be necessary, and the

seed would come out in March as dry as from the most airy of

stores.

To suggest that to small growers the storing of seed Potatoes for

the winter is a matter of dithculty would be absurd, as several

bushels of seed can be kept well and sound in one or two good

boxes, which when full might be placed one on the other, occu-

pying but a trifling amount of space. Those who will try will

easily find there is no difficulty in the matter, and tliat it is far

better to keep their seed tubers safe and sound in tlie dry rather

than to entrust them to tlje tender mercies of frost, wet, slugs, and

grubs in the soil.

All soils worked and planted in the autumn display a great ten-

dency to run together in the winter, owdng to the constant beating of

the raius, and in the March winds to bake and become excessively

hard. This result is inevitable in clay soils, and when in such con-

dition they could not possibly be beneficial to the Potato. On the

other hand, as to land thrown up roughly for the winter its irregular

and furrowed surface becomes sweet and friable, and is under the

influence of the March winds in excellent condition to receive tlie

seed tubers. Nature, wliich is our best guide in the matter, does not

start the tuber in the soil into regular growth before April ; there-

fore if we plant in March we plant in good time to satisfy Nature's

requirements. If the tuVier simply lies in the soil for five months

dormant, doing nothing except the winter bo very mild, how is it

possible that any special benefit can be the result compared with

other tubers that lie secure in the store, and that are planted in the

soil in March? But a mild winter may be productive of more
mischief tlian a hard one, for should the seed tubers escape injury
from severe frost, and from the slugs that have gone deep into the
soil out of its reach, they may produce a fair crop, but a mihl winter
forces an early growtli which often gets cut down again by the late

white frosts that inevitably succeed a mild winter. StiU farther,

during a mild winter ground vermin—wiieworms, grubs, and slugs

—

are full of life, and would find most acceptable food in tlie seed
tubers.

For one good crop raised from autumn-planted seed a thousand can
be sliown to have been raised from spring-planted seed ; therefore such
facts have no ai'gumentative value. Not one cultivator in ten
thousand plants Potatoes in the autumn, and not, I am sure, a single

grower who is an exhibitor, and these as a rule raise the finest crops
of all kinds grown in the kingdom. A. D.

In order to secure good and profitable crops I prefer earlj'

spring to autumn planting, and by adopting the following method
(which is not new), I am seldom or ever troubled with disease. In
the first place I plant none but the best, and at the same time most
productive first ar.il second eai ly sorts ; these in the latter jiart of

February and beginning of March are placed thickly on the floor of
a Vinery or Peacli house, just started (where there is still plenty of

light), and barely covered with soil. When required and ready for

planting, say in about a month, they are carefully lifted with plenty
of roots and planted iu drills in the outside borders, the earlier ones
occupying, of course, the most sheltered quarters. These are ready
for use by the last week in May, the other varieties following in suc-

cession, so that the whole crop is lifted and stored away by the end
of July before the disease makes its appearance. 1 find also that I

get a much earlier and far better crop from tubers thus started tlian

in any otlier way. As Mr. Archer states (p. 369), autumn planting

is not a new idea. I remember it being tried as an experiment more
than thirty years ago (soon after the disease first made its appearance),

and frequently since, but never witli satisfactory results. The very
fact of planting a Potato 9 in. deep to secure it from frost militates

against success ; for depend upon it tlie closer tlie parent tuber is to

the surface the better the crop and tlie sooner it comes to maturity,
whicli is of the greatest importance in order to secure the produce
free from disease. Further, I fail to see how or in what way the
haulm of autumn-planted seed becomes more impervious to disease

than that of the same variety planted in spring. My advice is,

select early and productive sorts, plant early, and so be able to lift

and store away before disease sets in. T. Coweurn.
Sunbury Pari;.

THE L.-VTE POTATO SHOW.
Of the many tiiousands who visited the International Potato
Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, few will refuse to admit that
a liner collection of tubers was never seen, and the apparent endless

array of plates bearing beautiful specimens of countless varieties was
a sight not soon to be forgotten. The judges had truly a colossal

task to perform, and it is to be regretted that the limited amount
of time allotted them for the discharge of their duties did not admit
of full justice being done to the many faultless collections which
each class contained. Tlie result of this somewliat hasty judging
was a general murmur of dissatisfaction amongst a large proportion
of the exhibitors, and it was the opinion of several noted growers,
who I maintain were quite as competent to distinguish between good
and indifferent samples of Potatoes (in spite of Mr. Shirley Hibberd's
insinuation to the contrary) as tliose who fulfilled that unenviable
office, that had more time been taken whereby a thorough examina-
tion could have been made, there would have been fewer instances of

misguided judgment.
Commencing at Class A, we found amongst the competitors Mr.

W. Kerr, who exhibited a very fine collection, and one which should
certainly have taken a prize, but he was disqualified on the ground
that his collection contained a duplicate dish of a certain variety.

Knowing full well that such was not the case, Mr. Kerr very pro-

perly entered a protest against the decision of the judges, and
unhesitatingly ollered to hand over the two disputed dishes to any
competent authority with a request that he should cultivate them
another season, and tiien determine whether or not they were dis-

tinct. Mr. Shirley Hibberd, to whom this reasonable offer was
made, very ungraciously retorted, " That it was a matter which he
had decided, and there was an end of it." Now, I consider that

this sort of treatment of an exhibitor, who simply desires fair play,

is an injustice, and is calculated to force a man to declare that he
will never again compete at a future exhibition.

Passing by Classes B and C, iu which, perhaps, there were fewer
causes for complaint than in any of the others, we come to class D,
and here it was palpable to any one capable of forming an opinion

that the work of the judges, to say the least of it, had been harried.
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My attention was especially directed to a collection two places

from the one that was awarded the second prize. In oo'.nparing

severally the six ilishes of each cdUeotion, th:it to wliicli no prize was
awarded wa'? unmistakably superior to the other in point of size,

cle.inline«s, ripeness, and symmetry, an opinion tliat was fully

borne out by no less tlian eight other competitors, whom I have
cause to resi)ect for their candour. lu the classes for "single

dishes," espeoially for Suttons' Magnum 15i)imm, coloured Round,
and coloured Kidney, one could not shut one's ears to the frequent

expressions of dissatisfaction to be heard during one's tour of

inspection.

1 would venture to suggest that the " points " which should guide

a judge in determining his awai'd be m.icU> known to intending

exhibitors, as a two-fold advantage would result thereby— all

worthless, coarse, and inferior varieties would be excluded, and com-
petitors would not be disappointed. But I suppose it would be
hardly possible to act upon this advice, for judges at Potato shows,
like other judges, are often much divided in opinion on matters
requiring the exercise of their best judgment. As an instance of

this I noticed that the two varieties of Potatoes (Triumph and
Ti-ophy) tliat carried otf the prizes for coloured Hound and coloured
Kidney List year were altogether left out in the cold at tlie recent

show, the sue^'essful prize takers on this occasion being Kivrly

Emperor and Fenn's Bountiful, a convincing proof that the disease-

resisting qualities of a Potato are not taken into consideration at all,

which in my opinion is a great mistake. The two varieties above
named are handsome, but that is all one can say in their favour.

The former is not worth cultivating, and the sooner it is exterminated
the better. E. W. W.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
October 12.

The chief exhibits at this meeting were fruits and vegetables, a few
flowers only heina shown, and these were prineipiUy in a cut state.

First-class Certificates were awarded to

Messrs. Veitch ft Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Lilium longiflonim verum, the handsome Japanese Lily to
which we drew attention last week (p. 366). Plants of it were shown
in pots, and owing to its being so late in flower it is well worthy of

the distinction accorded it.

Angraecuin Kotschyi.—.\ singular .and highly interesting

Orchid, from Zanzibar. The foliage is similar to that of A. pellu-

cidum, being of a deep transparent green tint. The flower-spikes a
about I ft. long and bear ten or a dozen flowers arranged alternately.

The latter are Hin. in diameter, pure white, of wax-like texture,

and each bears a singularly twisting tail-like spur some S in. in

length and of pale chocolate hue, which constitutes its chief pecu-
liarity.

Cattleya Mastersoniee.—A beautiful hybrid Orchid, ob-
tained liy crossing C labi.ata with C. Loddigesii, the progeny of

wliich partakes of the characters of the parents in a marked degree.
The flowers are a little more than 4 in. in diameter, with broad, wide-
spreading sepals of a delicate rosy-lilac : the lip is circular, crisped at
the margin, of a deep amethyst hue, blotched with rich yellow and
creamy-white.

The General Horticultural Companj' for

—

Cyperus laxus variegatus.—The foliage of this variety is

marked with a pale green and white variegation, which renders the
plant very eti'eotive, especially for indoor decoration.

Messrs. Rawlings Bros., Romford, for

—

Dahlia William Rawlings.—A flower of large size and fine
form, and possessing a deep rich crimson-maroon tint, overlaid with
a velvetj' gloss.

The chief of the other exhibits in the way of plants comprised a
choice group from Messrs. Veitch & .Sons, amongst which were
three large pans of the beautiful Pleione iagenaria, or Indian Crocus.
These, being very densely flowered, were highly attractive, and a
cultural commendation was appropriately accorded them. Other
Orchids shown were Cypripedium .Spicerianum, a new species with
pure white upper sepal, which renders it very distinct ; C. vexil-
larium, a handsome hybrid between C. Fairieanum and C. barbatum

:

Oncidium varicosum, one of the finest nl the yellow-flowered species ;

Odontoglossum Andersonianum ; and Pa chystoma Thompsonianum,
quite a gem in its way with its pure w'nite flowers and amethyst lips.

The same firm also showed Stevia gbitinosa, a Xew Granada plant,
similar to Eupatorium ageratoides. It will, no doubt, prove a desi-
rable plant for furnishing white flowers in autumn and winter.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, sent a hnge Croton named Stewarti,
an extremely handsome variety, with large and highly coloured

variegated leaves ; Nepenthes Hibberdi, a new Pitcher-plant, with
raeiliuin-sized jntchers, heavily blotched with a dull red tint ; Xepho-
lepis plumosa, an elegant stove Feru with long liiiely-dividcd fronds
of elegant habit ; (iymnogramma Alstoni, a Gold Kern, having the
singular appearance as if it were withering, a not very desu-able
(juality, though it makes the plant very distinct from any other

;

Cypripedium ilaynaldianum, a species in the way of C. Lowi ; and
.Saccolabium denticulatum, a small-growing species of Orchid, bear-
ing a dense tuft of white and yellow flowers at the base of the
growth. It is a very interesting plant, and was awarded a Botanical
certificate.

The General Horticultural Company (.lolin Wills), Limited, exhi-
bited, besides the varieg.ated Cyperus, tlie new Aralia Clialirieri, a
very elegant plant, quite distinct from any other plant we Ui:ow of.
Tlie leaves at the lower part of the erect-growing stem, are long,
narrow, and umlivided ; at the upper half, however, they arc about
1 ft. long, and are pinnate, dividedintoabout si.x pairoi loallets, :Jin.
ill width, much in the same manner as some of the TJinnatc-leaved
Palms. The colour of the leaves is a deep olive green, with a deep
red and [irominent midrib. Tlie habit of growth is extremely grace-
ful, and had a larger specimen been shown, a certificate would with-
out doubt been accorded it. The same exhibitor also showed jilaiita

of a new Draciena named Countess of Lathom, reniarkalj'.e for the
bright colour of the foliage produced while in a small .state. It will
be a useful decorative plant on tliis account.

Mr. C.vunell, Swanley, showed cut blooms of tuberous Begonias,
remarkably good for the season, zonal Pelargoniums and \'iolets (a
happj' ini.^ture), very fine Abutilons cut from plants growing in
the open air, and leaves of Chilian Beet, tlie stahia of M-hich were
very brilliantly coloured with various hues from white to the
deepest crimson.

A collection of Coleus was shown by Messrs. Carter .ind Co.,
High Holborn, among which those named Burning Bush. Fair Maid
of Kent, Excelsior, Commander in Chief, and Ro.sy Morn, were
the most distinct. A similar contribution was sent by Mr. Eck-
ford, gardener to Dr. Sanky, Sandywell Park, Clieltenliam, whose
collection contained well-grown examples of some fin!:ly-coloured
sorts. Tliose named Geneva, Montagnis, Chamounix, and' Xyon v/c
thought the best.

From the Society's garden at Chiswick, came a large collection of
Bouquet or Pompone Dahlias, also of single-flowered varieties, all

of which added greatly to the attractiveness of the meeting.

Fruit.—First-class certificates were awarded to Messrs. T.
Rivers and Son, Sawbridgeworth, for

Plum Grand Duke.—A large dark Plum having the appear-
ance of tl:e vaiiety Diamond. It is said to be of excellent flavour,

and late in ripening ; hence it will no doubt prove a valuable sort.

Grape Gros Maroc.—A black variety with handsome large
berries of oval shape and a Cue colour, and likewise fine flavour and
very juicy.

To Jlr. Ross, Welford Park, for a Melon, a seedling raised
between Colston Basset and Read's .Scarlet Flesh. It is a medium-
sized fruit with a slightly-netted skin of a pale yellow hue. The
flesh is a reddish-orange tint, of a ricli flavour, and very juicy.

A Pear shown by Mr. Barron from the .Society's garden, at Chis-

wick, named 'Vineuse, likewise received a fir.st-class certificate on
account of its rioii aud delicious flavour and high perfume. It

is a medium-sized fruit with a pale gi'cen skin.

Other exhiljits of fruits comprised a collection of a dozen varieties

of Grapes, two bunches of each, from Mr. Goodacre, gardener to Earl

of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby. Two or three examples were
meritorious, but others, such as Golden Queen, were much below
mediocrity. A silver Banksian medal was deservedly awarded to

Mr. D. Wilson, gardener to Earl Fortescue, for a collection of eight

Pine-apples—five fruits of .Smooth Cayenne and three of Charlotte

Rothschild. The heaviest of the former weighed 8 lb. 2 oz., thelatter

6J lb. A collection of Apples, consisting of nearlya hundred distinct

varieties, was exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, comprising some unusually

fine examples, and the whole collection was remarkable for the

accuracy of the nomenclature. A similar, but smaller collection,

came from Messrs. Lane, Berkhampstead. Both exhibitors were
accorded a vote of thanks. Mr. Gilbert, Burghley, sent a bunch
each of Abercairney Seedling and Black Alicante Gr.apes for com-
parison. The former is apparently quite distinct from Black Alicante

or any other variety. The committee expressed a wish to see the

seedling at a subsequent meeting, ilessrs. Osborn & Son, Fulbam,
sent samples of their new Fig Osborn's Prolific. It is very distinct

in form, the body of the fruit being flattened, the stalk long and
slender. The fruits had been grown in a cool house, and were of

excellent flavour. Mr. Woodbridge, .Syon House, sent fruits of

Musa Rajah, a new kind from Borneo, but the committee considered

the flavour inferior to other sorts.
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Mr. VVildsniith, gardener to Viscount Eversley, Heckfield, showed,

six remarkably tiue fruits of Pitmastou Duchess Pear, which wi;i<;hed

together 7i lb. A cultural commendation was .awarded. These
fruits had been grown on a tree against a west wall. Mr. Barron
showed from Chiswick the following Pears : Souvenir du Congres,

in excellent sort ; .Souvenir de la Keine, of good flavour ; and Poire

de Berr.ays. Mr. Dean, Ealing, sent branches of .Swan Egg and
Seigneur Espuren to show their extreme productiveness.

Three Melons were sent by Mr. C'armichael, Nowton Court, named
respectively Victory of Bristol, .Sth-ling Castle, and Victorious Hero,

the latter a red-fleshed sort of good flavour. Mr. Ross, Welford
Park, sent, beside the Melon eertificateil, a seedliug a cross between
E,astnor Castle and Sutton's Hortieult.iral Prize. A fair-sized speci-

men, grown under a liand-light, of the Cantaloupe Melon was sent

l)y Messrs. Kivers, .Sawbridgeworth.

Vegetables.— Mr. (Jilbert, Bnrghley, showed specimens of his

Cabbage Broccoli, which is a highly desirable sort, the heads being

large, well blanched, and firm ; it receiveil a certilicate last year.

Specimens of the same were sent by Mr. Muir, Taibach. A variety

of the Cabbage Broccoli was exhibited by Mr. Iggnhlen, Orsett Hall,

Komford, which was not so large as the others, neither was it so firm

iu the head nor so much blanched. Both samples in a cooked state

were agreeable to tlie taste and of delicate flavour. A dish of Trophy
Tomato was sent by Mr. Hinds, Canford Manor, which he considers

"improved." Tliey were tine examples of good culture. .Specimens

of Carter's Golden Drop Turnip, a useful sort, of medium size, were
shown by Mr. Clarke, Melcon Const.able.

On this occasion the prizes offered by Mr. Freeman, seedsman,

Norwich, for a collection of vegetables were to have been competed
for, but there was only one collection shown. Considering the value

of the prizes— t'io for the first, and £'y for the second—the circum-

stance of there being no competition was remarkable ; but prob.ablj',

had the money been more judiciously allotted, such would not have
been the case. The collection shown was exhibited by Mr. Clarke,

gardener to Lord Hastings, Melton Constable, Korwich, and was a

very good one, comprising forty-six varieties. The most remarkable
uf these were the Potatoes, Champion Cauliflower, Trophy and ( I reen-

gage Tomatoes, Onions, I^eeks, and Beet. Mr. Clarke attributes the

line growth of his vegetables to the use of Clay's Fertiliser.

Lecture.—The Rev. J.Henslowconmienced by inviting attention

to a very effective plant of Pleione lagenaria, from the Aliiine regions

of N. India ; the comp.act habit of growth with a profusion of flowers

rendered it, when supported by green Moss, a very striking object.

Anotlier Orchid, Angra;cum Kotschyi, from Zanzibar, was peculiar for

the more or less spirally twisted spur, suggesting the possibility of

its acting .as a tendril. If so, it would illustrate a new departure
for such an organ. Tendrils bring generally leaves (Pea), somctiTnes

flowering branches (Vines), or else stipules (.Smilax). Allusion was
made to its ally A. sesquipedale, which, though its name implied a

foot and a half, had not re.ally a spur of such length, though gener-

ally ujnvards of a foot. A third species is A. fragrans, the foliage of

which is used in Bourbon as Faham Tea. Dahlias constituting the

cliief part of the exhibition, the lecturer gave a brief account of the

history of their introduction. The first were received by the

Marchioness of Bute from Madrid in 1789. The plants died, and a

second importation was made by Lady Holland in 1804. This failed

also ; and in 1814 tliey were re-introduced fi-om France, where they
had been cultivated under the idea that the tubers might be useful

for food, but they proved unacceptable both by man and beast.

I'here are only three or four species in general cultivation, D.

variabilis furnishing the majority, if not .all, of the doulile garden
forms, both large and small. This was first figured in lbl7, when
there were only five varieties. D. coccinea, D. glabrata, were both
exhibited, but as single flowering pLants. It would seem th.at taste

is now-a-d.ays rather in favour of the single forms, the fine flowers of

the former of these two species being very handsome. The lecturer

mentioned that a party of tourists at the Tcte Noire a few weeks
back were admiring a fine plant, quite unaware of its being a Dalilia

at all. The giant species, D. imperialis (20 ft.), and D. excelsa (."50

ft. ), though cultivated in some gardens, were not represented. The
lecturer, finally, explained the j^rocess of doubling, and drew the
ilistinction between .an ordinary double flower, as a Rose, proiluced

simply by the conversion of carpels into petals, and a double Dahlia,

in which the tubular florets of the eye are converted into strap-

shaped florets like the ray.

A Feller in Kensington Gardens.—In discharging the
two offices of First Lord of the Treasury and L'hancellor of the
Exchequer as well, Mr. (Tiadstone obviously resembles a performer
at a circus riding a pair of horses. That is .as much work as can be
expected of any statesman. It would hardly be possible even for

our premier to ride, as it were, three horses at once. Otherwise,

it were to be wished that Mr. Gladstone had also undertaken the
Chief Commissionership of Works. Then he would not have sanc-
tioned or suffered any subordinate indiscriminatelytofellaboutathou-
sandmagnificent trees that were lately growing near the Round Pond in

Kensington (Jardens, teste " T. C. F." in the 7'imes. The compara-
tively few trees out of all that number that required to be removed,
because they were decayed or damaged, he could have de.alt with
himself in person sufficiently well cluring intervals of recreation,
by the occasional exercise of his abilities in the capacity of an
amateur woodman. As such he would have cut down only those trees
which, hy their rottenness, were typical of political and social

abuses. That woodman would, of course, have sp.ared all those
other trees— the sound and healthier timber corresponding in con-
dition to our truly valuable and vener.able institutions, which
Willi.am, as sincerely as anybody, desires to keep standing.

—

Punch.

ANSWERS TO OORRESPOITDENTS.

Bougainvillea speciosa.— " K. K. " is perhaps nnawjire that, unlike B.
glahra, this lilouins on ttif wimd ni the previous year s growth, wliereas the latter
lilonnis nit wood priMiiiceil the rurrent year. IE his plant is planted out. I would
advise him to keep it as dry as possible at the roots during winter; thin tlie

shoots moderately, and train the remainder as closely as possible to the glass
without tonchlng it. If he will do this he will prolia'dy be rewarded with a line

display of hhiom next spring and early sumniur. The blossoms are pruihieed
from the a.vils of the leaves, and must have full exposure to light and sun.
Should any strong sappy shoots be produced from the main stem cut them otf at
once.—W. K.

Planting Currants and Gooseberries.—//. J5.—Trench the ground
2 ft. deep, or deeper if the soil will bear it, working in plenty of manure ;

plant
as soon as the leaves fall. Old Currant trees will not readily assume the
espalier form—I>etter start with young trees. The following are good sorts of

r."oosel)erries : Red Warrington, Companion. London, Crown Jlob, Champagne
Ked and Yellow, Criterion, Golden Sovereign, Victory, Rough Green, White
Eagle, Whitesmith. -K. H.

Wintering Myrtles.— I have some very large Myrtles in pots which are

set onI"f-d"cv3 in simmier and in a diaughty out-house in winter. Can any one
teU me the best metlnid of keeping the frost from them '? One of my best died

last winter.— E. li. B. [If the pots were completely Imried :i in. or 4 in. in a
bed of ashes close to a wall, and the plants were covered over with a few mats or

canvas during severe weather, they would be safer than in a dark, draughty ont-

liouse.— S.]

Planting Bulbs.—r. C— Bulbs of Hyacinths and Tulips should be potted so

that their crowns are just visible almve the soil. After potting give them a
good watering, and let them renniin in the open air for a few hours to drain.

TJien bury tliem in ashes or Cocna-nut fibre, 4 in. or o in. deep, until the pots get

full of roots; then introduce their, to agreenliouse or frame. Fnt one Hvacinth
in a Ti-in. pot, or three in an Sin. one ; three Tulips in a 5-in., and five iu a G-in.

pot will be enough.—J. C]

Veitch's Virginian Creeper.-C—Is Ampelopsis Veitcht perfectly

hardy? Will it Iln'irish and spread in any situation out of-doors, or must it

have a warm aspect .' — M [It is p^nectly hardy, and if planted against a wall

in deep, rich, sandy soil it will grow very rapidly.— S.]

Cucumber Disease.—-^. -Stamp it out by destroying the plants and remov-
ing everything in connection with them. Have the houses or pits well cleansed,

painted, and "whitewashed, and start again with fresh soil and seeds from a
healtliy stock.— E. H.

British Sundews.-In ansver to your correspondent (p. 331), allow me t>

sav that I have Droseva intermcUa and the long-leaved form here, both found iu

this locality.—T. Smith, Neivri/.

Names of Plants— r. H'.—Aster Ixvis. ir. J?.—1. stachvs sylvatica; 2,

Pulicaria dysenterica. Anon— 2, Hyssop (Hyssopus othcimtlis) ; 1, a pale

fiowL-^red variety of the other. —-,l.— 1. I'arnassia palustris; 2. Lobelia lutea —
C. S. /;.—We cannot name the plant from such scanty matenal ; send wlif-n in

llower T.Ji.—l, Aster Amelliis; 2, A. la;vis ; 3, A. JJov.-e AngliiC ; 4, A. patens;

5, A. ericoides ; (i, A. longifolius.

Names of Fruits, -ir H'.—l, Crown Beurr6; 2, Beurr^ Bosc. D.—^,
Co-k's Orange Pippin ; 2, Cellini ; 3, CocKlo Pippin ; 4, Worcester Pearmain ;

[), Tower of Ghimis.

Carters* Miniature Drumhead Cabbage.—This is the

best late autumn and winter (.'abba.ye I know of. It has nil the

appearance of a true Drumhead, and it also possesses the hardy
character of that variety, but it differs from it widely in flavour,

which is excellent. It is also a pretty Cabbage to look at. It only

grows about 8 in. or 10 in. in height, and the little lieads are about

the same across. Plants of it may be grown 1 ft. apart each way ;

they do not take up much space in any direction, as they produce

but few side leaves, the whole being one solid mass of head. This

Cabbage is far more useful than any of the small Savoys for all pur-

poses after this time of the year.

—

Cambrian.

The Waiter's Reflections.—I sumtimes takes my walks

abroad in Common Garden Market, which were it as it orfc to be,

wot a parrydics it mite bo, but as it is its a horful disgrace^ to

the Muddroppiliss—and when I stands a gazin at the butiful

Grapes at '2.')s. a pound and the very early Strorbrees at 2s. 6d. a

nounce, and the lovely Old English Pie Nappels at two Ginnizs a
peice, I smaks my lips and I says to myself, says I, I knows who'll

have a good share of them this blessed evnin. Evcrythink comeg to

him as ca.i\ wait /—Signed, RonEKT.—Fit/ic/u
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" This is an art
Which does raentl Niiture : chauge it ratlier : but
TUK Art itself is Natcbe."—iAafespeare.

PROPAGATING CONIFEPv.E.
Many of the Couifer.'B arc not.ibly difilcult to propagate, and
having been very successful in that i-espoct, 1 am induced to give

an account of my mode of proceeding. Let us treat, in the first

place, of those plants that are generally propagated from cuttings;

then of those for which grafting is commonly employed ; but while
either mode can in most cases be used, yet for some kinds one is

to be preferred to the other.

Cuttings.—I will now allude to cuttings, noting the kinds for

which this method is mostly employed. Most of the smaller

Conifer* may be raised successfully from cuttings; in fact, some
strike very readil v, among which may be included the Retinosporas,

Chama?cyparis, Thujas, and Crypt 'imerias ; some of the others are

more dilficult, yet with ordinary care a successful result may be

obtained in the case of any of them. In the Biotas I have observed

one peculiarity in a variety. Biota orientalis semper aurescens, sent

out some years ago by M. Lemoine, of Xancy, and much resembling

the Golden Arbor-vit« (Biota orientalis aurea), but distinguished

from it by retaining the golden colour all the year round and not

confined to the spring season, as in that variety. Another thing

in which they greatly differ is this : B. orientalis aurea strikes

readily from cuttings ; while semper aurescens is one of the most
difficult to manage in that way. The Cupressus, Juniperus, and
Taxus all succeed well put in as cuttings; the easiest of the

Cupressus to manage in this way is C. Lawsoniana, but of course

only the varieties are propagated by cuttings, as seed of the spe-

cies is easily obtained. In striking the Araucarias, shoots taken
from the side branches root with difficidt}-, and when struck never
form symmetrical plants, whereas, if the old plant is headed down
and the leading shoot put into it, it strikes readily, and
from the cut portion three or four shoots are thrown up, which in

their turn speedily form plants. The cuttings are best taken just

as the growth is finished, which will in most cases be about the

end of August or beginning of September. Then proceed in this

wav : First get a nimiber of clean 6-in. or 8-in. pots thoroughly
well drained and firmly filled wnth a compost consisting of equal

parts loam, peat, and sand, with ^ in. of sand on the top. Having
done this, commence to make the cuttings, taking care to use a
sharp knife for the purpose, and to clean it frequently, as the resin

which exudes from the plant soon blunts it, and if the knife is

not sharp the cutting gets bruised and is then very liable to decay.

I have always found from 4 in. to 6 in. the best length for cut-

tings, of which from 1 in. to 2 in. are inserted in the soil, the
branchlets being, of course, removed to that depth.

Inserting the Cuttings.—In putting in the cuttings care

must be taken that they are quite firm, and they are less liable to

damp if put in rows, thus allowing the air to circulate amongst
them. If allowed to press together they often decay, A cold

frame is the most suitable place for the cuttings until the}' have
callased, when they will be greatly benefited by a little bottom-
h^at, and will then soon emit roots, but without it not till spring.

The lights must be taken off for an hour or so each morning, as

condensed moisture settles on the cuttings, but as soon as the foli-

age is dry they must be replaced. "When watering, be careful to

water only those that require it. In some nurseries where large

quantities of one kind are struck, they are often put in beds in

frames, but, as a rule, they do not succeed so well as under the
other treatment.

Grafting may also be used for the increase of all kinds, and
various kinds of grafting are resorted to, but the most simple, and
at the sama time s\fest, way is that known as ordinary veneer

grafting, performed in the spring. The stocks should be estab-

lished in small pots, and if of inconvenient length may be headed
down to about 9 in., and placed in the propagating house or frame
to start, to which they are to be returned when grafted in order

to set the sap in motion. Then the grafting is easily performed
;

take the stock and make an incision in it as near the ground as

may be convenient for tying on the graft ; then commence about

Ij in. above the fonner incision, and make a sloping cut down to

It and remove the piece ; care must bo taken not to cut too deeply

'nto tlie stock. Ne.\t take the scion and make a cut to correspond

with tluit on the .<tock ; great care must be taken in this matter, a.s

the success of the undertaking depends upon a complete union.

Coarse loose cotton i.s the best material witli which to tie on tl e

grafts, an operation that requires as great a nicety as making them,

and if placed in a close frame no wax or anj-thing of that kind

will be needed. A temperature of about 00'' will bo the most
suitable, and when dry do not wet the foliage in watering, but if

moisture collects on it give a little air for a time. Wlien the

union is complete they must be gradually hardened to stand in

the open air and be treated as other plants, the tops of the stock

being removed by degrees, as if taken oil all at once it causes such

a flow of sap towards the graft that it often dies.

Stocks.—Attention must be paid to choose a stock as nearly

related to the scion as po.ssihle ; thus, for all the Biotas the best is

Biota orientalis, which is readily raised from seed sown out-of-

doors, and when getting fit for working potted into small pots and

plunged outside till strong enough to use, which will be when
about the thickness of a straw. This stock is also used for Liboce-

drus and Retinospora. The Pinuses are divided, as it were, into

natural groups, according to the number of leaves in a sheath, ai d

succeed best if both stock and scion are from the same group

;

thus, two-leaved succeed best on two-leaved, three-leaved on three

-

leaved, and so on. Picea pectinata is used as a stock for tl e

Piceas, Abies excelsa for the true Abies, and Abies canadensis fcr

the Tsuga group. Another method I have employed with gotd

residts is to take the stocks from the seed-bed, graft them below

the cotyledons, and then pot them ; they readily unite, when the

tops may be cut off, the result being all the advantages of a plant

on its own roots. Alpha.

Evergreen Oaks.—.Should "Justicia" ever be near High-

field, the residence of Mrs. Marson at Heckfield, I am sure Mr.
Davidson will be pleased to show him the grand Evergreen Oaks
which are to be found there—not better, jjerhaps, than he has seen

elsewhere, but I have seen none finer or more massive. The Ever-

green Oak is indeed a fine shelter tree, though perhaps where shelter

is wanted quickly it is somewhat too slow in growtli, but once well

estabhshed it is most enduring. Probably no tree will present so

much obstruction to wind as this Oak ; certainly no Fir would
do so, because as soon as these reach each other they become thin at

the bottom. Perhaps in planting the Evergreen Oak to form a per-

manent shelter it would be well to plant behind it .Scotch or Spruce

Fir, and these well above the Oaks give shelter for some years until

the latter have reached the needful height. The requirements of

modern agriculture have led to the wholesale destruction of belts of

trees and hedgerows, which have had to give place to huge fielda

without break or protection of any kind, and over which the wind
sweeps with unbroken force. Western winds are usually mild, but

do much damage by their force. Easterly winds are less disastrous

as regards force, but far more destructive in their chilling effects,

and where gardens and orchards are exposed to the full vigour of

their biting blasts they suffer intensely.—A. D.

Brambles—Green and Variegated.—I do not know Mr.
Hemsley or his address, but when you see him will you tell him
that if he wants Rubus nutans I can send him a plant ; I have lots

of it. The figure in the " Botanical Magazine " is faithful. He does

not do full justice to R. Nutkanus, which here is one of the very

best spring shrubs. Flowers as large or larger than R. deliciosus,

pure white, followed by handsome and very pleasant fruit, and I

think among the ornamental sorts he should have mentioned
the variegated sorts. I found this year the common IJramble of the

richest golden tint, and I have R. corylifolius with variegated leaves,

which is one of the most beautiful rockwork jdants I have. R. cra-

ta;gifolius from Mongolia has very distinct fohage, but is a dreadful

rambler. R. rosiefolius may be considered quite hardy, as it was un-

injured by the last two winters. The figure of R. Xutkanus in the

"Botanical Register " does not do it justice. It is much better in

"Sweet," ii., 83.—H. N. Ellaco.mee, Bitton.

A Wellingtonia Avenue.—Coming down to the Wellington
College station of the South-Eastern Railway from the direction of

Hampshire, the visitor is struck with long lines of Wellingtonia
that border each side of tlie decline. The trees range from 12 ft. to

1.5 ft. m height, the irregularity in height affording slight relief to

the inevitable monotony seen in long lines. The road is broad, and the

background largely Furze and Heather. No doubt there are numer-
ous persons who regard this avenue as very fine, and something to

be proud of. Why thus planted beside the high road I cannot say.
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Perhaps the planter proposed thus to farther honour the hero to

whom the fine college that lies in the wood below is dedicated, but

it must long since have been obvious that as a landscape ellect the

result is an undoubted failure. A couple of long lines of piled Hop
poles would prove almost as elegant, the trees having the only advan-

tage that they are green. If this road had been bordered with Oak,

Elm, Plane, or Horse Chestnut, a noble avenue might have resulted,

although tlie planting to produce an avenue, and that alone, seems

to be a mistake, simply because avenues of trees are long lines planted

with the most monotonous regularity, and nothing more. Even now
the harsh features of this Wellingtonia avenue might be considerably

toned down it big groups of Rhododendrons and other fine free-

growing shrubs were thrown in between, and here and there some
standard deciduous trees. Bold rotund outlines, but somewhat
irregular, are preferable to the stiff formalities produced by any
trees in straight lines. The artificial nature of theplanting hereisallthe

more noticeable because the eye has just previously been looking from
the hill above, over a glorious expanse of Hampshire and Berkshire

country— one of the loveliest views to be seen anywhere in the homo
counties.—Field.

Durability of Inverted Oak Posts.—Experiments have
proved that Oak posts put in the ground in the same position as that

in which the Oak grew, i.e., top upwards, were rotten in 12 years,

while their neighbours, cut from the same tree, and placed top down-
wards in the soil, showed no signs of decay for several years after-

wards. The theory is that the capillary tubes in the trees are so

adjusted as to oppose the rising moisture when the wood is inverted.

—J. S. T.

NEW CALIFORXIAN SHRUB.
(CARPENTEEIA CALIFOENICA.)

The accompanying woodcut represents a beautiful flowering shrub
prepared from specimens sent to us by Mr. John Saul, Washington
City, D.C., U.S.A. It is an extremely rare plant, even in

its native habitat ; so rare, indeed, that Dr. Asa Gray had not seen
flowers of it when he prepared the " Bot.any of California," nor do
flowers of it exist in the Kew Herbarium. As may be seen by the
annexed engraving, drawn natural size, it is a haudsome shrub, the
flowers being pure white with yellow-tipped stamens. Tlie leaves
are broadly lance-shaped of thick texture with recurved margins

;

they are pale green on the upper surfaces, very glaucous or almost
white underneath. Mr. Saul remarks that it grows from 6 ft. to
15 ft. in height and is very bushy. It grows in dry canons near
springs in the Sierra Nevada, probably on the head waters of the San
.Joaquin. Botanists consider its affinity to be with the Mock
Orange (Philadelphus), but, with the exception of a slight similarity
in tlie form and colour of the flowers, it is very different from any
cultivated Mock Orange from a garden standpoint. Such a desirable
shrub would certainly be an acquisition, for no doubt it would prove
hardy in our climate, as many Californian plants do. W. G.

TREES AT HOPETOUN, LINLITHGOWSHIRE.
There are in the pleasure grounds and park here upwards of 1700
trees, growing on much the sam; soil (viz., light loam, with a
gravelly subsoil), measuring fnm 8 ft. to 15 ft. in circumference,
and from GO ft. to 100 ft. iu height. The following are the
measurements of some of these trees taken in 1855 and subsequently
in 1880, showing the increase of growth during that period. The
girth is taken at 5 ft. from the ground.

1855. 1880.

Girth. Height. Girth. Height,

ft. in. ft. ft. in. ft.

Abies Morinda (grafted) 5^ 50 7 63
Abies Douglasi 3^ 624 6 10^ 72
Cedrus Dcodara 3 36^ 5 SJ 55
Pinus Laricio 3 7 45" 6 4 66
Abies canadensis 6 37^ 6J 40
Liriodendrou Tulipifera 5^ 62 7 5 80
Scotch Fir 11 5 74 H 5.t 78
Silver Fir 11 103 lU O" 105
Larch 9 99 10 5 101
Common Oak 10 106 H 9 110
Beech 14 2 100 14i 105
Spanish Chestnut 14 9 59 15" 9 72
Sycamore 9 4 67 lOi SO
A Cedrus Lebani which was planted in 1748 measured in 1801

10 ft. ; in 1S41, 16 ft. ; in 1855, 20 ft. ; and iu 1880, 22| ft. ia cir-

cumference ; height in ISSO, 83 ft. This is oue of two Cedars which
were planted at the same time within 9 yards of each other ; both

seemed to have grown equally well for some time, but one began to

decay about thirty years ago, and ultimately died, not, however,
before it produced upwards of 400 cubic ft. of timber. Tliere are

several other Cedars here, but none quite so large as the above-men-
tioned ; the next in size measures 14 ft. in circumference, and 70 ft.

in height. This is growing on the bank of a small brook about 60 ft.

from the two above mentioned.

—

Journal of Forestry.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

These seem to be grown more and more extensively every year,

and growers of tbem also become annually more numerous, a

fact at which one cannot wonder, as not oul}' are both Carnations
and I'icotees in every way beautiful and most delicately scented,

but thsy are almost as easily grown even in smoky towns as iu

the country. Gardens near towns are often monotonous in

appearance, notwithstanding all that has been written with a view-

to their improvement. There are rows of Zonals, Calceolarias, or

Golden Feather, Coleus or Iresine, but the great attraction is the

Zonals. It would not be too much to say that one-half of the

flowers in villa and suburban gardens round London are scarlet

Pelargoniums. What a pleasing change, therefore, it would be if

such flowers which require mucli artificial heat to preserve them
through s3Vero winters could be substituted for sweet-scentjd,

beautiful things that are perfectly hardy like the Carnation and
Picotee. A member of the Pelargonium Society came to

see our Carnations when they were in flower, and his remark was :

" What a pleasm-e it must be to be able to cut flowers such as

these to give to a friend ! You cannot offer a scarlet Pelargonium."
Many stiU entertain an opinion that Carnations are difficult to

grow ; indeed, at one time I fancied that this was one of their

characteristics, but I learned very quicklj' from experience that

they were as easy to grow as any other flower. Nearly all the

southern cultivators hold that the plants must be grown in

pots and wintered in frames or under glass in some way. As a
set-off to this, I may mention the fact that the northern growers
plant out their collections in November or December, i.e., if the
weather is favourable. Mr. Adams, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, a

grower and raiser of new varieties, puts out his plants in one or

other of these months. He prepares the ground by trenching and
manuring it well. He finds the sweepings of a cattle market
laid up 111 a heap and decayed a most excellent manure ; and
I can quite believe that they are so, especially for clay soils, as a
considerable proportion of them would consist of sand and flinty

particles, which would help to keep the soil open. Each plant put
out at that time would require to be tied to a small stick unless

the garden was very much .sheltered ; but what is most to be
dreaded is the alternations of frost and rain. In Essex we
find that about three nights of white frosts are followed by rain,

and rain is as often followed by frosts, and during these vicissi-

tudes of temperature many of the plants are thrown out of the
ground. Fastening the plants to sticks is a considerable aid to

them, and all the ground round them even then should be
mulched with decayed maniu'e. I should be inclined to place a

bell-glass over such plants as were the most delicate in consti-

tution and those that were not well furnished with roots.

But one thing I have noticed in the case of the Newcastle growers
and that is, the very strong, well-rooted plants produced by them
notwithstanding that the district is the latest in England; so late,

that they are able to exhibit well about the middle of September.
As an example of what can be done with the Carnation and

Picotee in districts where the air is impure, I would point to the
success obtained by Mr. Simonite, of Rough Bank, Sheffield, and
Mr. E. S. Dodwellj'nf Cla^iham. Of the two, the Sheffield garden
is the worst as regards position. My visit to Rough Bank was on
a fine sunny day in August. As we came near Sheffield the sun
gradually lost its power, untH, as we stood in Mr. Simonite's garden,
its appearance reminded one of Coleridge's lines

—

The blood-red sua at noon
Right up above the mast did stand,

Is^o bigger than the moon.

And as we left the town next day the sulphurous smoke from its

hundreds of factories hung over it in a dense cloud, and in an at-

mosphere of this kind were blooming the beautiful flowers that
carried off first prizes at the national exhibition.'! recei ve plants fre-

quently fromMr. Simonite with the leaves stainedwith sooty particles,
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and yet the plants grovr and thrive bcitli planted ont and in pots.

It ought, howe\'er, to be stated that the siiecessfiil jjrowers in

towns obtain gootl soil for their plants. The loam that would lie

obtained close to such towns as Sheffield is too impiiro to lie used

for pot plants of any kind.

I have been frequently questioned as to the ditYerent properties

New Califomian Sbrub (Carpenteria califomica) ; flowers white, natural size.

and sections into which Carnations and Picotees are divided, and
have even been asked, " AVhat is the difference between a Carna-
tion and a Picotee ?

'' Before answering these que-stions, allow me
to say that there is no reason why a Carnation should be preferred

to a Picotee ; indeed, many persfjns of good taste place the Carna-
tion second. Nevertheless, it is a remarkabb fact that Carnations

sell better than Picotees. I am of opinion that many order Cai-
nations, and of course Carnations are sent ; while it would have
been better if an equal proportion of both had been obtained.
Carnations are divided into bizarres and flake.s, and each of these
into three more classes. The first is the

—

Sc.VRLET BiZAEliES, which contain many beautiful varieties. jSIr.

.Siiuonite has raised some gocd
flowers in this class which are still

in his own hands. Mr. K. S. Dod-
well has also, (hiring the last tliree

or four yeaia, been very success-
ful in adding now flowers to this
class ; the last-named grower's
varieties are bchig sent out this
autumn. The one that seemed to
be most appreciated at the National
Kxliibition in London was named
Fred. It received tlie first prize in
the scarlet bizarre class and a first-

class certificate. The petals are
large, well shaped, and the white
very pure for that of this chass

;

the colours, too, were bright and
clear, like those of a large Admiral
Curzon. Robert Lord, a new
seedhng from Admiral Curzon, has
also the characteristics of that fine

variety, but tlie flowers are rather
fuller and larger, tlie colours bcinjj

scarlet and maroon on a good white
ground. Arthur Medhurat, S.B.,
is the largest of the three. In
this the scarlet is very bright, but
the white is not so pure as the
others. Tlie two last-named also
received first-class certificates at
the National Society's E.xhihition.
Charles Turner, S.B., is a flower of
good promise, the petals lartre and
well formed, but the colours are
not so decided as those of some
kinds. Ben. Simonite, which ha*
large, well-formed petals, is a full
flower, in whiili the maroon and
white are good, but the scarlet is

rather pale. The next class com-
prises

—

Crimsox Bizakees, and con-
tains some beautifully formed and
richly coloured flowers, to which
some of the new ones will be
good additions. Crim.?on Banner
(Simonite) gained the first prize in
its class and a first-class certificate

of the National Society. It was
raised by crossing Lord Milton and
Warrior. It has tlie briglit colours
of the last named flower, but is

more constant ; the petals are well
shaped, and the colours rich crim-
son and purple ; white good.
Master Fred (Hewitt) obtained
a first-class certificate from tho
National Society. It also gained
the highest award at the National
Society's exliibition at Manchester,
viz., premium as the best flower in
the exliibition. It lias a good
petal, with broad, well defined
markings of crimson and purple.
Thomas Moore (Dodwell) is a good
flower of the type of Albion's Pride

;

the colours, which are reddish-
crimson and purple, are distinctly
marked on a good white.

Pl.N-K AND PUKPLE BlZARRE.'!.
—In this class there is consider-

able room for improvement, and Squire Llewelyn (Dodwell), although
more of a crimson than a pink, is a good addition to it. It is of the
Albion's Pride typo, but h.as a greater width of petal. It also
obtained a first-class certificate from tho National Societj'. Princess
Beatrice (Turner) is quite of the jiink type ; it is a bglit-colouri'd,
chaste flower, much brighter than Bovver's Satisfaction.
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Purple Flakes.—Thomas Bower (Dodwell) and Freedom (Douglas)
were the only two varieties exhibited this year, but they are not to

be compared with miny other fine flowers which we have in this

class.

Scarlet Flakes.—Of these, two varieties were exhibited at the
National Society that wdl probably be good additions to this class.

Figaro (Abercrombie) has well-formed, distinctly marked, and
finely arranged petals, the colours of whicli are rich on a good white
ground. It received a first-class certificate from the National Society
and a first prize in its class. John B.all (Dodwell) is a very pro-
mising flower, but as shown the white was not quite pure ; the petals
are, however, well formed, and the markings are good.

Rjse Flakes.—In this class there are several flowers upon which
improvement would be difficult. Jessica (Turner) is good, but as

exhibited at the National Society it was thought to be too mucli like

Sybil.

Picotees.

Tliese are arranged in the following order :
—

Red-edged.—This class at present contains some superb flowers,

and none have been brought forward this year that are likely to be
permanent additions to it.

PcRi'LE-EDOED.—Here we have a gr.and flower in Baroness Bur-
dett Coutts (Turner). It received a first-class certificate of the
National Society, and a first prize in its class, as well as obtained
a premium as the best Picotee in the exhibition this year. Its

petals are very broad, pure white without stain or bar, and the edge
is clear medium purple. Clara Penson (Turner) received a first-class

certificate. It is as good a flower as any in its class, a light " wire"
edge ; the petals are broad and well rounded. Mrs. Chancellor
(Turner) is a very good flower in the heavy-edged class. It is quite
distinct from Alliance and Norfolk Beauty of the same type, and a
very desirable variety. Tinnie (Dodwell) was i)romising as shown at

the National Society's exhibition, the petals being pure, and edge of

rich purple, good and heavy.

Rose-edged, though last, is the most beautiful class of all. Miss
Gorton (Dodwell) is a good addition to it ; the white is pure and the

petal good, though the colour is rather pale. Ethel Daisy (Dodwell)

is also a good flower, very much resembling Ethel (Turner), and, like

that variety, is a flower of a high class merit. Constance Heron
(Turner), a very large flower, has a broad, rosy-scarlet edge, with as

much refinement as .Tuliana, but a larger flower and a much better

grower. This received a first-class certificate and a first prize from
the National Society as the best heavy rose edge.

Tlie new yellow Picotees raised l)y Mr. Turner, of Slough,

ware well deso-ribed in The Gahdex last year, and no newer
ones have been added to them tliis season. There is much need

for improvement in this class, although Mr. Turner has advanced

it considerably ; Alice, Cyprus, Eleanor, Flavins, Lightning, Mrs.

Coleman, Ne Plus Ultra, Princess Beatrice, Princess Jlarguerite,

and Lady Aitchison are amongst the best of them. A\'e want
deeper yellow in the ground colour, and petals without bars or

spots. If some of the best flowers raised by Smith a quarter of a

century ago could be crossed with Mr. Turner's flowers, some good

results would be sure to fallow.

Old Sorts.—Of Carnations the following is a list of names of

the most select: Scarlet Bizarres—Admiral Curzon (Ba.som),

Mars (Ilestall), Mercury (Ilextall), Sir J. Paxton (Ely). Crim-

S3n Bizarres—.Tohn Simonite (Simonite), J. D. Hextall (Simonite),

Lord Raglan (Bower), Rifleman (Wi5od). Pink and purple Bizarres

—James Taylor (Gibbons), Purity (Wood), Sarah Payne

(Ward), Unexpected (Turner). Purple Flakes—Dr. Foster (Foster)

Florence Nightingale (Seale), James Douglas (Simonite), Premier

(Milwood). Scarlet Flakes—--Vnuihilator (Jackson), Clipper

(Fletcher), John Bayley (Dodwell), Sportsman (Hedderley).

Rose Flakes—James Merryweather (Wood), John Keet (White-

head), Rose of Stapleford (Ileadly), Svbil (Holmes).

Picotees.—The sorts marked H. are heavy-edged; L.,

light edged; M., medium edged. Red-edged—J. B. Bryant

(Ingram)" H., John Smith (Bower), H., Leonora (Fellowes),

H.,'" Princess of Wales (Fellowes), II., Mrs. Bower (Bower), L.,

Rev. F. D. Horner (Lord), L., Thomas Williams (Flowdy),

L., Violet Douglas (Simonite), L. Purple-edged—Alliance

(Fellowes), II., Ann Lord (Lord), L., Mary (Simonite), L.,

J-ssie (Turner), M., Nvmph (Lord), L., Mrs. Niven (Marris), II.,

Pioco (Jaclvson), H., Zerlina (Lord), 11. Rose and scarlet-edged

—Edith Dombrain (Turner), II., Ethel (Fellowes), L., Fanny

H4en (Niven), H., Juliana (Turner), II., Miss Wood (Wood), M.,

Mrs. Allcroft (Turner), L.,Mrs. Payne (FeUowes),M.,Mrs. Nichol

(Simonite). L. J- Douglas.

WINTERING BEDDING PLANTS.
It has been said that coming events cast their shadows before
them, but whether this be so or not, certain it is that we have
already had warning of the near approach of winter, for on
the uiglit preceding the 3rd of the mouth there was frost enough
to make the Grass stift' and crisp, and to blacken such plants as
Coleus, Heliotrope, and other tender bedding plants. It is high time,
therefore, to think of saving all that it is desired to keep for the
spring, for although many go to much needless trouble in storing
plants, there are some kinds that pay well for so doing, and most
notably among these are the Pelargoniums, a large stoclc of which
may be put in boxes ami kept in a very small space. The most
tender among them are the tricolors and other sorts liaviug varie-

gated leaves, all of which should bo got up first, and when brought
to tlie shed, be thinned out or cut back, according to the room at
disposal. After this is done have any loo.se leaves picked oif and the
roots shortened, when they will he ready for Ijoxing or potting.

Boxes, however, are preferable, and the handiest sizes are those of

about 2 ft. long, 9 in. wide, and 4 in. or 5 in. deep, sizes which hold
quite euougli soil, and admit of being easily lifted and carried from
place to place when it is desired to shift them from one house or frame
toanotlier. Inputting the plants into tlie boxes, the best way is

to lay about 1 in. of sharp sandy soil in the bottom, and then pro-

ceed to pack the plants as thickly as they can be got, covering
the roots well as the work proceeds ; and to settle tlie earth and
give them a start the next thing is to water well through a coarse

rose, and when sufficiently drained they are ready for storing for the
winter.
The inner sills of windows or any dry spare room in a house

where there is sufficient light answer well, but the best place is

the back shelf of a Vinery or other cool glass structure, where, if

frost is kept out and damp expelled l)y having a little fire on during
wet or foggy weather, they will break well at the joints and become
furnished witli fresh shoots, so as to make fine Ijushy plants by the
spring. These will be found preferable to plants obtained from
cuttings that have been made this autumn, as they not only at once
fill a large space iu the beds when turned out, but they flower much
better on account of the stems being harder and more woody, and
the growth which tliey make more moderate and firm. This being
so, it is advisable to save all that can be stored in any way, and if

kept dry it is astonishing how easily this may be managed, as with
care tliey may even be wintered in cellars or lofts, ami on several

occasions I liave kept tliem successfully in pits covered \\itli straw
and eartli, ridged over and clamped after tlie manner in which Po-
tatoes are pitted. The chief thing to be particular about, .as re-

gards saving Pelargoniums, is to see that they are safely under cover
before being frost-bitten, for if the bark of the slioots is injured they
are almost sure to decay.

In regard to Dahlias, tlie best way of treating them is to cut them
down to within in. or so of the ground as soon as their beauty is

ovei, and then dig up the roots witli a fork, after which the wet
soil should be shaken out from among the tubers, when they will

be in a fit condition for storing. To hang them u]) and let tliem dry
and slirivel as some do is a mistake, as they lose mucli of tneir vi-

tality and strength, but if buried in dry mould on the floor or shelves

of a shed they remain plump, and start vigorously again in the
spring, when they may be divided, shoots struck from them, and
the stock increased to any extent,

The lovely blue Salvia patens, too, winters securely and well in

the same way, the tuberous roots being much like those of Dalilias

in botli their form and character ; and then again there are the
Begonias, which are so valualile for bedding and for pot culture,

that every one should grow tliem. These have large round fleshy

tubers that may be wintered iu damp sand or soil, liut the conns of

Gladioli must be kept somewliat diier, or they will be lost. The
way in which I have always been most successful with these is

having separate pots for each, in which they are dropped, and the
names put with them, after having been covered with sand or dry
mould, which keeps tlie air from them and assists gi-eatly in pre-

serving them in sound condition.

Cannas, now so much grown as fine foliaged plants, may either be
left in the ground where they are and covered deeply with half

rotten leaves, tan, ashes, or Cocoa-nut fibre, or lifted and put into a

shed. Verbenas, Heliotropes, Ageratums, and hosts of other bed-
ding subjects of a similar character do by far the best prop.agated in

the spring, and all we do with these, although we require great

numbers, is to winter one or two 'large and strong plants of each
from which to take cuttings, and these inserted in a little heat

strike readily, and are then pricked out in prepared soil iu cold

frames, from whence they go direct to their summer quarters and are

nevei potted at all. Tliis plan of dealing with them saves a vast

amount of labour, and the plants are altojrether better, as may
be seen by the quick way they start and cover the ground. S. D.
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THE FRAGRANT WATER LILY.

(XVMPU^A ODORATA.)

This lovely hanly w.-iter plant takes the place in North America of

the White Water L'ly (X. alba) of our own rivers, to which it bears
considerable re?oniblance, the distinctions being the larger

flowers, which are of a blush tint ami sweetly scented, the more
pointeil lohed leaves, and the deeply notched root-stock. This
latter peculiarity is well illustrated in the aeconipauying woodcut,
which show its condition in winter or early spring just as the leaves

begin to expand. A small-flowered v.ariety of this species called

minor has decidedly rose-coloured flowers, and a charming plant it

is for growing in sh.illow pools. Though both N. odorata and its

variety are in cultivation, they are both rather rare and certainly

not so common as their merits entitle them to be, for if lovers of

flowers only knew how easily it could be cultivated, we are quite

sure that it would be grown far more extensively than many other

rijwcra of Fr.jg.-jnt Water Lily ^^'Jmpha^a odorat.i) ; much reduced.

less fragrant and beautiful flowers that take more time and trouble
to cultivate. This Lily, once planted in a pond or small stream
that does not entirely dry up in summer, will need no further
care, and will increase from year to year. People who have not
the facilities for growing it in a pond or stream can have their
Lily gardens in tubs and aquariums where they can admire and
gather this most fr.agrant and beautiful flower that grows on land
or water. Take, fur instance, a strong barrel, saw it in two, fill

this one-third full with fine bLack garden soil, or meadow mud if

handy, plant the roots in this mixture, covering them 2 in. deep,
add water gently, so as not to disturb the roots until the tub is

Rjot-itoLk of ;Xj'.:ipIiaa u.ltra;i.

full. This is all the care needed—always keep the tub full of

water. Set this on a brick or board platform in any place you de-

sire. Th*; tubs with their contents should be placeil in a cellar

during the winter, kept from frost, and not allowed to entirely dry
up. For ponds and streams, tie a stone close to the roots, large

enough to sink them, and drop this into the pond or stream where
you wish them to grow. For aquaria put in 5 in. of fine black
loam, cover the roots 1 in. deep in this, and sift on the loam fine

sand enough to entirely cover it. W. G.

Ivyand its Uses.—The nses to which the common Ivy may
be put are innumerable. In countries where this plant cannot be
grown in the open air it becomes a classic one, and people continually

regret the fact that it cannot be grown out-of-doors. .So it is, for

example, over a great part of North America, where the English Ivy
requires and gets as much attention as any of our greenhouse
favourites here. But we, around whose doors it clings, neglect it.

Almost every kind of charm that can be given to an out-door

garden may be added by the judicious use of the Ivy in many ways.

In other countries where it succeeds m the open air—as, for example,
in France—sometimes it receives great attention on account of the
beautiful edgings it makes, which, when properly kept and pinched
in every year, are very neat and ellcctive. The surfacing of walla
and railings with wreaths or shoots of it, also carefully pinched at
various seasons, and tended i-o as to be always fresh, is al.so admirable.
At Lamport Hall we noticed a very dwarf kind with tmall leaves
trained up sni.all Pine trees and forming miniature lianas on them.
One delightful way is to grovp I\ies together on stout tree stems or
other pilliirs, one sort to each pillar, the whole n.iturally grouped,
and each kind ([uite separate. This woulel be agooel way of growing
the different kii.ds, now so numerous anel so interesting.—Y.

LIFTING SALVIAS.
The sooner all such matters are now computed the better, as early

lifting is of the highest im|jort,ance to full, free, and continuous
blooming. There are few plants more useful for winter flowering

th.an Siilvia patens, S. tplendens, .S. Heeri, S. fulgens, .S. gesiieric-

flora, and others. Ranging in colours through diflerent shades of

red and scarlet to pure white, they contrast admirably with Chry-
santhemums and other autumnal or winter-flowering plants in the
conservatory. The best way of treating all Salvias is to grow them
out-of-doors in summer ; they not only grow best under such treat-

ment, but also flower more freely. With a little attention to fram-
ing, the plants may also be had of almost any desired size or sh.Tpe.

Planted out in an open space on a bit of soil of fair medium quality

in the kitchen garden or other places sheltered from high winds,
the .Salvias grow into nice bushes from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high and through.

The earliest varieties, such as fulgens, variegata, and patens, will

now be in full flower, and the scarlet .and white varieties of .Salvia

splendens will be showing colour. The other and later ones will form
dense masses of flowering shoots, ilost of the plants will need lO-in.

or 12-in. pots. The simplest mode of proceeding is to carry the pots

to the plants and a barrowlo.ad of soil composeel of three-fourths

good sweet loam and one of leaf-mould or rotten manure. Of
course, the plants should be lifted with care, with the balls intact

and the roots as near as may be entire. The fresh earth should be

n-orked in carefully around the roots and watered at once, so as to

consolidate the whole thoroughly.

The plants should then be placed in a north house for a week or

so if one is available until the roots get a fresh grip of the soil.

Tliey can then be pl.aced in the conservatory, warm greenhouse, or cool

stove at once. Some of the Salvias, such as splendens and gesnera>-

flora, though they do fairly well in .-, cool conservatory, do better still

in a temperature of from 55* to 60' ; in fact, the finest plants of

Salvia splendens I have ever seen have been in a plant stove, and
well done they are about as worthy of a place there as Poin.settias

and many other plants that are generally found there ; but, of

course, no one would think of lifting Salvias from the open ground

and placing them in stove temperature at once. The plants should

get thoroughly established in a lower temperature at first, as other-

wise they will be apt to lo.se tlieir first flowers, which will now be

showing on their terminal branches. The Salvia splendens, though

one of the best, is also one of the most crisp and brittle of all the

Salvias ; it should therefore be staked and moved about with care.

There are perhaps no plants that yield more beauty with less trouble

than these fine Salvias. All th.at they need during winter is a fair

supply of w,ater. The plants are sin ularly free from insect pests.

Should aphides attack them, a slight fumigation with Tobacco

smoke will suffice to destroy them ; and sometimes if kept too dry

either at top or bottom thrips will attack Salvias. But under fairly

skilful treatment Salvias are exceptionally clean as well as beautiful

under glass. ^- T. Fi.sn.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA FOR AUTUMN AND
WINTER BLOOMING.

This lovely Forget-me-not is perhaps quite as useful in the late

autumn and early winter as it is in the spring, and that is saying a

great deal, as every one who has seen this plant in anything like per-

fection will testify. Of course, it needs special treatment or sites

to have it flower in the autumn or winter ; but few plants deserve

special treatment more or reward us better for it. Blue flowers

are nearly always scarce, most of all so in winter, and any plant that

furnishes us with the means of making them more plentiful is to be

welcomed with enthusiasm. To flower this Forgetme-not well in

the autumn or winter it is needful to keep up a good stock of plants.

This is easily done by jiropiigating it from seeds or by division. Seeds

sown in May on a Lit of rather jioor soil fully exposed to light and

air will now have grown ii.to the most valuable stuff for winter

blooming. As soon as fairly up the plants should be pricked out to

distances of in. apart every way. If finally transplanted to the
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south side of a wall about six weeks ago, such plants will now be
either showing or alrealy in bloom, and in warm situations they
will often produce a most useful picking in the open-air from now
to Christmas. Divided plants properly managed are equal to seed-

lings for early blossoming, perhaps superior to them for profusion of

blooming. Divided finally in May or even in June, and treated

exactly like seedlings, the plants will now have arrived at flowering

condition.

There are several modes of treating them to insure a supply of

Forget-me-nots from this season till the spring. We have already
referred to what may be done at the foot of a south wall. More
flowers, however, may be gathered if a simple plant protector is

placed over the plants, or a frame may be placed over them
as if for Violets ; the mere protection of glass sufficeth to

bring forth a good many Forget-me-nots. Of course, if the
frosts are excluded by a covering of mats or other substances,

a fuller harvest of flowers may be gathered. In planting out this

Forget-me-not in frames or cold pits for late autumnal or early

w inter gatherings, damp and a stagnant atmosphere must be avoided
as much or more than cold. The flowers and even the hearts of the
plants are easily rotted off or out by any excess of moisture in the
earth or air. Hence the better niethod of growing this charming
Forget-me-not in the late autumn or winter is to pot up such well-

furnished plants as those we have already described in 4-in. or 6-in.

pots, and place them on roof shelves near to the glass or on raised
stages in well-lighted houses. It is astonishing how soon the blooms
expand under such conditions, and how fully and freely the plants
Ijloom. A temperature of 50' to GO* is that best adapted for the
flowering of this Forget-me-not in pots, though I have grown it quickly
and well in a much higher temperature. The finest batch I ever grew
was grown in a bottom-heat of G5' until the flowers nearly expanded.
It was then placed on an early Vinery shelf in a temperature of

G5° until the G-in. pots were expanded into fine spreads, IS in.

.ind 2 ft. across, of the richest sky blue. Such plants as these
form simply inimitable contrasts with pans of early Roman Hyacinths,
Paper-white Narcissi, double white Primroses, light-coloured Cycla-
mens, dwarf Deutzias, &c., while for furnishing small sprays for

-cutting this beautiful Forget-me-not is invaluable at any season,

but specially so in the late autumn, winter, and very early spring,

it ouglit to be grown by the hundred or thousand for market pur-
,;poses and in private gardens. D. T. Fish.

A HARDY FLOWER GARDEN.
What is the best method of planting a small villa garden ? It
consists of a Gr.ass plot in front, with front and side borders,
those on tlie sides being some 5 yards or 6 yards wide. It is strong
soil, inclining to clay, and in a district moderately free from smoke.
Tiie trees that grow well in the neighboui-hood are mainly as fol-

lows : Poplars of sorts, notably the tall-growing ones. Willow, Ash,
Elm, Plane, Chestnut ; but of course the garden would be too
small to accommodate fruit trees. I should say the dimensions are

about as follows : frontage say IG yards, length say about 40 yards.
I had thought of the tall-growing Poplar for the extreme outside
.next the walls by which the place is surrounded, but I am at a loss

what to put with them for effect and economy of space. I had
thouglit some kind of Willow, but should like your opinion and se-

lection with method of grouping, &c. I feel I am asking a great deal,

and likely to be trespassing too much upon your time and patience,

but I think that many of your readers are similarly situated to
myself, and that, therefore, the information may possibly be of
sone use to them also. Respecting the hardiness of Agapan-
thus umbellatus, I do not think there is much doubt as to its being
more than ordinarily so. I know an instance where a plant was
left out in the garden (in a pot not plunged or protected in auy way)
the whole of the winter ; indeed, the party did not exactly know
what it was, and thought it not worth troubling about. However,
it was taken into the greenhouse the following summer, when of
course it flowered splendidly. I have no doubt it will do well enough
in any ordinary situation. I am going to try it ; I have little doubt
of success. Respecting hardy flowers and plants, allow me to cast
in my mite with you. I am quite sure that with care in selection
one can have flowers, and a good effect from early spring to the
frosts ; indeed, for several years I have been able to say that on no
day of the whole year have I been entirely without flowers, althougli
of course sometimes I have been reduced to very few, but usually I
have a fine show from early to late. I may say I have no glass,
neither do I winter anything under cover. Just now, although we
have had some sharpish frosts, I have a fair show ; one bed, I think,
would iutirest many of your readers. It is jjlanted as follows:
centre—Michaelmas Daisy, tall-growing (lilac), I do not know
the variety, but it is a bushy plant full of bloom ; outside border

—

Pansies, late planted, principally blue, yellow, and white ; remainder

of bed. Anemone japonica (var. H. Jobert), about 4 ft. to 5 ft.

liigh and full of bloom, dotted here and there with the ordinary scarlet
Gladiolus ; the bed is about 5 yards to 6 yards long and say 4
yards wide, and it is really attractive. I have had Lilium tigrinum
fl.-pl. very fine this season—about thirty to forty blooms on stem
and almost all in bloom together ; this growing out of a large irre-

gular clump of double-flowered Saponaria (herbaceous) looked mag-
nificent. I may also say that the Liliums have done well with me
generally. I have now L. speciosum in bloom and auratum.
These I have grown for some years now, seldom failing to bloom
them well, auratum especially. I have also had fine specimens of
Funkia Sieboldi, which have stood now for these three or four years
entirely without protection of any sort, and yearly improve. Also
I may mention a very useful and, to my mind, pretty arrangement
for a bed (small or medium) : Germander Speedwell, all over planted
with Daffodils and Crocus ; this has a very nice effect for spring,
as the Speedwell, being evergreen, or at least equivalent to this,

affords a nice relief to the eye for summer and without disturbing
the bed. Solomon's Seal and Lilium longiflorum make a fine con-
tinuation ; besides, the blooming of the Speedwell lasts for weeks,
and in the mass is, in my opinion, quite equal to Myosotis ; the
individual blooms are more fugitive, but this is not noticed, owing
to the quick succession, whilst the habit of the plant is almost al 1

that could be desired, and will stand any or all kinds of weather.
Doubtless there are many other and even better combinations of it

might be made, but this is pretty. Probably a half-standard crim-
son Roses in the centre would be an improvement, but I can assure
you that a bed of this Speedwell in full bloom is a sight to be re-

membered. I must just mention another bed, and then I have done
for the present. This is one which, under the circumstances, is not
very easy to cater for ; it is cheap and handsome, presenting quite
a sub-tropical appearance. Many people are at a loss in providing
for shady places under trees. In the centre of the large bed is a
Weeping Elm, which overshadows the whole more or less ; the
edging is of the variegated Dead Nettle ; a carpet of Woodruff for

spring, and Narcissus of .sorts, followed by Foxgloves (white, pink,
&.C.), with occasional jdants of the wild bastard Teazle and
a tall-growing variegated (Jrass, and if room will allow it to

be seen the common blue wild Hyacinth and Wood Ane-
mone. I have had such a bed, and it has given me every satisfac-

tion, and, to my mind, looked quite as well as many much more ex-

pensive arrangements, giving form, colour, and what seems to me
quite as essential, repose, at a nominal outlay of trouble and ex-
pense, surely an item in the reckoning. JoH^ Wm. Gaumt.

Farsley, Leeds.

PERENNIALS FOR SUCCESSION.
Im the first place, in order to carry out this, we would advise that a
collection of bedding Pansies and Violas be procured, many of which
flower freely and in great profusion throughout the summer. If a large

stock of them is required seed may be sown early in the year. The
seedlings, if grown along freely, will form nice strong plants for

planting in the autumn. The best way, however, is to grow on a
few plants of the best kinds and propagate by means of cuttings, as

by that means plants of uniform growth are obtained, seedlings being
apt to vary much in that respect. Blue Bell and Waverley are two
excellent blue-liowered kinds now much employed for summer bed-
ding, and Ardwell Gem and Grievei are two fine yellow-flowered
varieties. In a large garden Delphiniums should be extensively
planted. They are of stately growth, the colours running from
the palest and most lovely of blues to the richest of purples.

Be sure not to omit the variety Belladonna, with flowers of

azure-blue and flowering continuously for a very long period.

They require deeply stirred soil, to be well mulched, and will then
throw up a second flower-stem if those made in the early part of the
season are cut off, and a good watering given should dry weather
occur. Beds of Roses on their own roots are very attractive, and if

some of the commoner kinds of Lilies, such as the Orange, the
Tiger, the old white and longiflorum, and the hardier varieties of

Gladiolus are dotted freely amongst them, they will form an
interesting feature throughout the summer. Then there are the
Clematis, wliich only require to be planted in free eich soil to flower

in the greatest profusion until late in autumn. These m.ay be trained

to poles, short posts, over archways, or they may be kept close to

the soil, carpeting it densely with flowers and foliage. Tliose who
may wish to find substitutes for bedding plants should make free

use of this family of hardy plants, for in their own particular shades
of colour the many varieties which compose it have no equals. Hardy
annuals and biennials should not be forgotten, as there is nothing
more cheerful and effective than masses of Honesty or Canterbury
Bells, and hardy annuals sown in Saptember will raakea grand show
long before bidding plants are committed to the soil. Snapdragons
are fine summer flowering subjects, and if sown in Mirch and
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allowed one season's growth create a fine display the following year.

Cimpauula carpatica, herbaceous Phloxes, Funkias, Hemerocallis,
Bellnowers of many kinds, Anemone japonica, Sweet Williams,
Oriental Poppies, Pioonies, Monanla didyma, Lupines, Evening
Primroses, such as Fraser's, the Missouri, and the white, Poteu-
tillas. Sun Roses, early-flowering Chrysanthemums, Ka>nipfer's Iris,

Tritomas, Pyrethrums, Starworts, and Senecio pulcher are amongst
the most useful of hardy flowers. Tlie best time to plant is

about the middle of October, as the plants then get well established
by the winter. Christmas Roses may be planted now in well-enriched,

free soil. The winter Aconite follows hard upon the Christmas Rose,
after which the first hardy flower to bloom is the Snowdrop. C.

Byjlnt.

NOTES KM> QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN-

Outdoor Flowers Blooming in October.—It seems a
pretty general received opinion that during this and the next two
months very few flowers are to be seen out-of-doors. That this

need not be so is shown by the long list " Justicia "
(p. 353) observed

in one morning alone in a London peregrination. I have no pre-

tence to have a collection, yet here I may be permitted to add a few
which I noticed yesterday—the third week in October—while col-

lecting materials for bouquets for a neighbour's mourning, and other
correspondents might add to the number from their respective locali-

ties. Last year by mulching with co.al .ashes, and dry hay over that,

I preserved Fuchsias and Salvia patens in a border. This year I had
a whole bed of the hardier Fuchsias, and as I intend leaving them out-
side and some Vesuvius Pelargoniums, I do not require with the Salvia
patens, they still look very showy. A very showy bed, too, is a
centre of Tagetes (gamboge yellow) with Victoria Asters growing up
through it all around, for the Tagetes almost reach to the dwarf Box
edging. Convenientisanarrangemeut of Lobelia Distinction, Veronica
pulchella (grown for its beautiful hardy variegated foliage), and
Dianthus Heddewigi, all now lool'ing their best. Another bed still

looks gay with late Chrysanthemum Asters and two colours of

African ilarigold, while another from which tuberous Begonias had
been lifted is now gay with tall and dwarf double Stocks that
bloomed here uninterruptedly last year, but were reduced to pulp in

1S77-7S. A few of the old blood-red sweet-scented Wallflower is

now opening, and with Pansies, Violas, dwarf Silene, Oodetia
Whitneyi, Schizostylis coccinea, white and lilac Phlox, .Scabious in

variety, not to mention Dahlias, perennial Helianthus, Pentste-
mons, &c., mentioned at page 353, the beds and borders will be gay
for some time to come. The following are blooming now a second
time : Anemone coronaria. Primula acaulis. Polyanthus, and
japonica, and both blue and yellow Violas, and when all are gone
the Mossy Saxifrage, Phlox prooumbens, and Spir.-ea filipendula,

with early Dutch bulbs for variety, will be there still to admire.

—

AV. J. M., Clomnel.

'Wallflo'Wars in October.—The list of hardy flowers in bloom
during Ojtober given in The Garden" (p. 3.50) does not include
Wallflowers, which are certainly in bloom, and which, moreover,
promise to flower very freely until severe frost shall check them.
Some, perhaps, may be disposed to look coldly upon Wallflowers in
bloom now because they are out of season, but the flowers are as
sweet now as in the spring, and certainly they are as much needed.
How much Londoners appreciate these early flowers may be gleaned
from the faetthat growers arealwaj-s anxious to get their plants planted
as early as possible, purposely to secure late autumn bloom. I have
now a large bed of perhaps 1000 or 1500 large plants of the rich
coloured dark red kind showing flowers freely and full of growth.
These were raised from seed sown in February on a warm border.
The strongest plants were put out in May, and the smaller ones else-
where in .July. One thick sowing will gi\e three or four plantings,
and keep a succession if wanted, but plants coming into bloom now
will carry great heads of flower also in the spring, the autumn cut-
tings simply rendering the plants more dense and bushy. Growers
find a dribbling cutting now from a piece of several acres, perhaps, to
be more profitable than no blooms now and a regular glut in the
spring. There are but few lovers of cut flowers who would not
weloDme, even in October, a posy of rich red sweet Wallflowers.—
A. D.

Marigold Meteor.—It is one of the merits of this excellent
new hardy plant that it is even gayer in colour in the autumn than
in the summer, when the heat causes a larger proportion of the pale
Lemon hue to be developed, and the flowers, though pretty, are not
so showy as now, when the rich orange hue is more displayed.
Under duller skies and almost wintry weather, bright hues, even
though deep orange, are very acceptable. My plants, raised from
seed sown early in the spring, bloomed with marvellous freedom all

the summer ; then, a month since, they were all cut over ; and now
are again green and vigorous, and just coming into bloom. I anti-
cipate that they will be gay until severe weather comes, and if the
plants live through the winter, as doubtless they m ill, they will
bloom very early next spring. It is this adaptability to seasons that
renders hardy plants so acceptable in gardens. A blaze of ilower for
a few months nuay be pleasing to some, but cert.ainly plants that
yield bloom at almost all .seasons, even though unfit for massing, are
the most v.aluable after all.—A. I).

Degeneration of Gladiolus.—Mr. Such (p. 317), referring
to the best system of maturation, a point on which I maintained
(p. 264) the perpetuation of a variety very much depended, says,
" I am by no means in f.avour of keeping the stalks attached to the
bulbs after they have been dug up,'' and gives as his reason, "it
would be likely to exhaust the bulb by sucking the juices from it

too rapidly." My contention is ex.actly the opposite. I find my
filadiolus foliage from this time forward decays above ami from
the sides, and I am therefore justified in believing tliat the aap has
ceased to ascend, and tli.at the ripening process proceeds downwards,
as may be observed in all other bulbs. With "hundreds of thou-
sands of (iladioli " (like Mr. Such), storing the stalks after lifting

would be an immense inconvenience ; while allowing choice hy-
brids to remain in the ground until the stalks were withered would
be very hazardous. This is possibly the reason why great nursery
Gladioli growers cut off' the stalks, even before they are matured.
Did I not believe the same physiological laws of perpetuation ap-
plied to a limited collection, like mine, which I try to carefully ob-
serve as well .as larger collections, I should not be justified in
diff'ering from your correspondent, or from Mr. Douglas (p. 347),
but I find my stock, instead of degenerating, rapidly increasing both
in size of bulb and quality of the flower (iHtle p. 2(34) ; and though I
differ from other correspondents, especially in the nature and rich-
ness of the soil required, permit me to summarise what I have found
the most important points of successful culture : A. Plant early in
deep, rich, well-pulverised soil fully exposed. B. Put the bulb on
a thin layer of rather co.arse sand, and cover with the same. C.
Whether a large or small grower, remove the seed pods if seed is

not required. D. Feed the plant after as well as before flowering
with .an occasional dose of liquid manure. E. Take every means
to secure sunlight and sunlieat as an agent to secure proper matura-
tion. F. Take up the plants retaining stalks after they begin to
wither. G. Remove the stalks when wholly withered and store in
dry sand.—W. J. M., Clonmd.

Dwarf Nasturtiums.-1 have found these to carry bloom for
a much longer period during the season than Pelargoniums, and for
those who love a rich hue of colour certainly nothing can excel a
good m.ass ot the scarlet compact sort called Bedfont Rival. I have
seen no more pleasing colours this year than the little masses of this
dwarf Trop.-Bolum and Cupid Ageratum that were included in the
bedding at Heckfield. Of other colours amongst these dwarf kinds
there are yellow spotted with maroon in Aureum, deep maroon-
crimson in Othello, and a crimson-scarlet named Lustrous. There
is .also a pretty rosy-pink kind named Carminatum. All are the
same in habit, all very quick as regards growth, and all may be
freely prop.agated by cuttings. They also come true from seed, and
seed freely. As the season advances we find, however, plants raised
from cuttings to be the best for bedding purposes where evenness of
height is of the first importance, but in all other respects seedling
plants will produce as fine an effect. Propagated plants produce
little or no seed, but seedling plants produce it in abundance. Seed
may be sown in the open ground early in April, and if good will

germinate freely, and the plants will be in bloom very quickly
;

rather poor soil is the most suitable.—A. D.

Anemone japonica Honorine Jobert.—Whatever may
have been the origin of this most useful and beautiful plant, the
difl'erence in hardiness between it and its reputed parent, A. vitifolia,

is very great. There w.as a sh.arp touch of frost here a few nights
ago—scarcely enough to harm Dahlias—yet the leaves of A. vitifolia

were very much injured, whereas those of Honorine .Tobert were
quite uninjured, as were also the flowers.—T. S.mith, Kewry.

Senecio pulcher Best in Rich Soil.—This was planted
here about a year ago. One small plant with only two leaves was
placed in a border, and another about the same size on the top of a
mound, where there would be nearly 5 ft. of good rich soil. I scarcely
need say how much better the latter has done, being now twice the
size of the former, and its flower-stem is loaded with buds and blos-

soms. Both flowers and foliage are also larger and finer in colour
th.an those of the other, clearly showing how such deeply rooting
subjects should be cultivated. Hiiving cut the flowers of both plants
freely, it may be useful to say they should be cut with care, that is,

near a jomt, otherwise the hollow stalk catches the rain, when
decay soon sets in, causing the parts above to fall.—J. Wood,
Kh-kdall.
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Giant Knotweads.—Tbese are uoticeJ (p. 337) as being now
nearly as showy as they were some time since ; they are so here ;

but from an unusual cause the hot summer has induced them to set
their seed very freely, and they are now quite covered with such a
profusion of seed-pods as to render them, I think, even more orna-
mental than they were wiien in flower.—T. S.iiixn, IiTeu-ri/.

Large-fruited Passion-flower (PassiEora macroearpa).—
Tliis is one of the climbers which pr .luce edible fruit and beautiful
flowers. Though generally grown in a stove, it has been known to
flower and fruit in a moderately warm greenhouse. The finest speci-
men of it I have seen, and from which fruit was beins; constantly
cat for table use, was at Lord Powerscourt's, Co. Wicklow. It
would seem to have a particular attraction for vermin, for, strange
as it may seem, a rat had managed to climb alon:; the training rod
under the glass, '20 ft. from the floor, and gnawed a fruit near the
top. A dish of line well-grown fruit of this was also shown at the
last sliow of the Royal Dublin Horticultural .Society.— \V. J. M.,
C'loivnrl.

Bouquet Dahlias—As these have flowered as well and even
better than a great number of other plants on light dry soils tliis

season, and are very useful in a cut state, the following list of them
may he useful. Oaly the most distinct in colour and prettiest-formed
flowers have been selected ; each plant has from thirty to fifty

flowers open on it at one time, and they will continue in flower till

frost overtakes them. The list is as follows : Tom Tit, lilac, shaded
with violet ; A. Senonen, primrose and white, tinted witli amber,
3| ft. in height ; Clementine, rose-pink, grows from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in
height ; Edward Morcepe, scarlet and white, mottled, shaded, and
perfect in form, 3 ft. in height ; Hermann Zindal, brilliant scarlet,
grows from 3 ft. to -l ft. in height ; German Favourite, rose shaded
with crimson, grows from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in height ; Guiding Star,
pure white with fringed edges, 4 ft. in height ; Nemesis, amber
with scarlet and white centre, 3 ft. in height ; Tromlitz, crimson,
4 ft. in height; Floribunda, bronzy-yellow, neat and free blooming,
4 ft. in height ; Lightning, carmine, white tip, 3 ft. in height ; C. T.
Loch, carmine, grows from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in height, and Dr. Rauch,
orange-scarlet, small and neat.—E. P.

Tiger Flowers from Seed.—It may not be generally known
how soon the beautiful Tigridia Pavonia grandiflora, when raised
from seed, attains sufficient strength to flower ; two years ago I

harvested a crop of seed that was sown the following spring. It
soon germinated, and the plants when taken up last autumn had
formed small bullis. These were replanted in the spring, when they
grew away strongly, and a great many of them flowered this autumn.
It will, therefore, be seen that seedlings of Tigridias flower earlier
than those of most bulbs.-

—

Alpha.

Narrow-leaved Sun-flower (Heliauthus angustifolius).—
This is now coming into flower here, and a very distinct plant it is.

It has long, narrow, drooping foliage, a pyramidal, branching habit,
slender footstalks, and medium sized bright yellow stellate flowers
with black discs. It will prove a useful autumn-flowering plant.

—

T. Smith, JSlewry.

Agapanthus.—This is well worth a good deal of trouble, but
I would not recommend its being planted out permanently. It

should be lifted every autumn. In 1S77 we tried a number of our
plants out all winter, but they were so much injured that only one
of them managed to send up a small umbel of flowers the following
year. Last winter we had them in a cold pit well protected over
sashes with litter ; but, nevertheless, many of them were killed out-
right.—J. W. B., Derby.

The African Lily has been used here for several years past as
a bedding plant, and a beautiful oljject it is in any'position outside
when well flowered. The treatment we found most conducive to
getting a fine head of bloom was to grow the plants in 10-in. pots,
and plunge them in the positions where they were intended to
flower. Last season (1879) we determined to turn them out of their
pots in a sheltered position with the object of allowing thenr to
grow unchecked, and in the hope that they would prove hardy
enougli with a little protection to pass through the winter in safety ;

but the result was that they did not flower nearly so well as when
plunged in their pots, and the whole stock so treated succumbed
to the winter of 1S79-S0.—J. Roeeets, Guiinershury Park.

Verbenas at Salisbury.—Of autumn-struck Verbenas
Messrs. Keynes have raised a fine stock from cuttings struck eaidy,
and then potted ofl', two in a 3-in. pot. They were stopped at the
first joint as soon as they had taken hold of the soil, and again after
each succeeding growth until the middle or end of September, when
the stopping process was discontinued, and the plants thoroughly
hardened off. The greater part of this large stock consists of Crim-
son King, Purple King, Boule de Xeige, and Eclipse, all excellent
varieties and distinct colours. In addition to these there is a large

percentage of the newer and choicer varieties, amongst which Lus-
trous, one of the best scarlets in cultivation, ranks first. It is of

the old Defiance type, but pre-eminently better.—H. \V. W.

NOTES FROM COOMBE WOOD.
There are few more interesting hardy tree nurseries than this—

a

fact which may be readily understood when it is remembered how
frequent are the new introductions added by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons
to an already large and comprehensive collection. During a recent
visit we made notes of a few of the suljjects which most attracted
our attention.

New or Rare Shrubs.—A handsome Japanese Dogwood
(Coruus brachypoda) is remarkable for the i^eculiar habit of growth

Azira microphylla (branch with fo'ia^e ; half size).

which renders it a very ornamental subject. The branches spring

from the stem \a a horizontal tabulated manner in tiers, much in the

same way as in some of the Conifers. The leaves are about the size of

those of the ordinary C. sanguinea, and there is a variegated-leaved

form with a large amount of white in the leaves, rendering it very

effective. In early summer it bears a profusion of pure white
flowers. In .Japan it is said to grow into a large tree. In Daphni-
phyllum gliucescens we have a most distinct dwarf shrub with large

ovate leaves of a bright shining green on the upper surface, and of a

glaucous whiteness beneath. It is alio a native of .Japan, inhabit-

ing tlie northern and central parts. Another fine .Japanese shrub

is Pterostyrax corymbosnm, a rare species, inhabiting the more
mountainous regions ; hence it is quite hardy is this country. It is

a deciduous, small tree, furnished with large, handsome foliage, and in

early summer it bears panicles of fragrant white flowers somewhat
similar to the other species, P. hispidum, which was figured in The
G.VRDEN, Vol. XIII., p. 36. Styrax Obassia is likewise an extremely
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rare Japanese shrub. It bears Urge deciiUious foliage ami pretty

rieeines of white flowers, which in early summer yield a ple-asant

fragrance. For planting against a warm wall, a new shrub, called

Ao;inidia Kolomikta, has somewhat of a climbing habit and prettily

variegite I leaves ; its flowers are small and white. The Climbing

Hydrangea, which bears the long name of Schizophragraa hydrange-

oides, is also a capital iilant for a wall or pillar, as it sends

out long rows of clasping roots after the manner of Ivy. The
flowers are said to be very attractive, though we think they

have not yet been produced in this country. The beautiful Chilian

Brush Bush (Eucryphia pinnatifolia) was out of flower, but it seems

to grow freely at Coombe Wood, and was not injured in the least by

the cold last winter. Olearia Haatti is one of the best dwarf shrubs

one can have in a garden, on
account of its perfect hardi-

ness and the attractiveness of

its flowers, which are pro-

duced for some weeks to-

gether during summer. We
noticed the beautiful Desmo-
dium penduliflorum in full

flower, a noteworthy fact, as

very few shrubs bloom so late

in the autumn, and it does

not appear to be impaired by
the weather. These, besides

the splendid Xanthoceras sor-

bifolia, Osmanthus myrtifo-

lium, Escallonia I'iiilippiana,

are only a few of the hjsts of

interesting trees and shrubs

to be found here. We can-

not, however, omit to mention
the two following shrubs, for

they particularly attracted

us. These are

Small-leaved Azara
(X. microphylla).—The cul-

tivated species of Azara num-
ber some half-dozen, but this

is by far the most ornamental
amongst them ; indeed, we
know of no other shrub so

graceful in character, which
is enhanced by its being an
evergreen. The accompany-
ing woodcut, prepared from
Messrs. Veitch's plants, gives

a good idea of its elegant

habit. The flowers, though
produced plentifully, are

small and iucouspicuous, but
they are succeeded in autumn
by small oval berries of au
orange-red tint. It is a na-

tive of Valdivia, in Southern
Chili, and proves quite hardy
at Coombe Wood planted in

the principal specimen border
which occupies a gently-rising

knoll. In low-lying localities,

such, for example, as Kew,
this shrub was injured
severely last winter ; a large

specimen 10 ft. high, planted
some j'ears ago, was injured
beyond recovery ; at least, it

wastbrownaway, andanother
substituted. But even if such fine shrubs succumb to such exception-
ally severe winters as the last, the merits which tliey possess ought
surelj' to induce plant losers to repair the loss. The Ijest position

in which to plant this shrub under ordinary circumstances is in a
sheltered and not too low position, and partial shade is not objection-

able to it. For planting against a wall, trellis, or similar positions,

few shrubs are more desirable.

Hymenanthera crasaifolia.—This attractive and ornamen-
t d Xew Zealand shrub is now very conspicuous on account of the pro-

fusion of pure white berries with which the b'-anches are covered.

These berries are about the size of Peppercorns, aurl from their

singular colour produce a marked contrast to the other berry-bear-
ing shrubs that are conspicuous at this season. It forms a compact
tuft from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high with horizontal and procumbent brandies,
which are remarkably twiggy and spread in all directions. The
foliage is small and aeat and of a deep green hue, contrasting well

f/-:^^^

Azara microphylla (.allowing hubit of growth ; height about 8 ft ).

with the wliitc lierries. It is perfectly hardy, and from its peculiar
habit of giowth we consider it to be especially adapted for plant-

ing in such positions as among rocks and stony places. On lawns
and the margins of shrubberries it would form an attractive object,

and being an evergreen it would not be unsightly at any season.

Hardy Bamboos.—There is a tine collection of these planted
on the margin of a running stream in a dell-like portion of this

nursery, a position they have occupied for some years. The speci-

mens now are very large, indeed the finest we have ever seen, a cir-

cumst.ance doubtless attributable to their being planted in a wet
situation b}- the side of the stream. The plants are disposed in such
an irregular and picturesque manner, tliat they make a charming
13amboo glade, and the water plants ia the pools, the bog and marsh

plants, together with a rus-

tic bridge wliich spans the
stream, all considerably en-

hance the eS'ect. The largest

plants of the Bamboo are

those of Bambusa Metake, a

Japanese species with broadly
lance-shaped leaves of a

shining deejj green. Some of

the plants of this grow from
G ft. to 10 ft. in height, and
form huge clumps several feet

across. This is a fine Bam-
boo, and one which should
be planted everywhere for

ornamental effect. Though
it succeeds best in moist
situations, it forms a fine

subject when planted singly

on lawns in open places, where
its elegant habit of growth
can be seen to advantage.
The next largest plants are

those of Arundinaria falcata,

the leaves of which are nar-

rower than those of Metake,
and of a paler green. It is

an extremely handsome plant

and very hardy, the last two
severe winters having had no
injurious efi'ect whatever on
tlie foliage. Another desir-

able large-growing kind is

Phyllostachys bambusoides,
foliage of which is even nar-

rower than that of the last.

Its erect growth and fine

arching stems render it a good
subject for planting with the

others, though it is rather

more tender, at least in low-

lying situations. About a

dozen other species are grown
besides the new kinds which
Mr. Maries has brought home
from Japan. The large-grow-

ing Bamboos are not half

enough planted in gardens, a

circumstance owing no doubt
to the impression thatthey are

not hardy, but as to the hardi-

ness of the kinds we have men-
tioned there can be no doubt,

at least in the more southern

CO mties. No other class (

f

hardy plants is capable of producing such a semi-tropical effect in sum-

mer as these Bamboos, and in winter they enliven tlie scene by their

fresh evergreen foliage. The tall-growing (Irasses. too, are likewise

very fine at Coombe Wood, especially the various forms of the Pam-
pas Grass (Ciynerium argeuteum), of which there are huge clumps

planted among the Bamboos, and the tall white plumes have a fine

effect rising above the surrounding foliage.

Ornamental Conifers.—Among a large number of varieties

of these the most noteworthy were a few new kinds which promise

to be valu.able ornamental sorts for general planting. Abies polita

is a very hanilsome tree, distinct from other varieties ; it is called

the Tiger's-tail .Spruce, on acc-ount of the long pendulous branches on

a fuUy-develoited tree lieariug some resemlJance to tlie tail of a

tiger. It is ue.vre%t in appearance to the grac3ful A. Smithiana, ami

like it is perfectly hardy, though a native of Japan. In a young

state it is of erect habit, with rigid branches, furnished with sharp-
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pointed, bright green leaves, through which may be seen the pale
chestnut-brown tint of the bark. The stiff, erect leading shoot of
large size is a distinct characteristic of this Conifer in a small state.

Another fine species is Veitch's Silver Fir (Abies Veitchi), a rare
species from Japan. The robust horizontal branches, furnished vrith
bright shining green leaves, which have silvery lines on their under
surfaces, mark this kind as one of the most distinct of Conifers. It
promises to become a tree of a highly ornamental habit of growth
and perfectly hardy. The true A. ajanensis, A. Alcockiana, and A.
Schrenkiana, of which there appears to be some confusion in the
nomenclature, may all be seen here in fine condition. A new Japanese
species (A. Mariesi), named after its collector, is one that, judging
from present appearances, will prove a desirable kind, though the
plants are at present too small to form any idea of its habit of
growth. The Hemlock Spruce of Japan (A. Tsuga) is no less grace-
ful in habit than its American congener, but the foliage is of a paler
hue. The variety nana forms a dwarf bush, seldom exceeding 1 yd
high, and is desirable if only to give variety to others. A. Engel-
manni and its variety glauca are among the most handsome of Coni-
fers. The latter is particularly fine, the whole foliage being, as it

were, suffused with a bluish-grey tint. Variegated and golden
kinds are numerously represented here. A golden form of Retino-
spora obtusa gracilis is one of the most distinct as well as most hand-
some. It differs from the typical kind in having more spreading
branches, which have a graceful appearance on account of the pen-
dulous tips and pale golden tint. The golden R. tetragona is like-
wise a good kind, and on account of its dwarf, compact habit and
slow growth it is specially adapted for rockwork and similar positions.
Among two dozen kinds of Pines, P. parviflora stood out distinct
from the rest on account of its distinct habit. The leaves are short,
slender, and collected into small clusters. Large specimens of Coni-
fers are not numerous here, but an avenue composed of Wellingto-
nias and Araucarias planted alternately is one of the chief features of
this nursery. Indeed, we have never seen any so uniformly fine ;

the Araucarias are well clothed to the base, and not a branch of them
has been disfigured.

Japanese Maples.—If only to see the beautiful autumn tints
of the Japanese Majjles, a visit to Coombe Wood is well repaid, for
nothing in the way of autumu foliage can surpass the brilliant hues
of these Maples. The majority of them consist of varieties of Acer
polymorphuni, a species which ramifies into an endless number of
forms. One of the finest and, at the same time, the newest is named
septemlobum elegans, so named from having leaves divided into
seven narrow leaflets, toothed at the edges. The colour is a rich
emerald green in spring and summer, changing in autumn to a deep
reddish-purple. The deepest tinted of all the sorts is sanguineum,
the reddish-crimson foliage of which may be seen at a great distance,
and no mass of hardy flowers is capable of producing such a strik-
ing effect. Dissectum and palmatifidum are both extremely hand-
some in foliage, which is cut up into thread-like segments, especi-
ally that of dissectum. Both assume in autumn tne characteristic
coppery tint, which heightens the effect of the Fern-like foliage.
Atro-purpureum and the typical kind have broader leaves, similar to
those of sanguineum, though they do not colour so brilliantlj-. A
very distinct and attractive variety is roseum marginatum, which has
small leaves divided into from thiee to five leaflets each, margined with
delicate rose round a light green centre. These are but a few of the
most conspicuous varieties, which make a long list, having been
recently augmented by the introductions of Mr. Maries from Japan.
These Maples ought to take a prominent place in all ornamental
shrubberies, for, being perfectly hardy, they supply a place which no
other class of shrubs can fill, and they are equally adapted for con-
servatory decoration. We have alluded more particularly to the
autumn tints of these Maples, but some of them have throughout
the year a reddish-coppery hue, some a grassy-green and red tint
combined, and others various shades of green in spring and summer,
and still others have their first growths green, and the second
growths of a deep red colour. Among other species of Acer a new
Hawthorn-leaved kind (A. crat;egifolium) promises to become a
serviceable tree for ornamental planting. It'is very aptly named, as
the foliage much resembles that of some of the Crata?guses. The
branches are slender and somewhat pendulous, and would form a
handsome subject on a lawn. Similar to the common Sycamore is

A. rufinerve, also a new Japanese kind. The leaves do not appear
to have red veins in this country, but the leaves make up for that
deficiency by a brilliant red tint in autumn. The Cretan Maple
(A. creticum) is so distinct from any other, that it is desirable on
this account alone. It is dwarf in habit and the leaves are no larger
than those of the common Box.

New Evergreen Oaks.—Hardy evergreen trees and shrubs
are always valuable, and more especially if they are of .an ornamental
character, and for this reason the new Japanese Oak (Quercus Buer-
geri) will be considered an acquisition. It h.T,3 a noble habit of

growth, forming a spreading tree or large shrub, and clothed from
the top to the base with dense foliage. The leaves, which are nearly
the size of those of the common Laurel, are leathery in texture, with
polished surfaces, and of a deep though lively green hue. At Coombe
Wood trees of this Oak have been planted some years, and now are
from 10 ft. to 15 ft. in height, and bear a plentiful crop of Acorns.
These are small and obconical ; the cup, which is composed of several
supeiimposed silky rings, almost encloses the nut. Tlie Acorns are
produced in dense clusters on short, stout, woody stalks from the
axils of the leaves. Too much cannot be said in favour of this fine

tree, as it far surpasses any other hardy evergreen tree, with which
we are acquainted, in ornamental appearance. It will make a capital

subject for planting as single specimens or in groups on lawns or for

ornamental plantations and slirubberies, where it would stand out
in bold relief from midst deciduous trees and shrubs. Somewhat
similar to (^l. Buergeri is one called Q. bambussefolia (the Bamboo-
leaved Oak), but the leaves are longer and narrower, hence not so
effective, although it is an extremely desirable subject for all kinds-

of ornamental planting. A strong growing variety of Q. Buergeri.
named robusta has broader leaves, and is altogether a more vigorous-
form, and may be readily recognised from the typical kind. Q. cus-
pidata is another .Tapanese evergreen Oak, the leaves of which are
smaller than those of the preceding kinds, and of a bright shining,

green. A variegated-leaved form of this species forms one of the
most effective shrubs we have seen. The variegation is a creamy-
white and green, considerably more of the white than the green,
which makes it so striking. An old specimen of it in one of the
houses is of large size, filling the end of the structure, and admiredl
by every one. Its leaves are smaller than in the green-leaved kind,
but that is no defect ; on the contrary, it gives the tree a more grace-

ful appearance. It will in time become better known, judging by
the large quantities of it grown.—W. G.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

CEOWDING CUT FLOWERS A MISTAKE.
Most of us are lovers of flowers, and like to have them in a
cut state in our dwellings, both on account of the fragrance which
they emit and also for the diversity of colour and of form whiclL

they possess, from the modest Violet to the choicest flower among
our many exotics. Yet after the flowers are cut and brought into-

the house their beauty is often marred, and the charming effect

which they would otherwise have produced is utterly spoilt

through bad arrangement. More frequently than not the idea

of most people who arrange flowers seems to be to stuff as many
as they can into any given receptacle, thereby thinking to show
off the flowers to the best advantage. What a sad mistake they
make ! and tliat at the sacrifice of both colour and form. Again^
w here several vases have to be filled in one household, how often

do we find one arrangement a counterpart of the rest—a piece of

tliis and a bit of that may be seen in each vase. These are a few
of the many instances where the beauty to be seen in flowej's is.

deteriorated through the want of a due amount of consideration on
the part of those who have the arrangement of them.
At the present time, when cut fl-jwers are so much in request,

and so varied the objects to which they are applied, it is liighly

es.sential to economise them to the utmo.st ; especially ought this;

to be considered in gardens of limited extent. Many of us would
feel a large amount of relief if thos3 who arrange cut flowers

(which at some seasons of the j'ear have been obtained at a con-
siderable amount of labour and anxiety) w-ould endeavour to pro-

duce a maximum effect with a minimum of material. I venture

to say that in manj' gardens throughout the country there are far

more flowers grown for cut purposes than would be really required

if due economy was practised in arranging them. I know of cases

where the growth of flowers for the supply of families during the

London season is a serious matter to the gardener, who woulil be

only too thankful if the flowers could be^iade to go farther than
they now do, so that he might have more room and time to devote

to other subjects. This object could be easily attained in the

majority of cases if those who arrange the flowers did but study

tlie art of grouping them, selecting those which blend harmo-
niously together both in form and colour, using just sufficient to

give an effect and natural beauty to the wlmle. Not only would
the flowers used last much longer in beauty, but they would also-

give greater satisfaction. It is a great advantage to the gardener-

if he has the arrangement of the floral decorations himself or can
superintend them. Those who grow the flowers ought to be th3-
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last to ujj them oxtravag-antly, yet they even often fall into this

error.

I tind it the best plan when cutting flowers to fix upon^ what I

intonil to use in each friven receptacle, collectin<^ only sufficient of

each kind for the purpo^se, and avoidinf;: a repetition of the samo
arranseraent from time to time as much as the supply will admit

of my doinp:. Uy this means the flowers can be greatly eei>no-

mised, leaving, in many instances, a better display in the garden

dui'ing the summer and in the house throughout the winter

months. The prizes offered at various horticultural exliibitious

throughout the country have no doubt aided in a great measiu'e to

bring about a better" state of things in the arranging of cut

flowers. Lessons may often be learnt on such occasions by all of

lis, such as those showing the evil residts and the low position iu

the prize list of those exhiljitors who still adhere to the antinuatiMl

system of crowding flowers together for producing effect in floral

decorations. Much, however, remains still to be done in the way
of economy in the utilising of cut flowers in the household. If

any who may have leaned towards quantity to produce effect would
but try for a few times what the)' can produce with half the

amount of flowers, I feel certain they would not soon return to

-their old svstem. J. Hudson.

Dinner-table Decoration.—I always read with interest

.auytliing bearing on this subject, which is largely carried out hero,

and any new or original ideas respecting it are always welcome.
I therefore carefully read " N.'s " remarks (p. .SSI), but I must con-

fess to little purpose, as the only new idea was that gardeners have
no idea of the tasteful arrangement of flowers. Your correspondent
iias evidently caught the prevailing fashion of unfavourably com-
paring native with foreign handiwork, for " N."say3 0ur own working
classes have no ideas of taste, while the peas.ants of France and
Italy have the true ideal of taste in all floral arrangements. It

might help us if " N." would give us the rudiments of what consti-

tutes good taste as regards the blending of colours, for often in my
case the most flrmly set notions on this point are upset by some
chance combination thrown together apparently without much skill

or care, while the most studied combinations have proved failures.

Your correspondent must remember, too, that gardeners frequently
Jiava to carry out their employer's and not their own ideas with res-

pect to table decoration, a matter on which I have never yet found
two ideas exactly alike. A— ra.ay like very light and graceful ar-

rangements, but B^ maybe equally fond of heavy borders or masses
of colour, and C— may only like rare flowers scented, or the reverse,

4ind will not have a native flower or anything common on the table.

I agree with " N." tliat some of our most lovely tables consist of

simple wild flowers and Grasses, but the fact is tastes diS'er so much
•on this point that in a party of twenty guests tlie very best arrange-

ment that ever yet was made would not suit the ideas of all as re-

gards perfection. I cannot, however, accept it as a fact that any
•one nation monopolises to itself the gift of good taste.—J. Giioom.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
About .June 10, in the large square of Havre, of the smaller round
S)eds, one was tilled with Schizanthus edged with dwarf double white
.Stock, another witli Virginian Stock, purple in the centre, white
.at the edge, a third was bright wiih purple Aubrietia. The central
one, about 30 ft. in diameter, was filled with dwarf Roses, chiefly
Malmaison, scores of which were white with blossom. This was
bordered with seedling Pansies in profuse bloom. Altogetlier, the
•effect was excellent. Later on, one of these beds was being filled with
Wigandias and two varieties of Begoniaofdifferentlieightaud colour.
The sloping bed facing south was being prepared for carpet bedding,
the pattern of which, cut out of brown paper, was carefully laid on
the smoothed surface and then sprinkled with white sand. The
Tapidity with which the planting was done, the various plants
preparel by inferior men being handed to the planters, was astonish-
ing.

At St. Adresse, by the side of the path leading to the lighthouse,
through a grated girden door, I saw a magnificent Magnolia 30 ft.

high, and as vigorous as possible. In this garden is a most ingenious
arrangement for training double cordon Pears in a small space. The
^garden path, probably 30 ft. long, ran north and south. In the
parallel border a hollow wire wall was formed of two firm standards
.a'jont 10 ft. high, at each end connected by a top cross piece of about
15 in., leaving a hollow space. Within this space a diagonal strainer
went from the cross piece to the ground to give additional support.
From these vertical ends horizontal wires were strainefl, to which
-the Pear trees, about 3 ft. apart, were diagonally trained, each tree
iiaving three branches. Knowing the dislike the French have to intru-

ders, I did not go in, so cannot give more detail, but I never saw an
arrangement better fitted to give the largest space for fruiting, with
abumlanee of sun and air.

Tile large use made of Marguerite and its free blooming surprises

those with whom it does not so flourish. Soil has some influence

—

climate more.
At Coutances, their many large Orange trees were skilfully hidden

by tall Phloxes, and the front of the very long straight border, was
brilliant with thousands of Turban Ranunculus, amidst which had
been planted Pelargoniums aud other flowers to take their place

when faded. Such a bed I shall never again see ; soil and climate

here assert their power. In these and neiglibouring towns the win-

ter's frost had destroyed mauy old trees, while Magnolias and
Camellias had wholly escaped.

If any of your readers visit St. Heliers, Jersey, get out of the

train the third station from the town, and ask leave to see

Mr. 's gardens, where the Camellias are as large as the finest

Portugal Laurels iu their most favourite soil. In the spring they

would be worthy a special visit. No one can imagine the wealth
in Potatoes till they have seen Jersey in the lifting season ; night

and day dash along the cars to the many steamers awaiting Potatoes

— their sole cargo. J. B.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FURNISHEDHOW CAN A YINERY RE SOONEST

WITH BEARING WOOD?
The remarks which Mr. Wildsmith has made (p. 3C'2) respecting the

Vines at Wortley are highly interesting, and of much inqjortance to

Vine growers generally. For the last lialf-dozen years or more I

have tried Vine culture in many different forms, and my experience

with the quick mode of furnishing Vineries with wood leads me to

substantiate Mr. Simpson's practice. Had I read Mr. Wildsmith's
remarks at one time, I would have thought that Mr. Simpson's Vines

would be ruined, but now I think he is setting an example which
would be productive of much good were it generally adopted. My
experiments in the same direction have been made with both old and
young Vines. Two years ago some of our Vine canea were so old

and had been so often pruned, that the spurs looked more like stag's

horns than anything else. The roots and border were good enough,
and I did not want to jjlant a batch of young Vines, and wait for

years in the old way for them to come into bearing ; moreover, the

loss of a crop would have been to us a serious con.sideration. Last

year, therefore, the Vines with the big spurs were left as usual, but
on each side of two of them young rods were allowed to grow up to

the top of the house. When tliis was done, the two Vines resembled a

three-pronged fork. The young canes thickened and ripened well up,

and [at jiruning time last autumn the centre pieces with the big

horns were cut out from the bottom, and the young canes in the

form of a V were left full length. In the month of February last,

when the Vines were started into growth, the young canes did not

break quite so fast as the old ones, but from nearly every eye
pushed forth a shoot which gradually gained strength, and ultimately

produced as fine a crop all the way up as any of the old rods. They
have now gained much strength in every way, and we have there-

fore a number of good, clean, new canes in our house fruited to the

top at once, and we have never lost our usual number of bunches or

a full crop in accomplishing this. This year we have brought more
young canes from the bottom to the top of the Vineries, and we in-

tend following out our practice of Last and this year in every par-

ticular. In my opinion the plan has much to recommend it, and is

well worthy of general trial.

As regards young Vines, three years ago we planted a number out

of pots into an old house. They had been specially prepared for

planting, and were quite capable of making good growth the first

year, which they did, and when we cut back the strong, well-ripened

canes which they had made by pruning time to about 2 ft. from
where they started, we made sure of getting some fine wood on them
the following season ; but no, the very reverse was the case ; every-

one of them started into growth of course ; but that season they did

not make such strong wood as they did the first year,

nor have they done so since. How this lias occurred I

will not pretend to say exactly, but I more than sus-

pect that cutting iu the strong canes to such an extent gave the

whole system of the Vine a severe check. One or two which were
left a few feet longer than the others have done fairly well since,

bearing fruit and becoming quite established, but some of those cut

in so much at first have hardly produced a bunch, or made wood
sufficient to bear one since. Had we left the rods full length the

first year when they were a good size and well ripened, no doubt we
would have had plenty of fruit from them the following season, and
they would have given no more trouble. In future when I have to
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deal with young Vines, I will allow them to remain as permanent
canes as soou as ever they make sufficient growth for that purpose,

and I feel certain the result will be far more satisfactory than could
be ensured from any other mode of treatment. Camekiax.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS OU THE EEUIT GARDEN.

Damsons in Hedgerows.—During the last few years the
number of Damson trees planted in tliis neighbourhood is surprising ;

yet there seems no fear of overstocking tlie market, as tlie supply
never seems equal to the demand, so largely are they used for

culinary purposes, and especially for preserving. It is singular that

they are not more largely grown in gardens belonging to private

estaldishments, as they take so little space, and yield a crop of fruit

in almost all kinds of seasons. In this neighbourhood they are

largely planted in hedgerows that inclose orchards, and it is no un-
common thing to find the hedgerow the most profitable part of the

orchard. This year Damsons have realised double the price of

Plums, as they come in after the glut of Plums is over. I would
strongly advise anyone who has a few yards of hedgerow inclosing

his garden to invest in half-a-dozen Damson trees. Plant them in

the centre if the hedgerow is new, but if an old-established one just

outside, digging a good large hole and filling up with good soil to

give the tree a start. Stop the strongest shoots at the winter
pruning each year to one-half their length, but let all the slender
t«igs remain intact, as they will begin to bear after the second year.

The Farleigh Prolific or Cluster Damson is the best and surest
cropper, but the old-fashioned Damson is preferred by some, being
the sweetest flavoured. BuUaces are also useful to follow the
Damsons, as they come in after most other fruits are over, and
flourish in soils where scarcely any other fruit will grow.—J. Groom,
Linton.

Ne'W Pine-apple (Ananassa bracamorensis). ^— In The
Garden of .Septeml er IS (p. 27C) ".I. C." says the fruit

of this Pine-apple, grown by M. Bergmann, is supposed to

be the first produced in Kurope. Here we cut our first

fruit on June 27, secord July 15, and we have another ripe at the
present time ; but as "J. C. " docs not give the date, it is probable
that M. Bergn.ann was the first to cut fruit of it. ".J. C" is right
when he says the flavour is inferior to that of the Queen or sorts

usually grown. We leceived ours from M. Linden last year, good
plants. \Vhen fruitirg, the leaves, measuring crossways, were over
5 ft., and the 1 eight Irom the rim of the pot, including the crown,
32 in. The fru t was not large, and the crown was small considering
the room affon'ed it. It is an addition to our Pineapples,
but no inlpro^ement on sorts already in cultivation.— J. F. M.,

Good Late Plums.—Late Plums, like early ones, are valuable,
especially good dessert sorts, such as Coe's Golden Drop, Reine
Claude de Bavaj', Ickworth, Imperatrice, Coe's Late Ked, and
Piiyanston Gage We have a fine tree on a west wall of the Bry-
anston kiud, which generally bears a crop ; but this season, in com.
mon with other Plums, the crop has been a heavy one. Cne of its

great recommendations is not ripening all at one time. We have
been gathering from this tree during tlif se past three weeks. To-day
(Oct. S) I gathered the lot, consisting of two dozen nice fruit. But
Coe's Late Ked is the latest Plum with which I am acquainted.

—

J. Crook.
S':oring Apples.—It would benefit many of us if we were

in'ormed not only how to grow, but also how to keep that most use-
ful of fruits the Apple in good condition during the winter both for
culinary and dessert purposes, as good Apples are a most useful
addition to home-grown fruits late in the spring and early summer
months, when fruit, except in large forcing establishments, is not, as
a rule, over alumdant. My own experience of fruit rooms is that
they arc generally too dry and over ventilated, for I do not think
that a reallj' sound Apple will rot so readily as some seem to fancy.
From having observed during the last few winters how sound and
plump Apples keep when left under the trees covered with fallen
leaves, I am inclined to think that if our fruit rooms were more after
the style of ci liars or partially sunk under ground their contents
would keep better than in lofty airy structures, which do not answer
the purpose for which they are intended so well as humbler build-
ings. We store large quantities in thatched houses in large heaps
f 3r winter and spring use, and I am certain they keep far better than
when laij in single layers on shelves with the dry air acting upon
them and shrivelling them up long before they would be if kejit in a
maister a^moopliere.—J. Groom, "l.intan.

Registering Orchards.— Planters who have set out young
orchanis should not forget to register the names of all the fruits
pl.anted in a book. It may be done in a common account book, and
will then be always at hand and ready for reference. Commence
with a row on one side, and proceed regularly to the other ; in this

way every tree may be found. Planters receive their trees labelled
from the nursery, and carefully observe every kind ; but in two or
three years they forget them, the labels being lost or defaced, and
when the trees come into bearing, are puzzled to know what they
are. They call on some wiseacre, who gives half the names wrong,
and misnomers are thus multiplied. Now is the time to register

them.

—

Blind Affairs. [An excellent idea, and one which apjilies as
much to this country as to America.]

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLV.—THE SIKKIM EHULARB.
(rheum nobile.)

It will be remembered that this remarkable Khiibarb flowei'ed for

the first time in Europe last summer iu the lioyal Botanic Ciarden,

Edinburgh. To what we said concerning it on that occasion

(pp. 408 and 5.34) we add the following from I'rof . Balfour's account
of it in the " Transactions of the Edinburgh Botanical Society ":

—

" The plant when in flower excited much attention among the
visitors to the Botanic Garden, and undoubtedly it is showy and
interesting. The peculiar colour of the bracts on the tapering
floral axis is striking and attractive. The plant indeed looks like

a conical tower, covered with downwardly imbricated straw-
coloured showy bracts, which are strongly convex on their upper
surface. The crown of the root is short and thick, and is scarcely

visible when the plant is in full flower. The radical leaves are

bright green. The stem yields an acid juice. The reflexed bracts

are remarkable both as regards colour and arrangement. They
are nearly entire, straw-coloured, and translucent, overlapping
each other like slates. Certain portions are of a red colour.

"NMien the bracts are turned up the flowers are seen. The plant
has a branching inflorescence and nimierous small greenish

flowers.
" Sir Joseph Hooker states that this is one of the most sinking-

plants of the Sikliim Mountains, and different in appearance from
ordinary Kheums. He says :

' I first saw the plant fully a mile off

on the black cliffs of the Lacker Valley at an elevation of 14,000

ft.' He makes the following remarks on this lihubarb iu his
' Himalayan.Iournal :

' ' On the black rocks the gigantic lihuharb
formed pale pyramidal towers 3 ft. high, of inflated reflexed bracts,

that conceal the flowers, and overlapping one another like tiles,

protect them from the wind and rain ; a whorl of broad green
leaves edged with red spreads on the ground at the base of the
plant, contrasting in colour with the tran.sparent bracts, which
are yellow, margined with pink. This is the handsomest herba-

c^^ous plant in Sildiim ; it is called " Tchuka," and the acid .stems are

eaten both raw and boiled ; they are hollow and full of pure
water ; the root resembles that of the medicinal Ithubarb, but it is

spong}- and inert ; it attains a length of 4 ft. and grows as thick

as the arm. The dried leaves afford a sub.stitute for Tobacco ; a
smaller kind of Rhubarb is, however, more commonly used in

Thibet for this purpose.'
" The Rheum nobile grows in an elevated part of the Edinburgh

garden, protected on the we.st by a wall 10 ft. high, and on the
other sides by abundance of trees and shrubs. When there is a

fall of snow, such as took place during the last two winters, it con-
tinues long in that part of the garden, and this may partly account
for the flowering of the Rheum."
The climatic conditions to which it has been subjected at Edin-

burgh aie witliout doubt the cause of its flowering, otherwise more
success would have resulted from the attempts to grow it in

southern localities; for example, every conceivable mode has been
tried at Kew, but all to no purpose, the plants dying as soon as

they had developed a few large leaves. Other experienced culti-

vators, .such, for instance, as Mr. Charles Green, have tried it at

various places, but with no better success. Notwithstanding this,

it is, as will be .seen, a most interesting plant, and where it can be

grown satisfactorily it is well worthy of culture. [Our plate was
prepared from the plant which flowered at Edinburgh.]

Tropseolum'Vesuvius.—Thisisaverydwarf,comp.ict-growing
Nasturtimii. with very snail, dark green leivesan 1 lirilliant-crimson

flowers, which are shown well above the foliage. It is an excellent

bedder, a profuse bloomer, and continues iu flower until cut otf by
frost. It needs only to be seen once, .as I saw it a short tim&
ago at Salisbury, to be admired and sought after.—H. W. W.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
With the tine autumn il weather we are now experiencing, all such

operations as planting of trees, shruljs, or flowers in boils or bonlers

should be puslieil forward as rapiilly as possible, for even in light

sandy soils it is always advisable to tread tlie land as little as pos-

sible when wet or sodden, and in still" clayey soils it is worse than

Labour wasted to go ou with such operations if the land is in a sticky

candition. As a rule, we use but little manure for flower beds, a

Uight dressing of old pottiug soil or leaf-mould being the usual

application, or some quite short rotten manure, such as worn out

Mushroom beds, for rank farm or stable manure is not suitable for

them unless very deeply buried. While the weather keeps mild

Grass will continue to grow freely, and as it will be easier divested

of leaves and rubbish during winter if kept short, the mon-iiig

machine or scythes must still hi kept in operation. Worm-casts will

1)0 troublesome now, and fre.juent rolling will be necessary to keep

U\vns in good condition ; any inequalities should now be filled up,

and edgings should be neatly cjt for the winter. Continue to

divest any half-hardy plants of decayed leaves and blossoms, so as to

give the gvrdeus a cheerful look, for if mild weather prc-

v.iiU they may continue gay for some length of time yet,

for, in addition to the usual autumn flowers, such as Tritomas,

Sjhizostylis, Michaelmas Daisies, .and the graceful plumes of the

Pampas Oras^, we have many tender plants, such as Tropx'ohim,

Siveet I'cas, &c., that have again become covered with blooms, and
that are making quite a good display. Fine-foliaged plants look

fresh and vigorous, but any that it is desirable to save should be re-

moved under cover at once, as frost may be e.xpected sufficiently

severe to damage tender plants any night now. Cutting pots of

tendci plants should be removed from cold pits to drier and more
airy quarters. Keep them well ventilated on all favourable occasions,

and keep them as hardy as possible, as the season is now ajiproaching

when more plants are usually lost from damp than from the severest

winter frosts that ever occur. Colil frames may be utilised for pro-

tecting Echeverias, Centaureas, and similar plants, a sufficient stock

of which should be at once placed under protection, as during the

last two destructive printers the frost set in unusuallj' early and
founl many unprepared, owing to their having had several mihl
winters in succession previously. Advantage should be taken of all

dry periods to get roads and walks freed from weeds, and any repairs

in the way of fresh gravelling should be carried out.; also see that

drains and channels lor carrying off surface water are in working
order, as the drier walks are kept the sounder they will be.

Bulbs of all kinds may now be planted, and I wouhl especially re-

commend the planting for permanent effect of Daffodil-?, .Snowdrops,

and Aconites. They succeed particularly well on dry b.anks or under
deciduous trees where little herbage grows, and when their foliage

will be allowed to mature itself undisturbed by scythe or mowing
machine. Loosen the soil well previous to planting .and cover with

good, fresh materiahthey will then do well for several seasons, and will

increase rapidly. Herbaceous plants that have done flowering mav
bi taken up and divided, deeply cultivating and enriching the soil

previously, as most of them are strong-rooting vigorous-growing
plants, capable of producing a prolonged season of bloom if solublefood

is within their reach ; but too often they are left in a crowded,
starved state, and are thereby brought into disrepute. The many
beautiful varieties of Phloxes alone are sufficient to make a gar-

den g.iy for many weeks if generously treated, and in addition to

their uses in the flower garden, we find the herbaceous sorts most
v.alu.able for supplying cut flowers in autumn. Look to all freshly

pUnted trees and shrubs, and see that they are securely staked be-

fore rough gales of wind occur. Guard against chaffing of the bark
by placing some soft substance under the ties. Prepare labels in

rough we.ather, and see that all specimen trees have their correct
names .attached to them.—J. Groom.

Auriculas.—The autumn bloom still puzzles us to know what
is best to do with it, and also how to prevent it. .Some of our plants
have been injured by breaking off the stems as soon as they could
bs laid hold of by the finger and thumb. The broken part has
rotte I down to the centres and effectually stopped the blooming of

the plants for more th.an on^ season. The best plan is to let the
pips foim, so that they can be pinched off, leaving the part where
the footstalks join the m lin stem. How to altogether prevent the
bloom from appsaring is the most imoortant que.'tion. No one
whom I knoiv his less of it than Mr. Horner, and he pots early in

May. I potted a very large proportion of our plants about the end
of .July, and these are showing as mac'i .autumn bloom as those
pitted earlier. The situation of the plaje has very little t) do with
the matter, as I saw a collection in a much colder district than
Mr. Horner's with very nearly 59 per cent., showing bloom in

September. I fancy that mist of us give the Auricula too much
water during summer .and .autumn which causes the plants to grow
too freely. I'.iy particular .attention now to removing the dead and
decaying leaves. If any green fly is seen fumigate to destroy it.

This pest does not like cold weather, and is therefore now easily

killed. .See that the small seedlings .arc not eaten over by slugs as

soon as they come through the ground.

Dahlias.—A night or two .ag > wc ha 1 frost severe enough to injure

some of the leaves of these ; they have continued to produce fine

flowers up to the middle of 0.;tober, but now that cold nights have
set in we may expect them to cease flowering. As soon as they are

cut down by frost it will be well to remove them. Cut the .stems

over, and dig up the roits carefully without injuring the fl 'shy

p.arts. This should be done on a w.arm day, if that is possible. I like

to turn the under part of the roots up to the sun to allow the water
to drain out of the hollow stems. If the weather will not .admit of

this, they may be taken iuto a shed or, better still, a Vinery from
which the Grapes have been cut.

Phloxes.—These beautiful hardy plants are yet producing a few-

late spikes of richly coloured flowers ; and mist welcome are they

now when the bedding plants are over. Bed i or borders of them
may be planted at any time when the weather is suitable. This
work indeed can be attended to now, while at other seasons time

cannot be afforded for it. If those intended to flower in p ts have
not 5'et been placed in them, see to this at once.

Pyrethrums.—These rank amongst the most useful of flowering

plants for town gardens, and not only for towns, but the smokiest of

towns in the Black Country. Mr. .Sanonite writes to say that they

succeed admirably in his garden at Sheffield, and I fancy that any
plant which will succeed there will grow in such cities .as London,
Leeds, Bradford, &c. Most of the principal northern florists have

taken to them. The flowers, which are perfectly formed, are to their

taste, and this, combined with e.asy culture, still further recommends
them. I find that plants divided a few weeks ago have already

established themselves in the open border, and a few potted have

clothed the surf.ace of the soil with their finely-cut leaves.

Primulas.—Those in pots now require scarcely any attention

except to see that the decaying leaves are removed to prevent injury.

Admit plenty of .air .at all times, removing the lights except when
it rains. I find that even the hardy I*, farinosa rots oil' at the sur-

face of the soil if the pLants receive too much water in autumn
;

this may seem singular to those who have gathered the pLauts in

marshy soil in their native habitats. O.ia of the hardiest of

all hardy Primulas is the new P. rosea ; it also grow.s very

freely and does not run into flower like the P. denticulata

section during the autumn months. We have been planting it out in

open spaces in clumps of shrubs, about a dozen plants in a clump. A
few of P. cashmeriana and of the common Primrose have likewise

been planted out in the same way. I was quite charmed with the

fine masses of P. rosea which I saw in the York Nurseries about the

beginning of April this year. It can evsily be raised from seed by
hundreds, and the seedlings veiy soon form flowering plants. The
very pretty P. viscosa nivosa (usually named P. nivalis) must not be

overlooked. It forms dense masses of pure white flowers, which
open very early in the year by the aid of a little heat. P. viscosa is

also very pretty, and is a good companion to the white form.

Tulips.—If the weather is favourable the bulbs must be planted

out, beginning with the offsets. These are usually planted out about

the end of October, and the flowering bulbs .about the first or second

week in November. Tlie precise time for planting is not of any

great moment. Some leave this op3ration until the end of Novem-
ber, but I fancy this is toi late, as not only are roots formed before

that time, but the crowns of the bulbs iu some cases start into

growth.—J. Douglas.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The season has arrived when the temperatures in the

warm houses will have to be maintained almost entirely by means of

fire-heat ; and frequent reference to the thermometers in the different

houses will be necessary, to avoid over-heating the pipes beyond

what is requisite to keep up heat sufficient to maintain the plants iu

health. Any excess in this respect during dull weather will tell very

injuriously on the plants, and has a decided tendency to render them

m ire liable to the atticks of insect pests. Wide ranges of tempera-

ture, that were safe during bright weather in summer, must not be

practised now the days are rapidly shortening. The following de-

grees of heat will be quite hii;h enough for the plants at present :

Kist Indian house. Go'-' at night, and from 73* to 75" by day ; Cat-

tleya house, 03'^ at night, and (ii^ by day ; cool house, from 50° to

55= at night, and liO" by day. These temperatures, taken

collectively, give a wide range of he.at at the command of the

growor, so that every plant, either in a state of growth or at
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rest, may be accommodated with the conditions necessary to
maintain it in good health. With the gradual decline
of temperature a less degree of atmospheric humidity will be
required, but anything approaching excessive di-yness must be
sedulously avoided in the East Indian and cool houses. A few light
fumigations in the East Indian house at intervals of a week or so,

before the Phal;enopsids commence to open their flowers, will do
much towards keeping the Aerides and similar plants free from
thrips during the winter, but any of the PhaUunopsids tliat may
have young foliage developing had better be removed from the house
during the operation. A close watch must be kept in the cool house
to prevent damage bein^ done to the plants from the attacks of
slugs, which generally find their way into this house during tjie

winter season.

Stove Plants.—The time has arrived when the general stock
that did duty when in flower, or ai foliaged plants during the
summer season will now be in quiet growth, and must be treated
accordingly, giving them just suiBcient heat and moisture at
the root to maintain them in health. These will now be
succeeded by the winter-flowering stock, and the great
variety that flower from this time forward will keep the house
bright and attractive for several months to come, and these again
will be succeeded by the spring-flowering stock. Avoid a too moist
atmosphere among the stock now commencing to flower, as this
tends to shorten the time the flowers will last, especially Epiphyl-
lums and Gesneras. Attend to the gradual drying off of Gloxinias and
similar bulbous plants, and remove all decaying foliage from these
and any other deciduous plants now going to rest. Some of the
evergreen species of stove plants will now bear with advantage a
very dry state at the roots to get the growths well matured. These
include Medinillas, Hoyas, Cyrtoceras, Rondoletias, Clerodendrons,
&c., among flowering plants, and Pandanuses, Ananassas, Anthu-
riums, and Alocasias among fine-foliaged plants. Palms, Drac.-enas,
Dieffeubachias, and Marantas must be treated more liberally. Where
the most is desired to be made of Bouvardias, they will be better
treated as stove plants when once the flowers are set on them, and
if the growths are well ripened they will flower continuously the
winter througli, but it is necessary to keep them close to the glass
and well fed with liquid manure at the root.

Conservatory.—With the close of the season for outside
flowers extra attention should now be paid to the adornment of this
structure. It is generally considered the worst season in the year
for producing a creditable display, but there are abundance of plants
that can be made to flower from the present time up till Christmas.
The best and most lastingamong these are the better kinds of annuals
sown in pots about midsummer and grown outside, bringing them
under cover when the nights get damp and cold. The following are
now especially valuable for decorative work, viz., Rhodanthes
<white and pink), Nigella damascena, Centaurea Cyanus minor,
sweet Scabious, Linum coccineum, Stokesia cyauea, Schizostylis
coceinea. Salvia splendens, Guernsey Lily, Chrysanthemums, Plum-
bago capensis, Chinese Primula, and various kinds of Heaths.
These, with the addition of a few healthy Palms and other
fine-foliaged plants, will give material sufficient to make this
house most attractive. It will be advisable to keep a little fire
during dull weather to maintain a healthy atmosphere and a little
additional warmth will assist the plants in opening their flowers more
freely at the present season. Any watering required should be done
early in the d.ay, and on fine mornings advantage should be taken
to give a thorough soaking to the borders in whieli free-growing
ereepers are planted. These should be kept well thinned out at this
season, especially those kinds that are liable to shed much of their
foliage during the winter months, as this dropping from above will
cause the loss of many flowers during dull weather''in winter. Every
part of the house must be kept scrupulously clean, and the surface
of the soil in all large tubs and borders should be frequently stirred
to keep the house sweet and wholesome. By re-arranging the house
once a week and at the same time introducing a few fresh plants
it will always be interesting.

—

J. Robektc.

Indoor Fruit.

Strawberries.—Opinions as to the best mode of wintering pot
Strawberries are almost as numerous as the varieties we grow. Some
think they should be placed under glass where they can be protected
from frost and wet, while others assert that the open air suits them
best, and some go so far as to say severe frost improves them for
forcing. When the crowns are properly ripened, a mode.ate frost
may not do any harm, but when it is sufficiently protracted for pot
plants and balls to become one solid mass of ice, I must say I fail to
see the advantage tliat is to be derived from such harsli treatment. All
experienced Strawberry growers will admit that a season of complete
rest is necessary, and that the best crops of forced fruit are gathered
from plants that have had the advantage of a warm summer for

making their growth, a dry autumn for ripening up the crowns, and
a winter of fair average severity for keeping them in a dormant state
until wanted for forcing. Moreover, they will bear me out in saying
constant excitement through an unusually mild winter is followed by
the production of imperfect flowers and unsatisfactory crops of fruit.

With this experience as our guide we may infer that all extremes
should be provided for by plunging the plants in cold pits or sheltered
places where they can be protected from severe frost and heavy rain,
and where they can have full exposure to the atmosphere when the
weather is mild and dry. Our own early plants in 5-in. pots were
plunged in coal ashes immediately after they were potted, with a
framework of 11 -in. deals round them for carrying lights when the
weather becomes extremely wet or severe. Late plants remain out
on platforms until November, when they are removed to cold pits
and well packed in Oak leaves. The lights are tilted in wet weather,
and they are thrown olf every day when it is fine. We never allow
them to become very dry at the roots, and the only covering we use
is dry bracken spread lightly over the crowns, the lights being shut
down to prevent disturbance by wind, when protection from severe
frost is necessary. Where plants of the good old British Queen and
Sir Charles Napier, two tender kinds, are grown in large pots for
fruiting in May, they may be wintered on shelves, but not near the
pipes in cold houses, a position in which they will set their fruit and
ripen it if not wanted to fill up gaps in the forcing house.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Where early forcing is contem-
plated and tile ti ees in the house from which ripe Peaches are to be
gathered in May remain unpruned, no time must be lost in getting
this operation finished, in order that advantage may be taken of wet
days for cleansing and dressing with the composition most in favour.
If insects have been troublesome a coat of good oil paint with a
little turpentine added will be found the cheapest and most effectual

way of dealing with all internal woodwork and trellises, and fresh
quicklime with sulphur will make a suitable wash for the walls.
When the composition is quite dry tie in the trees, paint the hot-
water pipes and have everything in readiness for forcing when the
proper time arrives. Get all vacancies in succession houses filled up
without delay, and defer the pruning of trees that have been or are
about to be moved until the buds begin to swell. Remove the
remainder of the foli.age with a light birch broom and follow up the
pruning as soon as the early house is finished. Old but healthy trees

that have been enervated by heavy cropping may be greatly im-
proved by one or two good waterings with liquid manure after the
exiiausted surface soil has been removed down to the roots and
before the new dressing of rough calcareous loam, crushed bones, and
burnt earth is placed over them. If the soil is deficient in lime,

add old rubble or scrapings from a limestone road, as stone fruits do
not attain their finest size and quality witliout it. The pruning or
rather the tliinniug of thi3 kind of tree should be more freely
indulged in than would be good for young ones ; but wliere former
directions have been followed the principal thinning will have been
performed immediately after the fruit was gathered as a means of

letting in warmth and light to the next year's bearing wood. The
above rules apply to established trees that have filled the space
allotted to them, but young trees on the extension principle require
different treatment ; all that is required .at the autumn pruning is

the removal of young growths where too thickly placed, and shorten-
ing back any of the leading shoots tliat are likely by their increasing
vigour to destroy the balance of the trees. The most important
item in the m.anagement of this kind of tree is the disbudding in

spring, for unless this is thoroughly and efficiently performed,
the vigorous growths soon become too crowded, and the proper
ripening of fruit and wood is rendered difficult, particularly in un-
favourable seasons. Adherents to the shortening-back principle have
told us the fruit will not swell if it favoui's us by " setting." All I
can say is, that Peaches and Nectarines here have swelled oft' five

good fruits on each shoot of 5 ft. in length, and the last fruit some-
times within 2 in. of the extreme point has been fit for exhibition.

"Vines.—If not .already done, the fine weather having favoured
the retention of laterals, no time should be lost in getting them re-

moved down to the main buds and leaves, which must be carefully

retained and allowed to ripen off' naturally, a process that may be
hastened by free ventilation, with gentle fire-heat, and a steady
reduction in the supply of moisture. With the exception of a few
days early in the month, the weather has been all that can be
desired for ripening off late crops of fruit and wood, and external

conditions having favoured abundant ventilation with moderate firing,

the Grapes, including Hamburghs, promise to keep well. Houses in

which the remnants of crops of thin-skinned Grapes are still hanging
may be set at liberty by cutting the bunches and placing them in

bottles of water in the late house or Grape loom, when pruning and
cleansing may be proceeded with as opportunity serves ; but in all

cases where it can be carried out, early pruning should be practised,

as it gives the "Vines a complete rest, and the wounds have more
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time to heal before heat is applied ; moreover, it sets the houses at

liberty for the reception of the usual winter occupants, where gar-

deners are expected to perform miracles, in the protection of thou-

sands of bedding plants in winter and the production of first-class

Grapes in summer. In low, damp situations, wliere the natural soil

is cold .ind retentive, the management of the roots of Vines is of the

greatest import.\nce, a? Grapes cannot be expected to keep well,

neither can the wood bo properly ripened, where they are allowed to

range over an unlimited space beyond control. Many people have an

ide.°that the placing together of a large mass of ricli and costly material

is to make a border calculated to last a lifetime, and that gross feeding

is tocarry the Viuesoningood condition to the next generation. Unfortu-

nately, many a young Grape grower who lias astonished the world

with hi3timl>er aiid the magnificence of his bunches duringtheseason of

nxtension has found his Vines suddenly collapse before he has rca,ched

the crest of the wave, and he has been obliged to set out again on

surer and s.afer lines. In these unfavourable situations the bottoms

of the borders should be well concreted with abundant drainage to

insure the free passage not only of water, b\it of air through the

growing season, and if, after the first 10 ft. of border has been made,

6 ft. in°ide and 4 ft. outside, the remainder is added piecemeal an-

nually, a great number of bright active roots will take possession

of the new compost ; the heavy expense of making new borders

will extend over several years. Wood of moderate strength and

well ripened will produce comp.act, handsome bunches, .and colour

and finisli will more than compensate for that which is lost in the

size of the bunches. For the sake of appearance the space exca-

vated for borders is often filled in at the outset or within two or

three years ; but for results narrow borders with retaining walls of

elastic turf and an open soace in front will be found the most satis-

factory in cold gardens. On light warm soils root extension may
be as important and necessary as extension of the wood, and in

order to keep the Vines up to the mark it may be necessary to mulch

heavily with rotten manure, and to feed freely with diluted liquid

through the gi'owing season, but in all soils. Vines upon the single

rod and close spur system should have their roots entirely under

the control of the cultivator.

Melons.—If late Melons still occupy the house intended for

winter Cucumbers, an effort should be made to get the fruit ripe with

as little delay as possible, as, independently of the loss from checks

and injury when the Cucumbers get large and overgrown, November
Melons, like Solway Peaches, are not the best of their kind for leav-

ing a favourable impression on tlie palate. This is an exceptional

season. The few Peaches we had were over earlier than usual,

and Pears being scarce, a good Melon may be made to do good
Bsrvice where large desserts are in request. Where suitable kinds,

including Victory of Bath, Golden Gem, and Read's Scarlet Flesh,

are growing in pots, a full command of top and bottom-heat will

be imperative, as a constant circulation of air will be necessary to

prevent an excess of moisture from accumulating ; and to protect the

stems from canker the water at a temperature of 85° should be

applied round the insides of the rims of the pots on fine mornings.

WUen the fruit shows signs of changing for ripening withhold water

altogether, cut away all lateral growths, and shorten back the main
stems to within three or four joints of the fruit. In order to get

the house clear and cleansed for the winter occupants with as little

loss of time as possible, the fruit may be cut as soon as it begins to

smell, and placed in a dry, warm Vinery, wliere it will keep good
quite as long as it would if allowed to ripen up on the plants.

—

W. COLEMAS.
Kitchen Garden.

The remarks made by me last week on root storing are now of

immediate import, for we are quite at the mercy of the weather, as

sharp frost may visit us any night. Beetroots and Carrots, if once
frozen even but slightly, fail to keep well. Astrictwatch must be kept
over Cauliflowers and some of the earlier Broccoli that are turning in.

If needs be, to eke out the supply, lift them as soon as fit for use, and
heel them in under a wall or else in pits where protection can be given

if required. Endive and Lettuces that are fit for use should also be
transplanted with all the soil possible attached to them, either into

frames or turf pits where protection can be quickly applied when
required. The fruit of Tomatoes will now make no further progress

in the open air, but if cut before frost touches them and hung up in

Vineries, etc., they will ripen oflf well. Without doubt the disease that

sometimes attacks them is the same as that of the Potato ; this is

proved by there not being a single bad fruit this year. Celery
should now be finally earthed up on dry, light soils ; no other pro-

tection from frost will be necessary, but on heavy wet lands pro-

tection with bracken or litter is necessary to prevent rapid decay after

the first severe frost. I have not seen the stools of Globe Artichokes

so vigorous and so immature at this season for years, conditions

much against their safe sun-ival of a sharp winter. Remove at once
all the worthless foliage and old flower-stems to admit air and light to

harilen the tissues. It is not yet necessary to apply protection

round the base of the stools, but it will be well to have tV.e protect-

ing material in readiness ; cinder ashes, old tan, leaves, and litter are

all suited for tliis purpose. Asparagus plots shoulil all now be
cleared of their old stems and weeds, and be lightly forked over

—

not deep enougli to toucli the crowns—and afterwards liave a good
dressing of well-decayed manure spread over the surface ; this last

should be applied when tlie ground is hard through frost, in order

that no injury m.ay be done to the crowns by wlieeling and tr.amp-

ling. Seakale plantations should be kept free from decaying leaves

and weeds, and those crowns that are intended for earliest forcing

sliould now be lifted and be placed in forcing quarters at once. The
same remarks will apply to Rhubarb if in demand before Christmas.

As occasion requires remove the decaying foliage from all the Cabbage
and Broccoli tribe for the double purpose of admitting air about the

plants and preventing tlio disagreeable smell thereby engendered.

Thin out Spinach, also a;itumn-sown Onions, and jjlant out these if

required. Vacant ground that has not to be re-cropped till the

spring should be dug, trenclicd, or ridged up as soon as may be on

gravelly, liglit soils ; manuring should be deferred till spring, other-

wise the winter rains wash all its nutritive properties away before

the crops can utilise it. Autumn manuring of heavy soils may be
practised with less risk of mauurial loss, but I believe in this case

also the spring application of manure would be far more beneficial,

but, unfortunately, tliat busy ^season will not admit of its being

deferred till then.—'W. W.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO EXHIBITION.

Though neither a judge at the recent Potato show nor a member of

the committee, yet I have taken so much interest in all that relates

to it, that I venture to ask space to reply to the remarks made

(p. 392) by "E. W. W." I first altogether dispute the statement

that in making the awards enough time was not given. There were

three sets of judges—each set starting with one large class, and the

lesser ones were afterwards divided between them. As two hours

were occupied in judging some three classes in the one set, five or

six with regard to the second, and several with the third, it

cannot be reasonably asserted that the work was severe or hurried.

The judges were men who have been judging at all the International

Potato Shows, and were no novices at the work, and not least they

were neither exhibitors, nor the particular friends of exhibitors. It

must be understood that although in the class to which "E. W. W."
so specially refers Mr. Hibberd was a judge, he was not the only

one, as he had for associates Mr. Barron and Mr. Earley. Further

than tliat, hearing at the show some remarks to tlie effect that

Mr. Kerr's collection was disqualified in Class A, I made enquiry

of one of the judges, and learnt tliat such was not the case.

Out of twenty-four kinds in Mr. Kerr's lot not less than seventeen

were American, in addition to the two white Kidneys, the subjects

of imagined dispute, neither of which were known in commerce

under tiie names affixed to them. Could this be regarded as a

representative collection when only five kinds were known English

or home-raised, and when these latter stand to the American sorts

as four to one in proportion ? Further, tlie American kinds, as a

rule, lack table quality, as every one knows, and in 17 sorts many
must have been, from a cooking point of view, inferior. If the

judges came to the same conclusion, I think they did right in dis-

regarding the collection. In the fir^t prize lot there were but seven-

teen American kinds and an equal division of coloured and white

sorts, also of the divisions equally of white and coloured Rounds,

white and coloured Kidneys. This was truly a representative col-

lection. I think Mr. Hibberd's remark, "that the matter was

decided, and there was an end of it," was the proper answer to make

under the circumstances.
" E. \V. W." admits that classes B and C were fairly judged, but

that the judgment was bad in class D. This was the class for six

dishes, and there were some forty staged, which were judged by four

excellent judges. I saw no reason to find fault, though deeply inte-

rested in tlie awards. " E. W. W." is not quite exact when he states

that the first prizes in the classes forcoloured Roundand colouredKid-

ney were carried off by Red Emperor and Bountiful, both of which are

certainly superior to Triumph or Trophy in a table sense. It was the

Vicar of Laleham that took the first prize in the class for best col-

oured Round, and Mr. Breesee for coloured Kidney, Bountiful being

second .and third. Bountiful is a splendid table Potato, a fact which

the judges doubtless knew well. So much for " E. W. W.'s" facts.

Whilst dealing with this Potato show I should like further now to

refer to cert.iin criticisms I have often urged with reference to it.

It has been freely said that the show is but a big t.-ade
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advertisement, and nothing more. Tliia ia absolutely incor-

rect. Xot a firm in the seed trade offers a prize until spe-

cially invited by Mr. McKinlay, who prepare? the schedule every

year, to do so. Those who have givea before are first invited to

offer, and others are also invited, but all do not contribute two j'ears

in succession. Firms that make Potatoes a speciality are the most
frequent subscribers, but I very much doubt whether they get back
a profitable return in the way of added business, and feel sure that

it is not in such expectation, but rather with a desire to encourage
tire wider culture of a root of such vast importance, as the Potato is,

that they so freely subscribe. The recent schedule shows nearly

£40 offered in prizes by persons who are not seedsmen or in the trade

at all. We should remember that tlie unselfish labours of Mr.
McKinlay and the liberality of these tradesmen alone make the

International Potato Show possible. I ought perhaps to add to

these the liberality of the Crystal Palace Company, who subscribe

also a large sum. Alex. Dean.

PKIZE POTATOES.
Of the late International Potato Show at the Crystal Palace I think
it may be said that the only exhibit of interest to cultivators gene-

rally was the collection shown by Mr. Oicar Mooyer, in which the

percentAge of starch in each variety was given. No doubt many of

the varieties exhibited had an interest for exhibitors, but I appre-

hend taking prizes at exhibitions is not the object of the Potato
grower in a general way, and it may be doubted if the exhibition at

the Palace has rendered the slightest service to the Potato farmer,

so far as assisting him in the choice of good sorts for general culture,

or the prevention of disease, &c., is concerned. In looking over the

prize list one is struck with the number of "exhibitors' Potatoes
"

that have been known for not a few years, bat wliich find no place

in the catalogue of the cultivator who grows Potatoes for the food of

the people. It would be interesting to know upon what rule the
judges acted ; were they guided simply by the quality of the samples
before them, or their known good qualities as croppers, good cookers,

or disease-resisters? We fancy the latter considerations had little

influence, otherwise some kinds would have put in an appearance
that find no place in the prize list. It is perfectly well known that
there are sorts that the exhibitor grows which are not worth growing
generally. Prize tubers m.ay be obtained from them, but they are

not to be trusted for general culture. In the first-prize collection of

twenty-four varieties there are only two or three sorts that have a
reputation generally, or that find a place in the Potato field or the
garden.
One fails to see ths utility of offering prizes for so many varieties,

and it is too evident, from the names on the list, that the collections
were " packed " in order to bring up the requisite number. A glance
through the list shows all the favourite "exhibitors' kinds " in every
collection, sifting down and down till we find them making up the
total, or nearly si, in the "sixes" and "fours" at the end of the
list ; but hardly one of which can be regarded as a Potato suited for

the market gardener or the farmer. I would ten times rather follow
the market gardener than tlie prize taker at a Potato show if I

wished to make a selection of varieties to gi'ovv for profit or to eat.

One report of the exhibition states that "although a great numljer
of people subscribe to the Potato exhibition, and with the object of
improving the Potato as an article of food, others appear to estimate
its value by its price per poun I or peck. The shows have failed

hitherto to bring out any new Potatoes of special excellence for table
purposes ; on the contrary, varieties of known high quality are each
year represented in fewer numbers than Ijefore, those of imposing
appearance, however bad the tubers may be as cookers, fimling most
favour with the judges." This is not complimentary to exhibitors,
and means, if it means anything, that they have only one object in
view, viz., to secure prizes at Potato exhibitions.

J. S. W., in The Field.

A Newly-disoovared Esculent.—A recent number of the
BiiUrdii d'Ardiinaffition describes an edible species ot Solanum
hitherto unknown to Enropeans. It was descovered by a certain
M. Felix de Saint-Quentin in Uruguay, who cultivated it for some
years when residing in that portion of South America. It is said
to resemble the Potato in all respects, except that, instead of requir-
ing warm, well-drained soil, it demands for its perfect develop-
nrent a moist or even marshy situation. It would therefore prove
a valuable acquisition, as, providing climatal conditions generally
were favourable, it would thrive in many jjlaces where the Potato
could not succeed. This esculent yet remains to be introduced, a^
the discoverer unfortunately lost the tuljers on the way home and
omitted to gather seed. Measures have, however, been taken whih
it is hoped will result in either seed or tubers coming to hand at an
early date.—J. C, Bjfieet.

SOWING PEAS IN AUTUMN.
Peas sown in autumn will always come into use ten days or more
before those sown in spring. In late districts the seed" should be
sown at once ; in earlier parts the first week in November is soon
enough to put in the seed, but it is a good plan to make two sowings

—

one during the last week in October, and another the following week.
The best situation for them is one well exposed to the south, and
sheltered in otlier directions. A south border with a wall behind
and no great current of wind coming from east or west is a good
position, but rather than sow them in corners in the hopes of afford-

ing them shelter (but in reality drawing them up tender), it is better
to sow them in the centre of the garden altogether, as this is very
often a less draughty place tlian corners. In poor ground a good quan-
tity of strong manure should be dug in before sowing. Where manure is

scarce this may only be put in as a strip along where the rows will be,

but otherwise it may be put all over the ground. In some cases it may
be best to sow the rows a good distance apart, for other crops to come
between, and in other instances they maybe kept close together, but
never closer than 6 ft. or 8 ft. We do not recommend dwarf Peas
to be sown now ; they do not pay for the trouble, although they
might be grown closer than the above distance. After the ground
has been dug, a wide drill should be drawn and the seed sown. It

should not be put deeper than 3 in. below the surface. Level the
soil down after sowing, and on the top of this or just along the line

of the row place a small ridge of sifted coal ashes. This keeps the
surface dry and sweet in the winter time, and guards oft' all kinds of

vermin to a wonderful degree, and at the same time it does not inter-

fere with the growth. As soon as ever the young plants are seen
above ground, the stakes should be put to them at once rather closely,

and they will require very little more attention until the produce is

ready for gathering. Many only sow a first early sort in autumn,
but a second early may be sown as well, as it will follow the first

sooner than if it was sown in spring. William the First is a fine

sort to sow as a first crop, and Carter's Telephone and Telegraph
should both be sown largely at tlie same time. We did this last

year, and had a splendid lot of Green Peas early in spring, first

from William the First, and then from the other two.
Cambrian,

MUSHROOMS FROJil STRAW.
In The Gardex lately there was an interesting chapter on " Failures

of Mushroom Growing," and which are in a great degree attributed

by the writer to the nature of the materials used for the beds and
their preparation. Horse droppings only are recommended, and
cultivators are advised to collect these with a trowel or by the hand,
and use them in a fresh state, turning and fermenting being con-
demned. No fault can be found with such instructions, but it may
be mentioned that if such as ourselves had to depend on pure drop-
]jings alone collected by the hand or trowel, we should not be able

to raise a tenth of the materials needed for a series of beds. In
view of the objections raised against using the straw litter along
with the droppings, I beg to fuuiish you with an account of how
we once secured quite an enormous crop of excellent Mushrooms
here without any droppings at all, or artificial spawn either. A number
of years ago I had to fill up some brick Potato pits about 4 ft. deep
with fermenting materials in November, and, for want of anything
more procuralile at the time, I used the straw litter from the stable

yard after it had been shaken quite free of the droppings for our
JIushroom beds proper. This litter was really clean, unrotted straw,
fresh from the stables, but impregnated no doubt with urine, &c.,

and on the top of it was placed a few inches of fresh leaves, and
above that 9 in. of soil for the Potatoes. The Potatoes were planted
in January, and no more thought was given to the subject, till one
day, after the Potatoes had beeu watered once or twice in April,

sundry unaccountable upheavah among the Potatoes attracted atten-

tion, and on examining the eruption? they were found to be caused
by immense clusters of Mushrooms, the like of which I never saw
before or since, some of them being about 2 ft. across. The whole
bed, about 40 ft. long, was alive with them, and we had pecks more
than we could use ourselves. The only fault was that they did not
come of the approved "button size" which cooks prefer for
" dishes " of Mushrooms, and our cook wrote down from London to

say that the Muslirooms were grand in quality, but added,
"please send the smaller ones as well for dishes," which
we had been doing, but they were as large as teacups. Plenty of

them were 5 in. and G in. across before the gills were more than
visible. For quantity of crop and size of the individual stools I

n !ver saw such a crop, and they kept coming up for mouths.
We could not get up the Potatoes in the usual way for fear of

the Mushrooms, but had to rake t'lem out with the finger.*'. Be-

fore that period I had believed in the virtues ot jjure droppings, and
made the most of them, but since then I have used both these and
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litter as they came to hand, ami when other matters were riglit have

had just as good crops a3 previously. When splendid crops can bo

raised fromthe dry litter alone, and that without artilieial spawn, I

think there need be little dilficulty or fear about getting materials

for a bed in most places. According to " The Parks and (iardens of

Paris," the Mushroom growers in the caves tlierc use the litter as it

comes from the stables, long and short together, and it is collected and
transported by train in all weathers, and afterwards carted miles, and
then prep.ared liy turning and mixing in the usual way, and the crops

are unfailing. >iushroom spawn will "run" in almost any material,

and the sustaining n.atureof thelatterisshown in the qualityand dura-

tion of the crop. Most cultivators fail through the bad quality of tlie

spawn, or an unsuitable or unsteady temperature, which are most
important points. It is also needful that the manure should be

rather sweet and dry when spawned and not wet. Good spawn,

placed in a good bed at a temperature of SO'-^ or thereabout, should

without fail produce a good crop if the temperature is allowed to

decline very slowly and very steadily from that point during the

following month. My own conviction is that half or more of the

success of the French growers is due to the moderate and steady

temperature maintained naturally in the caves. I have heard of

famous crops in coal pits when there were horses in the pit, but a3

a rule coal pits are too deep and too warm for Mushroom growing.
J. S. \V.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

TREXCIIING IX MANURE.
I.S it of much or any use trenching in manure in the way frequently

practised in gardens? Where the writer was a learner, the gardener,

who was considered a practical man, had the wliole of the stable

manure, a very large quantity, and he bought an immense quantity

as well, and the way he used the rougher portions was as follows :

So much of tlie kitchen garden was trenched every winter, and the

manure was buried in the bottom. The soil was turned over two or

three spades deep, and consequently the manure which was spread
evenly on tlie bottom of the trench was not incorporated with the

soil, but simply buried. In two or three years, or when the ground
happened to be turned over again, this manure would be found in a

thin stratum, sometimes not more than i an in. thick, in the form of

a black mould, and of course exhausted of its manurial properties, or

very nearly so. It was impossible it could be of much benefit to the

roots of plants. It would have been more economical to have
halt rotted it before applying it and dug it in. There is no objection

to burying rubbish in the trench when it cannot readily be disposed

otherwise, but I prefer to trench the ground first and manure after-

wards, digging the manure into the top spit in autumn, and forking

over and cropping in spring. In this way the roots get hold of the

manure at the beginning, and after surface manuring has been carried

on for a few years the ground may be turned upside down again by
trenching and cropped once or twice without manure, but by different

crops of course.

The difficulty in disposing of rough manure in rough digging is of

course its rankness. Long litter, for example, cannot be dug in ; but
by trench digging it can, and which consists in taking out an opening
about 3 ft. wide, and turning the ground over methodically one spit

deep and burying the manure in the bottom. If this be done about
this season. Pea and Bean haulm and all refuse of green crops will

decay sufficiently during the winter, and not lieing deeply buried it

will be incorporated with the soil in spring digging or forking. It is

not good practice to wheel such things as decayed Cabl^age leaves.

Pea haulm, or tha refuse of any green crop to the rubbish heap when
it would form a valuable manure. Farmers know the value of green
manures and plough them in. Compost heaps supply a rich manure, and
when green manure is dug into the ground, we simply make a com-
post heap of the surface, and secure all the manurial elements
on the spot where they are wanted. I do not say we are to dig seea
weeds into the ground, but weeds that are not going to seed may be
dug in without fear.

No doubt Dr. Lindley was right when he said the most finely

divided and mixed soils were the best for the roots of plants, and he
especially named the Vine at a time when lumpy and not particularly
fine composts were being recommended. Thereasonisplain. Inafinely
comminuted soil the food that the plants require is present every-
whereand accessible; whereas, when we place a lump of turf there and a
bone here it is not so. We realise this better in our potting composts,
and gardeners are not now so anxious to have rough and lumpy com-
posts as those that are ground fiuel}- down, and therefore better
amalgamated. When we used to grow Pines we always used such a

compost as good cultivators prefer, but we always chopped the
materials up, and afterwards rubbed the whole through a sieve. In
fact, we do this for all particular subjects. We have the same amount
of fibre, &o., in the compost, but the fibre of the peat and the lo.am,

for example, are thoroughly incorporated together. J. S. W.

Mushroom Failure.—This in ".). F.'s" case (p. 203) has
doubtless arisen from the spawn being very bad. Several of my
succession beds behaved in a similar manner during the greater part
of one season, and for a long time I could not imau'ine what was the
matter, the l>eds having been made much as " J. F. " describes, but
I kept a rather lower atmospheric temperature than lie does. The
spawn was pro.;ured from an eminent firm from whom I had always
had very good spawn previously, but the result was no Mushrooms,
or next to none. At length I got some spawn from another place,

and having made a bed in an open shed, I had it spawned in the

usual way and covered with hay, and in a short time 1 had a plenti-

ful crop, and the bed continued bearing for a long time. The beds,

too, made up afterwards in the Mushroom house, were quite as suc-

cessful, so I am convinced that the cause of failure in my case was
bad spawn, and I would recommend " J. F." and any of your readers

who, having made up their beds properly, but still have failed in get-

ting good crops, to )>rocure fresh spawn, that which they have been
using being most probably old and worthless.—W. W.
Improved Reading Oniou.—In storing a heavy crop of

Onions lately I was struck with the quantity and qu.ality of a few
rows of the Improved Reading, a flat Onion of light colour. As they

were left thicker th.an usual in the rows, they completely overlapped

each other, and were of excellent quality. I may mention that our

soil is stiff, being ne%vly broken up, and as they followed Celery,

there was no lack of manure deeply buried, the seed was covered in

the drills with wood ashea and burnt earth, and the result was over

4 bushels ;o the rod.—J. G. L.

The Sweet Potato Crop in America.—The Tribune

obtains from one of the leading dealers in sweet Potatoes in Wash-
ington Market the following information in regard to tlie Sweet
Potato crop of 1880 : There is now no doubt that there will be

an abundance of sweet Potatoes this year. Along the east shore

of Virginia, where most of the stock is now coming from, there

was a large amount of ground planted, and the yield has been

very good; the quality is excellent. Delaware " sweets " are just

beginning to arrive, and there, also, there will be a good crop.

It is probable that the crop generally will exceed that of last

year. The Delaware tubers are considered the best, and the Vir-

ginian stock ranks next. A considerable quantity is raised in

New Jersey, but they are of inferior quality, generally small, and
cook unsatisfactorily. A large part of the Delaw.are crop is kiln

dried every year to make them keep late in the winter. The
croj) is planted at different times, si that it matures about as

fast as wanted during the autumn. Farmers began digging some time

ago, and will continue until November. The bulk of the crop

comes to market in sailing vessels, which hold from .500 to 1000

barrels each. Sweet Potatoes are generally packed for shipment in

barrels with canvas tops. Holes are cut in the sides to admit the

air, as they are more delicate than ordinary Potatoes and easily

decay. Sometimes they are shipped in bulk by vessels, but then

they are less likely to keep well. At present the best sweet Pota-

toes are selling at 10s. a barrel, and common stock at 83., but dealers

expect prices to drop to 6s. a little later in the season. Plump,

bright tubers will be found to have the best cooking qualities; those

which are elongated and dark coloured are always inferior. Efforts

to raise sweet Potatoes in New York and other Northern States

have not met with much success.

—

Sch-nlifii; Amm'kan.
Acme Tomato.—The London Garden in a late number says :

"It is to be lioped that American raisers, unlike ouiselves, will not

worry themselves and others by sending out many things, such as

the Tomato and Melon, in which no real improvement and little

change is visible." The writer of the above note cannot have seen

our Acme. There has not been, it seems to us, for many a year a

more marked improvement in any fruit than is shown in this and

the several varieties that have sprung from the seed, all of which,

as they do not differ materially from the parent, are not entitled to

distinct names.

—

Jinnrl Xew Yorkrr.

James' Scarlet Carrot.— For main crops in gardens I can

recommend this excellent intermediate Carrot, which is far better in

quality, and quite equal as regards quantity, to the Long Surrey or

Altrincham. We have a heavy crop on old kitchen garden soil that

has become loose and friable through long cultivation and the fre-

quent addition of leaf-mould an.l light staljle manure. Soil of this

kind does not require any fresh manure for CaiTots ; in fact, ours fol-

lowed Cabbage stumps that had been left to produce sprouts. The
only dressing it had was wood ashes to cover the .ieed in the drills,

and a finer or cleaner crop I have never seen.—rj. G., Linton.

The Town's Oardoon.— M. Burvonich in the BulMLi
d'ArlnrirnUun; recommcnls this variety to the notice of growers

generally. It is the earliest to form Iieart, and does not run to

seed as many kinds do when sown early. -LJ. C.
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KOTES or THE WEEK-

New Hardy Clerodendron.—On one of the exposed slopes

in Messrs. Veitoh's nursery at Coombe Wood there is now in flower

a fine new hardy shrub from Japan, under the name of Clerodendron
trichotomuni. This species forms a spreading, round-headed bush,

about 5 ft. high, densely furnished with foliage. The leaves are

heart-shaped, 5 in. long by 4 in. in width, and of a pale green tint.

Both the stalks and midrib are covered with a purplish velvety sub-

stance. The flowers, which are pure white, are sweet-scented, and
proceed from ribbed, inflated calyxes of a reddish-purple hue. They
are borne in loose clusters at the end of each branch. Such a hand-

some slirub, producing its flowers in autumn, when scarcely another

shrub is in flower, is a valuable acquisition, more especially as it is

perfectly hardy, and grows freely in anj' soil, provided the latter is

not too poor. \Ve had occasion to notice this shrub when in flower

at Kew, but in the impoverished soil there it was not nearly so fine

as at Coombe AVood.

The Palm House at Kew.—In this house we observe that

an alteration has recently been etl'ected in the southern wing. The
long border of tall plants which ran the whole length of the wing
has been divided into two portions by a path severing it about the

middle. Whether this alteration was deemed necessary for facilitat-

ing the working operations in the house, or to allow more space for

visitors to inspect the jilants, we know not, but we consider that it

has somewhat impaired the effect of the noble bank of foliage which
before ran in an unbroken line, and had an imposing effect. In
other respects the house is in a highly satisfactory condition—as

fine as we have seen it for some time. The Palms and Cycads
are especially noteworthy on account of their healthy appearance
and the fine new growth which they are just now developing.

Autumn Flowers.—Mr. KingsmiU brings us from his garden
at Eastcote, near I'mner, a handful of hardy flowers, which illus-

trate in a striking manner the merits of such hardy plants as remain
in flower till late in autumn. Amongst them was quite a profusion

of blooms of the orange and scarlet-flowered Tuber Nasturtium
(Tropa?oium tuberosum) in fine condition. Tliis has been for several

months continuously in flower, and now, after two or three frosts, it

is quite uninjured. The chastely beautiful white Japanese Anemone
Honorine Jobert, the brilliant scarlet Lobelia cardinalis, and a fine

purple variety with flowers as large as L. cardinalis are also all iu

fine condition and as fresh as in August. The last-named Lobelia
is, we think, called L. Milleri, a hybrid bct^-een L. cardinalis and
L. syphilitica. It is a handsome plant, and distinct in colour from
that of any otlier. Zauschneria californica is still flowering profusely

at Eastcote, as well as a variety of it called minor.

The Winter Cherry (Physalis Alkekengi).—In many gar-

dens about London this singular plant is very conspicuous on account
of its bright orange-red inflated fruits, which contrast so finely with
the green leaves. Being dwarf in growth, it is an excellent subject

for planting in the hardy flower border or on tlie margins of shrub-
beries. The seed should be sown in heat in spring, and treated in

the same manner as those of half-hardy annuals. They are very
effective in a cut state mixed with flowers in vases, and the fruits re-

tain their colour all the winter. The fruits make fine subjects for

skeletonising if they are perfectly ripe before gathered.

Torania Pournieri.—Mr. Louis Kropatsch writes to us from
Vienna that he h.as planted this beautiful tender plant out in the
open border this season, and the effect which it produced was very
striking ; it grew freely and flowered profusely all the summer. Its

elegant trailing habit of growth especially adapts it for such a pur-

pose, and no doubt the yellow kind, T. Bailloni, could be used in the
same way \vith equal success. Bedding out such plants as these is

quite out of the ordinary style, and greatly relieves the monotonous
effect of so much scarlet and yellow.

Flnaly-berried Aucubas.—One of the brightest effects wo
have lately seen in the way of berried plants was a houseful of

Japanese Aucubas in Messrs. C'has. Lee & Sou's nursery atlslewortli.

The plants were of all sizes, from small low-grafted ones, which
formed dwarf compact bushes, to standards on stems from 1 ft. to

4 ft. in height. The large bright red berries of these Aucubas and
their bold shining green foliage enable them to produce an effect

which no other class of indoor plants can equal, and the great length
of time during which they remain in good condition adds greatly to

their value. In the house in question such fine plants as these are

not obtained without some attention, for though they are free in

growth it is a difticilt matter to induce them to set their berries
freely without skilful-nanipulation. About half-a-dozen kinds are
grown here, consisting if three fertile or female kinds, aud three
male plants. The old spitted-leaved Aucuba(A. japonica maculata)
does not berry so freely asthe green-leaved kind (A. j. viridis). A
variety c.\lled nana is rema-kable for its dwarf habit of growth—

a

desirable quality in many instances. In the same house were some
variegated-leaved plants, such as Acanthopanax quinquefolius varie-
gatus, which associate admirably with the Aucubas. Messrs. Lee
find that this variegated plant as well as several others, such, for
example, as the variegated Mock Oranges and Dogwoods, are quite
amenable to forcing, and for this jjurpose alone they grow them in
quantity. With a selection of bright coloured berried and varie-
gated plants alone a greenhouse may be made very attractive, even
in the depth of winter, when but few flowers are available for deco-
rative purposes.

Leptospermum bullatum.—This old-fashioned Australian
shrub produces an abundance of pure white blossoms tliroughout the
autumn months and far into winter. It is an erect-growing shrub,
with long, slender branches, the upper portions of which are fur-

nished with flowers about the size of a sixpence so thickly, that they
look like snow-wreatlis. It is an easy subject to grow, and flourishes

admirably in an unlieated house planted out in a border in a similar
manner as it is in Jlr. Joad's garden, at Wimbledon, where we saw
plants of it finely in flower a few days ago.

The Chinese Jasmine (Rhynchospermum jasmmoides).

—

This at present is flowering in great profusion, climbing to the
top and covering the front of Bodfean Rectory, in South Carnar-
vonshire, North Wales. The flowers when used with Ferns, scarlet

Pelargoniums, and autumn leaves, wliose bright colouring is now so
beautiful, made an attractive feature in the artistically designed
decorations for the harvest thanksgiving in the adjoining little

church. -M. L. W.

Diplopappus linarisefolius.—This is one of the most attrac-

tive of autumn-flowering hardy plants. When most other dwarf
plants are past their best it is in perfection. lb grows from 1 ft. to
1 1 ft. high, each stout, erect stem being terminated by a dense
broad cluster of lavender-tinted flowers. They are well adapted for

cutting purposes, as they last a long time in perfection in water.
It will succeed admirably in a border of good soil, preferring an open
position, such as that afforded by the margin of an ordinary border.
It now forms one of the most conspicuous objects in Mr. Joad's garden
at Oakfield, AA^imbledon.

Cuphsea Zampari.—This, which is said to be a variety of

C. silenoi<les, is one of the best annuals one can sow in a garden on
account of its long and continuous flowering, for it begins to flower
in early summer and continues uninterruptedly in bloom till cut
down by frosts. The flowers are larger than those of any other kind,

of a deep purple colour mixed with red. It reaches about It ft. in

height when full giown, and now forms one of the most conspicuous

plants in the herbaceous ground at Kew.

The Two-coloured Slipper-wort (Calceolaria bicolor).

—

One of the most attractive plants now in flower in Mr. Joad's garden
at Oakfield, Wimbledon, is a large plant of this trained to the rafter

of a large span-roofed cool house. It is a diffusely-branched plant,

with oval, coarsely-toothed leaves, from 2 in. to 3 in. long. The
flowers are borne in long, loose clusters, and are of medium size.

The lower lip is pure white, tlie upper a bright clear canary-yellow,

a contrast which renders the plant very effective. It is a native of

Peru, and has been introduced about fifty years.

Monograph of Liliacese.—In the last number of the journal

of the Linnean Society Mr. Baker, of Kew, adds another instalment

of his valuable papers on the revision of the Lily family. In this

paper he deals witli the large genera of Aloe, Yucca, Gasteria,

Haworthia, besides five others of sm.aller size. This series of papers
will be found very useful to cultivators, as the descriptions, though
in Latin, are clear and concise.

Laburnums in Flower.—There are here several Laburnum,
trees in full flower, though on October 20 we registered 14^ of frost,

which has had the effect of bringing down a large quantity of foli-

age from all the trees. The Ash has suffered more than any other.

Some trees which yesterday were clothed with green foliage are

entirely denuded.—T. C. A., Jlllner Field, Binrjlcij, Yorkf.

The Snow-storm.—The snow-storm of Wednesday morning-

extended over a very large area, aud was, we learn as we go to-

press, extremely injurious to trees in some parts of the home
counties. Being in full leaf, they broke under the weight of snow.

We hope this destruction is not so extensive elsewhere.

Large Fruits.—We have received from Mr. S. Kevan, gar-

dener to Viscount Templetown, Castle Upton, Co. Antrim, two
Nelson's Glory Apples, weighing respectively 1 lb. 4 oz. and 1 lb. 3 oz.

The tree on which they grew has been three years planted against a.

south wall, partially shaded from the afternoon sun by an adjoining

plantation. It carried ten fruits, the smallest of which weighed i lb_

In our recent note on the large Apple grown by Mr.
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Kennedy, Cavan (p. 367), we stated that its weight was 1 lb. 3 oz.,

whereas its correct weight was 1 J lb.

At the exhibition of the Jersey Royal Society of Agricul-

ture aud Horticulture six huge Belle tie .Jersey or Uvedale'a St.

Germain Pears were exhibited by Mr. Hashford which weighed no
less than IGJ lb. (.Jersey weight). One of thera weighed 3 lb. 9 oz.

The Jersey pound is by an ounce or two heavier than the Euglish
pound.

ROSES.

AUTUMNAL CUTTINGS.
It is always well to put in a few of these, even where the garden
and the demand for Roses are limited. .Since Rose showiug and
other influences have raised Rose culture to a sort of fever heat,

the Rose has become a shorter-lived plant than before, so true it

seems that the pace kills in Roses as in other matters; hence the
need for adopting every means in our power to keep up and
incivase our stock of Roses. But what garden has ever yet l)een

stocked sufficiently fuU of Roses? True, our nurseries are every-
where extending ; new Roseries are being established in all direc-

tions, and these are being almost denuded of Roses every autumn-
tide, but our gardens seem as far as ever from being filled

;

besides, tlie growing taste for Roses on their own i-oots is

creating a new demand for Roses, which nurserymen find a diffi-

culty in meeting fast enough, or at all. Hitherto, dwarfs have
been cheapest, but in the near future it is probable that standards
will cost less than dwarfs. Tliis would only be reasonable, as

every Rosebud is capable of being transformed into a standard
Rose, whereas it needs a shoot possessing an average of six buds
to make a Rose on its own roots. In writing this I am well aware
that Roses may be rooted in the soil from buds as well as rooted
in or assimilated with the tissues and juices of growing plants.

But the rooting of Rosebuds in the earth is not very easy, and
the practice is far from general ; besides, on this occasion the sub-

ject is propagation by cuttings and not Idv buds, and all practical

cultivators will agree that an average of six buds to a cutting

is by no means an extravagant one; in fact, for autumnal
cuttings nine buds would prove nearer the truth than six, and
as the buds of valuable Roses may mean shillings or more a

piece, it is easy to S'^e how dwarf plants ought to cost most
monev, and will possibly do so as the demand for these increases.

To make our instructions more clear, it may be well to consider

separately the character of the cutting — the time, place, and
mode of insertion, and the after treatment and results. The cut-

tings may vaiy in length, let us say, from G in. to 1 ft., a

medium of 9 in. being the more suitable perhaps for those rooted

in the open air. Branchlets or branches of medium size, free from
mildew, insects, or disease, make the best cuttings; very weak
wood should never he chosen unless there is a scarcity or absence of

stronger. It will root freely enough, but results in weakly plants,

and it is not worth whUe to propagate weakness when strength

. may be had instead ; but very strong or anything like gi'oss wood
should also be rejected. Cuttings of such a character seldom or

never rcX)t well even should they live, and as strength and imma-
turity often meet in Rose cuttings, the winter not seldom destroys

those that are apparently the strongest and the best. Cuttings
with leaves on are, however, preferable to those from which they
have fallen, and all branches from which the leaves have fallen

prematurely should be rejected. Further, each cutting should
have aheeltoit, thatis, the branch should be taken off whole with
a part of the wood of the branch or stem on which it was grow-
ing adhering to it. Thus, supposing a branch to be 2 ft. or more
long, the whole of the upper portion should be cut off, leaving say
1 ft. or 9 in. of the base of the branch for the cutting. Experience
proves that rootlets are far more freely emitted from the heel than
from any other part of the branch. So much is this the case,

that it may be said of Rose cuttings that those without heels may,
while those with heels must root.

The Time to Insert Rose Cuttings.

The best time is the month of Octoljer, earlier or later, accord-

ng to the character of the season, the last week in October
being a suitable time this year. Cuttings root more freely if

inserted a few weeks before the fall of the leaf than at any other

season ; the downward passage of the sap in that state of the cut-

tings causes a deposition of cambium or young wood around the
base or heel of the cutting. Tliat once produced and deposited,
the life of the cutting is insured, and tlie emission of roots is

merely a question of time. A cutting once callused cannot after-

wai-ds perish, unless through sheer neglect or the action of the
elements. Of cour.se the Ixittom leaves of the cutting are removed
tliroughout a third at least of its length. But care should be
taken in the making of the cutting not to injiu-e leaves, nor
remove those on the upper portion of tlie cutting. As to the
place to plant Rose cuttings, there is no better than a sheltered
border with a south-western exposure. An eastern one is

objectionalde, as tlie cuttings when frozen might be too suddenly
thawed by the sudden and strong shining of the sun upon them.
Few things are more trying than this to plants in general ; none
more likely to prove fatal to Rose cuttings struggling to Ijecome
perfect Rose plants. A light sandy soil is best for the cuttings.

Opinions differ merelj' as to the proper depth to insert them.
It is really of less moment than it seems. Sufficient stem
ought to be buried to hold the cutting firmly in one position.

Neither is there any advantage in having more than three buds
above ground. Three or four buds below and three above will

prove a good average, and tliis will make the cutting from 9 in.

to 1 ft. long. The cuttings will i-oot from their base around the
heel, and therefore no help is given to their rooting by burying
them too deeply ; 3 in. to G in. cover the extremes of depth and
shallowness in the planting of Rose cuttings. The distance apart
is a matter of space and convenience, for the cuttings would root

as freely in a crowd as in any other way ; but rows 1 ft. or
1-5 in. from one another, and the cuttings from 1 in. to 3 in. apart
in the rows, are good useful distances. Tlie cuttings may either

be dug or dibbled in. The former is the oldest plan, and perhaps
the best ; the cuttings, however, need to be rather longer for dig-

ging in than dibbling. The ground is dug as the cuttings are

planted. As soon as sufficient is dug for a row, a line is stretched

and the dug ground cut straight down, pressing the spade very
firmly against the line to harden the face of the new ground in

the process. The bottom of the trench in which the cuttings are to

stand shoidd also be filled in, trampled down firmly, and be of one
uniform depth. The cuttings are placed with their base in this

and their sides against the newly cut, firm edge ; the earth is then
placed carefully against this and stamped in with the foot. Digging
then proceeds till the next line is reached. A fresh cutting is made,
more cuttings put in, and so on till all are planted. The whole
surface is thus kept fresh and untrodden ; the cuttings have solid

earth at their base and the sides, and they generally do well.

Those who dibble them in of com-se dig their ground first, then
plant their cuttings to the line with the dibbler, but it is

essential to success that the base of the cuttings should be made
firm. Some accelerate the rooting of their autumnal Rose cut-

tings by inserting them in pots and placing them in a cold frame.

Ilaif-a-dozencuttingsareplacedroundthesidesof a 3-in.or 4-in.pot.

Shorter cuttings may be employed if they are to be thus rooted,

from 4-in. to G-in. being sufficient length. Heat at this stage,

season, and condition woidd be quite fatal to them. If the leaves

can be preserved on them for a few weeks, cuttings under glass

may form a callus in a few weeks, after which they may be placed

in a brisk bottom-heat, which, with proper treatment, will force

the cuttings in pots to become good plants long before the outside

cuttings have formed roots.

The After Treatment of Autumnal Rose Cuttings.

This is so simple as to amount to little or nothing. Should the

winter prove very severe, a few Box, Yew, or Laurel boughs

prove very useful to afford a slight protection to the cuttings dur-

ing very "severe frosts. In mild weather the cuttings are better

without any protection whatever. Sometimes, too, the frost, es-

pecially should it follow shai-p on tlie heels of a thaw or a verj'

wet time, throws up the soil and out the Rose cuttings or loosens

them. Immediately after such disturbing frosts the cuttings

shoidd be pressed or trodden home. As the season advances, tlie

dead leaves and weeds may be removed, but should the surface be

hoed during the summer it can hardly be done too lightly, so as

not to disturb the bottom of the cutting, as this will prevent its

rooting and destroy its life. The less the cuttings are interfered

with till the succeeding autumn the better.

Those inserted in pots and rooted in heat after callusing in the

cold may be potted off as soon as rooted, or planted out in good
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ground about the middle of May; they may then b? grown into

useful stuff before the autumn. When they do well, they are
worth the extra trouble, as a season is well nigh gained.

Results.
These, as a rule, are the most favourabb from thecutting-s in the

open air. With suitable material, site, s.iil, an 1 a fair amount of

skill in preparing and inserting the euttingii, the majority of them
will have become useful plants within the year. Bv using pots
we gain in time and often lose in strength, the cuttings being often
injured in passing througli the warm period, or semi-paralysed
by sudden colds afterwards, so that on the whole the simplest
and surest way of rooting Rose cuttings in the autumn is in the
open air. All Roses may be rooted in this way, and it is to be lioped

that those who are now preparing to prune th 'ir liardy Ka.^es will

bear this in mind, and convert their pruniugs into cutting?, si that
our gardens may be more abundantly filled with the beauty and
sweetness of our old and new Roses.

"

D. T. Fish.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

BS

Pruning Gloire de Dijoi Rose.—This Rose makes very
robust wood, so that when pruned back in the ordinary manner to
two or three eyes, the
young shoots grow away
so stroDfjIy that they do
not, as it were, stay to
form flower-buds. Wueu
trained against a wall,
and this is the best situa-
tion for this Rose, tlie old
worn out or weakly wood
should be cut away and
the strong young shoots
shortened back to about
two-thirds of their length.
A number of young shoots
then form, which, dividing
among themselves the
strength of the tree, do
not become too gross and
rampant, and conse-
quently go to flower.
When grown in the fonu
of a standard the shoots
should be either tied
down to a trellis, or,

when they have made
some growth, the jroints

should be taken out, thus
induciug the formation of
laterals, which will bloom
freely enough, although
at a later period.— J. C.
National Rose

Society.—At a meet-
ing of the General Com-
mittee of this Society,
held on the 12th inst.

at the rooms of the
Horticultural Club, son.'; matters of importance were decided.
Next year's metropolitan show will probably be held at the Crystal
Palace on .Saturday, July 2, and considerable alterations have been
made in the schedule, so as to give better opportunities for small
growers to compete. The provincial show will be held at Sheffield,

on Thursday, July 14, and an olfer made by Manchester to incorpo-
rate an autumn show of Roses with their international fruit and
flower show in September next was accepted.

London PoiS.—D.-. Alfre 1 Carpenter and Dr. Little have been
directing attention to these. The latter suggested that as a Royal
Commission hail satisfied the public that the consumption of smoke
was practicable as well as economical, a law sliould be parsed
requiring that in future new houses, which are built at the rate of
15,0DJ a year in London, should be built with smoke-consuming fire-

places, and that within certain generous limits as to time these fire-
places should be gradually substituted for ordinary ones in houses
.already built. The evil of the smoke element would t!ms be eliminated
fromour fogs. In orderto obviate the dangers from still more poisonous
elements, he advocated the planting of more trees in London and the
maintaining of largo spaces unbuilt upon outside the City in circles
a-, intervals of half a mile, the first circle being drawn five or six
miles from a centre at Charing Cross.

THE DEATH'S-HEAD MOTH, OR BEE TIGER MOTH.
(acheronti.v attiopos.

)

In many parts of this c luntrv and the '^ontineri'; t'l'-s "i.-'h is looked
upon by superstitious ]ier-o is witli tiu greatest \i-ni\jj, as they
imagine that if one chances to come into a dwelling house, it is cer-

tain to be the precursor of death, famine, or some other direful

calamity. This superstition no doubt has its rise in the peculiar

marking on the thorax, wdiich is a very good representation of a
skull, and in the fact that when disturbed it sometimes makes a
sharp scjueaking noise ; these in connection with its great size render
it a very uncanny insect in the eyes of ignorant persons. Though
no one need have any fear of these moths ; for the reasons just men-
tioned, we cannot welcome their presence in our gardens, as

their caterpillars are verj' large and voracious. Their usual food
is the leaves of the Potato but they have been known to feed on
the Tomato, J.ismine, Klder, and Hemp, and though they are

seldom present in sufficient numbers to do any appreciable injury

in our gardens, they have at times been so common, that in Kent
it has been found to be worth wdiile to collect them to feed poultry

with, and it is impossible to say but that some year
they may be in such
abundance as to commit
a serious amount of

damage. It is not at

present at all well un-
derstood why certain in-

sects are to be found in

the greatest profusion for

one or two years, and
then, perhaps, for many
seasons are comparatively
scarce. Probably in the
years in which they are

so common the weather
happens to favour them,
and their natural ene-

mies are particularly

scarce ; in the years when
there are not many to

be found all circum-
stances are against them.
However, it is as well

to know what insects may
become hurtful to us in

case for any reason they
may increase greatly in

numbers, so that we, if

they begin to injure our
crops, may at once take
steps to stop them be-

fore they become too

numerous. This insect

when in the caterpillar

state has a most deadly
enemy in one of the

largest of our British

ichneumons, which is no
doubt most instrument.vl in preventin:; this insect from becoming
tJO common. Tiie ichneumon liys its eg.;s beneath the skin of the
caterpillars, which are certiin t) b; killed by the grubs hatched
from these eg 53. The only means we have for keeping them in

check is by killing them whenever tliey can be found, whether as

moths, caterpillars, or chrysalides. This moth has been known to

considerably injure hives of bees by crawling into the hives, stealing

the honey, and causing the bees to desert them ; this

however, is not of frequent occurrence, and the eatrances to

modern hives are not usually large enough to admit such a
huge insect. Oae feels sorry to include this beautiful insect

among the "garden destroyers," but for the reasons I have just

given it can h.ardly be omitted. The Death's-head Moth is

considerably larger than any other British insect, and it is the
only moth which is known to make an audible sound. How this

noise is produced is not known for a certainty, some entomologists

being of opinion that it is produced in the head, others that

it is caused by the air passing through certain cavities in the body,

or in other ways. Though this is the only moth which makes a

sound which we can hear, that is no reason why other moths and
most insects should be supposed to bo entirely mute ; we are all apt

to think that there ar.' no sounds which we are unable to hear, but

that is probably a great mistake ; our ears are only formed to hear

sounds within a certain compass, but there are doubtless sounds both

Death's-he.ad Jlj.h.
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of higher and lower pitch which we are in no way cognisant of. I

know persons who cannot hear the chirp of some grasshoppei-s,

nor the piercing notes of the bat. We sliouUl probalily be much
astoiiisheil at the sounds we shouhl hear all about us from various

insects were our ears more acute, instead of being surprised at this

moth, which for an insect lias sucli a bass voice. The Death's-head
Moth is very widely distributed throughout this country and the

Continent, but it is seldom found in anything like abundance. The
moths which have passed the winter as chrysalides make their appear-
ance in the spring and deposit their eggs, it is supposerl, on the

Potato plants. The caterpillars which are hatched from these eggs
increase rapidly in size, and when full grown are the
largest and h.andsomest we have in this country, so

that it is not difficult to understand that they re^iuire

a large amount of food for their daily sustenance. They generally

feed at night, hiding themselves at the roots of the plants or else-

where during the day. In July they become chrysalides, having pre-

viously buried themselves in the earth, and formed smooth cells

round themselves, within which they undergo their transformations.

The moths from these chrys.alidos are produce<l in August, Soptcmhcr,
and October. When they first leave the clirvsalis they are wrapped
in a very tine membrane, whicli drops oil' a) their mcml)ers unfold.

The Death's-head Moth belongs to a family (the .Sjhingiibe) which
is classed between the

butterflies and moths ;

many members of this

family are of large size,

and most are noted for

their very rapid flight.

They may be seen hover-

ing over flowers in the

evening, sucUingthehoney
with their long probosces

without settling, and dart-

ing away like lightning

when disturbed. The
genus Acherontia contains

only one species, A. atro-

pos, so named from the

mark like a death's-head

on the thorax. This very

handsome insect is about

2.^ in. long, and measures
from 4 in. to 5 in. across

the wings when they are

fully extended. The head
is black with large eyes ;

the antennne are inserted

just behind the eyes ; they
are black, short, and thick,

with white recurved tips.

The thorax is densely
covered n ith a thick black

pile, thickly sprinkled

with minute white dots ;

on the middle is an
orange-coloured marking
resembling a skull iu

form. The body is

black, with five or six

orange spots on either

side of a central grey band. The upper wings are black, sprinkled
with small white dots, with several black and yellow trans-

verse wavy bands, and reddish-brown patches. Tlie lower wings are
orange, with two black bands, with notched edges. The full-grown
caterpillars are about 4 in. long, and rather more than J in. in dia-

meter ; they are provided with eight pairs of legs, the first three,

the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and last joints of the body each
bearing a pair. They are of a yellowish or greenish colour, being
rather greener towards the head ; on each side are seven violet oblique
banis meeting on the back at an scute angle ; these bands slope
upwards towards the tail of the insect. The spiracles or breathing
apertures are black, surrounded by a white ring. On the last joint

of the body is a Iiorn, or tail, whic i is very roug'n, yellow, and some-
what inclined backwards, with the tip recurved ; the use of this horn
is by no means certain. The chrysalis is reddish-brown, with the
various members of the perfect insect roughly defined. G. S. S.

packet of seed cost. Seeing, therefore, that these useful plants are so
easily obtained from seed, every one who has a glass house of any kind
should got a packet in tlie spring, and sow early in thoycar ; the young
plants will bloom most satisfactorily iu the autumn if properly grown"—J. C. F.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

Tuberous-rooted. Begonias.—I saw at Waverley the other
day some seedling Begonias finely in bloom, though only sown in

spring. They n ere in 6-in. and 7-in. pots, and were really very
effective. They were of all shades o' colour, including an extra
goo 1 w);:te kind. Th's alone was wort'.i double the price which the

Freezing Lily of the "Valley.—In "Cambrian'-i " remarks
on the forcing of this Lily (p. 874) he recommends plunging in
ashes for three or four weeks before placing the plants in heat". I
have tried this and many other ways, but the best, simplest, and
quickest plan is to tln-ow the roots clear out of the ground on to
some vacant exposed part of the border, and leave them there till

they are well frozen tlirough ; then bring them into heat, and they
can be brought into tl )wer in half the time that will be occupied
under any otiier treatment. American florists, who grow Valley
Lilies on a large scale, consider it almost necessary to go through
the freezing process before bringing it in to force.

—

D. S.mitii, Ham.
Bouvardias on tlie Cool System.—I have grown these

beautiful plants for ••-.aiiy yeais, ami, like most people, as stove
plants, uuf.l ill lu'.'c 1 to try the cool system from notices as to its

merits which I saw in The
Gakden, and from the
luxuriant health of plants
that I had seen grown
entirely without artificial

heat during the summer
and autumn months.
During the past summer
we grew a quantity in
cold frames, or rather in

the open air, for they
grew so rapidly that the
lights could not be shut
down without breaking
them. They were not re-

moved to a cold green-
house until actual frost
compelled us to close, and
I must say that they are
more robust and flori-

ferous than ever we could
get them under stove
treatment. Any one who
has not yet given the cool
system a trial I would re-

commend to do so, as thi.s

lovely plant may be grown
in quantity just like Tite
Carnations or \\ inter-

flowering Pelargoniums,
all of which ret|iiire an
intermediate temperature
to make them flower
satisfactorily during the
dead of winter, as the
damp of unheated struc-
tures destroys the purity
of the blossoms. They are

so weII adapted for bouquet^, indoor cut flower decorations, &c.,
that it is almost impossible to be overstocked with them. They are
very readily increased by means of cuttings, and when a succession
of bloom is desired it is advisable to propagate several batches of
plants during the season, as they then follow each other by intro-
ducing a few at a time into a moist genial temjjerature, but they do
not require what may be called forcing at any period of their exist-
ence.—J. Groom, Linton.

Fuciisias for Autumn Decoration.—I do not think that
the Fuchsia is so much employed as it should be for conservatory
decoration during the late autumn and early winter months. There
are some kinds which flower naturally late in the year, and when
these are grown along freely through the summer they make a good
display just when they are most needed. Madame Cornelissen is an
excellent autumn-blooming kind, and well repays generous treat-
ment. The best way to prepare this variety for winter flowering
.m to plant it out in the open air in good, fine, rich soil, lifting ths
plants about the beginning of September. Plants thus treated will
be a mass of bloom through November and far into December. The
following year, if planted out in the open ground, they will make a
grand show during the autumn months, and will be fresh and blight
at a time when most tender plants show the effects of the inclement
weather which almost always more or less prevails at that time of the

Caterpillar of Death's-head Moth.
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year. Cuttings struck in March or April, and grown on from June

onwards in the open air, make the best specimens. If not planted

out, they must be potted in fine rich soil, and receive, when towards

the close of the summer they get pot-bound, a top-dressing of con-

centrated manure.—J. C. B.

Flowering of the Bougainvillea.—I am surprised to see

it stated in The Garden that the difference between Bougain-

villea glabra and B. speciosa is that the first flowers on tlie current

year's wood, and the last on the wood of the previous year. When
I have seen either in flower the flowers have always been produced

at the extremities of the young shoots. That the flowers are some-

times produced sooner after growth begins than at other times is no

doubt true, but there must be growth first. " Iv. R." must there-

fore be mistaken as regards this matter. Speciosa is the shyest

bloomer, but it will yield to the same treatment as glabra, only it

needs more room. Tlie way to flower either is to let them grow,

and if tlie roots are confined to a certain space you may manure and

water the plant as freely as any other stove subject from the time

growth begins till it ends, when the plant may be pruned in and

allowed to become drier during the winter. The chief secret con-

sists in letting the shoots run out till they run into flower, which

they are bound to do sooner or later, according to their strength.

—

J. S. W.
Three good Tydaeas.—Tydieas bloom for six or eight months

at a time, and tliey are so easily managed that they may be had in

flower at aluiost any time of the year, but being stove i^Iants we
prefer having them in that condition tliroughout the autumn and

winter months. If started early in the year they may be had in

bloom during the late summer and autumn months, and then they

succeed in tiie warmest comer of the conservatory. For cutting

from, many of the kinds are most useful, their footstalks being some

3 in. or 4 in. long. Haviug grown many of them during the last

three years, I can recommend the three following to any one

beginning their cultivation, viz., Formosa, Wonder, and Robert le

Diable. The first is the best, and it blooms almost continuously ; as

soon as one shoot has done another takes its jilace. I have a good

plant now in bloom of a kind named Xenophon.—John Crook,
Farnboroufjh.

""Chrysanthemums at Waverley Abbey.—These useful

autumn blooming plauts appear as if tliey were going to be good

this season, judging from plants which I have recently seen in several

places, more especially some I saw when looking over the gardens at

Waverley Abbey"; many of .them in 8-in. pots were carrying from four

to six blooms on a plant. The collection is a large one, and some of

the plants were in large pots for supplying bloom in a cut state ;

others were grown as specimens. Some of the earliest were in bloom

when I saw them on the 12th of October in the conservatory, viz.,

Elaine, the blooms of which measured S in. across. Red and Bronze

Dragon, Peter the Great, Golden Ball, Garibaldi, Ossian, Mrs.

G. Rundles, and Aureum multiflorum.—J. CKOOii.

Tree Carnation Lady Musgrave.—In a large collection

of Tree Carnations now coming into flower this variety seemed to

possess a particularly free flowering habit. It is well formed, very

double, rich scarlet in colour, and of an excellent branching habit.

Any one growing these highly useful winter-flowering plants should

include Lady Musgrave in their collection.—J. G.

plant was in flower. It bore on a spike about 1 ft. long seventeen
flowers, each 2^ in. across, and of a beautiful porcelain-blue tint.

This spike proceeded from a small break bearing about a dozen
leaves, all of firm texture and of a deep green. The plants are
grown in a moderately warm house, and placed near the glass so
that the light matures the growth, and thereby induces productive-
ness of bloom.—W. G.

ORCHI DS.

liSelia elegans prasiata.—This is a truly exquisite variety

oE La;lia elegans, representing a distinct and higlily coloured form in

the wondrous range of varieties of a very variable plant, starting as

they do from pure white, and finally by steps as it were arriving at

that gorgeous dark velvety crimson shade, of whioli the subject of

this note is a grand example. Pot treatment is most suitable for

this class of Orchids. The compost should consist of two-thirds

best fibrous peat and one-third of Sphagnum, with a few pieces of

broken crocks and charcoal intermixed, and the drainage should

be perfect. In potting, they are best elevated above the rim of the

pot, and should be firmly staked. The compost should not be

pressed down too firmly, and water should be given carefully. For
these Lajlias the temperature should never fall below 57° or there-

abouts. W^hile growing they enjoy a hot, moist, airy atmosphere.

Li-elia elegans prasiata was awarded a certificate at a recent meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society.—A. E.

The Blue Vanda (V. coerulea).—This is one of the loveliest

of autumn flowering Orchids, but it is seldom we meet with it in a

satisfactory condition. That it can be growu well among an ordinary

collection of stove plants we had evidence by tlie thriving speci-

mens which we saw in Mr. Joad's garden the other day. One small

NOTES FEOM NEW ENGLAND.
Oliver "Wendell Holmes' Immortelle.—" Justieia

"

wishes some American friend to tell him what plant Oliver Wendell
Holmes alluded to in his "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table " as

the "Everlasting, the fragrant Immortelle." Perhaps the author
will answer for himself, but if not I will venture to say he refers to
our wild Antennaria (Gnaphalium margaritaceum), one of our most
beautiful autumnal flowers, which light up our sandy fields through-
out August and .September with great heads of snow-white flowers ;

or if not this, perhaps its near relation, Gnaphalium polj'cephalum,

of no beauty, but the whole plant having a pleasant fragrance.

Bigelow, in liis " Plants of Boston," in describing G. margaritaceum,
truly says, " No object in the fields is better known than the dry,
peachy, .and almost incorruptible heads of the Life Everlasting." This
species also has a pleasant odour, but not so strong as G. poly-
cephalum, which grows in fields and salt marshes.

English Plant Names.—By the way, have you a copy of
" Bigelow's Botany, "one of the oldest and best works on the flora

of New England? It would please you, for there is not a native

plant but what has its English, or jierhaps some botanists may say
American, name. Thus, Gnaphalium margaritaceum is common Life

Everlasting ; G. polycephaluni, fragrant Life Everlasting ; and G.
plantagineum, Mouse Ear ; while G. uliginosum is Cudweed—of very
little meaning certainly to an English or French botanist, but still

the names by which they have long been known, before Ijotany was
heard of, by the Indians or old inhabitants of the countrj'. Of the
many hundred species of plants enumerated, even the Carexes and
Ferns, there is not one but wliat has both the botanical and English
name. Thus Lobelia cardinalis is Cardin.al- flower; Cassia marylandica,
American Senna ; Comptonia asplenifolia, Sweet Fern ; Aster Nov?s
AngliiE, New Enghand Aster ; Andromeda polifoli.a. Water Andro-
meda ; Kalmia latifolia. Mountain Laurel ; Rhododendron maximum,
American Rose Bay ; Berberis vulgaris. Barberry Bush ; Saponaria
officinalis, Soap-wort ; Ledum latifolium, Labrador Tea ; and in the
six species of our Pyrolas we have Round-leaved Winter Green,
Broad-leaved Winter Green, One-sided Winter Green, One-
flowered Pyrola, Umbelled Winter CJreen, and Spotted Pyrola

;

so that though Mr. Elwes may be right in objecting to English names
and you may be wrong in adopting them, you certainly have one
eminent botanist to foHow as a precedent, who has not described a
single plant (453 in all) without giving both, and whose example is

well worthy of imitation. Certainly nothing could be more absurd
than to think of a botanical work without any botanical name. But
the addition of the local name if it have one, or the adoption of a
suitable one if it has none, can in no way lessen the value of the
work even to those who do not speak the same language. I have no
doubt that of the thirty species of Solidago and Aster enumerated by
Dr. Bigelow, every one of which has an English name, that many of

them were given by him for the first time to make them familiar to

those who had little or no knowledge of botany, or never read a
botanical book. On the contrary, there is a real value in these com-
mon names, handed down from generation to generation till they
become household words. How numerous are the simple remedies
used throughout the country made from our common herbs, such as

Spearmint, Pennyroyal, Motherwort, Thoroughwort, &c., which
would be unintelligible if spoken of as Mentha, Cunila, Leonurus,

or Eupatorium. It is also not absolutely material whetlier a plant

belongs to the class from which it is named if it has resemblance
enough to suggest the same name, like the Day Lily or St. Bruno's

Lily, though it must be .admitted it might be better to avoid it if

possible. But here we should become prosaic and commonplace.
Keats has beautifully said.

No flowor amid the garden fairer grows
Than the sweet Lily of the lowly vale.
The queen of flowers.

If he had been a botanist he should have written " Conv.allaria,"

as it is no Lily, but the poetic expression and all that it intended to

convey would be gone. And I agree with you that nothing could

better convey the idea of the loveliness of the Calochorti than to

call them Mariposa Lilies. In fact, it is impossible to render many
botanical names familiar or expressive of wh.at they represent, and
we must resort to English names which alone "take root" in the

language. What could be more expressive for the Anthurium than

the Flamingo plant ? though I was once quite surprised when an
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intelligent lady, who was very fond of flowers and had travelled

much abroad, was looking througli the houses to see what was
beautiful and attractive, to have her tell me " what a beautiful

thing that Banner plant was," for it precisely resembles a scarlet

banner when half unfurled. It would be an appropriate name.
A Nymph.'ea is not a Lily, but we could not adopt the former in

place of the latter. Ladies especially seem to have a horror of hard
names, and their admir.ation of many a new liower seems often to bo

lost as soon as they learn the botanical name. Even one of our
latest introduced plants, the Schizopliragma hydrangioides, is

already known as the climbing Hydrangea, and the beautiful

Ampelopsis ^"eitchi, Japanese Ivy, certainly no relation to

an Ivy, and yet nothing could be more in keeping ; an en-

during name—one that everybody will remember—must be an
English one. A botanical one it must have, but it can never be a

popular one. I well remember, many years ago, when classifying

and naming all the native plants growing around Boston, in my her-

barium, with what contempt I looked upon a common name, some-
what as Mr. Elwes does now, as useless, unimportant, and cumbrous,
but I have learned better. I think, therefore, that this new depar-

ture a good one, only that I trust such English names will be given

by those who first describe or ligure a plant, whether a literal trans-

lation or an original one, that there may be priority as well as uni-

formity. C. M. HovEY.
BoUon, Mass.

PLANTS FIGURED.
CHRYSAXTUEMr-M FRCTTEscENS Etoile d'Or (Floral Mag., pi.

416).—A handsome pale yellow variety having numerous ray flowers.

It is recorded to have been raised in or about the year 1874 by a

M. Desgeorges, of Cannes, and was introduced into English gardens
by Mr. Howard, of Southgate, who exhibited it at South Kensing-
ton, and was awarded a first-class certificate of merit.

Cineraria floribcs plenhs Mr. Thomas Lloyd (Floral Mag.,
pi. 412).—A short time ago a very fine double Cineraria was figured

in the " Floral Magazine " as Mrs. Thomas Lloyd and described as
Mr. Thomas Lloyd, but we presume the one before us is really Mr.
and the other w-as Mrs. Lloyd. It has deep blue-purple flower-heads,
which will be regarded as nearly perfect by amateurs of double-
flowered Cinerarias.

CoLAX Puydti (lUas. Hort., pi. .369).—Orchids present various
kinds of beauty, and this is a green beauty, with a few red-brown
spots on the sepals, thickly spotted petals, and a reddish violet

labellum. M. AndriS describes it as a pretty plant, and the com-
bination of colours as odd and pleasing.

CoLEUs Blt-mei vars. (IUus. Hort, pi. 377).—The varieties

depicted are : M. Thibaut, bright rose, yellow, and green, irregularly

and inconstantly disposed ; Magic, green with a pale yellow centre,

and regular spots of yellow ; Surprise, veined and banded with pale
yellow ; (ilow, rosy-crimson centre, then a zone of bronzed green,

and a green margin.
Drac.exa ilRS. Wills (Floral Mag., pi. 409).—Raised from a

cross between D. concinna and D. Regina; by Mr. B.%u3i5 for Mr.
Wills. It is of dwarf, compact habit, with broad leaves, margined
and flaked with creamy white, and wholly of this colour when
j-oung. A very handsome variety.

Epimedium Perralderiascm (Bot. Mag., pi. 6500).—A very
elegant species less than 1 ft. high, and perfectly hardy at Kew.
It is a native of mountain woods in North Africa at elevations of

3000 ft. to 5000 ft. , where Dr. Cosson discovered it, and it w.a3 he
who introduced it into cultivation. In the form and colouring of

the sepals and petals, this and E. pinnatum are almost exactly
alike, but the leaves of E. Perraldianum always consist of
only three leaflets. These when young [are of a beautiful bronzy-
green, and they are so firm in texture that they persist through the
winter in our climate. This species is likewise interesting, on
account of the geographical position of its habitat. E. pinnatum
inhabits Persia and the Caucasus, and this extends the area of the
genus into Africa.

EpiPHYLLm CRITENTCM ACKERMANXI (Floral Mag., pi. 413).
—Stated to be of hybrid origin, raised by Messrs. F. & A. Smith,
of Dulwich. It is spineless and has large crimson flowers, the
petals bordered with violet-purple. The Botanic Society awarded it

a first-class certificate of merit.

Fairy Rose Little White Pet (Floral Mag., pi. 415).—

A

pretty miniature Rose suitable for decoration associated with the
crimson flowered varieties. It was exhibited by Messrs. Henderson,
at Regent's Park in May last, and received a first-class certificate

of merit.

FrcHsiA PEN-orL.EFLORA {sir) (Floral Mag., pi. 411).—This very
beautiful Fuchsia was figured in the " Revue Horticole" (1876) under
the name of F. boliviana, and it is closely allied to if not the same as

F. dependens (Hooker). In habit it resembles F. corym hi flora, and
it has long leaves and dense, pendent clusters of ricli crimson
flowers. The floral committee of the Horticultural Society awarded
Mr. Caunell a first-class certificate for it in March Last.

Gentivxa sapoxaiua vau. ALiiA ("Gartenflora," pi. lOlG).—
Differs in its white flowers from what is regarded as typical
G. saponaria. It is a stout, tall-growing species with ample foliage,
similar to G. cruciata.

IxioLiRiox Pallasi (" Revue Horticole," p. 310, with a coloured
plate).—The beautiful Ixiolirion montauum has long been in culti-
vation, but this, if specifically different, has only recently been dis-
tributed from the St. Petersburg Botanic (Jarden. Judging from the
cultivated specimen figured in the above named serial, it is not
specifically different, though, if the colouring be faithfully executed,
the present plant has flowers of a richer, deeper colour. It is per
fectly hardy.
Ixioliriontatakicum var. LedebouriC Gartenflora," pi. 1014).—Under the above specific name Dr. Regel unites I. montanum,

I. Pallasi, and I. Ledebouri, distinguishing four varieties, differing
from each other mainly in the form of the anthers. They also differ
in the colouring of the flowers, the variety figured having them of
a reddish tinge.

IxosA CROc.-iTA (Lindl.) vAR. Prince of Orange (" Gartenflora,"
pi. 1015).—This Ixora is too well known in England to require any
further reference in this place.

MusA sumatkana (IUus. Hort., pi. 375).—One of Dr. Beccari's
numerous discoveries in Sumatra, living plants of wliich he has con-
fided to the Marquis Corsi Salviati. It resembles JI. zebrina, but it

has narrower leaves, with a deeply cordate base, and a long slender
tip. The upper surface is irregularly banded with maroon, the mid-
rib being of the same colour.

Odontoglossum Rossi vars. (IUus. Hort., pi. 371).—Here
are represented five distinct varieties of this variable and beautiful
Odontoglot. The Bowers vary from 2 in. to 3 in. in diameter, hav-
ing in all the varieties a white labellum with a yellow base, the
sepals and petals being diversely marked with rose, crimson, choco-
late, or brown.
Stenomessum luteo-viride (Bot. Mag., pi. 650S).—This is anew

species from the high Andes of Ecuador, which flowered for the
first time in the spring of 1879 with Messrs. E. G. Henderson &
Son, of the Pine-apple Nurseries, Maida Vale. It is nearly allied
to the well-known Coburgia trichroraa (Bot. Mag., pi. 3S(J7), and
quite similar to it in its cultural and climatic requirements. It
differs from Coburgia trichroma in its much less showy green and
greenish-yellow flowers. W. B. Hemsley.

Bedding Plants and Four Degrees of Frost.-On
the night of the 2nd inst. the thermometer in several gardens in this
part of Ireland registered from 3° to 5° of frost ; with me 4°. This
is premature compared with other years, and much of tlie bedding
material that it was intended to take up for greenhouse winter
decoration, such as Pelargoniums (golden and silver tricolors,
Happy Thought, Distinction, &c.), are rendered quite useless for that
purpose. Visiting the fine and well kept gardens at Birdhill, near
this town, the other day, I observed all the fine foliaged plants
seriously injured—Coleus, even Verschaffelti, was quite black ;

tuberous Begonias useless for winter purposes, and Heliotrope even
worse ; so of Swansonias adjoining ; while striped Petunias, late
Asters, A'erbenas, Sohizostylis coccinea, Lobelia cardinalis. Stocks,
and Chrysanthemums seemed unaffected. R.ather curious, too,
McMahon (golden-bronze Pelargonium) and Victor Hugo (salmon)
were unaffected ; while adjoining, Christine had the tops badly hurt.
The system here of Pelargonium propagation is to put a single
cutting in a 2h-m. pot and plunge it in a south border.
Probably, owing to the exposure and thorough ripening, these of the
same variety as those affected elsewhere escaped unscathed. Owing
to the facility with which such small pots and their established
occupants can be removed and wintered with a certainty of success,
and the much finer stocky specimens they make, this system seems
much preferable to propagation in boxes when pots are plenty.
And as Pelargoniums are likely, though in a minor degree, to be
used still for garden decoration, this may be worth nothing, as well
as the fact that October cannot be accounted free from frost in future
calculations.—W. J. M., Clomnel.

The Beginning of Winter.—We have had our first snow
and sleet here to-day, October 20. The wind is due north, and
the thermometer from 2° to 4' above the freezing point. The air
is cold and keen, a striking contrast to the genial and fine weather
with which we have lately been favoured. There is still a good deal
of beauty in the flower gardens, and the after looks odd and rather
out of season laden with sleet and covered with snow. The summer
and autumn are now over and gone, and winter is once more come,
all too soon for the wood of our fruit trees and Roses, which is yet
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far from ripe. It is to be hoped that the persistent immaturity of
our fruit-buds and wood maj- not give us a semi-fruitless summer in

18S1. The buds of Peaches, Pears, and Apples are more plump
than at this time last year, but most of the leaves are yet quite
green, a bad omen for a fruitful summer next year. The floods
seem to have filled the trees with such a plethora of sap, that when
the sun did shine it could effect but little towards the rapid matura-
tion of the wood.—D. T. Fish.

PROPAGATING.

Propagating Chorozemas.—All the varieties of these are
best increased by cuttings, either in the shape of single eyes or tops.

I prefer the latter, as they make dwarf, bushy plants quickest.

Cutting of Chorozema splendens.

Plants from which it is intended to take cuttings should be cut
back, got into an intermediate house in March, and kept well sy-
ringed. When the growth is of sufficient length make cuttings of
it, as shown in the accompanying illustration. Well drain the cut-
ting pots ; 6 in. are the best size. Put a little Moss on the top of
the crocks ; fill up with finely-sifted peat and yellow loam n.ade

Cutting of C. cordatair.

very sandy
; press down rather firmly to within J in. of the top,

then surface with sand ; sprinkle with a fine-rosed pot, and make a
mark with a bell-glass as a guide. Then insert the cuttings and
fasten them well in

; give a good watering and let them stand for

half-an-hour before covering with the glasses. The pots may
then be plunged half way up in a tan bed in the propagating house.
The glasses will require to be wiped dry every other day, and as the
cuttings begin to root in about three months, the glasses may be
tilted a little with a piece of wood or crock till they can be left off
entirely.—H.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Manure Water for Ferns in Pots.—'* Enquirer" need not fear
waterinj: his Ferns with manure water made from cows' or sheep's droppings, or
even with manure water from a farmyard, provided he uses it clear and in a
weak state, and only as often as the plants need it. I have used it with good
results for the last three seasons in the case of Adiantums, Cheilanthes ele^'ans,
Gyninogrammas of various sorts, Aspleniums, and many other Ferns which at-
tain, liy such treatment, a lar^je size in (juite small pots, and are most useful
when grown in that way for furnishing.—J. C. F.

Show Chrysanthemums.—What are the twelve hest Chrj-santhemums to
grow for exhibition ? Not Pompones.— K. R. H. S. [You do not say whether the
sorts are required for specimen plants or to be shown as cut flowers, a circum-
itance which makes all the dilference as to the varieties to be recommended.
The twelve best for cut blooms are Alfred Salter, Barbara, Empress of India,
George Glenny, Golden Empress of India. Lady Hardinge, Mrs. Geo. Rundle,
Mrs. Di.xon, Prince Alfred, Princess of Teck, Princess of Wales, and Venus. If
intended for pot culture choose Aureum multiflorum, Empress of India, Eve,
George Glenny, Lady Slade. Lady Hardinge, Mrs. Rundle, Prince of Wales,
Venus, White Venus, White Eve, and Mrs. Dixon.—J. D.]

Malformed Gloxinia.— I send you a Gloxinia flower, with to me an unusual
formation attached to it ; the flower I send is not alone so, as all the others on
the plant are the same. It is also beautifully scented. It is a seedhng raised
this season. Please inform me if common or not.—J. W. R. [It is an attempt
at duplication, not at all cnnimon in Gloxinias.]

Cjrpripedium insigne.— Ojcft/rf.—if the plant is lai^e and in a very small
pot the best plan wouM be to divide it in early spring, using well-drained pots
and a compost consisting' t i cijual parts of flbry peat and loam, with the addition
of a small quantity of cliopp-d green Sphagnum MoaS, broken crocks, and sharp
fand. This Orchid thrives best and flowers freest if allowed to remain undis-
turbed for some years, when they should have a watering now and then of a little
weak liquid manure.—W.
Edelweiss— 5". A.—The Edelweiss is stiictly a perennial, and it retains its

character in some places. It is better, however, to treat it as a biennial, raising
succeseiunal plants from the current season's seed, so as to always have a supply
of flowering plants. Sow the seeds as soon as ripe, keep in frames during
winter, and plant out in good soil the following spring, when they will flower
well.—G.

Strawberry Dr. Roden.— IT. B.—Try Sir. Turner, Slough, or Mr. Barron,
Chiswick.

Names of Plants.—7. R. W.—l, Begonia Evansiana ; 2, B. zebrina ; 3, B
Richardsi. G. 3/.—Nerine Fothergilli. .4tw«. —Solanum jasniinoides.
B. H.—The flowers sent represent a flne form of Odontoglossura Alexandra;;
certainly it is not O. Chestertoni. J. ir.— 1, Chenopodium atriplicifolium ; 2,
Bupleurum species ; the other appears to be a species of Artemisia ; send when
in flower. W. J. 3/.— Nicotiana longiflora. D. A.V- Co.—Euphrasia oftici-

nalis- J. R. /).—Myrtus mucronata. S. II. T.- 1, 'Astrantia minor; 2,

Sedum album ; 3, a form of Sedum Telephium ; the Fern is apparently a form of
Adiantum Capillus- Veneris. J. C. Z>.— 1. Tacsonia Van Volxemi ; 2. Tropxolimi
pentaphyllum ; 3. AubrietiaHendersoni ; 4, Clematis lanuginosa var. P. ir.—
Zygopetalum Mackayi.

Names of Fruits.— Gf. B.—Crittenden Damson. J. A.—Tear— \, Brown
Beurr^. Apples— 1, Golden Pippin ; 5, Old Nonpareil ; others next week.

Questions.
Culture of Gardenias.— I should be very pleased to learn somehow

whether the Gardenias at Gunton Park, a yard high, are short or long-jointed
plants. I have about 200 Gardenias in pots, and am therefore greatly inte-
rested in their culture. Though my plants are very healthy, and aUo yielding
flowers 3J in. across, they only made shoots from S) in. to 1 ft. in length, which
are quite woody and ripe now.—Ernst Hinderlich, iVcues Palais, Wild-
park, Potsdam.

OBITUARY
ALEXANDER DICKSON, NEWTOWNARDS.

This well known and highly respected nurseryman died on Monday,
October 11, at an advanced age. Mr. Dickson was a Lothian man,
having been born near Hawthornden in the second year of the present
century. When about fifteen years of age his parents apprenticed
him to the gardening business at Dalhousie, from which he trans-
ferred his services to the Comely Bank Nurseries, Edinburgh, and
here he remained for several years, as the proprietor, Mr. Cunning-
ham, succeeded in persuading him to devote his entire attention to
the nursery portion of the business. He displayed a particular
interest in Camellias, Epacrises, and Heaths. Of the last-mentioned
he was well known to have been the raiser of numerous seedlings, all

of which were hybridised by himself, and concerning the pedigree of
which he delighted to converse in later years. Mr. Dickson's next
change, and one which brought him to another part of the British
Islands, which was his home for more than fifty years, was to Ireland,
to take charge of the gardens of the late Mr. Wm. Montgomery,
D.L., Greyabbey, County Down, where he remained until the death
of his employer. In IS.36 he decided on commencing business on his

own account, and founded the Newtownards Nurseries, in which he
leaves two sons.
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** Tliis is an art

^Hiioh iloos mend Nature ; clianse it rather : but
The Art iisklk is Nature."—S/mtt'sptore.

[NOTICE.— Tl'ith the ruew of mahiiii) this Journal more acve.f-

sible tit all classes interested in the subject of which it treats, its

price u-ill henceforward he Fourpence per Tl'ee/:, the same price n.s

before the addition of the coloured plates. It will at the same time

be increased in size, and will, as usual fir i/ears pa-'<f, contain erfri/

leeeh- a faithfullij-e.recuted Coloured Plate of some beautiful new or

rare Flower of value for our Gardens. It is proposed to make it the

most tru^tworthij ytayazine fii/urini/ plants in colour that is now
published and a hiyh-class Journal in one, at a price within the

reach of ail. As .<tiwh, it is believed it u-ill meet the support of

all interested in Gardens or the Art of Gardening.']

EXrERIMENTS IN LILY GROWING.
I HAD intended sending you some results of experiments in

growing Lilium speciosum in my wood at Wisley, but press

of gardening and other work prevented. I have lately re-

ceived a note upon and specimens of this Lily from my friend

Mrs. Newall, of Littleborough, a well-known successful grower

of L. speciosum and other Lilies in the open border in an un-

congenial climate. Her leaves and flowers were so good, and
her experience bearing out mine in so different a locality, it

seems a pity that more attention should not be drawn to a

most beautiful late autumn-flowering plant, little cultivated

in borders, and yet easy to grow when suitably placed.

I will begin with the experiments at Oakwood. We planted

three large beds with good bulbs : No. 1, of L. speciosum

rubrnm and album ; No. 2, of album ; No. 3, of rubrum.
No. 1 was sheltered, partly shaded, and round it Bracken
grew up tall ; as this at last smothered Rhododendrons,'! had
it cut, and by mistake it was also cut round the Lilies. For
a time this bed looked the best of the three, but when rough
weather came many of the leaves and flowers became spotted

with brown, and were spoilt. Bed No. 2 was in complete

shelter and thick shade ; less than a fortnight ago the leaves

in it were green and the flowers in full beauty
;

yesterday

(Oct. 22) the leaves continued green, and the few remaining
flowers beautiful, though not of full size. I send speci-

mens picked yesterday, and therefore having weathered
the snowstorm, that you may judge them. In bed No. 3,

in still thicker shade, the flowers were of very rich colour

and most of them perfect, but the stems having to carry

greater weight than those of L. speciosum album, some of

the latest flowers touched the ground and were browned
and spoilt : a forked stick would, of course, prevent
this. None of our Lilies were staked, as I believe they
stand weather best when allowed to hang about freely. It

is, I think, something in the second week of October, when
border plants are no longer abundant, to be able to cut as

beautiful a vase of flowers for the table, as mixed L. spe-

ciosum rubrum and album cut long so as to show flowers,

bud^, and leaves, made with us in one of Powell's tall

green glass vases.

Mrs. Newall wrote, October 12 : "I have any cpiantity of
L. speciosum album out, a few Roses, and one or two late

L. auratum ; the flowers I know are poor— [they were all

very respectable, some quite good]—but then they are bloom-
ing when, except a few Anemone japonica, there is nothing
else at all in the garden. I think very highly of L. auratum
as a Li'y for Lancashire ; it is earlier than the others. I could
not grow L. speciosum at all in the shade to flower, because
it would be too late, but I am trying L. auratum under trees,

and shall take your idea of the Bracken undergrowth, be

cau.se as it keeps caterpillars away from Cabbages, pcihaps it

will also keep slugs away from L. auratum. I used quan-

tities of soot as manure during the earliest growth, and found

it efticacious. j\Iy Lilies suffered from a dry summer, and

all are now feeling an early frost, high winds, and hail, from

which no overgrowth has protected them. I iiiid, as you do,

that those not staked, though untidy and sprawling- looking,

keep their flowers best, as tliey bend before rain and wind."

I may conclude with saying that among the flowers sent up by

Mrs. Newall on October 12 some were quite fine ones, and

the leaves green, strong, and healthy. G. F. Wii.soN.

Hcatherbaiilc, Weijhri<J<je.

HARDY PRIMULAS IN AUTUMN.
Any flower that will carry its head erect and maintain its fidl

beauty of bloom and foliagi' after four nights' severe frost, witli

tlie thermometer as liiw as I'O-', must surely be hardy aii<l worth

especial notice in our raw cliinalv. Anemone Ilonorine .loljrrt was

in full glory a week ago, but now every flower is .<ilirivell •<! up, so

also Lilium auratum, the Geums, Tentstemous, llelianthi, liud-

beckias, and a few other late Ijloomers, but they are all gone now,

whilst the most delicate looking flo\ver of all, the Himalayan

I'rimrose siirxives, and stands erect and as flourisliinp; as e-i-er.

This last addition to our I'rinudas promises tohequiteat liomo with

us in England, and to flower even to the very ^erge of winter.

It appears also to be very fioriferous, as one plant has bloomed

continuously now for three months, and is still in flower. Each

crown keeps in flower for a long time; commencing with the outer

ring, it continues a succession to the very centre, and as the

flowerets'are slightly umbidliferous, they hang ovi-r and conceal

the withered petals, "thus keeping the crown beautiful to tlie very

last. The colour is much di'eper than any other llinialayan I'ri-

mula, being of a deep violet shade, and the whole plant is delicately

powdered with creamy-wliiti'. which adds greatly to the effect.

This Primula should be grown in a sheltered nook, say on a

rockery between two large stones, where it can be readily covered

with a sheet of glass when in flower, to preserve it from the

heavy rains which greatly mar its beauty. A flower thus pro-

tected overhead will last nearly a month," and ripen s?ed pc-rfectly.

We have yet to learn if this Primida will flower in spring also
;

I think it "will; in fact, it se?ms likely to flower throughout the

summer.
Pjimula ca.sbmerlana, auotlier nf our recent acquisitions, seems

also inclined to flower in autumn, but none of the plants haye

quite accomplished it with us. Several which flowered well in

spring now show large crowns hiilden ileep amongst the fjliage,

and one threw up a strf)ng flower-stalk just before the recent

rains, hut it is rotting away, and is a failure. The rest of the

plants showing flower we are taking up and potting, hoping they

will bloom in a cool greenhouse for ( 'liristmas. Many plants of

the pulcherrima and dentieulata group are also .showing for bloom,,

as also some of the P. japonica, ami all these we propo.se to treat

similarly. The cold greenhous- for alpines, sugge.-^ted by Mr.

Thomas W^illiams, of Orm.<<kirk, Avould serve admirably for this

purpose ; indeed, his plan would Ije well worth carrying out for

Primulas alone. Such a structure could readily he filled with

lovely Primula flowers all the year round, so great is the variety

now obtainable from the liardy I'rimroses alone.

Piimula rosea spreads fast, and showed a good many small

fl(]wer-hea<ls during summer, hut it is evidently a spring bloomer.

It likes moisture, as also does P. silikimensis : the latter is almost

a hog plant. P. luteola has flowered grandly this summer ; it

carries very large heads of rich yellow flowers, and is a very

vigorous .sort, well worthy of culture both for the open garder

and cool greenhouse. In a general note on the Primulas the Sif -

))oldi class should not he overloolceil. Tliey are vei'y different from

the above sorts, hut quite as valuable and interesting. They make

no show whatever in autumn, and might ea.«ily be thought

to be dead, but they are all right, and are quickly spreading.

Mr. Brownhill, of' Sale, has' raised a fine set of hybrids

from the common Auricula and Primida visnosa. These are likely

in' the future to be largely used for spring bedding, as they are

very floriferous, and having a dwarf lialjit, the stalks carrying
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lai-o:e heads of flowers, they are much more useful than either
of the parent sorts for out-door pui-poses. It is probable that
we may have some novel hybrids shortly, as such flowers as P.
rosea and P. luteola will surely give us splendid hybrids when
they have become acclimatised. I'rimula japonica is also becoming
a very useful garden plant, -with great variety of colouring. We
have it of almost every shade, from deep rose and magenta to
purest white, and the self-sown seeds are coming up everywhere,
and show every shade of colour. Tlie plants seem to thrive best with
us under tlie paitial shade of an orchard of dwarf fruit trees on a
sloping bank. Of these, we talie the best crowns wlien tliey show
bloom, and pot them for greenliouse decoration. They grow quite
•'i ft. in height, and remain many weeks in bloom when protected
from the weather.

I see Jlr. Douglas finds the red spider a great enemy to his
Polyanthuses and Primroses, but I think this arises from the
plants being put to rest in too dry a situation. When ours are
past the .spring flowering, we plant them out in a north aspect
on a sloping banlc wliere the ground is slightly moist, and where
they seem to thrive admirably, for we seldom' lose any. Even
the double crimson Primrose gi'ows quite strong and vigorous in
such a situation. I never remember so little autumn bloom from
Primroses and Polyanthuses as at present. The plants have made
large growth, but show very little late flowering, which is in con-
trast to the experience we have had with Auriculas this year.
Mr. Douglas must be in error when he states that Mr. Horner has
had but one per cent, of autumn bloomers amongst his large stock
of Auriculas. If this be true, I liope Uv. Ilorner will give us the
facts and, if he can do so, the reason for such extraordinary good
luclf, as it is contrary to everv other Auricula grower's experience,
.sofar as my knowledge goes." W. Buockdaxk.

Broclihurst, Didsburi/.

CULTURE OF GLADIOLI.
Mit. Douglas says that Gladioli degenerate ; I maintain tliat tliey
do not, and have adduced satisfactory evidence that varieties
twenty years in growth are as good now as when the\' were put
into commerce. In reply to this, I\Ir. Douglas says they 'degenerate
at Loxford, but adduces no proofs, so that I suspect we do not
mean the same thing. Degeneracy is not death ; degeneracy means
that tlie stock or variety becomes worse, loses its good q'ualities,
and so forth. We speak of a variety of Potato degenerating when it

loses its shape, or becomes bad in eating qualities; we do not
mean that it dies out altogether. That the Gladiolus sr.ffers from a
disease which does not weaken, hnt destroys the corm, I have had
too long and painful experience ; but I have given sufficient proof,
which, indeed, my catalogue confirms, that the same variety may
be had as good now as it ever was, and although when in' som'e
passage I wrote about the disease my views were contradicted, I find
that most persons who grow Gladioli now speak of disease amongst
their corms. In his notes, Mr. Douglas, by a strange confusion of
logic, brings forward the fact tliat the stands he saw in the north
were principally composed of Fi-ench varieties as a confirmation
of his view, but I do not see what possible connection they can
have; nay, the reverse. He enumerates amongst others Legouve,
and this is a ^-ery old flower, but it is evident it has not degenerated
if it could be shown in sucli excellentcondition. There can be little
doubt that, asl have said, the French autumns are more favourable to
the drying of flic bulb* than ours are. Mr. Douglas asks wliy it
is that English raised seedlings are not seen at exhibitions except
such as have been raised by the exhibitor. I think he .suppUes the
answer when lie notes tlie high price of Mr. Kelways seedUngs,
the only raiser in England who s;'nds into commerce the varieties
he has raised

; but tliis does not touch the question of degeneracy,
for Mr. Kelway says his varieties have greater vigourthan the
French, I may, however, state tliat in my stand at tlie Crystal
Palace three out of the twelve were Mr. Kehvav's, and I have
no doubt that if I grew more of them I should be able to exhibit
more, but wliile I had some hundreds of French varieties, I had
not more than a dozen varieties of his raising.
Mr. Douglas asks for opinions on the question of degeneracy.

I wiU give him one from an authoritv he can hardly dispute-
that of Mr. Kelway. In a letter I have just received from him he
says

:^
" It is all moonshine about the CJla'diolus dving out or dege-

nerating. The first raised and put into eommerce'by M. Beewols is

as healthy now as it was the fii-st year. Acciu.s, one of my finest

seedlings, was certificated at South Kensington in ISOO, and is as

healthy as a weed." All bulljs should be lifted before they are
thoroughly ripe ; they retain their vitalitj- and vegetate more freely

than our ripe bulbs.

On one point I am entirely at one with 5Ir. Douglas, and that
is in the awarding of certificates. I do not think any variety
ought to be so decorated until it is ready to be sent out. It is the
same with Hyacinths. A Dutch grower commits to some English
nurseryman a variety to be shown for a certificate ; he shows it,

and it is years before it comes out. It is of little value to a grower
to be told that a variety was certificated if it was eight or nine
years ago (and this is sometimes the case), and it would be an
exceedingly good plan to adopt the ride which holds good with
Dahlias, Carnations, and other plant flowers that these blooms
should be shown for a certificate.

It is, alas, true that tlie Gladiolus is not so much grown in the
south as in the north, but it is only another proof of the
discount at which florists" flowers are in the south. Yes, it is so

;

we have our southern Auricula show, but what would it be
if ^Messrs. Horner, Simouite, and other northern growers did
not come ? Three exhibitors are all that the metropolitan district

can supply, and two of these are growers for sale. The Carnation
and Picotee Societj- hold their .southern exhibition, and, as the
reporter of Tub Gardex said, the prizes are carried off by some
six or seven exhibitors. Where are the growers of Tulips, of

Pansies, of Ranunculus? not in or about London, but in the north.

Blr. Turner for a long time kept up his collection of Tulips, but
he told me it would have paid him better to grow Lettuces. That
very offensive statement of mine that florists' flowers were hope-
lessly at a discount in the south has furnished a text for much
display of .small wit, but after four years' trial I do not see any
reason for modifying it, for I entirely dissent from the plan of

calling every flower that is hybridised and grown in collections

" a floiist's flower."

I do not think that the experience of American growers of

Gladioli is likely to be of any use to us. Their climatic condi-

tions are so different, that it would be folly to suppose that their

practice can regulate our own, but when it is stated as a matter of

theory that leaf-stalks exhau.st the juices from the stem, we must
join issue, as Mr. Kelway truly says the stems of all bidbous roots

senil back their juices into the stem roots, and he states as a fact

that all roots increase in size in proportion to the quantity of foli-

age wheth.er they are lifted or not. Where there is room for it,

it is better to h'ave the stalks on the corms after lifting until they
have quite withered, but as this is not po,ssible in all ca.ses, they
may without mucli injury be cut off when lifted, even althougli

green. I have been present at the lifting of the French bulbs
abroad, and the stalks were quite as green as with us, and yet they
send us over beautifully clean and well-matured bulbs.

Enough has now been said, I think, to dispose of the question
started liy your American correspondent as to the lifting of the
biillis, and also as to the degeneracy of the bulbs. Nothing need
be said of the e.xceeding beauty of the flower, but its long succes-

sion of bloom is a great advantage. In my very small collection

I cut Shakespeare on July 26, and from that day to this,

October 20, I have never had my drawing-room without good
spikes of flowers, and I know of no flower of which .such can be
said. The Gladiolus ought to be more widel}' grown, if only for its

decorative quahties, for no flower is more showy or lasts longer

in water when cut. Delta.

The Winter Cherry (Physalis Alkekengi).—Plants of this

grown in G-in. and 8-in. pots are useful for conservatory decoration
during the late autumn montlis. The numerous orange-red capsules
have a very bright and cheerful appearance, and as the plant grows
as freely as any weed, there is no reason why a supply of specimens
sliould not be forthcoming when the want of them is felt. For
table and room decoration this plant is really useful, and where
flowers and foliage are much in request a good batch of it should
be jilanted out in some well-drained situation, where there would be
no necessity for disturbing it for j'ears. The Winter Cherry used
to he more frequently sceu in gardens than it now is, many in their

desire to grow novelties of doubtful value having surt'ercd an old

but useful plant to i^ass out of cultivation. Those who have a large

amount of space to embellish should bear the Winter Cherry in mind,
for when its beauty is past, the plants may be again placed in the

open air, either planting them out or plunging the pots to the rims,

there being no need to take up valuable glass space -n'ith it during
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the winter months. A clump of plants, bright and cheerful with
their g.iy-colourcil fruit, on a roclcwork in the garden at St. George's
Hill has I'ecalled the merits of this old plant to my mind, and has

induced me to remind your readers that, whether under glass or in

the open air, it is one of the most eflective and easiest to cultivate of

our autumn decorative plants.

—

,h C, Byjlcet.

ALPINE PLANTS AND THEIR CULTURE.
H.wiNi; read in The G.^kden a short account of alpine plants in

which it was suggested that those who have grown them might
give some hints for their cultivation, it may be perhaps worth while
for me to reiord my experience. The chief diHienlty seems to bo
the keeping them alive in the winter, and this, I find, is obviated
by covering them thickly with small, thin-stemmed P'ir boughs as

soon as the first hard frosts begin. It m.ay seem strange that plants

whose natural climate is so mueli colder than oirs should not be able

to live through our comparatively mild winters, but the trutli is that

on the heights where they grow the snow falls early in the autumn
and before the hard frosts set in ; they are thus covered at once
by a thick layer, which does not melt, as in our variable climate,

till the winter is over, and so kept warm and protected from the
frost. By thus substituting Fir boughs for the snow, I have kept
alive the delicate Soldanella, the small magenta Auricula, and several

other kinds of plants. The Auricula, brought home from the
Siniplon in July was a perfect mass of blossom the next March.
My soil is pure red sand, enriched with vegetable mould and manure.
I generally divide all my plants with my sister, whose garden is on
the Derbyshire limestone soil, and we find that those that thrive

with her die with me, and vke-i'Cr.-ta. A Sedum which flourishes on
the limestone has dwindled entirely awaj' on my red sand, while
the Auricula that flowered so beautifully here died away at once on
the limestone. .Some kinds of Lilies also do well on one soil and
some on the other, and till they have been tried it is not easy to

say which will suit them best. iL H. .Mason.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWEK GARDEN.

Hardiness of the African Lily.— I cannot understand
how Mr. (.raunt (p. 400) arrives at such result"* with Agapanthus
umbellatus. He has found it hardy left out in the garden in a pot
not plunged or protected in any way the wliole of the winter ; I

presume last winter. I know Farsley well, and certainly it is very
elevated, but I know of no other reason why this plant should be
so much hardier there than with me. ".J. W. B." (p. 402), even
during the comparatively mild winter of 1S77, had it much dam-
aged, and last winter he had all killed when in a pit protected witli

ashes and litter besides. Mr. Roberts also lost all his (p. 402) in

the winter 1879-80. In 1879 (midsummer) I planted out several
fine specimens, having no room for tliem under glass ; and having
been told they were nearly hardy, I planted them carefully myself,
and in good time I had them thickly covered with cocoa-fibre. The
result is that only two of them have sent up three or four blades of
foliage, and they did not appear until about a month ago, so that
they are not more than 9 in. long. Ha\nng had during the last six
nigh's from 8^ to 10' of frost, they, with scores of other good thing?,
are blackened and prostrate again. I should be glad to have any
hint as to how this Lih' m.ay be kept alive in the garden during the
winter without taking it up—if that be possible.—J. Wood, W'ood-
vlUe, Kirkftdll.

Border Polyanthus.—Root-rot has been very troublesome
amongst old plants of border Polyanthuses this season, and many
good kinds liave gone altogether. Where this disease prevails
there is no other resource but to lift tlie plants annu-allj', pull them
to pieces, cut away the decaying roots, and replant in fresh soil.

1 think this is best done in November, when the crowns have made
their new winter leafage, and the young roots will, if the weather
be open, push napidly. Primroses are quite as liable to this disease,
and perhaps it is more destructive to them than thrip. I find seed-
ling plants are unaffected, and are very strong. These are rarely
troubled by the decay until after the second year, and then they
should be lifted and divided. This fact specially points to the need
of raising a batch of seedlings every year. Sow as soon as the
seed is quite ripe in shallow pans under glass, and prick the seed-
lings off in a coid frame for the wnnter, and pei'haps two-thirds will
bloom well the following spring. This is a gain of one season, wliiht
in the second year the plants are exceptionally strong, and produce
fine heads of flower.—A. D.

"White Japanese Anemone (A. japoniea alba).—Mr. Niven
BO recently told us of the parentage and origin of the variety of
Anemone japoniea known as hybrida, rosea, or intermedia, that I

scarcely think there need be further doubt as to the origin of tho
white kind now known as jaiionica allia and as llonorine .Jobert.

I have found that since last autumn plants of rosea have sported
to alba, and are now producing white flowers. I do not know
whether it is tlio experience of anyone else, but I think it points
to the conclusion that tlic white is produced by a sport from the
pink kind wliich Mr. Niven raised, and of whicli the white is but
an ex.act duplicate in everytliing but colour.—A. D.

Natural Carpets.—In arranging some planting a ye.ar ago a
certain slope was stuck pretty full of hardy Cyclamens (C. hedenufo-
lium, C. latifolium, &c.), and it occurred to mo that the liritisli

Mosses would be about the best things to cover them with, not only
as a setting to the Idossoms and leaves, but a protection to tho plants

;

this was accordingly done, and now the surface is literally green
velvet, sprinkled over with the exquisite flowers of the Cyclamens.
The carpet has not killed them yet.—T. Smith.

Tuberous Begonias.— I can fully bear out your remarks
(p. .'507) respecting tuberous-rooted Begoni.as being better than Pelar-
goniums for withstanding heavy rains, &c., I was much struck with
their appearance at Drumlanrig tlie ead of September, where I saw
six or eight large beds of them in fine condition, besides qu.antities

planted at tho base of dwarf walls, where they were flourishing well
and covered with bloom when all Pelargoniums were completely
dashed by recent heavy rains. Mr. Thomson speaks higlily of them,
and intends selecting tlie most promising of the many thousand
seedlings, both in regards colour, height, and all other qualities

which go to make compact bed,«.

Engelmannia pmnatiflda.—Tliis North American plant
will be in flower here in a d.iy or two, and is a ratlitr distinct

plant, growing from 1\ ft. to 2 ft. high, erect and branching
in habit. It has glaucous pinnate foli.age, and composite flowers of a
peculiar shade of orange colour. It was raised from seed this
season, and so I cannot say if this is its ordinary season of flon-ering.

—T. S.MiTH, Ni'wry.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

Dinner-table Decorations.—I cannot altogether .agree with
" N.'s " remarks (p. 3S1) when it is said, "How very little idea people
in general, and gardeners in particular, liave of arranging cut flowers

with any taste." Why gardeners sliould be thus mentioned
individually and singled out for condemnation I cannot conceive. I

must, as a gardener, defend my craft on this point. Ample proof of

this could be given where they have repeatedly stood well in m.any a
prize list against all-comers. Perhaps " N." has been rather unfortu-

nate in meeting with some bad arrangements ; still, I do not think we
altogether deserve such sweeping condemnation. Many very b.ad

arrangements of flowers may frequently be seen where this work is

left to the indoor servants, who ottentimcs neither know the natural

growth nor habit of the p!ant from whicli the flowers have been cut.

For instance, the blooms of Lapagerias are sometimes, strange to s.ay,

carefully wired, and then arranged in an erect position ; and Fuchsias,

too, are used in a like manner. Perhaps such cases have come under
"N.'s " observation, the gardener having the credit of the arrange-

ment. With several of the remarks I quite agree, especially in

giving plenty of room in arrangement, and supporting tho flowers

with their own buds and foliage where practicable ; also in the advice

to avoid masses of red and pink. My experience in arranging flowers

quite coincides with Mr. Groom's (page 40.'i), where he says, " the

most firmly set notions on this point, &c." I have fouinl that when
I have had tho least time in which to complete the arrangements tliat

I have frequently produced the best effect. Mr. Groom is also quite

right when speaking of having to carry out our employer's and not
our own ideas ; when this has to be done failures will at times occur.

—J. HCDSON.

Culture of Hyacinths, &c., in Rooms.—Now that the

season has arrived for growing bulbs iu rooms in glasses, &a., allow

me to propose an improvement on witer for such purpises, a plan
which I have carried out with great success this yeai\ The mixture
I use consists of cocoa-nut fibre and charcoal, sold by most florists.

It is quite clean, and has the advantage over water of remaining per-

fectly sweet ; it is not liable to spill, and encourages root action in a

manner never observable in water. As an instance, I planted si.x

Crocuses, on October 12, in glasses, two in fibre and cliarcoal,

four in water. On tlie 14th those in the mixture were rooted ;

hose in water rooted on the ISth. The bulbs in the fibre are

rooted to the bottom of the glasses, and are showing Grass well.

The rest in water have made about 1 in. of root at most, and one not

that much ; none show any signs of CJrasa. In the s.anie way with
Narcissus and Hyacinths, both in glasses and bowls. Those in

fibre are all showing leaf well, the I'lper-white Narcissus espe-

cially ; the bulbs I put into a bowl in tibre the day before yester-
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day are all showing root slightly, and so I think I may safely recom-

mend it as a great improvement on water. The fibre must not be too

tight in the glasses, so as not to allow room for the root, and must
always be kept moist.

—

Girofle.

Arranging Out Flo'wers.—The crowding of cut flowers

complained of by your correspondent (p. 404) may be most easily

avoided by placing small branchlets of Gorse in the vases before fill-

ing them. For glasses, the main stem may be cut too short to be

seen, wliile the laterals rest on the edge of the glass. Tlie Furze
branchlets, shortened in propoition to the height reijuired, support

the flowers exactly in the position desired, and the bouquet is made
far more effective at a much smaller expense of material.—E. H.,

Weyhrhlrje

.

ORCH I DS.

OECHIDS AT KEW.
There is certainly a marked imjirovement in the collection of Orchids
at Kew. The plants are clean and in a thriving, healthy condition,

and many fine specimens bear cviilences of good cultivation. Con-
sidering the unfitness of the houses for such a class of plants—the

stages being too far from the glass, and tiie compartments altogether

too spacious—it is surprising that such milTy subjects can be kept alive

even. Where it is necessary for botanical purposes that the genera
should be kept together, it is impossible to accord special treatment
to individual kinds, so that under such circumstances but parti.al

success can only be the result of the greatest skill and closest atten-

tion on the part of the cultivator. The most noticealjle improvement
may be observed in the Vandas, Aerides, and Angr.-ecums, of which
there are several very fine specimens, Amanda tricolor being especially

noteworthy, and several good varieties finely in flower. The rare

Angraicum .Scottianum has been for some time iu flower, but is now
past its best. This is a valuable addition to the genus, its delicate

pure white flowers being very freely produced on the smallest plants.

Of Augra'cum eburneum there are about half-a-dozen large plants in

the healthiest condition, and developing flower-spikes which promise
a fine display in about six weeks hence. Cattleyas and Ladias are

healthy, and promise well for flowers. One of the best varieties of

C. labiata I have seen is just now in flower ; the colour is

remarkably rich, and the flowers large. Of the several forms
of Lx'lia Perrini, one is especially noticeable for the rich

blood purple of its lip, as well as the symmetry of flowers.

Several among the hosts of Epidendrunis are in flower. Among the
best are the sweet, almond-scented E. fragrans (whose flowers scent
the whole house) and a graceful, pale-flowered Dcndrochilum-Iike
species named V,. purum. Pleione lagenaria, P. Wallichiana, and
P. maculata are each represented liy pans of well-flowered plants.

The singular-flowered Catasetums are represented by two of the
best species, viz., C. macroglossum and C. tabulare, just expanding
their flowers. Besides the above there are numbers of Oucidiums,
Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, Dendrobiums, ilasdcvallias, which
usually flower at this season, as well as mauy little curiosities

scarcely worth mentioning—altogether a tine display of flowers at
this dull season. Z.

Orchids at Holloway.—The following excellent Orchids are

now in fine flowering condition in Mr. B, .S. AViUiaius' nursery :

Cattleya Loddigesi, a handsome species, p.ale mauve, and creamy
white-coloured flowers, having a distinct appearance ; Cattleya
exoniensis, one of the best of the Cattleyas, is in excellent condition,

and bearing most beautiful, highly-coloured, and large blossoms
;

Cypripedium Haynaldianum is a particularly fine Lady's .Slipper,

and one, moreover, not often seen ; the ground colour is of a pecu-
liar shade of greenish-yellow, Mith pretty white and mauve blotclies ;

C. Maulei Chautini and C. concolor are also striking and distinct

kinds. Of C. Sedeni, a kind which always seems to be iu flower, we
saw numerous specimens loaded with fine and highly-coloured flowers

;

Cymbidium affine, a fine old kind producing freely spikes of exijui-

sitely-scented and beautiful creamy-white flowers ; Dendrobium
bigibbum, a handsome species, has flowers of a deep mauve colour,
with purple and white throat ; Oncidium Marshalli is in excellent
order, bearing numerous fine golden-yellow flowers. Of Pleione
lagenaria (Indian Crocus), there were some fine pans covered with
orange, white, and mau\e-coIoured blossoms ; lonopsis panicu-
lata is flowering finely, its pietty little panicles of white and lilac-

coloured blossoms having a charming efl'eet. Those who desire Or-
chids of comparatively easy culture, and which possess the value of

blooming in autumn, should certainly add to their collection those we
have named, if tliey do not already possess them, as they bloom at
tliis dull season when but few flowers are procurable.—H. B.

Orchids in Flower at Chelsea.—In Messrs. Veitch's nur-
sery are Cattleya Domini, a fine autumn-blooming kind, with pinkish

flesh-coloured sepals, mauve and lemon throat ; a large and fine

variety. Cattleya labiata is also particularly fine, bearing large
flowers of a beautiful shade of crimson-purple, with a deep mauve
and lemon-coloured throat. Cattleya marginata, an old but scarce
kind, is flowering freely, and when in good condition is one of the
most beautiful of the genus. Cypripedium Spicerianum is a new
and very distinct form of Lady's Slipper with white sepals, and very
dark markings. Oncidium varicosum is finely in flower, producing
large racemes of golden-yellow blossoms ; this is one of the very
best of the Oncidiums. Saccolabium bigibbum, a very singular-
looking Orchid, producing freely short spikes of densely-spotted
wax-like flowers of various shades of colour, is very noticeable.

Pachystoma Thompsonianum is a new species of much merit, with
flowers of a very peculiar shajie ; tlie sepals are white in colour,

throat greenish-white
; purple labellum. This has the great advan-

tage of remaining a long time in flower. Odontoglossum Elu'enbergi
is a very beautiful free-flowering, small white kind, distinct and
good.—H. B.

Dendrobium chrysanthum micropthalmum.—This
new variety, imported from the Khasya Hills, is now in fine flower
in Mr. W. Bull's nursery, at Clielsea, and bears a profusion of large

and attractive flowers of a rich deep orange-yellow colour, the base
of the labellum marked with two pallid brown blotclies in lieu of the
dark markings characteristic of the species ; this variety produces its

flowers in mid-winter—hence its value.—H. B,

Odontoglossum Halli xanthoglossum.—A beautiful

variety, of recent introduction, now iu flower in Mr. Bull's nursery,
is worthy of notice. It is free both in growth and flowering habit

;

tlie blossoms are of a lemon ground colour, with deep chocolate

blotches, white lip and orange throat—altogether a most striking

and eflective-looking Orchid.—H. B.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Superb Apples Grown in England.—The finest Apples
we have ever seen were sliown to us on Wednesday last by Mr. John
AVills in the Regent Street house of the General Horticultural Com-
pany. A season when almost everybody is complaining of bad crops

or no crops at all, it is astonishing to see such fruit, which is, as a

rule, so large and fine that one can scarcely recognise well-known
kinds. Tiie general run of Eibstons in the market this year are be-

low the average in size and quality where they can be obtained at all,

but among those shown us by Mr. \Vills were E,ibstons finer than
we have ever seen in France, Belgium, or America ; they were
larger that one often sees a large Blenheim. Otlier and larger Apples
were in like proportion, some of them weighing lA lb. The fact

that some of the Apples have brought, and are bringing, as much as

53. each, speaks sufficiently of their size and beauty. These Apples
were grown in tlie gardens of Mr. Roger Leigh, of Barham Court,

in Kent, and are the first fruit, so to say, of an important experi-

ment iu fruit culture. Mr. Leigh was one of those who put

to test some of the statements relating to fruit growing in the
" Parks and G.ardens of Paris,'' and who, after having his attention

called to the subject, visited the gardens himself, and also sent his

intelligent gardener, Mr. Haycock, there. He then formed several

fruit gardens, adopting therein the most sensible of the various plana

adapted for securing fine fruit iu a cold climate, and the result as

we now state. It will prob.ably have a very good influence on fruit

gardening in Kent, and it is hoped throughout the United Kingdom.

Bougainvillea Flowering Out-of-doors in England.
—The Hon. and Rev. Mr. Boscawen somewhat surprised us on a

cold rainy day of the present week by appearing at our office with

a fine spray of Bougainvillea glabra, gathered from a plant growing
freely against his house in Cornwall. This plant was only planted

out in its present position in March of the present year. That it

should make wood and flower so freely in one year is remarkable.

We have to learn if it will live through the winter in the same
position, but what has been done in one season in Cornwall may
be done in other southern counties as well.

English grown Pomegranates. — A correspondent

("J. B. ") sends us a fruit of Pomegranate gathered from a tree

grown against a south wall in the open air. The sijecimen is not

so large as the imported fruits, but is about as large as a moderate-

sized Peach. The pulp also of the fruit is not so sweet as when
grown under a tropical sun, but it possesses a very pleasant acidity.

As this is such an unusual product of an English garden, we consider

the fact well worth recording. Our correspondent states that the

tree from which the fruit was gathered has borne several others this

season—some larger, others smaller.

Ornamental Prize Cards.—Mr. Atherton, secretary to the

Fulwood Floral and Horticultural Society, states that he has al-

ways had an idea that an inducement to exhibitors would be to have
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the card?, on which the prizes .ire markeil, got up with as much artis-

tic taste as possible, some emblematic design cither .as to fruits or

flowers being employed ; and he sends us one of the cards used at tlic

spring show of that society last year, which we must admit is very

pretty. On the left-hand-side, tilling the corner and feathering up
to the top of the card and half-way .along the bottom, is a pretty

wreath of Roses, Convolvulu?, and other llowers printed in colours.

The idea we think a good one, and worthy of universal adoption.

Rhododendron Duchess of Edinburgh.—This fine

gi-eenhouse plant, a seedling raised in Messrs. Veitch's establishment,

is one of first-rate excellence, and is now flowering freely, prodvic-

ing large trusses of bright orange-scai'let flowers, most efl'ective for

all purposes. Amongst other kinds of Rhododendrons in flower

also is Il'.iododendron jasminiflorum, which is in great 1)eauty, pro-

ducing a profusion of small delicate white flowers. These flowers

are useful for bouquets, &c., and should receive much more atten-

tion than is at present given them.

Camoensia maxima.—This, the most striking Leguminous
plant known, has flowered for the first time in cultivation in the

Botanic Garden, Trinidad, to which it was sent two years ago

from Kew. Welwitsch found it abundantly in the forests of Angola.

The flowers are nearly 1 ft. long, with a reddish calyx and cream-

coloured petals with a golden border. The standard is 3 in. or 4 in.

broad, which gives some idea of the scale of the other parts. There

are livinf plants also at Kew, but at present it has shown no in-

dication of flowering under glass.

—

ya'.iire. [An illustration of

tliis plant w.as given in The Gakdex, Vol. IX., p. 185.]

Grifflnia hyacinthina naasima.—This beautiful stove

bulbous plant is now in flower finely at Messrs. Carter & Co. 's nursery

at Forest Hill. The upper petals of the flowers are a fine azure blue

with white central rays proceeding from the base of each. It is

a decidedly improved variety of the original kind, as it is larger in

all its parts.

Tree Carnation Rose Perfection.—This fine winter-

flowering Carnation is just now in fine blooming condition in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery at Chelsea. It bears in habit of growth and freedom

of blooming a resemblance to the well-known popular scarlet kind,

A. Aleg.atiere, differing only in its colour, which is briglit rose. This

is a really capital kind, and one that sliould be largely grown.

Gentiana Kurroo.—This beaiitiful new Himalayan Gentian,

of which we gave a coloured illustration some time ago in The
tJAniiEX, thrives well and flowers continuously in Mr. Bull's

nursery at Chelsea, where it may now be seen in flower. The plants

are <TOwn in a cold frame, some planted out, others in pots.

The Late Snowstorm.—This is reported to have done much
damage to trees in difl'ereut parts of tlie countrj\ Oaks, being

in full leaf and heavily cropped with Acorns, have, perhaps, suf-

fered the most ; next to them come Elms, some of whicli are stripped

from top to stem ; Beeches have also suffered, but in a less degree
;

while the Lime, Chestnut, and Sycamore, although bent to the

ground,' have almost entirely escaped. A large AiLantus has been
troken to pieces, while standard Roses have been much injured, in

some cases nearly half the tree being split off.

Michaelmas Daisies.—Since the severe frosts of the week just

jjast, the remaining, and perhaps the prettiest, class of flowers are of

the various Asters. They are most persistent bloomers despite

frosts, and several kinds are scarcely yet in flower, notably A.
grandiflorus. A. Madame Soyneuse is a fine .subject, and would make
a good pot plant, as it bears a profusion of fine briglit lilac-pink

llowers with orange centres. It grows only about 1 ft. high, and
this dwarfness is a great recommendation. Aster ericoides is most
pleasing ; sprays of it in a cut state are very useful for almost any
purpose. 'The tiny rosy-white flowers thickly set on slender

stems, together with the heath-like foliage, renders it very effective,

all the flowers being turned upwards. It is somewhat shrubby and
very fine, the branches and laterals springing horizontally.— .J. W.
Helianthus angustifoliug.—Mr. T. Smith sends us gool

(lowering specimens of this from Xewry. It seems a good and distinct

plant, reminding one of the now well-known H. orgyalis ; there are,

however, so many good things of this yellow Daisy-like type that
this is not so important. The leaves are very long and rough in

texture, and the flowers rich yellow with a gold- spangled centre.

Showy Groundsel (Senecio speciosus).—Three plants of this

Senecio were planted in open nursery beds in the York Nurseries,

and they are now very large, being IS in. high and nearly .3 ft.

across, their branching stems bearing a profusion of showy, rosy-

purple flowers. If the plant proves hardy, which we doubt, it will

be an invaluable addition to autumnal border flowers.

I see you gave a coloured illustration of this plant lately in

The G.iP.DEy, but as I grow it I consider it a weedy plant. Tiiere

must be several forms of it. I send some bboms.— .J. H. X. [It

varies a good deal, and wo believe recent wet seasons have not suited
the plant.—En.]

Eurybia ramulosa.—Tliis is a very neat little slirub, remind-
ing one of a very graceful white Starwort ; the flowers are small and
white, thickly set on slender brauchlcts. Mr. Smitli, of Newry,
who sends us a flowering specimen, remarks tliat it is tlie only gay
shrub they liave in flower at present against the open walls.
Accompanying this was a flowering spray of Hypocalymma album, a
Myrtaceous shrub from Swan River. It resem'bles a Leptospcrmum,
as it has numerous small line.vr leaves and white or rosy-tinted
flowers on slender twigs.

Plants at Roebuck Castle.—Returning from a vacation
trip a short time since though Connemara and the western
highlands, I had a day to spare in Duljlin, and, having lieard so
much of the beauty of the plants grown at Roebuck Castle, I

resolved to sec them. I was kindly shown over the gardens,
houses, and grounds by Mr. Bracken, tlie gardener there, and after

looking through a heavily cropped "V'inery, in wliich was Mrs. Pince
among others well coloured and bearing bunches of about 5 Di.

each, we entered the Fernery. This is unique in many respects. It

is a large, high, triple house, supported on columns ; here large
excoriated, inimice-lilie rocks, tons in weiglit, brouglit direct from
Mr. Westly's property in County Clare, are the first things likely

to catch the eye. These are associated with Tree Ferns, such as

Bicksonias, Alsophilas, Cibotiums, and Cyatheas, amongst which
was a fine specimen of C. dealbata. With these I should have
included the low-growing Todeas ; and this reminds me to note,

lest it escape my memory, that, instead of being grown in cases,

the filmy group are planted out—of course in suitable situations,

some in moist pockets, some nestling beside boulders in a dark
nook, and others enjoying life in a miniature lake at the base of a
fountain. A creei^ing Fern (Goniophlebium) should be more generally

seen than it is in Ferneries^owing to the number of ways in which it

clothes pillars and other spaces. Here it was grown on a wire trellis,

and Ficus repens is largely made use of fur the same purpose. In a
warm greenhouse were fine plants of the two Lapiagerias, also some
fine Crotons and Drac;tnas. Of the former. Queen Victoria,

Majesticus, and Weismanni were the most notable. A fine potful of

Vallota purpurea was shown me on which there were forty steins

each bearing on an average eight flowers. Three hundred Vallota

flowers is no ordinary sight in one pot ! Equally remarkable were
Anthurium cryst.allinnm, Curculigo reourva variegata, and Alocasia

metallica and macrorrhiza, Ixora regina, and a handsomely trained

AUemanda Hendersoni. Of Palms I also noticed some fine speci-

mens, and, looking at the collection as a whole, I was not surprised

to hear that the challenge cup oft'ered^for fine foliage plants at

the last Royal Dublin Horticultural Show was awarded to plants

shown from this place.— \V. J. M., Cloiimel.

Plants for the "Wild Garden.—A few plants in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden have shown their .special adaptation for tlie

wild garden, as tliey take care of themselves. They liave taken

their own position in a belt of trees and flourish am.azingly. One
is Campanula rapunculoides, which probably should be excluded from
the collection on account of its propensity of out-growing the space

afforded it, and appropriating to itself labels that ai'e not its own.
The wild garden, then, is the right place for it, and a grand display it

makes when flowering in large tracts. C. lamifolia is an excellent

companion ; in shade it grows with great vigour, and the while

flowers are beautiful in contrast with tlie blue of its neighbour.

With these colours what more charming than a rose or pink ? It is

splendidly given in Epilobium angustifolium (the Rose Bay), one

of our finest native plants. Its effectiveness in masses must
be seen to be realised. These three flower together in .July and
August.—L.

Imports of Potatoes.—Perhaps the most remarkable contrast

between the present season and th.at of last year, so far as regards

imports is concerned, is to be found in the fact that whereas between
September 1 and October 21, 1871', there came to London alone from

the Continent 81 7,422 bags of Potatoes ; this year in tlie same period

we have only imported 1.57, •525 bags, or less than one-fifth of the

former quantity.—F. B.ixter, in Times.

The most wonderful geological formation, perliaps in the world,

is that recently discovered in the valley of the fork of the Yellow-

stone river. It is said to be in horizontal layers, and tlie whole for-

mation is a little more than a mile in depth. The silicified remains

of a multitude of forests fill the entire formation throughout. Many
of the trees are of a large size. .Some arestanding upright as they grew
and many are prostrate. Numerous stumps anU logs are to be found

that measured 4 ft. and 5 ft. in diameter.
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PROPAGATING.

Pansies and Violas.—All these plants are now just ready for

division and propagation, as the recent rains have brought up .a

dense growth of young shoots from their base. The Iiest metliod to

secure a large increase of stock is to lift the plants, cut away all the

old blooming growth, then pull the plants in pieces, and having pre-

pared a bed of soil 4 ft. iu width, lay a thick plank on either side, and
another across the bed and resting upon these. Then dibble in lines

the small rooted pieces, and thesewill grow into fine, robust plants

(luring the winter.—A. D.

Lapageria rosea.—This beautiful cool greenhouse climber is

best increased by means of layers, which should be made of the

strong half-ripened wood. If planted^Jout in a good border, it will

not need much beyond a little extra soil. One of the best of plans

is to get a long narrow box, about G iu. deep, drain the bottom with
crocks, and fill up with peat, loam, and sand well mixed together ;

.a little chopped .Sphagnum JIoss mixed with the soil induces them
to emit roots quicker than they otherwise would do. When all is

prepared and ready, with a sharp knife cut the layers just through
the bark, as shown in the annexed illustration, peg down firmly,

and cover them over with about '] in. of soil, watering the whole to

settle them in ; an occasional sprinkling overhead with a fine-roseil

l)ot two or three times a day will help them to emit roots. Layering

L-iyer of Lapaseria ro3ea.

may be done at almost 4ny time, but the best months are May and
.Tune ; they generally take from six to nine months, according to the

state of the wood when the operation is performed.—H.

Striking Cuttings.—I ivas pleased to see attention called by
" H." (p. ;:!46) to defects in the usual w.ay of making cuttings, viz.,

leaving a joint at the bottom, when they strike just as readily with-

out one, and are not so lial)le to dampoif as when the base of the

leaf-stalk is left. Another advantage to be derived from it is this

—

one can obtain just double the nunrber of cuttings, a gre.at considera-

tion when pl.ants are new. As the space between the joints forms
the base of the cutting, therefore all that is necessary is to cut the
shoot just above each joint, and the cuttings drop from the hand of

tlie operator ready for insertion. A great m.any plants besides or-

dinary soft-wooded subjects may be propagated in this way. Shrubs,
such as Euonymuses, Auoubas, and Ueutzias, succeed well, but Coni-

fers are better taken off at a joint. There is yet another point to

which I may direct attention. In putting in soft-wooded cuttings,

I fill the pots so lightly with soil that the cuttings can be stuck into

them readily without a dibber ; the first watering settles them in

their places, and they strike just as well, while the saving of time
where large quantities are in h.and is a great consideration. All
Pelargoniums are better taken off at a joint, except the Ivy-leaved
(P. lateripes) and its varieties. One thing to be observed, however,
JQ miking small cuttings is on no account to cut off the leaf at the
base, as it so liable to decay, but insert the cutting with all the
leaves attached to it. After a few days the one at the bottom will

prob-ibly shrivel up, and then it readily becomes detached from the
stem and may be removed.

—

Alpha.

Inau3noe of Co3oa Fibre Refuse on Soils.—This v.ry
useful m^terial may not possess, as stated by "J. (.}." (p. .350), any

valuable manurial properties, but it is remarkable that all kinds of

seedling and soft-rooted plants take to it most readily and grow in

it freely. I hold its chief recommendation when mixed with stiff

soils to be its comparative enduring properties, giving fibre to these
and keeping them open and porous, instead of running together and
getting baked like a brick. Leaf soil and decayed manure full of
nutriment as these may be, soon disappear, but the cocoa fibre is

more lasting. Not least the refuse is most valuable as a top-dressing
for soils that burn as ours do here. I should like to be able to bury
it 4 in. or so in thickness.—A. D.

The Education of Landowners.—I would prevent any
man taking legal possession of an estate, large or small, unless he
had previously passed an examination showing that he knew the
practical working of a landlord ; and I would compel the univer-

sities and the public schools if they monopolise the education of

the landed proprietors to teach them their duties as part of the
regular curriculum. I have no words for the conduct of our
universities in passing through their course yearly, the (Ilile of the
English landowners without teaching them a single fact or warn-
ing them for a single duty which belongs to their station. This
is the sin of tlie universities which will be avenged some day.

—

From Chariii Kiujilii/'s Lije,

Colour Combinations.—The beautiful tints which we get
in the autumn through the decaying foliage of trees rnakc up in a
measure for the absence of flowers. I have here a charming effect

furnished by the combination of Clematis Jaekmani and the Vir-
ginian Creeper growing over an Ivy bower. The purple flowers of

the Clematis, which are just over, are followed by the Virginian
Creeper, which is now at its best, hanging as it does so gracefully

over the dark green leaves of the Ivy, which sets the colour of the
Virginian Creeper off' to advantage. Too much cannot be said in

favour of such colour combinations, though they remind one of the
coming dreary season.— J. S. T., Ethjhaston,

Common-ssnse Pruning is a subject with which almost
every one who owns and occupies land is more or less interested.

It is a subject upon which a wide variety of opinion exists as to time,

character, amount, and style. Some kinds of fruit need, or will

bear, a great deal more and a great deal severer pruning than others.

It is a process that calls for a great deal of correct, wholesome
thought, and a large amount of the best common sense in judgment.
I am aware that experts will form, train, and direct trees into almost
any form and shape. This may be called the artistic, the scientific

side of pruning and training, but the great mass of our orchardists

never can or will attain to that degree of proficiency, and in fact,

it is not necessary that they should. What we want for the masses
is to know how little pruning, and when applied, a tree will do ordi-

narily well with under ordinary circumstances. I have an impres-
sion from experience and observation that too much pruning is done
rather than too little. The result is the trees have long, unpro-
tected trunks and limbs with fine branches, buds, and bearing wood,
at the far extremities. I believe that every fruit tree should bs
trained so low as to afford self-shade for trunk and large limbs, and a
partial mulch by it5 dense shade. The fruit is more easily gathered,
th.at which falls less bruised, and winds and storms have less rake
upon them.—J. W. L.iNci, Iliirid N<:w Yorker.

Pampas G-raES.—Few plants are more effective than the
Pamp.as Grass when in flower; its plumes of graceful inflorescence

wave under the slightest breeze, and even when not in blossom
large well established clumps of it are by no me.ans unsightlj-.

It is quite hardy in the milder parts of England, but in northern
or inland counties it requires a little protection during exceptionally

severe weather. A very good plan is to tie its long leaves together
and then place around them a covering of litter or dry leaves,

thatching it over with straight straw to keep all dry and snug
until mild weather sets in. When left exposed it frequently happens
after severe winters that the centre or oldest portion of tlie clump
will be found to be decayed, while the younger or outer parts .are

healthy. In this case the best plan is to take up and replant ; if

large groups are needed in a short time plant five or six plants in a

group about 1 ft. or 18 in. apart in well manured and deeply cul-

tivated ground, and during the season they will assume the
character of one large pl.ant. Where ornamental water is either in

or close approaching the pleasure-grounds, few plants are better

suited for its banks than masses ot Pampas Cirass, and in autumn
when crowned with their waving silvery plumes they well repay
all the attention that one can give them.— J. G.

Chrysanthemum Progne.— I should recommend those who
have not seen this plant to adopt it. It h-as before been described in

The G.ardex as ''the sweetest scented of all Chrysanthemums,"
and strongly resembles the Violet in aroma. The crimson-purple

flowers are of a medium size.—C. F., Merlwood,
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COUNTllY RE.VTS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

THORESBY PARK, NOTTS.

Is this wide and ;iiiy park the views are very hue ; and,

though the vegetation near the house is in many cases young,

there is in the outer parts uo lack of stately trees. The

house is a large pile, as yet not softened by the delicate and

beautiful colours thut time lays on old buildings, but without

auy of the "confectionery" with which the modern architect

shows his "originality." The question of the position of a

mansion in a place where almost any kind of site might bo

found is a very important one. No doubt there are excellent

time if required. Though it is not always desirable to choose

the crest of a hill, yet it is doubtful if building the house partly

into the slope, as at Thoresby, is the best way. There is usually

some awkwardness in consequence of this practice. At
Thoresby this has not been quite escaped, and the efl'ect of the

stables above the house, and rather too neat it, is not quite

the best arrangement. The best effect of the house, it seems

to us, is from the long avenue bordering the fruit garden to

the entrance front. Now the principal front certainly com-

mands a line site, and rises above a beautiful slope of Grass,

but its good eftect from the park is somewhat neutralised by

the terrace, the lines and other impediments belonging thereto

preventing the eye from enjoying the building in all its dig-

THORKSBY, WITH THE EIVER MEDE\ IN THE FOilEOROU.VD.

reasons for choosing the present one ; the only question, in

the interest of art, seems to be—are they sufficient ? Very
few people seem to pay .sufficient attention to selecting the

site of a house. In old times houses were generally put in

the worst positions for the sake of securing shelter ; and yet

some of our fine old houses—such as Hardwicke Hall—do not

seem to be any the worse for being fully exposed, and on high

ground. With all our modern appliances for securing warmer
buildings than was possible a few hundred years ago, we should

not fear a little exposure if with that we secured the advantage
of a commanding and in all ways a satisfactory position. A fine

well-built house facing the warmth ami sun to a large extent

really forms its own shelter. As to being too much elevated,

from any point of view that is scarcely a serious objection,

because our forest trees add a good deal towards concealment in

nity. There can be no question whatever that the beauty

of many houses is sadly interfered with by an elaborate

geometrical garden in front. The simplest way to settle

this question is to entirely leave the matter of books or rules

out altogether, and look at houses with these gardens

from the chief points of view and look also, and particularly

at houses where there is nothing of the sort, and compare the

effects. The objection in c^uestion particularly applies to

where the terrace is a wide and complicated one, pushed out

so that it steals away the foreground from the finest front of

the house. Of course there are positions where terraces aro

necessary, but they are the exception ; and we are convinced

that the fjshion which some way has come into use for many
years past of forming a geometrical garden—it is almost a law

in connection with big new houses^is extremely unfortunate.
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There is nothing whatever in gardens of this sort in the way
of plants or trees that cannot be shown quite as well in other

ways. As a rule, indeed, they may be shown much better,

because away from the immediate front of the house we are

not controlled by the necessity of conforming everything to

one level pattern. Therefore, as a principle, in large places

when we are no longer confined, as of old, to bits of ground

under the castle walls or within them, it is better that all the

choicest flower and other ornamental gardening should be

veiled in graceful plantations to the right and left of the house

rather than spread out liefore it.

Thoresby, belonging, as it once did, to the l)iike of King-

ston, forms part of " The Dukerios ;" it is bounded on the

north by Clumber, the Duke of Newcastle's estate, and on the

west by Welbeck, with its miles of green woodland rides and

drives and unkempt Holly hedges, two magnificent examples

of which line the sides of what is called the " ISroad Drive," a

grassy avenue dividing Welbeck from Thoresby. The new
mansion at Thoresby, completed at great cost about ten years

ago, is, as will be seen, an imposing structure, in which the

Tudor style of architecture prevails, the design being that

of Mr. Anthony Salvin. It stands on a gentle eminence

about two hundred yards north of the site of the previous

mansion and overlooks the lleden, which at this point

is of considerable width, having just passed over a

little cascade after leaving a lake which covers about

a hundred acres, tenanted by swans and other water-

fowl, and ornamented with islands, some of them of

considerable size. In one u£ them, snug from rough

winds within a fringe of shrubbery, is a pretty little

Rose garden. These islands, as well as the greater

portions of the rising ground on the farther side of the lake,

are well wooded, and clumps of trees are also being introduced

here and there on the nearer banks, which hitherto have had

a somewhat bare appearance. The only drawback connected

with this piece of ornamental water is that it is too narrow

compared with its length ; but that fault, we noticed, was to

some extent being set right. The park, which includes an

area of over 12 miles in circumference enclosed by a ru.stic

wooden fence, is unusually well stocked with both red and fallow

deer. It is finely undulated, open and breezy, well carpeted

with Fern, and studded in all directions with Mistletoe-

covered Hawthorns. It contains also many young and thriving

plantations, but all at such distances apart as to produce no

overcrowding or interruption to the view in any particular

direction.

One of the largest of these plantations, which is situated

on the north-west side of the mansion, has been pierced with

walks in a maze-like manner—too much so, perhaps ; but an

advantage belonging to such an arrangement is that am[ile

means for exercise are afforded without going far from home,

and amongst evergreen shrubs and deciduous trees of the

most select description, many of the latter belonging to the

early flowering class. In its centre is a level and beautiful

piece of grass, that would form a fine site for a rock garden.

On the south side of the house is a terrace garden, which,

both in summer and winter, is kept in admirable condition
;

in its centre is a large octagonal fountain. This garden is over-

looked by a terrace walk at a level .slightly below the windows
of some of the principal rooms, and being chiefly gravel and

of great width, it has a bare look about it which is scarcely

in keeping with its surroundings. A little more trrass on the

side next the house—perhaps on both sides—would certainly

improve its appearance. From this stand-point, however, on a

clear day fine views in various directions may be obtained

—to the right, the lake, embosomed in woods, extends as far

as the eye can reach; to the left, open lawn, interspersed

with masses of noble trees, peering above which is the spire

of the recently-built parish church ; while in front, looking to

the uplands across the Meden, comes into view a broad grassy

avenue some miles in length, and bordered with Spanish Chest-

nuts of a size rarely met with in this country. ^Ve measured
the trunks of some of them and found them to be from 20 ft.

to 2-5 ft. in circumference at 3 ft. from the ground.

The Trees.
This brings us to the neighbourhood of what is called the

" Old Wood," a remnant of ancient Sherwood enclosed

within the park, and unmatched perhaps in any other part of

England. The old trees—many hundreds in number—all

Oaks, are for the most part pollarded, weather-beaten, and
picturesque, some having assumed very grotesciue forms ; they

are all of large size, and evidently of great age. Tliey stand at

good distances apart, their huge trunks and branches on a

sunny day casting deep shadows on the bright green Fern be-

low them, which grows here with tropical luxuriance. At this

point let us leave the park for the present and turn towards

the heart of the old forest, called " Birkland," the land of

Birches, which are indigenous hereabouts, springing up as

they do wherever they can find root and top room among
the Oaks. Some of the old Oaks in this part are suffi-

ciently distinct and conspicuous to bear specific names. One,
of which we have given an engraving (p. -193, Vol. IX.),

is called " the Major Oak. " Larger trees than this we have seen,

though its trunk measures at 3 ft. above the ground 32 ft. in

circumference, but seldom one so perfect or well-proportioned.

In its spreading head there is at once majesty and beauty,

which to all appearances will not be diminished for centuries

to come. Its trunk is, however, hollow, even sufficiently so to

accommodate, it is said, ten or a dozen people, an aperture on

one side serving as a doorway. Hereabouts one gets a glimpse of

Sherwood unaltered by the hand of man—a grand memento of

the jiast. Indeed, on Earl !Manvers' property are perhaps greater

numbers of old Oaks than on any other estate in England. Both
at Welbeck and Clumber are celebrated trees ; but, except at

Thoresby, what remains of ancient Sherwood is rapidly

vanishing. Of the " Major," it may be remarked, there is a

valuable wood-carving by Ilobinson, of Newcastle, over the

fire-place in the library at Thoresby, with deer browsing

amongst the Fern beneath its branches, and below it figures in

Oak of Robin Hood and Little John.

The woods at Thoresby are indeed its most remarkable

feature. It is celebrated both for fine old trees and for well-

managed plantations of recent date, the whole being under the

care of Jlr. Jamieson, a well known and experienced forester.

They cover hundreds of acres, including those outside as well

as those inside the park, and they are intersected by innumer-

able Fern-margined green rides and drives. One wood notably,

a Beech wood on the north-west side of the park, contains

trees with trunks as straight as gun-barrels, and branchless

for a height of some 80 ft. or 90 ft. The only trees at all

comparable with these are the King and Queen Beeches at

Ashridgc, Earl Brownlow's estate in Hertfordshire. The.se

Thoresby Beeches, having been planted thickly at first, have

prevented the growth of underwood ; therefore their clean-

looking silvery stems come boldly into view ; but elsewhere

in the woods Ferns and Rhododendrons may be seen in pro-

fusion. Near the carriage drive to Clumber we noticed a

peculiar freak in a Scotch Fir. It consisted of an elbow on

the trunk about 2 ft. from the ground i here a stout branch

leaves the main stem and becomes engrafted on it again at

a distance of about G ft. from the ground, forming a singular

handle like projection.

Earl Manvers is fond of planting, and therefore woods
are rising up on his estate in all directions ; even compara-
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tively worthless land planted some few years ago is begin-

ning to be remunerative. Oak, Siianish Chestnut, Beech,

Jlaple, and Sj'caniore succeed admirably, but the soil of Sher-

wood, which is for tlie most part of a light character, is not

so suitable for Asli. Scotch Fir.s, of which there are some
grand clumps in the park, do well, as do also Larches,

amongst which may l>e found some of the finest trees in the

country, andquitefree from disea.sc. Amongst otherConifersonc

of the most i)roniising here, as elsewhere, is Pinus Laricio, the

growth of wliicli is faster than that of any other Conifer,

and its timber is likely to be as valuable as that of the Larch,

lu the nursery (that necessary adjunct to a large e.state) at

Thorcsby are large squares of this Pine, a sure indication

that it is becoming a favourite, as well it may, for its rate

of growth is only surpassed by that of the Black Italian

Poplar. The bulk of the new plantations consist of Larch

and Oak ; of the former there are thousands of trees, planted

not more than forty years ago, that now average .")0 ft. in

height with trunks L'i ft. in circumference ; and Oaks of the

same age are near!}' as large. They are planted thickly at

first, and are tliiuned out at intervals -oi four or five years,

until they idtiniately stand about 30 ft. apart. They receive

but little pruning after they are twenty-five years of a,^e, and
thus, thinned and pruned only when young, make clean,

straight timber, valuable even at a comparatively early ago.

One of the approaches to the mansion passes straight through

the middle of the park. In olden times this in all probability

would have been planted as an avenue ;' but in this case, in-

stead of that plan being adopted, clumps of trees, evergeeen

and deciduous mixed, have been formed at wide intervals

apart along both sides of this drive, thus producing au avenue

as far as effect is concerned without altering the general

appearance of the park, or interrupting the view from anyone
point to another, a matter of great importance in park
planting. The engraving (p. 4:2.5) of the new mansion has

been prepared from a photograph taken by Jlr. Vernon
Heath. It shows in the foreground some noble trees and a

portion of the river Meden after it leaves the lake. The latter

is about a mile in length, and nearly all visiljle from the upper

windows on the south and west fronts of the house.

Kitchen Garden and Forcing Houses.
The kitchen garden covers an area of 5 acres ; it

lias a fall of 9 ft. from the foot of the terrace to the

opposite wall, and there being no division walls, the

greater portion of the ranges of liouses may be seen from
the lower walk, Mr. Henderson's residence, an excellent one,

occupying a quiet corner on the raised terrace near the en-

trance. The inside wall, witli a western aspect, is occupied

with Plums and Cherries. The other walls are covered with
well-trained Pear trees, trained upon the fan system, and,

being in good health and vigour, bear good crops. This year,

however, has been an exception. In making the borders

lor wall trees some years ago, Mr. Henderson had all the poor
soil thoroughly removed to the depth of 2 ft. 6 in., going a

little deeper towards the walk in order to give a moderate
fall for the water. The bottom of the border was well con-

creted, over which wis placed 4 in. of drainage, consisting

of boulders or broken bricks, and over these were laid

thick turves to prevent the soil from interfering with the

border drainage or the drains which run parallel with the

border and walk. By adopting the wiring system, although
the trees have been planted nearly twenty years, the walls

look quite as fresh as when first built, and have no nail holes

to harbour insects. Each tree is properly labelled, the name
being painted and enclosed in a metal frame covered with
glass, which has a neat appearance.

The soil of the kitchen garden is the same as that of

the surrounding neighbourhood, being of a very light and
sandy nature, but by good and judicious management and
plenty of maimre it produces goi/d crops of vegetables of all

the inq)rovcd .sorts. Strawberries are grown in quantities,

some eighteen varieties being represented. The true Keen's
Seedling is here a standard, and Grove End Scarlet is grown
for preserving. Nearly 2000 are prepared for forcing ; the

sorts are Keen's Seedling, La Grosse Sucrce, Viconitesse H6ri-

cart de Thury, President, and James Veitch. The system
adopted here in getting up stock for forcing is one not gener-

ally practised, but having witnessed the results of the system
for years past, I can safely say that no one need feel afraid to

follow it. The runners are simply taken off as cuttings, and
inserted at once in small pots in rich sandy soil, and treated

in every way as cuttings in a close frame until well rooted.

Afterwards they receive the treatment usually given to layered

plants in pots, i.e., they are potted in rich soil and put

into well drained pots, using Amies' Chemical Manure exten-

sively both during the growing and the fruiting seasons.

The plants being well ripened are subjected to a touch of

frost before being stored away for the winter. All the pots

are placed upon wooden trellising during the growing season,

which prevents worms getting in and deranging the drainage.

As may be seen by the plan, the central walk is bordered by
espalier-trained Pear trees, as is also the walk facing the ter-

race bank. These borders are about 12 ft. wide, and, previous

to the new flower garden and terraces in connection with the

new mansion being formed, were devoted to the usual array of

bedding plants. They are now filled with choice hardy herba-

ceous plants and other useful flowers.

Upon the first terrace are three blocks of span-roofed

forcing houses, well iilaced, well in advance of the main range

of Vineries and Peach houses. Entering the span-roofed

forcing houses at the eastern end, the first division,

2.5 ft. by 13 ft., is devoted to the first crop of Melons. Suc-

cessional cropping is not practised here upon the same plants,

replanting being preferred. The pathway runs along the

middle of the house with a bed upon each side. The
next division is also a ]\Ielon and Cucumber house of the

.same size as the last. Following this is a fruiting Pine stove,

40 ft. by 18 ft., with a path all round, and side shelves for

the accommodation of French Beans. In the adjoining house,

40 ft. by 18 ft, are healthy plants of Pines, the varieties

being Thoresby Queen, Smooth Cayenne, Charlotte Roths-

child, and common Queen, and a continuous succession of

fruits may always be seen here. The plants have at all times

the lull influence of light, the wall plating and side lights

being considerably lower than the kerb of the pit.

In the next division were some fine pot Vines. The last

division of this range is the Strawberry forcing house, in

which the plants were bearing fruit in different stages of

setting and ripening. The next houses (two span-roofed

structures) are more lofty than the preceding, and in them

the path runs round a central bed or pit. In each there is

a shelf near the glass, which is very useful for forcing early

flower.s. In the first compartment were some healthy Vines

which had borne good crops for several years. They are

planted in a row in the middle of the jiit, and the rods are

trained to the apex and down again to the wall plating ; the

crop from these Vines succeeds that from pot Vines. The

varieties consisted principally of Black Hamburghs and one or

two early sort.s, including the Duke of Buccleuch, which,

although said to be a shy bearer, produced here excellent

bunches. The next division is a Fig house, in which the

trees are simply allowed to grow naturally without train-

ing. The central bed is filled with the larger trees, those of

smaller size being planted in box-like shelves round the
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sides. The shoots are kept thin and pinched as required,

which ensures plenty of branclilets, and consequently results

in a prolific crop of Figs that require to be thinned in order

to obtain full-sized fruits. The trees, we believe, in this

house alone produced Figs some seven months in the year.

As to the sorts, Mr. Henderson recommends Adam for early

forcing, and for a general crop Negro Largo, Osborn's Pro-

lific, Williams' Hardy Prolific, Bourgassotte Grise, Castle

Kennedy, and the old Brown Turkey.

Leaving the span-roofed houses we enter the main range at

west end. The late Vinery is 124 ft. long and 12 ft. wide, and

well filled with large rods. These are pruned on the spur system.

house is planted with young Peach and Nectarine trees for

early forcing. The centre of the range consists of a conserva-

tory, 4.5 ft. by 25 ft., with a central bed filled with healthy

bushes of Camellias planted out. The roof and side walls of

this house are covered with climbing plants, which are useful

for cutting from, while on the broad stage round the pathway
is kept a continuous succession of plants in flower. This com-
paratively lofty house forms a prominent feature, and one

which may be seen from all parts of the garden. The Muscat
Vinery adjoining is furnished with strong rods, although they

have been planted but two years. In the second successional

Vinery the canes were also very strong and vigorous, and

Plan of Fruit and Kitchen Gardens at Tlioresbj'.

The bunches produced in this house are ot marvellous size,

and, although it is the late Vinery and pbnted chiefly with
late-keeping sorts, it is started in good time, so as to "ensure
a fine finish and good keeping properties, the crop being cut
at the end of the season, and placed in bottles of water in the
fruit-room. In order to keep up the supply of Tea Eoses
for cutting purposes through the winter, fclte border under the
back wall is planted with several of the best kinds. There
are six divisions in the main range. Tlie next house, 45 ft.

by 18 ft. is devoted to second early Peach trees, which
annually bear good crops. Passing onward«, we enter the third
Vinery, a little in advance of the late ViraeP)'. The next

were shewing well for a good crop. The two next are Peach

houses ; one, the late house, is of the same dimensions as the

late Vinery. The trees in this house are trained to the back

wall as well as in the front. The varieties represent a good

selection of early and late Peaches and Nectarines, which fol-

low in quick succession the fruit from the earlier houses. At
first this house was intended only as a cool Orchard house

;

but the great demand for bedding plants for the new terrace

BO crowded up every available space that at last a flow and

return pipe was placed in this house for their benefit, and

also that of the trees, the wood of which got better ripened

in tJie autumn than it otherwise would have been. In the
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rear of the sheds, A-c, as a reference to the plan will show, are

the other houses, whicli are placed upon the second raised

terrace, and the position seems to suit the cultivation of plants

well. There are seven compartments of slide pits, including

three divisions of span-roofed liouses, all sufticiently heated

with 4-in. pipes. The principal supply of plants grown in

these pits is for cutting and table decoration. The span-roofed

houses are well tilled with the usual stove and greenhouse

plants. The length of the chief range in this part is 172 ft.,

and is divided into three compartments. I have made no
attempt to describe individual plants at all ; everything

worthy cf cultivation, new or otherwi.se, is grown, and grown
well for the principal demand, that of table decoration.

The heating apparatus consists of 8000 ft. of 4-in. pipesi

heated by various kinds of boilers. The water supply is

good ; the nine hydrants are so arranged as to be convenient

for watering the vegetable quarters and syringing the fruit

trees against the wall.s. The whole of the garden is enclosed

by an ornamental shrubbery, which, however, does not shade

it in any way. The ground plan will give an idea of the form
of the new kitchen gardens. Tliey cover, as has been stated,

an area of five acres exclusive of the orchard, which is situated

at the upper side of the garden. The south wall, starting

from the iron gate, is .580 ft. long, while the two side walls run

about -100 ft. each.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

THE GOOSEBERRY AND CUKRANT SAWFLY.
(XEMATUS RIBESI.)

Amoxg the sawfly grubs there are none which are more destructive

in gardens than those of the Gooseberry sawfly, which, im-
fortunately, have been more than usually common for the last two
s;?asous on Gooseberry and Currant bushes, and in some places the
damage they have done is very considerable. These grubs
are often mistaken for the caterpillars of the Gooseberry moth
(Abraxas grossulariata'), figured and described in The Garden of

the March '27, 18.S0 ; but tliough tlieir habits are much the same,
they are very different in their general appearance, as will easily

be seen by comparing the two figures together ; tlie sawfly grub
is much smaller, and has many more and much smaller spots than
the caterpillars, is of a greenish-grey colour with small black
dots, and has ten pairs of legs. The caterpiUar is of a pale

yello-wish-brown colour with large black spots, and has only five

pairs of legs. It is unfortunate that correspondents to various
papers seldom mention, when alluding to the Gooseberry cater-

pillar, which insect the}- mean, the true caterpillar or the grub ;

their remarks would be much more valuable if thev stated which
insect they meant, as certain means for their destruction may be
useful in one case and not in the other. This pest, fortunately,
confines its attentions to Gooseberry and Currant bushes, but these
it wdlentirely strip of theirfoliage,leaving nothing but the footstalks
andpartofmidribsof the leaves; this is very injurious to the bashes,
and not only prevents the fruit from ripening properly, but
weakens the plants, so that the chance of a good crop the next
year is considerabh" lessened. As is usual in the ca.se of any well-
known " garden destroyer," all sorts of plans have been tried to
exterminate this insect, but none are thoroughlv satisfactory, and
at present there seems to be no chance of it becoming a rarity in
this country. The sawfly should of course be killed it it caii be
found, but as it is a dull-coloured insect, and not likely to attract
attention, it is not of much use searching for it unless the person
looking for it knows it well, in which case it may be caught with
a small butterfly net flying about the bushes. " One of tlie most
effectual methods of destroying the grubs is to give the bushes a
sharp sudden shake, when many, if not most, of the grubs will fall

to the ground, when the back of a spade properly applied wUl
cause a very sudden mortality among them ; those that remain on
the bushes may again be shaken or be picked off by hand. It has
been suggested that syringing the bushes with warm water would
cause the grubs to drop on to the ground, '\^hen the grubs are quite

young, syringing witli .salt and water, 1 11). of salt to 1 gallon of
water, will kill the grulis, and has been tried with great .success. If
the leaves are ag-aiu attacked the syringing must be repeated, as
the salt water does not kill the old grubs, it .should be applied as
soon as the bushes are attacked. I'owdered white hellebore
mi.ved with ahuu or whitening dusted over the plants when
the leaves are wet is very effectual in killing the grubs, but great
care must he taken afterwards that none remains on the fruit when
it is eaten, as the white hellebore is a strong poison, p'lowers of
sulphur has been used in the same manner, and with equal success

;

it is a perfectly safe remedy. It should Ije used in fine weather
when the leaves are moist with dew or have been previously
wetted ; if used in showery or wet weather the rain will prohablv
wa.sh the bu.shes clean before the sulphur has had effect on tlie

grubs. Sulphate of pota.ssium (liver of sulphur), one part to 500
parts of water, has l)een used very successfully in p ranee as a
mixture for .syringing with. Elder leaves boiled in enough
water to cover them till the liquid becomes black, added to Tobacco
water in equal quantities, makes a very good mixture, and may be
applied with a fine-rosed watering-pot. Sacking or some similar
material .soaked in carbolic acid and laid under flie bu.shes is .said

to cause the death of the grubs in twenty-four hours. Some per-

-The Gooseberry Sawfly (magniflcd). Fig. 2.—The Grub (natural size).

,r fig. 3.—Die Cocoon (natural size).

sons turn ducks among their bushes, which soon eat all the grubs
within their reach. The chrysalides of this insect may be found
under the bushes about 1 in. or so below the surface of the ground,
often many are fa,stened togetlier. They may be easily destroyed
by hoeing the ground and collecting any which can be
found ; those which may escape notice will probably fall

a prey to various birds, particularly in the winter, when
the}' have often difficulty in obtaining food. There are

two broods of tliis insect during the year. The sawflies leave the

chrysali.ses which have remained in the ground during the winter
in the .spring, when the Goo.seberry and Currant bushes are coming
into leaf, and the females lay their eggs on the underside of the
leaves, generally near the veins, and it is probable that the saw-
fly makes a slit in the leaf in which one end of the egg is placed,

for though the eggs project from the leaves, they are so tig-htly

fastened to them, that they are very difficult to remove without
injury. The grubs are hatched in about a fortnight or three

weeks, and soon make their unwelcome presence known by piercing

the leaves full of holes. As they increase in size they spread
themselves over tlie bushes, and if in great numbers, as they
sometimes are (1000 have been counted on one bush), soon deprive

the bush of its foliage. They become full grown about three
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weeks after they ave batched ; they then chauo'e their skins for the

last time, after -n-hich the}- would hardly be known as the same
grubs, as they are of a yellowish-orange coloiu', and entirely free

from spots. They then fall to the ground and bury themselves

about 1 in. below the surface, and, having incased themselves in a

black papery cocoon, become chrysalides, from which in about three

weeks the perfect insects of the second brood emerge. The grubs

of this brood have been found from July to October. When they

attain their full size they become chrysalides in the same manner
as the first brood ; they, however, remain irachauged until the

following spring. The Gooseberry sawfly belongs to the

genus Nematus, which contains a considerable number of spe-

cies ; that now under consideration (N. Ribesi) may be described as

follows : The sawfly is about three-tenths of an inch in length,

and measures seven-tenths of an inch across the wings when they

are fully expanded ; tlie head is black and furnished with a pair

of long nine-jointed antenupe ; the thorax is yellow, with a large

blackish spot in tlie middle ; the body and legs are yellow ; the

tip of the shanks and the feet are brownish ; the wings are large

and much netted with veins ; the upper margins of the front pair

are thiclcened, and are nearly black. The female is farnislied at

the extremity of its body with an organ which serves the purpose

of a saw and an ovipositor, and with it the slits are made in the

leaf for the reception of the eggs. The usual position of the

grub when at rest or feeding is at the edge of the leaves, with
the few last joints of the body curled round at one side (fig. 2).

A full-grown grub measures about seven-tenths of an inch in

length, and is of a greenish-grey colour, except the head, which is

shining black, and the first, second, and eleventh joints of the

body, wliich are greenish-yellow. The back and sides of the

entire body are covei'ed with small black raised dots, fi'om each
of which grow fine short hairs. The grubs have each ten pairs

of legs, every joint of the body, except the fourth and eleventh,

having a pair. They change their skins several times ; after

the last moulting they have a very different appearance, being
entirely of a yellowLsh-orange colour, without any spots ; they
then ))ury themselves in the ground, and form an oval, black
cocoon (fig. 3) about four-tenths of an inch long, formed of

threads and some sticky secretion, which eventually forms a

substance somewhat like parchment ; in these cocoons the insect

undergoes its transformations. The cocoons are formed some-
times so close together, that they raa.j be found at times in

considerable numbers joined together. G. S. S.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

ROOT PRUNING.
In a recent article in a contemporary Mr. D. T. Fish says : "The
elaborating functions of plants are not seldom swamped beneath a
plethora of crude juices. Maturation under such conditions is

hindered by an excess of water ; hence the wisdom, efficiency, and
soundness of such depletive measures as root pruning. Plants are fed
into perfect maturity, as animals arc for market, but under excep-
tional circumstances of time, climate, and condition, maturity is

hastened by semi-starvation, and hence one of the main and more
immediate advantages of root pruning. Of course it has other and more
far-reaching effects on the plants in the future, but these in no way
interfere with, nor hinder its more direct and prompt effects on the
current year's growth and buds." "A. D." in the same journal says
anent root-pruning :

" It seems strange that we should recommend
for fruit trees a course of treatment that applied to any other trees
would be regarded as madness and held up to ridicule. It is also
strange that year after year other fruit-bearing, but not edible-fruited
trees should produce immense crops of their produce (they do not),
and yet neither get nor require any such unnatural method of culti-

vation as is advocated for Apples and Pears."

I think "A. D." fails to see clearly both sides of this question. If .-ill

fruit trees were planted out in the open away from walls and fences
and permitted to grow without restriction, root-pruning would not
often be required, but walls have been built to secure a better cli-

mate for the choicer kinds of fruit. Espaliers have been substantially
constructed for the training of Apple and Pear trees, and good results
have in many places been obtained from them when the large un-
pruned orchard trees are bare, but with these restricted trees root-
pruning is sometimes necessary to maintain their balance amd secure
uninterrupted fruitfuluess. I don't say that pruning has not in many
cases been carried to excess, and it often happens that those who

have gone to extremes in that direction fly ofif to the opposite ex-
treme.
What we shall have to do with some of our fruit trees is to cut

off some of their aliment, and if rightly and intelligently done I am
certain it will do no harm. A good deal has been written of late

years in favour of discarding the knife in the case of fruit trees, and
our forest trees have been pointed to as examples of sustained fruit-

fulness when left in a state of Nature. I confess I do not quite see

the analogy, nor yet the justice and truth of it, but I have seen
thousands of Apple, Pear, and other fruit trees in a state of Nature,
and a most wretched plight many of them are in. Gleaner.

THE GRIZZLY FRONTIGNAN GRAPE.
" JnsTiciA " speaks approvingly of this Grape (p. 376), and it deserves
a good word, for I doubt if it is surpassed tor flavour, while it is the
largest berried of any of the Frontignans. It is infinitely superior to

not a few of the new Grapes sent out lately. We have seen .the

berries as large as ordinary Black Hamburghs, but the Vine grew in a

light, fibry loam in which neither Muscats nor Hamburghs did well, for

they shanked dreadfully, while the Cirizzly produced fine cylindrical

bunches firmly packed with fine berries. Ordinarily, however, it is

not seen so fine as tfiis. The Vine is a weak grower, and does not
succeed in a strong tenacious loam. I planted it years ago when
filling the new Vineries here, but it disappointeil us, and I cut it out,

intending some time to give it a space to root in by itself, an op-

portunity which has not yet occurred. A sandy or light compost
consisting of the lightest turf and light rich manure suits it well,

and it will stand rich feeding. It is worth grafting also. The fruit

varies much in colour ; the berries sometimes being almost green,

and at otlier times quite a dark red, but it is not the red of a badly
coloured Hamburgh, but a "grizzly'' red. As regards the other two, the
bhack and white Frontignans, both are similar in flavour to tlie Grizzly,

but the berries are not so large. These two are seldomer seen than
the first, but in some places they are grown .by special desire. They
used a few years since to be grown at Clumber fairly well, and Mr.
Tegg exhibited nice examples at the Manchester show on one
occasion. None of the Frontignans are, liowe\ er, to be relied upon
for producing heavy crops, as in most gardens in these days a con-

stant and pretty liberal supply is the main thing, gardeners having
been obliged to patronise the free growing and bearing kind.s.

The Frontignans are not the only weak-rooting kinds that would
be benefited by special treatment for themselves. I am quite sure

that the different varieties have all their proclivities in that way.
The Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Alicante, and
all the strong growers will succeed together in strong soil, but all the
weak Vines prefer a compost of a light description. Planted on
their own roots among vigorous growers, they have but a poor chance,

and cannot hold their own successfully for long. With regard to

colour and fiax'our, of course a Grape that is naturally red should
not be found fault with on account of its colour if it be otherwise
good ; but in black (Jrapes colour is, in my opinion, a sure sign of

quality. Those who have never succeeded in producing " black "

Black Hamburghs have tried to set up a standard for red ones, but
it will not do. So far as my experience goes, the blackest berries are

always the best to eat, and it is admitted, I believe, that those va-

rieties that do assume a black colour, even if seldom under good
culture, must be regarded as black Grapes, and as imperfectly finish-ed

when they are not quite black. For example, Mrs. Piiice, Gros
Colmar, and Madresfield Court, &o., are black kinds, for they have
occasionally coloured quite black, but they are oftener of a foxy-red

hue, and of course inferior in flavour. .1. S. W.

HEATED WALLS AND GLASS COPINGS.
It would be interesting to know if there are many heated fruit

walls yet in existence and what success attends their use. I am in-

clined to think that a good deal of the decadence of Peach culture

dates from the discontinuance of tliese old-fasliioued but useful

structures, which with the 11-in. board copings beat the modern glass

copings. The main objects of heated walls was to protect tlie blos-

som in spring and ripen the wood of the trees in autumn, and where
they were properly managed good and constant crops Wire obtained.

Long before I came to my present place there were heated Peach
walls here that were well m.anaged, and the crops were both regular

and good ; so good indeed, that the Royal Horticultural Society

thought it worth while to send a noted scientific authority of the

day down from London to investigate the system of culture, and
his report appeared in the "Transactions" of the .Society at the

time. If I remember rightly, from 10,000 to l.'j,000 Peaches and
Nectarines used to be gathered from a not very long wall in a season,

and the only protection afforded the trees besides the heated walls

was a few Spruce branches hung over them. I have often heard
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from oKl residents of these Peach crops. There have been many
changes since that time. What led to the abolition of the heated

walls I do not know, bnt I fancy they became neglected after the

squire (who took .as much interest in his trees as his ganlener, as

the horticultural press of that day testifies) and his old gardener

passed a\vaj% for Peach-growing outdoors has been a dead letter

here ever since. .Sixteen years ago I found only one or two decrepit

old trees that had at one time apparently covered a portion of a

wall, and all tlic Peach walls projicr have been covei'ed with glass.

In this case we are forced to one of two conclusions : eitlier that the

success in Pcacli culture w.as due to the heated w.alls .almost entirely,

or that the climate li.is changed greatly for the worse, as the

earliest Peaches seldom come to perfect matuiity on the open walls

now, and ripening more th.au 2 in. or 3 in. of wood annually even
in the best of seasons is out of the ipiestion. That is not to be ex-

pected, I think, when the earliest Pears and Apples do not ripen till

Septemljer and October. .Judging from the accumulation of

soot that is found iu the old hollow walls now when any
portion of these liave to be renrovcd, the Hues must have been
well employed in their time, but walls could now be heated more
effeetnally and economically by means of a small hot-water pipe taken
.along the bottom of the wall, and the flue under that. A hollow wall

is soon heated, there being no escape for the heat by ventilators or

otherwise ; it can only be given otf from the surface ol the wall on
which the trees are trained.

As regards glass copings, they have had a trial, and we hear less of

them now. They are found to have several objections. First, the

stagnant atmosphere just underneath the coping encourages green
fly and other \'ermin, as the shoots cannot be reached by the rain,

and cannot be smoked ; and secondly, they do not exclude above 1'^

of frost durin g a long night if they do as much. Brick w.alls cannot be
any w.armer than that which heats them, i.e., the atmosphere in which
they stand, aud during a long and cold night they soon jiart with
wh.at heat they have gained during a sunny day when such occurs.

Thermometers suspended on the north and south side of tlie wall

will often \cry ne.avly approximate a little after midnight. With
heated walls it is different, as the heat is always there, and being
given off from the surface of the w;ill, conseqneutly slight frosts

cannot lay hold. J. S. W.

Vflargoniums on thruugh the winter. How soon may I cut away all the branches
close to the Vine ?— G. E.,T. (Cut oil" the greeu Grapes ami thinvv them away, or
make a tart of them. You may cut back to about half their length those
shoots which have borne fruit, Ijut they must not be cut in t-lose to the old
rod until every leaf has ripened and fallen.—W.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Knight on the Extension System.—An edition of Lou-
don's '

' Encyclopedia of Gardening, ' published about sixty years ago,

contains a ([uotation from a paper communicated to the "Trans-
actions of the Horticultural .Society " by Knight, entitled, " Obser-
vations on the Method of Producing New and Early Fruits, .and on
some Varieties of the Peach.'" He says, "The Peach does not, like

many other species of fruit, much exercise the patience of the gar-

dener who raises it from seed, for it may always be made to bear
when three years old. I will not venture to decide whether it mi^ht
not possibly produce fruit even at the end of a single year." Further
on he states that the " rapid and luxuriant growth of young trees is

extremely troublesome on the wall, and pruning is death to them."
Loudon s.ays Knight "afterwards succeeded in producing blossom-
buds the first year. The means used were leaving on the laterals

near the extremities of the shoots, and exposing the leaves as much
as possible to the sun, in order to promote the ripening of the wood.'
Knight would have gained his object sooner by leaving the laterals

produced at the base of the shoots, as these always push first and
ripen fir.st. It would be interesting to know what experiments he
tried before he "succeeded " in producing blossom-buds the first year,

because a maiden shoot, if allowed to grow and get ripened, is sure
almost to produce fruit-buds at its extremity. What would Knight
have said had he seen the diagrams on Peach-tree training .about

100 years later ;—J. S. W.
Fruits at Dramlanrig.—I saw lately .at this place a large

house of Peaches and Nectarines of magnificent size and colour.

Nectarine .Sea Eagle Jlr. Thomson speaks highly of as a good
late variety. There were many other good older varieties equally
well grown. Plums were well represented ; several of the earlier

sorts were pulled, while there were quantities coming on for both
culinary and dessert purposes. But the Pears took our attention
most ; there they were hanging just like ropes of Onions, large and
fine, in all stages of ripeness, and they were sending grand fruit to

table. One I saw was upwards of 1 lb. in weight. The house in

which the above are grown is the liest imitation of enclosing a garden
anddoing away with walls altogether; and good crops are certain.—V.

Cutting Back Vines.— I have a Vinery in which there are a few bunches
of Grapes iiuite hard aud green. Will it hurt the Vine to cut away the branches
that have done bearing fruit for the sun to get through ? and will it improve the
Grapes? I am going to erect a stage at the south end of the house to keep my

AIMERICAN NOTES.

Three Honeysuckles.—The three most useful climbing
Honeysuckles arc the brachypoda or .Japan, ticxnosa or Chinese,

.and Halliana or Hall's. Of these the first two flow cr at the same
time. Hall's being a week or ten days later alw.ays. If there is

any difference in the degree of fr,agrance, it is i:robably in favour of

the Chinese, though there is but little, if any. The Chinese, hav-

ing pur]ilish leaves and rosy llower-buds, with cream-coloured

(lowers when expanded, m.akes the most contr.ast of any, .and, there-

fore, with those who know the dill'erence, this kind is oftencr planted

tlian the others are. The chief merit of tlie Hall's Honeysuckle is

its late blooming, coming in, as it does, when the other two are about

p,ast their jirime. It also blooms occasionally through the summer,
but not sulhcieutly well to merit the uame of cverblooming which
some bestow on it.

Rose Elections.—In Fr.ance recently they tried to find out

wli.at was the best Rose by vote. La France had TU votes, while

Marie Van Houtte had but 2i. The old Ija Reine had 42, and
General .J.acqueminot .">2. These votes are like our fruit votes. The
one which is the most extensively grown will get the most votes,

because half the voters do not know of many other kinds.

Meehan's Stonecrop.—In the proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and .Sciences, issued .September 1, Dr. Asa Gray
describes Sedum Meehani : It is a native of Utah, on City Creek,

north of S.alt Lake City, at the b.ase of the mountains, collected by
John Reading, the live plant communicated by Professor Thomas
Meehan. It is so desirable to connect in this w.ay the name of

Mr. Meehan with the bot-any of the country which he has done so

much to illustrate, that the actu.al collector will probably join us in

wishing it to be commemorated by this pretty little species of Sedum.
We may note in addition lo this account by Dr. Gr.ay, that besides

the beautiful glaucous colour, which will make it a very desirable plant

for vases, rockwork, and other places where a dry and open spot has

to be covered, it has the unusual advantage of continuing a long time

in flower.

The Tyson Pear.—It seems strange tliat this delicious Pear

should receive so little notice. Mr. Downing and Mr. I'ield give

a mild description of it, without any peculiar qualities to recommend
it. In this climate (Indiana) it is only surjxassed by the Seckel, and

when properly grown fully ef|uals that Pear. It is by far the best

early Pear—ripening a month earlier than Bartlett or Seckel. The
objection to the Tyson is its tardy bearing, but this may be obviated

by double w'orking on some strong growing varietj', taking care to

get scions from a bearing Tyson. It Ijcgius to ripen July 1.5, and

continues until the eml of August. I have specimens of it to-day

that measure 9 in. in circumference.

Slitting the Baric of Trees.—I have on my place sever.al

Early Richmond (^'iierries, and tried the experiment of slitting the

bark on about half of them. Result, everyone that I slit is de.ad
;

the others that were not cut .are thrifty and doing well, every one

of them, ^^'ould advise any one wishing to try tlie experiment,

to go slow at least on Cherry trees. My conclusions are about as

follows : I have six dead facts and six living facts. If I had left

them alone, I should have had twelve living trees, init 1 shouhl not

have known what I know now, viz , that slitting the bark will some-

times kill trees. Pcrliaps if I had commenced on them when they

were young they would have got used to it. I have often slit tlie

bark of Apple trees without any apparent injury, the wound al-

ways healing and doing well. I should state that the Cherry trees did

not all die the first year, but they have dropped off' year after year,

until this year the last one is gone. It is four years ago that I slit

them.—H. Lf.mbard.

EnglishTyomen as Gardeners.—In England there has

been more than in any other country a loudness for plants shown by

women of all cLasses, from the noble and cultured to the simple

peasant's wife. In the eighteenth century the Duchess of Beaufort

collected a large quantity of rare plants in the famous ganlens of

Badminton, where they were maintained in great beauty. At a

later period in tlie same century the Princess Dowager of Wales

established the Arboretum at Kew, which thus became the nucleus

of a still larger collection now unsurpassed. .Still earlier, in 1706, the

Countess of Haddington was a great lover of trees. She sold her

jewels to enable her to plant Binning Wood. One of the most beau-

tiful places of England was formed partly by the influence and
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partly liy the pique of a woman. At Binsteaci, in the Isle of Wight,

the skill anil taste of Lady Downea has formed grounds of much
beauty. Lady Pembroke is the author of the well-known garden at

Wilton House ; and the Countess of Cowpcr designed tlie remark-

ableBox garden at Panshanger. These are butafewof many instances.

All England is one vast garden, and an English lady who does not

take an interest in her own part of it is an exception. In some
instances the result of this interest is very remarkable. I once

stumbled upon a curious piece of rock landscape near the quaint old

town of Cliester, and found that it belonged to Lady Hamilton,

owing its creation to her taste and sliill. From the seclusion of a

hedge we opened suddenly upon the lawn. Tlie illusion was perfect.

There were scarcely two acres of ground, and yet there appeared a

broad valley with alpine mountains.— S. B. P.\RSOXS.

Moss Mulching of Pot Plants.—For want of a better

name wc have given this to a practice that we liave recently intro-

duced into our greenhouse department. Some time about the 1st of

January of tliis year one of our young men suggested mulching with

Moss (Sphagnum) a lot of Roses grown in 7-in. pots that liad become
somewhat exhausted by being forced for flowers for the holidays.

Believing the idea to be a good one, I at once had a lot of nearly

3000 plants so mulched, mixing, however, with the Moss a good

portion of bone-dust, perhaps one part weight of bone dust to thirty

parts of Moss. In two weeks the etl'ect beaan to be easily perceived

on all the Koses that had been so mulched, and without shifting

they were carried through until May with the most satisfactory

results, many of the plants having by that time attained a height of

4 ft. and .5 ft., and though they had bloomed profusely durmg a

period of nearly six months, were in the most perfect health and
vigour. Believing that if this system proved so satisfactory in a

plant requiring such careful handling as the Rose, that doubtless it

would do well with many other plants, we at once, almost without
exception, adopted the Moss and bone mulch on nearly every plant

cultivated, whether planted out in borders or grown in pots, and the

result, without a single exception, has been in the highest degree

satisfactory. Among the plants so treated are Azaleas, Begonias,

Caladiums, Carnations, Crotons, Draca;-nas, Eucharis, Gloxinias,

Palms, Pandanus, Poinsettias, Primulas, Roses, hothouse Grape
Vines, and hundreds of other kinds. All plants are mulched as

soon as we can reach them, from .3-in. pots upwards. In strong-

growing plants the roots can be seen striking upwards into the mulch
in four or five days after it is put on, and in nearly all cases within two
weeks. Onegreat advantage is that by tliis system plants can be grown
as large and tine in a 4-in. jiot as in a 6-in. pot without the mulch,
for tlie reason that the plant is now fed by the Moss and bone from
the surface of the pot—the best feeding point, as most cultivators of

experience now believe. Another advantage of the mulching system
is its great saving of laliour, for it just takes about one-fourth of the

time to mulch the surface of a pot as it does to shift it. Another, its

saving of watering—the Moss acts as a sponge, retaining and giving

out the moisture to the plant just as it is wanted. Another, that it

crowds down all weeds, and does away with the necessity of stirring

the soil in the pots or borders. Another and most important advan-
tage to us who are packers is, that it lightens the weight of our goods
by one-half—that is, we get as large a plant with half the weight of

soil. In my practice of thirty years I have never seen a method of

culture that I believe to be of such importance ; hundi'eds who have
visited us this season have been equally impressed witli its value, for

the " proof of the pudding " is most apparent in its results. We
have used already over twenty team-loads of Moss and about 1 ton
of bone dust, but never before have we made an investment that has
been so satisfactory.

—

Peter Henderson, in Gardener s Montii.hj.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

Single Dahlias.—Amongst the single Dahlias of the coccinea
type which have blossomed this year in the Chelsea Botanic Gar-
dens are a few very interesting novelties. One named Amaranth is

quite a new colour in this race, so far as we are aware, and is both
dwarf and free flowering ; the florets are of a bright amaranth,
becoming deep golden-yellow towards the base, this colour forming
a distinct ring around the brighter yellow disk. Another called
Mulberry is also, we believe, a novelty, the colour of the plant in this
case being a deep velvety-maroon, purple at the back, the latter
colour imparting in some lights a good deal of the hue of the fruit
of the Mulberry. A very rich and brilliant crimson-scarlet of the
same habit, with broadand overlapping florets, has been called Morning
Star. Of the last year's seedlings distributed by Mr. Cannell, that
called Yellow Dwarf, the only one planted out at Chelsea this year,
has fully maintained its character as a decorative plant, a dense
bush, ,3 ft. high, having had on it some two or three days since no
fewer than fifty of its bright yellow attractive blossoms.— CJar-
denera' Chronicle,

PLATE CCLVL—ENDEES' BLADDEEWOET.
(UTRICULAEIA ESDRESI.)

'Drawn by H. G. WOON.

Thoigh the Utricularias or Bladderworts number upwards
of 100 .species, diffused widely in tropical or temperate
regions, there are, besides our three indigenous kinds, only two at

present in cultivation ; the.se are U. montana, introduced many
years ago from Martinique, and the charming .species which is the

subject of our present plate. U. montana is a lovely plant, and
closely resembles in general ajipearance U. Endresi, save that the

flowers are a trifle larger and of snowy whiteness, with a bright

orange palate. It is as pretty as any Orchid, and, having much
the same aspect as an epiphytal Orchid, it is generally grown in

a similar manner. U. Endresi was discovered in Cosfa Rica by
the late jNI. Endres, who sent it to Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, by
whom it has been distributed. As to its beauty, the plate speaks
for itself ; it is an excellent representation, prepared from an
or ginal sketch made last summer from a plant growing in Sir

Trevor Lawrence's garden at Burford Lodge, Dorldng. The
culture of this charming plant is similar to that accorded to

V . montana, and we append a few remarks sent us by ISlr. Spyers,

the cultivator of Sir Trevor Law-rence's plants, who has been par-

ticularly succes.sfiil with regard to this species. He says : "This
jilant should be grown, like some of the smaller-growing Orchids
in a shallow suspended basket, with a little peat and Spliagnimi

;

in such a compost the plant will root, and its bladder-like rhi-

zomes will be freely produced. This species is deciduous, and
when without foliage in winter it should only be watered just

often enough to prevent the rhizomes from shrivelling. It will

winter safely in the coolest end of the stove or East Indian Orchid
hoiLse. As soon as it starts into growth it should be suspended
near to the roof at the warmest part of the house, and the roots

kept constantly wet until the flowering season has passed and the
foliage begins to decay. The leaves must be kept free from red

spider by sponging, and it should not be subjected at any time to

fumigation by Tobacco. The elegant sprays of flowers last long in

perfection, and are freely produced." W. G.

Carpenteria californica.—With reference to this beautiful

flowering shrub (p. 307), it may be interesting to know that at all

events in the south of Ireland it \\\\\ probably prove hardy, ^s I

learn from my gardener, that though there lias been more or less

frost every night for the last week, a plant of this shrub sent
me by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, about the commencement of this year,

though entirely unprotected in any way, is as yet quite uninjured by
the frost. It seems to be an extremely free-growing shrub, throw-
ing up strong shoots from the root, and even from my small plant

I have already taken off a rooted bit to keep in a pot under glass in

case it should not prove hardy. The flowers bear, as far as one can
judge from the woodcut, a most remarkable resemblance to those of

Eucryphia pinnatifolia, though both in foliage and habit of growth
the two plants are quite distinct and dill'erent.—W. E. G., Junior
Carlton Club, Oct. 25.

Gasoline.—In The Cjakden of the 11th inst., under the heading
" American Notes," there is a paragraph respecting gasoline, &c., in

which the writer says he has examined many gas generators, but has
not seen one where gasoline is used that he can commend, as they
are all unsafe and attended with danger. It may interest some of

your readers to know that I have been using gasoline for the last six

years with the most perfect success, and without any danger or diffi-

culty whatever. The Improved Air Gas Company supply machines
for the manufacture of gas from gasoline, and an experience of six

years' constant use justifies me in sj^eaking about them. We have
had no trouble with tlie machine during .all that time ; the light is

everything that could be desired, and that there is no danger con-

nected with it is surely proved by the fact that the insurance offices

make no objection and no extra charge where the machine is put up.

For country houses I consider these machines invaluable. I must
add that I have uo pecuniary interest directly or indirectly in the
company I have mentioned.—N. M. Forbes, Tilburslow Lodije, God-
stone, titirrey.

It is estimated that the Apple crop this year will amount to two
hundred millions of barrels, but thousands of these will rot in the
orchards. It seems a great jjity that so much of this fruit must be
thus wasted in the year of plenty.

—

Harper's WeeJcly.
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LEAFLETS.

HE difficulties of those who f;ar-

den liy the sea-side we oftcu hear

of, but not so often of their pecu-

liar advantages. When autuuin

t\\ leaves severe marks on inland

"^^ r;ardens, and people begin to di;,'

/ and plant as if they had no more

to do with the harvest of flowers,

gardens by the sea are often fresli

and fair. Here tender plants, such

as Dahlias, prolong their bloom

unspoiled by frost, and in line

October days such gardens are

almost as lovely as at any time of

the year. The Tea Eose seems

happy in the autumn in sheltered

sea-shore districts, of which fact

advantage is seldom taken. Other favourite Roses are passed

in leaf or even sere wlien one may see bold buds and blooms

on Souvenir de la Malmaison and Gloire de Dijon, or other

lioses of the same class. The charm of the Tea Roses by the

sea in October was such that it reminded me of the same
Koses in gardens near San Francisco in autumn, where the

mild climate makes their culture delightful and easy. In the

gardens at Rhianva, in Anglesea, there was lately, about the

time of our sudden October snowstorm, a beautiful eSect

afforded by a Tea Rose (Ophirie) having run wild, so to say,

through a tree, its b'ossonis coming out in a regular crop

through the foliage of its supporter.
»

Then it is near the .sea that one commonly sees the Fuchsia

in its true character as a beautiful and graceful shrub, cover-

ing walls and sending long, untortured shoots from them
in showers ; also in its bushy form it is beautiful, and both in

cottage gardens and on their walls, in shrubberies or in beds,

the beauty of the few kinds generally grown is so remark-

able, even in the late autumn, that one wishes a larger number
of kinds were tried of the many varieties known, and also of

the species, many of which have great merits. In districts

where the Fuchsia does not assume a shrubby state or cannot

be grown so easily, it deserves far more attention as a

flower garden plant, because at the worst it comes up year by
year, as hard}' herbaceous plants do, and, flowering till late in

the season, is an aid to all who wish to embellish their gardens

throughout the autumn with hardy plants.

A lovely autumnal flower, far too rare in gardens, is the

large and bright rose Wood Sorrel (Oxalis Bowiei), a plant

which in leaf and in flower is most distinct and showy. It

seems to require light soil, and is happy at the foot of south

walls and in borders in front of hothouses and the like. There
were some beautiful tufts of it at Plas Newydd, long occupied

by the late Lady Willoughby de Broke, who there made an
interesting garden. This [plant reminds me of the numbers
of its many pretty relations. Not only are well-known kinds
like the one mentioned neglected, but there are many species

of great beauty offering a rich reward to any amateur who
will grow them, some of them being of proved hardiness,

and many more likely to be so. If one could influence ama-
teurs with means and leisure it would be to encourage them
to take up specialities of this kind instead of all following in

the same groove.

To rise from small things to great, I was charmed and sur-

prised at the beauty of the common Sycamore in the same
grounds, quite on the edge of the Menai Straits. The crowd

of exotic trees and shrubs about which wo concern ourselves

in gardens too frequently causes neglect of our own native

trees, which are not always to be seen in some of our largest

gardens. For example, I think I have seen largo places with-

out a single tree of the native Asi)en, a beautiful tree and
desirable for its name even as well as its delicate beauty of

leaf. One day in Ireland last autumn, driving along

a country road far away from all gardens, I saw a

beautiful mass of colour at some distance, so briglit and
vivid as is not surpassed in autumn in the American
woods, and never equalled by any large exotic tree in our own
collections. On coming near I was surprised to find that

this was the common Aspen, to which one or two bright days

had given a splendour usually supposed to belong to trees of

another world. The Sycamores at Plas Newydd had not

changed their colour, but, whether standing singly or in

groups or groves, their size and great beauty of f(u-m were most
remarkable. There is, happily, in front of the house some
open lawn, which passes easily to the left under a grove of

large native trees. Here the size of the stems and the beauty

of the form of the Sycamore are such as make one repent for

thinking too much of the straight tall sticks of the Californian

Sierra and its foot hills.

Speaking of the neglect of British trees, what has been

said of the Aspen may also be said of our yellow Osier—

I

was going to say, the common yellow Osier, but can scarcely

do that, seeing how seldom one sees the cheerful effect of a

fine old tree of it in visiting gardens in winter. I remember
one day at Bicton a brilliant example of it, bright in the

sun after a shower, when looking across the lake with James
Barnes, who had a curiously quick eye for every incident and
change in the natural things around him. Even before the

leaves fall the Osier is a beautiful tree, as I thought the

other day, looking at a half-prostrate old specimen on the lawn

at Sandringham. I shall be very much obliged to any cor-

respondent who will inform The Garden of particularly fine

or picturesque specimens of this tree, of which I want to

have sketches made.

It is almost worth while living by the sea for the sake of

enjoying the beauty of the Laurustinus in autumn and winter.

This precious evergreen shrub is hardly ever seen to perfec-

tion in London, unless, indeed, grown as the Belgians grow

it—as a standard in tubs for the decoration of the greenhou.se

in winter. It would be charming in districts where this

shrub thrives to make a selection of evergreens that flower

about the same time. Evergreens are, of course, numerous,

but it would be interesting to find other flowering evergreens

at the same time ; among them might be included the diffe-

rent varieties of the common Myrtle, the llo.vers and buds of

which are so welcome. The Leycesteria flowers freely at the

same time, and sundry berry-bearing bushes, such as the Pyra-

cantha, the Cotoneasters, the Skimmias, Pernettyas, and a con-

siderable variety of berry-bearing .shrubs are beautiful at the

same time. The Now Zealand shrubby Speedwells, the Tama-
risk, Hydrangeas, Furze, Fuchsias, would all suit for association

with the fair Laurustinus. All obtainable varieties of this

shrub should be grown where it does well. The Arbutuses,

too, not omitting A. Croomi, are very suitable, and might well

come into such an autumnal group.

Among the peculiar charms of the seaside gardens this year

are tho fine tufts of Pampas Grass, which one misses in the

inland gardens owing to the losses from recent severe winters.

Near the sea the plants escaped and are beautiful, as of old.

The Bamboos, too, although some of them are hardy enough

for London and inland gardens generally, thrive best by the
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sea, though we hear of severe losses of late years in some
southern gardens where they used to grow to great size. The
nobler Grasses, among which the Bambocs are princes,

must not be excluded from any garden in which we seek

to represent the varied beauty of plant life.
*

The following are among 1-he most attractive flowers noted

in one seaside district in the third week of October : Hy-
drangeas (the common kind, blue ; the Oak-leaved, fine

in colour of leaf) ; Violets, Salvia fulgens, Dahlias, Pampas
Grass, late Gladioli, Clematis, Belladonna Lilies, Evening
Primroses, Oxalis Bowiei, Verbena venosa. Pelargoniums,

Laurustinu.s, Tea Koses, Fuchsias, Cobrea scandens (quite

fresh against a cottage wall), Leycesteria, Cotoneasters, Honey-
suckles, Geutiana acaulis, Canary and other Tropffiolums,

Jasmines, ]\Iyrtles, Welsh Poppy, Veronicas (shrubby),

Plumbago Larpentre, Japanese Anemones, C3'claniens,

Monthly Roses, Tamarisk, Passion Flower (common), Schi-

zostylis coccinea, Marigolds ; Eccremocarpus scaber on

walls.

»

I am very much obliged to "A. D." for his note on the

evergreen Oaks, as I shall be to any one who points out the

whereabouts of peculiarly noble hardy trees. Can we now
settle the whereabouts of the finest common evergreen Oaks
in Britain ! The finest groups I have seen are at

Goodwood ; one of the finest specimens at Wilton ; the best

exposed groups on storm-beaten land at Holkhani. I want
a good drawing of a noble specimen, and also of a pictu-

resque group of this tree. I shall be grateful to any reader

who may be able to give the information sought.
*

Among the wild flowers of late October arc yellow Corn-

flowers, common red Valerian (Centranthus) in two forms,

the Honeysuckle here and there, the cheerful Red Cam-
pions in many places, and the common yellow Toad-flax.

By the way, we often

cultivate exotic Linarias,

liy no means so pretty as

the common Toad-flax,

wliich of course it would
be useless to grow in

places where it abounds.

Where it is an uncommon
plant or absent, it is

worthy of garden culture

or naturalisation, and so

is its curious form Peloria.

Among the many Toad-
ilaxes and Snapdragons
that have been brought

to our gardens from time
time, but of which few
have taken a permanent
place therein, one that

has been seen for the first

time this year to any
extent is Linaria reticu-

lata aureo-purpurea. This
is one of the gayest-coloured of flowers, the peculiar contrast

of gold and rich purple-brown in its flowers making it cpiite

distinct and very bright. It would probably be worth grow-
ing in pots, so as to .secure good specimens. By raising it in

autumn and growing it slowly through the winter, it would
bear u strong bloom in spring.

A beautiful development of the garden idea is now taking
root in men's minds on the continent of Europe and in

The Goia aud Purple Tciil-flax.

America, and that is the school garden—a rich vein here, full

of hope as a well-tilled garden a bright day in seed time.

To make school beautiful and pleasant is a great aim, and to

make it so by means of a garden is to follow a very sure road

to further good. Gardening may be an art, but the less

mystery there is about it the better, and it would be a gain

which no one could fairly estimate if children were taught

iVom living things

around them some-

thing of the flowers

and fruits and other

useful treasures of

our gardens. A living

garden would be bet-

ter than any number
of diagrams on the

walls or any other

roundabout way of

teaching what can

only be really taught

through the eyes. Up
to the present time

the schools of our

own and other coun-

tries, however well

managed in other re-

spects, have been far

from beautiful to see, the look of them being often dismal to

the hardened adult, let alone an impressionable child. Of
course, the one easy and delightful way to change all this is

through the garden, and where so much is sacrificed, as in

most civilised countries, for philanthropic purposes, it may be

hoped that many people will endow schools with gardens.

The movement for school gardens seems most active in

Austria, and recently there has been some very successful

agitation in this direction in Michigan, in America. It is to

be hoped our own country will not be far behind in this most

excellent iden.

In Covent Garden now there arc many specimens of the

finest Pears that probably or certainly have ever been raised

in England. They are the handsomest and also the largest

Pears of any fine-flavoured kind that have yet been seen with

us. This is the Pitmaston Pear, grown by Mr. John Wilmot
at Isleworth. The fi'uit has brought a shilling apiece in

Covent Garden, the wholesale price. Here is a fruit we may
really be proud of, and one which will no doubt enter into all

the ver}' choicest selections both in Europe and America. It

has been well figured in The Gakdex under the name of the

Pitmaston Pear, which name is the one it should bear. It

was most unfortunately called a L)uches.se—a Pitmaston

Duches.se—unfortunately fortwo reasons : because the tendency

inall countries is to reduce names to one word, and in the second

case because it has nothing whatever to do with a Duchesse, as

might be implied from this name. It is really much nearer

Marie Louise in texture and in flavour. If such remarkable

results are attained in bad seasons we may look for Pears as

fine as any ever sent from other countries should our good

ones come again.
»

As regards native Apples, there is, unfortunately, as might

be expected, a very poor supply this year. Useless inquiries

may be made for them in the best supplied stores—probably

the worst year for orcharding we ever had. The lesson of all

this is that many of our old kinds are not fit to stand the test

of very severe season.?, but, judging by the fruit reports that

appeared in The Garden, certain kinds are so fitted and have

borne well, even during recent years ; therefore there is en-
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couragement for tlio50 who wish to raise hardier and more
continuously beaiingkind.s. If colonists succeeded in the almost

arctic climates of the most Xorthern States of America and

coldest parts of Canada by planting Russian and other very

hardy sorts of xYppies, we in this temperate Britain should

not despair of some day meeting the vicissitudes of our cli-

mate with kinds that may be depended on while not neglect-

ing the culture of long-tried ones in suitable places.

JUSTUIA.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

HINTS TO VEGETABLE GROWERS.
CULTIVATE as deeply as possible ; the proper prepara-

tion of the soil is more than half the battle, and not

only slinuld it be worked up di'i>ply, but it should also be tho-

roughly comminuted or pulverised before the crops are sown or

planted ; aud it is best to sow or plant when the surface is dry,

especially on heavy soils. Plenty of manure is indispensable ; it

sliould be well bi-oken to pieces, and the more thorougfUly it is

mixed or disseminated through the soil the better. Heavy land

may be manured in autimin and be trenched, and the surface

left rough for the elements to work upon, and the manure need
not b> so much decomposed as would be advisable for.

light land. The holding capacity of light land lieiug less,

the manure shoidd be more decayed, and not ba applied to the
land till spring, or' at least till most of the winter's rains have
fallen and drained away. Though artificial manures can never
take the place of the solid manure of cattle, yet they are valuable

adjuncts, and may be profitably used Ln conjunction with the

latter, especially where a scarcity of such exists. The manure
heap may be greatly helped by carefully collecting all the waste
substances that are constantly accumulating, by keeping all

ditches, banks, hedges, roads, &c., clear, and making tlie most of

the matter periodically collected from this source. All cuttings of

hedges, prunings of trees and shrubs, should form a separate heap,

and be periodically reduced by fire, the inflammable sub-

stances being used to char the other matter of a bidliy

nature and hasten its decay, and bring it more readih"

into the conditions for the requirements of plants. .^Llways

eradicate weeds when they are small ; besides, then it does
not take half the labour to destroy them. Keep the hoe going in

fine weather, even if there be no weeds. A loose surface through
the summer is nearly equal to a coat of manure, as it absorbs the
floating manurial gases as well as moisture from the atmosphere.
-^ loose friable surface also pushes forward the growth of plants,

and disturbs or destroys noxious insects. Be very careful in

obtaining the seeds from a good source, as much of the value
of the previous labour may be lost by growing inferior seeds. Sow
thinly, and then, as .soon as it can be seen which are taking
the lead, taking out in all cases the weakly plants.

-Vlways when practicable sow in drills, so as to facilitate after

cultivation and the free use of the hoe. Select the warm dry
sheltered banks and bordeis for the early crops, and the low-lying
positions for those of a successional character that will be required
to come in later. In cold gardens, where the soil is hea\w it may
be desirable to throw up ridges witli a southern aspect, on which
to sow and plant early crops, or such crops as Lettuce, Parsley,
Cabbage, iS:c., that are required to live through the winter.
Gather all crops as soon as fit for use, even if they have to be
given to pigs, as dead or decaying matter about a garden looks
slovenly, and order and cleanliness shoidd Ije insisted on, although
mere surface polish alone cannot grow good crops.—E. IIobday.

Price of Potatoes.—I presume "A. D." means £2.5 or £3-5

per acre (see p. 381 ) in his notes on this subject ; whatever may be
the price paid per acre in Middlesex, no such price is paid here in

the district that was once called Werewickshire. One of the best

crops in this neighbourhood was sold for £19 per acre ; the farmer
ploughed out the crop, and the buyer did the rest of the work
incidental to marketing. The disease is very prevalent here, aud
has been since August ; the crop just mentioned was lifted early in

September, aud showed a few, very few, diseased tubers ; the
variety was Dalmahoy. In the same field are growing some
Champions, which were planted before thb Dalmahoys, and are not

yet lifted ; the disease is showing on the haulm. The, crop of

Chainpions will not be so heavy as the Dabnahoys, nor will the

tubers be so large individually, but Champions grow in this neigh-

bourhood till the latter end of October. As showing the lUll'erenco

of value in varieties, the same dealer who paid £11) per acre for

Dalmahoys only oli'ers £1.5 per acre for Champions; at the same
time some of the adjoining farmers .are soiling their produce by
weight, the prices ranging from £2 10s. to £3 5s. per ton for Regents
and Victorias. 1 do not expect to see Champion make any advance
on these prices.

—

Tyn'kdale.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO SHOW.
I wisu to correct a very obvious misprint in my remarks upon this

matter last week. In aUuding to the representative character of the

first prize collection I was made to say it contained seventeen

American kinds ; it should have been seven kinds. I should like

here also to notice the remarks made by "J. S. W." (p. 410). Of

all the Potatoes he condemns probably he has not grown one third,

and knows but little of their merits. He states that only two or

three sorts out of the number shown in the first prize collection of

twenty-four kinds have a reput.ition generally. If so, how is it

that many of these kimls arc to be found in every Potato list, and
are now being universally grown? Has he never before heard of

Magnum Bonum, Covent tiarden Perfection, Schoolmaster, Karly

Market, Orampian, Radstock Beauty, .SnowHake, Beauty of Hebron,

Climax, Portei's Excelsior, and M.inhattan, to name but a dozen of

sorts that are not new, and all north growing in any garden ? Then
there was Vicar of Laloham, a really fine andWoudrously productive

kind that cooks first-rate ; the Lord Mayor, a fine new seedling

round, of splendid table quality ; Cosmopolitan, another fine seed-

ling, that is so good as to bear comparison on the table with the

Lapstone, and far beyond it in productiveness ; Advance, a

very much improved King of Potatoes and a grand winter

Potato; American Purple, a prolific cropper, and first-rate

table quality ; Bedfont Prolific, a splendid garden Potato of

the best Ueeent quality, and White Emperor, a delicious early

white round ;'these surely are enough to redeem the prize Potatoes

from " .J. .S. \V. 's
" criticism. Your -correspondent prefers to pin his

faith in the matter of good Potatoes upon what are grown by the

market growers, as no doubt lie does his Peas, his Cabbages, and
everything else. A man in his position should be able to exercise

an independent judgment in the matter, based upon his own expe-

rience, and not upon « hat market growers may do. But even on
his own ground facts are against him, because the market growers

are more alive than he is to the merits of some newer kinds of

Potatoes for their purpose, and are taking to the cultivation of sorts

that have come to the front chiefly since the establishment of Po-

tato shows. Magnum Bonum, Champion, .Snowflake are knocking

out Regents, Flukes, and Victorias, simply because they are found

safer and more profitable. If Mr. Mooyer's collection possessed a

certain amount of interest because the various sorts were found to

possess a certain amount of starch, it only shows that the Germans
have done what we have not—had their Potatoes analysed ; as ex-

amples of cultivation the German samples wei-e poor indeed. Before

we condemn any kinds grown here let us also know something

about their capacities to make food, because it is not the whitest and

the mealiest kinds that exhibit in all cases the greatest proportion

of nutritive properties. Alkx. Dk.vx.

Public Parks.—At the annual meeting of the American .Social

Science Association, helil at Su-atoga, N.Y., Mr. Frederick Law
Olmstcad read a paper on " Pubhe Parks," iu wliiuh he called atten-

tion to the fact that twenty-five years ago America had no parks

worthy of the name. Since tiian a class of works so-called has

been undertaken which to begin with are at least spacious and

have possibilities of parklike qualities. On twenty of tiiese now in

progress over forty million dollars have been expended—well nigh

fifty mdlion dollars—and this does not ttdl the whole cost. Con-

sidering that in the tow ns making this outlay the necessity of a park

was little felt, it manifests remarkable progress. While in the

first half of the century only one public park was laid out in Europe,

since 18.50 as many parks have been laid out in large towns of

Europe as in America, and the area has been larger there. Wliat

has been secured for London alone is of greater extent tlian all the

town parks of America put together.

The Vegetarian Society.—The Vegetarian Society held its

annual meeting in Manchester on Wednesday. It was chieHy re-

markable for a paper by Professor F. W. Newman, which contained

a suagestion for the purcliase of estates to be colonised by those ab-

staining from animal food and from alcoholic drinks. At a soirije in

the evening Professor J. E. B. Mayor, of Cambridge, presided, and

delivered an address.— Warrimjlon Guardian.
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INIAEKET GARDEN NOTES.
President Stra'wberry.—Those who have visited Covent

Garden market about the latter end of May or beginning of June
may have remarked some very fine samples of this Strawberry in

the shops of the principal fruiterers in the Central Avenue. So
large, so finely coloured are tlie berries, so remarkably handsome
and exceptionally well grown are they, that one might easily imagine
tliat they might be the produce of an ^imj^roved variety of this

deservedly pojnilar Strawberry. Such is, however, not the case, as

they are simply the outcome of a superior system of culture, and
are an illustration of wdiat may be done with a fruit or flower
when its culture is made a speciality of. The fruit in question is not
grown in houses, but in frames, the pots being plunged (juite to the
rims in a tan bed, and as near the glass as it is possible to get them,
thick straw mats being used to cover them up with in cold weather.
The lights are some 8 ft. in length by 4 ft. wide, and contain
thirty-two jilants, which have only one strong crown to each
6-in. pot, thus obviating all danger of overcrowding. It is the
combination of circustances that causes the fruit to attain such
exceptional beaut)'. The roots, being in constant gentle warmth,
are stimulated to great activity throughout the whole of the growing
season, and as the pots are never removed from the bottom-heat the
plants never receive the slightest check, but feel its influence up to
the timethefruit is ready to gather. I do not think that President could
well be grown on shelves in a house or frame with eijually good results,

for although it will come large and of good colour when tlius placed,
it appears to need additional root stimulus to bring into the fruit

that rich purplish tinge and general perfection of finish which inva-
riably characterises the samples of this fruit alluded to. Tliis reminds
me that-

Finishing' off Strawberries for Market is one of the
most important points to be kcjit in mind by tlie market grower.
Tue (Jrape grower w'ell knows the value of "finish," and is fully
aivare that a medium-sized berry well ripened off will fetch a
higher price than could be obtained for samples where the berries,
however large, might be deficient in this respect. Whatever
may be said of the Grape in this matter applies equally well
to the Strawberry ; it is not so much the size of the berry as
general perfection of growth that determines the value of this fruit

from a market point of view, and whoever would wish to make
Strawberry forcing jsrofitable and get tlie best price for their fruit

must keep this particular point in view. It is obvious that a good
berry can only be obtained from a good plant, and that both root and
foliage must be kept in a perfectly healthy state until the fruit is

ready to pick. As with the Grape so with the Strawberry, all may
appear to go well until the last stage of ripening approaches, when
any diHciency of activity at the root, or want of vigour in the
foliage, will be apparent. Fine samples of Strawberries cannot
be grown wlien the plants are subj-jcted to hard forcirg, and
instead of sulijecting them to continued high pressure, as is often
advised when the berries are swelling off, they should occasionally
get a rest in a comparatively low temperature, choosiug a time when
the nights are mild to let the fires out the last thing iu the evening.
It is, in fact, only a course of gentle treatment that will produce
high class, finely-finished fruit, and it is the only way in which a
heavy crop can be secured, and the grower must not forget that a
late crop of good fruit pays better than where quality has been
sacrificed to earliuess.

Erica perspicua nana.—This is a dwarf-growing, compact-
liabited, and free-flowering Heath, and a general favourite amongst
buyers. It is of fairly free growth, and comes in well to succeed the
winter-flowering kinds. Although not of difficult culture, demand-
ing aliout the .same treatment as that accorded to the soft-wooded
kinds generally, it is by no means so quick of growth, or so easy
of propagation as such varieties as hyemalis, giacilis, &c. , and com-
mands therefore a proportionately higher price. The late JMr. Bruce, of
Kingston-on-Thames, used to grow this kind in (|uantity for market,
and never experienced any dirticulty in getting rid of it at fair prices.

Mr. Bruce's plants were mostly in 4?!-in. pots, and were charmingly
fresh and bright, and well clothed with foliage to the rim of the
pots. They were grown on in frames until about .July, and were
then grown in the open air until housing time. The best plants,
however, that I ever saw were at Messrs. Jackson's, at Kingston,
who for many years have been renowned for the culture of Cape
Heaths. The market price for this Heath, as in the case of other
things, is subject to considerable variation ; good plants, when the
sale is brisk, realising .30s. per dozen, but dropping at times to 21s.
and '2ia. per dozen.

White Chrysanthemums.—The late severe frosts will have
the effect of diminishing the supply of cut flowers from the open
air, so that growers under glass may fairly count upon a rise of prices.

The season for indoor and choice flowers may indeed be said to date

from the time that the outdoor productions are destroyed by hard
weather, for buyers in a general way do not come to expend a shil-
ling upon a few sprays of Heath or Primula whilst they can get a
large bunch of showy flowers for that money. A large salesman in
Covent Garden this year informed me that white Chrysanthemums
are more than ever in request, and any one going into the flower
trade would do well to make a ejieciality of them. The later in
the year the more chance is there of obtaining good prices ; the
great point, therefore, is to thoroughly mature the plants, and as
soon as the blooms begin to expand place them in a north house or
pit, so that the blooms may be kept a long time in perfection.
Another good late autumn-flowering and profitable plant to grow
is

—

Stokesia cyanea, a blue-flowered perennial, which appears
to be lost siglit of by plant growers generally— its merits, at any
rate, not receiving due appreciation. As is well known, blue flowers
are rare in the autumn ; a plant, therefore, so easy to grow, and
giving just the required colour, should be looked after. This
plant is a tall grower, running up some 2 ft. in good soils, 'a fact
which, perhaps, deters many growers growing it in pots. The colour
of the flower is, however, so good, that a few plants should be grown
in every establishment, as when employed for conservatory decora-
tion they may be dropped in amongst Chrysanthemums and other
tall-growing plants. Several market growers cultivate the Stokesia
largely, and find that it gives a profitable return. Young plants are
set out early in spring in rich fine soil, and are lifted in the autumn,
when they quickly strike root, and are then placed under cover.
Some content themselves with merely protecting, cutting, and mar-
keting the flowers as they expand, until their production is stopped
by cold weather ; but others keep the plants going in gentle warmth,
thus prolonging the season far into, and even through the winter
months. J. CoENHlLL.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
CULTURE OF CALADIUMS.

FoK table or room decoration in summer there are few plants to
surpass these, their richly marked leaves and fine habit of growth
being most attractive. Apart from their beauty when growing,
they can be stowed away in a small space in winter, which is a great
advantage in a small garden. The roots of Caladiums may be started
into growth in spring from the month of March onwards. The
earlier they are required the more heat must be applied to excite
tliem. In March they will not start freely unless they are assisted

with bottom-heat. A stove temperature is the most suitable for

them when first growing and during the early period of growth,
though they succeed well in any greenhouse when placed in the
warmest part. We have grown them successfully by starting them
in a hotbed and putting them into the greenhouse or conservatory
afterwards. If in small pots when first started, they will require
a shift into a larger size at any time during the season, taking care
not to break the ball or disturb the roots in potting. The compost
should consist of rough loam, leaf-soil, or well-decayed manure, with
a liberal addition of silver sand.

Large plants for exhibition purposes may be grown in 8-in., 10-in.,

and 12-in. pots, but for house or table decoration we find good plants

in 3-in. pots most suitable for placing in small vases, &c. To obtain
this size of plant, one good root is potted singly into a 3-in. pot early

in spring and allowed to remain in it during the season. When
growing rapidly they should be kept close to the glass, as they are
liable to become drawn in the leaf-stalks when grown too far from
the light. After the plants have ceased growing they may be kept
at any distance from the glass without injury. When growing
freely water must be given in abundance, and soot or some other
kind of manure water may be given with advantage once or twice
weekly. Before taking them into rooms they should be grown in

a cool house well exposed to light, and they will then remain fresh

and beautiful for many consecutive weeks in any kind of room.
Sometimes successional batches of them are grown, but this is not
necessary, as plants started into growth in Slarch, April, or May
will retain all their good qualities until October or November. When
the leaves begin to droop and turn yellow they may be placed in a
warm corner and more sparingly watered than before. Do not let

them dry off quickly, as this will cause the roots to shrivel. When
the last of the leaves have decayed water may be withheld alto-

gether, and the pots may be stored away under shelves in the stove

or greenhouse, or in a cupboard in the house. If necessary they may
be turned out of the pots, the soil shaken away, and the roots may
then be stored in a small box in dry sand, but damp and frost

must be kept from them in winter. W^hen stored in sand the roots

may be brought out any time in spring, potted, and started into

growth. We select the largest for single pots, and put the smaller
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ones together, from three to six in a pot. As to the best varieties

anil their colours, it is nearly impossible to describe the many varied

kinds. We consider the following to be a selection of the best :

Prince Albert Edward, Princess Alexandra, Golden Queen. Tri-

color, Albert Victor, Wighti, Bicolor splendens, Chelsoni. Impera-

trice Eugenie, Due de Nassau, Pictum, and Argyrites. Tliese are

blotched and mottled in various ways with nearly every conceivable

colour. Cambrian-.

LADY DALHOUSIE'S RHODODENDRON.
(r. dalhousi.e.)

TilK Ivhodiidendrous which inhabit tlu> niDiuitiiiii regions of

Northern India, particularly iu Sikkira, Bhotan, and Assam, are

among the most oyrg-eous of shrubs. Happily, we liave a number
of these, including the finest, in cultivation, though they do not

appear to have become sucli general fa\ onrites as was anticipated

on their introduction, a circumstance attributable probably to

their being of such large growth, thereby necessitating spacious

houses to grow
tliem in. Some
of the species, _j

however, as, for ']!i-^ ,..-:r-->,

example, the
splendid crimson
K. Thomsoui, are

of sufficient har-

diness to with-
stand our climate

unprotected, and
in some of the

more favoured
localities they
flower profusely

every ye&v. A
singular charac-

ter of several of

these Himalayan
species is that
they are epiphy-
tic, that is, they
grow naturally

on the stems of

large trees, gene-
rally in the forks

where an amount
of vegetable de-

bris is collected,

in which their

roots ramify as

well as cling to

the bark as a

holdfast. The an-
nexed engraving,
which represents

the lovely white-
flowered R. Dal-
honsife, imrival-

led in beauty,

illustrates admirably this epiphytic character, and in its native

habitat it is invariably found under tliese conditions. R.
Nuttalli, R. Edgeworthi, R. calophyllum, R. ciliatum, all with
large white or blush-tinted flowers, are only a few of the large

number that have found a place in our gardens. The finest

collections of these Rhododendrons we know of in cultivation is

at Kew, which is a thoroughly comprehensive one and well

grown. A valuable hint to the cultivators of this class of shrubs

might he adduced from their epiphytic mode of growth, as it

plainly shows that the roots re'^uire a light rich soil and plenty

of aeration and moisture, the latter especially abundant in the

growing saason. The wonderful variety which exists among the

Indian Rhododendrons is remarkable, for every intermediate size

and form and colour may be found from the singular R. Keysi, with
its clusters of red and yellow tubular flowers more resembling

those of some species of a Thibaudia than a Rhododendron,
to the magnificent blossoms exemplified in R. Dalhousia?,

R. Nuttalli, &c., which form tall straggling shrubs several feet in

height. W. G.

An Ejiiiihytal Rhododendron (R. Dalhousia') ; Uiinulayas.

SALVIA SPLENDENS.
This g.ay old autumn-flowering plant is not now so fieijuently seen
in gardens as it used to be, yet few plants are more efVective than this
for conservatory decoration during the late autumn months, the
brilliant hue of the flowers rendering it very conspicuous when asso-
ciated with foliage and other flowering plants. Few plants give so
great a return for time and labnur expended as does this .Salvia,

for specimens some 4 ft. liigli and as much tliroiigh may be formed
in a single season, and that witliout the aid of a glaas stnictinc
during the summer months. All tliat is necessary to do is to strike
a few cuttings early in the autumn, winter them with the ordinary
bedding subjects, and plant out in rich free soil in an open suuiiy
situation as soon as all danger of frost is over. Muloh with rotten
manure and water in dry weather, and you will get fine specimens
well set with flower by tlie time that it is necessary to lift tender
plauts generally. I used to plant a Salvia here and there in the
centre of a large bed on the (irass, associating witli it Paris Daisies,

or some such free-flowering subject. Early in the autumn the Salvia
Wixs finely in bloom, the mass of scarlet flowers contrasting etl'ectively

with the white
blooms of the
ilarguerite. In
some of our more
mild districts
Salvia splendens
might be em-
ployed in the
same manner,
but in the greater
portion of this

country it must
be considered as
only suitable for

indoor decora-
tion.

As this plant
formsan immense
amount of fibres,

it does not— how-
ever large the
specimen may be
—in the least suf-

fer by the remo-
val. Give a good
watering and
place in a shel-

tered situation

for a few days,
and not a leaf

will discolour,

and the flowers
will continue to

expand without
apparent check.
The shoots are,

however, very
brittle, so that
some care in

handling must be
exercised. As
soon as the old
plants are finish-

ed blooming throw them away, and rely entirely upon young ones
for the next year's display. J. (_'.

HARDY FERNS FOR WINTER DECORATION.
Maxy of our hardy Ferns might be grown in pots for the
embellisliment of the conservatory or greenhouse during the
winter months. Corridors, entrance halls, and such like draughty
places might be brightened up by their means at a time when the
employment of tender subjects in such places would not be
practicable. The many varieties of the Hart's-tongue, for instance,
if protected against wintry wimls, remain fresh and verdant all

through the winter, as does the Polypodium and its pretty varieties,
of which especial mention should be made of cambricum, which
is admirably adapted for pot culture, being of compact, but at
the same time of graceful growth, and retaining its bright fresli

foliage even through tlie spring months. Lastrea Filix-mas cristata
is of noble growth, and Polystichum angulare proliferum does
not yield in grace and beauty to many of the choice tender
forms. Then there are many fine kinds of hardy or half hardy
exotic speoies which exhibit considerable beauty and diversity of
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form, and wliich merely require a cool, moist, shady situation during

the summer months. There, is for instance, the Japan hardy
Fern, Platyloma falcata, with leathery, handsome foliage as lusti'ous

and green as the Holly itself, and presenting a marked contrast

to two other hardy kinds— Lastrea Staudishi, an elegant species, and
L. opaca, a handsome kind. When once the plants have become
established in the sized pot found most convenient for decoration,

they need not be shifted, as if plunged in a cool place and well

watered, they will make a good growth every year, especially if

given a little weak guano water about twice a week. Those who
may not be provided with sufficient glass accommodation to admit
of growing tender Ferns sliould try some of the best hardy kinds,

as all that they need is a slight protection against severe weather,

and would then be available for any kind of decorative work,

either under glass or in the dwelling. .J. C. B.

CULTURE OF LILIUM AURATUM AND
SPECIOSUM.

Tjie time ia now arrived when those desiring to obtain good results

should be seeing to the potting of the bulbs of these two beautiful

Lilies. They are among the best subjects that an amateur
with little or no glass accommodation can grow, and were it more
generally known how easy they are to cultivate, we should see

them in almost every garden. It is not everywhere that these

Lilies grow well in the open grounil, but every one may grow them
well in pots and with but little trouble and scarcely any e.^pense.

In order to be successful in the treatment of these plants

in pots, it is necessary in the first place, as soon as the

flowers fade, to lay the pots on their sides in rainy weather,

and so insuring the bulbs against excess of humidity, from which
they are liable to suGfer when exposed to the heavy autumnal rains.

As soon as the stems decay, the soil having, from the time the leaves

commence to turn yellow, been allowed to become quite dry, should

be shaken away from the bulbs, and tlie young ones, which generally

form when the treatment has been right, separated from them. The
large bulbs .are then potted, either singly in a 6-in. pot or several

together in a pot of larger dimensions. A gentle watering is then
given and the jiots are stored away in an outliouse, there to remain
until growth commences, when they sliould be placed in a sheltered

situation in the open air, being brought into the dwelling as they
exp.and their blooms. The small ones arc potted live or six together

in a C-iu. jjot, and may be treated in the same manner as the flower-

ing bulbs. This simple treatment, besides the frequent sprinklings

in hot weather aud occasional waterings witli liquid manure, is all

that is necessary, and it will be easily seen that it lays in the power
of any one having a few square yards of garden to achieve equally

good results.

The great point in commencing is to obtain good sound bulbs and
pot them early. Cheap imported bulbs are apt to grow weakly
the first year, but will generally yield good results the second season

if properly handled. It is, however, a fact that many imported
bulbs are irretrievably injured before tliey come into the grower's
possession, so that a first failure is not always to be attributed to a

want of cultural skill. A friend of mine purcliased last year some,

to all appearance, fine bulbs at 2s. Od. each. They were stored away
in dust-dry sand for a time previous to potting, and when taken out
were found, without exception, to be quite rotten. I mention this

fact so that any one to whom a siuiilar disaster might occur should
not be discouraged aud not attribute the failure to difficulty of culti-

vation. It is principally v.-ith auratum that failures .are liable to

occur, for .speciosum geuerally comes to hand in good condition, and
there are generally good home-grown bulbs to be bought at a reason-

able outlay.

The compost sliould be fairly light and very free and porous, for

the Lily cannot flourish where the soil is retentive and drainage bad.

Peat and loam in equal parts I should recommend, adding to it a
little coarse silver or river sand. (Jive good drainage, putting a little

fibry material thereon, and a thin layer of soot on that, which will

keep the worms at a distance when the pots are in the ojjen air. Pot
tolerably firm, covering the bulbs with about 1 in. of soil, leaving in

the ease of a 7-in. or S-in. pot quite "2 in. of space from the rim of

the pot to the mould, which space about .June is to be filled up with
rotten manure, the etfect of which will be to draw fresh roots from
the stem and feed the plant generally. The best place after potting
is a cold frame, plunging the pots in ashes or light mould quite to

the rims, and keeping the soil just moist. There they m.ay remain
until June, giving plenty of air on all favourable occasions ; in fact,

from the time they commence to grow the air should never be taken
otf, and removing the lights in tine days and mild nights. This
treatment will induce a vigorous growth, at the same time sturdy
and luxuriant, so that they will be in good condition for the open
air liy the time that dauger of frost is over.

The very same situation that suits hardy Ferns will agree with
these Lilies. The north side of a hedge or wall where plenty of
light and but little sun comes will suit them to a nicety. A cool
moisture-laden atmosphere is what they revel in, and imparts to the
foliage that deep glossy hue which indicates perfect health, and
which serves to show up the delicate and refined tints of the flowers
to great perfection. In hot weather frequent syringings are benefi-

cial, and copious waterings are needful, as when any deficiency in
this respect is experienced the under leaves are apt to turn yellow.
About three good bulbs in an S-in. pot will produce a handsome
specimen large enough for any purpose, but for some decoration the
best size is 6-in. pots, a single bulb in a pot. As soon as the flower-
stems begin to expand,remove the plants toan airy greenhouseand shade
during the blooming period, .allowing them to remain there until they
die down, as they will ripen better under glass than in the open air.

J. C.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

The Culture of Actiniopteris radiata.—la the autumn
of last year we managed to procure a few l)its of tliis rare little

Fern and its variety austr,alis, which have grown so freely under
treatment almost the opposite of that advised Ijy those wiio have
both seen the plant growing naturally and cultivated it here, that per-

haps the details of it may interest some of your readers. The plants

we started with had been kept dry, and were in a peaty soil, and
consequently had but one or two unhealthy leaves, though the crowns
were goxl. These were divided into pieces with single eyes, and
jjotted in a compost consisting of equal parts bits of brick and little

lumps of fibry peat, the pots used being the size usually known as
long thumbs, wliich were half filled with crocks. They were then
placed on a shelf near the glass, where plenty of heat, atmospheric
moisture, and light, without the direct sun's rays, could be given
them ; a good sprinkling with water every morning and evening kept
them constantly saturated. Under this treatment they grew remark-
ably well, and we have now plants with from twenty to thirty
leaves which are so exactly fan-shaped, that the plants look like

miniature fan-leaved Palms. From the old leaves we managed to

get a few ripened spores, which were sown on a compost similar to

that used for the plants. They soon germinated, and we have now
a fine stock of it. I have no doubt that although this plant will

retain vitality under the most extreme drought longer tlian any Fern
known, it will only perfect itself in veryiwarm, moist situations. The
species above named is, I believe, the only one known to gardens,
though there is a very distinct variety of it known as A. radiata var.

australis. They are both very plentiful in India, Arabia, and the
eastern Tropics of Africa, where they are found growing round the
mouths of old wells, on old walls, &c. In the dry seasons they lose

all their fronds, but with the return of the rains push up fresh ones
as vigorously as ever.—Z. B.

Gardenias.—I am one of those who cannot understand why
some people are so enamoured with the (lardenia as to devote so

much special attention to its culture. In some gardens if Gardenia
flou'ers can be produced every day in the year it is considered a great
feat, and .so it is—so far as contending with the mealy bug is con-
cerned. During all the pleasant season of the Roses, Violets, and
the hundred and one delightful flowers, there are numbers of them
which are far more agreeably scented than the Gardenia, as well
as far prettier and suitable in every way for jiersonal adornment.
The foliage of an Oak-leaved Pelargonium encircling a modest sprig

of Lily of the Valley, two or three Violets, a Rosebud, or Carnation,
or any flower that happens to be seasonable, are, as a rule, far more
attractive and pretty than Gardenias.—C.

Culture of Bertolonias.—We have had some good specimens
of these pretty foliaged plants this year, some of them, and especially

B. Houtteana, being unusually fine, having leaves 9 in. in length by
5 in. in width, and the colours most brilliant. Of this latter kind we
placed several under glass shades, covering the pots with Sphagnum
Moss or .Selaginella, and used them for table decoration, for which
purpose they proved very effective and were much admired. This is a
beautiful little plant, quite deservingof culture by every one. Since its

first introduction, about six years ago, other distinct hybrids have been
produced, all of which are beautiful, though none surp.ass that above
named, which is also a hybrid, probably tlie result of crossing the

two species marg.aritacea and maculata. We grow our plants in

pans, cuttings being struck early in spring, and grown on in small
pots, and finally planted four or five in each pan, using peat soil

witli a little loam and leaf-mould and plenty of sand. In the summer
a little weak liquid manure is given, which helps them both in growth
and colour. Up to about the middle of September any warm moist
position in the stove will suit them, after which time a shelf near the
glass in a rather dry atmosphere should be found for them, or the
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damp will soou destroy all the foliage. Fresh plants ought to be
raised every year, as they seldom make fine leaves after the first

season. They may be propagated either by cuttings, leaves, or seeds,

the last, which are freely produoeil, growini; rapidly under the treat-

ment usually .adopted for raising Gloxinias, and the leaves will soon
produce bulbils if pegged down on a sandy peat soil and kept close.

ISertolouias are natives of Brazil, a country abounding in Melastomads,
some being reniark.able for tl\eir beautiful foliage, others for the

magnificcnco of their fiowers, .as, for instance, the species of (.'entra-

denia, Lasiandra, &c.—Z. 15.

Viburnum plicatum for Forcing.—Amongst tlic many
useful hardy shrui)S we h:xvc that will bear forcing this N^iljuruum

stands in the foremost rank. When established in pots it forces

with tlie greatest ease. During the mouth of March hist 1 saw some
plants of it in full bloom in a neighbouring garden that had been
brought on in a I'each house at work. Thej' were arranged with
other lloweriug plants, and the etVect produced was very striking.

Small standard plants of this Viburnum look well when used for

conservatory embellishment. The white Weigela is also a most
useful and good .shrub for forcing. I may just add that they
must lie brought forw.ard slowly, and wlien coming into bloom they
should be placed in a cold iiouse for a few days before they arc wantcil

either for cutting or for furnishing purposes.—J. C. F.

Moss Mulching of Pot Plants.—We ilcsire to call the .atten-

tion of our readers particularly to the communication on tliis subject

by Mr. Peter Henderson, which will be found in " American Notes "

iu another p.age.

date. Add to these such judges as the president and secretary of the
society, and the dictum of such a committee, in relation to this and
other subjects with which tliey are eh.-irged, would be of very great
benefit.— II. 1!. Kllw.vxcek, Coiiiili-y Gcidtemaii.

ROSES,
ROSES m ENGLAND.

The principles of Rose culture .are the same the world over ; hence
it follows that the m.ajority of Roaes which succeeds best in England
win also be the finest here ; the exceptions to this rule are noted
below. The varieties which one sees in the greatest abundance at
the English exhibitions are Msirie Baum.ann, Alfred Colomb, La
France, Baroness Rothschild, and Charles Lefebvre. These five sorts
would also be found in most of the successful stands here, but there
are certain types which succeed better in one country than in the
other, owing to the differences of temperature and climate. In this

country we can grow the very full sorts better than in England.
Varieties like General Washington, Comtesse de .Serenye, Madame
Boll, &c., are seen to the best advantage here. There is one excep-
tion to this, viz. : Madame Lacharme. One would suppose tliat this
sort would succeed best here, but the reverse is the case ; while not
reliable in England, I have there seen much better blooms of Madame
Lacharme than ever flowered here. Roses witli thin petals and
medium substance, like Dr. Andry, Duke of Edinburgh, &c., suit the
English climate much better than ours ; so also do the very dark
sorts, like Prince Camille, Jean Liabaud, Baron de Bonstetten, and
those beautiful ones of Mr. Paul's raising—Sultan of Zanzibar, Duke
of Connaught, and Reynolds Hole. All these dark crimson Roses
burn very fast in our hot suns, and are only good at tlie first

bloom for three or four days in the spring. Prince Camille sometimes
gives a few passable blooms in the autumn, but tlie others furnish
none at all ; they are June Roses only. In Englaml Roses start
earlier than they do in Rochester, but their growth is very slosv, and
when the blooms come, they last much longer than do ours. While
our Roses start later, when once they do eommsnce to grow, they
advance with great rapidity, and push forth an immense quantity of
flowers, which bloom almost .at the same time. Thus it is that in
England one can see individual flowers in somewhat greater perfec-
tion than here, while we can display a greater mass of bloom. The
slow growth of the English Roses enables one in England to gather
flowers late in the season from varieties which are mei-e summer sorts
in America, like the dark varieties named above. In the suburbs of
London, during the middle of August, I have seen plants of Cheshunt
Hybrid covered with flowers ; the same v.ariety in Rochester, at the
same time of year, would not bear the trace of a bloom.
The Xation.al Rose .Society has accomplished very great good, but

we hope it will branch out into something wider, and use its iuauenoe
to greatly shorten the immense list of viirieties with which we are
now encumbered—varieties which are called distinct, but which have
no real diti'erence. \Vhat does a grower care whether one variety
has smooth wood, andanotherthorns, if there be no essential difference
in the blooms ? If sueh varieties as Marguerite Brassac or Wilhebu
Koelle do not show some marked improvement over their relatives,
Charles Lefevre and Alfred Colomb, they should be stamped out as
early as possible. A committee of such men as Messrs. Paul, Crans-
ton, and Turner, who grow Roses on an extensive scale, have excel-
lent opportunities of determining the value of new sorts at an early

^
Autumnal Planting of Tea and other Roses.—

This has not been nearly so much practised as it should be. It
is of great importance to have the roots of Roses re-established
before winter. It seems too often forgotten that newly moved
Roses, and shrubs, and trees continue in a dangerous state just so
long as they rcm.ain unattached to the soil. Now, by planting early,
the season of disattaohment (to coin a word) of tlic roots from the
soil is reduced as much as jiossible, for root growth is abnormally
active in the early autumn. As the top ceases to grow the roots
appear to start afresh. Now this arrestment of top growth h.appen3
some time before the fall of the leaf ; hence the wisdom and
practical success of early autumnal planting. We catch, as it were,
the reversed current of root growth at the flood, and turn the
downw.ard force of growth to immediate account in the formation of
new roots. As soon .as transplanted Roses are thus provided they
are safe, provided the frost is kept from biting the tender roots too
severely. This is easily prevented by a slight surface mulching,
which is much better put on at once. .Should dry weather follow
planting, it is .also good practice to refresh the unfallcn leaves with a
few overhead sprinklings, so as to keep them fresh and from f.alliug

as long .as iiossible.— D. T. Fisii.

PLANT LIFE IN AUSTRALIA.
TiiK vcgvtatidii of Australia is peculiar to it and part of the iiei

bijuriiig- islands, iiicludino; Now CKiinea and Tasmania. St

I'lgh-

Sume
families of plaiit.s are alone found here ; and to add to its seeming
unsuilability for mau it has no native grain, fruit, or other vege-
table fit for human use, being almost the only tropical or tempe-
rate country which has not. Yet the ^"ine, Tea-plant, Cotton,
Tidjacco, Fig, Midberry, Orange, &e., thrive profiiscdy when intro-

duced ; and no part of the world yields more luxuriant crops of
Wheat than South Australia. liut, as it is often remarked—less

with a view to paradox than is usual iu such .sayings—Australia
is the land of contraries. The people .stand witli their feet to these
of Europe ; the animals do not carry their young in the ordinary
fashion, but in pouches; and the trees are allevergreen, and many
of them turn their edges, instead of their surfaces, to the earth and
sky. These dense Cximi tree (Eucalyptus) and Wattle Forests
(Acacia) are peculiar, the leaves being placed vertically, so that
the Australian woods have not that depth of shade which the
same density of trees would give in other parts of the world. The
leaves remain persistent until replaced by new ones, but the bark
is shed annually. Of Eucalyptus there are .said to be l.'!0 specie.s,

Init the one most widely scattered is the Eucalyptus rostrata (the

flooded Ciiun tree), the wood of wliich is durable and takes a fine

poli.sh. ilost of them are amongst the tallest of known trees.

L'util recently it was believed that the Sequoia gigantea of Cali-
fornia was the tallest known tree, but it has now been ascertained
that this elevation {:iy2 ft.) is far exceeded by the Eucalyptus
amygdalina, or Stringy Bark. In Cxipps Land a fallen tree of

this species measured i'io ft. from the root to the liighest point of
the branches. Another fallen tree on the Black .Spur, at the foot
of the ^^ictoria Alps, and near the source of La Ti-obe river, mea-
sured-ISO ft. In the Dandenong district, also iu the colony of Yic-
toria, a standard tree was estimated to be 4.j0 ft. from the ground.
Another in this district showed a height of '2-)o ft. to the first

branch, the height then extending 70 ft. further to the broken top
branch which then measured .'! ft. across; thus the whole length
to the place of fracture was -JG) ft. A still larger tree at Berwick
measured 81 ft. in circumference at a distance of 4 ft. from the
ground. They are thus as high as the Pyramids, and, growing
with great rapidity, .slioot up iu straight and smooth stems. The
same official ivport from which these facts are taken notes that the
locality of the big Ctuiii trees is also the congenial habitat of the
gigantic Ferns of the colony, which abound in sequestered situa-

tions; where mountain .streams dash through deep ravines, and
have formed swampy banks and marshj' bottoms for themselves.
'• Il-re the giant Fern attains its greatest growth, and is .seen in

all t!ie completeness of its greatest beauty, rising fi-om 40 ft. to •'50

ft. in height, and throwing out from the top of its massive and
upi-ight stems a broad canopy of foliage ; its tapering fronds from
5 ft. to 8ft. long, under which an army of 'prospectors' may en-

camp, or beneath which the grotesque corrobarees of the abori-
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gines may be fittingly held, -while their night fires glow along the

vistas, and transform the bolls and tops of the gigantic Ferns into

the semblance of a spacious edifice of some primeval order of

architecture. The extreme purity and softness of the air of this

region are shown in the wild luxuriance of its -vegetation. Besides

lofty spreading Ferns are magnificent Acacias and flowery Bank-

sias, the sweet-scented Myall, and miles upon miles of the beauti-

ful Mimosa, the country during the best part of the year being in

a blaze with yellow flowers, and ladened with a perfume worthy

of the gardens of Armada." The genus Casuarina (Swamp Oak,

She Oak, Forest Oak, or Beef-wood) comprise several interesting

where the forest is hampered by an impenetrable thicket of prickly

shrubs interspersed with creeping and flowering plants, and the

banks of the rivers and the shores of lakes are often covered with a

dense growth of reeds 15 ft. to 20 ft. high. A country of the ex-

tent of Australia, though it may possess a vegetation preserving

throughout the same general chaiacteristics, must be expected to

vary in different regions. Thus, while the inteiior of Queensland
consists, as a rule, of highlands with scarcely any trees, but abund-
ance of herbaceous .vegetation and Grass, and the Vervian or
Brigalow scrub composed of small trees or shrubs growing on a

clayey soil, the northern parts of the colony are clothed with

The Giant Gum Tree of Victoria (Eucalyptus amygdaliaa) ; considered the Lirgest linown tree.

species of tree, while the Cedrela Toona, or red Cedar, a tall

hand.some tree, yields, perhaps, the best known and most valuable

timber in the colony of New South "Wales. It is largely used for

all kinds of carpentry, is easily worked, and in dry situations is

very dural^le. Some of the best qualities of the wood equal the

best mahogany, both in appearance and in intrinsic value. Native
Grasses are few in number, but do not foi-m continuous tufts, their

tendency being to grow in isolated tufts, with dry red earth or

cracked eartli between them. The result is that in order to give

stock a chance to fatten, or even to live, they must have the run
of e.xtensive tracts of country. " Bush " in Au.stralia means really

the country, and is even used to designate tracts on which not a

tree can be seen for miles. " Scrub " is a name applied to places

luxuriant forests. These comprise, within the Tropics, umbrageous

trees of an Indian type and splendid Araucarias, all matted to-

gether with leaves or binds of the Convolvulus, C'lamus, or other

plants, mixed with parasitic Orchids and Ferns which luxuriate

in their shade. It may also be added that in the interior of the

continent are found many plants which would indicate that the

country was at one time the bed of a sea. Amoug this maritime

vegetation may be mentioned the Pigs-face or Hottentot Fig

(Mesembryauthemum), which, though a sea-shore plant, may be

seen covering tracts hundreds of miles away from the coast. The

forest vegetation also takes the line of the rivers, leading us to

suppo.se that it was introduced into some regions where it i.s now
found by the action of running water when the rivers took a.
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course different from what thev do at pre.^ont. On the low-lying>

swampy northern coast the Mangrove (_.Vvicennia olllcinalis and

Bruguiera Itheedi) <rro\vs abundantly ; and here al.<o is found the

Adansonia (iregori, or gouty tree stem, a counterpart of the Bao-

bab tree, but, owing to the arid character of the climate of most

parts of Australia, MosSi'S and lichens are rare. The eastern

part of the country is richest both in plants and animals, and ap-

proximates more to" the Indian Archipelago than the rest of the

continent. Here Palms are found, but their range does not extend

much south of Sydney. The Xorfollt Island I'ine, allied to the

Bunya-bunya tree, and the Gra.ss tree (Xanthorrhcea^, the Black

Bov, or Grass Gum tree, a species of the Lily order, of which

s.>veral species form characteristic features in the Australian

landscape, are also limited to this belt, though they are found in

various of the off-lying islands. Miiller has calciUated that the

flora of Austi-alia (including Tasmania) comprises about 10,0U()

.species, of which le.«s than one-!ialf a"e perhaps peculiar to it, and
very few indee.l of these are common to Kurope. The Leguminous
ami Composit<i Orders comprise nearly one-fourth of the species.

The Myrtaceous plants, Ferns, and Grass's come next. But the

most conspicuous feature in Australian botany is the Protea-

ceous plants (Silky Oak, Tulip Tree, Beef-wood, &c.) almo.st

peculiar to that part of the world. Then come, in the order of

their abundance, tlie Orchids, Epacrids, UmbeUiferfe, the Dios-

meae, a subdivision of the Kues, the Llliacefe, the Labiatas, or

Dead-nettle family, the Goodenioe, the Figworts, and the Salsol-

aceee.

—

The Countries "f the l^'>l^h/.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.
Evergreen Oaks.—"A. D.'s" remarks about these trees,

where he tuggests that Spruce Firs might be planted to shelter

the Oaks until the latter grow up will be likely to meet with
disfavour from those wlio have given attention to the requirements of

the different kinds of trees as to the situations they need to

enable them to thrive, or their adaptability for different purposes,

for he could scarcely have named any trees less able to stand an
exposed position, and consequently more useless to shelter others,

than are the ordinary kinds of Spruce. Any of the common Ever-
green Oaks will withstand an exposed situation for better than
Spruces. But where a durable shelter is wanted, the Austrian
Pine is the tree to plant, for it grows fast enough, and where
not too much crowded makes its lower branches strong enough to

live long, and it will thrive almost anywhere. Pinus Laricio,

the Corsican Pine, is a niu^h quicker grower when once fairly

started, but it rushes straight up, making such meagre side

brinches, and these of such comparatively short duration as to

make it less adapted for shelter ; in other respects, too, much can-

not be said in its favour. The reason it is not more generally

planted is no doubt on account of its pric3 being so much above
that of the S.:ot.:h Pine (P. sylvestris), a difference that is never
likely to be reJu^ed by any increase of production, consequent
upon a greater demand. It does not thrive in its earliest state

likd its congeners, j'et in planting it extensively, looking at the
matter from a pecuniary point of view, the extra cost would be
money well spent.—T. Bain'es.

Daphne Cneorum major.—This bright and ornamental
dwarf shrub flowers in great perfection with us every year, and noth-
ing can be more sweetly scented. It grows very freely with us in

light soil, and nothing can b3 hardier. It was not injured in the
least daring the last two winters. It is to be regretted that it is not
oftener met with than it is. Would not this Daphne and plants of a
similar character that take care of themselves, and bloom early in

spring, be valuable additions to our public gardens ? Some of these
hardy plants planted in shrubbery borders would be quite at home,
.Tnd would yield enjoyment to many far above that furnished by
be Iding plants.—J. C. F.

Tree Recoids.—I can supplement the account of large Hollies
with the girth of one growing here. It was measured in 1S4.'3 ; at 6 in.

from the ground it was II ft. I measured it last week ; at 6 in. from
the ground it was 11 ft. .5 in. It is 4.i ft. high, and is growing in a
.light dry soil.—F. Bakrowiliff, Doddinrjton Hall, Lincoln.

The Abbot's Willow, 'Jury St. Edmunds, appears, from
what I read, to be a very file specimen of the golden Osier.
Wdl any reader state if it be yet standing? and if still a fine

specimen ?—V.

The Professor calls it a " CoroUifloral dicotyledonous exogen, with
a raonopetalous corolla and a central placenta." If you are in a
hurry yon can call it Primrose instead.

—

Ilarp'r's Weeldy.

Indoor Fruit,

Orchard Ilouse.—For the next two months there will not be
much work in the orchard house, but what docs require attention
sliouhl be done well and at the proper time. One very important
operation is cleansing and painting during the time the trees are
leafless and, comparatively speaking, at rest, as tliey can at that
time be moved about and placed in close (piarters where circum-
st.ances do not favour their being taken out-of-doors. Fortunately,
under the inlluenuc of a line autumn all kinds of pot trees are going
to I'est jwofusely furnished with blossom buds on well ripened wood,
conditions which give fair promise of good crops of fruit next year,

jirovided they arc properly managed through the wiuter months ;

))ut it often happens tliat stone fruits are allowed to become too dry
at the root, and as the latter are never entirely at rest this mistake
is one of the most common causes of the buds dropping in the spring.

To guard against this every tree should be carefully washed, well

watered, and top-dressed where repotting is unnecessary, when they
may be set close together, and receive a good covering of dry
bracken or cocoa-nut fibre to prevent loss of moisture from the roots.

When top-dressing is considered sulficient for tlie production of

another crop, the soil should be taken out of the pots to the
depth of G inches or more, a sharp-pointed iron spike 12 inclies

in length being the best instrument for the purpose, and when the
loosened soil and detached fibres have been cleared away, the compost
most in favour should be rammed down until it is as solid as the old

ball, otherwise water will pass away without entering into the latter,

and failure will follow. But wliere a sheltered place with a dry
bottom is at command all pot trees do quite as well, if not better, in

the open air, a position in which there is no particular object in

placing them too close together. Each pot should be examined and
watered exactly the same as if it was intended to remain under
glass, and when carefully packed in bracken or litter to protect from
frost, no more attention will be needed until the time arrives for taking
them into the house again. Where trees have been marked in the

nursery for potting they should now be lifted with all the fibres

attached to tliem, and after shortening back all strong or mutilated
roots they may be potted into 10-in. or 12-in. pots, clean, dry, and
well crocked. Suitable compost having been so often recommended,
it is only necessary to say it should be used in a dry state, and well

rammed. Stone fruit trees. Pears, Plums, and Cherries planted out
in borders in the orchard house can only be kept in a fruitful state

and within bouuds by following up a system of lifting and replanting

at least once in two years. For trees under this system pure virgin

loam is best, and when the balls are just covered each hole should be
flooded and remain undisturbed for a day or two ; the remainder
of the soil may then be filled in. New root acUou will commence at

once, and a little mulching will make them safe for the coming
winter.

Figs.—To have ripe Figs early in April no time should be los*

in getting everything ready for a start by the middle of November,
The necessary potting, top-dressing, and root-pruning having been
performed in September orearly in October, all movable lights that

have not been painted should be taken off and well scrubbed
with soap and water, the walls scalded and washed with quicklime
and sulphur, and as the Fig is so frequently attacked by bug and
scale, the cleansiug and painting of the trees must be very carefully

performeil. For the destruction of the insects I have named strong

soap and water, or a solution of ( Jishurst applied to the old wood with
a hard brush, and with extra care to the growths of the current year,

will be found sufficient ; but where that persistent enemy—mealy
bug—has gained a footing, a small quantity of turpentine in the pro-

jiortion of an egg-cupful to three gallons of the wash may be added.

Succession houses in which the trees are planted out may be kept

dry and cool for the present, but root pruning, an operation that

may be freely indulged in, should be no longer delayed, as few sub-

jects are more annoying than a barren or over-gross Fig tree, and few
trees respond moi-e readily to severe root pruning and restriction or

good living. The fan system of training large trees being generally

adopted, l)ranch pruning or thinning out of the shoots that have
reached the extreme limits answers better than shortening back to

make room for j'oung growths, which should be evenly placed, with
room for extension, over every part of the trellis, as the finest Figs are

obtained from shoots that can be led forward before it becomes
necessary to pinch out the points. Where the construction of the

house favours planting against a back wall it is a good plan to train

to the highest part of the trellis, and thence downwards towards the

south front, when tlie check upon the sap at the ridge combined with
downward training causes strong-growing kinds to throw out

numerous short spurs that become very fruitful, and do not require

much stopping, while the upward tendency of the spurs favours full
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exposure to heat and light, so essential to the ripening of highly

flavoured fruit.

Cucumbers.—With tlie mouth of Xovemljer the winter culture

of Cucumbers may be said to commence, and as success or failure

depends upon the observ.ance or neglect of a few simple rules and
daily attention to details, we may assume that all the plants, either

in pots or on hills, are now m.xkfng good progi'ess, that due provision

has been made for the maintenance of top and bottom-heat, and
covering of some kind is at hand for placing over the glass in cold

weather. The first thing to be guarded against is sudden checks, as

few plants are more difficult of restoration to healthy growth than

winter Cucumbers, and as no rule can be laid down for the manage-
ment of any particular house or pit, the cultivator should be guided

by the power he has at command in fixing upon the temperatures he

is likely to be able to maintain without over-heating the hot-water

pipes in severe weather. Where fermenting material is used as a

plunging medium, with a heated chamber underneath, 7o° to 85' may
be decided upou for bottom he.at, 65' to 70° for the niglit tempera-

sure, with a rise of 10" to 15'' as the maximum when the weather

is bright and sunny, but nothing is gained by hard forcing in the

dead of winter, and it is better to work a little below than above
these figures when the days are dark and nights are unusually cold.

When tlie young plants intended for coming into bearing in Decem-
ber have filled two-thirds of the length of trellis allotted to them
the points should be pinched out of the leaders, all side shoots should

be trained horizontally, and to increase their strength male and
female blossoms should be removed as they appear. ^Vater, with a

dash of guano or diluted liquid at a temperature of 80° to 85",

should be given in sufficient quantity to penetrate to the

drainage when it is needed, and to keep the foliage in

a healthy state, and counteract the drying influence of fire-heat ;

water at the maximum temperature of tlie house may be sj-ringed

over the bed and other surfaces two or tliree times a day, the

quantity used being regulated by the top and bottom heat, as an
excess in a cold house may result in an attack of mildew. Venti-
lation should have daily attention and a sweet health-giving

atmosphere should be maintained by the removal of all decaying
matter, and the frequent washing of the glass shelves and floors.

As growth progresses and active young roots appear on the surface

of the soil, good virgin turf in a rough state and a few lumps of

old lime rubble or charcoal may be placed over them little and
often, but when the plants get into bearing well-worked but
fresh Mushroom manure may be used as a top-dressing in preference

to mixing it with the soil. Plants now in full bearing and in-

tended to keep up tlie supply until the later ones of which we
have been treating come into use will take rich top-dressing and
liberal supplies of liquid manure two or three times a week par-
ticularly where they are growing over heated chambers.

Pines.—Nothing can now be gained by attempting to maintain
the temperatures recjmmended for September and October, as days
are getting short, dark and cold, and an excess of fire heat under
such conditions must seriously injure, if it does not quite spoil the

plants. As a rule, the successions may range from 58" to CO* by
night, when sharp firing is necessary, and a few degrees higher when
the weather is mild with a corresponding rise by day, but no hard
and fast line should be followed, as we are liable to such sudden
changes, and the safest plan is to rise and fall to a certain extent
with the external temperature. Fruiting plants, which will be
thrown away when the fruits and suckers are removed may be kept
at a niininium of 68° and 80" by day, with moisture in sufficient

([U.antity to counteract the drying inSuence of fire heat,

and if some kind of covering can be placed over the glass at night a

more regular degree of heat and moisture will economise fuel and
favour the swelling of the fruit. Old calendar writers say "keep
fruiting plants well up to the glass," but they might as well say keep
plants of all sizes and ages up to the glass, as I believe exotic fruits of

all kinds when forced ag.ainst Nature require all the light that can be
given to them, none more so than the Pine, and if we would have
plants worthy of the name of fruiters, tliey must have all the light

that can be given t) them from the time they are formed on the
parent plants. The old-fashioned system of filling very deep pits

with tan or leaves for bottom heat early in the autumn used to
result in a general and steady subsidence as the vegetable matter
gave way, and it frequently happeneil that the plants had found
their lowest level by the shortest day, but the introduction of hot-
water jiipes for the maintenance of bottom heat with a fixed floor

above them for carrying a given thickness of plunging material, be
t cocoa-nut filjre, tan, or oak leaves, gives the grower full control over
the heat as well as the elevation of his pots. Thirty years ago Pine
growers used to riddle their tan when twelve or eighteen months old,

but the introduction of chemicals has put an end to that business,
and it now becomes food for worms in one-third of that time.
F ortunately, our oak leaves have not been changed, and where they

are plentiful and can be got into the stack in a dry state they are an
excellent substitute for tan wherever bottom heat is wanted in pits
or forcing houses. Since I alluded to Lord Carington Pine-apple a
fortnight ago, I have ascertained that it is not only one of the best
for winter use, but that it is also one of the best and longest keepers
after it is ripe.—W. Colem.\n".

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—During the next few weeks the various kinds of
autumn-flowering Lfelias, Pleioues, &c., will be the most attractive.
These should be placed in suitable quarters while in flower, and then
they will last a considerable time in perfection if flies and other
insects are kept away from the flowers. As soon as the beauty of
the Pleiones is over the plants should be carefully examined to as-

certain the state of the soil. If this is in a sour state or much de-
cayed the bulbs must be taken from it and washed clean, allowing
them to dry before they are repotted. If it is desired to increase
the plants the bulbs may be separated and planted thinly over the
surface of either pots or p.ans. Wliere, however, it is desired to
retain them as large as possiWe, a few of the old spent bulbs may
be removed with a sharp knife without injuring tlie other portion
in the least. This will give i"oom for the development of the young
bulbs now commencing to swell, and in tliis way large masses can
be quickly made that will not require breaking up for several
years. The soil these Pleioues delight in should consist

of two parts best fibry peat and one part each of

fibry loam and Sphagnum SIoss, with the addition of a little silver

sand and fine charcoal. In potting keep the bulbs slightly elevated
above the rim of the pot, and give ample drainage, as anything
approaching a stagnant condition at the roots is fatal to them at any
season. After potting, keep them well exposed to the light, and
water sparingly until the roots commence to grow freely in the fresh

compost. Any choice plants now in growth in the Cattleya house,
such as La'lia purpurata and Cattleya Warneri, &c., must now be
accommodated with the warmest and best positions in the house.
The latter plant would pass through the winter safely in a light

position at the cool end of the East Indian house.

Stove Plants.—Among tlie gems of the stove at this season of

the year are the varieties of Sonerilas, with their beautiful foliage

and delicate pink flowers. These small plants are not grown to the
extent they deserve, for few plants yield more flowers from a small
space than the Sonerilas, and they are very useful either for

cutting purposes or button-hole bouquets. After flowering they
should bo kept rather dry at the roots, and should be placed on a

warm shelf close to the glass to pass through the winter. It often

happens at this season, when Crotoas and other evergreen stove

plants are used for indoor decoration, that they generally lose the
greater part of their foliage when replaced to the stove. In such
cases the plants must be kept dry at the root, and should not be sub-

mitted to an exciting temperature immediately after. Keep them in

a light position, and endeavour gradually to restore their root action,

and in a montli or six weeks hence they may be pruned, when they
will gradually form eyes and break anew, and will be in proper con-

dition for repotting early in the year. Dracaenas under similar

circumstances may be cut up for propagating purposes after being in

the stove for two or tliree weeks. Insert the top of the stem in a

small pot, where it will soon strike, and cut the stems into lengths

of an inch or so, and insert tliem in a very sandy compost,
plunging the pan containing them in a brisk bottom-heat.

Greenhouse Plants.—Lilies of the lancifolium, or more cor-

rectly the speciosum, type will now be in a fit state for repotting,

and should be seen to at once. When potting, give them a liLeral

space for roots, otherwise they will not flower so satisfactorily. A
suitable soil should consist of two parts fibrous loam to one part

fibry peat, with the addition of a little decayed cow manure and
silver sand, and a handful of the latter should be placed under the

base of each bulb. For Lilium auratum a lighter soil than the above
sliould be used, and should be composed of two parti good fibrous

peat to one part of loam, with a liberal allowance of silver sand.

When potting these plants, allow about 3 in. from the rim of the

pot for giving them a good top-dressing when the plants emit their

stem roots in spring. Tritonia aurea in pots, in which the bul' s

have become overcrowded, may now be separated and repotted,

using a rich compost and good-sized pots in which to grow
it. Belladonna and Ouernsey Liliia that have flowered in pcti

should now be placed iu light positious. Most of t'le Cape

bulbs will now be in active giowth, aid should be encouraged with

a little closer atmosphere than an .jrdinary greenhouse. A cold

frame should now be devoted to pro-/ecting a few small growing,

choice hardy plants, with a view to obtaining flowers from them a

few weeks earlier thjin from those iu t.ie open air, and they will be

found very useful for indoor and conservatory decoration. The
following are all worth potting for the purpose : Anemones, double
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scarlet and double blue, and A. fulgens, Iiepatica augulosa, Piimula

cortusoides aunvnaoi- Sieboldi and its many varieties, V. dentioiilata,

P. purpurea, P. viscosa nivalis, and thedouble varieties of P. aeaulis,

Myosotis dissititlora and M. niincola, Iris reticulata, Alyssum

saxatile, Iberisoorifolia, Corydalisnobilis, Ccntiana aeaulis, Saxifraga

oppositifolia, S. o. alba, S. o. pyrenaica—the three last are lovely spring

plants, and should be grown iu quantity both outside and indoors

in every garden. To tlie above early llowering kinds many others

might be added that flower at a somewhat later date, and would
make a creditalde display of flowers, with the addition of a few Dutch

bulbous plants, throughout the spring mouths.—J. RonERTs.

Flower Garden.
The best season for planting Roses having now arrrivod, no time

should be lost iu properly preparing the soil for their reception. It

must be deeply cultivated and well manured, for few plauts repay

"ood culture better than the Rose, and although much may be done

by raulcliing and wateriug with licjuid manure during the growing

season, there is nothing like good preparation of the soil before

planting in order to ensure good results. It the position is low, good
drainage is absolutely necessary, as where stagnant moisture collects,

the Rose is sure to sufiTer from severe frosts, such as wrought such

damage during the last two winters. As regards soil, Roses will

grow in any soil that is not positively bad, hut they do best in

moderately stiff ground. Therefore, if the natural soil be too light,

a. mixture of still loam and rotten manure will be the best mixture

to apply ; and if very stiff and heavy, road scrapings or any gritty

substance and lighter manure, such as horse manure, will, when
thoroughly incorporated, make a good mixture in wliich to plant.

During the last few j'ears, dwarf plants on their own roots have
become very popular, being much more natural looking than

standards, that are well enough for back rows of borders when
dwarfs and half-standards are planted in front ; but for beds in the

flower garden dwarfs are preferable, and by having them on their

own roots the difBculty as regards suckers that spring up so per-

sistently where Manetti stocks are employed, is avoided, and should

the top growth be killed to the ground, the plant will be sure to

push again from the base as good as before. Now is a good time to

select plants at the nurseries, for if left until spring one only gets what
are left after the best have been picked out, therefore always buy
in early, and if possible plant early before severe frost puts a stop to the

work. Alter planting it will be advisable to mulch the ground to

keep frost out, and if any tender sorts are used a light covering of

dry Fern or litter should be at hand to cover the tops iu very severe

weather. In selecting sorts it should be borne iu mind that the

lovely Roses which one sees at flower shows are not always the best

either for making a display in beds or for filling the cut flower basket.

Sorts that produce medium-sized blooms in quantity for a lengthened

period, and especially such as flower well during the autumn months,

as, for instance, the China varieties, the Noisettes, such as Celine

Forestier, Bourbons, like Souvenir de ilalmaison, and several of the

rich-coloured Hybrid Perpetuals, such as Beauty of Waltham and
(ieneral .Jacqueminot, so lovely in half-expanded form—these are

the kind of Roses we want, and in the most limited collection a bed
of Moss Roses is always appreciated. Where the protection of a

wall, such as the soutli or west front of a dwelling house, can
be afforded, the tender Tea Roses are invaluable, on account of their

delicate colours and perfume. They are most persistent bloomers,

every piece of young growth producing flowers ; they require but
little pruning at any time, and all kinds that are newly planted will

be better left at full length until growth commences in spring, for

if mild weather ensues the lower buds will then remain dormant for

cutting back to when the proper time arrives. Tlie general routine

work will now consist in keeping the grounds as clean ,as possible by
removing fallen leaves from the walks, and clearing beds and borders
of the tops of herbaceous plants as they die down or become
unsightly. Continue to place such protectors as coal ashes or Cocoa
fibre around the roots of any plants of doubtful hardiness. During
the last two severe winters that excellent Palm, Chamcerops humilis,

has stood out entirely unprotected, while Laurustinuses close by
were greatly injured. I would strongly recommend tliis and Aralia
Sieboldi as two of the best subjects for centres of beds wliere hardy
fine-foliaged plants are desired, feeling sure that in mild districts or
when the thermometer does not fall below zero they may safely be
planted out, as we had 20'' of frost many nights last winter. The
general stock of bedding plants now under glass must be kept
cool and rather dry. Do not excite growth, as the less of that tlioy

make before Christmas the stronger will they start when a progres-
sive temperature is applied. All kinds of roots, such as those of

Cannas, Dahlias, Salvia patens, and Gladioli should not be longer
risked in the ground unless well covered. Place them in a dry, airy
shed for a few days after lifting, in order to allow all superfluous
moisture to drain from them, and then store them in boxes filled

with dry soil in a cellar or shed secure from frost. Seeds of Sweet

Peas, Tropa'olums, and other annuals should be got in and dried,
and those already gathered cleaned out wlien tlie weather is unfa-
vourable for outdoor operations.

—

Jame.s Gkhom.

Carnations and Plcotees.—See that all potting off is

finished, as advised at p. 3S.'!. Here they have rooted remarkably
well tliis year, few of them having gone oil'. Those tluit were
put in gentle hotbeds or under close lights to form roots should be
watched, the glasses cleaned from damp and dirt, aiul as soon as it

is perceived that roots are formed admit more air to them, and after

a time remove to tlie general collection. The lights may be removed
from the frames where tlie plants are established whenever the
weather is fiue. Perpetual flowering Carnations ought now to pro-

duce a succession of fiue sweet-scented flowers, but it is necessary
to keep up a night temperature of ISO" to .'lj'. The most useful

varieties fur this purpose are those with self-coloured flowers. The
pure wliite blusli and piulc varieties are tlie best, and none of them
arc so free as Annie Williams, La Belle, and Miss Jollifl'e for flowering
early. The later varieties to produce flowers after Christmas should
also be grown on iu a little heat, and tlio plants must be kept free

from green fly lay fumigating.

Gladioli.

—

VCc have been able to save a large quantity of good
seed from crosses of the very best varieties, and from tliis we can
at least make sure sure of 2000 or 3000 good fl(3wering roots for

1SS2. It is quite a mistake to trust entirely to named varieties, even
if one might be able to say that there was no degeneration of tlie

roots. Those who sowed seeds in the spring, as I recommended at

the time, ought now to shake the plants out of the pots, and detach
tlie small bulbs from the stems, storing tliem away in paper, with
a little dry sand amongst them. If tlie old bulbs were taken up
two weeks ago, they ought now to be quite dry. Separate the small

bulbs, as large as Peas, wliicli cluster round the base of the oUl ones ;

wrap these up the'same as the small seedling bulbs, each variety

being carefully named. Tlie old bulbs may also be safely wrapped
up iu paper and stowed away for convenience in a box or hamper.

Hollyhocks.—Following the instructions for these at p. ."583,

the treneliing of the ground, if it has not yet been done, should be

seen to without any delay, to allow of the ground being well exposed

to the frost. All the plants should now be lifted and potted or

planted in frames. The ground is very wet, and this is very

injurious to them. I have had the roots frozen hard in an outhouse

and in frames for many weeks, but the plants were dry at the roots,

and they were all right at planting time. Clean the seeds that have

been saved in the husks, and put them away for the winter.

Pansies.— See that these are made safe for the winter. I like

to plunge the pots containing the plants in cocoa-nut refuse, as the

roots of the Pansy are of a delicate hair-like nature, and this

material in which they arc plunged prevents the access of frost

to them to a considerable extent at least. Look over the plants

occasionally and remove any mouldy leaves, and see that the young
growths are freed from green fly either by fumigating or dipping iu

soapy water.

Roses.—With the disastrous effects of last wiutor still fresli iu

our minds we ought now to place a mulching of light rotted stable

manure round the roots. These severe winters will try the patience

of those who trust to standards. It is quite certain th.at Roses on

their own roots or budded close to the ground are safest, and m.any

persons believe that they are also the prettiest. It is not yet too late

to put in cuttings of Fioses. Take them off the plants with heels,

that is, just under a joint. They may be planted in I'ows 2 ft. apart

in rich soil, and 1 ft. between each cutting in the rows. Tea Roses

do very poorly in cold districts out-of-doors ; it is much safer to

lift them carefully and plant under glass. But to grow Tea Roses

to perfection in the autumn months, they should also be bloomcil iu

pots ; they require a liglit airy house, and to be placed near the glass,

while in dull cold weatlier I should use the same precautions with

them as I would to keep Crapes in a late Vinery at this season, tliat

is, to warm the pipes by day, and have a circulation of air through

the house whenever it was possible. All Roses intended to flower

in pots next year should now be repotted, using good clayey loam,

with a fourth part of rotten manure, and an 8-in. potful of crushed

bones to each barrow-load of the compost ; a little broken charcoal

with the compost helps to keep the soil sweet.—J. Dougl.vs.

Hardy Fruit.

There is a disposition very often even amongst gai-deners to credit

the spring season with the cause of our fruit failures, especially those

of stone fruits on walls, and though no doubt spring frosts occasion-

ally do a great deal of liarm in this direction, failures are much more

frequent from badly ripened wood and fruit-buds. A more striking

instance confirmatory of the truth of this fact cannot be recorded

than that of last spring, when the weather was generally favourable

during the fruit Ijlossoming season, and many trjes were covered
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with flower, and yet failed to set, simply because of the immature

development of the buds in autumn ; hence the failure of our Peaches,

for some of tlie trees retained their foliage till the middle of January,

and some kinds of Pears kept their foliage nearly as long, the trees

on south and west walls, as might have been expected, being those

that have fruited best. Too much importance cannot, therefore, be

attached to the use of every means by which thorough maturity may
be aided and hastened ; of course, sunshine is the great factor by

means of which fruit buds can only be successfully plumped up, but

it is our duty to see that nothing interferes with tlie free ad.nission

of it to all parts of the trees, by keeping the branches and spurs

thin, and when the growth is too vigorous—aud consequently diffi-

cult tj get well ripsiija—by repressing such growth through cur-

tuhnsnt of the root power, or in other words, root pruumg. The

roots of Peaches an.l Apricots we thus curtail every sesond or thi.-d

year by digging out a trench throughout the entire length of border

at 5 ft. or so from the stem of the trees ; all tlie small rootlets are

carefully preserved, to be redaid in the soil, but the thong-

like libreleis roots are cut right away. The drainage is then examined

as to its effectiveness, and, if necessary, made good, after which

the trench is filled in with the same soil, and then the old mulching

and loose top soil are removed till all the surface roots are bared,

and a top-dressing applied of maiden loam, wood ashes, and a small

proportion of bone manure. This is well compressed together, and

a mulching of stable litter is put on at once. We are now busy with

such work, October and November being the best time for such

operations. In the light soil of this district Apples, Pears, and

Plums fruit freely enough without having recourse to root-pruning,

except at very rare intervals, but when it has been necessary I

have never known it to fail as regards having the desired effect.

The fruit trees we have that are grafted on dwarf stocks—such as

Apples on the Paradise, Pears on the Quince, and Cherries on the

Mahaleb—we have never had occasion to root-prune more than

once, about the third year after planting, aud yet they bear profusely.

For small gardens, or for boundaiy trees round the vegetable

quarters in the kitchen garden, I strongly advocate the planting of

fruit trees that are grafted on these stocks. It is generally supposed

that Apples and Pears on Paradise and Quince stocks are only suited

for planting on strong or stiff soils. I do not question their adapta-

bility, and perhaps preference, for suoli soils, but I have also proved

that they suoceedsplendidly on lightsandy soils, and I wouldreeommend
those in doubt to test the matter for themselves. The advantages are

that little or no pruning is necessary, the trees take up but little

space, a great variety of sorts can therefore be grown, and they al-

ways fruit well. \Vheuever the weather is favourable, push on with

the planting of .all kinds of fruit trees, even bush fruits are best

transplanted in .autumn. Gooseberries and Curr.ants enjoy deep and

higlily enriched ground ; the stems should be freed from all eyes or

buds likely to develop into suckers that would not only mar the .ap-

pearance of the trees, but to some extent detract from the vigour of

the priucip.al parts. Raspberries delight in moisture, if not stagnant

;

a heavy well-drained soil is what they like. In such a soil they will

continue to bear freely for years without removal, but in poor soils

the plantation should be removed once in three or four years, and be

given a liberal dressing of manure every winter in addition to the

summer mulching, which is indispensable in order to keep them in

any way vigorous during hot, dry weather. Apples and Pears will

now have got well inured to the temperature of the fruit room ;

'•sweating" will therefore be over, and reduced ventilation will ba

desirable. If the ventilators be opened for an hour .at mid-day that

will be .ample, but even that should only be done when the air is dry

and the outside temper.ature above 45°.—W. W.

Plant Gro'wlng around Shefl&eld.—Sheffield is black, but

it is not needful to paint it blacker than it is, more especially from a

horticultural poiut of view. Wlien the town recalled to your cor-

respondent Mr. Doughas's mind the lines in Coleridge's "Ancient
Mariner," he must have seen it when the factories were getting up
steam, but it is not always like th.at, nor is the soil " that would be

obtained close to Sheffield too impure to be used for pot plants of

any kind," and gardeners about Sheffield who read such a statement

will be not a little amused by it. There is not a pasture or fallow

field near Sheffield from which I would not use the soil for any and all

purposes for which it was natur.ally suited. One of the most
productive farms rouud here is nearly wedged into the town of

ShefHeld at its worst part, aud in the very centre of the manufactur-

ing parts there are gardens, and two or three years ago one of these,

nearly opposite the gasometers, was a gem in its w.ay, and attracted

the notice of travellei's by the M.anchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire

Railw.ay. It was but a narrow strip, and down each side of the

walk the owner or occupier kept a dispLay, by means of h,ardy plants,

princip.ally from spring till autumn that would have done credit to

any g.ardener, who, in this case, was a Slieffield workman. WTien
Mv. Douglas visited Mr. Ben. Simonite's he passed close by this

garden, within a few yards, when at its best. I apprehend th.at there
is not much difference in out and indoor plants in their ability to
thriv3 in a b.ad soil, .and where the one thrives the other will. Shef-

field is not like some other manufacturing towns. Its factories emit
soot chiefly, which is injurious to trees upon the foliage of which it

happens to be deposited constantly, but I do not think it does the
least harm to the soil. We are nine miles from Sheffield here, but
still among the forges, pits, and ironworks, &c., and the blacks are

deposited so freely at times that you could skim them off the ponds
with a saucer, .and everything in the way of evergreens is blackened,
but we suffer no injury from the use of the sod, nor have we ever
heard of a complaint to that effect. The very sheep in the fields are

as bhack as niggers, but the pasture is good, and does not affect the
herbage in any way. The extensive nurseries of Messrs. Fisher,

Son, and Sibray are almost within the smoke-pall of Sheffield itself,

but it would be difficult to find a healthier young stock anywhere of

all things usually grown in nurseries.

—

-J. S. W.

ANS¥EES TO OOERESPOroEKTS.

Walls Impregnated with Sea-salt.-" South Italy's" enquiry (p. 318>
ai to tlie cuvi uf damp walls impregnated with sea-salt can be satitifactorily met
liy adopting' the following remedy, recommended to lue some time sinee by a
friend, who had tried it with perfect success: Strip off all the plaster from the
inside walls, fasten to them wooden battens, on which hang a covering of ordi-

nary blue roofmg-slates. Use galvanised nails, and make the j jints of the slates

wiiter-t:ght with white-lead or putty. The battens should be "rabbeted" by
having a narrower spline nailed to it, on which should be stretched a covering of
common canvas. See that an air-brick is put in here aud there, both at the top
and bottom of the walls, communicating with the open air, in order to ventilate

the space between the slates and the wall. As soou as the canvas is fixed over
the slates put on the paper, and no damp will ever psnetrate afterwards. I have
tried this i>lan with two of my rooms with admirable success.—C. F.

Abronla fragrans.—I have a vi::corous plant of this beautiful species raised
from seeds sent me from Colorado. It is at present in a pot in a cool greenhouse.
Can you advise me upon its future treatment ? [You had better kept the plant
under the present condition, but it should be kept rather dry. Ab^ut next May
plant it in the open border, choosing a sunny position with a light, well-drained
soil.—0.]
Hollow-stalked Celery.— -B. .4.—M''e have always found that hollow stalks

in Celery is a peculiarity of strain, aud not of culture. Any good kind will not
show that undesiralde feature, but only coarse common sorts such as are quite
imworthy of culture. One of the very best white kinds is the Incomparable
Dwarf White, always very firm and solid, and Williams' Matchless is a solid taller

kind. Of red Celeries the Leicester Red is a first-rate sort, very firm, solid, and
crisp, and perhaps the tinest of the coloured kinds is the Sulham Prize, in colour
pink, and very firm and solid.—A.
Clayey Soil.—My garden is a very stiff and clayey piece of ground, aud I have

been advised to put some liraeon it this autumn. I iutend, however, planting
some Daffodils, Crocuses, and other bulbs, and wish to know whether the lime
would be likely to injure them. I should also like to ask how the lime should be
applied.—G. C. [Lime will be of little benefit in rendering your ground light and
workable. If you can get a lot of old mortar and I>rick rubbish, road scrapuigs,

or ashes, and well dig them iuto the soil, you will do some good. The lime may,
of course, be used in addition if desired.]

Pollarding" Evergreen Oaks.— I have an evergreen Oak in good healtli,

about 30 ft. high, circumference of trunk nearly 5 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground-
As it has become too large for its position, it is desirable to cut off the branches
about two-thirds of their length. Would it be safe to do this? and, if so, when
is the best time?—Q. [Do it in January or February ; it will be perfectly safe, but
it is to be legretted that such an operation is needful.-D.]
Coping' for Walls.— ir. G.—The best is always the cheapest, and there is

nothing so good as York stone. Cheap copings give under the action of the
weath/r, and the wall becomes damp and decays. Fruit trees never thrive well

on a d-imp wall. Some of our walls here were coped with brick, but we have
substituted stone.—E. H.
R amoving Rose Trees.-C. TT.—Rose trees should remain until the end

of this mjuth before being transplanted. The wood is now maturing, and if the

leaves have dropped the plants will be then in an excellent condition for removaL
—D.

West African 'Flower.—Old Subscriber.—We can form no idea of the
plant you mein from such a description, but probably we could name it if yo;i

could send us a drawing or a dried specimen, with flowers, foliage, and, if

possible, fruits.

Freucli Cloches.—Will you kindly inform me where the French cloches are

tobe prccured in England?-H. R. [Messrs. Breffit & Co., 83, Upper Thames
Street, E.C., supply them ]

Mildew in Frames.— -4. F. D.—Keep the frames well aired on all fine

days, and dust the plants with sulphur where mildew occurs.—G.
Books —-F.—Such a work sa that you require is in contemplation. In the

meautiiiu- we would recommend you to get Hobday's "Cottage Gardening."

Names of Fruits.-B. F.—\. Pear, Beurr6 de Ranee. Apples— -2, appeir^

to he Cox's Orange Pippin; 3, Loddiugton Seedling or Stone's Apple; 5, Cellini;

0, Cox's Pomona ; the other we cannot name, it being apparently a local sort.

Jt L. iTc—Apples—1, Lancashire FiUbasket ; 2, Nelson Codliu; 3, Cox's

Pomona ; 5, Atfriston ; 7, Court Pendu Plat. Pear—9. Soldat Laboureur.

Names of Plants.—-D.—Both Ferns are Asplenium lanceolatnm. A. K.
— A Heciesof Inula, but cannot name without perfect flowers and seeds.

Ji\ //.—Smilax mauritauicus. J. .fiT.—Lycium barbarum.

Questions.
Smoke-consuming Fire-places.— Will any one kindly inform me where

the smok;.'-c(in5umiug fire-place? recommended by Drs. Alfred Carpenter and
Little are to be seen?—LONDON Foa.

Failure of Currant Crop.—Can any one inform me the cause of Black

Currants "buttoning" instead of fruiting, as a crop has been a failure with

me for several years past, and I cannot understand the cause?—W. H.
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" This is nn art

Whlcli does menil Nat>ire : cliaiise it ratlier : but
The Art itselk is Hatvrs."—Shakespeare.

[XOTIt'E.— Tl'ith the view uf muhiiiii this Jtninial ymtre avrex-

sible to alt classes interested in the subject uf which it treats, its

price will henceforward be Fourpence per Week, the same price as

before the addition of the coloured plates. It will at the.9ame time

be increased in size, and will, nt usualfor years p(V<t, contain every

veeh a faithfully-executed Coloured Plate if some beautiful new or

rare Flower of I'aluefor our Gardens. It is proposed to malce it the

viost trustworthy Mayazine fiyuriny plants in colour that is now
published and a hiyh-class journal in one, at a price within the

reach of all. As such, it is believed it will meet the support of

all interested in Gardens or the Art of Gardeniny.}

SIR TKEVOR LAWRENCE'S ORCHIDS.
Ix the ffarJeu at Biirford Lodge, pk-asaiifl.v nestled at the foot of

Box Hill, .Sir Trevor Lawrf iice has gathered together a collection

of Orchids, which in point of numbers and variety of kinds

represented, together with the great size and health of the plants,

is probably not surpassed, if even equalled, by any in Europe.
Himself an enthusiastic and expert cultivator. Sir Trevor has,

with the assistance of Mr. Spyers, attained a high state of perfec-

tion in the culture, not only of the commoner and comparatively
easily managed kinds, but also in the treatment of those that are

reputedly ditficult. The chief elements of such exceptional suc-

cess are apparent to every one acquainted with Orchid growingwho
lias seen the collection. Every house has been obviously designed

with a view to meet the pecuhar requirements of each class of

plants which it was intended to cultivate in it. Not only have
the aspect, form, and size, &c., received attention, but the internal

arrangement, a point generally overlooked in plant house con-

struction. Capacious and convenient reservoirs for storing rain

water from the roofs, stages suited to the size of the plants, and the

arrangements for ventilating and shading expeditiously, are all

points which have received full consideration, and it is the com-
bination of all these conditions that has led to such residts.

True, a naturally sheltered position, pure air, and unobstructed
light are everywhere important elements in the successful culture

of Orchids, but failing such assiduous attention as this collection

undoubtedly receives, these advantages would be of little moment.

The Orchid Houses, about a dozen in number, form a com-
pact group readily accessiljle from the dwelling house, as weU as

being easy of access one from the other. Convenient heated
potting sheds adjoin each range—an arrangement which should be
considered in all Orchid houses, as much harm is frequently done
to plants by carrying on potting and other operations in sheds,

the temperature of which is far below that of the house from
which the plants have been removed. The houses are of various
sizes, most of them span-roofed, long, and comparatively narrow
and low for the smaller gi-O'n'ing kinds, and spacious and lofty for

such as Dendrobiums, Sobrahas, Vandas, itc. A circumstance
particidarly noticeable in these houses is the absence of that op-
pressive heat usually felt in Orchid houses ; even the hottest com-
partment seemed comfortable, the heat and the moisture Ijeing

nicely balanced in this and other houses. To effect this, recom-se
is had to hygrometers, which are kept in good working order in

every house, so that at a glance the relative state of the moisture
and temperature of the house can be ascertained, and we may ap-
propriately take this opportunity to recommend all

(Jrchid cultivators, especially beginners, to adopt these simple
instnmients for ascertaining the state of the atmosphere, as it is

far better than the haphazard manner by which it is ordinarily

guessed at. Another and very important consideration in Orchid
hoijses Is the paths, for if these be continually flooded with water
the pleasure derived from the plants is to some extent neutralised.

The plan adopted here is the best that we have seen. The centre
of the pathway is dug out to a depth of about 1 ft. : spanning this

is an iron giviting supported by rows of paving tiles flanking each
side of the path. At all times these paths are dry, and yet water
is being continuallj' thrown upon them for the pui'pose of evapo-

ration. Apropos of evaporation, we noticed that Cocoa-nut fibre

refuse is largely employed as a means of evaporation beneath the

stages, &c., and Mr. Spyers speaks favourably of it for this

purpose. On those stages wliich are solid a layer of line gravel is

used forplacingthe pots upon, and besides being readily cleflused it

has a neat appearance and retains moisture. The greater number
of the stages, however, consist of oidinary trellis-worlc, which
admits of a free circulation of air round the pots.

Orchids in Flower.—The first week in November is cer-

tainly not tlie most favourable season to visit a collection of

Orchids if to see flowers be the oliject ; therefore we were somewhat
surprised to find so many as we did in full bloom. I'assing by the

ordinary kinds which may be seen .at this season in most Orcliid

houses, let us confine our "notes to those kinds rarely seen, or such

as are of exceptional interest. Conspicuous among the latter is

that most beautiful of all autumn-flowering Orchids,^'anda cwriilea.

Here one may see several forms of it differing from each other in

size of flowers, as well as in depth of colour. One plant

bearing a spike of twenty flowers represented by far the finest

variety we have seen. Tlie blossoms measured between S in. and

4 in. indiameter,andtheporcelainblue ground colour wasbeautifully

marked, a network of deep blue veins rendering it highly effectiw,

and a marked contrast to the flowers of a solitary plant witli small

and faintly coloured blooms. A plant with about a dozen breaks

nearly all' hearing a spilce of flowers was one of the most beautiful

sights we had seen among flowers for a loug_ time. In the same

house were grand plants of 'N'. suavis and "N". tricolor several feet

in height ; a^superh variety of the latter named lUissplliana was

finely in flower. The blossoms are larger and the colours? more

pronounced than in the ordinary form. Other rare ^'andas, includ-

ing V. llookeri, V. Cathcarti, and Y. Uenisoni, were equally

\-igorous in growth. For the first time we saw the new

v. lamellata Boxalli in flower, and a very attractive variety

it is, far superior to the tawny tinted flowers of the type, and is,

we consider, very distinct from a garden standpoint. Those who
are acquainted vi-itli ^'. lamellata would hardly consider this form

to be a variety of it, as it not only differs in colour of flowers,

but also in 'habit of growth, and the mode of flowering.

The flowers, which are about 1 in. in diameter, are produced in

pyramidal erect spikes, a dozen or more on a spike. The three

upper sepals are white faintly tipped with purple, the two lower

half white aud half a purplish-chocolate hue, the two colours

distinctly defined and running longitudinally; the lip is white

and furnished with raised corrugations of a bright amethyst tint.

It appears to be free both in growth and flower, each break being

furnished with a flower-spike. Altogether, it is^ a distinct and

desirable variety, well worth adding to any collection.

One of the Cattleya houses, span-roofed with a central path

and side stages, wa's gay with flowering plants; we never

remember seeing C. maxiriia in better condition ; one large plant

had on it upwards of a dozen expanded flowers. As this species

is seldom seen in blossom, we might add that its flowers are nearly

as large as those of C. labiata, of a rosy-Ulac hue, and beautifully

reticulated, with lines of a deeper shade, which make it highly

effective. The finest autimm variety of C. labiata was in full

beauty, and a gorgeous sight it was with its large richly

coloured blossoms. Of Cattleya or Lrclia marginata there was a

splendid variety hearing unusually large flowers with broad sepals

of a deep shade of colour, and a large well formed lip highly

coloured and faintly margined with a conspicuous white margin,

a contrast rarely seen even among Orchids. The near neighbours

of this lovely O'rchid, L. Davana, L. prw-stans, &c., wliich so nearly

resemble each other, that it'is a puzzle to tell where the characters

of one form begin and tliose of the other end, were numerously

represented by large masses growing in the most robust health on

su,spended blocks, a position they evidently enjoyed. Conspicuous

among the plants not in flower in the new Cattleya house, which

is a spacious structure, was the huge specimen of Cattleya gigas,

which was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society last summer, besides immense specimens of C. cri.spa,

amethystoglossa, exoniensis, Trianse, Mossia?, and of Lselias,

L. elegans, purpurata, &c. In another house of a cooler tempera-

ture "thau this were huge masses of L. aneeps and its lovely

varieties Dawsoni alba, &c., all with plump bidhs and healthy

growths. In the same house were fine examples of L. autumnalis

of various sizes all developing flower-spikes which in a month or

so when the flowers expand will form a grand display, an all
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the best varieties of this beautiful winter flowering Orchid are

represented.

Cool Orchids.—Tlie Ifinds requiring cool treatment are very
numerous, and several houses are exclusively devoted to them.
Tlie temperature of these houses is pleasantly cool and moist, " a

capital growing atmosphere," as some express it. As a proof of

this we observed in a shady corner of the Odontoglossum house,
flourisliiug tufts of the Kil'larney and otlier filmy Ferns, with their

pellucid fronds bedewed with dripping moisture. Equally happy
apparently and vigorous in growtli was a plant of the white Lapa-
geria planted out in a bed near tlie Ferns, while its robust
slioots were trained to the roof and back wall. On entering the

Odontoglossum house tlie first plant which attracted attention

was a magnificent variety of O. Alexandra?, one of the finest forms
we have seen, the flowers being large, well formed, and arranged
thickly on a long arching spike. Growing on a block of wood,
suspended near the roof overhead, was the best form of O. Rossi
majus, with unusually large and deeply marked flowei-s, and sus-

pended near it was the charming Sophronitis grandiflora, a variety
of which, coccinea, had flowers nearly S in. across, and of the
most brilliant vermiUon. It evidently delights in the temperature
of this house, for we never have seen healthier plants. The same
remark applies to Epidendrum vitellinum majus, a large specimen,
which bore about a dozen thickly furnished .spikes. Though some
cultivators consider this kind somewhat difiicult to manage
satisfactorily, it appears to flourish uncommonly well here, and
certainly no better Orchid can be grown for yielding an almost
continuous succession of bright orange-scarlet flowers. All the
Odontoglossums and other plants in this house were remarkably
healthy, having plump bulbs and strong breaks. O. coronarium,
one of the grandest of Orchids, had two strong growths proceed-
ing from one bulb, a very uncommon occurrence. Of other
Odontoglossums in flower may be mentioned 0. gloriosum, a pretty
species and a continuous bloomer; O. Uro-Skinneri, a rather rare
kind, with flowers having broad lilac-tinted lips ; and besides
others of less rarity, 0. Londesboroughlanum, a splendid land with
Oncidium-like flowers produced on long, erect spikes. The lip is

large and broad, and of a clear canary yellow, and the sepals
transversely barred with chocolate and "yellow. The singular
creeping habit of groT\'th of this species is peculiarlv adapted for
growing on flat trelhs-like frames, with parallel,' longitudinal
bars, which are much used here in all sizes. One of these trellises,
well-nigh .3 ft. square, was covered with plants of this Odonto-
glossum, and a grand display the whole mass makes when in flower.
The pretty INIexican Barkeria elegans was attractively in flower,
and IS a very pretty autumn Orchid of easy culture in an interme-
diate house. A snug, shady lean-to house is wholly occupied by
a collection of Masdevallias, representing every introduced land.
The plants are, most of them, in huge tufts in "pots, and all look
the image of health and vigour. The only kind in flower of the
cooler section was the ever-flowering M. Veitchi, but among those
requiring warmer treatment, which were in one of the Cattleva
houses, the rare M. Backhousiana and M. Iloutteana were fine'lv
in flower.

Dendrobiums.—These of course form one of the largest sections
of the collection, and as their requirements are so diverse they are
distributed in the various compartment accordingly. Very few kinds
were in flower, the most noteworthy being I), lontjicornu, which has
white flowers somewhat in the way of those of D. iiifundibulum, witli
a shallow shelMike lip corrugated with tawny yellow. D. Rhodo-
stoina was also in flower. It is a charming hyljrid raised by Messrs.
Veitcli between D. Huttoni and D. sanguinolentum, and the progeny
exhiliits striking intermediate characters both in form and coleur of
the flo%yers. The blending of the deep amar.anth tint and the wax-
like whiteness is very effective. D. Huttoni was in flower near it, so
that it could be readily compared. By far the finest form of D,
bigibbum we have yet seen was here in full beauty ; the flowers
measure from 2 in. to 3 in. across with the sepals symmetrically
reflexed, and the whole flower of a uniform ricli amethyst blue. It
was iiamed superbum. D. Goldiei, which is considered distinct
from D. superbieus, is .another splendid introduction from tlie same
locabty as the preceding, /.e., Torres Straits, .and is a fitting com-
panion to it ; it was finely in flower here in the same house as
D. bigibhum. The best of the autumn flowered yellow-blossomed
kinds 13 D. ohrysotis or Hookerianum, as seme call it, its golden flowers
witli beautifully fringed tips being very attractive. Of the Dendrobes
not in flower, we may mention as being particularly noteworthy the
excellent masses of that difficultly managed species D. Falconeri.
Here it is grown in moderate heat attached to suspended blocks,from

which the dense tufts of slender growths depend. The rare littl^

D. Kingianum was represented by a massive panful in the rudes
health growing with the Mexican kinds. We noticed some large

specimens of D. Bcnsoni.T?, Wardianum, uobile, &c., many of which
were being subjected to the ripening process in a light, airy Vinery
adjoining the Orchid houses.

Cypripediums.—These, like the Dendrobes, are numerous,
but they are all, with but few exceptions, grown in one house.
Many kinds were in flower, but few surpassed in attractiveness the
old C. insigne, of which there were some grand specimens in full

flower, as well as of its pretty variety Maulei. Of the ^lite among
Lady's Slippers in flower, the most conspicuous were C. Spiceri-

anum, one of Messrs. Veitch's new introductions, having a pure
white upper sepal and a purple central boss, rendering it peculiarly

attractive. The noble-flowered C. Stonei and the handsome C.

Harrisianum aided in making the houses gay. The pans of the rare

little C. concolor, wliicli beginners hud so difficult to treat success-

fully, were masses of creamy white flowers, and the pure white
kind C. niveum was represented by huge panfuls.

In this house also was Cojlogyne pandurata, with its long, pendu-
lous spikes of greenish flowers with fiddle-shaped lips, furnished with
papilL-e and ridges of jet black, and in an adjoining house the ex-

tremely rare C. Gardneriana was throwing up several spikes of bloom.
The flowers of this species are of transparent whiteness, and ai'e

singularly arranged in two dense rows, very distinct from any other
kind. C. assamica, a new species, though not showy, is an interest-

ing plant with yellowish flowers of moderate size.

The autumn-flowering Onoidiums were, of course, very showy,
especially 0. varicosum, Rogersi, crispum, and Forbesi. One small
plant of 0. Rogersi had from a not very large bulb a spike with
upwards of a hundred fully expanded flowers.

The beautiful family of I'h.ahenopsis is allotted a compartment to

itself, and thriving and healthy most of the plants appear. In fine

flowering condition were P. amabilis, with its large blush-tinted
blossoms, the pretty small-flowered P. rosea, and the exquisite and
rare P. Lo%vi, appropriately called the Bird's Beaked Orchid, on
account of the beak-like appearance of the column of the flower.

Trichosma suavis, one of the rarest as well as one of the sweetest
scented Assamese Orchids, we never met with so fine. One plant

had produced some half-a-dozen spikes of its pretty chocolate-red
and yellow barred blossoms, which emit a delicious odour so powerful,

as to pervade the whole house. In enumerating the Orchids in flower,

we must not omit to mention the glorious panfuls of Pleiones, or
Indian Crocuses as they are popularly called ; P. lageuaria, maculata,
and Wallichiana were the kinds in flower. The Calanthes, too, are

just beginning to flower. A superb variety of C. Veitchi was
already in flower, as well as a few C. vestita and varieties of it. In
a few weeks these Calanthes will form a striking feature, judging by
the spikes the huge bulbs are developing, such bulbs as are rarely

seen for size and solidity. We noticed that they are grown in a rich

loamy compost and treated lilierally in every way. This treatment
is practised with other terrestrial kinds, such, for example, as Cym-
bidium eburneum and Mastersi, of which there are some huge plants ;

the latter, by-the-way, was finely in bloom.
With that difficult-to-man.ige class the Bolleas, Batemannias,

Pescatoreas, Huntleyas, &c., great success is attained in this collec-

tion ; a large number of plants representing all the kinds have a por-

tion of the East Indian house specially devoted to them, and are

shaded by canvas suspended in front of them in the interior of the
houses. The plants are all remarkable specimens, and in vigorous
health, developing strong shoots and growths, which indicate that
their requirements are satisfactorily met.
Pitcher Plants.—We mention these in connection with the

Orchids on account of their being grown in the Orchid houses very
successfully. A choice collection of Nepenthes occupies a portion of

one of the hottest compartments, where they thrive admirably.
We have never seen larger or more numerously produced pitchers of

the rare N. Veitchi than here, and the s.ame remark .applies to N.
sanguinea, also an extremely rare species. N. Stewarti, a new kind,

N. bicalcarata, N. Hooker!, N. Rafllesiana, among others are

represented by excellent examples. In one of the cooler houses is a

collection of Sarracenias, the most remarkable of which were large

plants of the two handsome liybrids S. Stevensi and S. Chelsoni, both
with large and highly-coloured pitchers. S. psittacina, S. Drum-
mondi, S. rubra, S. variolaria, and S. flava were no less remarkable
for the unusual development of their pitchers.

Adjoining the Orchid houses are the stoves, greenhouses,

and fruit houses. In the stoves is a fine collection of the

choicest plants, notably huge specimens of the Flamingo flower

( Anthurium Scherzeriauum), and therare and beautiful Cochliostemon
Jabcohianum as large and well grown as we have yet seen it. The
Fernery is filled with fine specimens, Adiantum farleyense and
gracillimum being especially noteworthy, and another house was
gay with Chrysanthemums. W. G.
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ODOXTOGLOSSUM PHAL/ENOPSIS.

Of all the Miltonia-tlowored species of Odontoglossum tliis seems

to bt> the one most dilticult to cultivate in a satisfactory way-

Tliirtv years a<ro M. .Sclilim discoveivd it in Ecuador, carpetiii<;-

the roclis at an altitude of 1('>0() ft. with tufts of Grassy leaves 1 ft.

or more in diameter, and durinir a part of the yi>ar literally clothed

with its white lavender-hlotched tlowers. Although Ion"; intro-

duced to our gaiilens, it even yet balUes many of those who wish

tD pos,sess it in the state as seen by M. Schlim on tho Ecuadorian

mountains. It has been well grown, however, by several modern
Orchid growers, but by none better than by the late Mr. Thomas
Ilubbersty, when gardener at Bridge Ilall, Bury, Lancashire.

Poor Ilubbersty ! how proud he was of his healthy masses of this

plant, and how nervously delighted he was to show them to any

of his Orchid-loving friends—and tliey were many— who called to

sec his wondrous culture ! One of his specimens bore upwards of

si.xty tiowers, and was a perfect fountain-lilie group of healthy

leaves beautiful to see even when the plants were not in bloom.

Ilubbersty "s opinion of O. Phalsenopsis was that of all Orchids it

Odontoglossum PhalEcnopsis.

was the most sensitive of any exti-emes in temperature or moisture.
Hence, he was careful to obtain a genial mean cUmate for it by
growing it in a cool house during the hot months of summer, and
in removing it to a warm house for the winter. Its love of light
and a free circulation of warm air he secured by suspending his
specimens where possible, or by staging them on inverted pots near
the glass, but not near enough to suffer from any sudden change
in external conditions.

"When well grown, few Orchids rival its delicate beauty of
flower and leaf, and it shoidd be at once added to the collections
of all who as yet do not possess it. If they will take advice, how-
ever, let plants in a good healthy state be obtained if from a nur-
sery, or a fine healthy mass if secured from Mr. Stevens' auction
roonxSjOrthe result may not be in every waysatisfactory. I have had

some little experience, and find that it never pays one to buy tiny
bits of any Orchid ; if a good strong piece is unobtainable it is

better to wait. Odontoglossum Phalasnopsis is not now so verv
expensive, but 1 remember 10 guineas being offered for a plant of

it bearing five tlowers. That was at a timi\ however, when we
were all trying to grow Disa granditlora and tKloutoglossums in a

hot temperature, and tantah.sed them to death by driljbh'ts of

water once a week or so, instead of a fresh, cool apartment and
the douch bath three or four times a week, which tliey now re-

ceive.

Quite recently I saw several fresh and healthy plants of Odon-
toglossum I'halMnopsis at Qunnersburj', not by any means small
bits, and I coidd well wish for a glimpse of them when in blo.s.som.

Small plants succeed best in shallow pans suspended in the
warmest and cosiest part of the Cattleya house, and they grow
well in solid peat and crocks surfaced with Sphagnum. Any-
thing like a shifting compost is fatal to this plant, nor should any
great quantity of Sphagnum be used in surfacing, since it is apt

to hold too much moisture, thus causing rot in the delicate pseudo-

bulbs. F. "\V. B.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

DINNEE-TABLE DECORATIONS.
Who shall decide when gardeners disagree ? I was really not sorry

when your correspondent "N." was the means, by his remarks in

The Garden of Oct. 16, of opening a discussion on " Dinner-tablo

Decorations," for we must all confess there is great need of improve-

ment here. The paper on "Crowding Cut Flowers," by Mr.
Hudson, in the next week's issue, was very much to the point. I

do not suppose that "N." intended to pour contempt on English

gardeners as a body ; they are a class of well educated and enlightened

men as a rule, but I can quite imagine it is possible to be able to

grow flowers with great success and yet be quite a novice in the art

of arranging them. •

To be a proficient in this a man must possess great natural taste :

culture does much to improve taste, but it does not create it. Then,
again, to arrange flowers well he must be a true lover of Nature ; he
must follow his profession con amore, not entirely for the sake of

gain or that his name may be placed high as a prize-taker at flower

shows (I may say en jxtssant that I have often been astonished at the

tasteless rubbish in tho way of decorations, falsely so-called, which
has borne away prizes). Now real floral taste is not so very common.
Many people know what is lovely when they see it, but are quite

unable to strike out a line for themselves and create "a thing of

beauty."
The neglect which many exquisite herbaceous flowers have ex-

perienced at the hands of professional gardeners shows us plainly

that they do not always love beautiful things for their own sake,

but are content to follow the prevailing fashion now that the tide

is setting in in another direction. Many of us are finding out trea-

sures in homely plants which have long bloomed uncared for. To a

large class the poet's words well apply^
In vain through every changeful year
Did Nature lead him as before

;

A Primrose by the river's brim
A yellow Primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more.

HoRTtJLANUS.

Arranging Cut Flowers in Gorse.—What can " E. H.'

be thinking about to recommend this (p. 422) ? Pity the fingers of

the poor ladies or other decorators who have to manipulate the

prickly Furze and arrange the flowers on such harsh and thorny beds

or bases. How these prickles, too, would wound the poor stems,

leaves, or flowers that rested on ihem ! And why choose such ugly

customers while Box, Bay, Portuijal Laurels, Ilexes, Myrtles, and
hosts of other thondess material are grown ready to hand in every

garden in any quantity. We always use Box, and find it smooth,

handy, and most etficient. It is also so graceful and green that

should a soray of it escape into the sphere above occasionally,

it matters ifttle ; but stifl', formal Furze—faugh ! it suggests bkeJing
fingers and crowns of thorns for the delicately beautiful shrinking

flowers.—D. T. Fisii.

Ivy in Rooms.—The use of the common Ivy cannot hi too

strongly recommended as a decoration in our rooms during the

winter season. What we mean is the placing of some graceful

shoots of the common green Ivy in any receptacle with water.

They soon begin to grow in a half-drooping fashion round the vase,

and the delicate young leaves unfolding in the room are charming.
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The late Mr. McNab once advocated thia practice in Thk Garden.
We have lately noticed it in London, the Ivy growing freely.

CocOS Weddelliana.—A correspondent of great experience
in growing indoor plants informs us that this beautiful Palm has
lived well with him for the last twelvemontlis in a room where there

is both gas and a fire, and fornred leaves in the same position.

NOTES OF THE WEEK-

English-grown Pomegranates.—In reference to these

noticed in TiiK Garijen last week (p. 4'2'2), Admiral Houstoun writes

to us as follows from Staplehurst :
" We planted the tree which pro-

duced tlie fruit in question when some G in. high six yeai-s ago. It

is now 1-1 ft. high, growing with great luxuriance, and covering a

south end wall. Its beautiful bright green leaves, backing up the red

blossoms in early summer, is really a pretty sight. The second year
it commenced forming fruit ; this it has done every year since, ten

and twelve of the fruits being the size of a large Peach besides many
small fruits. I believe if the last four summers here had been like

those of 1S6S and 1860 the fruits would have ripened. I cannot
but believe that in Devon and Cornwall or South W.iles ripe fruit

might be obtained. I may add that on another part of the south
wall I had planted a Myrtle, which, not doing well, two years since I

replaced with a Pomegranate, whicli promises to do equally well as

its neighbour. I believe that next year one Pomegranate tree will

be 16 ft. high, the other about S ft. high.

Clerodendron fallax. — As a showy wiuter-flowering

stove plant this has but few rivals, and it possesses the desirable

advantage of flowering in a comparatively small state. The huge
clusters of brilliant deep scarlet flowers terminating the erect stems,
furnished with handsome broad foliage, are higlily attractive, and
produce an efl'ect obtainable only by few other plants. It is appa-
rently much appreciated in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, judging
by the quantity of plants of it grown there. Another kind also in

flower at the same place was C. splendens, likewise a very showy
scarlet-flowered plant. Unlike C. fallax, it has a climbing habit,

therefore not so desirable for general decorative purposes, though
trained to a trellis, or to pillars, or the roof of a house, it produces
when in flower a striking eifect.

Billbergia splendida.—In the large collection of Bromeliace-
ous plants in the Palm house at Kew this beautiful Brazilian variety
is now very showy, several plants being in flower. The blossoms are
produced in erect clusters, which overtop the broad, stiff foliage.

The colour of the wide bracts which surround the flowers is a beau-
tiful rich rosy-crimson, which is highly attractive. It is one of the
handsomest of tliose species which bear their flowers erect. Another
very fine variety is B. Wetherilli, the flowers of which are produced
on slender drooping spikes arising from the centre of the hoUow
crown of foliage. The long bracts on tlie flower-spike in this kind
are also rosy-carmine, but even more brilliantly coloured than those
of the other, and the blossoms moreover are of a bright purple,
creating a peculi.ar, but striking contrast. Such beautiful plants as

these are certainly deserving of general cultivation, more especially

as they are of easy culture, merely requiring the heat and moisture
of an ordinary stove to fullj' develop their growth, when they flower

annually in profusion.

Nerine pudica.—This is a beautiful little bulbous plant, of

easy culture, either in frame or greenhouse, audits value is enhanced
on account of its remaining long in full beauty. The flowers vary
from deep rose to a pure white, and though not large tliey have a
pretty efl'ect, being produced in loose umbels terminating slender,

erect stems. Another pretty kind is N. crispa, the flowers of which
are ratlier smaller than those of the other, but the petals are deli-

cately fringed, which renders it quite distinct and extremely elegant.

Begonia Roezli.—This new species promises to become a
valuable winter flowering plant, judging by the plants of it wliich
we saw the other day in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, at Dorking.
It is somewhat similar in habit of growth to B. nitida, having ample
bold foliage with shining surfaces. The flowers, however, are larger,

whiter, and are produced freely in large loose clusters. It is a
desirable acquisition to the comparatively few winter flowering
plants in cultivation, and no doubt it will soon become better known
and more widely distributed than it is at present.

Temple Chrysanthemums.—With the first week of Novem-
ber comes tlie annual disjjlay of that popular flower, the Chrysan-
themum, though this year the plants appear to be considerably back-
ward in expanding their blooms. In the Inner Temple Gardens Mr.
Newton lias, as usual, a fine display of well-grown plants, repre-
senting all the leading sorts. They are arranged under a temporary
lean-to structure, where the flowers are seen to the best advantage.

Though a week hence will be the best time to see the greater portion
in flower, we may mention a few of the most conspicuous blooms
which are already expanded, as it may assist those who wish to make
a selection of the earliest flowering kinds. The singular Japanese
varieties, James Salter, Brouze Dragon, Cri Kang, and Gloire de
Toulouse are all fully expanded, and rank amongst the best of that
chass. The incurved flowered varieties, as has just been stated, are

somewhat backward. Among tliose expanded the most conspicuous
are Prince Alfred (rosy crimson), Aureum multiflorum (bright yel-

low). Lord Derby (very fine), Gloria Mundi (yellow). Gazelle (bright

crimson and yellow), Mrs. G. Rundle, Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey,
MacMahou, and Cassandra (all pure white and very fine sorts).

Bronze .Jardin des Plantes, Progne (amaranth), Mrs. Dixon (yellow),

'S'esta, Prince of Wales, Bouquet Fait, &c.

Ixora Fraseri.—Tnough the varieties of I. crocata have now
become so numerous, that, as a rule, but little dilTerenees can be dis-

cerned amongst them, I. Fraseri, raised some time ago at the Lea
Bridge Nurseries, may be recognised at a glance, in consequence of

the peculiar soft orange-scarlet hue of the flowers and the huge
trusses of bloom wliich it bears. Even in quite a small state it is

remarkably floriferous, aud, being a free grower, it soon makes a good-

sized plant. One of the plant stoves in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden
is just now enlivened by its attractive flowers, which have been
produced in continuous succession for some time past.

Begonia foliosa.—This elegant species is a charming object

when grown in suspended baskets, as it is in the Begonia house at

Kew. As the branches are flat, broad, and tliickly furnished with
small shining green leaves, and the plant, moreover, has a graceful

and arching habit, it is specially suitable for this system of culture.

The flowers are small, white, and transparent, and, being borne
plentifully at the tips of tlie branohlets render the plant very eff'eo-

tive. This Begonia house is remarkably attractive just now on account
of the number of plants in flower, one of the most conspicuous being

a large specimen planted out of the pink-flowered B. natalensis,

which is literally loaded with blossoms.

Yearling Cyclamens.—We have the pleasure to send for your
inspection half-a-dozen plants of our improved strain of Cyclamen
persicum. AVe feel sure you will be pleased with the size and form
of the flowers and notice the shading of the leaves. Our object in

calling attention to this strain is to show what can be done in twelve

short months from one packet of seed. Each of the plants sent is

raised from seed sown on the 20th of October last year ; and the

batch of seedlings, numbering some thousands, now in our houses,

and of which these are a fair sample, is perfectly true to character,

and every plant is set with fifty to a hundred blooms.

—

Suttox &
Suns, Reading. [The plants sent by Messrs. Sutton measured from
10 in. to 1 ft. in di.ameter, ample and handsome in foliage, aud well

furnished with sturdy blooms. That such fine plants may be raised

from seed in a year must be a useful fact to all having to do with
the embellishment of the greenhouse.]

Ixora crocata multiflora.—Some plants of this are in bloom
at the Botanical (iardens, Birmingham and, grown dwarf as they
are there, they are useful for vases and for table decoration ; as the

name implies, this kind flowers very freely. Ixora Williamsi is also

in bloom, and is quite distinct from other sorts. The bright scarlet

flowers of this are thrown well up above the foliage.—J. S. T.

Dahlia imperialis.—After the beauty of the hardier kinds of

Dahlias is over this noble species opens its flowers if in a congenial

temperature. The specimens of it in the Palm house at Kew, though
not so fine this year as usual, are, however, very welcome at thia

duUseason. The lovely large, mauve-tinted flowers, combined witli the

ample handsome foliage, render the plant highly attractive, and it is

somewhat to be regretted that a plant possessing such beauty should

be so gigantic in stature as to prevent it from being grown except
in lofty houses. Perh.aps by judiciously hybridising it with some of

the dwarfer and early-flowering kinds, which have lately become
such general favourites, a form could be obtained which would admit
of its being grown and flowered in the open air, and still retain its

characteristic beauty and gi-aoe.

International Horticultural Exhibition at Man-
chester.—Next year, lieing the fiftieth anniversary of the opening
of the Royal Botanical ( Jardens, Old Tratt'ord, the council of the

society have resolved to hold an international exhibition on a scale

sufliciently comprehensive to attract exhibitors and visitors from
all parts of the country. The leading British horticulturists have .

promised their aid iu promoting the success of the show, and a

number of Continental growers have also intimated their intention

to exhibit.

Urceolina pendula.—This very pretty bulbous plant is now in

bloom in the Birmingham Botanic Gardens, and the curator, Mr.
Latham, tells me that it does well iu an intermediate house or warm
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greenhouse. Whei-e there are several bulbs in a pot it has a pretty-

effect. The flowers are bright yellow, produced on a spike from
6 in. to S in. high, .ind each umbel consists of from seven to ten

blooms, which are pendulous, .as the name implies.—.1. S. 'I'.

Agavo attenuata.—Of this rare succulentplant a rcm.ark.ibly

fine specimen in the I'alm house at Kew is just now throwing up a

gigiintio flower-stera, which in a few weeks will be fully deve-

loped. The plant is a very old one, and has a naked stem
measurins from tlie base to the leaves some ft. Tlie foliage is

remarkable on account of its unusually glaucous surfaces, a cir-

cumstance which gives the plant quite a distinct appearance. Near
it is a huge specimen of A. Hookeri, which is not so distinct as

A. attenuata.

Dipladenia boliviensis.—The Hon. W. 0. Stanley sends

us from I'enrhos a pliotograpli of the llorifcrous little plant of this

species, of which a description recently appeared in The Garden.
The plant was struck from a twig last November, and on one occasion

there were eight blooms upon it open at one time, although it is very
dwarf, and confined to one little stem.

Marica Northiana.—Of this interesting tropical Iridaceous
plant we saw tine flowering specimens the other day in Sir Trevor
L.awrcnce's garden at Burford Bridge, Dorking. Its flowers, which
are about 2 in. across, are composed of some half-a-dozen reflexed

segments, which are creamy-white, transversely barred with chocolate

and blue. They are produced rather numerously on forked flower-

stems arising from the Iris-like foliage. As a winter flowering stove
plant it is very desirable, and (juite distinct in appearance from
ordinary plants.

The Prophet Ploiwer (Arnebia echioides).—It is worthy of

remark that tiie only hardy plant in flower at Kew at the present time
in a presentable condition is this beautiful plant (Plate CCXLYII.,
p. "201), and this is the more remarkable, as it has produced a con-
tinuous succession of flowers throughout the summer and autumn.
The plant on the rockery at Kew is evidently quite at home,
though it has no special culture. It has occupied its present posi-

tion for some years, and nothing wliatever has been done to it

during tii.at time, and yet it is unusually vigorous, and spreads into

a larger tuft each season.

Chubb's Cocoa Fibre Refuse.—Messrs. Chubb, of West-
ferry Road, Milwall, submittoour noticea good sampleof Cocoa fibre.

It is claimed that it differs from that of other makers, because it is

passed througli a rotary screen ; in fact, is double screened by a
patent process. The flaky pieces of fibre are thus prevented from
mixing with the refuse, resulting in much cleaner fibre free from
foreign intermixture.

TH E ROSE GARDEN.
E S E STOCKS.

Brier Hunting.
NoTwiTHsT.iSDiXG all that has been recently written in favour of
Roses on their own roots, and the facility, as was shown in a recent
number of The Gaedex, with which Rose cuttings may be converted
into Rose plants, it will doubtless be many a long day before the
Rosarian can dispense with stocks. The fact is, the demand for
Roses is so insatiable, and the supply has been so seriously cut down
by the cruel .and killing severities of recent winters, that Roses must
be multiplied and increased by every means in our power. Among these
the wild or seedling Brier will prove one of the most important for
years to come. Hence, as soon as the glory of the autumnal tints
fade into sober grey, and the fat pheasant can no longer find shelter
in the green or golden screens of leaves, the stock hunter should be
on the alert in search of his nut-brown treasure. The latter phrase
is by no means an idle flourish, as we shall presently show, and there
is far more sonnection between pheasants and Rose stocks than many
suppose. The pheasants all too frequently bar the way of the stock
hunter alike in private domains and on the semi-wild lands on which
Briers often abound. The stockmen are seldom or never poachers,
but no man is above the suspicion of shrewd velveteeen until the
covers are shot through once. Thus, though it might often be best
for the stocks to have them collected in October, the safety of the
pheasants mostly forbid their being secured or planted till November
or even later. Every day that passes after November 1 is so much
the worse for the stocks. From the middle of October to the middle
of November is the most favourable time for stock hunting. Those
who prize good stocks should somehow contrive to have the first pull
at the hedgerows. It is sorrowful work to be compelled to put up
with the rejected leavings of others. True, a Brier is a Brier, but
it is by no means every Brier, with a stature of 2 ft. upwards, that

13 fit to form a Rose stock ; and there is, perhaps, as much art
needed in Brier-hunting as in deer-stalking. The place for Brier-
hunting is luanlly of secondary moment to the time, and just .as the
latter is largely re.gul.ated by the Came (Question, so the former has
been well-nigh spoilt by the modern improvements in .agriculture.
Those enormously wide hedgerows and constantly recurring waste
corners .and pl.aces—that distinguished our ancient .agriculture, and
added such wild picturesqueness to our farms and fields—were the
genial homes .and nurseries of tens of thousands of Rose stocks,
in fact or in embryo. Tlie demand for more and better Corn anil
Mangold and other roots has sacrificed R,ose stocks by the million,
and the queen of beauty, in fact, h.as been sacrificed to the stern god
of utility. One longs to linger amid the hedgerows— 10, 12, or 20
yards wide—on these November d.ays and dig up stocks by tlie cart-
load ; but no, there are fewer and fewer battues possible to the
stock hunter year by year. He must travel hard and walk far who
would find good stocks this late autumntido or winter, for the
hedgerows are growing narrower and tlie hedges lower, and all the
wastes are being cultivated, though we read of and see occasionally
a deserted farm, and long to seed or plant it with Briers for Rose
stocks. The best place to hunt for stocks is still the hedgerows or
open spaces ; the very worst pLaces the crowded, shady woods. C)f

course, those who raise them from seeds, of which we are not now
writing, will turn to their own nursery rows or seed-beds and line out
their plants for budding next year ; and doubtless these will finally

abolish the really exciting sport of stock-hunting in hedgerows,
waste places, coppice, or wood. For the present, however, these
and other likely places should be carefully scoured for the best stocks
that can be found.

Selecting Stocks.
This is not quite so easy as it seems. A certain size, height, and

form are desirable ; from h in. to 1 in. in diameter is a good size.

The height is generally considerable in a wild state, but only
those should be chosen that will afford from 2 ft. to 5 ft. of fair-

sized, well-ripened wood. The form should be straight as near as
can be ; crooked stocks will work and carry buds as well .as straight
ones, but then they offend the eye, and few sights in the garden
are more intolerable than Roses mounted on stocks crooked as a
dog's hind leg. Do not collect crooked Briers, but cut them over
level with the ground, and the chances are that from their roots
there will spring forth some of the finest stocks for next year.
But the most vital test of quality is colour ; hence the phrase
nut-brown already used. Few or no stocks will be found the
colour of a filbert, but those that approach nearest to this colour
are the finest stocks. So much are brownish-barked stocks superior
to all others, that where they aViound no green stocks should be used
for budding. It is not only that the brown stocks work easiest and
take the readiest, but they jirove by far the most healthy and dur-
able. Green stocks out of a shady coppice or thicket are hardly
worth collecting ; the majority of them succumb to the frosts of the
first winter, and very few green stocks ever become healthy and
permanent plants. The more roots that can be obtained witli the
stocks the better. But even this last point is really less vit.al than
the colour of the bark ; and of the two a brown Brier, straight, well-
ripened, in good growing condition, with few or almost no roots, is

to be preferred to a green-barked Brier with any number of roots.

Treatment on Transit.

This is a very important matter. Perhaps more stocks are crippled

and finally destroyed through their barbarous treatment in taking
up and in the interval between replanting than through any otlier

means. The writer has seen a great heap of 500 or 1000 stocks jjiled

up on the outskirts of a wood, like a small load of faggots, with
the roots outwards during a searching north-east wind and a biting

frost. On another occasion he was accosted in Berkshire by stock

hunters, who offered Briers at the temptingly low jirice of 4s. Od.

per 100. On going to look at them he found a light cart piled up
with stocks, roots outwards, as in the heap already referred to. On
remonstrating against such treatment, the answer was the same in

each case—that the roots were no matter as long as the tops were
taken care of. Few, perhaps, would go to this extreme, but many
hundreds of stocks have been frozen so nearly to death, that all

future health and strength had been chilled out of them by their

being simply carried home on the stock hunter's back thi'ough

miles of freezing air. On the contrary, each dozen or score of

Briers should be laid in by the heels in a sheltered place as soon
as selected. .Soon after midday a cart or other conveyance should
follow the hunter to carry his spoils home, and every stock should
be planted in the budding ground or its permanent flowering quarters

before night. In cases where the stocks have to be conveyed to

a distance, the roots should be carefully protected by damp litter

or Moss, so as to shelter them alike from cold and drought. If

carried home by men, it is easy to wrap the roots round with a few
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thicknesses of matting to protect them from the weather. On no
account should the Briers be left on tlie surface of the gi'ound, nor

liave their roots nor the parts that were previously buried exposed

to tlie light and air. Even tlie buried bark of IJriors is tender and
easily injured by exijosure to the frost. It need hardly be added that

the stems and heads of Kosc stocks arc sulHcicntly hardy to need no
protection whatever.

Trimming of Stocks.
This needs a good deal of judgment and skiU. The rough and

ready way in which it is often done is enough to make the blood

of the Rosarian run cold. A block and billhook is the simple
machinery too often employed. The stock is seized hold of in the

middle, and roots and top laid across the block. A double stroI;e

with the billhook, one on the roots and the other on the tops, and
presto ! it is dressed ;

yes, and also terribly wounded by the con-

cussion of the .stroke. The bill should be dispensed with and a
sharp knife and small saw only used. Even the strong secateur so

often used for Brier trimming leaves severe bruises on the bark or

wood, of roots, and tops. There is nothing like a sharp knife in the
hands of skill for the trimming of Rose stocks and cutting and
pruning of all sorts whatsoever. This cuts clean, and leaves neither
bruises nor blemishes behind. Besides, Briers do not only need be-

heading and root shortening, but a good deal of careful pruning
that nothing but a knife can do properly. Every incipient sucker,

itc, should be carefully removed. A sharp saw is also useful at
times to remove root or stem snaggs and to cut through thick stems.
The whole process should be completed under cover or in a sheltered
jJaoe in the open air, and got through as soon as possible. Imme-
diately the stocks are dressed they should be planted. No practice
can be worse or more likely to invite failure than the laying of stocks
in by the heels for weeks or even a month before planting. They
are not unfrequently left in this transition state till new roots are
formed. These fresh roots must needs suffer or be destroyed in the
final planting, to the serious injury of the stocks, for not only is

vital force wasted that cannot be replaced, but the Briers will be
in less haste to make roots a second time than the first. In fact,

not a few of them will make no more or perish in the effort of

making them.
Planting.

This cannot take place too soon after collection. All the pro-
cesses above described should merely proceed and be completed
in the final planting of the stocks. There ought, in fact, to
be neither rest nor interregnum between the hunting and the
planting. Having thus disposed of the time to plant, tlie only two
points remaining are the places and manner of planting Briers.
Tlie place should be open, sheltered, warm, dry : the soil rich and
light rather than heavy, that is, inclining to friable loam more than
to adhesive clay. Briers enjoy shelter, but abhor shade. Our cli-

mate is seldom too warm for them. Unless Rosarians have been
Brier hunting tliey can scarcely form any idea of the warmth of

the sunny banks and southern knolls on which the finest Briers
grow. Stagnant water means disease and a dwindling death to the
Briers. These facts suggest tlie sort of places in which Briers for bud-
ding should be planted. No weedy wilderness, no waste place, no
poverty-stricken, out-of-the-way corner will grow good Briers, and
as to the soil, clay has had its day and been found out. It has little

more connection witli good Roses than Tenterden steeple has with
Goodwin Sands. Good Briers are seldom found on clay, or even
very stiff loam ; and in the garden, with cultivated Roses on their
heads, they will simply have uotliing to do with it if they can
avoid or get away from it. Fortunately for Rosarians, Briers are
not fastidious about soil, but good staying fibrous loam, enriched
with farmyard or cow manure, forms the best possible soil for Briers.
Strange as it may seem, while all Rose growers have found out the
absolute necessity of feeding their Roses, not a few still continue to
starve their Briers. There cannot be a greater mistake. If any
difference is made the Briers should have the richer root-runs, for
are they not the foundation of our Roses ? and does not every builder
make his foundation wider, stronger tlian tlie house he builds on it?
So important is good rich quarters for Briers, and so essential to the
rapid finishing and permanent success of Roses is semi-permanency
of occupation, that the better method is to plant Briers at once
where they are to remain. Budding quarters in private gardens
are probably a huge mistake. Disturb Briers a few months after
the buds have taken, not a few of them are enfeebled or crippled for
life. This is easily accounted for : the Roses on their crowns lack
the growing force and consequently the root-producing power of
the native Brier. The latter has already been enfeebled by removal.
The head has not had time to re-act on the roots. In this state of
abnormal weakness the few roots are again ruptured or destroyed,
and the Rose often languishes and dies in consequence. By planting
Briers at once in their blooming quarters, all the risks arising from
the second disturbance are avoided, and the Brier is more speedily

developed into a Rose. But it is not always practicable to plant
Briers in their permanent blooming quarters ; hence the importance
of looking out such good, ricli, suitable Brier grounds as have been
indicated. I'laut the Briers in double rows 1ft. apart quincunx fashion,

from 6 in. to 9 in. or 1 ft. from plant to plant, leaving intervals of

4 ft. or .^> ft. between eacli double row. This arrangement is far

more convenient for budding and supporting the Briers or young
shoots firmly than the usual method of single rows '2i ft. or 3 ft.

asunder. It is also more provident of space. In planting, see that

the roots are carefully spread out and covered to a depth of about
3 in., and that the stems are made firm round the collars. There
are few better methods than treading them in carefullj' with the

foot. As to the depth to plant or bury the stems, that should be
regulated very much by the depth to which they had been previously

buried. It is injurious, not to say dangerous, either to bury the
collar of tlie Brier much deeper than it was before, or to have any
part exposed to the air that ^vas formerly covered witli earth. From
3 in. to 6 in. m.ay be accepted as the two extremes of shallowness
and depth of planting Briers. Many are tempted to plant them deeper
to keep them upright, and to stay them against wind and weather, but
this proves injurious in other ways.

After Treatment of Briers.

To do them justice, newly-planted Briers should be top-dressed

with litter or m.anure, for the double purpose of keeprng the roots

moderately warm and genially moist. Thousands of newly-planted
Briers are killed by sheer cold. In a state of Nature the roots are

never severely frozen. Dead leaves. Grass, Moss, weeds, the over-

hanging of Brier and other shoots keep the roots snugly frost-proof.

Planted in the open ground in our bedding places, how much colder

the roots must be unless we cover the surface with cold-resist-

ing, feeding substances. The mulching is equally useful to conserve

moisture, a constant, though moderate, supply of which is essential to

the well-doing of Briers and R,oses alike. Finally, the Briers should
be staked or made firm to a rail or some other support at once. The
Roses demand this for their safety soon after budding. Immobility
is equally essential to the rapid rooting and well-doing of Rose stocks,

and time will be saved as well as higher results reached by rendering

each stock immovable at once. The best means of doing this may
be left to the ingenuity of the Rose grower, but it cannot be done
too soon for the well-being of the stocks and the safety of the Roses
after budding.

To those who have thought seriously of discarding the common
Brier this article on stocks will seem preposterously long ; but
the Rose grower and exhibitor who fondly looks to his maiden and
other Briers for all his finest blooms, and has never yet turned to

them in vain, will doubtless find a good deal of pleasure, and it is

to be hoped some profit, in this paper on Brier-hunting, Selecting,

Treatment on Transit, Trimming, Planting, and After Treatment.
D. T. Fish.

Storing Caladiums.— " Cambrian " says (p. 430) the roots of

these may be stored away in dry sand. Now, I think keeping
them dry is a great mistake. Is it natural for them to be kept so?
We all know what the treatment of Cyclamens used to be, and what
it is now. The Caladiums are water-loving subjects, and yet " Cam-
brian " recommends us to shrivel them up. But take my advice :

keep their roots wet, but keep them in a hothouse. In spring they
will turn out plump if kept wet, and you will not lose one per cent.

against twenty per cent, if kept dry. Let "Cambrian" try a few
on my plan ; or let him go to the Pine-apple Nursery and see how
Mr. O'Brien, who is not a bad Caladium grower, stores them there.

—

John Clews, Head/or/, Kells.

Peebles Leek Club.—The thirty-fourth competition and
exhibition of this club was held at Peebles the other day. The
heaviest six Leeks were shown by Mr. M'Cormick, Hay Lodge, Pee-
bles. Last year Mr. M'Cormick occupied the same position ; but
while his half-dozen only weighed 13 lb. lOA oz. tlien, his weight on
this occasion was 16 lb. oz. Mr. M'Cormick also came in first for
the heaviest one Leek, which weighed 3 lb. 12i oz., the same prize
having fallen to him last year with a Leek which weighed 3 lb. 2 oz.

Mr. M'Cormick also showed six Onions which weighed 8 lb. 6 oz.

Mr. Robertson's weighed 7 lb. 4 oz. The first place for the one
heaviest late Cabbage was gained by Mr. George Brown, Merlindale,
the weight being 22 lb. 8 oz. Taken as a whole, the quality of the
exhibits was very superior to that of last year, and was decidedly
above the average. Great pains are taken in the case of Leek cul-

ture, sowing and planting out early, and manuring, the latter being
the chief point.

Mr. Meston', so well known in connection with the formation
of many of our public and other gardens, has just completed
several routes of tramways for Cambridge. They were opened for

traffic last week.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,

MONSTERA DELICIOSA.

A MORE noble plant than Monstora deliciosn, nr Tornelia fragrans

83 some call it, we could uot name, either for tlie stove, green-
house, or the sub-tropieal garden in summer. Apart from its

stately aspect, it bears large succulent fruits possessing a luscious

I'ine-apple tlavour.
The reason why this

fruit is not more ap-
preciated is on account
of its being invested

in an outer layer, con-
sisting of short, stiff

hairs, similar to those

fovmd in Kose hips,

but this can be wholly
removed if the fruit is

perfectly ripe, leaving
the succulent part of

the fruit entue. In
some large gardens it

is, like the Banana,
grown specially for its

fruits, and is considered
a choice addition to the
dessert. Though the

gigantic stature of this

noble Aroid, such as

it assumes m its native
habitat (the forests of

Mexico), can only be
seen in spacious hot-

houses, as, for exam-
ple, in those at Kew,
which are devoted ex-
clusively to tropical

Aroids, still it may
grow to perfection in

small houses provided
there is sufficient heat
and moisture. It is

never, however, seen
to thorough advantage
unless it is so placed
that the roots have
free access to water
in a similar manner
to that suggested by
the annexed engraving,
which represents a

fully developed speci-

men bearing fruits.

It delights in places
where it can cling to

a moist wall, or twine
its pliant branches
round the stem of a

tree for support, and
where also its thong-
llke roots can dip and
ramify in a water
tank, which is usually

placed in all tropical

hothouses.

When grown in

these hot, moist stoves

it develops rapidly, and
its singular perforated foliage, together with the quaint forms
which it often assumes, strikes the uninitiated with wonder, and
when studded with its cone-like fruits it certainly presents a highh'
ornamental appearance. High temperature and dense shade are,

however, by no means necessary for its welfare ; it enjoj-s a light,

somewhat airy position, and when so placed it assumes a more
shrubby, compact, short-jointed habit, and may be utilised for the

decoration of apartments, corridors, &c. It should always find a

place in sub-tropical arrangements, as it does well in sheltered nooks

or similarsituations throughout the summer. Altliough theilonsteia
will thrive in a low temperature, it will notdevelop its true character
as a fruit-liearing plant unless a brisk growing heat be maintained
during the spring and early summer months. Tlie elements of
success in order to obtain fruits are heat, light, and moisture, and,
provided these conditions be one and all supplied, success will bo
ensured. Any form of training may be adopted which will bring
the plant well up towards the glass." It may be made' to cover a

portion or the whole
of the back wall trel-

lis, or, what is pre-
ferable, it may bo
trained round forked
tree stumps, a system
which suits it admi-
rably. It may be grown
in a tub, but prefer-

ence shoidd be given
to planting it out in

a good body of fibrou.s

peat and loam in equal
proportions, which
sliould rest upon a good
drainage of brick rub-
ble. Thus placed, un-
limited supplies of
water may be given
in hot weather, and
the fruit will be fine in

quality and abundant.
It may be seen

thriving on the rock-
work in the winter
garden. Regent's Park,
where the temperature
is that of a cool con-
servatorj'. Here, how-
ever, it was originally

planted when the part
of the house it grows
in was kept at an
ordinary stove tempe-
rature.

The "WinterHeath
(Erica hyemalis).—This
is the moat useful of
all Heaths for green-
house and conservatory
decoration at the pre-
sent time, anil also for

placing in vases in

rooms, on tables, side-

boards, and such places.

Small well-bloomed spe-

cimens of it are most
valuable ; in fact, small
plants are more useful
than large ones, and
this is probably why so
many are bought every
year, and then thrown
away as soon as they
have done flowering.

At the very cheap rate

at which they can be
bought, it even pays to
buy them and do this ;

but if they were all

kept for two seasons
they would well repay

the little labour required to get them into bloom the second year.

Those which we bought in last year are now in full bloom again,

and, although the plants are not so dwarf and compact as they were

last season, they are none the less useful for cutting from, as during

the early part of the year they made a number of shoots, each over

1 ft. in length, and these are now wreathed in bloom. Everyone
who sees the blossoms of this Heath, either on the plants or in glasses

in a cut state, admires them immensely, and they are really very

pretty. As soon as the young plants go out of flower they should

be saved and placed in a cold frame, and there they may remain

Monstera deliciosa (Edible-Iruited Tropical Arum).
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until next autumn, without potting or any other extra care, the

only condition necessary to tlieir growing and flowering well being

to keep them always damp at the root. Let them dry up once, and

they may be thrown away, as they will do no more good. During

cold weather in winter and spring they should have little or no air

admitted to tliem, but throughout the summer and autumn ihey can-

not bo too muoli exposed. Our system is to buy young plants every

autumn for vase decoration, not to be cut, but to be grown on for

another year for cutting purposes alone, and then thrown away.^
Cambrian.

GLOXINIAS FOR EAELY FLOWERING.
If the stock of bulbs be looked over now it is likely many will be

showing signs of growth. These, if potted and placed in heat, will

push along rapidly and be in flower by the middle of February, and
it is needless to add anything about their usefulness at tliat time of

year. Very few people seem to realise their value for early blossom-

ing, nor yet how manageable tliey are where heat can be given. They
are excellent subjects for an amateur to grow, who has but a small

stove and no skilled gardener. They are easily propagated from

cuttings of leaves or ottsets, but, except in the case of very superior

merit in some particular flower, seedlings are as good as, or better

than, plants raised from cuttings. There are but few plants whose
seedlings give such good results as do the Gloxinias when saved from

good flowers. The erect flowered kinds are generally the most
useful. Seedlings raised early in spring in a hotbed, potted off, and
forwarded in a close warm pit or frame, with the sun's rays

tempered a little during the hottest part of the day will flower nicely

in 4^-in. pots in autumn, but, as I have suggested by the heading of

this note, it is in winter that their chaste or brilliant colours are most
appreciated, and I can assure those who have never yet flowered them
at that season that there is not the .slightest difficulty about it. It is

simply a question of " early to rest and early to rise," and there is no
plant that will do it better. The soil should be rough and fibry, two-

thirds peat and the remainder fibry loam, and for large old bulbs add
little rough flaky manure with sand and cliarcoal to keep it open

;

the pots must be clean and well drainei, potting moderately firm.

In winter I have always found them do best towards the back
of the house near the glass. The niglit temperature ivhen they

are making gi'owth need not exceed, and should not fall much
below 60'. Of course they must have plenty of moisture both at

the root and also in the atmosphere, but they don't like the

syringe over much. When at rest the bulbs keep well in a tem-
perature of 50", and should never be allowed to be over-dried or

over-heated, as it destroys their vitality and produces decay.

E. HOEDAV.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN-

Tropical Water Lilies.—It has been clearly demonstrated

during the past summer in the Cambridge Botanic Garden that some,

at least, of tliese beautiful plants may be successfully grown without

the advantage of an aquarium heated by a system of pipes. Few
prettier objects could well be seen than a tul) of Nymplia^i cierulea,

with many blooms rising among the mass of foliage crowded above

the water, and the sides of the tub itself decorated witli Fern and
vegetation induced by constant moisture. An old tub only could, of

course, be so picturesque, but that Nympha^as will flower under such
restriction is in itself an advantage. This tub is only 20 in. in

diameter, and its depth only 15 in. It contains mud to within a few
inches of the top, and above there has never been more than 2 in. or

3 in. of water. From these circumstances it may be imagined that

floating leaves are few, and that this element of beauty is lost, but

still the appearance is not so unnatural as to be other than handsome.

It is just what we see in a pond crowded witli the common liardy

white Water Lily. Nymphrea pygma;a under similar circumstances

has flowered most profusely, and its blossoms in miniatui-e of our

native kind ju.st referred to are not surpassed for loveliness. The
small size of this species enables its leaves to float easily in a large

pot. While on this subject I would like to point out how very easy

it is to grow a collection of choice aquatics in pots or tubs. First

stop the hole with clay, then put in soil, perhaps half way up, and
fill with water. Large bell-glasses have been used for Aponogeton,
and with a few inches of soil in the bottom it flourishes to charming
perfection. Pots would answer equally well, and are cheaper, but
are not, of course, so elegant. But although such robust plants as

the foregoing succeed well, it is somewhat exceptional to expect that

the most delicate should succeed also. Not only are small growing
kinds eacli in a separate pot thriving well, but they are also much
safer than when collected together in a tank or pond. Isoetes from
clear mountain lakes are grown successfully without moving for

several years. The only attention required is an occasional cleaning

and addition of water.—L,

Croton Warreni.—This remarkably fine Croton, introduced
by Mr. B. S. Williams from tlie South Sea Islands, is a strikingly
distinct and graceful variety. It is of a free-growing and bold habit,
producing spiral lance-shaped leaves of great length, which depend
from the main stem in a most elegant manner. The colouring of the
leaf is a dark green ground, mottled and suffused with orange-yellow
and carmine, changing witli age to a rich glowing crimson hue. It
makes a most effective specimen plant, but its best property is

that it can be grown in good character in small pots, and is thus
available for table decoration, &c. This latter cliaracter is a most
valuable one, and should always be borne in mind by those who
introduce novelties, for a plant that readily lends itself to many uses
is sure to become popular and command a ready sale.—H. B.

GrifiQnia hyacinthina maxima.—I was glad to see a
notice of this fine plant in last week's Garden (p. 423). Will the
Messrs. Carters' cultural manager at Forest Hill oblige us with a few
notes on the best mode of increasing and cultivating the Griffinias ?

Every one admires tlieir beauty, but they are very slow growers,
and their rate of increase under the ordinary means of cultivation

is slower than the growth of the plants. Does any reader of The
Garden grow them well ? and by what sjiecial treatment ? I confess

that hitherto they have beaten me, not to bloom them, but to grow
them freely and produce offsets.—D. T. Fisii.

Nepenthes La'wrenciana and N. Williamsi.—These
two i-eally fine pitcher plants, now lieing distributed by Mr. B. S.

Williams, arc certainly amongst the best \\'e have yet seen of these
singular plants. The first-named variety has long pitchers, pale
green in colour, profusely spotted with dark crimson ; it is a very
good growing kind. N. Williamsi bears pitchers of a very bright
colour. It is the result of a cross between N. Sedeni and N. Hookeri,
and is a very free grower ; it produces its pitchers in great abundance.
—H. B.

Torenia asiatica as a Bracket Plant.—This useful old-
fashioned plant is not often met with now. It may, therefore, not
be out of place at this season to say a word in its favour. I saw it

last summer flowering profusely placed on a bracket in a greenhouse.
It therefore occurred to me that this and the yellow Thunbergia
would look well mixed together, for it succeeds very well and looks
well grown in pots trained to small tops of Larch Firs, cut to the
size required, tlie plants being allowed to cover their supports. This
Torenia is most useful in the shape of cut blooms. It continues to

flower during along time when well cared for, but it must be taken
into a stove at the end of the summer.—J. C, Fanihorowjh.

Delabechea rupestris (Oleobachia palustris).—This is an
elegant plant, suitable for table decoration, similar in general appear-
ance to Aralia Veitchi ; it has, however, a distinct advantage over
that stove plant, inasmuch as it succeeds well in a warm greenhouse
temperature. The leaves are dark green in colour, with a pale green
midrib, and they are finely toothed and much divided. The growth
is free, and it is an undoubted acquisition, and well worthy of

notice. We saw a quantity of it recently in the Victoria Nursery,
HoUoway.—H. B.

THE AURICULA AND ITS CULTURE.
A FEW general remarks on this subject might not, I have thought,
be unacceptable at this season of the year. The Auricula, like the
Carnation, does not object to an impure atmosphere, and, like the
Carnation, too, is as well adajited for small as for large gardens.

The blooms of the Auricula, rich and varied in colour, greet us in

the early spring, and no one can help admiring the leaves of the
different sorts—some Grass-green and others as white as snow.
Early cultivators had great faith in what they called " stimulating

composts." Hogg, although objecting to rich composts, declares that

Emmerton's flowers (a grower who used strong stimulants) "were
remarkable for their bold trusses, broad expanded pips of brilliant

colours,strong3tems, and large fleshy foliage, indisputable proofsof good
culture." This lie set down to ricli feeding, but such treatment
often generated disease, and even in some cases caused death. In-

deed, I know an old grower who cultivated Auriculas about 1833,

and who still grows a large collection. His plants, grown in an
over-rich compost, seldom do well when they pass out of his hands.

Indeed, Hogg gives an instance of this in his book. A " Mr. Bailey,

of the Clapton Nursery produced at the Islington Flower Show as

fine a plant of Lee's Colonel Taylor, and in as fine flower, as ever

was exhibited perhaps in England, and which he sold the same day
to Mr. Brooks, of Ball's-pond Nursery for five guineas, but tliis plant

having been treated to stimulating compost began to decline after

it had been jiotted in other compost, and never lived to flower again."

No young growers with whom I am acquainted use strong composts,

but the warning may be useful. The Auricula gi'ows and flowers
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strongly in the fresh iiiiiiilcu loam of its native alpine home, and in

the case of its refined .ind petted descendants we make this the

staple of their potting soil. The latter should be enriched by a

fourth part of rotten cow manure, but this must be free from
maggots : if not, I would use rotten stable manure instead, a fourth

part of leaf-mould, and as much sand if the loam is of a cl.iyey cha-

racter.

I prefer potting early, in ^lay if possible, but the time does not

matter so much as some people think. The Auricula does not grow
much after the (lowering period is over, and if the plants are strong

and in good compost, they will take no liarm if they are not potted

until July or August, and in exceptional circumstances I have potted

some as late as tlie end of October, and they were amongst the best

we had for exhibition the following season.

Woolly Aphis.—Quite recently I h.ave heard opinions expressed

by nearly all the great growers about this aphis, and I did not find

one in the north who had it in his collections who was able to say

that it injured the plants in .any way. One would almost think that

the insect, clustering so thickly as it does round the roots and neck
of the plants, would soon strangle them (cert.iinly as many green fly

would soon make their mark) ; but there were the plants healtliy

enough, except were they h.ad been subjected to Fir tree oil or paraf-

fin, in which case the injury was easdy perceived. I do not like

the insect at all, and wherever it has appeared on any of the Primula
family in our garden, I turn the plants out and wash their roots well

with soft soapy water ; in this way we get rid of it before it spreads

further.

Autumn Blooming'.—Another matterdiscussed was the bloom-
ing of the plants in autumn. It did not seem to matter whether they
were potted early or ,it the end of the summer. Mr. Horner is the

most successful m keeping his plants from flowering out of season of

any grower I know, and the bulk of his collection was potted early

in May. Another collection in one of the coldest districts in the

north of England was more full of autumn-blooming plants than any
other I had seen. 1 fancy autumn blooming must be attributed to

the amount of water tliat the plants receive during the summer and
autumn. Auriculas can do with a very scanty supply during the

heat of summer, and if we just give them enough to prevent flagging

I fancy we will not have much autumn bloom. Fanciers are well
aware that if some varieties bloom in the autumn, there is not the

least chance of a good truss the following spring, .and this causes them
to be rather anxious to adopt anj' scheme that may be likely to pre-

vent it. To illustrate the mischief caused by autumn bloom in our
own collection, I will take what is generally considered the best
Auricula in cultivation, viz., George Lightbody (Headly). Large
plants of this variety have constantly bloomed with me in autumn,
and although there are now a score of them, I have not yet been able

to show a good plant at the exhibitions ; the autumn bloom, although
worthless, exhausts the plant, so that it has not strength to make up
another truss. If we could by any method or set time of potting
do away with this mishap, a boon would be conferred indeed.

New varieties are now becoming numerous, but it is long
before they can come into general cultivation, and those who do not
raise seedlings for themselves must be left behind in the race ; some
of the old varieties, though good, if they can be caught, have all some
fault or other, either in constitution or habit. For instance. Champion
(Page), the premium flower in Loudon, has a very good green edge,
but few people can grow it ; it has a poor constitution and is incon-
stant. Colonel Taylor (Lee) is another old and good flower, but
it can seldom be shown at exhibitions. I grow a dozen of it, and
have never had a really good truss. Freedom is also generally weak
in constitution, has angular paste, and I know but one grower who
has been able to exhibit it. Imperator (Litton) has occasionally
been shown very fine. The best truss I ever saw of it came from the
Rev. H. H. Dombrain, but it has always been so bad with me that
I threw it away. It must be brought on from a November truss.

Prince of Oreens (Trail) has the tube very pale, and it dies off inky,
but the edge is one of the most beautiful of greens. Anna (Trail)

makes a very small plant, and the flowers are generally far from
perfect ; the body colour is black, the edge being quite green,
but the body colour strikes through to its margin. Kob
Roy (Smith) was well shown by Mr. R. Dean this year ; it is a good
green, and is an old flower. It took a prize in the seedling classes,

which it ought not to have done, as it was catalogued in a trade list

at the time at 5s. per plant. The only new green-edged seedlings
shown this year were Cyclops (Horner), a good large flower, paste
dense, ground colour dark maroon, edge a good green, with a rich
yellow tube ; and Orion (Horner), which has rather a pale tube, good
paste, ground colour almost black, with a deep green edge. There
are better green edges than these amongst new seedlings which we
hope to see next year.

The grey-edged class contains at present the best flowers ;

I would place the six best in the following order : George Light-

body (Headly), Lancashire Hero (L.ancashire), Alex. Meiklejolin
(Kay), tJeorge Levick (Walker), Cz.ar (Read), Alderman Brown
(Headly). The new seedling.s shown this year are well worth
adding to collections. Kcv. F. Tymons (Dean) stands highest in

the list. It has a good yellow tube, with a body colour nearly
black, but rather too wide ; the edge is silvery-grey. Mr. John
iS. I). Llewelyn has goue in extensively for raising seedlings, and
g.ained a second prize in this chass with a good grey ; the paste was
rather thin, the body colour good maroon, and edge well defined.

Thetis (Horner) is a smiirt little flower in the way of George Levick ;

the tube is good, with maroon body colour .and silvery-grey edge.

Nearly all the old Auricula growers admire greatly the white-edged
class. It comprises rather better flowers than are to be found in the
green-edged section. .John .Simonite (W.alker) must certainly head
the list, and probably there is none yet amongst the new varieties

to beat it. Rev. F. D. Horner describes it as having a "marvellously
broad round petal, brilliant snowy edge, ground colour ricli

black velvet, paste dense and brilliant, tube bright gold." Acme
(Read) is believed by growers to be the next best white edge yet sent

out. It has not the brilliancy and boldness of smiling Beauty (Heap),
but it is a better proportioned, and probably a more constant flower.

Smiling Beauty must be placed next to it, followed by the old well-

known Glory (Taylor). I would be inclined to place Ne Plus Ultra
(.Smith) .amongst the best six, but last, as the chocolate ground colour

does not remain bright very long after the flowers open. There were
only two flowers .at the National Exhibition this year thought to be
sutliciently good to warrant their receiving certificates. Conserva-
tive (Dougliis) is a very promising flower ; it has a bright yellow
tube, which becomes richer as the flower expands ; the ground colour

is black and suificient, the edge not very white, but broad and well

defined. Mrs. Dodwell (Simonite) is a flower with a pale yellow
tube, the ground colour purplish-red, the margin rather narrow, but
a verj' good white and distinct variety.

It is possible that the new ones shown in 1880 in the self class

will be improvements, or at least equ.al to the old kinds. Pizarro

(Campbell) is a very fine self, probably the best, but it has faults ;

the paste is not always good, and the flowers are not of great sub-

stance. Ellen Lancaster (Polilman) has not quite justified the high
encomiums passed upon it when first exhibited. Othello (Nether-

wood), Topsy (Kay), Duke of Argyle (Campbell), and Charles J.

Perry (Turner) are, I think, the best six selfs. Of the new ones
exhibited this year. Heroine (Horner) holds the highest place. The
tube is a good yellow, j^aste pure and quite round, the edge a good red-

dish maroon, the segments of thepet.als what the fanciers call " engine-

turned.'' Mrs. Douglas (Simonite) is probably the best violet self ;

the flowers are of great substance, the segments quite flat, tube rich

yellow, paste white and circular, colour deep violet blue. Lord
.Salisbury (Mellor) is a reddish-crimson self, with an orange tube,

but the colour is not very rich, though the flowers are distinct. All

the .above new Bowers received first-class certificates this year at the

National F^xhibition, except Mr. Llewelj'n's grey-edged seedling, the

certificate to which « as held in abeyance because the flowers were not
fully developed. J. Douglas.

MONASTIC GARDENS.
Gakdening in the middle ages was one of the favourite occupations

of those men who, to escape the " madding crowd's ignoble

str ife," sought a home in the cloister. Scott has happily e.xempli-

tied this in F.ather Boniface, who, when rai.sed to the dignity of

Abbot of Kennaquhair, cast.s a regretful glance back to his early

days spent in the monastery of Dundrennan, where he says :
" I

passed mj- life ere I was called to pomp and to trouble. I can almost

fancy I .see the cloister garden and the Pear trees which 1 grafted

with my own hands." Father Boniface'.s lot was cast in stirring

times ; while he was musing a great change was passing over

Scotland. In common with other countries of Christendom, she

accepted the reformed doctrines, and the Kegent Murray, like our
own bluff Ilarrv,

Broke into the spence
And turned the monks adrift.

The poor abbot was glad to seek refuge in peaceful obscurity and
employment in the pursuit of gardening. Thus contented, ho
viewed his country's troubles witli a stoicism \vhicli amounted to

indifference. "What avail,'' he says, "earthly sorroyvs to a

man of four.score ? It is a rare dropping morning for the Early
C'olewort." Almost every one can remember quaint gardens

which once formed part of the demesne of some religious house,

now long since converted to secular u.ses.

The broad terraced Tiorder at Newstead, full of old-fashioned

flowers, which the brothers themselves may have planted, and
which contrasts strangely with the rest of the pleasure ground
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laid out by Le Notre—this and many similar spots rise up before

our meutal vision at tbe mention of " monastic gardens." "When
our warlike ancestors were spending their time in fighting, and
scarcely ever out of the battle and the fray, and while somewhat
later on in England's history others were engaged in the peaceful

pursuits of trade and commerce, the monks were not idle. Many
of them who had neither the taste nor the learning necessary for

transcribing or illuminating manuscripts, nor the genius which
created a painter like Fra Angelico, were nevertheless skilful gar-

deners. In the infancy of the science of medicine, the simple

remedies concocted from the herbs which grew in the convent
garden, or were gathered by the patient seeker in the woods or on the

hillsides which surrounded it were mucli prized by the villagers
;

neither did lords and ladies disdain to crave advice and healing

from the wise leech who cultivated his medicinal plants with hisown
hands, and likewise distilled from them the balms and lotions, &c.,

which composed his pharmacopia. Then, again, the importation

of rare and new plants was frequently the work of the monks.
" A.n Italian travelling in England in the reign of Henry
VII.," saj's a recent writer, " describes the fair gardens filled with
the Laurel, the Myrtle, and all Italian fruit trees, except the

Olive and the Orange. He speaks also of the numerous Vine-
yards."

Leaving England, crossing the Channel, I remember visiting

St. Gildas de Rhuys, in the department of Morbihan, Brittany.

Of the Benedictine Monastery once the residence of Abelard
little is left. Almost all that remains of it is the ancient and
very curious church, and a large garden surrounded by a higli

wall composed of stone and rubble. One part of it, shaded by old

trees, was the cemetery of the monks, marked here and there b}' a

mouldering cross or stone bearing long forgotten names and

A torlora Hie jacet.

The present building, which occupies tbe site of the aljbey

(dissolved at the first French revolution), is inhabited by a com-
pany of sisters of charity, and a venerable lady was our guide.

She showed us the harvest fields in which weather-beaten peasants

were reaping the corn ; and then the garden

—

From the gray rocks oE Morbihan
It overlooks the angry sea.

I never saw such Pears as those that were ripening in tlie Sep-
tember sun, or such scarlet and yellow Tomatoes. The flowers

were nearly over, save whei'e late Roses still covered the walls,

but the fruit was abundant. This garden was as old as the time

of Abelard (the twelfth century), and was the only one in the

whole village of any account. It was a peaceful place. The
remainder of the little township is composed of poor and inferior

houses, and the inn where our horses baited (we had driven from
Vannes) left much to be desired in the way of decent comfort, but

the convent and the garden were delightful. They brought to

my mind St. Bernard's de.scription of his monaster}', where
"A man may feed his eyes with variety of objects, hearbs, trees,

to comfort his misery. He receives many delightful smels, and
ills bis ears with tliat sweet and various harmony of birds. Good
God ! What a company of pleasures hast Thou made for man !

"

Some time ago in my wanderings I visited a convent at Tournay,

the abode of " Les dames de St. Andr(5." It was the chosen home of

a young friend, and she did the honours of the garden. Within
the city walls, but far from the noise and bustle of the more
frequented streets, everj-thing was as quiet as if we had been

miles away. The garden was very large. Beneath the shade of

some fragrant Limes the convent scholars were playing ; the walls

were covered with well-trained fi'uit trees, while luxuriant

creepers filled any vacant spaces; the beds and borders, planted in

no formal manner, were gay with many flowers. A plantation of

tall Yuccas in full bloom was lovely. A great part of the space

was given up to vegetables ; the}' appeared fine and abundant, and
were screened off from the floral part by espaliers, which gave
promise of much fruit. Across the garden the spires and towers
of the cathedral city were sharply defined on the reddening sky,

while from time to time the distant carillon reminded us of the

fleeting hom-s, easily forgotten in so secluded a place.

Among celebrated gardens is the one that belongs to the Domi-
nican monastery on Mount Aventine. Strangers at Rome seldom
miss visiting it, as it adjoins the beautiful church of Santa Sabina,

but they are rarely admitted to the garden, though tlte curious are

shown from a window a historical Orange tree, said to have been

brought by St. Dominic from Spain six centuries ago, and planted
on this very spot. Very lovely are the extensive pleasure grounds
that form part of the Carthusian convent of St. Martino, near
Naples.

^
Tliis establishment will soon be a thing of the past.

The Italian Government has taken forcible possession of it, and is

about to convert it into barracks. The treasures and ahjets d'art

are placed in a museiun, but the fine church with its three divi-
sions is untouched, and you can still look out from a room called
the Belvedere over the Bay of Naples, with its

—

Summer isles of Eden lying
In dark purple spheres ot sea,

having Vesuvius on the left, while below, part of the garden covers
the sides of the eminence on which the convent is built. A French
writer of the last century says :

" Les jardins de cette delicleuse soli-

tude sont tres bien cultiv(5s et remplis de fleurs les plus rares ; ou
n'y trouve que des fruits exquis." Much of this description no
longer applies. Little attention has been paid for some years to

planting or keeping the ground in order. The walks are over-
grown with weeds ; the Fig trees and Vines, no longer pruned or
cared for, have covered in their luxuriant growtli large spaces.

Shrubs and plants have alike run wild, and a flowery wilderness
occupies the spot " Where once a garden smUed."

We must not forget the Convent of Yuste, the cloistered home
in which Charles V. spent the last years of his eventful life.

It is situated in the Vera of Plasencia, a lovely valley bounded
on one side by a mountain clothed as far as the eye can reach with
Oak and Chestnut woods. The Jeromite brothers who founded
the house in 1408 were enthusiastic gardeners. They planted
orchards and Olive groves, and in the year 1557, when Charles
took up his abode among them, not only were the buildings and
offices patterns of monastic comfort, but the gardens, besides being
supplied with every description of fruits and vegetables then
known in Spain, were gay with flowers. They bloomed under
the cowled emperor's windows, and carpeted tlie ground beneath
the Citron trees. He was not quite satisfied with the labours of

the monks, but committed the care of bis portion of the ground
to bis own gardeners. " From the window of the private

cabinet in which he transacted business," says Stirling, "his eye
ranged over a cluster of rounded knolls, clad in Walnut anp
Chestnut, in which the mountain dies gently away into

the bosom of the Vera. Immediately below, the garden
sloped to the plain, shaded here and there with the massive foliage

of the Fig or the feathery boughs of the Almond, and breathing
perfume from tall Orange trees, cuttings of which some of' the
friars, themselves transplanted in after days, vainly strove to keep
alive at the bleak Escorial. The garden was easily reached from
the western porch or gallery by an inclined path, and this porch,

which was spacious, was the emperor's favourite seat when filled

with the warmth of declining day. Commanding the same view
as the cabinet, it looked also upon a small parterre witli a fountain

in the centre and a short Cypress alley leading to the principal

gate of the garden. Beyond this gate and wall was the luxuriant
forest, a wide space in front of the convent being covered by the
shade of a magnificent Walnut tree, even then known as the great
Walnut tree of Yuste, a Nestor of the woods, which has seen the
hermit's cell rise into a royal convent and sink into a ruin, and has
survived the Spanish order of Jerome and the Austrian dynasty
of Spain." N.

The "White Japanese Anemone. — Notwithstanding
"Amateur's" and "A. D.'s" notes concerning this, I cannot but
think A. Honorine Jobert different and far better than A. japonica
alba. I have watched the sporting of the rose-coloured variety with
white, but then there was no improvement in form or size, merely a
change of colour. A. Honorine Jobert is undoubtedly larger and
better than the white variety of the rose-coloured japonica ; such at

least is my experience.—D. T. F.

The " Q-arden Annual."—As we find there is some misunder-
standing as regards this work and another announced—"The London
and International Garden Directory "—we desire to state that this

last is to be a work of considerable size, and is at present in prepara-

tion only ; it will not take the form of an annual work, but be
reprinted when called for. On the other hand, the "Garden Annual,"
while containing ampler lists of both the trade and gardeners than
have hitherto been published, will be essentially a reference book for

all interested in gardening. It is proposed to publish it annually

about the 1st of December,
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I HAVE l;\tel\' been cliarmed

Willi the Hop growing wild

on the hedgerows in a coun-

try where I did not think it

was wild, there being man}' districts

both in Ireland and England where
one never sees a bit of it. In some
of our southern counties it interlaces

the hedges and sometimes festoons

little trees near them. In the gardens

at Penshurst Place, during the sum-
mer, a little avenue of Apple trees bor-

dering the Grass walk was wreathed
with young plants of it, and the effect

was very good. In many places

where the Hop is not indigenous it

would be well worth introducing, even for the

garilen in suitable places, as well as copses or

hedgerows, as its inflorescence is so welcome
as an ornament, and even the leaves, although

so seldom used, are very useful for decoration.

*

We have had a lovely autumn, ripening and
sunny, at least in the south of England, an

autumn delightful for the gardener who likes

to see his wood ripen. But the end of October

was as fierce, and cold, and wet as anyone

remembers. The gales and rains have put an
end to the beauty of all gardens, and under such

circumstances it is natural to get under shelter

in the flowermarkets and see what they have to ofl'er there. But
It IS, perhaps, the least interesting seasonof the}'earforthc flower
markets, and yet the always fresh Tea Rosebuds and the
Violets give a little cheer to the signs of autumn. Year by
year, however, market growers are adding new treasures to our
winter gardens, so to say, and in Covent Garden lately it has
bo'en refreshing in the early morning to see thelieautiful banks
of B.iuvardia from the gardens of Messrs. Beckwith, of Tot-

tenham ; the fragrance and the charm of the flowers and of

their pearly buds were quite delightful. The market growers
seem to make the best of these lovely plants, the white
kinds grown by ^Messrs. Beckwith being particularly beau-

tiful.
*

Next to them, perhaps, in freshness among the ordinary

flowers of the time are those free-flowering, rosy, winter-

blooming Cactuses so well known for their value in the warm
greenhou.se before Christmas. Mr. Baker is already sending

many pretty plants of these, which no garden should be

without. Where all are good it is needless to specify kinds,

but the difference in colour which we get by cultivating

different varieties of the old Epiphyllum truncitum makes
the plants all the more useful.

Asters grown in frames to escape the au-

tumn cold, and sown very late (the first week
in July) are fresh and pretty, the flowers not

nearly so largo as in the summer gardens,

but actually looking prettier by reason of

the smaller, neater bloom. The Chinese

Primula is very fine in the market, espe-

cially now, with its many shades of colour.

The way these are sent to market is very

creditable to the market growers. It is no

reflection on any gardener, no matter how
good, that he should fail to grow jilants as

well as these men, because they attain their

success by attending to specialities, whereas

the gardener has a hundred things to care

for to their one. When the gardener can

turn his attention to specialities he is often

no less .succes.sful. This is, indeed, proved

by the fact that many of cur most suc-

cessful market growers were originally

private gardeners. I am indebted to

I^Iessrs. Carter for a beautiful dish of

their new mauve Chinese Primrose. I

forget its name, but it is called a blue

Chinese Primrose—a description which

must be taken with some qualificUion, but which is by no

means necessary for the plant, as it is a very welcome coloured

variety, and quite distinct.
*

I hear of a fashionable landscape gardener who was by a

mere chance prevented from cutting down some of the finest

and largest Acacia trees that exist in the country. His rea-

son for cutting them down was that tlie hark was urjlij and
racfged lookiiir;. This seems hardly credible. A member of

the family who happened to hear of it arrived in time to save

the trees. There was no advantage whatever to be got by their

destruction, inasmuch as they did not interfere with any vieiv.

This, among other signs, shows well that we are never safe

with a landscape gardener who is not at heart an artist and

lover of Nature. No amount of education, talent, or prepara-

tion will make up for the want of this quality. Unhappily,

hitherto, the course of events have rather tended to the exist-

ence of a class of men who regard landscape gardening as a

branch of architecture and the allied arts ; the sooner we root

out this idea the better for our gardens and for the country.
*

A lady, the owner of a large place, writes as follows :
" I

take the greatest interest in your articles on the artistic laying

out of gardens as opposed to the usual formal beds, and I

can imaL'ine that by using Bamboos (which grow well here),

the large Grasses, Yuccas, and other hardy finsdeaved plants,

as well as hardy perennials, grouped artistically, the effect

would be far beyond what is generally seen in gardens at

present, while the expense would be much less, and though I

would gladly remodel the terrace garden here, I do not know
where to turn for advice, as laying out gardens such as you

advocate seems to require the hand of an artist, and not that

of an ordinary landscape gardener. I feel sure my difficulty

is felt by many ladies similarly situated, whose tastes are

artLstically inclined enough to appreciate such a style, but

who have no opportunity of seeing such gardens, and who
could not design tliem for themselves, and yet do not know
to whom to apply for assistance, or what illustrated books

there are on the subject which might guide them. Any advice

you will kindly give will be very gratefully received. This

garden was laid out fifteen years ago by a landscape gardener in

the most formal style, with a great many extremely large

beds, chrlrs of coluured gravel, and very little turf. The
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gravel circles have been turfed over as well as many of the

beds, and the centres of the beds filled with low evergreen

shrubs, but the beautiful view we have from, the windows
(looking over the garden) is spoilt as a picture by the formal

beds.

—

South Wales."
*

It is impossible to advise in such a case without first seeing

the place, and leisurely studying and taking into account the

whole of the surroundings and circumstances. The fact that

my correspondent sees that this miserable geometry, of which

she describes such a typical case, does spoil her view is cer-

tain to lead to much of the improvement she desires. If

people could only see as she does, we should soon see a healthy

change. Observe the words " circles of coloured gravel "

and " very little turf." Tm-fing over the coloured gravel is a

step in the right direction. Speaking generally, without

having the slightest idea of what the place is like, I may ven-

ture to say that the turfing over of any elaborate tracery or

finnicking beds will be an improvement, making in their

stead large beds, simple in outline, in places thought suitable

for any plants one may desire to cultivate. Also the common,
the very common, rule, for it is really a law in such cases, that

only dwarf plants, forming masses of colour, harmonise with

such position should be ignored altogether. All the beautiful

terrace gardens known in Italy or any other country are

arranged on a totally dirterent princijilo. The common notion

is as false as it is ugly. Do not be afraid of garlanding the

walls or terraces, or to break their harsh lines with beautiful

trees or shrubs. But there are many places where the terrace

is so needless and so wrong, and such a blot on the landscape,

either looking to the house or from it, that the very best

thing to do would be to get a contractor to have the whole thing

carted away, making instead a fair lawn with sunk fence or

other suitable division and using the stones for building a cot-

tage or some other not inhuman end. The question of cost is

an important one, and calls for some special attention next

week.

As to what to do and ai I from bosks, &c., the (piestiou has
really only been seriously attacked in these pages, and in them
you will find many illustrations and many notes from cor-

respondents that will aid you. The art of garden design is

really a simple one ; the essential principles easily learnt, but

its details are living things, and many of them, and you must
get introduced to them to know them well and be happy in

their society, or otherwise the principle of arrangement is

never worth learning But given this acquaintanceship and
pleasure in the trees or plants, then most what is wanted is

green turf and good sense to keep it free here and there with

some healthy artistic planting every year. See all the fair

gardens you can, and above all look carefully at the various

parts of your own place devoted to gardening. One hardly

ever sees a place in which peculiar charms may not be found,

or only require slight development. Before making any
change consider it from every point of view. But I confess

that the great formal terrace cutting one off from such liberty

of lawn as one would enjoy rather interferes with progress.

You do not say if the ground was steep, and such as really

requires terracing.
*

Wo nseil not despair of our Apple culture, though I read
as follows in an American paper :

—

The export of Apples increases in magnitude as the season
advances. For the present week we learn of freight contracts from
this port for about 13,000 barrels for Liverpool, 000 for London,
3000 for Glasgow, and 1.5 for Newcastle ; and doubtless the Conti-
nental lines also will engage in the business. The White Star and
Inman lines have the bulk of the contracts for Liverpool. The
ocean freight to all the trans-Atlantic ports is is. per barrel.

The day will come, and is not far off, I hope, when the
eyes of our landowners and farmers in the more favoured
parts of the country will be opened to their strange neglect

of orcharding—I mean good orcharding, the production of

such fruit as will not make it necessary to bring hardy fruits

thousands of miles to our shores. Other countries may beat

us in half-hardy fruits, but he knows nothing of England who
thinks it not capable of producing as good fiuit of the

Apple—the most essential of all fruits as food—as any country.

The Americans have more sun, often too much ; but they
have decided troubles and disadvantages which wo escape in

this country, and they have the rail and ship carriage over

vast distances. But our railway companies .should not over-

weight our own growers. Apples come all the way across the

Atlantic for 4s. a barrel.

Since writing the above I notice some remarks in the Field

on the same subject, which are worth considering :

—

We have already noticed the increase shown by the returns in

orchards and market gardens. The latter cau only be worked at a

profit in places where there is easy access to good markets for

perishable products, but with regard to orchards the case is diffe-

rent. Fruit, properly packed, carries any distance inland, and,
notwithstanding the competition of the foreign grower, there is

an increasing demand in our manufacturing districts which the
supply has not yet met. Apples and Pears of by no means spe-

cially good (juality find their way from the orchards of Hereford-
shire to Birmingham and the Black Country, and even as far north
as Manchester. It was only the other day that we were told by
a farmer in Herefordshire that he had sold all his Blakeney Reds,
a noted perry Pear, but of very indifferent quality for culinary
purposes, to a dealer, to go to ^Ianche.ster. So that, if inferior

fruit can find a ready sale there, in spite of the competition from
America, it fortinri it would pa}' well to grow good fruit. Stone
fruit, too, of by no means first-class quality is readily bought by
the dealers to sell among the working population of such places as

Dudley. We were told the other day of a farm in Worcester-
shire, where the hedgerows are planted with Damsons and
Plums, which every other year to a certainty, and often e\-ery

year, yield a good income with very httle cost to the occupier.

AVe have heard it said tliat a good Cherry or Plum orchard at its

prime is more profitable than a Hop yard, because it requires no
expense in cultivation wlietlier it bears or not, whereas Hops are

as expensive to cultivate in the years in which they yield no
return as in those in which they l)ear well. We caniifit conclude
without expressing a hope that English landowners and occupiers

will not be too ready to believe all that the}' hear and read of the
impossibility of competing with the foreign producer, or of the
uusuitability of our English donate for fruit growing. Stone
fruit cannot be imported fresh fi'om any distance with profit, and
the orchards of Hereford and Devon could never have retained

their fame so long had their soil and climate been unsuited to the

growth of the Apple and the Pear.
*

Eeferring again to school gardens, alluded to last week, I

read that in Sweden nearly 2000 school gardens have been

established as instruments of useful practical education. It

is to be hoped that these school gardens are not all in the
" projected " stage. Once in France, long after reading a

good deal about school gardens there, I cheerfully set out to

see some one day, and speedily learnt that they existed only

in a state of " project," in which state they have long re-

mained.
*

Another of those, sad competitions for public gardeners'

appointments has recently taken place in London—sad and

unfair, because, for the most part, these things are "arranged"

beforehand, and it is scarcely kind to a multitude of poor men
to put them to the trouble of working up all their testimonials

and worrying their neighbours for certificates. Frequently

it is a "job." Cases have, indeed, been known in which the

office has been created for the creature, and was not really
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wanted at all by the public. This kind of competition (?) is

the worst possible way of finding a good man to fill a placi'.

The true way, and the way which I hope will be adopted in

the future, of settling qne.stions of this kind is to make
some thoroughly well-known man and good judge responsible

for the appointment by allowing him to nominate the man
he believes licst fitted for the task. The man so trusted

should be a man of great experience and with the fullest

knowledge that can be obtained of the work for which the

appointment will be made. The nomination being publicly

m.ade, and by a man of known skill in the art, we should

tlien have the best guarantee that some one who really is

acquainted with the subject had made an honest attempt to

select the best man. One can hardly imagine any authority

thus ajipealed to acting otherwise than in the best interests

of his profession. It is said that among the recent a]ipli-

cants for the situation of superintendent of a London park

tliere was a near relation of a noble lord. Justicia.

THE ASCOT NUKSERIES.
These may be fittingly described as a manufactory of cut flowers.

Those who will have beautiful flowers iu the depth of winter may,
perhaps, imagine that the price which they have to pay for them is

excessive. A visit to Ascot, or, indeed, to any other great flower

growing establishment, will, however, soon dispel the illusion and
leave the mind iu wonder as to how, having regard to the enormous
outlay in the way of heating and labour, the flowers can be sold at

the prices now asked for tfiem. Experience in all vocations is a
valuable commodity, and it is this which stands the skilful florist in

such good stead. Instead of squandering his resources in the at-

tempted production of plants that could never prove remunerative,
he cultivates those only which furnish with certainty the bloom so
much prized. Thus, at Ascot Gardenias are grown in immense
([uantities. House after house is devoted to their culture. All the
plants are in pots—some like Currant bushes in size and density, be-

ing in pots quite 12 in. across, graduating by thousands down to

newly rooted cuttings in 3-in. pots, not mere slips, but real branches,
for the Gardenia in a gentle heat roots as freely as Watercress, and
the prospective roots may be seen on the large plants protruding just

beneath each leaf joint, as though anxious to be put to some practical

use. Gardenias are fed at Ascot during the flowering season some-
what liberally with liquid manure into which soot largely enters, and
if the foliage is large and of a deep glossy green hue, the flowers are

as pure as driven snow, sweet in odour, and as large as Gardenias
could possibly be.

The Camellia, like the Gardenia, is a solid, massive flower, and the
more double it is the more it is appreciated. Single flowers are just
now in favour, but no one seems anxious to restore single Gardenias
and Camellias. Camellias are grown in large quantities at Ascot,
and the plants are generally not in pots, but planted out. They dis-

like the restricted area which they have in pots, and are therefore
planted out in beds with plenty of room for both roots and branches,
conditions under whicli they thrive amazingly. We thought that at
Ascot there was a little too much room, but then we are told that
these are planted not for to-day, but pei'haps for years, and hence
no doubt there will be in time none too much space at disposal. Of
course white Camellias are chiefly grown, especially fimbriata and
the old double white. Why white flowers should enjoy in societj- such
strong preference over all other hues is one of those things over
which one may long ponder without arriving at any practical con-
clusion. In any case growers must supply plenty of white flow-ers,

amongst which white Camellias play an important part. In spite of
the root room and high culture, it is evident that no root pruning is

necessary to make the plants produce flowers. They are literally
studded with buds in large clusters that seem to need thinning.
Camellias here, however, are not cut : the blooms are gently twisted
off and are wired. In this way the plants escape the too common
mutilation that the scissors and the knife inflict.

White and pink Bouvardias, charming and delicate flowers for
bouquets, are grown in thousands, several houses being filled with
them. Azaleas, too, are represented in great quantities, not in the
shape of big sugar-loaf plants such as those with which the flower-
show habitue is familiar, but by standards of various ages and sizes,

from the newly worked plant in a 3-in. pot to the finely furnished
head growing from a pot 9 in. across, and all raised in this establish-
ment. Yet huge cases of newly imported roots of the white Spira-a
showed that we must be in some things dependent upon our Conti-
nental friends, and these this year indicate that, as with us, there

has been a somewhat luxuriant growth, for the plants are unusually
full of foliage. The delicious Narcissus poeticus is in its season
always in growth, and almost always in bloom. It is very pure, very
sweet, and elegant. All over the roof of one house there runs the
large white-flowered Jasmine. This is highly valued, and seems to
bloom perpetually. Seekers after a good conservatory climber
should plant this .Jasmine, which will for years prove a faithful

friend. Of course the Stephaiiotis may also be seen climbing along
the roof wires of other houses. Its value for supplying cut flowers
seems to be almost beyond price. Whilst outside immense quanti-
ties of Roses are grown in pots for ordinary trade purposes, inside
tlie plants, like the Camellias, are planted in large, deep, roomy
borders, ami brought up as near to the glass as possible. Here the
blooms expand freely, an<l the colours are pure. A house devoted to
tlie beautiful Niphetos is being arranged for starting and the plants
tied up to an incurved trellis. In another house Safrano shares
the same treatment. The double-white Chinese Primrose is a
very valuable winter plant, and one which furnishes great quantities

of neat semi-double white flowers. Tliere is here very large quan-
tities of it, which show by their health and robustness how well
their culture is understood. For so many white flowers there must
be some suitable green hue, and this is best supplied by that most
useful of all Ferns, the Maiden-hair. Adiantum gracillimum is very
elegant andpleasing, but for all practical purposes the old A. cuneatum
is the best, and still holds its own.
Tacked on to this great trade iu cut flowers is the growth of table

and window plants, such as half-liardy Palms, Draca'uas, Grevillea
robusta, Solanums, and various other plants. The Solanums, I may
add, are find}' Ijerried and remarkably even throughout, the result

of using cuttings instead of seed. The cuttings put in recently are

now rooting, and will make capital plants next year. If out-

doors there is found some decadence in the demand for big specimen
Conifera», there is no falling ofl' in the matter of small plants iu pots
for window and parterre decoration. For many of the slow-grow-
ing variegated kinds there is a large sale. Cuttings of all these are
now being put in in low frames, in which they appear to root freely

enougli. The lovely Erica hyemalis is just now putting on its floral

winter garb. What a lovely hardy wiuter-blooming Heath this is !

It should be seen in every greenhouse in the kingdom. Those who
do not possess it are deprived of a beautiful plant that would for

the ne.xt four months give life and beauty to their perhaps now
flowerless shelves. A. D.

A FEW MOEE JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
' J. B.'s" remarks, entitled " Jottings by the "Way" (see p. 405),

induce me to send you a few notes of a most enjoyable month
spent in Switzerland and the Italian lake region during the past

summer. But little worth mentioning in the plant way came
under my notice till we reached Miirren, a charming Alpine vil-

lage in tlip Bernese Oberland, some S-'iOO ft. above the sea. Here
the meadows abounded with a tall piidi Polygonum and Oeranium
pratense ; indeed, these two seem to form about half the hay crop,

while every rock was covered with various Sedums, Saxifrages,

and Sempervivums, especially the cosy-loolcing S. arachnoideum,

with its spider-webbed cushion and pretty crimson flowers.

Another form with lurid reddish-pm-ple blossoms was also common,
while in e\ery thicket tlie bright red Rosa alpina was conspicuous.

But the real paradise of alpine flowers is a small enclosed valley

a mile or two from Miirren, and called by the residents the Blu-

menthal, a translation, I believe, of the name given to it by some
English visitors of the Flower Valley. Here were numerous
pretty Leguminous and Labiate plants, which time did not admit of

identifying, two or three species of Gentiana, notably G. bavai'ica

but not as lu.xuriant as I have seen it elsewhere, while the hill-

side, rising from the stream which drained some snow patches in

the upper end of the valley, was covered with Trollius europseus.

Anemone alpina (or sidphurea) of every shade, from clear sulphur

to pure white, and the dwarf St. Bruno Lily (Liliastnim album)
with its large snow-white bells, forming a scene calculated to drive

an enthusiastic grower of Alpines almost out of his senses with
delight and envy. Here " Justicia" would see, and doubtless has

seen, rock gardening in perfection. In fact, I longed to transport

one or two of those large rocks, so abundant about Miirren, bodily

with its inhabitant.s, home, and deposit it in my garden.

From ^liirren we proceeded b}' luterlacken, Than, and Bei-ne to

Lucerne and the Rigi, on which I noticed Dryas octopetala,

Mj-osotis alpina, Androsaces, Viola lutea, and many more beauties

within ten minutes' walk of the Kulm Hotel. The Arth-Rigi rail-

way brought us to the lake of Ziig, whence bj- steamer and rail
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We reached Zurich. I was unable to visit the gardens of Herr
Otto Froebel, much to my regret, as our stay there was of the

shortest ere we left for Chur, en route for the Spliigen, ou the

slopes of which Asplenium viride and Polj'stichum Lonchitis were
in abundance and very luxuriant. Here let me offer a word of

warning to the plant collector : Collect as much as you like in

Switzerland ; Ijut if you intend going into Italy, send on j'our

collections to meet you wherever you mean to return into

Switzerland, but do not attempt to bring- anything with a root to

it across the frontier. I had a painful experience of the vigilance

of the Italian custom-house authorities, who, in fear of the intro-

duction of the Phylloxera, prohibit bringing an}' plants into the
country. My vasculum was seized, and, in spite of all my ex-

planations, was carefully emptied out and I'etui-ned to me. In my
dismay it never occurred to me to have ray box forwarded ou to

Brieg to meet me on my return. Fortunately, I had sent home
two small parcels by post. This can now be done very cheaply

;

when marlted plainly " plantes sans valeur," a good many will

go for Isd., and will travel very well if wrapped in oiled silk

or in a small box. The limits of width and depth are, how-
ever, small, about o in. being the maximmn width, and '2 in. the
depth.

Edelweiss was abundant on the south side of the Spliigen near
the crest of the pass, as was the ubiquitous little Orchid Nigritella,

whose dark red flowers are thrown, along with the Edelweiss, by
the peasant children into the diliijence as it passes in hopes of a
copper in return. The Edelweiss was plentiful too on the Sim-
plon, in both cases close to the road, and in by no means inacces-
sible places. Descending towards Chiaveniia, Chestnut woods
with trellised Vines and patches of Maize, gave unmistakable
evidence that we had reached the southern side of the Alps, while
luxuriant I'oniegranates, Brugmansias, and other tender shrubs
abounded in the gardens, while every hot rock and wall swarmed
with lizards. At Ballagio walls and railways were festooned with
Bignonia grandiflora, covered with its showy orange flowers, while
on the opposite side of the lake at Caddenabia, in the garden of

the celebrated Villa Carlotta, is a magnificent Magnolia.some ."iOft.

or 40 ft. high, with a trunk 1-") in. in diameter, huge Olean-
ders, c&c. ; also a charming walk with Oranges, Lemons, and other
species of Citrus, forming leafy walls and roof runs nearly the
whole length of the grounds, while tlu> chinks bi'tween the stones
in the steps and fountains were filled with Adiantum Capillus-
veneris.

At Lugano, on Monte Salvatore, I found Cyclamen europajum
in flower; also I'halangium ramosum ; while' in the gardens of
the hotel were several lovely forms of romegraiiate, both single
and double. It is, however, on the islands of Lago ]\Iago-iore,

Isola B.'lla, and Isola Madre that the southern vegetation is seen
in its greatest perfection, especially on the latter, which no lover
of plants should omit to visit, taking it in preference to Isola Bella
if both cannot be visited, the tawdry palace and superabundance
of dry fountains and statuary in the Bella doing much to spoil
the effect of its otherwise most interesting garden, where, in
addition to the plants common in such climates, are to be seen
Laurus Camphora, quite a forest tree. Tea and Coffee, Acacia
Julibrissin, and many others. ^Mandevilla suaveolens and Eieus
repens clothed the walls, while huge Aloes clustered on the rocks,
and numerous Coniferse, both American and Japanese, reached a
luxuriance unknown in our more rigorous climate.

Katurning northwards over the Simplon, Opuntia Eafinesquiana
was observed in some quantity on the rocks near Domo d'Assola,
and Edelweiss nearer the summit of the pass. From Brieo- we
journeyed homeward somewhat rapidly, nothing of much interest
falling under our notice except lIippopha>a i-hamnoides, whose
yellow b.n-ries alon;- the railway in the Kiione Valley were very
conspicuous. The parcelpost arrangement, before alluded to, is agrea't
boon, and I would advise any one who cares about importing .ilpine
plants to provide himself with a good supply of oiled silk and
labels, and to send home by post numerous small parcels as he
goes along, and iiot to trust his collections to his vascuhun and tlie
chances of heating and rotting, wh.ich too often ruins an otlierwise
valuable importation. G. Tim, M.A., F.L.S.

Dublin.

THE GARDEN FLORA;

PLATE CCLVIL—FRITILLARIA RECURVA.
Though at present not known to many of the readers of The
Garden, this beautiful plant will, I think, become a general
favourite. It is bj' far the most showy species of the genus, and
was, I believe, first introduced by Herr Max Leichtlin about six

years ago. It is a native of Cahfornia, belonging to a group
differing from the European FritiUaries in the structure of the
bulb, on which account it has been separated as a sub-genus under
the name of Lihorhiza. The plant is when well grown from 2 ft.

to 3 ft. high, bearing from three to six flowers, as in the illustra-

tion (which is a faithful likeness of plants from my garden), up
to as many as twenty. According to M. Leichtlin, it has the leaves
in whorls of six or eight, and the stem springs from a flattish

white bulb, closely set over with minute buUiils, each of which
seems to have the power under cei'tain conditions of producing a
new bull) when separated from flie plant. I have not quite
ascertained the conditions imder which the plant thrives, as it

seems, though perfectly hardy, somewhat inclined to go off with-
out apparent cause. I fancy, however, that a sandy soil is

desirable, ami if the bidb is taken up annually and kept a month
or two out of the ground it is more likely to continue healthy. It

has not yet seeded with me, and I never thinic a plant has
succeeded perfectly unless it produces seed. 11. J. Elwes.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM FORMOSANUM.
UxiiEii the name of L. longiflorum venun, we made a few
remarks on this new plant when it first flowered in Jlessrs. %'eitcli

and Sons' nursery at Chelsea. Since then, Mr. Baker, of Kew, has
named it formosanum, from the
island in which it was first dis-

covered. As we before remarked,
and may also be seen by the
annexed drawing, it is very dis-

tinct from any other form of L.
luugittorum in cultivation, and
from its .slender foliage has affi-

nity with L. philippinense, a
tropical species with unusually
long tubular flowers. Thetubesuf
the flowers in formosanum are

sliorter than those of other forms,
but the petals spread rather more
A\idely, and are produced gene-
rally in clusters of three and four,

a character which distinguishes

it from other varieties, as well as

renders it more effective as an
ornamental plant. The colour
of the blossoms is pure white,
tinged on the outside with
brownish-purple, nuich in the
same manner as in L. Browni.
It has slender stems frr 2 ft.

to ;) ft. in height, erect aud thickly

furnished with slender leaves

from '.) in. to I ft. in length,

which give it an elegant appear-
ance. Its value as adesirable garden
plaut lies in the fact that it is tlie

latest to flower of all tlie culti-

vated Lilies, at least so far as we
have had evidence of it at Chelsea.

It began to flower in the open
air the first week in October, and has continued in bloom to the

piresent time. Such a handsome late-flowering Lily is a decided

acquisition both for the greenhouse and the open air, and may be
one of the best of Mr. Maries' introductions among Lilies. It was
awarded a first-class certificate at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Societv. W. G.

Liliiim longi noruni formosanum,
showing luiljit of gruwtli.

" Country Seats and Gardens of Great Britain."—
Goodwood will bo tlie next large garden described, with illustrations
from sketches by Alfred Parsons.

Notes from Vienna.—We have here a Scabiosa with double-
IHowered blackish-purple blossoms, which is one of our best
jilauts for grouping in borders. It is propagated by cuttings ; seeds
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are rarely produced ; it is very floriferous, and continues to flower

till cut down by bard frosts. Yesterday, October 24, a snow-storm

swept over Vienna and its environs, the mountains being clothed in

snow down to the plains, consequently the temperature fell to

several degrees of frost, and has put an end to any flowers except

Chrysanthemums, which are grown very largely for the decoration of

cemeteries on the fiite of All Saint's Day. Owing to the late mild

autumn. Tea and Hybrid Perpetual Roses were still in flower.

Amongst these I may mention (a beautiful yellow shaded with

salmon) Esther Pradel ; among the latest flowering I may mention

Marechal Niel, La France, Malmaison, Gloire de Dijon, La Reine, and

Rose du Pioi, the last a true autumn flowering sort. For winter

flowering Fuchsias we use the dwarf Roderick Dhu with good

results, associated with Mignonette and double-flowered Trop;eolum.

A house may be lively during dull November and December.

Violets coming into flower are now sold in little bunches with

Ivy leaves in the streets, and seem to have a ready sale. They
mostly consist of Viola seniperflorens. Few of the so-called

Russian Violets are to be seen, except in flower shops, where they

are made into larger bouquets.—Louis Kbopatscii, Laxciihio-ij,

Vienna.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

TOMATOES, AND HOW TO GROW THEM.
Tomato cultivation lias now become a matter of great import-

iincc. Those who were formerly contented with a few plants and
a few fruit for a short period wlien they were most easily obtained

now strive to have them as near as possible all the year round,

and the nearer this is accomplished the more satisfactory is the

result. Even those who have only a small house or pit now-a-

days grow Tomatoes, which they find to be both ornamental and
interesting, but unless things have other qualities besides orna-

ment to recommend them tliey seldom become universal favourites.

This the Tomato has, for it is a valuable esculent. It is the plea-

sure experienced in eating it which makes people so anxious to

grow it, and this is a taste rapidly on the increase. I should say

that in the course of a year we grow outdoors and under glass

aljout 10 cwt. of Tomatoes.

Which are the best varieties to grow is a question

tliat is always uppermost at the beginning, and one which must
be answered before anything else is done. Unless large frviits

are wanted for exliibition, it is best to grow .some medium-sized
kind, as it generally fruits more freely and longer than large-

fruited sorts, and is altogether more useful. Many varieties need
not be grown. Two are enough ; for the sake of variety these

may be yellow and red, and the kinds may be Carter's Green Gage
and Sutton's Conqueror. Selection and not collection should be
the aim of all small growers, and this does not apply to the
Tomato alone, but all our other garden produce. Let seed be
fibtained at once of the two kinds just named. Although we hear
much about Tomatoes fruiting throughout the winter, it is not by
any means an easy matter to get them to fruit at tliat season.

They require just as much attention in winter as Cucimibers, and
where means do not exist for growing the latter well. Tomatoes
had better not be tried. They require at least 60"^ of heat. A
fluctuating temperature from this to 40"^ will not do, as this

would quickl}' stop them from flowering or forming fruit. Any
one with a good pit for growing Melons from March to October
might use it profitably for Tomatoes during the remainder of the
year. The plants for this shoidd be raised from seed in August
and be grown on in pots until the Melons are cleared out. The
larger they are the better ; that is to say, so long as they are not
absolutely a mass of superfluous growth. If the fruit has formed
on them before being planted out much will be gained, but to

begin with their general cidture, altliough we have observed that
they are not easily kept, bearing fruit throughout the winter,
young plants grow well then, and for the earliest ci'op it is not
out of season to sow the seed at the present time. In fact, we
prefer sowing now to afterwards, as the plants can be grown
hardy, and to a good size with ordinary care, and they will fruit

the first on chance which they have in spring.

Tomato Seed germinates very freely. Hardly ever one
fails to grow; therefore the seed should be sown thinly when it

is sown in quantity in a pot, but the best way of sowing it at all

times is in small pots. Thi-ee seeds in a 3-in. pot is a good way
of raising them, as when crowded together they rush up so rapidly
when once through the soil that it is hardl}' possible to avoid

drawing them up with long stems. In small pots they can be
Ijetter managed. If all the three seeds germinate, two of the

plants should be drawn out aud thrown away, leaving only one to

grow. One dozen small pots filled in this way will give a dozen
good plants, and these are enough to fruit at one time, especially

if the accommodation be limited. The best soil to sow the seed in

is a mi.xture of loam, light manure, and sand. The pots should be
filled first and the seed sown afterwards, not putting it more than
i in. below the surface. The young plants will come through in

a few days if the pots are placed in a heat of oo". They may
afterwards be grown on in the same temperature, or even lower,

Ijut frost must never reach them, and wherever they may be placed
they should not be far from the light, as it is of much importance
that they are not drawn up weakly or tenderly during
the short dull days. If the seed is sown at once the plants

may remain in tlie small pots imtil about the end of

December or after the new year, when the}' should
be shifted into o-in. pots. For these more drainage must be used,

aud no sand should be employed in potting, only loam and
manure. Do not break tlie small ball or disturb the roofs. After
potting keep them close, and, if possible, increase the temperature
a little. In a few weeks afterwards they will be large enough to

shift into their fruiting pots; these may be 0-in. or 10-in. ones,

but no more; in a larger size they succeed no better; they take up
more room, and are heavier to move about. Drain the fruiting

pots well. By this it is not meant to place a great quantity of

material in the bottom of the pots in the shape of drainage, as a
small qtiantity properly put in is just as efficient, and leaves more
I'oom for soil. Loam and manure, both in a rough state, should be
used in the fruiting pots. It ought to be rammed into them with
a thick, blunt-ended stick. Tliej- root so freely, that when the

soil is loose it is a hard matter to keep them in water in hot

weather, or when placed in a warm corner of any house.

General Culture.—It will now be easily understood that the

svstem which I recommend is to sow the seed in small pots now,
pot into larger ones about the new year, and finally into their

fruiting ones about the beginning of February. Then there is

general!}' beat in some structure or other, aud let them have the

advantage of it. They are not over particular as to place ; they

will grow anywhere under glass with a little heat ; and the more they

are exposed to light, especialh^ early in the season, the sooner will

they come into fruit, and the more fruitful will thej- prove. I will

not say put them in any particular place, as many may have no
such situation, but every one must place them as circimistances

will allow. In any case, with ordinary good treatment, they will

produce green fruit in March and ripe fruit in .April. These are

excellent times at which to have them coming in, and Ijy putting

them under a little extra care in May, they will yield a supply of

fruit until outdoor Tomatoes are nearly ready for gathering. I

would never wish to grow spring Tomatoes otherwise than in

pots. It is astonishing the fruit that may he had from them thus

grown, provided they are not overdone at any time. Having the

fruit hanging ripe on each lilie " ropes of Onions " will not answer

for successioual cropping in pots, but when the fruit ripens a few
at a time in succession the plants will bear for months together.

As vet we have said notliing al.iout the training of tlie shoots, but

this must not be omitted. Few plants make more wood in a

season than Tomatoes, and they require to be kept sharply within

bounds. It will be seen that most of the flower-stems ai'e pro-

duced on the main wood at first. These will form the first crop,

and all other side gi'owths and flowers must be picked off once

or twice a week. Of course in pots all their top growth must be

restricted. Some say, take one shoot up only and train it to a

stake, but I say, take two in the form of a X. These may both be

allowed to bear friut, but each should be stopped above the second

cluster for the first fruit. As soon as these are well formed, allow

fresh growth to form another cluster above the others, then stop

them again. By doing this at intervals, a very long succession of

fruit may be secured without in any way unduly taxing the

energies of the plants. Manure water is not wanted at first, but

after a considerable quantity of fruit has been cut it will further

improve them. I do not think an easier way of growing Tomatoes

tlian this could be named, and it has got everything to recommend
it, such as little labour, small space, and good results.

Out-door Culture is more simple than indoor. They w-ill

grow anywhere against a wall, and the season must be bad, indeed,

if they do not ripen a large quantity of fruit. The seed for plants
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iutended for out-of-doors should bo sown about the tiuif when
cuttiuo-s of lVlaro:oniums and othor bedding- plants of that kind

aro put in to root in spring. Tliey will grow and do as wrll as

need b,^ wished under the very sam^ conditions as bedding plants,

and they should be hardened off and exposed to the air just like

them and be planted out at the same time, that is, about the end
of May. In raising young plants I would recommend tlie seed to

be sown, as in autumn, in small pots, ami tlie seedlings may be

potted on until they are in (>-in. ones, but no larger. No par-

ticular place need be cleared for them against a wall. Any little

strip or bare corner will answer, and in such places they prove

both ornamental and useful. New soil need not be put in for

them, but fresh manure ought to be forked into the spot where
they are to be planted. In training we prefer the same style as

in the case of those in pots, viz., two .stems from each root,

keeping them well restricted and allowing them to develop

and fruit gradually. Where a large open .space has to be
covered, of course top growth may be more encouraged, but always
avoid allowing them to carry a great quantity of unfruitful wootl.

This year are cut ripe Tomatoes from our outside plants in .Tuly,

and we only cleared off all the crop the other day ; much of the

fruit then was not ripe, but green, and this is the most useful state

it can be in at thistime, as when hung up in little clusters in a glass-

house or room it rip 'tis by degrees, and yields a supph- for the

n^xt two months or so. We have tried Tomatoes bung up in a

cool house, but they did not do so well as in a warmer place.

Many might think they would keep longer in a cold place, but, on
the contrary, they soon decay and never ripen well. In a warm
place th 'v do not ripen si) very fast, but they become very firm,

and keep for a long time after they have coloured. As many mav
have cut Tomatoes now, if they are not ripening well or decaying,

let them be shifted into a little more heat and everything will b.^

right. .Sowing Tomato seed often and in large quantity is not

the only way to keep up a long succession of fruit ; but growing a

few and growing them thoroughly well is a sure way of securing

satisfactory results.

Growing Plants from Cuttings is another plan of get-

ting up stock often practised. They may be rooted at the same
time and under the sam^ circum<tances as I have advised for raising

plants from seed. Plants from cuttings are supposed to come into

fruit sooner than seedlings, ami grow dwarfer or more sliort-

joiuted. This may apply to them for a little time at first, but

after they have all been in fruit for a few weeks no one could tell

whether the plants had been raised originally from seed or from
cuttings. It often happens, however, that in a batch of plants

one may show a decided superiority over the rest, and it is such as

this that suceessional plants should be obtained from, but whether
from cuttings or seed may be left to the choice of the cultivator

;

both perhaps maj' be worth trying. Cambrian.

VAEIETIES OF VEGETABLES.
In" the following notes on vegetables I wish it to be distinctly under-
stood that I by no means think the varieties mentioned the only
good kinds, but they are the best that have come under my own
observation, both as regards quantity and quality. Novelties by
the dozen have been sent to me for trial during the last few years, but
very few indeed have exceeded the standard alreadyarrived at in their

respective classes ; still, however, they come, and that, too, at such
a rapid rate that there is a danger that seedsmen's catalogues,
instead of being guides to the uninitiated in horticulture, as they
are presumably intended to be, will soon prove a source of perj^lexity

and bewilderment.

Potatoes may now be numbered by the hundred, but amongst
them all I very much question whether, as regards quality, the old
Cobbler's Lapstone has yet been beaten. There are numbers pos-
sessing better cropping properties and less liable to disease,

but as a second early variety, with a true stock of

Ashleaf Kidney as a companion for first early, I know of none
to excel them. Woodstock Kidney is the finest flavoured Potato
of recent introduction, and crops splendidly, but unfortunately it

is one of the first to succumb to the disease ; in districts, and dry
soils, however, where the disease is never virulent, it is a grand kind
to grow. I do not believe in the entire immunity of any variety
from disease, but it is an undoubted fact that some kinds do possess
that power in an eminent degree ; it is mostly, however, at the
expense of quality, at least of superb quality, for, though I never
wish to eat a better Potato than Magnum Bonuni is this year, it is

quite exceptional for it to be so good—still, I have never known it

really bad ; whilst amongst all the Potatoes I have yet grown it is

tlie only one tliat most nearly approaches a disease resister, and
should stand at the head of the list in this class. I commend it

above all others as a cottager's Potato. Tlie Scotch (!hampion,
amongst disease resisters, has been much overrated ; it was badly
diseased here this season, whilst the crop w.as about half tliat of

M.agnum Bonum, and it is certainly the ugliest Potato in tlio long
list of varieties that li,as yet come under my notice ; its eating
iju.alities are slightly superior to those of M.agnuiu Bonuui, but the
waste and labour of dressing it for taldc, together witli tlie inferior

yield, places it a long w.ay behind M.agnum ]5ouuni.

Peas, next to Potatoes, are about the most highly pri/.(!d of

vegetables, and as regards these, the advance of late j-ears has been
very great ; indeed, in tlie case of Peas, one is inclined to think tliat

the climax of perfection has been nearly attained. I can only just

mention the very best, beginning with the earliest, which is Laxton's
\Villiam the First. It is a wrinkled marrow, immense bearer, grows
just tlie right height, 4 ft., and is most delicious ; then comes Mac-
lean's Advancer next as the earliest dwarf wrinkled marrow, Sutton's

Bijou, and Maclean's Best of All ; these are the cream of the first

early kinds. The best in the next section—second earlies—as also

for general crops, are Turner's Dr. Maclean, Standish's Criterion,

Champion of England, Veitch's Perfection, and British Queen ; and
for late crops none excel the old Ne Plus Ultra, and the newer
v.ariety Sutton's Duchess of Edinburgli. This latter is without ex-

ception tlie most deliciously flavoured Pea in cultivation.

Of Beans several new varieties amongst French kinds have been
recently introduced, but only one real acquisition, viz., Canadian
Wonder, a Bean that is alike suited for forcing and for open air

culture, and it is a long w.ay the most prolific kind in cultivation.

Other good kinds are Osborn's Forcing .and Syoii House. The best

of the runner kinds are .Scarlet Cliampion and Speckled Beauty. Of
Broad Beans, tlie two old kinds Karly Long Pod and Broad Windsor
have not yet been improved upon.

Cauliflowers and Broccoli.—Of tlie former there have of

late years been several new introductions, and some of real merit,

the one of all others being Veitch's Autumn Giant, now too well

known to need a word of commendation. Dean's Karly Snowball is

another first-class variety, and the earliest kind yet grown here.

Early Dwarf Erfurt and Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers are both
of them excellent kinds for main crops. Broccoli is constantly in-

undated with novelties, and to try all the kinds that are said to be
the best, one would need to have both unlimited ground space and
command of labour. I have, however, no hesitation in saying that

the following recent additions to the already numerous varieties are

decided improvements, viz., Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn,
Leamington, and .Sutton's Late Queen ; the Last appears to be hardier

than most other kinds, as it stood with us last winter almost unin-

jured, whilst others were nearly all killed. Other good varieties are

VValeheren, .Suow's, Cooling's Matchless, and Cattell's Eclipse.

The varieties of Cabbage, too, are constantly being increasedi

but my opinion of varieties will be apparent when I say that only
three kinds are grown here. viz. , Early London Colewort, Atkins'

Matchless, and Improved Nonpareil. Of .Savoy Cabbages, Dwarf
Green Curled is the best. Amongst Borecoles, the kind known as

Tall Curled Scotch Kale is the only one grown here, the heads
being used in the depth of winter and the stems left for the pro-

duction of sprouts in the spring, a merit lacking in the dwarf
section.

In Carrots there has been but little ch.ange as regards varieties

for years, and the best still are Early French Horn for forcing, and
also for the earliest out-of-doors ; and for general crops, .James'

Intermediate and Long Red Surrey.

Celery has had lots of additions—in names at any rate ; the

best tried here being S.andringhani Dwarf White, Ivery's Nonsuch
Pink, and Sulhara Prize Pink.

Amongst Lettuces, Paris White Cos for summer, and Bath
Cos (black-seeded) for autumn and winter use, are still pre-eminent,

an<l the same may be said of the Cabbiage kinds, Malta and Blonde
de Berlin for summer, and All the Year Round and Hammersmith
Hardy Green for winter.

The list of new varieties of Onions is not large ; one calleil The
Queen is likely to prove most useful as a pickler. Hitherto our
difficulty has been to get Onions sm,all enough for this purpose, but
this will not grow large, and ripens off most magically, and withal

keeps well. Trebons is another recent introduction ; it is a large

oval-shaped Onion, of mild flavour, and keeps well. Banbury Im-
proved and .Sutton's Reading, both of them good strains of White
Spanish, are excellent kinds for main crops.

Parsnips.—Student and Hollow Crown are both most excellent

varieties ; the former is the best for shallow soils.
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To Turnips there has recently been added a Continental variety,

called Early Purple-top Munich ; it was certificated by the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society last year, and as I believe most deservedly, judging

from the present season's experience of it. It was sown here for trial by

the side of Plai'ly Snowball and Early Six Weeks, and was ready for use

before those kinds began to bulb, and both in quality and appear-

ance it is superior to both of them. As a late hardy kind none is

better than Chirk Castle Black Stone. W. Wildsmitu.
lleckfield.

Jerusalem Artichokes Flowering.— Is it not very

unusual for the common .Jerusalem Artichoke to show bloom in this

country ? I have many heads at this moment which I think would

have expanded had tlie ordinary " St. Luke's summer " set in. Of

course the weather of last week stopped any development.—A. K.,

Bromlni. [It flowers occasionally when the seasons are warm and
bi'ight.

]

Scabby Potatoes.—Ur. Hexamer states in the Trihiiiic t't at

the scab on Potatoes is produced by " mites," or minute animals,

which fir.st cause blisters on the young tubers, leaving subsequently

holes or pits. Tlie use or absence of ashes and manure from various

animals seems to have no infiuence on them one way or the other,

nor scabby or free seed, nor land on which Potatoes have not been

raised for many years ; but since the exclusive use of commercial

fertilisers tliey have become entirely free from the scab.

—

CoaiUvij

Gentleman.

The American Wonder Pea.—Last year we had a very

short row of this variety in a favourable season ; this year we had
a, row over '200 ft. long in a most unfavourable season. Taking
the two together, we have formed a very good opinion of the

American Wonder, which is based upon these facts—First, it is

dwarf ; second, it is early ; third, it is productive ; fourth, it is of

most excellent quality. \Vhile our experience does not allow us to

make a jjositive assertion, we have no doubt that it will be found to

yield more from the same area than any other early Pea, because it

can be pl.xnted so much closer than the sorts that require brush.

It grows only about 1 ft. high, and each plant is well loaded with,

in favourable seasons, long, well filled pods. With ns these have
m.atared .iU together, allowing the crop to be taken at one picking,

an excellent feature in a market Pea, and while not considered so

desirable in the family garden, it will not be found an objection

when jirovided against by successive sowings. For quality on the

table it is just first cLass. Messrs. Bliss deserve the congratula-

tions of the gardening community for havin;; introduced so e.^celleut

a variety of this popular vegetable.

—

American A(jricuUurkt.

ten to fifteen years, but at present, although not a very recent intro-

duction, it appears but little known as an ornamental tree. It stood

the last two severe winters entirely without injury, and is probably

as hardy as the older and better known varieties of Evergreen Oak.

—

J. G., Linton.

Biota pendula.—This is by far the mostgi-aceful and distinct

of the Biotas, yet it seems to be but little known, at least not nearly

so much as it should be, for one seldom sees it planted, excejjt it be

in a crowded shrubbery. When planted singly it forms an ornamental

object of regular outline, while the long filiform branohlets prevent

the appearance of lumpiness, and give it a very elegant appearance.

It attains a height of from 10 ft. to 15 ft., and is extensively culti-

vated in .Japan, its native country, as well as in China, on account of

its graceful habit. Some years ago, Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney,
claimed it to be a hybrid raised at their nursery between a Red Cedar
and Common Arbor-vit;o, but as Dr. Siebold found the plant freely

distributed in a wild state in Japan, it was proved to be a mistake.

—A.
Aralia Sieboldi.—During the last two winters this plant h.as

proved to be hardier than was generally supposed, as in many
places it was quite uninjured, and where it was slightly afl'eeted it

is now perfectly recovered, the plants being furnished to the ground

with handsome foliage, added to which the flowers are freely pro-

duced on large plants, reminding one of several heads of Ivy blos-

soms arranged on a spike 1 ft. in length, and, although not showy
individually, very striking in a mass.

—

A.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

Protection of Evergreen Oaks in a Young State.
—Some one has recommended this. To any who mi^lit be inclined

to take such advice I would say emphatically, " Don't." In soils and
situations suitable to its growth this tree needs no protection. In
wet or low-lying localities it should never bo planted. I'rotection by
other living trees kills more Evergreen Oaks than it saves. It makes
them tender and leaves them an easy prey to the first severe weather
that comc-'s. Left to themselves .ind planted on rather elevated,

exposed loc.ilities, on good stiff loams resting on dry subsoils, the

Evergreen O.ik flourishes throughout the southern, western, eastern,

and midland counties. The severe lesson of the hard \\'inter of

1S.J!)-(10 showed the folly of protecting such trees. In crowded,
sheltered belts and home woods these O.iks were slauglitered by the

thousand. In exposed positions and planted singly on loam few or

none were killed. Hardiness is more a matter of condition tlian

of species ; and tlio more this is recognised and acted on the better

for our Evergreen O.iks and many other trees and shrubs.—D. T.
Fisii.

Although I cannot .at this moment refer to wh.at I said upon
this subject, yet I think Mr. Baines has to some extent mis-
apprehended the purport of my remarks. What I desired to convey
was that those who pl.anted a shelter or hedge of the Evergreen Oak,
and were impatient at its slow growth, could jilant behind it Spruce
Firs to give temporary shelter until the Oaks had grown to the
desired height. I do not think I conveyed the impression that the
Oak was tender and needed the shelter of the Fir trees.—A. D.

Quercus Buergeri.—We have in the Pinetum here a good
specimen of this noble variety of evergreen Oak alluded to (p. 404).

It assumes the habit of a wide-spreading tree or bush. It is a very
distinct variety of the family to which it belongs ; in fact, in the
strong soil here, where it grows very vigorously, one would be more
likely to take it for a Magnolia than an Oak, judging from the size

and substance of its foliage. The specimen here has been planted from

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
EUGENIA UGNI.

Thirty year.9 ago, when this .shrub was first introduced from ^'al-

paraiso, where it abounds on dry hills, it was the prevailing

opinion that if perfectly hardy it would prove valuable, on account

of its fruits, which resemble those of a Black Currant, and
possess a delicious aromatic flavour. Unfortun.ately, it is only

about the same degree of hardiness as the common Myrtle, and
flourishes as standards in the open only in the more favoured dis-

tricts of Ireland and the .sheltered southern localities of England.

On this account its cultivation has not become general, though it

may be successfully fruited if planted against a sunny south

wall, and slightly protected in such exceptionally severe winters

as the last two. It is certainly worthy of culture, as the fruits

are so unlike any other cultivated kinds as regards flavour. They
are excellent as a conserve or in tarts. In some places in Ireland

it forms a dense bush 9 ft. high, and at Kew there are some
bushes of it planted out in the winter garden which annually

bear a fine crop of fruit. It belongs to the INIyrtle family, and
isi an ally of the Allspice (E. Pimenta). E. apicnlata is another

kind of about the same degree of hardiness, and bears .small wax-
like flowers similar to those which precede the fruits of E. Ugni.

W. G.

HEATED WALLvS.
I.~J gardening matters from time to time we see some oldest.ablislied

practice given up for another, which turns out anything Init an im-

provement, such, for instance, as the doing away with flued walls,

or where these exist letting them remain unused ; for of the many
old gardens one sees where walls of this description still remain, it

is seldom that the flues arc now ever used. Yet I have no hesitation

in .saying that there are numbers of such places where healthy Peach
trees on open walls are things of the past, or, if the trees still exist,

it is a rare occurrence for them to bear a crop. Cheap glass has, no
doubt, hadsomethingtodo with this, but even cheap houses cost money
to build, and require still more to keep them in repair, and addi-

tional labour to attend to them ; and, after all, Peach cultivation

under glass is not every season a certainty in the hands of all who
imdertake it. Not that any one in their senses would say a word
against Peach growing under glass, but what I maintain is that there

is room enough for both, and there are few places, even where there

are several houses devoted to this fruit, where a crop from an open

wall would not still be acceptable, and this leaves out the thousands

of gardens throughout the kingdom whose owners would value at

their full worth a crop of Peaches, yet who, notwithstanding cheap

glass, will remain without them unless they can have them from

uncovered walls.

If such a thing as a flued wall had never existed, there is still

enough indisputable evidence as to the effects of warmed walls in

securing a crop in the many places to be seen where by accident a

tree, or a portion of a tree, happens to be against a wall or a chim-
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my
do

in

to

walls,

ney that is warmed for some purpose apart from any intention to

obtain fruit. It seldom happens that iu two consecutive seasons

the outdoor Peach crop is such a failure a3 it has been last sum-
mer and also the summer previous, yet iu several places that I have
seen, more than one of which is 250 miles north of London, a few
branches of an odd tree against a chimney had more fruit ou them
than a dozen other trees all put together that had not had the ad-

vantage of any tire heat to ripen their wood, or preserve their bloom
from frost, and I should suppose there are few individuals who see

much of garden-
ing who have not
had an opportu-
nity of noticing
similar instances.

The example men-
tioned in last

week's Garden by
"J. S. \V.' of a

place where out-

door Peaches are

non-existent, but
where they were at

one time plentiful,

is only one out
of many that
might be found in

not a few locali-

ties.

I have
time had
with flued

and have seen the
advantages result-

ing from their use
when carefully
and attentively
managed, but
there %vas many a
failure where they
did exist, in not
using fires early

enough in the au-
tumn to ripen the
wood whilst the
leaves were fresh

and able to do
the work which
Nature allotted

them, and also,

but to a less ex-

tent, by putting
too much trust in

the weather dur-
ing the blooming
time in spring.

But failures like

these have no right

to be laid to the
system, and if I
was enclosing a
garden with walls,

unless in a part
of the kingdom
very favourable
for outdoor Peach
culture, I should
flue a wall for

them, and if

there was to be
some glass de-

voted to Peaches,

I should select a
west wall to be
flued for the reason that on this aspect the crop would ripen

later and so give a longer succession of fruit. With the help

of the flues I should not fear either inability to ripen the wood or

preserve the bloom on a western aspect. I fail to see that any one
has been able to adduce the least reliable evidence that there is any
deterioration in the climate ; everything points to the contrary.

The glass copings which were to correct all the mishaps attendant
upon outdoor Peach growing, so confidently predicted by many
who spoke about them, will before long, if I mistake not, be as

freely condemned. T. Bai.nes.

HARDV CONTINENTAL GRAPES.
I QriTE agree with " .1. S. W." (p. 371) that Clrape growers in this

country would do well to look up some of the best Continental varie-

ties, with a view to their adaptability for culture cither in the open
air or under glass in this country. 1 am not so sanguine as to hope
that we should be so fortunate as to find amongst them a kind supe-
rior for general purposes to our own well-tried Black Hamburghs

;

but I am inclined to believe that some of the varieties grown abroad
wouM bo better
fitted for cool or
cold glass struc-
tures than arc the
generality of the
kinds commonly
employed for that
purpose. Owners
of small or un-
healed greenhouses
often experience a
difficulty, espe-
cially in cold dis-
tricts and un-
favourable situa-

tions, in ripening
off their crop of
fruit. This is es-

pecially the case
in exceptionally
sunless summers,
when it is by no
means rare to see
the whole crop iu
many of these
structures in an
unripened and
scarcely eatable
condition. A va-
riety, therefore,
that would bear
as freely as the
Hamburgh, that
would combine size
with flavour, and
that would ripen,
say a fortnight
or three weeks
earlier, would be
a valuable acqui-
sition to Grape
growers generally.
Wehave, of course,
certain early-ripen-
ing kinds, such as
Foster's Seedling
and Koyal Jlusca-
dine, but these are
not generally liked
by the owners of
small glass struc-
tures, who prefer
a Grape having
a more rich and
imposing appear-
ance.

I have enjoyed
exceptional facili-

ties for testing the
flavour of Conti-
nental varieties of
the Grape, and I
do not think that
there exist many

kinds that I have not tas(;ed, cither in France, Germany, or Switzer-
land. I remember on more than one occasion going through some
493 kinds, more or less distinct, and until I did so I should never
have thought that so much variety of flavour could exist in the
Grape. It is only when one has the kinds brought together in a
small compass that one can really form a judgment as to their
merits iu the way of flavour. Although in this instance the greater
portion of tlie bunches composing the collection were small iu berry,
and, as could be seen at a glance, were only fit for open-air culture,
there were others which, although ripened without the aid of glass,

Fruiting spray of Eugenia Ugni.
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were of really noble appearance and of excellent qualitj-. I very
imich regret not having made notes of the most promising liinds, for

it struck me at the time that some of them should prove useful in

this country. Even supposing that they might not comej up to the

standard required for culture under glass, some of them would pro-

bably be better adapted for growing on walls in the open air than

the varieties commonly employed for that purpose in English gar-

dens. Thus there is a kind much in favour in many parts of Switzer-

land which ripens its cropoff some three weeks earlier than any other

grown there. It is a great cropper, the bunches come to a good size,

and the flavour is good. When fully ripe the berries take on a

bright chocolate tinge. Anyone desirous of obtaining this (Jrape

miglit easily procure it in the neighbourhood of Basle, where it goes

under the name of the "August Traube.''

The fact of our climate not being naturally well adapted to the

growth of Grapes in the open air deters many from planting them,

the complaint being often heard that it is of but little use doing

so, as it is only in exceptionally favourable years that the crop

ripens off as it should do. There may be some truth in this ; but is

it not also a fact that the grower has often only himself to blame in

the matter? as beyond the annual pruning and rough and ready
trimming of the laterals, l.)ut little attempt at intelligent culture is

made. Tiie Vine gets overcrowded with old and worn-out wood, and
the Ininches become smothered with foliage, so that instead of being

fully exposed, as they should be, from the time they set to sun and
air, they are to a great extent deprived of the invigorating influence

of these indispensable agents to fertility, and cannot, except when
the power of the sun is unusually powerful, come to anything like

sweetness or maturity. That there are kinds of Grape but little

grown, and which are well fitted for open-air culture in this country,

I feel quite convinced. As an instance of this, I may mention that

when a lad I have often eaten fruit from a Vine that covered the

outside of the dwelling, and the quality of which was so good that

there was no difficulty in obtaining from 6d. to Is. per pound for it.

The Vine was already there when my father took up his abode in the

locality, .so that he knew nothing of its origin ; and although many
growers saw it when in fruit no one could determine the variety.

It grew freely ; tlie foliage was of medium size rather finely cut ; the

bunches and berries were of good size and came to a good Hamburgh-
like flavour and colour. It was also productive, and ripened its

crop off early. I should imagine that this Grape would
be either of Continental origin or a chance seedling ; at any
rate, it must be said to be a valuable kind, owing to its earliness and
the size, flavour, and colour of the berries. Of course, the quality of

the fruit would not have been so good had not the culture been
well attended to; but my father, feeling interested in the Vine,

gave it the same attention as he would have done to a Hamburgh
under glass. This is, however, what is really needed iu order to make
Grape-growing on walls either pleasant or profitable, and I consider

it the height of folly to occupy good space with a Vine and then
allow it to fall a prey to mildew, or deprive it of those attentions

considered indispensable when it is placed in more favourable cir-

cumstances.
It is to be regi'etted that some of the Continental kinds of Grapes

should not be more grown in the open air in this country than
they are, for I do not in the least doubt that they would prove more
profitable than tlie old Sweetwater and Black Cluster, almost the
only kinds gi'own on walls, and which are not handsome enough to

command good prices, although even tliese two varieties can, by
means of care and attention, be much improved both in appearance
and flavour. John Coknhill.

Byfleet.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FEUIT GARDEN.

Grizzly Frontignan Grapes.—I notice that "J. S. W."
(p 430) designates these weakly-rooting Grapes. Perhaps it would
be more correct to call them weak finishing. The finest examples of

Frontignan I have ever seen were in the open air in England. Their
growth was almost as strong as that of Hamburghs, their bunches
long and well formed, and the Grapes finished well without shanking.

The position was a very much sheltered one, and Hamburghs ripened
well by their side, though not better than the Frontignan. The
Grizzly did far better than the white, and there is little doubt that

the former is the sweetest and best of all the Frontignans. In
growing them under glass, as I did rather extensively at one time to

please an employer who considered them far superior to all other
Grapes, Muscats not excepted, I never found them weak rooters

;

their worst fault was shanking. Shrivelling, which disfigures them,
and to which they are liable, can hardly be called a fault, as it only
seems to heighten their vinous flavour, as it improves the high
quality of Impi^ratrice Plums. The cooler the treatment the less the
Frontignans shank, and this is in exact accordance with the ex-

perience of those who have grown this Grape in the open air, where
it never shanks. Neither the black nor white Frontignan equals the
Grizzly in flavour. I overlooked "Justicia's" note in favour of
these Grapes, but am sure he could not write too highly of their
quality when fairly well done. Like many other good things,
the Frontignans have been pushed or crushed out by Grapes of larger
size and better appearance, but far inferior quality. This is bad
enough, but worse things seem imminent, viz., that our best Pota-
toes may be pushed out of cultivation by those of handsomer form
and more bright or gay-coloured jackets.—D. T. Fish.

A Selection of Apples.—I was recently asked for a selection
of the best twenty varieties of Apples. This would be an eas.y task
if Apples did not differ materially in certain localities, and that kinds
which succeed well in one are not satisfactory in another. I think a
selection of the best twelve kinds of Apples would be of great value
to many persons, especially if the selection was made upon a district

basis, such as the northern, including Scotland, the midland, the
southern, and Ireland and Wales. If persons could be induced to
name what kinds were in their actual experience in these several
districts the known and proved best, and if the replies were
tabulated, showing the nundjer of times any one kind had been
selected, a permanent and valuable return might be made. Opinions
may differ materially as to what constitutes a good Apple, and there-

fore it would be well in makings selection to have some regard to the
habit and constitution of the sort, its cropping and keeping proper-
ties, suitability for cooking or for dessert uses, and best known
adaptability for specific modes of culture, whether as standards,
pyramid.?, cordons, or otherwise. Big Apples, for instance, are very
showy and help to fill the bushel, and for market culture are most
valuable, but few of these big sorts are good keepers. Further, if one
decays or falls and is damaged, the loss is gi'eat compared with
Apples of medium size. Then, a sort that produces large fruits may
after all not compare favourably with others that produce on trees

more than double the bulk of smaller fruit. All these points merit
full consideration in making a good selection.—A. D.

Late Raspberries.—Mr. Kelly sends us from Eppiug some
Raspberries of fair quality. The jjroduce of the kinds that fruit

freely in autumn is often valuable, and it is surprising they are not
more grown.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

PLANTS FOE THE WILD GAEDEN.
The remarks of "Justicia" anent the Golden Kods in The
Gahden (p. 353) I'emind me of an inclination I have often

had of pointing out a few plaut.s adapted for the above purpose,
and as at the pre.=ent time herbaceous plants deservedly are

attracting much notice and gaining much favour, still I may add
there is, perhaps, a valuable entliusiasm among the lovers of hardy
plants to grow all that comes before them iu the shape of a plant,

and the great difficulty iu forming a collection of hardj- plants is

knowing what to reject.

Every plant may have an individual interest, but every plant
lias not the merit to claim a place in the garden. But there is a

place for everything and a plant for every place, and while
everybody seems intent on adding what is worthy to their her-

baceous plant collections, I am glad to see there is a general
tendency to remove (not discard) all plants from the garden to a

domain of their own, such as the open wood, the stony bank, the
old stone delf, the dingle, the hedge bank, and the brook side

;

all these and many other such places abound in evei'v place (more
or less), from the few acres in the small domain to the great

park, and there is no valid reason why, as regards plants, most
places shoidd be a comparative wildei'ness except an enclosed

portion round the man.sion. "What thousands of such plants as

Cxolden Rods and Michaelmas Daisies, "Willo\v Herbs, &.C., may
be grown on the margin of plantations ! what a treat for the

sportsman to brush through acres of Michaelmas Daisies, &c., u.sed

in young plantations as cover ! Nothing makes a better cover than
the Asters in young plantations, no matter what the .situation

may be. I need say nothing how the swamp or the margin of

pools and the watercourse may be beautified by these means.
I know a brook (not a bank) for nearly half a mile hidden in the

season by the noble wild Bellfiower (Campanida latifolia)

planted by Nature, and what a sight ! Subjoined is a list of

some plants which prove more suitable for the wilderness than
the garden proper. It may be extended to hundreds, and is only

suggested by a few coarse plants iu my own garden. I have
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added a fow wdixls to denote the place for which they are most
suitable : -

Mulckhhm Pi.imikki.—A noble-growing Composite S ft. higli,

nrith bold foliage. It delights in bnsliy places.

C.Nurs HKTERoniYLU's.—A haiulsome, strong-growing Thistle,

with largo globular heads of flowers and silvery leaves ; stony
places.

Ki'iLOBirM AXi:rsTiFOUr>t.—A well-known weedy, but truly
hanitsome plant ; pit sides and wot places.

Iris ukismanuw.—Many varieties, and other strong-growing
species. Charming plants for brook sides and damp places. Our
native I. Pscud-acorns in dank, muddy places in woods. I have
seen it nearly 6 ft. high.

Poi.Y(;oNi'M SiEBOLDi.—A Well kuowu plant and handsome; when
in the right place and left to itself, this plant will grow anywhere
if undisturbed, but would soon turn any garden into a wilderness.

SiLriiu'Ms.—Several tall, coarse species snch as S. terebinthiuaceum,
which has noble foliage when grown in sheltered, shady places. S.

laciniatum, a line object where it can have ample space.

Symphytum officixale.—A well known stately plant for wet damp
places.

TiiALifTRUMS.—Many tall species, bold plants, handsome in foliage

and flower.

BoRAi;o L.\XIF0LIA.—A weedylookingtrailingplant, with charming
azure-blue flowers. Charming in rougli, stony places.

Tei.ekia speciosa and coitDATA.—Sliowy composites, large hand-
some fl jwers, with linear florets, bold foliage ; margins of woods, &c.
Lathyrfs.—All the climbing, robust species—sylvaticus, pyre-

naieus, latifolins, &c. These truly handsome Leguminous plants would
be more at home in the wood or wilderness, ramlding at their own
will : they shouldgrow uncontrolled; anything like tying or training
renders them ridiculous.

EcPATORirM cIc^antecm.—A very .stately plant, 10 ft. or more
high. Owing to its great height, this plant is liable to be blown
over in ordinary places. Near pools and water, in hollows and
dingles, a colony of these plants would give an idea of tropical

vegetation.

Salvia glutinosa.—A strong species with yellow flowers.

Cen'Taurea macrocefhala.—A strong-growing species with large

golden heads.
AsTiLBE Rivri.ARis.—An ally of the .Spirasas ; splendid foliage

;

panicles very long, white. A fine plant, but cannot be kept in
bounds without continual lifting. Damp, open spaces.

BoccoxiA cordata.—Another robust plant, with handsome foliage

;

indeed, the plant is altogether handsome, but a rambler. Damp
places on the margins of woods. This is the Tree Celandine.
GrxxERA scabra.—This enormous plant is scarcely fit for the

garden or the lawn, but a group of it in some wild, open place would
be eSective.

Ven.\trum xiiJRrM.—A truly noble plant. When seen to advan-
tage it has perhaps the finest foliage of any hardy herbaceous plant

—Orchid-like, and plaited ; often 1 ft. across. As tlie foliage is too
often torn with the winds, a sheltered nook among shrubs suits it

admirably. Deep, rich, boggy soil.

Aristolochia .SiPito (the Dutchman's-pipe).—A singular plant
when allowed to ramble over blocks, ruins, and bushes, but too
rambling for the garden.
Gyxericm aroenteum, G. jubatum, Arun'do i'onspicua, A.

OYXERioiDE.s, and A. Dox.w.—Noble as these Grasses are, their
proper place is by the side of drives and the margins of lakes and
streams. For many months in the year they are very rough, untidy-
looking plants.

Tliis list may b? extended to hundreds. To the amateur with a
limited collection these remarks do not apply. But there are very
many lovers of plants willing to grow anything, and thus spoil

everything. But there are few mansions or villas to wliich the
foregoing remarks woidd not apply without in the least detracting
from the garden proper. Tiios. Williams.

Ormslirl;.

Culture of Ixiolirions.—There is, as far as I can see, no
difference from a horticultural point of view between I. Pallasi,

I. montanum, and I. tataricum. I, Kolpakowskyanum (Kol-
pakowskya ixiolirioides), which agrees with " W. G.'s " description
of scythicum has been in cultivation alsout two years, but is inferior

in beauty to the others. Of I. Ledebouri only a few bulbs exist in

Europe, and this is a greatly superior species to all the others ; the
whole plant is more compact, the flowers of a much better shape, of

a rather reddish-violet colour, which is very bright and pleasing. It

comes in from eight to fourteen days earlier than Pallasi, &c. As
to cultivation, no doubt the plants will grow to perfection if grown
after " \V. G.'s'' directions, but they will thrive nearly as well in

any border which is well and deeply worked with a spade. I in-
tended to grow about a thousand bulbs last year, but could not
devote much .attention to them ; tliey did very well, and neither wet
nor cold aliected their vigorous growth. If not carefully taken up
they get rather weedy, but they may just as well remain alone for
two or three years. Small threads are puslied out from tlie base of
the bull), and at the end of the threads small bulbs are formed, often
S in. or 4 in. aw.ay from their parent, and these little bulbs are very
dillieult to detect, their colour resemlding that of the soil, so they
escape observation and come up in the spring like (irass.—Max
Leiciitlin, Baden-Baden.

FLOWER GyVllDKN NOTES.
As a proof of the mildness of the autumn, yesterday (October 20) I
gathered a Large handful of Heliotrope in beautiful condition ; but,
alas, tlie wind, which has lately lioen rather shifty, suddenly veered
round to N.E., and this morning the Heliotropes and other tender
flowers are all l)Iackene<l by frost. These beds of Heliotrope liave
been deliglitful all tlie summer. There are two of them, and in the
spring I planted the scarlet Gladiolus about 1 yd. apart over their
surfaces. When tlie Gladioli were just showing their leaves through
the soil I planted the Heliotropes, and round the latter was
a broad band of Harrison's Musk. The effect was pretty,
and the combined scent was delightful all through the summer',
but when the (iladloli exp.anded their scarlet flowers the full
length of their tall spikes, the bed looked perfect. Tlie beds of
tuberous Begonias also have been fine. A deep, well-drained situa-
tion and a moist season evidently suit them. Among other things
that have done well with us this year has been a collection of an-
nual Lupines. They are exceeding pretty, varying in colour from
blue to rose and white, and in height from I ft. to 4 ft. They were
raised in pots, and by the time they were planted out in May, the
tall-growing varieties could be picked out from the dwarf. They
look pretty from the first, as their habit of growtli is interesting,
and they begin to flower early, and continue to blossom as they
grow. If the seeds are picked off they will bloom till the end of
September, but they are not autumn-blooming plants. This dilticulty
can be overcome by having a lot of the White Japanese Windflower
(Anemone japonica alba) in a reserve bod to take the place of the
Lupines. If these are prop.agated annually they will lift with balls,
and if well watered will continue to flower uninterrupted by the
removal till severe weather sets in.

One of the best autumn arrangements for a large mass—the larger
the better—are these Anemones mixed with Tritomas, the latter
planted about 4 ft. apart, and the former used as a groundwork.
Amongst other things I have tried this year has been Delphinium
formosum mixed with Calceolaria and the taller forms of Delphinium,
such as Hendersoni, Belladonna, Ranunculiflora, &c., in a large bed
of white-flowered Pelargoniums. The eiTect of these was very
good. The Delphiniums were planted thinly, and we had their full
beauty, and when, after a considerable time, they left us, their tops
were cut down, and the Pelargoniums sufficed for that bed ; but
then in other directions we had other mixtures. For instance, here
is one that has been very striking all the season. It consists of a
very good collection of tall Phloxes idanted ,3 ft. apart over aground-
work of variegated Pelargoniums. The Phloxes had full justice
done them, and there was not an inch of bare soil visible.
We had other mixtures of double Potentillas and Lobelias,

Pyrethrums and dwarf Phloxes, Tree or perpetual Carnations, and
dwarf Asters, but perhaps one of the prettiest beds was a general
mixture of flowers and foliage, hardy and tender things. It was a
large bed, having for a background a large Cedar of Lebanon. It
resembled somewhat in shape a Large horseshoe, with the convex
margins facing one of the windows of the house. Round the edge was
abandofSedum glaucum, then a broad band of Harrison's Musk,
with single plants of Sedum spectabile at intervals of 2 ft. or so ;

behind these were groups of white and pink Anemone japonica,
Rudbeokia speciosa, Paris Daisies (white and yellow), Fuchsias,
rather large plants, and also a few old specimen scarlet Pelargoniums
of large size, with Tritomas a little further back. The spaces
between the groups of flowering plants were filled up with foliage
plants, such as Abutilon Thompsoni, Acacia lophantha, Solanum
marginatum. Variegated Maize, &c., and a fringe of Giant Hemp
formed the background, and one or two plants here and there of
Wigandia and Montagnea heightened the effect by their grand
foli age.

Among single specimens on Grass, I have seen nothing equal to a
plant of Bocconia cordata growing out of a low mass of the common
Lavender. The Bocconia had twenty flowering stems, some of
which were nearly Oft. high, and from the time its young foliage
expanded till the present time the group has been most effective.
This plant, to have it fine, ref|uires liberal treatment, and must not
be disturbed very often. Ji. H.
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THE PARIS DAISIES. has become more frequent in private gardens of late ; more

Perhaps no flowers have attained greater popularity in our recently the yellow kinds have come into cultivation. There

gardens of recent years tlian the plants now commonly called is a small yellow kind named C. Comtesse de Chambord, but

Paris Daisies, from the fact that they were extensively used the best is the large yellow Marguerite, lately distributed by

A Group of Talis Daisies.

in the public gardens of that city before they were much seen Mr. Howard, of Southgate, and which is named
with us out of botanic gardens. The white kind, Chrysanthe- Etoile d'Or. It is said to have been raised in or about

mum frutescens, is now largely grown for supplying the the year 1874 by M. Desgeorges, the then gardener to M.
London markets with flowers during winter and spring, and Adam, of Villa des Bruyeres, Golf Juan, near Cannes; it was
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obtained fi-om seed of Clirysantliemum fiutescens var. Comtessc

de Cliambord. It grows freely in any soil, and ll.iwcrs pni-

fiisely tliroui^h the summer and autumn, after which time if

the plants are lifted and potted, they will llower through the

winter and spring in a greenhouse. As a window plant, too,

this is first-rate. It produces a constant succession of its

l.irge, soft, yellow blossoms, which last in good condition for

at least six or eight weeks. AVhon grown in pots, a rather

stiff soil and not too lai'ge pots will be best calculated to in-

duce free flowering. All the kinds are easily increa-:ed by

means of cuttings. The plants are not hardy, though they do

so well out-of doors in summer, but they are useful in many
ways, both in the Irjuses and out-of-doors. They are apt to

grow too vigorously, a fault, if so it be, sometimes scarcely

to be remedied in our moist climate when planted out in tlio

open ground, but which is easily corrected when grown in pots.

The point is to get the plants intended for winter flowering

into a root-bound state by the beginning of the autumn
months, placing them well apart in the sunniest and airiest

place at command. Growth then receives the necessary check

and tlower-buds form. Then give occasional doses of weak
litpiid manure, and the result will be specimens with as much
bloom as foliage, and withal dwarf and compact of habit. As
the Paris Daisy is of quick growth, there is no necessity for

very early propagation ; April is soon enough, growing the

j'Oung plants along quickly during the summer, shifting for

the last time in July, and pinching off all llower-buds until

September, when a few miy be allowed to bloom, pricking out

the buds of the remainder until October.

Out-of-doors the treatment usually given to ordinary bed-

ding plants will suit these. They grow so freely, however,

that some not tied down to the conventional practice of only

growing dwarf plants will put out lirge as well as small speci-

mens, and thereby secure some fine bold plants.

Mr. J. CornliiU can never write too much or too well
of these pretty Paris Daisies. Here in variety they are the
showiest plants we hare in a cold greenhouse, and promise to

bloom well all the winter with a little fire-heat. Jlr. Howard's
variety Etiole d'Or has pale golden flowers, which are very large

and fine, ^'isitors are charmed with it, and its blossoms last

for weelvs in a cut state ; even full-sized buds will expand in water
after being cut soma days. C. Ilalleri is very pretty, and has
greener and more ample le.afage than the type. Mr. Lynch, of the
Cambridge Bcitauic Garden, kindl_y gave me a small-flowered
variety of C. frutescens, the flowers of which are quite Daisy-like,

scarcely haK as large as those of the normal form. Even bo.xes of

rooted cuttings on sunny shelves quite near to the glass yield a
profusion of flowers. I intend bedding out these varieties next
season, as well as working up a stock for winter and spring
flowerinp'. F. W. B.

LILY CULTURE.
Now that Lily bulbs by the thousand are beginning to appear in the
market, and as tbe present is a good time for the repotting or the
outdoor planting of Lilies, a few notes on their culture may be of some
interest to cultivators. I was glad to see Mr. G. F. AVilson's notes on
L. specosium (p. 410), and as we have here and there in our garden
Bracken growth, I shall try to carry out his plan of utilising it as a
shelter. Here in Ireland, Liliuni speciosuni does remarkably well.
At Muckross, near Killamey, it is a sight worth going miles to see,

as also is the Scarborough Lily (\'allota purpurea), a bulb rarely seen
treated as a perfectly hardy, outside plant. Xow at Muckross the
Vallota has established itself and proved itself to be an extremely
showy hardy bulb, and I trust that Mr. "Wilson and others may be
induced to give it a trial, even if it be only in a tentative way, by
planting out a few good strong bulbs in May on a rich sanily border
close to a sunny wall. Oar last flowers of L. speciosuni .are still

fresh and beautiful in water, and L. auratuni bloomed until the frost
came.
Last autumn I obtained a quantity of imported bulbs. They were

large and sound, and it occurred to me to experiment with them by
growing half in pots, the other half being planted out in the open
borders, selecting such positions as were sheltered from rude winds.

The general result—where both sets of bulbs grew reasonably well,

nothing extraordinary, but a good strong average growth—seemed
decidedly in favour of outdoor ]ilantiug. The put bulbs were shaken
out and repotted about a fortnight ago. Tlio old roots were not dead,

indeed quite fresh, but the new quill-lilie roots were protruding on all

sides from the new bulb-growth. I am always anxious to pot all my
bulbs before these new roots a[ipcar oi when they are quite short,

otherwise; one often does much harm by breaking tliem during the
operation.

My compost for Lilies is sound lumps of fibrous yellow loam as big

as one's fist, and nearly as tougli as a door-mxt ; about a third of lumpy
peat is mixed with the loam, and also a cpuntity of rough sandstone
grit or coarse sea sand. I never use crocks for drainage, l)ut a large

sod of turf Grass downwards instead. I place tlu'ec good bulbs in a

ll2-in. pot, keeping them well up in the pot, but still allowing ample
room for a substantial top-dressing, which it is importint they
should receive just when the whorls of stem-roots slu^w themselves.

Of all soils I have tried for Lilies this mixture of lumpy loam, peat,

and sand has answered best. No manure in any shape is used until

the pots are tolerably full of roots ; then clear liquid cow manure
strengthened witli a handful or two of guano and soot is given,

to the great benefit of the Lily growth, ami to the great dis-

may of the worms in the soil. I owe the idea of a loam and
peat compost to a letter of Mr. G. F. Wilson's, years ago, in which
he recommended loam and peat in layers, his ii.lea then being that

the antiseptic qualities of the peat preserved the loam from souring

underthedelugefrom the watering-pot, which itisesseutial tiiat oUpot-
growu Lilies must receive. I Iiave found our compost (juite sweet
and fresh after the season's growth, and the Lily roots had permeated
every part of it, loam and peat, pretty much alike, but one thing

was abundantly evident, they had stitched themselves into the lumps
through and through, as if they were iufiuitely more preferable to

the taste of Lily roots than the interstices between, which were
filled in with loose, fine sandy earth in the operation of pottiug nearly

a year ago. I am careful in making tlie earth placed below
the bulbs very firm, even beating it down with a hammer.
I am also careful in cleaning out every particle of saw-
dust or other packing material from the scales of the bulb, and then

I cover the bulbs with clean, dry sand before I pack the compost
around tliem. Clearing away all decayed scales and sawdust is an
important thing to attend to in the case of imported bulbs. Another
thing is to purchase at the early sales, and pot the bulbs at once ou
their being received. Good earth is a wonderful deodariser, and by
potting bulbs at once many will be saved. A cold frame is the place

for Lilies when potted, but as soon as the stem growth appears give

air on all possible occasions.

The above applies to pot Lilies. Now a few words on those in

the open borders. These were planted in ordinary good g.ardcn

earth, light, well-worked, and friable. A little leaf-mould and sand
was added in the planting. Each bulb was entirely enveloped in

dry sand, and they were buried at depths varying from 4 in. to

12 in. Those buried deepest were the last to appear above ground,

but in a few weeks' time there was no appreciable difference in the

growth, nor could we see that eitlier growtli or bloom was mate-
rially influenced thereby. As I have before said, in growth and
bloom tlie outside bulbs did best. So much for top growth. In
bulb growth we find a material difference, the pot bulbs being far

ahead in size, weight, and general soundness, so far as one uiay

judge by the eye. Can this be owing to the careful application of

stimulating food just a? it was wanted ? At any rate, we shall watch
the appearance and growth of tlie outdoor bulbs with more than
ordinary interest next season. L. auratum and L. speciosuni in

variety form the most showy of our outdoor Lilies, but L. japoni-

cum and L. Krameri were also very attractive, and L. Szovitzianum
bloomed well. Our greatest success was with L. testaceum two years

planted. Itsgrowthwasstout and vigorous, over 7ft. inheight,andthe
fiowers large and very charming in colour. L. candidum sent up
sheaves of ivory-white blossoms in its season. L. longifiorum also

did well both in pots and in the open border. This last, however,
should be planted amongst dwarf Rhododendrons or other shrubs,

which suffice to shelter its young growths from spring frosts. Some
few of those grown in pots are now throwing up a second flowering

growth. I am longing to try some of the newer kinds of Lilium,

such as L. longifiorum Wilsoni, L. neilgherrense, L. Hansoni, L.
pomponium, and the North American Lilies of the L. superbum, L.
californicum, and L. Washingtonianuni types. I planted half-a-

dozen good-sized bulbs of L. Szovitzianum last autumn, and hope to

see them make a fair attempt at blooming this season. I think it a
really grand Lily when seen at its best. The one Lily I

cannot succeed with to my liking is L. giganteum. Planted out, it

has flowered with us at 5 ft. in height, bearing seven blooms, but I

want to see it twice the height and «ith three times as many flowers.

There will even then be ample room for further improvement.
F. W. B.
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HAEDINESS OF THE AFKICAN LILY.
Broadly stated, it is so far from being hardy that I have never
seen it done well in the open by any of the temporary means of

in-otootion that siilfioe for such plants as Brugniansias, &c. la
every case where I have attempted to keep it through the winter in
the open it has degenerated into puniness or died outright, as de-
scribed by Mr. Wood and others. I used to grow it extensively in
East Sutfolk, and went in for its culture there with enthu-
siasm, but it did not flower freely enough to reward us for
our trouble. In ^varm sites it is a glorious plant for the open air,

either in pots in the open or planted. For ground baskets, beds, or
low vases it is also admirably adapted. Single plants or groups
among, or in front of. Lilies are also pre-eminently the right plants
in the right place. We used to bring it in about the middle of
October often in flower, and the plants made quite a striking fea-

ture in the conservatory, and made rich and striking contrasts to
masses of early Callas. Few plants do better grown out-of-doors
in summer and lifted and potted in the autumn than this beautiful
African Lily. It makes such enormous masses of its lai"ge roots,
thit it may be moved about anywhere without injury. Its potting
up from the open seldom causes cither leaf or flower to look behind
them.
The plants that had flowered earlier in the open were generally

crowded under the greenhouse stage, either in or out of pots, for the
winter, and had littleoruoattention till the foliowing March, when they
were overhauled or divided, as reijuired. The latter is no easy matter,
and needs more strength than skill. It is needful to divide the
plants grown in pots every third year or so, unless it is intended
to allow the pots to burst. This is so sure to happen, unless guarded
against by timely reduction or division, that tlie cost of pots becomes
a serious matter to those wlio grow it in quantity. A low terrace
wall was once embellished with specimens of these Lilies in IS-in,
pots. Three plants were placed on tlie coping of each panel ; the
parapets were crowned with large vases containing specimens of Tom
Thumb Pelargoniums 4 ft. across. The effect of the masses of
scarlet and the light blue flowers and rich green foliage of the Aga-
p.authus was most pleasing, as well as rich and magnificent. The
African Lily toned down the feverish glare of the Pelargoniums, and
as tlie wall was white or nearly so, the three colours in combination
gave an impression of richness and repose which ai-e all too seldom
met with. The bursting of the pots, however, at last caused that
rich mode of furnisliing to be given up. The more's the pity.

It is, in fact, much to be regretted that this beautiful plant is not
more generally cultivated alike for the embellishment of our garden
walls and consorx'atories. Few plants are more admirably adapted
for the fringing of lakes or even growing as a semi-aquatic during its

season of active growth, for the African Lily is a gross feeder, as its

large roots abundantly testify. Like Mr. Wood and others, I do not
at all believe in its hardiness. Still, if Mr. Gaunt or any other
cultivator can tell us how to preserve it in the open air without
injury he ivill render an important service to all lovers of this noble
plant, who would gladly grow more of it, but for the difficulties of
the winter storing of such ponderous, though valuable materi.al.

D. T. Fish.

Here is my experience of the blue African Lily as a subject
for open-air cultivation. In the spring of 1876 I sowed a packet of

the seed, which quickly vegetated on a mild bottom-heat. As soon
as possible the seeiUings were pricked out and kept in a cold frame
till the spring of 1S77, when they were planted out, fine sturdy young
l}lant3, into a long narrow border under a wall facing the south, and
which is, in fact, the choicest border I have about the place. They
grew most rapidly, having bsen well manured, and being constantly
supplied with abundance of water. They passed through the winter
of 1877-78 without any damage worth speaking of, and not a plant was
lost. I expected some of them would have flowered in the .autumn
of 1878, but was disappointed. During the winter of 1878-7'J they
were cut down to the ground, and I never expected to see them again.
However, I was agreeably surprised by seeing them bre,ak out again,
and the result waj that not one plant had been killed outright.
My hopes of flowers then revived, only to be realised in one solitary,

wretched, deformed spike, which I cut olT. During the winter of
1S7'J-S0 they wore again cut down worse tlian before, and at this
Ijresent thne of the original forty plants put out not quite half
remain alive. Bat except the afore-mentioned miserable spike I
have not had any flowers. I ought to have mentioned that
every winter on the approach of severe weather this border
was buried in dry leaves, and a row of sliort Pea sticks was
thrust in along the front, to give a little additional protection
and to keep the leaves in their places. The two last winters were of
such exceptional severity, tliat it is difficult to say what these plants
would have done during ordinary seasons. I am, however, sanguine
enough to believe that my efforts would have been rewarded with a
fair display of flowers. In the spring of 1879 I planted out in the

open ground a very fine old plant which had been grown in a pot
in the usual manner for several seasons. It threw up three magnifi-
cent umbels. On the approacli of last winter I protected it well with
leaves and Pea sticks placed round wigwam fashion. Notwith-
standing this it suffered much damage, and this season has not
produceil a single umbel to gladden our eyes. Its leaves have
grown luxuriantly, and are certainly ornamental. Tiie wliite form
of Agapanthus nmbellatus is a beautiful plant, and worthy of a place
in any collection. I have grown it in the ojjeu air iu summer
immersed in a deep saucer of water, but have never ventured to
leave it out durmg winter. It dies away every winter and starts

afresh from tlie crown buds in spring. I liave also a form of it

with variegated leaves, but its markings are not very clear and
defined. Edwin Jackson.

LUiiuhgal, Banrjor.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN-

The Old Crimson Clove.—Of all Carnations, this is one of

the most useful. Wc grow hundreds of it, and have never too many.
Its flowers are more pleasant in smell than any other. It was
blooming with us in June, and buds are opening daily now. We
grow many more Carnations, but none that bloom for such a length
of time or so freely .as this. No garden, let it belong to a cott.age or
castle, should be without it. It is easily prop.agated by the ordinary
method of layering, and old plants will keep on growing and blooming
year after year without any fresh propagation. It is suit.able for

any position in the garden. Beds of it may be formed in the flower

g.arden. Groups or single plants of it may l)e placed here and there

in mixed flower beds and borders, and it is not out of place in shrub
beds in the pleasure grounds. A moderately rich soil suits it well in

all situations.

—

Cambrian

The Quamash (Camassia esculenta).—One of the most inte-

resting economic plants belonging to the Liliacea^ is the Camassia
esculenta, or Quamash of the North American Indians. The habit

of the plant is somewhat simil.ar to the common blue Hyacinth,
which carpets our dells and shady meadows in spring ; it, however,
grows to a much larger size, producing leaves quite 12 in. long, and
sending up its flower-stalks to a height of IS in. or more. Each
stalk bears from twelve to twenty blue or white flowers. The
bulbs are about the size of a Filbert, and form one of the most
important articles of food amongst the n.atives in North-west
America and Vancouver's Island, in the swampy plains of which
the plant is found in great abundance. At tlie time when the bulbs

are most largely developed and most plentiful, numbers of the dif-

ferent tribes of natives flock to the localities where the plants grow
for the purpose of collecting these bulbs, the digging for which is

mostly performed by women, and their dexterity in this work is

considered a proof of their capability to manage households of their

own. The bulbs are cooked by placing a quantity of them in a kind
of rough stone oven, dug in the ground, and heated by a fire lighted

on the top. This fire is often kept burning for twenty or more
hours, after which the bulbs are taken out aud either stored away
in their dry state or ground to a flour and made into calces. Owing
to the importance of this pLant as a source of food, it would seem to

be worth while introducing it into other countries where there is

swampy, uncultivated land and a suitable temperature. Mr. C'hristy,

of Malvern House, .Sydenham, has recently received some bulbs of

tliis interesting plant.—J. R. J.iCKSON.

The Flame Flower (Tritoma Uvaria).—This is one of the best

and brightest of flowers at a season when brilliant colours are by no
means plentiful. It should, however, be known that undertlie name of

Tritoma Uvaria there are in cultivation several varieties more or

less distinct, not only in appearance, but also as regards con-

tinuous flowering properties. The ordinary Tritoma Uvaria pushes

up a quantity of flower-spikes in August, and is then done for the

year ; but during the last few years a variety with darker flowers,

that continue to be produced in quantity all through tlie autumn, or

until severe frosts set in, h.as become very largely cultivated ; it is, I

believe, called Tritoma Burchelli, and is, indeed, a gem amongst hardy
flowers. In bleak situations where there is any likelihood of its roots

being injured by frost, a covering of coal ashes or Cocoa-nut fibre

placed round the crown will keep all quite safe.—J. Gnoo:u.

Hardy Primulas in Autumn (Primula cipitata).—In the

note on this subject you did me the honour to print in your last (p.

419) the name of the Himalayan Primrose which has so perfectly

withstood the frost until now w.as omitted. I fancy the fault rests

with the editor, and not with myself ; but please allow me to state

that the Primula capitata was that referred to. It is still in flower.

—

W. Bkookbank, Brockhurst, Dklsbury.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
After the storms ami floods that have recently wrought such des-

truction, a good deal of laliour will be necessary to get the Hower
garden ag.iin into its normal condition, for even whore trees are not
much broken, there is a general wreckage, in tlie way of leaves, twigs,

and branches, to clear up before ordinary work can be proceeded
with. Where limbs have been broken olf, saw the splintered pieces

off, and paint the cut portion to keep wet from rotting the wood.
Look over young or freshly planted trees or shrubs, replacing stakes
or ties, and filling in around the stems where they have been loosened
by wiad-waving. .Should the weather now keep dry, planting may
hi pushed on with every prospect of success. A liuisli may also be
put to the planting of beds or vases, for tender plants will now bo
all removed, or rendered so unsightly as to make removal absolutely
imperative. Lawn Grass that has continued to grow freely through
the late excessively wet period through which we have passed
should be kept short by the mowing machine or scythe, or the
work of clearing up lea\'es will be greatly hindered, after which
rolling will be bonetioial. Any inequalities in the surface will then
be easdy detected, and should lie made good. Now is a good time
to relay Bjx or other edgings to walks preparatory to remaking or
repairing them. Any kind of brick rubbish, clinkers, or
rough stones should be reserved for drainage, as in nearly every case
in which I have found walks a failure it has been from want of this
first essential. It is useless laying a few inches of gravel on the soil

and expecting that it is going to form a good walk, for as soon as a
heavy rainfall or a thaw after frost sets in, such a walk becomes use-
less, and befoie the evil can be remedied the work of thorough drain-
age has to be undei taken, thus enabling one to get rid of all kinds
of non-combustible rubbish that cannot be otherwise profitably dis-
posed o'. At this time of year, when fallen leaves render it impos-
sible to maintain everything neat and trim, walks of all kinds
should be swept and rolled as frequently as possible. Pruning of
shrubs miy be proceeded with as opportunities occur, and any which
it is desirable to increase may bo successfully propagated by means
of cuttings. Several of the smaller-growing Conifers, such as Re-
tinosporas. Thujas, and .Junipers, may be readily increased in this
way. Put them in pots, winter them in cold framss, and in spring
push them on with a little bottom-heat. Thus treated they soon make
useful material for the winter decoration of beds and vases, and if care-
fullyremoved to the reserve garden will do dutyiu this way forseveral
years. Several varieties of Eiionymus are very useful for the same
purpose, but unfortunately tliey are not very hardy. Berberis
Aqinfolium, that com^s true and in quantity from seed, is a good com-
panion plant for the Conifers, as its shiny prickly leaves assume a
deep bronze, and sometimes a scarlet tinge in winter, which is very
effective. The hardy Heaths are neat growing pretty plants for
producing winter effects either for removal or as permanent beds.
They .are now full of buds and blooms. Amongst autumn flowers
Chrysanthemums are perhaps the most noticeable at present, and
when they have not been injured by early frosts they are opening
abundance of bloom that promises to be very fine this year. They
are worth a light covering of tiffany or some temporary protection,
as they come into blossom when outdoor flowers are getting scarce.
lalso observe that Schizostylis coccinea is now sending up abundance
of spikes like those of miniature Gladioli. The remnant of spring
flowers left after the beds are planted should be pricked out in nur-
sery beds, as sometimes the smallest plants stand the winter, while
more robust ones fail ; they come in for filling up gaps in spring,
and for filling extra beds or borders. Seedling or late-struck Pansies
or Violas well repay a little extra attention in this way, for if planted
in spring on good soil deeply cultivated, they will flower continuously
the whole season. Look over bedding plants, and remove decayed
leaves or failures, atir the surface, and keep a dry cool healthy
atmosphere by maintaining free ventilation on .all favourable occa-
sions. Avoid over-watering or too much fire heat ; on the contrary,
just keep them safe from frost or drought.

—

James Groom.

Auriculas.—The sharp frosts that have visited us during the
last few days have been sufficient to check the rapid growth made
by Auriculas in October. The whole collection should now bo in a
very open position for the winter, and the plants and frames must
be thoroughly cleaned. The frosts cause the leaves to decay very
rapidly, and decaying leaves soon injure the plants if not removed.
Perhaps it is easier to neglect the plants in winter than in summer,
as they require but little water in the cold months. I usually look
over the collection once a week when the weather is mild ; they re-

quire none in frosty weather. Out-of-doors the hardy and alpine
varieties will also require a little attention ; these do not suffer

injury so readily from decaying leaves as the more tender subjects
under glass. Slugs are most troublesome, and only by assiduous

attention with a small lamp at night can we keep them in check. A
mulchnig of some light material over the surface of the soil helps

to keep the jdants in good condition.

Phloxes.—The late-flowering varieties have now gone (luictly

to rest, .and already do we see the crowns of the next season's growth,
reminding us that even in winter some attention is required. JIulch
beds recently planted with rotten manure ; the best for the purpose
is spent Mushroom manure, or that from old Cucumlier beds. Those
grown in pots ought to bo plunged up to the rims in Cocoa-nut (ibre

refuse, and the plants should be all under glass in cold frames, where
they will be safe for souie time, .lust keep the soil in tlie pots

moist.

Polyanthuses.—These had been kept out-of-doors as long

as we could keep theni out, as we had a notion that a sharp
frost or two would destroy any red spidi-r that still clung

to the leaves. They have now been placed under glass, and
will receive very similar treatment to the hardy Primulas.

All of these are under glass now, where they will receive but little

attention. Someone remarked that hardy Primulas in some cases

would not stand severe frost. It destroys the large outer leaves bo-

fore their time iu some cases, but I do not know any that are per-

manently injured by it. P. luteola seems to be as tender as any, but
it and others withstood tlie severe frost of last winter protected witli

glass lights from wet.

Hyacinths.—It is now quite time that all of these were potted
and planted out. I do not care to pot either Hyacinths or Tulips
until it is seen that the roots are ready to start into growth at once.

The soil for potting ought to be well prepareil at least two months
previous. Five-in. and G-in. pots are the bist sizes. Drain well

and place some fibrous material over the drainage. Cow manure is

better than auy other for the Hyacinth, and it should be used in

the proportion of two parts loam, one of cosv manure, and one of leaf-

mould, with the addition of some river sand. There is an art, too,

in placing the bulbs in the soil. Many merely press them down
witli the lingers ; this presses the compost too firm just under the

bulbs, and in many cases they are thrown out of the soil altogether,

when the roots grow, or rather try to grow into the hard material.

The best way is to make a hole for the bulbs with the fingers, put a

little clean sand at the bottom, and then place the bulbs in, press-

ing the soil more firmly around them than uuderneath ; finish olf by
leaving the top of the bulbs just out of the soil. After potting

place them out of doors on a hard surface of ashes, covering them up
afterwards with Cocoa-nut fibre refuse. I have seen some place the

bulbs under the stage of a greenhouse ; one cultivator whom I knew
was careful to place them on the north side of a high w.all, where
the pots were, as he thought, kept dry under the dense shade of

Kaglish Yews. It is best to place them ia a perfectly exposed
place, and cover them to the depth of 3 in.

Tulips in Pots.—The early flowering section of these should

b« potted at the same tiuie as the Hyacinths. The bulbs should be
planted three in a pot instead of one, and they prefer rotten stable

manure to that from the cow house. Late-flowering Tulips can be

grown successfully in pots, and a few of the best varieties would be
much admired early in May. They rei|uire the same treatment as

the early flowering section.

Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants in Pots.

—

These ought all to be neatly arranged in frames, and the pots

plunged as a protection to the roots. AVe have just been potting

the h<ardy C'ypripediums and a few other hardy Orchidaceous plants.

We fill the pots in most cises half full of drainage, and pot the
j)lants either in pure turfy loam, loam and peat mixed, or pure turfy

peat. Cypripedium macranthum and C. Calceolus we put in loam,

C. speotabile in loam and peat, while C. japonieum does best in pure

peat. I like to plant soms green iloss on the surface of the soil in

the pots. We grow a number of the Piuguieulas in pots, such as

P. grandiflora and P. vallisnerifolia ; they have also been repotted

after having removed the offsets, and sown them thickly in .5-in. pots,

just covering them over with white sand.—.J. DoDf:LAS.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—Those who have charge of collections of these plants

in country districts have great advantages over those who have to

cultivate them in districts affected by London smoke and fogs ; es-

pecially is this the case during the winter season. In our own case

when sudden fogs occur we always consider it the wisest course to

run down the blinds to assist in keeping the houses free from them.
Fog is very destructive to the flower-buils of most Orchids, and
must be carefully guarded against during the winter season.

Another matter that should now receive attention is the arranging

of some kind of night coverings that can be easily worked on and
off the houses. The material which we use for this purpose is stout

sail cloth, which is strong and lasting, and soon pays for itself in
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the assistance -n-hicli it gives us in maintaining the plants in a high

state of health and in the saving of fuel. It is impossible during

cold frosty weather to maintain a regular degree of moisture in an

Orchid house without a good covering over the glass at night.

Some of the earliest Dendrobiums will now be showing

their flower-buds, and may receive a trifle more lilieral

treatment. Otliers just going to rest must be carefully

treated atthis season ; anything approaching undue excitement would
start them into renewed growth, which if once commenced must be

encouraged, and the flowering of the jjlants must be abandoned for a

season at least. Plants of Ccelogyne cristata that have made up their

growths, and that have been occupying a warm position in the cool

house, may now be introduced into the intermediate house to get

them into flower early, to be succeeded by others as tliey make up
their growths. Sfcanhopcas making up their growths must have all

the light possible at this season, and liberal treatment at the roots

till their growths are completed. Angra'cums now flowering must
not be allowed to carry their flowers for a long period, unless the

plants are strong and in good health. Great care will be necessary

now iu firing tlie cool house, as nothing is more injurious to this

class of plants than excessive fire-heat.

Stove Plants.—With the dull season at hand, when vent

tion will be less liberal than hitherto, it will be more than ever

necessary to observe strict cleanliness in this and all other plant

houses in order to keep them pure and sweet. All pots and stages

should be scrubbed over as fast as dirt accumulates, and where
insect pests are troublesome a regular warfare must be waged
against them. Where a very early bloom is required on Ixoras a

few of these should be cut over, but plenty of time should be

given them to form buds at this season before submitting them to

too high a temjjerature. Franciseas may be treated in a similar

way, but, like the Ixoras, they must not be hurried into growth,

when they will gradually form a fine lot of eyes that will break
strongly by-and-bye, and the plants will make a fine bushy growth
early in the season.

Greenhouse Plants.—Soft-wooded plants in this department
will now re(]uire careful attention to keep them from damping during
the winter season. Pelargoniums of the show and fancy kinds should
occupy light positions near the glass in well-ventilated compartments.
No more water sliould be given them than is just sufiicient to keep
the roots healtliy and tlie tops from flagging. Primulas will now be
getting fit for decorative purposes, and must he watered carefully,

otherwise they are very liable to go ofl' at the collar during dull

weather. Double Primulas must be kept in a temperature slightly

warmer than that of an ordiuary greenhouse, and should be fed
occasionally with clear liquid manure to assist them in throwing up
their trusses of flowers. Cinerarias and herbaceous Calceolarias

will be best grown iu cool pits, as a damp atmosphere is

necessary to their well-doing at all seasons of the year. Change
the atmosphere surrounding these plants by free ventilation on all

favourable occasions. Dutch bulbs will now require frequent ex-

amination, and any tliat are sufficiently rooted should be brought
from under the coverings of ashes, and shaded for a few days till

the crowns become inured to light. The earliest Koman Hyacinths
will now be ijusliing up their flower-spike.s, and will prove useful

for cut flowers or for room decoration. Salvias now blooming or throw-
ing up their spikes must be liber.ally fed with strong liquid manure
to keep them in flowering condition as long as possible. Annuals in

pots, with the exception of Mignonette, will now require a slightly

warmer atmosphere than that of the greenhouse to keep them in

good flowering condition. Attend to the removal of all dead leaves

and decaying m.atter among hard-wooded plants, and water them
carefully during the next two months. A fire occasionally during
the early part of the day will, as a rule, be beneficial as regards
purifying the atmosphere in the case of choice greenhouse
plants.

Forcing House.—A few of the earliest spring-blooming h,ardy

shriibs adapted for tliis work should now be introduced into heat.

Among Azaleas the best are A. amtena, A. Borsig, A. Bernhard
Andreas alba, A. Pauline Mardner, A. narcissiflora. Among shrubs
select Staphylea colchica. Lilac Ch.arlcs X., Deutzia gracilis, Andro-
meda floribunda, Ehododendron precox, Berberis stenophylla, Ribea
sanguineum, &c. Where Lilies of the Valley are in request a few of
tliese may be introduced, but it will be better to allow them a few
weeks more rest if the stock is limited, as the plants will then give a
more satisfactory return when introduced into heat. Well-rooted
jilants are necessary at this season in order to obtain good results.

It will be necessary to have command of good top and oottoni heat
to get plants to start satisfactorily during the early winter season.
After introducing these into the house, keep them regularly syringed,
but avoid too high a temperature till the flower-buds commence to
show signs of swelling freely.—J. Kobertc,

Indoor Fruit.
Cherries and Plums.—As a rule the occupants of this house

are the first to shed their leaves, and we sometimes experience a little

difliculty in preventing the buds from swelling when they should
remain dormant ; but fortunately this is not the case this season,
and the wood being thoroughly ripe the necessary pruning and
cleansing may be proceeded with without delay. Where the summer
stoppmg and pinching has received attention. Cherries and Plums
will require very little pruning, as young trees should be trained ou
the extension principle, and old ones will only require spurring back
to one or two buds and the removal of faulty or exhausted sh )ots.

When this has been done the trees should be well washed with soap
and water and painted with Gishurst CompouHd, six or eight ounces
to the gallon of water. The trellis and woodwork should receive a

coat of oil paint, and when all is quite dry tlie trees may be neatly
tied up to the wires ready for forcing. If the roots liave not been
disturbed the next operation will be the removal of old mulching and
surface dressing, an examination of the internal borders to ascertain

that they are not too dry, foUov.'ed by the annual toji dressing,

consisting of 2 in. or 3 in. of virgin loam of a calcareous nature and
crushed bones. Houses of tliis kind offer tempting inducements
where pl.ant space is limited ; but if it can be avoided it is much the
best plan to allow them to remain empty with full ventilation until

the time arrives for forcing, when late Strawberries or other subjects

not easily injured by moisture from the syringe or exposure to cold

may be introduced, as a low temperature is absolutely necessary,

and the most gentle firing through a protracted frost might do serious

mischief to these easily excited trees. If any of the fruit is still

hanging on Coe's Golden Drop, Coe's Late Picd, Ickworth Impc5ratrice,

or Blue Imperatrice Plums, they may be gathered and placed in a

dry room, where they will keep quite as well and perhaps better than
if left on the trees. When grown under glass the strongest shoots

ripen quite up to tlie points, and on this account require very little

shortening back.

Strawberries.—Since my last p.aper was written we have
plunged all our general stock of plants in cold pits, using Oak leaves

for packing between the pots, and a good layer of ashes beneath
them for keeping back worms. The lights will be kept off them at

all times when the weather is not excessively wet or severe, and
watering will not be entirely dispensed with if we have a dry
winter. One of the most successful growers of Strawberries with
whom I am acquainted never places a plant under glass until he
commences forcing, but all his pots are plunged up to the rims in

coal ashes, fully exposed to the elements, and the roots continue

fresh and active throughout the winter. His latest plants, from
which he gathers in May, throw up as strong as if they were growing
in the open, and are moved to cool, airy pits as soon as the flower

scapes emerge from the crowns. Years ago it was the common prac-

tice to stack the plants in cones, the pots lying on their sides with
the crowns outwards ; the centre of the cone being filled in with coal

ashes, but the upper sides of the balls becoming dry, they parted from
the pots, and one-h.alf of tlie roots were more or loss injured, or com-
pletely ruined from want of moisture. Where early forcing is con-

temi)lated, an early batch of Black Prince, Hericirt de Thury, or La
Grosse Sucre, an excellent early kind, may be prepared for starting

with the early Peach house, that is, provided a proper house or pit is

not fitted up for them, as they are by no means desirable companions
to the more valuable occupants of forcing houses. Assuming that

these plants in 5-in. or 6-in. pots have been plunged in the open air,

the latter should be washed and examined for worms, when they
may be top dressed and placed near the glass, where they will

benefit by the gentle warmth and moisture given offby the fermenting
material usually applied in lieu of fire heat for the first two or three

weeks. The treatment recommended for the Peaches will suit them
very well, but the two extremes of dryness at the roots or stagnation

by placing them in saucers should be avoided. When taking in

plants for forcing or storing them for the winter, a sharp eye will

detect the presence of worms, and where they have gained a lodge-

ment the drainage should be examined and corrected, and the balls

should bo well soaked with clear lime water.

Peaches and Nectarines.—In a recent number I stated

that no time should be lost in getting the early house and its occu-

pants thoroughly cleansed and in every way ready for starting, and
by the time these lines appear the trees from which May Peaches
are to be gathered will be in a fit state for shutting up. If they
have the range of internal and extern.al borders tlie former should

be examined to asoert.ain if they are in a thoroughly growing st.ate

quite down to the drainage, while the latter should be well protected

from cold rain and snow. It may not be necessary to apply ferment-

ing material, as the roots of Peaches keep growing in aveiy low
temper.ature ; but where Oak leaves are plentiful a layer of these of

last year's harvesting, 1 ft. or mori in thickness, will act as a non-
conductor and the gentle warmth imparted to the surface of the
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border will bo quite sufficient to protect them from sudden cheeks
without producing over-excitenieut, which would rob the trees

inste.id ot' helping them. Tor some time after the house is closed

it will not be noeoss.ary to .vpply tire-he.it, but .a moist, gcni.-il atmo-
sphere may be secured by the introduction of a good body of fer-

menting m.-iterials, composed of leaves and .1 little short horse manure,
which will reijuire freciuent turning to liberate moisture and occa-

sional additions from the reserve ground for keeping it up to 75° or
80'. The trees will require daily syringing with tepid water, but
this should be light at first, and the buds should become moderately
dry before daylight closes. M.any people have an idea that venti-

lation through the early stage is of little importance ; but this is a

mistake, as Peaches that are started with a sweet, refreshing circu-

lation of air expand their flowers better and the organs of fructification

are stronger and better titted for their office when this important
point receives daily attention. On tine sunny days the top and
bottom ventilators may be opened ; but when the weather is un-
favourable a circulation must be secureil witliout causing draught,
and when the buds show signs of swelling, gentle vvarmtli may be
applied to the pipes by day and shutotl'at night, when a temperature
of 40* to 4")'' can be maintained witliout it. Where amateurs are

about to plant new houses, the present time is suitable for obtaining
the trees, and as much depends upon a good start, clean kind stems,
carrying evenlj'-balanced, but not over strong heads, sliould be
selected, the varieties being regulated by the time at which the
fruit is likely to be wanted foi use. The extension system of train-

ing Teaches and Nectarines, although by no means new, being now
in fa\onr, the introduction of a number of duplicates, unless wanted
for the future jjlauting of other houses, is no longer necessary.

Vines.—Karly houses from which drapes are to be cut in May
should now be closed for forcing. If the Vines are old and have
been forced for a number of years, they will break more freely and
at a lower temperature than young ones that have made vigorous
growth and have had a shorter season of rest. After the house has
been closed for a few days the night temperature may range about
50*, with a rise of 5' to 10' by day. To secure this the introduc-
tion of well-worked fermenting material, consisting of Oak leaves
and stable manure combined, with very gentle fire-heat, will pro-
duce a soft, genial atmosphere highly favourable to the \"incs, botli

before and after they start into growth. Apply water to the inter-

nal borders at a temperature of 90°. Suspend the young rods in a
horizontal position over the fermenting material, syringe them with
tepid water two or three times a day, damp all footpaths and walls,
and give a little air to prevent condensation of moisture on the glass.

If the roots have the run of outside borders, the latter should be
well protected with dry Fern for the present with old lights or
shutters well elevated for throwing off Iicavy rain and snow, and
when the buds are fairly on the move will be the time for applying
fermenting materials. Oak leaves in a moderately dry state give a
mild, steadj' warmtli which draws the roots through the top-dress-
ing placed on tin surface in Augjist, and, being less liable to fluctua-
tions than manure, gives the cultivator very little trouble, while it

secures him from checks, which sometimes render external borders
worse than useless in severe winters. Fruiting pot Vines now
swelling their buds should be permanently fixed on inverted pots,
the apertures having been previously enlarged for the egress of the
roots into sods ot rich turf with plenty of fermenting material
placed round them to keep up a gentle heat, and so induce their ex-
tension as growth advances, and the Vines require all the assist-

ance that can be given them. Where late firapes are grown in suf-
ficient quantity to keep up the supply until May. Alicantes will
now be at their best, and Lady Downes may be used if required, but
the latter will improve in quality and value if allowed to hang on
the Vines until after Christmas, with a free circulation of air when
external conditions are favourable, and just sulBcient fire-heat to
set the air in motion and to expel damp. Gradually reduce the
temperature to 50" at night. Keep the house dry, cool, and scru-
l)ulously clean, and to prevent dust from rising from internal borders,
which will now be getting dry, a nice covering of dry br.acken
will be found a good remedy. Houses in which ripe Muscats are
hanging will require very careful management during the fall (f
the leaf. Gather up the latter every morning. Remove all plants,
cover up open cisterns, and give no more fire-heat than is absolutely
necessary for the maintenance of a dry, but cool atmosphere and
safety from frost.—W. Coleman.

Kitchen Garden.
The extra early advent of frost and snow, generally experienced

all over the country on the 19th and '20thult. , will doubtless have tended
to expediate the work of preparing for winter. Any work of this
character, however, that still remains to be done, such as storing
roots and protecting tender vegetables, should have immediate atten-
tion, for though, upon the whole, green crops, such as Broccoli,
Celery, Brussels Sprouts, and Kales, have made a sturdier growth

than was the case last year, the recent heavy rains are causing an
undesirable second growth to take place, to which the first sjicll of

sh.arp frost will be likely to prove injurious ; hence there is all the

more need for precautionary measures being taken in regai'd to pro-

tection. For covering up in severe weather, Celery, Beetroot, and
Carrots, that are to be wintered in the ground, have in readiness

either bracken, stable litter, or old mats. Broccoli that are fully

grown should be given a check by a sliglit heave with a fork, and if

very strong it may be wise to entirely lay them over. I do not, how-
ever, approve of the laying down or heeling-in system, tlie check
being so great that the heads never develop to even a medium size

;

still, it is better to have small heads than none, as will be likely to be
the case should we have a third winter as severe as the two last have
been. These, and the diijging or trenching of vacant ground, as cir-

cumstancesadmit, will constitutethewhole of tlieoperationsat present

needed in the open garden, but in the forcing department the work in-

creases daily. Saladings in frames need constant attention a.s to airing

and picking over in order to prevent damp and mildew. Cauliflower

and Lettuce plants under Iiandlights and in frames arc lialjle tothe
same aft'ection, more especially after they have had a freezing. Keep
them free from all decaying leaves, and if occasionally the ground
be sprinkled witli wood ashes, slugs will not bo very troublesome

or damp either. Rhubarb and .Seakale will now force readily, and
roots or crowns in quantity, according to tlie demand, should be in-

troduced into forcing quarters fortnightly. Any dark place having

a temperature of 50' may be improvised for tliis purpose. Of course

more warmth would give quicker returns ami necessitate a greater

.amount of watering. Asparagus is best forced on a bed of freshly-

collected leaves, which may be made up in any convenient position,

such as on the floor of an early \'inery or Fine pit, or in the open

air with frames placed on it. At this early season preference shoulil

be given to the early Vinery, because of the top heat that is to he

had in it for nothing ; of course as the Vines get into leaf the

lessened light necessitates the sliifting of the forcing quarters.

French Beans need a moist temperature of from 65' to 70', and
frequent waterings with tepid manure water are necessary, because

the soil in which they force best, being largely composed of vegetable

or leaf soil, naturally lacks stimulating properties. To ensure a re-

gular supply successional sowings require to be made about once in

three weeks. Tomatoes are at this season amenable to much the

same treatment as French Beans, except that a stronger soil is

necessary and a drier atmosphere when in blossom to successfully

set the fruit. Keep the growths well thinned out, and tlie plants

as near the light as possible.—W. W.

ANSWEES TO OOKEESPONDEHTS.

Plants for the Sub-tropical Garden.— I shall he much obliged if .you

will kindly tell me the best nurseryman to supply plants such as are imntloiied

in yuur " Subtropical Garden?" I am anxious to carry out the idea therein set

forth to the best of ray power.—C. [Tlie so-mllril Kub-tropical plants fall tiilo

se DCml groups, and must be obtained indifferent ways. Some nf the best of titem

are liardi/, exeept in the severest winters, as, for example, the Yuccas, Dambons,
and Panipas Grasx. These mail be obtained.from most nurseries. Another uscfvl

group is annual, such an the Castor-oil and the Hemp. Another, such as the

Caniias, is easily obtained .from most plant nurseries, and is not difficult to

raise from seed. Lasthi, there are the specimen plants put out for the summer,
such'asa Ci/cas or hardi/ Palm, or in the. London district a Jine Neu) Xealand
Flax, u'hicli is hardy in sum? mild districts. The variety in the last group is con-

siderable, and they must be obtained in carious ways.—Ed.]

Diseased Vine.s.— I enclose ends of youn:? Vine shoots, which T am afraid

are .attacked by the rhjlloxer.a. In JIarcli last I planted two new Vineries, the

borders of which were composed of good fresh loam, charcoal, bone, and shinsle

for drainage. They were made part inside and part out, the Vines being planted

inside. The early house has made but little growth, every leader being affected

like the enclosed. The \'ines in the late house have done well, having grown
nearly the length ot the rafter, but I find that some of the young shoots are

getting affected. If Phylloxera, it was sent with the Vines by a well-known nur-

seryman.—AN OLD StJBsCKiiiEK. [It is impossible to tell from a dried-up young
shoot whether your Vines are affected with Phylloxera or not. .Send up a piet^e

or two of the root? without rubbing them, and we may then be able to furnish

some useful information on the subject.—R. ]

Diseased Grapes.—/. 7/.—The berries of Black .\licante arrived in bad
condition, two being (luite rotten ; but an examination of the third under a

strong glass leads us to infer that the spots of which you complain are due to a

cold wet border and an excess of moisture with insullicient fire heat in a bailly

ventilated house. The spot on the berry ex.amnied was covered with a white

mcjuld, but it may have been the effect and n"t the cause of decay, llemove all

(he spotted berries, cut out all laterals, ventilate freely with gentle warmth in

the pipes on fine days, and keep the house close, dry. and at about 50* when the

external atmosphere is charged with moisture.—W. C.

Book on Sbrubs.—Can you tell me if there issny work published treating

on the laying down of shruVibcries, and containing lists of hardy evergi-een and
deciduous shrubs suitable for both the choice and wild parts of the shrubbery?
If there is not such a work, one on the same plan as your "Hardy Flowers."

giving name, habit, time of flowering, if any, &c., and hints on planting and
.arranging, would be a great boon to amateurs who, like myself, oonteniplalc

fonniiig a shrubbery, and are desirous of beginning from the first with oidy

those that are hardy and worth growing . Hints as to situati<m would also be

valuable: for instance, I am about to turn an old orchard into a sbrnldiery :

a river runs at the bottom, and we are in a valley. Xuw, many things tl.at
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thrive higher up the slope would be killed in the damp of the valley by frosts.

Any book treating on these points will be gladly welcomed by me.—H. W.
Palmer. [Mr. Fi-aser's book of ornamental Conifers and Rhododendrons vnW
help you (Blackwood). See also Mr. Mongredien's " Trees and Shrubs for English
Plantations (Murray).'']

Selections of Hardy Plants.—C. .4. C—The deciduous and evergreen
herbaceous selections were published in early summer; the alpine plants have
not yet been published. You will find carefully made selections in " Alpine
Flowers." Selections of hardy bulbs will very soon appear.

"Winter Culture of Watercress.— J5. vl.—Watercress in winter is easily

secured by sowing some seeds on a shady border ; indeed, tlie shade is not always
essential. We saw an excellent crop at Chiswick last year.

Figs.—T. ]V. Z/.—The Brown Turkey and tlie BrunswiLk. We cannot recom-
mend tradesmen.

Rose Suckers—T. iJ.—Trace them to their soui-ce and pull them up. In

order to have the Tradescantia well coloured, you must let it have as much light

as possible.— II.

Heated Pit.—What is the best thing for filling a pit heated with hot-

water pipes? Can I force Pvhubarb and Seakale in it?—Rosy CROt^S. [Yes ; but
they rtquire very little heat, say 5ij% and keep them in the dark.— ^F,]

Names of Plants.—/;/". G. B.—A seedling form of the Fulham Oak (Quercus
fulhaniensis). />.—Brugmansia suaveolens. 7r/?]n/-«t/n/5.—l,Chrysanthemum
segetum; 2, Agathieaccelestis; 3. Arabis procurrens variegata ;4, cannot name with-
out flowers. T.B.—1, Selaginella Wildenovi ; '2,S. Kraussiana ; 3, Tradescantia
zebrina variegata. li.tVOUer Geurgc.— l, OiiLiiliiuii v:iricosum ;2, 0. Forbesi
0.—\, Scolopendrium vulgarecrispum;2, Potentillapidata ; 3, we cannot name the
Salvia witlK'ut Mowers ; 4, Aster versicolor. li. ./.—There are so many varieties

nf Chiy;-;;uitlRiiiums, that it is wholly impossible to name any youhave seen about
Kdinlmrj;li without even sending us a flower, or even naming the colour.

Names of Fruits.— Crt^Ac^.-l, Beurr6 de Kance ; 2, Bishop's Thumb; 3,

Beurre d'Aremburg; 4, Eeurre de.Tonghe. 11. F. C—Your fruits were named
last week under the initials " B. F."

Garden Plans,—//. //or/(;c,—David Bogue, St. Mavtbi's Place, London, W.
Questions.

Diplock's Boiler.—Will some of your readers kindly give me their expe-
rience of this boiler and hot-water pipes for small greenhouses? Is it easy of

mana'^ement? and is there any danger connected with it, such as bursting the
boiler or pipes?—FiOSY CROys.

Sweet Brier.—Can this be struck from cuttings now or in the spring? and
how should it be done ? Also, can Honeysuckles and Aucubas be raised by means
Lif cuttings?—Rose.

PROPAGATING.

Plumbago capensis.—This useful greeuhouse plaut is best

iuoreased bj' cuttings prepared as shown in the annexed illustration.

It will strike readily enough from single eyes, but in that way it takes

Cutting of Phinibago capensis,

much longer to make strong plants. Cuttings in a young and soft

state from a temperature of about 65*^, put into well prepared cutting
pots, tlie soil of wliich should be composed of peat and loam and
sand, will emit roots in four or live weeks if placed on a good bottom
heat and kept close in the cutting box. A sprinkle overhead witli a
fine-rosed pot morning and evening is beneficial. As soon as they
begin to grow tlie tops may be c'ipjied oil', an operation that will

induce them to strike root muiU quicker than they otherwise would
do.—H.

The Weather in Ireland.—As I noted in The Garden at
the time, October commenced with a smart frost (28" Fahr.) on the
2nd, quite sufficient to spoil the blooms of such bedding jilants as
Tuberous Begonias, Petunias, Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Fuchsias, and
many late-blooming plants that on other years are ornamental into

November. After an interval of seasonable weather the month of

October has departed in such a mood that a precedent cannot be
found nearer than 09°. At Dublin the storm gauge indicated a
hurricane : at times tlie velocity of the wind reached So miles an
hour, w-liile for .36 hours it persistently exceeded GO miles, and with
a fierce downpour of rain the whole time. The average temperature
during tins periodneverexceeded 40°, and was occasionally lower. The
rainfall was almost without a parallel; from 9 a.m. on Wednesday
to 9 a.m. on Thursday the extraordinary amount of 2.736 in. of rain

fell ; thus for twenty-four hours in Dublin more rain fell than I find

by comparison in the whole week in London, and it was not dry
there. This had disastrous effects in low-lying districts, and had
frost immediately supervened many plant collections would have
been ruined in one night where fires were extinguished and serious

damage done. The College Botanic Gardens in Dublin are not so

unfavourably situated in tliis respect as many others, yet it was only
by the greatest exertion Jlr. Burbidge prevented permanent injury.

He .says in a letter just received :
" Our Orchid houses .are now 6 in.

deep in water, and it was only by keeping a number of men per-

sistently baling it out that fires could be maintained. The other
houses are equally unfortunate. " The Tolka quite overflowed, arid

a lady writes telling me her plants and greenhouse on its margin were
all carried away on Thursday. Here in the south, though the rain

and storm were equally prolonged, though less intense, comparatively
little damage \va3 done ; but neeilless to say all outdoor late summer
or autumn tlowers have lost the brilliancy they liavc hitherto had.—

•

W .1. M., Clou mil.

The "Winter in Yorkshire.—We were visited on the 27th
ult. with a heavy snow-storm, the disastrous effects of wdiich are

quite unprecedented. Commencing at midday, by 5 o'clock in the

afternoon in. of snow had generally fallen, and the trees in the

grounds and park, still heavy with foliage, were in many cases com-
pletely wrecked, huge branches being wrung off little matchwood.
The blinding snow and the loud cracking of falling timber in every
direction fairly baliles description. Many of the drives and shrub-

bery walks are completely blocked up, and many fine trees tliat

had braved the storms of centuries have succumbed to the one
under notice. Oaks have suffered more than any others, and why
I am at a loss to know, as IClms are apparently as lieavily laden

witli foliage. Conifers, of which there are some very fine specimens
here, are apjiarently uninjured, probably froiii the less brittle

character of their wood. To-day a fearful storm of wind and
rain is raging, and many badly broken and weakened trees are the

result.—J. W. SIL^•EP., Farnleij IlaV, Otlii/, Yorkshirr.

Effects of the last Winter in Austria.—Mr. Otto Forster,

writing to us from Lehenhof, says, "Last winter has killed or damaged
many large Conifers in tlie park here. W^ellingtonias, Abies uobilis,

Pinsapo, cephalonica. Thuja gigantea, and many others are lost, but
Ailantus, Catalpa, and Magnolias are safe."

Sheffield Smoke.—I am glad that Sheffield is not so black as

some of us have painted it. I never lived there, but the growers of

florists' flowers tell me that they do not use the soil from near large

manufacturing towns, because it is contaminated. " J. S. W." will

hardly make people believe that a soot-laden atmosphere which
almost hides the sun does no harm to plants, tliough many hardy
plants may grow and flower in Sheffield. I have already stated

th.at the Pyrethrum does well, but it does better out of it.

—

J, Douglas.

Notice.—Tlie " Garden Annual " will be published on the 1st of

December.
*,* Owing to ijress of matter, some valuable communications are

unavoidably postponed this week.

OBITUARY
Many will learn with regret of the sudden death of Mr. James
Cocker, Senr., which took place at his residence, Morningfield Nur-
sery, Aberdeen, late on Friday night, Oct. 22, aged seventy-four.

Mr. Cocker was a thorough florist, and was the first to introduce

into Aberdeen on a large scale Dahlias, Pansies, and other florists'

flowers. Although he first commenced as a market gardener, his

active habits and close application gradually developed his business

into that of a nurseryman. In 187-t he took into partnership two of

his sons, and since then the firm has carried on an extensive business

as nurserymen, seedsmen, and florists.
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•• This is an art

^Vliieh Joes nicnil Nature : change it rather :

TUE Ari itself is Nature."—SAaA-fspeare.
but

[NOTICE.— JT'iV/i the view of mah-inij this Journal mure acces-

sible to alt classes interested in the subject of which it treats, its

price will henceforward be Fourjjence per Week, the same price as

before the addition of the coloured plates. It will at the same time

be increased in size, and will, «» usual for years past, contain every

week a faithfull;/-e.iecufed Coloured Plate of some beautiful new or

rare Flower of value for our Gardens. If is proposed to make it the

most trustworthi/ Magazine fiijuriny plants in colour that is 7ioru

published and a hi(/h-<la.<s journal in one, at a price within the

reach cf all. As such, it is believed it will meet the supjiort of
all interested in Gardens or the Art <f Gardening.']

THE CAMELLIA OUT-OF-DOORS.

Every how and then I have noticed in The Garden enquiries

and di.scassious bearing on the hardiness of the Camellia, a

subject that can hardly fail to be full of interest to those who
live in favourable situations in the south and south-western

counties of England ; and now that winter and sharp frosts

are coming upon us with rapid strides and angry threats, will

you kindly permit me to remind those who, like myself, enter-

tain a strong affection for the all-but-unsurpassable beauty,

both as regards plant and flower, of the Camellia when seen

in vigorous health as an outdoor shrub, that, although it ia

quite true that the plant will bear with impunity a greater

degree of cold than the common Laurel, the Laurustinus, and
some other and similar evergreen .shrubs, which by common
consent have long been regarded as hardy, yet the main stems

and stouter branches of the Camellia are, nevertheless, sus-

ceptible of injury from severe frost, and it is this peculiarly

weak point in the character of its hardine.?s to which 1 am
now anxious to call attention. In writing on this subject I

am not assuming that this special allusion and warning are

needed by gardeners and persons of experience, whose scope

of practical observation has already made them familiar with

the characteristics of the plant ; but to many others this

singular fact may not be so generally known, that the Camellia

and some of the stronger-growing hard}- Heaths and similar

Lard-wooded plants arc occasionally liable in extremely severe

winters to have their main stems and stronger branches not

only cracked, but split into longitudinal shreds.

It is a peculiarity of the above effect, that the Camellia

plant in such a case rarely, if ever, indicates any immediate

injury, and will continue in apparent health even when the

main stem has been rent into half-a-dozen entirely separate

slits. If it happen that the plant occupies a north wall well

sheltered from the wind, it will very likely struggle for life

for six or twelve months before it actually dies. Now, all

that is necessary to protect the plant at this weak point is to

closely wrap the stem with straw or hay bands ; and if a little

Fern or other loose material be laid over the roots among the

stems so much the better. The portions of the stems near the

ground are always the most liable to suffer, while the leave.?

and smaller branches, if not unduly exposed to fierce gales of

wind, will bear apparently any amount of frost with impu-

nity, provided always the stems are protected. I am aware

how justly it may be said, " Why bestow all this care and
trouble on so uncertain a class of plants, liable as they are to

be destroyed by any very severe winter 1 " The only reply I

can make to this inquiry is simply that these remarks, as

already stated, are addressed to those persons only who, like

myself, would, I am sure, not consider the trifling annual

operation described above as deserving of the name of trouble,

feeling that the preservation of a plant of such beauty, both

in foliage and flower, would bo more than ample compensation

for any amount of care bestowed upon it.

On the question of culture there is very little to be said.

Give the Camellia the shade of a north wall thoroughly pro-

tected from the wind, a well-drained border—almost any com-

mon garden earth will suit it—let the earth be fairly dry

when the plants are put into it, firmly rammed round the

roots in planting, then carefully watered for a time ; and let

me add, no pot culture, however skilfully managed, will com-

pare with the beauty of the plants thus grown in the free soil

of the open border. Robert Marnock.
Hastings, Xuc. 6, 1880.

WINTERING GLADIOLL
In a paper on this subject in TuK Garden of Sept. 11 "Delta"
makes a few critical allusions to some data of mine on the same sub-

ject published in a previous number (p. 193), and I would ask you
to kindly allow me space, not for the purpose of advocating my
method of keeping bulbs of Gladioli during winter, for I ha\-c said

all I had to say on the subject, liut simply to indicate the fallacies

of " Delta's " criticism. lean hardly compreliend how "Delta"
couhl be in doubt as to the meaning "shake the adhering soil off

gently," for when I speak of the adhering soil, I mean tlie soil, and
that is all. It almost sounds to me like a joke wlien " Delta" tells

us, in order to contrast my statements as to the gigantic and luxu-

riant foliage and flower-stalks of some 150 plants of more tlian 100

difi'erent varieties of Gladioli, that in his small collection one variety,

the Duchess of Edinburgh, had the audacity to raise its spike up
to a height of 6 ft. from the ground. I will gladly admit tliat in

England Gladioli may gi-ow to a height of 6 ft. or more ; but what

has that to do with the comparison of two quantities of bulbs,

kept over winter in the same conditions and place, and planted out

in the spring at the same time and in the same soil '/ .Supposing

even that with us here in America the Gladiolus does not grow as

it does in England ; or supposing that the past two seasons during

which my experiments were conducted had been unfavourable

for a healthy and strong development of the plants, thus compel-

ling me to put the normal limitation at from 2 ft. to .3 ft.,

I would only ask how does " Delta" then explain the fact that one

half of the bulbs planted and kept over winter in a peculiar way
should exhibit in every particular such remarkable qualities. And
here the question very forcibly presents itself to my mind ; of wliat

quality or character is the standard of " Delta's " top gi-owth of G ft. ?

Taking into consideration what I know about the climate of England,

and especially the weather during the past two seasons, partly through

correspondence with my English friends, and partly by reading the

contributions on this subject in the various English horticultural

publications, I am hardly willing to admit that the 6 ft. of gi-owth

of the Duchess of Edinburgh would stand the slightest

favourable comparison with the robust foliage and stalka

grown under magic influences of our western sunny sky, where for

the past two seasons we Iiave had only perhaps one dozen cloudy

days during the whole term that plants grow, say from May 1 to

October 15. Our summers here are hot and dry, and it is no uncom-

mon occurrence with us to be without rain for live or six weeks at a

time. And this, in connection with occasional showers or with ample

facilities of applying water when and wlierever needed, is just what

would tend to grow the Gladiolus to perfection.

I have never been troubled by that peculiar deterioration of the

plants, and consequently of the bulbs referred to by your corre-

spondent, except in a few cases, where the tops of the plants dried up

and finally rotted off before the time for taking up the bulbs had

arrived, leaving the bulbs, however, in excellent condition.

But during the past two seasons I have not had the opportunity of

recording one single case of that kind, which is probably due to the

sun-ounding of each bulb with sand. As for the accuracy of the

measure used and the measurement itself, I will have to refer

" Delta" to Mr. John Temple, a very successful professional florist,

of Davenport, Iowa, who has repeatedly visited my grounds, and at

whose suggestion I was induced to write down the facts which I

first sent to The Gaehen. Wm. Otto Gronen, C.E.

Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois,

An account of Goodwood (with original illustrations) will be

published in TuE Gakden of next week,
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LEAFLETS.

Ill the uew number of the Botanical Magazine (t. G524) is

a fi;,'ur0 of Hibiscus schizopetalus so baJly and falsely

coloured, as to be scarcely recognisable, but there is no allu-

sion whatever to the fact that long before a hue and true

plate of this plant, which, according to Sir Joseph Hooker,

"is a singularly beautiful one, and one which has attracted

much attention both on account of its botanical and horticul-

tural interest," appeared in The Garden. One may see any

day in horticultural papers lists of plates that have appeared

in journals, home or foreign, but not one mention of those

appearing in The Garden. All the rest are faithfully given,

no matter how ill-choscii or badly done. We, however,

should not expect a like course from a purely scientific pe-

riodical. »

In looking over Osborn's excellent catalogue for Cle-

matis campanulata, I do not find the name of this graceful

species, which is charming scrambling over a bower or

wires. Some one should make a collection of the species

of Clematis ; some of the large hybrid kinds are very
beautiful, but for abundant grace of form the wild species

are the most remarkable. I do not think I ever saw so good
a collection'of them as in the Garden of Plants, though that

was not so full as it might be.
,

#

Referring to ]\Ir. AVilliams' interesting notes on the wild
garden in last week's number of The Gardex and his selec-

tion of plants, for the most part very good, I would like to
say that the Pampas Grass, the New Zealand Reed, and the
Gunnera are not plants that should be in the wild garden
proper, for the reason that these plants in many districts

perish from frost and want some care. In the picturesque
garden or the rougher parts of the pleasure ground, yes;
but a true wild garden plant means one that will take care of
itself and multiply and do without any attention whatever,
regardless of frost or rain, during all the years. This is true
of the rest of ]\Ir. Williams' selections.

" F. W. B. " is not satisfied at his Giant Lily growing
only .5 ft. high, and thinks there is much room for improve-
ment. Well, UDt much outdoors, judging by what it does in

ditferent districts in these islands ; but if he or anybody else

could tell others how to grow it regularly to 5 ft. he may
help them much. There are cases where it remains under-
ground all the winter and all the next winter. Is there any
sound reason for planting this Lily very deep in the ground—2 ft. 1 I heard of a case in which this course was advised
by a distinguished botanist who had travelled in the country
where it is found.

*

So the balance of proof seems to be against the beautiful
African Lily being considered hardy in many districts, as

it is in the south here and there in certain favourite places.

It would thou be some advantage if ]\rr. Fish or others would
tell us the mode of culture by which the best results are

obtained where it cannot be left out all the winter. It

is not generally known in gardens that there are other species

and varieties nearly allied to this plant having difl'erent and
valuable qualities. In Frccbel's garden at Zurich, a year or

two ago, I was astonished at one enormous species as beauti-

ful as the old African Lily, but tall, nearly as tall as a
man, with a head of flowers as large as a Giant Cow Par-

snip (Heracleum). We therefore may look for a beautiful

group of different African Lilies in good time. As regards the

common one, Mr. linrbidge writes: "Agapanthus umbellatus
is quite hardy here, having weathered the two last winters

and flowered each autumn. It forms clumps nearly 3 ft.

through, and, although cut down every winter, pushes away
strongly about June."

*

I have been interested in " E. H.'s" account of his mix-
tures in last week's Garden, particularly with the Bocconia,

a fine hardy plant, and the common Lavender, also his Japan
Anemones and Tritomas, Heliotrope, and Phloxes, and so on.

His note shows us the infinite variety of beautiful combina-
tions of this sort which a thoughtful man may make. Re-
ferring to the Lavender, one may say that old things of this

sort deserve a little more consideration as to how to best use

them. The Lavender is worthy of a better position than as

a little hedge in a kitchen garden, and the Rosemary is capa-

ble of other uses t'lan being nailed against a cottage. In
spring I was pleased to see a little colony of Rosemary in

its curious grey-blue blossoms very tastefully placed beside

a group of double Furze on a gravelly bank. The associations

of these old garden plants, and still more so their very ster-

ling qualities, entitle them to better treatment at our hands.

The common IMyrtle, too, although not hardy everywhere, is

deserving of good culture as a pot plant in places where it

docs not thrive out-of-doors. Its difl'erent forms are well worth

a place in any garden.

Mr. Elhvanger sends me from Rochester, New York, a

photograph showing a peculiarly graceful specimen of the Cut-

leaved Birch, a tree grown in the Mount Hope Nurseries there.

I should be glad to know where a fine old specimen of this

elegant tree is to be seen in England.
*

Mr. Burbidge sends me a pen-and-ink sketch of the Blue
Water Lily as grown by Mr. Lynch in the Botanic Garden at

Cambridge in a tub, with Ferns and Moss growing on its

sides. There is a boldness verging on impudence in thus

putting the cjueen flowers of the lakes and broad rivers into

the domestic tub, but the result fully justifies the plan. I

remember once in a German garden.seeiugavery pretty tuft of the

common Water Lily in flower starting from the Grass near a

walk; it was simply plunged in a tub in the turf. Mr, Frank Miles
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goes oven further ; anJ, in addition to using tlie domestic tub

in his growth and exiierimonts on Water Lilies, uses much
smaller utensils in encouraging his seedling and liybrid Water

Lilies. I wish we could give sucli lovers of the Water Lily

appointments in which they could carry on their cx[)eriments

more nobly, say as inspectors over a few hundred miles of one

of those big rivers in South America, The kind Mr. Lynch
grew is Nymph;ua crerulea, and Mr. Burbidge says that it was

as fresh, healthy, and full of bloom as if grown in the usual

way in a large t;iuk. He adds :
" Every day I see that

ways and means are sure to come readily to one's hand if

there bo but the steady desire to grow aquatics or any other

plants. All our own aquatics are grown in pots, pans, an<l

tubs of various sizes, and yet they make a very agreeable

feature in the place."

Salvia Pitcheri, a new blue, and a pure blue for a flower,

has been sent me by ilr. Canncll, of Swanley. The llower

is an ultramarine blue with a .slight shade of lake in it, and

one of the most beautiful llowurs for the greenhouse in

autumn that we can grow. It is probable we shall soon see a

variety of winter-blooming Sages in addition to the old kinds.
*

One of the most curious horticultural events that have

happened during the present generation is the agreement

of "J. S. W." and Jlr. Baines on any one subject. This

pleasant fact I learn from last week's Garden in a passage

referring to heated walls. Since then, 1 hear that far north

in Scotland excellent results used to be attained from Peach

walls treated in this way. Anything which will help towards

the production of good fruit on our very extensive, and often

very b.ire, fruit walls is interesting. The way they have been

neglected, and the way they are now being deserted, is far

from creditable. One or two bad seasons should not alarm

us, especially as it has not been the rule to protect the trees.

Who has not seen, even in places where some pride was
taken in the garden, our most delicate fruit trees—the

Peach and Xectarine—fully exposed on a wall without a

coping ? The state of our fruit walls is partly accounted for

by the enormous attention given to glass in recent years.

Previously it was the pride of the gardener to pay more atten-

tion to his fruit trees and to outdoor matters generally, and it

is very probable that we shall in the future come
back to that way again. Any gardener worth his salt ought

to take a pride in every kind of outdoor work as his true

function, and, if for nothing else, for the simple reason that

opportunities to cultivate indoors must ever be somewhat
limited and artificial. Our recent failures, and I have seen

some of the worst of them, are not such as should deter any
man of spirit, but to simply turn our attention to more efficient

means of protection and more careful selection of kinds.

Eeferring to this happy agreement between our respected

correspondents, ".J. S. W. " and " T. B.," they may say, as

Napoleon said of the English, " What great things we
might do together 1

"

What would Cowperhave said to a man that loves a garden
and hates a greenhouse 1 Not for its own defects so much as

what it is responsible for in causing many good people to

imagine their ideal worldly paradise to be a big glazed shed or

a number of such. In proper bounds and for fitting purposes,

well constructed and well managed glasshouses are well worth
having, but the neglect of the infinitely more important
garden of the open air that it partly causes should not be for-

gotten. Who has not noticed the absurd lengths to which
the glass mania has run ? Enter a garden with line walls

where from indifferent selection and a hard winter or two
during which the unprotected trees suli'cred, and instead of

finding protection for trees during the dangerous season
or the selection of fruits suitable for the position, we hear
a longing that the whole of the walls 'should be covered
with glass ! No doubt an admirable result could be ob-

tained in such a position, but so it can in the open air,

too, if people will face the work. Jlaiiy of those enormous
ranges of glass are certain to fail from the want of the
great amount of skilled labour and expense they require.

At first, with their rich beds of loam and their many
advantages, all goes well ; but how of the end 1 I have
seen some sad instances of both, and I would prefer any
day an old neglected fruit garden to the same with the

ruins of a glazed wall around it. In over multiplying

structures we are merely increasing our cares and expenses,

and got little in return. At the same time such building

as we do is often flimsy, poky, and undignified. We should
build fewer houses and build them better, each with a definite

useful purpose, which cannot bo bcfiUed otherwise.

*

Though the question is f,ir more important from the flower

garden side, I take it up now in connection with the fruit

garden in consequence of Jlr. CornhiU's notes on the hardier

foreign Grapes, and Mr. Fish's note on the Frontignan in

the open air not shanking. What would our Vineries pro-

duce if the Vines were in the state outdoor Vines are in the

south of England ? There need be no doubt whatever that

the hardier Vines could be well grown in our southern

countries trained on whitened walls, so that their wood and
fruit might ripen well, and while allowing ample freedom of

growth never allowing rampant undergrowth to cause shade.

The perfect culture of Grapes in glasshouses may make this

seem a trifling matter to some, but it really is not so con-

sidered in connection with the great amount of wall surface

bare or badly occupied in connection with houses, stables, and
gardens. For these the Vine is peculiarly suited from its

beauty of leaf. When walking recently by the sea in Nor-
folk many Vines were seen on cottages and houses almost

invariably neglected, but, owing to the beauty and grace of

the foliage and shoots of the plant, the effect was often beau-

tiful—as much so, indeed, as in those noble wall sculptures

of the Assyrians, in which the common Vine often occurs as

an ornament. The Assyrians, however, seem to have always

pruned its luxuriance, so as to secure fruit as well as foliage.

But in rich mantles of fine green shoots the Norfolk cottages

were far beyond them. Jl'sticia.

Moss Mulchings for Pot Plants.—I was pleased witli Mr.
Henderson's idea of Moss mulcfiings for pot plants (p. i'A'l). Ihave-
no doubt of its utility as well as its being the means of giving thu

plants a neat finished look ready to be transferred at any moment
from the forcing houses or pits to drawing-room or boudoir stands.

We have not yet put Moss mulching pots into practice to any great

extent, but frequently when plants have been mossed up for indoor

decoration we have left them for weeks in the houses, and certainly

without any evil results. In fact, I look upon Moss as one of the

Tnost natural mulchings wc have. We have used it largely for

Ferneries, in wliicli the Ferns are planted out in a natural manner on
undulated rockworU, such as Tree Ferns, Dicksonias, Cyatheas, &c.,

towering up to the roof. On mounds were large specimens of

Woodwurdias, Balantiiuns, &c., and in dells Filmy Ferns, such as

Todeas and dwarf Adiantums, Lycopods, &c., about these all bare

spaces on the peat or stones have been covered with strong-growing

Moss, taken up in large flakes in the woods with about \ in. of leat-

soil attached to it, and when the large ball of peat has been too round
for it to be on, we have secured the Moss to it with stout pegs. It

is kept moist by syringing, and under these conditions it soon grows
into a lovely mass of verdure, every tiny tip glistening with drops

of dew in the cool shade of the Ferns. Many well acipuainted witli

gardening matters have stopped to admire our common, hardj', wood
Mosses, amongst which there is a great variety of shades and forms

when grown under favourable conditions.—J. Gkoom, Lhiloii,
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MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
AcuRSORY survey of this extensive market garden district shows enor-

mous crops of all the Brassica tribe that are remaining on the ground,

although in fit condition for marketing. Hundreds of acres of Cole-

worts, Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Cabbages, &c., promise to become
food for sheep, if aheep can be had, but there again a dirticulty is

presented, liecause it is not a sheep raising district, and farmers have
quite enough of green crops to keep their flocks well fed. A writer

in the agricultural interest has recently urged the farmers to associate

market gardening with their ordinary vocation, l)ut the present year
bids fair to give farmers a surfeit of gardening even in its simplest

aspect, for the excellent reason that no profitable market for such
crops is to be found. At the present moment there can be no doubt
thequautity of greenmaterial growingwithin the metropolitan market
district is far in excess of the public demand. Many market gar-

deners have perhaps the most satisfactory kind of customers in sho))-

keepers in the suburban districts, and these at once feel the pulse

of the consuming public. If there is a great demand, the produce
goes fast enough ; if there is little demand, then it will not be taken
at any price. Some of the statements as to prices obtained seem
absolutely ridiculous. Fine Coleworts, for instance, going at from
6d. to 9d. per dozen bunches, a sum that barely pays for bimching
and getting to market. Giant autumn Cauliflowers have paid very
well at from Is. 9d. to Is. 6d. per dozen, but the crop has been a
continuous one, and it is likely that every plant will be permitted to

flower without injury from frost. After this is gone the grower's
hope of disposing of his commoner crops lies in the prospect of a hard
winter. Then a better price is obtained, but, of course, the material
exhibits a very reduced bulk.

Onions.—The rows of winter Onions now present a very pleasing
sight. I have never seen a better plant, and large breadths have a
fresh, bright green look tliat exhibits a marked contrast to the foliage

of the trees and frosted tender vegetation. Some breadths have
the plants quite fit to ]3ull, others are, perhaps, too late, not being
more than 3 in. high. It is well not to have the plants too strong to

stand severe frosts. Half-grown and well hardened with dry wea-
ther before the winter sets in, they are less likely to suffer. Onions
are such a good paying crop, that it is quite remarkable so few should
be grown to bulb. In this district one person only grows them largely,

and he has taken from off his land quite 15 tons per .acre, but he
works the ground well. Still, well done Onion ground will alw.ays do
a good crop of some other kind with little extra culture. I learn
that Onions of the same strain raised here are more matured, and
keep far better than those grown in Bedfordshire. Tliis is an excel-
lent testimonial to the quality of the laud, as good keeping adds
largely to tlie value of a stored crop. Of course much manual labour
is needed to do an Onion crop well, and probably this, more than
any reason, is it that prevents growers from producing them. At
15 tons per acre, and these sold at £8 per ton, showing a total value
of £120 per acre, there can b"; little doubt as to the paying nature of

a good crop. This is just one of the things in which farmers might
invest, because the crop may be stored and marketed at leisure.

The most commonly grown kind is the white Spanisli, but this sum-
mer has seen the introduction of a brown Globe intermediate
variety, said to be of American origin, that has given a handsome,
clear sample and a splendid crop.

Celery.—But a few days since a market grower from the neigh-
bourhood of Fulham came into this locality to look at some farm
land tliat is now in the market. He told the old story that he,
with others, were being driven by the builders from out of their
old location and were compelled to look for land farther afield. The
question was asked, " Where do you get your labour, as there seem
to be but few men employed in the fields." It was replied the routine
of market garden culture is simpler here than it is at Fulliam, and
therefore a less number of men is required. That is evidently true,
said the querist, for I have to employ at the rate of a man per acre.
In this district tlie labour ranges at about one man per three acres,
but during the llower. Pea, and fruit seasons as many women are
employed. New market growers settling will therefore find it neces-
sary to bring their own labour, especially as theirs is a more skilled
labour than ours, which gets little better training than the cul-
ture of Potatoes, Peas, Cabbages, and other simple vegetables
gives. It is in liigli-class gardens where Celery forms an important
crop. If good cultivation is costly, labour and manure are con-
siderably disproportioned to what are needed for many other crops.
The preparation of the land, its deep tillage, and frequent moving,
however, render Celery land well suited for some otlier crops, espe-
cially early Potatoes, and in several ways the extra labour is repaid.
Celery is very good this year, as the fly has been but little seen.
The recent heavy rains interfered with the proper earthing, but in
most cases it is now done, and the plants are stout and solid.

Markets.—Those who advised farmers to embark in market
gardening lamented the absence of markets in the metropolis. That
very much benefit would result to growers if greater facilities for the
disposal of their produce were oiTered there can be do doubt, but
the chief need lies in the direction of putting the producer and con-

sumer into more intimate connection with each other. Piiiirk has
expended a considerable amount of wit and satire upon the present
condition of Covent Garden Market ; but far more potent than all

Punch's raillery would be the institution of good, roomy, permanent
markets in tlie outlying districts of the metropolis. It is perhaps
somewh.at to be wondered at that the various large railw.ay companies
have not established some such markets upon their own land and in

contiguity to their goods' depots. We might well imagine that if the

South-eastern and London and Brighton lines were to promote a
market for the sale of all kinds of garden, dairy, and farm produce
at Bermondsey, the South-western Company following the example
at Lambeth, the Great Western at Paddingdon, the Midland and
Great Nortliern lines at King's Cross, and the Great Eastern at

Shoreditch or Bethnal Green, they would in time develop into

fine profitable projects, and become the means of encouraging a vast
increase of traffic over the various lines. If to some sucli local

markets the producer could take his crops and there come into

immediate contact with the masses of consumers, the one should obtain

a more advanced price, and the other secure good, fresh, wholesome
products at a lessened cost. Our present market arrangements are

clumsy and jjroduclive of monopolies, so that the dealer aud the

middleman reaps the chief amount of the profits. Whilst they are

doing this, the unfortunate grower can hardly find means to live.

Hounsloir. A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Gilbert's Cabbage Broccoli.—"A. D."ina contemporary
puts the following questions respecting this new vegetable, with
what object he knows best himself, more especially as some ot

them liave been substantially answered before, but I hope to satisfy

him on some of the points he now raises. Question first is
— " What

merit does it (the Cabbage Broccoli) possess over any ordinary good
Cabbage wlien cooked ? " Answer.—I have tasted tlio Cabbage
Broccoli in its Cabbage state in spring, and can say that in flavour

and tenderness I have not yet tasted any Cabbage so good, and
those who tasted with me were of the same opinion, (^tuestion

second is
— "Suppose a rod of ground was planted with

this new Cabbage Broccoli, and the same extent with any good
autumn Cabbage, which would give the largest produce ?

" Answer.

—

From the size of the heads and their firmness I have no doubt what-
ever that it would at least equal any other Cabbage grown planted
according to its size, but last year it was the only member of the

Cabbage tribe that survived the winter at Burghley, except Brussels

Sprouts, and the basketful of heads Mr. Gilbert sent me in !March

or April last, I think, were as perfect as a May Cabbage ; conse-

quently, after a severe winter like the last the Cabbage Broccoli

would be a fine crop, while "other good autumn " sorts might pro-

bably be a complete failure. This is a fact that will probably
strike such an astute questioner as "A. D." Question third

is
—" Assuming that it is not cut as a Cabbage, but left to turn in

as a Broccoli, what sort of Broccoli is it ? " This is ratlier an
aimless kind of question, for the Cabbage, as I apprehend, is not re-

commended as a Broccoli, but as a Cabb.age Broccoli, to be used in

that condition. The other questions of "A. D." do not affect the
real question, I think, and so I leave them unnoticed.—J. S. W.
American "Wonder Pea,—The quotationinTuR Garden from

t\ieAmerican Aijrii-ultitrht (p. 402) about this Pea may make many wish
they had it, but if they had I do not think they would grow it

extensively, at least I do not intend to do so after trying it during
the past summer. Early last spring a friend of Messrs. Bliss sent

me about a pint of Pea seed named American Wonder. I knew
nothing of its height, or anything respecting it, but coming from
America I thought I would give it a fair trial. So we sowed the

seed very thinly in two or three rows in the best part of our garden,

and as .soon as the plants were seen above the soil we put st.akes to

them from 5 ft. to 7 ft. high. ( Jreat were our expectations at this

time, but they soon came down a bit as the Pea began to show
flower ^when it was about 6 in. high, and altogether it never went
up more than 1 ft. The pods, although numerous enough, were
very small, hardly one being over 2 in. in length, and like all dwarf
Peas there was no pick-and-come-again character about it. It would
take a very long row to yield one bushel of pods, and as an early Pea
it does not come in for use so soon as Sangster's William I. and
others. I think there is only one thing this Pea might be recom-

mended for, and that is to be grown in pots for very early use. Its

dwarf habit and free podding properties are favourable to its being

used in that way like Kidney Beans. We have saved a quantity of
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seed in order to try it in pots, and when tlie time comes I will be

pleased to record results.—I'AMnRi.vN.

Prices of Potatoes.— " Tynedale " must understand that th«

prices named per acre for Potatoes by me are not excessive for

Middlesex, especi.'illy in certain portions of it where the land is first-

rate for Potatoes, and lots at a very high rental. The grower or

purchaser is near the market, and can run his crops to London in his

own carts or w.agous at moderate cost. There is little disease this

year and the produce is generally heavy. A large market grower
here who has sold all his own Potatoes, purchased Cliampions at, I

believe, t'-Jo per acre, and is still lifting them. The crop is, ho tells

me, quite 12 tons per acre, and the London price now for good wear
is t'O per ton, or, deducting for seed and middlings, a total of about

jCUO per acre. When your correspondent reads of these prices he

will the better understand the price that is paid per acre. The
getting of a crop of Potatoes grown on another person's land is here

rather a costly business. Near me a crop of M.ignum Bonum was
grown foradcaler at £!.) per acre to include planting and cultivating,

but not lifting. This is the average price on good ground. Magnum
IJonums are now selling at £S per ton, and next year I anticipate

—

so well liavc they done—that far more of these will be grown here

than all other kinds put together.—A. U.

Dell's Black-leaved Beet.—This P.eet, so well known throughout the
country from t>ein'.r so largely u^eil in ribbon Itorders in the flower garden, is

really ouo of the best of Beets for culinary purposes, for it is of moderate
growth, and medium-sized roots are genenillv preferred for cooking purposes,
being luore highly coloured than overgrowu samples. I (lud sever.al of the gene-
rally favourite kitchen ;;arden sorts overgrown this year, owing to the favourable
season for growth in vegetables ; but Dell's Beet, grown on rather poor soil, is

just about the size preferred, and, as regards colour when cooked, few can equal
it.-J. G. L.

Pncking out Cabbage.—.\fter all the beds of Cabbages for spring use
are pi ^uted, we always prick out all the small plants about 4 in. apart on a shel-
tered border in the kitchen garden, as in very severe winters these often escape
injury, while the main crop gets sadly cut up in open quarters. Set them in
moderately deep, and any dry leaves that blow on them should be allowed to
remain, or a few added : they will be found useful iu spring for filling up gaps
and making succcssional plantations ; for the time that gooil c'abbages are most
appreciated is the late spring and early summer months.- J. G.

Herbs for Forcing.—Amongst herbs usually in great request in a green
state in winter are Tarragon, Chervil, and Mint; these come on far best if well
establi-shed in boxes early in the summer. We generally fill a lot of boxes witli
roots of Tarragon and Mint, and sow seeds of Chervil at midsummer ; and when
wanted for forcing, they come on much quicker than roots freshly lifted from the
open ground would do.^Fidd.

NOTES OF THE [WEEK.

A Ne'W Jasmine (.Jasminum pubescens).—This is a beautiful

new Jasmine lately introduced from Borneo by Messrs. "\'eitch. It

is a very desirable acquisition on account of its flowering season,

and the beauty and delicious perfume of its blossoms. The plant
possesses a free habit of growth, and has long, slender, gracefully

arching branches ; furnishel with small ovate leaves arranged in oppo-
site pairs ; each branch is terminated by a dense cluster of pure white
flowers, about an inch in diameter, with from seven to ten petals,

and emit a strong, sweet odour, similar to that of J. .Sambac. As it

flowers so freely at this season of the year, it will be invaluable as a
decorative plant, and more especially as the flowers last good for some
days before they drop. It is of easy culture, requiring a warm,
moist temperature, such, for example, as that suitable for t!ar-

deniaj.

The Indigo Berry (Psychotria cyanococca).—In autumn and
winter, when flowers are scarce, even bright-coloured berried plants
are a source of attraction, and we know of no other in its particular
colour so desirable as this for growing in a stove except it be the
useful basket plant, bearing also a barbarous name (Coccooypselum
repens). The flowers of the Psychotria are by no means attractive,

being small and inconspicuous, but the dense clusters, about two
dozen in a bunch, of beautiful ultramarine berries by which they
arc succeeded render the plant highly effective. It is of easy
culture, and may be successfully grown in any warm stove, the
chief attention needed being keeping the plants free from insect

pests, which are extremely partial to it. It forms a handsome com-
pact bush when grown well in pots, and when well covered with
berries feware more ornamental. It is anative of Chontales, Nicaragua,
from whence it was introduced some years ago by Mr. Bull, in whose
nursery plants of it are in fine condition.

Nerine Fothergilli major.—Who would not grow this
gorgeous bulbous plant after they had seen it in such beauty as we
saw it a few days ago in the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale? Its

large, dense clusters of blooms in various shades of vermilion and
crimson were by far the most striking feature in the house. By the
side of these plants were several others, which Mr. J. O'Brien has
successfully raised. N. humilis was iu flower, and a pretty plant it

is, with deep rose flowers with crumpled margins. Of a similar
colour, but of larger size, wasN. pulchella, .also a desirable kind, and
another, N. pudica, with pale, tinted blossoms, formeil a striking
iS'fltrast to the sliowy N. Fothergilli. To have such ch.arming
flowers in perfection at this dull season should be the aiui of every
one who has a grcenliou.se in wliicli to grow them, .and certainly no
more satisfactory llowers could be cultivated than the Ncrines,
especially N. Fothergilli and its various forms.

Ne-w Hybrid Amaryllis.—We saw a few days .ago in Messrs.
Veitch's nursery, Chelsea, some beautiful new hybrids of Amaryllis,
obtained by intercrossing various species and varieties. One n.amed
Lilacina particularly attracted us ; it is a cross between A. rcticul.ata

and one of the fine varieties of the Leopoldi section, the latter being
the seed-bearing parent. Tlie leaves possess the characteristic white
longitudinal stripe as in A. reticulata, though in a diminished degree,

and tlie flowers also have the beautiful deep lake, and stripes sull'nsed

into the brilliant colour of the Leopoldi parent; hence a superb shade
of colour very uncommon in Amaryllises is the result. The chief

points gained, however, are the greater number of flowers produced
on each stem, ami the freer growth of the plant than is usual in

A. reticulata. This new Lilacina bears six or even more flowers on
each stem, and these at a time when no other Amaryllis except
A. reticulata is in flower.

Eugenia apiculata.— " W. (i." having said but little about
this species of Eugenia (p. 462), I send you a sample of its flowers

and berries as grown here on the W icklow coast fiOO ft. above the
sea. Its lovely white blossom, much more like that of the Myrtle
than the other Kugenia, and borne in great profusion all through the

summer and autumn, would make it one of the most ornamental
shrubs, even without the beautiful glossy berries that now clothe it

from top to bottom. Both Rlugeui.as seem equally hardy here ; but
E. Ugni is without a single fruit this year (though sometimes laden

with them in much less fa^'Ourable seasons), and in growth has

been left far behind by the Hi apiculata of the same age.—C. L
Beltufiir,

Dipladenia Brearleyana.—This is the most beautiful of .all

the Dipladenias. It is of free growth and rem.arkably floriferous.

We saw a superbly flowered specimen of it a few days ago in .Sir

Trevor Lawrence's garden at Burfoi'd Lodge, Dorking, trained

against the glass partition of a stove ; the deep rich pink hue of the

blossoms, which measured from .3 in. to 4 in. across, produced a

charming effect. Such a beautiful evergreen stove climber should

find a place in every garden where autumn and winter flowering plants

are desirable, and it is by no means difficult to manage provided the

necessary conditions are complied with at the outset.

Sanecio pulcher.—The value of this beautiful autumn-flower-

ing hardy plant is appreciated by Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apj)le

Nursery, Maida Vale, who employ it with excellent effect in ordi-

nary flor.al decorations. The other day we saw a quantity of plants,

some in flower others in bud ; and these, we were informed, were in-

tended for the flower furnishing trade. When plants are used for such

purposes they are generally considered to be subjects easily grown
as well as showy. Not so, however, this .Senecio ; it requires a

considerable amount of attention in order to induce it to flower

satisfactorily, tliougli probably its treatment, especially in pots, is

at present but little understood generally. .Such a handsome plant

certainly repays any extra care that may be bestowed upon it, and
we hope to see it become more extensively known.

Chrysanthemums at Pinsbury Park.—One of the finest

displays we have seen this season of these popular flowers is now on

view in Finsbury Park. The plants, some hundreds in number, occupy

a temporary lean-to structure near the principal entrance in the

Seven Sisters" Road. Some 1.50 varieties are represented, all more
or less distinct, therefore the time of flowering is spread over a wide

range of time, some being past and some in full flower, while others

will not expand their blo3.som3 for some time yet. The plants are

remarkably well grown, the stems beins stout and short, and the

flowers plentifully produced and of large size and fine quality. They
are arranged in a sloping manner, so that the blooms may be seen to

the best .advantage, though such a level surface is somewhat mono-

tonous. A small slow combustion boiler and a single row of flow and
return pipes running through the structure suffice to keep the atmo-

sphere warm and dry, and effectually exclude frost. The finest

flowers we noticed were of whites : Elaine, White Beverley, Cas-

sandra, White Venns, White Queen of England, Mrs. G. Rundle, and
White Globe. Of yellows : Aureum multiflorum. Golden Beverley,

Gloria Mundi, and .jardin des Plantes. Among other colours were

Prince Alfred, large rosy-crimson ; .Julie Lagravcre, deep crimson ;

Lady Talfourd, rosy-lilac ; Lord Derby, deep purple ; Nil Desper-

andum, dark redandorange; Progne, amaranth ; Dr. Rozas, rosy-crim-

son. There are, of course, many other of the incurved and other

kinds in flower, but these comprise the most striking. The Japanese

kinds seemed to be much admired, and certainly there is something
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very novel about such grotesque flowered varieties as Cri Kang, Red

Dragon, Bronze Dragon, The Cossack, and others which may
be seen here finely grown. Altogether, the collection is a good one,

and considering that Mr. Cochrane, the superintendent, has been but

one year in acquiring it, let us hope that other public parks may
follow his exanijde, for the exiiibition appears to be a source of great

attraction to the thousands who visit it. Certainly at no season could

snch a floral display be more appreciated than in dreary, dark

November, when there is but little to attract in the open air.

Stevla glutinosa.—This is a valuable winter flowering gi-een-

house plant recently lirouglit into notice by Messrs. Veitch, in

whose nursery we saw it in good flower recently ; it is of a free, robust

habit of growth, and flowers profusely, producing compact trusses of

pure white blossoms, which are very persistent, and therefore highly

useful for cutting purijoses. From its excellent qualities, it should

make an exception.ally good market plant.

Thunbergia grandiflora.

—

"We saw this rare and beautiful

stove climber in fine flowering condition at the Pine-apple Nursery,

Maida Vale. The flowers bear a striking similarity to those of T.

Harrisi botli in shape, size, and colour. The foliage, liowever, is

very distinct, for while that of T. Ilarrisi is lance-shaped, the leaves

of T. grandillora are large, and in shape similar to the Grape Vine.

It is a robust grower, and is of easy culture either in pots or planted

out in a well-drained border. T. Harrisi is also beautifully in flower

in the same nursery.

Anthurium Andreanum in Flo'wer.—This beautiful new
stove plant, of which we liavc heard so much of late, is now in

flower in tlio nurseries of both Messrs. Veitch & Dull at Chelsea.

Tliese plants, we believe, are the first that have flowered in this

country, and though tliey are not so large or so fine as that exhi-

bited by M. Linden at South Kensington last spring, they show
well the striking habit and beauty of this Arad.

Crinum amabile angustuin.—This is one of the handsomest

of the Crinums, and bears the deepest-coloured flowers of any. The
petals are much narrower than in the type, and being, long tliey

reflex gracefully. The colour is a deep red, with a band of a paler

hue running through the centre of e.ach petal. The remarkable
floriferousness of tin's variety is another important character ; no
fewer than twenty flowers have been produced on one stout stem in

various stages of expansion. These, combined witli strikingly bold

foliage, rencler the plant highly ornamental, and one that merits a

place in every stove, more especially as it is of easy culture. A fine

specimen is now a conspicuous object in Messrs. Henderson's nursery,

Maida Vale.

Crowea saligna —This old and beautiful hard-wooded green-

house phant is now very seldom seen, but this neglect is undeserved,

for tliere are few things in its way more beautiful. Jlessrs. ^'eltJh

have it at this dull time of the year blooming profusely in small

pots, its bright rosy-pink flowers being very cheerful and bright

looking. It is also capable of being gi'own into grand specimens, as

all who remember the plants of it that Mere exhibited j-ears ago at

the Loudon shows can testify.

The Rouge Berry (Rivina humilis).—At this season when but
few flowers are available for the decoration of stoves, this and similar

bright coloured berried plants are very desirable to relieve the mono-
tonous aspect of the fine foliaged plants. Those bright berried little

plants the Rivinas, or Rouge Berries as they are appropriately

called, are among the most serviceable, as their culture is of the

simplicst kind, and tliey never fail to produce a plentiful crop of

berries. In the two kinds grown, R. humdis and R. l.Tjvis, there are

two tints of berries ; in the former they are deep blood-red, in tlie

latter bright sinning red, hence the most ornamental. On a recent

visit to Bury Hill, Dorking, we observed that Mr. Pitts fully appi'e-

ciates its value, judging by the quantities of it grown, and they are

very elfective arranged witli other plants.

Mussaenda luteola.—The pretty M. frondopa with its snow-
white leaf-bke br.acts subtending the bright yellow flowers is pretty
well known ; not so, however, M. luteola, which is quite as ornamen-
tal. It difl'ers from M. frondosa in the br.acts being of a pale yellow
or sulphur tinge, and in the flowers also being of a paler hue. It is

quite as easy to grow as M. frondos.a, and liandsome specimens of it

may be obtained from cuttings in a comparatively short space of time.
It is Largely grown in some nurseries, notably that of Messrs. Low, at

Clapton, but tlie plants which suggested this note may be seen in

the Begonia house—one of the compartments of the T range
at Kew.

Dipladenia bollviensia.—This is a desirable stove climber,
and, being rather free flowering, sliould be more largely grown than
it is. Its flowers are slightly fragrant, and, being pure white with a
jfellow throat, are very useful for boucjuets.—J. §. T,

ORCHI DS.

Autumn-flowering of Hybrid Orchids.—It is a singular
fact that the ni.ajority of Orchids of hybrid origin flower during
autumn or early in the winter, .and tliis is borne out by the number
of such varieties which are now in flower at Messrs. Veitch & Son's
nursery at Chelsea ; the most noteworthy amongst tliem are Cattleya
Domini, C. Philbrickiana, C. devoniensis, C. Mastersonice, C.
exoniensis, Calanthe Domini, Dendrobium Pthodostoma, Masdevallia
Clielsoni, Cypripedium Harrisianum, C. selligerum, C. Sedeni, C.
Domini, C. L'rossianum, Calanthe \'citclii.

Wallia's Epidendrum (K. Wallisi).—In our note last week
upon Sir Trevor Lawrence's Orchids we omitted to mention tliis now
kind, and one of tlie handsomest of all the Kpidcndrums. It was
flowering finely at Burford Lodge in an intermediate house. It belongs
to the section of tlio genus liaving tall slender stems and bearing
dense clusters of blossoms at their apex. The flowers measure nearly
1 in. across ; the sepals canary-yellow, copiously spotted with small
dots of purple ; the lip is white witli raised bright purple corrugations,

combinations of colour which render the flowers very striking and
ornamental. Like most of its congeners in the section to which it

belongs, it is a fi'ce grower, and apparently thrives with special

attention.

Maxillaria grandiflora.—This is one of the finest of autumn-
flowering Orchids, rendered so by the pure, wax-like, large flowers,

freely produced even on small plants, and admirably suitable for

cutting purposes. Among the numerous Orchids in flower at Messrs.
Henderson's nursery it is very consiiicuous, and forms a tine contrast
to the higher coloured kinds. It somewhat resembles M. venusta,

but differs from it in having much broader sepals, and also by its

flowering at a later period.

Trichosma suavis.—This rare and deliciously sweet-scented
Orchid we saw in fine flowering condition a few years ago in Mr.
IJuU's nursery, at Chelsea, where there are large importations of it.

In habit of growth it somewhat resembles some of the kinds of Erica,

and is, in fact, ranked as a species of that genus. The flower-spikes

proceed from the new growths, the bright green foliage of which
forms a fine setting for the blossoms, which are about ij in. across,

with a creamy-white ground, heavily striped with deep red ; the lip

is also red intermixed with clear yellow. So powerful is the per-

fume of the flowers, that it m.ay be detected on entering even a large

house. Hence it is an excellent kind to grow for cutting purposes,

and it lasts a long time in a cut state.

Varieties of Cypripedium insigne.—Of this old-fashioned

Lady's Slipper, one of the most popular of all Orchids, there are now
sever.al varieties difieringmore or less widely from the typical form.

In Mr. Bull's nursery there is besides Maule's variety, which
a;>pears to be the same as Chantin's variety, a beautiful and distinct

kind called picturatum, the distinguishing points of which are its

taller flower-stem, larger flowers, having the upper scp.al completely
encircled by a pure w'hite broad margin, which, with the conspicuous
purple spots, broad lateral sepals, and highly polished pouch, renders

it highly effective. Another distinct variety we lately saw in the
Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, somewhat resembles Mr. Bull's

picturatum, but ditfers from it in having much dwarfer flower-stems

and shorter and broader foliage. It is named punctatum violaceum,

on account of the .spots on the upper sepal being so well marked.
These varieties are very desirable, not only as they differ in the
points mentioned, but .also on account of the different periods of

expanding their flowers.

Early Purple-top Munich Turnip.—I was much surprised

to read in T[i£ G.4RDEN' (p. 402) such unqualified praise as that given

to this Turnip by Jlr. Wildsinith in his interesting notes on vege-

tables. It is, I grant, a much earlier kind than Early Snowball and
E.arly Six Weeks (I should say, from my experience of it last spring,

that it is at least a fortnight earlier), but in quality I consider it

greatly inferior to either of the other two, the eating it being like

eating mild cayenne pepper. I have never grown this Turnip before

this year, when some seed was among a collection of vegetalile seeds

sent me by the Royal Horticultural Society, and I never intend to

grow it again. If it were not for its taste it would be a very valu-

able variety of Turnip, as it comes in so much earlier than any other

kind. I suppose tluat w.as the reason why it was awarded a first-

class certificate. I think for early summer use no varieties of Tur-

nip will surpass in general excellence the Early Market Gem and
American Strap-leaved.—C. Lindsay Hebford, F.R.H.S., Macdes-

Jidd).
Liquid Manure.—The Jouriird of C/iemi^trt/gives the following:

A bushel of hoof clippings from a bl.acksmith's shop, in a barrel of

water, to stand one week, when it is ready to apply with a watering

pot. It may be used for potted or bedded plants once or twice a

week. It is recommended for its cheapness, freedom from harm to

the foliage, and for the strong deep green colour it imparts to plants.
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THE NEW ZEALAND EEED AT OKCHAKDLEIGH.
Thk anik'xod sketch of Anuulo coiispiciia was madi- from a plant

intlie •rardi'iisof Oroliardloigh Park, Soincrsot, tin' seat of the Uev.

Arthur Duckworth. This haiidsonu' Cirass produces its blossom-

spikes earlier than the Pampas, and is decidedly more eleg'ant in

its habit, the silky white tufts bending- like ostrich plumes at the

end of their slender stallcs. A sheltered corner suits it best, where
it is protected from roufrh winds, and relieved against a back-

ground of darker foliage. The specimen in question produced in

1878 thirty-one spikes, the highest measuring 12 ft. from the

ground. Orchaixlleigh Park, though small, is very varied in its

scenery, and contains many beautiful native trees ; the Elms,
of which there is a hue aveuue, attain a great size, and the Abelc

The New Zealand Keed (Arundo conspicua). A Plant Rrown in Orcbardleigh Gardens, Somerset.
From a Drawing by Alfred Parsons.

Poplar flourishes in the rich clay soil. There is an artificial lake
of many acres in extent, admirably designed and planted round
its banks with groups of trees, judiciously varied with open spaces
of greensward ; and Nature, left to herself, has covered its margin
with Bidrushes, Mare's-tail, Forget-me-not, and other waterside
plants, and its surface with a profusion of white Water Lilies. The
house is new, but placed among old trees, which give character to

the garden, a quality which it is diiEcult to obtain by new-
planting', even when attempted. The monotonous round of Wel-
lingtonia, Araucaria, and Acer Xegundo .seems to suggest that the
usual object of planting is to try and make your garden look like

your neighbour's. The terraced garden in front of the house, the
low walls of which are gay in their season with Magnolias,
Clematis, and Roses, commands fine views of the park and distant
Wiltshii-e hills. The stiffness of the terrace steps is partiaUj- con-
cealed by Cotoneaster, covering the low walls on each side. The
good taste which has spared the weeds by the water is

shown in various other ways, and here many proofs may be found
of the wisdom of letting plants grow in their own fashion.

A. P.

AURICULAS IN AUTUMN.
As an Auricula grower, Mr. Brockbank probably is "young;"
and therefore woidd I counsel him to be trustful towards infor-

mation coming from a trusty source, such as Mr. Douglas is known
to be. In our floral youthfulness, we are, perhaps, sometimes like

our own seedling Auriculas, that, being apt to bloom from very
small plants and at untimely seasons, are no little like ourselves,
when, \-igorous and delighted in a new pursuit, we would Idossom
with our fresh knowledge so soon as ever we feel " hearted up"
by early experience. It is true, as Mr. Douglas stated, that tlie

autumn bloom of the Auriculas here has not exceeded the rate
of 1 per cent. lie saw the plants for him.self, and while we

tallied the subject over and went over
the plants together, it was not diflicult

to form an estimate. Had he not taken
j'oung seedlings into account, but kept
only to the full plants and estabhshed
seedlings, 1 hardly think the autumn
bloom would have ranged as high as

1 per cent. It is never much otherwise
with me, and therefore I may not accept
Mr. Brockbank's compliment, and call

it extraordinar}' good luck.

That it is contrary to the experience
of many growers, I well know ; but
the fact remains that Auriculas do not
pain me with much autumn blooming,
and it seems, if anything, to grow yearly
less. In part, at least, 1 may be able to

account for this, and would first say
that in my experience the time of re-

potting has nothing whatever to do
with it, and late potting does not pre-
vent it. Hence I have not cared to split

straws with those who would contend
for this or that strict month for the
operation. As a matter of practice I

repot the plants taken to an exhibition
as soon as they come back, that is, before
the end of April, and the rest as soon
as they pass out of bloom, with the ex-
ception of the few that are carrying
seed, and certainly this plan has not
ever broken down in a broad spread of
autumn bloom. If a plant seems in any
way not right, I knock it about at any
time—spring, siunmer, autumn, winter
—rather than allow it to go on unsatis-
factorily till some set date in the floral

almanac. One of the best plants I have
just now is my favourite seedling dark
self Heroine, and that has been shaken
out three or four times since April, and
cut back more than once for the sake
of an eye that might break into an
offset.

I have had to repot plants entirely afresh in September and
October, and have repotted some at the end of February, and
shown those same plants in London the following April. 1 need
hardly say 1 would not do this from choice, and I only touch upon
an unsettled question here to show that I have not found any rigid

rule affect these plants as regards their family failing of blooming
in the autumn. I have loved to watch the Auricula narrowly,
and to learn its habits and its likings from its own teaching, andl
think I have seen it gain the most when repotted at such a time as
puts before it the whole of its new year. Some varieties are
notably more given to the amiable weakness of autumn flowering
than are others, and I am almost ashamed to suggest, for the very
simplicity of the inference, that the less these uneasy sorts are
grown, the lower will be tlie average of unseasonable bloom.
When a grower waxes rich enough in Auriculas to dismiss most

of his stock of General Niell, Lady Wilbraham, and so forth, and
gains better tempered white edges than True Briton, grand as that
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flowei' is at the proper time aud in its best form, why then he will

have wronght a very natural and perceptible decrease in the

autumnal flowering of his collection. Herein I divulge one method,
hardly worth calling a secret, whereby I keep down autumn
bloom. I keep out of tliat one way of it. But the trying point

is, that a process of selection, which seems so simple, is so slow,

the flowers one fain would have being not always nor everywhere
attainable. The quicliest, surest, and most interesting way is to

raise your own seedlings, if even from so few as two good parents.

Where seedlings form, as they ought to do, a leading feature in a

collection, it will be found that a large proportion of the autumn
bloom occurs in their department. Numbers of the rising gene-

ration are always large enough to flower at that time, and they

grow so vigorously in the autumn that many cannot resist the

temptation. I have found, not seldom, that a young plant which
does so has it in its constitution so to do, and in that case if I can

possibly do w>thout that erring seedling, which I certainly shall,

if he is not too brilliant in other points, he follows in the train of

older sorts of like unhappy habit.

Herein lies another very natural and effective way of keeping
down your autumn bloom. Thus far no grower has anything
against him in tlie advantages of another man's locality- I once
thought there might be something of restful influence in a situa-

tion such as mine, wliere the plants are very cool all summer,
and red spider is unknown, but there are localities still colder,

where the Auricula blooms heavily in autumn, so that we seem
unable to attriljute that disaster distinctly to a difference of

temperature. But I am inclined to think that so growing these

plants as to have them verv large and lively in September is a

temptation to their blooming prematurelv. A plant seems almost

obliged to " go up " that shows in early autumn a great deal of

the form and vivacity that should belong to it in March. We
should aim in autumn to have the gi-owth above ground solid and
slow, with all the root action possible, and the heart forming
gradually, and far into the winter. The nearer I have worked to

this the less I have had of autumn bloom. I do not know
that I can say more towards dispelling Mr. Brockbank's incredu-

lity except that, if he would enjoy an autumn look at the plants,

I should be verv tliankful, should all be well next September, to

•show him about 1 per cent, of bloom in a collection which I think

is not so large as he imagines. FRANCts D. Horner.
Kirkbji Malzeard, Mipon.

PL.-^NTS FOR UNFAVOURABLE SITUATIONS.
GARDEyi.vG would be compar.xtiveiy an easy matter were soils and
situations of a uniform character. This, however, it is needless to

add, is by no means the case, and, as cultivators generally know,
accounts for the fact that a certain plant, which in one place will

thrive remarkably well with a minimum of care, will often, even at

a short distance removed, and in spite of all tlic painstaking care

that may have been expended on its culture, utterly fail to give good
results. Mark, for instance, the contrast between alight porous soil

laying at a considerable elevation and a stiff loam or heavy clay

where drainage is sluggish and defective. Where so much difference of

soil and situation exists it is evident that the system of culture must
also differ, and that the cultivator must be guided in his operations

by the cii'cumstances in which he finds himself placed. The owners
of small gardens often find considerable difficulty in this respect, and
experience more embarrassment in the choice of subjects than does

the large grower, for the latter, having a larger area, will naturally

be better enabled to .accommodate his plants according to their

respective likings. In the confined space of a villa or small garden
it is generally found absolutely impossible to thus m.an.age, and
in every case it would be better for the grower to quite relinquish

the culture of a plant that he cannot do justice to and content him-
self with growing such as will, with due care, be a source of credit

and pi-ide to him. Amateurs' plots generally are over-sheltered,

oftentimes surrounded by buildings whicli shut out light aud sun,

and make plant culture no easy matter. The same conditions often

exist more or less in large gardens, and such places are frequently

a constant source of disappointment to the grower. Happily, however,
even in the most sun-excluded situations, we rnay, both in the dwell-

ing, greenhouse, or garden, secure beauty, grace, and verdure, for we
possess whole families of plants, such as the Ferns, for instance,

which revel in that semi-obscurity so fatal to the greater portion of

vegetable life. .Speaking of Ferns, I would strongly recommend
this interesting family of plants to the notice of those having sun-

excluded situations to embellish in the open ail'.

Ferns and Ivy.—Of hardy kinds I will simply name such as

will grow in any free soil, and which require no further care
than to be A'ell watered aud occasionally syringed in hot weather ;

Lastrea Filix-mas and varieties, Athyrium Filix-fcemina and varie-

ties, Scolopendrium vulgare and any of its curious and beautiful
varieties, of wliich crispum, digitatum, and marginatum may be
especially mentioned, Polystichum angulaie proliferum, Aspleniura
Trichomanes, Ceterach officinarum, Polypodiuni vulgare and its va-

rieties, cambricum, and hybernicum, Onoclea sensibilis, and Asple-
nium maximum. Even the dingiest and darkest of courtyards and
the most secluded situations generally may be converted into

little paradises of verdure by the employment of some of the many
graceful forms of hardy Ferns, many of which, when sheltered from
drying winds, retain their freshness far into the winter months.
Many gardens, especially in the neighbourhood of towns, are shut
in by walls which more or less obstruct the free entry of light. No
matter what the situation may be, bare bricks and mortar should
never be seen, for we have beautiful climbers adapted to all

aspects, some exliibitinga depth and constancy of verdure unequalled
by any of those climbing subjects which demand const.ant shelter

during the winter season. What can be more beautiful than an
Ivy-clad wall, wdiere the foliage, dense and lustrous, retains all its

fresh green beauty throughout long periods of cheerless weather ?

In winter the Ivy green is bright and cheerful, and in summer it is

cool and pleasant to the sight. So many beautiful varieties of the
Ivy exist, that an interesting feature may be formed by their

means alone, and wliere the situation is dark and sunless one cannot
do better than plant a selection of them. First and foremost we
have the old Irish Ivy, unequalled for general use ; Regneriana,
with large handsome leaves : Algeriensis, with picturesquely-shaped
foliage ; and there is another fine kind n.amed Atro-purpurea, not yet
much grown, with deep bronze-purple leaves and stem. Then we
have many pretty variegated kinds, one of which, the clouded
white, is distinctly and be.autifully mottled, the leaves being irre-

gularly splashed with white and of good proportions—altogether a
kind tliat should be Largely grown.
Ivy and Flowering Plants.—There is also, as most of us

know, a number of variegated kinds of Ivy characterised by a
more feeble growth, but which, when thriving .as they should do

—

and they appear to be most at home where the sun's rays are
scarcely felt .and the .atmosphere at all times is more or less cool and
moist—are pretty aud cheerful, by reason of the clearness of the
varieg.ation, which comes up into bold relief when they are in close

association with the green-leaved kinds. Let me beg of those who
may be hemmed in by buildings, or whose garden is enclosed by
walls which only get the sun's light in a feeble manner, to clothe

their bare, hai-sh surfaces in the manner indicated, as the labour
and cost will be of the slightest, and the reward will be great indeed.

The Ivy is a gross feeder, and forces out of existence any plant of

weakly nature which may happen to come into close association with
it. There are, however, plants which, under certain conditions, will

compete successfully with this all-enduring, but masterful climber in

the struggle for existence. Thus I have seen Kerria japonica and
the naked-flowered Jasmine enfolded in the Ivy's close emhr.ace, yet
showing no signs of suffering, but throwing out and downwards long
spray-like branches, with bright yellow blossoms hanging thickly
upon them. It must be owned, however, that the Ivy in this case

was handicapped, the flowering plants having received two or three
years' start, so that they were strong and in good condition by
the time the Ivy had fairly begun to put forth its strength. A
very good plan is to carry a stout wire along on the top of the wall,

running it some 1'2 in. from the coping. Then, some two years
before setting the Ivy plant some hardy evergi-eeu and other quick-
growing and enduring Roses, Clematis, Wistaria, Pyracantha,
golden variegated Honej'suckle, Kerria japonica, .Jasminum nudi-
florum, or any other robust, perfectly hardy climber, at intervals,

taking them straight up the wall and training them to the afores.aid

wire. They will crown the evergreen curtain with a coronet of

beauty, and will give brightness and colour as their flowering seasons
come round. In many places, where the enclosure does not get
sufficient sun to mature the wood of flowering clim'oers, they might
be successfully grown in the above-mentioned in.anner.

Suitable Plants for Growing under Trees.—In this

case let me observe that the use of the knife cannot be allowed ; let

each plajit take its own course and wander at will, and in the course

of time one will be gratified with some charming contrasts both of

leafage and flower. For damp, shady situations, such as under
trees, let me recommend the various forms of Periwinkle, the small-

leaved kind of wdiich grows into a dense mass of greenery where
even Grass perishes. The large golden-leaved kind is a handsome
plant, and one which, if newly introduced, would be highly prized.

As it is, it remains one of the neglected plants of the present day,

being thrust out of its proper place by less deserving subjects. For
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a verandah or cold greenhouse it makes a charming and effective

basket plant, forming, when well devoloped, a curtain of gold and
green, and contrasting in the best manner witli any green-leaved
plants with which it may be associated. This plant rejoices in a
snug little sheltereil corner, for it loves not the harsh, biting,

wintry winds which mar its beauty, and oftentimes cut it down
to the ground. I cauuot sec why this plant should not be
grown in pots for conservatory decoration. For forming a
margin to groups, or for placing here and there on the stages, allow-

ing the trading shoots to hang down informally, it would be very
serviceable during the winter months, and is certainly much more
ornamental th.an many so-called " choice " plants used in this manner.
Another far too mucli neglected plant is the old-fashioned I'upliea (C
platyceutra). This plant forms densely-leaved, compact little bushes,
studded with bright flowers, which are never absent from early
summer till lifting time comes, when, if carefully potted-up they
will not experience any check, and will adorn the conservatory far

into the winter months. For a bed in the shade of, or in the drip of

trees, or anywhere where the conditions are not as they should be
for flowering plants generally, this intensely verdant, cheerful-look-

ing little plant will thrive. How often it is that one hears the com-
plaint that the Verbena does not do well ; in fact, in some places with
all the care that may be lavished upon it it cannot be coaxed into

anything like vigour. An excellent substitute for it is found in the
Lantana, which will yield a grand show, no matter how hot, dry, or
parching the natural staple may be. The only wonder is that this

plant should not have become more popular in this country. On
the Continent it is a great favourite. It does not, of course, equal
the Verbena in brilliancy, but it possesses shades of colour not en-
joyed by that excellent bedder, and many of the varieties are very
effective. Another good plant for parching soil is the Paris Daisy, for

the hotter the sun and the more exposed the situation, the more
fraely does the Marguerite bloom.

How frequently one sees the Grass bare beneath such trees as the
Cedar of Lebanon. These unsightly patches are a constant source
of vexation, but it is far better to relinquish the attempt to reno-
vate them and call in an .auxiliary in the shape of the common
English Ivy, which quickly forms a carpet of foliage, just revelling
in conditions the very opposite of those demanded by the Orass.
llrass edgings around the pleasure-grounds are often much shaded by
tree.": ; better in that case give them up, and adopt a plant whicli
once established is a joy for years, needing but a very small
amount of care to keep it in good order. A short time since I re-

marked some Ivy edgings which were beautiful both in neatness and
verdure, and they give no trouble.

Shade and Sun-loving Plants.— It would be vei-y unfair
for me to pass by without notice two old-fashioned plants—the
Wandering .Jew Saxifrage and the Loudon Pride. The former is

scarcely considered worthy of a place in a garden now-a-days, but it

is better worth some cultural care than many newly-introduced
plants. When growing freely—and it likes good rich soil—it pre-
sents an extremely attractive appearance. I commend this plant to
the notice of those who like to see a pretty hanging basket, or who
may have a cold greenhouse to embellish, for it is so far hardy
that the mere protection of a glass roof will suffice to ensure its

welfare even in very severe winters. As to the London Pride,
it will live and be happy in any cold, damp, sunless position.

By-the-bye, there are many of these free-growing, enduring
hardy plants of which we hardly know the true worth,
simply because we do not make the endeavour to group or
mass them in a natural manner. Thus, this London Pride, where
forming a dense carpet of green in some congenial situation, gives
one a very different idea of its beauty and effectiveness than when
seen in the shape of small isolated tufts. So in the same manner we
may employ many of those old-fashioned and by many despised hardy
perennials, which are, generally speaking, only to be found growing
freely and luxuriantly in such gardens as have never been remodelled
and modernised, but which are, owing to their lasting nature,
admirably adapted for carpetin? the soil where the conditions of air
and light are not of the most favourable description, and where it

would be folly to attempt the culture of choice tender subjects.
Coming from shade to sunlight, we find in the Snapdragon, \ValI-
fiower, Sunrose, Rose of Sharon, White and Yellow Arabis,
and the dwarf herbaceous Phloxes a series of free flowering
effective plants which revel in the full sun, and attain
great vigour, even in the most arid and the poorest of soils. Many a
dry slope and sun-baked bank might be made gay by their means,
forming with the low-growing ones a carpet, the taller subjects to be
dotted here and there amongst them. The .Snapdragon does not do
well—that is to say, it generally dies off in the winter in damp,
retentive soils, but planted well up, especially where the soil is stony
or sandy, it will withstand any amount of inclement weather. And
what is more gay than a bank of Antirrhinums in all that variety of

colouring th.at a mixed bed of seedlings of a good strain exhibits ? For
the Wallllower the soil cannot well be too dry .and sandy. Thus cir-
cumst.anced, it fears but little winter's rude blasts, and will pass
through a period of extreme colil unharmed ; whereas, when so
placed that the wood is sappy and ill matured, it succumbs in
severe weather. With respect to Sunroses, they are far too little
used

; they last a long time in bloom, and exhibit considerable diver-
sity of colour. A well-developed specimen 3 ft. or 4 ft. across,
studded with innumerable blooms, forms a pleasing picture.'
The Portulaca is a handsome annual, bearing flowers at the same

time cluaste .and brilliant, and it is perfectly h.appy in situations
\vhere it would be useless to attempt the culture of annuals generally.
The full blaze of the sun, in combination with a light, free soil,
is necessary for its welfare, and any one having such' situations
to deal with cannot do better than make trial of this little annual.
As a complete contrast to this lover of the sun I will mention the
Mimulus, which luxuriates in a rich, deep soil and plenty of mois-
ture both at the root and in the atmosphere. It has a liking for partial
sliade, and will thrive perfectly well under the shelter of buildings
or in a north border, or in any out-of-the-way corner of the garden
where the wind is still and the air cool and moist, often when thus
placed giving more bloom than when growing in a free, open posi-
tion-

, J. CORNHILL.
Byfleel.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN-

Flower Gardening in America.—I am glad to see how
you advocate the beautiful and varied outdoor garden. Having just
finished astudyof such aborderof 150 varieties, consistingof surfacing
plants and low and high varieties, I feel, if anything, more interested
than usual.! Yet I am sure, in this country especially, that too much
can scarcely be said for hardy deciduous shrubs, so assorted and
arranged as to l)loom tliroughout the season in diflereut parts of the
group. Employed in a thoroughly natural way they are invaluable.
Evergreens do not succeed as generally and perfectly here as with you,
and if you want to develop a lasting interest in lawn planting you
must give people plants that will thrive well and that are hardy.
I am becoming more and more interested in the planting of small
places of, say 100 ft. by 1.50 ft. in size, and have made studies and
planted a good many during the past year. There is much to be
done for such small places in America as soon as people come to know
how they may add to the charms and interest of their homes.
People generally are not familiar with plants here, but of one thing
I can assure you, they are beginning to be satiated with carpet or
ribbon bedding, as here practised. Letters in relation to the plans
I am making are very apt to specify that they want no bedding plants
that must be taken np every year, and I endeavour to give them a
little of many things and effects, shrubs and trees, evergreen and
deciduous. Vines, and hardy herbaceous plants.—.S. P.\Ksox.s, Jr.

OrnamentalFennel (Ferula tingitana).—This is a herbaceous,
perennial, hardy plant, with very finely cut leaves like those of
Carrots, and of a brilliant green colour. When m-o11 grown it is
about 3 ft. high, often more ; flower-stalks from 8 ft. to ft. high,
and very effective. It makes a splendid plant for an isolated situa-
tion, and would be particularly striking on the border of a Grass
plot. Althougli introduced many years ago from Africa, it is not
much known and not enough cultivated. It requires a deep soil, well
dug and well manured, and when growing repeated watering with
liquid manure. One inconvenience is that it loses its leaves early
in autumn, and it appears dead, but grows again early in spring. The
seed requires to be sown very soon after its maturity, because it very
soon loses its germinating powers. I received three seeds of it in
the autumn of 1805. They were sown immediatelv, and two germi-
nated in November. I gave away one plant, and planted the other
in May, 1S6G, on the side of a Grass plot in my garden. It grew very
luxuriantly and was much admired. It produced a Hower-8t.alk in
1872, from which I gathered a great quantity of seed in August. Six
of these seeds were sown immediately, and five of them germinated
by the 19th of October. Thirty other seeds were sown on the 5th of
Februai-}', 1873, but only twenty-three germinated on the 10th of
March. Since then a few were sown in autumn and spring for four
years following, but none of them grew. I concluded, therefore,
they had lost their germinating power. Although my plant had
resisted the evil effects of all our winters for fourteen years without
any covering, I lost it last winter, most likely because the frost
penetrated the soil to the depth of 3 ft. and froze the roots. —Je.\.v
SiSLEV, Lijon.-f.

Gladioli Degenerating.—I cannot allow " Deltas " re-
marks (p. 4-20) to pass unnoticed. When I said that Gladioli de-
generated I did not mean that the plants died ; I meant that they
lost stamina. I had all the best varieties of our own growing in
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the shape of sound, healthy-looking roots, but wlien they were
planted side by side with French-grown roots, one could tell the
newly-imported varieties, even at a distance, by their stronger
growth and deeper green leaves. Year by year our home-grown
stock grew weaker and weaker, and it does so now. The varieties

I was writing about, and to which " Delta " alludes, were, I believe,

imported from France. Legouvi5 does not degenerate there. I was
aware that Mr. Kelway said his stock did not degenerate, and my
knowledge was fully posted up as regards those grown by " Delta."
The readers of The Garden know what " Delta " has said respect-
ing Mr. Bank's collection, but I do not know anybody who agrees
with him. I am sorry to say I cannot. "Delta" tells us "that
all bulbs should be lifted before they .are thoroughly ripe." He need
not tell us that ; we would have them ripe if we could get them,
but we have some out now, and the leaves are as green as Leeks.
There is little chance for them to ripen at this time of the year.—J.

Douglas.

Exhibiting G-ladioli for Certificatea.—With reference
to the opinion expressed by Mr. Douglas " that not less than three
spikes," and by " Delta," "that not less than three blooms should
be shown at one time for a certificate, " it appears to me that these
authorities have overlooked the fact that when a variety is ex-
hibited the whole plant is severed, carrying from ten to twelve
blooms as the case may be. Not so with the Carnation or Dahlia ; a
grower may readily exhibit three or more blooms from a single
jilant on the same day, although at the same time there may be
only one solitary plant of the kind in existence. To every cultivator
of the Gladiolus it must be well known that if he grows twenty
blooming bulbs of one sort, the chances are that he would not get
three fully developed spikes on an_exhibition day at the Horticultural
Gardens. There is no more guarantee that an exhibitor of three
blooms of a Carnation will put the variety into'commerce the next
season than the exhibitor of ten blooms of a Gladiolus. At page
3i7 Mr. Douglas writes : "I have observed that by breeding in and
in, as it is called, from the same strain degeneration follows, and it is

necessary to occasionally import fresh blood into the collection for
seed saving." Will Mr. Douglas kindly tell us what fresh blood he
would import, and from whence ?

—

James Kelway, QlalioU Villa,

Lanrjport.

Hardineaa of the Blue African Lily (Agapauthus
unibellatus),—I believe that this plant will survive almost any
ordinary degree of cold, but damp is fatal to it. I therefore advise a
light porous soil, and in the winter a board or other protection over-
liead, with Spruce bouglis round about, sufficient to intercept biting
winds, but not so thick as to encourage mildew and damp by ex-
cluding ventil.ation.—T. H. A. H., Soulli Devon.

I have had this Lily (Agapanthus umbellatus) out in Kent
for five or six years. It has always flowered well until this year, and
I have never lost an established plant. Some pieces wliich I divided
last autumn seem to have died daring the winter.—J. S. G. H.
Michaelmas Daisies.—I was glad to read the remarks of

"J. W." (p. 423) respecting these plants, notably in reference to
Aster grandiflorus being yet scarcely in flower, as in the notes of

flowering plants in The Gardex weeks ago I saw this plant
mentioned in the list. I felt certain there was error somewhere, or
that I had never known the plant. So late flowering is this plant,

that in our parts it does not flower at all in the open air, but must
in October be lifted, potted, and taken inside. It is a fine species

with a habit distinct from that of most of the family. Many of the
Asters are worthy of pot culture, and may be easily retarded for

late autumn and winter blooming.

—

Thomas Williams, Ormskirk.

of a watch, liut with occasioaal stops in the course of each half vibration. This
was in full daylight, next a window, but not in sunshine. No movement h.id
been observed in the other fronds, whicli were all sterile aud reclining, witli tlie
exception of a single one which was just unfolding, in which Mr. Loomis tliiulis
he has detected incipient motion of the same kind.—Scie»ce Gossip.

Durable Summer Houses.—These, when made of rustic

work, or of small strips of wood for the lattice work, are liable to

decay in a few years. A writer in one of our exchanges says that he
prevents decay by allowing only annual climbers to cover them,
which are stripped off on the approach of cold weather, and they
remain bare througli winter and spring, A much easier, better, and
more perfect way is to soak all the woodwork as soon as the structure
is made with crude petroleum applied with a coarse brush. In an
experiment now before us, light woodwork so treated remains per-

fectly sound after fifteen years, when other work not oiled was
decayed in four years.

—

Couninj Gentleman.

Movements of a Fern.—Dr. Asa Gray says: "Mr. E. J. Loomis, of the
" Nautical Almanac " office, Washington, recently showed me a phenomenon
which I suppose lias never before been noticed, and which is commended to the
attention of botanists. A tuft of .\splenium Trichomanes gathered last autumn
in the mountains of Virginia is growing in his house in a glass dish. About two
months ago he noticed that one of the fronds—a rather short aud erect one,
which is now showing fructification-made quick movements alternately back
and forth in the plaue of the frond through from 20" to 40c whenever the vessel
was brought from its shaded situation into sunlight or bright daylight. The
movement was more extensive and rapid when the frond was younger. When I

saw it on .lanuary 23, its compass was within 15", and was about as rapid as that
of the leaflets of Desmodium gyrans. It was more rapid thau the second hand

THE INDOOR GARDEN,
THE DATE PALMS.

Any one who notices how vigorously the common Date grows in

a large cool house must welcome the smaller species of the same

^r^^
^^-;^

The Slender Date Palm (fhu.'ui.x tenuis).

genus, which, while tliriving in .a similar temperature, are moro
convenient as regards size, and are of easy culture. Palms are

getting 30 common in our gardens now, that the selection of some
cool-house specimens is not difficult. One or two of thes?, instead

of some flimsy stage in a corner of a greenhouse, is a great improve-
ment, not only in effect, but in simplifying the grower's labour
and care—looking as they do well at all seasons, and beiglitening

so much the beauty of a few fresh flowers. The kinds lierewitli

figured are well worth growing.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY BEST UiNTDISTURBED.
It is, I believe, the custom at this time of the year to separate and
re-pot crowns of Lily of the Valley for forcing through the winter
months. Allow me to point out the fact that, undisturbed and in the
same pots as before. Valley Lilies grow and flower both for forc-

ing and in the ordinary way very much better it left in the same pots
year after year than if disturbed. About five years ago I planted a
dozen good crowns, both of the single, double, and rose-coloured
varieties in S-in. or 9-in. pots, and have let them flower in the s.ame

pots every year since then, and if alive at the end of another ten
years my Lilies will still be in the same pots. My mode of procedure
is as follows : I pot the crowns originally in a mixture of sandy loam,
leaf-mould, and a little peat, and force them for winter flowering. Pot-

ted now, they flower about Christmas or the beginning of .January it

properly treated ; when the bloom is quite over, aud there is no
further fear of sharp frost, I transfer the pots to a sunny, exposed
border witli a soutli aspect. Here they stay with absolutely no at-

tention till now (or a little earlier), when they are carefully turned
out of the pots, the old drainage, &c., is removed, and also as much of

the surface and surrounding soil as possible. This is replaced by
fresh loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and the plants are placed in a hot-

bed till nearly Christmas, when they are placed in the greenhouse to

flower ; the same process is repeated through the next year. At the

end of the third or fourth year the plants get what many would call

violently pot-bound ; but this, I think, has much to do with the ad-

vantage gained by flowers produced by this method over those grown
in the more frequently pursued plan, and for this reason I take it

that the plants, not being able to make more root, have no other al-
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ternative than to make an extra quantity of bloom anil proiluce it

very much earlier tliau those which have room allowed them to make
more root. Again, the plants grown in this way make an immense
quantity of large, strong crowns round the sides of the pot right down
to tlie drainage, which crowns may, if you like, be carefully removed
with a little root with a sharp knife and started in another pot as a

fresh clump. Girofle.

WINTER FLOWERING PLANTS.
The value of such plants for winter flowering, as Pelargoniums,
Begonias, Ixoras, Stephanotis, Bougaiuvillcas, &c. , together witli

Lilacs, I'runuses, Kalmias, Roses, and otlicr forced shrubs, is well

known, and besides, there are the usual bulbs and roots ; but in

addition to these there are many other plants which flower in winter,

as, for instance,

Euphorbia jacquiniseflora, which is one of the best known.
Its graceful branches clothed with brilliant flowers are most valuable

in a cut state. Old plants cut back and started in a moist warm
house in spring soon push young shoots, which when about 4 in.

long form excellent cuttings, and strike freely in a hotbed. As
soon as rooted they should be potted into 3-in. pots, and when they
have grown a little the points should be pinched out. The next
shift should be into 6-in. pots, using a rich loamy soil with a little

manure. As soon as they are established, which should be about
the beginning of June, they should be gradually hardened ofl^, and
then plunged in tan or fibre in a cold frame, and exposed to light

and air till the beginning of Septeml)er. By that time they will

have formed bushy little plants, and a house with a temperature of

about 60'-^ should be given them. They need plenty of water at the
root and frequent syringing overhead. To help them to complete
their growth a little manure water may be given about once a week,
and continue till they have done flowering.

Poinsettia pulcherrima with the white and double varieties

are now so well known and cultivated, that fe%v collections are with-
out them. There is so great a demand for their richly coloured
bracts, that several market growers of my acquaintance find them
worth devoting a house to, planting them out in well prepared beds,
where they grow from G ft. to S ft. high, and produce enormous
bracts. We strike cuttings of these plants in June, establish them
in 6-in. or S-in. pots in a warm house, and then turn them out into
a cold pit, plunging the pots in fibre or tan, and protecting them
only from heavy storms. As the weather gets colder the lights are
placed over them at night, rnd by the end of September it is neces-
sary that they should have a position similar to that given to

Euphorbia jacquiniaflora. Care should be taken to not permit them

Fhwuix recUu^ta. (See p. 452.)

to root in the plunging material, as unless this be done, loss of their
lower leaves is sure to be the result of removing them.
Linum trigynum.—This is a valuable old warm greenhouse

plant, now somewhat neglected. It produces its bright yellow
flowers, which measure nearly 2 in. across, in abundance on the ends

of the brandies, and when the leaves have been saved from the
ravages of red spiiler, to wliicl\ they are subject, it forms a very
handsome plant. We grow about two dozen of tliis plant yearly,

and h.ave very little dilliculty with it, treating it in the manner
advised for Euphorbia, but shaded from bright sun, and syringed
oftencr than that plant. Too high a teniperatui'e is, I fear, fre-

quently the cau.sc of failure with this Flax.

Centropogon Lucyanus is, I believe, one of Van lloutte's

hybrids, the result of a cross between a Centropogon and Sipho-
campylus betuhcfolius, and is a most useful winter-flowering plant.

It is a free grower of tine dwarf habit, and has bright green leaves
and rich scarlet tube-shaped flowers, which are freely produced in

short terminal .and axillary racemes. It is easily propagated either

by division or from cuttings. A light rich soil, plenty of water when
growing, and a temperature of about from 75' to SO" in summer,
with shade from bright sunshine, will be found treatment suitable

for it.

Libonia floribunda and penrhosiensis are two very
pretty warm greenhouse plants, which may be grown in any cool

frame in summer and wintered in a temperature of from .'iO" to 55".

Cuttings of it strike freely at any time, and old plants may be cut
back freely and treated as if they were Bouvardias or Fuchsias.

They are valuable plants, and so easily cultivated that no stovo

should be without them.

Eranthemums.—Tlie value of these as winter-flowering plants

has alreadj' been noticed in TiiE Garden. We find these very use-

ful, and have grown a set of the best species this year, some of which
are now finely in flower.

Pleroma elegans and Lasiandramacranthaaretwo of the
finest Melastomads we possess, the deep, purplish-blue of their large

spreading flowers being unsurjjassed. Flowering as they do in winter
and spring, their value is doubly great, and, as they are compara-
tively easy to manage, they cannot be too strongly recommended for

extensive cultivation. Cuttings of Lasiandra strike freely in

spring, and if grown in a cool frame in summer soon form handsome
specimens, when they may be taken into the stove or warm green-

house to flower. Their blossoms may be taken ofT and wired singly, and
thus treated will last three or four days. Along with Poinsettias

and Allamandas they have a most brilliant effect. The Pleroma re-

quires a lower temperature than the Lasiandra, not more than 45° in

winter, and a situation out-of-doors in summer. Cuttings of this

plant are not very easy to strike. Procure healthy young growths
and insert them in very sandy peat soil in the smallest-sized pots, place

them on a brisk bottom-heat and see that they are not kept too

moist. When struck, a mixture of peat and leaf-mould will be found
to suit them.

Aphelandras.—This genus contains many plants beautiful

both in foliage and flowers. They are free growers, and may be
successfully managed if subjected to treatment similar to that re-

commended for Eranthemums and Centropogon. Most of the species

bear either orange or scarlet flowers, which are closely set on more
or less tetragonal terminal spikes. Some of the best are A. auran-
tiaca, A. cristata, A. Roezli, A. Porteana, A. fulgens, A. pumila,

&c.

Sericographis Qhiesbreghtiana is an old well-known
stove plant which produces its handsome rich scarlet flowers at from
October to December. Cuttings of it strike freely in spring, and
may be grown on as advised for Libonias.

Cyrtantheras.—The two best species, C. Pohliana and C. mag-
nifica, deserve a place in every stove or warm greenhouse, their

rich orange-coloured flowers being very useful in a cut state.

Justicias, the beautiful old Thyrss canthus rutilans, and
other winter-flowering Acanthads, along with the allied Cyrtantheras,

may be grown as advised for Eranthemums.

Luculia gratissima and Pinciana are two plants which
I think, are better known than they are cultivated, for, unless

they are given exactly the treatment they require, success with
them is impossible. We grow a few young plants of them every
year from cuttings struck in the spring, which are taken from an
old specimen planted out in a warm part of the conservatory,

the young shoots produced on the old stem being those selected.

These are placed singly in small pots in sandy peat, and set in a pro-

pagating frame. In about a month they are rooted, and are then
potted in a mixture of peat, loam, leaf-mould, and plenty of sand, and
placed on a shelf in an intermediate house. Their last shift is into

0-in. pots. The shelf near the glass is the most suitable position

for them. Shade them from bright sunshine, and syringe fre-

quently through the summer. In September a drier atmosphere is

necessary, to enable the growth to ripen and set for flowers. Grown
thus, they form useful little plants, and produce their beautiful

sweet-scented flowers on the ends of the strongest branches. In the

spring these plants are cut back a little, and started on the shelf,
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and treated as before. Large plants may be planted in a light

position in the conservatory in a bed of rich loamy soil.

Tydseas and Gesneras may be grown so as to flower in the
autumn and winter, a warm pit, with the plants clo.se to the glass,

and shaded, being the most suitable treatment for tliese plants, which,
if a few be started about every montli in succession, may be had in

flower almost the whole year round.

Plumbago rosea, Scutellarias, Goldfussias, and
Huellias are other useful winter-flowering plants, which may be
treated as advised in the case of Libonias. Z. B.

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS.
Nearly every one whose residence is graced by a conservatory has
under special protection at least one Maiden-liair Fern. Nearly
every one, too, finds that a quarter of the way through the season
the Maiden-hair in question has resolved itself into a dark brown
cushion of spines like a somnolent hedgeliog, ami the conclusion is at
once come to that the plant is gone, and that 5s. is a good deal to give
for thirty or forty sprays of Maiden-hair. The consequence is that
the sprayless Fern is left to die, and a new plant is bought often to
share the same fate. A lady subscriber to The Garden said to rae

early in the summer :
" Oh ! Giro9(5, do tell me what's the matter

with my Maiden-hair ; there are no leaves on it at all." I looked at
it, and found that the absence of foliage was accounted for by its

removal, its non-reappearance being the result of depriving the
plant for nearly a moutli in an open hall of all means of sustenance.
I exchanged her leafless plant for one of my own in full leaf, and a
few days ago returned her eight little plants making leaf well, and
received my own in precisely the conditition of her plant
before coming under my mode of treatment. There is, however,
no reason wliy every lady with a solitary jjlant should not
have a continual succession of fronds, and at the same time greatly
increase her own stock. Supposing, therefore, that now (November
10) she has a well leaved plant, let her follow the directions sub-
joined. Always cut for use the old outside fronds, dark in the leaf
and hard and black in the stem ; they light up just as well and last

very much better than the young light green fronds ; and if this
rule is adhered to, many more fresh sprays rise to replace the old
ones tlian if the young ones are plucked immediately on their appear-
ance. In spring, when the plants are beginning to push forward a
little, turn the plant out of its pot, carefully remove most of its earth,
and break it up into several small pieces about H in. or 2 in. across

;

pot these pieces singly into 3-in. or 4-jn. pots in good peat earth,
with a little sand and a good many small stones. Place the pots in
a warm shady corner of the greenhouse ' or elsewhere, and they will
soon burst forth into abundance of fronds sufficient, if the rule of
picking them before advised is adliered to, to last well till next spring.
I find a great many plants are raised in my Fernery involuntarily in
the following manner : The pots are set on stages thickly strewn
with very small beach pebbles, and all around the pots Imndreds of
little self-sown Maiden-hair Ferm spring up, which I allow to grow
about 2 in. high, and then pot into very small ipots as before ; so I

recommend all who have pots of Maiden-hair to spread little earthy
pebbles in a large saucer or small tray round the pots, and let tlie

Maiden-hair spores sow themselves. You need not damp the pebbles,
the simple operation of watering tlie pots being quite suflioient to
nioiiten the "seed nursery." Girofle.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS_ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Shrubby Veronicas.—These are very pretty at this season
treated as ordinary greenhouse plants ; and where flowers are in demand
they will be found to be very useful. The method of culture
generally practised by those who send bushy little plants of these
Veronicas to Covent Garden Market is to strike the cuttings early in
the season, and when spring frosts are over plant them out in a piece
of well-prepared ground, the result being that by autumn they will
be found to have formed handsome plants full of buds, which, if the
plants are lifted and potted carefully, will open without check, and
will continue in flower all through the winter.

—

Alpha.

PortugueseSundew (Drosophyllum lusitanicum).—This inte-
resting little plant has at last yielded to the treatment to which it

has been subjected, and I have now several healthy plants of it
raised from seeds last spring. They are potted in a mixture of two-
thii-ds crock dust to one of yellow loam, and are set in a cool green-
house with a hand-glass, minus the top, over them. They are by
no means sparingly watered, and I attribute my manv previous
failures with this plant to fear of watering it. Those'who have
seen it growing naturally say it is found in abundance about streams

and waterfalls in Southern Spain. Botanically, this plant is highly
interesting from its being the only plant known whose leaves are
folded revolutely in vernation.—Z. B.

Monstera deliciosa.—In the interesting notice of this plant
accompanying the beautiful woodcut in last week's Garden (p. 451)
it is stated "the reason why this fruit is not more appreciated is

on account of its bemg invested in an outer layer, consisting of short
stifi' hairs similar to those found in Rose hips ; but this can be wholly
removed if the plant is perfectly ripe, leaving the succulent part of

the fruit entire." There is a little confusion in this statement. There
is no difliculty wliatever in the removal of the outer covering of the
fruit, which scales ofl' in divisions with the utmost ease. But the
fruit itself is full of an infinity of black points or seeds, and these
sting or burn the tongue in the act of eating the fruit, causing a
most unpleasant sensation afterwards. The pulp itself is rich and
luscious, and could any means be devised to get rid of this smarting
in the tongue and throat after eating it, no doubt the Monstera
would be far more popular. By the way, your woodcuts and
coloured plates are generally so true to Nature, that you will excuse
me for inquiring whether in this case some of the leaves are not
rather too light, conveying the idea of variegation. Possibly this

may have arisen from the bright light coming through the curiously
perforated leaves at the time the drawing was made. I have seen
them look light from tliis cause, but hardly so much so as those on
the right-hand side of the otherwise perfect woodcut on p. 451.—
D. T. Flsh.

Double Ivy-leaved Pelargonium M. Dubus.—This
distinct and fine variety has flowers of a most beautiful shade of car-

mine rose, as bright and eft'ective as those of the zonal varieties, and
as freely produced during the whole of the summer, provided the
plant be liberally treated. Combining, .is it does, the free-trailing

habit of the Ivydeaved Pelargonium, with flowei's, as I have said,

equal to those of the zouals, it is sure ere long to become popular.

—

Alpha.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE HEMLOCK SPRUCE AT HOME.
"Justicia's" remarks in regard to the Hemlock Spruce

induce me to give you what little information I possess iu

regard to the size which the tree attains iu New England and
Canada. I do this with pleasure, for I have always regarded

the Hemlock as decidedly the most ornamental of all tlie

Spruces, if it is not really and truly the most beautiful of all

the Coniferaj of any clime, so far as we know them. Unfor-

tunately, my travels have not led me into the great region of

the Hemlocks, which, according to Michaux, who has given us

ahout all the valuable information we possess of this tree,

covers the vast country east and north of Massachusetts, which,

without including Canada, is more than 750 miles long and
250 miles broad. In all this great extent of country, which
was so thoroughly examined by Michaux almost a century

ago, he states that the Hemlock and other resinous trees are

constantly found at the foot of the hills, and constitute nearly

half of the unbroken forests which cover these regions.

Moist grounds, he says, do not appear to be the most favour-

able to the growth of the Hemlock. " It is," he states,

" natural to the coldest regions of the New World, beginning

to appear about Hudson's Bay, in latitude 51", and in the

neighbourhood of Quebec it fills the forests; and in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Maine, and the State of Vermont,
and part of New Hampshire, where he obtained it, it formed

three-quarters of the evergreen woods, the remainder consist-

ing of the Black Spruce. It is," he continues, " always

larger and taller than the Black Spruce, attaining the height

of from 70 ft. to 80 ft., with a circumference of from 6 ft. to

9 ft., and, judging from the concentric circles of the wood,

would require two centuries to attain such dimensions."

Since Michaux explored these vast forests, only in the

remoter regions, the trees have been felled by millions, and
flourishing cities, towns, and villages, with their busy life,

now occupy their place. There are still, however, many
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larger or smaller forests of the Hemlock in Massachusetts,

and not many miles from our city, where there are ciuantities

of beautiful trees of a later growth. Near Buzzard Bay I

have seen many large and handsome trees.

Tbe Hemlocks do not transplant as freely as the other

species, and they are by no means plentiful in the earlier

planted grounds. I kno.v of very few old trees. In the

botanic garden at Cambridge there are several tre's, (ilauted

in 1807, which have attained a large size, measuring 7 ft. or

8 ft. ia circumference. In my own grounds I have trees

planted twenty to thirty years, which are from 20 ft. to 25 ft.

high, and, where allowed to grow without crowding, they are

very handsome specimens. You will allow mo to repeat,

however, what I said once before in TuE Gauden, viz., that

I have rarely seen finer specimens of good, iine size of the

Hemlock than those I alluded to in my notice of the park of

Admiral Edgerton at Weybridge. Of all the many species

of Conifer* planted there, including Deodars, Araucarias, &c
,

none equalled the Hemlock in its irregularity as well as beauty

of outline and general gracefulness of the whole tree. For a

few weeks in spring, when the young and tender new foliage

appears, the contrast between its yellowish-green tint and the

deep verdure of the old leaves is something wonderful, every

little branchlet seemingly bjiug covered with the softest

fringe. I know of nothing more attractive than the Hemlock
at that season of the year. Loudon, I think, stated that the

Hemlock does not flourish well in England, and I found the

same opinion prevalent with English nurserymen. Jlichaux,

a most accurate observer, makes the remark that " it is distin-

guished for the peculiarity of ceasing to grow at the height

of from 24 ft. to 30 ft., assuming a compact habit, with its

tufted branches, which adhere to the ground." Probably soil,

situation, and climate may atfect it. Of this I am sure, it

will not flourish as an isolated tree in any very exposed situa-

tion, and in its native woods I have never seen a handsome
tree far removed from the mass. It seems to flourish best in

a good, rich soil, neither too wet nor too dry, and it should

only be planted in larger or smaller masses, so as to protect

each other. A few years ago I had a most beautiful tree

standing out a little distance from a group of Xorway Spruces

which was completely spoiled by the repeated gales of one of

our cold, windy winters, notwithstanding its extreme northern

habitat. Whatever may have been the experience of Loudon
or the opinions of nurserymen, it appears evident that, under

the same conditions of growth as those at Weybridge, the

Hemlock may be grown in great perfection in the climate of

England, and become, as I hope it may, one of the most

desirable and beautiful of Conifers. C. il. Ho\ey.
Bouton, Miuc-:

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES, SHEUBS, & WOODLANDS.

Camellia Sasanqua (Lady Banks' Camellia).—This is a
rarity here, when' the Camellia abounds and thrives more thoroughly
perhaps than in any spot in Europe. At Oporto I know of but one
plant, and that in an old-fashioned garden peculiarly rich in curious

exotic plant growth, a garden which twice over has had the fortune

to belong to an eminent botanist—recently to the late Mr. Alexander
Grant, and before that to Felice Brotero, the Linna;us of Portugal.

The tradition of the garden in question is that many rare trees and
plants in it were sown or set in the ground by Brotero himself,

and among them this particular Camellia. The plant is over 5 ft.

in height, a thick and well-branched shrub, and in late autumn, long
before the other branches of Camellia put forth their flowers, it is

covered with innumerable blossoms. The delicate, wax-like, half-

transparent texture of the petals, contrasting with the golden-yellow
of the anthers, and the white and yellow of the flowers with the
dark and shiny leafage, make this shrub, in full bloom, as pretty an
object as I know. It is observable that in Ihe soil anil climate of

Northern Portugal nearly all the favourite plants of the Japanese

thrive peculiarly well, 'i'he Camellia, the Hibiscus, the .Japanese
Chrysanthemum, and the Japanese Anemone, and, as I have latterly

had occasion to find out, the many beautiful varieties of Iris Kivmp-
feri thrive and blossom here with extraordinary freedom.—Osw ALU
Cr-Wvitri). (Jiiinin da Vdga, Ojiorlo.

Purple-leaved Trees.—Foremost amongst these stands the
Purple Beech, especially « hen nmtrasted with the ditfereiit .sliades

of gre^n ianiished by otlitr tree.s ; in fact, when judiciously planted
there is no tree more eli'ecti\.!; I tay judiciously for in commrn
with other very con.epicuous ol'jects it is easily overdone, and v.ljile

one tree might be of great value in a place the ellect iu many casts
might be utterly spoilt by introducing another. The same may Le
said of many other plants, the variegated Kegtmdo for instance,

which, although beautiful in itself, is often so planted as to become
an eyesore. The Purple Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatauus purjnirea)

is a handsome purple variety of the common Sycamore. The I'urjile

Birch (Betula alba purpurea) is not quite so deep iu colour as the
darkest variety of the Beech, but it has a somewhat metallic hue on
the upper surface of the leaves, which on that account contrast well

with the white bark, and this and its graceful habit render this

variety of the Birch a very handsome tree. It seems at present to be
rather scarce. The purple variety of the common Oak ((,luercua

pedunculata purpurea) has an appearance which is sure to recommend
it. Then among smaller growing kinds we have the Purple Nut
(Corylus avellana purpurea), the Purple Peach (Amygdalus persica

purpurea), and several of the recently introduced Japanese Acers,

of which Acer polymorphum atro-pnrpureum and sanguineum are

perhaps the best.

—

Alpha.

Singular Freak of Rhododendron.—LastspringI obtained

a Rhododendron from the extensive nurseries of Ellwanger and Barry,

of Rochester, New York. It was roseum elegans of the Cataubiense

species, and a remarkably fine plant. It was delivered to me rather

late, however, but in fine condition, having been most carefully lifted.

It then had ten well developed flower-buds. I planted it iu my
gi-ounds as carefully as possible ; and although the entire season

since has been one of the driest ever known here, the plant grew
right along handsomely, developing all its flower-buds in June
beautifully, and making a fine new growth the while. Some weeks
ago imagine my surprise at finding a new lot of flower-buds about to

appear. Eleven of these are now (Sept. 25) fairly developed, and bid

fair to expand into bright colour if not suddenly prevented by un-

favourable weather. Am I mistaken about the rarity of this occur-

rence ?—H. Hexijricks.

Sweet-scented Bramble (Rubus odoratus).—1 was glad

to see allusion made to this Bramble in The G.\rdex (p. 358). I

observed it in the Botanical Garden at Antwerp this summer, and
made a note of it as a plant which I should like to possess. I cannot

find it mentioned, however, in any of the catalogues which I have
consulted. In the same garden I also noticed Araucaria excelsa,

which seemed a far more desirable tree for our gardens than the

frightful Monkey Puzzle, so common round London. In the park at

Antwerp there was a beautiful Althea frutex in full bloom, another

plant, I think, we might oftener see here than we do.

—

Walteks-
LANi). [.\raucaria excelsa is tender in this country.]

The Horse Chestnut.—Than this, no tree is more attractive

when in flower, and none looks more stately when in full leaf, and as

regards autumn-tinted foliage it is unequalled ; some large trees of it

in the pleasure grounds here are the admiration of all who look upon
them at all times of the year, but more particularly when the leaves

assume their gorgeous autumn hues. Chestnut trees are easily raised

from seed, they grow quickly, and in any kind of soil or situation.

—

C.\MBRIA>".

Viburnum Sieboldi.—This is a handsome and distinct ever-

gi-een shrub, with tliick leathery foliage as large as that of the

Laurel, of a deep glossy green. It is a native of Japan, where it

makes a large shrub or small tree, and is often known in English

gardens under the name of Viburnum Awafurki.

—

A.

The Lindley Library.—The following books are missing

from this library, and of which no entri appears in the loan-book,

viz., Brand is's " Forest Flora ; '' Darwin's " Origin of .Species," sixth

edition; De Candolle's " Memoires et Souvenirs, 1862"; Gray cS:

Dochard's " Travels in West Africa ;
" Hooker's " Flora of British

India," parti; " Humboldt de Distributione Geographica Plan-

tarum, 1817 ; '' Lindsay's " Popular History of British Lichens ;

"

Lowe's "Manual of the Flora of Madeira;" Neill's ''Fruit and

Flower Garden;" "Matthew on Naval Timber ;
" " Annales des

Sciences Naturelles," sixth series, torn, iii., 1876. Whoever may
have got any one or more of the above works in his possession he

is requested to return them at once to the Secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society, South Kensington.
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THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLVIIL—PRIMULA LUTEOLA.
Drawn by H. G. MOON.

It is strange that this beautiful Primula should have had to wait

for seventeen years after its first introduction to England before it

was thought worth}- of a place in j-our portrait gallery ; but,

indeed, it is even no-w so little kno^wn as to be comparatively rare,

so that n'heu it was exhibited at the Manchester Flo-sver Show this

summer it attracted quite as much notice and was as greatly

admired as its cousin, P sikliimensis, only recently arrived from
India. Primula luteola is a native of the Caucasus, and was in-

troduced into England about the year 18G7. Your illustration

gives an excellent likeness of the plant when flowered under
glass, but scarcely represents the sturd}' character it assumes when
grown in the open garden in England. With me it flowers more
compactly—hke an Auricida or Polyanthus—and the yellow is

richer. Your excellent picture shows one peculiar featui'e which
I have frequently noticed in this Primula : the stalks sometimes
appear as if two or three had grown together, and when thus they
carry very large and strong trusses of flowers. It is perfectly

hardy, likes a moist situation, but in full sunlight, and grows from
(5 in. to 10 in. in height, bearing trusses from 4 iu. to 6 in. in diameter,

which continue in flower for a considerable time. It is tlie most
beautifid yellow Primula we yet possess, which makes it all the
more strange that it has attracted so little notice.—W. Beockbank,
Bi'ockhurst, Didshury.

Culture and Position.—Our plate of Primula luteola is

from a drawing of a plant that grew in the open air in Mr. Lakin's
garden. Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire. ^^'e had known the
plant for some years as a species of doubtful importance, owing
no doubt to its being grown in pots and frames. We were sur-

prised to see it in Mr. Lakin's garden larger and more sturdy
than our common Primroses or Cowslips or any of their varieties.

We have a black and white di'awing in our possession showing
the bold and handsome port of the plant when thus grown. The
heads of flowers m the plate are the size of life. The plant from
which our drawings were made was nearly 2 ft. high ! Tlierefore
in this Russian Primrose we have a noble hardy plant, no doubt
neglected by man}- owing to the feeble way in which it has
hitherto been grown. If put out in rich borders of rather moist
soil, or on the lower banks of the rock garden, or in a copse with
a good bed of leaf soil, it will soon repay the planter. With
reference to Mr. Brockhank's allusion to the Silikim Primrose, we
believe that species was introduced before this Russian kind ; at
least we saw P. sikkimensis vears before P. luteola.

—

Ed.

A NEW AFKICAN ORCHID.
AVhen for the first time Messrs. Veitch exhibited Angrjecum
Kotschyi in flower at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society, South Kensington, it attracted a considerable amount of
interest on account of the quaint appearance of its long tailed
flowers. These flowers are about U in. in diameter, pure white,
of wax-like texture, and in each the spur is 'prolonged into a
slender twisted tail from 7 in. to in. in length, and of a pale
chocolate hue. The flower .spikes measured from 1 ft. to lift.
in leng-th, and bear from ten to twenty flowers in a spicate nian-
ner. The leaves which are broad and of a deep shiny green, have
a pellucid appearance, somewhat similar to that of those of A. pel-
lucidum. This highly interesting Orchid has been recently intro-
duced from Zanzibar, and will inevitably take rank among the
most__attractive of the large Orchid family. Oai- figure (see
p. 487) is engraved from a sketch made for iis of a plant grown
by Messrs. Veitch. "W. Q.

THE GOLDEN OAK OF CYPRUS.
This Oak (Quercus alnifoUa) is new to gardens, althoua-h known to
botanists, being figured in Kotschy's work on the"^ " Oaks of
Europe" under the above name, and in the "Illustrations"
of Jaubert and Spach under the name of Q. cypria. Its
glossy dark green foliage is not unlike that of the Alder, hence its
accepted name, but when seen from below or as the wind moves
the branches, the nnder-sui'face of the foliage is very ornamental.

being of a bright old gold colour, in a way analagous, but far more
effective than in the case of the Golden Chestnut (Castanea chry-
sophylla) of Monterey, California. The Acorns are very elegant
in form, and of a clear, bright chestiuit-brown colour, being borne
in capsules not unlike those of the common Turkey Oak, or say the

^Ji

The Golden Oak o£ Cyprus (Quercus alnifolia).

A'alonia Oak on a small scale. It is found on the mountains of

Cyprus (whence I have just received dry .specimens) at an altitude

of ;iOOO ft., and might possibly be hardy in a mild climate, as in

the south or south-west of Ireland, or Devon, Isle of W'ight, &c.
Even as a greenhouse plant, however, it is so distinct and effec-

tive in leafage as to merit culture in that way, if our outdoor
climate generally he too low for it. F. "\T''. B.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

DINNER-TABLE DECORATIONS.
Ix writing on this subject many seem to imply that dinner-table
decoration is the same as drawing-room decoration, and that the
main point to bear in mind is that of arranging the flowers or foUage
lightly in the glasses, stands, or vases ; whereas in dinner-table
decoration novv-a-d.ays March stands, glass trays, and vases of all

kinds are quite out of fashion. Yet, in spite of many drawbacks,
some of which are mentioned by Mr. Hudson (p. 421), the art of
arranging cut flowers in a natural and satisfactory manner has made
great progress during the last few years ; sucli violations of good
taste as that of wiring and setting in erect position such flowers as
the Lapageria and Fuchsia, that naturally hang in a graceful manner
are happily now rare, although it is by no nieans rare to see flowers
on which great care has been bestowed to bring them to perfection
spoilt by careless arrangement over which gardeners have no control.

It is obvious that those who watch the plants growing are more
likely to carry the work of arranging them to a successful issue than
those wlio only receive them in a cut state often without any know-
ledge of what the habit of the plant from which the flowers are
gathered may be. The following are a few kinds of dinner-table
decorations that we have lately carried out here :

—

Decorations on Satin.—I place these first simply because
they are largely used here and in other phaces that have recently
come under my notice. They consist of covering the centre of the
table entirely with a groundwork of satin, varying the colour to suit

the flowers that are to form the decorations, all of them being of

one colour if possible. A mixture is not nearly so effective, and
the plant's own foliage is usually better than any extraneous aid
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in this respect. A margin of tablecloth is left bare for plates,

glasses, &c. ; everything else is served from the sideboard. The
dessert may be on the table and may ba made to form a by no

means inetfeotive part of the decoration. If it does not harmonise,

or if it interferes with the design, it may be handed round as other

courses are. The bill of fare may even be made to form a p:irt of

the floral decoration, as the card may be written in two parts and
gammed on to two ornamental leaves fastened together witli a liiuge

and folded together like a book and laid beside the glass for the

button-hole bouquet that is always placed beside each guest, vary-

ing them each night to suit the decoration. After the candelabra

are placed in position, groups of plants with light graceful foliage

or foliage and flowers are placed between each pair ; an ordinary-

sized table for twelve or fifteen guests would have three candela-

bra and two groups. These are .arnangedon flat plateau tins covered

with Moss or green Lycopod, as if growing. A border of foliage and
flowers is then placed all round where the satin meets the cloth, so

that no union is visible. Foliage and flowers may then be placed

round the base of each candelabrum, .and if space on the satin allows

of it, a device or monogram in foliage and flowers may be introduced.

In some cases where very light foliage is employed the whole surface

is lightly covered, so that the coloured groundwork shows through,

and has a very pleasing eflfect. Any kind of trailing or climbing

plant may be used in this way, as, for instance, long sprays of Cissus

discolor on palebluesatinlookwell. But although we use all the choice

exotics according to the season at which they flower, either forced or

Otherwise, we by no meausoverlook the simple wild flowersof our fields

and woodlands, for they work into this kind of decoration with
charming efl'ect on a groundwork of crimson satin. Groups of wild

Grasses and an undergrowth of green Sedges or Rushes, from which
springs a cloud of white Marguerites, together with a border of

Grass and bunches of Daisies, form a decoration that no exotic plant

can excel ; or later in summer on the same groundwork groups of

Bocconia cordata, a border of the Golden Lace-leaf Elder, and deep
crimson China Roses, with little glass baskets of yellow or white
Roses and scarlet Pelargoniums garnished with straw-coloured foli-

age, have a fine appearance. In harvest

time we use small sheaves of Wheat and
Rye and a border of Barley, with Oats
strewn thinly over the satin. In winter
bright tinted foliage or berry-bearing

plants look well, such as the .Solanums,

both crimson and yellow fruited, the

pretty Rivina humilis, with its brilliant

bunches of berries, and Holly and Ivy.

The latter come in opportunely at Christ-

mastide.

Plateaux of Moss.—These are ar-

ranged on flat tins made of various lengths

and of widths to suit the table, and, like

the satin, they cover all the space not
actually required for dining. When set

on the table blocks of wood are introduced
on which to set the silver candelabra on
a level with the surface of the Moss that
is to form the groundwork, and which is

more or less undulated according to the
kind of flowers to be introduced. In
spring. Primroses, Snowdrops, and other
hardy plants look extremely well, as they
have all the appearance of growing on
banks or mounds of Mossy verdure, and if

elevations are required between the can-
delabra, some hardy foliage or coarse-

growing Grasses that grow in the woods
with the Primrose are utilised, as hardy
and teader plants or flowers do not asso-

ciate well together. The damp Moss
keeps all fresh for any length of time. In
summer and autumn this kind of decora-

tion comes in well for mixed wild flowers,

the whole surface of JIoss being studded
over with growing tufts of Grass, from
which spring whatever kind of wild
flowers are procurable. In winter we
sometimes have an imitation cf a snow-
storm, the groups in the centre being
formed of graceful branches of the Silver

Birch, the groundwork of dry Bracken
and twigs of Cupressus and Club Mosses.

These are all saturated with water, and dusted with finely-powdered

lime, which tightens as it dries, giving a good imitation of a

snowstorm. Old Mossy stumps of wood also look well, and the

centre to have the effect of a brook in winter, may have sheets of

looking-glass let in ; these reflect like water when seen under strong
artificial light, thrown down by frosted silver candelabra, and the
etlect is very pretty and appropriate.

Fountain and Aquatic Plants.—These form an exceed-
ingly pretty and somewhat novel decoration. The main requisites

are a supply of water and a waste pipe fitted with screw sockets,

to which to attach flexible India-rubber tubing to carry the water
from an elevated reservoir or cistern to the fountain basin on the
centre of the table, and a supply of water that will keep the fountain

working regularly for two or three hours. This must be laid on to

the centre of the dining-room floor, where a small tap will allow of its

bsing carried up througli a corresponding aperture in the carpet, and
the centre leaf of the dining table. It is then screwed on to a foun-

tain basin wlien that is set in position, which may be made of any
desired leugth to suit the table, but for convenience of removal a

basin long enough to accommodate a service of jets, and to allow

space for gold and silver tish to disport themselves, is sufficient. The
ends of the table (if a very long one) may be made out with lengths

of looking-glass plateaux, wliioh, when dressed, have all the effect fur-

nished by water. After the jets are arranged, mounds of rustic

stones and aquatic plants are built up above the level of the water to

look like islands, .and during summer Water Lilies are used for gar-

nishing the sides, and Ijoth flowers and foliage are employed for float-

ing on the surface of the water. At seasons when these are not pro-

curable, a margin of Lycopod grown especially in tins is placet! all

round the margin, and groups of Grasses, Forget-me-nots, or other
semi-aquatic plants are grouped around the margins and on eleva-

tions. Gold and silver fish are kept in a reserve basin, and put into

position after the fountain basin is filled. This is a cool, refreshing

decoration for midsummer, and if tastefully arranged has a very
pleasing elfect.

Ros3 Arches and Baskets.—The arches are formed of

stout wire bent to suit the table, and suBiciently high for the guests

to see under them and across them, the ends being let into blocks

of wood to keep them steady. They are arranged between the can-

delabra, and when covered with foliage and flowers of such climb-

Xew African Orchid (Angra-cum Kotscliyi). (see p. 4S0).

ing Roses as yellow and white Banksian, the Ayrshire Rose, Dundee
Pvambler, Sec, they represent a walk in a Rose garden ; beds of deep-

coloured Hybrid Perpetuals and China Roses bedded in Moss are

introduced in open spaces on the centre of the table. These may
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be alternatpd by groups of yellow or white Roses, in all cases using

ab'indauce of their own foliage. As a variation to the preceding

we utilise the arches for forming handles to Moss baskets, setting

the arch when dres.=ed over the centre of the basket. We then
form the sides of tlie basket with rough green Moss, covered with
the flowers and foliage of climbing Roses similar to the handle.

The centre is then filled with Roses in distinct colours, dark crim-

son, red, yellow, white, or pink being all far more effective than
when mixed. They are cut in large bunches, retaining flowers,

buds, and foliage as if on the ]ilant.

Miscellaneous Decorations.—The above constitute some
of the forms of decoration most popular at present, but they by
no means exhaust the list, for when a constant change is desired we
sometimes fall back on silver epergnes tilled with trailing plants

and Ferns, silver cups or goblets filled with Crotons, Palms, or

the many graceful foliaged plants gro«n specially for table and set

on mounds of greenest Lycopod, or a carpet or groundwork of this

excellent table plant, in which are inserted choice flowers, such as

Eucharis, Poiusettias, &c. ; or the March stands once so popular
and trumpet glasses for cut flowers are brought into requisition and
gracefully draped with trailing or climbing plants, and filled with
one or two distinct and striking colours and a few feathery Grasses
or light sprays of Fern ; but in all cases the natural growth of the

plant is kept in view, so that it requires i;o great stretch of imagina-
tion to suppose that the flowers actually grew in the position in

which they are seen ; and wliere it is possible to have them, sucli

dwarf plants as bulbs and early spring flowers look far better lifted

with roots entire, and set in a plateaux of Moss than they possibly can
do in any cut flower arrangement. The roots need not be sacrificed,

but carefully replanted the following day. Lily of the Valley
makes a charming decoration with Solomon's Seal for groups, with
brilliant coloured Tulips and Hyacinths around it. In fact, endless
variety presents itself according to the season. It may be said all

this is not gardening, but at all events whatever one's notions may
be as to the use or the abuse of flowers employed there can be but
one opinion as to the advisability of doing anything that is worth
doing as well as the means at one's disposal will permit of its being
done. J. Groom.

Linlon.

THE ROSE GARDEN,

BRIERS FROM SEEDS.
In a reeent article on Brier liunting, tlie rich harvest of seeds that
may be obtained either then or previously were not adverted to, the
question of seeds or seedliugs being of sufficient importance to merit
separate treatment. Before the first paper appeared, the following
inquiries reached TiiK G.arden, which must be my excuse for fur-

nishing a seconi article on Briers so soon after the first. The inquirer

in question makes the following statement ;

—

"I have just gathered some hips which appear tome to be fully ripe.

What should their future treatment be ? First, are the seeds best
dried in the pods or hips 1 or would it be better to take them out
and dry them ? Second, .at what time of the year should I sow or
set them? and about what length of time do they t.ake to come
through the soil?

"

Before answering these inquiries, a few remarks on the general
question of

Seedling Briers may be useful to other readers as well as to
your correspondent. Considering tlie freedom with which Briers
produce seeds, it is astonishing that so few stocks have been raised
in this way until within the last very few years. No lover of

Nature or of Roses can have failed to notice how our autumnal
and early winter landscapes have been warmed and enriched by
the bright glowing hips of our wild Roses. In some districts whole
lines or masses Iiave been thus coralled over. Having once asked a
stock-grubber for a few hips, he astonished me by appearing the same
evening with two sacks full of seeds, and by inquiring, " How many
more master would like." As a rule, the seeds have been left as
food tor birds and vermin, instead of being converted into straight,
clean, well-rooted stocks, as every good one among tliem might be.

The all but universal neglect of Brier seeds is the more surprising
while everj' one has raised his stock of its near relative—the .Sweet
Brier—from seed. Probably the abundance of ready-made Rose
stocks in hedge banks and coppices goes a long way to account for

the neglect of the seeds of the Dog Rose. It was hardly to be expected
that while the former abounded and might be had by tens of

thousands for the digging up and replanting, that many cultivators
would have the patience to wait until seedlings reached budding
sizes ; but as Rose growing has extended, good stocks in a state of

Nature have been well-nigh exhausted. A great deal of almost
useless rootless rubbish has consequently been collected and planted

with the most injurious results to the Roses worked on them. So
far has the process of deterioration reached, tliat not a few of our
finest Roses have threatened to become annuals or biennials on the
Brier.

Manetti and other Stocks.—A reaction against common
Dog Roses or Briers set in, whicli found expression in demands
for Manetti and other stocks. Tliese can hardly be said to have
brought greater longevity to the Roses worked on them. In the
case of the JIanetti especially, vigour and length of days were not
found to be closely or at all linked together. Then Brier cuttings
and even Brier suckers had their day ; the former, no doubt,
make capital stocks, furnishing in abundance the one thing so con-
spicuously lacking in hedge Rose stocks, that is—roots. What
witli careless selection, lifting, conveying, and replanting. Rose
stocks were too often mere staves with a root knob by the time
they were placed in the budding grounds. The growths on the stems
that rendered budding possible the succeeding June were not por-

duced by the action of the roots, old or new ; on the contrary, they
were the mere output of the organisable matter secreted in the
stems during the preceding summer. This development of vitial

energy already existing in the stems produced slioots and helped the
buds to take. But the whole process, and especially the shortening back
of the growing shoots of the Brier, checked growth, .and prevented
the formation of sufficient roots to keep the newly-made Rose tree

alive. Plants in this root-crippled condition die by the thousand
the first year after their removal to what in bitter irony is called

their flowering quarters. This preventible mortality became so
great as to create the demand for better rooted and longer-lived

Rose stocks. The cry for more Roses likewise became more impera-
tive, rendering the demand for better stocks more urgent. Among
others who heard and was moved by the double cry of better Rose
stocks and more Roses, a place of honour must be given to Mr.
Prince, of Oxford. His exhibitions of seedling Briers and Roses on
the seedling Brier, the latter of which carried off many prizes,

arrested attention. Conti'asted with the semi-rootless state of hedge-
row and wood Briers, no one could fail to prefer the seedlings. Not
only have they tenfold root power, but they may be grown straight

and clean almost as Willows, and of far more uniform age and
strength than the finest selection of hedgerow Briers. Experience
also shows that the finest flowers may be grown on these seedling

stocks. Of course, tliey vary considerably, as does the Rosa canina
found in our hedgerows, and it is well only to select seeds from
the more robust, brown-barked varieties. But the seeds are so

plentiful, and they vegetate so freely, that the cultivator can well
afford to weed out the weakly rogues and still have plenty left to bud
upon.

Drying the Seeds.—Now, to your correspondent's question of

how to dry the seeds out of the hip or in it, it matters little, and
neither of these modes of drying .ire the best, nor will they be need-
ful if a dry day is selected for gathering, the seed, and it is gathered
as soon as ripe. If that cannot be done, rub out the seed as soon as

it is gathered and lay it thinly on paper to dry in the sun, a dry
Vinery in which the (irapes are ripe, or witliin the gentle influence of

the fire, being careful, however, not to overheat the seeds nor expose
them to a higher temperature than 80°. If the seed is in a- damp
state remove the hip carefully, as it is much easier removed from the
outside than after it is mixed with the seeds. The worst way of

treating Brier seeds is to gather them damp and lay them away in

this state in drawers or paper bags. Stored in such a condition, they
must needs either break into premature growtli or run into sheer

rottenness. When fairly dry, they may be either stored in paper
bags in the usual way or sown at once. The older horticulturists

mostly stored Ptose and all such like seeds in sand, thus escaping all

the evils incident to over-drying.

Sowing the Seeds.—This brings me to your correspondent's

second question—the time to sow Brier seeds. As soon as they are

gathered, is the short answer. This short cut out of tire hip into

the ground would also shelve the first question thus : sow immedi-
ately and no drying is necessary. From the appearance of many hips

and seeds this and other dripping autumns, the drying of them
would seem to be a mistake. The seeds are frequently found deve-

loped to bursting point at times. To dry such forward seeds must
needs destroy or weaken their vitality ; and even when the seeds

are less advanced, severe drying arrests their vegetation. Cultivators

often carry the drying of such seeds to excess. In our climate the

whole drying process is unnatural. Nature sheds her seeds into

moist soil or debris in the late autumntide or winter, and for several

months afterwards the seeds are soaked and not stored in dry
drawers or arid paper bags. Roses vegetate quite as freely when
wintered in tlie wet earth as in the dry seed room ; hence our corre-

spondent may safely dispense with all his drying and sow his seed

as soon as he gets it rubbed out of the hips. Choose a sheltered

place, a light soil, with a dry, warm bottom. Sow the seed thinly
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as soon .as it can be got roaily ; any time from the end of September
to the end of November will do. If not so\vn before then, keep the

seeds in store till Febru.iry. Draw drills '2J in. deep at dist.-vnces of

from 1,"> in. to IS in. apart ; or the Brier seeds may be sown in beds

and covered with '2 in. of soil. See that neither birds, mice, rats,

nor other vermin molest the seeds in their winter iiuarters ; that

is all.

Qermination of Wild Rose Seed.—A third question yet

remains to be answered. How long will the seeds be in coining

through ? No one can answer positively. Rose seeds m.ay spring fortii

in a month ; others may sleep soundly for a year, two years, or more.

They do not seem to have any regular time for vegetating liUe Mustaril

and Cress, Peas, Onions, Cabbages. Sown as soon as gathered, a fair

proportion will vegetate the following spring, more perhaps during

the summer and autumn, and yet a good many possibly the second
spring .and summer. The vegetation of Brier seeds is quickened,

and the seeds themselves are more safe under the shelter of glass or

even in heat. A temperature of from o5' to 00"^ accelerates the ger-

mination of Brier seeds very much indeed. Amateurs, therefore,

who are mostly impatient about results had better sow their Brier

seed in the autumn or wiutcraud keep it from frost, or in a tempera-

ture of 4.5". Most of it will be well up in the spring, and the plants

may be lined out during the summer, and nursed and fed into con-

siderable strength within the year. .Still, for simplicity .and the

future strength of the seedling Briers, perhaps there is no better

place than the open ground, nor time than in the autumn. After one
season's growth in the seed lines or beds, the Briers may be lined

out at wider distances, so as to give them space enough to form good
plants. The best plants should, however, be eased out with a fork

after a thorough soaking with water or during wet weather, so as not

to disturb any seeds that have not vegetated or weakly seedlings.

The latter will grow strong the following year, and any living seeds left

will also have had time and opportunity afforded them to germinate.

Sown and carefully lined out in good soil, the seedling Briers will

form capital material for budding the third or fourth year, many of the

strongest being fit for working as dwarfs much sooner. Their chief

advantages ai-e cleanness, evenness, youth, vigour of stem, and a

percentage of root power unseen in Rose stocks propagated in any
other w.ay. They also seem singularly free from suckers, which is a

merit for which most Rosarians will be peculiarly thankful.

D. T. Fisn.

AMERICAN WOODS.

AUTUMX IN THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS.
Readers of The Garde.v are doubtless far less famili.ar with this

famous mountain region than the people of this country, and some
may even be wholly unacquainted with its locality. For this

reason a brief description will be necessary. The Catskill Moun-
tain range is a dismembered branch of the great Appalachian system,

situated about S miles west of the Hudson River, in New York
State, and running nearly parallel with that river, beginning at

the city of Kingston and extending some 30 or more miles north,

and 10 or 12 miles to the westward. They comprise a rugged group
of high mountain peaks, rising most abruptly from the base, which
is not far above the level of the river. Slide Mountain is the highest,

of all, being 4205 ft. above tide-water, and the average height of

the numerous peaks is about 2500 ft., perhaps. The entire region

is a wild and romantic garden of Nature, full of interest and
beauty to every American heart. Irving, Cooper, Bryant, Bayard
Taylor, and other distinguished writers have woven for it a wreath
of enduring fame on the pages of history that will continue to

increase in interest as the years roll over their hallowed memories.
.Some pf the more accessible points in the locality have of late years

become famous as summer resorts, and are now visiteil annually by
people from everj' clime by the hundred-thousand. But the inac-

cessible heights and dark ravines are yet unfrequented, and the wild
grandeur of the region is far too deeply carved to be worn away by
the contact of man.
Such, then, is a hasty outline of the place which I have chosen

as a basis for a few thoughts on the aspect of an American autnmn
scene, and few will question the wisdom of my choice for the pur-

pose indicated. Now, I do not know but your autumn landscapes
in Britain may be as lovely as our own in America, but it is quite
enough for us to believe otherwise, and we have a sort of national

notion that the magic brush of autumn comes to us here a little

fresher from the wondrous pallet of Nature than it does anywhere
else. However, I am not disposed to quarrel over that, but rather
willing to concede the peculiar beauty of an autumn season in most
any locality, with its

Leaves of a thousand dyea—
Speckled mth crimson, spotted with green,
And shaded with hues from Paradise.

An early day in October amid tliese mountains, with a fair blue
sky and a calm, invigorating air, comprise all the needed accessories

to the spreading of this glorious autumnal picture which Nature
never fails to paint once each year, as if to weave a chaplet when
autumn, king of the year, is crowned. These mountains are every-
where crowned with native forests, except in a few instances where
the bark and timber men have made partial clearings. Thus, even
in summer, the foliage elfects, as seen from these elevated clearings, are
massive and grand, forming one of the most interesting features of

the whole mountain scenery. This woodland is composed mainly of

deciduous trees, though moilerately interspersed with evergreens and
Conifer.'e : hence their gorgeous beauty in autunm. In the eloquent
language of Cooper's "Leather-stocking," they ai'C at this season
" painted like ten thousand rainbows by no hiand of man."

Seated on a vast projecting ledge of rock which hangs in the
amber air, thousands of feet above the varied and far-reaching land-

scape of the plain below, near the crest of Overlook Mountain, one
of the higher peaks of the range, I now beliold a picture, the like

of which rarely presents itself to the human retina. Far away,
and bounded only by the distant horizon on either hand, thebrightgar-
lands of autumn rest lovingly on the face of Nature, and seem to

kiss the blue azure at the f.adinn limit of our vision. Nearer, and
in the bright foreground, I can discern foliage eli'eets by the acre,

and ever and anon little individual clumps of glowing loveliness en-

chant my vision as they appear in happy contrast with the brown
fields and meadows, and the sparkling water of lake and pond, or

the rippling thread of the silvery Hudson River, flowing silently,

majestically by, eight miles aw.ay, bordered oneitlier side by a folia-

ceous ribbon of gorgeous be.auty. Nearer yet the scene develops
more in detail, and I am enabled to study peculiar effects more
minutely than before. Farmhouses, and the various other works of

man, are now dotted over the landscape more conspicuously, and
again the contrast on the canvas of Nature fills me with admiration.

Still nearer my rocky eyrie, and beneath iiiy feet adown the pre-

cipitous mountain-side, the leafy details combine in a blaze of glory,

and I gaze upon the gorgeous picture as one entranced with wonder
and delight. All around and over the mountain's crest the red

and golden leaves .and tiny leaflets thickly stud the twigs

and boughs, as if with rubies of a thousand shades,

and yet no two are alike either in colour, shade, or sha^je.

But all seem vying with each other in beauty, and though the floral

treasures of summer have all been garnered in, the drapery of

autumn is more regal in its siilendour than all the year beside. I

have sat here when the first gleam of autumn sunshine stole o'er the

landscape and gilded the vestibule of the morning ; and then at

noonday I have watched intently as the flickering shadows chased
each other in harmonious confusion over the plain, and mountain
slopes now strangely blending and anon fading away in some deep
ravine miles away. And again as

"
The day declines, and cloudy phantoms drift

About tlie distant west,
Where many a purple peak and yolden rifi.

Welcome the sun to rest.

I have lingered to catch the tints that hands of men could never

delineate, or the human mind conceive ; and still I lingered as the

gathering pall of night silently crept, though slowly, o'er the gorgeous

panorama, and I thought I heard faintly, grandly, chanted by
the whispering diapason of the rustling leaves, a solemn requiem of

the earth's repose. H. He.n'hricks.

Kingston, N. Y.

Japanese Maples.—I was not quite sure whether your ex-

pression of surprise at my statement I'especting Japan Maples was
due to the quantity of plants, or to our culture of them with the

plough. It is some years since we discovered that finer plants can
be grown with plough than witli spade culture. A small pony attached

to a light plough and driven by a careful hand will stir the soil in a

way that no spade can do, and so carefully th.at no injury can occur
to the plants. In a square of Japan Maples planted in tlie autumn
of 1S78, I have just measured 1 ft. on this year's growth of dissectum
atro-purpureum. This indicates the advantage of plough culture. I

have referred .again to our account of stock, and find that I under-

stated the quantity of Japan Maples at 10,000. There is no cause for

surprise. We have simply found the right stock for grafting and
mastered the culture. If our customers would leave our stock un-

touched for a few years, there is no reason why we should not show
a stock of 50,000 or 100,000. 'We find them no more diffi-

cult to grow than

Clematises.—The large extent of market with Americans
causes always a tendency to large production. Every new and
popular pLant which is introduced makes one think of its pos-

sibilities, and we are just now thinking whether it will pay for

our company to prepare for an annual production of 100,000 Cle-
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matis of the Jackmani and lanuginosa type, for which we have
the material, for the propagation we have mastered, and we have
no disease.—S. B. Parsons, Flmlibnj, Long Islam/.

BRITISH WATERFALLS.
In all that concerns the use of water in gardens n-e bare mucli
to learn. Much better have no water at all than any formed
without the .slightest grace or proper meaning, that is, considered in

relation to what occurs in Nature. The mere attempting of anything
in the way of a waterfall in

an ordinary garden is a

mistake, and a source of

weakness to begin with.
We speak of ordinary low-
land gardens without any
clear streams running by
them or other such advan-
tages, but among the hills

we know of more than one
garden in which the high
ground being traversed by
a busy mountain stream,

very pretty effects are se-

cured ; in such a case, of

course, a streamlet does its

own laying out, but not
alwaj's ; by a careful change
here and there one may
very much add to its beaut}'

and effectiveness. Killakee,

near Dublin, is a ca.se in

which a mountain stream-
let is very prettilj' treated

in this wa3'. In all such
work it can only be bene-
ficial to consider what
occurs in Nature in the same way, and therefore " British water-
falls " are not ^^'ithout value in relation to any such work as we
speak of done in the garden.

GARDEN DESIGN,

other words, the lawn—are picturesque, according to Isaac Taylor's
definition of that term. They suggest, duly related as they should
be, "deep seclusion," " domestic sanctity and reverence," "length-
ened, undisturbed continuance, placid longevity, and, above all,

conservatism of landscape beauty." Skilful, sympathetic pruning
will early secure the feeling of " lengthened, undistui'bed continu-
ance, placid longevity, and the conservatism of landscape beauty,"
by establishing periodically renewed conditions at once healthful and
subject to comparatively little increase in size.

" 'In the second place, my hedge and lawn constitute a picture
which is highly picturesque. \Vhat makes a picture ? Why,
simply individualised and emphasised features of colour and form
arranged in a certain definite jiroportion, to speak in broader terms
than those of foreground, middle-ground, and background. It is

thus that I try to make my hedge and lawn picturesque. I try to
get a proper balance of parts. I arrange Japan Maples, Japan Quinces,
Spiraeas, Euonymuses, Retinosporas, Cedars, Hemlocks, &c., at such
distances from each other and from the open turf, and so contrast their

forms and colours, as to individualise and emphasise in the most
artistic manner their every ornamental quality, whether it be blue or

golden, spiry or spreading. The chief picturesque feature in an old

place with its ancient Apple trees is that the parts are so highly
individualised. Age tends to increase individuality. On my lawn
individuality reigns. In its arrangement, its emphasing, the form
and hue of individual leaves, as well as of leaf masses, branches and
trunk, the contour and colour of the entire plant, as well as the
general appearance of the group of plants as related to other groups,
have ?n been taken into account. The hedge may be made up of

plants, 3 ft. to 6 ft. apart ; but they must all have room to develop.

It may be 3 ft. or 10 ft. wide and as many or more feet high, but the
definite balance and emphasis of parts that make it a picture must
be secured and retained by intelligent selection and pruning, if you
want Grass and all to develop into a lawn which is picturesque,
according to any sound definition.

" ' My dear sir,' I finally said to my neighbour, ' j'OU have failed

to get satisfactory straight hedges where, at best, the loss of a plant
was fatal and the general appearance monotonous. Try an irregular

hedge of picturesquely managed plants, beautiful in flower or foliage

through summer and winter, and because irregular not much hurt by
the loss of a plant here and there, and see if you find that you have a
lawn picture instead of a bit of green Grass bounded by an abortive

hedge.'

"

PICTURESQUE HEDGES.
Mr. S. PAR.SON.S, a scion of the good old house of Parsons, of Flushing,
LongIsland,isbusy advocatinghealthy changes in landscape gardening.
He says, "I reasoned with my neighbour, who had failed so often
with his hedges, that he was too fastidious ; that his hedges had
been as good and no more patchy than tliose around him. But, no ;

if he couldn't have a good hedge he wouldn't have any. He had a
pretty bit of turf, and didn't see why he couldn't get a decent hedge
after trying at least ten years. Upon this, I asked him to come over
and see a hedge that had been made for me some four years ago. One
day he came, and exclaimed at once, 'Why, that isn't a hedge. It
is only a nice group of flowering shrubs, flowering in August, too ;

but that's no hedge. A hedge,' as every one knows, is a straight line

of one kind of plant, trimmed neatly top and bottom, and meant to
shut out things.'— ' Well,' I said, ' I don't think your hedges, or any-
body else's in these parts, ever shut out many things that wanted to
get in. Confess ! You want a hedge much more for ornament than
use. Indeed, you generally plant it along a fence which forms the
real barrier. Now you say you are going to give up hedges, and
when I show you my hedge you say it is not a hedge because it is

not like those you have just discarded. What is a hedge ? I say,
and the example before me proves it, that the true hedge to be used
on any lawn is an irregular group of jjlants varied and distinct in
kinds, bounding a stretch of turf, and so arranged as to enable each
member of the group to develop its complete individuality. Such a
boundary line will warn people off and be troublesome to pass. It
will be, moreover, picturesque, and a lawn isn't much if it isn't pic-
turesque.'— 'But,' my neighbour said, 'your lawn isn't exactly
picturesque. It isn't old, and has no gnarled Apple trees and such
things. There is nothing Moss-grown and crooked in the right
way.' My answer was, ' My lawn is picturesque, for one reason :

because the hedge that defines it is picturesque, a lawn really being
only a stretch of open Grass bordered by something that hedges it

in, at any rate, to the eye, and ornamented with a few plants or
trees dotted here and there in nooks and bays, or on curves of the
path, if there is one. In the first place, both hedge and Grass—in

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PLANTING APPLE TREES.
As Apples are largely grown in this neighbourhood and with great
success, allow me to direct attention to one or two metliods of culture

that find favour with those who have made the subject a life-long

study. We know by actual experience that, taking the country
generally, orchards that used to form a flourishing part of every
homestead have sadly degenerated since the necessary labour and
attention in looking after them have been withdrawn ; and hence an
idea has got abroad that fruit culture will not pay in our variable

climate. The very best Apples that are grown in this neighbourhood
are grown upon a system that should commend itself to farmers
quite as much as to gardeners, as its success depends on combining
fruit and stock-keeping together. By means of deep trenching and
manuring the land is prepared at this time of the year, and sown
with Grass seeds for permanent pasture, feeding it off with sheep,

calves, and young stock, so as to keep the surface constantly enriched
by top-dressings. The old notion that fruit trees do not like manure
is thus utterly disproved by actual facts ; for orchards that have
been mown and the produce carted away, so that nothing was
returned to check the exhaustion of the soil, have rapidly declined.

Of course, under this system nothing but tall standards are planted ;

these are securely staked, and protected by fencing or wire netting

from being barked by sheep or game. For this purpose a good
thick covering of Birch, such as brooms are made of, is tied thickly

over the stem, on which it gets so hard when thoroughly dry that

scarcely anything will bite through it.

Another system very largely adopted by market growers is that of

planting standards at wide intervals apart, and dwarf bush trees

between, and ordinary bush fruits, viz.. Gooseberries, Currants, and
Filberts, between them, keeping the land manured, dug, and cleaned,

like ordinary garden ground. This system entails much more
labour, but the bush fruits begin to make some return after the

second year of planting. Of course the outlay at first is large, for

the bushes, even at the low rates at which they are sold here by the
thousand, come to a large sum per acre. To carry out planting to the

extent that it might be done with profit, both to owners of the soil

and to the country generally, the owners ought to do the planting,
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and let it to the occupiers at a rent at which they conUl make a sufli-

cient profit. If 10,000 barrels of American Apples can be soKl in

London in one day, it is hard to believe that the market will be over-

Btockcd with home-grown fruit for some years to come, especially as

we have a long season before any of the American supply arrives. As
Apples can be gathei'ed .and sent direct to maiket without any

on a ready sale ; and, as to good dessert kinds, they arc always a
saleable article. Tliis year thousands of bushels of Keswick t'odlins
were sent up from this locality during August ; they ranged in price
from 4s. Gd. to (is. per bushel, and .Stone's Apple or Loddingtou Seed-
ling from OS. to lis., which, at the wholesale price, is about one penny
each, for being very large, from sixty to seventy Apples will till a

Scotland.
1. Bomuton Lynn.
2. StonebjTies.

BKITISH WATERFALLS.
Wales.

3. Fall at Pont-y-Atonach.
4. Fall at Devil's Bridge.

England.
5. Stock Ghyll, near Amble&ide.
6. LytUord Cascade.

storing, thereby reducing labour, it follows that those sorts that
attain a good size early in the season are the most in request by market
growers ; or else tlie very late keeping sorts, such as Wellingtons or

Northern Greenings, which always fetch a fair price after the glut of

American arrivals is over—for after Christmas the supply declines,

and anyone who can keep good cooking Apples until then can depend

bushel sieve. Kitchen Apples at one penny each ought to pay, and
I doubt in fact if there is any crop that can be found to pay better.

Taking the whole crop of several acres, I know of orchards that
were sold this year for over £20 per acre ; and this, taking into con-

sideration the small amount of labour attending orchards after they
are once established, and that the pruning, manuring, &c. , can be
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done in the middle of winter, often when little else can be done, makes
it surprising that fruit trees are not more largely planted than they
are ; for an orchard will yield a great deal of feed for sheep and
cattle, and the shelter causes the Grass to grow early in the season,

wlien a crop of fresh Grass is valuable for early lambs and calves. It

is quite a fallacy to suppose that in Kent the land is so much better,

or the climate either than in other southern or western counties, for,

although there is some good land, there is a good deal very moderate
in quality. If too poor and stony for Apples, Damsons oti'er a good
substitute. The fact is, fruit trees are planted in such limited quanti-

ties in many counties that, if those few fail, the season is a blank ; but
when they are planted in such quantities as they are about here, if

some sorts, or even some orchards, fail altogether, as they do
every year, there is enough left to make up a large quantity in

the aggregate. We have now had several very thin crops in suc-

cession, the failures being more noticeable than good crops. This
was greatly owing to severe winters following cold summers,
causing the young bearing wood to die back ; but where remedial
measures have been adopted, the trees have this season perfected

a fine growtli, and are bristling with fruit-buds that look well

for another season's crop.

To anyone wishing for a dozen kinds of kitchen and dessert

Apples, I can confidently recommmend the following, placed in

the order in which they are fit for use ; Dessert Sorts.—Red
.Juneating, Red Quarrenden, Summer Golden Pippin, Worcester
Pearmain, King of Pippins, Ribston Pippin, Co.x's Orange Pippin,

Claygate Pearmain, Scarlet Nonpareil, Reinette du Canada, Golden
Knob, .Stui-mer Pippin. Kitchen Sorts.—Keswick C'odlin, Stone
or Loddington, Cox's Pomona, Blenheim Orange, Winter (Queening,

Wellington, Warner's King, Beauty of Kent, Graham's Russet,
Northern Greening, Norfolk Beefing, and French Crab.

Linton, near Maithtonr, J. Groom,

FRUIT TREE REST IN WINTER.
There has at times been some discussion on this subject, and jxarticu-

larly in relation to the Vine, concerning which it has been asked if it

should be sulijected to a temperature low enough during the resting

period to arrest the movement of the sap altogether or nearly so.

The question is one of some interest to people who have to make
their Vinery serve for more purposes than one—among others to shel-

ter plants that require a moderately warm temperature during the
winter months. Most Vine growers are of opinion that Vines fruited

in their natural season should be kept at as low a temperature as

possible during winter short of experiencing severe frosts, and I have
myself been inclined to adopt this practice as at least a safe one

;

but at the same time, from what one observes, it seems probable, if

not quite certain, that Vines may be subjected to a temperatiire
during tlie resting period that will keep the buds just on tlie move
without injury so long as growth is not pushed too far before the
regular time of starting them comes round. We know that in some
countries where the Vine grows naturallj' the winters are so severe

as to arrest growth completely, but I have read somewhere that in

Palestine and some otlier countries favourable to the Vine, where
the winters are mild comparatively, the buds grow during the whole
of the winter, and resemble the Honeysuckle in this country by the
prominence they attain long before active growtli commences or the
leaves unfold. I can quite believe this, and if Vines pruned in

November be subjected to an artificial temperature of 50° or there-

abouts throiighout the winter, they will act in the same way, and
yet be nothing the worse of such gentle pressure. So long as the
buds do not burst into leaf they are in no danger from fluctuations of

temperature, and we have seen \'ines that were almost showing the
noses of the bunches kept at that stage for nearly a month in spring
when they were not wanted to start. Of course, under such a high
temperature as 50° or 55", the atmosphere must be kept dry and
buoyant, as a moist atmosphere will itself accelerate growth con-

siderably. From 50° to 55'' is a temperature in which a great
many greenhouse plants will thrive and do we'l in the winter time,

and it follows, tlierefore, that these and 'S'ines may live comfortably
together during that season in cases where house room is limited. I

am not forgetting the fact t'nat Pine-apples and Vines can be grown
together, in which case the Vines have to endure a temperature con-
siderably higher than is safe for them when the Pines are considered,
but the practice of growing the two together all the year round is

not a gcod one, and very frequently ends in a kind of partial failure

of both crops.

So much for the Vine, which is one of the most accommodating
of plants, but the Peach will not stand the same treatment, at least

we do not think it would. The buds of the Peach are easily excited
into growth, and nothing is more likely to endanger the crop than
a premature movement in the buds, and one of the consequences
is likely to be the dropping of the latter when the trees aue started

at the usual time. We like to keep our Peach houses between 30°
and 40', if possible, as long as they are at rest, and in cold, unheated
houses it is a wise and excellent plan to keep them perfectly still till

as late in spring as possible. It is an easy matter in a cold
Peach case to induce the buds to move almost before the winter is

over by neglect to open the ventilators sufficiently during spells of
fine weather, and still easier to do so in early spring, say in February
or March, but the buds can be prevented from expanding if needful
till April, when they will flower far more freely and strongly, and
it is far better to keep them back till then, when favoui-able weather
is likely to carry on growth successfully. Lost time can be well
made up during the time the fruit is swelling. This applies only to
unheated structures, however, that do not exclude frost and cold
sufficiently. These remarks apply as well to all stone fruits and
Apples and Pears, but the Fig does not sufi'er much if treated like
the Vine so long as frost does not reach the embryo fruit. It may
seem strange, but I believe most cultivators will corroborate the
statement, that tlie worse ripened wood of Vines and Peaches is the
most easily excited into growth at the beginning. This is particu-
larly so in the case of Peaches, and the reason is, perhaps, that the
buds have never really gone fairly to rest. J. S. W.

GREEN LE.WES ON RIPE VINE WOOD.
I SEE Mr. Witherspoon, the Vine grower, stating in a contemporary
that it "will be conceded " that Vines with the leaves quite green in

November will not have extra well-ripened wood. If I apprehend
the writer correctly, the word " extra " is used to denote imperfectly
or ill-ripened wood. I do not tliink that Grape growers generally
will "concede" Mr. Witherspoon's proposition, for it is perfectly

well known that late Vines, including Black Hamburghs, very seldom
cast their leaves before November or December, and late varieties

often carry them till Christmris, and yet such Vines ripen their wood
perfectly, and carry grand crops year after year without failure.

For the last dozen years, at least, our late \'ines have had green leaves

till past the middle of November, and never shed then till December,
when they were quite yellow. At the present time we have Ham-
burghs, Madresfield Court, Mrs. Pince, and all the usual kinds with
their leaves quite green, but the wood has been ripe, even to the ends
of the laterals, six weeks ago. Some of these sorts have the whole
of their roots inside. As regards the fruit, it is perfectly finished in

every way, and some of it has been long since cut. It would be ex-

ceedingly unwise to lead anyone to suppose there was anything wrong
with their ^'ine3 because the leaves were green at this season. The
wood of Vines always ripens long before the leaves, and the time
the latter will turn yellow and fall oS' depends entirely upon the
amount of cold they experience. The leaves of the Oak, Plane,

and other trees were comparatively green and fresh here

a few days ago, but one night's frost has turned their

colour and brought them down like hail, and the young growth is

neither the better nor the worse for it. It is the same
with the Vine. Had there been no fruit in our late Vinery, and the
temperature been allowed to stand at a lower figure than it has
been, all the leaves would have been faded ; their green state is

simply due to their preservation in a comfortable temperature, and in

no way indicates the condition or the ripeness of the wood. I con-

sider it a mark of good culture to sec the leaves of Vines quite green
and fresh after the fruit is ripe, and particularly so in the case of

early Vineries, and the same may be said of Peaches. During the
whole of October our late Peach case has been fired slightly in order

to ripen the young shoots perfectly, and the leaves are still green,

but tbey are so ripe that a gust of wind would blow them all oS'.

A few degrees lower temperature would change them in a day or two
to the "sere and yellow leaf," but the wood would be none the riper

in consequence. Shortlj- the fire beat will be withdrawn altogether,

and they will then fall. J. S. W.

AMERICAN GRAPES.
Why is it that English people who are fond of good things when
once they have found them out have not made trial of our native

(irapes for outdoor culture ? I am sure that in the southern portions

of England, such as Cornwall, our early varieties of Grapes would
do fairly well, even if not perfectly successful, and it might prove
that they could be satisfactorily grown quite far north ; at any rate

it would be well worth giving them careful trial. It is generally

conceded that Peaches and Grapes are our most delicious fruits, and
if it were found by trial that either of them could be produced by
ordinary open-air culture, what a boon it would be. Whatever may
be the opinion as to the practicability of growing Peaclies in the

open air in the south of England, I feel confident that many varieties

of American Grapes could thus be grown, since they ai-e hardier and
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far more reliable in fruiting than are Peaches. These Orapea will

not, perhaps, attain the high flavour that they have in tliis country,

and will not be found ipiitc ecpial to the varieties of Kuropean lir-apes

grown under glass, thougli a large number of connoisseurs give them
the prefcrenoe. Many of tlie varieties now grown proceed directly

or indirectly from varieties indigenous to this country ; others have

been crossed with European sorts. I should recommend a careful

trial of the following sorts :

—

Among the Black— Ailiroudack, bundles large, berries ratlier

small ; of excellent nuality, ripe the 1st of September. Concord,

a large handsome sort, very hardy and productive, thougli inferior

in quality to the others named ; it is tlie most reli.able. Creveling,

buuoh loose, butafiue sort. Eumslan, very crisp and excellent, but
do33 not set a? well as tha others. Wordeu reseuibles the Concord,

but is sweeter.

Also the following Red—Brighton, very rich and high flavoured.

Delaware, bunches and berries both small. Lindlcy, long bunches,

very sug-ary. Massasoit, something like Lindley.

Among the White (Jrapes—Rebecca, small bunches, skin rather

tough, but with tender, sprightly flesli. Duchess, bunches long and
compact, flesh tender. Lady Washington, bunches very large and
compact, often double sliouldered. When fully ripe the berries turn
yellow in colour, often taking a tinge of delicate pink when exposed
to the sun. One of the most beautiful drapes known. The two
varieties last named are new and liave not generally been proved,

but as both promise to be valuable additions I think tliem worthy
of commendation for tri,al.

The list given includes varieties which differ greatly in their

characteristics, and some of tlieni would doubtless succeed better

in certain localities than others. I hope tliere may be found many
ti m.ake trial of them. H. B. Ki.lwanger.

jifoiiiit Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

NEW CURRANT.
There are in general cultivation in America the Red and White
Dutch, the White Grape, and the Cherry or Versaillaise. There
are also many other named varieties bt»sides those mentioned above,

with which, however, we have nought to do at this time. Our
most protitable kinds are the Cherry and Old Red Dutch. Given
the same amonnt of care and culture, our own e.xperience is that

the latter is to be preferred, for the reason that it is better in

quality, more productive, and nearly as large. Under high culture,

therefore, it is nearly equal to the Cherry in all respects, surpassing-

it in some : while under neglect it is in all respects its superior.

For several years past we have heard of persons who were experi-

menting with seedling Currants—some of them said to be crosses,

some self-seedlings—and that a number of them were evidently far

ahead of any of the well-known kimls. Xot, however, until six

weeks ago have we seen any specimens that seemed to justify such

assertions. At about that time Mr. G. S. Jossel^-n, of Fredonia,
sent us a bix -'ift. long, snugly filled with branches and fruit of a

new variety of red Currant, that has been named Fay's Prolific,

of one branch of which the annexed engraving is an almost exact
reproduction. As will be seen, it is hardly possible for Currants
to be more thickly clustered, while in quality they were equal to

any we have ever tasted, and in size fully as large. Mr. Josselvn
says, "The crop is simply wonderful—bushes pulled to the ground
with the weight of the fruit, for wliicli we are getting exti'a

prices, and I do not see how the variety can fail to be a success."

Mr. Fay, of Portland, Chautauqua County, X.Y.,isthe originator
of it. Mr. Fay is an enthusiastic fruit grower, and during the
past thirty years has continually experimented with seedling
Currants, this seedling being the only one of many thousands
retained. Fay's Prolific is as large as the Cherry Currant, of
rather better flavour, and four to five times as prolific. The fruit

has sold in Buffalo marketsduring the past season for \'> cents per
quart when no other variety was bringing more than 10 cents. To
use the words of those who vended tliem at these places, thev were
the wonder of the market. This seedling is supposed to be a cross
between the Cherry and Victoria Currants. It has never been
offered for sale, but was originated nearly fifteen years atro, and
for the past eight years Mr. Fay has cultivated it alongside all

other popular varieties for market, and he is now abandoning all

other sorts and asing Fay's Prolific in tlieir place. These facts

are well known by numerous fruit gi'owers, who have also beheld
for several seasons the bushes loaded with fnut, so that the branches
were necessarily tied up to stakes.

—

Rural Xew Yorker, [This

Currant we believe is not yet in commerce in this country ; but as
it lias been so long in cultivation in America, some oftlie largo
.\m"rican nurserymen doulitless possess it.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE EEUIT GARDEN.

Fruit Tree Bordei-s.—Are not these as a rule dug too much ?

I am aw.are that in many places the demand on tlie garden is so
large that every bit of border has to be cropped to its fullest extent,
especially warm south borders which are so u.ieful for early crops.
Nevertheless, the system is not a good one as far as the trees arc
concerned. The best fruits I have 3een tins year were from soma
trees in a garden in this parish. This garden is a square one, and
wlien the borders were made, they were made well ; the trees were
planted, and then a gravel walk was formed over their roots. There-
fore the border never gets dug or disturbed in any way, and all the
trees are in the best possible health. They embrace all sorts of fruit
generally grown on garden walla. Tlie Pear crop was a good one,
considering the season, and the fruit very large, especially some
grown on corilon trees the Peach crop too was anything but a
failure. I a)n aci|uainted with a place in Wiltshire in which Sweet
Cherries had been tried on every wall in the garden with but poor
results, the borders being cropped. At last the gardener decided to
put a May Duke at the end of a Vinery outside. The walk was
taken up, the border made, and the tree planted ; then the walk
was put down again. This tree grew finely, and yielded more fruit
than all the others put together. Near here there is a fine
Apricot tree on the end of a dwelling house pl.anted under a hard
road over which waggons pass regularly, yet this tree never fails to
bear a crop of large fruit. The tree grows strongly, although I should
think it must liave been from ten to fifteen years in its present place.
A Pear tree by its side does equally well. It therefore appears to
me that trees succeed much the best where their borders are some-
what hard and undisturbed.—J. C. F.

Bad Pears.—Never before do I remember to have seen
these so bad as they are this year not only has the crop been
very deficient, but the fruit is so mis-shapen, specked, and spotted,
as to be almost worthless. Whether this is the case generally I
know not, but in girdens where I liave been I find pretty much
the same state of things, the cause ot which I havenodoubt is owing
to the unfavourable weather in spring injuring the akin of the young
fruit when tender. As to keeping Pears so atfeoted, that is quite
out of the ijuestion, for directly they were stored tlie scabby parts
began to mould and generate fungus, which quickly spreads over
the entire surface, where it soon eats into the fruit and engenders
decay. Stewing kinds and other hardy sorts like thein have
escaped the disfigurement, while all those of tlie best class, .such as
GlouMorceau.MiirieLouise.BirgamotEsperen.l'asseColmar.Josepliine
de Malines, and Winter Nelis are spoded. It is some satisfaction,
however, to see the trees looking so well this autumn ; they are full
of bud, the wood has ripened well, and the prospect for next season
is therefore encouraging.—S. D.

Warrantlnw Trees.—The purchasers of fruit trees sometimes
ask the nurseryman, or agent, to warrant the trees to be true to their
names. It is much better to deal with those only whose character
you well know for reliability. A nurseryman was once asked to
guarantee his trees to be correct. He agreed to do so only under the
following conditions : When the trees were received and set out
two witnesses were to register them, as names are often lost froni
them. These witnesses were then to keep an eye on tlie orchard till

the trees bore, to see that none died and were replaced from other
sources, as often happens. When they bore, a competent pomoloc'ist
was to be sent for to examine their correctness. The nurseryman
was thus particular, because he had been charged with selling
spurious trees of a kind he never raised or offered for sale, the owner
having forgotten. The purchaser concluded all this trouble would
not pay, and gave up tlie demand. An experienced nur.seryinan,
who is scrupulously careful what he propagates, need not make mis-
takes. We have known a mixed orchard of a thousand trees set out
which, when it bore, proved to be correct in every tree. Purchasers
should make it a point to find out such nurserymen, of whom there
are not a few.

—

Conntry iji'iitli'man.

American Apples in Sweden.—The Ar/rkulti/risi quotes
from a work on Swedish Pomology the results of the trials made
with American Apples in that country in a latitude of about "i!)"

where the climate is of course milder than at Hudson's Bay, an eoual
latitude in America. The Early Strawberry succeeds well ; the
Newtown Pippin is large and sustains its high character ; Red
Canada is fine and an excellent keeper, and Swaar promises to' be an
Apple of great value. The Baldwin failed, the fruit being small,
hard, and dry.
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FAY'S PROLIFIC EED CITREANT.
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LARGE FRUIT FARMS.
Five humlred .-vcros of young fruit trees in one nursery woulil l>o

rem.irkable in Europe ; here it surprises no one. 'I'lie ilcniiiml for

fruit warrants also large orchanls, anil the subjoinetl slip from tlio

Counh-ii (hnth inin sliows the extent of one of tlicin : Tlie fruit

f.-xrui oi' Mr. Robert MoKinstry, near Hudson, New York, contains

33,000 trees—the largest number of Apple, I'car, and Cherry trees,

taken as a whole, in this country, and jirobably in the world.

These trees would form a continuous line, 20 ft. aiiart, from Albany

to New York city. His farm of about .300 acres is wholly planted

with fruit trees. The soil is a tight, gravelly loam, witli a natural

drainage, ami is well ad.ipted to tlic growth of fruit. Tlic orchards

extend for nearly one mile along the public highway, and to over

half a mile in the rear. Kroni some points, where a large portion is

seen, they appear like a sea of trees. Six miles of orchard roads

extend through the grounds for .access and conveying away tlie

gathered fruit. From 40 to 70 men are euiijloyed in gathering,

assorting, p.acking, and drawing to the railway during the busy

se.ason, whicli extends from early in .func to approaching winter.

The Apple trees, wliich arc 2(),b00 in number, are planted '20 ft.

apart, with the intention of removing alternate and diagonal ones

when they interfere in growth. The first were planted '23 years

.ago, and the aver.age are about 14 years old. At present they Iiave

full space. For a few years they have borne good crops—two years

ago over 20,000 barrels. These .are all, or nearly all, sent to

Kurope, the shipping being commenced in August. The follow ingis

a list, with numbers of trees, of most of the Apples planted in this

orchard :
—

hoped are not b.ased on its fruit when in its best condition, for I

find th.at people prefer tlie Ducbesse when well ripened. Will any
reader give me his opinion of the I'itmaston in respect of flavour ?—
V. H.

.Toiiathan, 200
Spitzemberg. 200
He n Davis, 200
OldcDljing, 200
Seeknofurtliev. 200
20O each of Roxbury anJ

Golden Russet, &q.

Orecnings. 7000
Bahlu'iii, 7000
Tonipkius King, JOOO
Red Astraiban, lOilo

Northern Spy, 1000
llubliardston Nonsuch, 200
Wagener, 200

The orchard is kept well cultivated, horses ploughing the spaces

between the rows, and oxen the ground nearest the trees, to avoid

injury with whittletrees. Two yokes of oxen are constantly em-
ployed for this purpose, and sometimes four, and four or live teams

of horses. Care is specially taken to drive the oxen gently, that

they may move quietly, and they soon learn to make voluntarily

the required deviations to plough near or between the trees. On the

approach of winter, a bank of mellow earth is thrown up with the

plough against the trunks to exclude the mice. This constant culti-

vation has given fine fruit, specimens of the Baldwin having been

obtained which weighed 1 lb., and of the Tompkins King weighing

21 oz. The Cherry h.asbeen found quite profitable for market. Tho
orchards contain 4500 trees, largely of the following sorts :

—

Oovemor Wood, SCO Rockport Bigarreau, 2.0
N.ipolenn Bigarre.-ni, 500 Morello, 200 or 300

Black Tartarian, SOO Early Richmond, 200 or 300

and other varieties, extending to over twenty sorts. The trees are

about eleven years old. The past season, which was so dry as to be

injurious to the Apple trees, favoured the securing of the Cherry
crop, ovev '2b tons having been sold, with scarcely the loss of a
single bushel by rotting. The different sorts ripening at diflerent

periods prevented the pickers from being overcrowded with work at

any time, and not more than thirt5'-five were required at once, who
would gather about 2 tons in a day. The fruit was sold chiefly in

the New York market at from 7 cents to 18 cents per pound. At
12 cents the 2.5 tons would bring -SGOOO— a good return from
40 acres. The soil appears to be peculiarly adapted to the growth
of this tree, and it is occasionally necessary to sow Oats in the

orchard to reduce the vigour of the trees and prevent bursting of

the bark. Among the 2000 standard Pear trees are 700 Bartletts

of handsome growth, besides which there are '200 each of Seckel,

.Sheldon, and Anjou. Beurre Bosc proves one of the best market
sorts. \Vc saw very little indication of blight among the Pear trees.

Beside the preceding named kinds of fruit, Mr. McKinstry has

a Yineyard of 1700 Concord Grapes, an orchard of 1000 Peach trees,

another of 200 Crabs of different varieties, and the highway is lined

with 4.50 Maples.
Grapes.—I rarely venture to mention these large figures, for

I recollect that when we grew 800,000 Grapes aniuially, our first

advertisement of "200,000 Delawares was received with incredulity

until various nurserymen came here and saw them. In thinking of

America you must always recollect that while we have not your
numerous wealthy men of taste, we have a large mass of men of

moderate means who buy trees and plants, and the aggregate of

whose purchases is large. S.\M. E. P.VRsoxs.

New York.

AN APPLE FROM CAUNTOX.
How do you like my new Ajiple, the Siamese Twins, of which I send
you a specimen by this post ? I think that when I can warrant it

constant it must be the Ap)>le of everybody's eye, the Nonpareil
of every orchard, and the (iolden Pippin of every Apple-woman in

tile kingdom. This rbelievc the iilcntical Apjtlc which Paris wished
for when he was called on to adjudicate as to the cli.arms of the three

goddesses, so that lie miglit have given something to all ; whereas, as

you know, he only Apjilcd one of them and ('rabbed the other two.

I shall be sadly disappointed if I am not at once made First Lord of

the Apple Chamber or Pomological Chaplain to the Queen ; and 1

can assure you that I shall always be glad to see you at court, and

will see that Her Majesty reads every word of The Gakhen, includ-

ing the advertisements, weekly. S. Reynolds Hole,

CauntoH Manor, N^eimrk.

The Flavour of the Pitmaston Pear.—There are

objections to the flavour of the Pitmaston Pear which it is to be

A Devonshire Lane.—Who that has ever walked tlirough an

English lane forgets its charm V About our moorland vilLige we
found every variety, and studied the Devonshire verdure and blossom

in many aspects. The roadways are generally narrow ; a firm foot

and waggon path, with close hedge-rows diversified by Bramble, Holly,

Woodbine, Honeysuckle, and Clematis. Sometimes the tangle of

greenery hangs above a rugged stone wall or earthern embankment

;

sometimes tall trees break the line, and sway across the road with
featherybranchesthroughwhichthesunsbinefiltersslowly; sometimes

the banks are all delicately fringed with Maiden-hair and other Ferns,

the long Fern and the broad-leaved growing in profusion, with

here and there the colour of some dainty wild flower. In the spring-

time we saw these hedges starred with Primroses, and the lower

edges plentifully coloured with Lenten Lilies and Crocuses, and the

bold Daffadowndillies, which flourish like gay maidens in the heart

of the west of England country. In the later summer, when we went
down to the moors, all the bold glory had vanislied ; but there were

still rich blossoms—Foxglove with stems of purple bells, blue flowers.

Narcissus tliat lays its pure pale blossoms so softly against the Ferns,

the gleam of Sweet-robin here and there, Dandelions, and a tiny

white flower that rests on the bosom of the hedges, and even of the

moors, in spite of all the fierce winds that sweep across the Furze and

Heather, and finally, best of all, the intense glow of the scarlet

Poppy in fields and roadside, blazing like live coals in the deep, cool

verdure. Behind all this, far back against the horizon, lay the rich,
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dark colouring of the moor, which cannot be written down, or even,

I think, done justice to in painting ; it formed the background for

our little village, its varied shades toning the perspective with so

rich and dark a beauty that all paler bloom seemed faded and lustre-

less in comparison.

—

Harper's Magazine.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden
Herbaceous beds and borders and hardy plants in general should

now be overhauled, for if left until spring the press of work then too

frequently renders it impossible to give them anything but a super-

ficial dressing. Any one, however, who wishes to have good results

in the case of hardy pLants should see that the root run is not only

deeply cultivated and well enrioliod, but should also take care that

the roots of trees and shruljs do not encroach on the portions of

ground devoted to them, for double cropping of that kind is

never satisfactory. Of course any plant that retjuires .special soils or

situations should be accommodated either in separate beds or com-
l^artments, for while the majority of strong-rooting kinds grow freely

in .any good garden soils, there .are some tliat will not do so. .Some

prefer an elevated dry bank, and others a moist dell, and to plant

them all on tiie same level would only be courting fail-

ure. While tlie Aveatlier keeps open, transplanting of al-

most all kinds of ordinary hardy flowers may be pushed
on, and shouM frost set in wheeling of soils and m.anures should be
forwarded. .Spring flowers in beds vacated by summer flowers will

now be generally planted, and bulbs must be finished as soon as

jiossible, for if delayed too long the bloom is weakened. Where
spring flower gardening is carried on. Crocuses, Tulips, and Hyiicinths

are especially v.aluable for mixing witli h.ardy carpet plants, as tney
produce such brilliant colours, that they light up the sombre ground-
work of Sedums, Echeverias, and similar plants now so popular for

all the year round flower gardening. Bulbs suitable for this Iciud of

planting are now sold by most nurserymen at speci.ally low prices,

and are even more satisfactory than some of the largest flowered
show varieties that need the protection of a 'glass roof to bring

them to perfection.

In slirubberies, if properly planted, very beautiful eS'ects may be
introduced Ijj' means of the rich autumn tints that some of our best

shrubs assume at this season. We have at present large groups of

liardy deciduous Az.aleas planted in masses, or banks of E.hododen-
drous, and the brilliance of tlie Azalea leaves is quite equ.al to that

of the well-known Virginian Creeper, and very mucli more lasting,

as they retain their rich colour for some weeks before f.alling. Tlie

beautiful varieties of Japanese Maples are also worthy of extensive
culture on .account of their autumn tints alone, to s.ay nothing of

tlieir beauty as decorative slirubs all tlirough the summer. The
many varieties of Acer polymorphum with their beautifully-cut foli-

age make lovely masses of foliage where hardy foliaged beds are

desired. We are also grouping Yuccas for the same purpose, the strong
growing Yucca gloriosa making excellent centres, then tlie graceful

Y. recurva, and for edging the sm.aller Y. filamentosa. These form
beautiful and permanent effects without tlie perpetual shifting and
lifting of tender plants, and amongst beautiful subjects for summer
f jliage and flowering beds I may mention Bocconia cord.ata, that
combines the two requirements in one plant ; it does best not too
frequently removed. We have large groups or ovjil beds of it edged
with Santolina incana, and bulbs of scarlet Ghadioli just inside the
edging. Tliese give us a really good display all the season, and with
very little labour. Many sucli combinations will suggest themselves
as the eap.abilities of our hardy plants become more generally known
and appreciated.—J.\5IES Groom.

Carnations and Picotees.—Plants of these potted off in

the last week in .September or early in October must now be care-

fully looked over ; the decayed leaves near their bases should be
removed, and tlie plants made firm with tlie fingers. Now that they
are well established in their pots plenty of air must be admitted,
removiug the liglits when the weather is favourable. If plants Iiave

to be put out in beds the soil should be in good condition for them ;

t'ley ought to be well furnished witli roots, and also carefully planted.
Each pliint must be made secure by means of a small stick, and
further protected from frost and rough weather by mulchings. A
tliaw after frost throws such plants out of the ground or loosens
them so mucli,'that they are injured ; attention must therefore be
given to them after every sharp frost. Look out for slugs and the
leather-coated grub when the weather is mild. Rabbits are very
fond of the leaves, and will be certain to find them out if they get
into the g.arden. Precautions must therefore be t.aken to secure'them
from such depredators.

Gladioli.—It may now be reasonably assumed that the bulbs

are safe for the winter, stored away as recommended a fortnight ago.
We are now preparing the soil in which to plant ours next year ; it

would have been better to have done this at least two months ago,
but time did not permit of it. I have a notion that the sun, acting
upon the newly-turned-up soil in .September, does it as mucli good as

the winter's frosts ; both combined bring it into good working condi-
tion by planting time. In reference to degeneration, 1 used to fancy
that the system adoiited by M. .Souchet, of allowing one portion of

his soil to lay fallow while the other was under crop, accounted for

his keeping up the st.amina of the fine varieties sent out by him.
Mr. Kelvv.ay now tells us tliat disease and degeneration are all moon-
shine, and cultivates his stock in the most primitive manner. I ad-
vise trenching the ground and applying at the same time some good
manure 6 in. under the surface. Fork the latter over at intervals

during the winter as well.

Hollyhocks.—These ought all to be safe in their winter quar-

ters by this time ; those plants that were lifted a few weeks ago will

now have to be looked over in order to remove all de.ad and decaying
leaves. Admit plenty of air to frames after the plants have taken
hold of the new soil. Seedlings make a very good display, and if

the seeds are saved from the best-named varieties a large proportion
will give the same cl.ass of flowers. The plants stcand well planted
in the open ground. If the surface has become hard by the rains,

run the Dutch hoe through amongst the pLants. This may bo done
two or three times during the winter unless the surface has been
covered with manure or some other mulching, when it will not be
necessarj'.

Pansies.—I like to have pLants intended to flower in pots during
early spring in their flowering pots by this time. Cocoa-nut flbre is

the best material in which to plunge the pots, but where this cannot
be obtained a mixture of coal ashes and sawdust answers very well

indeed. In growing .all such hardy plants in pots I am afraid the

importance of giving plenty of air is not fully recognised. Whenever
the weather is fine the lights should be entirely removed ; only do
not allow them to have rain at this season, as the leaves must be
kept dry. I gener.ally tilt the lights on the side opposite th.at from
which the wind is blowing when it is necessary to liave them on.

If any plants have died out in beds or borders they must be made
good, and besides this a few ought to be potted up for m.aking

blanks in spring good.

Roses.—It is now quite time the plants were potted up or

jilanted, in order that they may become established before frosts set in

too severely. I shall plant no more standards, but will either

use phants on the Manetti or Seedling Brier. In our light, gravelly

soil the Manetti stock does well ; there is some little trouble with
suckers in some cases, but, on the other hand, many pl.ants do
not throw them up at all. Our Koses have done exceedingly well

on the Seedling Brier. I bought 200 sm<all seedlings, and was suc-

cessful in getting about 00 per cent, of the buds to "take "
; those

that failed were budded the following season. I recommend firc-

paring the ground well for tlic stocks, trenching it deep, and
enriching it with good manure—that from the cow or pig for light

soil, and that from the stable fur heavy soils. Many varieties do
well prop.agated from cuttings ; these nuay yet be put in, as advised

a few weeks ago. Tea Roses should not be planted out until JIarch

or April : it is much better to pot them and place in a cool house.

Tulips.—The pLauting of these ought to be finished at once
while the weather is favourable. It is much better to wait for

some time than to plant while the soil is wet or likely to be wet.

After the roots have started to grow riain does no harm. It is a

good plan in wet districts to make the beds about 2 in. higher in the

centres than at the sides. If the bulbs are planted on the beds on
which they grew last year, some decayed turfy loam, rather sandy,

should be used in which to plant tliem, and a little sand ought to be
placed over the bulbs.—J. DouiiLAS.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—Now when the difficulty of maintaining a constant

succession of flowers is greater than at any other season, the most
must be made of all plants at present flowering or al:)Out to do so.

The length of time during which many Orchid flowers will last in

winter is surprising, and where they are not required for

cutting for decorative purposes a fair display in the houses

may be kept up. In the East Indian house, in addition to

the Ph.ahenopsis, which will now be fast approaching the

flowering stage, several species of Saccolabium will be showing
their spikes or opening their blossoms ; and where a few pLants of

S. Harrisonianum are grown, a delicious scent will be difl'used

throughout the house while the plants are in flower. Another useful

plant for flowering in winter in this house is Cypripedium Hookerse.

It is not so showy as some others, but it is very free blooming, and
its foliage is beautifully variegated, a circumst.anoe which makes it
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an attractive plant at all seasons of the year. Anxctocluli will no\y

require careful treatment to prevent them from ilampmg oil.

A drier atmosphere must be kept around them by tiltmg

the glasses, and their entire removal during the night wdl do the

plants no harm. Keep them drier at tlic roots than hitlierto, but not

so dry as to endanger the healtli of tlie plants by slirivelling tlicm.

Aerides, Vandas, and all plants of a succulent character will now
require careful management both at the root and in regulating the

atmosphere that surrounds tliem, as nothing is easier than getting

them into a bad state of health by over-watering and sudden fluctua-

tions of temperature. Aim at liceping a buoyant atmosphere in all

the houses, and a.lmit a fresh supply of air daily, unless the weather

is stormy and otherwise unfavourable.

Stove Plants.—It often liappons that a larger stock of winter

flowering plants are grown tlian can be accommodated with good

positions when the flowering period arrives. Where this is so a

few of the earliest flowering sorts should be cut bare at once, or

according to the demand for tlie flowers. These can then be placed

in less prominent places in the house, and will become

valuable early in the season for supplying a good batch of cuttings

when the old plants may be thrown away. As these early bloomers

are used uu other plants should be introduced to occupy tlie space

vacated. \Vhere Gardenias are now flowering a good bottom-heat

and liberal treatment at the root will be of great assistance as re-

gards producing tine flowers. A good batch of Eucharis should by

this time have undergone a moderate drying at the roots, and will lie

ready to receive more liberal treatment, whicli will result in a tine

show of flowers at Christmas. A liigh temperature should be given

this jjlant with a brisk bottom-heat, in order to obtain the best re-

sults during the winter season. Wliere Ixoras, Crotons, and the

warmer section of stove plants are grown, a night temperature of

60* must be maintained, with a rise of a few degrees by day. It

is a bad practice to allow the health of these to suffer from too low

a temperature during winter. In the intermediate house a tempera-

ture of 00-^' at night and (!l)>-' by day will be sufficient for the

next two months.

Greenhouse Plants.—No operation in this structure requires

more care during the winter season than watering. During damp
weather it is often diltioult to tell the exact state the plants are in

at the root, and where watering at such times is done injudiciously

much harm will be the result. It is always safe under conditions

such as those described to light a little lire to dry up damp, when it

will soon be seen what plants require water. Camellias bearing

heavy crops of flowers must be very liberally fed, and when the

flowers commence to open a somewhat closer and a slightly warmer
temperature will be of mu ;h assistance in bringing out the flowers to

their fullest size. Azaleas will require frequent attention as regards

the removal of dead leaves, and any that require training or sup-

ports of any kind should be seen to at once. Erica hyemalis and

the varieties of E. gracilis will now be in full beauty, and

should be kept well moistened at the root. After flowering,

these should be kept cool and moderately moist at

the roots, but defer pruning them till the turn of the days. Wliere

there is a good stock of Cytisus racemos:US a few may lie introduced

into moderate heat to forward them into flower early in the season.

Chorozemas may be treated in a similar way, and will soon become
useful for cutting or for conservatory decoration. Luculias approach-

ing the flowering stage will be benefited by having slightly warmer
treatment. Habrothamnuses now in flower should be stimulated to

keep them in flowering condition as long as possible. Cassias that

have done flowering may be cut over at once, keeping them rather

dry at the roots till the plants break into fresh gi-owth. Croweas

now going out of flower will be better left uncut till the new year,

when they should be cut in pretty closely to keep them dwarf and
stocky. Boronia serrulata, Monoch^tums, Pleromas, and Statices

will winter better in a temperature slightly above that of an ordinary

greenhouse.—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.

Orchard Houses.—With modern appliances at our command
and an almost endless variety of Peaches and Nectarines to select

from, the production of ripe fruit for the Queen's birthday is now
looked upon as a very ordinary affair. In large gardens we usually

find properly appointed Peach houses filled with the good old kinds

of Peaches and Nectarines trained upon trellises, and to avoid the

risks attending the early forcing of these, many gardeners as well as

enthusiastic amateurs obtain their earliest supply from trees grown
in pots. A few years ago Early Beatrice, Early Louise, Hale's Early,

Early Grosse ilignonne, and A Bee were considered a great advance
upon Royal CJeorge, Noblesse, and kindred kinds which will

always occupy the front rank where size and quality are the test of

merit ; but now we are informed that a new race from America will

beat all I have enumerated by many weeks with hardly any forcing

at all. But to return to our old friends ; it may not be amiss to state

that success depends upon the preparation of the trees quite as much
as it dors upon detailed management in the forcing house, and where
liealthy young fruitful trees were not ripe and thoroughly established

in pots by the end of August, the attempt is very likely to be

followed by disappointment. For this kind of work a light, well

ventil.ated, and ellicicntly heated le.an-to house of moderate dimensions

answers better than a sp.an roof, at least in exposed parts of ICngUind ;

and if head room admits, the trees, after being top-dressed and

cleansed, may lie placed upon inverted pots, so as to admit of the

introduction of fermenting Oak leaves for giving gentle warmth and

moisture, and economising tire-lieat. Through the dull months of

November and December, when forcing is dead against Nature, the

trees should be very gently excited by allowing the temperature to

range from 45'^ at night to 5.")'' by day, and 111)"' under gleams of .suii-

sliine. A little air should bo admitted at all times, as it sweetens

the atmosphere and strengthens the swelling buds. The trees should

also be syringeil with tepid water twice a day, care being taken that

the buds have time to get dry before nightfall, and the roots do not

become too wet, for much as the Peach delights in water when in full

growth, moderation in its application tlirougli the early stage is a

very important item. Amateurs who are not yet prepared for early

forcing, but wish to lay the foundation of suiccss, should not lose

any time in selecting their trees and getting them potted into clean,

but not o\-er large pots. Having had no experience of the very early

Americans, I will pass them over for kinds with whicli I am
ae([uainted and can recommend. Taken alphabetically, the first is

A Bee very fine. Early Beatrice and Louise valuable for their earli-

ness. Early Grosse Mignonne very fine, 1 livers' Early York good,

Hale's Early very fine. Of Nectarines, Advance, Hunt's Tawny,

Lord Napier, Murrey, and Elruge. Of Peaches for niy own use, I

should select duplicates of those marked " very fine," and the last

three Nectarines are the best.

Pines.—The weather up to the present time having been highly

favourable, the maintenance of intermediate temperatures, aided by

the lively bottom-heat obtained from the newly-formed beds of tan

or Oak leaves, has not necessitated recourse to much extra firing,

but the time is noiv at hand when adverse external conditions may
render a departure from high temperatures absolutely necessary, as

considerable injury is not unfrequently the result of keeping young

stock too warm through the dark months of November and Decem-

ber. In mild weathc'r a mean temperature of 5.5"^ to 58" will be

quite sufficient to keep the plants steadily moving, and when it

becomes severe 5° lower with some kind of covering by night will

prevent over-excitement without producing a check, provided a

steady bottom-heat of 7.i* to 80^ can be maintained and watering

is judiciously performed. Strong autumn-rooted suckers which

usually occupy G-in. to S-in. pots plunged in near proximity to the

hot-water pipes soon become dry, a condition to which premature

starting in the spring may frequently be traced. To prevent this

the compost used should be made very firm in the pots, and the

latter should be rather deeply plunged in the tan or leaves, which

m.ay be kept moist on the surface by means of syringing with tepid

water on fine mornings. In the fruiting house, plants in all stages,

from the late starters to others that are more advanced, may be kept

at a night temperature of OS"^ to TO"" with plenty of atmospheric

moisture from the evaporating pans and light syringing overhead,

care being taken that jjlants in flower do not come under the direct

force of tlie spray. Keep the plants well up to the light, water co-

piously with diluted liquid as often as may be necessary, sprinkle

the surface of the bed and stem roots with the same, and keep the

glass clean. Where it is desirable to keep fruit for any length of

time after it is ripe the plants should be removed to a warm dry

house as soon as it shows signs of changing colour, where smooth

Cayennes, Rothschilds, and Jamaicas may be kept in good condition

for several weeks after they are ripe.

Figs.—With the exception of a set of very fine trees which I

once saw under the able management of Mr. .Judd, at Hawkstone,

the pot trees at this place, now twenty years old, are the finest I have

met with. From these we commenced gathering ripe fruit on the

10th of April. They were exposed for four weeks in September and

October, and they are now dressed and ready for starting. 'We

never remove them from the house, neither do we turn them out of

the pots, a course that would give them too severe a cheek, and en-

danger the dropping of the most forward and valuable fruit. Each

tree°is elevated from the bottom of the pot on a pedestal of dry bricks,

and after the annual pruning has been completed, the shoots are

trained to new stakes, the walls are washed with hot lime, and the

woodwork is cleansed or painted. The young roots that have found

their way over the rims and through the openings at the bottoms of

the pots are shortened back, and each pot is surrounded with a

9-in. wall of virgin loam, old lime rubble, and crushed bones. These

walls, as I have before stated, are built very solid and extend some
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inches above the rims of the pots to make room for a good surfacing

of rotten manure and the reception of water, of which they require

large quantities. About the middle of this month we close the house,

but instead of starting with fire-heat, we adliere to the old-fashioned

system of applying fermenting Oak leaves, which give oft' warmth and
moisture, and the heat, playing round and penetrating the new turf,

stimulates the roots into action, and by the time the fruit requires

assistance it is filled with active feeders capable of taking copious
supplies of tepid liquid manure. It rarely happens that any of the
Figs drop, and Brown Turkey being the only variety grown, we have
a perpetual supply of ripe fruit throughout the season. Amateurs
and others who wish to commence Fig culture cannot clioose a better

time than the present for making a start, and as all the beat kinds
can be obtained in fruiting pots, a selection sliould be made without
delay, as firsi comers take the best trees. Where variety is an ob-

ject, such kinds as Brown Turkey, Negro Largo, White Marseilles,

and Osborn's Prolific will bo found moderate grov;ers and profuse

bearers, but forgiving a steady supply of first-class fruit the old

Brown Turkey has not yet been surpassed. Figs being so easily pro-

pagated, clean, straight cuttings or rooted suckers put in now will

make fruiting plants in two years, but the most vigorous and, as a

rule, the most handsome plants are raised from eyes inserted in

small pots and treated in every way the same as young Vines.

Cucumbers.—If the plants now in bearing are producing
suflicicnt for the demand, successions intended to yield a sujiply

from December onwards will be improved by the removal of all the

younff fruit and male blossoms, and when tliey have covered tlie

trellis, if growing extra strong, tlie production of a few fruit will

not do them any liarni. To induce vigorous j'oung maiden plants to

produce a full crop up to Christmas is by no means difficult, but to

continue the supply through February and March is the best test of

skilful management. Assuming that the best winter kinds are
grown, that heat, soil, and structure are all that can be desired,

there are certain rules that must be observed, particularly through
the early stages, while daylight is more than counterbalanced by
darkness, and so important are these that I must again direct atten-

tion to light crojiping and cleanliness. For winter culture I have
found a free loam from the igneous formation answers better than
the heavier soil from the limestone. This is taken off thin and
stacked for a short time to kill the Grass ; it is then used quite
rough little and often, as the roots protrude, with a liberal admix-
ture of old lime rubble or burnt earth, through which stimulating
liquid can pass freely when the time arrives for keeping up the
vigour of the plants. Unless the days are very bright and fine,

syringing the foliage may now be given up, and atmospheric
moisture must be produced by filling up the ev,aporating pans,
damping all paths and floors, and the frequent introduction of

small quantities of fresh horse manure; but, owing to therapidity with
which this produces worms, it should be placed where the foliage can
receive benclit without the roots getting into it or being disturbed
by its removal. Ventilation to a moderate extent, as a means of

sweetening the atmosphere, is necessary, and frequent washing of

the glass with warm water and the walls with lime and sulpliur

must not be overlooked, as the use of these will very often pre-

vent the appearance of spider and mildew. Where ('ucumbers
are planted out over tanks or heated chambers, a bottom-heat of
15° to 80° will keep them healthy and vigorous, and worms are

seldom troublesome ; but under the old plan of growing them on
manure beds, or mixing animal excrement with the compost,
the tropical heat causes them to increase rapidly, when, as is

well known, they soon render the soil sour and unfit for the
maintenance of health.—W. Colk.max.

Hardy Fruit.

I have read with amusement, and I hope with some little profit,

the conflicting views tliat liave appeared in this and other horticul-

tural journals anent root-pruning, some saying it is not, or at all

events but seldom, requisite ; others, that it is imperative to ensure
a constantly fruitful condition of the trees. " Wlien doctors difl'er,

wlio should decide?" Well, I will myself be bold enough to do so
by saying that to a certain extent both are right, as scores of culti-

vators can testify. The fact is, the vegetable, like the .animal, world
is v.ariouslj' constituted, and in the words of the old saying,
as regards tlie latter, "What is food for one may be poison
to another." And so it is in regard to fruit trees ; some kinds
and varieties are naturally weak, others robust ; some require feed-
ing, others repression ; and both conditions are so palpably mani-
fested by the appearance of the trees, that even the least observant
practitioner need never be in doubt respecting their state, and .as

a matter of course act accordingly. I can best explain
my own views on the subject by reference to my own
practice. I find Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, and Apricots, when in

restricted borders, that is, if tiie roots cannot get beyond a width

of 5ft., never need root-pruning other than what must necessarily
be removed by the annual renewal of to]5 dressings, and here I may
remark that tliis plan of restricted borders, for the fruits

named, I prefer to the usual plan of 12 ft. or 14 ft. open borders
and over-cropping. As is usual with the lesser-rooting vegetables grow-
ing under these conditions, root-pruning is required once in three
years ; some of tlie trees need a checiv every alternate year. I find

that Pears on any stock. Cherries and Plums on walls, growing in

open borders have never required root-pruning more than once,

about the third year of planting, the process for the most part being
to entirely lift tlie trees .and cut back all the tliorn-like roots. Tlie

roots of those trees that have not grown excessively strong are merely
bared and the perpendicular roots severed, a plan I have not yet
known to fail of being conducive to iinmedi.ate fruit bud fonn.ation,

which state, when once attained, is a natural preventer of luxuriant
wood growth. With respectto standard, espalier, cordon, pyramidal,
or any otlier form of trees, if this plan of lifting and replanting were
practised about the third year after planting, in most cases further

root-pruning would be unnecessar3'; certainly it tvould never be again
requisite for the trees that were grafted on dwarfing stocks, and in

but few instances, except in very rich soils, for trees on other stocks,

which state would be so manifest by over-luxuriance of wood growth,
that none need be in doubt as to when root-pruning Wias necessary.

In planting permanent orchard trees I liave found the same rule as

to root-piuning the third year after planting a success as regards
throwing them into a fruitful state at once, and trees that were not

so treated have m.ade immense slioots with fruit-buds at their

tips only
;
pruning such trees, a plan I have known adoj)ted,

only aggravates the evil ; the roots must be attacked.
There can be no doubt that we have come to regard fantastic trained

and pigmy sized fruit trees with too much import.aiice in comparison with
returns obtained. Such trees are all very well for small gardens where a

great variety of fruit is desired r.athcrthan quantity, or as ornamental
additions to large kitchen gardens ; but to keep up supplies, conniieiid

me to a veritable orthodox orchard. It is now time that .all root

pruning was done, and also phanting ; good driain.age is the first

requirement, and as regards soil, tlie best for every kind of hardy
fruit is 3 calcareous loam of medium texture, that is, neither heavy
nor light ; this is not always obtainable, and under such circumstances
recourse must be had to manufacturing a suitable compound by v\ell

intermixing witli light sandy soils clay and chalk, and with stiff

or clay soils burnt earth, vegetable mould, mortar rubble ; in f.act,

any material that m.ay conduce to porosity. As soon as planted the
trees should be at once tied to supports, and the ground surface
mulched so far as the roots extend ; tliis will aid immediate root

action by keeping the soil of a more equable temperature than would
otherwise be the case. Pruning may now be commenced at any
time : all bush fruits are ready for this oper.ation. Gooseberries
should be kept to single stems, tlie heads well rounded oil', and the
interior of the Iiushes kept open. The same rule of pruning applies

to Pted and White Currants ; well spur them in, occasionally removing
the most n.aked and gnarled spurs, and leaving lengths of new wood
to sup]ily their place. BLack Currants do not fruit so well when
spur pruned, and so plenty of young wood—the current year's wood

—

should be left, but the heads should lie kept well open and the
growth compact by shortening the shoots to a reasonable height. If

the bushes .are affected with Lichen or Moss, sjjlash them over with
freshly slaked lime, which wdl destroy these p.ar.asites and also

prevent birds attacking the buds ; the ground should then be given
the best dressing of manure that can be afforded, lightly forking in

the same at once. In districts where Figs will not winter without
protection it is now time this w.as .applied ; there is no better plan
than interlacing flat boughs of Hpriice or Laurel over the entire sur-

face of the trees, and then Lacking mats over them. Should we have a
severe winter, a safer plan would be to unn.ail the trees, tie the
branches up in small bundles, coil round them hay bands, and
again secure them to the wall, and, if thought necessary, mats might
also be tacked over them.—W. W.

WOODLAND WORK FOR NOVEMBER.
All available hands should still be occupied in planting during open
weather. The young shoots of hard woods have ripeued well tliis

season, and the plants will now be fit for removal. The expe-

rience obtained from the results of Last winter's frosts should teach

a lesson to those who delay these operations beyoml the middle of

November. The next most import,ant operation of the month is the
drainage of wet lands intended for spring planting. Good open
ditches cut somewh.at obliquely to the slope of the land, and propor-

tioned to the requirements of tlie soil, will lie the best means of

effecting this. Tliis is the month of coppice sales, and the purchaseis

of underwood at its commencement are favourably placed with
regard to both cutting and clearance, and .also iu respect to the re-sale
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of poles, faggots, &c. The conditions of sale should be stringent,

both with regard to cutting and clearance from the fall. Upon all

moderately dry soils the lower the poles are cut the better. jSIake a

free use of brush faggots for forming good clearance roads, and thus

afford every facilityfor an early clearance. Such tree seeds as are

intended for autumn planting should at once be got into the ground.

This remark will apply to Acorns, Walnuts, Beech-mast, .Spanisli

and Horse Chestnuts, Hazel Xuts, and Hornbeam seeds. Upon wet
soils it is best to place these upon the level surface of the beds, and
cover tliem over by shovelling the soil from the intermediate alleys.

In this way they lie high and dry throughout the winter. Take
layers from stools, and pLaoe the stronger ones at once in the

woodlands and the weaker in the nursery. Cut Osiers and plant up
fresh beds. Collect Coniferous seeds and lay them up in dry and
airy lofts till spring. A. J. Buur.ows.

MARKET GAllDEX.S.

Fruit and Vegetable Culture and tlie Extraordi-
nary Tithie.— l'"or the means of giving the following abstract of

Mr. Indcrwick's speech on this subject at Rye the other evening we
are indebted to the editor of the /loMiiir/s and St. LeonardK Tiiif < :

" Of vegetables, such as Onions, Potatoes, and vegetables ordina-

rily grown in our market gardens, we imported (said Mr. Inder-

wick) in 1S77 f:?,-234,970, in 187S .t;3,19;J,737, and in 1879 £;5,0il,O4S.

Of fruits commonly grown in our orchards, we imported in 1877
i;j,372,lSl, in 1878 £-2,417,118, and in 1879 £2,468,84.% showing a

steady increase year by j'ear, until we find that in the course of last

year (1S79) we imported into our own country, of fruit and vegetables

which ourown farms and gardens cananddo produce, no less aquantity
than £6,110,000. Now in the face of such facts as these, one natu-
rally eniiuircs why our farmers and market gardeners cannot and do
not themselves produce this very considerable quantity of food.

Foreign competition will be suggested, but though that would
account for some, it caunot and does not account entirely for our
increasing failures to supply from our own land the ordinary
food of our own people. We must look at home and see if there
are any causes whicli tend to embarrass this particular industry, and
if so, whether these causes arc remediable. During the last Session
of Parliament I presented to the House of Commons as many as

seventeen petitions, very numerously and representatively signed
from different parts of Kent and Sussex, in reference to this ques-
tion. Several petitions were also presented by Jlr. Howard from
Bedfordshire, and some also from other parts of England. There
were in all thirty-five petitions signed by 797 cultivators of

Hops, fruit, and market g..rden produce, and they agreed in saying
th.at while they believed that the depressed state of agriculture was
largely owing to foreign competition, they were, nevertheless, cer-

tain that it was greatly increased by exceptional burthens now
resting upon them, and they refen-ed to what is known as the ex-

traordinary tithe upon Hops, fruit, and market garden produce as a
burthen which pressed unequally .and unjustly upon them. It is a
relic of the original Tithe Commutation Act, which let lands not
at the time under this particular cultivation liable to be rated to
this extraordinary tithe, in addition to the ordinary tithe, when
they are for the first time so cultivated. Now, the way in which,
to my mind, this tithe works most injuriously is this, it discourages
and, in fact, stops those experiments in farming and in fruit and
vegetable gi-owing which are necessary for the improved cultivation
and extended productiveness of our soil. A man who had a suc-
cessful Hop garden or a fruitful and profitable orchard would pro-
bably not grub up his Hops or cut down his Cherries and Pe.ars

because a tithe was imposed, however much he might object to the
payment ; but when a man is considering whether he shall embark
in the undertaking of either Hop, or fruit, or vegetable ,ulture, the
knowledge that in addition to the landlord's rent and the cost of
labour in it may be grubbing and preparing some waste ground, he
may have to pay such extraordinary tithe per acre as may be as-

sessed upon his successful efforts, he would be very likely to abandon
the experiment. The amount of this tithe differs greatly in dillerent
parishes, and in some parts it appears not to be imposed at all. The
writer of a letter from Savenoaks says :

" I took a farm at Halstead,
Kent, in 1835, on a lease for fourteen years, and seeing that no ex-
traordinary tithe was awarded there iii 18.36, I grubbed up Hops in
the adjoining parish of Shoreham, where an extraordinary tithe of

Us. per acre existed, and planted in Halstead. In 18G7, two ye.ars

afterwards, "the clergyman called a vestry meeting, had one of the
commissioners down, and ultimately put on an extraordinary tithe
of 10s. per acre." Then, he says :

" On a certain day I attended
market at Farnham, Surrey, and heard that the parish is set in six

classes from 1.33. 4d. to 30s. per acre, while in the adjoining parish of
Binste.ad it is at £1 per acre." In Hampshire the tithe is from £1
upwards ; in Worcestershire, from os, to lOs, ; in Hertfordshire it

averages about Gs. an acre ; while in some parishes in that county it

is not imposed at all. You have, therefore, I think, fairly conclu-

sive evidence of uncertainty in amount added to tiie other incon\ e-

niences of the tax.

Proposed Remedy.—It is suggested in these petitions that

some equitable plan should be devised whereby the extraordinary

tithe should be abolished altogether, and I would be willing to make
it part of my scheme that the landowners of this country should be

enabled to effect loans from Government at a low rate of interest

and on easy terms of repayment, to be applied to the redemption of

the extraordinary tithes, so that for the future all dealings might be
between land lord and teiiant.alone, without any further claim from the

owner of impropriator of tithes. This would enable a tenant to

m.ake an agreement once for .all with liis laiuUord an<l then to culti-

vate his land as ho thought best, varying his crops and produce in

such a manner as would lie most suitable to the land ami most pro-

lital)Ie to himself, witliout feeling, ,as he now feels, that any
new and successful cultivation would entail upon him a certain

penalty in the form of extraordinary titlie. As the matter now
stands, however, I propose to adojit tlie principle of an Act
called the Tithe Commutation Amendment Act, passed in 1873.

At that time, in conseciuence of an attempt by the tithe owners
to impose upon some cultivators of market gardens in Cornwall

a tax of 30s. an acre on land newly recl.aimed at considerable

cost and planted as market gardens, an application was made to

Parliament to protect that particular industry from the hindrance

which the imposition of this extraordinary tithe would be to its

further development. The Bill was referred to a select committee,

and ultimately an Act was passed declaring that in no future

case should the extraordinary tithe be imposed upon market gar-

dens unless the parish in w'hich they were situ.ated had been, at the

time of the commutation of the tithes, distinguished as a parish

liable to the extraordinary charge. So far, therefore, as market
gardens are concerned, the legislature declared, on the advice of

a select committee, that the tithe-owner should have no claim to

demand any extraordinary charge on market gardens newly cul-

tivated in parishes where the extraordinary tithe did not then

exist ; but it reserved to the owner the right to levy extraordinary

tithe on gardens newly cultivated in parishes wliere the extra-

ordinary tithe actually existed in 1873, so that there are now some
parishes in which market gardens may, and some parishes in which
they may not be cultivated without the incidence of this extra-

ordinary charge—a state of things which le.ads to much uncertainty

and confusion, and in some cases, probably to agriculturists, incur-

ring unexpected liability. Now, I propose to adopt the jirinciple

of the Act of 1S73, and, dealing ivith the extraordinary tithes

generally, to say where the extraordinary tithe now exists there

let it rest, subject to decrease or cesser under the present Act, as

the case may be, but let us draw the line now, and say that no

more districts shall be assigned, and that land wliich is now free

from payment of this extraordinary tithe shall, for the future, be

cultivated according to the views of the occupier without any lia-

bility to the extraordinary tithe, whether for Hops, for fruit, or for

market gardens.

PROPAGATING.

Correas and Eriostemons.—As there may yet be a few cul-

tivators left by whom the decorative value of New Holland plants is

known and appreciated, a few remarks on the propagation of the

two beautiful genera just named may prove acceptable. I have al-

ways found Correas to do best when grafted on the old C. alba, and

Eriostemons of the stronger-growing kinds on E. neriifolia or E. inter-

media, while the weaker sorts succeed on Correa alba. It is seldom

that genera are found so willing to unite with each other as these two,

which, though members of the same Order, are still generieally very

distinct from each other. From August to the end of October is the

time for grafting these plants, using for stocks plants about eighteen

months old, and for scions he.althy young pieces. Side grafting low

down, with the top of the stock' left on till the graft is united and

growing, will be found to answer best. A frame in which there is a

temperature of about 60" and kept moist will suit the grafts, which

in about six weeks' time ought to be united and ready for hardening

off, after which a winter temperature of about from 45^ to 50° will

answer perfectly. In April they may bo potted on, using soil con-

sisting of two parts peat, the other equal quan'iities of loam and
leaf-mould, and plenty of sand. A growing temperature of about

63' with sunshine will be suitable, increasing it as the summer ad-

vances till the end of June, by which time, if attention has been

paid to pinching, the plants ought to have become useful little

bushes, and may be gradually inured to an out-of-door situation.
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Winter them in a temperature of from 40' to 45°, and keep the at-

mosphere as dry as possible, or Correas will suffer from damp. In
April the shoots may be shortened in a little, and the plants potted
in a mixture of peat, loam, and leaf-mould, and subjected to the
same treatment as they were during tlie previous summer. If

judiciously jjinched when young, they will be found to require very
little support from stakes, one in the centre being all they need for
the first three or four years. Scale infests both Eriostemons and
Correas, and may be destroyed by dipping them in strong Tobacco
water, and by giving them heavy syringing.—Z. B.

Ixora amabilis.—All the Ixoras are best increased by means
of cuttings made of the tops of shoots as sliown in the accompany-
ing illustration, but they may also be struck from single or double
eyes. The soil used for them should be mostly peat, with the addi-
tion of a smcall portion of yellow loam and silver sand. Sift the
compost ratlier fine, and use thoroughly well-drained pots ; 3-in. ones
are the best, and into each of tliese should be put about three or four
cuttings, fastening them well in and giving a good watering. Then
place them in a close cutting box on bottom-heat : shade them from
the sun, and never allow them to flag. Great care must be taken to
keep the heat regular, as if too hot or too cold the leaves will fall

off, and failure will be the result. A regular temj^erature of about

t'utting ot Ixora .anialjilis.

80° is the best, and in this they will emit roots in about two months
Tliey must be gradually inured to air, and carefully potted off, so as
not to injure the roots. Afterwards keep them on a little bottom-
heat for a short time, till they have become established.—H.

ANSWERS TO OOEKESPONDENTS.

Eucharia amazonica.—I hcivt- twn large plants of this in 15-in. pots now
just done flowering. JOacli plant has only borne one stalk with five flowers on
each. Sometliing mnst be wrong, or they would have flowered more freely.
^^hat ouglit I to do with them to induce them to flower ? The pots are full, but not
root-bound, and the foliage is large and healthy.—Orchid. [Vou can do nothing
with your Eucharis until spring. Jlost likely your plants have too many small
bulbs and too few large ones. There .are two ways ot managing Eucliaris, each
of which will ensure at least one good show of bloom. Where bottom-heat is
not available turn out the old puts in February or beginning of .March ; sepa-
rate the large bulbs from the small ones

; put the small ones in store pots for
stock, and pot the large ones, from three to five, in (i-in. and S.l-in. pots, and place
them in the w.armest stove ; water lightly at lirst, and sprinkle overhead fre-
quently. When rooting, water copiously, and keep them growing for three
months ; then rest them for six or seven weeks in a cool, but by no means a cold
house, and .at the end of that time return them to the stove, when they will soon
send up flower-spikes profusely. Perhaps the best way is to divide the large
from the small bulbs, as above directed, in February or M,arch. Pot as many
as will fairly go into any sized pots in which you want them. Place them imme-
diately on a bottom-heat of 75" to 85", and in three months the spikes will be up.
After flowering the plants should be rested in a cool house, but not allowed to
get dry, for six or seven weeks, and .again they should be returned to the stove,
when they will again flower. JIueh depends on the soil used ; the best is lumps
of turfy yellow loam, two-thirds leaf soil, and sand one-third. The Eucharis
likes shade.—J. O'B.]

Diseased Vines.— TT. .S'.—I have carefully ex.amiued the Vnie root sent;
it appears to be in a decaying condition, but from what cause I am unable to say.
There was certainly no Phylloxera on it when it reached me. I have searched in
vani for any insects

; the only creatures 1 was .able to find were two long slender
white worms, such as are often found in decaying vegetable matter, but which
are quite harmless to living plants.— G. S. .S.

Hygrometers.—Orrfu'd.—Try Negretti and Zarabra, Holborn Viaduct.

Vanda coerulea,—Is tliis difticult to gi'ow and bloom 2—Orchid. [Vanda
crerulea is not difficult to grow. It is mostly spoilt mth heat ; a temperature of
fiom 00° to 05" is enough for it. It mostly does best suspended near the glass o(
the roof.—J. O'B.

Lapagena.—S. L. B. —You may stop it now without the plants sustaining
any harm. Chrysanthemum Mrs. Geo. Kuudle will, we think, answer youi' pur-
pose.—G.

Names of Plants.—iJ. Curtis,—A dwarf variety ot Aster longifolius. W.
J)odds.~1he specimen of Fern you send is insufficient to name. Send a frond
with spores at the back. Messrs. Cripps and .So^i.-Apparently Viburnum
dentatum, but not certain without seeing flowers.

—

D. T.—l.Maxillaria venusta ; 2,

Oncidium varicosum ; 3, O. Marshalli ; 4, 0. crispum, F.—A species of Cya-
notis. Novice.~1, Polypodium Billardieri ; 2, Onychium japonicum ; 3, Pteris
longifolia; 4, Nephrodium moUe.

Questions.
Produce of an Acre of Land.—What ouglit I to realise a year from a

quarter of an acre of land and two 50-ft. glasshouses, growing Cucumbers, Straw-
berries, and Tomatoes, and doing all the work myself ?—J. E.

Fruits for an Orchard.—I want to re-plant a small orchard, and shall

require about tliree dozen trees. What are the best sorts of eating and cooking
Apples for our soil—the upper greensand?—G. P. B.

Hot-water Pipes.—How many feet of 4-in. pipe ought I to put in a small
greenhouse, 14 ft. by 10 ft., facing north and west, with walls on the other two
sides, in which I am going to atteiniit cool Orchids? I should like as much as
will be safe for them. The situation is rather cold.— F. .T. 1\

Semi-transparentGlass for an Orchard House.—Can any one inform
me whether the use of semi-transparent glass for the front sashes of a large span-
roofed orchard house will seriously affect the growth of the trees ? I wish to use
it to save expense.—.'iiLVEKMERE.

Tecoma jasminoides.—IIow can I get this to flower? Is it a stove or a
greenhouse plant?—B.

Bird Tables.—The winter is upon us, and our little feathered
friends are congregating about our homes, looking eagerly for the

stray crumbs from our tables. The children take so much interest

in feeding the birds that it occurred to me some time ago to

erect a "liird table," where whatever we had for the birds might,

in lieu of being scattered on the Grass or the pathway, be placed

so that none might be lost. Besides, it is so placed that we can

see the birds feed whilst we are at breakfast, and it is thus made
a real pleasure to us all. The bird table is ornamental too—as

we have it ; it is fixed on the top of a Fir pole some 6 ft. out

ot the ground. On this pole virgin cork is roughly nailed. On
the top a board is fixed, and round the bo.ard cork is nailed, the

whole making a pretty rustic object. At the base there is some
rockwork, and a Honeysuckle is planted and twined around the

stem of the "table." In the summer-time, too, the bird table is

as welcome to our eyes as it is to the birds in winter. Not long

since we placed some porridge upon the table, and were much
amused at seeing a little mouse and a st.arling contending for

the succulent meal, but eventually the starling won the day.

—

S. Walliker, Jfull.

Evergreen Oaks.—I see (p. 434) a request to be informed
of the whereabouts of the finest evergreen Oaks in Britain. I

liave one whicli has always been admired, and is the largest of the

kind I have ever seen. The great German performer Devrient,

who was an amateur botanist, when on a visit to me witli the

dr.amatic corps after a visit to Windsor, spread his handkerchief

before the tree, and, kneeling with clasped liands, worshipped it in

dramatic form as the finest of its kind he had ever seen. I suppose

it to be the Quercus Ilex or a variety, but I send you a speci-

men. The youngest leaves are the largest. The height is about

60 ft., and the diameter nearly 45 ft. It is bushy to the bottom
and well grown, so as to be Lemon-shaped. You must have seen

the tree some years ago, but perhaps did not notice it carefully.—
Henry G. Bohx, North End Ifoii.ic, Twicb-iiham. [The specimen
sent is a seedling form of the Fulhain Oak (Quercus fulhamensis).]

Wliite Begonia Mrs. CuUingford, of which we h,ave received blooms
from ilr. CuUirgford, of Kensington, appears to us to be the best single white-
flowered variety hitherto produced. The flowers are large, fine in form .and sub-
stance, and pure white, sliading to pale yellow at the base of the petals, the
centre being a sort of " sun-burner "' of a rich orange-yellow colour. The flower

is in its way a replica of the white Japan Anemone, but with a more positive

tone of colour.

—

Gardener's Magazine,

We learn that Mr. Coppin, late foreman in the outdoor department
at the Crystal Palace, has been appointed superintendent of South-
wark Park.

*»* Our correspondents will greatly oblige by not sending us com-
munications on the weather, as we have no room for such.

OBITUARY,
Mr. H. May, of the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, met with an accident

on his way to market last week which ended fatally shortly after-

wards. He was thrown from his trap, and never afterwards recovered
consciousness. He was fifty-tliree years of age, and was for years a

successful exhibitor of florists' flowers at most of the northern shows.
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" This Is an art
Wl\ich does mend Nature : chanj;e it rather ; but
The art itself is H^ivre."—Shakespeare.

PEACH GROWING OX OPEN WALLS.
Having read " Justicia's " remarks (p. 475) in reference to

the bareness of our unprotected Peach walls, allow nie to state

my experience and the inferences to he deduced therefrom. The
wall here that has been devoted to Peach culture is 80 yards

long, 16 ft. high, with no coping, and the down draught on
such a wall with a strong north-east wind blowing is

disastrous. When I first came here, upwards of thirteen years

ago, I found this wall partly covered with the remains of two
or three old trees (Violette Hative and Barrington) ; the other

trees had apparently been three or four years planted ; the

latter trees were even then showing signs, by the loss of young
shoots and bare stems, that they were not flourishing. I

however determined at once to make it, if possible, a grand

Peach wall. I obtained frigi-domo to cover the trees, and
placed poles a few feet asunder to prevent the covering from
rubbing the buds. I mulched and watered when necessary,

washed the trees weekly with a powerful engine, and by this

treatment I managed to get them to the top of the wall

;

they never, however, grew satisfactorily, always losing shoots

where they were most wanted. Though the summers were
warm, notably 1SG8 and 1870,1 obtained as the result of my la-

bours and expense incurred only three good crops. Some years

we had a partial crop, not enough to reward one for the pains

bestowed. Two or three wet, sunless summers then occurred
;

consequently we had unripened wood, and the unusually sharp

winters following killed most of the trees outright. The
result is that all the Peaches have been consigned to the flames,

and have been replaced with good varieties of Pears.

This garden is placed in the middle of a park of 1000
acres in extent, with no protection but a belt of trees 50 yards

wide on the north and east. The trees are from GO ft. to

80 ft. high, with bare stems that aiford little or no shelter

;

three-quarters of a mile of open park to the north-east allows

the wind to gather force and rush through the garden with
cutting keenness. The wind generally blows from that quarter

during iLarch, April, and May ; sometimes for a change it

blows a gale from the south-west with snow and sleet—death

to young Peaches just formed, or certain blister in the case of

the young leaves. The trees have set in some seasons a good
crop, and beg.an to move away with clean, healthy foliage

during a week or two of genial weather ; then a change would
occur to strong, dry, parching winds, when all growth was
arrested, every leaf blistered, and the crop of young Peaches

ruined. Frigi-domo would keep ofl:" the frost at night, but
protection is wanted quite as much during the day to shelter

the young fruit and tender foliage.

At the same time Peaches can and will be grown in favour-

able situations on unprotected walls. We have an instance

on this estate. Here, where once stood an Elizabethan
house, there is a walled-in kitchen garden, the south wall

of which is covered with Peach trees (some of them very old).

The garden is backed up with 50 acres of wood (fine lofty

trees) on the north, east, and north-west ; on the south-west,

at a distance of from 300 yards to 400 yards, grows a double

avenue of large Lime trees, which effectually break the winds
from that quarter, rendering the air in the garden almost

motionless and delightfully warm, even on a cold, bright day
in spring. The Peach trees thus situated flourish, and bear

annually heavy crops of fine fruit, including the two last

disastroTis years. P)li8ter is unknown, and I may add so is

the watering-pot and syringe. The only care bestowed on

these trees is fastening back to the wall the healthy, vigorous

shoots. Another instance in this neighbourhood in which the

Peach is grown well is Blickling Hall. There wore hero

until recently two walls 100 yards apart covered with Peaches

—an upper and lower wall facing the south-cast. The trees

on the upper wall have gradually disappeared from exposure,

while the trees on the lower wall are marvels of health and

vigour, simply becau.se this lower wall is well sheltered by the

mansion and outbuildings, and also by some very large Lime
trees on the north and cast. The only artificial protection

used is hexagon netting. These two cases show striking

instances of success from shelter, while at Gunton failure

occurs from exposure. My advice therefore is, do not waste

time in vain attempts to grow Peaches on an exposed wall

without the help of, at least, a glass coping. With a good

glass coping 2 ft. wide, the frigi-domo, or whatever material

is used, might be left down during cold days, the trees obtaining

suflicient light and warmth from the glass. We have converted

a Vinery here into a late Poach house which is open night

and day after the fruit is set. It is astonishing what little

trouble Peach trees are in cold houses, and the result is that

we can and do gather for six weeks fruit of a far finer quality

and ai)pearance, and more of it than on our exposed garden

wall, and that with a tenth part of the labour.

The royal gardens in this county were formed in an open

field without the least protection from the north and east.

I should therefore be glad to hear what Mr. Penny has to say

regarding Peach growing on his unprotected walls. I feel

sure he would be glad of the shelter which a large wood woidd

afford. The frost here, five miles from the sea, is not so

intense as further inland, but the winds from the German
( )ccan blow with unbroken force across this part of Norfolk.

Gitufon Park, Norwkh. Wm. Allan.

HEATED WALLS.
Permit me to endorse Mr. Baines' high opinion of these in Thr
Gap.dex (p. 4G2). We seem to liave advanced Ijaclcwards in tliis

matter. At one time fiued walls were comparativeiy common ; now
we seldom meet witli tliem, and wliere they are found tliey

are mostly unused. No doubt they need careful iiandling, alilie

as to tlie time, extent, and mode of lieating tliem. Tlie last was not

seldom faulty, and, unless tlie flues were carefully constructed and

carefully warmed, more liarm tlian good often resulted from the

use of heated walls. But construction, skill, and careful stoking are

all that are needful to make flued walls perfectly successful in finish-

ing the wood in late autumns aud saving the blossoms from spring

frosts. In late seasons, such as that of 1S79 especially, heated

walls were equally useful in maturing Peaches, Pears, and Plums

that could not have been ripened at all without their help. Most of

the dangers incident to the older heated w.alls may also be avoided

now by the use of hot-water pipes inste.ad of flues, though these

would seriously add to the cost. The flueing of walls can hardly

be said to add to tlie cost of their structure, as the bottom spaces

are, of course, far cheaper than solid brickwork. Apart altogether

from the employment of fire-heat, hollow walls are also warmer than

solid ones, mainly as dry air is one of the worst possible conductors

of heat. One of the greatest temptations of those who possess heated

walls seems to be the heating them at the wrong time and to excess.

The power of using artificial heat to open walls should be held m
reserve rather than applied at any particular season. J'erhaps my
meaning may be more clearly set forth in regard to the time to apply

heat by a leaf cut out of my own experience. My man Friday rather

startled me by stating that it was time to light the small fires. This

was about the middle of an exceptionally hot September, and ratlier

surprised me. To my simple query—why, and for wliat purpose ?

his answer was, "Mr. had them on before this last year." As

it so happened, the year before was dull aud wet ; but it was with

the greatest difficulty that I could restrain Friday from not heating

the flues at all that autumn, as the fruit and wood both ripened

splendidly without tliem. The maturity was so perfect and complete

that some of the blossoms began to expand next February, and the
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fires were ordered on at once. Friday remonstrated ; it was a month
sooner than he had ever lighted them before, &c. ; and it required a

good deal of patient explanation before Friday, who was a good
intelligent man nevertheless, could be convinced tliattho time to lire

•was a matter determined by the condition of the trees and not by
the calendar. The extent to heat walls in the open also needs much
judgment. As a rule, the tendency and temptation to use heat in

excess seems very great ; and in the case of flues, all or any excess
implies corresponding danger. It would also surprise any who
have never used heated walls to find how little artificial heat suf-

ficeth to ripen fruit and wood and to save the bloom.
One chief reason of this is tliat the heat is applied just at the spot

where it is needed and has most power. The artificial warmtli like-

wise keeps the air in perpetual motion in close proximity to the
walls. This motion, whilst it may seem to waste heat, likewise
conserves it, for it is found that one of the strongest antidotes to an
excessive loss of heat by radiation is a body of air in motion. A very
moderate warmth given off from the wall may thus suffice to check
the energy and moderate the destructive force of radiation from
earth to sky. Combined with the flimsiest covering, such as the
thinnest canvas, heated walls ensure the safety of tender fruit trees

in the spring, whilst they also afford the ready means of ripening
fruit and wood in late seasons. In some respects they are superior
to glass, the protective powers of which have been seriously over-
rated. Glass alone can hardly be warranted to exclude more than
T*" of frost ; and as to glass copings, they are the coldest as well as
clearest that can be used. I place tlie two in this close juxtaposition
for the simple reason that only the clearness of glass copings can
warrant their use. They owe their worth as copings to their trans-

parency and impenetrability. They keep the trees dry, and thus
often enable them to pass through frosts that would prove fatal with
impunity, and they do not weaken them by shade. But glass copings
should be themselves covered with mats, reeds, or some opaque
substances in severe weather. Glass screens on heated walls would,
of course, prove the best of all protection ; but then tliese would be
liouses in all but the name. Heated walls screened by canvas where
needed would probably prove more potential against frost than un-
heated orchard houses. D. T. Fisir.

"J. S. W." is right as reg.ards the discontinuance of heated
walls having something to do with the failure of Peach crops. There
can be no doubt that the seasons have clianged during the last few
years, yet much might be advantageously done with heated walls.
My experience for five years in the neighbourhood of Hull witli a
Peach wall heated by hot-water pipes was such as to lead me to
believe that the plan is well worth carrying out. During tlie five

years referred to I never once failed in securing fine crops of fruit of
the Vjest quality, equal indeed to any I have seen grown under glass.
In the cold, rainy, sunless lake district of Westmoreland I knew a
place in which hot-water pipes were in use for Peach walls, and were
fairly successful. I consider hot water much better than the old
flue system, although there can be no doubt tliat flues are of great
advantage in warding off spring frosts and ripening the wooil in
autumn. I spent some time at a place in Northumberland where all

the walls were heated with flues, and the crops of Pears, Plums,
Cherries, &c., were generally good, both in quantity and quality.
The walls in question were fitted with temporary board copings.
Ashurst Pari; Tunhrhhie Wills. J. Allan.

HARDY FRUIT NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.
Having heard of the large stock of hardy fruit trees grown by Messrs.
G. Bunyard and Co., of the old established nurseries, Maidstone,
and at their new branch nursery, at AUington, about two miles from
Maidstone, I went a few days ago to have a look at it. Tliirty-

four acres have been already enclosed and planted, and a considerable
tract of woodland is kept for supplying stakes, tr.aining rods, &c.,
so largely needed every year. The soil, a rather poor sandy loam,
grows but indifferent crops when first broken up, but deep cultivation
and rich dressings of short, rotten manure trenched in or applied as
top dressings make up all deficiencies. In such a soil all kinds of
trees and shrubs form masses of fibre, and bear removal extremely
well ; here, in fact, from frequent transplanting most of the stock
might be pulled up without fear of injury. In addition to fruit
trees, large quantities of Roses are grown, the most striking to me
being dwarfs worked on the Seedling Brier, all tender sorts such as
Teas being especially noticeable for their clean healthy growth. I
was particularly struck with large quarters of Laurels, the okl
common variety being quite eclipsed, both as regards hardiness and
general appearance, by the Caucasian Laurel, a very deep
green variety, with pointed, rather narrow leaves, a very
decided improvement on the ordinary sort in every respect. The
round-leaved Laurel (Laurus rotundifolia) is also largely grown, and
is particularly noticeable on account of its fine bold round foliage.

The Colchican Laurel that I have heard very much extolled is

not here equal to the preceding sorts. It is a pale green variety.

Rliododendrous, ICalmias, and similar shrulis were ijarticu-

larly well set with flower-buds, and a quantity of Hydrangea panicu-
lata grandiflora had been a mass of bloom. Leaving these we come
to large open quarters of that king of hardy fruits.

The Apple.—The form of tree here most liked is that of tall

standards lor orchards G ft. high. In this way the leading sorts for

market are grown by thousands, everj' sort being carefully labelled.

Where, however, each sort is grown in such large quantities, even a
casual observer might detect a tree that was not true to name, for

almost all kinds have some peculiarity of foliage or habit of growth
h}' which they may be detected, even when not in fruit. Any such
are marked before lifting for orders commences and are removed as

doubtful. Dwarfs on the Paradise, Nonsuch, and broad-leaved Stocks
are grown in large quantities, and being surface rooters are recom-
mended for shallow soils where standard orchard trees soon wear out.

Pyramids, bush trees, and espaliers are the usual forms of growth.
They a.'e also well adapted for exposed districts where wind acta so

injuriously on tall standards, and tliey come into bearing quickly,

two-year-old trees being literally lined with fruit buds. It would
serve no good purpose to mention all the sorts that are grown here,

but I may state that the most noticeable amongst kitchen Apples
were Stone's or Loddington Seedling, Lord Sullield, New Hawthorn-
den, Kcklinville, (Jascoyne's Scarlet, Cox's Pomona, Keswick C'odlin,

Worcester Poarmain, Sturmer Pippin, Queen Caroline, Rymer,
Small's Admirable, AVarner's King, AVellington, and Winter
(Queening. Amongst dessert Apples the best were Ribston, Margil,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Mr. Gladstone, liienheim Orange, Golden Knob,
Golden Harvey, Yellow Ingestre, Scarlet Nonpareil, Kerry Pippin,
Premier, Red (iuarrenden, Duchess of Oldenburg, King of Pippins,

Lord Burghley, Redleaf Russet.

Pears.—These are grown largely, but for standards for orchards
the sorts are more restricted. 'I'liose grown as cordons, pyramids,
or espaliers are either grafted or double-grafted on the most approved
stocks. For orchards the most profitable to plant in quantities are

Aston Town, ]5ergamot, Beurre de Capiaumont, Broom Park, Veru-
1am, Green Chisel, Hessle, Lammas, and a new kind raised by Mr.
Rivers called Fertility, a profuse bearer. In addition to these there

were Williams' Bou Chretien, Citron des Carmes, and Louise Bonne
of Jersey. As dwarfs, the best were Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Gif-

fard, Doyenne du Cornice, Eyewood, Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Ne
Plus Meuris, Pitmaston Duchess, Thompson's, and many others.

Plums and Damsons.—These are very much in demand,
being certain croppers and fruits that will grow in soils where
Apples and Pears wouM fail. They are grown with straight clean

stems, the growth of which, as maidens, averaged S ft. to 10 ft. in

height, and I may mention that the Farleigh Prolific Damson is

found to be far superior as a worked tree to a sucker ; in fact, no
one would plant any other than good budded trees if they knew
the difference between the two, although suckers are cheaper in the
first instance. ILalf-standards, bush, and pyramid trees are the
usual forms for cultivated ground wliere bush fruits are grown
between them, but, like the Apple and Pear, the Plum is now
being largely grown in orchards as full standards on Grass for feed-

ing off with sheep. Amongst old sorts that still maintain their

popularity so as to be grown by tliousands are the Early Orleans,
Diamond or Kentish Bush Plum, Victoria, Pershore, and Green
Gage, and some of Mr. Rivers' newer kinds are becoming very
popular, especially Blue Prolific, Early Prolific, and the Czar. Other
kinds grown in quantity are Autumn Compote, Belle de Septembre,
Pond's Seedling, Belgian Purple, Prince Englebert ; and amongst
Damsons the Farleigh Prolific cannot be grown in quantity equal to

the demand. A few rows of it on the exposed sides of orchards
help to break winds that are more destructive in their effects than
frost. The Prune Damsou and Shepherd's BtiUace are also useful

as shelter trees, and seldom fail to crop even iu the most exposed
situations.

Cherries.—Of these I noticed trees in all stages of growth,
standards of Ijl ft. high for orchards on grass being the favourites, and
v/here the soil is favourable for Cherries few more profitable crops

can be grown. Large quarters of all the leading kinds with straight

shining stems were conspicuous, as were also dwarfs on the Mahaleb
stock ; Morellos and Kentish Reds were full of bearing wood, and
would quickly develop into fine fruitful trees. The May Duke,
Kentish and Flemish Reds, and the White and Black Heart varieties

are in most request for orchards, and there are many fine sorts that

succeed well on walls.

Bush Fruits.—Of Gooseberries, Currants, Nuts, and Raspberries
vast quantities are grown, and yet not too many to meet the demand.
Dwarf, bushy material, with well-balanced heads on clear stems and
with abundance of I'oots, is tlie object sought rather than gross
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watery growth. At the time of my visit m.any thousands of

cuttings were l.iiil in rculy for planting. Of Cob Nuts, tlic Kentish
Cob, Cosford and Webb's Prize Cob are the f.ivourites, .and of these

l.irge quantities are annu.iUy i)Iante<l amongst (ioosebcrrics and
Currants, whicli after bearing a few years arc cut away to make room
for the Nuts that are even more prolific after a few years than
while in full vigorous growth.

General Remarks.—For orchard fruits that are expected to

attain large proportions, young healthy trees are known to be so

much superior to old hard-stemmed ones, that scarcely a tree of more
than four ycirs' growth is seen here, exxcpt for furnishing grafts.

The enemies with which nurserymen have to contend are numerous,
and, in addition to fly and similar pests with which all are familiar,

who attempt fruit culture, Messrs. Buuyard have been especially

troubled with a species of weevil, tliat comes out of the ground after

dark and cats off the tender shoots and leaves of Apples and Tears,

completely destroying the season's growth, and causing great loss.

The only remedy for this as yet lias been hand-picking. I was also

shown several fine quarters of Lord SuHield Apple that had been
severely attacked by mildew, but which, by using the sulphurator a

few times early in the season, had been confined to the leaves. This
rather tender Apple is again in great demand for planting, but it

evidently needs warmer summers than we have lately had to bring
it to full perfection. For a warm, sheltered position it is

a noble early Apple, and as the season for English growers
appears to be that when American barrels are not in our markets, it

is likely tliat early sorts will lie more extensively planted than
hitherto. In fact, some growers are alre.idy anticipating the demand,
by rearing all the trees they can get of that very early kind called

Mr. Gladstone, at present by no means so well known as its name-
sake is in the political woild. Messrs. Biinyard are not only growers
of fruit trees, but also of fruit, and even in the past adverse season

they have been able to show a good return from orchards cul-

tivated as if fruit growing was a protitable proceeding. Their motto
is " (Jood men, good wages, deep and thorough cultivation, and
jilenty of manure applied at the time when the crop requires it," by
which means a tirst-class article is produced, for which, even in these

degenerate days, a brisk demand is always forthcoming, and doubt-
less a much larger demantl will shortly arise, for before hardy fruit

can be anything like as abundant as it ought to be, an old-fashioued

orchard will have to become the adjunct of every large garden, and
itisonly from large, unrestricted trees that we can ever hope to supply
the markets or compete with importations from abroad.

Lhitoii. J. Groom.

ORCH I DS,

NOTES AKD QUESTIONS ON THE PEUIT GAKDEN.

New Varieties of Grapes.—In Xo. 4G-') of The Gaudex
there is an article on new Ijrapes in which I was much interested,

but it seems to me the w-riter does not sutficiently value some of

the sorts named. It would not speak well for horticultural progress
were it the case, as seems to be the opinion of "J. .S. W.," that

no varieties introduced within the past twenty-five j-ears have been
proved of general value. With his estimate of Lady Downes I quite

agree ; it is a showy sort valuable for its most excellent keeping pro-

perties, but in quality it is verj' infei'ior to many earlier sorts. As
to the identity to Muscat Hamburgh with Black Muscat I cannot
speak, but we have found it a variety of high quality and to set

sufficiently well for general purposes. It is a Grape which should
be growTi by all who make quality of the fruit a first consideration.

Our experience with Trentham Bhack would lead us to commend it

to all who desire a high flavoured Grape ; the same with Purple Con-
stantia. .Sofar as quality goes (and flavour ought certainly to pre-

cede appearance), these three varieties have no superiors amongst all

the black sorts. I think "J. S. W." laj-s too great stress on deep
colour and verj' large, showy bunches, and not enough on w hat is

most palatable.—H. B. Ellwaxoer, iioc/iCs?(-r, N.T.

Prizes for Grapes.—Among the prizes for Grapes which will

be given at the next show of the Bath and West of England Societ}',

at Tunbridge Wells, it is proposed to oQ'er important prizes to

gardeners who have not hitherto won such. It is, perhaps, rather

monotonous to see the same names always figuring in the prize list,

and there is no doubt this will be a welcome change to many. It is

the proposal of the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, to whose manage-
ment the horticultural departments of the shows of this society owe
so much of their success.

Dwarf Apples Tender.— Dwarf Apple trees, worked on the P-irailise

stock, altlioui;li quite liarfty iD the East, often fail to endure the severe winteis
in the Western .States. The OAlege (^uarterli/ states that one of tlie oldest
Iowa nurserymen planted and propa^'ated them largely for the supply ef the
demand in towns. The past winter killed nearly every one. The etiitor of that
journal recommends ia place of the Paradise stock the use of the dwarf .Service-

berry (Amelanchier). judging from recent expeiiment.'i made upon it with the
birdy Sussian varieties.—CoB/i/ry Gentleman.

NOTES ON OKCHIDS IN YORKSIIIEE.

0.\K thing that always strikes me when I go n(ufh in the aufumn
from sunny I'iS.so.v i.s the dcliglitfiilly inciist, refn'shing air, which
especially g-rect.s me at Harrogate, luy headquarfer.^, jiro tern.

It is a moist, bracing, not a relaxing, muggy atmo.sphere, and
fhercforo, though 1 was surprised at fir.'it, yet on con.sidera-

tion I was not surprised to find Oi'chid growing, thou"!!

limited to a few gardens in the neighbourhood, yet, on tho

whole, very ^^•ell done. I saw, last September, splendid

growtiis and well-ripened bulb.s, both in Cattleyas and Den-
drobes, especially the latter, growths that astonished me for

their stoutness and length. Cool and Mexican Orchids were
equally well done. Uisa grandiflora especially surprised me with
its tall spikes. I did not .see many Orchids in flower; September
was perhaps a bad month in that respect, but I saw plenty

of e\idence in stout flower-spikes that there had been no lack of dis-

plav, and at one place I was surprised to learn from the owner that

he found no difficulty in flowering LtTlia niajalis, year by year, in

quantity, a thing not generally done. 1 would rather not, as some do,

particularise every place I went to in detail, but prefer to give a
general outline of what struck me in my various visits in a dis-

trict bounded by Skipton, Leeds, Thir.sk, winding up with a visit

to Messrs. Backhouse at York, whore, as usual, there was much to

see and much to learn. From the history given me of the severe

winters and protracted cold springs prevalent in Yorkshire, tempera-
turesfalling below zero out-of-doors, night after night, of moisture in

tlie cool house congealed into ice crustson the roof within the house,

plants stood on the floor to protect their lives, of keen, sharp winds
and want of sunshine in the spring right up to June, of the

absence of those little intermissions of warm weather, wliicli in

the south so agreeably lessen the tedium of winter, I should have
concluded at once that in such a clime Orchid growing was almost

impossible, but I was confronted in practice with the actual reverse

—splendid matured growths, stout, healthy foliage, abundance of

flower-spikes, large, plump, young bulbs, showed me that there

were compensatory points which more than counterljalanced these

disadvantages. AVhat were these ? First of all, as it seemed to

me, the atmosphere, pure, fresh, bracing, ozonic, and laden with

moisture. Secondly, the non-necessity for much shading—cool,

moist air admitted very freely kept down the temperature,

especially at night, a point I believe very essential to successful

Orchid culture. Thirdly, the sunshine, owing to atmospheric

moisture, had a much less scorching character than with us in

the south, consequently the plants could bear it better, enjoyed

it more, and made more rapid growth. Nay, in one place I

visited the owner had done away, in a portion of his Cattleya

liouso, with the ordinarj' glass and shading above, and had
it glazed with rough plate, ventilating freely without any .shading.

Here the small Cattleyas and other hard-leaved plants hung up
in baskets close to the glass were in splendid health, and flowering

with a magnificent tint of colour.

Orchids Out-of-doors.—ButIwasa.stonishednot a little to

see at Messrs. Backhouse's Orchids in quantity out-of doors in full

sunshine. They had been there, I was told, for the last three

months (i.e., they were put out in .lune), plunged out or standing

out like any ordinary nursery material, never shaded or protected ;

not in twos or threes, but hundreds of plants, with hard, dark,

healthy foliage, good growth, fine new bulbs, and an ample supply

of healthy roots in full action. 1 own I was taken aback; this

was an entirely new light to me, and seemed to confirm my sus-

picion that plenty of moist, pure air playing round the plants in

fuU sun.shine, and low temperatures at night, are conditions very

favourable to Orchid culture. I trust these experiments of out-

door Orchid growing will be more freely developed by Messrs.

Backhouse, and that details and .statistics may be one day vouch-

safed to us ; for it is evident that Orchid culture will become much
more common, much more developed, than it is at present if wo
can with safety .stand out-of-doors, or hang up in trees for the

summer, these favourite plants with advantage. W'M\ regard to

Yorkshire, I came to the conclusion from what I saw that it is

admirablv adapted for Orcliid culture. Its moist ozonic atmo-

sphere, tiie need for very little if any shading, the long winter's

rest, are points which seem to favour growth, and likewise flower-

ing. And Messrs. Backhouse's experiment of growing these plants
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out-of-dnors durino; tlie summer months certainly points in the

slm5 direction. I am s;radually coming round to the belief

t'lat shading Orchids is ratlier overdone. Plants with thin
foliage' must have shading, and in Essex and the south generally
th; sunshine i; so scorching, owing to dryness of the atmosphere,
that we cannot do without it; but I question whether in the north
and in climites such as Devonshire and Ireland, whore there is

much rainfall, and the air consequently is well charged with
moisture, many stout foliaged Orchids, such as Cattleyas, Lpelias,

8ophronitis, &e., will not do better without shading, provided
only tliat they are at the same time supplied with plenty of

fresh air circulating round them without draught. They must, how-
ever, be stai-ted thus in growth from the first ; it would
not do to talie a half-grown plant from the shade and
hang it up in full sunshine. Uendrobium speciosum in

Australia grows on the bare rock in full sunshine ; Lfelia
majalis in ilexico, I am told, grows in similar places. Wliy
should these be shaded? But Oncidium Lanceanum is an excep-
tion. Stout though its leaves are they wiU scorch at once, and
die away if exposed to full sunsliine. Tlierefore stoutness of foliage

is not alone to be talien as a criterion of shading or non-shading.
Tliere are no plants whose individual and class idios3'ncrasies are
so strong as Orchids ; consequently, all experiments must be made
with tlie greatest caution. I question also whether peat is not
over-used. I have noticed many Orchids sending out large fringes
of roots outside their pots, evidently for atmosplierie nutriment,
but scarcely a root went into the peat, and if tliey did they did
not looli healthv. Spliaguum, on tlie otlier hand, is evidently
liked ; roots bury themselves within it and increase in size, and the
plants evidently do well. My Yorkshire conclusions, therefore,
were that with an abundant supply of fresh, moist air both night
and day, good drainage, clean pots and crocks, plenty of clean,
healthy Sphagnum, and but little shading, temperatures might be
allowed to run up pretty high in tlie daytime and fall low at night
ill the summer months, and that Orcliids would tlu-i\e and grow
well in localities which at first sight might seem Intt little favour-
iibk'.

^

Alexaxdek "Wallace.
'J'ri/iifi/ Ilutise, Colchester.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Fruit.

Strawberries.—Where very early forcing is attempted, and a
properly-appointed Strawberry house has not been provided, the
closing of the first Peach house is generally the first step into a
labyrinth of worry and anxiety, as the attempt to grow two kinds of
fruit, so subject to red spider, frequently ends in partial or coinolete
failure of the Strawberries, and the Peaches become infested with
insects, which do more mischief than a few ounces of tasteless Straw-
berries are worth. ])ut where the attempt is imperative, the most
promising early plants in the smallest pots, after being properly
cleansed aad top-dressed, should be placed over the fermenting
leaves used for giving atmospheric moisture, and as near the glass as
may be convenient. Here they should be regularly syringed witli
the Peach trees, and watered with tepid water as often as^ may be
necessary, to keep them in a healthy growing state. If two or
three early kinds are grown they should be divided into batches, for
giving a steady succession of fruit, in accordance with the reijuire-

monts of the family. The old Black Prince is still one of the earliest;
then come Vioointesso Hcricart, Crimson Pine, La Grosse Siicree,
and Early Prolific, the last a large, handsome, and promising kind
for early crops under glass or on warm south borders. Of these one
or more kinds may be taken in with every chance of their givinc a
succession of fruit in March and April. To follow the early varieties
an cITort should be made to fit up a hot-water pit of some kind, a
sjian roof, if available, for the reception of the most fonvard plants
of President, Sir Charles Napier, and that excellent traveller. Sir
Joseph Paxton. An ordinary Cucumber or Melon pit, with a flow
and return pipe along tlie front, a fixed stage some 18 in. from the
glass, and fermenting material beneath for giving warmth and
humidity, answers very well, and saves a great deal of trouble and
annoyance through the early stages at least, as the plants can be
properly treated, and Peach and Vine leaves are spared the on-
slaught of a devouring enemy before they are properly developed.
An excellent top-dressing for Strawberry plants may bo prep.ared by
mixing equal parts of rich heavy loam, fresh horse droppings, and a
little bone dust together in an open shed, where it can be kept in a
dry state ready for use as it is wanted. The balls should be

nicely rammed and watered before it is applied, and ample space
should be left for giving water as the season advances.

Vines.—Assuming that all work in the way of lifting, top-
dressing, and additions has been brought to a close before the leaves
fall, the pruning of mid-season and autumn houses may be proceeded
with as soon as the Vines are clear of foliage. Wash the rods and
spurs with strong soapy water, and let the dressing be regulated by
the absence or presence of red spider or other insects, as nothing can
be gained by the application of strong dressing where the foliage has
ripened off clean and healthy. If not already done, go carefully over
late houses and remove all laterals and extension growths, as they do
Eositive harm by keeping the sap in motion when the leaves should
e ripe and falling from the Vines. Look round every bunch two or

three times a week, and remove every faulty berry ; clear away the
leaves every morning. Keep the house clean and dry, and aim at a
temperature of 50°, with a circulation of air which may be increased
with the addition of a little fire-heat on fine mornings. If not already
done, inside borders should be covered with some dry non-conducting
material for keeping down moisture and tlie protection of the surface
roots until after the Grapes are cut. Cover up all external borders
with long litter, dry leaves, or bracken to keep out frost and place
tarpauling or shutters over all where the fruit is still hanging on the
Vines and it is thought desirable to allow them to remain ; but
Hamburghs and other thin-skinned kinds will from this time keep
better in the steady temperature of the Grape-room or Lady Downcs
house. A good supply of fermenting Oak leaves should be kept in

the seserve ground for taking into the early house and mixing
with those previously introduced as the heat declines. Steady
attention tothisniodeof producing moisture will facilitate the breaking
of the buds and economise fire-heat through the early stages. The
same material if kept dry will also bo the best covering for placing
upon the external borders when the buds begin to swell. Our own
early and midseason borders are always covered with Oak or Chest-
nut leaves to the depth of IS in., with shutters, if available, or a
little long litter over them to prevent disturbance by wind ; and the
outcome of this mode of applying steady warmth is very satisfactory,

not only in the production of a complete mat of surface roots, but
also in the increased size of the bunches and berries as compared
with Vines planted at the same time, and in all other respects

treated in the same way, minus surface lieat ; and I may say surface
roots, as the latter, after a carefully conducted experiment extend-
ing over two years, are decidedly conspicuous by their absence.
Other Grape growers may have been more successful ; but I fear the
system of driving the roots away from the surface of a cold border
is not calculated to prolong the lives of the Vines or improve the
quality of the fruit.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The principal work in this de-

partment will be the annual cleansing, painting, and pruning of the
trees in succession houses. The last operation where the trees Mere
properly thinned immediately after the fruit was gathered will be
a very light one, but it will be necessary to go over them and to

remove any unsatisfactory shoots that escaped notice when the
trees were clothed with foliage. Trees that have filled the space
allotted to them and show signs of weakness or a paucity of fruit-

bearing wood near the centres may have those shoots shortened back
to secure one or more breaks from the base, and terminals may be
removed to the base of the first promising shoots intended to take
their places. Vigorous young trees having plenty of room for ex-

tension should be well thinned, and, with the exception of over strong
shoots which may require stopping to preserve the balance of the
sap, the growths of the current year may be left full length and
sufficiently thin to admit of laying in the next year's shoots without
crowding the foliage. Immediately after the trees are pruned they
should be well washed with soap and warm water to clear them of

scale and the remains of last year's dressing where painting is still in

favour. In mid-season and late houses wdiich require syringing up
to the time the fruit ripens I prefer washing twice, the last time
with a strong solution of Gishurst Compound, 8 oz. to the gallon of

water, as painting with the usual mixture of lime and cUy often
encloses the insects that have escaped the first washing, and its sub-
sequent disturbance by the syringe often marks and disfigures the
fruit. If the final arrangement of the trees in late

houses and cases has not been completed, no time should
be lost in getting the work done while the weather continues
mild and open, and the earth contains sutfi dent warmth to favour
the recovery of the roots before they go to rest for the winter. In
cold, damp situations annual or biennial root pruning and replanting
in pure virgin loam is the most complete mode of keeping the trees

in late houses in a fruitful state, particularly where they are not
heated ; but to secure the perfect maturation of the wood and the
protection of the blossoms in spring, houses containing the choice
kinds of late Peaches and Nectarines should have a flow and return
pipe running along the front. Late Peaches and Nectarines from
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these houses, although they do not ripen before the end of August,
when many of the early but less valuable kinds are ripe on walla,

are always in reipiest, and command a good price if not wanted for

private use. For giving a good succession, Royal George, Belle-

garde, Walburtou Late Admirable, Barringtoii, and Prince of

Wales stand well amongst Peaches. I'^lruge, Pitmaston Orange,
Albert Victor, and Stanwick Klrnge Nectarines are large, handsome,
and excellent either for exhibition or dessert.—W. Chi.kmax.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—A large share of the attention necessary to keep
these plants in good order during the winter must be devoted to

the Deudrobiums, as in no other genus will there be so much descri-

mination re<|uireel through the many different stages of growth and
ripeness of the plants belonging to tliis species. There is a nicety

in putting Hondroliiums to rest that is dillicult to define, but many
of the 1). nobile, I). Wardiauum, D. crassinode, D. Ainsworthi,

&c., should now be fast casting their foliage, and the growths sliould

be firm with a bright gloss upon them, when very little water will

be required to keep them in proper order. As soon as the (lower-

buds begin to show a little more liberal treatment must be given

at the root, which sliould be gradually increaseil as the ttowers

advance. Such kinds as J). tlirysiBoruni, I), densillorum, I). Far-

meri, 1'. aggregatum majus, will, where the growths are completed,
require a long season of rest, and must )je gradually brought into

that condition by keeping them dry at the root, and in a moderate
temperature of j,">'^ to UO'-' with a dry atmosphere. Others, such as

D. chrysanthum, and D. Cambridgeanum, will be starting into

growth, and must be encouraged by having positions assigned to

them where the conditions as to heat and moisture are sucli as to

produce healtliy development. D. moschatura and D. Dalhousianum
will now be in full growth and will require warm treatment, while
some of the partially deciduous kinds, such as D. Paxtoni and D.
clavatum, must be treated liberally or otherwise, according to the
activity of growth in the plants.

Stove Plants.—The more we grow the Ixora the more con-
vinced we .ire that it is the best all-the-jear-round stove plant we
possess. With liberal treatment and plenty of lieat a succession of

flowers may be had at all seasons of the year. The best and freest

bloomer is still the old I. coccinea, but for a large and fine truss of

flowers I. Williamsi surpasses all other kinds. It is unfortunate
that we do not yet possess a really good white Ixora. The best are
I. Colei and I. acuminata. If we had a white kind eciual in every
respect to the best red kinds, we should then have no hesitation in

devoting an entire house to the culture of these plants, M'ith the
certainty of obtaining more choice flowers at all seasons than from
any other plants. The beautiful spring-blooming Glonera jasminiflora
is a plant that will now need careful treatment to ensure a good set
of flowers. Xow that growth is completed it should be placed in a
light position in a cool part of the intennediate house, and should
receive just sufficient water to keep the foliage fresh and healthy.
When the points of the growths are set with flower more liberal

treatment may be given, and the plants may be pushed forward into
flower, or retarded by keeping them under cool conditions for some
time longer. The Begonias will now be getting gay in this house,
and will rCj^ay liberal treatment by lasting in bloom a considerable
time. A light position will do much towards bringing out the
flowers fine in colour and substance.

Ferns.—Anything approaching an exciting temperature will now
be injurious, even to the warmest section of Ferns. The tempera-
ture for the stove species should now range from 55° to GO". The
object now in view should be the gi-adual formation of a good crown
of young fronds, ready to burst into growth with the lengthening
days in spring. Avoid keeping them too dry at the root, and on the
other hand avoid keeping them in such a saturated state as to en-
danger the roots rotting from excess of moisture, as much of the
strength of the crowns in spring will depend on the liealthy condition
of the roots during the next two months. A moderate degree of
moisture in the atmosphere must be maintained, otherwise" thrips
and other insect pests will become troublesome.
The temperature of the intermediate house should range from 48"

to 5.1°, and the treatment of plants here will in other respects be
Bimilar to that advised for the stove species. The Oleichenias in
this house must never be allowed to suffer for lack of moisture at
the root, as these, if once allowed to flag for the want of water, are
often a longtime in recovering. The deciduous kinds of Davallias,
Leucostegias, &c., must not be neglected now that tliey have cast
their foliage ; a moderate amount of water must be given all through
the winter to keep them plump.

Forcing' House.—Much may be done to shorten the forcing
season of flowers by making selections of the earliest-blooming plants
first. Among the best of "these are the early-blooming bift little

known Rhododendron precox and its varieties R. p. rubrum and

superbam. Another useful early bloomer of a somewhat
different type is Rhododendron multiflorum. Among Azaleas
the sweet-scented hybrida odorata should not be ovlnlooiccil,
.and the following varieties of Azalea mollis should be included
in every selection : Comte de (>>uineey. Scarlet La (!randc,
Consul Seclier, Baron Kdmond de Rothschild, Isabella Van Houtte|
and I'hevalier do Re.ali. Maintain a briek bottom-heat in this house,
cither by means of fermenting materi.al or hot- water pipes. Into
this bottom-heat a good batch of Lily of the Valley may now be
plunged, and the crowns should be covered witli 1 in. or '2 in. of
Cocoa fibre to keep them in an equable state as to moisture, whicli
will do much towards bringing up the flowers successfully at this
season of the year. Tea and China Roses should be introduced in
succession, placing them in favourable conditions as to light as soon
as the plants break into growtli. Any of these that are in full
growth will require a somewhat drier atmosphere than tlie forcing
house, otherwise mildew will soon get a footing upon tliem and wiU
prove troublesome to eradicate.—J. Rodekts.

Flower Garden.
Now is a favour-able time for getting all alterations that necessitate

the removal or fresh laying of turf completed, for at this time of the
year it will soon become estal)lislied. Although laying turf is some-
what rough work, it requires a skilled workman to do it properly,
more especially in the case of newly broken-up ground, for nothing
spoils the look of a garden more than to have the turf settle into all

sorts of undulations after heavy rains through the work being imper-
fectly performed in the first instance. This is generally occasioned
by the soil being shot down in cartloads instead of being spread
evenly over the surface, and trodden or rammed firmly down as the
work proceeds, or from some portions that have been moved deeper
than the rest (such as where large trees have been grubbed out), not
having been properly filled in by returning the soil a little at a time,
and firmly consolidating it in layers, for it is impossible to press the
whole mass down from the top. In procuring turf it is always of
the best quality on rather poor land, such as open commons, where it

has been constantly fed down closely ; but as this supply is now
getting exhausted, it is frequently the ease that one can make a
better lawn in less time by sowing on the land a good Lawn (Jras?
mixture than by using turf that is largely composed of coarse Grasses
and weeds that are very difficult to eradicate when once fully esta-
blished ; but even in this oase^the necessary' preparation of the soil

should be completed as soon as possible, so that it may settle evenly
with the winter rains, and be in good condition for sowing on the
most favourable opportunity as soon as the days begin to lengthen in
spring.

.Should frost set in, the remaking of walks is an operation that can
be proceeded with in almost any weather ; in fact, where wlieeling of
any large quantities of material has to be performed it is always ad-
visable if possible to reserve that operation for periods when the
soil is hard frozen. After two such severe winters as we have
had in succession it will be advisable to have everything in readi-
ness for a similar visitation at any time during the next few
weeks. All plants of questionable hardiness that it is intended
to leave out-of-doors should have some protection placed around
them, and if ashes or Cocoa-nut fibre are not at hand dry leaves
or bracken form excellent substitutes. We cannot relinquish the
growing as outdoor plants any specially good subjects, even if

they do suffer from exceptionally severe visitations of frosts, as
during last winter plants and shrubs that have been considered
hardy for a generation were injured or killed outright, and when
any that were cut to the ground line have made young soft growth
it will be advisalde to protect such until it is more fully matured,
as even a moderately severe winter might kill down such growth
altogether.

The stock of plants under glass for next season's display will now
require careful treatment, as damp at this time is frequently fatal

to many of them. A little fire heat and abundance of air should
be given to dry up superfluous moisture, and all surfaces

should be kept scrupulously clean, and decaying foliage of every
kind removed. Do not excite growth, but just keep the plants

safe from frost, and only water when absolutely necessary ; such
subjects as Alternantheras and Coleus require, however, warmth
enough to keep them growing, and should be kept near the glass

in warm pits or houses, when they will yield a large quantity of

cuttings early in the season. Tlie numerous class of half-hardy plants
wintering in cold frames should be kept as hardy as possible by
full expos\ire to the atmosphere whenever the temperature doci
not fall below tlie freezing point, as the more they are induced to

grow ill mild weather the more will they suffer when sliarp frost

occurs. Guard against drip by having the sashes clean and in good
repair, and have a stock of dry protecting material at hand for

use on the first emergency. Any pits not in use may now be
cleared of rotten leaves and mould that will be required for the
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busy season now approachin,!:;. The pits should be refilleii with-

loaves as they are cleared from the pleasure grounds, for the large

demands for plants now render it impossible to pot or even bvx

them all, consequently the commoner kinds of plants an.l

such as are annually raised from seed are either dibbled

in as cuttings or sown in frames, whence they are transferred

direct to the flower beds or Ijorders after a preparatory course ct

hardening by partially or totally removing the sashes according to

the state of the weather.—J. Groom.

Auriculas.— .\s usual in November, there is a gi-eater amount of

moisture in the atmospliere than tliere is during any otlier month in

the year ; at least, I find that plants suffer more from damp at tliis

season than they do at any other. It is, however, necessary to water,

but it must be applied to the soil only, taking care not to wet the

leaves. If any water should get iuto the hearts of the plants, they

must be turned upside down so as to allow it to escape. Admit air

very freely, except when the frosts are severe, or the air is charged

with dense fogs. Small seedlings just through the ground, or coming
through, are better in a heated house, i.e., a greenhouse or pit where
the frost cannot get at them. We have all the plants now in their

winter quarters, and as one or two specimens of green fly were seen

on the leaves, the frames have been well fumigated.

Chrysanthemums.— If these have been well managed they
will now well repay the cultiv.ator for all the pains that have been
taken with them. Constant attention will be required to keep the

blooms from decay in some houses, although in well ventilated struc-

tures, and when care is talcen not to spill water, there is usually not

much damage done. In our cool orchard liouse, which is now full of

plants grown to produce large blooms, I find that the largest, espe-

cially the pure white ones, such as Fair Jl.aid of Guernsey, Elaine,

Kmpress of India, &c., are the soonest injured ; decay spots appear
on the petals, and sometimes the whole flower becomes mouldy ; nor
do we seem to be able to prevent such an occurrence, as the borders

of the house are so very damp, and it is not sufficiently heated. I

fincy that the system of carrying a '2-in. hot-water pipe round the
house, about 1 ft. from the bottom of the rafters just under
the glass, is a good one. This system of keeping a dry atmo-
sphere in winter is not as j'et much known, but its success, as exem-
plified in Mr. Cannell'.s establishment at Swanley is unquestionable;

,

it would anssver well for Chrysanthemums.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primulas —The system of

culture rocouimended for Auriculas is that usually adopted for

Polyanthuses, but they will not withstand with impunity such an
amount of dryness at tlie root as tlie Auricula. It is astonishing
how red spider clings to life on the Polyanthus ; one almost envies
the position of Jlr. Horner, in whose garden red spider is said to be
unknown. Do all we can here, red spider Viaffles us. The plants

were kept out this year until the leaves were crisp with frost. I

have noticed that many varieties and species of the hardy section of

Primulas become a prey to green fly ; when this is the case, they
should be fumigated in the Auricula frames. The whole of the
leaves of P. rosea become yellow all at once at this season, and .as

soon as life has gone out of them they may be removed ; nothing but
the hard crowns will be left. After this do not give much water to

the roots ; the air of the frames must also be as dry as possible.

Our plants are not free from the impure air of the east-end of Lon-
don, besiiles being subjected to continual fogs in winter. Wo there-

fore keep all of them in cold frames, but in most cases the jiots are

quite exposed. I fancy P. capitata is the most tender amongst
the?n, at least I have had to purchase this sort three times, and
have lost it during winter. Probably the climate as much as the
cold has been to blame.

Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants in Pot3.

—

It was stated in the cultural remarks on hardy Cypripcdiums two
weeks ago that we planted green Moss on the surface of the soil

when potting them. This has been practised with success for many
yeari. I .also like to have green Moss growing in the case of other
hardy pUnts—the Pinguiculas to wit. We have potted some of the
.Sirracenias, for which we find good Orchid peat to ansiver best.

It is well to mix about a third part of choppcd-up live Sphagnum
Moss with the peat ; this will also grow on the surface if it is as it

ought to be kept moist. Hardy Cyclamens also succeed well with a
covering of Moss over the soil. Mr. Ware's collection I saw the other
day bad been mulched with Moss, and the leaves were large and healthy

;

the treatment seemeil to be just what they required. These interesting
plauts do well in cold frames, and are well adapted for pot culture.

Look sharply for slugs, however, which destroy the choicest speci-

mens sometimes without the evil being observed until it is too late.

AVhen the young growths of Phloxes are just starting from under
ground, one slug will quite spoil many pl.ants. If plants that were
potted early in September have not yet been looked over, it will

liow_be time to ?tir the surface of the .soil—not so deeply, however,

as to disturb the roots ; pick out all -weeds and remove decayed and
decaying leaves. I need only add that all the lights should lie

removed during the daytime, and that they should also be tilted

at night
;
plenty of air is necess.ary for most of these subjects. I

find that London smoke and fogs do not seem to suit some of them,
although tliey succeed better under glass than planted out.—J.

Douglas.

Kitchen Garden.
Presuming that due preparation has been m.ade for protecting

tender vegetables and salads during inclement weather, and tliat all

roots intended to be lifted are in safe quarters for the winter, there

will now be little work of a routine character reijuiring immediate
attention, therefore, what is usually termed extra work may be com-
menced, such as draining, making new or repairing old walks,
setting down edging tiles, laying Box edgings, clipping edges, grub-

bing, and trenching. Even if there .are none of these operations

to be done, there are others that, tliougli they might be left till tlie

spring, are just as avcU done now whilst time is not so precious, and
the work not so pressing as it generally is in spring. Among
these are the making of new plantations of Horseradish and Rhu-
barb. In preparing ground for the former it should be trenched as

deeply as the nature of tlie subsoil will allow, and there should be a

good layer of manure put in the bottom of tlie trencli, for if inter-

mixed with the soil near the surface, the produce is apt to be fangy
and crooked. We nsu.ally get our supply of cuttings by entirely

digging up a portion of the old plantation, and those pieces tliat are

of a usable size are selected and heeleil in close together for presentuse

;

the medium-sized pieces we cut into lengths of 4 in. ; tlie lateral roots

are all trimmed oft', and are then planted with dibbers in lines 2 ft.

apart and 1 ft. asunder in the rows, the top of the cutting being

pressed at least 2 in. under the soil. The process is then complete,

and, if needed, there will be jilenty of good Horseradish next
autumn, but it ought not to be used for two years.

For Rhubarb the ground should also be trenched deeply, all the

m.anure being given that can be aflbrdcd, and in this case it may be
intermixed throughout the whole of the soil. Single crowns make
the finest plantation in the long run, but if a supply be needed next

year, moderate sized roots of about four or five crowns each should

be used. Plant in rows 1 yard apart, and 2 ft. plant from plant,

well firming the soil round the crowns. If the whole of the ground
can be mulched with stable litter, it will conduce to immediate root

formation, and also serve as a protection in frosty weather.

Take the first op])ortunity when the ground is frozen hard of

wheeling manure and soil on to Asparagus plots. This is a c'op

that cannot be too highly enriched, and none that I know of pays
better for such attention or sooner shows the lack of it. Those roots

that are intended to be forced may be dug up at once, and stored

away inany frost-proof shed ; when required tobeforced, theystartinto

growth more kindly under this plan than if put into forcing quarters

direct from the open ground. The same remark is equally applicable

to Seakale ; all the crowns that are to be forced ought to be dug up
at once and laid in a damp shed or cellar, where they, as it were, get

an enforced rest, and so never fail to start into strong growth directly

they are put into the forcing pit. There should now be put into

force a principal batch of each of these, and of Rhubarb also to ensure

produce for Christmas. Sow another batch of French Beans ; soil up
and put supports, twiggy sticks, to those just coming in flower.

Xever let them suffer from dryness at the roots, or red spider will

quickly get the upper hand. When the weather is mild give abund-
ance of air to Lettuces, Endive, and Radishes in frames, and to

Cauliflowers in frames and handlights. Beds of leaves should now
be made up, and frames put on them in which to sow Radishes,

Carrots, Mustard and Cress, and to plant in them Mint, Tarragon,

and other herbs in request. Pits for Potato forcing should also be
filled with fresh leaves ; for these, top heat is indispensable, and
where this is at command a first lot should now be planted.—W. W.

The Last of the London Pleasure Gardens.—
It is proposed to convert into a public recreation ground the well-

known gardens at North Woolwich, which are to be sold on the cx-

jiiration of the term under wliicli they are held by the present lessee,

Mr. W. Holland, and a local committee has been appointed to make
inquiries with a view to asking the Metropolitan Board to make the

purchase.

Headers of THE GAItDEX are arh'ised to oh/nin the pajier in

all ca.ies where it is jxis.sible th\nrjh a Xeti_:sa;/ent, Booliseller, or at

a liailira'j liooltstaU, and to request that it be delirered Jiat or

unfolded, .10 that injurij to the Coloured Plate and E/if/ravinr/.i mai)

he aeiided. Where, however, in coaritry districts it may not be thus

obtained u-ith regularity, the best way is to forward subscriptions

to the Office direct.
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

GOODWOOD.
Goodwood, broa31y considered, not only seems to us to have

very great interest indeed as regards landscape gardening and

planting, but also as regards position, diversity, and cluirm

of surface of a large portion of its park. As seen in our en-

graving, no terru'c wall stands up to cut off the house from

the jiark with its wide lawns and noble groups of trees, both

deciduous and evergreen. Its greatest charms are porhajis the

noble groups of evergreen Oaks and the great trees of Cedar

noble uses in |)ark, forest, and hill scenery. No
pleasure-ground preparation of deep, well-selected, and
gathered soil for these giants 'of the liills which hero compcto
with the sturdiness of the finest British Oak ! Scant soil over

chalk, and perfect exposure to the hill and sea winds is thtir

fare. One tree is well up the hillside, perfectly exjjosed on
every side, and beyond a picturesque leaning of the plumes in

one direction sliows (piito as little sign of sutt'ering as a group
of the common Yew below it. Somewhat larger and moro
stately in the lower level part of the park, the great Cedars
contrast superbly with the strength of trunk of the Oak and
Chestnut. Some wise planter must have been here years ago

of Lebanon standing, as native trees might do in a wide open

park, with little semblance of an artificial or pleasure ground

aspect The delightful contrasts between British Oak in fine

groups, and evergreen Oak in groups equally fine, with Cedars

of Lebanon, change completely the character of the landscape

from what is usually met with in English parks. Cedars of

Lebanon we aU see and admire in pleasure gardens, but this

is the first place we have ever seen where the majesty and noble

variety of this tree are truly shown, scattered in groves and

groups and as single specimens over a large and varied land-

scape. Assuredly we do not want to be told of its beauty

and value for our gardens, and of its great superiority to

the majority of the " fashionable " Conifers now being

planted everywhere, but we do want to get some idea of its

to give us all this grouping and stateliness of tree life without
torturing the sward with dots, or obscuring the view of sea

and hill. Oak, and Chestnut, and Lime, fine in stature and
in form, are grouped like herds of great creatures that like

to keep together ; away on the hills grove after grove of Fir

and Beech, with here and there the dark plumes of

the Yew, or the pale green of Box bushes grouping
themselves prettily outside the masses ; and standing clear

out of the nearest downs those round tufts of trees so

characteristic of the downs country. Close in groups the

evergreen Oaks afford a fine effect in the landscape ; few
indeed are the trees so worthy of attention as this Oak, and
nowhere are its merits better shown than in Goodwood Park.

It is not merely as a park or garden tree that this evergreen Oak
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is valuable here. Nothing could give such perfect shelter to an

orchard on the hills ; a village or a farm might well be protected

in part v?ith so fine an evergreen tree, which keeps the wind
off better than a wall, instead of with the trees that stand

naked and helpless before the gale. Among the more remark-

able trees at Goodwood are two specimens of the Cork Oak,
which are singularly interesting, especially when the morning
sun gives to the bossed bark a beautiful golden-brown hue.

One tree is round and massive in form, but the other is

broken off at one side and " weeps " on the other, making it

a most picturesque object ; it is shown in our largest engrav-

ing. The bark of these trees is so beautiful, that no oppor-

tunity should be lost to grow the Cork Oak in districts where it

does well. Among this stately life there are one or two dead

trees barkless and blanched like an old Larch on the Alps.

It is, however, quite right to keep them where they are,

as they decidedly add an important element to the picture.

Leaving one or two dead trees would often produce a desir-

able effect. Such trees may be treated in two ways. When
stricken in all their strength and beauty, they are perhaps

jnost effective when allowed to stand white and free from

climbers or Ivy. If mere stump's, or not otherwise remarkable, a

free-growing hardy climber like the white Ch matis will soon

throw a graceful veil orer them. Is it not too commonlj'

assumed that undulation of the ground is necessary for the

production of beautiful effects in landscape gardening t Much
of the pottering and shovelling about of the earth for the sake

of getting a little feeble diversity is worse than wasted.

Some of the finest effects obtained at Goodwood are from
trees planted on level, or nearly level, ground, and no other

disposition of the ground could iaijirove the scene. In

another part of the park steep slopes and soft little vJleys,

characteristic of the chalk, produce a welcome diversity of

surface. Notwithstanding, however, some singularly hapjiy

effects, beautiful groups and wide-spreading of wood, and
valley, and lawn, there is not, on the whole, any effect so

stately beautiful as that on the level park.

Goodwood is situated in one of the most picturesque locali-

ties on the South Downs, well diversified by hill and dale,

and possessing in a striking degree that smoothness of

verdant turf and regularity of outline so characteristic of

upland masses on the chalk formation. From the higher

slopes of the park extensive prospects are obtained on all

sides. Looking in a southerly direction, a vast extent of

country comes into view. In the distant horizon the irregular

outline of the chalk cliffs of the Isle of Wight may be seen

on a fine day, while between that island and the mainland

the waters of the Solent, studded in summer with sailing

craft, carries the eye beyond the broad plain intervening be-

tween Goodwood and the Channel. This flat tract of country

is a fine example of Sussex scenery, consisting of cultivated

land, in which numerous villages and hamlets are studded here

and there, with the city of Chichester about four miles distant,

its cathedral seen from all points around. In another direc-

tion the view extends over the undulating green mounds,
gracefully interrupted by far-reaching and massive woods, ex-

tensively used as a means of shelter, for without its trees the

park would probably have been as bare and bald as the adja-

cent downs, over which the winds sweep with uninterrupted

violence direct from the sea, so that nothing but scrub can

thrive on their surface. An effectual shelter is obtained by
belts of evergreen Oak, which form, as has been stated,

one of the features of the place, for they are unique as

regards size and vigour, and their sombre foliage contrasts

strikingly with the lighter green of the surrounding deciduous
trees. Fitting companions to these magnificent Oaks are the

grand old centenarian Cedars of Lebanon, which may every-

where be counted by scores. Numerous as they are, they are few
compare! with the number originally planted during the last

century by the third Duke of Richmond, to whom Goodwood
owes much of its present grandeur. Besides enriching his

domain with all kinds of deciduous trees, he is said to have

planted a thousand Cedars, but not a quarter of that number
now remains. One of the .specimens is partly shown in our

sketch.

It stands on the broad, open lawn in front of the mansion,

and is a forest in itself ; no fewer than twenty-six large trunks

spring from a common centre, and the wide spreading branches

cast their broad shadows across the lawn. Though this fine

specimen has a girth of about 25 ft., there are others about the

park that excel it in this respect. These Cedars are undoubtedly

the greatest ornament of Goodwood, though equally fine are the

Chestnuts, Tulip trees. Planes, Larches, and Limes ; a Lime
tree of very remarkable size and beauty stands near the fence

surrounding the house.

The pleasure grounds immediately connected with the

house are termed the "High Wood," and are about thirty acres

in extent, occupying a rising .slope at the rear of the mansion.

These grounds are screened from the park on all sides by a

thick belt of tall trees, consisting principally of evergreen

Oaks, to which allusion has already been made. Being so

effectually sheltered, the " High Wood " contains some noble

examples of such trees as are reputedly tender. For example,

there arc huge specimens of Paulownia imperialis, Catalpa

syringfefolia. Magnolias, Pavias, and even of the Blue Gum
(Eucalyptus globulus), which had attained upwards of 40 ft.

in height in five years before the past severe winters severely

injured it. The shrubberies abound with the choicest shrubs,

the ]Mock Oranges (Philadelphus), Spineas, especially S. arias-

folia, the most beautiful of all, being particularly fine. Inter-

spersed among the shrubberies are beds of old-fashioned

plants—a rare example of old-fashioned gardening, in which
many an old favourite may be recognised.

Through vistas of funereal Yews we cross a rustic bridge

spanning a ravine, apparently an imitation of the result of an

earthquake, on the steep and rugged sides of which myriads

of hardy Ferns of all kinds find a congenial footlio d, and
render what would otherwise be an ugly gap a liulightfnl

Fern glade. We could wish that the adjacent rocky dell,

known as the Hermitage, was furnished similarly, and
thus relieve the gloomy aspect of bare rocks beneath the

heavy shade of tall trees. These doubtful " embellishments "

of a pleasure ground—hermitages, aiiiticial results of earth-

quakes, and the like—are happily disappearing.

Near this is a very fine avenue of Beeches, with towering

trunks of very great girth, the wide-spreading branches overly-

ing the greensward beneath. This avenue terminates in a bold

sweep of open lawn studded with stately Cedars and other

trees, from which may be had a full view of the famous palatial

kennels a few hundred yards distant, but now untenanted.

A very pretty spot in the park is termed the " Phea-
santry," which was originally a chalk-pit, with steep and lofty

banks on all sides except the south, whence an extensive

view may be had. It is adorned with numerous fine

timber trees, and rendered secluded by a dense growth of

evergreen and other shrubs. The view of this pheasantry

from the park is one of the most pleasant, and from the point

of view of garden design the most instructive in the place.

The other portions of the estate are not less attractive

than the park, and embrace many points of interest. About
a mile from the house is a fine elevation called St. Roche's

Hill, from which a magnificent panoramic view of the sur-

rounding country may be obtained. The summit of this hill

is called the " Trundle," on which are the remains of
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ancient earthworks, consisting of an extensive circular en-

trenchment. From tliis point the finest view of tlie raco-

coiirse, said to be matchless in the country, is obtained.

Another and extensive portion, and not the least intere.sting of

the domain, Halmaker, lies in the opposite direction. llal-

niaker House was once a castellated mansion, seated on a com-
manding eminence, but now a dilapidated though picturcstjue

ivy-clad ruin, surrounded by a broad expanse of park, ani-

mated by cattle and tine herds of deer. The magniticent

Spanish Chestnut trees are the glory of Halmaker Park,

and we doubt if their equals could elsewhere be found in

Sussex.

In order to obtain an adeijuate idea of the resources of

the garden it should be visited a few days before the "Good-
wood week," when it is in its highest state of perfection, and
filled to overflowing with llowers and fruits to meet tlie great

demanil made upon it. To concentrate such vast resources of

all kinds, so as to be ready at any given time, is enough to tax

the ability of the most skilful gardener, for even in the last

week of July there is not a large supply of fruits ; naturally

some, such as Strawberries, have to be retarded ; others,

again, have to be forced, and with that precision that they

may be in perfection at the date named. With amide means
at command, however, and an efficient stalf, Mr. Rutland
surmounts this difficulty, as is well known by those who have
seen his excellent crops previous to the groat race meeting.

Plant Houses.—These are placed near the house, but
they are a blemish to the park ; hard, white, and angular,

they should never form an element of park scenery.

Adjoining the mansion, and with an entrance therefroai, is a

spacious conservatory, recently erected, instead of the old-

fashioned ami much smaller structure hitherto used. It is

divided into three compartments. The conservatory proper is

42 ft. by 21 ft. in dimension, and is well furnished

with various kinds of plants, among which are some
remarkably fine Cordylines, while from tlie roof such
climbers as Clemati.s, Tacsonias, Jasmines, &c., hang in

graceful profusion. Another compartment is occupied

by Camellias, chiefly planted out in beds, and all in the most
vigorous health. The other division forms a greenhouse, which
is kept gay with flowering plants grown and brought from
other houses. The predominance of sweet-scented flowers

was a remarkable feature at the time of our visit. These
are too often overlooked by those who have to embellish a

greenhouse. The greenhouse and Camellia house are about
the same size, and, along with the conservatory, form a struc-

ture 130 ft. in length. The other plant hou.ses comprise two
Orchid houses about 70 ft. in length; there is a stove 34 ft.

by 1 3 ft. for flowering and fine-foliaged plants, and two span-

roofed pits, each 58 ft. by 12 ft., employed for growing bed-

ding and other decorative plants, which latter are cultivated

here on a large scale. The Orchid collection is a fine one,

and would compare favourably with any we know, both for

large size and vigour of the specimens, ;is all who have
seen the plants at the principal metropolitan exhibitions can
testify. Cattleyas, especially C. Mossiaj, C. labiat.a, C.

Triante, L;elias, Oncidiums, Uendrobiums, and Cjqjripediums
are grown particularly well, nor must we omit to mention the

grand plants of the blue Vanda (V. ccerulea), which every
year are the admiration of all who see them. The fine-foliaged

plants are cultivated in an equally skilful manner, and the
Ferns are especially noteworthy for their great variety and
large size.

Kitchen Gardens.—These are situated at some little

distance from the mansion, at the extremity of the park,

near the "Waterbeach entrance, and the fine masses of

woods which surround them serve to screen them from the
mansion as well as allbrd a valuable and efll'ectual shelter. Its
extent, including that portion occupied as a nursery for forest
trees for the estate, &c., is about 10 acres; and at the lower
extremity is a large tennis court, now, liowcver, unused.
The chief portion of the kitchen garden is .surnmndod by ex-
cellent walls, against which is a selection of all kinds of fruit
trees. One wall with a southerly aspect is entirely devoted
to Teaches and Nectarines, which usually thrive remarkably
well, though, in common with all gardens, their culture has
been little short of failure during the past year or two. The
soil is naturally rich and workable, and fine crops of vegeta-
bles are grown, especially the early crops, which attain great
])erfection in the sunny borders under the shelter of the
walls. Not the least remarkable feature in this garden are the
fine old standard Fig trees, wliich bear abundant crops of
good fruit.

Fruit Houses-—These consist of a range of three Vine-
ries, each 46 ft. by 17ft. in dimension; a Peach liouse,

54 ft. by 17 ft., all with lean-to roofs. AH the others are

half-span roofed, and comprise two Pine pits, 38 ft. by 15 ft.,

and 27 ft. by 15 ft. respectively ; an early Peach house, 51 ft.

by 15 ft.
; two Cucumber pits, each 23 ft. by 15 ft., and a

IMelon pit of about the same size. Goodwood garden lias

long been celebrated for its fine Pine-apples, and the fame
which the late Mr. Cameron .accpiired in connection with their

cultivation is still sustained by his successor, Mr. llullaud,

who is highly successful at exhibitions. The old Queen variety

is principally the kind grown, and its high quality is brought
to perfection here. The Vineries are excellent structures, and
well adapted for the requirements of good Grape culture, not
being too large or with an insufficient command of artificial

heat. The enormous crops of highly-finished Grapes obtained
this season Mr. Uutland considers the best he has had.

The grand old Peach trees are a feature in the Peach and Nec-
tarine ranges, and they annually bear abundant crops of first-

rate fruits. Of course, such well tried favourite sorts as

Royal George, Bellegarde, and Noblesse predominate, thougli

Mr. Rutland gives newer claimants a fair trial. With regard to

out-door fruits, the accommodation is ample ; a well-kept orchard
of an excellent assortment of varieties yields an abundant
supply of Apples so necessary in all large establishments, and
bush and other fruits are grown on an equally large scale in

the open quarters of the walled-in garden. With one or two
exceptions, the past season Mr. Rutland considers an excellent

one for all kinds of fruit.

We must not omit to mention the fruit room, which is one
of the best constructed and the best adapted structures we
have met with ; in fact, a model in its way. It is situated in

the kitchen garden, raised considerably above the level, and
access is gained to it by a .short flight of steps. A central

stage running longitudinally along the structure is found con-

venient for keeping the choicer kinds of fruits, and benches
arranged in tiers in the u.sual way flank the sides. It is

Well ventilated, and every other means has apparently betn
considered in order to facilitate the preservati<m of fruit.

The gardener's liou.se, a commodious building, occuijies a

corner in the garden near the chief entrance, and is embel-

lished with climbing plants, which completely hide the walls.

Among these we noticed a golden-leaved form of the Common
Jasmine, which has a very pretty effect, be.sides being a

remarkably uncommon variety.

Moving Grass.—Seeing something in The OARI^EN the otiicr

day on the subject of movements observable in a Fern, I think that
the following may be new to some of your readers : The seeds of

the common Agrostis possess a very curious niotory power, which
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was first presented to my notice two years ago. These seeds, when
breathed upon, go through a variety of perpendicular and horizontal

movements, such as raising themselves on one end, springing into

the air, or from side to side. This continues for a few moments,

and then ceases, and as soon as the moisture of the breath has dried the

process may be repeated. These seeds are sold by most microscopic

slide-makers in little colls on slips of glass, which form a very con-

venient mode of looking at their performance. Mine were sent me
from an establishment in University Street, two years ago, and are

gtiU in full going order.

—

Gieofle.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

BOUGAINVILLEAS IN INDIA.

Mb. Boscawen's experiment with the outdoor treatment of Bou-

gainvillea glabra is very interesting. It will be a great achieve-

ment if he succeeds in carrying it through the winter uninjured.

At Bangalore, the chief town of the territories of the Maharajah

of Mysore, and the garden of Southern India, and at Indore, the

capital of the territories of the Maharajah Ilolkar, the B. specta-

bilis and B. glabra bloom in exquisite beauty of purple bract and

D-olden flower, and in such luxuriant masses, that the dull green

foliage is completely hidden. The brilliant display of admirably

contrasting colour is so great that it seems lilce exaggeration to de-

scribe its reality. But, anticipating this, I had photographs taken

of its varied growth. One shows a Casuarina tree 40 ft. high, coni-

pletely hidden by the B. spectabilis, which liad seized on it as if

to show off its beauty and the proper mode of growing it, which

is briefly to let it have its own way, with just a little assistance

here and there to aid its efforts to climb. It outgrew this support

eventually, and during a storm in 1874 brolce the upper part of

the tree short off. In the red sandy loam of Bangalore that rests

at varying depths on a iiaturally drained subsoil of disintegrated

Gneiss, and contains among other things iron in appreciable quan-

tities, it grows in the wildest profusion, uncared for, unmanured,

and in spite of neglect and hard treatment. It revels in the sunny

days of January and early February, but the bracts shrivel up at

once as the warm, dry, easterly winds get stronger towards its

close. It is eminently hardy in suitable situations, and stands

heat and drought surprisingly, but it will not bloom in the damp
heat of Madras, though its dull foliage affords effective masses

where no colour is required. As an instance of its withstand-

ing heat and drought, the trying seasons of famine and

pestilence in 1876 and 1877, when from September in the

former year to April 1 in the latter no rain fell, may be quoted as

a memorable example. The sky was brazen ; the irrigation

reservoirs were dried up ; and there was not a blade of Grass or

other green herb to relieve the dull red monochrome of the parched

earth, except here and there wherebriHiantly green oases of Sugar-

cane, Sorghmn, Millet, Rice, or what not, under weU irrigation,

afforded a grateful rest to the wearied eye. Even the ordinary

trees that generally are clothed with new leaves before the fall of

the last year's growth felt the influence of the exceptional season,

and remained bare (wintering, so to speak) for several weeks. Yet
the B. spectabilis flowered earlier than usual, and continued in

fitful bloom until the middle of April, thinking, as one might

seem, that another season had haply come round and put onits

new dress

!

I have trained it effectively over ugly outcrops of rock that

defied any other treatment but concealment, and.have in this way
transfornied them into masses of lovely colour. I have trained it

also over roofs and verandahs, over gateways and bare walls, and

over dead trees, and in other ways. The last attempt was to form

a hedge of dazzling colour to mark the boundary between the

ornamental part of the Government Gardens at Bangalore and

the deer park under the Old Mango Grove, wliich was thinned

out and enclosed with an ornamental railing for that purpose.

Even here, if its natural growth and requirements are studied,

.success mav be more certjiiu. The first specimen I saw was at

a South Kensington show some tweh'e years ago ; that showed

a weakly spray with a few bracts of washed-out colour, and no

blossom. At different shows since better specimens have appeared,

and progress in its culture has been gradually perceptibli'. At
Brighton in September, 1878, there were several noticeable ex-

liibits—I regret I cannot remember the exhibitors' names—of

B. spectabilis and B. glabra. The last named I thought showed

a fuller and more robust habit, and to be more suitable for

cultiu'e in this country, but it occurred to me at once
that if, instead of the method adopted, the plants had been
trained as standards and summer pinched, they would have res-

ponded thoroughly to the more rational treatment. It resents

the knife, and requires to Hing its purple and gold arms outwards
with as little restraint as possible. In this way I trained a low
standard on some lilddeu support which showed an vmibrellahead
of at least 10 ft. over the semi-circmnference, and I had it kept to

that for several years with dazzling effect every succeeding
February.

I am, I fear, outstepping the limits of your space and patience,

but must, witli your permission, say how delighted I was to see

the B. glabra coming into grand flower at the Florian Gardens at

Malta on January 20, 1877. I was, however, equally pained
to see the gardeners hard at work cutting back the grand new
shoots as they overstepped the encircling wall, which, but for

the cruel pruning, would have drooped down naturally in a blaze

of glorious eoloui-, that would not only have broken the monotony
of the hideous wall, but have lighted up, in the most charming
manner, that dusty and sunny square. I suggested this to a fel-

low passenger who was to winter there, while I had to speed back
to famine duty at Bangalore, and urged him to consult the autho-

rities as to the adxisability of trying the experiment of allowing the

plant its natural growth at least on the front wall by construct-

ing a skeleton veiandah outside the wall, o^•er which a living roof

of purple and gold might be trained.

This may have been done. If not, it is quite possible and
thoroughly easy and inexpensive to do. Of the result, no one
who has seen the plant in its beauty at Bangalore, as Sir Arthur
Burton lias, and who has grown it in his well kept garden there, could

entertain a doubt that if all cutting were prohibited, and -the

existing plants, perhaps, encouraged at the root a little, a fine

display might be possible in January next, and quite a spectacle

in the year following. In point of fact, why should not all

sheltered spots along the whole of the Riviera, and places with a

kindred climate, be lighted up with a judicious use of this grand
climber? In Algiers it would proliably grow luxuriantly. Visions

of the C'hiaja being illumined by it arise, and of the possibility of

the mournful surroundings of the landing at Cyprus, oiu* last

acquisition, being enlivened. But why enumerate what might
be done P we have Mr. Boscawen's experiment in Cornwall as a

fact, and the ready means of testing the idea of improved culture

at Malta.
"

J. P.

GRIFFINIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
I MAY not be able to prescribe any better mode of treatment for

these beautiful plants than that already followed by Mr. Fish

(p. 452), but I am sure that a few remarks on their culture will be
acceptable to many of yoiu' readers who have large bulbs of Grif-

finias, but who have perhaps never seen their flowers; and j'et

they are easy to grow and flower when properly managed, a fact

fully borne out by our plants last year, muny of which pro-

duced fine spikes of bloom from bulbs only lA in. in diameter.
G. hyacinthina and its variety maxima are the kinds mostly

cultivated, and the chief reason when they fail is because they
are often either treated as cold greenhouse plants or are kept

continually in a close stove ; in either case they only exist push-
ing out an odd leaf or two now and then, but seldom flowering.

Another cause of the non-production of flowers, even when they
are otherwise properly treated, is the annual re-potting to whicli

they are subjected as a matter of course, but which is detrimental

to the flowering of the bulli of bulbous plants. A Ciriflinia

does not require re-potting so long as it is doing well, and when
the operation is performed it should be done soon after the

flowering season. The best compost for all Ciriffinias I have
found to be two-thirds turfy yellow loam in lumps and one-third

leaf-mould and silver sand in about equal proportions. It is liighly

essential that the pots for them should have good drainage. After
blooming, which usually takes place in August and September,
and during the time when they are growing they should be kept

in a warm, moist stove, the temperature of wliich ranges from 60*

to 7o* Fahr. They should be liberally supplied with water at

the roots, and frequently sprinkled overhead, but as they often

make a second or third blooming later on all the bulbs should be

removed to their growing quarters not later than the first week in

September, whether they have flowered or not. In June the
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g-rowth will be matuivil, ami tliev sboukl (lit'ii be placed in a sbaJy
position in an intermediate lunifie, there to remain until tbey have
flowered or the irrmviny- time has again arrived. "While in this

position tbev should be mure sparingly watered than when grow-
ing, but not allowed tci get (piite dry. One important nuUter should

be borne in mind, and tluit is tliat (i. byaeinthiMa and its varieties,

coming as they do from the woods on the hills behind l!io de

Janeiro, are shade-loving plants, a remark which indeed also

roots or di.sf urbing the bulb, ofT.sets may be procured, but ibis is,

of course, done at the expense of the tiower. The most reliable

metliod of propagating them is by seed, but as the seeds are large

tlu'v are not very numerous. They should be placed on the lopuf
the soil, and allowed tii germinate before potting them. If raised

and grown on in a lujt, moist house they will tbiwi'r witi in three

years. The Howers are blue, slightly tinged with pnrpl,', and
tbev have a white band down the middle of each segnui.t,

TUE GIIE\T cnEiTXn^ 1\ IIALJAKEU PAUIC-MAV, 1S30. (See p. 503)

applies to all firiffinias. In a .shady position they make three times

tlie growth they do in a sunny place ; bright sunliglit stunts

them.
With respect to their propagation, Griffinias are naturally slow

to produce offsets ; in their native woods they grow to an immense
size without doing so, injury or the natural decay of the parent
bulb often having to take place before offsets will form. By pass-

ing a thin-bladed knife pei'pendicularly through the root crown of

the bulb, and again passing it through at ri^ht angles to the
former cut (the two cuts forming a cross) without cutting the

G.Dryades is probablj-averyflnelocal variety of the] receding,

although tlu! leaves are rounder and more reined, tlu' tiowers

larger, the segments broader, and the white feather in them more
clearlv defined. It is the best of the class to wliicli it ln-longs.

G. Bltimenavia is the gem of the family—theladies' favourite

;

it, too, is generally grown in too cold a place, and althorgb it is

hardly possible tu pn-vent it from blossoming, it tiowers but sparely

and with but few leaves when so treated. So accusiomed are

people to see it flowering with scanty foliage, that when I

exhibited a pan of it well in bloom and thickly set with foliage at
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the last summer exhibition of tlie Royal Botanic Society, I was
accused by one who knows Grilliuias well of having potted up
ttowering bulbs with flowei'less leafy ones. Such was not,

liowever, the case ; the plants were shown as they were grown.
Ct. Blumenavia is a true moist stove plant all the year I'ound ; a

situation on a shelf near the glass in a moist, sliady part of the

housa suits it best. The house need not be heated by artificial

means in summer. So treated, it will retain its foliage and Ijloom

two or three times a year. As it is of small, compact growth, it

should be grown in 4j-in. pots, and in potting it in tlie compost
recommended above, the bulbs should be sunli just below the

surface, i.e., just C(5vered. Those who want pretty flowering

plants in summer and autumn can scarcely have too many of this

Griffinia. It is distinct from any of tlie others; its numerous
bright green leaves form a fitting base for the flower-spikes, which
rise to a heightoffromGin.tolOiu.,andbearseveralflowersoneacb.
The latter are the same shape as those of Amaryllis vittata, and
about one-third the size pure white delicately veined with rosy-

lilac. In the case of this species offsets and seeds are produced
freely.

G. ornata.—This lovely species is of recent introduction : its

flowers resemble in shape those of CI. hyacinthina. They are pure
white, delicately flushed with lilac in the younger stage. It

succeeds well treated as recommended in the case of U. hyacinthina.

I liave found it to be the most diflicult of all to propagate. G.
parviflora is a distinct species; in appearance it re.sembles a tall

slender G. hyacinthina. Its flowers are small and blue in colour.

It is pretty, but not to be compared with the otlu^rs friim a florist's

point of view. G. intermedia is similar in habit and appeai'ance

to parviflora, and both are tolerably easy to increase by means of

offsets. All the Griflinias last a long time in bloom, and may be
used for indoor decoration without injury to the plants.

,Ta5[es O'nitii'.x.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Bl'OWallia elata.— .Just at this time of the year, and, in fact,

for several months to come, blue flowers are so scarce that any plant
capable of affording them should be looked after. Tlierc is no more
charming little blue-flowered plant than this Browallia, the culture
of which is so easy that one wonders that it is not seen in almost
every greenhouse and conservatory during the late autumn and early
winter months. If only for supplying cut blooms, this annual should
he grown, and, being an annual, it may, of course, be consigned to

the rubbish-heap when it can no more yield its pretty flowers, wliicli,

when used in the form of sprays, have a very gr.aeefnl appearance.
In the genual temperature of an intermediate house this little plant
will go on blooming for a long time ; in a cool structure the crop of

bloom is, of course, more limited. The seed should be sown early
enough to ensure the necessary strength, and the plants should get
all the exposure to sun and air during the growing season whicli it

lies in the power of the grower to give them.—J. C'., Bjifleet.

Palms from Seed.—The seeds of these may be sown in pots
Of pans ; if the former, good drainage is necessary, and as soon as

the first leaf is formed the young seedlings should Ije potted off, by
which time some kinds will already have made good root growth.
In potting care must be taken not to injure them, as they are very
brittle and delicate. Another thing to be observed is on no account
to pot too deeply, as if that is done the plants will often stand for

months without starting, and it is then perhaps necessary to shake
them out and repot, placing them higher in the soil. A good general
guide when potting off is not to bury the seed, but leave it on the
surface, when the plants will strike root at about the right depth. As
regards soil, there is nothing better than good turfy yellow
loam witli just sufficient sand to keep it open, while many of the
strong growing kinds, such as Latanias, Seaforthias, Coryphas,
and some Arecas, will be greatly benefited by the addition of a little

manure. In such soil as this the plants grow vigorously, and soon
acquire that dark green sturdy appearance so characteristic of

perfect health.

—

Al1'h.\.

Gesnera zebrina.—Tliis is unquestionably one of the finest

and moat useful of all Gesneras, and, being more hardy than some,
itretjuires less heat to grow in, which is a great recommendation, as
tew of tlie others can be used with safety in any house or situation
in which the temperature is losver than tliat of a stove. Many years
ago this Gesnera was cultivated very largely for conservatory
decoration, and for filling inside window boxes, where, associated
with Pi-imnlas, Mignonette, &c., it was exceedingly effective ; and,
coming in as it did during winter, it afforded something choice for
grouping at a time when flowering plants .are never over-abundant.

The way in which we managed them was to select the Largest and
best tubers about May or June, and pot eaoh separately in 6-in.

pots, in very light soil, consisting principally of refuse, peat, or leaf

mould, with plenty of sliarp sand to keep the whole open ; and when
potted tliey were started in Melon or Cucumber frames, and after-

wards giown on in any pits or available places where they could get

a little shade and warmth. Early in the autumn they were removed
to the Pine stoves, where they were placed on the front kerbs or on
shelves near the glass, so as to get plenty of light, which kept them
sturdy, and prevented the flower-spikes elongating unduly, besides

adding more colour and textnre to the blooms, thus enabling them
to stand better, and to be more lasting when cut. While in heat and
growing quickly, Gesnera zebrina requires free watering, and, to get

strong tuljers for the following year, must not be neglected after

flowering, but so cared for .as to keejithe leaves fresh till they ripen

off naturally, when the pots may be stored away till the time arrives

for starting the tubers ag.ain.—S. I'.

Daphne Caeorum. for Forcing.—The time is at hand for

potting up su :li kinds of flowering shrubs as it may be intended to

forward into bloom early in the year. Those who may never have
included this lovely little Daphne in their list of desirable subjects

for this purpose should do so, as it is calculated to afford great satis-

faction when thus employed. Neat and compact of habit, fresh and
verdant of foliage, it forms, when thickly studded with bright

flowers, one of the most pleasing and enjoyable objects imaginable,

its small dimensions rendering it of the highest value for room
decoration. It is grown largely by many nurserymen expressly for

pot culture, and ahv.ays finds a ready sale when in bloom. It likes

an open sunny spot to grow in in the summer, and enjoys a free root

run in good sound loam. I5y plunging the pots to the rims and
watering freely it may be kept in good condition without shifting for

several years, but the best ami perhaps the easiest way is to turn the
))lants out when hardened olf into a good free piece of soil.—.J.

CORNUILL.

Sonerilas as Flowering Plants.—These pretty little plants,

always attractive on account of their spotted and marbled foliage,

are just now doubly so, being covered with one mass of charming
mauve-coloured blossoms which, during the present dull season, are

strikingly beautiful. The soil in which So'ierilas succeed best is a

mixture of about equal parts loam, leaf-mould, and peat, with suffi-

cient sand to insure porosity, and to still further tiiis end, the loam
and peat should be of good fibrous quality, and the pots well drained.

The temperature of an ordin.ary stove suits them perfectly if care

be taken not to syringe the foliage, for although they like plenty of

water when growing, yet they are somewhat liable to damp if the
leaves are kept wet. Pans are better than pots for tlie growth of

these and similar plants, as when in a mass they are more striking

than singly. The best varieties are S. Heudersoni, picturata, and
margaritacea alba, but the differences amongst them lie principally

in the foliage, the flowers of all being mnch the same.

—

Alpih.

Olethra arborea.—We had lately in flower in one of the con-

servatories here a good specimen of tliis beautiful evergreen Erica-

ceonstree. It is about 17 ft. in height, but would have been taller

had it not been cut back on several occasions to prevent its top
branches going through the glass. It seems to have been introduced
to Kewin 17S4 by ^Ir. Masson from Madeira, and from its general
appearance and the structure of its leaves and wood I am inclined to

think that it should prove hardy in the south of England, but I

have never seen it growing in the open air. Has any one ever tried

it and thoroughly tested it out of doors ?—J. Sadler, lioijal

Botfinic Garden, Edinbiinjli

.

A New Barometer.—The Garden has this week forbidden

its correspondents to talk about the weather, but I claim an excep-

tion in the present instance. As an old keeper of one of the stations

of the Scottish Meteorological Society, I have come to regard the

barometer as a peculiarly useful garden instrument, more especially as

I have often anticipated a wet day when I wanted to sow my Onions

or some other important crop by attending to its indications, and I

would be glad of some further information regarding the new glyce-

rine barometer referred to in the following paragraph, which I clip

from a newspaper. It may at least be worth while drawing atten-

tion to it, as it seems to me to be an instrument that ia sensi-

tive enough to denote meteorological changes at short notice, which
is just the kind of barometer the gardener needs : "James .Jordan's

glycerine barometer, a description of which was read before the

lloyal Society on the 22nd of January, has been erected in the

Times office, and that journal commenced on the 2otli of October to

publish the readings of this gigantic barometer for intervals of two
hours. The rapidity with which the changes take place in this in-

strument, and the facility with which thess changes are observed,
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show tlie glycerine barometer to he jicculiarly ailapteil for meteorolo-

gical stations, at seaports, in the main shafts of collieries, ami otlier

situations where the observations of even small atmosi)hcric changes

arc of great importance. These are scarcely inilicatecl by the mer-
curial barometer, but they are at once rendered evident by this in-

strument. Four of these instruments are now in use— one at tlie

Kew Oliservatory, one in the Museum of Practical Ceology, one at

South Kensini;ton, and one in the Timcx oftice."—J. S. W.

TH E ROSE GARDEN
THE BEST AUTUMNAL ROSES AMOXO IIYUKII)

PERPETUALS.
What a misnaming there is of a large part of the varieties which
go by the name of Hybrid Perpetual Roses. Many splendid sorts

in June, like Marie Rady, Jean Liabaud, and all of their type, yield

no flowers in autumn, unless it be an exceptional bloom on old plants.

It is especially ditKcult to tind a deep crimson that will give flowers

of any quality at this season. The best one, as yet, is Louis Van
Houtte, followed by Prince Camille de Rohan. Good bloomers of

lighter shade than these two are Alfred Colomb, Horace Vcrnet,

^iarie Baumaun. Maurice Bernardin and Pierre Notting will also

do ([uite well if cut back when the June blossoming is over. In the

light shades, that is, rose and pink, we have somewhat more desir-

able autumn Roses than amongst the dark ones. Among them
Franyois Michelon and Marguerite de St. Amand stand first.

Comtesse de Serenye is a beautiful rose in autumn, as indeed it is

throughout the year. Abel Cirand, hardly worthy of being retained

for its June blossoms when we have so many finer, is a valuable
autumn sort, the blooms being fully produced and generally of better

quality than in the spring. Baroness Rothschild, La Reine, Mdlle.
Thi5ri>sa Levet, Paul Neron, Rev. .T. B. Camm, and all the Victor
Verdier family are free-flowering kinds ; the best of tlie latter are
Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, Countess of Oxford, and Victor Verdier.
Anne de Diesbach, Boildieu, Baronne Prevost, Madame Boll, and
Princess Charlotte, though not ecjual to the othei's, are all desir-

able. The two Roses whicli will give the greatest number of really
fine blooms after July 1 until cut off by the frost are Marguerite
de St. Amand and Francois Michelon. Subjoined is given in order
to merit the best twenty-four autumnals ; as La France now goes in

the cLass of the Hybrid Teas, it is not included in this list ; if it

were, it would have the place of honour :

—

Light Colouks.

Francois ilithelun LMdlle. Eugenie Verdier
Marpuente de St. .\niand Paul Neron
Comtesse de Serenye Victor Verdier
-Abel Grand Countess of Oxford
Jfdlle. Thi-l tsa Levet Kev. J. B. Camm
Haroness Kothschild La Reine

Mnie. Eoll
I'rincessCliarlotte

Boildieu
Baronne Prevost
Anna de Dieibach

Alfred Colomb
Marie B.tumann
Horace Vernet

Dark Colochs.

Pieire Xiittiii^

iMamice Bernardin
Louis \au Houtte

I'l-ince Camille de Pa-han
Baron Hau.ssnian
Blacli Prince

Garthners' Moiil/ili/.

if its glorious buds and blooms arc wanted in Pcccmbcr, January,

February, or March, they can only bo had with little dilliculty by

having the plants in pots. For anything like what might be termed

forcing, plants in pots are much to be preferred to those planted out.

In fact, they are the only ones which can be rLconinicnded for that

pur[iose ; and recommended they can be most thoioughly, as no Koso

which we ever tried togrow in a pot to bloom during the very sliortest

days has done half so well as tlie Marcolial Nicl. It is a very quick

grower at all times. Cuttings of it put in now will by this time next

year have grown into plants sulHcicntly large to force during the

winter, and to supply some of the choicest of flowers which anyone

need desire. There is no Rose so easily excited into growth, and

there is none which grows so quickly and strongly in heat. Mildew

otten does much harm to pot Roses, but I have never seen anything

of the kind on this variety. It blooms so freely in the short days

tliat one might almost be inclined to think it would flower in the

dark altogether, and the blooms are just as fine in December and

.January as they arc in April and May. A plant of it twelve months

old will yield from eight to twelve blooms .any time during the

winter ; and if a dozen or two are grown to come in at various times,

lovely Roses and buds may be had throughout the whole winter.

Any kind of house with a temperature of (iO'' will bring them into

bloom. Good loam and manure at the root, and plenty of water

when growing, suit them admirably. Fine plants may be had in

(i-in. pots. If put into them in the spring tliey will not recjuire to

be shifted again until they have done blooming the following winter,

when they may be shifted into S-in. pots, and if they arc taken care

of, they will bloom again in the autumn. Everyone wlio sees a

Marcchal Niel Rose in bloom in a pot during winter is charmed with

it ; but I should say few can have any idea how easily they may be

had then, or surely we would see them much more commonly grown

th.au they are at present.

—

Camp.hiax.

Demand for Roses.—I recently attended a sale of many
thousands of Roses, and, instead of sigus of depression, it was evi-

dent that for good Roses there was an unlimited demand. I was

informed, too, that some of our largest growers had already sold all

their stock ; doubtless, this is to a certain extent owing to French

and Belgian growers being more buyers than sellers this year through

losses which they sustained by the frost last winter. If this be so,

while discontented with our climate, we ought to remember that

other nations have trials in this respect as well as ourselves.

It is satisfactory to find that horticulturists do not look on foreign

competition with that dismay which agriculturists do ; on the con-

trary, if one branch of trade fails, they strike boldly into another in

which prospects are better—and certainly the pursuit of Rose grow-

ing, both at home and abroad, seems just now to be in the ascendant.

—J. Groom, Linton.

China Roses in Beds.—At this time of yeai', when out-of
door flowers are getting comparatively scarce in many gardens, the
old-fashioned pink and crimson China Roses are quite aglow with
flowers. We have several beds of them, and if anything the blooms
are even more abundant than in June, and certainly of better quality,

for at this cool season of the year they last much longer in a half-

expanded state. I frequently stop to look at them blooming on, as

they do, in spite of unfavourable weather, and helping to cheer us
during the dreary early part of the winter. On cottages with over-

hanging roofs they may generally be seen pretty full of flower up to

near Christmas. I know many who are quite as fond of Roses that
would not be tolerated at our Rose shows as they are of Roses that
are considered A 1 on the exhibition table. If cultivators were
guided by sorts that are invincible at Rose shows, and depended on
them for supplying the cut flower basket, I fear they would be often
disappointed. There are doubtless Roses for growing and Roses for

showing, and amongst the former must be reckoned the old Chinas.

—

J. Gkoom.

Marechal Niel in Pots.—It has often been written that if wo
want to grow this fine Rose to the gi-eatest state of perfection of

which it is capable, it must be planted out, and be allowed plenty of

space both for root and top. From experience we know this is true,

but we also know that it can be grown very well in a pot ; and for

some purposes, and at certain seasons, it is much better in a pot than
planted out. For blooming when the spring is pretty far advanced,
planting oat is the way to gain the utmost satisfaction from it ; but

PLANTS NATURALISED IN THE ISLAND OF
ROUSAY, ORKNEY.

It may be of interest to readers of The Garden to hear that Phor-

mium tenax, or New Zealand Flax, has become thoroughly habituated

to our climate "in the Orkney Islands, having now withstood our

winters for eight successive years, and scattered its seeds in the

garden of Dr. Traill, the proprietor of the island of North Ronald-

shay. I have attempted to introduce it in this island also, and have

succeeded in raising it from seeds placed in a Vinery here. I think

it is not only desirable that this experiment should be repeated else-

where, but that similar attempts should be made to naturali.se other

ornamental jjlants which have yet failed us, chiefly, perhaps, because

the trials have not been persevered in. Abundant experience has

shown us that the propagation of a plant by cuttings or offsets has

little or no effect in changing its constitution, but many instances

can be cited of the seed having produced a hardier progeny, a pro-

geny that in time might bear all the range of temperature which our

globe aflbrds. It is certain that in a great many cases the attempt

will not succeed if the change be too sudden, and that we

may often fail in our endeavours to naturalise th; natives of a

warm climate to that of Scotland. It is possible, however, that

among the great number of untried plants some might be found

which will bear great changes of temperature. But to carry out this

system of acclimatising with any hope of success it would be neces-

sary that the change should be a gradual one, from a

warm to an intermediate, before it is tried in our more

ungenial cbmate of Scotland. The very peculiarity of the

climate of Orkney, arising from its uniform temperature,

and from its being surrounded by a vast ocean with the influence of

the Gulf Stream around its shores, rendering it comparatively mild

in winter, points to it as a locality in which many untried and tender

plants might flourish. We have at present several fine specimens

of Fuchsia Riccartoni 1.3 ft. high, several varieties of Veronica,

some of which reach the height of 8 ft., common Hydrangea, and
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other plants which further south are often killed by frost. The
Eucalyptus globulus is also in its second winter, and looks extremely
healthy. I trust these few remarks may lead to suggestions which
will be valuable to those interested in the introduction to our country
of plants that have hitherto been considered too tender.

Westnesi, Roumij, Orkney. Robert Henderson.

THE GARDEN FLORA,

r PLATE CCLIX.—THE TALL MERTENSIAS.
(with a coloured figure of m. sibieica.)

NeAKLy all the species now included in Mertensia were formerly
referred to Pubnonaria, the latter genus being- now limited to 1'.

officinalis, P. angustifolia, and two or three other species of very
similar aspect. One character by which a Mertensia may usually

be distinguished from a Pulmonaria is the absence of a bract
beneath eacli flower. Mertensia sibirica is perhaps the handsomest
of about fifteen known perennial species, yet it has only recently

come into cultivation, and the accompanying figure of it appears
to be the first ever published. Like its British congener, it has a
wide range of distribution, thougli it is not so common as the
maritime one. It occurs in the Baikal Mountains, eastward to
Kamtschatka, and in Western North America, southward to

Colorado and California, where, judging from dried specimens, it

develops its greatest beauty in the mountains at elevations of
'.•000 ft. to 10,000 ft. Tlie Asiatic variety has been cidtivated in

the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden under "the name Steenhammera
Pallasi, and may have reacln.'d this country. Luxuriant wild
specimens grow 2 ft. or .'! ft. high, or perhaps even higher in the
southern localities in Amer-ca. ]\L pauiculata, inliabitiug the
same regions as M. sibirica, but commoner and extending further
to the north-east in America, was introduced into British gardens
from Hudson's Bay a little more than a century ago. It is more
branched upwards and greener than M. sibirica, and the leaves
are harsh to the toueli. There are white and blue-flowered
varieties little inferior, if at all, to the subject of

the figure opposite. M. virginica, better known as Pul-
monaria virginica, should need no recommendation as a
spring-flowering plant. This has the largest flowers of
the genus, and if less elegant in habit than the fore-

going, it is equally dessrving of a place in tlie garden,
as its flowers are produced in April. As its specific

name indicates, it is a native of the Eastern States of Nortli
^^merica, where it inhabits alluvial banks from New Yorlc to the
mountains of South Carolina. The leaves are broad, in hue like

those of M. sibirica, and the stems stout, almost unbranched
and rising to a height of 1 ft. to '2 ft. M. lanceolata is an alto-

gether different species with numerous slender stems springing
f I'om each crown, and from D in. to 12 in. high. Dr. Asa (ii-av

r 'gards tlie Mertensia introduced by Messrs. Backhouse a few
y;ars atjo, and figured in the " Botanical Magazine " (pi. 017S),
un ler the name M. alpina, as the M. lanceolata. Besides the fore-

g jing species from North America and North-eastern Asia, there are
Siveral very beautiful dwarf species inhabiting the alpine slopes

Ol the north-western ranges of the Himalaya Mountains. They
have been described, and some of them figured from di-ied specimens
under Eritrichium and Oreocharis. M. primuloides is noted by
Br. Aitchison as " one of the loveliest flowers to be got ;

" very
profuse in some localities at 11,.')00 ft. to above 1;5,000 ft. This
s^jecies is only 2 in. or .'! in. high. M. nemorosa is an elegant
white-flowered species, 4-0 in. high, growing in the neighbourhood
of Simla. W. B. Hemsley.

Culture and Position.—These tall Mertensias or Lung-
worts, to usl> an Englisli name sometimes given to the old kind,
are among the loveliest of hardy plants. Tliere is something more
beautiful in form about them, both in foliage and in stem, and the
graceful way in which they rise into beautiful panicles of blue than
is to he fijunil in almost any other family. The Virginian I^uiig-
wort is a plant that almost disappeared from our gardens, probably
f .'om the fact that it wanted spscial treatment, which it seldom or
never got. The peculiar value of the species we now figure is that
it has the beauty of colour and the grace of habit of the old Mer-
tensia virginica, and at the same time seems to grow and flower
for a long period in ordinary garden soil. During the past summer
•we saw it in different localities, always vigorous and full of bloom,

at a height of 3 ft. or more. Our specimens were drawn from
plants that grew in Mr. Lakin's garden at Chipping Norton, and,
slightly withering on the way, the drawing does not show the
singidar grace of fresh sprays of this plant. One of them placed
in a slender glass in a room is an object of rare beauty. For
the reason of its thriving well in ordinary rich garden
soil ^ve think this one of the most valuable of recent additions to

our gardens. Of course all the plants noticed are ratlier young,
and therefore possess a continuity of bloom and freshness whicli

old and long established specimens would not havf . This merely
suggests that we ought in all such cases to divide and re-plant

before the exhausted stage arrives, or to have plants in different

stages of age, yearlings as well as others. As regards the position

for the species which w'e now figure, it would be excellent in the
mixed border, in the bog garden, or in a bed made for the finest

hardy flowers of vigorous growth. So also it would be admirable
among choice shrubs in open spaces between them. The culture of

the old Virginian Lungwort is a curious question, because in many
gardens one never sees it making the slightest progress. Some
kind of sheltered, moist, peaty nook seems most suitable to it, and,
from what we read of its native habitat, this ^vould seem to be a

natural place for it. The finest plants we have .seen of it are grown in

moist sandy peat beds with shelter near, but even then its bloom
is early and short, and it is not neai'ly so important a plant for

our gardens as the preceding.

Cultivators with any of that taste and thought for the w.ants of

plants, which enables them to find happy homes for hardy exotic

flowers in the wild garden, would be able to place the above
plants in situations where they would continue to thrive. As
regards tlie culture of the smaller mountain species of Mertensia,

that is purely a question of rock gardening, and a correspondent of

much experience in their culture will .say something of them in a

coming issue.

Young Pentstemona Beat.—Pentstemons, though delightful

border plants, are not quite hardy. Cuttings of young shoots root

readily during summer and autumn under a hand-Iiglit, and they may
either be wintered in such phaces, with a little extra shelter in severe

weather or be potted singly into small pots, and placed in a cold pit

plunged in ashes with other slightly tender plants, and be planted
out in April. .Such plants make a grand display through the sum-
mer and autumn, far superior to old .plants that have survived the
winter ; and, as I have already stated, their chances of all living

through the winter are remote. I have saved the roots alive by
heaping ashes round tlie base, but it is more satisfactory to strike a
new lot every season. A marvellous improvement has taken place

in Pentstemons since we used to have beds of the old P. gentianoides
thirty years ago ; but even then we always did best with a new
stock raised annually in August. Cuttings rooted in spring will

make good flowering plants by August, and will continue to blossom
till frost comes. Pentstemons seed freely, and raising seedlings is

very interesting. The seeds should be sown in spring, and brought on
in the same way as annuals or biennials usually are. If sown iii heat
and well treated, most of them will flower in autumn. When the
plants are turned out in spring, if a few of the strongest are picked
out and potted into G-in. pots, ami have the leaders pinched out,

they will make very useful plants for autumn flowering in a cool

greenhouse or conservatory, as the colours come out so bright and
clear under glas.s. The following are good varieties : Delieatus,

Elegans, Kate Nickleby, Miss Carnegie, Miss C. McKeith, W. P.

Laird, Stanstead Rival, Nimrod, Priuce Consort, Pink Perfection,

Mrs. \Valker, ilrs. Kendall, and Miss Annie Hazard. E. H.

Railway Stations and Embankments.—It is pleasant
tonotewitliwhatprideaud care some of our nuinerousrailway stations

are tended, and it is with good anticipations of having more of them
so cared for in the future that I feel induced to make a few remarks
tliereon. I was very much struck with the beauty of a mass of

Everlasting Pea (Lithyrus latifolius) growing this past summer on
an embankment at Droitwich .Station. The jilants were growing
among the tirass, as they should be, and, as Mr. Williams states

(p. 465), were rambling at their will uncontrolled. It is not desir-

able that all should adopt the same kind of plant. There are many
other hardy subjects, both climbing, f hrubby, and herbaceous, which
might be used for such a purpose. Our railway embankments, as a
rule, are not very attractive, the only objects visible for miles being
the hedges, .and if they could be m.ade more attractive, as they
e.asily might be, how much more interesting would railway travelling

become ! At another place I saw the Sun Rose (Helianthus tubeio-

sus) growing on a border, and though .Sun Rcses are son.fnhat
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coarse-growing plants, they were much admired. Groups of Lilies,

Irises,Tritom 13, Gladioli, Delpliiniunis, Phloxes, Carnations, Fuchsias,

Michaelmas Daisies, Paris Daisies, and last, but not least, that beau-

tiful autumn-dowering plant Anemone japonica aud its varieties

may be mentioned as suitable for such places. At other stations

I have seen Rhododendrons ami other shrubs and Conifers planted
on the embankment and along the platform with good ell'ect. It has
been urged that fruit trees should be planted, and I quite agree that
they should be where they could be attended to, aud where
the situation w.-is favourable for them. Mucli might be
done in this direction, and doubtless will be done, but still

improvements of this kind are m.ade so slowlj-, that I fear it will be
long before people drop their newajjapers to look at the embank-
ments.—J. S. T.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE COST OF FLOWER GARDENING.

TnF.~question of expense of growing hardy flowers as coniparcd

with tender ones has been raised of lute rather pointedly by My.

rials. "We must, in fact, take into accoimt the whole sum of facts
that we know in relation to this matter. Ono item it would be
interesting to add, and that is the expense of the bedding out in
any of the great gardens iu which this 3y.st('ni has been practised.
Such a .statement as we desire should take into account the hot-
hous>>3, the propagation of plants by tliousands at certain seasons

;

the planting out at the busiest and fairest time of the year—in
Jlay or .June

;
the no less nece.ssary digging up and storing in

autumn; the care in hot and cool structures all the winter; the
hardening oft", &c. Will any gardener or proprietor be kind
enough to give us his annual bill ? It must not be forgotten.

Permanent Arrangements.—"^^'e have often said that
much of this expense, which no one can say is not great, should
go towards more permanent arrangement and planting, and
that for the best possible reason—that very often the finest things

of our gardens, a Hue old Judas tree, or the Snowdrop tree, or a

group of Thorns, or a mass of mountain Clematis, or a splendid
(xloire de Dijon against the wall, did not really cost at first a sum
that any cottager would grudge. Such charms are the product of

time and of the seasons and the ground which we spare them.

S8^_#^-^'fe'

VILW IN GOODWOOD PARK—JI.iY, 1S80. (Looking scawarls.)

David Tliomson, of Drumlanrig, who " thinks much has been
written that is calculated to be misleading on the score of their

relative expeusiveness. The balance in favour of the cheapness
of the hardy system has been assumed to an extent that betrays
much ignorance of what is and is not really necessary to effec-

tively carrj' out either system." The truth is the devotion, in

most places, of flower gardens to plants that perish every year,

has left them so poor of all the nobler hardy plants—has, in fact,

caused'the expenses of the garden to go to such purposes as leaves

it at the end of every flowering season almost generally or wholly
devoid of life. Therefore, to establish a more healthy state of

things, some expense, and very often great expense, is necessary.

Also those who love flowers of any kind are always willing, some-
times too willing, to add to their expenses, and the niunber of

beautiful things of late introduced, or re-discovered so to say,

are sufiicient to tempt anybody to incur a heavy bill. Now, while
we have gi-eat confidence in Mr. Thomson's ability, and know his

practice to be good, we cannot except his experience or his opinion
on this question as final in face of the experience of many others
who have worked in different localities and with different mate-

Carry the same idea further, and think f.f the enormous number
of lovely flowering shrubs there are, as wfll as haidy plants, and
think of the many tasteful ways in which we can ariange them,

and we may soon begin to see many glimpses of systems which
open vistas of delight in our gardens. That such gardens are pos-

sible nobody can dispute, because the kind of arrangement meant
is to be seen in many a quiet garden now. The best parts of many
places are those in which such permanent work as we speak of

has been carried out, notwithstanding the fact that all the .so-

called decoration in yeais past has prevented due attention being

paid to the permanent artistic work.

Examples of Arrangements not Requiring Annual
Renewal.—I'efening to file idea that, as opposed to the usu.".l

way of planting the beds in May or earlj- June and digging them
up in October or November, there is a much more enduring one..

Mr. Thomson says :
" The idea, too, that once these hardy plants

are planted they will go on satisfactorilj- for many years without

any further cultivation is one of the greatest delusions possible
;

for, unless the soil in which they grow is kept in good order, the

whole thing is a complete abortion, and the vigour and display of
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bloom ceases to be what it ought to be." This is a question that

admits of proof, and that the idea in question is no "delusion"
any one can satisfy himself. Perhaps the most astonishing effects

from individual plants ever seen in England were Lilies (aura-

turn) grown bjr Mr. Mcintosh at A\'eybridge Heath, among his

Rhododendrons. His results weie so like a delusion, indeed, that

when we first saw them we were not quite sure for a moment that

we were looldng at a real garden. So far fi'om any frequent cul-

ture of such plants being necessai'v, it would be ruinous to them.
The plant mentioned is not alone ; it represents scores of others

equally beautiful, which may be grown in the open air in the

same simple way ; and not Lilies alone, but many other r.oble

plants. A few years ago we saw nothing but round monotonous
masses of Rhododendrons as soon as the flowers were past ; now
the idea of growing this bright-flowered evergreen shrub with tlie

nobler bulbous and other hardy plants has spread through the

world. It means more room for the individuals, greater and more
natural beauty of form in consequence, more light, and shade, and
grace ; mutual encouragement of shrub and plant ; no dotting

here, but colonies and groups of lovely plants among the shi-ubs.

( food pi'eparatiim and some knowledge are needed here, but no
necessity whatever for any Ijiit a system that may be called per-

manent. Overgrowth or accident will in time cause need for

attention here and there, but that would be slight, and could be
given in autumn, winter, or spring. Properly done, such arrange-
ments could be left for at least five j'ears without any radical

alteration. In the way above mentioned there are opportunities

to grow in many large or medium-sized pleasru'e gardens all the
nobler hardy plants introduced ; but to show the full security of the

position here, it may not be amiss to name a few other modes of

arranging flowers which do not require annual planting and
dii^^ing up.

Ihe rock garden comes first here, because all beautiful rock
gardening cannot be of temporary duration. To scatter annuals
or bedding plants over such is to degrade it, and show that the
meaning of this beautiful phase of the gardening art is not even
understood. In the rock garden we ma}' represent the glorious

monntain flora of the northern world ; and ni.it the mountain and
hill herbs only (of which two well-known plants, Gentiana acaulis

and Lithdspernunn fruticosum, may be taken as typical of

hundreds equally beautiful), but the hill shrub flora. Of these
the Alpine Rhododendron and the various hardy Heaths may be
taken as the European representatives of a great number of beau-
tiful and hardy shrubs, which associate well with the humbler
types, both series going to make arrangements lasting and beau-
tiful if tastefully planted and kept free from coarser vegetation.
That such would require care and taste need not be said ; but that
it can be done cannot be disputed. We ha\'e good examples
already—at IMr. Backhouse's, jlr. Hammond's, near Canterburv,
Mr. Whitehead's, not to mention other places, the number of which
is increasing every year. Coming to special arrangements, there
are quite a number which, given tlioi-ough preparation at first, it

would be in no sen.se wise to interfere with for some years at a
time—as, for example, groups or beds of the various Tritomas,
Irises, Globe flowers, Paeonies, Aconites, the free-flowering Yuccas
(Y. filamentosa and Y. flaccida). Narcissi—these and much more,
either grouped with others or in families. When all these exhaust
the ground and become too crowded, move them by all means

;

but that is a \'ery different thing from two radical opei'ations each
year on the same spot of ground. "\\'e know a gi-onp of Pfeonies
that has been in good condition for ten years, and many arrange-
ments can be made to last for half that time without an-\- but the
routine attention which all gardens require. Then we have the
mixed border, which as usually seen is such an eyesore, but which
v\-ell done is beautiful and lasting too if the preparation is as good
as it ought to be at first. An excellent sample is that made by
Mr. Frank Miles in the rectory garden at Bingham, in Notts.
Lastly, we have the various phases of the wild garden, or the
growth of the more vigorous perennial flowers in various places
out of the garden proper, of which we have examples already at
Castle Ashby, at (jreat Tew, and at Crowsley Park ; so that even
now, when in one garden out of every hundred no one thinks of
seeking to make a given spot permanently lieautiful, we ha.\e

numerous examples that such an idea is no ' di-lusion !"

Flower Garden PlantsRequiring WinterProtection.—It is all very well to say that pots may be dispensed with to a
great extent in the preparation of tender plants for simuner bed-

ding ; but surely thej' may be in the case of the hardy plants

also, and so may hothouses, heating, and much other expense. In a
climate like our own the need of glasshouses is great for various
essential things—we want fruit which cannot be grown out of

doors ; we want a pleasant winter garden in which we ma}' enjoy
a variety of beautiful life at seasons when we cannot do .so out of

doors ; and, in fact, we have sufficient work for our glasshou.ses

without devoting them so much to the production of things
that are to adorn the open garden. There are numerous groups
of plants that do not require any such attention ; so many indeed
are these that there cannot be the slightest doubt in the mind of

any practical or observant man that ornamental gardens of the
most beautiful description are quite possible without any glass

at all in this fair climate of ours, in which so many more plants,

shrubs, and trees can be grown in the open air than in northern
or central Europe. We do not say that it would be desirable for

everybody to do as suggested in this case, and we admit at once
the charm of a fair proportion of plants put out for the siunmer

;

Ijut we believe that nothing would have a more healthy tendency
than a certain number of people resolving to .see what they can
do in their flower gardens without the aid of any glass. Some of

tlicm ought to do this for variety's sake. The time was when the
outdoor gardens—kitchen, fruit, and flower—received nuich more
attention from the good gardener than they do now in pi'oportion

to their importance. A good many of us are apt to suppose oiu'-

selves made for a conservatory life only, and there are men,
indeed, who consider a good deal of glass an essential point

in any place to be proud of. To such an extent is this the case

that many practical men themselves regret the absence in the
younger men of that full attention to the more important phases
of outdoor gardening that used to be given in old times. Therefore,

it woidd in all ways be an improvement if every country were to

see what can be done unaided by the hothouse, so far as the flower

garden is concerned. But where this is not done, obviously the
expense of glass, labour, fire, repairs, paint, pipes, and boilers are

against economy, and, therefore, the wise man will I'educe them to

something like ju.st proportions. In the face of tlie .aplendid wealth
of our hardy garden flora, the promise of which now is such as

men never expected a few years ago, no one need doubt the prac-

ticability of making a fair flo\\er garden from hardy plants alone.

The labour and the care required of a gardener in any place

where beauty or variety is sought are so great, that it is extremely
desirable to reduce to the narrowest limits any frequently recur-

ring labour not essential for the full enjoyment of a garden. In
all places where a good kitchen and fruit garden e.xists, the

annually recurring labours essential and miavoidable in these de-

partments are so great, that any plans which lighten the work in

the flower garden, especially in the busy season of spring and
early summer, are Idiely to be an aid to good gardening in all ways,
and to bring a little needed repose after the laborious preparation

of autumn and winter staking of hardy flowers. !Mr. Thomson
bases bis plea of co.st as follows'.

—

Tliis season we have had in use very nearly 12,000 stakes for the

supijort of plants that will not stand erect without them. This, of

course, includes such as Carnations, Phloxes, Delphiniums, and hardy
herbaceous plants in general, which go to make up one very large

garden where there is neither a Geranium nor a Calceolaria, nor any
member of the tender section, and a great part of another garden
that is a mixture of both hardy and tender plants. We do not hesi-

tate to say that these 12,000 plants alone that require support cost

as much, if not more, labour than any 86,000 of the bedders, four-

lifths of which, so to speak, never see pots, and are all the better

for not seeing them. Take into account the making of the stakes,

the painting of them, and the thousands of careful ties rendered ne-

cessary by growing such plants, and a practical man will not have
much difficulty in seeing how the labour goes.

-igainstthe cost of these offending stakes we shoidd like to see

the bill, the wdiole bill, for bedding out in the same garden for an
average year. But for ever}- plant he mentions as requiring a

stake we could name whole families that do not. Daffodils, of

which we have whole gardens now, do not require them, nor Irises,

nor many Lilies, nor Pentstemons, nor Harebells, nor Acanthuses,

Anemones, Dielytras, American Cowslips, Day Lilies, Gentians,

Christmas Roses, evergreen Candytufts, Globe Flowers, Tritomas,

Lupins, Evening Primroses, well-grown Phloxes (there are half-

a-dozen fine dwarf species, not to name many varieties), Spiiwas,

and many forms of dwarf bulbous races of plants. Many plants
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ill fjrowu require staking', whicU propinly grown will rerjnire

none.

For every tender beJJinj^ plant that ynnvs witliout stakini^ a

score of lianly plants, eipiully ln'autifiil, are equally independent
of stakes.

We are glad to notice that Mr. 'riionisou does not speak against

the plans here advocated, except on the question of cost. lib
repented reference to " much ignorance " is one, however, that is

more suggestive of the hasty young writer, and of a time when
ass.'rtion took the place of facts and reasoning than of one from
whom we are entitled to expect much wisdom and good advice.

To prove ignorance on the part of another should not be a grateful

tiisk ; to make a general charge of this kind, without even attempt-

ing to substantiate it by a single line, is a mode of "argument"
s jmewhat t)ut of date, and which we should bi" sorrv to follow.

—Field.

NEW CALIFORNIAN ANNUAL.
(i.EPTOSYNE M.VEITl.MA.)

' This is c;M-tain to prove a splendid addition to our already
exten.sive li.st of ornamental Composites." Such are the words
of Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, when he offered tins charming little

annual to the public for the first time, and we cannot do better

than quote his excellent description of it, wliicli is as follows :

" It is a succulent, smooth, branched plant, growing i ft. to 3 ft.

high in suitable soil, with alternate bipinnately divided leaves,

with linear entire ssgments, nearly all borne towards the base of

the stems, which, as well as the branches, terminate in a naked
p.'duncle (> in. to !• in. in length, bearing a very showy tlower-
head of a golden-yellow, ;! in., or even more, in diameter, the ray-
tiorets being from fifteen tii twenty in number. It is a native of

th:? south of California, but s.'tjdlings I have raised at a tempera-
ture which warrant atTirm ing me in tliat it will prove of the
easiest cultivation as a lialf-hardy annual. With protection the
root is probably perennial. Being of vigorous habit, the seed-

lings should be pricked off early, and allowed ample pot room
prior to turning out." Under the name of Leptosyne maritima,
a handsome yellow-flowered annual Composite was otTered by
Mr. Thompson three years previous to the introduction of the

New Califonmn .Annual (LeptosjTie m.aritiraa).

true plant, but which idtimately proved to be .-Vgarista calliop-

sidea. Notwithstanding this, the Agarista is still offered as the
Leptosyne, but Mr. Thompson says they are quite distinct, as
the seeds of the latter are distinguishable at a glance from those
of the ^Vgarista, by having no pappu.s, and by being perfectly
smooth. The seeds of Agarista are densolj' villous with very long

hairs, and have a pappus of two long cliaft'y scales ; they are also

smaller than tho.se of tl\e former plant. Mr. Thompson also

states that the seed luis l)een received by him under the name of

Lepto.-<yne maritima, variety giganfea, but lie has the best autho-
rity, tliat of Dr. .\sa Cray, for stating that tlio supposed variety
is, in fact, notliirig but the typical L. maritima. W. G.

DWARF PURPLE SCABIOUS.
Tjik cultivation of lianly and half liardy annuals in pots for con-
servatory decoration is not practis.id to tlic extent it should )>., or

as it profitably miglit be, for they are extremely useful in autumn

Ouuif I'lirple Si:al)iuti«.

and winter when but few other plants are available. Few pv.'ttier

subjects can be grown than tlie purple .Scabious, especially the

dwarf strain lately introduced, and of which we give an illustra-

tion. The plants, being dwarf and compact in growth, are well
suited for pot culture, and tliey produce an abundance of flowers

for several months in succession. For cutting purposas, too, the
flowers are very desirable, as they last a long time in perfection

in a cut state. The colour varies from the deepest crimson-shaded
maroon to pale pink, so that in a packet of seeds many intermediate
shades may be obtained. We have never seen this dwarf Scabious
so well grown as at Gunnersbur}- Park, it being a special favourite

with Mr. Roberts, who grows it extensively. He grows it in the
open air in summer for cutting purposes, and in pots for conserva-
tory decoration and cutting in the autumn and winter, and lie

thus obtains on uninterrupted supply of flowers for several months.
For flowering in the open air the seeds may be sown in spring in

the ordinary way. Vov flowering in pots the seed should be sown
at intervals in spring and summer in heat or otherwise, and the

seedlings either grown on in pots or planted out, but in either case

they should receive no cheek, but should be grown freely on till

they are placed in the pots in which they are to flower. Thus
treated, they cannot fail to give satisfaction, and will be found ex-

treraelv useful. W. G.

SENECIO PULCHER.
In The Garden (p. 4~7) it is observed with truth that tlie suc-

cessful cultivation of this plant is diflicult. It is at least three

years since it appeared in the catalogues of nurserymen as a
" hardy perennial," but we have had very little information in

the gardening journals about its treatment. At Kew it is planted
on the north side of a wattled hurdle, indicating that it likes

.shelter and partial shade. If healthy plants are planted out in

my garden in spring in good rich loam they flower well in Sep-
tember and October, or if thej' have not completed their flowering
by the middle of October they may be lifted and put into a large

pot and removed to the greenhouse, where they will continue to

flower, if the plants are backward, perhaps till Christmas. But
how to treat the plants until tlu-y reach flowering size, or how to

deal with them after they have flowered, we have never been told.

The stalk of all my flowers withers directly the flowering is over
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aud tlioug'li the seed apparently lipens, and I have saved a large

quantity, Mr. "\V. Thompson, of Ipswich, assures me that it is all

bad, and that his own plants, though his climate is more sunny,

behave no better, and that good seed of this Groundsel can scarcely

be obtained, so we cannot treat it as a biennial.

We are advised after the tlowering is over to oit the roots into

lengths of 1 in. or 2 in., and toplant them upright in seed pans, and
place them in a greenhouse or frame. It is true that these root-cuttings

grow, but it takes at least two years to make the best of them into

tlowering plants. Tlien with regard to the plant being a liardy

perennial, I find that in my climate the leaves and crown of the

plant die after flowering, and the tops of the roots remain detached.

These retain their life and sprout late in spring, but do not make
flowering heads the same j'ear. Then they must be taken up and
wintered in frames, or the crown is again killed by winter. In
more favourable climates and soils, this showy Groundsel may be

a less troublesome plant than it is in my garden ; but it is such a

splendid flower that it is worth all the trouble it gives. It would
be interesting to know wliether it is in any part of England a true

hardy pei'ennial, that is, a plant which may be flowered from year

to year in the open border without any artificial protection.

i:dr/e Hall, Malpas, Cheshire. ' C. Wolley Dod.

HIMALAYAN PLANTS.
Cyananthus lobata.—This charming little blue flower is

still blooming in tliese severe frosts. It seems to me quite liardy.

I got the seed from the N.W. range, elevation li.OOO ft. above the
sea. .Sown in February under glass, it liegan to bloom in thesununer,
and has continued to do so in a N. aspect till the present time ; tfje

roots are slender, fleshy tubers, 2 in. or 3 in. long. I And a gentle

slope on a rookery suits it best. Soil, t«'o parts co.irae leaf-mould and
one part Hne gravel.

Geranium Wallichianum is a small tuberous species from
the same mountains, but at a niueh lower elevation, and seems equally
hardy, and has flowereil well in a N. aspect till the frosts came.
Raised from seeds ; tul)ers like a Turnip Radish, though smaller ; a
gooil rookery plant. Sod, leaf-mould.

Cissampelos sp.—This comes from warm valleys at 4000 or
.•lOUO ft. elevation, among rocks and bushes ; turns purple in the
autumn of those regions ; two or three are thriving on a trellis in

my greenhouse, while those left out in a box umler a hedge have had
their foliage injured by the frosts, so I have taken them inside.

Raised from seeds sown under glass ; well suited to cover stumps,
rocks, or ugly corners, in our warm months, as it is dwarf and
dense. ,Soil, two parts rough leaf-mould, and gravel one part.

Primula Caslimeriana— A very fine Primula, not yet
common ; it comes from the Upper Himalayas, and is of vigorous
constitution, and perfectly hardy. The flowers are a violet blue with
bright yellow eye. The foliage is thickly covered on the under side
with a beautiful golden yellow farina, similar to the " (Jolden (Jyni-

nogramma " Fern. I have seen this strikingly pretty species in all

its native luxuriance on the lofty slopes of the alpine ranges,
en route to Cashmere. It is one of the gay harbingers of spring in

tluat region, and grows out of the melting snow. This desirable
plant seems to be little known by British horticulturists, but it is

one which in .Scotland, or any of our northern counties is sure to
succeed. I sowed a pinch of seed in a box umler a north wall about
six weeks ago, aud have removed it to a cold frame till the end of

winter.

Lilium giganteum (also called L. cordifolium).—This grand
Lily delights in the snowstorms, and ice-fed torrents of the upper
ranges, at an elevation above the sea of 8000 to 9000 ft. in the
chilly fog. Rising from a cataract of liquid snow the finest clumps
will be found, tall, reed-like in vegetation, its hollow stems supplying
the mountaineers with flutes for their pastoral music. The summer
of that locality is brief, but very hot. I have seen this Lily under
cultivation at Botanic gardens in the Himalayas 2000 or 3000 ft.

lower down, but the plants were very inferior in gi'owth. I lost a
fine young specimen here in a northern county, by the tearin" N.E.
winds of May last. The bulbs are the most perishable I know ; two
parcels have decayed in transit; they were not encased in soap and
wax, the only mode of treatment which Dr. Royle (the first importer)
fouml successful. They are scarce and dear in the nursery
cat.ilogues.

Lilium Wallichianum.—This delightful Lily is a native of
moist, sheltered valleys, at an elevation of 60(0 or 7000 ft. above
the sea. Cultivation has greatly improved it in every way. Wihl
specimens planted in the gardens of Hira.alayan residents attain great
size and beauty. Some bulbs I planted in my conservatory last

spring are doing fairly well, being very young ; they all reached me
in a sound state, enveloped in moss and paper. I think this species

well deserves its title, " Prince of Lilies." The flowers form a dense
head of snow-white trumpets, very odoriferous. .Scarce and dear in
the market.

Cashmere Roses.—These are lovely Briers, with highly
fragrant foliaj/e, the odour resembling camphor, musk, and Sweet
Brier leaf. The prevailing colours of the blooms are snow^ white,
gohlen yellow, and deep red (both single and double), and they are
met with alike in local gardens and waste lands. I was so enchanted
with their beauty that I prepared numerous balls of roots in moss
and birch bjrk, but-^ing them in the woods during my sojourn of

some months in that beautiful valley. I then built a special litter

for their recejition and allotted the precious load to four stout
porters. The plants went s.afely through the sixteen arduous stages,

over high passes and through many rivers till we emerged on the
drought-struck plains of India ; an unusu.ally late hot season, killed

them all in spite of awnings and waterings. I often sigh over my loss

when I walk in my garden. The vale of Cashmere is about 10,000 ft.

elevation above the sea. W. H. L.

DOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Early-flowering Forget-me-not (Myosotis dissitiflora).—

The past summer has proved exceptionally favourable to the in-

crease of this beautiful spring flower, ami I hope next year to have
quite a large expanse of it, by which I mean some thousands of

plants covering perhaps twenty rods of ground. I found it to seed

freely last summer—by no means a regular feature ; and cuttings
supplied in constant succession have done well—not always a rule,

as it is the to.i frequent dying off of the cutting-made plants that

renders propagation by this method so unpopular. .Seedling plants,

on the other hand, may always be relied upon to stand well and
produce no blanks. I must say that in all my experience of this

plant I have never found it to bloom in the autumn. A small

spray or two may be thrown out, but otherwise it does not merit

the appellation of .autumn bloomer ; my experience of it also makes
me chary of growing it under glass. In a frame it is so subject

to damp that plmts, even with the greatest care, decay wdiole-

sale. If kept in a greenhouse, or where there is fire-heat, the

plants become very subject to the attacks of aphis, and the foliage

seems to di^lik; a dry heat. Unless there are growers who are

aide to avoid these dangers I shouhl prefer to advise that plants

wanted for early bloom should lie grown during the winter under a

south aspect, and then just as the Uower-buds exhibit themselves
they should be lifted and potted. .Tust then growth immediately
follows, and therefore damp is far less dangerous than when the

growth is pasdve. There is another feature about this Forget-me-
not that must not be overlooked. Until the days lengthen and
li^ht liecomes strong, the blooms lack colour and are pale or pink. It is

therefore obvious that nothing is gained by pushing; the plants if the

true cerulean blue of the flowers is desired.—A. D.

Auriculas in Autumn.—Mr. Horner's interesting letter

(p. 47!') clearly explains how it came .about that he had but one per
cent, of autumn blooming amongst his Auriculas. He has simjjly
" stamped it out " by discardin!{ all the misbehaving sorts from his

collection. It is well that we have got at the facts. Before this

subjpct is altogether dismissed I would refer Auricula growers to

Mr. Horner's letter of a year ago on this question (The Gakdex,
June 7, IS70, p. 462), which contains some very interesting remarks
upon early and late potting. He therein states that the extent of

his autumn blooming ranoed only from two to five per cent., not
including seedlings. Mr. Horner then thouglit even five per cent, a

low average ; and I believe it is a fair range upon a general and well

managed collection. Was it str.an'.'e, then, that a " young" Auricula

grower should be distrustful of Mr. Douglas when he paraded Mr.
Horner's one per cent, before your readers ? It now appears that

Jlr. Horner has reduced his avenage since last year by weeding out

the late blooming sorts ; and if Mr. Douglas had but stated this

fact together with the other it might have been accepted without
incredulity.

—

Wm. Brookbaxk, BrorlhtirsI, Didshiiry.

The Quaniash (Camassia eseulenta).—Attention is directed

(p. 4ljS) to the economic value of this ))Lant ; but, in addition to

that, it should rank hiijh as an ornamental subject, for during the

spring its fine Hyacinth-like spikes of beautiful blue flowers are really

charming. Again, it is not so scarce as one would conclude from the

notice in question ; on the contrary, it may be obtained _from most
dealers in bulbs, and, if planted in a well-dug border, will make
itself quite at home and flower profusely. With me it has stood the

last two winters without px'otection, therefore it would appear to be

quite hardy ; but there is one thing to be considered—it is in a

well- drained situation.

—

Alpha.
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Summer Flowering Chvysanthemums. — These are

being grown more extensively every year as tlieir merits become
known, for oKl as most of the varieties are, they were seldom seen

until quite recently, .lust as the bediling and other outdoor plants

become shabby, these Chrysanthemums are at their best, and con-

tinue flowerinr; until the bulk of the other varieties come into

bloom, to which they act the }uirt, as it were, of an advance guard.

Being dwarf in haliit, and otherwise very suitable for small jiots,

these fhrysai'thcunnus arc now brought largely into Covent tlardcn

Market during the season. The best are Madame Dnfoy, white
;

Precocitc, yellow ; Hendersoni, yellow ; Lueinda, blush ; Little liob,

maroon ; Cassy, white, tipped with lilac : and Scarlet (!em. There
are many others, but these may be taken as a good selection.

—

Alph.\.

LEAFLETS.

JUST as

the season

of bare
trees ar-

rives may
seem an

odd ti:iie

to remind
people of

tliebeaitfy

of the Hawthorn and similar

races of trees, but plaatinjT

time is really the best at which

a vision of their beauty .should

pass before the mind's eye. Xo
shrubs or trees are so much
entitled to our gratitude and

our best care as the fine hardy flow-

ering trees of which the Hawthorn
in the fields and hedges and moun-
tain copses of Europe is the ever-

present type. Around it are grouped

innumerable allies, in Almonds, and
Plums, and Pear.=, and (Jherries, and
Mespilus, scarcely one of which is

without its peculiar beauty and
great merit for our gardens and

pleasure grounds and woods. No
;,..„,;. f ,, one need want a tree garden if we
^ i vi'-'fr li=id but this one precious family.

'''' Indeed, the Japanese make gardens

of them. Mr. Maries tells me that

these people have their parties and fetes during the time of

the blooming of the Cherry trees, so often represented in their

decorations and paintings. In Japan, the spring being more

steady, the blooming period, so to say, is more secure than in

Europe, but, except in our worst seasons, the flowering of such

trees is secure enough with us, and nothing that flowers any-

where can do so more vigorously than many hardy exotic trees

of this Order planted in England. Planters for ornament

should never neglect the various European and American
Hawthorns, which are distinct from the common Hawthorn
and its varieties. Groups and trees of this kind would be

very efTective in the landscape, more so much than single

trees in the shrubbery.

I remember seeing lately a note from Jlr. John Clewes, of

Headfort, protesting against drying ott" Caladiums, and urging

that they need not be dried off, but .should be kept moist in

a warm place. Jlr. Lynch writes to me from Cambridge
saying that Water Lilies do not go to rest completely, and

that the practice of drying off in their case is wrong. That is

pretty clear from the state of our rivers in the winter, one

would think. But both notes remind one of the great cliango
in i)racticc now observable as regards "dryingoff," atleast in the
cascof allgood cultivators. The curious part of the matter is the
persistence with which the wrong way used to be insisted on
in all the papers and books published on gardening some years
ago ; indeed, the advice is now repeated often ; one generation
has to unlearn the errors of another, and sometimes to prove
what seemed its firmest teaching to be all wrong. It would
be interesting if we could gather statistics of the number of
good plants that have been lost owing to the practice of
" drying oil'," particularly as regards plants of the northern
and temperate world, and also those of v\-arm but moist cli-

mates. There were reasons for the origin of the practice, and
for its continuance in some cases no doubt, but when ap|ilied

to the Cyclamen, a hardy European and eastern plant, we
have an instance of its absurdity. Here good culture in not
drying off simply follows the natural conditions of the plant,

which, however it may fare in summer, certainly never fails to

have abundant moisture in winter That such serious errors

have been not only committed, but urged as tlio only right
practice a thousand times over, should lead ua to carefully

reconsider the practice as applied to a variety of other plants.

Dr. Thurber, writing homo from England, notices what he
terms the paucity of vegetables in this country

—

Cabbages and Potatoes are served everywhere ; besides these,
Cauliflowers, String Beans, Scarlet Runners, and Vegetable Marrow
are all that I have thus far met with at the best or the poorest
hotels. The Scarlet Runner, which we cultivate sometimes as an
ornamental Vine, is here common in gardens, but it is a sad substi-
tute fur our delicious Limas. Vegetable Marrow, rarely seen with
us, is a long white Sijuash ; it has very little character of its own,
but is an excellent medium for butter or white sauce. I haye eaten
overgrown Cucumbers dressed in the same manner, and think them
quite as good. This country seems to be the home of all forms and
varieties of the Cabbage ; Kales, Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts,
Collards, besides the heading forms, are abundant in many gardens,
and in the moist climate reach a perfection not known with us.
Indeed, common Cabbage is so tender and marrow-like, that though
it was served as Cabbage, it was so different from the same thing at
home that, supposing some mistake had been made, I enquired and
learned that it was merely " common Cabbage."

Yes, my good doctor ; and you might add that "common"
greens are the best of all vegetables proiierly cooked ! Let
any one try to eat any other vegetable as long as he can thi.s,

and he may get new ideas as to what are our own best vege-
tables. Happily, the varieties of it are not a few, and these
have distinct qualities. The only thing we liave to fight

against is the constant spoiling of this vegetable in cooking,
this being invariably noticeable in public dining-rooms and
hotels, and also frequently in private liouscs.

»

Dr. Thurber also notices tlie absence of orchards as follows

—

In a long journey which I had recently from Cork to Dublin and
Liverpool, and thence by rail to this place (Oxford), within about
50 miles of London, I do not think more than a hundred or two
Apple trees were seen, and these in such small clumps that they
could hardly be called orchards. Upon inquiry as to this absence
of orchards, the reason assigned was th.it the land was rented, and
the tenants did not care to plant trees upon land which they mic-ht
be obliged to give up at any time. This must be a very poor Apple
year, as in the above-named cities I saw in the fruit stores and on
the street the most wretched fruit—gnarled, specked, and so poor
that our farmers would reject them even for cider making. Two or
three Plums seem to be the most abundant fruit, and often very
good ;

have seen no very tine Pears, but it is probaljly early as yet.
tirapes, though mainly raised under glass, are much clieaper than
" hothouse " Grapes are with us. Women in several cases brought
them to the car windows, offering bunches at a shilling each winch
would cost 2s. or 33. at the Broadway fruit stores.

I am very much obliged to Mr. Hovey for hi.« interesting
account of the Hemlock Spruce at home, but I wanted to
know the size of what would be considered fine old specimens
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in the districts of North America, where the tree grows well,

and this I do not find in his article. Passages by American
writers lead one to think of this tree as a remarkably fine one,

but from Mr. Hovey's letter I cannot learn that it is much
better in America than here.

if

As the White Lily is to the bulbous flowers of summer, so

is what they call the Arum Lily (Richardia ajthiopica) among
the finest flowers of the London markets at this season. Per-

haps in the whole flower world there is nothing more graceful

or finer in outline than the large bold flowers of these, that

may be seen now in Covent Gai'den. AVhere a plant is so

common there is little need to recommend it for culture, and

yet its unsurpassed beauty of form in all ways should make
every one strive to cultivate it and show it to the best advan-

tage. Among other white flowers now to be seen are those

of the white Lapageria, and the ever-welcome white or

blanched Lilac has come in again. Fairer almost than all

these white flowers are the various Chrysanthemums, some of

the varieties of which are beyond rivalry as white flowers.

By chance, one sometimes sees a single or a semi-double one

that makes one long to see single Chrysanthemums. Will

anybody raise a few beautiful single or half-single varieties ?

There is no doubt that they would be welcome to many.
*

Speaking of the Chrysanthemum reminds one of the disinnl

way in which this flower is shown in tlie gardens around

London, where it is made a speciality. A great flat bank of

flowers is exposed to view, the surface being about as varied

as that of a plank held at an angle of 4.5". On this sloping

surface a mi.xed soup of the different kinds is placed, the mis-

ture being after all about equal value, so that there is no

resting place for the eye in any place, yellows, white?, and all

other colours being jumbled into one univer.sal mixture, which

settles all interest at once. The whole of the heads form-

ing a dead level, neither the height nor form of the plant

can be a])pr«ciatod, nor its foliage seen, except that part round

the heads of the flower. The Chrys.inthemum is really a

beautiful plant when so grown that it retains its leaves. It

falls into well-deiined groups, some of them of remarkable

beauty and distinction, and if these were shown by themselves

they would be charming, especially if there were a little space

or relief between them in the shape of a walk or a little

lawn of jMoss, or any similar contrivance to allow one to see

one thing or one set of things at a time. For instance, the

white Chrysanthemums are so very beautiful and so much
admired now, that a bed of the best varieties together would

be very interesting. So, again, the wholly distinct Japanese

kinds might be grouped toget'rer, and effectively grouped

would be very attractive. Such groups or masses need not

prevent the graceful mixture? also by way of relief, so the

whole thing might be arranged so as to be a really interesting

sight to all as well as to those who concern themselves with the

points of the varioMS flowers.

I wLsh all correspondents of The Gardex would avoid the

use of words from all foreign languages in their communica-

tions. The English language is now at least rich enough for

our simple garden talk to be carried on in it. When these

foreign words are used, they are almost invariably employed

where equally suitable—often more suitable—English words

would have done. I am glad there is an improvement in the

handwriting of some correspondents of late, as if some one

had been round hinting that writing was made to be read by
other people than the writers. Perhaps the now nearly

exploded idea that men of genius often wrote badly had some-

thing to do with the illegibility of handwriting. The worst

of it was, however, that the bad writing was the only sign of

"genius" the said writers possessed. On the other hand,
some not without claims to distinction wrote legibly enough.

Sala's writing is a pleasure to see. Dickens wrote well ; and
I saw an autograph letter from Nelson, in which the hand-
writing was firm and clear.

lawn tennis is a very good gardener. Small places that

one used to see hopelessly cut up and without repose anywhere
have been cleared a little, and vastly improved for the wants
of this game, which has taken possession of the nations.

That it may continue to hold its position, and not be dethroned
like poor croquet, must be the wish of all who care to see a

bit of turf in our gardens not destroyed by dotting it over
with extingnisher-.shaped young Conifers and the various like

impediments with which places, laid out with some taste at

first, are often spoiled. .TusTici.*..

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED TREES IN GROUPS.
Now that so mucli is being clone in the embellishment of grounds
by the use of hardy plants and trees instead of such as are tender,
aud the time has again arrived for planting, I would direct attention
to a few of the most striking among the variegated and ornamental
leaved section, with which, by judicious grouping, fine and durable
effects may be produced. If for park or woodland scenery, notliing

can be more etrective in certain situations than Copper Beech and
Abele or White Poplar, the contrast of tlie rich dark leaf of the one
with tlie light silvery-grey of the other being most striking when
seen with the wind acting on them, and a full play of light and sun
on tho foliage. Then again, there are other deciduous trees that
colour off exceedingly rich and warm looking in the autumn, giving
tints of most lovely hues, which, although fleeting, make the land-

scape while they last a pictui'o such as gladdens an artist's cje to

bcliold. Among the most noteworthy of these may be mentioned
the Tulip tree, whicli is not half so much grown as it should be, aud
yet where the soil suits it, it is one of the best of ornamental trees, the
leaves being large and singularly cut ; these too in favourable seasons
die off in such a manner as to .attract the notice of even the most
casual observer. The only plice I know off where there are fine

specimens of this tree is at Longleat, where examples of it may be
seen upwards of 90 ft. high, with proportionate girth of stem, and
still in full vigour. Another tree of noble aspect, and luaving very
fine foliage, is tlie Ailautus glandulosa, the only drawback to which
is that its wood is somewhat brittle, and the branches are, therefore,

liable to snap off ; but if planted in favourable situations, where it

can have shelter, it generally escapes this disfigurement. As a com-
panion plant to tliis latter, to grow under or around it to form a

group, the Sumach answers well, on account of its being of a some-
what similar character. I'"or using in the same way with the Plane,
Liriodendrons, or Acers, the Liquidambar comes in well, but with
most of the Acers this sliould be used in the background, that it may
there show up above them. Another very ornamental tree seldom
seen is the Salisburia adiantifolia, or Maiden-hair tree, which, as its

specific name implies, has leaves that resemble those of the Maiden-
hair Fern. This Salisburia makes a most interesting and beautiful

object on a lawn, a position for which it is well adapted.

In evergreens there are plenty from which to select. Take the
Aucubas, for instance, which are a host in themselves, .as by the
great variety wliich they afford in tlieir large plain and spotted
leaves they may be so arranged and blended as to form masses on tho

Gr.ass or in the foreground of shrubberies that will look well at all

seasons of the year. Besides the massive, beautiful foliage which
many of them possess, we have now the berries, which, being large

and highly coloured, render the bushes additiomally .attractive. To
get them to bear these berries freely, however, it is necessary to have a
goodly proportion of male plants interspersed among the others.

Next, perhaps, in point of beauty to the Aucubas is the Arbutus
Unedo, bearing, as it does, sweet blossoms of large Strawberry-like

fruit. Planted in clumps on dry banks or other positions in light

soils, the Arbutus stands the frost well, but in damp, low-lying

places often gets injured. For associating with Pampas (hass,

Arundo conspicua, and A. Donax there is nothing to equal the Bam-
boos, the hardiest among which is B. Metake, that has stood up to

the present through all our severe winters unscathed. The most
graceful, however, is B. gracilis, the rods of which bend and arch

under the load of their elegant Pea-green foliage till the tops

touch the ground. Near a lake or pond the whole of these look quite
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at home, as they >1o also round about dells if judiciously planted.

The best time fordoing this is in April or May, just as they begin to

grow freely, as then they at once form fresh roots and start away
freely. Removed nort-, they are apt to die througli losing what active

roots they liavc ; but deferred till the season mentioned, I have never
known them to fail. For the centres of beds, or to give type and
character to prominent spots. Fortune's Palm (Cham.-erops humilis)

is, when it attains size, a grand looking object, its huge fan-sh,aped

foliage and general aspect giving it quite a tropical appearance. At
one time no one would think of venturing to leave a Palm out during

the winter, but this Cham.-erops is so hardy that there is no risk

incurred, as it has in several districts withstood the severe frosts of

the past ten years or more without sulfering the least permanent
injury. Wind, however, knocks it about, and it should therefore

be planted in some sheltered spot, where, if judiciously placed and
associated with Yuccas, Aralia Sieboldi, and other things of bold

type, to be added to in summer by turning out masses of Cannas,
Castor-oils, Solanums, &o., fine bold features in various portions of

the grounds may be produced. Ln order to light up otlier parts there

is auundance of variegated plants, the most satisfactory among
which are the Gold and .Silver Hollies, which are .always beautiful,

more especially when most othertreesand shrubs arc leafless, as then,

backed up by tlie dark green of the common kind, they are very
pleasing and cheering to look on. The same may be said of the Gold
and Silver-striped Yews, which show themselves oil' to great advan-
tage planted so as to form family groups, as it were, a mode of

arrangement far more eflective and natural than dotting.

Among deciduous subjects suitable for small gardeus, I know of

none moi-e ornamental than the Acers, the foliage of most of whicli

is not only exceedingly elegant, owing to its shape, division, and
structure, but the variegation and colouring are so distinct on some
of them as to render them worth introducing in pots into a green-

house. A. polymorphum sanguineum and A. polymorphum roseum
marginatum are the best for the rich appearance of their leaves,

which are in favourable situations remarkably fine. .S. D.

to appropriate to itself any portion of the nutriment intended for
the exclusive enjoyment of the Hydrangea.

I may add that propagation is best effected by placing established
plants in heat in early spring, the young tender shoots quickly
forming roots in a genial temperature. John Cornhii.l.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GKANDIFLORA.
As the planting season has now arrived it may be well to remind your
readers of the existence of this beautiful flowering shrub. Our gar-

dens are rich in shrubs and trees which flower in spring, but of

those which bloom in the late summer and autumn months there is

such scarcity that we cannot afford to dispense witli the presence of

snoh a handsome and effective subject as is this hardy species of Hy-
drangea. When the flowers first expand they exhibit a purity of

colour equal to those of the Snowball Tree itself, and, as every
healthy shoot produces a large head of bloom, on a plant some 2 ft. in

height only and as much through, carrying from twelve to eighteen

of them, it is easy to form a true idea of the exceptional merits of

this hardy subject. Its hardiness is indeed one of its chief recom-
mendations, for no amount of inclement weather appears capable of

making the slightest impression upon it. I feared that last winter
might have sapped its vitality, but such does not appear
to have been the case, as in this district, at least, it has
been flowering as freely as if it had not been subjected to such a

severe test. The flowers when first opened 'are snowy white, and
charm by their refinement and purity, scarcely exceeded in the
latter respect at least by any tender plant. As the season advances
they assume a tinge of pink, which later on develops into a still

brighter tint. In each phase of colouring the plant is beautiful, but
I admire it most before the flowers have lost any of their pearly
whiteness.

This plant is equally suitable for either large or small gardens, as

it is grand when massed, as its compact and moderate habit of growtli
renders it of great value to the owners of small gardens generally, as

by annually pruning the young shoots back to two eyes, the plant
will be kept in a small compass, and the growth will be stronger than
when unrestricted development is allowed, with the consequent
cflFect of increasing the quality of the flowers, whilst not diminishing
them in quality. I strongly recommend this fine shrub to the owners
of villa and small gardens, and where there is only room for one
flowering shrub, I would say plant this. Although, as compared witli

the generality of flowering shrubs, the panicled Hydrangea may be
considered as a moderate grower, it by no means follows that it is de-
ficient in vigour. On the contrary, it grows with sufficient freedom
and strength to admit of its emplojTnent in the shrubbery, or in

mixed plantations where it does not come into immediate contact
with rank-growing, soil-exhausting trees, and may be made to form
when judiciously and tastefully grouped a beautiful and interesting
feature in such places. Where, however, it is considered expedient
to encourage growth to the fuUest extent, the soil should be deeply
stirred and richly manured, and care should be taken that no other
coarse-rooted subject be allowed, for at least several years,

MEASUREMENT OF TREES AT HIGHCLERE.
AiiiES Doi"(;i,A.<i.—Height 18 ft. ; circumference of stem 10 ft. at

4 ft. above the surface ; diameter of branches 60 ft. Planted about
forty-three years.

AuiKs Menziesi.—Height 78 ft. ; circumference of stem 10.^ ft.

at i ft. above tlie surface ; diameter of branches 50 ft. Planted
about thirty-eight years.

PicEA CEi'iiAi.oNK'A.—Height 71 ft. ; eircumferenoe of stem 8,^ ft.

at 3 ft. above the ground ; diameter of branches 42 ft. Planted about
forty-four years.

PicEA I'ECTiN'ATA.—Height 120 ft;. ; circumference of stem 13 ft.

at 4 ft. above the surlaoe.

Pixus Pallasiana.—Height 59 ft. ; circumference of stem 8 ft.

3 in. at 3 ft. from the ground.
C'ELiKrs Deohaua.—Height 5G ft. ; circumference of stem 5 ft.

3 in. at 3 ft. from the ground. Planted about thirty-four years.
Cedar of Lebanon'.—Height 97 ft. ; circumference of stem IS ft.

at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches 95 ft. Planted
in 1778. In 1832 the circumference of the stem was 10 ft. 6 in.

Wellingtonia gicantea.^Height 58 ft. ; circumference of otem
6 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches 22 ft.

This tree was raised from the first seed that was imported into
England.
CrrRESsus mackocarpa.—Height 54 ft. ; circumference of stem

5 ft. (5 in. at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches 25 ft.

Cryptomeria japoxha.—Height 44ft.; circumference of stem
4 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of the branches
26 ft.

Taxodium iiisTiiiiu.M.—Height 49 ft. ; circumference of stem
5 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the ground.
Qdercus Ilex.—Height 66 ft. ; circumference of stem 9 ft. at

3 ft. from the ground.
QuERCtis ErLHAMENsis.—Height 61 ft. ; circumfereme of stem

10 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground.
Black Walni'T (Juglans nigra).—Height 74 ft. ; circumference

of stem 9 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches 84 ft.

Magnolia actmixata.—Height 50 ft. ; circumference of stem
6 ft. at 4 ft. from the ground.
ViRGiLiA LUTEA.—Height 38 ft. ; circumference of stem 6 ft. at

3 ft. from the ground.
TiLiA ALBA.—Height 70 ft. ; circumference of stem 8 ft. at

3 ft. from the ground.
Willow (Salix alba).—Height 78 ft. ; circumference of stem at

the surface of the ground 19^ ft. Divides at the surface into three
stems, first 9 ft. 4 in., second 8 ft., and the third 7 ft. 10 in. in
circumference at 5 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches
100 ft.

Platanus orientalls.—Height 75 ft. ; circumference of stem
8 ft. 6 in. at 4 ft, from the ground ; diameter of branches 52 ft.

LiRiODENDROX TULiPiKEBA.—Height 81 ft. ; circumference of
stem 5 ft. 9 in. at 3 ft. from the ground ; diameter of branches
86 ft.

PvRUs SORBUS PYRiFORMis.—Height 53 ft. ; circumference of
stem 4 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the ground.

Pteu.s torminalis.—Height 57 ft. ; circumference of stem
6 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground.
Fraxincs excelsior.—Height 110 ft. ; circumference of stem

12 ft. at 4 ft. from the ground.
We have some good specimens of various varieties of Oak, but I

have not had an opportunity to get the measurements of them. The
park here has been lovely during the past two or three weeks, owin g
to the autumnal tints, but a few more frosty nights will change the
scene from golden and bronze colour to leafless boughs. The trees
around the lake have also been beautiful, and the islands have been
crimsoned with the foliage of Azaleas and Andromedas. Pyrus tor-

minalis, too, bronzy yellow, has been very striking associated with
evergreen Oaks and other trees of similar character. S. Bos.s.

Paulo'wnia imperialis.—This promises to flower unusually
well this season, many trees being full of bloom-buds which, if they
survive the winter and early spring, may be expected, when open,
to make a fine display. The flower-buds of this tree are, however,
so prominent and so much exposed after the leaves have fallen, that
they are, in general, destroyed by froet, and to this is to be attri-
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buted the fact of the tree flowering but schlom, for unlike

many other trees in whicli the embryo tlower is well protoeteil, the

biuls of this are produced on the moat exposed i)arts, and therefore

at the meioy of every frost.

—

Alimia.

IlOX dipyrena.—This is a handsome Holly, seemingly but very

litdo kno«-n, though it is scarcely inferior to the Japanese evergreen

O.iks, wliicli appear to be gaining so much favour with jdanters.

This Hjlly, though a native of India, is perfectly hanly ; in fact,

hirdier fian many forms of I. Aquifolinm, and very distinct. The
leaves, which have entirely smooth margins, are long and band

shaped, and of a deep, dull green. It grows into a compact handsome

bush, and though the specimens of it which we have seen are nearly

•J ) ft. higli, they are furnished to the base with dense foli.age. For

planting singly on 1^ wns or in any place where it is desirable to show

variety'it is spec-ally suitable. It may be fouml in some of the

largest tree nurseries, and a good specimen of it may be seen in the

ooUeetion at Kcw near the winter garden.—W. (_!.

THE TREE RECORD.
An O'.d Mulb3rry Trea —In the garden at Wistow Rectory is

a very old Mulberry tree. What its ago may be it i-i impossible to

say ; hut it has withstood many a .storm, and, though its trunk and

its large limbs are bound with bauds of iron, and its branoheg are

supported with props, it looks as if it might, if tended with the

same care, last a good many years. Last winter pnnislied it severely,

and during the summer just past it was unable to jiroduce an>'

fruit, as mist of the young fruit-bearing branches had lieen killed

by the severity of the weather. However, when I saw it the other

d.ay, and took the dimensions of the old iron-bound trunk, it had

.apparently recovered, having made vigorous growth, which seemed
to be getting firm. The trunk 4 ft. up measured 6 ft. in circumference ;

but it had probably, before the decay of one side had set in, been

Ivgcr. It has seldom failed to bear well, except in the case of a

severe winter like the last, which killed all the young wood.—H.

Fid© E 7ergr3en Oaks (Quercusllex).—" Jnstioia" does not

give the size of the trees atUoodwood, Wilton, or Holkham ; I have

therefore no ground for comparison. There are, however, two on
t'leroad^idebetweenTorlirian, and Tornewton, in this county, wliich

, are good specimens. The larger of the two has a trunk 11 ft. to

12 ft. in circumference ; and much more than this at the point where
the branches begin to spread, which is 9 ft. to 10 ft. from the ground.

These branches are five or six in number, and are from .'i ft. to S ft.

iu girth. The whole tree is in fair proportion and a very striking

object.—T. H. A. H., South Devon.

Yew Treas.—In the churchyard of the s.ame parish (Torbrian)

".lusticia" would find a magnificent Yew tree. It is perfect in

shape, and by a rough measurement I found the trunk to be more
than 1 1 ft. in circumference ; this is not an unusual size, but the

circumference of «he area, covered by its branches is about 200 ft.

—

T. II. A. H., Sonth Devon.

Podocarpus alpina and P. andina.^Tliese are twD
hardy Conifers, having withstood the severe winters of '78 and '7'-l

M-ithoat sutfering injury from frost. The former has small, neat

leaves on slender, drooping branches. The latter has narrow, lan-

ceolate leaves of a dark green colour ; they are both superior and
uncommon-looking dwarf trees, very suitable for small gardens or

pleasure grounds, where space is limited.—G. B.

THE LIBRARY.

A SM.VLLER MANUAL OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY.*
This is one of the most complete and clearly arranged books of the

kind which we have seen. There is a good index, and for educa-
tional or private purposes the book is concisely written, giving in

addition to physical geography much information respecting the

government, education, religion, industries, and population of each
country ; in fact, it contains an amount of information seldom met
with in a book of so small a size. By judicious arrangement and
viriety of type the more important facts are made to stan 1 forth

more clearly ; this is so well done indeed, that the pages seem to

attract the reader usually not difficult to weary with this kind of

treatise. L'ke all the books published by the same house, it is mjst
carefully printed.

"Th3 Grirdeas of tha San."—We have just received Mr.
Bnrbidge's '-Gardens of the Sun," being an account of his travels

in Borneo and some adjacent countries, an interesting book to plani

lovers, as written by one of themselves, and not without importance

• IjDndon : John Jlurray, Albenjirle Street,

to the bird man or the general reader. We hope to notice it next
week, and give our readers a sample of the author's mode of dis-

cussing the matters that most concern their own pursuits.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Second Flowering of Rock Garden Plants.—This
season many ()Iant3 on the rock garden here are continuing to llower

mucli longer than has been the case for some years past, wliile others

which flowered freely in spring are again in bloom. Thus Crocus
medius, which came into flower on .January 1, opened its flowers for

the second time en November .'). Arabis dccurrens, which made a

grand display in March, burst out again in October. IVimula casli-

meriana opened its first blooms on March 4, and, after a period of

rest, expanded a second crop of flowers on November 8. Helleborus
albicans major began to flower on February 5 and again on Novem-
ber 2, while Helleborus niger grandiflorus has continued to llower

all the autumn. Veronica rupestris, V. spicata, Lithospermum
prostratum, and other species are still continuing in flower, not-

withstanding the considerable amount of frost we have had. From
October 1 there has been frost on thirteen mornings. The six lowest

temperatures registered were .as follows : October 19, 26", or 6'" of

frost ; October 20, 22^ or 10*' of frost ; October 22, 22'=', or 10-" of

frost ; November 2, I'J", or 13'' of frost ; November 3, 23°, or !r" of

frost ; .and November 4, 26°, or G" of frost.— J. Sadler, Hoi/nl Bo-
ta'iir <_larih'ii!t, E'lhihiinjh.

Orchids at York.—Among the Orchids blooming in the York
Nurseries during the past week none perhaps have been so striking

as a fine specimen of Cattleya labiata, the genuine old autumn-
flowering species now so rarely seen in gardens. Its fine truss of

flower and delicious scent both contributed largely to its attractive-

ness. Tlie display of L;i;lia autumualis var. atrorubens continues

magnificent, .and "a forest" of flower-stems of L;elia albida ami
its var. bella give promise of a charming dispLay of flor.al beauty
speedily. This species, like the foregoing, appears to grow and
thrive as freely and as easily .as can be desired. It is never sh.adcl,

however bright the summer's sun may be. Several phants of V.anda
cicrulea have been gay, tliough now passing over. Till a few days
before the recent severe frost set in these plants were growing out-

of-doors (both day and night), along with fine plants of the rare

Epidendrum erubescens, which latter, especiallj', seemed thorouglily

to enjoy the cool and heavy night fogs. A large specimen of Sobr,alia

(l)elieved to be S. chrysantha) stood with impunity 6° or S° of frost,

and a second specimen kept out under a register of 12' of frost,

thougli injured, is not killed. Both these were planted out in an
open bog bed. Some shelter would doubtless be aflbrded by adja-

cent Rhododendrons, but as both the .Sobralias were 7 ft. high their

upper growth was fully exposed. The leaves and young-growing
tips of the first named of the two scarcely show a trace of injury,

though the plant has been in a Vinery for a fortnight since. Tlie

thermometer at the York Nurseries registered as low as 18° Fahr.,

and in two higher parts of the grounds 20° Fahr.

Lobelia ilicifolia as a "Winter Plant.—Some weeks ago
Mr. T. Wdliams, of Ormskirk, j)raised this Lobelia as a flowering

plant. I now send you some fruiting sprays in order to show its

value as a pretty basket plant for winter use in the greenhouse.

Sandy loam with a little leaf-mould seems to suit it well. Tlie pots

should be well drained and plentifully watered during summer,
small plants making fine specimens during one season. This plant

is so distinct from all others with which I am acquainted, and lasts

so long in fruit, that I consider it indispensable in a collection of

choice greenhouse plants. As a basket plant it has also the advan-

tage of being beautiful all the year round, in summer being

smothered with pure white starry flowers, and in winter with purple

fruits.

—

Wm. Elliott, Dpcpmr. [The specimen sent, bearing [u-ctty

little purple fruit and miniature Ivy-like leaves, showed this to be a

useful and graceful plant, either for baskets or brackets.]

LucuUa gratissima.—A magnificent truss of sweet-scented

flowers of this fine conservatory shrub has been sent to us by
Mr. W. Spinks from the Royal Nurseries, Harborne Road, E Igbas-

ton, where two plants of it are finely in bloom—the two bearing

between them from forty to fifty heads of flower. A noble bush of

this Luculia used to flower freely every year planted out in the beil

of the conservatory at C'hiswick before it was converted into a

Vinery.

E.^ipin? Forest.—The Cit;/ Pi-ai states that the freeing in

perpetuity of more than 5003 acres of Epping Forest has been
etfecteil by the Corporation, at a cost of upwards of £250,000.

TiiE annual general meeting of the National Auricula, Carnation,

and Piootee Societies (southern section) will bo held at the house of

Mr. E. S. Dodwell, 11, Chatham Terrace, Lirkhall Rise, Cl.ipham,

on November 23, at three p.m.
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French Tuberous Begonias.—M. Godefroy-Lebeuf, of

Argenteuil, has ac(|uii'ed the entire stock of the beautiful varieties

of erect tuberous Begonias wiiich have been raised in the neighbour-
hood of Paris, and which liave been so much admired there.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

POTATO EXIKBITIOXS.
Mil. ALEX.iNDER Deax is a successful e.xhibitor of Potatoes, and,
judging from the number of communications which he has sent to

tlie diUerent papers lately, he appears to be very anxious to defend
Potato exhibitions. He says, I should be able to exercise "an
independent judgment" as regards the best sorts of Potatoes for

cultivation. What reason has lie to suppose that I don't? lean
state that I am particularly careful to select the kinds that suit me
best, but they do not happen to be the favourites of the prize-taker.

I did not say "I pinned my faith" to tlie market gardener,
but that I would rather follow him than the prize-taker.

Out of some 21 or ."SO kinds favoured by the exhibitor, I see your
correspondent ventures to name about a dozen, not half of which
have a reputation as being generally good sorts. Among these he
names Magnum Bonum, Champion, Porter's Excelsior, and School-
master about the best of the lot, but by no means the best for
general culture. Taking them for what they are worth, however,
may I ask Mr. Dean if he means to imply that Potato exhibitions
have had anytliing to do with the raising and introduction of any of

these varieties ? Can he indeed name any single good kind that we
have to thank Potato societies or committees for either raising or
bringing into notice ? My text was that "as far as assisting the
cultivator in tlie choice of good sorts for general culture, or the
prevention of disease, kc, was concerned," Potato exhibitions had
done nothing or next to nothing. Dare Mr. Dean affirm that in
essential points any one can tell a generally good Potato from a bad
one on a show table, or say what good end the exhibition of 21
sirts, or half, or less than half that number serves. 1 have read
several reports of the late show, and there seems to be a pretty
general ojiinion afloat that Potato exhibitions have as yet proved
almost useless institutions. One docs not require to be an exhibitor
of Potatoes or to be familiar with all the favourite prize kinds to be
able to form an opinion on the matter.
We ask what exhibitions or exhibitors have done, and nobody can

tell us. I have a -well-founded suspicion that if exhibitors would
tell the public what sorts they grow for general crops for eating or
for market purposes, and how many sorts these embrace, it would
be far more instructive than an exhibition of fancy kinds. Mr. Dean
could render good service if he w'ould tell us how many sorts, and
the proportion of each, that lie has grown during the last twenty
years and grows now for profit or use. What he and others did at
the late exhibition at the Crystal Palace and at other shows of the
same kind was to exhibit a few well-known sorts, which they (the
exhibitors) have neither raised nor proved, and to leave a nuniber of
other equally good kinds out, and substitute in their place a great
number of other sorts that liave hardly any place in the farmers' and
gardeners' catalogues for all so long as they have been out, and a
number of sorts besides that were unfit for the general cultivator's
purpose. But by far the most damaging fact against such exhibi-
tion is the revelation afforded by the prize list itself. If the object
of the exhibitor was to prove and show those variet'es best suited for
general culture, and embracing all the most excellent points, we
should by rights find these in the small collections in which the
exhibitor's favourites are concentrated. But is this so ? No. In
the twenty-fours and cighteens, &c., we do find a few of the better
sorts put in as make-weights, but when the circle is narrowed to the
fours, and twos, and single dishes, what sorts do we find these to be ?

A\ e find the better kinds weeded out as the selection proceeds, and
" the four selected best " Potatoes are Vicar of Laleham, Blanch.ard,
Yorkshire Hero, and Jackson's Improved. I would ask any one
< onver.=aat with the subject if these are the best, or even the second
best, for general culture, and if not, for what was the prize awarded ?

Was it for their external appearance as they appeared on
the plates on the show talile'? If it was, and it is extremely
likely, was the exhibition anything but a farce ? The two
best sorts are, accordingto Mr. Dean's prize lot, Blanohard and Inter-
national Kidney

; and the best of any coloured round sort is, accord-
ing to the same exhibitor, the Vicar of Laleham. Truly, the whole
we have named form a remarkably judicious selection for the
gardener aud the farmer ! They represent the exhibitor's favourites
weeded out to the best and most choice kinds. Will Mr. Dean stake
his reputation as a Potato grower in recommending the lot for culture
in large proportion anywhere for profit or use in preference to our
older aud better known kinds ? In the report of the show in the
Uanlener the situation is pithily summed up thus; "The Potato

committee are to be congratulated on the magnitude of tlie show,
but here all congratulations ought to cease, as they most undoubtedly
are doing much to encourage the growth of innumerable varieties
whose only recommendation is their handsomeness. No prizes what-
ever are offered for, and no preference given to those of known good
table qualities other than those offered by different seedsmen for
their own specialities. The consequence is that those who ou their
first attempt stage useful if somewhat unshapely tubers have to pay
for their experience, and probably the next season go in for novelties,
to the very probable disgust of their employers." J. S. \\.

NOTES AND OUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Mr. Hibberd on Watercress.—Mr. Hibberd has been
reading Tjie Garuex for November 0, and in its m.any pages of

matter finds two lines that displease him, being, according to
him, wholly erroneous. "In The Cariie.n (he says) of November
0, page 472, occurs the following :

' Winter Culture of Watercress.
—B. A.—Waterci'ess in winter is ea.sily secured by so%ving some
seeds in a shady border ; indeed, the shade is not always essential.

We saw an excellent crop at Chiswick last year.' " He then
goes ou to " assert that no one at ani/ time has seen an
cxcelUnt crop of Watercress in any open border at Ckiswick
(Jiirinij the uiiitrr." It is a serious matter to discuss such a jioint

with a man who has written a book on one phase of the culture of

Watercress. The answer, however, is simple : we saw a very
good and regular crop of Watercress on one of the wall borders
at Chiswick in the early part of a recent winter. This, tested by
taste, was a clean and excellent sample, and quite met the wants of

those who object to Watercress over which any objectionable water
had flown. There is as we write a crop of Watercress growing in

the Chiswick garden, and from which good Cress may be gathered
until the advent of hard frost. To provide against this contingency
a frame may be put over a portion of the bed, as indeed is being
done at Chiswick now ; but in an open winter this would not even be
necessary in many districts. If so much may be done in the London
district better results may be obtained in moister and coast districts,

and in more than one coast garden we have seen good Watercress
grown on a north border. No doubt this would be a common oc-

currence were it not that few require Watercress in any but the or-

dinary way, or ever think of growing it otherwise. Mr. Hibberd
has been making some capital out of the use of the word and instead

of or in a sentence in our specimen number recently issued. This, it

is to be hoped, does him good and us no harm. As one who has evi-

dently thought deeply on Watercress, we are sure he will welcome
any simple way of enabling any one to gather fresh in his own
garden ilr. Hibberd's favourite esculent. We should not have
noticed his remarks had he not raised the question of fact.

Early Paris Market Turnip.—Last spring we grew this

kind for first early crops, and were satisfied with it, as it forms a
root fit for use in a very short time. It is an oblong variety, and
when cooked very white and excellent. I have not tried the Purple
Top Munich Turnip so highly spoken of by Mr. Wildsmith (p. 402),

but if the statement of Mr. Lindsay Herford (p. 478) is the general
experience of growers as regards its flavour, I shall keep to the
Eirly Paris ilarket, which is probably synonymous with the Early
Market Gem mentioned by Mr. Herford, for although earliness is

a great point, yet it does not compensate for lack of quality. In
garden Turnips, however, we know that great differences as regards
flavour do exist even in the same variety grown umler different cir-

cumstances ; for instance, in some gardens it is difficult to get really

good eatable Turnips, while in open fields they are generally excellent

in quality.— -J. Gko'lai, Linton.

The Cabbage Broccoli.—Some doubtless wonder what this is.

It is not a Cabbage, nor is it a Broccoli, but it partakes of the

characters of both, and its great recommendation is that it is a Cab-
bage in the autumn, and if not cut as such may be cut as Broccoli in

spring. When the fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural

.Society give first-class certificates to fruits and vegetables, of course

we look for unquestioned merit, but somehow or other it too often

liappens that the very things so certificated turn out to be com-
jiaratively valueless. This Cabbage Broccoli h.as enjoyed this dis-

tinguished honour. So also has the red Munich Turnip, referred to

last week by Mr. Linds.ay Herford, but which others besides Mr.
Herford now know has only its earliuesi to recommend it and nothing
more. This Cab'iage Broccoli seems to be a pleasant eating, tender
vegetable in its Cabbage form, ami to be very hardy. As a Broccoli

it is admitted to be valueless. On one point its admirers are silent—
its adherence to character. If only fifty per cent, come true, as I

have learned, then it shows iu that respect anything but first-class

merit.—A. D.
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SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

KMVAL nORTICl'LTURAL SOCIETY.
November 1G.

TiiK principal features at this meetins were fruits ami vegetables

of whi.h there were tine collections ; iiowerg, too, thougli not numer-

ous, oonipriseJ several of interest. Tlie almost entire absence, how-

ever, of that queen of autumn tlowers, the Cln-jsantlicnium, was con-

spieuona, and it is a matter of regret that the society Joes not organise

a sjiecial cxliibition of tliis tine Dower.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following :—

Messrs. J. Veitcli & Sons, Chelsea, for

Cypripedium Fairieanum.—.^n old but somewhat rare

Lady's Slipper, with prettily marked flowers of mediiun size, remind-

ing one of C. barliatum, tliough tlie peculiar rellexing tendency of

tlic lateral sepals renders it recognisable at a glance.

Mr. H. Canncll. Swanlev, for

Salvia Bethelli.—A beautiful .autumn-flowering kind, ap-

parently identical «ith that whicli has long been known as S.

involucrata. Tlie flowers .are long and of a deep rosy-pink hue. The
most marked char.acter, however, is the singular cone of bracts which

terminate the spikes, and wliich give them a handsome appearance.

S. Pitcheri.—.\ North-American species with dense heads of

flowers of a rich ultramarine colour, somewhat resembling the better

known S. angustifolia, and it is also about the same degree of hardi-

ness.

S. splendens Bruanti.—By far the finest form yet exhibited

of this species. The colour is brilliant scarlet, and the flowers and

spikes are altogether larger than those of tlie type.

.Mr. ISalchin, Hassocks Gate Nursery, Sussex, for

Bouvardia Dazzler, apparently a first-rate variety, an im-

provement on others of a similar colour. In habit of growth it is

bushy and compact, and the flowers, which are of a rich deep scarlet,

are borne very plentifully.

A fine group, comprising a large number of Cyclamens, was shown

by Mr. Smith, Ealing Dean Nursery. The plants were all remark-

ably wellgi-own and flowered, and represented somestriking varieties,

including Rosy Morn and the pure white Mont Blanc, both of which

were certificated two years ago. This collection was deservedly

.iwarded a cultural commendation. Another large exhibit was a

fine collection of Chinese Primulas from Chiswick. Some of these were

particularly noteworthy ; for example, those named Chiswick Red,

Punctata floribunda, Vesuvius, and Rubra violacea, all of which

showed an advance in their respective coloars, as regards brightness

of tint, and size, and form, and fringe of the petals. Double flowered

Chinese Primulas were shown in fine variety by Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son, Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale. Some of these

were very pretty, the best being Emperor, Blushing Beauty, Mrs. Ky re

Crabbe, kingof Purples, Exquisite, Maiden's Blush. Mr. Gilbert, gar-

dener to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford, exhibited

some plants of bis new double Primulas. Two single flowered sorts,

Swanley Pui-ple and Swanley Red, also shown by this exhibitor, were

distinct and pretty. Cut blooms of Mr. (Jilbeit's new double Primulas

were shown by Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, who have dis-

tributed them. These cut flowers, though they represented about

half-a-dozen named varieties, were of only two colours—jnire white

and deep rose. The flowers of the sorts Princess and ilrs. A. F.

Barron, which were originally marked more or less heavily with

purple streaks and spots, have sported into the pure white kind

White Lady. Th-o fine sorts of Primula were sent by Messrs. W.
Paul & Son, Waltham Cross ; one, Waltham Gem, had prettily varie-

gated leaves, rendering it very striking : the other, Waltham White,

wa3 remarkable for the unusually large size of the pure white

blossoms.
Messrs. Veitcli & Sons exhibited, besides the Orchid certificated,

a variety of Dendrobium heterocarpum named D. philippinense ; the

flowers are paler than those of the type, and, unfortunately, are not

so sweetly scented. An interesting Orchid shown was Pleurothallis

glossopogon, which had flowers with long transparent sepals of a

tawny hue. Pompone Chrysanthemum King of Purples and

Maiden's Blush, both attractive sorts, were also shown liy the same

exhibitors. A fine collection of cut blooms of double zonal Pelar-

goniums was shown by Mr. C'annell, in addition to the Salvias cer-

tificated, which showed in a striking manner the skilful culture the

Pelargonium receives at Swanley, The single-flowered Primulas

from the same nursery were also highly attractive. Mr. King, Wray
Park, P^eigate, exhibited three new Coleuses—John Baxter, Mary
Muller,'and Adelaide Baxter, the latter an effective variety of good

habit of growth. Messrs. Carter, High Holborn, showed a flowering

plant of the beautiful Griftinia hyacinthina maxima. Chrysanthe-

mum Mrs. John Crossfield was shown by Mr. W. Kipps,

Walton Lea, Warrington, It was a very fine sort similar to Pink

Perfection, an inourved-flowered variety. Messrs. C. Lee & Son,

Hammersmith, exhibited three beautiful kinds, viz., Mons. Crousse,

one of; he Japanese section, with rich orange-red flowers ; Clythe'

with well-formed flowers of medium size similar to those of Julio

Lagravcre ; and sanguineum, a I'omponc variety with remarkably

deep red flowers produced iilentifully on liusliy plants. Mr. Salter,

.Selhorne, Streatham, showed a flower of a new pure white .lapanese

kind named Lady Selborne, It is said to be a sport from .lames

Salter, one of the best of its clas-j in every way. It appeared to lie

an excellent sort, and ought to become better known.
Fruits.—Among these the most noteworthy were some excellent

Pine-apples, Grapes, and Applts. Mr. Wilson, gardener to Karl

Fortescue, Castle Hill, South Molton, exhibited eight Smooth
Cayenne Pine-iipples, which weighed in the aggregate

.')!>J,
lb. The

largest, a handsome fruit, weighed S lb. 4 oz., and the smallest

6 lb. 7 oz. Some remarkable examples of Gros Colniar and Black

Alicante were sent from the society's gardens at Chiswick, and a

cultural commendation was a]ipropriately awardeil to Mr. Barron.

To Mr. Joshua Atkins, gardener to Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, Lockingo

Park, Wantage, a similar award was accordeil for fine examples of

Muscat of Alexandria, Black Alicante, andlJlack Hamburgh Grape.'-,

two bunches of each sort, all in a highly finished condition. Aber-

cairncy Seedling Grape was shown finely bv Mr. J. Brown, Aber-

cairney, Perthshire. The same variety with Black Alicante and
Trebbiano were sent by Mr. (Ulbert, the two former for comparison,

but the committee considered that the seedling more resembled Bar-

barossa than Black Alicante. A cultural commendation was voted

to Mr. Ross, Welford Park, Newbury, fur a large collection of Apples

and Pears, representing about nearly fifty varieties. The Apples

especially were excellent, and seldom are seen such fine examples as

some of the sorts shown. A similar collection of Apples, shown by

Mr. Atkins, was equally fine, and was even more numerous.

A first-class certificate was awarded to Messrs. Saltmarsh and

Sons, Chelmsford, for a new seedling Apple named The Queen, a

large handsome fruit of round and somewhat flattened shape, and

highly coloured and striped. It was considered by the committee

to°be a first-rate sort with tender and juicy flesh and a capital

cooking Apole. A first-class certificate was also awarded to Mr.

Laxton° Bedford, for a seedling Apple, The Schoolmaster. It is

said to be a good cooking, as well as a fine dessert sort, and ex-

tremely prolific. The fruit is conical, with a pale green skin.

Messrs. Carter and Co. exliibited a large collection of vegetables,

comprising upwards of a hundred varieties of Potatoes, a numerous

assortment of Kales, Cabbages, Turnips, Beets, Celery, &c. MessrF,

Sutton and Sons, Reading, contributed a large collection of Potatoes,

numbering nearly a hundred sorts, among which were about two

dozen seedlings not yet in commerce. A similarly large collection of

Potatoes was exhibited by Messis. Lee and Son, Hammersmith,

comprising all the leading varieties, and a new one named Defiance,

a large jiurple kidney, said to possess first-class i|ualities.

F- Special Prizes.—The valuable prizes offered by ilessrs. Sutton

& Sous, Reading, and Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, for

vegetables were competed for on this occasion. Jlessrs. Suttons'

prizes brought together fourteen competitors, whose collections were

mostly of fine quality, and none were decidedly bad. The first

prize was awarded to Mr. Austen, Ashton Court, Bristol, for a re-

markably well-grown collection, among which the most conspicuous

were Orangefield Tomatoes, Vtitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower,

Tripoli Onion, Stratagem. Peas. Canadian Wonder Beans, imported

Brussels Sprouts, red Celery, Telegraph Cucumbers, and Lapstone

Kidney Potatoes. The second best collection came from Mr.

Roberts, Gunnersbury Park, who was awarded the second prize ;

Mr. Muir, Margani Park, Taibach, South Wales, the third : ami Mr.

Iggulden, Orsett Hall, Komfurd, the fourth. Among the dishes

shown by these and other exhibitors were excellent examples of

Hepper's (ioliath Tomato, Sutton.s' King of the Cauliflowers, Jersey

Lily and Snowball Turnips, Clarke's Solid Red Celery, and Improved

Reading Onion.

The iirizes off'ered for Suttons' Improved Reading Onion were won
by Messrs. Austen, Lye, aud Haines. Tsvelve dishes were shown,

all of high quality. The prizes for Suttons' Magnum Bouum Potato

were competed for by twenty-seven exhibitors. Mr. Howard, Can-

terbury, Mr. Miller, Margate, aud Mr. Andrews, Dorchester, won
the prizes respectively. Six dishes of Suttons' Reading Abbey were

shown, the best by Mr. Meads, Beckett Park, Shrivenham ; the

second and third prizes were taken by Jlr. Iggulden and Mr.

Phillips.

Woodstock Kidney was shown by thirteen exhibitors. The best

dish came from Mr. Iggulden, aud >ic3srs. Phillips ami Itoss took the

second and third prizes. In all the exhibits of Potatoes the high

quality of the tubers was a striking feature.

The competition for Messrs. Hooper's prizes for a collection of

vegetables of nine sorts laid between two competitors, Mr. Phillips and
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Mr. Iggulden, OrsettHall, Romford. The former took the premier
award with fine examples of Hooper's Market Favourite Onion,
Acme Tomato, Beauty of Kent and Pride of America Potato, JIus-

selburgh Leeks, Canadian AVonder Beans, Carrots, and Cauliflowers.

Mr. Iggulden's collection was scarcely inferior in point of quality,

but lacked variety. The prizes for Beauty of Kent Potato brought
out five exhibitors, all showing fine tubers. Messrs. Koss, Iggulden,
and Phillips won the prizes in the order named.

Lecture.—The Rev. G. Henslow commenced his lecture by
referring to some brilliant species of Salvia exhibited by Mr. Can-
nell—blue, scarlet, .and rose coloured. He described the peculiar

structure of the anthers, wdiich swing in a vertical plane, so that
when the insect penetrates the tube of the corolla in search of honey
the upper anther comes down on its back li »e a miniature sledge-

hammer, dusting it with pollen, which is then conveyed to another
flower, anil received by the projecting stigma, which is so situate

as to strike the exact spot on the bee's back. The lecturer then pro-

ceeded to give a short account of the Chrys.anthemum. He first

alluded to the principal species in cultivation, referring first of all

to our English species, C. segetum, or Corn Marigold, which used
to be cultivated, both single and double sorts, early in the cen-

tury. The Ox-ej-e Daisy, often sold in Covent (iarden, is the only
other indigenous species. Of foreign kinds, C. frutescens, from
the Canaries, supplies yellow and white varieties of the French
Marguerite. But the two species furnishing the ordinary Chrysan-
themums are C. indicum, of Linnajus, .and C. sinense, of Sabine.
These have been cultivated for ages in China and Japan ; but the
first notice of their European culture appears to have beenbyBreyn,
at D.mtxic in 1(J8S, who grew a bright rose, snow-white, purple,

dull yellow, flesh-coloured, and crimson sorts. A plant of C. indicum
was in the Chelsea garden in 170i, but as the wild forms of both kinds
had blossoms no Larger than a sixpenny piece, it had no attraction,

and was lost. Blanoard in 17S9 grew a white, purple, and violet

coloured kind at Marseilles. From him Mr. Colville, of the
King's Road, procured the purple sort and grew it fjr

the first time in England in 179."). In 180'2, yellow, buff,

and other sorts were introduced, till in 1808 ten varieties

were grown in this country. These increased to forty in 1827,
In IStG, Mr. Fortune introduced the two small flowering kinds
called the Chusan Daisy and Chinese Minimum, which probably
originate from C. indicum, and arc now the source of all the Pom-
jjoues. For the first cultivation of these we are chiefly indebted to
the French. In 1860, no less than 750 varieties were to be found
in a single garden ! In that year Mr. Fortune introduced the long-

p:iinted petalled Japanese forms. He procured several varieties and
le't them at .Shanghai while he went himself to Pekin, but on his

return found they had perished with the exception of two or three.

These reached Mr. Salter, who from seed raised the same quaint
forms at Hammersmith which Mr. Fortune had lost. Mr. Henslow
next explained the origin of the different forms of florets which give
such peculiar appeai'ance to the varieties. The original form of the
flowers was like that of the Daisy, with "ray"and "disk"florets, and
the illustrations in the " Trans.actions of the Royal Horticultural
Society" of the forms cultivated about the jear 182) or so all

showed a prominent eye or centre of small, regular-toothed, yellow
florets : these under cultivation change colour. The tube elongates,

splits down, while two petals vanish, and the ligulate or strap-

shaped corolla is obtained, terminated by three points ouly or else

rounded oil'. If the strap is rather broad, the incur\'od and re-

curved ball-like masses are procured according as the strap-shaped
florets bend inwards or outwards. If the straps elongate and become
narrower, the original type of the Japanese form is secured. If,

on the other hand, the tube elongates without splitting, while the
fine teeth are reduced in size, the quilled form is obtained. If the
tube is elongated, but splits a short way, the extremity thus flat-

tening out, the tasselled vai-iety results ; and lastly, if the chief deve-
lopment takes place in the mouth, which enlarges and multiplies
its teeth, then wonderful, dragon-like florets are produced. This
last process is, to some extent, similar to the r.ay florets of Ccntaurea
or Cornflower, which bear very large corollas, trumpet-shaped, with
an inflated mouth and multiijlied teeth. In the double Daisy the
lecturer observed that the red sort always appeared to be quilled,

but the white double Daisy always had flat petals.

Scientific Committee.—Chama^rops Fortune! or excelsa.—
Mr. Boscawen exhibited a fine spray of the female inflorescence of

this Palm, and rem.arked that it had previously borne a small
branch which had fertilised a tree at some considerable dist.ance

off'. Odontoglossum Alexandra'.—Mr. Boscawen also exhibited
some buds of this plant attacked by maggots which were unknown,
but which were themselves attacked by a parasitic hymenopterous
insect. Rhododendron leaves, curiously bitten round the margin,
were also shown by him. It was suggested that it was due to slugs,

and not caterpillars. Ficus repens,—Dr. Masters exhibited a fruit-

ng specimen of the erect form of this plant, which bears two kinds
of foliage, according as it creep) or not. Dr. Masters i-eferred to
the correspondence which had been held with the Government with
reference to the Phylloxera. The Government is unable to take
any steps in the matter, though the Swiss and others appear to be
determined to do something to remove unnecessary restrictions.

Castanea pumila (?).—Dr. Masters also exhibited a specimen showing
a transformation of male blossoms to female, the usual elongated
catkin bearing male fruitsinstead of male Sowers. Casuarinasp., Spruce,
and Ash.—Fasciated specimens of these trees were also exhibited,
the first from Baron Miiller, of Australia ; the two latter being from
the Duke of Richmond's grounds at Gordon Castle. A Larch, pro-
ducing a tuft of branches resembling the growth of some Brazilian
Firs, was also shown by Dr. Masters from the same locality. Lemons
diseased by a coccus.—Mr. McLachlan reported on some Lemons
decayed in a similar manner to some Oranges which were previously
sent by Mr. Guistrain. of Manchester. It appeared to be due to
Aspidotus coccineus. He could not suggest a cause of the attack, but
recommended the use of sulpl\ur, or else the attempt should be made
"to stamp " it out. Colonel Clarke suggested the use of paraffin oil

(a tumblerful of old lamp oil with a bucketful of water, stirred and
syringed). Mr. Boscawen advised the use of methylated spirits

(1 pint), with soft soap (.'? lb.), and 1 oz. or 2 oz. of camphor.
Eucalyptus galls.—Mr. McLachlan exhibited specimens of extra-
ordinary shaped galls, with long horn-like protuberances.
Camponotus inflatus.—He also exhibited specimens of this ant from
.South Australia, described by Sir John Lubbock. They appear to

be workers, but which do no work, remaining in the nest, and are
supplied with honey by other workers. This honey they retail to
other ants as required ; they are, in fact, animated honey pots.

Effects of galvanised wii'e.—Mr. G. F. Wilson referred to the in-

juries resulting from this on Lady Arthur Russell's fruit trees. The
opinion of horticulturist! is that it is a real cause of injury, and the
general impression of the committee seemed ti be that it was caused
by the iron being badly galvanised at the places were injuries occurred.

If painted no injury occurred. Geaster rufesoens.—Mr. W. G. Smith
exhibited several specimens of this fungus from Mr. J. Clarke, of

Thetford.

"VeTetables at Chis'Wick.— .\t a meeting of the fruit and
vegetable committee, held at Chiswick on the 9th inst. , the follow-

ing were examined: Brussels .Sprouts, in all thirty-three lots, were
inspected. A great proportion of these were fouml to be very much
mixed, and .also inferior. The following were considered by the

committee the most approved stocks, viz., Aigburth, from Messrs.

Kerr ; and Otterspool, from Mr. Hinds, which are identical ; Dal-

keith Improved, from Messrs. Downie & Laird ; Cragos Favourite,

from Messrs. Cooker & Sons ; Scrymgeur's Giant, from Messrs.

Nutting ; and The Chelsea, from Messrs. Veitch. A new Baet from
Messrs. Rutley & Silverlock was examined and highly apnroved.

Som3 Shallots raised from seed, sent to the garden by Mr. E. Pond
of Jersey, were examined. Examples of these when submitted to

the committee at the meeting on October I4th, 1879, were supposed
to b3 Potato Onions, but as now grown in the garden have been found
to be true Shallots, the silver-skinned variety being very distinct

and pretty. Several new Potat03s grown in the garden were ex-

amined, the mist promising of which were Carter's New and Lye'a
Wiltshire Snowflake.

ROYAL AQUARTU.M CHRYS.ANTHEMUil
E.XHIBITION. Nov. 16.

TiiK B trough of Hackney Chrys.anthemum Society held its annual
exhibition in the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, on Wednesday and
Thursday last, and it was on the whole an excellent one—quite equ,al

to any that has preceded it. The additional prizes for fruit and
vegetables, offered by the Royal Aquarium Company, considerably

added to the interest of the exhibition, as they induced a numerous
competition. The quality of the Chry.santhemums was, especially

among the Japanese kinds, a decided improvement on previous ex-

hibitions, though the pot plants were somewh,at inferior. The first

twelve classes were open to all comers.

For the silver cup offered by the Royal Aquarium Company for

the best group ananged for effect in a sp.ace not exceeding 100 sq. ft.

there were five competitors. The cup was won by Messrs. Mahood &
.Son, Putney, who exhibited a fine collection of plants of the leading

varieties, .all well grown and flowered, and in excellent condition.

Not a trained pLant was noticeable in the group, thus contrasting

favourably with the stiff and formally trained specimens shown in

the same class. The second prize was awarded to Mr. .Stevens, of Put-

ney, for a group of untrained plants similarly arr.anged to the first, and
they certainly had a fine effect. Two of the other groups contained

both trained and untrained plants, and the fifth was wholly com-
posed of huge, ungainly specimens with the floweratcms contorted in
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,iU directions. The next class for six plants in liin. potsooniprised

some excuUont specimens, not too large, but extremely well llowereil.

There were but two exhibitors. Mr. llall, Tulse Hill, showe.l the

best i)lants, the varieties being Mrs. Dixon, Mis. C Humlle, Mr.

Brunlees, Lady Ilardinge, Julie Lagravere, and Mrs. Haliburton.

The three collections of four stand.ard plants were also good, and the

judges awarded the premier prize to a collection not reinarkable for

neatness of training, though the plants were remarkably well flowered,

and produced a tine etlect. These were shown by Mr. Butcher, and

comprised the varieties Mrs. G. Rundle, Mrs. Dixon, Jardin des

Plantes, and Golden George Glenny. In the other t«'o collections

shown there were some excellent plants of Prince of Wales, N'enua,

White Venus, and George Glenny, all tirst-rate sorts. The Pompone
varieties in pots were not numerous, there being but three exhibitors

of six plants, but they were of good quality. Mr. Batcher again

was first with White Cedo NuUi, La Vogue, Mdlle. Martha,

St. Michael, and Fanny. The other groups contained, in

addition to these, President, Lilac Cedo Xulli, and Miss

Nightingale.

Cut Flowers.—There was a spirited contest for the silver cup
offered by the society for twenty-four cut blooms of incurved varie-

ties. There were seven competitors, who all showed excellent

stands. The premier collection came from Mr. E. Sanderson, Felix

Villas, WiUesden, and .was 'a remarkably fine one. The varieties

included St. Patrick, Lady Hardinge, Xil Desperandum, Princess of

Wales, Cherub, Golden George Glenny, Plenipo, Golden Kmpressof
India, Kmily Dale, White Venus, Mr. Brunlees, Incognita, Mrs.

G. Rundle, and Princess Beatrice, all uniformly excellent. The
second best collection was scarcely inferior, though the blooms were

not of such even size and form as the preceding : it included,

among the best. John Salter, Bii-bara, Jardin des Plantes, Queen
of England, Mrs. G. Rundle, White and Golden Biverley.

The collection of twelve blooms were seven, all, witli but one or two
exceptions, containing fine flowers. The finest blooms in the first

prize collection contained excellent llowers of Empress of India,

Queen of England, Lady Hardinge, Mrs. Dixon, Nil Desperandum,
Mrs. Heale, Bronze Jardin des Plantes, and Isabella Bott. The
class for exhibitors who have never previously taken a prize for cut

flowers of Chrysanthemums was represented by six competitors,

and though none of the stands contained any remarkable flowers,

they were not far behind in quality those of experienced exhibi-

tors. Such well-known varieties as White Beverley, Golden Bever-

ley, J.ardin des Plantes, Xil Desperandum. Prince of Wales, Mrs.
G. Rundle, and George Glenny were evidently favourites with these

exhibitors, and certainly they are the best for beginners to start

with.

Anemone and Pompone-flowered kinds were much less numerous
than they ought to have been, for there is a prettiness about the

former which is not seen in the other kinds. The winning stands

contained excellent blooms of Marie Stuart, Antonius, Gliick,

Madame Pepin, Mr. Astie, Prince of Anemones, Madame Montels,

Louis Bonaray, Princess Charlotte, all fine sorts, with well-formed

flowers and well-defined colour. The Japanese varieties were in

great force, and attracted the most attention of all, the quaint

forms of the straggling blooms being strikingly different from
the symmetry of the globular incurved varieties. A silver cup
was offered for the first prize, which was awarded to Mr. Gibson
for an excellent collection, containing remarkably fine blooms of

Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Fulgore, Bouquet Fait, P>thel,

Meg ilerrilees, Cri Kang, Bronze Dragon, Nagasaki Violet, Crite-

rion, Grandiflorum and Baronne de Frailly. The second, third,

and fourth collections were also exceedingly fine, and we noticed

excellent blooms of such beautiful sorts as Striatum, Gloire de Tou-
louse, Bronze Dragon, La Frisure, The Daimio, The Cossack, La
Nymphe, James Salter, Fulton, Gold Dragon, in addition to those

already named. There were ten exhibitors in this class.

Borough Classes.—The silver cup for ten plants in ICin-
pots was awarded to a fairly good collection, among which were
conspicuous well-gromi plants of Mr. Corbay, Bob, Venus, Madlle.
Martha, Mrs.G. Rundle, Antonius, President, Golden George Glenny,
and Ela'ne. One other collection was shown, and was scarcely

inferior to the other in point of size and good culture of the plants,

though rather behind in variety. Three collections only of standard
Pompones were shown, and these were not remarkable for size or

quality, neither were the four low-trained plants, of which there were
but two exhibitors. In all the six classes for cut blooms there were
but few high clas! blooms, the most noteworthy being those with a

collection shown for the silver cup. The best of the twenty-four
incurved varieties shown for the first prize included Mrs. Heale,

John Salter, Princess of IWales, .St. Patrick, Princess Beatrice,

Golden fleorge Glenny, Princess Teck, Rev. Joshua Dix, Emily
Dale, Nil Desperandum, Hero of Stoke Newington, Barbara, Mr.
Brunlees, White Beverlej-, and Emerald. Two collections of

.lapanese v.vrieties were shown, the best comprising some excellent

bloonn of the kinds already named.

Fruit.— Thougli not nuiui^rous, the fruit was an important fea-

ture in the exhibition, especially the Apples and Pe.irs, wliich were

fiuer than any we had liitherto seen this season. There were six exhi-

bitors of bunches of black Grapes. The best were excellent ex-

amples of Black Alicante as fine as it is possible to grow them
;

these were shown by Mr. Ridout, Reigate. The next be^t were
short-n by Mr. W.illis, Keele Hall, who had large and well furnislicd

bunches of Barbarossa. With the exception of tlie third prize.

Black Allcantes, the other exhibits were inferior, as were also all the

white Grapes, though Golden Queen wa? shown by one

exhibitor better tlian it has been in London this season. Apples
were extremely fine in every class. Eight collections of six fruits

of dessert kinds were shown ; the best were from Mr. Ross, Welford
Park, Newbury, who also took the premier prize for culinary sorts.

We never remember seeing such fine examples of Mere de Mi-nage,

Alfriston, EcklinviUe Seedling, Dumelow's Seedling, King of tha

Pippins, Cox's Pomona, Cox's~Orange Pippin, ^Largil, Lonl Derby,

Lord Nelson, which were included in the winning collections. I'ears

also were unusually fine ; indeed those shown by Mr. Fowke,

Dagmarfield Park, Hants, for the first prize had more the ai)pearance

of Channel Island produce than English grown fruits. The finest

of these were Doyenne duComice, Pitmaston Duchess, Glou Morcear,

Beurre Bachelier, Chaumontel. In the other five collections weie

also fine fruits of Beurrc Diel, Duchesse d'Angouli-mc, Brown
Beurrc, Doyenne Boussoch, some over 1 lb. in weight.

Vegetables.—The class for a collection of no fewer than eight

varieties was represented by six exhibitors, who all showed excel-

lent produce. The collection shown for the first prize by Mr.

Austen, Ashton Court, Bristol, contained sixteen dishes, represent-

ing about the same kinds as we mentioned in our report of the show

at South Kensington ; they were all fine examples of skilful culture,

and well deserved the prize awarded it. Mr. Iggulden, Orsctt Hall,

Romford, was placed second with a good collection also, though

somewhat inferior in some points to the preceding. Among tlie

dishes were well-grown Acme Tomatoes, Col. Taylor Cucumber,

Carter's Perfection Beetroot, Schoolmaster and American Purple

Potatoes. In the other collection were noticeable some excellent

Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Celery, (Aicumbers, and Peas. Potatoes

were numerously shown and were of fine ([uality, especially in the

first prize collection of twelve dishes, shown by Mr. R. De.an,

Ealing, which represented all the leading kinds, the most noteworthy

being Lord Mayor, Vicar of Laleham, Bedfont Prolific, School

-

mast'er, Woodstock Kidney, Rector of Woodstock, International, an 1

Mr.Bresee. Eight other collections were exhibited in this cKass, and

seven in the class for six dishes, which were uniformly good, con-

taining well known exhibition kinds.

Miscellaneous.—In the way of flowers, Mr. Cannell, .Swanley.

made an attractive display of cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums and

Salvias, as well as plants in pots of Chinese Primulas, and the graceful

Prenanthes elegantissima, a charming plant for decoration. Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, Reading, had a large collection of Potatoes num-

bering upwards of ninety varieties, and a similar contribution came

from^Messrs. Carter anil Co., High Holborn, who showed in ad-

dition an interesting collection of Kales and Borecoles in great

variety. A large collection of Apples from a Herefordshire or-

chard added to the extent of the fruit display, as did also the large

and admirably arranged group of fruits, flowers, and vegetables,

contributed by the General Horticultural Company, Mr. Wills .ir-

rant'in'^ the group in his usual attractive manner. Some of the

fruits, "specially the Apples, were exceedingly fine, and showed well

the true character of the varieties they represented.

North-westernAmateur Chrysanthemum Society.—
The twenty-third annual exhibition of plants and blooms was held oa

Monday last and the two following days, and, considering tlic season, a

very fair display was the result. Mr. Warren took a silver cup for the

best plants in theshow. HewascloselyfoUowedby Mr. Brown, sen., who
tookasiU-er cup for twelve plants, and also a first prize for the best spe-

cimen plant. The prize for the best specimen of Mrs. George Bundle

(presented by Mr. Rundle), was taken by Mr. Warren, and the

second by Mr. G. Hands. Two stands of Pompones secured four

first prizes to Mr. Long. Those exhibited by Mr. Newman were

scarcely inferior. In the maiden class Mrs. B. Pughe took a first

prize for six very fine plants of incurved varieties, and also first prize

for Pompones and second prize for cut blooms. Mr. T. Morris ex-

hibited six .Japanese sorts, which won a first prize. A cup was also

awarded to him for a tastefully arranged table decoration. Mr.

Walter Brown took a first prize for a beautiful Pompone, which was

a perfect mass of flowers.
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PUTNEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

On Tuesday, the IGth iust., this society held its third annual
Chrysanthemum exhibition, which was in all respects a great

improvement on those of the two former years. The prizes

awarded were as follows : 1st, a silver cup for the best collection

of twenty varieties in pots, which was taken by Mr. Harding,
gardener to T. D. Galpin, Ksq., with a really magnificent collection

of plants. In the class for twenty-four cut blooms incurved, Mr.
E. Berry, gardener to Countess of Leven and Melville, was first with
Mr. Glenny, (iolden .John Salter, Queen of England, Mrs. G.
Euudle, Prince Alfred, John Salter, Princess of Wales, Cherub,
Princess Beatrice, Mrs. Dixon, Ensign, Venus, Mr. Erunlees,

Robert James, White Venus, Prince of Wales, Lady Slade, Nil
Desperandum, and (Golden Queen of England ; a splendid collection.

2nd, Mr. J. Holmes, gardener to G. M. Stoney, Esq., with John
Salter, Lady Talfourd, Aureuna multifloruni, Antonelli, Refulgens,

Beverley, St. Patrick, Mr. Brunlees, Enamel, Jardin des Plantes,

Lady Hardinge, Mrs. G. Kundle, Barbara, White Globe, Nil
Desperandum, Golden Beverley, Prince of Wales, Mrs. Dixon,
Stallord Carey, Hero of Stoke Newin^ton, Prince Alfred,

Mrs. Heale, Loid Derby, and Lady Slade.
I- For twelve cut blooms, Mr. E. Berry was first with Golden
John Salter, Prince of Wales, Golden Queen of England,
Mrs. G. Pvundle, Nil Desperandum, Mr. Brunlees, Queen of

England, Princess of Wales, Prince Alfred, Mrs. Dixon, Lady
Hardinge, Empress of India. Mr. West was second with Cherub,
Venus, Beverley, George Peabody, White Globe, Prince Alfred,
Emily Dale, Queen of England, Guernsey Nugget, Lady Slade, Em-
press of India, and Pink Perfection. In the class for six, Mr.
Bentley was first with Lady Hardinge, Nil Desperandum,
Golden Queen of England, Prince Alfred, Queen of England,
Empress of India, beautifully bloomed. Mr. E. Berry was
seconil with Golden Empress, Empress of India, Novelty, Nil Des-
perandum, Mr. Corbay, Virgin Queen. In the class of six Ane-
mones (cut blooms) Mr. E. Berry was first with Mrs. Pethers, Em-
press, (iluck, Louis Bonamy, Prince of Anemones, Fleur de Marie.
2nd, Mr. J. Holmes, with (Jluck, Prince of Anemones, King of

Anemones, Lady Margaret, Empress, Margaret of Anjou. In the
class f .r twelve Japanese (cut blooms), Messrs. Mahood were first

with Nuit d'Hiver, Sultan, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Curiosity,
Guillaume Delany, Peter the Great, Triomphe du Chatelet, Meg
Merrilees, Striatum, Red Dragon, and Gloire de Toulouse ; '2nd, Mr.
E. Berry, with Countess of Beauregarde, Fair Maid of Guernsey,
Rosa lionheur, Ethel, Nuit d'Hiver, Sarnea, Fulgore, Trioniplie du
Nord, Red Dragon, The Dames, Mr. C. Herbert. Six cut blooms

—

1st, Mr. E. Barry with Rosa Bonheur, Elaine, Fulgore, Ked (t.aunt-

let, Triomphe du Nord, Red Dragon ; '2nd, Mr. J. Bentley—Fair
Maid of Guernsey, Gloire de Toulouse, Red Dragon, La Nymphe,
Fulgore, Peter the Great. The flowers in the amateur's division

were not so good as might have been expected. Giroflk.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Diseased Orchid.— .S. J?. —The blister-like excrescence on ynur pseuiln-
Imllj 1)1' LVulu^yiic cristata appears to be merely the eltect of decay. The thin skin
of the blister contained a dark brown fliiitl. beneath which the " tiesh" of the
pseudo-bulb was quite rotten for about 2-10th5 of an inch in depth ; the rest of the
bulb appeared to bein ahejilthy condition. I am unable to suggest any cause for
this snddeii and very partial decay, unless a blowcould have been the orij^in. I

could not find any trace of an insect, and 1 cannot Imagine that the decay wa3
in any way the woi'k of insects,—O. S. S,

Variegated Hydrangeas.—I have a variejatcd Hydrangea which has
grown rapidly during? the summer. Its lower leaves are now tnrniii;j; yellow
and falling' off. Ought it to be cut back like the common Hydrangea? and if

so, when?— 1'\ J. (If you want it to remain a dwarf bushy plant, cut it down
in spring when the leaf-buds begin to burst. Keep it rather di*y through the
winter,—U.]

Wintering Solanums,—J?a7!ti'n?)-,—If you have well-establisheil plants
they may be wintered safely in an ordinary sittiug-rojm if they are secure from
frost. They will need to be watered with tepid water when dry, giving enough
to thoroughly soak the whole of the soil. Watering at regular i -itervals, whether
a plant wants it or not, is the cause of the los^ of hundreds of window plants,
A sprinkling overhead occasionally to free the leaves from dust will be an
advantage,— 8,

Vallotas Not Flowering,-1 have a potful of Vallotas which, until
two years ago, gave me the utmost satisfaction in respect to blr)om, but about
that time I shifted them into a larger pot, and, althou^di quite fresh, they have
never since bloomed. Wliat can I do with them !—Okkexock. [ Vou evidently
over-potted them. "When the pots get filled with roots the plants will no doubt
Iliiwer again. Keep them rather dry tlirough the winter, then place them in a
moist heat, and tlley may Uower next sununer.— 1>. ]

Saving Onion Seed.—-!. C—Select well-formed bulbs in spring and plant
them in land well manured during the previous autumn or winter, I'lant them
in rows 2 ft, apart and li ft, asunder in the rows, Wheu the flower stalks
appear place a stake to each, and when the seed turns black and shows signs of
falling out of the husks, cut off the heads and place them on a sheet of paper
in the sun to dry, taking care that rain does nut fall on them. Clean and
put them in paper bags till wanted for use, A warm, sunny border is the best
place for seed Onions,—W.

Marechal Niel Rose —I have a Mar&halXiel in a greenhouse in an 8-in,
pot ; it has made some shoots 11 ft, or 12 ft, long, and looks remarkably healthy.
How must I treat it to insure a good bloom next spring ? .Must it be kept moist
or dry? Will it require any pruning? and must it be re-potted or not?—Inquirer.
[Insert four or five neat flower sticks round the edge of the pot. Then twist
the branches round the sticks. Give it plenty of water wdien in active growth,
and early in spring a top-dressing of rich soil or artificial manure. A little
weak soot water occasionally will also do good. Re-pot after it has done
flowering,—P.]

Names or Plants.— H'm. /Ji-ooJ-.—Apparently Oncidium ungulculatura, but
cannot be certain from fiowers alone. ^f^s. I'ow/it;.-Winter Cherry (Physalis
Alkekengi) IV. U. ,S^H//(/?tT.—Euonymus europaus. Anon.—Acer cissi-

folia, T. A. Gloi>er.—2, Podoearpus sp. ; 3, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 4, Panicum
plicatum ; No, 1 not sent.

Name of Fruit.—£, //.-.Apparently Beauty of Kent.

Questions.
Mice V. Yuccas.— I should feel grateful if any of your correspondents

can recommend [me anything to preveiit mice from eating "i'uceas. K\'ery year
they eat them to the ground. I cannot poison them for the aiumals here, and
gas tar gets dry in a few days, and they go to the top and eat through the crown,
and so down through the stem.—,T. D. X.

Rough Glass for Orchard Houses —I think of building an orchard
house with a northerly aspect, and propose glazing the front with senu-lrans-
parent or rough plate glass about \ in. thick, in plates 4 ft. high and 3 ft, wide.
Can you kindly inform me if there will be any practical objection in respect to
the growth of the trees, and whether the plan has been found successful ? Any
practical advice will greatly oljlige—A. S, H.

The Tree Seed Harvest,—The Journal of Forcstnj states

that tree seeds have been harvested this autumn in fine condition ;

and although in many parts the crop has been a very p.artial one, in

others it has been so abundant that no scarcity is likely to be felt

In the Southern and Midland .Counties Oaks and Beech have beer'

heavily laden, and the Ash, Kim, Lime, Sycamore and such like

have borne abundant crops. Hollies and Hawthorns are, however,
deficient of the lo.ad of berries which they bore in tlie same phace

last year. Tlie crop of cones on Larch, Scotch Fir, Spruce, and
otiier Conifers appears to be rather scarce in many districts, but
what has been produced is said to be of excellent quality. The
newer Conifers generally have also been less productive of cones this

season than for some years past.

The Rev. T. C. Brehaut died at his residence, P^iohmond
House, Guernsey, on the 4th inst., aged 61. Mr. Bivhaut was
well known to the horticultural world in connection with fruit

growing, on which he has written at least one book called the
" Modern Peach Pruner." Pear growing, however, seemed to

interest him most, and on this subject he was never tired of

writing both to this and other horticultural journals.

Mr. Laurence, long gardener to the Bishop of Winchester at

Farnham Castle, and lately at Newstead, is about to emigrate to

Shippensburg, U.S.A., where he has obtained a good appointment
tlirough our correspondent, Mr. Thomas Meehan, of Germantown.

HAMLET IN MUD-SALAD MAKKET.
TH.\T these too, too sordid sheds would fall.

Tumble and turn to heaps of builder's rubbish !

Or that parochialism had not fixed

Its veto 'gainst improvement 1 Mudford ! Mudford !

How dirty, stale, damp, and detestable

Seems to me all this muck-heap called a Market!
Fie on't ! fie ! 'tis a true Sluggard's " ( Sarden

"

That runs to waste ; things rank and gross in nature

Possess it merely. That we should look on this,

When care and cash—and not so much—could give us

So beautiful a Market, that to this

Were Tcmpe to a pig-run ! Blowing hence

One would not have the softest wind of heaven
Visit one's nose too closely ! Mudford ! Mudford !

Must we remind you ? Why maintain the nuisance.

As thougli delight in nastiuess had grown
By what it feeds on ? And yet in a few months

—

Let me not think on't—Delay, thy name is Bumble !

A few short months, and this muck-midden old.

This fcctid place that is by everybody.
Like a bad play, well hissed—aye e'en a goose,

A foolLA fowl that doth delight in dirt.

Might hiss at it—could promptly be replaced

By a new Market, no more like Mud-salad
Than I to Birch's Dragon :—a few months.
Ere righteous anger at the town's disgrace

Have grown past patience in the public mind,

It miglit be—0, my Mudford, reck the rede !

Make a clean sweep of the pestiferous nuisance !

It is not, but it yet may come to, good.

—

But break my heart, for I must hold my nose !

-Punch, [Ej-lt luirriedhj.
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" This is an art
Wliich Joes mend Jfnture : cliange it ratlicr : l)ut

TnK Akt itself is Nxtvre."—Shakespeare.

MODERX ORCHID GROWIXG.
The Orcliid growing of the present day differs very con-

siderably from that of past times. Instead of being in a

measure parboiled in the atmosphere of the stove, people can

novr cool themselves gradually down Turkish bath fashion in

cooIOrchidhousesbeforeexposing themselves to suchan outdoor

atmosphere as we at present in this country are compelled to

move in. In my young days, when Orchid growing was com-
paratively in its infancy, there was no such thing as cool

treatment ; indeed, in very few instances Vv-ere there any
Orchids from a cool region in cultivation, always, of course,

excepting what were sent home from the higher altitudes

of Guatemala and Xew Granada. When the late Dr. Lindley

christened our popular Orchid (Odontoglossum crispum) the

Princess of Wales' Odontoglossum, there were few living plants

for the culturist to experiment upon, and the few that were
alive succumbed ; indeed, it is questionable whether any
single plant of Weir's first importations is now living in this

country. There was the difficulty of sending these charming
plants across the lowland country to Santa Martha in tro-

pical heat, which has now been got over principally, I under-

stand, from shipping them in canals to the port of debarka-

tion, which is much the cooler .and safer method, and the

route home is now considerably accelerated, which enables us
to get not only the most beautiful of the Odontoglossums,
but many of the finer Slasdevallias, which were considered

at one time almost impossible to get to this country in any-

thing like a living state. Modern Orchid growing, therefore,

has resolved itself into gradations of temperature wholly
misunderstood in days gone by, and not cjuite sensibly

followed out in all instances even in the present

day. Before, however, the present state of our practice,

resulting in something like general good cultivation, was
reached there are, as was naturally to be expected,

some wonderful blunders to look back upon. When the

notes of cool treatment were first sounded it was carried

out with a vengeance. Some people in their wisdom rele-

gated lots of plants to the tender mercies of our outdoor
climate quite unprotected in summer, and even thought that

such a state of "purgatory" might be carried out even in

early winter with impunity. That system, of course, soon
exploded. With Alpine Orchids, hardy as they are in the

sense in which we look upon hardiness, that ordeal was
what might be called working a practical joke in regard
to them, and nothing but discomfiture could ensue from
pursuing such a course. Even to this day some would
fain endeavour to acclimatise these beautiful flowered plants,

but it will not do. True, we might place the Columbian
O. Pescatorei, the Xew Granadian O. AlexandriB and ;\Ias-

devallias of various sorts for three months in a cool frame
out-of-doors, but even then we must be careful. At all

events the grower of the present day has found out after

a good dozen years' experience that the plants which I have
named and all those from similar regions like and revel in a
uniform temperature throughout the year, so far aswe can in our
climate reduce it to practice. Cool treatment in winter will

not do. Uniform temperature, however, does not mean stove

temperature in winter—it means an agreeable warmth not
offensive to the general sense of feeling of the Orchidophilist,

modified by general spring-like moisture ; that is the climate

that is needed throughout the year for cool Orchids, and tlio

nearer the grower keeps to it the more successful will ho be.

Modern Orchid-growing, however, has advanced a step

further still. It has relegated into the proper kind of tem-

peratures the plants collected over the world. It has much

to conijuer yet, however, but, taking it as we see it, and 1

have ample opportunities of seeing it all over the country, it

is, upon the whole, advancing. No doubt there were somo

grand specimens of Saccolabiums and other East Indian

Orchids thirty and forty years ago that would bo difficult

to match at the present day, but this I attribute to the ex-

cessive run which we have recently had in cooler-growing

Orchids ; and even yet there are here and there some won-

derfully fine plants. There is possibly a greater falling off

in the culture of Cattleyas and Ltclias than in any other

class of plants. These may be counted now by over tens

of thousands, but there seems a disposition among many to

keep their plants in too dry an atmosphere in summer.

This generates that almost irresistible thrips, which disfigures

collections woefully from want of being taken in timo
;

once it gets a foothold it takes months to keep it in check,

and years even will not get rid of the disfigurement which it

creates among these plants and Odontoglossum Roezliandvexil-

lariuni. It is, depend upon it, mainly attributable to heat

out of proportion to moisture. That is the rock ahead

—

avoid it as the mariner would a rock at sea.

One of the greatest gains of modern Orchid-growing is,

unquestionably, the mode of culture to ensure, along with a

healthy growth, a system that will bring endurance with it—

that is, growth with consolidation. Without that it is not

good culture ; it may do well for a time, but it is sure to

end in defeat and dismay to the party most concerned. It

must, however, be reduced to something like a good method.

It does not consist in merely rushing up the growth and then

running the plant out into a cooler, drier atmosphere ; it is its

every day treatment. A sweltering heat without modifica-

tion daily is not the right and proper one for giving a good

constitution—that is to say, in the case of vigorous esta-

blished plants. Sickly ones, and those emerging from the

effects of transit from one country to another, are different

subjects altogether, and must be treated as patients. I am
not sure, but I think it was the late Mr. Appleby who pro-

pounded that Orchids to be properly cultivated should be dry

once a day. That is a capital axiom. Of course he meant

that the leaves of established Orchids, be they of a distichous

kind, .such as Vandas, Aerides, Saccolabiums, &c., or be they

adorning the pseudo-bulbs of Cattleyas, Odontoglossums, and

all such like, should, at one period of the day when light

was exercising most influence upon them, have no water rest-

ing upon them. This will in the order of things occur

unless the house be old and drip falling, but it is, nevertheless,

a golden rule to observe, and most people daily attend to it.

Another thing in modern Orchid growing—the uniform

desire all over the country is, and should be, to have their

plants near the glass, no matter whether it be shaded or not.

There are some exceptions to this rule, but very few. The

principle is a good one, and should be scrupulously observed.

The exception, and it is only in degree, is in the case of such

succulent-leaved plants as Phalsenopsis, and that particularly

in winter. There is in our climate so much cold that has to

be shut out by artificial heat as to cause more or less conden-

sation of moisture ; the greater the artificial heat, of course

the more tendency there is to a plethora of moisture. That

moisture is invariably a few degrees colder than the atmosphere

of the house ; the thick leaves are paralysed in consequence,

and health, vigour, and appearance are impaired. As a rule,

these succulent-leaved tropical plants should in winter
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particularly, so far as my oltservations go, be about 2 ft.

from their glass roof, suspended, which I believe is best,

as the roots aud leaves seem to like warm air permeating

their pores and circulating about them.

I have thought it necessary to write a sort of general article

on this subject, as the constituency is now so much enlarged,

and because the commoner forms of Orchids are now within

the means of the less wealthy classes. Personally, I am glad

to see they are so much popularised. I think, differently from

some, that these numerous importations and sales are adding

to the importance of this much-beloved family of plants, and

I find the longer the generality of holders of the family go

on, the more they become attached to them, and their desire

for the better forms of the species increases. Moreover, I

am only speaking what everyone who knows the history of

Orchids can substantiate—that, notwithstanding the enormous

numbers of them now in the country, good Orchids of first-

rate forms of species command as high a figure as ever they

did in their scarcest days, and if I might assume the character

of a prophet I have no doubt they will do so in time coming.

Meadmchank. James Anderson.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON ORCHIDS.

It is important at this season of tlie year when, in spite of our

vigilance, the houses are often warmer than we could wish them to

be, on account of the frequent changes that occur in the weather, to

go carefully over the plants and make a selection of those which have

completed their growth, so that they may be placed togetlier in a part

of the liouse most lilcely to suit them, or removed to other quarters

if better can be found. I have often been astonished at the perti-

nacity with which (particularly in small places) Orchids are kept at

all seasons in the same place. In the Orchid house one frequently

fiaJs Dendrobes, Oncidiums, &c., which have grown out of all reason,

and which have lost all chance of flowering from want of that rest

and ripening which they could easily have obtained had they been

removed to the adjoiniuH cool, dry house. The only means of induc-

ing many Orchids to flower well is the careful resting given to them
after their growth is completed, and in order to elfect

the desired result the best position should be given to

them likely to bring it about, be it in Orchid house. Vinery,

or greenhouse. These remarks apply more particularly to the warm
house varieties. About those of the cold house, if properly se-

lected, we need have no misgiving. As a rule they do not require

drying off'. Masdevallias, New Granadian Odontoglossums, and tliose

plants usually associated with them I find do best when kept

wet all the year round, less water being given, of course, during

winter than in summer. None need think of resting these plants

by withholding water for that purpose ; the check they receive by
our long and dark winters is quite enough without being shrivelled

up. With the deciduous section of the great Dendrobium family,

most Oncidiums, and other Orchids requiring a vigorous drying in

order to ripen their growths for the production of flowers, the usual

advice is " withhold water as much as possible, giving a little only

when signs of shrivelling appear," or something to that effect. The
better way is to find a place for them where water may be with-

held altogether without shrivelling taking place. Where alternate

shrivelling and plumping up goes on a waste of power takes place

which will be wanted by the plants when their flowering time

arrives. The fact of plants of Dendrobium Wardianum, D. nobile,

&c., shrivelling during the dry season does not intimate that they

should be watered ; it rather shows that there is something in the

atmosphere of the house which is unsuitable for them ; it is gene-

rally too hot and arid, or too close ; more air even in the same house
will often arrest the shrivelling, and thus obviate the necessity of

watering ; if not, the plants should be removed to a cooler and more
airy one.

The majority of the Dendrobes and many other Orchids which
require a well defined period of rest come from parts where it is

excessively hot and dry during their resting season ; it is impossible

for us to imitate this, or the plants would be dried up. The object

being to arrest growth until the flowers appear, a corresponding
lowering of the temperature has been found to answer the purpose
equally well. It is advisable, however, not to lose sight of the

nature of the plants, but to rest them in the warmest place possible

consistent with keeping them from either erowing or shrivelling.

Under the varying circumstances in which Orchids are grown.

different plants even of the same species complete their growth at
very different times. In the case of Dendrobium nobile, for example,
those who have several plants of it often find that they are not ready
for resting at the same time ; it is well that it should be so, as the
period of flowering is thus extended. Observation therefore should
be made of each plant in order to see when its growth is completed,
and not the whole of them dried off because their ordinary resting

season had arrived.

While paying every attention to the wants of the resting plants,
it is of equal importance that we should be careful as regards those
which either grow or require peculiar treatment in winter. A few
such require special mention at the present time. Oncidium Lance-
anum, one of the most beautiful of Orchids, and one which, owing
to recent importation, has fallen into many inexperienced hands, is

seldom seen in good condition. In endeavouring to trace the cause
of this, I have generally found that it is in winter that the plant
gets unhealthy. This may, of course, be attributable to a certain
extent to our dull winters, but as we occasionally find it grown and
flowered to perfection for years by so neone who lias hit on the right
plan, some other reason must be found. In general appearance O.
Lanceanum, with its large fleshy leaves, much resembles 0. Cavendishi
and others of the thick-leaved Oncidiums, and often on that
account they get placed together and treated in the
same way. Nothing could be more dissimilar than the treatment
required. 0. Cavendishi should now be in the intermediate house,
and kept dry in order to favour the production of flower-spikes

(which are now appearing) ; whilst 0. Lanceanum should be in the
hottest and most humid house available—indeed, a house in which
Nepenthes thrive suits it better in winter than an ordinary Orchid
house. In endeavouring to grow all the thick-leaved Oncidiums
together a compromise is generally made between the heat and
moisture required by 0. Lanceanum and 0. luridum and the'cool and
dry treatment required by 0. Cavendishi, 0. bicallosum, &c., which
ends in bringing all to grief together. 0. Lanceanum ouly succeeds
well when kept in a hot (from (!.)° to 80'^) moist house all the year
round, with the exception of six or seven weeks in summer, when it

should be kept in a dry intermediate house—the drier time to com-
mence when the flower-spikes show up strongly, and to continue
while the plants are in bloom, and for a short time after the
blooms are over. It does best in baskets in Sphagnum, suspended
from the roof, where it can receive plenty of light, but no sunshine.

Its large rose and violet-tinted blossoms well repay any trouble

taken with it, as they are distinct from those of any other Orchid.
Epidendrum bicornutum, with its hollow, horn-like pseudo-bulbs
crowned with from six to twelve large pure white wax-like flowers,

the centre of which is slightly marked with crimson, is another fine

kind, which many good cultivators have told me cannot be grown.
I have grown and flowered it well under the same treatment as that

recommended above for 0. Lanceanum

—

I.e., in a basket, or on a

large log, suspended near the roof, in a hot moist house, only
taking it into a cooler and drier atmosphere while in flower and
soon after returning it to its warm quarters. The object is to get

up a strong well-advanced young growth before winter sets in ; if

this is not done the plant cannot flower during the next
summer, and perhaps not for some years, for it is one of those
Orchids which flower well every year so long as the
young growth is backed by a stout predecessor ; if not,

the plant generally declines. Light, heat, moisture, and
air, particularly in autumn and winter, are essential to the
successful culture of the two beautiful Orchids under notice, and
failing other accommodation, they .will thrive well in a forcing house
or where plants of Eucharis are growing. Paphinia cristata, P.

rugosa, Broughtonia sanguinea, Peristeria elata, Bifrenaria auran-

tiaca, and Coryanthes macrantha are all beautiful Orchids which are

mostly lost through being kept too colli in winter. We must take
care that the knowledge of the wonders worked on cool house
Orchids by cool treatment does not get the better of our reason, and
make cool treatment become a craze, as hot treatment formerly was.

Often at this season irreparable damage is done to the Mexican
and Guatemalian Ltulias—L. anceps, L. furfuracea, L. acuminata, L.

majalis, L. autumnalis, L. peduncularis, L. albida, &c.—by leaving

them in houses which probably have been cool during summer, but
on the heat being put on for the winter, they become too close and
hot for these plants. Those which have flower-spikes, and those

wliich have not yet finished growing, should be placed in a light

situation in the intermediate house, but those which have flowered

or have matured their growth will be better in a dry cold house. A
cold New Holland house, for instance, suits them admirably for the

winter ; indeed, I believe they will stand with advantage much
more cold in winter than we give them credit for, provided they are

kept dry. That most lovely, but generally worst managed of them
all, L;elia majalis, I have known to do well in a house where it had
a touch of frost on several occasions, and this year I am trying a few
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in each of two unheated houses, the one a dry, and the other a moist

one. The curt note 1 once received with a consignment of this plant

from a collector, "cold and dry in winter, moist and sunny in sum-

mer," speaks volumes, .and may be taken as the keynote of success

in respect to the whole of this class of Lxlias.

ThosemagniticentOrchids, Cymbidium Lowianum, Cal.intheVeitchi,

the varieties of C. vestita, tlie almost perpetual blooming Odonto-

glossum Alexandra", and numerous others, will now be sending up
their flower-spikes. When these are visible, aud we are so near tlie

rewiird for which we have worked, extra care is required to prevent

injury. I find it an excellent plan to place every important plant

on an inverted flower-pot immediatelj' on seeing the flower-spike ; in

this m.inner rttention is called to the plants to warn one to be more
guarded in watering and to take care not to >illow water to lodge in

the axils of the leaves from which the flower-spikes come. A
moderately dry atmosphere is essential to tlie preservation of the

flowers of all Orchids. J.\mes O'Brien-.

LEAFLETS.

OECHIDS IX THE UNITED STATES.

In Mr. Comings collection, containing nearly a thousand varieties,

there are about seventy now in flower, and among them I think the

following merit especial notice, viz., Cattleya labiata (true autumn-
flowering variety), C. Dominiana alba, C. virginalis, C. exoniensis, C.

marginata, G. superba, and C. Eldorado. These are all easily grown,
provided abundance of heat and moisture be afforded them. PhaUe-
nopsis rosea is the most free-flowering of this lovely genus, and
should, on that account, be in every collection. Others of this

genus in bloom are P. Esmeralda, P. Lowi, P. cornu-cervi, and P.

violacea. These, especially the latter, are very attractive, though
at present, unfortunately, too rare. Vanda curulea is always wel-

come, .and may, with judicious treatment, be had in bloom from
October till April'. V. Corningi is a very handsome and distinct

variety of tricolor, possessing the rare property of being seldom out

of bloom. Angrtecum caudatum and bilobum are free-flowering and
rare kinds, but the first has but little else to commend it. The
blossoms of the free-flowering Benanthera matutina are remarkable
for their rare colour and grotesque form. Aerides Reichenbaehianum
has ninety-three flowers on one growth. Sacjolabium bigibbum pos-

sesses very pretty delicately-coloured flowers, but, unfortunately,

the spikes are too short to allow them to be seen to advantage. Cy-
pripedium Stonei, Spicerianum, con^olor, Swanianum, Sedeni, and
Harrisianum are good representatives of the Lady's Slippers at this

season. Of Dendrobiums, only Rhodostoma, formosum giganteum,
and bigibbum are in flower. Oncidium varicosum Rogersi, with its

bright yellow Up, fully 1 h in. across, is the most conspicuous Orchid
in the show house. Other species of Oncidium worthy of note are
the showy and fragrant 0. Barkeri, and the perpetual-flowering O.
Krameri. The best of the Epidendrums at this season are dichro-

mum, prismatocarpum, and plireniceum, Dawson's variety of Ltelia

anceps is superb, and proves itself rather earlier than the type. Rod-
riguezia secunda, when grown as it is here in a mass of "2 squ.are ft.,

is extremely showy ; the cool Orchids are represented by Odonto-
glossum Alexandras, Andersonianum, triumphans, crocidipterum,
and Bollea cndestis. F. Goldring.

Albaiii/, X. r.

Dendrobium "Wardianum.—Plants of this in Jlr. N.
Fowler's collection at Pontypool are well cultivated ; some were
placed in a stove temperature of from 78' to 00° during their grow-
ing season, by which means some wonderful growths have been
obtained ; one measured 59 in. from a pseudo bulb 18 in. long. When
the growths are nearly completed the plants are ' removed to a
cooler temperature, and eventually to a cool conservatory. Re-
markable growths were obtained in the case of D. crassinode under
similar treatment on a shelf near the glass. Cattleya Dowiana was
treated in a similar manner, and three plants under such circum-
stances flowered freely.—F. C.

Drying Orchid Flow^ers. —How can these be dried so as to preserve speci-
mens in albums? With some I have done well, using blotting-paper, but with
the thicker flowers I And great difficulty.— B. [Orchid flowers arc always difllcult
to drj-, especially the fleshy kinds, so as to preserve their shape and colour. I
have succeeded best with them by placing them in a tin or basin, and covering
them with heated line sand ; either repeat this two or three times, lettmg it cool
each time, or. after the first fiUiog, place them for a time in an oven or other
hot place. When the flowers are nearly dry, but still pliable, they may be
arranged flat.—J. O'B]

Cypripediuras—What is the right t'me to part large plants of these? I find
that growth often comments before the later flowers have faded.—B. [Part
them as soon as the flowers have faded, as there is less young groTcth then than
at any other time.— J. O'B.]

Garden Annual. ^Readers are requested to notice that the
" Garden Annual " will not be ready till early in December,

Wo are promised some of the beauty of the world of Orchids

in the open garden in England. And why not f I have seldom

seen anything more interesting than a Buckinghamshire

meadow populous with the Spotted Orchi.?, or a Kent hill

with the Bee Orchis, while the Bog Orchids native with

us, or that grow freely with us, are handsome and not few.

Mr. Burbidge writes me :
" A friend of mine at Haldon, near

Exeter, writes to say that Bletia hyacinthina is perfectly hardy

there planted out, and ' does better than he ever saw it in

pots.' I knew of it in Holland thus planted out, but not of

its liking our own open-air climate so well." I think it grew

freely in Mr. Wilson's wild garden. I have grown the liee

Orchis for years in an unfavourable situation. Our Spotted

Orchis and its forms grow freely in borders of good loam,

and gradually increase into strong tufts like true herbaceous

perennials. Those who select from the British, European, and

American hardy Orchids may without difficulty have a very

curious garden of them. Some of it should be bog.

The spread of the edging-tile nuisance in gardening is dis-

tressing to me ; it is so stupid and so needless. People get

tired of living edgings because they harbour slugs and other

pests, and becau.se they are troublesome to keep ; therefore

they go to the crudest and poorest thing that can be ob-

tained in a garden—a glazed or vitrified tile, or tile of

any kind. The tile has no merit that cannot be equalled

by a perfectly inoflFen.sive and even beautiful material—thin

hard stone set on edge. On the.se the green Moss gathers,

and they have not to be set with that mathematical pre

cision which is ugliness itself. They are quite inoffensive

to the eye, and they are useful in the kitchen garden

or any other garden. In the flower garden at Goodwood
the thin stones are used in the nursery beds, as they might

be anywhere, with good effect. It might be worth while

for some of our horticultural sundriesmen to keep such

stones for districts where people could not procure them

easily.

]\Ir. W. Morris has been speaking against large windows

—

a very curious fact, considering Mr. Morris's well-earned fame

as an " indoor decorator "—not using the word in its gardening

sense. Though not a gardening question, and though we have

nothing to do with wall 'paper or windows, we may venture

to remind Mr. Morris that the most beautiful houses in Eng-

land have large window.?. The characteristic of the buildings

in a I'layswater or Belgravia square is holes in the walls, the

top windows being particularly " pokey." That is not exactly

the characteristic of Castle Ashby, or Longleat, or Hardwicke,

or Haddon. There has of late been a revolt in the City and

the best business districts of London against the architect

making a square hole in the walls. We see everywhere

evidence that people will have, and rightly too, plenty of

light in their house.s. From the point of view of health or

work this is a great improvement, and the architects them-

selves are now fully alive to it. Every one knows the half-

lighted and consequently unhealthy and cheerless state of

roomy private hou.se.s. In a climate where the blazing sun

makes people shut themselves within thick walls and darkened

windows small windows may be right, but here, where we
want to welcome "every ray, the large Longleat or Casth

Ashby windows are much more fitting. In some ofthe.se fine

old houses it may be observed that the top windows are as

large as the lower ones, sometimes larger, which .surely .seems

to follow what should be a law in such cases. The house

should, like a plant, get lighter in going higher. In the

common house the upper windows are smaller, so that the
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house becomes top-heavy and gloomy above ; in fact, what

is so desirable in the interest of health, comfort, and cheer-

fulness indoors is exactly what happens to be the best

from an artistic point of view, and ^Ir. William Morris is

wholly wrong. A beautiful house in a fair garden is after

all not quite so much out of our way.

]Mr. Cannell sends mo flowers of a very pretty Salvia,

which is called Salvia Hoveyi. It is of a purplish-violet

colour, and uamed after Mr. Hovey, of Boston. It is a very

welcome addition to our winter-flowering Salvias, and bears

the name of a friend well known for long and fruitful labour

in the interests of horticulture.

The notes by Mr. W. Allan, of Gunton, on the Peach tree

in his district—(" Peach growing on open walls," The Gajrden",

p. 501, Xov. 20)—are the most instructive, and in a sense the

most encouraging, that I have read for years on this inte-

resting matter. They set one thinking of the various gardens

where this tree did well in the open air, and in my expe-

rience it is curious to note how the conditions of success came
near those described by Mr. Allan. Happily, they are not

uncommon, though not always secured. We hear a good deal

of America as a Peach country, but I was there in the middle
of the Peach .season, and I did not the whole time see one
Peach as good as witli Richard Gilbert at Burghley this year

on the open walls, after the worst seasons we have experienced.

Messr.s. Eilwanger & Barry, when in London this year, said

they had better Peaches in America than those in Coveut
Garden ; but if so, they must be in private collections maiulj',

and just wlien gathered from the trees in the great Peach
district. I have seen far better Peaches on walls in midland
and southern districts, both of England and Ireland, and also

in Wales, and therefore urge that the culture of this noble

fruit on open walls be never given up despairingly. If any-

thing, the vicinity of the sea seems to suit the Peach, and so

much of our country is exposed to this influence that it is a
point in our favour. Note the need of shelter at some distance

as well as good protection overhead when in flower.
*

Controversial writing being for the most part without
interest to the readers of The Gardex, it would be kind of

correspondents to reduce anything they may have to say in

this direction to the narrowest limits. While the right may
be granted of a correspondent to correct anything he may
think erroneous on the part of others, and the right of reply

to any per.son attacked, it is doubtful if the matter should be
carried further. It may be difiicult for a wordy and passionate

disputant to imagine it, but he really is an aflliction to all but
himself. Our garden talk should be helpful and suggestive,

and in all corrections of others we should be as gentle as

possible. If we hit hard it should be with facts and not by
hard names or attributing want of knowledge to our opponents.
It often happens that this lias to be proved, but it should
tell its own tale.

I am indebted to Mr. G. S. Saunders for a drawing of a
fine specimen of the Evergreen Oak at Boundes Park, near
Tunbridge Wells. Mr. Baines, in writing recently of this

tree, seemed to think it strange one should write as if the
tree had been discovered yesterday, whereas, he argued, it is

planted as often as its merits entitle it to be. But that is not
the question ; it is in every shrubbery, but the use of this

noble tree in its best character as a fine shelter, clump, or
group in an exposed country, as it may be seen at Holkham,
near the obelisk, or in other places where it is allowed to grow
so that' its presence is really felt in the landscape, is the
point. In such places we get an idea of its true value and

beauty. The almost general muddle-mixture of the shrub-
bery prevents this from being seen ; it is starved and dried
up from overcrowding, like many of the inmates of that
most unfortunate assemblage, and one may see it many
times without ever being impressed by its character. The
choke-muddle of the shrubbery and the ordinary garden
plantation are evils that should be attacked. Mr. Saunders,
son of the late well-known and lamented friend to horticul-

ture, and every useful art or science he could help, adds that

this fine specimen alluded to sufl'ered very little from the
snow of the 20th October, losing only one small branch, while
many of the common Oaks in the same^place were very much
damaged

*

One who has seen anything of America must often be
saddened by the statements of those desirous to attract people
with a little money to some of the most unpleasant and lonely

wastes in the world. I have met with the possessors of farms
in parts of Canada by no means among the most remote, who
looked back to their early days as labourers in the " old

country " as many people look forward to paradise. Oh ! jo.i

come from the old country. When there we used to have a
little pleasure or rest now and then, said a weary-looking,

sun-dried, and winter-wrinkled poor fellow, who had suc-

ceeded in reclaiming a dozen acres of his hundred of tree bog.

Heavy rains had just come down and destroyed the hopes of

the year. Seldom does the truth leak out as it does in an
article on " Crops and Game in Middle Tennessee " in the

Countri/ Gentleman, dated Franklin, October 2.5. It is to

be hoped Mr. Thomas Hughes will be happier in his colony.

I had been familiar with a portion of the country, traversed years
ago, when it was inhabited and was a thrifty country. On this trip

I was astounded to find it almost deserted and left alone, the most
forlorn.forsaken-lookingcountry my eyes ever beheld. Farm afterfarm
field after field, for miles and miles were entirely deserted, the former
occupants gone, the fences gone, the houses and mills gone to rack,
the lands gone to weeds, bushes, and Sedge Grass, and scarcely a
living thing to be seen. This sight soon began, and lasted almost
the entire route. I might safely say that I did not see in sixty miles
of the trip 100 acres of land ploughed this fall and seeded to wheat,
all told in different patches ; no life, no energy was displayed at
scarcely any point on the sixty miles. It made me sad to look at the
poverty-stricken country. On the river and creek bottoms, where
the land was fine, tlie drouglit had so affected the country tliat not
a half crop had been made this year, of either Corn or Peas, the
principal crops. The soil upon the numerous fields, which used to

produce huge crops, seems to have been washed olf, leaving nothing
but a gravel waste. The woods, which used to produce luxuriant
crops of Grass and support much stock, have grown up in bushes and
Briers, and the stock is as scarce and poor as the people. All
seem anxious to go to a better country, and well they may,

I commend the following to the attention of some of my
friends who could not understand the reason of a protest

against the indiscriminate planting of the Conifene

—

The BuUctiii cVArboriculture records the following losses among
Conifers during the past winter in Belgium : Araucaria imbricata,

completely destroyed ; Cedrus atlantica, Deodara, Libani, all the
young plants in nurseri' s destroyed ; Cryptomeria elegaus, killed ;

Podocarpus, all species killed ; Prumnopitys elegans, killed ; Taxus
hibernica, killed in most places ; Taxodium sempervirens, killed to

the ground ; Thuja gigantea, injured ; Welliugtonia, greatly in-

jured ; Retinospora obtusa, killed ; R. pisifera, unhurt. The fol-

lowing have been hurt, but it is hoped will recover : Abies lasiocarpa,

nobilis, Douglasi, Nordmanniana, Pinsapo ; Biota orientalis aurea,

Cryptomeria japonioa, Cupressus Lawsoniana, .Juniperus sinensis,

Cephalotaxus, Chamajcyparis decussata, Taxodium distichum, and
Taxus baccata. Justicia.

Imports of Apples.—In referring to these imports, it will

be seen that by far the largest quantities of Apples enter this

country at the port of Liverpool, which has the most direct ship-

ping trade with the north-western parts of the New World, and
it may astonish some to be told that in the single month of Oc-

tober last the aggregate receipts in Liverpool from that quarter
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alono amouuteil to about 167,400 barrels. So abundant is the flow

of supplies, thiit the cargoes of several steamers consist as largely

of Apples as they do of otlicr sorts of provisions, flour, or eatables,

while a sinylo vessel will often bring between 3000 and UOOO
barrels.

—

O'rocer,

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Duchartre'S Birttiwort.—One of the rarest and most inte-

restinj; species of Aristoloehia, A. Duehartrei, is now flowering

freely in one of the stoves at Kew. Like all the species, the flowers prc-

sentaquaint appearance on account of their singular shape and curious

rairkings. They measure about 4 in. in length, and have a narrow
iailated tube contrasted and twisted in the upper part, afterwards

dilating into a bro.ad cupdike exp.ansion, the colour of which on its

inner surface is creamy-white, copiously marked with large irregular

blotches of a purplish-bl.aeU tint, The outer surface of the flower is

dull, and marked only by a network of small veins. Like most other

species of Aristolochia, it possesses a twining habit of growth, and
like the gigantic flowered A. Goldiei, which flowered in the same
house last summer, it has tlie peculiarity of producing its flowers on
the old wood as well as tlie younger branches.

Variegated Snakesbeards (Ophiopogon).—These arc ex-

tremely useful for conservatory decoration iu autumn and winter,

and it is somewhat rem.irkable that they have not become more
generally cultivated tor such purposes than they are. They liave

uiucli to recommend them, their elegantly striped leaves gracefully

arching on all sides of the pot, and the spikes of purplish-blue

flowers have a very pretty efl'ect, and they continue in beauty for

several mouths iu succession. There are three kinds of .Snakes-

beard with variegated foliage, viz., 0. .Laburan, 0. spicatus,

and 0. japouicus. The first is the best, as the foliage is broader and
the flowers more conspicuous than those of the others. The variega-

tion consists of various shades of yellow and pale green. In 0. spi-

citus the stripes are white and green, and in 0. japoniciis a mixture
of yellow, green, and wliite is observable in the foliage. All are of

the simplest culture it ordinary good potting soil be used and the
plants well supplied with water in summer, during which period they
may be grown in the open air plunged in ash beds. They will be all

the better for being divided every year and potted afresh. All the
kinds may be seen at Kew iu flower at the present time.

Hymenocallia macrostephana.—The intrinsic merit of

this lovely bulbous plant can scarcely be overrated wlien we consider

its many good qualities. It is an easily cultivated and vigorous-grow-
ing plant, and one which may be termed a perpetual bloomer, as it

produces its flowers at every season of the year, and the exquisite

beauty of the blossoms, which are also deliciously fragrant, no one
can deny. It appears to be as yet not generally known, as the only
place in which we have seen it grown in quantity is at Syon House.
Mr. Woodbridge devotes almost an entire house to its culture, and
the plants are in every way fine specimens, some of them measuring
a yard through. It was from these plants we prepared our illustration

which appeared a short time ago in The G.^rden" (p. 36). These
plants are found by Mr. Woodbridge to be invaluable for supplying
a continuous demand for cut flowers, for which purpose they are
specially adapted. A moderate-sized plant may now be seen finely

in flower in tlie Begonia house at Kew.

Ruellia Portellse.—This is a pretty addition to the extensive
list of ornamental Acanthads in cultivation, and quite distinct in

appearance from any other with which we are acquainted. It

possesses a dwarf and compact habit of gro%vth, with numerous
slender branches, all rising about the same height ; the leaves are
rather small compared with those of other kinds of E.uellia, of a
bronzy green, witli a conspicuous and broad silvery stripe running
through the middle of each, which has a pretty effect in contrast
wivh the long-tubed rosy-purple flowers produced plentifully in

clasters slightly over-topping the foliage. It is apparently of easy
culture when treated in a similar manner to other Ruellias. Speci-
mens of it in flower may be seen in one of the compartments of the

"P range at Kew.
Large-flowered Cyclamens.—A few days since we observed

a line display of a remarkably large-flowered Cyclamen persicum
named giganteum in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery. Upper Holloway.
As regards size of flowers and robustness of growth, this sort is far

in advance of its compeers, and it can boast of nearly as many
different shades of colour, 'as we noticed almost every intermediate
gradation from pure white to a rich crimson. This large-flowered
kind is specially suitable for cutting purposes, as the stalks are
longer and stouter than those of ordinary Cyclamens.

Clerodendron speciosum.—There are few brighter-flowered
climbers than this, and equally few are so desirable for the embellish-

ment of stove houses iu winter. We were much struck with the
beauty of a phvut of it wliich we saw in flower the other day in Mr.
Williams' nursery, Upiicr Holloway, trained to a rafter of a warm
greenhouse. Tlio brilliant crimson clusters of fluwers aud tho
dark evergreen folia!,'e produce a Une contriist, tlie flowers con-
tinuing in perfection for a long time. It is of easy culture, aud m,ay

bo planted out in free soil, or it nuay be grown in pots, and trainctl

cither to a trellis, pillar, or rafter. It may be readily propagated by
using well-ripened slioots inserted in summer. An excellent coloured
illustration of this plant appeared in Tun Garden', p. 404, Vol. XI.

Manettia bicolor.—Though a well-known plant generally, it

may not be out of place to direct attention now to tlie merits of thi.s

pretty, "Warm greenhouse climber, still one of the most desirable of

winter-flowering plants. The profusionwith which its orangeand scar-

let flowers are produced, and the length of time during which they
retain their be.auty, sire sufficient to recommend it. A well-flowered

plant of it in one of the compartments in the T I'ange at Kew is

now a source of much attraction, aud it certainly is as conspicuous as

.any pLant in the house. It was introduced many years ago by
Messrs. Veitch from the mountainous districts of Brazil.

Browallia elata.—A houseful of this charming annual, now
in full bloom, is indeed an unwonted sight ; such may, however,
now be seen at Slough, where the mauve-blue flowers of this plant

are much in request, inasmuch as they furnish a hue of colour not

by iiny means abuudant at this time of the year. The seed was
sown in small pots early in summer and the young plants thinned
out, leaving only the sturdiest. These are grown on in cold frames
aud are shifted into small pots, in which they bloom ; they are put
into a house and have the benefit of a gentle warmth from the

middle of October. If not too hard cut they will furnish an
abundance of bloom up to the end of the year.—A. D.

Scarlet Ipomsea. (I. coccinea).—We saw this somewh.it rare

plant in flower the other day in one of the houses at Kew.
Its flowers somew-liat resemble those of the (.iuamoolit, being about
the same size and form, but of a more orange-red tint. The leaves,

however, are very different, being large and heart shaped. For
general cultivation we do not consider it a desirable subject, though
perhaps it m>ay improve under good cultivation.

Chrysanthemums in Regent's Park.—Of these there is

an excellent display in the g.ardens of the Royal Botanical .Society.

Tlie gl.ass-covered corridor leading to the conservatory is wholly
occupied by well grown plants representing a large number of varie-

ties of all sections. The plants are grown iu an ordinary way, and
not as exhibition plants, with but few flowers on each plant ; on the

contrary, tliey are all profusely flowered, and though the blossoms

are not what are termed " show flowers," they fairly represent the

kinds, and are quite good enough for all ordinary purposes. The
most noticeable and those which we would recommend for growing
in a general way are the following, viz., Queen of England, one of

the best, producing a profusion of large blush-white flowers ; Temple
of Solomon, a good yellow ; Guernsey Nugget, lona, Golden George
Glenny, aud Golden Beverley, are also fine yellows. Mons. Klie,

bright amaranth shaded with a silver lustre, is the finest of its colour,

though Progne is scarcely inferior to it. The large brown Antonelli

is a desirable sort, and Mr. Brunlees is a good kind in a similar way.
Prince Alfred, Lord Derby, Hereward, Niobe, Mrs. G. Rundle, aud
White Swan may be included in the list of desirable kinds. The
Japanese and Pompone sorts are also well represented. Conspicuous

among the first are La Frisure, Fair Maid of Guernsey, .James .Salter,

Fulton, Elaine, Red Dragon, The Cossack, La Nymphe, and Gloiro

de Toulouse. These .are all excellent sorts, .and comprise a great

variety of colours, and are well worthy of culture.

Winter-flowering Salvias at Swanley.—One of tho
principal features in Mr. Cannell's nursery at the present time is a

remarkably fine collection of Salvias, which entirely occupy a
house 100 ft. in length. The kinds represented number
no fewer than thirty, though of course not all of these are fit

subjects for general cultivation, and perhaps not a third could be
considered good garden plants, for some may bear beautiful flowers,

and yet be undesir.able on account of their habit of growth, such, for

example, as S. ianthina or S. Hoveyi, as it is sometimes called. This,

though producing handsome flowers of a pleasing bright purple hue,

is so coarse and straggling in growth, that it is rendered inadmissible

for culture in a general way. The most beautiful among the rarer

of Mr. Cannell's .Salvias undoubtedly are .S. involucrata (named also

.S. Bethelli), .S. Piteheri, and S. splendens Bru.anti. The first is a

half-shrubby species with stout stems and heart-sh.aped toothed
leaves about 3 in. long. The flowers are produced in erect racemes,

and are nearly 2 in. long, the narrow tube expanding into two
bearded lips. The colour of the flowers is a purplish rosy-red, rather

paler on the lips. The peculiarity of this species, and one in which
its chief beauty resides, is the conical tuft of rosy-red bracts which
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crown each flower-spike, and remains a3 long as the flowers last.

This fine species, though introduced upwards of half a century ago
from Mexico, is still, for some unaccountable reason, rarely met
with except in botanical collections. S. Pitcheri is a slender-grow-
ing herbaceous kind with very narrow leaver, and it produces on
each slender branch a long, dense cluster of Lobelia-like flowers of
an exquisite ultramarine blue. Although hardier than the preceding,
it is too tender for withstanding the full rigour of our climate, but
it succeeds most satisfactorily under glass. It somewhat resembles
.S. augustifolia, an older and better-known species, though distinct
Irom it in various ways. S. Bruanti is a splendid variety of the
old S. splendens, with larger and brighter-coloured flowers, produced
more profu.sely. ,X. pseudo-coccinea is a pretty species with long
red flowers in the way of coccinea, but scarcely so bright. Of course
such well-known favourites as 8. fulgens, S. Heeri, 8. coccinea, S.
patens, S. gesneraiflora, and numerous others are largely grown in
order to supply the continual demand for them. AH are grown in
pots, principally .O in. and 6 in. across, and their robust health in-
dicates skilful culture.

The Corn Marigold as a 'Winter-blooming Green-
house Plant.— I should be glad to know the name of tlie yellow
Daisy, of which I send you a couple of blooms. The seed from
which our plants were raised was gathered in a field in the Co.
^Vaterford, and the plants were grown on in pots through tlie
summer, and are now a mass of bloom in the cold house, and
seem likely to go on flowering all tlirough the winter, and they
have the great merit of retaining their brilliant gold colour by
candle-light, which cannot be said of most yellow flowers, not
excluding the lovely Etoile d'Or.—C. F. P., Qii.cni'.i Co. [The
plant is the yellow Corn Marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum), and
as grown by you indoors very large, and rich in colour, and pretty
at this season of the year. It is a common field plant in many
districts, but has long ago been cut off by frost out-of-doors. The
flowers sent Ijy our Queen's Co. correspondent are large and rich
iu colour. Ilis specimens and letter prove that this native plant
is worth growing for the greenhouse in winter.]

Oalla Lilies —Among the more noteworthy productions in
Gov—<"-—1-- nr-i- 1 . ..

an orchard house, but I see little cause to doubt its being successful
in the production and ripening of such fruits as are usually grown
in such structures.—P. G.

across, and long in proportion. Nothing can well surpass the chaste-
nsss of these wliite spathes. These Lilies should receive the atten-
tion of those who desire beautiful winter-flowering plants, as they
are easily grown, and never fail to produce an abundance of flower-
spathes, which continue long in perfection.

Pitcairnia aphelandrsefolia.—This beautiful little Brome-
liad is very attractive just now in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery
at Holloway, where it is grown in quantity. The flowers are of
brilliant scarlet produced in loose spikes slightly over-topping the
(Jrassy foliage, and when grown well they are extremely useful in a
cut state. Other Pitcairnea?, such, for example, as P. flammea, are
likewise valuable plants for winter flowering, and their flowers are
all brilliantly coloured.

Tydsea Madame Heine.—This is pre-eminently the best of
all the Tydc-eas witli which we are acquainted, for it is almost a per-
pitualflowerer, and that in profusion. The flowers, too, are larger
than those of Tyda'as usually are ; they are of a purplish-violet on
the outside, copiously spotted with dark spots, and of a creamy-wliite
ground on the inner surface. It is a neat-growing sort, though robust,
and may be grown successfully in any warm greenhouse. Some fine
plants of it in flower may be seen just now in the T range at Kew.
Pelargonium Society.—Some misapprehension having arisen

as to the sizes of pots given in the exhibition schedule of this society,
we are requested to state that the measurements there given for the
guidance of exhibitors are inside measurements.

Orchard House with North Aspect.—"A. S. S."
(p. 528) says :

" I think of building an orchard houde with a northerly
aspect, and propose glazing the front witli semi-transparent or
rough plate glass." He does not say, but I presume he intends the
house in question to be a lean-to structure, and if so, although a
south or south-eastern aspect would be preferable to a northern one,
still success need not be despaired of under the latter condition, and
in his ease circumstances may exist to prevent a choice in the matter.
I think there would be a decided advantage in using semi-transparent
glass for the front, as this ^-ould tend to counteract the undue
drawing of the trees towards the light or front of the house, which
would be sure to be the case if the front was glazed with clear glass,
whicli would, however, be indispensable as regards the roof. I have
not, however, seen the experiment of a due north aspect tried for

EIVER SAND FOR CULTURAL PURPOSES.
I do not think that the value of river sand is so fully appreciated as

it sliould be by those engaged in gardening. A friend of mine who
has a stilfish loam, bordering on clay, to deal with, last year dressed
the whole of his kitchen garden with it iu the following manner :

A mixture was made, consisting of three parts manure to one of

river sand, whicli was then applied as needed, covering the surface

some 3 in. to 4 in. in thickness, and forking or digging it well in.

The general appearance of the crops througliout the season clearly

showed tliat not only had the roots fouuil plenty of good food, but
that they were likewise in the enjoyment of a free run in sod every
way congenial to them. Many, I think, might take a useful hint

from the above, especially where, iu the case of stiff land, it is diffi-

cult to oljtain a good seed bed. Sand is obtainable almost every-

where, and may generally be bought at a clieap rate, so that the

labour of turning a few roils of stubborn clay into a piece of friable

s ,il would be neither troublesome nor expensive, and it is easy to

conceive how great a boon would be thereby conferred on many a

gardener who during a continuation of wet weather often finds his

operations entirely thrown out of gear by the simple fact that

he cannot get his seed beds into anything like a sweet, workable
condition.

What an influence a few days' delay in committing seeds to the

soil in spring exercises upon the vegetable supply during the summer
only those know who have to keep a household supplied throughout
the year ; therefore, any reasonable amount of labour and expense
cannot well be grudged which may be incurred in rendering the

grower's operations more sure in this respect. In some soils a slight

dressing will sulKce to effect the desiied change, but a real pure
clay, which after a few heavy showers becomes beaten down into a

sticky plastic mass, apparently almost impervious to the passage of

water, and which bakes as hard as a brick in summer, is another

matter, and will probably require several coats to ensure its remain-

ing in an unchangeable state of friability and porosity. In this

neighbourhood we get sand from the bed of the river, such as

builders use, carted in for os. a load, that is to say a square yard,

and one single load would often work a delightful change in

a small garden, and would convert a sticky or sun-baked
piece of soil, such as is often the despair of the grower, into a mine
of pleasure, for these heavy soils when once brought under control

give a profitable return for all pains incurred. It may be that some
of your readers prefer to dress their stiff lands with leaf-mould or

Cocoa fibre. Now I have nothing to say against tlie first mentioned
ingredient, except that the soil soon gets tired of it, a persistent use

of it occasioning as it were soil poisoning, and often generating

fungus, for unless every portion of it is riddled tnere will remain
even where the leaves themselves are quite decayed, pieces of stick,

Acorns, &c., which only await the suitable conditions to breed a

mass of fungus ; the evil effects I need not dwell upon, as they are

well known. Cocoa fibre is, I believe, open to the same objection,

but herein I cannot speak from experience, having never thus em-
ployed it. Experienced growers have,' however, bitterly bewailed its

pernicious effects, and have been known to declare that not a par-

ticle more of it should come into the soil. I should like to hear what
your readers generally have to say on tlie matter, for there are two
sides to every question. J. Cobnhill.

The Sikkim Rhubarb (Rheum nobile).— In reference to
this Rhubarb, a coloured plate of which is gixen at p. 401), I may
add that the seeds when received from Dr. King were sown in pots
and placed in the cool germinating house. The next year the seed-
lings were planted out in the open, except two or three plants. The
bed where the specimen flowered is of light soil and the subsoil is

sand. When the young plants were planted only some well-rotted
leaf-mould was added. The situation is on the east side of a wall
about 10 ft. high, and during the winter months the sun only reaches
the plants early in the day. Moreover, the snow lies longest in this
place, which may have had something to do with the floivering. Sir
.Joseph Hooker refers to the plant in its native habitat being covered
with snow during winter. The specimen which flowered produced
no perfect seed, and I see no signs of its giving off lateral crowns
like the other species. I fear it is dead.—J. S.\dler.

Goodwood.—We regret that, owing to an accident in the
printing of a very good wood engraving, the view of Goodwood
House, one of the most successful sketches and engravings we have
had made, was indistinctly printed in our Ust i?s\ie,
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE WHITE LILY IX A SOMERSETSHIRE

GAKUEX.
TuR old wLiti' Lily is one of those flowers wliioli, as "Wordswortli

says, " seoiu sacrod to tlu! poor." llow often do wo see in some
cottajre p-ardon agroupof its tall stems crowned with a mass of

pure, lustrous flowers, unsurpassed in loveliness by any carefully

nursed darlinjr of the liot-house, seeming: to tlirive on neglect and
crowdinjr, and putting- to sliame tlie starveling specimens of the

same plant in the squire's borders near by. Cannot .some one con-

versant with Lilies tell us the secret of success in growing
white Lilies y Perhaps all that they desire is less manure, le.ss

moving, and less digging. Those shown in the acompanying
sketch were growing last summer in a long row by the side of a

path in th;> garden of an old EUzabethan house at Beckington,

SJomers.'tshire. Not only were the heads of blossom remarkably
large,but the foliage was unusually healthy, the stalks being covered

to the ground with the curling leaves. The soil hen; is a warm
sand; in the light greensand of Mr. Barry's trial gronnd for

arch over, and so add to the natural beauty and grace of the group.

It will give nie nuicli pleasure if I can induce a few cultivators to

grow some bulbs of this variety, and to substitute them for the
ubiquitous beds of scarlet (ieraniums and yellow Calceolarias. 'J'hey

are cheap, for tliey arc catalogued at .")s. (id. a dozen ; they will in-

crease year by year ; tliey may be left in the open ground all winter ;

they will bloom for a leugtlieued period in autumn ; and last, but
not least, in this uncertain cliuuvte of ours they will rejoice in wet,

soaking weather.

For the information of those wlio are willing to be persuaded, cr

who are proposing planting, I will give an account of what I myself
did so late as the spring of 187'J, but which ought to have been done
late in the previous year. I have three circles in the (Irass, and
which were alw.ays fitted with the usual " bedders " for about four

iiionths of the year, and showed bare mother earth for the other

eight. I resolved to fill them with the varieties of L. speciosum-
rubrum, roseum, and album, mixed. The beds were emptied of the

natur.il soil, which is exceedingly loose and open, to the depth of

IS in., or perhaps more. I went down to the subsoil, which is puio
gravel, and hence there was no necessity for drainage. This was re-

placed with the following mixture, which it gives me much pleasure

to find is almost identical with that used by " F, W. B." for his

Border of White Lilies. Slietched by Alfred Parsons.

plants at Longleat they increase fast and bloom well, but, as

usual, lose their lower leaves before the flowers come to per-

fection. A. r.

THE CULTIVATION OF^LILIES.
The late remarks (p.p. 419, 4G7, and 47-t) on the cultivation of this

beautiful family have induced me to give my experience of what has
always been a favourite flower of mine. I have given up growing
Lilies in pots, and have transferred them all to open quarters, where
I find they succeed much better, and give less trouble. I grow L.
speciosum and L. giganteum in quantity, and the former make such
a glorious display during the months of August, September, and
October, that everything else pales before them. The varieties of L.
speciosum grow with me on the elevated portions of rockwork, on
raised borders, and on the level ground. They show most etfectively

on the first and second positions, as then the flowers are brought on
a le%-el with or even above the eye ; if the latter, so much the better.

I grew them formerly in pots placed on the top of a wall, and there
we could always see their perfect beauty of form and colouring.
Mine are all planted in clumps, many of which have been undis-
turbed for eight or nine years, and would be benefited now by
separation and replanting. They receive no artificial support what-
ever, and, indeed, never require it ; a few stems will occasionally

pot plants : Rotted turf from an old pasture, rotted leaf-mould, a

good lot of coarse sand, and a little peat. Tlie first predominated
in quantity, and I would liave used more peat, but it was scarce with
nre at the time. These were all forked up together and pressed

down moderately firm, but certainly I did not hammer the compost
so as to make it hard. I should have mentioned that the turf was
left very rough—indeed, just as it was cut down from the stack.

Having tilled up the beds to the level I proposed planting, my next
step was to take up two or three clumps, divide them, and replant

in their new quarters as quickly as possible, spreading out the roots

carefully with as little injury as could be managed. Each bull) was
completely enveloped in sand. The beds were then filled with the

compost described above, so that when finished the top of each bulb
would be about 6 in. below the surface. E.ach bed absorbed about
2.5 bulbs, though we have since thought that less would have been
sulficient. One point more : the three beds were tlien covered with
Erica carnea, one of the most beautiful of hardy Heatlis, and which
flowers well in any soil. The Erica did not make much show tlie

fir.st season, but I am looking forward with much pleasurable antici-

pation for next spring. As for the Lilies, they shot up sturdy and
strong, every stem being thoroughly able to carry its head of beauti-

ful blooms. I wish to point out in this combination that it gives

beauty of colouring in the same bed twice in the year, and that for a

lengthened time—the Erica in spring and the Lilies in autumn ; while
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duiing the remainder of tbe year the evergreen cheert'alness of the

former cannot fail to give greater pleasure than a surface of bare earth.

Such plants as Pansies, Violas, Arabis, &c.—spring flowering—form

good groundwork for Lilies to grow out of ; but from their habit

they form snug harbourage for that universal pest, the slug, which I

have found to my cost is very fond of the young succulent shoots of

the Lily. The Mossy Saxifrages malie very good undergrowth for

Lilies, and in shady places Lycopodium denticulatum would be very

suitable.

And now for Lilium giganteum. It varies very much in height

and in the number of flowers on each spike. The tallest and shortest

1 ever had were two that shot up this season. The former measured

10 ft. 2 in. from the ground level to the top of the spike
;
girth at

the bottom of the stem nearly S in., and it bore twelve fully-de-

veloped flowers. It remaiueth to this day like a huge candelabrum,

bare stemmed, and still surmounted by its dozen seed capsules. The
shorter giganteum just reached 5 ft., and bore seven flowers,

which were individually as large as those on the taller specimen.

This variety should always be planted in a place well sheltered from

winds, because the beautiful heart-shaped, glossy, and leathery leaves

are so large, that a considerable surface is presented to the action of

strong gales. The tall specimen mentioned before is admirably

sheltered on three sides, but with a perfectly opeu frontage to the

north and north-east. It required no support, though for fear of an

accident when it was coming into flower I attached two strings be-

hind it, at an angle, to steady it. It presented a truly regal appear-

ance when iu full bloom, and was "shown to advantage against the

dark green of a Cypress. The flowers were a beautiful creamy white,

with a maroon band down the centre of each petal, and so sweetly

scented that the fragrance was perceptible a considerable distance

around. I am afraid this Lily will never become a popular one, for

two reasons ; firstly, the bulbs are three, four, or five years before

they bloom, and the longer the time that elapses before the bulb sends

up a flowering spike the taller will tliat spike be, and the greater its

number of blossoms. The two spucimeus particularised above were

of the ages of three and five years respectively. Secondly, because

of the short duration of the flowers—a fortnight's glorious display,

and then they begin to drop. And now for its cultivation. I jjlant

in a compost as for L. speciosuni, but made stronger by the addition

of some decaying manure. The bulbs are only G in. under the sur-

face, but during winter I throw as many more inches of manure over

them, not only for protection, but to feed tlie roots through the

medium of tha winter and spring rains. When the Lettuce-like shoots

break throagh a sharp look-out must be kept for slugs. Plant in a well-

sheltered spot, and give abundance of water, varied occasionally with

manure water. I make a saucer-like hollow round each to hold the

liquid, and prevent it running off. Lastly, plant your bulbs where
they are to flower. L. giganteum difiers from all the Lilies I know
in one respect—tlie bulb which flowers'once dies away entirely ; it is

wholly absorbed in the flowering spike. It, however, forms offsets

round the base, which should be taken off at once and planted in

their permanent quarters. This Lily looks best as a single specimen.

In order to account for the .great height of 10 ft. 2 in. reached, I

throw out the following suggestion : That it may have arisen from

its facing the north, and thereby have been retarded in flowering for

a season or two. A paragraph in " Justicia's " " Leaflets " (p. 474)

has caused me very considerable amusement. It is there stated that a

distinguished botanist advised planting the bulb of L. giganteum

2 ft. deep. I should be afraid of planting anything that depth. Gin.

is my rule with this Lily, and I do not remember ever noticing the

offsets forming naturally at a greater depth.

L. longiflorum is worthy of a place iu any garden. Here it forms a

beautiful object among rockwork ; it is very ilwarf and very lasting.

L. ehalcedonicum is a very effective scarlet, and makes a fine group

on an elevated spot. The Martagons are old-fashioned, and generally

well known ; the white form, which I understand is rather scarce,

is the prettiest of that section. I was fortunate in receiving a

quantity from a very kind Lancashire friend, who hunted tliem up

in an old cottage garden. Tigriuum will grow anywhere, but will

repay generous treatment, as will candidum, croceum, bulbiferum,

and davuricum. K. J.

Centropogon Lucyanus.—This (p. 4S3) is, I believe, a

hybrid i-aised by M. Desponds, of M.irseille3, about 1S56 (see P.,evue

Hort., 18GS, p. 291). The female parent, Centropogon fastuosus,

was fertilised with pollen of Siphocampylus betulsfolius, aud it

was named in honour of M. Lucy, president of the Hort. Soc. of

Marseilles. " Z. B." should compare the plate of Lobelia surina-

mensis (Bot. Mag., t. 225) with living specimens of C. Lucyanus,

and then he may doubt its being in reality a hybrid, but, as others

have already done, he may rather think it to be an old friend with a

new name.—F. W. B.

GLADIOLI DEGENERATING.
As a s.TialI grower of Gladiolus, say 300 roots, I will give Mr.
Douglas my opinion, premising my remarks with saying I have
only a nine years' experience, and that my soil is a stiff, tenacious

clayey loam. I commenced in 1S71 with French I'oots bought here,

and, being dissatisfied with them, procured some thirty or thirty-five

roots direct from Paris, amongst wliich where Armida, Horace Vernet,

Lord Byron, and Legouvu. They existed that year, but died the

following. Some of the others struggled on for another year or two,

Shakespeare, Delicatissima, Eurydice, and Eugene Scribe being of

the number. I have repeatedly tried Arinide, Horace Vernet,

Lord Byron, Legouve, also Virgil, from good bulbs got in this

country ; they invariably fail the second year, the bulbs also being

very much smaller. I have also tried Meyerbeer, Madame Furtado,
and Mysse. Shakespeare has lasted well up to 1878, the roots then

getting smaller or deteriorated,and this year (1880) it is almost good
for nothing. In 1875 I had forty-three bulbs aud twenty-five seed-

lings from Messrs. Kelway ; I do not think of the sixty-eight bulbs

I have one remaining alive. In 1877 I had about ten or twelve

alive out of this lot. In 1878 I again went to Messrs. Kelway and
had about a dozen roots, among which were Lady Bridport, Lady
Salt, Miss Warren, and Yellow King. Tliey lived that year and
flowered, but died in 1879. The same year, 1878, I also dealt with

Messrs. Daniels, of Norwich ; they sent me some very good bulbs,

amongst which were Ball of Fire, Figaro, Horace Vernet, Orph^e,

and Pactole. They existed and flowered in due course, but this

year (1880) they are not to be found. I replaced Ball of Fire, Orphee,

.and Horace Vernet this last year, but the labels only remain to tell

where they were. Some people will say this is all owing to the soil ;

may be, but I know full well that the bulbs deteriorate in size, as a
rule, getting smaller and smaller year by year, although iu well worked
manured ground and planted in sand. Of tweuty-four bulbs from
Messrs. Kelway grown this year (1880), I find the following are de-

teriorated: Belgica, Brennus, Dr. Woodman, Lady Bridport, Mr.
Derry, and Salopian. Yet I visited their nursery iu August this

year and saw most of these in full vigour. Try again, say I, but
some Gladioli will not grow with me, viz., Armide, Lord Byron,

Horace Vernet, Orphee, Meyerbeer, Legouvi5, Virgil, besides many
other Frenchmen. Of iMessrs. Kelway's I may name Ball of Fire,

Lady Salt, Salmoneus, Sosius, and Yellow King. My bulbs this

year have arrived better in size aud stronger than I have had them
for two years past, so shall watch next year closely for deteriora-

tion. F. B. Hankey.
Cranltiijh, Guildford.

THE WILD GARDEN.
Thkre can be no doubt that considerable misapprehensien exists as

to what is meant by the wild garden. Gardeners have too quickly

assumed that it means the conversion of portions of the present

well-kept, dressed grounds into a floral wilderness. Tiiere are, per-

haps, many places, far too large for the labour kept to cultivate

them, that would perhaps lose nothing if some portion were left to a

state of nature ; but I take it that the desire of the admirers of wild

gardens is not so much to bring the wild woodland and its features

into the garden as to carry some of the rougher floral charms of our

gardens into the woodland. Nature herself will show us what to do
if we but follow her dictates. Sometimes she shows us a dell rich

with Bluebells, then a hillside glowing with the scarlet Poppy ; at

another a common dotted with big masses of golden Furze, or a

wood of giant Firs carpeted with the magenta-coloured Heath. At
another time we break in upon a beautiful clump of Foxgloves ; at

another a watery meadow is all aglow with yellow Buttercups or

dotted over with Lady's Smock. Does not Nature dot our stream

sides with the tall spikes of the rose Lythrum, our hedgerows with

the Ox-eye Daisy, our fields with the golden Chrysanthemum and
blue Cornflower 'i and although it is not desirable to convert corn

fields or meadows into floral masses, we may yet beautify our mean-
dering streams, our woody dells, now given over to Fern and Bram-
bles, and grow flowers where before little more beautiful than the

Thistle has bloomed. The wild garden is naturally shaded, and per-

chance retired ; therefore it is well to place in it plants that will delight

in shade. How, on the rich alluvial streamlet banks, masses of the

Lily of the Valley, Solomon's Seal, Daffodils, Dielytras, and Spiraeas

would thrive ! How, in dryer spots, in clumps, the Golden Rods,

Achilleas, Phloxes, Physostegias, Liliums, Everlasting Peas, and

many other things would lift up their floral heads from amidst the

Fern and underwood if the soil were fitly prepared for them at the

first, and they were not afterward choked by the natural

denseness of the wood ! On sloping sunny banks bright patches of

Alyssum, Daphnes, Lithospermum, Iberis, dwarf Phloxes,^ Arabis,

Aubrietias, and many similar pretty spring flowers might find suit-

able habitr.tious. It is all a question o; taste and of determination
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A few days' work in digging and delving here and there, work that

may, in the slieltered wood, be done when liard frost holds the open
ground in tight grip, and a few days' work spent in planting, and
the labour is over. Time and a modicum of care will do the rest.—D.

SWAN RIVER DAISY.
(bracuycome ibekidifoua.)

Such a very pretty annual a>i this must on no account be over-

looked, more especially as it is of simple culture. It grows from
about 8 in. to 12 in. hifrh, and as its habit of growth is somewhat
straggling, it is particularly suitable for grouping in masses.

The flowers, which aio about 1 in. across, and produced in loose

terminal clusters, are bright blue, with a paler-tinted centre, and
strikingly resemble those of the common greenhouse Cineraria.

There are other sorts with flowers of various shades of blue and
pui-ple, and one is pure white. Like all other annuals of a similar

Swan Kiver Uaisj (Brachycome ibeiiiUfolia).

character, it should be sown on a warm border in May and at

intervals as occasion requires, so as to have a succession of flowers.

W. G.

PROTECTING HARDY PLANTS FROM SLUGS.
Maxv complain of losing valuable plants from their borders during
winter in a mysterious way. They know that they were there in

autumn ; but when they go to look for them in spring, there is

nothing left but the labels ; and this, too, in the case of plants that
are hardy enough to live through our severest winters. This comes
in a great measure from forgetfulness. When the plants go out of

flower they are too often forgotten and left to face their enemies
unaided.

I have no doubt that a good many of the losses among the choicer
kinds of hardy plants which disappear so unaccountably are due to
slugs and snails. They can work in the dark and in silence, and
when they come across a plant' that suits their taste—and they
always choose weakly, delicate ones in preference to strong, coarse
ones—they fix themselves closely round the collar, and there they
remain feasting so long as the least bit of succulent matter remains.
They then move to the next plant, and so the work of destruction
goes on. After the snails and slugs have worked their will, frost and
snow come, and so the mutilated plants, incapable of resisting ex-
tremes of wet and cold, perish.

Now, if a handful or two of sifted ashes had been scattered round
the collars of all the plants to which snails are partial, extending
3 in. or 4 in. round the crowns on all sides, a fence would have been
placed round them that the snails would not have faced. A very
little time and a barrowful or two of ashes would in this way make
secure a large collection of plants from depredations of this kind, a
matter that should be seen to at once. E. Hobday.

NOTES FROM ATENNA.
I'ASSiNci in spring through places where Daphne Cneorum abounds,
not far from here, I had some plants lifted out and potted, but never
succeeded with them, the long wire-like roots reaching too far into

the stony fissures being the chief difficulty to deal with. However,
now, I am going to propagate it by cuttings taken from wild plants
at the present time, and hope to succeed with them. In spring,
when the wild plants arc in flower they are eagerly sought after for

button-hole bouc|uets, and freijuently sold at railway stations to
townsfolk returning home from mountaineering. Polygala Chama;-
buxus is an ecjually tine plant, abounding in masses hereabout,
flowering at the same time as Daphne Cneorum ; it is a good com-
panion to it. Rhododendron hirsutum I collected last year at the
Schneeberg, at elevations of 5000 ft., and also had plants from the
Tyrol, but all are of rather slow growth, so I have taken the cut-

tings from the strongest plants ; tiiey are forming roots very soon,

and to all appearance prove to be suited for growing in the plains.

This autumn I found a strong plant of Gentiana cruciata bearing a
quantity of seeds, and had tliem sown at once in pans placed in a
cold frame, but. Gentians being slow in germinating, we shall have
to wait until spring before anything appears.

A very interesting m.irsh plant was Parnassia palustris ; in little

colonies in many places near water, its delicate white flowers and shining
green leaves are seen to best advantage. Geranium pratense was
equally fine, bordering ravines of a little mountain streamlet ; re-

garding the size and the vivid blue colouring of flowers, I think
this is very beautiful, and one of the easiest growing of the Cranes-
bills. I have some plants taken up, and shall keep them in pots till

next spring. Aster Amellus is very effective on sunny slopes, or

the margins of Pine woods, as it forms strong clumjjs, with flower-

stems a foot high ; its light blue flowers are conspicuous in the early

part of autumn. Some clumps associated with the dwarf Aster
alpinus look very well. Polygala amara and P. uliginosa are gems
for borders and rockeries ; sunny spots, seen in flower early in sum-
mer were a mass of blue, which were nearly equal to pastures of

Gentiana verna on higher altitudes. Looking for Cyclamens in

Beech woods, I meet with a white Monkshood of rather dwarf
growth, bearing flowers profusely. Rocks clothed with Polypo-
dium vulgare, Asplenium Ruta-muraria, and Saxifraga Aizoon, were
particularly attractive in an Oak forest, within a few hours' dis-

tance from Vienna.—Louis Kropatscu, Laxcuberg.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GARDEN.

Aneraones Late in Autumn.—I have some Anemones
that were left in the ground all the summer, and that are now
blooming, whilst the plants are large tufts of beautiful leafage.

To edge round beds of shrubs, or to dot amongst beds of Roses
where the soil all the winter is bare, I can conceive of nothing
more beautiful than common Anemones. If the roots are dry they
should be planted in September, if possible, and thus they would get
well furnished with foliage before the winter arrived. Not even the
Tulip, regarded as the most gorgeous hardy spring flower, can exceed
the Anemone in richness of hue and in beauty of form, whilst as
cut flowers there can be no comparison. All is in favour of the
Anemone. It is surpnsing that a plant so cheap, so simple of cul-

ture, and withal so beautiful, should be so little grown. They may
be raised from seed as easily as any common biennial. Sow the seed
thinly in shallow boxes or pans in April, put them under glass, and
when the plants are large enough prick them out into a bed of rich
soil, and there will be hundreds to make strong plants in the winter.
But even this trouble may be saved if a few hundreds of roots are
purchased in the autumn that shall include double and single forms
of many hues ; so cheap are they that 500 mixed roots may be
bought for a guinea. \Vhat a grand mass of colour would these
give. If our florists would but take the Anemone in hand, and at

their spring shows help to popularise it as they have the Auri-
cula, how much gayer might our gardens be.—A. D.

Hardiness of Senecio pulcher.—Mr. WoUey Dod asks
if any one can tell him of this fine autumn Groundsel being perfectly
hardy ; allow me then to reply to him. I live in Kent, and
although the ordinary notion is that so far south we are not under
the influence of frost and snow so much as other places, this is not
so ; we had skating in our neighbourhood last winter for four or
five weeks, the thermometer went down to 10°, and the frost pene-
trated down quite 1 ft. in my garden. These facts show that we
are not in the balmy south, the fact being that we lie too far to the
eastward for that, and it is not until you get to Devon and Corn-
wall that these milder climates are to be found. Well, four years
ago I planted .Senecio pulcher on a border facing the west ; it has
bloomed there every year, and last autumn I took up the root and
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separated it, it having formed several crowns ; I planted it again

in the same place and each plant has grown and flowtred well; the

leaves have heeu 15 in. in length, and each stem has had from
twelve to fourteen blooms on it ; owing to its having been removed
it has flowered somewhat later, and even at this date (November
20) there are some unexpanded flowers on it ; I can therefore have

no hesitation in regarding it as perfectly hardy in this locality. I

can also confirm your correspondent's statement that it is impos-

sible to obtain seed that will grow, as I saved what I thought was
sound and good, but none of it ever germinated ; it might possibly

be that if it were artificially fecundated it might, as in some other

cases, succeed ; at any rate I think we may be satisfied that it is

in many places a thoroughly hardy perennial.

—

Delta.

? The Foxglove in Winter.—Although the Foxglove has a

well-deserved reputation as a liardy summer blooming plant, yet few,

perhaps, will regard it as useful for winter decoration. I do not, of

course, mean that it will flower in the winter, but as a fine-foliaged

border plant it is very effective. Those wlio sow seed in June, and
find in winter plants of only moderate growth, with almost stiff erect

leaves, have not yet learned how very handsome a plant it can be

made if the seed be sown under glass in March and the seedlings,

when strong enough, dibbled out into some corner in the garden. I

have just been transplanting a large number of such, some 30 in.

across, with large, bold, elegant, drooping leaves, showing as much
grace and beauty as any plant well could do. These plants have
transplanted freely with a little soil and without check. If grown
only for winter use and relegated to shrubbery borders in spring,

Foxgloves would well repay the trouble bestowed in raising them.
A dozen or two dotted here and there in large beds would give an
air of life and fullness at otice, although it might be desirable to

remove them in the spring before they could bloom. But even tlieu

amjile room could be found somewhere, because then it is not the

leaves that are admired but tlie fine spikes of flowers that spring up
from plants some 6 ft. in lieight. The real beauty of the Ijlooms of

the Foxglove can rarely be seen in the case of small plants that throw
up a single stem, say 3 ft. in heiglit. It is these large plants that

send up several stems, and of varying heiglits, that enable us to see

how really beautiful are the rich sjiotted forms of tlie garden Fox-
glove.—A. D.

An Alpine Plant to Name.—When in the Kngadine last

year, among the interesting flora of tliat high ."^wiss region, I noticed

growing in abundance on the hills above the town of St. Jloritz a

dwarf Alpine plant with foliage and general appearance like the

Silene compacta of our gardens, but more fully developed, and the

fine tufts of it were comjjletely covered with bright, deep, rose-

coloured flowers, resembling those of Lychnis diurna. I cannot find

a plant to answer the description in " Alpine Plants," nor in a Swiss
catalogue I have, nor have I seen it mentioned in any of the articles

lately in The G.\rden. It was plentiful in the Albula Pass, and at

the hotel at the summit of the Furca Pass some fine bouquets of it

were placed upon the table by some members of the Alpine Club. I

hope that either you or some of your correspondents will be able to

name it.—W. A. T., Hij/tam. [Why not send a dried specimen ?]

Adam's-needles and Stonecrops.—Having on my lawn a

bed of Yuccas which could not be planted very near together, I was
anxious to fill up between with a suitable plant, but could not for

some time decide what this sliould be. Ordinary bedding jJants

would be out of the question, and although the variegated Ivies have
been recommended for this purpose, I objected to them, as taking too

much out of the soil. I, therefore, at the end of April took off some
shoots from my old plants; of Sedum Fabaria, which were then about
4 in. in length, and studded them all over the bed about G in. apart.

The combination has been much admired all tlie season, and when
the Sedum was in bloom it formed a most distinct and handsome
group.

—

Berks in (Jardenlng.

Herpesti3 reflexa.—Tliis forms one of the most lovely

table plants imaginable. I put five or six tops into a 4-in. pot,

and set each one in a saucer of water on a shelf. They soon begin
to grow ; tlie points grow down over the sides of the pots, other
shoots are formed, and by and by tliey require a shift into a 6-in.

pot, still keeping them in the same position. The pendent shoots,

the light feathery top-growth, the elegant foliage, the cool, beau-
tiful green are altogether chafming. I may mention that though we
have had many liard frosts by which those shoots of this plant that
had escaped from the tanks were killed, where they remained in the
water, i.e., icebound, they are still apparently uninjured.—T. Smith,
Neivry.

Climbing Rose and Clematis Poles.—Mr. Turner has,

at his Slough nursery, made short work of a double row of Pinus
austriaca and other Oouifers by lopping all the branches to within
9 in. of the trunk, and on these he intends to train climbing Ptoses

and Clematis. Neither of these hardy climbers create any con-

siderable eff'ect until tliey liave been some three or four years esta-
blished, and it is that these effects may be fully displayed that Mr.
Turner has adoj^ted such a course. When these tree stems have
been fully covered a very pretty effect will be the result. In cases
where trees die the stems might well be used as props for these and
similar plants.—A. I).

Mertensias and Pulmonarias.—There is one characteristic
of the Siberian Lungwort (Mertensia sibhiea) which is not men-
tioned in your notes on page 511, but of which cultivators ought to
be aware. I mean the remarkable attractions its leaves have for
slugs. I have two plants iu my garden which flourish well in other
respects, but though they were guarded this summer with circles of
lime and soot and bristle ends, the slugs crossed all these barriers,
which I found effectual for other plants, and I could only keep them
tolerably clear by constant visits with a lantern at night. This
Mertensia seems more willing to establish itself in the soil of my
garden than others I have tried. I have planted M. virginioa five or
six times in different soils and aspects, but the plants grow less,

until they disappear; and the same happens to M. panicnlata. The
native M. maritima, commonly called the Oyster Plant, I have never
had an opportunity of trying, as it has disappeared from its native
places in North Wales, and is not in any nurseryman's catalogue.
What is said about frequently renewing the plants of M. sibirica, to
secuie them in health and vigour, is certainly true of the stronger
kinds of Pulmonaria. Some gardeners object to these Lungworts as
becoming untidy and straggling in the mixed border; but if they
are divided at least every other year, and planted in small patches
in strong soils, they are amongst the mott attractive of early flowering
spring plants, and the leaves are ornamental through the summer
and autumn ; but they are gross feeders, and soon exhaust the soil

on which they grow, and warn intelligent gardeners that most hardy
herbaceous plants require something more than putting into the soil

and leaving alone. The varieties in the form and marking of the
leaf, and in the colour of the flower, make the Pulmonarias interest-
ing ; though out of some dozen names to be met with in catalogues
it may be donbted whether more than one true species can be deter-
mined. I have now about ten different varieties, forming a series of
gradations between P. oflicinalis and P. augustifolia, and it is difficult

to say to which of the two names some of them belong. I do not doubt
the distinctness of the delicate P. davurica, which, on its first intro-

duction, was thought to be a form of P. angustifolia; but this elegant
little plant seems so difficult to cultivate that, though introduced to
English gardens at the beginning of this century, it has hardly ever
been established for long.— C. Wollev Don, Kdfje Hall, Mal^as.

Periwinkles.— In Mr. Cornhill's remarks on plants for unfavour-
able situations, mention is made of a large golden - leaved Peri-
winkle. This must be the Vinca major elegantissima of the
nurseries. It scarcely merits the name " golden," which conveys the
idea of a plant with foliage in the way of the golden Creeping
Jenny. It is, however, a valuable and charming plant for winter
work, and a few beds of it would light up any garden, even in the
depth of winter. To treat this plant properly, all the old stems
should be cut away just as the new growth commences; this keeps
this somewhat straggling plant at home. The Periwinkles are not
halt so well known as they deserve to be. The following is a list of
the varieties which 1 grow, viz. :—Vinca major (the type) ; Vinca
major elegantissima, the form above alluded to ; Vinca major
reticulata, with foliage tinted with gold, but inconstant ; Vinca major
Harrisoni, leaves centrally blotched with dark yellow (this I had
from America); Vinca minor and V. minor alba; Vinca minor
varipgata and V. m. variegata alba ; Vinca minor anrea, leaves
wholly of a golden yellow, a form which I have not quite established;
Vinca minor fl -pi. ; V. minor fl.-pl. variegata, a form which originated
in my garden ; and V. herbaeea. I may add that the fine Ivy
mentioned by Mr. Cornhill originated here. The name atro-
purpnrea was, I believe, given to it by the Messrs. Backhouee, of
York—a name, however, which it well merits.

—

Thomas Williams,
Ormslirh.

Suitable Plants for Growing under Trees.—The Winter
Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis) is an excellent plant for growing under
the densest shade ; it flourishes even under Beech trees, and increases
rapidly in that position ; one drawback to its use is that it dies down
in summer and leaves the ground bare ; but it is so ornamental
when in bloom, and makes afterwards such a pleasant green carpet,
that this defect may well be overlooked.—J. G. N.

Golden Speedwell (Veronica officinalis aurea).—This is a
capital plant for carpeting moist shady places. It seems at home in
any soil or situation, and quickly covers large spaces with its golden
foliage. It would form a good carpet for purple Crocuses. It is

also a good plant for rockwork, growing as it does quite as freely as
the green variety.

—

Wji. Klliott, Dcepcar.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,

THE GOLDEX POLYPODY.
(poLYromUM (PIlLEIiODIUM) AUREUM.)

The large g>>mi.s PulypoUiiiiu comprises upwards of four IniiiJred

species, Imt these are divided into sub-geneni, each distiniriiished by
well marked characters. One of these sub-pencra, consisting; of

some half-dozen species, has long been known as Phlebodium.
Four of these Plilebodiums are not unfrequently found in gardens,

viz., P. sporodocarpum, P. areolatum, I', pulvlnatum, and P.

aureum, the latter by far the handsomest. Those who do not

S0SSCS3 it need not hesitate to add it to their collection, as it is so

istinct from any other cultivated form, owing to the bluisb-grey

apply to all the Phleliodiums except P. dictyocallis, which is a

rarer and more tender kind. "\V. (1.

GRIFFIN IAS FROM SEED.
Much as Mr. Fish and Mr. O'Brien hiive said respecting
the beautiful flowers produced liy tliesi' plants, they have
not exhausted all that may be urr>'ed in their favour, especially

where choice flowers are in contin\ious denumd for liouquets

and button-holes; for these the Griffinias afford the pale blue
shade absolutely necessary where artistic arrangeuu'nt of

colours is held indispensable. Their season of blooming,
which is during the four last months of the year, makes
them doubly valuable, as this is when pale blue or lavender-

tint of its very glaucous fronds and its hold habit of growth. It

is, moreover, one of the easiest to grow of all Ferns, needing only

to be watered freely at the roots, and seeming to thrive best when
somewhat pot-bound ; in that case it extends its fur-covered rhizome

over the rim, and develops tiny roots in sponge-like tufts. Though

a native of tropical America, it may he successfully grown in a

moderatelv warm greenhouse ; indeed, it seems to thrive best in

such a temperature, provided it is not too draughty or too dry.

No other Fern seems to resist the bad effects of gas and other evils

incidental to dwelling rooms, therefore'it may be appropriately

employed for such a purpose. Care, however, should be observed

not to'subjectitforagreat length of time to such a po-sition when tlie

new fronds are being developed, as at that critical period they are

particularly susceptible of injury ; neither shoidd the plants be

fumigated whenthe fronds are young. The same cultural remarks

coloured flowers are the scarcest. I do not know any blue

flower that combines form and colour and adapts itself so

well for bouquet work as the Griffinias, not even the lovely

little Vanda coerulescens. which nevertheless is a gem. One
advantage which these Griffinias possess is that all the flowers

which each spike, or umbel, produces can be used in succes-

sion, as they do not open simultaneously like most other

umbelliferous plants ; the first flowers that are produced
by each spike are fully expanded before the last to open are

more than discernible in the centre of the umbel. When the

plants are strong, eight or ten weeks will elapse between the

opening of the first and last in each head, and they will last

well for a week in a cut state. As Mr. O'Brien truly says,

Griffinias are slow growers. Much the largest I ever saw
was a specimen of G. hyacinthina, which I had from a single
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bulb that a friend gave me, and wliicli I grew on for twenty-

four years, at the expiration of which time it was five feet

across, with some forty bulbs, filling an eighteen-inch pot.

Towards the end of the time it used to produce from
twenty-four to thirty spikes each year, beginning to flower

early in September, and continuing up to Christmas. Not
only do the Griffinias make offsets slowly, but the bulbs thus

formed are so wedged together, with their fleshy roots so

interlaced, that they can scarcely be separated without sacri-

ficing almost all the feeding fibres. They can be much the

easiest and quickest increased from seeds, if a suflicient

number of the flowers are not cut, but left to form
seed. Mr. O'Brien's instructions upon raising seed-

lings are quite correct ; but perhaps I may be allowed to add
a few details which may be of use to those who have not
grown Griffinias, and possibly of some interest also, espe-

cially as they are comparatively little known, and as they
differ from all other plants with which I am acquainted in

the way in which their singular seeds vegetate.

For a good many years I was completely beaten in inducing
the seeds to grow. I tried all kinds of soil, covering them
slightly with it, and also moderately deep, with the same
result

—

i.e., they always rotted. On one occasion, however,
one of the seeds escaped notice and fell by accident on the
surface of the pot, where it remained until it began to grow,
a circumstance which at once showed that it required to be
on the top of the soil, not in it or covered in any way. After
this I simply used to drain an ordinary seed-pan and filled

it with peat and a little sand, laying the seed on the top.

When ripe they are green, fleshy masses, about three-
fourths of an inch in diameter, channelled and quar-
tered like a small unripe tomato, but of a soft, tough,
spongy character. The most singular circumstance con-
nected with them is the way in which they vegetate.
The first process is not the emission of a radicle, or root
which, after striking downwards into the soil, is followed
by the production of a leaf or leaves with or without an
ascending stem ; in place of this, after the seeds have been
for three or four months on the damp soil, they push out a
miniatm'e bulb which makes its ajipearance base foremost

;

after a time this emits roots, and when these have descended
into the soil, a small leaf is emitted from the top of the tiny
bulb ; but sometimes nearly a year will elapse before the
first leaf appears. The fleshy seed is stiU attached, but it

gradually shrinks till it really appears as if it was slowly
absorbed within the young plant. When festablished the
young progeny should be either put singly in small pots or
pricked out an inch or two apart in a pot or pan, and kept on
growing for two years in a warm or moderate stove tempera-
ture without any further rest thaajthe usual winter reduction
of heat will cause. Four years elapse between the time
when the seeds are sown and that of the flowering of
the plants.

Griffinias generally begin growth immediately they have
done blooming in the autumn or winter ; the last-formed leaf
to each bvdb will usually be matured about the end of AprU,
after which, when the plants get strong enough to flower,
they may be kept in a greenhouse or cool vinery. The latter
suits Ithem best, as it affords them the shade which the leaves
must have, or they will be either destroyed, or so far injured
as to very much hurt the plants. The moisture present in a
fifierj also suits them better than the atmosphere of an
ordinary greenhouse. They should during this, their season
of rest, be kept drier at the roots than when growing, but
the soil must not be allowed to get so dry as to cause the
leaves to flag, or that will injure them. With this summer's
rest they used to flower with me as certain as an Amaryllis.
Without the rest little bloom will be forthcoming.
The flower-stems begin to push in August, at which time

the plants should be moved to a temperature of from 5.5° or
60°. The blooms come up quickly, and in the above heat,
when the bulbs get strong, the flowers on each head will yield
a succession for eight or ten weeks. They succeed in yellow
loam, and they should be potted firmly. The bulbs should
be kept well above the soil, and they should never have too
much root room. T. Baines.

GREENHOUSE HAED-WOODED PLANTS.
Some Australian and Cape plants are very beautiful, and with
ordinary care very easy to cultivate. The only difficulty is in

watering, as hard-wooded plants are impatient of extremes, and their

wants must be promptly supplied. But there is nothing in this that
need alarm any one who is at all methodical. Water must be given
when the plants require it, and in sufficient quantity to moisten all

the soil ; but it will not do to anticipate the wants of the plants, as

it is good sometimes for the .soil to become approximately dry. The
material commonly used for fine-rooted plants is peat and silver

sand, but many of the hardy, less fastidious kinds will succeed if

potted in yellow turfy loam and leaf-mould, with sufficient sand to
ensure freedom from stagnation. The drainage in all cases must be
clear and free, as no one can long keep plants in health in a water-
logged soil ; and in the summer-time when the plants are placed in

the open air to ripen their growth, place them on a layer of coal

ashes to prevent worms from finding ingress through the holes in the
bottom of the pots. In potting always make the soil firm round
their roots, and do not give too large shifts. Young vigorous plants
when potted in spring or early in summer may have a shift into pots
two sizes, or say '2 in., larger than those they occupied, but if it be
necessary to repot later in the season, only small shifts should be
given. It is, however, never advisable to shift plants late in the
season, unless it is a choice of evils, and repotting happens to be the
lesser one. Most of the Australian and Cape plants are impatient of

much fire-heat. A little extra warmth when they are making their

growth in spring will be serviceable, but at other times an ordinary
cool greenhouse temperature varying from 38° to 45° will suffice.

Whatever pruning is necessary to secure symmetrical specimens
should be done as they go out of flower, just as the new growth is

ready to burst forth. They bloom generally in winter and spring,

which is the time when flowers are mostly required indoors.

E. Hobday.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN-

Cyanophyllum magniflcum.—There are few more striking

objects amongst tine-leaved plants than this. At one time it was
a great favourite with exhibitors, and maiwellously fine examples of

it were extremely common at our large metropolitan shows ; indeed,

a collection of fine-foliaged plants '.was scarcely considered complete
without it. Owing, however, to the fact that the leaves are so easily

injured, thus rendering it a matter of considerable difficulty to

transport it for any great distance with safety, it is not so much
grown as it used to be for this purpose. It is, however, a noble
plant when seen at its best, and one which should certainly be grown
where sufficient heat and moisture are at command, for it is one of

those plants which must have plenty"of both to bring it to anything
like perfection. When in the enjoyment of suitable conditions it

grows like a weed, and will attain a height of some 3 ft. during the
season. The long, broad, velvety leaves are, when they have attained

perfect development, extremely handsome, and when, as in the case

of a well-grown specimen, they clothe it quite to the rim of the pot, this

Cyanophyllum presents a decidedly imposing and even majestic

appearance. There is really no special difficulty attending its cul-

ture, but there is only one way of bringing it up to the desired point

of perfection, and that is growing young plants every year, throwing
away the old ones. The terminal shoot makes the best cutting,

striking easily and growing away freely, but any portion of the upper
part of the stem may l)e used, cutting it up into the form of eyes,

which root freely enough in a brisk heat. Good drainage and a free

compost, consisting of fibrous sandy peat with a little leaf-mould,

iu combination with a high average temperature and plenty of atmo-
spheric moisture, constitute the main elements of success in the

culture of this beautiful fine-leaved plant.—J. Coenhill, Byfleei.

Finely-flowered Eucharis amazonica.— The following

mode of treatment has resulted, year after year, in abundant crops of

flowers, and this year in producing on one plant fifty-two flower-

stems, each being fnrnished with from five to six blooms. Numbers
of other plants, in 9-in. pots, have also each yielded na from ten to

twelve flower-stems. In the case of our largest plant it is now four

years and a half since I re-potted it, and to that in a great measure
I attribute my success, the pot being literally crammed with bulbs.

Throughout the summer season, while making growth, I treat my
Eucharis plants very liberally, giving them abundance of properly,

diluted liquid manure from a tank ; and at the same time I keep
them well up to the glass, and afford them all the light pos-

sible, — never shading them except during very bright days,

which, in smoky Lancashire, are very rare indeed. The result

of such treatment is excellent growth, and we get it well matured.
By the end of July I move some of them into a cool house from the

stove temperature in which they have been growing and keep them
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almost perfectly dry, only giving water snffioienfc to preserve

healthy foliage ; by the middle of September we begin to give them
warmer quarters, affording them a brisk bottom heat aa well aa a

growing atmosphere, and the result is invariably satisfactory, more
especially in the case of plants which are pot-bonnd. We have had
instances again and again of eight and nine inch pots bnrsting

through the internal pressure of the bnlbs, and I always find snch

plants to yield a full harvest of bloom. In repotting them, which

I do in spring, I nse turfy loam, leaf mould, and sand, and keep

the plants rather dry until the roots begin to work in the fresh

material. I need scarcely add that fow (lowers are more ueofnl than

those of the Eacharis, either for dinner-table decoration, or in the

shape of cut flowers for glasses. We have used hundreds of them,

for both purposes, this antnmn, and also the plants when in bloom.

—

J. Di'KIiAM, H'iifoii Pari;.

Portuguese Sundew (Drosophyllum lusitanicum).—I do
not tind this at all diHicult to grow. Of a number of seeds sown in

spring last some grew aw.-vy at once, others have come straggling up
ever since, and are still doing so. The seeds were sown in small

pots, 3 in. each, in very sandy peat, plunged in Moss in saucers,

the Moss being kept very wet, and stood close to the roof glass on
the sunny side of a warm greenhouse. The pots tliemselves are

quite overgrown with natural Jlosses, through which the Droso-

phyllum comes up, and m which it grows. Nothing could be
healthier than they are, and they could not have had less atten-

tion ; no boll-glasses, no coddling of any kind.—T. SillTH, Npioi-ij.

Scilla sibirica.—To those who intend forcing a few bulbs to

enliven the dull winter months, I would say on no account omit
Scilla sibirica, for it forces as easily as a Hyacinth, and the beau-

tiful bright blue of its flowers seem to have an especial charm
when flowers are so scarce early in the season.—A.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

REMAKKS ON PLANTING.
At this season when the huge matted bundles—the delight of

Rosarians who grow Roses either for pleasure or profit—add ma-
terially to the j)rofits of railway traffic, a few hints on planting

preliminaries may prove at once interesting and seasonable. Site,

soil, and modes of planting have been pointed out, described, and
defined almost without limit, but the small matters, which in their

aggregate etfects are probably more important than all these put
together, have seliom or never been noticed. Before the Roses
are ordered or are on transit, everything should be prepared, so

as to give them a hearty welcome and a prompt settlement in their

permanent quarters. All intermediate states are states of suffer-

ing or of danger. Roses in nurseries are safe ; those in private

gardens may be equally so, and yet more snug ; but what pen shall de-

scribe the miseries the plants suffer in that purgatorial interregnum
between the one and the other ? Observe and shudder while you
see how ruthlessly they are often lifted out of the ground by the
three-fold process of a cut, a thrust, and a tear ; then the bleeding,

lacerated roots are hurried through the grounds, dangling in the air

until the dozen, score, fifty, or hundred, to make up the order,

are completed ; then away on back or barrow to the packing shed,
where they are piled in heaps to await the convenience of the packers.

These are men with iron wills, and horny hands, and one idea, as a
rule, and that is to crowd the most Roses into least space, and
make the most presentable matted bundles. In pursuit of this object,

the roots are not seldom unmercifully crushed and the tops severely
bruised. Packing has, however, very much improved in recent
times, and the way that Roses arrive from many large growers after

journeys of hundreds of miles is a credit to their packing depart-
ments. It must also be added in fairness to the Rose growers for

sale, that for one Rose that dies, owing to their ill-treatment, pro-
bably ten die through mismanagement after, they arrive in private

gardens.
One might naturally suppose that the very importance of a Rose

bundle arriving in private places would cause everything to be in

readiness for the fair strangers beforehand ; but it is often far other-
wise, and the plants arrive before the site is determined or the soil

prepared, to say nothing about the holes being made or what com-
post or manure may be needful laid up beside or placed in the holes

in readiness ; and the arrival of the Roses, instead of quickening
such needful preparations, not seldom diverts attention from them.
The bundle must, of course, be undone at once, the Ptoses un-
packed (very often in the open air), examined, held up, the names
leisurely read, &;c., while all the time the roots are probably exposed,
or, almost worse still, may have to support the weight of a bunch of

Moss or strawy litter that ruins or breaks off all the best of them.

Thus the majority of the best roots are paralysed, withered up, or
destroyed. As if this were not enough, Roses are sometimes carried

considerable distances through the frosty air, laid down again in the
open till the holes are dug, and exposed to the air while tlic bruised

oues are cut off, and suckers, cither in fact or in embryo, arc hunted
out and removed. The plants appeal to their owners through
every pitiable withered and bruised bleeding root to bo planted at

once. Rut some treat their Roses as if they believed that the expo-

sure to their roots did them good. Nay, Rosarians have been met
with wlio have contended that such was the fact—the air, even if

frosty, did the roots no harm ; this assertion has as much truth in it

as that eels like skinning, neither more nor less. No one can deny
the fact that eels live after skinning, and so have Roses after root-

freezing, .and both to about the samewretched purpose. Probably nine-

tenths of all the Roses that die the first year, and an equally large

percentage of those which live a sort of lingering life or death—for it is-

difllcult to determine which^do so in virtue of injuries to the roots

in transit from the budding grounds to their flowering (juarters.

But little of the blame can be laid on our carriers, for most of the

railway companies are careful about flowers, for they know our

queen's (the Rose) business requireth haste, and act accordingly.

The major portion of the delay often occurs where all things should

be ready days, weeks before the Roses arrive.

Not a few who are quite alive to the evils of root freezings or air

dryings adopt the more rational system of inlaying the plants by the

heels, as it is called. The plants are unpacked the moment they

arrive ; a deepish trench is dug out, the soil being laid immediately

behind, with the result of doubling its apparent depth. The Rosea

are laid along thickly or thinly in the trench, the sides of the stems

resting on the raised bank of loose earth. Another spit or two of

soil is then dug on in front, and is laid over the roots. As a tem-

por.ary expedient, and to prevent the possibility of root freezing, the

practice of inlaying Ptoses thus may be tolerated or commended ; but

it ought never to be needful in private gardens unless Roses should

arrive during severe frosts, and the Roses should never be left many
days in such positions. The practice of inlaying is always a waste

of labour, and often leads to a most reckless squandering of vital

force. Hardly has a transplanted Rose or other root been restored

to the earth than it makes an effort to lay hold of it, push forth

anew into it. The earth is sanitary as well as stimulating, and the

roots respond to both these qualities by striking boldly forth into it

in (piest of food to strengthen and it may be something to heal them.

It is certain that detached roots make the most prompt efforts to

re-.attach themselves to the earth, and that these efforts are more
potent as well as more prompt in the case of a first removal than

any subsequent one. Consequently, hardly have the plants been
inlaid than fresh roots are put forth. These roots are brittle as they
are young and useful. Spongioles—that is, feeding mouths—is their

botanical name and true function. Leave the Roses lying in by the

heels till these most valuable roots are formed, and almost every

one of them will be broken off in the planting. The conse<iuence3

are most injurious to the plants, involving not simply a loss of the

most valuable roots of the Rose at a time when they were most

needed, but also a serious loss of time and lowering of vital force,

for the second crop of feeders will not only be weaker than the first,

but they will be longer in springing forth. The first crop comes

almost on the heels of the planter, but the winter may be over and

gone and the spring far advanced before the second crop of such

roots is produced. Their production also causes a severe strain on

the life of the Rose. Each Rose bush in the autumn has stored up
so much vital power from the sun, showers, air, soil, water, &c.

This is sufficient for its wants under natural conditions, and also to

provide against abnormal accidents or waste, such as arise from

transplanting, &c. Of course, this supply cannot be added to after

the connection of the roots with the soil is severed. Hence one set

of roots or even the effort to make them considerably exhausts the

strength or vital power of the Rose or other trees, and if a second

or further call for roots is made the trees become exhausted, as the

eflfort or, in other words, its vital force is so lowered as to enfeeble

its health and endanger its life.

It is to be hoped, therefore, that many a Rosarian will hasten, if

he has not already done so, to prepare for his Roses before they

arrive. Something may be said about site, soil, and the actual

planting of the Roses on other occasions, but of ecjual or perhaps

more importance than any or all of these should be placed—prompt

planting in their permanent quarters as soon as they arrive.

The site may be sheltered without sliade, the soil the best that

can be found or compounded, the planting skilful. It will matter

but little if the roots are withered into dead mummies or frozen

to death before planting, or the tree or bush is exhausted by

forcing two or more crops of embryo roots before it is planted for

good. With the ground prepared, the holes made, a stick already

in the centre of each for standards (for it is better to regulate

the height with a saw rrom 1 he top of the stake downwards than
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to blindly drive the stake through any number of roots after

planting), and a spadeful or two of manure or compost also ready

when wanted, Rose planting may proceed swiftly and merrily as a

marriage bell on the arrival of the Roses, and with equally gladsome

results to Rosariana. D. T. Fish.

Rosa polyantha.—From this small, white-flowered Rose, re-

markable on account of its blooms being in clusters, great numbers
of varieties have been obtained, nearly all with double flowers like

those of R. multiflora, and to which but little attention has been

paid, most likely, because there is nothing particularly striking in

their shape or colour. But from the seed of these something
very interesting has been produced—I mean tlie dwarf and perpetual

blooming polyanthas. Tlie first was Paquerette, of Messrs. Guillot

Fils, and the second, Anne Marie, Marie de Montravel, of Itam-

baud, both of Lyons. Both are very profuse bloomers and charming
plants. They must not, I think, be mingled with a general col-

lection, but planted separately, or in beds of ten or twenty together,

not too far apart. Beds of tliis kind on the border of a Grass plot

in front of a house will pi oduce a charming effect. They will take

tlie place of the old and too much forgotten R. Lawrenceana. They
are also useful as pot plant?, each truss making anoseg.ay in itself.

—

Jean .Si.sley, Monplamr, Lyons.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLX.—CRIXODENDKOX HOOKERIAXUiL
Tms is one of the many Evergreens with brilliantly coloured

flowers that inhabit CUiili. Although introduced many years ago

by William Lobb,f(ir Messrs. Veitcb, and siicces-sively rc-intro-

duced for the same (inn by Downton it I'oarce, it has hitherto not

been very successfully cultivated. It seems to have been lost tlirougli

neglect rather than through any difficulties it offers to cultivation,

for under ordinary care, I am informed, it is now flourishing.

Wild .specimens in their herbarium are well furnished with flower.s,

some of them not larger than the branch represented in the figure

bearing a dozen or more ; and Messrs. Veitcli have a plant coming
into flower all along the branches. In its native country it is a

shrub or small tree from 10 ft. to 20 ft. high. It is common in

the island of C'luloe and in the province of Valdivia, on the main-
laud, and will probably prove hardy only in the mildest parts of

the kingdom. In spite of its not having yet been exhibited in

perfection, it has been considered wortliy of a first-class certificate

at Kensington, and also at Regent's Park.

Position and Culture.—Respecting tliese, Messrs. ^'eitch &
Sons have favoured ns with the following :—The cultural treatment

of this plant is of the simplest description. Being a native of so high

a southern latitude as Valdivia and Chiloe, in Chili, where, according

to Gay, it occurs in low and moist valleys, we find the temperature of

a cool greenhouse to suit it perfectly in this country. We could not

venture to pronounce it hardy, for although a near neighbour of

Arauoaria inibricata and Fiizroya patagonica, well-known occu-

pants of our gardens, these grow at a higher elevation tlian the

Crinodendron. We think, however, that so beamilul a plant may
be available for out-door decoration under certain circumstances,

with the protection of a cold frame during the cold season. As a

plant for the greenhouse and conservatory, we pot it in a mixture

of peat and loam, and treat it iu every respect as other h ird-wooded

greenhouse plants from the Southern Hemisphere — the Cape,

Australia, &c. The free-flowering properties of Crinodendron

Hookerianum are indeed vei-y remarkable. The flowers, either

singly or in pairs, are produced from the axil of nearly every leaf

towards the ends of all the shoots, so that when in full bloom it is

one of the most efl'ective and striking of shrubs. In its native

country it blooms, according to Gay, in November, or in the early

part of the southern summer. Wiien it has thoroughly accom-
modated itself to our seasons, we may, therefore, expect ic to flower

under glass probably in April or May, or even earlier. It will be
ready for distribution ne.vt spring. [Our plate was prepared from a
plant which flowered in Messrs. Veitch's nursery last spring.]

THE TALL MULLEIN.
(VERBASCUM VEENALB.)

This noble plant lias been slowly spreading in oiir collection

of hardy plants for some years past, and it is a plant of great
and peculiar merit. I first saw it in the Garden of Plants,
and brought home some roots which gave rise to the stock

now in our garden. Its peculiarities, or rather its merits,

are that it is a true perennial species—at least, on the warm
soi Is where I have mostly known
it—and in this respect quite un-
like other Mulleins, which are

sometimes seen in our gardens,

and oftener in our hedgerows.
It also has the advantage of
great height, growing, as in

the specimen shown in our
illustration, to a height of

about 10 ft., or even more.
Then there are the large and
green leaves, which come up
rather early and are extremely
effective. Finally, the colour

is good and the panicle of
flowers enormous. The quan-
tity of yellow flowers with
purplish filaments that are

borne on one of these great
branching panicles is some-
thing enormous. The use of

such a plant cannot be difficult

to define, it being so good in

form and so distinct in habit.

For the back ]xirt of a mixed
border for grouping with other
plants of remarkable size or
form of foliage, or for placing
here and there in open spaces
among shrubs, it is well

suited. A bold group of it

arranged on the Grass by itself

in deep, light, and well-dressed

soil would be effective in a
jjicturesque garden. Our draw-
ing was sketched in Mr. Joad's
collection during the past
summer. It is also known in

gardens by the name of Ver-
bascum Chaixl, which name, we believe, was given to it at
Kew.

A NEW HAEDY EVERGREEN CLIMBER.
(VITIS .STRIATA.)

All evergreen plants that are hardy are valuable in a garden, and

more particularly if of a climbing character, as they are so useful for

covering bare walls. Of course the many kinds of the common Ivy
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are the best of all for that purposo, but tliove is aclianu in variety,

and on this account we consider this new \'ine wliicli Messrs. Back-
house, of York, are now distributinji; a valuable acquisition. As
may be seen by the annexed sketch of a leafy spray, it bears somo
resemblance to Veitcb's Anipelopsis, but the leaves are of a deeper
green, and Inive a polished surface, with faint whitish veins run-
ninjr alonji; the leaflets; hence, probably, its specific name. Pre-
vious to reeeivinjr the proper name of Vitis striata, Messrs. liack-

liouse called it Ampelopsis sempervirens. As to its hardiness,

there is not much doubt, for at York it has stood unscathed in the

open several de;j:rees of frost, and, of course, planted in its most
appropriate position—apjainst a wall— it would resist even a greater

amount of cold without injury. We have to thank IMessrs. Back-
house for the spray from which our drawing was prepared.

A\\ G.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
WHAT .MIOIIT BE DONE IN

CULTUKE.
IIA.EDY FRUIT

It is a wdl-known fa.^t tliat when a gardener makes a hobby of

any particular plia-j of plant or fruit culture, and umlerstands
his subject, he generally succeeds in it, and the constancy of hi.s

success is, too, just as remarkable as tlie success itself. The whole
secret of the matter is that he bestows the attention upon his

favourites that they require, and the same remarks apply fre-

quently to different departments of one garden. It is not an
uncommon thing to see hue crops inside and bad or indifferent

ones outside—good fruit or poor vegetables, or fine plants and poiir

fruit. Sometimes the reason is tliat tlie gardener knows he
cannot do everytliing justice, and tliat even if be bestowed an
average amount of attention upon everything under his charge
everything would b? b-'low the average in quality, because he
cannot give everything the attention which it absolutely needs to

make it suscaed even fairly well, and hence he concentrates his

bjst attention upon his glasshouses perhaps, or some other depart-

ment where the most outlay has bjen incurred, from which the

bsst results are expected. In the case of hardy fruits, both wall

trees and standards, it is very seldom indeed that they can have
anything like the attention which they require, otherwise we
should have a very different report of the crops, and less about
the accidents of weather, &c. But it is not the gardener's fault.

He is put in charge of a garden, we shall suppose, where there are

perhaps hundreds of yards of walls clothed on both sides with
fruit trees, and rows upon rows of standards or dwarfs round the

garden borders, all of which he is expected to keep in decent
" looking " order at least, if not in frnitfulness, and he dare not dis-

regard such expectations and concentrate his work upon as many
trees only as he could manage weU. Gardens have, as a rule, been
furnished with fruit trees without the least regard to their

needs in the way of culture, even in what are con-

sidered good and fairly well-manned establishments. I do
not know a single garden where the outdoor fruit trees

receive the same amount of care as the Vines, Pines,

Peaches, or Figs, &c., under glass do, and these as a rule receive

no more attention than they need, and they are the crops, if any,

that pay. Has any one ever reflected what he could do, with one
Pear or Apple tree, for example, if he was to bestow as much
attention upon it as on a Vine from which he expected fruit of

fine quality 't AVliat could be done by thinning, disbudding, train-

ing, timely root-pruning, and protection ? I venture to say that

results equal to anything that lias yet been accomplished in the

better cared for subjects above named could beseeureil. It is quite

practicable for a good gardener to make his Vines, Peaches, or

Pines produce fine fruit annually with the utmost regidarity, and
it is quite as possible for him to do the same with the Apple or

Pear by the same means. Even the weather he may to a largo

extent control. It is far easier and less expensive to protect a
few trees thoroughly than a great many imperfectly. It is

attempting too much that has caused some of our old-fashioned

appliances to fall into disrepute, the expense of keeping tliem in

repair and the trouble of attending to them being both too great.

But it does not require a great number of trees to supply the

wants of even the largest establishment with any single Icind of

fruit. A small dish of Apples or Pears or other single fruit in a

general dessert will suffice for a large dinner party, and a single

tree of moderate size will keep up a supply for a month, or six

week's, or even two months, if they can be preserved ; hence two
or three good trees of sorts arranged to succeed each otlier, and
carefully trained and regularly cropped, would be enough for most
establislunents.

Then tlie question of wall trees affects the question of garden
walls. No one will seek to deny tliat these are very expensive
structures ; and when they quite suri-ound a kitclien garden, as is

the fashion, they appropriate a moderate fortune in building alone.
They cost niort^ money, 1 will venture to say, tlian tlie proprietor
gets from them in tlie shape of fruit in his lifetime or liis successor
either. Furtlier, if so many fruit trees are not needed to insure a
supply of fruit under good culture, then walls themselves are cer-
tainly not needed for any other purpose, for the kitchen garden
can be sheltered quite as well by other and far cheaper, as well
as more ornamental, boundaries. I know one noted kitchen
garden of six acres on a domain which the readers of The
Garden liave heard a good deal of lately, the long brick-red walls
of which were found to be so unsightly from certain points of view
after they were built, that the landscape ganlener bad to be called

in again to devise some means of hiding tliem, and be suggested
the formation of a series of oblong mounds of earth, just outside
the garden fence, to be planted with shrulis. I'his was done at

great expense, and the mounds are now furnished with bushes, and
accomplish the end in view very well, and would have been an
excellent substitute for the walls themselves, which need not have
been there at all. Had I a kitchen and fruit garden to lay out for

myself I would most certainly only have one wall, and that a
wide cnrvillinear one, like a half moon on tlie north side, and the
rest of the garden fence wouM hi a wire one, backed up l^y such
shrubs or trees as miglit be found ni'cdful. The forcing houses could
occupj' the centre of the curve, and the unoccupied walls at each end
would serve for fruit trees. The more wall surface was wanted the

longer drawn out the arc of the circle would be, and the garden
itself would take a kind nf parallelogram sliape in front of it. A
garden of this shape would at least be more ornamental than our
present square brick enclosures. If a special Peach tree or other
wall was needed it could b J made bi'hiiid tin; curvilinear one, but
at tlie side on which the principal entrance was to be there
would be no ugly brick walls, with their prison-like doors. A
proprietor may well hesitate making a new kitchen garden when
it is urged upon him that very nearly a mile of solid masonry,
18 in. or 2 ft. thick, is needed to enclose it.

One main idea entertained is that walls shelter a garden. Well,
they do when they are high enough, but for a 4 or G acre garden
they would need to be very high indeed to exert any influence in

that waj- many yards from the walls. Our garden here is between
;J00 ft. and 400 ft. wide, and quite surrounded by walls, with one
running through the centre of it, all of the usual height, but I can
safely say that '20 ft. or so from their base tliej- afford hardl}' any
protection whatever from winds, and they are of no use against

frosts. Some hundreds of feet of glass frames situated in the most
sheltered side of the garden have to have their lights tied on witli

ropes every night when wind is expected, or they would be
carried over the walls before the morning, as they have been more
than once when they happened to be neglected or the ropes gave
way. As for the fruit trees round the garden quarters, they are

blown about in every gale just as if they were in the open field. I

would not object to a wall oO ft. high, if desired, on the north side

of the garden, and just sweeping round the north-east and north-

west corners, but more than that is unnecessary for a kitchen

garden. If this be admitted then, and if we find that the trees

upon the walls are not cared for sufficiently to ensure crops of good
fruit with some degree of regularity and certainty, is it

not absolutely throwing good money away to build walls

at all ? That what 1 state is pretty near the truth is

borne out by the practice of nurserymen, who plant

with the object of shelter, and no other. In a 200-acre

nursery not far from here all the tenderer kinds of trees and
shrubs are grown in small enclosures, about half an acre or less

in extent, and quite surrounded by tall Beech, Yew, or hollow
hedges, clipped close, and kept in tlie liest of order. Few, if any,

of them are under lo ft. in height. Walls to be equally effective

as a shelter from strong gales or cold winds would need to be as

closely placed and as high, but in that case they would of course

do more harm than good. I suppose one object in making garden
walls so extensive was to ensure plenty of room for planting well-

trained trees, on the assimiption that some of the trees would at
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least bear fruit every year—an utter delusion. It is not the

quantity of trees, but the care of them that makes them pa}'.

I have often thought upon these matters, but I never was
more struck with the subject of the economical utilisation of waUs
than when I first saw the French Vineyards and the cottages

of the villagers. Even the outside of the boundary walls next the

highway was covered by fruit trees. Between the walls and the

carriage wa}' there was only about a yard, and 1 ft. of tliat was
occupied by a dry stone wall built of cobbles stuffed with turf,

and the 2-ft. space inside was filled up with soil iu which Vines

in some cases, and in others Pears beautifully trained on the

horizontal plan were growing and bearing splendid fruit ; our chief

wonder was that it was not stolen. AVha,t do our home culti-

vators who advocate borders 12 ft. and loft, wide by 3 ft. deep

sav to borders of the above dimensions ? .1. S. W.

PYRAMIDAL TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
When I took charge of the garden at this place, about seventeen

years ago, it was quite a forest of large fruit trees of variouB kinds,

all of them past their beet. Many of them were in various stages of

decay, and it was evident that it would be a waste of labour to

attempt to improve them. At that time the late Mr. Thomas Rivers

was earnestly advocating the planting of pyramid Apple, Pear, and
Plum trees very much closer together than anybody else had ever

thought of. The plan I adopted with our garden—and it is one that

I can recommend—was to cut paths through amongst the trees, and
to level the ground. Borders about 9 ft. wide were marked off on
each side of the path. The next thing was to prepare the ground,

and if it had been deep clayey loam, that would have been an easy

matter, as it would only have been necessary to trench it, and,

probably, add some rotten manure. In our case, however, it was
necessary to do much more than that. In some places the ground
was so shallow, resting on a dry sand or gravelly subsoil, that it was
necessary to dig out from 6 in. to a foot of the gravel, and replace it

with loam. As our own soil is very light, we used heavy loam, and
obtained a depth of from 18 in. to 2 ft. of soil. The ground was poor,

and some rotten manure was worked in with the soil.

Pear Planting.—The next thing was the planting of the trees.

I like to go to the nursery some time in October and select tbem-
For immediate effect, those of large size may be chosen ; but if they
have been well trained and transplanted, they would be expensive,

and as a rule trees about two years from the bud or graft are the

beet. One difficulty with which the cultivator has to contend is the

selection of varieties. A person undertaking the care of a garden in

a part of the country not near to him will do well to give ear to any
suggestions that may be made to him by those acquainted with the

place, rather than trust to his own judgment formed under different

conditions. I find Pears are much more capricious as regards soil

and climate than other fi-uits. For instance, Beurru Superfin and
Doyenne du Cornice, from which I have seen very fine fruit from
clay, are quite a failure on our gravelly soil. The following, however,
succeed with us, viz. :—Summer Doyenne ; this is our earliest good
Pear, and the tree, which should be worked on thft Quince, can be
trained into a very handsome pyramid. Benrre Giffard succeeds it,

but does not grow so freely, and is more difficult to train into a good
specimen. Jargonelle cannot be dispensed with, but it also grows
more slowly than some, and does not form a good pyramid. Williams'

Bon Chretien is a kind that should be grown in every garden,
although it does not take kindly to the pyramid shape. Louise
Bonne of Jersey is the most generally useful Pear we have, and
forms a handsome pyramid ; it does better worked on the Quince than
on the Pear stock. Marie Louise does well with us as a pyramid, but
it must be worked on the Pear stock, as it does not succeed on the

Quince ; we have had better flavoured fruit of it from trees in the

open than from those on walls. Marie Louise d'Uccle, which suc-

ceeds well in some gardens, is quite a failure on our light soil.

Marechal de la Cour is a very good variety, especially this year, but
it is rather uncertain with us. Beurre Bosc we had double grafted,

but it has not done nearly so well as that variety worked on the Pear.
Beurre Hardy, a good October Pear, is rather uncertain with us, and
the same may be said of Beurre d'Amanlis ; nor did Brockworth
Park succeed with us. Winter Nelis beai's freely, and is a valuable
late Pear on the Pear stock. Josephine de Malines has not done well,

but it is such a valuable variety for late use that it ought to be every-
where tried. Beurre d'Aremberg is a very free bearer, and forms a
handsome pyramid. Beurre Ranee, double grafted, produced some
very fine fruit one season, but only once in fifteen years, and it is too
uncertain to be planted. Beurre Baohelier is a fine-looking Pear, and
one which bears freely ; but the best bearer we have is Zephirin

Gregoire. Its fruit is only medium-sized, and second-rate as regards

flavour, but it never fails.

Border Planting.—I first tried planting in the borders at C ft.

apart, but it was found to be too close ; 9 ft. asunder is better. If

a barrow-load of decayed turfy loam can be obtained to place round

the roots of each tree, a good start will be obtained. Trees worked
on the Quince I plant so deep, that the union of the stock with the

scion is just covered. The soil must be well worked in amongst
the roots, and then trodden in rather firmly with the feet. Place

a stoutieh stick to each tree to prevent wind-waving. Mulch the

surface of the ground over the roots with rotten manure, and they

will be safe for the winter. In February or March it will be neces-

sary to look over the trees and shorten any long growths.

Pyramid Trees.—These are trained to one leading shoot, and
the side branches must be regularly arranged. Nearly all pruning

must be done iu the summer time, and early in autumn. They do not

usually make much growth the first season after planting, but they

form a mass of fibrous roots in the turfy loam ; next season they

may be inclined to grow to) much, but if the growths are stopped

during summer, that has a tendency to throw the trees into a
bearing state. They are apt to become too much crowded in the

centre, but that must be checked ; and I prefer to thin out the wood
when the trees are in leaf rather than to do it in winter, when it

is difficult to make out whether the growths are two closely placed

or not. Root-pruning is at the best a necessai-y evil. It would not

be required if the soil in which the trees are planted was not made
too rich. It might, however, be absolutely necessary if the roots

ran downwards into a bad subsoil, thus causing the branches to

become cankered. A row of pyramid trees, well trained, has a

beautiful appearance in a kitchen garden ; but they are not often

well managed. It is only those who are really interested in their

trees who are quite successful in cultivating them. For amateurs
this mode of culture is specially to be recommecded. The labour

required during the summer months is not very trying, and the

trees are a continual source of enjoyment from the time the blossoms

open until the fruit is ready to gather. The best way in which to

gather the fruit is to look over the trees at intervals of about ten

days. I generally make three gatherings from each tree at such intervals

—not quite so long, indeed, iu th'5 case of esrly kinds—and in this

way the season of each variety is prolonged from two to three weeks
longer. It may not always be convenient to plant the trees in rows,

but as they do not take up much space they may be planted in the

kitchen garden in any way desired. I have seen them planted with

good effect as divisions between the different quarters in the kitchen

garden. If they are planted as I suggest, say 8 ft. from the Box
edging on each side of a path, then there will be room between the

Box edging and the trees for a row of Gooseberry and Currant bushes,

and at a distance of 1 ft. or 15 in. from the Box edging a row of

cordon trees trained to a single wire, t'ghtly strained, about 1 ft.

from the surface of the ground, may be planted. There is also some
difierence of opinion as to the desirability of digging amongst the

roots of the trees. Iu our light soil I believe it is best not to do so

;

we place a good dressing of half-rotten manure from the cow-sheds

and stables, in equal proportions, over the roots, and this is allowed

to remain until it quite disappears, which it does by the end of the

summer. There are some who object to the manure lying on the

surface, but I think it may be rendered not unobjectionable by beat-

ing it down in spring with the hack of a rake. We also set a line to

the outer edge of the borders, and throw some loose soil from

the alleys over a portion of it, and then cut the edge off

straight. A row of Parsley, Lettuces, or any dwarf -growing

vegetables may be planted close to the edge, say 6 in. from it.

Could any reader of The Garden suggest an efficient means
of protection from frost for such pyramid trees when they are, say,

about 9 ft. or 10 ft. high .' I had a framework made for each

separate tree, and a canvas covering made to throw over it, but it did

not seem to answer the purpose. We always get plenty of blossom,

the trees being quite a sheet of snowy whiteness in spring, but

cutting east winds thin them sadly.

Apples and Plums.—Apples are not so capricious as Pears;

there are scarcely any standard varieties that do not succeed with us,

and they are best on the Paradise stock. The same remark applies

to Plums ; a few'of them are rather shy bearers, but as a rule they

ripen their fruit well. J. Douglas.

Fruit Trees in Hedgerows.—On a visit to Holbeach (Lin-

colnshire) in June last, I met Mr. John Mayes, of Paddock Hotise,

whose farm is situate just outside the town. I told him I had just

returned from Wales where I had noticed fruit trees growing iu the

hedgerows, and sometimes in the middle of fields, and that I wished
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to see the same practice extended to all parts of the country. I

allude more particularly to the neighbourhood of liryngvvyn and

Hereford. He invited me to visit his farm, where ho surpri.sod me
by showing not only fruit trees planted in the hedgerows, but he had

actually dug up his hedges and liUcd in the ditches, and had planted

instead Apple, Pear, Plum, and other trees, with Gooseberry and

Currant bushes between the larger trees. These were his fences

between his fields. He kept no live stock.

—

Dietetic Rtformrr.

AMOUNT OF FKOST GLASS WILL EXCLUDE.
There seems to be considerable misapprehension on this point, but

it is one which .ill who contemplate the erection of glass structures

should fully understand. Mr. Fish says (p. "lOi) that the protec-

tive powers of glass have been seriously overrated, a statement with
which I quite agree. The amount of frost which a gl.ass house will

exclude depends very much upon its internal capacity, and the

materials of which it is constructed. Presuming the house to be

closed early in the afternoon, but not heated artificially in any
way, a large house constructed of wood and glass takes a long time

to cool down to the temperature of the external air, but if the nights

are long enough it would reach the same figure. As to iron houses,

they are the worst of all. A roomy house of this kind which we had
here once used to fall 'A'A'^ inside if the outdoor thermometer fell

to 32*, but this was when no fire-heat was used. Thin glass screens

of modern construction closed iu on all sides, like regular Peach
houses, should not be reckoned on to exclude more than 2" without
fire-heat. This is about as much as our Peach case here excludes,

but when the trees are in flower and in danger I would not trust it

to exclude that much. The reason is plain enough. All substances
that have no source of heat within themselves in time part with
their heat, till they are of the same temperature as the medium in

which they are placed, and glasshouses are no exception to the rule.

I remember one of the officers of the Scottish Meteorological Society

once discussing the position of an outdoor thermometer with a gar-

dener, who insisted that the instrument should be exposed to all

weathers, while the officer said it would do quite well inclosed in a
wooden box with a glass front that could be opened at pleasure,

as the box would always be at the same temperature as the air that

surrounded it if placed in the shade, and experiment proved that
he was right. But in glass houses much depends on circumstances.

An unheated glass screen will exclude a good few degrees of frost

after a bright sunny day, because the walls and soil absorb heat dur-

ing the day, and give it off during the night, but when cold nights

succeed cold days it alters the case a great deal, for there is then
no reserve heat to draw upon, and the temperature will fall danger-
ously low before midnight if frost comes on.

As to copings, I once during a still, frosty night hung a couple
of thermometers, previously tested, on the wall, one on the south
side half-way between the ground and the coping, and another on
the north side in the same position, and found them both
standing at the same figure by ten o'clock in the evening. There is

no use in any one indulging in vague generalisations or filling quires
of paper on subjects that any gardener can settle conclusively for

himself by a simple experiment. The safest plan would be to heat
all Peach cases if those in charge could always be trusted to use fire-

heat judiciously and only in case of necessity, and if cultivators
would not fill their houses with tender plants for which they have
always to be lighting their fires as a precaution. The result of this

practice is that fruit trees are pushed on into flower earlier than
they would otherwise be, and then fire-heat and much of it becomes
a necessity in order to save the crop. Heated walls .are safer, for

they cannot be used for any other purpose than for the trees upon
them, and there is no occasion to warm the walls till the trees come
into flower of their own accord when frigi-domo or hexagon netting
will, together with the heated walls, exclude no more frost than a
glass roof itself will do. .J. S. W.

Drying Apples.—The rapid increase of the fruit drying
business throughout America is making a market for the surplus
Apples and small fruits, which otherwise would be wasted, and is

giving the residents of towns a supply of fruit for their tables
which they could not otherwise enjoy. Among the larger drying esta-
blishments is that of Messrs. Wing & Co., Rochester. They have four
Alden evaporators, which, running day and night, dry 400 bushels in

24 hours, consuming three-fourths of a ton of coal at the same time.
Windfalls of good winter sorts are used, for which twenty or thirty
cents per hundred pounds are paid the farmers. Twelve Hubbards'
Apple parers and slices are employed to fit the Apples for drying,
each parer requiring two girls to attend it. Refore drying, the fruit
is bleached with the fumes of burning sulphur, which whiten it with-
out affecting taste or quality. About seven hours are required for

the entire completion of the drying from its commencement. Each
dryer holds thirty bushels. Each bushel of Apples yields about five

))Ounds of dried fruit. A great advantage in transportation is shown
by the fact that the <lried fruit weighs only about one-tenth as nuich

as the fresh Apples from which it is made. At another drying
establishment in Rochester ten tons have been contracted to a London
dealer, who pays iit Rochester about ."i.Ul. per pound, or .C2!) per
ton ; last year the price averaged six and a half cents.

—

Cuiintnj

Gentleman. [It is very good of tlie London dealei-s to sell us these

dried Apples for Is. a pound or more, buying them as they do for

YOUNG r. OLD FRUIT TREES.
Scarcely anybody plants as many fruit trees as they ought to do,

especially of Apples, Pears, and Plums. Young trees arc cheap
enough, and if rightly managed grow into money. There cannot be

a greater mistake than to wait, as most people do, till the old tree

dies before a young tree is ordered from the nursery, when it might
just as easily have been in a bearing condition, waiting to take the

v.aoant place on wall or elsewhere as required. Besides, young trees

are all the better for being transplanted once before being planted

out finally ; indeed, on some soils if lifted a second or a third time

in order to secure a network of fibrous roots near the surface, a very

considerable advantage will be gained. But one of the chief reasons

why I urge all to be continually planting young trees and grubbing
up old ones is, the former bear so much better in adverse seasons.

Old trees are of no use when the pinch comes. In a very favourable

time they bear a lot of inferior fruit that is hardly worth gathering,

but always after such a season there comes a weary waiting time,

when nothing is brought forth but leaves, and these even are small

and weak.
If we are to hold our own in fruit growing in competition with

foreigners it must be made more of a business than it is, and we
must plant and grub up continually. Of course to obtain the best

results the right kinds must be planted to suit e.ach district, and this

is a matter that merits, and will probably receive more attention

than has hitherto been given to it. What a boon it would be if

experimental fruit gardens could be established in various parts of

the country for the purpose of testing the various kinds of fruit

under different conditions. If well managed they would always be

interesting, and much valuable information would be the result.

The expense would not be a ruinous afl'air to a rich country, and
the money of the nation is being daily and hourly spent upon less

profitable and less desirable objects. E. Hobday,

AMERICAN NOTES.

Bouvardia Bride of Brooklyn.—At a recent meeting of

the New York Horticultural Society a certificate of merit was
awarded for this Bouvardia. Its merits are that it always remains

white, and never has the pink tinge of the Davidsoni or Vreelandi

kinds.

Hardy Asclepias.—A variety of voriegata, described as nivea,

pure white, lilooms early in summer, and is exceedingly beautiful.

Then later in the season comes A. amplexicaulis, distinct in colour

and style of growth from the former, but about the same height,

2 ft. Both of these are indigenous to seaboard Virginia.

A third, far surpassing them, is the delicate A. perennis

(A. parvifolia), not wild, but cultivated in borders here, a perfect

little gem, half shrubby, a good grower, perpetual bloomer, perfectly

hardy, and covered the whole season with a succession of dainty

clusters of pearly white flowers ; both flowers and foliage so light

and fairy-like, one would not imagine it belonged to the usually

clumsy Milk-weed family. When given sufficient space it branches

freely, and the bushy shrub is soon covered at the extremity of each

shoot with the delicate white clusters. It readily grows from cut-

tings."

—

Virginia.

Lord Dunraven's Park.

—

The Nineteenth Century has a plea-

sant article from the Earl of Dunraven, who has purchased Este

Park and improved it by various modes. A visitor thither this

summer who has seen the Yosemite Valley, and nearly all the great

sights, declares Este Park the most beautiful scene in the world ;

though not so grand, it is jjerfect in its grown trees, fine mountain
views, &c. The hotel of the Earl closes early in the season, but we
advise parties to make preparations to visit this place next year.

Moss Mulching of Pot Plants.—Mr. Henderson handed
us the following note, in addition to his article, but too late to go
\vith it. " Whether for large specimen plants in private collections

or for the window plants of the more humble amateur, this plan of

mulching will be found to be exceedingly useful, as plants, even when
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to some extent pot-bound, may ))e carried forward in health and
vigour for three or six months longer without the necessity of re-

potting."

Dr. Ryder's American Fiuit Drier.—The circular issued

by the Drier Company of Chambersburg, Pa., explains the principles

on which the drier is formed. We are glad to know that the drier

is meeting with so much success. It was the first successful effort

to place a cheap fruit drier in the hands of the people. Thousand.;

of dollars' worth of fruit—once wasted—have been saved by it.—

•

Gardeners' Moitfhli/.

Apple Orchards.—The inquiry is sometimes made, if it will

do to plant Apple orchards on hillsides and similar waste ground,

which cannot be easily cultivated for other crops. Tlie answer is,

an Apple orchard cannot flourish when treated with neglect. It

must either have good cultivation or be top-dressed annually with

manure. If the land cannot be cultivated and the soil kept mellow
and clean, cover the surface about the young trees with manure to

a distance on each side of the tree as great at least as the height of

the tree, that is, if the tree is C ft. high, mulch a circle about it

12 ft. in diameter. The roots will soon extend beyond this circle,

and top-dressing the whole surface must then be resorted to. We
would not advise planting orchards on ground so rough that it can-

not be well cultivated, because the owner will be almost sure to neg-

lect it or give it insufficient attention. It will be cheaper to select

good ground. The most profitable orchard we ever saw, over twenty
years old, was on a very fine piece of land with deep and well-

drained soil, cultivated, and regularly and moderately manured. It

occupied 7 acres, and from it the owner paid the heavy debt on his

hundred-acre farm, and saved money besides. He could not have
done this on a rugged hillside.

—

Country Gcnlhmaii.

THE LIBRARY.

THE GAKDENS OF THE SUN.*

It is surprising how many botanical travellers go abroad to the

fairest regions of the earth and never toll us anything about them.

No doubt the reafon is because they are well occupied otherwise.

A man carrying a pack up a mountain-track and looking after a

troupe of blacks at the same time is not exactly in the happiett

position for thoughtful writing. Good writing is hard work ; so is

collecting plants, and very few men undertake both. Yet it would

be a good thing for us all if theEO gentlemen had the ready means of

telling us well all they have seen and learned on their travels. In the

present condition cf the world's communications, distant travel in

many lands is impossible for most of us, yet no one would deny the

great advantage that such travel would impart. Next to travel the

best possible thing would bo books giving one a fair idea of the

vegetation cf the countries visited. In the time to come, if the

training of the gardener is ever given the attention it deserves, it is

probable tliat a large number would, for learning's sake alone, be

encouraged to visit other countries. What can a young man, trained

in a garden with tile edgings, bounded by a choke - muddle

shrubbery, and planted with flowers in lines and patterns, know
or feel of the real meaning of the plant - life of this world ?

Talking to him about it is like preaching to a door. The true way
is to let him see it. He is almost certain then to love it. This

desirable improvement, however, being in project only, it is to be

regretted that our botanical travellers do not tell us more abont the

plant-life and the plant-loveliness of the countries they visit. The

natives and their gods and all the rest of it might well be left to

other accomplished travellers. Mr. Burbidge has deviated from the

usual custom of botanical travellers, telling us something of hia

journey, a good deal of which is very interesting. It is mostly a

record of his travels, day by day, with the exception of one or two

chapters, in which he discusses a given subject, as for example

tropical fruit.

We were pleased and surprised at the great variety he ennmerates,

and above all at what he says of its fine quality. He mostly men-

tions their native names ; but where are the botanical names that

usually come so lovingly to the tongue ? His account of the high

quality and great variety of the tropical fruits in the country he
visited makes one ask oneself, " Is it possible that none of these will

submit to onr now elaborate system of hot-houses and hot-house

culture ?" We should say that some of them would if they were
tried. To our thinking, we have not many indoor fruits of very high

quality after the Peach, and we often wish the group were extended.

If BO much is true in Borneo as a wilderness, what a noble land it

would be for fruit -cuUuto with good orchard management of the
various kinds !

As regirds plant-life, perhaps Mr. Barbidge's most interesting

sketch is that of the growth of Orchids in the woods of the land he
has visited. Thus we find given us, who have not seen Orchids in

such positions, a new and clear idea of the conditions of their

growth ;
—

Orchids at Home.
" Nothing can possibly be of more interest to lover.^ of exntio

plants generally than to be able to form some idea of their native

homes, sofarasdeecrip'ion can possibly supply the place of travel. The
earth's surface is like the sea, inasmuch as it is pretty nearly the same
alltheworldover, but in countries where themeau temperature is thirty

or forty degrees higher than in England, the clothing of the earth,

so far as represented br vegetation, is of a luxuriance we can
scarcely imagine, and the variety caused by the addition of such
distinct types as tall Palms, Bananas, Grasses, or Bamboos and Tree
Ferns to the more ordinary kinds of tree beauty, and the further

clothing of these with epiphytes and parasites of the most singular

or beautiful description, makes up a scene of immense interest.

Epiphytal Orchids are essentially heat-lovers—like Palms, they
are children of the sun. One may often travel a long way in the
islands where these plants are most abundant without catching a
glimpse of them ; and this is especially true of Phala3Qopsi8 grandi-

flora, which is of all orchids perhaps the least obtrusive in its native

habitats. This trait is, however, the unobtrasiveness of high birth,

they do not care to touch the ground, but rather prefer a sphere of

their own high up in the trees overhead. The plants have a charm,
ing freedom of aspect, as thus seen naturally high up in mid-air,

screened from the sun by a leafy canopy, deluged with rains for

half the year or more at least, and fanned by the cool sea-breezes

or monsoons, which donhtless exercise some potent influence on thei r

health—an influence which we can but rarely apply to them arti-

ficially, and the greatly modilied conditions under which we must
perforce cultivate them may not render this o^e so desirable as it

sometimes appears to be abrcad.

In the lowland forests near the Equator a peculiar phase of

vegetation is not unfrequently seen. Trees 100 ft. to 200 ft. in

"The Gardens of the Sun.'

Albemarle Street. 1880.

By F. W. Burbidge. London : John Murray,

Rhododendron stenophyllum (flowers orange-scarlet).

height tower upwards on" all sides ; and one walks in the shade

—

diffused light is, perhaps, the more correct expression—the tree-

trunks being the pillars of Nature's cathedral, and the leafy

branches high up above represent the roof. All the vegetation you
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see around you on earth, rocka, or fallen trunks, ia represented by a
few Ferns, Lindsayas, with bright steel-blue fronds a yard high, broad-

leaved Aroida, or ijiDgerworts ; but epiphytes of all kinds soem totally

absent, and the truth is that, like lovable 'Tom Bowling' of

Dibdon'a minstrelsy, they, too, have ' gone aloft.' Above you is a

world of light and air and sunshine, which birds, insects, and liowers

alike onjoy. You feel very small and helpless as you try to catch

Elk's-liom Fern in Borneau Garden.

a glimpse of the plants and flowers so high above you, and almos-t

envy the long-armed red monkeys that swing them-elvea so easily

from bough to bough. The monkey, however, has a rival in the

human natives of these forest wilds, and it would be extremely
puzzling to find a tree so thick, or tall, or otherwise so difficult to

climb that the lithe and dusky native would fail to reach its summit.
The chances are that he will literally walk up a slender tree in the
neighbourhood with the aid of his hands and feet, and then find a
route to the one you wish him to explore, by way of the interlaced

branches so high above you. If any sufficiently-stout Lianas are
dangling near, he ascends, hand-over-hand, in a way that would
delight the most accomplished gymnast ; and if the tree so stood
that the ascent could only be accomplished by the direct way of its

own gigantic trunk, then the chances are that a stair of 15 imboo pegs
would enable the ingenious savage to effect his object of scouring
the branches, and sending the epiphytes in showers to your feet.

Nor does he neglect to glean such other jungle produce as comes in

his way, such as gutta or india-rubber, camphor, dammar, or forest

fruits for food or medicine.

This is in the forest primceval ; but near clearings, or on the skirts

of the forest near rivers, which let in the light and air, the PhaUe-
nopsids and other epiphytes are less ambitious, and they may tlien

be found in positions bat little above the more plebeian teirestrial

kinds of vegetation. This is also the case when, as sometimes
happens, they are found on the trees which fringe little islands

;

and then not only do the plants receive a good deal of sunshine as
it streams through the leafy twigs of the branches to which they
cling, but it is also reflected back again from the glistening sea.

The intense I'ght in which they exist, added to the fervent heat and
the deluge of rain which falls during six or seven months of the

year, accounts for the enormous leaf and root growth made by these
plants in their native habitats. The flowering of the plant is not
so extraordinary, indeed rather disappointing, after the results which
may be seen in Knglish gardens. It is not so mneh the paucity of

flowers produced, however, as their early destruction caused by the
' unbidden guests ' the Orchids are made to entertain.

High up overhead the most lovely Orchids hold their court in the
sunshine; here they are really 'at home 'to their winged visitors.

Now and thoo, however, you oomf) across a newly-falloa tree—

a

very monarch of the woods— which has sueoumbed to old age and
rude weather at last, and has sunk to the earth from which it sprang
a seedling gonaratious ago ; its branches laden with everything iu-

animnte which had made a home in its branches. Some of these
ruined trunks are perfect gardens of beauty, wreathed with grace-
ful climbing plants, aud guy with flowers aud foliage. The fall of
a large tree and its smaller dependents lots in the sun, and so the
epiphytes do not suffer mucli for a time ; aud one may thus observe
them in all their beauty.

Here, riyht in the collar of the tree, is a plant of theOrammi.
tophyllum (.)rchid, big enough to fill a I'ickfurd's v.an, and just now
opening its golden-brown spotted fliwors on stout spikes two yards
long. There, on that topmost branch, is a mass of the Moth Orchid, or
Phakoaopsis, bearing a hundred snowy flowers at least, and in such
healthy vigour is it, that lovers of Orchids at home, supposing it

could be flashed direct to 'Stevens's' in its present state, would
outbid each other for such a glorious prize, until the hammer would
fall at a price near on 100 guineas, as it has done before for excep-
tional specimens of these lovely flowers."

lieferring to the Elk's-horn Fern, the author says, ho " resided for
some time in a house which had been occupied by iilr. Hugh Low,
the garden and fruit orchard of wh'oh afforded the most delightful
walks morning and evening. I never saw the Elk's-horn Fern (Platy-
cerium gramle) so luxuriant anywhere as it was on the boles of some
large Orange trees here. The barren fronds were broad, like the
horns of tbe giant Irisli Elk, and the more slender fertile ones
drooped on all sides from the base of the nest formed by the leafy
expansions. I measured some of these fertile fronds, and found them
fully 7 ft. in length. These splendid Ferns (one of which is here
represented in my sketch), and the choicest of epiphytal Orchids,
which had been planted among the branches of the trees, mad^ a
walk amongst them most enjoyable. I thought at the time I should
never like to s'-e Orchids and other rare exotics stowed np in a glass
shei agnin after seeing them thus luxuriant in the open air."

TOO LARGE GARDENS.
I \v.\s pleased with the remarks given in Thk G.\rden a sliort time
ago in favour of small gardens well kejjt as against larger ones neg-
lected. Let me name an instance of a small garden to show what
can be had from it, and the number of plants that may be grown in
it, thougli something less than an acre, and containing the owner's
house, stable, and fair sized stove and greenhouse. I name these
because then a more correct idea m.ay be formed as to how the remain-
ing ground must be occupied to grow shrubs, fruits, vegetables,
plants, and as much Grass as a man can well do justice to in half-a-
day. The owner, as regards plants, grows them by way of experi-
ment, to learn their hardiness and general suitability for gardens in
and near towns, having long pitied the poverty of variety in such
gardens. He has from 1400 to l,"i30 species and varieties, which are
accommodated with the various soils they require. Every odd cor-
ner is occupied, so that though all is done systematically, to a stranger
there seems to be a conglomeration, and which there really is ; still,

to me it is the most interesting garden, for a small one, that I
ever entered. Manygardeners haveseen hardy flowers they did not know,
and intliis particular direction I know the garden in question has been
useful. He has beds filled with such plants as hardy Heaths, .Savin,
Daisies, Primroses, and stones overgrown with a few rock jjlants; beds
of Hepaticas under Scarlet Runners, tent-shaped ; Christmas Roses,
Colchicums, Narcissi, Primroses, Anemones, and Pentstemons
under Apple trees ; the finest patches of Pansy ami Mignonette on
the Asparagus beds, and on the rich mulching of Raspberries he had
his finest bed of flowers, consisting of self-sown Columbines, .Jacob's
Ladder, Pansies, Myosotis, Foxgloves, Snapdragons, and many other
good things. .So well had these done that no one needed to be asked
when gathering the Rasjjberries to " mind the flower ;

" their abund-
ance and brightness saved them. I believe they wore twice weeded
during the summer and somewhat thinned out. H this is not the
best style of gardening it is one way, and it has charms to the lover
of simple flowers, and it is pleasant to liud them where they are not
expected.

Before naming a few other '• mixtures" I would ask your readers
to remember that the owner's garden is mostly experimental ; he
must have vegetables, and if in his wisdom, or unwisdom, he thinks
some choice alpines should be pl.auted next a sm.T,Il patch of Onions,
it is done. Other fine perennials are flanked by rows of .Spinacli

;

Bocconia cordata. Tea Roses, and Fennel blend curiously ; Iris and
Horse-radish both like stiff soil

; pot herbs under a warm wall are
edged with Iberia correKfolia ; aud near some Rhubarb in spongy soil
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are Ai'ums, Calthas, and hardy Orchises. Raspberry and Currant
bushes are carpeted with Daisies ; Narcissi are grown between rows
of Roses ; and dwarf Roses among Strawberry plants at more than
ordmary distances apart. As a rule, the flowering subjects have
their well-being first considered, soil and site being selected irre-

spective of anything else, with perhaps the following exception of

two old borders, each 36 ft. by 5 ft. ; they are so full of roots and
bulbs, mostly ordinary sorts, that only to take from them can the

spade profitably enter. Early flowering bulbs always give a good
display, but later on tlie stronger things overgrow all else, and to save

small plants, such as Lychnis and Carnations, they had to be taken
out. I would not say the owner might not grow a better selection

for this 'double planting of tall and dwarf plants. The former con-

sists of such .is hardy Fuchsias, Ptoses, common Lilies, Irises, Del-

phiniums, Tiarellas, Fotentillas, Pulmonarias, Salvias, Rudbeckias,
the dwarfer Asters, Achilleas, &c. ; the dwarf subjects are, some of

them, Musk, thousands of Crocus, Tulips, Narcissi, Scillas, and other

bulbs. Pinks, Iboris, Myosotis, Violets, Alyssums, Lithospermums,

Arabis, and dwarf CEnotheras. This mixture, for such it appears,

is not effective after the general bloom of Roses. I cannot think

that in these bonlers plants have a fair chance, for from being too

rank, I know tliey are well fed, but the growths become too dense.

Still, if these bonlers were altered, an interesting feature would be

missed from a garden which throughout is a mixture, but a study
and a pleasure to enter. Jon.x Wood.

Kirkslall.

saw some rows of young trees of it in nursery grounds, and even in

their youthful state they were strikingly beautiful ; but, to enjoy
their full efl'ect, they ought to be backed up by, and contrasted with,
dark Cedars, Silver Birches, and other large ornamental trees.

—

J. G.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE GOLDEN EETINOSPOEAS.
For giving brightness and beauty to a small garden during the winter

months nothing can surpass the golden variegated forms of Retino-

spora plumosa and pisifera. Gay and cheerful-looking at all times

and forming, by reason of their glowing tints, a striking and charm-

ing contrast to the more or less intense green of evergreen's gene-

rally, they appear as the dull days approach, to gain in richness of

colour, the golden hue of the foliage becoming more and more in-

tense as the days get shorter and darker. R. plumosa aurea is a gem,
neat and compact of growth, yet preserving the graceful feathery

outline which we so much admire in many of the Coniferous family,

and withal so perfectly hardy, as to defy all chant'os and extremes

of weather, bearing quite a fresh and happy appearance in the

midst of severe and continued frosts. To these sulficiently \'aluable

qualifications, enough, it will I think be admitted to recommend
these delightful little shrubs to all concerned in gardening matters, let

me add that the twoforms undernotice, butespecially the last-named,

may be made to fit in well into any ordinary bedding arrangement,

the golden tint which distinguishes them, although somewhat sub-

dued in the growing season, enabling the grower to use them with
excellent effect in such combinations where harmonious contrasts of

colour are arrived at. For this purpose neat little specimens of the

desired size may .always be forthcoming when needed. All that is

required for insuring the same is a fair-sized-specimon or two to furnish

cuttings, which strike if taken off early^in September and inserted in

sandy soil in a shady situation almost as freely as any soft-wooded

subject. These Retinosporas, making as they do a large amount of

fibre close at home, do not at all mind frequent removal, and may be

therefore usefully employed in winter bedding. ^Vhen taken up in

spring, if well watered when planted, but a smaller percent.age will

show signs of distress.

Many ways of employing these Golden Retinosporas will suggest

themselves to those acquainted with their peculiar characteristics

and wishing to enjoy that variety which their presence in a garden
must always afford. Thus they may be planted here and there with
the happiest effect amongst the ordinary occupants of the shrubbery,

keeping them well to the front ; they will add beauty of form and
variety of colour to the mixed herbaceous border, or they may be
used in the way of single specimens, their vivid colouring being
intensified by a setting of fresh bright Grass and a background of

sombre-hued trees or shrubs. Then, again, what charming subjects

are they for potting for winter decoration ! Always bright and
fair to the eye, they light up corridors, winter gardens, cold houses,

balconies, or window ledges, and, as near as foliage can do, supply
the place of briglit flowers when such are not to be thought of in con-

nection with such situations. John Corniiill.

TREE RECORD.
A Group of Fine Trees.—Here we have a group of noble

trees, the dimensions of which I have just taken. First, we have a
pair of Elms quite 100 ft. in height, with clean straight stems
18 ft. in circumference at 3 ft. from the ground. I may mention
that Elms succeed well here, long avenues of similar trees nearly
equally large forming conspicuous features ; with us close to these
Elms is a fine Tulip tree, the stem of which is 12 ft. in circum-
ference ; it branches into several stems at 4 ft. from the ground, each
of which would make a fair-sized tree ; one huge branch that was
breaking down some years ago had an enormous prop put under it,

and is still in vigorous health. Ivy which was planted to cover the
prop has grown into a fine mass. Just touching this with its

t)road spreading branches is an evergreen Oak ((Juereus Ilex), the
stem of which is 12 ft. in circumference, and it has a beautiful round
head 60 ft. in diameter, a healthy vigorous tree. Next to this is a
Cork tree (Quercus Suber), 100 years old, with a beautiful .straight

stem Oft. in circumference, and about 18 ft. high, when it branches
into a regular round head. This tree, unfortunately, lost much of its

young growth through the severity of the winter last year, especially

its long pendulous branches, that waved with the slightest breeze,

and which gave the tree a most graceful .appearance quite distinct

from the stiff formal outline of Cork trees as usually seen. This
was doubtless owing to the lower shaded branches being in a soft

unripened state, as the exposed top of the tree did not suffer nearly
so much. Adjoining these and occupying a sloping bank is a very
iine pyramidal Copper Beech, truly a grand sight at any season. In
early summer it is of the deepest copper colour ; it then changes to

a greenish hue, and now it is rich deep golden-brown, denoting well

ripened wood. It has a beautiful clear stem 13 ft. in circumference,

and a spread of branches 60 ft. in diameter. I may add that all

the trees here grow in quite a graceful way, the lower branches
resting on the turf. We mow amongst them witli the scythe, as

the mowing machine is apt to disfigure the tips of their branches.

Sheltered by these giants are specimens of tender Conifers ; Cu-
pressus funebris, 15 ft. in diameter and over 20 ft. in height, is

loaded with cones. Araucaria imbricata, with a straight clean stem
3.J ft. in height and 4 ft. in circumference, has a fine head of branches
also covered with large singular-looking cones, and I might enume-
rate many others, but the above are all in close contact and visible

from one spot, forming noble and enduring ornaments that give a
grand patriarchal aspect to our English parks and gardens.

—

J. Gkoo.«, Linton.

AFineBeech. —InCornbury P.ark, belonging to Lord Churchill,

about a mile from Charlbury, in Oxfordshire, there is a magnificent
Beech. It is near the park wall, a short distance from Crannel
G.ate. I do not know its dimensions, but its stately beauty has
made a great impression on me, and I am sure that you will con-
sider it well worth a visit. In the same park there is a grand Beech
avenue.—F. A. Sturge, Coed Efa, N. Wales.

The Liquidambar in Autumn.—Any one seeking to im-
prove the autumn effects of their gardens by means of strikingly

coloured foliage should not overlook the Liquidambar, a beautiful

tree in summer and a really magnificent one in autumn. I lately

TREES IN TOWNS.
It is pleasing to find that the planting of trees in onr large towns
is becoming almost universal, and the practice cannot be too highly

commended, lu the rapidly-increasing town of Leicester, tree-

planting has long been practised with marked Buccess ; and in what
is known as the New Walk the trees must have been planted many
years, aa they have already attained very considerable dimensions,

and are nearly all in a healthy condition. In other parts of the
town planting appears to have been performed at a more recent

period. But in all instances success appears to attend the operation.

I had no opportunity of observing in what manner the sites for the

reception of these trees are prepared, but, judging from their thriving

condition, this part of the business must have been judiciously

performed. Each tree appears to have been planted in the centra

of a circle, some 4 ft. or 5 ft. in diameter, and this is covered with

a strong iron grating, which appears to afford all necessary pro-

tection to the roots, and will also admit of the application of water
in dry weather, and during the early stages of growth. The
only circumstance I felt inclined to disapprove of was the practice

of, in some instances, mixing the kinds of trees in one line, snoh as

here a Sycamore, nesX a Birch, and then a Horse Chestnut or a Plane

tree, and so on. Therefore there already exists considerable dis-

parity in the development of the various trees, which will increase
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as time goes on ; and although variety ia charming, this may,
nevertheless, be secured by the plAuting of one street, or eveu
portions of a street, with one kiud of tree, while another might be
planted with another, thus securing something like uniformity, which
in the streets of a town is most desirable. Here the Horse Chestnut
appears to grow rapidly, as does also the London I'ark Plane
(i latauus aoerifolia), likcwiso the Tulip tree, which soon becomes a
handsome specimen ; while the common Birch (Bctula alba), with its

silvery stem, and gracefully drooping twigs and foliage, although of

less rapid development, nevertheless proves to be a charming street

tree. Of other kinds of trees may be mentioned the Sycamore and
its variegated variety; the Lime tree and the English Elm, all of

whioh are saitable for street planting, P. Gkiuvk.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FORCING RHUBARB, SEAKALE, AND ASPARAGUS.
It is during December, January, and February tliat most of

our vegetables are wanted hoi-e. In severe winters out-door
crops are often of little use during that time, and choice
vegetables have to be supplied from the forcing quarters.

These, I find, are so much \aluod that they would doubtless
be greatly esteemed by many who do uot now possess them,
were they only to know that they may be had with little

expense and labour, compared with their value, and without
the assistance of elaborate forcing accommodation. Few
who have the same quantity of material to supply can be
worse off in this respect than we are, but it is astonishing
where I'oots may be placed to force and do well—odd corners
about Hues, boilers, cellars, and such-like, are just the spots
from which much may be had, with no extra outlay.

Rhubarb.—As Apples are very scarce in many places this

winter, no doubt there will be a large demand for early
Rhubarb, than which nothing is easier forced. A crop of it

is certain, and,\mlike some things, the very smallest of the pro-
duce can be used as well as the strongest. Roots most suitable

for forcing are those between four and eight years. When
yoimger or older than this they have not the same strength.
Good, strong, liberally-grown roots should be selected for
early forcing. With all roots for forcing, much depends on
how they are matured. The best matured roots ar'e always
easiest to force, and give the best and largest quantity of
produce. Rhubarb roots which have been grown under
trees, or La shady corners, will take a long time in any forcing
place before they start into growth; consequently only the
finest roots should be lifted, and this should be done at once.
No great care in lifting is needed ; but, at the same time,
breaking the roots and handling them in a careless way
serves no good purpose. Most roots which have not been
transplanted for some years will be of a considerable size,

and they should be lifted and taken indoors whole.
Bottom heat is wanted to force them quickly. This
need not be supplied from hot-water pipes alone.

Any fermenting manm-e heap, with a frame over it, will do,

or on the top of a Hue or boiler will answer as well. If the
Rhubarb can be kept in the dark so much the better. The
produce is more tender in such a place, and we fancy it

grows quicker than in the light. When we force ours in a
frame we cover the glass over with mats or bags. If in the
light, in another situation, old boxes, barrels, or large flower
pots are inverted over it. In putting the roijts in forcing
quarters a little soil is placed underneath them, and all round
about them is filled in until nothing but the crowns can be
seen. Any light old potting-shed soil answers this purpose,
as the roots do not enter it much. When this has been done
the whole is watei'ed thoroughly, and this is repeated as often
as necessary. On a manure l)ed little or no water is wanted
after the first time ; but in drier places more is needed.
From three weeks to a month after putting in the i-oots the
produce should be ready for gathering ; but this, of course,
depends a good deal on the amount of heat afforded. A
bottom heat of 80 deg. wUl bring it on, but 20 deg. more than
this will do no harm ; but, on the contrary, quicken growth.
As soon as one lot is ready for cutting more roots should be
lifted and put into heat if a constant succession is wanted.

This style of forcing applies chiefly to the months of
December and January. About the end of the latter month
the roots may be forced readily in the ground where they
grow by putting a box or something of the kind over the
crowns, and using suilicient hot manure around it to cause a
heat of 80 deg. or 90 deg.

Soakale is another much-valued production in winter. It

may Ijo forced in all respects like Rhubarb ; but for greater
convenience the roots may be potted, placing a number of
them in a large pot, and plunging this in some hot material,
or setting the pot on a warm place will answer. One-year-
old roots of this do as well for forcing as old ones, and the
produce is useless unless it is perfectly blanched, and crisp,

and tender. To insure this it must be grown in total dark-
ness at aU times. We generally place it and Rhubarb side

by side, when we set about forcing them, as we have
them at present, and treat them both alike as regards heat,

water, and darkness. The Seakale is sooner ready for use
than the Rhubarb, and it is sooner over, so that roots of it

have to be frequently introduced. Rhubarb roots are of
little use after being forced, and may generally be thrown
away ; but it is different with Seakale, as every one of them
may be cut up into a number of i^ieces in spring and planted
out of doors, to supply good roots for forcing again the fol-

lowing winter. By the month of March we will not have a
smgle Seakale I'oot in the open ground ; all will have been
lifted and forced, and the whole of our next winter's forcing
roots and crowns will have to be manufactured from our
forced roots. In this respect Seakale has the advantage of
all other roots.

Asparagus is of but little value for forcing until it is four,

five, and six years old, but of all forced vegetables none are
more acceptable. We cut occasionally from October imtil

the end of May, and its season is never too long or the pro-
duce too abundant. Strong, well-matured roots are indis-

pensable for early and successful forcing. These secured, the
rest 13 accomplished easily enough. No better place can be
had for forcing it than a good manure bed and frame, bottom
heat being its chief requirement. This may range from
70 deg. to 100 deg. Soil should be placed under the roots to

the depth of 2 in. or so, and the crowns should be covered
over to the same depth ; after the first watering little or no
more will be needed, unless the roots are being forced in a
Melon or Cucumber pit, or in a bed over hot pipes, or a flue

—

most suitable places, which we prefer to the manure bed,

being more convenient and less liable to be affected by the
weather than a pit or frame. In a pit with a bottom heat
of 70 deg., and a top heat of 5.5 deg. by night, and 05 deg. by
day, or thereabouts, we cut Asparagus at this season from
ten to fifteen days after putting in the roots, so that anyone
who may not have tried it might easily put roots in now, and
have plenty of Asparagus by Christmas.
The demand must regulate the quantity of roots forced.

A few every fortnight or three weeks will give a fair supply.
When once exhausted by forcing they are useless, and may
be thrown away. We have forced Asparagus very well in a
Mushroom-house, but it came quite white ; and, however
much some may like blanched Asparagus, it is not acceptable
here. As the green-coloured is said to be the sweetest and
highest flavoured, we always grow it in the light, and admit
air whenever there is a chance. Cambrian.

Protecting Early Beans and Peas.—About a week ago
I put in some lines of the latter at right angles to, and the former
parallel with, a southern wall. I have found Mazagan and Long Pod
the most suitable early Beans for the limestone formation soils of this

locality ; and Sangster's No. 1 and Dr. Maclean Peas better than
newer varieties. In a few days they made growth ; and yesterday,

looking at them, I was rather surprised to find very many, especially

of the Peas, pulled up, with about 1 in. of a white stalk made. I at

first suspected mice, but after watching ciught some jackdaws. I

looked about for some protection^something that might not unduly
shade, or exclude the atmosphere, while otherwise guarding against

my mischievous visitors. The tops of Spruce Fir would have
answered admirably, but these were not conveniently to be had

;

so after sprinkling some soot (anil that would act as a manure) to

scare away slugs and leathercoats, that eat away the stems when
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touching the surface, I had the lower leaves of dwarf Broccoli

removed and made into isosceles triangles over the lines, which have

admirably succeeded for my purpose, besides being an excellent

winter protection.—W. J. M., Clonmd.

Tomato Culture.—There is a very comprehensive and inte-

resting article on this subject in the last number of The Gardes

wise they will not colour or ripen, and instead of being suspended
in a damp house or Vinery, as is common, suspend them in a warm,
dry sitting-room or parlour at about GO" temperature.—W. J. M.
Late Cauliflowers.—These are again becoming valuable, and

every means available should be taken at once to lengthen out the
supply and preserve all and sundry from being destroyed by
the frost, which threatens to beset us severely again this winter.

There is all the more need to do this as long as some of the early

sorts are forming heads, as very cold weather
may prevent tlie later ones from forming
lieads at all, at least for some weeks or

months after their proper time, and this

will cause a blank that may be severely felt

unless something is done to stop it. I think
one of the best ways of treating Cauliflowers

after this time is to tie them up as Endive
is wlien required to Ijlanch. Gatlier all tlie

leaves together, and bind them pretty firmly

round the top with a piece of matting or

willow. Those with heads of any size in

them may lie done in this way. The very
smallest will not suffer througli it, but the

reverse, as they swell fast enough tied up,

and frost or wet can seldom reach them.
Broccoli may be done in this way too. It is

an easy and secure way of preserving them.
We never practise any other, unless when a
great number are ready to cut together,

when the most forward are lifted and
placed in a shed to prevent them from swell-

ing more, or becoming too large and too old

in the head for use. It is important that

they be tied up when quite dry, because

when they are tied up wet in the centre

they are liable to decay. A few degrees of

frost will cause Cauliflower leaves to fall

down and leave the head exposed, and, if it

is formed at all, it is sure to be injured ;

hence the reason for tying them up before

anything of the kind lias the chance of oc-

curring.—C.\MISRIAN.

(p. 400), a few points to which I should like to add. For general

purposes, at least in this district. Tomatoes ripen perfectly in the

open air, especially against a south wall. I have at present very fine

specimens of Vick's Criterion and Hathaway 's Excelsior so ripened,

and with finer flavour than those I tasted under glass. What I par-

ticularly wish to noteis that during the late autumn and winter to have

a supply from outside they must be gathered by the first week in Octo-

ber, before frost has touched them. They must be fully grown, other-

THE GARDEN ANNUAL.
We have the pleasure of here introducing

tlie frontispiece of The Garden Aiiiniiil, an
infant which it is hoped will deserve and
enjoy length of recurring life. It has been

prepared in the idea that something more
useful and comprehensive than anything

hitherto issued with a sinidar aim would
meet a want of the gardening world. Much
time and care have been spent over it during

the past eight months, and, should it meet
the wants of the public to any extent, we
shall hope to make it better year by year.

Though TJic dank'n Annual does not pretend

to be a directory, it will be found to contain

the fullest and most accurate lists of the

trade, of the country seats, and of gardeners

that have yet been published ; these are ar-

ranged in the forms most convenient for

reference. The country seats and gardens

are arranged alphabetically in the first place,

so th.at, given the name of the place, that

which will be most frequently remembered,
the owner, post town, county, and gardener

can be found immediately. The country

seats and gardens are next arranged in the

order of the counties, and the number of seats

thus enumerated are as two to one to any
previously published list of the kind. The
counties being grouped in contiguous series,

this classification is a guide to the gardens

or couutry seats of any given district. Lastly,

there is an alphabetical list of head gardeners. The greatest pains

have been taken to secure accuracy in the various lists ; though, as

may readily be imagined, the difficulties in the way are many. Of

the many other matters treated of in its pages T/ie Garden

Annual ilseXl must speak. All corrections and suggestions will be

thankfully received by the editor. It will be ready for publication

at tlie end of next week, and will be published yearly at about the

same period.
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AVxVTERCRESSES IN PANS AND P.OEDERS.

TiiB name Watercress is apt to make many believe that these can-

not be grown without running water, and therefore many who have

no water are (leterrcilfrom growing them. In most towns they are

easily obtained, but that is not so in all country places, anil few
things in th<r way of s.alail are more enjoyable for bre.ikfast or on the

tea table than a Ilish of Watercress. All who would like to have a

regular sujiply of them for several months may do so with little

trouble. Desiring to t;row them, and not having any
brook or pond, &e., 1 commenced their cultivation some time

ago by obtaining a packet of seed, which was sown in

a Large pan in a warm pit. When large enough to

handle some large pans were filled with loam and a little mortar
rubbish ; in these the plants were finished olf .ind placed in a cold

Peach house. When they began to grow tliey were watered freely, and
then the pans were put in larger pans or saucers .about half tilled

with water. Here they grew freely, and soon produced a crop lit

for use. The w.-iter was emptied out freiiucntly and fresh supplied.

AVhen a fresh supply of Cress was wanted the tops were taken offand
put into fresh pans as cuttings, « hicli soon made good plants. Wecut
three crops from them before they were tlirown away. After the first

cutting they were supplied with manure-water two or three times, just

after they were cut, but they were given clear fresh water all the

time during which growth was going on, that is, while the tops were
in growth, so as not to be affected with the manure water.

Some time in Juno we sowed a little seed in a box. When large

«nough the seedlings were pricked out in good soil on a nortli

border. J^'rom these we began cutting about the beginning of Sep-

tember, and continued to do so till December by putting a box
frame over a portion of them. From that time onward we depended
on pans for our supply, or we sometimes pricked some off in a box,

putting a lot of drainage in the bottom before the soil, so that we
might be able to give copious waterings. I have seen good supplies

kept up for a long time by inserting some cuttings in good soil in

pots on the north side of glasshouses such as stoves ; the warmtli
through the wall helped them, and they were covered during
severe weather. Cuttings are much the quickest way of getting up a

crop when the pans are nearly worn out, and if we want Cresses
ijuickly we put them in a warm house, sprinkling a little fresh soil

over them, and use some fertiliser, when they soon start into growth
and yield a fresh crop. After eating them from brooks, pans, and
in soil on shady borders, I may state that I observe but little difiTe-

rence amongst them ; but those grown on shady borders I do not
think quite so crisp as the others, although these are not to be
despised when supplied with plenty of water in dry weather.

Farnboro'. J. C.

EXHIBITION POTATOES.
".I. S. W." asks what Potato exhibitions have done, and answers
the (juestion by saying, nobody can tell us. Well, I can tell what
they appear to me to have done. One of the things they have done
is to cause a special list of varieties to appear in the seed catalogues
as "Exhibition Potatoes;" and what does this mean? It seems to me
to mean " these are the sorts for colour and shape, and that will

take the eyes of the judges." The compilers of these catalogues
would not, could not, go on and say these are the sorts for quality
and quantity. Xo, they are too honest for that ; but of course they
must look after their own interests, and I can imigine t'.iem saying,
" Here are these fancy Potatoes in the market ; we must sell them
as well as others. Our customers many of them exhibit, and they must
have these fine shaped, high coloured varieties to make up their

collections to please the eye, though we are certain that no one
would grow three parts of them if they had no other object in view
than good crops and good quality." This is certainly not a healthy
state of things. Xo, certainly not; but some one says, "Oh, but there is

a Pot?to society now and they will soon alter these things, for they
will see that all these show}', trashy sorts are discountenanced,
and will instruct the judges which they employ not to give prizes
to mere appearance, but only to good samples of well-known mealy,
disease-resisting Potatoes. But our friend goes to the great show of
this society, and what does he see ? Whj-, just this, that appearance is

everything ; he sees reds, whites, and blues artistically arranged,
beautifully polished (for soap and water have done their part well)

;

but how about quality ? Well, the least said about that the better
in the case of many of the sorts, for he knows (that is, if he is a
Potato grower and has tried their cooking properties) very well
that were it not for exhibiting, the growers of many of tliese prize
a^rts would never think of growing them as croppers, disease-re-

sisters, or for their good cooking qualities. Another thing these
exhibitions do : they cause the grower to waste his ground in grow-
ing kinds for the exhibition table which he would never think of

Beading to that of his employer, and if he did he might expect tc be

told never to again send any more of that description. Is the grower
to bl.ame? not so much as may appear .it first sight, perhaps, for he
sees the Potato well spoken of as a line variety for exhiliition and
other purposes ; he wishes to be upsides with his fellow cultivators ;

he knows nothing of its cooking qualities ; he grows it, shows it,

obtains a prize for it, but finds out by cooking a few tubers himself
that he must not send it to his employer's t.ible. .\nother thing
these exhibitions do. R.aisers of new sorts are tempted to put showy
kinds into the market regardless of real usefulness ; they know the
charm that size and appearance have for many, so they pander to the
taste of the exhibiting community, and the result is that wo get
Potatoes into commerce which would never get into it were it not
for exhibitions. I well remember buying a Potato whicli was sent
out some years ago with a great flourish of trumpets. I, as many do,

got poking at the roots with my fingers to see how the tubers were
were getting on, and tlie first I unearthed weighed I jib. ; the crop
was so heavy, that we )iad to trench it out. But, olil the great hollow
watery tubers. I may have exhibited them, and obtained a prize for

them quite likely, but, nevertheless, I ceased to grow them. This sort

of thing is continually going on, and it seems to me that one of the
first things which a society for the better development of the
Potato ought to do is by all means in their power to alter

this state of things. I might suggest, but I am sure that the
members of this association know well how to bring about a better

state of things without any suggestions from me. R. Llovli.

lirookvood Asylum, Wokiihj.

LIFTING POTATOES BEFORE THEY AEE RIPE
FOR SEED.

Tins is a question that oftencropsup about the Potato-ending season,

some maintaining that the Potato should not be lifted before it is

ripe, while others say that it may, and with advantage. I have never
myself lifted Potatoes to store for use before they were ripe, chiefly

because in our late district the crops are taken up for use in tlio

garden as soon as they are of a useable size, and when they .are done
in the garden the farm takes up the supply ; but at one time when
we saved our own seed (which I have not donefor some time back, be-

cause I find new seed best) we took the tubers up before they were
ripe—in fact, as soon as they were of a fair size, and while the haulm
was still green and growing, and the skin of the tubers so tender, it

could easily be rubbed off by the fingers. When taken up they were
spread on the walks, and slightly shaded at first, but afterwards the

shading was removed, and the tubers soon became quite green and
ripe, and they were then stored in some cool loft till they were
wanted to plant the following season. Of course the roots were out
of the ground before either them or the haulm had got to the stage

at which the disease attacks the Potato, which is just when growth
has ceased and they began to ripen, and I cannot remember that ever

a single tuber was diseased, no matter how bad the disease might bo
in the crops generally afterwards. I learned the practice from an
Aberdeenshire gardener, who followed it out annu.allv, and believed

in it as the best of all plans for saving good seed, and particularly

seed for early crops. Whether Potatoes taken up out of the ground
in what may be called their green and perfectly unripe state would
keep stored in the usual way for cooking purposes, and remain free

from disease, I cannot say, but the question is worth asking. So far

as I have observed, the disease never does appear till after growth
has been completed, and then it cannot be arrested if the conditions

are favourable to its development, but if it was proved that it did

not attack roots lifted before they were ripe, and tliat these could be

kept in good condition afterwards, it would be something learned.

•T. S. W.

Something like a Hamper.—Happy is the man who not

only retains his recollection of delightful hampers—hamjiers contain-

ing pork pies and mince pies, cakes and jams—but still enjoys the

reality also. Beautiful is the long tail of the pheasant, charming is

the foot of the noble stag, as they emerge from their baskets ; but

more precious to the true gardener is the osier envelope, marked
"Flowers—perishable," which comes to him from some brotlier

Spade. .Such a welcome little stranger came to my door yesterday

from Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley. It contained a brace of the hand-
somest Cabbage Broccoli I have seen, and, better than that, one of

the most delicate esculents I have tasted, well deserving the first-

class certificate which it has won ; a charming circular tray, filled

with double Primulas, roseate and white, large as Scotrh Roses or

Carnations, each a perfect button-hole bouquet, with points of Migno-
nette intermixed ; and a healthy, well-rooted plant of the old yellow

Provence Rose, which I have never seen in its beauty except at

Burghley, but which, though I have failed heretofore, I hope tg

see hereafter at Caunton Manor.—S. R. H.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.

At present indications of sharp frost will render all the precau-

tions necessary that can possibly be taken, for with the remem-
brance of two severe winters in succession before us it would be

unwise to leave anything that is not absolutely frost-proof longer

without the necessary protection. During severe weather cutting

down such trees as have been marked for removal may be pro-

ceeded with. As a rule, pleasure grounds and shrubberies may be

very ranch benefited by timely thinning, as trees planted merely

for shelter in the first instance soon get up to a large size, and

unless judiciously thinned from time to time overshadow aud injure

others whicli they were planted to protect. Trees intended to

stand as single specimens are also often planted too thickly.

Here we have many handsome specimen trees, apparently far

enough apart a few years back, now spoiling one another from

want of space, being too large and old for transplanting safely.

The only remedy would be to cut some down, but when two equally

rare specimens are in question, it is not easy to make up one's

mind to their total destruction. Where shelter trees are used they

should be of the commoner rapid-growing kinds, so that when
the time for thinning arrives there may be no question as to

which to remove. In all cases one grand specimen tree is worth

half-a-dozen medium examples of its kind, and fine trees can

only be secured by abundance of room. Of course, in the case of

belts planted for shelter, individual specimens must not beexijected.

Here we are sheltered by a hill on the side from which cold currents

prevail, consequently tender Conifers flourish with us that perish a

few miles off, and in addition to this we plant acknowledged hardy

Firs in exposed portions to still further break up the cold currents of

air that are more destructive to vegetation than actual frost in the

dormant season. In taking down trees in close proximity to good

shaped specimens intended to rem.ain, care should be exercised not

to let the falling ones injure their branches ; we always find it best

to lower each branch with a stout rope, as in this way every piece

may be gently lowered down without injury to shrubs or under-

growth. The roots are tlien grubbed, and tlie tree felled into the most

convenient opening for removal. After the lieavy wood is cleared

away all rubbish and email spray are burnt, and the ashes make a

valuable manure for the lawn or flower-beds.

A general clearance of rubbish will now be advisable, and if not

required for dressing flower-beds or borders, it may be turned over

to become more decomposed, mixing with it lime or salt. The finest

Conifers I have ever seen were occasionally top-dressed with

decayed rubbish from the flower garden and potting sheds. Where
game abounds, especially r.abbits, much watchfulness will be

necessary during severe weather, for wlien pressed for food they

do irreparable injury to trees and shrubs if snow lies on the ground

for any length of time. Painting the stems with noxious mixtures

will keep them from standards, but shrubs are not so easily dealt

with ; therefore in gardens it is best and cheapest to put wire net-

in" entirely round all the fencing, also round choice specimens in the

open parlc.

Cold pits will now need efficient protection ; open them on all

favourable occasions, but they are best kept securely covered if ex-

ceptionally severe frost sets in. In some cases M'here safely covered,

and a fall of snow has placed an extra protector over all, we have

left them covered for a fortnight or three weeks together until

milder weather prevailed. If we could always ensure a covering of

snow, such as that which alpine plants get in their native liomes, we
should feel quite safe about .all roots in the ground. It is alternate

freezings and thawings that settle the fate of many half-hardy plants,

and the more sudden the transition the greater the trial to the plant,

for which reason the thinnest covering has a very marked efl'ect as a

protector in obviating sudden changes.

—

James Groom. *

Carnations and Picoteea.—These will now be plunged in

Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, or some other loose material, and will be all

right for the winter. After potting oft' the weather was favourable

for the production of roots, and all the early plants are looking re-

markably well. Frosty weather has set in ; therefore it is necessary

to be very careful as to giving the plants any water. When a dry,

frosty wind has been blowing nearly all the plants look as if they
required water ; the soil seems to be dry, but it is not so, as if they
are left until a thaw sets in it will be found to be moist enough.
AVe have had some plants just sent in whicli were carefully potted,

and in order to aid in the production of fresh rootlets a gentle hot-

bed was prepared for them. There is just sufficient bottom heat to

cause the plunging material to feel warm to the hand, and on
frosty nights the glass is protected with thick mats. Many of the
plants had scarcely any roots, and unless we can get these back-
ward ones to form roots now in a little heat we would lose them

altogether. The old florists used to serve their badly-rooted plants
in another way. They were placed under glasses, which were kept
close until roots were formed. This answered well enough about
tlie end of September, or in October, but it will not do in Novem-
ber. If there are any layers not yet rooted on the old plants in

pots these should be taken in under glass.

Gladioli.—There is nothing to do now in the way of culture as

regards the G. gandavensis section except preparing soil. If it has
not been trenched, lose no time in doing so. The early flowering

varieties should be planted out now. We have some of the

G. ramosus and G. Colvillei section coming through the ground. The
variety called The Bride is now very plentiful and cheap. I pot ours

and keep them in frames during the winter, and plant them out
about the end of April, as there is a chance of many of the roots

being lost during winter if the season is severe. It is a good plan
to plant them out in clumps and let them remain undisturbed for

say a decade. The old growers used to divide them in April in

cases in which that operation was tliought desirable. They should
be planted in dry, well-driiined soil, and the ground over them
should be covered in the winter with leaves.

Dahlias.—If these liave been stored away, as directed sometime
ago, they will now reijuire to be looked over, as some of them were
]irobably not well dried, and may have become mouldy ; if any are

found to be in tliat state, they must be sejiarated from the rest and
thoroughly dried before being again stored. If any scarce variety

is likely to damp oH' it may be better to talce it out, remove
the decayed part, and start the tuber into growth in a little heat.

When Dahlia roots have been brought out in spring I have seen half

of them dead—sometimes through damp, and sometimes througli

being placed close to the hot-water pipes in a Mushroom house.

Pansies.—These pretty spring flowering plants seem to become
more popular every year, and this, I fancy, is to be attributed to the
introduction of the highly coloured Belgian varieties. These now
combine rich and varied colours with good shape. It is well to con-

tinue the bloom as long as possible, but the earlier in the year we
can obtain it the better it is. Instructions as to jiot plants for

flowering in frames were given in The G.\reen (p. 49G). If the
beds are planted out for the winter, make sure of plenty of plants

in pots as well to fill up places in whicli plants may have died. Seed-
lings are very much more hardy than iilants obtained from cuttings,

aud there is little danger of losses ; but they ought all to be out
by this time. Look over the plants frequently, aud make any of

them firm that have been disturbed by frosts or worms. Slugs are

also troublesome ; they not unfrequently eat the plants off alto-

gether.

Pinks.—Beds of these should have been planted long before this

time, but if not done see to it without delay if weather permits.
If the plants are in pots wc would prefer to allow them to remain
there until tlie weather is favourable early in the sjiring. Forcing
Pinks should be in tlieir flowering pots by this time ; ours were
potted quite a month ago ; they are now well established in their
flowering pots, and if not established early they will certainly not
flower early, at least not satisfactorily. They must have plenty of

roots and be firmly established in their pots before placing them in

heat. We will probably place a few pots in gentle heat in a week or
so. See that they arc free from insect pests.

Roses in Pots.—It may be well to urge the importance of
having all Roses potted in good time. If they arc potted from the
open ground any time during the present month, there is a chance of
getting good blooms the following season. See that the potting
material for Tea Roses is much lighter than that used for the more
robust growing varieties. They do well with at least a third part

of good turfy peat in the soil, and some crushed bones, as well aa a

liberal proportion of broken charcoal, is desirable.—J. Douglas,

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The watering of the cool house species will now
require to be done a little more cautiously tliau hitherto. It is gene-

rally advised to keep these plants continually saturated at the roots,

which is the right thing to do during fine bright weather in the grow-
ing season, but during long spells of dull weather the plants should

be kept in a medium state at the root. This may be done by allow-

ing the plants to become somewhat drier at the root before water is

applied than during the summer season. This will tend to keep the

compost in sweet condition, and will in a measure compensate the

roots for any deficiency of air through limited ventilation during the

winter season, by admitting the internal air of the house more freely

through the compost when it is in a moderately moist state. The
roots by this treatment will also become more firm, and will be much
less likely to perish than when kept in a compost rendered impure from
constant saturation. The first sign of over-watering is the turning of the

foliage on the Odontogloasums of a bronzy hue, and when tlie plants
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get into this state it takes some time to get them again into a healthy

green state. Plants of 0. bictonense, 0. Rossi majus, 0. grande, or

any others tliat are going out of flower should be thoroughly cleaned

and inspeeted to put them in good order for making another growth.

Masdevallias that were potted in the autumn should now be rooting

freely, and will require to be watered carefully to prevent the de-

struction of the young roots. A minimum temperature of 45* and
a maximum of 55^ will keep the plants in the cool house perfectly

safe at the present time.

Stove Plants.—Autumn-blooming climbers, such as Cleroden-

dron splendens, that have done flowering, should now bo slightly cut

back, .aud the roots kept drier than hitherto. Hants of Cleroden-

dron Balfouri and Bougaiuvillea glabra should now be casting their

foliage. IJougainvillea speciosa must be kept dry at the root to get

the wood thoroughly ripened, otherwise it will not flower satisfactorily

in the spring. The light and rapid-gi'owing Passiflora kermesina
will require to be kept regulated ; some of the old shoots may be

taken out, when it will quickly break into fresh growth and yield a
quantity of beautiful flowers at any season of the year. Where
Passiflora princeps has finished flowering tlie aim should be to get

the wood thoroughly ripened, as on this will depend the flowering

next season. Sonerilas, now past their best, should be placed on a

wirm, dry shelf close to the glass, and will only need to be kept
moderately moist at the root during the winter season. Billbergias,

Nidulariuras, and plants of this class will scarcely need any water
during the winter season, unless they are flowering or making new
growths. An early batch of Gloxinias may now be. started if con-

ditions favourable to their after growth can be secured, otherwise it

will be better to wait a little longer before starting them. Bulbs of

these, Achimenes, Gloriosas, and Caladiums should be occasionally

examined to see that they are under favourable conditions for winter-

ing.

Greenhouse Plants.—The difficulties in the management of

these plants will be gi'eater at the present time than at any other
season. Every plant -nill require a good position fully exposed to

light to carry it through the winter with unimpaired vigour. Where
overcrowding exists it is impossible to keep the plants in good con-
dition for any length of time during the short dull days. It is pre-

ferable to consign the worst specimens to the rubbish heap rather

than risk getting the better ones damaged from overcrowding. It

will be necessary now to guard against a stagnant atmosphere among
all greenhouse stock, as nothing will be more injurious to them than
an atmosphere overloaded with moisture. Phcenocomas, Aphelexis,
and Acacias should occupy very airy positions, while Acrophyllums,
Dracophyllums, and Roellas should be accorded the warmest end of

the house. A quantity of soft-wooded plants will now require close

attention. Callas may be forwarded or retarded according as

desired. These are not so particular as to position as some of the
soft-growing plants. Primulas and Cinerarias in a growing state

must be placed near the glass to keep them sturdy and strong
;

the former must be watered with care during spells of dull weather.
Hydrangeas that were propagated at the end of the summer require

a somewhat warmer treatment than an ordinary greenhouse. Give
them just sufBcient water to keep them from suffering from the loss

of any foliage. This will tend to keep the growths firm, which is

very necessary to obtain good heads of bloom on plants grown with
one stem. Autumn-struck Fuchsias will require warm treatment to

keep them gently moving all through the winter. Any of these
that need more root run may have a shift whenever it is necessary.

Plants of the autumn-blooming Fuchsia Dominiana and serrati-

folia must be kept dry at the root after flowering to rijjen up the
growths before being pruned. Any young growths on these that
have not produced flower may now be inserted as cuttings, and will
prove useful for growing on into specimens next season.—J.

ROBEBTS,
Indoor Fruit.

Orchard Houses.—With the exception of Figa, pot trees of

all kinds are still out of doors, and, unless we have a repetition of the
past two winters, they may remain there until the beginning of
January, when they should be taken under glass. In years gone by
it was the custom to pack all kinds together in the orchard house
where they were kept dry through the winter, and, as a matter of

course, all the finest blossom buds fell off in the spring, whereas had
they been removed to the open air and exposed to the elements
matters would have been different. A properly potted tree is always
well drained, and the soil is so firmly rammed that it cannot hold a
superfluity of water in suspension through the resting period. Indeed,
care should be taken that every tree is well watered before or after

it is plunged and left for the winter. Opinions differ as to the best
plungmg material. Near large towns Cocoa-nut fibre is used ; but it

never reaches this part of the country : consequently, we use and
prefer screened ashes from the fires, and cover the tops of the pots

with Fern. The site should bo high, dry, and sheltered ; a good layer
of ashes should be placed below the pots, and there will be no fear

of worms, or a superabundance of water in pots plunged in this keen
absorbent of moisture. During the timo the trees are out of doors
all cleansing and painting will be attended to; and although tho

trees may look quite clean, every shoot aud stem should be waehod
with soap and water, followed by a dressing of Gishurst Compound,
6 oz. to 8 oz. to the gallon of water. Thinning having been done in

the autumn, the shoitening of the shoots may be deferred until the

buds begin to swell ; as Peaches after a few years' forcing do not

make many wood buds, and the removal of the terminal bud would
often end in the loss of the shoot. Practical gardeners, of course,

know that a triple bud always contains a wood bud in the centre, and
they can shorten back at any time; but to prevent mistakes the

amateur may defer this operation without detriment to his trees, and,

to avoid the difficulty, careful attention to summer pinching will be
found an important step, as shoots can nearly always be shoriened

back to the commencement of a fresh growth. Some kinds of

Peaches and Nectarines make plenty of wood under almost any kind

of pruning, while others, most notably the large-flowered section

—

by some supposed to be more tender—are rather shy ; but thorough
maturation of tho wood in the autumn, and exposure in the winter,

if they do not entirely stop, they will greatly reduce the tendency to

bud dropping.

Pines.—For the next two months the plants in the different

departments must be kept as quiet as possible, consistent with the

most steady progress. So far the weather has favoured the matura-

tion of a very satisfactory growth, and it will bo much better to rest

satisfied with this than to attempt to continue the excitement of

any of the young stocks through tho dullest part of the year.

Strong suckers that were potted in September, and have filled the

lower parts of the pots and crocks with roots, should be kept very

steady until the time arrives for shifting them on in February. If

well plunged in leaves or tan, tho moisture from these will be
almost, or perhaps quite, sufficient to keep the roots in a healthy

state ; but where bottom-heat pipes run beneath the plunging mate-

rial, a little water may be needed occasionally to prevent the young
fleshy roots from suffering, for, little as the Pine requires in winter,

that little should not be withheld, particularly where large fleshy

suckers in 6-in. pots are placed a few inches above a hot-water pipe.

To rest these plants properly, the temperature should be regulated

to some extent by the structure and the distance at which the

plants are kept from the glass. In light span-roofed pits the

bottom heat should range about 80', and the minimum top heat

from 55° to C0°, with a rise of 5° to 10' by day, when it is mild and
fine ; and to secure this heat by night recourse should be had to good

external covering in preference to constant firing. In dark lean-to

pits a range of 5° lower will be sufiicient, particularly in severe

weather ; but it is a great mistake to be guided by any hard-and-

fast line, as there are times when rest is of more importance than

progress. From this time forward but little air can be given ; but

a chink on all favourable occasions whenever the temperature touches
68' will be of advantage to the plants. la succession houses the

temperature must be kept about 60' at night, with a corresponding

rise by day ; but here there will be less danger of the plants

becoming over-dry, as they occupy larger pots, and the occasional

damping of the surface of the bed for the production of atmospheric

moisture will greatly assist them. In matters of this kind, where

the future control cf the plants depends upon the winter treatment,

it will not do to trust to appearances, as an excess of moisture

would keep them in growth, and the want of it might cause them to

fruit prematurely. It will, therefore, be the safest course to

examine each pot individually, and to give sufiicient to permeate tho

whole ball when watering is absolutely necessary. The fruiting-

house may be kept at 70' by night, and W higher by day, with a

fair amount of atmospheric moisture and ventilation if possible every

day. If the bottom heat ranges about 85", the plants will take an

occasional watering with tepid liquid ; but the principal feeding in

winter will be through the stem-roots, which should bo kept moist-

ened with diluted liquid, and they may also be lightly dewed overhead

with clear water on fine days, care being taken that the axils of the

leaves do not receive more than can be taken up by the plants and

the atmosphere before it reaches the roots at the base of the stem.

In every section let the plants have the full benefit of light by
keeping the glass clean, and endeavour to raise the temperature a

few degrees by taking advantage of gleams of sunshine.

Cucumbers.—The plants now in bearing, either in pots or

planted ont in beds, will require very liberal feeding and top-dressing

to keep them progressing and in health. If tho bottom heat is

obtained from fermenting material and hot-water pipes combined,

there is but little danger of the roots, now active and numerous,
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receiving too much stimulating liquid. This should be applied in the

e^rly part of the clay, and at a temperature a few degrees higher

than that of the bed, which will now stand at about 80". A good
stock of any fibrous turf, charcoal, and lumps of old lime-rubble

should be kept at hand in a warm place for laying over the young
roots as they appear on the surface, the rongh part being placed near

the stems, to prevent canker, which is sometimes the result of an

excess of stagnant moisture. Should this troublesome disease or

mildew put in an appearance, a little quicklime rubbed into the parts

affected will stop the first, and the application of sulphur, ei'ber in

a dry state or through the syringe, will check the latter. For the

destruction of green or black fly, the usual remedy is fumigation with

tobacco-paper when the temperature is rather low and the foliage ia

dry. The smoking of Cucumbers is an operation that requires great

care, as the foliage is so easily injured ; and on this account a series

of light smokings is the safest course to pursue. Where plants in

full bearing have filled the trellis, a few of the oldest leaves and weak
growths may be removed at short intervals, and, if necessary, the

trellis may be lowered a little, to prevent crowding against the glass.

The latter should be kept quite clean by means of frequent washing
with warm water, and some kind of covering for use at night will

not only economise fire-heat and prevent radiation on bright and
cold nights, but it will also keep a moift, equable temperature with-

out straining the hot-water apparatus to the utmost limits.

—

W. Coleman.
Hardy Fruit.

From practical observation of the results of planting fruit trees at

.all dates, between the beginning of October and the end of March, I

have come to regard November and February as the two best

mouths of that period in which to plant, and of the two I give the

preference to November. After a hot, dry summer planting in the

month of October wouhl perhaps be better than deferring it till No-
vember, because in such a season the wood of the trees is sure to be
well ripened, and therefore there is no danger of its shrivelling;

whilst another advantage is that the ground still retains a large pro-

portion of the summer heat, and, consequently, renewed root

action commences at once ; but this early root action I look upon as

secondary only in comparison with the importance of having the

trees well matured before removal, hence my preference, in doubt-
ful oases, to November, as the best month in which to plant ; and if

through press of work planting cannot be completed within that

month, by December the ground has got so cold and vegetation so

inactive, that it is better to wait till Februiiry. As soon as plant-

ing is finished let all the trees be secured to stakes, otherwise new
root formation will be seriously impeded. Mulching is another
essential condition to the quick recruiting of the energies of trees

that have been disturbed by removal, tending, as it does, to the

exclusion of frost and reduced evaporation from the soil ; nor is the

practice alone beneficial to newly-planted trees ; it is also

equally so to trees that have become debilitated, either by free

bearing, or from long neglect as regards applying manure to them.
All such trees should previously have a portion of the surface-soil

removed and replaced with fresh maiden loam, and the mulching

—

the best manure that is to be had—should be immediately spread as

far as the roots extend ; and in every case, preference should be
given to the application of such surface-dressing iit this season, the
more certainly to ensure its manurial properties being communicated
to the soil by the winter rains. On frosty mornings, when the

ground is hard, and wheeling can be done expeditiously, advantage
should be taken to get .Strawberries and Raspberries mulched, and
manure wheeled amongst bush fruits that are to be surface dug, as

soon as conditions are favourable.

The pruning of Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, and all sm,all

fruits should be proceeded with as quickly as circumstiances will

permit, and much annoyance as regards insect pests will be saved
next spring and early summer if previous to nailing or tying the
trees are etfectu.illy dressed withGishurst or other soapy compound.
If none else are dressed. Cherries on walls should certainly be, other-

wise they will be subject to the attacks of black fly. Pears that are

affected with scale m.ay lie readily freed from it by coating the trees

all over with a paint m.ade with Gishurst in the proportion of S oz.

to 1 g.allon of water, to which add 4 oz. of black pepper ; mix to the
consistency of thin paint by adding sifted horse manure. The same
composition .also destroys the white seal* that sometimes affects

Apricots, and it does not injure the trees. As showing the diffe-

rence between the last and present seasons. Peaches and Nectarines are

now more leafless than they wei-e last year at the end of December,
and the wood is brown and hard ; the trees may therefore be untied
or unnailed, as the case may be. Perhaps such a procedure is unne-
cessary, for, though the general opinion is that by this means the
trees continue longer in a quiescent state, and are consequently later

in flowering, and therefore less liable to the attacks of spring frost

at the critical period of flowering, I begin to incline to the belief

that the advantages are more fanciful than real ; I, however, mean
to thoroughly test the fact this season by unnailing part of our trees

and leaving the rest in position.

Apples and Pears keep so well this season that they give but little

trouble as to removalsof decaying fruit, still they should be regubrly
examined, and the room ventilated for an hour or two each day wdien

the external atmosphere is dry and the temperature reaches 45*^.

There is this season an immense improvement on that of last year,

both in preservative and eating qualities of the same varieties of

Apples and Pears, plainly demon.strating how aU-import<ant sunshine

is as .an imjiarter of these qualities, .and that without it .all our ellbrts

at what is usually termed skilful culture are unavailing, at least .as

reg.ards flavour and full maturity. The following kinds, though
perhaps a trifle smaller than usual, have been excellent in quality,

viz.. Pears—Williams' Bon Chretien, BeurriS d'Amanlis, Fondante
d'Automne, Beurrc^- Hardy, Marie Louise, Pitm,aston Duchess,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, and Gansel's Bergamot ; Apples—King of

the Pippins, Early Nonpareil, Cox's Orange Pippin, Eibston Pippin,

and Manningtou's Pearmain.—W. W.

ANSWERS TO OORKESPONDENTS.

Apncot Branches Dying.—Is there any mode of preventing thehranclies

of a Moor Park Apricot from wlthc-riug away ?—C. [The cause of Apricot branches

ilyiug off so mysteriously has long puzzled tlie ablest practitioners, and as yet I

believe no one will undertake to say with certainty what is the re.il cause, and
luitil this is discov^ed remedial measures cannot with any degree of confidence

lie recommended ; the best way, therefore, is to have a reserve of young trees

wherewitli to replace those that thus succumb.— II.]

Roses.— I noticed that many of my Roses this year, though fine and well-

formed flowers, did not grow straight on their stalks, but hung down Iheir

heads. How do you account for this?—Cantu.vr. [Thedowersof many varieties

of Roses droop naturally, and, as a matter of course, look best in that way ;

others may droop from the plants being crowded or growing under the shade of

trees, itc, as growth under these conditions would be weakly and unable to

support in an upright position large heads of blossom. If that be so, the

remerly is clear, namely, give the plants greater space or remove them from the

shade of trees, .tc, as the case may retiuire.— W.]

Rough Plate Glass.—There is not the least objection to " A. S. S." (p. 528)

glazing any part of his house with rough plate glass. All our houses are glazed

with rough pbate 3-8ths in. thick, 10 ft. long by U ft. wide. It gives every satis-

faction, both as regards fruit and plant culture, and if the houses are well

glazed they will resist S^ of frost, which is a consideration wliere fuel is expen-

sive. We never use any shading, except for Orchids .and Ferns, but we ventilate

early and gradually, which is one of the secrets of success with any sort of glass.

Ja-MES S.iiith, Watcrdale, St. Helen's.

Fungi.— r. ir. £.—As the m.iking of the various drawings, and the execution

of the various matters reciuired in tl>e case of a plate for The Garden, occupy
a period, on an average, of three or four months, you will, we hope, see the ditti-

cultj in the way of getting a coUmred plate of a drawing into the paper the

same week in which it is sent. Besides, there is the fact that it may not .always

suit us to reproduce the drawings sent.

The Oaks and other Trees at Goodwood.—In answer to "T. H
A. H." allow me to say that the evergreen Oaks at Goodwood are more notable

for their groups and outlines of plantations than for single specimens, although
there are some very good ones. JIany of them run from 9 ft. to 10 ft. in circum-

ference, but I have no doubt there are larger ones on the estate. I have not
measured any larger than those named at present. The largest Chestnuts hero

run from 20 ft. to 21J ft. in circumference.— F. RUTLAND, Gimdwood.

Plums not Ripening.— I have some large purple Plums which almost
ripened about the end of .September, but they never get quite ripe. What is

the reason? -C. [Doubtless they are late varieties, and on an east ornorth aspect

;

if so, the the remedy is obvious, namely, give them warmer positions.—W. W.]

Cutting Down Border Plants.— ITe.s^ Df»)ic<7rt?.—Pentstemons nor few
other plants should be cut down when green; they should be allowed to fade
or ripen olf a little and then be cut down.
IndoorPlant3.—/''/ora/>.—Gardenias, Encharis, FLamingo plant, .\marjlUs,

Urceolina aurea, and most other flowering stove plants.

G. O.—We agree with you as to giving namesof localities. There isofteu much
practical matter in the communications to which you allude.

Figs.—Jienrfcf.—There wasonly one article on the subject, that published in

Thk Garden (p. 233).

American Blight.—/''. L. B.—When this gets well established on Apple
trees it is dirticult to get rid of it. Paratlin is, however, said to destroy it.

Trees for Wet Land.— r. P.—Try Salix alba and fragilis, the deciduous
Cypress, Black ItaUan, and other Poplars.

O. S.—Vol. XVIII. commenced July 3, 1880, and all the numbers are in print.

Names of Plants.— ir. C.—l, .Julie Lngravere ; 2, Lord Derby ; 3, Queen of
England ; 4, Temple of .Solomon. We cannot name the others. T, E. Fen-
v'ii'k.— 1, (Jueen of Jingland. We cannot name others with certainty. T. II.

H'.—Liparis longipes. Yottnfj Gardener.—Apparently the tips of different

kinds of Cistus, but to enable us to uame them correctly you must send us
complete specimens when in flower.

Question.
Hygrometers.-Some time ago mention was made in The Garden of a

hygrometer being used in Sir Trevor Lawrence's Orchid houses to regulate the
degree of moisture. Can you inform me what are found to be the most suitable

readings of the wet bulb thermometer, when the dry bulb therm uuctcr registers

SO ,
55°, 60°, 65", 70', 75% and 80' respectively !—Orchid.

Dr. Hudson', of Dublin, one of the most distinguished medical

men in Ireland, and a well-known amateur gardener, died in Dubliq

on Friday week last, He was an enthusiastic Fern grower,
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"This is an art
Which does mend Xature : chansro it rather ;

Thb Art itself h Natdre."—SAa*f«p«or«.
but

HARDY EVERGREE:n^ FERNS.

Thb value of hardy evergreen Ferns can scarcely be over esti-

mated, especially during the dull winter months. When the majo-

rity of outdoor plants are leafless and apparently lifeless these

beautiful Ferns retain their summer foliage intact, and form a

never-failing source of gratification ; moreover, their culture is of

the simplest kind ; they only require to be planted in a tolerably

well-sheltered and well-drained spot where in their g-rowing sea-

son they can receive abundant supplies of water at the root.

Almost any good loamy soil, mi.xed, in the case of the more deli-

cate kinds, with a little peat and leaf-mould, will be found to be

suitable for them. As regards kinds, let us commence with

The Polystichum, a genus possessing much beauty both of

form and colour, and in many respects the most important

of all the genera, containing hardy evergreen Ferns. P. aculeatum,

the well-known common shield Fern, should, of course, be in every
collection, producing, as it does, bold fronds 2 ft. or more in lieight,

and being very easy to grow, and alway effective. P. aculeatum
acroladon is a beautiful kind, with narrow fronds sometimes '20 in.

in length, slightly crested, and beautifully tas-selled and curled.

P. aculeatum lobatum has fronds of consideraljle lengtli, and
singidarly handsome in appearance, tlie plant itself being an
unusually free grower. P. angulare, the soft prickly shield Fern,
a rather plentifid and highly ornamental species, is broken up into

many variations, some of whicli are most distinct and beautiful.

Amongst the most striking of these may be mentioned P. angulare
alatum, a kind which produces gracefully curved fronds from
10 in. to 20 in. long and about 6 in. wide ; the pinnae in this case

are winged, and exquisitely toothed and divided, giving the plant

a singularly handsome appearance. 1'. angulare corymbiferum is

al,*o a very pretty Fern, producing, as it does, fronds some 1-5 m.
high, the tips of which form a handsome corymbose head. P. an-

gulare cristatum, another desirable kind, has remarkably bold
/ronds, that often measure from 2 ft. to .'} ft. in length, and most
beautifully crested and curled. P. angulare cristidatum is likewise

a striking form, the fronds of which are 30 in. long, and from 8 in.

to 10 in. wide,and beautifully crested, as arealsomany of the pinnae.

P. angidare curtum, another distinct kind of moderate growth,
possesses much heautj- of form, the fronds being tripinnate at the

ba.se, and in colour a rich dark green. P. angulare gracile lias

bipinnate fronds of a spreading and graceful habit. P. angulare
dissimile, as its name implies, varies much in character ; in general
its fronds are rather large and distinct in appearance, and the

whole plant is densely clothed with .scales. In addition to these

may also be named P. angulare grandiceps whicli is perliaps the
finest crested form of the type we possess ; its fronds, wliicli are

narrow, sometimes attain as much as 2 ft. in length, the pinnae

being all crested at the ends, and the end of the frond itself

crowned with a dense corymbiferous head measuring sometimes
as much as 4 in. across ; this kind should occupy a prominent place

in every collection. P. angulare IToleanae has bold fronds between
2 ft. and oft. in length, and is densely clothed with chaffy scales.

P. angulare Kitsonse, a really beautiful and distinct kind, pro-
duces long narrow bipinnate fronds, which are frequently divided
and prettily curled. P angulare latipes is a handsome Fern, the
fronds of which measure from I-iO in. to 40 in. in length,

and from 8 in. to 10 in. in width. P. angulare parvissimum
is a dwarf-growing pretty kind, the fronds of which are

somewhat coriaceous in character, tapering, and of a fine

deep green colour. P. angulare plumosimi, a mo.st elegant
Fern, produces fronds sometimes as much as 3 ft. in length and
S in. or 9 in. in width, lanceolate in form, beautifully cut and
divided, and of a charming shade of light green. P. angulare
prolifenmi is a rather well-known kind, but one of great beauty,
the fronds sometimes attaining the length of 2 ft., and very elegant
in form. This kind po.ssesses the peculiarity of producing .small

bulbils at the base of the fronds. P. angulare proliferum Craw-
fordianum is a very handsome variety, with broad lanceolate

fronds of a very thick texture, an indispensable sort. P. angulare

liroliferum Wollastoni, auotlier most elegant form, produces

fronds that often attain •'! ft. in length with breadth in

proportion, beautifully cut and divided, one of the best. P.

angulare pterophoruni, a distinct and somewhat rare kind, the

fronds of which are beautifully formed, and <lark green in colour.

P. angulare rotundatum is a valuable kind, with

roundish-shaped fronds, possessing a remarkably deep

green colour and great beauty, one of the very best. P. Lon-

chitis, the Holly Fern, a well-known Idnd, has stiff, erect, dark

green fronds, that contrast well with those of its associates, and it

js one whicli .should be included in every collection.

Scolopendriums, which come next, furnish many extra-

ordinary and beautiful forms, and have the advantage of thriving

almost anvwhere. S. vulgare, the common Hart's-tongue, is, of

course, be'st known, and is a kind that varies astonishingly in

appearance, according to the locality in which it is found. In

some instances the fronds are only a "few inches in length, while in

others they are 2 ft. or more, and always of a beautiful dark green.

A striking feature, too, in all the members of this genus is the

dark-coloured distinct-looking sori on the undersides of the leaves.

S. vulgare abruptum produces fronds from 4 in. to 12 in. long, and

about 2 in. or •'! in. in width. The end of the frond is blunt in

form, the habit erect, and the whole appearance of the plant dis-

tinct. S. vulgare bimarginato-multifidiini, a singular yet beauti-

ful form, has fronds about 10 in. in length, narrow, and verymucli

fringed on the margin, and terminating in a much-branched cre.st

or head, .sometimes measuring .'i in. across. S. vulgare Cornu-C'ervi,

a perfect little gem, has shortish narrow fvond.s, erect, and branch-

ing out near the ends into a head, wliile the margins are finely

divided and corrugated; a most desirable kind. S. vulgare colum-

nare, a most charming kind, has fronds about in. long, branched

and much divided at the apex, the margins lieing beautifully

crenated. S. vulgare consteUatum, a variety witii much-briin:)hed

fronds, has finely curled and crested heads, giving the plant astrik-

ingly distinct and beautiful appearance. S. vulgare Coolingi, a

dwarf erect-growing variety, has fronds nearly as broad as they are

long, and singidarly branched, curled, and crested; a most interest-

ing kind. 8. vidgare cornutum, a singular sort, has nearly plain

fronds with undulated margins, and a slender, curved, horned-like

point, rendering the variety very distinct. S. vulgare corrugatnm

fissum,a bold fine kind, produces erect fronds oft in 18in. in length,

somewhat narrow, the margins being curiously lobed and corru-

gated, thus presenting a very remarkable appearance. S. vulgare

crispum is a well-known kind common in gardens for years, but

nevertheless one of the most beautiful. It is a kind that varies con-

siderably according to locality, the fronds .sometimes being of small

stature, and sometimes 20 in. or 24 in. in height, erect and beauti-

fully cri.sped. S. vulgare crispum latum is a very handsome kind,

the fronds of which are long, and often nearly 4 in. in breadth,

finely cm-led and crisped, and of a particuliarly deep fine green

colour. S. vulgare cristatum is a distinct dwarfish kind,

with branched fronds, broadly crested at their extremities.

S. vulgare digitatum has fronds from lOin. to 1/3 in. in length,

generally produced in pairs, with dense and much branched crested

heads measuring sometimes as much as 12 in. across. It is

deservedly a favourite, and should find a place in every collection.

S. vulgare fimbriatum, a very interesting variety, produces fronds

of two distinct kinds, one broad the other nari'ow, the margins of

both being elegantly undulated and frilled, giving the plant a

striking appearance. S. vulgare laceratum is a singularly hand-

some much-crested variety. S. vulgare limbospermum, also a

desirable kind, produces "tapering fronds, branched and finely

divideil, the margins being also singularly irregular in form.

S. vulgare marginatum-nudticeps, a handsome form of S. margina-

tum, has boldly-crested, distinct-looldng fronds of great beauty. S.

vulgare Stansfieldi, one of the finest and mcst di.stinct looking of

thellart's-tongues, has fronds varying in length from in . to 1 2 in

.

and of different -n-idths, the margins being deeply lobed and

curled.

Polypodiums next claim attention. P. vulgare and it varieties)

being all of strong constitutions, thrive well almost anywhere,

and they are all hardy evergreen Ferns of the most desirable kind.

I', vulgare cambricum, one of the earliest known varieties of P.

vulgare, and still one of the handsomest and best, differs much
fiom the normal form, being dense in habit, and having fronds

from 12 in, to 20 in. in length, finely formed, and of a most beautiful
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colour. P.vulgai'ecristatumproduoesfinelycrestedandcurledfronds,

which are also at times forked and divided in a curious manner.

1'. vulgare omnilacerum somewhat resembles P. cambricum, and

is a strikingly handsome variety. P. multifldo-cristatum, a kind

possessing much interest and beauty, has fronds from in. to 10 in.

in length, divided and forked again and again, and crowned at

the extremities with a dense curled crest measuring sometimes

3 in. or 4 in. across. P. vulgare pulcherrimum is also in every

way an excellent kind, and one that should be in every collection
;

it produces fine, bold, distinct-looking fronds, thick and firm in

texture, and of a very good colour.

Blechnums are excellent evergreen hardy Ferns, and amongst
them are many fine kinds. In addition to the type there is the

well-known B. Spicant, or Hard Fern, a variety with dark green

hard fronds, which, on that account are so useful for mixing with

cut flowers, a purpose for which they are largely sold in Covent
Garden. B. Spicant crispum is a very handsom-; Fern, the frond

lobes of which are beautifully undulated and curled, and their

points finely crested. B. Spicant cristatum is a ratliiM' dwarf-

growing kind, but one which possesses great beauty. It is distin-

guished by having much forked and branched crested fronds; this

kind grows well in Kent. B. Spicant imbricatum is also a b;auti-

ful sort, with oval lance-shaped leaves of dense texture, very dark

green in colour, and finely imbricated—a vai'iety that .should be in

all collections. B. Spicant serratum rigidum, a bold, erect-growing

handsome and distinct kind, has crested fronds. B. Spicant mul-
tifurcatum, as its name implies, has fronds much branched and
divided,and asawholeforms acharmingspecimen. It may be added
here, while speaking of Blechnums, that in order to have them in

full beauty it is well to devote to their culture a rather more than
iisually sheltered spot in the Fernery, wliere the surrounding atmo-

sphere is somewhat close and damp. Under such conditions they

develop themselves in an extraordinary manner.

Aspleniums occupy a conspicuous place amongst hardy Ferns
and foremost amongst them must be ranked A. marinum ; but as

this lovely Fern can scarcely be said to be hardy, fseeing that it

only thrivej well in a few of the most sheltered positions in this

country, we will begin with the well-known A. Adiantum-nigrum,
or Black Spleenwort, a thoroughly hardy -and handsome kind, and
always one of the best plants in the hardy Fernery. A. lan:^eo-

latum, a highly ornamental v.ariety, produces abundance of dark
shining green lanceolate fronds, which frequently grow l'> in.

high, and in every way noteworthy. A. lanceolatum microdon is

a very distinct form and highly ornamental. A. Ruta-muraria,
the Wall Rue, is a lovely little plant for walls, and
for placing in the chinks and fissures of rockwork.
It is of a lovely shade of deep green, and is remarkable
for its profusely produced brown sori. A. Ruta-muraria cristatum

and A. Ruta-murariacrispum are also very pretty varieties of this

truly beautiful little Fern. A. Trichomanes, the common Maiden-
hair Spleenwort, is an indispensable and very handsome hardy
species, beautiful as an edging plant in the outdoor Fernery, the

rich dark green colour of its foliage being very effective. A.
Trichomanes cristatum is a beautifully divided tasselled form of

the foregoing, and A. Trichomanes inclsum is also a remarkably
handsome variety, the fronds of which are much serrated and
divided, and of a beautiful colour. A. Trichomanes multifidum
is a very distinct much branched form of the genus, each branchlet

ending in a little crest.

The beautiful Allosorus crispus, or Parsley Fern, must not be
omitted from our list. It proiuces short, tufted. Parsley-like fronds,

elegantly cut and divided, and of a beautiful light bright green
colour. This Fern will thrive well in a shady sequestered spot in

the Fernery. The singular little Ceterach officinarum must
also hi included, forming, as it does, a very interesting object
when seen growing out of the chinlcs of an old stone wall or

between blocks of rockwork. Its fronds, which are leathery-
looking, are smooth and dark green abave, the under side being
clothed with closely-set brown scales.

The V arious uses to which hardy Ferns of all kinds, but espe-
cially those of an evergreen character, can be put in the decoration
of shady dells, banks, and odd nooks and corners do not seem
as yet to have been by any means fully appreciated. Were this

not so, many a suitable spot for their culture, now bare and deso-

late, would be verdant througliout the year, and useful for fur-

nishing a supply of cut Fern leaves for room decoration, bou-
quets, &c., many of the hardy kinds producing fronds of the

greatest value for such purposes. Let us, therefore, hope that
hardy Evergreen Ferns may for the future enjoy a much larger

share of attention than they have ever hitherto received.

H. Bailey.

LEAFLETS.

When Cmon Hjle wis telling me of his great lo3?es in

Roses lately—thousand-j of standards being killed by the

frost of the past winter— I enquired as to the condition of

certain large beds of Rosa? on their own roots, at the plant-

ing of which I hid the pleasure of assisting, and learned that

they were all quite .safe. Thit such would be expjoted by
those who know miy b3 granted ; but the elo jueat fact miy
well be put before the greit public who encourage so much
the production of these ugly standards.

lam grateful to "J. S. W." for calling attention to the

ugliness of garden walls, and remember many a place sadly

marred by them. But I would not on any account do away
with them, and would teach every gardener to pay them many
times more attention than they now do. They are absolutely

necessary to a garden where the best fruit is sought in the

greater part of Western Europe, and fruit produced on them
is as good as any ever gathered in the sunniest fields ; more-

over, a well-covered wall is not without beauty. In the de-

signing of gardens great care should bo taken to place the

walls where they would not mar the landscape. It is rare to

meet with any one whose mind is so free to judge of things

on their merits as "J. S. W.," and so little prejudiced in

favour of things because of their age.

»

Referring to his interesting account of the Boruean fruits,

of which, in his book, Mr. Burbidge only gives the native

names, he writes me: " The Kew authorities did not recog-

nise the sketches of many of the tropical fruits I brought

home, and I could not fini them figured in books, So had to

do without scientific names. I thought you were not so

ansious after Latin names as common ones ; but, of course,

in my case it was desirable to have had them printed if it

had been possible." Of course. But I believe I asked for

English names where possible—not Bjrnean ones ; and I also

never said a word _against giving the Latin name, too, in

brackets.

"I am bilsy," a friend writes, "daily planting things such

as Narcissus in masses, Lilies, and hardy perennials. I am
getting fifty Lilium auratum from Protheroe & Morris this

week. They tell mo bulbs are good, and selling at 153. to

20s. for lots of fifty. Fancy the difference in effect between a

sovereign spent in Lily bulbs and the same sum expended on

bedding plants ! We had nothing finer in our old garden this

past autumn than L. auratum in sheltered nooks surrounded

and backed by evergreens. Hollies, Berberis, &c.

*

I am ialsbtsJ to Sir Ciarles Ishara for a photograph of

that marvellous Cedar at Warwick Castle, which he says is

30 ft. in circumference. Hippily, our climate seems to suit

this tree admirably, and it, when grandly developed like this, is

a forest of beauty in itself. Why is it so often left to the

villa gardener ? Why is it the home landscapes of England,

her parks, or even the more open parts of estates, where

planting is paid any attention to, so seldom show the most

picturesque of all evergreen trees as a bold group 1

As you have again drawn attention to the odging-tila

nuisance (p. 531), I should like to tell my experience. After
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trying all sorts of edging I at last adopted, and havo used for

many years with complete satisfaction, rough stones placed on

tho surface of the ground, and not fixed at ill. They may be

of any size, and if they are of some soft stone (as oolite or

sandstone) they soon get covered with Moss ; they look natural,

and need not be untidy
;
plants seem to delight to grow over

them, and any slugs can be at once and easily discovered.

—H. N. Ellacombe.
*

" Brockhurst " writes :
" ' Justicia ' seems to have a great

antipathy to tile edgings, preferring neat thin stones. ]5ut

these are not to be obtained everywhere at a reasonable price

unless you happen to be near a flag quarry, whilst tiles abound.

There are some blue tiles with a gimped edge which look

neat enough ; but even the most ugly tile can bo used un-

obtrusively with a little arrangement. Here we have a great

extent of tile edging, but scarcely any of it is visible. We
prick out all our seedling Primroses and Polyanthuses along

the tiles, and if these are not at hand, we use Saxifrages, Gen-
tiana acaulis, and Sedums, so that the tile is very soon

hidden. "

—

Br ockhurst.

A very good way of making the best of a bad thing, no
doubt. If I had no alternative but a tile edging 1 would
certainly have a living one ; but there are few districts in

which some perfectly inoffensive material cannot be secured.

After some time many bricks become quite inoffensive in colour

and form too, which tiles never are, as used for this purpose.

Bricks are used in many kitchen gardens as a simple excellent

edging, and, fringed the way " Brockhurst " mentions with

hardy alpine plants, should be none the less welcome than
the tiles he mentions. Common flints half sunk in the ground
with little plants running in among them make a very fair

edging too, the irregularity of it being pleasant. There are

districts where flaky stones of various kinds are too common,
and they might be obtained without difficulty in many
districts where they are not found on the surface or beneath

the soil.

A lady writes from a Surrey garden under date Nov. 27 :

" Have you ever noticed what a persistent bloomer the little

' Bluets ' is ? The flowers I enclose are from the open ground,

and there are more buds to come on. One flower came off a

part of the original patch transplanted a month ago to quite

an exposed place." " Bluets " is our old friend Houstonia
coerulea, a beautiful and fragile-looking little plant, usually

grown among alpine flowers in pots and in frames, but
probably one that would thrive much better if treated more
boldly, so to say. It loves moist sandy or peaty spots, and is

charming as a patch or little colony on the rock garden.
•

It will be remembered that it was resolved to offer ilr.

^famock a landscape painting, showing one of his own gardens,

with the surplus which remained after the portrait by !Mr.

Wirgmann had been presented. The picture is now finished,

and is one of the most successful garden landscapes we have
seen. The garden chosen is that of Greenlands, Henley-on-

Thames, one of the first laid out by ilr. Marnock. The pic-

ture has some fine Cedars in the foreground, and the Thames
in the distance. Any one interested in it may see it during

the coming week in the studio of Jlr. Alfred Parsons, Si,

Bedford Gardens, Kensington.
*

The Celeriac, or Turnip-rooted Celery, is the best of all

winter roots the products of the garden in Western Europe.

I have no doubt of that, having tried it often here and often

abroad. The roots I obtain are imported ones. It would be

worth while to cultivate this peculiarly well-flavoured vegetable

in our gardens, in which it is rarely soon. Imported they

often lose quality and flavour, but, notwithstanding this draw-

back, there is no other obtainable root which makes so welcome
an addition to the dinner-table just now.

«

Respecting " Grapes in bottles," or rather the shoots in

bottles, a first-rate fruit grower in a largo place writes to say :

" I released my Vineries yesterday, and now all is clear for

the winter, the Grapes being in an even and moderate tem-

perature. To what length I can keep Lady Downes and Ali-

cante in this way it is hard to say. When I remember tho

ceaseless running to and fro to keep the temperature and air

of the houses right—that was the rule for months in autumn
and winter—I cannot help saying what a great boon
this " bottling " plan has been. It keeps the Grapes, too, far

better than the old system, and leaves the houses free ; and
yet it was laughed at at first as an absurdity.

A cheering report comes from Kent through Mr. L. Killick.

The fruit trees promise well for the coming year, the buds

being thick and stout on the Apples. The Nut trees also, the

men who are pruning them say, promise equally well.

Hundreds of mossy old trees in the same neighbourhood are

being headed back and regrafted with good and free-bearing

hardy kinds. Justicia.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
VINES FOR COTTAGERS.

I AJi glad to see "Justicia" taking up this subject. In various

ways I liave been advocating Vines for cottage aud other waifs for

years. No plant can equal the Vine in beauty of spray, leaf, and
tendril, to say nothing of its bunches and berries. Vines are also

comparatively common in Suflolli, even more so than in Norfolk, I

think, where "Justicia" noticed them. Unfortunately, not a few
of tliem are neglected—the more's the pity !—and the majority of

the Vines are one variety, or at most two—the Black Cluster

and the common Muscadine. These are among the Iiardiest

Grapes, no doubt, but the leaves are commonplace compared witli

others, such, for example, as the Dusty Miller (that is. Miller's Bur-

gundy) and the Claret. The former seems whitened over with a

semi-glaucous dust, aud the latter dies off a glowing crimson that

puts the Virginian Creeper into the shade ; but all our highest

coloured-leaved Grapes, such as the Alicante, Lady Downes, the Bar-

barossa, Gros Colmar, &c., are hardy enough to be grown on walls

for the sake of their foliage alone. The Muscats, too, which often

mellow into the richest golden tints veined with green, can be grown
freely in the open air. The tints of some of these Vines assume

even richer hues when so grown than under glass. In exceptionally

warm seasons, too, these varieties often ripen, aud in ordinary sum-

mers the Grapes would grow large enough for wine, aud the latter

is the most common use to which out-of-door Grapes are put by cot-

tagers. No licence is needed for wine making, and only those fami-

liar with cottage economy can form any idea of how many make
Rhubarb, Damson, Elderberry, Currant, Gooseberry, Primrose, and,

above all where they are gro%vn, Grape wines.

The Claret Vine, which has the most brilliant leaves of any,

though wholly of one colour, is also one of the hardiest Grapes, and
yields a juice of a deep claret colour ; but my chief point here and
now is, that the Grape Vine deserves growing in all directions as an

ornamental plant of the highest order, apart from the value of its

fruit. In regard to my statement about Frontignans never shanking in

the open air, as far as my observation and experience go, and the

former has been rather extensive, the same applies to all Grapes,

including the Muscat of Alexandria. Perhaps some of your French

and Italian correspondents will inform us whether shanking is known
in France or Italy. I did not think very highly of the Grapes 1 saw

in France. Neither the Vines, bunches, nor berries came near to

our own under glass ; but on neither of my visits did I see any

shanking. What the Vines seemed to be crying out for was more

room and richer food. Vines in tlie open air in England, as a rule,

run wild for a time, and then in too many cases they are neglected ;

but they are giants compared with any seen on the Continent. Of

course, I am tjuite aware that tlie system is different, and restricted

growth the rule in France. The same system has been successful

with hardy Grapes in this country in a few places, and the monks in
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the olden times managed to grow Grapes enough in their open-air

Vineyards to replenish their cellars annually ; and, unless history and

the gigantic remains of their ruined abbeys alilie belie them, the cellars

were large and also quickly emptied. The luxuriant growth of the

Vine is well adapted not only for covering walls, but roofs and

chimneys, and here the warmth would often come to the aid of the

Vine and the ripening of its fruit. But to gather ripe Grapes, or

even those fat for wine in our climate, the Vine out-of-doors deserves

as careful culture as it does in houses. Were this given, I believe

enormous quantities of serviceable Grapes could be grown in

England, while our dead walls, roofs, and chimneys might

be draped with the vari-formed and many-coloured foliage and
fruit of the most beautifil, as well as the most fruitful,

plant in existence. Prizes are given in some localities for

the best trained and most healthful and fruitful Vine on cot-

tages. No better special prizes could be awarded, for the chief

things often needful to make neglected Vines fruitful are proper

pruning, carefultraining, and richer feeding. In regard to thelast, were

the sewage and soapsuds of the cottages applied to tlie Vine, these

would prove its best food. Neither need profitable training destroy

much of the picturesque beauty of the rambling Viue. After a certain

stage the later shoots may be left to sway with the breeze as they

listed witliout injury to the Grapes or impairing tlie fruitful character

of the Vines. D. T. Fish.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

American Grapes.—The difference which soil and climate

make in the il.avour of Grapes is remarkable. This is evident by
Mr. EUwauger's classing (p. 503) Trentham Black for flavour with

Muscat Hamburgh and Constantia. I have not had an oppor-

tunity of tasting in fair condition any of the native kinds grown
in America, but I question if anything in either climate, soil, or

cultivation would much alter their peculiar flavour, a liking for

which evidently needs an acquired taste. I knew a gentleman

who went to America, and resided there for a number of years,

who had so far got accustomed to the native Grapes, that he liked

them better than the varieties which we grow in this country ; so

much so, that he had some four or five of the American kinds

over to plant in some new Vineries which he built. I several times

tasted them, but I was by no means fond of their flavour. At
p. 492 Mr. EUwanger advises the American Grapes to be tried

out-of-doors in England ; their ability to succeed any better in this

country than the varieties that we have already proved depends
upon one indispensable property, which nearly all who write about

what might be done with Grape culture out-of-doors seem to lose

sight of, and that is an ability to mature their fruit in a shorter

time after growth commences than any sorts we now have. The
one thing required to secure fairly eatable outside Grapes in

England is kinds that can start and finish witliin the short duration

of our summers. In the more favourable parts of the kingdom we
usually have warmth enough for a time, but it does not last suffi-

ciently long to finish them properly only in exceptional summers.

With Pe.iches, which Mr. EUwanger associates with Grapes in his

remarks about what might be done in England, the case is altogether

dilTcreut. We very seldom have a summer which is not long enough

to ripen Peaches fully with them ; our most frequent difficulty is the

spring frosts destroying the bloom.—T. Baines.

Plums on North "Walls.—These seldom fail to bear ; indeed,

I have always found that aspect more suitable for some Plums
than an east or west one, and they are certainly as profitable as

Morello or any other kind of Cherry. The following are suitable

kinds to plant on north aspects everywhere, viz.. Pond's Seedling,

Orleans, white Magnum Bonum, Victoria, Goliath, Belle de Sep-

tembre. Golden Drop, and Transparent Gage. The Gieen Gage
and some of the better kinds of dessert Plums bear very well on
north aspects, but their flavour is not quite so good as that of fruit

grown on better aspects.—E. H.

Remarkable Pears in Pots.—I have sent you a few Pears

which I grew in 1'2-in. pots. The trees I kept in the orchard-

house till June, then plunged them out-of-doors, putting each Pear

in a muslin bag to keep birds and wasps off tliem. Those I send
are not the largest ; I have some over 1 lb. in weight, and the trees

yielded from one to three dozen each.

—

Williaji Weir, gardener

to J. C. Deverell, Esq., Dorkim/, Siiri-e>/. [Wc have never seen

finer Pears in any country than the specimens sent ; the Easter

Beurres are as large as the best French samples sent to Covent
Gai'den.]

Yellows in the Peach.—Prof. Biirrill, of Illinois ITuiversity, .innouncea
the discovery that he h.is identified tiie miaute Cryptogamous plant which causes
the yellows in the Peach tree. Powerful masnifters are required to see this

plant, which is only -0,000,069 of au inch in diameter, and only three times as

long. These Uttle plants occur in great numbers in the diseased cells of the

tree. As with most of the diseases caused by parasitic fungi, it is easier to
determine the cause than to llnd a remedy.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Winter-flowering Plants.—What may be termed popular
winter-flowering plants, such, for example, as Poinsettia pulchcrrima,

Euphorbia jacquini;uflora, Centropogou Lucyanus, and Plumbago
rosea, may be seen more or less plentifully in almost every garden,

but not always do they receive tlie same skilful cultural treatment

as they get in Sir Henry Peek's garden at Wimbledon House, where
we saw the other day fine specimens of them. In one house—a long

lean-to, divided into three compartments—the back wall is entirely

covered with Plumbago rosea, now a mass of bloom, the soft rosy

blossoms being shown off to advantage against a background of foli-

age. Tliis supply is maintained by plants grown in pots about 9 in.

across, and with one or two exceptions all of them have been struck

from cuttings this year. Flowers thus furnished in profusion are

found extremely useful for cutting purposes, especially for the adorn-

ment of the dinner-table, but their fugitive character somewhat
detracts from their utility for other purposes. Another favourite

flower is Euphorbia jacquiniieflora which is also grown in large

quantity. Besides being grown in pots, Mr. OUerhead plants it out

along the margins of the beds in which Pine-apples are growing, the

stems forming au incurved trellis extending sliglitly over the bed.

This is a capital mode of growing plants for cutting purposes.

Poinsettias also present a robust aspect, well furuiihed with foliage

from top to base, and their stems, which are dwarf, are terminated by
dense clusters of wide-spreading bracts of characteristic brilliancy.

All the varieties are grown here ; noticeable amongst them was one

with rose-coloured bracts of a shade simihar to tliat of Plum-
bago rosea. This, though less brilliant than the others, is equally a

favourite. With Centropogon Lucyanus, a most useful winter-

flowering plant, a whole house is filled, and we never saw the pretty

red-berried Rivina humilis grown so finely or so numerously as here ;

its long drooping racemes of Currant-like fruits are extremely attrac-

tive, and it is found invaluable for decorative purposes. In order to

meet the continuous large demand which there is here for cut flowers,

Mr. OUerhead, of course, grows in equally large quantities such

plants as Eucharis, Primula, Scutellaria, Ixora, Justicia, and Eran-

themum.

The Red Loasa (L. lateritia).—It may not be generally

known that this handsome climbing plant continues to bear flowers

throughout the autumn and winter if grown in a house sufliciently

heated to exclude frosts. A few days ago we saw in Mr. Joad's

garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park, a plant of it bearing a profu-

sion of expanded orange-red flowers, which, in combination with its

finely-cut foliage, are highly attractive. The plant in question was
growing in a raised border, planted out, and its slender tortuous

stems were tied to wires fixed to the glass partition of the house. It

will thus be seen that its culture is by no means difficult, but care is

necessary at this season that it does not become excessively moist

either at the root or foliage, as both are liable to be injured thereby.

A plant of such distinct aspect, and bearing such uncommon coloured

flowers, is certainly worth the attention of those who desire to have

a cool house attractive in winter. Though strictly an annual, it may
by means of vigorous growth when young be maintained almost as a

perennial. Spring is the best time to raise a fresh stock of young
plants of it.

Odontoglossum anceps.—This new Orchid is now in flower

for the first time in Messrs. Veitoh's nursery, Chelsea. At first

sight it reminds one of 0. maculatum, as the form and marking of

the flowers are much in the same way. It is, however, superior to

it, the flowers being much larger and the colours bright and well de-

fined. The lip is heart-shaped, and has a creamy-white ground,

heavily and irregularly blotched with reddish-brown. The sepals

are yellowish, copiously spotted on the parts nearest the centre with

reddish-brown. The growth resembles that of 0. maculatum, the

pseudo-bulbs being short and thick, and the leaves having longitu-

dinal pale stripes when held fo the light. The spikes are sub-erect,

and bear some half-a-dozen blossoms on each. It is growing in the

Odontoglossum house, where the majority of the species are grown.

Liuculia gratissima.—Again this Nepaulese evergreen shrub

is displaying its lovely blossoms in greenhouses. It is indeed most

welcome at this dull season, and its large clusters of clear rosy-pink

flowers have but few equals, and their beauty is enhanced by the

delicious perfume emitted by them. It is a most desirable plant

to possess, though unfortunately it bears the reputation of being

somewhat difficult to manage, but it well repays a little exti a atten-

tion. It may be grown in pots, or what is best in the case of large

plants, planted out in a conservatory bed or border in a light posi-

tion. It certainly is a diflicult plaat to propagate, and it is chiefly
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owing to this ciivumstanco that it is after fifty years introduction

comparatively scarce. A fine specimen of it will shortly be covered

with flowers in the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew.

New Chrysanthemums.—.Vmoug the nnmerous plants Mr.

M iries recently collected in Japan for Aieasrs. Veitch & Sons are

some of the .Japanese section of Chrysanthemum. Of these we saw
several in flower the other day at Chelsea, and we noted some of

exceptional merit with yellow, white, brouz.e, and crimson colours,

clear and well defined. These, we believe, will shortly be named and
distributed. In the general collection which still forms an attractive

display in the large Camellia house we noted several of the newer
kinds in fine condition. Among Japanese sorts were Fnlgore, a very
tine variety witli long, twisted, rosy-purple florets ; Mong. Crousse,

a distinct kind with crimson and yellow flowers ; Orphce, very fine,

brick-red, with a crimson centre ; Rosa Bonheur, one of the best,

with large flowers, the florets of which are incurved, and rich viokt
tinged with a deeper sh.ade ; Peter the Great and Fulton, two of the

finest yellows ; Bouquet Fait, delicate rose shaded with a vinous

purple hue and yellow centre ; La Frisure, with slender florets of a

ro3y tint on one side, white on the other ; Roy.al Soleil, a rich coral

red, a fine flower ; and Fleur P.arf.aite, rose tinted with lilac. These
comprise but a few of the entire collection of sorts, all of which .are

well represented. Of large flowering varieties the most noteworthy
were Mr. Howe, an improved James Salter, forming a fine exhibition

kind : Mrs. W. Shipman, with large flowers of a fine shaded fawn
colour ; Virgin Queen, one of the finest whites ; Ariadne, creamy-
white sh.aded with rose ; and Purple King, an excellent sort, one of

the best for cutting purposes, very floriferous, and brilliant rosy-

purple. Of Pompones we did not observe any remarkable new sorts

among the two or three dozen kinds grown.

Habrothamnus fasciculatus.—Those beautiful greenhouse
pints, the H ibrothamnuses and Cestrums, are deservedly populiir, for

when properly treated they produce blossoms in profusion, and at a

time when every flowering spray is an acquisition. This week we
saw on the back wall of a conservatory in Lady Mayo's garden in

(Greenwich Park a plant of,H. fasciculatus literally covered with
long pendulous clusters of magenta-tinted blossoms, the effect of

which could not well be surpassed by any other greenhouse plant
with whicli we are acquainted. This species, too, is doubly valuable,

inasmuch as a crop of crimson Grape-like fruits generally'succeeds the
summer crop of flowers, which does not occur in the case of the other
kinds.

Liemoine's Monochsetum (M. Lomoineanum).—When we
saw a bush of this plant covered with flowers the other day we were
struck with its beaut}'. All the Monochretums are copious
flowerers, but this is the freest ; its flowers, which are about
the size of a florin, are of a rich purplish-violet tint, with a tuft of

yellow stamens. The plant in question was planted out in a mode-
rately dry border in a cool house, and all the culture it required was
a supply of water now and then in summer, and an occasional syring-
ing now and then to ward oS insect pests and encourage new growth.
Near this Monochnetura, and growing under the same circumstances,
was a fine plant of Lasiandra macrantha, which was also in flower.

It represented the free-flowering variety called floribunda, which
seems an improvement on the type. These two plants deserve to be
grown in every greenhouse.

Dipladenia boliviana.—It is somewhat remarkable that
this, perhaps the most beautiful and certainly the most easily grown,
Dipladeniain cultivation is seldom seenin the catalogues of ourleading
nurserymen. Unlike its congeners, which mostly bear large funnel-
shaped flowers of some shade of rose, its blossoms are compara-
tively small, pure white, except the inner part of the long tube,
which is bright orange. It is free, both in growth and flowers, and
is, as we have said, easily managed. It is very valuable for cutting
from, and on account of the blossoms being produced in a wreath-
like manner, they are particularly useful for hair dressing, for which
purpose their sweet Jasmine-like perfume lends an additional charm.
In .Sir Henry Peek's garden at \\ imbledon it is grown in a small
lean-to house trained to a horizontal wire stretched near the front
sashes. It succeeds well either in pots or planted in a bed ; in the
latter case, however, it should not be allowed much root-run, or
luxuriant growth and a scanty supply of flowers will be the result.

Cyrtanthus lutescens.—Xot long since the pure white-
flowered C. Mackeni was brought under our notice, and of which we
gave an illustration (Vol. X\'II., p. 17). This species much resembles
it, except as regards the colour of the flowers, which have a faint
tinge of yellow. Like C. Mackeni, it is a very desirable plant on
account of the profusion with which the flowers are produced, it

being almost a perpetual bloomer. We were much struck with a
plant of it in Mr. Joad's garden at Wimbledon, which though
small was furnished with a dozen or more stems, each terminated
by some half-a-dozen flowers. It is planted out in a border close

to the front sashes of a cool greenhouse, whore it has plenty of

light and air—indispensable conditions in the successful culture of

all bulbous plants of a similar degree of h.ardincss. On account of

its free flowering property it is an excellent plant for growing for

cutting from, and its flowers last a long time in perfection when
placed in water. This species, C. Mackeni, and C. carneus form
a trio which ought to be far niore extensively grown than they now
are. We believe that all of them are procurable at any of our largo

nurseries.

Barkeria oyclotella.—In Messrs. Veitch's nursery this

charming species, a valuable addition to the short list of cultivated

Barkerias, is now finely in llower. The form of the blossoms and
the mode of flowering .are very similar to those of older kinds. Tlie

colour of the sepals varies from almost white to a richrose, and tho

lip is broad and profusely spotted with purple. Tiie exquisite B.

Lindleyana is represented by a group of small, but well-grown
plants. Its graceful slender stems are furnished with a cluster of

blossoms of tiie richest purple, relieved by a blotch of white in the

centre of the lip. All the Birkerias are well worthy of culture,

.as they miy be grown to perfection in a comparatively cool tempera-
ture.

Ipomoea Horsfalliae.—We could not name a more desirable

plant for a stove or warm greenhouse than this lovely climber.

Though introduced from tho ICist Indies nearly half a century ago,

it is even now by no means so frequently met with in gardens as it

deserves to be. We have, however, seen excellent plants of it in

flower this week in the g.ardeu3 at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park, and
Kew. The Kew variety is superior to any we have seen, the exqui-

site carmine hue of the flowers being even brighter than is ordina-

rily met with. The profusion with which the blossoms are pro-

duced, tho bold deep green foliage, the vigorous growth of the

plant, and its simple culture all combine to render it one of the

finest cultivated plants we possess, .and those who have it not need
not hesitate to procure it if they have a stove or warm greenhouse

in which to place it.

Fuchsia Slipperwort (Calceolaria fuchsirefolia).—We know
of no parallel instance of a plant simulating in such a striking

manner the foliage of plants of a totally distinct family as tliat under
notice. When not in flower it would be taken by most people for a

kind of Fuchsia, as both foliage and habit so much resemble those of

the common garden varieties of that genus. The flowers are about
the size of those of an ordinai'y shrubby Calceolaria, of a clear,

canary yellow, and, being produced very plentifully, have a pretty

effect. It is still in flower in the Alpine house in Mr. Joad's garden,

and though the house in question is not artificially heated, the plant

shows no sign of injury from recent frosts. Another pretty species,

C. bicolor, with flowers white and yellow, has been continuously in

bloom for several montlis, and is still attractive. Both kinds deserve

culture, and their indifl'erence to alow temperature is a recommenda-
tion, especially in the case of those who have cool houses which they

desire to make attractive during the dull months. C. fuchsirefolia

was well figured in The G.\rdex, Vol. XV., p. 2.58.

Thyrsacanthus bracteolatus.—This species is very dif-

ferent in appearance from its better-known congener, T. rutilans,

but not less desirable as an ornament.al stove plant. Its slender erect

branches form a eompaoc head, each branch being terminated by a

cluster of flowers. The blossoms are about 1 in. long, with a curved

tnbe, and of a bright scarlet colour. The leaves are somewh.at small

and lance-shaped, arranged thickly in opposite pairs. It is an easily

managed plant under pot culture in a warm greenhouse or stove. A
good specimen in flower is now an attractive object in one of tho

compartments of the T range at Kew.

Begonia prismatocarpa.—This is an exquisite little Begonia,

excellent for growing in pans, as its growth is very dwarf, and the

flowers which slightly overtop the foliage are bright orange, striped

and tinged with red. As may be inferred from this brief description,

this species is very distinct from the majority of Begonias in respect

to habit as well as in general appearance. It has a pretty effect

when grown in shallow pans placed near the edges of the stages, as

we lately saw it in one of the hothouses in Mr. Jo.ad's garden at

Wimbledon.

Oobsea penduliflora.—This rare climbing plant, the flowers

of which we illustrated some time since, will shortly bo in

flower at Kew. The plant trained to the end of the Begonia house

in the X range has produced several flower-buds, which will soon

expand. It is strikingly dissimilar to the well-known C. scandens,

the petals being long, curled, and pendulous, and of a greenish hue.

Scutellaria villosa.—This is a pretty addition to cultivated

tropical Skull-caps, from which it differs most obviously in having

shaggy hairs that cover the surfaces of the leaves and stems. In

other respects it bears a striking resemblance to S. coccinea, it(i
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flowers being about the same size, and of a similar shade of crimson,

and they are produced in the same erect spicate manner. It is

desirable on account of its flowering most jjrofusely at this dull

season. It is a plant that is easily growu in pots in a stove tempera-
tare, and one which may be as easily propagated as tlie otlier kinds.

AVe saw it in flower in Mr. Joad's collection at Oakfield, Wimbledon
Park,

Gladiolus Ville de Versailles.—Quite the gayest and pret-

tiest plant at present in bloom in my greenhouse are a couple of

pots of the above named highly orn.amental, winter-blooming I iladio-

lus, containing half-a-dozen bulbs each, and planted about the middle
of May. They began to bloom about a fortnight ago, and seem
likely to continue m flower for at least as much longer. The stems
are perfectly upright, and about 3 ft. in height ; the colour of the

flowers is pure white in the upper petals, the lower ones being beau-

tifully flamed deep-rose colour, a most charming contrast, and alto-

gether from its naturally late season of blooming it is a most desirable

plant for the decoration of the winter conservatory.—W. E. G.

Eucalypti, &3 , in Davoastiire.—It may be interesting to

the readers of The (.!ahden to know that three or four species of

Eucalyptus have braved the two last severe winters in South Devon
with impunity, spei'imens of which I send. I might say that they
have survived three winters, for we have l.al more severe weather
in November than is usually experienced in this part of England,
snow and severe frosts having visited us. These Eucalypti are
growing at Combe Royal, ne ir Kingsbridge ; the first, misnamed
K. montana, is a large tree, with a trunk more than 7 ft. in circum-
ference at 3 ft. from the ground. The second, E. cocciferus, of which
there are four or five plants, was raised from seed purchased of

Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., of Paris, and, as the specimen will show,
are in robust healtli, not a single leaf being injured by the recent
frosts. The otliers were received from the Iloyal Gardens, Kew,
and are doing equal'y well. They may be considered perfectly accli-

matised. .Sijccimens of a few other plants are sent to show their

hardy constitution. The Rhododendron arboreum was raised from
imported seeds by the late Mr. Veitch, sen., of Mount Radford Nur-
sery, Exeter, and though it does not bloom freely, produces flowers

of surpassing beauty.—L. [We have to thank our correipondent
for very handsome, vigorous specimens of Rhododendron arboreum ;

the Magnolia-leaved Holly, with leaves measuring 10 in. by ,'! in.

—

larger even than we have ever seen the Evergreen Magnolia in this

country ; Drimys Winter!, a very handsome leathery evergreen,
with red stems ; Abutilon vitifolium, hardy in that country ; Acacia
dealbata, coming into flower ; Rhododendron nobile. Fortune's Bar-
berry, Eugenia apiculata, with shoots of the current year nearly 4 ft.

long, and sever.alGum trees, or E icalypti, ia \i,'orous health.]

Blue Flowers for Christmas (Browallia elata).—Jlay I
recommend this charming annual for winter flowering? We grow
about 3U0 plants of it yearly for a succession of the most beau-
tiful blue flowers from 0;tober till February. Our mode is to
make three sowings a month apart, beginning eirly in July. The
seeds are raised and the plants grown in a cold frame. When
they are in their flowering pots (4-in. and 5-in. ones) we keep the
lights ofl' during fine weather, and with judicious pinching we
get plants 1 ft. tlirough a mass of flowers, and so stocky that
they rarely require a stake. During this month and December I
know of no plant more useful for house furnishing or supplying
cut flowers for bouquets.—H. T.

The Marguerite.—Can any of your correspondents give me
any particulars respecting the JIarguerite ? We had a gentleman
here the other d.ay, and he said that the Marguerite of Italy was a
blue flower, and that the Chry-santhemum frutescens was onlj' a
common Daisy improved, so I thought I would write and ask you
whether such was the case. I have the white Chrys.anthemum fru-
tesctns in pots blooming now, and have done so ever since August,
and they are only in the greenhouse, and so every one who sees them
admires them.— S. B. [ flie gentleman is wrong as to your plant
being an " improved Daisy." Perhaps he is more accur.ate as regards
the Italian Marguerite, but the word is used for different plants.
The name of the other plant you inquire about is not legibly written.]

Neill Prize.—Allow me to state that tlie council of the Royal
Caledonian Society have awarded the Neill Prize for the biennial
period 1S7S-S0 to Mr. David Thomson, gardener, Drumlanrig, as a
distinguished horticulturist.—John Steav.vrt, Jlon. Si-c, [All who
know him will agree with us that it could not have been more justly
awarded.]

Dendrobium Hilli.—A correspondent at Limerick sends us a
remarkably fine spike of tliis superb' Australian Orchid. No other
flower can well surpass its chaste beauty, and the long arching
spikes, bearing myriads of flowers, last in perfection for a great length
of time. Our oorrespou4ent states that his plant is growing in an

S-in. pot and possesses eight bulbs. From these seventeen flower-

spikes have been produced, each of which were 22 in. in length, and
the flowers, which have been exp.anded for over six weeks, are still

beautiful. It is found particularly useful for the embellishment of

the dinner table.

Vanda lamellata Boxalli.—Of this new Orchid we have
received from Brentham Park, Stirling, a splendid spike of bloom,
the finest we have yet seen. The flowers are much larger than usual

and the coloursmore vivid, the lovely amaranth tint of the lip being
particularly bright. The spike bears fourteen fully expanded blos-

soms. This specimen corroborates the opinion which we previously

expressed, viz , th.at it is a fine addition to the genus.

National Auricula & Carnation & Picotee Societies
(Southern .Section).—At the annual meeting of these societies, which
took place on the 23rd ult., it was decided to hold the exhibitions

next year at South Kensington, under the auspices of the Royal
Horticultural Society—the Auricula exhibition to be held on April

19, and the Carnation and Picotee on July 19. The report and
balance sheet for ISSO showed that £10 los. Id. remained in the hands
of the treasurer in the case of the Auricula Society, and .£36 8s. lid.

in that of the Carnation and Picotee Society. Additional prizes

were added for next season, one being for twelve yellow ground
Picotees, six at least to be distinct. The prizes for seedlings will

again be given, and Mr. O. .Smith will again give special prizes for

Duke of Wellington Polyanthus.

New Park for Aberdeen.—Aberdeen is about to be fur-

nished with a public park, the gift of Miss Duthie, of Ruthrieston.

It is to be called the Duthie Park, and comprises about fifty acres.

A site on the south-west of the town on the north bank of the Dee
has been selected for it, and the plan for laying it out, designed by
Mr. W. McKelvie, Dundee, embraces a great variety of objects,

amongst which are rockeries, lakes, promenades, recreation grounds,
and an art museum.

OcK correspondent, Mr. C. M. Hovey, of Boston, Mass., was
invited by a few friends the other day to a complimentary dinner on
the occasion of his 70th birthday. Mr. Hovey, who was one of the

founders of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and whose
long and busy life has been wholly devoted to the advancement of

horticulture, well deserved the compliment thus paid him. Mr.
Alderman Breck presided, the guest of the evening being seated on
his right and Colonel Marshall P. Wilder, eighty-two years of age,

on his left, both true types of manly and intellectual vigour. The
latter gave some statistics of the growth and demand for fruit.

Annually we receive, he said, 10,000 bushels of Strawberries from
Norfolk, and our own neighbourhood supplies 10,000 bushels. From
the produce of the domestic Grapes there are 20,000,000 gallons of

wine manufactured, and we export from here 300,000 barrels of

fruit annually—the export of the past week being 35,000 barrels.

AVe have reason to believe that some copies of The Garden were
sent out last week without the coloured pl.ate. If our subscribers

will kindly inform us, we shall have pleasure in supplying the defi-

ciency in all such cases.

The Old White Lily.—Many readers of The Garden will

be interested with "A. P.'s" remarks and well-sketched border
of those fine old Lilies (p. 5.3.5). In this neighbourhood they
grow and flower luxuriantly, retaining their foliage healthy to the
ground. The light open character of the soil and flintstone sub-

soil appear to suit them remarkably well. .Several groups planted

hei'e two years ago were this season the admiration of all who saw
them. The best time to move them is when the stalks begin to turn
yellow, or before fresh foliage begins to appear. Good drainage and
abundance of w.ater, with a mulching of well-rotted manure, are all

that they require. They aUo do well in pots plunged out-of-doors

till the bedding season arrives, or brought on slowly for conservatory
decoration, and thus prolong the blooming season. I examined some
thirty pots I had lifted tliis season to-daj', and found them crammed
full of root?, which can now be planted at any time. The great

advantage of potting, however, is when alterations are being made
in the winter season, as, if not lifted at the proper time, we lose the

bloom the following season, and planted out of a pot they receive no
check and bloom all right.—P. Sjhth, llam.

Readers of THE GARDEN are adoised to obtain the paper in

all cases where it is possible throuijh a Neicsac/ent, Bonhseller, or at

a Railirai/ Boohsfall, and to request that it he delivered flat or

unfolded, so that injuri/ to the Coloured Plate and Enr/rarini/s mat/

be avoided. TlHiere, however, in countrij districts it mat/ not he thus

obtained with regularity^ the best way is to forward subscription^

to the Office direct.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

THE SNOWDROP WINDFLOWER.
(axejio.ve sylvestuis.)

Ok all the races of hardy plants, perhaps the most loved and best

known are the Anemones. Kven among those who do not know
or care for our gai-den flora, many there are who remember the

Anemones in tlie fields of I'alestine or the .shores of the Itiviera,

in the woods, copses, and meadows of the Alps, or the wind-swept
chalk downs of Lngland, which the Pasque flower adorns in spring.

Among the many lovely plants whicli belong to tliis family, and
which are bettt-r known in gaixiens than to the traveller, the most
deservedly popular of late years is the large white Japan Ane-
mone, so ea-sily grown and so beautiful in form.

Bearing a slight resemblance to it in flower, but dwarfer in

habit ani with light green leaves, is a species equally valuable,

but mueli less grown, and this is the Snowdrop Anemone. It re-

ceives this perhaps slightly fanciful name from the white buds,

which droop before they open ; when it does open, it is a large

white flower, opening in early summer, and also occasionally,

during some years at least, in late autumn. This Anemone is

particularly charming
to us from its grace
of habit and freedom
of bloom, and also

from the facility with
which it may be
grown in any soil.

We have grown it

freely on the London
clay in London itself,

and therefore nobody
need doubt of succeed-

ing with it under bet-

ter conditions. It is

a suitable species for

the border, but still

more valuable for

quiet green corners,

where the Gra.ss is not

too strong, for the

fringes of slirubberies,

and in little colonies

between shrubs set

somewhat apart, and
for recesses behind the
hardy Fernery, and
for the copse or the

margin of the stream-

let. Our sketch—one
of those prepared for

the coming edition of

the " Wild Garden "—well shows it near and spreading under and
between some garden bushes.

thriven and increased in gardens out-of-doors for three years at

least.

Tliree years ago, the Lily bed of which I write was made under
a wall with an eastern aspect, having shelter alilce from the north
and the south-west. Part of the bed was shaded by bushes, and
part exposed to the sun, and sloping south-east. The rich but
heavy clay soil was thrown up towards the shady end, and the
excavation filled up with equal partsof rough fibry peat,3trongloani,

and sand in accordance to tlie methods usually most successful.

In the clay at the shady end were planted in clumps of three,

L. testacjum, L. chalcedouicum, L. .Szovitzianum, L. Martagon
album and dalniaticum, L. superbum, and L. pardalinum—L.
chalcedonicum and pardalinum having each a spadeful of peat and
sand round the bulbs. In the more specially prepared part,

L. Ilumboldti, L. Leichtlini, L. Washingtonianum, L. aiu'atum,

L. speciosura in divers varieties, L. tigrinum and its varieties,

splendens and Fortunei, were planted ; and under the wall
in the driest and warmest part, a row of L. longiflorum and
eximium was placed. After planting, the whole bed was

long manure and sand to protect the bulbsvithniulolied

beneath.

It is hardly

The Snowdrop Windflower in the Wild Garden.

LILIES AND THEIR CULTURE.
Thovgii so much has been written lately about the successful

culture of Lilies, more particularly such species as have been
considered tender, I send an account of a Lily bed in a Yorkshire
garden in a somewhat sheltered position near the sea, but with a

cold clay soil, resting on a glacial drift, to contend against. In so

doing, I hope any others who may contribute their quota of

information will particularise their soil, as it seems to me that

soil and situation affect the growth of Lilies far more than the
majority of plants, and that climate is only a secondary conside-

ration. That is to say, that though Lilies are teclinically " hardy,"
i.e., will withstand severe cold in winter, they will not endure anv
conditions of soil and drainage that are in the least unfavourable
to them. There can be no doubt that this is the rock on which so

many glowing expectations have been wrecked, and which will

always prevent a large proportion of these beautiful bulbs from
being in everybody's garden. It is something, however, in the

right direction to indicate clearly the special wants of individual

sorts of Lilies, and this can best be done by gathering from
various parts of our islands accounts of what Lilies have

worth while stating what happened the first

summer ; suflice it to

say all bloomed more
or less well except L.
Leichtlini, wliicb sud-
denly went off early

in the summer. The
second year there was
a marked difference

;

some sorts had in-

creased, some were at

a .standstill, and some
were conspicuous by
their absence. Each
winter the bed was
mulched, and in

spring the earliest

varieties were protec-
ted from bitter winds
by a few Fir branches

;

but the third summer
tlie growth of some
Lilies was so splen-
did, and the blanks in
other parts so pain-
fully evident, that it

was clear that a fresh
distribution was ne-
cessar3\ On digging
up the bulbs a montli
or so ago, L. testa-

ceum had increa.sed

largely in the clay, and more largely in the prepared soil. L.
chalcedonicimi had increased most in the clay and peat where it

was partially sliaded, and had diminished where in sunsliine and
a drier soil. L. Szovitzianum had disappeared in all situations, but
I think tliat the extreme partiality of slugs for its young shoots
had something to do with that. Still, I fear this Lily must besome-
wliat difficult to manage, as I have never been able to keep it.

L. Martagon album and L. dalniaticum have both thriven and
increased most satisfactorily. L. superbum has entirely dis-

appeared, while L. pardalinum has increased tenfold at
least. Tliis Lily is with me the most vigorous of all Lilies,

and requires no sort of care except that it prefers moisture and
shade. Neither frosts nor slugs seem to affect its vigour in the
least, and its bright orange and red blossoms crown its luxuriant
whorls of foliage for a long time in the summer. For nortliern

gardens this is a grand Lily, and one that will thrive also iu the
wild garden.

Now I come to what was far less successful, for, spite of the
original preparation of the bed, the fibrous peat had decayed, the
sand disappeared, and the soil become as heavy and sad as at the
first. Under these conditions, then, it is not surprising to find that
L. Ilumboldti had dwindled to two small bulbs. L. Leichtlini

after the second year died entirely, and L. Washingtonianum had
also died the first year. Of L. auratum there was only one bulb
left, but that a large one with divers offsets. L. speciosum album
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and L. rnbnim had both dwindled down to half their original size

and number. L. tigrinum splendens, after thriving and increas-

ing largely, had been attacked by disease, and only three bulbs out
of a clump tliat had produced a dozen flowering stems were
healthy, the rest rotten at the core. L. tigrinum had only one
bulb left, and L. Fortunei was nowhere to be found. To my
great surprise and pleasure, L. longiflorum and L. eximium, though
they had flowered but poorly the last two years, had increased

fourfold, and showed that with favourable seasons they would
flourish as well as increase below ground. Such things as Tritonia

aurea and Schizostylis coccinea have also increased largely and
flowered fairly, so they may serve to indicate the conditions of

this Lily bed, which tliough giving great pleasure, cannot be said

to have been more than a successful failure, as none of the

most expensive kinds have survived tlie vicissitudes of three

seasons. E. H. AV.

BULBS IN PERMANENT POSITIONS IN PLEASURE
GROUNDS.

One of the best features of liardy flower gardening that has come into

notice during the last few years is that of permanent plantations of

bulbs, naturalised in positions where they can remain undisturbed for

years, and where they have all the apjiearan 'e of being indigenous.
There are many advantages attending this kind of gardening, not
the least of which is that as the plants, or groups, become established

a much better display of flowers is possible than by any system of

perpetual lifting and replanting, with its attendant amount of labour.
Constant shifting, indeed, in the case of bulbs has been proved to be
worse tnan labour lost ; for even under pot culture many bulbous
plants have been found to flower better when pot-bound, and
apparently in need of repotting, than when carefully repotted every
year ; and another advantage is that positions can be utilised and
con\ erted into attractive spots in the garden that have hitherto laid

vraste.

Winter Aconites succeed on any poor dry bank under the
shade of trees, or as permanent edgings to beds of hardy flowers ;

they are the first of flowers to come into bloom and the first to go to

rest, and the rich golden yellow of the little flower is very effective

early in spring. When planted in single lines or p.atches but little

effect is produced, but a bank entirely covered with bulbs as thick
as they can grow, or an edging to a bed 1 ft. wide, is a sight not
soon forgotten at a time of year when flowers out-of-doors are at the
lowest ebb.

Snow^dropa are, perhaps, the most general favourites amongst
hardy bulbs. They make fit companions for the Violet, that may
be appropi-iately planted with them, as they succeed under similar
conditions. We plant them largely under deciduous trees, such as

Lime or Birch, wliere the herbage is tliin, and does not require
mowing until the bulbs are ripe. Huge masses of them that have
not Deen disturbed for at least a dozen years under such trees nearly
cover the ground witli lovely masses of flowers, and the foliage is by
no means devoid of beauty after tlie flowers fade. They are by no
means so transient as the winter Aconite ; for at least six weeks
tliey continue to make a fine display. By the margin of woodland
walks, wliere mossy banks are bordered witli Rhododendrons and
other flowering shrubs, lines of Snowdrops were planted singly, 3 in.

apart, some years ago, and they now form solid masses from U in. to

1 ft. in width. Placed thus on their mossy bed, the purity of their

blossoms is not tarnished by heavy rains. These flowers require
planting soon after the foliage dies down, as they start into active
growth very early. They are now pushing through the ground, pro-

tected by a covering of fallen leaves ; but long since their roots have
been in active operation, and those who leave the planting of them
until established bulbs are appearing above ground, must only expect
poor results.

Jonquils and Daffodils are well adajjted for this kind of gai -

deniug, and look extremely gay planted in patches in woodlands or
thin shrubberies, or on open turf ; they are so strong, indeed, that
they succeed even where there is a thick green sward better than
most kinds of bulbs. In some parts of Suffolk acres of Daffodils, or
Lent Lilies as they are sometimes called, may be seen in full bloom
in spring. They are very easily naturalised ; .simply dig out holes
with a spade, and drop into them half-a-dozen bulbs, and they will

soon form a fine clump. The double and single Daffodils in many
shades of yellow, and the exquisitely scented Jonquils are all worthy
the attention of lovers of early-flowering hardy plants ; and when
planted they take care of themselves.

Crocuses in their varied colours do extremely well planted
permanently, and single lines of them soon increase into dense

masses, but, unfortunately, the bulbs have many enemies that keep
them from increasing or even existing, unless in positions where they
can be protected. Mice eat them at all seasons, and plieasants are

particularly fond of them ; but they are such lovely flowers, and
make such a showy display when seen in masses, that they are

worthy of a little extra attention in the matter of protection from
the destroyers in question.

Squills—pretty liitle flowers of various blue shades—are well
adapted for the margin or foreground of natural bulb gardens ; being
of dwarf stature, they are liable to be overgrown if jjlauted where
coarse, tall-growing subjects too much overshadow them ; but they
produce colours unsurpassed by any other liardy bulbs. Scilla sibi-

rica and Scilla bifolia are real gems, and sliould be largely grown.

Hyacinths and Tulips require more sunshine than tlie bulbs
hitherto mentioned, otherwise they do well planted permanently.
The single kinds are best for outdoor decoration, as the weight of

the bloom in the cases of the double kinds bear them down, and
too often snap the stalks, and in this kind of gardening tying and
staking are out of the question.

Lily of the Valley when once planted will last for an inde-
finite period, the leaves forming a natural aid to keep it growing
and yearly flowering freely ; but a little addition in the way of a
rich top-dressing in autumn will greatly increase the size of the
flowei -spikes. As to its adaptability for woodland or wild gardening,
I need only remark that it grows apparently wild in woods in

Norfolk.

Oolchicums or autumn Crocuses are extremely well adapted
for permanent plantations ; they make very vigorous leaf growth,
and are able to hold their own amongst tolerably strong growing
vegetation. We have had tliem do well carpeted with Ivy, and tlie

blooms resting on the Ivy leaves in autumn are very jjretty ; in fact,

being destitute of leaves when in flower, they do not show them-
seles off to advantage on the bare earth. They do admirably in

turf.

Dog's-tooth Violets, with beautiful mottled foliage, are

pretty in spring, as are also hardy Cyclamens. The latter look well
in rock or rootwork, their pretty tufts of mottled foliage and
abundance of blossoms making them effective subjects. Cyclamen
europajum and C. Coum form very large masses if left undisturbed.
Cladioli in beds of Rhododendrons have a fine effect in autumn, and
only require a covering of leaves to keep them from frost in winter ;

and in a similar position the growth of Lilies, of even the tender
sorts, has been jjroved to be quite possible out-of-doors in localities

by no means so favoured as the south or even west of England.
During the jjast summer we had a splendid spike of Lilium gi-

ganteum that lasted in flower a long time, and perfected some fine

seed pods. It grew on the margin of a Rhododendron bed unnoticed
for several years, witliout any attention whatever. Last year, too,

quite late m the autumn, I was surprised to see a lovely spike of

Lilium auratum that had grown up througli some Rhododendrons,
quite unobserved until it flowered ; andif these comparatively tender
sorts succeed so well, what beautiful effects may be produced with
the well-known hardy sorts, such as caudidum, the Turk's Cap, and
Tiger Lilies. I could enumerate many other sorts of bulbs that have
succeeded well with us in permanent plantations, but merely give
the foregoing as a sample to prove that bulbs, as a rule, do not
require annual lifting and replanting, nor drying off' at any period,

for, it lifted forany purpose, the sooner they are returned to the ground
the better. The majority of them may be kept in good condition
for almost any length of time by means of top dressings, for they
have a tendency to work up to the surface, or ratlier in some cases
the new bulb is formed on the ground of the old one. It would be
impossible to give exact dates when transplanting should be done in

plants that vary so much in the time at which thiy make their

principal growth. But as a rule with Lilies I think it is now pretty
generally acknowledged that the best time is directly after the foliage

turns yellow or dies down, for if left until growth commences, the
roots get sadly broken, J. G., Linton, in Fidd.

[These notes seem to us to bear somewhat on the question recently
raised as to tlie " cost of flower gardening."

—

Ed.]

The Scarlet Ipomcea (I, coccinea).—Your notice of this

plant being in flower in one of the houses at Kew induces me to
remark that it grew luxuriantly in my garden here during the past
summer from seeds sown in the open ground. I consider it quite
worth growing by those who are fond of variety, as the colour of

the flowers is so distinct, though it must be admitted that the latter

are somewhat disappointingly small in comparison with the size of

the foliage. Convolvulus althcToides is anotlier species wortli notice,

more perhaps on account of its jjrettily cut foliage than its flowers,
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which, though of gooil size, are of rather too pale a purple to be

generally attractive.—R. C, AViixiHjfoH.

CLIMATE OF KENT AND CHESHIRE.
"Delta's " note (p. 537) about the hardiness of Senecio pulcher in

Kent is satisfactory and interesting. The plant is said to be hardy
also in Mr. Ware's nursery at Tottenliam. When, however,
"Delta" speaksdisparagingly of the climate of Kenthesecma, like the

farmers in Virgil, and some perhaps in our own days, not to know
what blessings he enjoys. Kent has ])robably the finest climate in

England for gardeners, and is deservedly called the "Garden of

England." The mild winters of Devonshire and Cornwall may suit

some plants better, and Cheshire, in which I live, may have a mean
temperature in winter higher than that of Kent, but growers of hardy
perennials have worse enemies to contend against than winter frosts.

The bright warm suns and clear skies of a Kentish summer are things

that we long for here in vain, and we find tliat deficiency of

summer heat and sunshine is a more serious cause of failure in gar-

dening than any amount of cold we ever have in winter. Many
plants in my garden in Cheshire seem never to know when to leave

off growing and come into flower. Take, for example, that hand-
some biennial, Celsia cretica. We read that in Kent it succeeds

well treated as an annual ; here, though sown very early, it goes on
growing when planted out until the frost finds it in October a tall

m.iss of succulent stalk and leaf, just attempting to form flower-

buds. It is true that exti'emesof heat in summer and cold in winter

do not suit all hardy plants, but many alpines require these condi-

tions to do well, and the same is especially true of North American
plants. On looking through a catalogue of them, it is remarkable
how many of those which can be successfully established in

English gardens are natives of the Western States. The extreme
heat and dryness of summer in the Eastern .'States seem to pre-

pare plants to resist 50"^ of frost in a way in which they cannot be
prepared by our climate, and therefore some of the most beautiful

plants from these .States do not prove hardy in English gardens ;

and though they stand through a temperature of 20" below zero

in their native country, they are killed by an ordinary English

winter. C. WoLLtY Dod.
Edge Hall, Malpas, Che-shire.

A WILD GAEDEN.
As this subject is an interesting one, perhaps our experience here

may be of use. We have a dell with a small stream of spring water
running through it. When I first came to Brockhurst I found this

stream carried underground by a tile culvert, and the valley sides

covered with Rhododendrons, the soil between carefully raked and
kept free from weeds, so that it was only during springtime tliat

flowers relieved the sombre effect of this primness. After five years

this has all been changed into what I think you would call a wild
garden, and we have cheerfulness and beauty all the year round.

In the first place the brooklet was brought to the surface, and its

course fringed with marsh plants, such as Marsh Marigolds, Forget-
me-nots, Celandines, Irises, Primroses, and Ranunculuses, together
with Osmundas, Hart's-tongues, and other Ferns. Many large-

growing Carexes and ornamental Rushes are also here. Little flats

were formed and filled with peat, in which Cypripediums, Trilliuma,

Orchises, Solomon's Seal, and many rare bog plants find a home.
In the valley we have planted bulbs by thousands—Crocuses, Snow-
drops, Daffodils, Narcissi, &.c. The Rhododendrons were thinned
and interspersed with Azaleas, Aucubas, and other handsome-foliaged
shrubs, to give brightness to the spring flowering, and rich colour to

the foliage in autumn. In the spaces between we introduced wild
Hyacinths everywhere, and in patches amongst these the Red Cam-
pion, together with every other pretty wild flower we could obtain

—Forget-me-nots, Garlic, Globe-flowers, Columbines, Anemones,
Primroses, Cowslips, Polyanthuses, Campanulas, Golden Rods, &c.
All the bulbs which have bloomed in the greenhouses are planted
out in these spaces, so that there are now large clumps of choice
sorts of Crocus, Tulip, Narcissus, and Hyacinth. We have also

planted bulbs very extensively, and as they have been allowed to

grow on undisturbed we have now large patches of Daffodils, Nar-
cissi, and other spring flowers in great beauty and exuberance.
When we trim the garden all the spare plants are brought here,

where they form a reserve, and it is thus gradually getting stocked
and all the bare ground covered with foliage and flowers. Lastly,

for autumn blooming we raised large quantities of Foxgloves in

every colour and the larger Campanulas, and these were pricked
out everywhere, so that we have a glorious show of Foxglove flowers

to close the year worth all the trouble. A wild garden of this sort

is a very useful reserve ground, where many a plant survives after it

has been lost in the borders. Such spare seedlings as the Aquilcgias,
Campanulas, Primulas, TroUiuses, and other hardy plants can here
find space until «'auted elsewhere, and one can freouently find

blooms for bouquets in the dell when the garden flowers are over.

The Lily of the Valley and .Sweet Violet also flourish here, creeping
over heaps of stones, and flower more freely than they do in more
open situations. Visitors often say that the dell beats all the rest

of the garden for beauty, and it certainly gives less trouble in the
attainment. Wm. Brockbaxk.

Hrorl:]t tir-^f, Dttfsbtiry,

MERTENSIAS.
Mertensia sibirica.—This is found beside Alpmo streams

on different portions of the Rocky Mountain range, and was
introduced some years ago by Messrs. Backhouse & .Son, through
Dr. Parry. There is an alpine variety of the above called M.
sibirica var. Drummondi, which is similar in colour but much
dwarfer, and has smaller and thicker leaves. It is found on the

Arctic seashore.

M. paniculata is, perhaps, the most beautiful of the genus
when fully developed. It should be planted in rich deep soil, in

damp and .slightly shaded positions. It has erect, much branched
stems, li ft. to '2i ft. high, bearing in great abundance deep,

bright blue, beU-shaped flowers 1 in. or more long. It iisuaUy

commences to flower in early spring, and continues very attractive

for many weeks in succession. The leaves are slightly ha,iry or

pubescent, roundish in shape, and dark green in colour. It has a

wide geographical distribution, occurring at Hudson's Bay, Lake
Superior, liocky Mountains, Utah, Nevada, &e. It was intro-

duced many years ago, but in very limited quantity, and has only
recently been distributed from the York Nurseries. There is a

dwarf Alpine variety of it named il. paniculata var. nivalis, which
is similar in colour, but only about a span high. It occurs on the

Utah Rocky Mountains up "to 12,000 ft. elevation.

M. (Pulmonaria) virginica is an old and beautiful herba-
ceous plant, still far too rarely met with. It has large pale green,
roundish, very smooth leaves; erect, flesliy stems 1 to I5 ft. high,
with terminal corymbose heads of nodding purplish-blue flowers,

about 1 in. long, appearing in early spring. It should be planted
in deep, rich alluvial soil ; it also thrives well when treated as a
bog plant.

M. oblongifolia is a diminutive species, with deep green
spathulate-lanceolate, thick, fleshy leaves. Stems G in. to 9 in.

high, bearing handsome clustered heads of brilliant blue flowers.

Found on the southern portion of the Rocky Mountains at an
elevation of from 0000 ft. to 9000 ft., and is of recent introduction.

M. alpina is a beautiful alpine kind, found on the Colorado-

Mountains at from 9000 ft. to 11,000ft. Itshouldonly be associated

with the choicest of alpine plants. It is also a suitable plant for

pot culture. The leaves are sparce, oblong, spoon-shaped, bluish-

green. The stem is dwarf, being only from Gin. to 10 in. high,

with from one to three terminal drooping clusters of light blue

flowers which appear in spring or early summer. It was intro-

duced by Messrs. Backhouse & Son through their collector,

Dr. Parry, but is, I am afraid, now almost lost, they having only

one or two examples of it left. R. Potter.

Pansies in Beds and Pots.—So far my small bed of select

varieties looks well. Planted out in August, in a good, free com-
post, the roots had laid hold of it, and most of the plants are send-

ing up shoots from the roots—a sure indication that they are doing
well. I am growing only the English show varieties—selfs, white
grounds and yellow grounds. I have just given a winter top-dress-

ing of well-decomposed leaf-mould and manure, after pegging securely

the largest leading shoots, or, when pegging could not be done, tying

them to stakes. The bed is fully exposed, and I think the plants

winter best in such a position, but, lest the wintry wind might work
harm to my pets, a few branches of Spruce Fir or something similar

will be placed round them as screens from the trying winds. I have
found these invaluable as a shelter. Before putting on the top-

dressing the soil was diligently stirred, and, indeed, it had been at-

tended to for weeks past, with manifest advantage to the plants.

My Pansies in pots (potted early in September) are doing well also.

The frame is on a slightly raised and fully exposed position, where
all the advantages derived from light and air can be experienced by
them. The plants are in 3-in. pots, and the roots are rapidly pene-
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trating through the soil to the sides of the pots. Air is freely given
by night as well as by day, excepting when the clear, cold starlight

betokens frost, and then the lights are closed. So far, also, green fly

or thrips causes but little trouble, and the promise of a spring bloom
is all that could be wished for. In February the plants will be
shifted into 6-in. or 7-in. pots, and be kept near the glass, and in as

healthy a state as possible. In April and May the harvest of blossom
will follow, and all being well the work of the cultivator will be
abundantly crowned with success.—R. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

"White Japan Anemone.—So many have written in favour
of this fine, hardy flower, that I do not propose to trespass on your
space for a like purpose. Its fame is so well established, that those
of your readers who may never have grown nor seen it will by this

time have formed a pretty fair estimate of its merits. My object is

merely to direct attention to the fact that jjlauting may now be
taken in hand with a good prospect of success, but that it should be
no longer delayed. It is also as well to add that the beauty of this

plant is not fully realised unless it can enjoy a free root-run in con-
genial soil. Deejjly stir, well manure, mulch in spring, and water
in dry weather, and you will then see what a grand plant this

Anemone is. If your soil is light and poor, it will pay you to take
out a square yard and fill in with good loamy or rich compost. A
fine show in the autumn with abundance of bloom for cutting is the
result of this treatment.—J. C. B.

Dividing Q-ladioli.—I have been successful this year in growing
these, and have lifted many which were 1 ft. or even more in cir-

cumference, and some of these were from corms that I had cut in

two at the time of planting. These large bulbs will be similarly
treated in the spring. When the varieties are scarce, this is a ready
way of increasing them, aud, as the above statement shows, ensures
equally large corms when they are lifted.

—

Delta.

Manure and Alpine Flowers.—I note in Mr. Hart's
recent account of polar botany that many plants are most at home
amongst the guano or bird manure from aukeries and old Esquimau.ic

dwellings in Arctic Greenland. Miss C. M. Owen long ago told me
that most alpines in gardens were starved, and she uses well enriched
sandy loam with advantage.—B.

INDIA-KUBBER PLANTS.
Under the general name of India-nibber plants many distinct

members of widely different Natural Orders are now known. The
presence of an elastic juice or gum has of late been found to be
much more common in plants tlian was formerly supposed, tliat is,

to such an extent as to make the plants valuable commercialh' on

Para Rubber Plant (Hevea brasiliensis).

account of the abundance of their yield of caoutcliouc or -ubber.

When india-rubber first became known in this country, towards
the latter part of the last century, it was then derived only from
South America, and was produced bj' one species known then as

Slphonia elastica. For a long time this plant continued to supply
the caoutchouc of commerce, and up to the present day the best
quality of rubber, or that known as para-rubber, is furnished by
this plant, and perhaps some allied species, the nomenclature of

which has, however, been much changed in modern days, and the
old Siphonia elastica is now known as Ilevea brasiliensis. This
plant is here represented. It is a handsome Euphorbiaceous
tree, growing to a height of 60 ft. and branching from the base. It

East India Bubber Plant (Ficus elastica).

occurs abundantly in the province of Para, as well as in Venezuela,

but, owing to the wasteful process of tapping the trees and con-

sequent exhaustion, the forests are getting more inaccessible, as

much greater distances have to be traversed inland, so that it is

feared that this valuable source of india-rubber may ere long

become extinct. To prevent this para-rubber plants have been
introduced into India and some other parts of the British posses-

sions, but the reports do not announce them to liave taken kindly

at present to Indian soil. The seeds of this plant are similar

in shape and appearance to those of the Castor-oil (Ricinus

communis), but very much larger ; they contain a quantity of oil

which the natives express, and which is said to be valuable

in the preparation of varnishes.

Our second figure represents the plant which is generally known
among horticulturists as the India-rubber plant, namely, the

Ficus elastica, which is now almost universally grown in this

country as a parlour plant. From it a large proportion of the

india-rubber of commerce is obtained ; indeed, what Hevea
brasiliensis is amongst South American rubber-yielding plants so

is Ficus elastica among those of the east, for from it is obtained

the bulk of the Indian supply. So abundant are these trees in

Assam, that it is said one district of thirty miles long by eight

miles wide contains 4.j,000 trees, many of them 100 ft. high.

Kelt'. ' JoH.v R. Jackson.

Waterfalls.—There is a very pretty waterfall on private

Eroperty on the East Lyn, at Lyndale, North Devon, but accessible

y card or application. At Camwood, south Devon, there aie two.

The illustration in The Garden (p. 491) of Lydford Cascade, is not

exactly correct, the fall is in two leaps. Tlie fall on the back of

Cader Idris, towards Tallyllyn, and the one in the Nant Grcynant
valley, Snowdon, are very pretty. There is also a very pretty one

on the ascent up Ben Ledi.—E. M. H.

Waterfalls and Rockwork.—Allow me to say that of all

your illustrations, beautiful as many of them are, there as been
amongst them nothing which I admire so much as the one represent-

ing the six waterfalls, for though small, they are so true to ^fature

that I knew three of them before looking at their names. I hope

that you may find more such picturesque bits to illustrate equally

well. You very properly recommend the formation of waterfalls,

but I may mention that there are very few places where there is

water enough for such purposes. It is the great want of most places.

Still, a very small quantity may make a dropping well of the same
amount as in the Fairy Glen near Hastings, or that at Knares-

boro'. You have urged the development of rock, but there are

very few places where natural rock occurs in pleasure grounds.

—

J. PuLHAM, Bro.rhourne.
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THE LIBRARY.

SIBERIA IN EUROPE.*
This is one of tlu> mo.st interestino: books wo have seen for many
a (lav, tlioufrh sin<;ularly barren as regards botanical or horticul-

tiirai subjects. The author, an enthusiastic ornithoIo<rist, not con-

tent to pursue his studies in more agreeable latitudes than Siberia,

went there mainly for the purpose of discovering the ne.sts of

some of our English birds vrhich before had not been known.
This led him into a strange icy land where there are no hotels and
also few communications, but wliere he had excellent opportunities

for studying our native birds in their breeding homes and making
manv other observ.'ition.s, both in .summer and winter, of mucli

interest to the student of bird life. We have looked in vain
through the book for anything of importance referring to the
vegetation of the country, if, indeed, there be anything in it in

that way worth speaking of. The chai'm of tlie woodcuts repre-

senting birds' nests has been too great to resist, and we herewith
print one of them. It is, however, difficult to suppose tliat the
country traversed is with-
out plant interest, even to

bird lovers, inasmuch as

Captain Fielden speaks of

the wading birds feeding

in numbers in the arctic

regions on the buds of no
less choice a plant than
our alpine pet, Saxifraga

oppositifolia. The follow-

ing extract explains how
the author's object was
attained :

—

Of the half-dozen British

birds, the discovery of

whose breeding grounds had
batiled the efforts of our or-

nithologists for so long, we
succeeded in bringing home
identified eggs of three—the

grey plover, the little stint,

and Bewick's swan. Of the

remaining three, two, the
sanderling and the knot,

were found breeding by
Capt. Fielden, in lat. 82",

during the Nares arctic ex-

pedition, but the breeding
grounds of the curlew sand-
piper still remain a mystery.
We added several birds to

the European list, which
had either never been found
in Europe before, or only
doubtfully so. s-ich as the
Siberian chiffchatf, the Pet-
chora pipit, the Siberian
herring-gull, the arctic

forms of the marsh-tit and
the lesser spotted wood-
pecker, the yellow-headed
wagtail, and the Asiatic
stonechat. We brought
home careful recordsof the dates of arrival of the migratory birds
which breed in these northern latitudes, besides numerous observa-
tions on the habits of little known birds. Our list of skins brought
home exceeded 1000, and of eggs rather more than 600.
The number of species which we obtained was comparatively

small, the whole of our collecting having been done north of lati-

tude 65°. The arctic regions are frost-bound for eight months out
of the twelve, and buried under a mantle of snow, varying in depth
from 3 ft. to 6 ft. During this time they are practically barren of
ornithological life ; the small number of birds which remain within
the Arctic Circle forsake the "tundras " where they breed to find food
in the Pine forests at or near the limit of forest growth, a few only
remaining where the shelter of a deep valley or watercourse gives
cover to a few stunted Willows, Birches, and Hazel bushes. Prac-
tically it may be said that there is no spring and autumn in the
arctic regions. Summer follows suddenly upon winter, and the

* By Henby Seebohm. I/ondon : John Murray, Albemarle Street.

forests and the " tundra " ,as suddenly sw.arm with bird life. Although
the number of species breeding within the Arctio t'irclo is compara-
tively small, the number of individuals is vast lieyond conception.
Birds go to the arctic regions to breed, not by thousands, but by
millions. The cause of tliis migration is to be found in the lavish
prodigality with which Nature has provided food. Seed or fruit-

eating birds find an immediate and abundant supply of Cranberries,
Crowberries, and otlicr ground fruit, whicli have remained frozen
during the long winter, and are accessible the moment the snow has
melted, whilst insect-eating birds have only to open their mouths to
fill them with mosquitoes.

The book is of the greatest interest to the naturalist, and testi-

fies to active work and prompt record of keen observation ou the
part of the writer.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

>'est. Eggs, and Young of the Little Stint.

THE PLANTING OF ROSES.
Ti[E time for the planting of Roses is not yet over, though it ought

to be. The subject is, tliere-

fore, seasonable as yet, and
may be treated of under the
sub-headings of Time, Site,

Soil, Actual Planting, and
After Treatment.

The Time to Plant
Roses will much depend
on the sorts and sizes of the
plants. In most large Rosa-
ries planting is pretty well
perpetual, the process being
quite as continuous as the
Roses are in flowering. We
have, for example, already
advised the September
planting of Teas, but Teas
will also be planted in

quantity from February to
.July

;
perhaps April is the

best of all months for plant-

ing Teas in quantity. But
leaving these perpetual
growing and only perpetual
flowering Roses, and turning
to Perpetuals, Moss, Pro-
vence, and otliers, the best;

time to plant such is evi-

dently the middle or end of

Octoljer. I have no doubt
about it whatever. At that
favourable time for theplant-

ing of Roses, the earth is

still tlie warmer for the sum-
mer sunshine, and still wait-

ing for the late autumnal or

early winter rains. The
Rose roots will have the

Ijenefit of both by being in

early. The planting is also

far easier done before the

earth gets at once puddled
and soaked by the usual

seasonable floods. The
plants are likewise then in a state of actual or suspended root

activity of unusual force and potency. The current of life is flow-

ing backwards, the branchlets have ceased to grow, the leaves to

forward fluids for outward use. What vital force or growing matter
remains in them is returned, or returning to the roots. It is just

the moment to transplant or move Rose or other bushes or trees—
to take the return tide of life at the flood—the most potent forces at the

command of the cultivator, to strengthen old roots or replenish the

Roses with new. Plant Ptoses at tliis favoured time in this expec-

tant condition, and the roots strike boldly into the earth at once,

and new, better, more roots are produced than if the tree had been
left unmoved. The healing of wounds, the restoring of breaches

among the roots of Roses is somewhat akin to the heabng of wounds
in our own bodies. Extra blood seems sent on to the seat of the acci-

dent, to help in more speedily healing wounds or bruises, and repair-

ing the losses of the injured parts. Be all this as it may, experience

abundantly proves that early planted Roses are furnished with far

more roots in less time than those that are planted later.
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The Site for Roses.—The two most essential points—one

positive and the other negative—are slielter without shadow. Some
contend no shelter is needed. Well, the Rose is hardy, and the

smaller Rosea bear the force of tlie blast, aod endure the cutting

bite of the fiercest winds without much injury ; but the finer Roses

are simply ruined, marred, or battered to pieces when exposed to

the unchecked fury of winds and rain or hail. Breakwaters are

hardly more needed to save our sailors and ships than are shelters

of shrubs, trees, fences, or walls to shelter our choicer Roses. So
convinced, indeed, are many of our great Rosarians and exhibitors

for the need of shelter, that they grow their finer Tea Roses within

or on high walls, or plant the Roses round with high hedges of Birch,

Hornbeam, Holly, Arbor-vitai, &c. Shelter may generally be provided

by the effective and picturesque grouping of shrubs and trees.

Indeed, there are few gardens where sheltered nooks and corners

might not be selected in which the Rose would look far better than

where we often find Rosaries pushed out into the open, and sur-

rounded by nothing but green shaven turf, which renders the Roses

in the deciduous state—especially if mounted on Briers and tied to

stakes—more bald, bare, and unsightly than they would be if planted

in more retiring, and consequently better sheltered sites. But all

overshelter or coddling must be avoided, for Roses cannot endure

shadow. Let any plant or tree overhang a Rose and it at onoe

becomes the weaker and the worse in consequence. Of course, I

am writing of good Perpetual or other Roses, and in reference to th^

best sites for obtaining perfect flowers. Looking at Roses as so much
material for picturesque effect is quite a different matter, and for this

latter purpose climbing and other Roses may not only be planted

near to, but actually against, trees ; and Roses up trees may probably

furnisli matter for another paper, as they assuredly furnish some of

the most exquisite scenes in not a few gardens and many a copse and
hedgerow. But the Rosar'an who covets perfect flowers must keep

away alike from the shadow of the tops and the robberies committed
by the roots of trees. A site sheltered from tlie wind, open to the

blue sky and the bright sunshine, with a gentle slope to the south or

the west, is probably the very best for Roses.

As possibly these two points—the time to plant and the site to

plant upon—may be sulficient and important enough for one week's

consideration, I will, with your permission, leave soil, actual plant-

ing, and after treatment for another occasion. D. T. Fish,

THE PEUNING OF TEA EOSES UNDEK GLASS.

There is no set time for it, nor any hard and fast line to lay down as

to the method or extent of pruning. The nearer Roses under glass

can be made to flower all the year round the better. To have

them out of season—that is, when there are no Roses in the open
air, is one main reason for their being planted under glass. One of

the surest modes of securing this end is to jiruue Tea Roses the

moment a shoot or a plant is out of flower. Tliere should be no
general time for pruning ;

prune every day, week, or month, should

a truss or a Rose fade. The shoots thus pruned will speedily break

into other shoots, and these again will flower iu succession, so that

pruning and blooming will both become perpetual. This is doubt-

less very simple, but it is one of the most important matters to

those who with limited means are expected to gather Roses all the

year round.

This perpetual pruning likewise increases the number of Roses,

as well as provides a constant succession. Hardly have individual

Rosea or trusses faded when the knife is on to the shoot, and outs it

back to three or four buds. The result is, the one flowering shoot

is converted into as many blooming branches as there are buds on
it. This at first sight might seem to furnish quantity at the ex-

pense of the quality of flower, and no doubt occasionally a strong

shoot, left to break of itself, would push another very strong shoot

that might produce a fine Rose. But, on the other hand, the

vigilant pruuer who is never long separated from his Tea Roses
under glass, is ever on the outlook to remove all worthless or

weakly shoots and select the stronger only for blooming ; so that

on the whole the perpetual pruner gets finer Roses than the occa-

sional one while trebling or more their numbers. This incessant

weeding out of weakly growths gets them into the habit of growing
stronger, and the perpetual pruning seems to strengthen, not

weaken, the plants subjected to it.

In carrying out the practice it is not necessary to wait till the

entire plant needs pruning. Tea Roses are evergreen, as well as ever

growing indoors. There is no arrestment of growth, nor general
leaf shedding. The sap is always in vigorous motion in a tempera-
ture of 45° to 55°, consequently any shoot may be pruned at any
time without injury to the plant, while the cultivator reaps tlie

benefit in continuous blooming. D. T. Fish.

The Yellow Provence Rose.—"S. R. H." says (p. 551)

that Mr. Gilbert has sent him a plant of the old yellow Provence
Rose, " which I have never seen in beauty except at Burghley."
Will Mr. Gilbert add to his many favours to your readers by stating

how he treats this Rose which is so diflicult to grow successfully ?

—

W. H. T,

CAUNTON MANOR.
THE EBSIDENCE OF THE EEV. CANON HOLE.

It is iiow many years since I paid my first visit to Caunton,
and since then many changes have taken jilace iu the

world, and in these it has had its share. The house has been
enlarged and altered, and the whole character of the garden
and its approaclies have been changed, for Canon Hole was
amongst the earliest to find out that the bedding-out system
had had its day, and that no style of gardening could be so

appropriate to an old manor house as the old English style

of gardening, made more interesting than it could ever have
been in the days of our forefathers by the industry and
intelligence with which all parts of the world have been
ransacked for interesting plants—not only temperate climes,

but the mountainous districts of tropical regions furnish-

ing their quota to the well-stored hardy garden of the

present day. Caunton is situated about six miles from
Newark, and the country around, while sufficiently diversified,

cannot lay claim to any great beauty. It lies in a valley of

moderate size, through which runs a stream (I do not know
its name) which, during heavy rains, rises considerably in

volume and overflows its banks, and consequently our

friend's garden beiug there in the Midlands, and thus

removed from the temperating influence of the sea, which
does to some extent lessen the volume of our frosts, it will be

readily seen that the garden at Caunton is one day likely to

suffer from the effects of frosts both in winter and spring,

and, consequently, during the last three or four very

exceptional years its owner has been " knocked out of time"
by these mishaps. The soil is a very retentive loam, approach-

ing a clayey loam, and is a favourable one for Rose
culture ; but, at the same time, adds somewhat to the

liability to injury from frost. Shrubs seem to thrive

uncommonly well, although, for the same reasons, they

are liable to be injured by severe frosts. On entering

the gate one's involuntary exclamation was— What an
improvement ! The lawn has been enlarged, a handsome
belt of shrubs and trees surround it, some new specimens of

the variegated Maple lighting it up. On this side of the house

the garden, which is, /jar excellence, the special one of the

lady of the house, and used to be appropriated to the modern
system of gardening, is now partly filled with herbaceous

plants. Chill October is not the month to see an herbaceous

garden that looks ragged ; but, after all, something better

than does abedded-out parterre, for here, standing out, were

some fine masses of Pyrethrum uliginosum, and some fine

spikes of Delphinium, an autumnal bloom after the plants had
been cut down; near this was a goodly row of Abbott's hives,

a speciality of Madame's, which had, however, very much dis-

gusted her this year, the honey harvest having been nil.

Passing round by the other side of the house we came upon
Mr. Hole's rockery, which has been well and carefully

formed. Here, too, of course, there was little to be seen at this

season of the year ; but it is evidently a cherished spot, where

many good things have been planted—-many, to the infinite

delectation, during the past rainy time, of a numerous army
of snails and slugs, which made mincemeat of them—

a

plague to which all who have rockeries, large or small, are

subjected. There are several houses well filled with plants.

The vegetables were something marvellous, attesting the

character of the soil ; but, after all, the glory of the garden,

that by which it will be remembered in succeeding genera-

tions, is the Rose. And they are here in all directions,

altogether in number about four thousand ; small in com-
parison with some of our giants, but enough to satisfy any
ordinary mortal. And what honours have been won by these

Roses ! In such soil the Brier is, of course, the stock used,

both the Dog Rose and the Seedling ; and here let me give

an instance of the way in which our friend meets difficulties.
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We all know what a sovei'o ordeal standard Roses were
subjected to last winter, and the heavy hisses amongst them.
The readers of The Garden knew also by tlie many h'tters

to the " Squire," which appeared in the earlier part of the
year, that Canon Hole spent last winter in the South of

France. His gardener wrote to him that a large number of

his standards were killed. He did not, like the waggoner in

the fable, sit down and call on Jujiiter to help lum, but lie

wrote home, bidding his gardener collect all the Brii'rsthat he
could even then ( February). They were planted, and 1 nidded this

suumier; the Inids have taken well, and thus a whole season
has been gainoil. for had he waited until the usual time for

procuring Briers, they could not have been budded until next
year. And how, it may be asked, did his Roses look P—luxu-
riant and sti'ong, even then showing many blooms which
would have been counted fine at any season. Then there
was a glorious lot of Teas—well-befitting one who has
so eloquently descanted, in The Garden, on their
various beauties. As in most places, they were heavily hit

last season, but have recovered wonderfully. A plant of
Mai-echal Niel, cut to the sun-line, had thrown up a shoot
iGft. long. The Gloire de Dijon which mantled the church
porch was also hardly dealt with by the frost, but it, too,

was fast recovering, and had shoots 15ft. or 16ft. long,
and in all directions wherein the Roses were grown there
was abundant evidence of well-ripened wood, giving a promise
of a successful bloom, for, after all said and done on the
culture of the Rose, well-ripened and healthy wood in autumn
is one part of the secret of success ; and it was the want of
this ripening power last autumn which was one of tlie main
causes of the disasters which befel so many this year.
The author of a " Book about Roses " is not one who

preaches but does not practice—Thomson, the eloquent
poet of the " Castle of Indolence," is said to have written
his glowing descriptions of Nature and his denunciation .-j

of sloth in bed—and, therefore, we may conclude that the
favourites whose praise he so charmingly and lovingly paints
are cared for with all the attention he recommends in his
book. And so it is. You can see, as you go round the garden,
how well they are cared for, and how all their wants are
supplied ; but I am bound to say that the whole garden bore
evidence of the same care. One child was not spoiled that
the other might be neglected, and it was pleasant, although
the evening was chill, to talk as we went round of the various
objects of intei'est ; still more pleasant was it, perhaps, when
the evening had closed in, and " weeds " were of more prac-
tical use than flowers, to talk over many things—the glories
of the past, the hope of the future, the increasing prosperity
of our National Rose Show, and the enlarging circle of
exhibitors ; and then of loftier themes interesting to us both,
and to find that, as with the Rose we may differ on minor
details and yet our love for it may be equaUy strong, so, in
liigher matters, difference fades away in the higher atmo-
sphere in which our hopes are cast. Delta.

ORCHIDS.

The Portuguese Sundew (T)rosophyllum lusitanicum).—

I

am glad to see iu The G^UiDEN of the iTth ult. the report of Mr.
Smith, of Xewry, of the successful cultivation of this beautiful and
interesting plant. As one of the very few who have gathered this
plant in all the known countries of its occurrence—Portugal, Spain,
and Morocco—and in various conditions of growth, I should like to
point out to cultivators the necessity of following the habit of the
wild plant in affording it a period of complete rest. Its active growth
commences about Januarj', it flowers in April and May, ripens its

seed in June, and then the entire verdure of the plant is dried up
under the midsummer heat of Spain and North Africa. I found the
plant in October in the neighbourhood of Setubal, soutli of Lisbon,
looking like a bundle of dead sticks, with no apparent hfe except in
the bud at the extremity of its woody stem. To follow its natural
habits, I would suggest that the plant, after flowering and maturing'
its seed, should be placed on the sunny shelf of a greenhouse during
the months of July, August, and September, and perhaps October ;

then bring it gradually into active growth in a cool stove or green-
house, avoiding at all times too much water, for, unlike the other
Sundews, it affects dry, healthy places, and I have never seen it

growing in anything Uke a bog.—Geo. M.\w, F.L.S., Bent/tall Hall,
Bro»eley.

OUR ORCHIDS.
Wk were led to begin Orchid growing in quite an accidental kind
of way, and as the account of our small beginning and more pre-
tentious after-growth may possess some little interest, I gladly send
it. It has been said thiit while Orchids are difficult to kill outright,
yet they ai'o also still more dillieult to manage in a really satisfactory

way. There is certainly some expense attending their culture ; but
I have not found them more costly than other first-rate hot-house
plants. Neither I nor my gardener h.id any special knowledge of

their culture ; but he experienced, as he tells me, but little difficulty

in regard to it, and after some years' trial of them I must say that I

do not find tliat my garden is more expensive than it was when we
grew only new stove plants, Kerns, and zonal Pelargoniums. P.ut

to return to my subject. Although we had no Orchids we did not
miss them, as we had Tea Roses and forced Lilac, and Valley Lilies,

Roman Hyacinths, Bouvardias, Cyclamens, zonal Pelargoniums, and
Gardenias, all exceptionally line.

Duriug the winter of ISVO we paid a long-thought-of visit to a

friend who resided in Lancashire, and vvlien there we saw some
lovely plants of Cielogyne cristata, Masdevallias, and Odonto-
glossums arranged on the dinner table instead of Draciunas and
Ferns, as used by ourselves. Their charming blossoms put us in

' ecstacies. " Do you not grow Orchids ? " said our host. I confessed
that I did not. "Oh! but," said he, "you must do so. We will

look over the collection in the morning, and you shall have a dozen
or so of the most easily grown, free flowering kinds to start with.'—" But are they not dilHcult to grow ? " I inquired. " Not at all :

easiest things imaginable," was the reply. " But we have no Orchid
house, nor have we a gardener who understands their culture, " said 1.

" So much the better ; our man never saw an Orchid until he came
here. Indeed," said he, " an Orchid grower, when you want good
fruit and vegetables, is a mistake, as I have proved. When we had
an experienced Orchid grower we never saw a bunch of Grapes or a
Peach worth looking at. No, " he continued, " what you want is a
good ' all round man, ' and depend upon it if his Grajjes are all

right, you may trust him with Orchids." I must say that I admired
my friend's plants very much. All were in superb health, and the
glorious wreatlis of Ctelogyne white as newly fallen snow, and of

ruby-spotted Odontoglossums and Oncidiums, were very fair to look
upon. I had until then only seen a few Orchids at flower shows,
and was merely interested in them as being singidarly like long-

legged spiders and other curious living things ; but I soon found
out that my host was a connoisseur, who examined his plants as care-

fully as a yachtsman looks to his rigging ; nothing escaped him.
" This Dowiana," said he to his gardener, "'is far too wet. Why don't

you slit the sheath ?" And again, " You will have no flowers on this

Wardianum. Why, you've deluged it ! That last growth has broken
double, and there is not the sign of a flower showing." And so

on.

During our walk through the houses the plants with which I was
to begin were selected, and here are their names.

Cypripedium barbatum
,, veiuistum

,,
iiisif^ne

,,
caudatum

Cujlogyne flmlii-iata

,, cristata

oculata

ilasdevallia Harryana
tovarensia

Oncidiuni (ibryzatum
,, llexuosum

Dendrobium iiobile

,, Wardianum
cbrysanthuni

Cattleya Warneri
,, TriaiKC

„ HarrissonitC

,, intermedia
,, Mendeli

These were really well established " half specimens," as we call

them now, and on that fact, perhaps, hinges our success with them,
for had they been merely scraps or bits l)roken off larger plants, we
should, perhaps, have failed entirely to flower them until all interest

in them had been lost. As it was, we were all delighted with our
friend's garden and with his present of plants, and most anxious to

show ourselves appreciative in every way. " I shall come to see your
Orchids some day," he exclaimed, as we drove off' to the station.

When we reached home I sent for our gardener, and informed him
that I wished him to grow a few Orchids along with his other plants.

He did not seem to like this fresh tax on his skill and labour, but he,

nevertheless, rather resignedly said, "I'll do my best ; I think they'll

succeed." They certainly had maintained their freshness and
plump growth, and fresh glossy leaves soon spoke plainly enough
that they were not likely to fail. They flowered well in due time,

and we all began to take a greater interest, first in the little plant

stove in which the gardener had set apart a sunny side stage, and
had neatly covered it with clean gravel, especially for the Orchids,

which gradually began to extend along the stage, for others were
added from the nurseries and from plant auctions until not only the
" little stove, " but first one and then another new Orchid house
has been built and stocked with plants.

In conclusion, allow me toassure your readers that thisstory is literally

a true one, and that I should be really very sorry if any professional
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Orchid grower should tliink it antagonistic to his calling. Such is

far from the spirit in which it is written. Our gardener is, indeed, now a
bond-fide professional Orchid grower himself ; at least, so I consider
him. His Grapes and Peaches are, nevertheless, finer than ever, and
we still get Tea Roses and other forced flowers by the IjasUetful for
ourselves and friends. The vegetable department, too, I may add,
is most flourishing. F.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXL—CASHMERIAN LARKSPUR.
(delphinium CASHMERIANU.M.)

Thbue are few genera to which -we are more indebted for the
gaiety of our hardy flower borders than the Delphinium, or
Larkspur. The majority of Larkspurs are tall, stateh' plants of com-
pact growth, both below the soil as above it, a quality by no means
to be despised. If they have one fault it is that for small gardens
their stature is sometimes too great. In the species here iigured,
however, we have the perspective element, whence, by careful
hybridisation, may be, ere long, eliminated a race of dwarf, com-
pact-growing perennial Larkspurs, such as will suit even the
smallest of hardy flower gardens. Even in the most limited
selections we can recommend this species as worthy of a place.

This Larkspur was introduced, as its specific name would indi-
cate, some four or five years ago from the Cashmerian vallpvs
of the Western Himalayas, wliere, at an altitude of some 1l',000 ft.,

it grows abundantly. My impression is that it first made its

appearance in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens ; at least, tliat was
where I first saw it, and was .struck with its markedly distinct
peculiarity of flower, differing, as it does, in its campanulately-
globose shape from that of all other known species. We have in
cultivation two other Himalayan species, viz., L). vestitum and
D. velutinum, both dwarf, hairy plants, devoid of floral beautv,
but thorouglily good and well-marked species. These have both
a slight tendency to the globose character, and, such being the
case, we may take it as peculiar to the Himalayan section of the
genus. Owing to the fact that many of the CWimere plants are
more or less tender, it was at first assumed that this species would
not be hardy ; but when I say that it has stood out with us in the
open border during the last two winters without any protection
whatever, either natural or artificial, we may consider its claim to
perfect hardiness as thoroughly established." Its radical leaves are
broadly, palmately lobed, originating from a small wood v root-stock,
which possesses nothing of tlie fleshy, luxuriant character of growth
with which we are familiar in the majority of the cultivated
Delphiniums. The flower-stems are of a wiry nature, with a
tendency even in their young state to recline on the earth. They
are floriferous from the very base, the individual flowers being
.supported on long peduncles ; the flowers are so far separated
from one another as to make the peculiarity of shape already
alluded to all the more marked.
Amongst varieties in cultivation there are many lovely plants,

varying in colour from the mo.st delicate azure blue (asexliibited in
D. Belladonna) to the deepest of dark purples, as in the useful old
D. Barlowi, around whose origin there still remains a sort of
mystery that I have never seen cleared up. Possibly some of the
readers of The Gaeden may be able to enlighten us on this point.
Has any one ever seen it produce perfect seed ? I have not ; not
oven with careful artificial fertilisation. To North America we
are indebted for a perfectly distinct specific tvpe, producing .scar-
let flowers, not so-called scarlet, but real scarlet of intense bril-
liancy. The first D. cardinale was introduced some twenty-five years
ago, and had but a short-lived reign ; in fact, its cardinal virtue
appeared to be to die as soon as it bloomed—such as least was the
fate of the plants first introduced. I have, however, recently re-
ceived from Herr Max Leichtlin plants of this species, with' good
substantially developed root-stocks that indicate a true perennial
character, completely contradicting previous opinions I hadformed
that It was only a biennial. D. nudicaule came next, introduced
by our indefatigable friend Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, afar more
lovely plant of dwarf habit, apparently endowed by Nature with
an aversion to growth, in about the same ratio as snails had an
affection for it, and owing to these two peculiarities it is
seldom met with in a condition to display its true character. There
is, too, a variety of it of much taller growth, which is recognised by
1 rofessor Asa Gray as distinct under the title of D. nudicaule var.

elatior. This attains a height of from 2 ft. to 3 ft., and assumes a
pyramidal form of growth, with flowers of equally intense scarlet,

and possessing a vigour that almost sets its molluscous enemies at

defiance. This, though rarely met with in cultivation, ought to be
the one sought after, and it will well repay any amount of care
in cultivation. It was at first supposed that this tall variety was
nothing more than the old cardinal Larkspur, but there is a
marked peculiarity in the mode of vegetation of the seeds of D.
nudicaule as compared with it ; the former has the two cotyledons
united together in quite an exceptional manner ; the latter has
them distinct, as in the ordinary embryonic growth of the Lark-
spurs. Having in the preceding remarks on the genus confined
myself rather to the extraordinary than the ordinary, I would note
before finishing two more species, viz., D. triste, with flowers of

a dark chocolate-brown, an old plant, but rare in cultivation, and
D. Szovitzianum, a new plantwhich I liave not yet seen, but which
is described as producing long racemes of yellow flowers. It is, I

believe, a native of Armenia, and if in cultivation I should be glad
to get it. A scarlet Larkspur was an anomaly that puzzled the
late Dr. Lindlej', but a yellow one must be regarded as an equally
great curiosity.

Culture and Position.—The Ca.shmerian Larkspur is equally
well suited for the border and the rockery; in either case, per
feet drainage is essential to its successful cultivation, and as
this is best attained in rockery culture, and as its branches
have a naturally decumbent habit, which appears to adapt
it for such conditions, I would recommend it as well worthy
a sunny aspect amongst the rock plants in a nook where it will

have a fair supply of good, rich soil for its roots to revel in, and
where it will soon make itself a perennial home and flower freely

every year. As regards propagation, owing to the woody nature
of its underground stem, any attempt at division must be avoided,
at least until the plant has been established for several years

;

but as it seeds pretty freely, it may be readily increased in this

way, and this mode of increase is all the more desirable, as it may
be the means of originating new varieties, possessing those
qualities which, as I liave already stated, this species appears
unmistakably to point to. In connection with this I ought to

state that, like the other Himalayan species which are essentially

late autumn bloomers, our Cashmerian Larkspur does not flower
till after the European and American species are far advanced as

regards maturing their seeds, a fact which seems to point to the
necessity of artificial hybridisation rather than leaving the matter
to Nature. J. C. Niven.

Botanical Gardens, Hull.

[For the opportunity of figuring this Larkspur we are indebted
to Mr. Whitehead, of Bickley, in whose garden it was growing
and flowering freely in a sheltered border.]

THE LOXG-THATCH PALM OF JAMAICA.
(CALYPTRONOMA SWARTZI.*)

This is one of the recent introductions to Britain and Continental
Europe, and as an ornamental pot I'alm of the first cla,ss it well
merits the admiration generally bestowed on it by those who have
seen it. Judging from its decidedly graceful pinnatisect leaves,

moderate growth, and its comparatively easy culture, I doubt not
but that it will be extensively employed for table decoration and
other purposes for which plants of this family are generally well
suited and now extensively used. At home liere, inhabiting the
slopes of the interior hills at low elevations above sea level, subject

to an annual rainfall of 100 in., it contributes in no mean degree
to the tropical aspect of our local scenery, and though certainly

not less ornamental here than when represented in pots in Britain,

yet it is probable that it receives not a tithe of the admiration
that is there besto%ved on it. Indeed if it were not that its leaves
form excellent thatch for huts it is probable that the extent of the
admiration of the peasantry for its natural beauty would be shown
by the speedy extermination of the species.

About a mile to the westward of this and just across the ridge

* Griesbach gives as a generic character the branches of the spadix 3-partite,
I find them frequently 5-(i-partite. He gives as a specific character the alveoles
of the spadix as being hexastichous, which is generally correct, but on the
stronger spikes they are heptastichous. " Flowers teniate in most alveoles,
lateral usually male, central female, " I find the latter hermaphrodite and fertile,
the former male, but generally abortive or seldom bearing more than one
perfect anther. The leaf segments are described as being " 2-tid at 4 in. to 6 in.
from the point." All that I have examined were, on the contrary, entire.—G. S.
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of the adjacont hill (perhaps I ought to call it mountain) arc a

number of full f;ro\vn plants sratterod singly, and in twos and
throes over a pretty extensive area, <^ro\vin>i; in rather heavy but
well-drained loamy soil. Thouirh now (jrowinn; in tliis desultory

manner, it is nevr rth' l>'ss possible that the species may he natur-

ally gregarious, luit of this we have no proof. If it were grega-

rious, the fact of it b'ing only of use for thatching humble dwel-

half the height of the other (being only from 20 ft. to 40 ft.) ; its

stem is less than half the diameter; its leaves are perhaps one-

third shorter, but, with the exception of this, reduction, it has
exactly the port, habit, and general appearance of the Cocoa-nut
I'alm. This must be almost incredible to tlioso who are familiar

with the young only of both species. Our plant has been described

as " having a great swelling at the root." It is not greater in pro-
portion than that of the Cocoa-
nut stem. The trunk has been
described as being" .smooth," but
itis in reality uneciually annulated
like that of the other, and just

a little rougher. Occasionally

trunks are met with that are in-

terruptedly ventricose, or slightly

constricted at pretty regular dis-

tances of about ]!< in. This irre-

gularity is probably the result of

V '"^ "^^ periodical stripping of the"^^
plants of their leaves for thatch.

Cteohob Syme.

PhilodendroD Wallisi.

lings would be excuse enough with the settlers to reduce it to a
bare sufficiency of individuals for this purpose, and thus we find it

here. Karely in Jamaica, at any rate at low elevations above the
sea, do we find modest dwellings that are not associated with one,
two, or more Cocoa-nut trees, and so in the district above alluded
to the Cocoa-nut and Long-thatch trees are frequently growing side

by side. Viewing them thus at a distance, say of 50 j-ards, one has
diffieidty in distinguishing them. True, the" Long-thatch is not

A NEW AROID.
(rniLODENDRON WALLISI.)

This fine foliaged plant, of noble

port, appears enumerated in the

list of new plants offered for the

first time by the tiencral Horti-

cultural Company, to whom we
are indebted f<5r the accompany-

ing illustration. Its large, heart-

shaped leaves are of a deep green

hue, while the younger ones are

pale yellow, spotted with con-

spicuous dark green spots. Its

habit of growth is compact, and

as the leaves spring from a com-

mon centre they hold well tc-

gether ; hence it is a plant well

adapted for general decorative

purposes in pots, and especially

so for exhibition. Like all its

congeners, it has its origin in the
tropics of South America. "We
have nearly half a hundred kinds
of these introduced to cultivation.

The majority, however, possess a

climbing habit of growth, and

tlierefore do not, particularly tl e

larger species, get fully developed

,

except in such spacious structures

as the No. 1 house at Kew,
where, by the way, there is an
unrivalled collection of all kinds

of Aroidaceous plants. This new
claimant to public favour is said

to be of easy culture when treated

in a similar manner to other

stove plants, requiring a hot and

moist atmosphere, and no doubt

it will hold its own as an orna-

mental plant among the long Ii.st

which yearly appears in the cata-

logues of our leading nurserymen.
W. G.

Ne"W Gladioli.—Mr. Kelway
asks (p. 482), How are we to

infuse fresh blood into the Gla-

diolus ? I answer in two ways—one

practised by M. Lemoine in which he crossed a variety of G.

gandavensia with G. purpureo-auratua, and raised a very fine variety

which was thought worthy of a firat-clasa certificate by our Royal

Horticultural Society. It was named G. hybridus Lemoinei. There

are also other fine species and varieties that might be crossed with

G. gandavensis. Another method would be to cross the seedlings

of one raiser with thoae obtained by another. For instance, I would

cross the beat of Mr. Kelway 'a seedlinga with those raised in Fiance.

—J. Douglas.
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TROPICAL FRUITS.
Keferbins again to Mr. Burbidge's interesting book (" The
Gardens of the Sun "

: John Murray), we would this time direct
attention to his account of the tropical fruits—a tempting extract
to northerners, whose fruits are few :

—

The forests and gardens of Borneo are remarkably rich in native
and naturalised kinds of edible fruits, and the forests especially may
be considered as the home of the Maugosteen, Durian, Tarippe, or
Trap-fruit, Langsat, Eambutan, and .Jintawan, all excellent, indeed
unapproachable, in their way, but if one would enjoy them a journey
to the East is unfortunately necessary. They are somewhat like our
own luscious Jargonelle Pears or Green Gage Plums, and must in
a sense be " eaten off the tree-" The Jlango, one of the finest and
most variable of Eastern fruits, has been su' cessfully cultivated in
the West Indian Islands, St. ISIichael's, and Madeira, and has fruited
out-of-doors at Lisbon, but those we have named above liave hitherto
resisted culture outside their own restricted habitats, if we excejit
the solitary instance in which the Mangosteen fruited in one of the
hotliouses at Sioii House some years ago, and the trees introduced to
the island of Ceylon, which liave succeeded fairly well. Another
extremely useful and variable fruit, the Banana, is quite commonly
ripened in our gardens, and with the Pine-apple these may be ac-
counted the only tropical fruits which lend themselves to anything
approaching a regular system of successful culture in our hothouses
at home. Our ordinary cultivated fruits are naturally found in tem-
perate or inter-tropical countries—Europe or the cooler parts of
Asia principally ; and of all those cultivated in the open air of
Southern Europe, such as tlie Vine, Fig, and Orange, the latter is
the only one which can be induced to prosper in the tropical low-
lands of the far East, where its evergreen character enables it to
hold its own while its deciduous neighbours seem to fail through
over-excitement, the loss of their customary winter's sleep. On the
Other hand, the Pine-apple of South America, the Mango of India,
and the deUcious little Cliinese or Mandarin Orange, here luxuriate
in the open air, the Mango yielding two crops in twelve months,
while fruit of the others may be obtained all the year round. In
some favoured districts in Malaya the forests almostbecome orchards
on a large scale, so plentifully are they stocked with Durian, Ra-
loona, Mambangan, varieties of Tampoe, Luing, and other native
fruits, in addition to those already named ; andin many places the
Pine-apple is so abundantly naturalised as an escape from cultiva-
tion that one might almost be led to imagine it indigenous did we
not know that, together with the White Guava, the Papaw, and
the Cashew Nut—a trio forming the " weeds " among tropical fruits
—it is a native of the western tropics. So abundant are the crops
in some seasons that one cannot help regretting their perishable
nature, by reason of which their shipment to Europe in a fresh state
is prevented

; and as to their preservation in tlie form of candied
confections or "jam "no one seems to have taken up the matter.
Fancy a conserve of snowy Mangosteen pulp, preserved Mangoes,
candied Rambutan, or Banana marmalade. The late Dr. Lindley
once said, in his usual incisive way, that " most tropical fruits were
edible," but that " very few were worth eating ;

" but then the pro-
bability is he had never tasted a Mango or a Mangosteen, a Tarippe
fruit, or the deliciously rich Apricot-like pulp which surrounds the
seeds of the caoutchouc-yielding Willughbeias, and certainly not a
Durian. The Mangoes, Oranges, Bananas, Pomoloes, and Pine-apples
are all cultivated fruits in the East, just as are our best Gooseberries,
Strawberries, Apples, Pears, and Grapes at home ; but on the other
hand we have no wild fruits which can in any way be compared with
the Durian, Jintawan, Langsat, Trap Tampoe, Mangosteen, and Ram-
butan, all of which are more truly wild in the Malay Islands than
are the so-called wild Cherries, Gooseberries, Currants, and Rasp-
berries of our woods. It is to the tropics one must go for a drink
of fresh Cocoa-nut milk—a taste of the fascinating Durian, for a
luscious Mango, or the delicious Mangosteen ; and while in a matter
of flowers our cultivators at home certainly have the advantage, in
the case of fruits this much can scarcely be said.

The Durian (Durio zibethinus), like the finest of Nectarines
or melting Pears, must be eaten fresh and just at one particular
point of ripeness, and then it is, as many think, a fruit fit for a king.
. . . The flavour of the straw-coloured, custard-like pulp which
surrounds the four or five rows of large Chestnut-like seeds is )ier-

feotly unique ; to taste it, as Wallace tells us. is " a new sensation,
worth a journey to the East to experience ;

" but much depends on a
good fruit being obtained %i'hen perfectly, not over ripe. You then
find the pulp sweet, rich, .and satisfying ; it is indeed a new sensa-
tion, but no two persons can agree as to the flavour— no two descrip-
tions of it are alike. Its subtle action upon the palate—and per-
haps this best explains the unceasing popularity it enjoys—is like the
music of a well-played violin on the ear, rich, soothing, sweet,
piquant. The flavour of Durian is satisfying, but it never cloys ;

the richness seems counteracted by a delicate acidity ; the want of

Grape-like juiciness is supplied by the moist creamy softness of the
pulp as it melts away ice-like on your tongue. . . . The fruit

itself is in size as large as a Cadiz Melon, and the leathery skin is

protected by sharp, broad-based .spines very similar to those of a
Horse Chestnut. The name Durian, in fact, is derived from these
—the word duri in Malay meaning a spine or thorn. There are

many varieties in the Bornean woods, some but little larger than
Horse C'hestnut fruits, and having only two seeds ; others larger,

but with stiff, orange-red pulp, not at all nice to eat, however hungry
you may be. The trees are monarchs of the forest, as a rule varying
from 70 ft. to 150 ft., or even more, in height, with tall straight

boles and spreading tops, and the foliage is oblong-acuminate, dark
green above, paler, and covered with rufous stellate hairs or scales

below. The fruits of the finer varieties fall when ripe.

The Mangosteen.—Of all Eastern fruits this is perhaps the

general favourite with Europeans, and of all fruits it is one of the
most delicious and refreshing. It flourishes in nearly all the islands

from the south coast of Java to Mindanao, the most southern of the
Phdippine group, and on the mainland it flourishes as far as Bang-
kok, and in the interior to 10° N., but on the coast of the Bay of

Bengal only to 14° N. Attempts to cultivate it in India have failed,

and in Ceylon success is ouly partial. In the West Indies all at-

tempts to grow it have proved abortive. In Borneo trees are not

uncommon in the forests, but the fruits generally are below the

average size, the divisions within are fewer—rarely more than four

—and each segment of pulp contains a fully-developed seed. When
cultivated in richly-manured gardens or orchards, however, as in

Penang or Singapore, not only are the fruits larger and the carpellary

divisions more numerous, but rarely more tlian one perfect seed is

found in each fruit, the remaining segments consisting of edible

pulp only. Similar effects may be observed in the case of the Rambi
and Duku, or Langsat fruits, and the best of cultivated Mangoes
are remarkable for their thin and comparatively small stones, while

the edible part on the other hand is much augmented. Under culti-

vation the Mangosteen forms a low round or conical-headed tree, its

dark, leathery, evergreen foliage reminding one of that of the Por-

tugal Laurel, only that it is of a bolder character." The waxy-
petaled flowers are borne near the extremities of the branches, and
are succeeded by round fruits, which, when fully ripe, are as large

as a medium-sized Orange. On cutting the leathery dark purple

rind traversely about the middle of the fruit it is found to be of a

port-wine colour in section, and encloses from three to six segments
of snow-white pulp, cool and refreshing to the taste, and with a

flavour which is something like that of the finest Nectarine, but
with a dash of Strawberry and Pine-apple added.

Mango.—This luscious fruit, Rumphius tells us, was introduced

by the Dutch from the Moluccas to Java in IGoo, but it grows in

India, and as the Malay name and that of the Javanese as applied

to this fruit are evident corruptions of that in the Sanskrit tongue,

Mr. Crawfurd thinks that it was brought to the Archipelago from
the continent, and that it should not be considered as indigenous.

Be this as it may, these is no doubt that the Mango has long been
introduced to the Malay Islands, in many of which it is now per-

fectly naturalised, and a fruit exactly like the Mango in structure is

often found in the Bornean woods. It has the Mango flavour of the

most ultra tow and turpentine type, but its juice is very grateful

during hot weather, "as I can testify by experience. The cultivated

Mango forms a round-headed evergreen tree, rarely over 50 ft. in

height, and generally not much more than half tliat size. Tlie old

leaves are of a deep green colour, but the young growth is often of

a bright red or crimson tint. The dense clusters of Pea-green

flowers are followed by lax-drooping clusters of kidney-shaped

fruits which, when fully developed, vary from 2 in. or 3 in. to as

much as 6 in. in length, and nearly halt that in diameter in the

broadest part. These fruits consist of a tough green skin and a coat

of yellow pulp surrounding an oblong fibre-coated stone, to which
the flesh adheres. In the Sulu Isles the Mango is abundantly natu-

ralised, some of the trees being of large size. In Indian gardens

the best kinds are perpetuated and increased by grafting, and this

is also the case in Manilla, where the best varieties are equal, if not

superior, to those of Bombay, the excellence of which is well nigh
proverbial throughout the East. This tree is of robust constitution,

and regularly produces two crops ever3' year, although at times the

crops are very scanty, owing to heavy rains during the flowering

season. It is one of the Eastern fruits, the culture of which is

moderately successful in the gardens of the West—notably in

Jamaica, and very fair samples of this fruit from the West Indies

now and then make their appearance in Covent Garden. . . . The
flavours of the different fine varieties are most varied, much more so

than in the case of our best Pears, and two or three good Mangoes
before breakfast form a treat sure to be ajipreciated by a lover of

good fruit, and much as I appreciate a good Durian, the Mango
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seems to me a far more delicious and refreshing fruit for general con-

sumption under a hot sun.

The Rarabutan is a common fruit in Singapore, and is the
produce of a pinnate-leaved tree, 30 ft. to 50 ft. in height, the
hairy fruits being borne in clusters near the extremities of the
branches. On the husk being removed the edible pulp is seen sur-

rounding the solitary seed, and is of a white jelly-like consistency,

with a brisk and refreshing sub-acid flavour. There are several v.a-

rieties. The common one has a red outer husk, but there are yellow
and purple-skinned varieties of excellent flavour. The Malay name,
" Boi Kambutan," or hairy fruit, refers to the soft, thick hairs on the
outer husk. Two other species grown in China afford fruits of a
similar character, which, dried, are sometimes met with in this

country under the name " Litchis." The fruit is common in gardens
or orchards throughout the Malay Islands, and is quite wild in

Borneo. In Batavia it ripens in February and March, and is com-
mon in the streets of .Sing.apore during July and August. In the
forests of North-West Borneo it ripens in .September, large baskets-
ful of it being collected by the natives and brought in along with
Tampoe fruit, and occasionally Mangosteen and fine Durian. A
basketful of this fruit at first sight reminds one of Strawberries, it

being singularly like them in si/e and colour.

The Bread-fruit Tree is frequently met with, but the fruit
is not so much used by the Malays as it is by the natives of the
South Sea Islands. Another member of the same group, the
"Xangka,"or Jack fruit, is much more generally grown, and pro-
duces immense fruits, varying from ten to seventy-five poimds weight.
Like the Bread-fruit, it has a rough netted coating, the portion eaten
being the golden pulp which surrounds the seeds. A smaller fruifed
and altogether more delicately flavoured species, aflords the " Cham-
pada," and the habit of the tree is much like the Jack fruit, but the
" Champada ' may be recognised by its leaves being hairy below,
those of the .Jack fruits being smooth and glossy on both surfaces.
This kind is liked both by Malays and Europeans.

The "Tarippe," or "Trap," is another allied fruit borne by
a round-headed tree, having entire leaves much larger than the last,

and hispid on both surfaces. They are also of a pale rusty-green
tint, and the fruits are borne near the extremities of the spreading
branches, as in the Bread-fruit, and not produced from the main
branches or the bole of the tree, as in the case of the Jack fruits and
"Champada." This is the most palatable of all the Bread-fruits, so
far as my own experience goes, the pulp which surrounds the seeds
being of a milk-white colour, and very soft and juicy. The husk
consists of closely packed hispid spikes, pressed closely together, and
amalgamated at the base a-ound the pulp-coated seeds. In North-
West Borneo this fruit is in perfection during August and September,
and it is particularly abundant around the Uusun villages near Kina
Balu. The leathery-coated seeds of all these species of Bread-fruits
are roasted and eaten by the natives in much the same way as are
Chestnuts here at home. All the species have india-rubber yielding
tendencies, and their inner bark is tough and useful for various
purposes.

The "Jintawan," or "Manoongan " fruit, of which there
are three kinds, is about the size of an Orange, and very similar in
colour, each containing from eight to twelve pulp-covered seeds.

The "Tampoe," or "Tampui," is another very common
jungle fruit, of which but little appears to be known. There are
three varieties— " Tampoe shelou," " Tampoe putih," and "Tampoe
baraja." The two first named differ in the one having yellow pulp
and the other white. The last is a smaller fruit, having four internal
divisions instead of six, and the pulp is of a bright chestnut colour.
The part eaten is the pulp surrounding the seeds, which is agreeably
sub-acid and very refreshing, the pavia-like husks, and the seeds
themselves being discarded. The tree is 50 ft. or 60 ft. in height,
with dark green Poplar-like leaves, and the fruits hang two or three
together in lax clusters, the stalks being produced from the older
branches. This fruit is eaten in large quantities by the natives ; and
the pulp mixed with Rice and water, and afterwards fermented,
affords them an intoxicating drink but little inferior to the " toddy"
prepared from the Cocoa-nut Palm. A fruit closely resembling the
common "Blimbing" is found in the Lawas district, and is called
" Tampui blimbing " by the natives. It is of a bright scarlet colour

;

and according to the native account it has large entire leaves, the
fruits being borne on short few-flowered peduncles, which proceed
from the main branches of the tree. The white pulp which sur-
rounds the solitary seed is acidulous and pleasant. Another jungle
fruit, called " Mandaroif by the Kadyans, resembles a small " Ram-
butan," but the leathery husk is quite smooth. It may possibly be
produced by a species of Niphelium, and is very sweet and agreeable
when perfectly ripe, the fruits being kidney-shaped, and but little

larger than a blackbird's egg. " Rambeneer," a still smaller pale
yellowish-green fruit, also has sweet flesh around a stone ; but in

this case the husk is Mango-like, having a thin and tender skin,

which may be eaten with the pulp. The fruit known to the natives
as " Mamhangan " is as large as an ostrich's egg, having a rough,
brown skin, and when ripe the yellow flesh which surrounds a Mango-
like stone is rather agreeable as a juicy sub-acid accompaniment to a
dish of plain boiled rice. The " Luing" is another edible fruit, but
rarely seen even in its native woods. It is yellow, with brown
markings, and rarely exceeds a pigeon's egg in size. After the thick
leathery husk is removed one finds a delicate white sub-acid pulp
surrounding a small stone. It is rather viscid, with a slight flavour
of turpentine. The albumen of the seed is similar to that of a
Nutmeg.
Langsat and Rambi.—After tlie Durian, one of the most

esteemed of native fruits is, undoubtedly, the "Langsat," which is

of a pale yellow or straw colour, borne in short clusters of four or five

together, on a somewhat fastigiate pinnate-leaved tree. The indi-

vidual fruits are as large as pigeons' eggs, the jiart eaten being the
four or five segments of wliite gelatinous pulp within a tough
leathery husk. Of these rarely more than one contains a solitary

seed, which, if tasted by accident, is found to be reinarkably bitter.

The seedless segments are always sweeter and more palatable than
the others— indeed, this is the case generally, as exemplified in the
Mangosteen and Rambi. In .Singapore this fruit is known under the
name of "Duku." The "Rambi," when plucked from the stalk,

is singularly like the Langsat in shape, colour, and flavour. The
tree, however, is more dwarf, having large entire leaves, and the
fruits are borne in ropes of ten or fifteen together, on long drooping
stalks. The covering of the fruit is straw coloured, and tough like

that of the Langsat, but there are only three segments of pulp in

each. The best I ever tasted came from the garden of the British

Consulate at Brunei, but I tliink the "Langsat" is preferable in

point of flavour. The latter is very commonly seen in groves near
the villages of the inland tribes ; the " Rambi," on the other hand,
is much less abundant, and I never met with it except in European
gardens. The " Mangalin " of the Kadyans is a fruit very similar in

general structure to the " Jintawan," and consists of ten or twelve
pulp-covered seeds enclosed in an Orauge-like fleshy covering. The
flavour is sweet, with a sub-acid after taste. The fruits of two kinds

of Jambosa, or Rose-apples, are met with, but, like the Papaw,
Cashew-nut, and the Apple-fruited Guava, they are not esteemed of

much account in a country so rich in really delicious kinds.

The Orange family do well, especially the delicious little

Lime, which is perfectly naturalised in many places, being with the

dwarf Bamboo one of the plants most commonly used for hedges. It

is rather a surprise to find that the Oranges cultivated in the tropics

have grass-green skins when perfectly ripe, the vivid " orange " fruit

so familiar at home being there almost as great a rarity as a grass-

green specimen to us in England. Of all the Orange tribe in the

East, however, none can compare with the great-fruited Pomolo,
which under careful cultivation here attains to a state of perfection

elsewhere unknown. The Pomoloes, or Shaddocks, brought to

Covent Garden from the West Indian Islands and the Azores, are

flavourless as a Turnip when compared with the Pomoloes of Bangkok
or Labuan, or even with those of Northern China or Singapore. .

There are many varieties, differing much in aroma and flavour, but
all are referable to the lemon-fleshed or pink-fleshed types ; it is

extremely diflicult, however, to say which type affords the best

variety. A well-grown Pomolo is nearly as large as a child's head)

and unless its segments be very carefully divided when serving, the

copious Grape-like juice which escapes will almost swamp any ordi-

nary dessert-dish, and the best sorts have quite a Muscatelle-like

flavour ; and in addition to its other good qualities it may, like the

Orange, be kept for a considerable time without injury—so long,

indeed, that Pomoloes are frequently brought home to England
from the Chinese ports in excellent condition. Two sorts of custard

Apples are commonly met with in Eastern gardens, but neither

these nor the Apricot-like pulp of the ubiquitous Papaw are much
esteemed where far better fruits are plentiful. The same remark
applies to the " Santoel" fruit, which externally resembles a wizened
yellow-fleshed American Peach, but it contains four stones surrounded
by white sub-acid granular pulp, which clings to the stone as in

Mangosteen or Rambutan. 'The Tamarind is naturalised near vil-

lages and houses in many of the Eastern islands, its acid pulp being
used in cookery, and by pouring boiling water over the pulp, and
adding a squeeze of lime juice and a little sugar, a most refreshing

fever-drink may be made.

Of Palms the Cocoa-nut is most plentiful, and of course the most
generally useful. Its top, or heart, may be used as a delicious vege-

table equal to Asparagus, and the scraped albumen yields ihe milk
so essential to blend or soften a well-made curry. The colourless

water in the fresh young nuts is peculiarly valuable and grateful as a
beverage, preferable where drinking water is in any way question-

able ; Cocoa-nut oil bfjing, moreover, one of the most valuable of
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Eastern Palm products. The fruit of the "PinaDg,"or Betel-nut

Palm, is as essential to the Malay races as Tobacco to our own, and
even the fruit of the Nipa, or " Thatch " Palm may be eaten. The
astringent pulp which surrounds the seeds of several species of
'

' Rattan " Palms is occasionally eaten for medicinal purposes. Per-

haps one of the most singular of all wild fruits, however, is the
" Bawang utan," or wild Onion fruit, which is not unlike a Walnut
in general appearance, but which is impregnated with such a decided
alliaceous principle that a small portion of it grated forms an excellent

substitute for the real esculent itself. Scientifically it is known as

Scorodoprasum borneense. The foliage and branches of this tree

when broken or bruised give off a strong alliaceous odour. Last on
my list, but my no means least amongst the tropical fruits of Eastern
gardens, comes the " Pisang," or Banana, which here, as elsewhere
wherever it is cultivated, is represented by many varieties, which
differ in size of fruit, flavour, and other particulars. A large-horned
variety of Banana is common in Borneo, called of the natives " Piaang

damp, calm day, or any time when the trees are damp, dust them
all over with newly-slaked lime, and follow up the lime dusting
for two or three years, or as long as it may be necessary to bring the
trees back to perfect health, and if there be any trees that cannot be
improved by these, or other remedial measures cut them down, they
are cumberers of the ground, and should not be permitted to exist,

—E. Hobday.

COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

JIARDWICKE
people often built

HALL.
in IiollowsIx old times people

doubtful practice according to modern notions.

however, was not without exceptions, even

tandoc," the individual fruits being 1 ft. long and 2 m m diameter
The outer skin is green, changing to yellow when fully i ipe and this

fruit is liked by those who do not relish the sweeter km Is These
fruits are largely eaten by natives, and they may be cooked in a
variety of ways. Ban.ana fritters is a common Eastern dish, and
stewed Bananas in syrup are accounted delicious by lovers of sweet
things, and Pisang kling is really a good substitute for bread when
eaten with cheese.

Moss on Fruit Trees and Bushes.—This may arise from
sluggish root action, induced either by too much water being held
in the soil, reducing its temperature, or it may be due to poverty
or, in some instances, both causes combined. It is therefore impor-
tant before any remedial measures are taken to ascertain the cause,
otherwise we should be working in the dark. The soil, if wet, must
be drained, poor exhausted land must be manured, and a good dres-
sing of the latter will do a great deal of good to many of the old
Apple, Pear, Plum, and other fruit trees that have ceased to make a
reasonable annual growth. The best way of applying manure to
such trees is to remove tlie surface soil. Apply a good layer of farm-
yard manure, and then return the soil. This way of helping old
fruit trees ought to be adopted oftener than it is. Another opera-
tion of a renovating character should be employed in connection with
the top-dressing, viz., scarifying the trunk and the thick branches
in order to dislodge the Moss and Lichen, and than on the finest,

for shelter, a

The practice,

in our own
country. In Italy

the hill -top has

long been a fa-

vourite situation.

Hardwicke Hall

has the advantage

of standing on a

level position on
the top of a bold

slope, commanding
a wide and varied

view. It is an

old and beautiful

house, stately, flat

roofed, many and
large-windowed.
The park is very

peculiar as regards

effect. Everywhere
groups and groves

of weird old Oaks
throw their often

naked and decayed

branches against

the sk}'. Here we
have all the ele-

ments of noble

planting, or rather

of noble effect

from planting, and
yet all is utterly

spoilt by thought-

less dotting about

of young trees all

over the place. A
noble and fine

group of Oaks is frequently seen spoiled by two or three prim

and straight young specimens placed very near the old one.=.

This planting of the young to replace the old is quite right,

but doing it in this way is good neither for old nor young,

because the prim young trees spoil the grand effect of the

old ones, and the soil is so exhausted by the old trees that the

young ones have not a fair chance, while their tops are also

interfered with by the neighbouring giants. The true way to

replace old trees is to plant distinct groups or groves of young
trees wholly away from the old ones ; in that way, too, the

beauty and character of each group of old trees may be shown
off to the fullest extent This dotting, or market garden style

of planting, also prevents and destroys the beautiful sweeps

of open Grass, which should be the predominant feature in

such a park. The effect here is wholly unlike that in such

a park as Goodwood where there are large groups of evergreen

trees, the summer-leafing trees having Hardwicke all to them-
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selves. Certainly the eflfect of those grand old Oaks is as

good as that afforded by any other tree, but bold groups of

the really hardy evergreen trees, proved to grow well in the

country, would add a great charm to the place. No planting,

however, of tender Wellingtonias and other really half-hardy

Conifere in such a park. The Cedar of Lebanon and the

Atlas Cedar are as good as any
;
groups of the common Holly,

fully grown, and the Virginian Cedar, which is always a hardy
tree, would be among the best.

By the side of the new house stands the old—beautiful

with Ivy and time, and one cannot but admire this fashion of

leaving the old house beside the new one. The ett'ect in the

foreground, looking from the house, was very beautiful, but

sadly marred from various important points, especially about

the water, by, beyond, and above the lake, in consequence of

too many trees crowding up the slope. The same scattering,

without cohesion of group or mass, and no glade between,

leaves the scene much less charming than it might be. In

presence of such a lovely old house it may seem strange to find

called, many of them, however, being really new. In the
front courtyard are those narrow, poor, wormy beds which
do so much to mar many a garden. Among the trees on
the place are a fine Walnut 134 ft. round tlie stem at 4 ft.-

above the ground ; an Oak, 300 yards north of the hall, 27 ft.,

and another near the Rowthoru Lodge 304 ft. W. R.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

Oak on slope

any kind of fault or have any
kind of doubt, but when one

has thought sufficiently of these things to see how much is

lest from want of certain slight changes, it can do no harm to

point them out. The house is raised above a line bluff, but

on quite level ground, clear of it, and behind it, stretching

far, a lovely park ; ali the fine views possible in such a posi-

tion are, however, lost by the way in which the gardens are

disposed—sliced into large squares for trees, or flowers, or

vegetables, as the case may be ; walls and hedges without any

real meaning or use occupy what might be a tine foreground.

To interfere with such a beautiful structure would be bar-

barous. My object is to point out how it may be seen with

better effect from almost every point of view. The best point

of view is the park side, owing to their being no intervening

wall or other impediment. But hero the view must be a

front one exactly, because by going a little to the right or left

projecting walls come in to intercept it. A wall and certain

hedges interfere much with the building on the garden side,

though there is some beauty not intercepted there by carefully

choosing one's standpoint. The best features in the garden

are large borders of " old-fashioned flowers," as they are

PERPETUAL-FLOWEIUNG CARNATIONS.
I HAVE been surprised that some of the enterprising cut flower
growers for the London trade liave not introduced a stock of tlie

American Carnations for cut flowers, and also for market pot plants.
Tlie wliolesale price in Covent Garden at the end of October seems
to have been from 23. to .3s. per dozen for Carnationa, while the
highest price in the New York market at that time was 4s. per 100,
and plenty could be purcliascd at from 23. or 83. per liundred ; up to
this time tliere need be no obstacle to obtaining in quantity and
(juality the same in England as liere if proper sorts were grown.

During the winter month?, perhajjs, from
want of sun, it might be a little more
difficult than here, but not much. I have
grown I'juropean varieties in England and
also here, and have always found them to
be the same straggling, lanky growers,
generally in the La Belle style, the
Uowers being few and far between. I
am, however, aware that amongst your
varieties there are some few fine flowers,
but if a plant only yields one in a week
it is of little value in comparison with
the room which it occupies.

I put in my cuttings about the new
year, giving them a gentle heat ; they
are rooted in from two to three weeks.
Many growers jjot their plants singly in
2-in. pots, but I prick them oil' into shal-
low boxes, each containing fifty plants,
keep them close and warm for a few
d.ays. and then place tlicmin a liouse just
above freezing, with plenty of air. Tliey
are planted in the open ground early in

May, and stopped several times until ihe
end of August, the ground being fre-

quently hoed in order to stir the soil and
kill weeds. As early after the middle
of September as weather permits I lift

the plants and plant them in their
winter quarters, using good turfy loam
with little manure. The houses I

employ for Carnations are 12 ft. wide
and 200 ft. long. I plant four rows on eacli side of the narrow walk
in the centre, eacli liouse requiring about 1800 plants, as there are
2iJ ft. of tank at one end, over which a bench is placed for other
purposes. It would please English cut-flower growers to see the
mass of bloom which I have each day, especially at the time of what
is called the London season. I gather from the first week iu which
the plants are planted until they have to be removed to prepare for
next year's plants.

As regards varieties, I grow but few, and these distinct in colour,
the flowers keeping well and travelling long distances. The best white
is Peerless, a wonderfully fine flower when well grown, and one
which keeps a long time after being cut. Snow White is another
excellent kind, a very free bloomer, with flowers usually perfect.
La Furetii is the best rose colour we have, but of late years it has
become so much diseased that many growers have given it up ; it,

however, does finely with me. Pride of Secaucus is a wonderfully
free bloomer, but it produces few flowers until Christmas, and grows
rather tall ; this is also rose coloured. Springfield is a very large
fine flower

;
pink Crimson King is the best crimson, but like all of

that colour it should realise a higher price, as it furnishes but few
flowers. Peter Henderson is a fine white, but the flowers are said
not to keep as well as those of many others, and the growth must
improve to enable it to occupy a prominent position. I grow a few
hundred in 6-in. and 7-in. pots, but the general result is not so good
as when planted out, and the plants do not last through the dry
hot weather of early summer. Jas. Tai'LIN.

Mayii'ood, New Jersfij, U.S.A.
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ABUTILONS FEOM SEED.

To all who are anxious to possess a class of plants which will bloom

most freely with the very commonest of greenhouse treatment from

October until May, let me recommend Abutilons. We have grown

them for many years for the purpose of obtaining a supply of cut

flowers throughout the whole of tlie winter, and they have not dis-

appointed us once. It is well known that the Chrysanthemum is

one of oar most easily grown and surest flowering plants, but it is

not more so than tlie Abutilon ; and while the latter is equally easily

cultivated as the Chrysanthemum, it continues to flower very much
longer, as the flowers do not all come out at once, but continue to

succeed each other as long as any one likes to grow them. The

plantiug-out system has been recommended for Abutilons, aud we
have tried it, but do not approve of it so much as having them in

pots. Indeed, we are begmuiug to think that small healthy plants

in pots of everything is a better plan than having only one or two

large plants out in beds and borders. Of course, where they can be

had in pots and planted out as well it is a very different matter ; but

it is not for the class that can have them in these ways I write, my
object being to benefit those with only a small greenhouse or two.

However, apart from cultivation let us speak of varieties first ; and

this is a question which may soon be disposed of. Were we to

approve of named sorts a list would be given, but, from experience,

we prefer to raise a stock from seed. A dozen plants might be

bought with a dozen ditt'erently coloured flowers ; but from a packet

of seed far more shades than these might be expected, and when

once a number of good seedlings have been secured they can easily

be retained by propagating them from cuttings.

Seed may be sown at any time of the year. If sown now the plants

would be above the soil in a few weeks, and in nine months they

would be full-grown specimens. If sown in spring they would not

be so large as the first, but they would flower well in autumn and

winter. Seed sown here about this time last year has jjroduced

plants which at the present time are 2 ft. in height, and blooming

profusely. The seed may be sown in either pot, pan, or box, filled

with light sandy soil, and placed in a house or frame from which

frost is excluded. JSluch heat will cause the young plants to rush

up quicker, but they will giow equally well in a cool place. As soon

as they begin to crowd one another they should be potted ofl' singly

into small pots. Any light soil will suit them. When potted they

may be placed in either house or frame, only keeping them from

frost and placing them as near the light as possible. While young

and growing fast they are rather inclined to become straggli-^g in

habit, unless the points are taken out of the shoots as they become

long. ' It is a good plan to keep stopping them from the very first,

as dwarf bushy plants are always more useful than long thin ones.

Whether the seed may be sown ^now or in March, the plants will

have obtained a good size by the end of May, and at that time they

may be placed out-of-doors altogether, not planting them out of the

pots, but retaining them in them and treating them in all ways like

the Chrysanthemuin. Before they are this length, however, they

will want potting into their flowering pots, and these Jot the

first season, or afterwards, need not be larger than 6-in. ones. This

is a convenient size for all purposes, and healthy, bushy, free-flower-

ing plants may'be had in them. In shifting them into their flowering

pots good loam and manure should be used as the rooting material,

.and wlien they are growing rapidly plenty of water must be supplied

to them. They are never troubled with insects—a great considera-

tion, as amateurs often get quite disheartened with their plants

when they become infested in that way. Flowers will be produced

throughout the whole season ; but as they will be most valued in

winter, they should be taken off as soon as they appear until the

month of October, when .they cannot come too freely. In shifting

them indoors they need not be put in heat to make them bloom ; any

ordinary greenhouse temperature will do this, and they will bloom

throughout the whole winter if only kept from frost. Damp does

little or no harm to them, and the more the beautiful little tubular

flowers are gathered the more the plants seem to persist in producing

Plants which bloom all winter generally become too tall to be

allowed to grow on in such a form for another year, and it is

generally advisable to cut them down about April or May, repot

thsm, keep them in a close frame for a little while, and then go on

growing them outside during the summer, as before. Where cut-

tings are put in they may be had at the time the plants are cut

back. They root freely in a gentle heat, and may be potted on

singly aud treated like seedlings afterwards. It has been stated

above that stock may be raised from seed in place of buying plants ;

but one exception to this rule may be made, aud that is in the case

of those who have no Abutilons at present. To allow another winter

to pass without them would be a loss, and if a dozen or two were

bought in now they would pay for themselves before another six

months were over. Cambrian.

DOUBLE CINERARIAS TOR CUTTING.
8EVERAL years ago I obtained a packet of seed of these from the
best source available. It produced a fine lot of plants, the best of
which I saved and increased by means of offsets, and I found them
exceedingly useful for furnishing cut flowers. As a rule, I don't
despise single flowers—on tlie contrary, I think they are very
beautiful ; but single-flowered Cinerarias will not last so long in a
cut state as the double forms do, and they don't travel so well.

Then, again, the habit of the double varieties is so dense and bushy,
that one may cut and come again for weeks and weeks. They are

also very easy to manage and propagate. Place the pots on a cool

bottom in a pit or house from which frost is just kept out. Don't
let them become pot-bound till they are required to flower. Grow
them in good rich soil—say, turfy loam and old manure, about two-
thirds of the former to one-third of the latter, and never permit
them to suffer from want of water. Where their simple wants are

attended to they grow steadily on, making such robust leathery

leaves, that green fly—that pest to Cinerarias generally—avoids

them.
When producing their flowers, weak manure-water three times a

week, if the pots are as full of roots as they ought to be, will be
of great service to them. When the flowering is past, cut down the

old stems, and place the pots in a cold pit, in a shady position, or,

if the nights are not frosty, set them in a shady position in the

open air. Offsets will then break away strongly, and ,w hen large

enough, should be removed with a bit of root attached to them.

They should then be sinaly potted and placed in a cold frame,
and the same routine work as to potting, &o., must be gone through
again for another season's display. E. Hobday.

HARDINESS OF THE BLUE AFRICAN LILY.

I gladly respond to " Justicia's " request in regard to the culture

of this Lily for flowering in the open air in summer in situations

where it will not stand the winter. Towards the middle or end of

October the plants were taken indoors ; the later ones that had any
quantity of flowers were placed in the conservatory. Those planted

out, and the major portion of those in pots, were placed on the floor

of a cool greenhouse under the stage or in a back shed from which
frost was merely excluded. They had no water nor other attention

till March, and I never found this rough treatment injured the

plants ; on tlie contrary, it seems to cause them to flower more
freely. So much at least is certain, that plants treated thus flowered

remarkably well. The plants used for masses on the lawn, groups
at the base of rockwork, or beds or groups on the open borders were
never potted. Planted out in rather a stifl' loam, the fleshy roots

laid such a firm hold of that, as to form good sized, hard, solid balls,

almost as compact as those grown in pots. The plants can thus

be lifted and stored without pots or boxes, and with but little in-

jury to their roots. They were simply placed closely together with

a little leaf-mould worked in between the masses. In this state they
were left till the spring. As I found that this Lily looked best and
flowered most freely when it had a long season in the open air, our
plants of it were overhauled in Marcli. If any had become too

large, or more plants were wanted, they were broken up and reduced

for these reasons or objects. This is no easy matter with such strong-

rooting plants as the Agapanthus. The older cultivators had a short

cut out of such difficulties, and the first African Lily I ever saw
divided was cut into four quarters with a sharp spade, each quarter

being thrust into a pot to find or make its own roots as best it might.

It need hardly be added that such rough and ready modes of divi-

sion are alluded to as examples to be avoided, though the strength

and stubborn resistance of the roots of this Lily are trying to the

patience of those who have to convert the one plant into several. A
very strong, sharp-pointed stick, 2 ft. or more in length, to furnish

leverage, is a most useful aid in the division of such plants.

Pot in good-sized pots, such as 12-in., 15-in., or 18-in. ; drain

them with 1 h in. of a mixture of smashed oyster shells and bones,

so that the entire contents of the pots may be of a feeding character.

Loam is the best soil for this Lily, enriched with a fourth part of

thoroughly decomposed cow manure. This, with a little gritty sand

or finely-smashed sandstone, to keep the soil porous, will grow the

Agapanthus well, and prove more fertile of flower than the usual

mixtures of peat, loam, and leaf-mould. Place them in a light place

after potting—a warm greenhouse, close pit. Vinery, Peach, or

orchard house just stai'ted are among,the best places, for this Lily

will soon start a\^ay freely, and will need abundance of water. As
soon as the roots and tops are in vigorous action gradually inure them
to cool treatment, so that they may be placed out-of-doors towards

the middle of May. Plants treated thus will look green and graceful

from the first ; and this is a strong argument in favour of giving

them some protection in winter. Without protection, even though
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the plants may grow or flower, it is far through July or August
before they look at all creditable : whereas, with simple ami rough
protection, such as here reoommouded, no plants have such a
spring-like verdure from the first as these beautiful African Lilies.

They also flower with remarkable freedom and strength imder this

system. Though one longs to handle the giant species of the Lily

"Justicia" notes at p. 47t, yet our old favourite is capable of

doubling the size of its beautiful blue umbels and the leu<^th of its

leaf-stalks under stimulating culture. .Some of the finest flowers and
longest foot-stalks I have ever seen have been from plants wintered
and st.arted as here described—out of pots, however—and then
planted out in rich soil out-of-doors, the crowns of the roots mulched
over with Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, into which the young roots struck
up almost the size of small eels. The plants were also watered with
weak manure- water weekly. The foliage assumed a deep green hue,

and the flowers became giants.

In employing the Agapanthus for vases on walls in the open air

it is almost impossible to over-water it ; and the stunted ajipcarauce

of many of the plants one meets with arises wholly from their roots

being starved—deprived by their very numbers of both food and
water. Hence the necessity of occasionally dividing African Lilies

on cultural grounds alone, so as to render the root masses permeable
to water. They often flower, too, even more freely after division,

though, well fed with manure daily, I have seen some noble specimens
in pots with their root masses so bound together, that it took hours
to get their liquid food through. Such masses also do well treated

as semi-aquatics in the growing season ; a portion of the pot
may bo sunk in water, and treated thus few combinations
are more beautiful than that of this lovely blue Lily from Africa
and the white Lily of the Nile, or Ethiopian Arum. Careful water-
ing and the persistent removal of any dead leaves or flowers is all the
attention the plants need in the open air. Those placed in vases or
pots should also have their surface-roots thickly mulched over with
damp Moss or some such substance. Before early autumnal frosts

arrive remove the African Lily as already directed. Tlie plant is

also well adapted for the furnishing of conservatories with a form of

beauty and a colour of flower all too rare in our gat dens. For these
purposes it may either be grown under glass all the year round, or
grown either in or out of pots through several of the summer months,
and taken indoors as it shows bloom. Few plants can be lifted

from the open with less disturbance of leaf or flower than this fine

old plant. Masses of it to furuish tubs, boxes, or vases of any size

may be lifted from the open air even in full flower, and go on
blooming in the conservatory without once looking behind them.
The variegated-leav&i variety is pretty, and the white-flowered one
also ; but for masses in the open or grand flowering specimens in-

doors, the old species or true Agapanthus umbellatus is the most
useful of all the varieties yet introduced to or generally known in

oar gardens. D. T. Fisir.

We have never had the blue African Lily planted out, but we
use it largely in the shape of specimens for standing on the terrace
in summer ; in winter we put it in a cold Peach house, in whicli it

has no protection but the glass, and keep it rather dry. Oftentimes
it has to contend with from 10' to 15' of frost, the soil being frozen
in the pots, but without injury. The foliage has frequently been
cut up, but the plants always start away strongly as the days
lengthen, and then we give them more water, and set them out again
in the spring, the result being plenty of noble flower-spikes. Tiiis

spring, being tired of the pots bursting, we planted some in large
tubs as thickly as we could cram them together, ramming the soil

quite firmly where we could, and the consequence has been plenty
of robust foliage, but not a single spike of flowers, plainly showing
that the less this Lily is disturbed the better. Xext year it will, I
think, repay our trouble. G. A.

A few years ago I used to see annually on Grass a round bed
of this plant which flowered abundantly, and flourished for years
without any protection ; it was in a garden on the Norfolk coast
within half a mile of the sea. I have it in my garden, but cannot
say it flowers yearly, though it often does so ; it lived without any
protection through the winter of 1878-9. Last winter I put a hand-
glass over it, and covered its roots with Cocoa refuse. Though it did
not bloom this year, it is now strong and healthy. My garden is also
in X rfolk, though not near the sea. J. G. N.

Fine Aralia papyrifera at Marlfield.—The finestspecimen
I have seen of this is one planted out in the conservatory at Marl-
field, near this town. It is about twelve feet high and eight feet
through, though but a few years planted out, and then it was only
a small specimen. Although liable to be attacked by mealy bug, if

grown on vigorously in a rich mellow loam, with plenty of water,
this pest need not be much dreaded.—W. J. M., C'lonmel.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

The Propagation and Culture of G-rifflnias.— Permit
me to thank -Mr. O' linen iuv his most valuable notes on these in
pages .510, ,")11, and .'jlli. His experience inspires me with hope,
for it allords one encouragement to find that phiuts that have well
nigh bafled one to propagate are slow and dillicultto increase. lam
also much pleased to find that all the varieties are not so difficult aa
G. hyacinthina, to which my ell'orts have been limited. I have
found no dilliculty in flowering it, but its enlargement or propa-
gation has been slow indeed. It is quite inspiriting, however, to
be told by Mr. O'llrien that all GrilHnias, Blumenavia, for example,
may be made to flower several times in the year, and that they seed
and produce offsets freely. "This is just what I expected from
tirilKuias, blue Eucharis, or Pancratiums !

" I exchaimcd the first

time I saw a batch, and I somewhat presumptuously expected to
grow, propagate, and bloom this with almost equal ease. Though
these expectations may never be fully realised, Mr. O'Brien's valuable
notes assuredly bring us up almost within sight of a consummation so
devoutly to be wished.— 13. T. Fisir.

"Winter-flowering Tropseolums.—Of all the plants that
bloom in winter none are more brilliant than these. They serve,
perhaps more than any otherflowering plant could, to recall the glories of
summer, and they give us brightness and beauty for an infinitessimal
amount of labour and exijense. It is a question if we properly
estimate the value of the.se free-flowering climbers, so easy of culture
and so wonderfully effective as they are. This may be excusable if

we consider the plant merely in the light of a summer bloomer, but
we treat it with injustice if we overlook its claims to distinction for
winter flowering. Bright as these Tropieolums are when blooming
in the summer sun, they acquire additional lustre when expanded
under glass in mid-winter. Perhaps at that time we are in a Ijetter
frame of mind to appreciate their glowing tints. At any rate they
give us all that we could ask for at that time, and that with a tenth
part of the labour and expense bestowed upon more choice subjects.
—JOItX CORN'HILL.

Camellia Forcing.—Tliere is probably no flower of which
evoryoue is more anxious to have a supply during December, January,
and February than the Camellia. About Christmas people will give
almost anything for C.ameUias, and we do not think that the supply
in auy case ever exceeds tlie demand. To those who have daily calls
for cut flowers, a good supply of Camellia blooms when other flowers
are scarce is most valuable, as they are so showy when cut and placed
in glasses, and they remain longer perfect when used for such pur-
poses than moat flowers. Then there is the great demand for half-
open buds, and I have no doubt many would like if it was only a little

more easily induced to bloom at any given time, but that is what it

will hardly ever submit to. The more it is forced the further back
it appears to go, at least the buds expand slower under a forcing heat
than they do under cool treatment ; but, apart from strong forcing,
there are various ways of coaxing Camellias forward that all may
practise. A good dose of manure-water given frequently at the root
during the last three months of the year improves the plants wonder-
fully, making the foliage a deeper and more healthy-looking green.
It also causes the buds to swell fastei, and prevents any of them
from dropping ott'. This must all take place in a greenhouse tempera-
ture, not in stove heat ; and in the morning of every sunnyday, dew
the leaves and buds gently over with the .syringe. This is one of the
best ways we have ever tried of bringing Camellia flowers forward.
Supposing two plants to be equally set with buds in August or Sep-
tember, put one of them under opposite treatment to what we have
given, and attend to the other in the same way as we have recom-
mended, and I will guarantee that the latter will be in bloom some
weeks before the former. The means may seem simple, but they are
more effectual than all the forcing and driving to which the plants
can be subjected. The sooner Camellias for early blooming can be
allowed to make t'neir growth the better, after they have done
flowering. Of course, the earlier they flower, the earlier they can be
treated in a way to ensure this, and the earlier tlie buds are formed,
the less diCBoult is it to get them into bloom in autumn ; but although
in some cases all this may be accomplished, as a rule the great bulk
of them are always a little behind when most wanted, and when
assistance of the kind we have indicated may remedy this to a great
extent I think it deserves to be made known.

—

FUld.

Golden Club Moss (Selaginella Krausaiana aurea).—Ver-
dure in Club Mosses we all admire, but there is no reason why we
sliould not also welcome a variety which, as regards colour, alibrds
a decided contrast. Krausaiana aurea, on account of its golden hue,
will probably be a pretty general favourite, although, like the Golden
Moneywort, it will not for general purposes supplant or even equal
the typical form. It is, however, a welcome addition to that class of
plants which are so nearly hardy that the mere shelter of a glass
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roof alone suffices to keep them in health anJ beauty throughout
our long and trying winter, and will undoubtedly be found of great

service in the embellishment of cool or cold winter gardens and for

pot culture. In almost every way that the green form is used the

golden variety may be employed.—J. CoKNiiiLL.

How to Flower Tecoma jasminoides.—This plant,

though a fine greenhouse climber, is difficult to flower. Some
six years ago I had an old plant of it to deal with ; it was planted

out at one end of a house in which Camellias and Azaleas were kept.

These were turned out in summer, and I determined, if possible, to

flower the Tecoma, whicli covered the whole of one side of the roof.

The latter was provided with sliding lights, which we slid right

down, and exposed the plant to sun, rain, and wind till the middle
of September, when the house was wanted for the Camellias ; but
the Tecoma had already set for flowering, and by the end of Sep-

tember it was covered with hundreds of racemes of its Gloxinia-

like flowers. I have never seen this plant flower so freely as it did

then, but I have no doubt that success depended on exposure to air

and sunshine during the summer.—Z. B.

Browallia coerulea in Winter.—B. cojrulea fairly eclipses

the marsh Forget-me-not in colour. No one who has to meet a large

demand for choice cut flowers in winter can afford to be without
carulea, and the white and sulphur-tinted Paris Daisies, Roman
Hyacinths, and the still more lovely Paper-white Narcissus.—B.

Picturesque Conservatory.—Can you advise me what to plant in a
small cool conbervatury ? The idea of a "picturesque greenhouse," as described
in " specimen number " of The Garden, is truly delightful, but I do not know
how to bet'in or what do do first. There are two beds, one 15 ft. long by 5 ft.

wide, the other 12 ft. Ions by 1 ft. wide. A not very flourishing Heliotrope, some
scarlet Pelargoniums, and a Passion-flower that seldom blooms grow against the
walls. More Pelargoniums and flowers in pots cover the beds. I feel very
strongly what you say about the ugliness of rows of little pots, and should like

to get rid of them as far as possible. A single bench for pots runs opposite these
beds.

—

Ignoramus. [The house is perhaps loo small to produce so good an ejfect

as the one you allude to, whieh represented a scene in a vent large house. Still,

we should not despair of getting a quiet, natural effect in a small house. Yon
must abolish stages ; have beds, as large as the sjiace u'ill admit, qf good soil, in
whicti to plant a most care.fut selection, to afford verdure and a picturesque effect

at all seasons; cover the planted borders vyith the Muss-tike Li.lcopodium and
Ferns. Then a.few bright flowers brought in and cnrefull'j placed in groups among
the Fern ivill afford a bright and lovely effect, wholly impiissible with any number
qf red pots anrf plants, no matter how well growii the plants }uaybe.' A total

change as regards the way of arranging glass houses .for ornamental plants is

inuch ivanted. AH will depend on your selection o.f plants for the permanent
planting. The matterhas been treated of at length in our columns, and selections

of the best plants given.— l^D.]

straight stem of Ash crowned by a great mass of White Fringe
flowers ? The very vigour of the stock as well as the effect of

grafting will throw the buds of the graft quickly into flower and
tend to sustain a healthy, rapid growth thereafter. The habit of

the White Fringe is so regular and rounded that it scarcely ever

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE WHITE FRINGE TREE.
(CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA.)

This excellent shrub is considered to be a tree by mniiv. It p.ar-

takes of several qualities one or another of whicli pertains to shrubs
or trees, as the case may be. Twenty years old and planted singly
Avhere it has room to develop, it becomes as much a tree as the
Ash, to which, indeed, it 15 related. Grouped in mas.ses with
other shrubs or with plants of its own kind it a.ssuraes the habit of

a bu.sh. Singly also it looks a bush during its earlier days, being
of slow growth and given to rounded forms, llelated to the tree-

like Ash, on the one side, it is quite as nearly allied, on the other,

to the shrub-like Lilacs, For.sythias, and Privets. The white
Fringe, though not exactly rare, is thoroughly choice in every wav.
The bark of the trunk or stem is smootli and light-coloured and the
leaves good sized and shining. Even the twigs group themselves
in picturesque fashion. But the "crown of its head " bears its

richest endowment after all. Its flowers are indeed unique. There
is nothing at all like them in the great variety of inflorescence
displayed by a large list of lawn plants. Tliey make up wreaths,
and clouds, and piles of lace, snow-white and dazzling. Plucked
from the bush they are nothing ; crowning the bush they are
exquisite. We recall a specimen that stands on the border of a
walk near a picturesque bit of rockwork, with green turf and great
Norway Spruces in the background. It would be impossible to
describe the charming effect this crown of white fringe produces
in such a setting. Looking down the vista and beyond, one could
almost fancy for a moment that he saw a mass of cirrous clouds
floating near the earth. It is worthy of the most distinguished
position, nottoonearthehouseorotherprominent objects, but out on
the farther side of a bay of greensward near a background of
contrasting dark evergreens.

Plants of the Cliionauthus are readily raised from seed, but they
are very alow in growing to any size. Perhaps the best plan is to
graft it on the common Ash. What do you think of a strong.

needs pruning, unless .some part of it happens to break or become

diseased. If you must prune, prune in winter or early spring. It

is a plant that likes good soil, and repays good feeding by extra

growth and beauty ; but forced to occupy spots of moderate

fertility and even bleakness, it will do quite as well as most other

deciduoas shrubs.

—

Mural Neiv-Yorher.
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UPRIGHT GREEX LAWSON CYrRESS.
(CUPRESSUS KRECTA VIRIUIS.)

As winter with its cold dark days is now fully on us, ami so many
of those trees and shrubs which delight us by tlie amplitude and
beauty of their foliage have cast their leafy garb, we naturally turn

for consolation to those evergreens whose verdure remains bright

and constant, even wlien frjely exposed to the severe trials of au
Eaglish winter. Whether it is a mere fancy or not I cannot say,

but I alw.iys tliink th.i,t the Liwjon Cypress never attains its full

baauty until the days rea^'h their minimum length. The moist days

and cool nights of autumn impart to this liardy Conifer a brighter

and fresher tinge of gre^n, which appears to intens'fy as tlie season

advances, and which attains its climax just when tlie sun's power has

reached its lowest ebb. If so much praise can be bestowed upon
the normal form, what should we say of the erect variety which
far surpasses the type in this respect? Erecta viriilis is tlie greenest

of green trees, and if ever a plant deserved tlie title of viridis, it is

this. So beautifully bright of tint is it, as to offer to all other

evergreens a most decided contrast, and whetlier used in the form of

an isolated specimen, or closely associated with other trees or shrubs,

it never fails to assert its supremacy in this respect, and always
charms with its fresh green beauty. It is true that tliis variety of

Cypress is to a great extent devoid of that featliery, irregular outline

which pleases so much in Conifers generally, for the branches, assum-
ing an erect position, throw the plant into a columnar habit ; but
have we not diversity as well as beauty of form to consider? and as

in this Cypress we certainly get something distinct, it would on that

account alone be valuable to the planter.

When associated with other trees distinguished for free flowing

outlines, it aBTords to them a contrast as remarkable as pleasing, giv-

ing variety of form where such is often much needed. Take it all

in all, this erect variety of the Lawson Cypress is a valuable plant,

and one which the lover of verdure cannot afford to lose siglit of.

As a lawn tree it is calculated to afford great satisfaction, and its up-

right, compact habit admirably fits it for such gardens as do not
admit of the employment in them of strong-growing spreadin? trees.

Byjleet, Surrey. 3, C.

WOODLAND WORK FOR DECEMBER.
The open weather of the past month has afforded good opportunities

for making rapid progress with the planting of deciduous trees of

all kinds. Though the heavy rains may have somewhat impeded
the work upon the stiffer soils during the last fortnight, the higher

grounds and lighter lands have hitherto worked well. As the wood
of all young plants was fairly ripened during the past autumn, there

is a good prospect of success with the early transplants. The bene-

fits of good drainage upon the heavier clays were never better

shown than during the present season. Wliere tlie ditches have
been allowed to fill up, the holes hold water like so many cups. The
practice of allowing the ditches to till up as the plantations get older

is one which cannot be too strongly deprecated. As the roots of trees

penetrate deeper in the soil, the necessity for keeping ditches tho-

roughly scoured out is increased, if sound timber is to be the result.

Proceed with the thinning of mixed plantations, such as Chestnut,
Sycamore, Lime, Kim, Beech, and Ash. In tlie hedgerows and open
spaces these trees may be grubbed, and a greater length of measurable
timber may thus be obtained. But in the close plantation this

method of felling is impracticable. By this time considerable pro-

gress should be made with the felling of underwood. The earliest

opportunities should be taken for removing the produce in dry and
frosty weather. Cutting from the stool during the prevalence of

hard frosts is one of the most fruitful sources of mischief to the
future crop. Tnis frequently causes the separation of the bark
from the edge of the cut stub, and thus prevents the formation
of adventitious buds in the spring. Collect Ash keys where
such are still to obtained, and also the cones of Pine and
Fir trees. All seeds laid up in rot heaps should be now
examined, turned where necessary, and afterwards receive an
additional covering of earth to keep out frosts. Preparations for

spring planting by means of draining, enclosing, trenching, and
holing should be continued throughout the winter. In the nursery
every opportunity should be taken of getting on manures and com-
posts in frosty weather, digging and trenching vacant plots, and
forking between the lines of young plants. Hedgerows may still be
brushed up, ribbed-in, or layered according to their requirements.
An admixture of Beech with the Hawthorn upon light and sandy
lands will generally produce a strong fence. For filling up gaps in

hedges few plants are more serWceable than the common Barberry
(B. vulgaris), as this grows freely under the shade of the older plants

and renders the hedge almost impenetrable. Its hardiness in

e.xposed situations, and its freedom of growth upon the very poorest

soils, combine to recommend it as a most suitable plant foe woodland

hedges. It is also a valuable plant for producing good game cover.

Several of the Mahonias (a species closely allied to the lUrberry) are

also valuable for the latter purpose, as they grow freely under the

shade of larger plants. A. J. I'uniiiiws.

THE TREE RECORD.
Evergreen Oaks.—When instancing the presence of theso

fine Oaks in pleasure grounds in most parts of the country where
they will grow I was not alluding to young examples recently

planted, but to trees which give evidence that planters in bygone
times had not been unmindful of their merits. Unfortunately, tliey

are often seen in a condition that painfully illustrates the injurious

effects of tliat overcrowding which is so common with trees generally.

Yet I rarely go into a place that has been in existence long enough
for the trees to have grown to a considerable size in wliich some of

these Oaks are not present, and if the soil suits them and tliey have
not been smothered by others of ipiicker growth, they usually show
their ability to hold their own so far as the struggle for fooil at the

roots is concerned. Tliere are many places within a few miles of

the outskirts of London where very Hue examples of evergreen

Oaks exist, but none that I have met with surpass tliose at

Belvedere House, Wimbledon. Here they have evidently had
sufficient room during the early stages of their growth, and they
now stand out in the grounds in most cases clear of everything else

in the shape of trees ; one of the largest has a stem 13 ft. in circum-

ference 3 ft. above the ground, while the spread of its branches is

72 ft. ; another which branches out ; into sever.al great limbs a few

feet from the base measures 1.5 ft. 11 in. half-way between the

ground and where it branches out the branches arc 7.5 ft. across

from outside to outside. There are a good many others only a little

smaller than the above, as well as some very fine Lucombe Oaks.

We have nothing in the whole range of hard-wooded evergreen

trees that equals the different varieties of these O.iks; but when
Coniferous trees were in the ascendant, thfy, in common with many
others, have been neglected by most planters to the detriment, in

time to come, of the appearance of the grounds where such omission

has been made. The time for planting has now arrived, and the

merits of these and otiier well-proved trees cannot be too much im-

pressed upon those who are engageil in such work. If during the

last forty years more evergreen Oaks, C dar of Lebanon, and Mount
Atlas Cedar had been planted, and a good deal fewer of the newer
and, in many places, disappointing introductions of recent years,

the grounds attached to nine-tenths of the residences throughout

the country would have had a more interesting aopearance than they

have now and in the future, and the effect would have been equally

better. It does not require the presence of many trees with a sharp-

pointed, erect form, such as most Conifers in their early stages

possess, to mar the landscape from an artistic point of view,

and even if all that have been planted were to thrive,

generations to come would have a great deal too many
mop heads on tall bare stems, which is the shape most of the now
Coniferous trees will have if they grow and live to be old. In the

case of most trees, those who plant them can only live to see the

early effects of their work, yet their appearance in time to come
is worth taking into account unless we are growing selfish.

—

T. Baines.

Trees at Pain's Hill, Surrey.—In The Gardev of the

23th ult. an account is given of the height and dimensions of various

trees at Highclere ; I have, therefore, thought the sizes of

some here might be interesting. We have a great many fine Cedars,

and the niijority of them are in a healthy gro.v-ng state. Cedar of

Lebanon— 1. Height, 122 ft. ; circumference at 3 ft. from the ground,

IS ft. 6 in. ; diameter of branches, SO ft. 2. Circumference at 4 ft.

from the ground, 25 ft. 6 in. 3. Circumference at 4 ft. from the

ground, 27 ft. 6 in. ; diamster of branches about the same. Lirio-

dendron Tulipifera— Height, 97 ft. ; circumference at 3 ft. from the

ground, 9 ft. 6 in. ; diameter of branches, .55 ft. The trunk runs

up clear for 3") ft. before a bough occurs. The snowstorm oq Octo-

ber 2), that broke ami brought down so many trees here, broke

several branches off this Tulip tree.—T. Clemext.s.

A Group of Maples growing upon a cool-bottomed, loamy
soil in a low and well-sheltered corner of a park near here formed

one of the most attractive features of the landscape during the past

autumn. In front stood a sturdy specimen of the English Maple

(A. campestre) about 25 ft. in height, with its closely-twigged

branches thickly covered with leaves of the briglitest yellow. Not
far from this was a Xorway Maple (A. platanoides) nearly 50 ft. in

height, with leaves which still retained their glossy green upon one

side of the tree, though upon the more exposed branches these also

were rapidly changing to yellow. In striking contrast to the former

appeared the larger and more deeply-lobed leaves of the A. ma-
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crophyllum, which had already assumed a yellowish-brown colour.

In the background a scattered group of plants (A. psendo-platanus)

had developed large and spreading heads, and these filled up the

space between the former and the boundaries of a dense Oak wood
with foliage which was still of the brightest green. Farther removed,
.and growing in a sheltered nook upon the mat gin of a mixed planta-

tion, the Itali.an Maple (A. opulus) was distinguished by the bright

red tint of its rounded leaves. This, in the closeness of its head and
the density of its foliage, presented a marked contrast to the more
open growths of the trees by which it was surrounded.—A. J.

EuRKOWS, Plucldey.

Golden Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestria aurea).—This is a very
peculiar dwarf Fir ; its leaves, which are quite green in summer,
change to .an or;inge-yellow in winter. Although a slow-growing
tree, there is nothing of a sickly appearance about it, like many
viiriegated Conifers. A specimen plant of it in the nursery here is

just now one of the brightest yellow and most striking plants in a
border of green, golden, and variegated Conifers.—G. E., Longleat.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Where walks are steep we find large tanks placed by the side of

them at frerjuent intervals a great saving as regards breaking the
force of the currents from heavy rainfall. They are made by exca-
vating square holes about G ft. in diameter, and aljout as much deep.
These are closed in with stout pUanks about 1 ft. below the surface,

and cOA'cred with soil and turf. A gr.ating and drain pipes load
into them from the walks, and in addition to carrying off the surface
water that would otherwise form quite a flood if allowed to run into
low-lying portions of the ground, any fine gravel that is carried into
these tanks can be cleared out occasionally and used .again. Frequent
rolling will now be necessary in order to secure a firm dry surface as
soon as possible after rain. At this time of year when the flor.al

disphay out-of-doors is reduced to a minimurt, increased attention
should be paid to keeping all parts of the garden scrupulously clean.
The Gr.ass if kept frequently swept and rolled looks even better in

winter than in summer, and with the wealth of evergreen trees and
shrubs that come more prominently into notice after deciduous trees
are cleared of their foliage, there should be no lack of interest even
during the shortest days of the year. Some of the earliest

llowering wall climbers are already expanding their blossoms,
the bright yellow Jasminum nudiflorum being one of the
first, and it is a most continuous bloomer, for if cut olf by severe
frost the first break to mild weather brings with it a fresh supply of
gay blossonas. In sheltered positions, too, Christmas Roses are "fast

coming into bloom. All kinds of spring-flowering plants and shrubs
in beds that have been recently planted will need the soil to be
pressed around their stems as soon as it is dry enough for the pur-
pose ; and any Pansies that are likely to be broken had better be
pegged down firmly. Keep mice from attacking Crocuses and other
bulbs by trapping them. Stir the surface soil of beds lightly and
pick off decaying foli.age.

Roses pLanted last month, if not already done, should have a
mulching of jiartly-decayed manure to keep the soil about the roots
and lower parts of the stem from getting frozen. Where the tender
Tea kinds are to be wintered out-of-doors some light protection should
be placed over them on the first indisationof severe frost ; to do them
justice they require the protection of a wall, where tliey keep on fur-

nishing blooms for cutting after most other kinds are over. The
pruning of Roses had better be deferred until spring ; but manuring
the beds and lightly forking it in should be done at once. Roses
like good rich farmyard manure, and any beds that are getting
we.akly or exh.austed will well rep.ay Iffting .and thoroughly renewing
the worn-out soil and replanting a little deeper than before. Dw.arfs
are especially benefited by such treatment.

Beds Permanently Planted may be dressed, manured, and
lightly forked over while the weather is open and mild. In the
pleasure grounds we are planting all beds that do not form part of
the regular flower garden in tliis way. Single isolated beds or pairs
by the side of walks, or in sheltered recesses amongst choice shrubs,
afford a congcni-al homo for plants that do not like annual removal.
We find that the many beautiful sorts of single and double Prim-
roses make excellent edgings, also alpine Auriculas, Gentians, Pinks,
Hoteia japonica, S<axifrages and Sedums, and many other dwarf
pLants, the centres being filled with Phloxes, Antirrhinums, Carna-
tions, Roses, hardy Heaths, .and dw.arf-flo%vering shrubs, and
amongst these bulbs flourish extremely well, dwarf Aconites, SciU.as,

and Dog's-tooth Violets being used for mixing with edging plants

and tall Lilies, and the hardier kinds of Gladioli in the centres.
Where forking cannot be done without disturbing tlie roots, a top-
dressingof well-decayed manureand soil worked evenly over the surf.ace

under the foliage of carpet plants will invigorate them for another
year's blooming. Rhododendrons and Azaleas promise exception-
ally well for bloom next year, the buds being fine and plump. This
is partly attributable to the partial rest which they had last year, as
generally the flowers were under average ; consequently they made
early and abundant growth which became well ripened.

—

James
Groom.

Auriculas.—PLants in pots will now need looking over only
about once a week. Water carefully .any that are dust dry.
Plants that may have been placed under drip should be removed to

another part of the frame. With us, the rather severe frosts which
occurred about the middle of November caused the outer leaves to

becom? yellow, but these we have removed. When the plants have
been deprived of all the leaves that are likely to decay, there is

not much d.anger of any being injured by damp unless decay had
previously set in. Small seedling plants appearing .above ground
now require pressing occasion.ally into the ground, out of which they
may be thrown. An estimate of a good bloom or the reverse can
now be made for next season. We have a considerable number still

throwing up trusses which are, however, of no value, except those
that are deep down in the plants where the sm.all buds can just be
seen, and where the stem has not risen. Many plants will not be
showing any signs of trusses yet, but if they have sound, hard
centres, the grower may fully expect good results from them.

Chrysanthemums.—All that can be done now in the case of

flowering plants is to keep up atmospheric conditions favourable to

preservation of the flowers from damp, which is the principal cause
of decay. It is necessary to heat the pipes for the purpose of causing
a cireul.ation of air both by night and day. As they go out of flower

their stems should be cut over, and the plants placed where the

shoots from the b.ase can have an opportunity of developing a healthy
growth. If strong plants are wanted to produce good sized flowering

specimens, cuttings may be put in at once. Put one in the centre

of a small pot, and plunge them in a cold frame where they will

slowly produce roots. L.arge-Uowered varieties and Pompones may
be both treated in this w.ay, but the best large-flowered specimens
may be had by potting up old plants that have been grown during
the preceding summer with a single stem. Healthy young growths
frequently start from the stem a few inches above the surface of the
ground, and these should be stopped and encouraged to grow. I pot
them in sm.all pots at first, repotting them as they grow in size.

11-in. pots are the best in which to flower the plants. Green fly is

frequently to be seen clustering on the young growths at this season,

and where this is the case they must be dipped in soft-soapy water
which will destroy them.

Hollyhocks.—If planted out in frames, or if the pots are

plunged in some dry material, let the lights be taken off on every
favourable occasion. If the soil was moist about the end of Octo-
ber, very little water would be required during the winter, but in no
case should the roots be allowed to become dust dry. When
planted in soil I like it to be rather moist underneath, but dry on
the surface, and if the latter is wet it ought to be stirred up a
little, when it will soon dry. It is safest to h.ave all the^choiee and
scarce varieties in pots, and they should be placed on shelves near
the glass in a cool house from which frost is excluded. Seedlings
pl.anted out in beds do best if the surface soil is just stirred up with
a hoe during mild drying weather in winter, and if the plants are
small they must be watched, for slugs will eat them.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primroses.—Where these
are planted out they will now be entirely at rest, as the frost has
killed the leaves of all within its reach. P. rosea is amongst the
first to suffer, but full, well-matured crowns give promise of a good
show of flowers next year. P. farinosa, P. scotica, P. auriculata,

&c., show where they are, sm.all white buds being just visible. These
and other choice plants of this chaiaeter are best left alone .at this

season ; digging or even forking the .soil amongst them might be
disastrous to them. The borders, banks, or rockwork on which
alpine plants are growing should merely be kept free from weeds.
Very choice plants that are known to be injured by damp should
have a square of glass placed over their crowns, but supported above
them in some way. Plants in pots placed closely together in cold

frames require no further attention, except to water them when re-

quired, and remove the lights on every favourable opportunity.

Cypripediums .and other hardy Orchises in pots. Most of

these have now started into growth ; many of them are above the

ground, and others .are pushing through it rapidly. I do not like

them to get any frost after this, and place the pots near the glass

in a pit from which frost is excluded. The plants require to be kept
in a medium state as regards moisture ; even C. spectabile and
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others that prefer moist places to grow in dislike too much water

when grown in pots. The roots of Orchis hircina seem to prefer a

drier state than those of some others, and so do those of the curious

little Vanilla-scented Nigritella. These are also pushing through

the ground.^Habenaria tinibriata does not require much water, and
this plant seems to do best without any covering of Moss over the

surface of the ground. I fancy that the Lizard Orchis also suc-

ceeds best without any green Moss on the surface of the pots. There

are always exceptions to a general rule, and it is well to take note

of them and act accordingly.—J. Dovolas.

Indoor Plants.
Orchids.—The most prized genus of wiutor-flowering Orchids,

the I'haUcnopsis, will now be fast developing their spikes, and the

strength of these will depend upon the healthiness and root power
possessed by the individual plants. A strong plant of P. Schilleriana,

with a six cr seven-branched spike with every flower perfect, is a

beautiful object in the winter season. The first to bloom is P. ama-
bilis, and the size and purity of colour of the blossoms, combined
with its free and successive h.abit of flowering, render it second to

none in usefulness. This will be succeeded by P. Schilleriana, P.

leucorrhoda, and P. graodiflora. These will all require careful watch-
ing, while the flower-spikes are in a young and sappy state, to guanl
them from being injured by cockroaches or any other insect pest.

Where all the foliage on these is fully ripened, it will be advisal)le,

especially during cold windy weather, to hang them a few inches

further from the glass, to prevent the possibility of the
pl.ants receiving a check from fluctuations of temperature.

It will also be necessary to daily examine the centre of

each plant to see that no water has settled upon them
as this often causes the destruction of plants that may
have taken several years' anxious care to produce. A tempera-
ture of eO--' to 65" by night, and Gj'^ to 70° by day, will keep
them in perfect health through the winter season. A good supply
of atmospheric moisture will also be needed, with a moderately
liberal supply of water at the root. The soft-rooted species, such
as Saccolabiums, Aerides, Vandas, &c. , will now require careful

treatment at the root to preserve the latter from rotting during
the winter season. There will be less danger in making mistakes
in watering where these plants are grown in baskets than when
in pots. A temperature of 60" at night and 65'^ by day will suit

these species, placing the Saccolabiums and Angrajcums at tho

warmest, and the Vandas at the coolest end of the house.

Stove Plants.—The work in this department during the pre"

sent month is less than at any other season, and advantage should
be taken of this to overhaul every plant that has a trace of mealy
bug about it, so as to make a thorough riddance of this pest, as it is

impossible to grow clean healthy plants where this insect has got
the upper hand of the grower. Where this bug has got firmly esta-

blished on creepers it will be best to cut the plants clean out and
make a fresh start with clean, healthy young plants. The best in-

secticide, in my opinion, is the Abyssinian Mixture ; this, if re-

peatedly worked into every crevice of the plants, will surely rid them
of bug and all other insect pests. The most useful plants for working
in with the flowering material will now be healthy young Palms and
the finely cut-leaved Aralias. A good stock of these grown in small
pots should always be kept in readiness for decorative work at this

season of the year. Another plant that will yet become popular as

a winter decorative plant is the Orange. This, when treated libe-

rally with extra warmth during the autumn, will ripen a beautiful

crop of fruit on quite small plants in St-in. pots, and when in this

state few plants are more beautiful or interesting for indoor or warm
conservator)' decoration. Every favourable opportunity must now
be taken to ventilate this structure, as nothing so soon gets plants
weak and spindly at this season as a want of fresh air, and when
they once get into a weak state insects are not slow in finding out
such plants, and soon render them worthless.

Greenhouse Plants.—With the waning of the blossoms on
Chrysanthemums the difficulty of keeping up a gay appearance in

greenhouses and the conservatory will be increased. To succeed
the Chrysanthemums a stock of Epacris, Ericas, and Carnations
should now be fast coming forward, to keep up a succession of
flower. Nothing can beat the diS'erent varieties of Epiphyl-
lums for giving a rich glow to the conservatory during the
winter season. These should be worked on the Pereskia stock, as

this gives the plants a greater degree of hardiness for the conser-
vatory than when on their own roots. Camellias with flower,

buds in all stages of development should now be coming for-

ward. Any of these that have flowered should at once be put under
growing conditions to get them forward for coming in early another
season. It is by getting growth into these early in the season, and
getting the flower-buds as forward as possible in spring and early

summer, and bousing the plants early in autumn, that will give an

early bloom. A Vinery at work will be suitable quarters for any
that are commencing new growth. Where a few pl.ants of Choro-
zemas were introduced into a gentle heat, these will now bo opening
their blossoms, and will continue in perfection far into the spring.

A few of the Acacias may now be forwarded in a little closer atmo-
sphere, when they will soon begin to unfold their blossoms, and
prove valuable for the conservatory. Those who possess a good
stock of Amaryllis may now make a choice of the best ripened bulbs,
and start them in a moderate temperature. Tlie handsome flowered
A. formosissima is one of the most useful, but one that is rarely seen
in collections of plants. It grows and flowers freely in a greenhouse
temperature, and delights in a position on a dry shelf. Bulbs of this

kind potted at once wouhl flower in the course of the season.

—

J. RollKKTS.

Indoor Fruit.

Vines.—By this time the buds in the early house started last

month will be swelling, and the inside borders will require another
watering with water only where the Vines are young and vigorous,
and with good liquid where they are old and require stimulating.
This should be used at a temperature of Sj"^ to 90°, early morning
being the best time to apply it, and in the event of fermenting
leaves having being introduced, they should be turned at short in-

tervals, jvhen additions will be required to prevent the heat from
declining below 75". Young canes now being forced for the first

time may require tying down in a horizontal position over the fer-

menting material to secure an even break, but old Vines that have
been forced for a number of years may be tied up to the wires im-
mediately after they are pruned. When all the buds are fairly on
the move, external borders must have further attention. So far, we
may presume the roots have been protected from the elements by
means of dry Fern or litter, but where the branches are under ex-

citement and forcing is dead against Nature, gentle warmth from a
good body of Oak leaves will stimulate the surface roots into steady
action by the time the Vines begin to feel the strain of the crop.

The leaves should be dry and in a fermenting state when applied to

the borders ; no manure should bo mixed with them, but they
should be made very firm, with a covering of some kind for throw-
ing off rain or snow and to prevent disturbance by wind. Let tho
night temperature range from 55" to 58" for the present, and 65" to
70" by day from artificial heat, with a rise of a few degrees from
Bun-heat when mild and gleamy.

Grape Room.—If not already done, this should now be put
in order for the reception of the latest Grapes hanging on leafless

Vines. Alicantes should be cut, bottled, and used first ; but Lady
Downes, the best of s 11 for keeping, should not be cut before the
first week in January, This remark applies to properly ripened
Grapes intended to keep fresli and plump until the month of May,
and where they are in this condition the temperature may fall as

low as 45" to 50" with sufficient fire-heat to dispel damp and keep
out frost ; but fire-heat after the leaves fall must be carefully applied,

otherwise the best ripened bunches will shrivel. In damp weather,
when external conditions are unfavourable, the house should be kept
quite close, dry, and cool, and when the niglits are cold or frosty

some light covering in the way of frigi-dorao or canvas drawn
over the roof will prevent radiation, and so reduce the necessity

for making the pipes hot to ensure safety through the night,

while the subdued light will benefit the Grapes without injuring

the Vines.

Pruning and Cleansing.—Take every opportunity for

getting these operations in succession houses finished in order

that the Vines may have a long rest before they arc again ex-

cited, as early priming always favours a strong and even break,

and thoroughly ripened buds produce the most compact and best

fertilised bunches of Grapes. Select cuttings from thoroughly
ripened canes for eyes and bottle grafting, a very simple opera-

tion, which may be performed at any time after the wood is

ripe.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as the buds in the

early house show signs of swelling, the hot-water pipes may be suf-

ficiently warmed to admit of a steady circulation of air by night and
day unless the weather is very severe ; but no increase in the general

range of temperature must be made until the blossoms get more
advanced, when a few degrees may be added on bright mild days.

Where established trees have been forced for a number of years they
will stand a higher temperature than young ones ; but through the

dark dull month of December it is always the safest plan to lean to low
temperatures, particularly through tlie night, and to make up for

lost time through the last stages of growth. A very important point

worthy of consideration in early forcing is the position of the roots.

It near the surface of internal borders, with an abundance of active

feeders working in strong calcareous loam, they will stand sharper

forcing than others in cold, deep, undisturbed borders ; for much as
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the Peaoli delights in a firm resisting soil, it always <.loes best when
its roots are kept within reach of the warmth from the fermenting
material placed upon the surface. The syringint' of the trees and
all availaljle surfaces with tepid water must have daily attention,

care being talven that the young wood becomes moderately dry before
nightfall. The fermenting material must be constantly turned, and
additions made to it, for the double purpose of keeping up the heat
and charging the atmosphere with moisture. If Strawberries in pots
have been introduced, keep them away from the trees, syringe them
well, and fumigate the house twice before the Peaches come into

flower. Talce advantage of wet days for getting the trees in succes-
sion houses pruned and tied in. Cut away all gross and imperfectly
ripened wood. Lay in tlie fruit-bearing shoots at full length where
space is unlimited, and leaveplenty of room for thefuUdevelopment of

the summer growths. Keep the doors and ventilators of late houses
open night and day to prevent the buds from becoming too prominent,
one of tlie worst evils that can overtake the cultivator who wishes to
keep his trees in a backward state until danger from spring frosts

has passed away. In many places these structures are filled with
plants ; where this is the case they should be subjects that will

stand all kinds of exposure with the exception of actual frost, when
closing may be necessary.

Figs.—The early house having been closed, apply tepid water to
the roots of the pot trees at short intervals until every part of the
ball is properly moistened. Introduce fermenting Oak leaves between
the pots to produce gentle excitement of the roots, as well as to
economise fire heat, for, notwithstanding the fact that the Fig is less

impatient than stone fruit trees, the soft, genial warmth from
fermenting materials, aided by gentle fire-heat, is superior to fire-

heat alone. Syringe the trees and walls every morning .and again
about 1 p.m., unless the weather is unfavourable, when the afternoon
syringing of the trees may be omitted. Commence forcing with a
temperature of •iC at night and .1'' to 10' more by day when the
weather is mild ; but at tliis dead season, with every appearance of
severity, a lower range may be found advisable, as nothing can be
gained by undue haste through the early stages. Endeavour to keep
the glass clean and free from accumulations from condensed steam
by giving a little air at the apex every day, and close the lights when
the heat begins to decline from the maximum of (iO". ^Vilere span-
roofed houses of moderate dimensions are dev-oted to early forcing a
maximum of light is obtained ; but the large area of glass exposed to
external conditions renders the interior liable to sudden depressions
of temperature, to counteract which, some kind of covering in the
way of blinds for running over the exposed parts by night and
during severe storms should be proviiled. If blinds on rollers are
impracticable, garden mats sewn together will be found a very good
substitute.

The Succession House, containing trees in internal borders,
should now lie got ready for shutting up about the end of the month
when the rules laid down for the management of pot trees will apply.
Examine the borders, and if they have not been watered since they
were pruned, let them be well mulched, and give a series of water-
ings with tepid water .at frequent intervals. Young pot trees in-

tended to make another year's growtli before they are forced may be
turned out of the pots and well soaked preparatory to repotting in

new compost, consisting of strong, turfy loam, old lime rubble, and
a little well-rotted manure. The compost should be used in a dry
state and firmly rammed, but no water should be given until the
trees are started early in January.—W. Colem.^n.

Kitclien Garden.
Every liit of digging or trenching should, if possible, be finished

by the end of the year ; this can be done when the weather is open

;

and wlien the ground is frost-bound is the time to wheel out m.anure
and soils, to mal;e up hotbeds for foi-cing, to clear up the soil-yard
generally, and .all other operations that necessitate wheeling, which
in such weather is not only done without injuring the walks, but
with greater comfort to the workmen. With regard to growing crops
in the open g.arden, but little attention will be requisite for some
time to come. Brussels Sprouts and Kales will, after severe frost,

be the lietter for having tlie old decayed leaves cleared off, both to
admit air to the plants and to get rid of the disagreeable smell which
emanates from such decaying matter. Young plantations of Cabbage
should lie eartlied up, and be carefully guarded from slugs and grubs
by dustings with lime or soot. Cauliflowers and early Broccolis
should be lifted directly they turn in, and be " heeled in " in .some
sheltered spot, and protected with mats in severe weather. Plots of

Spinach should have the soil occasion.ally stirred ; on light open soil

this crop never fails in winter, but it is a critical crop on heavy land

;

hence the desirabibty of frequent hoeing or " pointing over." Celery
should be finally earthed up when the weather is dry, and protection
provided for severe weiither. Hurdles or mats, resting on Pea sticks
Itvid ovet- the ridges, form a handy mode of protection. Lettuce and

Cauliflower plants also need a covering of litter or br.acken as soon
as severe weather sets in ; and plants of the same in handlights and
frames should be effectually protected by covering the lights with
litter. The directions given in former papers as to the forcing of

Rhub.arb, Seakale, and Asp.aragu3 are still applicable. Succession
batches of these should be started about fortnightly, varying in quan-
tity according to the demand. Potatoes may now be pLanted in

quantity ; for these a bed of Oak leaves forms the most congenial
bottom-heat, as also for Carrots and Radishes, and though top-heat
from pipes saves a lot of covering up, by this mode of heating
Potatoes are so apt to develop a weakly growth of haulm, .and conse-
quently an inferior crop of tubers, that preference should be given to
growing them without top-heat other than that produced by the bed
of leaves ; of course, outside linings to frames will be requisite, and
thick coverings over the glass nightly.—W. W.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cabbage Broccoli.—Allow me to tell "A. D.," who writes
against this excellent vegetable, firstly, that hearsay is not evidence,
and secondly, that it is not yet in commerce. Had " A. D." waited
until it had been sent out, then would have been the time to have
found fault with the purity of the stock. The following is a truth-

ful account of a plot of it from which we are now cutting, .and from
this, people can draw their own conclusioBS. I find that the piece

in question cantains 24,3 plants, and amongst these there are only
thirteen "rogues," m.aking exactly 6 per cent. ; moreover, most of

these will furnish good Broccoli in spring, so that there is no loss of

ground. This result is good considering the seed was saved at home,
where it is next to impossible to prevent its getting crossed a
little. —R. Gilbert, Bin-ghlmj.

Is it correct that Mr. Gilbert's Cabbage Broccoli can be cut
as a Broccoli in spring, ^3 stated by "A. D." (p. .524)? I feel in-

clined to question this from my own experience of Cabbage Broccoli,

or Broccoli Cabbage as I shall call mine, and from what I saw of

Mr.^Clilbert's at Kensington, both seem to be the same sort of thing.

They certainly send up their flower-heads in the spring, but in a
very loose way com p.ared with Broccoli. I certainly could not call

them Broccoli. I have a plantation of them now, and it is surpris-

ing how the heads vary in shape, although the seeds were saved
from one plant and not crossed by anything else. Some are the

same in shape as Mr. Gilbert's, some firm, tight heads liae a Cocoa-
nut, others large and firm like a good ordinary Cabbage ; in fact,

by the appearance only it would be difficult to tell them from Cab-
bage, but the flavour when cooked is very difl'erent and very dis-

tinct from that of Cabbage. I have had them cooked side by side

with Cabbage in .about the same stage of development, with exactly

the s.ame quantity of salt in the water, and have called in my family

as judges ; their judgment, as regards flavour, was in favour of

the Cablxage. Both appearance and flavour are quite distinct from
those of ordin<ary Cabbage, and I shall go on selecting and growing
my Broccoli Cabb.age, as it is certainly a distinct vegetable and will

gire us a change.—R. Lloyd, Brookvood Axyhnn, Surre;/.

Jersey Shallot.—Isee that this Shallot has been tried .at Chiswick
this season, and that it is well spoken of. Last March, wishing to

give it a tri.al, I obtained a packet of seed of it, which was sown the

second week in March, along with the main sowing of Onions, on a

piece of well-cultivated land, giving the Shallot the same treatment
as the Onions during the summer, and harvesting it at the same time.

The crop was excellent. Shallots from sets were planted by the side

of them some time previously, but the crop from these was only
one-fourth of tliat from seed, all being treated in the same way, two
rows of each. I am told that this kind will not reproduce itself in

the usual way Shallots do ; but, all being well, I intend trying it

next spring.—J. C, Fiirnhoromjli.

Williams' Matchless Red Celery.—I agree with every
word Mr. Gilbert says in praise of this Celery. Some few years ago
I grew some hundreds of plants of it, and found it to be the Siame

variety which I had been growing for at least ten years, and for ten

years previous to that it had been grown by an uncle of mine with
very gre.at success, his Red Celery always being my envy. I at last

obtained two or three hundred plants of it from him, and this variety

I have grown ever since, and shall continue to grow in preference to

any other. I intend sending Mr. ( filbert a packet of my seed in

order to prove the correctness of this statement.

—

Thomas Watts,
56, Gold Stn-it, KortJiampton.

Early Purple-top Munich Turnip.—I cannot but think
that the experience of your correspondent, as recorded in The Garden
(p. 478), regarding the flavour of this Turnip is attributable to some
local cause, for here it w,as certainly as mild in flavour as any variety

I have ever tasted, and that others appreciated its quality tofhe full
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I hail practical illustration by tlie supply hoUliiig out only about half

the time that a similar plot Iml usu lUy dune. I hope, therefore,

your corresponileiit will l)rcak the rash resolution he has niatle, and
give it another trial, and I woul.l rcoominend him to sow it on laud

that has not been recently manured.—\V. Wii.DSMri'H.

A^parag'us in India —Acting on the hints given in The
GAKnF.v on A^parajus culture, I sucoeedeil in raising a small dish of

Asparagus at B.ingalore on tha first anniversary of tlie sowing of the

seed. The heals were smill, and perhap3 immiture and too much
forced. Dr. Cornish, at Mxdras, where the climate is so much
warmer, but where he had the benefit of the sea breeze, cut Aspara-

gui i(i les3 than I'J months from the seed solving, and the heads

were, he said, of fair size and flavour.—J. P.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

CIirvYS.VNTIIEMU.MS AS P.OUQrKT FLOWERS.
Ir is a common thing at exhibitions of Chrysanthemum?, where cut

blooms are in perfection, to hear expressions of regret that tliey are

far toi large for bouiiuet uses or for vase decor.ation. This is

nndoubtedly the case, as large flowers for such purposes are entirely

out of character. When a small flower in a vase decays, its with-

drawal leaves no great vacancy ; but a large one, if taken out,

exhibits a large hole that is not easily filled. To obtain the one big

flower, some half dozen buila perhaps have to be destroyed ; but if

these were retained, they would furnish a supply of suocessional

blooms for a fortnight longer. But all lookers-on at exhibitions of

Chrysanthemums do not know that the cut blooms staged are in-

variably the produce of abnormal cultivation, and do not represent

what the flowers are if the growth or cultivation were more simple

and natural. In saying this I do not find fault with those who grow
these -wonderful blooms for thus showing us wliat the Chrysan-

themum m.ay be made to do. I have but just seen the very beautiful

exhibition of Chrysanthemums now open to public view at the

Royal Nursery, Slough ; and, with all deference to show flowers, I

must admit that this beautiful display of plants, naturally grown
with blooms naturally developed, alfords mucli more pleasure than
any other exhibition which I have seen. In a span-roofed house,

100 ft. in lengtli, there is a sloping bank of plants on either side,

the general effect of which is excellent. Specially interesting to

those who are seeking for varieties suitable for bouquet purposes is

this collection, because it is at once obvious that the blooms thus
developed may be produced with equal ease elsewhere, needing only
the shelter of a cool house to ward off rains and frost, until they are

exhausted. However tastes may differ amongst frequenters of

exhibitions, and even growers of the Chrysanthemum for exhibition,

as to which class of blooms possess the greatest beauty, whether
the globular, incurved, or the ragged tasselled Japanese, there is none
amongst those who make bouquets or dress vases, or who have to

exhibit taste in the department of domestic floriculture, as to which
section presents the most pleasing feature for their purpose. It is

not amongst the stift", formal incurved kinds that they seek for what
they want ; but rather among the tasselled and reflexed flowers in

which there is brightness, elegance, and variety of form, and an
absence of that stiffness which renders rotund flowers so undesirable.

Looking over the kinds, I specially noted amongst fine white flowers,

Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Double White Marabout (a fine

kind), Mile. Marthe, and Sieur Melanie, Dark-coloured flowers have
special value when they reflect artificial light, and the rich-coloured
Chrysanthemums do this admirably. Very beautiful deep colours
are found in Abd-el-Kader, in which there is a curious maroon-
crimson tint ; Purple King, .Julie Lagravere, Prognc, Fulgore, a
very pretty flower ; Mons. Crousse, a charming sort ; Red Dragon,
anil the pretty Anemone-flowered Pompone, Bijou. Pink and rose

shades are in the Chrysanthemum very soft and valuable for vase
decoration. Of these La Nyraphe, Cri Kang, La Frisure, and
Bouquet Fait are very pretty. Yellows are needed only in modera-
tion. A glaring yellow flower is not often acceptable in a vase or
bouquet. Very good yellows of divers shades are Peter the Great,
Aigle dOr, Fulton, and Mons. Charles Hubert. Of bronze kinds
two good flowers are Orphee and Baronne de Prailly. Thus in a list

of twenty-four kinds there is enough for any one wanting variety,

and certainly all the sorts named are most valuable for the purjjoses

indicated. A. D.

Dinner-table Decoration.—There nan be no doubt that the
fewer the colours used on a dinner table the better, inasmuch as

when many colours are mixed together, one often destroys the other.

Last .September I was much pleased with a floral decoration for a
di'.iner table which I saw at a local show in this neighbourhood. It

was a March vase or stand with trumpet glasses, and the flowers

employed were the following : Blue Salvia {S. patens), hardy white
Phlox, and Anemone HonoriucJobcrt, with some <!rasses and Maiden-
hair Fern fronds, a pleasing coinliiiiation when skilfully carried

out. Although the competition was well contested, one could sec at

once on entering the tent that this was the best. I have seen some
vases prettily filled witli spring flowers alone, such as those of Scilla

sibirica and coloured single Primroses, using their own leaves to set

them off, which they do to advantage.—J. C., Fanihoroini/i.

Cyclamens in Small Pots.—The advantages of growing
plants in small pots for purposes of indoor decoration neeil not be
insisted on, as every one engaged in the decoration of apartments
knows full well that by their means groups may bo better finished

off and jardinieres, vases, &c., better filled with flowers and foliage.

All that may be said of plants generally will apply to the Cycla-
men, a charming plant for any pupose, but of i.nmeuse value when
grown with three or four dozen blooms in 2-in. pots, so that if so

desired they may be turned out of the pots to be worked in with
other things, ami surfaced with Moss in the ordinary manner. To
obtain such little specimens is an easy matter ; all that one lias to

do is to pot oil' some young seedlings in March, grow them along
n the usual manner, but instead of shifting them in the summer
iced them up well with weak guano water. Little plants like

fhese have a very interesting and pretty appearance.—J. C B.

A BOILER TRIAL.

I SEE it suggested in a contemporary that another trial of horti-

cultural boilers should be instituted afthe forthcoming Manchester
show, and I think the idea is a good one. Besides, Mr. Findlay i.s

just the right sort of man to .see such trial carried out .satisfactorily.

Ilitherto, such trials have been worth nothing at all so far as any
real test of the respective qualities of each kind of boiler was
concerned, and yet I do not know anything about which horti-

culturists of all grades would ba more thankful for information.

It is hardly creditable to horticultural societies that the boiler

question should have remained .so long unsettled, and I think some
of the funds devoted to prizes for plants and fruit, &c., might
have been devoted to prizes for the best boilers for horticultural

purposes. The question to be settled is a simple one. We have
at the present time an immense number of horticultural boilers,

all said to be constructed on the best principles, and all said to be

good, and what we want to know now is which is the best of all

these, and how the fact can be be.st ascertained by a simple trial

at a horticultural exhibition extending over, perhaps, a few days.

Before this can be answered, however, it must be first settled what
are the most important and essential qualities in a boiler. These
I take to be simplicity of construction, quick action, power of

economising fuel, cheapness (comparatively) of price and of

setting end endurance. The first four points could be settled,

I think, pretty satisfactorily at one trial ; and as to the

lasting qualities or endurance, tliat is a matter much depending
on construction and on the quality of the matetials ns?d ; but it is

a point that might be settled in a fairly satisfactory manner by

competent engineers assisting as judges.

Boilers cannot be .pidged off-hand like a tray of fruit or

a collection of plants; tlie thing will have to be thought out and
carried out on a comprehensive scale. Once it has been arrangi'd

to hold a trial, let all tlie noted malcers be invited to compete,

and let the best man win. I have been told that tliere miglit

be a difficulty about inducing makers to enter the lists freely in

a trial, but one can hardly understand any one refusing to submit

their apparatus to a fairlv conducted te.st, whether the scheme
might meet with their own entire approval or no. It would no

doubt be a rather expensive matter to erect boilers and pipes at

a distance for such a purpose, and it would be advisable, there-

fore, to reduce, the cost to competitors as far as was consistent

with a proper experiment of the kind, and at the same time malfo

it worth their while to campete. One important point would need

to be kept in view by tlie promoters of any trial, and that is, that

in each case the boiler should have as heavy a task assigned it

as it could perform, i.e., it should not be more than equal to the

amount of piping it has got to heat. Hot-water engineers are

pretty well agreed as to how many feet of 4-in. piping each

superficial foot of boiler surface .should heat effectively. Let that

therefore, be their standard. It would not matter how small or

how large a boiler might be, but for every foot of heating sur-

face it presented the correct quantity would have to be placed

against it. It would, however, be best if all the boilers were of
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the same capacity in tliat way and all taxed to the same extent.

If I remember correctly, each square foot of boiler surface sub-

mitted to the action of the fire is calculated to heat -50 ft. of

i-in. pipe, so that it would not be necessary for competitors to

send large boilers for trial.

Fuel would be the next question. Each exhibitor might be
allowed to fire his own boiler as he liked, but the amount of fuel

consumed in each case would have to be noted and taken into

consideration in coming to a verdict. There woidd be no diffi-

cvdty on that point. In fact, there is no difficulty- in the wa^- of

a trial taking place in the way here indicated if any society will

l)e good enough to take it up and put it into shape. I have no
desire to prejudge the result of such a contest, but I do hope,
should it ever come off, that the old saddle principle will be repre-

sented ; being everbody's boiler and no one's property in parti-

culai', it is apt to be left out of the list. If there be any truth in

mathematics and in the calculations of engineers, the saddle princi-

ple, even as exemplified in the old plain saddle, without either ter-

minal ends or wings, should stand a good chance in any battle,

because there is no other boiler that presents a greater proportion
of its surface to the direct action of the fire, and that is one of the
most important points of construction. I am willing to subscribe
10s. Cd. as my mite to any fund that may be proposed for a boiler

trial to be carried out in a perfectly satisfactory manner to the
public, and I hope this subject will not be lost sight of.

Worthy. J. Simpsox.

PROPAGATING.

Thibaudia acuminata.—The best way of increasing this is by
mc.ins of tops (fig. 1) or single eyes (fig. 2). The mode first named is

to be preferred, as the best jjlants are obtained ia that way. The
best months in which to take cuttings are March and April. If the
cuttings are taken from plants in a cool greenhouse, they must be

(^'utting of Thibaudia acuminata

placed on a cool bottom in the propagating house ; but if from a
warm house and the wood is somewhat soft, they must be placed on
a gentle bottom heat. The cutting pots, which may be of any size,

provided bell-glasses will cover them, must be clean and well drained.
The best compost should be peat, yellow loam, and sand well mi.xed
and sifted fine, with a :}-in. covering of sand on the top. In in-

serting the cuttings, if eyes, all the leaves should be placed inwards,
ie., towards the centre ; fasten them well in ; water and put on the
glasses, which ought to be wiped dry twice a week. They will be

callused in a month, and be sufficiently rooted in two months
to be gradually inured to air, and they may be potted off in July.

—

H,

Aralia dactylifolia.—This is one of the finest species of a
somewhat large family of fine-leaved plants. The leaves are deeply
lobed, and are numerous enough to impart a well-furnished appear-
ance to a medium-sized specimen. Were this species more plentiful
it would undoubtedly become very popular, for it is an elegant sub-
ject for the decoration of cool glass structures. I believe it is still

dear, a fact much to be regretted. I have propagated it by means
of offsets produced near the base of the stem, which strike freely
enough, but are not sufiiciently numerous to enable one to get up any
large stock. It may, perhaps, be increased by means of root cut-
tings, but I have had no experience of this method of propagating
it. What is the e.xperiense of your readers in this matter?—J. C,
Byfleet.

LATE ANSWERS TO OORRESPOroEITTS.

Hygrometers.—The diftereuce of the readings between the wet and dry
bull) depends upo:^ the time of day, the time of year, the weather, and the class
of Orchids in the house. At this time the atmosphere in all the houses should
stand at the saturation point immediately after the morning's damping down.
From this it should gradually work away, till by noon the glass shows about 5* of
evaporation. The decline of heat and the evening's damping down will bring the
bulbs again almust together, to again fall apart through the night, till, in the
morning, 5'^ or so will separate them. During the summer the evaporation at
noon will be much greater. Orchids requiring coolness and shade need the
readings at all times closer together than those of the heat and sun-loving section.
—J. C. Sl'YEES, Bur/urd Lodije.

Diseased Oi'chids.—In answer to "S. E." (Nov. 20), respecting the dark
brown blister on the pseudo-bulbs of Ccclogyne cristata, my experience of it ia

that it is caused by excess of moisture. We have had it on Cadogyne cristata,

and also on Odontoglussum Roezli, and in each case the plants had been kept
too wet and the Sphagnum growing up round the bulbs. As soon as discovered I

pulled the sphagnum away and kept the plants a little dry, and the blister dried
in the course of a week or two.—T. D. MVLES.

Gentiana verna.—I-. E. J/".—Rare in gardens, but not really difficult to
cultivate where not shaded by tall or overrun by coarse plants. It is interesting
to know that there is yet so much of it wild in our own country. Try fresh and
healthy plants of in moist loam in an exposed spot on the rock garden, letting

the soil be deep and firm.

White Tuberous Begonias.—C. F.—Queen of the Whites and Mrs. J.

Laing, buth of which may be procured at any lar^-ie nursery.

'DeMtziQ.S.Southport.~\yo not disturb them till their roots get established in
the new soil ; then phice them in a gentle, moist heat, and t'ley will succeed.

Variegated American Aloe in a Shed.— r. C—You do not say how
the shed is lighted or warmed. We have seen the green kind kept inrooma.

Ferns.-iJifi.—We think not
;
you had better apply direct to the advertisers.

Names of Plants.- Tf'. B.—The Lxlia.is albida var. bella. We do not
recognise the Ciclugyne ; it appeai-s distinct from any in cultivation. We advise
you to send it to Prof. H. <t. Reichenbacb, Botanic Garden. Hamburgh.
W. 0. W.—We do not attempt to name mere varieties of florists' flowers. //.

Tirebuck.—Ajuga reptans (purple leaved variety). J. Tltmiias.—TXia shrub
you seud is apparently Gaultheria axillaris, but without flowers we cannot be
certain.

Questions.
Coping for Peach Walls-—In the beginning of this spring I put up ou

my Peach wall a good deal of Mr. Parham's glass coping, 3 ft. wide. Would you
recommend me to take it down now, and let the trees get washed and hardened
by the winter rains, etc., and to put it up in spring, when the trees begin to bud?
or should I leave it up for the winter, and syringe the trees occasionally?—A. S.

White African Lily.— I observe it is stated that Mr. Bull has imported
from the Cape a beautiful variety of White Agapanthus, a very different plant
from the une hitherto known under that name. Now in Messrs. Henderson's
catalogue I find "Agapanthus albiflorus (white), a deciduous species often sold

as umbellatus albus," and also " umbellatas candidus (pure white) " In Ware's
catalogue I find "umbellatus albus described as bearing umbels of pure white
flowers," and another " umbellatus albus maximus described as bearing immense
heads of pure white flowers." The price of albus is about the same as that of

albiflorus, and the price of umbellatus maximus about the same as that of

candidus of Henderson. Can any one inform me which is the true white one ?

and if Boll's new one is different from the others ?—E. T. B.

Whortleberry-leaved Knot'weed (Polygonum vaccini-

folium).—Wherever hardy plants are grown this should find a place.

It is a charmiug little evergreen plant with dark, shining foliage and
bright rosy.piuk flowers. It delights in a sheltered, sunny situa-

tion, such as may generally be found where rockwork exists. In

any case it is excellent for planting on a raised mound, as by so

doing the welfare of the plant is assured and its fresh beauty more
fully displayed. It is a plant which generally excites the surprise

and delight of those who see it for the first time, and were I limited

to one dozen hardy flowers, this little Polygonum would be one of

them. Tastes dilfer, but I do not think that any one could coldly

pass by this bright little plant when in bloom, nor regret having
jntroduced it into their collections.—J, C. B.

Forced Vegetables.—I was rather amused wtih an article in The Garpen
(p. 649) from "Cambrian" as to the bottom-heat for Seakale, Khubarb, and
Asparagus—the latter to be kept at from 70" to 100°—nice and warm ! My fifty

years' practice does not require it so hot.—GEO. BOND, Walcot.
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" This Is an art
AVTiich iloes meiul Nature : cliaii'j:o it rather : but
Tbk Akt itself is Natuke."—SAatfsjJi'art!.

mPOYERISHMENT OF TREES ON LAWNS.
Tins is a subject meriting the mo.st .•serious attention of all

planters and the yet larger numbers that feel an intere.st in the

welKloing of trees on Grass. .Such trees are irapoverislieJ in two
ways chiefly; the Grass grows at their expense, antl they are

deprived of Nature's annual enrichment in the form of dead and
dying leaves, weeds, or tJrasses. Tlio result of the.se compound
robberies of the roots prove most disastrous to the trees. So
marked often are these starving effects, that by the time the trees

reach middle age or stature they have begun to look prematurely
old, or have already given way under disease ; Moss or Lichen
have crept up their limbs and branches, adding it may be a new
beauty to some trees, but also providing snug lurking places for

insects, and inviting the attacks of diseivse. True, ungenial or

wet soils may often bring trees down into similar states of decrepi-

tude or premature old age, but for every tree that becomes
diseased or dies through ungenial soils a score or more perish

of sheer starvation. Of course, on good soils the process is slower,

as the roots bore deep and run far ; but no soil can thus keep on
giving out its goodness day by day, month by month, and year
by year, and receive nothing in return without i)ecoming finally

exhausted. As if these two main causes of impoverishment were
not sufficiently mischievous, not a few cultivators still further

worry their trees at top and impoverish their roots at bottom by
the weekly shading off and carrying awaj' of all the Grass that

grows under them. The Grass is grown largely at tlie expense of

the roots, and were it left to decompose wliere it grows, this would
partly recoup them for its production ; but the incessant mow-ings
and removals prove double drains on the soil ; the removal of the

cr.op baidks Xature's effort to compensate it for its production.

Nor is this all; a surface of closely-shaven turf is speedily

dried by sun and wind. In the drying of the root-

runs of trees it is not simply water, but much of the
most soluble, that is, the most valuable constituents of the streng-th

of the soil tliat is dissipated or wasted through the air ; hence the
common dressing of Grass under trees master the growing force of

the earth in a fourfold manner thus—by the growth of the Grass,

its removal, the sweeping up of fallen leaves, and consequent expo-
sure of semi-bare surface to the wasteful action of sun and air.

And where is the benefit ? It is hard to say. Assuredly there is

none to the tree. That alone ought to condemn and abolish the
practice. "We are supposed to work for the good of the trees,

chiefly that they may grow up fast and strong, and continue
healthy as long as possible. A smooth, clear I)ase assuredly does
not favour any of these objects, but it pleases tlie eye. But the
tree ought so to fill and satisfy that with its graceful or stately

beauty, the eye shall have no desire nor room for any smaller
or lesser pleasiu'e. Now, all well grown trees on turf should foi-ni

their own ba.se, so dense and low that nothing else should be
visible. One of the main objects of having trees isolated is to save
their ba.ses, for woods and forestsprovide us withpolesinabundance.
Our lawns should furnish us with perfect specimens feathered to
the ground, with their lower boughs liugging the turf so closelv as

to kill it, and provide a screen so dense as to hide from view the
annual benediction to the hungry roots of the welcome showers of
fallen leaves. These at once cut off all active sources of impover-
ishment, and tend to maintain at par the feeding properties of the
earth. Surely such trees, models of form as well as perfect in health,
please the eye far more than so many of the half-starved abor-
tions so often met with on lawns—single specimens of what such
trees ought not to be, or never would have become but for our starv-
ing treatment. And even where poles are desiderated, as in the
case of some deciduous trees, Cedars or other Coniferne, it would
often be far better to leave the natural dehi-is of the trees to rot in

peace over their roots, thus forming at once a natural manure and
a not unsightly mulch. This holds good especially of all the Firs.

There is nothing so very unsiglitly in needles, as the leaves are
popularly called, and if they are only let alone it is astonishing
how soon the worms partially bury them, sufficiently so

at least to pre\ont them becoming a nuisance of litter,

far removed from the trees. In performing this work, too,

the worms throw up casts or heaps of earth that seem rich

in manurial matter. Wliat the eartli-worms wint or do with
the needles I have never been able fully to discover. The.90

attempts, however, to drag in the leaves of Coniferous and other

trees afford a plain liint of Nature's intention concerning them.
Fallen leaves were certainly meant to protect and feed the roots

of trees. The qjiantity that falls, even in the ca.se of Conifers,

is wonderful. L nder some of our trees, such as Pinus insignis and
Sabiniana, at tlie present time (December 1) barrowloads of

needles might Ije gathered up. Left where they are tliey prove an

impenetrable l)arrier to fi'0.5t. As to their unsightliness, very few
of them will be seen by the end of April, and Ijcsides tlie lower

branches in nio.st cases cover tliem up fromobser\-ation. The fallen

leaves poi'form another useful service : they kill or prevent tlii^

growth of the Grass. By forming a layer of porous clchri.i on the

surface the free passage of water to the roots is ensured, jwliile

these natural mulchings liinder the evaporation of the moistui'c!

or strength of the soil. Of course the wide spreads of the bottom
branches of trees likewise assist in most of these useful purposes.

They keep the roots from Ijeing frozen, and protect them from
sun scorching or air drying. In any case wliere it might be

undesirable to prevent the impoverishment of the roots by such

means, some other methods of recouping them should be devised.

There are few better modes than the application of an occasional

top-dressing of good soil or rich compost according- to circmn-

stances. Those who prefer a surface of soil should keep it roiigli

and loose. But Cocoa-nut fibre refuse is more sightly as well as

far more useful than any kind of earth as a top-dressing for singli;

trees. Some recommend well-rotted farmyard manure. There is

no objection to this for tlio majority of deciduous trees, tlujugh

it must be employed sparingly if at all for Conifers?. Good loam
forms the mo.st suitable top-dressing for these, though if planted

in fairly good soil, and trained and treated as here recommended,
their own leaves will generally prove a sufficient top-dressing to

maintain them in sufficient vigour, and preserve tliem in robust

health. I). T. Fi.sii.

Ligustrum ovalifolium as a Hedge Plant and for
Pl0"W"er Sticks.—To those who want quantities of ueat, tough,

lasting flower-sticks I would say plant this as a hedge—that is, if

you want a hedge, if not at the back of shrubberies in plantations

or anywhere where thickets are required. If planted as a hedge
leave the cutting of it till October or November, then before clip-

ping send a man along it to cut out all the strong shoots to their

base, after w'hich clip and select all thoots strong enough for use.

If planted in thickets, as soon as the stools are strong enough cut

down every year in November, and you will get a fine lot of neat,

useful, tough, flower-sticks that will last long if properly dried, and
be 1 ess conspicuous than shaved and painted green sticks. After
cutting they can be laid aside till a wet day, when they can be
stripped of their leaves, sized, and tied into bundles for use when
required. This Privet makes a very much stronger hedge than the
common variety, and is got up very quickly. A good sheltered

border may soon be obtained by planting it in well trenched ground.
I have planted several hedges of it here for shelter purposes, and
they are much admired by all who see them. In planting some of

them I used Laurels at every .3 ft. or 4 ft. as a mixture, and they
looked very well for some years, but the Ligustrum is such a strong
grower, that it ex'entually swamps the Laurel. Good useful plants

from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high can be bought by the 100 or 1000 at most of

our .Surrey nurseries, and now is the time to plant them.—R. Li.oyd,

Brookwood A^ifbnn, Woli'liirj,

Leycesteria formosa.—One often meets with this plant in

far from a s.itisfactory condition
; yet when thriving it is a really

striking object. In situations somewhat shaded from the full glare

of the sun I have seen it succeed perfectly ; the beautiful green of

the leaves and stems contrasts well with the parple bracts and white
flowers, and renders it quite distinct in appearance. Last winter
this plant suffered severely, yet it grows so fast that many then cut

to the ground have .already formed fine plants.

—

Alpha.

Pinus parviflora.—This is well adapted for small g.anlens,

as it forms a really beautiful dwarf tree of at most from 20 ft. to

25 ft. in height. It belongs to the five-leaved section, that is, bearing
five leaves in a sheath of from 1 in. to 2 in. in length, and of a
beautiful glaucous hue, which, however, varies a good deal in indi-

vidual plants. It is a favourite with the .Japanese, as it does not
soon outgrow the space allotted to it in their miniature gardens.
—Alpha,
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Scarcity of Holly Berries.—Absence would have been
the better word, for there is scarcely one to be seen. I never re-

member so complete and entire a failure. The Yevrs are equally

without berries, and Haws are also very scarce. The absence of

Holly berries must needs modify the character of many Christmas
decorations in the coming holidays. On a large scale there are few
simpler substitutes for these berries than the smaller garden Peas
rolled in red lead ; for distant decorations these answer well. The
round-berried varieties of Solanum capsicastrum are also likely to

be in great demand for decorations this season.—D. T. Fi^ii.

MESSRS. S:\riTH & CO.'S NURSERIES, WORCESTER.
Foremost amongst provincial nursery establishments must certainly

be placed the St. John's Nurseries, Worcester, celebrated as they
are alike for extent and the excellence of their contents. The area
occupied by these nurseries is some '200 acres, every portion

of wliich is cropped to its utmost capacity. A roadway in a straiglit

line a mile and a quarter in length runs through the centre of the
grounds, and this and other roads and walks are bordered by choice
shrubs and trees, each a specimen in itself.

Of Conifers, some 4.')0 kinds may be seen here in various stages
of growth, and particular attention should be directed to the
wonderfully fine stock of the golden and other forms of the useful
and popular Retinosporas. The golden Chinese Juniper is also
particulai'ly fine. Juniperus excelsa stricta is certainly one of the
prettiest fastigiate plants in cultivation. Of the Frankincense
Juniper (J. thurifera), I noticed some good examples ; it is a dense
grower, symmetrical in form, and perfectly hardy. Biota orientalis

elegantissima is a useful form of the Chinese Arbor-vitic. It. has a
neat, dwarf, fastigiate habit and a rich golden colour, which it re-

tains more persistently than the well known popular old Golden
Arbor-vitai ; Biota orientalis, gracilis, or frcneloides, is an erect,

compact, slender-growing kind, distinct and beautiful, and well
worthy of attention. Biota orientalis falcata, of which this nursery
contains a line stock, is a Japanese introduction, where it is fre-

quently used as a hedge plant, a purpose for which its dense, dark,
compact growth admirably adapts it. Biota orientalis Zuccariniana
is a dwarf .Japanese Arbor-vit.-e. globular in form, with foliage of a beau-
tiful bright green colour, which it re tains throughout the winter mouths.
Amongst Abies, A. Engelmanni glauca is a fine glaucous variety of
the type, and a kind of great excellence, thriving well in almost any
kind of soil, though jjretering a good friable loam. A. excelsa in-
verta is a singular weeping form of tlie Norway Spruce, having pen-
dulous branches like those of the Kilmarnock Willow ; even its
leading shoot when young droops, but gradually stifiens up after the
manner of that of the Deodar. It is a plant of free growth, and one
which is very elTective contrasted with other kinds. PiceaHookeriana,
a fine-looking, rare species from California, is said to be perfectly
hardy. P. nobilis glauca is grown here in large quantities, and is, as
is well known, a noble Conifer, of which the strain here, so to speak,
is a particularly good one. P. Pinsapo glauca is also largely grown

;

it is a fine glaucous variety of the well-known P. Pinsapo. P.
Veitchi, a rare and beautiful species, partakes of the character of
P. nobilis and P. Nordmanniana ; it is a good grower, and the
bright silvery hue of the under surface of the leaves renders it

handsome in appearance. P. lasiocarpa next claims attention on ac-
count of its distinct and handsome port; it has long, highly orna-
mental foUage, and is perfectly hardy. Among Cypresses are many
varieties of the well-known Cupressus Lawsoniana ; C. L. lutea, a
golden sort of Continental origin, makes fine vigorous growth, and re-
tains its colour intact throughout the year. C. macrocarpa Crippsi,
which is largely grown, is a beautiful variety of the type, having
silvery-white variegated foliage. It is a kind well worth attention.
Thuja Lobbi erecta is a thoroughly distinct and desirable variety,
much closer and more upriglit in growth than the species, and very
bright green in colour. Thuja occidentalis aurea, a compact, dwarf
bedding variety, possessing a fine golden colour, I noticed in ex-
ceptionally good condition. Thujopsis Letevirens is also an ex(iuisite
kind, the foliage of which is so fine and delicately m.arked as to ren-
der this variety a universal fa\'ourite. The better known and beau-
tiful T. dolabrata is also well represented. Yews of all kinds
thrive well here, and are grown in great quantities and variety.
Wellingtonias winter well here even in a small state, and amongst
them I noticed a striking variety called W. gigantea pendula, a fine
weeping Conifer, with long pendulous branches, and perfectly hardy.
The variegated form of the Wellingtonia, too, I saw liere in better
condition than usual.

Hardy Trees, Shrubs, and Climbers.—Notable amongst
these are the Hollies, the various green-leaved and variegated kinds
of which are thoroughly well exemplified by very numerous and fine
healthy specimens, of sizes suitable for all purposes. The soil of

this part of England seems particularly well adapted for the Holly,
the various colours of which are unusually bright, and the leaves

very large in size. Amongst Laurels, here, as elsewhere, the Cauca-
sian and Colchic varieties are the greatest favourites. Silver and
gold variegated Euonymuses are grown here in great quantities, and
very useful they are for lighting up masses of green-leaved shrubs.

Ivies are abundant, and some of the tree varieties are very ornamental,
producing as they do plentiful clusters of berries of various colours.

The Japanese and other JIaples presented a striking appearance,
especially such sorts as Acer ornatum purpureum, a truly beautiful

variety, with leaves scarlet-crimson when young, changing to purple
when old, a colour which they retain till they fall. A. palmatifidum
ornatum has large, finely-divided leaves, which are brown when
young, but assume a fine red tint later in the year. A. dissectum
roseis marginatis has exquisitely-variegated foliage of several distinct

tints ; and A. sanguineum, as its name impilies, is altogether

brilliant in colour. These Maples rank amongst the finest

of the many beautiful hardy ornamental plants introduced
from .Japan, and most valuable they are for planting in shrubbery
borders, gardens of small size, and also about rockwork

;

even in pots they are useful for conservatory decoration, their colours

becoming well developed under glass. Of Clematises, no fewer than
30,00) are said to be annually grown here. Amongst them is a new
variety called Princess Beatrice, a fine looking sort, with lai-ge well-

formed flowers, having broad over-lapping petals of a silvery mauve
colour. Of the well-known C. Jackmani there was a particularly

fine bed near one of the principal entrances, covered with thousands
of blossoms, and of itself a sight worth a long journey to see. For
the common Virginian Creeper and also for Ampelopsis Veitchi there

is a large demand. Amongst Aucubas, which are grown here very
largely, one of the finest forms of the v.ariegated species is A. japonica

limbata, a kind with golden-bordered and blotched leaves of great

beauty. Eurya latifolia variegata is also justly a favourite, and well

deserves any attention that may be attbrded it, for when grown as it

should be it is one of the handsomest of all variegated shrubs. Rhodo-
dendrons, consistingofsome200 kinds,Kalmiasand hardyHeaths inover
100 varieties, are all largely and well represented. Amongst the

Rhododendrons was a profuse early-blooming dwarf hybrid, the

result of a cross between R. ciliatum and R. dahuricum atro-virens ;

dwarf Rhododendrons of this character are excellent for forcing

purposes, or for planting as edgings for shrub masses, or on
rockwork. Evergreen Oaks, concerning which a good deal of

attention has recently been paid, may be seen here in great variety

and in excellent condition. For Liquidarabar, which is so

handsome in the autumn, there is a considerable demand,
and nowhere have I seen the colours of the leaves of this and other

hardy trees and shrubs better developed than in Worcestershire.

Roses are well represented in this nursery, about twelve or thirteen

acres being devoted to their culture. Tea Roses are also largely

grown in small pots, and of these many thousands of excellent

plants are disposed of annually.

Fruit Trees.—These occupy about 50 acres, and consist of all

the best sorts in cultivation, great care being taken to keep them
true to name. Apples have a large amount of ground devoted to

them, and of that a considerable portion is covered with the Wor-
cester Pearmain, a beautiful variety distributed by Messrs. Smith
& Co. It is a conical-shaped fruit with a smooth skin and a bril-

liant red colour, dotted over with minute fawn-coloured spots. The
flesh is tender and good, and it is deservedly in large demand.
Amongst other good sorts the following are grown in quantity, viz.,

A\'hite Transparent, Irish Peach, Early Margaret, Golden Winter
Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Court Pendu Plat, Sturmer, and
Ribston Pippins. Amongst dessert kinds and of varieties for kitchen

use the following were the most prominent, viz., Ecklinville Seed-

ling, Wellington, Lord Suffield, Red Hawthornden, Cellini, Stirling

Castle, Tower of Glamis, Alfriston, and striped Beaufin. Pears are

extensively and well grown ; and amongst the best kinds for general

purposes, and which evidently meet with a ready sale as they are i,o

largely grown, may be mentioned Williams' Bon Chretien, Summer
DoyenncS Jargonelle, Beurre Hardy, Beurr(5 Giffard, Louise Bonne,
Bergamot d'Esperen, and Josephine de Malines. Peaches, Necta-

rines, Plums (of w hich I noticed especially fine breadths of standard
Victorias), Cherries, Apricots, &o. , are all grown here in very large

quantities. All kinds of bush fruit and Strawberries likewise re-

ceive their full share of attention.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants are largely and well

grown in this establishment, the different sorts being well

established.

The glass erections are numerous and well constructed, and occupy
a large space ; Ihey are filled with pot Vines, amongst which the

old Black Hamburgh appears, from the quantity annually disposed

of, to be still one of the most popular, and the usual kinds of stove

and greenhouse plants. Henky Bailey,
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A New QriflBnia {Ci. hyacintliina micrantha).—In Messrs.

Henderson & Sons' nursery, Maida Vale, a new Orifiinia has just

flowered, which b.as been named as above by Mr, Baker, of Kow. It

is smaller in every part than the type, but is not less desir.able, for

the colour of the blossoms is of a bluer shade, and the cluster more
congested. Mr. O'Brien considers tliat when the flowers of this kind

are placed in threes in bouquets the etVcct is charming, and the plant

is all the more to be welcomed, as it is an addition to those flowers

whose tints light up so beautifully at night.

Double Chinese Primulas.—These beautiful winter-flower-

ing plants, especially the varieties raised by Mr. (iilbert, of Burghley,

are deservedly becoming popular, notwithstanding that they are re-

putedly difficult to grow and propagate. Tlie other day we saw some
finely-flowered plants of them in Mr. Baring's garden at Cooinbe
Cottage, Kingston Hill. They were profusely furnished with
clusters of large flowers, but unfortunately here, as in sever.il other

places, the light-coloured sorts seemed to merge into one kind. For
example, Mrs. A. F. Barron and Marchioness of Exeter have flowers

identically the same, white, with stripes and tinge of purple. Mr.
Baker evidently knows how to grow these Primulas, for tlie plants

which we saw, fine as they were, in the beginning were small ex-

amples witli scarcely a root.

The 'Virginian 'Witch Hazel (H.amamclis virginica).—Of
the few shrubs whicli flower in the open air at this season, this is

Haaiamclis virginica.

perhaps the most remarkable, on account of the singular aspect of
its tassel-like flowers. It grows from 10 ft. to 1'2 ft. high, forming a
somewhat straggling, deciduous shrub, with numerous slender twig-s
and branches. It begins to produce its flowers in autumn, and con-
tinues, if the weather is favourable, more or less in bloom all through
the winter. The flowers are borne in dense clusters in the axils of
the leaves. They are yellow, and have long narrow strap-shaped
petals, which are twisted in a peculiar manner. A shrub named H.
arborea, which is, we believe, a variety of II. virginica, is now a
conspicuous object in Messrs. A'eitch's nursery at Coombe Wood, on
account of the abundance of flowers produced by it. Though H.
virginica has been in cultivation for nearly a century and a half, it is

seldom seen except in botanical collections, but as it grows freely in
any common soil it might be appropriately planted in every
shrubbei y.

Myrtle-leaved OsmanthUS (0. myrtifolius).—This ever-
green shrub seems to be very little known—certainly not so much as
it ought to be, for it is one of the most desirable shrubs we know of,

and moreover it produces its sweetly-scented flowers in midwinter
for several weeks together. It is a compact growing shrub, densely
bushy, and alx)ut 3 ft. high. The leaves are 2 in. long, lance-shaped,
sharply pointed, of leathery texture, and the upper surface is

smooth and shining, and of a deep green hue, while the under sur-
face is pale green and unpolished. The flowers, which are white, are
small, and are produced in little dense clusters in the axils of the
leaves. It is specially adapted for planting on the margins of -hrub-
beries, near walks, &c. A mass of it on one of the slopes in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery at Coombe Wood has a line efl'eot. It is perfectly
hardy, having withstood tlie severe cold of the pa.st two winters cjuito

uninjured.

Azalea mollis.—Tliis beautiful slirub is considered by Mr.
Baker, Coombe Cottage. Kingston Hill, to be one of tlic most valu-
able subjects for early forcing with which he i.s acipiaiutcd, an asser-
tion fully borne out by the plants which we saw of it, a bushy speci-
men of one of tlie salmon-coloured varieties being covered with large
heads of flower, and charmingly effective. All who desire a useful
plant for early forcing should make a selection of the various forms
of A. mollis. They are quite distinct in appearance from that of
the ordinary Indian Azaleas, A. amiena, and other.", and the flowers,

moreover, are larger and more sweetly scented. In order to be suc-
cessful in the forcing of tliis shrub, it is necessary to avoid subject-
ing it to a too high a temperature at the outset ; on the contrary, it

should be gently and progressively stimulated, and the results will

then be satisfactory, provided the plants selected are well set with
flower-buds.

Plumbago rosea superba.—Tliis is so superior to the
ordinary form, that it .should be always grown in preference, the
flowers being not only deeper in tint, but seem to be larger, and pro-

duced more plentifully and on longer spikes. It may be seen in

flower in one of the stoves at Kew, where there is also another kind
of Plumbago (P. zeylanica) in flower ; this has pure white blossoms
borne on long slender stalks. Though not so fine as cither P. rosea
or P. capensis, ft forms an agreeable variation in colour.

Shrubby Speedwells.—The mildness of the weather is in-

ducing many plants to flower somewhat out of season. Among tliem

is the narrow-leaved Speedwell (Veronica angustifolia), one of the
shrubby species from New Zealand. It is a dwarf, compact-grow-
ing plant, with long, narrow leaves, and each branch is terminated
by a dense cluster of white blossoms, which, with the elegant foli.age,

have a pretty effect. It is perfectly hardy in the Coombe Wood
Nursery, where also are several other kinds, notably V. Travcrsi, an
extremely desirable plant, all thriving well in the open ground
unprotected.

Uro-Skinnera spectabilis.—This beautiful plant appears to

be very little known, and certainly not so much as its merits deserve.

It belongs to the Figwort family, and is somewhat shrubby in growth,
forming small bushy specimens which flower freely. The blossoms
are delicate mauve in hue, and are produced in clusters terminating
the branches, and as it flowers at this season it is doubly valuable.

The genus was named in compliment to the late Mr. Ure .Skinner, to

whom we are indebted for the introduction of many beautiful .South

American plants to our gardens. It may be seen in one of the com-
partments of the "P range at Kew.

Thunbergia fragrans.—This, though by no means fragrant, as

its name would imply, is, nevertheless, a very pretty wiuter-fiowering
stove plant. Like all otlier Thunbergias, it possesses a climbing
habit, and has heart-shaped leaves and pure white flowers, each about
the size of a florin, produced (.lentifully all along the stem. It is

one of the most conspicuous plants .at the present time in Mr. .load's

garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park. It is easily cultivated ; it can
either be grown in a pot or planted out in free soil, in which it seems
to flourish best.

Tropical Fruits in Covent Garden.—Among the more
uncommon products of tlie market just now are the various Kinds of

tropical fruits, Xuts, &c. , which are annu.illy imported, though in

comparatively small quantities. The Custard Apple (.\nona) is

represented by two kinds, one of which, A. squamosa, called also

the Sweet .Sop, a native of the Malay Peninsula, is a handsome fruit

about the size of a large Apple. The rind is thick, and covered

with projecting hexagonal scales. The sweet and juicy pulp is by
some considered delicious. The market produce is supplied from
the West Indies, where, as well as in the East Indies, it is cultivated

extensively. The Prickly Pears from Palermo meet with a ready sale,

though we should think that their importation is a risky matter, judg-

ing from the cases that arrive with scarcely a sound fruit in them. The
Prickly Pear is the fruit of Opuntia vulgaris or Tuna, and is pear-shaped,

the size of a large hen's egg, and of a reddish-orange tint. Tlie

pulp is sweet and agreeable, and is much liked by some. The
Litchi, the fruit of Nepheliuin Litchi, a Chinese shrub, may be seen

in nearly all the shops in the Central Avenue, and a fresh supply has

just arrived. The fruits are round, about the size of Walnuts, and
have a thin, brittle shell of a red colour, covered with rough, wart-

like excrescences ; the jelly-like pulp is a dark colour, similar to

Prunes, and possesses a very agreeable taste. A fresh supply of

.Sapucaia Nuts has just arrived ; these are the produce of L';cythis

Zabucajo. one of tlie Monkey-pot trees. The Nuts are about 2k in.

long and 1 in. wide, and have deep longitudinal furrows in

the cQrl.;y shell. These Xuts are superior in flavour to Eri^zil Nats,
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and easier of digestion. They are produced in urn-like woody
vessels which have close-fitting lids. The Brazil Nuts are produced

in cases of a similiar size and shajje, and may be seen in some of the

shops in the market. The Indian ilango (Mangifera iudica) may
be seen in one or two shops ; they are useful for conserves, though, of

course, they do not possess that delicious flavour which is so much es-

teemed when the fruits are eaten fresh. They are about the size of

a large egg and are oval in shape, but they certainly do not have a

prepossessing appearance as they are exposed in the market, on

account of the bruises they have received in transit. Of the com-

moner fruits are the Banana, which seems to be imported largely ;

Pomegranates, which are very large and fine this year ; and Pine-

apples, which are more worthy of note than all, as they are large in

size, handsome in shape, and have a rich colour, and, what is most
important, they are not in the least bruised, the tops of the leaves not

even being decayed.

Linuni trigynum.—Though old-fashioned this is still one of

the showiest and best winter blooming plants, its bright onangc

blossoms harmonising, as they do, well with those of other tints.

In one of the 'compartments of the X ''•''ig^ '''' ^'^<^"'> where a large

variety of plants are gay with flowers, this Yellow l''lax is one of the

most conspicuous, j'lven small plants of it, scarcely 1 ft. high, are

loaded with large lieads of blossom of the brightest orange. It may
be obtained in .almost any nursery, and if procured small maybe soon

and easily grown into good-sized specimens.

New Chrysanthemums.—New and good varieties of the

large-flowered section of the Chrysanthemum are few, and when
cue possessing claims to stand in the first class is introduced its

merits should be widely known. We have a distinct and good
variety in Angelina, raised by Mr. Peachey, of Stamford Hill. I

saw it in good form at tlie Royal Aquarium, and Mr. Ware, who has

purchased the stock, .also sends me a box containing blooms of it.

It is a perfectly incurved variety of good form ; the colour is

orange, with purplish-red flush in the back petals. It is an excel-

lent variety in the form of cut blooms for exhibition. It is said to

be a sport from Lady Talfourd, which I much doubt, as the petals

are quite of a diflercnt form.ation. Mr. Ware also sends some
very beautiful pure wliite flowers of a true Pompone, named
Virginale. The flowers are exactly of the form and size of the old

yellow variety, Drin Drin, and will be valuable for bouquets.

—

J. Douglas.

Olom.enocoma montana.—This is a Composite plant, very
much like a Tagetes, the flowers being about 1 in. across, of a deep
orange colour, and borne on lon^ slender stalks, which render them
specially adapted for cutting purposes. Its principal good quality is

its h abit of flowering at this dull season, when scarcely another Com-
posite flower is to be seen. At Kew it has been grown for some
years, and may now be seen in flower in the Begonia house. .Some

may know it better under its synonym Dyssodia montana. It is a
native of Mexico.

Abutilon inslgne.—One of the most attractive plants in the

Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick at the present time
is a large specimen of this Abutilon, or, as it is generally called, A.
igneum, trained to the rafters in one of the greenhouses. The
beauty of this plant when seen in perfection must be certainly im-

perfectly known, or it would be more generally grown tlian it is,

for the plant at Chiswick is one of the prettiest floral sights we have
seen for some time. It is literally covered with its bell-like blos-

soms, and each slender branch is borne down by the weight of tlie

flowers and buds. The rich deep crimson hue of the blossoms inter-

mingled with various lighter shades, forms a fine contrast to the

large heart-shaped, bright, velvety, green foliage. A fact worthy of

note is th.xt this plant, which occupies sever.al square yards, is

potted in a 6-in. pot, which is crammed full of roots, and probaldy
some have escaped through the hole at the bottom.

Herbaceous Border Flowers after 10" of Frost.—
The .amount of frost whicli some supposed tender or half-hardy flowers

will survive is surpi'isiog. I was led to this reflection the other
morning when taking a look, after the late rather severe weather, at

my flower beds, whicli are so arranged as to be always presentable.

Already the earlier spring flowers are appearing. Hellebores are
opening ; Crocuses are coming above ground ; so are Aconites ; some
of the blooms on alpine Cyclamens are still unfolding ; while inseveral

of the spring gardens around us beds of Anemone coronaria, single

and double, are quite gay. Double Daisies also come and go, while
an occasional Polyanthus and alpine Auricula gladden the eye as a
spring liarbinger. Now these are all such as any one may have and
any one may grow. Scabious are still healtliy looking with me,
though the blooms are scarcely so bright as they have been. A
very handsome foliaged plant, sent me from Geneva, the variegated
dwarf Veronica, one can detect at a distance, owing to its brilliant

leaves. It has survived outside three years with me. Mimuluses,

Pansies, Violas, Pentstemons, Intermediate Stocks, Lychnis, Saxi-
frages, Dianthus Heddewigi, double and single Wallflowers, also are
all healthy and promising, and now relieve the monotony of tlie

flower beds and borders.—W. J. M., Clomnel.

Rhododendron Princess Royal.—All the hybrid v,arietie8

of Rhododendron of the javanicum type are extremely valuable for
winter and spring flowering, and one of the best is Princess Royal,
one of the first-raised kinds. It may be said to be almost a perpetual
flowerer, for throughout the year it blossoms more or less profusely.
Mr. Roberts, of Gunnersbury Park, values it highly for supplying
cut flowers at this season, and for this purpose he keeps old-stock
plants which yield a continuous crop of bloom. There are few
flowers at this season possessing such a clear rosy-pink hue, and they
are alike v.aluable for bouquets and vases.

Poinsettias for Market.—One of the most brilliant dis-
plays possible to be seen among plants are spacious housefuls of the
scarlet Poinsettia (P. pulcherrima), sucli as may now be seen in
Mr. Reeves' nursery at Acton. Three of four span-roofed houses,
each nearly 100 ft. long, are filled to overflowing with plants of
various sizes, ranging from IS in. to 9 in. in height, all furnislud
with finely-developed bracts. Some of the largest plants carry
heads of bracts nearly I ft. across, and the stems, being clothed to
the base with green healthy foliage, the brilliant efl'ect of large masses
of them may be better ini.agined than described. Large as is the
quantity grown of Poinsettias, they will bo mainly cleared out
before Christmas, there being a great demand for them for the next
few weeks. The houses in which they are grown are well adapted
for plant growing, as they have low roofs, hence the plants can be
kept well up to the light, an indispensable condition with the
Poinsettias during the growing season. The plants, too, are grown
in small pots, none exceeding G in. in diameter, the majority in

4\-in. pots. The only variety grown in large qu.antities is the ori-

ginal form, though the white-bracted and other forms are repre-
sented on a small scale.

Thyrsacanthus rutilans.—This old-fashioned plant is one
of the prettiest of the large Acanthaceous family, and when grown
well is one of the most desirable and most useful, either for cutting
purposes or in pots for the adornment of dwelling rooms, &c. For
both purposes it is grown by Mr. Roberts in Baroness Rothschild's
garden at Gunnersbury Park, and we never remember seeing a finer

lot of specimens of it than we saw there the other day. The plants
were not remarkably large, but were profusely flowered, the long
pendulous racemes of scarlet blossoms hanging in graceful profusion
all round the plants, which had not the " leggy " appearance so often
seen. When treated in this waj' there are few plants more beauti-
ful, and seeing that it is by no means difficult to cultivate them as

they should, there is no reason]why they should not be so grown in

every garden in which there is a moderately warm greenhouse.

Ohatsworth Seedling Grape.—I purpose showing this at

the Royal Hortioultur.al Society's Fruit Committee Meeting on
Tuesday, the 14th. The bunches will be cut from a Vine in the late

house, inarched on Lady Downes, not the best house for this new
Grape, as it does not require quite so long a season to ripen in as

Gros Colm.ar, Lady Downes, or Mrs. Pince Muscat ; on the con-

trary, it should be planted with Alicante, as it will be found to ripen

at the same time as that variety under the same treatment. This
seedling has made a very favourable impression upon all who have
seen it growing here.—W. Allan, (luiiton Park.

Begonia insignis and ascotensis.—These are two of the
best, if not the finest, of all the Begonias for winter flowering, for

they never fail to produce a plentiful crop of their rosy-pink blos-

soms, so useful for cutting purposes. The former is especially valu-

able in this way, as it is even more floriferous than ascotensis, and
possesses, moreover, a neater habit of growth. The Ascot variety

is one of the best for bedding purposes in summer ; after it has
done service in that way, the plants, if lifted and potted, will con-

tinue to yield a continuous supply of flower through the winter if

placed in a warm house or frame. Such is the mode of treatment
accorded to it by Mr. Hudson, gardener at Gunnersbury House, who
grows both these sorts finely, and he has now an abundance of

bloom, and at Chiswick also Mr. Barron has a very fine display of

B. insignis, numbering some scores of plants almost borne down
with blos.som.

The Yellow Calla.—Our correspondents who describe this

plant under the heading of the "Garden Flora" having taken more
notice of its affinities than its beaut}', we wish to add here that it is

a plant of singular beauty, and well deserving of cultivation, even
for association with the queen of flowering plants of this class—the

common white Calla ;ethiopica. This yellow kind has hitherto, where
grown at all, had rather too raiicli of the attention usually given to

botanical curiosities. We should like to see it vigorously grown in

an intermediate-house temperature or in a warm pit, and feel certain
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that under such conditions it wouUl flower beautifully. The rich

dark centre seen at the base of the flower when looked into is hand-
some in such a distinct and peculiar yellow flower. In short, the

plant is one of the most interesting novelties we have seen for some
time. Messrs. Hooper, of Covent tiarden, have the stock of it in

their possession.

Pescatorea Klabochiana.—It alTorded us considerable plea-

sure a few days ago when looking over tlie collection of Orchids at

York to sec this very beautiful and rare kind in flower. It has snow-
white waxy blossoms 2J in. to 3 in. in diameter ; the sepals and petals

are tipped at their extremities with rosy-purple, which forms a pleas-

ing contrast to, and intensilies the otlier portion of the flower.

The lip is also prettily studded with purple spots, while the throat

is charmingly adorned with longitudinal lines of deep crimson.

—

R. r.

The Feather Grass as an Everlasting.—One of the most
elegant and graceful of the Everlastings tliat come in at Christmas
is the Feather Grass. Tons of it are imported to this country yearly

from Southern Russia, Hungary, and other places where it grows
wild. It is a plant common to this country, though it is doubtful
if it can be termed a wild plant. It is grown largely for cutting and
seed purposes, but, as above stated, by far the greater part of onr
supply comes from abroad. Much of the dyed Feather Grass we see

at Christm.as time is prepared in this country. As a rule the Grass is

first of all bleached, as it is found that a soft or delicate colour takes

beston a bleached ground.—R. D.

Camoensia maxima.—We learn from Xatiire that this most
remarkable plant, the most striking of the leguminous plants known,
has flowered for the first time in cultivation in the Botanic Gardens,
Trinidad, to which it was sent two years ago from Kew. Welwitsch
found it abundantly in the forests of Angola. The flowers are nearly
1 ft. long, witli a reddish calyx and cream-coloured petals, bordered
with gold. The st.andard is ,3 in. or 4 in. broad, which gives some
idea of the scale of the otlier parts. There are living plants of it at

Kew, but it has not yet flowered there.

Large Aralia papyrifera.—A plant of this on our rockery
in the conserv.atory is now a sight worth seeing. Its height is 14 ft.,

and the head of bloom, which consists of thousands of small wliite

flowers, is 10 ft. in width ; the leaves are from 2 ft. G in. to 3 ft. in

diameter.—J. O'B., Pine-apple Nurgery, Makla Vale.

THE CLIM.ITE OF KENT.
Mr.. WoLLEY Dod's remarks (p. 5G3) about the climate of Kent
compared with that of Cheshire are interesting to all lovers of hardy
plants who are frequently puzzled to account for the reason why
plants that have proved to be hardy in one place go off with the first

severe occurrence of frost in another. My impression is, that it is

generally lack of maturity in summer that causes plants usually
hardy to succumb under ordinary visitations of frost. The gardens
here are situated on the southern slope of a hill, so that we get no
stagnant moisture either at the root or in the atmosphere, and we
enj oy amaximumamount of sun-heat that ripens and hardens tlie growt Ii

of plants or trees as if they were on walls. The winters during the
two last seasons have been as severe here as in any other southern or
western counties, the thermometer indicating night after night from
1-j* to 20" of frost. Yet very little damage to trees, or shrubs, or
plants ensued, and what did occur was invariably most apparent on
the shaded, and in most cases sheltered, sides, I particularly no-
ticed the Sweet Bays, of which we have some very fine specimens,
and these were not injured in the least where fully exposed to sun
and frost, but where shaded by other trees they died back consider-
ably during the summer. The same thing happened in the case of
the Cork and other tender trees ; the exposed tops did not suffer,

but the lower, shaded, and therefore immature growth died
b.xck as the summer advanced. The numerous Conifers that we
grow escaped entirely unhurt, although many are considered teuder,
and Aralia Sieboldi, Cham.erops excelsa, and C. Fortunei did not
lose a leaf, although utterly unprotected. ^Vant of rest in winter is

the result of immaturity, and as still further illustrating that the
damage done is not so much from actual frost as from the unripe
condition of the plant or tree, I may mention that a gentleman from
Australia, in looking over the gardens here a few days back, regretted
that many of his old favourite English flowers will not stand the
Australian winters—not from the severity of the frost, but because
the plants never go to rest ; in their winter season the hoarfrost is

succeeded by scorching sun-heat, so that all the signs of tlieir

sharpest frosts are gone before mid;day, when the thermometer will
rise to from 60° to 70", and plants there that we get to live out-of-
doors here year after year die off the first winter. There is no doubt
that much may be done to modify the effects of such sudden alterna-

tions of temperature by thin coverings, that shelter more by prevent-
ing extremes coming so suddenly upon tlio plants th.an by the amount
of actual frost which they exclude ; for this reason a h.andful of

leaves or dry Fern may save a valuable plant, while its next neigh-
bour may perish from lack of that very trifling protection.

Linton, Maidstoni', Kent. J. Groom.

No. Mr. \Volley Dod may rest assured I have no intention
of running down the climate of my own dear county, but as hardi-
ness generally means ability to resist frust, I only meant to show
that we have as much frost iiere as in many other places in Euglaud.
I am quite inclined to agree willi him that gardening is as easy liero

as it can be, and that we do not deserve much credit for our
summers ; still, things will not grow with us which will stand tha
winter much further north. How astonishing to me was the growth
of Fuchsias, Himalayan Rhododendrons, Camelliai, &o. , in the.S.W.
of Scotland, more especially at Lord Stair's place at Loch Inch Castle,

but there the influence of the Gulf Stream essentially modifies the
temperature. Delt.v.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Lifting Potatoes Before they are Ripe for Cooking—" J. S. W." (p. 551), who deals with tlie question of lifting Pota"

toes before they are ripe for seed, says, " Whether Potatoes taken
out of the ground in their unripe state would keep stored in the
usual way for cooking purposes, and remain free from disease, I can-

not say, but the question is worth asking." I have a small piece

of experimental vegetable garden, and the following experience gained
from the present year may be worth noting as bearing on this point.

I planted different varieties of early and late Potatoes, the former, the
last week in March, and the latter later on. As soon as they were
seriously attacked by the bliglit, I dug out the Early Rose, Ashleaf
Kidney, Snowflake, and Flounders ; this last is very largely and
deservedly grown in Ireland, and as a preservative I stored them in

clean river sand. In about ten days I examined them, and found
the following result : Fully one-half of the Early Rose were badly
diseased, the Flounders next, tlien the Snowflake, and the Kidneys
least affected, say a tenth. One conclusion I certainly arrived at

without any hesitation—that had I left tliem in the ground they
would assuredly not have suffered so much. I should have mentioned
that the sand was damp, though not moist, and that the several

varieties were stored dry on a fine day. Tliese are the circumstances

and result on a small scale in reference to the point raised by
"J. S.W. "in reference to the earlier varieties named; ofthelater, such
as Scotch Dons, Champions, Fortyfolds, and a few local varieties, as

Skerry Blue--, I had sufficient experience of premature lifting to allow

them to remain in the ground, and found the percentage of diseased

tubers very small. Lastly, as to the cooking properties of what re-

mained sound, even up to the present, they are much tenderer than
those that were allowed to mature, and taste as if they were new
Potatoes, with thinner skin, less flour, and require leas boiling.

They were kept perfectly dry, though not exposed to the sun since

raising.—W. .J. %l., Clonind.

Exhibition Potatoes.— It is unfair to charge upon Potato
shows the demerit of assisting to introduce bad kinds. It would ba
as reasonable to charge upon exhibitions generally tlie fault of hav-
ing aided to introduce all sorts of worthless things. Tlie real merit of

exhibitions, whether of Potatoes or anything else, is that they en-

able unpretentious good things to come to the front, and thus ob-

tain prominent notice. Literally liundreds of Potatoes were in

existence before the advent of the International Potato show, that
are now scarcely heard of, and in spite of the fact that raisers have
flung upon the market numbers of bad kinds, tho show has done
more than anything else to expose their worthlessness, and to narrow
the field of selection. It is not Potato shows, but rather a spurious

demand for novelty, allied to large sizQ, for which gardeners, as

well as other sections of horticulturists, are responsible, that has

been so instrumental in creating enormous Potato catalogues. Nur-
serymen have to supply their demands, or of what value are they as

public purveyors. Neither exhibitions nor the trade can be held re-

sponsible for what cultivators may do or have done. No doubt they
thought tliese new kinds deserved trial, and not a few have had to

acknowledge tliat but for some of those in bad seasons they would
have had no crops whatever. The real object of Potato exhibitions

has been not to favour this or that kind or colour, but to popularise

the Potato, and to promote its culture. This they have done largely.

The Potato was never so universally grown and cared for, botli in

culture and storing, as now. As I hope to show at some future

time, one very important result flowing from Potato sliows is that

they have tended to put raisers on the right track in the production
of new kinds.—A. D.

Forced Vegetables.—Notwithstanding what Mr. Bond say.'i
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p . 582) respecting the heat which I give to Rhubarb, Seakale, and
Asparagus, I have no intention of altering my practice, described in

The Garden (p. 549), and from which I get excellent results. I

have just been testing the bottom heat of some beds recently made
up and filled with these roots, and I find that the thermometer indi-
cates 107° at a very little distance from the surface. Seahale roots
potted in 12-in. pots, and set on the top of a very hot boiler, have
quickly produced perfect mops of quickly-growD, strong, tender growth.—Cambrh.v.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
Raw or Greex Boxes or Boxe Dust should be purchased as

"pure" raw bones guaranteed to contain not less than 45 per cent.
of tribasic phosphate of lime, and to yield not less than 4 per cent.
of ammonia.
Boiled Boxes should be purchased as "pure" boiled bones

guaranteed to contain not less than 48 per cent, of tribasic phos-
phata of lim3, and to yield not less than 1 j per cent, of ammonia.
Dissolved Boxes are maile of various qualities, and are sold at

various prices per ton ; tlierefore the quality should be guaranteed
under the heads of soluble phosphate of lime, insoluble phos-
phate of lime, and nitrogen or its equivalent as ammonia. The
purchaser should also stipulate for an allowance for each unit per
cent, which the dissolved bones should be found on analysis to con-
tain less than the guaranteed percentages of the three substances
already mentioned.
MiXERiL .SuPERniosniATES should be guaranteed to be delivered

in a sufficiently dry and powdery condition, and to contain a certain
percentage of soluble phosphate of lime, at a certain price per
unit per cent., no value to be attached to insoluble phosphates.
CoMi'OUXD Artificial Manures should be purchased in the

same manner, and with the same guarantees as dissolved bones.
Nitrate of Soda should be guaranteed by the vendor to contain

from 94 to 95 per cent, of pure nitrate.
Sulphate of Ammonia should be guaranteed by the vendor to

contain not less than 2.3 per cent, of ammonia.
Peruvian Guano should be sold under that name, and guaran-

teed to be in a dry and friable condition, and to contain a certain
percentage of ammonia.

N.B.—Artificial manures should be guaranteed to be delivered in
a sufficiently dry and powdery condition to admit of distribution
by the drill. A sample for analysis should be taken, not later than
three days after delivery, by emptying several bags, mixing the
contents together, and filling two tins holding about i lb. each, in
the presence of a witness. Both the tins should be se'aled, one kept
by the purchaser for reference in case of dispute, and the other for-
warded to a competent analytical chemist for examination.—/I'oyri/

Agricultural Society's Journal.

PRESERVATION OF APPLES.
A set of experiments made recently in Germany, by Sorauer, are
interesting, as bearing upon the question whether winter Apples can
best be kept in a dry or a damp cellar. Sorauer premises that while
th^re is no longer any doubt in men's minds that light and warmth
had better be excluded in order tliat Apples may be kept fresh and
be hindered from becoming over-ripe, there is still a wide diversity
of opinion as to whether damp or dry air is most favourable for the
preservation of the fruit. To test the question he experimented upon
several kinds of Apples, particularly the Winter Golden Pearmain.
Three separate lots of the Apples having been weighed out, one lot
was spread on shelves in an ordinary fruit cellar, another lot was
kept in air from which moisture had Ijeen pretty thoroughly re-
moved by means of chemicals, and the third lot in air that w"as com-
pletely saturated with moisture. On re-weighing theseveral lots after
the lapse of some time, it wasfound that the Apples kept in the air of tlie
cellar had lost three and a half per cent, of their weight ; those
kept in dry air almost eight per cent. ; while those kept in air
saturated with moisture had lost but little more than one-half per
cent. It could not be perceived that any advantage was gained by
using the dry air. On the contrary, the Apples kept in the dry air
•hrivelled more than the others, and manifestly ripened more rapidly,
so that in the later months of the experiment they were less sweet
than the others, and a larger proportion of them decayed. Not a
few of them became rotten-ripe, and this, in spite of the fact that, as
was naturally to be expected, rather less mouldiness appeared, as
time went on, upon the fruit kept in the dry air than upon that in
the air which was saturated with moisture. The importance of
hindering the fruit from coming too quickly to full maturity was
further illustrated in these experiments by the fact that the first
Apples to decay were those wliicli were ripest, that is to gay, most
njature, at the beginninjj of the experinjents.

Broken Stalks and Removing Natural Varnish.—It
was found to be true of Apples when they were kept upon shelves
in the cellar that they gave oft' more water by evaporation in a given
time when they were green than tliey did afterwards as they became
riper. It appeared also, rather remarkably, in a trial between
Apples whose stems had been broken off and those whose stems had
been left uniujureil, that the latter lost rather more by evaporation
than the former, the inference being that there is no harm in break-
ing the stalks of Apples in the process of gathering. Other
experiments were made to determine how much influence the natural
varnish on the skin of Apples has upon their preservation. To this
end, the waxy covering was removed from a number of Apples by
gently rubbing them with a mixture of alcohol and ether, tlien
washing them with very diluted potash lye and finally with much
water. It was found that Apples thus treated lost five per cent,
more of their weight by evaporation in a given time than Apples
which had been left in their natural condition and similarly stored.
As regards this point, Sorauer is in full accord with the popular
conviction that the unhurt skin of an Apple is to be regarded as the
chief protection against decay. He found that Apples who5e waxy
coating had been left unharmed did rot decay for a long time after
he had smeared them with mould, although they were left all the
while in a moist and warm place.

Sand Packing.— Still otherexperiments were made to test the
question wliether there is any advantage in packing Apples layer by
layer with straw or sand. Four kinds of Apples ivere packed away
in glass vessels, half of each lot in chopped straw and the other half
in dry sand. It appeared not only that the sand was decidedly pre-
ferable to the straw, but that the use of straw is not to be com-
mended. Although there was no loss through decay of the Apples
picked in the straw, tliey nevertheless shrivelled more than Apples
which were lying free in the cellar, and they acquired a musty taste
from the straw as it became damp. The use of dry sand, on the
other hand, seemed to be advantageous, since the fruit packed in it

retained an uncommonly fresh appearance and excellent flavour, and
promised to keep in good part until July. The sand-packed
Apples lost only about half as much water by evaporation
as those which were lying free upon the shelves ; they were almost
wlioUy free from mouldiness, and when one of them happened to

decay it did not infect the others. Even those Apples which had
been 'iruised did not decay any more rapidly than the .sound fruit,

provided that the skin had not been broken. Other Apples were
wrapped in tissue paper and compared with those left uncovered,
both in a dry chamber and in the cellar. No advantage was derived
from the paper, excepting in the dry room, for in the cellar mould
developeil itself more rapidly upon the Apples wrapped in paper
than on those which were lying free.

Main Points in Storing.— It seems plain that the main
points to be considered in storing Apples are, to keep the tampera-
ture of the room so low that the fungi which cause decay cannot
flourish, anil to have the air of the room moist enough to hinder the
fruit from shrivelling. If the storehouse were warm, moisture would
doubtless bo injurious, since the conditions would be favourable for

the propagation of funs.»i ; but if the room be cold enough to hold the
fungi in check, moisture will do good rather than harm.

—

Rural Nt>o
Yorker.

Rock Plants.— I have a small raised bed, about 6 ft. by 5 ft.,

a rockery, in fact, whioli is fully exposed to the sun all day. I should
like to pl.ace in it some choice alpines, so as to secure interest and
variety. At present it slopes slightly to the north, but not enough
to give any shade. I should be greatly obliged for advice on the
subject of planting it.—A. J. [The soil should be loamy and well

mixed with grit or small pieces of sandstone. It should be thoroughly
trenched to a depth of 18 in. or 2 ft., and should be well drained by
means of a layer of rubble at the bottom of the bed. The stones of

the rockwork should be sunk in soil to within 1 in. or so of their

tops. The plants should be planted so that the stones surround them,
thus affording a root-hold on the sides of the stones, and the upper
surface of the latter will serve for the plants to creep over, and thus
obviate the evil effects of excessive moisture. In every case the soil

must be firmly rammed round the plants, but it should be stirred now
and then lightly on the surface. Under such conditions the following
will succeed, viz., Gentiana verna (deep loamy soil) ; Ramondia
pyrenaica (on north exposure) ; Silene acaulis, Schafta, and alpestris ;

Arenaria balearica ; Draba aizoides ; Saxifraga ,c;esia, longifolia,

Hosti, crust.ata, oppositifolia and vars. , Cotyledon, hypnoides and
vars. ; Sedum Ewersi, spurium, and acre ; Sempervivum, any of the
kinds ; Myosotis alpestris ; P>inus alpinus ; Erysimum pulchellum ;

Campanula pulla, muralis, c:espitosa, garganica, and turbinata ;

Dianthus al|)inus and gLacialis ; Veronica saxatilis and fruticulosa ;

Phlox subulata ; Cortusa Matthioli ; Primula, any d^yarf kinds
;

Saponaria ocyraoides ; and Dryas octopetala.—W. G.]
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

THE CACTUS DAHLIA.
(d. yuaeezi.)

TuE annexed cngravino; represents the singular, yet beautiful new
Dahlia that has excited so much admiration durinp; the past two
veais at the Loudon flower shows. It is so distinct from the

mon Dahlias. Our enj^raving was prepared from a specimen sent

to us by Mr. Cannell, of Swanley, who was the first to introduce

it to commerce in this country. Mr. Culliugford, of Kensington,

who has made a special .study of the Dahlias, and who has a good

collection of them, was the first to obtain it from the Continent.

It was originally sent from Mexico to Mr. Van der Berg, Utrecht,

aud ultimately >Iessrs. Ant. Ivoozen, Haarlem, distributed it hi

Holland and other parts of the Continent, (such is the biief

ordinary garden Dahlia, that at fir.st sight one would not recognise

it to be one. The peculiar spreading form of the florets, which

much resemble the flowers of the Cactus (Cereus speeiosissimus),

and their brilliant scarlet colour combine to render it a highly

ornamental plant. In course of time it may perhaps be advan-

tageously employed by hybridists with the view of obtaining a

distinct "strain of varieties differing in form and colour from the

ordinary kinds. It is a compact-growing plant of moderate height,

and its "treatment is exactly similar to that usually given to corn-

history of this beautiful new Dahlia, which will no doubt be

highly appreciated in this country, and probably be much im-

proved. W. G.

Three Aquatic Plants.—The following are easily grown, and
only require a small quantity of water, viz., Aponogeton distachyon,

often described in Thk Garle.v ; Limnocharis Humboldti, a very
pretty plant when well grown. This and the foregoing have been
announced as hardy, but they are no less interesting when grown
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in a greenliouse in tubs, or in a small aquarium, and they are more
readily seen in sucli positions than out-of-doors in bad weather.

AzoUa pinnata : this interesting small-leaved plant is suitable for

shallow pans in which the water is kept clean and sweet. Though
small, it grows so rapidly that it soon fills the pans with finely-divided

foliage.—J. S. T.

underneath the covering, and the plant suffers more than if left

unprotected. Alpha.

WINTER PEOTECTION FOR TENDER PLANT.S.

Let ine recommend small boughs of almost any Conifer. They
are a gi-eat protection, but I seldom see them used. The late Mr.

Wilson Saunders used them both to protect wall shrubs and her-

baceous plants, and I saw them last week largely used in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. They not only keep off cold winds, but

they are a protection against the worst enemy of tender plants—

a

bright sun after a frosty night. Henry N. Ellacombe.

At the approach of winter the protection of tender plants

usually requires attention, and various are the devices resorted to,

and the materials employed for that purpose. Plants on walls are

comparatively easy to deal with, and if thoroughly protected many
tender plants stand the winter well in such positions. The main
stem demands the most attention, as often after a severe frost the

bark splits and the plant dies, while the foliage has sustained no

perceptible injury. One of the best materials for the protection of

tlie stem is a liayband twisted round it, and, if done neatly, will not

be unsightly ; then cover up the roots with some dry material

(leaves are very efficacious for that purpose), and to prevent the

wind from blowing them away a few twigs may be stuck into the

ground so as to lean over them. This done, a mat should be

fastened over the top, and in the case of deciduous plants may be

allowed to remain on all winter ; but, if evergreens, although they

may remain covered for two or three weeks without injury, they

should have the mat removed when possible, as the foliage is liable

to drop if kept covered up too long. One thing to be observed is

that it is better to cover up the main branches thoroughly than to

give only a slight protection to the whole, as, even if the small

twigs are killed, the plant soon pushes fresh growth, and recovers

from tlie check received when the weather becomes favourable. In

the case of shrubs in the open, the stem may be protected in the

same way, and, if small, the whole plant covered with an extin-

gaisher-shaped cap of straw, which will require a severe frost to

penetrate. Herbaceous plant borders may be mulched with leaves

or Cocoa-nut fibre, while for isolated specimens the same materials

or ashes can be used with advantage ; in fact, with a few handfuls

of dry ashes and a tile or piece of slate to throw off wet many tender

plants have passed unscathed through our severest winters. In

addition to protection from frost, the ashes prevent slugs from

congregating there and eating off the young shoots in spring.

A great thing to be borne in mind is this, that the drier the mate-

rial the more frost it will keep out, while, if wet, it becomes a frozen

mass, and does more harm than good. I have always found that

if Cocoa-nut fibre is used, the older the fibre the more readily does

the frost penetrate it ; under the same conditions the old material

will be frozen 4 in. or 5 in., while the new is just caked over. As
to plants in frames and pits, there are many ways of protecting

them ; but one of the cheapest and most efficient is straw hurdles,

through which frost rarely penetrates if well made ; but the sides of

the pit are often left unprotected, and soon become frozen through,

even if formed of bricks. They should therefore be banked up, in

order to make all secure.

The treatment, too, which the plants receive is often the cause of

more losses during winter than the severity of the weather ; for as

s )on as the nights get cold many peoijle put on the lights, and at the

approach of a little frost cover up ; the result is the plants continue

to grow until severe weather sets in, when, if they happen to get

even slightly frozen, they suffer ; or the soft young growth falls a

prey to damp when the pits are shut up for any length of time.

jNIy practice is not to cover till absolutely necessary, and to give air

on every possible occasion ; the result is good ripened wood well

calculated to stiind the winter. In watering the greatest care needs

to be taken not to spill it .about, and only to water such plants as

absolutely require it. At the same time it should be remembered

that nearly all plants, even when dormant, are best kept moderately

moist. We scarcely recognise the full value of a good covering of

snow, an instance of the protective power of which I witnessed two
winters ago in the case of a border of tender plants, including

Pelargoniums and Petunias, that were partly covered. Underneath
the snow they withstood 20'' of frost without injury, while those

e\-posed were of course killed. Great harm is often done to plants

by covering them up after they are frozen, as the leaves and twigs

are then so brittle that the least touch injures them, and the plant

gets disfigured ; while, even if done carefully, the frost is confined

HARDY FLOWER GARDENING.
In the great battle of "Hardy Flowers versus Bedding Plants," which
has been fought under such brilliant generalship in the pages of The
Garden, I have found myself theoretically on the side of the hardy
flowers, but when I try to put my theory into practice I am met with
difficulties which I have not been yet able to overcome. My lawn
has eight beds cut in it near the margin, four round and four long
and comparatively narrow, in shape following the outline of the
drive which surrounds the lawn. 1 am unwilling to turf these over,

because in spring they are beautiful with Violas, Daisies, Aubrietias,

and many other hardy gems which I should miss sorely : but in

summer I never succeed as I should wish in filling them satisfactorily.

I hate carpet beds, and during the wet summers of the past few
years Pelargoniums have grown too raukly and flowered too sparsely
in my highly-fed soil. The question with me is how to plant these
beds either to make them permanently beautiful, or gay all the spring
and summer under the double shift system. In the case of the
greater portion of the beds, fine-foliaged or stately and tall-growing

plants are out of the question, as the N. E. winds sweep through this

portion of the garden with such furj-, as to destroy anything that

i:)resents a large surface to their buffetings. jNIy present arrangement
is as follows : On the shady side of the lawn I have in the round bed
a grand specimen of the Ivy which entirely fills it, while the two
long beds at the bends are planted all over, the one with golden and the
other with silver Ivy, with appropriate permanent edgings. The other
beds are filled with spring bedding flowers which must come up in

.June, with the exception of one round bed, which is thus planted :

It is edged with closely-planted rosettes of Saxifraga pectinata, next
with a ring of Gentianella ; inside this there are clumps of Scilla

bifolia ; while the centre is carpeted with fine plants of Helleborus
niger and a large, single, white Primrose, and dotted over with bulbs
of scarlet Van Thol Tulip.

This is an attempt to make a bed which, with a few alterations

,

may be permanent, and more or less atti'active all the year round.
I might move the white Primroses .after flowering, and also the
Tulips, leaving the Hellebores, with their handsome foliage. But
what should I plant instead ? Gladioli would be too tall, and,
besides, they bloom in August, when I am never at home ; the latter

objection applies to that splendid flower, Tigridia Pavonia. I think
if you could help me to solve this difficulty, I might gradu.ally oust
the bedders altogether, and yet not lose the cheery brightness which
is so essential to this part of the garden. In other parts of the
garden I have beautiful hardy plants and alpines in plenty. Will
Lobelia cardinalis grow in a sunny bed without being daily deluged
with water ? In other words, will it grow and bloom, if well
planted in good soil, like an ordinary bedding plant ? I fancy there
must be hundreds of people who, like myself, have ^-aore gardens,
and who would gladly oust the vulgar bedding plants if they could
substitute for them in their small Lawn beds anything that would
be at once eflective and would last throughout a considerable portion
of the summer. I shall be very gi-ateful for any advice on this

matter. I have just made a herbaceous border on Mr. Miles' plan
;

but I stand aghast at the cost of it—about 5s. a square yard, I

should say, what with loam, sand, manure, hauling, and labour. I

expect groat things from this border next year. H. M.

[Your position seems to be somewhat a difficult one, inasmuch
as you are not in your garden in the early autumn, the only time
you could enjoy bedding plants if you were to trust to them.
It is extremely difficult to advise about a garden one has not seen

;

it is questionable, indeed, if any such advice is worth taking, but a
few things which are true generally may be of some use to you.

The " double shift " system is scarcely worth bothering about, as

you are not in the place in early autumn. We should try to make
the lawn Ijeds permanently beautiful if for nothing else for the

reason that from the window-s raw beds are at any time
an eyesore. There are various ways of making permanent
beds that will look well at all seasons of the 3'ear, but they

are not common, and they do not always afford a bright

show of formal colour—a thing not to be desired, we think.

If you have abundance of flowers elsewhere there is less need to

make the lawn beds flower beds in the common sense of the word.

One very good way would be to make the beds somewhat larger

than the common flower bed, and fill them with choice evergreen

and flowering shrubs of proved hardiness, not jammed together, as

usual, but each plant with plenty of room, and the ground between

occupied with groups and colonies of the really fine hardy plants.

For example, you enquire about tlie scarlet Lobelia ; that does
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grandly among peat-loving shrubs, and from five to a dozen plants

in a group in such a position look intinitoly hotter than any one

could ever make them looli in a line or formal mass. Carry the

same idea further, and you can make as many beds as you like on
thisbasis with the nobler hardy tiowers between. Youmayalsohavea
variety of beds and groups permanently filled and witliout tlie

liardv flowers between, Japanese Evergreens and Yuccas coming
in well here. But the relief, and light, and shade, and variety of

colour wliicli you woidd get in the shrubby Ijeds will repay you
best. Why a Gladiolus slioidd be too tall for such a position, or

for any position, we cannot understand. The Scarlet Lobelia

would be too tall also, no doubt ; and then it, too, blooms in

autumn. In the mixed border you will be successfid, but to be so

you must be as choice in your selection of plants as thcv' are in

electing members for the French Academy, only the academicians
are chosen from two or three, whereas you have got about loOO to

pick from. Compared with the mixed border, the beds we tell you
of will give you on the whole the best effect for a lawn, because

choice shrubs would furnish it permanently, and give a good
effect in winter ; but these beds ought to be prepared as carefully

as you would prepare the mixed border, and they should not be
dug, but slightly top-dressed and cleaned, and the plants should not

be in the nsual dotty style, but each with a little garden to itself,

so to .say. Here, als^, the plan of a dwarf surface plant might
be adopted, that is to say, if you have a little colony of some
favourite Lily in an open space between the .shrubs, you might
prevent the look of the bare earth in winter by having the ground
covered with some little green plant which would not rob the .soil,

and keep the ground green in winter : through this '' turf " the

Lily would push its buds in due time. Why not enjoy on the lawn
the summer bloom of Roses on their own roots, with Pansies and
the finer dwarf hardy plants around and among them ?

—

Ed.]

LILY GEOWIXG IN LAXCASHIRE.
As the interesting discussion on the cultivation of Lilies goes on in

The Garden', I send a note giving a further account of Mrs.
Xewall's successful cultivation near Rochdale. " E. H. ^V."
speaks (p. .501) of the difhculty of managing L. Szovitzianum. He
should have seen it .is grown in perfection in the Botanic Garden in

Edinburgh. There was a grand bed of it there raised from seed
by the late Mr. McNab, which at the time I first saw it was the

only species of Lily in the garden that looked quite happy.
"It is now nineteen years, "says Mrs. Newall, "since the Lilium

speciosum album began its outdoor life in my garden. I had then
hardly two dozen bulbs, and not only has it not disappeared, but I,

having bought no more, have, out of the abundance of its increase,

supplied several of my friends ; neither has it deteriorated, but
rather improved in hardiness and vigour, although far inferior in

flower to what it would be if grown in a greenhouse or pit. The
question is, however, not whether the best manner of growing it in in-

doors or out-of-doors be best, but whether it can be treated as a hardy
denizen of our shrubberies and borders, supplying flowers when the
more delicate favourites of the autumn have perished. Un-
questionably it can, for it will outlast the Dahlia, and when placed

in a well-drained rich soil requires no other care than the giving of

a plentiful supply of water until it blooms. I once in an open
winter plucked flowers from it in December. On October 21, 1878,

I gathered 289 blooms from five small beds, in one of which earlier

in the season I had counted over 200 flowers. The snowstorm this

year of October 28 ruined above 100 beautiful blooms and a rich

harvest of nearly open buds.
" From the first planting out of the bulbs until last year they have

had undisputed possession of these five small beds, and, beyond thin-

ning and topdressing, have been undisturbed. In the autumn of

1S79 they were removed to another part of the garden especially pre-

pared for Liliums. After keeping 300 bulbs for myself, I gave away
a good number. L. rosenm, rubrum, and punctatum are, I imagine,
hardier and earlier than album, but as I have not had so long an
experience with them I cannot speak on that point. L. longiflorum

and eximium flowered very beautifully here last year under the same
treatment, and I am told that they did so again this year in August
while I was abroad. They are earlier and therefore better tlian spe-

ciosum for Lancashire. In February, 1877, Mr. G. F. Wilson gave
me a fine bnlb of L. auratum. I put this out in an exposed bed on
the top of a slope facing the south-east, and having a background of

Rhododendrons. In the spring I sheltered the young shoots, but
that year they did not flower. In 1S78 only one stem brought its

six flowers to maturity. In 1879 the frost came early and nipped all

its buds. This year (ISSO) there have been several stems, bearing each

one, three, six, nine, twelve fine flowers. In this case the bulb must
have increased, because, although I have bought other auratum bulbs,
none have been planted anywlieie near the part of the garden where
the first bulb was placed. I should very much like to know the ratio
in which the stems increase their yield of flower-buds and the limit
of their produce.
"In this clump of three years' growth I had sever.al diflerent

thicknesses and heights of stems ; some small ones, flowcrless, others
bearing either one, three, six, nine, or twelve flowers—the increase
of the stem corresponding with the increase of bloom-buds, except-
ing in one instance whore a weaker and shorter stem bore the same
number (six) as a neighbouring and more finely developed one. I
intend to leave this bed undisturbed, and to remark the yearly
changes therein. In Maries' nursery gardens at Mytliop Lytliam,
near I'reston, a very much more sheltered position than here, also
a different altitude—that being close to the sea and ours more than
500 ft. above it—L. speciosum, auratum, and many other Lilies
are perfectly hardy, and grow in great beauty and profusion."

Heatherhanlc, Wei/liridye. GE0Rf:E F. WiLSON.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Mulleins.—Will your correspondent who gives on p. 542 a
note on the Tall Mullein (Verbascum vernale) with a sketch inform
us where a genuine plant of it can be obtained ? Four years ago I
received some plants under this name, but they proved to be of a
biennial species called at Kew V. phlomoides, which grows 7 ft. or
Sft. high and is very showy, but never flowers in my garden more
than once. I have never found the name V. vernale in any
nurseryman's catalogue, and liave just searched in vain the her-
baceous plant catalogues of half-a-dozen of our leading nurserymen
as well as the copious seed catalogue of Mr. \Y. Thompson, of
Ipswicli. I cultivate all the Mulleins I can meet witli, and find
the endless varieties of colour of the perennial V. phu'niceum in-

valuable in the mixed border, and admire both the yellow and white
forms of the biennial Moth Mullein (V. Blattaria), a native plant,
both of which come true to colour from seed. But tlie finest
Mullein I have yet tried for garden decoration is the Black JIullein
(V. nigrum), common in tlie basin of the Thames. This in my
garden throws up a clump of spikes from 4 ft. to 5 ft. higli, and
continues for a long time in flower. The white variety of it is a
very beautiful plant. I have bouglit V. Chaixi from two well-known
nurseries, and I cannot on comparison distinguish at any stage of
growth the plants sent from those of V. nigrum dug up by me in
the hedges, and developed by cultivation.—C. Wolley Don, Ei/i/e

Hull, Malpax, Cheshire. [Mr. Robert Parker, of Tooting, has it,

and our plant was figured from Mr. Joad's.]

Stakes for Hardy Flowers (p. 542).—Cutting out and
painting stakes for hardy flowers is quite unnecessary, unless we
are to revive practices now happily obsolete when the stakes formed
more conspicuous objects both in the case of plants out-of-doors and
for exhibition than the plants themselves. I do not think m.any
will be in favour of returning to this system, but rather keep to
that of reducing staking to a minimum. Even in the case of plants
that must be supported there is no need for painted stakes, for with
the bark left on them Hazel or other stakes are less conspicuous and
certainly quite as effective. Of course it is not possible to entirely
hide stakes in the case of Carnations and similar plants, but in that
of Phloxes, Larkspurs, and similar plants with good leafage to the
ground, the stakes should be entirely hidden before the plant comes
into bloom. Many good old-fashioned borders are now being re-

claimed from the ribbon system and planted with subjects that will
yield plenty of cut flowers. Surplus beds are being turfed up, and
a vast number of hardy plants are being introduced, all of which will
reduce the demand on hothouses, and material and labour will thus be
economised that will in future be available for hardy fruit and
vegetable culture.—.L Grooii.

Polyanthuses from Seed.—In the culture of these a good
deal depends on the .sowing of the seed early in spring. \ sowed
mine the first week in April in pans in a cool greenhouse, pricked
out the seedlings round the edges of 5-in. pots in good sandy loam,
with a little leaf-mould, late in May, and planted them out under a
north wall early in June. About a fortnight ago they had all grown
so well, that I planted them out in a row behind a bank with an
east aspect, and tliey are now all fine flowering plants for next spring.

—GiROFLE.

Re-arranging a Confined Lawn .—Hay I request your counsel as regards
this matter? .My neHiy-acquiieil house, facing due south, with approach and
entrance on the east, stands on a narrow platform, bounded on the nortll by a
steep, wooded bank, on the south by a fall of ground equally steep, which is

topped by a low Laurel hedge. Beneath these slopes away a wide expanse of
beautiful country. From the house to the Laiu'elhedije is but 60 ft; next the
house is a narrow border, then a 6-ft. wide gravel walk, then turf with a slight
southward slope, 40ft. north to south, 70 ft. ea3t to west, with ugly beds. How
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should this he amended ? The rest of the garden is iiTegular and picturesque.—
Zeta. [Without seeing the place it is impossible to advise definitely as tn what
attention would he an improvement, but we should say make the gravel patli

8 ft. wide, do away with the border next the house, substitute turf, and make a
border under the Laurel hedge, so that the flowers may be seen from the win-
dows, and instead of ugly beds turf tliem all over, thus maldng a small unbroken
lawn to afford rest and repose for the eye.—J. F. M.]

Primula Blooms.—I suud you some seedlings from Messrs. Sutton's strain,

and this is only the second year of my growing Primulas, so if you will tell me
what you thiuk of them I shall be obliged.—T. B. [The Primulas you send we
consider a remarkably good strain, and well worth perpetuating.]

THE MARSH OX-EYE DAISY.
(chrysanthemum lacustre.)

Now that the Mavg-uerites or Paris Daisies have become so popu-
lar, it might be advisable to direct attention to another plant of

similar aspect, but which has not become so well known as its

The Marsh Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemum laiustre).

merits deserve. It is similar to the large Ox-ej-e Daisy of our

pastures, but much larger in every way, and hence more attrac-

tive. The accompanying woodcut shows well the size of the

flowers, which are pure white, with a large yellow eye. It is more
floriferous than the common kind, and flowers for a longer period.

It grows about 2 ft. high, and thus may be distinguished iit a

glance from another plant with flowers strikingly similar, but

which IS a comparative giant in stature, growing in a good soil

from G ft. to S ft. high. This plant is represented by the annexed
illustration. All the plants are of the simplest culture in the

open air, and extremely useful for cutting from, particularly

P. uliginosum, which produces its handsome white flowers in

autumn. L. maximum flowers in summer and early autumn, and
is no less desirable for cutting from or for border decoration.

W. G.

Cultivation of Pansies for Exhibition.—Having been
a successful exhibitor of these flowers for many years, perhaps the

following may be of use to the readers of The Garden t 1. Plantt!.

—Young shoots make the best plants. They should be kept in a

cold frame until March (having been struck in September), giving

tliem thorough ventilation whenever tlie weather permits, and on no
account allowing them to be expo-sed to rain or snow, as they require

to be kept moderately dry. 2. Planling.—Stake each plant when
planted to prevent the wind from blowing it about. Three or four

shoots only should be allowed on each plant, and never permit
blooms to appear wlien not required. The blooms must be protected

from heavy rains, and also from the midday sun, by means of calico

or canvas. Liberally water the plants and give liquid manure twice
a week during the blooming season. 3. Position.—A shaded site is

often given to the Pansy, but I find that it produces finer blooms
when fully exposed to the sun. 4. Soil.—Alight loamy soil is the
best, and this should be deeply dug and well manured. I have tried

various kinds of manure, and have found that from tlie cowhouse
to answer best. A iittle leaf-mould and sand is a valuable addition if

thoroughly mixed with the soil.—R. M.

ORCHIDS.

WATERING PHAL.^NOPSIS OVERHEAD.
Phaljenopsis now require attention, in order that the proper
conditions for their wintering may be secured ; indeed, it is long
past the time when this matter ought to have been seen to, but a
reminder cannot fail to he of use to many who have not yet
thought of it. Of late a notion has got aljroad that Phalfenopsis

require sprinkling overhead. I have recently had several enquiries

from amateurs on the subject. My experience is that watering
overhead is one of the most hurtful things that can possibly be
done to these plants ; it ma}' not be followed by any immediate ill

effects when done in the summer only, and in a home in which
the air is good, but .should the house be imperfectly ventilated, or

should the sun shine on the plants, the mischief wrought will soon
be visible. If the practice be continued in winter, I have gene-
rally found it to result in miserable flowers and spotted and diseased

leaves and disea.sed roots. It is true that when sprinlding over-

head or syringing are commenced in spring and early

summer the plants seem to thrive on it, so much so as

to encourage the belief that they are benefited by it.

But all of a sudden they collapse and their ruin is complete. I

never hear of Phalfenopsis being watered overhead, but I think of

a very clever and respected amateur who recently had a fine col-

lection of these plants in the neighbourhood of London. This
gentleman somehow conceived the idea that the I'halasnopsis

should be frequently watered overhead, and in spite of the better

judgment and entreaties of his gardener he insisted on having
them su.spended in the tank-house, and in having them watered
over the foliage several times a da}'. I saw them in that situa-

tion in the end of the same summer, and certainly they looked
very well ; their leaves were too pulpy to please me, but it wa.s

useless finding fault with them then. Next year I called at the
same place, and seeing but a few poor-looking Phalainopsis, I

enquired where they were ; tlie gardener told me they liiid almost
all been eitlier killed or spoiled by tlie treatment to which they
had been subjected. As soon as the didl weather came the over-

charged tissues gave way, and the leaves wore affected with
blackish watery patches in the first place, and dry black irregular

spots afterwards, the hearts of the plants being particularly

affected—so much so, that in a short time the formerly vigorous

plants were represented by a few burnt-looking stems and spotted

leaves. Since that time I have frequently observed on a more
limited scale the same result from such treatment, and I have no
hesitation in saying that when aided by an improper temperature
and imperfect ventilation it is the sole cause of the much
dreaded

Spot or Disease in these plants. Once affected with spot,

it is difiicult to get the plants back to health again. I have
succeeded in doing so, and in effacing all trace of it ; but although
the disease is contracted in one season it takes several years of

good treatment to get rid of it, and even then the plants
affected are liable to a recurrence of it at any time when they
may receive a check. From the middle of October to the middle
of March, the Phalsenopsis should be kept in an airy house rather
inclined to be dry than moist. The temperature should be never
less than (iO° at night, nor more than 70" by day unless a little

more can be obtained by sun-heat, a little air being given on all

fine days as soon as the thermometer reaches Go". They should
be kept moist the whole of the time, but never allowed to get

sodden, the effect of one watering or dipping being allowed to

pass off to a certain extent before another is given. In this

temperature and witli this treatment they will be safe and easy
to manage for the winter, and their flowers will he produced in

profusion for some months. Phatenopsis may, however, be kept

much cooler in winter. A verv fine collection of them belonging to
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Mr. Philbrick passed tliroiigli last winter in this foprg:}' neigh-
hourliood in fine condition, froncrally 7° and frequently 10° loss

than the temperatures 1 have given, hut I know considerahly
more care and skill were bestowed on them than thev can generally
get. So far from tliese being watered over the foliage, thegrow(>r was
particularly careful to dip only the lower halves of the baskets in

which the plants were growing, for fear of the foliage being
wetted. From March to October the Phalrenopsis are in growth,
and in the early part of that time the temperature shoiJd bo in-

creased, and during the latter month decrea.«ed, to prepare them
again for winter. AVhile growing they should be kept in a warm,

Tall Ox-eye Daisy (Pyrethrum uliginoanm).

moist house, the night temperature of which ranges from O'j' to
70^, and the day temperature from 7-5" to 85^ ; a shady part of
the house where the Dendrobes are grown answers remarkably
well. Here they should be liberally supplied with rain water by
means of dipping or by watering with a spouted pot, but by no
means watered over the foliage. Their health and plumpness can
be better secured by keeping the atmosphere always moist. There
is no doubt that these plants frequently get heavy and long-con-
tinued rains in their native homes during the growing season, but
that is no argument why such conditions should be imitated here.

Climatic Extremes.—As a nde, I find that the climatic
extremes to which all Orchids are subjected in their native

habitats arc to be avoided. The extremes of climate known to us
may be imitated, but there are iniunnerablo lesser climatic
peculiarities which are not known to us, but on which the good
condition of the plants equally depends, and the want of these
lesser details under cultivation cither nullifies or renders injurious
our attention to that extreme of heat, wet, or whatever it may bo
which is known to he so beneficial to the plants abroad. "We
must recollect also that, although wo may imitate Nature in
deluging the plants with water, still thi; tmnalural glass roof is

overliead, and the effect must necessarily be different from that
produced on plants growing on treesin the open air. In their wettest
seasons also tliere are frequent cessations of rain for some days,
and this, allowing of the elaboration of the sap, acts very diffe-

rently on the plants from a prescribed watering overhead carried

out two or throe times a day. The hints of travellers and collec-

tors are most useful, but we must modify them to suit our struc-

tures and climate. "We must consider that circumstances, both
beneficial and adverse, take place in the native homes of all plants

—the former to ensure their places in the vegetable kingdom, and
the latter to prevent their undue preponderance ; to find out what
is beneficial to each, and to adapt it to our use, is one of the
highest aims of the gardener's art. It is of vital importance that
the PhaL-enopsis should he shaded from the rays of the sun ; few
Orchids are more liable to injury in this direction than thoy are.

They succeed best and are safest when grown in baskets in Sphag-
num Moss, suspended from the roof, the leaves to be not nearer
than 1.5 in. to 18 in. from the glass, in order to guard against the
effects of sudden atmospheric changes. During the summer
Phalsenopsis delight in having the bottoms of their

baskets and tho pendent air i-oots syringed morning
and afternoon ; when damping down the houses, this can
very woU be done without wetting the foliage to any
appreciable extent. The Phalaenopsis lasts many months in

bloom. By far the best for general culture are P. amabilis, P.
grandiflora, P. Schilleriana, and P. Luddemanniana. Heated pure
air is of the highest importance to them ; they never thrive in a
house in which one can smell fire, as the growers describe it, that
is to say, in an arid, exhausting atmosphere. The following Orchids
winter well with the Phalrenopsis, viz., Angra?cum citratum, A. bi-

lobum, A. sesquipedalo, A. eburnoum, A. Ellisi,Grammatophylluni
EUisi, G. Ea>mplerianum, and most of the Aeridos and Sac-
colabiums. It is now pretty generally known that the Phalse-
nopsis, and indeed most Orchids, are much benefited, even in the
season when they require most moisture, by partially drving the
house in which they are at midday. Free ventilation for an bom-
or two will insure this.

"

J. O'Bbiex.

BRONZY-LEAVED ODOXTOGLOSSUMS.
"The first sign of over-watering is turning the foliage on the Odonto-
glossums a bronzy hue, and when the plants get into this condition
it takes some time to get them again into a healthy green state." I
have quoted this statement from the Orchid calendar (p. 552) in order
to show how empirical is the state of modern Orchid culture, and
how indefinite the information supplied to amateurs.

At the present time I have growing in one pot two plants of
Odontoglossum Alexandrre, the one having foliage of a reddish-
bronzy colour, while that of the other is dark green. Of other plants
of the same species in separate pots some have green leaves and some
bronzy ones. I never saw a well-grown collection of Odontogloasums
of the 0. crispum section without noticing the occurrence of bronzy-
leaved and bronzy-bulbed varieties, and in many csmea this very
bronzy tinting has been pointed out to me as indicative of robust
health and vigour consequent on growth being made near the glass
amid diffused sunshine. Not only is this colour variation observable
in home-grown plants, but also in those imported from Bogota. Only
a week or two ago I received one of Mr. Stevens' catalogues of a
sale held on November 9 last in which were offered " GOO plants of
Odontoglossum Alexandras . . . comprising many plants with
dark round bulbs." My own experience is that exposure to sunshine
bronzes the bulbs and leaves much sooner than over-watering, and
the reverse of this may take place, viz., bronze-coloured varieties

may produce fresh green growth when grown in a shady north house
with little or no sunshine, but I should not feel justified in saying
that such growth was more healthy than that of a bronzy tint. I
have seen many thousands of Odontoglossum Alexandrse, some with
leaves so highly coloured as to be almost purple-crimson in tint, but
I never heard it stated before that such plants were less healthy
than their green-leaved congeners, nor do I believe that suc^
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is the case, since their inflorescence and longevity testify other-
wise.

I certainly do believe that over-watering does much mischief, but
not in the manner as stated above, and in my own practice I find it

best to pot Odontoglossums—indeed, cool Orchids from the mountain
regions of the world generally—in such a way that over-watering is

an impossibility. F. W. B.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Lycaste Skinneri alba.—Orchids with flowers absolutely
white are few indeed, but of the few this -white-flowered Lycaste
is both the loveliest and rarest. Its blossoms do not differ in size
from those of the ordinary form, nor, in fact, in other characters,
except in the total absence of any tinge of colour ; and the purity
of such a wax-like flower may be better imagined than described.
A plant bearing a few flowers is now in perfection in Messrs. Veitch
& Sons' nursery, Chelsea, and will, no doubt, continue so for a long
time, provided fogs—so desti-uctive to Orchid flowers—do not impair
its beauty. In the same house as the white variety there are also
about a dozen other forms of L. Skinneri, representing in their blos-
soms every conceivable gradation of tint, from deep crimson to pure
white. The rose-tinted varieties are particularly attractive, as they
form such a charming contrast to the foliage.

Oncidium pubea.—This is a pretty little Brazilian yellow-
flowered Orchid quite distinct from tlie majority of Oncidiums. It
is dwarf in growth, having'short thick pseudo-bulbs, from the base of
which proceed long pendulous flowers-spikes bearing myriads of small
blossoms crowded together in a curious way, Their colour, as has
been stated, is yellow, heavily spotted and barred with chocolate,
and though these tints are not particularly bright, the abundance of
the flowers amply compensates for that deficiency. It is especially
adapted for growing in suspended baskets or pots, under which con-
dition I lately saw some creditable specimens in the Orchid houses at
Kew.
Dendrobium formosum gig-anteum.—Of this superb

autumn and winter-flowering Orchid I saw a remarkably fine example
in flower in the Regent's Park Botanic Garden the other day. A
pseudo-bulb as thick as a man's thumb produced a flower upwards
of 5 in. in width and 4 in. in depth, and the broad shell-like lip was
large in proportion. This Dendrobium is undoubtedly one of the
finest of the genus, and is well worth adding to any collection how-
ever select, for nothing can well surpass the chaste beauty of the
ivory whiteness of the flowers marred only by the golden crest of the
lip

Dendrobium aqueum.—Notwithstanding the large number
of Dendrobiums now in cultivation, there are but few which flower
in autumn and early winter, and it is on this account that I con-
sider this species desirable, though it is not so showy as many
others. It is in the way of D. cretaceum, bearing white transparent
blossoms on slender pseudo-bulbs, about 1 ft. in length. As I do
not find it enumerated in trade lists, I presume it is not in com-
merce. It has been in flower for the past few weeks in the Orchid
house at Kew.
Odontoglossum Rossi roseum.—This is a very distinct

variety, the sepals of which are suffused with a pleasing rosy tint
instead of being white, as in the typical form. The flowers, thougli
not so large as those of the major variety, are superior iu size to
many of the ordinary forms of 0. Rossi. It is now in flower in Mr.
B. S. Williams' nursery at HoUoway,
Schlimia triflda.—This is a charming little Orchid, though an

extremely rare one. It is of dwarf growth, somewhat in tlie way of
Acropera, and bears pendulous racemes of white cylindrical flowers
of wax-like texture. It possesses a delicious jjerfume, much resem-
bling that of the Dove Plant (Peristeria elata). It is now in flower
in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea.

Ansellia africana nilotica.—In the Orchid house at Kew
there is now in flower a very fine variety of this old-fashioned Orchid
bearing the above name. It is in every way superior to the ordinary
form, the flowers being larger, the colours brighter and more dis-
tinctly defined. It appears, moreover, to be dwarfer in growth,
which is a desirable quality.

New Hybrid Cattleyas.—Two beautiful hybrid varieties of
Cattleya have, for some time past, been in flower in Messrs. Veitch's
Orchid houses at Chelsea, named respectively Cattleya Mastersonia3
and fausta delicata. They are both extremely handsome, and seem
to partake of the properties of both parents.—AV. G.
Orchid Seed.—Kindly tell me how to sow .iml treat Orchid seed, as 1 have

some whieh I saved from a plant of Cypripedium insigne.—Robeiit Giduings.
[.Sprinkle the seeds on the surface of a compost of filjrv peat and chopped Sphag-num Moss, placed in a pan or pot. Place a bell-glass over them, and keep them
in a moderately moist state in a warm house. Some time will elapse before vou
see any signs of germination.—G.]

MELASTOMACEOUS PLANTS.
Thouoh many Melastomads not yet introduced abound in tropical
America, we already possess some charming genera belonging to that
order. Foremost amongst these must be named the Bertolonias, or
Jewel Plants, as they are sometimes aptly named. They are natives
of the dense moist forests of Brazil, and therefore require a stove
temijerature and plenty of moisture. They are easily propagated
either by means of cuttings, leaves, or seeds. Cuttings strike in a
few days. The leaves if pegged or held down with bits of crock on to
a sandy soil will soon form bulbils and produce young plants, and
the flowers, if permitted to remain, freely produce seeds, which
ripen easily and may be raised uuder the same treatment as suits
Gloxinia seeds. Peat, a little loam, leaf.mould, and plenty of sand,
form a compost in which these plants delight, and if several are
placed in a well-drained pan, and placed on a shelf or near
glass in a shady part of the stove they will soon form beautiful
objects, which maybe used for table decoration if placed beneath bell-
glasses. In summer these plants require plenty of moisture, but in
wiuterthey need just sufiioient water to keep the soil moist, and as
much light as possible must be given them, as if this be not attended
to the leaves sooia get disfigured through damp. B. Van Houtteana
isawell-known variety, and perhaps tlic most beautiful ; itsleaves have
a rich olive velvet ground colour, traversed by bars of beautiful
magenta-red, and dotted with thousands of spots of the same colour.
B. margaritacea, alba and rosea punctatissima, miranda, and super-
bissima are varieties or hybrids with rich olive green leaves, thickly
dotted with shining white, pink, or red spots. B. Marchandi has
leaves marked with sparkling silvery bars. B. maculata marmorata
has leaves very prettily marked with white. Besides these there
are many other pretty varieties of Continental origin, but the most
distinct are those already named. Eriocnema (sometimes called
Bertolonia) hirsuta is a very effective little plant, having leaves of a
rich dark brown colour, with pale green margins, and thickly set
with erect hairs, the young leaves being beautifully variegated with
pink.

•Soncrilas may be treated in the same way as Bertolonias. .S. Hen-
dersoni, margaritacea, and Madame Victor Alesch are varieties with
shining green leaves thickly dotted with silvery spots, or beautifully
marbled. When seen under gaslight these plants are very effective,

their leaves sparkling like crystal.

Cyauophyllums, Sphserogyne latifolia, Miconia pulverulenta, Phyl-
lagathis rotundifolia, and Clidemia vittata are all noble stove plantsi
with fine, richly-marked foliage, and deserve to rank among the very
choicest of fine-foliaged plants. They all enjoy shade, heat, and
plenty of moisture ; Cyanophyllums especially require plenty of

water at the roots. Plants belonging to this section are not quite so
easily propagated as others, the best way being by stopping, so that
lateral shoots may be thrown out, when they may be taken off with an
old leaf and joint attached, put in small pots in sandy soil, and placed in
strong bottom-heat, where, if attended to in the way of moisture,
&c., they soon emit roots. If the old leaf is large, it is advisable to
cut off the greater part of it, as, if left on, it presents a larger eva-
porating surface than the cutting is capable of supplying, and thereby
enfeebles it. Phyllagathis produces roots on its stem, and is there-
fore easily struck, though, if care be not taken that the cuttings
receive no check, it will be found very difficult to induce them to
grow. The best soil for the above is a compost of loam and peat in

equal parts, with a little sand and good drainage, and in potting
care should be taken that the youngest leaves are mature before
shifting, as the least check to immature leaves stops them from
developing. A little weak liquid manure now and then will be found
helpful.

Medinilla magnifica is well known, but its full beauty is only seen
when the plant is allowed to grow into a large specimen, when its

freely produced pendent racemes of deep pink flowers with bracts and
stalks of the same colour and shining green leaves entitle it to the
very first rank among flowering stove plants. It is easily propagated,
and likes plenty of water at all seasons.

Lasiandras, Melastomas, P^hexias, Sonerillas, Centradenias, Mono-
cha^tums, and Pleromas aremanyof them first-rate greenhouse plants,

their beautiful pink, red, or blue blossoms being produced freely at a
time when flowers are scarce. Most of them, too, flower in winter,
a circumstance which renders them of gi'eat use for cut flowers, &c.
Pleroma elegans is perhaps the most difficult to manage, but I have
found it to do well in a light, airy greenhouse along with such sub-
jects as Boronias, Leschenaultias, &c., where, if not too freely

watered it grows and flowers freely. Cuttings of this and those above
mentioned will strike freely in spring if started in a stove temperature.
Scale is perhaps the greatest insect enemy with which the members
of this order have to contend, though Pleromas are often attacked by
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red spider. Frequeut- overhauling and rubbing off the scale is perhaps
the safest way to keep it iu check, as I know of no insecticide that

will destroy scale without injury to these plants. The syringe is the

best cure for red spider. There may be other members of tliis order

equally as worthy of notice as those I have mentioneil, but not one

of the plants I have enumerated is unworthy of a place in every

collection, where, as far as I know, few of them are now-a-days to

bo met with. Z. B.

rOMPOXE CHRYSANTHEMUNS IN SMALL POTS.

EvEKYOXB who has a greenliouse should grow some of the many
varieties of the Pompouo Chrysanthemum. It is not in the power
of all to grow the large-llowored kinds in perfection, as they need
something more iu the way of high culture than many arc able or

willing to carry out, but with Pompones it is different, as in their

case a minimum of care is sufficient to produce specimens of fair

quality. Of course, the greater the care and skill brought to bear

upon their culture, the more satisfactory will be the result obtained.

At the same time I wouUl wish to point out that it really lies iu the
power of all flower lovers to render their greenhouse or dwelling
liright and gay at this time of tlie j'ear without incurring any great

amount of labour or expense. From a decorative point of view, I

consider the Pompones to quite equal, if they do not surpass, the
large-flowered kinds. The blooms, though not individually so strik-

ing, are very effective when seen iu masses, and tliere is this advan-
tage about the Pompones—they can be grown into fair-sized, well-

flowered specimens in 4t-in. and 6-in. pots, in which st?te they are

of great service for the decoration of apartments. With a little

attention in the way of timely stopping, watering, &c. , charmingly
fresh, neat, compact little bushes will be formed by the autumn,
which, when studded with bloom, certainly present an extremely
attractive and gay appearance.

For Standards the Pompones are well adapted, and when
the training is not too rigidly conducted, and each individual fiower-

stalk is allowed some freedom of growth, they present a much
more airy, graceful appearance than the large-flowered kinds do
when thus grown. To form good standard specimens, cuttings

should be struck early in the year, aud the young plants grown
on quickly, until tliey have attained the desired height, when they
will have to be stopped, a neat stake being affixed to them. The
after treatment will consist in stopping the young shoots as they
advance in growth until the middle of July, when each one must
be allowed to take its own course. Take care to give plenty of

water throughout the growing season and frequent supplies of

liquid manure, for unless well fed, neither foliage nor flowers will

attain the desired luxuriance. If large bush-formed specimens are

preferred, they may easily be obtained by stopping as soon as the
cutting has made several joints ; and although training should never
be carried out to the extent of suppressing the true habit of the
plant, it will ' be found to add to the general good effect

if a few stakes are employed in the early stages of growth,
drawing the main shoots well away from each other, which
will have the effect of letting in sun and air amongst the
branches, and will help considerably towards maturing tlie wood
—a most important point iu Chrysanthemum culture, aud
one which the grower dare not lose sight of. Immature wood pro-
duces small and ill-fonned blooms, whilst that which has been well
ripened upby constant and free exposure to sun and air cannot fai I to give

flowers of good quality. It is, therefore, highly important that the
plants are in no way shaded while making their growth, and that
each one stands free from its neighbours, so as to allow of a free cur-
rent of air passing aiound and amongst them. Sun, air, good food,

and plenty of it, are the grand essentials towards the production of

handsome foliage and perfect flowers. It is well known that the
Chrysanthemum is a hungiy subject, and although the Pompones do
not require such high feeding to bring them up to the mark, they
must not be stinted as regards nutriment, or they will certainly get
bare of foliage at the base, thus detracting considerably from their
decorative value ; for the charm of the Pompones does not consist so
much in the blooms individually, pretty though they may be, as in

the general good and pleasing effect which they have when thickly
set upon bush-like plants, well provided with healthy green foliage

quite to the rim of the pots.

Specimen Chrysanthemums require a considerable amount
of attention and some little experience, and involve the expenditure
of more time than many are willing or able to incur ; but the culture
of untrained plants in 4i-iH. or 6-in. and S-in. pots is so simple, as to
tax but slightly the skill and resources of the growers. If only
plants of small dimensions are desired, there will be no need to take
off cuttings until April, but for anything over a 6-in. pot the
beginning of March is quite late enough. When the plants are
shifted into their blooming pots plunge them in the open ground,

and when thoroughly established mulch them with manure. With
the exception of stopping when rec|uired and watering when
necessary, no further attention will be necessary, and the grower
will have the satisfaction of finding, when flowers have become
scarce, a fine lot of well-flowered plants, suitable for almost any
decorative purpose. For cutting the Pompones are extremely useful,

as the small size of the blooms admits of their being employed where
larger blooms could not well be tolerated. There is another way of

growing these Pom))one Chrysanthemums even more simple than
that just described. Dibble the cuttings into 6-in. pots, and when
well rooted and hardened off plant them out in a piece of well-stirred

soil some 15-in. apart. The best w.ay is to draw drills 2 in. in

depth and jilaut the cuttings in them, thus ensuring the plants

plenty of water at the roots. In the autumn, just as the uuds ai'C

well formed, take them up and cram the roots into pots as small as

they will go into, water well and place them in a north house or

frame, keeping tliem rather close for a few days. If carefully potted
aud well attended to, not a leaf will discolour, aud every bloom will

come good. J. Cornhill.

NOTES AlTD QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Ho'w to Cover Walls in Stoves and Orchid Houses.
In many places the glass consists of a range placed against the south
wall of a kitchen garden. In such houses the paths invariably run
along near the back wall, and in that c.ise the wrong side's of the

plants come into view. Our Orchid house has such a wall, 12 ft.

high by 50 ft. long. On this I formerly had Hoya carnosa and Ste-

phanotis floribunda, with which I had no trouble to cover the wall,

but having waited two years without a flower I placed them in pots,

being convinced they would make flower where they were so much
shaded and the atmosphere so humid. I then covered the wall to a
height of Oft. with galvanised wire of H-in. mesh, fastening it

to staples projecting 3 in. from the wall. These 3 in. I filled in with
Sphagnum Moss and fibrous peat, well rammed in, and planted

therein a choice collection of Ferns, Selagiuellas, Tradescantias, Fit-

tonias. Begonias, Grasses, &c., keeping the larger-growing plants at

the bottom. In a month's time the wall became a delightful Fer-

nery, and has since been greatly admired. All the care required is

to water and keep the plants in free growth. Our pot Ferns never
looked so well as now, all fronds that we need being cut oft' the wall.

I may mention that there is a shelf hanging 2 J ft. from the rafters over

the path, which I think benefits the Ferns at the top, as it and the

plants on it receive the light and sunshine, leaving the walk and
wall delightfully shaded. -^H. T.

HO'W to Pick Blooms of Hoya carnosa.—It is posi-

tively lamentable to see the dozens of Hoya plants trained against

greenhouse walls which never produce a single bloom. If you ask
how it is, the answer almost invariably is, "Oh ! it flowered beauti-

fully at first, aud we used to put it in vases and iu our hair, but now
it never flowers an all." Very naturally, I say to myself. It is a

fact very little known among amateurs that the Hoya produces its

waxy blossoms in the shape of a drooping umbel, which has for 'its

axil a sort of circular butt which grows at the end of a short stalk.

When the truss of flowers fades, this butt or ring remains, and
another ring is formed on the top of the first, on which the next
year's blooms are borne. And so on year after year fresh rings are

produced which bear the season's bloom. If this stalk bearing the

rings of many years is cut away, another cannot be produced in its

place, and thus all the floriferous portion of the plant is consumed,
fresh flower-buds only appearing on the youngest and nearest shoots,

which are frequently removed early in the year to allow for the

limited space that can be spared on the wall for the plant. If Hoya
blooms, therefore, are required for decorative purposes, the pips of

the umbel only must be removed, with whatever axillary stalk they
may possess, and bound up with wire, being very careful notto hurt the

topmost or endless ring or the footstalk in any way. If this plan be

adhered to, blooms on amateurs' plants would cease to be so scarce.

—GiROFLE.

The Peach-leaved Campanulas as Pot Plants.—
The beauty of double-flowered Peach-leaved Campanulas is too well

known to need comment, and wherever grown they are sure

to give great satisfaction. I do not think, however, that it is

generally well known that these exceptional merits are enhanced by
being grown under glass, or at least by being afforded the protection

of a glass roof whilst expanding their blooms. When thus circum-

stanced, the flowers exhibit greater refinement of colour, and in the

case of the double-white the flowers gain immensely in purity, thus

rendering them available for choice floral decorations. Although the

Peach-leaved Campanulas or Bellflowers are hardy enough, and grow
freely in good soils in the open air, we do not in all seasons see

them at their best, owing to the fact that they are more susceptible
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to vicissitudes of climate than many other hardy flowers. The aid
of a glass covering, should the weather prove at all boisterous, is

just what they need ; and, as at the time of year when they flower
there are generally frames or a cool liouse at the disposal of the
grower, it is easy to aff'ord them this accommodation. As these
Bellflowers increase readily by means of side shoots, all that one has
to do is to take a few of them oS' early in the autumn, prick them
out in a free piece of soil until spring, transplant them in March,
and give them the advantage of liberal culture throughout the
summer months. By the autumn strong plants will be formed,
which may then be taken up and potted, and either placed in a
cold frame, or plunged in ashes at the back of a wall, or in some
sheltered situation, where the pots would not be liable to become
drenched by heavy rains. During the growing season, and until
they are coming into bloom, plunge them in some open situation
and feed with liquid manure. As soon as the finai bloom begins to
expand, remove them to a glass structure. Tliis little extra care
will not be misspent, as it will give plenty of fine bloom for
cutting, and excellent specimens for conservatory decoration.

—

J. CORNHILL.

Cornish Boilers at Enville.—The numerous forcing houses,
plant houses, and pits in the very extensive garden establishment at
Enville are heated in such an efficient manner by two of the
"Improved Cornish Boilers," with some additional improvements
added thereto, invented by the Messrs. Messenger, of Loughborougli,
that I think a note respecting them may be of interest to your
readers. The boilers in question are each 12 ft. in length and 3 ft.

in diameter, with a 6-in. water-way all round. They are fixed in a
stoke-hole side by side, and are so arranged that they can be used
separately or in conjunction. The additional improvement made by
Messrs. Messenger consists of five cross water-tubes placed just be-
yond the fire bridge, thus making every particle of tlie heat from tlie

fire play between these tubes before going into tlie flue, and a very
large amount of heating surface is thereby added to the boilers
without any additional expenditure of fuel. Each of these boilers
is calculateil to heat 8000 ft. of -l-in. piping, and they have proved
themselves to be thoroughly capable of performing all that is claimed
for them. Mr. Green, the head gardener at Enville, considers this
boiler to be, after a protracted and careful trial, one of the most
simple, economical, and powerful boilers for horticultural heating
purposes in existence ; and from what I have seen of its working
and power I am of Mr. Green's opinion. One great advantage the
Cornish boilers have over many others is the fact that they do not
require a very deep stoke-hole—a matter of importance in wet,
badly-drained localities. To all who may be thinking of putting in
Cornish boilers I say confidently, add thereto, if possible, Messrs.
Messenger's simple and valuable improvement.—H. B., in Flehl.

Bruant'a Scarlet Sage (Salvia splendens Bruanti).—This is

by far the finest, and at the same time the most easily managed, of
all the scarlet-flowering Salvias. It is readily propagated from soft
young growths, every joint rooting freely in a gentle bottom-heat.
The cuttings should be potted ofi' directly they are rooted, using a
light compost of sand and leaf-mould, and replacing them in I ottom-
heat. In about a fortnight or three weeks afterwards their tops may
be taken olf and treated in a similar manner, and thus a large stock
can soon be got up from a few cuttings. From two cuttings obtained
early iu March I have had over forty plants in bloom during these
last two mouths, some of them 4 ft. high, whilst others were not
more than as many inches. The grand point belonging to this Salvia
is the small state in which it can be had in bloom, plants of it even
in 3-in. pots producing spikes of brilliant scarlet flowers in. in
length. I find that it does well in a free, open compost consisting of
loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and it should be grown in a cool house
or frame ; during the summer it requires no shading, but it must
have plenty of water, and a little soot water occasionally. This is
not, however, a greenhouse plant ; at least, I find that it will not
bloom without stove heat, in which it must be placed about the
beginning of October, when it will make a brilliant display for at
least two months, and at a time when bright-flowering plants .are
by no means plentiful. When better known it must, I am sure,
become very popular.—Thos. Spelm.\n, Sohhoromjh, Kcnaijh.

The Cardinal Musk (Mimulus cardinalis).—Many plant-
gro\vers would consider this plant beneath their notice, being old-
fashioned and of such easy culture. I must, however, confess to a
partiality for it, as it is bright and cheerful-looking, and may be
brought into bloom at a time when flowers are more or less scarce.
A point against it is its rather straggly growth, but this defect is not
so apparent when it is grown in the form of a good-sized siDecimen.
Much of course may be done to induce a more compact habit by
keeping the plants near the glass and giving plenty of air. Well
grown and flowered, the old Cardinal Musk is by no means to be
despised.-C, Buffed.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXII.—THE YELLOW CALLA.
(EICHARDIA HASTATA.)

Although this plant has attained its majority in this country,

having been introduced as long ago as 18.57, and flowered in 18.5'J,

it has hardly ^-et established itself. Nor is it likely to be culti-

yated by thousands, as R. sethiopica is. Nevertheless, if not

equally ornamental, it is equally hard}-, and possesses other merits

of its own. The clear greenish-yellow of its spathes has at least

the merit of affording variet}', and if its white relation were
unknown this species would doubtless have found more admirers.

In foliage it is easily distinguished from K. asthiopica, the whole
leaf being shaped like an arrow-head, and the basal lobes pointed
instead of rounded. Dr. Lindley described our plant under the

name Calla (?) oculata, the specific name being given in allusion

to the deep dark purple ej'e or interior base of the spathe. Messrs.

A'eitch, then of E.xeter, received it from Natal in IS.i?. Besides

the two species which have just been named, the genus at

present counts three others, also inhabiting tropical or South
Africa. R. albo-maculata is very similar to R. hastata, but the
leaves are blotched with white, and the spathe is nearly white, or

only tinged with yellow, having, however, the coloured spot inside.

It was introduced into British gardens about the same time as

R. hastata, of which it may be merely a variety. R. melanoleuca
is a very distinct species, thougli its leaves closely resemble those

of R. albo-maculata, even to the spotting. The yellow spathe is

open to the base, and spreads out nearly flat, thus revealing the

very dark purple base. This elegant species was imported by
]\Ir. Bull from Africa about a dozen years ago. The fifth species,

I!, angustiloba, a native of South-western Tropical Africa, is not

in cultivation. W. B. IIemslet.

Culture and Position.—In the Exeter nurseries R. hastata

was found to be hardy, althougli, subsequently, it has not been
treated as if it were so. There are now four species of this genus
in cultivation. First came R. africana, about eighty years ago,

which, beside the subject here figured, is the only one not having
variegated leaves. This is quite hardy when partly submerged
in ponds in Devonshire and Cornwall. Next, about fifty years

later, came albo-maculata, introduced by Messrs. Backhouse.
This is even hardier than the last, and I am informed by Mr.
Ellacombe that it is hardy on borders at Bitton, near Bristol.

About the same time came R. hastata. After this the only one
is R. melanoleuca. The different species are readily classified by
the presence or absence of variegation. Of the variegated species,

R. albo-maculata is furnished with a long pointed spathe nearly
white, while that of R. melanoleuca is nearly round and of a pale
straw colour. In Engler's classification these species are referred

to different sections, the petioles of the first having no bristles,

while those of the latter are furnished with them. One species,

R. angustiloba, described in Seemann's Journal of Botany, remains
yet to be introduced. No better cultivation can be recommended
for R. hastata than that under which the common species

flourishes. All are similarly constituted, and, save for special

purposes, they only require protection from frost. It may be
remarked that this genus has not been broken by the hybridiser,

tliough no doubt skilful manipulation would produce good results.

B. I. L.
[This plant is as yet very rare, and the stock of it is held by

Messrs. Hooper & Co., of Covent Garden, who are now prepared
to send it out. Our plato is from a drawing, by INIrs. Dufiield, of

handsome specimens sent us by !Mr. De Graafe, of Leyden.]

Vitis sempervirens.—I think "W. G," is mistaken in the
account he gives of the nomenclature of this Vine in your last issue

(p. 543), as when I purchased this plant at Messrs. Backhouse's nur-
sery, towards the middle of last month, I was informed that they
had received it under the name of Vitis striata, but failing to dis-

cover, on careful examination of the plant, any justification for the
name in the faintest trace of any kind of stripe on either leaf or
stem, they determined to change the name to sempervirens. It ia

just possible that when this Vine ripens fruit it may be striped, and
so aft'ord some justification for its first name, as in the case of the
handsome Japanese shrub (Pterostyrax hispidum), in which the
leaves and stem, being perfectly smooth and devoid of hair, the dis-

tinctive appellation of hispidum was by many considered inappro-
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priate till it seeded, when the seed pods were found to bo covered

with conspicuous hairs. Still, for the present, 1 think sempervirens

the most appropriately descriptive name for this new trailer.

—

AV. E. GUMBLETON.

NEW HYBRID MAIDEN-HAIR FERN.
(adiantum bausei.)

Hybbid Ferxs are extremely rare in cultivation, and of the few
that exist none are so elegant as that which is now being distri-

buted by the General Horticultural Company. It was raised by
Mr. Bause, the manager of the company's Anerley Nursery, who
has produced so many other fine plants through hybridisation.

tution, it must become a valiiable decorative plant, and a favoniite

for general cultivation, "\V. G.

THE LIBRARY.

PERUVIAN BARK.*
This is a book which tellawell the story of the successfulintroduc-
tion of the Cinchona culture into British India, where it is now suc-

ceesfully established. Mr. Clements Markham was atthe headof this

work; to assist him ho had several good men, botanists or col-

lectors, some of them, such as Mr. II. Cross and Mr. Weir, known

New Hybrid Maidenhair Fern (Adiantum Bausei).

The parentage of A. Bausei lies between two well-known Maiden-
hairs—A. trapeziforme and A. decorum—and its free, vigorous
growth and hardy greenhouse character show that, as far as con-
stitution is concerned, it partakes of the latter parent, though in

size it is intermediate between the two, and in its general aspect
it is quite distinct from either. Its most obvious peculiarity is the
drooping position of the pinnules, which are all deflexed sideways
from the plane of the raclii.s, and this gives it a perfectly unique
aspect as a plant. In the form of its pinnules it also diflfers from
any other known Fern, and this, combined with the arching cha-
racter of the fronds and the drooping habit of the pinnse them-
selves, offer other distinctive features. The whole aspect of the plant
is decidedly ornamental, and as it is quite unlike anj- other varie-

ties, and is at the same time of a naturally free and robust consti-

in the gardening world, and also the botanists, Dr. Spruce, Mr.
Pritchett, and Mr. Ledger. The story of their wanderings and
their successes is well told, and also how the cultivation of the

Cinchona plants was established on the Nilgiris and several parts

of India. It also describes Mr. Cross's expedition to collect seeds

of India-rubber plants and the introduction of its culture into

India ; also of the culture of the Peruvian Cotton in India; there-

fore the book is of much interest and value to all persons inte-

rested in the dispersion and introduction of valuable economical

plants in warm and temperate regions. As regards the Cinchona
cultivation itself, it is stated that "during twenty years the

enterprise has steadily progressed. There are now 847 acres

* Bj ClESENTS E. Makkham. London : John Murray, Albemarl? Street,
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under Cinchona cultivation in the Government plantations on the

Nilgiri Hills, besides 4000 acres of private plantations on the Nil-

^iris, in Wainad, Coorg, and other hill districts of Southern India.

In British Sikkim the Government Cinchona plantations cover an
area of 22i'2 acres. The annual bark crop from (Government plan-
tations of British India alone is already 490,000 lb. In Ceylon
.J.jTS acres were under Cinchona cultivation in 1877. In 1879-80
the quantity of bark sold in the London market from British India
and Ceylon was 1,17:?,000 lb. The East India source of bark
supply is now the most important, but one as regards quantitj',

and by far the most important of all as regards quality. On the

Nilgiris the whole expenditure has been repaid with interest by
the sale of bark in the London market, and the Government is

now deriving lai'ge profits of many thousands a year from the bark
harvests. In Sildiim the true object of the undertaking has been
lietter understood, and the plantations are utilised for the supply
of a cheap and efficacious febrifuge to the people of India. In
1 879 there were 7007 11). of this cheap febrifuge manufactured."
The author devotes a chapter to the efforts which he made to

secure some fitting remuneration for the different men who assisted

him, and who in the execution of their duty, as in the case of Mr.
Weir, were struck down by fever and almost disabled for life.

The book altogether forms a well-filled and interesting volume of

•i50 pages, printed in the best manner, and contains some excel-

lent maps, but few illustrations.

THE PLUM.*
In thia pamphlet every little detail of culture and history belonging
to the Plum is entered into with a minuteness that inevitably forces
one to the conclusion that Mr. Fish's aim has been quite as much to

make the pamphlet large enough to sell for a shilling as to give
cultural directions. The introductory chapter alone extends to
nine pages, a fact which will surprise no one after reading the
following, which is a fair sample of the way in which the matter is

spun out. " The Sloe, or Black Thorn, hag received considerable
attention from our earlier poets, and may probably have at times
usurped the place now for ever secured for the White Thorn by
Tennyson's 'May Queen.' The White Thorn, however, seldom
flowers till .June, while the Sloe unfolds its myriads of silver discs
amid the driving sleets of February and the scathing winds of

March. This precocity of flowering, the whiteness and purity of its

blooms, this liability to be scathed and blackened as soon as opened,
and their power of resenting adverse conditions, make the Black
Thorn a favourite plant with moralists and poets." As regards the
commercial value of Plums, Mr. Fish is roseate indeed ; and des-
jjondent farmers and market growers in embryo will now go into
Plum culture with the certainty of making their fortunes in an
incredibly short time. The quotation runs thus :

" Even now, with
all its risks. Plum culture pays as well or better than any other
garden crop. The yield per acre for Plums has been estimated as
averaging £50 per annum, and occasionally reaching £100. Good
Phims, unless during exceptional gluts of the market, will generally
command from 15s. to £1 per bushel, and even Damsons, some of
which are enormous bearers, generally from Ss. to 10s. per
bushel." These statements, I am, however, sorry to say are not
proven. Blemishes such as these excepted, the work is trustworthy
and exhaustive. Grafting, buddmg, training, and pruning may, by
studying the woodcuts given in reference to them, be safely per-
formed even by the uninitiated. H.

CHURCH FESTIVAL DECORATIONS, t

The late George Cruickshank is said to have criticised the attempt
of a young artist who had made a sketch of a gardener's tool-house
with the quiet but forcible remark: "That no one could correctly
draw a wheelbarrow until he knew how a wheelbarrow was made.
And as with pictures so it is with books ; we have too many of
them to which the remark just quoted applies. In no group of
books is this defect more noticeable than in those treating of
decorations, which are too often written by persons who, because
they can put a few flowers prettily into a vase, deem themselves
competent to undertake the decoration of a church. The pamphlet
now before us affords a very marked and pleasing contrast to the
general run in many ways. It is penned by a master hand, and

* The Plum : its history, varieties, cultivation, and disease. By D. T. Fish.
The Bazaar Office, 170, Strand.

t Comprisiug directions and designs for the suitable decoration of churchesfor
Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, and Harvest. Illustrated with 42 engravings.
Small Svo., pp. 68. Published by The Bazaar Office, 170, Strand, London.

explains not only what should be done, but also what should not be
done. It carefully provides for the requirements of those who object

to crosses, as well as for those who admire more elaborate ornamen-
tation, and it will be read with pleasure and with advantage by all

who take an interest in church decollation. The present season of

Advent and the near approach of Christmas make this a suitable

time for calling attention to this excellent little work, which is as

cheap as it is good, and we regi'et that we have only space for the
following extract from it: " It is better to decorate too little than
too much. The latter is an error constantly fallen into when there

are so many willing hands to help, and all are eager to produce some
new and dazzling effect that may give additional glory to their

particular church. It may seem unnecessary to carry out rules tor

what is intended for an ornament for so short a time, but wdiatever

is attempted is worth doing well ; and in performing this work it

should be remembered that it is not desired as a display of personal

skill, but is undertaken to impress upon the minds and hearts of all

beholders rejoicing over an event of great importance to them,
which is more surely done by presenting to them a complete whole,
where architecture and decorations go hand in hand, than iu

attracting their attention by fantastic or gorgeous devices."

BURY HILL, DORKING.
The principal feature belonging to Bury Hill is its fine collection

of Conifers, which have evidently been made a sijeciality for many
years. Apart from the Conifers, however, there is also much to

admire in the general design and landscape beauty of the place.

The house is situated nearly at the summit of one of the com-
manding eminences surrounding Dorking, and overlooks in a southerly
direction a wide range of picturesque scenery. In front of the
house and sloping gently to the margin of a lake is a broad sweep
of lawn, iuterrujjted only by a few groups of shrubs and isolated

trees, and not cut up by plots of geometrical flower beds which
so often sadly mar the aspect of country residences. The lake,

which comprises several acres, though artificial, has a very natural
appearance. It is so designed that its source is hidden, and its

overflow loses itself in a stream which meanders through the park,
its banks being fringed with all kinds of waterside plants, such as

Willow Herbs, Meadow Sweets, Sedges, Flags, Loosestrifes,

&c. A tastefully formed and beautifully-wooded islet adds to the
charm of this lake.

The Arboretum.—The principal part of this lies at the rear
of the mansion on a gentle declivity, sheltered on all sides, except
towards the south. In this position all kinds of Conifers thrive ad-
mirably, and even the reputed tender kinds do not appear to have
suffered from the severe cold of the last two winters. Here even
Araucaria Cunuinghami flourishes unprotected, though of course it

does not thrive so vigorously as the other species ; and though an
elegant tree, it is not worth planting, except in the most favoured
south-western localities. All the finest specimens are labelled with
name, native country, and date of jilanting on thick blocks of terra

cotta sunk in the soil to within 3 in. or 4 in. of their slanting tops.

Among the most noteworthy specimens are a pair of Douglas Firs,

planted in 1832, and now each about 100 ft. high. These are planted
near each other and are noble specimens, clothed from top to base
with healthy foliage, showing to the best advantage tlie extremely
ornamental character of this Fir. Near these is a large Pinus in-

signis, planted forty years ago, nearly as tall as the Douglas Firs.

The Deodar thrives admirably on the deep sandy soil here, and many
large trees of it may be seen about the grounds ; one, neai ly 100 ft.

high, planted in 1838, is now one of the finest specimens we have
seen. The Atlantic and Lebanon Cedars are not so large as

might be expected, though some of the latter are fine. A variety
of the Douglas Fir named taxifolia is represented by some noble
trees, planted in 1842. The leaves of this variety are longer than
those of the type, and appear to be of a deeper green. Of Thuja
pendula, one of. the most elegant of all the Thujas, but seldom met
with in the shape of large specimens, there is a tree here, planted iu

1849, some 15 ft. high. The Japanese Cryptomerias have found a
congenial home here for the past forty years, and are not in the least

browned by the last winter's frosts ; neither is Picea Pinsapo, a tree

that is liable to be much injured in our cold winters. That most
graceful of all the Firs, Abies Sniithi, we saw in numbers, some of

which were unusually fine, and showed to advantage the gracefully-

drooping character of the branches. This Conifer should be much
more planted than it is on account of its hardiness as well as its

vigorous growth in all kinds of soil. Another Conifer not half so

much planted as it ought to is the Red Cedar (Taxodium sem-
pervirens), as its deep green foliage varies in a striking manner the

monotonous tone of other kinds. Both this species and the deci-

duous Cypress (T, distichum) is well represented here, the latter
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being planteil near the lake, a position it should always be in

where possible, .as it thrives so well under conditions in which but few

other trees will. Higher up the slope, and in the rouijlier parts of

the pleasure grounds, arc some grand examples of Pines. I'inus

Sabiniana one of the most elegant of all, is particularly noteworthy ;

its long, drooping, tassel-like clusters of silvery leaves produce a

strikini,' contrast withthe foli.ageof suchspeciesasP.insignis.of which

there are some noble examples near it ; also of P. excolsa planted in

1S40. In another part of the arboretum is a group of the forms of

the common Norway Spruce (Abies excclsa), which is highly inte-

resting, as it shows in an excellent manner tlie wide variation in

habit of growth there is in one kind of tree. F.very intermediate

gradation in height may be observed from the stunted variety

pygmiea to the ordinary form, which is perhaps the han<lsome3t of

Firs, notwithstanding its commonness. The Wellingtonia does not

appear to thrive here so well as it docs in some places ; one of the

argest specimens planted in 1856 is not so tall .as trees planted more
recently in other places, though it has a girth of about U ft. at the

base of the trunk. Among other Conifers conspicuous for their

largo size or rarity are Picea cephalonica, Abies Menziesi, A.

caTulea (resembling A. orientalis, but «ith more glaucous foliage),

Picea nobilis, Libocedrus decurrcns, Cupressus nutkaensis, and we
presume that the majority of Conifers in cultivation are repre-

sented by specimens of smaller size. Besides Conifers the grounds

abound with fine ex.amples of deciduous and other trees, particu-

larly Chestnuts, which were planted about tlie middle of tlie last

century, the trunks of which are now of very large girth.

In the Kitchen Garden, which lies in the valley some dis-

tance from the house, the principal feature is an old-fashioned con-

servatory, or what, perhaps, was called at the time -when it was

built, an architectural Orangery. It occupies nearly the whole widtli

of the upper side of the garden, and consists of fifteen high windows
in front, arched at the top. It has recently undergone alteration by

substituting a glazed roof for an opaque one, thus rendering it fit

for the culture of plants. This is much the best way to deal witli

such old-fashioned houses, which, owing to a deficiency of light, are

quite unfit for the culture 'of plants. In this house Camellias a,re

planted against the back wall, where they thrive capitally, svhile

climbing plants adorn the roof and the spaces between the windows
in front. There are some well-constructed Vineries, Peach houses,

plant pits, and the usual accessories of a forcing department all in

proximity to the excellent walled-in kitchen garden. W. G.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Farm. Gardening.—Sir Sydney Waterlow has been advising

the farmers of Kent to turn their attention somewhat from the

raising of corn, in which there is great foreign competition, to the

growth of vegetables for the four millions of inhabitants of our

ereat metropolis. Alas ! for the farmers of Kent if they have no

stronger reed than th.at upon which to lean in their present difiicul-

ties. Here they would find not only enormous foreign competition,

but an equally strong contention at home. We see now, on every

hand, hundreds of acres of good vegetables wasting on the ground,

and market growers would be only too pleased to get sheep to feed

off large breadths of Savoys, Cabbages, and even Brussels Sprouts,

that will not pay to send to market. It is obvious that farmers

cannot become growers of the choicer vegetables—of those that need

a great expenditure of labour and a large outlay in the way of

manure. Without these aids the production of choice vegetables is

impossible, and therefore the farmer is left to grow such common
products as Peas, Runner Beans, Potatoes, and Winter Greens, but

these are so ^videly grown near tovra that the far-off grower may
well shrink from embarking in a business that at present furnishes

but a bare living for men well skilled in their vocation.

Local Burthens.—But, apart from all considerations of com-
petition or profit, local burthens on market garden land are heavy.

Rates—not a few—have been imposed since many existing leases

were signed, and thus the tenant finds allied to a heavy rental, of

which he knew, a largely increased local taxation, of which he did

not know, and towards which the owner of the land pays nothing.

If a farmer in his lease is untrammelled by conditions of cropping,

he may grow Cabbages, Broccoli, Peas, and Potatoes, but at the

risk of having his assessment for such land raised, as market
garden land is much more heavily assessed than mere agricultural

land. Those who so freely advise the conversion of farms into

market gardens little know how many difficulties are to be met
with on every hand. Potatoes are perhaps his safest crop, because

these can be lifted as soon as the com harvest is stored with the

ordinary farm staff, and may be stored and marketed as may be con-

venient. Peas may be a very good seed crop, but as one for the

market it is valueless unless plenty of labour for the gathering

can be had, and a railway station is near to enable them to be sold

at a profit. Turnips are a bulky crop and costly to market;

these would pay only in exceptional seasons. Greens are more
bulky still and loss profitable, whilst a large number of hands are

needed in the summer-time to get the plants out at the right

moment. Last, but not least, market garden labour is more costly

th.an that which is strictly agricultur.il.

Pruning Fruit Trees.—The knifo and saw are now every-

where busy amongst trees and bushes, and there is a vast amount of

cutting to be got through before the winter is over. Few operations

present such monotony as the pruning of several acres of large

Gooseberry bushes, for, owing to a good growing season and the

moderate crop of fruit, the wood made is dense and fairly stout.

Armed with leather gloves and a big pruner—no mere pocket play-

thing, but a giant knife, that is h.alf a billhook, with an edge as

keen as a razor—the operator cuts away with astonishing rapidity,

and does it well if a trained pruner. In a double sense it is a mis-

take to leave the bushes thick with wood, for the berries wUl, if

more in number, be less in size, and the work of gathering will be

greatly embarrassed. Whilst tlie Gooseberry is so ijopular the Red
Currant is hardly so with many growers, and therefore not so much
attention is paid to its cultivation. In those gardens where it is

largely grown the mop-headed appearance which the branches are

made to assume under a course of pruning puzzles many people, but

the plan of cutting not for wood, but for fruit answers its purpose.

Without doubt the Black Currant owes some of its great popularity

amongst growers to the ease with which it is pruned. Tliiu out

freely not the new wood, but the old branches, and this may be

done rapidly. How marvellously healthy the bushes are ? the buds

are already plumped up, and look as if a few warm days would pro-

voke premature bui'sting. May we be spared that misfortune even

at the expense of hard weather. A man who can only use a hoe or

sp.ade in a market garden must expect to find when the pincli comes

th.at his services may be dispensed with, but a good knifeman is too

useful a servcant to be held in such light esteem.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—These do not form a very common
market crop, and they are not likely to be a very profitable one this

year. The value of the Jerusalem Artichoke is largely affected by

that of the Potato. If the latter be plentiful, then^the former is not

in great demand. Practically, the Artichoke is, like the Potato,

more a field than a garden crop ; it pays best when gi-own in bulk,

because it proves a capital ground cleaner. That its tubers are so

hardy is one of its great recommendations, and it is liable to no disease.

Moreover, it does not require rich soil, and will thrive well where

more important crops would starve. Six pounds per ton for this Arti-

choke seems to be a very paying price, and .about six tons per acre a

fair crop. The labour needed is not costly, as the tubers may bo

lifted in the spring from one field and bo planted at once in another

without further trouble. The tubers are generally ploughed in, and

when up and once well cleaned by hand-hoeing, they need little far-

ther attention.

Tools.—Of these none are more useful than the broad-tined

steel fork, and those of Birmingham make are the best. These vary

in price from 4s. to 6s. each. Spades are needed for some soils and

for some crops, but the fork is most universally used for moving

the soil. Then the flat hoe is an important tool, not half enough

employed, but its use is a question of time and expense. Where
the fork and tlie hoe are kept in constant work clean crops and

good cultivation are the result. The tiny .3-in. triangular hoe

employed to clean seed-beds is a most useful implement in all gardens.

What a capital tool it would be for hardy plant borders in the hands

of a careful workman !
A. D.

Salvia pseudO-COCcinea.—The pretty S.alvia exhibited by

Mr. Cannell under this name at the last meeting at South Kensington

is not the true S. pseudo coccinea,,which has blooms of a much paler

colour and dilferent foliage. The latter is, as its name denotes,

closely allied to, though totally distinct from, S. coccinea. It is a

plant rarely seen in cultivation, but is, or at any rate was a short

time since,"in that wonderful collection of plants at Pendell Court,

which is under the superintendence of Mr. Charles Green. Mr.

Cannell's Salvia came to him from me, and was given to me by llr.

Beech, of Castle Ashby. It was a great favourite of the late Miss

Frances Hope, of Wardie Lodge. She always called it the Pine-apple-

sceuted Salvia, and by this name it has become widely and generally

known. Singularly enough, it seems never to have been christened

by any specific botanic name. .Sir .Joseph Hooker h.as, however,

promised to rectify this omission, and a figure of this pretty and most

ornamental winter-flowering\Salvia will, I believe, shortly appear in

the Uotankal Mai/a-.iiic. Mr. Cannell deserves the warmest praise

and thanks for the energy he has shown in making a collection of

these beautiful plants, and the excellent way in which he grows

them.—H. Hakper Crewe, Draylon-Beauchamp Rectory, Triiig.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

The
UNWIRED BOUQUETS.

illustration on next page is a good representation nf a

tt.

/ I

M

bouquet made in a free-and-easy style without -(viie oi la
and wholly unlike the " Coyent ' Garden " bouquet of the
present day. The latter is often too flat and unifoim in
shape, far too large, as a rule, for ordinary use, and oftentimes
with colours arranged, as with rule, aiid compass, «o equi-
distant are they apart. The only lesson to be learned fiom
such bouquets is that of ayoiding oyercrowding the flow ei s,

and malting every flower tell to the best advantage
; he^ ond

this the less they are copied the better for all geneial pui poses.
A bouquet made in the style here represented is in e-\ ei-\ •« ay
preferable for presentation to those made up ^Mth flo-neis
nearly or quite all wired. Unwired bouquets can be easih
taken to pieces when done with, and the flowers inseited sepa-
lateh in water

; whereas, when flowers are -iMied, the^ f;tt

damaged thereby. This form of bouquet is also that most
iisLfulfor a lady to take with her—say in a cauiage—-nith
one alteration, viz., that instead of having flo-neis all

lound it, arrange them so as to face the holder, still, ho^^e^el,
keeping to the conical form. In this way the bouquet can
be laid down when required without any of the flo-neis get-
ting damaged. From these remarks it must not be mfeiied
that I condemn wiring entirely ; on the contraiv, theie aie
se\eial flowers which could not be used eflfectualh -VMthout
that assistance. For certain occasions, too, the use of •« ire

might be countenanced, but still I tliink what is teimed
" w inng " has been carried too far. "When floweis haie to
be -n lied, I find it a good plan to bind a httle Moss
around their stems, and also some distance down the ^Mie,
in the case of short-stemmed flowers, in order to letain mois-
tuie I do not hold with what is termed "packing," that is,

filhng m between the wires and the stems with Moss oi cot-
ton wool, in order to preserve the flowers. This makes the
bouquet too heavy. It might be necessary if the flow ei shad
to be sent a long distance, not otherwise. Aftei a bouquet
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is made it is a good plan to bold it in the liand inverted, and
then to pour souw water tliroush it. This moistens the

stems, &c., without wettiuir the Howers to any great extent. If

this is repeated daily while the flowers last it will be a irrrat

assistance towards keeping' them fresh. J. 11.

Room Qardening.—I have no garden to speak of in tliis

smoky Blai;klieath, ami Wiint to do something in the shape of

window, or rather room gardening. There is a sickly Fern (Maiden-

hair) under a bell-glass 1-t in. across, and Tradescantia discolor lias

been planted in it to make greenery ; but another might be tilled

with brilliant flowers of a miniature kind in appropriate soil, so as

to present an .agreeable point of colour ; while a third might have
Cacti similarly arranged. A good deal might be done in this way
to brighten up dull rooms. You would be doing town and surbur-

ban gardeners a good turn if with your good taste you would
obligingly give us a hint. Could Fairy Roses be struck and trained

forthis kind of decoration? Afewhints as to what would easily rcp.ay

culture would be very acceptable. To keep out cold during sharp

nights, an ornamental cover like a tea cozy might be used whicli

would give work for subtle brains and lissom lingers.—J. P.

Cyperus alternifolius.—This graceful and useful plant is

well alapted for the decoration of rooms, in whicli it may remain a
long time without injury, provided it is properly supplied with water.
It is also easily propagated, and grows rapidly. Seedlings are
better than divided plants. To obtain seed all that is necessary is

to pot three or four plants in, say, 10-in. pots, and place them in

the stove, when they will grow rapidly and produce seed in abund-
ance, which sh.juld be sown as soon as ripe, as it then germinates
more readily than if kept for some time. Another way, and one
often practised in the case of the variegated variety (which, of
course, cannot be raised from seed), is to cut ofl' the heads of the
plants and peg them down in a pot of soil, when they soon root
from the a.xils of the leaves and form young plants, which, when
large enough, can be potted off and treated as seedlings.—ALPH.i.

A Good Room Plant (Caladium argyrites).—There is no
more pretty fine-foliaged plant than this for the embellishment of a
warm house during the autumn and greater portion of the winter
months. Notwithstanding its small proportions, it is one of the
most effective plants in the large family to which it belongs, and is

probably the most useful of them all for general decorative pur-
poses, as it works in beautifully with Ferns, and even with flowering
plants, and produces a charming efl'ect when used for room decora-
tion. It is, of course, like its congeners, tender, and can only be
employed at this time of the year in warm apartments ; but I know

of no other plant which so well lights up a group as does this little

Caladium. During the winter, if kept in a genial temperature of
65', it will remain fresli and bright, not evincing any tendency to go
to rest, which distinguishes its family generally.—J. C. B.

Dressed Baskets.—I remarked at a show the other day large
flat baskets fliled with decorative plauts, and allbrding to students
in tlie art of domestic floriculture a capital means of testing their
ability to arrange in the most pleasing metliod a basket or stand of
plants in a drawing-room or hall. I caunot say that either of those
exhibited were perfect, but owing to their Ijeiug placed on the floor

it was not possible to decide as to their merits. If in future the
committee of the show in question would arrange that these baskets
should be elevated on stands, tlien perliaps the necessity of cover-
ing tlie wicker sides will be made more appai'ent. Even in this
simple matter of plant arrangement we sadly need sometliing bolder
and more original than is now usually seen.—A. D.

Dressing-table Stands.—What struck me as an exceedingly
pretty arrangement in table epergnes at the Richmond .Show the
other day was three of tliese dressed with an underground of dark
Bramble and Berberis leaves, upon which were placed various white
flowers. It was si^ecially noticeable that under artificial light the
deep lines of the leafage were intensified, and the contrast all the
more pleasing. The prettily-cut .Japanese Chrysanthemums reminded
me of beautifully chased silver filigree work upon a ground of
crimson velvet.—A. D,

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

WRONGLY-PLANNED FRUIT HOUSES.
I HAVE just received a circular containing' a plan of a fruit
house said to have been erected for a gentleman near Ludlow,
and sliowinw a ne-w way of arranging the trellises on which the
trees are trained, the professed object being to economise space

;

" a house combining utility with ornament," it is called, but
which 1 imagine most gardeners who understand the culture of
fruit under glass will think contains all the worst faults that a
house could have in which the trees are planted out and trained
to trellises. Its appearance and description will, we dare sav
however, take with people who are guided more by the advice of
others than their own experience. A description of the structure
has already appeared in one of the gardening papers a few
weeks ago, and is reproduced in the circidar. It sets forth that
" under each rafter is a Peach trellis, which runs across the house
and forms an arch over the pathway. The advantage of the
method is, that it utilises space, and admits of a much laro-er

number of trees being planted than it is possible under tlie

ordinarv method of forming trellises. Another advantage claimed
is, that tlie back wall is not unduly shaded, and can, therefore,
be wired and covered with trees, which will have a fair sliare of
sunshine. A narrow shelf runs the whole length of the house on
the level of the gutter and close to the glass for earlv Straw-
berries. The border between tlie Peach trellis is utiHsed hy
growing on it early salads. Although the house has not been
long finished, and the I'each trees but recently planted, tliey ha^e
grown well and are in the mo4 satisfactory condition," Jxc. A
specially emphasised statement at the bottom says, " for heavy
cropping this house is unsurpassed," and I am informed tliat
similar houses are being erected in various districts. From this
description it will be seen that the structure is altogether a
multum i« ;ra;'cy affair, but I propose to give a description of it
that I think will probably be better understood b}' gardeners.

The House is a Lean-to, apparently about 10 ft. higli,
and a little less in widtli. Tlie slope of the roof is unusullv flat
and the front seems to be about (i ft. high, at which height the
g-utter is fixed to the heavy plank on which the rafters rest, and
inside at the same height is a shelf for Strawberries, the whole
of which will cast a heavy shadow upon the trees, just where the
light is most wanted. Inside tlie wire trellis is not fixed lenoth-
ways with the house in the usual \\-ay, but set up in sections across
the narrow borders between the path and the front lights, and one
tree is planted to each trellis. The lateral space allowed the
branches on each .side is about 2 ft. or ;J ft. up to the height of the
doorway or thereabouts, and the top of the tree is carried edfewavs
over an arched path to the back wall, against which trees are also
planted. No plan or scale is furnished, and this description is just
given of what the house appears to be from the illustration. Thu
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house itself, though about the worst form that could he devised

for a Peach house, and what we thought was au obsolete pattern,

could be made to do, but the internal arrangements show a great

want of knowledge of the wants of fruit trees under glass. As
the trees stand edgeways to the glass and the sun, and are only a

few feet asunder, and the house being lofty in the front, they shade

one another during the greater part of the day, except during the

short time the sun is at the meridian, when its rays are

directed between the tree partitions. The branches are far

from the glass, as may be guessed, and they have not near

enough room. As for the trees at the back, it is impossible to

understand how they can survive at all, let alone being expected

to produce fruit. The designer has no doubt succeeded in getting

more trellis room, but it is at the expense of everything that

makes a lean-to house valuable, as those who build such houses

will surely find out as soon as the trees are a few years old. The

trees are shown trained on the horizontal system, and the hrubs

have an apparent lateral expansion of a yard or less. Fan train-

ing is out of the question on a trellis of such limited dimensions.

Lean-to Peach Houses.—There is only one way that a

lean-to structure can be turned to tlie best account for Peaches,

and tliat is to let the trees face the sun direct. The area for train-

ino- is not so great as by the partition plan, but the proximity of

the branches to the glass, and the benefit from tlie li^ht and

air &c. which they receive more than compensate for the loss.

The idea of placing the trellis in sections edgeways to the

o-lass is not new. Cultivators and hothouse builders, too, have

known quite well more space could be found in that way,

but the disadvantages of the plan otherwise, and which are

so apparent, have always been the obstacle to its adop-

tion. Can Peach shoots be expected to ripen or grow

healthy 6 ft. or 8 ft. from the glass, and which only receive the

sunshine for a portion of the day, and never at any time directly?

I am continually hearing of the" difficulty experienced in getting

the wood to ripen in houses where the trees are planted so as to

secure every ray that falls upon the house. Even the angle most

suitable for catching the sunsliine has been calculated to a nicety,

until it was thought we had nearly obtained perfection in that

way and now we have designs furnished so contrary to all those

weil-ascertained principles in every way, tliat one might almost

think they had never been heard of at all. Personally, I

know nothing about the designer of the structure in question,

but his plan is so manifestly wrong, not to say absurd, though

takino-, as an illustration, to inexperienced people, that it seems

only rio-ht to show its faults to those who mav tliinlc of adopting

:t
" "

J. S. W.

PKUNING FRUIT TEEES.

As soon as the leaves fall from all kinds of fruit trees and bushes,

pruning may be begun, and carried on as opportunity offers until

finished. Apart from comfileto neglect, the general fault in fruit-

tree pruning is leaving the shoots and bninches much too close

together. "This may, perhaps, keep a tree in good shape, and impart

to it an ornamental appearance, but it will never be the means of

insurin" a crop of finely-matured fruit. As soon as any tree becomes

overgro'wn with wood it may be said to fall gradually into a wild

state ; and with this the fruit dwindles down, if not in number, at

least i'n quality, which includes size and flavour. Be it remembered,

then, that the first rule of pruning is to thin well out. Where this

has been neglected for a great many years it takes a long time to

bring back the original character of the trees, and in many instances

it would be better to dispose of old ones altogether, and begin

anew ; but young trees, and others which are not thoroughly bad,

may be brought round in a very few years by careful management.

It is the centre wood that is most hurtful, and it is this that should

be most tliinned. Few trees sufler so much from their height as

from their closeness and thickness, but at the same time we never

think it wise to allow any standard tree to run up too high. Where

fruit trees are grown in vegetable gardens, such a state of things is

decidedly wrong, as the shade ftom the trees spoils the crops for

yards ai-ound them. Eight feet, and not more than 10 ft., is quite

height enough for any fruit tree. In pruning now, those above

this heiffht should be cut down to about this stature, and 1 ft.

between each branch will not be too mucli distance apart. Veiy
large trees should be left more than this, and the very youngest

should never be closer. When branches cross each other or stand

so close that the slightest breeze makes tliem come into collision

and injure each other, there is much to be rectified. In cutting

out the branches, always select those with the fewest fruit and leaf

buds on them. Long bare stems are useful. Good well-furnished

branches should be left as outside ones. If these are not outside
now, and could be made to be by cutting away a few from the front

of them, do so. There is no reason why good training, fine appear-
ance, and fruitfulness should not go together. Besides thinning the
branches, those left should be pruned in tlie way most likely to pro-

duce fruit, if not next season, in years to come. This is best done
by cutting back most of the long shoots of this year's gi'owth to the
third or fourth bud from the base. Wliere young wood is wanted,
of course this must not be done ; and where the shoots are not too
long they need not be cut at all. In old trees they need not be
allowed to go liigher ; but where a side branch is seen to be decaying
cut it out now or train another one up to take its place next year.

This practice applies to standard fruit trees of all kiuda, and wall
trees require much the same kind of treatment. Wlien once trees

have been furnished with many fruiting spurs and plenty of healthy,

short-jointed wood, they need very little pruning. Undue
proportion upwards and outwards, and too much confinement
inwards, must be guarded against. It is best never to allow them
to stand in need of a heavy cutting in. On the contrary, avoid all

eccasion for this from their youth upwards.
Currant, Gooseberry, and all other bushes sliould have the same

attention ; but in this case there is generally mucli young wood to

be cut out annually, and it is well to do tliis in time. Currants are

not so liable to become crowded in the centre as Gooseberries,

which are also apt to tlirow up many suckers and form
branches inwards. Those who have got their iiands well scratched

while gathering the fruit from the inner branches will understand
what I mean, and probably it will be unnecessary for me to point

out a remedy which will add to their comfort and also to the supply
of fruit. Cambrian,

GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLARS.
These have been very troublesome in many places during the past

season ; in some gardens, indeed, the Gooseberry leaves were all con-

sumed before the fruit ripened, and not only was the latter greatly

deteriorated in fiavour in consequence, but the growtli upon which
next year's crop depends was much weakened, and the health and
vigour of the bushes impaired generally. I have in previous years

had to do battle with caterpillars, but, fortunately, of late they have
given us a wide berth. I attribute this in some measure to our prac-

tice of top-dressing the Gooseberry quarters and borders annually at

this season witli short rich manure and forking it lightly in. By this

means the trees are kept in exuberant liea'th, and by leaving at

pruning time plenty of young wood, we always have abundance of

fruit for gathering green and also for leaving to ripen for dessert.

Wherever the caterpillars have been at all numerous during the past

season the last brood is probably hid away in the chrysalis state in

the soil beneath the bushes waiting for the spring, when tliey

will awake and come out as perfect insects to begin a new
career. Therefore, by taking advantage of their dormant state

now, but few may be able to escape. They usually descend into the

earth .3 in. or 4 in., or at least they penetrate the loose surface soil,

and dive down till it begins to feel a little firm ; and there they wait.

Now, if the soil be removed from beneath the buslies down to

the roots, or say 3 in. or 4 in. deep ; if a layer of manure be placed

over tlie roots, and some fresh soil, brought from another part of

the garden, be put over that ; if in addition the soil removed he
dressed with quicklime—which insects especially dislike—the chances

are that the bushes will be able next year to recover their healtli.

If all this cannot be done, then remove some of the soil and dress

the ground well beneath the bushes with manure and newly-slaked
lime. E, H.

Hints on Chrysanthemum Grooving.—At the .Southamp-

ton Chrysanthemum JSliow, held on the 16th and 17th ult., the

stands of cut blooms were all of them above average merit ; but
those shown by Jlr. Jlolyneux, of .Swanmore Park, Bisliop's

Waltham, were so superlatively fine, that as a matter of course he

was at the liead of the list in every class in which he competed. The
flowers being so unusually good, one was led to the conclusion tliat

Mr. Molyneux was in possession of some cultural secret, which he
might make known if asked to do so, and, as a result, I herewith

append bis replies to my queries. I enquired as to how many
flowers be allowed on a plant, the manure used for potting and
watering, at what date he put in the cuttings, and the general

treatment througliout the summer. To these queries he answered :

'
' The number of blooms I allow on a plant are from i to 9. The
manure used in potting is cow manure (rotten) ; sheep manure water,

weak and used often, is what I water them with after the blooming

pots are well filled witli roots. The cuttings are taken from Decern-
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ber 1 to March 1 as we cau procure thom. I do not think there is

any particular date that i3 better than another. Regular attention

to watering during summer is a great point in i)rocuring good blooms

;

some people think a Chrysantliemum cannot have too much water,

but that is a mistake ; too much is as bad as too little."—W. W.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

THE PLANTING OF ROSES.

Soil.—Volumes have been written on the best soil for Roses, and
probably the very best has not yet been discovered. The Rose,

however, docs not seem half so particular aljout soil as its cultiva-

tors ; hence, while they have been boxing the compass to provide the

best earth for its roots, the Rose has been rude enough to root

widely, deeply, and well into whatever soil nature or art had placed

it. .So long as the earth was not bottomed in a quagmire, there is

hardly a soil to be found in which the Rose will not live and thrive

provided it is sufficiently enriched by manure. So fond, however, is

the Rose of the latter, that it seems to treat the soil very much as if

it were merely a handy dish to serve it in. And, perhaps, after all,

the mere holding or storing of plant food or manure is as much or

more the earth's proper function as providing it. Of course, if

the earth ia fairly rich at starting, and is manured afterwards, the

Roses get doubled supplies, which, considering their enormous con-

suming powers, must be good for tlie plants ami satisfactory to their

growers. But manures are not soil, though tliey help to make it,

and also to fill it with good things for our Roses. Still, by way of

encouragement here, it m.ay be well to add th.at any soil that will

firow Cabbages, Wheat, and Mangolds will or may grow good
Roses. The element of fertility or Rose food is in such soils, and
the Roses may be trusted to find it out. I have also seen almost
equally good Roses on sandy peats as on stiff loams, though no doubt
loams of medium stiffness are among the most suitable natural soils

for Roses. But it is only right to add that observation and
experience have made me think less of what are called holding, and
more of friable soils for Roses. Their mechanical condition seems of

more importance th.an their chemical or mineral constituents. Clay
is too slimy and adhesive for the Rose, though some (ine Roses
have been grown in clay. Sand is decidedly too poor, though, if

well and often filled with manure, good Roses may be grown on
soils but little richer than sand. If all this be true, and it is, no
one need abstain from growing Roses on account of tlie soil. As
already observed, honever, Roses cannot be grown with their bottom
roots in water, nor on laud converted into a puddle by every heavy
rain. In a growing state they are rather greedy of water, as well

as of rich food ; but water in a condition of stagnation is disease or

death to Rose roots. It must, first of all, have outlets in plenty
provided for it before the Roses are planted. Roses also seem to

thrive best on mixed soils. If already mixed by Mature, well ; if not,

proceed to mix them as much as may be by art. Soils too stiff may
be wonderfully lightened up by additions of Cocoa-nut fibre refuse,

lime rubbish, sand, grit, burnt earth, or clay. The latter is, per-

haps, the most permanent lightenerof heavy soils, and marl is proba-
bly the best addition to light soils, though heavy dressings of cow
.and pig manure tend to make light lands heavier as well as richer.

But much may be done to improve soils by admixing with care and
skill surface and subsoil, or soils of widely different qualities, often

found very near to each other. Farmyard manure, itself a medley
of many enriching animal and vegetable products, is one of the best

preparations which any and all soils can receive for Roses. Night
soil, malt coombs, bones, hoof parings, buffalo shavings, soot, guano,

• wood ashes, &c., are all good, and a mixture of them all with other
artificial manures is good for Roses, with a loose, tolerably porous
stapleof sound loam, 2ft. and less ; and with these and other fertilizers,

the finest Roses may be grown, and thev may also be almost equally
well grown without the sandy loam, if the feeding matters that it

contains are provided in extra heavy dressings of manure. In digging
or trenching ground for Roses no mere inversion of the soil is suffi-

cient. On the contrary, the whole tilth for the Ptoses should be
mixed with the manure, subsoil, or other additions of heavier or

lighter soils as much as possible. If the site for Roses could be in

the rough for several months, so much the better ; sun and showers,
frost and wind would mellow and enrich it. The levelling before
planting would likewise still further intermix its various ingre-

dients.

Planting.—The necsssity of dispatch has already been insisted

on, and with all preparations ready planting becomes simple and easy.

Two men plant more than as fast again as one, and also a great deal

better. If this is not practicable, then every man should have a boy
to hold the plant in position while another covers the roots with
earth. This seems a small matter, but it is important. Should the

holes, which should be made beforehand, prove too deep, a spadeful
or two of the soil can readily be put in, smoothed over, and
trampled down tirmly ; then place a spadeful of compost or manure
under the plant, and cover witli 1 in. or so of earth. Arrange the roots
regularly, removing all broken or bruised p.arts or fibres ; cover care-
fully with the linest soil, and finisli with a spadeful of manure on
the surface as a mulching. If the Roses can be tied at once, it is better
not to stamp the roots in ; but dwarf or other Roses not tied at once
may be tlius stamped, not, however, for the good of the roots, but
to give a certain st.ability to the Rose bush or tree. Otherwise the
winter floods, snows, &c., and time are the best consolidators, doing
their work so slowly and gently as to rupture no roots and ulti-

mately leave tlio soil more uniformly solid th.an either foot or
spade.

After Treatment.—This consists in staking and surface
mulching, if not done at the time. Labelling should be done before
planting, so as not to tread about round the plants afterwanls.
Longish stable manure makes the best nuilch for Roses. Four inches
of this will not be excessive, and it need not be removed afterwards.
The finest Roses are mostly cut from trees thus perpetually mulched
with the treasures of the stable yard, and there is a far closer
connection between the stable door and the exhibition table than has
generally been acknowledged ; but with this parting gift of growing
force in the rough, and tlie removal of any straggling or broken
branches from their crowns, the newly-planted Roses may now be
left there rooting till February. .Some prune their Roses at once.
No practice can be worse ; it exceeds in folly the burnin" of the
candle at both ends. No ; never transplant and prune a Rose at the
same time. T>. T. Fisii,

SCARCITY OF STANDARD ROSES.
TiiosK most anxious to discourage standard Roses will be somewhat
disconcerted to learn that tliere is a perfect scramble for such this
planting season ; in fact, most of our great growers are quite
cleared out, and it is a somewhat new thing to be told no more
standards to be had, but dwarfs in any quantity. Thus, perforce,
many will be compelled to plant dwarfs ; and so far the result will
prove satisfactory to those who are working and writing to
bring about a change of fashion in Roses. Neither does the exhaus-
tion of the supply of standards this autumn-tide prove that they are
growing in popular favour. It arises from their wholesale slaughter
last winter and spring. In many gardens they were killed in the
mass ; in all the per-centage of deaths ranged frightfully high. This
of necessity created an unusual demand, which nurserymen, who
suffered as severely as private growers, were quite unprepared to
meet. Five, ten, fifteen thousand standards lost in single nurseries
were serious losses for the grower, and of course have told heavily
against the supply of standard Roses this planting season. The rush
after Briers is unprecedented, and many orders have had to stand
over ; but, on the whole, there will probably be far fewer standards
grown after the present season than before, as probably not a few
who have to choose between dwarf Roses or none will be so pleased
with the dwarfs, as to continue growing such chiefly in the future.
Any way, the brisk state of the Rose trade this planting season
proves conclusively that Rose growers are increasing in number as
well as zeal, and are not the sort of people to be baffled by disap-
pointment or beaten off from their favourite pursuits by severe and
frequent losses. D. T. Fish.

Marechal Niel Rose.—I often see queries in The Garden
from people who fail to flower this Rose satisfactorily ; as I have
grown it in several different ways, I will state by what means I have
had the best results. I have grown it as a standard out-of-doors
but it does not like close pruning, and the blooms were very scanty.
On a south wall with protecting coping it flowered well, but it really
wants a glass roof to do it justice. Planted out in a border and
treated like (Jrape Vines on the extension system (that is, long
shoots of 10 ft. or 12 ft. in length shortened back to where the buds
are plump and the wood pretty well matured, each plant will pro-
duce hundreds of fine Roses. If a little gentle heat can be afforded
it will produce a crop of blooms in April and May worth seeiuf

; or
perhaps the very best way of all is to treat this Rose the same as
pot Vines, viz., put young plants now into good l.irge pots 12 in. or
\i in. in diameter, and train up their growth close to the glass in a
greenhouse during the following summer. When they have coni-
jileted their growth take them out of the house, nail the shoots
up to a wall, and cover the pots to keep the roots from frost. Take
in one or two at a time during the winter and spring, and start them
in gentle heat ; train them up close to the glass, and when the blooms
are swelling give weak liquid manure. A compost of turfy loam
suits it perfectly ; keep it clean by fumigating, and maintain a tem-
perature of about .5.5°, and you will have no cause to complain of
either quantity or quality of bloom. ^J, Groom.
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LEAFLETS.

In the days when single Dahlias are not only tolerated,

but become the rule, one may perhajis plead for the other

Trochetia;

beautiful single flowers which have been thrust out of the

way by the double ones ; for example, one does not often see

Cochlospermum.

a single Camellia, and yet, judging by the few one sees, there

may be others very beautiful indeed. It is curious to think

Adansonia.

of the number of beautiful single flowers that must have
been thrown away in the chase after the double ones—for

instance, the splendid single Roses. I should like to see

some good single Chrysanthemums. In this column are

grouped some illustrations that show the great beauty of form
of the single flowers. In dealing with any popular flower

we should consider whether its form ia either improved or

spoiled by "doubling." If it does make a handsome double
flower, consider also whether it would not be also worth
while to have it in the single state. Of the double flowers

which are really good, the Rose is queen, and yet the aban-

doned grace of the wild Rose beats the garden ones hollow.

The double Banksian Roses are neat—the single Banksian
the most beautiful The old double yellow Kerria japonica

of our gardens is a poor, distorted-looking, though showy,
flower ; the single and rarer Kerria is a beautiful flower, like

a little yellow single Rose. By the way, what a lovely

flower the single yellow Brier Rose is when growing vigorously

on a cottage wall ! It is not often seen so well grown else-

where.

Referring to hardy Ferns, I have been thinking how much
good could be done by using them in a bold way instead of

hole-and-corner fashion. At Kew or in the Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, for example, to see the hardy Ferns one has to

find a very obscure corner indeed. Now, this is giving up one
of the most graceful aids to flower culture and true flower gar-

dening that can be thought of. There are wood plants as well

as sun-loving plants, and there is no place in which a flowering

plant will grow in which Ferns may not be found to grow with

it. Even on the face of a sunny wall they have been seen.

Putting all the hardy Ferns into the margin of a shady passage

is a mistake in more ways than one ; and if so of the summer-
leafing Ferns, it is a greater one in the case of the beautiful

evergreen ones, many of which would cheer and grace the

winter garden, and help the early and the late flowers. Treat

them boldly, put strong kinds out in glades ; imagine colonies

of Daffodils among the Oak and Beech Ferns, fringed by early

Aconite, in the spots overshadowed by the branches of decidu-

ous trees. Then, again, many of these Ferns, the more deli-

cate of them, could be used as the most graceful of carpets for

bold beds or groups of flowering plants. They would form

part, and a very important part, of what we have written of as

evergreen herbaceous plants, and might well be associated with

them in true winter gardens.
*

I like to see Mr. Niven writing of Larkspurs, but that

one word about Larkspurs being very tall, and hinting at a

possibility of improvement, rather pulls one up. The glory

of this finest of all the blue flowers we have yet added to

our garden flora is partly owing to their tall stature. It

is not easy to make buttons of their flowers, or cushions

of their forms, and I trust nobody will ever succeed in

that direction if they try for a thousand years. The neg-

lect in not growing this family really handsomely in rich,

free soil, and, above all, the failure to use them as the finest

things in the summer garden landscape, is surprising, con-

sidering their beautj'.
«

The division of Apples into eating and cooking sorts,

while apparently natural enough, really covers a fallacj". The
best eating Apple is generally the best cooking Apple. I

have been treating myself to a barrel of very fine ^Newtown
Pippins, and experimenting on their qualities. The flavour

is so high and fresh, that there is no need to do anything

more with them. When a thing is good without the cook, do

without the cook. But when one wishes for cooked Apples,

there is no need to take sour ones and then bathe them in

sugar if we can find a fruit in which the good qualities are

so gently mixed, so to say, that sugar or no other artificial
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mixture need be aided to make a delicious di-h. The ti-ue

cooking Apple is oue that will do this, and I seldom find it

except in the Blenheim when fresh, in the Newtown, Cox's

Oran;^e Pippin, and the Cranberry Pippin, an American sort.

A kind that grows its own sugar and its own delicate fi.ivour-

ing is tke best cojking Apple.

So much care and much good counsel have been given to

the packing of the best class of fruit in America that a liope-

ful man might well expect to realise one small sign of the

milleniiim when finits grow bigger in the box as one goes

downwards. Rut if he does so he will be quickly undeceived,

as after the top layer, even of a good barrel of Newtowns,
nearly all is spot, worm, and ill-grown fruit ! In fact, the

Newtown is a delicate fruit, almost forced on the cultivator

by the great demand for it in this country owing to its high

flavour. There is no such thing to be seen as a clean average

barrel of it, the same as may be met with any day in the case

of other kinds. One soon sees reason for the fact that the

Newtown is not thought so much of by the American fruit

grower as one would expect. Why not raise a race of well-

flavoured late Apples for England i We must not .stop at the

Ribston, Cox's Orange Pippin, or the Cornish Ciillyflower
;

an 1 our horticultural societies ought to stop giving first-class

certificates to big showy Apples with a fifth-rate flavour. Such
are u.seless additions to a list of Apples already too long.

I was much interested in Mr. Clements' note as to the

size of the trees at Pain's Hill, having been more iaipressed

with the dignity and varied beauty of habit of the

Cedars there than anywhere else I have over seen them
growing. The wonderful diversity of habit of the Cedar of

Lebanon is well illustrated at Pain's Hill, and a strange

stately effect is seen in the trees that get very tall before

spreading into branches. Standing at the bottom of one of

the great trees there, one gets some idea of the colossal size

of trunk such as one does in California, The place is most
interesting to any one fond of trees.

*

Canon Hole has bsen telling me of some very pretty dwarf
Orange trees which he saw at Messrs. A'^eitch's—quite small

enough to place on the table, and each bearing fruit in

difiFerent stages. Some of the small-growing varieties won'd
b3 welcome ornaments in pots at this season. Such liitle

trees are rarely brought to the London flower market.

I have been reading Mr. Fish's eloquent remarks about
Vines in the open air, but see little to hope for, owing to the

way in which the plants are trained—generally allowed to

become a mass of foliage. In the southern counties, at least,

mildew seems to be very prevalent. When shall we have

th? school garden in which how to grow a Vine on a cottage

wall might be one of the subjects taught ! The country

will never do its duty to its rural population until every

child is familiarised in the pleasantest way with the simpler

operations of gardening. Other countries are doing this now
or talking of it, and I hope we shall see a movement made
in the same direction in our own country. Every village

school ought to be in a good garden.

Mr. Baines writes to say that Vine culture in the open air

is neither practicable nor desirable. He is always ready with

a bucket of cold water like the people who duly protect their

premises against fire. Between this and the mildew and
neglect our poor Vines in the open air have a poor prospect.

Still, if any one would take the trouble to organise a compe-
tition likely to be useful and instructive, I would willingly give

a few pounds to help it. Perfectly good Grapes could be grown

on open walls in a largo area of the south of England, but

not by careless or haphazard culture. The wall and its ex-

posure, cjlour even, choice of kinds, protection, soil, insect

pests—all considered with anything like the care people are

accustomed to give to well-managed Vines indoors, success

might be expected, unless mildew should prove tin victor.

It should bo borne in mind that our (Jrapos cannot be grown
out of-doors in the E istcrn States of N. America, where there

is in many places a line climate.

I have just received a really noble Rose book published

liy the Berlin house of Messrs. Wiegandt, llempel, & Povoy.

It is a large and well printed book, and embellished with

artistic and inoflfensive coloured plates. These are not of the

usual full-moon pattern, but have a little of the relief, va-

riety, and grace of Nature in them. The book is a wonder-

ful contrast to a very showy, pretentious, and shockingly ba<l!y-

coloured one brought out in Paris some years ago. However,

I have no doubt it will be reviewed at greater length in it.s

proper place, and I have, therefore, only to say here that I

am glad everybody does not drav/ a Rose as he might the

front view of a round of raw beef.

i^Iy eloquent friend is far away from the kernel of the

matter in the following passage in a contemporary :^

Tlie methoil of blanching the whole of Asparagus within an in^'h

or two of the point is most wasteful of the (!rass. But fashion wilh

it so, though surely it would be more rational to allow (i in. of the

monstrous Grass to become edible than arrest its career at an inch

orsc. But this is an old anil hackneyed question that nations and

individuals elect to decide for themselves, though when adverting to

the amount of labour bestowed on I'arisian Asparagus, one can hardly

conclude without wishing for a more profitable climax to all the

loving and anxious care of the cultivator than a sweet morsel an

inch or so in length at the end of walking-sticks from 9 in. to 1 ft.

long.—D. T. Fish.

The practice is not wasteful of the "Grass"; it improves

it. Fashion is quite right when it prefers blanched Gra.ss,

though there is another fashion which prefers it green.

The Asparagus when gathered fresh is always edible, and

deliciously edible for a length of 6 in., and even more.

I have obtained specimens from every source available in

the London or Paris market, and cooking many of the.se

for the purpose of testing quality and flavour. Probably

no one on this earth has tried so many bundles of Asparagus.

Writing of the above .sort shows a total want of any real

insight either into the culture or cooking of good Asparagus.
»

One morning last year I had the plea.sure of seeing a very

eminent London surgeon who was interested enough in my
condition to ask me what I had for breakfast. In telling

him I mentioned Dutch Asparagu.s. Ho was an ei)icure,

and turned quickly on liis seat to make fuller enquiries.

What was the peculiarity of Dutch Asparagus? It was

white as ivory, blanched throughout. And good ? Excellent

!

He then told me his low opinion of the large blanched As-

paragus. I asked him did he ever cook it properly, and told

him how. The thing .seemed to carry conviction on the face

of it, and the same day he was selecting good examples in

Covent Garden, and set his cook to work, treating them as

common sen.se and experience advised. Since then he has

made no mi.stake, and now knows too much to talk of a

walking stick with a tender top. Some of the most delicate

and best flavoured Asparagus I have tasted anywhere is the

wholly blanched Dutch and Belgian. So my good friend

there in something in this blanching which you despise, and

there is something far more than the question of flavour. If

people hid to grow large areas of Asparagus and market

them they would soon learn whether it were wiser not to let
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the young buds start up uncovered and break out into scales

and leaves after the first few warm days. Any one who doubts

this might well address himself to practical London growers

and those who know the trade thoroughly, such as Mr.

Dancer, of Chiswiok, and Mr. Webber, of Covent Garden.
«

Mr. W. C. Barry sends me the measurements of the large

cut-leaved Birch growing in the Mount Hope Nurseries at

Eochester, New York State. "The height is 44 ft., and the

branches cover an area 32 ft. in diameter. Sunday night last

the mercury stood at 6" above zero. The ground is frozen and
work is suspended." The cut-leaved Birch is a beautiful tree.

Who shall make for us a tree garden ? That is the name it

should bear, and not a long and stupid Latin one. If I live

long enough I hope to make one.

I have just had a little box of small but " stubby " and
well-formed Primroses with the following note :

" On a steep

hillside, covered with ILizel copse, and facing due south

—

what we call a "hanger" in Surrey—I found these little

beauties, which I cannot resist sending you to see and smell.

The only other flowers to be seen were a few belated red

Campions and the earliest blooms of the Strawberry-leaved

Cinquefoil. I always think the Primrose tribe have one of

the most delightful of flower'smells, and there is just enough
of it ; it does not knock you down like Gardenia or Ste-

phanotis."

The same lady writes :
" I don't think half enough is said

about the beauty of winter landscape. Woods and copses

just now are wonderful for colour, both in detail and at a
distance, and with the wind still in a warm quarter a walk in the

woods is a succession of beautiful pictures—with an east or

N.E. wind half the beauty of colour goes." In a fair and prettily

undulated country, such as that in which my correspondent
lives, there are aspects of the garden and wood in winter
which are as lovely, if not, indeed, more so, than those of

summer. But in gardens we have for years gone on the
principle of planting mainly things that perish with the first

frost. Our gardens in winter are only the graveyards of

flowers.

The first question put to me on Monday last was, " What is

a Liver Bean^" That was only the Bdih/ Xcica' way of

spelling a most delicate and distinct Bean called the Lima
Bean, much grown in American gardens, much liked there,

which Mr. Hughes talked of in his lecture on New Rugby. It

is to be hoped this will not turn out a fool's paradise. There
are so many interested in duping people with a little money to

invest it in land of no po.ssible use to the natives, and probably
long deserted by them, that one almost wishes Mr. Hughes
had gone on with work about which he knows more than
planting colonies of gardeners and farmer.?. There were, we
learn, in this New Eugby,
Experimental gardens managed by an Englishman who liad been
thirty years in America ; these were for the purpose of testing what
might be grown profitably, so that the new comers might have the
best advice. The Englishman who managed the gardens thought
when the civil war broke out that, as he had been a long time in the
country, he would do .something for it ; so he joined the Michigan
cavalry. But he made up his mind that he would hurt nobody. He
had been to the front among the rifle-pits, and exposed to great
danger himself, but all the time had never fired a shot. He had
grown Tomatoes, Yams, Irish Potatoes, and especially Lima Beans
with great success. The hotel and the gardens were the centre of the
new civilization. It might be asked, how much could one fairly
start with in order to make a livelihood in the settlement ?

Then follows an explanation that a one-roomed hut may be
made for ten pound.s. I .should be very sorry to invest ten
pounds in such a structure, and if so unfortunate would be

charmed to find any one who would give me ten pounds for

it. A better way in such a land is to take a small American
stove, plant it in the middle of one's lot, and gravitate round
it. Where the climate is so good a bed may be trusted to it.

This system saves the ten pounds, and favours rapid move-
ments in case one gets a little tired of the joys of the new
paradise. Read " Martin Chuzzlewit " and believe it. There

is a statement of what it will cost to build a few wooden
rooms, and how to get over the first winter, but very little of

how a man is to live over the first few years until his ground
becomes profitable, and as to where he is to find a regular

market for his produce if he has any. The idea of going to

a place and setting a man to plant e.\;perimentally to see what
might be grown profitably has a careful look about it, but one

feels for those who have to wait for his decision before planting,

not to say gathering the fruit. Justicia.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.
Where large quantities of bedding plants are kept under glass

through the winter they will now need careful attention, for during
mild weather more losses from damp generally occur than are ever

occasioned by actual frost. When Pelargonium cuttings are being
wintered tliickly in boxes they sliould now be carefully looked over

;

all decaying leaves should be picked off, and the surface soil lightly

stirred. Old plants of choice sorts should have all the wood that

shows signs of decaying cut clean away with a very sharp knife

down to the next healthy-growing joint ; allow a little fire heat to

dry up superfluous moisture, and give only just sufficient water to

keep them from flagging. Ventilate freely on all favourable occa-

sions, and do not excite growth until the d.ays begin to lengthen. All

store pots for furnishing cuttings in spring of Yerbenas, Alyssums,
and similar soft-wooded plants sliould be kept near the glass, and
treated similar to Pelargoniums. Keep a sharp look out for green

fly, and fumigate on its first appearance. (Joleuses, Alternantheras,

aud Iresines require heat enough to keep them growing tiirough the

winter, or they are sure to damp off; but as tliey are readily

increased in spring, only a few pots of each sort will be required to

yield many hundreds of cuttings in spring. A shelf near the glass in

the Cucumber house or pit will be just the place for them. Cold
pits filled with half-hardy plants will need clearing of all decayed
leaves ; stir the soil, and keep the occupants as hardy as possible by
free ventilation on mild days. Up to the present but little pro-

tection has been required beyond the glass, but some efficient

covering should be at hand to be applied on the first indications of

severe frost.

Alterations necessitating the relaying of turf may still be pro-

ceeded with, also the replanting of shrubs as long as the weather
continues mild. It is a good tune nov/ to take notes of trees and
shrubs that produce the best winter effects, for as a rule they are

now showing the very distinct shades that many assume during the
winter season. Cryptomeria elegans has changed to a deep bronze
colour, dense pyramids of it forming an excellent contrast to the
bright vei'dant green of Cupiessus Lawsoniana erecta viridis and
the Golden Thuja Yervaeneana, or the deep green of Picea Nord-
nLinniaca. Amongst deciduous trees few are more effective in winter
than the Birch ; a variety of it called Betula pendulalaciniata, or

the Lace Leaf Birch, is very pretty, and amongst flowering shrubs
th.at are at present making a good display may be named the
Arbutus Unedo, or Strawberry Tree. The Laurustinus, too, is,

thanks to the mild weather, gaily in bloom. We find these look

far better in large clumps on Grass than when dotted along the
margins of shrubberies, and even where a screen is desired it looks

best in groups or masses of one kind.

Dwarf Plants.—Amongst those now doing good service in the
way of winter effect may be named Iris fictidissima, the seed pods
of which are just showing their brilliant coral berries, that with-
stand all weathers. Moreover, this Iris will grow in any kind of

soil or situ.ation. It makes an excellent groundwork under trees

where little else will grow. The Yincas or Periwinkles are also

excellent subjects for a similar purpose, and during mild winters con-

tinue to produce their pale blue flowers freely. Vinca m.ajor, a large-

leafed kind, and V. major elegantissima, if planted thinly, and
pegged down over the ground, soon make a pretty carpet under trees

where Grass refuses to thrive. The small-leaved section, Vinca minor
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aznrea fl.-pl., a double 'blue variety, and V. minor purpurea, a

purpIe-floMcrcd sort, and V. minor variegata are all well worth
attention where permanent carpets of foliage are desired.

Routine Work of sweeping and rolling Grass and w.ill<s will

need d.'jily attention, as worms are very active and soon give an
untidy look to gardens. As the leaves are now pretty well cleared

from deciduous trees, neatness and good keeping ought to be con-

spicuous. Look over window boxes and vase?, and press the soil

firmly about the base of any plants that may have been loosened by
gales of wind, and where shrubs are employed in pots see that they
do not sutler from want of water, for if kept in pots for se\-eral

years they become densely packed with roots and live almost entirely

on liquids supplied to them from time to time. Thin out wall

climbers, retaining a good quantity of last year's slioots, as they
flower much more vigorous than the old hard wood. ]5anksian Roses
are especi.ally effective when trained on the extension system, and
they are also benefited by timely ami judicious thinning.

—

J.\mk.s

Groom.
Carnations and Picotees.—See tliat these are kept free

from insect pests and dead leaves. If the soil becomes green on the
surface, it should be stirred up, pressing it in with the fingers.

Should any of the plants show that they are not rooting freely,

remove them to a frame where they can obtain a little bottom-heat.
To many, the perpetual flowering Carnations are mucli more impor-
tant than the others, .as they at present furnish us witli beautiful

sweet-scented flowers, and will do so in succession up to the time
when the florist section comes in. .Some of the plants (those that

are flowering) should be in a house where they can have a tempera-
ture of about oo" at night. The others may be placed anywhere
under glass in a cool house to be placed in heat later on. We have
now a class of dwarf-growing varieties that will in time supersede
the old tall-growing section. The best are Miss Jolliffe and Mons.
A. Alegatiere. The varieties raised by Mr. Charles Turner from
the last named variety are of the same habit as the parent, but
they have also highly coloured flowers. Miss Jolliffe woulil furnisli

flesh or pink colours, and might probably give white flowers. This
is the class to raise seedlings from.

Gladioli.—Xow is a good time, if other work is not pressing,

to overh.aul the stock and decide how many roots it will be desirable

to purchase for next season's blooming. There are always some good
varieties being sent out, and I would strongly urge everybody to
save their own seeds and endeavour to raise new varieties. There is

the pleasure of expecting something better than has ever been seen
before, even if nothing good should be the result. As the late Mr.
John Keynes used to say, "the great charm of floriculture would
be dispelled if we had no seedlings to anticipate." See that the
ground is got into good condition by frequent forking over during
the winter. Of course it ought to be trenched and n:anured long
before this time.

Pansies.—Plants in beds should not be left to themselves
during the winter. Stirring the soil amongst the plants, and pressing
the soil round them with the fingers are operations requiring to be
performed about once a week. Plants that are likely to be injured
by wind should be supported with neat sticks, for without this

attention they readily snap over close to the surface of the ground.
Plants in pots must be freely exposed to the air on all favourable
occasions, but cold, frosty winds must not be admitted, as they
shrivel up the plants. Very little water will 'be required, but the
soil must not be allowed to become so dry as that for Auriculas and
similar plants. Mildew and greenfly must be prevented or destroyed
in the usual way.

Pinks.—The treatment of plants of these in beds now is the
same as that recommended for Pansies, and the plants in pots may
be placed beside the Carnations and Picotees and receive the same
treatment. Now is a good time to place a few plants of the early
flowering varieties into a house where they could have a little heat

;

place them near the glass along with Hyacinths and other plants in-

tended to flower early. The best for forcing and the most useful is

the pure white Lady Blanche ; Lord Lyons is one of the best coloured
varieties.

Pentstemons.—These did not last so long in bloom this sea-

son as we have sometimes had them ; the frost was too much for them,
and all tlie old plants have now been wheeled to the rubbish heap.
Young plants in hand-lights are looking well ; they are not much
more than rooted, but they will oontiuue to grow during the winter
when it does not freeze. By-and-by the little plants will be potted
off singly in small pots, or will be planted out 3 in. or 4 in. apart in
boxes of fine soil.

Phloxes.—The treatment which these should receive is about
the same as that recommended for Pentstemons, except that they
are quite safe if planted out in beds or borders during the winter.

The mild weather which we are having is inducing the young
growths for next season to develop themselves. The pknts must
be looked over at night for tlie purpose of destroying slugs, which
eat out the buds just .is tlioy start into growth. Any plants that
have made flowering stems l.ast season in small pots will make good
specimens for exhibition, or for placing in the greenhouse or con-
servatory in the autumn. Such plants may be potted now in
7-in. or 8-in. pots, using good loamy soil, enriched with a fourth part
of rotten stable manure. Such hardy plants may be potted even
at mid-winter, when it would be dangerous to shift more tender
subjects.

Roses in Pots.—The time for pruning Roses must be regulated
to a great extent by the time when they are wanted to bloom. Those
intended to flower in April should have been pruned a month or six

weeks ago. It is now time to place them in a house whore they can
have a little heat ; the buds will break much more strongly if the
pots can be placed over a bed of tan or fresh leaves—just euough to

cause a very gentle bottom-lie.at and moisture in the atmosphere at

the same time. There ought to be a small house or pit in every
garden where plants and flowers can be gently forced. If there is too
mucli heat failures will be many ; from GO*-' to .5.3", with moisture
from a bed of tan or leaves, is just the right temper.ature for nearly
every class of h.ardy slirubs or flowers that require to be forced
before the usual time. E,oses to flower later should now be pruned,
painting over the cut portions with painter's knotting or some other
styptic.—J. DoroLAS.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—The present mild open weather is highly favourable
to all sections of Orchids, as the houses can be pretty freely venti-

lated both night and day, which is a matter of much importance to

these plants during the winter season. Little, if any, fire-heat will

be needed to keep the cool species under conditions favourable to

their progress during the present mild weather. When the tempera-
ture in the cool house can be maintained without the aid of fire, a
minimum of 50° may be safely indulged in ; but where hard firing

is necessary it will be better to keep nearer 4.5°, especially if the
hot-water pipes come in near contact with the plants. The difi'erent

species of winter-blooming Cypripediums, such as C. insigne and its

variety Maulei, C. Sedeni, C. .Svvanianum, C. Harrisianum, will now
be in flower or passing out of that stage. As soon as they jjass out
of flower the plants should be thoroughly sponged and cleansed of

all the dirt and insects that m.ay be about them, and those that
require more root-run or tojj-dressing should be seen to, allow-
ing the plants a short rest after flowering ; but during the
interval lietween the flowering and potting the plants must not be
allowed to suffer for lack of moisture at the roots. The many
varieties of Lycaste Skinneri will now be fast pushing up their

flowers, and must be liberally supplied witli water to got them
finely developed. As the Calanthes get used up by cutting tlie

flowers or otherwise, the bulbs sliould be placed in a light position

on a shelf near the glass in a warm stove temperature,
keeping them perfectly dry for some time to come, .as a very slight

degree of moisture at the root will start them again into active

gi-owth, and when this takes place the plants must be kept going.

It is also a mistake to keep them in an intermediate temperature
after the plants have done flowering, as tlicy rarely start away healthy
after having been kept too cold.

Stove Plants.—Among the shrubby occupants of this house
the Begonias, especially B. insignis, will be found one of the most
useful at tliis season, either for cutting or for indoor decoration. A
good diversity of colour can also be obtained by growing a few varie-

ties of Begonias. The one already mentioned gives a soft pink
flower, B. Moonlight supplies a good free-blooming white, and B.

Saundersi and B. ascotensis are valuable for supplying red blossoms

in great abundance. Among basket planls nothing at this season

can surpass Centropogon Lucyanus ; the depending shoots of this

when loaded with flowers are very beautiful, and in no other W'ay

do they look so well as when grown in b.askets. Among climbing

plants now in bloom, none are so lasting and beautiful as the old

Ipomcea Horsfalli.f, which deserves more extended cultivation. A
good developed plant of this old climber will yield an enormous
quantity of flowers during the winter season, which are quite distinct

in colour from anything else produced. A high stove temperature is

necessary to keep it in full vigour, with a good space of root run in

a rich compost. A single wire run along the roof of the stove, and
covered with this plant would be a wreatli of purple blossoms now
and during the next two months.

Greenhouse Plants.—There are a few really good foliaged

plants that can be grown successfully in a greenhouse temperature,

and these are useful at all seasons, but doubly so at tiie present

time. Among the best of these are Abutilon Darwini tessellatum,

A. Sellovianum marmoratum, Coprosma Baueriana variegata, Aralia
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leptophylla, A. Sieboldi aurea marginata and variegata, Arauoarias
in variety, Aspidistra lurida variegata, Coronilla glauca variegata,
Drao;enas and Dasylirions of sorts, Farfugium grande, Eurya latifolia
variegata, Gres'illea robusta, Lomatia ferruginea and L. elegantis-
sima, Sedum Sieboldi variegatum. Yuccas in variety, Veronica
Andersoni variegata, and Ophiopogon Jaburan variegatum, the latter
a very valuable plant at all seasons of the year. There is abundant
variety in form and growth in the above list. Some of the finer
variegated forms of t'le common Euonymus may be added with
advantage, as few plants are more beautiful under glass iu winter,
especially the best of the silver-leaved varieties. To these may be
added, with the aid of a little forcing, the many fine variegated and
cut-leaved Maples. Tlie old variegated Hydrangea is never so beau-
tiful as when forced into early growth. Several varieties of the
variegated Grasses are also very useful when forced, and few plants
have a lighter or more graceful effect when arranged with flowering
plants. Two of these deserve special mention, the Eulalia japonica
variegata and Arundo Donax variegata. The first is a moderate
grower, is light and elegant when forced, and very suitaole for mix-
ing in with small-growing plants. The last namedis a (irass of fine
l^roportions, and it is questionable whether there is a fine foliaged
plant grown that is so suitable for decoration during the spring
months. It requires a rather liberal root run and abundant supplies
of water all through the icason. These two Grasses should at once
be introduced into heat, so as to have them in readiness for mi.xing
with the forced flowers.— .J. RoBERT.-i.

Indoor Fruit.
Cherries.—Assuming that the occupants of this structure have

been pruned, cleansed and tied in, ready for starting, the top dress-
ing and mulching of the borders must be regulated by the age and
vigour of the trees. Old treaa that have been forced for a number
of years make but little wood and being profusely set with flower
buds they enjoy liberal treatment from the time they are started
until the fruit is ripe. The object being the maintenance of a pro-
fusion of aative surface roots, a thin layer of rich friable loam, fol-
lowed by about '2 in. of good rotten manure, will be found a suitable
top-dressing, while young ones having the range of rich borders will
make better growth and set their fruit better where the covering of
manure is dispensed with. If the roof lights have been taken off
and the trees have had the benefit of exposure to autumnal rains
there will be little danger of the roots being dry ; but in the suc-
cessful management of excitable subjects, like Cherries when grown
under glass, all doubts upon this point should be set at rest by a
cireful examination of the borders before the top-dressing is applied.
To have ripe fruit by the early part of May it will be necessary to
close the hou te about the miildle of this month, when a night tem-
perature of 40'' in severe weather will be sufficient to start with,
and, external conditions being favourable, a little air should be ad-
mitted, when 45° can be maintained without waving recourse to
fire heat. Let the day temperature range about 50° in dark, dull
weather, and 5' higher with ventilation when bright and mild.
Syringe the trees and w.iUs once or twice a day and reduce the
necessity for fires where the arrangement of the house will admit of
the introduction of a ridge of fermenting Oak leaves.

Plums.—These and Cherries are frequently grown together, and
the treatment recommended for the one will also suit the other
through the early stages ; but the time arrives when the constant
syringing of the I'lums is injurious to the ripening Cherries, and on
this account much trouble and disappointment will be saved by grow-
ing them in separate compartments, or where this is inconvenient
the I'lums may be grown in pots and taken to another house, in
which the warmth and moisturecan becontinued whenmoreairandless
water will produce conditions favourable to the ripening and preser-
vation of the Cherries. As I'lums vary so much in their seasons of
ripening, good early kinds should be selected for the first crop, and
iu order to have fruit of tlie finest quality, the trees should be
planted out in internal borders, and trained on a fixed trellis some
12 in. from the glass in a similar way to Peaches. For early forcing
July Green Gage, De Montfort (au excellent purple Plum), Dennis-
ton's and Huling's Superb, Green and Transparent Gage, will make
a good selection. For succession, (ireen and Transparent Gage, Jef-
ferson, Kirke's, and Coe's Golden Drop are suitable kinds. In cold
localities, where the finer kinds do not ripen well in the open air,
Coe's Golden Drop. Reine Claude de Bavay, Coe's Late Red, and
Ickworth Imperatriee are well worthy of a place under glass for late
use.

Strawberries.—Plants in small pots that were taken into the
forcing pit or the early Peach-house when it was closed about the
middle of last month will soon begin to show signs of moving ; but
until after the turn of the year the progress will be very s\ow. If
all has gone well, the pots will be one mass of healthy, active roots,
ready to supply the crowns with food as it is re({uired, the nice

point in their management being moderate watering with tepid water
where the daily syringing is inadequate to the maintenance of a
properly moistened state of the soil on the one hand, and the avoid-
ance of over excitement of the roots on the otlier, as an excess of
warmth beneath the pots draws out young roots and forces up
premature leaf growth at the expense of the crowns, and, as a
natural consequence, the flower-stems are weak in proportion to
which the mistaken practice of applying bottom-heat is carried.
Where a properly constructed Strawberry-house is available, this
danger is unknown, and where a light, moderately-heated Melon pit
can be fitted up with shelves near the glass it can be avoided, as the
fermenting material used for giving off atmospheric moisture may be
placed below and quite clear of the shelves. When pits of this kind
are used the back and front walls should be liberally fitted with
what are termed bnck ventilators for admitting air near the bottom,
when with an opening near the apex, a moist current will be kept
constantly playing beneath and around the pots. The paths and
walls will require regular syringing once or twice a day, and a little

warmth in the pipes will be necessary to raise the temperature to
55° with ventilation by noon, from which time it may gradu.ally
descend to 45° at night.

Succession Pits.—Where pits containing spent Melon or
Cucumber beds are available, they will be found excellent placjs for
the reception of the remainder of the earliest kinds, as well as giod
batches of the most promising plants of Keen's Sjedling, President,
and others intended to succeed them. It is just passible th it the
presence of latent heat maybe imperceptible; but a bottom-heat
themometer will most likely register a higher temperature than is

enjoyed by plants when starting into growth in the open air. A
proper degree of root moisture should be secured, and each plant
should be top-dressed with rich loam and sifted horse manure before
being taken in. Prevention being better than cure, the surface of
the bed should be levelled and covered witli ashes for keeping bick
worms, and the walls should be washed with quicklime for the
destruction of the remains of red spider.

Cucumbers.—One of the secrets of success in winter culture
will be found in the preparation of the plants which should now be
strong anil healthy, and capable of giving a good supply of fruit
through the darkest and consequently the most trying part of the
year. Where pots are used for winter work, and the latter are
plunged in fermenting material, the roots will soon be finding their
w.ay over the runs and through the apertures into the rough turf
and lumps of lime rubble placed beneath them. Moreover, the
trellis will be covered with short-jointed growths and healtliy leaves
free from insects, a most deciiled contrast to plants that have been
forced and coddled in close stagnant pits, and allowed to carry a few
fruit before the pots have been properly filled with roots. In former
calendars I have pointed out the importance of fermenting O.vk
leaves for bottom-heat which should range from 80° to So" at the
bottoms of the pots. Many people give a lower temperature, but
in order to get the most out of the plants and to enable them to
take liberal supplies of tepid liquid and guano water alternately, the
above figures are quite low enough. The top-heat must be regulated
by external conditions and the boiler power at command. When
mild it may range from 68° by night to 80° by day, but in cold,
stormy weather a lower temperature will do less harm than hard
firing, that is, assuming that the mean day temperature is touched
once within the '24 hours, and the bottom heat is steadily maintained.
From this time forward the dressing of the plants must partake
more of the extension than the close-stopping principle, but young
growths may be cut away freely to make room for full development
and the free passage of light and rays of sunshine. Less moisture
will now be needed, but the evaporating pans must be kept full, and
the fermenting leaves m.ay be turned and supplemented with fresh
ones at short intervals, for the twofold purpose of keeping the roots
right and the production of invigoratmg vapour. Insect pests and
mildew must be dealt with on the day their existence is discovered,
and to prevent their re-appearance keep everything neat, sweet,
and scrupulously clean. Where light hot-water pits are available
this is a good time for getting them planted with the weakest plants
from the latest sowing. If kept steadily growing they will give an
abundance of fruit through March and April, a period at which good
Cucumbers are in brisk request and not over plentiful.—W. Cole-
M.\N.

Hardy Fruit.
The planting and removal of fruit trees having been, as they should

be, completed, at least for the present, attention should now be given
to the pruning and renovation of orchard trees. As a general rule,

large orchards are, as it were, left to take eare of themselves ; year
after year they receive no help in the form of either thinning out the
branches or manuring the gi'ound, and yet they would well repay
both operations by increased crops and finer quality of fruit. I can
certify to this being a fact by certain orchards uqw in my rai:id'.s
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eye ; one of these in tit'tecii ycai-s li.is borue but two really heavy
crops ot fruit, and even they were of scoonJ-rate ciuality. This
orchard is ou Grass, and never has had anything dune, either to

trees or ground. Another orchard, in the same district, also planted
on Grass, has a different aspect ; every year it receives a manurial
dressing of some kind, and the heads of the trees are kept well open,

by cutting away those branches that intersect, or cross each otiier,

and it has only failed to fruit freely when spring frosts have de-

stroyed the blossoms. In pruning such trees tlie guiding principle

should be so to thiu cut the wood that sun and air

should play on all parts, and also that, as far as is pos-

sible, there shall be an even balance of branches throughout. As a
surface dressing for such orchards, stable manure is preferable to

all others, but failing this, soot, wood ashes, or guano are excellent

substitutes, and the best time for applying these is during winter.
If tlie trees are affected with Moss or Liclien, tliese originate from
one of two causes—either from ineffective drainage, or else from
poverty of soil, but from whichever cause they spring the remedy is

obvious, viz., to redrain, or manure as the case may require. To
destroy tlie Moss or Lichen now on the trees, paint or splash them
over with ijuicklime or brine ; neither of these will injure the buds
iu their present state, but might be injurious if tlie buds were
expanding. The same dressing will destroy ^Vmerican blight, but
more care is requisite to thorougldy brush over the parts so affected.

One of the best remedies for this pest, and also for scale tliat I have
ever tried, is, half a pint of the best paraffin oil to three gallons of a
strong solution of soft soap water ; this cleansed the trees at once,
without the slightest injury to wood or buds. It is not sate to use
paraffin in larger ((uantities than that here named. By way of

experiment we tried it double the strength, the result being fatal to

thi brauclies on which it was used. \\ hilst the trees are dormant,
too much attention cannot be given to this matter of winter
dressing, and certainly no labour is better e.xpendcd, as it is

a sure preventer of the incursion of insect pests at a season
when there is little but time to stop it. With the excep-
tion of I'eaches and Nectarines, the pruning of all kinds of fruit trees

ought now to be done whenever the weather is suitable for such
work, and any nmlching or top-dressing still on hand should also

have immediate attention. The plots of ground that are planted
with bush fruits should be manured as early as convenient, but may
be forked in at leisure. Raspberry canes may now be shortened
back, thinned out, and tied into their permanent positions. Give
them as good a dressing of manure as can be afforded, but it should
not be dug in. Strawberries should ere this have had their winter's
mulching with good iranure, and, like Raspberries, their surface
roots ought to be as little disturbed as possible. Should circum-
stances necessitate digging—that is, through being weedy, &c.

—

care should be taken not to dig too closely to the crowns of the
plants.—^V. W.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

EFFECT OF PARAFFIX OX IXSECTS.
If only a few of the many kinds of insecticide that within a limited
time have made their appearance—and which have each been repre-
sented as infallible agents in destroying every kind of parasite that
preys upon plants—had been equal to the character they had given
them, it might be supposed that scarely anything in the shape of
inse:!t3 would now have to be contended with. But still insects seem
as troublesome as ever, and, as they affect plants grown under glass,
there need be little hesitation in saying that the labour involved in
the incessant war with such as prey upon them costs much more than
anything else connected with plant cultivation ; the expenditure in
labour, too, is not all, for most of the different articles that are used
cost something considerable. Recently a good deal has been said
about the use of mineral oil for the destruction of insects of many
kiu'ls, both such as attack plants cultivated under glass, as well as
those that are grown in the open air ; and, like most other things
employed for a like purpose, there is much difference of opinion
expressed respecting it, some who have used it insisting that it is the
efficacious remedy they have found for the destruction of insects,
particularly those that effect plants grown in artificial heat, where
the insects are usually the most difficult to kill without injury to
the plants, by reason of the latter being more tender through the
conditions under which they are grown ; others who have also tried
it condemning it on account of the harm they allege it does to the
plants. After repeated trials on such plants as I have an opportunity
of experimenting upon, and personal observation of its use by others,
I feel satisfied that the oil generally sold under the name of paraffin,
when employed with the care that such a powerful agent needs, is

one of the greatest of boons to gardeners for the destruction of the
many insect pests with which plants are beset. But it is well to be

quite clear what is meant. From wliat I have experienced in its

use, I have no hesitation in saying that tlie best and safest for use
is not paraffin at all, but rock oil, or petroleum, not much puri-
fied, which in this condition mixes much better with water than if

highly rectified, when, iu proportion to its purity, it has a greater
tendency to float on the top of the water, and in this way is liable

to reach the surface of the leaves in an insufficiently diluted state.
This view of the matter is also held liy a friend of mine who, for
some years before anything was said about tlie use of paraffin for the
destruction of insects, had been experimenting and using it largely
to an extensive general collection of plants, both stove and green-
house, as well as on outdoor subjects. 1 find that for all ordinary
purposes, in the destruction of mealy bug, brown scale, thrips, red
spider, or aphides, a large-si/ed wineglassful to a gallon of water is

enough, ami it is much better to use it diluted to this extent than
stronger, for at this strength it will kill every insect it touches, and,
even if it is applied in a stronger state, it will, like other similarly
applied remedies, generally fail to reach the whole of the insects at
the first dressing, consequently a second application is needed, so
that nothing is gained by using it at a strength likely to run the risk
of injuring the plants. I may here remark that this oil \.i of puch a
nature as not to admit of its being employed in a carifless, off-hand
fashion, or by people who are not sullicieutly acquainted with the
var.ous degrees of susceptibility to injury cultivated plants possess
when in contact with any matter of a character like this, except in a
highly diluted condition ; and I have no doulit that where injury has
followed its use the cause is traceable to want of sufficient care. The
oil has such a determined disposition to float on the top of the water,
even when used as I liave already suggested, in only a parti.ally re-

fined state, that nothing less than keeping the water briskly and
continually stirred whilst it is being applied, either by an ordinary
garden pump or a syringe, will suffice.

la a Rose House, where a gooil many of the plants are
planted out, an aeiiuaintance of mine fills his garden engine aiul

runs it into the house, one individual stirring it up all the
time tlie other is pumping and directing the oil-impregnated
water through a fine hose all over the plants ; and this is done
not only in the summer, when the leaves are hard, but in the
early spring, when the forced foliage is tender, as often as any
insects make their appearance. But care is taken that the tub is

not pumped all out, or so as to empty it lower than within 'i in.

or 6 in. of the bottom, for, stir it up as you will, it is so little

disposed to mix with the water that very much more than a pro-
portion of oil such as is safe to come in contact with the plants,
will still kec]) on the top, and which, if the whole was pumped
out, would tlius reach them. When a syringe is used care must
be taken that, in addition to the water being continuously stirred
whilst the work is going on, each syringeful is drawn from below
the surface, and that at last 2 in. or 3 in. of water from tlie

bottom is not used without the addition of more water. For a
like reason, it is not as well to dip plants in this liquid as it is

to apply it to them by engine or syringe. Those who have any
knowledge of such matters will easily see that in dipping a plant
it will inevitably get a larger share of the oil that is swimming
upon the top than it would receive through the syringe ; and,
when dipping is resorted to I should advise its being confined
to plants that have considerable substance in their leaves,

and to take the precaution, immediately previous to their being
dipped, of syringing them freely with clean water so as to wet the
entire surface, as in this state much less of the oil will stick to them.
Sjbjeets like Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Fuclisi.as, or anything with
soft leaves should always be syringed or dijipcd in clean water im-
mediately before, so as not to leave time for their drying previous to
the paraffin being applied. For all such pi ints as Gardenias, Ste-
phanotis, and other thick-leaved subjects, which naturally are less

liable to injury from anything of so powerfully penetrating a
character than things that are softer in their tissues, all that is

necessary is to keep the material continuilly agitated whilst it is

being used. Such pests as mealy bug are killed by it in a few
minutes after being touched ; and it is of so searching a nature that
it spreads and penetrates to every crevice or inequality of the bark,
and in this manner reaches the eggs as well as the mature insects
in a way that nothing else will do. For fruit trees infested with
American blight it is better, I find, to use the mixture at some-
thing like double the strength neoess.ary for plants such as those I
have already mentioned ; and the way in which the pest can in-

sinuate itself into every crack makes it much better to lay the
dressing on with a brush. For Roses and other outdoor flowering
plants, I look upon mineral oil, applied as described with the engine
or syringe, as affording very great advantages. In the effectual way
in which it kills aphides and other pests to which Koses more than
most things are subject, it has no equal. Anyone who has syringed
Roses with Tobacco water will have noticed how readily it runs on
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the aphides, seldom effecting a clearance without several dressings ;

whereas the mineral-oil water adheres and kills them at once.
The cost of the article is another important matter. Tobacco
water and other remedies hitherto used for washing plants in
the open air become expensive when they have to be used in any
considerable qaantity, whereas the use of paraffin reduces the ex-
pense to a mere fraction. Such as is suitable for the purpose can
be bought for from 6d. to 'd. per gallon if taken in any con-
siderable quantity ; and even at the rate of the ordinary com-
modity sold for burning, say 3d. a quart, it will not cost so much
as a farthing a gallon ready for use. Tobacco water leaves the
foliage in a dirty, unsightly state, for which reason it is often
inadmissible for use with plants growing upon walls ; with paraf-
fin so little sediment is left, as to be scarcely perceptible. I have
often used flowers in bouquets, or other ways, from plants that
were thoroughly washed with it the day previous.

For Aphides on Peach Trees I have not tried it, but I
see no reason why they should not bear it when the fruit is set

;

but this can easily be ascertained by trying its etTect on a few
branches, for it is not well to run risks with these, as they are
more impatient than most things, even from the time the lUoom
buds are formed ; and on this account it is better always to pro-
ceed with caution in any dressing that is applied to them. Neither
would it be advisable to use jjaralHn on such plants as Orchids,
or anything of a very soft or tender nature. But foi the generality
of the ordinary plants cultivated in gardens, I think it will turn
out a boon in clearing them of the insects to which most of them
are so subject, and wliich absorb very much labour, and have
hitherto involved considerable cost, in keeping them down.

T. Baixes.

PROPAGATING.

Night-scented Stock (Cheiranthus tristis).—This may be
readily increased by means of cuttings made of the half-ripened
wood. Insert thero firmly in very sandy soil. August is the best
month in which to propagate this Stock, as it then makes good

Cutthig of Xight-scenteil Stock.

plants for early summer flowering. Although this Stock is easily
increased, it nevertheless requires care ; but if placed in the shady
part of a warm greenhouse without any covermg it soon emits roots.
When they are rooted and beginning to grow, pot them off and keep
them on a shelf during the dull months, ready for potting on in
spring to flower in May and June.—H.

Ricinus communis from Cuttings.- Has any of your
correspondents grown the Caster-oil Plant from cuttings ? On Sep-
tember 1 I took about twenty cuttings of the young shoots from
the a.xils of the upper leaves, had them put in a pan and plunged in
a bottom-heat of 90", in which every cutting rooted in about a fort-
night. I then potted them myself separately in 3-iu. pots, and lost
several, I believe, through breaking the very tender roots while pot-
ting. Those that survived their shift are doing well, and have filled
the pots with roots. Another time I will put the cuttings in sepa-
rately in pots at once. I have often tried to winter the old plants,

but through losing their leaves they are too unsightly to take their
old places at planting out time.—H. T.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Spotted Pears.—I had a farge number ot Pears (Jargonelle, I think) on one
of my trees tliis year, but they became covered with small black spots, and did
not ripen properly. What was the cause of this?— C. (Cold cutting winds and
frosts in the earlier stages of growth cause the affection here complained ot, and,
by thus hindering the natural swelling of the fruit, the latter can scarcely be
expected to properly mature.—W. W. H.]

Christmas Rose.—I have a large clump of a Christmas Rose, which each
ye.iv has two Ijlooms on the top of each stem, one smaller than the other. Can
It be a species ? if so, what is its name ? It is very effective, and is, in all respects,
like others of the common type, except the two blooms.— .1. H., BnlUngari'ij.
[Send us flowers and leaves, and we may be able to give you its name.]

Nicotiana longiflora.—What can I do to m.ake plants of this Tobacco grow ?

I have about a dozen young plants, and for the last three months they have made
no progress. I have them in a house in which the heat is60°.—Belfast. [Keep
them in their present position till spring, and then plunge the pots in a gentle
hotbed ; they will then soon begin to grow. In May or .Tune plant them in a rich
bed of soil in the open air.—W. G.]

Vines.— Of(/ 5'i(?>.—Your failure seems identical with mine. In my case the
Hamburghs ceased growing, and ripened off in July, but the .Alicante kept grow-
ing, .and eventually made some good wood, but the tendrils and tops of the
young branches withered in September.— J. N.

" Garden" Plates.—B. T. Richardn.—The coloured plates in Thk Gakden
arc made life-size in all cases when possible ; if not, the fact is stated. The plate
to which you refer is a faithful representation of both plant', and not exagge-
rated in the least.

Dracaena terminalis.

—

J. n.—This, and every other Dractcna, produces
flowers when the plants have grown to maturity. The flowering of Dracienas is

Iiy no means an uufrequent occurrence.

Coping for Peach Walls.— A . S.~By all means take the glass coping
down at once ; it would have been better for the trees had you done so six weeks
ago. It should nut be replaced till the flower-buds begin to expand.—W. W.
Cactus not Flowering.—.V. L. Jr.-The plant which you send is a species

of Ecbinocactus. To induce it to flower all the oflisets should be removed and
the plant kept in a warm, dry house. The soil in which you have potted it is

appropriate.—G.

Name3 of Plants.— 0. i». {'Z/'rtjxJ.— 1, Eranthemum pulchellum ; 2, Chry-
santhenmm indicnm (single forms); 3, Habrothamnus elegans. -J. Carter.—2,

3, and -1, forms of Polystichum aculeatum ; 5, Asplenium fiagelliformis ; G, Asple-
nium Adiantum-nigrum ; all British except Xo. 5. Sub. —It yon will send us
better specimens and attach numbers to them, we will endeavour to name them
for you. B. Pifai'd.—The specimen you send appears to be Salvia Camertoni.

li. F. C. —Eugenia Ugni ; propagate by cuttings in spring, selecting short
young twigs with hardened bases.

Chrysanthemums Failing to Bloom.—I have grown this past summer
three dozen Chrysanthemums ; they were very healthy plants, and when I put
them in the house were well set with buds, but, to my annoyance, only three
plants have expan'lcd their flowers, and they but partially ; the buds on all the
others have shrivelled up. The house in which they are is a Vinery with an
easterly aspect, and so, of course, it has had very little sun lately. Would this,

in part, account for the failure 1 It is very annoying, for I have grown many
Chrj santhemnms, and have always had success. There has been no fire heat iu

the V'ineiy. Will some one kindly state their opinion regarding the nou-llower-

ing ? Also, kindly state the botanical name for the Onion plant grown often in

cottage windows'.'- II. C. T.

Lost Plants—Allow me to inquire where are to be found Canna liliflorg,

Kosa ber]>eriditolia, and Rosa clinophylla, plants which are not to be met with
ill any catalogues, and which are very valuable. The two Roses are the parents
of Kosa Hardyi, also very scarce.—Jean Sislev, Monplauir, Lynns.

Scale and Mealy Bug.—What is the best method of destroying these
pests on plants .and fruit trees? Our neighbours use turpentine very success-

fully. C.in any one infnrm me the iiuautity of water with whicli it should be
diluted ?—ACOKN.
Eucalsrpti in Devonshire. - 1 have just read in The Gauden (p. 563)

that several varieties of Eucalyptus have stood the last three winters in Devon-
shire, but there is no mention aijout the degree of frost to which they have been
subjected, which is the great question for those who may be tempted to plant
any. Will your correspondent have the kindness to supply this information?-
Jean Sisley, Lyons.

The Garden of Plants as a School of Horticulture.
—1 wish to send my son to France to gain some experience of French
horticulture. Is the Garden of Plants a good place for him?

—

J. H. H. [Yes, if you wish him to acquire only the most antiquated

and ridiculous practices of the art, and a general impression that
gardening is the most dismal and formal of arts. The whole thing

makes one despair of such State-supported institutions.—Eii.]

Galvanised "Wire Injurious during Frost.—A short

time ago I saw a ([uestion asked respecting the damage done to

trees by galvanised wire, and not long .ago I was a sufferer from the

same cause. I therefore had all the wire p,ainted two coats, and
since that time tlie wire, tliough the same make, or at any rate,

from the same manufacturers, does not damage the tenderest plants

in a house from which frost is excluded ; whereas, iu the open air,

in a small Peach house (which is in no way heated, but which has

the ventilators left open during ^^•inter) the same wire has killed

even strong branches. In short, I have only found galvanised wire

to be injurious when in a freezing temperature. On what principle

it is so I leave for those better versed in chemistry than myself to

judge ;
however, I may say that a coat or two of paint is a good

remedy.—J. Wood, Kirkstall,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Mature : change it rather : but
TBS .^Ki ITSELF IS SATVR^"—Shakespearr.

LEAFLETS.
Mr. Mamock, writing to me of trees, speak.9 thus of the

Larch :
" There is also one other tree as an ornamental tree

still more neglected. It would be wortha journey to Warwick
Castle to see a group of five or six Larch trees. I know
nothing like them anywhere. 1 never thought the Larch
worth looking at till I saw it there. There are some splendid
Cedars there also." The Larch is certainly a beautiful tree,
a fact of which we have good evidence, both in its native
country and in this, but it is not every day one sees pic-
turesque groups of it or the tree so placed and grown that
its fine form is seen to advantage.

*

ilr. Thomas Moore, of Dublin, who has lately travelled a
good deal in Canada and the north-western region, tells me,
as others have done before, of his disappointment as regards
the trees of Canada and that region. Those whose first ideas
of trees are based on the specimens that grow in the parks
and gardens of the United Kingdom are invariably disappointed
when they come to see what has been so much written about.
No doubt there may be fine trees here and there, but it is
extremely rare to see one in Canada ; the finest I saw there
were some old white Pines in a churchyard—trees which had
happily been preserved in lajang it out.

»

In Covent Garden I hear a very good account of Canadian
Apples, and was surprised to learn they were beating the
American produce out of the field. There seems some reason
for this, as the Canadian Apples are better packed; the
American barrels are usually " topped up," in market parlance
—a layer or two of good fruit at the top, and then fruit of a
poor quality below. On the other hand, the Canadian fruit is
generally fairly good throughout, the barrels are well packed,
and considerably larger than those of the Americans. A very
excellent Apple which has been coming in large quantities is
what is called the Golden Russet ; it has a high and rich flavour.
In some sales lately, Canadians, when compared with Americans,
were in the proportions of over six to one. Tliis must be
verj- encouraging to the Canadians, and should teach the
Americans to pack honestly if they wish to keep their trade.

«

Writing of American plants, a coirespondent says : " I
received a big Christmas box from Boston containing about
200 of the finest of North American plants. No paltry oflF-

shoots nor miserable morsels, but sound clumps, such as "one
gardener should always have in stock for exchange or gift to
a friend. The packing of a big box to cross the Atlantic is
worth some attention. Everything was in paper, and the
clumps, when packed with the earth'around them, had evi-
dently been on the dry side of moistness. I don't expect to
lose a single species. I said everything was in paper, but I
must except two sheets of peat carpeted with Partridge
Berry (Michelia repens), each about the size of a large door-
mat. Then Goodyera repens, Trichomanes radicans van
alabamensis, Lycopodiums, species of Phlox, Botrychium,
Houstonia, Saxifraga, and many other evergreen plants were
as fresh as if packed two days ago, and by Ware's people at
Tottenham, whose packing is, I find, beyond reproacL The
box was firmly packed. As shifting of cargo is often fatal to
ships, so is shifting and jostling of plants in a box fatal to

them. Of all the bad phases of plant packing which I see,

looseness is the worst.
*

A good deal that !Mr. Fish says about the impoverishment
of lawn trees is very true and very well said. 1 have for a
long time had ray doubts about the eternal raking and scrap-

ing and brushing of the garden. There is no good resulting

from the process at all ; it leads to primness and ugliness,

starves the trees, and causes endless labour for worse than
nothing. It leads also to the absurd practice of digging

shrubberies, which, notwithstanding all that has been said,

is painfully carried out in the Regent's and other parks in

London in all the choicest new shrubberies where a better

system might have been expected. Overcrowding and muti-

lation of the bush, which eventually degenerates into an
inverted broom in shape, and mutilation of the roots is the

rule. A choke-muddle shrubbery is the name for it. As I

have often pointed out, the true way in such cases would be
to allow the things more room, to not mutilate their foliage

or their roots, simply keeping the ground " open " till they had
well taken root. Between the trees and shrubs there should

be a turf of beautiful flowers—spreading colonies of the

finest things we have or know of, which, as a rule, should

derive their nourishment from annual dressings where they

were necessary, and not be destroyed by annual digging.

The weeds should simply be picked out at one-tenth the

labour of the annual digging and mutilation. The leaves

should be allowed to fall, rest on, and nourish and protect

the surface, and form also what one may term a natural sur-

face to a copse or wood—that is to say, a surface composed
of leaf-mould in different stages of decay. This would form
a dressing, and also bo of great use as mulch in prevent-

ing sudden drought in spring or summer. The plan is easy,

practicable, and right, but I fear it will take a long time to

get it carried out with taste.
w

It makes one despair of our tree planting in our jiarks to

see in the Green Park in that group of Hawthorns and spring

flowering trees that form so bright a feature in early sum-
mer, just by Piccadilly, a j'ouiig Beech tree planted right

against an old Laburnum—that is to say, within 3 ft. of

its stem ! Considering what a stately or beautiful object a

well-grown and well-placed tree may become, it is sad to

see such thoughtless work.
*

There is a practice now at Kew of keeping new or rare

plants in houses not open to the public till those connected

with some favourite journal or periodical have the exclusive

opportunity of announcing and describing them. This is not

quite worthy of the managers of a garden supported wholly

by the State and for public use ; nor would science—an im-

partial goddess—justify anything of the kind. There are,

indeed, private persons supporting collections at their own cost

exclusivelywho would hesitate to make any preference in such

a case. We have, we trust, only to call attention to the prac-

tice ; it may in part be owing to the action of some irrespon-

sible, subordinate.
*

Referring to the advice freely given now for farmers to

embark in market gardening, the following note in the Bed-
fordshire Indppendent seems instructive :

It is seldom, we believe, that vegetables have been so abundant in

this district as they are, and have been in the past months. Every
day we see men, women, and children hawkinggarden produce in the

streets, and we are sure that at the prices for which they are bought
they cannot pay the grower. Vegetables have been plentiful over

all the country since the middle of August, and market gardeners,

owing to the large supplies brought forward, have found their busi-

ness unprofitable. Farmers in the same way have seldom had so
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much food for their livestock in the shape of Turnips, Mangolds, and

Cabbages. It may be owing in some measure to the extra extent of

.lUotment ground around Bedford that so many sellers appear in

the street ; but we think it would pay any of them to consume them
with pigs.

Much will have to be changed as regards our markets

before the more general culture of vegetables is likely to be

profitable. Now it happens that when, as this autumn,

produce is good and plentiful, the price received by the

grower scarcely, if at all, pays him, while the town customer

is charged as much as ever by the retail shopkeeper. This

state of things cannot last, and is a grevious injury to the

country. The people should directly benefit by abundance

in the fields caused by fine seasons and good culture. The

letters and notes of " A. D." on this subject are instructive.

»

Here is one of the most curious jumbles to be met with

among the paragraphs that go "the round of the press :"

Among the wonders of the " Wild West " that have recently been

discovered is a vegetable compass. The American Associ-ation for

the Advancement of Scieace publishes in its " Transactions " a report

penned by ( (eneral Abford, of the United States army, and treating

of an extraordinary jilant growing wild in the States of Oregon and
Texas, the leaves of which point due north and south, and are con-

sequently utilised by belated prairie hunters as convenient substitutes

for the magnetic needle. Professor Gray Meehan, who has examined
specimens of this gifted shrub at the request of the association, de-

fines it as a dwarf variety of the Osier, named Silphium laciniatum.

It is a perennial, and attains a maximum height of .'i ft. G in.

This is a well-known plant now in our collections, and fitted

for grouping with the coarser kinds of hardy plants, and for

those with some claims to fine habit or beauty of foliage. The
height among other things is wrong in the amusing extract

just rpioted ; when in flower this year about London it was
11 ft. high, standing clear above every other tall plant near,

and holding one great yellow Daisy-like flower against tho

sky. By what misfortune or misprint it ever came to be
described as an " Osier " one cannot imagine.

I hive received a plan of what seems a sensible arrange-

ment of a pablic ground to be devoted to what is called the

Public Arboretum, near Boston. No pamphlet is given with
it, but it seems a very desirable scheme for adding to the

useful institutions of a great city. Rather too much is made
of " trees stistematicallij arranged with a viexv to scientific

aiiil educational purposes." Adherence to this destroys nearly

all the tree gardens in Europe. The arboretum of the future

will be arranged on the really natural system, which is not

that of the herbarium. It is no less effective, rightly looked
at, for " scientific and educational purposes," to use again

these big words ; rather more so. If you wished to interest

or instruct any one in trees, what would help you best—

a

richly-stored and picturesque wood ? or those crowded beds in

the Garden of Plants, or in the scientifically-arranged portion

of Kew, say 1 But Nature's plan is not good enough for some
people. This false idea of a tree garden must be rooted out.

It has done harm for ages to the cause of tree-planting and the

variousinterests that are grouped round this important art. It is

in the right sense as unscientific as it is ugly and needless. The
aloption of the really natural plan does not prevent us group-

ing the Spruces or the Birches if we so desire and the ground
invites it, but the idea of laying out a large piece of ground
to illustrate any system which is already fully illustrated in

books or the herbarium is a mistaken error in all ways.
»

I hear of a careful experiment with Vines in the open air

made with much care by a skilled fruit grower failing through
mildew. The promise of fruit was as good as could be ex-

pected. It would be interesting to know exactly how the

Thomery people fight the mildew. I have not been there

for a good many years.
*

Judging by what we see, the purely florist element of gar-

dening does not seem, and probably will never be, so predominant

as it has been. Mr. J. B. Mackay has been giving me an

interesting description of the state of things round London
many years ago, when Tulip culture was really the fashion,

and where in almost every villa garden round London they

had their fine Tulip bloom and Tulip tents, and used to visit

each other at that season to compare notes.
*

The following, as regards the use or misuse of a noble

public park, commands one's sympathies :

—

There has been a universal and indignant protest against the
seizure of any part of the Central Park, New York, for tlie purposes

of tlie proposed great exliibition of 18S;5. One of tlie strongest

expressions of dissent proceeds from Mr. Smith K. Lane, one of the
parlc commissioners, who calls the project absurd, and says tliat one
of the chief duties of the commissioners is to resist tlie constant

pressure to subject the park to private uses. " Kvery man with a

project,'' writes Mr. Lane, "from a Pea-nut stand to a zoological

garden, from a mammoth tree to an exhibition, thinks he should liave

a place in the Central Park." All sucli projects are not only incon-

sistent with the purposes of a park, but they are destructive of them.
The park is a beautiful garden, sloped and planted at an average cost

of .$14,000 an acre. "To destroy hundreds of acres of this land
for the exliibition," exclaims Mr. Commissioner Lane, "is more than
the exhibition is worth."

There seems sense in this. I never could understand

permitting races to take place in the fine park at Paris,

and degrading it to the level of a suburban field let for a
" gate-money meeting."

!Mr. W. C. Barry, writing in the Country Gentleman, has, as

usual, something to say on an interesting suoject to fruit

growers :

—

Fine samples of the Dr. Reeder Pear, just brought in from our
orchard, give me an opportunity to taste one of the finest varieties

known to cultivators. It is much to be regretted that the best fruits

are usually the least known. Coarse kinds are produced in great

abundance, and are to be found everywhere, but how rarely do we
see the really choice sorts ! But this is easily explained. Almost
invariably fine quality is obtained at the expense of vigorous habit,

and generally the high-flavoured fruits are such indifferent growers

that nurserymen cannot propagate them to advantage, and usually

the fruits are not sufficiently attractive in size and colour to take

well in the markets ; hence the reason that they do not become dis-

seminated. Dr. Reeder is no exception to the rule. It is a moderate
slender grower, either on the Pear or Quince, and to produce good
trees it costs three times as much as it does strong-growing sorts.

The fruit is only of medium size, but so juicy, melting, highly per-

fumed—in fact, so perfect in every respect—that no garden should

be without it. It is generally in perfection in November.

Another high-flavoured Pear, meriting perhaps the first place on
account of quality, is Bonne du Puits Ansault, one of Mr. Leroy's

introductions, which is destined to do him credit for all time to come.

It, too, is a moderate grower, and to obtain good trees, either

standard or dwarf, it must be double worked. But such a delicious

fruit well repays any extra expense that may be required to secure

it. Of medium size, with skin of a light russet colour, and Mesh

white, juicy, vinous, rich—superior in my estimation to Sheldon or

Seckel—it certainly possesses qualities which entitle^it to be ranked
among the best Pears known. It ripens early in September. While
neither of these varieties is suitable for extensive orchard culture, I

strongly recommend them to cultivators who desire choice fruits for

their own table.

Mr. Barry has also something to say on an Apple which

makes one wish it, or something equally good, were plentiful

with us :

—

Apples abounding in acidity are liable to derange the stomach,

and a mild, sub-acid flavour is undoubtedly the most pleasant as well

as the one best calculated to promote digestion. I am reminded of

this fact by the handsome and excellent Fameuse or Snow Apples,

which we are enjoying in November, and which I am glad to say are
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tolerably abundant in the market. This variety, more than any
other that I know, possesses qualities which commend it, not only to

all who eujoy tine fruit, but more especially to persons who sutler

from indigestion. It is a beautiful fruit, of medium size ; the skin

is of a purplish-crimson colour, its flesh is white as snow, tender and
delicate, and the flavour very pleasant, with just enough acidity to

render it exceedingly refreshing. Now, as fruit has come to be

regarded so valuable an adjunct to other food, and to conducive to

health, there arc many, no doubt, searching after the choicest kinds,

and I recommend this as one of the finest fruits of its season.—
Country Gentleman.

lie adds that, in hi.s oiiinion, considering the large number
of Apples known to cultivators, it is suri)rising how few

answer the reciuirements of a perfect table fruit. In choosing

Apples for eatinj;, it is customary to make flavour a primary

consideration. This is an error, for some of the highest-

flavoured Apples have such hard, solid flesh that they burden

the stomach, and are difticult to digest. The most important

qualification of a good eating Apple is a tender, delicate,

melting flesh, which dissolves quickly and digests easily.

Flavour is the next consideration.

The California Ilortii-iilturif-t has merged into the Pacijh-

liural Press. I regret this, as Mr. Shinn made it a really

interesting journal. It was, indeed, a bright exception among
the monthlies devoted to gardening. We trust the editor

will fincl a useful field for his labours, which are of a kind

likel}' to benefit horticulture in that young, fertile, and beau-

tiful laud. There the landscape and the hillside is often a

garden, and there we may hope the gardens that are to be

among the blue hill woods will take their character, so to

say, from the noble wilderness around, if, indeed, much of

that be left by the gold miners, who wash whole hills into the

valleys in their desperate hunt for gold.

That strong and wild child of Nature, William Cobbet,

appears to have had some designs on the seed business, judg-

ing from a note in his Woodlatvls.

I now ofl'er these seeds for sale. I propose to put complete assort-

ments of the seeds up in boxes, and to sell each box for £5. There
will be in the whole upwards of fifty different sorts of seeds of trees

and shrubs ; to which will be added about twenty sorts of garden
seeds. A nongst the tree seeds will be Walnuts, Hickory Nuts, seedsof
the Sassafras, of the Birch, of the Plane, of the Red Cedar, of the
Maple, of the Tulip, of the White Elm, and amongst the shrubs
seeds of the Pinckneya (Georgia Bark), the Comus florida, the Kal-
mia latifolia, the Kalmia angustifolia, the Spice Tree (Laurus ben-
zoin), the Magnolia glauca, the Magnolia tripetala, the Magnolia
graodiflora. I have mentioned the above also as part of the trees

and shrubs. I shall put into each box 2 lb. of fine American Locust
seed. These "2 lb. contain about 2-t,000 seeds, and if the instruc-

tions which I have given in the lyooillanrJs be strictly adhered to

in the sowing of these seeds, almost every seed will produce a tree,

and a tree, too, fit to go into a jjlantation next autumn. All these
seeds are to be sown and managed just in the same way as is directed

for the 'Birch, the proceedings in the sowing of which are the most
curious that can possibly be conceived. If I had never done any-
thing in my life but rendered it an easy matter to raise the Birch
from seed, which neither Miller nor any other gardener ever accom-
plished, I should deserve the thanks of everybody who is fond of

trees. Till I made my experiments with regard to the tender seeds

of the Birch I sowed not only that seed, but the seed of the Georgia
Bark, the Kalmia, the Azalea, the Rhododendron, and many others
in vain. Having made this discovery with regard to the Birch,

there was no longer any difficulty with regard to any of these,

which, as experienced gardeners well know, are never to be got from
seed, but by mere luck.

*

In these days of disease-resisting Potatoes and Potatoes

with many virtues, ifr. David fyrae calls my attention to a

very interesting specimen, not perhaps less meritorious in its

way than some that have been talked of. In November,
1S79, a sample of choice Potatoes was placed in a small

cardboard bos about 3 in. deep, which was closely covered

by its lid. These Potatoes were then placed on a .shelf with

the view of planting them when the season arrived, but

they were forgotten till about the Ist of the present month,

when it was found that they had produced each little crops

of Potatoes upon strings from about 2 to 3 in. long. They were,

however, discovered too late to be entered for the Cattle Show.

These Potatoes, which have not shown the .slightest trace of

disease, are from the size of marbles to that of Peas. They

grew without manure, and were not even assisted by a tile

under each root, one of the many modern ideas for the rege-

neration of the Potato. Justicia.

ORCHIDS.

Importance of Cleanliness.—Cleanliness forms an im-

portant feature in the successful culture of Orchids. By cleanliness

I do not mean simply keeping the plants free from insects, but being

eiiually particular with everything around them. Orchids like tho

moist exhalation from the ground or from any clean surface, but that

from green or slime-covered surfaces I have found to be very injurious

to them. In summer the green matter does not accumulate so fast

as in winter, nor are its effects so bad, because air is more freely

admitted from the outside at that season ; but in winter when the air

in the Orchid houses is bad, do what we may to improve it, I am
sure that want of cleanliness, more particularly in the matter of the

slimy deposit on the pots and under the stages, plays an important

part in causing that unwholesome atmosphere so often to be perceived

on entering [a badly-managed Orchid house. I have always found

that by keeping everything clean around and about Orchids, and by

giving reasonable and properly regulated ventilation, the plants can

in many cases be grown clean and free from insects, and this is much
better than cleaning, an operation which can seldom be done without

damage. So great, indeed, is the injury caused in cleaning, that I

have often been puzzled to know when the plants were in the worst

condition—when they had the insects on them, or after they had been

cleaned. I make it a rule to have all the Orchids moved at this sea-

son ; each plant inspected and cleaned if it requires it, the pots

washed, the stages on_which they stand scrubbed, and finally the floor

underneath the stages raked over, and a thin surfacing of whatever

it is composed of placed thereon. Care is taken to empty the tub

containing the water in which the pots have been washed outdoors,

otherwise if thrown down in the house a very offensive and in-

jurious odour will arise from it for many days, a fact which seems

to show that the presence of the green matter when on the jjots

cannot fail to be injurious. This general inspection also offers a good

opportunity for selecting any of the plants which have not answered

the expectations entertained of them at the last re-potting, and which

are in too large pots and not well-rooted. These should be shaken

out from the old soil, and either re-potted into small pots or placed

in those handy little half-pots (in which everything seems to thrive)

for suspending. Thus treated, they generally regain vigour, and are

ready for potting on again in their proper seasons. Another set

should be attended to at the same time, and that Is those which are not

firm in the pots or baskets. Orchids which shake about on tlieir

pots seldom do any good, even in a good house, and the sooner they

are made secure the better, either by re-potting in the worst cases,

or by fastening with stakes in the case of those which are in good

material, and which are partly attached by the roots, but in no case

should metal pegs be used to fasten them. This is frequently done,

but I have noticed that in metal there seems to be something parti-

cularly distasteful to Orchids, more particularly that most commonly
used—galvanised iron] wire. I have frequently seen this injure

robust healthy plants : it is, therefore, easy to understand how bad

its effects must be on weak ones.

Insects and Insecticides.—Whenever I find an Orchid or

any class of Orchids attacked by thrips, scale, &c. I conclude that

there is something wrong in the treatment or in the house, and I

study to find a place more congenial to them ; the result generally

is that the plants are improved in condition and the insects are per-

manently got rid of. That plants can be grown clean the present

condition of my cold house which contains some thousands of the

best Odontoglos-sums, Masdevallias, Oncids, &c., goes far to prove.

During the years that the house has been used for the purpose it

has never once been fumigated, neither has insecticide of any descrip-

tion been used on the jjlants, and yet no trace of insects can be

found in it, while the plants are all in perfect healtli, and quite free

from the black tips and patches on the leaves which are invariably

seen where fumigating is resorted to. A great number of flower-

fpikes in all stages are now coming up, and on the jiointa of these

may occasionally be found the two or three green flies «hich are
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destined to form a troublesome colony, but these, by means of con-

stant vigilance and killing with the hand, never increase to any
extent. A little practice soon tells one where to look for them, which
is usually about 1 in. or so from the tip of the spike in Odontoglos-
sums, &c., and near the points of the young growths in Masde-
vallias. There are, however, several Orchids belonging to the
warmer house which seems to defy our efforts to grow them clean,

and two of the worst are Odontoglossum vexillarium and 0. Roezli.

Yellow thrips and these Odontoglossums seem to be inseparable for

any length of time. This is not always on account of the treat-

ment they receive, for I have found yellow thrips on them when
fresh imported and before they were housed. I have found it to

be of great service in keeping this insect in check to give these
two plants a good season in the cold Odontoglossum house in

summer. 0. vexillarium should be placed there after flowering,

and 0. Pooezli as soon as the growths are matured, but even when
so treated yellow thrips soon reappear on the plants being put into

the intermediate house for the winter.

Tobacco Water the Best Insecticide. —The simple
treatment which I adopt for these and other plants similarly affected

is botli curative and preventive, and as I have found it to answer
my utmost expectations, I am sure many will be glad to know it, in

order that they may keep down this troublesome insect, which not
only injures, but very much disfigures the plants. Fumigating I

found to be worse than useless against this pest ; it injured the
plants, but did not destroy the insect. Several insecticides proved
equally objeotionable ; at last I fell back on the remedy of years
ago—Tobacco water made by pouring hot water on common Tobacco
in the proportion of 2 oz. of Tobacco (tied up loosely in muslin) to
each gallon of rain water ; if the Tobacco used be not very strong,

3 oz. to a gallon may be used. While cooling, the Tobacco is

squeezed frequently, in order to get the strength out of it, and when
cool the liquor is poured into a small tub or other convenient utensil
to form the bath. The plants are then taken one at a time ; the left

hand is placed on the surface of the soil, and the right on the bottom
of the pot ; the plant is then plunged head downward in the Tobacco
water. When it is well wetted, bulbs and all, it is withdrawn, held
over the tub to drain for a few seconds, and then returned to its

place, setting or hanging it in the usual way, so that the Tobacco
water may run down to the bases of the pseudo-bulbs. No danger
need be apprehended ; the decoction will not hurt the tenderest plant,
even though it be watered with it. I have proved this by severe
tests, and find it to be a very good liquid manure, but, of course,
too expensive for that purpose. The dipping of the plants as
described is repeated on each of three successive afternoons
in time to get them dry before night, and the practice is continued at
intervals of about two months, the plants receiving three dippings on
each occasion. This is the only way I know of getting rid of or keeping
under the yellow thrips, so as to render them powerless, witliout
causing the shghtest injury to the plants, and the work is well worth
doing, as these plants never look well, even when in flower, if the
foliage is bad. If there are not sufficient plants to warrant a bath
being made, it answers the purpose just as well to carefully apply
the Tobacco-water with a sponge, the other regulations being complied
with. It is also a good plan, and one which I adopt, to put all plants
received from suspected quarters through a kind of quarantine,
treating them as recommended above, even though insects cannot be
found on them. The Tobacco-water may be strained and saved in a
jar for future use, but I usually find that after doing duty for three
dippings it is better to use it up by syringing some rougher plants
with it, such as climbers which may have insects on them, and mLx
fresh again when required. I more than suspect that some of the
marks often to be found on 0. vexillarium, 0. Warscewiczi, 0. Roezli,
&c., are brought about by a minute fungus, and not by yellow thrips ;

this, some day when I get time to work my microscope, I will try and
find out ; but in the meantime, perhaps some of our fungus-loving
brethren may give it their attention. J.\mes O'Briex.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Warrea Lindleyana.—Of this extremely rare Orchid we saw
a specimen in flower the other day in Messrs. Low's nursery at
Clapton. It has much the habit of a Phaius, having broad-plaited
foliage arising from elongated bulbs. The flower-stem is stout, about
IS in. high, and with about a dozen flowers arranged on the upper
part. The blossoms are 1 in. across, with pure white sepals of wax-
like substance, and the concave lip is a deep violet-purple. It is a
most attractive species, and lasts a long time in flower.

Masdevallias.—At the same nursery we saw the pretty M.
tovarensis, a pure white-flowered kind, far too rare in cultivation.
Its peculiarity of bearing two or more flowers on e.ach stalk renders
it distinct from most other kinds. Other rare species are M. at-

tenuata, a kind with small white flowers, with three yellow tail-like
sepals, and M. triglochin, a little gem in its way. It grows no
taller than IJ in., and the tiny leaves and flowers are produced plenti-
fully in tufts. The blossoms are of a dull chocolate hue, not very
attractive, but pretty in form.
Dendrobium bigibbum album.—Though not quite a

white-flowered variety, this is the nearest approach to whiteness we
have yet seen in this beautiful Australian species. It differs in no
way from the type except in the colour, which is a delicate very
pale mauve, the lip having a conspicuous purple transverse zone,
which rather enhances the beauty of the flower than otherwise. It
is now in flower in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection atBurford Lodge,
Dorking.

Dendrobium hedyosum.—Though not so showy as some
of tlie other winter-flowering Dendrobiums, this rare species
possesses a character of its own, its white flowers exhaling a
delicious perfume, which is so powerful that the sent of a few flowers
will pervade a whole house. It is now in flower in Messrs. Low's
Orchid houses at Clapton.
Oncidium cheirophorum.—If we were asked to name ons

of the most desirable Oucids for winter flowering we should select
this one, as it flowers so plentifully even in the shape of small
plants, and the slender flower-stems loaded with compact dusters of
wax-like yellow flowers are particularly valuable for cutting pur-
poses. It may be easily grown in an intermediate house all the year
through. It may be seen in flower in all the large nurseries around
London, notably at Messrs. Low's, where a houseful in flower is an
uncommon sight.

Mesospinidium vulcanicum.—This pretty species ought
to be in every Orchid house, for few Orchids are more attractive or
more desirable for cutting purposes, the beautiful carmine tint of the
blo-ssoms being unusual even among Orchids, which embrace almost
every shade of colour. ' It is often confused with Odontoglossum
roseum, a much inferior flower with smaller blossoms of a darker
hue. The comparison of the two when in flower will sufficiently

show the points in which they differ.

Ocelogyne barbata.—This rare species is now finely in

flower in Messrs. Backhouse & Sons' nurseries at York. The flowers
are as large as those of the well-known C. cristata, and are pure
white except the lip, which has a dense brownish fringe. It is a
highly desirable kind for growing in an intermediate house. It is a

native of Assam. In the same nursery is a flowering specimen of

Epidendrum erubescens, one of the most beautiful and rare of

Mexican Orchids. W. G.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

The Stravrberry Everlasting (Astelma eximium).

—

This
attractive Everlasting used to be formerly cultivated in our gardens,
but appears to have fallen out of cultivation. It is a native of

South Africa, and has been imported recently in quantity by Messrs.
Smith and Larke, of Kensington, for arranging in the form of

wreaths, &c., .and intermixing with other kinds of winter decora-
tions. It is a plant with woody stems and branches, which, as well
as the lance-shaped leaves, are thickly clothed with short white
wool ; each twig is terminated by a dense cluster of flowers about
the size and shape of Raspberries, and the red, dry, chaffy scales

much resemble the pips of that fruit. The bright colour of the
flower-heads, surrounded by white wool, have a pretty effect, quite
unlike that of any other Everlasting we know of. The plant is

nearly allied to the Helichrysum.

Forced Christmas Roses.—The unusually fine specimens
of forced plants of Helleborus niger exhibited from Chiswick last

Tuesday attracted considerable attention, being profusely flowered,

and the 1 looms being all atone stage of expansion and of snowy
whiteness. The plants were each placed inaround wicker basket about
1 ft. across and the same in depth, a circumstance which probably
accounted for their fine growth, as necessarily the roots were in

better condition as regards air, heat, and moisture than if the
plants had been in pots or pans, a fact worth the attention of those
who have not been so successful as they should have been in the
forcing into flower of this beautiful hardy plant.

Winter Flowers at Clapton.-The spacious houses in

Messrs. Low's nursery containing the various kinds of winter-
flowering plants are now worth a visit, the plants being at their best;
but the demand for such flowers about Christmas time being great,

the display will soon be impaired. The Bouvardias are especially

attractive, thousands of vigorous young plants being in flower. The
two best varieties for winter are Vreelandi for a light kind, and ele-

gans for a dark sort ; the beautiful cerise tint of the latter, together
with the size of both pip and truss, render it much superior to
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Hogartli or other kiuiU of a similar colour. These two are grown

eKtensively, though other kinds such as .J.asminiflora .ind HumboUlti

are also grown in such quantities as not often seen. Erica hyemalis,

of wliioh tliere are thousands, is .ilso gay with flowers, the plants

being almost at their best, as .are also the Epacrises, likewise indis-

pensable winter flowers. House after house in this vast establish-

ment is tilled to overflowing with various kinds of plants all finely

grown, and we never remember seeing such a robust stock of Pelar-

goniums as there is here, especially such of the show kinds as are

most popular for market purposes.

Begonia seraperflorens grandiflora.—The ordinary form

of 15. semperflorens is well known to be a most .serviceable winter

lloH-erini,' plant, but the variety which Mr. Iggulden, Orsett Hall,

Komford, exhibited at .South Kensington last Tuesday under the

above name is even in many respects superior to it. Its habit of

growtli is more robust and compact than the better known form,

and its flowers are larger, whiter, and produced more plentifully

in larger clusters. .Such a desirable kind certainly deserves to be-

come ''well known as au invaluable winter-flowering plant. The

older kind was shown with it for the sake of comparison.

Autumn flowering Mezereon (Daphne Mezereum autum-

nale). It is not generally known that there is a variety of the

Mezereon which flowers in autumn and winter.

It is a rem.arkably distinct form, more spread-

ing than the common sort, and also somewhat
kraer in foliage. It is a most desirable shi'ub,

whicli in mild winters is covered with showy
pinkish-red blossoms from November to

JIarch, whereas the typical form does not

begin flowering usually till February. It is

now attractive among the few shrubs in flower

in Mr. Joseph Stevens' garden at Byflcet,

where, owing to the flowers being larger than

usual, it bears the name of grandiflorum. It

seems to be somewhat scarce in nurseries,

but we saw plants of it in full flower a few
days ago in Messrs. Veiteh & Son's nursery at

Coombe AN^ood, where on the high and dry
slopes it flowers plentifully and continuously

through mild winters.

Iria alata.

—

The flowering of this beauti

ful hardy plant affords a proof of the excep
tional mildness of the winter. During the

week we received from Mr. Ware, of Totten-

ham, flowers of it, the delicate lavender tint

of which was welcome in midwinter. It

should be pl.anted in light soil on a border
which lies high and dry, and which would
catch what little sunshine we get at this

season. Tufts of these and similar winter-

flowering bulbs all aid in relieving the garden
of the monotonous dulness of winter, and
should therefore be as much cared for as those

that flower when the days are longer.

Epiphylluma in the Flower Market.—Mr. T. Baker,
I'lumpstead Nursery, Kent, sends us a specimen of his skill in

raising the beautiful little winter flowering Epiphyllums of the
truncatum breed whii^h add brightness of colour to warm houses in

winter. There is nothing in our plant collections more delightful or

more worthy of culture than these little Cactuses, on which the

bright blooms come so freely and which are so graceful in habit. In
the bush form they are popular, and in some gardens they have
grown into large and handsome plants, for the bush may easily be
trained into a free pyramid, the lower branches concealing the naked
stem. Mr. Baker grows them very well and sends them to Covent
Garden Market, where small well flowered plants in .j-in. pots find a

ready sale at a high price.

The Flower-girl Brigade.—The Baroness Burdett-Coutts
opened the other day an exhibition of natural and artificial flowers

and plants at the Holbom Town Hall. The object of the exhibition

was to bring under public notice the Flower-girl Brigade, a society

of flower girls, founded last year by the Baroness, who is at once
its patroness and president. In her endeavour to raise the tone of

the flower-selling class the Baroness made arrangements for clothing

the girls in a neat costume, supplying them with flowers, and
inducing them, for a regular sa'ary and a commission on their sales,

to sell their stock at fixed stations where they would be secure from
insult and molestation, or to accept regular employment by taking
cut flowers to the customers of the brigade. The approach of

winter, however, made it necessary that some other industry should
be found for many of the girls, and it occurred to the Baroness
that the mounting and arranging of artificial flowers was a handiwork

Autmn.-flwg. Mezereon.

for which they were specially fitted, and the exhibition in question

was a proof of the success of the brigade in artifici.al-flower making.
The B.aroness, in opening the exhibition, stated the object of the

Flower-girl's Mission to bo the promotion of the interests of tho

children of honest hard-working men and women, and earnestly

recommended the public to trade with the brigade for their Christmas

decorations.

New Abutilons.—The finest Abutdons we have yet seen

were those sent us tho other day by Mr. (Jeorge, of I'utney Heath,

who has imid special attention to hybridising this pretty genus of

greenhouse plants. The seedlings are as yet unnamed, therefore we
cannot allude to them individually, but taken collectively they

represent beautiful colours, the more conspicuous of which were a

bright orange-red, a purplish-violet, a clear pink, a striped yellow,

and deep maroon, and another .almost a scarlet.

The Great International Show, to be held next year at

Manchester, will take place on the 24th, 25th, 20th, and 27th

of August, and, considering the amount of money already sub-

scribed t or it, and the support which it is sure to receive from hor-

ticulturists generally, it cannot fail to be a success.

The most conspicuous signs in Covent Garden Market of the

approaching Christmas-tide are the waggonloads of Christmas trees

which are brought in from all quarters. They consist for the most

part of the common Spruce (Abies e.xcelsa), and they vary in height

from 18 in. to 8 ft. or 10 ft. All, however, do not represent rooted

plants, but in many cases the tops only are potted. Evergreens

of all kinds are furnished in abundance, especially Mistletoe, which

is sent in crates princip.ally imported, and from Hertfordshire. This

is particularly fine this year, profusely berried, and very bushy.

Berried Holly is only conspicuous by its almost entire absence, and

the scarcity of berries seems to be everywhere prevalent. The little,

however, that finds its way into the market commands a ready sale

and at high prices.

The PeMt MarseiUak announces that the largest of the Hyires

group of islands in the Mediterranean has just been sold to M.
Autley, the son-in-law of M. Linden, the Belgian horticulturist.

It is reported that the island will become the seat of a horticultural

establishment.

THE VILLAGE GREEN.
In the Court of Appeal tlie case of Goodey v. Everett, heard before the Master

of tlie KoUs, proved of considerable public interest. It was an appeal from a

judgment of Mr. Justice Fry establishing the customary right claimed by the

defendants, the inhabitants of the village of Chappel or Pontisbright, in Essex,

to use a small piece of land forming part of the plaintiffs property for exercise,

amusement, and recreation, ami for cricket and all other lawful villa'e sports,

games, and pastimes. The plaintilf in the action, .Mr. Goodey, purchased in

February, 1S70, the farm to which the land in question belonged. The defendants

were worlsiug men and poor inhabitants of the village, who, in assertion of their

alleged right to use the land for customary rights of recreation, had levelled a

portion of a bank and pulled down part of a fence erected by the plaintilf to

keep out trespassers. T'he plaintilf claimed a declaration that the land was not

subject to any right in any portion of the public for the purposes of recreation

or otherwi.se. The defendants, on the other hand, by counter claim, sought toesta-

blisli their alleged customary right, and claimed an injunction to restrain the dc-

fendantsfrom interfering withit. The field in question was.duringtlie constiuctiou

of a viaduct, occupied by railway plant and materials, and it did not appear that

any claim was made against the company on behalf of the inhabitants for com-

pensation in respect of the diminution of their vill.age playground. The case was

before Mr. Justice Fry in February last, and after a hearing of several days, a

considerable .amount of evidence addressed to the question of user having been

given on either side, his lordship gave judgment for the defendants, being of

opinion that their evidence proved that the Held had been used for a number of

years .and down to a very recent period for the purposes of games by the in-

habitants of Chappel, men as well as boys and children. From this judgment

the present appeal was brought. The Master of the Rolls was clearly of

opinion that the defendants had established their case. In point of fact, he had

never seen a stronger case in favour of the alleged custom. The name of this

land, which was formerly copyhold, holden of the manor of Crepping Hall,

appeared in the court rolls as " le pliiyinge place," and also under that title in

the parish records which had been admitted in evidence. Every ilocument from

the time of Queen Elizabeth downwards showed that this same field was known
as either the playing place or as part of the playing place. After adverting to

the evidence of user for customary purposes of recreation, his lordship stated

that the only serious argument in opposition to this evidence was that children

from other places in the neighbourood had also used it as a playground. No
doubt they did, sometimes by invitation, and sometimes without. This might

be an observation of importance as to the difficulty of showing th.at limited

right which alone the law would recognise. But if there were no other evidence

thau this of a custom for people from the neighbouring places to come and use

this field for games, their omission to drive away "foreign" children who might

be found playing there could not alfect the customary right of the inhabitants

of Chappel to use the field for purpose of recreation. With respect to the

railway works, all to be said was that no one thought it worth his while to inter-

fere When the compiiny ceased to occupy the field with their materials for

constructing the viaduct the children began again to play over it The right

asserted by the defendants was established as clearly as any such right could be

established, and the appeal must be dismissed, with costs.

"TheGarden Annual."—This book is now ready, and may be

obtained at all Messrs. Smiths' stations, through all booksellers and

newsagents, and from nursery and seedsmen, price Is. Those who
have sent orders for the book, accompanied by remittances, are re-
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quested to note that it has only been completed a day or two ago ;

should any delay in getting copies occur it must be put down to the
difficulty of getting the number required printed and bound.
Orders for the whole of the first large edition were received before
a copy was issued to the trade, and another edition goes to press
to-day. There will be a separate well-bound edition, at a higher
price, for the convenience of those who wish to preserve the
volume.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FEINGED LOUVIERS ENDIVE.
Any one who grows Endive in quantities should give the
Fringed or Laciniated Louviers a trial next season. It is a fine ser-
rated-leaved variety, which grows very dwarf, and forms com-
pact, close heads. I consider it to be one of the very best varieties of
Endive in cultivation, either for summer or winter use. I grew a
large breadth of it last season, and finding that it did better than the
other varieties which I grew, I have grown a larger breadth of it this
season. I find it useful in summer, for after the other varieties had
all ruu to seed during hot, dry weather, we had plenty of this variety
to cut from for three weeks after the other varieties had all run to
seed. .Seeds of different varieties were all sown on the same day,
and this Endive was fit for use at the same time as the others ; it
therefore lasted three weeks longer than the others, and being very
compact in growth it is easily blanched by covering the plants with
wooden boxes, made 12 in. wide, 9 in. deeji, and from 12 ft. to 16 ft.

in length
; or if bo.xes bo not at hand, seed-pans or flower-pots

inverted will do.

I sow my seed to produce plants for autumn and winter use—from
August 6 to August 12—on a piece of well-prepared ground, in rows
9 m. apart, or the seed may be sown broadcast, and as soon as the
young plants are large enough to transplant they are planted on a
piece of ground which has been deeply dug and well manured. I
set them 12 in. row from row, and 12 in. plant from pl.-int, and during
their growing season feed with licjuid manure twice a week. During
October the plants will have finished their growth, and if they have
grown freely each plant will measure from 12 in. to 14 in. across.
This variety resembles the old Mossy Curled Endive, but is finer and
grows more compactly, and it is not so liable to damp off during wet
weather.
Some time in October or early in November I take up my plants

with as large a ball of soil adhering to their roots as I can get, and
p'ant them in cold frames, using poor soil with a portion of sifted lime
rubbish or old mortar to keep them dry, for damp is the worst enemy
which Endive has during moist weather. After planting I give the
sou a good soaking of water, which settles it closely about the roots
of the plants, and serves for moisture during the winter, for it is
seldom that the soil gets dry after being well soaked with water at
])lanting time. Little attention is needed during the winter except
giving the frames plenty of ventilation early in the morning on all
favourable occasions, and slight protection witli mats or sonie cover-
ing during sharp frosts. After finishing my last batch of pl.ants out-
doors, wliich is generally aljout tlie beginning of November, I take
my first lot of plants from the cold frames and put them into boxes
or Large pots to blanch, and put them into the Mushroom house, and
in the space of ten or twelve days every plant will be white and fit

for use except a few of the tips of the leaves, and by having plenty
of plants one is able to keep up a constant supply of Endive for
salad until late in the spring or early summer, a great boon where a
constant supply of salad all the year round lias to be provided. I
find this Endive to be the best and most useful I have grown either
for summer or winter.

2''i; iijo.ter//, Bromley Common.

grc

W.Nf. C'lIRI.STISON.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITOHEN GAEDEN.

Early Purple top Munich Turnip.^I sowed a small
patch of tliis Turnip on May 5. The young plants came up and
grew faster than those of any Turnip I had ever seen before, and by
July o I could have pulled a good many bulbs, which were really a
picture as regards .shape and colour. This Turnip seemed to me to
be a great ao([uisition, and I purposed growing a good breadth for
seed, as I had made up my mind from watching its quick growth
and rapid development of bulb that it would soon become a general
favourite

; when, however, they were put on tlie table, no one cared
aliout them, the flavour being so strong. Tliis I attributed to their
growing so fast, and another trial was made by cooking them after
they had perfected their growth, but with the same result. After

the experience of Mr. Wildsmith, however, I shall certainly give it

another trial with a change of aspect and soil, and will communicate
the results.

—

Robert S.\ndki:ird, Torrington, Deron.

Forcing Seakale.—As I perceive, "Cambrian" has intimated
that he should not alter his practice in the forcing of .Seakale, and
still gives your readers an idea that bottom-heat of 107° is not too
much. I would say a few words if I could understand what is meant
by "perfect mops of quickly-grown, strong, tender growth,"
and this applied to Seakale, that with such a heat— yes, and
hotter still, "on the top of a very hot boiler"; when I look
to my practice of many years, and know that a genial heat of 70°
will bring such things quite fast enough, and really fit for any tabl-^,

I am astonished to read as I do. Mills, in his treatise on forcing
Seakale, advisesa "gentleheat; themilderitisthe finer the produce."
and many other good men who have written on t'le subject do the
sime. Perhaps " Cambriaii" would be surprised if I told him that
I never destroy ai Asparagus root, but have forced the same roots
for over forty-seven years, and the produce is as fine as that out-of-

doors. I know that extra heat for the roots pi duces not mops, but
straw. Tlie old maxim applies here—"The more haste the worse
speed."—E. BoNr.

Lifting Potatoes Before they are Ripe.—I think
" \V. .J. M." (p.5S7) has misunderstood me on this subject. I spoke
of lifting Potatoes " in their perfectly unripe state," whereas your
correspondent lifted his " as soon as they were seriously attacked
by the disease," and they rotted, as might have been expected. Such
an experiment goes for nothing in the sense in which I spoke. When
the disease appears, the Potatoes are ripe or ripening, and what I

wanted to suggest was to lift tlie tubers before the disease appeared
at all, either on them or the haulm, and this " \V. J. M." has not
done. I stated plainly that my seed tubers " were out of the ground
before either them or tlie haulm had got to the stage at which the
disease attacks the Potato," which is a very different thing from
being "seriously diseased," to begin with.—J. S. W.
Burning Heavy Olay. — When at Luchie, near North

Berwick, in September last, I came upon a quantity of Onions lying

on a border to dry, and was astonished at their size. On making
enquiry, I found that the ground where they had grown had been
all burned the year previous, the garden being a stiff adhesive clay,

and, judging from the weight of the Onion crop and the appearance
of the adjoining ground, burning seemed to be beneficial. I have
heard Mr. D. Thomson speak highly of burning clayey soils, an ope-

ration of which he had, when at Dyrham Park, considerable expe-
rience.—11. T.

Asparagus.—I wish to know what is the best time for planting some Aspara-
gus plants. 1 am making new beds, as tlie last two severe winters have kiile<i

most of the plants. Where can I buy 200 plants? and what would be their
piiee ?—P., Dr(.ghc(la. [Plant in April or May. Any good nurseryman or seeds-
man w'U be able to procure you plants and give price. Good yearlin^: plants are
the best.—K ]

A School of Forestry.—Mr. Alexander McKenzieis of opinion
that a school of forestry should be established in connexion with
Epping Forest. The course of study, he thinks, should extend over
four years, the first two to be spent at Epping, the third year in the
New Forest, and the fourth year at Windsor, where may be seen
the full development of the principles commenced by the student
at Epping. After this course of training, those pupils who have
diligently applied themselves to their studies during the four years
sliould be drafted off to other fields of usefulness, either at home or
abroad. Mr. McKenzie urges the forest committee to secure the
influence of the corporation in inducing the Government to assist

in the establishment of such an institution.

ParaflQn c Insects.—I can fully endorse all that ilr. Raines
has written in favour of paraffin as a cheap and efficient insecticide.

I have used it for destroying scale, mealy bug, and thrips on all

kinds of plants, including some Orchids, without the slightest
injury, using it as he directs with great care. Having some
Vandas and Aerides much infested with small brown scale, and as
nothing I tried seemed to diminish tlie pests, I determined to try the
paraffin remedy on one of them first, being very careful that the
mixture did not touch the roots. In an hour after the application
the sc»le came off quite easily on being sponged, and I was pleased
to find without the slightest injury to the j^lant ; in fact, the latter

looked fifty per cent, better, the foli.age being so bright and glossy.

I have since tried paraffin on a number of others with great benefit

to the plants. I use 1 oz of soft soap with each gallon of water,
and with this I think the p,araffin mixes better than it otherwise
would do.—E. I?o\VLER, Aslirjrovp, Poiiti/pool.

Tea Adulteration.—Mr. Mcdhurst, a British official in China,
stated recently that o3,000 lb. of Willow leaves were being made
ready to be mixed with Teas at one port alone,
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GARDEN DESIGN.

BATTERSEA TARK.
As regards desifjii, tins park stands in the foremost rank among'st

London parks; and when the original state of the gronnd which
it occupies is taken into consideration its creation is the more
worthy of praise. ^Vhat was once a tlat, uninterestino; waste is

now diversitied by wood and water, broad expanses of verdant
turf, and undMlating knolls. Kvery essential detail which a public

park should embiKly has evidently been the study of the desijrner,

The " ride " is an important feature, and now, with the excep-
tion of a few hundred yards, comph'tely encircles tlie park, though
it is to be regretted tliat it could not have been laid out without
crossing the carriage and foot roads at some half a dozen points
in its course, which is rather an inconvenience both to equestrian
and pedestrian.

The boundaries have been skilfully manaffed witli regard to tlui

seclusion of the interior. This has been effected by undulated
embankments, planted more or less densely with trees and slirubs.

The eastern lioundary skirting the N'ictoria Road has been
recently improved, and is not yet opened to the public. It con-

Lake View iu Battersea Park

.inch as well made roads of ample breadth, open .spaces for recrea-
tion, flower gardens, &c., which are everything that could be
desired. The roads, which are maintained in excellent condition,
are all, with few exceptions, serpentine, thus affording a striking
contrast to the parks of older design, where straight lines pre-
dominate. It cannot be said that this park has been subjected to
the prevalent practice of cutting its surface up by a multiplicity
of paths; on the contrary, a marked moderation in this respect is

everywhere apparent; indeed, this has been too rigidly adhered to,

inasmuch as the paths in some portions of the parkj particidarly
on the western side, are extremely meagre, and this has resulted
in the public making walks for themselves ; hence the devious
sheep-tract-like paths which traverse some of the open spaces.

sists of a high embankment, which effectually conceals tlie outside
road and buildings, and a path graduall}' ascending a steep incline,

flanked on either side by tastefully managed indentations, dells,

&c., terminates on a knoll, the highest portion of the park
whence the whole extent may be seen. The northern boundaiv
is the Thames, and few parks possess such a fine riveiside pro-
menade as is here afforded. Both the ride and an ample cairiage

road runs parallel to the river, having for tlieir terminations the
handsome Victoria and Albert Suspension Bridges.

Excellent, however, as is the general design of the park, it is

not free from blemishes. One of the most conspicuous is th.at of

the avenue, whi:h severs the park in twain, thereby destroving
that breadth of surface so essential to every place of compara-
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tively limited extent. Bssides, there exists no definite reason why
there should be an avenue in this part of the park ; if it con-

ducted from one entrance to another, it might have been needed,

but it begins almost in the centre of the park and leads nowhere,

at least its only termination is a fence ; moreover, tlie dense shrub-

berries on either side for two-thirds of its length totally exclude

the view of the best parts of the park from the most frequented

road by the riverside. The introduction of avenues and the con-

sequent mixing up of straight and serpentine lines is always a

doubtful proceeding, and needs very skdful liandling, or it results

in incongruous defects. The object of the designer of the avenue

was obviously to aflford a shady promenade in summer, but the

riverside boundai-y furnishes an excellent site for an avenue with

extensive views on either side, yet trees are planted only on the

north side of the road.

Rookwork.—None of the London parks possess such a bold

piece of rockwork as that constructed here by Mr. Pulham, of

Broxbourne, a portion of which we illustrate, and another repre-

sentation of it will be found in Vol. III., p. 207. The main por-

r
Examples of False Lines in B.ittersea Park.

tion forms a sort of promontory jutting 'out into the lake, and
consists of two narrow ravines near each other, both proceeding

from an elevated mound formed of the excavations of the lake,

and now planted with evergreens. Conifers, and deciduous trees

and shrubs. These ravines have the appearance of a rocky gorge

formed by a mountain torrent. The effect of the whole is highly

picturesque, though it is to be regretted that there is not a contin-

uous run of water down the ravine, which was evidently the in-

tention of the designer, instead of the present intermittent supply,

which results in an accumulation of mud and rubbish at its outlet.

The natural appearance of the main portions of tlie rockwork is

increased by the huge boulders^which, are made to crop up here

and there, thus conveying the idea that the whole mound is of a

rockv character. Some of these masses of rock are covered in

summer witli Clematis, others with Ivy, wliile one in tlie Fern

glade is overhung with one of the North American Vines, shown
in the accompanying woodcut. Another large mass bears on its

surface and crevices a colony of rock plants, such as Dianthus,

Sun Roses, Candytufts, all hanging over the ledges in graceful pro-

fusion. This particular mass of rock looks as if it would topple

over, and, moreover, it would have been better had it been con-

nected in some way with the principal part of the rockery, as it

would then have had a more natui-al effect.

The Lake.—This is, on the whole, skilfully designed, and con-

tributes largely to the beauty of the park. The outline is varied

with bold prominences, though those formed on the southern mar-
gin possess a monotonous uniformity, the projections all having

the same rounded outline, and jut out to about the same distance.

The islands are picturesque, planted and fringed with a fine variety

of trees and shrubs. With regard to one of these islets, however,

there is a bad defect, which we believe was not in conformity with

the original plan. The fault consists in connecting two islets by
a flat narrow neck of ground a few yards in width, and raised

above the surface of the lake only about a foot, and entirely bare

of shrub or tree, contrary to all principles of good design. A
small lake, encircled by the walk to the rock garden, exhibits taste-

ful planting on one of its sloping Grass banks, Hollies and other

evergreen shrubs dotted here and there in an irregular manner,
and dipping almost to the water's edge, and in summer interspersed

Ijy bold groups of tall flowering plants, are extremely effective,

and a good example ]of how the margin of an artificial piece of

water should be treated. This inner lake is at a lower level

tlian the principal one, and, unfortunately, the two levels are ex-

posed at a point where the relation between them should have
been disguised. This happens beneath the rustic bridge, and the

dam of the large lake is fully exposed from the opposite walk,

and the filth that collects at the head of the smaller piece of

water just beneath the bridge does not tend to improve its

appearance.

Sub-tropical Garden.—It is evident that the skill of the

late Mr. Gibson, the designer of this park, was concentrated in the

sub-tropical garden, which is tlie centre of attraction, particularly

in summer, wlien its beauty and high finisli are in perfection. On
all sides, except that fronting the lake, this garden is sheltered

by high embankments thickly planted with trees and shrubs, and
the margin is broken in a picturesque manner by deep indentations

or bays and snug corners in which tender plants flourish in sum-
mer. The majority of these bays, however, are sadly marred by
the introduction of a medley of beds raised around their margins in

a terrace-lilce manner, and, worst than tliis in most cases, a bed,

gay with flowers in summer and bare eartli in winter, is stuck in

the foreground, thus iitterly destroying that repose which these

pleasing undulated ba_vs would otherwise afford. These beds,

likemostothers about the place, are raised about 1 ft. above the level

of the lawn, and, with their plastered edgings, are very suggestive of

the raised pies of the confectioner. The accompanying outline

sketch illustrates one of the raised beds in a bay near the entrance

from the Prince of Wales Road. The elevated margins of the bay
form a sharp angle with the bed, which makes the latter all the

more incongruous. Other examples of these false lines abound
in the sub-tropical garden, the more conspicuous being those in

which an elevated bed immediately inside the fence is backed up
by steep sloping banks, which remind one more of railway em-
bankments than the imperceptible gradation of surface, always so

pleasing in true design. Tliese terraced and raised beds when not

warranted by surrounding circumstances have an extremely bad
effect, not confined to the parks alone, but unfortunately imported
into private gardens.

Trees and Shrubs.—Of these there is an excellent variety,

particularly of shrubs, and it is satisfactory to observe that each

year steps are taken to judiciously thin the plantations and shrub-

beries, thereby relieving them from that crowded appearance

which they presented some years ago. Thicli planting is, how-
ever, still apparent in many parts of the parlc wliile in others the

shrubberies wear an untidy aspect on account of the dying off of

some shrubs that have not been replaced. Of trees there is every-

where a preponderance of Poplars, especially of the Black Italian,

which, though excellent for town districts, creates a monotonous

.Section of Raised Csd in r.attersea Park.

effect when planted to excess, and this is more particularly notice-
able when the trees are not in leafage, as then the sameness of
their outlines is seen most conspicuously. Many other kinds of
trees might with advantage be introduced, for there is a host that
woiUd thrive admirably in the locality, not including the Coni-
ferous family, wliich, witli the exception of a few of the commonest
sorts, utterly i-efuse to flourish in any of the London parks.
Of shrubs and low trees there is, as we before observed, a
fine collection distributed about the park, and many of the finest

effects are obtained by tlieir aid. In spring, when the majority
of these are in flower and tender leaf, is undoubtedly the best
time to see the park, for, though the " bedding-out " material is

then in warm quarters, there is a freshness and beauty about the
shrubberies and plantations that the finest show of tender plants
in the open air can never surpass. The Thorns, Brooms, Pavias,
Lilacs, Cydonia, Mock Oranges, and Barberries are particularly

well represented, and they produce fine effects distributed, as they
are, among suitable evergreen and other deciduous shrubs. In
the many sheltered nooks and bays the more tender kinds flourish
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vigorously, and form a striking contrast to tliose in the more
exposed parts. For example, the beautiful 13erberis Darwini
thrives extremely well in the sheltered sub-tropical garden, while

in an exposed plac^ in the park a wide breadth of it is now browned,
and shows that our winters are too severe for it when fully exposed.

Numerous as are the kinds of shrubs, they do not represent so

fully as they might do the large numbers of beautiful varieties

which we have in cidtivation. Tlu^ Commissioners of ^\'orks

might with advantage dirt>ot that a liberal outlay be expended
annually on permanent hardy trees and shrubs instead of allowing
.so much money to be frittered away in evanescent display, grati-

fying only for a few months. Such a curtailment of the bedding
ilisplay would in nowise affect the attractiveness of this park, for

it is admitted, even by those wlio advocate the system, that it is

here cariied to excess.

A commendable practice, and one that deserves to be more ex-

tensively carried out, is the planting of the finer hardy herbaceous
plants in bold groups in the bays and nooks that are enclosed,

borne excellent examples of this may be seen in the strip of shrub-

bery that skirts the riverside road, where there are Irises, &c., and
some handsome-leaved plants dotted about in an isolated manner
have a good effect. More could be done in this way by planting

more freely the hardiest of the Bamboos and larger-growing

Gras.ses, such as thrive so well in some parts of the park ; and
then again there are numbers of others which might advantage-
ously be introduced more plentifully, such as Polygonums, Boc-
conias, Crambes, Rheums, Gunneras, Arctiums, Ligularias, and the

list could be extended to a great length, and embody a fine va-

riety which would add considerably to the attractiveness and in-

terest of the garden. William Goldrins.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

HAEDY FLOWER CULTURE.
The " linger and die " principle of growing hardy flowers can
never give satisfaction. If the vegetation of temperate latitudes

is to become a feature in our gardens the first essential is good cul-

ture. Many entertain different ideas as to the meaning of " good
culture." Thus with some the good culture of Grapes, Pines, and
Peaches means something tangible—great heaps of turfy loam
fresh from upland pastures, well decomposed manure, lime rub-

bish, tanks filled •n-ith manure water, the use of the syringe or hose
pipe, and great care and watchfulness during all stages of progress

until the crop is secured. .So also is it with the good cultivator of

vegetables. He never tries to grow his Cauliflowers, Celery, and
Peas on the " mixed border " sj'Stem, sticking a Cabbage here or

a Tomato there without either preparation of the earth or thought
as regards manure. "When fruit and vegetable culture are con-

cerned we general!}- find that cultivators are in real earnest, and
they set themselves to work on some common-sense plan. Nothing
is neglected—shelter, good tilth, manurial stimulants, and every
cultural attention are given as required ; but let the cultui-e of

hardy flowers be desired, and in nine cases out of twelve the
" linger and die " system is resorted to. How seldom do we see any
adequate attention given to hardy flowers. No heaps of fresh turf

or manure, no hose-pipe or cultural attention is reserved for them,
and yet how patent is the fact that all plants, beautiful as well as

useful, need good culture if we desire to have them effective or
first-rate of their kind. Deep tilth, well enriched and well
drained earth, and due rotation of crops are as needful to the
fuU growth of the most common and most effective of hardy
flowers as they are to the successful culture of cereals or root crops.

Then as to cultural attention, no plants are more grateful for their

share of this than hardy herbaceous plants. Plants under glass

are syringed, stopped, or pinched, and carefully attended to m
many ways, but the hardy flowers are supposed to be able to fore-

go much of this cultural care, and in many ca.ses are expected to

take care of themselves after they have been stuck into a poverty-
stricken, choked-up border. As a rule, hardy plants are expected
to thrive under about one-half of the advantages extended to a

bed of spring Cabbages, and tlie result is poverty and choke-
muddle in many gardens where the most orderly display of health and
vigorous flower beauty ought to exist. Now that we are emerging
from the dark ages of hardy plant culture, however, we may natur-
ally hope for better things. Lady Corisande's garden ought to be

represented in the grounds of every country house, however small

it maj' be. The tide is .setting in in this direction already, and in

all the great London parks it is pleasing to see how laigely the

finest and most distinct of liardy plant.s are represented, and how
well they hold their own in beauty and interest with the more
tender vegetation with which they are arranged. l'\inki«s, Gun-
nera scabra, waxy-belled Yuccas, Arundo donax, and several spe-

cies of Bamboo are as fine in their way as anything tropical, and
when the wealth of hardy bulbous flowers shall also be added in

a right and natural manner, effects will be still more satisfying

a7id attractive. There is one thing, however, that must be fairly

acknowledged and provided for in hardy flower culture on any-
thing but the very smallest scale, and that is daily and hourly cul-

tural attention. In all large gardensone or more special men must
be charged with the cultural care of the hardy plants, and their

labour must be invested with as much importance as is now
accorded to workers in the indoor departments. In the hardy
flower culture of the future the hose-pipe will prove as useful as

the syringe is now indoors, (xreen fly and other insects must be

kept down outside as well as indoors, and root moisture and manure
water are as acceptable and beneficial to vigoi'ous outdoor vegeta-

tion as they are to hothouse plants. As to the cultural care needed
amongst hardy herbaceous plants, we may offer a few esamples.

The Chrysanthemum, for instance, is one of the few hardy
flowers at all presentable in the more sheltered parts of Britain at

the present time ^November). In most cases the plants are tall and
their lower parts leafless ; so tall are they, in fact, that they must
perforce either be looped up to walls or fences, or secured to

stakes, and the general result of outdoor Chrysanthemum cultm-e

is to oljtain a few washy flowers on the apex of a broom-like wisp

of stems. Here and there, where a little attention has been paid

to pinching, results may be a trifle more satisfactory, but, as a rule,

outdoor Chrysanthemum cidtureis a failure. As there is a way out

of all difficulties, so is there an impi'ovement on this poor way of

growing one of our most showy autumn and winter flowers. When
Mr. John Bain was director of the Universit}' Gardens, Dublin,

some years ago, his Chrysanthemums were, during mild winters,

very showy and bright ; the plants themselves dwarf, bushy, and
with green foliage to the ground level. His plan of culture was
so simple and so effectual, that it deserves to become widely known.
In April or May his plan was to examine all the Chrysanthemums
whicli were planted out in the rich, sheltered sunny borders, in

order to prepare them for their summer growth. Each plant was
looked over and its shoots thinned out, only ten or twelve of the

finest being allowed to remain. Then each plant was lifted, and
a liole dug in which to replant it, the plant being lowered so that

only the tips of tlie young growth remained above ground level.

In filling in the earth leaf-mould and well decomposed manure
were freely added, and the shoots were arranged as widely apart

as possible, so that each had ample space for development. The
result of this lowering of the plants was the production of new
roots from the bui'ied portion of the shoots, and the new roots

found ample nourishment around them in the newly added earth

and manure. In due time each shoot was stopped once or twice

as gro^vth proceeded, and in very drj' weather they were watered

freely. Thus treated, the plants were, as described, dwarf, healthy,

and most floriferous, and the plan is well worth adoption in those

warm and sheltered localities in England where Chrysanthemums
generally flower freely in November and December during ordi-

nary seasons. This lowering system, which Mr. Bain found so

suitable and efficient in the case of the Chrysanthemum, might
doubtless be adopted in the case of .some Asters, Phloxes, and other

hardy herbaceous perennials with advantage. It is simplj' a

system of layering, the gain being due to the action of fresh roots

in newly refreshed soil.

The stopping System, so beneficial in the case of the

Chrysanthemum, may be extended to a gi'eat many other hardy

plants, and by its being adopted as a rule, many plants which, as

usually grown become top-hea\'j' and needful of staking, may
be rendered self-supporting. As a ease in point take Campanula
pyramidalis or the common Hollyhock ; either of these plants, if

allowed to grow unrestrained, will need stakes. But if the end of the

spiring flower-stems be pinched out when Lt in. to 18 in. in height,

the result is a multitude of lateral branches, which spring from

near the ground and need no support whatever ; indeed, are far

better without supports of any kind. Stopping or pinching, as

a rule rather than as an exception, will be found of the utmost
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value wherever hardy flowers are grown. Even some Lily stems

may hi stopped in the same way. A celebrated cultivator tells

insthat he always stops the flower-stems of a portion of his plants

of Lilium longiflorum as soon as they appear in his Rhododendron

bids and open borders. The result gained is a secondary growth

of spikes, which bloom later, and which escape the injury which

sometimes occur through late spring frosts, while the earlier

growths which are unstopped sometimes suffer. Again, where the

earliest batch of this Lily is grown in pots in a cold frame or green-

house, it is well to have flowers in succession, and this is another

gain in hardy flower culture easily obtained by judiciously stop-

ping some of the early growths. We never talie up our Dahlias

or Ilollyhoclis, and in spring when growth commences we cut off

the tops as cuttings. The tops root readily in sawdust on a gentle

bottom-heat, and when planted out in rich beds and borders during

June tliey give us a few late blossoms, while the old plants are

dwai'f and bushy compared with plants allowed to spire up in the

usual way. AVe have here acres of hardy flowers of nearly all

kinds, but rarely use a stake in our borders. Aconitums and Del-

phiniums form charming bushes of bloom when their main spires

are stopped sufliciently

early, and this next

season we shall try

the system of lowering

the plants themselves,

adding fresh, rich earth

in order to induce new
root formation. Some
of our readers are pei'-

haps old enough to re-

member the time when
Lobelia cardinalis and
L. fulgens, with their

numerous seminal va-
rieties, were grown as

pot plants for conser-

vatory decoration or ex-

liibition. Tlie system
adopted was to pot up
the offshoots in October
or November, using

good sandy loam well
enriched with decom-
posed manure from old

hotbeds. They were
then grown on in a
gentle beat of 50°,

which was increased to
60° as tlie days length-

ened in spring. The
plants were pinched
and repotted from
time to time, and the

result in July or Au-
gust was plants 4 ft.

higli, and really as much in diameter, with leaves fresh and glossy
as if varnished, and numerous spires of brilliant flowers. Even
in the open air good results may be obtained by stopping Lobe-
lias, giving them liquid manure two or three times a week, and
syringing with the hose-pipe during hot dry summer weather.
Last .season our Lilies of the auratum and speciosum types were
greatly improved in freshness of leafage and floral vigour by
syringing witli tlie hose-pipe on the evenings of very hot dry days,
and owing to a liberal allowance of moisture in this way many
bog and swamp plants attained to a respectable state of perfection
as planted out in the ordinary herbaceous borders. Being a great
believer in well enriched earth and ample moisture, I was especially
interested in the fact that even some of the alpine or arctic

plants grow best upon the debris of bird roosting stations and old
human dwelUngs in Greenland. As to the moisture side of the
question, let us remember the Crocus, Narcissus, and Orchis roots
now deluged with our winter rains, and in some localities actually
submerged for weeks together. Drought and poverty of soil are
two of the great evils to avoid in hardy plant culture ; indeed,
in plant culture of all kinds.

Propagation and Border Digging. — One point in
hardy flower culture must always and at all times be insisted on.

viz., that propagation or division^ must alwaj's be carried on.

I make it a practice to collect and sow a portion of all the sjeds

that ripjn with us immsdiately they ripen, irrespective of season.

Newly ripened seeds sown as soon as gathered germinate at once,

as a rule, and thus much valuable time is gained. Cuttings are

put in during wet days in the summsr time, so that we thus have
at all times young stock for replanting vacancies or for giving
awa}' in e.xchange or otherwise. Another rule here is never to

dig borders in which plants and bulbs are growing. We top-

dress with burnt garden refuse, leaf-mould, or manure every
season, and make it a point to take up our plants (with but few
exceptions) every three or four years, and after thoroughly trench-

ing up the border and adding burnt refuse or manure, we replant it

again with new stock from the nursery beds, so as to secure a
change of soil or rotation of crops as far as is possible. It is

only by replanting well and thoroughly in this way that any-
thing like a good and even effect can be relied on. Nothing is

S3 fatal to the well-being of hardy flowers as a system of poking
theui up every winter with a fork or slicing their roots with a

spad'j at a timj wajn root growth is most active. F. W. B.

Ne'wr Ohrysanthe-
niums.—The follow-
inw remarks are not
intended to apply to

strictly new varieties,

hut to tlie best of those

sent out within the last

few years, and at pre-

sent but little known.
All of them belong to

the so-called Japanese
kinds, grotesque and
beautiful in form and
striking in colour.

Harlequin is a large-

flowered variety, of a
lemon colour marked
with crimson. It was
shown in fine condition
in some stands of cut
flowers this autumn.
Bouquet Fait is some-
what in the way of James
Salter, lighter in colour,

and so dwarf in habit as

to be very suitable for

pot culture. Esperance,
a charming variety of a
light lilac colour, has
long, drooping petals
something in the way
of Garnet ; the habit of

the plant, too, is good,
being no taller than the
majority of the Chinese
sorts, and strong and
sturdy in growth. La

Frisure ia a loose, tassel-shaped flower, of a light pink colour

—

one of the earliest of the J.apanese, and, owing to its dwarf habit,
very suitable for pot culture. La Nuit is a peculiar looking flower,
with long quilled petals of a dull crimson colour, and very large.

As I only saw cut flowers of it, I can say nothing as to its habit.
Madame Clemence Audiguer is one of the best I have seen ; its

flowers are very large and of a pleasing shade of pink ; whether in

a cut state or in pots it is alike beautiful. M. Lemoine is bright
crimson in colour with a yellow centre—rather tall growing, but,
owing to their colour, tlie flowers are very conspicuous. This
variety attracted a good deal of attention when exhibited at .South
Kensington last autumn. Rosa Bonheur has flowers of a beautiful
violet sh,ade, and its habit is good. To-Kio is somewhat in the way
of Red Dragon, but very much brighter. It is, indeed, by far the
brightest-coloured Chrysanthemum with which I am acquainted.
To Continental nurserymen we are indebted for the whole of the
kinds just named. ^Alviia.

Early Qold-laced Polyanthuses.—From tlie time the
Chrys.anthemum blooms disappear, both indoor and out, tliere is an
interregnum of scarcity of flowers. To-day to make amends to some
extent for this absence, I have lifted some beautiful strong jjants
of Gold-laced Polyanthus from the beds and potted them. Already
the pips were opening of that excellent variety Crownshaw's Exile,
dark ground, and almost equally forward was Bullock's Lancer, red

Vine on Rock iu Fernery, Battersea Park, August, 1S80.
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ground. If no check is sustained, George the Fourth and Cheshire
Favourite will bo blooming at Christmas in the open ground. These
two 1.1st were obtained from Vork.shire and planted early last year,

so as to become established. The marvel is to have tliiin blooming
in the open border tlie first week in December. No check is sus-

tained if carefully lifted. The average temperature here for ten
days has been ."0*-'.—W. J. M., Clonnnf.

Gilbert's Double Chinese Primulas.—We have had

as follows in reference to this matter: "I have read in TiiK
GARnKN of November 20 (p. 5'2n) that you have shown at the Royal
Horticultural Society some of Mr. (lilbert's new double Primulas,
and I was astonished to find it stated that there were only two
colours— pure white and deep rose—and that tlie Princess and Mrs.
A. F. Barron had both sported into pure whites, ^'ou sent me five

plants in the montli of June, and they are now all in full bloom, the
most ex(^uisite plants I e\'er possessed, the admiration of every one,

Eock Garjen at Eattersea Taik.

several complaints to the effect that the double Primulas which we
purchased of Mr. R. Gilbert, of Eurghley, and distributed last May,
are not distinct—that the four light-coloured varieties, White Lady,
Princess, Marchioness of Exeter, and Mrs. A. F. Barron, are one and
the same, and that pure white flowers predominate, and in one or two
cases have been told that Lord Beaconsfield has had pure white
flowers. Our own experience has been somewhat similar, and we
have been informing purchasers of our opinion. We have now
received a letter from Mr. Mansell, of Guernsey, in which he speaks

and I consider it only right to say th,at they have all maintained
their original description. The White Lady is pure white and
resembles the white Carnation ; the Lord Beaconsfield is beautiful

deep rose ; the others are all more or less marked with purple streaks

and spots—charming things, very valuable for cut blooms, because

they last very long fresh and good in water—quite three weeks if the

water is renewed every morning. " What is to be inferred from this ?

Is it that climate alters their character, or soil, or water ? Perhaps
some one experienced in the cultivation of these or other double
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Primulas will give us their opinion. They were certainly distinct

varieties when we purchased them, and, in fact, each was awarded
a first-class certificate by the floral committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.

—

Osborx & Sons, FuUiam.

LILIES AND THEIR CULTUEE.
We are, I think, advancing steadily in the matter of Lily culture

'

very valuable hints have been given this autumn (see pp. 419,467,
53o, and -560) by correspondents who .all take high rank as plant

lovers and successful cultivators. The causes of failure are begin-

ning now to be better understood, and the individual requirements of

the different kinds of Lilies appreciated, which is a great step towards
success. It has been hitherto a common thing forthehappypossessor
of a " box of Lilies from Japan " to turn the same over to the gar-

dener " to be taken care of " without any special instructions on
the subject : and thus it comes to pass tliat from Japan—a country
reaching, as it were, from the Hebrides to the South of Italy,

larger in area than France, containing \olcanic regions, mountain
ranges capped with perpetual snow, islands without end, innume-
rable hills and streams running down their sides, warmed on one
side, the west with a Gulf Stream climate, and chilled on the other
side, east, with Atlantic fogs and cold winds—Lily bulbs gathered
at different elevations, in different soils, and different climates,

from different sides of Japan, some hardy, some tender, are in

England all jumbled together, and all planted in the same way.
What wonder if, while some survive, the many die. Especially
valuable, therefore, are the remarks (p. 5(il) as to the adaptability
of certain kinds of Lilies to an unfavourable site in a cold clay soil

on a glacial drift in a Yorkshire garden, as bad a site as one could
(not) wish for

;
yet, in this case, partial success wss obtained.

Similar observations recorded over different localities with varying
soils, subsoils, will teach more certainly how to attain at least a

modicum of success, and avoid those frequent disappointments so

common to Lily growers.

Soil and Situation, " E. H. W." thinks, chiefly affect the
growth of Lilies, climate being only a secondary consideration,

and in this I quite agree with him. The limited "habitat of aiu-a-

tum in its Japanese home amongst the Bamboos on the fringes of

the wood clothing the hill .slopes around Fusi-yama (and we are
told that it is confined to these localities) proves this. " E. H. W."
gives us not a bad list of Lilies which do well in that " wild soil

in the Yorkshire garden." Longifloriun and eximium I should
have expected to do well there, as they come from the northern
island, Yesso, of Japan ; also pardalinum from the wild hiUs of

California. But besides this, Martagon testaceum and chalcedo-
nicum, all splendid forms, thrive there, and I should think Car-
niolicum and pomponium vernum might be .added

;
perhaps Han-

soni and parvum. Szovitzianum ought to do well when once esta-

blished ; another trial should be given this Lily with plenty of

sand mixed m and about is. If other Lilies are to be cultivated
there they must be grown under glass. Mr. Wilson has given us
the valuable idea of covering our Lily beds with growing-
Bracken. Erica carnea is also recommended for this purpose
(p. 53.5-6). Why not also hardy Bamboos, as in the natui-al

habitat of auratum P For low-growing kinds. Saxifrages, &e.
It seems very clear that some kind of carpet is a great help in Lily
growing, and a pleasing improvement in the look of the beds.
One word more. The remarks on p. 467 about clearing away all de-
cayed scales, sawdust, &c., are equally valuable for outdoor as for
indoor culture. Every particle of Moss and other vegetable matter
must be removed fronithe scales of the bulb, and if leaf soilbe used it

must be well rotted, and every decaying twig or stem removed ; any
fresh decaying vegetable matter left behind is likely to breed fun-
gus, and this is fatal to Lilies. Now, bulbs come over from Japan
hermetically sealed in clay, and their condition on arrival is very
much better than in former years. They should at once be pur-
chased and planted without loss of time, for they have already, in
the warehouses of Japan, been infected with the spores of a "fun-
gus, which, only kept from developing during the voyage (as used
to be the case to the destruction of the bulb) by the" total exclu-
sion of air, on the arrival and exposure to air commence to ger-
minate in tlie scales, and the more bruised the bulbs are, the more
quickly does the fungus attack them. But by planting directly
after arrival the fungus spores are buried in the earth, a powerful
antiseptic, and, deprived of air and exposed to a low temperature,
then speedily become innocuous.

For Pot Culture the directions given (p. 467) to us.

lumps of peat and loam in layers, c&c, are most admirable
I was, I confess, rather surprised to be told last September, in

Yorkshire, that Lilium auratum could not there be grown,
at least out-of-doors. No doubt the wet winters and late

springs, coupled with a flat soil, have had something to do with
this, and probably the discouragement of failure from a first and
second trial prevented f ui-ther effort. But in two places 1 found
Lilies well done—at one place near Skipton, planted out-of-doors
in a sheltered rockery and Fernery, where they had become well
established, though perhaps auratum least of all, and the other
near Leeds, where pot cidture w-as resorted to. I have obtained
particulars of his method of culture from Mr. Dunn, the clever

and successful gardener atParlington, near Leeds, which, by his per-
mission, I here subjoin for the benefit of other growers. He writes
me :

" I received the Lilium auratum (imported bidbs) in the
beginning of March, 1879. T\\ej were potted directly in two-thirds
peat and one-thii'd* loam, surrounding each bulb with sand, in

pots varying in size from 6 in. to 9 in., according to

the size of the bulbs. When potted they were plunged
in leaf-soil, covering them over to the depth of ^ in.

Lights were placed over themf to keep them dry, but admitting
air all round. They soon made a start. When they had grown
through the plunging material the lights were taken off, and they
were fully exposed; some were taken out and plunged in the

garden, where they got partial shade, the others remained in their

old quarters, a shaded place behind one of the houses, till the
flower buds were well forward ; they were then taken out of the

plunging material, and in order to keep the roots cool, each plant
with its pot was put into another larger pot, the inter space being
filled with horse droppings. They were tlien placed in the con-
servatory, where they began to open their flowers about the middle
of October—the flowers on each plant varying from four in num-
ber to thirteen, some very large and fine—and were greatly

admired. AVhen out of flower, haK the plants were plunged out-

side in their former quarters ; the other half were placed in the
Vinery. When the stems had ripened off (died down) they were
all re-potted and plunged again at the back of a north wall covered

as before to keep them dry. They remained there until they began
to grow in the following spring, when the covers were taken off.

When about 1 ft. high they were removed to a more open space
and plunged in the same material, wooden shutters being put
around to break tlie force of the wind, no covering over them.
The flowers began to open about the middle of August, and
varied in number from 6 to 10 in a plant. The bulbs that were
put in the Vinery to ripen have done the best this season." I saw
the plants towards the end of September ; they were then just off

bloom, the foliage was healthy and strong, and the old flower-

spikes showed that there had been no want of bloom. Many, I

think, of the conservatories and glass corridors which 1 saw on my
trip to Yorkshire might be brightened up by the splendid autumnal
decoration of Lilium auratum, and many other Lilies also, if their

owners would but put into practice the simple method of culture

as described above. Albxandee Wallace.
Trinity House, Colchester.

WALLFLOWERS IN DECEMBER.
As I write I have a bunch of beautiful dark Wallflowers before me,
and doubly welcome they are at this season of the year. This is not
an uncommon occurrence, but it serves to illustrate a fact—that the
growers of Wallflowers on a large scale have done excellent service

in inducing precocity in the plants. They have done something more
;

in addition to selecting for earliness they have also kept in view size

and colour of the flowers, and a dwarf, bushy habit that is now so

generally characteristic of selected Wallflowers, that it would seem
we have reached a state of what comes near to perfection in this

beautiful and useful flower. That Wallflowers should be doing well

this autumn is not to be wondered at. We, the descendants of a

past generation or two of gardeners, sow our seed and plant out
much earlier in the summer than our forefathers did, and the weather
having been of a dripping chiiracter, as the market gardens term
showery seasons, the plants grew rapidly, and have developed into

fine examples, very dense and bushy in growth, and flowering quite

freely, owing to the present mild weather. The tendency to flower

* I am inclined to tliink that two-tliirds loam and ene-tbird peat, mixed in

lumps with some sand, is even better.

t This is most important in Yorkshire.
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in autumn does not prevent the plants from yielding a ricli harvest

of flowers in spring.

Many persons sow their Wallflower seed too Lite in the year, in

June and .Tuly instead of April and May. If dry weather follows

close on the act of sowing the seed, or after the plants have grown
2 in. or .S in , they receive a check in their development, and the

plants, instead of being' dwarf, \ngorous, and Imshy, are thin and

spare. The winter will sometimes punish the Wallflower scvcrley,

especially when very severe frost follows close on heavy r.aius, and the

stronger and better rooted the plants are, the better .ire they lilcely

to stand the elfects of the weather. Wallflowers como in hand>- to

fill beds aud odd corners, so as to give the garden something of a

finished appearance in spring. The plants used for that

purpose should be those that had been once transplanted

at least, because the act of transjilanting induces tliem to tlirow

out tibry roots near the surface, and tliey can bo lifted w'ith soil

adhering to them. Wlieu the \\'allllowcr is allowed to grow where
it is sown, a strong tap-root is formed, which strikes deeply into

the soil, and but few surface roots are put forth. lu transplanting

from the seed beds it ic well to pinch oll'the tap-root, as this induces

fibry roots. The great advantage of ]>lants with fibry roots is that

you can transplant them at any time during the winter when
the weather is open without ha>-m. Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir Castle

Gardens, used to take precautions to induce his Wallflowers to form
fibry roots previous to transplantation ; and would transpl.ant them
into trenches and lines in soil, with slates or bricks buried a little

in the soil to prevent the formation of ta]) roots, as he found that

plants with tap-roots and little fibre stood badly. The three best

Wallflowers for winter and spring gardening are the Belvoir Castle

(early dwarf yellow), the Golden Tom Thumb, and the rich dark

Harbinger. All these deserve a place in any garden. R. D.

VIOLETS EVERYWHERE.
These, like Roses, are always welcome ; they are never out of

place, never out of season. They are useful for spring flower gar-

dening, for ordinary borders, for naturalising near woodland walks,
for bouijuetmaking, for filling vases, for growing in pots for the
conservatory and window boxes. In fact, Violets should be every-
where. They seem to grow indeed anywhere—in the sun, in the
shade, I had almost said in wet ground, and in dry. Flowering,
as they do, over a very long period, at nearly all seasons one may
find Violets, double and single, and of various colours. Bat to

all who like the scent of Violets I would say grow a few in pots,

that is if they are wanted regularly. By putting the pots in vases
they may be placed in almost any room. I do not think I have ever had
so much enjoyment from a single pot plant of any kind as from a
potful of Neapolitan Violets that has been standing in my. window
for some time, and which still looks as fresh as ever. .Some plants
of this were taken up in the beginning of .September, potted into

6-in. pots, and set in the shade till established, and then exposed.
When sharp frost made its appear.ance they were then jrat into
cold pits, where they soon commenced blooming, and now they
are in full bloom. Thus grown, they continue long in bloom, and
are very fragrant, whereas when gathered and put in water the
scent only lasts two or three days. Two potfuls wlien well bloomed
will quite scent a room, and they may be grown in this way by every
one who has a piece of ground. If the runners are taken off

some time in April and planted in a shady place, screened from the
midday sun in well-manured soil, and well watered during dry
weather, they will become strong plants fit for potting and ready to
gather from in September. I may add that I find the Neapolitan to
be the best double Violet yet, taking all points into account.

.1. C. F.

Marie Louise Violet.—I send you a fair sample bunch of
this Violet, flowers of which I have every month in the year, and
a few blooms of the old Neapolitan to show the superiority of the
former, both recei\nng the same treatment. It may interest some
to know how I manage to get them every month in the year.
About the second week in Jlay I plant out in well prepared rich
borders the young plants. These soon begin to throw out both
good and bad runners. I have all the bad ones carefully pulled
off as soon as they make their appearance, which I find much better
than cutting them off, and peg down what arc necessary of the good
ones, taking care that they are not allowed to crowd each other.
I take them up about the first or second week in .September, seeing
that they are free from worms, .slugs, &c., and properly trimmed,
and plant them in frames close to the glass in good rich compost,
pegging any that may require it as we go along. I may as well
mention that I never use any artificial heat, as I find they are much
better without it, but in very severe weather they are covered with

mats. I always let them have all the light and air possible, and
the result is we are seldom without a bunch of Violets for button-
hole bouquets.—H. Cook, llnrj tliourni\ Dorkim/. [The Violets sent

were fresh and beautiful, the Marie Louise being as stated superior

in every way to tlie Neapolitan.!

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Erica (Calluna) vulgaris Searlei.—Among the many
interesting aud beautiful species and v.arieties of hardy Heaths, of

which nearly, if not (juite, sixty are to be found in collections, this

sort is uotewortliy, not only as being one of the showiest, but from
the fiict that it is the latest in coming into bloom. Beginning early

in November to develop its snow-white flowers, that arc borne on
spikes similar to tlioso of the common Ling of our moors, it continues
in most season.^ in perfection till Cliristmas, and is from beginning
to end invaluable for associating with other flowers in bouquets.

The exceptional severity of the recent trost has, however, somewliat
tarnished its beauty in the open air, and this year it will not bo
available so long for cutting. We are convinced that it is well worth
the protection of a frame or hand-glass, and would amply repay any
trouble necessary to keep it in good order. It might, moreover, be
potted for the winter decoration of the greenhouse, as neat bushy
plants of it may be lifted with good balls just before the blooming
season without the slightest injury, the pots being placed in cold

frames or pits till such time as the flowers expand, care being taken
to give at all times plenty of air. Like its congeners, it delights in

peat or loam rich in decayed vegetable matter, and whether potted

or planted out such cannot be too liberally supplied. We -would

only add that its dwarf, compact habit of growth, and the rich green

of its foliage, apart from its pretty flowers, render this plant very

desirable for winter bedding, and it is somewhat surprising that it

has been so little utilised for that purpose, seeing that the number
of plants available for such work is so small.

—

Hugh Feaser.

Schizostylis COCCinea.—At Danesbury Park I saw, during
a recent visit, some fine potfuls of this useful and showy autumn-
flowering plant. They were standing in a cold late Vinery, from
which the crop of CJrapes had been gathered, and which received

abundance of ventilation, a condition they evidently enjoyed, for

the plants were loaded with a quantity of excellent spikes of bright

rosy-crimson. Gladiolus-like flowers, of much value at this season of

the year in a cut state. This is a plant that should receive even
more attention than it gets, all plants that bloom in autumn being

of so much value.—H. B.

Pompone Chrysanthemum. Fanny.—I am surprised never

to see this exceptionally valuable Chrysanthemum either recom-

mended or described. It has small rich scarlet flowers, and blooms
most profusely, and for a long time. It, Mdlle. Marthe, and Bob
are the only Pompones I grow. As these three sorts, though distinct

in colour are similar in form and size (about f in. or 1 in. across), I

pursue the same plan in the case of each, )'.('., not stopping till the

plants are IS in. high, and then inducing them to make a large

head 18 in. in diameter aud about 9 in. deep. After this I stop

continually till the buds appear, and then leave three buds at the

tip of each shoot. On one j^lant over 100 groups of three blooms
appear, and either as they are, or with one or two pips removed, for

bouquets or vases they are quite invaluable.

—

Girofle.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. W. Shipman.—It may not be
generally known that this is a sport from Lady Harding. It was
shown as such some few years ago at the South Essex Chrysanthemum
exhibition, and was considered to be a grand addition to Chrysan-

themums, either as specimens or cut blooms, having all the beauty
and growth of Lady Harding, with a fine shaded fawn colour.

—

S. W.
Chrysanthemum aureum multiflorum.—This maybe

considered to be one of the most eflective varieties of this family.

Its flowers ai-e large and bright yellow, so bright indeed as to offer

a decided contrast to other yellow kinds, and are produced with
great freedom. It is an excellent variety, either for growing as a

specimen or for purposes of cut bloom.— .J. Corxhill.

Applied Science.—I often wish that this phrase had never

been invented, for it suggests that there is a sort of scientific know-
ledge of direct practical use which can be studied apart from another

sort of scientific knowledge which is of no practical utility, and
which is termed "pure science." But there is no more complete fallacy

than this. What people call applied science is nothing but the appli-

cation of pure science to particular classes of problems.—Professor

HUXLEV.
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PLATE CCLXIIL—ABUTILOjST IGNEUM.
This beautiful species of Abutilon is certainly one of the most
desirable fi;reenhouse climbing plants we have. Though not new,
it is one of those that is but imperfectly known, not nearly so much
as it ought to be. It is also called Abutilon insigne, a name under
which it was originally known, but now it is best known as

A. igneum. Only last week we drew attention to a remarkably
fine specimen of it now in flower in the Iloyal Horticultural
SDciety's Garden at Chiswlck, which is the best example we have
S3en of it. AVe append a few remarks in reference to this Abutilon
bv Mr. (jumbleton, who grows it finely in his garden at Belgrove,

Ciueenstown, and from whose plant our plate was prepared :

—

Culture and Position.—This fine species differs from every
other nirml);>r of this well-known family of greenhouse shrubs
with whicli I am acquainted, and requires a higher temperature
tban other Abutilons, especially during autumn and early winter
when its flowers are most freely produced, to bring them to per-
fection. It is u-ieless, I fear, to attempt the cultivation of this

plant in a pot, as I tried it in this way for some time, and could
never get it to do any good till I planted it out against the back
wall of a cool stove house between Bougainvillea glabra and spec-
tabilis, when it almost immediately began to grow rapidly, and
soon reached the top of the house, making exceedingly handsome
foliage, and producing freely its bunches of handsome blooms
borne on long pendulous foot-stalks from the axil of almost every
fully matured leaf. In all other varieties of Abutilon known to

me only single blooms are produced on a stem, and the fact of the
flowers of A. igneum b"ing produced in bunches would alone
suffice to distinguish it from its fellows if the shape of the indi-
vidual blooms were not also entirely distinct, as is well shown in

the accompanying plate.

A NEW PITCHER PLANT.
(nepenthes .superba.)

Pitcher plaxj.s, like Orcbids, have during the past few years be-
come subject to the operations of the hybridist, though at one
time a hybrid Nepenthes was tbought to be quite unattainable.
Now, however, there are upwards of a dozen varieties of hybrid
origin, all obtained in our large nurseries. That represented by
the accompanying woodcut (p. (3:?o) is one of the plants now being
distributed by tlie Cieneral Horticultural Company, in whose new
catalogue it is thus described :

" In general habit it resembles N.
Ilookeri, but the pitchers are intermediate between that variety
and N. Sedeni. They are densely spotted with fiery red, a colour
which predominates over the entire surface ; the edges of the
leaves are slightly serrated, and the mid-rib is very conspicuous,
being of a bright red. The plant is quick growing", producing its

pitchers very freely all the year round."
'

W. G.

Mulching the Surface of Pots.—Many of the details of
cultivation found to answer iu the case of some plants in America
would not do witli us, such, for instance, as mulching the surface of
pot plants with Moss. A good many of the plants which Mr. Hen-
derson names (p. 43'2) would no doubt bear such treatment with us ;

in fact, some of them are so treated, as, for instance, Rose stocks in
small pots, which some of the growers now plunge and cover '2 in. or
3 in. deep with Cocoa-nut fibre, so that they push out roots freely
above the pots, but which in their case do not seem to be either
loss or gain, inasmucii as the tops are cut away, surface roots and all,

when headed down for grafting. There are, no doubt, a good many
other plants of free growth which are generally cultivated with us
that would bear being so managed, but there are still a great deal
more wliich we grow that if so mulched would very soon leave the
grower with nothing beyond the pots they occupied. In the case of
some plants grown for market, and which usually are not expected
to livre very long in the hands of those who buy them, I do not say
that the roots formed in the mulching material above the pots
might be much against them ; but with plants that were supposed to
live on and thrive beyond the near future, such roots would be a
decided disadvantage instead of a gain. Azaleas are mentioned as
being so treated ; if it is the ordinary Indian hybrids that are meant,
I would very much rather have plants with all their roots in the
pots, if ever .90 much fewer. Mulching much reduces the labour of

watering, but it also makes the requirements as to water so difficult

to ascertain that in our vairiable climate the plants often get either
too little or too much. Plants that are of a nature not to be injured
by more moisture than they require are generally such as are not
atfected, if they at times are drier than they should be; with these
mulching may answer.—T. Bainb.s.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSES IN WINTER WITHOUT FORCING.
Why not? We have Pelargoniums in plenty, and why not
Roses ? The)' may be had, and very much in the same waj".

The natural season of flowering of both may be said to be from
June to October. But, go where we may, we now meet with Pelar-

goniums in winter almost as bright and gaj', and often witli far

more lovely tints and shades than at Midsummer ; and if I'elar-

goniums, why not Koses ? I repeat. Yes, with forcing. Well,
tliat is useful, but Roses may be had at Christmas with little or no
forcing. Of course, one needs a fair stock of plants, and these
should either be planted out under glass or portable in pots. Tea
or China Roses are also the best for this purpose, though several

of the Perpetuals and most of the Bourbons will do well. Our
first essay in this direction was with three very old Roses—Cra-
moise Super eure, Bourbon Queen, and Sirs. Bosanquet. These
were stopped about the end of July, had all their flower-buds
persistently picked off till the middle of September, were potted
up out of sunn}' quarters towards the end of October, and placed
in a light sunny greenhouse for the winter. The_v flowered from
November to jiarch almost without intermission, and were re-

moved, still flowering, to make room for Tea and other Roses that
had been brought on in early Vineries, Peach bouses, &c. Since
then many varieties have been subjected to similar treatment, and the

results have proved most satisfactory. Of course, where Tea Roses are

grown in any quantity in pots, it becomes a stiU easier matter to have
Roses in winter without forcing. The flowers from such plants

can readily be spared throughout the autumnal months. Their
removal strengthens the plants as well as pushes back their

blooming season, the latter, of course, being tlie main object in

this connection. With practice it becomes as easy to time the
flowering of Roses as of Pelargoniums. The later and more
persistently they are stopped, the later and, if properly managed,
the more profusely will they bloom. Roses need but little heat to

expand tlieir blooms in tlie late autumn. They suffer far more
from damp than from cold, and more from a confined atmosphere
than from both. No one can have failed to note how that best

of all Tea Roses for this pui'pose—the Gloire de Dijon—will

expand its buds after being subjected to from 5° to 10'^ of

frost. Flowers thus frozen often expand afterwards as if nothing
had happened to them. Even the rather delicate Bourbon and
first-rate autumnal or winter-blooming Rose Souvenir de la Mal-
maison will al.so bear several degrees of frost in winter with impu-
nity, and the same with other Roses. Not that these winter-
blooming plants should be exposed to frost ; by no means, and
neither should they be coddled. Housed or pitted in good time—
for they will do in drj' pits very well if the frost be excluded

—

and exposed freely to light and air afterwards, these retarded

Roses seldom fail to make a fine display throughout the winter.

There is probably no method of getting Roses at a Roseless

season with so little trouble as that now adverted to. Yes, perhaps
there is one still more easy and simple, and that is, to have a Rose
house. A Rose house ! The mere idea of it will startle many,
and visions of beauty and of expense will rise and rise until

they become frightened at their own shadows, not of the Roses
that are within reach of most people. A single light, or two or three,

outside one's window will do well for Ro.ses. Plant out an
Adam, a j-ellow China, a Gloire de Dijon, a Niphetos, allow it

to flower as it lists till the beginning of August, and to flower

no more till the end of October, and gather your Roses till

Christmas or later. Of course, with a larger house and more
variety, winter Roses will be gathered in greater plenty and
with more ease ; but no one need despair of being cheered by
the beauty or satisfied with the fragrance of winter Roses if

they can grow a couple of Teas in the window. In such a case

I should counsel that these two should be Gloire de Dijon and
Adam or President, if these two be not indeed one. Neither is it

those that have most means that gather the most Roses in winter, or
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for that matter at any other season. T visited a large Rosary
under glass a short time since. The planfxS were tlowering in-

trying to Hower themselves to death. There was not one bloom
worth looking at under glass, while outside all were perfect.

Here was a waste of force and of season. Koses by the hundred,
sjmi-blown, glass drawn, useless wood, spindled out into airy

nothingness. How I longed to clear tliem all off, cut back the

strong and make faggots of the weakly wood, unroof the house,

feed the distres.sed roots with a juicy mulching of manure, and
bid that hous "fid of Roses bloom this Christmnstide ! Hut, no;

it was only pruned yestei-day, and these Roses will not bloom till

>'ew Pitcher-plant (Nepeuthes supcilia).

ne.'^t April. What a waste of force, as well as of glass, labour,

and capital, for that house grows only Roses I D. T. Fi.sii.

TEA KOSES.
No flower is rising more steadily into univcrsp.l favour than the
Tea Rose, now that it is emancipated from stilts and allowed to
grow more natiu-ally on its own roots, or Inidded on some suitable
stock beneath the level of the soil. The matter of " stock " is one
on which gardeners differ widely, the truth being, perhaps, that
different varieties require different stocks, while all in the end, if

plai.ted in a warm soil, will thrive on their own roots most satis-

factorily. In this way they are secure from even the frost of
such a bitter winter as the last when mulched with leaves or
manure. All this is known well enough nowadays, as many a
garden will testify, but there is still a notion abroad that the Tea
Rose is too tender a thing for everybody to tiy to grow, and it is

just this notion that should be combatted.

Hardiness of Tea Roses.—There are no doubt some varie-
ties that are tender, notably the Niphetos, so largely grown for
the London flower mark-et ; but it is the exception, not the rule,

to find a Tea Rose that will not thrive in any oi-dinarv soil if it

have a southi-rn exposure and plenty of air and sunlight. Strong
westerly winds, so prejuilicial to the well-being of the Hybrid
Perpetual, are far less injurious to the Tea Rose, that requires the
fullest blaze of our northern sun, with plenty of air circulating
round it to consolidate its growth. I;Ow, cUnging damp is the
one tiling tliat it cannot stand, and that is tlie only thing to dread

;

indeed, wliiu-e that cannot be avoided it is almost a pity to try to

grow the Tea Rose, as then rotten flower-

buds and frost-bitten growths will inevitably

ensue. Happily, such gardens are few aiul

far between, so we need not trouble aliout

that any more, and merely remember thiit

over-shelter is more prejudicial to the Tea
Rose than to the Hybrid I'erpetual if theio

be protectiiMi from the north. Where many
people ha\e failed is at the very outset;

they have planted a bed of young Tea Roses
that have been grown on quickly in heat and
shade by the nurseryman who has laised

them, or the plants are so small and puny,
that it is a wonder any survive the first check,

whether planted in August or wintered in

a frame and planted out in spring, as is usu-

ally done. It is very disheartening thus to

plant a bed, and then reap little but failuiu

from it for a year or two, until those that

have survived the vicissitudes of the first sea-

.son make up their minds whether they will

thrive or die, and in consequence there are

many who refuse to try to grow this most
charming of flowers. Happily, there is a

simple remedv for this in the bands of all

who possess an airy greenhouse, whether it be
heated or no, and what is still more plea-

sant is, that in the matter of the Tea Rose
one may "eat one's cake and yet have it to

enjoy !

"

Tea Roses Planted Out after
Flowering Indoors. — Having myself

often suffered from deaths and puny starve-

ling growths among the newly planted Tea
Roses, whether they had been planted in early

autumn or in spring, I determined at last to

try another plan, more particularly as I knew
1 should be away in the end of June and

early July, when my pets should first show
themselves in something like beaut}-. On re-

ceiving the Tea Roses in autumn, those that

required it were potted, and all placed in a

cold but light house, where air was admitted

at all times when the thermometer was
up to 40". Here they stayed until they

flowered in the end of April, and the growth

thev made under these conditions was a

contrast indeed to the drawn up, spindly

growtli thev showed on arriving. The foliage was firm and glossy

and the flowers brilliant in colour. Now comes my experiment,

which with me has been so successful, that I shall always repeat

it in future. Directly the flowers had faded, I planted out all my
Tea Roses in a sunny" bed prepared for them under a south wall.

In the teeth of the bitter east winds and occasional frosts of last

spring these Roses were planted out on May 1, merely sliortening

back any .soft growing slioot. To my delight, the firm, fnlly

developed foliage showed no signs of suffering, spite of the very

drv- and ungenial weather. A good watering was given, of course,

to settle the bed, but no further care or protection was given.

The Roses made no sign of new growth until the rains in the end
of June, but then tliey began to grow with a vigour that sur-

prised as well as pleased us, and the profusion and beauty of the

flowers have since been really remarkable. This winter the

growth is so strong and fidly ripened that their future is a.ssured
;

the plants are as big and as sturdy as if they had been planted

three 3-ears instead of eight months, and among fifty plants there
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is uot one death or one that is unhealthy. Beino; now so thoroughly-

established, they will have strength to recover, be the winter ever

,so severe or the spring so unkind, a striking contrast to those that

had bsen planted previously in March and in August, as is so often

recommended. .Another recommendation of this plan is, that

S3eing in April what the new Roses are like, one can propagate

by budding or by cutting earl}' in tlie season, and obtain for one-

self by autumn some sturdy small plants that may be treated in

the same way another spring if necessary. The very strong

growing kinds, such as Marechal Niel, climbing Devoniensls, and
the like, do not lend themselves to this treatment, but tliere are

few places indeed in England where they do not require the pro-

tection of a wall to which their long growths must be nailed ; they

are not so suitable for a bed such as I describe unless there is a

high wall on the north side for them to be trained over it.

E. 11. WOODALL.

THE LIBRARY.

THE ROSE ANNUAL*
This contahis coloured plates of Lady Sheffield, Princess Marie
Dolgorouky, Madame Oswald de Kerchove, aid Red Gauntlet,

all Hybrid Perpetuals and distinct and handsome Roses. In addi-

tion to these there are, moreover, well written articles on the current

year. New Roses, Recollections of Roses, Uncongenial Seasons,

Rose Shows of 1880, and other matters of interest. From these we
e.xtract the following, by Mr. W. D. Prior, on

Pillar Roses and Rose Pillars.—It may be laid down as

an axiom that it is not every variety of P^ose that is suitable to form
a Rose pillar. Very few, in fact, are really adapted for such use,

requiring several properties not often found combined. In the first

place, a hardy constitution is of primary importance. In the next,

rapidity of growth. In the next, unusual freedom, as well as con-

tinuity of bloom, wliich ought likewise to be accompanied with
quality of individual flowers. Nor ought the habit of throwing out
close and numerous branches to be left out of sight. Lanky and
leggy growing kinds are nearly useless in the formation of pillars,

although beuding down the shoots (which many practise in such a
mode of culture) may remedy in some degree that defect. A little

consideration will suggest other necessary qualifications, although
those already enumerated will constitute the chief. Now, how many
out of the vast catalogue of beautiful Roses can be found uniting in

themselves the whole of these essentials ? Experienced growers will

admit that such are but few, and a knowledge of them only to be
obtained by a long course of practical observation. In fixing upon
the sorts to be used the height of the pillars must be taken into

account. There are several kinds not to be surpassed in value if an
altitude of 7 ft. or 8 ft. is desired, which would be useless for one of

10 ft. or 12 ft. In the latter case, t.aller growers would be more pictu-

resque if made to assume a more garland-like form towards the apex,
growing unrestrained in untrained luxuriance, in contrast with regu-
larity of outline, which ought to constitute a leading feature in the
legitimate pillar. The position should determine in some degree
whicl"! of these forms is preferable. In any case, perpetuality in

flowering must be a sine quel iioii. It has always appeared to me
that the employment of what are called climbing Roses is a mistake
anywhere in regular and symmetrical grounds. Their blooming
periods are far too evanescent, and when they are over, it is scarcely

to be pretended that their appearance is of an ornamental character ;

indeed, they are rather unsightly than otherwise, and their rambling
habit precludes their being made to assume that compactness and
symmetry which is one of the chief beauties of a well-trained Rose
pillar. If they are used they should be budded witli Perpetuals, and
fresli buds should be preserved every year. It is also a mistake to
depend upon a single plant in the formation of an efifective Rose
pillar ; my own idea of which is a combination of two or more varie-

ties of diverse colours, round the base of which free-flowering dwarfs
ought to be placed. For instance, let us imagine the beauty of an
S-ft. pillar, composed of Gloire de Dijon, Red Rover, Red Dragon, or
Glory of Waltham, with Climbing Jules Margottin, with a strong-
growing light variety, or Marechal Vaillant, or old Triomphe des
Beaux Arts (a capital medium pillar Rose), with a circle of Mrs.
Bosanquct, Malmaison, and Safrano round the base, and we shall

realise an object not easily surpassed for beauty in the whole circle of

eclectic Rose growing. A succession of such objects at intervals
along an avenue, or on Grass verges, or in any such positions as are
usually occupied by standards, would be an improvement that the
veriest tyro would perceive at a glance. As the season for alterations

• "The Rose Annual." By Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross.

is at hand, let those in search of a new sensation in their gardens give
the above suggestions a trial, and the writer is much deceived if

boundless satisfaction is not the result of his advice. One thing is

imperatively necessary for those who undertake the cultivation of

PiOses in any of the scandent forms, and that is—patience. Every
kind of climber ought to be remorselessly cut down to within three
or four eyes from the ground for the first two or three seasons, what-
ever quantity or quality of wood they have made. The task of self-

denial necessary for this may be severe, but it must be done in view
of the future welfare of the plant.

Supports.—Pillar Roses require some kind of central basis or
support. This may be an iron stake, with eyeholes at frequent inter-

vals. Wliere two or more separate plants are used, it will be well
to have a stake for each, either brought together at the top or only
slightly converging, in the latter case the stems being taken round
and round, a practice which by bending the shoots promotes the
growth of flowering side branches, or a stout pole of Larch or some
such wood with side spurs or " snags " may be used, to which the
branches of the Rose trees may be tied. The end of any stake to be
sunk in the ground ought to be charred or pitched to prevent rotting
from subsoil moisture. Iron stakes may also be "pitched" for the
space designed to lie below the surface. Tarred string is, perhaps,
the best material for fastening branches to their supports ; the latter

of course ought to be very firm and secure, because the weight they
have to support when completely furnished is very great. From their

height, also, they are much exposed to the force of boisterous winds.
It is almost superfluous to point out the necessity of a capacious
bulk of soil of the very best quality in which to plant pillar Roses,
as well as a routine of copious winter mulching, and frequent supplies

of liquid manure during the summer. To'administer the latter with
the most beneficial effects, I have always recommended the following
plan : At a distance of 3 ft. or 4 ft. from the collar of the plant
dibble holes 1 ft. deep. Fill these frequently with the liquid employed,
so that it may soak well into the earth within reach of the " spon-
gioles, " which are the feeding mechanism of the plants conveying the
nutrition to those of absorption and assimilation.

Espalier Roses.—There is a modification of pillar Rose culture
seldom seen, but which might be practised with much advantage and
decorative effect—that is, upon espalier frames. This is particularly

applicable to such Roses as Marechal Niel, climbing Devoniensis,
Gloire de Dijon, Madame Berard, and cognate varieties, the hori-

zontal tying out of the braches—like bending down—tending to the
production of plentiful flowers. The plan, too, admits of easy pro-

tection being given to tender varieties, by means of matting being
thrown over them, temporarily, during severe weather. An excellent

and appropriate position for espalier Roses is to be found at the
corners of walks, or as screens were such are desirable. There are

some admirable illustrations of pillar Rose culture to be seen amongst
the ornamental shrub planting along the borders of the grand central

promenade, some SOU yards long, at the Waltham Cross Nurseries,

which alone would amply repay a visit from students and admirers
of artistic Rose planting ; nor ought such to omit an inspection of

a quarter of magnificent specimens of Madame Berard, on the long
rod system, to see which in bloom ought to be an epoch in the Rose
enthusiast's calendar, and a lesson even to the most accomplished
adept.
A few varieties for pillars : Climbers—Charles Lefebvre, Victor

Verdier, Jules Margottin, Dr. Andry, Felix Genero, General Jacque-
minot, John Hopper, La Duchesse de Morny. ivlarechal Vaillant,

Paul Neron, and most of the vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals. Bour-
bons—Acidalie, Catherine Guillot, Sir J. Paxton. Teas—All of the

Gloire de Dijon strain, Cheshunt Hybrid, Homere, Rubens, and a
few of the Noisettes.

"The Movements of Plants"* (by C. Darwin).—Fifteen
years ago Mr. Darwin published in the Linnoaan "Transactions " a

very interesting paper on the "Movements and Habits of Climbinjj

Plants." Since that time it has been known that he has continued

the study, and has been examining into the movements not only of

climbers, but of all plants, and the present volume is the result.

Like all his books, it is a record of minute research and of patient,

untiring investigation which are simply wonderful, and the results

recorded are very curious. Stated generally, it may be said that

there is a movement in all growing plants ;
growth is, in fact, a

movement, either upwanls, or downwards, or lateral. This, of

course, is no new discovery, but what Mr. Darwin has done has been

to patiently watch the growth and determine the laws which govern

it. Two laws are almost without an exception—that the upward
and lateral growth of plants is affected by light, and is the result

of a search after light, while the downward underground growth is

Street.

' The Movements ot Plants." By C. Davwin, London : J. Murray, Albemarle
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the search after darkness. The inquiry naturally included the ex-

amination into the sleep of plants, and this is perhaps the part

that will be most interesting to the ordinary reader, who will soon

tind that the so-called sleep is not sleep in the ordinary sense of the

word, but is simply the way in which leaves and iiowers arrange

themselves on a change of temperature (not of light) ''for the pro-

tection of the upper surface of the leaves from being oliilled by radia-

tion." As an additional chapter in the liistory of plant life the

book is most interesting and valuable, and is a large contribution to

the natural history of that borderland in which animal and vege-

table life seem in many points to overlap each otlier ; but to the

ordinary gardener it will probably not be of mucli practical use,

though if any one with a love of plants will read the book with tlie

carefulness it requires (for it is close and not very easy reading, and
requires soine previous knowledge of scientific botany), he will not
fail to find much to interest him ; and if he is a practical gardener

he will, at least, learn with what delicate and tender organisms lie is

every day called on to deal, and he may learn a lesson of carefulness,

if not of admiration and reverence.

AKCTIC PLANTS.*
As a well written and interesting pamphlet of about fifty pages,

giving new and clear ideas of Arctic vegetation, this work may be

welcomed especially by those who are interested in the many
phases of plant-life in the garden, as well as under those conditions

in which vegetation flourishes best in its native habitat. The lati-

tudes and special localities of oil the Arctic plants collected by the

author and others are well worked out, and the introduction is re-

markable for notes of observation on their peculiar natural condi-

tions of growth. In making a few extracts from its pages we would
especially mention the interesting allusion to those Arctic plants,

such as Saxifrage and others, which the author found to luxuriate

in such patches or localities as were manured with guano or bird de-

posits, or amid the manurial dehrU aroundold Esquimaux settlements.

Cultivators generally do not think manure essential to the growth
of Saxifrages or other Arctic or Alpine vegetation. Here, however,

we are clearly shown that they naturally grow best in well-manured

soil. A lady amateur who makes a speciality of alpine rock plants

told us some time ago that most of the failures to cultivate moun-
tain and rock plants were due to starvation. Her plan is to plant

in good, sandy, fibrous loam from an upland pasture, and this is

every autumn and winter enriched with pure vegetable mould or even

thoroughly decayed manure from spent hotbeds. The health and vigour
of her collection generally convinced us that her system was the right

one, and Mr. Hart's observations now confirm our own impressions.

Amongst other things connected with Arctic vegetation the author
advances the opinion that its seeds rarely or never ripen. Only one
annual plant, Koenigia islandica, was seen. Plants are distributed

from higher to lower levels by landslips or by glaciers, and vegetative

methods ofpropagation would tlius seem to be the rule. In some cases

plants are carried about by floating rafts of ice, and are thus dis-

tributed. Among the more beautiful of Arctic plants not uncommon
to our gardens may be mentioned Papaver nudicaule and its alpine

form P. alpinum. These are sometimes spoken of as distinct, but

Mr. Hart considers them simply forms of the same species. Epilo-

bium lavifolium, Pedicularis capitata, the lovely white or creamy
Dryas octopetala, Saxifraga oppositifolia, Pyrola, Azalea, Diapensia,

and Rhododendron are described as forming "luxuriant sheets of

colour," the Saxifrage being comparable to Scotch Heather, although
" richer in its effects," as seen in the clear, cool, bracing air of an
Arctic summer. Xear the governor's settlement on Proven Island

Lychnis affinis and L. triflora form "pretty beds of pink and white
flowers." The turf formed by Dryas octopetala var. integrifolia is

used as fuel along with flakes or slices of whale blubber.

The following account of the arrival of an Arctic summer may
interest our readers, and serve as an example of the author's manner
of treating his subjects :

—

Summer in the Arctic Regions.—In 1876 the sun was
above the horizon on February 26 ; on May 10, ptarmigan had begun

* "On the Botaay o£ the British Polir Expedition of 1375-6." By Henry
Chichester Hart, B.V, N'.ituralist to H.il.S. " Discovery." (KeprinteJ from
London Journal of Botany).

to get summer colours ; on May 14, at Polaris Bay, leaf-shoots of

Saxifraga oppositifolia put forth young leaves, the thermometer
standing 9' I<\ ; snow buntings arrived at Polaris Bay on May 15 ;

the first trickle of water upon a black rock surface was seen upon
May 16 ; on May 27 shoots of Stellaria longipes were in growth ;

on the 2'Jth flies made their aiipearauce ; June 7 Saxifraga oppositi-

folia was first seen in flower, and a day or two afterwards Draba
parviflora came into blow ; June 13 was the first warm summer's
day of the year. Besides the ditliculties due to the climate, there

are otliers in the way of plant-growth ; lemmings swarm here, and
subsist entirely on vegetable matter, which is also the sujiport of

numbers of hares, musk oxen, ptarmigan, and brent geese. Indi-

viiluals of these watched or dissected by me led to the following

conclusions : The musk ox will eat almost any herbage, but seemed
especially fond of Carex fuliginosa and Salix arctica ; the brent

goose prefers shoots and heads of Ranunculus nivalis, Kriophorum
capitatum, and Cerastiuiii alpinum ; Saxifraga ciespitosa was the

favourite food of hares, everything else was rejected Ijy the leveret

which I kept in confinement
;
ptarmigans appear to subsist entirely

upon Willow tops (Salix arctica) ; the reindeer will reject every-

thing for Stellaria longipes, while the seed tops of Drabas and
Poppies form the chief food of the snow bunting ; Saxifraga opposi-

tifolia and Drabas support hosts of lemmings, and the former is no
doubt eaten by all in the early part of the season, being the first to

form fresh growth. The tufts, shoots, and stems of many Arctic

plants, especially Saxifraga oppositifolia, S. ccuspitosa, and several

Drabas become to all appearances dead as the close of the season,

but next summer buds start forth at the apex and axils of these

stems to form fresh flowering branches ; this is commonly the case,

the vigour becomes quiescent, frozen as it were, and the plants do
not shed their withered sprays ; hence it is usual to find dense clus-

ters of old leaves and branches attached to a plant, as in Dryas in-

tegrifolia and Saxifraga tricuspidata, &c. Many years leaves may
be found on oue sample of Saxifraga oppositifolia or Festuca ovina ;

Splachnum Wormskioldi and other Mosses have the same habit, and in

favoured situations, where not exposed to floods and secure from
drifting thaw at the opening of the season, these accumulations form
an excellent turf ; this usually occurs only in small quantities, but
once a footing is established the process is sure, if not rapid. Drya.s

integrifolia and Saxifraga ca-spitosa are the chief turf builders.

The Commonest Plants iu Discovery Bay were Saxifraga

oppositifolia, S. cajspitosa, and Dryas integrifolia, and their flowers

were also most abundant, the former covering many square yards
with its magnificent sheets of red-purple, the ground that it grows
on and the plant, except the flowers, being scarcely visible. I have
never seen any wild plant to compare with this Saxifrage for a rich

display of colour. Its flowers occur of every shade of pink and
purple, varying in hue at different periods of the season, and it re-

mains in blow from the earliest spring to the latest summer. The
thawing of the snow is the signal for growth to commence, and after

that all plants alike have to take their chance of being submerged
and swamped for a time. Viscaria aud Hesperis seemed alone to

demand a comparatively dry situation throughout ; on the other

hand, some Sedges, Cotton Sedges, and other plants which we are

accustomed to regard as marsh plants, have to subsist on soil as dry
and hard as iron during most of the summer.

The Rarest Plants in Discovery Bay were Pedicularis oaj)i

tata (two small colonies). Arnica montana (one plant), Arenaria
grpenlandica (a few plants), Cardamine pratensis (a couple of plants),

the two Equiseta (three small colonies), Saxifraga rivularis (a couple

of plants), and Trisetum subspicatum (a few plants).

Scented Flowers.—The only ones iu Discovery Bay belonged

to Hesperis Pallasi, which in a strong sun gives forth a delicate odour of

Hawthorn. Salix arctica andthespeciesof Poaand Draba areeminently
variable in their growth ; of these, Salix arctica is usually tolerably

constant for any given district. Saxifraga CiBspitosa var. uniflora

has two very well-marked forms, united by a series of slight grada-

tions ; the same may be said of Papaver nudicaule and Dryas, and
the extremes are to be met with sometimes side by side. Moreover,

the degree of hairiness in all plants is very variable, seeming often

to follow a reverse law to animal life, and decreasing to the north-

ward ; this might be expected, as it probably a useless and luxu-

riant eflbrt of growth ; this is observable in Pedicularis hirsuta, in

Salix arctica, Draba hirta, and others; the colours yellow and white

are also very unstable and interchangeable, as amongst all the

Drabas ; in Saxifraga c;espitosa, often yellow ; in Papaver nudi-

caule, sometimes pure, and often nearly pure, white ; and in Dryas
integrifolia, which is frequently yellow. On the sides of mountains

with a southern aspect I estimated the line of perpetual snow in the

neighbourhood of Discovery Bay at 1-100 ft. t o 1500 ft. above sea

level. .Spaces blown clear of snow occur at higher levels upon ex-

posed ledges, hillocks, &c., and these will still support a few of the

hardier flowering plants. The snow fall is, however, never of any
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great depth, and during the winter of our experience did not pro-
bably exceed U ft. at the most, except where drifted. Upon the
vertical range of species I made the following observations with an
aneroid :

—

Plant Altitudes.—At 2000 ft. occur Papaver nudicaule,
Praba alpina, Saxifraga oppositifolia, S. crespitosa. At 1500 ft.,

Poa arctica, Cerastium alpinum, StcUaria longif es ; the last two
very scarce and stunted. At 1400 ft., Saxifraga cernua, Oxyria
reniformis, Saxifraga flagellaris, S. nivalis, .'^. tricuspidata, Alope-
curus .alpinus, Potentilla nivea, Cerastium latifolium. At 1000 ft.

Pedicularis hirsuta, Lychnis apetala, Eriophorum capitatum ; the
latter not appearing at lower levels. At SOO ft., Hesperis Pallasi,

Taraxicum Dens-Ieonis. At 700 ft., Erigeron unifiorus, Androsace
septemtrionalis, Pedicularis capitata (Saxifraga tricuspidata di.s-

appears), Equisetum variegatum. At 500 ft., Salix arctica, Pedicu-
laris sudetica, Potentilla frigida, Draba androsacea, D. hirta. At
400 ft., Alsine verna, Vesicaria arctica, Draba parviflora, Carex fu-

liginosa. At ,300 ft., Cochlearia anglica, Erigeron compositus. Up
to the highest of the above altitudes, two Mosses (Tortula leucos-
toma and Orthothecium chryseum) occurred with the Phanerogams
there mentioned. Lichens were not observed. I may here mention
that I cannot agree with Professor Theodor Fries, who, in his ad-
mirable paper upon that branch of the botany of our our expedition
(Liunean .Society's Journal of Bolant/, vol. xvii., 1879), speaks of
Lichens as "belonging to the flora that approaches nearest to the
north pole." Certain Phanerogams surpassed them in vertical range,
and from the latitude 83° (>', whence Lieut. Aldrich brought home
one Lichen (Gyrophora cylindrica) ; he .also brought home one Pha-
nerogam and two others from lat. 83" 4'. I believe the latter, if

there be any difference, will hold their own against Lichens in the
struggle for life to the farthest northern land.

Inability to Flower.—Some plants seem to be unable to
flower in Discovery Bay. Thus, Epilobium latifolium and Polygo-
num viviparum formed buds which did not nearly arrive at perfec-
tion ; Arenaria gnt-nlandica, Arnica montana, Saxifraga rivularis, and
Cardamine pratensis made no effort to flower, while others, as
Saxifraga cernua, S. nivalis, S. tricuspidata, and Festuca brevifolia
only blossomed very sparingly ; male catkins of Salix arctica
become extremely rare northwards, scarcely occurring (if at all)

beyond lat. SO'-', while female catkins continued to be plentiful.

Again, the anthers of others, as Alopecurus alpinus and Stellaria
longipes, rarely open so as to shed their pollen, as they do abun-
dantly in lower latitudes, where its rich colours are often conspi-
cuous. These instances tend to eontirm my observation that
arctic plants are independent of reproduction by seed. Butterflies
and other insects, whose oflice it often is to fertilise flowers, occur
here ; and though the function is no longer in use, as it must have
been in a more temperate climate, they remain as a relic of a former
more extensive arctic fauna.

Manuring Alpines.—On guano soil or organic matter, as
around old Esquimaux settlements at Hayes' Sound, about aukerics
and below bird-cliffs, as at Cape York and Foulke Fiord, certain
plants are most at home, as all Saxifrages (except S. oppositifolia).
and especially 8. cernua, Stellaria longipes, Lychnis afhnis. Ranun-
culus sulphureus, Alopecurus alpinus, Cerastium alpinum, Salix
arctica, and most Mosses, especially Splachna. On the other hand,
the species which seem to take first to freshly-formed glacial mud,
free from organic matter, are Papaver nudicaule (especially the
form P. alpinum), Drabas, Braya alpina, Saxifraga oppositifolia,
Carex fuliginosa, Phippsia algida, Dryas, Potentilla nivea. Lychnis
apetala, Poas, and Festucas, Eriophora, and most Lichens may be
included as growing upon inorganic rock. It is curious to notice
how some flowers, as Saxifrages and Poppies, retain their petals
after being buried in the snow at the close ot the summer ; some
Drabas do the same : and this also may be taken as an indication
that the seed-ripening stage is far from being reached. The more
northern the latitude the more stunted most species of course
become ; some, however, lose but little of their dimensions, as
Dryas, Saxifraga oppositifolia, S. Cicspitosa, Carex fuliginosa, C.
stans, and Stellaria longipes ; those which dwarf most are Lychnis
afiinis, Alopecurus alpinus, Saxifraga cernu.a, S. nivalis, Cerastium
alpinum, Papaver nudicaule, &c. Samples of the same plant
gathered early and late in the season also vary very considerably,
and in an unusual manner ; owing to the shortness of the allotted
time, all plants strive to get through their life stages as rapidly as
possible, coming into flower with the utmost haste ; thus an early-
gathered specimen of Arenaria verna with hardly any leaves or
stems, but in full flower, is very unlike the same plant two
months later with its far-trailing branches and matted foliage

;

Potentilla nivea will flower, too, when about 1 in. in height, later
on reaching a stature of 8 in. or 10 in., and bearing numerous
flowers. The most stunted plants seem to be those which suffer
most from being shifted about with moving mud, as Poppy, Ceras-

tium, and Saxifraga cernua ; these may often be met with travelling
down a hill-side ready so cling to any support. Another check to
the natural growth of many plants is that all, even marsh plants,
such as Eriophora, Carices, &c., must be prepared for a thorough
baking and drying before the end of the season, thougli it opens
with a wide-spread deluge."

In conclusion, we may siy that this work, although carefully

worked out in a strictly botanical waj', is, nevertheless, valuable to

the cultivator from the copious practical observations interspersed

by the author. Botanical observers of Mr. Hart's stamp are far

from common, and his work shows us that strictly scientific floras

need not be the dreary w.aste of long names only, which they too

generally are. As a work of reference it is the best yet written on
Polar botany, B.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

TREES AND SHRUBS AT SYON.
Ajioxo the noble trees and shrubs in the gardens at Syon House
some possess (|uite a historical interest from a gardening point of

view, representing as tliey do some of the finest exotic tree growth
in this country. The majority of the trees being old have acquired
those characteristics which age alone can impart, and it is only
by seeing such specimens that a correct idea of the natural beauty
of hardy exotic trees can be obtained. The Kew collection is neces-

sarily, as I'cg.ards number of vaiieties, infinitely superior to that at

Syon ; but, with few exceptions, only trees in an undeveloped con-
dition can be seen in the arboretumn proper, though in the old arbo-

retum in the botanic garden there are still in a flourishing state

many contemporaries of the Syon trees, planted about the same
date. Tree planting was apparently much more general during the
last century than at present, and amongst its most liberal patrons
were the former Dukes of Northumberland. It is still, however,
continued at Syon, for only the other day did we see there some
recently-planted trees of the finest of the newer kinds of Oak, such
as Quercus Mirbecki, (). Daimio, kc. The following are a few of

the trees and shrubs that most attracted our notice during a recent

visit :^

Stuartia virginica.

Stuartia virginica.—If there is any plant that deserves to

be better known and more extensively grown than another, it is this

beautiful North American deciduous shrub of which there is a
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fine example here, and one which is probably unique in this country.

It grows .ibout S ft. high, with somewhat straggling branches
springing from the base, after the manner of a deciduous Magnolia.

The flowers are proilueed in the axils of the leaves in profusion dur-

ing .July and August. They are from :> in. to 4 in. across, creamy
white, with a central tuft of reddish stamens. The annexed en-

graving shows well the form of the flower, but a better idea of the

beauty of the shrub may be formed by the excellent coloured plate

of it which was given in The (Jaiuikn (Vol. XIV., p. 3S). Though
so rare in gardens, it is not a new plant, having been grown at Kew
uuwards of a century ago. As its name implies, it is a native of

Virginia, where it lives in swamps and shady woods.

The Liquidambar (L. styraciflua).—Tlie largest specimen of

this noble tree in the neighbourhood of London is at Syon, and is now
about SO ft. high, with a straight clean bole of nearly uniform thicli-

ik

r;

The Li.iuiJambar in Flower (L. stjratirliia).

ne33. The trunk rises some 30 ft. or 40 ft. before it branches. When
we saw this tree in autumn it was strikingly beautiful, owing to the

brilliant hues of the decaying foliage, varying as it did from intensely

deep red to bright yellow or orange colours, which are retained for

same weeks till cut off by severe frosts. The Liquidambar has much
the appearance of a Maple, especially in its undeveloped state, but

it may be at all times readily distinguished by the peculiarity of

branching. On account of the beauty and fragrance of its foliage

it has long been a favourite object in pleasure grounds in this country,

having been introduced from Nortli America about two centuries

ago.

Cut-leaved Alder (Alnus glutinosa laciniata).—One of the

finest trees that exists in this country of this Alder grows near the

margin of the lake. So fine was this tree even fifty years ago, that

a drawing was made of it for Loudon's " Arboretum.'' It was then

G3 ft. high, and the head as many ft. through, and with a trunk

3 ft. in diameter. It is a grand specimen, and in summer, when its

leafage is in perfection, it is one of the most beautiful trees in the

garden. It is excellent for planting by waterside, as it not only

flourishes in such a situation more vigorously than elsewhere, but

the low spreading branches have a beautiful effect in such a position.

It is, in common with all the Alders, a good subject for planting in

swampy ground, provided the water is not excessive, at least for

the greater part of the year.

Poplars.—In order to form an adequate idea of the grandeur of

the Black Italian Poplar (Populus monilifera), the kind so much
planted about London at the present time, such fine specimens as

tho'e at Syon need to be seen. They are considerably above 100 ft.

in height, and have a stem girth of about 1-5 ft. Their massive

forked limbs tower above those of the surrounding trees very majes-

tically, and the huge bole, with its rugged bark riven and torn by
a^e, has an extremely picturesque appearance. A Lombardy Poiilar,

upwards of 130 ft. high, rears its head above its fellows, and breaks

the sky-line of the round-headed trees with fine effect. The true

Black Knglish Poplar (P. nigra), not often seen planted as an orna-

mental tree, is represented by some grand specimens. It is a tall,

qaick-growing tree, which readily assumes a somewhat pyramidal
form, with triangular, tapering leaves, and is a capital tree for grow-

ing in wet places, such as in water-meadows, by the borders of

streams, lakes, &c. Of P. heterophylla, P. alba, and other Poplars

there are noble examples, which show well the true character of
such Poplars.

Deciduous Cypress (Taxo.lium disticluiui).—Tlie specimens
here of this highly ornamental Conifer are tlio finest, perhaps, in
Kngland ; tlie largest is nearly 'M ft. in height, having a spread of
branches about oO ft. across, and the girth of the bole 1.") ft. The
" knees," or protuberances, of the roots, peculiar to this species, are
here seen in perfection, appearing above the surface from 1 ft. to
2 ft. in height, and so numerous are they that they present a singular
appearance. This lofty specimen is planted on the margin of the
lake, and w.as the subject of an illustration in TiiK (.!mv1ikn.
Vol. III., p. .'i.'JS. There are several other trees of nearly the same
dimension about tlie grounds, the stem generally attaining a dozen
or more feet in height before it throws out any branches.

The Zelkowa Tree (Planera Richardi).—This is a tree but
little known either in gardens or nurseries, though it is an extremely
handsome one and remarkably distinct. Probably the largest speei-
luens existing in this country are here in the form of three large
trees, the tallest of which is about 90 ft., with a girth of about 1'2 ft.,

and a horizontal spread of branches of nearly .50 ft. These were planted
about 120 years ago. The foliage strongly resembles that of the
Elm, but the leaves.which are smoother, have more polished surfaces.
The trunk is straight and erect, and deeply furrowed longitudinally;
the head is large and very much branched, all the limbs growing
erect and compact. Altogether it is a beautiful tree, and one that
is specially adapted for lines or avenues. For grouping with other
trees it has an excellent effect, as the outline of the head is, as it were,
intermediate between a tapering and a round-headed tree. Being
nearly related to the Kim, it is generally grafted on the common
Elm, on which it thrives well. It is also as indifferent to soil as
the Elm, though it prefers a rich alluvial deposit, as at Syon.

The Ailanto (Ailantus glandulosa).—The Ailanto possesses a
very different aspect in its ripe old age from the saplings of it often
met with. The largest tree of it in the neighbourhood is here ;

indeed, it is the largest among the many fine trees that exist of it in

the country. The Syon tree, which was figured in Loudon's " Arbo-
retum," is nearly 100 ft. high, with a clean, erect bole, rising some
.30 ft. before it branches, and terminated by a huge hemispherical
head of handsome foliage. Though a rapid-growing tree when
young, it has taken many years for this specimen to attain such a
large size, and now that it is fully developed there seems to be no
variation in its character from year to year. It occasionally bears
flowers, which are succeeded by small fruits. The flowers are pro-

duced in terminal erect clusters of a whitish-green colour, and they
exhale a disagreeable odour. This tree thrives in almost any soil,

The Ailauto in Flower.

though that of alight, moist character suits it best. Than this few
trees possess such an elegant foliage and graceful habit of growth,
which seems to justify its original name, " Tree of Heaven."

Oaks.—A Turkey Oak (Quercus C'erris) SO ft. high is a grand
specimen of this noble species, and shows well its character, and
similar remarks are applicable to the Willow Oak (Q. Phellos), the
Valonia Oak (Q. ^Egilops) ; a good example of a Cork Oak {(). Suber)
has a picturesque appearance at the western part of the grounds.
The American Oaks are also well represented at Syon, the Scarlet,
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the Champion, and the Red being particularly fine, and the Live Oak
(Q. Ilex) thrives with uncommon vigour in many parts of tlie grounds.

Among other notewortliy examples may be mentioned a Sophora
japonica, 70 ft. high, with a stem girth of 12 ft ; a False Acacia,

quite as large ; a Virgilia lutea, with a stem 6 ft. in circumference
;

and a fine specimen of the Snowdrop Tree (Halesia tetraptera), which
when in flower is a pretty sight. Of Acer creticum, one of the South

European Maples,there is perhaps the largest specimen in the country

.

though not very tall, it spreads over a large area. A decrepit old

'

Mulberry, said to be the original plant introduced, is still flourish-

ing, though it has been found necessary to prop and mound its stem.

The Kentucky Coft'ee Tree (Gymnocladus canadensis) is represented

by a tall specimen, which, however, is not very handsome, owing
to the loss of the lower branches. Of the Judas Tree (Cercis Sili-

quastrum), there are some fine specimens larger than we had pre-

viously seen, and they annually produce plenty of bloom.

Conifers.—With the exception of a few grand Cedars of Le-

banon and deciduous Cypresses, Coniferous trees are but poorly re-

presented at .Syon ; it is, indeed, useless to attempt their culture so

near London ; several small specimens that were planted a few
years ago are dying gradually away, and will never make fine speci-

mens. We must not omit, however, to mention some aged speci-

mens of the Cluster Pine (Pinus Pinaster), which have now acquired

finite a picturesque appearance, reminding one of its congener P.

Pinea (the Stone Pine), which Turner was wont to introduce into

the foreground of some of his finest landscapes. W. G.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR
V. EXHIBITION.

FLOWERS

In estimating success in Chr_vsantliemum culture, I think the

matter should be considered apart from the subject of " exhibi-

tion " plants or flowers, which do not, in my opinion, show the

highest development of culture. The habit of the Chrysanthemum
is to produce a numlji'r of flowers on each single stalk, the number
depending upon variety and culture. Pompones produce the most,

but the larger and finer kinds often produce five and six good
flowers, while many more buds form that never get beyond the

rudimentary stage. The terminal flower on each stem is almost

invariably the largest and finest, but sometimes there is not one,

but several terminal flowers, and they are then nearly all equal in

quality. The prize cultivator is well aware of this habit of the

plant, and he disbuds his plants, leaving only one or two of the

best flowers to each stem, and sometimes only a few to the whole
plant. I read in The Garden this week that at Bishop's

Waltham an exhibitor showedflowers that " were so superlatively

fine," as to cause enquiry regarding the mode of culture adopted,

and it was elicited that only from four to nine flowers were left

to a plant. The plants were propagated from December 1 till

March ; much manure and very particular attention -were given

to them, and the culminating result at the end of nearly twelve'

months was from four to nine flowers to a plant. When one knows
tlie number of flowers one Chrysanthemum plant will produce,

and how long they are produced in succession, these "four to

nine" flowers, however fine, cannot be regarded as other than a

pitiable result of so much labour. I saw a number of similarly

treated plants not long since from which all but the terminal and
most forward flowers had been removed at an early stage, and
when these faded the display would be over. And this is high

culture— twelve months' culture—and the result four flowers that

are to last a few days. What I should call good culture would be

from four to nine good, if not what are called prize, flowers to

each single stem, and the more stems to a pot the better.

Disbudding and Thinning of the shoots may be neces-

sary. Chrysanthemums must have room to grow as well as any-
thing else, but a plant that produces the greatest quantity of

flowers that last the longest period is the best for those who grow
it as a decorative subject, and this I submit the florist should

show us how to do. It should be an easy task to produce large

and fine flowers when the energies of the plant are concentrated

upon one-tenth or so of the crop which it would produce if

allowed. Prize fruit would be easily produced if cropping could

be carried out on the same principle. What would try the exhi-

bitor most, and what would be most instructive to others, would
be plants with the greatest possible number of fine flowers upon
them ; and iu cut flowers, spikes with 9 in. or 1 ft. of stem to

them showing the foliage and the largest number of good flowers

to each spike. There is nothing whatever to hinder exhibitors

from complying with such a rule, and when visitors to exhibitions

sawsuch exhibits the}- would .see what was possible in ordinary good
culture. I do not grow plants for exhibition, but I have had for weeks,

and will have for weeks to come, two housefuls of Chrysanthemums
that I would not exchange for any lot of exhibition plants I have
yet seen, all things considered, and not a bud has been rubbed off

any of the plants. The foliage is as good as the flowers, and each

limb is adorned with five, eight, ten, or fifteen flowers, not one ot

them bad. A single flower, or even two, to each stem does not

sliow nor cannot show the highest results of good culture. Such
plants are under-taxed, and a plant can only show what it is

capable of when it is permitted to do the very most it can do well,

or even fairly. With this I beg to send you a bundle of single

spikes of flowers just to confirm my view of the matter, if that

were needful, and there are many spikes of sucli to each plant,

and the plants are all in 8-in. or 9-in. pots, and were struck in

March and April. J. S. W.
[No flowers could be handsomer, though quite in clusters on

every shoot.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Portuguese SundeTW (Drosophyllumlusitanicum.)—Aslhave
been very successful in growing this Sundew for some years, my
treatment of it may be of interest at the present time, more particu-

larly as it bears out Mr. Maw's recommendation to a certain extent

I pot mine into what are called long thumbs, in sandy loam and peat,

and never shift them. I find they start to grow iu the autumn, and
that they continue their growth more vigorously through the winter

and early summer than at .any other period. During this time they
require watering freely. With me they produce their showy Butter-

cup-like flowers in June, .July, and August, and during these months
I keep them drier than at other times, but I have never found it answer
to let them dry up altogether. As the plants get old tlie stems get

long, and I find that they are greatly benefited Ijy being plunged in

pans in cle<an shingle, four or five plants in a pan, the shingle coming
1 in. or so up the old stems. This seems to give them a very much re-

lished support, and greatly strengthens the heads in consequence.

I leave a little air on close to the plants (which are in a house about
50°) at all times, as they are soon injured by a damp, close atmo-
sphere. VVater over the foliage is also very injurious to them. We
have .at present plants 1.5 in. across and bearing about forty clean,

healthy looking leaves, and plenty more are coming.—.T. O'Brien.

Gloxinias in Winter.—In the spring of 1879 we sowed a

quantity ot (iloxinia seed, which produced a number of plants and
f.air-sized bulbs by the end of the season. They were quite at rest

by the end of the year, and early last January they were started into

growth again. In a genial temperature of about 60'^ they developed
rapidly, and by the end of April many of them are well in bloom.
In this state they continued for two months or more, and during
.July they were so far out of bloom that water was slightly withheld
from them, and they were placed in an exposed position to mature.
By the end of July they were quite at rest ; and after remaining
in this condition for two or three weeks, they were again taken in

hand, and given more water at the root, as well as a closer and
warmer atmosphere. Under this treatment they soon began to show
signs of forming fresh leaves, and by the beginning of November
they were full-sized healthy-leaved plants. Since then they have
been producing a number of flowers, and at the present time many
of them are as full of buds and flowers as they were in summer. As
to their use and ornament at this season, it is hardly necessary to

speak, as all who are acquainted with the many attractions of

Gloxinia flowers will be able to imagine their value better than
words can express it. It is the first time we have tried them in this

way, but it will not be the last.

—

Cambkian.

Monochaetum. Lemoineanum.—I am pleased to be able to

add my testimony to the value of this plant as a winter bloomer.

One of its recommendations is that it does not require the amount of

heat to bring it into blossom that some things do, and few plants

bear flowers of the same shade of colour at this season. We find it

to do well grown on in a cold pit or greenhouse during the summer.
When autumn sets in we take our plants of it into a house, the tem-
perature of which ranges from 45" to 50' at night, and they com-
mence blooming in the end of November or the beginning of

December. I have seen this Monochietum kept in a greenhouse
during the winter and bloom well in the spring, but it does not look

happy treated in this way.—J. C. F.

This well merits all that can be said in its favour, and the won-
der is, considering its easy culture, it is not oftener seen in cultivation.
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I used to grow a large quantity of it iu small pots for winter flower-

ing, anil very pretty the little specimens were when thickly studded

with bright rosy-pink flowers, .-^s a companion plant to it its con-

gener ensiferuni may bo taken, which is in every way as easy to grow,

and which I always considered to be little if at .all inferior to it.

Cuttings taken iuspring from plants subjected to slight warmth will

root freely in a brisk temperature, and if grown along freely will

make by the end of the summer really good ellective specimens in

4i-in. pots. Tlie best way, however, is, take to oil" cuttings from the

growing wood in summer, a few of which may always be selected

without in any way disfiguring the plant, .and insert them in sandy

soil, keeping them cool and mo-st until well rooted, when they

should be potted off into small pots. These if wintered in a cool

house will be ready for shifting in March, and will yield grand

results by the autumn. These Monocha'tums like a very free, rather

light soil, .and must never be over-potted.—J. Cornhtll.

Luculia gratissima.—We have a plant of this which covers

a back wall '25 ft. by 10 ft., and then up nine rafters, the sides of which

are lined with bloon\ almost sufficient to hide the foliage. It is

growing in a small conservatory here. To be successful with the

Luculia it should be planted in good light loam mixed with leaf soil

and sand, well drained ; it should then be left undisturbed. I

planted the plant iu iiuestiou some thirty years ago ; the ground

space in which it has to grow is very sm.all, hardly 1.5 in. wide, an<l

about the same in depth. This border extends the whole length of

the back wall, but the roots do not run far from the stem, and have

never been disturbed ; they are, however, top-dressed occasionally.

In the growing season it "is well watered witli weak guano water,

which seems to suit it better than any other m.anure. One of the

reasons why this plant is not more frequently seen in the greenhouse

than it is, is that it bears repotting badly, reducing the ball, being

sometimes fatal to it, unless the plant is very carefully treated by
being put into a moist, gentle heat and shaded on bright days. The
number of heads of bloom which our plant carried in one year is 67"2

;

it has been in blossom since the early part of October, and will go

on flowering well into January. It requires very little water when
in bloom ; if kept wet it starts into growth, and soon loses its beauty.

—WiLLiA^M Cn.Vf.RWELL, Thorpe Perrow, Bulale.

Erica Bergiana.—This I consider to be one of the most useful

of Cape Heaths, and it is one that I should advise all who may be

thinking of undertaking the sulture of this family of hard-wooded

plants to procure. It is of very free growth, assuming naturally a

neat, compact habit, produces an enormous (juantity of bright, rosy-

nink flowers, and is altogether a most pleasing and effective kind.

In the specimen state it is very telling, and wlierever large conser-

vatories have to be furnished I would advise this Heath to be used,

as it may be quickly grown on into a large plant.—J. C. B.

Hanging Baskets at Liambton.—Amongst the many
things of interest at L.imbton Castle which I saw on a late visit were

some line suspended baskets both in stoves and greenhouses. In tlie

former, besides Ferns of different sorts, were huge baskets of Begonia

alba multiflora, amongst which at planting time had been inserted

small pieces of Panicum variegatum, the latter running amongst the

Ujgonia, and, drooping as I saw it, had a fine effect. The appearance

of lofty conservatories would be greatly enhanced if more of tliis

style of furnishing were adopted, there beingmany pLants that might

be found suitable for sucli a purpose.—A. II. T.

Seaweed as a Substitute for Jam.—Among the few

serious political papers published in Paris, we note that the Ti'iiip.<

occasionally renders good service by describing, in popular language,

frauds that gravely compromise public health. Thus on the subject

of jellies we have some startling disclosures. We should remark

that in France fruit preserver are' generally sold as jellies, and not

as jam, in which the seed, stones, and sometimes the outline or

skin of the fruit itself can be discerned. Falsification is, therefore,

more easy. For this purpose gelatine made from fish naturally

suggested itself, but was found too expensive. Of late years, how-
ever, since the importation on such a large scale of Chinese and
lapanese porcelain, &c., a new solution has been found to the pro-

blem. The objects imported are generally packed with a common
maritime plant that i i used instead of straw. This seaweed possesses,

however, peculiar properties. When placed in a tumbler of water,

it absorbs the water in a few minutes ; then a number of shoots

grow, and constitute a jelly nearly as transparent as the water from

which it is made. This plant, the Arachnoidiscus japonicus, only

costs the trouble of bringing it over. The jelly it yields is easily

sweetened with glucose, and cochineal or other colouring matter is

a Ided with equal facility to imitate the colour of the fruit. The
perfume and the taste were the only real difficulties that remained

to be overcome. After considerable study it was discovered that by

mixing four parts of acetic ether and tartaric acid with four parts
of glycerine and one part of aldehyde, formic ether, benzoic, butyric,
butyric amyl, .acetic, lonanthylic, mythyl-salicylic, nitrous, rebery-
thric, and succinic, a perfect imit.ation of the odour of Raspberries
w.as producotl. Hy putting .a little of this essence to the seaweed
whicli has been allowed to develop itself in water, a substance is

obtained which luas the consistence of fruit jelly, tliough no fruit

has been used, which is sweet, though now sugar has been employed,
and which has the colour and fragrance of Raspberries, though al-

together destitute of that fruit. When this ceases to please, another
very good fruit Havour is produced by treating castor-oil witli nitric

acid ! Fortunately, though wonders .are wrought with the Ar.ach-

noidiscus japonicus, the result is not absolutely perfect. The jelly

still retains a little of the ribrous nature of the plant, ami has a ten-

dency to split and fall to pieces, instead of forming adhesive lumps.
Examined by the miscrosoope, it has no resemblance to the jelly

made from fruit. Then, as the jelly must be coloured, it is easy
enough to discover the presence of an artificial dye. Without re-

sorting to the !al)Oi'atoi'y, it suffices to dissolve a little of the sus-

IJected jelly in some tepid water, .and dip a white silk ribbon in

the solution. If it is a natural jelly, the ribbon will only be a
little soiled ; but if the jelly has been ortitioially coloured, the rib-

bon will also be coloured. Bj- giving publicity to these details, the
frauds practised will be constantly discovered, and the perpetrators

brought to justice. We fear also that the falsifications which the
French liave contrived, tlie English will not be slow to imitate, unless

it is generally known that the public ai'e on the ifil ri'v,— [,(iur,'t.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
S.MALL ORANGE TREES IN POTS.

Im The Ct.\.rden (p. 605) are some remarks on small Orange
trees bearing fruit. These are probably small trees with small uneata-

ble fruit grown in France and Siild in England for ornament, and
very pretty they are, but they are neither so pretty nor so useful

as English-grown trees of the little Tangerine variety, which can
be grown in our own hothouses of better quality than the im-
ported fruit from the best Orange-producing countrie.s in the world.
The late Mr. Thus. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had a grand idea

—that of having Orange groves under glass in England, and no
doubt they could be made if it were worth while, but it is not
liliely any one will see the scheme realised, although it seemed
feasible enough.

Good Dessert Oranges can, however, be produced in

England, but we can have tliem in many gardens without any
additional expense. All that is wanted is a stage or bed in a

Cucumber house or Pine house—anywhere where there is a tem-
perature of from 00-' to G'>~'. Small trees iu (5-in. pots of the
Tangerine variety will give us as manj' fruits as will outweigh
the siil in the pots, and that with little trouble as regards culture.

To do them well they should lie started into growth early in the

year. They will flower in February or March, and the fruit will

ripen in .September and onwards. They ought not to be potted
in light peaty soil, such as the Clontinental trees are potted in,

but good turfy, clayey loam mixed with rotten stable manure, a
liberal proportion of crushed bones l)eing added thereto ; bone-
dust seems to be specially adapted to the wants of these trees.

They require a hotlioiLse temperature and plenty of sunshine all

the summer ; in fact, the treatment that Pines require is just that

which suits Orange trees. Besides the Tangerine, we grow St.

Michael's, the next best, the Maltese Wood, and the Plata or Silver

Orange. The last named has not set its fruit very well with us,

but what we do get are delicious in flavour.

Orange Trees are liable to bo attacked by .scale, and a black
fungus gathpr.ston the leaves, but if they are clean at .starting and
are syringed witli tepid rain water twice a day during summer
and wheneverthereisplenty of sunshine, theymay be kept compara-
tively clean. If they do get dirty, it may be necessary to wash
the leaves wltli a sponge and soapy water. J. Dourl.\s.

PEAR DIRECTEUR ALPHAND.
Messrs. Cnoux, of Sceaux, near Paris, have long been known
as extensive nurserymen and fruit growers, and have raised a

large and apparently fine Pear, which they call Directeur Alphand,
and which they are sending out this year. We have no experi-

ence of it personally, because it has not yet fruited in this coun-
try and the recent severe winters injured the young trees, so that
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the crop yrns destroyed during the past season near Paris. But

we have Mens. Carriere's assurance that it is a remarliahly

good sort. lie .spealis of it as follows :
" The fruit

of this Pear, which is always large, measures between 6 in. and

7 in. in length, and at times even more, by from in. to 4 in. in

small and almost closed. The flesh is white, firm, close, and
slightly gritty towards the centre, very sweet, and delicate in fla-

vour—altogether certainly one of the best Pears of its season,

which is from February to April. Consequently, it is a variety

which ought to have a place in every collection."

' w "'.^r
'

#«il|l#!lfW*if

Pear Directeur Alphaiul,

diameter. Its appearance Is not unlike that of the Belle Ange-
vine ; its surface is often a little indented, and the stem strong,

short, and inserted obliquely. Its skin, which is yellowish-green,

changes to gold colour, spotted with red, and sometimes possessing

a rosy tint on the side next the sun. The eye is comparatively

MELON CULTURE IN
COLD FRAMES.

The Melon is a fruit that most
people like, but that comparatively
few grow. The uninitiated are apt
to imagine that it demands some-
thing more in the way of culture

than lays iu their power to give.

Any one in the possession of a

common frame may, however, grow
the Melon to good perfection, for

this fruit is content with about the
same treatment as that considered
necessary for the Cucumber, and
whoever can grow good Cucumbers
ought to succeed with the Melon.
The latter, more than any other
fruit, is considered to be fastidious

with respect to soil, and many sup-

pose that nothing short of the best

loam will satisfy its requirements
in this respect. Of course, the
better the soil the greater chance
of success, and all conversant with
fruit culture are aware of the ad-

vantages to be derived when a sup-

ply of sound fibrous loam can be
procured. At the same time, it is

beyond dispute that a satisfactory

substitute may be found for this

latter ingredient, and that Melons
of good quality may be grown in

any good, free, mellow soil. I have
grown large crops of Melons in the
turnings out of hot-beds, consisting

of manure and leaves in a rotted

condition, and I have seen good
fruit produced where the rooting

medium was just ordinary garden
mould, with a little manure and
leaf -soil added to it. The fact is,

that Melon culture is not attended
with a tenth part of those diffi-

culties that so many invest it with ;

and were it only more generally
known how easily this delicious

fruit may be grown it would be
more frequently taken in handthau
it now is. Too much confinement
and heat form in nine cases

out of ten the only obstacles to

perfect success. The Melon, as is

well known, delights in warmth
and moisture, but too much of

either, if only for a short time
and at any period of its growth,
will enfeeble the plant to a serious

extent, and render the production
of good fruit a matter of great un-
certainty. All tliat is required to

grow good Melons in the summer
is to sow early enough to get

strong plants by the latter end of

May, so that they may be in posi-

tion and well on their way by
the time that tlie hot weather

Raising Young Plants.—
Those who have a warm house of

any kind will experience no difh-

culty in raising young plants at a

sufficiently early period, but where this convenience does not exst a

hot-bed will have to be made up about the beginning of April. In
many gardens, however. Cucumbers are brought along early by means
of manure heat, or propagating is conducted in the same way. in which
case a spare corner of the frame may well be dedicated to the sowing
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of a few Melon seeds. The great point is, whilst afTording to the

plants the necessary amount of warmth to keep them sturdy and
lianl by free exposure to light and a free circidation of air wlien

it is considered safe to do so, when once fairly estalilished in

small pots, the less artificial warmth they get the better, as they
then more readily feel the influence of the season, and crow away
with great freedom as soon as summer weather sets in. Plants that
have been forced alone early in the year in a stewing temperature
require a considerable pcrioil of hardening oil before they can be
safely planted out in a cold frame, and even then they never appear
to grow away so strongly as when more hardily reared. In planting
out a time should be chosen wlien the sun's influence has made itself

felt, and it ia just as well that the soil be put into the frame a
week or so beforehand, shutting the light down close. A day or
two of bright sun will then warm it through, and will be the means,
as it were, of forming a slight bottom heat, so that when the young
plants are set out they will immediately strike root.

Canker.—The ravages of this disease may he reduced to a
minimum by pl.anting in the following manner : Instead of turning
the plants out of their pots enlarge the drainage holes, completely
knocking out the bottom of the pots, and sink these latter in tlie

soil, but keep the rims quite 1 in. above it. As soon as the
plants begin to make anything like vigorous growth cease watering
tlie soil in the pot. The base of the stem just where it joins tlie

soil is the dangerous point, and if this be kept dry the liability to
disease will be almost done away with. If the plants have been
grown throughout the spring in the full influence of the sun they will
need no shade during the summer, but will rejoice in the fierce heat
which oftent'raes prevails under a glass roof at that time. A good
mulch of manure and copious waterings, accompanied by an occasional
thorough syringing in hot weather, will keep red spider at baj'. I
would, however, warn the inexperienced against the too free use of
the syringe, which is certainly productive of most injurious con-
sequences. Some .are never so pleased as when they are engaged in
sprinkling their plants overhead. Now, syringing at certain timrs
is of the greatest service, but the regular and indiscriminate wetting
of the foliage that many practise is worse than useless—it is posi-
tively injurious, for it renders the foliage soft and flaccid, and
unable to resist with impunity those extremes of light, heat, aridity,
and moisture to which it is more or less exposed throughout the
growing season ; so much so, indeed, that a sudden burst of hot snn
coming upon a period of moist, dull weather will often shrivel up the
leaves, causing their prematuie decay.

Ventilation on all favourable occasions is of the highest im-
portance, for without the solidity of wood and foliage which a free
circulation of air imparts to the plants, it is useless to expect good
fruit. In fine weather shut up early, thereby heightening the
natural temperature, and forcing, as it were, a large amount of heat
into the soil, which, being slowly radiated during the night, will
maintain more warmth in the frame than would otherwise be the
case. Towards evening give a little air again, and when the nights
arc exceptionally balmy the lights may be entirely withdrawn.

Byjleet. J. (;.

VINES IX THE OPEX AIR.

In" reference to the remarks of ".lusticia" (p. 605) on this subject,
allow me to say that whatever diflSculties stand in the way of suc-
C2SS Mr. Baines is mistaken in saying that it is impracticable or
impossible to ripen Grapes out-of-doors. I know of my own know-
ledge that in front of this establishment, facing south, but tho-
roughly exposed, two Vines of White Muscadine that had been
merely grown as handsome climbers, and without any care, little

pruning, and no prepared Vine border, produced and ripened fairly

a few bunches in 1S76 and IS77. The berries were as large and
sweet as those nf the same variety which I bought and tasted in

the market gardens of Paris the following year. I saw even better
ones, as might be expected, near Pulboro', in Sussex, grown against
the south end of a cottage. What would have been the result had
we had a proper border and with the same care as inside ?

ClonnvA. W. J. M.
In many districts in the south of Kngland Grapes can be

grown verj- successfully out-of-doors, especially in favourable seasons.
When I lived in Surrey, nearly twenty years ago, 1 was much in-

terested in observing the Grape Vines trained to cottages, and the
more so as I had not seen a Vine planted out-of-doors that produced
Grapes previous to that. I think it is very desirable indeed to plant
certain varieties of Grapes out-of-doors, but a favourable position
should be selected for them, and they must be cultivated very differ-

ently from the way in which they are usually done.
I have not yet seen Vines properly pruned out of doors ; the sterna

are trained to the wall or house generally far too close to each other

and the same old stems are spurred closely in every year, with the

result that there is little fruit, but plenty of leaves, too often

smothered with mildew, which .also thickly covers the Grapes. Now
the great mistake is in retaining this old wood. To do the Vines
well a constant succession of new wood sliould be trained up from

the base, and the hearing stems should not be closer to each other

tlian 2 ft. If the Vines are planted in good, welldrainod soil they

are not likely to be attacked by mildew ; but if they are lialile to lie

smitten by this pest, it is well to paint them after being junincd

with flowers of sulphur stirred in soft-soapy water until the niixtu-c

is like thin paint. If the mildew appears in summer, it ought to be

destroyed before it spreads much by dusting the affected parts with

dry flowers of sulphur. The next consideration is

The Varieties to Plant.—Royal Muscadine is certainly the

best ; indeed, 1 would not care to plant any other. It is most pro-

lific, produces the best flavoured Grapes, which are more certain to

ripen than those of any other kind known to me. It is a good idea

to offer prizes for Grapes grown out of doors. This may further

develop their culture; indeed, it has done so in previous years. The
Rev. George Kemp offered prizes through the Royal Horticultur.d

Society in IS70. The exhibition was held on October .5, and

brought out a very fine lot of Grapes ; all the prizes were awarded to

Royal JIuscadine, the fruit of which was well ripened and the

flavour really good. The best fruit was grown at Acton, and the

second best came from Devonshire. If I remember rightly, there

were fairly good Black Hamburghs, West's St. Peter's, and even

Muscat of Alexandria and Lady Dowues grown out of djors ; but this

exhibition establishjd the fact that Royal Muscadine was better

than all the other varieties. The best walls to train the Vines to

are those that face the south and west, and if that position cannot

be obtained for tliem it is better not to plant them at all. Of

course, people who can afford to build hothouses and plant Vineries

will not need Vines out-of-doors. Those who cannot afford such

luxuries can have fairly good Grapes in the south of England if

they have suitable walls against which to plant them.—J. Duvl;las.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flo-wer Garden.
Re-making walks should now be proceeded with, so as to give them

time to get consolidated before the drying winds of spring set in. Jn

re-gravelling, presuming that drains hare been put in order and
edgings cut, the old gravel should be loosened before putting on a

layer or coating of new material ; or if the drainage is defective, the

whole of the old layers should be turned back, and the soil removed

deep enough to get in a good layer of brickbats, clinkers, or rough

stones ; after which put on the roughest gravel, then fine material,

and finish off with a coating of new gravel, leaving it slightly fullest

in the middle of the walks, but not sufficiently so to make it uncon -

fortable for walking on. Keep it rolled down frequently, as the

firmer and smoother the surface the fewer weeds will establish them-

selves on it. Where good binding gravel is difficult to obtain, the

foundation of the walk may be made similar to the preceding method,

and the coarse stones rolled down to an even surface, finishing oil'

with 1 in. of shell gravel, which makes a soft pleasant walk, fit ftr

use in all kinds of weathers, for being very porous it dries quickly,

after rain, and does not hang to the feet after frost.

Shrubberies should now receive attention ; the cutting out

or thinning of trees that have been planted for shelter, but wliich are

no longer required, or are crowding one another, forms good work f( r

rough weather. It is a mistake to suppose that trees for shelter need

to be very thickly planted ; when such is the case they lose all their

lower branches, and consequently get so bare as to offer less obstruc

tion than half the number with perfect branches would do. and after

a certain number of years of neglect it is impossible to thin such

trees out so as so make them look well, for the shaded branches soon

die off and leave only the top mop-like growth alive. To keep

shrubberies in good condition they should be annually looked ever,

and soon after the trees are thinned out the strongest shoots of coarsi -

growing shrubs should be shortened back ; all dead wood should be

removed, and any gaps filled up. The various sorts of common
Laurel make an excellent undergrowth for tall trees, and they may
be preserved in good condition for an indefinite number of years if

kept low by timely pruning, but if left to grow up unchecked they

soon become sickly and die. Portual Laurel makes a handsome
specimen if left to grow so as to form a tree, as do also the .Sweet

Bay and Arbutus for the foreground ; Daphnes or Wood Laurels

succeed well in the shade, and are delightfully fragrant. The Laurus-

tinus, too, from its flowering during the winter season, helps to en

liven our gardens at a comparatively flowerless period.

Hedges may be cut during the winter season ; where they
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have been allowed to run up and get thin at the base they will

be benefited by being reduced in lieight considerably, as when
required for boundary fences their density is of more importance

than their height. Keep them clean at the base by forking out all

kinds of weeds and rubbish, and afterw.ards put a layer of fresh soil

over the surface roots. As a rule, clipped hedges are not ornamental,

but Holly hedges m.iy be kept very thick by cutting in with a knife ;

also Laurel hedges, which being dense make efficient screens either

for privacy or from breaking tlie wind from tender vegetation.

Flower Roots.—Look over all kinds of these, such as Dahlias,

Cannas, Gladioli, &o., and remove any that show signs of decay, and
see that the rest are secured from frost. Look over the stock of

plants, and make notes of those most in request, or which it is

desirable to increase by means of seed or cuttings. A large supply
of dry leaves should now be secured and stacked in the frame ground,
where they can be kept dry until required for making up hotbeds,

the gentle heat of leaves being of great assistance to the propagator
and for all freshly potted-off plants, encouraging, as they do, root

action, and when of no further service tliey may be placed in a heap
to become thoroughly decomposed as leaf-mould.—J.iME.s Groom.

Auriculas.—The weather at present is such as to cause Auri-

culas to make rather more growth than we like ; many trusses that

ought to have been tied well down in the plants and showing their

flower-stems and buds. Should frost set in, it will be necessary to

throw some covering over the frames in which the flower-trusses are

so far advanced ; indeed, we have some that have shown their

trusses and gone so far as to open their flowers since the jilants were
placed in their winter quarters. In large collections a few plants

are sure to be in flower at unseasonable times ; indeed, I would
undertake to produce Auriculas in flower every month in the year
without any forcing whatever. It would be better for the plants if

we now could have cold weather, so that they might be kept almost
stationary, as regards growth, until the end of January. See that

all decayed leaves are carefully removed, and that no plants are

allowed to suffer from over-dryness at the roots, although scarcely

any water will be required if it should be cold weather until the end
of January. Remove pots or pans containing seedlings tliat are

vegetating into a greenhouse, where they will continue to grow, for

if left in frames exposed, to frost they will do little in the way of

growth before the end of February.

Chrysanthemums.—The weather has been favourable for

flowering plants of these, and I do not recollect a season in which
the bloom has continued to last so long. We have still hundreds of

good blooms of the large-flowered and Japanese sections, and they
seem as if they would last for two or three weeks yet. It is very de-

sirable to get as much work done as possible at this season. We
contrive to get all cuttings in before Christmas, and besides that,

the soil is all prepared for next season's potting. Chrysantliemums
require to have rich manure mixed witli the soil, and if this is done at

the time of potting, it has not time to become incorporated witli

the soil. I advise all who expect to grow this plant well to mix
the compost now and lay it up in a shed, or even out of doors.

Use four parts of good loam, one of rotten stable manure, one of

leaf mould, and an S-in. potful of crushed bones to each barrow-
load of the compost. Pounded oyster shells will do instead of the
crushed bones.

Hollyhocks.—Admit jjlenty of air to the frames containing
these ; they do not like a close, stagnant, damp .itmospliere. Pro-
bably much of the disease and degeneration seen in many cultivated
plants and never in their natural wild state is owing to mistakes in

culture. Many plants wid bear rough treatment better than they
will coddling, which not unfrequently undermines their constitu-

tion, and when once tliis takes place neither tlie plant nor its pro-

geny are ever likely to be restored to tlieir original health. Remove
all traces of decay, and it ought to be stated that it is best to allow
the plants to become rather dry at the roots before taking the cut-

tings off. It is best to have some plants full of sap when the cut-

tings are taken oft', while others, such as the Hollyhock, and notably
the Chinese Primrose, ought to be rather sapless, so to speak, than
otherwise.

Polyanthuses and Hardy Primroses.—Tlie common
Primrose is flowering out of-doors with us, and many buds are well
advanced, so that if the weather were to keep mild for some time
they would continue to produce blooms. If, however, they continue
to grow untouched by red spider or drought until the end of the
season, they will flower at the usual time ; but if they are checked
before the growtli is completed, flower-buds .are formed early, and
the flowers open with the autumn rains and mild winter weather.
The laced Polyanthuses are very forward this season, too, and from
the same cause nearly the whole of the plants were checked before
growth was completed with the usual result. Plants that have

been obtained from a later district will flower later. Border varieties

with us will make a good display out-of-doors ; they were planted in

a rich border, were free from red spider, and are now full of promise
with not much autumn bloom. The plants in pots require rather
more water than Auriculas. Hardy Primulas require watching, to
preserve them from slugs, which make sad work of sucli species as

P. minima, P. AUioni, &c., and all those of a sub-evergreen cha-

racter ; they are even more liable to become a prey to these pests

when planted out in rockwork and other positions.

Tulips.—Owing to the occurrence of frosts at the usual time of
planting, this operation was delayed for some time ; but we have
now planted all of them out on new rich ground, and surrounded
the bulbs with sand and good maiden loam. The bulbs were just
forming roots and beginning to grow. The weather being fine at the
time and since, thoy will start into growth at once, and will flower
earlier and stronger than if they had been planted in unsuitable
weather, and the bulbs had lain in the ground some time before they
started.—J. DouuL.\s.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—Now, when the days are shortest and dullest, it will

be more than ever necessary to endeavour to keep all plants in a

growing state, moving as quietly as is consistent with maintaining
them in health. It is not ditficult to the practised eye to quickly
detect at this season of the year whether a plant is getting attenuated
through being subjected to too much heat or other exciting conditions.

Where any plants in growth are showing this quick elongation, a
slight reduction in temperature will be of benefit to them, as a slower
and better ripened growth will be the result. All the Vandas should
now be kept in as quiet a state as possible. Most of these are always
more or less on the move, either roots or foliage, but it would be very
disastrous to attempt to keep tliem under exciting conditions in the
hope of quickly making them into large plants, as all such growths
formed at this season would most probably become a prey to disease

before another winter passed over the plants. Probably many of the
Cattleyas and Lielias are just in that condition when they emit a
quantity of new roots. Where such is the case the grower must not
be tempted to suddenly increase the supply of water to their roots,

as this might aft'ect the health of the plants before there is sutticient

light to assist the {)lants in assimilating it. All young roots on
these subjects must be very carefully guarded from the attacks of

cockroaches and other pests, which are generally most troublesome

at this season of the year. All the Odontoglossums that were
moved from the cool house to winter in an intermediate temperature
should occupy positions close to the glass. These will include

Odontoglossuni vexillarium, 0. citrosmum, 0. noevium majus, 0.

PhaUenopsis, and 0. grande. The two first named must be carefully

watered at this season, otherwise they are easily thrown into an
unhealthy st.ate. The last n.amed require and delight in a regular

supply of moisture to their roots, always endeavouring to keep it as

nearly as possible in one state of dampness. O. grande will not
require quite so liberal a supply as the other two.

Stove Plants.—In plant growing it is always necessary to be
looking forward to future requirements, and in nothing is this more
necessary than in the selection and preparation of composts in which
to grow tlie plants. Where a stock of thinly-cut turves was stacked

during fine weather early in autumn, a portion of it should now be

chopped up and got under cover to dry and purify. This should be
frequently turned until it gets into a workable and mellow state,

when it may be packed away in boxes and barrels, or other conve-

nient places until required for use. Peat should be served in a similar

way, but before putting this to dry, all black, sour, and useless

matter should be removed from it. Where many soft-wooded plants

are grown, it is always best to stack up a heap of loam, with alter-

nate layers of cow manure, to be used in the potting of tliese plants.

A good heap of well-rotted leaf-soil should always be kept in stock,

in readiness for any plant that is found to succeed in it, with the

addition of loam. Where there is a thorough good bottom-heat, and
good facilities otherwise exist, the propagation of Crotons and other

choice plants may with safety be attempted. These will gradually

form a callus, and root early in the spring, and will make useful

plants before the summer is over. Gardenias that have flowered

during the autumn and winter may now be cut over to prepare them
for an early growth and producing an early bloom another season.

The tops of these should De used for propagating purposes, as it is

always desirable to have a good stock of young plants of such a

useful subject.

Conservatory.—The most difficult season to maintain a gay
appearance in this structure is now past, as the earliest batch of

forced Azaleas and other plants will now be coming into flower.

These will again be succeeded by others that are coming forwai'd

in various structures. In arranging the plants in this house
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during the winter season, the soft-wooded and herbaceous

subjects should never be overcrowded, otherwise they are

very liable to damp off and get shabby before the flowers are

over. Endeavour to have a few sweet-scented plants in the house at

all seasons of the year ; the best at the present time is undoubtedly

the red and white varieties of Paphne indica. These will be suc-

ceeded by Hyacinths, Jonquils, Mignonette, kc. Maintain a clean

and neat appearance throughout the house, and rearrange the plants

frequently to give fresh effects.

Forcing House.— This house must be constantly kept re-

plenished with a fresh stock of prepared plants, well set with flower-

buds. Hy.icinths, Tulips, and Dutch bulbs generally should now be

sufficiently rooted to st.and forcing. It is always best to bring these

along gently, so as to prevent the foliage from getting drawn up
weakly, which would mar the beauty of the plants when in bloom.

Lachenalias that have got a good growth of foliage on them may be

introduced on a warm slielf near the glass, and will quickly push up
their useful spikes of flowers.—J. Roberts.

Indoor Fruit.

Orchard House.—Early kinds of Peaches that were taken into

the forcing house last month, and have had the benefit of warmth
from fermenting material placed beneath the pots, will be getting

well advanced and capable of standing a slightly increased tempera-

ture by day when the weather is mild and air can be freely admitted,

but no advance on 45' to 50' should be made by night until the trees

come into flower, when 50^ may be taken as the minimum under

ordinary external conditions, and 5° less when the weather is severe.

The forcing of an impatient subject like the Peach requires great

patience on the part of the cultiv.-vtor and some e>-perience in the

selection of his trees, as imperfectly ripened wood inv.ariably throws

its wood-buds, even in a low temperature, in advance of the flowers,

which are weak and imperfect in consequence, and do not always
set well. Syringe the trees regularly, and pay particular attention

to the supply of water to the roots, as the daily moistening of the

surface is liable to mislead, and one oversight in watering is sutHcient

to ruin a pot Peach for the season. As soon as pot Strawberries that

were introduced with the Peaches show signs of growth, they will

require more air, light, and water, and, being so subject to green-fly,

the house should be carefully fumigated once or twice before the

Peach blossoms expand. It is just possible that the enemy may not
be in sight, and this advice may be neglected once in a lifetime, for

BO troublesome and destructive is this rapidly increasing insect, that

one trial and loss of a promising crop will leave a lasting impression.

General Orchard House.—With many people the first week
in .January is the favourite time tor starting a house of trees, and as

many, if not all, of these will be standing in the open air, the washing
of the young shoots with soap and water, and the dressing of stems
with Gishurst Compound—S oz. to the gallon of water—should be
performed before they are placed in position for the season. In the

arrangement of a mixed collection of trees, the different kinds should
be thrown into sections, the Peaches and Nectarines being placed at

the warmest end, and the Cherries at the coldest, as the latter re-

quire more air and a lower temperature than any other tree when
placed under artificial treatment. But, next to the Peach, a good
selection of Pears is perhaps the most useful and interesting. For
this kind of culture, duplicates of the best early and mid-season

kinds which do well on the Quince stock will give better results

than an unlimited number of varieties. Well furnished specimens
may be formed by potting up two-year-old trees, and plunging them
on a warm border in the open garden ; or they may be obtained
thoroughly established in pots from any nurseryman who professes

to supply orchard house trees.

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the flower-buds in the
early house begin to shotv colour, the minimum temperature may be
raised to 50', with a corresponding advance by day, but nothing will

be gained by undue haste until we have more light, when time ap-
parently lost can be redeemed without distressing the trees. Peaches
that are allowed to come on steadily, and unfold a vigorous blossom
in a low temperature with constant ventilation, invariably set and
atone well, when, the energies of the trees having been husbanded,
they will stand sharper forcing, and finish good crops of fruit in a
higher temperature than would be safe where they have been unduly
hastened into flower. Let the syringing be continued until the
flowers begin to open, and see that the house is well fumigated once
or twice before they expand, as green-fly upon the trees at the com-
mencement of this critical stage would most likely prove fatal to the
crop of fruit.

Succession Houses.—Where several houses are forced annu-
ally, the second should be ready for closing by the first week in

January, when the usual routine of management will apply ; but
with increasing length of days, and the sun gaining power, a higher

temperature can often be indulged in after the turn of the year than
would be advisable in December. The weather having been so mild,
the buds are already swelling, a fair proof that .an excitable tree like

the Peach should never feel the want of water at the root. Unfor-
tunately, it has been a common practice to allow internal borders to
become dry after the fall of the leaf, and as this is the moit common
cause of bud-dropping, no time should be lost in getting the borders
well mulched and watered before the stored up sap is exhausted.
Push forward the pruning and cleansing in late houses before the
buds begin to swell, and keep the doors and ventilators open by night
and day.

Pines.—If there is any deviation from the directions given at

the end of November, let the temperature range a little lower, par-

ticularly in bad weather, and keep all young stock in a moderately
dry atmosphere, and as quiet as may be consistent with the most
gentle progress until after the turn of the year. Succession plants

that are plunged in near proximity to the pipes must be closely

examined, and if there is danger of their becoming too dry at the
roots, a good soaking of water applied to the plunging material

round and beneath the pots will be of great service in preventing the

abstraction of moisture from the balls. Plants in light span-roofed
pits will be the better for an occasional dewiug over with the syringe

on fine days. The plunging material and all other available surfaces

liable to become too dry and unfavourable to growth will also require

damping, care being taken that steam is not generated by wetting
the pipes when they are highly heated

Maintain a mean temperature of 6S' at night and 78' by day in

the fruiting house, and see that the proper supply of moisture is

regularly attended to, as the swelling of Pines in winter depends
in a great measure upon the state of the atmosphere. Where a steady
bottom-heat of 80" to 85* is obtained from hot-water pipes placed
in chambers, there is danger of the plunging material becoming dry
below the bottoms of the pots ; this should be looked to and corrected

by drawing the tan or leaves away from the sides of the pots and
pouring in warm diluted liquid from the tank. The plants in a bed
of this kind will take more water than when plunged in a solid mass
of tan or leaves, and on this account, when watering becomes an
absolute necessity, the supply should be liberal and of a stimulating

nature.

Grapa Room.—Amateurs and others who have not yet been
bold enough to cut all their late Grapes in one day will now be
discussing the question .as to the best time to remove them from tlie

Vines. Thin-skinned kinds and Muscats intended for use early in

the new year may be cut and bottled in November or December,
but Lady Downes and others intended to hang until the month of

May should remain on the Vines until all the leaves have fallen and
the wood is hard and fit for j^runing. This generally takes place in

December, and the first week in the year should find them in tlie

finest possible condition, when their removal to a properly arranged
Grape room will insure their keeping fresh and good for four months
without shrivelling or loss of flavour. Assuming that the necessary

preparations have been made as formerly directed, the bottles will

be full of water and ready for the stalks, which should be cut with
all the wood that can be spared in order that they may pass to

the bottoms of tlie bottles and allow the bunch to hang clear of the
neck. The berries should not be rubbed or disturbed in their

remo\'al from the Vines, neither should any of the gi-owths be
removed from the wood beyond the bunch, as every fresh wound
would admit of the escape of moisture into the dry atmosphere of

the room. When all the bunches have been arranged the tempera-
ture may range about 45° with plenty of top-ventilation, and just

suSicient warmth on the pipes to set the air in motion until all

stagnant moisture has been dispersed, when artificial heat, if possible,

should be dispensed with, as Grapes always keep best when the
room can be kept dry without it. The Grapes will require looking

over twice a week for decaying berries, but the loss, owing to the

even state of the atmosphere and temperature, will be mich
smaller than would be the case if they were left hanging on the

Vines until the spring. All worry and anxiety as to the manage-
ment of the houses in severe weather will be at an end, and a
good two months' rest after the Vines are pruned will be the first

step towards early starting in the spring, compact bunches, and
early ripening in the autumn, three very important items in the

successful management of late Grapes.—W. Cole.max.

Kitchen Garden.
The contrast between the last and the present season as regards

vegetable produce is very great, for by this date last year tlie Broc-

coli crops were seriously damaged, and in many places wholly de-

stroyed, whilst every other green crop was more or less injured.

Such a disaster did not prove to be an unmixed evil, for it led

this year to the planting of the hardier winter green crops in larger

quantities to the proportionate reduction of Broccoli of doubtful
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hardiness, and to this fact, coupled with the milder season, must
be attributed the present overflowing supplies of winter vege-
tables, the staple and most valuable kinds being Brussels Sprouts,
Broccoli, and Cottager's and Buda Kales. We are, however, yet in

danger of having our supplies cut off by severe frost, and it will be
well, the present mild weather notwithstanding, to take precau-
tionary measures anent the protection of tender subjects, such as

Globe Artichokes, Celery, Broccoli, Parsley, Lettuces, and Cauli-

flower plants. There should also be got in a supply of those roots

that are difficult to get at in frosty weather, such as Horseradish,
Jerusalem Artichokes, and Parsnips, and in every other respect
the work of the entire garden should in reference to the weather be
arranged prospectively. A sowing of Peas and Broad Beans may
now be made. Select a warm sheltered spot and make the ground
as light and dry as possible by adding vegetable mould, and to

very heavy soil, cinder ashes. I have not yet tried a Pea that beats
William the First as a first early for sowing on open borders in lines

5 ft. apart, and as an early dwarf for growing in boxes placed along
the front of orchard houses in pits, or at the foot of south walls,

McLean's Little (iem is really what its name implies. As an early
Broad Bean no kind yet excels the old Early Long Pod. Proceed
with alterations, if any, as rapidly as possible, this being the only
time of year during which extra jobs can be undertaken without
postponing other pressing work. As soon as all heavy wheeling is

done the walks should be regravelled or the old gravel turned and well
rolled down, neatness being as commendable and >is much noted by
employers in the kitchen as it is in the flower garden. Seed Potato
stores should be frequently examined, and where practicable the
whole of the sets should be laid in single layers only ; they will now
begin to sprout, and the cooler they can be kept—short of being
subjected to actual frost— the better, and more sturdy will be the
shoots ; moreover, without the planting of good seed tubers good
crops ought not to be expected. Sets of early kinds that are
intended for planting in pits should now be started in boxes of
light vegetable soil, and as soon as well rooted in it they should be
transferred to forcing quarters, the beds for which should be got in

readiness, Oak leaves being the most suitable for Potatoes, and long
lasting as regards the retention of heat. A small percentage of
stable litter intermixed with the leaves raises the heat quickly, and
on such a bed Asparagus starts into growth immediately, and the
crop is exhausted before the heat gets too low. During the preva-
lence of the present mild weather fully expose Lettuces, Endive,
Radishes, and Carrots in pits and frames ; also Cauliflower plants
in handlights.—W. W.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
December 14.

At this, the last meeting of the year of the floral and fruit com-
mittees, there was an excellent display of flowers, fruits, and vege-
t.-ibles

; the latter were particularly noteworthy, representing as they
did skilfully-grown produce in the competition for the prizes offered
by Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn.

First-class Certificates were awarded to

Messrs. .J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for—
Mormodes Wendlandi.—A handsome Orchid, exhibiting a

peculiar structure in its flowers, which are about 3 in. across, and
produced on a stout, erect stem some 2 ft. high. The specimen
shown bore about a dozen blossoms. Their colour is clear lemon-
yellow, and, being of a waxy texture and singular in shape, they aie
very eflective. It was introduced from South America about a year
ago.

Odontoglossum anceps.— .\ distinct Orchid, somewhat
resembling 0. maculatum in the form, size, and colour of the flowers,
but with colours more pronounced. The outer halves of the lateral
sepals are greenish -yellow, while the inner are of the same ground
colour, heavily spotted with chocolate. The lip is also copiously
spotted with reddish-brown on a light ground.
Odontoglossum blandum.—A very pretty species, remind-

ing one at first sight of O. n;evium, though on closer inspection it is
abundantly distinct. It is very dwarf, not more than in. high, and
the flowers, about 1 in. across, have incurved sepals, with a ground
profusely spotted with reddish-brown. The lip is broad and short,
not long and narrow, as in 0. najvium, and it is pure white, heavily
blotched with violet-purple, producing a pleasing contrast. Though
not absolutely new, this Orchid has hitherto been extremely rare, but
it promises now to become popular.

Croton Hawkerj.— A highly ornamental variegated variety,

with lance-shaped leaves about 6 in. long. The variegation consists

of a pale lemon-yellow in the lower two-thirds of the leaf, the re-

maining portion being deep green. The compact, bushy habit of

growth in this variety is its chief characteristic, a property possessed

only by afew'of the newer kinds. It will take first rank as an effective

decorative plant.

Croton Cronstadti.—A contrast as regards habit to the pre-

ceding, the leaves being upwards of 1 ft. in length, spirally twisted
and arched in a graceful manner. The colour of the leaves consists

chiefly of a deep yellow, which extends down the centre of each leaf,

with a deep metallic green and a tinge here and there of crimson,
rendering the whole very attractive.

Jasminum graciriimum.—This is undoubtedly one of the
finest new plants exhibited this year. We have previously noticed

it under the name of J. pubescens, but since it was certificated it

has been re-named at Kew J. gracillimum. The annexed woodcut
shows the shape and size of the flowers, but the clusters are larger.

The blossoms are of snowy whiteness, and exhale a delicious per-

fume, similar to that of J. Sambac. It is extremely floriferou.',

bearing clusters of blossoms the whole length of its slender branches,

-^~ /
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Jasminum ^acillimum.

which droopvery gracefully on all sides. In addition to these good
qualities, it continues to flower throughout the winter, a circumstance
which cannot fail to render it popular and invaluable, particularly

for cutting purposes. It was collected by Mr. Burbidge in Borneo
when travelling for Messrs. Veitch.

To Mr. Hillier, the Nurseries, Winchester, for

—

Primula .Ajinie Hillier.—A Chinese Primrose with double
flowers, the best variety we have yet seen. The plant possesses

great vigour of growth, and is extremely floi'iferous, producing its

flowers in dense clusters, slightly overtopping the foliage. The
blossoms are about the size of a florin, very double, forming quite a
miniature rosette, and their colour is a soft and delicate blush. This
variety exhibits a decided improvement on the double-floivering

Primulas now in cultivation of a similar colour.

To Mr. Cannell, The Xurseries, Swanley, for

—

Primula Swanley Red.—This has been shown on previous
occasions, but not certificated. It is a fine variety, compact in growth,
robust, and having large symmetrical flowers with finely fringed

margins. The colour is an intensely rich carmine shaded with
purple.

To Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge, for

—

Primula Purple Gem.—Also a beautiful form of the Chinese
Primrose. Its flowers are large, finely fringed, and of a remariably
rich velvety-crimson, contrasting well with the bright yellow cei.tre.

The trusses of flowers are borne well abo\ e the foliage on stout
stalks.
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Me43i-s Veit;h exliibiteil a group, inclu.lins sevor.il pliiits of ex-

ceptional interest. ISeaiiles the toiegoinL; certinoito.l kimU, were cf

OrchiiU Chysia Clielsoni, a handsome hybrid between C. bracteacena

and C. aurea : Oncidiiini cheirophorum, a species with congested

spikes of yellow wax-like blossoms on slender stalks ; 0. Forbesi,

a fine example with branching flower-spike ; Triohopilia rostrata,

a rare species with white flowers, having singularly twisted sepaU
and shell-like, with orange-yellow throat ; AcanthophippiumCurtisi,
likewise a rare species with broad plaited foliage, and lax spike of

dullish-purple flowers, with yellow blotch on labellum ; Lycaste

Skinneri alba, one of the finest of all Orchids, with flowers of the

purest whiteness ; Cattleya Mastersoni.-e, a hybrid variety with deli-

cately tinted sepals and brilliant amethyst lip; Cypripedium a>nan-

thum and C. tessellatum, both hybrids, the formsr bet«'een C. iu-

signe Maulei and C. Harrisiauiim, the latter a new kind between
C. barbatum and C. concolor ; O. Audersonianum, O. gloriosum, O.

Roezli, the exquisite rosy-blossomed Barkeria Lindleyana, and Den-
drobium endocharis, a pretty hybrid between I), japonicum and
D. heteroearpum, the flowers of whioli are pure white, save a blotch

of purplish-green at the base of the lip. The same tirmalso showed
Anieotochilus Salviati, a splendid-leaved species in the way of A.
Loivi var. virescens, but with brighter markings ; a iie«- species of

Primula from Tchaug, in China, which is somevvliat in tlio way of

the Himalayan I', mollis, but with mauve-tinted flowers: cut flower-

ing sprays of Osmanthusmyrtifolius, and Veronica angustifolia, both
grown in the open air, to which we made allusion last week.
Cyclamens were shown well by Mr. H. B. Smith, Kiling Dean,

who had a large group of plants all extremely «ell grown and pro-

fusely flowered. This group represented all the finest forms of the

Persian Cyclamen, from the pure white variety, which was exhi-

bited in a remarkably tine condition to the deep rich crimson of the

sort Crimson King, one of the best dark colours. The intermediate
form represented such fine kinds as Picturatum, Duke of Connaught,
Rosy Morn, and others, the double white being particularly note-

worthy—all remarkable on account of the large size and fine colours

of their flowers. A group, scarcely inferior as regards numbers and
high quality of tlie plants, was contributed by Messrs. Veitch,
which also included some beautiful kinds ; and a smaller group was
shown by Messrs. Smith & Larke, The Nurseries, Ashford, who also

had well-grown Poinsettias, wreaths of cut flowers, P^erlasting
flowers, &c., including the beautiful "Strawberry" Everlasting
(Astelma eximium), alluded to in another column.
Chinese Primulas, like the Cyclamens, were shown numerously,

and were alike remarkable for fine growth and excellence as regards
varieties. Oae of the choicest groups of new varieties that have
been shown was sent by Mr. Cannell, of Swanley. It consisted of

about a dozen kinds, and, with the exception of Swanley Hed, which
was awarded a certificate, they were unnamed. All were recently-
raised seedlings, and the colours of most of them are distinct from
others we have seen. One had large flowers with finely-fringed
edges of a clear rosy-salmon tint, forming a beautiful contrast with
the foliage. Others there were equally beautiful, with flowers pure
white, mauve, and lilac to the deeptst crimson. Several had Fem-
like leaves, which much added to their attractiveness. Mr. Wiggins,
gardener to Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge, also had an
excellent collection, and we never have seen Suttons' Ruby King
grown to such perfection. Usually the flowers do not rise sufficiently
high to be seen to advantage, but in Mr. Little's plants the broad
trasses of deep ruby-red flowers slightly overtopped the foliage, so
as to be a fine setting for them. Mr. Little's own seedlings are, as
regirds depth of colour, beyond any sorts we had hitherto seen. His
Crimson Gem is a rich crimson of the most brilliant shade ; his

Purple Gem, in the way of Ruby King, is also remarkably fine, both
in flower and colour. Other forms, such as Williams' Coccinea, have
been grown by Mr. Wiggins to perfection, so as to show the true
characteristics of the strain. Mr. R. White, Lee, sent a fine dark-
flowered variety of Primula named Pentland, but was inferior to
others shown.
Mr. Cannell exhibited, in addition to the Primulas, cut specimens

of .Salvia Bethelli, which further proved its excellence as a winter
flower, and also two trays of cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums,
smgle and double flowered. As these comprised some of the best
varieties for winter-flowering, we might add the names of the most
conspicuous. Of single kinds are Fanny Catli;i, Dr. Denny, Mrs.
Daniels, Commander-in-Chief, Era, Beatrice, Joyful, Olive Carr,
Atala, Aida, and Lumen. Of double-fiowered sorts are Xymphe,
Emile de Girardin, Aurora, F.P. Raspail, Gambetta, Roi des Violettes,
D.:pute Ancelon, and Denfert-Rochereau. Mr, Cannell also showed
the new Ivy-leaved variety, Beaute de Lyon, with large flowers of
a beautiful cerise tint, and a new white zonal named I've Got It, the
flowers of which are pure white, and not inclined to pink, as an
ordinary white kind.
Mr. Allan, gardener to L^rd SifBekl at Gunton Park, Norwich,

showed a very tine sample of Neapolitan Violets, which indicated

very skilful culture, and two flowering brauchei of Lvpageria rosea,

one of which bore a score of fine flowers on a length of about '_' ft.

Mr. Spyers exhibited from Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, Burford
Lodge, Dorking, cut specimens of a finely spotted lipped form of

loutoglossum Londesboroughianum named punctissimum ; also of

Oclogyne barbata, a scarce species with white flowers and a bearded
lip ; C. assamica, a new kind with chocolate flowers ; and mauve-
coloured form of Dendrobium bigibbum named album, which is very
beautiful. Mr. Green, garJener to Sir George Macleay, Bart., Pen-
dell Court, Bletchingley, showed the elegant Oxalis Ortgiesi, a sab-

shrubby species with yellow flowers and trifoliate leaves bronzy-

green on the upper surface and a metallic purple on tlie under.

Mr. Boiler, Kensal New Town, exhibited his interesting collec-

tion of miniature Cacti, which, with most of the exhibits mentioned
above, received a vote of thanks from the Society.

Not the Irtast interesting feature of the meeting was the large col-

lection of plants exhibited by Mr. Barron from the Society's gar-

den at Chiswick. This included well-grown examples of double
Primula, the old white, and Mr. Gilbert's ami Messrs. Henderson's
varieties ; also cut blooms of Abutilon insigne (one of the prettiest

of greenhouse climbers), Christmas Roses, .Seneeio <!lue«breghti (a

large yellow-flowered Composite), Adiantum Bausei, the new hybrid
Maidenhair, the beautiful winter-flowering Begonia insignis, and a

great variety of other plants, which showed well the resources of

the Chiswick garden.

Fruit.—This was not so numerous as usual. Mr. Allan, Gunton
Park, Norwich, showed the new Grape named Chatsworth Seedling.

It is a black kind, with oval berries of medium size borne in tapering

bunches with broad shoulders. The berries have a firm, yet juicy

flesh, and possess a rich flavour. Some excellent examples of Lady
Downes Grape, shown by Mr. Woodbridge, Syon House, Brentford,

were remarkable for high finish. Bunches of Gros Colmar and Black
Alicante were shown by Mr. Sage, Ashridge Park, Berkhamp.stead.

Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks,

exhibited two fruits of the new Pine-apple Lord Carington, a hand-

some kind of conical shape, with a small crown with purpliah-grey

tinge. Messrs. Veitch exhibited a couple of fruits of Diospyros Kaki
var. Schi-tse received from the south of France. These fruits

much resemble a Trophy Tomato in size and shape, but are of a

somewhat paler colour. The pulpy flesh possesses a very agreeable

taste, and we should think would make an excellent conserve.

Seedling Apples was sent by Messrs. Dickson, Chester, Mr. Jacques,

Great Malvern, but none of them were considered worthy of special

notice by the committee. A fine collection numbering about 100

varieties of Apples was shown by Mr. Killick, Langlej', Maidstone,

which included some excellent examples of the leading kinds. The
local sort Loddington Seedling was particularly fine. A silver-gilt

medal was appropriately awarded to this exhibit.

Mr. Hinds sent Improved Trophy Tomatoes, which received a

cultural commendation, Messrs. Cut'bush, Highgate, sent samples

of Giant Brussels Sprouts, to show that the variety had not dete-

riorated, though seeds had been saved from the same stock for thirty

years. Mr. Gilbert, Burghley, sent fruits of a new Cucumber,
Montrose Seedling, which appears to be a first-rate sort. Mr. P.

Crowley, Waddon House, Croydon, exhibited two fine fruits of

Citron. An extensive display of vegetables was contributed by
Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn, including over sixty varie-

ties of Potatoes, besides two new kinds—Holborn Favourite,

a Kidney sort with pinkish skin, and Wormleighton .Seedling, the

sort which gained the first prize for new seedlings at the last Inter-

national Potato .Show. A good selection of Onions was also shown
by this firm.

Special Prizes.—The competition for the prizes offered by
Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn, took place on this occasion.

The collections were to include twelve dishes, without restriction as

to varieties, and were to consist of Onions, Celery, rjarrots, Leeks,

Turnips, Brussels Sprouts, Tomatoes, Red Beet, Cauliflowers, Par-

snips, Kidney and Round Potatoes. There were nine competitors

for the six prizes offered. The first was won by Mr. Miles, gardener

to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks. His collection was an
excellent one, and included fine samples of .fer.sey Lily Turnip,

Leicester Red Celery, Maltese Turnips, Autumn Giant Cauliflower,

Nasebv Mammoth Onion, Improved Magnum Bonum and
Schoolmaster Potatoes, .Stamfordian Tomato, Perfection Beet,

Cirentan Leek, Long Re<l Surrey Carrot, and Perfection

Brussels Sprouts. Mr. George Phillips, gardener to Captain

Jackson, Meopham, Kent, was second with a good collection like-

wise. The best exaTples %vere Trophy Tomato, Naseby Mam-
moth Onion, Crimson Celery, Intermediate Carrot, Excelsior Potato,

Perfection Brussels Sprouts. The third collection was shown
by Mr. Iggulden, gardener to Captain Wingfield, Orsett Hall, Rom-
ford ; Acme Tomato, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Naseby Mammoth
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Odion, !^^usselburgll Leeks, Student Parsnip, were among the best
dishes shown by tliis exhibitor. Mr. Austen, Ashtou Court, Bristol

;

Mr. Roberts, gardener to Baroness Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park,
Acton ; Mr. Haines, gardener to Karl Radnor, Coleshill House,
Highworth, were the other successful exhibitors, who were placed in
the order named. Mr. Muir, Margam Park, Taibach ; Mr. Clark,
Melton Constable, East Dereham, Korfolk; Mr. Osraan, South
Metropolitan Asylum, Surrey.

Scientific Committee.—Galls of Quercus pseudo-coccifera.
—Mr. McLachlan exhibited fine specimens of Galls more than 1 in.

in diameter from Portugal. Chrysanthemum sport.—Dr. JIasters
exhibited a blossom, half of which was of a pale pink colour, and
known as Mrs. Rundle, the other half being yellow, or Mrs. Dixon.
He also showed drawings of a proliferous state of a Spermacoce, sent
by Baron von Muller from Australia, the special interest of which
was the fact the flower has normally an inferior ovary here replaced
by a long shoot. Peronospora viticolor.—Mr. W. Smith exhibited
Vine leaves attacked with this fungus, which appears to be spread-
ing in Spain and the south of France. Cultivation of Coffee.

—

A communication was read from Colonel Puckle upon the culti-
vation of the Coffee at Mysore, in which the author described the
different methods of cultivation and the processes adopted in pre-
paring the fruit for the market. He asked for scientific opinion as
to the relative advantages of plucking Coffee—green or ripe—and as
to the desirability of removing the first crops, and also as to the
choice of berries for the cultivation by seed. The general opinion of
the committee was that these questions could only be satisfactorily
answered by the experience of cultivators themselves.

Lecture.—The Rev. George Henslow first attended to Poin-
settias and a large plant of Euphorbia jacquin.-eflora, as illustrating
coloured bracts assuming the "attractive" functions of a corolla,
and in the latter plant closely mimicing a flower as well. He
further illustrated this with Salvias exhibited by Mr. Cannell, the
coloured bracts of which much enhanced the brilliancy of the
inflorescence. Darwinia, Coruus, and Everlastings also closely
mimic true flowers by means of tlieir coloured or white bracts.
He pointed out the "homology" between bracts and leaves, and
the manner in which Nature can utilise any one organ for other
purposes by causing it to grow out into another form. Primroses
were next the subject of the lecturer's remarks. The original type of
P. sinensis w.as exhibited, while the many varieties present
showed the effects of cultivation and " intercrossing." With regard
to the latter process, the "dimorphic'' character of " heterostyl-
ism " was described, and the benefits that result from " crossing."
Oil the otlier hand " homostylism," ;..•., the stamens and pistil
being of the same length, occurred normally in certain species of
Primula, though prob.ably any dimorphic species of Primula, as P.
sinensis, might become so, aud then they set seed freely without
crossing. ]5ut if allowed to do so, generation after generation,
they would prob.ably de:;enerato in a horticultural point of
view, but the plant would remain perfectly healthy and pro-
bably become a more prolific bearer. The lecturer then de-
scribed by aid of diagrams some changes undergone by Primroses,
just as bracts may Ijecome " petaloid," so the calyx may exactly
resemble a second corolla, giving rise to a " hose-in-hose " form of
flower; another form of the latter is seen in the case where a second
corolla is formed within the first, the calyx still retaining its gi-een
colour. A third variety occurs when the calyx retrogrades into a
foliaceous character which forms the " jack-in-the-green " variety.
Helleborus niger, or Christmas Rose, was next commented on ; the
white calyx illustrated the remarks .already made, that the same organ
can undertake two or more functions, for it is at first protective of
the stameus and carpels within, then attractive with its largs white
sepals, and lastly nutritive, for they become green again subsequently,
and so prepare nourishment for the ripening pods aud seed. Tlie
corolla is represented by a whorl of minute honey-bearing tubes,
and the lecturer explained Dr. Master's discovery, that the interior
surface of these tubes could .assimilate nitrigenous matter when
presented them. He described the process of " aggregation " of the
protoplasm as a proof of this digestion in the Sundew,''a similar pro-
cess being witnessed in the Hellebores. He offered the suggestion
that possibly all plants could thus assimilate organised food if pre-
sented to them in a befitting way, though the so-called "in-
sectivorous " plants were specially adopted to derive benefit from
such food. A plant of Mormodes Wendlaudi, exhibited by Messrs.
Veitch, illustrated a very remarkable case of insect fertilisation, first

described by Mr. Darwin, and was explained by the lecturer by aid
of diagrams on the black board.

decided that the the society should publish a sixpenny catalogue
carefully prepared both as regards nomenclature and description.
The desirability of a lecture on Rose culture being delivered at one
of the provincial shows was then discussed, and on the suggestion
of the chairman, it was moved that the president of the society, the
Rev. Canon Hole, be desired to give a.lecture at the Sheffield Exhi-
bition of July 14, ISSl. This proposition was received with ex-
pressions of general approval, and carried unanimously. The sche-
dules were next considered, and the Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain stated
that they had been drawn up on a very liberal scale, a total of £486
being offered at the three exhibitions. This, he considered, was more
than the society could afford, unless some friends should contribute
special first prizes, as in the past jsear.

National Rose Society.—The annual general meeting of
this society was held the other evening at the Horticultural Club,
in Arundel Street. After the report was read it was proposed and

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Chrysanthemums Failing to Bloom.—iJ. C. r.—The position of your
house is not a favourable one, but that alone would not account for the failure
of which you complain. Probably the plants were taken into the house too early

;

that would cause some of the blooms to go blind. Probably they were also
placed too close together, and did not get sulficient 'air from the ventilators.
There might likewise have been some lack of attention in giving water. If you
will attend to the following instructions you will succeed ne.xt year ; Do not
place the plants in the house until the second week in October. Place them as
near the glass as you can, and admit plenty of fresh air by day, and also at night
if there is no frost. Sec that the plants are well supplied with water.—J.
Douglas.
Eucalyptus montana in Devonshire.-1 regret that I cannot answer

M. Jean sisley's enquiry in a satisfactory manner, as no register of the tempera-
ture has been kept at Coombe Royal. He may, however, be able to form some
idea of the degree of cold to wliich this Eucalyptus has been subjected from the
fact that every clod of e.arth was frozen to a stone-like hardness, and all pools of
water covered with a thick coating of ice. The cold of last winter was very
severe, as was that of the preceding, when vigorous trees of Eucalyptus globulus
and E. amygdalina were killed. The young plants of the species, of which I

sent specimens to The G.yriien office, were wholly uninjured. The large tree

—

Eucalyptus moutaua—has braved the frost of more than forty winters.—L.

Scale and Mealy B\lg.—Acorn.—We have no experience of turpentine as
an insecticide, but if you dilute half a pint of paraffin oil in three g.allons of water
and well wash or syringe the trees with it, the scale will be destroyed at once

;

a second dose may be reiiuired to destroy the mealy bug. No injury to fruit

Ijuds need be apprehended if this strength be not exceeded.—W.
Chrysanthemum Sports.— f/. i?.—These are by no means uncommon ;

but yours (bright yellow and white in the same flower) is very interesting. The
variety called Oedo Nulli has sported into several dilterent colours, and sports
have also occurred plentifully in the case of other kinds.

Bulbs.—/.. S.—The bulbs shouM he kept in dry soil, but not dust-dry,
or they will wither. In spring, when the leaves appear, give the soil a
thorough watering, aud then water as the soil may reijuire it. If the soil is light

and the pots thoroughly drained, there is not much fear of over-watering in

warm weather.—G.

Marechal Niel Rose.—I cut'a fine bloom of this Rose the other day from
a tree growing on an open wall here. Is that unusual ?- .7. Mills, Coiucaij. [The
mild weather which we are now*experiencing has induced many plants to flower

out of season, and this Rose among the rest.]

J. Balling.—We cannot advise as to the treatment of the plants unless we
knew the kinds you have ; send specimen when in flower. If Cacti, keep them
in a warm dry house ; they should be potted in light soil, consisting of broken
crocks, old mortar, and fll)roU3 loam.— W.
Begonia metallica.

—

A. Johnson.—This Begonia is not a hybrid, buta
species from South America. It is not a tuberous-rooted kind in the sense in

which the ordinary tuberous liegonias are considered ; it has a fleshy root.

Coloured Plates of Ferns.—/.o'^/n.—Perhaps the work now being pub*
lished by Messrs. CasseUA Co., called "European Ferns," would suit you.

Cactus —C—When the plant is in flower send us abloom ; we may then be
able to give you its name aud also its treatment.

Names of Plants.-C. M. 0.—Polystichum aculeatum var. WoUastoni

;

the Scolopendrium is a crested variety of 8. vulgare, we cannot name ; likewise

the crested form of Lastrea Filix-mas ; send a better specimen of the smallest

Fern. J. L. M.—The Hower you sent arrived in a withered and crushed con-

dition ; it is apparently a species of Pancratium ; if you will send us a larger and
better specimen we will endeavour to name the species. ./. />.—The large

Hower is a form of Cattleya Trian.-c ; the other we will name next week.

J.G.N^.— 1, Celsia ere tica; 2, apparently a species of Doodia; but toomuch withered to

determine name. W. II. M.—Thrysacanthus bracteolatus. ir. J. 7f.—The
Salvias you send under the names of S. Bethelli and S. involucrata are both the

same, the latter being the correct name, though it is now known more generally

as S. Bethelli.

Ivy Thin at Bottom.—I am 'training some Ivy along a trellis about 3 ft.

high in froHt of my house, but it looks very tliiu and ragged, especially at the

bottom. Will yon kindly tell me what plan you would suggest toimprove it ? If

you think planting fresh shoots will be best, will you kindly say what is the

proper time and the best manner of planting it ? There is plenty of strong growth

at the top which hangs over the trellis ; will these be suitable for pl.anting? I

should mention that it is the small leaved ground Ivy. Would any other kind

do better? .audit so, which 2 I like the sm.all-leaved Ivy best.—G. S.

Lost Plants.—I am afraid M. Sisley will not find either Rosa berberidifolia

or R. clinophylla in England; I have often imiuired for them without success.

The most likely place for them is at St. Petersbm-g. Both of them are found in

Turkest.an, where M. A. Kegel has collected so many plants. R. clinophylla is

classed by Dr. Kegel as a variety of Rosa laxa. Can JI. Sisley help us to R. Hardi

or R. myriacantha? I never heard of the other plant he enquires for—Canna
UUflora.—H. N. Ellacombe.

Drying Orchid Flowers.-In The Garden of November 27 I have read

with interest a paragraph by " J. O'B." in which he describes a method of drying
Orchid flowers by means of heated sand. I should feel much obliged if he would
mention to what temperature the sand should be heated.—M. S. B.
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" This is au Ait
Wliicli does ineiul Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—S/ia*«speare.

LONDON MARKET NURSERIES AND GARDENS
AT CHRISTMAS TIME.

Those who have only seen market produce as it is brought in-

to Covent Garden, iine though it be, have never seen market
flowers at their best. To do this one must visit the great

plant-growing places themselves and see the stock at home,
and for this there cannot be a better time than the present.

About Christmas time the growers generally strain every

effort to get a supply of all kinds of goods ready likely to

sell at such a season, and much skill is necessarily required
in retarding some things and in pushing on others, so as

to have both variety and abundance. Great gluts of one
sort of plant or cut flower are a mistake generally, and
should be avoided as much as possible by the producer.

At Messrs. Hayes, of Edmonton, Primulas constitute one
of the principal features. Here may be seen the very finest

strain, and the profusion of flowers, brilliancy of colour,

and vigour of growth are really remarkable when one takes
into consideration the fact that we are speaking, not of a few
dozens of plants, but of some thousands. Here, too, was a
couple of housefuls of a beautifully fringed-leaved, white-
flowered Primula, and also a quantity of another single white
kind that is held in high repute as a variety for cutting from,
the flowers being so jDersistent, as to dispense with the
process of gumming, a very valuable quality in a Primula,
or, indeed, in any flower grown for commercial purposes.
Another large and striking group of flowering plants here
just now in great beauty consists of a number of the
excellent double white zonal Pelargonium JIdlle. Amelia
Baltet, a sort which when well flowered is evidently a valu-

able kind. The scarlet zonal Vesuvius and a seedling raised
from it, and the fine pink kind. Lady Sheffield, also occupied
several large houses, and are blooming as freely as if it were
midsummer. A large house is fiUed with Fielder's white
Azalea, and the hardy kinds A. sinensis and A. mollis are
just now a sight, presenting, as they do, masses of delicate
blossoms, which in growers' parlance are " in to the day."
We here find a house filled entirely with probably the most
useful of all market Carnations, iliss .Jolliff'^., each plant
being literally laden with blossoms, beautifully scented, and
of a pleasing salmon-rose colour. These, like the Azaleas,
have been managed with rare skill, so as to be in perfection just
when needed. Solanums are grown here in quantity, and are
heavily laden with berries ; than those few plants are better

adapted for Christmas decoration, especially this season, when
Holly is berrj-less. The Winter Heath (Erica hyemalis) is

now finely in flower, and ready for the great demand which
is sure to be made for it. Of late Clirysanthemums there
is still a good supply, a large houseful having been skilfidly

retarded for the Christmas trade. The kinds most in favour
appeared to be a white variety of medium size, called
Mdlle. Marthe, and Mirabout, a capital yellow sort. The
Camellia house, a large structure planted out with white varie-
ties, presented a charming appearance, abundance of lovely
blossoms being open. In this house also were coming into
blossom profusely capital specimens of the Laurustinus, an
excellent Christmas shrub. The fine old stove plants,
Euphorbia jacquinineflora and Imantophyllum miniatum, are
much grown in this establishment, and were flowering
well, and, lastly, there was abundance of the light blue Sto-

kesia in first-rate condition, and also some capital winter

large-flowering PelargDuiums, the old sorts, Gauntlet, Maggie,

a white-spotted kind, and Maid of Kent, being conspicuously

good.

Next let us look through Messrs. Beckwith's establishment

at Tottenham. The first place must hero bo given to the

collection of early-flowering Hyacinths, Tulips, and Paper-

white Narcissi, many thousands of which are now in perfection.

Among Hyacinths were finely-flowered examples of the white

Roman sort, and amongst larger kinds may be named Humerus
(pink) and La Tour d'Auvergne (white), two of the beat

varieties, and an unnamed red sort. Tulips are especially

fine this season ; those now in perfection here are the scarlet

and white Due Van Thol, the blossoms of which undergo a

kind of hardening process before being taken to market.

The bulbs are planted thickly in boxes, and when in flower

are potted into small pots, four or five bulbs being placed

in each, or they are sold in a cut state. As soon as they

bloom they are removed from the boxes and placed in a cool,

damp, dark room for from twelve to twenty-four hours before

potting or bunching up for market ; in consequence of this,

the flowers stand much better, and their value is enhanced

thereby. Large boxfuls of beautiful Paper-white Narcissi iu

flower are strikingly eftective. Here we met with a large

span-roofed house filled with Euphorbia jacquinijeflora flower-

ing in a style we have never seen surpassed, the whole

being most brilliant. The plants individually are grown in

8i-in. pots, plunged in a bed of Cocoa-nut fibre ; they are

trained up close to the glass, and otherwise liberally treated,

the result being the bright display just alluded to. Callas,

Solanums, and Carnations are all grown here in wonderful

quantities, and form of themselves quite a floral exhibition.

A house of early-blooming Pelargoniums was in excellent

condition, the favourite sort for cutting at this season here

being a crimson variety called Chameleon, free and good

in every way. Eine-foliaged plants, such as Dracaenas, Pan-

danus Veitchi, and Grevillea robusta, were being prepared for

sale in large quantities, as were also numbers of the India-

rubber plant (Ficus elastica), a plant that seems to meet at all

times of the year with a ready sale.

Not far distant from this nursery at Tottenham is the

interesting market establishment carried on for many years

past by Mr. John Mailer, and in which many choice and use-

ful plants are now in preparation and in readiness for the

Christmas markets. White Azaleas and Camellias here are

particularly well flowered, as are also very large hatches of

Echeveria retusa, a useful winter plant ; a fine late white

Chrysanthemum called pubescens ; and a particularly good

white large flowered Pelargonium named Madame Charles

Koenig. There are also beautiful potfuls of Lily of the

Valley just bursting into bloom ; and a dazzling sight is pre-

sented by a large houseful of Poinsettias finely in flower

planted out, and with the shoots pegged down. Heaths

(Erica hyemalis principally) and double white Primulas are

both specialities with Mr. Mailer, and the supply in flower

for the coming season is large and in every way excellent.

Several other places that we saw just now present simi-

lar features to the foregoing, though on a smaller scale,

one seeming to vie with the other in endeavouring to get as

much as possible into the market at this time of the year.

When we consider also what fine supplies of flowers will be

sent into London from such notable market nurseries as

that of ilr. R. Wetherall, at Finchley, famed, as it is, for

Camellias, Roses, and Pelargoniums, and from the vast esta-

blishment of ilr. P. Ladds, of Bexley Heath, which is now
all aglow with countless blossoms of Roses, Pelargoniums,

Azaleas, and such-like plants; and also the truly fine adjoining
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nursery of Mr. Turtles, who possibly carries off the pdm in

the production of market Tea Eoses, notably of the Niphetos

kind ; and Mr. J. lleeves, with his brilliant Poinsettias and

Primulas, not to mention many other market nurseries quite

as good in some one or other speciality, it is evident that

there will be no lack of flowers wherewith all who have the

means may make their liomes beautiful if only once a year.

Let us hope that the results of so much patient labour may
prove remunerative.

With regard to open-air market gardens, there is little to

be said, and that little is not of a cheering character. The

late fruit crop was in most cases indifferent, and for green

crops the remuneration is so low that acres will probably

never be cleared of their produce, while, anomalous as it may
seem, the ordinary consumer pays just as much for his green

vegetables as he does in times of scarcity. While this is so—

•

and it will continue while our market arrangements are as at

present—market gardening must remain a somewhat risky

undertaking. Henry Bailey.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

LILY CULTUKE.
It is very pleasant to read of Mrs, Xewall's very successful Lily

culture at ilochdale, as recorded by Mr. G. F. Wilson (p. .VJl),

and the facts would be still more interesting if we knew some-
what of the aspect, soil, cultural treatment, shelter, and subsoil

under which Mrs. Xewall's Lilies flourish so well. As I have
bafore stated, L. speolosum is naturalised at Muckross, near Kil-

larney, and I am f^'lad to say I have seen L. Szovitzianum most
luxuriant in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens, and also the rare

and beautiful L. polyphyllum, which the late Mr. McNab told me
grew and flowered well year after year, notwithstanding the

statement advertised weekly by my good friend Mr. I'eter Barr
to the effect that " Lilium polyphyllum has not yet been flowered

in cultivation." I had .lue bulbs of it from Mr. Sadler, and ex-

pect to see it flower here next season.

Examining the Bulbs.— I have recently been looking over

a bed of Lilies now two years planted, and the result of my ex-
amination fully corroborates tlie experience of " E. II. W.," as

detained in a recent number of Thk Gauden. Some kinds had
increased and multiplied, but others had vanished altogether, and
ther 3 were all gradations between these extremes. IMy own habit

is now and ever will be to examine the bulbs of all planted out
Lilies in tiie borders every autumn or early in the winter.
This is done carefidly by loosening the soil with a hand fork and
scraping away the earth with the fingers. If new roots are not
protruding from the bulbs they may be lifted entirely and re-

planted, but as in most cases Lilies are now making strong root-

growth, it is best not to so disturb them. After scraping away
the earth, if the bulbs a' e sound, we merely add a sprinkling of

dry sand, and add a little thoroughly decomposed leaf-mould to

the earth as they are re-covered. In some cases we find the scales

of the bulbs cankered and worm-eaten. In that case we pick
away all the rotten scales and earth with which they are clogged,
and after filling in the interstices with dry sand, as before men-
tioned, we add a sprinkling of fresh lime by way of serving a
notice to quit as regards the worms and slugs. I "find that cut-
ting off the decayed flower-stems of Lilies at G in. or so above
ground level is, in our moist climate, a source of evil, and one
which should be avoided. I know how tempting it is to take out
one's knife and to behead the gaunt, yellow-leaved, old flower-stems
of Lilies in the struggle for neatness in autumn. The genius of

trim neatness is often very fatal in gardens, and in the
case of Ijilies the remaining portions of the amputated flower-
stems being hollow conduct rain and other moisture down into the
very heart of the old bulb, and even some of the hardy European
Lilies, as well as the L. auratum, have suffered with" us in this

way. In future we shall leave all o'.d Lily stems uncut, and when
the winter examination takes place they will be carefully twisted
and drawn out of the bulbs and the holes tilled with clean drv
sand.

Planting and Top-dressing.—In the planting of Lilies or

other IjuHjs in dd gardens or in old retentive soils, I siiould always
recommend a dressing of lime rubbish, old mortar, Szc, or even a

dressing of fresh lime, to be applied to the soil in trenching. The
bulbs should always be thoroughly embedded in sand in planting,

and in the spring, just as top-growth is pushing up Asparagus-
like through the earth, give a pretty strong top-dressing of pure
soot,forming a cordon around the rising stems. This simple practice

answered so well here last season that we never lost a single

flower-stem through slug bites. The finest Lily growth we had
last summer was L. testaceum, 7 ft. in height, and I was curiously

anxious to see the bulb which had produced so fine a pair of

stems. On uncovering it I found it exactly "i in. in diameter, a

plump, sound globe of imbricated yellow scales, reminding one of an
enormous incurved Chrysanthemum. Around the main bulb was a
circle of other bulbs—otfsets of various sizes—the whole forming a

sight very satisfying to a Lily grower. L. cbalcedonicum is

always fairly good here, and we have several forms varying in

tint, spotting, and number of flowers on a stem. The old white
Lily is one of the most lovely of all, and forms fine strong growths
during our mild winters; just now clumps of it are very fresh and
vigorous. I am sorry to say that I have neither the silver nor

the golden variegated forms, the latter being especially desirable.

I saw a bed of it in the old Wellington Iload Nursery years ago,

and shall not soon forget its bright leaf colour in winter.

L. giganteum,—This is undoubtedly one of the finest of all

the Lilies, both as regards flowers and fiiliage. It is emphatically

a Lily for the south or milder parts of our climate. In Devon and
Cornwall in some old country gardens it is a sight not readily to

be forgotten—there it not unfrequently grows from C ft. to 10 ft.

in height, and bears from six to twelve flowers. In Devon quite

near to Exeter I have seen great clumps of this Lily, bulbs and
offsets •") ft. or more in diameter, and when the first great glossy

leaves unfurl themselves in the spring the plants are very ornamental

even if they never blossomed, as indeed with me they sometimes

do not. In pots it does fairlv well, and has a great liking for

strong manure water once or twice during the week, and, of

course, plenty of moisture at all times ; even when supposed to be

at rest in winter the soil should ever be maintained in a moist

condition. Both in pots and in the outside borders this plant is

now making active growth, albeit as j-et below ground, and I am
persuaded that at no other season do Lilies suffer so much from
drought at the roots as at this season, when a good sound founda-

tion for the top growth of leaves and l)lossoms is being made.

Lilies from English Seed the Hardiest.—There was
one verv suggestive statement in Mr. Wilson's note (p. 501), viz.,

that relating to the fine bed of Lilium Szovitzianum in the Edin-

burgh Garden, having been raised from seeds by the late Mr.

McNab. I attach more than ordinary importance to that fact, and
am convinced that the day, that is the heyday of Lily culture,

will never come to us until we shall have plenty of home-grown
Lily bulbs from home-grown seed. Mr. Wolley Dod's remarks

on the hardier European Lilies being the ones most suitable for

the cold soils of midland county gardens were very suggestive.

The Japanese Lilies are, in point of fact, not quite hardy in our

average climate and in all soils. I wonder if any one can boast

of a clump of LUium auratum the actual undisturbed produce of

a bulb planted in tlie open air, say five years ago. One may the

better understand the hardier characteristics of L. speciosum,

since few, if any, other species of Lily have been so liberally

increased by seminal means. Long ago Mr. Groom, of Walworth,
raised seedlings, and in Holland they have been raised by the

thousand. I do not for a moment imagine that bulbs of Lilium

speciosum, imported dried from Japan, would be so hardy as seed-

lings from their earliest stages inured to our soil and climate.

There may be warm corners in Britain here and there on well-

drained .soils where the Japanese, American, and some Indian

Lilies may establish themselves permanently, but generally the

imported bulbs fail to do so ; hence Mr. Elwes' valuable hints

on a system of cold frame (or better still, cold greenhouse) pro-

tection to which attention was directed in The Garden some
weeks ago. I believe that a more systematic course of simple

propagation from seeds will eventually give us hardier and more
robu.st varieties of those Lilies, which at present are scarcely

able to make themselves permanently at home in our open-air

gardens. If seminal reproduction does not do tins, however,

we must try hybridism to attain our object. In Lily culture,
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as in other families of plants wherein vegetative modes of

multiplication are easy, we are too apt to lose si^ht of the many
advantages which seminal reproduction is likely to give. Vege-
tative metluxls of propiigation or sub-divi.sion simply reproduce

the individual with all its virtues and all its faults ; but when
we raise Lilies or any other plants from seeds, every seedling

has an individuality of its own ; and if sometimes the faidts of

the parent or parents are emphasised, so to speak, in the seed-

lings, so on the other hand their good qualities are not unfre-

quently increased; at any rate we are on the right road to secure

that variety which is said to be charming. F. W. liLnuiDOE.

Trinitij Colleye llutanical Gardens, Dublin.

FLAX-LEAVED NAVELWORT.
(OMPHALODES LINIFOLIA.)

Most cultivators of hardy flowers are acquainted with the creeping

Forget-me-not (O. vernal, with its pretty cwrulean blossoms.

Many are acquainted with the beautiful, yet comparatively rare,

O. Luciliae, with its bluish-grey foliage and porcelain-tinted

flowers, but few seem to know the little annual which is repre-

sented in the accompanying woodcut, thougli it has been intro-

duced into this country from Portugal nearh' a century and a half.

It belongs totheBoragefamily,andhasbranchingerect stemsabout

Flax-Leaved Xavehvurt (Omphalodes linifolia).

n in. high, furnished with linear lance-shaped leaves, of a smooth
glaucous-green colour. The flowers are produced plentifully in

terminal erect racemes : the corolla is pure white, and resembles in

form that of the common Forget-me-not, but is considerably
larger. It may be grown in any ordinary garden soil. The seeds

should be sown at intervals from April to June, or in September
and October. It blooms from June to August. "\V. G.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ILOWEE GAEDEN-

Hardy Double "WTiite Primroses.—These still stand un-
rivalled as hardy edging plants. Like other members of the Prim-
rose family, they delight in cool, shaded quarters in summer, for if

fully exposed to strong sunshine they lose most of their foliage,

and if dry at the root for any length of time, die away altogether, a
mishap which may possibly account for tlie comparative scarcity of

this variety. We find it to do best on the north side of a hedge or
other screen, and the best time to increase it is directly it ceases
flowering, or before hot, dry weather sets in. Every crown of it

should be planted separately on rather stiff soil, and kept moist un-
til well established. A few evergreen branches may be used to pro-
duce shade if north borders are not available. In nurseries where
large quantities of similar plants require protection more from sum-
mer heat than winter cold, a thin layer of straw is frequently em-
ployed for this purpose with good results. We 6nd this Primrose to
succeed well as a permanent edging plant for beds of choice ever-
green or deciduous shrubs, as the shelter afforded by the latter in

spring when the Primroses are in bloom protects the purity of tlieir

blossoms, and the shade in summer is just what the plants require.

'Well established clumps produce such a profusion of bloom as to

quite hide the foliage, and the blooms are so very double and of such
pearly whiteness, tliat they form a good substitute for miniature
Gardenias in iloral decorations. We sometimes use them for spriug
gardening, but in freshly-dug beds the purity of their blossoms gets

marred by heavy rains much more than in permanent plantations in

sheltered positions.—J. G. L.

Plants to Grow in the Shade.—Most plants prefer the
light, but, on the other hand, there are numbers which never attain

perfection unless grown in tlie shade. It is so with Begonias of the

Rex and grandis section, many Ferns, Selaginellas, and other fine-

foliaged plants, I wish some one who has thought of the matter, or

who has tall, shaded old houses to deal with, would tell us the names
of the plants he finds to succeed best in dull or shady places. Some
flowering plants even will not succeed if exposed to much sunshine.

Chirita sinensis is one that just occurs to me, and the Fuchsia-leaved

Calceolaria (C, fuchsiiefolia or t". deflexa) is another. Then of economic
products, Vanilla and Ipecacuanha must be shaded, or they do not

succeed, and this is true also of most of the European culinary vege-

tables grown in hot countries. Shade and irrigation are essential to

success. May I ask some practical reader who has to deal with
Ferneries or much shaded or gloomy parts of conservatories to give

us a list of plants which succeed well in such places?—B,

Ampelopsia Veitchi,—Plants of this have been planted on
the rockery, so as to grow over rough quartz stones, and though
they can be made (with some trouble) to fall over them prettily

enough, they do not adhere to the stone in the least. One plant

has been grown in this position for three or four years, and, as far as

I know, a disc has never been formed, except on one part of a stone

which is coated over with a Lichen, A piece of one of these same
plants planted against a roughly dashed wall clings to it firmly. Is

there anything in quartz stone which prevents tliis Ampelopsis from

adhering to it? No other plant on the rockery seems to object to

this stone ; Ivy clings to it well, and after several failures to esta-

blisli Arenaria balearica, a plant of it is now growing well and be-

ginning to cover a quartz stone ; so it does not seem to have been the

kind of stone that was in fault with regard to it. Where sandstone

can be had it may be a much better stone for rockwork than quartz,

but the white stone often throws out leaves and flowers effectively,

and where the stones are partly grown over with patches of Moss
they are pretty ; though the more they are covered by plants falling

over them the better, of course, is the effect,—C, M. Owen,

Perpetual-flowering Carnations.—Your American corre-

spondent, Mr. Taplin (p. 573), wonders that some of our English

growers of flowers do not grow some of the American varieties of

these winter-blooming plants, believing them, as he does, to be supe-

rior to any that we have on this side of the sea, I hardly think,

however, that we need go so far, for very lately, paying a visit to

Mr. Howard, the renowned Lapageria grower of Southgate, I saw a

whole long houseful of beautiful short stubby plants, just throwing

up their blooming stems, which are not more than 18 in, high ; he

has six varieties which he is sending out, I believe that they have

been raised in the north of Italy, and will, I am sure, be ea£;erly

sought after. There is no doubt that they could be had in bloom at

this time, but flowers are much more valuable after Christmas than

before it,

—

Delta,

American Pentstemons,—Many kinds, like barbatus, Tor-

reyi, pubesoens. Digitalis, and the like, are perfectly hardy and of a

trustworthy perennial character, but the majority of the finer species,

like Cobaia, Eatoni, Murrayanus, glaber, Palmeri, Wrighti, and
ovatus, are best grown as biennials ; in fact, my own practice

emphatically asserts that treating them as biennials is the only satis-

factory way of dealing with them, and Dr, Asa (iray, who grew them
for 30 years before I came here, staunchly supports the same
method. By sowing the seeds immediately they are ripe good

plants are had before winter ; and these wintered in cold frames and

transplanted out-of-doors in spring yield good blooming plants for

summer. The youngest and best of them I save for another year.

The finer species are not hardy, or at any rate reliably hardy here ;

so I winter them in cold frames, Init tlie perennial sorts referred to

above, togetlier with ovatus, graudiflorus, and some others, are quite

hardy, P, diilusus, a handsome species from Oregon with bluish

-

purple flowers, and which forms a massive clump, is an excellent

double season sort, that is, it blossoms twice a year. As soon as its

first crop of flowers is past I cut off its shoots ; it soon breaks forth

anew and vigorously, and by September begins to flower again. But
there is a peculiarity connected with this species and P, Rattanni I

cannot understand. All at once a shoot, perhaps half the plan*,

sometimes the whole plant, wilts and dies, and that too under di -

fercnt conditions— great luxuriance, or stunted with poverty. And
these two species, among a score or more which we grow, are th '

only ones aflectcd iu that way.—W, F.
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Christmas Roses.—The remarks on these (p. 614) may mis-

lead, as the word '* forced " is used in connection with them. It is

unnecessary to force Christmas Eeses to bloom in November and
December, as they do so naturally at that season if grown in pots.

[The plants alluded to were certainly to some extent forced, inas-

much as we saw them only a day or two previous to their being

exhibited in a house, the temperature of which was considerably

higher than that in the open.—W. G.]

Ivy Thin at Bottom.— G. S".—For coverins so dwarf a trellis as yours is OJft.

high) no kind of Ivy is better than the common wild Ivy (Hedera Helix). Evidently
this is the kind you have got, and if, wlieu first planted, you had occasionally
pinched the points oiit of the leading; shoots, that would have tended to the for-

uiation of lateral shoots, and so have thickly covered the trellis frora bottom to

top. The best way now to remedy the defect of which you complain (p. G3S)

would be to cut off the strong growth you say there is at the top; this will

In some measure conduce to the formation of shoots lower down, Imt it will be
difficult to well furnish the bottom other than by putting in additional plants or
cuttings, and the present is a very good time for doing so.— \V. W.

Chrysanthemum Failure.—In The (Jarden of Decemberll, "R. C. T."
asks why his Chrysanthemums fail to expand their tlower-buds. In answer to
thi^, Mr. Houglis says (December l:^): " Probably they were taken in too early,

or probably they were placed too close together ;" but my opinion is the plants
have stayed out too long and the buds have been frozen (we had some very sharp
frosts in the beginning of October), wliich I think more likely to have injured
them than taking the plants in too early. The "Onion plant" spoken of is

probably a variety of Oriiithogalum.—Igno.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

A Christmas Basket of Hardy Flowers.—We have
received various interesting packages of winter flowers of late, but
the richest and best collection has just come from Linton Park, near
Maidstone. It well shows the fine quality of our climate in ordinary
open winters in developing a rich and varied garden flora even
very near the end of the year. Among tlie plants sent

were Tussilago fragrans, with a strong almond-like perfume. Arbutus
of kinds, Chimonanthus fragrans, Tritoma Uvaria, hardy Heatlis,

Garrya elliptica, J.asminum nudiflorum, Laurustinus, Cotoneas-
ters, Osmanthus, Vincas, Escallonia, Schizostylis, Primroses, and
Violets.

Dahlia Maximiliana.—Mr. E. H. Woodall sends us from liis

garden at .Scarborough cut blooms of this beautiful Mexican Dahlia,
which has flowered but few times in this country. It is quite dis-

tinct from ]-). imporialis, as the flowers are smaller and the florets

shorter and broader, and of a deep mauve tint. Mr. Woodall sa3's,

" I got it abroad as a d warf-growing D. imperialis. Though much
smaller in size of bloom tlian that species, it is so pretty both on
the i>lant and as a cut flower, that it would be worth cultivating largely

for winter cutting, as it succeeds the Chrysanthemum so 'neatly.'

One plant in a cold house is looking perfectly well and will soon
open its blooms and every side shoot shows flower-buds, so that
the succession promises to be considerable. Speaking of Chrysan-
themums, I may mention that Madame de Montas, Madame Pages
amongst whites, Tokio amongst crimsons, and Fulton amongst gold-
coloured Chrysanthemums, are such excellent late-flowering sorts

they deserve special mention, as Princess of Teck and Ciuernsey
Nugget, and even Fair Maid of Guernsey i)ale their ineifective fires

before the freshness aud glowing colours of these grand additions."

YellO'W Rhododendron (R. gracile Brooki).—This uncom-
mon and pretty shrub is now in flower in one of tlie cool greenhouses
at Kew, and very useful it is for conservatory decoration iu winter.

It has a dwarf, compact habit of growth and deep green leaves of

medium size. The flowers are produced in terminal clusters, and
the tube and spreading limb of the corolla are clear orange-yellow,
a colour whicli contrasts pleasingly with the green foliage. This and
neai-ly allied kinds of Rhododendron ought to be more extensively
grown than they are, for few classes of plants furnish such a con-
tinuous supply of flowers during the dull winter season, and the
many hybrids that have been obtained by intercrossing the few
original species produce a wide variation in the colours of the blos-

soms, almost every intermediate shade between white, yellow, and
crimson being represented.

The Yellow Bouvardia (B. flava).—The flowers of this kind
are of such an uncommon colour tliat one would expect to find it

grown almost in every garden, but such is not the case ; indeed, it is

but poorly represented in even the large nurseries. It difiers in no
other important respect from the otiier varieties except by the clear

yellow colour of the flowers, whicli are plentifully produced even on
young plants. Another noteworthy variety we saw in Messrs. Veitch's
at Chelseawas Roseaoculata, whichhas large flowers of adelicate blush
hue and a conspicuous deep-tinted eye, which renders it a distinct and
attractive plant. This variety occupies the greater part of a hou.se,

a i»ct which affords a proof of its popularity. Among other

attractive sorts we noted were Maiden's Blush, a delicate soft blush
tint, and is a free flowerer and of vigorous growth.

Salvia leucantha.—Though not so showy as its congeners,
S. splendens, S. involucrata, S. ianthina, &c., which are now becom-
ing so popular, this species is desirable on account of its possessing

a different aspect from that of most others. It is sub-shrubby, and
the erect-growing branches are covered with a dense white woolly
substance. The flower-spikes, which are from 6 in. to 9 in. in length,

are also furnished with a covering of wool ; tlie flowers are of a deep
lavender tint and white, two colours which harmonise with the

woolly stems and long deej5 green leaves. Plants of it in flower in

the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew have a very pretty effect,

most of them being in such a condition as to show the true habit

of growth. It is one of the ni.any kinds which Mr. Canncll, Swanley
Nurseries, grows and exhibits so finelj'.

Luculia gratissima in Small Pots.—This lovely and
deliciously-scented plant might be more largely grown in pots than
it is, as it flowers profusely when the stem is only a few inches in

height. ^Ve mucli admired some well flowered plants of it which we
saw the other day in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. Iu this state

it is especially useful for ordinary decorative purposes, and the

flowers remaiu in perfection on the plants for a considerable time.

Senecio G-hiesbreghti.—This noble Composite is grown better

by Jilr. Barron in the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chis-

wick than we liave ever elsewhere met with it. It does sot seem
to be well known, certainly not so much so as it ought to be, for

there are few plants of more noble port for the decoration of conserva-

tories in the depth of winter. The leaves are about 1 ft. in length,

and half .-is broad, with sinuose margins. The stems, which are

stout, are about 3 ft. high. The plants at Chiswick are terminated

by iJroad dense clusters of bright yellow flowers, whicli, encircled as

they are by the noble foliage in question, are very effective. It is

of extremely simple culture, succeeding best when planted out in the

open border in summer, and lifted and potted in autumn for winter

flowering.

New Chinese Primula.—The new Primula which ilr.

ilaries collected for Messrs. Veitch at Tchang will probably be

useful for hybridising purposes on account of its distinct habit ; no
other cultivated Primula that we know of possesses foliage which
lies, as it were, flat on the soil. The delicate mauve-tinted flowers

witii their bifid petals will doubtless become larger, and hence more
attractive under cultivation.

Alpine Flowers at Bickley.—We have quite a display of

bloom just now on Androsace carnea. Its green cushions are as

prettily decked with its lovely pink flowers as they were at anytime
last year. Several flowers of Houstonia cfurulea are open. It is a

most exhaustive flowerer. I believe it I had not cut away its blossoms

last summer the plants would have entirely worn themselves out. A
very fine variety of Helleborus niger is in flower. Its stems are

quite 1 ft. high, and the flowers are fully 2i in. in diameter. On
Saxifraga Burseriana two or three flowers are open. Seedlings of

Centaurea montana and Veronica spicata minor are likewise flower-

ing finely.—T. D. Hatfielh, Southu-ood , Ekkleij.

Nepenthes sanguinea.—To see this handsome Pitcher-plant

in perfection, such a specimen as that now in Messrs. Veitch & Sons'

nursery, at Chelsea, needs to be seen. The pitchers are fully 9 in. long

and of elegant shape. The colour, as its name implies, is a deep

red, which, with the large green leaves, forms a striking object. This

is one of the finest of the cultivated Nepenthes, and it is a matter of

regret that it is so rare.

Toxicophleea spectabilis.—This pretty Cape shrub has

been named the Winter Sweet on account of the sweet rich scent

its flowers exhale. It is an extremely useful plant for winter and
spring flowering, though it does not appear to be much grown. It

is an Ixora-like plant, dwarf and compact in growth, and furnished

with deep green foliage. The blossoms are pure white, of about the

size and form of those of an Ixora, and are produced in dense
clusters terminating each branch. We saw some fine plants of it

in flower in the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, a few days ago. A
coloured illustration of this plant was given in The Gardex,
Vol. XII., p. U.

New Double Bouvardia.—Messrs. Nanz and Nenner,
Louisville, Ky.,.send us a list of their new plants now being distribu-

ted by them. Among them is enumerated a double-flowered white
Bouvardia named Alfred Neuner. It is said to be a vigorous-growing

variety and a profuse flowerer. A woodcut and coloured plate, which
accompany the list, show a large compact cluster of perfectly

double white flowers, which, if anything like what they are

represented to be, will be found especially desirable for cutting

purposes.

A List of Hardy Plants.—The spread of the taste for
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hardy flowers in this country has apparently led to gi"eater activity

On the part of collectors of these plants in the United States. We
have just received an interesting list of plants offered by Mr. K.

Gillett, Southwick, Hampden County, Mass. It consists of the

Orchids, shrubs, climbers, alpine, aquatic bog plants, and Ferns of

the E.%stcm States. There is a supplemental and very full list of the

plants of Oregon, \V.ashington Territory, and Northern C.ilifornia.

Tillandsia mosaica.—Of this e.^tremely rare Bromeliad there

are now several tine specimens in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery at

Chelsea. Tlie name is derived from the singular markings of tlie

broad leaves, which is supposed to resemble mosaic work. The
leaves are .-vrranged in a pitcher-like form, and from the centre of the

concavity the stout flower-stem .irises, which overtops the foliage

some few inches. The flowers form a dense cluster at the apex of

the stem, and are enclosed by scai let br.icts ; the colour of the blos-

soms is white, in the lower part tipped with a conspicuous blotch of

yellow. Altogether it is a handsome plant, and one that deserves to

be cultivated in every select collection. Another beautiful Tillandsia

in flower is T. Lindeni, the form with the rosy-pinkbracts and violet-

blue flowers, which was figured in The G.\RDEX (Vol. XVII., p. (iO);

iudging by the vigorous p'ants here, it is a free grower and
flowerer.

The Tea Plant (Thea Bohea).—In few gardens is this plant,

the Tea of commerce, to be met with ; it is really a showy plant and

The Tea Plant (The,i liohea).

one that is desirable, as it flowers freely at mid-winter. It will be

seen by the annexed engraving that the blossoms bear considerable

resemblance to those of a single Camellia in miniature. They are

about H in. across and have white petals and a tutt of golden

yellow stamens in the centre. We saw the other day a plant of it

in full flower, and it had been so for some weeks, in Mr. Joad's

garden at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park. It was planted out in a

border of free soil in a cool house, and needed no other culture than

to be supplied with water freely in summer and an occasional

sjiinging. T. viridis (probably only a form of T. Bohea) is an
equally desirable plant ; some years ago it was tried out of doors at

Chiswick, but though afforded a sheltered and otherwise favourable

situation it did not succeed. The green, black, and also the Assam
Teas, however, grew well in the conservatory before it was eon-

Terted into a Vinery.

Late-flo'wering Aster.—One of the few hardy plants in

flower in Mr. .Stevens' collection at Byfleet is a Michaelmas Daisy
bearing the name of A. Datschyi. Though not one of tlie showiest,

it is very elegant, the apiays of white flowers and tiny leaves being
particularly useful for arranging with choicer flowers in vases, &c.

It seems perfectly regardless of cold or wet, and continues to expand
iti bloasome.

Cotoneaster hiinalaiensis.—Under this name Mr. Joseph
Stevens brings us specimens covered with renwrkably brilliant

red berries, shining like sealing-wax. In his garden it is now a
great ornament, and this mild winter the birds do not molest it.

It is an erect-growing deciduous shrub, and the berries are thickly
arr.auged on short stalks nearly the whole length of the branches.
The Mild "Weather and Roses.—This is most anxious wea-

ther for Rose growers. The buds are starting freely, and many plants
are as forward now as tliey were in April. Tliere has been com-
paratively no season of rest, and I am fearful of the effect of all

this when frost comes in tlie spring. All pruning should be deferred

until March ; in .short, nothing should bo done to induce growth,
whicli is .already much too forward.—W. W.
New Double Lilac.—We have received a coloured illustr.v

tiou of a double-flowered Lil.ic (Syringa vulgaris), raised by M.
Leinoine, Nancy. As it is represented it is a boa'<tiful addition to

hardy shrubs, the blossoms being perfectly double, of reddish-

purple, and produced in large, dense panicles. It is named Rubella
plena.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

PRUNING TEA ROSES.
It would certainly be a good thing if Tea Roses could be induced to

flower " continuously " by the simple process of pruning the shoots

as they have done flowering, as has been stated at p. .5(!U. Some
varieties do flower longer and more freely than others, but perpetual

flowering under glass I have never seen anywhere on one plant.

Under greenhouse culture the Marechal Niel Rose with me yields

only one crop of blooms, which arc produced in succession for many
weeks, but they are all first blooms, and after they are over the plant

begins to grow, prune itjas you may, and produces no more blooms
the same season. This happens, too, in the case of many of my
neighbour's plants, some of which are very fine and very large.

Gloire de Dijon behaves in much the same manner when planted

out. I get great quantities of fine blooms from our plants in the

Camellia house for a long while in spring, but none afterwards.

The plants are fine and strong. A small one of Gloire de Dijon put

out in the border last year has made over 100 ft. of very fine branches

this season, and they will bloom along their whole length in spring.

A standard planted out was severely cut last year in gathering the

blooms with long stalks for Roses, but it has shown no disposition as

to continuous blooming, but made much fine growth. A number of

plants of Gloire de Dijon in large pots in a house devoted to them
and other kinds liave behaved mucli in tlie same way, but produced
a limited crop of flowers in autumn, some of which are still grow-

ing, but no treatment consistent with the preservation of the plants

in health and vigour makes them bloom perpetually. Out-of-doors

Gloire de Dijon is the earliest to flower against the wall, and the

border plants invariably flower freely again in the autumn and
winter at the extremities of the young growths, but there is a blank

between, during which blooms are produced but sparingly, if at all.

La France behaves in the same manner, as I have gathered blooms

of it fit for exhibition almost in January during mild winters.

Cheshunt Hybrid, which we have also planted out under glass, be-

haves like the Gloire de Dijon. In my opinion neither the latter nor

Mareohal Niel like severe pruning under glass, such as is recom-

mended at p. 506, and cultivators, I think, are almost unanimous on

this point. Souvenir d'un Ami is a good under-glass Rose, and
approaches the cliai\acter of a perpetual bloomer more than any
other kind I know, but it, too, has its season of bloom. By a kind of

forcing treatment it may be possible to produce an apparently con-

tinuous flowering habit, but it will likely end in failure after a little

while.

Best Stock for Marechal Niel.—While on this subject I

would ask your readers to record their experience as regards the best

stock for Marechal Niel. Notwithstanding its vigorous habit when
in health, I have an impression that it is one of the most precarious

Roses in cultivation, and frequently dies under glass, no matter what
stock it is on. I believe Messrs. Paul & Son, of Waltham Cross,

grow it most extensively on the De la Gritferaie stock, and they inform

me that after having tried the latter for some years, they are "of
opinion that in every point, durability included, it is the best stock

for Marechal Niel and for many of the Tea-scented and Hybrid Per-

petual Roses." I was of opinion at one time that it was going to bo

a success on its own roots, but further experience compels me to

modify my opinion very considerably. It does well for the first year

or two, and then, as often as otherwise, comes to a stand.still.

With grafted plants canker is most to be feared. J. S. \V.

Next week we shall publish an illustrated account of Castle Ashby,

from original drawings made during the autum.n of this year,
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ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AS CUT FLOWERS AT CHRISTMAS.
The lasting oualities of Orchids as cut flowers, their beauty and

the dissimilarity of their flowers from those of any other plants

cause them to be eagerly siught after by alt who reriuire flowers iu

a cut state. At this season such is particularly the case. Many
of them flower naturally and without forcing at Christmas, or are

to be brought into bloom with but little increase of temperature,

and this, together with their preferring a dry to a moist atmo-

sphere while in blossom, gives them an immense advantage over

ordi'iary forced flowers when used for bouquets or for indoor decora-

tion. Thesupply of Orchid bloomsat Covent fJarden and at theloading

flower shops, always limited, is never equal to the demand at this

season, and hence the apparently high prices charged ; but even lat

the prices asked all are soon bought up, and many of those

who buy do so as much from motives of econony as

from their admiration of tlie flowers themselves, deeming

it more advantageous to give a higher price for flowers

which last a week or a fortnight, and are strikingly hand-

8om3 and effective all that time, than a lower price for those

which last only one or tivo diys. Thus some of the West
End florists have their regular Orchid customers, who almost bid one

agiinst the other for rare blooms. No class of plants can vie with

the Orchids for variety of colour, shape, and fragrance of their

flowers, qualities which are appreciated to the fullest extent in winter,

when variety in flowers is atits lowest. The winter-blooming kinds,

too, are always supplemented by the second flowering in winter of

some of the summ3r-.^owering species, and the late flowering of

some of the autumn-flowerers. In this way we are often surprised to

see flowers of well-known summtr-flowering Orchids offered for sale

at C'liristmas. At the same time it is pleasant to know that they

have been produced in a perfectly legitimate manner, and that they

are the outcome of vigour in the plants caused by skilful treatment,

and rarely by excessive heat. The following list comprises most of

tlio Orchids, flowersof which have been procurable at Covent Oarden

or at one or tixe other of the florists' shops in London during the past

week, a few of them being represented by an occasional spray or two
only :— '

LxUa aVyidaAn:;rfcciiin eburncam
Cilanthe vestita

Veitcbi
Tatasetum tabulare
Cittlayii Trianre
Warsuewiczi
intermedia

Cypripedium barbatum
iuiigne
venustuni
loDgifoliuin

Cuelogyue cristata
a3samica

Cymbidium aineiise

gigmteum
Lowianura
Masterai

D:'idrobium crassinole
Linawianuni
nobile
War.lianum

Kpidendruni ciliare

Gijiuezia recarva

anceps
autnmnalis
Perrini
pr.xstans

Lvcaste Skinneri
Ma^devallia igaea

Veitcliiana
Maxillaria grandiHora

picta

Ollei'lium cviipum
cucullntnni
cvcavatmn
llexiiosum
l'\ivl)esi

ubrvzatnm
ornithorhynchum
pubes
tigrinilln

serratum
ilesospinldiura vulcani- varica5iim

cum "Weltoui
OiontogloBsura.Vlcxandrte rhajusgrandifolius
cirrhosum Fhabenopgis amabills
Daw'oonianura grandiflora
HalU rosea
raembranaceum SebiUeriana
odoratum .Sophronitis graudiflora
Roezfi Vaa-la puavis
Rissi majii? tr c dor

Oncidium cEeiiura Zyg()petalum ilackiyi
Caveudlslii
cheirophoram

Plants, like men, are all the better for a great range of temperature

—

heat in the daytime when at work, and coolness and fresh air in

plenty at night when in a state of comparative rest.—B. B B.

The above are for the greater part among the showiest of Orchids;

most of them have stood the test of the market for years, and lind a

better sale every year, and that is a very good guide as to their

merits as cut flowers. Often after they make their appearance in

London flower depnts they have again to m.ake a journey into the
country, and buyers carefully note the good and the bad travellers,

and the latter are soon put out of the held by being rejected in

future dealings. Those who require Orchids in bloom during the
dull season will find it to their advantage to make a selection from
those enumerated, as they are all free flowering and easy to grow.

.James O'Biuex.

Orchids and Cool Tieatment.—In a tiffany house, i-oofed

with oiled tea-paper or silk, there are two or three hundred species

of Orchids that would luxuriate from May until September and
grow better thus sheltered than in any other way whatever. Heavy
rains and rough winds improve nothing, and now and then come
hail storms, which cut everything to pieces. A glass shed open
at the sides might do, or with tiffany on the windy side. Dr. Wallace
is quite right about the benefits of a co^l night temperature ; a hot
temperature at night will ruin anything in the way of plants. A dry
night temperature is also bad ; I cannot say how b.ad. In the Tropics
rain at night is the rule, and, of course, plenty of cool fresh air always,
especially on clear cloudless nights. .Syringing at night benefits

plants greatly, and air, however little, should always be admitted,

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

So^hroaitis violacea.—One of the prettiest of pigmy
Orchids is this scarce Brazilian species, a plant of which is now
flowering in Messrs. Veitoh & Son's nursery at Chelsea; it resembles

in habit of growth its congener .S. cernua, having similar small,

roundish bulbs and short, thick leaves of a deep green colour. The
flowers are ah lufc 1 in. across, and are of a soft uniform violet-purple,

very pleising and attr.ictive. Like the others, it is grown in baskets

or lilocks.

Dsndrobium hsterosirpum —This is more remarkable for

the delicious perfume exhaled by its flowers than for their showi-
ness. Nevertheless, it is an Orchid which deserves to be cultivated

in every hothouse far more extensively than it now is. The blos-

soms, which are of a yellowish tint, cluster in twos and threes around
the thick pseudo-bulbs, which vary from 9 in. to 15 in. in length.

The scent, which is powerful, pervades a good-sized house, and re-

minds one of that of Violets. Being a nitive of the hot humid
forests of Ceylon and Assam, it requires to be grown in a higher

temperature than most other Dendrobes. At Kew, where there is

now a fine specimen of it in flower, it is grown in suspended bas-

kets in the hottest compartment. D. aiireum, of Lindley, seems to

be merely a svnonym, though at Kew they are labelled differently.

OdontDglo33utn bapliecaathum.—This is a new plant,

suppo3e{l to be a mule between 0. crispum and 0. odoratum. The
flowers, which are larger than those of 0. odoratum, are of a pale

yellow hue, copiously marked with heavy purplish blotches. They
are borne on rather long and slender spikes, and have a pretty and
distinct appeirauce. We saw a fine flowering specimen of it a few
davs ago in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea.

"Varieties of Li3elia anceps.—In the same nursery there is a

fine display, onsisting of various forms of the lovely L. anceps.

One named rosea is remarkable for the large size of its blossoms,

which arc fully one-third larger than those of the typical form.

The colour, as its name implies, is a delicate rose tint, the large,

broad lip having a conspicuous dash of bright yellow upon it

Another exquisite variety is Birkeriana, a kind with flowers alto-

gether of a darker hue than those of rosea, to which it forms a

fitting companion. Dawsoni, delicata, and the rare pure white

variety, though not in flower, are all represented by strong plants,

which will probably flower later in the season.

Lselia acuminata.—This is an extremely pretty and distinct

Orchid, not so much grown now as formerly. Unlike most of the

Lx'lias, the pseudo-bulbs are oval and compressed, and each is

terminated by a lance-shaped leaf. The flower-stalk, which is long

and slender, and gracefully arching, bears at its apex a cluster of

from two to eight sweetly-scented blossoms. The colour of the

sepals is a delicate pale lilac, and that of the lip deep purple,

which with the crisped margins is very effective. It is an old

plant, introduced by Hartweg forty years ago from Guatemala,

where it grows on the trunks of the Calabash Tree (Crescentia

Cujete). It is now finely in flower in the Royal E.^cotic Nursery,

Chelsea.

Helcia sanguinolenta.—This by no means common Orchid,

with the habit of a Trichopilia, may now be seen in flower in Mr.

Bull's nursery, Chelsea. Though not so showy as some kinds, it is

pretty, and particularly desirable for winter flowering. The sepals

are marked with irregular stripes of yellow and olive-green, while

the broad lip with its crisped edges is striped with deep purple on a

pale ground. This is another of Hartweg's discoveries in the Andes
of Guayaquil some forty years ago, though it has not been distributed

widely in cultivation in this c mntry.
AngrsBCum eburneum.—Some of the finest plants of this

noble Orchid with which we have met are now in flower in the Kew
collection. Though not in such fine condition as last year, the

plants have a fine etreet, most of them having three and four long

spikes bearing numerous blossoms, with broad ivory-white lips, and
exhaling a strong perfume. Flowering habitually in the depth of

winter, and continuing in perfection for more than a month, are

points suttieient to recommend this fine Madagascar Orchid to the

notice of everyone. The variety virens is also represented by large

specimens, though not in flower.
_

W. G.

Maxillaria picta.—Herewith I send you a specimen of what
I consider a very pretty Orchid, flowering as it does so freely at

this season. It is Maxillaria picta, which, of course, has not

always six flowers to every pseudo-bulb, though it sometimes has

seven. I have a large specimen of it, the flowers of which are ex-

tremely valuable just now. Some compare the perfume of this plant

with that of Violets, which, however, I do not.—R. I. L. [A fine

specimen, with larger and more num.erous flowers than usual.]
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,

CULTIVATED HIBBERTTAS.

The plant ivpresentod in tbe accompanyinij wociJout belongs to

a geniis of wliieh about fifty species are known to botanists, and
about one-tentb of tbat number are to be found in jraidens. Tliey

all bear yellow flowers, most of wliieb aiv remarkable for the very
unpleasant odour emitted by tbem. especially when bruised. The
llibbertias are confined to Australia and Tasmania, where they
form pretty little Heath-like shrubs, trailers, or climbers, and from
their frce-ttowerini^ character have a very pretty appearance.

They increase in size rapidly, and in this country mij^'lit be grown
outside in summer, 11. dentata, the species most u'enerally known,
being especially adapted for outdoor culture. If planted out in

the befiinniufr of summer this plant soon covers a fair-sized .«pace,

and might be utilised for clothing old tree trunks, hanging over
rocks, itc, purposes for which its seandent or trailing habit, and
the deep purple colour of its leaves and stems, together with the

bright yellow of its

large, freely -pro-

duced tlowers, ren-

der it most desir-

able. The llib-

bertias are easily

propagated, and at

any time of the
year, spring, of

course, being best;

a loamy soil with
leaf-mould and
sand will be found
to suit them.
The species here

represented has
pretty flowers,
and, judging by
its specific name,
it ought to be a

climber, but in

this country, at

least, it forms a

compact shrub.
II. peduncidata,
fi g u r e d in the
Ji'ofauiral Mui/a-

ziite as Ilibbertia

corifolia, and
known in gardens
as Ilibbertia
lleedi, is a very
pretty species, re-

sembling in botli

foliage and habit

some of the Le.s-

chenaultias. Its

branches are pro-
duced densely on the stem, and clothed with Ileath-like foliage, the

flowers being bright yellow. II. grossularisefolia has, as the name
implies, foliage resembling that of a Gocseberry. It is a trailing

species, and soon grows into an effective little plant if liberally

treated. The stems and under-sides of the leaves are of a purplish

colour. II. perfoliata is easily distinguished by the base of the
leaves encircling the stem, as implied by the specific name. The
leaves are also slightly dentate, ovate in shape, and the flowers

are as large and bright as those of II. volubilis. Of this kind
there is a double vanety, II. perfoliata fl.-pl., figured in Kegel's
" Gartenflora," and which appears to be a very desirable plant.

Is it in cultivation in this country P II. liaudouini is a most beau-
tiful species, of which I know nothing more than that it was in-

troduced and flowered in 187:2 by the late Dr. Moore, of Glas-
nevin, and is figured in the Butanical Mayazine. The leaves are

from in. to •"? in. long, lanceolate-acuminate, sessile, slightly

toothed, smooth, and rather closely pkced on the stem, which is

grooved. The flowers are produced in axillary racemes of about
a dozen, and are of tbe brightest yellow, each measuring 2 in.

across. Z. li.

Fluweriiig Spray of llilibeitia volubilis.

SOLANUMS FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATION.
I I'TNi) these to be indispensable, and yet how far from general is

their use. For next year's plants seeds should be sown now in shal-

low pans in a mi.xture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand ; it placed in a
temperature of yib'-' they vfill soon vegetate, but the most suitable

place for them is the propagiiting house, where they can have a genial

bottom-heat. When the young plants are aufliciently large pot them
oil" singly into '2)i.in. pots, keeping them in a growing temperature,
syringing them slightly every afternoon, and watering carefully

until the pots are full of roots. They should then be shifted into 4-iu.

pots, syringed twice a day, and kept close to the glass in order to

induce stocky growth. About the middle of June I plant half my
plants out on a south border, where they give no trouble, and are

ready for lifting and potting into 0-in. and S-in. pels by the end of

September. These make the best plants for Christmas, as

the berries do not colour so early as those on plants

kept in pots. The latter are shifted into (i-in. pots in a compost
consisting of two parts turfy loam mixed with one part well decayed
cow manure and a little sharp sand ; they are then placed in a cool

frame on a bed of coal ashes, and regularly syringed and watered.
They should have
plenty of air, and
be shut up early in

the afternoon to

economise the sun-

heat. Everything
dependson keeping
the plants clean, as

they are subject to

aphides, thrips, and
red spider. Fumi-
gate on the first

appearance of

aphides and tnrips,

and for tlie spider

shut up, so as to

secure a moist close

atmosphere of SO"
to 90* in the after-

noon. During the

hottest partof sum-
mer the plants will

require to be
slightly shaded.

This is best done
by giving the glass

a thin coat of

whitewash. Once
the pots are quite

full of roots ma-
nure water should

be given twice a

week, w h i h
greatly increases

the size of the ber-

ries. When the
latter are coloured,

the plants are ready
for placing in jardi-

nieres and vaaea in

the house, or in the

conservatory and greeuliouse, as may be desired.—H. T.

At this season of the year berry-bearing plants make a desirable

change, and amongst them Solanums are especially desirable, as, in

addition to being plants of easy culture, they stand the close, dry
atmosphere of ordinary living rooms extremely well, and, being easily

raised in quantity from seeds, as soon as they get shabby they can

be thrown away, and young ones grown on for another year. Sola-

num Capsicastrum and Wetherill's hybrid scarlet-berried sorts are

the kinds to which we trust, and for yellow-fruited ones we use

Solanum Prince of Wales and Yellow Gem, both excellent sorts ;

the scarlet- berried varieties are, however, the hardiest. We sow
them in heat in .January, and grow them on under glass until they

are in 4-in. and 5-in. pots and well set with berries, when they are

set on coal ashes in an open sunny position until September, when
they are placed under glass, where their berries soon attain a bril-

liant colour. The yellow-fruited sorts we do not sow until March,
and grow them on in cold pits during summer, as they are rather

tender. In September they are placed on shelves close to the glass

in houses or pits, the temperature of which is about 55°. Here
they make lovely plants for decoration. They naturally grow into

dwarf standards, and when loaded with their little lemon-coloured
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fruits, make very pretty va^e plants ; either mixed witli the scarlet-

berried sorts or grouped together, they mike a good addition to con-

servatory stages, aud are very eftective under artificial light for the

decoration of the dinner-table.—J. Groom, Linton.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOB, GARDEN.

How to Pick Hoya Blooms.— "Girofi>;'s " hint on this

subject (p. 595) is most valuable. Nor are Hoyas the ouly^ plants

that ought to have tlieir flowering umljels or bases left. Some of

the Passion-flowers and no doubt 'many other plants have similar

peculiarities. Passiflora racemosa is a notable example. This is

often called a shy bloomer, and so it fre(|uently proves if all the

racemes are cut clean off, either wlien in flower or after they fade ;

but leave cliem intact and they will flower again and again for it is

impossible to say how long. We have racemes here a yard or more

in length from their original branches. These flower on for a month

or two till they exhaust themselves ; then they rest for a time, and

again tliey pusli forth a fresh series of flower-buds on the extremities

of the old racemes. These grow, develop, expand into beauty, and

again fade. The flowerless racemes are not very sightly ; they look

dying or dead ; but those wlio know their value as a continuous

reserve of beauty and of force wreathe a few growing shoots among
tliem and wait patiently for grand new clusters of bloom. Not a

few of these racemes also produce a few small and peculiar leaves

or green bracts, with a dash of crimson in them by way of garniture

to their long wiry-looking stems.—D. T. Fisii.

Richardia (Oalla) hastata, which is so faithfully given in

the beautifully coloured plate on December 11, is by no means so

scarce as you appear to imagine. Though one of those plants which

English florists appear determined to neglect, it is fairly plentiful on

the C'ontinent, where its merits are better appreciated, and bulbs of

Richardia albo-maculata and hastata maculata, as well as hastata,

are offered at very low prices per dozen and liundred by several of

the Haarlem bulb growers. We may state for the information of your

readers who have not yet grown any of these that they all appear

to be precisely similar iu constitution ; aud as we have forced

Ricliardia albo-maculata with great success in a propagating house,

we doubt not that IX. hastata will succeed well under the same

treatment. We liave both varieties in a growing state and intend

commencing to force them immediately after Christmas.—J. & F.

Williams, Northjate Street, Devizes. [Will our correspondents oblige

by sending a catalogue wherein R. hastata is quoted at very low

prices per dozen and hundred ?]

Epiphyllums.—These when iu flower are truly beautiful, and

yet how uncommon they are compared with many otlier plants that

are quite as troublesome to grow. True, they do not last so long in

flower as Primulas, Cyclamens, Cinerarias, &c., but while they do

last they are much more attractive than any of these. There is a

richness about their flowers, especially under gaslight, that raises

them to the level of those of the choicest Orchids. Any
one with an intermediate house temperature at command may have

Epiphyllums in abundance by obtaining a few Pereskia stocks on

which to graft them. Heads from 12 in. to 18 in. across and bearing

five or six dozen blooms may be formed iu less than eighteen months
from the time of putting on tlie grafts, and what can be better for

room decoration than such plants in 5-in. pots, with a base of Isole-

pis or Lycopodium, or any otlier suitaljle trailing plant that may
suggest itself to the grower ? I may, however, adil that such results

cannot be obtained by the starving process, v/hich some people

seem to think plants of this class require. Give them a good open

soil composed of fibry loam and leaf-mould, with plenty of crocks

or brickbats pounded fine amongst it, and a little of Clay's Ferti-

liser, and keep them steadily growing in a temperature ranging from
50' to 65"^, and the results will be most satisfactory.

—

Robt. Lloyd,
Broolcn-ood.

Epiphyllum truncatum.—I .see some inquiry made about this.

I grew two plants of it at Gosford in the stove. My mode of grow-

ing it is as follows : E. truncatum var. bicolor is without exception

the most beautiful early winter-flowering plant I ever saw. The
plants which I grew were grafted on Cereus speciosissimus, and were

about 4 ft. high and 3 ft. through, and they used to be covered with

flowers from top to bottom. The C. speciosissimus is 100 per cent, better

than the Pereskia for grafting on, as it does not require so much
hea''. as the Pereskia. Let a branch of C. speciosissimus 4 ft. long be

struck, and when well established stick on the grafts on each side

and on the top, and in two or three years it will be a fine specimen.

The soil I grew it in was turfy loam, mixed with some well decom-
posed manure and a little sand and lumps of charcoal. Drain

thoroughly, for if it gets waterlogged it will sicken and die. I used
to have lumps of charcoal on the surface in winter to prevent damp,

as it is very impatient of moisture when at rest, and this applies to

most plants. If this mode of culture is attended to, this beautiful

flower is as easy to grow as a Cineraria or a Chrysanthemum. It is

good practice to be grafting a few every year, as no flower for winter
use I know is so beautiful, and for cut flowers the bicolor or elegans

varieties are far superior to the E. truncatum, but I would not dis-

card truncatum entirely ; it is worth growing, though not equal to

bicolor.—.J. Addison, Kirkliaton.

Abutilons from Seed.—In reading The G.\rden of Decem-
ber 4 (page 574) I was pleased to find that someone as well as myself
had a word to say in favour of the Abutilon. I quite agree with
"Cambrian" that it is one of our most useful winter flowering plants ;

and, although of sucli easy cultm-e, up to tlie present time it does
not appear to have received that general favour which it so well

deserves. The public are probably not aware of the great improve-
ment that has been made witli regard to Abutilons during tliese last

three years, the Abutilon of the present day being very different

from that of some ten years ago. I find the month of April a good
time for sowing seed of it, and have no difficulty in flowering the
plants in three months from the time of sowing, many of them flower-

ing wlien six inches high. Although Abutilons will succeed in a
greenhouse, I find tlicm do much better through the winter months
when grown in a temperature of from 55'-"' to 60". The flowers open
more freely and are of a better colour. During tlie past three years

I have been trying to improve the Abutilon, my object in view being
to get liigli colours and reduce the size of the foliage. I therefore

send you a few blooms to show you how far I have succeeded.—J, G.

New Way of Growing Cyclamens from Seed.—It

may be said that in my case the use of Cocoa-nut fibre and charcoal

is a mania, but I must write to inform your readers of the complete
success of an experiment with tliat mixture which I have been trying

in the raising of Cyclamens from seed. On October 19 I sowed
a packet of seed just below tlie surface in a saucer filled with fibre

and charcoal, and from that time never allowed it to become dry. It

stood on a shelf in a badly-lighted dwelling-room. On November 22

I burrowed down to see how the as yet invisible seeds were getting

on, aud I found that thougli they liad not sprouted they had made
fine strong roots wliicli liad firmly taken hold of tlie compost. On
November 30 they had all come up, and are now in their second leaf,

and I shall plant them out in tlie ordinary way as soon as possible.

—

GiROFLE.

Brazilian Beet for Indoor Decoration.—In addition to

the merits of this plant for outdoor summer decoration, it may be

utilised in an effective manner by lifting the roots carefully

when no longer required, potting them in rather small

pots, and placing them in a genial, moist atmosphere of about
55". Thus circumstanced, they will commence to grow freely,

and the beautiful tints wliicli both leaf and stalk assume under
glass are far more effective than when out-of-doors. The colours

vary from bright yellow aud white through all the varying shades

of scarlet, crimson, and purple. Indoors at this time of year
this Beet lasts in good condition for a length of time, and in clark

positions where choice plants quickly become sickly from want of

light aud air, this truly fine-leaved Beet is strikingly beautiful. It

can be raised from seed iu any frame or pit, and after doing good ser-

vice in the flower garden is, as has just been shown, capable of being
utilised for indoor decoration. It should be sown in a box in March
and put into a warm frame. AVhen up the young plants should be
pricked out in a cold frame iu April, and finally planted out in May
in rich soil. This Beet makes a fine display as au outer edging to

large beds of Ricinus or Cannas.—J. G. L.

The Tree Pine (Guzmannia tricolor).—This old and well-known
plant is one of the commonest Bromeliads inhabiting the interior of

Jamaica ; aud I am glad that it is so, for there ai'e few of our native

species that are half so handsome or effective. It is rarely that one
sees a tree or old tree stump or Jloss-covered rock that does not sup-

jiort a few of these plants. During .July and August the trees and
rocks were literally illumined by the bright red-tipped, torch-like

flower-spikes. A contrast to the glare of these is occasionally met
with in plants bearing white-tipped spikes. This variety diiTers from
the type only in the inferior fertile bracts being pale green (instead

of purple-striped) aud the superior bracts pure white (in place of

bright red). I have also seen coloured forms that linked together the

two extremes in shades of blush and pink. I fail to find that any
botanist has noted the existence of this white variety, and now, with
your permission, I will name it the white- bracted Guzmannia, G. tri-

color var. alba. It is very chaste, and is au excellent companion
to its gaudy parent.

—

Georue Syme, Oimtleton Bot. Garden, Jamaica.

Neapolitan Violets.—Acting on instructions given in The
Garden by your excellent correspondent, Mr. J. Groom, I have this

year been very successful with Violets. To all who love these
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sweetly-scented flowers, ami who Iwivc a spare frame, I would say
follow the simple rules set forth in \'ol .W'l., p. 4,"i!1, and they will

not be disappointed. .-Vnd I think 1 cannot better express my thanks
than in the words of the poet

—

'Tis to the press and pen we mortals owe
AU we believe and ahnost all we know.

—T. D. S.Mirii, Hnin.

whites of the Fair Maid of Guernsey, Fleur de Marie, Virgin Queen,
White (^>ueen, Maraliout, and otliers, these two varieties are superb
in every w.iy, except that of the florist. For decorative purposes
and the supply of effective cut blossoms they are most useful.

—

F. W. B.

TELEGRAPH PLANT.
(desmodiu.m gyrans.)

This is one of tlu> most remarkable plant.s in cultivation. The
sensitiveness to touch of Mimnsa pudica. Dimui^a, &c., is singular

enough, but the movements of the leaves of this Desmodium seem
still more curious, and up to the present liave ballled our best

observers. Darwin, in his recently publi-shod work on '' The
Power of Movement in Plants," gives the results of bis expi-ri-

ments on this Desmodium and other plants, by which he lias suc-

ceeded in proving that in all plants there is a power which causes
them to nuive in a rotatory direction, or, as he terms it, to cir-

cumnutate. This movement he explains as being of some
importance, as an aid to the growth and protection of the plant,

but as to the movements of this Desmodium be says, " Xo one
supposes that the rapid movements of the lateral leaflets of D.
gyrans are of any use to the plant, and why they should behave
in this manner is rjuite unknown."' The movement may be best

observed on a light warm day, when the plant is standing in a

Telegi'aph Plant (Desinoiliinn gyrans).

temperature of about 80"'. The two small lateral leaflets may
then be observed to move upwards and downwards, first tlie

one and then the other, now resting a moment, then starting

again with a jerk. The movement is quite spontaneous, the plant
not being pei-ceptibly sensitive to the touch. Tridy it is a vege-

table wonder, and deserves a place in every stove on that account.

It is easily propagated either by means of seeds or cuttings. It is

a rapid grower, and, though it is not handsome, still it is a grace-

ful plant. It grows to a height of about '2 ft. Any light soil

will suit it, and the higher the temperatm'e in which it stands the
more perceptible are it.s movements. I do not think it would
thrive in winter in a temperature lower than .55^. It is a native

of India, and is a member of the Leguminous (Pea) family.

Z. B.

Two New Yello'w Chrysanthemums.—Of the new Chry-
santhemnms which I obtained from Messrs. Veitch & Sons last season,

two are now so attractive that they -^annot become too well known.
Peter the Great is a vigorous, free-flowering kind, its large pale yel-

low blossoms being made up of incurved, strap-shaped petals, and
each of these being toothed, adds a peculiar finish to the flower.

The delicate and novel tint of yellow and the softness of the petals

are immediately remarked by visitors. The other variety, Fulton,

is a Japanese kind, also of the Cri Kang type, with quilled petals

of the purest gold colour. As grown here it is fully equal in tint to

the well-known Jardin des Plantes, but in form, from an artistic

point of view, it is far more graceful. As seen in contrast with such
highly-coloured sorts as Dr. Sharp. Progne, Cri Kang, and with

DR. THURBER'S NOTES FROM JERSEY.
Dr. THrRCEU, of the American Agriculturixl, has been in the
island of .Tersey, and writes as follows concerning some of its pro-
ductions. We wish he had, wlien here, seen a little of English
gardens; but the fact is, Americans, in coming to see us, are in such
a hurry when here to flash through tlie whole of Europe (including
the Channel Islands !) in a month, that there is no holding them.
We do not desire to interfere with the liberty of the subject, par-
ticularly of tlie enlightened American surveying one of our old
worn-out countries, but we may point out the dirtieulty of learning
anything of English gardens " aboard " the train, and by the aid of

a visit to Kew, and a few daj-s in London. We should like well to

have compelled the doctor to liave stayed a few weeks in our gardens,
for our benefit if not his own. It would be interesting, for example,
to take him to Bicton, or to some good tree collection, to see how
the American trees, evergreens, and others thrive in this coun-
try:-

The Vegetable and Fruit Market was very full. The
vegetables were scarcely different from those in the London market,
but the fruits finer and much more abundant. Excellent Apples
and Pears were in gi-eat plentj'. The Pfar Louise Bonne de Jersey,
though not so well coloured, is much better flavoured than with us.

Figs (fresh), very large and luscious, were cheap, to those who are
fond of them ; these ripen in the open air, and the trees are quite
common all over the island. Grapes, on the other hand, need glass,

and there are some immense N'ineries, much of the fruit from which
goes to London. I bought such Black Hamburghs for Is. (24 cents)
lb. as we rarely see in our fruit stores for .§1 per lb. Blackberries
grow wild in plenty, and just now illustrate the old adage that
" Blackberries are always red when they are green." The few ripe
ones were very small, consisting of but few grains, badly shaped,
and quite inferior in flavour to any of our wild kinds. Our deli-

cious cultivated sorts do not appear to be known here or in England.
It is doubtful if there is enougli heat to bring them to their full per-

fection, but I think they should be tried.

The Treatment of Seed Potatoes is quite peculiar, and
might, perhaps, be tried by some of our growers of early Potatoes,
especially iu those .Southern States where tlie crop is an important
one. Already the seed is being prepared for next spring, and we
see them everywhere in large quantitiei. Potatoes of medium size

are selected and placed in boxes, usually made for the purpose,
though other boxes are sometimes employed. We saw at several
places in the town the boxes, or rather skeleton crates, exposed for

sale, I think, at Id. each, but am not sure of the price. It is a
shallow box, 24 in. long and 12 in. wide, with sides 2 in. high ; it

is of about A-in. stuft', the bottom being of three slats of similar

material, with nearly i-in. spaces between them. In each corner of

this box is a post 7 in. high and
'I

in. square ; a strip connects the posts

at the ends, and across the top runs a lengthwise strip I in. wide by

'f in. thick ; this is let into the end pieces, so that it is flush at
the top. The Potatoes are set "seed-end" up in these boxes as

closely as they can be packed, taking care to put those of a size

together. At first the boxes, when filled, are put in any con-
venient place in the open air, fully exposed to sunlight, in order
that they may become thoroughly greened. As cooler weather
comes on thej^ are taken into the house, and stacked up in

some suitable place. Tlie peculiar form of the boxes allows of

putting one upon another—as many as may be desirable—and still

have sufficient ventilation and exposure to light. By the time
the weather will allow of their being planted, strong sprouts about
2 in. long will have grown. The planting is done by setting the

Potatoes upright in the furrow in the same position they had in the

box
;
great care is exercised in handling while planting, in order

not to break the sprouts. As the planting may be delayed until

all danger of frost is over, the Potato, when placed in the soil,

is ready to go on and grow at once. In planting in the ordinary

way, the Potato remains for a long time in the soil before the
vegetative process begins, whilo by this method all the preparatory
work is done in advance, and growth, having already begun, is at

once continued. I hope that some of our growers will try this

method and report the results. I am aware that cutting the

Potatoes some weeks in advance of planting, and placing them in a
warm room to " sprout," is not new with us, but the method here

described, beginning in the autumn and inducing a slow and sturdy

growth of sprouts, is somewhat different, and seems to me to have
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some advantage over that raauner of preparing the "seed," and is

worthy of a trial.

The Yield of Potatoes per Acre, under the method

practised in Jersey, is very difficult to ascertain, as their measure

of land fveiyee) and their measure for Potitoes (cabol) are quite

unlike ours, and besides, they estimate the yield per vergee in the £ s. d

.

it returns, rather than by the measure of Potatoes it gives. A rough

calculation shows that their Potato crop returns from £iO to £90 per

our acre, which is not far from .SlQo to S433 per acre ; in some cases

tlie returns have been as high as £120 per acre, or about iJoSO.

Though consideraljle sums are laid out for guano and other fertilisers,

these'are not all chargeable to the Potato crop, as a second crop,

usually Turnips, is taken the same year, and in their rotation a crop

of Wheat is followed by Clover, and all these are benefited by the

heavy manuring given the Potatoes.

Orchards are Numerous, but the trees are generally in bad

condition ; the moist atmosphere encourages the growth of those

obscure vegetable forms to which our or;hardist3 give the collective

name of Moss. Here the bark of the smallest twigs is covered with

a greenish growth, which must essentially affect the health of the

trees. Besides, the orcliards are almost without exception in Grass,

and used as pastures for cows. When tlie cows are pastured they

are rigged with a curious halter of rope and two pieces of curved

wood°;°a part of this atfair, which cannot well be described, goes

over the head, and a rope from each side of it is tied around the fore-

legs of the animal, the object being to prevent browsing on the trees.

While the cows, with this halter, can graze easily, they cannot lift

their heads.

Private Gardens are often very fine, and there is scarcely a

farmhouse, however unpretending, but has a small piece of ground

in front, tastefully planted and well kept. The English exclusiveness

in such matters prevails here to a great extent. The fine places are

generally surrounded by a wall, often S ft. or 10 ft. high, and only a

glimpse of what is within is had through the open gate. Pastures

now (the last days of September) are as fine as they are with us at

any time. It will be supposed that the lawns are in correspondingly

good condition. More perfect lawns cannot be imagined anywhere.

A favourite tree for planting on lawns is the Araucaria, a very formal

tree, not hardy with us, but which grows here in great perfection.

We plant Sweet Peas, and the July heats finish them. Here in

Jersey theyare still in abundant bloom, oftengrowingtoa greatheight.

Perhaps these, more than anything else, most forcibly impressed

upon me the great difference between Old and New Jersey. This

difference is further illustrated by Roses in full bloom. The Lemon-

scented Verbena (Aloysia citriodora) here forms a tall, hardy bush.

Camellias are hardy in the open air ; I saw one that had not failed to

bloom abundantly for twenty years. There are many other things

which show how mild a climate this island enjoys—among them

the Laurustinus, which, with us, even a mild winter would kill, is

seen here everywhere just coming into flower ; in one case I saw two

bushes, 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, trained to form an arch over a gateway.

Here and there we are reminded of home by some American plants.

In several gardens I have seen large clumps of our Cardinal-flower

(Lobelia cardinalis), forming a mass of scarlet such as few plants can

equal. It may be that the fact that our common things are thus appre-

ciated abroad may induce some of our nurserymen to turn their

attention to the growth of our native plants. One sees on every

farm a larger or smaller patch of

The Jersey Cabbage.—Several years ago our seedsmen

offered the seeds of this as "Jersey Cow Kale," and from this I

inferred that it was used in Jersey as feed for the cows. The fact is

that it is never fed to cows, but is grown especially as food for pigs.

It is a Kale rather than a Cabbage, as it never heads. It naturally

has a tall stalk, but as the lower leaves are picked off for the pigs,

the stalks go on increasing in length, and it is not unusual to see

them G and S feet in height. The stalks, when ripe and seasoned,

make excellent walking-sticks, being both strong and light. In St.

Heliers there are several shops with signs showing that the owner is

a manufacturer of

Cabbage Canes.— Mounted with a ferule and varnished,

they are one of the specialties of the island, and few strangers visit

here without carrying off one or more "Jersey Cabbage Sticks." In

some cases they are mounted with silver heads. In conclusion, I

would advise everyone who visits Europe to make a visit to Jer-

sey. I know of no other place, at home or abroad, that combines

so many attractions for those who would see rural life in its highest

development.

Pear Tree in Bloom.—We have now a standard Pear tree

in full bloom—a Williams' Bon Chretien—which bloomed profusely

last spring, but, in common with many others, failed to set any
fruit.—E. B.\RTON, Beech Hill, Cork.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

UNWIRED BOUQUETS.
No doubt these are a step in the right direction, though one back-

wards. Neither is the step back a long one. Little more than thirty

years have elapsed since wiring became common. Cultivators and
decorators only about middle age can remember the time when wired

bouquets were rare. It only seems but yesterday that I bought a
wired bouquet in Covent Garden to learn the art of wiring. And
truly it seemed a wonderful waste of time and force, as well as a

parody on Nature. That bouquet was a monster in weight as well

as in ugliness. There were several pounds of wet Moss iu it. Each
wire—and they were strong and heavy ones—was forced apart by a

huge pad of Moss. I dismissed the Moss in my first essay at the

new style, and substituted small-leaved bushy Box branches for pad-

ding, and have stuck to that ever since. For durable boucjuets a

very small base of damp Moss is attached to the base of the flowers

in the mounting. But should we return to the more natural bou-

quets, such as you illustrate (p. 001), we should still retain some of

our padding. One of the weakest features of the old or natural

style of bouquet making was the fearful overcrowding and waste of

flowers. Choice flowers were used to pack or go between other

flowers, until by the time the boucjuet had become sufficiently large

one-half or more of it was crushed into a confused mass. By using

such bushy and elastic material as green Box as buffers for the flowers

to rest upon and padding to keep them oft' each other, the old bou-

quet may be made well-nigh perfect in form, as well as in each of

its individual flowers. Bouquets have been wired down into such

monotony of surface and form, that yet more and longer wires have

to be used to break them up again iuto something more like Nature's

gracefulness and freedom by the prodigal use of starers and sprays.

Surely it would be more reasonable to start on natural lines at first

than to build up flowers with such artificial bunches as to need to

stab through their stiff formality with other flowers and foliage in

all directions to render them acceptable to cultured taste.

D. T. Fisii.

Bulbs in Glasses in'Oocoa-nut Fibre and Charcoal.
—In a back number of The Garden you published some notes of

mine on the superiority of damp Cocoa-nut fibre and charcoal over

water or Moss for the culture of bulbs in bowls or glasses. It may
be at the same time useful and interesting to many of your sub-

scribers if I tell you liow I have got on. 'i'ou will remember I had
four Crocuses in water and two in fibre and charcoal, planted on Octo-

ber 12, which were rooted, the former on the 24th, and the latter on
the loth of the same month. On November 1 I added fibre alone to

two in water ; on November 22 these last two had hopelessly rotted

off, either through excess of water or absence of charcoal mixed with

the fibre. The two originally in water had made a "iittle gnarled

root, and were otherwise in the 3,ame position as they were on Octo-

ber 18. Those in fibre and charcoal were well rooted to the bottom
of the glasses, and the corms were a fine healthy size, though no
Grass had yet appeared. On November 29 Grass had appeared on
the two in fibre and charcoal, and two fine buds ; on December 3

they were in full flower, and are now bearing their third blooms.

I think this proves the truth of my first observations on this subject.

Now about the paper-white Narcissus in a Hyacinth glassful of the

same mixture. At the time I wrote it was well rooted, but subse-

quently it became so violently root-bound that its vegetation pro-

gressed (and still progresses) exceedingly, I may say painfully slowly.

Another Narcissus (also paper-white) planted later in the mixture,

but not so much of it in the glass, is just now commencing to bloom,

and this proves the importance of not putting too much of the mix-

ture into the glass to allow the healthy formation of the full quan-
tity of roots.—GiROFLE.

Azalea amoena for Bouquets and Room Decoration.
—Fe.v cultivated plants are more serviceable than this, either for

furnishing cut flowers or plants for room decoration, and being

naturally a very early bloomer it requires but little heat to bring it

into blossom at a season when flowers are most wanted. For room
decoration small plants in .5-in. pots are sold at a cheap rate by all

nurserymen, and if put into gentle heat, soon make good decorative

plants. When done blooming all the old flowers should be picked

oft', and the plants kept in a moist warm temperature to encourage

early growth ; after they cease growmg they may be gradually

inured to cooler quarters, and when the summer is well advanced may
be set out of doors on a bed of coal ashes where they will be screened

from the mid-day sun. Azaleas require careful watering at all times,

and few plants suft'er sooner from drought or excess of moisture than

they do, but during summer they like copious syringings overhead.

These tend to clear them of insects with which they are liable to
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liccome alTectcil when under glass. Plants forced early into growth
may without liitticuUy he got into th.at condition again early in

I'eoemher, .ind their [irctty little bunches of l>lossonis are extremely
useful for Initton-hole boui|uets and the numerous other purposes for

which cut flowers are required. ICven when large and old the plants
are wortli keeping for furnishing cut flowers only, as no matter how
severely they may he cut in one season they soon develoj) a full

crop of flowering shoots for auotlier year, and the smallest plants
come in admirably in connection with Roman Hyacinths, Ferns,
and line-foliaged plants for tilling drawing-room stands or jardinieres.

^J.VMKS Ukoo.m.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

CONIFERS IN rOTS.
'SIany of tlio tender
servatorics, and even

The Grey Plover.— In ycur interesting remarks on "Siberia
in Euroj'c "

it is intimated that the bleeding place of the grey

Xoriolk Island Tine (Araucaiia excelsa).

plover is unknown. f?everal years ago I succeeded in getting two
grey plover's eggs from a very observant keeper, (ieorge Sayers, who
found them on the high moors of Barningham Park, very near the
borders of Westmoreland. This man, who hved on the moors, brought
the eggs to me as a great rarity, this being the only time in his
life that he had found eggs of the grey plover. Odd birds he had,
however, frequently seen. I tried to get eggs of this plover again,
but did not succeed. I offered £5 for the bird and eggs the follow-
ing year, and also in after years, and I believe the man tried his
utmost to find them again, but did not succeed. I gave one of the
eggs, although somewhat damaged, to Mr. Dresser, of Westbourne
Terrace, an enthusiastic collector of eggs ; the other is still in my
collection of British birds' eggs.

—

\f. C'rLVERWELL, Thorpe Ptrrou;
Sedale.

Coiiiferai form con.'^picuous objects in con-
wliere they cannot bo planted out but

,ire confined to pots they do well with but comparatively little
attention, as they are not liable to be infested with insects.' Some
of the Araucarias are often grown in this way, and arc certainly
very beautiful; tlie one mo.st frequently met with under such
circum.stances is A. excel.sa, of whicli the annexed is an illustration

;

but tliere are several other.s equally suitable, sucli as A. Cooki,
A. liulei, and A. (.'unninglianii, tlie last differing from its con-

geners both in style of growtli and
colour, some plants of it possessing a
beautiful glaucous line, to the more
decided of which tlie name A. Cunning-
liami glauca has been given, but the
various shades are even common
amongst seedlings. The stronger grow-
ing species, A. Ridwllli and A. brasilien-

sis, are scarcely so suitable for this mode
" of treatment as the Norfolk Island

Pine and other Araucarias, although
when planted out they form splendid
specimens. Again, we have that most

(•t elegant of Conifers, Dacrydium cupressi-

num, the long pendulous branchlets of

which are so distinct and gi-aceful, and
the plant altogether so cliarming, tliat

one would like to see it where it would
survive the winter out-of-doors. Libo-
cedrns Doniana is of so beautiful a shade
of green, and the branchlets so Fern-like

in appearance, that it well deser\es the
slight protection during winter that is

requisite for its safet}'. Microcachrys
tetragona, a veritable gem among Coni-
fers, is a smaU, weak-growing plant

;

but when covered with fruits, which
resemble miniature Pine-apples of a
bright red colour, it is really charming.
The fruits are not more than a quarter

of an inch in length, but their bright

colour and numbers render them very
conspicuous. All such plants are best

plunged out-of-doors in summer, as

growth made in the open air is more
sturdy than that produced indoors, and
there are then plenty of other plants to

take their place. The smaller growing
hardy Conifers are also suitable for pot
culture, for balconies, and similar places,

and, for plunging in the ground to

furnish bare spots during winter, they
are unrivalled, being always fresh and
green even during the dull days of

winter, with the exception of a
few that assume a brownish hue
during that season, such as Cryptomeria
elegaus, Retinospora ericoides, &c.,

but which, nevertheless, are welcome
for the sake of variety. The Cypresses,

Retinosporas, and Thujas are all suitable for tliis purpose, while
amongst Junipers there are both tall and dwarf plants, as, for

instance, the creeping J. Sabina and the columnar-growing J. hi-

bernica, really a living pillar.

As to soil, there is nothing like good loam, and once potted in

that the^' will tlirive in it for two or three years without another
shift, if well attended to during the .summer with water and not
thrust out of the way and forgotten until wanted again in winter.

Alpha.

Rooks Planting Fir Cones.—In answer to a query last

week by one of your correspondents as to the reason why rooks
plant Fir cones, allow me to say that in the "Forest Trees of
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Britain " I find the statement that rooks carry away Fir cones to a

quiet spot in order to eat what they can of them, leaving the rest to

vegetate. Also, sometimes the rooks are seen actively engaged in

burying the cones, perhaps intending tliem for food at some future

period.—J. GinERNE, E/Mom. [In Robinson's " Essay Towards a

Natural History of Westmoreland and Cumberland," published in

1709, is a curious account of his having watched a flock of rooks (he

calls them crows) planting Acorns on a spot where, twenty-five years

later, he lived to see a grove of Oaks growing high enough for the

rooks to build in.

—

Kd.]—Field.

TEEE RECORD.

It is a most profuse bloomer of moderate habit of growth ; the shoots

are long, pendulous, and flexible, with a glossy bark. These shoots

are covered tliroughout their whole length with buds and blossoms in

all stages of development in May, and are succeeded by small yel-

low Cherry-like fruit in the autumn of a flavour similar to that of

Siberian Crabs. It is as hardy as an Apple tree ; one or two speci-

mens at least should be in the garden of every one who delights in

soft floral beauty. I have not tried it, but I should think it would
force very well, and if so it will be a useful plant for conservatory

decoration in the early spring. Now is the time to plant it—the

sooner the better—and I see that it can be bought in the shape of

standards at from 18s. to 30s. per dozen.—R. Lloyd, Brool'wood.

Eucalyptus coccifera.—We have a fine specimen of this

Eucalyptus, planted about thirty years ago. Its height at the pre-

sent time is 58 ft. The stem measures at .3 ft. 6 in. from the giound
7 ft. 4 in. ; at 10 ft., 6 ft. 4 in. ; and at 20 ft., 5 ft. in circumference.

It withstood the severity of the two past winters uninjured. Our
lowest temperature registered was 28° of frost. It produced an
abundance of bloom about the middle of June on almost every spray,

giving it a handsome and novel appearance. The plant is fully ex-

posed to the south, east, and west, but sheltered from the north by
hills and woods. It is growing on the edge of abrupt rising ground,
at the base of which runs the river Kenn, and in front for some dis-

tance are swampy marshes. The soil is a sandy loam, with a subsoil

of red sandstone. From the position of the tree and the character

of the soil it will be seen that it is well drained, and naturally very
warm. We had Eucalyptus globulus {the Blue Gum) killed by 12'-^

of frost. A specimen 23 ft. high, with a stem 9 in. in circumference
at 3 ft. 6 in. from the ground, was killed down to the soil. I saw a fine

specimen of the same kind at Salcombe (South Devon) 30 ft. high,

well branched, and uninjured. 14'' of frost were registered there,

but it is exposed to the sea breezes.—D. E. Powell.

Thujopsis dolabrata variegata.—One of the finest and
most shapely specimens of the variegated form of this lovely Conifer
which I have ever seen I recently saw growing in the grounds at

Danesbury Park, Welwyn. The specimen in question is over 14 ft.

in height, densely and evenly furnished with brandies, the variega-
tion of the foliage being clear and well defined. It is in excellent
liealth, and bids fair to become a really noble tree.—H. B.

Fine Yew Tree.—At the residence of ilr. C. Woodward
Wallis, Ankerwycke, Bucks, there is a monster Yew tree in the
prime of life. The circumference of the stem at the ground is 24 ft.

6 in., and at 3 ft. up a little over .30 ft., and at 5 ft. li in. up, imme-
diately under several great branches, it measures over 36 ft. ; its

age has been variously estimated at from 1000 to 2000 years.

—

H. T. [Kindly state height and spread of branches.]

The Evergreen Cotoneasters.—These just now look fresh

and cheerful, while many of their associates are bare. Whether for

planting in shrubberies, for covering sloping banks, or, in the case of

the smaller kinds, for planting on rockwork, or even on a lawn, a fine

mass of the Cotoneasters is really charmimg, and they will succeed
in positions too shady for most shrubs. Tlie principal kinds are

C. buxifolia, the strongest grower in this section, and one which
forms a spreading bush of from 6 ft. to 8 ft. high, with neat Box-like
foliage of a fine dark green colour. C. rotundifolia.—This difl'ers

from the last in the arrangement of the brandies and leaves, which
are disposed in a flat frond-like manner, bearing some resemblance to

that beautiful Chilian shrub Azara miorophylla. It is also of much
smaller growth than C. buxifolia, being in that respect intermediate
between that species and the following. C. microphylla.—This is

altogether a charming little shrub, very suitable for rockwork, a
character that is also shared by a still smaller variety, viz., C. micro-
phylla thymifolia, while in C. microphylla congesta we have quite
a creeping plant, attaining at most a height of a few inches, yet cover-

ing a good-sized space of ground. There are many others named as

belonging to this section of Cotoneasters in catalogues, but they are
not sufficiently distinct to deserve attention.

—

Alpha.

Pyrus Malus floribunda.—To those who are looking for

something choice in the way of deciduous trees of a pendulous habit
to enliven the fronts of their plantations, shrubberies, &c., in spring

and early summer, I would say plant Iiere and there (or in bold
groups if distant efi'ect is the object in view) the lovely Pyrus Malus
floribunda. Those who have seen the grand masses of it in the Knap
Hill Nurseries when in bloom must have been charmed with it ; so

striking is it, that upon first getting a view of it in masses by those
wlioare unacquainted with it, you hear the involuntary exclamation,
"What is that !'' for in the distance the appearance is that of soft
Bowing fountains of crimson, pink, and white beautifully blended.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

KITCHEN GARDEN CROPS OF 1880.

A« this year is fast drawing to a close, a few remarks relative to

the diflerent kinds of vegetables which we have grown may perhaps

not be out of place.

Of Asparagus, we never had such a poor crop—never cut so

few heads or those so weak. The cause of this, without doubt, was
the i^revious wet and sunless autumn, followed quickly by an un-

usually severe winter ; the tops never ripened, being overtaken by
frost whilst comparatively green ; consequently, large quantities of

the roots ijerished. We discontinued cutting early in the season in

order to enable the roots that were left to regain vigour, and
thinned out weak sprays where too thick. Our beds have been

three years in full bearing, and when made the ground was trenched

3 ft. deep, adding fresh loam and manure in suflicient ijuantity to

make it almost like soil fit for tlie potting shed. We treat the plants

kindly, giving them a good coat of manure as soon as the beds are

cleaned, first drawing about 1 in. of soil ofl' the top with a rake into

the alleys, which is thrown over them again in spring after the mulch-

ing is taken otl'.

Broad Beans were fine ; of these, for general usefulness, I

prefer Early Longpod. It comes in quickly, and is productive. I

have frequently nipped olf the tips of the slioots of a few rows, in

order to hasten the filling of the pods, as it is said to do, but I can

see very little diflference between those so beheaded and those not.

Kidneys and Runners were superabundant ; of the former Pale Dun
and Canadian Wonder are excellent ; of the latter the Scavlet

Runner is all one can wish for, but the varieties Painted Lady and
White Dutch are perhaps as much in favour as the other, and where
effect is wanted as well as usefulness all three should be grown, and
very good and profitable hedges they make. I have often used the

flowers for decoration ; last year we hardly got a dish off either the

dwarf or tall varieties.

Beet has likewise done well. Cattell's Blood Red and Nutting's

Select are two fiuely-coloured, well-formed, and useful-sized Beets ;

Dell's Dwarf is fine in colour, but small. One of the most useful

winter and spring vegetables is the perennial Spinach Beet. It is

the best substitute for Spinach I know of, and ought to be grown
in sufficient quantity where in winter Spinach does not do well.

Last spring we found it invaluable when other vegetables were so

scarce.

Of Kales, the old Green Curled is the best, but other, if not

preferable, Borecoles are Cottager's Kale and Ragged Jack, and
where they are cared for ought to be grown in quantity, but here

they are not used when anything else can be supplied.

Broccoli being perhaps the most useful winter and spring vege-

table, necessarily ought to receive a corresponding amount of atten-

tion. For two seasons we have been without our Broccoli crop in-

tended for spring use—an awkward loss, but few people, I believj,

escaped such a misfortune. This year, however, the Broccoli crop

promises to be good, being robust and hardy. We have lately got

all under leaves cleared out, which will enable the air to circulate

more freely amongst the plants. There are so many vSirieties, that

making a selection is puzzling. White Cape, Veitch's Self-protecting,

Snow's Winter White, Leamington, Williams' Alexandra, and Cat-

tell's Eclipse are half-a-dozen excellent and trustworthy sorts. I

generally try a fresh one yearly, and sometimes it turns out well,

and at other times not. This year I have one called Superlative

(not altogether new) on trial. I tried it last year, but, owing to the

season, it did no good. This year, however, to all appearance, it

promises to maintain its name, and it is said to fill the gap between

other late Broccoli and early Cauliflower ; should it do so it will be

indispensable.

Brussels Sprouts are considered doubly valuable since they

came through the last two winters almost unscathed. Scrymgour's
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Giant, Rosebery, and Dalkeith are good productive sorts, the

sprouts being firm and thickly set on the stem.

Cabbage, next to tlic Potato, is everybody's vegetable. Of
this there arc also many sorts, but if I had only tii grow one, that

would be Atkins' Matchless. Being medium sized, it need not be

planted more than 18 in. apart ; it becomes fit for use (juickly, and
Its flavour is agreeable. Daniel's Defiance, Enfield Market, Nonpareil,

Cocoa-nut, &o., are likewise all first-rate sorts. We sow just three

times yearly—in March for summer, in .Tuly for autumn, and in

August for spring planting. From the early sowing we plant out as

they become fit, and from these we cut in autumu, winter, and
spring. At present we have a fine break planted in August, from
which we hope to out for two or three months yet. The Drumhead,
although somewhat coarse, is to be preferred where others do not

heart well or stand the winter.

Of Carrots, we can make nothing except the early sowings on
warm borders. Canker eats them up whenever they begin to form
thick roots.

Amongst Cauliflower, a leading summer ami .autumn vege-

table, \V.alchcren, Karly London, and Dwarf Erfurt are good early

sorts. Eclipse (a good variety) and X'eitch's Autumn tiiant are well-

known sorts. We sow twice and sometimes three times a year, and
should any mishap overtake our stock of young winter plants, we
raise a few under glass in spring to make good the loss, although I

never think that those raised under such conditions do as well .is

the others. It is a good plan to have a hundred or two in small pots

which can be turned out without any disturbance to the roots.

Celery is a vegetable with which we can never over-stock our-

selves. The more we grow of it, the more we seem to require, and,

unfortunately, it is the most costly vegetable grown in gardens.

Sandiingham Dsvarf and Cole's Crystal are good Whites ; Williams'

Matchless and Leicester are good Reds. Can any one furnish a

remedy for hollow-stalked Celery ? Such cavities invariably turn

rusty, and the result is a tantalising loss. I have tried a few reme-

dies so called with little or no apprechative efl'ect.

Of Endive, Broad-leaved Batavian and the ordinary (ireen-

curled—the latter, perhaps, best for winter—are all that need be

grown. Sow a pincli of seed about monthly where they are to

remain ; a few of the thinnings may also be planted, which will

eke out the length of time one can cut from one sowing.

Of Lettuces, which are in demand all the year round, we inva-

riably make our first sowing under glass, keeping them as cool and
airy as possible, as they are very easily spoiled by coddling, and
again sow outside on a warm border as soon as we can with safety,

repeating such at intervals of three or four weeks, making a good
sowing from the middle to the end of July for wiuter use, and so

as we can place frames or some other protection over them. Our
last sowing, consisting of the Hardy Hammersmith (which I find the

best for standing the winter), is made on a south border not later

than the middle of .September. For summer use Paris White Cos
and All the Year Round—the very ideal of what Cabbage Lettuces
ought to be—should be sufficient for any one, although there are

several other sorts equally good.

Leeks are not in great request in some places ; with us, however,
they are in considerable demand. Musselburgh and Henry's Prize

are two good and popular sorts.

Onions.—As our summers are never too long for the proper
maturation of this esculent, sowing should be done as early as possible

—not later than the middle of March. First cither roll or tread the
ground to make it firm, and afterwards rake it over two or three
times, so as to ensure a fine mould. Choose a fine calm day for the

operation if possible. Of sorts, the best are Bedfordshire Champion,
Banbury, James' Keeping, and Xuneham Park for spring sowing,
and the Tripoli for autumn ; the latter to be sown from the begin-

ning to the middle of August, according to the locality.

Parsley must be had all the year round. Sow three times
yearly ; in March for summer and autumn use. May for winter, and
in August for the following spring.

Parsnips.—These must have deep soil ; we invariably sow on
newly-trenched ground. The Student and Hollow Crowned are

good sorts.

Of Peas, I generally try some new or fresh sort yearly, and must
confess that I have not as yet come across any that I would substi-

tute for some of our old and well-tried kinds. I use William the
First, Ringleader, and Daniel O'Rourke (Sangster's Xo. 1) for first

sowing ; Dickson's and Market Favourite for succession : Best of

AH (McLean), Premier (McLean), Veitch's Perfection, and Ne Plus
Ultra for main and late crops. H a very large pod is wanted for

exhibition, Laslon's Superlative is suitable.

Of Badishes, Wood's Early Frame is the best for the first

sowing. We sow our earliest crop between Potato rows in frames,

in which there is a slight heat. As rcg.ards varieties. Red and White
Turnip, French Breakfast, and Long Scarlet Short Top for summer,
and Black Spanish for autumn sowing, are good kinds.

Spinach is generally sown between Peas, or in otlier shady
places. We just make a sowing along with Peas, wliich is about
fortnightly. The round seeded is the best for summer, and the

prickly for winter use. The New Zealand variety ought to be more
grown than it is ; it requii'es to be raised in heat, hardened oil', and
planted out in rows in good soil, 6 ft. ap.art, when all fear of frost is

over. It is a vegetable that one can pluck at .and come a^'aiu ; a row
30 yds. long would give almost an inexhaustible supply.

Turnips.—Of these we use Early White Stone (or Six Weeks),

White Dutch, Golden Ball, Orange Jelly, and Yellow Dutcli, the

latter a good keeper, and Chirk Castle for sowing in August. A
small sowing should be made early in spring, sowing a pinch monthly

to ensure a succession of good young Turnips, as these early sowings

quickly run to seed. A main sowing should be made early in June,

allowing the roots to grow rather close to prevent tliem from

becoming too large. Laing's .Swede is also a suit.able root for using

in winter.

Potatoes.—Amongst these Magnum Bouum is, I think, the lead-

ing sort ; from 14 lb. of seed of this sort I lifted fully iS st. of

beautiful Pot.-vtoes, many of the tubers weighing 1 lb. 4 oz., .5 oz., and

6 oz., and not one diseased ; I never s.aw such a "turn out." We
depend on Myatt's Prolific .and Rivers' Royal Ashleaf for early

planting, which is first in frames, then along bottoms of walls, again

in some favourable open quarter, and finally in ground which has

probably been trenched.

As to cropping, we carry out the orthodox system, as far as is con-

venient, of letting fibrous-rooted subjects follow bulbous or tapering

ones. We yearly trench a good sized plot of ground, thereby renew-

ing considerably the soil in which the roots ramify. S. Kevan.
Castle Upton, Templepatrh-l:.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Rhubarb for Forcing.—At this time of year when any one

with a warm shed or cellar may have forced Rhubarb, it may not

be out of place to remind those who have to buy roots that the large

market sorts are by no means the most desirable for forcing, or even

for general household consumption. We have grown several varie-

ties, but for crispness at almost any season of the year, and for the

abundance of medium-sized stalks that it produces, we find John-

stone's St. Martin equal if not superior to any other ; last summer
and until nearly autumn we used quantities of it for tarts, and even

then, when large market sorts were tough and not usable, it was so

crisp and brittle, as to be very difficult to pull without breaking.

To grow Rhubarb well it requires a large quantity of rich farmyard

manure and plenty of space between each root. For forcing we lift

large clumps, and place them in any warm house under the stages,

filling round the roots with bglit soil, and giving a good soakmg of

water to settle all down firmly. ^Ve then cover the whole with

litter, and in a very short time growth commences, and continues for

some weeks. As soon as the produce becomes small and weak, fresh

roots must be introduced, and the old ones buried in leaves until the

time for planting out has arrived, when they may be divided and re-

planted for furnishing forcing plants again after two seasons' growth

out-of-doors. As Apples are scarce in some localities this year,

forced Rhubarb will be more than usually welcome.— J. Gkoom.

Autumn or "Winter Cultivation and Manuring.—
There are some aspects of this subject that have not been generally

discussed or considered. Autumn cultivation and preparation of the

cTOund for a succeeding crop is one thing—autumn or winter ma-

nuring is another; but frequently both may be combined with a

distinct advantage, both as regards saving time and labour, and for

the benefit of the next sowing. This struck me forcibly a few days

since, when finding the ground suitable for working, which it is not

always at this season, and no more pressing occupation presenting

itself, I set to manuring a piece of Parsnip ground for whatever

purpose I may ultimately want it, possibly for some early Potatoes,

put in in lines on the flat. Now, every gardener, and from this

point of view, every farmer, finds such a combination of circum-

stances, and should be prepared to take advantage of them, success

almost invariably attending those who can wisely anticipate and

utilise opportunities, and, if possible in such variable seasons, manage

to be always early and always before time rather than behind. It

is bad management to have your early Potatoes cut down by blight

when your neighbour has been using his for weeks previously, and

with the remainder of his early stock stored. And the princijle is
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also true aa regards other crops. Now, the above is one way of

wisely anticipating a press of labour in spring, but, like everything

else in intelligent gardening, the nature of the soil and subsoil must

bo a first consideration. If the soil is loose shingle, pulverised

limestone or sandstone, or very porous from any cause, .autumn

cultivation and autumn or winter manuring is so much time, labour,

and manure tlirotvnaway. The first heavy rain will inevitably wash

the only valuable part, the organic ingredients, beyond the range of

the feeding roots of the intended future crop. 1 knew a case of this

kind when I was a pupil at Glasnevin Government Farming Institution,

near Dublin, and at first the cause of failure of the succeeding crop was

not app.arent, but it was the subsoil and not the soil that was in this

instance loose and porous. Cases of this kind seldom occur, aud so

with such few exceptions it may be generally laid down as a rule,

that when the soil is in a workable condition during the autumn and

winter months, and where labour and manure are at hand, no better

occupation can be found for men that can then be more readily

spared than at another time than in this sort of preparatory culti-

vation aud manuring. The advantages are numerous ; tlie soil has

absorbed the nitrogenous, and decomposed the fibrous part of the

manure ; weeds are kept under ; water does not lodge ; .and you
have it ready for your crop the first available opportunity.— \V. J.M.,

Clonmel.

Champion Potatoes in this part of Ireland (North Wexford)
have been a most successful crop. Some of the people say they never

had such good Potatoes before. The following particulars are given

of a crop grown in the south of the County Wioklow. About six

per cent were bad ; one barrel of seed produced from fifteen to

twenty barrels. The plants grew about 3^ ft. in height, and should

be planted with plenty of manure, but only in moderately good

ground, some planted in one of the richest parts of Tipperary being

by no means equal to those grown in less deep .soil in Wicklow.
Moderate-sized Potatoes are the best for cooking, being better fla-

voured and drier than the very large ones, which are also apt to be

hollow in the centre ; therefore I ft. is far enough apart to plant

the seed. Champion Potatoes even at 6d. per stone are considered

to be a good paying crop.—0.

Blanched Chicory.—At this time of the year when crisp,

blanched salads are not over abundant, it cannot l)e too generally

known what an easily-grown plant this is, and how readily it

proluC3s its young crisp leaves fit for salading in any warm dark

room or cellar, or covered so as to exclude the light. We sow the

seed thinly in drills 1 ft. apart in March or April, keep the young
plants free from weeds during the summer, and from this time on-

wards as long .as required we lift a few roots and plant them in light

soil in any dark corner of the Mushroom cellar. Tliey soon produce

young leaves, and may be cut over three or four times before they

are exhausted, when they may be thrown away.—J. G. L.

hypothesis, that the disease originates inthe atmosphere under cer-

tain conditions of heat and moisture, the spores first settling on the

le.af, and from thence spreading downwards to the tubers, and not

existing in, or originating in, the tubers or soil. J. W.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXIV.—LILIUM PARRYL
This distinct ami fine Lily biloags to the Eulirioii section, or

those bearing fuuneKshaped flower.s, a section which comprises

such baautifu! examples as L. longiflorum, L. Browni,L. neilglier-

rense, and L. Wallichianum, but its nearest ally is L. rubescens,

commouly known as L. Washingtonianum purpureuin. It is, how-
ever, quite different from that variety, the bulbs being more like

those of L. pardalinum than L. Washingtonianum. Its stem is

ratlier slender, and the leaves, which are narrow and bright green,

are not arranged in whorls, but scattered on the stalks, while the

flowers, in point of colour, are unique. This Ijily was first dis-

covered by Dr. I'arry, whose name it bears, in ths vicinity of

San Baruardino, Southerii California, growing in boggy ground,

at an elevation of over 4000 ft. above the sea level. The bulb,

which is small, has pointed scales, which frequenth'drop off when
carelessly handled.

Culture and Position.—On receiving our first bulbs from
California we came to the conclusion that they would grow best

treated in the same manner as we do those of L. pardalinum, and
the result has proved this to be correct, for nothing could possibly

be finer than were our Lilies the first season after importation. The
soil cho.sen w.is two-thirds common peat and one-third loam,

with plenty of coarse sand. A bed in a shady spot was selected,

in which the bulbs were placed at a depth of 4 in., there being

underneath them about 1 ft. of the mixture just named. Our
strongest bulbs threw up stems 4 ft. in height. The greatest

number of blossoms on one stem was si.x ; this we thought pretty

good for the first season. Next year we look for more blooms and
stronger growth. In addition to its distinctive character the

flowers yield a delightful odour, not of the powerful type of L.

auratum, but similar to that of Cblidanthiis fragrans, a difficult

bulb to bloom unless well roasted during the winter, the scent of

which has been described as that of Frankincense. F. II.

[This plant was drawn for us by Mr. Hyde from specimens

that grew in the garden of the New Plant Company at Colchester.]

REMOVAL OF THE HAULMS OF POTATOES.
There has been of late considerable discussion on the subject of
" Potato disease ;" its probable origin, and the best means for its

suppression or amelioration. Without wishing to be argumenta-
tive as to its cause and mode of extension, I will just note a few
observations [ made during this summer as to the advisability of

removing the haulms before the disease attacks them. This season,

when the disease made its first appear.ance in the neighbourhood,

but before there was any visible signs of it apparent on the

Potato plants in the garden, we removed the haulms entirely from
the greater part of the crop, burning them as they were removed.

On one or two isolated plots we allowed the haulms to remain by
way of experiment. When we lifted the Ashleaf section, from
wliich the haulms had previously been removed, the tubers were
found to be entirely free from disease and in no wise impaired in

flavour. These were, however, well ripened, and the leaves hal
novrly finished their work previous to their removal. With reg.ard

to the later sorts^Magnum Bonum, Champion, and .Schoolmaster

—

when lifted, they were also found entirely sound, but as theirtubers

were not thoroughly matured when they were deprived of their

leaves and stalks, their quality was considerably impaired for cook-

ing purposes.
In the case of those which were allowed to remain without remov-

ing the haulms, they were speedily attacked by the disease, and the

greater part rendered useless. It appears from these data that if the
haulms be removed before they are attacked by dise.ase, the crop
will l)e saved, though if at the time when this is done the tubers be
quit'! unripe, they will be inferior for cooking, but will do well for

seed. If the haulms are left until the black spots on the leaves be-

token the presence of the enemy, it is then useless to remove them,
as, if the weather is wet, the tubers will be found to be attacked al-

inost simultaneously with the leaves. These observations favour the

NEW LILY MRS. A. WATERER.
To the beautiful Lilium I'arkmani, which we figured in The
Garden (Vol. XV., p. 4o0), Mrs. A. Waterer is a fit companion.
It was raised by Mr. Thomson, formerly superintendent of the

Crystal Palace Ciardens, between L. auratum and L. speciosum.

The stock is now in the hands of Mr. Anthony Waterer, of Knap
Hill, Woking, from whom we received the specimens in September
last from winch our sketch was prepared. The flower-stem sent

bore si.x fully expanded blos-soms, each measuring about iJ in.

across from tip to tip of the petals. The colour is pure white,

spotted with conspicuous dots of reddish-purple, the exterior of

tiie petals being stained with a reddish tinge. The habit of

growth appears to be similar to that of L. .speciosum, but the

leaves are broader and of a .shining deep green. Such a lovely

Lily will doubtless eventually occupy the first rank in the long

list of Lilies which we now have in cultivation. W. G.

Plant Supports and Plant Protection.—I have observed

in The Garden communications on these subjects, and having found

my own practice convenient, I venture to suggest it to others. I

use circles of galvanised wire netting of various heights and dia-

meters, according to the retjuirements of the plants, and I find them
preferable to stakes in all cases where the plants are of moderate
height, as P.i'onies, Poppies, Lilies, &c., and for the tender-stalked

autumn and winter-flowering Crocuses ; in fact, I use them gene-

rally, .and find them le.s3 stiff and formal than st.akes. Then, again,

as winter comes on I use the same circles for the half-tender plants,

sometimes adding dead Fern leaves, sometimes placing a board or

slate on the top to keep off wet and snow. It is easy to see in

what cases it is necessary to steady the wire circles with a couple of

short pegs. At the present time I find this plan of the greatest ser-
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vice amongst my rarer Hellebores, using the circles with or with
out Fern leaves or slates, according to the state of the weather.

—

J. H. A. H,, South Devon.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

SHELTER FOR ORCHARDS.
Till.s is a subject generally acknowledged to be of much im-
portance ; but, as a rule, it is seldom carried into effect so as to
conclusively prove its real value. The present season afforded us
some good examples of how much trees are benefited by thorough
protection from wind force. We have several orchards exactly simi-
larly situated in every other respect except that some are open on
one side, some on both, and one, the largest and most fruitful, is

entirely enclosed all round l)y thick trees. The front or south aspect,
which, in accordance with orthodox rules of wh.at is right as regards
shelter, should have been left open, is in this case, owing to its

alnitting close on the pleasure grounds, screened by a high bank
planted with .Scotch Fir, so that the shelter on the sunny side is even
denser than that on the nortli and east, where a deep belt of decidu-
ous trees, and an undergrowth of Chestnut and Hazel, form an
efficient, but by no means dense screen. As our ordinary orchard
fruits do not come into leaf and flower before ordinary deciduous
trees are leafing, it follows that even a moderately thick belt of such
trees will greatly break the force of the wind in passing through it,

without possessing any of the ill effects of a wall where the current
of air is only diverted, in some cases to dash down with redoubled

,
violence on the subjects wiiich it is intended to shelter. As a pro-
tector fi'om wind, I feel confident that a belt of trees, or thick hedge,
is preferable to a wall. In this neighbourhood, where orchard cul-
ture is quite an important local industry, advantage is taken of the
undulating character of the ground to plant the trees as much as
possible where they will be sheltered on the cold quarters by higher
land behind the spot selected for the orchard, the slope or gentle
declivity of a hill being preferred to extreme elevations where the
trees are so ruthlessly exposed, or the low-lying flats that, as a rule,
KuU'er from spring frosts, owing to the damps and fogs that settle in
the hollows. But of course it is impcssible for the majority of cul-
tivators to select the position they would prefer. In flat districts
there is not much choice, and they must needs fall back on the next
best substitute, viz., a thiclc belt of rapid-growing trees, whicli, if

planted a few years before the orchard is formed, will well repay for
the ground they occujiy.

Fruit Trees for Shelter.—As the trees attain large dimen-
sions they shelter each other very considerably, and very much may
he done by planting the hardiest fruits on the outside of the planta-
tion. Damsons and Bullaces m.ay be ijl.inted somewhat thickly on
the outskirts, and next to these the hardiest Apples ; for oven com-
mon kinds, sucli as the Keswick and Goff, that seldom fail to bear a
crop under any circumstances, pay even better than the very best of
kinds that so frequently fail to carry a good or even average crop.
Kven in this comparatively mild district we find second-rate Apples
tliat are neither recognised at fruit shows nor well spoken of in fruit
catalogues, the most reliable for our everyday consumption : and
although I have no wish to induce cultivators to give up first-class

sorts, I think it very unwise to trust solely to them, more especially
in unfavourable situations ; for where one Apple is required for exhi-
bition a thousand are required for ordinary household purposes.
Yet we go on year after year planting as if the standard set up at
liorticultural exhibitions was the point to aim at, apiiarently oblivious
to the fact that all the good qualities, or even a majority of them,
are seldom concentrated in the same individual. Cultivators of fruit
liave doubtless met with many seedling Apples that are only locally
known, or that would never get a first-class certificate if exhibited,
which, as regards fruitfulness, are every year all that can be desired

;

and that, in a season like the present, when even modenate samples
of Apples are fetching remunerative prices, prove a far more profit-
able investment than any of the sorts that one finds figuring highly
in the prize list. I could mention many such sorts, but perhaps the
best known is the Goff Apple, of whieli there are several varieties
that grow anywhere or anyhow. This is despised as an eatable fruit
when good sorts are plentiful, for it is hard and acid ; but it is a first-

class cooking Apple, and makes one of the liest of stocks for grafting
on. We^ had some trees of it this year that produced fifteen'bushels
each. Yet, in districts by no means so favourable to Apple culture
as this, it is a sort very rarely seen. Another hardy and prolific sort
is Graham's Russet ; this grows into a large tree, and is a very con-
stant bearer. Like the Goff, it keeps well, and the Russet being
rather a dry Apple, and the Goff' exceedingly juicy, they work in
well together for culinary purposes. We have an outer row of Gra-
ham's llussets that forms an excellent screen for the tender sorts, and

this year they averaged over ten bushels per tree, and certainly were
more valuable than the American Apples, that have this season been
generally arriving in poor condition, although our Tr.ansatlantic
friends are shrewd enough to grow tough-skinned sorts that bear the
rough sea voyage well. But then they grow only for profit, and do
not attempt to combine two or three impossible pursuits in one ; and,
however much we may thank horticultural societies for bringing
prominentlj' into notice exotic fruits that are only suited for the
wealth^', the really hardy section of hardy fruits has received no
recognition whatever. I have heard it stated at fruit shows that
prizes for the encouragement of hardy fruits were entirely useless, as
there was no evidence of skill in their culture ; and certainly the
meagre acknowledgment they have thus far received appears as if all

were pretty well agreed that no progress in this direction is possible.

The fact, however, remains that we are only just awakening to a
sense of what an important industry we have been neglecting, and
allowing foreign growers to find us in produce that we could grow-
equally well ourselves.

Thick Planting.—I may mention that our orchard trees, in

addition to being well sheltered all round by otiier trees (where most
prolific) are planted thick enough to shelter each other ; .and, although
carefully stopped in the case of all the strong leading shoots, the side

branches are left thick ; in fact, after they get up to a large size, only
the centre is kept pruned out, so tliat the main brandies stand open.
Erect shoots are stopped, and all the fruitful branches left intact,

whereby the trees shelter one another ; and I may say that for general
use, where ordinary hardy fruits are required in quantity, no better

system has yet presented itself. J. G. (Maidstone), in Field.

THE DOYENXE BOUSSOCH PEAR.
Ik this Pear cannot be said to take precedence of all others, the num-
ber and excellence of its qualities entitle it to hold a very high
place, if indeed not the liighest, for of what other kind can it be said
with equal truth that, 1st, it is exceedingly prolific, frequently
producing two fine I'ears on one stalk ; 2, it soon cornea into a bear-
ing state ; .3, bad seasons do not affect it injuriously ; 4, the fruit is

large and handsome ; ."i, it is a melting Pear of delicate flavour. Tlio
first consideration with the planter, especially in places not particu-
larly favoured by climate and soil, should be to procure if possible
those kinds which are likely to make him a good return. There are
varieties, like the JIarie Louise, that, with regard to flavour only,

rank higher than the Doyenne Boussoch ; but if they are so capri-

cious in bearing, and their bloom is so easily injured by early spring
frosts that a crop can only be reckoned on about every third or
fourth year, what is he the better for the presence in his garden
of such a delicate inhabitant ? It is, then, for the good qualities

enumerated that I would advise the planting of this variety, es-

pecially where the soil is light. My own experience of it here
(Rutland) and in Norfolk, where it thrives in a somewhat stiff' soil,

is derived from trees grafted on the Quince, and on walls with a
western aspect. The fruit does not usually keep long after it softens,

possibly it might keep better if gathered while the rind is still green;
the earliest gathered I found to keep the best this year. There re-

main still before us many weeks, during which fruit trees can be suc-

cessfully removed, and advantage should be taken to secure this

really good and profitable dessert Pear. B. S.

ORAXGE TREE CULTURE AT SAWBRIDGEWORTH,
Mr. River.s is very successful in Orange tree culture ; so also is

ilr. Douglas, of Loxford Hall ; and, considering that Orange tree

culture in hothouses is by no means difficult—not more so than that

of Figs, for example—the wonder is that Orange trees in fruit are

not oftener seen than they are. It need not be wondered at that

nearly unknown tropical fruits are not grown in hothouses in this

country when fruit trees like the Orange are neglected. That
Oranges may be purchased cheaper than grown at home is scarcely

an answer to the question, since the same is true of other fruits,

Pine-apples, Bananas, and even Grapes, for example. As to quality,

there is no comparison between a really well-ripened, home-g.owu
Orange and the best of those imported. Although the Orange—like

some Pears—will keep for a long period, yet when fully ripe it soon
loses that delicate aroma which makes all the difl'erence between
excellence and mediocrity. The main thing in Orange culture is to

start with good varieties. Healthy grafted trees of Oranges grown
from pips are plentiful in gardens, but apart from their flowers

—

when tliey do produce them—they are next to useless. One may
just as well grow good edible sorts as the pithy bitter-flavoured

pariahs of the Orange tribe, their flowers being even more freely

produced, and the fruit a delicious addition to the dessert. Although
the Orange will exist if protected from frost, yet as a fruit-bearing
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bush it must have generous treatment, good soil, a mean temperature

of from .").">' to 70 , ami encouragement in the way of manurial stimu-

lants, and syringing morning and evening when out of blossom. A
few sm.all grafted bushes of such sorts as the St. Mich.iel's, White
Orange, Sweet Lemon, Maltese Blood, Tangerine, and the little

egg-fruited Citrus jajionioa, or " Kumi|uat" of the Japanese, would
at tliis season form a most agreeable feature in any garden large or

small ; and in large places an Orange liouse, so niauaged that the
fruit should ripen in winter and spring, would form a great attraction

and a most enjoyable promenade. F. W. 15.

ORNAMENTAL FRUIT WALLS.
The correspondence that has lately appeared in Thk GAitnE.v
concerning fruit walls being heated and otlierwise improved has
induced nie to offer a few remarks on tlu> subject. Tlic question

I would ask and endeavour to answer is this :
" Cannot our garden

walls be modiKed and even ornamented in a manner that shall add to

their appearance and be conducive to their utility '" "Anything
which will lielp towards the production of good fruit on our very
extensive, and often very bare fruit walls is interesting," writes
'• Jiisticia " (p. 4?.)), and the remark, though used in a general

Recesseil Fruit Wall,

sense , is so a propo.s to what I had intended saying, that I feel

half afraid my remarks may seem a plagiarism. ]?iitthe fact is,

they are a well-timed corroboration. Whoever visits a fine garden
for the first time will at once direct his attention to the wall trees,

and if the walls are in first-rate order, and the trees as they ought
to be, a conclusion is at once come to that all besides must be well
managed, so great is the impression made by fine walls and wall
trees. Still, it must not be forgotten that a tender tree (such as
the Peach) cannot possibly be placed in a more artificial, and I

may say unnatural, position than when nailed flat on a wall, how-
ever well it may be trained, and the perfection of the training
points to the imperfection of the result. AN'hilst a fruit tree is

spread out for protection on a common unprotected wall, it will of

course receive every gleam of sunshine and the radiated lieat from
the wall. Even'tbing, bud and blossom, must of necessity be ex-
posed to all the changes of our changeable climate, to frost, snow,
and w-ind. Trees growing in a natural form, and in natural posi-
tions, as in a grove or orchard, have a lee and a windward side, and
to a considerable extent protect each otlier. But tlie tender and
dainty wall tree has no such advantage ; whatever benefit it may
derive from its position on the wall must, in a great measure, be
neutralised by its artificial form and circumstances, although we
admit that it is the only way in which the Peach can be beneficially
grown ill our climate. Hence it has been discovered that the
protecting wall needs protection, the ordinary wall only havino-
gained half the battle, the other half being won by means of ex-

pedients, such as copings, and other devises, or covering the whole
with glass. Now comes the question : "Cannot a fruit wall be so

constructed as to contain in itself both .shelter and protection and
at the same time be infinitely more ornamental and artistic than
ordinary walls .^"

I think a glance at the annexed illustration

will furnish an answer to the ([uestion. The fact is, our fruit

walls are too plain, and if made more irregular, with projections

recesses, arclies, pillars, buttresses, &c., there would be
greater certainty of a crop of fruit being secured ; and
coidd a little of the taste bestowed in ornamenting and
breaking up the dead surfaces of tlie walls about our dwellings lie

carried out in o\ir garden walls the results would, I am sure, be
beneficial. Why should not a garden wall be made ornamental
and its monotonous appearance broken up if the doing so would
be certain to add to its utility ? Siicli a wall does actually exist.

In my native town (Ludlow), standing on the hill opposite tlie

town (the celebrated Ludlow rocks of geology), may bi; seen on
the opposite side of the river a very long wall, bviilt as indicated

in the accompanying sketch. It forms a very prominent feature,

and at once attracts attention. This wall divides the long ex-

tended grounds of a villa from a lane leading to the castle. The
lane side of the wall is of .stone, on which Aspleninm Tricho-

manes and Sedum album and reflexum grow in profusion. The
inside is brick, built with recessed arches and with, of course, pro-

jections between each. "Whether in planning this wall a fruit

wall was contemplated, or whether the design was to give warmth
and a feature to a cold grey stone-wall, I cannot saj'. However,
as a fruit wall its value seems never to have been either under-

stood or appreciated, as, if I remember rightly, the trees were
planted and trained in a random and promiscuous manner. How-
ever this may be, the above illustration will at once show its capa-
bilities. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, trained in the recessed

arches, will at once receive all the benefit of a projecting coping-,

and the ease with which these trees can be protected will at once

be apparent, and the exterior portions of the wall, being occupied

by Pears or Plums, will still further add to its protective pro-

perties. This arrangement may indeed be termed a conservative or

self-protecting fruit wall. In conclusion, I have only to add that,

putting appearance out of the question, these arched walls, simply
from being arched, would be stronger and, owing to the less quan-
tity of material required, cheaper than those of ordinary con.struc-

tlon. Thos. William.s.
Ormshirl-

.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE EKUIT GARDEN.

Wrongly-planned Fruit Houses. — I agree with all

" .J. S. \V." has said (p. (iOl) on this subject. I haveone here, 12 ft.

wide, 21 ft. long, 10 ft. high at back, and .3 ft. 6 in, in front ; the wire
trellis is in sections, as stated (p. (iOl), and one tree is planted to

each trellis, with Apricot trees planted on the back wall. The
trees have been planted twelve months and have entirely filled the

trellis with wood, but it is not a quarter ripened. Since I came
here I have seen the designer of this house, and I asked him what
were the supposed Ijenefits of the section system compared
with the usual way of placing the trellis lengthways, and the

answer was, you will have fruit on each side of the trelliis, which I

told him we were able to get by means of the old trellis. I also

added, get good fruit on one side of the trellis and afterwards on
both sides, if possible ; but this I doubt, as the wood will never
ripen well on the section principle of trellis.—J. B. W.

• "J. S. W." condemns the practice of erecting trellises

crossways in a house for the purpose of training fruit trees, the

reason for his doing so being that trees so situated do not get sufli-

cient light and sun to mature their wood. He says, "Can Peach
shoots be expected to ripen or grow healthy 6 ft. or S ft. from the

glass, and which only receive the sunshine for a jiortion of the day,

and never at any time ilirectly ?
" Facts answer. Yes. Not far from

here are erected two fruit houses, span-roofed, with the trees trained

as described, and I am sure if " .1. .S. W. " were to see them when at

their best he would come to a dillerent conclusion. What does

"J. S. W." mean by ripe wood? Docs he mean browned wood?
if so, in such houses he will get but a small per-centage ; but I

for one do not think for wood to be ripe it must of necessity bo
tanned ; if it must, then out-of-door trees, tr.ained against a wall

—

let the aspect be ever so good—are never more than half ripened, for

however brown they may be on the sunny side, the other is invariably

green ; hut such wood, we all know, will be likely to give a good
crop. What I consider to be ripe wood is, well-hardened wood with
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a minimum amount of pith— let it be brown or green—nnj that such

wood will produce good results I have proved to my satisfaction. I

admit that I cannot from experience give an opinion upon a lean-to

house planted thus, but from what I know of the plan in span-roofed

houses I have every reason to believe that it would answer ; of course,

the house must be of sufficient width to give the trees a fair chance

to make fair-sized specimens. This system has the advantage of

presenting both sides to the light, and the trees can be syringed more
effectually than they otherwise could be.—G. W. Prior, ]\'nihrhhir.

Grape Preserving in China.—The following extract in

reference to this subject is taken from the " Kiver of Golden Sand,"

by Captain William Gill. Perhaps some of your readers have been
more fortunate than Captain Gill in detecting the secret relating to

Grape preservation, which is certainly worth knowing. The locality

is the city of Tien-Tsin. "The fruit sellers sell Grapes, Apples,

Pears, Peaches, and Melons cut up in slices. The Grapes in the

north of China are delicious, are bought for almost nothing, and are

in season for nine months in the year. The Chinese have some
method unknown to Europeans of keeping Grapes, by which they

will retain their bloom for months after they have been gathered.

It seems they bury them in the ground, liut whetlier they wish to

keep their method a secret, or whether it is so simple that no one
has taken the trouble to find it out, I cannot say, and, notwith-

standing constant inquiries that I made of Europeans and of my boy
Chin-Tal, I never succeeded' in satisfying myself about it." The
secret awaits a solution.—T. Francis Rivers, Sairhi-i<lijrn-orlli,

Winter Nelis Pear.—Amongst Pears that keep well I question

if there are any that can surpass this for exquisite flavour and cer-

tainty of cropping. It is well worth the protection of a wall, and I

find it to succeed perfectly on east or west aspects. It is rather

liable to sutTer from attacks of mildew, causing black spots to appear
O'l the leaves and fruit. This pest should be counteracted by timely
applications of sulpliur. The horizontal mode of training answers
well for this Pear, but the fan or double or single cordon may be
adopted with success, as it is only a moderately strong grower,

and produces abundance of flower.buds under any form of training.

The fruit is medium sized, beautifully coAcred with russet, and,

when thoroughly ripe, one of the most delicious Pears that can
be added to a winter dessert.—J. G. L.

Veitch's Diamond Peach.—Much has been lately written
about early and late Peaches, but not a word about the

Diamond, which in my opinion is the best of all the midseason
varieties. It has a good hardy constitution, and seldom fails to pro-

duce a good crop. The Peach walls here are about 200 yds. in extent,

and for a great many years were much admired, but during the last

two or three seasons they have become greatly impaired, and yield

but little fruit, with the exception of the Diamond, which has never
failed, and those who are about to plant this season will do well to

give it a trial. It is equally good under glass.—W. G. Pragxeli,,
Coptic Gnrih Its, Sliirlioritf, Dorset.

The "Winesour Plum.—This Plum deserves more favour than
is commonly extended to it in these daj'S, but it was once a great
favourite with those who had the oversight of the kitchen depart-

ment. It is hardy, bears well, and for cooking generally is superior

to any of the recent introductions that I have met with. The
Diamond, which is about three times its size, when cooked does not
equal it in flavour, and, like Goliath, must give in when matched
against its diminutive rival.—B. .S.

Market Prices of Apples.—ilr. Fohert Cooper, of Durliam House, Enst-
Itourne, writes to the 7'; ))K'.s as follows : "On arriving at Liverpool a few days
ago from America, and observing Itarrcls of Apples being lauded from that
country, I imiuired what they were sold at here. I was told by a man • in the
trade ' that as muchas 30s. a barrel was in some cases obtained for them. On
arriving at Eastbourne, and seeing a barrel of American Apples exposed for sale,

I inquired the price, and was told 12s. a bushel. To me the price seemed exorbi-
tant, for in Boston, where I resided, excellent Apples were selling in the markets
at li dollars a barrel, cask included, a barrel containing two bushels and a half

;

and'l understand that, so plentiful were Apples this year in Massachusetts, that
dealers were enabled to obtain them of the growers for half a dollar (2s.) a barrel,
the former finding the casks ; and in many instances the fruit was so plentiful,

as has been the case in former years, that it was not gathered at all. Here we
have an instance of an article of general consumption outrageously increased in
prlc.; by the time it reaches the consumer, I2s. being charged for that which cost
originally about lOd.— a plain proof th.at the present system of ' distribution

'

requires considei-able modification." Messrs. Adam, Son & Co., of Liverpool,
referring to the aljove, say ;

" Our attention has been directed to tlie letter of
Mr. Robert Cooper. We do not dispute his statement as to the price of Apples
in America, nor the factof 12s. a bushel being demanded by a shopkeeper in East-
bourne ; but we l>eg to inform you that at the public auctionshere good American
Apples have been disposed of this season in large quantities at 123. to 14s. per
barrel, and any of the wholesale dealers in this city would lie happy to supply,
say, ten to 1000 barrels at any time at a profit to themselves of about Is. per
barreL The ' man in the trade ' who quoted to your correspondent 30s. a barrel
as being the price obtained in some instances gave a very exceptional figure, as
it is only the very finest Newtown Pippins which have touched this price, and of
such the supply is very limited. It may interest some of your readers when we
mention that the importations of Apples this season into Liverpool from America,
Canada, Ac, already amount to over half a million of barrels, and that the sales
per week have of late ranged from 33,(^00 to 50,000 barrels."

THE LIBRARY.

EAMBLES AMONG THE HILLS*
SoMK time age ago, when alluding to Mr. Burbidge's work on
Borneo, we spoK'e of the good of travel in such countries in

teaching horticulturi.sts the varied aspects of Nature, there so

beautiful. But we question if the a.spects of vegetation of our

own country, and often at our doors, are seen as often as they
deserve to be by those intere.sttd in gardening. The one above all

others most concerned with the beautiful living things of Nature
—the gardener— is often, by reason of his work, prevented from
seeing much of the natural loveliness of his own land

;
yet Nature

is much the same in many traits in all countries, and there is much
to be acquired in our own country by the enjoyment and study of

its landscape, ^^'e speak fi'om a purely garden point of view

;

other men have other and excellent reasons for delight in the

landscape. But he who plants or makes alterations of any kind

in gardens, pleasure grounds, or woods, should look upon such

landscape beauty as is accessible to us in England as one looks on
a teacher of rare gifts. Mr. L. Jennings seems to aim at dis-

covering our own country for us, and really, considering that one
mav walk for days in some of the fairest parts of the south of

England without meeting any one there enjoying the scene, we
want an explorer.

AVe have, during the present year, walked over a considerable

portion of the ground covered by Mr. Jennings in his description

of the South Downs, and, therefore, are perhaps the moi'e fitted

to appreciate his interesting account of it. "We do not, however,

always like his writing, or style, as it is called. It savours often

a little more of the form of the smart journalist than of the

thouglitful writer. His account of the town of Steyning, for ex-

ample, one of the prettiest little towns that one could find at the

feet of these noble hills, where pretty towns are not rare, is flip-

pant and poor. ]5ut we have been struck by the fact that when
he leaves the town and the inns his awkward " smartness " leaves

him, and he .seems to have a real love for the fields and flowers,

and a power of telling us something of their beauty. Thus he

gets away from Steyning without finding much to say cf its

quaint beauty or its remarkable church, but begins to feel at homo
among the Grass in the churchyard.

In the churchyard I saw no token of grief or love so pathetic

aa that which lay upon a humble newly-made grave. The turf

had not long been replaced over the spot where some poor

man or woman had found a last resting-place, and on the grave

were two small, common earthenware mugs, such as children

use, with a little bunch of Grasses in each, tied loosely with

a piece of wool. In one of the bunches was a sprig of Southern-

wood, the " Old Man" of the cottagers ; but, with that exception,

the long, wild Grasses of the meadows were all that the children

could bring to decorate their father's or mother's grave. For it was
evidently a child's otfering ; the homely pot, the bit of wool, the

Grass such as children love to pluck when it comes into ear, told the

story. From some fireside a well-known friend had been taken

away, and the little ones had followed the sorely-missed parent here,

with their simple gift from the fields, wondering, perhaps, how long

it would be ere father or mother came home to them again. How
just an emblem had they unconsciously chosen of all life ! "As for

man, his days are as Grass ; the wind p.isseth over it and it is gone,

and the place thereof shall know it no more."

lie is more in our own way in a Sussex park, and here we do

not find he fails.

"Wiston Park.—An old, deep lane, such as the people of Devon-

shire fancy is peculiar to their county, leads from Steyning towards
Wiston ; a beautiful lane, with many a wild flower on its banks, and
tall trees above to shade the wayfarer from the sun. Then there is

a road which, ere it wanders on very far, brings the visitor to one of

the gates of AViston Park, close to the house. In all the South

Downs tract there is no more charming domain than this. Nature

has provided a setting and background for a park which areeciualled

only at Chatsworth, and between the two estates there is this general

resemblance, that both present perfect examples of all that is fairest

and most beautiful in English scenery. The woods at the back of

Wiston are not so extensive as those which skirt Chatsworth, but

the hills are almost as picturesque, and nothing can exceed the rich-

ness of the verdure in the park. The whole expanse is one magnifi-

"Rambles Among the Hills." By LoDis J. JENNINGS, Author of "Field

Paths and Green Lanes." London ; John SJurray, Albemarle Street,
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cent lawn, studded with fine Sycimores, 0.iks, and other trees, and
commanding exciuisite views over Sussex and Surrey. Herds of deer
still wander over the velvet Griiss, as they have done for centuries

p.i3t, for Wiston h.is alw.ivs been a deer park. The ring of trees on
the summit of Chanotoubury Hill forms almost a part of the p.ark,

with all the woods and fields which lie between. The great orna-

ment of Chanctonbury, its crown of trees, was given to it by the

father of the Rev. .John (Coring, the present owner of Wiston, and
ever since the trees were first planted they have been carefully

watched and tended, and replaced when decay began to work mis-

chief. It was an excellent idea to plant tliese trees on ( 'hanctonbury,

ami it is an interesting fact that Mr. Charles Goring lived to see

them reach their full beauty. He set them out in 1700, and sixty-

eight ye.ar8 afterwards—on the l.")th December, 1S2S—he addressed
the following lines to the hill on which he had placed what it is to

be hoped will be a perpetual landmark :

—

H'nv oft arounil thy King, sweet HiU
A r..iy, I iiseil t.i pl:iy,

A'lil ftirm my plans tii plant thy top
Oil some auspicious il;iy.

missed the most striking and beautiful portion of the entire range of
hills it is hard to uudei-staml, but it appears to be certain that he
never sketched Chanctonbury. From the windows in the drawing-
room of Wiston, and fi'om the garden terrace, there are views so
surpassingly beautiful that it will be iuipossible for any one who has
looked upon them ever to forget them.

Tlie lanes between Wiston and Chanctonbury Hill were studded
with wild flowers in tlie early part of May wlien I went througli
them—whole elustei's of Violets, Cowslips, Primroses, and Peri-
winkle, the last of these being popularly known as the Penny winkle.
It is one of the oldest of our English flowers, and although Shake-
speare makes no mention of it, Chaucer refers to it as the " fresh
Pervincke rich of hewe." Seen on a bank of Primroses and Violets,
its hue is, in truth, of the richest kind ; and few flowers of the
garden, notwithstanding all tlie care lavished upon them, outshine it

in simple beauty. I'rettier lanes could scarcely be found than those
in the vicinity of Wiston. On turning round one corner into a
narrow path, so dazzling an array of flowers burst upon my sight
that for a mo;neut I felt like a fairy prince in au enchanted lane.

IIt>w oft among thy hroken tuif
With what Jelisht I trod,

With what delight I placed those twiya
Beneatli tliy maiden sod.

And then an almost hopeless wish
\S*ould creep witlru my breast,

Oh ! could I live to see thy top
In all its beauty dress'd

!

That lime's arrived ; I've had my wish,
And lived to eighty-five

;

III tl;aDk my God who gave such grace
As loag as e'er I live.

Still when the moming Sun in Spring,
\N'hiIst I enjoy my sight,

fth ill gild thy new-clothed Beech and sides,
I'll view thee with delight.

From one end of the garden terrace at Wiston there is a view of
Chanctonbury over the green sward and lovely intervening woods
which would have delighted the heart of Copley Fielding had he ever
visited this part of the Downs ; but so far as I have been able to
aicertain, he never found his way here. How it came to pass that he

Overall were poured forth the mellow notes of the blackbird and
the thrash, which always seciU to make perfect the charm and
witchery of English country scenery. The hills which rise a little

way back from the park are covered with fine tall Firs, intermingled
with Beech.

Ciianctonbury Rins.—The climb to Chanctonbury is rather
a steep one, but there is a path through the F'irs which takes a
more gradual slope, though it comes out at some distance from the
King. But when the summit is reached, a most beautiful view
rewards the visitor, and he cannot spend half an hour to greater
advantage than in studying it well from various points. To begin
with, he will notice that the ring of trees, which can be seen from
s-o many miles away, is planted on a circular mound, within an
outer trench—it is, in fact, an ancient earthwork, British or Roman,
no one knows which, and stands 814 ft. above the sea level. There
is an outer rampart of trees, which serves to some extent to shield

the inner circle, consisting of Larches, from the fury of the winds.
Many of these outer trees are curled into all kinds of distorted

aliapes, and bear heavy marks of the warfare against the elements
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wliich they almost constantly have to wage. But the inner circle is

formed of straight and well-grown trees, and young saplings have
been planted on the west to afford them further protection. Chanc-

tonbury Ring is much too picturesque a feature in the landscape to

be allowed to perish.

Step out from this wood at any point and a marvellous view
will greet the eye—to the sea over Worthing, and far away west-

ward beyond Portsmouth ; landward, all over the fairest portions of

Sussex and Surrey. Itirestly in front of the visitor, as he stands

looking to the north, is a hill with a white scar clearly visible upon
its sides. That is Box Hill and its chalk pit, and to the left of it is

Leith Hill, with the tower distinctly to be seen. Then coraes a gap

between the hills, which in fact is a valley, and in it stands C4uild-

ford. To the left of that again is the Hog's Back, and then the line

winds round southward to Blackdown and Hindhead, until still

further to the left we come to the South Downs. On clear days it

is said that Windsor Castle and Tunbridge Wells can be made out.

A little way below are the Washington Fir trees, and beyond them
the woods and park of Parham. To the right, the inn on the Devil's

Dyke stands out a prominent object ; the hill which extends forward

into the plain is Wolstoubury. Between these high points there lie

miles and miles of green fields, dotted over at intervals with old farm-

houses and older churches—a prospect quite peculiar to England,

both in its character and the strangely-soothing Influence which it

exerts upon the mind. The grander vistas which are the boast of

other lauds excite various emotions, but none of them calm the heart

and soften the spirit, or diffuse through the whole being an in-

definable sensation of peace and rest, like these green fields and
woods of England, with the songs of birds ri[)pliug melodiously over

them, aud a look upon them as if eternal tranquillity and happiness

reigned thoroughout their broad extent. Let him who has a sorrow-

ful or disturbed iniud go to some such spot as this above the ancient

park of Wiston, and sit down quietly, and dwell upon the scene

around him. There is no remedy for the " o'er-fraught heart " like

that which will gently come unsought to the solitary wanderer amid

the fields aud hills and woods.

After ft walk fnun Arundel to the spot above described, and after

pa.ssing many bare and hopeless summits (as far as tree planting;

is concerned),we came upon the'' King " and certain fringes of trees

near it, and were pleased to see evidence that with a little care

and boldness even such places may be adorned with trees. The
trees on the crest of the Downs look distorted enough, and the

central ones are crowded and small, but they prove that planting

can be done in such a place. We believe it could be done better

by choice of trees and care. There is one good, however, in the

paucity oi' trees on these heights, and that is the wide and noble

views it allows of. No one who rushes by in the train or sees

them from the valleys only can have any idea of tjie noble beauty

of the Down landscape, or of the delightful colonies of wild

flowers that bloom in multitudes in many of the copses. In the

following passage tlie author shows that he has yet to learn the

thorough enjoyment of our climate. We have walked for days in

the face of an east wind, and for the most part with sullen skies

and found the landscape delightful the whole way. In this

weather also one is ready for those sudden and splendid gleams of

sky and landscape beauty which do not come on the fair sunny

daV at all. On such days, indeed, the landscape is often dimmed
by" vapours which in blowing and showery days are swept away.

The true way is to face the weather, barring lieavy continuous

rain. Warmed with pleasant e.\erci.se and enjoying lovely views

on evei'y side, a walk on the Downs is a delight in every weather

short of a downpour.

A South Down Walk.—Beyond t'hanctonbury to the east

there is a little v.alley in which stands Washington—a few cot-

tages and an old church—and there is a beaten track from hill to

hill, on which the stranger cannot go wrong. The next hill rises

above Muntham Firs, and there another magnificent view presents

itself, Worthing lying to the left, on the edge of a blue sea. The
sea aud sky were both perfectly clear, for the sun was shining, and
the sun is always essential to the full enjoyment of a walk on the

Soutli Downs, for it gives the sea an azure hue, and sets the

shadows chasing e.ach other over the deep combes in the hills. It

is true enough that weeks may pass over without one perfect day
for scenery of this kind, for there may be too much wind or cloud,

or mist may suddenly gather and hide everything but the ground

beneath one's feet. On this particular morning, the Adriatic or the

Mediterranean never looked more blue than the English Channel.

Beyond Muntham Firs there is another slope in the hills, not oblig-

ing one to come down, but involving the necessity of going rather a

a long way round, unless the traveller has kept far in from the brow.

Soon we come in front of Storrington, and a little way beyond is

the fine old house of Parham, with its peaked roof and gables and
mullioned windows, standing in the midst of green lawns, and belted

in with Firs. Then the path continues over the hill to the road

which leads to Amberley station, and the visitor must be difficult to

please who does not acknowledge that in the course of twelve miles

from station to station he has never seen more charming scenery.

Of all the South Down walks, I am disposed to give the palm to the

one between Steyning and Amberley. Let the reader put down
this book aud go forth upon it for himself—he will be dissatisfied

with tlie writer who has so inadequately attempted to describe it,

but he will thank him for suggesting the means of adding to his life

at least one delightful day.

Tlie book is nicely produced, but the engravings do not please us.

Though neatly cut, they are hard, and the " values " of the various

distances are not kept with that delicacy and justice which ought

to be the rule in engravings in books of this class. With one or

two exceptions, there is hard monotonous engraving. Mr.

Whymper's school as well as the rest have been spoiled by the

demand of the illustrated papers for coarse, rapid, unstudied

wood engraving. They dig, they do not " cut." Heartily, then,

we welcome tlie happy attempts of the American magazine

proprietors to revise the beautiful art of wood engraving, and

to .show of what variety and beauty it is capable. We can con-

fidentlv recommend the book to all who desire a better acquaint-

ance with the beauties of their own country.

NOTES AND HEADINGS.

Does anybody read gardening calendars except the compilers of

them ? We have often heard this question put, but never heard of

anybody who read them except from motives of curiosity. Some of

the writers are good men, no doubt, who do their work faithfully,'

inculcating week by week practices that they do not always follow

themselves, and an adherence to dates and seasons,&c., which they do

not observe, and which are totally unsuitable to the locality or

circumstances of ninety-nine out of every hundred of those to whom
such instructions are addressed. It is a case, we suspect, of "doing

not as I do, but as I bid you." Some of the " hints '" and " doings "

furnished arc, however, occasionally exceedingly interesting and
jjointed. To be told, for example, that such and such plants " must
now be treated according to their requirements in the matter of

watering and temperature " conveys much needed information to

the reader. Safe penny-a-lining this ! At the bottom of about half

a column of calendarial matter this safe premise is appended, " but

after all these are matters that must be determined by the judgment

of the cultivator," an opinion no doubt shared by the reader.

A writer who affects the easy conversational style declares that

he has planted his " ," and a week or two after that he had
" scraped away the soil with his hands and found they were grow-

ing," an event so unexpected apparently that he forthwith rushed off

to enter it in his notes for the week. When one reads "our did not

last so long in bloom this season as we have sometimes had them

—

the frost was too much for them, and we have wheeled them all to

the rubbish heap," and nothing more, we presume the reader ia

expected to go and do likewise—wheel his rubbisli to the rubbish

heap. Week by week a writer continually laments the state of the

weather in his part, evidently under the impression that it is the

same everywhere else, and another who writes for amateurs gives a

detailed account of the floods in the midlands and how much corn

the farmers had lost thereby. On one topic .all seem perfectly

acreed, viz., that " the work should be pushed vigorously forward

in all departments."
»

The extinction of standard Roses, so nearly accomplished by last

winter's frosts, will not, I imagine, be regarded with much discom-

posure by gardeners or anybody else. They should find no place in

the favour of those who object to stiffness and formality in garden-

ing, for they possess both. Standards differ from dwarfs in having

a meaningless naked stem, in being about half as dear again, less

handsome, more easily injured by winds and frosts, and in entailing

a vast amount of trouble in staking. They have no other dis-

tinguishing merits so far as ever we have heard. Dwarfs will grow

as tall and make bushes that cover themselves with flower from top

to bottom, and will look better anywhere, while what are called

quarter and half standards have no intelligible status at all. Pillar

and climbing Roses ought to usurp the place of standards. Where
a row of the latter is supposed to be needed, wreaths of the former

would look far better.
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Xine pages of introiluctory iu a practical treatise oa the culture of

the Plum ! It is doubtful if as much has ever been devoteil to its

whole history and culture before. In these days it has been
imagined that fruit culture was an expeditious work, but at this rate

the "reading up " on the subject must occupy a considerable por-

tion of one's existence. By-and-by gardening publications will be
divided into " books " and problems like '• Euclid, ' and a " bridge
of asses " it is to be hoped will be place<l not far from the beginning.

Botanical authors tell us that the Sloe "flowers in February and
March," but here is how a latter-day professedly practical wTiter
turns the botinists' clear and simple statement : "The Sloe unfolds
its myriads of silver discs .imid the driving sleets of February and
the scattering winds of March." Book-spinning necessitates this, it

may be presumed, but it is nothing less than a merciful dispensation
that such writers are the exception, instead of the rule, else gar-
deners would have to enlarge their library shelves without enriching
them.

A gentleman interested iu horticulture the other day asked the
writer what the meaning was of certain mysterious references en-
titled, " Hort. Trans., Vol. —, p. —," &c., which he was frequently
coming upon in gardening books. We answered that they meant
" The last will and testament " of the Royal Horticultural Society,
and that the said will was not to be opened till a thousand years
after the deaths of the testators, whose doings and accomplishments
it recorded. The gentleman has since become ambitious of having
his name embalmed in such a repository, and having taken counsel
with a friend who understands such matters, he will, ere long, read
a paper on the "Nature and History of the Potato, " containing
an account of certain experiments on the propagation of that escu-
lent by means of its underground tubers. He entertains strong
hopes that the " counsel " will, in consideration of the importance
of the subject, find it a place in their testatory documents.

»

The result of the present contest between the patrons of the old
and the new styles of gardening— i.e., the bedding-out system and
the hardy garden—will probably be, that much of the present
objectionable form.ality of flower gardening will be abolished, and a
freer and simpler style, that will more effectually display the uumb-ir-
less fine plants and shrubs at our disposal, will take its place. That
will be something gained. Bedding or massing may not be done
away with entirely, nor is it desirable that it should be, but it will

cease to be the infatuation of the gardener or the desire of his

euiploj-er. It is a noticeable'_fact that every discussion that has
taken place on the subject at intervals for years back has left the
bedding-out champions weaker and more apologetic than before, and
with a more restricted field of operations. There can be no doubt
in any person's mind who reads and observes which is the aggressive
and winning side, but there has never yet been such a general move
in the new direction as there has been lately and is now.

Many gardens are being transformed, not only those belonging to

the wealthy classes, but even among the humbler villa and cottage
gardens, numbers of which are being renewed in conformity with the
necessities of hardy plant culture and a simpler and better style. It

was not to be expected that the reformation would be efl'ected all at
once, and at a time when hardy plants had virtually become extinct,

and there was absolutelj^ nothing to see and nothing to be heard of but
bedding out ; but now that collections are extending, progress goes on,

as mathematicians say, " in proportion as the squares of the distances
are increased." Hardy plants have so long been banished out of

sight, that many things that were once common are regarded as

novelties by a rising generation of ladies and gentlemen who own
gardens, and one of, the difficulties of the gardener at the present
moment is to acquire a stock, so great are his own needs, and the
demands made upon him by visitors and others whom he is frequently
asked to help. In bringing about this encouraging state of things
The Garden' has been the potent factor, and the fact is universally
admitted and commented upon in circles that always have and
always will iniiuence the progress of gardening in a high degree.

*

According to the "Quarterly Journal of the Meteorological
.Societ}','" we are not all equally favoured with sunshine in this

country. There is less sunshine, for example, in the neighbourhood
of Greenwich than there is at Lewes, in Sussex. The smoke and
fogs of London are supposed to a8fect the neighbourhood of that City,
and no doubt it is the same near many large towns and in manu-
facturing districts—the latter in some cases extending over large
tracts of country. (Jardeners, therefore, who live in the sunniest
districts have the advantage of their neighbours in less favoured
parts. The configuration of the land no doubt also operates in the
same way, hilly districts being more cloudy than those which are
level.

I wonder when some of our noteworthy horticultural euginecrs will
learn sulHcient of horticulture to know that a deep, dark front wall
of bricks, stone, or wood is an abomination in any span-roofed or lean-
to fruit house iu which the trees are trained up the rafters in the
usual way._ In some very pretentious illustrated catalogues I notice
plans of Vineries on an "improved principle," in which the Vines
have to travel 4 ft. or 5 ft. before they reach the lowest wires of the
trellis or the light, and most of that height is a dead w.all. Only
gardeners know how dilHcult it is to get young, newly-pl.antcd Vines
out of a dungeon like this. No Vinery or Peach house needs to be
more than 24 ft. high at the front. That will give room for the
front ventilators to swing, and they should be glazed, and come
down to within a few inches of tlie border. The trees are then
brought near to the light from the beginning, and their bearing
branches extend from the bottom to the top of the roof, leaving no
space unoccupied.

In one of the objectionable plans referred to, in every yard
run of the house there is a useless space of 12 ft. or 15 ft.

lost at the front. Imagine, therefore, the loss on some hundreds of
feet of houses of this kind. In the same " improved " designs all

the buck ventilation is managed by means of sliding sashes, with
ropes and pulleys, necessitating narrow sashes and cumbrous rafters,
which only increase the cost of erection and obstruct the light to a
serious extent. It is almost incredible that any horticultural builder
of repute should recommend such obsolete and ancient absurdities
in the year of grace ISSl. Even in small low houses for "Pines,
Jlelons, and Cucumbers," in which the lights are not more than
5 ft. or C ft. long, the sliding sash, with ropes and pulleys, is every-
where introduced for back ventilation, and when, as every gardener
knows, they are most obnoxious and all but unworkable. People
who think of building plant or fruit houses should have nothing to
do with such plans ; they should not even consent to discuss them,
for they are wrong iu all ways.

Reverting to Asparagus again, I read in a contemporary this week,
from a gardener who condemns crowding, that the plants should be
" planted in rows 18 in. apart, and 12 iu. or 14 in. from plant toplant."
This is evidently regarded as roomy planting, and an improvement
on past practice by the writer. Eighteen inches by 1 ft., we are
told, w'U allow ample space "to work iu manure with a fork in
spring." We can imagine " Justicia " throwing down his pen in
despair in reading this advice, for he knows, as all good cultivators
do, that in such close planting the roots would be sucking the juices
out at each other's toes a couple of ye.ars after jilanting, and good
heads would be a hopeless expectation.

•

That is an exceedingly interesting and practical experiment related
by Mr. George Murray in the ".Journal of Botany" regarding the
Potato disease, and shows the hopelessness of seeking to contend
with the fungus by gathering and burning disease-affected plants or
portions of them, a task which in itself means considerable expense
to the cultivator to whom such problems are simply a question of
profit and loss. Near to a Potato field Mr. Murray placed during
the day fourteen slides, presenting an aggregate surface of rather
more than 5 in. square. Only about two per cent, of the Potatoes in
the field were diseased ; yet in fifty hours seventy-two Potato fungus
germs fell from the atmosphere on this small area, from which it may
be inferred that the spores were distributed in myriads over the
whole field and neighbourhood, producing disease wherever they
found congenial quarters. The germs may be, and probably are,
deposited in millions before their presence is suspected, and it is

difficult to see how the disease could be arrested in any appreciable
degree by the most active exertions in destroying the affected plants,
supposing these could be detected in time. It would be like attempt-
ing to stem the tide with a pitchfork. The idea is, however, a purely
hypothetical one that has never been entertained by practical culti-

vators.
»

With regard to the culture of the Vine out of doors in England,
it seenis quite likely from present appearances that in a generation
or two the gardening papers will be discussing the practicability of
growing Peaches on the open wall just as they are discussing Vine
culture now. It is a fact beyond all cavil that ( Jrapes can be ripened
on walls outdoors in the south of England, and even in tlie midlands

;

it is simply a question of trying. Horticultural societies have hence
quite forgotten it, but if they would offer some of their good prizes
for the best examples grown in the open air they would be rendering
a real service to their country and doing something worthy of their
existence. Let a prize of five or ten pounds be offered for half-a-dozen
or a dozen of the best bunches iu the month of October and see what
it will bring. The result, we fancy, would surprise some of us.

Pekegrixe.
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OW, having exceeded

the time for which

I proposed to contri-

bute these leaflets, I have to

write the last set, at least for a

long time to come. I liave been

writing on to fill a gap till the

new year, when my place will be

taken by one whose writings

have long been welcome and
cheering to all who read our

garden literature. For myself,

other work promises to be too

plentiful, and for a season at

least I must say farewell, not

without hope, however, that with

more time and fuller opportuni-

ties of observation I may at some
future day have the pleasure of

again adding to the store of notes

in the pages of The Garden.

William Morris, the poet and famous artistic decorator, has

been discoursing on gardening in a lecture on house decora-

tion. This is a bold move on his part, particularly as his

grip of the subject cannot well be and is not firm. Still, there

are some truths set forth, which coming from such a man are

worth attention.
*

Before we go inside our house, nay, before we look at its outside,

we may consider its garden, cliiefly with reference to town gardening;

which, indeed, I, in common, I suppose, with most others who have

tried it, have found upliill work enough— all the more as in our part

of the world few indeed have any mercy upon the one thing necessary

for decent life in a town, its trees ; till we have come to this that

one trembles at the very sound of an axe as one sits at one's work at

home. However, uphill work or not, the town garden must not be

neglected if we are to be in earnest in making the best of it.

Now I am bound to say town gardeners generally do rather the

reverse of that ; our suburban gardeners in London, for instance,

oftenest wind about their little bit of gravel walk and grass plot iu

rid'culous imitation of an ugly big garden of the landscape-gardening

style, and then with a strange perversity till up the spaces with the

most formal plants they can get ; whereas the merest common sense

should have taught them to lay out their morsel of ground in the

simplest way, to feuoe it as orderly as might be one part from

the other (if it were big enough for that) and the whole from the

road, and then to fill up the flower-growing space with things that

are free and interesting iu their growth, leaving Nature to do the

desired complexity.

This is not so clear as is desirable, but generally we take it

to mean that the chief space is not to be taken up with a

complicated pattern of the usual type. Alas ! the " merest

common sense " sends people in droves like sheep repeating
the same patterns everywhere, continuing the same round all

their boiders, instead of making their gardens their own, so to

say. But spread of knowledge of the

art of gardening will some day teach

the truth that an essential charm of

the garden, large or small, is indi-

vidualit}'. Ko other art allows of

so much of it as the gardening art,

and we shall no doubt one day see

this truth acted upon.

»

"The landscape gardening style"

is a very suggestive expression, and
full of meaning to those who pay

any attention to the kind of work that is generally

done under that name. Laying out the ground "in the

simplest way " betrays insight into the true garden design.

It may not be amiss here to remind Mr. ]\[orris and all whom
it may concern that there is a true and beautiful as dis-

tinguished from a false and ugly " landscape gardening style."

One is seen in a thousand gardens, public and private ; the

other is rare. Alfred Parsons has just painted a picture

showing a bit of garden view near Henley for presentation to

Mr. Marnock which shows a scene that Mr. Morris or any

good judge wouldallow to be in no way essentially different from

the fairest landscape scenes out of gardens. We will next hear

him on the Rose as changed by the florist. It will, perhaps,

be news to most of our raisers to know they are doing so much
harm.

*

It is scarcely a digression to note the florist's way of dealing with
flowers, which, moreover, gives us an apt illustration of that change
without thought of beauty, change for the sake of change, which
has played such a great part in the degradation of art in all times.

So I ask you to note the way he has treated the Rose, for instance :

the Rose has been grown double from I don't know when ; the double
Rose was a gain to the world, a new beauty was given us, and
nothing taken away since the wild Rose grows in every hedge. Yet
even then one might be excused for thinking that the wild Rose was
scarce improved on, for nothing can be more beautiful in general

growth or in detail than a wayside bush of it, nor can any scent be
as sweet and pure as its scent. Nevertheless the garden Rose had a

new beauty of abundant form, while its leaves had not lost the
wonderfully delicate texture of the wild one. The full colour it had
gained, from the blush rose to the damask, was pure and true amidst
all its added force, ami though its scent had certainly lost some of

the sweetness of the eglantine, it was fresh still, as well as so

abundantly rich.
*

Well, all that lasted till quite our own day, when the
florists fell upon the Rose—men who could never have enough

—

they strove for size and got it, a fine specimen of a florist's Rose
being about as big as a moderate Savoy Cabbage. They tried for

strong scent and got it—till a florist's Rose has not unseldom a sus-

picion of the scent of the aforesaid Cabbage—not at its best. They
tried for a strong colour and got it, strong and bad, like a conqueror

—

;/('((«< i/f.< batailli'i, if you will. But all this while they missed the

very essence of the Rose's being ; they thought there was nothing iu

it but redundance and luxury ; they exaggerated these into coarse-

ness, while they threw away the exquisite subtility of form, delicacy

of texture, and sweetness of colour, which, blent witli the richness

which the true garden Rose shares with many other flowers, yet

makes it the queen of them all—the flower of flowers. Indeed, the

worst of this is that these sham Roses are driving the real ones
out of existence. If we do not look to it our descendants will know
nothing of the Cabbage Rose, the loveliest in form of all, or the blush

Rose with its dark green stems and unequalled colour, or tlie yellow
scented Rose of the East, which carries the richness of scent to the
very furthest point it can go without losing freshness ; they will

know nothing of all these, and I fear they will reproach the poets of

past time for having done according to their wont, and exaggerated
grossly the beauties of the Rose.

It is well to read so good a plea for many of our old Roses,
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the best of which will, I trust, never disappear from our

gardens, but let us not forj;et those who gave us that priceless

Kose Gloire de Dijon, which, tossing its blooms from many a

cottage wall, adorns it as palace of eastern king or house

of ;vsthetic British noble never was and never can be. Do
not let us forget real and s|>lendid gems, such as the Marcchal

and La France, and man)' a Rose nearly- as beautiful, which

need not be enumerated here. The gain in size is not so

great or so terrible as it would appear from the show stands.

The new Roses are all j'oung, and in fresh ground, as a rule.

Give the old ones the same chance, and there will not be so

much dillerence in that way. As to colour, there is enough
variety for all tastes ; perhaps there has been too much striving

after the intensely dark and brilliant.

*

Well, S3 a Londoner, perh.ip3 I have said too mm:li of Roses,

s'noe we can scarcely grow them among suburban smoke, but what
I have said of thsm applies to other flowers, of which I will say this

much more. Be very sliy of double flowers ; choose the old Colum-
bine where the clustering doves are unmistakable and distinct, not
the double one, wliere they run into mere tatters. Choose (if you
can get it) the old China Aster with the yellow centre, that goes so

well with the purple-brown stems and curiously-coloured florets, in-

stead of the lumps that look like cut paper, of whieh we are now so

proud. Don't be swindled out of that wonder of beauty, a single

Snowdrop : there is no gain aud plenty of loss in tlie double one.

More loss still in the double Sunflower, which is a co.arse-coloured

and dull plant, whereas the single one, though a late-comer to our
gardens, is by no means to be despised, since it will grow anywhere,
and is both interesting and beautiful, with its sharply-chiselled yellow

florets relieved by the quaintl5'-patterned sad-coloured centre

clogged with honey and beset with bees and butterflies.
»

Double flowers are often poor distorted things, but I have

seen some gardens of double Poppies which were lovely

indeed—more so far than single ones of the same races would

have been. Then -we have the double P;wonies (which few

have ever seen really well grown), and which are .splendid in

colour and often fine in form—I mean from a human and
artistic point of view, and not the one which takes a ball or a

ring as the true model. In the vast collections now in our

gardens there are many double flowers which we should cherish

always, but merely growing a form because it is a double one

is a mistake. And some of the flowers we only know in the

double form are more beautiful single.
*

So much for over-artificiality in flowers. A word or t.vo about
the misplacing of them. Don't have Ferns in your garden. The
Hart's-tongue in the clefts of the rock, the queer things that grow
within reach of the spray of the waterfall ; these are right in their

places. Still more the brake on the woodside, whether in late

autumn, when its withered haulm helps out the well-remembered
woodland scent, or in spring, when it is thrusting its volutes through
last year's waste. But all this is nothing to a garden, and is not to

be got out of it; and if you try it you will take away from it all

possible romance, the romance of a garden.

Ferns, however, are among the plants that do exceedingly

well in London gardens, and if a little thought is given to

placing them in suitable positions, they may also be

grouped so as to give a good effect. If asked what would
do best in a town or suburban garden, we should include

the stronger and handsome hardy Ferns (not the monstrosities)

and Lilies. These do well in London and in the strangest

places, from Islington to Kensington, and in all part.s. The
following, as to colour, deserves attention, as coming from
one who is a real authority in arrangements depending much
on colour.

»

As to colour in gardens. Flowers in masses are mighty strong
colour, and if not used with a great deal of caution are very destruc-
tive to pleasure in gardening. On the whole, I think the best and
safest plan is to mix up your flowers, and rather eschew great masses
of colour, in combination I mean. But there are some flowers (inven-

tions of man, i.e., florists) which are bad colour altogether, and not

to be used at all. Scarlet (icraniums, for instance, or the yellow
Calceolaria, which indeed are not uncommonly grown together pro-
fusely, in order, I suppose, to sliow that even flowers can be
thoroughly ugly.

Carpet bedding, the glory (false) of our parks and the

vain ambition of many a man in a private garden, comes in

for the unkindest cut of all.

Another thing .also much too commonly seen is an aberration of

tile human mind, which otherwise 1 should have been .ashamed to warn
you of. It is technically called carpet gardening. Need I explain it

further? I had rather not, for when I thiuk of it when I am quite
alone I blush with shame at the thought.

There are, it is true, some things which startle one " when
(piite alone," such as the limits of the star world above us

;

but to think of this poor little fleeting puerility of car[iot

gardening occupying the thoughts of a poet ami a man of

taste, who has exercised much influence on his cultivated

countrymen, and making him "blush for shame" is very

funny. So is the " style " itself. Few things done in gar-

dens are more amusing than men each armed with a huge
scissors cutting in the poor little leaves so as to keep the pat-

tern true !

I am afraid it may be specially necessary to you in tliis part of

the world, and specially ofl'ensive also, to say when you fence

anything in a garden, use a live hedge, or stones set flatwi.se (as

they do in some parts of the Cotswold country), or timber, or wattle,

or, in short, anything but iron.

This is good advice ; better still is—avoid fences when you
can. How of the tile edging?- I wish our poet decorator

liad given us his opinion of that.

•

Xo sooner are the dark days of winter really upon us

than we begin to be cheered by the blossoms of our friends

of the spring, which the now perfected art of forcing

enables us to have in such a good state. In the teeming

rain of Wednesday I saw a swell of the highly starched

Bond Street order with a conspicuous-looking " button-hole,"

which on nearer approach was seen to be a fine Lily of the

Valley. What a difference to the bits of this one used to

see forced years ago ! It should be forced, or in any case,

forwarded in every garden. This little hardy plant of the

woods and hill copses of Europe and Asia blossoms natur-

ally in early summer, when the nightingale sings, but this

simple garden art of forcing wakes it out of its winter sleep

to dispel the gloom of the darkest days for us ; and the

forced blooming period goes on throughout the early and

the late spring, till eventually this most loved of plants

blooms in the open air in the early days of our gentle

summer. Thus we have a half year during which ils love-

liness adorns our garden, instead of the short bloom of old.

The above fact may well set us thinking of the rich store

of hardy plants offering like rewards to those who treat them
intelligently. A great many of them merely want the gentlest

coaxing—the slightest protection to unfold their beauty long

before our doubtful climate permits of their blossoming in the

open air. Such plants may be counted by scores, and tho.se who
desire it may secure plenty of flower in the winter and spring.

To this end the forcing house, the stove, the greenhouse, pits,

cold frames, and every kind of structure may be useful, not

forgetting the well-built unheated house so strongly recom-

mended in these pages some time ago for the early flowering

of perfectly hardy plants. But I believe also, and could give

good reasons for it, that a number of handsome things could

be induced to flower in the windows of a dwelling house.

For example, of the large-leaved Saxifrage (Megasea) grown
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well 0.it of doors in summer could I33 easily advanced into

liandsomo bloom in a large window. I have seen more deli-

cate plants and shrubs succeed perfectly in windows in

spring, and never anything more delightful than a white

Lilac bush filling a passage window with its blossoms and
tender j'oung leaves in March, and making the house smell

liks a good garden in May.

I notice an interesting fact stated in an address by the

curator of the Arnold Arboretum at Boston. Tree seeds
carry with them the constitution that the region in which they
were produced developed in the parent. The Douglas Fir

affords an illustration ; seeds from trees grown on the Rocky
Mountains produce trees which are perfectly hardy in New
England, while those from the milder climate of the Pacific

coast entirely fail. Thus failure with a noble tree like this

may mean an unsuitable variety. Seeing the great i.nport of

even slight variations in plants, variation in trees is a subject

of enormous importance to tlie planter of the future. A
'mere varietj^' as it is called, or used to be called before the
recent change in botanical thought, may give us a wholly
new and noble form, as in the Weeping Wych Elm, or as

in the above-cited case of the Douglas Fir, the means of

growing a tree that otherwise we could not enjoy.

Mr. Burbidge writes concerning that new and most grace-

ful Jasmine of his finding: "To see the plant blooming at

home is a sight' not readily to be forgotten; more or less

it blooms there all the year round during the dry season,

but sparingly in sheltered places, as goats and buffaloes

browse on its slender shoots, and strip off most of its leaves

and flowers in the bud stage. With the first rains of the

cool season (a mean of 78° to 80" can scarcely be called

cool !) it grows rapidly, and then the cattle find abundance
of more satisfactory provender, and so the graceful shoots

are transformed into wreaths of delicate-scented flowers,

the weight of which causes the branches to droop in a very
pleasing way. It is a flower very highly esteemed by tlie

Bornean ladies, who wear it on holiday occasions, and wreathe
it in their coal-black hair for the sake of its rich perfume,
and also the contrast it affords." What a curious addition to

one's " hothouse " notions of tropical vegetation to find goats

"eating it down," just the same as these impudent animals

do the flowers and plants in the cold and stony valleys and
hills of Europe.

I have just received :he following encouraging letter from
the Rev. JMr. Nelson, of Aldborough, in Norfolk, on Vine
culture in the open air :

" In my boyhood and early youth I

knew a garden well in this county (Norfolk), managed by one
of the best amateur gardeners of the day, in which Royal
Muscadine Grapss were produced in most years better than
any I ever tasted from indoor Vines of the same kind. The
Vine was grown on the plan advocated by a Mr. Hoare, who
published a book on outdoor Grape growing. The principal

features of his plan were, that horizontal shoots were trained

from the main stem on each side, about 1 ft. above the

ground, to the extent of the wall to be covered by the Vine
;

from these, shoots were carried vertically at about 2i ft. apart,

to the height of the wall ; these shoots were fruited in the

following season, daring which young shoots were carried up,

as before, midway bstween the fruiting canes ; at the winter
pruning all the wood which had borne fruit was out out, and
the growth of the preceding summer took its place for fruit-

ing in the coming year. But one of the most important
points of the management was, that as soon as the berries

were large enough to handle they were carefully thinned, and

immediately afterwards enclosed in muslin bags, in which
they remained till ripe ; thinning is of the utmost importance,
as it is impossible for Grapes to ripen thoroughly either out-

of-doors or under glass if they are tightly wedged together,

as they must be unless they are properly thinned. The Vine
in question was on a wall about IG ft. high, and had a second
horizontal tier of old wood half-way up, so that the bearing canes

were from 7 ft. to 8 ft. long." As far as I can remember,
none of my other correspondents on this subject have touched
the thinning question, which is one of the most important aids

to ripening Grapes anywhere. The bags, too, are necessary if

presentable bunches are to be expected, for if wasps and flies

are not kept off only ragged bunches can be expected.

In a most interesting report by Mr. J. B. Armstrong on
the Flora of the Province of Canterbury, New Zealand, I

see some statements that will probably excite the attention

of some of our lovers of rare hardy plants.

Ill a few breaks in the great alpine chain, such as Arthur's Pass,

a number of shrubs occur which do not properly belong to the Can-
terbury flora, but are escapes from the upland region of Westland,
Avhicli contains very many plants different in character from those

of Canterbury. Among these Westland plants may be mentioned
the beautiful scarlet Rata (iletrosideros lucida), the Hini ( Dracopliyl-

lum Traversi), and the Musk Tree (Olearia Colcnsoi), all of which
are found on Arthur's Pass, and are most magnificent plants. This
zone usually rises to about 3800 ft., at which height the Beeches
generally cease suddenly, and are succeeded by dense masses of

shrubby Veronicas, Olearias, aud Senecios, which appear to me to

form a well-defined zone. The great beauty of these shrubs has in-

duced their cultivation in the gardens of tlie colony. The Veronicas
number no less than forty distinct species, some of them of very
extraordinary habit, and all, without exception, of great beauty.

*

But it is when we come to the herbaceous and alpine zone

that the heart of the lover of plants jumps within him :—
The zone of herbaceous plants ascends to 6000 ft., aud occasion-

ally to 7000 ft. in the northern part of the province. It possesses

an immense number of hardy species of beautiful appearance and
most remarkable character. Prominent among them are the nume-
rous species of Celmisia, the Mountain Forget-me-nots (Exarrhena),

the well-known Mountain Lily (Ranunculus Lyalli), and many other
species of the same genus equally beautiful, but not so well known,
such as Ranunculus Godleyanus—which is the finest of all known
Ranunculi—R. Haasti, R. chordorhizos, and R. Traversi. The pretty
white-flowered Ourisias are common, and also many others of equal
beauty. The flowering plants which reach the highest elevations

are Forstera sedifolia and Abrotanella inconspicua, both of which I
have gathered at 7000 ft. The alpine district is by far the most
interesting of these divisions, as it contains a very large number of

most beautiful shrubs and herbaceous plants which are likely at no
distant date to become the common ornaments of European gardens,
for which they are eminently fitted, from their great hardiness, easy
propagation, and exquisite beauty.

Here, apart from the vast European, Asiatic, and Indian

Alps, we have a region teeming with lovely plants that few of

us ever hoar of. And yet some one asked me the other day
if subjects for Tub G-^RDEN' plates would not soon get scarce!

*

A few words as to horticultural buffoonery. Mr. Shirley

Hibberd has pleased himself by parodying these leaflets, and
publishes a number of cuts showing trees planted upside

down, ifcc. I only allude to this gentleman from his now
repeated and uncalled-for attentions, and advise him, he being

so fond of the ridiculous in horticulture, to turn to his own
books, where there is the richest stores of material in that

way that have ever been seen. I have long passed by
these, contented that when a man does any useful work his

foibles ind his follies should be overlooked ; but when he is

so actively seeking subjects to illustrate the most puerile

attempt at fun that ever appeared in print, it may not

be out of place to invite him to turn for a few examples to a

book called " Rustic Adornments." This is extremely rich
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in the pictorial element, particularly in subjects for " Homes
of taste "( ) I heard of one unhappy lady in Essex who nearly

drove her gardener mad in endeavouring to get him to

cari-y out some of the very frightful " adornments

"

therein illustrated. I should only have to literally

copy and republish some of the very striking designs, em-

bellishing this and other books of his (and deliberately

recommended for adoption) to cause a great deal more

amusement in the gardening world than anything recently

published. The man who hangs bricks on fruit trees to in-

duce them to bear, and who recommends putting a tile

under Potato roots, offers, apart from his illustrated books,

an easy mark for those who would care to follow up his

little incursions into the region of parody. He is a tooth-

less wolf now, and recent events in the horticultural world

appear to have soured him and others. But drawing the

teeth does not purify the heart. If obliged to deal with

this gentleman again, I will do so with the aid of illustra-

tions, not like his idiotic inventions, but copied from those he

has deliberately offered in his books, showing not his bom-

bastic mode, but his serious one. Justicia.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Plants.

Orchids.—Where the temperature of the cool house has been

kept at a minimum of 50' through the autumn months tliere ought
now to be plenty of flower-spikes showing of Odontoglossum Alexan-
dra?, 0. cirrhosum, O. gloriosum, 0. triumphans, 0. Andersonianum,
and 0. Peacatorei. A little extra warmth at this season will be
beneficial to all that are showing for flower, as it will assist the plants

to develop their spikes to the fullest extent. Plants of 0. bic-

tonense, 0. cordatum, 0. pulchellum. and 0. Rossi majus that are

now going out of flower must be well cleaned, and the material about
their roots should be examined to see that it is in fit state to allow

the planta to remain in it another season. In most cases a top-

dressing will be necessary, and should be done without damaging the

roots of the plants. This will keep the surface of the compost open
to the admission of abundance of air amongst the roots of the plants,

a condition absolutely necessary to the health of these Odontoglos-

sums, and most other Orchids. Where any of these require more root

room, moderate shifts only should be given, with abundance of

drainage, and a compost of the best fibry peat—with the dust sifted

out—two parts to one part of Sphagnum Moss and pounded char-

coal. Horse droppings have been recommended by some writers on
these plants as a suitable material in whicli to pot them, but I would
caution amateurs against the use of such rotten material, even in very-

limited quantities, if they value the health of their plants. It can-

not be too widely known that the stouter the fibre of peat used in

potting Orchids, and the longer it is in resisting decay, the better it

is for the roots of these plants. The easily-grown but pretty Pilumna
fragrans will now be flowering, and is a useful plant for supplying

white flowers at this season. It requires slightly warmer treatment
than the cool house during the winter, but in summer it will ilo well

with the cool Odontoglossums. If this plant requires potting it

should be done as soon as growth commences, and the compost re-

commended above for the Odontoglossums will suit it. It is a plant

that requires to be kept moist at the root at all seasons, and will take
very liberal supplies when finishing up its growths about the end of

summer.

Stove Plants.—The brightness of the Poinsettia is quite un-
rivalled among stove plants at this season. When the flowers of

these are cut or their beauty naturally fades, the plants should be
placed on a shelf in an intermediate temperature close to

the glass to assist the wood in ripening up in readiness for propa-

gating purposes. Plants of Plumbago rosea, Sericographis, Eran-
themums, Linums, and other autumn-blooming plants that are over
should be at once put in positions in the full light to give substance
to the young growths, so as to get an early batch of cuttings from
them. EpiphyUums that are over should be kept somewhat drier

at the roots, and if they are unsightly in shape may be freely

pruned to get them into dense and bushy growth. Any one desir-

ing standards of these, and having a few Tree Fern stumps, should
scoop out the centre of the latter and fill in with some rich soil, at

the same time inserting a few cuttings or a small healthy plant on
the top of the stump. A useful plant, and one now showing flower

freely, is Burchellia caponsis ; it deserves to be grown more plenti-

fully than it is, as few plants are better for supplying cut flowers,

and the plant is not easily thrown out of health with a little rough
treatment. Where an early growth is desired on Alocasias, An-
thuriums, and similar plants, a slight increase of w.ater may now be
given them, as by the time the young foliage begins to expand the

d.iys will have lengthened considerably.

Greenhouse Plants.—Few plants .arc more diflicult to keep
sturdy and strong at this season of the year than the show and
fancy Pelargoniums. Where a house is not set apart for them, the

plants must in all cases be in positions with their heads touching the
glass. The watering of these also requires some practice to keep
the plants in the best condition. There is great danger from ex-

tremes of dryness, and also over-watering at the roots during dull,

sunless weather in the winter season. Free ventilation should bo
given on all favourable occasions, but carefully avoid cold draughts of

air from acting on them. 8tatice profusa may now be started in

a genial temperature, and will soon throw up a quantity

of useful flower-spikes. The larger-growing S. Holfordi may also be
treated in a similar way. These plants delight in a rich compost of

loam, cow manure, and bones. \Vhere they are desired serviceable

in small pots, it will be a great aid to them to have their pots drained

entirely with h-in. bones. In the same temperature as the Statices

may be placed all the young stock of greenhouse Rhododendrons.
These, if requiring more root-room, should be liberally drained, and
the best fibry peat only should be used to grow them in. A good
supply of water will be necessary when the plants commence
growth, and a free use of the syringe over and under the plants

will materially assist them to grow freely. When the plants fill

their pots with roots, pretty strong doses of liquid manure may bo

given them with advantage, and when the plants are growing freely

their symmetry must in all cases be maintained by stopping the

strongest growths. Large plants of these that are well set with

flower may be retarded by keeping them in the cool greenhouse, or

forwarded on with the young stock. The beautiful and free-bloom-

ing R. jasminiflorum is still one of the most useful.—J. Roberts.

Flower Garden.
When frost occurs, get the wheeling of soils, manures, or gravel

pushed forward. Presuming that flower beds are dug, and other

work of a routine character well advanced, now is a favourable

opportunity to attend to ornamental trees and shrubs growing on
lawns, that frequently suffer from impoverishment of the soil. In

order to remedy this have all leaves, sweepings of walks, &c., ijut

into heaps and turned until decayed. The mould resulting from

these may then be spread evenly under the trees as far as the roots

extend ; keep it raked, and pick off any stones, and it will quickly

disappear in the Grass. This is only necessary for trees with clean

stems, for if planted with plenty of room for their branches to rest

on the turf there is no necessity for removing the fallen leaves that

collect under them.

Roses that have occupied the same position for years are greatly

benefited by lifting and renewing the soil. Goodloam and manurefrom
the farmyard thoroughly rotted suits them admirably. They should

be laid in until the bed is re-made, when the old hard roots should be

shortened and the plants replanted. Dwarfs on their own roots may
be kept for any length of time in good condition, for if planted a little

deeper than before they strike root up the stem, and are quite equal to

young plants. Do not prune at present, for if mild weather con-

tinues the terminal buds only will break, while the lower ones will

remain dormant until March ; then prune. New kinds planted last

month should be securely tied to prevent wind-waving, for the top

is best left on until pruning time has arrived. Established beds

should now have a good mulching of rotten manure laid on the sur-

face ; it can be lightly forked in after pruning. Tea Roses will be

best exposed while the weather is so mild, but on the first indica-

tions of frost cover them securely.

Permanent subjects in beds or borders may still be planted.

Amongst those with which we are now dealing are the following,

viz., for centres of beds we use large plants of Cham.-erops excelsa

and C. humilis, Aralia Sieboldi and Yucca gloriosa, or some of the

beautiful varieties of Acer polymorphum. These, with Yucca re-

curva, Y. filamentosa, Acanthuses, Statices, and similar plants round

them, and edged with Primroses and Polyanthuses, Gentians, Auri-

culas, Hoteias, Sweet Williams, Pinks, Euonymus, Saxifrages,

Sedums, and dwarf Phloxes have a good eflfect. Various bulbs are

introduced for spring, summer, and autumn. The Tritoma has con-

tinued to flower uninterruptedly this season until Christmas, This

makes fine masses of colour. We plant it where it is backed up by
dark evergreens, such as Yews, and surface the soil around it thickly

with the beautiful Myosotis dissitiflora, whicli continues to furnish

a lovely display of its azure blue flowers from earliest spring until

the Tritomas are coming into flower in summer,
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Preparations forPropagatingmustnowbe made by cleaning
out pits and frames, and getting the brickwork painted or limewashed.
Wliere the bottom heat for striking cuttings is obtained from fer-

mentiog material, a large heap of stable manure and leaves should
now be mixed up and turned a few times, in order to get it thoroughly
incorporated before it is finally made into a hotbed. The use of

hot-water pipes has nearly superseded manure beds, but there can
be no question that a well-made hotbed affords a moist genial heat
in which cuttings root most satisfactorily and expeditiously. As the

heat declines such beds come in well for fieshly potted-off plants,

and afterwards for planting out a batch of rooted cuttings, so that

they never lack uses to which they can be put.

—

J.\mes Groom.
Carnations and Picotees.—Some plants of these in our

collection have shown a tendency to become affected with " spot ;

"

not the general collection, but plants received very late and badly
rooted, and which had to be placed over a gentle hot-bed to en-

courage tiie formation of roots. This, I presume, caused moisture
to hang about the plants, and thus caused the mischief. We have
now given as much air as we can, and hope that the progress of the

so-called disease will be arrested. There is no doubt that this and
the ills of many other plants are engendered by injudicious treat-

ment. A great mistake is made by keeping the lights too close

over all such hardy plants. Admit air in wet and dry weather,
in snow and frost, and when the weather is favourable remove the

lights altogether. Look over the whole collection of plants now, and
remove all unhealthy or dead leaves. A pair of scissors is useful

to remove decayed spots. See that no green fly is left on the plants
;

it IS easier to destroy it now than at any other season of the year.

When the weather is fine stir the surface of the'ground amongst seed-

lings raised from seeds sown in April, to produce plants to flower

ne.\t year. Let everything be neat and clean in the outdoor
department.
Gladioli.—We have been looking over our stock of roots, and

find that theyareincoodcondition, and well furnished with small bulbs

round the base. We could have counted fifty at least in the case of

man}' of them ; at one time evei\y one of these was carefully pre-

served, potted or planted out in the open ground, but it does not

pay to do so, as we cannot get them to form good bulbs that will

produce first-rate spikes. We often ask ourselves how it is that the

bulbs are larger and better looking than the imported ones, and yet
the spikes which they produce are inferior. The bulbs must now be

placed in paper and packed away carefully in a dry room until

planting out time.

Pansies in Pots.—It may be as well to state that these are

quite as much liable to be injured by keeping the lights too close

over them as any other hardy plants. A shower of rain in mild
Aveather, if the soil in the pots happens to be dry, cannot possibly

do any harm, and might do good if the lights were not shut close

afterwards, but allowed to be open until the leaves were dry. If

the stems become drawn from want of fresh air, mildew and green-

fly will be sure to follow.

Pansies in Beds have had a good time of it this year if

slugs and the leather-coated grub have been kept in abeyance. They
do not like the severe frosts and cutting east winds we sometimes
have. A shelter of .Spruce branches or hurdles wattled with ever-

greens would afford them shelter, and could easily be applied.

Pinks are more hardy than Pansies, and when they are planted out
eirly enough, so that they can become established before the frost*

S3t in, they seldom suffer. In a season like the present the surface

of the beds should be stirred frequently, and whenever the plants

become loose they must be pressed in with the fingers. Watch at

night for slugs, &c. The plants in pots, prepared in case of any dis-

aster to those planted out, must be attended to ; water them about
once a week, and in fine weather let them be fully exposed to the
air.

Roses in Pots.—Plants recently placed in a gentle heat to

flower early will very soon start into growth ; the buds break strongly

when they are treated as to atmospheric conditions in the way ad-

vised in The Garuen (p. (iOT). When the buds break the plants

must be near the glass, and air should be admitted to a certain ex-

tent every day. Want of air and the plants being placed in a posi-

tion where they cannot get sufficient light will cause a weakly
growth and the production of poor flowers. Green fly is almost sure
to appear at any rate, and its removal is necessary at once. The first

traces of mildewshould also be destroyed by dry flowers of sulphur being
applied to the parts affected. Place more plants in heat to succeed
those started earlier. It may be stated that if the hot-water pipes

are painted with flowers of sulphur dissolved in water, mildew may
be prevented ; this is much better than destroying it after it has in-

jured the leaves.—J. Dotglas.

Indoor Fruit.
Stra'Wberries.—Where a steady supply of fruit and quantity

combined with quality take preccdeu';e of novelty, the first week in

January is a very good time for the owner of a limited area of glass

to commence forcing pot Strawberries, and even then great patience
and caution must be exercised in the management of the plants, as
few subjects with which we have to deal so quickly resent the
attempt to hasten them through the early stages. In many jjlaces,

where properly constructed houses are at command, one or more
batches will now be on the move, having been brought forward under
conditions which must be repeated in dealing with the .January
started plants, at least when the weather is dark, cold, and sunless.

In bright frosty weather, the most favourable, as a rule, for early
forcing, the temperatures given in former calendars may range higher
by day with a corresponding increase in the supply of moisture and
ventilation, and as light forms such an important part in the deve-
lopment of the foliage and flower-scapes, progress should be made by
day, followed by complete" rest at night, when the temperature may
fall to 45°, or even lower in very severe weather, care being taken
that atmospheric moisture is not present in suHicient, quantity to

condense under the glass and cause a drip into the hearts of the
plants. From this time forward a batch consisting of two kinds,

the quantity being regulated by the supply in reserve, may be taken
in fortnightly. Late kinds in cold pits, intended to give a good
supply of fruit in May and early .luue, having had full exposure
throughout the past month, which has been dry, will require a mode-
rate supply of water to prevent the soil from parting from the sides

of the pots, and if not already plunged in sound leaves, no time
should be lost in making them secure from frost and drought, as tiie

roots will soon be moving, and the foundation of many promising
crops of fruit is undermined by keeping the plants covered when
they should be exj^osed and insufficiently supplied with water.

Cucumbers.—After so much mild weather, highly favourable

to winter Cucumbers, it is by no means improbable that we may have
a sudden change, which will necesitate extra firing to prevent the

plants from receiving a check ; and as this would be undesirable,

provision should be made for economising fuel, and the preservation

of heat and moisture by covering up the roof at night, care being
taken that the material used does not darken the house longer

than is absolutely necessary, as Cucumbers require all the light that

can be secured to them at this dull season. Pay particular attention

to the fermenting Oak leaves, which should be well worked ami
sweetened before they are taken in, and discontinue the use of fer-

menting manure for the present, as an excess of ammonia under
limited ventilation might do more harm than good to the tender

foliage. Where more than one house or compartment is devoted
to plants in a fruiting state and the supply is equal to the demand,
one of these may now be rested and strengthened by the entire

removal of the fruit and a few of the old leaves to make room for

the young growths as they advance. Top-dress with fresh turf

broken up with the hand and small pieces of charcoal or old lime

mortar previously warmed as the roots appear on the surface of the

bed, and maintain the proper degree of moisture by syringing all

available surfaces, particularly that of the bed, with tepid liquid

manure in a diluted form. To a certain extent the temperature
must be regulated by the state of the weather, as nothing can be
gained by hard forcing until we have more light and solar heat, but

a minimum of 6.)" to 68' with a rise of 10° to l.")S by day from
sun and fire-heat combined will suffice until after the turn of the

year. The enemies which usually attack winter Cucumbers may
now be expected to put in an appearance. For the destruction of

red spider, which generally follows sharp firing and heavy cropping,

the best remedy is regular syringing once or twice a week with clear

sulphur water or a weak solution of Gishurst Compound. In (l)ie,

i.-nperfectly heated and ventilated pits mildew often becomes viry
troublesome, and soon checks or destroys the plants. The rough-and-

ready remedy is dry sulphur dusted over the leaves afl'ected, and for

a time all seems to be going on well, but the skilful cultivator who
searches for the cause of this troublesome parasite will most likely

find that want of bottom-heat, insufficient water at the root, or a

low stagnant atmosphere one or all combined are killing the plants

by fostering the enemy. Last, but not least troublesome is canker,

the remedy for which is quicklime well rubbed into the parts

affected, but prevention being better than cure, a liberal use of old

lime rubble near the stems, and brick ventilators placed in the

external walls on a line with the level of the bed, will most likely

answer the purpose.

Pigs.—As soon as the terminal buds on the early trees have

.started into growth, advantage may be taken of mild weather for

increasing the mean temperature of the house, but with a heavy arrear

of wintry weather now overdue it is not likely, neither is it

desirable, that forcing can be carried on under the favourable con-

ditions hitherto enjoyed ; indeed, at the present time snow is fal-

ling, and as this may be but the beginningof a severe time the increase

must be entirely dependent upon external conditions. Under any

circumstances it should be obtained from fire-heat, combined with
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sil.ir iiiflueiii;!^ by day, in jireference to any great ailv.ance by night.

Syringe t)ie trees once or twice a day when tine auJ damp, the

floors and other snrfaces only when dark, dull weather does not
favour tlie proper drying of the tender foliage before daylight passes

awray. If the pots are placed upon firm pedestals, the fermenting
material placed round them can be turned and renovated at short

intervals, an operation that will set a great deal of warmth and
atmospheric moisture at liberty, while it secures a steady bottom
heat of TO'"' to ~o^ to the roots. Aim at a night temperature of SO?
to 56", ventilate at GS'' when the morning is promising, and close

sufficiently early for the house to run up to 16' under gleams of

sunshine. The watering of pot Figs is a very important opera-

tion, particularly when they begin to make leaves and the roots

become numerous and active. The water used should be diluted

liquid a few degrees w.armer than th» bed, and it will be safer to err

by giving too much than too little.—W. Colem.\n'.

Hardy Fruit.
K»'en tlioUijh conditions be favourable for planting fruit trees,

it will be much better to defer doing so till growth again be-

comes active ; but meanwhile push on with tlie work of prun-
ing, naihng, tying, and training, and also of top-dressing all trees

that are likely to be benelited by that operation. Strawberries,
Rispberries, and small fruits generally ought to be mulched with
manure as early in the winter as practicable. The protection thus
afforded the roots, although not really necessary, is beneficial, whilst
the long period intervening between the application of the manure
and its being demanded by the plants affords time for the whole of

the manurial properties to be communicated to the soil. Every kind
of hardy fruit—Peaches and Figs excepted—may now be pruned.
Apricots are full of promise ; the fruit buds are very plump, and even
the litest growth brown and hard. In pruning these avoid as much
a? p)ssib!e the cutting away of large branches, and when it is U3ces-

sary to remove them let the cuts be done with a very sharp knife ;

canker and gum often proceed from imperfectly healed wounds,
originally caused by bad pruning or the use of blunt instruments.
Nearly all the varieties of Apricots fruit most freely on spurs formei
by summer stopping of the shoots, but as in time these get naked,
and a long way from the wall and consequent bsnefit derivable
therefrom, their renewal becomes a necessity, and the best way
of doing tliia without sacritioiug a season's fruit is to cut
back a few of the worst each year, and where a branch is wholly
bad, train in a young shoot during the summer with which to replace
the same at the next winter's pruning. Pears, Plums, and Sweet
Cherries liaving long naked spurs ought to be treated as to their
renewal in exactly the same way. Cordon-trained trees necessarily
S30n get covered with ugly spurs if at the winter pruning judgment
be not exercised to take off or shorten back a few of the longest each
year. Peaches, Nectarines, and Morello Cherries fruit most freely
on the young wood of the previous year, and therefore when winter
pruning them it is necessary to retain all the best of the shoots,
removing such old ones as are the most destitute of buds, till the
trees are sufficiently thin ; afterwards, with the view of preventing
the attacks of msects in spring, paint over the whole of the trees
with a strong solution of soft soap, Gishurst, or Tobacco water, and
before nailing them in also dress the walls with soapsuds applied
by means of the garden engine, for even if there be no insects such
a dressing prevents the growth of Moss, .fee., which helps to harbour
insects when once they have gained a lodgment. When bid weather
stops ouhside work, then is the time to prepare labels for trees lately
rjceived from the nursery, and also tor re-labelling all that are beom-
ing defaced ; likewise to get ready stakes for supporting newly-
planteil trees, and look over the stores of Apples and Pears in order
t ) remove every trace of decay; and, as regards the finer varieties
of Pears, at all events, wipe off with a dry cloth the thin mould that
at this season is apt to form on them, and which, if not removed
soon causes complete destruction.—\V. W.

NOTICE.
Complets Index to " Tha Garden."— TTe hiv; thoujla for

f->m- lim- of till- pro'lii-tion of an iii-lf-r to The Garden' to the close

of thi n'rir ISSO. Harhi';] now mil: som'. calrAilation of th". cost of
pro'liictlon, wn find it will ht exp'.ivuvf ; Ihn settimj of th'; tiipr- alone
vx>idd amount to over £100. We therefore only propose to incur the
vrpensp antl trouble of the work in cme at least two hundred and fifty
suhscribem put down their names for it at half a guinea per copy.
la case we. should produce it, it will not he sold to the traie at any
lower price titan this, and there v^ill he no presentation copies. Any
render, then, who desires to pouess on these conditions a qeneral
index to the whole series of volumes published down to the eiul of the
present year, includituj all illustrations, will please toriteto the publisher
to that efect. If produced, the index would be in a form to ramje
with The G.^rdex as regards si:e.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Wall Spaca for Fruit Trea3.—0. Af. .1/.—Tliisilopanls on what plan o{
traiiiiag you intend to adopt. .Vs yuu ilo not name this, wo presume it to be -for
Pears—the one moat geuerally prtictised, tliat i^, the branches leil horizontally
each way from the stem of tlie tree. Thus trained, each tree sliould have allotted

to it IS ft. length of wall, but part of that space may be temporarily utilised by
the plantni? of what are commonly called " riders" midway between each per-

manent tree ; these to be cut away as the permanent trees require the space. For
Pluiui and Cherries fan training Is best, and each tree will need l.s ft. length of

Will, an. I, ai in the case of Pears, the raid-spaces may be temporarily used for

the growth of other fruits. Your selection of Pears is in every way an e.vcellent

one. We would prefer Marie Louise to Beurr6 .Superfln. As a November i^ear,

lloyenn^ du Cornice Is unequalled, and so is Winter Nelis as a December one.—
W. W. H.

Glazin?.— I am about to erect a greenhouse, and instead of having ordinary
ligllts, I should prefer horizontal rafters with a gut or furrow on the underside
to adiuit the glass, llxin- the undersiile of the glass with copper clips. I am
told that this plan is patented, and that I cannot proceed in that way. I am
also tolil I cin do so if I do not trale in the nutter, .-^.n answer would
oblige.—Flokist.

Heatingf Propagator.—Remove the slates and gravel, and (111 up to the
sand with Cocoa-nut tlbre, tau, or some similar material. Then, we think, you
will have heat enough. If fresh tan is used, take care, indead, that the heat at

first is not too great.

Books.-/•'.—The best handy work on Orchids is "The Orchid Grower'
Manual," 5th edition, by Mr. B. .S. Willians. It is the work of a thoroughly prac-

tical and observaut man.—J. O'B.

Names of Plants.-JVooica.—l, Platylom\ rotundifolia ;
'2, Doodia dives ;

3, Blcclimun Spicant ; 4, Pteris umbrosa. /. A. D. S.— 1, Liuum trigynum ;

2, Goldfussia auisophylla; 3, Alonsoa incisa. /. C, F.—A deep coloured form
of Calauthe Veitchi well grown. Italii.- -The dried flower you send is a form
of FuclHia globosa. •/. D.—The Orchid has been sent to Professor Reichen-
bach, of liambiu-gh. who will probably reply in a few days. J. ilA— Ilibbertia
volubilis (see woodcut in present number) ; the other shrub we cannot name with-

outfljweri. F. D.—l, Erica persoluta alba; 2, E. hyemilis ; 3, Ep.acris miniata.

A. K.—Euonynius europfeus.

Orchids—.Vo!»7c'.—The Diudrobium leaf was not enclosed.

CYCLAMENTS AT EALIN'G DEAN'.

FoRE>tii.-:T atrongst cultivators of the Persian Cyclamen on a large

scale in the neighbourhood of London must be placed Mr. H. B,

Smith, of Ealing Dean, whose nursery during winter and early spring

presents a floral sight worth going a long way to see. Here the

Cyclamen is made a speciality of, the major portion of the nursery

being exclusively devoted to its culture, and plants in various stages

of growth, from the tiny seedling to specimens measuring a foot or

more across, may be counted by thousands, occupying no fewer than

a score of capacious spm-roofed houses and pits. This enormous
quantity indicates the popularity of the Cyclamen, and at the same
time affords a striking contrast to the limited extent of its culture a

few years back, when not a tithe of what are grown here could be

seen in all the nurseries round London put together. Probably there

is no other class of plants the cultural treatment of which lias been

BO greatly modified in a few years as the Persian Cyclamen, for it is

quite within a recent date, compared with the length of time of its

introduction, that the present, and obviously the correct, system of

culture has been practised. Formerly the orthodox plan of treat-

ment was to aim at procuring large and consequently old corms, and
what was termed their thorough ripening, in order, as was thought,

to obtain a plentiful supply of fine bloom ; hence the starving and
roasting system which was practised, and is even still carried

out by many cultivators, resulting in most cases in failure.

New the Cyclamen is subjected to a different system of treatment,

and young plants raised from seeds and grown steadily on

without check are found to be the most profitable, and it

is the rule now to see jjlants bearing from one to three score of

blooms on vigorous plants only from twelve to eighteen mouths old

rom the seed.

Tne houses at Mr. S.nith's nursery are well ad.ipted for Cyclamen
culture, being light, low, and narrow, and the stages are elevated, so

that the plants get a maximum of light. Another noteworthy point

is that, though all available space is taken advantage of, there is no

undue crowding, so detrimental to the successful culture of the

Cyclamen, as it dwarfs them to such an extent as to destroy the

symmetry of the plant, and prevents tlie flowers from ac([uiring that

substance and colour which are so desirable. All the plants are

grown in pots, varying in size from "2 in. to those '.I in. a^ros3. Some
of the plants in the largest-sized pots are remarkably fine specimens,

measuring in some instances as much as IS in. in diameter. The
majority of these largest plants are from three to seven years old,

and they produce every year an enormous quantity of flowers. The
finest of these will not be in perfection for several weeks, as they

are being retarded in pits. The plants in the houses are placed on a

layer of coal ashes in most cases, which form an excellent mate-

rial for the purpose, though Cjcoa-nut fibre is used in one or two
houses with good results.

The direction taken bv Mr. S.nith with regard to the improvement
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of the Cyclamen has been to obtain a variety of colours of a decided
tone ; thus he has on the one hand Crimson King, the deepest clear

crimson yet procured, and Mont Blanc, and similar kinds in the pure
white coloured class. The improvement of habit of growth, the mark-
ings of the foliage, have also not been lost sight of, which the results

fully prove. Another important and highly desirable quality of a

Cyclamen is sweet-scented flowers, and it is a singular fact that

while some plants in a particular strain certainly possess deliciously-

scented flowers, others are almost entirely devoid of it, and there

appears to be no distinguishing character whereby to distinguish the

scented from the non-scented kinds. In such a large collection as

this there is necessarily a large number of sorts, more or less distinct,

differing from each other either in colour, size, or form of flower, or in

habit, or growth, or character of the foliage. Among the seedlings,

Mr. .Smith has raised within the past few years about a dozen of the
most distinct forms he has named, and these may be broadly divided
into light and dark coloured kinds.

Dark Coloured Kinds.—Of these the most distinct are

Crimson King, a superb sort with flowers of medium size of an in-

tensely deep crimson, but possessing a lirightuess not seen in the
equally dark kinds, with an excessive sufi'usion of purple. Kosy
Morn has large finely-formed blossoms with broad firm petals set on
short stout stalks, and otherwise possesses a compact dwarf growth.
The colour is a purplish-rose, with a ring of deeper shade at the centre.

Duke of Connaught.—The flowers of this sort are larger than those

of the preceding, and are moreover of a deeper shade' of rose. This is

one of the largest growing sorts, and an extremely fine one. Pic-

turatum is a variety with a fine habit of growth and a free bloomer.
The colour is a pale rosy hue with a deeper ring. Delicatum is, as

its n.ime implies, a delicate tinted form, the petals being white with
a soft suffusion of pink and a deeper zone at the base. The blossoms
are shorter than most other sorts, and the petals are of good sub-

stance. Orandiflorum has unusually large flowers, with broad firm

petals varying from a delicate blush tint to deep rose in the sub-

variety roseum.

'White-flo'wered Kinds.—The pure white variety is here
grown better and in larger quantities than we have seen it else-

where, and house after house of plants in full bloom is a beautiful

sight. A variety with double white flowers is one of the novelties,

.and a highly desirable kind it will be when grown well for market
and otlier purposes, the flowers being large and having from ten to

twelve petals of snowy whiteness. Baroness liurdett-Coutts and
Queen of the Belgians are extremely fine varieties, both with pure
white flowers, the former characterised by stout flower-stalks, broad
twisted petals, fine habit of growth, and free flowering. Another
beautiful white kind is Mont Blanc, which has flowers of large

size, and of fine symmetrical form, and borne profusely. Most of the

above, as well as the dark-flowered kinds, have received first-class

certificates from the Royal Hort. Society in 1878, 1879, and 1880, and
some from the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, but, as a rule,

the meetings of the latter society are too late in the spring for the

finest of the Cyclamens.

Palms, &c.—Though the Cyclamen is the chief object of culture

at this nursery, there are other classes of plants which receive atten-

tion. The chief of these are Palms and Ferns, which are grown by
the thousand, and occupy, with a few other classes, upwards of

twenty houses. The principal of the Palms grown are Corypha
australis, Areca rubra, Euterpe edulis, Seaforthia elegans, Areca lu-

tescens, the graceful little Cocos Weddelliana, Phcenix rupicola, and
Latania borbonica. Of Ferns, we noted Microlepia hirta cristata,

an elegant crested kind, various Maidenhairs, Dictyogi'amma japo-

nica, the latter a most useful Fern for market purposes, as it with-

stands rough treatment and a low temperature better than most
others. Among Draceuas, the principal grown are rubra, terminalis,

congesta, which are all grown remarkably well, as are also Pandanus
Veitchi, Eucharis, Ficus elastica and stipulata, and a host of other

plants. W. G.

Wk have to record the death of William Paul, of Crossflat

Nursery, Paisley. Mr. Paul was a distinguished florist, and one of

the oldest and most useful members of the Paisley Horticultural

Society. In florist flowers he was a specialist ; and his fame in this

respect caused him to be sought as a judge at floral competitions,

not in Scotland only, but in Ireland, and also in England. He com-
peted, too, in the great shows all over the country, and carried off

numerous prizes, particularly for Pansies, in the culture of which he
was most successful. Mr. Paul was quiet and unobtrusive in his

habits, and much attached to his professional pursuits.

With the first number in the New Year will be published, as a sup-

plement, a general Index for the volume just ended, and an original

portrait and memoir of the late Mr, Noel Humphreys.
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